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Well, this business had a lot of "Lilies"
running theatres,
but no more* Competition is
too keen* Today anyone owning a theatre has to
be on his toes every minute or join the "has beens*"

—

That

is

why

9

the country s wisest

Showmen

are booking

UNITED ARTISTS PICTURES
for 1929-30

-the best the

market

offers

ran
_ jH

in

a

I

little

HE

first

American

room overlooking

Madison Square,

just

the

was opened
of greensward known as

office

bit

of Pathe

a quarter of a century ago,

Down Twenty'third Street stood the Flatiron
then the new architectural wonder of New York.

Building,

Across

was the Fifth Avenue Hotel, and its famous
"Amen Corner" where Chauncey Depew and Senator Tom
Piatt sat in council. Theodore Roosevelt was president
Only
a year before the Wright Brothers had made their first flight.
The United States Steel Corporation was but three years old.
Russia and Japan were at war. The first commercial wireless
telegram was sent that summer.
In the fall the New York
subway was opened. The Floradora Sextette was the hit of
Broadway and Cremo was the best five cent cigar.
at

the

corner

That

places for

you the world of yesterday, when the

ardent Gallic rooster of Pathe

Pathe

was

only a steamer trunk

Motion pictures was
Films

were

film store^

Pathe,
tered

the

just

full

to raise his clarion voice.

of

films

beginning to learn

and an idea
to

shows were hardly two years
virile,

first

all'

old.

as aggressive as the trademark rooster, en^

struggles

*

then.

make dramas.

mostly mere vaudeville "chasers" and the

of the young business, and fought and

crowed and prospered.

*

came

*

Twenty 'five

*

years of screen evolu-

*

31

*

JOSEPH

KENNEDY

P.

JOHN

and sharp commercial

tions

Pathe -the -pioneer always
of the advance.

tors

News

in

their

Max

tor

of the

through a

C, First in the service

comedians.

of the

official films

C
roll

C

First

call

of

with comedies
the

all

of America as the

field

C

Pathegrams.

through

First in serials

C

World War.

development of the vast amateur
with Pathex and

with practical screen

First

in quality theatres.

down

Linder

C

1910.

chosen sec-

its

launch a newsreel with Pathe

Pathechrome.

day of dominance

from

the forefront of

in

twenty years ago, the process predeces-

color with Pathecolor
sor to today's brilliant

have intervened, with

struggle

C. First to

on the screen

MURDOCK

J.

First

famous
dir ribu-

with the

of the motion picture,

First

in

the

of the

field

educational picture with a producing alliance with Harvard
University

and

— Pathe

ever a house of honorable aggressiveness

quality leadership

most

— now

service to the screens of the

in

Pathe
Pathe

still

new

this

which new

—

color,

departures

in

and fore-

method

— RCA Photo-

era of the talking picture

young with the

abreast of the

is

tions in

pend

is

— of

First

world with the perfected

variable area sound -on -film recording

phone System

C

and today.

new

art.

vigor of the pioneering

spirit.

adventuring fringes of the inven-

revolutions of the motion picture art im-

wide
studio

developing processes,

vision
practise,

new

stage -size

new

projection,

negative

optical devices.

If

startling

materials,

there

is

new

a pro-

blem or a promise Pathe experts with twenty -five years of
technology behind them are working on

Pathe picture of the coming season

In

behalf of the Pathe

it.,

Incidentally, every

will carry color.

organization,

its

large

array

of

Administration

Pathe Studio.

Building.

Cuker

City,

California.

stockholders,

more than a thousand employees

the world,

covering
theatre

its

I

wish

to

extend

owners our appreciation of

and the friendship which they have
through

its

long career.

To

corporation.

tend

my
It

is

Good-will

the motion picture

to

the cooperation, the loyalty
so abundantly given Pathe
is

the proudest asset of any

the employees of the Pathe organization,

characteristic of Pathe that
that

it

has

pictures but rather to

tive alliances,

ever free

it

should never have sought

never oeen ambitious

make

kept free of competition with
to

the best pictures.
its

do the utmost

the

all

Pathe has ever

and

function of

his public.

Pathe alone can

Pathe has a future as bright as

celebrate a silver anniversary.

ate future

make

in its sole

Pathe, alone of the pioneers, survives.

The

to

customers, ever free of destruc-

serving the motion picture exhibitor

past.

ex-

I

appreciation of their efforts and achievements.

monopoly,

its

strategically

ensuing pages bring you a message of the immedi-

— the season of 1929-30.
Joseph

P.

Kennedy

Chairman of

Pathd Laboratory, Bound Brook, N.

].

y Sound Studios,

pat

the

Board

New

York City

A

N

years to

come when

picture production of 1928-1929
will

be given

to

all

industrial

and

time.

Mechanical progress
the sky of

written, proper emphasis

is

one of the most remarkable

revolutions of

artistic

the history of motion

human endeavor

in this

like

day and age sweeps across

We are

a flaming meteor.

all

familiar

with man's mastery over machinery

dustries

and have seen the development under one generation

of the telephone, the telegraph, the electric
bile,

in

numerous

light,

in-

the automo-

the motion picture and the radio.

WILLIAM SISTROM
Western PTctdmctitm Manager

A
first

year ago the talking motion picture spoke for the

time audibly and distinctly in the great cinema theatres,

and a 35 year

was made

old industry of silent films within a

Then came

obsolete.

few weeks

the trying struggle for im-

mediate re-adjustment and reconstruction.

In that struggle,

Pathe has triumphed, vigorous with the blood of

new

birth,

canny with the experience of a quarter century of accomplishment, and confident with the proven record of a year's
talking picture production that ranks

Phoenix-like, a

new

Pathe

with the industry's leaders.

institution

sound features, news-reels and short-reel
ROBERT

T.

of talking

subjects,

and

has risen

KANE

Enttem Production Manager

from the ashes of the

silent picture.

The company's

magnifi-

cent studios in Culver City, California, have been rebuilt and
a

new

organization perfected by William Sistrom, Production

Manager.

In

New

York

City, a

modern and model sound

plant,

under the supervision of Robert T. Kane, has achieved

top position in the

Pioneer
entered the

field

in

field

of the musical motion picture.

the field of news-reels. Pathe in

news and

of Sound

reportorial institution has

months with amazing

been

a far-flung world-wide

up

built

efficiency.

in

Pathe

News-reels are exhibited consistently
daily

1928-29

in

the

past

twelve

Sound and

Silent

thousands of theatres

throughout the world.

Any comment on
past year

Pathe's

accomplishments of the

would be incomplete without proper acknowledge-

ment of the cooperation from

Photophone.

R. C. A.

Inc.

The

executives and engineering staff have contributed generously

of their

talent,

ingenuity and resourcefulness that the Pathe

product might attain the peak of

In the

the

and

company

efficient

sound reproduction.

succeeding pages, the Production Program of
for the

personalities

coming year

is

outlined

are presented for the

and

new

consideration

plans

of a

magnificent industry.

J. ].

MURDOCK
President

S

PATHE

—

A1TIE

NEWS
First

always, Pathe,

ago

established

Pathe News.

known

It

two decades

just

the

first

newsreel

has become the best

institution

unbiased, lightning

of
fast,

the

screen

accurate and

world wide, dominant. Pathe
is

—

News

the only newsreel everybody knows.

There

is

no other.

FIRST

ATHE
edited by

TERRY RAMSAYE
and

RAY

L.

HALL

Now we

bring to the talking screen

the

true

first

in-sound.

technique of news-

With

a

Recorded by

RCA PHOTOPHOHE
SYSTEM

quarter of

a

century of Photography and all
there is of sound recording Pathe
has

Sound

"know how."
News
faster and

the

Pathe Sound

is

News

does

Pathe
newsier.
it

first.

r

^tainment and showmanship values it is necessary to attain a
perfect balance between the story which forms the ground
work, the directorial and creative genius which transmits it to
the screen, and its interpretation by artists of ability.
Assembled
is

an array of

in

the production forces at the Pathe Studios

diversified talent that

combines every

essential

the production of feature pictures, containing the

factor

for

utmost

in artistic

and dramatic

The men who

values.

will supervise the productions

— Ralph Block,

Hovey, Maurice Revnes, Josiah Zuro and William
Conselman have proved their ability in the past, in the creCarl

—

ation of outstanding box-office attractions.

The
William

stars

and featured

players,

including Ina

Claire,

Ann Harding. Constance Bennett, Robert
Laura Hope Crews, Eddie Quillan, Russell Gleason,

Boyd,

Armstrong,

Carol Lombard, Jeanette Loff, Diane

Herbert Clark, are personalities of

The

Ellis,

Stanley Smith and

definite box-office value.

directors, Marshall Neilan, E.

H.

Griffith,

Paul Stein,

Tay Garnet, Fred Newmeyer, Howard Higgin, Gregory LaCava,
Leo McCarey, Richard Boleslavski, Spencer Bennett, Tony
Brown and

The
adapted

Paul Powell, stand

story material

to the

in

the forefront of their profession.

drawn from popular

De Leon, Jack Jungmeyer,

Paul Gangelin, Joseph Poland, Jack Jevne, Leo

John W. KrafFt, A. A.
Faragoh, Sidney Harris, and Earl Baldwin.

Ray

is

screen by a group of writers, including Kenyon

Nicholson, Horace Jackson, Walter

Gray,

plays or books

Harris,

Birinski,

Kline,

George
Frances

TREASURE
GIRL

The most entrancing
musical comedy ever
written with,
lilting

its

tunes

lyrics.

It

graceful,

and

has

clever

melody,

PATHE

romance, and drama.

Pathe's

first

— elaborate

musical

production

and spectacular. Book
by Frederick Thompson and Vincent
Lawrence.
Lyrics by Ira Gershwin.
Produced by the noted stage director
Richard Boleslavsky with incidental music
by Walter O'Keefe and Bobby Dolan.
Maestro

Josiah

Zuro,

general

musical director

I

U

}

"*HE most
*

tacular

brilliant sketches,

spec-

and comic, which have

graced the Greenwich Village Follies
during the ten years of its existence as one of the institutions of
the American theater, will be introduced in sound and color by
Photophone, through special
arrangement with Jones &- Green,
the Broadway producers.

RCA

fafc

PATHE

The

cast will be of the

high standard which has
the

Follies great

in

the

same

made
PATHE
past.

VILLAGE
FOLLIES

THE
BIG SHOT
An

original story uritten for dialogue pictures by the

authors of numerous triumphs of the speaking stage.

BEN HECHT & CHARLES MacARTHUR

They wrote the

Broadway

standing

success "Front

Based on the

out-

life

Page"

of one of

New

York's most sensational personalities,
this

is

a startling and accurate picture

of the underworld and
reveals a man, merciless

its

rackets.

It

and power'

whose lawlessness wins him milL
ions, but whose happiness is strangled
in the net he weaves about himself.

ful,

*

PATHE

#.

PATHE

*

PATHE

WOMEN
Adapted and Supervised by William Conselman

uith

WILLIAM BOYD, ANN HARDING
and

ROBERT ARMSTRONG
and an

all star cast

A

spirited American version of the sensational drama of Bolsheviki Russia, "Zoina
Shenshiny". Not since Tolstoi's "Resurrection" and Victor Hugo's "Les Miserables" has any author caught the imaginative spirit of a whole nation in terms of
individual life, love and death, as this drama depicts the turbulent spirit of man. This
is a poignant story revealing the vital roles played by five women
a wife, a sweet'
heart, a sister, a magdalen and a mother
the
lives
in
of the five men who love
I

—

them and have gone

to

war.

—

An

all-color production in the

famous Pathechrome

color process.

with

WILLIAM BOYD
Supervised
They
more

told

— that

by

Ralph

Block

him that romance was no

the adventurous spirit of
the great west
the land of the crimson
mesa, the emerald canyon, the indigo

—

sky had vanished!

And

he arrived in the heart of the great

silent

mined

mountains broken
to end it all

in

life,

deter-

Then

like the first blush of dawn, love
entered his life and a desire to live and
conquer and possess thrilled his very soul.

She was an Indian
civilization behind

—

Girl.

Centuries of

him argued against

mad impulse a thin veneer of society
crashed and two humans, as in the days
long ago, fought the great battle of life
and love against mighty enemies.
Did they win?

And

A

in

winning, did they lose?

American as "Uncle
Tom's Cabin" and "Way Down East".
story as typically

news

All the

that's
see

fit

to

and hear

NEWS

BIG
A

PAT

HE

Fair

and warmer

— at

least

SOUND AND DIALOGUE EXTRA

ARMSTRONG

MYSTERY AND
SUSPENSE IN

SUSPECTED

IS

IN

EDITOR'S DEATH

MURDER TALE

Murdered in his office while he
was dictating a dictaphone message

Robert Armstrong, who in the
short space of two years has leaped
to the front rank of screen players,
is elevated from supporting roles to
the featured lead in the new Pathe

to the office of the District Attorney,
in circumstances that pointed to
Steve Banks, a discharged reporter
as the assassin, the body of James
Addison, owner and publisher of
the COURIER, was found, badly
mutilated, by his girl secretary
yesterday morning.
A dictaphone record not only exonerated Banks, the suspected slayer,
but proved beyond the faintest
doubt that Reno a notorious cafe
owner and operator of underworld
speakeasies, himself had committed
the murder and for which crime he
later

It

was

production "Big News." This
original play of

Armstrong comes from the stage
equipped as one of Broadway's

fully

He rose to rapid cin"A Girl in Every- Port"
"Celebrity" "Ned McCobbs Daughter" and "The Leatherneck"
He
leading actors.

ema fame

in

—

achieved his greatest stage success
in "Is Zat So," coming to the talking screen splendidly eqqipped. In
"Big News" he portrays a young
newspaperman who is neither galahad nor Volstead, but a likeable
young roisterer, and the possessor
of the best "nose for news" in the

been dissipating recently, was discharged by Addison for dereliction
of duty. His wife, Margaret Banks,
a

ROBERT- ARMSTRONG
Handsome,

athletic, talented, he plan* the reporter who is suspected of the
in this fascinating mystery of the newspaper world.

murder

entire city.

Lombard Plays Moral

slain.

With this confession, Banks appeared at Mr. Addison's office. Reno
was awaiting his turn to see the

Wife For First Time

f

For the

newspaper proprietor in an adjoining room where he was conferring
meanwhile about certain advertis-

THE VOICE WITH
THE SOB WINS

ing with Hensel, advertising manager of the newspaper. Both heard
Banks' and Addison's voice raised
to a high pitch as they quarrelled.
Banks left the office apparently disturbed, and a few minutes later
Addison's body, with the skull
crushed was discovered.

Dictaphone Record Involved
comes the amazing feature
of this crime, one of the boldest and

Now

far reaching in its consequences, ever
committed in this city. Banks was

arrested at a nearby barber shop bv
Officer Ryan, after Banks' pocket
knife had been found in the street

beneath Addison's window. He denied positively that he had brought
about the publisher's death and said
that he had not only been restored
to his position by Addison for obtaining the Perrotti confession, but
that the latter was addressing a
message to the District Attorney
regarding this subject, when he left
the

an

by

duction.

Banks Had Been Fired
appears that Banl-s, who has

woman was

is

life

George S. Brooks, recently purchased through Jed Harris the New York
play producer who had planned to
stage it last season, but due to the
fact that he had "Front Page" running at that time postponed pro-

arrested.

member of the reportorial staff
of the HERALD, had threatened to
obtain a divorce and Banks in consequence, appeared greatly dejected.
He went to Reno's cafe and quarreled with the latter who, as a heavy
advertiser in the COURIER, obtained his discharge. To revenge
himself, Banks obtained the Perroti
confession a few minutes before the

newspaper

office.

Obtaining the dictaphone record,
which Reno strangely enough sought
to destroy, an astounding thing occurred.
The record proved that
Addison while telling the District
Attorney of the murder of the
Perreti woman by Reno's agents,
and of the confession obtained by

CAROL LOMBARD
Two

years ago a Mack Sennett bathing
beauty now the heroine of big screen
.mystery. By her beauty charm. and talent.
Miss Lombard has risen in a short space
of time from obscurity to featured roles xn
such productions as "Show Folks". "High
Voltage". "Nod McCobbs Daughter."

Ordinarily the voice with the
smile may win, but in the case of
Carol Lombard it was one with a
sob that won the blond actress her
most important screen role in
"Big News"
Certain tense emotional scenes
of "Big News", demanded a feminine player whose beauty and talent
must be augmented by a voice capable of giving a sobbing undertone
to rapidly spoken lines. Much of
the success of the sequence depended upon the sincerity with which
this was done.
Screen tests were made of several actressess, and Carol passed the
tear tinged test with flying colors,
and was assigned to the role, a
powerfully dramatic one which she

GREGORY

who listened to the revelations of the
record, with the command to stop
talking. Addison ordered Reno out
of his office whereupon, according to
the record, Reno crushed his skull.

are Herbert Clark,

is

Sam

Hardy, Charles Sellon, Tom Kennedy, Warner Richmond, Fred
Nelson, Wade Boteler, Louis Payne
and Cupid Ainsworth.
Jack Jungmeyer, who was a well
known newspaperman for a decade
before beginning work as a motion
picture scenarist, adapted this story
of modem journalism from a play
S.

Brooks.

IS DIRECTING IT
RALPH BLOCK IS THE SUPERVISOR

familiar characters are inand most sensational murder case which is the
talk of newspaper circles.
Gregory La Cava who has directed Richard Dix in numerous film
successes will direct. And Ralph
Block is supervising director. George

volved

News", which Gregory La Cava
directing,

LA CAVA

Many

Bank's was interrupted by Reno.
His voice was recognized by all

time in her cinematic

another woman's home than the
possessor of one of her own in her
former screen vehicles, will be seen
as the wife of Robert Armstrong, in
"Big News", a Pathe dialogue film
now in the making.
Other well known players who
appear in important roles in "Big

by George

had greatly coveted.

first

career Carol Lombard is portraying a young wife of unquestioned
morals.
The golden haired Carol, who has
been more often the wrecker of

in this latest

S. Brooks wrote the play. Jack
Jungmeyer adapted it, and Walter
De Leon is responsible for the

dialogue.

Then, too, there is a large cast of
players whose names are familiar to
discriminating fans.

PATHE

im

\

Mi

1

ailed as the

most accomplished come-

dienne of the dramatic and musical comedy stage, lna Claire
has wit, personality and that most alluring of

charm. As a Belasco
she

is

star

all

qualities,

of numerous dramatic successes,

recognized on Broadway as the essence of the chic

modern

woman

and the smart sophistication of the day.

I

NA

CLAIRE

THE AWFUL TRUTH
Whh

Henry Daniel and a distinguished

Von

Ehz,

Story

The young
play

amusing antics
acting.

Harvey.

Supervised

by

Directed

by

by Arthur Richman.

who

divorcee

of smart

brilliant

Paul

New
a

is

She

Yorkers with

their

at

which
once,

Arthur Richman's

in

clever dialogue

scope

gives

Revnes.

Marshal! Neilan.

lures,

loves

Theodore

Maurice

and

role
is

cast including

tender,

and

Miss Claire's

to

intractable,

humorous

and winsome.

NEGLIGEE
An

adaptation

Vajda,

Ernest

of the

author

f

sensational European
the

of

production of Fata Morgana.

She was missing

and trusted
screen
subtle,

play

is

the

at

midnight

Supervised

—a

theme of the

Theatre

f
stage

Guild's

brilliant

polished characterizations for

by

noteworthy

by Maurice Revnes.

woman's

which provides Miss

success

f

right

to

be believed

Hungarian playwright's

Claire

with

which she

one of those
is

noted

contemporary theatre

P

AT H

E

in

the

|lLLIAM

BOYD

represents the finest type of

young American manhood.

He

has endeared

motion picture audiences by his
and natural delineations of spirited,
ambitious youth and is identified with the clean, wholesome
romance, and the buoyant optimism of America today.
himself to

sincere

WILLIAM BOYD
COMMAND

HIS FIRST
An

A young

khaki cavalier of the U.

men and

breeding place of fine

through

Douglas Doty, author of "Dress Parade"

original story by

all

S.

Cavalry Training School, the

fast horses

shows

the ages, man's best friend and noblest

now,

that

ally, is

as

the horse.

OFFICER O'BRIEN
Adapted

from

spirited

less

and

original

affecting story in

member of

by

story

Tom

Buckingham

CAROL LOMBARD

with

A

an

which

the ideals of a son, a daunt'

the police force, and those of his father, a jailbird

and a crook, clash

in all

the bitterness of a doleful heritage

— the

father proving a hero, too.

CRASHING THROUGH
A

Which

is

comedy

-

drama

stage

play

by

Saxon

the greater force, love or convention?

workers of the world wins

his girl

with the strugglers of a

One

of the fearless

when, faced with a

between luxury and the strong man of her
lot

Kling

workaday

decision

choice, she throws her

existence.

PATH

EE

N
combines

rare

gifts

of

emotional and tragic power with, the lighter moods of the deft comedienne.

The

and dramatic force of this young actress first claimed
of Broadway with her success in "Tarnish" and later when she
title role
in "The Trial of Mary Dugan," hit of the decade.

fresh blonde beauty

the attention

created

the

HARDI

N C

the beauty of her speaking voice, the clear bell-like quality of her tones

Long noted for
betokens a new

chapter in the annals of the talking picture to which Miss Harding will

lend her refreshing

and appealing

PARIS

personality in dialogue pictures for Pathe.

BOUND

f

t

t

stage play by Philip Barry produced by Arthur

Hopkins.

Supervised

by

Maurice

Revnes.

urge destroy the deeper,

bond of

Does yielding

to a physical

mony? This

and witty play with Fredric March and Leslie Fenton, and
H. Griffith, provides Miss Harding with a role well suited to

her beauty,

and

distinction

deft

wife

and amusing comedy

lives

romance

extraordinary emotional and dramatic finesse.

THING CALLED LOVE
from the

A

matri-

subtle

directed by E.

This

spiritual

successful stage play by

skillfully

and loves according
still

to

flourishes in these

Edwin Burke

developed

in

own modern

her

practical

which a

standards,

strictly

modern

and proves

that

days of companionate marriage.

HER PRIVATE AFFAIRS
an adaptation from Urmntsov's "Right to Kill"

A

wife

when
theft,

battles for her happiness.

The denouement

her love for a roue turns to

murder, and

finally

hate —

in

of

woman's

intrigue

which compromising

conscience play important and exciting

roles.

/

PATHE

letters,

William

Adapted

from

"On

Stairs".

Hurbut's Play
Directed by Spencer
Bennett. Director of dialogue Hamilton
Mac Fadden. Supervised by Robert T.
the

Kane.

A

mystery

thriller

real mystery,

that has everything, real

and a

way's greatest successes,

it

exciting,

a

of Broad-

has swift action, grip-

ping situations, and a plot that

and

One

real love story.

thrills,

is

at

once dramatic

centered about the family jewels, a

haunted house, and a

guilty conscience.

ROBERT ARMSTRONG
and JAMES GLEASON
popular

stars

of "Is Zat So?"

That famous pair of stage buddies who enjoy a
fight and a frolic with equal enthusiasm, are com'
ing to the screen for the first time together as two

PATHE

roughneck railroad brakemen. They are a genial
unscrupulous twain, disagreeable in a rough and
tumble fight, wordly wise and full of guile where
the ladies, bless 'em, are concerned, and a likeable
hardboiled pair of amusing scalawags.

SAILOR'S HOLIDAY
with

ALAN HALE

and

SALLY EILERS

and an

all star cast

Original story by Joseph Franklin Poland.
sion adapted by

Dialogue

ver-

Ray Harris and directed by Fred Newmeyer.

Everybody loves a sailor! And a sailor on
leave and in love! Well, the fleet's in, and
the wittiest, merriest, funniest gob is coming ashore to see his gal!

Corey Ford's refreshing study of University

which ran serially in
"College Humor" has the romantic flavor of the campus, and reveals
the humor, follies youthful loyalties and heartbreak of a real American
boy working his way through college. Directed by Leo McCarey
life

from the dialogue adaptation by Joseph Franklin Poland. Supervised by
William Conselman.

O N STAN C

DENN ETT
The

return

to

the

screen

of

Richard Bennett's

eldest

daughter,

Constance, the most exquisitely dressed young woman in pictures, is
one of the big events of the new season. First uith "Cytherea" in
which she ran away with the picture, and later with "Sally, Irene
and Mary," Miss Bennett revealed that haunting, beguiling charm
which makes her one of the most alluring and seductive of the
younger players.

PEOPLE

RICH
A

best selling note! by

Jan Gelzer from Good Housekeeping

In the luxurious setting of a jazz era,

and the

richest people are those

money

alone does not bring happiness,

whose possessions are understanding, com-

panionship, love As the neglected daughter of a wealthy home divided against
itself. Miss Bennett portrays the hazards of unprotected, disillusioned youth.

CLOTHES
Saturday

Evening

Post

story

by

Lucy

Stone

Terrill.

Women have wept for them, begged for them, sinned for
As the little American teacher who suddenly dons fine raiment
and becomes exquisite. Miss Bennett faces an old problem in a new way.
Beautiful clothes!

them.

SARATOGA
An

original story of a pedigree by

William Conselman

Bred and trained for generations to certain standards and expectations, a
young aristocrat on her mettle comes out with flying colors and wins the race,
true to the best traditions of a fine heritage. A story which proves that blood
will tell in fine horses and aristocratic women.

PATH

E

G RAN D PARADE
Original minstrel play by

Howard Emmett
Directed by Fred

"Who was

the lady

night?"

last

that's

my

Rogers

Newmeyer

seen you with

— "That's
I

no lady

—

wife!" replied Mr. Bones.

And every shout

of laughter which

greeted this joke was like a thou-

sand poisoned arrows of outraged
jealousy in the heart of the minstrel

On

end-man.

the surface of the

little

of fun and make-believe,

life

and bubbled harmlessly,
But in the souls of men

world

frothed

carefree.

— youths
— raged

hot for adventure and love

such a blazing hate and

Death

sat nightly in

strife that

the lighted

minstrel circle ready to strike.

A

great

story
PATHE

—a

play

and

brilliant,

background.

human

love

fascinating

PLAY BOY
with

EDDIE QUILLAN
opinion of his family,

In the

his friends, his

even

his

employer, and

sweetheart,

this

ex-

tremely likeable but ineffectual

young man
the

a
a

is

a failure.

How

town ne'er-do-well makes

man
tear,

of himself

is

told

with

a throb and a smile.

An adaptationofHelen Hull's
story

in the Cosmopolitan
Magazine. Dialogue version

directed by Fred

Newmeyer.

PATHE

The romance

of a swashbuck-

ling,

debonair pirate of the

night

life

loves

and

battle

with authority. There

a

New

of

York

who

los£s in his reckless
is

depth of understanding of

these

lawless

figures

of the

underworld which makes
story

poignantly

this

human and

effective.

Supervised

*by

Ralph Block

ROBERT ARMSTRONG
and CAROL LOMBARD in

The

RACKETEE
by

PAUL GANGELIN

/

RED HOT
the

great

musical

comedy success by

WALTER DeLEON
Directed by

Leo

McCarey

Supervised by William Conselman

The

laughable, lovable people of

New

York's Tin Pan Alley make
the whole world whistle and hum.

Their

and struggles, their
heartbreaks and triumphs are amusingly portrayed by one who knows
joys

and understands the song publishing racket.

I*'

HOT AND
BOTHERED
with

EDDIE QUILLAN
A

story

ican

by William Conselman, of an Amer-

boy,

eager,

initiation into
zest, the

sensitive,

modern

life is

upright,

whose

attended by the

danger and the humor of youth's

coming of

age.

Directed by Leo McCarey.

ROBERT ARMSTRONG

CAROL LOMBARD
An

adaptation of

selling

novel

in

Ramon

Guthrie's

best-

which an aviator, a hero

overseas, struggles to adapt himself to post

war conditions
PATHE

in his

homeland, with tragedy

looming before him. Directed by Tay Garnett

%e BACHELOR'S

SECRET
with
An

A

ALAN HALE
adaptation of Walter

delightfully

suave young

De

Leon's original story

amusing farce

man

lies

about

inconceivably funny results
girl

he plans

involves.

to

marry,

Directed

by

supervised by Ralph Block.

PATHE

which a

his

past with

to himself,

and

Tay

in

the

girl

Garnett

the

he

and

A

love story by

Gene

Markey of Michael,
the

humble

boy

who

stable

loves

the

haughty daughter of
the noble
Irish

Earl.

An

romance with

its

lovable personalities

and

rollicking

humor

amidst the picturesque

settings

of Old

Erin.

With

original

songs by Bud Green

and Sam H.

Stept.

A

Directed by Kenneth

Webb and supervised
by Robert T. Kane.

*

PATHE

Singing

Talking

Picture

LUCKY
IN

LOVE
with the young

Irish tenor

MORTON DOWNEY, BETTY LAWFORD,
and

a

cast

of

distinguished

Broadway

players

—

He

thought he was a salesman
until he
He thought his line was good
she started hers.
He thought himself ir-

met Mary
until

Featuring

ALAN HALE

and

EDDIE QUILLAN
Directed

by

Leo McCarey

Supervised by William Conselman

resistible

!

—

until

Mary

chilled

him with

—

indif-

ference and had him dizzy with one of her
wide-eyed, baby stares full of dynamite.

Only fun and good humor in this smart
musical play.
Kenyon Nicholson, author of
"The Barker" wrote the story and Josiah Zuro
supervised the musical numbers.

PATHE

PATH
REVI
The

/

E

EW

and Only
real Magazine Reel
All Talk and Tunes
First

.

EDITED BY TERRY RAMS AYE

ATHtr Audio REVIEW unique
among

screen

expressions,

journalism with a point of view.

represents a belief that
in

a funny world. €L

this

That

is

is

C

a good

It

life

life is full

of

merry facts, pretty girls, smart places
and people, adventures in strange places
abroad and at home. <L Also that nothTERRY

RAMSAYE

ing matters unless diverting.

We smile!

GRANTLAND
Presented by

Van

RICE

Beuren Corporation

Champions in every sport, doing their breath-taking
them but hear them, with talk and effects.
Sports

make

the perfect picture, for in

feats:

You

not only see

them is a tremendous human story, with
Newspapers devote a large proportion

super-action, romance, drama, beauty.

of space to sports.

Grantland Rice

is

Reader demand

is

responsible.

the country's greatest sport expert.

His "Sportlights"

is
syndicated through the leading newspapers. He knows sports.
The public knows he knows. Only with the "Sportlights" pictures, one reel
every other week, can you satisfy the public demand for screen sports.

column

P

E

PATHE COMEDIE

ALWAYS
ZJL

the leader in the production of quality entertainment in

the short

comedy

field,

Pathe has

by the advent of talking

utilized the

new

values offered

and sound, and

will present this season
standard already recognized
as the cream of the market.

fifty-two two-reel talking comedies of a

by exhibitors and

critics

Across the background of the Pathe list in the past ten years have
flashed such famous comedians and comedy producers as Harold Lloyd,
Harry Langdon', "Our Gang", Mack Sennett, Hal Roach and Charlie
Chaplin.

With

the introduction of sound

comedy producers and
short reel entertainment

and dialogue, Pathe was the

distributors to recognize that a

was

as essential to the

new

comedy

of
standard of

field

first

as to the

feature productions.

New

Old, worn out silent methods were abandoned immediately.
technique and new personalities were quickly employed. Fresh ideas and
original material were obtained from sources heretofore seldom drawn
upon the vaudeville theatre.

—

New

York owned by the Pathe Company and
equipped with R.C.A. Photophone recorders offer unique facilities to
the group of producers and artists who will make the new season's

The Sound

Studios in

pictures.

Among

producers are James and Lucille Gleason, George
LeMaire, Harry Delmar, J Gordon Bostock, Frank T. Davis, Charles
the

Maddock and Monte Brice.
Some description of the different

series

appears on the following pages.

comedian long popular on Broadway where his name is synonomous with the most brilliant type of comedy, George LeMaire,
famous creator of fun and farce, is producing a series of skits and
sketches for Pathe, some of which he appears in himself and others
to which he lends the fine directorial skill which he brought to his
comedy sketches in George White's Scandals, Broadway Brevities
and LeMaire's Affairs. His gags, jokes, and huge sense of the funny
and ridiculous, have made him one of the greatest box office attractions of the Ziegfield Follies and the Winter Garden in which he
appeared co-starring with Eddie Cantor, Bert Williams, Van and.
Schenck, and as a vaudeville headliner, he is recognized as foremost
in

the

field.

LAUGHS

WHOOPEE

£r

LEMAIRE COMEDIES
A

series

LeMaire

of eight

who

all-talking

directed,

comedies starring George

produced and originated these

novel and hilarious comedies drawn from his wide and
unique repertoire of successful vaudeville and stage sketches.

Manhattan Comedies
A

comedies produced and directed
by George LeMaire starring Broadway's brightest funsters
including Louis Simon, Verree Teasdale, Averill Harris
series

of

six all talking

and Harry Holman.

CHECKER COMEDIES
A

of six all talking comedies featuring Frank T.
Davis, the noted vaudeville comedian in his most amusing
vaudeville sketches including"The Salesman", "Thanksgiving", "The Canvasser", "Give Her Credit", "Fancy
That", "Chick and Chibbie".
series

VARIETY COMEDIES
A

of eight two reel comedies featuring leading
comedy artists of vaudeville in the sketches which made
them famous including "Alexander Carr" in "The End of
the World," Mackenzie Ward in "Doing Phil a Favor"
and popular productions by J. Gordon Bostock, such as
"Beach Beauties" and "Amateur Night."
series

P

AT H

E

f

INTRODUCING

BUCK*. BUBBLES
SERIES

Buck and Bubbles one of the most popular teams of
colored comedians on the vaudeville stage interpret the
inimitable

humor of Hugh Wiley's

stories in this series
life.

Supervised by

already

of

six

celebrated

Wild Cat

uproarious comedies of negro

Monte

Brice the entire series has

been completed with these box-office

titles

—

"Black Narcissus", "Fowl Play", "High Toned", "In and

Out", "Darktown

P

Follies",

"Honest Crooks".

AT H

E

Harry Delmar, producer of the
famous Delmar revels and mu-

comedy

sical
ville

acts for

vaude-

and presentation through-

out the country will direct a
series
in

of

tabloid

singers,
ers.

six

musical comedies
featuring

leading

comedians and danc-

Novel and

they will be the

entertaining,

talk

of the town.

PATH

E

COLD EN ROOSTER

COMEDIES

This series comprises six farce comedies featuring celebrities of the stage and screen in two
reel comedies.
They are the same type of entertainment which brought fame and fortune to
Harold Lloyd and Charlie Chaplin. The first
two of these are

THE GARDEN OF EATIN,

FAIRWAYS AND
starring

James and
The

P

Lucille

others uil/ be of the

FOUL

Webster Gleason

same high standard

AT H

S

E

m1

Frank T. Davis,

who

as a vaudeville

producer, has kept audiences merry
the country for over a decade,

of

favorites.

These present

in

ments of the popular revue.

all

making a

is

miniature

the

song

latest

hits

P

his

all

the ele^
pretty

combined with

and dance music, and

directed by the fine, discriminating

who knows

series

comedy

There are

pretty music, plenty of fun

and

throughout

musical comedies starring musical

six

girls,

star

hand of one

Broadway.

AT H

E

Van

Beuren Corporation presents

Ik

AESOP'S
FUSLM

fV^

FABLES
SOUND OR SILENT
The

world's most famous cartoon

feature

— an

established

the finest theatres.

little

Always a

and the most

laugh-getter,
big

favorite

in

sure-fire

satisfying

feature on the screen.

Now

with Sound and Effects a hilarious
novelty

that

never

Sound and 26

Silent

26

misses.

— one

in

of each

43

every other week.

TOPICS

OF THE DAY
ALL TALKING
Hear and

This famous Pathe

See!

laugh institution
inal!

now

in talk.

Orig-

Sensational! Unique!

The

humor

inter-

world's best wit and

preted by prominent vaudevillians in

snappy dialogue.
performers

each

in

Several
reel.

different

26 in

released one every other week.

PATHE
-

...

all-

NO TIME
FOR AMATEURS
9 Exhibitors and producing companies handing out the old line of stuff won't
get

by in the New Show World of 1929-30.

The public

is

too smart.

type of talking picture that succeeded a year ago won't satisfy

coming season.

successful exhibitor this

New Show World

to

this

Three or four outstanding productions, with weeks of medi-

ocre product in between, will get nothing but squawks and

Buy

them

The

picture

PARAMOUNT!

coming year

will

— week after week.

empty

seats.

The

have to supply the new type

of

There's one way of doing

it:

*J1

Tie up with the company that educated the public up

Quality Talking Pictures in 1928-9 and enriched exhibitors playing

product.

Tie up with the big-time leader with the greatest talking screen

stars in its line-up.
stars.

its

The company

that signed

up the cream of the

The mighty production organization geared up

stage

to these changing

Supplying you with as

times.

many knockouts

ducers offer in their entire season's product.
exhibitor

who

fools

P. S.

box

office

Sign a

That goes for unwired as well as wired houses.
class

HAROLD LLOYB
MORAN AND MACK
THE COCOANUTS
THE DANCE OF LIFE
DR. FU

MANCHU

be

fatal to the

Competition

is

too hot

PARAMOUNT

PARAMOUNTS

40

great-

contract quick!

silent pictures are

New Show

of the market too!

III

THE VAGABOND KING
THE LOVE PARADE
GLORIFYING THE AMERICAN

will

as other pro-

and easy way of being assured of doing the

business in history:

World type and the

1929-30

around with inferior product.

for that. There's one safe
est

*I

month

in a

Greatest Name in

The New Show World:

GIRL

THE FOUR FEATHERS
THE VIRGINIAN

4

CLARA BOW

52

ILLUSION

4

GEORGE BANCROFT

104

APPLAUSE
THE CHILDREN

3

CHARLES "BUDDY'' ROGI

GREENE MURDER CASE

2

MAURICE CHEVALIER

3

GARY COOPER

1

RICHARD DIX

2

JEANNE EAGELS

3

RICHARD ARLEN

THE LADY LIES
BEHIND THE MAKE-UP
YOUTH HAS ITS FLING

3

NANCY CARROLL

4

WILLIAM POWELL

KIBITZER
FAST COMPANY

4

EVELYN BRENT

2

RUTH CHATTERTON

1

HUNGARIAN RHAPSODY

1

SOUL OF FRANCE

PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS
PARAMOUNT SILENT NEWS
Two-Reel shorts

24

SWEETIE

CHRISTIE TALKING PLAYS

PARAMOUNT
6 P^

THE GAY LADY
WOMAN TRAP
CHARMING SINNERS
POINTED HEELS

One-Reel shorts
32

6

ESCAPE
THE LOST GOD

PARAMOUNT TALKING AND
SINGING ACTS

12

SARAH AND SON
R ETURN OF SHERLOCK HOLM ES

TALKING

COMEDIES

SCREEN SONGS

TALKARTOONS

PA IK A M © U N T
fp

reatest

Name
Member Motion

in

the

New Show World!

Picture Producers A- Distributors of America, Inc.

If ill

H. Hays. Pres.

July

6,

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD
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53

¥alue to

i\<l<lin»

ALL sound
pictures

A

picture today

good

as

it

is

only as

Company and

RCA

house Electric

sounds.

the Westing-

&

Manufac-

every delicate inflection of
the

human

voice and every

Photophone gets out of sound

turing Company. The re-

note of musical instruments

pictures all that the studios

sources and

with the complete illusion of

them.

experience of

send vour

the

these companies in electrical

realism.

world's most highly perfected

and acoustical research have

audiences away boosting.

reproducing equipment for

made

put into

sound

It

is

\5

achievements in tone repro-

Back of RCA Photophone are

duction, not to be duplicated

the leading manufacturers of
electrical

equipment

—

the

will

possible scientific

pictures.

all

It

by the makers of any other

Radio Corporation of

Mellow and

America, the General Electric

Photophone

distinct,

RCA

Photophone equipment, you

make your
in

sound equipment.

hen you purchase an

RCA

reproduces

final

investment

sound apparatus.
Address All Inquiries

to

Commercial Department

CA PHOTOPHO.VE,

IB
Inc.
SUKSIIHAKY OK KAMIO (lOkPDRATIO \ OK AMK klCA
NEW YORK CITY
4ll FIFTH AVENUE
Denver: 8i7-i7th street

san fran Cisco : 235

Montgomery

street

chicaco: ioo w.

mon roe

street

kansas

city,

mo: davidson bldc.
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THE WIRED GUY TOLD
THE SILENT GUY-

"Reach

for a Talkie instead of a

Squeak* M-G-M has the New Era
Road-Show-Size Talkies for '29-'30
the greatest shows on earth!"

—

47
JOHN GILBERT
2

RAMON NOVARRO

in

ALL TALKERS
{title to

GRETA GARBO
2

2

in

3

WILLIAM HAINES

in

ALL TALKERS

"SjntnghoaTd"

SYNCHRONIZED

2

in

ALL TALKERS
announced

SYNCHRONIZED

"Out Modern Maidens"
"Jungle"

(title to

he changed)

VAN & SCHENCK in
THE PENN ANT-WINNING
BATTERY (All Talking, Singing)
MADAME X
lAH Talking)

COLLEGE

LIFE

(All Talking. Singing)

THE ROAD-SHOW
LON CHANEY
3

in

SYNCHRONIZED

"The Bugle Sounds"
And Tuo More

(All Talking)

(All Talking)

LIGHTS

Charles King -Bessie Love
(All Talking, .Singing, Dancing)

HALLELUJAH
(All Talking, Singing)

AND SHADOWS

(All Talking)

KEMPY
in

IRIS

AND

(All Talking)

LORD BYRON OF BROADWAY
(All Talking, Singing)

3 MORE GREAT ALL
TALKING PICTURES
HAL ROACH COMEDIES

8

"Speedway"

JOAN CRAWFORD

(All Talking)

Tirles to he announced'

MURDER

INHUMAN GROUND

THE SONG WRITER

(Tirle ro he changed)
All Talking, Singing, Dancing

And One More

Titles to he

(All Talking)

ALL TALKERS

THE DUNCAN SISTERS
"COTTON AND SILK"

"Maty Blue"

2

EVA THE FIFTH

COSMOPOLITAN
PRODUCTIONS

And One More

1

ALL TALKERS

Titles to he announced

ALL TALKERS

JUDICIAL

(All Talking)

(All Talking)

in

THE BIG SCOOP
(All Talking)

I

THE THIRTEENTH CHAIR

be changed)

''Anna Christie"

3

(A// Talking

announced

BUSTER KEATON

WIRED HOUSES
THE BISHOP MURDER CASE

ii

ALL TALKERS

2
Titles to he

"Redemption"

"Ohmpia"

pictures for

THE GREEN GHOST
(All Talking)

THE ORDEAL

Our Gang

(All Talking)

8 Laurel-Hardy (AH Talking)
8 Charlie Chase (Ail Talking)
8 Harry LangJon (All Talking)
2
2

Our Gang

(Synchronised)

Laurel-Hardy (Synchronised)

(All Talking)

26 METRO MOVIETONE

ACTS

MONTANA
(Ail Talking, Singing)

THE VIKING
(Sound. All Technicolo

THE MYSTERIOUS ISLAND
(Sound, Dialog, Technicolor)

The Rich Get Richer with

COLORTONE
REVUES
52 HEARST METROTONE
12 M-G-M

NEWS

104 M-G-M INTERNATIONAL

NEWSREEL

METRO-

July 6, 1929

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD
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AND THE SILENT GUY
TOLD THE WIRED GUY-

"The only company that I
can rely on in '29^30 because
they're giving me the Quality
Silent pictures

—

pictures for

SILENT HOUSES

THE BROADWAY MELODY

CRETA OARBO m

HALLELUJAH

(Title to be announced)

One

THE MYSTERIOUS ISLAND

Silent Picture

LON CHANEY n
"The Bugle Sounds" and Tux) More

(Technicolor)

RAMON NOVARRO
10AN

CRAWFORD in

"Our Modern Maidens"
"Jungle" (new

title to

come)

Tuo

in

Silent Pictures

(Titks to be announced)

THE VIKING
(All Technicolor)

JOHN GILBERT

in

"Redemption"

WILLIAM HWNES
"S'a\y Blue"

"Speedway"

THE GREEN GHOST
M-G-M-1NTERNATIONAL
NEWSREEL
(Tu>ice

Weekl 7 )

GOLDWYN- MAYER

e

•p t es'et*

lYve

\odV-

-Fifur
NATIONAL

flWT
BROADWAY
A WITH-

and

SMASH

HITf

453?4gA

w

T1LDEN FOUNDATIOM8
If
lSag
R

EXHIBITORS

HERALD

The
Independent
Film Trade
Paper

WORLD
IN

Home
Office:

407

So.

Dearborn

St.

Chicago

THIS ISSUE —

PATHE ANNOUNCEMENT
Twenty-fifth Anniversary Year
Marked by Company's Plans for
Production Season Thirty Long
Will Be Presented to Trade as Well
Talking Comedies.
Is

YORK

THE

—

NEWS HIGHLIGHTS—
of Pathe

De Forest Sues Stanley Company in Move to
Dominate Sound Field 5,000 Small Exhibitors
Face Elimination, Says Myers Public Wants
All-Talking and Singing Films, HeraldWorld's Survey Shows.

—

Greatest
Features
as 52 All-

—

COMPLETE INDEX TO CONTENTS
NEWS
RKO

DEPARTMENTS

votes 81,000,000 for use of Spoor stereoscopic system in

production, says Schnitzer

—"Rio
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A CURRENT

indication of the consistent alertness of
the Eastman Kodak Company in their efforts to serve
the motion picture industry is to be seen in a recent
a

new

of tinted

series

positive films

sound pictures.

Directors and even staid technicians are likely to leap
with joy as they peruse the announcement. They will
find, for instance, the "Rose Doree" tint that "quickens
the respiration."
Also, the "Peachblow" "for buoying
up scenes of light, sensuous content" "Aquagreen," which
is described as emotionally cool, and "Purplehaze" for the
languorous, dreamy, narcotic moment.
;

Other publications: Better Theatres, devoted to construction, equipment and
operation of theatres; published every fourth week as supplement to Exhibitors
Hekald- World; The Motion Picture Almanac, Pictures and Personalities, published annually; The Ciiicagoan and Polo, Class publications.

Vol.

Color Modes

"New

Publication Office:

Edwin

*

The Eastman announcement is interestingly entitled,
Color Modes for the Screen." Sixteen atmospheric
colors, "keyed to the moods of the screen," are listed.

Published Every Wednesday by

Martin

*

for

and

1929

6,

for the theatre field. In addition, there are the expansion
plans of Fox and Paramount.
Every once in a while a complete revision of pre-conceived ideas as to possibilities in the picture business
appears timely. The present time appears appropriate
for a complete revision of preconceived ideas as to possibilities in the theatre field.

announcement of

Pic-

1909;

July

6,

1929

*

A

»

*

Divided House

will make little difference to the Actors' Equity
ITciation
what kind of outside support is offered

Asso-

it if it

The

THERE

TJieatre Field

must be, of course, some limit

to the possibili-

expansion in the theatre field during the present generation but just when this limit is likely to be
found is something that is becoming more difficult even
to guess at as time goes on.
Under the silent picture regime in the industry the
cry of over-seating was frequently encountered.
While
at no time up to the present period did expert opinion
agree that the country evenly was built up to its theatre
requirements, still there were localities in which availties of

able seating facilities were in excess of current requirements.
But during the past year, as a direct result of the public's interest in sound pictures and the consequent widening of the industry's opportunities, the question of overseating has died away.
Despite the huge total of new construction during the
past decade there is evidence at hand to indicate that the
theatre field is right now on the threshold of a vastly
greater era of development than it has ever previously
experienced.
In addition to the normal, individual developments that
are scheduled, plans are approaching completion for a
number of wholesale operations that are almost staggering in their hugeness. The question of finance seems no
longer to be a problem. Several of the important units
in the industry apparently have available finance to accommodate any kind of a building plan that is decided

upon.

Nowhere

the whole industry are the beneficial recoming of talking pictures as an industry
stimulus more apparent than in connection with building
in the theatre field.
Financial observers who were wondering whether the practical limits of attendance for the
time being had been reached are now convinced that
vastly augmented theatre facilities will be necessary to
accommodate the public that will want to attend talking
sults

in

of the

pictures.

Among

the wholesale operations in the theatre field
is an appropriation of
something like $50,000,000 which, it is understood, will
be used by the Warner Brothers organization. R
O Pictures corporation likewise are entertaining a titantic plan

which are immediately in view

K

fails to maintain an united front among its own membership and from all current indications the handling of the
Equity case up to date has been such as to create a
division in the ranks which is not likely to be wiped out
by anything that it may subsequently do.
From Hollywood come reliable reports of great dissatisfaction with the New York group which has been attempting to Broadwayize Hollywood. Among the dissatisfied ones are a considerable number of substantial and
important players without whose support any far-carrying
of the Equity idea in Hollywood is neither probable nor

possible.

An extraordinary feature of the situation is the fact
that the motion picture actor, in whose interest the whole
fuss is supposed to have been stirred up, has been given
The New
little or no voice in the direction of the affair.
York group seems to feel that he is a helpless kind of a
person whose affairs must be handled by others.
The internal affairs seem to promise very little in the
of progress along the line Mr. Frank Gillmore hopes
In addition, there is the very substantial consideration, which the player may take very seriously, that the
motion picture industry does not intend to permit itself
to be dictated to by any outside group and this certainly

way

to go.

includes the Actors' Equity Association.
*

»

*

The New Power

GREAT
during

made to give to the screen
the coming season the benefits of the technical and scientific advances that have been quietly completed in the laboratories during the past year.
The larger screen, meaning a bigger picture, will be
available, not to theatres generally, but in various key
The three-dimensional picture,
or roadshow houses.
which may be called stereoscopic for all practical purA far-reaching revolution
poses, may also be expected.
in color photography for the screen is being made ready
for the public.
So, the producer in the years just ahead will have facilities with a larger screen, three-dimensional and color photography and, of course, the human voice which only the
most visionary dreamed of a few years ago. With such
facilities the screen's power of entertainment cannot be
efforts

are being

calculated.

—MARTIN

J.

QUIGLEY.

July
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DeForest Sues Stanley Chain
In Move to Rule Sound Field
a Long Story, Mates,
Especially When Hearst
Writes Editorials on It

It's

It

Seems That a Publicity Chap Had
Some Remarks for the Newspaper Boys And

Charges Movietone Equipment
Drawn Up Between General Talking Pictures
and Klangfilm Interests, Says De Forest

—

NEW

2.—When

the Radio
convention was on in Chicago, one of the
busiest birdies on the lot was Leon J.
Rubenstein, expert in exploiteering, pub-

July

entertainment and odd jobs. Perhaps
importance was the fact
that he could spot a newspaperman with
his eyes shut, sniff the air twice and point.
Mr. Rubenstein made several remarks to
licity,

his chief claim to

newspapermen. Speaking in the offish
manner that betokened familiarity with his
subject, he told the boys that Radio was
in the market to buy Paramount, Fox, the
Warners, or a piece of Walter Hagen and
Max Schmeling. He used the word "we"
the

like

a prize fight

manager.

Whereupon Hearst Steps

In

Radio was going to do rather well, he
intimated, buying and building theatres,
swallowing competition, or dynamiting it
out of the field. He was there to get these
plans publicity and, boy, oh boy, he did.
Credulous reporters heard him out and ran
to the phone. In a moment he was on the
front page, much to Radio's surprise. The
following Sunday, William Randolph Hearst
.devoted three columns on the front page
of the New York American to Mr. Rubenstein, Mr. Hearst invited the attention of
the United States government to the Rubenstein remarks, and Mr. Hearst is generally
credited with knowing the publicity racket
picture
to say nothing of the motion
business.

Then on Tuesday morning Mr. Hearst
followed up with another editorial outburst
in which he quoted from a letter to him
from Hiram S. Brown, president of R K O,

who

stated

in

By

NEW

I do
"I do not know Mr. Rubenstein.
not know whether or not he made any
statement like the one you quote. I understand he is a subordinate employe of R K O
Pictures, Inc., with no more authority to
speak for Radio Corporation or its subsidiary companies than one of your news-

The End
"What
pulled

all,

of the "Story"
an amused spectator might say

a piece of publicity this gentleman
off" but this was the laconic an-

RKO
RKO Productions,

Productions:
nouncement from
"Leon J. Rubenstein has been relieved
his duties

with

of

Inc.*'

Merger of Hoyt-Union
Theatres Is Denied in
Cable from Stuart Doyle
Herald-World)
(Special
NEW YORK, July 2.— A cable from
to the

Doyle, managing director of
Union Theatres, Ltd., in Australia denies
Stuart

F.

the report that there is a combine between
Hoyts and Union theatres.
"Rumor absolutely unfounded," the cable
states.

Earl Crabb Joins Fox
HOLLYWOOD, July 2 — Earl Crabb

be the new division manager for Fox West
Coast theatres in Seattle.

July

2.

DOUGLAS FOX

move which

threaten to continue to infringe upon nine certain patents for the projection
of sound from film, which patents are claimed as their own by the plaintiffs.

The equipment for the projection of
sound on film at the Aldine theatre is licensed or sold by Electrical Research Products, Inc., is known as Movietone and the
films objected to were made by the Movietone process. Seven of the patents involved
are original with Dr. Lee DeForest, it is
said, and two are held by Elias E. Reis,
the rights to which are now and have been
in

the legal possession of the plaintiffs.

Called Basic Patents

These patents, -ailed the basic patents
photography of sound-on-film and
the projection of sound from the same, are
said to cover all known methods of soundon-film recording and reproduction now in

Western

Electric would be
the ruling
equipment and production concern in Germany. It is well known, of course, that
Schlesinger has been dickering with Hugo

V. Lustig, the

use.

One of them, Dr. DeForest told the
Herald-World today, covers the recording of
action on the other and the positive printing of the two combined the method by
which all sound-on-film pictures, with the
exception of newsreels, are made.

—

said,

covers the synchroniza-

tion of sound on a film on which action
already has been recorded in other words,
the
synchronization of what otherwise
would be a silent film.
And two others, taken out by Reis, cover
the slit method of photography in the projection of sound.

—

Sees Dominating Position
"If we win this suit, and there is every
possibility that we will," Dr. DeForest said,

put us in a dominating position in
the motion picture field."
Darby and Darby of 220 Broadway are
the attorneys for the plaintiffs, who ask
that a perpetual injunction be granted ordering and restraining the defendants from
using the films and other apparatus so protected by letters patent to the exclusive use
of the complainants and their licensees;
also that all such films and apparatus used
in defiance of these letters patent be delivered up to the complainants or destroyed
and that an account be rendered by the defendants of all gains and profits bv the defendants since the alleged infringements
"it will

began.

Meanwhile, it is understood that there
have been negotiations between General
Talking Pictures and the Klangfilm interests
a report which was not denied today
by I. W. Schlesinger of the former. According to Dr. DeForest, a contract has
been drawn up and there were subtle hints
DeForest-Phonofilm and not
that soon

German investment banker.

New

Firm to Permit
Purchases from
On Instalment Plan

WE

(Special to the Herald-World)

for the

—

will

—A

its sponsors say may put them in a
dominating position in the motion picture field, in this country and abroad,
has been started by General Talking Pictures Corp. and DeForest Phonofilm,
Inc., in a suit in equity in the U. S. district court, W ilmington, Del., against
the Stanley Company of America.
In the action it is charged that the Stanley Company as owners and operators of the Aldine theatre in W ilmington, are and have been infringing and

boys for yourself."
All in

YORK,

Another, he

part:

Patents

Contract

(Special to the Herald- World)

YORK,

Upon Nine

Infringes

NEW

—

YORK,

July 2. You can now buy
your Western Electric equipment like your
automobile, on a partial payment plan. An
announcement is being made today of the
of the Exhibitors Reliance
Corporation to meet the new needs of ex-

organization

hibitors resulting
sound pictures.

from the introduction of

Electrical Research Products with its
wide experience in the sound picture field,
and Credit Alliance Corporation with its
extensive experience in financing income
producing equipment in many fields, have
joined in the formation of the new company.
It is a financial organization set up to
assist theatre owners desirine to equip their
theatres with the Western Electric sound
system; and to aid them to acquire such
equipment out of income rather than capital.
in its management men experithe motion picture field, the new
company provides a unique organization for
constructive assistance to the industry.

Having

enced

in

Sears to Conduct F N
Sales Meetings in West
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW
Sears,

YORK,

Western

2.— Gradwell L.
manager of First Naon a Western trip that
July

sales

tional Pictures is
will include several key cities in
First National branches are located.

which

Sears will conduct meetings of the sales
forces in Chicago, Milwaukee, and Minneapolis in connection with the launching of
the 1929-30 product, as announced at the
recent convention of branch managers in
New York. The new program group,
known as the Rainbow Group, includes
thirty-six pictures in all, seven road-shows,
nine specials and twenty box-office hits.

—
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5,000 Small Exhibitors Facing
Elimination, Declares Myers

Powers Accepts Equity
Contracts; Tells Hays

Sentiment on Brookhart Bill Is Divided, Theatre Owners Say
Washington Meeting Called by Allied States

YORK, July 2.— Powers Cinephone Equipment Corporation is the first

Members Meet at Same Time
By FRANCIS L. BURT

WASHINGTON,

July 2.— More than 5,000 small exhibitors, many of them
Middle West, face elimination from the industry unless some remedy
is found for the present situation of high rentals and low receipts, delegates
to the protest meeting called by Abram F. Myers, president of Allied States,
declared today after Myers had outlined the situation and warned them that
worse times appeared probable.
While Allied States was meeting on the lower floor of the Hotel Mayflower,
representatives ©f the
P T O A, of which R. F. Woodhull is president, were
meeting upstairs behind closed doors, presumably discussing the same things
as were receiving the attention of the group in session with Myers.

M

fulness to them.
Cites Fox

it

had outlived

its

use-

secretarv for the nineteenth consecutime, while Harry Brooks trailed a
close second in being elected president for
the seventeenth consecutive time.
Other
officers elected included Charles McCarthy,
as vice-president; John Ross, as treasurer,
and Louis Rinn, as recording secretary.
cial

tive

"Hell's Angels" Air Epic

To Be Refilmed; Hughes
Announces New Plans

Roadshow Plans
that Fox worksheets

Myers pointed out

carry a notice that 20 films are to be roadshown during the coming year under conditions which give him control of the houses
in which they are shown.
This, Myers contended, was not in comformity with the
provision of the contract limiting roadshows to two.
The exhibitors, he said, were "very much
like the jackass, who will walk along in a
straight line so long as a wisp of hay is
held in front of his nose; like the jackass,
they never catch up with the hay."
All
they have received from the producers have
been promises, he charged.
Making it clear that nothing transpiring
in the meeting was to be construed as putting Allied States on record, and that it
was merely a discussion of the situation
with a view to receiving suggestions for
remedy, Myers asked those present to make
such recommendations as they thought
would fit the case.

Sentiment Divided on Brookhart Bill
Discussion from the floor developed that
the exhibitors have not yet come to unanimous agreement as to the difficulty. Sentiment was divided on the Brookhart bill,
which has been endorsed bv the organiza-

The suggestion that exhibitors refuse
buy until they got some redress, and the

tion.

to

Texas

action of refusing to indulge in
further arbitration were both put forward
as means of bringing the producers to
terms.
The cost of talking films was declared
prohibitive, and it was stated they have not
generally resulted in increased attendance.
Many houses, on the contrary, have experienced a reduced patronage, indicating that
there are many people who do not like

them,

it

was

stated.

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,
the Howard
plete sound

100 per cent audien.

Personnel Changes in
Universal Exchanges
(Special
the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, July 2.— Several important
to

changes and shifts in the personnel in the
Universal exchanges have just been announced
by M. Van Praag, general sales manager for

(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY,

July 2.— It looks as though
Al LeMay and Harry Brooks, both members of the projectionists union in Troy
were slated for a lifelong job as officials
At the election which took
of the union.
place last week, LeMay was chosen finan-

Laemmle

organization.

;

Our Gang "Leading Lady"
Resigns, to Free Lance
(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, July 2.—Jean Darling,

"leading lady" of the Our Gang comedies,
for more than two and one-half years, has
resigned. Having made about 40 silent and
four talking pictures, she has decided to try
In leaving the Hal
the free lance field.
Roach organization Jean hopes for the bigger and more serious roles.

Boasherg Will Dialog

Duncan

the Equity standard
according to P. A.
In a letter to Paul
Dullzell, executive secretary of Equity, he
states:
"Our company will be pleased to
cooperate with you in every way and will
accept and sign the contract adopted by
you for any artists engaged by us in our

minimum

to

accept

contract,
president.

productions."
In the way of

comment on

Dullzell said that the action

this

letter,

by Powers was

wholly voluntary and that no pressure was
brought to bear upon him.
Foreign motion picture interests have requested Powers to draw the attention of
the State Department, it was stated,, to
alleged
efforts
made abroad to restrict
the distribution of American sound pictures
to those being made by the Western Electric system.
Before placing these facts before the Government at Washington, Powers has laid the matter before the Hays
organization, declaring that if the Hays offails to act promptly, he will personally solicit the assistance of the State Department. In a letter to the Hays office he
says:
question
"The
of
interchangeability
raised by electric company representatives
in
foreign
countries,
creates
an
even
greater menace to the motion picture industry, than the same question recently
involved in America. The situation is full
of danger.
It might be construed as an
American attempt to coerce the citizens of
another country and as an invasion of the
rights to those citizens in their free choice
Such an interof pictures and machinery.
pretation might lead easily to international
fice

he

difficulties,"

said.

Mayor Given Honorary
Card by

Projectionists

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July 2.— Projectionists of
150 held their annual banquet
this week at a popular Culver City night club.
The feature of the evening was the presentation of an honorary membership card to
Mayor Reve Houck of Culver City. Anions
Mr. and Mrs. T. H.
those present were
Eckerson and J. W. Buzzell, of the Central
Labor Council of L. A.

Local Union

:

H. J. Chapman has been made manager of
the Sioux Falls branch J. Jocabs, formerly of
Sioux Falls, replaces A. W. Hartford as manager at Salt Lake and W. Elman has been
promoted tc manager of the Winnipeg branch,
replacing H. Swartz, who has been shifted to
the Montreal staff.

LeMay and Brooks Again
Elected Union Officials

July 2.— "Hell's Angels,"
air film, will be a comtalking picture when it

Hughes

and
Filming
opens on Broadway in October.
began nearly two years ago, before the talking picture.
Those sequences originally
intended to be silent will be refilmed as

the

producer

Powers,

in the

overboard" when

Situation

NEW

at

MPTOA

Introduction of sound, accompanied by
high charges for films, synchronization and
scoring, has not been accompanied by increased box office receipts, Myers declared
in opening the meeting.
Further, he asserted, the socalled standard exhibition contract has been desirable to the producers
only while it served their purpose. It was
declared that Warner Brothers "threw it

Of Foreign

(Special to the Herald-World)

Sisters First

Emmett Flynn Signed

to

Direct for Universal
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,
will direct

July 2.— Emmett Flynn
"One Rainy Night" as his first
new contract with Uni-

picture under his
versal.
first

Laura LaPlante

is

rose to prominence

"Connecticut

Yankee

at

Flynn

starred.

when he
King

directed
Arthur's

Court."

Stepin Fetchit Marries

New

Orleans School Girl

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July 2.— Stepin Fetchit.

negro actor, who receives $1,000 a week for
his
songs and dance, was married to
Dorothy Stevenson, 17, a New Orleans
high school girl on June 27.

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,
M

July 2.—Having written
the dialog for two of the biggest productions at
G M, Al Boasberg will do the
dialog for "Cotton and Silk," the first
G M. He has
Duncan Sisters picture for
just finished a series of his own comedy
shorts in New York. They will be released

M

bv

RKO.

Mansfield to Los Angeles
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July

28.—Jack

Mans-

division manager for Fox West Coast
theatres in Portland, Oregon, returns to
Los Angeles in the position of assistant to
Harold B. Franklin, president.
field,

July
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RKO Votes $1,000,000 for Use

Yet

Set, Says George Spoor
"Radio Pictures will use our proc-

Of Spoor Stereoscopic Process
LeBaron May Decide
Employ Innovation
Bebe
"Rio
—Would Permit Shooting Big

ess in future productions, but to date
no time has been set for production
to start and the pictures to be

processed have not been decided
upon," George K. Spoor told the
HERALD-WORLD July 2, at his
plant in Chicago, the former Essanay studio.

to Portions of

to

Daniels'

Rita"'

Stage

i

Shows in Natural Perspective
The

RCA

Spoor process of stereoscopic photography

will be adopted by
Radio Pictures for a part of its product for next season, Joseph I. Schnitzer.
president, announced last week, and
Productions, Inc.. has appropriated one million dollars for that purpose.
Decision already had been made to do a large portion of "Rio Rita," alrtalking and singing musical with Bebe Daniels, in Technicolor. Whether portions of "Rio Rita" are to be done with the Spoor Process or it is to be applied
on later productions has as yet not been determined.
Much depends on the decision of Wil- will be completely renovated, and Western
Electric sound equipment installed. They haveliam Le Baron, vice-president in charge of

RKO

Columbia

to

Produce

Stage Plays as Well;
Broadway Star Signed
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

July

announce that they

2.—Columbia

Pictures

will enter the active field

stage play productions for next season.
stage plays to be presented will be produced in association with wellknown Broadway managers and the scripts will be assigned
to individual producers whose experience best
suits them to handle a particular type of play.
This new entry is said to be due to the shortage that faces the film industry of worthwhile
play material siutable for motion picture
adaption.
The finest type of directorial talent and performers with a Broadway reputation will be
used and the programs will consist of musicals, comedies, farces and musical comedies,
all written by established playwrights of national repute.
In commenting on this new-

of

The

venture

Cohn explained

"With the advent of talking pictures and
the permanent place secured for it in the public's favor, my associates and myself, realize
that really good plays by wellknown authors
will be difficult to

So

purchase in large numbers.
interests of Columbia, as

guard the

to safe

make

well as to

certain that

we have

a permanent field from which we can continually
draw upon for Broadway successes by famous
writers, the decision came about to produce
our own plays with the best casts and
directors obtainable."
Marie Saxon, musical comedy star, is the
latest personality to be added to the Columbia lineup.

ance in an

She

will make her
all-talking, singing

first

appear-

and dancing
Her Broadway successes were "My
Girl," "Merry Merry," "The Ramblers" and
"Ups-a-Daisy."
The picture rights of "The
Melody Man" have been acquired by Colum-

RKO

productions at the
Studios in Hollywood, whose job it is to figure out just
how quickly innovations may be applied on
the production schedule.
The swiftness with which Radio has
gone into the Spoor Process is due, in a
large measure, to the fact that it has a
number of big musical productions under
way, among these, in addition to "Rio
Rita." being "Hit the Deck," Rudy Vallee
in "The Vagabond Lover," "Radio Revels,"
"High River," and "Night Parade."
The Spoor Process would enable Radio
to "shoot" these big shows in their natural
perspective, showing complete choruses, the
full width of a 52 foot screen or even larger,
and fully 30 feet high, with all the action
of a stage production as naturally as it is
seen in three dimensions behind the footlights.

Radio Pictures' are making plans to oba proper distribution of productions
which they are prepared to make by the
Spoor Process, as screens of enlarged size
tain

can readily be introduced into theatres in
which they have access.
They have already leased the Earl Car-

on Broadway for the presentatheir first roadshow production.
"Rio Rita," in the fall, and this is regarded
as the opening move in a campaign of theawhereby their important
tre-acquisition
product and pictures filmed by the Spoor
Process or on the narrow film may be aderoll theatre

tion

of

quately presented.

Fox West Coast Circuit
Gets Four More Theatres
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Owners Run Machines;
Union Pickets Theatre
(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTLAND,

July 2.— The motion picture operators' union is picketing the Alameda theatre because the owners, L. H. and
H. V. Evens, are doing their own work.
They maintain that they are not violating
union laws and are not unfair to organized
labor and are simply reducing overhead
that they may keep their doors open and
at the same time pay their bills.
The union
insists that the house is unfair and continue
with their parade of banners.

Robert T. Kane Marries
Ruth White of Boston
(Special
the Herald-World)
NEW JERSEY, July 2— Ruth White,
to

daughter of Mrs. Edith White of Boston,
to Robert T. Kane, producer,
at the St. John's Roman Catholic church.
Jesse Crawford played the organ for the
ceremonies.

was married

citv.

Jail Sentence for

Man

Convicted of Stealing

W E Equipment Parts
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

July 2.—Thefts of parts
Western Electric sound system equipment have occurred in various parts of the
of

country, one of the latest occurrances being the theft of the receiver element of a
loud speaker from the installation in the
Family theatre at Monroe. Mich. Henry
S. Johnson was arrested in connection with
the theft and after a trial was convicted
and sentenced to serve from one to five
years in the Michigan state penitentiary.
Vigorous measures are being taken by
Electrical Research to bring to trial and
convict those guilty of similar thefts as
removal of parts may result in the equipment not functioning at all and produce
inferior quality of reproduction.

Susan Weyers Married
To Gillespie Darrah
(Special to the Herald-World)

special.

bia.

also taken the complete ownership of C. E.
Walker's interests in the West Coast Walker
Theatres in Santa Ana also the West End, the
Broadway and Spuregon houses in the same

July

2.—The Fox West

the closing
Coast Theatres have announced
of a contract with L'niversal to take over the
properties and management of the Mission

and Rialto theatres in Fullerton and the Scenic
and Strand theatres in Whittier, Cal. They

NEW YORK

2—

Susan Weyers.
July
and Mrs. Brun Weyers
was married June 29 to Gillespie Baline
Darrah of Macksburg, O. The ceremony
was performed at the home of her parents
at Supawina Farm. Wayne. N. J., by the
Rev. J. Warren Albison, pastor of the
Pompton Lakes Episcopal Church.
The bride's father is the president of the
Hudson's Bay company and vice president
of Educational Pictures.
daughter

of

Mr.

Rumor Publix Again Seeks F&R Chain
Of 50 Houses Throughout Northwest
(Special to the Herald-World)

—

July 2. Rumors have begun to By about again that
Katz, head of the Publix organization, is after the Finkelstein-Ruben chain
of more than 50 theatres located throughout the northwest.
This time there is only one difference the price is reputed to be $15,000,000
Otherwise the deal, if
instead of the $10,000,000 supposedly offered last winter.
there is one, has all the earmarks of the previous dickerings. Everyone denies that
there is anything at all doing.
Harold Finkelstein, general manager of the F-R chain, denied that the deal was
on. He did not deny, however, that if Publix offered a sufficient price the chain
would not be sold.
As matters stand now. Publix has its finger in the eleven largest theatres in the
Twin Cities, that deal having gone through during the winter. Previous to that.
Publix was only interested, at least to the extent of having its name attached to
F-R's, in the Minnesota theatre, Minneapolis, the largest house in the chain.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,

Sam

—

—

mm
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Pathe

PATHE
able
picture

•

means

has played a long and an honorrole in the history of the motion
industry, and the part is by no
completed.
One of the first comin the field, a true veteran of the

panies
early days of pictures, Pathe

more

is

July

Stage Farces on Screen
/^\NE

stage farces, which proved such a success on the
stages has finally been brought to the talking screen
with a success that should far outrank the popularity attained on
the stage. First National presents "Twin Beds" with Jack Mulhall,
Patsy Ruth Miller, Rita Flynn, Edythe Chapman, Edde Gribbon,
Jocelyn Lee, Ben Hendricks, Jr., and Knute Erickson.

of the

first

American

firmly

intrenched than ever.
A study of the program offered by Pathe
for the coming year indicates clearly how
modern and progressive this company is.
Stars,

personalities,

a

stories,

successful series of shorts,

all

strikingly

appear on the

Pathe schedule and make it thoroughly
complete.
The product announcement appearing in

one to keep for reference. It
gives in imposing detail an unusually complete program.
this issue is

*

*

*

Pathe, with becoming modesty, makes a
thoroughly fair statement:
"In keeping with the changing and revolutionary demands of the day, Pathe offers
an incomparable array of distinctive and
outstanding personalities who bring new
values to the box office. Preeminent stars
of the legitimate stage who make their
bow in talking pictures heralded by an
avalanche of front-page publicity in the
press of the country. Stars who have scored
in the biggest dramatic and musical successes on Broadway. Established favorites
of the silent screen who have proved their
drawing power in the finest theatres already elevated to new heights with the
Here are magnetic
magic of sound.
marquee names dominant prestige and
profit-building factors on the Pathe pro-

—

—

—

gram for 1929-30."
are they?
Well, a few of

Who

them are Ina

Claire,

Understanding

bliss

William Boyd, Eddie Quillan, Robert Armstrong, Constance Bennett, Ann Harding,
There are
Alan Hale, Carol Lombard.
many more. So no wonder the Pathe
rooster

is

crowing.
*

*

*

workings of a great company
really are no concern of anyone outside

The

inside

On the other hand, they
the front door.
are reflected in the policy of the company's
dealings and in the success of its product,
and so they do very seriously affect the
man on the other side.
It becomes pertinent, therefore, to speak
briefly of the sound reorganization which
was accomplished so quietly during the past
year or so in the Pathe offices. Competently
guided, by experienced hands, the company
strengthened its foundations to an extraordinary degree and improved its position
appreciably.

With such leadership as Pathe has enjoyed during the past year and no one in

—

would deliberately force
change from such a promising position

his right senses

this organization will continue
fine role in motion pictures for

to play

many

a

its

years

to come,
i

*

.

ii!

H

*

*

No

discussion of Pathe's progress could
be complete without a few words of praise
for the excellent Pathe Audio Review,
edited by the sagely competent Terry Ramsaye. This is a distinctive part of any program and is representative of the very best
in short subjects.
The Audio Review has done its part in
bringing film entertainment distinct from
the hybrid film-and-vaudeville back to the
high place it should hold.

—

—PETER YISCHER.

]usl one of those

moments

6,

1929

July

6,

1929
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Public Wants All-Talking

With Singing Plus Other
Music, Exhibitors Report
By ERNEST

A.

ROVELSTAD
Take,
reaction to the different kinds of sound programs.
for example, these statements from southern exhibitors.
The owner of a 400-seat house in North Carolina, with only
non-synchronous equipment, writes

The public not only wants sound, but it wants all the
forms of synchronized sound rolled into one in its motion
That is the verall-talking-singing-instrumental.
pictures
dict as pronounced by the exhibitors in the Herald-W orld

—

survey.

"YVe must have two kinds of pictures now, for some like
with orchestra or organ, while others like sound and

Following is the expressed order of popular preference
in the matter of the various forms of sound entertainment
All-talking and singing and instrumental
First

silent

talking."

—

music.

From

his neighbor state,

South Carolina, and a theatre

of 500 seats, comes this:

—
—
—

Second All-talking without singing and instrumental music.
Third Part-talking and singing.
Fourth Synchronized singing and instrumental but

"Even now you wonder (subconsciously) why the characters do not speak in the silent pictures.
Already the
public is accustomed to talking pictures and will not tolerate
the silent drama much longer."

not talking.
Fifth Sound effects only.

But a Floridian with an 800-seat house, presents this
conclusion
"My patrons do not like 100 per cent talkers. About 40
per cent talking pictures go best."

—

Productions with all-talking as well as synchronized singing and musical accompaniment ran far ahead of the field,
That
almost five to one over the nearest classification.
And here are two interesting comments from the point
showed both in the number of first places awarded this type
of view that the picture itself should determine the kind of
sound used.
of picture and in the contrast of second places awarded
Says "Massachusetts." with a 1.700-seat
it was listed second
in a comparatheatre
tively small number of cases within
"Use of sound, music and dialog
the three leading groups.
and silent action should depend on
Between second and third choices
story and treatment.
The artistic
of pictures in the totals there was a
perception and ability of the director
different story.
The all-dialog prowill find greater expression.
The
duction without singing and without
public seems to prefer all-talking and
instrumental music won second place
singing, but as yet they do not really
by a very narrow margin over the
know, though their preference will
part-talking-and-singing picture. Of
slowly crystallize.
good picture
We clic\ better with tal\ers. Theatre in
exhibitors who gave either of these
will always be a good picture."
New York seating 2,000.
classifications first
ranking, there
Contrast these two opinions. One
Anything except all-tal\ies is a disappointment
They want either
to 90 per cent of the people.
was a balance of only four in the
is from an Illinois house with nonWisconsin, 1,000 seats.
all-talkie or all-silent.
entire number of reports reviewed
synchronous equipment: "A large
My patrons do not li\e talking pictures. They
who favored the musicless all-dialog
number of our patrons have asked
li\e synchronized singing and instrumental.
production to the part-talking-singus to remain silent, that talking picQuebec province, 650, non-synchronous.
The results so far in my experience are that
ing.
Likewise, of exhibitors placing
tures annoy." But a California theeverything on the screen must be in sound and
these two groups in second place, the
"They
atre, as yet silent, reports
Florida, 753.
all-dialog.
margin was even narrower, only two
prefer an all-talkie."
Dialog pictures are in the "novelty stage" and
more votes going to the all-dialog.
will soon pass out. Musical synchronization is a
"Arkansas," with four wired theaIdaho, 200,
real boom to the movie industry.
Consequently, in general the reports
tres, concludes that "all-dialog with
SILENT.
indicate practically equal liking for
singing or instrumental relief seems
My patrons object to part-tal\ing and just
the straight all-dialog and the partto be what patrons like best." And
synchronized pictures. They must be all-talking
ILLINOIS, 560.
singing-talking pictures.
"Florida." 1.000 seats, adds this:
or all-tal^ing-and-singing.
Mv patrons do not li\e al!-tai^mg dramas and
"There is no doubt but that the pubJust as there was a clear majority
Georgia, 900.
too many tnurder trials.
lic is demanding more the all-talking
for the combination all-synchronized
/ do not believe that the public is desirous of
picture and those pictures that are
production, so there was also a wide
seeing 100 per cent tallies. The strain to catch
interwoven with music and singing."
ma\es satisfactory service imevery word
separation between the first three
Louisiana, 3 50, silent.
possible.
What the new era in entertainment
rankings and the final two groupings.
Our
month
....
wired
a
I have only been
is achieving for the small town is
Neither the non-dialog picture with
patrons do not \now themselves what they want.
evidenced in these comments Pennsynchronized singing and instruCalifornia, 400.
sylvania. 625 seats, "Sound pictures
Can get better music and effects on organ than
mental music nor the picture with
with seven or eight-piece synchronized orchestra.
are a godsend" Iowa. 460 seats. "A
only sound effects drew many first,
—Ohio, 650.
picture with synchronized music is
second or third votes, and the firstSynchronized and sound without talking not
a godsend to our small towns" Kannamed of these two classifications
Pennsylworth anything at the box ofice.
sas, 650 seats, "I believe the nonvania, 500.
ran more than two to one over sound
Music u-ith dialog ruins dialog. Arkansas,
synchronous devices are the biggest
effects for fourth position.
600.
help to small theatres."
Many and varied are the comAdditional reports follow.
ments of exhibitors on the public's

What

the Public
Asks in Sound

Pictures
—

A

—

—

:

—

—

.

.

.

—

:

;

;
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:

:

Is the silent picture

770.

Have you

My

patrons' preferences are in the following order: First, melodrama, comedy, comedy-drama, musical comedy, singing
and dialogue; second, drama, Westerns, operetta.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons' preferences
are in the following order: First, all talking and singing
and instrumental music, and part talking and singing; second, all talking without singing and without instrumental
music, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking and sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent: No.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: Yes.
Have you raised your admission prices: No. Top price, 50;

low

have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly: Three.
Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes.

Columbia

Missouri

patrons'

drama;

:

190.

preferences are in the following order: First,
second, Westerns; third, comedy-drama; fourth,

comedy and melodrama.

Nebraska
Population: 280. Seating capacity: 400.
Have you sound equipment: No.

My
Is

patrons'

preferences

are

in

the

following

order:

First,

drama; second, Westerns.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from your
theatre: No.
the silent picture going to disappear: Yes, and so will the

small theatre.
matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly: No.
Orchestra: Sometimes.
Remarks: The small theatre cannot install sound pictures, as
good sound equipment is too high in price and the small
theatre cannot afford to have it installed. So it looks to me that
the silent pictures will disappear and so will the small theatre.

Population: 2,500. Seating capacity: 400.
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film: Later.
Name of sound equipment: Photophone.

My

patrons' preferences are as follows:
second, singing and dialogue.

My

patrons do
Prefer the organ.

NOT

First,

musical comedy;

Synchronized musical scores only.

like:

of synchronization, my patrons' preferences
As to
are in the following order: First, all talking and singing
and instrumental music; second, all talking without singing
and without instrumental music; third, part talking and
singing.
Is sound drawing better than silent: Not much more.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best: Yes.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects draw best:

the amount

NOT

My

No.
sound

patrons do
like: Too much mushy love and kissing
or high society, vulgar scenes and titles do not sit well or
too much of the impossible stuff.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from your
theatre: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: No.
Have you raised your admission prices: No. Top price, 40;

theatre: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: Don't know.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price, 40;

low price, 25.
Changes of program weekly: One.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No. Pianist: Yes.
Remarks: For small town patronage run Saturday night of each
week and sometimes two a week, run in connection with

Orchestra:

other business or could not exist. More for the interests of the
to furnish some amusement for those that come. Suppose we small fellows will have to quit if they discontinue making good silent pictures, as, besides first the cost of sound
installation, the service is prohibitive unless we raise our admission prices and that with the outlook of poor crops ahead is
not good in a farming community. Anyway, we little fellows
do not count in the big noise. So that's that!

town and

Is

Seating capacity: 1,400, 1,000, 400.

Have you sound equipment: Yes.

My

preferences

are

in

the

Changes

following

order:

First,

Yes.

Organist:

Yes.

Remarks: The distributors have sold us the idea that sound
would double, quadruple, etc. our business and have got
prices accordingly for sound product.
Business will not warrant any increase in prices for a small town after you have paid
the score charge and taken into consideration the added investment of equipment.

North Dakota
Population: 285. Seating capacity: 180.
Have you sound equipment: No.
patrons'

preferences

are

in

the

following

order:

First,

drama; second, comedy; third, comedy-drama.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best: Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from your
Yes.

Not yet determined.

No.
Remarks: There are two sound theatres near. "The Singing
very
Fool" was
well liked by most. "The Trial" (Warners)
went good with some. Believe the novelty will wear off
soon and people will stick by us little fellows on the silent.
Organist:

Michigan

class.

to the amount of synchronization, my patrons' preferences
are in the following order: First, All talking and singing
and instrumental music; second, all talking without singing and without instrumental music; third, part talking and
singing.
Is sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best: Yes.

As

low

program weekly: Three.

of

Orchestra: No.

melodrama; second, drama; third, comedy; fourth, comedydrama; fifth, Westerns; sixth, musical comedy; seventh,
singing and dialogue.
patrons do NOT like: Bad pictures, that is, pictures of the
cheaper

towns drawing patronage from your

Does the public want talking Westerns:

:

patrons'

adjacent

Matinees: Yes.

theatre:

Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film Yes.
Name of equipment: Western Electric.

My

in

price, 30.

My
Oklahoma
Population: 21,000.

50;

Illinois

Population 348. Seating capacity
Have you sound equipment: No.

My

price,

give the score.

Silent pictures preferred.

sound drawing better than silent: No.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best: No.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from your
theatre: Yes and no.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: No.
Have you raised your admission prices: No. Top price, 15;
low price, 10.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly: Seven.
Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes.
Is

:

Top

Do you have

Population: 500,000. Seating capacity: 300.
Have you sound equipment: No.
My patrons do NOT like: Sound equipment for pictures, too
artificial.

going to disappear: Yes.
Yes.

raised your admission prices:

good. Grosses are better than ever before but profit is
poorer owing to the high cost of scores and films and cost
of machines. From the extra amount of revenue the film companies are getting from their pictures they could well afford to

Is

price, 25.

Do you

District of

1929

low price, 10.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly: Eleven changes in three houses.
Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes.
Remarks: Sound pictures are here to stay but they must be

Biophone.

of equipment:

6,

Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.

Florida

Population 3,000. Seating capacity
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Only disc: Yes.

Name

July

Remarks:
,

Population: 4,500.
I am installing sound because my patrons drive to
sixty miles away, in order to enjoy sound programs.

After a careful survey, I find that they like best the all-feature
program, with the feature only part-dialogue. The all-talking
feature seems to get tiresome, but the combination of the two
are installing the disc, sound-onregisters 100 per cent.
film and non-sync equipment.

We

July

6,
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As

Iowa
Population: 790. Seating capacity: 200.
Have you sound equipment: No.
Synchronous: No.
Xon-synchronous: No.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from your
Yes.

theatre:

Is the silent picture

going to disappear: No.

Changes of program weekly: Three

silent.

Organist: Yes.
Remarks: In my opinion sound will run out.
to it after the newness wears off.

There's not

much

Illinois

Population: 2,902.

Seating capacity: 600.

Have you sound equipment: No.

patrons do NOT like: Talkies.
sound drawing better than silent: No.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best: No.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from your
theatre: No.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: No.
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price, 25; low

My
Is

price, 10.

Matinees: No.

Changes of program weekly:
Remarks: Give us good silent

Five.
pictures.

Seating capacity: 400.

Non-synchronous: Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Phototone.
My patrons do NOT like: Talking pictures.
Is sound drawing better than silent: No.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best: No.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects draw best:
Yes.

sound

in

adjacent

towns

drawing

it

now, the small town theatre

patronage

from your

theatre: No.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: No.
Have you raised admission prices: No.

out of the small exhibitor's reach and then the film rental is
too high.
Whereas we pay $10 for film now, we would be
obliged to pay $25, and about $20 for the disc. Besides, the
assessor comes around the first of March and puts on a fine in
the way of taxation and the Government wants us to pay income tax on gross receipts, so what is there left for us.
Our town consists mostly of the laboring class, people workin a paper mill, and if we have to advance our price, we surely
will cut our attendance, so we'd better go along as we are.
It
is true that we have talking pictures around our neighborhood,
but people who have heard them tell me it was disgusting.

A good talking picture, all-talking in my estimation, is all
right if you have the right machine, but at present there are
but a very few machines that are perfect. You can get a lot
of noise and pay for same. I for one am going to lay low until
machines are more perfected and will be in reach for the small
exhibitor, and film rental at a price where we can show at least
a little profit.
Wisconsin
Population: 2,569. Seating capacity: 195.
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Synchronous: No.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Phototone.
Is sound drawing better than silent: No.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from your

of

No.

Changes of program weeklj-: Three.
Orchestra: No.

Organist: No.

Remarks: The city owns a large theatre which has been leased
to a man from who put in Movie-Phone.
He has cut the
business up until we are both losing money.
While I can
operate on a much lower overhead, I see no hope of much
improvement. From my investigations the small house cannot
afford to run talking equipment even if installed free, on account
of the cost of film and records.

Washington

program weekly: Four.

Organist: Yes.
in this business almost 14 years and in
all these years I have made plenty of money on silent
pictures and I still pack them in, but, as they say, you have
to put talking in your house sooner or later. My sincere decision is: Until I can't get silent pictures, I am going to stick
to them, as I find the talking is not for the little fellow. It is
nothing more than trouble, trouble and more expense.
I ask some of the little fellows who have been forced to
put talking in their houses "How are you making out now since
you put talking in your theatre?" The answer is, "I do make
a few dollars extra, but oh my! I have to give them back to
the exchange and sometimes there is not enough, and I have to
pay out of my own pocket."
All right, there have been two or three special productions,
these making money every way.
How many more are they
going to have? Well, I'd like to say more and more in this
regard, but I hesitate, for I know my little suggestion won't
be any good when the big fellow frames me and other theatres
I know a lot of other small
close down or put in talking.
Orchestra:

Remarks:

Yes.

I

have been

theatres have the

same

feeling I have.

Pennsylvania

Only sound-on-film: Yes.

Name

RCA

of sound equipment:
Photophone.
patrons' preferences are as follows: First, drama; second,
comedy; third, melodrama; fourth, comedy-drama; fifth
musical comedy; sixth, Westerns; seventh, operetta; eighth,
singing and dialogue.
My patrons do
like:
Just synchronized pictures unless
same are outstanding.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons' preferences
are in the following order: First, all talking and singing
and instrumental music; second, all talking without singing
and without instrumental music; third, part talking and
singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but
not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent: No.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes, but good ones.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: Yes.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price, 35; low

My

NOT

Changes

program weekly: two.
No. Organist: No.
Film rentals should and

of

Orchestra:

Remarks:

will

have to be reduced 50

per cent for successful operation.

Nevada

^ isconsin

Yes.

going to disappear: No.
Have you raised admission prices: No.
Changes of program weekly: Four.
Orchestra: Yes, Sundays.
Remarks: Silent pictures will always prevail

Yes.

Matinee:

Population: 2,200. Seating capacity: 350.
Have you sound equipment: No.
My patrons' preferences are as follows: First, drama. Westerns.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from your

Population: 16,000. Seating capacity: 300.
Have you sound equipment: No.
We have not
Is sound drawing better than silent:
affected.
Is the silent picture

Have you

going to disappear:
raised admission prices: No.

Matinees:

Yes.

been

No.

Changes of program weekly: Six or seven.

Is the silent picture

unless the price of talking pictures

Population: 35,000. Seating caPacity: 850.
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous: Yes.

price, 25.

Population: 1,650. Seating capacity: 467.
Have you sound equipment: No.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Admission price: Top, 35; low price, 25.
Matinees: Saturday only.
Changes of program weekly: Three.
Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes.

theatre:

low

price, 10.

Matinees:

Matinees: Yes.

Changes

installing talkies is
First, the cost of talking machine is

theatre: Yes.
the public want talking Westerns: Cannot say.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: I wish I knew.
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price, 25;

Have you sound equipment: Yes.

Is

see

going to be very sorry.

Does

Pennsylvania
Population: 15,000.

I

67

Organist: Yes.

in the small

comes down

towns

to earth.

Remarks: The time may come when we will have to use sound.
but at present we are getting by without it and won't
There is already one
install same unless it becomes necessary.
talking equipment here which is taking care of all the business.
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Mississippi

Kansas

Population: 2,600.
Remarks: Have decided to go back to silent pictures on account
of high price on score and film rental. So far we have lost
on every sound picture we played.

Population: 980.

Yes.

Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous: Yes.

Only

disc:

Yes.

Name

Maine

My

Population 3,500. Seating capacity 550.
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous: No.
Both disc and sound-on-film Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Western Electric Vitaphone
:

:

My
As

:

&

Movietone.
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons' preferences
are in the following order: First, part talking and singing.
Not sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: Yes.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price, 35; low

As

price, 25.
Changes of program

Orchestra: No.

Seating capacity: 240.

Have you sound equipment:

weekly: Three.
Organist: Yes.

of sound equipment: Royaltone.
patrons' preferences are as follows: First, comedy; second,
singing and dialogue.
patrons do
like: Costume pictures or heavy drama.
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons' preferences
are in the following order: First, all talking without singing

NOT

and without instrumental music.
sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects draw best:
Is

Yes.

sound

Is

in

adjacent

towns

drawing

patronage

from

theatre: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: No.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes, top price, 50-25;

your

low

price, 25-10.

of program weekly: Three.
No. Organist: No.
Remarks: Sound reproduction very good.

Changes

Orchestra:

Washington
Population: 800

North Carolina
Population 38,000, 50 per cent colored with, very little surrounding country to draw from. Seating capacity 912.
Have you sound equipment: Yes, in one theatre.
Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film: Yes.
Name of sound equipment:
Photophone.
My patrons' preferences are as follows: First, singing and
dialogue; second, musical comedy; third, comedy-drama;
fourth, operetta; fifth, drama; sixth, comedy; seventh,
melodrama.
:

:

RCA

As

to the amount of synchronization, my patrons' preferences
are in the following order: First, part talking and singing;
second, all talking and singing and instrumental music;
third, all talking without singing and without instrumental

music.

sound drawing better than silent: About 50-50.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Never played any.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: Not for a while here.
Top price admission: 50; low price, 35.
Is

We

Sound

film rentals will
territory remain open.

have to come down

if

theatres in this

Montana
:

737.

patrons' preferences are as follows: First, musical comedy;
second, comedy-drama; third, comedy; fourth, singing and
dialogue; fifth, melodrama; sixth, drama; seventh, Westerns.
No operettas played.
patrons do
like:
Part talking and music while the
dialogue is being spoken, especially music when it is the

NOT

same for all pictures.
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons' preferences
are in the following order: First, all talking without singing and without instrumental music; second, all talking and
singing and instrumental music; third, part talking and
singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but
not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: Yes.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price, 60; low

As

price, 25.

Matinees: Yes.

Changes

of

Orchestra:

Louisiana
sound drawing better than

Is

silent:

Yes.

Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Emphatically no.
going to disappear: Yes.
Top price, 50;
raised admission prices: Yes.

Is the silent picture

Have you

low

price, 15.

Matinees: Yes.

Changes

of

program weekly: Three

to four.

Organist: No.
Remarks: All these years we suffered for the lack of musical
comedy in small towns and silent pictures were necessarily
The dramatic field has been
confined to dramatic subjects.
combed very finely, but musical comedy and minstrels should
have a long inning. They will go big in the smaller towns as
few musical shows and minstrels reach the small towns (road
shows).

Orchestra: No.

Population: 5,000. Seating capacity
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous: No.
Both disc and sound-on-film: Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Western Electric.

My

Synchronous: No.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Phototone.
?
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Changes of program weekly: Varies, three or four.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks: The situation certainly looks bad for the small towns
(under 2,000). The film salesmen all say that it is the
rentals from the small towns which means the real backbone
If so, the producers are certainly "killing the
of the industry.
bird that laid the golden egg" for with "protection" demanded
by the chains, block booking, and now score charges, additional
rental for the talkies and the question that if we do put in
one of the cheaper types of talkie equipment will we be able
to obtain product at a price that we can afford to pay. Unless
there is a change of policies with the coming of the new season's
product, countless small towns will be dark before the winter is
very far advanced.

Population: 4,700.

Changes of program weekly: One and two.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks:
run an all sound policy at one theatre and silent
at the other. A silent policy does more net business at 15c
and 25c than the sound house at 35c and 50c due to the very
high cost of sound pictures. We get the gross business at the
sound house, but most of the money goes to the film companies.

My

Seating capacity: 296.

Have you sound equipment: Yes.

Yes.

Matinees:

to 1,000.

South Carolina
Population: 3,000. Seating capacity:
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous: Yes.

Only

Name

disc: Yes.
of equipment:

250.

Moviephone.

My

patrons' preferences are as follows: First, musical comedy;
second, singing and dialogue; third, comedy-drama; fourth,

As

to the amount of synchronization, my patrons' preferences
are in the following order: First, all talking and singing

comedy.
and instrumental music, part talking and singing; second,
synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; last,
all talking without singing and without instrumental music,
sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent: No.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best: No.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects draw best:
Yes.

program weekly: Three.

Does the

No.

Is the silent picture

Organist: Yes.

public

want talking Westerns: Can't answer.
going to disappear:

No.
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HaV

d

5Vlo;trlcer 3S!
Matinees:

iSSi0n PHCeS:

°n

Top

talkin e only.

price,

S

15

d

Yes.

Changes of program weekly: Five.
Orchestra No. Organist: No.
Remarks: My patrons tell me that they
ing better than

like part talking sin*

djaCent

^ P**™

Orchestra: No.

° ff

Seating capacity: 650

$«>™™

Orct^t'^Nf'oryntt!

^

We

Only

disc:

Name

"ot.

New Jersey
Population: 150,000.
Have you sound equipment: No
Is the silent picture
going to disappear: No
Have you raised your admission
prices- No
iJo you have matinees:
Yes.
Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes

My

ion:

500.

Yes.

*

NOT

Ve

0U

S

ow
Do you

like Westerns:
going to disappear- Yes
>OUr admiSSi ° n pHceS: Y

-

p rice: 25.
have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly: Two
Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes.
i

your

Top

price,

50;

New York

P °* u1at

^nz
w

Yes!

on: 33 000 Seating capacity:
900.
Hav. you sound: equipment:
Have
Yes
synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Only disc: Yes.

Name

Not «*
entirely
«y.

-

-

of equipment: Lincrophone.

Do you

have matinees: Yes.
Changes program weekly: Three
Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes
Remarks: I think it must come to
sound or
have to quit the business, but

the matter with our

Si

t0 S3y

*

theatres

we

little

we cannot

then

What

S
bovs

to

My

patrons do

NOT

like:

w,ll

do

Straight talking

instrumental music; second vlrt ?a

in

Th.v

kfn^L

nr.f

™8«ns and

d

Illinois

Population: 1,200.
Have you sound equipment:

15

^

Y

Dom

'

^

your

'

Organist:

sound drawing better than silentYes
a program of both sound
and silent subjects draw best:
Does the public want talking Westerns:
No.
is the silent picture going
to disappear: No
e
O
S e d y ° Ur admiSSi
° n P " Ces: No
T °P P^e, 30;
i ow price: 2 0
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly: Two
Orchestra: No. Organist: "No.
Remarks: When producers make
pictures as inter «„«.
a
Is

Seating capacity: 300.

No

n a MCent
draWi " g patr0na
thea?re!
es
Does the public want talking
Westerns: Do not know
Is the silent picture
?
going to
Y
Have you raised your admissiondisappear: Can t say
prices: No
Changes of program weekly: Two
S

M

No.

North Dakota
Population: 300. Seating capacity:
Have you sound equipment: No

My patrons'
My patrons

™r

Is

?s°
S

200.

North Dakota

preferences are:

do

NOT

like:

t0

Melodrama
Sound is mostly a fad here at th*
te " Wh3t
» wi » bewnen fhTnovdty

sound drawing better than silent:
Yes,
e
r °-gran entireIy
f SOUnd Sub

^„H
SrelVef^me.
I.-

at present

>^

°

tOW " S

draw

best-

Yes

^your

Population: 800.
Have you sound equipment-

ow

OU

a

Sed

W

p ric e: 3 0
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly: One
Orchestra: Yes. Organist: No.
i

.

^

price, 50;

U d

n

aCent

tn eat re!

^

^n

ag e from your

Michigan

going to disappear: Don't think
so

N°

Seating capacity: 300.

No

* T ™'mg
Yes?
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly: Three
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
S

Does the public want talking pictures:
Say they do
Is the s.lent picture
e

Population:

800.

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment: Yes

Non-synchronous: Yes.
Name of equipment: Oganvox
13
111
t0Wns dra

Xafre^Yef"

'

™S

250.

Peonage from your

Is the silent picture

Population: 300, 000. Seating capacity:
800.
Have you sound equipment: No

My
My
is

patrons' preferences are:

patrons do

NOT

Silent

Talking pictures,
sound drawing better than silent:
No.
like:

all

of equipment: Ultraphone

patrons do

Pennsylvania

Teate!

Rather have a star than

is the silent picture

Population: 24,000. Seating capacity:
480
Have you sound equipment: Yes
-\ on-synchronous:
Yes.
n
aCent t0WnS draWi "
g
g e from
Is the silent picture going
to
Top price, 40; low price, 10. disappear:

10;

North Dakota

?

No

-

9°0- Seating capacity:
Ha vp you sound equipment:
Have
Installing now
synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous: Yes

Ohio

P^C

Organist: Yes.

the talking.

Po * ul

Population 1,200.
Have you sound equipment:

tOWnS dnwin S Patronage from
your

No

re!

"

all dialogue, but the
orchestra backfronnH
any and
lo
Pictures
i
mean an y thi n&- The public enjoys thew^n fust
Picture
hJZr
better, K°.
but it? ,
does not draw enough to justify
the nresent hSh
prices being asked by the
various* distributors
The two out
standing successes so far that we
have run have been "The
Broadway Melody" and "The Singinsr
FooL"
SernnH «™
g
"
01
?SfJ'^T, "'" A iiaS ]imm y Va?e ntfne/> and "Wolnan of

M^

69

Does the public want talking
Westerns: No
is the S1 ient p.cture
going to disappear: No-never'
U a S
yOUr admiSSi ° n Prkes: No
T °P
lorp ri c e: 10.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly:
Seven

:

S
en ,al t0
s 0 nnH
n t

n

going to disappear:
Have you ra.sed your admission prices: Yes
No
Changes of program weekly: Three
Orchestra: No. Organist: No
Remarks: Somehow the notion persists

me

with

are just gomg to continue to be
a noveltv
and that people will nrefer
£1

tinue,

with proper accompaniment! P

'

ff
'

that talft>«

thl^V
hey do

T
lf

-

lt

18

con "
S ood

—

—
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Color Camera Making Rushed to Get Set
For Increased Use Next Season
here to stay and showmen
SOUND
turning to color for something new.

are

is

of Silent
Films for the Deaf

Warner Brothers

is making 52 color specials
other companies are doing
likewise in proportion to the length of their

next

year

and

61ms are being circulated among the

revolutionized the entire system of practical
color photography..
Today the
color film shown in the theatre, by the new
process, is not actually photographic film at
all, but is printed
just as is a colored roto-

members of

gravure

(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA,

schedules.

Something
these

like 90
pictures will be

Technicolor
Technicolor,

made by

process,

per

cent

titions for

of
the

made by
owned
by
still

developed.
But with Technicolor as the

rage of

24 Cameras by September
This situation, however, is not expected to
last for long.
In an interview with William
Travers Jerome, chairman of the board of
directors of Technicolor, Inc., it was learned
that by September 24 cameras would be available and 50 by the first of the year. The capacity of the Technicolor plant, which is now
12,000,000 feet a year, will be increased to
24,000,000 feet by September and 100,000,000
feet by March.
There were 2,736,000 feet of
film used in making "On With the Show."
That is 475 miles of film in a single picture
necessary, of course, because of the multiple
printing process.
Technicolor does not part with its equipment. When a picture is to be made in color
the picture directors function as they would

The
men do

any other kind of a production.
is

that

The

Technicolor

only
the

developed and
printed in the Technicolor plant. Technicolor
charges the producer for making the negative
and sells him the positive prints for use in
photography.

films

are

his theatres.
The cost of

making "On With the Show"
was $250,000.00 more than it would
have been in black and white.
in

color

Covered by 60 Patents
Technicolor, covered by more than 60
patents, the result of extended research by
Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus, its inventor, Dr.
Comstock and many other scientists, is the
only organization of its kind equipped to
manufacture commercially on a large scale and
is
generally acknowledged as the standard
color process.
Another process, which differs from it in that the color is applied to
black and white film by means of stencils
after the photography has been made, will
be discussed later.
The first outstanding feature in the making
of a natural color picture is the creation of
a single coated film Dr. Kalmus told the

Herald- World.
In all former color films, the color coating
was applied in two films, one on each side of
the celluloid strip.
Necessarily, one of these
coatings was in contact with the machinery of
the projectors, and scratches appeared which
made flashes of solid color in the image.

Available for All Theatres

The discovery of a method

of placing both
colors on one side of the film makes Technicolor film possible in every theatre no matter
how small.

The second important

step,

Dr.

Kalmus

clubs for the deaf in this

said,

among

peti-

members

of sixtytwo other leagues for the hard-ofbearing throughout the country. It
was pointed out that those who are
either partially or wholly deaf have
tost the enjoyment of motion pictures to a large extent since the
introduction of sound, with the consequent elimination of titles.
tions

build.

difference

— Pe-

by the circulation of similar

filmdom, the Hollywood studios have run up
At the
against an extraordinary situation.
present moment there are but twelve cameras
in the world capable of producing natural
color.
And all of these are tied up for a
period of several months by a contract between the Warner Brothers and the Technicolor company.
From four to eight months are required
to build a color camera.
Even an ordinary
motion picture camera takes three months to

in

2.

and a movement for the return
of soundless 61ms will be inaugurated

to be

latest

July

the return oi the silent

city

Others will be
Inc.
Pathechrome Multicolor,

Photocolor and processes

means of color photography. In the
meantime Dr. Kalmus and his associates
worked on the next development, which has
the only

Ask Return

the

commercial

—

illustration.

The negative or master

film is photographed
one "frame," or picture, carrying
the component of one set of colors, the next

as before,

—

complement or, if desired, three color
components are used.
In appearance, one
picture on the film would show all the red
parts of the picture, the next the blue, and so
its

on.

"Printed" on Another Film
These are then "printed" on another special
film, by a mechanism which jumps the negative
so that the red frames appear in a continuous
the blues in another continuous film
other words each component is segregated
on its own continuous film.
This is done by
film,

in

in the improved negative, which requires
no more light than black and white film *.o
photograph upon an improvement of great
importance in production. In projection, the

is

—

new

film requires less light than the old type,

which means a much wider variation of shading can be possible.
But greatest of all, from the viewpoint of
audiences, is the fact that these improvements
carry with them the possibility of using three
instead of
basic colors or more, if desired
the two basic colors to which Technicolor
film was formerly confined.
In other words,
the same effects obtained in the finest threecolor printing have been achieved in the Technicolor laboratories, and scientifically correct
color film is at last a possibility.

—

—

$2,000,000 in Research and Patents
nearly
required
an
expenditure
of
$2,000,000 in research and patents, exclusive
of any machinery, equipment or physical
property, to bring about the development by
which true nature film may be made, according to Dr. Kalmus.
To perfect the change
from the double to single emulsion or coating,
most important from the viewpoint of proIt

jection and making available color film to all
theatres, cost about $300,000.

The story of the development of the Technicolor process is in itself a romance, though
based, in every step, upon untiring scientific
research.
It started nearly ten years ago,
when Dr. Kalmus, then an instructor at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in
Boston, organized the original group of research men who under his direction conceived the idea on which the basic patent of
the whole process stands.
He went abroad
as research fellow, and returned to become a
member of the faculty, won fame as director
of research laboratories for the Canadian
government, but all the time was, with a few
associates, working out the details of his basic
invention.
Finally a small group of Boston
and New York business men financed the first
attempts at color photography by the Kalmus
process, out of which has grown the present
concern.
Single Lens

Used

The Technicolor

principle of Dr. Kalmus
and his associates employs a single lens, with
a prism which takes its image, divides it into

two separate

parts, one of which is passed
through one-ray-filter, and the other through
the next. Thus both images photograph from
exactly the same point of view, so they can
be recombined exactly, making "fringing" or

distortion impossible.
With this basic principle Technicolor photography went ahead, with a two-color, double-

coated film system which until

now

has been

moving the positive film forward
at a time, the negative two frames

one frame
system

—a

of "stepping."

The second

film, thus exposed to the first,
developed, not by the photographic process
which gives deposits of silver to make light
and shade, but by a method which gives a
is

celluloid film covered with
dales just
as
a copper

—
make

minute

hills

and

plate
is
etched
to
a cut for printing.
In effect
the film becomes a celluloid cut or engraving
plate.

Becomes Rotogravure Printing
This celluloid printing plate is then hardened, and run along a steel plate, under pressure, in contact with what is to be the film
used by the exhibitor for projection through
his machine.
The first film goes through a
tank of a certain dye, and literally prints this
on the second absolutely transparent film.
Then the next master film or cut, with
another color or dye, is used to print that
color upon the film just as in book printing
the red, blue and yellow plates are used successively to give the finished product.
In other words, the final process has been
changed from one of photography to one of
rotogravure printing.
Photography is used
only for the master prints.
By this means, any number of "masters"
can be successively used on a single film, and
thus any intricate system of colors can be
obtained. As nothing but transparent film and
dyes are used in the positive or exhibitors'
print, less light is needed to project it on the
screen.
There are no solid photographic silvers to catch or absorb light.

—

Sees Greater Use Next Year
Irving G. Thalberg, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
producer, says that the step from two or three
color film is as great a step as was the one
from black and white film to the first twocolor process.
Combined with sound, as in

"On With the Show" "Broadway" "The
Broadway Melody" and other pictures, it
makes

the nearest approach to actual nature
perhaps for stereoscopic vision.
"The coming year, we know, will see more
technicolor film used in screen productions
than ever before," Dr. Kalmus said. "A year
ago we had hardly any call for it, and now we
cannot fill our orders. Of course originally
it was expensive, and the producer would use
it
only on rare occasions, which in many
instances were to bolster up weak films. In
other words, he turned to expensive color
film to help lame ducks, which placed color
photography at a grave disadvantage. It was
because of this that we first began producing
our own pictures, such as the 'Famous
(Continued on page 131)
possible
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Legitimate
House in Kansas City
Sell Last

(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS

CITY,

2.— With

July

the purchase this week of the Shubert theatre building in Kansas City,
the only remaining home of legitimate plays, by the General OfSce
Building Company, there is much
speculation as to what the next season will bring forth in the way of
legitimate plays for Kansas City. It
is rumored that the city may be withShould that
out a Shubert theatre.
occur it would be the Erst time since
pioneer "Wild West" days that the

town was without
mate house.

at least

one

legiti-

Van Loan, Charles Webb
Receive Contract from
U, Leave for Hollywood
(Special
the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, July 2.—Universal has signed

71

Actors Urge Representation
In Dispute Over "Equity Shop"
Nagel's Petition Is Signed by 33 but Gillmore Declares

It

Will

Be Ignored Because Onlv 12 of Signers Are
Members in Good Standing
By

DOUGLAS HODGES

—

HOLLYWOOD,

July 2. Demands of actors for a true representation in
the "Equity shop'' dispute as against the allegedly domineering tactics of
Frank Gillmore, president of Equity, brought a new phase of the issue before
the production branch of the film industry this week.

This charge was climaxed by a move by Conrad Xagel to obtain the 30 required signatures on a petition to Gillmore for a closed meeting to attempt a
solution of the entire issue.
In the petition it was declared that dissolution
of the Los Angeles Advisory Board by Gillmore
announced exclusively in
the Herald-World issue of June 15 had left the actors on the West Coast
without representation. Gillmore declared the petition invalid, after a series
of events that brought some sharp clashes.

—

—

to

H. H. Van Loan, playwright and scenario
man, to do originals and adaptations. Van
Loan left here Saturday for Universal City.
Charles S. Webb, author of "Honest Liars,"
which was produced at the Sam Harris theatre last year, has also received a Universal
contract and left for the coast early last week.

The

verbal battle over the petition started
a meeting of 40 actors with Nagel at the
swank Beverly Wilshire hotel. The session,
apparently headed for success, was beclouded
when 150 "loyalists" invaded the meeting
room, hurling charges of "traitor" and "Judas"
at

at the conferees.
briefly stated he
Nagel held his poise.
had called a peaceful group to sign a petition
which would, according to the constitution of
A, bring this issue to a vote of the members in good standing.

He

A
Remodeling and Poor B O
Close Houses for Summer
(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY,

—

moJuly
tion picture theatres in central New York
announced during- the past week that they
2.

Several of the

would close for the remainder of the summer.
Harmanus-Bleecker Hall, the largest theatre in this city,

is

to close for re-

modeling during July and August and will
reopen as a first run house on Labor Day.

The

Colonial, operated by Jules Berinstein,
on July 6 for the remainder of
the summer.
The King- in Troy, and the

will close

Palace in Oneonta, will be open but two
days a week during the summer. The thein
Port Leyden, owned by Joseoh
Burkhardt is closed for the summer as well
as the Uptown and the Carleton theatres

atre

in

Utica.

Hungarians Will Not Play
Audiens Until May, 1930
(Special

from Department of Commerce)

WASHINGTON,

July 2.— According to
a message from Budapest, the Hungarian
exhibitors decided, at their recent general
meeting, that no sound films would be exhibited in Hungary until May 31, 1930,
since it is claimed the cost of wiring cinemas is too high now to allow for a rea-

sonable

E

A

Babel of Argument
was a babel of argument, participated in by Francis X. Bushman,
Immediately there

Clarke Silvernail, Charles Lucy, Russell ParFred Burt, Louise Dresser, Albert Gran,
Willard Mack, Tom Wilson, Jack Gilbert,
Hedda Hopper, Jetta Goudal, Ralph Forbes,
Patsy Ruth Miller and others.
Louise Dresser attempted to speak but
found it difficult to overcome her emotions.
She finally declared she believed the Academy
had successfully solved all the troubles actors
had presented to it and that she preferred it
ker,

to Equity.

Willard Mack, trying in vain to swing the
150 old New York friends to his line of reasoning, declared, "I'll follow a unit to hell but
I

won't follow one man.

If a

man wants

2.— Robe:- Arm"Oh, Yeah," with
Tames Gleason. Gleason also adopted the
story.
Tay Garnett will direct.

strong

is

July

to be starred in

Rosson Directs for

RKO

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July 2.— Richard Rosson
has signed to direct "The Very Idea" for
RKO. The story is by William LeBaron,
and associated with him will be Frank
Craven, noted playwright, actor and producer.

Signed

bany Film exchanges and said that

opinion.

while he is now operating four days
a week, he plans to run seven days
each week throughout the summer.
Although Barudi is located 40 miles
from Glens Falls, he said that big
attractions in that city hurt his busi-

Marshall Charges Unfair Tactics
Another echo of the petition move, however, came yesterday when Tully Marshall,
who had just signed a two-year contract with

Barudi, 18, Is Called
Youngest Exhibitor
(Special to the Herald-World)

(Special to the Herald-World)

Who

July 2.—Fred Barudi,
operating the Happy Hour theatre in
North Creek, N. Y ., lays claim to being the youngest exhibitor in New
York state. Barudi is barely oyer 18
years of age, and has the distinction
of operating a new theatre in one of
the Adirondack resort towns, which
is a model of its kind. Barudi spent
one day last week in visiting the Al-

Gillmore Squelches Petition

The petition move proved in vain, however,
when Gillmore announced two days later that

ALBANY,

HOLLYWOOD,

Those

The

following people signed it: Lois WilConrad Nagel, Noah
son, Ralph Forbes,
Beery, Hallam Cooley, George K. Arthur,
Bessie
Love. Francis X.
Claude Allistair,
Bushman, Basil Rathbone, Helen Ferguson,
Hedda Hopper, Patsy Ruth Miller. Florence
Eldridge, Ramon Novarro, Lloyd Hughes,
Charles Conklin, Heine Conklin, Eileen Percy,
Marie Dressier, Frank Losee, Jr., Stanley
Smith, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., John Cromwell,
Jane Keckley, Leila Hyams, Donald
Crisp, Ronald Colman, Clive Brook, Estelle
Taylor, Jack Dempsey, Phillip Strange, Eleanor Boardman and Willard Mack.
Gillmore made an unofficial but apparently
effective reply to the petition when he addressed the Equity meeting Thursday night.
Sam Hardy, president of the Masquers
Club, suggested that every player who works
during this trouble contribute 10 per cent of
It has
his salary to the Equity relief fund.
been learned that Gillmore is also of this

profit.

Armstrong and Gleason
To Play in "Oh, Yeah"

to

discuss President Hoover he is free to do so.
Then why can't a member of this organization
discuss President Gillmore."
Patsy Ruth Miller declared she still did not
know "what Equity is trying to g et lor tne
motion picture actor."

only 12 of the 33 signers are in good standing
competent to petition.
He declared
Equity will take no notice of the petition. At
the same time it is believed that hundreds of
Equity's members are opposed to the "Equity
shop" demand.
The petition reads as follows
"The following of the Actors Equity Association in California believe that they have
been deprived of representation during the
present crisis which vitally affects their interests.
In the controversy of 1919 the actors
were called together in a closed meeting, heard
both sides of the question involved, and then
voted on what action was to be taken. Those
members were represented in the following
walkout, not only their officers but by a counsel formed on levels of their profession.
"We believe the picture player is entitled to
the same consideration. As the Los Angeles
Advisory Board was arbitrarily dissolved two
weeks ago by Mr. Gillmore, therefore we request President Frank Gillmore to call a closed
meeting of only paid up members in California
to consider the present situation and vote on
whether they will support the present policies
of the New York Council and President, and
also elect an executive committee to work
with President Gillmore during this emergency, thereby giving the Motion Picture
Player a definite voice in things concerning his
welfare."

and

ness.

believed
he
declared
Brothers,
Equity's mandate preventing many from signHe said Conrad
ing contracts is unjust.
(Continued on page 131)

Warner
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At Radio Pictures' Chicago Convention

On their arrival in Chicago on Sunday, the Radio bunch were
ushered to the Windsor theatre where they witnessed the screening of a Radio picture. Len Ullrich and Sam Gorelick, of Chicago, are seen in the center of the gang.

When Radio representatives from the South, East and West got
together it meant something. Shown here are C. B. Ellis, Jacksonville; Charts Rosenzweig, New York sales manager; N. P.
Jacobs, Los Angeles and J. J. Schnitzer, home office executive.

office was in a happy position, liaving learned that
O "Cash drive."
they received a flattering mark in the R
Presented here are: L to R, Eddie Phelps, Eddie Rosecan, Chester Letotka, exhibitor, Len Ullrich. Sam Gorelick, Eddie Brechelto and Herb Washburn.

The Chicago

Here's how they do it in New England according to W. H.
Gardiner, Harry Goldstein and C. F. McGergle. The trio represented Radio Pictures of New England and did their bit in
kicking up 'alota' fun.

K

says the sign but, all signs were disregarded at
Drake while the Radio bunch made "Whoopee." The convention lasted one week and nearly 100 attended.

"No Parking"
the

(All photographs by Herald-World.)
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Denounced by

Kansas-Missouri Exhibitors
MPTO

—

Opposes Separate Charge on Scores Biechele Again
Placed at Helm Allegiance Pledged to National Organganization
Woodhull Addresses Meeting

—
—

Is

[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]
2.
Expressing opposition to the Brookhart Bill,
score charges and present union requirements, the
of Kansas and
Western Missouri closed its annual convention at the Baltimore hotel. Thursday afternoon.

KANSAS

—

CITY, July

MPTO

R. R. Biechele was reelected president. Biechele has been chosen to head the
for so many consecutive years that nobody seemed to know just exactly
how many terms he has served. However, it was believed generally that
Biechele is the best suited for the job and it looks as if he'll be in office as long
as the organization exists.

body

The entire staff of officers was reelected.
They are Charley Burkey, first vice presiA.

dent;

second
Mrs. Mnrjorie Selig Fields, daughter of
A. L. SeJig, of Tiffany-Stuhl, who was
married to Jules Fields at the Hotel Astor in Neiv York on Sunday, June 23.

MP T O Suggests

Penn

Script Censorship

Board

Through Hays' Office
(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA,
ing

M PTO

of the
vania, southern

New

July 2.— At a meeteastern PennsylJersey and Delaware,
of

which over 100 were present, a resolution was passed calling on the Hays organization to use their efforts in creating a
board of script censors. This board would
censor all script before production, and it
is thought that this will eliminate the present unsatisfactory censoring of dialog.
at

It was suggested that the board be made
up of three men, one from the Pennsylvania
State Board of Censors, one from Ohio and
one from Chicago, and that within a period
of two years censorship would be entirely

abolished.

Other subjects discussed were the stand
taken by United Artists in exhibiting "Bulldog Drummond" at the Steel Pier, Atlantic
City, the right of producers using stars in
socalled specials, prior delivery to exhibitors in which this star has already been
sold, the practice of distributors announcing the production of certain pictures which
are sold and finally notice is sent that one
or two particular pictures of this group
will not be made, and those present decided
that no exhibitor should sign any contract
containing the clause, "as or if available."

F.

vice

Kansas

Baker,

City,

Kan.,

presi-

de n t; Ben Levy,
Mo.,
third
Joplin,
vice president; C. L.
McVey,

Memphis

vice
Fred

Meyn, Kansas

City,
treasurer. Mrs. June
Medcalf remains as
executive secretary.

(Special to the Herald-World)

DENVER,

Ed Dubinsky, Kansas City, was elected
to the board of directors to succeed

E.

S.

Wilhoit,

Springfield, Mo. M.
R. R. Biechele
B. Shanberg, Kansas City, Kan., was elected to succeed G. L.
Hooper, Topeka, Kan., on the board of
directors.
The organization went on record as opposing the separate score and rental charges
and declared itself in favor of one charge
including both items.
pledge of allegiance was given to the
by the convention delegates.
R. F. "Pete" Woodhull, addressing the
convention at the closing session, told the
exhibitors that the little theatre owner
should and shall stay in business. He said
it was the influence of the small exhibitor
that had the greater effect on legislative
matters. Woodhull expressed a disapproval
of the Brookhart Bill and declared that the
arbitration should be improved.
The convention was brought to a final
close at a banquet Thursday night at which
Governor Clyde Reed of Kansas was the
principal speaker.

A

MPT OA

July 2.— Harry E. Huffman,
president of the Rocky Mountain Motion
Picture Theatre Owners Association, announced that the first annual convention of
the organization will be in Denver July 23,
This is the first convention of this
24, 25.
kind to take place in this district for a
number of years, such a meeting being
necessitated by the ever increasing number
of problems by which the theatre owner is
confronted.
Harry E. Huffman, Rick
Ricketson, Emmett Thurmon, the attorney
for the organization, and others of the
Denver theatre owners are devoting much
of their time to the plans for the coming
convention.
Among matters to be presented to the
convention are carnival and tent show legislation, theatre architecture, sound equipment, demonstrations of the latest sound
equipment and information concerning the
machinery necessary for third dimension
pictures.

Ladies are invited and are assured of an
interesting three days, while the men are in
session.
The program for the third day
includes sight-seeing and a banquet with a
dance in the evening.

Publix Gives Picnic
(Special to the Herald-World)

Name Young Fox Manager
(Special to the Herald-World)

July 2.— Tom W.
now Fox manager in Memphis,
Hugh Rennie, who, after six

MEMPHIS, TENN,

Indictments Brought
Against Bomb Throwers

territory.

Rocky Mountain MPTO
To Hold First Annual
Convention in Denver

Herington,

Kan., fourth
president, and

Denver to succeed W. E. Sheehan, has been
promoted to the branch managership at Milwaukee. Young has been advanced to his new
post from that of salesman working out of the

Young

is

succeeding

months

here,

following

his

transfer

from

GREENVILLE,

S.

C,

July

2.—Un-

daunted by a downpour of rain, employes
of the Publix theatre chain in Greenville
recently held their annual summer picnic
at the French Broad camp, near Brevard.
Sports for the day included baseball in
the rain, swimming and boating.

(Special to the Herald- World

SAN FRANCISCO,

July

2.—An echo of

the strike of theatre employees called several
months ago against Nasser Brothers, operating
a chain of houses equipped with audien devices,
was heard recently when the San

Francisco County Grand Jury brought indictments against James Ford, Annie Risso,
Gearge Ryan and Wilton Hill. Annie Risso
who police say was caught in the act of placing a stench bomb in the Alhambra theatre
and confessed to having placed similar bombs
in the other three theatres of Nasser Brothers.
She stated that she had been hired by the men
mentioned in the indictment to "place the
odoriferous devices.

Utica Theatre Is Damaged in $200,000
Blast; Six Injured: Store Owner Quizzed
(Special to the Herald-World)
July 2. The State theatre in Utica, N. Y., was damaged to the extent
of $200,000 by a mysterious explosion that occurred about three o'clock one morning last week and which is thought to have originated in the grocery store occupying a section of the building. Fire followed the explosion, with the result that all
Six persons were
fire fighting apparatus in the city was summoned to the scene.
injured by the explosion, smoke and Barnes.
The theatre is one of the largest in the city and centrally located. The proprietor of the grocery store was later examined by the police in an effort to determine
the cause of the explosion.

ALBANY,

—
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Atlantic
City

Kansas

Universal Sales Conventions

The Central and Western

S. Singerman and
from the Universal home

N. Manheim,

July 6, 1929

F.

units of Universale sale forces meeting in

Kansas City, June

City

15-16-17-18.

Donnelly and Craig of the Indianapolis

Mastroly

ex-

change.

office.

L. Lutzer of Universal's Dal-

exchange and the cup he
was aivarded as Universal's
most valuable salesman.
las

Sterrett,

Cleaver,

Harry Young and Shoninger of the
Cleveland exchange

The Eastern

units of

McCoy, Moon, Hackford, Fowser and

Goodman

tlie

of the Detroit exchange.

Universal sales force meeting in Atlantic City, June 22-23-24-25.

July
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Audiens Add Tremendously to

First National Starts

Chorus Girls School

Costs of Production: Christie

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

July 2.— The educa-

tion of chorus girls is the object of
a school which has just been established at the First National-Vitaphone studios at Burbank. Girls be-

tween the ages of eleven and thirteen,
who have shown particular
ability at certain designated dancing
schools of Los Angeles, are eligible.
The tuition is free and special tutors are provided to attend to the
general education of the girls. Each
pupil signs an agreement giving
First National an option on her
services for a period of three years
after graduation.

Refutes Statements That Talking Pictures Are Cheaper to Make
Than Silent Says Fixed Charges on Shorts Are Four Times
Greater in Proportion Than on Long Features

—

(Special to the Herald-World)

Missouri Exhibitors
Staging Bitter Fight

For Sunday Amusements
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS

CITY, July 2.—The

most widespread Sunday opening
progress in Missouri.

In

hottest

and

fight in years

parts of the
state, exhibitors are opening their theatres,
then being arrested and in turn relying upon
the recent decision of the State Supreme
Court in Springfield, to vindicate them.
In Independance, a 10,000 population city
which is a suburb of Kansas City, Warwick T.
Boles, owner of the Lewis and the Elliott theatres, after being fined $50 for showing on
Sunday, has obtained a temporary injunction
against the mayor and chief of police to prevent any interference with his shows on SunThe writ was granted Boles by Judge
day.
Stanford A. Lyon of the Assignment Division
of the Circuit Court.
Boles is contesting a
20 year old city ordinance prohibiting Sundayshows. "Blue noses" are up in arms and the
affair has resulted into a battle of factions
within the city. Despite the injunction the city
officials have threatened to arrest Boles again
if he operates his theatres on Sunday prior to
the hearing on the writ, which will be soon.
In case Boles should be arrested and the
writ ignored, the city officials would be subject
to prosecution for contempt of court, according to several leading lawyers in Kansas City.
in

all

Oppose Plan
To Drop Macon Blue Laws

Ministers

(Special to the Herald-World)

MACON,

July 2.— The Macon Minisunion is vigorously opposing all efforts^to abrogate the existing Sunday "blue
laws."
The following resolution was
terial

passed:

"We

have been advised that certain legis-

lators plan

seek repeal of the Sunday
laws in the coming session of the general
assembly. This association hereby goes on
record as unalterably opposed to the movement."
to

Fined $500 for Stench
Bomb Placed in Theatre
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY, July 2.—Judge Ira S.
Gardner of the South Side Municipal Court,
Kansas City, gave persons who throw
stench bombs in theatres something to
think about when he fined Brenton Hall,
a motion picture operator, $500 for complicity in the placing of three bombs in
Neptune theatre, recently. Hall was
convicted on the testimony of Stewart
Roper, a dishwasher, who said Hall hired
him to place the bombs in the theatre. Lee
Vaughn, manager of the theatre, testified
Hall had refused to arbitrate peacefully
with him on a wage scale question.

the

—

HOLLYWOOD,

July 2. Talking pictures have added tremendously to
the cost of production, Charles Christie said yesterday in refuting statements
that audiens can be made for less than silent films.
Furthermore, added costs for sound are relatively much heavier in proportion for short features than for long, according to Christie, who is one of the
first producers to complete a full season of talking shorts,
In

is

75

support

of

his

contention,

Christie

district here.

ground

Building will be 40 stories, with
floor devoted to theatre.
Un-

said:

entire

"In making a two-reel talking picture,
every organization department and production expense remains the same as before,
except for the added factors, which include
a higher type and more expensive form of
story and play material, bigger stars and
players who are being used, plus the fixed
charges for sound installation in the studios,

confirmed report is to the effect that the
interests are to sponsor the project.

W.

Report Fox Will Erect
Theatre in Cincinnati
(Special to the Herald-World)
O., July 2.— Application for

CINCINNATI,

building permit reveals possibility of elaborate
in heart of downtown business

new house

More

Patent Suits Against
Silverphone Company

music royalties, sound

royalties, and the
extra costs of musicians.
24 in Fixed Recording Crew
"In our own studios, 24 men comprise the
fixed recording crew with additions made at
This and
times for individual pictures.
other fixed added charges are four times
they
more in proportion than
would be on
feature pictures, for the obvious reason that
the same sound organization is required as
in making feature pictures, and the product
is something which generally averages onefourth the total cost of the average feature.
In other words, the added raise for sound
two-reelers is justified at four times the
added raise for feature pictures.
"To say that sound features and shorts
can be made quicker is equally untrue in
the long run, because at the present time
producers are going more heavily into outdoor shooting and shooting in a wider
variety of sets and locations as their equipment enables them to do so.
"Some of the early talking pictures were
made in one or a few sets because of the
difficulties of learning the use of recording
systems, but every week now there is wider
latitude of shooting, which lengthens out
the time consumed."
The added costs are apparently justified
with the better grades of talking short pictures, according to Christie, for the reason
that this type of pictures is now beginning
to get a good break in the large theatres
which can afford to pay well for the film
which they use.

E. Files Four

Fox

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 2.—Western Electric and
Electrical Research have brought four more
additional patent suits against the Silverphone
company of Toledo, according to word received from Western Electric.
The bills of complaint were filed in the

Federal Court at Toledo last week and charge
infringement relating to push-pull method of
amplification, control of grid potential for
distortion prevention, resistance method of
coupling amplifiers and distortion prevention
by means of selected impedances.
The same plaintiffs had previously brought
suit
against
Silverphone on
charges of
patent infringement and unfair competition in
copying the design of the Western Electric
loud speaker unit. This action is still pending.

3

New Branch Managers
Appointed by Columbia
(Special
the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, July 2.—Three new branch
to

managers have been announced by Columbia.
Sam Galanty, formerly manager of the
Tiffany-Stahl
Indianapolis
branch,
was
named manager of the Washington exchange, Robert J. Ingram, previously manager of the Columbia Memphis exchange,
has been appointed manager of the Charlotte exchange, and J. J. Rogers, formerly
with the Columbia Atlanta office, succeeds
Ingram at the Memphis branch.

City Votes Sunday

Shows

(Special to the Herald-World)

WILLMAR, MINN.,

July 2.— At a special
decide the question of Sunday
amusements the exhibitors won bv a vote of
election

1,091

to

to 917.

Greater Fire Hazards in Wired Houses?
So Says Ontario Official; Warns Owners
(Special to the Herald-World)
July 2. Claiming that the presentation of sound pictures adds
greatly to the fire hazard in theatres, Hon. Dr. J. D. Monteith, Ontario provincial
treasurer, has issued the warning that all theatres in Ontario must conform with
strict regulations of the Theatres and Cinematographs Act before audien installations can be made. Already a considerable number of theatre owners have been
advised that substantial building alterations are to be made and it has been pointed
out by the Ontario minister that the co-operation of the exhibitors is expected.
Hon. Dr. Monteith points to the fact that 21 theatre Gres have occurred in
Ontario during the past six months, or four times more than in the corresponding
period during any of the preceding four years, and wired theatres, or those about
to be wired, will have to undergo changes designated by the department inspectors.

OTTAWA,

—
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At

New

the

1929

6,

York

Theatres

NEW FILMS

MOTION PICTURE FINANCE

PARAMOUNT— "Fashions

in Love," Paramount, all
with Adolphe
Menjou, Fay Compton,
Miriam Seeger and John Miljan, directed by Victor

talking,

Schertzinger.

ROXY—"Behind

Demand

Film Shares Improves

for

—

LAURENCE STERN

By

D

That Curtain," Fox all talker with
Moran, Warner Baxter and Gilbert Emery,
by Irving Cummings from the novel by
Earl Derr Biggers.
FIFTH AVENUE "Der Oberkeller," German farce
produced by Aafa. Story of headwaiter who poses
Lois

directed

as baron.

FIFTY-FIFTH STREET— "The

UE

both to the quickening pace of the general market and promising
financial developments within the industry, the leading motion picture shares are currently meeting with a decidedly improved demand.
T^OX FILM, particularly, has displayed future dominance of the industry. It is
interesting to note that American Telerenewed life in the last week, advancing
phone & Telegraph has just demonstrated
substantially in more active dealings; and
a successful laboratory test of the transmisLoew's, Inc., in which Fox has a working,
sion of television in color.
if
not absolute, control, shows signs of
emerging from

its

Word

goes around

Fox

talker,

opened

in

are

interests

Wall Street

DETROIT,

each

of

the

another week.

talker, held

June

Schenectady,

to

an

all

—"Luther,"

all

talker,

Opened

Cob-Film.

Artists,

all

Nymph,"

First

talker.

British

picture,

Second 6howing.

Plan 8-Story Theatre in
Ohio to Cost $800,000
(Special to the Herald-World)

MANSFIELD,

O.,

July

2.—A

theatre

with a seating capacity of 2,500 and a residential hotel is planned for this town by
Charles L. Drake of Chicago, representative of the National Hotel and Theatre SynThe building will be designed by
dicate.
John Eberson, New York architect.

—A

according

all

MGM

22.

RIALTO—"Alibi," United
time p.p.
CAMEO—"The Constant

the

National,

National,

First

LITTLE CARNEGIE

new motion picJulv 2.
ture theatre to cost at least $2,000,000 and
with a seating capacity of 3,500, is planned
by the Farash Theatres Corporation of

Although merger
so much as theatres.
negotiations may be resumed, either with
Paramount or other companies, it is certain
that in the meanwhile Radio will follow an
aggressive policy of acquiring theatres, both
through purchase and new construction.
The public is tardy in recognizing the
part both Radio and the American Telephone & Telegraph Company are playing
The interests
in the amusement
field.
back of these companies may well achieve

Squall,"

time p.p.

first

First

Dugan,"

over a second week.

STRAND—"The

(Special to the Herald-World)

facilities

12.

CENTRAL—"Broadway Babies,"
talker, opened June 22.
CAPITOL—"The Trial of Mary

Shirley Plans $2,000,000
Theatre for Schenectady
ALBANY,

talker,

—
—

circuit's

Kalamazoo and

all

RIVOLI

at Grand Rapids are undergoing
considerable changes with Vitaphone being
installed in the Fuller.

failure of the deal are not clear, but very
likely had to do with terms.
Apparently

not seeking production

in

Fuller at

Paramount

all talker, opened Tune 20.
talker,
all
Paramount,
"Thunderbolt,"
opened June 20.
ROXY "The Four Devils," Fox, with sound, held

July 2.— The Butterfield cir-

Orpheum

There can be no doubt of the serious
made by the Radio Corporation to
acquire Paramount.
The reasons for the

is

The

2.

Cocoanuts,"

23.

opened June

announce that actual construction has
been started on a 2,000 seat theatre in
Jackson and a half million dollar house for
Muskegon. The Jackson house is scheduled to open Christmas Day and the Muskegon house January 15.
With the hot weather several of the
houses are closed and being given a general
cleaning and sound equipment is being
installed

all talker,

Artists, all

EMBASSY— "The Fall of Eve," Columbia, all talker,
opened June 17.
WARNERS THEATRE—"The Drag," First National,

cuit

rapidly
houses.

May

Drummond," United

GAIETY—"The Black Watch," Fox, all talker,
opened May 22.
GLOBE—"Broadway," Universal, all taker, opened
May 27.
WINTER GARDEN— "On With the Show," Warners,
all talker, opened May 28.
FILM GUILD CINEMA— "Nosferatu the Vampire,"
Murnau, opened June 1.
CRITERION— "The Four Feathers," Paramount,

(Special to the Herald-World)

that

quietly

opened

M G M,

1.

May

RIALTO— "The

Construction on Two
Houses, Remodels Two

effort

Radio

opened February

Butterfield Starts

increasing
their holdings in Loew's, Inc., and this has
been partly responsible for the improved
tone of both issues. Loew's earnings thus
far this year have been running at a rate
of 25 per cent ahead of last year when $5.97
was shown for each share of common stock.
The 1929 profits are expected to be between
$7 and $8 a share. On this basis, the issue
appears considerably underpriced.
Paramount's second quarter earnings are
expected to approximate $2,000,000, as
compared with $1,609,478 last year. The
company's large acquisition of theatres
continues to attract attention.
the

Broadway Melody,"

APOLLO — "Bulldog

volatile

has been stimulated by reports of higher
earnings, as well as by rumor of mergers.

Jolly Peasant," Fery-

Werner Krauss.

HELD OVER AND REVIVED
ASTOR—"The

long period of dullness.

Warner issue is again a
popular speculative medium and Paramount

The

Film, of Berlin, with

announce-

ment made by William M. Shirley, president of the company. Announcement was

William Inee to

Wed

(Special to the Herald-World)

coincident with another to the effect that
the Strand theatre, owned by the company, had been leased to the Metropolitan
Chain Stores, Inc., which will take possession August 1, and convert the property
for store purposes.

ANGELES, July 2.—William T.
Ince, son of the late Thomas Ince, producer, will wed Ida Williams, Miss Florida
Ince is 20, and Miss
of 1927, on July 7.

LOS

Williams

16.

SECURITIES PRICE RANGE
Week Ending June 29
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
American Seating
Brunswiek-Balke-Collender
Consolidated Film, pfd...._

_

Eastman Kodak
Do.
First

pfd
pfd

National,

Fox Film "A"_ Keith A] bee Orpheum
Do. pfd.
Loew's, Inc.
Do. pfd. w.

-

500
900

_

15,200

w

600
600
23.800
78.000
12,900

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, pfd
Motion Picture Capital

Paramount
Pathe Exchange
Do.

"A"

Radio Corporation
Do. pfd. "A"...Do. pfd. "B"
Radio Keith Orpheum

Sales
1,300
6,300
2,600
11,600
330
100
18,900

-

-

High

33%
41%
26%
184%
126%
116%

89%
36
112

58%
93%
25%
58

66%

9%

3,100
431,500

21

900

54
80

6.600
139,600

87%
36>/J

Low
33

39%
25
173

125%
116%

85%
34%
98%
54%
93

24%
51%
63%

9%

19%
83%
53%
77%
31%

Close
33

40%
25%
181%
126%
116%
88
36
112

57%
93%
25%
51%
65%

9%
20

84%
53%
78%
35%

Shubert Theatres
Universal Pic. 1st pfd
Victor Talking Machine
Warner Brothers
Do. new w. i
Do. pfd

3.700
130
1,500
93.500
98,100
1.600

_

pf

pri.

„
-

50%
84

45
83

54%

115%
116%
58%
51%

79%
22%
23%

79%
21%
20%

115%
123%
62%

45%
83

115%
119

59%
52%

CHICAGO STOCK MARKET
Balaban

&

50
250
500

Katz

Marks Brothers
Morgan Litho

cvt.

p.

_

79%
21%
20%

NEW YORK CURB
Acoustic

Prod

Columbia Pictures
Consolidated Film Ind
Educational Pictures pfd
Fox Theatres "A"
International Projector
National Theatre Supply
Sentry Safety

Trans-Lux

_
-

-

82,800
8.800
3,900
25
18.600
110,400
18.600
8.200
5.200

5%

3%

4%

22%

29%
20%

60

60

60

23%

21%
25%
18%

30

33

30

22%
21%
13%

20
11

32

21%

22%

22%
20%
13%
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Film News
in Pictures

On

-WORLD

PICTORIAL SECTION

Mary- Nolan, Universale beautiful blonde
featured player, enjoys posing as a little
girl who's cross. Mary will soon be seen
in

EF ALL

Erich von Stroheim as he appears in his first all
talking picture, co-starred with Berry Compson.
"The Great Gabbo."' This picture is being directed
by James Cruze and is scheduled for release early
in

September.

"Mademoiselle Cavenne."

the very first day of production of "Little Pal," Al Jolson
introduced his leading lady. Marian Nixon not to director
Lloyd Bacon, whom she knew so well, but to the new "Mammy"
sweater that Bacon wore for the first time on the Warner Brothers lot. Al will soon be with us again.

—

Stories Told
by the Camera

Natalie Joyce, former Serin ett beauty, will
be seen in Pathe's audien. "Sailor's Holiday." with Sally Eilers and Alan Hale.
Sallv also comes from the Sennett ranks.

Not so defenseless. Billie Dove and Zasu
Ed Coxen that Hollywood girls can take

Pitts

demonstrate

to

care of themselves.

does not seem so enthusiastic as Zasu. and why? This picture was taken between scenes of "Her Private Life," First NaBillie

tional audien.

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD
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scene from "Hallelujah," a serious drama of the American negro, directed
by King Vidor for
In the picture are shown King Vidor, Daniel
Haynes and Nina Mae McKinney, seventeen-year-old colored dancer. Following a studio preview of this

Hot

of a generation ago, as posed by William
and Edna Murphy, who are playing two
of the important roles in the early sequences of
stuff

Collier, Jr.,

"Lummox," Herbert Brenon's audien
Artists;

the screen

version of Fannie
selling novel.

for

United

Hurst's best

MGM.

picture the studio executives
were so impressed by her excellent work that she was
signed to a new
contract.
The picture has an

MGM

all

negro

cast.

Right: R. F. (Pete)
the

hull, president of

Wood-

MPT

OA,

snapped as he passed
through Chicago last week
to attend the meeting of the
P T O of Kansas and Missouri, where he attacked the
Brookhart bill.

M

A

scene from Universale "Broadway" with an

all star

Evelyn Brent, Glenn Tryon and Merna
Kennedy. The picture is directed by Dr. Paul Fejos.
In the picture will appear the Four Emperors of Harmony, the Jubilee Singers with Claude Collins, a
chorus of fifty and the Cocoanut Grove orchestra.
cast featuring

Clinton K. Weyer, who heads the
theatre insurance department of
A, was in the comP
the
pany of Woodhull going through
P
of
Chicago to meet the
Kansas and Missouri at Kansas City.

M TO

M TO

David

Palfreyman,

who

joined

the staff of
organization

the Will
recorded

Hays

recently

H.
by

the Herald- World photographer as

he

tarried a

few hours
Chicago.

last

week

in

!
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MPT

Ohio
O Officers
Report on Outcome of
Reduced Rental Drive
(Special to the Herald-World)

2—

COLUMBUS,
hibitors

Hotel,

Wood,

About 125 exO., July
the Deshler Wallick
at
June 27, to hear Messrs. James and
president and business manager regathered

M

TO

of Ohio report on
spectively of the
P
their recent trip to New York where they
of the leading
sales
managers
interviewed

producing companies with reference of reducing the cost of sound films and service
charges.
little

The two

definite

officials

information

could give verybut held out the

hope that some of the film companies might
undertake the reduction in cost to exhibitors.

Stone Authors Originals
On Three Films in
Production for Fox
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July 2.—Of the following
three pictures in actual production on the Fox
lot all were written in original form by John
Stone, eminent scenarist: "Salute," "Girl from

Havana," and "Chasing Through Europe."
Stone is now occupied with the scenarizing of
"The Girl Who Wasn't Wanted." William
K. Howard will direct it.
"Salute" Stars George O'Brien; Jack Ford
is

ORLD

directing it

Ben Stoloff is directing the Havana story
and Al Werker is finishing the Europe story-

plates.
That large ball
And this, mind you, is just one shipment of the HERALD-fl
of cord behind Dave Juillard. minister plenipotentiary of the mailing department, is ichat
he uses to tie himself up uith uhen he looks at the other icork that piles up daily while
he is urapping the identification tags.

F. A. Merrick Elected

To Head Westinghouse
(Special to the Herald-World)

PITTSBURGH,

July 2.— F. A. Merrick was
elected president of the Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing company by the board of
directors at a meeting held in New York
I

une

26.

Do Packages. But It's a New
Each Day. As Herald-World Mailing Department
Keeps on Its Toes

Applications Pile Up. and So

who

has long been associated with
the electrical industry- advances to the position
of president from the position of vice president and general manager of that company.
He is a native of New Jersey and received
his^technical education at Lehigh University.
Merrick,

Requests for Identity Plates
Give Shippers Daily Rush Job

Studio; Adds New Lab
(Special to the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, July 2.— Simultaneous
with the w-idening of Gower Street in Hollywood, extensive structural improvements
will be made on the recently acquired
studios of James Cruze, Inc. A new administration building and sound stages, as well
as an experimental sound laboratory are
planned.

Wilson Quits Writing to
Supervise Films for T-S
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July 2.— Carey Wilson
who has followed a career of several years
as a scenarist here this week abandoned
that phase of production to enter picture
supervision.
He signed a contract with
Tiffany-Stahl.

Golden

How the requests for the Herald- W orld identification plate keep piling up
That statement does not mean that the filling of the orders is being delayed.
On

James Cruze Enlarges

Pile

the contrary,

it's

a daily affair.

As

fast as

one day's applications are

honored, the mailing department finds another batch of requests from individuals urging immediate deliver}- of the supplementary auto license tag for use

on their

cars.

You've already noted the picture above, but
did you stop to think that each of those packages represents one more car that, by the time

osophical over the added task which multiplies the jobs of its personnel.
They may
even be figuring out just what their efforts

this issue is off the press, will be carrying
the words "Motion Pictures" to countless other
individuals motoring over the highways?
Word comes from the north country that
the identification plate is now a familiar sight
in the provinces of Canada.
Thus the country now is blanketed with
the visible insignia that mark their bearers
as being identified with the motion picture industry, whether in exhibition, production or
distribution, or in allied branches.
That's why the mailing department is phil-

represent.

For example, if they rode only a short five
miles with the owner of each car for which
they have mailed an identification plate, they
already would have journeyed from Coast to
Coast so many times that they might cal!
themselves transcontinental commuters.
Asphalt Has Role in Audiens
YORK. Asphalt has become one of the
most useful products in the studios. It is used to
insulate noisy walks and driveways. By paving the

—

NEW

drives

it

is

more easy

to

move

the equipment.

EXHIBITORS HERALD-\rORLD

Wadams Dead

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

—

Golden
July 2.
character actor, was found dead
in his bed at 4953 Hollywood Boulevard.
Newspapers several days old at his door led
to the finding of the body.
Wadams,

Running Theatre for 25 Years
PLATTSBURG, MO.—On the night of

407 South Dearborn
Chicago, HI.
I

am

St.

a subscriber to the

HTRALD-^TORLD.

I

would

like to advertise

motion picture?

and identify myself with the industry.
Please send, postpaid, without charge the
license plate.

HERALD-\TORLD

supplementary automobile

Name
Theatre

Febru-

ary 8. 1904. C. H Thompson and M. J. Trimble
opened the Opera House in Plattsbnrg, Mo.
Since
that time they hare been presenting moving picture
and dramatic shows in the same house.

City
State

_
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W. B. Frank, personal
Left to right:
representative of Mack Sennett and E.
Hammons, president of Educational Film

W

Exchanges, Inc.

W

B. Frank is reading the riot act to
the Educational traffic manager, for getAll in
ting the reservations mixed up.
fun, of course.
.

EDUCATIONAL

left, and A.
Kirkpatrick, assistant general branch
manager discussing a few of those
weighty sales problems.

Joe Merrick, sales manager,
S.

—

in Atlantic City. Top Row left to right: H. F. Brink, Buffalo; E. J. Weisman, Milwaukee; J. H. Butner, Atlanta;
Cammer, Oklahoma City; N. P. Eberley, New Orleans; J. H. Morgan, Albany; Arthur Greenblatt, New York City; H. C. Dressendorfer,
Indianapolis; M. H. Starr, Detroit; J. L. Winn, St. Louis; J. F. Burke, Traveling Auditor; Jack Nelson, Los Angeles; Joseph Kaliski, Pittsburgh; J. A. Bachman, Philadelphia; B. W. Rucker, Seattle; J. H. Beaver, Washington; F. G. Sliter, Boston; R. C. Borg, Kansas City; A. P.
Archer, Denver; C. H. Messenger, Salt Lake City; H. D. Noble, New Haven; Leo Blank, Omaha; Lee Goldberg, Louisville; Dave Dubin, Chicago; W. O. Galloway, Des Moines; Harry Skirboll, Cleveland; B. J. Kearney, purchasing agent, and Jack Skirgall, Ohio special representative.
Bottom Row Left to Right: Gordon S. White, director of advertising and publicity; Robert W. Doidge, publicity dep't; W. B. Frank, per-

At the big convention

W.

J.

—

sonal representative of Mack Sennett; L. V. Calvert, production manager; F. X. Carroll, sale department; J. R. Wilson, assistant sales manager; Harvey B. Day, sales manager Kinograms News Reel; Arthur Lucas, special southern representative; A. S. Kirkpatrick, assistant general
manager; E. W. Hammons, president; John A. Waldron, general manager Mack Sennett Studios; Joe Merrick, sales manager; G. C. Blumenthai, San Francisco; J. Travis, Canadian district manager; L. J. Klar, Cincinnati; H. L. Pfaff, Toronto; F. A. Tomes, Dallas, and Max Stahl,
Minneapolis.

Gordon White, director
and publicity taking a
boardwalk

when

of advertising
stroll on the
one of those moments
bright ideas originate.

Left to right: N. P.
Eberley, New Orleans; F. A. Tomes, Dallas; Arthur
Lucas, special representative; J. B. Butner, Atlanta,

The Southern branch managers:
and W.

J.

Cammer, Oklahoma

City.

Harvey Day, Kinomanager; Joe Memck
Educational sales manager, and
Dave Dubm, Chicago manager.
Left to right:

grams

sales

July
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AN AUDIT SPEAKS LOUDER
THAN WORDS /'-Excerpt
from Motion Picture News,
Feb. 19, 1921
We

are indebted to our contemporary.

Motion Picture News, for the pertinent truism
printed above.

At the time this interesting line was proclaimed by The News that publication was, of
course, a member of the Audit Bureau of
Circulations.

An

Audit speaks just as loud today as it
did in 1921 but the great difference is that today it speaks alone for the HERALD-WORLD
because this publication is now the only
paper in the motion picture field which is
enabled to offer to advertisers this one, worldwide accepted verification of circulation
statements.

Yes, Mr. News,

An

Audit

Does Speak Louder

Than Words!

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD
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Columbia Leaders Qet Off with Boom
For Sales Fireworks July 8
Home
Contingent
Out for Hollywood— Ten All-Talking
Office

Specials

NEW

and

Sets
16 All-Talking Starring Pictures
2.

—All

set

and

;

^RAVELING

over the Union Pacific
Line, the party will stop en route to
pick up delegates at Chicago, Omaha,
Cheyenne and Salt Lake City, and will
arrive on the Coast July 7.

4

The meeting

be Columbia's initial
national sales convention and the only motion picture sales conclave to be held on
Besides the
the West Coast this year.
New York groups are the three district
managers Cecil Maberry, Richard V. Anderson, E. L. Tillman branch managers
from all over the country and studio ofwill

—

ficials

will attend.

—

At the

continue for four days,
be made concerning
000,000 1929-1930 program,
most elaborate output in
will
will

which
announcements

sessions,

Columbia's $5,promising the
the

company's

history.

Jack Cohn in Charge
Jack Cohn, treasurer, in charge of the
executive end of Columbia's business during Joe Brandt's absence in Europe, and
Harry Cohn, vice president in charge of
production, will attend all conferences and
Following their
address the field force.
speeches of welcome, Joe Goldberg, general sales manager will take the platform

and preside at all meetings.
Addresses will also be made by a number of other home office and studio executives including Hodes, Sam Briskin and
McKain.
A general survey and ways of satisfydemands will be discussed
ing exhibitor
by Jack Cohn. He will review the rapid
strides made by Columbia during the year
and outline the policy of expansion of
distribution service during the next season.
It is expected that Cohn will make some
important announcements of interest to
every exhibitor.

Production Facilities Reviewed
Harry Cohn will go into detail on Columbia's greatly expanded production faciliwhich have placed the company's
ties
studios among the most efficient and best
equipped on the Coast, fitted with every
known apparatus and device necessary to
the production of the best type of dialogue

He

speak on the welland directors that Columbia
already has under contract, and the boxoffice
names, now under consideration,
which will bring to the roster of Columpicture.

known

bia's

will also

stars

new season program many names

of

importance on stage and screen.
Goldberg will open the sales meetings
with an outline of the company's pretentious plans, which include 10 all-talking
specials and 16 all-talking starring vehicles.
A considerable time will be devoted to
showing the delegates how sound pictures
are made and to pointing out the elements
that go into the manufacture of perfect reproducing and synchronizing qualities.
Previews of all completed productions of
the new season's output will be one feature
of the visit to the Columbia studios.
Dinner-Dance Finale
The official business of the Columbia
convention will get under way promptly at
10 a. m., Monday, July 8.
Monday afternoon will be devoted to a visit of the studio
and previews. Tuesday and Wednesday

have been set aside for the discussion of
next year's product, the policies which will
govern its sales to exhibitors, and the exploitation and publicity campaigns which
will back them.
Thursday, devoted to a
general meeting of all departments, and to
studio addresses by Harry Cohn and Sam
Briskin, will bring the convention to an official close, but the delegates will remain
for a dinner and dance.
executives

already

mentioned the following delegates

will at-

In

(Special to the Herald-World)

ORLEANS,

number of

rarin' to

addition

to

the

tend:

H. E. Weiner, G. Rosenbaum, Nat Cohn,
Joe Miller, Herbert Kaufman, Jack Young,
Lee Goldberg, A. Kaufman, S. Galanty,
James F. Sharkey, Maurice White, F. H.
Knispel, W. E. Weinshenker, Barney Rosenthal, Ben Marcus, R. E. Peckham, C.
Gregory, S. B. Rahn, C. Gregory, A. E.
Warren, F. J. Baker, R. J. Ingram, J. W.
Mangham, Jr., H. T. Peebles, F. L. Stocker,
Rogers, A. J. Sullivan, C. L. TillJ. J.
man, P. Weinstein, Mr. Olson and A. Cantwell.

1929

By Charles Kessnich
NEW

go to the Columbia sales
convention opening July 8 at the Hotel Roosevelt in Hollywood, the
home office contingent is to leave tomorrow for the Coast, headed by
Jack Cohn, treasurer, and Joe Goldberg, general sales manager. Others from
headquarters include Clarence McKain, supervisor of exchanges Hal Hodes,
director of advertising and publicity; Rube Jackter, assistant to the sales
manager; Jack Bellman and Louis Weinberg.
July

6,

Metro 's New Orleans
Convention Is Headed

on $5,000,000 Program

(Special to the Herald-World)

YORK,

July

July

2.— Previews of a

films not yet released

opened the

annual meeting of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
southern sales division at the Jung Hotel
Friday morning. Charles E. Kessnich presided
at the meeting while C. J. Briant manager of
the New Orleans branch headed the welcoming committee.
preview of Madam X, a
Hal Roach comedy, Leaping Love, Modern
Maidens, and others were shown.

A

Among the divisional managers present were J. W.
Hanlon, Atlanta; L. Bickel, Dallas; J. F. Willingham, Memphis; and W. B. Zoellner, Oklahoma City.
Other delegates were: Ray Beall Jack Ewall, Joe
Patton, Sydney Schwartz, of the district office J. W.
Hanlon, L. C. Ingram; Sam Mclntyre, John Cunningham, L. B. Butler, of Atlanta; Leroy Bickel,
Tony Philpin, C. D. Lyne, H. C. Knimm, Clyde
;

Houston, of Dallas;

F. Willingham, C. F. McJ.
W. G. McCorvey, W. E. Keith, Memphis;
Farbacher, V. H. Bridges, New Orleans; W. B.
Zoeliner, Sam Backer, J. N. Byrd, Walter Dolin,

Guire,

J. J.

Oklahoma

City.

Famous Players Hold
Eastern Convention

Of Canada Managers
Herald-World)
OTTAWA, July — Managers of Famous
(Special to the
2.

Players theatres in all parts of eastern Canada gathered at the Clifton House, Niagara
Falls, Ontario, for a three-day convention.
Many addresses were heard, with special
attention being given to audiens, community spirit, equipment, advertising and suburban theatre patronage.
The speakers who devoted their attention

sound pictures were O. R. Harvey, manager of Electrical Research sales in Montreal; Charles Dentlebeck, projection supervisor; Clarence Robson, eastern general
to

manager of theatres; Thomas J. Bragg and
Ben Geldsaler, officials of the corporation
at

Toronto.

Other phases of theatre operation were
discussed by Jack Arthur, Ernie Moule,
Charles Querrie, Harry Dahn, A. P. Drohan, James Lynch, Harry Sedgwick, Sam
DePass, Sam Bloom, Fred Shafer, Ernie
Smithies, Ray Tubman, Tom Daly, Ernest
Geyer, H. M. Thomas, Robert Roddick and

George Rotsky.

Rembusch Announces
"No Profit" Company
To Aid Unaffiliated
(Special to the Herald-World)

July 2.—A "no profit"
being formed to offer unaffiliated owners 100 features and 200 short pictures for the coming season of 1929-30, according to Frank J. Rembusch.

INDIANAPOLIS,

corporation

is

In a letter to the exhibitors Rembusch
says: "This program will constitute a defense against the monopoly which is charging us 200 per cent more for 'talkies' than
they did for 'silent,' and it only costs them
about half as much to make a 'talkie' as it
did 'silent'."

"Cabaret Boys" Bought
By Charles R. Rogers
(Special
the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, July 2.— Chas. R. Rogers
to

of Asher and Rogers announces that he has
bought "The Cabaret Boys," a collaboration by Samuel Shipman and John B.
Hymer, to be produced as the second of

Joe Brandt

Jack Cohn

Harry Colin

Joe Goldberg

the program of six talkies scheduled for
production this season.
Rogers is now
negotiating with Al Boasberg to do the
comedy construction and dialog for "The
Cabaret Boys."

July
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American Studios to
Lease Sound Stages
To Audien Producers
Herald-World)
NEW YORK, July —A new company,
(Special to the

2.

which

will be

known

as the

American Sound

Studios, has recently taken over the Tec-Art
studios and will equip them for the recording
both sound-on-film and sound-on-disc.
The
firm will lease space to producers, offering
them in addition to studio facilities, expert
advice in recording and direction.
John Noble, formerly supervising director
for
in the
east, has been named
managing director and it is he who will help
producers work out their problems in audien
production.
The new company is headed by R. J. Walsh
of the Walsh Construction Company and will
confine its activities to studio operation.

MGM

European Exhibitors Building
Solid Front Over Quota Issue
Film-Kurier Refutes Idea
"Film War Against America" —

Calls

of

Warcry an Effusion of Bad Temper Over Poor Business
and Expression of Jealousy
[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]

—

BERLIX,

—

June 17. (By Mail) The International Exhibitors Congress,
held at Paris just at a time when an embittered strife is going on about
the French quota, has helped to build up a united front of the European
exhibitors.
Some very laudable resolutions were passed, but the question is,
will the exhibitors' organizations be able to carrv them into effect?

THE

M M

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK

2.— Charles

July

Brabin,

noted film director, has been signed under
a long term contract by

nounced

M G M,

it

was an-

week.

Brabin scored a sen"The Bridge of San
Luis Rey" and will soon commence the
"Ordeal."
Brabin was formerly a British stage
last

sational success with

actor and won his first directorial fame
with his production of "Driven" and later
directed such pictures as "Stella Maris,"
"Twinkletoes," "Hard Boiled Haggerty,"
"The Valley of the Giants" and others.

WB Buys 'Hold Everything'
For All-Color Special
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

July 2.— "Hold Everycomedy success, has been
bought by Warner Brothers for an all-color
thing," a musical

Vitaphone

special.

"Hold Everything," as produced behind
the footlights by Alex A. Aarons and Vinton Freedley, will be filmed intact with the
music by DeSylva, Brown and Henderson

and the book by B. G. DeSylva and Jack

McGowan.

$20,269 Suit Brought
For Injury in Theatre
(Special to the Herald-World)

America than

Expect U. S. to Be Represented
It is most likely that U. S. A. will also
be represented at these celebrations and it
is to be hoped that Americans will honor

When for such a reason Mr. Will Hays got some very plain
words to hear, then this was only rudeness
out of friendship and not a hostile pronouncement calling for an exchange of
notes and diplomatic pressure."

with their presence next year's International
Exhibitors Conference and the International
Conference of the Film Trade Press, which
is also to be held in Brussels.
The Film-Kurier refutes the idea of a
"film war against America." again voiced
in Paris during the last few weeks.
It says
the anti-American warcry is mostly an effusion of bad temper resulting from bad
business with U. S. A. and, when the cry
comes from European producers or renters,
an open expression of jealousy.
"Film Europe," the paper continues, "is
rallying to develop its own forces, but not
against America. To ascribe an anti-American tendency to the Europe-movement
which just led to an expression of solidarity
of the 18,000 European exhibitors represented at the Paris conference would mean
a thorough misunderstanding of this most

necessary movement.
Need U. S. Films More Than Ever
"America can reap the greatest benefit
from an orgnized Europe working with a
sure purpose.
This is wellknown to the
foreign managers of New York companies,
and they ought not allow themselves to be
influenced through biased reports from
Europe.
"Today Europe needs more pictures from

SAN MATEO,

CAL., July 2.— Suit for
damages in the sum of $20,269 for an injured knee alleged to have been suffered in a
fall in the New San Mateo theatre has been
filed at Redwood City on behalf of Mrs. Annie
Honeysett. The suit names as defendants the
Peninsula
Theatres
Corporation
Thomas
;

Kane, former manager; Ellis Arkush, owner,
and an usher.

Hettesheimer Resigns
As Theatre Supervisor
(Special to the Herald-World)

CINCINNATI,
sheimer,

O., July

2.—Andrew Hette-

one of the oldest theatre

men

in

Cincinnati,

supervisor of
Strand,
Heith's,
Family and Gifts, has resigned from the Libson forces to become manager of the Greater
Cincinnati Motion Picture Exhibitors, which
organization he will represent in arbitration
with local exchanges.
He will also do collective buying of supplies.

Book-Marks in Demand
During Run of Picture
[

special to tne neraia-woriaj

CLEVELAND,

July 2.— The following quotation from News Notes,
the Main Cleveland Public Library's
house organ, shows the effect on circulation oi the library's constant cooperation with the 61ms, plays, and
other current events:
"There has been a very de£nite response to the book-marks made for
the movies 'The Divine Lady' and
'Show Boat.' 'Show Boat' has turned
attention to life on the Mississippi,
novels of the old South and life in
In many
traveling theatre troupes.
cases a crumpled book-mark has been
presented with the injunction, 'Any
of those that aren't checked I've read
The book jackets
the others.'
and stills for the 'Iron Mask' temporarily removed almost the whole
of Dumas from the shelves and
brought orders for the new Feval
series and 'D'Artagnan,' by Bedford.

McAvoy Weds Attorney
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July

2.— May McAvoy was

married to Maurice Cleary, Los Angeles
banker this week. Lois Wilson was maid of
honor.

ever.
Europe cannot but admire the energy, the vision and the sense
of adaptability with which the sound-film
question has been broached there.
"But, on the other hand, Europe will not

next congress will be held in Brusnext year at a time when the Belgians celebrate the centenary of their independence and when some other congresses and exhibitions are going to be held
in Brussels and Antwerp.
sels

Charles Brabin Signed
To Long
G Contract
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Jones."

.

.

brook the
in internal

American interference

slightest

matters.

U. S. Sound Films Winning
Meanwhile the American sound

film

is

winning victories in Berlin, independent of
the changing luck in the law-courts.

"Wins" was a revelation in the Ufa Palast
weeks ago. "The Singing Fool" is beating
every picture record in Germany in the
beautiful Ufa theatre Gloria Palast; 30,000
paying patrons saw the picture in this 1,200
seat theatre in six days. Four performances
are given daily instead of the usual two.
Extra police must regulate the crowd at the
booking office and tickets are sold in the
street for S3. 50 to $5.

"Submarine"

is

now running

over Klang-

Again the
public is greatly impressed, but the rendering of sound and effects is not considered
film appartus in the

Ufa

Palast.

perfect.

"The Singing Fool" has been certified by
Lampe Commission as a picture of artistic value and therefore pays reduced enthe

tertainment tax.
Consider Special Protection Plea
German producers of soundies are now
considering the advisability of a special protection lest their efforts should be throttled
at the beginning by American competition.
The aggregate number of features censored in Germany from June, 1928, to May,
1929, was 402, of which 174 were German
productions, 89 from other European countries, and 139 American.

FN

Advertising Chief
Visiting
C Studio

W

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK.

June 2.— S. Charles Ein-

director of publicity and advertising
is visiting the coast studios to familiarize
himself with production activities. He will
return to New York late in July or the
first part of August.
He was accompanied
to California by Herbert Voight, who is
to assume charge of publicity at the First
National-Vitaphone studios in Burbank.
feld,

Warners Sign Thew
Herald-World)
(Special
NEW YORK, July 2.—Warner Brothers
to the

have signed Harvey Thew, wellknown
scenario writer, according to Darryl Zanuck associate production executive at Warner studio.
Thew has written the script
Warner pictures and will
for
several
shortly start on "Tiger Rose."
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Films

Among

(greatest Deterrents

In

motion picture to violent crimes."
Ironclad Moral in Pictures
In his paper read before the Policewomen's Association, Colonel Joy stated
of the

that "a study of 620 feature pictures proin America during 1928 shows that

duced

per cent contained no villain and no
crime."
"In 17.5 per cent the villain was killed,"
Colonel Joy added, "in 33.8 per cent the
villain was captured and left securely fast in
the confines of a prison; in 4.4 per cent the
villain reformed, repented of his evil ways,
33.7

and tried to recompense society for his
crime.
In the remainder of the cases
physical punishment was administered by
the hero.
"Of the 38 socalled underworld pictures
produced last year, the crook or villain was
killed in 14 instances, was apprehended and
arrested in 19 cases, and in 5 cases was
reformed.

"Such is the ironclad moral of the movies
that not once does the guilty escape punishment."

Shows Punishment

Is Certain

In dealing with crime, Colonel Joy said,
is important from the law's standpoint
that the criminal element be convinced that
"it can't get away with it."
The motion
picture day after day is preaching that same
it

lesson to millions.
He told of the recent

findings

Dr.
Joseph L. Holmes, noted psychologist of
Columbia University, who has been making
an intensive two-years' study of motion
pictures and their effect upon human behavior.
The gist of Dr. Holmes' report,
Colonel Joy stated, is that motion pictures
"provide a necessary outlet for romantic
imagination rather than jeopardizing emoof

tional stability."

"After discussing the question with hundreds of jurists, teachers, police officials,
and social workers, Dr. Holmes reconstructed a so-called crime film in a highly
exaggerated form for use in psychological
tests," Colonel Joy continued.
"He showed
the picture to hundreds of school children
to whom he put many questions.
Not one
child who saw the film expressed or implied
the least sympathy for wrongdoers or misdeeds.

"The startling discovery was made that,
even immediately after seeing the film, most
of the children remembered nothing about
it.
Only one fact was unamimously reported, according to Dr. Holmes, and that
was

was put

in prison' or 'he ended
up in jail.' It is this certain Nemesis, occuring as it does on the screen in such

that 'he

vivid continuity with the act of wrongdoing,
that makes the movies a deterrent to crime."

Reisman

July

its

Tells of 30

New Pathe Pictures

tributing causes to the national disregard
for law must be included the steady increase in the total number of laws 233,663
between 1906 and 1926 and the increase in
wealth.

At Sales Convention

—

—

CITY,

2.—In
annual
sales convention at Atlantic City last
week, the Stanley theatre is featuring an all Pathe bill, including "The
Flying Fool" as the feature, Pathe
Sound News, Grantland Rice Sound
Sportlight
and an Aesop Sound
Fable.
Co-operating with Pathe's exploitation department, all the Stanley
theatres are displaying banners saying "Welcome Pathe."

THE

homicides over a long period of years has
failed to develop even a casual connection

of Convention

ATLANTIC

—

pointed out that Dr. Frederick L. Hoffman,

Honor

honor of Pathe, holding

(Special to the Herald-World)

July 2. The motion picture is one of the greatest
deterrents of crime in the United States, and this has been proved by
scientific investigation supported by analysis of screen plays, Col. Jason
S. Joy, Hollywood representative of Will H. Hays, declared Wednesday in a
paper read before the International Association of Policewomen.
statement by Col. Joy also conColonel Joy called attention to the failure
stituted a further direct refutation of
of the courts to convict with any such reguthe recent charge of Roger W. Babson, that
larity as the films would imply. In one city,
"the greater percentage of pictures are
he said, there were 760 murders during 1926
crime-breeding and plant seeds of vice and
and 1927, more than one-third of which
deceit." Babson's allegation was challenged
were unsolved mysteries. Convictions were
at the time by former Governor Carl E.
obtained in only 22 per cent of the cases.
Milliken, secretary of the M P P D A, who
Colonel Joy declared that among the con-

whose statistics had been quoted by Babson, had declared "a continuous study of

1929

(Special to the Herald-World)

Ironclad Moral of Screen Is That Wrongdoer Is Punished, Colonel Jason
Joy Advises International Association

SAN

6,

Play All Pathe Program

Of Crime, Policewomen Told
FRANCISCO,

July

(Special to the Herald-World)

ATLANTIC

Necessary Emotional Outlet
Another reason why the motion picture
is a deterrent of crime, Colonel Joy said,
is that it provides a necessary emotional
outlet for the people whether they are huddled together in the noisy, nerve-wracking
cities, or live quietly and away from human
contact in the farms and villages.
In conclusion, Colonel Joy stated that
the motion picture is the first great form of
human expression to develop and make
effective a definite policy for shaping its
representations of dramatic fiction, and in
its records of news events, to the end that
their effect upon the community life will
be wholesome.
"The motion picture industry continues
to maintain a conscious self-control under
the guidance of Mr. Hays," he said. "Not
only does the industry, under his leader-

CITY, July 2.—Thirty proThat's the gist
ductions for next year.
of the story of Pathe's plans for the coming season, as told by Phil Reisman, general
sales manager, at the sales convention which

ship, constantly seek the advice of the
public in its efforts to eliminate from motion
picture productions anything that contravenes good taste, but with the guidance of

H. L. Nathanson, president, Regal Films; Stanley
Jacques, Central division sales manager; Les Weir,
Western division sales manager; W. E. Callaway,
Southern division sales manager; P. W. Brady, Canadian representative; George Harvey, director of
advertising and publicity; P. A. Parsons, publicity
department; Ray L. Hall, editor of Pathe News;
Lou Miller, feature sales promotion; Rutgers Neilson,
publicity department; John A. Level, editor, Pathe
Sun; Charles Weinberg, convention musical director;
Jack de Waal; Leo Adler, Charles Klang and George
Byrnes, and Hank Peters of Van Beuren Enterprises; W. Haynor and H. O'Connor, Regal Films;
Harry Gibbs, special representative; Emmett Cashman,
short subjects sales promotion.

competent scientists it has set out to make
a thorough study of the attitude-forming
effect of various dramatic situations, for
the purpose of guiding the producers to
achieve a uniformly wholesome effect."

Burger and Bershon
Preside at Third UA

Meeting on Coast
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

July 2.— United Artists third
sectional sales convention, following those al-

ready held
Thursday,

in

at

New York
the

and Chicago, began

Palace

hotel

in

San

Francisco.

Presiding at the meeting were Paul Burger,
assistant to Al Lichtman, general manager of
David Bershon, assistant
distribution and
Those attending the condivision manager.
aside
from
Burger and Bershon, were
vention,

D. J. McNerney, Guy Gunderson, Russell
Egner, Frederic Gage, G. F. Madsden, Arthur
H. Toffler, Jack O'Bryan, F. W. Talbot, F. E.
Benson, S. MacLean, J. P. Connors, Harry
Levey, Abel David and E. L. Walton.

Abrams Plans Vacation

opened Thursday at the Ambassador hotel.
Those attending the convention included
the following:
Joseph P. Kennedy, chairman of the directorate;
J. J. Murdock, president; Pat Casey; E. B. Derr;
John C. Flinn, vice president; Phil Reisman, general
Terry Ramsaye, editor in chief of
E. J. O'Leary, feature sales manager;
Scott, short subjects sales manager; C. J.
Scollard, treasurer; Robert T. Kane, producer, Pathe
manager;

sales

production;

Harry

Sound Studio, New York, S. Fitzgibbon, manager,
Pathe Sound Studio; Ed. McEvoy, special representative; T. S. Delehanty; J. F. McAloon, assistant
general sales manager; E. W. Ballentine, manager of
exchange operations; Charles McDonald, general manager, Van Beuren Enterprises; Arthur Rousseau, vice
president, Pathe International Corp.

—

Branch managers C. W. Stombaugh, Albany; Oscar
Hanson, Buffalo; W. W. Anderson, Atlanta; H. R.
Kistler, Memphis; Harry Lorch, Chicago; J. J. Clarke,
Milwaukee; R. C. Price, Charlotte; Guy C. Brown, New
Orleans; J. A. Harris, Cincinnati; O. J. Ruby, Cleveland; R. S. Ballantyne, Omaha; W. E. Branson, Des
Moines; R. Mochrie, Philadelphia; R. C. Cropper,
Boston; H. P. Zapp, Detroit; H. D. Graham, Indianapolis; E. S. Olsmith, Kansas City; C. W. Allen,
Oklahoma City; R. S. Wolff, New York; W. E.
Callaway, Dallas; J. H. Maclntyre, Minneapolis; J. S.
Stout, Los Angeles; H. L. Percy, Portland; C. L.
Theuerkauf. Seattle; F. H. Butler, Denver; A. J.
O'Keefe, Salt Lake City; C. D. Hill, St. Louis;
A. Goldsmith, Pittsburgh; R. C. Robin, Washington;
John Lane, New Haven.
Other sales personnel W. E. Raynor, special representative; Frank Drumm, assistant manager, New
York; salesmen:
J. J. Dacey, Bert Sanford, Max
Fellerman, W. Westebbe, E. Carroll, C. F. Kenneth,
Los Angeles:
M. E. Cory. Boston,
J. J. Felder.
salesmen: P. G. Ross, M. M. Ames. E. H. Warren,

—

D. Wilson, J. J. Jennings, Albany, salesmen:
New Haven, S. C. Jacocks,
L. Rose, L. Garvey.
salesman. Philadelphia, salesmen: Dan Heenan, C.
Derr, W. Madison, S. Lefko, E. Ginsburgh.
Washington, salesmen:
L.
Whittle, E. W. Grover.
J.
Chicago, salesmen:
T. Greenwood, J. F. Woodward,
C L. Filkins. Dick Sears. Pathe News, New England representative; Harry Smith, Pathe Sound News;
M. H. Mclntyre, Washington representative Pathe
C.

J.

News.

(Special to the Herald-World)

MILWAUKEE,
former

July

F B O manager

2.— Sam H. Abrams,
at Milwaukee and

more

lately special representative for
Mrs. Martin Johnson in handling
in the Indiana territory, will leave for

Mr. and

"SIMBA"

Beach July

5

with his family.

Bradley

Radio Pictures Enlarges Art Staff
YORK. —David Strumpf, art director, who

NEW

has been
ganization

associated with Joseph I. Schnitzels orfor the past 6even years, together with

Hyatt Daab, advertising director, have assembled a
corps of artists, exceptional in its ability and performance, for the coming year.

July

6,
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SOUND PICTURES

—

Answer to Question No. 8
The BLUEBOOK SCHOOL

PROJECTION

of

By

F.

H.

RICHARDSON

—

Question ISo. 11 Tell us just what the effect will be, in practice, if you permit dirt to collect on
the battery tops, or electrolyte to be spilled upon the battery tops and remain there until it
evaporates.
Gentlemen, you may think such questions to be rather simple, but from what I have seen in some
instances since leaving New York City I can assure you there is need for them. I have seen batterytops wet with electrolyte in which dust had very evidently collected for most decidedly more than
any one day, and that's not so good; also the sound at the horns of those theatres was not nearly so
good! You also may think I am sticking to batteries quite at some length, but may I remark that batteries are one of the basic, fundamental accessories in sound reproduction and projection, the absolutely perfect functioning of

BY

golly, it seems to me that question
No. 8 been already answered. If so you
will just have to charge the error to
the confusion set up by what I am doing
these days. I'll be back in good old South

Lyme presently, or anyhow after a while;
then things will settle down to the usual
even tenor of their ways. This answer is
by the editor, no acceptable one suitable for
publication having yet been received.
Specific gravity in a battery means the
relation of the weight of its electroyte to
the weight of water. I have not the figures
by me now, nor am I able to recall them,
but electrolyte is a mixture of sulphuric
acid and water in a certain definite proportion, and therefore having a certain specific

which

is

imperatively necessary to good icork.

ANSWER TO QUESTION

specific gravity of

mountains to Asheville, whose beauty

is

the world. Coming down
into Asheville from the mountains it is nobody's business how many hairpin curves
we negotiated.
purchased a perfectly scrumptuous
watermelon from a roadside stand for
cents and paused to fill our innards, whereupon the heavens apparently
became offended, for they opened their
floodgates, and all the water in the world

known throughout

We

XXXV

8

your battery

indi-

cate its exact position as to charge.

weight when the electrolyte

is

unused and

at its full strength.

acid is heavier than water.
have not with me, on the road,
figures
the exact
as to the relative weight
of water and the acid, but there is quite a
lot of difference, so when the water and
acid are mixed in correct proportions for
battery electrolyte, the mixture is heavier
than water.

Sulphuric

Again

I

CHARLOTTE,
Charlotte, N. C, we drove through
FROM
the charmingly lovely Chimney Rock

NO.

The question was: Just what is meant
by the "specific gravity" of your battery?
Just in what way does the

As batteries are charged, the acid is
gradually driven out of the water and made
to combine with the plates of the battery,
changing the lead of the plates into another
and different form. When the battery is
working, the acid is again gradually forced
out of the plates and into the water.
This change in weight is gradual, either
in charging or discharging, so if a measurement is made of the weight at any time
during either the time the battery is being
charged or discharged, the weight of the
electrolyte will indicate exactly the amount
of acid remaining in the water (electrolyte),
and that, of course, is an indication of
the amount of it in the plates at that time,
hence is an indication of the amount of
charge still contained in the battery.

N. C.

came tumbling down during 10 minutes.
At Asheville we found a grievous error
Through some silly
had been made.
blunder I had set the previous night for
the Asheville meeting. The men had gathered and waited and waited and so forth.
Then presumably they went home, saying
things about Richardson that no decent
printer would even look at, much less print.
However, they were gotten together again
that night at midnight and we had a well
attended session, which included several
managers. The men were real courteous

about the mistake

was indeed

I

had made, for which

I

They

listened attentively and expressed themselves as well
They are a
satisfied when I had finished.
mighty nice lot of "boys," and live in as
this
old
sun
of ours
beautiful country as
shines upon. And in that last I don't mean
Incidentally that Battery
maybe either!
grateful.

Park hotel, where we were parked during
our brief stay, has a wonderful convention
hall on its roof, from whence one looks all
over Kingdom Come. It would be a marvelous meeting place for the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers.

KNOXVILLE, TENN.
Asheville, N. C, we aimed
FROM
Princess right out into and among

the
the

Great Smoky Mountains, over which a blue
haze forever lies. Curves? Bends? Crooks?
Uh huh. There were plenty! Friend

daughter drove the first SO of those corkscrew miles. When finally giving up the
wheel she staggered and was a bit crosseyed.
One of those Great Smoky bends
was so sharp that we came near running

into our own tail light; we would be running right smack into a wall of very hard

looking

stone

when,

wrench!

daughter

straining and yanking at the wheel, a slither
of sandy gravel and grit and bingo we

—
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ALL

TALKING
SlNGtNC,
DANCINC.'
House records
tre

at the United Artists theain Portland, Ore., were equaled by

"The

Broadway

Melody"

of

M G M.

Original newspaper advertising was put
out by Chester Weaver, and a Broadway
Melody Song Shop was started, in a tie-

up with the Remick Song Shop. He also
installed a double set of amplifiers on the
main streets for nightly playing of the
song hits during the two weeks run.

Summer Won

9

t

Hit

Sound Equipment,
Says Irving Lesser
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

July 2.—That the summer
not affect the sales of talking
equipment is predicted by Irving Lesser, general sales manager of the De Forest sound

season

will

apparatus.

"Theatres seating 500 or

Three important exploitation projects from up Wisconsin way are noted in the above reproductions of newspaper advertisements. At the top left is a glimpse of a Fox telephone contest in the Beloit Daily News.
Top right is a page of cuts of stars scattered amid cooperative ads, with a splendid catchline, "If Webster Were Alive Today," all calling patrons to
Brin's Parkway Strand in Madison. And below we have a name contest, an excellent tieup
with cooperative advertisers. Into each ad is inserted a little cut as a clue to a popular
song, with a word or two of the song's name below the sketch. This was for the Rex theatre
at Beloit.

less

have realized

the coming of sound pictures, they
have an opportunity to take on a new lease
of life, and these, if they shut down at all, will
do so only for a short time in which to install sound apparatus.
The theatres that will
shut down are mostly of the obsolete shooting
gallery caliber who will find competition with
a wired house will be absolutely impossible,"
that

in

Lesser stated.
The observations

made by Lesser are based
on numerous letters received from theatre
owners who have recently wired their houses
and who report that business has picked up
to justify the expenditure made
for the apparatus, he said. There is still much
complaint against the high rentals charged for
sound pictures but the general feeling is that
even these will adjust themselves as more
sound pictures are thrown on the market,
sufficiently

were headed

in

exactly the opposite direc-

tion, with the road we had just been on
three feet or so from us and several feet or
yards above or below.

But Knoxville was repayment in full,
though for that matter the ride was itself
wonderful.
Knoxville is a charming city
and those Knoxville men seem all to have
hospitality for their center name. For that
matter that has been the fact with all the
men we have met thus far on this trip.
The meeting was at the Tennessee theatre.
It was well handled, and of all the
audiences I have had, none was more
earnest looking and attentive.
Several
theatre managers attended, as well as did
Mr. Charles Smith, service engineer for
Electrical Research Products, an able man,
by the way, who apparently has the old
fashioned idea that he is employed to do
some work, and intends to do it. Old fashioned, yes* but none the less popular with
employers.
After the lecture which closed at 2 a. m.,
I was kidnapped and taken up to the pro-

room

the Tennessee theatre,
where a genuine surprise was sprung, for
it was in many ways the equal of the projection rooms of our best New York City
jection

Broadway
better than

of

theatres.
In fact it was much
many of them. Paramount, at

Times Square

in

the Great

on the Tennessee

little

far as has to do
cellence.
The

Lesser said.

White Way, has

at Knoxville, inso-

with projection room ex-

men swore by

Isis

IMMEDIATELY

and

Osiris they would
send
photos and a description of the room
but to date, a week later, it still is absent.

me

Klein Will Distribute
Great Art Productions
In Foreign Markets
Edward

Educational to Release
Colored Audien

Comedy

Educational will release an all colored
and all talking Mack Sennett comedy entitled "Jazz Mamas." This is claimed to be
all color and all talking comedy
produced and it portrays the scenic
beauties of a California beach and country
club, as well as the gaily costumed players.

the

first

to be

L. Klein has closed contracts with

Frank D. Ferrone of Great Art Pictures
whereby he will be sole distributor of their
first series of sound productions in the foreign
markets.
Great Arts'

first series will constitute twelve
reel novelties with sound and dialog and
a silent version will also be available for unwired houses.
These silent series will not
merely be silent versions of the dialog productions, but will be separate silent editions
of each film produced.

one

July
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Ballyhoo Parade of

Ark and Animals to
Put Over "Noah sArk"
9

When "Noah's Ark" played the Capitol
theatre in Salt Lake City, P. A. Speckart
arranged a novel ballyhoo parade to exploit its run.

A parade of the ark and animals was
arranged. The ark, which was 30 feet long,
was constructed by building a framework
over an auto and covering it with painted
cloth.
The animals were cardboard cutouts,
mounted in pairs on baby buggy wheels
with two boys in each set of four animals to
keep them supported and from toppling
over

in

the wind.

The parade was announced in the form
of a telegram from "Noah" and proceeded
down the busiest streets of the city during
the rush hours. The stunts created a great
deal of excitement and helped considerably
to put the picture over for a week's engage-

ment.

Universal to Equip
Entire Chain; Starts

Expansion Program
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

July 2.— Universal chain
theatres are going 100 per cent sound, according to Fred A. Flader of the New York
Flader has recently completed an
office.
inspection trip of all the Universal houses
and has mapped out improvements and expansions for the entire chain.
The first step calls for the installation of
Western Electric sound apparatus in the
remainder of all the houses not already
equipped; even the smallest of the neighborhood houses as well as the second string
houses in lesser cities are embraced in the

new

Here's the parade of ''Noah's Ark" through the streets of Salt Lake City to exploit the
Warner special, when it played the Capitol theatre. The stunt uas arranged by P. A. Speckart, director of publicity and advertising of the L. Marcus Enterprises.

Travelogues Being Returned to
Favor by Innovation of Sound
During the silent era which is now in the process of passing, the short scenics
or travelogues never seemed to attain the popularity commensurate with the difficulties, labor and expense involved.
They were often dry and presented without music to portray the moods of the different locales. This lack of harmony
is being dispelled with the introduction of "Traveltalks" soon to be released
through FitzPatrick Pictures corporation
The

short

particularly

feature,

is

with the roving eye of the camera,

Sound Changes Requirements

The

things is beginning to
change, however, with the institution of
sound-synchronization for the new type of
aspect

of

Stresses Starting

is

an-

shortly.
The pictures are called "Traveltalks" and
are eye and ear tours through the interesting and picturesque countries of the world.
The first four of the series deal with
Spain. Instead of individual views of beautiful

tour,
first

countryside and city life, a concrete
one in each subject, is presented. The
is a trip from Barcelona to Valencia.

Musical Accompaniment
musical accompaniment

by the
Traveltalk Symphony Orchestra, FitzPatmovement
rick concisely follows up the
from place to place by sidelights and interesting explanations.
There is a definite continuity to each
journey.
The most important features of
each city and village are shown with appropriate talking by FitzPatrick and music

PARAMOUNT ANNOUNCES
THE COMING OF QUALITY
SOUND PICTURES
PraMBt r —f — • at pru m.
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is ots

FRANCISCO,

July 2.— Richard
Spier, manager of the Warfield theatre, is
commencing to give attention to the problem of what to do about talking during
the presentation of audien productions. The
question has been bobbins: up from time
to time since the installation of audien
equipment, but came to a head recently
when an irate patron of the house complained that he had missed many of the
lines in "Thru Different Eyes" through conversation goine on about him. He also de-

m

mo ihu *^uip<artu
tae »«U

Hahtimly

culiar to each locality, we are better able
to portray the atmosphere of each locality
we visit. The audience actually is made to
feel that it is touring along with our party."

Recording Engineers

ud

talkiag

Perfect New Control
for Slapstick Blasts
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by the orchestra.
"The advantage of synchronized sound,"
said FitzPatrick, "is that through a custom
arrangement of the songs and music pe-
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lacjtm UmaEa*3t
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(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 2.—The sound recording engineers at the Hal Roach studios
have perfected a new sound control for the
controlling of slapstick blasts, according to
Elmer R. Raguse, head of the studio recording

clared that he had been compelled to rise
no less than twelve times during the course
of the show to permit patrons to pass.

The first step toward correcting both inconveniences is to commence stressing the
starting time of pictures so that as many
as possible will be in their places at the
start of the feature.
When patrons see a
picture from the beginning they are less
apt to talk, suggests manager Spier, and,
of course, there will be less confusion in
seating patrons and in having them leave.

a

nounced for release

To

Time of Audiens to
Avoid Disturbance
SAN

first

of

new

combining the advantages of sound

gradually disposing of thea-

possibilities.

release

short.

in

tres that are located in spots strategically
poor for operation and at the same time

negotiations are being carried on for expansion in a number of cities that offer

The

travel
series,

in the program for the regular full
length production.
One of the reasons
cited was the lack of continuity in the
photography.
In other words, they consisted of merely animated post card views
of a country of the world.

plans.

Universal

the

second or third run houses, served as a
filler

staff.

"Comedy recording
The

first newspaper ad exploiting the
Western Electric sound system in Japan.
This teas run in connection with the wir-

ing of

Tokyo.

Paramounfs Hogaku-Za theatre in
The populace of Tokyo enthu-

which brought
their first Western Electric equipment and
formed a parade to escort the 40 boxes of
equipment to the theatre.
siastically greeted the boat

requires a technique

own," Raguse explained. "It is far
easier to make a smooth record of ordinary
dialogue than of fun-making sounds. Slapstick comedy requires a skilled hand on the
light valves, which vibrate with the volume
all

its

of the sound.

"We

have been able to construct a conwhich enables us to prevent the thundering blasts usually recorded
by smashes, falls, bangs and loud voices,"
he said.
trolling apparatus
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Received at 606 Spraguc Ave

.

Spokane

Wajn

WASH

192*1 APR i
29 6j2A
AM 9 07
BAY OROMBACUER.
SPOKANE THEATERS. IXC SPOKANE, WASH
T1I1S APPROVES YOUR CONTRACT FOR SHOWBOAT TO OPEN AT
ROAD SHOW PRICES MAY NINTH AND ADVANCE. PRICES 'STARTING
WITH MAT TENTH STOP WISHING YOU CONTINUED SUCCESS AND
PROSPERITY AND WITH KINDEST REGARDS.
M. APARTON UNIVERSAL FILM EXCHANGES. INC

EAB£-» J6

4

BICIeU DL-SEATTLE.

'

!

WATCH DAILY PAPERS
A reproduction of the telegram which
confirmed the contract which would bring
Universal 's "Show Boat" to Spokane was
printed in the local newspapers. This is
a good idea and will create any amount

No

this is not a riot but the croud which was waiting for the box office to open for
the premiere of United Artists' "Bulldog Drummond." The premiere of this picture
was held in the Steel Pier theatre. Atlantic City, at $5 top and will be one of the
feature attractions on Steel Pier all through the season and is also the only place the
picture will play outside New York, this season.

good comments and is in itself good
newspaper copy. The idea was used by
Ray A. Grombacher of Spokane Theaof

tres,

Western Electric Installation
Total Now Reaches 2,039 Mark
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

July 2.— Western Electric installations of sound equipment in the United
States have reached a total of 2,039, accord ing to the latest report from Electric Research. The
theatres installed since the last report was published are as follows, all being both disc and
sound-on-film except as otherwise noted (NS-Att. denoting non-synchronous attachment and
A-Att. amplifier attachment)
850
677
Dumont, N. J., Dumont
Wenatchee, Wash., Rialto
1 ,522
992
Seattle, Wash., Metropolitan
Seattle, Wash., Neptune
Bergenfield, N. J., Palace
„
1 ,050
Tacoma, Wash., Colonial
960
800
480
St. Joseph, Mich., Caldwell
Muskegon, Mich., Ritz
800
Milwaukee, Wis., Savoy
800
Colorado Springs, Colo., America
_
690
Rome, Ga., DeSoto..Klamath Falls, Ore., Pine Tree
1,048
1 309
Brooklyn, N. Y., Carlton Roof
Chicago, 111., Michigan
1,124

—

Norwich, Conn., Palace
Milwaukee, Wis., Mirth
Chicago, III., Erlanger
Kelso, Wash., Kelso
Long Beach, L. I., N. Y., Lido.
Bangor, Me., Park.
_
Portland, Ore., Egyptian
Inglewood, Cal., Inglewood
Union City, N. J., Pastime
Olyphant, Pa., Granada

1

„

Cal.,

1

800

_

1

Van Nuys

O,

_

1

Falls

Portland, Ore., Bagdad
Portland, Ore., Alameda

1

Bronx, N. Y., Loew's Burland Roof
Clarksburg, W. Va., Grand (A-att.)
Lincoln, Nebr., Stuart
Grand Junction, Colo., Avalon
St. Joseph, Mo., Electric
Atlantic City, N. J., Convention Hall Ball
Minneapolis, Minn., Loring
Madison, Wis., Strand
Muskegon, Mich., Rialto
Three Rivers, Mich., Riviera
_
111.,

Dixon

111., Lane Court
Saginaw, Mich., Mecca Palace
Battle Creek, Mich., Strand
Brooklyn, N. Y., Fortway

Chicago,

Fond du

Lac, Wis.,

_

Fond du Lac

Oshkosh, Wis., Strand.
Crowley, La., Arcadia
_
Brooklyn, N. Y., Cumberland
Maple Shade, N. J., Roxy

_

Marinette, Wis., Strand.
St. Petersburg, Fla., Alcazar
Detroit, Mich., Uptown
_
Montgomery, Ala., Plaza
Minneapolis, Minn., Paradise

Ventura, Cal., American
Conneaut, O., State
Amesbury, Mass., Strand

859
800
696
849

2 ,334
1 ,278
1 ,024
1 .088

Dayton, Ohio, Classic
Green Bay, Wis., Colonial
Ketchikan, Alaska, Coliseum

Dixon,

,042

,000
1 ,446
2 ,053

New York, N. Y., Jap Roof Garden
Great Neck, L. I., N. Y., Great Neck Playhouse
Hempstead, L. I., N. Y., Hempstead
Falls,

307
854
319
639
506

1

Ontario, Cal., California
Milwaukee, Wis., Tivoli
„
Hartford, Conn., Palace
Valley Stream, L. I., Valley Stream

Cuyahoga

1

1 ,145

Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Poli
Kingston, N. Y., Kingston

Van Nuys,

_

618
760
598
656
400
294
696

2 159
1 366
1 863
1 427
1 643
Room 5 000
1 164
1 396
554
701
1 190
1 002
798
612
_ 2, 322
1, 712
1 168

946
514
776
601

_

720
1, 548

460
_

_

841
615
493
790

Brooklyn, N. Y., Mayfair
Brooklyn, N. Y., Atlantic..Lawrence, Mass., Modern
Cushing, Okla., Durkin
Daytona, Fla., Vivian
Providence, R. I., Royal
Jacksonville,

Fla.,

1,802
1,098
1,070

859
1,396
1,343

Empress

Hendersonville, N. C, Rex
Harwichport, Mass., Modern
Long Beach, L. I., N. Y., Lido (NS-Att.)
Indianapolis, Ind., Indiana (A-Att.)
Topeka, Kans., Jayhawk (A-Att.)

540
867
584
506

3,133
1,346
New York, N. Y., Loew's 83rd St. (NS-Att.).... 2,634
Manchester, N. H., Paramount Crown (A-Att.) 1,069

_

MGM Will Construct
Sound Proofed Studio
With Insulated Stages

Inc.

Offers Free Dinner to

Patron Coming Longest
Distance to See Film
Here

is

real

a

good stunt which Max

Tshauder, manager of the Rivoli theatre in
Beatrice, Neb., used to draw the rural patrons to see

"Show

Boat."

Max

sent out postcards offering a free
dinner to the patron coming the longest
distance to see the picture.
Each patron
turning in a card was instructed to leave
the card until such a time when the winner
could be selected. This stunt created considerable comment and brought people in
from the remote rural districts and carried
a word to mouth advertising campaign over
a radius of 25 miles in all directions of
Beatrice.

Max also staged a stunt among the children and offered a five dollar gold piece
to the one that brought in the longest number of names of people who intended to see
"Show

Boat." The children were supplied
with signature sheets and went out with a
vengeance, ringing every door bell in the
city and talked to every housewife.
As
it would be a hard matter to route any of
the children many houses were called upon
several times.

(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES,

M

M

will
July 2.—
G
construct a new sound proofed studio with
four insulated stages, according to information received from the Austin Construction

Company.
This new studio which will be 212 feet
long, 200 feet wide will have double walls
and roof, each separated by a two-foot air
chamber.
The outer shell will be constructed of gunite rock wool and other
sound resisting materials and the inner
shell will be built of many layers of various
absorbing materials.
The studio will consist of four stages
with monitor and control rooms and so arranged in pairs that each can be divided
by heavy sound partitions or by removing
the partitions, the first pair of stages may
be joined with a combined floor area of
The
approximately 20,000 square feet.
Austin company are the contractors.

Plan Expansion for

R CA

Sales Force at

Kansas City Meeting
Plans for immediately placing in the field
a substantial increase in the
Photophone
sales force, and a complete revision of sales
territories necessitated by this expansion, were
made at a special sales conference of

RCA

RCA

Photophone branch managers in Kansas City
on June 22, 23 and 24. The meeting was held
under the direction of Ernest A. Zadig.
Among the
branch managers attending were Gordon C. Rowley, of Kansas City;
George B. Cummings, Denver; Walter L.
Brown, Chicago and Mortimer O. Smith, San

RCA

Francisco.

—

—
July
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25TH ANNIVERSARY
Marks Outstanding Production
Schedule of Pathe
WITH

the announcement of its 1929-1930 program Pathe celebrates its twenty-fifth anniversary.
A quarter of a century has passed since the first American
office of the company was opened in a little room overlooking

New

York. Down Twenty-third street stood
the Flatiron building, then the new architectural wonder of New
York. Across Fifth avenue was the Fifth avenue hotel, and its
famous "Amen Corner" where Chauncey Depew and Senator Tom
Theodore Roosevelt was president. Only a
Piatt sat in council.
year before the Wright Brothers had made their first flight. The
United States Steel Corporation was but three years old. Russia
and Japan were at war. The first commercial wireless telegram

Madison Square

in

In the fall the New York subway was
The Floradora sextette was the hit of Broadway.
There was no motion picture business worthy of the name. Two

was sent that summer.
opened.

or three pioneers were experimenting and producing short lengths
of film.
few empty stores had been equipped with projection
machines.
few theatres were running pictures as "chasers" in
vaudeville shows.

A

A

Into this unchartered wilderness of opportunity came one, J. A.
Berst, sent to America by Charles Pathe, one of the Pathe Freres,
with a steamer trunk full of films in 100 to 400 foot lengths. Berst's
office was not an exchange in the modern sense of the word since

was no

All the films were sold outright, largely for
"roadshowing." Among these primitive features were some colored
by the stencil process, the direct ancestor of the new Pathechrome
of today.

there

renting.

Berst marketed "The Runaway Horse," the first and
of the "chase" pictures, directed by L. J. Gasnier,
later to be the director at the first Pathe American studio in Jersey
City. Over 800 prints of this first "super-special" were sold
an
unprecedented number.
In 1905

most successful

—

In reviewing the accomplishments of Pathe, an

company

official

of the

said:

"Pathe fought and struggled and prospered. In 1910 the first
newsreel was launched, the Pathe Weekly, later to become the
Pathe News. The newsreel, more than any other factor, educated
the public to motion picture entertainment. The first company to
use color on film was also Pathe. Pathe was the first to produce
serials, with success so great that serials have continued for 16
years. The first motion picture comedies were produced by Pathe.
introducing the well-remembered Max Linder. The company was
first, also, in the service of America during the World War as
distributor of the Allied War Review, the official war pictures of
England, France and America. The vast field of the amateur
motion picture was also first entered by Pathe with the Pathe
camera and projector, and the Pathegrams. First also, in the field
of the educational picture with a producing alliance with Harvard
university. And lastly first in the field with the perfected variable
area sound-on-film recording method, the
Photophone System, which has opened a new era of the talking picture art.
"In 1910 the company had become so prosperous that a modern
studio was erected on the Palisades in Jersey City. Berst became
stock company of players was formed and one
general manager.
and two reel dramas were produced. In this company Pearl White
had her start, as well as many other players who subsequently
became famous, and directors such as George Fitzmaurice were
launched on their climb to motion picture heights. In the same
year a large laboratory was constructed at Bound Brook, N. J.
In the same year Pathe Freres contracted with the 10 largest
producers of films to manufacture and sell pictures under the
patents pooled in the Motion Picture Patents Company. These
companies comprised the General Film Company, which for a

RCA

A

(Continued on page 106)
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THE NEW SEASON'S PRODUCT
At the top

of the page is the administration building of the huge Culver City studio of Pathe. Inset is William
Sistrom, general manager of the studio. The two pictures immediately below the studio are, left, scene from
"The Awful Truth," starring Ina Claire, and right, scene from "Paris Bound," starring Ann Harding. The scene
in the center of the page is from "Big News," starring Robert Armstrong and Carol Lombard. At the bottom, left,
a scene from "The Sophomore," starring Eddie Quillan, Sally O'Neil and Jeannette LoflF, and at right, a scene from
"Lucky in Love," starring Morton Downey and Betty Lawford.

—

—
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Pathe Sound Studios in

IHIRTY

all-dialog

features

season

for

the

facts.

Included among the outstanding productions are "The Greenwich Village Follies,"
to be produced in color; George Gershwin's
"Treasure Girl" and "The Big Shot" by Ben

Hecht and Charles MacArthur.
prominently

stars

as

are two leading femiof
nine
personalities
the stage Ina Claire

—

and Ann Harding.
Ina

Claire,

mous

the

fa-

is
stage
star,
conspicuous
a
upon the new

given
position

City

The New Season
THIRTY
FEATURES

were announced by
Pathe today. The program is further
augmented by the Pathe News and Pathe
Sound News; the Pathe Review and the
Pathe Audio Review; the Grantland Rice
"Sportlights," "Topics of the Day" and
"Aesop's Film Fables, the one reel pictures
which have now gone over to dialog and
sound; and 52 two reel all talking comedies.
Color will be a part of every Pathe feature.
The program is further notable in that it
celebrates the 25th anniversary of the company. The earlier promise of a heavy production schedule is thus borne out by the

coming

New York

93

Figuring

this to be directed by Paul Stein.
Miss
Harding's success in "Tarnish" and "The

Trial

of

Mary Dugan" when

these plays

were presented upon the New York stage,
make her a most prominent candidate for
honors among the new personalities sum-

moned

FROM
PATHE
—

three features "Paris Bound" from the
stage success by Philip Barry, "This Thing
Called Love" from the stage play by Edwin
Burke, and "Her Private Affairs'M'rom the
play by the Russian author, Leo Urvantsov,

to

the

screen with the arrival of

sound.

William Boyd, the Pathe star, whose
speaking voice and acting ability have won
for him the same distinction in talking pictures that he enjoyed in silent, will star
in
group of three features: "Light
a
Cavalry," a story of the U. S. Cavalry by
Douglas Doty, author of "Dress Parade;"'
"Crashing Through," from the comedy
drama stage play by Saxon Kling; and
"Officer O'Brien," a police story by Tat
Garnett. Boyd's success in "Dress Parade."

"The Leatherneck" and "Skyscraper" has
given him deserved prominence on the

new

Pathe Program.
Bennett,
Constance
daughter of Richard
Bennett, will appear in

—

three features "Saratoga," "Rich People"
from the story by
Jan Gelzer which ran
serially in

Good House-

Pathe program.
is
scheduled for

keeping magazine, and

features

Saturday Evening Post
story by Lucy Stone

— "The

She
two
Awful

Truth" from the stage
Arthur Richman, and "Negligee"
from
the
European
play by Ernest Vajda.
Because of her brilliant
play by

successes
upon
the
stage it is expected that
these will attract unusual attention.
Ann Harding will appear in a group of

COLVIN W.

BROWN

"Clothes,"

from

the

the last mento be directed
by Paul Stein. One of
most exquisitely
the

Terrill,

tioned

dressed young women
in pictures, suggesting
in her every move the
fashionable circles of

Europe,
the
typical
patron of the Ritz, and
the drawing rooms of

Executive vice president

KANE
T.
President of Pathe Sound

of Pathe.

Studios, Inc.

ROBERT
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rich and well-bred,
Miss Bennett's
stories have been selected with that in mind.

the

As one
Pathe

of the big specials of the year
present "Treasure Girl," the

will

musical comedy success by George Gershwin, writer of "Rhapsody in Blue."
The
book is by Frederick Thompson and Vincent Lawrence, and the lyrics by Ira Gershwin.
Walter O'Keefe and Bobby Doland
will be production advisers, Richard Boleslavsky, director of dancing and ensemble,
and Josiah Zuro, general musical director.
With tuneful music, clever book, large cast
and sumptuous production, "Treasure Girl"
promises to be one of the season's most

popular musical features.
Another big production

will
be the
Follies,"
comprising

"Greenwich Village
the most brilliant sketches, spectacular and
comic, which have been contained in these

known stage productions during their
10 years as one of the institutions of the
American theatre. The "Greenwich Village
Follies" will be introduced in sound and
color by
C Photophone through special
well

R

A

arrangement with

Jones and Green, the
This picture will be
the 10th edition of the "Follies" and supplant for the season the usual stage presen-

Broadway producers.

tation.

AAA

"The Big Shot"

is another picture in the
This picture will be from an
by Ben Hecht and Charles
MacArthur, co-authors of the sensational
stage success, 'The Front Page." Besides
his work in these two plays Hecht scored as
author of "Underworld," and wrote "The
Big Noise" and "The Green Ghost" for mo-

special class.
original play

pictures.
author of the

tion

MacArthur was also cotwo big stage successes "Sal-

vation" and "Lulu Belle." Production on
this picture will be divided between the
East and West studios of Pathe. The New
York studio will be devoted exclusively to
"The Big Shot" during production, and two
additional sound trucks will be sent West
and assigned exclusively to the numerous
outdoor scenes in the picture. Hecht and
MacArthur will write the dialog of the
picture, and also supervise the dialog during
production.
Paul Stein will probably be
director general of "The Big Shot," and
Josiah Zuro will be musical director of the
production.
Ann Harding and Robert
Armstrong are being considered for the
leading roles.

Ann Harding, William Boyd and Robert
Armstrong will be seen in "War and
Women," from the story by Leo Birinski.
The story

is described as the poignant tale
for the vital roles played by five women
a wife, a sweetheart, a sister, a magdalen
and a mother in the lives of five men who
The
love them and are called to war.
names of the three leads testify to the importance ascribed by Pathe to this picture.

In addition to this group of three pictures
elsewhere mentioned, Will Boyd will be
starred in a special, "Painted Desert," a
story of the old West, to be produced in
color.
Boyd's success in "he-man" roles
has influenced his selection for this picture,
which is planned to be of epic nature.

AAA

Robert Armstrong and Carol Lombard
will appear in "Big News," from the story
by George S. Brooks, the screen play having been written by Walter de Leon. This
is a front page story of the power of the

Gregory La Cava is the director,
with Frank Reicher, director of dialog.
In the cast are Tom Kennedy, Warner
Richmond, Wade Boteler, Sam Hardy and
press.

many other well known players.
"A Woman Afraid" is a mystery melodrama from

a play by William Hurlburt,
be under the direction of Spencer
Bennet.
Bennet is Pathe's ace serial director, and a master in the direction of

and

will

pictures in which the action and mystery
elements are predominant.

Robert Armstrong and James Gleason,
the acting team which made theatrical history in the stage success "Is Zat So?" will
be co-featured in "Oh Yeah," from the
Saturday Evening Post story by A. W.
Somerville. The adaptation is by Mr. Gleason, and the picture will be directed by Tay
Garnett,
whose Pathe pictures, "The
Spieler" and "Celebrity" have established
him as one of the most promising of the

younger directors.
Alan Hale, 'prominently identified with
Pathe pictures for several years, and whose
work in his first leading role in "The
Spieler" put him in line for other fine roles,
will be featured in "Sailor's Holiday," from
the original story bv Joseph Franklin
Poland.
Fred Newmeyer, former director
for Harold Lloyd, is the director.
Sally
Eilers
is
leading woman, and
George
Cooper, Mary Carr, Paul Hurst and Charles
Clary are in the cast. It is the story of a
lovelorn sailor on leave, and in it Hale is
the wittiest, merriest and funniest of gobs.
Eddie Quillan, Sally O'Neil and Jeannette Loff are featured in "The Sophomore," from the story "Joe College" by
Corey Ford and T. H. Wenning, current in
"College Humor." Others in the cast are
Stanley Smith, Russell Gleason, Sarah Padden, Brooks Benedict and Spec O'Donnell.
Leo McCarey directed and William Consel-

man was

the supervisor.

"The Grand Parade"

is from the original
minstrel play by Howard Emmett Rogers,
and will be directed by Fred Newmeyer.
Eddie Quillan will be featured in "Play
Boy," from the Cosmopolitan Magazine
story by Helen Hull. Fred Newmeyer will

direct.

Quillan will also be featured in "Hot and
Bothered," which will be directed by Leo
McCarey and supervised by William Conselman.
"Red Hot Rhythm" is from the musical
comedy success by Walter de Leon, and is
a story of New York's Tin Pan Alley. It
will be directed by Leo McCarey and supervised by William Conselman.

AAA

Robert Armstrong and Carol Lombard
will be featured in "Parachute," from the
novel by Ramon Guthrie. This picture will
be directed by Tay Garnett and supervised
by William Conselman.
Alan Hale is slated for the featured role
in "The Bachelor's Secret," from the story
by Walter de Leon. Tay Garnett will
direct and Ralph Block will be supervisor.
Morton Downey, Broadway's favorite
tenor, is featured with Betty Lawford in
"Lucky in Love," the story and dialog of
which were written by Gene Markey. This
singing and talking feature was directed by
Kenneth Webb and supervised by Robert

T. Kane. In the cast are also Colin KeithJohnston, Halliwell Hobbes, J. M. Kerrigan, Edward McNamara, Richard Taber,
Edward O'Connor, Mary Murray, MackenWard, Louis Sorin, Sonia Karlov,
zie
Murray.
Elizabeth
Davis
and
Tyrrell
"Lucky in Love" is an Irish romance with
lovable personalities and a picturesque setting in old Erin.

"The Racketeer" will feature Robert
Armstrong and Carol Lombard. This is to
be a romance of a debonair pirate of New
York night life, who loves and loses in his
Paul Gangelin is the
and the picture will
be supervised by Ralph Block.
Completing the list of features is "Up
and at 'Em," in which Alan Hale and Eddie
This is from the
Quillan are featured.
musical comedy by Kenyon Nicholson and
battle with authority.
author of the story,

July

will be directed

6,

1929

by Leo McCarey and super-

vised by William Conselman.

Always prominent in short comedy entertainment, Pathe's announcement includes
52 two reel all talking comedies, divided
into seven different groups.
There

starring George Le
as the LeMaire come-

will be eight

Maire, to be

known

Le Maire is a comedian long popular
on Broadway, where his name is synonymous with the most brilliant type of comedy, and in addition to starring in these
pictures directed, produced and originated
them, drawing upon his wide experience as
the creator of successful vaudeville and
dies.

stage sketches.

There will also be a series of six Manhattan Comedies, produced and directed by
Le Maire, starring Broadway's brightest
funsters, including Louis Simon, Verree
Teasdale, Averill Harris and Harry Holman.

AAA

Another series of six will be the Checker
Comedies featuring Frank T. Davis, the
These comenoted vaudeville comedian.
dies will be based upon successful vaudeville sketches in which Mr. Davis has appeared on the stage.
There will be eight Variety Comedies,
featuring leading comedy artists of vaudethe sketches which made them famous, including Alexander Carr in "The
End of the World," Mackenzie Ward in
"Doing Phil a Favor," and popular productions by J. Gordon Bostock, such as "Beach
Beauties" and "Amateur Night."
ville in

The Melody Comedies

will consist

of a

and will be directed by Harry
Delmar, producer of the famous Delmar
Revels and musical comedy acts for vaudeseries of six,

ville.

As

musical

the

name

feature leading
dancers.

suggests, they will be

tabloid.
They
singers, comediennes

comedies

in

The Folly Comedies, comprising

will

and

six

in

the group, will be produced by Frank T.
Davis, the vaudeville star. Thev will feature musical comedy favorites and present
in miniature all the elements of a popular
revue, with pretty girls, tuneful music,
plenty of comedy, the lau>t song hits and
dance music.

The Golden R/>oster Comedies will comprise six feature celebrities of the stage
and screen. The first two of the series are
"The Garden of Eatin' " and "Fairways and
Foul," starring James and Lucille Webster
Gleason.

There will also be a series of six "Buck
and Bubbles" comedies, featuring the well
known colored vaudeville team of Buck and
Bubbles, and with stories based upon Hugh
Wiley's famous Saturday Evening Post
"Wildcat" stories.
These comedies are
supervised by Monte Brice, and Nat Nazarre, Paul Powell and Carl Harbaugh are
the individual directors.

AAA

The standard releases, Pathe News and
Pathe Sound News will, of course, continue,
with two issues of each weekly.
On the
new program the Pathe Review, the film
magazine, will have a dual role for it will
be accompanied by the Pathe Audio
Review.
"Topics of the Day," the one reel novelty
reel, will be presented in a new form, alldialog, with the characters in the "gags"
enacted by able actors from the stage and
It will continue to be released
vaudeville.
"Aesop's Film Fables" animated
weekly.
cartoon release, will also be presented with
sound. Grantland Rice's "Sportlights," the
one reel sports film, will be produced with
sound dialog and effects.
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Head Pathe Program
BOYD

CLAIRE

BENNETT

HARDING
A

Ann

CLAIRE,

INHarding, William Boyd
and Constance Bennett
have been honored with
the chief prominence on
the new Pathe program.
This was to be expected,
with Miss Claire and Miss
Harding, owing to their
outstanding success and
popularity upon the stage.
Boyd earned the honor

through

work

his

Leatherneck,"

"The

in

his

first

dialog picture, "Dress
Parade" and "Skyscraper,"
all of which were more
than ordinarily successful.
daughter
Bennett,
Miss
of Richard Bennett, gives
every evidence of inheriting the stage talent of
her father.
Ina Claire is considered
the most versatile actress
She
of the stage today.
equally facile at both
is

comedy and drama.
Broun
Hey wood
"Everything
right.
less

.

she

does
a flawis

There

.

.

As
said,

is

timing,
sense
of
gusto, speed, humor, just
the proper touch of tenderness.

.

.

.

When

Miss

on the stage
everything she does seems
interesting and imClaire goes

portant."

Born

Washington,

in

D. C, Miss Claire made
her first appearance on
the stage as a vaudeville

and

scored
with her impersonations
She
of Harry Lauder.
entertainer,

made a hit in the Ziegfeld
Follies of 1916, and David
Belasco, sensing her talent, secured her for his
play, "Polly With a Past."
Her success in this was
immediate, and she continued with the play in its
run

long

in

New York

This
and on the road.
was followed with another
"The
Belasco
success,
Gold Diggers" which ran
New
for two years in
York City and on the
In 1921 she scored

road.

"Bluebeard's Eight
Wives" at the Henry

in

Miller

theatre,

and

in

in "The Awful
Truth," the play which
she has now finished as

1922
her

first

all-talking

pic-

In 1924 she had
another hit in "Grounds
for Divorce," which was
later followed with "The
Last of Mrs. Cheyney."

ture.

Ann

Harding

is

the

daughter of a general in
the United States army.
She early determined upon
a career, and obtained a
position in the offices of
the Metropolitan Life In-

surance

Company

in

New

York.
Dissatisfied with
her opportunities for early
advancement, she obtained
a position as reader with
the Famous Players-Lasky
company, and for a while
did that work evenings
while her daytimes were
spent at the offices of the
insurance company. Then
she heard of the group of
writers and actors who
were conducting a little
theatre movement below

Washington Square under
the

name

of the Province-

town Players. She applied
to them for a chance to
act and to her amazement
was selected for the feminine lead in the next play
they were to present. Two
weeks later she became a
permanent member of the
organization at a salary of
$35 per week, and remained there until the
close of their season eight

months

later.

offers
of
good
parts with other companies were then made to her.

Five

In succession she appeared
in "Like a King," in stock
in Detroit and then with
the Hedgerow theatre in
Philadelphia.
Two years
in
stock followed, and
then came her success in
the leading role in "Tarnish," in which she made
the hit of the season. The
following year she re-

success
her
peated
"Stolen Fruit." Then

in
fol-

lowed an engagement to
play the

title role in

"The

Woman

Disputed," succeeded by her triumph in
"The Trial of Mary

Miss Harding
Dugan."
had gone West for a
vacation when she was
signed by Pathe to star
Five
in talking pictures.
other picture companies
made her offers at the
same time, and Pathe considers her signing in the
In
light of a triumph.
addition to the group of
three pictures in which
she stars, "Paris Bound,"
"This Thing Called Love"
and "Her Private Affairs,"
Miss Harding will also be
seen in "War and Women," with William Boyd
and Robert Armstrong.
William Boyd, who with
practically no experience
jumped into
acting,
in
prominence several years
ago as the result of his
work in "The Volga Boatman" and has definitely
established his worth in
"The Leatherneck," "Dress
Parade" and "Skyscraper,"
shares honors with Ina
Claire and Ann Harding.
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One

of the caravan of Pathe

Sound News

staff, is

trucks.
This truck,
in charge of Bob Donahue.

July

1929

one of the pioneers of the

Pathe's

Silent,

SOUND NEWS

AUDIO REVIEW
issues
FIFTEEN
tuneful screen

6,

Pathe Audio Review, talking and
its elder and silent progenitor,
Pathe Review, have been produced and released since
it was announced and launched last March.
In a little more
than three months Pathe Audio Review has taken rank as
of

scion of

iATHE

P

announces that

it

will continue its present pol-

week for both its sound and silent
news reels, Pathe Sound News and Pathe News, during the coming season. As the dean of news reel producers,
icy of

two

Pathe claims

releases a

its

decision

is

one of the screen's most distinctive and popular talking
short subjects. It has brought
added prestige, and a new
kind of repute to Pathe as a
producer of short reels.
Terry Ramsaye, under whose

dictated by their experience
that two releases a week of
any type of news reel is the
only proper

way

of efficiently

and completely presenting news
events.

Although not yet a year old,
Pathe Sound News has developed into one of the most
active and important produc-

editorial supervision it is produced and released, announces
that the present release policy
of one issue a week will con-

tion units within the organiza-

production of
during November,
1928,
with a few recording
trucks and a one-a-week release
policy,
Pathe
Sound

tion.

tinue for both sound and silent
versions of the reel during the
coming season.

the

Pathe Audio Review enjoys
the distinction of being the
only talking short subject of its
particular type and availability
in the sound field at present.
Each reel is produced with a
complete musical accompaniment arranged and played by
the Pathe Studio Symphony
Orchestra under the direction
of Josiah Zuro.
Talking
dialog and monolog feature
most of the issues and an expert corps of technicians provide enhancingly real or humorous

News added many more new
sound camions to its fleet after the first of the present year
and began their schedule of
releases
week last
two
a

March.
Pathe recording cameras and
crews are now to be found in
almost every part of the coun-

news events and
happenings of national importance.
The production and
efficiency pace has been unusually quickened by the policy of recruiting
sound recording crews for Pathe Sound
try covering

—

Rav

Terry Ramsaye

sound

effects.
Still further ambitious and elaborate production plans are on the way for the Audio
Review, according to Ramsaye. With a staff
that already functions from the four quarters of the globe, extensive arrangements are
being completed to enlarge it to add some
of the world's best camera artists.
The first example of this new art trend in
the reel was presented in Pathe Audio Review
No. 11. The architectural evolution of New
York's most beautiful modern cathedral edifice, St. John the Divine, was shown with an
appropriate
accompaniment
of
sacerdotal
music and fitting Biblical quotations as titles.

—

Starting

reel

L. Hall

In the production and editing of Pathe
Audio Review, Ramsaye is assisted by Beverly Jones and the following editorial and technical staff

:

P. Fortier Jones, Parisian repre-

sentative
Donn McElwaine, West Coast
representative; T. J. Hogan, director of dialog; Herbert Cleaves, staff ornithologist; ArPh.D.,
microphotographic
thur
Pillsbury,
expert; Joseph O'Brien, supervisor of assembly of the reel
John McCarron, director of
typography and James Pozzi, photo-chemist.
The silent edition of this well known magazine reel, and from which the audible version
sprung, still keeps ahead and abreast in its
own field. It is being produced and released
;

;

concurrently with Pathe Audio Review.

News from

the veteran and well trained staff
of Pathe News. It has been found that these
cameramen, tried and tested by their years of
work on the silent news reel, quickly learn
the new science of sound recording.
Foreign date lines and news and novelty
subjects from abroad are now a regular thing
Cooperative connecin Pathe Sound News.
tions for recording news events in sound
have already been established in London and
on the Continent and these will be enlarged
rapidly during the coming year with the shipment of Pathe's own sound equipment, which
(Continued on page 97)
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PATHE S
SOUND

MUSICAL

COMEDY

and

Successes on

Pathe

Silent

Program

News
CONTINUED
under way.

Comedy, always a box
MUSICAL
attraction both on Broadway and Main
Street,

bids

to

fair

gain

its

greatest

vogue through the medium of the singing,
talking pictures. The success won by the first
screen
musical
comedies predicates their
future popularity and prosperity.
Pathe will bring to the audible screen as
big specials, the "Greenwich Village Follies"
and "Treasure Girl," two of the biggest musical successes of the theatre.
Other musical
comedies on the 1929-30 Jubilee schedule are
"Red Hot Rhythm" and "Up and At 'Em,"
merry musicals, while "The Grand Parade'
will present minstrel songs and dances and
"Lucky in Love" will feature popular romantic
songs.

being increased monthly, Pathe plans to keep
the entire United States and Canada covered
at every point of the compass with sound
news crews. These camions and crews will
be headquartered in what Pathe terms "news
center cities," spots throughout the country
that have been carefully selected as the result, again, of long observation and reportMobile sound equipment
ing of the news.
will be assembled at these points and Pathe
Sound News will get the same news coverage that Pathe News has enjoyed and exploited for the many years of the silent reel's
production.

"Treasure

AAA

ful

AAA

"The Greenwich Village Follies," a spectacmusic and comedy review will be produced for Pathe by Morris Green and Al
ular

Jones, producers of the stage version, as an
all-talking musical production in color. The

Pathe production of the "Greenwich Village
Follies"

will include
the best available
Broadway talent of the same high standard
as has characterized the "Follies" in the past.

Musical comedy entertainment will also be
purveyed intriguingly in two other productions

— "Red

Hot Rhythm"
and "Up and At 'Em." New York's Tin Pan
Alley, headquarters of the tunes that make

of this season's program

the world whistle and hum is the theme of
"Red Hot Rhythm," written by Walter DeLeon, who knows his way all over "Melody

Leo McCarey will direct "Red Hot
Rhythm." William Conselman, past master

Lane."
of

comedy,

will supervise this production.

"Up and At "Em"

is

a melody and

comedy

One

King's famous Horse Guard in London,
which appeared in a recent issue of Pathe
Sound News.
With its fleet of sound recording camions

AAA

Girl," George Gershwin's successmusical operetta, will be produced by Pathe
as one of the most elaborate and spectacular
production on the 1929-30 program.
Aside
from his "Rhapsody in Blue," Gershwin's
music for "Treasure Girl" is considered his
outstanding work. Josiah Zuro, director general of music for Pathe, who is now in Hollywood, will look after the musical end of the
production.
Zuro is now making scores of
voice tests in his search for unusual talent
for the picture. The book of "Treasure Girl"
is by Frederick Thompson and Vincent Lawrence and the clever lyrics are by Ira Gershwin. Walter O'Keefe and Bobby Dolan will
be production advisors. Both have been called
to the Culver City studios of Pathe to write
incidental music and comedy numbers for
"Treasure Girl."
O'Keefe and Dolan are
uniquely equipped for their work as the
former is a well known song writer and night
club entertainer, who will be remembered for
the book and lyrics of the recent Broadway
musical hit, "Just a Minute," and Bobby
Dolan is the youthful musical genius, who with
O'Keefe wrote the new musical comedy, "Up
and at 'Em."

from page

96] is already
of the finest sound
news subjects presented since the
start of the new era was the review of the

office

The rapid and healthy growth of Pathe
Sound News as a popular screen feature
everywhere is much the result of its expert
and supervision.
Terry Ramsaye, as editor-in-chief of Pathe,
brings to serve his years of rare and ripe
experience as newspaper editor, news reel
producer, author and other variegated work
in motion picture production since its beginHe is the author of the only comnings.
plete history of motion pictures, "A Million
and One Nights," and of other magazine
articles and stories on the technical, advertising and production angles of photoplay makeditorial direction

Zuro <lopi
director of Pathe.

Josiah

general

Richard
Boleslavsky.
dancing and ensemble.

musical

ing.

Besides his editorial attention to Pathe's

sound news reel, Ramsaye edits Pathe Audio
Review, Pathe Review and other special short
director

of

presentation of a momentous chapter in the
life of a high-powered salesman with what he
thinks is a good line but when he meets "the
Alan
girl" he hits a new brand of efficiency.
Hale and Eddie Quillan have been teamed to
register this mirthful farce for the audible
screen. They will be directed by Leo McCarey
and supervised by William Conselman. Kenyon
Nicholson, author of "The Barker," created
the story and Josiah Zuro will supervise the
musical numbers.

—

"The Grand Parade" is a screen presentation
of that great American amusement institution,

Howard Emmett Rogers
the minstrel show.
has written this original minstrel play which
will be directed by Fred Newmeyer, megaphonist of the greatest Harold Lloyd and
Richard Dix successes. Bound together with
scintillating music, this human life story has
its tragic moments, culminating in a happy
ending, all played against a brilliant and
fascinating tuneful background.
Morton Downey, the golden voiced tenor,
in
will be heard singing numerous songs
"Lucky in Love." Downey is featured with
Bettv- Lawford in this Irish romance with
picturesque settings in Old Erin and America.

subject releases.

Editing Pathe Sound News with Ramsaye,
and functioning also as editor of Pathe News,
Both reels are also served
is Ray L. Hall.
well by Hall's long experience as editor in the
News reel field and his previous newspaper
activities on the United Press and the Midnews reel field and his previous newspaper
man to be drafted for news reel production
on the Hearst-Selig reel about 1912. He was
also with the division of films, department of
public information, as one of the editors or
the Allied War Review, an official government news reel produced during the war.

AAA

Ramsaye he
helped him found Kinograms and later was
editor of Fox Varieties. While there he aided
in producing the Fox film record of the session of the Eucharistic Congress in Chicago.

As

a previous associate with

Some weeks ago Pathe also began the release of a disc edition of Pathe Sound News.
One release weekly of this will be continued
during the coming season. This disc edition
is being produced to provide service for those
theatres whose sound wiring facilities limit
this type of sound
recording is the same as
RePathe's sound-on-film method the
cording System and Victor discs are used

them to
picture.

showing only

The

disc

—

exclusively.

—

RCA
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Bradley Barker Pathe comedy supervisor in New York.

Monty Brice Palhe comedy
supervisor at Culver City.

July

Frank T. Davis In Checker
comedies and director of

Melody comedies.

6,

1929

—

George LeMaire
Producer
and director of LeMaire,
Checker and Manhattan comedies, and star in LeMaire
comedies.

James and Lucille Webster
Gleason Co-stars in Golden
Rooster

all talking

comedies-

Harry Holman

Featured in

"Hard Boiled Hampton" and
other Manhattan comedies.

—

Buck and Bubbles
Cofeatured in the "Buck and
Bubbles" comedies.

Alexander Carr

"The End

Featured in

of the World"
other variety comedies.

and

Who has the
lead in the series of Pathe's
all talking comedies.
Evalyn Knapp

Louis

Simon

One

of

the

comedians in the LeMaire
and Manhattan films.

—

Mackenzie Ward Featured
in "Doing Phil a Favor,"
one of the Variety comedies.

PATHE'S COMEDIANS
Fifty-two all talking comedies are included in Pathe's program for its 25th anniversary. Among the stars and
producers of these series are George LeMarie, the Gleasons, Frank T. Davis, Monty Brice, Harry Delmar,
J. Gordon Bostock and Charles Maddock

July
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Pathe Pretties
Doris

MacMahon

Erica

Newman

Evalyn Knapp

Nita Andre

Lillian

Bond

52 ALL-TALKING
Comedies on Jubilee Program
THE

thousands

successful exhibithe laughs
on their programs by the consistent
booking of Pathe two-reel comedies are assured of an even better product in the
52 all-talking comedies on the 1929-30
schedule.
Talking scenes in color will be
tors

of

who have guaranteed

an important added attraction.

To obtain the maximum results in alltalking comedies Pathe has fortified itself
with a group of comedy producers and performers whose stage efforts have proved
them past masters in audible mirth-making.
Rapid fire mirth presented in showmanship manner has been the mainstay of
its inception as an entertainment institution. It is from this field
that Pathe has drawn its producers, comedians and considerable special material
Producing these comedies are such experienced showmen as George LeMaire,
Monty Brice, Bradley Barker, the Gleasons,
Harry Delmar, J. Gordon Bostock, Charles

vaudeville since

Maddock and Frank

T. Davis.

Heading the casts are George LeMaire.
Evalyn Knapp, Louis Simon, Buck and
Bubbles,
Alexander
Carr,
James and
Lucille Webster Gleason, Harry Holman,
Frank T. Davis, William Frawley. Mackenzie Ward and others as widely known
for their clever comedy characterizations.
Evalyn Knapp, whose clever work in
several Pathe all-talking comedies won her
the leading lady role in "Hard Boiled
Hampton" and a featured role in "The
Canvasser" with Frank T. Davis, has been

placed under contract by Pathe and will
play featured feminine leads in many forthcoming all-talking comedies.

Beautiful girls are an added attraction
the majority of the several series and
they have been designated as the "Pathe
in

A special musical number, "I'll
Say She's Pretty," has been written as the
comedy trademark song for rendition durPretties."

line artists of vaudeville in the sketches
that have won them fame. Included in this
line-up are Alexander Carr. in "The End
of the World," Mackenzie Ward in "Doing
Phil a Favor," and J. Gordon Bostock's
popular productions such as "Beach Beau-

and "Amateur Night."
Melody Comedies, a series of six tabloid
musical comedies directed by Harry Del-

ing the screening of the titles.
The 52, 1929-30 Pathe all-talking comedies are divided into seven groups:

ties"

George LeMaire Comedies, a series of
produced by and starring LeMaire.
Each subject will also feature a distinguished Broadway comedian such as Louis
Simon and Joe Philips among others.
George LeMaire has long been popular on

mar,

producer of Delmar's Revels and
Melody-mirth acts for the vaudeville cir-

eight

Broadway for his brilliant sketches in the
"Ziegfeld Follies," Winter Garden "Passing
Show" and other revues, as well as many
big time vaudeville vehicles. The supporting casts include Audrey Maple, Evalyn
Knapp, Olive Shea, Sue Conroy, Doris McMahon and Gladys Hart.
Manhattan Comedies, a series of six produced and directed by George LeMaire
starring popular comedians including
Harry Holman, Louis Simon, Veree Teasdale and Averill Harris.

cuits.

Folly Comedies, a series of six musical
miniatures produced by Frank T. Davis.
Musical comedy favorites will be featured
in these subjects, which will offer in tabloid
pretty
all the elements of a popular revue
girls, tuneful music, plenty of mirth, the
latest song hits and dance music.

—

Golden Rooster Comedies, a series of six
subjects featuring celebrities of the stage
and screen. The first two of the series are
"The Garden of Eatin' " and "Fair Ways
and Foul," starring James and Lucille
Webster Gleason.
%
Buck and Bubbles Comedies, a series of
six subjects based upon Hugh Wiley's

Checker Comedies, a series of six produced and directed by George LeMaire and
starring Frank T. Davis, headline comedian.
Davis is also writing his vehicles,
many of them being elaborations of his

most successful vaudeville sketches.

The

supporting casts include William Frawley,
Xoel Francis, Helyn Eby-Rock and Evalyn

Knapp.
Variety Comedies, a series of eight diby Bradley Barker featuring head-

rected

Saturday Evening Post "Wildcat" stories
featuring Buck and Bubbles, the wellknown
colored duo of vaudeville, Monty Brice is
the supervisor of the series with Nat
Nazarro, Paul Powell and Carl Harbaugh
as individual directors.
Music and singing
are a feature of this series.
The eight groups of comedies for 1929-30
give Pathe its greatest two-reel comedy
program in the history of the famous
house.

FEATURES
A

complete announcement of Pathe's feature product

nouncement

lists stars,

is

supervisors, directors, authors,

published on page 93.

and

in

many

This detailed an-

instances, supporting casts.

A

C

-S

m
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July

Van Beuren

Popular

Themes

Short Features

On Program
and silent productions and presentations to be offered on the Pathe
1929-30 program by the Van Beuren
Corporation will surpass in quality and
structure all previous releases by this producer, but will be made with the aim of
surpassing any short reels of similar nature
on the market.

selecting the

INductions,
Amedee J. Van Beuren President
the. Van Beuren Corporation.

of

Twenty-six issues of Talking Topics of
Day have been scheduled. These short
have been accorded high praise by
motion picture critics who have said that
Talking Topics of the Day is a distinct novelty and one that will be welcomed by the
public as a sure-fire laugh maker and relief
from the ordinary so-called comedy shorts.
The production schedule of Talking Topreels

is

most pretentious.

Many

prominent Broadway actors and actresses
have been contracted to appear in these
"gags" and no expense has been spared
in the production properties and settings.
The editorial staff of Topics of the Day
has been augmented by several professional

Another release on the Van Beuren Coris Aesop's Film Fables.
Twenty-six issues in silent and a like number of Aesop's Sound Fables are on the
schedule. The quality and attractiveness of
poration schedule

WHEN
BOUND
PARIS

OR WHEREVER
YOU GO TAKE

^

S>£f*AND HEAR.

HARDING 'V

pkkh bound
a

PATHE PICTURE

special pro-

all

walks of

One

life.

is

a

wife.
Another is a magdalen. Another is a
sweetheart, still another is a mother, and the

a sister.
William Boyd, Ann Harding
and Robert Armstrong are already slated for
principal roles, and the other players will be
of the same stellar calibre. William Consellast

man

has made
drama and he

the

American version of

will also supervise its

this

produc-

tion.

the silent Aesop's Fables

is

known

to all

and they will continue to entertain and
amuse the host of followers and fans who
look forward to these clever cartoons. In
sound, Aesop's Fables have been designated
by many as one of the best sound cartoons
on the market, and according to the plans
of Amedee J. Van Beuren, president of the
Van Beuren Corporation, there are many
surprises in store for those who book
Aesop's Sound Fables. Perfect synchronization with musical themes and unique effects will greatly add to the already attractive and screamingly funny cartooned characters as they prance through their seemingly impossible antics on the screen.
Twenty-six releases of the Grantland Rice
Sportlight, the most popular release of its
kind, will be another offering of the Van
Beuren organizatiori. "Sportlights" camera
men are scheduled to be on hand at every
important sports event and with the Van
Beuren Corporation sound truck on the job,
true sounds and effects created by the contestants in action will be recorded, as will
be the voices of sports champions and of
Grantland Rice himself, who will continue
to describe in not too technical terms and
in his

,

its

"Painted
Desert" and "The Grand Parade," Pathe
has selected subjects not only of vital and
poignant interest from the point of view of
drama, but themes, human and stirring, which
have found their echo in the hearts of men
through the ages.

women come from

readers who are continually searching the
publications of the world for the newest
jokes obtainable. The finest studio equipment both in camera and recording apparatus is being used for these productions,
which have already been acclaimed by many
exhibitors in the United States as the most
novel and entertaining short subject they
have had the opportunity to show on their

programs.

themes for

"War and Women,"

"War and Women" takes the war not only
as a nation's upheaval on the battlefield, but
shows the spiritual revolutions in the souls of
human beings during their country's struggle.
It is based on the sensational drama which
has stirred Bolsheviki Russia "Zoini I Shenshiny," and not since Victor Hugo wrote his
"Les Miserables" and Tolstoi's "Resurrection,"
has any drama revealed the soul of a nation
as "War and Women" reflects, in the terms of
the individual, the spiritual revolt of a people
at war.
In it are five men who have gone to
war, and while they are at the front the influence on their lives of the five women who
love them is poignantly revealed.
These

the

Day

in

New Product

IOUND

ics of the

1929

6,

own

inimitable

way

the thrilling epi-

sodes and contests. The Sportlights Production Department has planned a series
of Sportlights that will prove to be both
different and more thrilling than have heretofore been produced.

In

"Painted Desert"

there

Pathechrome color process

is

the

in all

famous

its

brilli-

ancy, for this picture will be photographed
entirely in color, in the land of the crimson
mesa, the emerald canyon and the indigo sky.

—

:

July

6,

—
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MAURICE REVNES -Supervisor

WILLIAM CONSELMAN

RALPH BLOCK

101

Supervisor

Supervisor

CARL HOVEY

SUPERVISORS
THE

30 all-talking feature attractions on
the Pathe Jubilee year schedule are being produced under the supervision of a
quartette of experts who have proved their
keen insight as to what makes a box office
success.

At

the Pathe

West Coast Studios

in

Culver

City, under the management of William Sistron, three production supervisors and a story

function most
popular entertainment.
editor

The supervisors

effectively

in

making

are

of the new season's
About twenty months ago he severed a five
year association with Paramount to join the
production staff of Pathe. He brought to his
new connections the invaluable experience
gained during ten years of affiliation with the
motion picture industry as producer, writer
and exploitation expert. His first production
for Pathe was "Let 'Er Go Gallagher" which
won featured roles for Junior Coghlan. Outstanding among Ralph Block's successes of
the past season are:
"The Leatherneck,"
"High Voltage," "Flying Fool," "The Spieler,"
"The Shady Lady" and "The Office Scandal."
Ralph Block productions for 1929-30 include
"This Thine Called Love," "Officer O'Brien,"
"Crashing Through," "Painted Desert," "The
Racketeer," and "Saratoga."
portion

SHOWMANSHIP

- -

background of production experience. After
years as a producer and play broker in New
York, Revnes became production manager for
the Fox Film Corporation. Then followed an
association with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in an
executive capacity. Revnes' knowledge of the
theatrical situation in Manhattan and of motion picture story values were of valuable assistance in assembling the material for the
new Pathe product. Maurice Revnes' productions for 1929-30 include
Two Ina Claire
productions, "Awful Truth" and "Negligee,"
:

Ralph Block, Maurice
Revnes and William Conselman. The story
editor is Carl Hovey.
Ralph Block has proved himself a producer
of Pathe successes and he will supervise a
large

Story Editor

product.

Maurice Revnes, who joined Pathe several
months ago to act in a special advising capacity on dialogue attractions, has a broad

and "Rich People.'
William Conselman has had one of the most
sensationally successful careers in the history
of the motion picture industry for it was only
three years ago that he first entered studio

work. From the editorial rooms cf the Los
Angeles Times, Conselman went to the publicity department of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
studios. After six months of publicity work
he was given an opportunity to write titles.
His titles were so successful that he was
assigned to other important pictures. Following this work, Fox signed him on a contract to
write continuities, titles and comedy construction.
His dry wit and sparkling titles brought
about his assignment to work with F. W.
Murnau on "Sunrise" and his success with this
picture led to his advancement to the post of
supervisor of the activities of four Fox direcConselman's first production for Pathe
is "The Sophomore."
Other William Conselman productions for 1929-30 include: "His
tors.

Command," "Red Hot Rhythm," "War
and Women," "Uo and At 'Em," "Hot and

First

Bothered," and "Parachute."

Carl Hovey was conceded to be the foremost picker of magazine stories in the publishing world.
he holds a similar position in the minds of those aware of who's
who in the film industry. The Pathe Story
Editor came into motion pictures equipped
with the experience of ten years of editorship,
divided between two of the leading film mazazines of the country, the Metropolitan and
Cosmopolitan.
He also brought with him a
record of several fiction successes of his own
and the authorship of two noted historical
biographies.
To Mr. Hovey is allotted the

Now

tremendous task of passing judgement on all
the stories purchased and the screen adaptations written for Pathe pictures.
The originality of such stories as "The Spieler," "The
Office Scandal," "The Leatherneck," and others
of last year's product attest to the wisdom

and

efficiency with
editorial powers.

which

he

With the advent of talking

pursues
pictures,

his

new

have been given to Hovey. His
is the task of taking the cream from the work
of stage playwrights and adding it to the topof-the-milk poured by skilled screen techniresponsibilities

such fashion as to take fullest advantage of the possibilities of this new field of
entertainment.
The ableness with which he
has gone about this task of welding two
mediums into one has already been guaranteed by the excellent dialogue of "Strange
Cargo," "The Leatherneck," "High Voltage,"
and other Pathe pictures. As Story Editor,
Mr. Hovey exercises supervision over the large
staff of writers, gathered together from the
cians in

and screen, who are
under contract to Pathe.

finest talent of stage

now
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Above
Frank Keicher

Supervisor of Dialog

Top

Left,

to

Bottom

Paul Stein, Gregory LaGarnett and Fred New-

Directors:
Cava, Tay

meyer.

Top

Right,
Directors:

Leo

Griffith,

Bottom

to

Marshall

Neilan,

McCarey and

E. H.
Spencer

Rennet.

DIRECTORS
and

DIALOG
Writers
Paihc Directors Are Outstanding Masters of
Production Successes Megaphoned by This

—

Group Prove

'I

heir Capabilities

THE

Keystone of any successful picture
is the director, and Pathe always lays
a linn foundation for its productions by
engaging masters of the -megaphone to stage
them.
All the 1929-30 Pathe productions are in the
hands of directors who have numerous successes to their credit.
Marshall Neilan, E. H. Griffith, Paul Stein,
Tay Garnett, Leo McCarey, Fred Newmeyer,
Gregory LaCava and Spencer Bennet are the
directors in charge of the Jubilee Year product.
Frank Reicher is advisory director on
dialog.
Josiah Zuro is general musical director and
Richard Boleslavsky is directing
ballet, ensemble and dancing.
Marshall Neilan, whose initial Pathe effort
is
"The Awful Truth," starring Ina Claire,
is one of the best known directors in the business.
His name has been identified with the
outstanding successes of Mary Pickford and
Among his recent sucMarguerite Clark.
cesses are "Taxi 13," "Diplomacy," "Mike."
"Venus of Venice" and "Her Wild Oat." He
discovered Sally O'Neil, now playing in "The
Sophomore" for Pathe, and featured her in

"Mike."
E. H. Griffith, who directed "Paris Bound,"
starring Ann Harding, is a pioneer screen
director who contributed "Captain Swagger"
and "The Shady Lady" to last season's Pathe
program. His career dates back to the studios
of Thomas A. Edison, where he served as
scenario editor.
He has directed for Para-

M M

and made
mount, Cosmopolitan and
G
"Atta Boy" with Monty Banks for Pathe.
Paul Stein, who will direct "Clothes," starring Constance Bennett, and "Her Private Af(Contimtcd on page 106)
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Ernest Vajda

Ray Harris

Joipph Franklin Poland
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July

CHARACTER

YOUTHFUL

Actors

Stars

M

the most unusual
THREE
actors on the screen

ANY

of the most talented younger
players on the screen will appear in
Pathe's
forthcoming productions
during the coming season, and this is
strictly in line with Pathe's policy of securing and developing, under the expert
direction of the noted stage director
Frank Reicher, the ambitious youngsters

who

Robert
Armstrong, and James Gleason who
created such a furore on Broadway by
their performances on the stage in "Is
Zat So" and Alan Hale one of the most
versatile actors in pictures, are prominently featured in Pathe's new program.
Alan Hale who has rapidly
forged his way to the front ranks

are the junior stars of today

of screen heavies is nothing if not
In turn, comedian and
versatile.
dramatic player he has struck a
remarkable stride as the portrayer
of dramatic roles, and his recent

Young Quillan will be the featured player in some of the most
important
productions
on
the

performances in "The Spieler,"
and "The Leatherneck," definitely
established him as a remarkable
and vital portrayer of featured
roles.
His growing popularity is
attested to by the fact that Pathe

Pathe program chief among which
"The Sophomore," "Play
Boy," "Hot and Bothered," and
"Up and At 'Em" all of which
mark a step forward in the progress of a player who during his
short career has made himself one
of the most outstanding perare

was after

It

of

prize
So?" that
pictures and

fol-

the

boxer

of

his vital portrayal
fighter in "Is Zat

Armstrong

entered
as the

thereafter

"The Main Event"

in

the

;

sea-going rival of Victor McLaglen in "A Girl in Every Port" as
the boxer with literary learnings
in "Celebrity"; the gun runner in
;

and as a
"The Shady Lady"
member of the great industrial
known as "The
organization
;

Bootleggers

Society"

in

"Ned

Daughter" he established himself as one of the most

McCobb's

;

popular

character

actors

in

the

His most recent appearance was in "The Leatherneck" in
which his performance as the
fighting marine, placed him on
one of the highest pinnacles of
films.

plays the girl reporter who is the
chief feminine player in the murmystery involving Robert
der
Armstrong as the reporter under

screen success.

On

their

new

Pathe has him slated for a

Lombard, like
was playing in

Sennett comedies when she
was placed under contract by
Pathe for small dramatic roles.
These gradually became larger
until during the past year she
played in many important productions, including "Show Folks."

number

productions

blended.

lowing which Quillan was placed
under contract by Pathe appearing in "Show Folks," and "Noisy
Neighbors."
Carol Lombard whose career
has progressed by leaps and
bounds during the past year will
have the principal feminine roles
in "Officer O'Brien" with William
Boyd in "The Racketeer" with
Robert Armstrong, and in "Parachute" also with Robert ArmLikewise in "Big News,"
strong.
one of the big Pathe specials, she

Miss
suspicion.
young Quillan,

most important

on the new schedule, chief among
which are "Sailor's Holiday,"
"The Bachelor's Secret" and "Up
and At 'Em," in which comedy and drama are significantly

dialog
pictures.
in
Quillan was
culled
from the
vaudeville field by Mack Sennett
who saw in him a comedian of
great promise. He was playing in
comedies until Cecil B. DeMille
selected him for his first dramatic
Girl,"

featuring him in a

is

the

sonalities

"The Godless

charac-

of

ter

and the stars of tomorrow.
These include Eddie Quillan,
Carol Lombard, Russell Gleason,
Sally O'Neil, Marilyn Morgan,
Sally Eilers and Jeannette Loff.

role in

1929

6,

list

series

of significant characterizations in
foremost dialog pictures,
among which are "War and

their
chief

Mack

"Big News," "Oh
Yeah" in which his stage pal
James Gleason will co-star with
him,
"The Racketeer," and

Women,"

JUNIOR STARS—Top,

Second row, left to right,
Eddie Quillan and Russell Gleason. Third row, left to
Fourth row, left to
right, Carol Lombard and Jeannette Loff.
right, Sally Eilers and Marilyn Morgan.
Sally O'Neil.

"Parachute."

July

6,
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JUNIOR STARS

Lew Ayres

Jimmy Aldine

—and

Frederic March

Dorothy Ward

Dorothy Appleby

Stanley Smith

Special Featured Players

Diane

Ellis

Betty Lawford

Herbert Clark
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25TH ANNIVERSARY
number of years was the dominant factor in
That
the American motion picture business.
same year was also notable for the creation
of the first newsreel, the Pathe Weekly, subsequently to be known as the Pathe News.
"In 1913, Berst who had safely, delivered
the Pathe infant into the business world, and
raised it to aggressive and virile maturity,
resigned, being succeeded by Messrs. Bonvil-

and Roussell, who were sent from France
to manage the company. Their regime lasted
but a short time. With the outbreak of the
World War Bonvillain was recalled to France
to join his regiment, and he was subsequently
wounded at Verdun. Roussell died that same
lain

year.

1914 Pathe released the 'Perils of
the company's first serial and one,
which left a lasting impression upon the business, for it grossed over a million.
Louis J.
Gasnier, director of the studio, became vice
president and general manager, with a Mr.
Dupuis as co-administrator. The offices of the
company were moved to West 45th street in
New York at this time and a system of naHal Roach became a
tional exchanges set up.
producer of comedy subjects for Pathe the
following year.

"In

Pauline,'

"In 1916 Pathe took over the distribution
films' for the pioneer Thanhouser Company
and the Astra Film Company.
Later the
American Film Company of Chicago also released through Pathe. - The same year Berst
rejoined the company, succeeding Gasnier as
vice president and general manager.

of

"In 1917 was signalized the appearance of
Harold Lloyd in his first two reelers on the
Pathe program.
"In 1918 Paul Brunet succeeded Berst as
vice president and general manager. The next
year Brunet became president of the company
succeeding Charles Pathe who had been president of the American company from its first
incorporation.

"In

1919

Elmer Pearson

became

feature

July

1929

6,

Continued from page 91

.

sales manager, an office which was subsequently to lead him to the general managership.
That same year Pathe inaugurated its
export department with Arthur Rousseau in
charge.

"In 1920 the company moved into its own
building at 35 West 45th street, New York.

"In 1922 the first 'Our Gang' comedy was
a release which soon became the
most popular two reel comedy on the market.
That same year 'Nanook of the North' was
launched and made film history.
released,

"In 1923 Merrill, Lynch & Company purchased a controlling interest in the company,
Paul Fuller, Jr., became president and Elmer
Pearson, vice president and general manager.
That same year Mack Sennett threw in his lot
with Pathe as a Pathe producer of short
comedies, and Hal Roach began the release of
feature pictures through the organization.
"In 1925 Pathe News celebrated its fifteenth
anniversary with a dinner at the Hotel Plaza
in New York, at which Vice President Dawes
was the principal speaker, and many governors
of states, U. S. senators and congressmen,
and high officers of the army and navy were
guests.
That same year saw the release of
Harold Lloyd's big comedy success, 'The
Freshman,' which smashed box office records
throughout the country.
"In October, 1926, Merrill, Lynch

& Com-

pany sold the controlling interest of the company to Blair and Company. There was no
change in the officers of the company or the
executive personnel.
This was followed in
the spring of 1927 by an arrangement through
which the Producers Distributing Corporation
was brought into Pathe. Through this move
Cecil B. DeMille became a Pathe producer,
and J. J. Murdock of the Keith-Albee-Or-

pheum

Circuit

was

elected president.

"In 1928 Joseph P. Kennedy became unofficial business advisor of the company, and Colvin W. Brown executive vice president. Pathe

took over the big modern studios of Cecil B.
DeMille in Culver City and became a large
producer of motion pictures on its own account.

"The past year has been marked by a
heightened activity on the part of the company,
and a large increase in business. The production policy has been proven to be very successful,

and the quality of the pictures high. There

much optimism

in the sales force over the
pretentious production schedule for the coming
season, and the addition of outstanding names
like those of Ina Claire and Ann Harding to
the program.
is

"The election of Joseph P. Kennedy as
chairman of the board is indicative of a continuance of those business policies which have
been amply demonstrated to be sound during
the past 12 months.
"Oldest in years of all the motion picture
companies, Pathe is young with the vigor of
Pathe is abreast of the
the pioneering spirit.
inventions in which new revolutions of the
motion picture art impend color, wide-vision

—

stage-size projection, startling departures in
studio practice, new negative materials, new

developing processes, new optical devices. If
is a problem or a promise Pathe experts
with 25 years of technology behind them are
working on it. Incidentally, every Pathe picture of the coming season will carry color.
there

"In his message to the Pathe organization
characteristic of
'It
is
Mr. Kennedy says
Pathe that it should never have sought
monopoly, that it has never been ambitious to
:

all the pictures but rather to make the
Pathe has ever kept free from
best pictures.
competition with its customers, ever free to do
its utmost in its sole function of serving the

make

motion picture exhibitor and his public'
"That sums up the Pathe of today. Old in
years and wisdom, young in energy and
enthusiasm, absolutely independent, forging
ahead with determination and confident of the
.

future."

Continued from page 102

DIRECTORS
fairs," starring Ann Harding, will serve as
director general for the big special, "The Big
Shot."
Stein has been responsible for the
success of the Pathe pictures, "Show Folks"
He is of the
and "The Office Scandal."
school and training of Ernst Lubitsch, and
both came to America about the same time.
Tay Garnett has a big season ahead with
"Officer O'Brien," a William Boyd starring

vehicle; "Oh, Yeah," the Robert ArmstrongJames Gleason picture "Parachute," featuring Robert Armstrong and Carol Lombard
and "The Bachelor's Secret," featuring Alan
Hale on his directorial schedule. Garnett has
been a member of the Pathe production staff
for years, and his qualifications as a director
are expressed in "The Spieler" and "The Flying Fool," both 1928-29 hits— the latter an all
talking production.

Alley
'Em,"

;

"Hot and Bothered," and "Up and

at

an Alan

Hale-Eddie Quillan musicai
McCarey came to Pathe from the
subject.
Hal Roach studios, where he held the position
He gained fame by
of supervising director.
his direction of Laurel and Hardy comedies.
Gregory LaCava directed "Big News," the
newspaper play, featuring Robert Armstrong
LaCava's entry into
and Carol Lombard.
films was as supervising director of the "Mutt
and Jeff" pictures. His skill in comedy direc-

;

Fred Newmeyer, with his forte for comedy,
has three assignments to date "The Grand
Parade," the minstrel special "Sailor's Holiday," featuring Alan Hale; and "Play Boy,"

—

;

featuring Eddie Quillan. Newmeyer
for his direction of Harold Lloyd,

is

famed

Richard

Dix and Reginald Denny successes.
Leo McCarey has a quartette of lively productions on his schedule, "The Sophomore,"
the peppy college story with Eddie Quillan,
"Red Hot
Sally O'Neil and Jeannette Loff
Rhythm," a musical comedy of the Tin Pan
;

won him a contract to direct Charles
Murray in comedies. His first feature direction was a Richard Dix production, and on
tion

the strength of its success he continued with
Paramount for several years.

Spencer Bennet is slated to transplant the
deep mystery of "A Woman Afraid" to the
talking screen. His most recent Pathe picture
Bennet has won interis "Marked Money."
national reputation as a director of a score
of Pathe serials. Of recent years mystery has
been the predominating factor in chapter
plays, and it is this experience in handling
mystery that won him his later assignments.

Frank

who

advisory capacity on dialog, first came to
Pathe to help stage "Strange Cargo," the
all-talking mystery wherein he also played
veteran stage and
a principal character.
screen director, Reicher is perfectly fitted
Reicher,

is

A

assistant

in

He has been genfor his important work.
eral stage director for Henry B. Harris,
Gilbert Miller, the Selwyns and the Theatre
He was one of Lasky's first direcGuild.
tors, making twenty-three pictures for that
firm in twenty-four months.
Josiah Zuro, as general musical director
of Pathe, will actively supervise the musical
end of the 1929-30 productions. During the
past season, Zuro has handled the synchronization of all the Pathe sound productions
including such outstanding examples as
of Kings," "Annapolis," "The
Leatherneck" and "The Shady Lady."
Zuro's fame in the musical world is no
He has conducted his own opera
news.
company and has wielded the baton at the
Rialto and Rivoli theatres on Broadway as
well as conducting notable symphony or-

"The King

chestras.

Richard
charge of

Boleslavsky
ballet,

is

in

directorial

ensemble and dancing.

A

example of his latest work is in "Paris
Bound." Boleslavsky is a Polish stage difine

who put in fifteen years with the
Moscow Art Theatre. His first work in
rector

America was as assistant to Reinhardt in
the ensemble scenes of "The Miracle."
Then he staged ensemble scenes for Ziegfeld's "Three Musketeers" and later "Mr.
Moneypenny."
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THE STUDIO
Laemmle

Will Spend
Million and a Half
On Studio Buildings
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July 2.— Universal City
be remodeled at a cost of $1,500,000
according
to
announcement
by
Carl
Laemmle, Jr. The construction program
will

includes erection of three new sound stages,
three projection theatres, a laboratory,
dressing and property rooms, arsenal, drapery unit and garage.
The concern will also construct six
portable movietone trucks at a cost of
S360.0O0, which will insure a 24-hour working day on the sound stages, instead of a
16-hour day a> at present.

5 Studios Rush Pictures Into
Work; Equity Cause of 'Hustle'
14

The program
300,000 feet of film daily.
necessitates the clearance of many of the
old buildings, erected when the plant was
established in 1914.

Cruze Asks $200,000 on
Charge Picture Insulting
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

2—

James Cruze
July
yesterday sued Arthur Decker, a caricaturist

known

amount of $200,000
damages. Cruze charged him with having
ridicuted
him publicly and injured his
reputation for honesty. Decker is accused
by Cruze 'of having placed a painting of
locally,

for the

Cruze on display

in a

photographic studio

window on Hollywood boulevard. The
ture has prison bars drawn across its
and

bears

the
prison for debt."
it

label

pic-

face

"James Cruze

in

Decker is reported to have made a picture of Cruze which the latter refused to
pay for and Cruze states the reason he
would not pay for it was because it is not
an accurate likeness of him but that "it
looks like a frog."

Gladys Brockwell Near
Death in Auto Accident
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July 2.— Gladys Brockwell, film actress, is near death following
an automobile accident. Her car went over
a 75-foot

The

embankment.
who was

Shooting: Butler Begins First Gavnor Opus:
Luther Reed and Bebe Daniels Shooting: Frank Craven
Pictures

Directing Himself

By

LOS ANGELES,

'

The laboratory will house six filmdeveloping machines, capable of handling

New

the past

in

new ones

are under way.
Despite an expectancy that production would slump because of actor-producer difficulties 48 directors are working. Theory is supposed by many to be
that producers are hastening the production schedule so that players holding
contracts for one picture will soon be put to the test of "Equity or Academy."
Christie, First Xational, Columbia. Paramount, Pathe. United Artists and TiffanyStahl however launched no new productions.
The studios which were so obviously active
were RKO. Fox, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
Universal and W arner Brothers.
David Butler undertook his first Janet
Gaynor-Farrell picture on the Fox lot.
Butler
who has been responsible for
numerous successes has for his story,
"Sunnyside Up."

Reed on "Rio Rita"
Luther Reed got into initial shots of
"Rio Rita" three days ago at Radio Pictures.
He has everything his way there
with Bebe Daniels in the starring role and
John Boles doing high tenor opposite the
beautiful senorita. Dorothy Lee and Helen
Kaiser, talented as everything, are in the

next important parts.
There, too, you have Frank Craven helping Richard Rosson direct Frank Craven.
The picture is "The Very Idea"; the sweet
young woman is Sally Blane; and, the
others are Allan Kearns, Theodore Von
Eltz and Hugh Trevor.

Pearve Directing

its

supporting cast.
Rogue."

The

title

is

A sidelight on production is the numerous
productions which are being made with no

All Star Casts

— No Stars

to

elected publicity chairman of the
Catholic Motion Picture Guild., Ennis is at
present writing dialog for several NewYork stage productions.

Bessie Love in Crash
(Specie! to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July

2— Bessie

Love's

car was hit by a truck, Miss Love sustaining a broken nose and a head and nose
laceration which may endanger her screen
career.

Such

for in-

stance is "The Virginian," "Woman Trap."
"Fast Company," "Kibitzer," and "Illusion."
All are Paramount pictures and all are
listed by the company merely as "All Star
Maurice Chevalier is the only
Cast."
acknowledged star working there at present.

Lenis Through
Ted Lewis, reputed to have experienced
considerable trouble during his recent film
recording, has completed his opus.
It is
called "Is Everybody Happy?"
Alice Day
played the featured feminine role.

H. Jackson, Conductor,
Returns to Fox Studios
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July

2— Howard

Jack-

symphony conductor, has moved from
the James Cruze lot where he did the
musical score for "The Great Gabbo."
son,

Jackson received first recognition for the
splendid arrangement of "Hearts in Dixie.
and returns to the Fox studio in the same
capacity for "Sunnyside Up," starring Janet
Gavnor and Charles Farrell.
"

Sound Increased Record
Sale in Canada 100
(

(Special to the Herald-World)

CANADA,

July

2.

Webb Goes East
On Finish of Dove Audien

Millard

"The De-

York."

been

star outstanding in the cast.

RKO

A. Leslie Pearce is directing a big
feature in which Rita LaRoy and Rod LaRocque appear. It is a talk picture and
boasts a number of well known players in
lightful

Ennis as Guild Chairman
(Special
the Herald-World)
HOLLYWOOD, July 2.— B ert Ennis has

Lot

—

a star during the
early days of silent pictures, did a "come
back" in Warner Brothers' "Liehts of New
actress,

RKO

2.
More pictures went into production here during
any similar period during the past two years. Fourteen

July

week than

at

DOUGLAS HODGES

— Intimation

made by a leading phonograph company in Canada that sales

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Track Expert and Jockey
Teaching Eddie Buzzell

has been

of popular phonograph records to the
general public have increased 1,000
per cent since the presentation of
special sound pictures having theme-

song

hits.

2—

July
As soon as Incompletes the Billie Dove picture, "Give
This Girl a Hand." Millard Webb will return to New York. to direct another for
Paramount. Webb was responsible for the
direction of "Gentleman of the Press" and
"Glorifying the American Girl."

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July

2—Jack

Smith,

race track expert and now technical advisor
First National's "Little Johnny Jones,"
is rapidly making a first class jockey out of
the star, Eddie Buzzell.
The picture is
taken from the George M. Cohan stage hit
and is directed by Mervvn Lerov.

on
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Universal Plans Eastern Studio

To Be Equipped in Four Weeks
It's

New York as Audien ProducSound Recording Corporation
Gets Movable Organ
Paramount Busy

One More Move

in Establishing

—American

tion Center

By

NEW

—

DOUGLAS FOX

—

YORK,

July 2. Universal will have an Eastern studio.
East has been given new emphasis with the announcement of Carl Laemmle that he will make pictures in New York. A definite
statement on the location of the new production plant, where sound shorts,
sound features, sound tests and silent newsreel work will be done, awaits

Production

Laemmle's

in the

arrival

tomorrow.

Universal says, however, that the location has been chosen and that by the
time this is printed the necessary signature will have been affixed to the
dotted line. Dan B. Lederman, who will equip the plant, says that it will be
completed in less than four weeks and that at the end of 30 days Universal
production in the East will be in full blast.
Paramount, Warners and Pathe, and a
string of smaller companies, are
producing here. Universal's move but adds
weight to the oft repeated statement that,
with sound, New York is a logical production center.

sizeable

Movable Organ for Studio
A movable organ, one would think, should
be a standard piece of equipment in any
motion picture studio. But the producers'
servicing organization, known as the American Sound Recording Corporation, 344

West 44th street, is the only studio this
of Hollywood to have one.
The instrument arrived last week and is the only
one of its kind in Manhattan.
It's a two manual Estey Orchestrette, the
same general shape as a grand piano and
a little larger. It's got lots of volume, but
not too much for a small studio.
Cost,
side

installed,

A

is
$4,000.
description of it
should, I suppose, include mention of the
fact that it has a 16 foot stop
longer than
itself.
This is done by having a pipe within
a pipe, and the result, they say, is exactly
the same as if the pipe were 16 feet in a
straight line. It has a direct electric action
and is run by a two horsepower motor.
Other doodads include five chimes, thirteen
stops on the solo division, seven on the
accompaniment and three pedals. National

—

Theatre Supply Company handles it.
Captain John Noble, supervisor of production at 44th street, uses it chiefly for
synchronization.
"It's swell for jazz," he
says.

MGM

Noble Making
Tests
Noble is making most of the
tests
now. Previously they have been done at
the Recording Laboratories of America,
and Jess Smith of that organization says
that he is still doing a few there now.
Harry Puck was telliner the world about
his

indigo blues

MGM

thing unusual in a studio the size of the
A. S. R.
He photographs with a new
Dupont panchromatic stock. It is so fast
that he can get away with less light, cm
stop down and achieve a better detail. He's

going to stick to it hereafter.
There is no life in the Paramount, Long
Island, backyard in the daytime.
It is just
a dead street. But night transforms it magically to Montmartre with the bright lights,
the pitch shadows and the Hallowe'en
sound of Parisian taxi horns. Through it
all Gertrude Lawrence, as the "Gay Lady,"
struts her stuff in a winning manner.
Dean Prepares to Direct
Meanwhile, Miss Lawrence has renewed
her friendship with Basil Dean, who, 14
years ago, engaged her for the principal
role in "Finfinella," which he then was staging in London. Dean is preparing for his
directorial effort in pictures, after
years of stage directing, and will do
"The Return of Sherlock Holmes" at the
Astoria studios.
Bartlett Cormack, who
first

many

"The Racket," is working on the
adaptation with Dean. The picture will be
put into production next month, with Clive
Brook in the leading role. It will bring
Sherlock and his indefatigible foil, Dr.
Watson, to the screen in ultramodern settings
dealing with racketeers, gunmen,
gangsters and the like. Followers of Mr.
Conan Doyle are in for some novel entertainment.
So, to celebrate the Lawrence-Dean reunion, the pair had tea together in the
wrote

studio

restaurant.

Isn't

that

exciting?

Mamoulian, so they say, is flourishing on
"Applesauce," which will be in production
till the end of July.
312 Vitaphone Shorts
During the new picture season the Warner Brothers will release six Vitaphone

when we

arrived at the
A. S. R.
Noble ordered a playback, and
all you could hear was the piano, with a
thin voice piping up between the pounding.
A few layers of felt over the strings fixed
that up, and, who knows,"*- Mr. Puck may
yet make the grade. His namesake of tradition achieved his popularity because, although they knew he was mischievous, people could always count on him for lively
entertainment.

Landry to Make Six More
Landry and his band have made a tworeel novelty under Noble.
It turned out
so well that they will make six more. Tired
of the conventional musical short, Noble
got some pictures of the fleet coming into
the harbor, then built a battleship set in
the studio, and gave the piece a decent
story as well as nice photography. He had
50 or 60 people on the set (a great turret
taking up most of the background), some-

Self

Imposed Censorship

Best: Missouri Governor
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK, July 2.—"Self imcensorship is unquestionably
the best kind of censorship," said
Governor Henry S. Caul&eld of Missouri in his talk at the banquet of
the Paramount convention, held in
The banquet
St. Louis last week.
marked the official termination of the
discussions
of sales
first series of
policies and production plans of the
film company for the new season.
The Governor further stated, "law
enforced censorship is fundamentally

posed

wrong."
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shorts a week, or a total of 312 for the
season.
From which we gather that they
will not work on Sundays.
The shorts, of
course, will all be made at the Vitaphone
studios in Brooklyn. Europe, say the Warners, will be combed for novelties, and more
big names from the American amusement
world will be brought to the talking screen.
We've had such a bombardment of names
these past few months that we did not
realize there could still be ammunition for
a continued assault of talent against what,
in retrospect, seems to be the gentle silent
screen.
More than 600 "acts" have already been
made. The entire short production program will be under the supervision of Jack
L. Warner, filmed under the direction of
Bryan Foy, assisted by Murray Roth and

Arthur Hurley.
People who have completed shorts in the
past few days are Alexander Moissi, The

Gotham Rhythm Boys, The Mount
Blue

Blowers,

Billy

"Swede"

Hall,

City

Harry

Tate and Revva Reyes.

LeMaire Starts Another
George LeMaire has started another

all

comedy of the Pathe series bearing
his name at Sound Studios, Inc.
LeMaire
and Lew Hearn share feature honors. The
talking

picture,
"Gentlemen of the Evening,"
written by the principals, was inspired, so
they say, by the hit comedy scene in Ned
Wayburn's "Gambols," which scored so
well at the Knickerbocker on Broadway.
Evelyn Knapp, who has been featured in
a number of LeMaire comedies, has now
been placed under contract by Pathe. Prior
to her motion picture work she was in the

road company of "Broadway" and was also
in the stage production of "Mr. Monetpenny."
She has the feminine lead in
"Gentlemen of the Evening." Players include Jim Kearney, Eleanor Kendell and
25 others.

A Novel Arrangement
Eddie Cantor will soon sing, talk and
dance in two musical revues in New York
His body will continue
at the same time.
under the management of Florenz Ziegfeld,
but his spirit will flash out from the screen
elsewhere on Broadway, at all performances
of Earl Carroll's new "Sketch Book" revue.
The novelty prologue, recorded and reproduced by
Photophone, will bring
both Cantor and Earl Carroll before the
in
the
Earl Carroll
nightly audiences

RCA

theatre.

When

announced his revue he
have Cantor write and perform
engagement with
in it, but the latter's
Ziegfeld prevented the comedian's appear-

hoped

Carroll

to

ances.

Surrounded by a group of Carroll's show
Cantor and the producer were rein a comedy sketch in
corded by
which Eddie offers travesty on contract
signing between authors and producers. By
girls,

RCA

recourse to the talking film, Carroll now is
enabled to present Cantor to the patrons of
the "Sketch Book," the while the comedian
performs his antics for Ziegfeld a little further

down Broadway.

This introduction of a novelty talking
film prolog is the first instance of a major
musical comedy producer wiring his own
theatre for the projection of sound and talking pictures in conjunction with a regular
It is thought that other
musical comedy.
Type C
theatres may follow this lead.
Photophone installation, employing eight
large dynamic cone loudspeakers, will be
used in Earl Carroll's revue.
Tabloid musical comedy of the collegiate
"Good News" variety will soon be made
into an all-singing and talking picture at the
Gramercy Studios by Lester Lee, author
and producer of vaudeville sketches and
short musical revues, under the direction
of J. Leo Meehan.
Marc Connelly, playwright who recently
made his talking picture debut as an actor
with two original comedies, has been signed
by Photophone to make six additional
comedies of his own writing.
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Her aid- World's Production Directory
STORY

DIRECTOR

BRAND

CHIEF

NAME

PLAYERS

STARTING

STORY

DATE

DIRECTOR

RK0

Columbia Studios
"The College
Coquette"

"Flight"

George
Archainbaud

Ruth Taylor
Jobyna Ralston

Frank Capra

William Collier.
John Holland
Jack Holt
Lila Lee
Ralph Graves
Alan Roscoe

June 12

'Rio Rita"

Luther Reed

20

"The Delightful

Rogue"
"The Very

A.

Leslie Pearce

& Lynn
Idea'

'

Studios
June 17

Rod LaRocque

June

27

June

27

ShoresRita La Roy

Theodore Von Eltz
Sally Blane
Hugh Trevor

June 22

All-colored Cast

Roach Studios

Eric Von Stroheim
Betty Compson

James Craze

DATE

Frank Craven & Frank Craven
Richard Rosson Allan Kearns

Cruze Studios
"The Great
Gab bo-

STARTING

Dorothy Lee
Bert Wheeler

Christie Studios
'The Lady Fare"William Watson

NAME

Bebe Daniels
John Boles

Jr.

May

BRAND

CHIEF

PLAYERS

May

12

"Crazy Feet"
"The Sniffles"

Warren Doane
James Parrott

Charlie Chase

June 25
June 25

Laurel-Hardy

Don Douglas
Margie (Babe) Kane

Sennett Studios
First National Studios
No
"Footlights and
Fools"

Seiter

'Sally"

John Francis

Colleen Moore

William A.

June

Marilyn Miller

June

17

Eddie Buzzell

June

19

Dillon

Johnnie
Jones"

"Little

Mervyn LeRoy

Alice

Production

1

Tec-Art Studios

Day
"Calliope"

Robert Edeson

Frank O'Connor Jobyna Ralston

Edna Murphy

Pickwick Prod.

June 27

Leo Kelley
Charlotte Walker
Joan Wyndham

Ford Sterline

Fox Studios
"The

Girl

From

Ben

Paul Page
Lola Lane
Helen Chandler
George O'Brien

Stoloff

Havana"
"Sahite"

John Ford

"Frozen Justice" Allan Dwan
"Married in
Marcel Silver
Hollywood"
"Sunnyside Up" David Butler

March

14

May

21

June
June

17

Tiffany-Stahl Studios
"Kathleen

Al Ray

u

June 24

United Artists Studios

Charles Farrell

"Why Leave

Raymond CannonAH-star Cast

June 24

Home"

"Tin Pan Alley" Lewis Milestone

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios
"Trader Horn"

W.

S.

Vandyke

"Marianne"
Robert Leonard
"The Thirteenth Tod Browning

May

Harry Carey
Edwina Booth
Marion Davies

March

All star

June

3

May

6

Lilyan Tashman
Mary Doran

June

9
10

June

10

Universal Studios
Lionel BarrymoreJohn Gilbert

Katherine Dale
DeMille Vita Johanne

Untitled

William

"Kempy"

Rathbone
E. Mason HopperElliot Nugent
J. C. Nugent
Norma Lee

Owen
June 20

Untitled

Nat Ross

June 24

"No, No,
Napoleon"

William

Basil

"Barnum Was
Right"
Untitled

Metropolitan Studios
"Welcome
Danger"

Norma Talmadge
John Wray
Gilbert Roland
Roscoe Karns

7

Chair"

"Olympia"

June 8

Sally O'Neil

Mavoureen"

Lenore Ulric
J. Harold Murray
Norman Kerry
Janet Gaynor

Mai

St.

Clair

Harold Lloyd

Lloyd Prods.

"Tarzan and the
Sept. 17

Tiger"
"The Border

J.

Craft
Del Lord

June 14

Nora Lane
June

Glenn Tryon

Merna Kennedy
Harry Edwards Arthur Lake
Henry McCarey Frank Merrill

(Comedy No.

8)

17

June 17
June 17

Natalie Kingston

Joe Levigard

Wolf"

"Go Get 'Em,

(Collegian No. 42)
George Lewis
Dorothy Gulliver
Reginald Denny

George Melford

Kid"

Ted Carson
Regina Doyle
Bobby Nelson
Edmund Cobb

June

26

June 26

Paramount Studios

Warner Brothers Studios

WEST COAST STUDIOS
"The Virginian" Victor Fleming
"Woman Trap" William Wellman
"Illusion"
Lothar Mendes
"Fast Company" Melville Brown
Edward Sloman
"Kibitzer"
Ernst Lubitsch
"The Love
Parade"

AU-6tar Cast
All-star Cast
All-star Cast

May
May
May

All star
All-star Cast

June
June
June

Maurice Chevalier

18
25
25

"General

Crack" Alan Crosland

15
15

"Under a Texas

Michael Curtiz

Moon"

WEST COAST STUDIO
Paul Stein

Ann Harding

'Disraeli"

4

Andres De Segurola
Frank Fay
Myrna Loy

June

17

June

Al Green

George E. Stone
Raquel Torres
George Arliss
Joan Bennett
Florence Arliss
David Torrence

June 20

Roy Del Ruth

Edward Everett Horton

June 20

13

Harry Bannister
John Loder

Kay Hammond

May

Armida
Noah Beery

Pathe Studios
'Her Private
Affairs"

John Barrymore
Marian Nixon

Armida

8

"Aviator"
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THE THEATRE
Attendance Quota on Talking Pictures
Proves Tonic to Box Office
OK

the pas; three or four months manager
Ernie Smithies has been presenting audien
entertainment exclusively at the Capitol theatre in Kingston, Ontario.
Now Kingston is a college town of 22,000
persons and during the time that talking pictures have occupied his screen, Smithies has
been doing both thinking and talking himself.
The theatre has grossed more money than he
thought possible, thanks to sound and dialogue.
Smithies wants to keep it up and so he has
created a "quota'' for himself.
What he is
doing should be of interest to all other ex-

F

hibitors.

The novelty
he

off,

of

feels, but the

sound pictures may wear
quota is set, "which means

must take stock of myself, my theatre,
staff and possibilities through intelligent advertising, house conduct and exploitation," he
that

I

ranging his local newspaper advertising, get-

Weinberg Joins
Exchange: Shake!
D. H. Weinberg of the IS etc and
Strand theatres, Staunton, Va.,
sends his name in and agrees to
abide by the rules and bylaws, and
exchange house organs with each
and every member. Get real busy
and show him just how progressive
a house organ you have; put your
copy in the next mail and let's give

him an armload

of welcome.

says.

Must Create More Fans
"The increase
means we must
office and. in

from

for the first show each evening at the Capitol.
This also meant a bus service that would leave
Kingston when the show patrons were ready
The bus people advertise
to return home.
these buses as their "Show Special." By way
of cooperation, manager Smithies places their
names and their special show timetable in his
country newspaper advertisements so that
readers may see at a glance that they can make
the trip conveniently.
Printed programs of the Capitol theatre are
also placed in each bus and, for this courtesy,
Smithies gives a complimentary ticket to each
Then, he personally visits each
bus driver.

time

nearby town or village once each week, ar-

overhead created by sound
get more money in at the box
order to do this, we have to inin

duce more people to attend the movies," declared Smithies.
"In order to create more
movie fans I have gone out of my territory
and have invaded the surrounding towns and
selling the
pictures, the talkies."

villages,

Then he
"to create
First of

new miracle

of

moving

explains what he has been doing

more

fans."

all he arranged with the bus
Kingston to adopt a timetable
would enable rural residents and those
nearby centre? to arive in Kingston in

serving

lines

that

ting a small quantity of heralds and window
cards printed in the local newspaper offices
which he distributes while on the visit and
getting acquainted with the people of the town,
not forgetting the storekeepers.

Addresses Civic Clubs
Another feature of his extension work

is

cooperation
with
the
service
clubs,
Y. M. C. A., lodges and other organizations.
He has been the speaker at Rotary, Kiwanis
and other meetings throughout the district,
using "The Miracle of the Movies" as the
subject of bis talks. He takes along samples
of sound-track films and other exhibits by
his

way of illustration and also shows them when
engaged in conversation with townspeople.
Everybody is interested in the bits of movietone film, he finds.
The result is that he is meeting people in
the Capitol theatre each night from many
different places and, of course, he is on hand
to greet them.
Naturally, there is a feeling of
friendship because he has become acquainted
with them at meetings and elsewhere. The outcome is that this outside patronage constitutes
at least one-fifth of his total business, he
asserts,

and

it

is

still

growing.

Meet McGinnis; He's

A New H. O. E. Member
R. V. McGinnis, manager of the Wright
theatre, Gurdon, Ark., sends in his name
as well as two issues of his house organ.
McGinnis has a real attractive sheet, a two

page folder with a very neat front cover
in colors.

The contents are devoted to the attractions
coming to the Wright and only a small
space devoted to local advertising. Put his
list and exchange copies with
A copy will tell more than can be
him.
described by "The Theatre."

name on your

Quotes O. O. Mclntyre
In Newspaper Copy
Exploit

to

MGM Picture

Newspaper advertisements quoting O. O.
Mclntyre, national known columnists, was
G M's
used to announce the coming of
"Broadway Melody," by George Heihle, manager of the Smoot theatre, Parkersburg,
W. Va.
Before the real advance advertising campaign was started, two ads were run. One was
a copy of a telegram from the theatre owner
who has seen the picture in New York and
the other quoted O. O. Mclntyre's review.
This advance campaign was followed by

M

oj one of the most elaborate window displays ever given over to sheet music for
This entire double window of Gimbel Brothers dethe exploitation of a motion picture.
partment store in New York was devoted to the exploitation of Warner's, "On With the
Sons. In this
Show" and one of the song hits. "Am I Blue.'' published by M. Witmark
Warner musical are seven featured song numbers and already four of them show signs of

A piclun

&

being smashing

hits.

"Let \Ie Have My Dreams." "Am I
"In the Land of Let's Pretend."

Blue." "Birmingham Bertha" and

window

displays and heavy billarranged a tieup with a taxi
company whereby each cab carried a sign that

several store
ing.

Heihle

exploited the picture and advertised that that
cab would furnish a free ride to the theatre
in case of rain.
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Novelty Circulars and
Heralds Give Emphasis
To Film's Highlights
Novelty circulars and heralds can always
be used to a good advantage to emphasize the
selling points of the picture.
A great many
exhibitors simply buy heralds and have them
printed and then they are passed out on
the street, thrown in some automobile or put
in the mail boxes of the homes, and no great
amount of benefit is derived. They must be
made to either tell a story or emphasize some
point in the picture with as much force as
your newspaper copy or the outdoor billing.
D. F. Stevenson, publicity director of the
Lincoln theatre, Trenton, N. J., exploited "The

—

Mary Dugan" by

Trial of

distributing 10,000

circulars in the nature of a summons and had
the Western Union Telegraph company deliver 200 telegrams to lawyers, judges, district attorneys and to others to whom the picture has a direct appeal.
He also distributed
2,000 small handkerchiefs to ladies, each handkerchief having a small sticker or label attached to it which read as follows:
"Mary
Dugan will win your sympathy, so bring this
with you when you attend her trial at the Lincoln theatre, week ending June 10."
In the
exploitation
campaign of "Fox
Movietone Follies of 1929," Stevenson issued
5,000 tickets, of the reserved seat style, calling the attention to the fact that the Follies
is a $6.60 attraction, but that it can be seen at
picture house prices.
He also featured this
issue in his newspaper copy.

U Tieup

with Paper
Circulation Drive;
Offers Trip to Coast

Universal

ha? effected a tieup with the
Atlantic Jou rnal and offers to the winners a
trip to Universal City where they can see pictures produced and meet prominent Universal
stars.

The contest covers six districts, from
Georgia to Florida, with six tours offered in
each district for the persons getting the largest
number of subscriptions to
contest announcement broke
in

the

Journal,

illustrated

the paper.
The
in a full page ad
with pictures of

Mary

Dolan, Paul Whiteman, Laura La
Plante, Joseph Schildkraut and others.
The
tours include western trips to the studios and
collegiate tour? to Europe.
The winners of
the grand circle western tour will be received
in state and be given an opportunity to see
the making of Paul Whiteman's "The King
of Jazz."

Southern exhibitors are already cashing in
on the exploitation value of this tieup by
plugging local contestants and ballyhooing Universal stars
Radio publicity is being given
through station WSB, operated by the Atlantic
Journal, of which Lambdin Kay is the popular announcer.

Window

Displays Used

To Boost "Mary

Marks Brothers Make Tiein with
Producer's Newspaper Displays
J. J. Hess, director of publicity and advertising for Marks Brothers theatres.
Chicago, is responsible for effecting tiein copy with Warner Brothers Vitaphone
newspaper advertisements appearing in the Chicago daily papers. The tiein is
rather different than the exhibitor tieups with these kinds of advertisements in
the fact that the part of the art work and copy, prepared by the theatre becomes
an integral part of the complete display.

In reference to the reproduction of the full page
advertisement,
you will
notice that the left hand

column

devoted

is

to

Marks Brothers two theatres, the Marbro and Granada and the screen and
attractions.
The
of this column
and the pencil sketching
at the bottom which is
not a part of the original

stage

borders

Vitaphone ad but has
been added by the theatre's artist and conforms
to the rest of the display.

Looking further we see
below
the
line
which
reads, "You see and hear
Vitaphone only in Warner
Brothers and First National

Pictures," that the
work has been continued of the aerial view
of the city, over which the
Vitaphone plane is flying
and to the left of this has
been inserted a paragraph
of copy which exploits the
built-in features of Marks
Brothers
sound
equipment. This paragraph has
been set with type which
is identical with the rest
You see and hear Vitaphone onlu in Warner Bros.cm/ Firs! Na tiona 'Pictures
of the advertisement and
seems to be a part of the
original Mat.
Under ordinary circumstances producers prepare
their copy and only leave
a small space of the exhibitor to insert the name
of his theatre or attrac
tion.
has used to make the Marks Brothers'
Under the same circumstances the
exhibitor has not the facilities for augmenttheatres an institution in their communities
ing such an advertisement, but in this case
and the city of Chicago. These theatres
the art work and copy is so nicely done
are suburban houses, competition is strong
that at the first glance, or after several
and, Mr. Exhibitor, it will often pay you well
glances, it is hard to recognize the fact
to see what the big fellows are doing, bethat the whole display in reality has been
cause, who knows, some day you might be
prepared in two separate parts.
forced to meet the same conditions where
This is only one example of the many
box office survival is only for the most
progressive.
fine newspaper advertisements which J. J.
art

l

MARKS BROS ^

GPANADAtr MARBRO

Hudson-Essex Dealers
Display Auto Tieup on
Downey's Pa the Film
Dugan'

An

exploitation campaign centered on winto boost "The Trial
that
picture
played the Strand theatre in Ithaca, N. Y.

Hudson-Essex and Pathe cooperated in the
taking of special photographs showing Morton
Downey alighting from an Essex car in front
of the George M. Cohan theatre in New York,

Manager Saoerstein decorated

where "Mother's Boy" is now playing.
One hundred and fifty Hudson-Essex deal-

dow displays was used
of Mary Dugan," when

MGM

his lobby with

signs and colored photos, and the
marquee carried a cloth streamer on three
special
sides.

The outside campaign was
dow displays in the leading

centered on winstores using still
from the picture, oil paintings and the usual
window material of wearing apparel. Displays were made in shoe shops, department
stores, ladies
ready to wear shops and a
jewelry store.

III

ers in New York are now displaying these
pictures which include a full display of the
picture's billing in electric lights and special
banner drapes.

Downey

is

featuring

"I'll

Always

Be

Mother's Boy" and other song hits from the
picture on his Hudson-Essex Challengers'
broadcasts which are over WJZ and a national
net

work

of 33 stations.

Insurance Policy on
Safe Used to Exploit
William Haines Film
Manager Pemberton, of
Salt Lake City, used

tre,

his

showing of

tine," starring

MG

the Pantages theaa novel to exploit
M's "Alias Jimmy Valen-

William Haines.

Pemberton applied for

special

theft

insur-

ance policy to cover the contents of his safe
during the run of that picture. This proved
to be a real story for the newspapers and the
Salt Lake Telegram displayed a four column

showing Pemberton, the policy, the safe
and the insurance agent. With this picture
was a two column story giving the details of
the policy and plenty of plugging lines for
cut

the picture.
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Living Lettered Sign
Exploits the Opening

of "Hollywood Revue
Probably the
constructed

first

human

99

billboard ever

exploitation of a motion
picture, was erected to publicize the opening of the
M's "Hollywood Revue of
1929" at Grauman's Chinese theatre.
This sign, the letters of which were
formed by living girls in scanty costumes,
was erected on the busiest boulevard of
Los Angeles and for five blocks in either
direction the streets were roped off to traffic.
The sign measured 40 feet in length
and 35 feet high, was set on a silhouette
of Hollywood's skyline, base with an effigy
of Grauman's Chinese theatre placed in
the center. The letters in the sign spelled
for

MG

Hollywood Revue and were of the raised
type covered with silver cloth with the girls
in
the channels.
The whole sign was
lighted with colored lights and made a
striking appearance.
Bessie Love acted as master of ceremonies and pulled the cord which unveiled the
display.
Thousands of people who had
gathered to see the display gave a thundering applause which was recorded by the
newsreel photographers.

New

Orleans Theatre
Goer Advises Managers
Via Newspaper Story

The human billboard built to exploit the opening of M G M's "The Hollywood Revue of 1929," at Grauman's Chinese theatre, Los Angeles. This stunt was engineered
by Pete Smith, head of M G M's ivest coast publicity and attracted a crowd that
blocked traffic for several blocks. Bessie Love acted as master of ceremonies and
pulled the rope which unveiled the display.

"The next hot Saturday night we
have, I wish you'd do me this favor:
Get in line in front of the ticket
window, buy yourself a seat in your
own theatre, and then stand up for
half the show with the rest of the
crowd in the back of the theatre.
If you aren't ready to tear your
theatre apart by the time you get a
seat, you've got more patience than
Job.
Yet some of you compel your patrons to do that every time the house
How much business
crowded.
is
would you lose if you put up the "S.
R. O." sign when standing room is all
you've got to offer?
Not much, I'll bet. And you'd save
a lot of tempers from going haywire
when the ticket buyer finds that there
won't be an empty seat for an hour
and a half."

Ballyhoo on Marquee
Plays 'Close Harmony"
To S. R. O. Attendance
i

Paramount's "Close Harmony" was
played to S. R. O. attendance in the B. F.
Keith's house at New Brunswick, N. J.,
when K. A. Becker, director of publicity
and advertising, arranged the ballyhoo.
Becker put a band on the top of the marquee composed of members of the high
school orchestra and had them play popular dance numbers, such as those played in
the picture.
Surrounding the band were
place cutouts from the picture, but these
were so arranged as not to hide the members of the orchestra.
This stunt created no little curiosity and
the picture played to capacity attendance
despite the extremely hot weather.
The
stunt is not expensive in consideration of
its strong advertising value.

Stages Farewell Week
Of 6 Silent Films to
Exploit Sound Policy

Dress Manufacturer
Star
To Exploit

WB

Warners Brothers have

(Special to the Herald-World)

CORNWALL, ONTARIO,

a national
tieup with Charles Hoffman, prominent dress
manufacturer, to exploit Marian Nixon who is

appearing

in

many

effected

forthcoming

Vitaphone

A marquee

pictures.

The

Marian Nixon frock soon to be
marketed will be displayed, with photographs
of the actress, in 10,000 windows throughout
the country and exhibitors are welcomed to

make

tieups with
these dresses.

the local

stores

displaying

The New Orleans Item, one of the evening papers in the south, prints a front
page box calling attention to public nuisances.
The readers are the contributors
to the box and recently the following story
appeared addressed to the theatre managers,
which reads as follows:

ballyhoo, arranged by K. A.
Becker, director of advertising and publicity of the B. F. Keith's theatres in
New Brunswick, N. J., to exploit Paramount's "Close Harmony." A real band
was put on the marquee and played to
S. R. O. crowds.

July 2.— As a
farewell to silent pictures, J. Markell of the
Capitol theatre staged a "Revival Week" in
which he presented six of the big silent hits
of the past year before starting an all sound
policy in his house.
The pictures played were "Ben Hur," "Lilac
Time," "The Way of All Flesh," "Beau Geste,"
"Ramona" and "The Circus." The idea proved
highly successful with considerable increase
in attendance.

—
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THE SHORT FEATURE
Newspictures
INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL NO.

50.— Lind-

4,500 Drawings Needed for One
Sound Cartoon, Declares Disney

bergh and wife are photographed together by International camera Millions rush to beaches in sweltering heat Giant Hudson bridge is ready to string

—

—

cables.

INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL NO.

51.— Chief

warrior, presents a
peace pipe to Vice-President Curtis Columbia's
oars flash to victory in exciting Poughkeepsie regatta
Babe Ruth returns to game after illness.

Red Tomahawk, famous Sioux

—

—

PARAMOUNT NEWS

NO. 95.— Hoover

receives 11

pounds of letters from Cleveland school kids.
Lindy and wife end honeymoon trip, return to New-

— First autos move
Lee's Ferry, Arizona.

over giant steel bridge in

York

—

PARAMOUNT NEWS

NO. 96. Columbia crew wins
race before 125,000 people on Hudson
River—General Dawes arrives to take up duties as
ambassador in London "Yellow Bird" arrives in
exciting

—

(Special to the Herald-World)

that the production cost runs quite so high.

"The average Mickey Mouse cartoon,"
Disney continued, "requires from 4,500 to
0,000 drawings and only about fifty per
cent of these drawings can be used for

Paris after 30-hour trip across Ocean.

PATHE NEWS

—Britain's new
—German crowds
Street wrecks a friend

NO.

hail

—
—

In the old silent
cartoons we used to
average around 3,000

drawings

NO. 91.— 70-to-l wins Latonia derby
finish— Italians lower lake to bare
thrilling
in
Roman galley sunk 2,000 years ago—United States
scouting fleet sets Vice Admiral William C. Cole as

regular

2.— Nat

drawing

characters are made
on transparent sheets
of celluloid which are

Mascot's Sound Serial
With Jacqueline Logan

July

picture.

paper and all the action drawings of the

new commander.

(Special to the Herald-World)

a

The background, or
scene,
is
made on

M G M NEWS

Scheduled for August

Walt

superimposed
over
the background and
photographed
to-

Disney

Every action of a character means a
change of drawing.
This is all done with

gether.

Sinclair Drago.

MacDonald Introduces
His Cabinet to World
Through Movietone Neics
Ramsay MacDonald, elected Prime Minister
of Great Britain introduces his cabinet to the
world through Fox Movietone News. The
shots were taken at his official residence, 10
Downing street, London, and after the introduction of the different members the Premier gave a short talk.
Movietone News also secured an interview
with Andrew W. Mellon, who as secretary
of the treasury, explains the new small size
currency, which is soon to be issued. Scenes
were taken in the United States mints and
showed the making of this money, from the
engraving of the plates to the finished product.

"A

Difficult

is
conceived and
Disney said, "in practically the
same manner as any other motion picture
comedy. First, of course, is the story or
plot.
When you get your story you gag it
with funny situations and silly bits of
In a
action that might bring laughs.
sound cartoon we have to take into consideration the funny noises as well as the
funny action. Also we have to be careful
in the timing of the gags for the laughs.
It is possible, if we don't watch our timing

cartoon

executed,''

carefully, that the laughter of the audience
will drown out a following effect noise and
therefore cause it to lose its value.

"When

Levine,

president of Mascot Pictures, announces
that "The King of the Kongo," an all talking serial featuring Jacqueline Logan, is
scheduled for release August 1.
The unusual feature of this production is
the fact that several thousand feet were
taken in Ankor, Rangoon, Burma and the
Malay Peninsula, with the major scenes
Opposite
filmed in the Tec Art studios.
Miss Logan is Walter Miller and a supporting cast of Larry Steers, Harry Todd, Lafe
McKee, Boris Karloff and William Burt.
"The King of the Kongo" is being directed by Richard Thorpe and the dialog
and continuity is being handled by Harry

Timing Gags
comedy

ure.

King Fuad

of years, a
of Egypt Wall
skyscraper Foreign fighters ready for big bout in
New Jersey.

HOLLYWOOD,

a stop motion camera in the same manner as
trick photography."
The producer launched into a detailed description of cartoon comedy making, and enlightening and interesting it was, too.

more than one expos-

laborite Cab-

53.

inet takes charge

—"There

NE\^ lORK. July
is more work involved in the production of one
sound cartoon comedy than there is in the making of an ordinary single reel
picture," \> alt Disney, producer of the Walt Disney "Mickey Mouse"' sound cartoons, told the Herald-\> orld this week. "However," he said, "I do not believe
2.

the story is thoroughly worked
divided among the animators who
individually concentrate on getting over
The animator?
their respective sequences.
make their drawings in pencil on plain bond
paper. The sheets are then sent to the inking department where the lines and figures
are transferred from the paper to transparent sheets of celluloid with' India ink.
They are then sent to the painting department where black, white, gray and opaque
are applied to the various characters. After
they leave this department they are ready
to be photographed and then synchronized.
Of course, you are all, by now familiar
with the process of synchronization."
out,

Releases
WEEK OF JULY

7

EDUCATIONAL— "Don't
ilton

talking,

Be Nervous," Lloyd Hamtwo—-"Top Speed," A] Alt, Mermaid,

MGM — "Brown
two.

Gold,"

Oddity,

one;

"Untitled,"

Event, one.

UNIVERSAL— "Ice
"Pirate

Man's

Luck,"

Gold," Stevenson, two;
"Newlyweds
two;

Collegians,

Snookums, two; "The Wallop,"

Oswald, one;
"Flying Fools,"
Angel
Child,"

(Re-issue)

Harry

Carey, two.

WEEK OF JULY

14

EDUCATIONAL— "Lucky

Breaks," Al Alt,
one; "Untitled," Lupino Lane, two.

Cameo,

M G M— "Oriental

Motoring," oddity, one.
UNIVERSAL—"Double Trouble," Lake, one; "Mutiny," Kingston, two; "Fly Cops," Stern Bros., two;
"Ridin' Leather," Curwood, two.

WEEK OF JULY

EDUCATIONAL— "Untitled."

21

Mack Sennett Talking

Comedy, two; "Joy Land," Lupino Lane, two.

M G M— "Oriental

Motoring," oddity, one.
UNIVERSAL— "Weary Willies," Oswald, one; "Flying Fools," Collegians, No. 8, two; "Getting BusBuster Brown comedy, Stern, two;
ter's Goat."
"Danger Line," Western Featurette, Cobb, two.

WEEK OF JULY

28

EDUCATIONAL— "Honeymooniacs,"

Monty

Mermaid, two; "Contented Wives," Al

Alt,

Collins,

Cameo,

one.

PATHE— "Modern

Rhythm," Sportlight, one; "The
Fetters," Sound topic, one-third; "Untitled," Fable,
two-thirds.

UNIVERSAL— "Faces,"

Snappy Comedy, one: "The

Pirate's Secret." Kingston, two; "Just tie Type.
Stern Bros., Mike and Ike, two; "Go Get Em.

Kid," Western, Chandler, two.

it

is

15

on

Staff of

Disney

"At the present moment," Disney continued, "we have a staff of fifteen people
employed to make these cartoons, and
should be able to turn them out at the
rate of about one every two and a half
weeks.
"The crew consists of six main animators,
the musician, the cameraman, the painting
and inking crew and myself."
Sound cartoons, it was learned, are not so
inexpensive to make as it might appear. A
first class animator receives from five to
fifteen thousand dollars a year, his salary
being based on his individuality and origi-

nality as well as his

drawing

ability.

Those

Disney's employ may be safely said to be
within the higher price range.
in
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SATURDAY'S CHILDREN:

Vitaphone Acts

male lead,
Flashbacks

BROADWAY BABIES: Score (3351-3359). Synchronized
by "Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra. Numbers 3351 to 3359
inclusive.
Reels 1 to 9.
First National Vitaphone talking productions.
ON WITH THE SHOW: Score (3321-3332). Synchronized
Numbers 3321-3332
by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
inclusive.
Keels 1 to 12.
Warner Bros. Vitaphone talkins picture.
CAREERS: Score (3311-3320). Synchronized by Vitaphone
Symphony Orchestra. Numbers 3311 to 3320 inclusive Reels
First National Vitaphone talking productions.
1 to 10.
GIRL IN THE GLASS CAGE. THE:
Score (3301-3308).
Synchronized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers
First National Vita3301 to 3308 inclusive. Reek 1 to 8.

SOUND ACT
( Compiled in

phone talking productions.
Trailer (3048).
Scene from the musical show featured in the picture and cast sings "My Song of the
Richard Barthelmess then appears
Nile" the theme song.
to introduce the cast.
First National Vitaphone talking

name

of release follows

DRAG:

Name." Scene:

(824) in "Dooley's the

Drawing room.
Winter Garden stars in gay presentation
of mirth and melody, deliver rollicking repartee and laughNumbers: a. "Oh, Mr.
able songs, plus a dance interlude.
Dooley;"
X.

"Polly-Molly-O."

b.

FRANK

SILK

(819)

Man About Town."

"The

in

Tramp comedian

Drawing room.

Scene:

of burlesque and vaudesongs put over in
droll

Clever monologue with
Numbers: a. "The Millionaire Song;"
"Oh! Oh! OH1 What a Night."

ville.

excellent tenor voice.

ALL GIRL REVUE. THE

Band

Scene:

(818).

AJ1

set.

Cast includes Betty Lou
and all dancing show.
Webb, a Paul Ash discovery; Lillian Price, the comedienne;
Bunting with DePaco and Kazviki, acrobatic dancNumbers
ers
and Jean Rankin's Bluebell's orchestra.
a. "That's Her Now;" b. "I'm an Indian;" c. "Chrysanthemums;" d "Sly Pet."
KATE SMITH (817). Scene: Drawing room. Offers red
Known as "The Songbird
hot songs with a red hot voice.
Numbers: a. "Carolina Moon;" b. "Bltss
of the South."
singing

Ellen
;

You,

Sister."

RAY AND DOT DEAN

Scene:

"He's a Devil."

in

(81G)

known

Well
Exterior of cottage.
doing rube characterizations.

Bay

team.

vaudeville

and His Rodeo Do Flappers.
Bob Albright, baritone, assisted by
Scene: Drawing room.
Rodeo Do Flappers who sing and dance with him. Numbers:

"My Pony Boy;"

a.

b.

"Chloe;"

"Lodel;"

c.

d.

"Salter Dog."

HARRY TATE

"The Patent

in

(767)

Scene: Office.
his troupe of

Office.'

Harry Tate and
England's laughing fool.
fun makers in comedy riot.
Four
Scene: Drawing room.
(809).
"Heigh Ho"; b.
year old child singing these numbers: a.
"Who Wouldn't Be Jealous of You"; c. "Don't Be
Like That."

BABY ROSE MARIE
THE

RIDGERS

BLUE

Scene:

Interior

With
mountain

of

Mayberry
(795).
mountaineers

Cordelia

Four

cabin.

"gal from th' feud county" sing, dance and play
syncopation as it exists In the mountain country of the
Numbers: a. "Trail of the Lonesome Pine"; b.
South.

and

a

"Oh Susanna"; c. "Medley."
EL BRENDEL AND FLO BERT
Scene:

Living

Campus

Flirt' '

(789), in "Beau Night."
"The
"Wings,"
Comedian
of
stage and screen successes in

room.

and

other

FROM

HEADQUARTERS: Trailer (2867).
Henry
B.
Walthall, in jungle hut and wearing U. S. Marine uniform,
explains situation and introduces Monte Blue. star.

of act.)

Jack Mulhall. Patsy Ruth
introduce picture in novel bedroom
scene,
A First National-Vitaphone talking production.
SQUALL, THE: Score (3251-3261). Synchronized by VitaNumbers 3251 to 3261 Inphone Symphony Orchestra.
First National-Vitaphone talkclusive.
Reels 1 to 11.
ing production.
THE TIME, THE PLACE AND THE GIRL: Score (3208Synchronized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
3214).
Numbers 3208 to 3214 inclusive. Reels 1 to 7. Warner
Bros. -Vitaphone talking picture.
ON WITH THE SHOW: Trailer (3060). Initial all-color,
all-dancing trailer.
Sam Hardy
all-singing,
all- talking,
Warner-Bros. Vitaphone talkintroduces stars of picture.
ing picture.
BABIES: Trailer (3008). Alice White singAlso Broadway Babies
ing a number from the picture.
strutting their stuff.
First National-Vitaphone talking production.
CAREERS: Trailer (2980). Entire cast discusses whether a
woman is justified in ruining her reputation to aid her
husband's career.
Billie Dove
speaks from the screen.
First National-Vitaphone talking production.
GAMBLERS. THE: Trailer (2970). Entire cast talks in
Warner Bros. -Vitaphone talking picthis advance agent.
Miller

Trailer

and Zasu

(3020).

Pitts

BROADWAY

THREE (804) in "Blue Streaks of
Scene: Drawing room. Phonograph and vaudeBabe, Bob and Jack Hauser singing and
a.
"That's What I
Sweet
Call
to Love Her in the Moonlight"; c.
"Baltimore."
ALBERT SPALDING (801). Scene: Drawing room. Concert hall violinist playing his own composition "Alabama"
first time on screen, also
"Valse in G Flat" by Chopin.
VARSITY

THE

Rhythm."

stars.

ville

Numbers:
Music"; b. "I Used
dancing.

FRANK RADCLlFFE (783) in "At
Street.
Party."
Scene:
Negro melodies and comics.
Numbers: a "St. Louis Blues"; b. "She's Mine."
6IRL IN THE GLASS CAGE, THE (2989).
Trailer.
Loretta Young plays the girl in a motion picture box office
and Carroll Nye is her chatty boy friend.
BUD HARRIS AND
the

ROY SEDLEY AND

REVUE

NIGHT CLUB

HIS

(796),
ceremonies, assisted by
Smith, eccentric
Billy

with

Roy Sedley as master of
Miller,
blues singer,
and
dancer.
Scene: Night club.
Numbers: a. "Blue Grass";
b. "I Ain't Takin' Orders from No One"; c. "Sonny Boy."
Beth

MR. AND MRS. JACK

NORWORTH (787) in "Odds and
Ends."
Scene:
Drawing room.
Norworth of musical
comedy fame and Dorothy Adelphl, his wife, in patter and
songs

Norworth's

of

"Honey Boy";

own

"The

b.

composition.
Numbers
Man and the Monkey"; c.

a.

:

"My

Boy."

IRENE

FRAN KLIN

Two

comedy
Numbers:

(777) .
"The American Comedienne.
characterizations.
Restaurant and
Scenes:

nursery.

"The Waitress";

a.

Mammy's Lullaby."
NINETY- NINTH AMENDMENT,
Three

and

Broadway

Hugh McConnell

irambllng

LEO

stars,

amendment.

THE

"Mooche";

PALM

BEACH

Scene:
with

Band

set.

music.

"Waters of Perklomen":

o.

"Hyo Mlo" e. "Milenberg Blues";
"Some of These Days."
;

MACK AND PURDY

(2795)

THE:

FOUR.

club

night

(794).

quartet.

Garden.
Stars of
Helen Morgan Club. Club
Numbers:
"Some
and European clubs.
a.
Day": b. "Poo-Poo-Paroop" c. "Nobody's Fault
But Your Own."
JACK WHITE AND HIS MONTREALERS (791) in a
Scene:
number from his own act at the Frivolity Club.
His own orchestra and two pretty accomNight club.
panists.
Numbers: a. "I'm Karazy for You": b. "Mean
to
Me"; c. "Goodby Broadway: Hello Montreal"; d.
"Finiculi-Finicula": e.
"Laugh Clown Laugh"; f. "I
Deauville.

Sweet

:

Pagliacci": g. "Over There"; h.
of No Man's Land."

"Anvil Chorus";

"Rose

1.

in

Shadowgraph
a.
Numbers:

"If
f.

"An Everyday

Scene:
Parkway.
A smart guy gets
fcfter a few words with a smart lady.

I

Had You";

"Lonely";

f-

Occurrence."
himself entangled

Showboat."

in "Here Comes
Numbers: a. "Here

(2796)

Showboat.

Scene:

Scene: Draw(788). in "Typical Types."
room.
Ziegfeld beauty and leading lady of variety
Numbers: a. "Two Little Girls":
doing Imitations.
b.
"Tess": c. "I Lost My Stockings."
TINY TOWN REVUE (784). Scene: Stage set. A pageant
Dancing and singing by midgets.
of the Lilliputians.
Numbers: a. "Tiny Town Opening"; b. "The Only One
to Be"; c.
"Miss Annabelle Lee": d. "I Scream. You
ing

Scream, We All Scream for Ice Cream."
GEORGE BROADHURST AND COMPANY

(780). in "Three
Drunken sailor
Scene: Cabaret.
"Anvil Chorus"; b. "Wobbly

o'Clock in the Morning."
night club.
Numbers:

in

a.

Walk."

DESERT SONG OVERTURE
Symphony

Played by Vitaphone

(2930).

Orchestra.

HOT STUFF:

(3181-88).

HOUSE OF HORRORS:
Symphony

Vitaphone

Reels
production.

inclusive.

to

1

Synchronized by
Score (3101-67).
Numbers 3161 to 3167.
Orchestra.
7.
First National-Vitaphone talk-

Synchronized by
Score (3141-54).
Symphony Orchestra, including exit march.
Vitaphone
Numbers 3141 to 3154. inclusive. Reels 1 to 13. 3154 is

march.
Louise Fazenda and
Trailer (2990).
Chester Conklin at ouija table in spooky looking house.
First National-Vitaphone talking production.
exit

HOUSE OF HORRORS:

TWO WEEKS
Mackaill.

OFF: Trailer (2978). Jack Mulhall. Dorothy
Jed Prouty and Gertrude As tor at seaside cotNational-Vitaphone talking production.

First

tage.

DUFFY AND GLEASON

(775). In "Fresh from Hollywood."
Jimmy Dully, comedian from "Follies." in
Park.
Numbers: a. "I'm Mr. Duffy of Mr. Gallaghei
short skit.
and Mr. Shean"; b. "I've Got a Horse and Cornet."

Scene:

HEATHER (744). in "The Character Comedienne."
Drawing room.
Scotch comedienne doing three
numbers: a. "There's a Welcome There for You"; b.
"Nervous Girl"; c. "We Have a Wonderful Girl."
ARTHUR AND MORTON HAVEL (769). In "Playmates."
From musical comedy "Just a
Scene: Drawing room.
Minute." with characterizations of "bad egg" and "mothNumbers: a. "I Want to Be with My Mammy
er's boy."
Down in Miami": b. "Heigho Ho Cheerio."
CODEE AND ORTH (757). in "A Bird in the Hand."
JOSIE

Scene:

wayward

Comedy

Park.

sketch of
starving boy

with

birds,

invisible

friend

lady feeding
standing by la

agony.

KREMER

ISA

Scene:

(748).

room.

Living

Two

popular

"The Second Minuet"; b. "Little Sparrow."
Scene: Drawing room.
Star of
(739).
"Follies" and "Artists and Models" in Vitaphone debut
Numbers: a. "Where's the Boy For Me"; b. "I Loved
Your Eyes."
melodies:

a.

GRACE LA RUE

RED DONOHUE AND U-NO
Scene:

"A

Muddle."
Red Donohue with U-No, his mule.

Street.

(734).

in

Traffic

GLAD

RAG DOLL: Score (3121-28). Synchronized score
played by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3121
to 3128. inclusive.
Reels 1 to 8.

GLAD RAG DOLL:
seated
facts

in
in

Trailer

armchair,

making

Claude

(3007).

questioned

is

by

Gillingwater.
reporter concerning

Warner Brothers-Vitaphone

this

picture.

FROZEN

RIVER:
Synchronized score
Score
(2991-96).
played by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 2991
to 2996. inclusive.
Reels 1 to 6.

TIME.

PLACE AND THE GIRL. THE:

James Eirlrwood
thus

Trailer

in guise of schoolmaster calls

(2998).
pupils,

upon

introducing cast.

PRISONERS:

Trailer (2979).
Ian Keith, as district attorney,
introduces leading players and star, Corinne Griffith.
First
talking picture.

National-Vitaphone

SINCLAIR AND LA MARR
Comedy.

Number:

played

a.

"I've.

Vitaphone

3139, inclusive.
Vitaphone production.
to

(753).

In

Never

Had

"At the Seashore."
a Vacation."

(3131-39).
Synchronized
Numbers
Symphony Orchestra.
First NationalReels 1 to 9.

Score

MADONNA OF AVENUE
score

3051

A: Score (3051-58). Synchronized
Numbers
played by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
to 3058 inclusive.
Reels 1 to 8.

DIVINE LADY, THE:

Synchronized score
Score (3031-40).
Numbers 3031
played by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Fiist National-Vitato 3040 Inclusive.
Reels 1 to 10.
phone production.

SONNY BOY:
star.

Trailer

Band

(3000).

Presents Davey Lee,

juvenile

Grant

(2718).

Trailer

band.
Numbers:
c. "Cutside."

radio

Vallee's

set.

the Field":

a.

(771).

"Down

"Deep Night";

b.

CLARENCE TISDALE

Southern plantation.
(766).
Scene:
a.
"The
negro singer, presents these numbers:
Sweetness of Your Song"; b. "Bye and Bye": c. "Oh.
Didn't It Rain."
Scene:
Band
HARRY HORLICK AND GYPSIES (763).
Horlick and his A. & P. Gypsies, are on a national
set.
"Two Guitars";
Numbers:
a.
radio hook-up weekly.
"March of the
"Black Eyes": c "Chlquita": d
b.
Tisdale,

Toys":

"Gypsy Love Song."

e.

RAYMOND HITCHCOCK

"An Evening

in

(760)

Number:

room.

Living

Scene:

with Hitchy."

at

Home

a.

"Here

Comes the Groom."

Band

ORCHESTRA

AND

CUMMINS

BERNIE

Cummins and

set.

Biltmore

his

(752).

Scene:

orchestra

present

Numbers: a. "Come On Baby"; b. "If
"Here Comes the Ball and Chain."
I Had You"; c.
MAX SCHMELING (745). Scene: Gymnasium. Heavyweight
champion of Germany skips rope, shadow boxes and engages

songs.

one-round bout.

in

AND

TREMAINE

PAUL

ARISTOCRATS

Scene:

(742).

a.
Numbers:
Jazz band of variety stage.
set.
Been Working on the Railroad": b. "On the Road
"Chinese Dream"; d. "Fanfare"; •.
to Mandalay": c.
"Here Comes the Showboat": f. "Medley."

Band
"I've

WARD

FANNIE

Scene:
(721).
year old flapper in two numbers:

a.

Sixty-two

room.

Living

"Flapper Fannie";

b.

"Radio Widow."

THREE BROX SISTERS, THE

(2888) in "Headin' South."
Harmonizing of Southern
Pullman drawing room.
Numbers: a. "Doin' the Raccoon"; b. "Imagina-

songs.
tion"';

"Way Down

c.

ELEANOR PAINTER
a.

"Love

South."

Lyric soprano
Scene: Salon.
(746).
Presents these numbers:
opera.

comedy

musical

of

and

Best of All";

Is

b.

"Habanera";

c.

"How About

Me."

WHITING AND BURT
Drawing room.

DESERT SONG. THE:

A:

RUDY VALLEE AND HIS CONNECTICUT YANKEES

Scene:

Synchronized by Vitaphone
Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3181 to 3188. inclusive.
Reels 1 to 8.
A First National-Vitaphone talking proScore

AVENUE

OF

Withers, male lead, as master of ceremonies Introduces
Dolores Costello. Louise Dresser and other featured playShows one of the sets in reproduction.
ers.

modern

stage,

3131

synchronized
b.

"Famous Impersona-

in

Scene:

Charles Richman, Veree Teasdale
appear as supporters of an antiLiving room.
Scene:

"Rhythms."

(792)

Drawing room.
Imitation
of
Sophie
Tucker and others.
Numbers: a. "Gonna Get a Girl":
b.
"Mama Goes Where Papa Goes"; c. Yiddish version of
"Mama Goes Where Papa Goes."
FRED ARDATH (7S5) in "The Singing Bee", rustio comedy.
Scene:
Rustio home.
Was rube comedian of the Follies.
Numbers: a. "I Pagliacci"; b. "Finiculi-Finicula"; c
"Bring Back My Bonnie to Me."
Scene:

tions."

score

:

Scene
(2849-50) in "Gossip."
legitimate stage is supported by
player, and Claire Whitney,

of

DAVE BERNIE AND ORCHESTRA

MADONNA

CECILIA (CISSIE) LOFTUS

Comedy.

(776)

Star

parlor.

the Showboat" : b. "Oh. You Have No Idea" ; c.
'High. High. High Up on a Hilltop": d. "Constantinople."

SATURDAY'S CHILDREN:

REISMAN AND HOTEL BRUNSWICK ORCHESTRA

in
(770)
silhouettes
d.

"The Flapper

b.

Hotel

John Miljan. Warner Brothers
screen and stage player.

Comes

Scene:

ture.

ROBERT EMMETT KEANE

the

ing

BEDS

TWIN

lead.
this

production.

BE GOOD: TraUer (2960).
Jack Mulhall gives
glimpses of this Colleen Moore picture.
Flashback shown.
First National-Vitaphone production.

duction.

short sketch.

(2977).

WHY

BOBBY FOLSOM

OKLAHOMA BOB ALBRIGHT

National-Vitaphone

First

BiUy BakeweU. Juvenile
Louise Fazenda tell about

Trailer

picture.

production.

DOOLEY AND SALES

Grant Withers,
(2998)
Maxwell Anderson picture.

Trailer
this
scenes.

Alice White and
First National-Vitaphone

and

Number

first.

some

show

HOT STUFF:

order of release, the most

recent release being listed

on

discourses

production.

RELEASES

.

b.

Jul) b, 1929

I

(741).

Vaudeville
piano by

and

Sayings."

"Song

In

Ziegfeld's

Edmund

Scene:
players.

Follies

Weber, composer,
"What Did You Say";
Numbers:
who arranged act.
b. "The Frog Song": c. "That's My Idea of Heaven."
HOPE HAMPTON (740) in the Fourth Act of Massenet's
Salon.
Former motion picture
Scene:
Opera. "Manon."
star is assisted by four principals, chorus and the Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
MISS MARCELLE (716). Scene: Drawing room set. Vaudeville comedienne, in brown-face makeup, renders syncopated
Numbers: a. "Shine": b. "If
songs in southern dialect.
I Never See You Again"; c. "My Troubles Are Over."
LOVE AND THE DEVIL: Score (3111-17). Synchronized
Numbers 3111 to 3117
by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
First National-Vitaphone producinclusive.
Reels 1 to 7.
Assisted

the

at

J.

tion.

DAVE BERNIE
own

Drawing room set. Direote
Scene:
Numbers: a. "Happy-Go-Lucky Lane"; b.
Sun Goes Down"; o. "St. Louis Blues,"

(2797).

orchestra.

"Down Where
d.

the

"San."

The

Scene:

time."

CRAWFORD

AND

HOLLINGSWORTH

family

TAL HENRY

Band

Scene:

(732).

(2753),

boudoir.

husband and nagging. Jealous

sleepy

"Bed-

in

sketch

Short

of

wife.
set.

With

North
proms and
His

Carolinians Orchestra.
Has played at college
a. "Come On
over the radio.
Renders these numbers:
b. "Shame On You"; c. "Milenberg Joys."
MAL HALLETT (730). Scene: Band set. Furnishes Jazi
Numprogram with his "Way Down East Orchestra."

Baby';

bers:

"Lots of

a.

Mama";

b.

"Mother Machree";

"War

c.

Medley."

GREEN'S FAYDETTS

Scene: Band set.
Twentieth Century Faydetts" from vaudeville.
a. "Because My Baby Don't Mean Maybe Now";
Mystery of Life"; c. "Changes."

CHILDREN OF THE

DEIRO

GUIDO

accordionist
b.

Reels 1 to

7.

(2968).
Scene:
these numbers:

In

b.

"Sweet

RITZ: Score (3071-77). Synchronized
Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3071

Vitaphone

by

score

to 3077. inclusive.
production.

"Greens
Numbers:

(710).

First National-Vitaphone

Living
a.

Piano-

room.

"Romeo and

Juliet";

"Drigo's Serenade."

DIVINE LADY. THE:

Trailer (2967).
Milton Sills makes
introductory remarks and shots from the picture are shown.
First NationalCorinne Griffith, the star, also speaks.
Vitaphone production.

LOVE AND THE DEVIL:

Milton Sills
Trailer (2959).
introduces Maria Corda and scenes of Venice are shown.
First National-Vitaphone production.

HIS CAPTIVE

WOMAN:

introduces Milton
Mackaill.
Locale
phone production.

Sills
is

a

Trailer (2949).
Frank Reicher
the latter presents Dorothy
courtroom.
First National-Vita-

and

SEVEN FOOTPRINTS TO SATAN:
Hale

relates

highlights

of

Trailer (2929).

Flashbacks.

story.

Crelghton
First

Na-

tional-Vitaphone production.

FROZEN

Raymond
Trailer (2792).
story which introduces dog star Rin Tin Tin.
Rinty and David Lee.

FANCY

RIVER:

BAGGAGE:
members

troduces
backs.

McKee

tells

Shots show

Trailer
Hallam Cooley in(2701).
Flashof cast as they board yacht

PAUL CUNNINGHAM AND FLORENCE BENNETT

(736).

They offer three vocal numbers and
Scene: Living room.
Miss Bennett gives dramatic impersonation of Hollywood
extra.
Numbers: a. "Sleep Baby Sleep"; b. "Boy of
Mine";

o.

"Hollywood Parade";

d.

"Kentucky Home."

"

July

:

EXHIBITORS H

\929

6.

JUNE

(735).
star
assisted by
Man in the

Drawing

Scene:

comedy

recently

starred

Hundley.

John

Moon";

FRANK CRUMIT

AND

SANDERSON

JULIA

"My

b.

English

room.

musical

by Arthur Hammerstein ii
Numbers: a. "Me and the
Troubles Are Over."
(733).

In

"Words of Love." Scene: Living room. Julia Sanderson
and Crumit. co-starred for ten years in musical comedy,
render these numbers written by Crumit: a. "No Wonder
You're a Wonderful Girl": b. "I Can Lire Without You";
c. "Precious little Thing Called Love."

FRED ARDATH

"The

Scene:
Corner Store."
Grocery store,
Ardath is supported by Claude Allen of
musical comedy stage. Cole Carrol and Klar Magnus.
Numbers: a. "Sipping Cider Through a Straw": b. "The
Swiss Yodeling Song"; c
"Oh Molly the Cuckoo Is
Calling Me": d. "Bod! Me to Sleep."
(720).

in

TAJADO'S T1PICA ORCHESTRA
bers:

Scene:

(T06).

of Mexican government
"Daosa Tipica"; b. "Amapola

gives

orchestra

Official
a.

del

Band

set.

these numCamino": c,

"Gao Monter."

CHILDREN OF THE RITZ:

Trailer (2950).
Jack
First National-Vitaphone

and Dorothy Mackalll

Mulhall
produc-

tion.

AND LAWRENCE

BORN

(2920)
In
"The Side Show."
Drawing room. Musical comedy stage stars in
and jokes.
Numbers:
a.
"Dear Old Girl": b.
"Humoresque."
BEH BARD (2910) In "The Champion Golfer." Scene:
Exterior of golf club.
Bard teaches Bobby Callahan, of

Scene:
dances

how

the variety stage,

SAMMY COHEN
Living

"Sleep";

b.

golf.

(2800) in "What Price Burlesque."
Scene:
Imitations.
Numbers:
"Me and My
a.

room.

Shadow";

play

to

"My Mammy."

c.

GLOVES:

KID

Trailer
(2719).
his way through bullets,
talk about the picture.

fighting

Conrad Nigel, blithely
bumps into Lois Wilson

and they

FOUR SYNCO-PETS, THE

(731)

Moment."
present these num-

"Musical

in

Drawing room.
Keith artists
a.
"Indian Dawn"; b. "Neapolitan Nights";
"Sweet Mystery of Life": d. "The Fortune Teller";
"I'll Never Ask for More."

Scene:
bers:

c.
t,

MAL HALLETT

(729).
Scene: Band set.
Mai Hallett and
Entertaining
Orchestra
well
known to prom
are
crowds at Eastern universities and night clubs.
Numbers:
a.
"Doin" the Baccoon"; b. "Tin Pan Parade";
c.
"Bugle Call"; d. "Yankee Doodle"; e. "Harbardiana"
"Come. Let's Take a Stroll"; g. "We Love the College
r.

his

Girls."

HAYHEW

STELLA

(728)
in
'The Hallelujah Lady."
Scene: living room.
Star of "Hit the Deck" sings three
darky songs:
a.
"Comfort"; b, "Judgment Day"; c
"Feet."

FRANK CRUMIT
singing

his

Numbers:

a.

(727)
in
"The One Man Glee Club."
own compositions.
Living
Scene:
room
"The Song of the Prune"; b. "I Miss You

Annie Booney"; d. "In the Shade of
the Old Apple Tree": c
"A Bird in a Gilded Cage";
f.
"Bedelia"; g. "She Was Happy "Til She Met Me":
b_
"The Preacher and the Bear."
Lize":

"Little

c.

BAKER

PHIL

Exterior
three

JAY

(725)
arena.

of
assistants.

VELIE

in

the

Star

of

"In

farce.

Shubert

Spain."
Scene:
musical shows has

"A

Musical
b.

"When

Journey

of

comedy

tenor

Irish

Songs."

Scene:

presents:

Eyes Are

Smiling";

a
c.

"Italy."

ARTHUR PAT WEST

(2919) In "Ship Ahoy", atmospheric
comedy in which Pat West appears as able-bodied seaman.
Scene: Deck of yacht.
Numbers: s "La Paloma"; b.
"She's
My Sweet Dumb, Dumb Dora"; c. "Sweet
Senorita."

BRUCE BOWERS

(2870) in "Artistic Mimicry", witb imitaincluding one of little boy making radio debut and
Jewish lady preparing for swim.
Draped set,
Scene:
tions

THE

SERENADERS.

(2814).

in

"Bed

Harmony."

Hot

Scene: Fire station house.
Double quartet of male voices
with these numbers: a. "It Goes Like This": b. "Stars
and Stripes Forever": c "You Tell Me Your Dream": d.
"Every Sunday Afternoon."

AND LAWRENCE (2&40). In "The Aristocrats."
Scene: Drawing room
Comedians of variety stage in pantomime and songs.
Numbers: a. "I Wonder What's Become of Sally"; b. "Down by the Old Millstream"; c
"Wobbly Walk."
DOROTHY AND ROSETTA RYAN (726) In "Mirth and
Melody."
Scene:
Living room.
Stan of Keith Circuit
accompany themselves with guitars. Numbers: a. "I Love
You, Sweetheart of All My Dreams"; b.
"Scups of
Coffee"; c "Just Like a Melody."
PHIL BAKER (724). In "A Bad Boy From a Good Family."
Drawing room.
Scene:
Comedian of Broadway and
Keith Circuit with his accordion.
Numbers: a. "Baker
Blues"; b. "Big Butter and Egg Man From the West";
c "How About Me": d. "I'll Get By."
STANLEY AND GINGER (714) in "A Few Absurd Moments."
Song and dance team of variety stage.
Scene:
Living room.
Numbers: a. "That's My Weakness Now";
b.
"Just Like a Melody Out of the Sky."
BORN

MEXICAN ORCHESTRA (705).
Scene:
Orchestra set.
Mexican band under Lerdo. composer and
musician, has toured U. S. on Keith Circuit.
Numbers:
a. "Celito Lindo"; b. "Bancho Grande"; c. "Patria Mia."

LERDO'S

LAWRENCE

BORN AND

(2940)

in

"Pigskin

Troubles."

Scene: Exterior of gymnasium.
Act is staged on college
campus and includes shots of football crowds.
Numbers:
a.
"Me and My Shadow"; b. "Dirty Hands Dirty Face."

—

PARAGONS. THE.

(2883). in "Jji the Tropics."
Scene:
Quartet seen on Keith Circuit is assisted
Numbers: a. "Happy Days and Lonely

Tropical barroom.
by Doris Walker.

Nights":

"Come On Baby": c "Winter Song"; d.
e.
"Happy (My Baby Just Said Yes)."

b.

"Kentucky Babe";

LITTLE BILLEE

Scene:
(2869). in "The Flaming Youth."
Reception hall
Midget star of variety stage gives original
songs and tap dancing.
Numbers: a. "Wonderful Wife":

"Down On 33d and 3d": c "Sweet Georgia Brown":
"Anything You Say."
(2868).
Scene: Night club.
Lewis of Parody
Club nets as master of ceremonies.
Numbers: a, "Chib.
d.

JOE LEWIS
cago";

b.

"Oh Gussie"; c

"Sonny Boy";

d.

Original

selection,

BOBBY FOLSOM

(2839). in "A Modern Priscilla."
Scene:
Broadway show girl tells story of Puritan
Priscilla and the same giri of modern times in narrative
song.
Number: "Priscilla of the Puritan Days."

Living

room

BOBBY GILLETT

"Syncopated Breezes." Scene:
Living room.
Banjo. r. is assisted by Doris Walker, who
sings introductory number.
"Happy Days
Numbers: a.
and Lonely Nights": b.
"The Rosary"
c "St, Louis
Blues": d. "Ida (Sweet as Apple Cider)."
(2839).

in

;

HUGHES AND PAM
Living room.

ROY FOX

Scene:
(2837). in "The Fall Guy."
Interspersed with falls are funny stories.

(2819).
'The Whispering Cornetist" has specialty
number and three with his Montmartre Orchestra, Scene:
Band set.
Numbers:
a.
"My Melancholy Baby"; b.
"Sally of My Dreams"; c.
"My Window of Dreams": d.

"Louisiana.

HOPE VERNON

i2S15). in "The Sunshine GirL"
Scene:
Drawing room, Broadway star offers four songs and imiNumbers: a. "Beloved"; b. "Anns
tates violin sounds.
"I Loved You Then": d. "There's a Rainof Love": c.

My

bow 'Round

Shoulder."

KJERULF'S MAYFAIR QUINTET

(2650). in "A Musical
Draped set.
Scene:
Three harpists, violinist
and vocalist in classical and semi-classical numbers: a.
"Neapolitan Nights": b.
"Sextette
from Lucia": c
"Lonely Little Bluebird."

Melange."

THE TRUTH 7

Living room
(264S-49).
Scene:
of manners in two reels, written by Ralph S pence,
Cast includes
"The Gorilla."
title writer and author of
William Davidson. Grace Valentine. Dot Farley. Patricia
Caron. James T. Mack and Walter Rodgers.

AIN'T IT
Comedy

NEAL SISTERS. THE

(719). in "Blondes That Gentlemen
Living room.
Trio featured on Keith
Scene:
"Gentlemen Prefer
Numbers:
Publix circuits.
a,
Blondes": b. "Doin the Baccoon"; c "Boola Boola."
Living room
Love."
Scene:
"Songs
of
JAY VELIE (718). in
"You Gave Your
a.
Musical comedy tenor presents:
Heart to Me": b. "Tommy Lad": c "Mother Machree."
ORIGINAL HILLBILLIES. THE (715). Scene: Interior log
North Carolina jazz band of radio and stage apcabin.
"Carry
a.
pearances, directed by Al Hopkins, presents:
"Echoes of the Chimes": c "The
to Old Virginny": b.
"Wasn't She a Dandy"; e.
Frank Wilson Rage": d.
"Chicken Reel."
GREEN'S FLAPPERETTES (711). Scene: Band set. Giri
Ja2z band, on Keith circuit, the past two years, is led by
Nina Grey. Numbers: a. "St. Louis Blues"; b. "Mother

Prefer."

and

-

Goose Parade";

"That Redhead Gal"

c.

McKAY AND ARDINE

(7081.

"Back

in

From Abroad."

Variety comedians use mispronunciation of words for their
Number:
"You Will Like Fun."
playlet, fun.
RIVER: Score (3021-30). Synchronizezd by VitaNumbers 3021 to 30 inclusive
phone Symphony Orchestra.
production with talkin;
First National
Reels 1 to 9.
sequences.
SEVEN FOOTPRINTS TO SATAN: Score (3001-06). SynNumbers
chronized by Yltaphone Symphony Orchestra.
First National
Keels 1 to 6.
3001 to 3006 inclusive.
production.
QUEEN OF THE NIGHT CLUBS: Score (2971-76). SynNumbers 2971
chronized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 1 to 6. All-talking picture.
to 2976 Inclusive.

WEARY

ONE STOLEN NIGHT:
Vitaphone

Symphony

Inclusive

Reels

Synchronized By
Score 12961-66).
Orchesra.
Numbers 2961 to 2966

to

1

With talking sequences.

6

GREYHOUND LIMITED. THE:

Score (2951-57).
SynchroNumbers 2951 to
nized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Reels 1 to 7.
With talking sequences.
2957 inclusive.
STOLEN KISSES: Score (2951-47). Synchronized by VitaNumbers 2941 to 2947 incluphone Symphony Orchestra.
sive.
Reels to 7.
With talking sequences.

MARCH

D'AMOUR— EXIT
Symphony

WEARY

Barthelmess.

is

by Vitaphone
Without film.

(2909).
Introducing
National production.

Richard

Trailer

First

RANGERS. THE

(2900).

Scene:

Double male quartet offering three

Numbers: a. "Cheyenne"; b. "San Antonio"; c.
"West of the Great Divide"; d. "Rose of Monterey"; e.
"Pony Boy."
BORN AND LAWRENCE i2885). in "The Country GentleSleepy Time
men." Scene: Living room Numbers: a
Gal"; b. "Silver Threads Among the Gold"; c. "Down
ballads.

'

Home Rag."
NO DEFENSE:

Monte Blue addressing aufrom Monte.

Trailer (2720).

Flash-backs and story

dience.

QUEEN OF THE NIGHT CLUBS:

Texas
Trailer (2706).
Flashbacks.
night clubs.
in "Here Comes the Bridesmaid."
Playlet, starring Janet
Scene: Church exterior, bedroom.
Numbers: a. "Bridesmaid":
Adair, told in narrative song.
b. "No One's Fool": c "It's Right Here For You."

Guinan

about

all

tells

JANET ADAIR

(2629).

GUS ARNHEIM ORCHESTRA

Draped set.
Scene:
(2136).
Gus AmhpiTn and His Cocoanut Grove Orchestra of Hollywood play the following numbers: a. "Who's You. That's
You": b. "Sing Me a Baby Song"; c. "Flapperette."
JIM AND BETTY MORGAN (712). in "Songs As You Like
Them." Scene: Living room Keith act for ten years.
Betty sing3 original songs while Jim accompanies her.
a Little
Numbers:
a. "And Then I Forget": b. "Just
Bit. Not Just Right": c. "That's All I Wanted to Know."
DAVE DREYER (2889). in "Tin Pan Alley." Song writer
with Al Jolson. has been Irving Berlin staff
with Frank Fay.
Dreyer is as"What a Night
Numbers:
a.
For Spooning"; b. "Medley of Hits": c. "I'm Crazy For

collaborated

writer, was in vaudeville
sisted by Nora Schiller.

You."

ONE STOLEN NIGHT:

William

Trailer (2813).
introduces featured players.

OESERT SONG. THE:

coming

announce

voices

Trailer
of

(2812).
picture

Collier.

Jr..

John Boles and 125
and Boles introduces

cast.

(2798). in "Stranded In Paris." Scenes:
Railway station and boulevard. Comedians scored In "Zwei

und

Fierzigstre Strasse."

Living room
Violin virtuoso
Scene:
is
assisted by Vernon Rickard.
Irish tenor, and Mona
Content.
Numbers: a. "Zigeuerweisen"; b. "I Love You
Truly" (sung by Richard)
c "I Hear You Calling Me."
(27 90).

;

AL LYONS AND HIS FOUR HORSEMEN

(2789). in "Musi-

Accordionist and
Living room
trio of
play medley of songs written by
Lyons and bis clarinetist. Castagnoli. aided by singing and

Melange."

Scene:
accompanists

cal
his

Numbers: a. "Some of These
"Normandie": c "Waltz Castini"; d. "Afri"On Marie"; f. "Lotta Notes"; g. "CastaLyons Blues"; h. "Da Da Go."
FRANK ROTH (2710). In "Meet the Wife." Scenes: Club
room and boudoir. Musical comedy star in playlet of bridegroom who deserts his wife on bridal night.
dancing of Edith Murray.

Days"; b.
can Can";

e.

GREYHOUND
Withers,

LIMITED.

featured

player,

THE:
tells

(2639).

Trailer
story and

flashback

Grant
shows

wreck of Greyhound Limited.

FRANCES SHELLEY
"I'll

(713). in

"The

Girl With the Guitar/;
of "Bain or Shine"

woman

"She's

Funny That Way":

Get By."

MEXICAN TIPICIA ORCHESTRA
set.

National

Rhapsody";

b.

JACK GOLDIE
Living

room.

About

Me";

(707).

Scene:

Orchestra

"Mexican
a,
Mexican orchestra presents:
"La Paloma"; c "Jarabe Tapatio."
Scene:
(704). in "The Ace of Spades."
Variety
b.

"II

blackface

headltner

Bada": c

in:

"Lonely

a.

Little

"How
Blue-

bird."

FRANK WHITMAN

(703). in "Hie Surprising Fiddler/'
Whitman plays violin with card,
Living room.
Numregulation bow. and bow the size of match.
"Oh Katherina": c.
'Irish Wash Woman": b.
"We Won't Get Home Until Morning": d. "I'd Love to
Live In Loveland With a Giri Like You."

Scene:

bottle,

bers:

a,

i"02). in "America's Foremost Concert
Pianist,"
Living room.
Scene:
Musical comedy and
film player in comedy hit in which he mispronounces
words and plays classic airs in modem style.
Numbers:
a.
"Two Guitars"; b. "Prelude in C Minor": c "So
You're Tired of Me": d. "Doin' the Raccoon."

STARK MAD

Score (2911-17).
:
Synchronized score played
by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 2911 to 2917
Reels

inclusive.

All-talking ptcrure.

to 7.

1

FANCY BAGGAGE:

Score (2901-08). Synchronized score by
Orchestra.
Numbers 2901 to 2908
to 8
With talking sequences-

Vitaphone

Symphony

inclusive.

Reels

1

FANNIE

BRICE. Non-synchronous records (M. V. E49338-2 and 3i.
Two 16-" single faced records contains
all songs of Miss Brice in "My Man."
M. V. E. -49338-2
is without vocal accompaniment: the other has vocal numbers interspersed.
These records also can be used for
overture or exit,

MY MAN:

Score (2871-82).
Synchronized score
Orchestra.
Numbers 2S71 to
Reels 1 to 12,
With talking sequences.

by V::a2882

Symphony

phone
elusive.

MILLION DOLLAR COLLAR. THE:

Score (2861-«6). Synchronized score by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 2861 to 2866 inclusive.
Reels 1 to 6.
With talkies
sequences.

PLANTATION TRIO

(2816).

"The Land

in

Harmony."

of

Living room.
Scene:
Numbers: a. "Everything
We like Alike": b. "My Melancholy Baby": c.
dian Capers"; d. "Round Evening."

We

Like

"Cana-

BARKER. THE:

Trailer (2794).
MUton Sills on circus set
Flashbacks.
First National production.
Trailer (2765).
EL B. Warner, in cave in
Caracals jungle, introduces cast.

introduces cast.

STARK MAD:

DONALD BRIAN
Scene:

In musical comedy twenty years.
Numbers:
a.
"Mary (What Are You
"Over There": c. There's a Long.

(2733).

Library.

Waiting For?)";

Long Trail":

b.

<L

JACK NORWORTH

"You're a Real Sweetheart,"
(2707). in "Songs and Things." assisted
Living room.
Scene:
Numbers: a.
Moon": b. "All On Account of a

by Dorothy AdeiphL
"Shine On. Harvest
Girl": c. "Tie Body

the Bag."

Ir_

ARTHUR BYRON AND COMPANY

(2704). in "A F»m y
Affair."
Scene:
Living room.
Comedy with Broadway
theatre veteran supported by Kate Eileen and Kathryn
Byron.
Playlet of mixed identities in which eagerness of
daughters to save mother from unwise marriage almost ruins
chances of the younger daughter to wed son of Judjre

Bellamy.

AL ABBOTT

(2703). in "Small Town Rambles."
Scene:
Draped set. Chinese laundry, country store and cemetery.
Four characterizations with blackout from one into another.
Numbers: a. "Chinese Love Song": b. "My Gal Irene";
c.

"Please Let

Me Go Home."

THE 12677-78). Scenes: Living room, police headquarters, jail
Kenneth Harlan is supported by John St.
Pol:s and Robert Elliott and others.
The accompanying
music Is played by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.

ALIBI.

SAM COSLOW

12659). in "The
his compositions and
Numbers:
a.
The Show Is
Enough of You"; c. "Don't

Broadway Minstrel."

Show

supported

Over":

by

June

preClyde.

Can't

"I

b.

Be Like That";

Ge:

"The

d.

Over."

Is

BARKER. THE:

Score (2931-39). Synchronized score played
by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 2931 to 2939
inclusive.
Reels 1 to 9.
First National production with
talking sequences.

REDEEMING

SIN. THE:
Synchronized
Score (2921-28).
Symphony Orchestra. Numbers 2921 to
With talking sequences.
292S Inclusive.
Reels 1 to 8.
CONQUEST: Score (2891-98). Synchronized by Vitaphcne
Symphony Orchestra. Numbers 2S91-2SiS inclusive- Reels
With talking sequences.
1 to 8.
ON TRIAL: Sctre (2851-60). Synchronized by Vitaphone
Symphony Orchestra. Numbers 2851 to 2860 inclusive Reels
All-talking picture.
1 to 10.
score by Vitaphone

STOLEN

KISSES:

Trailer

lead,
introduces
seen and heard.

(2948).

Hallam

Cooley. male
leading player. :s

May McAvoy.

cast.

LITTLE WILDCAT. THE: Score (2841-47). Synchronized
Numbers 2841 to 2847
by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Reels 1 to

Inclusive.

With talking sequences.

7.

NOAH'S ARK:

Synchronized by Vitaphone
Score (2821-36).
Orchestra.
Numbers 2821 to 2836 inclusive.
to 16.
With talking sequences.

Symphony
Reels

1

TRIXIE FRIGANZA

Scene:
(2791). in "My Bag O' Trix."
a.
Broadway star in comedy numbers:
room,
"John. Leave tbe Boom"; b. "The Peevish Widow."
REDEEMING SIN. THE: Trailer (2782). Conrad Nagel
introduces Dolores Costello.
MILLION DOLLAR COLLAR. THE: Trailer (2764). Lee
Duncan, owner and tutor of Rin Tin Tin explains methods
of teaching Rinty.
Dog performs few tricks.
Living

CONQUEST:

Trailer

Monte Blue

(2752).

Flashbacks

incidents.

of

relates thrilling
scenes, among which

important

fields.

AND ORTH (2709). in "Zwei Cnd FierCgsTe
First Vitaphone playlet made
Scene: Sidewalk.
Strasse."
German spoken with a few lines of
in foreign language.
Numbers:
a.
French and one French song rendered.
"Non Je Ne Marche Pas": b. "Wilst Du Meine Cousin-

CODEE

chen Sein":

FLO LEWIS

c.

"Ach DrL"

(2708).

in

"Give

TJs

a Lift."

Scene:

Gardm

Broadway star and Keith headliner. supported
Number: "Give TJs a Hitch."
Leo Kartyn.
set.

IRENE FRANKLIN
star
Jerrv

(2705).

and Broadway player

Scene:
for

by

Variety
room.
years, supported bj

Living

fifteen

Red
a. "Red Head!
Jamigan. composer of songs:
Help!
Help!"
b. "Be Your Age": c. "Help!
DE LA PLAZA AND J U ANITA (2702). in "Siesta Time.
Scene: Patio.
De La Plaza supported by Juanita. SenoriDancing, singing
ta Alma Real and Royale Filipino bandof "La Paloma" by Senorita Real and accompanying music
throughout bv the stringed orchestra of Royale Filipinos.
Overture";
b. "Lila"
c.
Tell
Numbers:
a. "William
La
(from
"La Paloma": d. "Copenhagen": e. 'Jota"

Head":

;

De Seville).
SINGING FOOL. THE:
Fete

Living room.
Leading
Scene:
and ni3ht club artist sings: a.
b.

EDDIE LAMBERT

are shots of the ice

CODEE AND ORTH
JAN RUBINI

II".

senting

"After the Round-Up."

in

camp.

desert

Played
Gage.

(2918).

Composer

Orchestra.

RIVER:

Exterior
In

(717).

Drawing room.
"Vienna Maid":

RALD-W ORLD

E

Score

Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
clusive.

Reels 1 to

(2S01-11).

Synchronized by

Numbers 2801

to

2811 In-

1L

JAY VELIE (2784). in "Songs." Scene: Drawing room.
Broadwav tenor star and leading man in "A La Carte."
"The Perfect Fool" and others. Numbers: a. "Because I
Love": b. "A Little Bit or Heaven": c. "The Americans
Come."
IRENE STONE i27S3). in "Songs As You Like Them."
Return of musical comedy star
Drawing room.
Scene:
to entertainment world. Broadway player. Numbers: a. "I've
Got a Big Date With a Little Man": b. "Tom-Cattln'
Papa": c. "I'm a Goil of Very Few Woids"; d- "I Ate
the Bologny."

HOME TOWNERS. THE:

Synchronized
Score (2771-81).
Numbers 2771 to 2781
by Vitaphcre Symphony-Orchestra.
inclusive.

Reels

1

to

11.
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SERVICE TALKS
Incorporated in this department of the Herald-World, which is a department containing news, information and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture World department, "Through

Box

the

"FASHIONS IN LOVE"

T

WELL

X.

remember

a

By
heated cor-

small, but

respondence with an exhibitor who didn't care

one of Mons. Adolphe Menjou's pictures
which I liked. It was, he said, suggestive. It
for

was,

splendid.

said,

I

We

simply quit arguing about

proved by the box-office

to

neither so fine as I

ture,

we

agree,

didn't

That Mons. Menjou
and through many, many more
entertainments of the kind is one of the chief
hopes of this department for a bright and
of that pleasant adjective.

may

live long

cheerful

is

ions in

Love"

many

singers have

become

—

Love"
was originally "The Concert" and quite famous
under that title. (And, of course, you don't

know why
pal

is

of course, that "Fashions in

the

title

The

was changed.)

the best

form of

talking-

a

lightful

to

Made

The

Easy."

essentials of the latter pic-

are not greatly different than the essen-

tials

ment and emphasis

humor

in

although

former,

the

of

are quite different, but the

one

this

arrange-

their

strained,

is

conventional,

princi-

a concert-pianist with cardiac tendencies

him,

and

something else next

try

that "Divorce

Not

likeable

minds
is

me

"but

able.

little

it

It

Made Easy"

comedy

in

its

isn't

a quite

way (which

of the childhood reply to that,

doesn't weigh enough").
is

It

—

is

anyone

"bad."

I

else in the cast

Love"

what may be called

think possibly the trouble with

reaction to the picture
in

Nor

first.

I

is

that I

my

saw "Fashion

doubt that any light comedy
who has just

can look very good to anyone
seen this one.

due course and things work out as such
things do,' but that's the burden of the picture
in

and

I'll

not spoil

it

for you.

outline

I

it

show the sort of
is setting out to do in the talking-pictures, and
I show you this merely to add that no one in
far

all

merely

this or

to

any other land can do

this sort of

thing one-tenth so well.

The humor
civilized.

much

so,

in

is

subtle,

fact,

that

suave,
dull-

witted censors eliminated a few wisecracks from

tha

Chicago

print.)

graceful, sustained.

The acting
The production

easy to take, pleasant in

all

is

smooth,

is

rounded,

the ramifications

censors left only part of this section

but the part they

funny that

is

to

glad to learn that Mr. Victor

continue with us in the

had, for

some odd

reason, the

era.

I

idea that this

lanky gentleman's oral efforts would be terrible.
pleasant to remark that they are quite the

normal, lusty chest tones of a big guy who is
I expect Mr. McLaglen to
light on his feet.
go far in the audiens, and I shall await with
ill

concealed suspense the advent of his "Cock-

eyed World."
"The Black Watch,"

I

am

told, is

it

so

is

the

in

close

to

is

so near funny only because

who wrote

the gentleman

the lines undoubtedly
was thinking of two other fellows. Some of
the words Miss Loy pronounces seriously are
beyond the powers of a Barrymore to inspire.

The

story

about a guy

is

when

it

who went

all

to India

the war broke out, and pre-

War by vamping

vented a Holy

ready

the

touch

to

off.

lady

little

Save for

—

section mentioned above and even that
might have been all right if the censors had

the

let

it

alone

—

is

it

excellent in every way.

"THE WHEEL OF LIFE"
J]3 EST news
Ralston

made from

comes

here, perhaps,

through

actress, just as she

as

a

that

is

first

was in the

Esther

rate

little

silent pictures.

Better news, in degree, is that Richard Dix
comes through as a better speaking actor than
he was in "Nothing But the Truth." Which
leaves yet to be told the news that "The Wheel
of Life" is a pretty good little picture about
white people in India (or somewhere like that;
this equatorial drama is getting me all balled
up) who get tangled up in affairs of the heart.
Dix is the loyal young officer who loves the
commanding officer's wife, O. P. Heggie is the

McLaglen

gabby

left

takes a lot of suspense out of the

it

And

picture.

c. o.,

I'M

It is

of the picture

(So

"THE BLACK WATCH"

thus

thing Menjou

McLaglen-Myrna

it

like-

merry, bright, amusing in spots

course, and they are pretty cuckoo over him
in the customary Menjou manner, particularly

it would have been an
were not for the- Victor
Loy couch scene.
Chicago

if

re-

and never quite dull. It has, in addition to
Mr. MacLean, Miss Marie Prevost— who talks
extremely well and Mr. George Arthur, who
excellent in a characteristic assignment.

cinemas

that

is

excellent picture

which

is

is

who is otherwise married to John Miljan (another natural for the vocal screen), and
these two go away. Wife and husband follow

Black Watch"

print,

And

I did.

the

at

personal reaction to "The

strictly

who had

to

was well liked by

excellent

is

why
me?)

it;

to

being shown.

is

the gratis advice that he let this picture be a

not so stable as his good wife would like them
He meets a good many women, of
to be.

the one

hear business

for Britain,

lesson

rate, it

when and where

it

for

do anything

didn't

it

any

at

who saw

Nor is Douglas MacLean in any sense an Adolphe Menjou. Indeed,
To which I add
I doubt that he ever will be.

just a bit old fashioned.

time.

few weeks, but they remain singers at best;
Mons. Menjou is Heaven be praised an actor
first and a singer by condescension only.

You know,

is

domestic and

farce,

the last

actors in

—

light

that

form easy to manufacture and debehold.
But this idea is knocked
out of one, if one has gained it, by "Divorce

picture,

at

Mons. Menjou's voice, more so at his command
of oral drama, and most of all at his singing.
This last seemed almost too much to expect.
It gives Mons. Menjou and Mme. Baclanova
complete command of the talking-picture field
for so long as the theme-song is the key to
success or failure of actor or actress. A good

Undoubtedly,

it

word

Tinee's triple-starred

say that

I

My own

inclined to get the idea from "Fash-

smart in character,

ture

confess myself surprised

well

should

where

"DIVORCE MADE EASY"

OnE

Mae

Miss

I

ones.
as

"King of the Khyber Rifles," which I am told
was excellent. Wherefore "The Black Watch"
undoubtedly is excellent, too.
(I have even

those

future.

and the picture
be just a good picclaimed it was nor

any degree so suggestive as he averred. All
of which is but preparation for the remark
that "Fashions in Love" is excellent beyond all
argument. I am inclined to think it is the
best picture I have seen this year; I am positive it is by far the best picture Mons. Menjou
ever made, and that includes some mighty good

may

T. O. Service

it,

in

I

Window"

Office

and of course Miss Ralston

The wheel

of

life,

says

around and around and
people

new
it,

who populate

so,

it

is

the wife.

picture,

the

turns

implies, do the

the world.

idea or an old one, as you

Which is
may look

a
at

certainly idea enough for a picture.
well utilized here, the wheel revolves with

but

It is

the calm precision of a well-regulated studio,

and everything comes to rest in due time at
Whereupon, no doubt, the
its appointed place.
wheel continues
well
if such is

—

to turn steadily around.
life,

why

not pictures?)

(Oh

:

Julv

6.
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MUSIC AND TALENT
They're Coming Back;" Patrons Cheer
Complete Music

Mark

Fisher

Service, Plan

Of New Firm

Theatres Find
Public Demands
Shows on Stage
Publix Returning Acts to Houses

Alberts and Associates of Chi-

Woods Theatre

Adopting Policy of
Pictures Onlv
By W. S. RUSSELL

A new corporation, international in
scope, has just opened offices in the
Woods theatre building, Chicago, and
is now active in booking orchestras
and acts, publishing music, and in

"Flesh and blood shows"
the
stageshow, to be more specific are
still on the up-and-up despite the turmoil which talking pictures seem to
have created. Acts have been doubt-

cago Have Offices in

other

ways

fulfilling

of their future in the motion
picture theatre.
Perhaps it was well
that they were cautious, but current
events indicate that there wall be no
permanency in the policy of theatres
to go "pictures only."
ful

important

an

service in this field.
This company is the Chicago Music Corporation, with Frank Alberts, who has
played the Orpheum circuit for 15 years,
as president.
Frank
Other officers are:
Sherman, vice president; Louis Salemmi,
vice president; Daniel Johnson, treasurer;
Peter J. Alferes, secretary; Tom Guarini,
assistant secretary; Harry LaGrand, publishing director, and Angelo Mussachio, assistant publishing director.

Policy

Diversified

The company's policy is a diversified one,
with its activities extending into practically
every phase of the amusement business.
Orchestras, acts and music for every occasion might well be the company's slogan.
Theatres, clubs, radio, cafes and hotels are
among the company's clients.

Regarding

its

plans

a

company

official

said:

The

public will not permit it.
Believe
the following reports from
ald- World representatives
not,

MARK FISHER, the band leader with the
remarkable voice and personality, who has been
a box office attraction for Balaban and Katz
for the last three or four years at their Senate
and Harding theatres was picked to open their
new Paradise theatre, has again been chosen
to follow Waring's Pennsylvanians into the
Chicago theatre, Balaban and Katz's class loop
house. If you have read this book for the last
three weeks you will not have to read further.
Recently the writer was told by the reporter
of a show that was reviewed by the reporter
at the Paradise theatre that after Fisher finished the song he was singing he was forced
to take two encores. That's the way to hold
Eh?
your audience after a four-year run.

"The company will maintain their own
dancing studio in conjunction with their
production department, and here they will
produce their own revues and units for theatres, hotels and cafes.
In addition, they
have installed a fully equipped miniature
radio station from which they will broadcast at regular intervals.

"Their musical department includes booking services throughout the world, music
publishing, song and lyric writing, band organizing, representatives of music publishers and musicians all over the country.

"Civic Leaders"
"As members of the Chicago Association
of Commerce, boosters of the World's Fair,
and with an excellent suite of offices, they

haye

established themselves
while organization.

"The executive
of whom
business, and

all

own

line.

as

a

who

read

Paramount
Returns

to

OMAHA,

at

it

or

Her-

Omaha

Stageshow
XEB., July 2.—"They're coming

back," flashed a caption on the screen at the
Omaha Paramount, Thursday evening, June
27,
the "they" meaning Publix stageshows.
Rounds of applause greeted the announcement, showing what theatregoers thought
about it.
The evening marked the passing
of the all-audien plan at the Paramount and
the restoration of the stageshow.
The golden voiced screen as the sole means
of entertainment was put into effect at the
Paramount some months ago with a flare of
trumpets, thousands of dollars of expense and
an excellent exploitation campaign, but the
public did not take to the shows as well as
was expected. Attendance suffered.
Seemingly theatregoers preferred to see
their dancers in the flesh and have their patThey
ter and chatter put over on the hoof.
migrated to theatres where vaudeville still
continued in its old fashioned way.
All credit to Publix for putting on allaudien shows of high merit. The public is
strong for the audien feature films and also
short features, but evidently is not ready for
screen vaudeville.
June 28 the Publix stageshows were back,
and as the ad the folowing morning said.

—

Koch was back at
Al Morey promised
The stageshow was

"They clicked." Herbie
his place at the organ and
as stagemaster.
"Carnival Cocktail."

well

worth-

staff consists of eight men,
are prominent in the show
are specialist in their

—
—

—as
Who Put
Singing on the

"The Man

Community

Map"

Does Paramount
Des Moines, la.
DES MOIXES, IA., July 2.—The

in

sustained
outcry against the dropping of the stageshows
{Continued on page

IIS)
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"They're Coming Back"

*YOU CAN'T GO WRONG,
WITH ANY FEIST' SONG

SAYS

(Continued from preceding page)

Paramount in Des Moines, will cease
July S, when flesh and blood entertainers will
again be on deck to do their best for the
patrons.
The type of programs brought by
audiens exclusively failed to please the old
Paramount crowds and they are rejoicing in
the return of their favorites.
Lindy Coons, a young man who lived in
Des Moines much of his life before hitting
his present stride, is to be the new master of
ceremonies.
Taques Blumberg will head the
band as he has done successfully for so long
and "Pinky," the drummer, will again bring
the laughs in his department.
Pinky is Al
Smith's double, except that the local percusat

aav

T*NobodyS

DEAR A Your Own"

the

sion artist

is

better looking.

Tack Roth, manager, further announced to
that he was to bring back
the organist, Carroll Wallace. The theatre has
depended entirely on audien entertainment

Des Moines patrons

Maw

since

The

first
show will be "Harvest Time"
with Faunterloy and Van, the Stanley twins.
Varsity Four, Ted Marks and the Gould
dancing chorus.
.

Warners Loan Song Writers

To
'PLEASE

UTMEDWAM ih

MY
MAN'
SONG OF THE BAYOU*

EYEFUL
OF YOU"

MUSIC oA TALENT

—

First National

and Joe Burke, two of Warner Bros,
sonpr writers whose melodiee are heard in several
Vitaphone pictures, have been loaned to the First
National Studio to lend their musical talents to
"Sally" in which Marilyn Miller is starring.
Dubin and Burke have been writing" popular hits
as a team for the past fifteen years.
Among the
present Warner Bros. Vitaphone pictures in which
their songs are heard are "Skin Deep" and "Gold
Diggers of Broadway.'*

.

.

Edward

Hurley, formerly one of the executive
Associated Exhibitors, has signed a long
term contract with Bibo-Lang, Inc., publishers of
popular music and motion picture theme songs.
With the Bibo-Lang Company he will write motion picture and theme song- material and will also
be general manager of that company's motion picture connections.
officers

F.

of

.

.

.

.

More newspaper headlines tell us that
Yale wins from Harvard by six lengths.
And
that C. C. Pyle, former manager of Red Grange has
lost a judgment issued by his derby troupe for failing to pay them.
Dame rumor still insists that
Paramount-Publix will take over the R K O circuit
on a managerial basis.
There are so many
rumors in this town that if one were to really take
them all as facts, the show business would soon be
controlled by one man.
Jack Dempsey, the
former heavyweight champion, opens as a Pantages
star next week over the coast circuit.
Speaking
of heavyweights. Jack Johnson, the former champion,
is now making a talkie in which he sings, plays a
banjo and shows up his ability as a colored minstrel.
Now that Equity has taken a hand in organizing the film actors. Harry Mount ford, the former
White Rats leader, is trying to revive his local again
as the vaudeville branch of the Union.
With
the forthcoming strike of theatre musicians this fall
we can see a great deal of trouble ahead.
No
matter who is right the public always wins, too.
Speaking of vaudeville
the N. V. A. house
organ has been discontinued and Roland Burke Hennessy, its editor, has revived his former publication,
The New York Star.
Sam Kingston, for many
years general manager for the Ziegfeld interests, is
dead after a long illness.
Ziegfeld recently joined
Samuel Goldwyn in the new film producing combination.
While on the subject of pictures let us say
a word about George Givot.
This new star of
the stage and screen has just completed two more
talking shorts with Esrare Kaye, Marian Lax, Dave
Franklin, Abner Silvers, and Julie Wintz supporting
him.
William Michalson directed them and
William Givot assisted.
Speaking of pictures.
Jack Hopkins, the first William Fox leading man
and now a well known director of talkies, is back in
New York City after spending a few years on the
coast.
Jack is soon to embark on a new deal
that will bring pictures into the homes and churches.
.
As long as there are theatres there will be
stageshows, said Jesse Lasky.
Talking pictures
will not hurt the stage, in fact it will help keep up
the good training for future screen work.
That's
what we say. too.
Good plays will always be
patronized and good artists will always draw in the
Publix will continue to stage bandshows
flesh.
and retain their masters of ceremony as well as their
featured organists.
We hear that they will produce talking shorts of several of their units.
However, this will not interfere with the regular
route of the stageshows. ... It looks like Leo Feist
will duplicate the record of "Ramona" with "Honey."
Joe Decatur, the erstwhile business manager of
the firm has hopes of even breaking the record.
The song is still one of the best sellers all over
the country after being on top for more than five
weeks.
About this time every year the music
business takes a fall for a few weeks until the cool
weather sets in again.
But on the other hand
no publisher can complain that he isn't getting a
break.
Better breaks are being passed out to
publishers today than they ever got in their lives.
All songs can't become hits so all in all they
are enjoying a fine income with all due thanks to the
talking picture and radio tie-ups. ... Of course,
hard working men like Al Beilin find this a good
time to run off to the beach and spend a few weeks
vacation. ... If Willie Horowitz was wise he would
But Willie is so darn loyal to his
do the same.
Mose Gumble
Never mind. Willie.
firm.
Yes, in his office talkrest,
too.
his
little
takes
ing to acts and band leaders about new arrangeThese dog-gone professional men never
ments.
give up no matter how hot it gets and boy it sure
can get hot in this town of bright lights and autoBoys, do you know that Billy Cripps
mats.
is very ill in Buffalo ? ... Be sure to drop him a
Poor Billy, his father
line in care of Remick's.
just passed away a short while back and now he is
Here's a tip
work.
hard
all worn out from
Never wait too long to take that rest
folks.
tion.
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TAGE SHOWS
Chicago Uptown
Week Ending June

27

short stay in the loop Verne Buck relurned to his old stamping grounds and did he
I tamp in "Rainbow Trail." hi? stage offering- for this
"Rainbow Trail" is a real wild west, shoot
I reek.
3m up, Jesse James massacre, reminiscent of those
aye when the women backed up their arguments
rith a six-gun.
The show opened to the tunes of an Indian medley.
r
Tie orchestra dressed as cowboys was arranged in
I* sort of sheltered nook in some canyon, river in the
background with an Indian lazily paddling his canoe.
This setting was exceptionally good and well lighted.
Vith the opening number the Sorrel Girls, dressed
|i£ snappy cowgirls gave a routine dance and ended
Its the Bachelor Four Quartette took up the melody.
Kt the end of their number Verne made his appearince and what a scream
all dolled up as cowboy
je luxe, chaqueta, guns aroarin' and everything.
To
ihow his hard hearted nature he suggests a stampede
ind leads the orchestra into "Stampede" with the
I

After

a

'

i

'

strument. Tho pianos turned out to be camouflaged
xylophones and the girls played a number of harmonious numbers.
Edris Purcell, a dainty miss,
conducted the group and led them in a pretty dance.
Eubie Blank and Broadway Jones, singer and
pianist of dusky hue. were the featured members of
the revue.
Blake sang and shuffled acceptably and
Jones made the piano talk.
Both got good hands.
Followed the Ben Ali Hassan Troup, a half dozen
talented acrobats, who performed with apparent disregard of the laws of gravity.
Harry Mason proved
a rapid fire monolcgist reciting the tribulations of a
head waiter.
Tish Joseph's
personality
singing
rounded out an exceptionally well-balanced bill, all
introduced by m. c. Jack Kauffman heading the
Broadway stage band, whose outstanding novelty
number was "Louise."

119

he if developing into a vocalist of no mean ability,
and his rendition of "You Were Meant for Me," etc..
went over big.
Castro Carazo and the Saenger Grand Orchestra as
an opener to the bill discoursed "Memories," which
brought back to the old-timers the days of the
seventies and eighties, when music was music and
jazz was yet in the unborn state.
Wesley Lord at the organ is endeavoring to popularize community singing with the audience, which.
Though timid at first, is gradually warming up to the
subject.
One selection in which the female specie
heartily joined was "Papa, Come Home on Pay
Night," which proves conclusively that the weaker
sex has the true appreciation of money.

The

film

which

is

George

is

Bancroft

in

"Thunderbolt."

pleasing.

i

I

,

|

;

?nsemble singing and shooting pistols.
Next came
fean Deveraux, an acrobatic dancer who was called
>ack for more and then follow* d Bud Carlell with
several clever rope stunts and dances that was folowed by the Sorel girls in a dance to the tune of
Verne's characteristic march.
The girls then danced
to the tune of "Rose of the Rio Grande" and with
real guns and bullets,
shot at targets fastened to
*.otem poles and as the bullets found their marks
whirling lights would appear.
After the smoke
cleared away and the dead were carried out. Jean
Boy dell, comedienne, entertained with several clever
imitations and impersonations and featured "Wild.
Wild. Women" and "Dance of the Wooden Soldiers."
Frank Wilson, not to be forgotten, sang "Louise,"
was called back several times and Verne augmented
the encores by demonstrations of his versatilities.
Next came Ossman and Schepp, banjoists, who featured "Precious Little Thing Called Love." "Girl of
My Dreams," "Cream in My CofTee" and a medley
of southern airs.

The

consisted of the entire ensemble shootsinging and dancing to the tune of "Rainbow
Trail."
As this number started, a back drop was
lowered, which was a cutout of a mammoth Indian
face with the feather headdress composed of members
of the Sorel Girls costumed as Indians.
finale

ing,

San Antonio Azrec
Week Ending June

14

The stage show presentation featured a new master
of ceremonies, as Ralph Pollock was called to the
bedside of his ill mother in San Francisco. Cal.

New

Chicago Regal

Orleans Saenger
Week Ending June

Week Ending June
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Since the time Noah staged the first vaudeville entertainment in the Ark. "nut" comedians have always occupied a prominent part in all vaudeville
bills, and invariably have been of the "he" brand.
But this week a novelty with the Publix Unit.
Cheerio, in the persons of Grace and Marie Elaine,
two buxom lassies has the general run beat four
ways from the ace. The ladies sang, danced and gave
impersonations out of the ordinary, and more than
pleased the audiences.
The "nut" brand of acts
opens a new field for pretty comedians who in the
past have merely kicked off a few steps, gave their
impressions of Vesta Tilly and others of the long
ago. and got their names in big letters on the

program.
Helen McFarland was decidedly versatile sang,
danced, kicked up her heels, makes love (stage love,
you know), to Ray Teal, and ended her act by a
novelty number on the xylophone. Xylophone playing
is somewhat tiring, but Miss McFarland makes you
want to see and hear more.
Dorothy Nelville, an excellent soprano singer, surprised those
in
the audience with her excellent

—

rendition of classic selections, as acts of this quality
and elicited much praise, both from the
local critics and those up in musical technique.
The honors of the bill this week however, go to
little ten-year-old Rita Moore, a winsome New Orleans dancer and singer, whose numbers far surpass
few years. The little miss is a student in one of the
city schools and began her "theatrical" career at the
age of four years.
She is destined to be a headliner on the big time ere many years have passed.
The Gamby-Hale Girls, and there seems to be
quite a bit of a family of them, had gorgeous wardrobe, knew how to dance and made themselves otherwise attractive to their audiences, especially in the
song "You Are the Cream of My Coffee" accompanied by Ray Teal and his stage band.
Speaking of Ray Teal it might be mentioned that

are rare,

I.

The Regal is under the
Jay Faggan and the house

week and

led the

Kane and seemed

to

*

Rather weak.
Yech and Stewart, acrobatic on the comedian style,
The boys improved
10 minutes of laughs.

though.
offered
.since

last

Miss Betty Kane, songstress, was the best act in
this unit stage show.
She will make Mary Garden
look to her laurels within a year or two. thinks this
scribe and a wonderful personality too.
Others in "The Art Ideas Presentation." included
Bob Ragland, who did a trombone solo which went
over nice.
Bob is one of the regular musicians in
the stage band and a number of this kind is always
well liked by all sorts of people.
Frank Hernandez, grand symphony orchestra maestro, received a big hand for his classical music that
pleases the natives.
L. J. ("Larry")

Pico.

"The

pep organist."
has new novelties to offer at the console each week.
Corinne Griffith in "The Divine Lady." First Nationals audien picture was the screen attraction this
week at William ("Bill") Epstein's popular Aztectheatre.
Business,
above the average and the

the cornet player, Rubin Reeves, is about the hottest
flayer heard in some time.
He should be brought
on the stage for solos and plenty of them.
Bob Morris, sawed off comedian, furnished some
clever jokes and dances.
This boy got a laugh on
Jean
each appearance and there was plenty, too.
Star, favorite singer in this house, offered "How
Can Anything So Good Be Bad" for her first number
and she clicked. Her second number won a big apIt was called "New Kind of Old Fashioned
Miss Star won a flattering hand and she
deserved it.
The feature on this program was the Three Gobs.
This trio was about the most talented ever seen.
The boys started out with a song and it took the
house down. This would have been enough to prove
they were good but. they also danced and after all
was done we found out that their dancing was the
main event.
Clever as could be and the orchestra
had to play to keep the audience's applause covered.
The finale brought out the entire assembly to do
You'll find you can spend two
a «hort dance.
hour? of enjoyment at the Regal.

plause.
Girl."

BOB WEST

The Versatile
Master of Ceremonies
I

Maestro

L
L

Paramount
Theatre

Week Ending June

26

The Fox Broadway continues their excellent
Fanchon & Marco ideas with "Oddities." Though not
as spectacular as some, it look honors on the bill
throughout the week.
A most unusual feature was
the xylophone number by a dozen good looking girls,

who danced onto

the stage with replicas of baby
grand pianos each apparently the center of the in-

UNIFORMS

FOR HOUSE

ATTACHES

Now
Guest Conductor
at the

Brooklyn, N. Y,

Branford Theatre
NEWARK, N. J.

weather, fair and warm.
Next week's bill is Billie Dove in "Careers." with
Ralph Pollock back as m. c. on the program.

,

M

The Organ

Permanent Addres:

real

Portland Fox

seen.

The orchestra was next featured and many of the
members gave pleasing solos. We would say that

make

many friends with the patrons with his saxophone
playing, and boy. when it comes to waving a mean
baton, page Mr. Paul Ash and how

it

interesting stage shows
he.-,
days.
The Regal has
also a new band leader that calls himself Al Bakay.
and after getting our first glimpse of Bakay we
would judge he'll pass.
The band is exceptionally
hot so much that the Regal has installed another
plant to keep its patrons cool.
The presentation opened with Bakay singing or
rather talking "Glad Rag Doll" to a pretty colored
girl.
It didn't get much attention
for an opener

Jack Amluntr. sax player in the band, stepped out
for the

29

management of
presenting some very

new

"DOC" WEBB
Original

Organ Novelties
at the

MARSHALL

Square Theatre,

CHICAGO

FOR STAGE
PRESENTATIONS

BROOKS

COSTUMES

1437 B'way
N. Y. City
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Milwaukee Wisconsin

WITMARK
SONG SLIDE

A SONG DERBY
Featuring

WHY

DID YOU LET

AM BLUE?
I

race

track

song idea and sure
winner)

applause

MAYBE— WHO KNOWS

DANCE OF THE
PAPER DOLLS
By Sam Serwer

SMALL SETS
MAYBE—WHO KNOWS
(YOU MADE ME LOVE YOU)

WHY

DID YOU?

LOVE

YOU—

I

HATE YOU

(THEME FROM "CAREERS")

VITAPHONE RECORDS
AND SLIDES
LOVE YOU—
HATE YOU
I

I

MAYBE— WHO KNOWS
Write for Slides and Information to

JIMMY CLARK,

Mgr.

Organ & Song Slide Dep't
321 West 44th Street, New York

M.

is being held in Milwaukee.
Sunkist Beauties staged an attractive dance before a background representing a
basket of flowers.
The dancers were garbed in yellow and orchid and purple costumes. Miss Carita,
the dancing soloist, entertained with some intricate

ballet

of

24

movements.
Johnnie Dunn, formerly in "No, No, Nanette" did
some clever stepping accompanying himself at the
same time on the uke. The boy is clever with the
instrument, making the one -sound like two.
He
also obliged with "Tea for Two," and drew good
'

An Egyptian scene furnishes the next setting for
the ballet with the Joyboys in the pit, playing "My
Blue Heaven."
Lucille Page, the youngest acrobatic
and novelty dancer in the company, did the solo
dancing with rare ability.
The number was beautifully staged and well done.
Ralph Erwin and a girl staged a skit with dancing
and violin. He played and danced at the same time
to the tune of "I'm Going to Marry My Sweetheart
Soon."

WITMARK & SONS
1650 Broadway

NEW YORK

Chicago Granada
27

Benny Meroff's stage show was entitled "Let's
Laugh Awhile" with Willie and Eugene Howard,
formerly with the George White's "Scandals," as the
featured attraction.
The show opened with the
ballet giving a rhythmetic veil dance.
At the end
of this number came Snap & Ginger with several tap
dance numbers and got a big hand. This team was
followed by Little Darlienne, who sang "Honey" and
then executed a number of back-breaking dances.
She was very good and was called back for more.
Hal and Marion Vest were then introduced and gave
a snappy dance number and were followed by "Benny."
himself, who showed that he was not half bad in
the use of his hoofs.
The ballet then entered, in
strut fashion, to the tune of "The Wedding of the
Painted Doll" and gave a novel display to show their
red and silver costumes.
Hal Vest then returned and
got a big hand at the end of his solo dance.
Then came the Howards, the feature attraction of
the bill, who kept the hou.se in an uproar with their
fast stream of wise cracks and funny clowning.
The finale consisted of the entire cast, each act
appearing with a short number and all working into
a whirlwind finish.

On the screen was Phyllis Haver in "The Office
Scandal," Columbia's Screen Snapshots all in dialog
which was a decided hit and got a hand and a
Vitaphone act. "Jack White and His Montrealers,"
which was very good and seemed to be liked by all.

Kansas City Mainstreet
Week Ending June

29

Gould,
in
a
series
of impersonations,
headed the stage program at the Mainstreet.
So
outstanding is the talent of Miss Gould that she
proves to be more clever than most of the persons
-she imitates.
She met with hearty applause all week.
Billy Glason, late star of "Gay Paree," offered a
round of jokes and songs under the title, "Songs
and Sayings."
He intermingles his jokes and
vocal numbers in a pleasing manner.
"The Black Kat Four" are a quartet of Negroes
who have a fast dance act which is not excelled by
many similar acts seen at the Mainstreet recently.
The "Nine Allisons," billed as Europe's greatest
family of Risely Artists, come about as near being
pin wheels or skyrockets as any act seen recently.
They are fast moving and appear to be all over the
stage at once.
Kelly and Jackson have a comedy turn with a
mystery angle to it. The sketch is titled, "Oh May."
A large number of laughs are included in the
Vertita

number.

San Francisco Warfield
Week Ending June
of

Lynn Cowan comes before the curtain and explains
the "Opportunity Idea" of Fanchon and Marco. This
had its start in a contest held yearly in the large
cities of the Pacific Coast in co-operation with leading
newspapers, when a girl is chosen from each city
for some outstanding quality in entertainment.
The
girls are then taken to Hollywood and trained, afterward being sent out over the Fox-West Coast circuit
an act.
The Opportunity Girls make their appearance in
costumes representing Gladstone bags and sing an
original song.
Each introduces herself and it is
soon apparent there are girls from San Diego, Pasadena, Oakland, Seattle, Salem, Long Beach, Vancouver, Los Angeles, Portland, Fresno, Sacramento
and San Francisco. As they leave a fat girl from
San Jose rushes in and expresses fear that she has
missed her train and sang "Dream Train," while an
odd looking train resembling a caterpillar, with its
multitude of legs, rambles on the stage, the stamping
of feet imitating the getting under way process.
in

Lynn Cowan presents

Then another Egyptian scene for the ballet with
atmosphere furnished by tom-tom music followed, the
chorus was garbed in brilliant costumes, carrying
large vases. A gold curtain drop furnished the background while the stage was hung with violet, orange,
green and rose draperies in beautiful color harmony.
A solo dance by little Lucille Page, dressed in a
gorgeous white costume with an ostrich fa i headdress
completed the number,
Miss
Page's
fine
acrobatic and novelty dancing came in for a big

Week Ending June

THIRSTY

FOR KISSES
DANCE OF THE
PAPER DOLLS

I

that entertains, pleases, yet brings a tinge of regret.

28

share of the applause.

LADY DIVINE
I'M

Kiwanis convention which

Week Ending June

applause.

ME HAVE MY DREAMS
(A

Fanchon and Marco's "Idea of Beauty" opened this
week with an overture by the Joyboys under the
direction of Al Lyons in honor of the International

public.
In addition to being a crackerjack of a
show, combining the Fanchon and Marco "Opportunity
Idea" with the O'Neill Sisters Kiddie Show, it marks
the end of the San Francisco engagement of Lynn
Cowan, popular composer-singer-director, and brings
stage shows at this house to an end.
It's a show

The

ORGAN PRESENTATIONS
OF HIT SONGS
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This week's stage show at the Warfield theatre is
more than ordinary interest to the theatre-going

his orchestra in

a rendition

own number. "Then I'll Know Why," ending
by singing the words and thanking the people of
San Francisco for the way he has been received in
He introduces Katherine
his stay of twelve weeks.
Orsini, the Miss San Francisco of the Opportunity
Girls, who offered a Spanish dance, the act which
won her title for her.

of his

The O'Neill Sisters Kiddie Revue is next in order
and a bevy of dimpled cherubs, clad mostly in
smiles, come on and sing and dance, oblivious of all
A solo number. "I'm Walking Around in a
else.
Dream," is offered as the saucy sprites decorate the
runway built over the orchestra pit.
A wee dancer comes on and dances to the music
of the "Pagan Love Song." going off with a fine
exhibition of gymnastics. A lad sings "From Sunrise
to Sunset" as a girl poses, and is followed by a girl
did a difficult Russian dance.
Twenty-four tiny
tots then came on and did a Russian peasant dance
in costume.
A boy and girl did a tap dance and
were followed by another diminutive couple whose
offering was the "Merry Widow Waltz," with fancy

who

steps.

A

lad

who might

still

be

in

kindergarten

sang

"You Were Meant for Me" and gets vociferous applause, and a wee maid repeats with a fan and toe
dance. Three couples sing "Me and the Man in the
Moon" and Lynn Cowan plays the accompaniment
on his tiny piano as a small girl sings "Button Up
Your Overcoat" and other recent successes. A colored
quartette sang as only the colored race can and
received a great hand.

The girls in the revue came down the stairways
singing "Where the Shy Little Violets Grow," each
in a flower costume, and finally the entire company of
forty group on the stage, while the Opportunity Girls
pose in the background.
Not an adult in the act,
except the musicians, but a constant standing line
the
entrance
at
and box office, attests the fact that
youth is the attraction.

New York Roxy
Week Ending June
The new summer
Broadway comedian,

28

policy here has Lou Holtz, the
as master of ceremonies and a

ca^t of fine stage artists. This week the presentation
is called "Le Perroquet." and reproduced the well
known cabaret in Paris of that name. The cast included Patricia Bowman, the Roxy danseuse, Mary
McCoy, and Paul Davin as vocalists, the Trainor
Brothers in an eccentric tap dance routine on a mat,
Bud and Bess Carson, whirlwind dancers, and the
Roxy Ballet with the Markert Girls.

The Overture was conducted by Erno Rapee and
presented song hits from the "Fox Movietone Follies"
with a fine symphonic arrangement by Maurice Baron
and vocal accompaniment by Reine Valerie. The song
that was featured was "Big City Blues" staged in
full stage setting to represent a large street scene
at night with bright lights and Reine Valerie, as
soloist, sang the number.
Then Lou Holtz came out in front of a plush
bit of his gaging and later introduced
the rest of the evening's fun.
We must say that
in such a large theatre as this, Holtz's personality
as a comic is buried and lost. The amplifying horns
help to carry his voice across the large auditorium
There is no doubt
but that is not the real thing.
that his name means something along Broadway,
but then the Roxy needs no big name to pull them
Somehow or other we do not
in, it's always packed.
like the summer policy as much as we do the fin*
high class stage presentations offered here before.
Style made this theatre and that's the only thing

drop to do a
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will keep it in a distinct clase ae the most
wonderful place of its kind in America.
The stage prologue to the "4 Devils" wae short and
effective with two men, one in the role of a clown

that

who sang "On With
flashed during the last

the

the film was
theme song of

the Show" as
The
refrain.

Fox picture was played throughout,

it's

called

"Marian."

Chicago Paradise
Week Ending June

reported last week as a sensation,
only proved the same things here. Roy's drunk act
Then Mark
i6 clever and his tumbles are better still.
introduced Mary Williams, a favorite of this theatre,
Mary sang
having sung over radio station WGES.
Then the
the chorus of one number seven time-s.
people were not satisfied.
Boyd Senter, saxophone player, gave an interesting
Then Mark
presentation. He played three numbers.
Fisher, West Side's favorite, and in fact the favorite
of Chicago, sang "Because You Said I Love You."
Mark sure has a pleasing voice. He was compelled
The orchestra was necessary
to take three encores.
to stop the applause.
The Ballet Girls came on with striking costumes
while elaborate drops fell in back of the orchestra.
It was truly a picturesque ending.

Roy Rogers,

attraction Annapolis, featuring

July 5
week

for

Mark

their

stage

Fisher and his

band.

k

The show opened with a male chorus singing
"Navy Blue and Gold." The curtains parted to introduce Mark Fisher who sang "I Get Blue When It
Rains." In this number the band gave imitations of
the way Paul Whiteman. Phillip Sousa and Ted Lewis
At the finish of thus number the
might play it.
ballet did a military routine dance number as an
introduction of Osgood and Layne, two clever tap
dancers, who put their number over by their per-

I

I

a real
sonality rather than their ability to dance
team and received a big hand, called back for more
Next came the popular Miss Evelyn
and gave it.
Wilson and oh how she did her stuff and after
her bit of clowning got a big hand for "Poo Poo Pe
Poo." She promised to come back later and Evelyn,
;

a girl of her word, did.

:

The band then accompanied Fisher who sang "Big
and "Louise." For "Louise" a special
and the ballet helped complete the set.
The regular Chicago orchestra accompanied him for

City Blues"
set was used

Mark

Fisher made a wonderful hit
with the audience. This always occurs no matter in
what house they put him. Why not with his excellent voice?
Evelyn Wilson keeps her promise and returns with
"Goodbye, Broadway. Hello, Montreal," gave several
drunk impersonations and was given the applause
of the evening.
For the finale, a slight change was made in the
set, Jack Peacock was featured in "On Parade," the
ballet in a patriotic revue with the Statue of Liberty
in the background.
The Chicago orchestra played for their overture
"Russian Airs" featuring Hans Muenzer, violinist in
"Paraphrases" by Kretchner, "Trepok" by Rubenstein and "Souvenir of Moscow."
This overture was
wonderful and Muenzer certainly deserved the ovation which was given him.
this

St.

number.

Louis Ambassador
Week Ending June 27

Harry Rose was pinch hitting for Ed Lowry as
master of ceremonies during this week, and entitled
his stage offering "Fore" a golf 6howlet in which
Alex J. Morrison, who claims to be the world's
champion golf 6hot expert, was featured.
Morrison did his stuff within the limits of the
stage.
Others who helped put the show over were
Cliff Crane, Brian McDonald, Olive Faye and Wilton
Crawley,

Chicago Harding
Week Ending June
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Louis Adrian presented a very pleasing show featuring Frank Sterling, Small Brothers, Lolita Amiet

and Anders and

Millis.

HITMARKS

St,

Louis Missouri
Week Ending June

MUSIC FOR
29

George Olson's jazz band wa« the featured stage
week and from all accounts went over
very, very big.
This organization was one of the
bip jazz hits of the East the current season and it

Dance and Theatre Orchestras,
Radio, Presentation and Vaude-

offering: of the

was St. Louie* first opportunity to give them the
once-over since they arrived.
Perhaps we are too enthusiastic but it appeared
to be the best popular music program offered in St.
Louis since the visit of Paul Whiteman and hi«
players.
Olsen has superior musicians who have the
knack of giving that certain something to their
syncopations besides filling it with noise and fun.
Their stunt of using any three notes suggested by
the audience and improvising a jazz piece in which
these notes recur in the theme took down the house.
was something decidedly different and that is
It
what St. Louis audiences require.

ville

For the opening the band

Acts

GREAT SONGS

FIVE

FROM

ON WITH THE SHOW
Warner Bros.-Vitaphone

All

Natural

Color Production

11

AM

I

BLUE"

" BIRMINGHAM BERTHA"

Philadelphia Mastbaum
Week Ending June 28
The stage show, "Circus Days." at the Mastbaum
week provides plenty of snappy entertainment

this

with the atmosphere of the big tent.

"LET ME HAVE MY DREAMS"
"IN THE LAND OF LET'S PRETEND"

"WELCOME HOME"

A

Chicago Chicago
this

ARE

28

that.

The Chicago presented

WITMARK'S

ceived a big hand.

"La Fiesta" was the title of this week's show and
week at the
it was the same presentation reported last
Mark Fisher was given some interesting
Oriental.
Boyd Senter, Roy
talent to help put over the show.
And
Rogers and Mary Williams were the artiste.
Mark, of course, was the headliner.
Jack Peacock Kelly, a member of the orchestra,
was the best xylophone player ever seen. We can't
explain how good he was but he was better than

Week Ending

played a snappy number and each act had to do
their bit before being entered into Jazz Heaven.
The Small Brothers gave a snappy fast stepping
dance number and were followed by Lolita Amiet
who sang "My Dear" and "Falling for You." She
has a good voice and got a real hand. After another
band number Frank Sterling, "Harmonica King,"
gave a demonstration of what can happen if you
know how to use a mouth organ. Anders and Millis
ended the show with a lot of wise cracks that re-
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decided musical novelty is the contest "Organ
Versus Orchestra," in which Stuart Barrie at the
Wurlitxer organ and Charles Previn, conductor of
the Mastbaum orchestra, engage in a friendly controversy as to the popularity of their instruments.
Stuart Barrie played "Lover, Come Back to Me,"
"Grand Val.se de Concert" and a jazz selection and
Previn to show the versatility of the orchestra, gave
the "William Tell Overture," "Angels* Chorus*' from
"Faust" and a highly amusing take-off of the average jazz band in "Mean to Me." The feature went
over bipr and the applause of the audience seemed
to be equally divided.

In the absence of Jack Stanley, leader of the
stage band and master of ceremonies, Stuart Barrie
assumed his duties. The Foster Girls dressed in stunning Pierrette costumes, gave a finished exhibition
of high stepping.
Vera Van in green tights and
rhinestones contributed some acrobatic stunts and
contortionistic dancing.

Fink and Ayer on roller skates, furnished a thrill
with their marvellous exhibition of skating in a circumscribed area. What those boys can't do on roller
skates isn't worth doing.
Their most thrilling stunts
are those in which the lighter weight partner was
whirled at a terrific rate of speed by one foot attached to a strap around the other's waist and was
also swung in a circle holding only by his teeth.

Two baby elephants. Tulsa and Julie, did circus
that would have done credit to veterans of
the sawdust ring.
They performed with perfect confidence and ease the well known barrel stunt, did
the Charleston, kicked up their heels, walked a
plank and danced to the strains of "Sidewalks of
New York," voicing their disapproval of the whole
proceeding by repeated bellowing.
There was an
undercurrent of feeling among the audience that
this act was inhumane.
tricks

Probably the most attractive number was the horse
by the fifteen Foster Girls dressed as three
teams of horses, white, black and brown in color.
These girls are truly high steppers and pranced
drill

about the stage in a spirited competition for the
favor of the audience, to be determined by applause,
with the white team winning the blue ribbon by
popular choice.

As the

the stage they were followed by
a disreputable old nag manipulated by two men, who
kept the audience laughing with his ridiculous antics.
This was an exceedingly clever act and the two
men who manipulated the horse are experts in their
girls

TWO GREAT SONGS
FROM
National Vitaphone
Singing and Dancing Production
First

BROADWAY BABIES
"BROADWAY GABY DOLLS"
"WISHING AND WAITING FOR LOVE"

FIRST NATIONAL
VITAPHONE FEATURE

"DRAG"
"SON G OFTHE NILE"
MAYBE-- WHO KNOWS
Ruth

(You Made Me Love You)

WHY

YOU
DANCE OF THE
PAPER DOLLS
YOU OUGHT TO SEE
MY NEW BABY
Al.

line.

DID

Cook and
Professional

left

Walzer and Dyer, a comedy team, depended largely
on the female member who babbled incessantly,
punctuating her speech with an inane laugh for
success.
They concluded with a unique dance as
they made their exit and were heartily applauded.
In the finale a silver trapeze was lowered from the
ceiling as the fifteen Foster girls in white and
silver climbed up by means of ribbons and gave a
synchronized
showed
trapeze
performance
that
splendid training. As they hung poised on the trapeze
all the other entertainers, including the baby elephants, assembled on the stage and did their stunts.

Etting's Sensation

Bob

Ira Schuster
Managers

Miller

Manager, Band and Orchestra Depts.

M.

WITMARK & SONS
1650

Broadway

NEW YORK
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Don Isham (Chicago Granada) assisted by the
orchestra featured a medley of numbers called Love
Songs consisting of "My Wild Irish Rose," "Jeannine," "Let Me Call You Sweetheart" and "My
Dear."
Don put his numbers over in great shape
and had no trouble in getting the audience to sing.
He must believe in the psychology of the old songs
the the best songs and in the writer's opinion they
are the best and will always get a response where
the newer numbers fail.
"My Dear" was featured
by a member in the orchestra, but with all hi.s
coaxing the audience did not want to learn any new
songs.
The song is good but I would have much
rather they had repeated "Let Me Call You Sweetheart."
But all-in-all the songs were a success and
I joined the rest in their applause.

SONGS
No. i
"Pagan Love Song" (Robbins Music

—

Corp.).

No. 3
Dolls"

Painted

the

—

Win. E. Thompson (Atlantic City Strand) as a
prelude to the "Fox Movietone Follies" used Remick's
latest slide novelty called "Talent for the Talkies."
Opening with a series of clever "gag" slides which
introduced "Louise." and following with "Some Sweet
Day," "Here We Are." "Finding the Long Way
Home." As a final chorus, Thompson played "I'd

3
— (LeoNo.
Feist).

No. 4

—

"Louise" (Remiek Music Corp).
"I Get the Blues When It Rains"—

Do Anything

(Forster).

"You Were Meant for

Me"— (Robbins

Sin"

in

Brown

&

Gilroy
(New York Proctor's 58th Street)
offered an original organ song-fest, in which he
featured "Mother's Boy." As an introductory. "Gil"
(as he is familiarly known to his audience) started
off well with "Heigh-Ho, Everybody Heigh-Ho."
He
followed with a chorus of "I'll Never Ask for More,"
then a title 6lide of "Mother's Boy" on which Morton Downey's picture is seen, as well as his voice
is heard (in conjunction with a record).
For a final
punch number, "Gil" played "Weary River" as
everyone joined in singing.

Co.).

No. 6

"Carolina

"Vm

Moon"— (Joe

Morris).

Vagabond Lover"

Just a

Feist).

—

— (Leo

"Weary River" (Irving Berlin)
"Broadii'av Melodv" (Robbins Music

—

John Gart (Jamaica.

Corp.).

No. 7
Got a Feeling I'm

"I've

Falling"

Hits

—

No. 8

to

Me"— (De

Sylva,

Henderson).

No. 9

—
—

"Wedding Bells" (Watterson).
"Why Did Yon" (Wit mark & Sons).
"Dream Train"— (Milton Weil).

*HUGGABLE KISSABLE YOU"— (Bibo-Lang.

—A

Inc.)

fox trot that ought to make a good
dance number. It's being plugged by the sensational
Eastern vocalizer. Rudy Vallee. By Irving Bibo.

-

cute

little

—

IT OVER" (Leo Feist Inc.)
pretty fox trot ballad by the prolific writer Carmen Lombardo of the famous Guy Lombardo broadcasting orchestra.
With this combination to start
It should develop into a real seller.
Words and music

"AFTER THINKING

—A

by Benny Davis and Carmen Lombardo.
*

*

*

Berlin. Inc.)— A
— (Irvingwhat
After
constitutes

THAT'S LIVING
thought in song.

The song explains everything.
Ben Ryan, music by Violinsky.

cheap.

*

pretty

living is

all

*

Word.s

by

territory.

Will no doubt get a nice plug
Lyrics by Estelle Sims, music by

in

this

Edwarl

Home.

C.

*

*

—

of

writers

pretty thought by the
lighter than that song.

Has plenty

both lyric and melody.

Lyric by

I

for

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

Will

Make You Famous."

At the conclusion

of the

community sing Shelley went down into the audience and picked out a girl singer inviting her to
come "back stage" and sign the contract.
The music for this clever organlogue was furnished by I. E. Sklare, Manager of Remick Song
Shop.
Meikel

(Chicago

Harding),

organist,

fea-

"You Were Meant for Me,"
"Broadway Melody" and
"Ooh-oo,"
"Coquette,"
The audience was quick to
several parody numbers.
tured

*

RAMONA

—

but

of sentiment in
L. Wolfe Gilbert,

respond to the slides and seemed to enjoy each of
the numbers.
Here's a boy
Sammy Williams (Chicago Regal).
that has been with the Regal 6ince its opening and
the funny part about it is they don't get tired of
him here. Sammy played six or seven numbers this
Sammy
week and all were received with a bang.
has a 6tyle of his own. He sits at the organ facing
The projectionist
the audience, always smiling.
didn't give Sammy a break this week, turning off
Get
the spot before he even took a second bow.
after him. Sammy.

*

—

&

Sons)— The
Me) M.
of
of the First National picture CAREERS.
It's a pretty song with a strong lyric and if the
picture clicks it will do the same for the song. Lyric

Fool Out
theme 6ong

by Al Bryan, music by Geo.

W.

college

men, but from universities

all

*

'

*

*

Morse, famous colored blues singer has recorded Santly Bros.' "Miss You" with Columbia.
Believe me if any one can put over a number, it

Lee

she.

Remick's talks a peach of a game
but I wonder if he plays as well as he
claims to have beaten Jesse Crawford the
other day but I will have to have Jesse corroborate
it before I'll believe it.
Heard at Remick's that their star Chicago representative. Billy Cripps, is seriously ill at Dr. Pierce's
Sanitarium, Buffalo, N. Y.
I'm sure a lot of his
friends here will want to drop him a line.
Hess of

Cliff

of

golf,

talks.

He

*

*

*

Another well-known music man is laid up at the
Pasadena Hospital, California. He is Lew Brown of
DeSylva, Brown and Henderson. While recuperating,

Lew
to

will undoubtedly write a tune that
advantage by the firm.
*

Bobby

Crawford, head
and Henderson,

*

will be used

»

firm of DeSylva,
to leave for the
coast again, in the interests of the firm.

Brown

*

the

of

is

soon

•

*

for M-G-M and Robbins
soon be on the west coast where he will be
busily writing the music for a forthcoming M-G-M

Eugene Berton, song-writer

will

Novarro

picture.
*

*

*

For all the years of its long-lived vogue, the song.
"Yiddisha Mama" carried the trade-mark, "Sophie
Tucker."
Though its popular appeal lasted for
years, it had to end some time and Sophie has
been searching without much success until she found
a Witmark number called, "My People."
She sang
it
for the first time at the Palace this week and
she has really found a song that may supplant the old
hit.
The lyrics for this number were written by
Paul Cunningham (who is as Irish as can be) and
the music by Paul Winkopp.
«

*

»

Rudy Vallee, in collaboration with Johnny Tucker
and Joe Schuster has written another new number
"Honest I'm in Love With You," which
called,
Warner-Witmark have published.
In a recent letter from Bert Feldman, Witmark's
representative in Great Britain and Ireland, he enprogram of a day's music aboard the
a
Majestic on which he returned to England.
The
entire programme is made up of Witmark numbers,
which goes to prove that Witmark's has a representative that does not let a moment go by without
plugging the firm's numbers.
closed

Walter Donaldson, Edgar Leslie and Walter Douglas of Donaldson, Douglas and Gumble have left for
Douglas will return in two weeks, while
the coast.
Donaldson and Leslie will stay for six or eight
weeks.

AAA

Santly Bros, have published "Are You Really
Mine" as the theme song for Tiffany-Stahl's new
English Gainsborough production, "The Wrecker."
and they want it distinctly understood that the title
is not, "Wrecker. Are You Really Mine," but "Are

LOVE YOU—I HATE YOU— (For Making A
Witmark

all

country.
Zimmerman has proof that
he wrote this number in 1920 while a student at
Northwestern University and it gained popularity at
the U but has lain dormant until Zimmerman gave
it
who helped to brush it up and then
to Vallee
had it published by Leo Feist.

"Vagabond."

•

OR WHAT HAVE YOU— (Harms, Inc.)—The hit
song of the new production now playing in the East.
This is really a great song and the lines are marHas enough prettiness to be a seller and
velous.
Lyrics by Howard Dietz. music
plenty of laughs.
by Arthur Schwartz.
*
*
*
AN EYEFUL OF YOU (Leo Feist, Inc.) A-

music by Mabel Wayne.
*

Day"

Glenn Shelley (Portland Oriental) has originated a
clever organ solo to which he has written the music
and illustrated the novelty on the screen with slides
the first slide reading "WANTED Talent for the
Talkies," followed by slides "Only a Certain Kind of
Voice Records You May Have It" "They Want
Someone to Sing Opposite, John Gilbert" "Now
Everybody Sing, and I Will Pick Out a Voice for
the Job"
"This Is Your Chance, Girls and You May
Sing the Theme Song for the Picture" "Who Knows,
There May Be a Fanny Brice or an Al Jolson in
the House Right Now" "So Sing Out Loud and I

Eddie

»

OLD FASHIONED YESTERDAYS— (J. W. Jenkins
Sons Co.) — A pretty waltz by a popular Western
publisher.

the

I.,

played "Coquette," "Broadway Melody," "Pagan
Love Song." "Wedding of the Painted Dolls" and a
final chorus of "Coquette" with the aid of a singer
in the organ loft.
Something went wrong on the
final chorus as the organ and the singer did not
Maybe a cipher stuck, but whatever it was,
jibe.
it was a terrible combination of lost chords.

&

Brown

of

Valencia) offered "Song
his original solo this week.

L.

He

(Santly Bros.).

"Mean

putting

in

they are
over the

Will

Hen-

Love With You"—

&

(Shapiro, Bernstein

materially

Dropped in to see Mr. Decatur of Feist's and he
informed me that some other trade papers carried
of a suit against Rudy Vallee and Feist
by an attorney in Chicago who claims to have
written Vallee's and Zimmerman's now popular number. "I'm Just a Vagabond Lover."
Decatur informs me that to date there have been nine <9)
men claiming to have written the song. Incidently
stories

is

No. 5
— (DeSylva,

Always Be

Intermingling comedy slides

with the featured songs aided

derson)
I'll

for You."

this clever stunt over.

Music Corp.).

"My

1929

:

BEST SELLERS
Week Ending June 29

"Honey"

6,

ORGAN SOLOS

SID SAYS

"Wedding of
(Sherman Clay).

July

You Really Mine."
O*' c« J o

Meyer.

State

5918

Ait yoc

qaaq RUMORS

Jury
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten

Minimum

cents per word, payable in advance.

$1.00.

Copy and checks should be addressed

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn

St.,

charge,

Ad

Dept.
Chicago, 111.

Classified

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium
Position

W anted

AT

LIBERTY. Projectionist with sound and talking experience.
Single.
Will locate anywhere.
Address R. A. Huard, 1892 East 84th street, Cleveland,
Ohio.
consider
Will
Wanting Position.
Wire or write E.
$25.00 a week to prove worth.
Wilkins, Refugio, Texas.
PROJECTIONIST With Supply House Experience.
Desires permanent connection with chain or supply
house.
Can deliver the goods. Married. Go anywhere.
Address Box 413, Exhibitors Herald-World,
407 South Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois.
ORGANIST. Twelve years Pittsburgh
Fine personal apDesires change.
and vicinity.
pearance, college education. Address Frank Roberts,
Box 182, New Kensington, Pa.

Cameras for Rent
AKELEY; BELL-HOWELL (professional).
anywhere.

ORGANIST— Experts

thoroughly trained in show-

manship available at all times for first-class positions.
Men and women. No service charge. Write full inAdformation concerning salary, organ, hours, etc.
dress Vermond Knauss School of Theatre Organ
Playing, 210 N. 7th St., Allentown, Pa.
ORGANIST-PIANIST. Competent. Reliable. Six
References.
Go anywhere.
years present position.
Address K. A. Clarke, 529 Liberty street, Schenectady,
N. Y.

WANTED— Position

MOVING

PICTURE

as
Five years' experience with Simplex
Write or wire best offer quick. Ross

OPERATOR.

—

machines.
Ivey, Statesboro, Ga.

cago,

Address Wood, 204 Inland Bank, Indian-

Equipment Wanted
"TURN IT INTO CASH."

pay top prices
What
for used projectors and theatre equipment.
have you? Address Monarch Theatre Supply Company, 395 South Second street, Memphis, Tenn.

WANTED—

HIGHEST PRICES

for used opera chairs,
Address Movie Supply Co.,

paid

Equipment for Sale
FOR SALE — New

WANTED —Theatre

Managers, Assistant Managers,
Employees to learn Modern Theatre Management. Approved and specialized training that will aid
to better positions.
Catalog H free. Address Moving
Picture Theatre Managers Institute, Elmira, N. Y.
Staff

Attention Theatre Managers
OUT NOW! F. H. RICHARDSON'S BOOK ON

SOUND— VOLUME

Va.

INVENTORY SALE

of $30,000 used theatre equip-

Our warehouse is crowded with this merchanand must be disposed of quickly at reasonable
prices.
Merchandise consists of about 7,000 5 and 7
ply veneered theatre chairs, different styles and designs
all in excellent condition, price ranging from
$1.25 and up.
Also about 6.000 upholstered chairs.

ment.

—

Some

of these chairs are of the highest grade spring
constructed seats on the market today and many other
styles of upholstered chairs, prices from $1.75 and
up.
Large stock of parts for all makes of chairs. Rebuilt Simplex, Powers and Motiograph machines, generators, compensarcs, spotlights, etc., as well as musical instruments.
In fact everything for the theatre.
assure you great savings
Write for particulars.

We

and will send you literature on our merchandise.
Address Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14 East
Ninth St.. Chicago. Ill
THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new and used. Opera

3.
Thousands have already ordered and received this up-to date useful book dealing with and pertaining to all branches of sound.
The price is $5.20 postpaid in U. S. A., and Canada.
$6.00 foreign countries.
Certified check or money
order must accompany all orders. Address HeraldWorld Bookshop. 407 South Dearborn street, Chi-

chairs, projectors, screens, generators, rectifiers, reflecting arc lamps, etc Write for bargain list and
catalogue.
Address Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,

cago. Illinois.

Chicago

FOR SALE—

Books
FOR SALE— F.
Projection

— Volumes

Richardson's Handbook of
2.
Price $6.20 postpaid

H.
1

and

and Canada. $7.00 foreign counA.,
check or money order must acCertified
company all orders. Address Herald-World Bookshop. 407 South Dearborn street. Chicago, Illinois.

in
U.
tries.

S.

Reflector Arc Lamps and accessories,
also guaranteed rebuilt Powers 6-A and 6-B and SimWrite Joseph Spratler,
Best Prices.
plex Heads.
12-14 E. Ninth St.. Chicago, 111.
for theaAlso synchronous
tres up to 1,000 seats, $295.00.
equipment. Write Talkietone Company, 7409 Gratiot,
Detroit, Mich.

NON-SYNCHRONOUS EQUIPMENT

—

FOR SALE Barry and Sargent's "Buildina
Theatre Patronage." Price $5.20 postpaid in U. S.
and Canada. $6.00 foreign countries. Certified
check or money order must accompany all orders.
Address Herald-World Bookshop, 407 South Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois.
FOR

gle

B.

S.

roll

SALE— "Motion

Picture Trade Directory."
book pertaining to all branches of
the industry.
Eleven hundred pages in size. Price
$11.00
$10.00 postpaid in U. S. A., and Canada.

Comprehensive

Certified check or money order
foreign countries.
must accompany all orders. Address Herald-World
Dearborn street, Chicago,
South
Bookshop, 407
Illinois-

Your

stered.

800

in

Veneer.

used Opera chairs, 600 upholAddress Movie Supply Co.,

Wabash Ave.. Chicago. Ill
Guaran5-ply veneer theatre chairs.
2,000
Different styles and designs, $1.00
teed condition.
each, for quick sale.
For particulars write Illinois
844

USED

Classified

Ad

Will

FRAMES— Manufacturer

ARTISTIC THEATRE

you.
Low cost. Address Gem
2805 Brighton. Kansas City. Mo.

Frame Company,

Gift Night Souvenirs
GIFT NIGHT MERCHANDISE:

Over 300

Projector

Repairing

SKILLED MECHANICS,

specialized tools,

The

cost

is

small, the results are great.

and a

shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I
have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinery equipment.
One

men in the territory, and serving
largest houses.
Relief equipment furFor results bring your work to Joseph
12-14 E. Ninth St.. Chicago, 111.

of the oldest repair

some of the
nished free.
Spratler,

BEST SHOP
Prompt

service,

for repairing projection machines.
reasonable prices.
Address Movie

Supply Co.. 844 Wabash. Chicago.

Theatre Wanted

WANTED—Theatre

fully equipped and doing business in city of 5,000 or over in Illinios, Iowa or Indiana.
Buy or lease. City must be a good, clean,
modern city and theatre doing good business. Give full
details of both city and theatre in first letter. If you
can qualify with above I am ready to do business. If
not don't waste your time and mine by answering.
Address Box 414, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 South

Dearborn

street,

Chicago,

Illinois.

Theatre for Sale
FOR SALE—

Theatre in center of Northern Wisconsin's famous resort and lake district. Nearest competition thirty-five miles.
Address Box 415, Exhibitors Herald- World, 407 South Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois.
$8,500.00 buys brick theatre, building and equipment.
480 seats, Central Illinois town, about 1,000.
On hard road. Address Box 416, Exhibitors Heraldstreet, Chicago, Illinois.

HUNDRED SEAT

Indiana town,
theatre.
Drawing community over
Must sell on account
Priced right.
four thousand.
Address Box 417, Exhibitors Heroutside interests.
ald-World, 407 South Dearborn street, Chicago, Illififteen

hundred population.

Do

A REAL PROPOSITION

in

a

real

city of 3,500.

Best town in Wisconsin.
10,000 to draw from.
Theatre new and modern. Doing fine business.
A real barEquipped with sound, acoustics great.

Reason for sale, sickness. Investigate.
Address Box 418, Exhibitors Herald- World. 407 South
Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois.

gain $16,000.

the

Work

Exhibitors Herald- World has helped hundreds of Theatre owners in solving many a problem. The classified advertising
department has placed organists all over the country, has helped in obtaining equipment, in selling equipment, and in
solving many another problem that seemed difficult.
The rates are but 10c per word payable with order, 10% discount
if run for 3 insertions.
See this week's classified pages. Maybe you are in need of something that is being advertised this

week.

fine

novelties in our large free catalog at genuine wholesale prices.
Write today.
No obligation. Address
Fair Trading Co.. Inc., 140 W. 21st St, New York

nois.

Chairs for Sale
BIG BARGAIN

seats and backs for all makes,
save you money. Jobs in new
Address Redington Company,

to

FIVE

slightly used demonstrating sin-

Reproduco Pipe Organs. Address
McFadden. Havana. 111.

and twin

used
chairs.
Scranton, Pa.

World, 407 South Dearborn

Organs for Sale
FOR SALE —Two

A.,

and

York

dise

Managers' Schools

For Sale
OPERA CHAIRS,

five ply, at prices that

.

Institute Standard Camera
and Universal tripod. Practically new. $200.00 cash.
Address Frank Dudiak, Fairmont theatre, Fairmont,

W.

plate-

embossing) processes.
Special Neargravure 250
envelopes, 500 854x7tf" letterheads $3.33, or S%xll"
$4 44. postpaid
Sollidays. EXH-124. Knox. Indiana.

RECTIFIERS,

Address Preddey,
good, bad or incomplete, cheap.
188 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco. Cal.
2 Peerless or Simplex projectors, alio
Strong reflector arc lamps.
State price, condition
and number of machines.
Will pay cash, or onethird down and balance C.O.D.
Address Box 337,
Exhibitors Herald- World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago. 111.
projection machines, etc.
844 Wabash, Chicago.

East 9th street, Chi-

less

We

WANT SEVERAL MERCURY

12-14

111.

Stationery
"NEARGRAVURE" ("Neargravuremboso"

apolis, Ind.

MANAGER

SOLO

Theatre Equipment Co.,

Rent
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and our operator, J. S. McReynolds, secured
a magnifying glass, took a razor blade, set it
in the groove ahead of the nick, dragged it
along and forced the thread into place. Then
he placed the record on disc, using an old
needle, pressed the pickup arm down and
dragged it through several times and had no
trouble afterward.

THE VOICE OF THE INDUSTRY
LETTERS FROM READERS

Just want to add that unless prices on talking pictures come down materially, we will
have to return to silent pictures. There is
very little difference in attendance between
sound and silent.
have four houses wired.
D. E. Fitton, Ozark Theatres Corporation,

We

—

Harrison, Ark.

"Hit the Nail on the Head"

HAVE JUST READ YOUR ARTICLE

I

on "Sound Cost" and I will say that you
have hit the nail directly on the head and told
us something that all small exhibitors already
know.
However, albout the only solution and consolation you have given us is "that the cost of
sound pictures must be recouped from the
public," which is all very well as long as our
public will stand for it. However, we do not
have the public under any contract for their
continued patronage such as binds us to film
companies'.
The exhibitors are solely in need of sdme
That
some immediate solution.
salvation,
immediate solution should be given in the
contracts about to be written for the 1929-30
product, at the same time an adjustment on
the remaining product of the old contracts'.
If the big boys would realize that this new
venture has cost life savings to many small
,

while many within my own terriThis is not a
tory have closed their doors.
this is merely an appeal on the part
lecture
of my fellow exhibitors who are all undergoing the same experience as I am myself.
The big fault lies in the contract. Don't
blame it all on to the machines; that is a
problem that must be worked out by the exexhibitors,

—

hibitor.
I will say in closing that closed
many films.

houses do

not use

Your Herald- World

is the life of the insure that all exhibitors enjoy
E. E. Seff, State theatre,
it and benefit by it.
Holstein, Iowa.

dustry.

I

am

Talking

—

—But No Sound

ON THE EVENING OF JUNE 26TH AT
the

Englewood theatre, Chicago, it seems
were made to feel the short-

that the patrons

age of

silent prints.

The feature picture being shown was "Love
The Desert" and the print was recorded

in

RCA

Photophone with talking sequences
at the beginning and finish of the picture. The
best part of this was that this theatre is not
wired for "talkies" and as soon as the picture
started, no one was able to understand what
it was all about because the screen characters
were talking with no sound coming from their
The audience soon caught on to this
lips!
and plainly showed their resentment to being
made lip-readers, and many walked out. After
by

about eleven minutes of this the picture started
in its silent form.
Reminded us of the early

when titles were not used.
Are they trying to force "talkies" on the
unwired houses, or was the manager to blame?
days,

—

V. Scholefield, jr., Chicago.
P. S. Many thanks for the Herald- World

J.

in,

and

do not know just how much

has

—

does not hinder from or help you in
You have got it to
showing this picture.
I believe Exhibitors Herald-World is
play.
growing bigger and bigger each edition, and
wiser and wiser from the information they
get each week from almost every nook and
corner of the globe, and they will soon be in
a position to help straighten all the wrongs
and fight for the right, both for the exhibitor
and producer.
I and my three sons have been in the theatre
that

business for over ten years.
It is a sideline
for my sons, as they are employed by the I. C.
railroad in the daytime, and we are at the
love
theatre each night around 6:30 p. m.
our showhouse and have added to it each year
better and better things to make it a place of
comfort and beauty. Also have the best talking system and the best cooling system, best
heating system, lighting fixtures and the very
best projection machines.

We

Now

am

asking for only one
the producers of
talking pictures and music producers come
to our response and give us a chance to make
in

thing and

closing
is

it

I

that

this,

a few dollars for ourselves, as we small town
exhibitors must have better prices on our
programs, also on our music score. I do not
believe there is an exhibitor throughout this
whole world who would ever kick or grumble
when he knows he is getting a fair and honest

Something is wrong and I am going to
deal.
ask the Herald- World to give us a writeup
that will bring the producers and the exhibitors of pictures on handshaking terms and
work together so that both of us can have a

—

comments like this as to "What The Picture Did For Me."
He says "I consider it
my duty to report on every picture I play."
Well, it does not cost him anything to report
through the columns of the Herald- World,
and this big publishing company also sends
us postage-paid envelopes for our messages
to come to them for publication.
I have been
pretty punctual along this line, sending mine
:

dred dollars more.

When a fellow takes into account the extra
cost of operating "with sound," it indeed becomes a problem, while for some of the
smaller wired houses it has seemingly so far
been a tragedy! The writer has no prejudice
against sound pictures as such, and has enjoyed a number, such as "The Singing Fool,"
"The Jazz Singer," etc., but how many of this
class are available, and on a let-live basis?
In talking with a small town exhibitor the
other day as to how he did on "The Broadway Melody," he admitted ruefully that he
lost money, although he paid plenty for it and
used it four nights. If pictures of this type
supposed to be the cream of the audiens
flop at the box office, just where can an exhibitor look to for the type of picture that
will make not only a good profit with which
to pay for that sound equipment installation
(money for which does not grow on trees),
but also leave him a little cash with which to
buy beefsteak and perhaps liquidate numerous
other obligations?

Nebraska small town exhibitors in large
numbers made frantic leaps for the sound
band wagon early this spring, yet I am prone
to inquire how many can hold onto it ? With
the idea of trying to find out what it's all

On Sound

Costs

AND

WITH

IN, BOYS,
GO BROKE
us wise guys. I have had my $10,000 sound
equipment in for fourteen weeks and have
only shown a loss of a little over $3,000. Last
week was a good week I only lost $300. Have
you seen the new prices on sound pictures for
next year? They only want all you take in
;

after the money.
theatre, Harris-

111.

the Booking System

NOTICED WHERE AN EXHIBITOR

entirely) to close to $3,000, and if the operating booth has to be rebuilt or remodeled as
is many times the case, maybe several hun-

sound pictures.
Some who have been playing sound pictures
for months admitted they didn't do enough

— General

GET

leading producers of motion pictures on the
talkies— the detriment, I believe, of the silent
productions, because less time and money are
being expended on the latter— makes it a
matter of guesswork largely as to what the
future course of exhibitors not equipped for
sound will be.
Installation of worthwhile
equipment costs all the way from about $1,500
for the cheaper (and perhaps dearer in the
long run, because I have heard that a number
of these machines have had to be discarded

patronage.

money left after the show is over.
Walter Odom & Sons, Dixie theatre, Durant,
Miss.

Future of Exhibitors

CONCENTRATION BY ALL OF THE

about, the writer attended the convention of
exhibitors for Nebraska and Western Iowa at
Omaha early in June. The principal talk was
sound and the public's reaction to it, but I
failed to hear a voice that was really satisfied
with and optimistic toward the future of

little

burg,

On

it

helped my fellow exhibitors.
But I do know that with all of us writing
and saying good things about good pictures
and bad things about bad pictures, it has not
helped us to get any better booking system
from the big producers. He has not changed
his group bookings or his combination bookings yet, as he will say, "Here is my lineup,"
which really means this: So many good ones
and so many bad ones, but you must book
them and all of them if you buy his pictures.
So I may write through the Herald-World
about how bad this picture was for me but

plus 10 per cent for coming
—
Steve Farrar, Orpheum

plate.

I

I

extra business to justify the terrific increase
in cost of operations, particularly the sky-high
cost of sound rentals and the oppressive score
charges that are being exacted by a bunch of
Shylock distributors
long can the average small town exhibitor continue to operate
sound pictures at a loss, and like it? I just
heard a report that a small theatre in central
Nebraska has had to close couldn't "make
On the other
the grade" feeding 'em sound.
!

How

—

hand, I have heard of one or two who claimed
one especially in a railto be making money
road shop town, where there is a steady payroll, some of which reaches the theatre man's
but none that I recall from a farming
till
community, ranging in towns from 1,000 to

—

Correcting Nick on Disc

WE EXPERIENCED SOME TROUBLE
with the discs on "Voice of the City" and
since we were able to correct it, want to pass
the information along.
On three new discs, never had been used
before, there was a small nick near the beginning which threw the needle out of the groove.
This happened at our show at Malvern, Ark.,

—

10,000 population.
Just talked to the manager of a theatre in
a town of the latter size who said he had been

making a little money Saturdays and Sundays
with the talkies, but "starved to death" the
(Continued on page 130)
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WHAT THE

PICTURE DID FOR ME
on Films in Language of Exhibitor

Verdicts

1939

Capjricfat,

AT—All

T— Talking

Talking;

means the picture

is

—

M—

Sequences;
Music (synchronous) ; E Sound Effects. (Example: ATM,
and has a synchronized musical score. In the same way all other symbols
may be combined.)

all-talking

LAWLESS LEGION: Ken Maynard— Good Western.
Usual work for Ken. He is well liked here. E. H.
Haskin, Bank theatre, Lenexa, Kan. Small town

Columbia
William S. Hart— Very
good, although it is old, and the surroundings of the
actors 6how it.
Well I guess old Shakespeare is
through with pictures unless he makes a "talkie."
Seven reels. Sammie Jackson, Flomaton theatre,
Flomaton. Ala. General patronage.

—

Malcolm McGregor— Very
ordinary program picture with no drawing power.

—

W. W.

Graves. Graves theatre,
town patronage.

THE DONOVAN AFFAIR
May

St.

Paul.

(AT)

:

Kan.— Small

Jack Holt-

This

is

FASHION MADNESS:

Claire

Windsor—June

doesn't matter, for

20.

—

First Division

—

FAGASA: Raymond Wells Very, very weak. Will
not please.
Will somebody tell me what they made
this for?
Six
I can't tell you after seeing it twice.
reels.
Sammie Jackson. Flomaton theatre. Flomaton.
Ala. General patronage.

—
—

—

picture.

Was

:

12-13.

S.
J.
Brown,
town patronage.

—

special
$20. when we
for half.
Seven reels. Mrs
Phoenix theatre, Neola, Ia. Small

should have bought

it

—
—

SCARLET SEAS:

Richard Barthelmess— June 13very poor picture. Lots of dark film and too
much rough stuff to suit my people. They are getting tired of these rough pictures.
A poor picture
for a good star like Barthelmess.
Eight reels.
Page & Goetz, Gem theatre, Canton, Mo. Small
town patronage.
14.

A

—

HAROLD TEEN:

Arthur Lake— June 14-15. Played
this on Friday and Saturday and pleased everyone.
Good clean college comedy. Bill Leonard, Mystic
theatre, Cedar Vale, Kan.
Mixed patronage.

—

MAD HOUR:
program

picture.

—

cast—June 18-19.
A hot
Put this on for two for a quarter
Special

HIS CAPTIVE

more

—

A

Canada.
|

(confidentially) must say that it is a better story
has a better cast and is quite a lot hotter

—

Milton Sills— June 18-11.
of Venice life, with most elaborate
His
settings and a splendid performance by Sills.
acting is worth the price of admission any time. Miss
Corda wears some mean gowns and gives a good performance. Seven reels. S. B. Kennedy, Central thefine

drama

—

atre,

Selkirk,

Man..

Canada.

— General

patronage.

—

Colleen Moore June 3-4-5. Provincial elections interfered with my attendance, but at
that I had three very nice houses at advance prices.
Cued the picture with Canadian Orchestraphone" and
the people seemed pleased with the results.
good
picture with Colleen at her best.
Eleven reels.
Orpheum
Sask..
R.
Johnson,
theatre.
Kerrobert,
B.

we come!

LOVE AND THE DEVIL:

—

LILAC TIME:

than "Our Dancing Daughters," which I gave 'em
at 50 cents a look.
If I had spent as much time and
money ballyhooing "Mad Hour" as I did "Our Dancing Daughters," I would have had to build on an
addition to hold the crowds.
Anything with Glyn
connected with it is not, of course, for your Sunday
School crowd, but it is red meat for the adults. Nine
William E. Tragsdorf. Trags theatre. Neillsreels.
ville. Wis.
General patronage.

A

WOMAN:

Milton Sills— June 16-18.
Mackaill an excellent opportunity to
skill as a dancing girl, and believe me or
not, she does it, and if I had her on a contract she
would not be fooling around in "moon pitchers," for I
got a hunch Dorothy would go big in somebody's
Follies.
Milton Sills should not be cast in so trite
It is not a good small town
a part as this one.
picture.
Eight reels. W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre,
Winchester, Ind. General patronage.
Gives Dorothy

(El. Glyn),

—

—

show her

—GEORGE SCHI TZ.
and

best Sills

—

Good

sold to us as a special, but the price

was the only thing that was

nesota, here

The

has a good plot, is well directed and speedily
It pleased nearer 100 per cent than any
picture we have had in some time.
It is there
when it comes to entertainment. Guy B. Amis,
Princess theatre, Lexington, Tenn. Small town
patronage.
acted.

Detroit Lakes, Minn.
There'll be exhibitors, exchange men,
projectionists and doubtless members of
other departments of the motion picture
A
industry among the conventioneers.
big week, eh? Yes, sir, and how! Min-

—

town patronage.
Dorothy Mackaill— Jure

6-7.

Milton Sills— June
picture we have used in years.

It

expect
of you, is putting it midly.
to get a lot more fun out of looking after
this department when we return from

Alice White— June 16-17.
I see by
some of the trade magazines that Miss White is
holding out for $2,000 a week salary, when she should
go back to the farm or wherever she came from and
give someone else a chance.
But to get down to a
report on this picture don't see now what they were
trying to make.
Alice's acting seems to be too
artificial.
She will never make a Clara Bow, as
First National salesman try to tell you she is.
Seven
reels.
-Mrs. S. J. Brown, Phoenix theatre, Neola.

—Small

—

CAPTIVE WOMAN:

HI

We

First National
HOT STUFF:

THE WHIP

—

patronage.

Andy Anderson, our

That we hope to see you at Detroit
Lakes is an expression of a desire to
enjoy that special pleasure allowed to us
alone.
For we have been reading your
reports, your letters, your interesting bits
of comment on this and that for quite a
spell now, and with every name is associated a certain personality which we
have enjoyed immensely. Yet our acCfuaintance has been in the main far more
indefinite than we would have it, and that
we welcome the opportunity to be afforded by the convention, to meet many

picture and worse title.
A perfect answer
"What'6 wrong with the 'movies' ?" Six reels.
H. E. Drew, Orpheum theatre, Ionia, Mich. Small
town patronage.

Ia.

LAWLESS LEGION: Ken Maynard— June 15. A
real Western.
Pep from start to finish.
Me for
Maynard after this one. If we get silent prints like
this, we should worry about "talkie?."
F. C. Bishop,
Terrace theatre. Terrace, B. C, Canada. Small town

thai

at

host, has assured us that there are
than enough for all of us.

A weak

to

Look

come.

ha;,

more than our adieu.-. We're on our
way to that land of a thousand lakes—
or is it ten thousand? The real number

—

—

time

—

of the best recordings we
a crackerjack picture. Don't
be afraid of this one, unless you have run such
a number of murder pictures that your public
is gorged of such.
Well directed and holds the
suspense. Holt, William Collier, Jr., Agnes Ayres
and entire cast have good voices. Pleased 100 per
cent.
Eight reels. Helen Ulman, Opera House,
Salisbury* Md.
General patronage.

One

20-21-22-23.

have had.

HE

-*•
calendar.
July 8 is just around the
corner. This is the last issue to antedate
the big convention at Detroit Lakes,
Minn. All that can be said about it in
the future tense will have to be said now.
But as a matter of fact we're not going
that is, hardly
to say anything about it
an\ thing.
Indeed, these few words signify nothing

—

THE KID SISTER:

patronage.

DETROIT LAKES
' I

—

—

HOPE TO SEE YOU AT

SINGER JIM McKEE:

— Rural

patronage.

THE PHANTOM CITY: Ken Maynard— A

tip-top

Western that drew good business. One of Ken'6 best.
Six reels. A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence,
Ky. Small town patronage.
ADORATION: Billie Dove— June 14. Good drama.
It is not the type of picture which goes over well in
Seven reels. E\ B. Hedge & Son,
a small town.
Whiting theatre. Whiting, Kan. Small town patron-

—

—

—

—

age.

Fox
NONE BUT THE BRAVE:

—

Charles

Morton— A

picture.
Six reels. Giacoma Brothers. Crystal
General patronage.
atre. Tombstone, Ariz.

—

fair
the-

AIR CIRCUS: Sue Carol— June 3-4. Very, very
Something on the type of "Wings,"
good picture.
though not a war picture. My folks liked the ending
Our percentage
better than they did on "Wings."
was not so great, but that is on account of dull times
and not on account of the picture. Eight reels. G. H.
Wright. Jr., Star theatre, Wendell, N. C. Small

—
—

town patronage.

THE SIN SISTER: Special cast— June 16. Silent
Good
pictures 6eem to draw better in this country.
production.
Seven reels. G. W. Rothrock. Campbell
General patronage.
theatre, Macksville. Kan.

—
—

TRUE HEAVEN:
program

Special cast

—June

IS.

Good

Pretty spicy in spots, but the
Six reek. G. W.
neighbors seem to like it.
Rothrock. Campbell theatre. Macksville, Kan.
General patronage.
picture.

—

%misnosubstituteMrcuktion/
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PAINTED POST: Tom Mix— June 8. The usual
Six
Western that drew a fair house and pleased.
Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood,
reels.
Kan. Small town patronage.

—

—

worth
Flomaton
is

—
—
Ala. — General

John Gilbert (Reissue) A reissue that
showing.
Seven reels. Sammie Jackson,

SHAME:

Flomaton,

theatre,

patron-

age.

dear Paree as "The Soiled Virgin" or something like
Heh
that, and the censors there were up in arms.
Heh! Press agent bulloney. When those dear Bouleuntil
such
vardiers see this they will fall dead asleep
time as Gaston awakens them for their cognacs.
Nine reels. William E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre,
Neillsville, Wis.
General patronage.

—

SKY HIGH

Tom Mix (Reissue)—June 13. Good
Drew very well.
picture.
Our second Tom Mix.
Five reels. —Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre,
:

Greenriver, Utah.

— General

FOUR SONS:

patronage.

Played
cast— June 9-10.
Took in film rental
this rather old to my sorrow.
only.
My patrons are fed up on anything which is
even flavored with war. Some 6aid it was too sad.
Mrs. H. H. Chase, Diamond theatre. Lake Odessa,
Mich. Small town patronage.
Special

—

—

CIRCUS ROOKIES:

Dane-Arthur— June 20-21.
Of
Everybody has a good laugh.
course, although the same Dane and Arthur are in
this one who were in "Rookies," this one has nothing
Just advertise
in common with their other attempt.
a circus with a lot of laffs and you will please the
cash customers. Don't ever be so foolish as to pay
any attention to the Metro press books or Metro's
blah on the Herald-World cover, for if you do your
regular patrons will think you are odd after they have
seen your funny attempts at advertising. Seven reels.
William E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre. Neillsville,
hokum.

Good

—

— General

Wis.

patronage.

THE CAMERAMAN:

Buster Keaton— June 17.
Nothing to brag about, but it's good at that. Bill
Leonard, Mystic theatre. Cedar Vale, Kan. Mixed

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
THE BROADWAY MELODY
Love.

Week

May

of

(AT)

—

Page-King-

:

This one broke

27.

EXCESS BAGGAGE:

all

Good

house records up to the time it was played, but
"Show Boat" showed here two weeks later and
"The
that makes this one take second place.
Broadway Melody" is a well made picture, with
a fast moving story that goes to make box office
history.
Ifs wonderful and seems to be clicking
Ulman, Opera
everywhere.
Ten reels. Helen
House, Salisbury, Md. General patronage.

—

would not be in the shape it is in, but they have
been making such trash without any entertaining
qualities and trying to stuff it down the public's
throat until they have driven the patrons away. All
hail Dane and Arthur for making us this picture.
Come on, boys, with some more as good as this and
we will claim you as brothers, indeed. And also we
will remember you in our prayers. Six reels. W. J.
Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan. Small town

—

patronage.

DESERT NIGHTS: John Gilbert— Started off well
and ended up well, but the desert scenes were so long
drawn out they got on lots of folks' nerves. Drew
just fair.
Eight reels. A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence. Ky.
Small town patronage.

—

Dane-Arthur— 52%.
June 15
picture, but since receipts were $7 less
than expenses, we aren't going to do any cheering.
It isn't competition that beats us on Saturday nights.
It's just apathy toward the old cinema.
These hayshakers would rather loll around on the street and
spit tobacco juice.
Saturday night used to be good
for $40 to $50 a few years ago, but now we feel

—

lucky if we top $20.' Bah!
Seven reels. O. B.
Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. Small town
patronage.

—

Odessa, Mich.

LOVE:

comedy of navy life that is amusing, though there are
some titles in it that could have been left out. Six

— S. B. Kennedy, Central
Canada. — General patronage.
reel3.

theatre, Selkirk, Man.,

UNDER THE BLACK EAGLE:

7-8.

A very good dog picture, showing the training and
service of the famous war dogs.
The war scenes,
are very amateurish.
Seven reels. S. B. Kennedy,
Central theatre. Selkirk, Man., Canada. General patronage.

—

—

THE DUKE STEPS OUT:

William Haines—
June 14-15. Now you are coming down our street.
We would run continuous 24 hours a day and six
days (won't let us run on Sundays) per week if

we

could get pictures like this to run.

It's

all

Say anything
tell you it is and then some.
good about it you wish and you will not regret
The only regrets I have is that Haines does
not make about one per month, instead of about
four per year. Metro sent us a sound print, but
Eight reels. G. H.
that was all right too.
Wright, Jr., Star theatre. Wendell, N.
patronage.
Small town
they

it.

—

OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS:

—Mixed
Monte

C—

Joan CrawfordJune 16-17. Pretty good program picture of modern
youth.
From the reports I thought this one was
going to be 6o hot that I would have to put in an
asbestos screen.
According to an article in the
Milwaukee Journal on the very day I ran this, it
appeared that Metro was going to release this in that

town patronage.

if

we
many

so,

failed
places

It

may be a
The
The

to recognize it.
was very poor.

photography in
was not so good. The film had been spliced
many times, and the person who did it certainly
needed practice, for it kept the projectionist busy
G M's pictures are losing out here.
framing.
Eight reels. E. B. Hedge & Son, Whiting theatre.
Whiting, Kan. Small town patronage.

ABIE'S IRISH ROSE: Special cast— One of the best
we ever played, but Paramount fixes it so you can't
make any money. Pleased everybody. — O. F. Craig,

—

Royal theatre, Newark, Ark. Small town patronage.
THE WILD PARTY: Clara Bow—90%. June 16.
Confidently expected to top the record set by "Three
Week Ends," if we got any decent break at all.
Well, we got the breaks all right, both in weather
and competition, but finished several dollars shy of
the record.
So guess we must resign ourselves to

and less business until the fade-out. The picseemed to take pretty well, although it was
really not up to expectations.
But the print we got
was a crime, nothing less. Film was good and we
had no trouble at all with it. but the print was
from a sound negative and so did not fit our screen.
This would have been bad enough with good photography, but since the first two and a half reels were so
dark, the action could hardly be followed.
It was
just about catastrophic for us.
Even the cast and
titles could hardly be read from back in the house.
Took lots of kicks. Just another shove down the
grade.
Seven reels. O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.
Small town patronage.
JUST MARRIED: June 15. A good comedy. Enjoyed by all. E. H. Ha skin, Bank theatre, Lenexa,
Kan. Small town patronage.
less

ture

—

M

—

—

THE WHITE SISTER:

Gish— Good

picture
Drew the largest crowd in several
Graves, Graves theatre, St. Paul,
Lillian

but rather long.
weeks. W. W.
Kan. Small town partonage.

—
—

THE MATING CALL:
Thomas Meighan— 53%.
Good picture which did average good business on
bargain night. Most any picture with Evelyn Brent
suits me, and the audience seemed to like this one as
well.
Fairly good print, except some pretty dark
photography. Seven reels. O. B. Wolfe, Screenland
Small town patronage.
theatre, Nevada, O.

Civil

14-15.
of the

program picture made from a story
Did not draw especially well. Poor

war.

title.

D.—

Six reels.— P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S.
Small town patronage.

SHOW PEOPLE:

KIT CARSON:

William Haines— June

Not

9.

—

MASKS OF THE DEVIL:

Thomson—June

Fred

John Gilbert— This is
we had

really a wonderful entertainment, and as
just installed our talking equipment we, of

course,

had a very good attendance. We used a short subject on our Walt's talking picture unit, wihch is
manufactured at Kenesaw, Neb., for $65 for each
Clark
projector, and it certainly did the work fine.
& Son, Moon theatre. Holstein, Neb. General patron-

—

—

age.

—

BEHIND THE GERMAN LINES:

—

Western with glamour
thrown in for pulling power.
T. theatre, Parker, S. D.

of

—

(AT):
Special cast—May
13-14-15.
Paramount intended this for a feature but
cut it down to be shown jointly with "Pusher In the
think they would have done well never
Face."
Full of vulgar stuff that the
to have sold it at all.
average small town exhibitor doesn't want on the
have Pacent equipment and had trouble
screen.
with the discs on this one the first and only serious
trouble we have had.
Five reels. Helen Ulman.
Opera House, Salisbury, Md. General patronage.

We

—

—

SAWDUST PARADISE: Esther Ralston—June 1.
of the best and cleanest pictures we have shown.
Everyone liked it. E. H. Haskin, Bank theatre,
Lenexa, Kan. Small town patronage.
One

—

—

THE WATER HOLE:

Jack Holt— May

name

Six reels.

— Small

—P.

G. Estee,

town patronage.

not seem to us that it had been made in the first
place with any idea of having a silent version. Had
we screened this first, we would have put on a
Seven
male 6inger for the theme song, "Louise."
reels.— P. G. Estee. S. T. theatre. Parker, S. D.
Small town patronage.

THE WOLF OF WALL STREET:

George Bancroft
This kind of a picture might
5%. June 19-20.
go with some towns but not here. It's a story of the
Bancroft means less
stock exchange on Wall street.
than nothing at our box office. Eight reels. W. J.
Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan. Small town

—

—

patronage.

—

MORAN OF THE MARINES:

25.

Good

Richard

Dix—

Terrible.
It's a crime to put a star like Dix in a
lousy picture like this one.
Bill Leonard, Mystic
theatre. Cedar Vale, Kan.
Mixed patronage.

—

—

BEGGARS OF LIFE:

Special cast— June 10-11.
Wallace Beery is popular here, and this was a
different from the usual Beery kind.
Print in
excellent condition. Eight reels.
G. H. Wright, Jr.,
Star theatre, Wendell, N. C. Small town patronage.

PARTNERS IN CRIME:

Beery-Hatton— This is a
Your first night may not be much, but put
night. Bill Leonard,
the
next
seats
for
some
extra
in
Mystic theatre. Cedar Vale, Kan. Mixed patronage.

—

ABIE'S IRISH ROSE:

—

Buddy Rogers—June

18.

picture, even if we did have to pay
Paramount for the privilege of screening it. Be sure
and run this one if you can buy it so you can make
fine

a
Toronto.

little

—Newman & Gordy,
Kan. — General patronage.

profit.

Ne-Go

—

LEGION OF THE CONDEMNED:
June

Ran

Cooper-Wray—

two days

for Legion benefit.
This
It was a good picture and pleased all classes.
is not a new picture but a good one.
Page & Goetz,
Gem theatre, Canton, Mo. Small town patronage.
13-14.

this

—

—

THE BIG KILLING:

Beery-Hatton— Jane 19. This
It was played as a
a very good comedy picture.
family night picture and it went over big. In spite
weather,
was filled to capaadverse
the
house
of the
is

city.

Six

You can make no mistake in booking this.
E. B. Hedge & Son. Whiting theatre.
Kan. Small town patronage.

reels.

Whiting,

—

—

THE WOLF SONG:

Gary Cooper—June

19-20.

Thought it rather rough in spots, but it drew and
Seven reels. P. G.
-seemed to please both sexes.
Small town patEstee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.
ronage.

—

LOOP THE LOOP:

—

cast—80%. Rotten!
booked had better
change the booking or they will get bawled out the
same as we did. This is a picture by Ufa, but wasn't
worth a K. M. A. The only thing that 6aved our
lives was that we used a Pathe short talking subject,
which was certainly grand. Walter C. Schultz.
Walt's theatre, Kenesaw, Neb. General patronage.

Anyone who has

dandy.

theatre,

—

picture with Jack Holt at his best. E. H. Haskin,
Bank theatre, Lenexa, Kan. Small town patronage.

Aver-

23.

Zane Grey's

INNOCENTS OF PARIS:: Maurice ChevalierJune 16. A picture that pleased, even though it did

least

cast-

THE NIGHT CLUB

—

STAIRS OF SAND: Wallace Beery— June
age

at

Special

June 15.
This is about the worst frost I've run.
Customers got up and left all through the show.
Can't see why they wish these foreign plays on U3.
Twelve reels. G. W. Rothrock, Campbell theatre,
Macksville, Kan.
General patronage.

Good.

Paramount

Mighty

An

General patronage.

little

—

12-13.

exceptional Western that is sure to please.
It la
regrettable that we shall see Fred no more. His pictures were always clean and entertaining. S. B.
Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada.

—

as good as some of Haines' but a fairly entertaining,
clean comedy-drama.
Marion Davies opposite Haines
Six reels. P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre.
pleased also.
Parker, S. D. Small town patronage.

—

—

—

We

MORGAN'S LAST RAID: Tim McCoy— June
Good

—

—

—

story

S.

Flash—June

but

special,

— Small

Garbo-Gilbert— June 21-22.

A

14-15.

10.
Bill

June 16-17. Film awfully dark. Some walkNo one commented on it as they walked out,
outs.
but just out of curiosity to see if they thought as I
did, I asked several of the regular patrons their
opinion, and they said they did not care much about
There are few silents nowadays they do care
it.
about. Mrs. H. H. Chase, Diamond theatre, Lake

CHINA BOUND:

Good enough

Dane-Arthur—June

Kan.

Vale,

—

pictures like this for the past five years, the business

ALL AT SEA:

Cedar

—

Blue

—
—

—

theatre.

here.

liked

well

is

WHITE SHADOWS IN THE SOUTH SEAS:

BROTHERLY LOVE: Dane-Arthur—June 10. A
good comedy but not as good a6 some of the DaneArthur pictures. Yet this is the kind of picture they
Guy B. Amis, Princess theatre, Lexington,
like.
Tenn. Small town patronage.
BROTHERLY LOVE: Dane-Arthur—June 11-12.
Oh. Boys! Listen to this: If you haven't shown this
Tell everypicture, get it and then step on the gas.
Guaranteed to be a
body about it and then some.
rib tickler and money back if they didn't laugh until
their sides ached, and believe me you will not have to
give any money back.
If the producers had made

—

William Haines— June

Haines

picture.

Leonard, Mystic
patronage.

—

—

—

patronage.

July 6, 1929

this

Special
picture

—
—

RUNNING WILD: W.

C.

Fields—May

29.

Silly,

Lots of
but a pretty good entertainment at that.
Seven reels. Henry Amuselaughs for the people.
ment Company, Henry, Neb. Small town patronage.

—

—

——
July

SOMEONE TO LOVE:

Special cast— 80%. Just
Everything okey. Your patrons will grin out
subject with this
used
a
short
talking
loud.
We
feature, and believe me we sure did please them.
Walter C. Schultz, Walt's theatre, Kenesaw, Neb.
General patronage.
SWIM. GIRL SWIM: Bebe Daniels— June 12. A
good show, but the name did not draw the crowd for
me. Some thought it would not be clean, but it was.
Seven reels. Henry Amusement Company, Henry.
Neb. Small town patronage.
fine.

Reports

from G.

Wooten

A.

—

LUCKY BOY

of

(T) : George Jessel— May 6-7-8-9. Did
not do so good for us.
Jessel failed to click, and
didn't make much money.
Paid too much foi
this one.
Some parts are good but not good enough
to make it a high priced special.
Eight reels. Helen
Ulman, Opera House, Salisbury, Md. General patronage.

the

we

L' Arcade theatre in i orktown. Tex., have
been missing lately and now he explains.
And what an explanation!
Rut let
Rrother Wooten tell it:
"Sorry," he writes, "to hate missed a
few, but hate ju\f recovered the use of
my eyes. Yep, I took in the Rathing
Reauty Contest at Galveston. What this

—

—

Pathe

LIGHTNING: Special cast— June 7-8. Personally
thought the picture was the bunk, but the people
seemed to like it and the farmers came in strong
on Saturday. Pictures showing trained animals seem
to attract them.
Seven reels. B. R. Johnson, Orpheum theatre. Kerrobert, Sask., Canada.—Rural
patronage.
I

—

tliese days is strong eyes
instead of good five cent cigars."

Special cast— This program
used a short subject on our
new talking equipment and, had a very large crowd.
Clark & Son, Moon theatre, Holstein, Neb. General
patronage.

—

—

SAL OF SINGAPORE: Special cast— Swell picture.
Good business. Everybody happy. We again used a
6hort subject on our new $65 talking equipment and

—

did a land office business. Clark & Son,
atre, Holstein, Neb.
General patronage.

—

WRECK OF THE HESPERUS:

Moon

Special
not follow

the-

cast— May
the poem

Good sea picture. Does
Did not draw here. W. W. Graves, Graves
theatre, St. Paul, Kan.
Small town patronage.
30.

closely.

—

—

THE BORDER PATROL:
kind of

kind.
Crystal

its

Brothers,

Harry Carey— The usual
That's all.
Five reels. Giacoma

—

Tombstone,

theatre.

Ariz.

— Gen-

eral patronage.

MARKED MONEY:
Misleading

money

The

Junior Coghlan— June 14-15.
but a pretty fair program picture.

title

isn't

marked

— just

crooks after a big slug of
H. D. Beebe, Rialto theatre.
patronage.

MARKED MONEY:

usual line of
Six reels.
Nelson, Neb. General
the

mazuma.

—

Coghlan— June

Junior

A

—

16.

Six reels. Fred
good picture that pleased all.
Roufs, Joy theatre, Winstead, Minn. General patron-

—

age.

Special cast— June 15.
A very
program offering that pleased all. Seven reels.
Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.
Small town patronage.

THE SPIELER:

nice

POWER:

Boyd—June

William

7-8.

—

Satisfactory.

Seven reels. H. D. Beebe,
Fair comedy in places.
General patronage.
Rialto theatre. Nelson, Neb.

—

CALIBRE WAR:

45

Don Coleman— June

9.

A

good picture, short and snappy. That is the kind my
audience wants. Five reels. Fred Roufs, Joy theatre.
Winsted. Minn. General patronage.

—

—

LEATHERNECK

William Boyd— June
(T) :
a good story, and Boyd has a good
voice.
We are looking for some good work from
him.
While there is hardly enough talking to
make this a very strong drawing card, the music
Seven reels.
is good and is likely to please.
Helen Ulman, Opera House, Salisbury, Md.
General patronage.
This

3-4.

is

flop right.

The people

Tyler— June 15. This
was a very good little Saturday night program picture.
Our people like Tyler and Frankie Darro. Six
reelss.
Page & Goetz. Gem theatre, Canton, Mo.
Small town patronage.

Tom Santschi— Here

yelled murder.

It

eral patronage.

town patronage.

—

—

THE PERFECT CRIME:

Special cast— June 7-8.
the picture very well, but it was not very
A large per cent of them did not know what
it was all about.
I hate to see Brook cast in pictures of this type, for he is to good to be messed up.
It is not the special that
told me it was. Seven
reels.
G. H. Wright, Jr., Star theatre, Wendell,
liked
clear.
I

—
— Small

N.

C.

RKO

town patronage.

THE BIG DIAMOND ROBBERY: Tom Mix— June
4-5.
We
I can't see why Mix takes so well here.
paint the name Mix on the sidewalks, stick up a
couple ones and a banner and nearly break the house
Figure that out.
Picture okey.
Rich one
record.
generally can figure on
I
day and poor the next.
getting another square meal when I play a Mix.
anyway. Seven reels. H. D. Beebe, Rialto theatre,
Nelson, Neb. General patronage.

—

—

An
13:
Chester Conklin— June 11-12.
special that should have been a fair program
offering.
Slow comedy, not much action and few
amusing situations such as you might expect. Will
expire. Seven
be glad to see my contract with
reels.
H. D. Beebe. Rialto theatre. Nelson, Neb.
TAXI

General patronage.

THE WOMAN

Special cast— Fairly good
I LOVE:
drew extra business because so many of the
women read True Story Magazine, in which this was
O. F. Craig, Royal
a prize winning story. No kicks.
Small town patronage.
theatre, Newark, Ark.

and

—

—

COME AND GET

Bob Steele— June

IT:

Good

1.

SALLY'S SHOULDERS:

Lois

Wilson— June

5.

A

Not a
fair program picture that seemed to please.
Guy B. Amis. Princess thespecial by any means.
atre,

—
— Small

town patronage.

Tenn.

Lexington.

Tiffany-Stahl

RKO
Waring's PennsylSYNCOPATION (AT):
vanians April 29-30-May 1-2. This picture ranks
with the best and went over big with us. Music
is wonderful, and Morton Downey does several
songs in a big way. The entire cast is above the
average, although they are unknown at the box
Nine
office.
Sell the music and dancing idea.
reels.
Helen Ulman, Opera House, Salisbury,
Md. General patronage.

myself, but not so
with the cash customers. It would be a wow in New
York or on Halsted Street in Chicago, but Nebraskano I Paper on this terrible. I think if they would
have the standard sign on their advertising so a
person could make his theatre look like a pawnshop,
If film prices
it would help put the picture over.
don't come down we will all be searching for a gun
instead of a sweet (with apologies to Lucky Strikes).
Ten reels. A. G. Miller, Lyric theatre, Atkinson.
Jessel

RACING ROMEO:

This picSpecial cast— 80%.
ture was used in connection with a short talking
subject and went over very big. Walter C. Schultz,
Wait's

theatre,

Kenesaw,

Neb.

—
—General

patronage.

ALEX THE GREAT:
program

—W.

picture.

Special
cast— Ordinary
Advertised as "funny" but isn't.
Graves theatre. St. Paul, Kan.—

W. Graves,
Small town patronage.

CAPTAIN CARELESS: Bob Steele— June 21-22.
Although an old picture, this made a dandy Saturday
program picture. Story of South Sea Islands that
had some new twists. Six reels. P. G. Estee, S. T.
theatre. Parker. S. D.
Small town patronage.

—

—

BLACK

PIRATE:
Douglas Fairbanks—
Everybody must have known this was real old, for
we had a slim crowd. Film had evidently been on

—

TWO ARABIAN KNIGHTS:

and Yiddish

—

—

!

I

liked

it

cast— A cork-

Special

ing good picture, story and clean high class comedy
that gave a fine entertainment, which kept the audience in fine fettle during the entire eight reels.

Giacoma Brothers, Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.

— General

patronage.

MY BEST

GIRL:
Mary Pickford— Jane 14-15.
Good picture of the comedy-drama type. Mary ain't
what she used to was. but is still a fair drawing card,
and I expected to have a good run on this, as the
first night was above average.
Nine reels.— B. R.
Johnson, Orpheum theatre. Kerrobert, Sask., Canada.

— Rural

patronage.

—

RAMONA:

Dolores Del Rio May 29.
We used
late.
It is a good picture but not the kind
patrons like.
Too slow and old fashioned to
please the majority.
Guy B. Amis. Princess theatre.
Lexington, Tenn. Small town patronage.

one

this

our

—

—

Universal

RKO

—

George Jessel— I agree with Steve
AbsoFarrar of Harrisburg. 111.
It's not so hot!
lutely no box office picture in a rural community.
Too much
Didn't take in enough to pay expenses.

—
—

THE

RKO

LUCKY BOY:

—

United Artists

shelf for a long time.
It buckled so badly that I
had numerous complaints that patrons' eyes hurt. In
all, a very unsatisfactory engagement.
Ten reels.
A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky. Small

noticed several nervous twitchings of trigger fingers.
Brothers, Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.

patronage.

—

—

TRACKED: Ranger— June 15. They are giving this
dog some good stories, and the people like 'em. You
can give your people more real entertainment by
showing them one of r hese dog pictures than you
can with your squawkie installations by showing them
a lot of unknown Broadway bozos talking through
their noses.
Me for the dogs. Five reels. William
E. Tragdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wi3. Gen-

— Giacoma
— General

(TM) :
Belle Bennett— June
16-17.
Very ordinary subject that did not gross
rental.
Nine reels. H. E. Drew, Orpheum theatre.
Ionia, Mich.
Small town patronage.

—

—
—

was
a silly lot of rot that disgusted the people who came
to see it.
A lot of trash, was the general opinion of
this one.
We were afraid at times that some of the
We
audience would shoot the curtain full of holes.
was a

MOLLY AND ME

TERROR MOUNTAIN: Tom

Best Steele to date. Keep it up. Bob, we're
action.
Six reels. Sammie Jackson, Flomaton thefor you.
General patronage.
atre. Flomaton, Ala.

Rayart
THE ISLE OF LOST MEN:

—

—

country needs

THE AIR LEGION:
was certainly fine. We

127

Neb. (where they dance on plowed ground and shoot
from the hip). General patronage.

A GOOD REASON

—

—

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD
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6,

—

SHOW BOAT:

Special

cast— Week of June

10.

Absolutely the best money getter we have ever
shown. This one went well beyond "The Broadway Melody." Patrons begged for standing room
and balcony seats. We had preshowing on this
peninsula, playing day and date with Baltimore
and Philadelphia, and drew patrons as far as
100 miles away.
We put on an extensive advertising
plays.

campaign and had some good window

dis-

Advertised in about a dozen newspapers
over the peninsula. It is a great picture and
It's too good a picture for hot
is sure to please.
weather, but would advise any exhibitor to grab
this one and stage a comeback in September.
We played the third disc print in the country and
Parent reput on 20 shows without a break.
Thirteen reels. Helen
producer is doing fine.
Ulman, Opera House, Salisbury, Md. General
patronage.
all

—
—

SMILING GUNS: Hoot Gibson— June

Good

12-13.

outdoor comedy-drama.
Hoot is now our most dependable Western star. Six reels. P. G. Estee. S. T.
theatre, Parker, S. D.
Small town patronage.

—

—

THE SKY SKIDDER:

Al Wilson— A fair picture.
good business with
"Tarzan" serial. Five reels. A. N. Miles, Eminence
theatre. Eminence, Ky.
Small town patronage.
Played on our

ladies'

night to

—

—

Glenn Tryon— June 14-15.
IT CAN BE DONE:
Very good. Pleased the young people. Mrs. H. H.
Chase. Diamond theatre. Lake Odessa, Mich. Small
town patronage.

—

JAZZ MAD:
out

picture

of

— June

Special cast
eight reels.

No

15.

A

interest

—

long drawn
in

it.

A

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD
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—

mighty poor picture.
Eight reels. Page & Goetz.
Gem theatre. Canton, Mo. Small town patronage.

—

THE DECKS: Reginald Denny—June
Those who came in were pleased.
Rather
amusing but nothing to rave about. Personally. I
thought it too silly. Mrs. H. H. Chase, Diamond theatre, Lake Odessa, Mich.
Small town patronage.
21-22.

—

Circumstances

—

pawa.

—

rival

make

Rex— April

Best horse picPleased all.
ture yet.
Almost record business for
this theatre.
I stepped on advertising.
Great 6tuff
You should see the old timers turn
for small towns.
out.
Some told me the horses had the Fords beat
yet.
F. C. Bishop, Terrace theatre. Terrace, B. C,
Canada. Small town patronage.

—

every

like to join the

25.

—

M GM
CHARLEY CHASE COMEDIES,

"Imagine My
2
Embarrassment."
This is an extra good vomedy.
(W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.
Small town patronage.) "Thin Twins." These Chase
comedies are fair and that's that.
(G. W. Rothrock,
Campbell theatre, Macksville, Kan. General patron-

a

ports."

—

age.)

Wright,

Jr..

Star

Wendell,

theatre,

C— Small

N.

town patronage.

TARZAN THE

MIGHTY: Special cast— First epiHad to put S. R. O. sign up first time in
sode.
If
the history of this town.
Step on advertising.
all are as good as first one, me for Universal serials
Second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh
after this.
"Tarzan" can do
episodes, same as first episode.
If you
Holding up to good business.
it for me.
The
have not shown "Tarzan," book it at once.
be-st serial I have ever shown.
F. C. Bishop, Terrace
theatre. Terrace, B. C. Canada.
Small town pat-

Monte Blue— 100%. This
is one of the best pictures that we have ever shown
on our screen, and as we showed a short talking
•subject with it, our patrons thought everything was
okey. Our Powers projectors are equipped with little

—

i

Short Features

JAWS

—

Small town patronage.

STATE STREET SADIE:

cast— June

Special

6.

but had some comments.
A fair
program picture. F. C. Bishop, Terrace theatre, Terrace, B. C, Canada.
Small town patronage.

Pleased most

all,

—

—

—

ACROSS THE ATLANTIC: Monte

Blue June
10.
A good air picture. Monte always good to
me. F. C. Bishop, Terrace theatre. Terrace,
B. Ci Canada. Small town patronage.

—

THE

—

SLAVE:

SILVER

Irene Rich— April 4.
Opened up "Tarzan the Mighty" with this one and
oh. boy!
Had to put the S. R. O. sign out. Heard
many favorable comments on this picture. Photography not so good, also a little dark for my Mazdas.
Played an extra show of this, this week. F. C.
Bishop, Terrace theatre, Terrace. B. C, Canada.
Small town patronage.

—

THE GIRL FROM CHICAGO:
An

29.

business.

Special

old one but they seemed to like
C. Bishop, Terrace theatre.

Fair
Terrace,

it.

C, Canada. — Small town patronage.

B.

THE DIAMOND MASTER:
cast

— The

they

are

Drew,

are strong

kids

and when

one

—

so am I.
Ten episodes. H. E.
theatre, Ionia, Mich.
Small town

satisfied,

Orpheum

Special

(Universal)
this

for

—

patronage.

is

— Shown

every

drawing power

of

(Universal) Special

Monday. This has the
any I have run to date.

not like serials personally, but it's not me
it's
Fifteen episodes.
the box office.
Rothrock, Campbell theatre, Macksville,

—
— General

—

OUR GANG COMEDIES, 3.—"Small

Talk."

—

We

VINCENT LOPEZ

had just inVery fine.
stalled talking units on our projectors, and this was
one of the first acts that we used and it certainly

Metro-Goldwyn can sure make decent
fine.
prices on talkies.
(Walter C. Schultz. Walt's theatre,
Kenesaw, Neb. General patronage.) This is wonder(Clark & Son, Moon theatre, Holstein, Neb.
ful.

was very

—

General

(Universal)— Chapter 8.
N. Miles. Eminence
Small town patronage.

—

TARZAN THE MIGHTY:

(Universal) Special cast

have run eleven episodes and cannot say but
one bad thing about it. It is not long enough. We
are going to run it out right in the middle of the

summer.

Wish it was 25 episodes long. Business is
better for every chapter.
Hope Universal will have
some more of this class.
Fifteen episodes. G. H.

—

It's

a

a scream, you
laugh in this.

Campbell theatre, Macksville, Kan.
"Fast Freight."
General patronage.)
This is a
Much better than the last two
step up for the Gang.
or three pictures from them and everybody seemed to
enjoy it, although it does not have the freshness of
real originality.
(O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre,
Nevada, O. Small town patronage.)
"School Begins."
A dandy Gang comedy. (S. B. Kennedy,
Central theatre, Selkirk,
Man., Canada. General

—

PARAMOUNT
CONFESSIONS OF A CHORUS GIRL SERIES,

— We

PARAMOUNT
SONG CARTOONS

—

BILLY DOOLEY COMEDIES, 2.— Buy

1.— Six

—

BOBBY VERNON COMEDIES, 2.— "Sappy

Servas a process server has his troubles.
laughs.
(S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre,
Selkirk, Man., Canada.
General patronage.)

Vernon

ice."

Lots

of

—

DUFFY COMEDIES, 2.— "Love's Young

JACK

Another

Scream."

Central
theatre.
patronage.

They are great. Buy them all. "Sidewalks
York," "Old Black Joe," "Ye Ole Melodies,"
"Yankee Doodle Boy," "Daisy Bell" and "Mother
Pin a Rose on Me."
(Helen Ulman, Opera House,
Salisbury, Md.
General patronage.)

New

invested in a
talking unit that is manufactured by the Walt's Theatre Company, Kenesaw, Neb., and since that time
we have used several Pathe Sound News, and they
are just perfect.
(Clark & Son, Moon theatre, Holstein, Neb.
General patronage.)
treats

'em right when

(Clark & Son,
patronage.)

Moon

it

very

fine.

Pathe sure

comes

to talking product.
Holstein, Neb.
Gen-

theatre,

—

eral

—

ing.

(S.

Canada.

B.

pretty

Pete."

—

GOING PLACES, 2.— Good

comedy.

patronage.)

2.— "The Arabian
Very good, with good prize fight. Good
comedy by Slim. "Naughty Forties." I don't think
that there was a single scene in the whole comedy
as was illustrated on the set of comedy cards. A fair

BLOOD

RACING

One embar-

rassing scene where it shows the seat of a woman's
pants could easily be cut out without hurting the
picture at all.
(W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.
Small town patronage.)

—

[Report* rontinued on

SERIES,

FRIGHT."

comedy.

— General

(H. D. Beebe. Rialto theatre. Nelson, Neb.

patronage.)
"You Just Know She Does
Good as the rest. Slim is the whole show.
(Sammie Jackson, Flomaton theatre, Flomaton. Ala.

'Em."

— General

patronage.)

AND CASPER

Week End."

good here.
(H. D. Beebe,
Rialto theatre, Nelson, Neb. General patronage.)
is

Entertainor Mighty."
Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man.,

— General

Nelson, Neb.

EDUCATIONAL
JERRY DREW COMEDIES, 2.— "Indiscreet
Drew

Kennedy,

—General

SPORTLIGHT, 1.—"Mild

TOOTS

Okay.

B.

Canada.

RKO

PATHE
SOUND NEWS.— Sometime ago we

SOUND REVIEW.— Very,

(S.

2.— "Chicken Feed."
(Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre,
Utah. General patronage.)

Greenriver,

series.

of

good Duffy.
Man.,

Selkirk,

PATHE
GANG COMEDIES,

Very good.
in

these

you have to mortgage your shirt and pants.
(Bill Leonard, Mystic theReal blues chasers.
Mixed patronage.)
atre. Cedar Vale, Kan.
if

OUR

Songs),

(Screen

2.

have never run comedies that pleased any betEvery one a good one.
(Bill Leonard, My6tic
Mixed patronage.)
theatre. Cedar Vale, Kan.
ter.

patronage.)

Kan.

— A.

betcha !
G. W. Rothrock,

This

Don't see how it could
an absolute knockout.
Should be shown in all thehave been any better.
Will
atres where Our Gang comedies are popular.
strengthen your show when running the poorest of
(Helen Ulman, Opera House, Salissound features.
bury, Md. General patronage.)

(SILENT)
reels.

2.— "Fast Freight." These

come back in this one.
Very bad comedy.
Not

kids have

is

patronage.

going good. Two
theatre. Eminence, Ky.

— We

Do

please
G. W.

—

TARZAN THE MIGHTY
Still

I

best

—

OUR GANG COMEDIES,

really

—

TARZAN THE MIGHTY:
cast

—

LAUREL - HARDY* COMEDIES, 2.
"Double
Whoopee." These boys are very good. Better than
most comedians to date. (G. W. Rothrock. Campbell
theatre, Macksville, Kan.
General patronage.)

—

—

Serials

Plenty of

good comedy.

patronage.)

Metroone of the best acts on the market today.
Goldwyn are certainly okey on talking product.
(Walter C. Schultz. Walt's theatre, Kenesaw, Neb.
General patronage.)

cast— April

—F.

real

(Henry Amusement Company, Henry, Neb.
town patronage.)

— Small

—

(SOUND)
M GM
GEORGE DEWEY WASHINGTON.—This

—
—

that 6ell for $65 each. Walter C.
Schultz. Walt's theatre, Kenesaw, Neb.
General patronage.

OF STEEL: Rin Tin Tin—June 14-15. The
best Rlnty we have used, and we have played two
of his newer releases. Good silent picture. Six reels.
Mrs. S. J. Brown, Phoenix theatre, Neola, la.

HATS OFF, 2.— A
laughs.

THE BUSH LEAGUER:

units

Many

—

I

Lakes but cannot
would appreciate your send-

ronage.

talking

2.— "Too

COMEDIES.

at Detroit

—

Warner Bros.

BIBBER

Cookies." This is an extra good comedy.
Slapstick.
"Kiss Doctor." Something different in a comedy, and
I'll say it's good.
(G. W. Rothrock, Campbell theatre, Macksville, Kan.
General patronage.)

All

24.

—

by patrons good.
Print good. F. C.
Bishop, Terrace theatre, Terrace, B. C, Canada.
Small town patronage.

WILD BEAUTY:

FOX

VAN

name plate for my car. Will
more later and send in some re-

write

—

cast— May

I

it.

me

ing

would

I

Talent." Just
Nelson, Neb.

Rialto theatre.

General

Detroit

the

at

(H. D. Beebe,
patronage.)

fair.

the interesting articles by the

merry bunch

Reginald Denny— Like old
times to see Denny in the ring again. If you showed
"The Leather Pushers," this one will go good. General comments good.
F. C. Bishop, Terrace theatre.
Terrace, B. C, Canada. Small town patronage.
Special

be

HERALD-WORLD

various writers.

ON YOUR TOES:

THE LONE EAGLE:

cannot

the

of

week and

—

comments

Man.,

—

MERMAID COMEDIES, 2.—"Kitchen

"I look forward " he writes, "to the ar-

Hoot Gibson— June 15. Sent
in the place of "The Lone Eagle." A picture we had
run a year ago to a large attendance and everyone
had seen it. Second time I had "The Lone Eagle"
booked and the second time another picture was sent.
Six reels. Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.
General patronage.

—

—

course,

of

Lake convention next week.

PAINTED PONIES:

—

us,

and what we can't help, we can't help.
But that doesn't make it less regrettable
that ]. C. Gibbs of the Opera House, Nee-

THE SHAKEDOWN: Special cast—June 18-19.
Excellent offering. Real entertainment, and the customers 6aid 60. More like this and I wouldn't worry
about talkers. H. E. Drew, Orpheum theatre. Ionia,
Mich. Small town patronage.

—

control

1929

6,

LUPINO LANE COMEDIES, 2.—"Hectic Days."
Okey.
(H. D. Beebe, Rialto theatre, Nelson. Neb.—
General patronage.)
"Hello Sailor."
They seemed
to like it.
(A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky.
Small town patronage.) "Only Me." This
is good and a novelty.
(G. W. Rothrock, Campbell
theatre, Macksville, Kan.
General patronage.)

JUST TOO BAD

CLEAR

July

Fair.

— General

2.— "Casper's

SERIES,

(H. D. Beebe.
patronage.)

Rialto theatre,

UNIVERSAL
BUSTER BROWN COMEDIES, 2.— "Watch

the
(A.
Birdie." Below average. Only heard one laugh.
N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky. Small

—

town patronage.)

THE COLLEGIANS SERIES,
The fourth
page

George

Lewis,

2.—

series going as well as the previous ones,

following JayF«cJ

—
July
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N. D.,
23, 1929.

DEAR HERALD-WORLD:
we drove along a road in the Northwestern part of
where the water on the North side of the road runs into
Hudson bay, and on the South side where it runs into the Gulf of
Mexico, and if that isn't getting right on top of the backbone of these
United States of America, then she hain't got no backbone.
A farmer out here who doesn't have from four to six sections of
wheat is considered a one-horse farmer, and if all the wheat in this
Last Thursday

this

state

country matures, as it now looks like it might, that $500,000,000 that
Congress appropriated to take care of the surplus won't buy twine

enough

to tie the sacks with.

You no doubt heard about

that Chicago guy who went out to South
Dakota some years ago to look the country over and when he got back
and v,as telling his friends how big the country was, he said that when
a young couple got married out there and went out to the cowyard
Well,
to milk the cows they sent the milk bark with their children.
North Dakota is like that, except that out here they send their grandchildren back with the milk in an airplane. Now, this isn't any bear
story and everybody is up and has had breakfast around this hotel.
Almost every exhibitor up here is baldhcaded. That's because the
wind is so strong it blows the hair all off their heads. O. W. Moore
of the Rock Lake theatre at Rock Lake, G. A. Trayer of the Lyric at
Rugby. R. C. Harper of the Blarkstone at New Rockford, and a few
more of the boys have a little hair left, but that's because they wrap it
around their heads and anchor it on to their ears with clothespins. It
looks funny to see these guys going around with clothespins hanging
on their ears. Bennie Berger of the Orpheum at Grand Forks, says
the reason why he doesn't have any hair is because his ears got so sore
he couldn't wear the clothespins.
These North Dakota exhibitors are no different from Longhorns

down

in Illinois, nor the Hoosiers of
are all a swell bunch of guys and they all use the
same language when cussing the film companies, except that John
Filler of Valley City has to employ several languages to properly express himself.
Common United States won't answer, it isn't strong

in Texas,

Indiana.

nor the Suckers over

They

enough.
*

*

*

90 per cent of them claim they are not making operating expenses because of excessive prices of sound service.
The above statement will not meet with the approval of certain
branches of the industry, but our father gave us a good thrashing
once for not telling the truth about stealing Jim Hallock's watermelons, and since then we have thought it the better policy to pay
for what melons we consumed, and we have consumed a lot of 'em,
and now we are going to talk awfully plain to you fellows who have
wired your houses, and we are going to submit a problem in mental
arithmetic for you to solve.
It won't require algebra, geometry,
trigonometry or calculus.
*

time to

make

—

—

*

*

*

We

met an exhibitor recently who asked us if we had ever heard
of "these here talking pictures" and we told him we hadn't, that the
only trade journal we took was the HERALD-WORLD and that doggone thing didn't carry any information of that kind. This guy didn't
a trade journal looked like, so we showed him a copy and
he said he didn't want it because the "kiwer was yaller." This bird
was trying to operate a theatre himself when he had three or four
able-bodied sheep standing in the yard not doing a thing.

know what

*

the entries.

We

drove through a large band of sheep on the highway a few days
ago, and that reminds us that there are some men who don't seem
to have the intelligence of sheep.
We have known some who didn't
know their own children all of 'em and yet you can take a band of
a thousand sheep that all look exactly alike and that have a thousand little lambs and mix 'em up and stir 'em all around and the little
lamblets will go and pick out their own mothers and never make a
Some pictures we have seen make Us
mistake. J'ever notice that?
think that some sheep ought to be in the film business.

*

you played a silent program that cost you $25, including a newsreel and a two-reel comedy, and you played it to a gross business of
$62.45, and then you wired your house and you paid $75 for a sound
feature, $17.50 for a synchronized newsreel, $30 for a talking comedy,
and on top of it all, paid a score charge of $25, and then played
the program to a gross business of $127.65, how many sound programs
would you have to play for you to determine whether you were full
The first correct answer to this
of prunes or just born that way?
problem filled with Eagle Eye Joe, will receive a two-years' subscrip[NOTE: Joe, keep a
tion to the HERALD- WORLD free of charge.
correct account of these answers and make the award and charge the
Now don't all you
subscription to "incidental expense account."!
boys send your answers on the same mail. You will have to give Joe
If

*

Here are

Why

a

*

*

few questions we would like the producers

to

answer:

of a talking picture somebody doesn't
get a ball bat and hammer the orchestra into silence while there is
dialog going on between the actors, so that the audiences can hear
what they say? You charge the exhibitor more for the talking feature and then allow a jazz orchestra to ruin the whole business. Get
somebody out there who can choke off that orchestra while the dialog is going on or put the price down to that of silent pictures.
Why is it that you will charge an exhibitor $5 for a silent newsreel
and then jut a jazz orchestra in to play through it and a guy back on
the stage to make a few sound effects and then charge the exhibitor
$17.50 for it? The price of $12.50 is pretty high to pay for 12 minutes of jazz music that we can hear over the radio every day for
nothing and get disgusted with it just as quick.
And why is it but then, whattinhell's the use in asking questions?
is it

that in the

—

You

making

—

don't get anywhere.
*

*

*

the time this gets in your hands it will be time to get out that
fishing tackle and look 'er over and get that golf bag and see if everything is in shape for that convention of the Great LTnwashed at Detroit
Lakes, and if there are any of you boys who want to take the 1930
convention anywhere else, you better be there in force, for we are expecting our old friend, M. C. Kellogg, of the Homestake theatre at
Lead, South Dakota, to be there to make a bid for the convention for
the Black Hills, and he is liable to bring a lot of voting strength with
him, too. He's a great lad to get what he goes after.
Bring your wives along. Remember, they can vote, too, and besides
that, they won't let you go back home and tell any fish stories that
won't bear investigation. You must stick to the truth if you are going
We know a few of the boys that
to be a member of this fraternity.
this rule will work a hardship on, but we don't care to mention any
names, except that Crocket Brown. Tragsdorf, Gailey and Micky Larson will have to abide by these rules the same as the rest of us, and

By

—

In all the territory we have covered, naturally we have heard a
great many different kinds of sound devices, both in the small theatres
and the deluxe houses, and the best by far of these we have heard, we
heard this past week. One was in Archie Miller's house at Devils
Lake and the other was in Peterson -Miller's house here in Jamestown. If there is any such thing as perfection in talking picture devices
and we think there will be in time these two houses offer evidence sufficient to warrant that conclusion. In fact, they have reached
that point right now.
never did, and will never care, to hear
better.
These two houses, like all the rest, are gradually feeling the

—

—

We

decline in attendance as the novelty of talking pictures wears off, and
the problem with them, as with the rest, seems to be a question of
trying to hold on until the price of the sound service is reduced to a
point where they can operate at a profit.
We have preached several sermons to you boys operating' theatres in
towns from seven thousand down in the space allotted to us in this
journal, and we have tried to give you the benefit of what knowledge
we have gained from talking with those who have sound, and if we
ever told the truth in our life we are telling it in this statement, that
we have yet to find a single exhibitor who would say that he was
making as much profit with sound service as he made with silent, and

this includes

Longaker and Bonnie Benfield

THE BIG TIME AND COME

as well.
J. C.

JENKINS,

HERALD-WORLD man.
S.-THE HERALD WORLD COVERS THE FIELD LIKE AN
The

P.

GET SET FOR

ON.

APRIL SHOWER.
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(Continued from

among our dependable

Have always been
Estee.

G.

(P.

T.

S.

Parker.

theatre.

S.

shorts.

— Small

D.

available after this year other than what
can see "and hear." W. E. C. Becker, B
Isia theatres, Ashland, Neb.

—

July

Kennedy,

B.

(S.

— General

Canada.

Central theatre,
patronage.)

fair.

Man.,

Selkirk,

HOT PUPPIES, Sid Saylor, 2.— One of the good
onee. Fire crackers, fireworks 'n' everything. Timely
(P. G. Eetee. S. T. thefor season of the Fourth.
Small town patronage.)
atre. Parker. S. D.

—

LAEMMLE NOVELTY,

1.— "The Prodigal Pup."
Another Laemmle Novelty with a lot of trick photogFor our trade, gratie
raphy and not much else.
would be too much rental. A walkout number. (O.
Small
O.
B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre. Nevada.
town patronage.)

NEW

—

LOOK PLEASANT.
(Mrs.

Utah.

—

Saylor.
2.— Juft fair.
theatre, Greenriver.

Sid

Green. Gem
General patronage.)

Hulda

J.

MIKE AND IKE SERIES. 2.— "Hold Your

Horses."

(A. N. Miles. Eminence
several laughs in this.
Smal town patronage.)
theatre. Eminence. Ky.

Had

—

RABBIT, V2 .— "Farmyard Folgood one. Much fun (O. B. Wolfe,

OSWALD THE
An

lies."

extra

"The Fiery Fireman."

age.)
good.
ville.

—

Nevada. O. Small town patronThese cartoons are all
theatre, Macks-

theatre.

S' L'cenland

W.

iG.

Kan.

—

Rothrock. Campbell
General patronage.)

THE SECRET OUTLAW.

Bob Curwood, 2.— Yeh

"them

lO.
Wolfe.
things."
B.
Screenland theatre. Nevada, O. Small town patronage.)

Another

one

of

—

PICTURES

HAVING NOTICED A LOT OF THE
small town theatre men getting "het up" over
talking pictures, we are enclosing herewith a
clipping from the Newport Daily Independent
in regard to talking pictures that may be of
interest to some of your readers.

Newport
when they

only fifteen miles from us and
installed talkie equipment in the
Capitol theatre at that place, we could begin
to feel ourselves slipping as we were almost
sure it meant the loss of a great deal of patNewport, by the way, is a
ronage for us.
town of 4,000 population, the county seat of
a rich agricultural county and a dandy good
business town. However, after only six weeks
use the Capitol theatre at Newport has announced that it has discontinued the talkies,
at least for the present.
is

If towns of 4,000 population cannot afford
the talkies, how are we little fellows out in
the bushes going to put in talkies and get away
notice a lot of the exhibitors
with it?
say it is either put in sound or close up, but
sound did not seem to help the situation in
our neighborhood town of Newport. Where
do we go from here? O. F. Craig, Royal

We

—

BEHIND THAT CURTAIN

Fox mystery drama
with Warner Baxter, Lois Moran, Gilbert Emery.
Claude King, Philip Strange, Boris KarlofT, Jamiel
Hassen. Peter Gawthorne, John Rogers, Montague
Shaw, Finch Smiles. Mercedes De Valasco and
Directed by Irving Cummings.
E. L. Park.
:

AND THEME:

TYPE
Sir George Mannering
Gait to investigate persons under
suspicion.
Gait visits the office John Bcetham,
explorer, who warns Gait to keep out of his affairs.
Two hours later Gait is killed. Scotland Yard
starts out to investigate the murder.
Beetham is
in love with Eva, niece of Mannering, but Eva
is
married to Eric Durand, the man whom her
uncle suspected the most.
Durand turns out to be
everything Mannering thought.
A letter comes to
Eva stating that her husband was the killer of
Gait.
Durand confesses to her. Later r in another
town Beetham is making an address.
He meets
Eva.
Durand, jealous of Beetham, shoots at him
This
but misses.
Beetham's men kill Durand.
brings the deserved happiness to Bcetham and Eva.
an ploys Hilary

$1,000,000 House Is

Designed for Audiens

Newark, Ark.

theatre,

1929

you

B &

town patronage.)

DOCTORS PREFER BRUNETTES, 1.—Just

6,

(Special to the Herald-World)

On

"WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR ME"

The Voice
of the Industry

LETTERS FROM READERS

Your
part of your magazine.
is the best
"Service Talks" by T. O. Service should be
I
have not wired for
the best part for me.
talkies, nor have 80 per cent of your customers therefore, your customers want T. O.
Service to know whether a picture is good to
run in competition with a talkie or whether
What
it's best to pay for it and not run it.
he says about "A Man's Man" in the June 22
issue does not give 80 per cent of your customers this information. John S. Brumsberc,
Issaquah theatre, Issaquah, Wash.
;

(Continued jrem page 124)

This doesn't quite indicate
rest of the week
to me that the sound equipped exhibitors are
"knockin' 'em (the public) dead" as the distributors so blithely assert.
The manager of
!

house further admitted that the show
going crowd can't afford the continual extra
cost to see "and hear" so the crowd men of
families especially just don't assemble
Yet,
how can a man pay the extra demands and
not pass the cost on to the patrons of his
house in the form of higher admissions? It
surely looks (under the present order of
things) like the producers don't give a hoot
for the exhibitor of sound pictures if he
makes it, okey, but if he loses, it's just too
this

—

—

!

—

bad, for

him

!

The new buying

season, which is just around
the corner, does not mean much to the fellow
whose sound programs have been a constant
loss for weeks or maybe months, nor can it
mean much more to the silent picture exhibitor when his former "best bets" are all
rushing pell-mell at the command of the producers into sound pictures
Not by any means
all of the people are "het up" by the talkies.
Even at Omaha, a city exceeding 200,000, the
head theatre of the deluxe Publix nouses
which a short time ago removed its orchestra
and stage presentations and confined its programs entirely to sound has had to topple off
of its high horse and "put 'em back !" The
public is a changeable proposition.
!

—

If a man puts in sound, yet has a poor installation or poorer acoustics, he's worse off
with his patrons than he would have been
silent,

they

for

are

so

critical

now-a-days

listening to the radio and demand only
Question is, can the average small
the best
town showman deliver it and continue delivering it the coming year, or will the prediction
of our mutual friend, J. C. Jenkins, come to
pass concerning 5.000 less theatres being operIt surely looks as
ated a year or so hence?
though as Charlie Williams, president of the

from

Sound Film Forcing
Legitimate to Lower
Says Editor

Prices,
The problem which

legitimate stage
must face in the near future is that of narrowing the spread between the motion picture
and stage attraction prices, is the opinion
stated in an editorial appearing in the Chicago
Evening Post recently. The writer points
out that the gentlemen who control the destinies of the legitimate theatre will have to
adopt a few of the money making ideas of
the picture people, if they are to survive.
the

—

states

— exhibitors

will have to learn how to
over again, since there's likely
product, that's worth using at least,

buy pictures
to

be

little

all

July

2—This

city

to have a $1,000,000 theatre, construction to
begin about Sept. 1, according to an announcement of officials of the Loop Realties, Inc.,
is

—

composed of three local men Eugene Perry,
Edgar Kilbourne and Al Riegel. The Publix Theatre Corporation will operate the new
house under a lease. The theatre will be one
of the first in the United States that is designed purposely for singing and talking picSpecial acoustic devices will be intures.
stalled and it will have a seating capacity of

2.500.

Shift

Fox and Warner
Exchange Managers
(Special to the Herald-lVorld)

July 2— Benjamin Simon,
former salesman for Fox, has been appointed branch manager for that company
in New Haven, Conn., and John Dillon will

NEW

YORK,

the Washington branch.
Seed, manager of the Warner
brothers' Albany exchange, has been transferred to the Buffalo exchange and is succeeded by Russell Sully.

manage

Harry

and Seymour
Are Signed by Columbia

"If artistic merits be the sole consideration,"
he says, "it is doubtful whether the 'talkies'
will even equal what might be termed the
The no longer silent
theatre in the flesh.
screen has, however, the potent appeal of
price and many of the theatre goers are going
to hesitate about paying $3 for a main floor
seat, at some standard production, if he can
enjoy two hours and a half, though inanimate, entertainment at a cost of from fifty to

Lila Lee

seventy-five cents.

forces and will be assigned to do some of
Columbia's specials, which arc scheduled for

"It could quite possibly be done by building
very much larger theatres, bringing back the
old fashioned gallery, installing sound amplifying devices for remote seaters, eliminating
ticket scalping and playing to bigger audiences
at correspondingly lower prices."

!

M. P. T. O. of Nebraska and Western Iowa,

FORT WAYNE, IND,

Silent Pictures

Smakwitz

Is

Promoted

(Special to the Herald-lVorld)

ALBANY,

—

Smakwitz,
Charles
2.
July
manager of the Mark-Ritz theatre and publicity for the Stanley houses in Albany
and Troy, was promoted last week to the
post of assistant general manager of the
Stanley houses in the two cities.

(Special to the Herald-lVorld)

NEW

YORK,

July 2.— Lila Lee and James
Seymour have been signed by Columbia Pic-

Miss Lee will play the leading role in
"Flight," an all talking air epic.
Tames Seymour, well known stage director,
playwright and actor will join the West Coast

tures.

production.

Theatre Burglar Given
Sentence in N. Y. Prison
(Special to the Herald-lVorld)

ALBANY,

July

2.— Albany

county

offi-

made an example last week of a man
who was convicted of robbing the Eagle
motion picture theatre a month or so ago
cials

by giving him a sentence of from two and
a half to ten years at one of the New York
state prisons.

July
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Actors Urge They
Be Represented in
9
'Equity Shop Figh
(Continued from page 71)

Xagel in seeking 30 signatures to a petition
for a closed meeting was exercising his constitutional right, and that Xagel did not conduct an outlaw session as claimed by Equity

members.
"This meeting was stormed," Marshall said.
"Free and open discussion of any point was
not permitted. Mr. Xagel and all others who
attempted to discuss any procedure but blind
obedience to the president's mandate were
heckled, insulted and rendered inaudible."

Two

Suspensions Announced

Equity packed the house at its meeting last
night with a speaker's staff consisting of
Charles Chase, George Jessel, Frank Reicher,
Reginald Denny, Xance O'Xeil, Clara Kimball
Young, Joseph Schildkraut. Francis X. Bushman, Robert T. Haines and Louis Hale. John
Gilbert telegraphed his regrets but indicated
he would be present at the next meeting. Gillmore read telegrams from John Boles. Robert Armstrong and Conrad Xagel regretting
that they too found it impossible to attend.

Gillmore said that he had just made a survey and found that while S4 pictures are
normally in production at this time there are
only 34 in work this week. He also announced
that effective at once Equity members must
not accept work of any kind such as atmosHe declared that
phere or mob scenes.
whereas Equity had been harassed in the
newspapers he wished to state that Equityappreciated the fact that it has no complaint
with the trade press in view of the fact that
it has dealt with the situation most fairly.

Answers Tully Marshall

He announced
jan and

the suspensions of

John Mil-

Eugene Borden.

Kimball Young referred to the releaving
Marshall
Tully
regarding
ports
Equity and said, "He has spent 40 years in pictures and has finally succeeded in getting a
two-year contract." Charley Chase stated he
has been working for Hal Roach ten years
and knew him five years before that. He said
"Roach is one of my closest friends and it will
be hard to get me to say things about Hal
Roach because I can't." He said he worked
only eight Sundays in those ten years and
only 20 nights, and has got off every Saturday at 1 p. m. except twice.
Clara

RKO

Denies Accepting
"Equity Shop" Proposal

Color Camera Manufacture Is Pushed
To Get Set for Increased Use Next Year
(Continued from page 70)

Moments

in History,' to insure creditable entertainment in color film reaching the screen

special kind of stock, the_ color being applied
by machine through the medium of stencils

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, in releasing
did a great deal to make possible the
present improvements in the process.

which are made by hand, Mr. Ramsaye said.
It is a system of photographic recording and
mechanical application.
It is by no means
natural and can be used on any film.
"Who wants natural color," Ramseye said.
"We want color for the emotional effect. We
use color with an eye to producing an emotional effect.
If people wanted what was
natural they would live their own lives without

as such.
these,

Trained to Black and White
"As a matter of fact, the black and white
is accepted by audiences because they are
trained to expect it. The subconscious mind
has learned to focus on story and forget
absence of color, for everyone looking at black
and white film is seeing as one who is color
blind would see.
Let the audience walk out
of the theatre if it saw things the same outside as on the screen, it would consider it a
great calamity.
The audience of the future
will see as one whose color blindness is cured.
This was not possible in early attempts at
color which were not perfectly natural."
Incidentally, an odd bit of research discloses that the color film is far less of a strain
on the eye than any other, it was stated. Three
hundred persons were used in a series of tests
given by Dr. Irvine, oculist, under Dr. Kalmus'
supervision. On one night, after examination
with a retinal instrument, each of these read
a newspaper for an hour, and then a second
measurement of eye fatigue was made. The
second night black and white motion pictures
were used in a two hour test the third, color
films, for the same test.
"It was proved," Dr Kalmus, said, "that
reading a newspaper for an hour caused more
eye fatigue than looking at black and white
motion pictures for two hours and that color
pictures created less eye fatigue than the black
and white. This fact, taken in conjunction
with the perfection of the new process, is, I
think, most significant in pointing to the modern trend in pictures."

film

—

;

;

Three Pathe Processes
Terry Ramsaye, of Pathe, has been associated with processes of color photography and
the application of color to film as long as any
other man in the motion picture business.
In a recent interview with this paper he said
that Pathe had three processes for the production of color film, Pathechrome and two others
yet to be announced.
One of these, he said,
might revolutionize present methods of color
photography inasmuch as it consisted of an
attachment that could be lifted to any motion
picture camera.
An official announcement
would be made when the first picture was
flashed upon a public screen.
There was no
sense, he said, in the Pathe rooster crowing
too loudly before the hen came across with a
decent batch of chicks.

(Special to the Herald-World)

—

Stock Used
the Pathe Laboratories

going to the theatre for synthetic experience."
The difficulties in the way of making Pathechrome available to sound were overcome by
the use of a positive print with a sound track,
made in the United States, to which coloring
was added at the Pathe plant in Vincennes.

A

special color positive stock of Dupont-Pathe
manufacture was required, so prepared as to

be more sensitive to the application of color
than any other known stock and made from a
formula so adjusted as to permit the transmission of light through the nitro-cellulose
base with less color absorption and filtration
than was previously possible.

Limited Only to Colorist's Thoughts
Xatural

RKO.

Value of Organization
Recognized, Says Green
(Special to the Hcrald-World)

2—

"The Bar AssoJuly
ciation and Medical Association, the Chamber
of Commerce and many other organized
bodies understand and appreciate the value of
organization and the benefits which come from
group action," William Green, president of the
American Federation of Labor, said in a
telegram to Gillmore approving the "Equity
Shop" move. "The theatrical producers themselves operate very largely through group action and the employes of the theatrical and
motion sound producers, men and women of
and genius, who add so immeasurably
to the happiness of others, must be accorded
that liberty of group action which is recognized without protest as being the right and
talent

prerogative of other professional groups."

Experiments

at

in

record.
limited

The

artificial

Pathechrome method

is

only by what the colorist can think
of. Each frame of a film is colored by stencils
which have been made by hand. There is a
stencil for every color used and each frame
as it goes through the printing machine is
stamped with every stencil.

Other methods of color photography are
based on either a color filter, the old Kinemacolor method or the hand color system of
which Pathechrome is an outgrowth. New
methods have been evolved in Germany but
have not yet been introduced in this countryIt is believed, however, that they are also done
with a single coated film.
While color photography, as it is now, is
not tiring to the eye, the eye loses consciousness of the fact that it is watching color after
the first few hundred feet.
Therefore, it is
believed, color in the future will be used
largely in inserts to emphasize an emotional
effect rather than be carried all the way
through a picture. The treatments, of course,
will vary with the picture, depending on the
character of the production and the nature of
the sequences.

Jack Bower Appointed

UA

in

France, in collaboration of the experts of the
American and the French Pathe concerns,
have proved the availability of the Pathechrome process for coloring film for sound
and talking pictures and by the time this is
printed the first Audio Review will have been
seen and heard in color in the theatres of

photographic processes are
a way, to what the camera can

color

limited,

Special

XE\Y YORK, July 2. Denial of acceptance
of "Equity Shop" was made today by
This was the only new development here this
week in the attempt of Equity to invade the
motion picture field.

WASHINGTOX,

IjI

District

Manager

(Special to the Herald-World)

ATLANTA,
who
lanta

2.—Jack Bower,
months has been Atbranch manager for United Artists,
GA.,

July

for the past five

has been elevated to the post of southern
district manager, with headquarters in New
Orleans.

America.

Pathechrome

prints have to be

made on a

Alice Replaces Sally
(Special to the Herald-World)

Dolores Del Rio Sees

Hoover on Second Try
(Special to the Herald-World)

—

Washington, July 2. Dolores Del
Rio called at the White House last
week, but found out no foreigner
can be presented to the president except by member of his or her counShe took a taxi-cab
try's embassy.
and returned later with the second
secretary of the embassy and was
presented to the president.

XEW YORK

2—

Alice Day has reJuly
placed Sally O'Xeil in the cast of the First

Xational-Yitaphone picture "Little Johnny
Jones," according to announcement from the
company. Donald Reed has also been added
to the cast.

Silvernail Signed
(Special to the Hcrald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July 2.— Inspiration Pichas secured the services of Llarke
Silvernail to write dialog for Henry King's
production, "Out of the Night."
tures. Inc.,
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
Byl.F.
are looking up
THINGS
exhihitor attempting

in Chicago, speaking from the viewpoint of the
fathom the peregrinations of the censorial mind.
The censors got it with "both barrels," one being a hot shot from a jury
in Judge Michael Feinberg's circuit court, the jurymen deciding that it was not
necessary to remove certain lines which the police and censor board had considered cause for withholding a permit from Samuel Goldwyn's "So This Is
Heaven." Corporation Counsel Samuel Ettelson found that the board had acted
without justification in barring
G M's "The Trial of Mary Dugan." Yes.

to

Here are two of film row's well known
The
figures, George and Harold Gollos.
Gollos brothers have been located on the
row for many years. They are manufac-

M

turing the Clarifone synchronous device
that has been installed in the 20th Cen(Heraldtury and Vitagraph theatres.
World Photo.)

things are looking up.

Row had a flock of special screenings
various theatres last week, causing much
absence on the Row. The entire Pathe gang
were in Atlantic City attending the Pathe sales
convention. Harry Lorch headed this gang of
salesmen.
was just resting easy, recuperating from the effects of sales talks
combined with pleasure, at the convention.
The Tiffany-Stahl office was minus the chatter
of Henri Ellman, and that was a lot. Henri
was in Detroit to tell the Tiffany-Stahl bunch
how to make a success of next year's product.
And don't think Henri don't know, either.
Clyde Eckhardt, Fox manager was out attending to important matters as usual. This left
the Fox office pretty empty.
The First National office however, has Carl Leserman and
Film

in

RKO

1

Tom Gilliam, the main works, at their desks.
United Artists was preparing for "big doings."
Creston E. Smith w-as to come from the home
office to make a few changes in the Chicago
force.
Metro office was smiling, along with
Frank Ishmael. Warner Brothers was going
along in top speed.
So was Paramount.
Columbia was minus its manager, Fred KnisWorld Wide was rejoicing
pel on Friday.
in the return of Manager Bill Bramherg. Bill
w-as off for a few weeks, due to an operation.
Maybe we shouldn't tell this, but at Educational we found Dave Dubin applying a bit
of cold cream to his sunburn, received at the
Educational convention last week.
But this
did not stop Dave's sales chatter.
Universal
was preparing to fill all those contracts on

"Broadway," the picture which made such a
U had
at the recent Midnight preview.
he outgrew
to get Ted Meyer a new chair
the former one. Over at the Exhibitors Association, Jack Miller was shining his clubs up
for the Midwest golf tournament on July 19.
Jack stated that he has no intentions of taking

hit

—

second or third prize, but he did reveal that
he had all hopes of getting the first prize.
I'hototone's manager, L. V. Kuttnauer, was
preparing to attend a convention at Winnipeg.
*

*

Miller, big shot exhibitor of Wisconsin,
was among the Row's few visitors last week.
He stayed in tow-n for a few days.

* *

The

First

Broadway Stage Success Brought

Intact to the Living Screen

The Great Power

*

Sam

*

Security pictures last week gave a special
sound screening of "Should A Girl Marry"
and the picture proved very interesting as
The cast is headed
played on Voisaphone.
by Helen Foster and Donald Keith. The picture is part-talking, Irving Mandel is the distributor.
A two-reel all-talking short was
also screened.
R. S. Cramblet, formerly with the local
Educational exchange, is now office manager
Cramblet
of the United Artists exchange.
is filling the position left vacant by the resignation of Freddie Martin.
*

with

*

*

Two World Wide
"Black Waters,"

Minna Gombell
And

the Entire

theatre.

pictures, "Piccadilly" and
will play at the State-Lake

"Piccadilly" opened on June 29, and

"Black Waters" is scheduled to go in the house
immediately after.
Bill Bromberg, manager

Broadway Cast

of

World Wide,

closed the deal.
*

100%

*

Salkin, will no longer be connected
with Radio pictures. Henry is leaving after
serving 11 years with the company. But Henry
promises to be a frequent visitor, which sounds

All-Talking

encouraging.

Now Available for Illinois and

*

Henry

Indiana

Iff

Warner
of
formerly
exchange, will join the United
Grossman will be
Artists office this week.
assistant to Manager Rosenthal.
Eddie

Grossman,

Brothers'

Illinois

Indiana

Greiver Productions

Midwest Film Co.

831

S.

Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO

402 North

Illinois St.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

*

*

*

Several Tiffany-Stahl managers stopped off
at the local Tiffany office last week to join
Henri Ellman enroute to the convention in
Those who stopped off were Jack
Detroit.
O'Toole, Milwaukee; J. Miller, Omaha; Abe
Minneapolis; Oscar Kushiner, InFisher,
dianapolis
and Mann Brown, Western divi;

sion manager.
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•Acoustical

EASY

Westfelt

TO

1 INSTALL

How

make

to

your theatre

SOUND-PERFECT
Scores of theatre owners will tell you that
Acoustical Westfelt is the most economical
and satisfactory way to eliminate echo pro-

COSTS

duced by

LESS

"talkies."

Here

efficient material that

is

is

an amazingly

easily installed

.

.

.

the entire cost, a fraction of what you
would otherwise pay to achieve the same

Acoustical Westfelt has been in2~0 leading theatres during the
past six weeks. It certainly would be to
your advantage to get full particulars. Remember, Acoustical Westfelt brings suresults.

stalled in

perb quality of "talkies" and music in any
theatre.

WESTERN FELT WORKS

A

4115 Ogden Avenue
E.

W. Poller

Co.. Inc.. 295 Fiflh Ave.,
Tel. Caledonia 9613

Chicago.
New York City

Illinois

Free!
A

STOPS
r

•1.96,

No.

I

ECHOES

valuable textbook on Acoustical problems, edited by Paul
Sabine. Ph. D. of the Riverbank Laboratories, a nationally
recognized authority in the field of Architectural Acoustics.
In order to provide authentic and unbiased information for
solving Acoustical problems in theatres, we turned to Dr.
Sabine who personally cooperated in furnishing valuable data
from his laboratory and other research work.
E.

We

urge you to write for a

FREE

copy today.
far.
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COMBINATION

The Rudolph Wuditger Company
FACTORIES:
BUFFALO
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI

NORTH TON AW AND A,

DETROIT
CLEVELAND
KANSAS CITY

N. Y.

NEW YORK

PITTSBURGH
SAN FRANCISCO

PHILADELPHIA

ST.

LOS ANGELES

LOUIS
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*7Jiere*s

still

time

Get the Facts/

KOOL-AIRE

10-

Healthful Atmospheric

Conditioning

The Cooling Sensation
OF THE

THEATRE INDUSTRY
NOW BEING INSTALLED BY LEADING
THEATRES AND THEATRE CIRCUITS.

You Cannot
To Buy

Afford

a Cooling Plant

Without Investigating

KOOL™AIRE
DROPS TEMPERATURES
10 TO 19 DEGREES

The Low Cost of

NO ENGINEER

Installation

and Operation Will

REQUIRED

Amaze You
A 1,500 SEAT THEATRE CAN BE
COOLED FOR S20.00 PER WEEK

SALES OFFICES
818 State Lake Bldg.,

Chicago

and Principal Cities

GENTLEMEN:

KOOLER AIRE Today
MAIL THIS COUPON!

Learn About

KOOLER-AIRE ENGINEERING CO.
Division of
Factorv

:

2101

ARCTIC NX- AIR CORPORATION

Kennedy

Srreet, N. E..

lOll

>\LE# OFFICEParamount Bulletin
Ne«.

York. N. Y.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Without obligation on my part, please send me complete details
and information covering "KOOLERAIRE" and its operation.

Name
Seating

Address

Capacity.

Citv

State,
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NOT EVERY CARPET
Bigelow Alba Wilton 12173-6

example

of

—A

splendid

a modernistic theatre carpet

For the special requirements of theatre use, Bigelow-Hartford offers an assort-

ment of carpets of particular adaptability. The most appropriate weaves
the best types of pattern ... are available

Woven

collection.

expressly for the purpose, Bigelow-Hartford theatre carpets,

of the various grades, represent

demand

in this

for a

full

..

in

each

value.They answer most satisfactorily the

low "cost per year" floor fabric.

The Bigelow-Hartford Carpet Company

is

qualified

by years of experience

to

give expert advice on the choice of appropriate theatre floor coverings. Write

for

complete information and the name of your nearest Bigelow-Hartford dealer.

BIGELOWHARTFORD
RUGS & CARPETS
Made by BIGELOW-HARTFORD CARPET CO. - Weavers since 1825 ^ Mills at Thompsonville, Conn,
and Clinton, Mass.-NEW YORK, BOSTON, PITTSBURGH, PHILADELPHIA, DALLAS, ATLANTA,

CHICAGO,

ST.

LOUIS, DETROIT,

SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, MINNEAPOLIS, SEATTLE

—
luly 6,
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A NEW STANDARD OF COOLING!
Now Supreme

Cooling System Gives You 50% More Cooling Power
from the Same Cooling Equipment with no Increase in Horsepower

No Noise

and

with
the Greatest Improvement in Years

The New Supreme
New Supreme

The

cooling

made

Oscillating Air Diffuser

result.

It

the greatest advancement in theatre

in years. It increases effectivness

former stationary

the

is

keeps the

volume of

full

single stream, rather

No

diffusers.

— covers over 50%

drafts and

air

Oscillating Air Diff user

more

more area than

noticeable cooling effects

from the cooling blower concentrated

in a

than in a series of diverging streams.

An accurate comparison between the New Supreme Oscillating Air Diffuser
and the old stationary type may readily be made by reference to a garden hose.
A hose nozzle, as you know, will throw a spray of water a short distance, but a
of water two or three times as far.

jet

—

concentrates the air in one stream
farther than
the

is

The Supreme

New Supreme

same

Oscillating Diffuser are always in the

force of the blower, therefore,
off,

two or three times

possible with the diffuser having diverging blades.

same angle, but turn through an arc of 180°
then

Oscillating Air Diffuser

in a jet that carries the air

is

The

times per minute.

five

blades of

position, at the

The

full

concentrated on a score of seats momentarily,

Remember, every

then back on these same folks again.

bit of the seating

space gets the full concentrated force of the air from the blower at constant
intervals.

The

Sitting there
result is astounding!
the auditorium any seat you feel the
full force of the air for just 10 or 15 seconds, a wonderful cooling breeze, then it's

—

in

—

returns again in less than 15
There's no sensation of draft,
seconds.
and the air being off and on in rapid succession, the effect is 100% more noticeable
gone,

but

— more

There's no noise from this New Oscillating Air Diffuser not a trace of a sound.
It's run by air from the blower itself, requires no

It

adds

50% more

—no

oiling

attention

Other Exclusive Features

cool-

—

new deiice can

note be supplied for all other

blower systems

as tvell as

Supreme Systems.

THE

cooling.

—
power— no

nothing to adjust.

ing power to the Supreme System or any
No drafts, no dead
other blower system.
every occupant of the theatre
air pockets
feels the full concentrated force of the
blower system at regular intervals. This

FACTS on the New 1929
GET
Supreme Cooling System equipped with the
New Oscillating Air Diffuser the Supreme
System that absolutely does not interfere
with Talking Pictures.

—

Other exclusive features such as Timken
Bearings on the Cooling Blower, 3 speed
motor and stretchproof belt, together with
installation diagrams are outlined in our
new catalog. (Supreme has discarded the
variable speed pulley with

W rite

and

failures.)

We

will gladly send

facts.

its

complications

for the catalog today.
it

together with other

Price and terms on Supreme Sys-

tems are reasonable and convenient.

Just

mail the coupon.

Supreme Heater & Ventilating Corp.
Louis, Mo.
Send us all the details of your
Supreme Oscillating Air Diffuser.
St.

Name

of Theatre

City and State

Owner

or Manager

New

1929

Supreme Cooling System and the

New

-

~
_

Size of auditorium and seating capacity
Also give us the reasons you have discarded

washed

air.

Blotter Bill sez: "Don't sign up for any kind of a cooling systern until you get the facts on this new 1929 Supreme Cooling ((^

System."

REMEMBER— 60 more days of hot weather. Can you afford to be without cooling?
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CHICAGO THEATRE
Chicago
C.

W. and Geo. L. Rapp
Architects

Nightly

24,968,436
theatre patrons are

seated comfortably
in "American" Chairs

£ VERY NIGHT
try

ov er

.

.

.

... in

12,434 theatres the coun-

and in every nation of the world

.

.

24,968,436 theatre patrons are seated comfortably

"American"

in

chairs.

An

amazing

total

that

proves the universal response of the theatre-going
public to comfortable, attractive seating. Further
.

.

.

the exclusive use of this company's seating

by the nation's greatest exhibitors amply demonstrates

"American" stimulus on box-office

4
—

Number 4072 J300 of these
chairs were installed in the

American Seating

Chicago Theatre. Approprimatch the
unusual splendor of the

receipts.

Company

ately beautiful to

Chicago. Mahogany wood
parts, rose and gray figured
vslour back, .and dark red

upholstered Moroccoline
Noiseless ball bearing
hinge insures silent and easy
upand down seat movement. Comfortable, enduring and pleasing to the eye.

12 E. Jackson Blvd
121

W.

40th

St.,

New York

Chicago, Illinois

121 1-H Chestnut

City

St.,

Philadelphia

seat.

65-D Canal

Theatre Chair Builders

to the

St.,

Boston

American Public For Over 50 Years

—

—

J

Remodeling Your Theatre

CHARLES

RAYMOND GALLO

O'NEILL

B.

Eastern Representative

Advertising Manager

A

supplement of Exhibitors Herald- World, published every fourth week for
information and guidance of all theatre owners in matters of theatre construction, operation and equipment and to promote the ideal of finer theatres

BETTER THEATRES
EDITORIAL AND
ADVERTISING OFFICES

In This Issue

CHICAGO
Dearborn

St Telephone
Harrison 0036. Cable Address:
Quigpubco.

407

So.

Edwin S. Clifford, General Manager
Jay M. Shreck, Managing Editor
George Schutz,
Charles

B.

Associate Editor
Advertising

DETERMINING THE ARCHITECT'S FEE
By

O'Neill,

Manager
George

Clifford,

Business Manager

THEATRE COOLING TODAY

NEW YORK
565

Ave.

Fifth

Telephone Wick-

By

ersham 2366-2367

R. B. Crawford, and

V

Raymond

Gallo
Eastern Representative

HOLLYWOOD
North Cahuenga St.
Telephone Gladstone 2118-2118

1605

Charles Kyson

Hugoniot

CUEING THE PICTURE FOR A NON-SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE
By Marie

Douglas Hodges
West Coast Representative

Pierson

REMODELING THE MOTION PICTURE THEATRE— A

LONDON
The Bioscope, Faraday House,
Charing Cross

.

W.

Rd.,

8-18
C. 2

First Discussion:

Magaziner, Eberhard

SOME SOUND OPERATION TROUBLES AND
The

successful theatre today

one

that

pays

physical

its

is

attention

strict

the
to

By H.

HOW TO

B. Santee

demand more than pictures.
They must be given every degree of
trons

convenience

comfort,
phere.

and

atmos-

THE GRANADA AND COLUMBIA THEATRES
By Robert

To

lic

Boiler

the enterprising exhibitor Better

Theatres each issue presents numerous ideas and suggestions for increasing profit through better pubservice and

management.

RATES

SUBSCRIPTION
United

and

States

Canada and
Americas

—

possessions,
countries of the
$3.00 per year

all

Great Britain and

its

its

colonies

£1

per year

Other foreign countries
$5.00 per year

PROJECTION ROOM PLANS FOR SIMPLEX MODELS
For Simplex Models M and A to F

MODERN INSTALLATIONS
A

Listing of

New Equipment

ULTRA-VIOLET THEATRE MAGIC
By Douglas Fox

Single copies, 25 cents

Advertising rate cards and Audit
of Circulations statements

Bureau

furnished

upon

application.

Series

Harris

THEM

Cinema pa-

features.

&

{The editors are not responsible for literary material or pictures, either
in their hands or in transit, unless specifically ordered by them.

AVOID
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SUPREMACY ABROAD
Of the 12,865 paid subscribers

to

Exhibitors Herald-World

1,042
Are located outside the borders

United States and
include all of the leading purchasers of American motion
pictures and theatre equipment in the entire world.
Especially strong

is

of the

the paid circulation in the three great

English speaking countries:

CANADA

ENGLAND

414
122

AUSTRALIA

104

Other countries

in

j

which there are paid subscribers

to

1

theHerald-World

Alaska

Denmark

Hungary

Albania

Dominican Republic

Iceland

Portugal
Port. East Africa

Argentina

Dutch East Indies

India

Roumania

Austria

Belgium

Dutch Guiana
Egypt

Ireland
Italy

Russia (U.S.S.R.)
Scotland

Bermuda

Estonia

Japan

Brazil

F.

Siam
Spain

Guiana
British Honduras
British West Indies
Canal Zone

Finland

Mexico

r ranee

New

Greece

Foundland
New Zealand
Nicaragua

Chile

Guam

Norway

China

Guatemala

Peru

Columbia

Hawaii

Philippines

Turkey

Cuba

Holland

Czechoslovakia

Honduras

Poland
Porto Rico

Venezuela
Virgin Islands

British

Malay

Latvia

States

Germany

(Countries set in bold type contain ten or more paid subscribers

This without question

is

to

the

Strait Settlements

South Africa

Sweden

0
Switzerland
...

,

Herald-World)

the largest paid foreign circulation in the history of the

American motion picture trade papers. These 1,042 paid subscribers represent the
greatest foreign buying power unit ever placed on the subscription list of an
American motion picture trade paper.

—

Exhibitors Herald-World leads, not just in grand total circulation. It leads
every section of the United States; it leads in the first run centers and in the
smaller cities and towns and it leads in the foreign field.

The
in

—

,

are:

.
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Jo your

patrons

them "SQUAWKIES

call

If so

it

may

be because your theatre needs the

attention of a Johns-Manville Acoustical Expert

THE

talking picture

far

is

beyond the

many theatres
good reproduc-

experimental stage, but

are wholly unsuited to
tion

of sound

acoustics.
this

No

films

theatre

condition go on.

because of

owner can

improper

reflected in the

are

when

only

po'ssible

auditorium

the

is

acoustically correct.

afford to let

Nor should he

new house without making

Poor acoustics are certain to be
box office, and good acoustics

at their best.

Authorities on

plan a

certain of the

Sound Control

Hundreds of auditoriums have been

treated by

acoustics.

Johns-Manville to correct bad acoustics or to

The pioneer developers of acoustical methods for all types of auditoriums were the

insure

acoustical engineers of Johns-Manville.

men

are prepared to

make an

These

good acoustics. The Johns-Manville
method of sound control calls for no change
in

decorations, or revision of architectural
equally applicable to old or

schemes.

It is

the acoustics of existing theatres, or of those

theatres.

W ithout

which are being planned. Their analvsis enables them to correct the faults and provide an
auditorium in which sound films can be heard

your acoustical problems with

exact analysis of

engineer,

who

obligation you

will give

a

may

new

discuss

J-M acoustical

you correct

scientific

analvsis of the facts.

Sift
JOHNS-MAXVILLE CORPORATION"

Johns -Manville
ACOUSTICAL AND SOUND
CONTROL TREATMENT

New

York, Chicago. Cleveland, San Francisco, Toronto
Branches in all large

I

am

cities

interested in acoustical information about

Same
Address

at>
Seating Capacity of Theatre

my theatre.
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control

flickerless

for your lighting

effects
Warner

Bros. Theater,

Hollywood,

Calif.,

one

of the most impressive
theaterson theWestCoast,

equipped with C-H
Dimmers. G. Albert Lanburgh o/ Los Angeles was
the architect, English
is

Electric

Company, also
were the

of Los Angeles,
contractors.

SMOOTH lighting control

is

possible only through

good dimmers,

for the dimmers behind your switchboard are the heart of your
lighting control board.

C-H "Simplicity" Dimmers were the choice of leading showmen
before the beginning of motion pictures. Even then C-H Dimmers
had solved the problem of flickerless control for all theatrical lighting
effects. Today, experienced showmen everywhere select C-H Dimmers
because the same principles of dimmer construction improved and
perfected to meet the demands of modern presentations insure the
best results from their lighting equipment.

—

—

A

special base conC-H Dimmers are compact and easy to install.
struction helps to prevent burnouts. Direct rack and pinion drive
combined with double the number of contacts prevents "play" or
backlash and insures velvet-smooth blends of light from full intensity to black out.

—

C-H Dimmers are made for long, continuous service in your theater
regardless of its seating capacity or decorative scheme. They can easily
be adapted to your future needs.
architect or electrician about C-H Dimmers and see that
they are installed on the switchboard you buy. Write for the C-H
Booklet, "Illumination Control for the Modern Theater".

Ask your

CUTLER -HAMMER,

Inc.

Pioneer Manufacturers of Electric Control Apparatus
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
St. Paul Avenue

C-H Simplicity Dimmer Plates are supplied by leading switchboard manufacturers with the board they install. Fig. 1
shows the front of a typical board. Fig. 2
the rear view showing C-H plates, and
Fig. 3 the complete plate. Dimmer plates
are the heart of any lighting control

board* Make sure the C-H trade-mark
on your plates for long life, smooth
and low maintenance.

is

lighting control

1254

CUTLER fJHAMMER
y
l

cPerfect
Illumination Control Jfor the
\J

Modern Theater
(8766)

luly 6.
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inthe

Summers

Jor

Profits you

needQxiiet fooling
TTOT

weather months are just
around the corner. Will they
spell "Profits" or "Loss" to you?
The new quiet 1929 Arctic Nu-Air
Cooling and Ventilating System is
definite insurance against the pro-

verbial

1

2

ity.

Extreme Slow Speed
Without Affecting

the (^apaeitv.

Remote Hydraulic

age

means

profits.

System

The

Arctic

Nu-

a profit builder, a
dividend producer and whai's more
you pay for it as it earns for you.

ken'"

5

Control.

Bearing

Positive Directional

Control ol Air De-

Our Easy
Payment Plan

You Do Anything on

I

livery.

-Belts
6MV -Grooved
u

7

on

Built on honor and sold through
performance the 1929 Arctic Nu-Air
System has received the endorsement

Pulley*.

Warm

Air \ enlilator
anil Fuel Saver.

Insuring

of theater men and ventilating engineers throughout the country.
Hundreds of orders have been received for early installation. Tried,
tested and proven, it has no equal
in efficiency, low initial cost or
operating expense.

vear-rouml

cooling, ventilating ami
heating service at lower
|MiHer ami fuel costs.

is

Investigate

Before

Volume

4 "Tim
Equipped.
1 1 i

"Quiet Cooling" "Quiet Ventilation," your customers sense the
effect without being conscious of its
source. Customers made comfortable means patronage, and patron-

^HE "Talkies" have revolutionized theater equipment. The new
"slow speed" Arctic Nu-Air Cooling
and Ventilating Systems (operating
at but 182 to 236 R.P.M.) conform
to every requirement made necessary
because of "sound" pictures. No
slapping noises, no sounds of rushing air, no disturbing air currents
to distract attention from the picture
or annoy your patrons.
r

Tremendous Capac-

Air

—

QmeXlentilation

19 2 9
FEATURES
3

"summer slump."

Here is a system that transforms
your theater into a cool retreat on
the hottest days, an attraction more
appealing than entertainment itself.

Air

II

The speed

of the blower
can be increased to full

capacity or retarded to

one R. P. M. by the
touch of vour finger.

Our Guaranty
Protects You

Ventilation or Cooling Get the Facts on

ARCTIC NU-AIR

ARCTIC NU-AIR CORPORATION, NORTHWESTERN TERMINAL, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Sales Offices in Principal Cities

REMOTE HYDRAULIC AIR
VOLUME CONTROL mBecause of the patented,
remote hydraulic air volume
control you can obtain degrees of air volume, and
degrees of coolness never
possible before.
You can
positively adjust inside conditions to outside temperatures.

power

new

It

also guarantees

savings that
net profits.

mean

1911

Paramount

B'.dg

NEW YORK

ARCTIC NU-AIR CORPORATION
Kennedy St. N. E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota.

2101

Gentlemen:
Without obligation on

my part, please give
detailed information covering the new
features of the 1929 ARCTIC NU-AIR COOLme

ING and VENTILATING SYSTEM.
.Ya

me

Street

and yumber-

Ci ty

.Yame of Theater-
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-Capacity-
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.

show need never

the

July

stop

Let Exide Emergency Batteries

guard against sudden

failure

of normal power

MODERN
too

theatres take

much

precious

no chances. There

good

is

will at stake to run

why

the risk of sudden darkness. That's

so

many

The

devices that control the Exide

teries

and keep them

are simple

fully

Emergency Bat-

charged automatically

and foolproof. Expert knowledge

up-to-date theatres are installing Exide Emergency

necessary

Lighting Batteries.

of the small amount of attention required.

If, at

any time, the current should

emergency lighting

other

fail,

switch

circuits

exit

and

to

the

.

.

.

your present

able in sizes to

fit

automatically.

Exide
to

Battery

keep

the

can

In

addition,

furnish

projector

two hours or longer

if

an

power

going

for

necessary.

A

letter

an experienced Exide rep-

He

resentative to consult with you.

£xt5e

EMERGENCY LIGHTING

will be glad to help
... to estimate for
like.

No

not

batteries are avail-

your needs and budget.

will bring

is

can easily take care

And, an important item, these

Exide Battery. This happens instantly

and

staff

you

your theatre

obligations.

way

in any
if

you

Write today.

BATTERIES

Power for the projector

and
ing

emergency light-

is furnished

during

any failure of normal
supply by Exide Emergency Batteries in the

Boulevard Theatre,
Brookline, Penna.
Salasin

and

Freed,

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY, Philadelphia
Exide Batteries of Canada, Limited, Toronto

ALB EE DISCUSSES THEATRE DESIGN

E. F.

I HAVE

built for pictures

and vaudeville some of most
elaborate houses seating
3,000 and over in the past
few years, such as the Albee
in Cincinnati,

Keith-Albee in

F. Keith's Memorial in Boston, the Albee
in Brooklyn and the KeithAlbee in Flushing, which is
an atmospheric house, all
are of the modern type, elaborately built and furnished.

Columbus, B.

The
balcony

old antiquated twohouses I consider

The growing tenfor extravagant
beauty, good taste, comfort
rooms for men and women,
furnished like a Fifth Avenue home. I don't consider
that you can get them too

obsolete.

dency

is

nice.

the construction
built for the
Keith-Albee Company, that
the stage requires just as
must attention, or should, as
the front of the house. In
our modern theatres, the
dressing rooms are large and
airy, each one supplied with
shower and bathroom equipment, a leather sofa and
rocking chair, special dressI find, in

of

theatres

ing tables with

hung

mirrors,

These are improvements
which had little considera-

etc.

tion

in

the older

theatres,

and I trust they will be
adopted by all who build
theatres in the future.
[This statement by an eminent theatre executive

is

the third of a series on "Theatre Architecture of the Future as Indicated in Current Tendencies."]
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and now the beautiful new

ATLANTIC

CITY

SALES
OFFICES
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Chicago, 111.
Detroit, Mich.
Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Minneapolis, Minn.

New

York, N.Y.

Oklahoma

City, Okla.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Portland, Oregon
San Francisco,Calif
Seattle,

4,000 Heywood- Wakefield
OVER
Warner Theatre

seats are pleasing patrons at the
in Atlantic City. Warner Brothers were very
particular in selecting the chairs for this newest and most magnificent showhouse in their chain. They wanted only the finest in theatre
seating
and after weeks of investigation awarded the contract to
Heywood- Wakefield. At the same time, another order for the 3,000Many other leadseat Warner Circle in Philadelphia was placed.
ing showmen have become convinced that Heywood-Wakefield theatre
seating has the extra comfort, class, and box-office appeal needed in
the show business today. Publix has ordered over 110,000 H-W chairs
in less than two years; Pantages, Orpheum Circuit, Schine, and a host
of others have installed thousands and thousands of these stylish and
comfortable seats
Before seating a new house or reseating an
old one, it will pay you to investigate the merits of Heywood-Wakefield
theatre seating. A note to the nearest H-W sales office will bring you
detailed information on the advantages of these popular theatre chairs.

—

Wash.

HEYWOOD ^WAKEFIELD
Theatre Seating DiVision

Vol.

A
to

96,
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1
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Weeks

and Devoted
the Design, Construction, Equipment and Operation of the Motion Picture Theatre
Section of EXHIBITORS
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Theatre Cooling Today
Air conditioning represents a new science, but as new as

Here

THE

is,

it

has changed greatly.
it applies both to

successful

ated

theatre owner is
so beset with the
,claims of various manufacturers of refrigeration and air conditioning equipment and
|the results of some of
those owners who have
cooling sysinstalled
tems are so profitless,
many
that
owners are wondering whether
the installation of an ice plant and cooling
(equipment is really worth while. It has been
some ten years since the first systems were
installed and it is interesting to note that
many of them have been abandoned, rebuilt
It
or doubled in size since their inception.
has been within the past five years that most
of the cooling systems have been installed and
in the main, this large majority of those theatres now cooled are considered satisfactory.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

significant also that although the inithat they know all about the requirements for proper air cooling and condiIt is

tiated

it

ventilation engineers discuss the science of cooling today, as
theatres in general and to the smaller houses

feel

and through the manufacturers and
designing engineers are adding new and costsaving improvements, the value of air cooling
There
in theatres is not sufficiently realized.
are definite reasons for this, and the explanation reasons may point to the proper application of where and when cooling systems are a
necessary adjunct to an owner's summer busi-

tioning,

ness.
It is not proper to say that some cooling
systems show a loss due to their inherent design.
Some do, it is true, but if the plant is
selected with care so that at least one ton of
refrigeration is used for every 15 seats for
theatres located in the middle latitudes and
lake states, and one ton of refrigeration for
every ten seats is used in the South and
Southwest, and if the ventilating system handles from 25 to 30 cubic feet of air per minute per seat, uniformly distributed without
draughts through even- part of the house,
the design of the plant should be, in the main,

satisfactory.

Even with the best design, some cooling sys'tems are not "sold" to the public due to the
operation.
The average operator is not any
sort of an air conditioning engineer, and he
takes the instructions from the house manager to make it "cold" without regard to the
comfort of the audience. Cold, clammy air is
not desired by the public any more, except in
some remote sections of the country where
the public is not educated to proper air con-

By

R. B.

by

200-h

orse-

power motor,
connected,

capacity

directly
but their
is

never

taxed. Some engineers
declare that centrifugal
refrigeration
for the
larger houses has eco-

CRAWFORD

nomic
advantage
in
power consumed

Ventilation Engineer

that
is

The air must be comfortably dry
then chilled only barely enough to let
the public know that the theatre does have a
cooling system.
"Always 70 degrees," and
"Always 80 degrees." And such expressions
may still be used, but their use is diminishing
each year. Eighty degrees is a far more comfortable condition if the relative humidity is
below 50 per cent, and the public will "sell"
themselves on the idea a lot quicker than promiscuous advertising will "sell" them, to deIn
sire the "always 70 degrees" condition.
many existing cooling systems the selection
of a new and more thorough operator might
change a profitless cooling plant to a paying
investment.

in direct ratio to the

ditioning.

cooling load being carried.

first,

especially significant now that certain
of air currents have been
to impair the acoustics of the theatre.
This is important now that we have
sound pictures. Furthermore, the noise and
vibration from cooling plants located under
the auditorium has vitiated certain sound ef-

The operators

Paramount

theatre in
those who keep the
temperature at 70 degrees. This is regardless
of the season. The relative humidity is kept
at 55 degrees.
The Paramount cooling system also well
displays the application of today's science in
theatre cooling to the larger theatres. In the
Paramount, three distinct types of cooling
systems are used, one for the main floor, one
for the upper floors and one for the lobby,
But all three may be operated through one
Cooling is by the
central control station
spray system, the air passing through chambers into which refrigerated water is sprayed.
This air is then passed on to the theatre
through the ceiling by the downward diffusion
method. The. used air is then taken from the
auditorium through mushroom vents beneath
the seats.
In the Paramount, this air is rewashed, again cooled and, mixed with fresh

New York

are

of the

among

used over again.
Nearly 30 tons of cooled

air, is

air is used every
hour, at the rate of 120,000 cubic feet per
minute, providing about 30 cubic feet of
cooler air per person per minute. Two units
of centrifugal refrigeration are used to cool
the water for the chambers, each unit having
a capacity of 160 tons of refrigeration. When
the weather is mild, only one unit is used.
Each of the refrigeration machines is oper-

It is

arrangements

known

fects.
Machinery should preferably be located at some distance from the auditorium;
under the lobby if possible, and better still,
in an adjoining section to the theatre proper.
An exhibitor contemplating the installation of cooling apparatus should know first
if
he can reasonably expect an amount of
summer business to make it pay.
cooling
system is an investment to a successful theatre when there are summer patrons to be
had and when the operation of the theatre is
continued on the same basis of entertainment
as in other months.
Generally speaking successful theatres in the middle latitudes will
lose from 40 to 60 per cent of their business
per month during half of June, July, Augu.-t
and half of September. That is, their average
monthly return will not be greater than from
40 to 60 per cent of what it is in December,
January and February- Of course, local conditions affect any general conclusion of this
sort.
In New York and Chicago and other
places where a big summer tourist populace
enhances the downtown daily population, the
good downtown theatres can boost their summer monthly average to their winter average,
whereas in St. Louis, Washington, D. C, and
other similar locations, the downtown theatres
probably do not hope to equal their winter
average in summer with any cooling system,
no matter how successful, on account of the
large amount of people away on vacations. A
neighborhood theatre showing the best pictures, even though they be second-, third-, or
fourth-run, can bring their summer monthly
average back to their winter average if the
quality of their entertainment is maintained.
In the South, the necessity for proper air
cooling in theatres is even more important.

A
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and unfortunately the cost of operation and
the first cost are usually 50 per cent higher
than in the middle latitudes. Theatres north
of Boston, Chicago and Salt Lake have to
meet only a short and comparatively moderate
warm season.
cooling system costs on an
average about two and one-half cents per seat
per day during the period operated, not including the investment or depreciation costs.
With cooling systems grafted on to present

A

O

N'

one

satisfactory ventilating systems, the average
cost runs about $15 per seat. If the ventilating systems is not of the proper type for
the distribution of conditioned air, the cost
may run as high as $25 per seat, including an
entirely new air distribution system.
With
these costs it is evident that the successful
theatre can afford to put in a cooling aid air
conditioning system, as it will pay for itself.
Theatres that are just breaking even and

first

July

—

types

THE BLOWER SYSTEM FOR
SMALLER THEATRES
By V.

ing numbers.

HUGONIOT

The

industry,
entire
exhibitors, dealers and

Ventilation Engineer*

manufacturers are benefited, and in the opinion
of the writer, it will be many years before
the peak is reached. Years of prosperity are
ahead.
But equipment must keep pace with
this new era, and adequate summer cooling
equipment for the theatre is more important
than ever before. Exhibitors' investments in
talking picture equipment itself are enormous,
but in addition the more expensive films, cost
of records, extra help, etc., has increased the
overhead to a point unthought of before.
By eliminating one great reason for not
attending the theatre in the summer, a
able cooling system in many cases can
tribute much toward helping the box
keep pace with overhead. With at least
months of hot weather in prospect every
it behooves exhibitors to be prepared to
their theatres cool enough for perfect

suit-

conoffice

four

1929

those in the northern latitudes should weigh
all
the local factors very carefully before
making a decision. The theatres who make
money in summer without a cooling system
are usually the ones who can make the most
out of a system.
Those successful theatres
that are entertaining only 60 per cent as many
in the summer as they do in winter, because
of warm weather, owe themselves a cooling
tern
it is a gilt-edged investment.

questions

the fact that talkpictures have
enrevolutionized
the
tire theatre industry, put
it
back on its feet as
one of the big businesses, and attracted the
public to return to the
theatre in ever increas-

6,

ing,

summer

of

mechanical

coolrefrig-

eration and the blower
system.
The latter introduces great volumes
of air into the audi-

torium at high velocity.
The former system is
used more frequently in
the deluxe houses, due
to the fact that its initial cost and upkeep is
extremely high. In most
cases it is very satisfactory,
but
of the question for the

generally

fort.
Otherwise, the public is apt to seek its
entertainment elsewhere, regardless of its in-

program.
Complications have come with talking picWhile formerly noisy coeling systems
tures.
were generally accepted, and in a sense expected, they are now taboo and out of the
question altogether. There must be no interference with sound effects, yet it is just as
necessary as ever to have 100 per cent coolterest in the theatre

In most instances the
of theatre cooling apparatus
were quick to sense the fact, and radical
changes have been made in the design of this
ing

in

the

theatre.

manufacturers

equipment.

year,

There are two well denned and successful

have
com-

"President,

Supreme Heater & Ventilating Corp.

speaking it is out
smaller theatre.

Approaching the mechanical refrigeration
of equipment in effectiveness is the

type

blower

Supreme
This

system of cooling,
system illustrated

system,

such
in

this

as

the

article.

stated before, discharges
great volumes of air into the auditorium at
extremely high velocity and cools the audience by direct contact, by evaporation of body
moisture.
Such systems are usually installed
under the stage, isolating the apparatus from
the auditorium, while at the same time providing a solid footing for the equipment.
as

Where such an installation is not practicable,
the apparatus may be located above the stage
on a suitable platform, enclosed with soundf Continued

on page 53)
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REMODELING THE MOTION PICTURE THEATRE

—A

SERIES

THEATRES REMODELED BY
Magaziner, Eberhard & Harris
Discussed by Victor Eberhard

THE

question of remodeling in any particular
instance involves first a decision as to whether
there should be any remodeling done or
whether it would be best to building entirely new.

Only by a thorough knowledge of what result is
and why, can a proper decision be made.
This knowledge means a combination of the point
of view of the exhibitor, the public, the architect,
the builder and the bureau of building inspection.
Generally, it means much discussion, the making
of sketches, obtaining of preliminary prices and
having sketches turned down by the above mendesired,

turns profits, is an intangible something, but generally it is obtained by spending money and having
the assistance of an architect and decorator of good
taste who are vitally interested in their work.

The

fad,

we may

call it so, for the surprising
effects of the modern French
style of interior decoration, will no doubt cause the
remodeling of many theatres. Whether this will
be reasonable or not in every case, I can not say.
if

and often beautiful

It

has been our experience that people generally

find this style amusing and interesting and that is
fast becoming more popular, perhaps because

tioned bureau of building inspection.

whatever shortcomings

that there is any wish to evade the law, but
to follow the letter of requirements often means
Unless comthat an alteration is impossible.
promises are effected, the thought of remodeling
must often be abandoned.

the virtues of being

Not

W

hen there
The cost is often a deciding factor.
are many or important structural changes necessitated in the remodeling, the cost becomes such
that one should question the advisability of remodeling and consider building an entirely new
structure.

it

may

new and

have,

it

has also

alive.

In order for a theatre to keep

its

patronage,

it

must be modern in all its mechanical parts, with
the most improved projecting machines, the newest
lighting effects, the most perfect systems of heating and ventilating, and up-to-date stage equipment.

To install all of these in an old theatre is often
physically impossible.
Generally speaking, it is
well to consider rebuilding rather than to accept
compromises in these matters.

In approaching the question of cost, it must be
kept in mind that the return or profit is the important issue. Whether in a matter of a new building or remodeling, an amount should be expended
as is reasonable in view of the possible returns, no
more and no less. Here again it is a question of
judgment and knowledge of the subject. There
are many times when remodeling is the proper

The exterior of the theatre should receive our
attention. People are drawn to a place that is attractive, perhaps because it suggests also an atShould the exterior succeed in
tractive interior.
arousing this anticipation, there should be no letdown as one enters. The vestibule and lobby
should be interesting and in good taste, leading
naturally into the still more interesting and beau-

course.
This is especially so when none or few
structural changes are required.

tiful interior.

When

a house begins to look dingy or out-ofdate, when the seats and carpets are worn, and
there is generally a lack of the quiet luxury of a
modern house, then there is but one course to
remodel. It has been our experience to have been
instrumental in causing a number of houses to
change about from being a constant loss to be-

—

a source of fine revenue. This was accomby the expenditure of a relatively small
amount but sufficient to change completely the
atmosphere of the place.

coming
plished

This "atmosphere" that is so dear to the heart
of the public, and to the owner also when it re-

fThe discussion

is

If the exterior and lobby do not perform this
function, they can generally be made to do so and
without serious expense or structural
often
changes. This is another instance where remodel-

ing

is

justified

and where

it

generally brings good

returns.
The theatre

owner must realize that in the show
business beauty pays, good taste pays, luxury and
extravagance within the bounds of good taste are
often justifiable, "atmosphere" pays and pays.
When on a calm judgment a theatre lacks

beautv. good taste, atmosphere, it should be remodeled, which means that a great many theatres
should undergo this treatment.

contin tied on following pages}

FELTON THEATRE
ptjt

.

i

P

10

accent the entrance, the parapet was built up
into a decorative form.
From a very ugly structure
this building was converted into one which is really
very attractive and it no doubt assists to bring patrons
to the theatre inside.

T HE

rough brick of the old exterior was plastered
over. Pilasters were added to the exterior to break up
the long vjall surface plaques, the exit doors and displaycases give interest to the spaces between.

FELTOX THEATRE
Philadelphia

—

:

Julv

6,

:

:
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DECISIONS OF THE COURTS

AFFECTING THEATRES
Daily the multifarious activities of the theatre owner and theatre employee lead to the
bar of justice, sometimes resulting in precedential decisions which become laic as truly

—

man

icho keeps up uith the times
presented this group of the most
recent important decisions involving his business.

as the laic of statutes.
legally as ice// as in

It is

the icise theatre

showmanship, and for him

By LEO
there has been considerable discusSIXCE
sion on the question whether state cen-

For example,

is

PARKER

T.

Edwards

Alhambra Theit was disclosed that a man named Edwards, who was
the owner of an exhibition called "Old Movie
Shows," contracted with the Alhambra theatre in Milwaukee, whereby the latter paid
him S300 for his services in supplying the
film.
During the exhibition the presence of
Edwards was required sometimes on the stage
and at other times in the projecting booth at
atre

Company

in

sors are lawfully entitled to censor the
spoken words of modern talking pictures, the
recent case of Vitagraph (145 A. 518) presents unusually interesting information.
In this case the film corporation submitted
a motion picture play in which spoken language was a part, to the censors of Pennsylvania for approval. The censors demanded to
the end of the theatre building in front
hear the language to be spoken, but the corthe stage.
It was necessary for him to
poration refused to submit it for their apfrom the booth to the stage.
proval, contending that the censors' jurisdicWhile a rule of the theatre company
only the photo-reproduction.
tion includes
Thereupon the board of censors filed
its disapproval of the film submitted
and refused to permit the play to be
Haze censors the right to pass on dialogue

exhibited in the state.

The corporation then appealed to
the higher court for reversal of the
censors' decision and requested approval of the film.
It is interesting
to observe that the court upheld the
decision of the board of censors, and
said
"In the present instance, they are
produced by means of an apparatus
similar to the ordinary phonograph,
the words and sounds being recorded
on the record or disc.
They are
rendered loudly audible by means of
sound amplifiers and by the use of
coordinating devices, the language
and voice tones are heard by the
audience simultaneously and in coordination with the movements of
the speaker's lip as his figure appears
upon the screen.
It's spoken
parts, no matter by what kind or
variety of mechanism produced to
the hearing, may be exactly what
the
law forbids they shall be
.

.

.

.

,

When

.

.

to

opened
pilot light

the

was

iron
out.

door

and

The back

He proceeded to
stage was absolutely dark.
cross the stage, as usual, when he fell over
a fountain which had been placed thereon by
employes of the theatre after his last preceding trip across the stage. As a result of
the fall, he sustained severe personal injuries
and sued the theatre company for damages.
It is interesting to observe that although the
lower court held the theatre company not
liable, the higher court ordered a new trial,

of

go

saying
re-

—

.

.

.

AAA

A

He zi'as not the custodian of any money.
The
His employer did not know he had a revolver.
weapon was carried without defendant's authority. .-.
Deceased met death accidentally while on the premises,
but as the residt of a commission of an act which bore
atre.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

to this

employment," said the court.

AAA

What evidence is necessary to obtain greater allowance for theatre depreciation in taxation? "Opinion
evidence that does not appear to be based upon disThis testimony
closed facts is of little or no value.
indicates clearly that he had no facts." said the court.

Jury

Generally speaking, in litigations involving
injuries to patrons, or other persons lawfully
inside a theatre, all of the details tending to
show the actual cause of the accident must

be submitted for the consideration of a jury.
Otherwise, the higher court may order a new
trial at considerable expense to both the injured person and the theatre owner.

.

.

.

quired the actors to enter by the stage entrance in the rear of the building, Edwards
had a special permit from the manager of
the theatre to enter the stage from the auditorium.

One day he entered the auditorium, proceeded down the aisle and entered a door
when he turned to the left and opened an iron
door, through which he passed to the rear of
a drop curtain on the stage. He then crossed
this back stage to the North side thereof, from
which he entered the front stage. The back
stage was usually illuminated by what is
called a pilot light.

Upon

this occasion,

how-

acts

company)

.

.

no relation

of the defendant (theatre
employes in leaving this
fountain in or adjacent to the usual
course of the plaintiff across the
stage, under all the circumstances,
was a negligent act, and that the
presence of the fountain constituted
the proximate cause of the injuries."
the

manager had

a revolver and accidentally shot himWas the owner
self while on the theatre property.
liable for damages? "His occupation was that of manager
And his duties were to supervise the the-

?iegligence Is

Submitted

Edwards

found that the

"The question of whether the leaving of the
fountain on the stage, knowing that
it
was the custom of the plaintiff
(Edwards) pursuant to permission
in motion
to use this part of the stage as a
pictures? "It's spoken parts, no matter by what kind
passageway during his exhibition,
or variety of mechanism produced to the hearing, may
charged with knowledge that electric
be exactly what the law forbids they shall be sacrilight bulbs are not of eternal life
and are apt to burn out at any time,
legious, indecent immoral.
The censors did nothing
constituted negligence of the defenmore than what was their duty within the scope of
dant, was not submitted to the jury.
the purpose and intent of the law," said the court.
... A jury might very well find that

indecent, immoral.
censors, finding themselves unable to gain knowledge of the spoken
words, and in bona fide exercise of
their discretion, refused approval of
the motion picture here in question,
they did nothing more than what was their
duty within the scope of the purpose and intent of the law."
sacrilegious,

The

ever,

v.

(224 N. YY. 1(H),

Amusement Corporation
.\eier Criminally Liable
It is important to know that a corporation is incapable of committing
a crime. For example, in Music Box
v. Mills (121 So. 196), a corporation doing business under the name
of Music Box, Inc., was charged
with violating certain laws.
However, it is interesting to observe that
the court held it impossible for a
corporation to be guilty of a criminal
offense, and that such act of an
officer is not within the scope of the

authority.
The Court said
'"A corporation cannot commit the crime of
treason or any other crime or offense in its
corporate capacity, although its members may
be guilty of those crimes in their individual
and respective capacities. If acting within the
scope of his authority and as the representative of the corporation, an officer could agree
to violate the law, then that agreement would
be an agreement of the corporation, and since
a corporation cannot commit a crime, it follows that it cannot conspire or agree to commit one.
The evidence leaves little doubt
that in the premises occupied by the corpora(Continued on page 72)
.

.

.
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have to be junked at a complete loss. The largest
theatres in the country cannot afford to buy equipment
on an ear test basis. Assuredly small theatres cannot afford to take such a risk.
Many exhibitors have bought sound equipment on the
basis that if it didn't work they could throw it out, since
they paid a great deal less for it than other equipment cost.
Is this good business?
Is it not a better policy to take the time and effort to
learn something about sound equipment, then buy the device you know will meet the standards of quality reproduction which the public expects?

will later

A.

Member Audit Bureau of Circulations
Copyright, 1929, by Quigley Publishing Company
All

6,

Too much mystery surrounds the workings of a sound
device in the minds of exhibitors.
Sound equipment is
not half so intricate as many people seem to think. There
are certain features which every sound device should have.
If they are lacking in a certain device, the device will not
give you the quality of sound reproduction your patrons
demand. Yet that device might "sound all right" in a
demonstration.
It will pay exhibitors to learn more about sound equipment. It might save them from buying equipment which

Quigley, President
George Clifford, Asst. Treasurer

J.
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Industry's Responsibility
In Selling

New Theatres

Sound

pictures with sound, unique
they
have
MOTION
something
common with every other commodity.
as

They must

serve their purpose faithfully.

When

the automobile was first conceived, the buying
public was not as used to perfection in science that it now
is.
New, "miraculous" things had not yet begun to be
thrust before them with the astounding rapidity of today.
The public at that time was more skeptical, but also more
patient. It was easier to '"sell" the automobile to the public because of that patience, which permitted time enough
to develop the invention to a point where skepticism was
routed.
It is quite different today.
The "miracles" of science
have been many. The public has been educated, by both
deed and word, to expect "miracles." When they are
promised, then not delivered, Mr. and Mrs. Public and
even Junior sneer in disgust and call the "new thing" a lot
of hokum.
It therefore is a great responsibilitv which devolves
upon the motion picture industry, from producer to exhibitor, to be sure that motion pictures with sound are
being purveyed to His Impatient Majesty, King Public, as
"miraculously" as possible that is to say, in a manner as
nearly perfect as the science of sound pictures now can
deliver. Yet are all members of the industry meeting this
responsibility?
It is nothing uncommon to hear an exhibitor say: "This
sound device sounds O.
to me.
I think I'll buy it."
Many exhibitors, indeed, have purchased sound equipment
simply because it "sounds all right." Buying a sound device on such a basis is as sillv as buying candy because it
looks good, giving no attention to how it might taite. Exhibitors have found this out, after it was too late.
The ear test is one test to apply to any sound d?vice,
There are other ways
to be sure, but it is just one test.
of determining the efficiency of any sound devic? with
more accuracy than the ear test alone.
No sound device should be bought until the mechanical
and electrical "insides" are thoroughly examined. The
ear test will not tell you if the equipment will stand up
under continued usage. It will not tell you whether it will
operate efficiently under the average conditions to be found
in theatre projection rooms.
It will not tell you if the
equipment will operate efficiently under varying power
loads in the current supply. There are a score of things
the ear test will not tell you —things that are vital to good
sound reproduction things it is imperative that you know
about any device which you contemplate buying.

—

K
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By Remodeling

are,

in

for Old

NOT

all

new

Some of them
them new because in many a

theatres are built.

We

rebuilt.

call

are
re-

modeling job, the result is, to all intents and purposes, an attractive structure according to the modern nocomfortable theatre according to present styles in
comfort, and a business establishment with today's improved equipment. The foundation, the skeleton, some
other parts may not be new, but the personality is new.
Remodeling is sometimes regarded as inevitably an extensive undertaking, requiring a great deal of money and

tion, a

Sometimes it is. Sometimes it
Sometimes it doesn't amount to much, comparatively, and the result is almost always a much more

vast quantities of trouble.
is

much

less.

valuable property.
The antiquated theatre cannot function well in this new
Others see that it can't, and erect a theatre that
day.
Though antiquated,
can, just across the street, perhaps.
the theatre was a property of some value. With a modern
house to compete with, this value is pretty certain to drop
immediately to a very low level. There are theatres which
remodeling could not modernize sufficiently. But these
words are not for them they are for those which could
modernize and thus, with an investment not be compared
with the cost of a brand new theatre, be wholly saved.
Our contention has been supported by many exhibits of
concrete evidence, some of which have appeared in these

—

pages. And in this issue is begun a series of practical discussions by eminent theatre architects, of this important
subject. These discussions are not for architects and special classes of theatre people alone, but to all who are interested in the operation of motion picture theatres for
continued and, if possible, greater profits.

"Better Theatres" Welcomes
These New Advertisers
l

ltraphonic Products Corporation, 270 Lafayette

New York

street,

City.

This concern announces the JJPCO Electric PickUp for use with theatre sound equipment.

Company, 81 7-19 Granby street, Norfolk, Va.
This company is offering synchronous and nonsynchronous sound equipment for theatre installa-

Foto- Voice

tions.
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Exterior of the Granada theatre in Kansas

THE

Cit

opening of
j

new Granada theatre in
Kansas City, Kans.,
demonstrates
what
can be accomplished

|

P

in the way of attracting new business to a shopping
center,
other than
the
main business

with

the

assistance of a
class theatre.

first-

district,

Merchants and
men with

at

the

centering

To Boost

intersection

Tenth Street and
Minnesota Avenue,
had for some time
felt
the
need of
added inducement to

new

And

business

also a

Located on the main
thoroughfare of Kansas City, Kans.
near the junction of two heavily traveled
boulevards, and at the transfer point
from the most important car line to the
only cross-town line in the city, the
corner had everything in its favor for the
sale of merchandise, but
the ambitious
merchants of the vicinity were not wholly
satisfied.

A conference between interested parties
developed the idea of erecting a modern
theatre as a keystone, or finishing unit, for
the district.
As has been consistently and
repeatedly proven, the public goes where
good pictures are shown, and the merchants
believed if an up-to-date theatre could be
built and leased to competent operators,
who would present attractions of the highest type, there would be little question as
to persuading an increasine number of
customers to form the habit of stopping at
this particular corner for purchases.
A
free parking station was proposed as an
added inducement.
A committee, upon consulting the firm of
Boiler Brothers as to proper lot sizes,
probable costs, and suggestions as to capacities and types of construction, were
informed that costs in theatre construction
vary as much as expenditures in clothing.
As one may spend from a moderate sum
for a hand-me-down suit, to an imposing

amount

for the tailor-made product, so
theatre costs may be varied according to
the type of material used, capacity desired,

and refinements employed in ornamental
work, furnishings, and general equipment.
In this instance

—

to carry out the figure
stockholders chose a conservative,
tailor-made business suit.
In other words,
they wished a building which would be a
credit to their district, but planned on such
economical lines as would not be a strain

upon

their

financial

shadow

the

finishing

touch,

and

resources.

The

stvlc

in

red,

is

the
fin-

buff,

black

blocks,
laid off in patterns.

Passing

through

the lobby, the wide
and roomy foyer is
revealed as the most
colorful spot in the
Walls of
building.
tan texture stucco
are enriched by or-

Business

namental work, and

few words about the Missouri, "baby deluxe"

by a cornice of
coarsely grained

to their corner.

— the

supports
windows, and a roof of
variegated red tile
completes an attractive elevation.
As a

spearhead

ished

The Granada, Erected

of

bring

Awnings

suspended from

new sidewalk

business

interests

medieval

of

teeline:

Spain.

the

cluded in the plan, as sources of additional
revenue.
Before going further, the committee negotiated leases for the theatre and shops.

dark wood, relieved
with high lights of vivid red and gold.
A ceiling of peacock blue rounds out
the color scheme.
As is usual in the atmospheric type of
theatre,
the auditorium represents a
Mediterranean garden, under a sky of midnight blue filled with twinkling stars and
drifting clouds.
However, a note of unusual simplicity is struck in this interior.
Delicately tinted walls of California stucco
are marked off to simulate massive sandstone blocks, set in broken ashlar pattern.
Trailing vines and potted shrubbery, with
occasional balconies and dovecotes, relieve
the bare expanse of wall, without giving the
patron the feeling of unrest likely to occur

The Granada was

from

tres,

room.

ROBERT BOLLER

By

of the building

was

left to the architects.
seats was suggested as a
suitable capacity for this location.

Twelve hundred

A lot 82x123 was secured, and drawings
were prepared for the new undertaking.
To interest investment companies in financing the building, attractive shops were in-

leased to Midwest Theaoperators of 30 theatres in the
Middle West, and William H. Wagner was
appointed manager of the new show house.
The leasing of one store as a confectionery, and of the second as a lingerie shop,
brought two new lines of business to the
Inc.,

corner.

Following the completion of the plans,
construction started, in spite of the fact
that winter threatened to retard the work
with the usual storms. To avoid unnecessary delay on account of freezing temperatures, the building was designed to use such
materials as could be erected without regard to the weather, utilizing a steel frame,
insulated steel deck roof, and brick walls.
The heating plant, installed at the earliest
possible moment, was put into operation
immediately, to aid the setting of interior
concrete and drying of plaster, so that the
work might proceed without interruption.
May 23, 1929, saw this merchants' theatre
venture completed, as the Granada then
opened its doors to the public.
Created in buff texture stucco, trimmed
with golden-hued terra cotta, with roughly
sawn cypress lintels, the theatre front has a

a

too-crowded and over-ornamented

Interesting features of the side wall treatniches, two of them apparently penetrating the wall to reveal
glimpses of the landscape beyond, and two
masquerading as fountains. In one of these
latter, Neptune stands with upraised trident;
in the other, a grinning dolphin spouts
water into a bowl, from which it spills to
a basin below, to the enjoyment of a
group of staid frogs seated at the edge of
the pool.
The illusion of falling water is
affected by the use of silver scrim streamers, softly rippled by an adjustment from
the ventilating system, with a surprisingly

ment are small

realistic result.

Since the general design

is

simple and

dignified, with a minimum of ornament, the
third dimension, depth, has been called into
plajr to attract the eye to the design of the
stage opening.
false wall built over the

A

ordinary brick construction of the proscenium arch gives the appearance of a massive arch, six feet in depth.

The use of velour or heavy fabrics being
unsuitable for this outdoor setting, the
close-in curtain i* made of satine, show-
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PLAN OF THE MAIN FLOOR, COLUMBIA THEATRE
A

ing a painted castle and patio.
paving
of flagstones is carried out on the ground
cloth of the stage.
Exits on either side of the stage are
practically undraped, inviting the patron
into a painted garden of flowers and foliage.
Leaving the main floor and ascending to
the small balcony, which seats only 280,
one finds the manager's office, ushers' room,
retiring rooms for men and women, and a
small lounge at the rear of the seating.
Each room is finished to harmonize with
the balance of the building.
An unusual feature of the upper and rear
portion of the auditorium is a brightly
colored canopy of flame-proofed canvas,
hung over the balcony seating from orna-

mental beams emerging from the ceiling.
This gives a satisfactory ending to the sky
at the rear wall, heightens the out-of-door
illusion, and conceals the ducts through
which refrigerated air enters the upper part
of the room.
An isolated ammonia plant and a storage
system of refrigeration assure comfortable

summer temperatures.

A

Robert Morton organ and Western
sound equipment has been in-

Electric
stalled.

Since the opening of the Granada, the
free parking station, accommodating about
150 cars, has been filled each night.
All
lines of business are on the increase at

Tenth and Minnesota, and the merchants
feel

that the theatre

is

a profitable invest-

ment.
If you are an exhibitor or theatre builder
contemplating the erection of a new play
house in a center of this sort, take the
business men of the vicinity into your confidence! The relationship should be mutually
helpful, and each merchant stockholder in
your company will be a potential booster
for your theatre.

To

"the butcher, the baker, the candlestick maker
" must be added the motion
picture exhibitor, to round out the up-todate shopping center.
The Missouri theatre, which is located in
Columbia, Mo., is a new type of theatre.
who designed it have christened it the
"baby deluxe."

We

—

according

the ordinances of
Louis, as to exit and
fire regulations, this college town theatre
embodies all of the features of the mammoth deluxe house, on a smaller scale. The
Missouri seats 1,550.
A two-story lobby, tapestry covered walls,
a wealth of rich ornament, elaborate chandeliers of crystal beads in Louis
style,
stately mirrors, luxurious furnishings, upholstered seating, three-color lighting, and
a Robert Morton organ are a few of the
features in this small edition of the deluxe
Built

Kansas City and

to

St.

XV

theatre.

The
est

in

is fully equipped with the latcounterweight rigging for stage

stage

shows and

vaudeville.

Provision has been

made

for the future

installation of a cooling system.

To interest financing concerns in the construction of this fireproof building, and to
small
secure
substantial
rentals,
eight
shops are arranged in the front of the buildIn
ing, which is situated on a corner lot.
designing the front, the architects made
provision for the addition of a hotel.

PLANS OF THE UPPER LEVELS OF THE COLUMBIA THEATRE-

THE GRANADA AND COLUMBIA PICTORIALLY
Views of the two neiv motion picture

Upper view:

THE GRANADA,

Inner foyer.

edifices described

on preceding pages

Lower view:

THE GRANADA,

Auditorium.

Upper view:

THE GRANADA,

Auditorium.

Lower view:

THE GRANADA,

a lounge.
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Ultra- Violet Theatre

(NOW YOU SEE

IT,

July

And now

By
SCIENCE
ray, that

found

has

in

NOW YOU

DON'T)

ideas for the big producers, finding

beam by which our modern

that will be especially adaptable for straight
motion picture houses. He is using, of course,
the ultra-violet ray.
And now that you have an idea of some
of the effects that can be obtained, I will try
to explain simply the why and wherefore of it.
Our eyes are like the receiving end of a
telephone. Certain ether vibrations fall on the
retina of the eye and we see light and color.
Various colors have a varying wave length,
and those of the spectrum, from red to violet,
are from 65 to 44 millimikrons.
The rays
above 65 are called infra-red, and those below
44 are known as ultra-violet.
Both are invisible to the human eye.
To come to the use of the invisible U. V.
ray, plus fluorescent materials:

And the important thing
influence.
so far as we are concerned, is that the
ultra-violet ray is invisible to the human eye.
Hence we get the effect of colors glowing in
the dark without any visible light source, a
it,

effect.

Although this technique, developed by a
New Yorker in conjunction with General
has been widely used throughout
South Africa and Australia, it is only beginElectric,

ning to be

Once

known

in this country.

principles are understood it can be
used, on the stage, in conjunction with an
advertising curtain (if it is that kind of a
house) and in lobby displays without, it
its

—

These materials are substances whose atomic
structure is such that instead of absorbing
short wave lengths, they receive them and
throw them back as longer waves, the
colors of the waves depending on their
length.
They may be all the colors of
the rainbow.
They are the transformers between
the invisible ultra-violet ray and the
colors we see brilliantly glowing on the
stage in what appears to be total darkness.
In other words, if we turn our
ultra-violet spot on a scene, only those
faces, costumes or props which have
been treated with fluorescent materials
will become visible.
It will be readily
seen what startling effects can be got
by utilizing standard stage equipment
plus U. V., materials. The greatest contrasts can be achieved by having a
complete blackout to a U. V., when only
what is fluorescent will glow and everything else will fade in darkness. Faces
will be dark in contrast to the shining
gowns, performers can turn blackface
and then white again (as in Wayburn's

should be added any great outlay for new
equipment. All one has to do is to have ultraviolet slides for spots and paint part of
the scenery or costume with fluorescent
materials.
But before going on to tell

you how it is done it may be better to
touch on the effects that can be obtained.

In a recent presentation, under a red
spot, a man appeared in dark
a girl in shining white tights.

gray and

The

red

U. V. The man
suddenly turned into a green monster,
girl
and the
into a gorgeous peacock.
In one of the last scenes in Ned Wayburn's "Gambols," the curtain rose on
a minstrel set, blackface. With a change
of light it was turned into a drawing
spot

was changed

room

A

to a

scene.

weeks ago, Roxy gave his
audience eight minutes of breathless
beauty with the
"Butterfly
Ballet,"
few

human

in all colors of the
floating in the blackness of
that vast stage.
was the audience
to know that thirty spots, aggregating
300,000 kilowatts, were concentrating invisible beams on the 24 girls of the
butterflies,

rainbow,

How

without changing their makeup.
Or, if they want to show their
faces, they can use a harmless fluores-

gambols)

cent make-up.
The character and costumes of sets
can be changed by having them painted
in both natural and fluorescent colors.
Red light on a fluorescent surface will
leave it white (turning it to a longer

ballet.

Not long ago
mount,

the

at the

shoes

New York

and

gloves

Para-

of

the

ballet
were treated with fluorescent
paints. There was a blackout to a U. V.
ray,
and a very novel effect was

achieved that the patrons of picture
houses are still talking about.
The
Shuberts recently used the same method
in a veil dance.
It does not take much
imagination to picture the effects that can be
obtained in mystery shows.
Alexander Strobl, who is largelv responsible for the development of the fluorescent
materials, has a miniature stage designed by
Will Pogany, and on this he works out his

new meth-

ods of stage lighting and decoration. At the
present moment he is working on something

violet

weird and often beautiful

getting

DOUGLAS FOX

Northern matrons acquire a Southern tan,
a new technique for the theatre. It has found
substances called fluorescent materials which
glow in the dark when exposed to the ultraabout

—and

they're in the theatre!

ultra-violet

the

1929

Magic

They've been using those queer-acting ultra-violet rays for curing disease
tanned.

6,

wave

length, ultra-red, invisible
eye), green will bring out
of the fluorescent design, and
under the U. V., the complete
will glitter in the dark.

human

and stage drop shown (at left) under
ordinary lighting, no designs being visible,
and (at right) as when ultra-violet rays are

A

figure

applied,

the

designs appearing in fluorescent

colors.

Top: Alexander Strobl.

the
a part

to

finally,

design

In those houses which have a local adverdrop (something that is usually resented
by the patrons) the new technique can be
used to good advantage. One way is to go
through all the colors of the rainbow and
(Continued on page 72)
tising
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ROOM PLANS

PROJECTION
n

he third of a series of layouts by projection engineers
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PLAN FOR
SIMPLEX

MODELS A-F
Data regards projection
only. Dimension i
nre based on the use of two
Simplex Models A to F proand one spotlight.
jector
Brenkert C4 or equal. Generator and icire sizes are

equipment

figured for low
flector arc

amperage

re-

lamps on the pro-

and uith not over 5f>
amperes on the spotlight.

jectors

IT here conditions warrant the
use of high intensity lamps
and a larger spotlight, other
provisions uill have to be
made. SCALE: 5/16 in.
( Plan
through
equals 1 ft.
the courtesy of National The-

atre

Supply Company.)
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Are your patrons interested
in the type of mechanical
sound equipment you install,
or are they interested in the

complete ensemble which
goes to

make

the
perfect performance?

Make your first installation
a permanent

— satisfying

asset.

^iht Speaker of the if ear
The following sound equipment manufacturers standardize on the Wright De Coster Reproducer:
AUDITONE COMPANY
BUFFALO RADIO ENG.
CINESONORE CO.. INC.
DECA DISC PHONG
DeFOREST PHONOFILM
W. M. DUTTON & SONS
GOOD-ALL MFG. CO.
LINCROPHONE REPROD. CO.

MELLAPHONE CORP.
MELOTONE CORP. OF AMERICA
PLATTER CABINET CO.
C.

BROWN

So. Clinton St., Chicago,
Buffalo, N. Y.
New York, N. Y.
Waynesboro, Pa.

111.

Montreal, Que.
Hastings, Nebr.
Ogallala, Nebr.
Utica, N. Y.
Rochester, N. Y.
New York, N. Y.
North Vernon, Ind.

Nashwauk, Minn.

SYNCROTONE

Duluth, Minn.
Des Moines, la.
Minneapolis, Minn.

CO.
TALK-A-PHONE CO.

ULTRAPHONE, INC.
AMPLIPHONE CO.
STARR PIANO CO.
WM. H. BRISTOL CORP.

Mo.
Richmond, Ind.
Waterbury, Conn.

St. Louis,

(New Auditone)
(Brel)

(Traveltone)
(Creatone)
(Phonofilm)

(Goodall Reproducer)

(Synchnonous)
(Mellaphone)
(Melotone)
(Phototone)
(Mell-O-Tonej
(Syncrotone
(Talk- A- Phone)
(Ultraphone)

(Ampliphone)
(Gennett)
(Bristol Recorder)

WRIGHT De COSTER,
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORIES
ST.

G

PAUL, MINN.
VOICE

VOICE

CONE

Write for descriptive matter and address of nearest
district sales office.

Standardize on the
Wright De Coster Reproducer

AND MUSIC
CONE

Inc.

—
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THE THEATRE

Some Sound Operation Troubles and
How to Avoid Them
When

the fault lies in the equipment, then shout for the engineers ivho

made

it.

But

may be

other reasons for inferior sound, and because of the large number of
Western Electric installations, this discussion of these reasons should have wide appeal

there

By H.

B.

SANTEE

Director of Theatre Engineering. Western Electric

X

connection with the use of sound reproducing equipment in a theatre, one way
of classifying the troubles encountered is
according to whether they are due to faults
occurring in the equipment itself, or whether
they are traceable to some conditions prevailing in the house, or to some personnel factor.
In the case of Western Electric equipment,
troubles of the first class are rare and insofar
as measures can be taken to deal with them
by the theatre staff, they are covered in detail
in the Instruction Books supplied with
each installation.
This article will therefore
be confined to a consideration of troubles of
the second kind.

Perhaps the best way to approach the subconsider first some conditions which
may confront the survey or installation engineer when he visits the house before the
equipment has been put in, and then to proceed to causes arising after it has been inject is to

stalled

and put

in

operation.

When

a house is first considered for an
installation of sound reproducing equipment,
it is often found that acoustic conditions are
not all that could be desired.
The trouble
here usually arises from the fact that the
house is too reverberant that is to say ,it con-

—

so many hard
as reflectors of

tains

be due to the fact that the spot affected is
screened by some part of the auditorium
for example, seats under a balcony which
are partly screened by the front of the balcony, or it may be due to the interference of
trains of sound waves which happened to
reach that particular spot in opposition to each
other, thereby more or less cancelling each
other's effect and producing only a very faint
large meassound impression on the ear.
ure of success has been attained in dealing
with dead spots, owing to the fact that the
horns used with the Western Electric sound
system are highly directional that is to say,
they project the sound in a more or less definite beam, about 40 degrees wide, and if
this beam of sound be directed on a dead spot,
the audibility can usually be made entirely
satisfactory.
It will be seen from the foregoing that problems of a complex nature may
often be encountered by the engineers at the
very inception of an installation.

A

—

Mechanical difficulties in the installation of
the equipment are not infrequent, as for example, in houses where the stage is designed
only for showing pictures, without any proIn such cases there
vision for stage acts.
is sometimes practically no space between the
screen and the rear wall of the theatre, and

and makes

it

very

difficult to

understand dia-

In some cases very pronounced echo
effects are noticeable, especially where a wall
or ceiling happens to be curved in such a
manner as to focus the reflected sound in
one
spot.
Fortunately,
the
conditions
described can practically always be remedied
by the introduction of a certain amount of
sound absorbent material, such as fibrous wallboards, draperies, carpets, upholsteries, and
other soft, yielding materials which have the
property of damping out sound waves before
they have had opportunity to be reflected back
and forth several seconds, as happens when
the house is reverberant. This treatment also
affords a means of eliminating objectionable
logue.

echoes.

Another acoustic condition which frequenttrouble is the existence of what are
called "dead spots"
that is to say, points in
the auditorium at which it is very difficult to
hear sounds produced on the stage. This may
ly gives

—

batteries.

Assuming that with the necessary cooperation from the theatre management, the installation engineers have successfully overcome the troubles just indicated, and assuming that the equipment is operating in a perfectly satisfactory' manner,
there are still
many possible sources of difficulty.
Replacements of one kind or another are,
of course, required from time to time with
every type of machinery' or equipment, and
in the case of Western Electric sound equipment, vacuum tubes, photoelectric cells and
exciting lamps are the parts which usually
need replacement. Assuming that a normal
life has
been obtained, however, this can
hardly be classed as a trouble and it is merely mentioned as indicating an irreducible miniof attention that is required.

mum

One of the most frequent and most serious
sources of trouble encountered in connection
with the operation of sound equipment in
theatres is failure to give proper attention to
With this is
the cleaning of the equipment.
closely linked another serious factor, namely
improper lubrication. Sound film is very' sensitive to all kinds of scratches, thumb marks,
oil spots, etc.
It is only natural when one
considers that the sound record itself consists of delicate variations in the photographic
density of the film, that any other cause
which produces a variation in the density or
light transmitting power of the sound track,
will cause some kind of a noise to be heard
It is therefore
in the reproducing equipment.
of the greatest importance that the film be
treated with the utmost care and that if by
any chance dust or oil stains occur, they
should be carefully cleaned off by drawing the
film gently between two pieces of clean flannel.
Closely allied to the foregoing is the

smooth surfaces, which

sound, that there is a
constant overlapping of
each syllable of
speech or each note of music by the one
which preceded it, owing to the multiple reflections which take place.
This, of course,
produces a disagreeable and confusing effect
act

therefore in order to locate the horns behind
the screen, it becomes necessary' to move the
rear wall back or at least to provide some
kind of recess or chamber which will properly
accommodate the horns. Likewise in many
houses,, the projection room is extremely
cramped and structural alterations may be
necessary to provide sufficient room for the
amplifiers and a separate
room for the

M. Koboyashi, Western

Electric representative in the Far East, and
Charlie Kinoshita of Paranwunt's
Kobe office, with horns which arrived
E. sound equipment
with the first

W

in
;

.

Yokohama, Japan, for

n Paranwunt's

installation

Hogaku Za

theatre.

effect

produced by thumb

prints,

oil

stains,

glass of the exciting lamp or on
the lens of the optical system which focuses
the light on the film. Anything of this nature
in the path of the light interferes with obtaining the clear and brilliant illumination of
etc.,

on the

(Continued on page 46)
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SOUND SERVICE
Published regularly as a feature of the Sound department of Better Theatres,
presenting answers to problems in the installation, operation and maintenance
of sound equipment in theatres.
Q.

— There

is

an annoying

hum

present in

the speaker during the time that there
conversation or music with the picture.
can be done to eliminate this?

is

no

What

—

A. It is very difficult to entirely eliminate
the hum where the speakers are operated with
A. C. current and the amplifier is also A. C.
operated, although it may usually be reduced
so that it is not noticeable while any portion
of a sound picture is being run. The following check is recommended:

Turn
is

due

off the amplifier.
The residual hum
to the speakers and cannot be easily

eliminated

Accurate
control of

without

changing the speakers,
well to be sure that one particular
speaker is not the offender. Have your service man check the 250-tubes, and if the final
stage is a push-pull stage, have the plate current values matched within one or two milliamperes under actual operating conditions.
Be sure that the rectifier tubes (281s) do not
show more than a very faint blue glow. Some
of the independent tubes are satisfactory, but
if possible,
Cunningham or R. C. A. tubes
should be used.
In some amplifiers the 227tube used in the first stage has to be selected
from a number to minimize the hum. All
pickup and fader leads should be shielded and
the shield grounded. One side of the pickups
and the input to the amplifier (usually specified
by the manufacturer or marked G or GND)
should he grounded. The frame of the amplifier, and frequently the speaker frames, should

though

it

is

be grounded.
A

talking films and
all picture

shows

—

What type of wire should be used to
Q.
connect the amplifier in the booth with the
speakers back stage in a sound installation?
A.

— Because

of the underwriters' regulausually necessary to run the output
of an amplifier in conduit "BX" or in lead
or equivalent armored cable.
Unfortunately,
this is unsatisfactory in the large majority of
installations because the quality of the sound
output is affected by the metal sheath around
the supply leads.
The conventional amplifier
using a pair of 250-tubes in push-pull in the
last stage, is designed to work into a single
speaker or its equivalent from an impedance
viewpoint. The load impedance lies between
4,000 and 8,000 ohms in such cases. The capacity between the speaker supply leads and
the capacity between both leads and the
grounded metal sheath acts as a low impedance shunt to the high audio frequency
currents, resulting in their suppression and
thus in a muffled sound.
To overcome this,
it
is advisable to use what is known as an
impedance adjusting transformer to reduce
the output of the amplifier to 200 or 500 ohms
(which are standard values), and another
such transformer to adjust the impedance of
the line-up to that of the speakers back stage.
tions,

rpHE AC

Film Speed Indicator
you the film speed in feet
per minute. Its team-mate is the
Film Speed Calculator at no extra
cost. Using the two in combination,
you control the speed of your film
and know instantly the time required to run a picture.
gives

Feature film and musical score step
along in unison. Stage and screen

performance are coordinated. Talking films are accurately controlled.

The

AC

Film Speed Indicator

is

designed for quick and easy installation on all projecting machines.

it

is

Where such transformers

are

not

avail-

port bracket, universal joint mount-

No. 19 twisted
telephone conductor run "open" (if the inspectors permit it) to minimize the capacity

ing bracket, drive shaft, and

loading

Price complete, with special sup-

attachments, $30.

all

Order through

your supply house, being sure to
specify by Package Number the
model you require, "clockwise" or
"counter-clockwise."

able,

AC SPARK PLUG

CO., Flint, Michigan

is

advisable

to

use

effect.
A

—

Q. / have four dynamic speakers in my
theatre that sound fine on music scores but
I am told that a
are very poor on speech.
greater range is necessary for the reproduction
of music than for voice, and yet the voice cannot be understood.

— Whereas

true that good reproduction of music requires a greater frequency
range than does voice reproduction, yet the
average listener is so much more critical of
the latter that a better speaker or reproducer
required.
is
Speakers are frequently eval-

A.

Package No. 860,070, clockwise;
Package No. 860,071, counter-clockwise.

it

it

is

uated by an engineer on the basis of their frequency response curve; that is, on their sound
energy output at different frequencies. While
this is the accepted standard at the present
time, it is unsatisfactory because the test requires only the reproduction of a single frequency at a time and not the reproduction of
a large number of them, and a very complex
wave form. Just as the response of the ear
to one frequency varies with the presence and
intensity of others (due to what is called an
"auditory masking" effect), so the response
of the speaker to one frequency is dependent
on the presence of others.
In the reproduction of voice, the exact proportion of all the overtones which make up
the complex sound is important to good
articulation or intelligibility, and the requirements for the speaker are therefore more
severe.
In the case of music, the loss of
overtones may be pleasing. Many installations
which are "sharp" enough to give good voice
reproduction are criticized for this very reaAt present the most satisfactory soluson.
tion seems to lie in the use of a combination
of speakers, which permit both ends of the
frequency range to be covered, the reproduction of complex wave forms, and a control
of the ratio of bass to treble.
A

— My

0.
sound installation is perfectly satisfactory, except that the low notes seem to be
unusually loud.
Can anything be done to
remedy this?

—

A. Unfortunately you have failed to mention the type of amplifier you are using, so
that onlv general recommendations are possible.
The bass frequencies may actually be
accentuated or only apparently so. Suppression
of the high frequencies due to the supply line
(covered in another question in this issue)
or to the speaker or pickup design, may be
responsible.
The amplifier may be doctored
in the following way
If the pickup is coupled directly to an input
transformer in the amplifier, the bass can be
reduced by connecting a variable resistance
in series with the "high" or ungrounded side
of the pick-up.
This should be a high resistance Clarostat or Centralab rheostat or
potentiometer having a low minimum resistance and a maximum of about 100,000 ohms.
Higher values of resistance are necessary
with good input transformers and to secure
greater bass frequency suppresion.
If the pickup is connected to a potentiometer
in the input, then fixed condensers having
values of .02, .04 and .06 mfd., should be tried
in series with the high side of the pickup.
The first value is rarely necessary, the other
two are frequently used.

KINETONE DEVICE

FOR DISC SOUND

K

INETONE,
1

a

sound-on-disc

device,

been brought on the market.
The machine, which the manufacturer, S & S Enterprises, states is interchangeable and is to be serviced by all
producers, sells at a price from $1,500 to
Harry Segal, formerly branch man$2,500.
ager for First National,
and others
in New England, is one of the company
has

MGM

executives.
All installations are under Dave Shoolman, consulting engineer. The firm also
makes a non-synchronous machine, Cinetone.

JuK
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VTe cannot too emphatically
benefit of

success

pick-up!

moving

in

stress this point for the

picture exhibitors: the very key of

sound-on-record

You may

entertainment

is

the

not be interested in electricity

and acoustics, but you are interested in pleasing
your audiences, so that they will come again and
again to your house. Bear in mind. then, that the

The

AUDAK COMPANY,

59

ELECTRO-CHROMATIC PICK-UP

is the one inwhich faithfully interprets the
values of voice and music. Sensitive as the hair

strument in
full

its

field

spring of a fine watch,

it

recreates every chromatic

shade and colortone of the composition, so
to really true

performance. Clear, pure, natural

indispensable to

vital
.

.

.

YOU as a purveyor of entertainment.

565 Fifth Avenue,

Creators of Electrical and Acoustical Apparatus Since 1915

New York
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Now

.

ors.

project-

come

in

synchronous

so rapidly that

it

New

managers to
keep pace with them. But through all the
changes and refinements Phototone has

Phototone's

adhered firmly to two

Drive eliminates

has been

for

Also Talkafilm, the new Sound-on-Film device

IMPROVEMENTS
devices have

Holmes

difficult for theater

policies:

—to give theater

Synchronous Direct
all

owners the most

irregularities in the

practical device at the lowest possible cost.

driving mechanism

First

Second—to

protect the interests of ev-

ery purchaser of Phototone equipment.

The new improved Phototone on which
we are now making deliveries does both of
these things.

It

eliminates the objection-

able features of all early-type synchroniz-

ing devices

—and

it

does this without pen-

alizing the forward-looking theater

which

has already installed a Phototone outfit.

do not already own
a Phototone machine, you can profit by
our newest and most revolutionary improvements. They give you in this new Pho-

Whether you do

or

totone a stabilized synchronization never
before possible

on any type of equipment.

New

1929

In

improved Phototone with new synchronous drive
Powers, Simplex, Motiograph and

6,

Stabilising Unit Base

:

lulv 6,

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD
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Production
— New Synchronous Disc
Phototone with new
S1850 — Synchronous Disc

Prices

drives

and Talkafilm (Sound-onFilm) attachment installed
Write

S3250.

for

Special

Proposition.

Talkafilm (Sound-on-Film) Attachment

the

new Phototone sound-on-film

device (Talkafilm) in less than

THE
so

new

improvements

which now make Phototone
outstandingly superior are

1)
drive

Xew

direct synchronous

which

stabilizes

the syn-

chronization, even

when an

projection machine

is

2)

old

being used.

Xew unit-construction base

which makes

it

impossible for the

equipment to get out of align-

ment and

increases the steadi-

ness of the drive.

Xew

one-fourth horsepower special Phototone motor.
Phototone with all of these
improvements is applicable to
Powers, Simplex, Motiograph
and Holmes projectors.
On the three latter machines
3)

they

make

it

an hour's time.
Mail the coupon for the name
of the theater in your territory
where you can hear and see a
demonstration of these improved
Phototone and Talkafilm machines. We have one in every
principal city.
PHOTOPHONE COMPANY
North Vernon, Ind.
Tell

me where

stration of the

equipment.

THEA TRE

MANAGERADDRESS—

possible to install

TALK AF LM
I

I

can see and hear a demon-

new Phototone and

Talkafilm
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Complete Synchronized Talking
Picture Equipment

$775.
Including:

Two Mellaphone Turn Tables
Two Dynamic Cone Speakers
Samson Six Tube^Amplifier
Tubes Complete
Pick Ups and Fader

Turn TABLES Only

—

$500 Per Pair

PERFECT SYNCHRONIZATION
PERFECT REPRODUCTION
Built of Finest Materials

Easy

and

Workmanship

to Install

Mellaphone Corporation
Box 485

Rochester, N. Y.
Factory, 33 Soutb Water

St.

THE REPRODUCER PUZZLE
ALEXANDER

By

I.

ABRAHAMS,

and talking pictures have introSOUND
duced new problems to the exhibitor.

What, with every salesman for the
hundred and one different kinds of devices for reproduction, claiming his as the
best and most perfect and all others being
poor, the exhibitor is at a loss to know just
Various laboratories give
what to use.
frequency response curves for different
types of speakers, condemning this one and
approving another for theatre use, yet very
remarkably there seems to be an entire lack
of uniformity in approval or condemnation.
What, then, can the exhibitors do, if not
being able to rely on the salesman who sells
the outfit, and he receives conflicting reports from scientific laboratories. I believe
that the reason why these laboratories fall
down is not that their response characteristics as made are incorrect, but that the
conditions of test are not actual field
conditions.

We
fect

are not so much interested in a perresponse characteristic without know-

ing its efficiency at different responses. At
a given output for middle range to be heard,
a response of a 50-cycle note may have so
low an efficiency output that it is inaudible,
and again, a speaker may respond to a 5,000cycle note and yet be inaudible at a very
short distance from the speaker, owing to
the

rapid

dissipation

of

sound

from

it.

Therefore, what may be a perfect speaker
from the response angle, may be a very
poor one as a reproducer in a theatre.
Just what is the function of a speaker in
a theatre?
As nearly as possible, it should reproduce

A.B., E.M.E.

notes of the musical scale, responding to
frequencies from about 75 cycles up to
5,000 (as most commercial recording is made
between these limits). The good makes of
the types of speakers sold for theatre purposes, such as the dynamic cone and baffle
board, the horn unit on an air column and
the condenser type speaker, all conform to
these tests in the laboratory.
The response between the limits should
be with a sensibly equal output of efficiency.
This means, of course, that it should reproduce all the musical scale with intensities
proportionate to the original, and without
overemphasis or lack of emphasis on various responses. This we find to vary considerably in the different types of speakers.
all

all

condenser type, the diaphragm,
should not have resonances
which become more pronounced with added
loudness, and the time taken for these to
die away to inaudibility should not increase
in such a way that there is a succession of
loud sounds and that the resonances do not
have time to become inaudible before one
sound succeeds another.
Otherwise, the
In

when

the

in action,

result is a definite tone coloration of the
speech or music, a blurring.
The dynamic cone should be similarly

free of these qualities,
speaker as well.
The

and the
trouble

air

column

may come

from the materials out of which a horn is
made. Such materials as paper, plaster and
paper, metal, burlap, plaster, etc., are highly
resonant.
Where a short horn with a suitable expansion is added to the cone, the pressure
of the air column on the diaphragm of the

cone results

in

a

more uniform response

over a wider range of frequencies than before.
The low notes are augmented, due
to the reduced solid ansde into which the
diaphragm discharges, and the high notes
are retained, owing to the confined lateral

motion of the highs; in fact, the overall
efficiency is augmented considerably.
horn must have the ability to project
sound over a fair distance and distribute it

A

without noticeable change of quality within
reasonable angle of projection.
The
dynamic cone speaker on a baffle board is
admittedly a non-directional speaker and
therefore, does not meet this qualification.

a

Owing to the sudden release of the high
frequencies from the center of the cone,
there is a dissipation of sound so that the
solid angle of projection is very small.
Therefore, speech and high frequency notes
can only be intelligible in a direct line with
the center of the cone. The horn attached
to the cone, however, will remedy this fault,
as it makes the speaker more directional,
retains the highs with the lows and increases the solid angle of projection. The
air column driven by the dynamic horn unit
completely conforms to this condition.
Inasmuch as every speaker is an energy
converter, changing electrical energy into
sound energy, it is necessary that a reproducer be efficient in this respect.
Where dialog is being reproduced, the
question of illusion enters, and watching
the lips of the speaker on the screen, we
do not expect to hear the sound coming

from the side of the theatre, but directly
from the screen. Non-directional speakers
do not create illusion, particularly where a
bank of several must be used in order to
distribute sound.

The conclusion that I arrive at is that
the speaker for a theatre with all-round efficiency, all-round response, to create an
illusion and one that has greatest use, is a
properly

designed

horn

of

non-resonant

material with dynamic horn unit.
(Sound department continued following

insert)
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T o of- T REAL TONE REPRODUCTION
lvd.Sl»

FOR YOUR THEATRE

A

New

Development That Places
Kersten Speakers A Year Ahead

Startling

What Theatre Owners Have Been Looking

Just

For!

EVER

before has any reproduction method been offered to the Theatrical
i-N trade that can compare with the new Exponential Air Column Combination
Speakers, recently perfected by Kersten.

"NT

Truly the efforts of Kersten engineers are amply rewarded in the production
of a Speaker so far ahead of anything on the market today for perfect reproduction of the voice of the speaker or soloist, or the music of the orchestra
or band.

K70 or K85 Speaker is really remarkable.
one Horn and one K70 or K85 Speaker being
of six or eight Paper Cone Dynamics. Yet, with
successfully operated
all their power, there is no "barking", echo or other noise.
The two Kersten Theatrical Horns, Xos. 5201 and 5301, like other Kersten
Horns are of such nicety of appearance as to permit their installation in front
of the curtain or in the orchestra pit. They do not require special installation,
drapes or baffle boards to conceal them from the view of the audience. HowThe power volume of

It

is

not

uncommon

the Kersten

to find
in place

ever, in the theatres where it is necessary to install Horns where they will not
interfere with other parts of the program, they may be nailed to the wall of the
theatre in any position without harm.

The supporting standards on

these

struction, moulded into the bell on
indestructible, sturdy, rigid support.

two models are a part of the horn confour sides and assuring a practically

all

The investment for installation of this equipment is negligible, considering the
fact that but one Horn and one Speaker is required for theatres seating up to
300 people, while two Horns and two Speakers are all that is necessary for
theatres with a seating capacity of from 300 to 1,000.

The

theatre-going public want better sound reproduction. Kersten has made
you to grant their wish. Equip with Kersten's now and give
your patrons incomparable voice and music reproduction.
it

possible for

KERSTEN HORN
NO.

Horn

5201

Specifications

{One Piece Construction

Electrodynamic Speaker

'

Kersten Horn No. 5201— Height 30
Width, 30 in.; Depth, 27 in.;
Air Column, 7 ft. 8 in.
in.;

$55.00
Kersten Horn No. 5301— Heieht. 30
in.; Width, 30 in.; Depth, 27 in.;
Air Column, 8 ft. 4 in.

$60.00
KERSTEN HORN
NO.

Send for Description and Prices
on Monitor Horns

5301

(Patents Pending)

A

Type
operates from direct current, 90 to 120
volts and takes 50 milliamperes.
The direct current supply must be free from ripple, or hum will
be introduced into speaker.
Type
operates from 6 volt storage battery, taking 1.1 amps. One of these Units will handle the

B

output from one 250 tube providing the tube is not
overloaded.
Two Units will handle the output
from two 250 tubes or 250 push-pull.

Kersten Patents 1,661,571; 1.666.570; 1.639-656; 73-184; 1,704.947.
Other Patents Pending. Patents Pending in Canada.

I.I

MANUFACTURED BY

ST PRICE TYPE

A

$80.00
ST PRICE TYPE B
$75.00
Electro Dynamic Speaker operates
I.I

Kersten Radio Equipment Inc.
"A SPEAKER FOR EVERY PURPOSE"

Kalamazoo, Michigan, U.

No.

K85

volt storage battery taking 1*4 Amps.
20 lbs.
Will handle up to 15 watts.

6

LIST PRICE

S.

A.

$120.00

from

Weight.
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NORMAL SIZED
IMAGES FROM
There need be no dark strip on the
no smaller picture, just because
the frame is smaller. Described here is
apparatus that eliminates the former
necessity

H.

GOLDBERG

Supervisor of Projection of Publix

has been annoying to theatre managers
projectionists and at least puzzling

ITand

to the public, to notice the difference in
the size, shape and location of the picture
on the screen when it was a "talkie," from
the picture which was silent. It certainly is
not desirable to have the picture smaller
than before the introduction of sound, and
of course it is very bad to have the picture off center on the screen. And neither
of those characteristics, which now are
present in the average theatre showing

sound pictures, need

The aperatures, with the sound-on
By pushing
film frame in position.
the lever at left, the regular aperature is substituted.

exist.

The apparatus

I shall describe and which
is illustrated here, allows the sound picture
to be as "normal" as the silent picture.
It
is now in use in a large number of the more
important theatres.
Besides bringing the
picture to normal size and position, eliminating the black space on the screen, it
does away with black flippers on the screen
and a number of other annoyances.
The apparatus shown is for a Western
Electric universal base, but the same idea
can be carried out on anv machine. First

1929

A

screen,

J.

6,

the floor, the upper part being mounted to
the flanges of the base.
lever arrangement is mounted on the front, engaging in
a fork having stop screws so as to set the
apparatus so that it will stop in the proper
place.
This is the best method, since it is
very rigid, has little vibration and operates
very lightly. This same apparatus can be
operated by foot pressure, using a pedal
arrangement instead of the lever.
The special aperture shown is the best
for the purpose.
The aperture remains in
the machine at all times. When the regular
film is run, push the lever on the side up
so as to move the larger aperture into
position for use, for sound-on-film pictures,
move the smaller aperture into position'
by simply pushing the lever down.
In some cases the sound-on-film aperture will have to be filed slightly to transpose it onto the regular aperture.
The
lenses should be equipped with stop collars
so that in changing they are always in
focus. This can be soldered on to the lens,
or a loose collar with a set screw will
answer the purpose.
Once the projector is equipped, the en-

SOUND-ON-FILM

By

July

tire operation is very simple and will be
well worth the trouble gone through. The
aperture shown in the illustration is for a
Simplex machine, but there is also one made
for the Motiograph projector which does
the same thing.
are now working on an adjustable

We

necessary to change the lens to one of
half inch shorter focus.
For example, if
you are now using a six-inch lens, get
another lens of five and a half inches for
sound-on-film pictures.
Change the aperit

is

(as shown in the illustration) to the
one of the size of the sound-on-film frame,
and shift the base to the left.
The shifting apparatus used consists of
a heavy casting machined on all surfaces.
This is placed under the base and bolted to

ture

DON'T NEGLECT

YOUR HORNS

An

sound

excellent

installation

can

be

ruined by the use of a makeshift mounting
of horns.

Don't neglect

this part of

your
The base arrangement, showing

the
lever which shifts the machine.

equipment.

Through the use of the Littleford Horn
Tower and Flaring Device fine adjustments
can be made easily and accurately from the
stage of your theatre. Horns can be flared
up,

down, forward, backward,

special lens to perform the operation of
changing from regular pictures to soundon-film pictures and keeping the same size
of image on the screen.
This will eliminate the necessity of having two lenses and
the changing of lenses when one type of
picture is changed from another.

to right or

left.

Send the coupon for

full particulars

about

HORNS BUILT FOR
WALL OR MARQUISE

Horn Tower and Flaring DeOur new Bulletin completely covers

the Big Size
vice.

installation

and operation.

ANEW
veloped

type of horn for theatre uses, deby the Kersten Radio Equipment Company, is of one piece construction
and so built that the horns can be fastened to
the wall, set on the stage or attached to the
marquise of the theatre.
For these horns the Kersten company claim
the ability of delivering great volume without
distortion and of not meeting special baffle
boards.
The horn measures 30 inches high,
30 inches wide and 27 inches deep, with an
air column of 7 feet, 8 inches.
The units operate on direct current of 90
to 120 volts and draw 50 milliamperes.
Another type unit operates from a 6-volt storage
battery taking 1.1 amperes and will handle the
output from one 250-tube, providing the tube
is not overloaded.
.

i

Littleforil Bros.,
502 East Pearl Street,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Horn Tower 77"
i 77" with ad-

Gentlemen:
I

am

interested in your

justable height
from 12 to 18

Horn Tower

and Flaring- Device. Without obligation to me send your descriptive bulleI

of

Theatre

I

Individual

I

I

Address.
I

City.

_

State

Equinped

Flaring

Device.

tin.

Name

fppt.

with

•
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MAGNIFICENT
ccst
tlteatie

DYNAMIC
Huge. .heavy.. the symbolism of
.

.

power. ..of undistorted energy ..of
beauty. .That is the Best Theatre
-

.

.

Dynamic.
This huge dynamic dwarfs any
other on the market in performance as

•well

as size.

Never, in the history of soimd

equipment has there been such a
speaker. Never has there been so

much undistorted output. Never
has there been a dynamic so free

from
trouble-

o m e
hum.
s

Your conceptions of
speaker performance will

be entirely altered by the Best
Theatre Dynamic.

The

first

dynamic which

gets

the high notes as well as the
low, resulting in a brilliance of

tone heretofore

unknown

to

theatre work.

The Best Theatre Dynamic
was designed with one idea in

mind — to make the

finest

A few facts about tin- Best Tlnatre Dynamic

dynamic

possible, regardless of cost. Price

has been the last consideration

—

Over four miles of copper wire on the coil. Special magnetic
housing. Diaphragm 13 5-16'. Length IT 13-32'. Width from
13-32'. Total -weight 53 lbs.
front to back 9 13-16'. Height overall
Flu* density in magnetic lines 114.000 (this is far greater than anv
other dynamic speaker For operation on 105 to 120 volts A. C. 50 to 60
cycles. Write for information on 6-volt D. C. model.
steel

U

.

as

it

should

be,

and

every truly quality product.

with
The Best

is,

Be»t Manufacturing
Maker, of the famous

Theatre Dynamic was designed for use
in theatre installations.

l'-JOO

Grove

The

Units

Irvingion, >.

Street

Canada

List price, chassis only. *95.00 less

the two 281 rectifier tubes.

Company

BBL Speaker

445

Kiiiir St..

West, Toronto

lBOl Ttuat lC DYNAMIC

J.
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SOME FAULTS IN SOUND
OPERATION AND HOW
TO AVOID THEM
(Continued from page 37)

the sound track which
reproduction.

is

necessary to good

To illustrate very strikingly how reproduction is affected by any kind of interference
in the path of the light beam, it may be mentioned that if a lighted cigarette be held in
the exciting lamp compartment in such a manner that some of the smoke rises between
the exciting lamp and the first lens of the
optical system, very distinct noise interference
will at once be heard from the loud speakers,
arising, of course, from the puffs of smoke,
causing variations in the amount of light
transmitted to the photoelectric cell.
It will be apparent from the foregoing that
the matter of reproduction is one intimately
bound up with proper lubrication. Excessive
lubrication always causes a certain amount
of oil to run over the parts of the mechanism or to be thrown off while the mechanism
is rotating, and this in turn produces marks
and discolorations on the film, parts of the
optical system, etc.
Small mechanism parts,

equipment, are not capable of absorbing more
than one or two drops of oil at the most every
working day, and if a larger amount than this
be applied, it will not last appreciably longer.
Sometimes an attempt is made to avoid the
trouble of tending to lubrication by putting
on what is thought to be enough lubrication
This, however,
to last two or three days.
simply means inviting trouble from frozen
bearings.

Neglect to keep storage batteries clean and
properly charged is another prolific cause of
trouble which is not traceable to any defect in
the equipment.
Batteries which are allowed
to discharge too far are very likely to bein
the middle of a performcome exhausted
ance, and if this happens a few times, the
battery is likely to become seriously injured.
Dirty battery tops and poor connections may
be the cause of considerable noise, owing to
the fact that a path of variable resistance is
formed, leading to stray fluctuating currents.

A

large proportion of whatever dissatisfaction may have occurred on the part of audiences in wired houses is due to the habit
prevailing in some theatres of running the
sound excessively loud. The effect of this is
to destroy naturalness and intelligibility and
produce a general feeling of irritation on the
part of the listener. As far as can be gathered, the theatre personnel has no special
reason for proceeding in this manner except
that they seem to feel that the equipment
should be made to deliver all the power that
can be got out of it. The proper sound volume in any house is that which is just sufficient to enable patrons in the farthest seats to
hear distinctly, when the audience is silent and

chances in this respect by running its sound
pictures at other than the standard speed of
90 feet per minute, or 33% rpm. of the disc
turntable.

Western

Electric

equipment

the sound accompaniment.

This means that it is necessary to see that
each reel has sufficient leader to permit the
motor to come up to speed before the sound
begins, and sufficient trailer so that in the
event of the machine being provided with a
safety device, the motor will not be stopped
before the sound has finished. It is also very
important that the physical condition of the
film
should be inspected
in
order that
scratches, oil spots, bad splices, etc., may be
detected and the condition remedied as far
as possible.
All of these important details
may be classed under the heading of "adequate rehearsal," and failure to put the proper emphasis on rehearsal is therefore another
serious item in the list of troubles revealed
by operating experience.

Experience up to the present time shows
in the case of Western Electric sound
much larger proportion of unsatisfactory results can be traced to the
causes enumerated above, which are all within the control of the theatre staff, than to
equipment defects and poor recording combined. This is a fact which at present is not
fully appreciated by critics and the public,
that

equipments, a

but as it gradually begins to be understood,
discrimination between houses having good
sound and those having poor sound will begin
This shows the vital imto make itself felt.
portance of the theatre personnel making
every effort to develop the proper technique in
handling sound equipment.

his part is

;

GATES MARKETING
DISC EQUIPMENT
AT $395 TO $1,595
Gates Radio and Supply Company
THE Quincy,
has
MOTIOof

built

111.,

TONE

synchronous equipment in nine
different models, ranging in price from
$395 complete to $1,595 complete. Theatres
have been classed in various groups, from
AA to E, with a model for each particular
class.

The
plete

AA equipment consists of comsynchronous disc equipment with

Class

fading panels, large double-channel
rack and panel amplifying equipment

steel

that

and a portable
horn
tower
complete,
which
contains
three Jensen auditorium dynamic speakers
mounted back of Celotex baffles one and
one-half inches thick.
This horn tower
stands over seven feet high, four and onehalf feet wide and three feet deep. The top
baffle is 48 inches square and is adjustable
to any vertical angle.
The two lower
baffles are 24 inches square and are adjustable to any horizontal angle. It is mounted
on rubber wheels, so that it can be rolled
will find a 3,500-seat theatre,

off the stage.

Class A has practically the same equipment, with the exception that the horns are
in easels, with Celotex baffles.
Class E
equipment is for theatres that use only one
projector or desire to run only short subjects.
A single-synchronous disc turntable,
amplifying
equipment
and
exponential
speaker, selling for $395, forms the equipfor these houses. The scale of prices
in the various classes is as follows:

ment

Theatre Class

AA
A
BA

B-2C

B
C-2C

C

_

D
E

Seating Capacity

Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

3,500
2,500
1,500
1,200
1,200

Price

_

750
750
600
600

$1,595.00
1,350.00
1,095.00
995.00
760.00
840.00
690.00
645.00
395.00

MOVING ELEMENTS
CALLED VERY FEW
device called the Amplitone and
being manufactured by the Royal Amplitone Corporation of New York, with a
sound-on-film attachment, is said to have
an unusually small number of moving
parts.
It
was designed by Rudolph
Meihling, construction engineer for the
manufacturers.
W. B. Duff, for many
years a figure in the motion picture industry, is the general manager.

Nearly 100 installations have been made
date throughout the country, and in
accordance with further statements made
by an executive of this company, several
hundred machines will be ready for installation within the next month.
There are two combinations being produced for future installations, one, called
Type 12-S, with sound on film and disc at
$2,975; and another called Type 20-S, which
is a larger device, selling for $3,725.
These
to

as-

inevitably introduces a certain amount of distortion. Sound quality has always been a matter of prime importance, and with growing
public discrimination and the wearing off of
the novelty value, it is more important than
ever, so that no theatre can afford to take

1929

NEW

attentive.
Anything beyond this is of no
benefit and simply leads to a large
amount of dissatisfaction. The manager himself or some other responsible person should
establish the proper standard in this respect,
and it seems hardly necessary to add that

sumed.
It has always been standard practice with
the silent films to vary the speed of projection
as required in order to fit the number of
reels to be shown into the available time on
This is absolutely out of the
the program.
question in the case of sound films, for the
reason that if a sound record, whether disc
or film, is not reproduced at exactly the
same speed it was made, the effect will not
be natural there is a change in pitch which

6,

^

general

normal acuity of hearing on

is

driven by motors provided with special speed
regulating circuits which enable this standard
speed to be automatically maintained by merely throwing a switch, and there is no condition which justifies departure from this rule.
In addition to the matter of determining the
fader settings necessary for each reel in order to produce the right volume of sound in
the theatre, and the question of timing the
program properly .so as to allow for running
sound films at standard speed, there are several other points which require attention if a
thoroughly satisfactory performance is to be
obtained.
Outstanding among these are the
determination of change-over points and the
making up of a suitable cue sheet, so that
there may be no hitch or noticeable break in

July

prices include installation fees.

Theatre Transferred
FOREMAN,

Ark.

—Dewey

Denson has purchased

the Joy theatre.

BOULDER CREEK,

As

Western Electric inwas made at the Princess
in Hudders field, Torkshire,

the 2000th

stallation

cinema
England.

Standing in front of the
theatre are R. P. Abarbarrel, T. J.
Tyler, Manager S. A. Eamshaw and
E. J. Enterle.

Cal.— Amos & Carroll have

the Forest theatre to Phil Lipstich.
Cal.— Scott & Urlik have purchased
theatre from Robert Poshay.
LOS ANGELES, Cal.—Harry Clifford has purchased the Normandy theatre from T. Ginsberg.
PARLIER, Cal The Parlier Club has taken over
the Parlier theatre from D. B. Simms.
LITTLETON, Colo. J. R. Ruberson has purchased the Palm theatre from C. W. Kelly.
sold

GARDENA,

the

Owl

—

—

ily 6,
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Here ! In Nine Theatre Models

The MOTIO-TONE
Synchronized Talking Picture Equipment
Priced as

low as

$39500

There

a

is

MOTIO-TONE

for your particular theatre

at a price that will safeguard

Complete

An

your theatre investment.

NINE MODELS TO CHOOSE

FROM

ELECTROGRAPH
Thea.

Class

Seating

Capacity

AA

UP

to

3500

$1595.00

A

Up

to

2500

1395.00

BA

UP

to

1500

1095.00

B-2C

Up

to

1200

995.00

Price

Product

Reliable

Equipment
by a
Reliable

Organization

ELECTROGRAPH
sible for

Engineers have now made it posevery theatre to install reliable Sound Equip-

B

Up

to

1200

760.00

C-2C

Up

to

750

840.00

C

Up

to

750

690.00

D

Up

to

600

645.00

E

Up

to

600

395.00

WHY PAY MORE?

ment.

ELECTROGRAPH

Products are known the world
over for their reliability and dependable operation.
Back of each piece of equipment is a solid background
of years of experience in the designing and building
of Sound Amplifying Devices.

MOTIO-TONE

Synchronous Equipment was not

ELECTROGRAPH

is

serviced

by

all

re-

Film Producers and

Distributors.

Send today for our

will

bring

it

to

& SUPPLY

Electrograph Div., Gates Radio

&

-

CO., Quincy,

Supply Company, Quincy,

Illinois,

Position

_. :

Owner

Seating Capacity
If

you have any

_

specific

If

P.

O. Address

you have Sound Equipment, kind

problem, write us about

it.

have, whether he has

DIVISION

U.

Without any obligation on our part send your 32-page book on Sound Equipment

Theatre

showman should

you without obligation.

ELECTROGRAPH

GATES RADIO

Class

book on Sound Equipment

32 -page

Contains wiring diagram and information on Sound Equipment that every
Sound or contemplates installing it.

Your name and address on coupon below

From

double channel steel rack and panel amplifier and portable horn
tower, right through all equipment for each class of
particular theatre down to the single synchronous
equipment with power amplifier and large exponential
speaker for Class E small theatres, ELECTROGRAPH
Quality and precision manufacture is the same.

leased until we knew that it would perform equal to
the very highest priced Disc Synchronous Equipment.

MOTIO-TONE

Quality Throughout

AA with full synchronous disc equipment,

S.

to:

A.

Illinois,

U. S. A.
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THE NEW DESIGN
OF SPEAKERS BY
WRIGHT-DE COSTER

P

CHANGES

ELECTRIC PICK-UP

in the Models 107 and 108
are announced by Wright-DeCoster, and
it is also announced that this firm has undertaken the manufacture of baffles. The changes
in the speakers were made in order to secure
new advantages, according to the manufacturer, who emphasizes the following features:
The ten-inch cone insures great power-handling capacity and proper wave action, the
apex of the cone being suspended with leather
in all models, thus doing away with the diecut fibre spider previously used.
The new
design is said to eliminate the damping effect
of the leather at low volume.
The speech
coil is wound on a lathe-cut bakelite form
giving full winding space, strength and uniformity with little weight, it is said.
Each
layer of wire in speech coil is insulated from
the net by a sheet of condenser tissue.
The
voltage breakdown between layers is over 200
volts.

A new

cone

now

being

made by Wright-

DeCoster has been developed
treble and reduce the bass.

to accentuate the

This is to be
used only with the regular cones, however.
As to the baffles, one is made of one-inch
non-resonant material mounted in a strong
frame.
A shelf on the back is said to be
substantial enough to carry the speaker chassis

when

the baffle

is

tipped at any angle.

The

other type of baffle being manufactured
is of the same construction as the other one
described, except that it is one and a half
feet longer and is made to accommodate two
speakers. The smaller baffle is four feet, two
inches square, and weighs 71 pounds.
The
larger weighs 95 pounds.

You

Will Marvel at the

UPCO PICK-UP

for

Its Sensitivity and Beauty of Design
No better judgment can be exercised than to select an UPCO
pick-up as a better means of reproducing

all

at the recent

RADIO SHOW

in

acceptance

Chicago.

Write for Samples and Sales Details

ULTRAPHONIC PRODUCTS CORP.
270 Lafayette

New York

Anton Borsuk, President
St.
Makers of Acoustic Instruments for More Than 13 Years

DEVELOPS

ENGINEERS

of

NEW MICROPHONE
RCA

Photophone have

developed a new type microphone for
talking motion picture work which, it is
said, will permit microphone installations
in places hitherto inaccessible under ordinary conditions. The new microphone is
an outgrowth of the bullet-type microphone
originally used on R C A Photophone news-

the fine effects of

SOUND, MUSIC and TALKING PICTURES.
UPCO ELECTRIC PICK-UP met with tremendous

RCA

City

reel trucks and consists of a later type of
condenser microphone jointly mounted with
the non-microphonic amplifier in one small,
compact portable unit.
The new microphone, the engineers declare, can be placed at an almost unlimited
distance from the main recording amplifier

by an interconnecting cable, in contrast to
the old type microphone and its amplifier
and battery box combined, allowing only
six feet of cable for

placement of the micro-

phone.

TALKING NEEDLES

The new microphone
tery

BEST

Especially Treated for

TALKING PICTURE

RECORDS

The leading Mazda
adapter for the

Packed 100 Envelopes to Carton
50 Needles to; the Envelope

Y^UR COST

$6.00

PER CARTON

small

theatre

school or lodge.
'Bmst"

Mazda Adapter

$13.50
Wall-Kane Needle Mfg. Co., Inc.
3922 14th Ave Brooklyn, N. Y.
,

BEST DEVICES CO.
200 Film Bldg.

Cleveland, 0.

being

is wired to a batfeet away, this battery box
capable of operating three micro-

box 100

The new arrangecable as is necessary to be connected between the battery
box and the main amplifier, permitting virtually unlimited lengths of connections.
This microphone has already been adapted
to the latest model talking newsreel trucks
issued to Pathe Sound News.
The electrical system of the amplifier,
which is mounted directly with the microphone, operates through three vacuum
tubes of a special design which makes
them non-microphonic despite the vibration to which the microphone is subjected,
In addition, special spring and
it is said.
sponge rubber mountings are employed
throughout to shock-insulate the system.
phones simultaneously.

ment permits

as

much

,

—
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All Racon Horns
models
original

49

are

and

Best

Install the

not copies*

Racon Horns
Racon popularity has led to a host of imitators, and like all pilfering pirates their products fail to give perfect performance.
Racon patents, 1,507,711—1,500,032—1,577.270—1,711,514 see to it—that Racon nonvibratory material, one-piece construction,
superiority of design and other features are
not copied.
Racon is the highest standard, and wise
theatre owners are not misled by false claims
of originality and superiority. There's no law
against borrowing extravagant words from
the dictionary there is against basic patent
infringement.

—

Greatest audience satisfaction and protection from imitator troubles mean Racon in-

Giant Dynamic Horn
Unit
Patented

May

7,

1929

stallation.

Specialists in Acoustic

Chambers

FACTORIES
No. 4320

Column

Air

10

feet

Depth 34 inches

by 40 in.
Weight 45 pounds

Bell 40

in.

^ACENT MACHINES
"OR SMALL HOUSES
rHE

states

Pacent
that

Reproducer Corporation
two new types of

devices for small theatres,
vhich will be ready for delivery in August,
lave many features in common with the
arge Pacent reproducers, the principal
lifference being that the new equipment is
iesigned for small theatres of 500 seats and
ess.
The statement in full is as follows:

"For many months our eneineering de>artment has been devoting their attention
0 the design of junior equipment which
.vould set a new standard in quality for

We

he small house.
realize that the small
heatre can hardly pay the same price for
^ound as the large theatre.
have
.vorked to give the small exhibitor, in the
lew junior models, just as fine quality for
ess money, as larger houses have in our
wo machines with Type 2
and
D A systems, of which there are over
)00 in operation successfully.

We

M

1

MDA

"There are two new junior models. When
are first demonstrated to the trade
when the prices on this new equipnent are announced, we feel certain that

.hey
ind

cause little short of a sensation in
trade.
The first model is for high
juality disc reproduction.
There will also

it

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

terms. With the prices which will be announced on the new models, there is no
reason for any house being without excellent sound reproduction.
We are prepared
to take orders on the new equipment delivered and installed in August."

will

he

oe another model combining disc and
iound-on-film reproduction.
There will
ilso be a low-priced non-synchronous reproducer for small houses, which we beieve is the best thing of its kind ever put
>n the market.
"It is our policy to install the new
unior models on extremely liberal extended

THE METHOD OF

THE SUPERTONE
synchronizing
ANEWmarketed
under
ing

its

ynchronous

'

18 to 24 Washington Place, New York
Slough, Bucks, England, and 105 Sherbourne St., Toronto, Canada

DESIGN OF THE
NEW FOTO-VOICE
FOTO-VOICE,

a

new

device for synchro-

nous reproduction of sound pictures, developed by Harvey S. Byrd of Norfolk, Va.,
consists of a circular iron stand supported
by three adjustable iron legs, on which is
mounted a worm reduction gear and stabilizing assembly.
On this a 16-inch balanced
aluminum turntable is rotated by means of a
direct drive pinion shaft, on which the possibility of record slippage is eliminated by a
depression machined in its center and a
nickeled weight placed on the record at this
point.

tone arm is of mahogany and is swung
machined bushings for freedom of movement. A high grade make of electric pick-up
is employed and attached to the tone arm
through a cork insulated bracket. The driving medium is through a specially constructed
semi-flexible shaft, which in turn is driven by
a simple gear and bracket attachment at the
projector. The complete unit
requires 20
inches of floor space and may be placed to
either side of or under the rear of the projector lamp house.

The turntable units complete for two machines, amplifier and two speakers, sells for
The non-synchronous unit can be sup$850.
plied for an additional $200, while the projection room equipment without amplifier or
speakers lists at $550.

the

name

This device consists of a gear box arrangement which attaches to the mechanism
side of the projector and is directly connected
to the main driving gear of the head. On top
of this gear box is located the turntable and
pickup arm.
A separate motor is furnished
tone.

with each unit.
The manufacturer, the Adswin Corporation,
states that the apparatus can be installed without the loss of a single performance and that
no additional changes in the projection room
are necessary. The complete metal equipment
includes
speakers,

two turntables, one amplifier, two
volume control and fader box, and

at $995, F. O. B. Xew York. One
features is a newly invented device
which is said to eliminate vibration and to
add smoothness to the turntable operation.
listed

is

of

The

in

is being
of Super-

disc device

the

The Supertone non-synchronous, which

lists

at $211.50, includes a two-turntable assembly,
amplifier, two pickups, volume control, one

horn and four vacuum

NEW

tubes.

TRAILERS

THE

Filmack Company of Chicago has
prepared a special trailer which exhibitors
can use to announce that sound equipment
is

being installed.

trailers are made up in various colwith borders, and in the copy already prepared insert space has been left in which to
put in the name of the new equipment.

These

ors,
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Now

"SOUND"

for

Business
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CLARIFONE REPRODUCER

THE

FOTO -VOICE
Synchronous and NonSynchronous Theatre

EQUIPMENT
Designed to supply the EXHIBITOR S
demand for a complete device to reproduce perfect Synchronized Standard
at a price even the
Disc Recordings
smallest theatre can afford.

Perfect

Synchronization

Tone Quality

—

and

Substantial

"Built for Service" Construction

— No Booth
—

Alterations

from $550
Send

or Projector

Prices

Range

to $1,050.

for Further Details

F0T0-V0ICE COMPANY
817-19 Granby Street

Norfolk, Va.

THE OLIVER

SPEEDOMETER
An

accurate instrument for

use with projectors, record'
ing feet per minute and min'
utes per thousand feet of film.

An

absolute necessity in

Sound

Projection.

Easily Installed

No wear on shutter shaft.
Sold by

all

supply dealers

#15.00

OLIVER MFG. CO.
Film Bldg.

Cleveland,

Ohio

The Clarifoiie reproducing system, deluxe outfit. It has a double channel amplifier,
an extra large special built fader with automatic control, large orthophonic horns
and two spare dynamic speakers. Audak pickup arms and units are used. All of
The stands and turntables
the gears are completely enclosed and running in oil.
are imbedded and insulated in rubber. The turntable discs are finished with a German silver rim and a heavy sponge rubber pad for the record. A manner for
driving this outfit zvas designed with a special set of gears and two motors. This
dual drive is also insulated with rubber at the base. Railings and lamps are furnished to protect the turn disc and to give the operator the proper lighting.

—
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BETTER PROJECTION
IMPROVEMENT

Great

By
We

*TE have now,

this 25th day of June,
kicked 3,138 of those miles from under the rubber tires of The Princess.
have seen many charmingly beautiful
v'e
:enes in the various states, of which I have
lready been more or less investigated, with

r

\/\/

sveral to come.
Incidentally, I
lansas,

think likely we will invade
because one city, Wichita, has wired

and Ar-

or three invitations to
ansas City, Kan., and Hutchinson, Kan.,
requests
that
we visit
ave also wired
Vichita.
So if it can be arranged I will go
urther West than was intended.
Up to this time the following cities have
ignified a desire that we visit them on the
eturn trip Des Moines, la., Milwaukee, Wis.,
'oledo, O., Syracuse, N. Y., Rochester, N. Y.,
)avenport, la., and Rock Island and Moline,
visit

.vo

it,

:

Toronto,

11.,

lamilton,
Cleveland,

F.
are

RICHARDSON

H.
now

in

Indianapolis, Ind.

Friend

Daughter and I just walked through the Indiana State House. I paused to ask one of
the women state employes some questions,
and she asked where I hailed from. I told
her, and in response to a later question advised her that I was to address the Indianapolis theatre people tonight on sound reproduction and projection.
"Goodness!" was her instant exclamation. "Please get after the theatre.
The sound there is terrible."
It
would of course be utterly impossible
the various causes of the
I
have heard, but some
things stand out so boldly that they may be
named as generally applicable. First, there is
a general lack of carefully conducted REof sound productions. In fact a
to

set

forth

poor sound

Needed

all

results

HEARSALS

In fact there is a CRYING NEED for improvement. Some of the work I have viewed
while on this trip could only be described
as disgraceful, meaning by that that it was a
disgraceful
and
inadequate
performance.
It was nothing less than the taking of an axe
Usually it
to the box office cash drawer.

was at least as much the fault of the theatre
manager as of the projectionists and in several cases it was entirely his fault.
Theatre after theatre after theatre has been
found with not only no rehearsal, but also no
observer in the auditorium during the show
or if there was one he was most emphatically not in evidence, either as a person or by
I don't
the evidence of his accomplishment.
It is decidedly unlike to say such things.
pleasant to be compelled to either say them

or remain

Ontario,

to,

sake

offices,

of

come

their
to a

realization of THE FACT
THAT AS THINGS

my

NOW ARE IT IS UTTERLY UNREASONABLE TO EXPECT TO
PUT ON A GOOD

he Schenectady

nor the
have
been
have always

locals
:eard from.
I
iewed these locals as live-

SOUND SHOW, TO SAY
NOTHING OF A PERFECT ONE, WITHOUT
A VERY CAREFUL REHEARSAL TO EITHER
CHECK UP ON THE
FADER OR CUE SHEET
WHICH CAME WITH
THE PRODUCTION, OR
PREPARE A COMPLETE NEW FADER
CUE SHEET.

nre and progressive, thereore it is a bit strange that
hey would pass up such a
as this, which
only the backing
approval of some of

>roposition
.nd

be

my

for the

own box

to
surprise,
either Detroit, "the Buffalo,

las

last case I would
trust.

to

Theatre managers ought

ind invitation is from the
xhibitors of that city.

Jtica

which

false

Ontario,
and
The CleveO.

Much

silent, in

not

he sound equipment com>anies, but
also of their
wn international president.
However,
that
is
of
ourse entirely up to them,
f they
think such things
iot worth their while, they
ave the privilege of not

It

is

analogous

tempting
dress

to

to

make a

atsilk

out of calico to at-

The Marion, O., Projectionists snapped in lobby of Palace theatre, where the
tempt to dispense with a reand that's
Standing, L. to R.: Mr. Burke, J. Barry, Otto Nelson,
lecture was given.
hearsal.
The old "sloppy''
hat.
It reallv is, however,
Kohler.
L.
(himself),
Riclwrdson
Newman,
F.
H.
Barry,
F.
Hindman,
L
W.
way of doing things was,
bit too bad, for what I
Kneeling:
C. Keeler, H. J. Seckel and R. S. Slagcl.
conscience,
bad
all
in
lave is needed
in
ALL
enough during: silent picities and by ALL locals,
ture davs.
IT IS TEN TIMES WORSE
egardless or what they may or may not
few questions have made plain the fact that
APPLIED TO SOUND REPROhink about it, which is really the why and
in many theatres there are no real sound reDUCTION AND PROTECTION!
therefore of this article.
hearsals at all. In others there is a sort of
laving

them,

WHEN

Since I left New York City I have, as beore stated, traveled more than 3,000 miles,
nd have visited many cities; also I have
isited many theatres. It is a cold blooded fact
hat of them all I have yet to enter one in
.hich I would regard the sound as anything
lore than passably well handled.
Moreover,
entlemen, it is a straight fact that in very
lany of them the sound effect has been pretty
errible.

In

-so

many the sound has been entirely too loud
much so that a "booming" effect re-

half-hearted effort to get the effect of a rehearsal by watching the first showing of productions, and rather sketchily making a sound
cue sheet for the fader, but it is very much
more than evident that this is not done carefully, but often, in fact, quite carelessly.
Nor is that all, for I find that some projectionists do not watch the fader cue sheet as
closely as they should. In fact in one theatre
I found the two well paid projectionists back
in one corner of the projection room conversPROJECine with a visitor

WHILE THE
TOR MOTOR RAN A YITAPHONEWHICH WAS SEYERAL FEET OUT OF

with spoken words very hard to underIn some it has been entirely too low.
n others it has been more or less muffled and
idistinct, while in some it has been what I
ould call passable, but not perfect by con-

more

iderable.

agers and motion picture-sound projectionists.

ulted,

tand.

•

SYNCHRONISM.
Gentlemen,
careful

there

is

work by

a

sad

BOTH

need

for far
theatre man-

DEMANDS

Sound not only calls for, but
the very most careful kind of careful work.
The cities named were all written to, and the
projectionist's local was asked if the lecture
was wanted. From not one of them was an
answer received, wJiich may be the fault of
the local and may be the fault of an ineffiI, of course, don't know, but
cient secretary.
do know that what I have would certainly
have done neither the projectionists nor managers of those cities no manner of harm, and
might have accomplished a lot of good for
Moreover, I can say
every one concerned.
that in every city in which I have so far
spoken on this trip, both managers and projectionists have declared their belief, after
I

the affair was over, that the lecture would
certainly be highly beneficial. In fact on sev-

In your correspondence with this department and with "The Bluebook School of Projection,'
address, F. H. Richardson, Box 100, South Lyme, Conn.
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eral occasions theatre

TION AND PROJECTION. THERE IS
MONEY IN SOUND, ALWAYS PROVIDED IT BE THE RIGHT SORT OF
SOUND. The wrong kind, however, reacts

managers, and some of
theatres, too, have
lecture, shaken my

them managers of big
come forward after the

hand, voluntarily setting forth the opinion
that great good had been accomplished. That
same opinion has been set forth by projectionists after every lecture I have given. And
mark you well, this is
laid before you
with any idea of boasting, but merely because

against the

is

want you

all

to

know

work

that the

really

good.

Gentlemen, take

my

advice and

CAN

CAN

!

NOT

I

box

office rather than in its favor.
put on the right sort.
It
be done, but not by careless work
It cannot be done by side-stepping rehearsals.
It
cannot be done by conducting half-hearted,
careless rehearsals.
It
cannot be done by
having a careful, painstaking rehearsal and
then failing to follow the fader cue sheet
religiously.
It cannot be done by neglecting
to have an observer in the auditorium, and

You

CUT OUT

GUESS WORK; ALSO SLOPPY, CAREWORK IN SOUND REPRODUC-

LESS

QUESTION
In the weekly Bluebook School answers
find one made by Karl Friedrich, proBellefonte,
Richelieu
theatre,
jectionist,
Pa., to question No. 4, which I think I will
publish in this department, inviting com-

what our projection

tion, let us determine
suite must contain.
I

shall not try to lay

0©SE«VHTVON *oRT
fop c*>e«rvn*iG &w bo.

VERY MUCH ON THE JOB EVERY
MINUTE THE SHOW IS RUNNING.
But

if

you do things

sound has

right,

al-

ready far more than proven its high value as
an addition to the entertainment supplied by
the motion picture.
The success and high
box office value of sound is up to the theatre
manager, the motion picture-sound projectionist

and the observer.

know

If

those three

officials

AND DO IT, sound
MT seats filled, and

their business

will

help keep those
fill the
box office cash drawer, with coin, paint the
exhibitor's face with a contented smile and
take the dust off that old S. R. O. sign.

opticon or effect projector; one spot lamp;
one amplifier; one non-sync; one toilet and
wash basin; a work bench; a place to store

when not in use; a place to
ords when not in use; a motor
winder; a hand rewinder for
film; a battery room; a motor
film

store recdriven re-

examining
generator

room; a place for film and disc shipping
cases and a switchboard
"All this is to be laid out as per accompanying sketch. I have come to the con-

-

V.WR6E

1929

6,

ANSWERED

No. 4

projectionists, but at the least I can try,
and keep on trying.
"First, before starting to answer the ques-

I

July

OBSE RVfcTIOr*
Holuse

clusion

that

the

minimum

permissible

di-

mensions for such a layout will require an
area 25x21^2 feet, which same must, as per
sketch, be divided into five rooms or compartments, the dimensions of which are
indicated on the sketch.
"Assuming the equipment to be Western
Electric, I would place the center of the
spot lamp 3^2 feet from the right hand
wall, the stereo 2> l 2 feet from the spot
center to center, of course.
The motion
picture projector, having universal base, I
would place 3^ feet from the stereo and
the other motion picture projector I would
space 5 feet from the first one.
"This places each motion picture projector equi-distant from the center line of
the auditorium and screen, and gives us 4#
feet from the left projector to the left
wall, which is a most excellent location
for the switchboard.
It also permits us to
so place an observation port that the man
handling the switchboard may observe the
screen and the auditorium.
"On the back wall is ample room for a
work bench, under which may be placed
On this bench
the film storage cabinets.

/

may be placed the hand rewinder, motor
driven rewinder and a vise not vice!

—

"The generator room will be amply
to accommodate the motor generator,

large

rheodisc shipping

ment. While on the road it is impossible
to spare time to check this layout over,
but I like the way brother Friedrich goes
about it. I however don't agree with the
2-projector stipulation, and think probably
some other things might be improved. I
would make it three, though Friedrich is
not in a large theatre and we cannot expect
the managers of small theatres to arise to
the 3-projector installation idea yet. Friedrich says:

room for the deluxe house, but conmyself to what I regard as the minimum requirements for the ordinary, meout a

fine

dium sized small town theatre, in which
room must be provided for the following:
Two motion picture projectors; one stere-

ments.

THE STANDARD

—

"Note the publication

of

my

answer

NEW INTERMITTENT SPROCKET AND

to

PIN PRESS

I know my
question No. 1 of this series.
answers are what might be classed as 'not

so good,' but nevertheless realize that if I
attempt to really answer the questions I
will certainly learn something well worth
the effort and time expended in that effort.
(Correct! That is precisely the idea. Men
who follow the Bluebook School and make
a real attempt to answer all the questions
in any thorough way, cannot possibly help
but be benefited, and I don't care whether
they be small town men or Broadway men.
F. H. R.)
"I may hardly hope to compete with the
men in first-run theatres, who have the
large advantage of opportunity to talk
things over and discuss them with other

stats, clothes lockers, film and
cases, spare parts and other things not in
constant use.
The battery and non-sync
rooms are large enough for their purposes
and are easy of access."
I shall not myself comment on this, but
invite small town or city projectionists to
express their views as to possible improvements, or to submit sketches and descriptions of what they would consider improve-

SOMETHING NEW
Mammoth Cave, Kentucky, some
OUT
government men were working, making
at

experiments to determine the depth to
which certain magnetic fields would peneIn converinto old Mother Earth.
sation with one I was told that there had
been a new loud speaker or horn (I forget
which) evolved, which was now in course
This new
of preparation for the market.
device, said the man, will handle sound frequencies ranging from 30 cycles to way up
It is not, by the way,
into the thousands.
the property of the government, nor did I
gain the impression that the government
had anything to do with its invention or
trate

Patented November

A

ferr

mittent
holding

practical
sprocket*

taper-pins

efficiently

which

or

may

16.

1926

to replace Intertighten up sprocketbecome loose during the

and Indispensable

tool

to

projection of pictures.

CAN BE USED ON ALL PROJECTORS
PRICE

$8.50

See your nearest Supply-Dealer or write for free
illustrated pamphlet to

Projection Improvement Co.
DRIFTON. PA.

development.
I cannot of course say whether this is
true or not, but am unable to see any reason why a government man would make a

a
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Price— Quality— Satisfaction

Prices

Lower Than Any Other High Class

Letter in the Market!

FOX WEST COAST
Product

Is

A

and PUBLIX Theatres' Continuous Use of Our
Convincing Endorsement of Satisfaction!

NOTE!
1

!

2" Letters, Complete, Each _
0" Letters and Numerals, Each
8" Letters and Numerals, Each
6" Letters and Numerals, Each
Let

$1.75
1.30
.75

55

Us Send You Samples and
Further Information

Are Mounted in Galvanized Iron
Frames with Statuary Bronze Finish Ready
Letters

for Use.

DIRECT FROM FACTORY TO THEATRE

Crystalite Products Corporation
Manufacturers of Raised Opal Glass Letters

1708 Standard Ave.

statement of that sort, the more espewhen there was no apparent gain for
im in so doing. I therefore lay the mater before projectionists as having at least
high probability of truth, and certainly
alse

ially

what the man said is correct, it means
n enormous gain in beauty and fidelity in
ound reproduction and projection, or in
ound projection, rather, since that is what
he loud speaker and horn really are
ound projector.

;

Glendale, Calif.

avoid any recirculation of air back through
the blower from the auditorium.
A suitable
fresh air opening must be provided from outof-doors.
On the standard six-foot this
fresh air opening should not be less than 15
square feet in free area.
The standard Supreme cooling system, for

—

THEATRE COOLINC

TODAY
(Continued from page 16)

roofing material, or even

on the roof of the

leatre.

Several methods of installation are shown
the diagrams.
In each instance it will be
oted that the air diffuser is located well
bove the auditorium floor so that air can be
iffused evenly over the entire seating space,
'he duct work connecting the cooling blower
) the air diffuser in most cases is
constructed
f some soundproofing material.

,

1

It will be noted that in every case the
lower room is enclosed.
This is done to

New Supreme

air diffuser

instance, is designed for theatres with seating capacity of 500 to 700 persons. Theatres
of this size can be successfully cooled by one
system located at one side of the stage. In
theatres of 1,000 to 1,400 capacity, a unit is
located at each side of the stage opening.
Theatres of larger size require individual
study to determine the best location for the
equipment.
From the illustrations the reader will note
that the blower type of cooling depends upon
proper location of the cooling blower and
the proper location and design of the air diffuser.
The intent and success of this form
of cooling system depends upon the securing
of fresh air from out-of-doors with which to
build up a pressure in the blower housing.
This air is then discharged into the auditorium at high velocity and in large volumes
right into the face of the audience, creating
a decidedly noticeable breeze at every seat.
After passage over the audience, the air is allowed to escape either through the entrance
doors, or through the entrance doors and openings provided at the rear of the theatre or

balcony.
By locating the air diffuser well above the
auditorium floor, it is possible to reach every
seat by merely setting the adjustable blades

BETTER THEATRES SECTION OF
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of the diffuser.
That is the primary reason
for placing the diffuser well above the floor
so that there can be no interference with the
air currents.

can readily be seen that proper air diffusion is imperative for the success of the
blower system of cooling.
Each seat must
have the proper volume. The new Supreme
cooling system assures this by means of an
oscillating air diffuser, which consists of one
set of oscillating vertical blades that turn six
times per minute through an arc of 180 degrees, thus sweeping the entire width and
breadth of the auditorium at regular intervals.
Attached to these vertical blades are
horizontal blades that give just the proper
down or up diffusion of air as desired. This
gives the system greater effectiveness by cooling a wider area than before and also drives
the air further by concentrating the entire
volume over a given area momentarily.
With constantly changing weather conditions, it is necessary to have some means
A
of speed control for the cooling blower.
variable speed motor is the least complicated
It

PROJECTORS SET
PACE IN SALE OF
PRODUCT ABROAD
How New Patrons A RESUME
Are Won
WHERE

can a theatre, ambigrow, find its needed
new patrons easier and nearer than
in the daily and nightly throng of
tious to

passersby.

People in increasing numbers will
patronize you if you will plainly
show the way ... if you will feature your location, name and current attraction with the electrically
brilliant words of a Flexlume sign.

you

select

electric

sales

by us

to help
unusually distinctive

Specialists, trained

an

are

sign,

and service

located
offices

our

in

many

in

throughout America. A call
will neither embarrass nor
obligate you
look in 'phone book
for "Flexlume" or write us for incities

by them

—

Flexlume Corporaformation.
tion, 2040 Military Road, Buffalo,
N. Y.

of our exports of motion picture
projectors in the last five years to the
geographical regions of the world, as shown
by the Motion Picture Division of the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, clearly
indicates the progress being made in our exDuring this period a total of 13,440
ports.
American projectors valued at $2,803,828 was
exported to all foreign countries.
Europe, which is our biggest consumer of

entertainment motion pictures, is likewise our
leading market for projectors of both the 35
m.m. and 16 m.m. types. In 1924, there were
84 American projectors exported to this market while in 1925 this was increased to 453.
During 1926 a further increase is shown with
664 American projectors exported to Europe.
A further upward trend is seen during 1927
when 991 of our projectors were exported.
The peak year was during 1928, when 2,092
In point of value
projectors were exported.
the foregoing exports to Europe increased
1924 to $348,910 in

from $33,761 in
The Far East, which had been our leading
market up to 1927, also shows a favorable
gain in the last two years over the years 192425-26.
For those three years the exports to
the Far East averaged 500 American projecThis was increased in 1927 to 1,193 protors.
jectors, and during 1928 the total reached its
highest peak when there were exported 1,918
American projectors of both types, making a
total of 4,619 American projectors in the last
five

Factories at
and Toronto, Can.

Buffalo, M. Y.

GLASS LETTER
NEON TUBE
EXPOSED LAMP and COMBINATIONS
OF THESE ILLUMINATIONS
.

.

.

.

.

FLEXLUME
ELECTRIC DISPLAYS
Made

in the Largest Plant in the
Devoted to Electric

Exclusively

World
Signs

which

for

certain

purposes

is

classed as part of the domestic market, imported in the last five years a total of 2,687
American projectors. Distribution during this
period will be found on the table below.

<emtr.

.

years valued at $1,036,845.

Canada,

Sales and Service Offices in Chief Cilics
of U. S. and Canada

1928.

Latin America has imported 1,606 American
projectors in the five-year period under disDuring
cussion, with a value of $401,737.
1924, there were 212 American projectors imported as compared with 598 imported in
Africa and the Near East bring up the
1928.
rear with 224
since

American projectors imported

1924.

Let us now take a brief survey of our individual markets.

European Markets.

—The

United Kingdom

years has been our leading
market in Europe, with 1,934 American pro-

during the

last five

July

means of obtaining

this result.

At

6,

1929

least three

speeds should be provided with control switch
located in the blower room or near the usual
panel board on the stage.
Standard blower systems are equipped with
5-hp., 3-speed, 3-phase-motors of 1,750 RPMs.,
so arranged to drive the cooling blower at a
maximum speed of 300 RPMs.
To avoid frequent visits to the blower room
most manufacturers provide Timken bearings
or ball bearings on both the blower and motor,
together with some accepted type of stretchproof belt. With such equipment there is no
need of entering the blower room except at
monthly intervals for inspections.

The
tem

cost of installation of this type of

sys-

very moderate, and such equipment

is

many years. Every exhibitor
new theatre should give careful

will serve

ning a

plan-

con-

sideration to cooling equipment, while owners
of present houses inadequately cooled or

equipped with noisy systems would doubtless
it
worthwhile to ascertain the growth
during recent years in the science of theatre

find

cooling.

valued at $401,089, imported.

jectors,

Next

comes Germany, importing 514 of our projectors valued at $97,776, which is followed by
Switzerland importing 318 American projecClosely following in
tors valued at $49,256.
quantity is France, receiving 304 of our projectors valued at $84,065. Our fifth important
market in Europe is Spain, importing 227
American projectors in the past 5 years valued
at $62,263.

—

Latin America. Mexico is our outstanding
purchaser of motion picture projectors for the
For this period
five years under discussion.
there were exported 357 American projectors
with a value of $91,507. Following Mexico is
Colombia, importing 294 American instruments
valued at $61,843. Our third important market
in Latin America is the Argentine, importing
164 American projectors with a value of $36,843 for the last five years.
Next follows
Venezuela with imports of 98 American projectors valued at $26,269.
The fifth leading
market in this region is Guatemala, to which
country 55 of our projectors were sent during
the last five years with a value of $12,913. It
would hardly be fair not to mention at this
time that there were 184 American projector;
exported to Cuba in the last five years.

Far East.

we

— Surveying the Far Eastern mar-

Japan appears as our leadin?
American projectors. During
the past five years 2,456 American projectors
were exported to this market with a value oi
Second in importance is Australia
$486,655.
ket,

find that

purchaser

of

which imported 1,050 projectors valued at
China is our third market in th(
$264,106.
Far East, importing during the last five yean
382 American projectors with a value of $79,
581. India is fourth with 159 American instru
ments during this period, valued at $56,034
Fifth comes New Zealand, which took 14.
projectors from this country with a value o
$41,051.

—

Other Countries. Following in order o
importance for the last five years are: Africa
importing 209 American projectors with a val
ue of $44,890; East Indies, with 149 projector:
valued at $37,933, and the Philippine Island;
importing 105 American instruments with
;

value of $34,154.

A Cozy Auditorium

with a Beautiful Stage

—

That's a combination which makes successful
theatres.
Let us design your stage settings
and hangings for the stage and auditorium, and
then you will be happy.

Volland Scenic Studios,
St.

Louis, Missouri

Inc.

1

I

1

.il

y
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THE THEATRE

Cueing the Picture
for a

Non -Synchronous Machine

The business of a musical accompaniment to

And

that's a tricky business

—indeed,the picture
an

is

to reinforce the story

Not

emo-

conspicuous has
this art been in the smaller theatres.
But the advent of non-synchronous devices now
demands that it shall be

tionally.

it's

art.

at all

By MARIE PIERSON
">jUEIXG

for the non-synchronous machine was a meaningless phrase but two
*S years ago. Now it occupies its own
>od share of the smaller exhibitor's conrsation.
And it is well that it should, for
done with a little taste, common sense and,
ove all, imagination, it can make a mediocre

melody and good rhythm. A waltz,
provided it is not a popular "tune," is almost
always safe.
If the action speeds up, the
music should do the same, but it can still be
simple

—but

also use discretion.
us consider the sad or pathetic
scenes that are not dramatic, such as those
depicting loneliness, remorse or death. Do not
of the light neutral type.
pick a record with a full orchestration.
For the sake of the patrons, do not fall into
violin solo, string quartet or a small orchestra
There are some symphony records
the fox-trot fiabit.
In the first place, the poor
is best.
that are suitable, but care must
dure pleasing, and a good
be used in the choice, as they
cture. a work of art.
are apt to introduce too much
There is no argument as to
Try these on your non-synchronous outfit:
brass or are too heavy, both
e merits of an artistic af"Do not fall into the fox-trot habit. In a comedy scene
in recording and musical con>mpaniment to the picture,
where the words of a popular song suggest themselves, use it
tent.
Remember, the public
'nd an accompaniment it must
loves to weep especially the
that the word implies,
but also use discretion."
:, in all
women so let your music enhe picture's the thing the
courage the tears. The comedy
thibitor is selling the picture
For
pathetic
scenes, "do not pick a record with a full orchesrelief will be much funnier
-the public comes to see the
tration.
violin solo, string quartet or a small orchestra is
and the laughter more spondure. If the music does not
taneous in contrast.
jllow the action, strengthen
best."
ie weak
There are various classificaspots, build up the
imax and intensify the drama,
tions of dramatic scenes.
court room scene, in which someone is on trial for his
"A
court room scene, in which
is more a hindrance than a
life, is not a scene of physical tension, but of mental tension.
someone is on trial for his life,
dp.
is not a scene of physical tenThere are a number of cueThe music does not need melody or strong rhythm or speed,
sion,
sg services on the market,
but of mental tension.
but emotional intensity."
ome of them are furnishing
The music does not need
melody or strong rhythm or
library of records that sup"A sound effect in the right place is very successful, badly
speed, but emotional intensity.
3sedly have
been recorded
st for the
There will be a climax in such
used it is a joke, and overused it is a pest."
non-synchronous
r
achine.
a scene, so let the music build
Other services have
Jmpiled a library from the
toward this climax, the volume
not use an orchestral
"Use consistent orchestration.
ock of the leading record
increasing with the action. In
solo,
number
it
piano,
banjo
or
saxophone
and
with
follow
a
impanies and send out a cuea scene leading up to a fight, a
leet.
ttnless there is a direct cue on it."
dramatic agitato is required.
This enables the exibitor to add to his library
These are scenes of physical
nly the records that he is
tension
and
require
more
That's practical stuff and unquestionably authoritative,
sing and he does not have
movement or speed in the
since Miss Pierson is not only an organist of long experience
)
pay for material he might
music.
These scenes usually
ever use.
in theatre playing in Chicago, but she was associated with the
have their climax in a fight,
With the best of
:rvices however, there will be
which takes a straight agitato.
inventors of one of the first non-synchronous devices and
resome repetition, and the
In stock records very good
examined many hundreds of records for their suitability to cueroblem of substitution preagitatos and hurries can be
preparin
consistently
engaged
ing.
Since
then
she
has
been
ents itself.
found among the allegro or
Perhaps a few
ords of what not to do, or
ing cues for motion pictures.
con fuoco movements of the
hat may be done, will be of
symphonies. In the special li:lp to the uninitiated.
braries they are called agitato,
Most pictures are fairly true to life. They
hurry or gallop.
old listening public is ted jazz music from
iay be overdone, or the imagination may
Sound effects seem to be an all-absorbing
morning until night. At home we hear the
ave to be stretched a trifle, but with all that
topic with the majority of exhibitors.
radio, in restaurants we eat in time to the
iken into consideration, the plot is centered
sound effect in the right place is very successlatest fox-trot, we one-step down the street
ound the happenings in the lives of imagful, badly used it is a joke, and overused it
as jazz band music comes from the loud
ery people or the picture lacks interest,
is a pest.
In battle scenes, machine guns or
speakers in the radio shops, and it meets us
hese people cannot live at high tension all
a bombardment used with a heavy agitato
at the box-office as we buy our tickets.
ie time
there must be periods of relaxation,
(if the machine will play two records simul"direct cue," a cabaret scene or dancing, calls
hen let the music for these scenes be of a
taneously) produces a very good effect. But
for a fox-trot. In a comedy scene where the
eutral nature.
only the dear Lord knows how to time a
It should be something of
words of a popular song suggest themselves,

use

it

Xext

let

A

—

AAA

—

—

—

A

AAA

A

AAA

Do

—

AAA

•

A

—

A
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MAKING "MUSIC"
OUT OF COLORS
WITH LUMITONE
THE

part that lighting plays in a theperformance, aside from that of
mere illumination, has been growing
more important, as artists have sought new
effects and as electrical experts have found
the ways to achieve them.

where
he cant

atrical

jet it/

A

few years ago an instrument called
the
Clavilux startled theatregoers with
colored lighting effects wrought in conjunction with organ music. The idea was
to augment the emotional quality of the
music with the emotional quality of colors
and blends of colors. Psychologists have
been telling us that red makes us excited,
that blue makes us calm, and so on, down
through the spectrum.
And production
artists, creating scenes and tableaux on the
stage, have been steadily developing a new
technique out of the inventions of the electric lighting laboratories.

The inner door
'hold

up"

ot
partition

shown on the
illustrated
will

chest

depositing

|

below

permit the
of

|

all

money, except
enough to make
change,
slot

thru

the

where the thief

cannot get

it.

As no one but the
manager has the
combination, the
hold-up man cannot force any employee to give up
the cash.

Type
H.I.R.

HIGH INTENSITY
REFLECTOR ARC

There now has come on the market a
colored lighting system called Lumitone.
Its function is to "play" color, as an organ
plays music.
Operated through a console
by hand, or by rolls, or through a switchboard, it can bathe the stage, the auditorium,
the foyer or lobby in colors, blending them,
changing them, according to the emotional

YORK SAFE &
LOCK CO.
York, Pa.

for

Motion

Signs That

SELL!

Snow White High Intensity Light,
equal in screen illumination to the older
High Intensity Lamps. Gives more and
better light for current expended.

Made

Electric Signs
signs that

the

are

They shout
your show message
sell.

to

the crowds that

fill

your theatre.

The

best Theatres

the country are
using MILNE Signs
because they are
in

convinced that

this

"showmanship"

is

built right in.

Send us the name of
your theatre and let
us submit a colored
sketch to you
no
obligation on your

—

part.

MILNE ELECTRIC
SIGN COMPANY
614-618 Cherry St.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Long Distance Phone
Grand 7666

Chicago Branch:

4352 Broadway
Crac.land 4289

The Palace Or-

pheum,

Mil*
waukee, the
brightest

spot

on

"The White Way."

seated in the pit or some
other suitable place and cues light to each
particular scene or setting. The Lumitone
control moves the dimmers in three or more
speeds, both forward and reverse, and can
be pre-set to stop the dimmer at any desired
fraction of the entire movement.
The
operator can thus intensify or submerge his
colors at will, and he can blend his colors.
For more general effects, a composition of
colored lights can be achieved with a roll
played in much the same manner as a mechanical piano roll is played. The system
can also be similarly operated directly
through a switchboard.
is

Hall
24

MILNE
SIGNS
Changeable Letter
Marquise or Canopies

of the roll is principally intended for
the lighting to coves, domes, lobbies, etc.,
inasmuch as color playing on these parts
need not be specially designed for a certain
kind of performance.

and economical

-

flasher.

Our new Flasher Catalog

number

of circuits, however, may be controlled in special installations. All controls
are housed in
steel
cabinets.
Remote
(manual) controls are available as additional equipment.

is

just

Full details are inWrite for your copy.

off the press.

cluded.

Time-O-Stat Controls Co.

manuals, the effects are consomething like those

Elkhart, Indiana

trolled by "stop keys,"
of an organ console.

Automatic control is
cut out or restored by a touch on buttons
on the console.
Each circuit is controlled
by four stop keys, called "current-on,"
"current-off," "dimmer up" and "dimmer
down."
By pressing the "on" key, the
operator turns on the current, then the
"dimmer up" key is held down until the

merely by the "on" and "off" keys. The
manual provides for two spotlights.
The dimmer can be moved to any
position, or it can be moved before the light
and left there. It also can be moved before
the light is turned on and thus give an
entrance of any color at a predetermined
intensity.
For black-outs, the light can be
turned out at once without regard to the
position of the dimmer.

City

—

is manufactured with
a confrom 4,840 to 13,200 watts.
At present it is being made in standard
models for from four to eight circuits. Any

desired intensity of light is obtained.
To
decrease the amount of light, the "dimmer
down" key is pressed. The "off" key turns
off the current.
Spot circuits are controlled

New York

-

trol capacity of

the

Connolly, Inc.
Street,

Electric Sign Flashers, because of
their mercury tube installation, reno maintequire no attention
nance. They are the logical solution to the need for a compact

Lumitone

With

&

Vandam

Time-O-Stat Flashers
The improved Time O Stat

Use

brilliantly
THE
lighted Milne

Projection

Another step forward in the development of High Intensity projection.

intention of the operator.

The operator

Picture

STAT E

59 e
1

ILLUSTRATED SHO'caods

four-circuit

Lumitone is being distributed by
National Theatre Supply Company.

the

TICKETS

,

er
Prompt 5 K!w prices

Marcus Ticket cq.346 n. Ashland Ave, CHICAGO

!
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Determining the Architect's Fee

?

OVERHEAD AND

SPECIFIC

PRODUCTION COSTS
Continuing the important studies of architectural economics begun in the last issue, in
costs were treated.
In this second article is
presented the cost to the architect of designing certain types of buildings, as revealed
in the recent investigation conducted by the Architects League of Hollywood and as
prepared for publication

which general overhead and production

By
3NE

the Cost ComArchitects' League of
Hollywood had an illuminating experiHe was a guest at the
,ce not so long ago.
These
und table at the Engineers' Gub.
gineers were greatly interested in the efrts of the architects to determine their proction costs and put their profession on a
The comments made
)re substantial basis.
:re enlightening, if not entirely flattering.
of the
mittee of

bantering

the

quite apparent
there was considerable feeling back of them
and that these men felt they had a substantial
basis for their criticism.
So let us not hold
these criticisms against the engineers, because
in a way this particular architect, who was
their guest, asked for it.
His desire was to
get their viewpoint of us, which would help
got
us to see ourselves as others see us.

—

all

were good-

One engineer remarked, "Well,

up, "The quarrel I have
that when it comes to
•dging and passing up responsibilities, the
He
erage architect has the world beaten.
its on the airs of a czar until someone tries
pin some responsibility on him and then he
lickly oozes right out of the picture."
A quiet and thoughtful member of the
"It
und table contributed the following:
ems to me the architect's position would be
eatly strengthened if he would take his reFor instance, I
onsibilities more seriously.

Another

n
it

man spoke

architects

is

connected with a firm which is constantly
to the expense and trouble of making

tailed

drawings for the architect

— drawings

hich are really a part of his work
hich he is supposed to be paid.

and for

He makes

—

do it we can't help it, but we don't like
and we consider it unfair and unethical,
aturally my firm is not in business for its
alth and we simply add to our contract price
e amount necessary to make sufficient detail
awings to execute the contract. Of course,
It seems to me
.timately the owner pays it.
should charge enough for his
e architect
to
do this work
rvices so that he can afford
In doing so he
id not delegate it to others.
without question injuring the dignity and
Usually we are paid
estige of his position.
.

proportion to the responsibility we are willThis
g to assume and properly discharge.
ay throw some light on the fact the archi:t considers himself underpaid.
It seems to
e this practice doesn't help the standing or
•sition of the architect and I personally know
ere are a good many other firms that fursh building material who feel the same way
'out it."

Another

me way

engineer who was connected in
with a merchants' credit bureau

threw his hat in the ring. "We do
lot of business with architects and they are
e poorest pay of any class of business men
rbally

th

whom we come

is

fact,

ves

me

in contact.

the side and swank
a pain in the neck."

In spite of
they assume

While these opinions were expressed

in

a

spirit

spoken half in

of

jest,

good-nature,
yet

it

and

was

We

And, oh my! how

it!

it's

out time architects started putting architecI never met a group
re on a business basis.
men that needed to be instructed in the
dinary, rudimentary, basic principles of busiss more than architects."
|th the

were

members of

>me were extremely pointed
tured.

CHARLES KYSON

It's

it

hurt!

a lot easier to play the part of Polly-

Hard Knocks
we have graduated
Our organization is very

University of

—devoutly we pray

that

small and we did
not have the available funds to enter into the
task of answering the voluminous correspondence on all of these questions put to us. It
really would have taken a first-class accountant to answer many of them.
There is one
crying need which stood forth from all this,
and that was the necessity for the architectural organizations to establish some central
agency where such information could be ob-

anna and always be "glad" and say pleasant

tained.

things, but as we are trying to analyze conditions constructively with an idea for their bet-

Fortunately, in a great majority of instances,
these replies received by us were made in a
very serious and conscientious manner by
many architects' offices who have adequate cost
systems.
Of course, there is no standard or
generally recognized method of determining
and allocating the overhead of an architect's
business and there was a great amount of
confusion and questioning.
We, however,
have made no effort to prove any particular
theory of our own, but have tabulated the
drafting and overhead costs for various kinds
of buildings as we received them, with the
idea of supplying the information and letting
our readers work out their own conclusions.

terment, we are faced with the not altogether
joyous task of calling a spade a spade.
Now we are getting down to the meat of
the cocoanut.
We have analyzed what constitutes overhead, we have shown the various
methods of distributing overhead in relation

drafting

to

cost,

interesting point.

and now we come to the
What's the answer?

The following

is the result of our questionthe architects of the United
States.
Among the great volume of replies
we found that 80 architects had furnished
Many
data which we could tabulate or use.
architects stated they had no cost accounting
system, or set of books which would enable
them to give the cost data we asked for, but
for our sakes and their own they wished
they had.
They are all anxious to ascertain
As a matthe findings of our investigation.
ter of fact, such a flood of questions came
in as to make it an utter impossibility to
answer them. The best we could do was to
publish the results.

naire

sent

to

We

wish to take this opportunity to thank
the architects in the United States who
They
have sent us their production costs.
have done a fine constructive work and we
appreciate it. All of them spoke kindly words
of encouragement and appreciation of our efforts to better the condition of the profession
of architecture. Considering the vast amount
of hard work we have put in in compiling this
data and writing this text, such friendly words
of appreciation are most gratifying. This may
be fittingly described as our thesis from the
all

This

series of discussions by Mr. Kyson of the data gathered and compiled
by the Architects' League of Hollywood, is republished in Better Theatres
through the courtesy of Pencil Points,
a leading journal for architects and
draftsmen, in which Mr. Kyson's articles are currently appearing.

—

One
in

that
fact, however, was most apparent
computing their overhead costs the majority

of architects did not take into consideration
the factor of slack time, when the overhead
went right along, and there was an inadequate
amount of business in the office. How to care
for this factor is perhaps a matter for future
investigation.

In going over the following Table No. 3,
showing the actual cost of making the drawings without including any profit to the archi-

or anything for the cost of supervision,
the total cost in percentage is shown in column No. 6, and at the bottom of each group
in this column is given the average cost in
tect

is
well to analyze this word
It
per cent.
average in this particular connection because
presumably there is a decided difference in
the architectural service rendered in the completeness of the plans those which are lower
than this average and those which are higher.
The question then would appear to be, do we
want to build up our reputation by rendering
only average service, or do we want to render
In using the tables
better than the average?
in convincing our client, it is well to bear this
in mind, if it is our aim to better our profesIt is well to recognize that "Average"
sion.

—

—

cost
tects

means "Average"

service.

Can we

archi-

progress with such a limited goal?

EXPLANATION OF FOLLOWING TABLES
NO.

—Your
to the draftsmen.
Column 2— The
Column

1

3

actual cost in dollars paid

percentage

the

drafting
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room

cost bears to the total cost of the build-

ing.

Column
Column

3

— The

overhead

—The overhead

4

the overhead expressed in percentage of the
total cost of the building.
Column 7 The total cost of building, not
including architect's fees.
In arriving at the percentage average, it is
well to remember that mathematically it is
impossible to add the total of percentages and

—

in dollars.

in

per cent of the

cost of the building.

—

Column 5 Total of the drafting salaries
plus the overhead in dollars.
Column 6 Total of the drafting salary plus

—

then average them.

Table No.

DRAFTING ROOM
Col. No.

1

Col. No. 2

Col. No. 3

3.zl%
196

200

3.26
1.30
3.07

100
4,200

1.24
1.68

94
200
200

1.11

7,175
163

2.86
2.22

346
346

1.77%

$5,746

2.54%

5

5.61

4.94
3.84

3.04%

Col. No. 7

q>lU,UUU

257
546
546
$15,598

4.81%

$323,800

11,375

1.92

Col. No. 6

PRICE

b./byo
5.82
7.49
3.50
8.68
5.24
4.55
3.03
7.80
6.06

$575
514
450
350
565
420

4.00
2.87

$9,852

shown.

$10,000.00

Col. No.

4.64
4.23
2.20

365
320

to be

6, 1925

ascertained by taking the totals in dollars a
the bottom of the columns and relating thes
costs in percentages to the total volume o
cost of all the buildings as shown in colum;
No. 7. At the bottom of each group the rela
tion between drafting and overhead is show
and the markup of each of the groups is alsi

TOTAL COST

Col. No. 4

$254
409
254
220

1.18

^o

3—Residences—Under

OVERHEAD

105
i

The average has

July

8,800
6,000
10 000
6,500
R 000

250,000 (i)
8,500
7,000

9000

MC (COST MARKUP) =271.8%
( i)

Table No.

DRAFTING ROOM
Col. No.

$309
441
130
352
302

1

Col. No. 2

2.05%
2.21

318

1.04
2.93
2.50
4.72
1.17
1.82

122

.69

200

1.33

100
5,664

.83

850
150

1,090

915
410
172
325
310
260
385
500
370
400
420
410
1,150
1,600

$17,655

Totals of 25 jobs as submitted to us.

3— Residences— $

Col. No. 3

$379
569
300
243
544

470
782
389
8,664
2,158
1,812

1.43

812
341

2.20
2.82

644
614

1.63

515
762
990
733
792
832
812

2.80
3.33
2.31
2.11
2.33
2.73

2,277
3,168

1.92

2.29

2.25%

0,000.00 to $20,000.00

OVERHEAD

305
210
2,310

2.36
2.02
2.86
3.36

]

$32,427

Col. No. 4

2.53%
2.84
2.40
2.03
4.50
1.70
1.64
13.20
2.67

TOTAL COST
Col. No.

$688

4.58%
5.05

430

3.44
4.96
7.00
6.42

595

846
1,155

360
2,628

5.21

3.24

489

3.61

14,328
3,248
2,727
1,222

5.67
6.65

2.84
4.35
5.58
3.22
5.54
6.60
4.58
4.17
4.63
5.41

3.80
4.52

4.14%

MC (COST MARKUP)

Col. No. 6

1,010

592
982

4.00

S

513
969
924
775
1,147
1,490
1,103
1,192
1,252
1,222
3,427

4,768

$50,082

2.81
15.02
3.36
6.54
4.07
5.97
6.02
8.53
10.01
4.27
6.55
8.40
4.85
8.34
9.93
6.89
6.28
6.96
8.14
5.72
6.81

6.39%

Col. No. 7

$15,000
20,000
12,500
12,000
12,100
18,000
12,780
17,500
17,600
15,000
1

o

240,000
54,000
32,000
12,200
12,000
14,800
11,000
16,000
13,740
15,000
16,000
19,000
18,000
15,000
60,000
70,000

$783,220

=283.7%

(j) Totals of 16 jobs as submitted to us.

(3) Totals of 2 jobs as submitted to us.

(2) Totals of

(4) Totals of 5 jobs as submitted to us.

3 jobs as submitted to us.

(5) Totals of 5 jobs as submitted to us.

r\DT\

lZ.LKX)

(i)
(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)
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Aids Good Projection

>JTROL

CONTROL

PREVENTS

VENTS

I

R

E

of the biggest assets
brings to good projection
gives the projectionist.

TROL

S

NTRY

FILM

SENTRY SAFETY CON-

One

M

1

1

is

the utter freedom

FIRES

it

SENTRY

FETY

S

The man

NTROl

with
EVENTS
L

I

in charge of projection in a room equipped
knows he is free
SAFETY

CONTROL

SENTRY

from the menace of

M

A

F

ETY

CONTROL

PREVENTS

film-fires.

FILM
FIRES

A

marvelous advantage

at a

nominal

cost!
SENTRY

NTRY
FETY

S

L

JL

M

RES

F

ETY

PREVENTS

EVENTS
I

A

CONTROL.

NTROl

I

The

positive fire preventer

Can

be attached to

any projector

Costs only a

few

cents

a day.

I

L

FIRE

M
sX

-\

idtry Safety

Control Corporation. 13th and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia. 1560 Broadway,
And All Branches of National Theatre Supply Company

j-

Mract
Theatre Qoers
—And

Lakeside Electric Ventilator

is

so quiet in operation that

running does not interfere with talking movies or vaudeville perEasy to install,
It operates quietly and economically.
formances.
Lakeside soon proves a profitable investment.

its

It is

equipment that

fills

a year 'round need, but especially demanded

in hot, sultry weather.

Complete information

is

yours for the asking.

LAKESIDE COMPANY,

Write today.

Hermansville, Michigan

New

York
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3— Residences— $20,000.00

Table No.
JJKAr
Col. No.

1 1 1\ (j

KUUM
Col. No. 2

1

OVERHEAD
LOL,

.65%

$175
416
270
802

$837
506

1.84
1.04
3.21
3.44
2.95
2.74

1,205

803
1,050

150
307
508
661

1,120

690
1,036

690
1,715

584
537
570
916

.57
1.09

1.39
1.85

5,625

316
840
580
800
290
345
920
890
880
634
775
540
7Qn
/oU

1.55

6.85

7.38

2.51

1,306
1.264
1,250

2.98

Q00

4 99

2.21

1.100

2.45

767

3.14
3.48
4.10
4.07
2.30
3.72
4.04
5.50

412
490

1,107
1,221

1.61

710

2.62
2.85
3.88
3.87
2.44

1,136

890
1.487
1,658

5.53
3.46

1.211

3.60%

$41,033

2.40%

$1,550

3.61

2.26
2.34
2.13
2.08
1.64
3.45
1.89

1

^4

1,875
1.307
1,887
2,081
1,210
1,936
1,516

2,534
2,824
2,064

^00

ODD
28 000

^00
700
250 000 (i)
?\ ^00
27 500
28 ,\J\J\J
000
^<J)
27 300
?\ OOO
23 200
34 300
~\f\

5.01

35 000
2T 300

5.35

5.93
6.99
6.96
3.91
6.34
6.89
9.38
9.40
5.90

9(T\

9(\

7.07
3.28
3.59
6.48
6.44
6.08
7 9C\

to

'

35,000
22,000
27,000
30,000
31,000
30,500
22,000
27,000
30,000
35,000

$1,141,100

$2,799
2,596

3.74%

$100,000.00

TOTAL COST

3.00%

4.14
2.62
2.55
2.02
4.25
2.32

$54,159

O J ,\J\J\J

97

=255.9%

Col. No.

38,709
1,064

1.700
1,624

99 con
9^ ooo
9^ OOO

4.41

5.91%

$67,447

Col. No. 4

2.95
3.74
3.10
3.67

848

2.38%

3

1,770
2,431
1,320
1,790

1.353

•

2,226
2,154
2,130

7

noo

Totals of 10 jobs as submitted to us.

OVERHEAD
Col. No.

1.38

702
835

3—Residences— $40,000.00

Col. No. 2

3.80

$34,420

2.94

2,033
1.404
1,936

826

689

1,078
1,577
17,125

4.33
2.94
4.14
1.96
2.10
3.80
3.78
3.57

2,470
1,540
1.100
21,879

1,382
1,320

2.81
2.36

824

DRAFTING ROOM

865

734
664

1,193

Table No.

1.100

7.21

2.07
2.93

1,136

Col. No.

<r?7

5.97
6.20
5.48

3.25

( j)

$1,249

5.35

766

2.31%

1

4.09

1.27

MC (COST MARKUP)

Col. No.

922
1,390
1,492
2,241
1,493
2,765

1.91

o on

$26,414

4.47
2.24

Col. No. 6

450

2.89

853

2.25
4.31
2.76
2.96
2.53

PRICE

3.75%

$1,012

11,500

2.68
2.66

1,047
1,166

3.10%

L-OL. ISO. j

2.25
1.34
3.05

1.49

860
500
800
626

Col. No. 4

6, 1929

$40,000.00

TOTAL COST

2.56
4.60

1.32

-

J

to

July

5

4,901
2,860

2,890
60,588
1,929
2,453
1,537
3,082
2,944

$88,579

MC (COST MARKUP) =257.3%
(i) Totals of 17 jobs as submitted to us.

Col. No. 6

5.40%
4.33
7.54
6.71
5.93
6.48
4.75
4.63
3.66
7.70
4.21

6.12%

PRICE
Col. No. 7

$52,000
60,000
65,000
42,500
48,700
935.000 (i)
40,500
53,000
42,000
40,000
70,000
$1,448,700

_ily 6,
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DA-TONE X SOUND SCREENS
EVERY DAY including Sundavs. in the biggest and best theatres
EVERY CITY AND TOWN, North, South. East and West. Besides, hundreds

are being installed
in

upon hundreds are going

to

foreign countries.

MOVIETONE AND VITAPHONE

It

is

standard equipment with

Now available thru distributors or direct from us to exhibitors for use with
of reproducing instruments at

75 CENTS PER
Frames

to

16'

all

installations.
all

makes

SQUARE FOOT

wide $25.00. to 22' wide $30.00. to 28' wide S40.00. to 42' wide

$50.00.

Shipments are made within 48 hours from receipt of order.
See June installations on page 76

THE DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY
922 West Monroe

3— Residences— Over

Table No.

DRAFTING ROOM
Col. No.

1

SI 1.210

2,469
5,018
6,345

Col. No. 2

Col. No.

3

TOTAL COST
Col. No.

S20.850
5,044
8.604
10.787
15,068
19,210
42.955

$9,640

2.44 '7

2.575
3.586
4.442
6,817
8,253
18.605

1.84

1.99

2.77%

3.13
2.89
4.22
2.86
1.52

MC (COST MARKUP)
Table No.

DRAFTING ROOM
Col. No.

S538
215
475
1,018
1,800

1

Col. No. 2

1.87%
1.17
.95

.58

1.16

190
380

.68

1.115

.84

6,036

.83

700
815
750
715
1.300

$16,047

.78

1.77

2.09
.68

1.20
1.86

.96%

S355
306
505
1,006
3.240

318
810
1,880
9.830
1.085
1.263
1.163
1.108
2,015

S24.884

3

PRICE
Col. No. 7

Col. No. t

5.27%
3.60
7.52
7.01
9.32

6.67
3.51

4.95%

$395,000
140.000
114.295
153,801
161.582
287.912
1.222.597

•

$2,475,187

= 178.7%

3— Apartments

OVERHEAD
Col. No.

5

S122.M-

2.18%

$53,918

Illinois

S100,000.00

Col. No. 4

1.76

3.S1

S68.600

OVERHEAD

2.83',

4.39
4.12
5.10

8,251
10,957
24,350

Chicago,

Street

TOTAL COST
Col. No.

Col. No. 4

1.24%

5

S893
521

1.66
1.01

980

.58

2.024
5.040

2.09

Col. No. 6

3.11%
2.82
1.96
1.16
3.25

1.14

508

1.82

1.66
1.40
1.36
2.74
3.24
1.06
1.86
2.88

1.190
2.995
15.866
1.785
2.078
1,913
1.823
3.315

2.44
2.24
2.19

$40,931

1.48%

MC (COST MARKUP

i

= 255.1%

4.51

5.33
1.74
3.06

4.74

2.44%

PRICE
Col. No.

7

$28,700
18.400
50.000
175.000
155.000
27.900
48.760
133.480
723.000
.39,600
39.000
110.000
59.500
70.000
$1,678,340

BETTER THEATRES SECTION OF
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Col. No.

OVERHEAD

Col. No. 2

1

Col. No. 3

7Q4

9Q
.41

1,494

.50

1

700

.35

817

.41

2.64

1,980

.95

.46
1.19
1.23
3.16

1.32

230

.73

813
569

.61

.92

1,400

.91

2,020
1,640
1,954
1,050

.84%

$13,252

Table No.
Col. No.

$450
484
930
770

.79%

541

410
620
370

1.40%

$4,575

4.08
1.60

1.63%

$1,574,520

$50,000.00

TOTAL COST

$1,200

2.40%

Col. No.

1,154

4.20

1,356
1,260
1,700
1,695

517
781

1.72
2.31

1,401

466

.93

836

.58

1.91

2.21

3.49
6.17
3.09
4.15
1.67

3.32%

$10,825

7

$50,000
29,000
57,000
48,700
27,486
30,000
33,700
49,800

4.68

927

1.92%

Col. No.

3.30%

$1,650

3.01

PRICE

Col. No. 6

5

872
330
930

$6,250

1.92
1.84

= 194.3%

3— Schools—Under
Col. No. 4

1.67
1.63
1.58
1.97
1.37
1.84
.74

.76

3.59
1.78

$25,745

Col. No. 3

.90%

.64
.91

890

OVERHEAD

Col. No. 2

1

$24,250
275,000
300,000
200,000
208,550
50,000
168^600
133,270
61,850
153,000

3,260
2,453
2,523
2,450

MC (COST MARKUP)
DRAFTING ROOM

Col. No. 7

2.71%

1,767
2,745
1,517
7,480

.69

$12,493

1929

PRICE

Col. No. 6

$660

.OD

5,500

660

Col. No. S

1QC7

1,251

1,240

TOTAL COST

Col. No. 4

$JOJ
y/o

6,

3—Hotels

Table No.

DRAFTING ROOM

July

$325,686

MC (COST MARKUP) =236.6%
OES"

"*S30

1

-

-J

CARVER

Stage Lighting Supplies
EVERYTHING

Color Frames
Color Wheels
Color Rolls
Gelatine

Mediums

Color Caps
Lamp Coloring
Colorine Remover
Lenses
Spotlights
Floodlights

needed by the stage
for lighting can be furnished by Kliegl
from gelatine color
mediums to carbons, cables, pipe clamps,
et cetera.
complete line of parts and
supplies is carried in stock at all times
ready for immediate shipment. No delays.
Reliable high-quality products. Reasonable
prices. Wire, mail, or phone your orders.
electrician

—

A

E FFICIENT
units for changing alternating current

Connectors
Plugs for Pockets
Lugs, Solderless
Stage Cable

to

direct

current for sound

Produces

projection.

up

or silent
to

thirty

amperes of purcwhite, steady light for
any low intensity reflecting arc lamp.
Quiet in operation
economical to

Resistances
Reflectors
Shutters & Binder*
Slide Carriers

—

Music Stands

use

Aisle Lights

for

—

free

complete

tionally

Write for Catalogue

from

Mazda

trouble.

Write today

information

about

na-

known Kurrent Changers and
Regulators.
Sold by

National Theatre Supply Dealers

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., inc

32f West 50tft Street

NEW
6
OSS*.

Made

by

GARVER ELECTRIC

YORK,N.1fi.

Union
.fSSO

City

CO.
Indiana

—
ilv 6,
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Table No.

DRAFTING ROOM
Col. No. 1

3— Schools— S50.000.00

Col. No. 2

Col. No. 3

Col. No. 4

Col. Xo.

.56%

SI .822

2.65%

-

.86

1.360

1,205\

2.12

870

1,126'

1.60

843?;
1,122
1,116

1.08
1.74
1.54

1.757
1,257

892

2.52
1.67
1.39

1,319

1.82

L377

1.53

l',305

1.45

2',682

1,035

1.72

2.88

638
620
750
790
850

1.10

1.728
1.065
1,035
1,253
1.319
1,420

2,763
1.703
1,655
2,003
2,109
2,270

810.

1.39

300

.48

1.43
1.53

1.11

.77
.99
.98

1.24%

S13.499

1.83

1.86
1.27
1.67
1.64

1.71%

S 18.702

;

TOTAL COST
$2,209
1,170
2,170
2,075
2,873
2,070
2,014
2,435

S387
870

S100 000.00

to

OVERHEAD

63

Col No

5

PRICE
6

3.21%
1.87
2.29

3.65
4.12
2.75
3.13
3.36
2.98
4.60
2.93
2.97
2.04
2.66
2.62

2.95%

S32.201

Col. Xo.

7

$68,730
62,600
94,700
56,860
69,724
75,256
64,505
72,470
90'.000

60,000
58,000
55,600
97,900
79,600
86.500
$1,092,445

MC (COST MARKUP) =238.6%
Table No.

DRAFTING ROOM
Col. No.

1

SI. 985

Col. No. 2

1.65%

2,280
3.370
2,218
2,855
3,032
1,070
2,140
2,880
2,140
1,400
3,270

1.33
1.98

2.10
1.79
1.98

3— Schools— S100.000.00
OVERHEAD

Col. No. 3

S715

Col. No. 4

Col. No. 5

Col. No. 6

.59%

S2.700
4,240
6,470
4,331
5,075
6,095

2.24%

2.00
1.39
2.00

.87

803

.66

.90

1.605

.68

2.44

2,160

.90

1.83
.68

1.64

1,605
1,050
2,453

930
988

.65

698

.49

.86

.65

1.765
1,360

.76

2,730

1.15

741
1,324
1.020
2,048

913

.68

684

.51

1,860
1,845

.88

1,395
1,384

.66
1.18

.72

.97

1.58

1.24%

$4 1.031

1.23

.57
.73

.87

Col. No.

$11,880
5,165

40,870
9,293
6.800
2.440
2,670
579,118

1

Col. No. 2

1.50%
.74
1.81

2.02
1.20
.69
.66

1.43%

1.53
1.58

4.27
1.58
1.26
2.87
1.14
1.51

1.33

1.70
2.02
1.19
1.54
2.76

2.21%

.97%

S73.172

(COST MARKUP)

= 178.3%

Table No. 3

DRAFTING ROOM

2.47
3.80
4.10
3.18
3.98

1,873
3,745
5,040
3,745
2,450
5,723
1,628
1.729
3.089
2,380
4,778
1,597
3,255
3,229

.54

S32.141

MC

TOTAL COST

1.14
1.82

1,960
3,100
2,113
2,220
3,063

8300,000.00

to

— Schools

Col. No. 7

S120.200
172.000
170.000
105.637
159.586
153.170
121,850
236.000
118.000
236.700
193,000
200.000
143.950
114,600
233,900
140,100
237,100
133.800
212.000
116.600
$3,318,193

-Over S300,000.00

OVERHEAD

TOTAL COST
Col. No. 6

Col. No. 4

Col. No.

$10,200
4,017
35,000
5,014
5,780
2,074
2,270

1.29%

S22.080
9,182
75,870
14,307
12,580
4,514
4,940

2.79%

$64,355

1.16%

SI 43 .473

2.59%

Col. No. 3

PRICE

.57

1.55

1.09
1.01

.58
.55

MC (COST MARKUP)

5

=181.3%

PRICE
Col. No. 7

1.31

S790.000
700.000

3.36

2.258,000

3.11

460.000
569.500
356.100
405.800

2.21

1.27
1.21

$5,539,400

BETTER THEATRES SECTION OF

b4

Table No.

DRAFTING ROOM
Col. No.

1

$419
279
541

500
300

OVERHEAD

Col. No. 2

Col. No. 3

Col. No. 4

1.12
1.97

321
1,154
485
291

1.28

$777
600

4.20

1,695

2.40
6.17

1.38

985

2.81

1.94

591

3.94

1.66%

$2,609

Table No.

DRAFTING ROOM
1

Col. No. 2

.54%

$270
1,199
2,694

2.13%;

OVERHEAD
$1,771

3.55%
1.26
2.62

$2,041
2,083
5,011

1.50
3.65
2.22

4,376
2,484

884

350

1.75

300

1.82

2,920
1,334

1.92

1.93%

TOTAL COST
Col. No.

2,317

2.59%

$9,526

7

$20,000
25.000
27,486
35,000
15,000

$122,486

$100,000.00

to

Col. No. 4

1.71

3.79%

Col. No.

= 228.0%

Col. No. 3

3.04

PRICE
6

3.89%0

$4,648

3— Churches— $50,000.00

1,456
1,150

$7,119

Col. No.

1.79%

MC (COST MARKUP)

Col. No.

TOTAL COST
Col. No. 5

$358

2.00

6,

$50,000.00

2.10%

1.43

$2,039

3— Churches—Under

July

5

Col. No. 6

4.09%
2.97
5.66
3.25
5.47
4.14

650

4.52%

$16,645

PRICE
Col. No. 7

$50,000
70,000
88,500
20,000
80,000
60,000

$368,500

MC (COST MARKUP) =233.8%

Table No. 3

DRAFTING ROOM
Col. No.

1

Col. No. 2

.74%

$1,160
3,375
3.040
12,272

2.77
1.60

4.16

2.60%

$19,847

— Churches--Over $100,000.00

OVERHEAD

TOTAL COST

Col. No. 4

Col. No.

$7,790
3,657
5,700
17,794

4.96%

$8,950
7,032
8,740
30,066

$34,941

4.57%

Col. No.

3

3.00
3.00
6.03

5

Col. *Io.

5.70%

$157,000
121,840
190,000
295,000

5.77
4.60
10.19

7.17%

$54,788

PRICE

Col. No. 6

7

$763,840

MC (COST MARKUP) =276.1%

Table No.

DRAFTING ROOM
Col. No.

1

Col. No. 2

.41%

$163
233

.90

3,588

1.26

869

1.93

9,970
27,700

1.63

.97

3— Office

OVERHEAD
Col. No.

$645
213
4,629
641
8,570
23,800

3

Col. No. 4

1.61%
.82

1.62
1.42
.83

414

.73

700

33,250
685

2.08

18,200

1.40
1.23
1.14

1.18

513

.89

$76,872

1.59%

$57,911

1.20%

MC (COST MARKUP)

Buildings

TOTAL COST
Col. No.

5

$808
446
8,217
1,510
18,540
51,500
1,114
51,450
1.198

$134,783

= 175.3%

PRICE

Col. No. 6

Col. No. 7

2.02%

$40,000
26,000
28,500
45,000

1.72
2.88
3.35
1.80
3.03
1.96
3.22
2.07

2

79%

1,029,000
1,696,000

56,700
1,600,000
58,000
$4,835,700

1929
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Table No.

DRAFTING ROOM
Col. No.

1

Col. No. 2

—

Store Buildings

OVERHEAD
Col. No.

3

TOTAL COST

Col. No. 4

Col. No.

2.66

.35

1.18

$404
520
612

1.99

1,004

3.59

1,562

.48

163
2,360

1.31

222

.83

.71

250

.98

2480

271

3.00

180

227
430

1.95

2.56

377
714

.oU

7/17

8.55
2.00
3.24
4.24
1 oo

5.110
2,430

75

.81

125

1.35

200

440
750

2.42
2.42
1.27

730

4.05
4.02
2.11
1.59
1.80
2.53
2.40

1.170
1,995
11,050

1

4,150
135
1,500

1,245

6,900

224

.97
1.09

320
260

2.490
531

1.52
1.44

432

1.18%

3,077

1.22%

S211

.80

2,750

451

604
1.144
1

Table No. 3

DRAFTING ROOM
Col. No.

1

Col.

No

1.60%

Col. No.

3

Col. No.

2.34%

$17,200
15,000
40,000
28,000
12,430
332,000
25,500
9,030
11,640
16.830
ZO.UUU
9,300
18,000
31,000
327,000
14,000
138,000
21.000
18.000

3.46
1.53
5.58
1.79
1.54
9.53
5.00
5.19
6.80
A 7Q

3.12%

$34,563

PRICE

Col. No. 6

2.16
6.49
6.44
3.38
2.56
2.89
4.05
3.84

692

7

$1,108,930

=264.3%

—Bank Buildings

OVERHEAD
2

Q7

359

1.94%

521,486

1

3,990
851

MC (COST MARKUP)

TOTAL COST

Col. No. 4

Col. No.

1.38%

$13,325

5

Col. No. 6

2.98%

PRICE
Col. No. 7

2.71

648

2.33

1,401

5.04

400

.16

2,525
1,050
1,050

2.40
2.50
1.28

1.144
1,578
1,008
1.008

.46
1.50

1,544
4,103
2,058
2,058

3.90
4.90
2.52

$447,000
27,800
250,000
105,200
42,000
81,600

2.57%

$953,600

$7,160
753

$6,165

1.36%

$12,938

2.40
1.24

1.21%

$11,551

$24,489

MC (COST MARKUP) =

Table No.

DRAFTING ROOM
Col. No.

$90

1

Col. No.

.55%

2,500
15,900
1,000
365

1.50
1.22

728
22,638

680
1,185

$45,086

2

Col. No.

3

$355

Col. No. 4

2.20%
1.25
1.06

.71

2,100
13,700
1.790

1.30

897

1.40
2.85

1,629
10,088

2.72
2.16

626

3.18
3.13
1.27
2.50

1,090

1.98

1.75%

$32,275

.62

189.3%

3— Clubs

OVERHEAD

1.27

1.25%

MC (COST MARKUP)

!•

5

400
473

1.12%

$193
120
139
558
59

SI

3.

65

TOTAL COST
Col. No.

5

$445
4,600
29,600
2,790
1,262
2,357
32,726
1.306
2,275

$77,361

= 171.6%

PRICE

Col. No. 6

Col. No.

2.75%

$16,125
167,000
1,298,000
140,960
28,200
52,030
794,340
25,000
55.000

2.75
2.28
1.98
4.48
4.53
4.12
5.22

4.14

3.00%

7

$2,576,655

BETTER THEATRES SECTION OF

66

Table No. 3

DRAFTING ROOM
Col. No.

1

Col. No. 2

.40%

$348
563
700

1.07
2.12

3,340
1,900

1.32%

Col. No.

1.94%

250
4,316
5,544
3,154

2.11

TOTAL COST

Col. No. 4

3

$1,704
729

1.91

$9,451

No

1,292

.76
1.57
3.17

950
Q1

1

Col. No. 2

.35%

$659
303

1.26
2.29

13,400
Z.jUU
1,135

1.34

350

.92

$18 347

1.56%

5.325
2.190

$2,940
18,500
2.880

$24,320

1

Col. No. 2

412

1.10

2.44

.50

540

1.42

1.99%
.88

2.32%

1.48

.99%

MC (COST MARKUP)

In residence work these figures indicate that
as a dwelling increases in price the cost of
the drafting increases and consequently the
The reatotal production cost of the plans.
son for this is that as a residence becomes
more costly additional money becomes availThis
able for intricate and involved detail.
is repetitive only in a limited degree and consequently necessitates involved and expensive
detailed drawings which have to be made in
order that this work be properly executed.
This increases the production cost to the architect, a fact he will do well to bear in mind
in making architectural contracts for very expensive homes.
This fact is further exemplified in the design
of churches. For example, the average production cost of working drawings for a church
under $50,000 is 3.79 per cent; for churches
between $50,000 and $100,000 the average cost
The cost of producing
rises to 4.52 per cent.
drawings for churches over $100,000 rises to
There is a certain analogy be7.17 per cent.
tween the designs of residences, churches and
theatres, because of the involved detail which
is not repetitive as in the case of more commercial structures like apartments, hotels,
warehouses, etc.
further apparent in studying
It becomes
these figures that the costs vary widely. There
is, of course, no such thing as standardizing
costs for architectural services because there
The point to
will always be a wide variation.
be made, however, is that the average costs
are probably higher than most architects, or

We

—

,uuu

85,000
38,000

2.42%

$1,172,900

= 154.7%

Col. No.

5

$4,000
23,000
7,730

PRICE
Col. No. 7

Col. No. 6

2.71%

$147,700
574,400
327,840

4.00
2.36

3.31%

$34,730

$1,049,940

= 142.8%

the general public, have any idea.
If all of
the items of overhead were included in these
costs, giving proper consideration to slack
times in the office, we believe that the costs
herein indicated would be higher than those
actually shown.
The Cost Committee lays no claims to infallibility.
There is no question but that the
reader may find certain figures which he may
consider inconsistent and irrelevant, but be
charitable with us.
are not attempting
Once
to juggle figures to prove our point.
ag?Jn, it costs a lot more money to produce
an adequate set of working drawings than the
average architect or the public appreciates.
TI lit is the principal fact we are attempting
the note of warning we are
to drive home
trying to sound in a spirit of good fellowship
and co-operation. Our purpose is to help you
to be fairly paid for the service you render
your clients service you feel is adequate and
necessary, thus putting your reputation on a
solid and lasting foundation.
It becomes quite apparent that this scale of
architectural charges for churches, theatres,
and fine residences should be quite different
than that for hotels, apartment houses, warehouses, schools, etc. What should this differWould it not be a wise thing for
ence be?
the various architectural associations to determine this difference and draw finer distinctions than at present ? The Architects' League
of Hollywood, in its schedule of costs and
professional practice hereinafter printed, has
taken this difference into consideration. Now,

—

t.)/

TOTAL COST

.78

$10,410

S"?

1

—Hospitals

.72%

$1,060
4.500
4,850

3.22

Col. No. 7

$184,000
23.900
585,000

1.72
3.20

$28,374

Col. No. 4

3

PRICE

1.05%

18,725
4,690
2,070

OVERHEAD
Col. No.

$713,480

Col. No. 6

.91

Table No. 3

DRAFTING ROOM

3.52%

.46

MC (COST MARKUP)

Col. No.

5

$1,937

.86%

$10,027

5.61

TOTAL COST

.85

935
190

175,000
90,000

5.08

= 266.1%

Col. No.

.70%

$1,278
109

f\

—Warehouses

Col. No. 4

3

7

$88,000
52,480
33,000

2.46
2.88

$25,148

OVERHEAD
Col. No.

Col. No.

2.34%

8,884
5,054

2.20%

Table No. 3

DRAFTING ROOM

1929

PRICE

Col. No. 6

$2,052

MC (COST MARKUP)

Col. No.

5

1.39

3.50

$15,697

6,

—Gymnasiums

OVERHEAD
Col.

July

Should thii
are our conclusions correct?
schedule be generally adopted?
This schedule may be improved. Any sug
gestions which other architectural association;
have to make on this subject will be mos
gratefully received and the Architects' Leagu<
of Hollywood will consider it a favor and ar
act of co-operative good-fellowship.
What is the value of all this knowledge o:
our overhead and production costs? It re
quires little imagination to conceive of it:
can easih
effect upon a business man.
hear our clients say, "Do you know I alway:
thought these architects were artistic, vision
ary chaps, but I got into an argument wit!
my architect, Floyd Blank, about overhead
and I want to tell you fellows he certainh
knows his stuff. You bet, I never woulc
admit it to him, but he gave some pointers ot
the subject of overhead that I didn't knov
about and I'm going to use.
"I wish the fellows in our business knev
as much about their production costs as thosi
They know to a cat-hai:
architects seem to.
how much it costs to get out their plans oi
everything from a dog kennel to an officii
building.
It certainly costs a lot more mone;
to get out a set of plans for a building thai
Floyd Blank told m<
I ever had any idea of.
the plans and specifications were really mon
the foundation of my building than the con

We

crete under it and I've come to realize tha
he hit the nail right on the head."
can easily get our clients to talkinf

We

about us this

way

if

we

will

show them w

j|y 6.

our business, know our costs demand
and render adequate service in reIt's worth a lot of effort to get a pow-

fair fee

:

rn.
fully

I
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at

influential client thinking and
us, now isn't it?

talking

You Never Know You Have

way about

Let us place ourselves for a moment in the
of the architect, who, due to the
norance of his costs, makes the plans of
isition

A

buildings at cut rate figures. Leaving the
quality of the work out of consideram, we will assume that the plans he makes
e sufficiently detailed so that an estimate can
made and a building satisfactorily erected
s

tistic

When

:

om

them.

Let us assume that the architect believes
at he can make the plans and supervise the
instruction of residences for 6.0 per cent and
He
>mmercial buildings for 2.5 per cent.
ould then have to do considerably more than
nee the amount of work than a man who
mged his price by the standard of the Ameran Institute of Architects or of the ArchiHe would have
cts' League of Hollywood.
work more than twice as hard. It would
.ke a much greater effort to finance the volme of business, and he would have the
eculiar experience that while he had done
tremendous volume of work during the year,
e would have made nothing out of it for
reason that he would really be
le simple
perating at the very best at cost, and in
lany cases greatly under cost.

Digestion

Qood

So with proper current supply.

1

The Projectionist rarely thinks

!

I

I

about his

I

|

cause

it

quietly

TRANSVERTER be-

functions so smoothly,

and

efficiently.

If

at all adequately detailed drawings,
percentage of his drafting room salaries
3 his gross collections would be tremendously
He would be working exceedingly hard
igh.
nd the only ones who would get anything
ut of his business would be the draftsmen
nd his clients. This condition of affairs exits in a great number of architects' offices,
v new job merely tends to finance the old
ne, the architect has no cost system to guide
im, and he cannot understand why he does
ot make money out of his business.
Most price cutting is due to two mental
actors one is ignorance and the other is fear.
the first, it is not surprising that the
\.s to
•ractice of price cutting is so general for the
imple reason that no accurate production cost
This
lata have ever been before compiled.
infortunate lack is unquestionably responsible
or the great extent of this unfortunate prace

Is

|

i

His overhead would have to be met.

Stomach

made

le

Just a
it

little

ordinary care and

operates for years, delivering

uniform current
"If

satisfaction.

you show pictures

;

cially

Talkies

mf

— you
J

— espeneed a

Transverter."

ice.

Fear enters into price cutting and it is unortunately true this mental demon has a paraIf a man or his
yzing and blinding effect.
amily are hungry, if he has a lot of pressing
)bligations, fear will cause him to take a job
he can possibly get. Also, in
it any price
he press of need, such a man is liable to
•ay, "Oh, that's all right for those architects,
Sotrocks and Kale they've got the money,
hey can stand out for such prices and I
an't."
It not infrequently happens that firms
ike Gotrocks and Kale attain their strong
inancial position because they have possessed
i knowledge of their production costs and had
he courage and business sense to ask enough
:o enable them to do their work properly and.
conn addition, to get a sufficient profit.
:inuous campaign of cost production propaganda and intelligent methods of education
>vill gradually tend to congeal and stiffen the
oackbone of these weaker members of our
profession.

Sold in the U.

S. A.

br

Canadian Distributor

The National Theatre Supply Co.

Perkins Electric, Ltd.

|

THE HERTNER ELECTRIC COMPANY

—

12700 Elmwood Avenue

Cleveland, Ohio. U. S.

A.

Exclusive Manufacturer of ths Transverter

A

Let us consider a very

common

young practitioner, and that is
and experienced draftsman who
strike

type of
the capable
decides to

He makes his drawand accurately. When he starts

out for himself.

ings rapidly
out in business

he does not have the capital
employ draftsmen and so does his drafting
himself.
Now he can get a set of drawings
out in a third or half the time the average
draftsman can, for the reason he knows just
what he wants, and when he puts his idea on
paper it does not have to be repeatedly
rhanged as it would if he were employing a
draftsman to do the work for him.
The elated young architect thinks he has

CHANNON ELECTRIC DRAW CURTAIN MACHINE
NEW INSTALLATIONS

PARAMOUNT THEATRE
MARY'S HIGH SCHOOL
FAMILY THEATRE
ST.

GARDEN THEATRE
IRONWOOD AMUSEMENT

MARION. INDIANA
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

MONROE, MICHIGAN
CITY. KANSAS
IRONWOOD. MICHIGAN

GARDEN
CO.

to
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HUB PRODUCTS FROM SERVICE TO SOCKET
The Largest Hub Switchboard Operates
in the World's Best Paying Theatre
world
THE
mous Roxy Thefa-

in

atre

New York

City has grossed an

average of more
than £100,000.00 a
week since its open-

a1

a young architect of this typedesigner who started by doing residence plans for 2.0 per cent and 3.0 per cent.
After he opened an office he was only able
to stay in business for about a year. He then
went broke and had to go back and again
work as a draftsman. How many times this
sad and discouraging thing happens!

—

He is able to reduce his price for architectural service because he has stooped to the
practice of accepting hidden commissions from

lous stage presentations.

the gigantic

Switchboard

the largest we have
ever installed has played an important part in the success of this theatre.

Hub
many

Switchboards and lighting equipment contribute to the success of
of the most important theatres in the country.

We

maintain a completely equipped miniature theatre lighting laboratory
and demonstration room at our factory. It is always at the disposal of theatre men seeking new and beautiful lighting effects. Write us about your

criticism
"Why, here's Sokem & Steele, one
of the most prosperous firms of architects in
the community and doing the biggest volume

Spot Lights
Service Boards

Complete Theatre Lighting Equipment

Exit Signs

A

Fuctory and General Offices

Panel Boards

2219-2225 West Grand Avenue

Usher Signals

Telephone Seeley 6440-1Down Town Chicago Sales
Cl-rk
Suite 323—155 N
.

Offices
St.

Phone State 7DC6

New York

City

1457 Broadway
Phone Wisconsin 4843

is

:

Electric

Footlights

Cove Lighting

,

almost useless to argue with a client
in competing against this firm.
If the legitimate architect asks for the price as set by the
American Institute of Architects, the client
simply laughs at him and comes back with this

tUB
Stage Pockets

material houses, sub-contractors, etc.
This,
of course, is plain ordinary graft.
In a certain large city a condition of this sort is
quite
flagrant.
A firm which is doing an enormous
amount of commercial work is charging V/2
2, and 2y2 per cent for complete architectural
service, including supervision, aad consistently
makes a practice of accepting hidden commissions.
The building public, not knowing of
these hidden commissions, accepts the standard
set by this malicious price-cutting firm.
Naturally, no architect operating legitimately
can
compete with it, and he is then regarded as
a profiteer.
It

light problems.

Border Lights

—

Now we come to another type of price cutter, one who fortunately is very few
and far
between in the architectural fraternity, but one
who does an incalculable amount of damage,
and that is the malicious price cutter.

1 -

'round programs
including its marvel-

And
Hub

!

We know

—

excellent

6, 1929

struck something rather soft, where the flow
of easy money is going to put him in the
class of possessing a real bank account.
He
thinks he can do his work and still cut wav
below the A. I. A. schedule, but disillusionment
invariably awaits him
The time comes when
he gets so much work he cannot do it himself, he must then have draftsmen to
help
him, and to his surprise he finds that he cannot operate so economically.
He is in the
sad position of having educated his clientele
to demand a cut rate charge from him and
he finds he can no longer make money at
these figures— if he tries to raise his prices
he discovers it to be exceedingly difficult to
get business from his old clients or their
friends, so he virtually has to start out all
over again and establish a new set of customers.
brilliant

ing on March 11,
1927. It is doubtless, the best paying
theatre in the world
and its outstanding success is due to
its

July

Directional Signs

Toledo. Ohio
1220 Madison Ave
Phone Adams
18

Flood Lights

of business and they only ask half what you
do. Your price is ridiculous and I won't pa>
it."
Now, the legitimate architect might argue
until he became black in the face, but if he
had only his own books to prove his costs,
he would be helpless.

The only way in which this type of competition can be fought is to use Table No. 3
giving production costs on various types ol

Milwaukee. Wis.
123 Second St.

Thone Grand 1533

buildings,

and show them

to

your

client.

1

II

foregoing example the legitimate architect had had such figures and had proved, foi
instance, that the average actual cost of mak
ing drawings alone, without profit or super

in the

commercial structures was 2.79 pei
then it would place the malicious costcutting firm in a very sorry position to explaii
how it could afford to do the entire work foi
2 per cent.
vision, for

cent,

SOMETHING NEW!'BY THE MANUFACTURERS OF

When we come

problem coldway in which effec
warfare can be waged against this fortu

bloodedly, this

STAB L ARC

tual

I

:

to analyze the

j

the only

is

|

nately

MOTOR -GENERATOR

rare

honest and

type of architect who does tht
legitimate practitioner an untok

amount of damage.
There is a natural, healthy

In an early issue of this publicaton, we will
announce a
of Vital Interest to Every Exhibitor, Equipment Dealer

NEW PRODUCT

average

man

worthy cause.

and Drapery House.

desire in thi'
for a good, honest fight in
;

Such

a

combat quickens

th<

pulse, causes the blood to tingle.

AUTOMATIC DEVICES COMPANY

737

HAMILTON STREET

ALLENTOWN,

In declarinj
the malicious price cutter, we are no
only serving our profession, advancing it
standards of reputability in the eyes of th>
public, but we are actually fighting for ou
very business existence.
are fighting

war on

PA.

We

I

1

•

I

;

J

!
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fcrfare for the protection of our firesides,
us. The malicious
[ e welfare of those dear to
He works in the
I ice cutter is an assassin.
He stabs in the back! In every sense
Itrk.
the word he is an unworthy enemy and
|

i

unfair competitor.

i

There came
(i architect
cret

as?
hich

in the act of receiving
His clients in-

commissions or graft.

gnantly
hat

our attention a case where

to

was caught

faced

him with the evidence, and

do you think

He showed

this architect's justification
the true aura of his soul,

was a muddy yellow, when he declared,

,Vhy, all architects do it!
actice and there is no reason
•

it

>

as well

a

It's

why

I

general
shouldn't

!"

this type of conscienceless
competitor without maudlin sentient or mercy is certainly a righteous and
In the last analysis even these
orthy act.
worthy ones are benefited as well as everyle else connected with the construction injstry, for the necessity of his being a grafter
a fair fee for an
ill have disappeared when
lequate service becomes a recognized prac-

To make war on

id unfair

TALKING TRAILERS
SELL

TALKING PICTURES

tee.

The president of the Architects' League of
(ollywood was on three separate occasions
iproached by material houses or contractors

(They are "Paying Tellers"
•rid
you can "Bank" on
them to "Wake Up" your

ating that he individually, or the League in
eneral would be given a commission if they
ould specify, or throw a certain portion of
ne work on their buildings to the interested
It was amusing to see the surprise
arties.
lese salesmen expressed when this particular
•

business.)

racial became indignant at this proposition.
a practically every instance, they said, "Why,
tat's quite a general and common practice.
Everybody does it !" This, of course, was a
The trouble
ighly exaggerated statement.
robablv was due to the fact that these unenghtened gentlemen shared the general igno-

of the public as to the difference beveen the architect and the builder. This was
ot an unnatural mistake, as most of the buildigs in this particular community were not
esigned by architects, but by contractors or
uilders who furnished so-called free plans,
Of
"hese salesmen had the two confused.
ourse, the builder operating under a fixed
accept
position
to
ontract is ethically in a
11
the trade courtesies, discounts, etc., that
Unfore can get, while the architect is not.
ainately, this practice has spread to a few
ince

rchitects'

offices.
A

Price cutting in the past has been generally
egarded more as a question of ethics than
We recall, as young ar»ne of economics.
hitects, hearing the expression "it is unethical
Now, that expression means
0 cut prices."
wthing to the young architect starting out in
He is very
he practice of his profession.
iable to feel resentful, and to regard these
o-called ethics as a luxury in which we can
The older and more
11-afford to indulge.
xperienced architects can, in a spirit of
riendly co-operation and fellowship, convince
he younger men that after all proper cost
letermination is a vital matter involving the
ery success or failure of his business and
When the
he welfare of his family as well.

YOU BE THE JUDGE
Judge your curtain control equipment as you would a prospective employee,
by its Earning Capacity. From business standards there is no better

—

buy than

:

is viewed from this strictly economic
utilitarian point of view, it becomes quite

iroblem
>r
.

different

matter.

The young

architect

—

is

ouched in two very sensitive points his pride
accomplishment and his pocketbook. When
man is affected in these vulnerable parts,
le usually is open to reason and conviction.
There is no more pathetic sight than the
>f

1

vell-meaning business

man

or architect who,

knowing

his production costs, goes blunleringly, blindly on.
In the wake of this
mhappy and unfortunate individual we find
sorry train of misery and suffering.
Not
>nly does his family feel the pinch of privaion and lack, but a hardship is experienced
his
creditors and the tradesmen who
!^y
lot

.

i

rusted him and assumed that he would play
he game honestly and fairly, and meet his
'bligations promptly.

On the other hand,
atisfaction can a man

what greater sense of
have than the feeling

VALLEN NOISELESS CURTAIN CONTROL EQUIPMENT
Ask a Vallen Consumer,

—Always, One

Is

Nearby
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of self-respect and well being which comes

from meeting his obligations promptly— disWe can easily hear his
counting his bills?
fellows say, "There's a man for you
When
There
he contracts an obligation, he delivers
addition
to
being
who
in
architect
is an
an
!

!

artist is a

mighty

fine business

man

as well!"

We

all know that such a man justly inspires
confidence and ultimately gets a preferential
and a highly profitable type of business.
What is the remedy? And here opens an
opportunity for the American Institute of Architects and other architectural societies to do
a really great and beneficial thing for the
architects of the United States as well as those
of other countries. Can there be any greater
or more worth while activity than for these
associations to help in putting the profession
To help
of architecture on a paying basis?
its practitioners make a fair living and profit
from their efforts? If there be any other
thing more important than this we do not
know what it can be.
Much to the credit of the A.I. A., it is already, we are informed, starting to devise a
uniform system of cost accounting for archi-

Truly it is showing itself alert to the
advancing needs of our profession. We suggest the A.I. A. as being the logical group to
do this because it is the most powerful, influtects.

ential,

and

best organized.

If

results are to

be gained the efforts must be uniform, systematic, and universal rather than sporadic.
The A.I.A. has done a great work in evolving
an effective system of business forms for the
use of architects; it can do an even greater
work by evolving a uniform system of cost
accounting and cost finding.

fn

e

Strong Electrics

2501 Lagrange

—

Toledo, O.

St.

The Greater

Majestic

Theatre, San Antonio,

Texas
of

— another one

John Eberson's

atmospheric theatres

REISINQ'S
Shrubs and Flowers

Let us estimate your needs.

G.

REISING

& CO.

227 West Austin Avenue
Telephone Superior 2425

Chicago,

NOW

as well as to the individual architect.
What is the best method of commencing this
Let each local chapter of the
great work?

A.I.A. delegate some of its members to
start a regular course of lectures, to be given
once or twice a year, to which all of the

decorated with

Artificial

In this publication the Architects' League
of Hollywood feels that it has merely
scratched the surface any way in which it
can help further in this great work it will
be happy to do. Any experiences or data it
may have collected it will be glad to share,
although most of it is herein embodied. The
furtherance of this work is a task so huge
that it is beyond the power or scope of a
It is
small local architectural organization.
a work which should be approached and done
nationally in a big way.
Cost investigations should be continued. A
vast amount of data showing the production
costs of architectural service for every type
of building should be accumulated. The sum
total of this evidence would be invaluable and
could be used in various ways as indicated at
the beginning of this article.
Results can only be accomplished by starting
and with forcefulness of purpose and
enthusiasm. This effort will have to be carried on over a period of years with a patient,
unflagging enthusiastic effort. But each year
this work will pay generous financial dividends
and add prestige to the profession as a whole,

111.

younger architects and draftsmen in that comHere, teach a simple
munity are invited.
course of cost accounting and cost finding.
Show them in a simple, friendly way the business pitfalls ahead or how to avoid them. Get
these younger men interested and convinced
of the benefit of attending these lectures. This
will be rendering a service which will increase
It will make
the membership of the A.I.A.
live
the coming crop of architects feel it is a
and vital organization outside of whose .memthis
If
bership they can not afford to be.
were done, the standard of architectural pracand,
tice would be raised and the uneconomic
unfortunate practice of price cutting would
Considerable brobe gradually eliminated.
midic publicity has been given to the fact
us
that Rome was not built in a day. So let
the
take off our coats, put our shoulders to
long
wheel and be prepared for a big push, a
push, but a glorious one!
extreme to
It would be visionary in the
assume that this work will be either an 1m-
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.jly 6,

idiate or a universal panacea. It can never
is subject to
1 as long as the human mind
,U forces at present at work upon it.

The

we

In spite of all evidence and argument
(i present, there will be price cutting.

When

I;

|tMTOraD|J

fear seizes upon the mind of man,
no limit to the folly he will commit,
economic stress, he will throw facts,
logic to the winds in order to get a

71

Has Kept the Pace

demon

i:re is

'ider
:ison,

as well as set the pace

money to feed his family. But, when
ns phase of extreme stress passes he will
The tuition in the
;ain be open to reason.

jltle

Light properly controlled has always

of Hard Knocks is exceedingly
jh, but the course is mercilessly effective.
iere is a type of mind chronically puffed and
lamed with egotism which can learn only
len its possessor is hit over the head with
Only some
e pick handle of experience.
ghty shock can penetrate the cerebellum so
lavily armored with bone and vibrate down
rough the osseous matter to that pulp which
mmonly passes for a brain.

--

-

"liversity

-

-

been an attraction for the theatre-

»

goer.

It

always will be.

fuse with

Whatever

you have, you must

else

have attractively controlled lighting

LORIDENE STONE
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sizes

Major System is made in all
and all varieties of controls so

that every

theatre

tect,

construction

showman.
However, this

engineer

and

e

new"

"something

audi-

torium.

efficiently

C/Ldam
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ELECTRIC COMPANY

in his quest for something
a characteristic of the archi-

the

can be

in the

equipped.

/IGILAXCE
is

not con-

fundamental need of your theatre.

both on the stage and

new

Do

modern developments the

ST.

must

LOUIS

Offices in

and the test. It must prove its stability
fore it can hope to find permanence.
Now presented at its first public showing
a new stone for facing Floridene stone,
nich is quarried on the West Coast of

Principal Cities

—

from which the name originates,
stone was on display as a feature of the

orida,
lis

of the Johns-Manville Corporation at
Architects' and Allied Arts Exhibition
nducted at the Grand Central Palace,

ihibit

e

New

ork, April

15

to 23.

"The Johns-Manville Corporation," accordg to' the company announcement, "has sethe exclusive distribution rights of
stone. One of the walls and a section
the floor of the Johns-Manville booth
as constructed of this material.
tred
is

new stone makes its debut as a
stone of remarkable versatility and
larm.
Tests conducted by leading stone
id marble cutters and such authorities
the United States Bureau of Standards
ive found Floridene stone to possess many
"This

Your

lilding

1

public

'

.;

and desirable characteristics.
color varies from a soft buff to

knows

lusual
"Its

a

tint.
This rich tone may be
enhanced by honed, semi-polished
highly polished finishes permitting un-

arm gray

in projection

irther
r

;ual

variations in architectural treatment.

"The texture of
id varied, which

Floridene

is

interesting

adds to its decorative
due and together with its pleasing color
.akes it readily adaptable for use along
ith marble and kindred interior finishes.
"Another of its unusual properties is its
omogeneous, uniform structure. There is
:arcely any grain or lamination to limit
ltting or setting and it is unusually free

om

flaws and faults, making possible its
;e in practically any size of slab and prenting remarkable possibilities for the carvg of mouldings, cornices and other ornaental treatments.

"Floridene
one,

formed

in

sharp

focus

"abberration" or "flatness of field."
But they are quick to notice "eyestrain," "blurriness" or "clearer pictures."
And even the feature film
can't hold their enthusiastic patron-

black

and

age unless projection

A

sedimentary dolomitic
the mid-miocene geolog-

proved

their

comparative

The stone contains only approx-

aately 6 per cent of extraneous matter, inuding iron oxide— the basis of its buff
dor.
It is almost entirely free of silica
id contains only a fractional amount of

between

and contrast
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lenses.

own
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Bausch & Lomb Optical
Paul St., Rochester,
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full in-

will gladly cooper-

a

period.
During its formative period
irbonates of lime and magnesium were
irried down in solution by fresh waters
id settled, practically pure, in an 80 acre

umina."

|

Patrons never talk about "distortion,"

tion,
is

al

isin.

the difference

'

Lomb

CINEPHOR
Projection Lenses for Motion Pictures
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finally

troupers won't work a "bowl and pitcher"
whether they refer to the theatres or the
thus scornfully turning down booking.
You ought to see them grabbing for time in BelSun-Lited houses. Their stuff goes across so much
better in chromium-reflected Bel-Sun-Lite.
Bigger
hands, better notices and better pay from bigger
in

—

box-office receipts.
Floodlights

in

the
find

you how
it

little

phone book of the

V

nearest of these

our representative's name. He'll tell
Bel-Sun-Lite costs and how quickly

repays.

Belson Manufacturing Go.
802 Sibley
Atlanta, Ga.

St.,

Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Calif.

N. Y.
Delaware, O.
Ft. Worth, Tex.
Gary, Ind.
Houston, Tex.

Buffalo,

Miami,

Indianapolis, Ind.

Border lights any

Chicago,

the

is obtained in the same
lighting effect, by the
interposition of a colored medium
of gelatin
or glass between the light source
and the object to be lighted.
U. V. glass screens are
easily obtainable. The glass is densely
colored
and absorbs all the visible rays, letting
only
the invisible ones through.
The stronger the
light source, the stronger the
glow on the
object to be lighted.
Kliegl is making an
incandescent flood light with a powerful
reflector for special use with a
U.
screen
and General Electric has developed long
mercury tubes with U. V. glass, which
can easily
be inserted in the foots.

Good

and

(Continued from page 32)
bring out the advertisements with

The ultra-violet ray
manner as any other

circuit,

Look

1929

U. V. ray.

Bring Better Attractions

cities

6,

ULTRA-VIOLET
THEATRE MAGIC

BETTER THEATRES
hotels

July

III.

length to suit

And you need not be afraid of getting
tanned for in any light source that
passes
through glass, the shorter U. V rays
are
eliminated, and only the longer ones,
which
have no effect on the human body
pass
through.

Richmond, Va.
St. Louis,

Mo.

Minneapolis, Minn.
New Orleans, La.

San Antonio, Tex.
San Francisco, Cal.
Seattle, Wash.

Omaha, Neb.

Tulsa, Okla.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburg, Pa.

Tampa,

Fla.

NEW

DECISIONS

AFFECTING THEATRES

Fla.

(Continued from page 23)
tion,

acts were frequently committed
S certain]
y enough in the evidence
I
l
to show that they were committed
neither by
the corporation nor by any person
acting for
either corporation -within the scope
of his or
her authority. Such illegal facts as were
committed by the officers of the corporations
were

Spotlights

Now

Your Theatre

illegal

committed while such

officers

were acting

in

their private capacities

and therefore can have
binding effect upon the corporations
themselves.
no

The

PAINE EXPANSION SHELLS
come

loose

when properly

install.

J/4"

shell

size

erally used for repair

original installations.

set

work as well as
The most satis-

factory way to permanently anchor a
chair to concrete.

On the other hand, the courts are careful
inventors against unauthorized appropriation of their patents, because without
adequate protective laws, inventors soon would
lose enthusiasm to invent new things
which
benefit the public.
Therefore, the present
patent laws give the patentee the exclusive
right to make, sell and use the
invention during the term of the patent, and he
may refuse
to license others to benefit by its
use, if he sc

Send for samples and prices

to protect

THE PAINE COMPANY
Type No.

1

79 Barclay

Chicago,

New

111.

St.

York, N. Y.

Achieve

Type No.

LACO Color
There

is

natural

LUMINOUS PAINTS
U. V. RAY COLORS

LACO

ROXY

PUBLIX - FOX
and many other theatres.
A. STROBL
58

W.

50th Street, Dept. A,

New York

no substitute for
glass,
and

color
natural

Made

in all colors.

nent

never fade or
Quickly
snap

out.

Permawear
over

lamps and fit snugly. Provide uniform intensity. Eco-

Effects,

-

Hoods

color glass
hood? produce beautiful
rolor effects when used for
House, Lobby, Foyer, Border lights. Proscenium lights
or Clusters.

Costumes, Sceneries, etc., treated with
them will glow with great brilliancy on
a dark or semi-dark stage.

Changing Designs, Blackface
Luminous Make-Ups.
Successfully used by

1

Artistic Colorful Effects

With

nomical.

Write for

Laco
for

Color

100

to

patent

things from which the public will
benefit. In
other words, the patent laws were not formulated, as the majority of persons
believe, for
the purpose of enabling inventors
to hold a
monopoly by which to extort high prices
for the patented commodity.

most gen-

2951 Carroll Ave.

is

-States

Furnished with bolts and washers ready
to

Latv of Patents

important to know that the United
laws were designed especially
for the purpose of arousing interest
and enthusiasm in persons who are naturally endowed with the inventive genius, so that they
might be induced to invent new and improved
It

For Anchoring Opera Chairs to Concrete Floors
Will not

legal,

Hood

Nev> Bulletin No. 77.

500

iuctwio gewg

Watt Lamps.

Everything in Color for Lighting Equipment

2651 West Congress

St.

Chicago,

Illinois

desires, providing his patent is valid.

However, it is interesting to observe thai!
no manufacturer, seller or user is liable foil
infringement where a patented device is manu1

factured, sold or used, providing the part h I
not specifically covered by the claims of the
patent, and the purchaser is not informed how j
j
he may use it to avoid payment of royalty I
fees to a patentee.
Moreover, the United
j
States patent office will not issue a patent on 1
a device which has been previously patented;
]
in public use for two years; or described ir
j
a printed publication for two years previous tc'l
the date the inventor filed his application foi I
a patent. For illustration, in DeVault (30 F I
(2d) 876), it was disclosed that a person invented an improvement in intermittent gearing for motion picture apparatus.
The invention was claimed as an improvement in intermittent gearing for motion pic-

:
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uly 6, 1929

I re apparatus, wherein the picture film is fed
toss the light gate, in step with the light
nutter, so. that the film is moved only when
l.e light is shut off, thereby reducing the
l ckering of the object projected upon the
Hreen. To further break up this period of ini rrupted light, the inventor proposed to move
4 le film across the light gate for a portion of
lie distance and cutting off the light with each
movement, whereby greater accuracy
, trtial
tcomes necessary in timing the movement of
I le film, particularly at the beginning and endI ig of the movement
since there have been so many
I However,
issued on devices of this nature the
J- stents
1 Durt promptly held the inventor not entitled
I j allowance of the "claims" in controversy.

c Digest

(

raction in
own--0
Regardless

Manager

your box

The

Generally speaking, an employer is not lible, either under the common law or the
i Dmpensation
laws, tor injuries sustained by
ny person, unless the party claiming comj
'ensation
proves
to the satisfaction of the
?
ourt that when the injury occurred, he tvas
ctuclly in the employ of the party being sued.
Whether the relation of employer and emloye existed at the time of the injury, deends upon the answer to the question
Was
here an express contract, or did the acts
how that the parties recognized one as the
) mployer and the other as the employe?
\\ hile the question whether a person perorming work for another is a legal employe
Is one not always easy of solution, yet the
xmrts are in accord with the rule that the
-ight of the employer to control the employe
ndicates the relation of employer and em>loye.
Also, the law presumes that where one
>erson is employed to work on the premises
another to accomplish a benefit for the
|;jf
atter, the employe is a legal servant.
If the
.'mployer seeks to avoid liability for the employe's acts on the ground that he was not in
lis employ, the burden is upon the employer to
t

;

of

your

head

liners,

and their producers, the
projection of any feature picture determines the size of the crowds at
their stars

hcner j\ot Liable
or Death of

"3

office.

Roth

Actodector supplies
cheap, reliable D. C. from ycur A. C.
supply and produces a steady course
of current for a perfect flickerless
projection.
Used by the best all over the
world.
Send for our bulletin

Roth Brothers

:

it's

free

& Co.

Division of Century Electric Co., St. Lotus. Mo.
The leader of the world

1400 W. Adams

Chicago.

Si.

Distributors in

New York

all

Office:

III.

principal cities

50 Church St.

Export Department
44 Whitehall St., New York, X. Y.

•

I

'

establish that

On

Also manufacturers of the Roth Emergency Electric Light
and Power Plants

fact.

the other hand, circumstances

may

ex-

under which the employe was not acting

st

the scope of the employment when the
njury was sustained. It is important to know
:hat a theatre owner never is liable for injuries received by employes under the latter
circumstance, although the employe was on
die theatre premises when the accident happened.
For illustration, in Beamer v. Stan.vithin

Company of America (145 Atl. 675), it
was disclosed that the manager of a theatre
was displaying a revolver to other theatre emley

The Horn

ployes in

the lobby of the theatre, when it
accidentally was discharged and killed him.

The

dependent of the deceased manager
brought suit against the theatre owner to recover compensation.
However, the theatre
owner defended the suit on the grounds that
the employe was not killed in the course of
his employment.
It is interesting to observe
that the court held the theatre owner not liable, although the manager was on duty at the
theatre when the accident occurred.
This

Can be had by

all

desirable, but essential

To

get the

—

— with

of Plenty

talking pictures, but complete installations are not only
and no installation is complete without a
SCREEN*.

to-day

best—insist on

a guaranteed

SOUND
AMERICAN SOUND SCREEN.

AMERICAN blLVERSHEEl COMPANY
SAINT LOUIS, MO., U.S.A.

court said

"His occupation was that of manager for a

company and his duties were to superthe theatre, see that is was operating
properly and to keep order therein. These duties
did not require him to have a revolver about
him, and its presence was whollv foreisn
to
theatre

vise

his

employment.

He was

not the "custodian of
any money or other valuable thing which he
was called on to protect. His emplover did
not know he had the revolver.
The weapon
was carried without defendant's (theatre owner's) authority and against its wishes.
Deceased met death accidentally while on the
premises, but as the result of a commission
of an act which bore no relation to his
employment."
.

.

.

Gas Company Xot
Required to Inspect
While

true that a municipal gas company is liable in damages for injuries resulting
trom failure of its authorized emploves to
exercise ordinary care to prevent leakage of
it

is

The Mammoth
EN

Fire Curtain

THE NEW

ATLANTIC CITY AUDITORIUM
"The World's Largest Stage"
Designed and Installed by

PETER CLARK
INC.

544 West 30th Street,

New York, N. Y.
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The Proper Control of Light
On Your Screen
Picture films vary as well at current condition*.
projectionist can adjust his arc current to

Your

always

you

give

equip with
a result of
not use

bright

clear,

a

PERFECTION.

picture

you

if

Current saving also Is
for he need
the actual projection Is

PERFECTION equipment,
current

full

till

started.

REMOTE CONTROL RHEOSTATS
An Ever Growing

List

—Phila-

Mastbaum

Theatre

delphia

—Philadelphia
Roxy Theatre—New Tort
City
Paramount Theatre — New
York City
Rialto Theatre— New York
City
Kivoli Theatre— New York
City
Loew's State Theatre— New
York City
Fox Theatre— Brooklyn
Pox Theatre—Detroit
Louis
Fox Theatre—
Paramount Theatre— Brook-

Uptown Theatre

St.

lyn

State
Loew*«
Newark, N.

Theatre

of Satisfied Users:

Theatre. Washington. D. C.
Loew's Texas Theatre
Houston, Texas
Loew's 86th St.— Brooklyn.
N. Y.
Loew's State Columbus, O.
Aster Theatre New York

Loew"«

—

—

—

City
Proctor's 86th St.
York City

—

New

Cohan Theatre— New York
City

— Buffalo,
—Bingbamtos.
Theatre—Philadel-

PubUx Theatre
N. Y.

New

Capitol

N. Y.
Keith's

phia

—and

J.

many

others

Sold by Theatre Supply Dealers

HOFFMAN & SOONS
Mfg.

387

First

Division

New York

Avenue

Contracting
ture

—

Electrical Engineers Moving
Theatre Electrical Specialists

City
Pic-

CIRCUS HCRM.DJ

gas from its own pipe line, meters and other
apparatus, yet it is also well established that
theatre owners are legally bound to inspect
the various connections in theatres before ordering the company to turn on the gas. For
illustration, in Lewis v. Southern California
Gas Company (268 Pac. 930), a theatre employe sustained injuries as a result of an ex-

The

proved that the theatre
usual application for gas service with the gas company.
Soon afterward a
gas company employe turned on the gas but
did not test the connections for leaking gas.
When the theatre employe attempted to use
the gas an explosion occurred, causing the inThe lower court refused to hold the
jury.
gas company liable, saying:
"The general rule requiring the use of ordinary care and diligence on the part of a
gas company applies to its delivery of gas
into the residence or other building of the
consumer. The rule has been laid down, however, that in the absence of any fact upon
which to base an inference of duty, the failure
of the gas company, on introducing gas into
a dwelling, upon application, to inspect the
pipes or fixtures which were placed there by
the owner, and over which the company has
."
no control, is not negligence.

owner

testimony

filed the

.

Printing Service
711 South Dearborn Street

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Ordinarily three per cent depreciation allowable on real estate, when commuting federal
income taxes, is deemed reasonable. Yet the
law is well established that circumstances may
exist under which this amount is far inadequate with respect to theatre buildings.
However, in order that theatre owners may
have this regular three per cent depreciation
increased, it is necessary to introduce evidence which proves conclusively that the
amount is inadequate. For instance, in Balaban & Katz Corporation v. Commissioner of
Internal Revenue (30 F. [2d] 807), the theatre
corporation,
owning the Chicago theatre,
brought suit against the commissioner of internal revenue contending that the federal
taxation board should have allowed him four
per cent instead of three per cent for depreciation on its theatre.
The "obsolescence" claimed by the theatre

BRONZE

STEEL

RAILINGS
Ornamental Bronze Work
Wickets
Grilles

progressing in obsolescence to a point
where, after 15 or 20 years, it cannot be profitably operated. This statement was based upon
mere opinion of the witnesses who testified
in behalf of the theatre corporation.
In holding the theatre corporation entitled to only an
allowance of three per cent, the court stated
the following important law
"It thus appears that petitioner's (theatre
corporation's) factual evidence did not establish before the board any loss in the earning
power of the theatre.
Opinion evidence, to
be of any value, should be based either upon
admitted facts or upon facts, within the
knowledge of the witness, disclosed in the
record. Opinion evidence that does not appear
to be based upon disclosed facts is of little
or no value.
This testimony indicates
clearly that he had no facts upon which to
estimate the economic life of any theatre, to
say nothing about the theatre in question."
.

.

.

634 Fourth

St.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Washington, D. C.
important step is to learn
whether you can obtain a patent. Please
send sketch of your invention with
$5.00, and I will examine the pertinent
U. S. patents and inform you whether
you are entitled to a patent, the cost
and manner of procedure. Personal atEstablished 35 years.
tention.

The

first

Copyright your play $5.00
Trade-Mark your goods or titles $30.00

"ACE"

MAZDA ADAPTER

.

Electric Fans Are
Not Legal "Fixtures"
Many persons who have had

important to

who

Projector.

We

Sell

Mazda Trans-

formers, Reflectors,
Lamps and All Mazda
Equipment.

Monarch

Theatre

Supply Co.
Priee $10.00
Globe)
(Without

395 S. Second St.
Memphis, Term.

MAIL YOUR TRIAL ORDER TODAY

f

o

HAND PAINTED
Each on heavy poster paper in
5 or more attractive colors and
airbrushed any size up to I6"xl0 ft.
Write for prices on other sizes on paper-muslin
artistically

and cards.
Prion Do Not

One Day

Include Postage

Service

They Coot Loss

Got the Best

H.DRYFHOUT
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MODERN PROJECTION REQUIRES
GOOD FILM CEMENT

GRIFFIN FILM

CEMENT
patch.

legal

experi-

know that a theatre operaattaches to a leased building any article which is a legal "fixture" cannot, without
liability, remove it when his lease expires.
It is

Traveling

Makes a quick dependable

ject.

tor

for

Shows, Small Theatres,
Schools and Churches.
Can be used in any

.

ence involving "fixtures," are well informed
that heavy financial losses may be sustained by
theatre proprietors who lease buildings without sufficient legal information on this sub-

ZERO VALVE &
BRASS CORP.

Patent Attorney
Loan and Trust Building

in

.

BRASS

William N. Moore

Excellent

was not

Specialty

PATENTS

Theatre Depreciation
of 3% Held Proper

is

'

My

1929

6,

.

machinery or other
units used in the theatre construction and operation, but because of improvements in moving, picture theatre construction, which have
been or will be incorporated in new theatres,
and which cannot be put into the Chicago.
Also, it was argued that the theatre, as a unit,

EXHIBITORS

Motion Picture Patents

plosion of gas.

corporation

0RTej-PO5T6W

July

mm

Guaranteed to give better
other
service
than any
cement.
Manufactured by

F. B.

GRIFFIN

Oshkosh, Wis.
Samples and price* upon requsat
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iily 6,

anything attached to
building that becomes a part of the build-

;nerally, a "fixture" is

and

g,

:

its

removal

likely to effect
Any article not a

is

dam-

"fixl;e to the building.
re" may be removed from a leased building
hen the lessee desires to do so, irrespective

objections of the landlord.
Electrical Works
Ward (274 Pac. 196), it was disclosed that
proprietor attached by brackets 20 large osllating electric fans to the walls of a leased
lilding.
Litigation developed when the landrd objected to removal of the fans.
How•er, the court held the fans attached in this
anner to the building not legal fixtures, say-

For

illustration,

in

Reno

the insulating material was
xured to the walls of the building by screws
id nails, but not so secured as that the fans
id materials can not be removed without
ijury to the insulation, and also the building."
"It

is

true,

;torm doors
the

A LOT O RUG IN
THIS FOX FOYER
N

the

theatre

is

lengthwise.
It has round corners and a
laige cut-out at one end to fit around the
grand staircase in the theatre. The design
is a Mohawk origination of the Louis
type, but the coloring is exclusively Spanish to match the period decorations of the
Thirty-two colors were
theatre
itself.
woven into the fabric in shades of gold,
ivory, blue, green, gray, rose and tan.
There is a gray border and a black margin
following the general shape of the rug.

summer to

The

field

done

is

shades of rich red.

in

"Fox" appearing four times

is

the

word

a rotating

in

figure.

<eep out heat!

Six designers worked five "weeks to design the rug, and seven weeks were spent
in its actual manufacture and finishing.
It
contains 56,000 yards or 32 miles of Chenille

rjTORM

and

summer! This is the
paradoxical situation which prevails at

3

doors

in

he Regent theatre, Ottawa, Ont., as a
nethod for beating the heat. The outside
obby doors have been left in place by
vfanager T. R. Tubman and they are kept
losed throughout the day, so that the hot
ays of the sun, reflected from the pavenent, will not penetrate to the theatre
nterior.
The auditorium, of course, is venilated and cooled by the theatre's refrigeraion plant.

The storm doors were

installed late last
as usual, to protect patrons from the
wintry blasts.
It has been the custom in
previous years to remove these lobby doors
,vhen the first wisps of spring zephyrs were
noted.
But not so this year.
Manager
Tubman decided that if the doors were

Ground has

just

been broken for another

Fox theatre in Newark, N. J., and the Mohawk Carpet Mills are working on design
for a tremendous
larger by far than the famous
for this Eastern house.

suggestions

oval

rug,

Roxy

oval,

XV

In the center, in a rustic effect,

in

itself.
At the margin where the outside
of the rug meets the one-half inch elevated
portion of the floor, there is a brass
shoulder or miniature railing to protect the
inlaid work and the rug itself.

new Fox San Fran-

foyer of the

huge Chenille rug
a
which measures 37 feet 6 inches by 74
has one invisible seam
feet
1
inch.
It
cisco

75

is

made

in

Navarro

quality.

It

weighs

nearly two tons, every inch of it having
been woven on the giant 30 foot Chenille
loom which also wove the Roxy oval rug
and the Detroit Fox theatre rug.
The portion of the floor where the rug
lies is sunken
one-half inch to allow the
surface of the rug to come even with the
The floor is of mosaic inlaid
floor border.
underneath the fabric with the design of
the rug so that in case it is removed for
cleaning or any other purpose the rug design will be found still present in the floor

AN ELECTRIC SIGN
EASILY PORTABLE
NEW

advertising sign has
appearance on the market
under the name of Motolog. It is a moving sign that can be easily moved, hung
or supported in any position. The size is
convenient, it does not occupy much space
and is designed to meet the advertising
electrical

made

its

demands of a theatre.
The National Theatre Supply Company
acting as the general distributor for the
Advertising
Corporation
of
York, manufacturer.
The sign is
encased in a pane of prismatic glass, upon
which the illuminated letters of the advertising message appear as they move from
right to left in an endless and steady
stream.
There are nearly two hundred of
these signs installed in theatres.
is

Motologue

New

Frank R. Goodwin, for many years associated in the manufacturing and distributing
of theatrical signs, is the sales manager of
the new organization.

all,

DON'T TOLERATE

suitable protection against the weather during the winter, they would also prove to be

"Halations" and "Fade-Out"
In Your Sound Pictures

thermatic safeguard during the summer.
This theory has stood the test in admirable
fashion so far, the enclosed lobby proving
to be excellent insulation against outside
a

The New

heat.

The Regent was one

of the first theatres
wired for
audiens, and the retention of the storm
doors is also serving the purpose of
blanketing street noises, such as automobile
horns and street cars, so that patrons can
hear
the
audible
films
without
street

Canada

in

to

be

RAVEN

completely

for

In previous summers, electric
had been installed on the walls at in-

with audien entertainment these
have been eliminated because of their possible effect upon the sound waves.
tervals, but

SCREJN

SOUND

Eliminates these glaring faults.

"static."

fans

HAl^^IE

Samples and Prices on Request

1476 Broadway

Merrick Is Elected
Westinghouse President
NEW YORK.— F. A. Merrick, an executive

New

Raven Screen Corporation

York, N. Y.

F. A.

well-known within the

electrical industry,

E. M. Herr, president since 1911, resigned in order that he might go on an extended vacation. He was elected vice chair26.

man.
Merrick advances

to the position of president from the position of vice president and
general manager.
He is a native of New
Jersey and received his technical education at
Lehigh University.
Shortly after his graduation he was employed by the Steel Motors
Company, a subsidiary of the Lorain Steel
Company, where he was responsible for many
important electrical inventions and where he
held the position of manager and chief engineer.
In the acquisition of the Steel Motors

Company by Westinghouse, Merrick entered
Westinghouse organization.

Most complete stock in the U. S.
Moving Picture Machines, Screens,

was

Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Company by the board of
directors of the company, meeting here June
elected president of the

the

Theatre Equipment
NEW AND USED
Chairs,
Spotlights,
Opera
Stereopticons, Film Cabinets. Portable Projectors. M. P. Cameras, Generator Sets, Reflecting Arc Lamps,
Carbons, Tickets, Mazda Lamps and
Supplies.
Machines repaired and
Projection
Repair parts for all
overhauled.
makes opera chairs. Attractive 3 x 10 ft. muslin banners $1.50; on paper 50 cents.
for
Used
Pay
Highest
Prices
We
Projection Machines, Opera Chairs, etc.

Booths.

Everything

for

Movie Supply

Theatre

the

Co., 844

— Write

for

Wabash

Catalog

theatres

better

with

New-Tiffin

Curtain-Control
Starts, Stops, or

"H"

Ave., Chicago

See Volland for "Better Theatres"
Making

Impossible-To-StaII-Or-Jam

artistic

verses at

Any

Re-

Point

Detailed
Description

Scenery
Catalogue

Upon Request

Upon Request

settings

and beautifully deco/rated stages is an art in
which this experienced organization excels.

Volland Scenic Studios,
St.

Louis, Missouri

Inc.

cenicStadios
TIFFIN.
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Mt. Morris theatre,

New York

6,

1929

City.

Quimbly

theatre, Zanesville, O.
City theatre, Waterville, Me.
Rialto theatre, Tulsa, Okla.
State theatre, Portland, Ore.
Mission theatre, San Diego, Cal.
Plaza theatre, Montgomery, Ala.
York City.
Forum theatre,
Orpheum theatre, Rockford, 111.
Belmont theatre, Bronx, N.
Strand theatre, Knoxville, Tenn.
California theatre, Ontario, Cal.
Stevenson theatre, Henderson, N. C.
Allegheny theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.

Modern
Installations
The tendency among
large

and

country
of

is

Y

small, throughout the
to modernize. Evidence

encouraging situation

this

New

theatres, both

is

found in the many installations
of equipment reported by leading

Community

Hollis theatre, Hollis, L.

DA-LITE SCREEN

COMPANY

Lanecourt theatre, Chicago,
theatre, Sentinel, Okla.

Cuyahoga

Falls,

O.

theatre, Oliphant, Pa.
Research, Buenos Aires,

Argen-

tina.

Rialto theatre, Casper, Wyo.
Llniversal theatre, Beverly Hills, Cal.

Orpheum

theatre, Quincy, 111.
Riviera theatre, Three Rivers, Mich.
Fischer theatre, Oshkosh, Wis.
Uptown theatre, Detroit, Mich.
New Majestic theatre, San Antonio, Tex.
State theatre, Conneaut, O.
Fortway theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Electrical Research Products, New York
City.

Broadhurst theatre, High Point, N. C.
Rialto theatre, Wenatchee, Wash.

Neptune

theatre, Seattle,

Colonial theatre, Tacoma,

Wash.
Wash.

American theatre, Ventura, Cal.
Avalon theatre, Grand Junction, Colo.
Grand theatre, Fort Stockton, Tex.
Henry Ford theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Paramount Famous Lasky. Kansas City, Mo.
Illinois theatre,

McComb,

III.

theatre, Hendersonville, N. C.
Parkside theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Rialto theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.

Rex

Atlantic theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Japanese Roof Garden, New York City.
Mayfair theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Strand theatre, Jersey City, N. J.
Apollo theatre, Jersey City, N. J.
Grand theatre, Burlington, N. C.
Wilson theatre, Wilson, N. C.

Hollywood

theatre,

New York

signs of the Ambassador theaThe design of the
Louis.
trademark and marquise decorations
are entirely in gas tube outlines.
St.

tre,

Arcadia theatre, Crowley, La.
Colonial theatre, Big Rapids, Mich.
Electrical

Rialto theatre, Clinton, la.

Neon

Strand theatre, Madison, Wis.
Fond du Lac theatre, Fond du Lac, Wis.
Rome theatre, Pleasantville, N. Y.
Strand theatre, Mariette, Wis.

City.

Royal theatre, Providence, R. I.
Empress theatre, Columbus, O.
Piccadilly theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Richmond theatre, Alexandria, Va.
Photo-Play theatre, Adams, Mass.
Crosby theatre, Crosby, Tex.
Cine Select Lavalle, Buenos Aires, Argen-

Mount

Claire theatre, Chicago, 111.
State theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
Fox Capitol theatre, San Francisco, Cal.
Lincoln theatre, Lincoln Park, Mich.
Dunkin theatre, Cushing, Okla.
Dirigi theatre, Ellsworth, Me.

Bijou theatre, Holyoke, Mass.

Highland Park theatre, Detroit, Mich.

Amherst theatre, Amherst, Mass.
Modern theatre, Harwichport, Mass.
New Logan theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.

W.

Va..

,Cal.

Rivoli theatre, Berkley, Cal.

Majestic theatre, Athens, O.
theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Carlton Roof, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Alhambra theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Strand theatre, Amesbury, Mass.
Monticello theatre, Jersey City, N.

J.

320 W. 46th

theatre,

Cambridge Springs,

Pa.

Pa.

theatre, Detroit, Mich.

Loop

theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Rialto theatre, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Liberty theatre, Spokane, Wash.

Alcazar theatre,

St.

Petersburg, Fla.

Premier

theatre, Littleton, N. Y.
Lamar theatre, Memphis, Tenn.
State theatre,
Castle, Pa.
Lyric theatre, Cadillac, Mich.
Rivoli theatre, Chicago, 111.
Dixie theatre, Carnegie, Pa.
Grand theatre, Carnegie, Pa.

New

Opera House, Woodstown, N. J."
Capitol theatre, Walla Walla, Wash.
Strand theatre, San Bernardino, Cal.
Temple theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.
Redlands theatre, Redlands, Cal.
Labrea theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.
Dixie theatre, Galveston, Tex.
Lyric theatre, Manistee, Mich.
Post theatre, Battle Creek, Mich.

Grand theatre, Northfield, Minn.
Electrical Research Products, Philadelphia,
Pa. (25)
Rice Company, Winnipeg, Man., Can.
El Tovar theatre, Crystal Lake, 111.

THE NATIONAL
Wabash Ave.

Ky.

Favini theatre, Packville, Pa.

Send for Samples

CHICAGO

I.

American Motion Picture Company, Louisville,

Ambassador

PROGRAMS
WINDOW CARDS
DODGERS

S.

theatre, Joplin, Mo.
Egyptian theatre, Seattle, Wash.
Walker theatre, Santa Ana, Cal.
Jackson theatre, Jackson Heights, L. I.
Boulevard theatre, Jackson Heights, L.
Sunnyside theatre, Woodside, L. I.
Hippodrome theatre,
York City.
Five Points theatre, Birmingham, Ala.
King theatre, Albia, la.
Strand theatre, Carrollton, Ga.
Crystal theatre, Gonzales, Tex.

Cambridge

New

729

la.

Hippodrome

Tower theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
Richmond theatre, Philadelphia,

Program & Printing Co.

Koppin

Casino theatre, Marshalltown,

Fischer theatre, Detroit, Mich.

theatre, Carthage, Mo.
Star theatre, Bellows Falls, Vt.
Deadwood theatre, Deadwood, S. Dak.
Rialto theatre, Clinton, Okla.
Gloria theatre, Charleston, S. C.
Apollo theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.
Broadway theatre, Gary, Ind.
Crescent theatre, Perth Amboy, N. J.
Strand theatre, Spartanburg, S. C.
Star theatre, Manchester, N. H.
Nicholas theatre, Fairmont, Minn.
Majestic theatre, LaCrosse, Wis.
Princess theatre, Newcastle, Ind.
theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Orpheum Sky theatre, Cincinnati, O.
Gorman theatre, Farmingham, Mass.

Crane

Rainbow theatre, Great Falls, Mont.
Fair Oaks theatre, Pasadena, Cal.

theatre, Florence, S. C.
Princess Paramount theatre, Toledo, O.
Northern Electric Co., Winnipeg, Man., Can.
Queen theatre, Chicago, 111.
"L" Theatre Circuit, Cincinnati, O.

New

Lyric theatre, Lancaster, O.
Wernick theatre, Chicopee, Mass.
Starr theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Rialto theatre, Charleston,

Apollo theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.
California theatre, San Diego, Cal.
Alhambra theatre, Canton, O.
San Carlos theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.
Parkway theatre, Bronx, N. Y.
Blenheim theatre, Bronx, N. Y.
Favini theatre, Jessup, Pa.
State theatre, Allentown, Pa.
Arcadia theatre, Wilmington, Del.

O'Dowd

Ispheming theatre, Cleveland, O.
Glen theatre, Watkins Glen, N. Y.
Vivian theatre, Daytona Beach, Fla.
Savoy theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.

tina.

Fairfax theatre, Oakland, Cal.
Broadway theatre, Los Angeles

I.

Grand theatre, Tracy, Cal.
El Portal theatre, Las Vegas, Nev.
Capital theatre, Olympia, Wash.
Majestic theatre, Yakima, Wash.
New Santa Cruz theatre, Santa Cruz, Cal.

111.

Stanley theatre, Camden, N. J.
Liberty theatre, Cleveland, O.
Mark Strand theatre, Albany, N. Y.
Hollywood theatre, Pottsville, Pa.
Playhouse theatre, Great Neck, L. I.

I.

Hicksville Playhouse, Hicksville, L.
Rivoli theatre, Chicago, 111.

Paschen Brothers' theatre, Chicago, 111.
Burland Roof theatre, New York City.
State theatre, Johnstown, Pa.
Rialto theatre, Boone, la.

Granada

Hills,

I.

Marion theatre, Marion, Ind.
Park theatre, South Ozone, L.

Screens

Falls theatre,

Wellesley

Playhouse,

Mass.

manufacturers.

Rex

.

St.

NEW YORK

Playhouse theatre, Cambridge, la.
Northern Electric Company, Montreal,

Cal.

(22)
Electrical
tralia.

Research Products, Sydney, Aus-

(14)

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
Strand theatre, Waverly, Mass.
Liberty theatre, Johnson City, Tenn.
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\Ioorhead theatre, Moorhead, Minn.
\rabian theatre, Seattle, Wash.

Arcadia theatre, Olney, 111.
Scenic theatre, Keene, X. H.
Ritz theatre, Oaklyn, N. J.
Palace theatre, San Antonio, Tex.
Capitol theatre, McKeesport, Pa.
Orange theatre, Orange, Cal.
Moore's Opera House, Clarksburg,
Strand theatre, Rochester, N. Y.
Teatro del Lago, Wilmette, 111.

^incoln theatre, Marion, Va.
D. R. Robertson, Blackshear, Ga.
rlome theatre, Washington, D. C.

Richmond, Ind.
3ro\vn Grande theatre, Concordia, Kan.
Meralta theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.
Liberty theatre, North Bend, Ore.
fuina theatre, Yuma, Ariz.
Tivoli theatre,

Olympia theatre, Providence, R. I.
Grand theatre, Keokuk, la
Stillwell theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.

5tudebaker theatre, Chicago, 111.
Playhouse theatre, Rye, N. Y.
Criterion theatre, Roxbury, Mass.

Liberty theatre, Marysville, Kan.
Capitol theatre, Fort Worth, Tex.
Family theatre, Jackson, Mich.
Majestic theatre, Burlington. Vt.
Ritz theatre, Clarksburg, W. Va.

Venus theatre, St. Paul, Minn.
Rialto theatre, Winslow, Ariz.
Martin theatre, Globe, Ariz.
Liberty theatre, Springfield, Mass.
Prospect theatre, Whitinsville, Mass.
Yale theatre, Claremore, Okla.
Teatro San Jose, San Juan, Porto Rico.

P-F Lasky Corporation, San Francisco,
Alhambra theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.

Iowana

theatre, Red Oak, la.
Milford theatre, Chicago, 111.
DeForest Phonofilm and Phonodisc
Standard Combination

Cal.

Bagdad

theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
McKinnev's Regent theatre, Los Angeles,

A

STARR MANUFACTURING
COMPANY, INC.

Cal.

Blake theatre,

Reproducers

Tower

City,

N. Dak.

Peoples theatre, Asher, Okla.

Community theatre, Hammond, Wis.
Andrews theatre, Salamanca, X. Y.
DeBruce theatre, Turon, Kan.
Broadway theatre, LaPorte, Tex.
Knickerbocker theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
Palace theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
New Columbia theatre, Vaughn, N. M.

ARCTIC NU-AIR CORPORATION
Ventilating

VALENCIA THEATRE
Jamaica, X. Y.

John Eberson, Architect

New

theatre,
Harmony, Ind.
Lyric theatre, Jackson, Ga.
The Audubon theatre, Henderson, Ky.

CLINTON CARPET COMPANY
Ozite

LAKESIDE COMPANY

Midway Amusement

Co., Rockford,
Heights theatre, Houston, Tex.
Regent theatre, Newark, X. J.

Fremont, Mich.
Lemmon, 5. Dak.
Rowena theatre, Fenton, Mich.
Ideal theatre,

Columbia, X. C.

FOTO-VOICE COMPANY
Reproducers
Strand theatre, Washington, D. C.
Attucks theatre, Norfolk, Va.
Roland theatre, Virginia Beach, Ya.
Rex theatre, Berkeley, Va.
New theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.
Wilbur theatre, Orange, Va.
New Capitol theatre, Alexandria, Ya.
Bijou theatre, Onley, Va.
Preston theatre, Princess Anne, Md.
Cameo theatre, Mt. Ranier, Md.

S

&

S

theatre, Spartansville, S. C.
theatre, Charlotte, N. C.
theatre,
Ardmore, Okla.
Palace
Glory B. theatre, Miami, Okla.
Blue Mouse theatre, Portland, Ore.
Madison theatre, Detroit, Mich.

Alhambra

Hippodrome Theatre Company, Pittsburgh.
Rialto theatre, Tonkawa, Okla.

The Best

111.

ENTERPRISES, INC.
Reproducers

Majestic theatre, Hartford, Conn.
Grand theatre, Tarenton, Mass.
People's theatre, Maynard, Mass.

Howland

theatre, Maynard, Mass.
Strand theatre, Woonsocket, R. I.
Strand theatre, Chelsea, Mass.

RCA PHOTOPHONE, INC.
Reproducers

'

Palace theatre, Lawrence, Mass.
Milwaukee theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.

A.

GENERAL TALKING PICTURES
CORPORATION

theatre, Cedarhurst, L. I.
Broadway theatre, Lawrence, Mass.
Capitol theatre, Victoria, B. C, Can-

Park Roof Garden, Rockaway Park,
Hollywood theatre, Gowanda, N. Y.

theatre, Pulaski, Tenn.
Palace theatre, Lamesa, Tex.
Municipal theatre, Cali, Columbia, S.
Olympia theatre, Laredo, Tex.
State theatre, Eugene, Ore.
State theatre, Xewcastle, Pa.
Century theatre, Chicago, 111.
Kerridge theatre, Hancock, Mich.
Queen theatre, Crosbyton, Tex.
Bama theatre, Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Queen theatre, Winters, Tex.
Grand theatre, DuQuoin, 111.
Capitol theatre, Benton, 111.
Butler theatre, Xiles, Ohio.
Dixie theatre, Goldthwaite, Tex.
Capitol theatre, McKeesport, Pa.
Munro theatre, Rolla, X. D.
Heyde theatre, Olney, 111.
Ritz theatre, Bar Harbor, Me.
Star theatre, Bloomington, Ind.
Princess theatre, Bloomington, Ind.
Dakota theatre, Yankton, S. D.
Royal theatre, Rigley, Idaho.
Capitol theatre, E. Haven, Conn.
Tucker theatre, Liberal, Kan.
Community theatre, Fairfield, Conn.
Plumb theatre, Streator, 111.
A

Central

DeForest Phonofilm
L.

I.

Pennsylvania Board of Censors, Philadelphia, Pa.

Nev

Ma-

Metropolitan

theatre,

Sooner theatre, Norman, Okla.
War Dept. theatre, Ft. Russell, Wyo.
Palace theatre, Hobart, Okla.
War Dept. theatre, Ft. Myer, Rosslyn, Va.
Normar theatre, Witchita, Kans.
Timothy Newell theatre, West Monroe, La.
Astor theatre, Ruston, La.
Palace theatre, Pano, 111.
Ideal theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Elks theatre, Rapid City, S. Dak.
Riviera theatre, Knoxville, Tenn.
Montgomery'

111.

Garden theatre, Lock Haven, Pa.
Tucker theatre, Liberal, Kan.
Granada theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

Aristo theatre,

Co.,

J.

Capitol theatre, McKeesport, Pa.
Ritz theatre, Winne, S. Dak.

Delft theatre, Escanaba, Mich.
Roys Amith, Blairstown, N. J.
Idle Hour theatre, Rochester, Mich.
Star theatre, Concord, N. C.

Columbia Amusement

Rug and Carpet Cushion

Stanley theatre, Newark, N.

Ventilating

Equipment

Strand theatre, Meadville, Pa.

Wall decorations

Liberty theatre, Eunice, La.
Fairfax theatre, LaGrange, Ga.
Star theatre, Sand Springs, Okla.
Fox theatre, Louisville, Miss.

State theatre, St. Louis, 111.
Pershing theatre, Du Quoin,

Mo.

A

Empress theatre, Shattuck, Okla.
Opera House, Adams, N. Y.

Harmonite

City.

theatre, Chicago, 111.
Palace theatre, San Antonio, Tex.
Colonial theatre, Augusta, Me.
Cameo theatre, South Orange, N. J.
Phonodisc in Theatres with Phonofilm
Rivoli theatre, Syracuse, N. Y.
Strand theatre, South Bend, Ind.
Haltnorth theatre, Cleveland, Ohio
Tivoli theatre, Brooklyn, X*. Y.
Plaza theatre, Cleveland, Ohio.

theatre, Palacios, Tex.
Picture Show, Richland, Ga.
Princess theatre, Ehvood, Ind.

theatre,

Webb

Vernon

Queen

Grand

W. Va.

Leominster,

Palace theatre, Turkey, Tex.
Palace theatre, San Saba, Tex.

Grand

theatre, Ennis, Tex.
Mill theatre, St. Paul, Minn.
New State theatre, St. Paul, Minn.
Broadway theatre, Mt. Airy, N. C.
Crystal theatre, Hubbard, Tex.

Red

Palace theatre, Bryan, Tex.
Embassy theatre, Bayonne. N. J.
Clyde Pratt theatre, Washington,

Rex

War

la.

theatre, Starkville, Miss.
Dept. theatre, Ft. Benjamin

Harris,

Lawrence, Kan.
Dixie theatre, Odessa, Mo.
Bell theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
Imperial theatre, Columbia, S. C.
Community theatre, Miami Beach, Fla.
Mission theatre, Wenatchee, Wash.
Burts theatre, Mannington, W. Va.
Richmond theatre, Alexandria, Va.

The

Ellis theatre, Bronaugh, Mo.
Blue Mouse theatre, Tacoma, Wash.
Grand theatre. Mineral Wells, Tex.
Amusu theatre, Muscatine, la.

Orpheum theatre. Joplin, Mo.
Rex theatre, Joplin, Mo.
Famous theatre, West Plains, Mo.
Shapiro theatre, Mt. Union, Pa.
Rialto theatre, Johnstown, Pa.
Griffith
City, Okla.

Amusement

Company,

Oklahoma

Wintergarden theatre, Carrizo Springs, Tex.
Empire theatre, Altus, Okla.
Rex theatre, Elk City, Okla.
Custer theatre, Slayton, Tex.

The main foyer, looking toward the grand
staircase and upon a mural at the landing
depicting Romeo and Juliet.

Looking through an archway
toivard one side of the main
It is with such cathefoyer.
dral-like spectacles as this that
is

being constantly exposed.

A CATHEDRAL OF
That often used phrase

is

absolutely true

of Salem, capital of Oregon, has just been celebrated the
a theatre which, architecturally, has the emphatic impress
an institution decidedly untheatrical. The Elsinore is designed in
the late English Gothic motif, and in its foyer especially, that motif
has been executed in its most cathedral-like fashion.
In its own
period, of course, the Gothic style, even in its extremes, was not confined to religious structures, but it has come down to us most closely
associated with the church, and to the people of Salem, such an

the city
INsuccess
of

of

identification in inevitable.

This unusual Western theatre is looked upon as being one of the
most beautiful edifices of its kind, and because it is not brand new,
the fact that it is still admired for its beauty, even as a theatre, is
really

significant.

Church-like,

the

Elsinore,

since

it

is

successful

commercially, must also be theatre-like in the eyes of Salem, which
What motif is not adaptable to the purposes of a

leads one to ask
theatre?

:

The Elsinore was designed by several persons in collaboration.
Heading the list were the architects, Lawrence Holford, Allyn and
Bean of Portland, and the designs were carefully prepared by Fred S.
Allyn and the owner, George B. Guthrie. It was Guthrie who decided
on the

late

English Gothic motif.
of Salem, handled the ornamental iron work.

Henry Jaegler

The

Looking out through one of the

tipper corridors into a junction of slim Gothic arches
enclosing the ceiling of the main foyer.

exterior, tenuous Gothic
ascending over a theatre's
marquise.
If the unusual is

The

lines

theatrical,

this

"good theatre."
quise

is

architecture

is

Here a mar-

a necessary

evil.

MOTION PICTURES
of the Elsinore theatre in Oregon's capital
exterior stone work was in the hands of Ernest Thomas of the Thomas
The decorating was performed by
Cut Stone Company, Portland.
Berger Brothers of Portland, and by Louis Gluck of Seattle.
The
ornamental windows were designed and executed by Albert Gerlach
of Portland.

Murals were executed by N. B. Zane of Eugene, Ore.
Special attention was given to the lighting fixtures throughout the
house, which were designed, manufactured and installed by Frank
Baker of the F. C. Baker Company of Portland. The design is most
unusual, resembling the sort one might see in a great English Gothic
church.
They are finished in natural iron and are carefully worked
out from a wattage standpoint to bring out an ideal lighting effect.
The Gothic idea was also carried out in the rubber tiling furnished
by the U. S. Rubber Company.
The typically cathedral-like part of the structure is the mammoth
foyer, or Gothic Hall.
This chamber is 30 by 75 feet in horizontal
dimensions, while 30 feet is the height to crown of ceiling.
Stairways
lead from this to the offices and retiring rooms on the right and left
on the mezzanine floor, and forward to the theatre proper.
The house has a seating capacity of 1,440, with 770 seats on the
lower floor, 150 in the mezzanine, and 520 in the second balcony.
At present the Elsinore is presenting pictures, both sound and silent,
and stage presentations.
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THE EXPORT MARKET
The European Motion

Picture

Equipment Market
Continuing the reports from overseas representatives of the U. S. Department
of Commerce on the conditions confronting American exporters of motion
picture equipment in the countries of the Old World, as compiled

By

N. D.

GOLDEN

Assistant Chief, Motion Picture Section, U. S. Department of

FRANCE

makes very excellent rotary
sell them at a price which
American manufacturers could not hope to
meet.
Export packing, handling, and transportation charges, added to the first cost of
the American sets, would add to the difficulty
of their sale. Whatever sets of this character
imported come from either Germany or Engelectrical industry

From

report by Thomas Butts, American trade commissioner, and A. Gaulin, American consul general.

Standard projectors.—The motion-picture
projection machines most commonly used in
France are the following makes, in the order
of their importance
Aubert, Pathe, Gaumont,
:

Ernemann, and

lea.

land.

say that those five makes conthe market.
Their selling price varies
to
5,000
10,000 francs, according to type.
It is solely the price of the French and German projectors which makes them appeal to
the theatre owners
at the same time, of
course, they operate satisfactorily.
It is safe to

trol

from

;

Projectors of American make which must
be sold for 35,000 to 40,000 francs are admittedly superior, but their relatively high
price would prevent their sale in France to
any but a few of the larger cinemas.
Nearly all cinemas are equipped with at
least two projectors, and it is estimated that
the projectors now in use are equally divided
between old and new models.
The American projectors in use are not
giving better service than either the French
or German makes, because of the fact that
no spare parts are available to service them.
After the war, a considerable number of
slightly used or new projectors, disposed of by
the United States Government in its sales of
surplus war stocks, were sold in France. As
long as parts were not required, they worked
out very satisfactorily and it was conceded
that they were generally of better construction
than European machines.
As the American
machines wore out, and because of the trouble
and delay in getting spare parts from the
United States, those machines were gradually
replaced by the makes mentioned above.
There is a market for American machines
in spite of their high cost, but it could be developed only after a period of unremunerative work required for their introduction, and
only if the machines sold were to be as we'll
serviced as those which are sold at present.
Agencies in France could probably be satisfactorily conducted as branches of the home
office, using Paris as a distributing point for
all of Europe.

Firms and individuals specializing

in

the

sale of motion pictures are those most likely
to be interested in the sale of American projectors, of both theatrical and nontheatrical
types.
list of these dealers is available in

A

the Motion Picture Division of the Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
Generators. There is very little market in
France for American generator sets to convert
alternating to direct current.
The French

—

converters, and can

Arc lamps.

—

High-intensity and mirror-rearc lamps are used in the projectors
commonly sold in France.
flector

—

Screens. There is nothing unusual about
type of screen used in French cinemas.
white cloth, painted from time to time,
serves the purpose.
Visual education. Visual education is very
highly developed in French educational institutions. There is hardly a lycee in France which
has not some sort of motion-picture apparatus.
Those used are generally small French mathe

A

—

chines.

Corresponding to our various types of community or neighborhood centers, there exists
in France
a large number of recreation
centers under religious or lay patronage, which

known simply as "patronages." Four
thousand of these have motion-picture equipment of some sort, and about half of them
show weekly programs and the rest exhibit at
are

irregular or infrequent intervals.
Most of
those having weekly programs are equipped
and supplied by Pathe Baby. Relatively few
of the "patronages" could afford expensive

equipment.

Of

80,000 schools

in

France, about 10,000

A

have projection equipment.

fairly

large

proportion of these are equipped with Pathe
Baby, bought with the students' contributions
programs are obtained in the same manner.
The remainder of the equipment is largely of
standard size, and is bought out of funds contributed partly by the Government and by the
local authorities, and partly by the students
themselves.
The present tendency in the educational
field, however, is toward equipment for 35millimeter films, inasmuch as the programs
can be obtained on loan without any charges
other than those for transportation or for
damage or destruction of films through negligence.
The transportation charges are not
heavy, for the National Cinematographic Office
has 10 loan libraries throughout the country,
to be increased gradually to 90, and the departments of public health and agriculture also
maintain numerous loan branches.
The department of agriculture loaned 4,320,000 meters of film in 1927, while the national office
loaned 40,000 films on educat --">l or public;

health subjects.

Commerce

There is a potential demand for motionpicture equipment in the rural districts, but
the actual demand, expressed in terms of the
willingness of village merchants to invest
money in theatre enterprises, is exceedingly
small.

The Ministry

of Fine Arts and Public

In-

struction has under its supervision all matters
pertaining to education.

—

Portable projectors. The field for small
projection apparatus of American make narrows down to the semiamateur and amateur
markets.
Prospective buyers are wealthy

amateurs who might like to show in their own
homes, or in club rooms or auditoriums, not

own work but interesting professional reels requiring standard projectors, and

only their

persons
prominently
connected
with the
photographic or motion-picture industries who
are qualified to judge apparatus on its merits

and willing to pay for

The

it

accordingly.

—

semiprofessional field that is to say,
schools and "patronages" having standard
equipment and showing regular programs is
occupied by the following French firms
Gaumont, a pioneer in the motion-picture industry
which makes light-weight, low-priced projectors as a

—

part of its regular line but does not devote considerable sales efforts to this item.
Etablissements Millier, Paris, whose "Cinema Educateur," a semiportable apparatus, receives official
subsidies.
Etablissements
Robert Juliat, Paris, trade- mark
"Verdun," makes a smaller portable apparatus.
Etablissements Andre Debrie, Paris, largest European producers of motion-picture cameras, makes a
valise outfit, "Jacky," which has only recently been
put on the market.

Prices of the foregoing models are unknown, but the dealers state that none of
them would be strictly competing with American makes. There are so few points of comparison between them and the American or
German amateur apparatus that there would
be no obstacles to handling all three types in
the same store.
The Pathe Baby, with its 9-millimeter film,
It has two models of
is in a class by itself.

hand-operated projectors, retailing at 495 and
595 francs, respectively, and furnishes a great
variety of positive films either in weekly programs or by choice from its catalogue.
The many rural communities which do not
possess a regular theatre, or a school or'
"patronage" with standard equipment, are at
present served in a very unsatisfactory manFinancial initiative is entirely lacking
ner.
and, as a result of the World War and its
attendant migration from farms to industrial
centers, there has been some apprehension
whether any but the larger villages could furnish a sufficient number of spectators for even

weekly exhibition.

J
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74
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Front Cover
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Front Cover

Oliver Manufacturing
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50
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CUEING FOR A NON-

SYNCHRONOUS DEVICE
(Continued from page 55)

r

single pistol shot, so leave it either to Him or
to the synchronized scores.
An airplane effect is good on some records
but is it necessary to use it every time a plane
appears on the horizon?
Some of the train
effects really sound almost like trains, but
why use them unless the train has something
to do with the coming events of the picture,
and attention is to be focused on this train?
If not and it is merely used to move the scene
of action, let the interest stay with the plot
the train will get there by itself.

/ / / A

/

r

Wind, thunder, storm, fire effects, etc., all
can be made an important part of the picture.
But from the doorbells, telephone bell, crashes
that are too soon or too late, may we be
delivered

Try
you

to play to the center of attention and
can't go far astray. If it is the train, play

train, but if it's sentimental lovers

why

interrupt

sound

effect

is

on the

train,

them with a train effect? A
good only so long as it creates

an illusion. When used too often it
that capacity and becomes just what
a nerve-racking noise.

fails
it

in

is

Fig.

In the last six months, the producers and
exhibitors in general have run amuck on
"theme songs."
theme song is good if used
just enough to make the audience conscious
of the "tune," but it is bad if used to a point
of satiation.
In some of the synchronized
scores the theme is heard every time the
lovers think of each other, are on the screen
together, and a few more times just for good

A

luck.

Another thing of importance

is the choice of
recording.
The type of music may be
right, but the recording wrong.
To explain:
Use consistent orchestration. Smooth transitions can be made from full orchestration
down to a solo violin, or vice versa. But do
not use an orchestration number and follow
it
with a piano, banjo or saxophone solo,
unless there is a direct cue on it. Do not use
typical
German band, Russian balalaika,
marimba band, etc., unless the picture shows
that kind of a band. They are too outstanding,
and the music ceases to be an accompaniment

the

and becomes a record-changing game.
orchestration that is a departure from

Any

the
attention to the music, thus
lessening the picture interest.
Anything that
detracts from the feature is sowing the germ
of dissatisfaction with the patrons.

ordinary

Organ

calls

records, though they are

A NEW SWITCH
FOR RHEOSTATS
ANEW

type of switch has been developed
for terminal boards. It has a 30-ampere
quadruple break, a self-quenching arc,
and is built for heavy duty. These switches
are built with a capacity of 7,500 watts and
are worked at one-sixth of their maximum
load.

These
placed on

switches,

which

are

now

being

Hoffman & Soons

multiple
were also developed to achieve
greater flexibility.
In the drawing (Fig. 1),
which is for the type rated at from 45 to
125 amperes, will be noted two fixed coils,
all

of

coil rheostats,

one 15 amperes and one 30 amperes, which
will give the minimum of 45 amperes.
By
closing a switch on a 10-ampere coil, 55 amperes are obtained.
If 60 amperes are desired, the 10-ampere switch is opened and the
15-ampere switch is closed. By thus manipu-

1

lating the switches, it is nossible to obtain 1.
different ratings of current with five switches
In the other diagram (Fig. 2), representing
the type rated at from 60 to 180 amperes, i<
shown the three-wire remote control rheostat
used as a current carbon saver.
This type
gives 19 steps of control and is used with a
booster switch, as indicated.
Three wires,
with terminals marked "line," "high" and
"low," will be noted. On the "low" side are
two fixed coils and two coils controlled by
switches, and on the other side are five coils
which are controlled by means of the switches.
By tracing the circuit, it will be noted that
if the machine operating the two-pole switch
is closed, the current on the "low" side of the
rheostat will be allowed to flow across the
arc.
This side is for burning in new carbons and warming up the arc.

After the new trim is burned in, and the
projectionist is ready to show the picture, to
raise the current to the proper amperage he
puts in the booster blade on the machine
switch.
Thus the arc is struck in on "low"
and allowed to burn in and settle.

most grate-

ful

to the non-sync, are to be avoided in the
middle of a feature. They are not consistent
unless the entire feature is played with organ
records, and that is practicallv impossible, as

JLO

do Zo IS IS
/-SA/er

material has not been recorded to
Also, an orchestra record following an
organ number sounds particularly coarse, and
the mechanical side of the machine is more
sufficient

date.

pronounced.

Now

a few words about smooth transitions
modulations.
If care is exercised, the
change-over can be managed so smoothly that
the result is a complete score rather than a
series of records.
If the volume control on
the "dead" turn-table is turned almost entirely
off, and gradually pulled up after the change
is made, an illusion of the ear is created.
The
records are not in the same key, and if the
change is not made softly, the clash will cause
a toothache in the best of teeth. If, on the
other hand, it is done well, the volume is
dropped when the change is being made, and it
is for such a few seconds that the transition
is complete, and you are well into the next
record before the listener is conscious of a
change of music. Some of the machines are
equipped with a device which allows for this
modulating area, others have nothing but two
turn-tables, a volume control and a loud
speaker.
It is the type last named that requires some practice with in order to get a
smooth, even, pleasing accompaniment.
But

P41

or

the final results are worth the effort.

Lll

—
/fee

Fig. 2
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INCLUDING-
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ROADfHOW/
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BcmkonflRtl

NATIONAL^

STOP
judging by the old

— tear

method
away from former

records or performances

FIRST
you

a

—

NATIONAL gives
new

standard

—a

new conception of the scope
of motion pictures.

Key your viewpoint to the
levels of new day progress
and step to envied leadership with FIRST NA-

TIONAL'S

-ALL TALKING

-SINGING
COLOR
PRODUCTIONS!
7

ROADS HOWS

SPECIALS

8
20 BOX-OFFICE HITS
Not one ordinary

picture

but every attraction keyed
to the limit of your box
office possibilities. In the
following pages we give an
insight to the strongest
aggregation of values you

have ever received from

FIRST

NATIONAL

THINK

of what First Na-

—

tional gives you!
when you can
offer 35 Biggest Size pictures in
one season every attraction
special to the last word.

—

THINK of the pictures which
have done the most for you in the
past — and you think of FIRST
NATIONAL!
Leaders we are! Leaders we stay!

— with this group of amazing val-

—

ues so rich in box office so strong
in star names so outstanding in

—

stories

and

ideas!

only

can offer ~
COLOR, VITAPHONE, STAR NAMES,
STAGE STARS, GREAT BOOKS, GREAT
PLAYS, 100% TALKING—

EXTRA SIZE
35 ATTRACTIONS!

—

When stars like
COLLEEN

MOORE

RICHARD
BARTHELMESS
MARILYN
MILLER

CORINNE
GRIFFITH
IRENE

BORDONI
BILLIE

DOVE
ALICE

WHITE
JACK

BUCHANAN
EDDIE
BUZZELL
LOIS

WILSON

DOROTHY
MACKAILL
LEATRICE
JOY

JACK

MULHALL
JOE

E.

BROWN

Just like

VITAPHONE

built

your grosses to unheard of
proportions so

^

^

FIRST NATIONAL'S

TECHNICOLOR
your theatre
intake to newer heights than
ever before.
^
pictures will carry

^

^

EVERY PICTURE
WILL BE
•

•

•

•

•

Names

that are

known wherever
Films are shown!
The world's greatest talking
— singing motion picture

—

stars

— they

hold a better

record for consistent per-

formances than any other
set

of players in the world.

Attractions released by this

company

have the
added appeal of one or
more of these nation famous personalities.
will

I

FAMOUS
RIES
SON OF THE GODS
best selling novel by Rex Beach
its fourth edition.

in

PLAYING AROUND
by Vina Delmar, Author of "Bad Girl"

LADY
MOST IMMORAL
New York
Brady

PARIS
A

starred Alice

for

in

two seasons.

New York Comedy — two
Broadway and then
grabbed

seasons on
National

First
it.

FOOTLIGHTS AND FOOLS
The Great College Humor
NANETTE
NO, N0
famous musical
Story.

f

Internationally

comedy

HARD

success.

GET

TO

Bv Edna Ferber, author of''. "Show
Boat" "So Big", 'The Royal Fa mil

A

S

Ziegt'eld's

another

THE

greatest
First

V

L

L
success

will

Y

be

National triumph.

WOMAN ON THE
from A. H. Wood's well-known

JURY

stage

BACK PAY
1

success.

*

*

*

by Fanny Hurst, author of Humor
esque and many other great stories.

DIVIDE
THEOne GREAT
known
plays.

American
of the best
This will have a musical outdoor background.

CARELESS
AGE
THEBroadway
One
of the
stage success.
stories ever written.

most unusual

ISLE OF LOST SHIPS
THESensational
best selling story of the
most unusual theme
Sargasso Sea
ever put into Talking pictures
from
the novel by Crittenden Mar riot.

—

LOOSE — ANKLES
as a plav it wowed
by Sam Janney
Broadway. Great comedy chance with
lines that made meat for all the

columnists.

OF THE FLAME
SONG
The
glorious

originally

extra vasanza

musical

produced by Arthur Ham*

merstein. This gives production possibilities

and musical chances never
attempted in audible films.

FAST LIFE
before

Play by Samuel Shipman and John B.
Hymer ran for great season on B' way.

—

FIRST

THE FURIES
from the

great play by

SPRING

IS

Zoe Akins

HERE

Great current Broadway musical com*
edy hit — with the tongs "There's a
Song in Mv Heart" and "Yours Sincerely"

NATIONAL
*

ROM THE CENTER OF THE WORLD'S
GREATEST STAGES COME THESE

$6-60 personalities

— names that have made
— are yours in this great

rich

ticket speculators

JSTATIONAL- VITAPHONE group.
Known from one endot the earth to the other.
JEIRST

radio, stage and records. Such
glittering personalities as have filled the largest
theatres in the world in some of the biggest attractions the legitimate theatre has ever known,
are coming to you via FIRST

Famous through

NATIONAL.

MARILYN MILLER
IRENE BORDONI
JACK BUCHANAN
the greatest

name in musical comedy— singer, dancer and
gorgeous to behold!

.

—

Internationally famous Comedienne known from Paris
to 'Frisco— her name alone will fill every seat in the house.

a sensation when he came over in "Chariot's Revue" —
the handsomest man on the English musical comedy stage
—He took America by storm with his voice, personal. ty

and dancing

feet*

EDDIE BUZZELL
JOE E. BROWN
Just the mention of his name makes Broadway laff— now
Main Street will howl over the funniest fellow on two feet*

star

of

years

"On With The Show**— Broadway musical star for

— he makes you laff as never before —
comic who &teals every show he gets.

LE AT

a riotous

RICE JOY

fresh from her sensational vaudeville tour which took her
to every hamlet and city in America. Leatrice Joy is an
established favorite of the American public. You get all
her stage fans and picture fans combined in First National's presentations.

ROLAND YOUNG
One of the

best known leading men in the world— he'll
bring wonderful stage training to First National Vitaphon e
Pictures— the former star of "The Last of Mrs.Cheyney"

and "The Queen's Husband'' will give even greater
performances in First National's hand picked stories.

and besides
PERT KELTON mus ca comedy favorite
IAN KEITH rormer stage star
CHESTER MORRIS,who starred in"Alibi"
i

RA

l

^^Bu Ha^aKni^atL X« ed
S

g

JACK OAKIE, vauc ev^ e
*

*

headliner

FIRST NA TIONAL

J-

s ALLY

Ziegfield's greatest hit

with

all

the great songs

olor

With Marilyn Miller, Joe
Brown. Pert Kelton 4 4

The

New

biggest hit

York has

known with all
the original
music and more
besides.

E.

M

and dances and

comedy.^ M ^

PARIS
color

With Irene Bordont. Jack Buchanan and a tantalizing chorus

< A *

LITTLE

great musical

JOHNNY JONES

hit

Buzzell

and

a

M M 4

"4

^

With Eddie
great cast

Atlantic City
background and

girls! Girls!

Geo. M.Cohan's

—"Yankee

Doodle" songs
and

4 < <

NO
NO
NANETTE
color

Musicalcomedysensation with
great singing cast-^

Gorgeous

all.

M ^ ^

Girls.'

A

specially

se-

THE SONG OF

lected cast of

color
Biggest of the musical extrav-

cers

THE FLAME
aganzas

^ ^ ^ ^ A A

singers

and dan-

will

bring

this to you.'*

SPRING
IS HERE

Great tunes,
snappy dancers,
and such delicious comedy.

No wonder

Will star Douglas Fairbanks,
and the most beautiful
chorus in Hollywood

Jr.

Broadway won't
let it leave. -4

-4

^ 4

-

THE LADY
All Talking

^

IN

ERMINE
All Singing

color

Another great Broadway
broke the biggest records.

stage

success that

FIRST

NATIONAL
The

will march to new conquests
Star Spangled Banner

—

under

ff« Return

THE FLAG OF ALL NATIONS
Add

supreme star, story and production values of
National pictures the first, finest and most famous
of all sound accomplishments
VITAPHONE and you
have the most wonderful buv.
Every First National picture will be 100 Jt Vitaphone.
Every First National star will be two stars in one. When
stars like First National's speak via Vitaphone, the whole
world listens.
First

to the

—

—

THE BEST
In the minds of America's millions sound is
VITAPHONE. In the hearts of America's millions

FIRST

NATIONAL PICTURES

and

FIRST 'NATIONAL STARS have been rooted
deep bv eleven vears of glorious achievement.
and
Bv this union of FIRST
VITAPHONE. you attain the pinnacle of box
office power.

NATIONAL

ADVERTISING
Two

million dollars spent in nation wide advera monev
made the name
weeklv broadcast
in itself
and
through twentv-seven stations has told and is
sixtv-tive million people about FIRST
still telling
pictures fiftv-two
NATIONALtimes a year.
tising has

—

maker

—

VITAPHONE
RADIO —

—

VITAPHONE

THEME SONGS

Every First National picture will have a great
theme song published bv M. Witmark and Sons
and even- First National theme song will be
broadcast to the far corners of the nation via the
popular VITAPHONE RADIO HOURS and
through the gren VITAPHONE PICTURES
to come,

COMPOSERS
Todav seventeen song writers with some of the
most famous hits to their credit, are writing the
songs for

FIRST NATIONAL VITAPHONE
•

PICTURES right on the lot. Such songs as "Lilac
Time," "Wearv River." "Some Sweet Dav,"
Thirstv for Kisses" are
"Lady Divine,"
products of these great men. Imagine what thev
will do now for the greatest product in history.

Tn

7

TECHNICOLOR

ROADSHOWS

COLLEEN MOORE

IN
"FOOTLIGHTS AND FOOLS"
With Raymond Hackett of "Madame X"and
"Mary Dugan" — directed by William Seiter,
music, drama and

RICHARD BARTHELMESS

IN

"SALLY"

Albertina
Supported by Joe E. Brown,
Rasch Dancers, Pert Kelton and a great cast.

COLOR.

IN

"THE SON
OF THE GODS"
will have most colorful Ori-

By Rex Beach,

—

RICHARD BARTHELMESS
In a big story — by a big popular author—
with 100% talking and a theme song that

be as big a sensation

A

as

"Weary

River."

—

—

THE LADY

IN ERMINE
COLOR —
ALL SINGING— ALL
DANCING The musical sensation of

FLAME
THE SONG OF THEmusical
exCOLOR

In
8 reatest
travaganza or the age will surpass anything
ever done in picture history.

SPECIALS

8

NO NO NANETTE

Holds more records than any musical comedy
ever written. All the original music great
cast and COLOR.-

background made to surpass anything
Dick has ever done and COLOR.

ental

COLOR.

MARILYN MILLER

will

IRENE BORDONI IN "PARIS"
With Jack Buchanan — and COLOR

A

MOST IMMORAL LADY

starred Alice Brady on Broadway for
two seasons will come to you with Leatrice
Joy, Walter Pidgeon, Sidney Blackmer, star
of the current N.Y. success "Mima."

Which

Broadway for two

Fannie Hurst's great story— a love tangle
drama that will grip the hearts of America's
women. To be made with a big cast headed by

CORINNE GRIFFITH

A

A

"THE GREAT DIVIDE"
The most popular American drama will come
to you with Dorothy Mackaill, Ian Keith,
Myrna Loy, Claude Gillingwater, Roy Stewart,

George Fawcett, Creighton Hale.

A

E

3 outstanding successes.

star

and

DOROTHY MACKAILL
in

4 specially selected vehicles.

A

A

HARD TO GET
By Edna

Ferber.

A A
QUEEN OF JAZZ
By

to

will make
show off her box

A

office style.

A

THE GIRL FROM
angle

A

two others

THE FURIES
Zoe Akin's great play will introduce
Joy talking and singing.

A

WOMANFromON THE JURY
the great play.

And

one other.

FAST LIFE

With Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Chester Morris
of "Alibi", Loretta Young and powerful cast.

THE DARK SWAN
Lois Wilson talking for the

SPRING

HERE

IS

Girl"

IN
Looks

THE NEXT ROOM
like the finest talking

made — roll

melodrama

ever

the others into one and you
have a sample of what this will give you.
all

ON THE RIVIERA*

LOOSE ANKLES

Will show off the jazz life of the continent—
against beautiful French and Italian setting

that holds the rec-

laffs.

time.

current musical comedy sensation "ill
put Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. in the starring
class. Singing, Talking and such Dancing!

Based on the great play "Diversion".
Fairbanks, Jr., Loretta Young,
Carmel Myers, Holmes Herbert.

ord for

first

The

in the jazz style.

Broadway play

be timed for release at the height of the
season and will feature Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr. and Loretta Young.

This great book will be a greater picture with

With Douglas

the

ill

football

THE CARELESS AGE

From

Leatrice

THE FORWARD PASS

W

F. Scott Fitzgerald.

A

A

Strangest story of the Sargasso sea will have
Virginia Valli, Noah Beery, Jason Richards,
Jack Ackroyd.

A

wrote

writ-

"ISLE OF LOST SHIPS"

AROUND
PLAYING
who
"Bad
and

By Vina Delmar,

favorites.

A

CORINNE GRIFFITH

on the musicals.

A

group of motion picture

In one of the most colorful stories ever
ten. Title yet to be decided.

WOOLWORTH'S
A
new

a

A

ALICE
4 picked

A

"LITTLE JOHNNY JONES"
George M. Cohan's great musical. Will
Eddie Buzzell — funniest man on two feet—

HITS
20 BOX-OFFICE WHITE
in

First

BILLIE DOVE

SENSATIONAL

BILLIE DOV

among

finest.

In either a big play or story. First National
will claim leadership on this Dove special.

A

BACK PAY

years, will be

National's

this
*

Temporary Title

one

can't miss.

TALKING -XINGlNG-

^^^^^^FpOWE RFUL

PRODUCTIONS

F0^929™0

«

«

«

«

A
Stars

— Stage

Stars

— Great

Stories

— Musical

TECHNICOLOR— VITAPHONE— 35
the greatest gold

mine of box

Comedies

—

Roadshow pictures—

office assets ever

assembled under one banner.

FIRST NATIONAL
—

backed by the greatest resources in the world Unlimited
for leading motion picture company in the
world Sound, economic and showman principles will
guide us to carry your theatre to unheard of records,
untouched heights of profits.
LET'S GO to new
heights of leadership with FIRST NATIONAL in 1929-30!

is

possibilities

—

TO NEW

HEIGHTS

IN

LEADERSHIP WITH

W

X E

A

WO

illOW

It Lit

ind a famous name

PA R AM© 17 X T
leading

is

[That's the story of
:.

1929-30

in a nutshell.

Wise showmen are acting on

nee!

*1

ompany

They

realize the big

it

The whole

by signing

it!

industry

PARAMOUNT

is

saying

contracts at

advantage to them in hooking up with a

that fully grasps the golden possibilities of the

New Show World.
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The one company

that has the production organization

and resources

to

FAST COMPANY
s\H

supply the new type of Greater Motion Picture week after week.
like

€]]

Stars

Harold Lloyd, Moran and Mack, Clara Bow, the Marx Brothers,

\MI SON

\||

RETURN OF
SHERLOCK hoi MBS
ESCAPE
I

NK MIST COII

George Bancroft, Maurice Chevalier, Charles "Buddy" Rogers, Dennis
,.,
CLARA ItOU

King, Gary Cooper, Gertrude Lawrence, Jeanne Eagels, Nancy Carroll,

4

CK.OKCK BANCROFT
<

Ruth Chatterton, William Powell
screen and stage.

Assured

—

to

hits like

name

a few of many.

Harold Lloyd's

first

Cream of the

talker,

"Welcome

"The Cocoanuts," "Why Bring That Up?" "The Four
Dance of Life" and over 60 more.

Feathers,"

"The

Paramount Sound News, which

will

reel

PARAMOUNT

what

Quality Talking Pictures

World

class.

Leader:

•<!

It

80

talking shorts of

never was so important as

PARAMOUNT New
now

to

Show

hook up with The

PARAMOUNT!

PARAMOUNT

NEW SHOW WORLD HEADQUARTERS
Member Motion

Picture Procurers

&

Distributor!, of

America,

Inc., Will II. flays. Pres.

III

in
HOC. IKS

l.

M * RM

GARY COOPER

1

.

I

K

CHK\

Al.lEH

RICIIARU IHX

JEANNE EACELS
Ml

ii

ARD

Mil

i

n

S

NANCY CARROLL

I

WILLI CM POWELL

I

EVELYN HRENT

i

ruth <:hatterton

UVC BROOK

mx: ARI AN
RHAPSODY
SOI

did for talking features.

is

S

<

do for the talking news

MM

2

2

Danger"; "The Vagabond King," Lubitsch-Chevalier's "The Love Parade,"

II

I

OK FRAM

I

-
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i
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"PROGRESS" demands attention from all
who depend upon the public for their living*
Those who run theatres cannot run away from it.
They must

travel with

it

or

be ground under.

TODAY — Exhibitors must

play the best pictures
that the market offers, Silent or All-Talkie. The
public demands them "Progress" demands them!

—

And

because they are the best

United Artists

—

Picture;;

are the first choice for 1929-30
of the country's wisest showmen

.

GEORGE LeMAIRE
SETS New Standard
OF QUALITY IN

SHORT COMEDIES
Acclaimed by the

Critics
....

"Dancing Around"

rating

with any comedy short yet pro-

....

duced

throughout.

a laugh

second

a

— (Bige) VARIETY

"Her New Chauffeur" .... finest
comedy work in any of the recent
shorts .... lines sure are funny
.... will get a big hand
fun
is clean and snappy.
.

.

.

.

—FILM DAILY
Cinematic vaudeville headliners
An entirely different brand of
funmaking than the silent comedy
ever afforded.— SCREEN PRESS
.

GEORGE LeMAIRE
Pathe's
Setter

8

Comedy Genius
in

the

Eield

of

— Unrivalled

Pace-

All-Talking Shorts.

LeMAIRE
Comedies

"At the

Dentist's" .... fans will

gulp

down

it

with

will pull the

laughs and the cus-

—M.

tomers.

6

MANHATTAN
Comedies

A

CHECKER
Comedies

NEWS

P.

very funny all-dialogue com-

edy,

"Her

New Chauffeur", shows

that the screen

hold of a

6

satisfaction

.... a whale of fun .... Pathe

new

is

on the

thres-

era in film comedy.

—CINCINNATI ENQUIRER
Funniest I've ever seen.

A wow,

and if they can keep making them
as good as this I'll enter my vote
right

now

erection

of

for

that

the

immediate

long-deferred

"Short Feature Theatre."

—EXHIBITORS HERALD

PRODUCING FOR

PATH

E

31

PREDICT

I

a year

<

prosperity

when you
Qreatest

play

Shows

on Earth—"

47

GREATEST SHOWS ON EARTH FOR

WIRED HOUSES

JOHN GILBERT
2

"Redemption"
'*Olympia" {title

to be

MADAME X

in

(All Talking)

ALL TALKERS

"Anna

COLLEGE

Christie"

And One More

(AW

WILLIAM HAINES
3

in

ALL TALKERS

"Springboard"

And One More

SYNCHRONIZE©

SYNCHRONIZED

be changed)

LON CHANEY
3

(All Talking)

in

THE SONG WRITER
(All Talking)
KEMPY
(All Talking)
SONG OF THE SUNSET
(All Talking)
LORD BYRON OF
BROADWAY

SYNCHRONIZED

"The Bugle Sounds"
And Two More

RAMON NOVARRO

in

ALL TALKERS

2
Titles to be announced

BUSTER K EATON
2

in

ALL TALKERS

"Titles to

be announced

PLEASURE LOVERS
(All Talking)

ALL TALKERS

THE GREEN GHOST

Titles to be announced

THE DUNCAN SISTERS

jn

(All Talking)

"COTTON AND SILK" (Title lobechanged)

All Talking, Singing, Dancing

[

MONTANA
(All Talking. Singing)

SILENT

HOUSES

THE BROADWAY MELODY
HALLELUJAH
The MYSTERIOUS ISLAND
(Technicolor)

JOAN CRAWFORD

(All Talking)

title to

come)

JOHN GILBERT

in

"Redemption"

IRIS

WILLIAM HAINES

(All Talking)

GRETA GARBO

(All

One

(All Talking)

2

Our Gang

2

Laurel-Hardy (Synchronized)

METRO MOVIETONE

12

ACTS
M-G-M COLORTONE
REVUES

HEARST METRO104 M-G-M INTERNATONE NEWS

in

"The Bugle Sounds" and Two More

RAMON NOVARRO

(Synchronised)

26

announced)

LON CHANEY

8 Our Gang (All Talking)
8 Laurel-Hardy (All Talking)
8 Charlie Chase (All Talking)
8 Harry Langdon (All Talking)

in

Silent Picture

(Title to be

HAL ROACH COMEDIES

in

"Speedway"

"Navy Blul"

INHUMAN GROUND
Talking)
LIGHTS AND SHADOWS

52

in

"Our Modern Maidens"
"Jungle" (new

(All Talking)

(A/I Talking, Singing)

COSMOPOLITAN
PRODUCTIONS
3

(All Talking)

CHAIR (All Talking)
EVA THE FIFTH

"Out Modern Maidens"
(title to

HALLELUJAH

THE THIRTEENTH

GREATEST SHOWS FOR

(Sound, Dialog, Technicolor)

THE BIG SCOOP
(All Talking)
JUDICIAL MURDER

CASE

in

ALL TALKERS

2
Titles to be announced
2

ISLAND

DEVOTION

(All Talking, Singing)

JOAN CRAWFORD

THE ORDEAL
(All Talking)
THE VIKING
(Sound, All Technicolor)
THE MYSTERIOUS

THE ROAD.SHOW
—

THE BISHOP MURDER

''Speedway"

"Jungle"

LIFE

Talking, Singing)

Charles King Bessie Love
(A/I Talking, Singing, Dancing)

"Navy Blue"
1

in

T HE P ENNANT- \y INNING
BATTERY (All Tolling, Singing)

changed)

GRETA GARBO
2

VAN & SCHENCK

in

ALL TALKERS

*K
v
1

Two

in

Silent Pictures

(Titles to be

announced)

THE VIKING
THE GREEN GHOST
(All Technicolor)

M-G-M-INTERNATIONAL

TIONAL NEWSREEL

NEWSREEL
(Twice Weekly)

METRO - GOLDWYN - MAYER
The Fortune'Speller
j

—

w
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Session in Washington.

Rainbow Group of 36 Long Features From
First National Next Season in $15,000,000 Program Aims at Highest Development of Vitaphone Pictures, with Many of them to be in
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Labor "Overhead"

THE

most serious feature of the "overhead"' burden on
the smaller theatre operating on a sound and talking
picture basis is the matter of labor costs. It is apparent
that adjustments of other kinds may assist in relieving the
situation but without a new deal on labor costs for the
smaller house it is difficult to see how successful operation

can be reached.

An illustration of this matter was recently brought to
our attention by a division manager for one of the leading
distributing companies.
He cites the case of a medium
size theatre

which

is

losing heavily despite larger atten-

dance due to the attraction value of talking pictures. This
manager made a serious study of the case, both with a
view to insuring his company's revenue from the theatre
and also with a view to assisting the exhibitor generally
so that the theatre would remain in operation.
The distribution manager first cut his rental charge in
half.
But even on this basis the situation was not materially relieved.
Then, as a last resort, he agreed to accept for rental a figure which was 25 per cent of the original contract figure.

But

continued alarming.
While this was going on

At

still

new

atre

labor demands were made.

was carefully gone into with the

The labor

outstandingly

laid down conditions which
theatre's overhead that even
without anything additional for the distributor which he
is entitled to because his attractions are drawing more
so substantially increase a

the

—

—

money

at the box office
the theatre is plunged into unprofitable operation.
This requires immediate and decisive handling.

*

*

*

New York

Production

PRODUCTION,

after see-sawing between California and
since practically the start of the business, is
now veering back to New York and there are indications
that a substantial amount of talking motion picture product will be made, at least for some time, on the East
Coast. There is no likelihood that the center of production
will be moved Eastward or even that a large percentage
of the product will be made in the East, but still there is
bound to be a great deal of production in and around
New York and the single reason for it is that the needed
talent is located in New York.
Particularly for the making of short subjects there is
available in New York a variety of talent which is to be

New York

else.
For long periods of employment
talent of every kind is, of course, brought to Hollywood
but for short duration engagements New York offers great

opportunities.
One thing that is causing concern about the renewal of
production in the East is the matter of labor costs and
labor exactions. These matters may change the course of
what now seems to be a trend of considerable production

back to

New

result that these
cause of the theatre's

authorities were consulted.
The exhibitor,
instead of finding any helpful attitude as he did in the
case of the distributor, was told that nothing would be
done for him; that the conditions as laid down would have
to be lived up to and the exhibitor was further told that
if he could not operate the theatre successfully he had
better get out and let some one else have the house.
The theatre in question has been closed. Nothing that
the distributor coidd do would relieve the over-burdensome conditions.
The root of this theatre's trouble was not the increased
rental asked by the distributor for the sound pictures.
This is apparent because when the rental figure was placed
considerably lower than it had been for old silent pictures,
the house was still in difficulty. The root of the trouble
was that various persons who are in a position to dictate
arbitrarily have seized upon the new conditions created

York.
*

»

*

Installment Buying

THE

appearance of the Exhibitors Alliance Corporation means that theatre owners in deals for Western
Electric sound equipment will be extended a credit accommodation that should do much to relieve the strain of
the transition from silent to sound policy. An equitable
and economical installment buying plan is a great aid to
business and to prosperity generally. In fact, economists
regard the widespread employment of these schemes as
one of the principal factors in the country's prosperity.
The plan of the Exhibitors Alliance Corporation is by
no means new in the field. Installment buying has made
possible the rapid equipment of theatres with sound devices and has had wide application as far as other equipments for theatres are concerned. The notable feature of
the new plan is its extent and scope and the apparent assurances it offers of an equitable and economic contract.
*

»

*

Sound

the exhibitor's condition

this point the subject of labor costs affecting the the-

costs became
trouble.

1929

found nowhere

Other publications:
Better Theatres, devoted to construction, equipment and
operation of theatres; published every fourth week as supplement to Exhibitors
Herald- World; The Motion Picture Almanac, Pictures and Personalities, published annually; The Ciiicagoan and Polo, Class publications.
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by talking pictures and have

E RALD

Martin

July

Sea

at

UNIVERSAL'S "Broadway" inaugurates the adoption
of talking motion pictures by a trans-Atlantic liner.
The White Star ship, Majestic, has put on a talking picture show while moored at its berth in New York.
This marks a widening of the horizon for talking picIt is another bit of evidence of the universal appliWhere motion picture entercation of talking pictures.
tainment is wanted the audible screen also is wanted.

tures.

»

*

»

Un-American

AN

interesting item in the news is the fact that Hungarian
exhibitors have decided that no sound films will be
L
exhibited in Hungary until May, 1930. The item is interesting because it indicates a course which the American
industry might have followed at one time, the result of
which sound films would have been held back until some
specified period to permit of the executions of plans and

arrangements.

Had this been done it would have saved much grief and
expense. But to have done so would have been unnatural
to the militant progressiveness of the American industry.

—MARTIN

J.

QUIGLEY.

:
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Percentage System Favored
At Joint Meeting On Rentals
"Chicanery" Charge
By Myers Follows
Session at Capital
Says Allied Campaign Made Joint
Meeting with Distributors
Possible
(Special to the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON,

9.— "Chicanery
July
charged against the
M P T O A by Abram F. Myers, president
of Allied, in a statement issued following
Myers did
the meeting here last Tuesday.
not, however, accuse the
by
name. His statement follows:
"I have been pressed for a further expression regarding the amazing performance
of a certain exhibitor organization, dominated through majority control of the
board of directors by theatres affiliated
with producers, in hurriedly calling a meeting in the same hotel and at the same
time that the open forum of this association was to be held, and then, obviously
by prearrangement, announcing a meeting
and

intrigue"

is

MPTOA

with a representative of the Hays Organization to discuss 'exhibitor relief," the
Myers statement began.
"This action on the part of said organization

is

all

that

was needed

complete subservience

its

to demonstrate
to producer in-

Even the most conservative trade
journals concede •that this meeting was
staged for the sole purpose of frustrating
any action which the Allied States Association might take in the interest of its
members or of exhibitors generally.

Managers Hold Out for
Guarantee and Split System

Sales

Agree on Appointment of Subcommittees to Work Out
Relief Plan, Says Hays Office

Says Inquiry Is Imperative

—

effort

—

to

hoodwink the

punishment

will

exhibitors,

their

be swift."

Quote Brookhart and King
another statement issued earlier by
Allied, a letter from U. S. Senator William
H. King of Utah was quoted, stating he
approved of Allied's aims.
Senator Smith W. Brookhart of Iowa, in
a wire quoted by Allied declared:
"It is
In

my

intention to crowd my bill to regulate
motion picture industry so the independents may have a square deal at the
next regular session."

the

—

YORK, July
A fair basis of payment for motion pictures was
earnestly sought here today at a meeting of the representatives of exhibitors
in the socalled anti-Myers group and the sales managers of large producing
9.

companies.

The conference met at noon at the Union League Club, with several representatives of the Hays organization present.
As the meeting got underway,
sentiment strongly favored the general adoption of a percentage basis of
remuneration.
fairest to all

guarantee and

Both sides to the conference favored such a basis as the
concerned, though the sales managers were holding out for a
split.

The meeting was brought about

largely

changes in the industry
with the advent of sound.
Since audible
pictures took such a prominent place in entertainment most of the deals between exhibitors and producers have been on a percentage basis, with highly promising results.
Some exhibitors who took a chance on flat
rentals, generally with the Warners, found
as

the

result

themselves

terest.

"This development makes imperative the
general investigation of industry conditions
which we had hoped might be avoided. The
exhibitors of the country and the public
are entitled to know and will demand to be
shown the details of this astounding performance. The facts as to how the meeting was called, how it was conducted and
financed and how the statement was handled here in Washington, can only be developed through witnesses under oath.
When the chapter is written the country
will be presented with the most astonishing
account of politics, chicanery and intrigue
that has been revealed in recent years.
"The organization in question and Mr.
Pettijohn are going to work out a plan for
exhibitor relief.
No one hopes more sincerely than I that they will succeed.
If
they do, they will have my applause; even
though, as all will recognize, such a meeting much less such a result would have
been unthinkable except for the aggressive
campaign inaugurated by the Allied States
Association.
But it had better be good.
They have assumed a terrible responsibility, and if this proves to be merely another

PETER VISCHER

By

NEW

of

in a particularly

happy

position.

Every Phase Discussed
Every phase of the percentage system
was discussed in detail. Some objected to

as

practicable

prompt

some

method

of

affording

independent exhibitors
who may now be operating under uneconomic
conditions due to the swift growth of sound
relief to small

pictures."

"All Quiet on Western
Front" Is Bought by U;
Noted German War Novel
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

the clocking of theatres. Others complained
about the guarantee, holding it too high.
There was considerable discussion, of
course, about the terms of the split.

July 9.— "All Quiet On the
Western Front," the sensational war novel
by a German soldier, Erich Maria Remarque, which has passed the million mark
in the number of copies sold in Europe and

At the meeting, among others, were R. F.
R. R.
Woodhull, president of the
of KansasBiechele, head of the
Missouri; Dennis Harris, Pittsburgh; Joe

America, will be made into a super screen
production with full dialog and sound efScreen rights to the famous book
fects.
have just been acquired by Universal, Carl

the Comerford circuit, all repreand R. H. Cochrane,
senting the exhibitors
S.
R. Kent, James R. Grainger, Ned E.
Depinet, Felix Feist, Claude Ezell, Al Lichtman, Joseph Merrick, M. Van Praag, Phil
Reisman, Lee Marcus, Oscar Hanson, representing the distributors.

Laemmle announced

MPTOA;
MP TO

Walsh of

;

Relief Sought, Says

Hays

The following statement was
Hays office

Office
issued

later

by the

"A committee representing the small independent theatre owners of the United States
met today with the sales managers representing the national distributing companies and
with a representative of regional distributors
and agreed on the appointment of subcommittees to work out and report back as soon

YORK,

today.

Maxwell Anderson, coauthor with Captain Laurence Stallings of "What Price
Glory," has been signed to adapt the Gerfor the screen and prepare the
He left New York last night for
Universal City.
Purchase of the rights by Universal followed intense competition among American,
German and English companies. The price
paid establishes a record for screen rights
in the old world.
There is a possibility that the picture will

man book
dialog.

made in Germany. Laemmle sails for
Europe tomorrow aboard the S. S. Majestic.
One of the first things he will do will be
to make a survey of sound production con-

be

ditions in

Germany.

SOUND BOOKS THIS WEEK
Word was
ment

received from Neiv
of Richardson's neiv Book

York city at press time that the first shipon Sound will be made the latter part of

the present week.

The book was originally promised for July 1, but a last minute delay in
the final revision forced postponement of delivery another week.
Immediate delivery can now be promised on all orders. The cost of the
volume is $5.20 (postpaid). Orders should be addressed Herald-World Bookshop, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, III.
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have much to do with the latest necromancy of
Color television and the possibilities of its application
the Bell Laboratories.
to motion pictures, a question in which the Paramount deal with the Columbia
Broadcasting chain seems to have considerable significance, is treated in the
sets of electrical eyes

following

The

DOUGLAS FOX

—

NEW YORK,

July 9. They were the high priests of electricity and
they tried to impress on us the sacredness of their calling. These modern
necromancers had their offices in the storied acreage of the Bell Laboratories. We had come to see a demonstration of color television, to learn, if we
application to the motion picture industry. But first
grim museum on the eleventh floor where
are gathered countless pieces of twisted glass and wire, the bones that go to
make up the skeleton of present day electrical engineering.
T last we were ushered into the dimly surface sensitized by a complicated process
involving sulphur vapor.
auditorium. At one end of it was
lit
Of the cells used two were of the "blue"
At the other, bethe sending apparatus.
variety, eight of the "green" and twelve
hind a curtain, was the velvet lined peepWith regard to color sensiof the "red."'
hole through which, one by one, we peeped
tiveness the proportion was such that the
first at an American flag, then a waterphotoelectric signals were about the same
melon, a pineapple and the pretty face of a
for each of the three colors. Three sets of
girl who grimaced at us.
amplifiers were required one for each color.
Reminiscent of Peepshows
Mirrors Combine Images
It was reminiscent of peepshow motion
In the receiving apparatus three tubes
pictures. The only think we missed was the
When we spoke formed images corresponding in brightness
slot that held the nickels.
and color to what had been seen by each
about motion pictures they inclined their
set of electrical eyes of the transmitting
heads, twiddled their fingers politely and
apparatus. A system of mirrors combined
said something about enlarged frequency
these images to form the one colored imbands.
age in front of the observer.
Theoretically there is no reason why
For use in motion pictures the resultant
moving pictures should not be transmitted
image would have to be enlarged. Light
by television. And as for the sound end
transmitted through film blows up the imRadio has been with
of it, that's simple.
age on the screen. But the image seen in
us for some time.
television is like a halftone cut and cannot
As far as we can see, if motion picture be magnified without becoming very crude,
producers distributed their product over
there being only 50 holes through which the
the air they would charge the receiving
object to be transmitted is viewed by the
could, the possibilities of

we had

its

to cool our heels in that

A

theatres a rental for the pictures much as
is done today.
The question is: Will the development
be worth the cost in additional extremely
expensive and highly sensitized equipment?

Significance in

Paramount Deal

We

transmitting apparatus.
more or less clear. In other
method of television giving
perfect in detail that it can
larged many times will have
before television itself is at
to

Which is a question extremely
to determine at the present time. The fact,
however, that Paramount has bought into

motion

Columbia Broadcasting does have

its

sig-

may have been one thousand and one

other

reasons for the move.

To

please the technically minded, it
would be better to go into a description of
how color television is achieved. First, let
us say that the Bell engineers got much of
their dope from motion pictures, from the
present day methods of color photography.
The transmitting and receiving apparatus, looked at but not understood by your
correspondent, except for the addition of
special color mechanisms, was the same as
that used in the demonstration two years

ago of monochromatic

television.

Three Sets of Electrical Eyes
The person or object whose image was
transmitted was rapidly scanned by a bright
beam of light while being observed by three
sets of electrical eyes, photoelectric cells,
each set changed to transmit current corresponding to the wave length of a primary
Twenty-four
color red, blue or green.
photoelectric cells were used. To get the
right tone of colored objects it was necessary to obtain cells which, like the panchromatic plate, would be sensitive throughout
Consequently a new
the visible spectrum.
kind of cell was developed which used
its active
potassium,
sodium in place of

—

this

is

words, a new
an image so
be safely ento be evolved
all

applicable

pictures.

difficult

nificance in this connection, although there

trust

1929

business conditions

general

in

the

United States are reported good and the

article.

By

13,

Business Conditions
Good, Bank Finds;
Credit Is Improved

Color Television Magic
Three

July

usual summer recession is coming later than
usual this year, according to an article appearing in a publication issued by The National City Bank of New York.
New high production records for a host
of major industries are indicated, and to
date the year of 1929 has apparently surpassed the corresponding period of any
previous year in the output of pigiron, steel,
aeroplanes, automobiles, boats, petroleum,
machine tools, electrical apparatus, acids,
silks, dairy products, confectionery and cigarettes.

Banking and credit conditions have improved in the past two months as a result
of less active security trading, combined
with importations of $6,000,000 in gold, all
of which served to ease the tone of the
money market.
The record breaking pace of the American industry and trade has been maintained
to the close of the first half of the year and
lends a confidence for the remaining months
of 1929. The recovery of agricultural prices
from the extreme low point indicate an increase in farm purchasing power, and conditions will not be so serious as was feared
a short time ago.

William Holman Named
Christie Vice President;
Other Officers Remain
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

9.— William S.
July
Holman, long associated with the Christie
interests in both motion pictures and real
has been elected a vice
of the Christie Film Company.
Holman is also secretary and treasurer of
Metropolitan Sound Studios, Inc., and is the
manager of the Christie Realty Corporation,
for which he has been in charge of operations for the past several years.
Other officers of Christie Film Company
remain the same, with Al Christie as president, Charles H. Christie, vice president and
general manager, E. D. Shanks, secretary,
and Fred L. Porter, treasurer.
estate

activities,

president

Need More Eyes?

We

said as much to the high priest who
saw us safely out of the cubbyhole where
we had peeped at the watermelon.
"It's a nice watermelon," we said, "but
it would look pretty messy on the screen."
"It might," he said.
"For enlargement
of the image you would have to have a

By

which he
seemed to mean that you would need more
eyes in an already congested space and
But,
that it would be quite a difficult job.
wider

frequency

band."

perhaps, we misconstrued him.

Quebec Boy Confesses
Setting Fire to House;
Given 4-Year

Jail

Term

(Special to the Herald-World)

QUEBEC

CITY, July 9.— Following two
theatre fires in Quebec City,
Quebec, Adlard Gingras, 20, a local young
man, was quickly sentenced in the Court of
Sessions to four years in the penitentiary
at Bordeaux. Accused pleaded guilty to the
charge of wilfully setting fire to the Imperial theatre during a performance when
400 patrons had to make a hurried exit but
He was also accused
without casualties.
of setting fire to the Princess theatre, which
was badly damaged. He gave no explanation for his deeds.
sensational

Ad-Vance Trailer Corp.
To Handle Sales for Ad

Mat

Service

Company

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW
Trailer

branches

YORK,

July

9.—The Ad-Vance

of New York, with
the principal cities and dis-

Corporation
in all

tributing offices in

New

York, Chicago and

Los Angeles, have taken over the sales
of the Ad Mat Service company.
The Ad Mat Service was started two
years ago by an exhibitor in Uniontown,
Pa., and is considered a worth while service which fills a long felt want to the exhibitor and with the national organization
of Ad-Vance Trailer it is predicted that a
greater number of exhibitors will be supplied.

Censors Bar British
Film in South Africa
(Special to the Herald-World)

LONDON,

July 9.— "The Burgomaster of
Stilemonde," British Film-craft version of
Maurice Maeterlinck's famous stage play
has, states a cable from South Africa, been
definitely banned by the State Censor, and
no exhibition can therefore be arranged
for

it.

July

I

13,
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Western Canada's Exhibitors
Eager to Wire Houses at Once
Western

Electric

Equipment

Installed

on

Majestic

S. S.

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

July

9.— Western

Electric sound equipment has been
installed on the S. S. Majestic of the
White Star line and will show "Show

Boat" and "Broadway Melody" on
their next trip which is scheduled for
July

10.

On Tuesday

night before sailing a
special performance will be given
before an invited audience of about
of
the
including executives
100,
White Star line, Universal, Western
Electric and representatives of the
motion picture press and New York
newspapers. Carl Laemmle will con-

good wishes to this new
the form of a 350
word talking picture. The showing
of "Broadway" will be followed by
tribute his

undertaking in

a buffet supper.

England
Can Remove Apparatus
For American Systems

Exhibitors in

Film Industry in a Very
Healthy Condition, Reports

British

Shotv
(Special to the Herald-World)

LONDON,

July 9.— Recently Mr. Justice
Clauson dismissed the case of British Talking

Pictures to restrain the Elite theatre

from removing their sound equipment and
substituting an American system.
In dismissing the case the judge stated:
does not matter twopence to anybody
where the apparatus stands. You are being paid for it. You are trying to get ad"It

vantage of a covenant you have not chosen
to put in the agreement in specified words
that they will not use any equipment but
yours,'' he said.
Mr. Justice Clauson also held that it was
not possible, on any fair construction of
the agreement, to imply a covenant binding the defendants not to use any rival
apparatus and that he was therefore unable
to grant an injunction restraining them

from doing

The

so.

of the directors and statements of accounts of British International

report

Pictures show that the British film industry has had a very satisfactory year with
the final dividend on the Ordinaries is seven
and a half per cent, making a total of
fifteen per cent for the year.

Producers' Association
Is

Planned

in

Norway

(Special to the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON,

9.— Efforts are
underway to form a Norwegian Producers'
Association, the Department of Commerce
learned. At a preliminary meeting held recently it was decided to hold another meetJuly

ing for the purpose of adopting rules for
permanent organization.

Exchanges Pledge Square Deal
To 75 at Winnipeg Convention
Going Forward, George Schutz of
Herald-World Tells Theatre Owners
By GEORGE SCHUTZ

Installations Rapidly

DETROIT LAKES, MINX. — Exhibitors

of Western Canada, believing that
sound, are eager to install sound equipment at the earliest possible date. They expressed themselves in convention
at Winnipeg last Friday, at a luncheon sponsored by the Radio Industries of
Canada and given at the Fort Gary hotel. About 75 individuals attended,
representing exhibiting, distributing and sound branches of the industry.
That all theatres cannot wait any longer than necessary to install equipment was the conviction of every speaker and of each person who expressed
himself in the open discussion that followed the addresses. Western Canada
is practically without sound except in the larger towns.
Most of the towns
are small and widely separated, but the exhibitors declared they are ready to
meet the problem thus presented and asked for cooperation of the equipment

motion pictures are henceforth to be

makers and

in

film distributors to this end.

"The proof of the demand for sound lies
in the box office," declared \V. Davis, manager of the Metropolitan.
"I hate to say this in front of the exchange manager's present, but the increase
in patronage at the Metropolitan since we
started sound has been astounding."
Metropolitan had been losing $50,000 a
year prior to sound. Though several policies had been tried, the house never showed
an annual net. Sound immediately turned it
into a great success, according to Davis.

Rapid Gain of Installations
Installation of sound equipment in the
United States is proceeding at rapid rate,
the convention was told by George Schutz,
Herald-World.
Three
the
companies alone, he said, have wired
around 3,000 houses, while about 25 other
makers of synchronous equipment who have
materially added to this number.
Warns Against Faulty Equipment
Cautioning against the installation of
equipment which might be incapable of acrepresenting

curate reproduction, he declared:
"It behooves every one in the industry to
resist any attempt to equip theatres in a
way that could only result in discrediting
sound pictures with the public."
The open discussion began when G.
Graham of the Classic theatre, Winnipeg,
in responding to an address by Ray Lewis,
editor of the Canadian Moving Picture Digest, stated he had $10,000 set aside for
installation of

equipment as soon as he can
at prices he feels he can

buy sound pictures
afford to pay.

Fair Contracts Promised
"I'm willing to gamble." he declared. "I
told one exchange manager that I would be
willing to play his product on a straight
percentage basis and take a chance along
with him. But if I cannot buy pictures so
I can make a profit, I am not going to put
in sound equipment."
This attitude, characteristic of the exhibitor voice in the discussion, was responded
to with the assurances of "fair and square"
contracts by several exchange managers,

among whom were

J. H. Huber, Fox; M.
Iseman, First National; C. Weiner, TiffanvStahl; and S. S. Taube, World-Wide. They
state they did not seek to close deals for
their product at prices exhibitors cannot

afford to pay.

Welcomed by
Sound

City

means

of reviving public inmotion picture entertainment, said
Ray Lewis, who told exhibitors they must
wire or be forced to close.
The exhibitors were welcomed by Alderman Leonard in behalf of the city. The

the

is

terest in

meeting was presided over by S. A. Chalu,
sales manager of Radio Industries of Canada, which already has begun supplying
equipment partly of domestic manufacture
and partly through arrangements with
Movie-Phone and Phototone in the United
States.

the exhibitors attending were W.
C. Graham, F. Kershaw, R. Kershaw, W. Davis, S. Morros, Mr. McCrae, I.
Potvin, D. Gait, all of Winnipeg; N. RothBaldwin Brothers,
stein, Assiniboia, Sask.
T. J. Ore, Souris, Man.; I. Triller, Transcona, Man.; A. E. Mellon, Portage la
Prairie, Man.; A. Malcolmson, Mr. Staples,
Carman, Man.; G. Fox, Weyburn, Sask.: Mr.
Szakocs, Kipling, Sask.; Mr. Gray, Vanguard, Sask.; D. Joyal, Tutival, Man.; C. V.
Lee, Keewatin, Ont., and Mr. and Mrs.
Digney, Carberry, Man.
Among others present were R. Wilson,
Educational; H. Swartz, Universal; H.

Among

J.

Popham,

;

RCA

RKO;

PhotoMr. Hill,
Decker,
phone, and L. Y. Kuttnauer, Photophone.

Northwestern Theatres

Named in Back Pay Suit
(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTLAND,

ORE., July 9.—The North-

western Theatres,
in

a suit

for

Inc.,

some

W

is

$2,000,

made defendant
filed

in

circuit

Milne, a musician.
court here by D.
The amount represents back wages due him
and 25 musicians who have assigned their
claims to him.
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Solving the Multi-Lingual Problem
Means Big Saving, Says Williams
Sees 30 to 40 Per Cent in

New Studio Project— Declares

Old Film Washerwomen' Are Handicapping

SOLUTION

of the

multi-lingual problem in the

a

build

his recently announced plan
studio with 20 stages, with

E. Bruce Johnson, his
says that leaders gave

associate,

Williams

"Rheumaticky
of talking pic-

tion.

The total playing time of each record averages 12 minutes. Each record will have an overture of from
7 to 9 minutes with about a 3 minute

come

from

"The

the

last

in

doom."
explains
Williams

their

his plan in detail

follows

as

J.

D. Willian

be to take
sets can be left
standing, have all the sets for production complete, and then make the English version of
the picture, with the Continental producers
present, with whom arrangements for cooperation are already being made.
"Then, when the English version is completed, the first of these producers will bring
over the native stars and cast of players popular in their own country, and make the talkie
version for that country. He in turn will be
followed by another Continental producer, and
so on. Thus talkies for France, Italy, Spain,
Sweden and other Continental nations will be
made. Meantime further stages will be occupied by successive first versions.
will

Sees 30 to 40 Per Cent Saving
"It requires no great intelligence to see that
this multi-lingual method is going to reduce
the cost of talking pictures by 30 to 40 per
cent.
The greatest amount of work and the
bulk of the cost attaches to the making of the
first, that is, the English version.
Of this cost

approximately 60 per cent goes for buying
the story, the remuneration of a master disupplying costumes,
building sets,
lector,
shooting long shots, atmospheric and crowd
shots and other material, all of which is later
available for use in Continental versions made
in the studio."
He declares sound has brought an end to
Hollywood-made films to other
applying
countries by changing subtitles.
"London," he says, "is the logical locale,
convenient to every capital in Europe. It is

All U.

S.

talkie

producers

Continental

"Further, in view of the fact that
of every ten pounds invested in the
in the United States is invested in
the biggest production companies in

nine out
industry

America

I

.

.

"Even with such a studio only approximately
18 talkies can be produced each year," he declares, "and this number is not enough to
meet the needs of even a single distributing
company or to keep it going. On the contrary,
there is need for several great studios."

Columbia Will Produce
Liberty Magazine Story,
"For the Love of Lil"
Herald-World)
(Special
NEW YORK, July 9.— Columbia anto

the

nounces that they have purchased the picture rights to "For the Love- of Lil," a
Liberty Magazine serial story. This story
gives promise of being one of Columbia's
outstanding hits of the coming year, and
is backed by the great number of readers
of Liberty, which is said to be 5,000,000.
Columbia has recently signed D. A.
Doran, formerly scenario editor for Pathe,
to an executive capacity in their story department. Doran has a long and successful
contact with the industry and has been
identified with exclusively with the scenario

department of such companies as Hodkinson, Cecil B. DeMille and P D C.
Rufus LeMaire is the latest Broadway
personality to desert the
for

Columbia's

legitimate

West Coast

These rec-

theatres,

predict, come to London to produce in
."
addition to producing in Hollywood.

will,

:

"The method of procedure
two or three stages, so that

•

under which

at the end.

Columbia Phonograph Company by
their special process which insures
clear reproduction and quiet surface.
Subjects now ready for release include Peer Cynt Suite, 1812 Overture, Dance of the Hours, The Flatterer,
Merry Wives of Windsor,
Casse Moisette Suite, Poet and Peasant and Hungarian Rhapsodie.
The officers of Musical Discs are:
J. J. Lyons, president ; Bernard L.
Foyer, vice president and Herman J.
Weinberg, secretary and treasurer.

Predicts Amercans' Cooperation

the talk-

word

difficulty

march

ords are of high quality, pressed by

it is

countries labor is that of
prohibitive cost.
But, given the resources of
a great London studio, and that at a merely
fractional cost for story, sets, technicians, etc.,
then the difficulty disappears.
in

that the British film
industry was forever
ies

exit

the home of the greatest
desirous of seeing their stories

and directors;

such

woeful wails that one
would think, if one
were to listen to them,

undone and

of the stage, thus affording the

diction.

rheumaticky old film

washerwomen

home

neccessary cooperation of stage producers
authors, all
filmed into as many languages as possible.
Consider, too, the important factor of the
finest cultivated voices and the purer English

him every encouragement, but "there

have

the

On

33 1/3 R.P.M.

NEW

been handicapped by destructive thought.
to

Musical Discs Marches

1929

YORK, July 9.—Musical
Discs announces that it is ready to
supply overtures of the finest classical music and marches for theatre
uses.
These are recorded on 16-inch
records at 33 1/3 revolutions a minute and can be used with the synchronized disc method of reproduc-

tures will spell prosperity and pictures at an enormously reduced cost,
J. D. "Jaydee" Williams declares in an article in Kinematograph Weekly,
British trade publication, in which he charges that the British film industry has

T? OLLOWING

13,

16-in. Discs,

British Industry

making

July

forces.

stage

Nathanson Address to
F. P. Canadian Meeting
Radioed From Germany
(Special to the Herald-World)

July 9. Two hundred theatre
managers, distributors and others attending
the Eastern convention of Famous Players
Canadian Corp., Limited, heard the voice
of N. L. Nathanson, managing director of
the company, from 4,000 miles away at the
final day's
session of the conference at
Niagara Falls, Ontario. Nathanson actually
addressed the convention from Carlsbad,

Germany, where he

Film Representatives
Leave French Cinema Syndicate

(To Exhibitors Herald-lVorld by Special Cable)
All representatives of the leading American motion picture companies have
resigned from the French Cinema Syndicate, according to a cable report received. The resignations were caused by the fact that the French government has
never answered a note from the United States government, dated March 30, protesting the regulations which would force America to take an increased number
of French films in exchange for American products.
This quota was established some time ago under protest of the French exhibitors,
who claim that the French producers could not produce the number of film necessary to meet their demands and should the supply of American films be retarded,
many would have to close their doors. The French seem determined to carry out
.their quota plans and American film men are pessimistic over the situation.

is

enjoying a

rest,

his

voice being transmitted by wireless ocean
telephone to the Canadian convention city.
An amplification in the convention hall of
the Clifton House, Niagara Falls, enabled
every person to hear the message of good
will and inspiration from the Famous Players Canadian chief. It was a surprise stunt
that aroused no end of enthusiasm.
The Famous Players theatre managers
were formally invited to hold their 1930
convention in Ottawa, the Canadian Capithe invitation being extended by J. M.
Franklin, general representative of
interests in Canada and also a director of
the Ottawa Businessmen's Association. The
convention closed with a big banquet and
cabaret,
arranged by John Arthur of
Toronto, on the evening of July 5.
tal,

RKO

Le-

Maire, equally noted as a producer and as
a discoverer of stars, will be identified with
the company's production department in an
executive capacity.

—

OTTAWA,

Seattle

Band Returns

After Fight Is Staged
(Special to the Herald-World)

SEATTLE, July 9.— Business at the
Seattle Publix house has not been so forte
since the elimination of the stageshows,
and in consequence manager Bob Blair gave
the stagehand the usual two weeks notice.
Henri Peletier, president of the Seattle
Musicians' local heard of the action and
immediately started battle, and at last accounts the band stays.

Theatre

Workman Killed

(Special to the Herald-World)

MERRICKVILLE, ONT.,

July 9.— While
removing the debris of the
Empress theatre which had been destroyed
by fire, a workman fell from a wall and was

engaged

in

instantly killed.
J. E. Gravelle of Kempthad been the proprietor of the theatre.

ville
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Production Reaches New High
Despite 'Equity Shop' Demand
Movement Harmful

Press Attacks

to Actors
Only, Declares Cecil DeMille

Equity Leader
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July 9.—Numer-

West Coast publications and
daily papers have
centered their
chief editorial attack regarding the
Equity project against the leader of
the organization.
President Frank
Cillmore comes in for the main indictments, made by leading actors
unsympathetic with the movement.
ous

Total of 45 Pictures in Production, as Against 44 Normal
Figure 20 Start in Last 10 Days

—
By

LOS AXGELES.

DOUGLAS HODGES

9.— Produ cers

are casting and making all the picand Equity's effort to harass the industry has developed only into a movement which is harmful to actors, producers declared

want

tures they

July

to produce

today.

Dustin Farnum Dies
After Long Illness;
Went on Stage in 1897
Pictorial

[Picture in

NEW

YORK,

Section]

July 9.— Dustin Farnum,
and brother of William,

55, noted actor,
also an actor, died
hospital on July 3.

Post-Graduate
been ill for
some time with kidney disease. Mrs. Farnum, formerly Winifred Kingston, and Wil-

liam Farnum
Dustin died.

were

at

the

He had

at

the

bedside

when

Farnum's first performance on the stage
was in 1897 in Ethel Tucker's Repertoire
Company. He also was in "The Virginian"
and "The Squaw Man."

Motion Picture Producers Association,
no pinch in their production plans.
His statement is substantiated by the Herald-World production survey this
week which shows 45 pictures in actual production against the normal of 44
for this time of year. Twenty have gone into work in the past ten days.
Equity members, said De Mille, are the
hours to the biggest ones in the business.
ones who are suffering from the Equity
I talked to Mr. Mayer and Mr. De Mille
ban, and not the producers.
The latter and Mr. Sheehan. And I stand here fear-

Audien Cut

in

Half

After First Run, as Many
Houses Silent: Pinanski
Says Public Will Determine Future
of Producers and Life of
Theatre
{Special to the Herald-World)

BOSTON,

July

9.

to us that

commenting on
the American pic-

the present situation of
ture industry, Samuel Pinanski, president
of the New England Theatres Operating
company, stated that the life of the talking
pictures, after first run, has been cut 50
per cent. This is due to the fact that there
are a great many second run theatres unwired and many which cannot afford to
wire with the present cost of sound equipment and the high rentals being charged
for pictures.

"The industry on the whole must recognize the importance of a legitimate profit
for the exhibitor," he said, "and therefore
the method of estimating returns to the
manufacturer from his product must be
based upon the actual value to the exhibitor through the box office.
The public is
the barometer of our business and will determine the future of the producers and
the life of the theatres.
Despite all the
ballyhooing and exploitation, if a picture
is not accepted through paid
admissions
the exhibitor should not be compelled to
carry the burden of high rentals or percentages which merely comply with the
theoretical value as set up in advance by
forecasting

men

of the distributing

compa-

if

said.

"It

any sympathy

would seem

is

to be

exare

tended it should be to those actors who
harassed and distressed by the unreasonable demands of the Equity association and
whose livelihood is interfered with by the

We

exactions of that association.
sympathize with these actors. Our disposition
as producers is to use those who cast their
lot with us to the utmost limits of possibility."

begin a

will

said he expects

no

new

Meantime he

roles.

picture

soon and

difficulty in casting the
is

planning a

short

vacation.

Gillmore Seeks $60 Workers

Equity
wholesale

is

soliciting

new

members

in

under the directing hand of
Frank Gillmore. People who are earning
as little as $60 a month in studios have
been asked to join up or take the consequences.

— In

Mille, president of the

need no sympathy, he

He

Life of

De

Cecil B.

said that producers feel

lots

Gillmore claims a membership of

now and says the membership
has grown by 500 in the past month.
Charles Chaplin is in sympathy with
GillEquity, Gillmore stated this week.
more based his statement upon a statement
2,000 actors

made by

the publicity department of Chaplin Studios, he said.
The use of the word "dignity" with regard to actors threatened to bring two of
Equity's staunchest advocates to blows at
a meeting of the association this week at
Factional
the Hollywood Woman's Club.
feeling became strongly evident for the first
time.

Clarke Silvernail, selfstyled "stormy petarose to assail his enemies within the

rel,"

organization.

His remarks, aimed

at

Bushman, brought

the actor dramatically to the stage. "Don't
try to get a laugh at my expense," Bushman cried. "I talked too. But I am not
like some of the others here. I didn't stand
here and say things and then not do things.
I have talked three
I went to producers.

you I am not a catspaw for the
producers and I am not a groveling beggar
I'm for Equity so long as it's
for Equity.
right.
We might be wrong sometimes. I
want victory. But I want it with honor."
Gillmore arose, but Gloria Grey, who a
few minutes earlier had been suspended
from Equity, came down the aisle and asked
for an opportunity to speak. Gillmore told
her to "see me tomorrow in my office."
She insisted, but in vain.
Miss Grey then began to tell Herald- World
representatives that she never knew until a
less to tell

that she was a member of Equity.
She said she had been on the stage only
once, for one week in New York, during
which time it appears she "must have
She was intersigned" an Equity form.
rupted by one of Gillmore's men and
warned to hold her tongue, despite the fact
that she had already been suspended.
More Actors Are Suspended
Rumblings of discord have been heard

week ago

for the past ten days, with Gillmore

named

One
in correspondence, which he quoted.
letter was anonymous and said in part, "the
consensus of opinion shows that it is about
time for President Gillmore to show his
guts."

He announced suspensions of the following actors in addition to Miss Grey:
Hedda Hopper, Cosmo Kyrrle Bellew,
Wheeler Oakman, Andre Beranger, Jules
Cowles, Helen Millard, Mary Forbes, William Orlamond and Holmes Herbert.
James Kirkwood said Gillmore had been
accused by producers of "making fools of
He
the actors" because he is ambitious.
also said Gillmore had been accused by
others of having established "one man rule"
the organization.
check for $10,000 was received from
Other
the New York council of Equity.
checks have been contributed amounting to
$4,892, according to Chester Conklin.
in

A

San Francisco Stench Bombers
Get 30 Days and Outrages Cease

nies.

"Wide and
on a

early distribution of product

and equitable basis and for a
legitimate profit, to both the exhibitor and
producer will be the only medium through
which the pulse of the public may be
within the reach of the manufacturer," he
said.

fair

(Special to the Herald-World)
July 9. Having pleaded guilty to charges of malicious mischief, after having been arrested early in June for placing odor bombs in the
Alhambra theatre, James Fiorita and John Miles were yesterday sentenced by
Police Judge Joseph M. Golden to serve thirty days each in the county jail. The
cases of several other stench bomb throwers are pending, and in the meantime the
outrages have ceased.

SAN FRANCISCO,

—
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Columbia Conventioners

Columbia Goes into Action

Hear Plans Outlined
26

in "Prosperity

for

Group"

Forty Managers Are Told of $5,000,-

000 Audien Program

In-

cluding 10 Specials
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

9.—Forty
July
managers of Columbia Pictures arrived here Sunday
on the Union Pacific to begin a four
day convention.
Harry Cohn, production chief, was at the station to
meet the delegation, which was
headed by Jack Cohn, treasurer. A
great host of newspaper reporters
and photographers was present.
The reception was featured by a
sound truck with apparatus which recorded and photographed the arrival
in detail. A band of 20 pieces led the
branch and

men

district

to a long

line

of

automobiles

which took the delegation directly to
the Roosevelt hotel.
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Above: The Columbia

Jack Cohn

arrive in
Hollywood for their
convention. Part of the

treasurer of Columbia,
goes over the program
for next season with

group

Joe Goldberg, general
sales manager.

sales

forces

to right)

included (left
Harry Weiner.

(right),

Jack Bellman, Nat
Cohn, Rube Jackter,
Jack Cohn, treasurer;
Irving Wormser, Joe
Goldberg, general sajes
manager; Joseph McConville, Lou Weinberg, Hal Hodes, director

of

advertising

July

9—Twenty-six

all-

talking features will be offered by Columbia next season in "The Prosperity Group"
tinder
the $5,000,000 program just announced. Ten will be specials, and the remaining 16 will be starring vehicles.

"In naming our

new program 'The Pros-

perity Group,' we have been governed by
box office reports," said Jack Cohn, treasurer. "Each year we have consistently improved our product and in several instances
have been in the vanguard of progress. The
past year saw Columbia productions play
over the Fox, Keith, Stanley, F & R, Publix, Loew, West Coast and other of the
country's most important circuits. In many
instances Columbia's 1928-1929 productions
were presented in theatres where independent products had never been played before.

and publicity, and
Louis Astor. These arc
all
from the home

Financial Outlay

Grows

"Columbia's motto is quality rather than
quantity the production of pictures which
will receive public support and endorsement. We have limited ourselves to 26 high
of
quality all-talking photodramas, ten
which will be specials. The remaining 16
will have the texture and atmosphere of
the average de luxe productions.

—

office in the East.

Below: When the Columbia go-getters
off in Chicago
on the Fourth of July
on their way to the

stopped

convention in Hollywood, they gave the
photographer a mo-

ment on

the roof of
the Stevens hotel. Part
of their program this
week at the sales conference calls for visits
to the studios to see
pictures in the making.

"Our ample finances will enable us to
spend more money than ever before. We
are spending as much on the purchase and
development of our story material this year
as we formerly expended upon an entire
production."

"Ladies of the Evening," from the Belasco stage hit by Milton Herbert Gropper,
Gropper's legiwill be one of the specials.
timate successes include "We Americans,"

"New

Toys"

and

"Through

Different

Eyes."

Another special will be "The Melody
Man," from the combined pens of Herbert
Fields, Lorenz Hart and Richard Rodgers.
They were the co-authors of "The Garrick
Gaieties," "Helen of Troy," "Present Arms"
and "The Girl Friend."
Air Epic Planned
Another vehicle already announced is
"Flight," spectacular air epic which brings
together for the first time since "Submarine," the trio responsible for its success

Frank R. Capra, Ralph Graves and Jack
This all-talking air picture has the
cooperation of the U. S. Marine Corps in
production.
"Cradle of Jazz" is the temporary title
of another of Columbia's special producWritten
tions of roadshow proportions.
especially for Belle Baker, international
vaudeville headliner, this is a mother story
set against a background of backstage life.
Sally O'Neil and Molly O'Day, sisters in
Holt.

real

life,

will play similar parts
(Continued on page 36)
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New Key

Center
As Herald-World Readers Meet

Current Audio Review
Presents Mock Version
Of "After Dark" Drama
Robert Kane Supplies Offstage Applesauce to Audien from Three
Acts of the Play

Jaysee and John Piller Lead
Vanguard to Convention Spot
Rain Turns

to

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

July 9.— The current Pathe
Audio Review, previewed for this paper at
the Pathe projection room on Forty-fifth
street, transports you to the mock heroics
in Hoboken produced by Mr. Christopher
Morley and his associates.
With humorous foreword and titling by
Terry Ramsaye, it takes you inside the little old theatre on the other side of the
river where for eight months the Manhattan intelligentsia and the myriads that follow in its wake have been laughing, catcalling and cheering at the expense of that
extraordinary melodrama, "After Dark, or
Neither Maid, Wife nor Widow."
Both those who had seen the actual performance and those who had not attended
were present at the showing; and it was
hard to state which group found the screen
version more amusing.
Excerpts were
taken from the highlights of each of the
three acts of the play with Robert Kane
and his cronies from Sound Studios, Inc.,

supplying applesauce offstage.
.And one of those delightful touches so
reminiscent of the mauve decade was supplied by Josiah Zuro, who injected the
trilling of a whole flock of canaries
the musical background.

into

The drama that our forefathers thought
so daring years ago, today is spreading the
name of Hoboken to all parts of the country and "After Dark" on the screen comes
to audiences already prepared to chuckle.
Prepared or not, they will. It's the most
amusing thing of its kind we've seen. The
only trouble is that there is not enough
of it.

12 Audiens, 8 Silent
Productions on UFA
1929-30 Schedule
(Special to the Herald-World)

—

BERLIN, July 9. Twelve Ufatone films
and 8 silent films are on the
production schedule for 1929-30, according to an

UFA

announcement recently made. The Ufatone
include

three pictures of the Erich
Productions, three of the Joe May
and two of the Bloch-Rabinowitsch productions which have already been completed are "Fleeing from Love," "The Girl
from Valencia" and "Good Bye, Mascotte"
and those in the course of production are
films

Pommer

"The Equator Tramp," "High Treason"
and "The Felon from Stambul."
Two Ufatone super productions have been
started, a Bloch-Rabinowitsch production
entitled "The White Devil," and "Melody
of Life" an Erich Pommer production. Additional Ufatones in preparation are "The
Chauffeur Prince," "The Night of Compassion," "The Man in the Thunderstorm,"

"Six Chaste Josephs Play Jazz," "Slaves
of Passion" and "A Student During Blos-

som time." Those under tentative
are "Neglected Women," "The Witch
and "Olga, the Film Girl."

DETROIT LAKES, MINN.,

July 9.— News from New York today that
had been started to solve the film rental difficulties, brought
to the independent exhibitor by the advent of sound, was welcomed by exhibitors convening here for the Herald- World Readers' Convention.
Regardless of sentiment held by any individual in favor of either the Allied
States Association or the
P T O A. any such differences of opinion were
buried in the consensus that whoever originated the New York conference it
deserved commendation if it achieved the avowed purpose of finding relief
definite action

M

for the

independent exhibitor.

That subject, projected only because of
the newness of the action taken in New
York, where exhibitors and distributors
represented by sales managers, agreed to
name subcommittees to work out a plan fair
to all, was the only bit of "shop talk" that
intruded upon this scene today, however.
Those in the vanguard of the Readers' Convention were too busy getting settled for
their week's stay, after they had made their
due salaams to the Powers that fashioned
this beauty spot and to Andy Anderson,

Wisconsin has a he-sized job to boast any-

and who knows the business just
as well now, despite all the new things
that have ridden in on light and sound
theatre,

of the steering committee.
(There was a steering committee for each
boat after the folks found their sealegs.)

waves.

whoever fixed up this
liberal sprinkling of lakes.

country with its
(We won't say
anything here about the sprinkling we got
when we arrived, because the sun staged
a Dempseyesque comeback in time to join
the city and its people in giving us all a
right royal welcome.)
If there was anything missing for our
welfare, Andy Anderson had checked up
and supplied it, and had done such a good
job that we couldn't tell where Providence
of

off

and Andy started

in,

unless

—or

was

J.

P.

took up golf!

— For

M. Franklin Participates
In Two F P C Conventions
(Special to the Herald-World)
OTTAWA, July 9. — An interesting

Andy

feature of the annual Eastern convention of
theatre
managers of Famous Players
Canadian Corp., at Niagara Falls, Ontario,
and Buffalo, N. Y., on July 3-5 was the
presence in an official capacity for the first
time of J. M. Franklin of Ottawa, general
interests.
representative in Canada of R
Famous Players now hold a half interest
in the new company, Radio-Keith-Orpheum
of Canada, Limited, which is organizing a
Canadian chain of theatres.

We

is

then

J.

installed a brand new barometer in the city
hall that turned the showers into sunshine.
might be forgiven for revealing a
bit of personal history to the effect that

our native habitat
And of course you

And

the tournament Thursday.
Jaysee splashed into camp Sunday night
from the peregrinations in North Dakota
and the Herald- World cabin straightway became headquarters for the conventioners.
The little badges with which we are
adorned are becoming more and more numerous.
As the company grows larger, we
note the flashing fins as the bass retreat,
with proper valor, to deep water. And at
last accounts, Old Man Par was hiding in
fear beneath a divot.

Sun Stages Comeback
Coming over to Detroit Lakes from Winnipeg, where we attended a convention of
Western Canadian exhibitors who know
what's what and also know what to do
about it, we were struck with the generosity

left

more

beautiful than this spot.
Jaysee and Piller First
Would you guess who was the first exhibitor to plump down upon the scene of
the convention? Well, the answer is John
Piller, that venerable showman from Valley
City, N. D., who knew the film business
'way back when the nearby funeral parlor
provided the chairs for the converted-store-

thing

chef-de-gare

— Wisconsin.

KO

all know that gentleman
from Wisconsin yields nothing to the gentleman from Minnesota on the relative
scenic lures of those two neighboring
states.
Nevertheless, we will concede that

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD
407 South Dearborn
Chicago, 111.
I

am

St.

a subscriber to the

HERALD-WORLD.

I

would

like to advertise

motion pictures

and identify myself with the industry.
Please send, postpaid, without charge the
license plate.

Name
Theatre
City

titles

Song"

Minnesota Sunshine and Fish Hie Themselves to Deep Waters
By GEORGE SCHUTZ

State
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Sound Picture Costs
Discussed at Meeting
ofSpokane Exhibitors

MOTION PICTURE FINANCE
Loew and

Active Buying in
By

NEW

YORK,

(Special to the Herald-World)

SPOKANE,

July 9.— One hundred motion
picture exhibitors and operators convened
July 2 at the Davenport hotel and discussed
the cost of sound pictures and the coming
season's products.

RKO

Exhibitors from Montana, Idaho and

LAURENCE STERN

—

July 8. Financial interest in the motion picture stocks has
largely concentrated itself in special movements in Loew's, Inc., and
Radio-Keith-Orpheum during the last week. Fox Film and Warner
Brothers issues, however, have been well taken at virtually unchanged prices,
while Paramount has sagged moderately on further disappointed selling based
on the recent failure of its merger negotiations.

A

LTHOUGH

increase in market activity
14,500
Radio and Radio-Keith-Orpheum is perhaps significant.
35.400 in
The recent dealings
both stocks, and particularly in 11.300
RadioKeith-Orpheum, have reached enormous
proportions.
Radio-Keith-Orpheum has
doubled its low price of the year and is
again within striking distance of its former

unquestionably indiaccumulation.
It very
likely represents an organized movement of
the pool variety, but such movements
usually rest upon something more stable
than speculative fancy.
It has been obvious, ever since the aggressive and financially powerful Radio
management took over Keith-Orphuem,
scale

that the Radio interests were determined
1,900
to expand in the amusement field15,200
on a
gigantic scale.
They are not in the habit
of conceding first place to anyone.
Thus far, little is publicly known of
Radio-Keith-Orpheum's detailed expansion
plans, partly because time necessarily is
required for whipping the program into
shape and partly because Radio is1,300
still
groping along technical lines toward whatever future form of entertainment, audible
and visual, radio, telephony, television and
motion pictures may provide.
rate,

definite

progress

July

9.—With

Syndicate) was published in recent issues
of the trade press.
The company will release 18 feature films, of which 13 are
domestically produced (6 produced by the
company itself), and 5, of French origin,
as follows:
German productions: 3 Harry Piel pictures (directed
by and starring Harry Piel); 3 Harry Liedtke
pictures (D. L. S. product); 3 Pat and Patachon

Ottawa

all

theatres gone "talkie," there are rumbles in
the local labor world and a demand has
been made for the installation of two stage
hands in each of the wired houses. The
situation reached an interesting stage when
W. P. Covert, third International VicePresident of the I. A. T. S. E., visited
Ottawa for the purpose of discussing details with the managers.
No action has
been taken with regard to the theatre
musicians.
Only one theatre in Ottawa
now has an orchestra and this is a stage
band which plays an overture each night at
the Regent theatre, their appearance being
limited to 15 minutes.

performance

At any

(Special to the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON, July 9.—The release
program of the D L S (German Exhibitors

(Special to the Herald-World)

OTTAWA,

"high."

made and

Releasing 18 Pictures

Ottawa Wired Houses

In

The sudden

large

German D L S Company

Demand Two Stage Hands

of

This

up.
All the delegates, with their families, were
invited by Ray Grombacher, independent
chain owner, to a special midnight preview
of Paramount's "The New Show World,"
which was prepared by Neal East, Paramount representative.

list.

ment.

cates

were taken

likely to hear much more of Radio-KeithOrpheum as a companion issue to Paramount, Fox and Warner in the amusement

Loew's earnings are showing a pronounced increase, the steady
accumulation of this stock is credited to
Fox interests, which already have working
control of the company.
The movement
is taken to forecast that Fox will take a
more aggressive part in the Loew manage-

Stuart
Webbs films (detective stories,
product)
1
Lothar Starck film (with
Richter).
French productions: 5 Franco-Film products, one
of which will be the super-film, "Tarakanowa, the
False Daughter of the Tzars.'*
films;

D. L.
Claire

3
S.

The program
hibitors

and the public

in

Germany.

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

July 9.— A Canadian comhas been granted by the

YORK,

July

9.—Tiffany-Stahl an-

nounce that they will distribute the first
sound pictures of the Strangler Lewis and
Gus Sonnenberg championship wrestling

pany charter
Dominion Government

to Visugraphic Pictures (Canada), Limited, with headquarters
in Toronto, the parent company being in
New York City, and the company is extending its operations into Canada. The officers
include: Edward F. Stevenson, president,

pictures.

This match will be held tonight in Boston and will be recorded with all the noises
of the falls and holds. Oscar Hanson, general sales manager of Tiffany-Stahl, has already booked this novel sport picture into
many of the leading theatres of the United
States and in several foreign countries.

Perry Arnold, Frederick F. Stevenson and
John Gardiner of New York, and Charles
Bishop of Ottawa.
Gardiner is a former
resident of Montreal and Ottawa.

being
is 1,200

also includes the D L S
very popular with the ex-

to Handle Sound Film
Of Lewis Wrestling Bout

(Special to the Herald-World)

the near future probably will
be accelerated in the direction of theatre
8,900
acquisitions.
From now on, the public
is

is

TS

Opens Canadian Branch

in

;

Rommer, Parul

weekly, which

Visugraphic Pictures
TORONTO,

all

parts of Washington attended, and James
Hone, secretary and treasurer of the Allied
Amusement Company, was presiding officer.
Matters concerning the small theatre
operator and those exhibiting silent films

4,200

SECURITIES PRICE RANGE
1,000

Week Ending
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Sales

American Seating
Brunswick-Balke-Collender
Consolidated Film, pfd

Eastman Kodak
Do. pfd

Fox Film "A"
Keith Albee Orpheum
Do. pfd
Loew's. Inc
Do. pfd. ww
Do. no w

Metro-Gcldwyn-Mayer, pfd
Motion Picture Capital

1.300
381,000

90

126%

300

Do. pfd.

61%
500
600
300

Low
32%
39%
25%
180%
125%
85%
34%
111%

93
90

58
93
90

25%

24%

55
66

48

64%

Close

32%
40%
25%
205%
125%

86%
37%
120

25%
53%
64%

19%
84%

20%
87%

52
78

52

35%

38

346,000

cvt.

p

90
160
pri.

CHK

1,400
24.700
78,500

800

MARKET
50
400

48
40
84

61
53

58%
51%

58%
51%

21%

21%

21%

21

20

20

4%

3%

33%
22%

31%
21%

300

2%

16,600
10,600

22%

Loew's,

war

78%
'niversal

Pictures

83%
115%

Meh...

Inrp.

40
40

115%
118%

115%
121%

Fox Theatres "A"

Film

40

39%
83%

119

CURB
5,400
2,500
2,500

9%

20%

53%
79%
40%

Marks Brothers,
Morgan Litho

93
90

9%

92*4

Stanley Company
Universal Pic 1st pfd
Victor Talking Machine,
Warner Brothers
Do. new
Do. pfd

59%

9%
327,000

"B"

Radio Keith Orpheum

88%
37%
120

Paramount
Pathe Exchange
Do. "A"
Radio Corporation
Do. pfd. "A"

3 000

High

33%
41%
25%
205%

5 700

July 6

700
5.300
10,700
3.300
200

30
5

22%
20%
13%
21

2%
22
26

4%
21%
19%
11%
20%

4

31%
21%

2%
22%
26%
5

21%
20%
11%
21

July

13,
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w
Film News
in Pictures

PICTORIAL SECTION

Dustin Farnum, the elder of the two brothers
whose careers on the stage and screen gained

Gladys Brockwell, screen star who died last
week following an automobile accident.
Miss Brockwell had a colorful stage and
screen history and recently scored outstanding success in "The Home Towners."

Lorayne

who

is

Duval. Universal player,
Reginald Denny's lead-

ing lady

George

Arliss, distinguished star of the legitimate theatre,

who

completed his first Vitaphone, all-talking picture, "The
Green Goddess," for Warner Brothers. He will soon start work
on a talking version of "Disraeli," the picture in which he porhas

trays his greatest dramatic screen role.
picture several years ago for

Arliss

Stories Told
by the Camera

made

Paramount.

this

same

in.

the applause of millions, died July
Post Graduate hospital. New York.
55 vears old.

3. at

the

He

was

"His Lucky Day."

MGM

Marion Davies and William Haines.
Major, the noted caricaturist. Haines
his latest pictire,

stars are

posing for

shown as he appears in
"The Gob," and Marion will soon be seen and
is

heard in "Marianne." In this picture she will sing, dance and wise
The piccrack with Mack Swain, who is also seen in the picture.
ture is being directed by Robert Z. Leonard.
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July

13,

1929

aid of his owner, Lee Duncan, Rin
Tin Tin rehearses his lines for the first of the three
Vitaphone pictures in which he will star next season,

Left

for Warner Brothers.
Notice the microphone,
camera booth and studio lighting equipment and
the canine star seems to be enjoying himself.

Roland Young and Natalie Moorhead as brother
and sister in
G M's "The Green Ghost." In
casting this picture it was necessary that these two
characters have considerable resemblance and by
looking closely you will discover what the casting

M

director did, a resemblance in their eyes.

The

general belief was that film folks never rest but now that vacations are in
find director Lloyd Bacon and his wife starting for a cruise in their
yacht.
Bacon has just finished Al Jolson's latest Warner Brothers picture,

vogue we

new

"Say

It

With Songs."

•mm

f

is Alberta Vaughn as the leader of a girls jazz orchestra in "Record Breakone of a series of twelve two reel all-talking productions which she is
making for Larry Darmour and R K O release. Yes, sir this is a real band and
they can produce a feeling of movement in anyone's feet and the male support,
as seen, is not needed in the least.

Here
ers,"

—

.

t

The "mike" becomes a part of a Hollywood welcome at the Santa Fe station. Here is Harry Tierney, song writer, recently signed by Radio Pictures,
being met by William Le Baron, vice president in
studios.
charge of production at the R K

O

July

13,

1929
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An

interesting study of studio technology showing Alan Crosland taking a camera shot of Marian Niron, who is appearing with John Barry-

more

in

"General Crack."

makes

In this Warners' production Barrymore
his audien debut.

Right:
Sally O'Neil as
she appears in "On With
Irving Willat, on the left, and cameraman Sol
Polito are getting ready to film an important scene for "The
Isle of Lost Ships," a First National-Vitaphone production.
The man under the tripod is steadying a counterbalance so
that extreme accuracy is obtained.

Director

the Show," a Warner
audien
now
Brothers'
running at the Winter

Garden
the

in N. Y. and
Warner's theatre,
Hollywood.

Harry Langdon, Thelma Todd and Amoskeg Engine, Number One, the first fire engine
owned by the city of Los Angeles. This trio of notables is appearing in the first
Langdon audien under the name of "Red Hot," which will be released under the Hal
Roach banner. In this picture three retired fire horses will again pull old number one
with the spirit and vim of the former days.

MGM

player who is now in
Africa with the "Trader Horn" company, in
her rainy day outfit which she has needed,
Harry Carey has the title role in this film
and W. S. VanDyke is the director.

Edwina Booth,
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July

26 All-Dialog Pictures and 24 Color
Symphonies from Tiffany-Stahl
Oscar Hanson Announces $10,000 Prize for Winning Sales Group on Next
Season Product—
Companies Represented
Detroit
British

s

July

9.

— Twenty-six

particular
sales forces

interest

to

the

gathered

was the announcement by

Oscar Hanson, general

sales

manager, that

a prize of $10,000 will be awarded to the
group which leads in sales during the coming sales season.
British

Companies Represented

Others who addressed the sales staff included Grant L. Cook, vice president; L.
A. Young, president; Edward Halperin of
Halperin Productions, now a producing unit
of Tiffany-Stahl, Arthur Lee, United States
representative

of

Gaumont

and Gainsborough Pictures,

Pictures,

Ltd.,

of

Eng-

Ltd.,

land, A. L. Selig, director of publicity

and

advertising; Rudolph Flothow, supervisor
of sound productions, and Abe Meyers.

Hanson

stated that reports received dur-

ing the convention from his branch managers indicate that Tiffany-Stahl productions have been highly praised by exhibitors
all over the country, and that the outlook
for the coming year is bound to be reflected
in larger sales volume.
In his address, Young felicitated the men
on their very showing this past year, told
them that he had all the confidence in the
world in their ability, that he was pleased
with the caliber of men selected by Hanson to manage the various exchanges, and
that he was sure that the coming year
would make history for the Tiffany-Stahl

company.

NEW FILMS
Phyllis

Symincluding "Journey's End"

all-dialog productions, 24 Color

Stahl Pledges Best Year

wrist watch and band in appreciation for the
splendid way in which he handled the sales
organization in the past year.
On the last day of the convention, which
was held from June 27 to 30, Cook reiterated his previous statements that in so
far as Tiffany-Stahl was concerned, politics
was taboo; that each man was there on
his individual merit, and he was sure the
coming year would see Tiffany-Stahl having
its rightful place as one of the foremost
producing and distributing organizations.

Patrons Leave Quietly
When Fire Breaks Out
(Special to the Herald-World)

9—

SOUTH BEND,

More than 100
July
out of the Blackstone
theatre when fire broke out in the basement.
The fire originated in some discarded material and is believed to have been caused
by children playing with matches. When
the management was told of the fire, an
alarm was telephoned and an employe of
the theatre walked out upon the stage, announced the situation and told the audience
He explained that
there was no danger.
under the circumstances it would be necessary to suspend the performance and asked
the patrons to leave without disorder.
Laughing and joking the audience sauntered out. The fire was extinguished with
patrons

slight

filed quietly

to the sales staff
that everything possible will be done in
Hollywood under his personal supervision
to give them the very finest of pictures to
sell, made by the best directors in the busi-

damage.

ness and portrayed by the foremost screen
and stage stars.
Telegrams were read from Mae Murray,
Claire Windsor, Eve Southern, Sally O'Neil,
Carrillo and John M. Stahl, who regretted his inability to be present and
promised that the pictures contemplated
for the coming year will make history.
Cablegrams also were read from E. C. and
R. C. Bromhead, Michael Balcon and W. J.

Leo

Gell.

Salesmen Honor Hanson

On Friday night, all the members of the
convention were the guests of Young at
his palatial home in Detroit, where dinner
was served, after which the men were taken
to the sports house where swimming, bowling and billiards had sway.
Hanson was presented with a platinum

STRAND— "The
ner Bros.,

to

MONTREAL,

talking musical

Bretherton.
"Appassionata,"
novel by Fannie Hurst.

CAMEO —

comedy with Betty
directed by Howard

From

Franco-Film.

the

PARAMOUNT — "Charming

Sinner," Paramount, all
talking, with Ruth Chatterton, William Powell and
Clive Brook.
LITTLE CARNEGIE— "The Triumph of the Scarlet
Pimpernel," British and Dominion Film Corporation, from the novel by the Baroness D'Orczy.

FILM GUILD CINEMA— "The Red

Olympiad," Sovkino picture of Russian Olympic games.
"The Carnival Crime,"

THEATRE—

55TH STREET
U F A.

HELD OVER AND REVIVED
ASTOR— "The

Broadway Melody,"

APOLLO— "Bulldog
opened February

RIALTO — "The
talker,

opened

Drummond," United

23.

May

22.

opened June

17.

all

talker,

Artists,

all

2.

Paramount,

Cocoanuts,"

May

M G M,

1.

May

GAIETY — "The

Watch,"

Black

all

Fox,

talker,
talker,

all

GLOBE— "Broadway," Universal, all taker, opened
May 27.
WINTER GARDEN— "On With the Show," Warners,
all talker, opened May 28.
CRITERION— "The Four Feathers," Paramount,
opened June 12.
EMBASSY—"The Fall of Eve," Columbia, all talker,
opened

.

WARNERS THEATRE— "The

.

Drag," First National,

opened June 20.
RIVOLI— "Thunderbolt," Paramount,
opened June 20.
„
ROXY— "Behind That Curtain," Fox, all
over for another week.
all talker,

CENTRAL— "Broadway Babies,"
opened June
COLONY—"Show Boat," Universal,

hirst

talker,

all

,

.

talker, held

Nauonal,

all

22.

talker,

all

talking,

first

P

the
FIFTH AVENUE PLAY HOUSE— "Moana of
South Sea Isles," and Menjou in "The Grand

Duchess and the Waiter."
United Artists,

RIALTO— "Alibi,"

all

talker.

First

time p.p.

Pep Up for 26

in

"Prosperity Group

the Herald-World)

9.— Abbie Wright,
famous Canadian showman and manager of
July

the Princess theatre, has resigned because
of his preference for the legitimate stage,
Consolidated Theatres, Limited, the new
owners having converted the Princess into
an exclusive talking picture theatre for
special extended runs.
Joe Lightstone has
been appointed his successor. Lightstone, a

Montrealer, formerly operated Consolidated
houses in Sherbrooke, Quebec, and Toronto.

Exhibitor

Drowns

(Special to the Herald-World)

KOSCIUSKO,

July 9.— A. J.
owner of a motion picture theatre here was drowned while on a
His body was recovered.
fishing trip.

White, 65 years

Time, the Place and the Girl," War-

all

Compson and Grant Withers,

Columbia's Sales

Manager Resigns When
House Installs Sound
(S fecial

M, with Lon Chaney,
Haver and James Murray, directed by Wil-

liam Nigh.

opened

Cook gave assurances

MISS.,

old,

Columbia Merges All Franchise
Exchanges into National Group
Herald-World)
comNEW YORK, July —Jack Cohn, treasurer of Columbia Pictures, has
(Special to the

9.

York
Theatres

CAPITOL— "Thunder," M G

phonies and several roadshow attractions,
and "The Lost Zepplin" are now being boosted to exhibitors throughout the country following the announcement of the plans for the next year as
completed at the sales convention held here at the Book-Cadillac hotel.

OF

New

the

at

(Special to the Herald-World)

DETROIT,

At

1929

13,

just

pleted the final details whereby Columbia takes over the business and active operation and assumes complete control of all its remaining franchises throughout the
country.
By terms of the deal, which goes into effect immediately, Columbia will handle
the actual operation of the distribution of its own product throughout the states of
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut,
Lower New York, Upper New Jersey, Indiana, Ohio, Kansas and Western Missouri.
The acquisition of these territories plus those which have been already secured
give Columbia representation in every important key center in the United States.

(Continued from page 30)

screen in the
talking
season.

special

title

to

roies

be

of "Sisters," allearly next

released

first directorial effort uncontract will be "Hurricane,"
drama from the pen of Norman
sea
Springer, author of "The Blood Ship." Ho-

Ralph Ince's

der his

bart

new

Bosworth

will

star.

Directors, Players, Writers
Columbia has selected the following diFrank R. Capra, Frank Strayer,
rectors:
Ralph Ince, Erie C. Kenton, George Ar-

chainbaud and Joseph Henabery. Negotiations are pending for the signing of several other noted directors both of the stage
and screen.
Among the wellknown players who have
signed with Columbia for next year are
jack Holt, Ralph Graves, Belle Baker,
Marie Saxon, Lila Lee, Dorothy Revier,
Bert Lytell, Molly O'Day and Sally O'Neil.
Other outstanding stars from the screen,
stage and musical comedy fields have signed
options and their names will be made public

shortly.

Columbia's scenario department boasts of
such names as Gene Markey, Dorothy
Howell, Gladys Lehman, John Francis
Natteford and Keene Thompson.
James Seymour, Charles Wilson and Norman Houston head the dialog writers, and
with them are Howard J. Green, Frederick
and Fannv Hatton.

— —
July

13,

—

:

—
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All-Sound Programs Drawing
Best,
$2, 000, 000 Merger of

Parker Houses Made
With Fox West Coast

Herald-World
Win Two
Yet

Parker, veteran theatre operator has
in
Portland and throughout the
state of Oregon and will be in charge
locally of all the combined theatres which
include the Astoria and Liberty in Astoria,
J.

Many
Likes

the deal.
J.

houses

Fox Broadway, United Artists, Rivoli, Peoand Fox Hollywood in Portland.
The operation will also include the new
ples, State

Adler which is now being completed and
will be opened to the public about September 15.
Floyd Maxwell, city manager for Fox will
continue to represent the Fox West Coast
houses and Charles Couch, representing the
Parker interests will continue in a man-

One Verdict Over

Mixed Shows

(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, July 9.— Negotiations
have been completed for the merging of
the J. J. Parker interests, amounting to
$2,000,000, with the Fox West Coast Circuit,
according to Harold B. Franklin, president
of the Fox Coast Theatres, who completed

to

Survey Votes

in

Are Uncertain Over Public's
—Exhibitors
Some Say Production Standard Decides
Still

By
The program

ERNEST

A.

ROVELSTAD

up exclusively of sound subjects draws best at the box
office, according to a majority of the exhibitors reporting in the Herald- World
survey on sound. There were twice as many affirmatives to the question,
"Does a program of only sound subjects draw best?" as there were to this
query: "Does a program of both sound and silent subjects draw best?"
While this conclusion was presented by the theatre owners, it is also to be
noted that there were a number who replied that they were uncertain as yet
as to the comparative drawing powers of the two types of programs.
This
number, while not affecting the conclusion expressed, nevertheless was an appreciable total, in fact, almost one-ninth of the wired houses that reported
on this matter.
built

It should be added at this point that the
opinions of exhibitors whose theatres still
do not have sound have not been figured

agerial association.

now, for some

like silent with orchestra or
organ, while others like sound and talking."
Along the same lirfe is the thought of the

and all-dialog.
equipment.

"The silent pictures are
small part in the future."
360 seats, silent.

into this calculation, as it was thought that
the truest presentation of the situation

writes

"'Everything on the screen must be in sound
Florida, 750 seats, synchronized

City Ordinance Bans

Told

Is

doomed

to

very

a

Washington

state,

Sidewalk Broadcasting
(Special to the Herald-World)

DES MOINES,

—

July 9. A city ordinance
trouble for theatre man-

which may make
agers who wish to exploit sound films
through "sidewalk broadcasting" was passed
recently and went into effect July 1. Under
this ruling radio dealers, theatre managers,
music stores or any others who wish to

make use

of this method of advertising, are
liable to arrest.
"It makes no difference whether the music

is

canned or picked from the air," says the
safety commissioner, "the law hits

public
it

all."

be arrived at only by considering
exclusively the cases of those who have
had actual experience with sound in their

could

own

theatres.

The question

were eliminated,
ticable

Theatre Fire Follows
Firemen's Special

Show

(Special to the Herald-World)

as

was put

it

to the exhib-

concerned solely comparative drawing
power, not the factor of costs, and so as
far as was possible the replies in which the
exhibitor's opinion appeared to be based
upon profit, rather than drawing power,
itors

in

order to reach a prac-

conclusion.

For example, an exhibitor with a 250-seat
wired theatre in a very small town comments as follows:
"I use silent comedies with talking fea-

Indianan operating a 500-seat theatre,

who

always be a class who like
properly cued with non-sync
equipment.
In fact, since installing our
non-sync and taking out organ we have
had many compliments on programs. Our
talking pictures are run two days a week,
with short subjects on Sundays as 'feelers.'
May increase this as season opens, which
has been a very backward one so far.

"There will
silent pictures

Sound

pictures, that

is,

talking pictures, will

have to go considerably ahead of those at
present to wean the public away from a
good silent picture, we think, and we shall
continue our silents 'til we see talkies in
greater demand."
"We are clicking better with talkers,"
writes a theatre

owner

in

New York

state,

SAN FRANCISCO,

July 9.— Fire of undetermined origin at the Delano theatre in
Delano last week caused damage to the
interior estimated at $12,000.
Strenuous
efforts on the part of the volunteer fire
department prevented destruction of the
building.
The fire occurred an hour after
the curtain had been rung down on a special
show for the firemen.
The Marina of San Francisco, owned by
Carol A. Nathan and E. B. Baron, narrowly
escaped destruction by fire last week, by a
blaze razing an adjoining apartment house.

Council OK's Sunday Show,
Mayor Threatens Veto
(Special to the Herald-World)

MOUNT
council,

by

AYR, IA., July 9.— The
a 3 to 2 vote, passed an

nance

town
ordi-

permitting Sunday motion picture
shows but the mayor, Owen Hammersley
announced that he would veto the bill.
Practically all the county seats near Mount
Ayr have Sunday shows now. Manager
Kramer stated that if his theatre is not
allowed to operate on Sunday, that he will
take steps to close all other business houses

opening for trade on that day.

"It is the picture itself that counts and not
talking or sound." Massachusetts, 1,700 seals,

"Believe only safe bet for small towns is to
run half talkies and half silent." Louisiana,

synchronized.

600 seats.

tures,

thus holding rental cost down, and
can of course charge a slightly lower admis-

and

sion price."

does not so

comment

interesting and
valuable, it does not answer the question
as to whether an all-sound program draws
better than a mixed one, or vice versa.
So, too, an exhibitor in Wisconsin writes
that "we expect to install sound in about
30 days, but will use only one sound picture per week."
This, obviously, is also a
reply based upon costs, which is not the
subject of this article.
It is also to be noted that although the
all-sound program has a commanding lead
in preference, there are some very definite
and vigorous champions of the soundand-silent program.
A North Carolinian, with a 400-seat thea-

While

—

this

is

—

tre, reasons it out this way:
"I think the day of silent pictures has
not entirely passed, but the sound novelty
must have two kinds
is wearing off.

We

this

all-sound

Installing.

would indicate that for him the
program draws best, though he

state.
silent picture always
business," says a Pennsylvanian

"A good

draws good

with a 530wired theatre.
"It depends on the
show," writes an exhibitor in Arkansas with
seat

the

same

sized house.

A

Kentuckian, while stating that he has
had his equipment too short a time to judge
his patrons' likes and dislikes, adds that
"in the last month our program has always
consisted of both sound and silent subjects."
Finally, there is the theory of this Floridan: "We find that giving the public too
much of one thing dampens their appetite
for it."
This theatre, by the way, is installing sound despite the fact that it has
only 250 seats.
But there are others of

—

—

maximum capacity and less that
have been equipped for talking pictures.
Additional reports follow on succeeding
that

pages.
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My

preferences

are

in

following

the

order:

me

as silent pictures.
the ordinary program picture that is suffering the most.
The Saturday night Western is holding up nearly to average.
However, business all along Main Street has not been up to
former years, merchants inform me.
It is

First,

comedy-drama; second, comedy; third, drama; fourth, melodrama; fifth, Westerns.
patrons do NOT like: Cheap acts.

to the amount of synchronization, my patrons' preferences
are in the following order: First, all talking and singing
and instrumental music; second, all talking without singing
and without instrumental music; third, part talking and
singing; fourth, sound effects only; fifth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking.
Is sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Don't know.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: No.
Have you raised your admission prices: Yes. Top price, 50;

As

low

1929

a

:

patrons'

13,

rounding having talking pictures seem to be drawing from here
little more than before but not to an alarming degree.
Several
of the outstanding pictures have drawn exceedingly well for

Nebraska
Population 2,140. Seating capacity: 475.
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Only disc: Yes.
Name of equipment: Bestone.

My

July

price, 25.

Missouri
Population: 2,000. Seating capacity: 400.
Have you sound equipment: No.

My
Is

patrons'

preferences

are

in

the

following

order:

melodrama; second, comedy-drama.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage

theatre: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: Yes.
Have you raised your admission prices: No.

First,

from your

Top

price,

25;

low price, 15.
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly: Two.
Remarks: Even the best pictures do not draw

like they should.
It's only a question of time until silent pictures are forced
out of business.

Do you

have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly: Four.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.

Texas

Iowa
Population: 1,200. Seating capacity 250.
Have you sound equipment: No.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from your
My patrons are not going wild about talking
theatre:

Population:

3,000, 3,500, 6,000.

2,500,

:

pictures.
public want talking Westerns: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: No.
Changes of program weekly: Three.

Orchestra: No.

Remarks:

my

Seating capacity

:

500.

Have you sound equipment: No.

NOT

My

patrons do
like: Talking or sound.
Is sound drawing better than silent: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: No
Top price, 30; low price, 15.

—

Too
I

—

in talkies.

Texas
Population
900. Seating capacity
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
:

250.

:

My

patrons' preferences are in the following order: First, Westerns; second, musical comedy.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
Have you raised your admission prices: No. Top price, 35;

low price, 10.
you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly: Four.

Do

Ohio

preferences

are

Is

drama.
sound in

adjacent

towns

in

pictures.

They

are selling for prohibitive prices.

Tennessee

theatre: Very, very few.
the public want talking Westerns: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: No.
Have you raised your admission prices: No.

Does

Top

price,

35;

low price, 25.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly: Four.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks: It is my opinion that the greatest thing in sound
and talking pictures is the synchronizing of music to the
picture and that most of the socalled talkies are injuring rather
Nonthan helping the industry so far as talk is concerned.
synchronous instruments are today capable of producing better
music and sound than the synco at a much less price. Some
(a few) of the talkies are really wonderful. Whether the fault
in the recording or reproducing instruments or the sound
qualities of the individual house or not, I am not prepared to
say.
houses and
I have been a regular attendant of the
experience there with regard to talkies.
speaking from
I know that when the rage first hit this section, many of
good customers deserted me for the wired houses there, but I
I
regulars.
notice with pleasure that they are all again
have talked to many of them and they invariably state that
too many of the highly touted ones have been very poor in
quality of some and frequently in picture value. Most everyone
likes the majority of short acts.
I believe that when the producers quit gouging the exhibitor
with the present exhorbitant prices charged for the inferior
product that the sound situation will resolve into this each
company will produce a few real talking pictures and continue
as in the past to make the large majority of their product
silent, but synchronized with music and sound effects when
is

am

Population: 1,500. Seating capacity
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Synchronous: No.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Name of equipment: Assembled by myself.
patrons'

have matinees: Yes.
of program weekly: Three.
Orchestra: No.
Remarks: Good silents are always better than poor talkies.
Producers are killing the future with poorly recorded

:

Organist: Yes.

melodrama; second, drama;

price, 15.

Population 2,100. Seating capacity: 280.
Have you sound equipment: No.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from your

Remarks: I have heard several part talkies and part sound
and have yet to hear one that is preferable to silent. In
fact, I have been requested by my tourist trade not to put in
talkies they are sick of them in the city.
The tourist trade
are the ones that keep my house open and that is why I have

My

low

Do you

hope.

have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly: Four.

not put

Moviephone.

patrons' preferences are in the following order: First,
singing and dialogue; second, melodrama.
My patrons do not
like: Heavy drama.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons' preferences
are in the following order: First, all talking and singing
and instrumental music.
Is sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: No.
Have you raised your admission prices: No. Top price, 45;

mechanical.

Do you

Orchestra: Yes.

:

Changes

Michigan
Population : 1,100.

disc
Yes.
of equipment:

NOT

Organist: Yes.

find that the majority of

Only

My

patrons prefer the
silent picture with vaudeville and orchestras.
If the producers will continue making good silent pictures, we have nothing to fear.
I also find that the small town exhibitor can't
afford to install talking pictures.
If he is able to meet the
installation cost he won't be able to pay the high rental for
the sound picture. And on top of that the rental for the discs.
The small town exhibitor can't get over 25 or the very most 35
cents admission and at the price how can it ever pay?
I

Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Synchronous: Yes.

Name

Does the

Seating capacity:

400, 500, 600, 900.

the

third,

:

350.

my

my

following

comedy;

my

order: First,
fourth, comedy-

drawing patronage

from your

theatre: To a certain but not an alarming extent.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: No.
Remarks: The opinion of my patrons seems about evenly divided between those who like talking pictures and those
who say they do not care for them. The larger towns sur-

—

desirable.
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The latitude of expression and beauty of photography has
been and always will be the one thing that makes the "movies"
popular and sought after for amusement and relaxation by the
Right now the novelty is keeping most of the wired
public.
houses full, but even this is wearing off and our dear public is
becoming educated to what is good and bad in talkies, and
someone is due for a rude awakening if the silent picture is
not kept at

highest point of perfection.
A real talkie every so often is a fine thing, but the silent high
class picture is what will keep them coming. Personally I think
most of us are loco, hog-wild and pig crazy on the subject of
sound, and the sooner we get back on the main road, the better.
Also, a bunch of us small towners are going broke if we don't
get what sound we need at fairer prices.
its

\S

isconsin

Population: 600.000:

Seating capacity: 582.

Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Synchronous: Yes.

Only

Name

disc: Yes.
of equipment:

Bristolphone.
patrons' preferences are in the following order: First, singing and dialogue; second, musical comedy; third, drama;
fourth, melodrama.
My patrons do
like: Comedy in feature lengths.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons' preference?
are in the following order: First, all talking and singing
and instrumental music; second, part talking and singing.
Is sound drawing better than silent: No.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best: No.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects draw best:

My

NOT

No.

Does the public want talking Westerns: Don't know.
going to disappear: Eventually.
raised your admission prices: Yes.
Top price, 20;

Is the silent picture

Have you

low price, 10.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly: Five.
Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes.
Virginia

theatre:

Fair.

We

think so here.

going to disappear: Not for us.
raised your admission prices: No. Top price, 25; low

Is the silent picture

Have you

sound

in

theatre:

adjacent

To some

towns
extent

drawing patronage

— yes.

from

your

Remarks: There is no doubt that the public prefers talking
and singing features and shorts of every description, provided they are good ones. Silent pictures will survive in proportion only as to how the human voice can be naturally reproduced from the screen. Should reproduction become much
improved, silent pictures will survive only in the most remote
and out of the way small theatres, providing sound is sold at
prices small houses can afford to pay.
At present it is very important that small town houses let
the experimental stage of sound and talking (except nonsynchronous) movies be handled and financed by the larger
theatres who can afford them. By next fall the sound situation

should largely solve itself as there will be plenty talking pictures on the market that have played all wired houses, and in
order to sell them, distributors will be forced to offer a proposition which will allow a fair profit to small town theatres or will
find no further market for them.
Distributors cannot afford to put small towns out of business.
There is not enough money in small town theatre operation
for distributors to afford to maintain a theatre and hired managing force, so the most money for the distributors can be realized
by what they can get from small town owners and still leave
The cities will no
a fair profit possible for the theatre owner.
doubt be controlled by producer-owned chain theatres.

Utah
Population:

,

Seating capacity:

45,000.

Have you sound equipment:

1,167.

Yes.

Synchronous: Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film: Yes.
Name of equipment: Electrical Research Products' Vitaphone.

My

patrons'

preferences

are

in

the

following order:

First,

comedy-drama; second, drama.

patrons do NOT like: Slapstick comedy nor the morbid,
gruesome drama.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons' preferences
are in the following order: First, all talking and singing
and instrumental music; second, all talking without singing
and without instrumental music; third, part talking and
singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but
not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes a small per cent.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: No.
Have you raised your admission prices: Yes. Top price, 50;
low price, 15.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly: One change two days and five

My

Population : 1,200. Seating capacity: 275.
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from your

Does the public want talking Westerns:

Is

39

.

—

—

price, 25.

Do you

have matinees: No.
of program weekly: Four.
Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes.

days.

Changes

Organist: Yes.

Orchestra: No.

for the public to accept a poor
Quality is more
silent picture.
important than ever before in the history of the industry.
"Scotch producers and exhibitors, your doom is sealed." The
word "cheap" must never more be known in the show business.
Let's all have a hand in its death.

Remarks:

It is

talkie than

Oklahoma
Population: 3,000. Seating capacity: 350.
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Synchronous: Yes.
Only disc: Yes.
Name of equipment: Phototone.

much harder

it

was a poor

Maine

My

patrons' preferences are in the following order: First, melodrama; second, drama; third, comedy; fourth, singing and
dialogue.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons' preferences
are in the following order: First, all talking and singing
and instrumental music; second, all talking without singing
and without instrumental music; third, part talking and
singing.
Is sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: Yes.
Have you raised your admission prices: Yes. Top price, 50;

Population: 32,000. Seating capacity: 709.
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Synchronous: Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film: Yes.
Name of equipment: Vitaphone and Movietone Western

low price, 35.
Do you have matinees: Saturday.
Changes of program weekly: Three.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks: We have only had our talking equipment for about
two weeks. Can give better report later.

As

Electric.

My
My

Population:

900.

Seating capacity:

'

200.

Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Name of equipment: Assembled by myself.
My patrons do NOT like: Part talking as I learned from what
they see in other places.

NOT

;

talking; fifth, sound effects only.
sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: Soon.
Have you raised your admission prices: Yes. Top price, 40;
low price, 30.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly: One.
Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes.
Is

South Dakota

patrons' preferences are in the following order: First,
singing and dialogue; second, drama; third, operetta; fourth,
musical comedy; fifth, comedy-drama; sixth, melodrama;
seventh, comedy; eighth. Westerns.
like: Westerns, comedy.
patrons do
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons' preferences
are in the following order: First, all talking and singing
and instrumental music; second, all talking without singing
and without instrumental music third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not
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My

As

No.
No.

Top

price, 20,

low price, 15.
Do you have matinees: Saturday and Sunday.
Changes of program weekly: Four.
Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes.
Remarks: While sound in adjacent theatres draws patronage
from us we also draw from them. Our business has not
fallen off any at all yet. If we could only continue to get good
silent pictures, we would be all right for awhile at least. I suppose that after a while poor silent productions will force us to
put in sound. Until then No. (Maybe.) This is about the
craziest "now you guess" game I know of.

Yes.

program weekly:

of

Only sound-on-film:

Name

My

Michigan

My

Population 70,000. Seating capacity: 700
Have you sound equipment: No.
My patrons do NOT like: Have yet to meet a single person who
is enthusiastic over either sound or talking pictures.
Some
tolerate them once or twice.
silent:
Opposition houses not
Is sound drawing better than

As

Seating capacity:

550.

Yes.

Yes.

sound equipment:

Pacent.
patrons' preferences are as follows: First, comedy-drama;
singing and dialogue; second, Westerns.
of

NOT

patrons do

like:

drama.

to the amount of synchronization, my patrons' preferences
First, all talking and singing
are in the following order:

and instrumental music; second, part talking and singing;
synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking.
Yes, but not enough to
Is sound drawing better than silent:
pay extra expense.
entirely
sound
subjects
draw best: No.
of
Does a program
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects draw best:

breaking the world's record with sound.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from your theatre: No.
If it does, a lot of
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
producers will go with it.
Have you raised your admission prices: Couldn't do it even if
we put in sound. Top price, 25; low price, 10.
Changes of program weekly: Three.

Yes.

Does

want talking Westerns:

Yes.
going to disappear: No.
Have you raised admission prices: 10c. Top price, 40; low
the public

Is the silent picture

price, 10.

Changes

Yes.

of

Orchestra:

Remarks: The opposition houses that are sound equipped (Vitaphone and Movietone) have some good business on a few
pictures but as a whole have not burned up the earth.
Have
talked with a good many and have yet to find a booster for
sound even among the kids. We will probably have to equip
for sound but would rather give the money to the poor because
all the sound and talkie outfits we have heard have b3en rotten
and will eventually bust the places.

program weekly:

Three and

four.

Yes.

Indiana
200.
Population: 900. Seating capacity
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Synchronous: No.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Homemade, double turn table,
amplifier and speaker.
Have you raised admission prices: No.
Changes of program weekly: Two.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
connected with
Remarks: I am located within 18 miles of
paved road. So far no decrease in patronage although that
Have had but one inquiry as to
city has sound and talking.
when I would install talking equipment. Unless rental on talking film comes down to reason, I will never install this equipment, preferring to go out of business, as I consider it a pure
:

Vermont
:

three.

third,

Is

Population: 1,500. Seating capacity
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Non-synchronous: Yes.

Two, sometimes

No.

Population: 4,500.
Have you sound equipment:
Synchronous: Yes.

—

317.

,

My

First,
patrons' preferences are in the following order:
drama; second, Westerns; third, comedy.
Long drawn out love scenes that
like:
patrons do
are so mushy, profanity too freely, or drinking scenes.
Is sound in adjacent town drawing patronage from your theatre:
Yes as a novelty.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: Not in the country.

NOT

My

Matinees:

Changes

Michigan

—

Organist:

amount

Organist: No.
Remarks: The greatest trouble with the talking and sound picture is that the producer and distributor are going to break
the small town owner or manager before he has a chance to
make a payment on his installation simply because they want
the earth for their .product. The cost of the score (all bunk)
is also prohibitive and the little fellow in the small town cannot
afford to pay the prices because the volume of business is not
great enough to pay the prices.
Nearby Sunday towns also draw heavily and the ones who are
closed are suffering. If you are not near a Sunday town, you
are well off. Prices of sound pictures must come down or the
small town exhibitor is going to go bankrupt and it will be the
producer-distributor who will do the trick. Let's all pull together
Then and not
for lower sound rentals and no score charge.
until then will we be able to make the grade.

Yes.

going to disappear:
raised your admission prices:

1929

NOT

patrons do

to the

Orchestra:

California
Population: 150,000. Seating capacity: 500.
Have you sound equipment: No.
Is sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Is sound in adjacent town drawing patronage from your theatre:

Have you

13,

like:
Sound only.
of synchronization, my patrons' preferences
First, all talking and singing
are in the following order:
and instrumental music; second, all talking without singing
and without instrumental music; third, part talking and
singing.
Is sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Hard to say.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price, 50; low
price, 35; children, 15.

Utah
Population: 800. Seating capacity: 175.
Have you sound equipment: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: No.
Have you raised your admission prices: No. Top price, 50;
low price, 25.
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly: Three.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks: There is no talking or sound pictures at the present
time within one hundred miles. I really cannot say if talking pictures are hurting me or not. Business is not as good
as it was a year ago (15 per cent less) but I am quite sure it
The month of May will be
is on account of local conditions.
better than April but that is on account of a larger payroll.
I do not believe my doors will be closed by playing silent pictures as soon as they would if I put in sound.

Is the silent picture

July

—

-

robbery.

Do you

Arkansas

Changes

patrons' preferences are as follows: First, musical comedy;
second, drama; third, comedy-drama; fourth, singing and

319; 662; 303.
Seating capacity
Have you sound equipment: Yes, in one theatre.
Synchronous: No.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Orchestraphone.
Remarks: I have three small theatres, only one of which has
even a non-synchronous. It is an Orchestraphone. Three
other theatres in the city have synchronous equipment with
none too favorable comments from anyone. Just how long I
will be able to continue silent pictures, I am not able to say.
However, figuring increased film rental, score charges as at
present and other added expenses, I figure it just as well to die
easy as to put up a great struggle and in the end have the
producers get it all. That's what it means with present (grab
it all) methods of producers and distributors when you install

dialogue.

talkies.

have matinees: No.
of program weekly: Three.
Orchestra: No. Pianist: Yes.
Remarks: We have a Synchrophone which we use in place of
piano most of the time. About 90 per cent like same better
than piano, the other 10 per cent prefer piano.

Ohio
Population: 15,000.
Have you sound equipment:
Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Name of sound equipment:

Seating capacity:

:

Yes.

RCA

My

1,100.

Yes.

Photophone.

:

July
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My

patrons'

preferences

are

as

follows:

1,050.

melodrama,

First,

drama, singing and dialogue.

As

of synchronization, my patrons' preferences
First, all talking and singing
are in the following order:

to the

amount

and instrumental music.
sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program of both sound and

Is

amount of synchronization, my patrons' preferences
are in the following order:
First, all talking and singing
and instrumental music, part talking and singing.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best: No.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects draw best:

As

Pennsylvania
Population: 100,000. Seating capacity:
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film: Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Western Electric.

to the

Yes.

Does the public want talking Westerns:

draw

best:

going to disappear: Yes.
raised admission prices:
No. Top price, 50;

Matinees: No.
Orchestra: No.

Changes
Organist:

Is the silent picture

Changes

of

program weekly: One.
No. Organist: Yes.

The talkies are here to stay. They are revolutionizing the business and after a while will have all worthwhile

Remarks:

productions and a good many less houses. In this town it's a
battle of who can afford to stay in the losing game and eventuThen
ally win out. Color and third dimension will come soon.
we'll have everything dreamed of in entertainment.

My

patrons' preferences
dialogue.

My

patrons do

NOT

like:

are

as

High

follows:
class slow

:

First,

1,050.

My
As

750.

patrons' preferences are as follows: First, musical comedy;
second, drama; third, comedy-drama; fourth, melodrama.
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons' preferences
are in the following order: First, all talking and singing
and instrumental music; second, all talking without singing
and without instrumental music; third, part talking and
singing; fourth synchronized singing and instrumental but

not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
Does the public want talking Westerns: ?
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Yes.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,
Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes.
Is

singing

and

moving drama.

amount of synchronization, my patrons' preferences
First, all talking and singing
are in the following order:
and instrumental music.
Is sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Yes.
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price, 50; low
price, 25 matinees.
Matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly: Three and two.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks: When I went into sound, I went in 100 per cent,
giving as much attention to shorts as to features.
It is
cheaper to shelve a bad show than run it. Features must be
billed as we did the road show of years ago.
All hokum exploitation has a tendency to hurt the dignity of sound.
call
our shorts "Prologue Presentation."

Yes.

50.

to the

We

Wisconsin
Population: 18,000. Seating capacity: 1,380.
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film: Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Western Electric Vitaphone and
Movietone.
My patrons' preferences are as follows: First, melodrama,
drama, comedy, operetta; second, comedy-drama; third,
musical comedy, singing and dialogue.

As

Three.

Population
23,000. Seating capacity :
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film: Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Western Electric.

Michigan
Population: 15,000. Seating capacity
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Synchronous: Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film: Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Western Electric.

As

program weekly:

Yes.

:

Yes.

Orchestra:

of

Iowa

low

price, 35.

Matinees:

No.

going to disappear: No.
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price, 20; low
Is the silent picture

price, 10.

Yes.
silent subjects

Yes.

Have you

41

to the amount of synchronization, my patrons' preferences
are in the following order: First, all talking without sing-

ing and without instrumental music, synchronized singing and
instrumental but not talking; second, all talking and singing
and instrumental music, part talking and singing.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Have not run any.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Yes.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price, 50; low
price, 30.

Matinees:

Yes.

Changes of program weekly: Three.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks: 80 per cent of exhibitors

will not be able to exist
with the present high price of picture and music score.
Producer should furnish entire show on percentage with no

guarantee.

Pennsylvania
Population: 2,000,000.' Seating capacity: 500.
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Phototone.
My patrons' preferences are as follows: First, drama, comedy,
operetta, musical comedy, singing and dialogue.
My patrons do NOT like: Westerns.

Illinois

Population
5,000. Seating capacity
403.
Have you sound equipment: No.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from your
theatre: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly: Six.
:

:

Orchestra:

Yes.
competitors had talking outfit for four weeks,
but has taken same out. Business did not justify it.

Remarks:

My

Ohio
Population: 400,000. Seating capacity : 282 and 294.
Have you sound equipment: No.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from your
theatre: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price, 15; low
price, 15.

Do you

have matinees: Sundays.
of program weekly:
Seven.
Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes, at one theatre.

Changes

Wisconsin
Population: 1,027. Seating capacity
250.
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Phototone.
My patrons do NOT like: Bum talkies. No talkie has given
the satisfaction of "The Singing Fool."
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Not to date.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
:

Top

price admission:
50; low price, 25.
of program weekly: Three.

Changes

No. Organist: No.
Remarks: Sound with a picture is something that the films have
needed for years. But poor and roaring talking with a film
has done irreparable injury to that phase of the entertainment.
It may sound absurd, but the fact is that since audiens have been
shown at the top house in a nearby city I have noticed an increasing number from there drive over to my house since the
novelty of sound has worn off. I have noticed no decrease in
attendance. For example, the poor talking in "The Iron Mask"
has all but killed the value of the picture itself. I do not believe that talking will either add or detract much from the atOrchestra:

tendance of the future, in the small towns.
Illinois

Seating capacity : 999.
Remarks: We have just installed sound equipment. We are
entirely surrounded with sound houses and are compelled
to follow.
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Pathe Rooster Crows at Atlantic City

Marvin Maclntyre pilots Ray Hall and Charles McDonald along the Boardwalk.

Joe O'Brien, Dick Sears and
Jack Darroch of Pathe News.

Attending special screening of "Paris
at Earle theatre.

John

of the

New York

Edward

boys full of

sales vilamines.

George Harvey, director of adPhil
vertising and publicity;
Reisman, general sales manager
and George Le Maire.

and

Ballentine.

Some

Bound

McAloon
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SOUND PICTURES
Touring the Country in Interest
of

Sound Projection
RICHARDSON

with F. H.

AFTER
driving

reaching
Chattanooga,
Tenn.,
over roads that varied from
good to something I won't describe except
to say that on one detour it is said two angle
worms tried t;o pass each other at full speed
and got so badly side-swiped, tangled and
busted up that they've refused to speak to
each other since, we found the local very
much on the job and the projectionists and
managers' all ready to look, see and listen.
Secretary Charles Curie, a most able man
by the way, either as secretary or picturesound projectionist, as a "welcome token,"
handed us a stack of mail that spelled lots of
work. We arrived Saturday and had arranged
to actually spend one part-of-a-day without
either sleeping or working.
So Sunday morning Mr. Curie and his Better Five Tenths,
came with their gas buggy, kidnapped and
carted us up to the top of that wonderful
Lookout Mountain, where friend daughter got
her first view of the marvelously beautiful
view out over Moccasin Bend. Then we went
out to a beautiful lake and had a picnic
dinner with bugs in the butter, ants in the
bread and everything per usual at picnic
dinners. We both most cordially thank Chat-

sprinkling of our real bosses, the
foregathered in one of Chattanooga's
best, the Tivoli, where I met and had a pleasant chat with J. A. Koerpel, district manager
for Publix Theatres Corporation, and Sam
Borisky, vice president for Independent Theatres. Inc., both able officers and courteous
gentlemen. They both attended the lecture.

goodly
ladies,

Next

Week
The Bluebook School

will be
misin-

resumed next week. We
formed F. H. in a long distance
call, advising him that ive had
Howsufficient copy on hand.
ever, as

we go

to press ice find that

the next in the series of valuable
service articles has not been received.
Blame us, not F. H.
Editor.

—

When the talk was finished several managers and many projectionists came up, shook
hands and expressed satisfaction with the affair.

One thing is very evident. In every place I
have visited where I had been before, there
was every evidence of decided improvement.
Especially have I noted improvement in the
men themselves. They have, almost without
I
am
exception, advanced immeasurably.
more than pleased to be able to note that fact.
However, men, please make whoopee and

My
that sound has come.
Chattanooga, and to her theMay their shadows never grow
atre people.
less, and Moccasin Bend always be as beautiful as it now is and has for so long been.
sprint a

little,

compliments
tanooga

and Mr. and Mrs. Curie

for

that

day.

At 8 o'clock

all

the theatre people, plus a

now

to

NASHVILLE, TENN.
INTO
heat

old Nashville in a cloud of gas fumes,
and speed
And it's a good old
town, too, but since I was there last it has
grewn, growed and grown until I couldn't
recognize one single darned thing.
But the
kindness and cordiality of its men more than
made up for that, for when good fellows
meet, one doesn't care about scenery, and
the Nashville "boys" were and are kindly,
and I don't mean maybe.
There were two or three conventions
when we arrived and they'd had one hallelujah
of a time trying to secure hotel reservations.
!

We therefore had received no notice as to
where we would park while in Nashville, so
just inquired the

name

of the best hotel, into

which I marched, coatless, face not-so-clean,
hands ditto, first having carefully parked the
gas buggy right smack in front of the front
entrance.
No reservations,
chock full.
Not a

Rooms all
of course.
Nothing doing,
chance.
pos-i-tive-ly.
So I leaned over the counter
in a low sibilant
and made whoopee,
tone of voice, until finally, in desperation, in
order to continue the business of the place,

NOT

they "discovered" there really

was one parlor

2-room suite quite vacant, so we had that
and that was that.
What's that? Sure we had a good meetIn the language of the immortal Teddy,
ing.
we had a bully meeting or at least at 2 :30
a. m. they all said it was, and asked me to

—

come again

real

soon.

Incidentally I've not

been telling you, but at nearly every one of
the meetings there have been men present who
traveled

from 10

Also

each

to 100 miles to be there.
instance they have expressed
satisfaction that they came.
in

MAMMOTH CAVE AND EVANSVILLE
MAMMOUTH
SOME gash

CAVE!
in

the earth.

Golly
I'd

that's

seen

—

it

years ago, but Friend Daughter it was
glimpse was tickled a brilliant pink;
also I think she was a bit awed by its gigantic dimensions.
took the three-hour trip,
went down and took a boat ride oh the 365foot-under-the-surface river, climbed through
fat man's misery and the Devil's corkscrew
and so forth, et cetera. Then we beat it in a
cloud of dust one hour before darkness settled
over the earth.
stayed all night in a country village
her

first

—

We

•

We

—
—

where the hotel was oh, well, why criticise.
If there was no lock on the door
and there
was none on mine there was a fairly good
chair to prop against its knob, which I did

—

slept the sleep of the very wearily weary,
regardless of possible danger from wild wild

and

women.
Next day
Tnd.,

called

at noon we rolled into Evansville,
at Loew's Victory theatre, saw

Manager Walter DeWitt, who
the

New

atre,

Grand, another

and found them

to all

fication as to the date of

also handles
Evansville thebe waiting noti-

Loew

my

visit.

The

letter

them had somehow been lost in the mail.
Immediately there was hustle, and then
more hustle. Those wide awake Evansville
chaps secured the use of Loew's Victory theatre and had every dad hinged one of their
men present at midnight, together with Mr.
DeWitt and one or two other managers. Of
sent

course, it was impractical to notify out-oftown men, so there were none there.
Manager DeWitt was little more than a

boy when I visited Evansville 12 or 15 years
ago, but he remembered the lecture I gave
He has graduated, with the
the men then.
years, from the projection room into the biggest managing job in Evansville (and Evansville is no village, permit me to advise you)
in which he has certainly made good, if I

may judge by appearances and

Busireports.
ness in the city is not very brisk just now.
Some of the theatres are closing for the summer as a consequence, which is, I understand,
the first time this has occurred. But the men
are not discouraged. Things will again come
back to normal and all will be well.
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Motor La bora tory for
Exterior Recordings

Used on

PFL

Western

(Special to the Herald-World)
_

NEW

YORK,

July

9.— In

the

filming of

"The Virginian" Paramount made use of
a new motor laboratory for exterior recording.
The Paramount unit penetrated some
of the wildest regions of the Sierra Nevada
mountains and photographed and recorded

scenes of the western picture in places which
were considered inaccessible for talking picture production. The filming was not confined strictly to the roadways, in many
places the cameras and microphones were
transported to considerable distance from
the motor truck recorder.
Some of the picturesque scenes were shot
at an elevation of 5,500 feet and others in
the heart of the open cattle ranges and in
each case the recording is reported as be-

ing good.

The William Fox Japanese Garden on Broadway,

the first open air roof theatre in
the East to be equipped for talking pictures. Many exhibitors have been unable to
operate audiens in the open air theatres because of the street noise interference but
the Fox theatre is many stories in the air and is not bothered to any great extent with
foreign noises. According to reports business is good and Fox is planning to equip
several other roof theatres.

Gary Cooper, in the title role of "The
Walter Houston as Trampas,
Richard Arlen as Steve and Mary Brian
as Molly Wood are the featured players
in the story.
The mining town of Sonora
was their location headquarters while the
exteriors were being shot.
The picture is
Virginian,"

being directed by Victor Fleming.

Sound Policy Doubles
Vaudeville Attendance

With Lower Admissions
(Special to the Herald-World)

—

July 9. That the public likes a
change was indicated in the case of B. F.
Keith's theatre when manager J. M. Franklin
introduced the all audien policy with the first
week of July, the five vaudeville acts and
the house orchestra being dropped.
The attendance during the week was practically
double that for many weeks past, the attraction being "The Rainbow Man." Prices were
reduced 10 cents. It now looks as if it will
be a long time before vaudeville returns to
this house.

Ottawa,

Don

For Fox Movietone Films
(Special to the Herald-World)

YORK,

July 9.— Don Jose Mojica,
tenor from the Chicago Grand
Opera has been signed to appear in Fox
Movietone productions, according to a recent announcement.
Don Jose is of mingled Spanish and Aztec
ancestry and is a descendant from one of
the earliest Spanish families to reach the

Spanish

state of Jalisco,

Pictures.
He points out, that in the past the specula-

element has been concering star contracts
but now the stars are being chosen to fit
the script, which will minimize poor productive

tions

and practically eliminate the huge salary

waste of the

past.

Adopt Sound

TALKIE SILENCER

TRAILER—$3.00
for your

Pictures

GOLDEN". May we

IS

have your co-op-

The Management.

eration?
trailer,

enjoyment

"SILENCE

cash with order
prepaid,
$3.00.

3 0 - ft

mailed any-

YOUR ANNOUNCEMENT ON A RECORD (78

where

(one minute) any dialog desired recorded on a non-break(two
0-in.
able metal disc, $3.00
minute) $5.00 cash with order. Mailed
prepaid anywhere.
r.

p.

m.)

the Casino, Cincinnati, O.; and the junior
models were ordered by the Voncastle,
Greencastle, Ind.; Arcadia, Chicago; Kenworthy, Moscow, Idaho; and the Empire
at Cincinnati.

Merge; Plan

Vitaphone and Movietone

New

Netoco

BOSTON,

July 9.— With the completion
of installation of Vitaphone and Movietone,
the Netoco Crown, New London, 1,100 seats,
opens Sunday with its first talking picture "The
Duke Steps Out," starring William Haines.
The Capitol, Netoco's other New London
house with 1,500 seats has been playing talking and sound pictures ever since last spring.

Zimmerman

New

O. Box 1047, Long Beach, Cal.

Constructing
$60,000 Texas House

(Special to the Herald-World)
.

SAN MARCOS,

July 9.— F.

W. Zimmer-

man, owner of the Grand and Palace has
started construction on a new $60,000 theatre,
to be equipped with Vitaphone and Movietone.
Will N. Noonan of San Antonio is the architect and expects to have the house ready for
operation early in July.

New

Studio

(Special to the Herald-World)

SEATTLE,

July 9.— G. R. Sumpter anthe incorporation of Consolidated
Pictures
Corporation, bringing together several of the smaller Hollywood pictures enterprises under the direction of one
governing body. Officers of the new company
consist
of
Edward Ferguson, president;
Charles E. Royal, vice president J. R. Banta,
secretary, all of Hollywood and G. R. Sump-

nounces

Sound

;

ter, Seattle,

1

P.

cording to an announcement coming from
the General Talking Pictures corporation.
The standard size device was ordered by

Several Hollywood Firms

MONTREAL, July 9.— Four of the leading theatres have adopted an all sound
policy and, according to reports received,
the new policy is to be permanent.
The Princess reopened with "The Iron
Mask"; Loew's introduced "The Lights of
the City"; the Francis opened with "Syncopation," and the Empress, "One of the
Best," a British production.

6-in.

SCREENVOX

YORK,

July 9.— Five theatres in
the midwest territory have signed contracts
to install DeForest sound equipment, ac-

Policies

(Special to the Herald-World)

Talking

(Special to the Herald- World)

NEW

4 Montreal Theatres

Installed in

of

Buy DeForest Sound

NEW

YORK, July 9.— "Talking pictures
are doing more to take the gamble out of
motion picture production than any other development the industry has ever produced,"
according to Herman J. Weinberg, of Imperial

from Barcelona.

To Our Patrons

Five Midwest Theatres

(Special to the Herald-World)

(Special to the Herald-World)

Jose Mojica Signed

NEW

Audiens Reduce Gamble
In Films, Says Weinberg

treasurer.

"While our plans have been practically made
the next year, we have considered the
opening of a studio in Seattle for making
sound pictures," Sumpter stated.
Companies consolidated in the merger
transaction include the Edward Ferguson
Productions, Wood Organ Company, J. R.
Banta Music Company and the Alta Cone Recording Company. The new company is incorporated for $50,000 of no par capital stock,
all of which is held by the company.
for

Foto-Voice Synchronization
Installed in Strand Theatre
The Strand

theatre,

Washington, D. C, has

closed as a burlesque house and has installed
the Foto-Voice synchronous and non-synchroperforated sound screen
nous equipment.
also has been added to the equipment.
C. E. Olive, formerly of the Washington
Princess, is manager of the Strand, with Joe
Levy as assistant.

A
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Western Electric's
Installations Reach
2119-Figure in Week
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

9.— Western Electric inrisen well past the 2.000In the
mark, the latest figure being 2,119.
following report of installations since the las:
list printed, all are film and disc installations,
except where otherwise noted.
stallations

July

now have

Pleasantville, X. Y..

Rome

492
827
854

_

Gary, Ind., Broadway
Peoria, III., Apollo...
Carthage, Mo., Crane
Manchester, X. H., Star
Bloomfield, X. J., Royal
Peoria, 111., Palace
_
Marion, Va., Lincoln
Ishpeming. Mich., Ishpeming
Holyoke, Mass., Bijou.
Chicopee Falls, Mass., Wernick

I
t

•

795
1,066
1.S10
_ 1,819

850
950

Decatur, 111., Lincoln Square
Portland, Ore., State
._
Chicygo, 111.. Rivoli..—
Brooklyn, X. Y., Duffield
_
San Diego. Cal., Mission^.
_
_
t: Detroit, Mich., Piccadilly
f Atlantic City, X. J., Warner's Embassy
Framingham, Mass., Gorman
„
| Detroit, Mich., Koppin
Amherst
Amherst.
Mass.,
_.
\
Ellsworth, Me., Dirigo
»
I Knoxville, Tenn., Strand

1,281
1.044
1,374

|

i

749

_

.

.

MOO
913
601
877

-

—

4,201

•

75-*

I

997
844

.

:

*
C
'

\
i

'

I

*

•

laCrosse, Wis., Majestic
Berkeley, Cal., Rivoli

829

Hicksville, L. I., Playhouse
Jersey City, X. J., Apollo
Jersey City, X. J., Monticello
Toledo, Ohio. Princess, Paramount
Jersey City, X. J., Strand
Hollis, L. I., X. Y., Hollis
South Ozone Park. L. I., Park.

_

567
977
953
537
790

_

1.C23

930
930
854
570
518
871
988

.

.

1.4S6
1,350

„

York, X. Y., Forum

750
2,225

Charleston, W. Va., Rialto
Great Falls, Mont., Rainbow
Los Angeles, Cal., Xew Broadway
Florence. S. C,
Waterrille, Me., City
Fairmount, Minn., Xicbolas

O'Dowd—

800
1,122

__._..„

453
769
1,156

.

Perth Amboy, X.

J.,

792
74S
598
745

Crescent
Park.

Mich., Highland
Winchester, Ky., Leeds
Detroit,

Bronx, X. Y., Parkway

*
Clinton, Okla.,
Detroit, Mich.,

1,755

*

Rialto

Loop

New

•

'

I

Alice White Featured

Movie-Phone Appoints
Atlanta Distributor
(Special to the Herald- World)

ATLANTA,

July 9.— Sales and installa-

of Movie-Phone in the states of
Georgia. Florida, Alabama and Tennessee
were taken over this week by The Music
Shop, Inc., of Atlanta, according to announcement by H. J. Jenkins, president of
that concern.
The deal became effective
July 1, the appointment of new distributors
having been made by the Goetz MoviePhone Corporation of Chicago.
The Music Shop is located at 214 Mitchell
Street, S. \Y., and has maintained a service
department for some time. It is the purpose of The Music Shop, Mr. Jenkins said,
to organize a sales force immediately, so
that the territory embraced in the four
states may be covered properly.
tions

*

„

York, X. Y., Mt. Morris
Littleton, X. H., Premier
Jackson Heights, L. I., Jackson
Bronx. X. Y., Belmont
Brooklyn, X. Y., Parkside
Lincoln Park, Mich., Lincoln ParkDetroit, Mich.,

X

1,417
1,224

4 6*7

Francisco, Cal., Fox
Cincinnati, Ohio, Sky
Athens, Ohio, Majestic
Canton, Ohio, Alhambra
Xew Castle, Ind., Princess
Pasadena, Cal., Fair Oaks
Ardmore, Okla., Ritz (A Art.)
Brooklyn, X. Y., Starr
Xew York, X. Y., Uptown
Middletown, X. Y., State
Port Huron. Mich., Family

New

RCA

RCA

*

I San
I

original Mr. Pnthe from France and his staff on a visit to the Gramercy studio*
Photophone in .Yen York City: Left to right:
R. Agnel. cameraman; M.
Brulin, sound recordist; E.
titan, technical expert; Jacques Palhe; J. Leo Meehan.
director and
producer; \l. de Gastyne. director for French Pathe; R. Le Prieur.
sound recordist, and Charles Pathe. director.

The

of

545
934

723
554

.

1,440

_

785
1,396
1,443

590
596
847

Ambassador

Jackson Heights, L. L, Boulevard!
Woodside, L. I., Sunnyside
Brooklyn, X. Y.. Congress Roof
Los Angeles, Cal., San Carlos
Bronx, X. Y., Blenheim
Columbus, Ohio, Empress
Bellows Falls. Vt., Star
San Diego, Cal., Aztec
Santa Cruz, Cal., Xew Santa Cruz
Tracy. Cal., Grand
Quincy, III., Orpheum
Chicago, 111., Studebakcr
Johnson City, Tenn., Liberty
Chattanooga. Tenn., Rialto

1.854

2,024
1.300

936
1,811

Cincinnati Finn

IT ill

Handle Good -All Sales

Campaign

In Magazine

To 11,000,000 Readers
Alice

White,

First

National

star

This campaign
beauty preparations.
magazines having a total circulation of about 11,000,000.
The placement of this advertising includes
magazines and newspapers in both the general
Stein's

broke

in eleven

and trade fields. The list includes True Story,
Motion Picture Magazine, American Weekly,
Motion Picture Classics, Picture Play, ScreenPhotoplay,

land,

New York

Times,

"

First National is issuing a special press
sheet showing how exhibitors may profit by
this nation wide advertising and how it can
be made a direct box office asset for theatres
playing "Broadway Babies."

(Special to the Herald-World)

CINCINNATI,

9—

The Good-All
July
Talkie Sales company has recently been chartered for the purpose of handling sound devices
The inand theatre equipment.
corporators are W. A. Kaiser. L. A. Snitzer
and Max Friedman with a capital cf 250
shares of no par value stock.

JT

arners Sign

M. K. Jerome

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

July

9— M.

K. Jerome, one

of Broadway's best known song writers has
been signed by Warner Brothers to prepare
melodies for Vitaohone pictures. Jerome has

written

"Dream

Kisses."'

755
1,145

867
.

_

1,042
1,323

435
827
1,550

514
600
686
1,026
1,180
1,500

Walt's Disc Talking Equipment
Pat.

Applied For

$115.00 complete ready to attach to either side of
projector.
Steel worm. Bronze gear. Ball Bearings. Adjustable steel head construction.

Special Universal for eliminating vibration.

Can be used with any good amplifier and speakers.
Prices on Amplifiers and speakers on request.

Salzman with Creatone
(Special to the Herald-World)

CLEVELAND, July 9. Creatone sound
equipment, manufactured in Wavnesboro, Pa.,
is
being distributed west of the Allegheny
mountains by Alex Salzman of the Interstate
Electrical Engineering Company.
Cleveland
offices are located at 218 Film building.

Daily

News, Variety and Billboard.

628
623

Charleston, S. C. Gloria.
Galveston, Tex., Dixie One
Spartanburg, S. C, Strand
_
Big Rapids, Mich., Colonial
Philadelphia. Pa., Richmond
Xew York, X. Y., Hollywood..
Los Angeles, Cal., Belmont (double film)

—

whose

latest picture is "Broadwav Babies," is being
featured in an advertising campaign on

Perfect Synchronization Guaranteed.

"We Can

Ship

Now"

WALT'S THEATRE CO.
Kenesaw, Nebr., U.

S.

A.
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Seattle Pantages to

Remodel and Install
New Sound Equipment
(Special to the Herald-World)

—

SEATTLE,

The Pantages at
July 9.
be thoroughly renovated and
modernized and will reopen with sound pictures, according to an announcement of Earl
T. Cook, northwestern Pantages representaSeattle will

tive.

Another device, the nature of which is
not known, will be installed for the showing of stereoscopic or third dimension films.
Other Pantages houses

will

equipped in a short time.
The house originally opened

be similarly
in

1915.

DeForest Equipment
In Brawley Airdome
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

—

July 9. DeForest engineers
have just completed installing sound equip-

ment

Airdome theatre

at Brawley,
according to an announcement made by
Considerable difGeneral Talking Pictures.
ficulties were experienced in making this inin

the

Calif.,

stallation

how

the front and lobby of the Alhambra at Milwaukee were dolled up by Fred S.
Meyer, managing director of the Milwaukee Theatre Circuit, and L. McDaniel, artist, for
the showing of Universale "Show Boat."

This

is

"Show Boat" Campaign Proves
Value of Tieup Exploitation

Publicity

"Show Boat"

and
six

advertising

weeks

in

was

advance

begun on
Milwau-

in

kee by Fred S. Meyer, managing director of
the Milwaukee theatre circuit, which includes
the Alhambra.
Trailers were run in all the
circuit's
Milwaukee houses announcing the
event and in the lobby of the theatre reposed
a huge sign, 9 feet high and 50 feet long,
carrying the words, "Show Boat Is Coming."
This sign was in the lobby for five weeks, and
attracted a great deal of attention.
Meyer also secured a sign space on one of
the downtown buildings and a sign about 20
feet wide and 35 feet long was painted on the
poster board and remained there for four
weeks preceding the opening of the show.
A tieup was also effected with 25 drug stores
to display signs advertising "Show Boat" and
These signs,
the book of the same name.
which were made by Lawrence McDaniel of
the Alhambra art staff, were made up of
ground silver tinsel and presented a striking
aspect with lights thrown on them, 25 of these
excellent signs attracted

much

attention to the

coming of "Show Boat."
All orchestras at the leading hotels and
cafes in Milwaukee played Show Boat music
during the premiere week. Publicity of this
same sort was also broadcast over local radio
stations and tieups were also effected with
more than 50 phonograph record dealers in
the city. The Alhambra furnished many hand
made special window displays for these stores.
One unusually effective display was placed in
the main display window of a leading department store. Toy show boats were placed in

artificial river with a background that adequately gave off the romantic atmosphere of
the Mississippi.
huge book, inside of which walked two
men, paraded up and down the streets with
Show Boat written on the cover in large and
colorful letters.
Over thirty music stores in the city had
window displays on the sheet music for Showboat and all the large stationery stores and
departments in department stores featured

an

A

book displays.
Advertising cards in street cars were used
very effectively.
Advertising was also done
in daily and weekly newspapers on an extensive scale, and 50 6 sheets, 75 3 sheets and
500 1 sheets and 500 cards were put out over
the city.

The box office was a replica of a Showboat.
McDaniel, artist, also outdid all his previous efforts by turning out some wonderful
L.

color combinations for the lobby displays. The
canopy, too, carried out the artistic yet attractive advertising of the lobby. The huge electric sign running the length of the building
from top down to canopy was also decorated
in a novel manner.
Strips of iron nine feet
long were placed between the letters of the
theatre name and read Laemmle's Showboat,
Ziegfeld's Showboat, Ferber's Showboat, etc.
This alone was an excellent advertising feature that attracted much attention.
shadow box scene of a showboat on a
river was placed in the windows of the Princess candy shop.
Displays were also placed in the lobbies of

A

the

Largest Japanese Chain
Gets Powers Cinephone

What was

perhaps the most extensive exploitation campaign ever staged in
Milwaukee and the northwest was staged by the Alhambra theatre for "Showboat," which had its premiere in this city. There was not a spot in Milwaukee
and vicinity which was not penetrated by publicity and advertising of some
sort on "Showboat." The result was that "Showboat," from its opening night,
was a distinct success. The stunts pulled here in Milwaukee no doubt can be
used to good advantage in many other cities throughout the country where
"Showboat will be shown".

and after several months labor

job was finished with gratifying results.
The Airdome is located about 40 miles north
of the Mexican border and is one of the show
places of the Principal Theatres circuit, headed
by Sol Lesser and Mike Rosenberg.

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK, July 9.—Powers Cinephone
sound equipment has been installed in principal theatres of the largest Japanese chain
owned houses, according to Matsujiro Shirai,
president of the Schochiu Kinema Limited.
The equipment is the dual model using both
sound-on-film and sound-on-disc reproduction
and will be installed in houses in Tokyo,
Osaka, Kyoto, Kobe and Nagoya.

FourAudiens Scheduled
On RayarVs Program
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

July 9.— Four all-talking pictures are scheduled for Rayart's new series of
productions, according to an announcement
issued yesterday.
"Handcuffed," the first of
the series, has already been completed and
work will soon start on "Bride of the Desert,"

"A Strange Adventure" and "The Mystery
Man."
the suburban theatres.
These displays, coupled with sound trailers weeks in advance,
tieup
built up much interest in the picture.
was also made with a chain store system
whereby 50,000 tags advertising Show Boat
were placed in grocery bags that left the store.
Another effective tieup was made with a local
milk company, and 30,000 labels were slipped
over the tops of milk bottles as they were
distributed each day. The same sort of tieup
was worked with a laundry and three hundred
cards advertising the picture were also placed
in restaurants and hotel lobbies throughout
the city.
The library branches sent out 8,000 book
inserts on "Show Boat." One of the hotel
lobby cards was worded cleverly and can be

A

used elsewhere too. It read, "Take Your Girl
See 'Show Boat' at the Alhambra. If You
Don't Somebody Else Will."
to
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Coming Season will Find Pictures
In More Direct Competition with Stage
This

HERMAN STARR

By

President. First National Pictures. Inc.

SOMETIMES.

we are too close to our busimoment take place so rapidly
that in the rush of daily affairs, we are liahle to overthem. To all intents and purposes, we are in a difness.

look

I

feel that

Changes of

vital

ferent business than that
years ago.

which engaged our

efforts

two

The motion picture industry* has passed through two
and now we are in the third. The General Film era
of one and two reel pictures gave way to the reign of the
feature production and now the silent picture in black
stages

and white has given place to talking pictures and color.
It is just one year since the first talking picture was
released to the public. For many months, with an investment rising into the millions, the \\ arner Brothers had
been perfecting \ itaphone which had its first public presentation in a full-length, all-dialog feature when Lights of
Itork" was shown.
During this short year. A itaphone has revolutionized the
industry
The public has come to accept talking pictures
as a matter of course and our entire production system
has been remodeled to meet the new need.
In the coming season and the subsequent years, we will
be in more direct competition with the stage than ever bewill build up a new audience. H e will develop
fore.
a new technique and we will find new stars rising to the
pinnacle of popularity.
In recognition of the momentous changes which are tak"

New

.

We

ing place, the entire First National organization is alert
and ready to adjust itself to each new demand.
We have an organization of young men in both the production and distribution ends, men who are familiar with
the traditions of the past, but always ready to march along
with the progress of the times.
\ itaphone is established. Mechanically, our equipment
at the V( est Coast Studios has reached perfection and the
next year will see marvelous advances in the preparation
of our stories to suit the talking medium.
\l e have engaged leading stars of the stage as well as the screen. Our
story* material for the thirty-six productions scheduled
represents an expenditure as great as is customary for a
program comprising fifty-two productions. ^ e have directors who have proven their ability to handle dialog
pictures.

With
hibitors

all

of these assets,

we

feel confident of giving ex-

and the public the type of pictures they want.

Then there is Technicolor. Just as the past year has
marked the sweeping triumph of \ itaphone. so the coming year is. I believe, destined to mark the triumph of the
colored film.
First National is using color in all of its great roadshow
productions and will lead the way in popularizing this
splendid innovation. The season of 1928-30 will be remembered as the vear in which both dialog and color

came

into their own.

"Big Time" Productions for 1929-30
By NED

E.

DEPINET

General Soles Manager. First Motional Pictures. Inc.

\ LL
f-\
^-

of the productions scheduled for release by First
National Pictures during the season of 1929-30 are
big time.

In point of box office value, there are no regular releases.
All are features and all are specials, althougb the 36 titles
in the Rainbow Group have been divided into three classifications.

First,

we have seven Technicolor roadshows: then nine

great specials and 20 box office hits.
Each one of these
has a splendid story, acted by stars whose names are of
certain value at the box office.
First National has implicit confidence in the quality of
its pictures and the surest way to prove the value of these
roadshows, specials and box office hits will be to play them.
Supported by a tremendous advertising campaign to be
conducted through newspapers, magazines and billboards.
First National is ready to back its faith in the drawing
power of its product.
"Footlights and Fools" starring Colleen Moore: "Sally."
Marilyn Miller: "Paris."' Irene Bordoni: "Son of the
Gods." Richard Barthelmess; "Song of the Flame." Alexander Gray: "No. No. Nanette." Bernice Claire and "The
Lady in Ermine. v all with color, are ideal road show attractions.
Then there will be such specials as "Little
Johnny Jones." the George M. Cohan musical play starring
Eddie Buzzell: "The Great Divide," classic American

drama and "A Most Immoral Lady." successful play acted
for a full season by Alice Brady on Broadway. The box
office hits include elaborate productions with First Nationals popular stars. There will be both "N itaphone and
silent negatives of each picture.
With A. W. Smith. Jr.. Eastern and Canadian sales manager and Gradwell L. Sears. Western sales manager, the
National sales organization is prepared to concentrate even more than in the past on helping the exhibitor
to clear a substantial profit on his First National playdates.
Exhibitors are not to be oversold or undersold.
It is important to note that First National will continue
Fir-t

the sale of five-year franchises, giving exhibitors assurance
of the finest product during that period.
At the recent sales convention, attended by all of the
branch managers, the details of marketing the Rainbow
Group were carefully analyzed, due consideration being
given to changes brought about by talking and Technicolor films.

The Rainbow Group launches First National on a newwe are certain, will mark a tremendous and
splendid advance throughout the industry. The needs of
era which,

the exhibitor, the producer and the distributor, are being
brought closer and closer together and it will always be
the aim of the First National sales organization to work
in the most barmonious cooperation with exhibitors.
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36 Sound and Technicolor Pictures
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In First National's $15,000,000 Group
THE

highest development of Vitaphone pictures, all of them
100 per cent dialogue and many of them with Technicolor,
will be the aim of the First National Studios in the production of its 1929-1930 program, according to A. L. Rockett, in
charge of production, who announces a $15,000,000 program for
the coming year.
The recent construction of additional sound stages and recording buildings, costing almost half a million dollars, as well
as the current installation of three additional recording channels, obviates the necessity of any further construction or extension of these facilities during the coming year. With the
improvements now being made, the First National-Vitaphone
Studio will have a capacity for the simultaneous production of
nine pictures.
During the coming season, First National will release 36
feature length Vitaphone Pictures, presenting leading stars of
the screen and the stage in plays and stories of proven circulation- and popularity.
The 1929-1930 program, known as the Rainbow Group, includes
the following:
One Colleen Moore picture, "Footlights and Fools," adapted
by Carey Wilson from the original story by Katherine Brush,
and directed by William A. Seiter. This picture of theatrical
life features Raymond Hackett and Frederick March in support
of Miss Moore and will present the stage sequences in
Technicolor.

AAA

Richard Barthelmess will be represented by two pictures:
"Son of the Gods," adapted from the best seller of the same
title by Rex Beach, will be directed by Frank Lloyd and will
have several Technicolor sequences. This picture will be one
of First National's most ambitious offerings and will be released as a roadshow for long runs in the key cities of the
country. In addition, Barthelmess will star in a second picture,
as yet untitled.

Corinne Griffith will also be starred in two pictures: "Lilies
of the Field," a stage play by William Hurlburt, and "Back
Pay," a dramatic story of metropolitan life, based on the novel
of the same title by Fanny Hurst.
Billie Dove will be represented by four pictures on the First
National-Vitaphone program, of which only the first has been
definitely selected.
This is entitled, "Give This Girl a Hand,"
based on the recently-published magazine story by Fanny Hurst.
Miss Dove will be directed by Millard Webb, who has just
finished several important pictures in the East.
The four Dorothy Mackaill pictures will include "Hard to
Get," a comedy, featuring Charlie Delaney, Louise Fazenda and
Jack Okey, with Miss Mackaill, based on a story by Edna Ferber and directed by William Beaudine: "The Great Divide,"
adapted from the stage play by William Vaughn Moody, with
Ian Keith and Myrna Loy featured in support of Miss Mackaill,
and directed by Reginald Barker: "The Woman on the Jury,"

by Bernard K. Burns, in which Sidney Blackmer will
tured with Miss Mackaill, and which will be directed
liam Seiter: "The Queen of Jazz," from the story by
Behan and Frances Kanes director and leading man

—

be feaby WilCharles
not yet

selected.

Alice White will also be represented by four First NationalVitaphone Pictures: "The Girl From Woolworth's," by Adele
Comandini, directed by William Beaudine, "Playing Around,"
based on the musical comedy by Vina Delmar, "Sweet Mama"
and still another picture as yet untitled.
Leatrice Joy will have four pictures: "A Most Immoral Lady,"
from the New York stage success by Townsend Martin, now
being directed by John Griffith Wray, with Sidney Blackmer,
Josephine Dunn, Walter Pidgeon and Montagu Love in support.
This will be followed by "Furies," another stage success by Zoe
Akins, in which Blackmer will again be featured in support of
Miss Joy; and then she will have two additional pictures as yet
untitled.

Jack Mulhall and Lois Wilson will each appear in four pictheir first two will be made together and will include
"The Dark Swan," from the book by Ernest Paschal; and "In
the Next Room," a mystery play, written by Eleanor Robson
and Harriet Ford.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., who has recently been signed to a
long-term contract, will also appear in four pictures on this
program: "The Careless Age," in which he is co-featured with
Loretta Young, and with Carmel Meyers and Plolmes Herbert
This is based on the play, "Diversion," by John
in support.
tures

—

—

directed by John Griffith Wray "Fast Life,"
co-featuring Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Loretta Young and Chester Morris, from the stage play by Sam Shipman and John B.
Hymer, and directed by John Francis Dillon "The Forward
Pass," a collegiate football story by Harvey Gates; and "Spring
Is Here," a youthful musical comedy success now being presented on the New York stage by Owen Davis.
In both of
the latter pictures, Loretta Young will be featured with
Fairbanks.
In addition to these pictures and stars regularly under contract to First National-Vitaphone Productions, there will be
several individual star and all-star pictures of important significance.
In this group are:
"Sally," starring Marilyn Miller, adapted from the musical
comedy success by Guy Bolton and Jerome Kern, in which Miss
Miller starred on the stage.
In this John Francis Dillon Production, which will be completely in natural colors, Miss Miller
will be supported by Joe E. Brown, Alexander Gray, Pert Kelton, T. Roy Barnes, Ford Sterling, Jack Duffy, E. J. Ratcliffe

Van Druton, and

—

and Maude Turner Gordon.

"Paris," starring Irene Bordoni, based on her recent musical
of the same title by Martin Brown, directed by
Clarence Badger, with Jack Buchanan featured, and with a supporting cast including Jason Robards, Louise Closser Hale,
Zasu Pitts and Margaret Fielding. This picture will also be
marked by lavish production and Technicolor stage sequences.
"No, No,. Nanette," another musical comedy hit by Frank
Mandel and Vincent Youmans, will also contain several Technicolor sequences and will feature Bernice Claire, a recruit from
the Eastern company of "The Desert Song," Louise Fazenda,
Lucien Littlefield and other established artists.
It will be
directed by William Beaudine.
"The Song of the Flame," another Vitaphone operetta, by
Otto Harbach and Oscar Hammerstein II, will be one of First
National's road-show super-specials.
"The Isle of Lost Ships," a fantastic drama, based on the
novel by Crittendon Marriott, has an all-star cast including Virginia Valli, Jason Robards and Noah Beery, and is directed by
Irvin Willat.
"Little Johnny Jones," from the successful musical comedy
by George M. Cohan, features Eddie Buzzell, with Sally O'Neil,
Robert Edeson, Edna Murphy and Raymond Turner and will be
directed by Mervyn LeRoy.
"Loose Ankles," which was a successful stage farce of a few
seasons ago, written by Sam Janney, will have an all-star cast,
as yet unannounced.

comedy success

AAA

these pictures, the following will be road show productions: "Son of the Gods," "Sally," "Paris," "No, No, Nanette,"
"The Song of the Flame," "The Isle of Lost Ships" and "Footlights and Fools."
The stars represented in these productions include: Colleen

Of

Moore, Marilyn Miller, Richard Barthelmess, Corinne Griffith,
Billie Dove, Irene Bordoni, Alice White, Dorothy Mackaill and
Jack Mulhall; the featured players are Leatrice Joy, Lois Wilson, Jack Buchanan, Eddie Buzzell, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
Loretta Young and James Ford, all under contract to First
National-Vitaphone Productions, in addition to many acknowledged leaders of the acting profession from the screen and
stage

fields.

The famous authors and playwrights represented on First
National's program for the coming year include Rex Beach,
Fanny Hurst, Edna Ferber, Katherine Brush, William Vaughn
Moody, Townsend Martin, Zoe Akins, Ernest Paschal, John
Van Druton, Samuel Shipman, John B. Hymer, Sam Janney,
Martin Brown, Crittendon Marriott, George M. Cohan, Bernard
K. Burns, Charles Behan, Frances Kanes, Eleanor Robson, Harriet Ford, Harvey Gates, Owen Davis, Frank Mandel, Otto
Harbach, Frederick Lonsdale and William Hurlburt.
The directors who will be represented on this program include Clarence Badger, Reginald Barker, William Beaudine,
Eddie Cline, John Francis Dillon, Alexander Korda, Mervyn
LeRoy, Frank Lloyd, William A. Seiter, Irvin Willat, Millard
Webb and John Griffith Wray.
Adaptations, continuities and dialogue for these pictures will
be prepared by Adele Comandini, Harvey Gates, John F. Goodrich, Forrest Halsey, Adelaide Heilbron, Bradley King, Eddie
Luddy, Fred Myton, Paul Perez, Harold Shumate, Gene Towne,
Waldemar Young and Carey Wilson.
The basic payroll of the studio includes over 1,100 workers
under regular contract and employment.
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PLAYERS

AND
PICTURES

LORETTA YOUNG
( Co-starred

with Fairbanks)

"

LEATRICE JOY
(Four Pictures)

A MOST IMMORAL LADY"

with Leatrice Joy and

W alter Pidgeon

BILLIE

DOVE

(Four Pictures)

CORINNE GRIFFITH
(Two

Pictures)

RICHARD BARTHELMESS
(Two

Pictures)

)
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Production

•Sally"

First

National Production Schedule

Classification

Star

Cast and Director

Story

Road Show Marilyn Miller
100% Talking

From famous

John Francis

musical

Billie

Dillon

Joe E.

Miller starred

on Broadway

Road Show

Irene

Road Show

R.
Barthelmess

Billie

"No, No,
Nanette"
""Footlights

From

a play by

Otto

Harbach

Road Show

Road Show

Colleen

Moore

Technicolor

Story of stage William A. Seiter
(Director)
published in
College Humor Raymond Hackett
Frederick Marsh
Virginia Lee

life,

Road Show

Special

of the
most successful of George

Mervyn LeRoy

M. Cohan's

Robert Edeson

One

(Director)

Edna Murphy

R.
Barthelmess

Leatrice Joy

Special

Dorothy

100% Dialogue

Mackaill

From popular

Griffith

Wray

Brady was

Josephine

starred on

Montagu Love

Broadway

Walter Pidgeon

William

Reginald Barker

Vaughn

Storv by
Charles

Beahan and
Frances Kanes
Dorothv
Mackaill

Play by

Bernard K.
Burns,
produced by
A. H. Woods

Dorothy
Mackail

Mackaill

B. O. H.

Alice

White

Story by
Adele

Comandini

Woolworths"

William

Beaudine

(Director)

Charles Delaney

Wheeler Oakman
Rita Flynn
Gladden James
B. O. H.

Alice

White

Short story

by

Vina Delmar
B. O. H.

Alice

White

Dunn

(Director)

Ian Keith
Creighton Hale

Myrna Loy

Special

All-Star Cast

Romantic and
picturesque

drama

of the

mysterious
Sargasso Sea

Billie

Dove

Adaptation
of story by

Fannie Hurst

Special

Special

Corrine

Short story by

Griffith

Fannie Hurst.
Also play
produced bv
A. H. Woods

B. O. H.

"Dark

B. O. H.

Lois Wilson
Jack Mulhall

B. O. H.

Leatrice Joy

B. O. H.

All-Star Cast

comedy fresh from

Broadway

Swan"'
"Furies"

"The

From

play by
Zoe Akins

John

Irvin Willat
(Director)
Virginia Valli

Alexander Korda
(Director)

Walter Pidgeon
Roland Young
Montagu Love
Thelma Todd

Loretta

Age"

Jason Robards

Noah Beery

"Spring
Is

B. O. H.

Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr.

Current
musical

play

on Broadway
B. 0. H.

Douglas

Football story

Fairbanks. Jr.
Loretta Young

"Fast
Life"

B. O. H.

All-Star Cast

Play by
Sainue!

Shipman and
John B.
Hymer,
produced bv
A. H. Woods
B. O. H.

Melodrama

Next
Special

Alice White

Young

Pass"

"In the

( Special)

(Director)

Carmel Myers
Holmes Herbert

Here"

"The
Forward

Griffith

Wray

Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr.

C. Griffith

Griffith

Sparkling musical

"Loose
Ankles"

Careless

Harry Cording
Kathryn Ward
Robert O'Connor
Special

(B. 0. H.

(Director)

Lucien Littlefield
Claude
Gillingwater
Roy Stewart
Jean Laverty
Jean Lorraine

Life"

Alice

John

stage play in
which Alice

successful play

Private

Corinne

Mackaill

Around"

Moody's

Technicolor

Ships"

"Back
Pay"

Beaudine

(Director)

Charles Delaney

White
Special

Lost

"Her

B. O. H.

Dorothy

Alice

Immoral
Lady"

"Tsle of

William

Edmund Burns
Dorothv

Jury"

"'Playing
Special

Based on
story by

Edna Ferber

stage plays

( Special

"The

Mackaill

Get"

"Girl from
Eddie Buzzell

Jortes"

Great
Divide"

Dove

(B. O. H.)

Technicolor

Johnny

"A Most

Billie

on the

Ermine"'

Richard
Barthelmess

Dove

B. O. H.

"Woman

Edward Martindel

"'Little

Billie

of Jazz"

Corbin

in

Dove

)

"Queen

Based on popular
musical comedy

and Fools"

"Lady

Billie

Louise Fazenda

and Oscar
Hammerstein 2nd
Technicolor

H.

Dove

"Hard
to

Road Show

().

Dove

(B. O. H.

Based on
novel by
Rex Beach

Technicolor

B.

(B. O. H.)

Jack Buchanan
Znsu Pitts
Jason Robards

;

"Song of
the Flame"

Dove

(Director)

the Paris
boulevards

Technicolor

Billie

Bordoni Musical play of Reginald Barker

Technicolor

Cast and Director

Classification

(B. 0. H.)

Brown
known

well
stage comedian

two years

for

"Son of
the Gods"

Production

(Director)
comedy in
which Marilyn Alexander Gray

Technicolor

'Paris""

53

Room"

White

"On

( Special

Riviera"

the

B. 0. H.

Story

of

jazz

on the
Continent

life

John

Francis

Dillon
(Director)

Douglas
Fairbanks. Jr.
Loretta Young
Chester Morris
Ray Rallor
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National

In Film Distribution in Foreign Countries
SPLENDID

advances in the foreign field have been made by
the foreign department of First National Pictures during
the past year under the direction of H. A. Bandy, who has
through an aggressive, carefully-thought-out sales
carried
campaign.

Backed by First National-Yitaphone productions, presenting
stories and stars of the strongest appeal in foreign countries,
the First National organization has extended its sales to the
far corners of Europe, the Far East and South America.
First National is operating through more than 80 offices and
Prodistributing agents functioning in all parts of the world.
to
ductions are being shown in over 50 foreign countries.
the present, Vitaphone films have been exhibited in 25 countries
and more will be added as soon as sound equipment can be
installed.

Up

The

countries

now being

furnished with First National-Yita-

phone pictures follow: United Kingdom of Great Britain, Germany, France, Italy, Holland, Switzerland, Australia, New Zealand, Cuba, Mexico, Panama, Jamaica, Colombia. Costa Rica,
Brazil, Argentina, Japan, Sweden, India, China, Finland, Poland,
Czecho-Slovakia, Uruguay and Chile.
The last report received shows that there are some 1,500
employes in the foreign branches, all carefully chosen with a
view to providing exhibitors with the most helpful service. The
managers in foreign territories and their associates are in every
instance, thoroughly familiar with the business procedure of the
communities served. Also, they are familiar with racial tradiThe fine calibre of the First National
tions and prejudices.
sales personnel in the foreign field has had much to do with
As in the case of the
the increasing sales of the product.
domestic sales organization, cooperation and service are stressed
in the dealing with foreign exhibitors.
Because of the quality of its product, combined with welldirected sales effort, First National had the distinction of showing the first sound productions in a number of the most important countries.
Vitaphone releases were the first sound pictures to be screened
in Sweden, Mexico City, Argentina, Germany, England, Australia, Cuba, France, Italy and India.
Such pictures as "The
Divine Lady," starring Corinne Griffith and "Love and the
Devil" with Milton Sills and Maria Corda, are proving to be

Thirty-five

A

prime favorites with foreign audiences, owing to the Continental flavor of the stories and the popularity of stars such
as Corinne Griffith, Milton Sills and Maria Corda.
In extending the scope of the foreign distribution, it has
been found advantageous in a number of instances to combine
the First National and Warner offices, making a compact and
highly efficient organization, supplied with the finest sound and
dialogue pictures available.
survey of reports received from exhibitors on the Continent, in India, Australia, Japan and other countries, indicates
that the popularity of the films released during the past six
months was largely due to stories sufficiently universal in
their appeal to be understood by audiences not acquainted with
American ways. First National has been especially fortunate
in having productions based on human emotions appreciated in
all lands.
Also the program contains stars who are well established favorites abroad.
A recent triumph was the opening of "The Divine Lady,"
starring Corinne Griffith at the Grand Splendid theatre, Buenos
Aires.
This was the first sound picture ever shown in the
Argentine Republic and its success exceeded the highest expectations.
The great theatre was packed with a fashionable
audience recruited from the social and political circles of Buenos
Aires.
Its success closely followed the premiere of another

A

Vitaphone picture in Mexico City.
In South American countries, as well as the Continent, First

many

was the first in the field with
representatives of the company in
the foreign offices have given exhibitors every assistance in
selling the new product to their audiences through the development of advertising campaigns and exploitation novelties designed to prepare theatregoers for the wonderful innovation.
Plans for the new season are still more elaborate. Allowing
for the development which will inevitably follow the installation of sound apparatus in more theatres, the sales force is readyto give an efficient service in every territory.
It has been found that musical comedies with snappy singing
and dancing numbers are particularly well liked abroad. First
National will be prepared to meet this demand with the most
spectacular and colorful musical comedies ever pictured. It is
predicted that stars such as Marilyn Miller and Irene Bordoni
will be particularly strong in foreign fields.
National,

in

sound productions.

instances,

The

Song Hits by Seven Writers

REAL

record in writing song hits has just been made in
California. Seven songwriters at First National-Vitaphone
Studios, have written 35 real song hits, to be vised in pictures, in about five months.
Many of these songs are expected to be worthy successors
to "Jeannine, I Dream of Lilac Time," and "Weary River," two
First National-Vitaphone theme songs that set up records for

sales.

The seven song writers who hung up this record are Ray
Perkins, in charge of the music at the Burbank plant; Grante
Clarke, Harry Akst, Al Bryan, Norman Spencer, George W.
Meyer and Herman Ruby. All have recently come to California

New York.
Recently they have been joined by M. K. Jerome, Al Dubin
and Joe Burke, who are also famous song writers, and who will
devote their efforts to First National-Vitaphone theme songs.
The songs written by the seven writers named above are:
For Colleen Moore's "Smiling Irish Eyes," Ruby, Perkins and
Spencer wrote: "Smiling Irish Eyes," "A Wee Bit O' Love,"
"Then I Can Ride Home With You," "Killarnee Fair," "Grandma's Dirge," "Grandmama O'More."
For Alice White's "Broadway Babies," Clarke, Akst, Bryan
and Meyer wrote: "Broadway Baby Dolls," "Wishing and
Waiting for Love," and "Jig, Jig, Jigaloo."
For Billie Dove's "Careers," Bryan and Meyer wrote: "My
Sweet Helene" and "I Love You, I Hate You."
For Jack Mulhall's "Twin Beds," Bryan and Meyer wrote:
"If You Were Mine," "The Chicken Walk," and "My Wee Bonfrom

wrote:
Song."

"My Dream

of

Love Comes True," and "The Drinking

For "Drag," starring Richard Barthelmess, Bryan and Meyer
"My Song of the Nile," and "I'm Too Young to Be

wrote:

Careful."

For Dorothy Mackaill's "Hard to Get," Bryan and Meyer
We Want Are Hard to Get."
For "Two Weeks Off," with Mackaill and Mulhall, the same
writers composed "Love Thrills."
For Billie Dove's "The Man and the Moment," Ruby and
Perkins wrote: "Just a Lucky Moment."
For Alice White's "The Girl from Woolworth's," Bryan and
wrote: "The Things

Meyer wrote: "Someone You Baby Me
"Cryin'

for*

—

I'll

Baby You," and

Love."

For "The Careless Age," an all-star picture, Ruby, Spencer
and Perkins wrote: "Melody Divine," and "Say It With a

For "The Great Divide," featuring Dorothy Mackaill, Ruby
and Perkins wrote: "At the End of the Lonesome Trail," "Si,
Si, Senor," "Ride 'Em Cowboy," "I Had a Horse Named Tony,"
and "Down by the Rio Grande."
For "Fast Life," an all-star picture, Ruby and Perkins wrote:
"Since I Found You," and "A Fast Life and a Hot One."
For "The Isle of Lost Ships," another all-star picture, Bryan
and Meyer wrote: "Ship of My Dreams."
For "Her Private Life," starring Billie Dove, Bryan and
Meyer wrote: "Love Is Like a Rose."
All the songs will be published by M. Witmark & Sons.
Bryan and Meyer are to do five songs for Colleen Moore's
"Footlights and Fools." Ruby and Jerome will do three numbers for Leatrice Joy's, "A Most Immoral Lady," also several
numbers for "Little Johnny Jones."
Dubin and Burke will do additional numbers for Marilyn Miller's, "Sally."
All of the former stage successes, to be made into

Solitaire."

First

nie Jean."

For "Prisoners," starring Corinne

Griffith,

Ruby and Spencer

National-Vitaphone Pictures, will have additional
songs, as well as those used in the stage versions.

new
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45 Pictures in

Superstitious? "Baloney!"
Says the Vicomte Moraes
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July 10.—Hollywood is a superstitious place. People
warned Viscomte Julio de Moraes
against making pictures to

star his

But Moraes smiled and said

wife.

bookings.

44.

ple "Superstition is baloney."

Irene Rich Returns; Will
Do Audien with Rogers,
"They Had to See Paris"
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July 9.— Irene Rich and
Will Rogers, the duo who scored a hit several
years ago with their comedies for the Goldwyn company, are again to share honors. The
Fox organization has obtained their services
for, "They Had to See Paris," a feature
audien.
Miss Rich won many new admirers
in a vaudeville tour throughout the Eastern

key

cities.

Cameramen Reluctant
On Union Demands
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July

9— Cameramen

Hollywood have been apthroughout
proached in the past three days by labor
leaders who are agitating a sympathy strike.
In most cases cameramen are exceedingly
unwilling to discuss the subject with the
strike

promoters.

reluctantly

come

Cameramen here have
into

the

photographers

union and feel that this is no time for them
to be asked to give up their jobs.

Exhibitors Select Title;
Quillan Audien Re-named
HOLLYWOOD,

—

July 9. A canvass of theaover the country, who were booking Eddie Quillan's latest, "Joe College,"
brought a new name for the picture. By an
overwhelming majority "The Sophomore" was
chosen by exhibitors as a new title.
"The

men

all

Sophomore"
Quillan.

honors

is

a Pathe picture starring

Eddie

Sally O'Xeil and Jeanette Loff share
in the

—

effective there

At

this

feminine leads.

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July 9.— Gary Cooper is
one of the first film heroes to go nameless
throughout a picture. In Paramount's audien
outdoor production, "The Virginian," he is
never called by name. He is only known as
"The Virginian."

in actual production.
1928 the normal number was

in

Threats that production will fall off are so far unsupported by figures.
In their determination to keep their expensive plants operating' producers
declare they will take advantage of the loop-hole in the Equity ultimatum
rather than submit should, by any chance, Equity's pressure become firm.

That loop-hole is silent pictures. Producers
are ready to go into a long schedule of silent
pictures the instant that players become difficult to obtain for audiens.
The 45 that are in production however are
practically all dialog. And it does not include
Colleen Moore's big production, "Footlights
and Fools," which John McCormick comNeither does it include
pleted yesterday.
Harold Lloyd's feature length comedy, "Welcome Danger," which is off the stages tem-

addition, the studio will release synchronized
versions of four recently completed silent

porarily.

made

Lois

Moran

Starts Tinting Film

Lois Moran stars in a Fox picture, "Words
and Music," which began production July 1.
Will Rogers stars in "They Have to See
Paris," also

on the Fox

Frank Borzage

lot.

comedies. Laurel and Hardy's "Bacon Grabbers" and "Angora Love," and Our Gang"?
"Saturday's Lesson" and "Cat, Dog and Co."
The Roach studio estimates a production
cost of SI, 500,000 for the coming year's program. $150,000 is the scheduled expenditure
for improvement and additions to the sound
stages and equipment.
Each of the four production units will have
five all-talking pictures when the present fiscal year ends, July 27.
The studio
started production of sound pictures, March
25.
Laurel and Hardy's "Unaccustomed as
Are" was the first.

We

Wampas

Sets Standard
Rate for Free Lancers

directs.

Garnett Starts Armstrong Film
Tay Garnett's next big audien producRobert
tion went into work this week.
Armstrong who has
paper picture

is

just finished a newsone of the featured play-

James Gleason, histrionic mate of
Armstrong's is again cast with his old
Garnett's current
friend and associate.
picture is "Oh, Yeah." He is probably the
youngest successful director in HollyOther of his pictures are "The
wood.
Spieler" and "The Flying Fool."

ers.

Joe Broicn with
Universal

is

Maynard

Kathryn Crawford is
this week.
Maynard's leading woman in "The Golden

shooting
Bridle."

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

9.— Free lance
July
publicity members of the Wampas have
formed a council which will hold regular
meetings, the first of which was today. Because of the action exerted recently by
studios through their Wampas representatives, free lance men have decided to get
together.
Free lancers feel that a garden
variety of press agents have made it necessary for them to protect themselves.
standard rate of payment will immediately be set and any publicist not complying to it will be suspended.

A

well occupied with companies.

Harry

J.

Brown

is

directing.

Denny

Million Dollar Deal
Halted on Equity Account

The

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

other Western company is shooting "The
Trail of the Pack." Ted Carson is the star.

are being held up on a $2,000,000 deal be-

Silent Versions of Comedies
Hal Roach will make silent versions of 20

tween Reginald Denny and an English concern. Other arrangements involving a sum
of $5,000,000 are likely to develop, but no

comedies he has
of
the 32
all-talking
scheduled for next year's production.
Because of the demand of the foreign distributors and of small-town exhibitors for
Roach has
comedies.
the Roach G
_

Cooper Has Nameless Part

were 45 pictures

time of year

Ken Maynard and a Western company began

(Special to the Herald-World)

tre

Producers Reveal Plan They Will Follow in Case Fight Becomes
Serious: Silent Picture Schedule to Prove Perfect
Loop-hole: Studios Very Active
By DOUGLAS HODGES
LOS AXGELES, July 9. Exactly one month from the day that the Equity
Shop ultimatum became
On June 5 there were 42.

to tell peo-

as Equity

Ultimatum Becomes 30 Days Old

"Baloney!"
Lia Tora is the wife of the Vicomte and is the star of his picture,
"The Soul of a Peasant." The picture has been added to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's product of this season
and is making distinct hits in all its

The Vicomte continues

Work

M M

changed his decision to make no

The

silent

pic-

soundless two-reelers will be recut versions of the original talkies.
Each of his four production units. Laurel
and Hardy, Harry Langdon, Charley Chase
and Our Gang, will make eight talkfilms. In
tures.

further

July

move can be made

as to the future
Equity Association.
satisfied

Hersholt

9.— Negotiations

until the star is
of the Actors'

May

Tour

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD.

July 10.— Jean Hersholt
returned from San Francisco where he attended the Fox theatre opening and announced
he is considering an offer to make a stage tour.
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Laemmle

Seeking Studio Site
Around New York
W orner Brothers Use Technicolor
Production of Vitaphone Acts
—Powers Producing atheSeries
of Shorts
Is

to

in

Is

By

NEW

YORK,

July

9.

—

DOUGLAS FOX

'Carl

Laemmle

is

stumping around Manhattan

looking over proposed sites for Universal's new Eastern studio. The
latest dope from the boys in the Hecksher building is that the shop
will be functioning in 40 days
which leads one to suppose that an old studio
will be revamped or that an easily adaptable building will be picked for the
purpose.

—

'"PHE new

season in motion pictures will see
the coming of color to Vitaphone shorts.
Those that lend themselves to the medium
will be made by the Technicolor process
which is expected to treble the value of "flash"
acts, sketches in which girls and costumes are
an important feature.

These Vitaphone color shorts will be shot at
the plant in Brooklyn under the direction of
Bryan Foy and his assistants, Messrs. Roth
and Hurley.
Fred Ardath, supported by a large cast, recently finished a sketch called "These Dry
Days." Another two reel sketch written by
Russell "Buck" Crouse, columnist on the
Evening Post, has also been completed at the
Eastern studio. It is titled "The Interview,"
and Hugh O'Connell plays the part of the
newspaperman who is assigned to "get his
man." The cast includes John Dillaway and
Henry Warwick. O'Connell also played the
lead in "A Familiar Face," another newspaper
short from the Crouse typewriter.

Among others who have just completed
shorts under Foy are Revva Reyes, 17 year
old Mexican charmer, and Harry Rosenthal.
Reuben Mamoulian got 450

feet of continulast week.
It in-

ous shooting in one scene
cluded several distance shots and
of closeups.
It all lies, he
says,
well rehearsed and knowing how
your camera.
If he keeps on at
the picture should be finished in

which

it

won't.

It

is,

you know,

couple
in being
to juggle
a

that rate
a week
just "Apple-

sauce."

Outdoor scenes for "The Gay Lady" with
Gertrude Lawrence, shot in Paramount's back
yard, have been completed.
And things are
a little more up-to-date around the studio
these days since Mamoulian has disposed of
his beef-trust burlesque girls for the 1910 sequences of his picture.
he has got to

Now

the

modern stage and while there are plenty

of chorus girls in evidence their curves are
not so (what shall we call it?) obviously ellptical.

Cody is around town. He says he is
going to make some pictures in the East
may get to work on his own hook in the
studios of the American Sound Recording
Bill

Corporation.

The new Powers Cinephone sound

working full tilt during the month of July,
and while Robert T. Kane is in Europe, the
being devoted exclusively to the production of the two reel comedies which form
an important part of Pathe's new production
studio

is

schedule.

Already J. Gordon Bostock has completed
"Beach Babies," a Variety comedy with
Charles Kemper, Evalyn Knapp, and Naomi
Casey. This was directed by Bradley Barker,
and the story, an amusing skit laid on the
Beach at Atlantic City, was written by Joe
Hayman and Bostock.
Bostock's next comedy will be "His Operation" for which a cast is now being selected
and which goes into production within a few
days.

Harry Delmar,

newcomer

a

has completed the

first

at

the

studio,

of his Folly Series,

"Syncopated Trial," a two

reel

comedy

in jazz

rhythm with plenty of music, pretty girls,
was directed
Delmar from

costumes and lots of fun. It
by Bradley Barker and Harry
a story by Delmar and Lester
cast are Lew Seymore, Morgan
Doyle, Max
Ferguson.

Stamm, Hal

In the meantime
bling his cast for

Lee.

In the

Morly, Buddy

Beck

and

Dave

Frank T. Davis

is assemnext comedy "Fancy
That" Charles Maddock has in preparation
"Fifty Miles From New York" and George
Le Maire is making final arrangements for
his next comedy "Barber's College."

his

;

;

Mourn Gladys Brockwell;
Last Rites Held; Actress
Killed in Auto Accident
[Picture

in

HOLLYWOOD,

Section]

Pictorial

9.— In the

presof many prominent motion picture
actors, producers
and directors, funeral
services were held for Gladys Brockwell,
well known actress.
Miss Brockwell died
last week as a result of injuries received
in an automobile accident.
She was riding
with a companion when the car plunged
off a curve pinning her beneath the wreckage.
Her companion was injured but is
reported to be recovering.

July

ence

Delf.

Delf also put the first of a series of 12
novelty single reels into production at the
Powers Cinephone studio, July 8. This series
will be Powers Cinephone product, presented
by P. A. Powers. They will be travesties of
current news events and burlesques of the
manner in which these events are presented

News

of the series is "Powers
Pow Wows" and this title will probably remain as the permanent name of the new
novelties.
Negotiations are under way for
the release of this series by a national distributing organization and a definite decision
on the manner of their release will be made
within the next two weeks.
The Pathe Sound Studios, New York, are
title

1929

PREVIEW
TTOLLYWOOD,
-'-'•"Broadway

9.— Ever since
July
Melody" met with an in-

stant hit, the talkie cycle has been pointing
up the musical phase of pictures.
"Street Girl," an all talking Radio Picture, previewed at the
Studios is one

RKO

of the best to follow the new lead. It has
four songs that will hold up on the music
counters with any that have been introduced from the screen. It has a charming
little story, well told by a capable cast

headed by Betty Compson.
production value and it

has plenty of
has excellent

It

recording.
will be those four songs that will
fans' tongues, and wigwag the
second day audiences to crowd houses that
play it. And houses that play it will be
crowded. "Street Girl" will solicit plenty

But

wag

it

the

of box-office dough.
"Street Girl" is but
An impoverished
a fragile story at best.

Hungarian

violinist,

played by Betty Comp-

son, is adopted by four musicians, who eke
out a living wage serenading ham and egg
audiences in a cheap cafe. The girl persuades them to try for a better job. They
do and get it.

To their new cafe comes a prince from
She plays to him.
the girl's native land.
He kisses her. The publicity builds a night
club for the band and a temporary barricade
between the girl and the pianist of the band,
in love with her.
That is all there is to the story. Yet it
told in such deft characterizations by
is
Miss Compson, John Harron, Joseph CawJack Oakie, Ned Sparks, and Guy
Buccola, a newcomr from vaudeville, that
there is charm in every minute of the play.
What better way to make music predominate a talkie than to have the principals musicians?
Radio Pictures has done this in a
spotted throughout with
plausible tale,
thorn,

four hummable tunes, "My Dream
Memory," "Lovable and Sweet," "Broken
Up Tune" and "The Prince of Goodthese

fellows."

To Oscar Levant and Sidney Clare who
wrote the songs, go the chief honors for
the certain success of this first Radio Picture to come out of the West Coast studio.
Wesley Ruggles did an adequate job of
Jane
the direction, for his first all-talkie.
Murfin wrote the screen story and dialogue
Viennese
"The
from an original story

Charmer,"

in

some pulpwood magazine by
Louis Sarecky super-

W. Carey Wonderly.
vised.

Fund
Withdraw From Chest

Picture Relief

(Special to the Herald-World)

Helen Kane, Record
Gets Long

Artist,

Term Contract

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

9—

Helen Kane, baby
July
voiced record artist, has signed a long term
contract with Paramount. She starts rehearsals
for her second screen role, a
this week
featured part in "Sweetie."

Reels.

The working

15,

STUDIO

studio

Long Island City officially opened this week
with the production of "Hot Tips" one of the
series of comedies being produced by Harry
at

by the

July

Virginia

Buchanan Returns

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 9.—Virginia Buchanan,
ingenue comedienne, has completed her engagement with the successful stage operetta,
"The Desert Song." After an absence of
almost two years, the young actress returns to

Hollywood.

HOLLYWOOD,

July

9—The

Motion

Relief Fund took definite action
this week to withdraw from the community chest, but urged its members to support
the charity to the fullest extent. The action was taken at the beach home meeting
Mary Pickford, president of the
of
Association.

Picture

Hecht and Mac Arthur

to

Write Original for "U"
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July 9.— Ben Hecht and
Charles MacArthur, authors of the stage play,
"The Front Page," have been signed by Carl
Laemmle, Jr., to write an original story of the
underworld for Universal, to be called "The
Homkide Squad."

Julv

13,
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Her aid- World's Production Directory
DIRECTOR

STORY

BRAND

CHIEF

NAME

PLAYERS

STARTING

STORY

DATE

DIRECTOR

Columbia Studios
"Flight"

May

Jack Holt
Lila Lee
Ralph Graves
Alan Roscoe

Frank Capra

BRAND

CHIEF

NAME

PLAYERS

STARTING

DATE

Pathe Studios
WEST COAST STLDIO

20

'Her Private
Affairs"

Paul Stein

Ann Harding
Harry Bannister
John Loder

Tay Garaett

Robert Armstrong
James Gleason

June 13

Kay Hammond
'Oh,

Christie Studios
"Southern
Exposure"

July

Lloyd Hamilton

Gil Pratt

Yeah"

2

RKO
Cruze Studios

"Rio Rita"

May

Eric Von Stroheim
Betty Compson

James Cruze

"The Great
Gib bo"

Luther Reed

Bebe Daniels
John Boles

Colleen

June

Moore

Marilyn Miller

June

17

Eddie Buzzell

June

19

Dillon

Mervyn LeRoy

"Little Johnnie
Jones**

Alice

17

June

27

June 27

1

Seiter

John Francis

June

Theodore Von Eltz
Sally Blane
Hugh Trevor

First National Studios
William A.

Studios

"The Delightful A. Leslie Pearce Rod LaRocque
Rogue"
& Lynn ShoresRita LaRoy
"The Very Idea" Frank Craven & Frank Craven
Richard RossonAllan Kearns

Margie (Babe) Kane

1

Dorothy Lee
Bert Wheeler

12

Don Douglas

"Footlights and
Fools"
"Sally"

July

Zasu Pitts
Patricia Caron

Roach Studios
'Coughing

Up"

James Parrott

Stan Laurel
Oliver

Day

Hardy

Robert Edeson

Edna Murphy

Sennett Studios

Ford Sterling
Richard Banhelmess
Marian Nixon
Joselyn Lee

"Young No
Wheres"

Frank Lloyd

"Paris"

Clarence Badger Irene Bordoni
Jack Buchanan
Zasu Pitts
Jason Robards

June

26

June

No Production

Tec-Art Studios

3

Frank O'Connor Jobyna Ralston
Leo Kelley
Charlotte Walker
Joan Wyndham

'Calliope"

Fox Studios
"The Girl From
Havana "

Ben

"Frozen Justice' Allan Dwan
"Married in
Marcel Silver
Hollywood"
"Sunnyside Up" David Butler
'

"They Have

March

14

"Kathleen

Al Ray

Sally O'Neil

June
June

IT

Mavoureen"
"Mr. Antonio"

James Flood

Leo Carrillo

24

June

24

June

24

Lenore tJlric
J. Harold Murray
Norman Kerry
Janet Gaynor

Raymond CannonAll-star Cast
to

Will Rogers

July

1

James Tinling

Lois Moran
David- Perey

July

1

See Paris"

"Words and
Music"

W.

S.

Vandyke

"Marianne"
Robert Leonard
"The Thirteenth Tod Browning

Harry Carey
Edwina Booth
Marion Davies
All star

T

March
June

"No, No.
Napoleon"

9

"Barnum Was

Lionel BarrymoreJohn Gilbert

Katherine Dale
DeMille Vita Johanne

Untitled

William

"Jungle"

Jack Conway

10

June

10

June

20

June

27

Owen

Basil Rathbone
Joan Crawford
Robert Montgomery

Metropolitan Studios

William

J.

Craft
Del Lord

Right"

Harry Edwards

Untitled

Mai

St.

Clair

3

Harold Lloyd

Glenn Tryon

Merna Kennedy
Arthur Lake

Tiger"
"Trail of

Natalie Kingston

Joe Levigard

Pack"

"Orphan

of the

Wagon

Trail"

Jack Nelson

(Comedy No.

Ted Carson
Aline Goodwin
Joe Rickson
Bobby Nelson

S)

June

17

June
June

17
17

July

1

July

1

May

4

Edmund Cobb
Edith Kramer

"One Rainy

Lloyd Prods.

Nora Lane

Frank Merrill

the

June 14

Reginald Denny

"Tarzan and the Henry McCarey

Emmett Flynn

Laura LaPlante
Scott Kolk

Night"

"Welcome
Danger"

June

Universal Studios
May

Chair**

"Olympia"

Norma Talmadge
John Wray
Gilbert Roland
Roscoe Karns
Lilyan Tashman
Mary Doran

MetTO-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios
"Trader Horn"

8

United Artists Studios
"Tin Pan Alley" Lewis Milestone

Frank Borzage

June

Virginia Valli

Charles Farrell

"Why Leave
Home"

June 27

Tiffanv-Stahl Studios

Paul Page
Lola Lane

Stoloff

Pickwick Prod.

Eugene Borden
Mildred Van Dorn

Sept. 17

Warner Brothers Studios
Paramount Studios

'General

Crack" Alan Crosland

WEST COAST STUDIOS
"The Virginian" Victor Fleming
All-star Cast
"Woman Trap" William Wellman All-star Cast
"Hlafaon"
Lothar Mendes
All-star Cast

May
May
May

"Fast Company" Melville Brown
"Kibitzer"

Edward Sloman

All-etar Cast

'The Love
Parade"
"The Mighty"
"The Love

Ernst Lubitsch

Maurice Chevalier

June
June
June

John Cromwell

George Bancroft
Richard Dix

June
June

Doctor"

Melville

Brown

John Barrymore
Marian Nixon

Armida

All star

'

J

18
25

"Under a Texas

Michael Curtiz

Moon"

June

17

Armida
Noah Beery

23
S

13
15

Andres De Segurola
Frank Fay
Myrna Loy

"Disraeli"

Al Green

29
29

"Aviator"

Roy Del Ruth

George E. Stone
Raquel Torres
George Arliss
Joan Bennett
Florence Arliss
David Torrenee
Edward Everett Horton

June 20

June 20
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THE THEATRE
Sound Essay Contest Builds the Public
Interest and Demand for Audiens
personality.
May the new films educate
the public to prefer Ruth Chatterton to
Alice
hite (two names from recent Portland

SOUND

essay contests, such as
staged by the Portland theatre,
Portland, are doing a great deal towards
the creating of public interest and de-

W

showings).
*

mand

There is a differfor audiens.
ence in contests, one can be dull without attracting any special amount of

The

*

*

today leave much to be desired, but these imperfections should be a
challenge instead of an objection. The greatest
problem was to obtain synchronized visibility
and sound. After we have this great accomplishment, surely we do not despair of improvement until the talkie of the future will
be equally pleasing and acceptable to both
eye and ear."

interest, the kind which seldom ever
draw's interest enough to secure many

contenders; and another kind which
arouses the interest of the entire community, enrolls a great many writers
and wins commendable stories in the
daily papers these are the kind that
benefit the exhibitor and net him any

talkies of

Second Prize Winner

;

seems undeniable that talking pictures
are a distinct advance on other forms of film
"It

of good publicity and create a
for more and better audiens.
Besides creating a public interest the
contestants'
use
exhibitor
can
the

amount
demand

presentation.

The disadvantages of caption-using pictures,
though few, are such as to render their elimination desirable. Extensive footing, condensed
or unnatural continuity, difficulty of disciphering by slow or unskilled readers, all have
rendered the photoplay somewhat unsatisfactory.
The Shakespearean tradition made the
theatrical public 'earminded.'
Little if any

more or less of a barometer
as to the general opinion towards
audiens, sort of a box office regulator.
letters as

A

scenery was used.
placard was sufficient to
indicate the change from the forest of Arden
to a sea-coast in Bohemia.
The action was
suited to the word.
The master himself advises the players to speak the speech, 'tripping
on the tongue.' The great actors were great
orators.
The voice was supreme.

The Portland

theatre offered $50 as
first prize and the winning essay is as
follows
"The talkies have come to stay because
they offer a broader and more comprehensive field

for the

art

of the silver screen.

The movies, before

the advent of sound,
developed phase of pantomime. By becoming articulate the films
have an opportunity to demonstrate their
ability to enter the field of true dramatic
The highest form of this art throughart.
out the ages has utilized the spoken word
and the power of the human voice over an
audience cannot be denied.

were

just a highly

The spoken word is so much more
than the printed sub-title.
Between

vivid

actor

and audience another contact is formed by
which personality and emotion may be
A flexible, modulated and
transmitted.
controlled voice has always been one of the
principal assets of our greatest actors. Hollywood will now have its opportunity to
develop actors instead of puppets.

Demands Dramatic

In a national tieup with the Jantzen Sunsuit company, more than 10,000 windows
will carry posters similar to the above
exploiting Alice White in First National's,
Along with the
"Broadway Babies."
window- displays there will be newspaper

and magazine stories and wherever possible the Jantzen dealers will tieup with
the local theatre, playing this Alice White
picture.

The
made

radio began the transformation which
the world again 'ear-minded' a world
of listeners, as in the 'spacious days of the
great Elizabeth.' With only the voice of such
great magicians as Havrilla, McNamee or
from
Daniels,
the
auditor can construct
imagination the scene described by the silver-

—

tongued announcer.

Reproduces Personality

Ability

The old movie put a premium on youth
and physical beauty; the new talkie will
demand talent and dramatic ability. It will
not only bring us the best talent the countries can offer, but it will also raise the
standard of the cinema product as a whole.
The bizarre, impulsive and superficially
trained actress is already giving way to one
of dramatic ability, who has lived long
enough to acquire poise, experience and

With the periodical press the emphasis was
shifted to visualization, and the public became
'eye-minded.'
Thought
was
transmitted
through seeing. From the printed page, the
comic strip and cartoon to the many reeled
romance, the eye was addressed as the window
of the soul.

The above
sheet,

is

which

a reproduction of the 24
First National is supplying

free to the exhibitors.

These are

finely-

lithographed and make an effective display. A supply has already been sent to
the various exchanges and each exhibitor
will be given as many as he agrees to post.

The talking picture goes still further. It
reproduces the actor's personality and natural
presence, and above all his living voice. Again
the voice is king. The actor dominates by his
dramatic word he plays on our emotions by
his vital mastery of speech. He conquers our
hearts by the power of his word, and links our
human consciousness with eternal spirituality.
Happy the player with a golden voice, and
happy the hearers who drink that honey-flowing stream. The word shall not pass away."
;

July
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Manager Mails Card
To Patrons Endorsing

Coming MGM Picture
Ames manager

of the Milwaukee
theatre circuit's Downer theatre, east side Milwaukee neighborhood house, recently staged a

Morgan

C.

clever stunt in connection with the exploitation
"The Bridge of San Luis Rey."
Ames mailed 2,000 government postal card-

MGM's

of

bearing the following message to persons residing in the neighborhood of the theatre:

Dear

Patron

:

Famous

critics

and

cele-

brated educators pronounce "The Bridge of
San Luis Rey" as probably the most remarkreceived the
It
able novel ever written.
coveted Pulitzer Prize Award and was the best
seller in 1928.

you are among the discriminating reading

If

public that concurs in this endorsement,

know you

we

will be interested to learn that this

achievement has been made into a
stirring dramatic motion picture of the same
name. It will be shown at the Downer theatre
on June 24-25-26-27.
Each unforgettable character and incident
has been infused with life on the screen from
Camile, .the actress, who "never realized and
notable

loved save love as a passion ;" to Esteban, who
discovered "the secret from which one never
recovered."

Great care was exercised

in the selection of

the cast which includes Lily Damita, Ernest
Don Alvarado,
Torrence, Raquel Torres,
Henry Walthall and Mitchell Lewis.

am

sure you will enjoy this higher type
photoplay. Very truly yours,
Downer Theatre.
I

The

cost

of printing

these

one-cent postals

was small and the returns from the stunt

as-

>ured the theatre of a fine business for the days
that the picture played at the Downer.

W. M. Morelock Joins
H. O.E., Welcome Him
W. M.

Can Patrons Govern Your Policy?
A Good Questionnaire Is Solution
The question confronting

a great many exhibitors is: How can I really find out
the best to meet my conditions and satisfy my patrons? Especially is this true since the advent of sound and many exhibitors are faced with
such problems as whether to turn the entire program over to sound or to present

what policy

just

is

mixed programs.
In this issue the Herald- World's survey will be found the exhibitors conclusions

and

whether an

sound program draws
"The Theatre" invites
deciding which policy is

all

silent subjects.

of that survey in

But just as that survey made possible
and authoritative, because of the unmatched
circulation
of
the
Herald- World, which
reached out to all types of theatres in all
parts of the country and the world, in fact,
so will your own survey within your own
patronage be of incalculable value to you.
"The Theatre" also refers you back to the
Herald- World issue of June 8 and invites you

make use of the questions stated therein
(page 17) for use in your own survey.
The use of questionnaires is an old idea
and, generally speaking, no great amount of
good is derived, because they are either
overlooked, no one has the time to fill
them out, a great many are not interested
and those that are filled out are done in a
to

haphazard fashion that
Give

But

Them

tells

a

nothing.

Value

the past faults of the questionnaire may be overcome by giving them a
value; in other words, make them a medium
of exchange, the admission price to your
theatre, and then. watch the results.
This
all

has been demonstrated by Bob Smith, manager of the New Palace theatre, Slaton,
Texas, and finds that in making the questionnaire good for one admission for the
entire family he receives answers that are
plain spoken, truthful and are of considerable value in setting the policy of his house.

is

the latest

mem-

1,285 families living outside the limits of
the city and that the remainder are sent to
families within the city.
The cost of the
entire issue is fully covered by local advertisers and roughly he estimates that six to
eight thousand people read the publication, at
no cost to the theatre.

to

See "Duke Steps Out"
an

idea

nothing and can

town

that

costs

be put across

in

M

M

various places with a painted sign with
these words, "The Duke Steps Out." The
next morning there was plenty of comment
concerning the painted walks and as a result the picture drew exceptionally well.

Costume dramas?
Modern jazz dramas?
Railroad dramas?
Western or outdoor dramas?
Name three best liked fe-

vaudeville acts?
Historical dramas?

male

Name

stars

liked men stars
satisfactory?

three best

our projection
Is our music satisfactory?
Have you any criticism or suggestion to
offer on our talking pictures?
Is

Have you any criticism or suggestion to offer in
the type of pictures offered?
How can we improve our service to our patrons?
Name three outstanding
pictures that you have seen in Slaton
Name some outstanding picture
you have or have not seen elsewhere that you
would like to have shown in Slaton
Would you like to receive a copy of our proto

staged a "Yo-Yo" contest that
the whole town to start talking.
"Yo-Yo" is a coined word and has reference to a top spinning craze that is sweeping parts of the country, and in Slaton it
seems that both young and old have adopted
this new form of amusement.
The contest
was restricted to boys and girls under 16
years of age, with a cash prize to the winner.
The newspaper played this story big
and the craze for "Yo-Yo" was carried
right to the box office of the Palace.

Smith

every

caused

in

G. H. Wright, Jr., manager of the Star
theatre, Wendell, N. C, used this exploitation to put over "The Duke Steps Out,"
an
G
picture.
The night before the
opening he painted footprints on the sidewalks of the town, all leading towards the
theatre.
These markings were broken at

find in Slaton (if any)?
Do you like 100 per cent talking pictures?....
Do you prefer part talking?
Do you prefer
silent pictures with synchronized music and
sound effects?
Do you prefer to see all
pictures strictly silent?
Do you like: newweeklies ?
Slapstick comedies ?
Parlor comedies?
Vitaphone
Serials?

wanted.

practically

the country to considerable
profit to the exhibitor, who is willing to
work about three hours.

small

.

—

to

is

.

information regarding the shows.
Attached to the above questionnaire was
a letter addressed to the people of Slaton
and Slaton Community in which Smith told
them that the Palace was their theatre and
it would be so conducted, according to their
wishes.
He pointed out that each family
should get together and talk over their likes
and dislikes before filling it out to the theatre,
and in that way he would get the
grouped opinion of the family as a whole.
He further stated that the questionnaire
was the ticket for the entire family to his
theatre and brought out the fact that their
truthful opinions were the only means he
had of giving to them just what they

Cottage Grove has a population of 2,500 and
that once every two weeks he mails his organ

Here

The questionnaire covers the entire operation of his theatre and is as follows:
How many in your family?. .How many attend the Slaton theatres regularly?. .. .Do you
frequently attend a theatre in any other town
than Slaton?
What item of service do you
admire in some other theatre that you do not

you regularly?
Name....
Phone
Any other suggestions you care to offer may
be written on the reverse side of this sheet.
Kindly fill out and hand in at the door. The
Palace theatre phone is 155. Give us a ring any
time glad to answer questions and give you

House Organ Exchange and, brother
members, let's give him a royal welcome, send
him your latest issue.
In a letter to The Theatre he states that

Way

program of both sound

readers to make use of the results
best suited for his needs.

its

Address

ber of the

Footprints Direct

better than a

gram mailed

Morelock, manager of the Arcade

theatre, Cottage Grove, Ore.,

59

The above photograph shows a window display
obtained in a cooperative tieup between the

Krcsge company and the Fox Gladmer theatre
in Lansing, Mich.
This display on Fox's "In
Old Arizona" stood for two weeks, one week
prior to the showing and the current week.
Some of the stores played the theme song of
the picture at their record counter and broadit to the streets by means of an amplifier.

cast

Pathe Has Low Accident Record
HOLLYWOOD. According to Pathe, the amount
of insurance paid out
ployeet if 57 per cent
that

working

to
less

and injured Pathe em.
than normal.
This shows

ill

in films is safe after all.
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LAST WEEK'S STAR WAS VERA REYNOLDS

Coming

Who is the Star This Week?

Attractions

I

MAY

13

-

14

I

TICKETS

20

be awarded to
each of the first ten patrons submitting the correct answer.

15

-

FREE
20
Two complimentary

Von Stroheim's

tickets

will

"THE WEDDING

PLEASE NOTE

MARCH"

must be mailed to Contest Editor,
Starland Theatre, 623 Main Street.
Ten correct answers will be picked from mail
All

and

Bebe Daniels
in

4
4

No

-

17

-

18

8th.
+

employees
__
_,

replies accepted by theatre

—

.

A
16

May

received on or before Wednesday,

TAKE ME HOME
MAY

replies

list

of

last

week's

.

winners

will

be

«

found

elsewhere in this issue.

Ramon Novarro

The above shows

a window display 'used
tieup with "Noah's Ark" when it
played the Piccadilly theatre, London. It
is a window of Selfridge's Oxford street
store, advertising Peek Frean's, "Noah's
Ark" biscuits and calls attention to the
fact that the Warner Brother s special is
now being shown at the Piccadilly.
us

a

Special Stage Prologue

in

Theme Song
Of Coming Attraction

Features

"THE FLYING
FLEET"

Gordon W. Reap, manager of

the Arcade

theatre, Fort Myers, Fla., put

MAY

20

-

21

-

over Universal's
"Show Boat" by staging an exploitation campaign that really spoke for itself and told
the natives that "Show Boat" was coming.
In this campaign he staged a'- Special stage
show or atmospheric prologue in which the
theme song and song hits of the picture were

22

"WINGS
with

CLARA BOW and
BUDDY ROGERS

featured.

A

F.

Wallace,
354 Elgin Ave.
Amell, 149 Ellen St.

Emma

A FEW HINTS

Alf,

311 Gunnell Street

Mrs.

HER

Hanson,

INITIALS

ARE

G. L.

306 Owena St.
'Mrs. Knight,
1521 Bannatyne Ave.
H. Kruger,
437 Pacific Aye.
Rosin,
771 Alexander
Mrs. Holland,

Following this was the singing number,
"Here Comes the Show Boat," with the first
couple seated in a spot on a shadow box showing

Ave.
(Fill

the

name

of star

you think correct

in

above

space)

to

Slarlai\d,

ceived

..<v..

tiful

Family

Theatre.

The above shows
.

A.

Popham

IS

Watch next week's
news

issue

of

Starland

weakly

time,

for Star's correct

name.

head and back page of the Starland Weekly News, edited by
Remember to keep Papham on
your list of House Organ Exchange members.

the mast

of the Starland theatre, Winnipeg, Canada.

its

much

calliope playing.

This act

re-

favorable comment.

Other high spots in Reap's campaign conparading through the streets a ballyhoo truck decorated with cut-outs and bearing
a calliophone, which was kept playing all the
while

heralds.

A

roto
distributed
small
boys
carefully worked up window dis-

which was put out two weeks in advance
of the showing of the picture, music tie-ups
with three stores, and two special matinees,
one given Sunday midnight and the other on
Monday, also served to create added interest
At the midin the attraction at the Arcade.
night matinee punch and cakes were served.
play,

W

"SHOW BOAT

sisted in

the

Winnipeg's
Largest and Most Beau-

letters:

At the conclusion of the song
they gestured to the screen and the sound
trailer was then flashed on.
This was very effective, as the first shot
is a show boat coming around the bend of the
river with

NAME
ADDRESS

Take the family

red

in

COMING."

L.

1646 Alexander Ave.
E. KUtki, 256 Rietta St.
E. Armstrong,
1406 Ross Ave.

the Universal
act composed

of three numbers, using the song hits from
"Show Boat." The first number, "Why Do I
Love You," was sung by a young couple in
the costume of show boat days. This was followed by a dancing chorus of seven attractive
young women, doing a dance routine to "Hey,
Fellers," the song sung in the Ziegfeld prologue to the picture.

Winners
A.

week before the showing of
Reap arranged a stage

feature,

Last Week's Contest

—
July

13.

1
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THE SHORT FEATURE
Newspictures
—

FOX NEWS NO.

81.
Move five hundred million tons
of sand out of Seattle city Eskimos attend farthest
North divine service Germans revive ancient riverjousting sport Royalty and society attend Ascot
Bobby Jones wins open
races at English course
goif championship.
NO. 97.— Secretary Mellon
and Assistant Secretary Bond, examine new small
money Reduction in size of bills will save government $2,000,000 annually in production costs
Colonel Lindbergh and bride take off on trans-continental hop.

—

—

—

—

PARAMOUNT NEWS

—

PARAMOUNT NEWS

NO. 98.— Bobby Jones wins
United States open golf title, beats Al
Espinosa by 23 strokes Crack Columbia Universityoarsmen win Marlow regatta for 150 pounders in
Los Angeles greets record
first test against British
flyers
Acclaim church peace in San Angel, Mexico.
G If NEWS NO. 93. New air line opens scenic
wonder of West Indian isles 56 tiny motorboats

his

third

—
—
—

—

M

circle

Manhattan

in

—
spectacular

"vets" are guests at White
test

winners

contest

House party

— Wounded
— Flag con-

world cruise.

start

INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL

NO.

53— Bobby-

—

Jones again crowned Monarch of Golfdom Mexican military cadets in stirring review Frisco fetes
57 small speed
flag winners starting world tour
boats circle Manhattan.

—

KINOGRAMS

NO.

5514.

—

Crippled vets are guests of
—
White House— Retgh Count

President Hoover at
second as Invershin wins Ascot Turns Casino into
England's premier flies back to
biggest bird cage
work.

—

—

PATHE SOUND NEWS NO.

42.—New England
Templars meet Outdoor living is beauty aid Hammers make railroad music 10 twins help two twtns
marry -biggest output aids prosperity.
PATHE NEWS NO. 56.—Bobby Jones wins third
National golf title Mexico and church end threeyear dispute Flies across continent and back again
United States horse is second in gTeat
in 36 hours

—

—

—

—

—

——

British race.

Raytone Company Will
Produce Audien Acts;
Signs

Tommy Christian

(Special to the Herald-World J

NEW

YORK,

July 9.— Raytone Talking
has been formed with New
York offices at 723 Seventh Ave. The corporation will make an all-talking program,
consisting of 18 one-reel and 12 two-reel
comedies and novelties. Signed for the new
organization are Tommy Christian and his
Palisades Orchestra; Mark Linder Productions, whose first picture will be "Ankles"
starring Robert Bentley, now featured on
Broadway in "My Girl Friday," and Fred
Ardath, Yitaphone Shorts star, who will make
a series of six, the first of which will be
"Cabaret Nights."
Al Linder will make a
series of stage presentation acts.
The corporation will produce at the MetroSeveral have
politan Studios in Fort Lee.
already been completed.
Pictures,

Cooperative Newspaper Hookup
To Sell Universal Sound News
A

cooperative newspaper hookup ha? been engineered by L niversal for their
is to be launched July 31.
This hookup is far reaching in
its influence as 60 papers, located in the important cities from Coast to Coast,
will aid in selling this news to the public.
They will be sold to the public as
if actuallv put out by the newspapers, aided by I niversal in the production
and marketing of the film.

new newsreel which

The newsreel newspaper hookup is the outcome of a long cherished dream of Carl
Laemmle, president of Universal, whose hope
to bring the resources of a big motion picture concern into contact with the ideas and
suggestions of the best editorial minds of
is

America.
Closer Public

Relationship

were made by Fred J. McConUniversal sales manager for short sub-

The
nell,

tieups

The plan is very flexible, with the exception of many local news items which will
be included in the various regional releases.
The local items of interest, which will appear
in these releases, will be exploited by the local
papers. In each locality, the newsreel will be
sold to the public as if actually put out by the
jects.

idea is looked upon as sounding a new
note in screen journalism and as a long step
towards closer relationship between the picture
industry and the best editorial minds in the
country and is considered as a very definite
step towards the realization of a true "newspaper of the screen." The Universal Newsreel, under the editorial management of Sam
B. Jacobson, will supplement this service with
widespread activities of its own in cooperating with the various newspapers that are now
a partner with Universal.
In each case, the deal was made inde-

The

;

pendently with each paper

in

its

home town.

Tito

B&

GLEM0H5
THE
MISSUS
UNITED

ARTISTS
THEATRE

K Loop

B WAY

;

:

Houston Chronicle, Indianapolis News, Little
Rock Democrat, Los Angeles Times, Memphis
Commercial Appeal, Missoula Missoulian. New Haven Register, Evening World,
New York City, Oklahoma News, Omaha
World Herald, Philadelphia Inquirer, Phoenix
Pittsburgh Post Gazette, Portland
Rochester Times-Union, Salt Lake
Tribune, San Antonio Express, San Diego
Sun, San Francisco Chronicle, Seattle Star.
Spokane Press. Vancouver, B. C, Sun, and

at S>a

Theatres

News.

the

Washington

Star.

Releases
WEEK OF JULY

EDUCATIONAL— "Lucky

14

Breaks," Al Alt, Cameo,
one; "Untitled," Lupino Lane, two.
G
"Oriental Motoring," oddity, one.
PATHE "The Farmer's Goat." Fable, two-thirds:
"Topical Flips," Sound Topic, one-third; "Go Easy,
Doctor." George Le Maire, two.
UNIVERSAL— "Double Trouble," Lake, one; "Matiny." Kingston, two; "Fly Cops," Stern Bros., two;
"Ridin' Leather," Curwood, two.

M

M—

—

WEEK OF JULY

EDUCATIONAL— "Untitled."

21

Mack Sennett Talking

Comedy, two; "Joy Land," Lupino Lane, two.

M G M— "Oriental

Motoring," oddity, one.

PATHE— "By

Land and Air." Fable; two-thirds;
"House Cleaning Time," Fable, two-thirds.

UNIVERSAL—"Weary

Willies." Oswald, one; "Flying Fools," Collegians. No. 8, two; "Getting Buster's Goat." Buster Brown comedy, Stern, two;
"Danger Line," Western Featurette, Cobb, two.

m

WEEK OF JULY

NOW

PIAYINC

28

EDUCATIONAL— "Honeymooniacs,"

is

a six sheet billing used by

the United Artists theatre. Hollywood, in
exploiting the Christie two reel all talking plays. This is only one of the many
big houses exploiting sound short subjects.

Collins.

PATHE— "Modern
\

Rhythm," Sportlight, one; "The
Petters," Sound topic, one-third; "Untitled," Fable,
two- thirds.
"Faces," Snappy Comedy, one; "The
Pirate's Secret." Kingston, two; "Just the Type,"
Stern Bros., Mike and Ike, two; "Go Get 'Em.
Kid," Western. Chandler, two.

UNIVERSAL—

»ELK OF AUGUST

The above

Monty

Mermaid, two; "Contented Wives," Al Alt, Cameo,
one.

K

Last week two of the B &
loop houses,
Chicago and Roosevelt, featured "Steamboat Willie," a Walt Disney "Mickey
Mouse'" cartoon, on their programs.
These houses are but one block apart
and is probably the first instance in which
a short subject has been appraised of sufficient box office interest to be played day
and date in competitive de luxe houses.

tion,

Gazette,

newspaper.

Inc.,

Disney Cartoon Plays

order to get local interest and cooperaas against a one-point contact with a
and acseries of chain owned newspapers
cording to reports to date, the following papers
have already signed
The Albany Knickerbocker Press and the Albany Evening News.
Atlanta Journal, Billings Gazette, Boston
News, Butte Standard.
Traveler.
Buffalo
Charlotte
News. Cleveland News, Dallas
Despatch, Des Moines Register, Detroit News.
El Paso Post, Fort Worth Star-Telegram.
in

EDUCATIONAL—"Sole

Support,"

4
Big Boy,

two.
M G M— "Dealers in Babies," Oddity, one.
UNIVERSAL— "Weary Willies." Snappy

Juve-

nile,

Comedy.

"On the Sidelines." Collegians, two:
Pests," Snookums, two; "The Lone
Rider," Featurette, Curwood, two.

Oswald, one;

"Newlyweds
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SATURDAY'S CHILDREN:

Vitaphone Acts
BROADWAY BABIES;

male lead,
Flashbacks

Synchron zed
Score ( 3351 -3339
by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra. Numbers 3351 to 3339
inclusive.
First National Vitaphone talkReels 1 to 9.
ing productions.
ON WITH THE SHOW: Score (3321-3332). Synchronized
Numbers 3321-3332
by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
inclusive.
Warner Bros. Vitaphone talkReels 1 to 12.
ing

) .

SOUND ACT

i

Synchronized by Vitaphone
Score (3311-3320).
Orchestra. Numbers 3311 to 332H inclusive. Reels
First National Vitaphone talking productions.
GIRL IN THE GLASS CAGE, THE:
Score (3301-3308).
Numbers
Synchronized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
First National Vita3301 to 3308 inclusive. Reels 1 to 8.
phone talking productions.

(Compiled

in order of release, the

name

of release follows

DRAG:

Trailer (3048).
Scene from the musical show featured in the picture and cast sings "My Song of the
Nile" the theme song.
Richard Barthelmess then appears
to introduce the cast.
First National Vitaphone talking

WHY

(824) in "Dooley's the

Name." Scene:

ALL GIRL REVUE, THE

PALM BEACH

All

Lou
and all dancing show.
Webb, a Paul Ash discovery; Lillian Price, the comedienne;
Bunting with DePaco and Kazviki, acrobatic dancNumbers:
ers; and Jean Rankin's Bluebell's orchestra.
a. "That's Her Now;" b. "I'm an Indian;" c. "Chrysanthemums ;" d 'My Pet
KATE SMITH (817). Scene: Drawing room. Offers red
Known as "The Songbird
hot songs with a red hot voice.
Numbers: a. "Carolina Moon;" b. "Bless
of the South."
singing

Ellen

*

.

'

You,

'

Sister."

RAY AND DOT DEAN

in

(816)

Scene:
Devil."
Ray
vaudeville team.

"He's

known

Well
Exterior of cottage.
doing rube characterizations.

'

a.

bers:

a.

"My Pony Boy;"

b.

"Chloe;"

"Lodel;"

c.

d.

"Salter Dog."

HARRY TATE

Scene: Office.
troupe of

(767) in "The Patent Office.'
Harry Tate and
England's laughing fool.
fun makers in comedy riot.

his

BABY ROSE MARIE

Four
Scene: Drawing room.
(809).
"Heigh Ho"; b.
year old child singing these numbers: a,
"Who Wouldn't Be Jealous of You"; c. "Don't Be
Like That."
THE BLUE RIDGERS With Cordelia Mayberry (795).
Four mountaineers
Interior of mountain cabin.
Scene:
and a "gal from th' feud, county" sing, dance and play
syncopation as it exists in the mountain country of the
Numbers: a. "Trail of the Lonesome Pine"; b.
South.

"Oh Susanna": c. "Medley."
EL BRENDEL AND FLO BERT
Living
Flirt"
short sketch.

Campus

HEADQUARTERS: Trailer (2867).
Henry B
Walthall, in jungle hut and wearing U. S. Marine uniform,
explains situation and introduces Monte Blue, star.

most

of act.)

BEDS

TWIN

and

other

Trailer

and Zasu

A

scene.

First

ON WITH THE SHOW:

Trailer (3060).
Initial all-color,
all-dancing trailer.
Sam Hardy
all-talking,
Warner-Bros. Vitaphone talkof picture.

all-singing,

introduces stars
ing picture.

BROADWAY BABIES:

Trailer (3008).
Alice White singing a number from the picture.
Also Broadway Babies
strutting their stun*.
First National- Vitaphone talking production.
CAREERS: Trailer (2980). Entire cast discusses whether a
woman is justified in ruining her reputation to aid her
husband's career.
Billie Dove speaks from the screen.
First Nation a 1-Vita phone talking production.

GAMBLERS, THE:

Trailer

advance agent.

this
ture.

VARSITY

THE

Entire

(2970).

cast

talks

Warner Bros. -Vitaphone talking

THREE

in
pic-

"Blue Streaks of
Rhythm." Scene: Drawing room. Phonograph and vaudeville
stars,
Babe, Bob and Jack Hauser singing and

Numbers
Music"; b. "I Used
dancing.

(804)

What

Sweet
Love Her in the Moonlight"; c

a.

:

In

*

to

'That's

Call

I

"Baltimore."

ALBERT SPALDING

(801).

Scene:

Drawing room. Con"Alabama"

hall violinist playing his own composition
time on screen, also "Valse in
Flat"

cert

G

first

BUD HARRIS AND FRANK RADCLIFFE

by

Chopin.

(783)

in

"At

Street.
Party."
Scene:
Negro melodies and comics.
Numbers: a "St. Louis Blues"; b. "She's Mine."
IN THE GLASS CAGE, THE (2989).
Trailer.
Loretta Young plays the girl in a motion picture box office
and Carroll Nye is her chatty boy friend.

the

GIRL

ROY SEDLEY AND

HIS

NIGHT CLUB REVUE

(796),
ceremonies, assisted by
eccentric
Billy Smith,

with Roy Sedley as master of
Miller,
blues singer,
and
dancer.
Scene: Night club. Numbers: a. "Blue Grass";
b. "I Ain't Takin' Orders from No One"; c. "Sonny Boy."

Beth

MR. AND MRS. JACK

NORWORTH (787) in "Odds and
Ends."
Scene:
Drawing room.
Norworth of musical
comedy fame^ and Dorothy Adelphi, his wife, in patter and
songs of Norworth's own composition.
Numbers:
a.
"Honey Boy"; b. "The Man and the Monkey"; c, "My
Boy."
IRENE FRANKLIN (777), "The American Comedienne."
Two comedy characterizations. Scenes:
Restaurant and
nursery.
Numbers: a. "The Waitress"; b. "The Flapper
Mammy's

Lullaby."

NINETY-NINTH
Three

and

Broadway

AMENDMENT,
stars,

Hugh McConnell

gambling amendment.

LEO

THE

(770)
in
silhouettes

Stars

Helen

of

;

;

;

:

"Over There";
Man's Land."

Pagliaocd";
of

No

Scene:
with

Band

music.

set.

Shadowgraph
a.
Numbers
:

(2849-50) in "Gossip."
Scene
legitimate stage is supported by
player, and Claire Whitney,

of

I

i.

"Rose

Scene: Draw(788), In "Typical Types."
room.
Ziegfeld beauty and leading lady of variety
Numbers: a. "Two Little Girls";
doing imitations.
"Tess"; c. "I Lost My Stockings."
TINY TOWN REVUE (784). Scene: Stage set. A pageant
of the Lilliputians.
Dancing and singing by midgets.
Numbers; a. "Tiny Town Opening"; b. "The Only One
"Miss Annabelle Lee"; d. "I Scream, You
to Be"; c.
Scream, We All Scream for Ice Cream."
GEORGE BROADHURST AND COMPANY (780), in "Three
Drunken sailor
Scene: Cabaret.
o'Clock in the Morning."
In night club.
Numbers: a. "Anvil Chorus"; b. "Wobbly
ing

Walk."

DESERT SONG OVERTURE
Symphony

Played by Vitaphone

(2930).

Orchestra.

Symphony

Reels
production.

inclusive.

1

Synchronized by
Score (3161-67).
Numbers 3161 to 3167,
Orchestra.
First National -Vita phone talkto 7.
Synchronized by
(3141-54).
exit
march.
Including
Orchestra,
3154 is
Reels 1 to 13.
inclusive.

Score

Vitaphone
Symphony
Numbers 3141 to 3154.
exit march.

HOUSE OF HORRORS:

Louise Fazenda and
Trailer (2990).
Chester Conklin at ouija table in spooky looking house.
National -Vitaphone talking production.

First

TWO WEEKS OFF:

Jack Mulhall. Dorothy
Trailer (2978).
Jed Prouty and Gertrude As tor at seaside cotNational- Vita phone talking production.

Mackaill,

First

DUFFY AND GLEASON

(775). in "Fresh from Hollywood."
Jimmy Duffy, comedian from "Follies," in
Scene: Park.
Numbers: a. "I'm Mr. Duffy of Mr. Gallaghei
short sMt.
and Mr. Shean"; b. "I've Got a Horse and CorneL"

HEATHER

JOSIE

(744),

"The Character Comedienne."

in

comedienne doing three
'There's a Welcome There for You" ; b.
numbers
a.
"Nervous Girl"; c. "We Have a Wonderful Girl."
ARTHUR AND MORTON HAVEL (769). in "Playmates."
From musical comedy 'Just a
Drawing room.
Scene
Minute," with characterizations of "bad egg" and "mothNumbers: a. "I Want to Be with My Mammy
er's boy."
Down in Miami": b. "Heigho Ho Cheerio."
CODEE AND ORTH (757). in "A Bird in the Hand."
Scene : Park.
Comedy sketch of wayward lady feeding
invisible birds, with starving boy friend standing by in
Scene

Drawing

:

Scotch

room.

'

:

'

:

agony.

ISA

KREMER

Living

Scene:

(748).

room.

Two

popular

"The Second Minuet": b. "Little Sparrow."
Scene: Drawing room.
Star of
(739).
"Follies" and "Artists and Models" in Vitaphone debutNumbers: a. "Where's the Boy For Me"; b. "I Loved
Your Eyes."
melodies:

a.

GRACE LA RUE

RED DONOHUE AND U-NO
Scene:

"A

Muddle,'
Red Donohue with U-No, his mule.

Street.

in

(734),

Traffic

GLAD RAG DOLL;

Score (3121-28).
Synchronized score
played by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3121
inclusive.
Reels 1 to 8.

to 3128,

GLAD RAG DOLL:
seated
facts

in
in

FROZEN

making

is

this

Claude

(3007).

Gillingwater.

Questioned by reporter concerning
Warner Brothers -Vitaphone picture,

RIVER:
Score
Synchronized score
( 2991 - 96 )
by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 2991
.

played

to 2996,

TIME.

Trailer

armchair,

inclusive.

Reels

1

to 6.

PLACE AND THE GIRL. THE:

James Kirkwood in guise

Trailer

of schoolmaster calls

(2998).
pupils,

upon

thus introducing cast.

PRISONERS:

Trailer (2979).
Ian Keith, as district attorney,
introduces leading players and star, Corinne Griffith.
First
National- Vita phone talking picture.

SINCLAIR AND LA MARR
Comedy.

Number:

a.

played

(753).

"I've Never

Vitaphone

3139. inclusive.
Vitaphone production.
to

Score

in

Had

"At the Seashore."
a Vacation."

Synchronized
(3131-39).
Numbers
Orchestra,
First National1 to 9.

Symphony
Reels

MADONNA OF AVENUE
score

3051

A: Score (3051-58). Synchronized
Num. ben
played by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
to 3058 Inclusive.
Reels 1 to 8.

DIVINE LADY. THE:

Synchronized score
Numbers 3031
played by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
First National-Vitato 3040 inclusive.
Reels 1 to 10.
phone production,

SONNY BOY:
star.

Trailer

Score (3031-40).

(3000).

band.
Numbers:
c. "Cutside."

radio

(771).

"Down

a.

"Deep Night";

b.

CLARENCE TISDALE

(766).
Scene:
Southern plantation.
negro singer, presents these numbers:
a.
"The
Sweetness of Your Song"; b. "Bye and Bye"; c. "Oh.
Didn't It Rain."
HARRY HORLICK AND GYPSIES (763).
Scene:
Band
set
Horlick and his A. & P. Gypsies, are on a national
radio hook-up weekly.
Numbers:
a.
"Two Guitars";
b.
"Black Eyes"; c. "Chiqulta"; d. "March of the
Toys"; e. "Gypsy Love Song."
RAYMOND HITCHCOCK (760) In "An Evening at Home
with Hitchy."
Scene: Living room.
Number: a. "Here
Comes the Groom."

Tisdale,

CUMMINS AND

BERNIE
Band

Presents Davey Lee. Juvenile

ORCHESTRA

Cummins and

set.

Biltmore

his

(752).

Scene:

orchestra

present

Numbers: a. "Come On Baby"; b. "If
I
c.
"Here Comes the Ball and Chain."
MAX SCHMELING (745). Soene: Gymnasium. Heavyweight
champion of Germany skips rope, shadow boxes and ensongs.

Had You";

gages

one- round

in

TREMAINE

PAUL
Band

bout.

AND

ARISTOCRATS

Soene:

(742).

band of variety stage.
Numbers:
a.
"I've Been Working on the Railroad"; b. "On the Road
to Mandalay"; c.
"Chinese Dream"; d. "Fanfare"; •.
"Here Comes the Showboat"; f. "Medley."
Jazz

set.

FANNIE WARD

Scene:
(721).
year old flapper in two numbers:

Sixty-two
room.
"Flapper Fannie"; b.

Living
a.

"Radio Widow."

THREE BROX SISTERS, THE

;

tion";

"Way Down

c.

ELEANOR PAINTER
a.

"HeadhV South."

in

(2888)

Pullman drawing room. Harmonizing of Southern
Numbers: a. "Doin* the Raccoon" b. "Imagina-

songs.

musical

"Love

Is

comedy

South."

Lyric soprano
(746).
Scene: Salon.
Presents these numbers:
and opera.

Best of All";

b.

"Habanera";

"How

c.

About

Me."

WHITING AND BURT
Drawing room.

DESERT SONG, THE:

tage.

Vallee's

set.

the Field";

of

HOUSE OF HORRORS:
Vitaphone

Band

Scene:

Synchronized by Vitaphone
Numbers 3181 to 3188. inclusive.
Symphony Orchestra.
Reels 1 to 8.
A First National- Vitaphone talking pro(3181-88).

Score

RUDY VALLEE AND HIS CONNECTICUT YANKEES

modern

stage,

HOT STUFF:

OF AVENUE A:
Trailer
(2718).
Grant
Withers, male lead, as master of ceremonies introduces
Dolores Costello, Louise Dresser and other featured players.
Shows one of the sets in reproduction.

;

"Anvil Chorus";

h.

g.

b.

3131

synchronized

Garden.

:

club quartet.
Morgan Club, Club
night

(794),

and European clubs.
"Some
Numbers:
a.
Day"; b. "Poo-Poo- Paroop"
"Nobody's Fault
c.
But Tour Own."
JACK WHITE AND HIS MONTR EALERS (791) in a
number from his own act at the Frivolity Club. Scene:
Night club.
His own orchestra and two pretty accompanists.
Numbers: a. "I'm Karazy for You" b. "Mean
to
d.
Me" c. "Goodby Broadway Hello Montreal"
"Finiculi-Finicula"; e.
'Xaugh Clown Laugh"; f. "I

Charles Richman. Veree Teasdale
appear as supporters of an antiScene:
Living room.

"Rhythms."
b.

Scene

THE:

FOUR.

Sweet

score

"Waters of Perkiomen"; c. "If I Had You";
d.
"Hyo MJo" ; e. "Milenberg Blues" ; f. "Lonely" ; g.
"Some of These Days."
MACK AND PURDY (2795) in "An Ereryday Occurrence."
Scene:
Parkway.
A smart guy gets himself entangled
after a few words with a smart lady.

"Mooche";

"Famous Impersona-

in

others.

SATURDAY'S CHILDREN:

REISMAN AND HOTEL BRUNSWICK ORCHESTRA

Star

parlor.

MADONNA
(792)

Scene:

Deauville,

Comedy.

(776):

Hotel

John Miljan, Warner Brothers
screen and stage player.

E AND ORCHESTRA (2796) in "Here Comes
Showboat."
Scene:
Showboat.
Numbers: a. "Here
the Showboat": b. "Oh, You Have No Idea"; c.
"High, High, High Up on a Hilltop"; d. "Constantinople."

Drawing room.
Imitation
of
Sophie
Numbers: a. "Gonna Get a Girl";
b. "Mama Goes Where Papa Goes"; c. Yiddish version of
"Mama Goes Where Papa Goes."
FRED ARDATH (785) in "The Singing Bee", rustio comedy.
Scene:
Rustio home.
Was rube comedian of the Follies.
Numbers: a. "I Pagliacci"; b. "Finiculi-Finicula"; c.
"Bring Back My Bonnie to Me."
tions."

Tucker and

ing

Jack Mulhall. Patsy Ruth
(3020).
Pitts introduce picture in novel bedroom
National- Vitaphone talking production.
SQUALL, THE: Score (3251-3261). Synchronized by VitaNumbers 3251 to 3261 Inphone Symphony Orchestra.
First National -Vita phone talkclusive.
Reels 1 to 11.
*
ing production.
THE TIME. THE PLACE AND THE GIRL: Score (32083214).
Synchronized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3208 to 3214 inclusive. Reels 1 to 7. Warner
Bros. -Vitaphone talking picture.
Miller

ROBERT EMM ETT KEANE

DAVE BERN

duction.

(789), in "Beau Night."
"The
"Wings,"
Comedian of
stage and screen successes in

room.

Scene:

) .

FROM

BOBBY FOLSOM

and His Rodeo Do Flappers.
Bob Albright, baritone, assisted by
Scene: Drawing room.
Rodeo Do Flappers who sing and dance with him. Num-

OKLAHOMA BOB ALBRIGHT

(

Comes

CECILIA (CISSIE) LOFTUS

Scene:
Band set.
Cast includes Betty

National-Vitauhone

the

Drawing room.
Winter Garden stars in gay presentation
of mirth and melody, deliver rollicking repartee and laughNumbers: a. "Oh, Mr.
able songs, plus a dance interlude.
Dooley;" b. "PoUy-Molly-O."
FRANK X. SILK (819) in "The Man About Town." Scene:
Drawing room. Tramp comedian of burlesque and vaudeClever monologue with droll songs put over in
ville.
Numbers: a. "The Millionaire Song;"
excellent tenor voice.
b.
"OhI OhI OH! What a Night."
(818).

First

BE GOOD: Trailer
2960
Jack Mulhall gives
glimpses of this Colleen Moore picture.
Flashback shown
First National-Vitaphone production.

production.

DOOLEY AND SALES

Grant Withers
Anderson picture

(2998).

Maxwell

picture.

Number

first.

Trailer
this
scenes.

Trailer (2977). Billy Bakewell. juvenile lead
Alice White and Louise Fazenda tell about this
First National-Vitaphone production.

and

10.

recent release being listed

on

some

show

production.

Symphony
to

discourses

1929

15,

HOT STUFF:

RELEASES

picture.

CAREERS:
1

July

I

Assisted

at

(741),

and

Vaudeville
piano by

the

in

Ziegfeld's

Edmund

who arranged act.
Numbers:
"The Frog Song": c. "That's

b.

HOPE HAMPTON

"Song Sayings."
Follies

Weber,

J.

players.

composer,

You

"What Did

My

Scene:

Say";

Idea of Heaven."

the Fourth Act of Massenet's
Opera, "Manon."
Scene: Salon.
Former motion picture
star is assisted by four principals, chorus and the Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
in

(740)

MISS MARCELLE

(716).
Scene: Drawing room set. Vaudeville comedienne, in brown-face makeup, renders syncopated
songs in southern dialect.
Numbers: a. "Shine"; b. "If
I Never See You Again"; c. "My Troubles Are Over."
LOVE AND THE DEVIL: Score (3111-17). Synchronised
by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3111 to 3117
inclusive.
Reels 1 to 7.
First National-Vitaphone production.

DAVE BERNIE
own
d.

Directs
Scene: Drawing room set.
Numbers: a. "Happy-Go-Lucky Lane"; b.
Sun Goes Down"; c. "St. Louis Blues,*"

(2797).

orchestra.

"Down Where

the

"San."

HOLLINGSWORTH

AND CRAWFORD
The

Scene:

time."

family

TAL HENRY

Band

Scene:

(732).

(2753).

boudoir.

husband and nagging, Jealous

sleepy

"Bed-

in

Short

sketch

of

wife.

set

With His North

Carolinians Orchestra.
Has played at college proms and
over the radio.
Renders these numbers: a. "Come On
b. "Shame On You"; c. "Milenberg Joys."
MAL HALLETT (730). Scene: Band set. Furnishes Jazi
program with his "Way Down East Orchestra."
Num-

Baby';

bers:

"Lots of

a.

Mama";

b.

"Mother Machree";

"War

c.

Medley."

GREEN'S FAYDETTS

(710).

Scene:

Band

"Green's

set.

Twentieth Century Faydetts" from vaudeville.
"Because My Baby Don't Mean Maybe Now";
Mystery of Life"; c. "Changes."

a.

Numbers
b.

"Sweet

CHILDREN OF THE RITZ:

Score (3071-77).
Synchronized
score by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3071
Reels 1 to 7.
to 3077, inclusive.
First National-Vitaphone
production.

GUIDO

DEIRO

accordionist
b.

in

(2968).
Scene:
these numbers:

Living
a.

Piano-

room.

"Romeo and

Juliet";

"Drigo's Serenade."

DIVINE LADY, THE:

Trailer (2967).
Milton Sills makes
introductory remarks and shots from the picture are shown.
Corinne Griffith, the star, also speaks.
First NationalVitaphone production.

LOVE AND THE DEVIL:
introduces Maria Corda
First National-Vitaphone

HIS

CAPTIVE WOMAN:

introduces Milton
MackailL
Locale
phone production.

Sills

a

is

Trailer

and scenes

Trailer (2949).
Frank Reicher
the latter presents Dorothy
courtroom.
First National-Vita-

and

SEVEN FOOTPRINTS TO SATAN:
Hale

relates

highlights

Milton Sills
(2959).
of Venice are shown.

production.

of

story.

Trailer (2929).

Flashbacks.

Crelghton
First

Na-

tional-Vitaphone production.

FROZEN

Raymond
Trailer (2792).
story which introduces dog star Rin Tin Tin.
Rinty and David Lee.
RIVER:

FANCY BAGGAGE:
troduces
backs.

members

of

McKee

tells

Shots show

Hallam Cooley InTrailer (2701).
Flashcast as they board yacht.

PAUL CUNNINGHAM AND FLORENCE BENNETT

(736).

They offer three vocal numbers and
Living room.
Bennett gives dramatic impersonation of Hollywood
Numbers: a. "Sleep Baby Sleep"; b. "Boy of
extra.
Mine"; c. "Hollywood Parade"; d. "Kentucky Horn*."
Scene:

Miss

"

JuK
JUNE

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLC
Drawing

Scene:

comedy

recently

John

Arthur

Numbers:

AND

English musical
Harrmerstein is

"Me and

a.

"
Troubles Are Over

"My

b.

room.

by

starred

Hundley.

Moon";

SANDERSON

JULIA

;:

1929

13,

(735).
star
assisted by
Man in the

"

FRANK CRUMIT

(733).

the
in

"Words of Love." Scene: Living room. Julia Sanderson
and Crumit. co-starred for ten years in musical comedy,
render these numbers written by Crumit: a. "No Wonder
You're a Wonderful Girl"; b. "I Can Lire Without Ton":
c.
"Precious Little Thing Called Love.
FRED ARDATH (720). in "The Corner Store." Scene:
Grocery store.
Ardath is supported by Claude Allen of
musical comedy stage. Cole Carrol and Klar Magnus.
Numbers: a. "Sipping Cider Through a Straw": b. "The
Swiss Todeling Song": c
"Oh Molly the Cuckoo Is
Calling Me": d. "Rock Me to Sleep."

TAJADO'S TIPICA ORCHESTRA
Official orchestra of Mexican
bers: a. "Dansa Tipica" ; b.

Scene:

(706).

Band

set.

government gives these num-

"Amapola

del

Camino"; c

"Gao Monter."

CHILDREN OF THE RITZ:

Trailer (2950).
Jack
First National- Vitaphone

and Dorothy Mackaili

V n1ii.il
produc-

tion.

AND LAWRENCE

BORN

(2920)
In "Tke Side Show."
Drawing room. Musical comedy stage stars in
and jokes.
Numbers:
a.
"Dear Old Girl": b.
"Humoresque.
BErJ BARD (2S10) in "The Champion Golfer."
Scene:
Exterior of golf club.
Bard teaches Bobby Callahan, of

Scene:
dances

how

the variety stage,

SAMMY COHEN
Living

"Sleep";

b.

golf.

Scene:
(2S00) In "What Price Burlesque."
Imitations.
Numbers:
a.
"Me and My

room.

Shadow":

play

to

"My Mammy."

c.

GLOVES:

KID

Trailer
(2719).
his way through bullets,
talk about the picture.

fighting

Conrad

bumps

Nagel.
blithely
Lois Wilson

into

and they

FOUR SYNCO-PETS. THE

(731)

Moment."
present these num-

"Musical

in

Drawing room.
Keith artists
a.
"Indian Dawn"; b. "Neapolitan Nights"; c.
"Sweet Mystery of Life": d. "The Fortune Teller": e.
•Til Never Ask for More."
MAL HALLETT (729). Scene: Band set. Mai Hallett and
Entertaining
known to prom
his
Orchestra
well
are
crowds at Eastern universities and night clubs
Numbers:
"Doin" the Baccoon"; b. "Tin Pan Parade";
a.
"Bugle Call"; d. 'Tankee Doodle": e. "Harbardiana"
c.
f.
"Come. Lefs Take a Stroll"; g. "We Love the College
Scene:
bers:

Girls."

HAYHEW

STELLA
Scene:

darky
"Feet."

In
'"The
Hallelujah
Lady."
(728)
Living room.
Star of "Hit the Deck" sings three
songs:
a.
"Comfort": b. "Judgment Day"; c

FRANK CRUMIT
singing

h-s

Numbers:

a.

(727) in The One Man Glee Club."
own compositions.
Living
Scene:
room.
"The Song of the Prune": b. "I Miss Tou

Annie Rooney";

"In tke Shade of
the Old Apple Tree"; c
"A Bird in a Gilded Cage";
f.
"Bedelia"; g. "She Was Happy 'Til She Met Me";
h_
'The Preacher and the Bear."
Laze"

"Little

c.

;

BAKER

PHIL
JAY

VELIE

the

in

(725)
Exterior of arena.
three assistants.

Star

farce.

of

d.

Spain."
Scene:
musical shows has

"In

Shuben

In

(717).

"Italy."

ARTHUR PAT WEST

(2919) In "Ship Ahoy", atmospheric
comedy in which Pat West appears as able-bodied seaman.
Scene: Deck of yacht.
Numbers: a. "La Paloma"; b.
"She's
My Sweet Dumb. Dumb Dora"; c. "Sweet

Senorita."

BRUCE BOWERS

(2870) in "Artistic Mimicry", with imitations including one of little boy pi^ w "g radio debut and
Jewish lady preparing for swim.
Scene: Draped sec

THE

in
"Bed Hot Harmony."
(2814).
Scene: Fire station house.
Double quartet of male voices
with these numbers: a. "It Goes Like This"; b. "Stars
and Stripes Forever";
"Tou Tell Me Tour Dream"; d.

c

"Every Sunday Afternoon."

BORN

AND

LAWRENCE

(2640).

In
"The Aristocrats."
of variety stage in pan-

Scene: Drawing room.
Comedians
tomime and songs. Numbers: a. "I Wonder What's Become of Sally"; b. "Down by the Old Miilstream"; o
" Wobbly Walt"
DOROTHY AND ROSETTA RYAN (726) In "Mirth and

Melody."
Scene: Living room.
Stan of Keith Circuit
Numbers: a "I Love
accompany themselves with guitars.
"Scupe of
Tou. Sweetheart of All My Dreams": b.
Coffee"; c "Just Like a Melody."
PHIL BAKER (724). in "A Bad Boy From a Good Family Drawing room.
Comedian of Broadway and
Scene:
Numbers: a "Baker
Keith Circuit with his accordion.
Blues": b. "Big Butter and Egg Man From the West":
Get By."
e. "How About Me": d.
STANLEY AND GINGER (714) in "A Few Absurd MoScene:
ments."
Song and dance team of variety stage.
Living room.
Numbers: a. "That's My Weakness Now";
b. "Just Like a Melody Out of the Sky."

TU

MEXICAN

LERDO'S

ORCHESTRA

(705).

Scene:

Or-

Mexican band under Lerdo. composer and
chestra setNumbers:
musician, has toured C. S. on Keith Circuit.
a. "Celito Lindo": b. "Bancho Grande": c "Patria Mia."

LAWRENCE (2940) in "Pigskin Troubles."
Exterior of gymnasium.
Act is staged on college
Numbers
campus and includes shots of football crowds.
a.
"Me and My Shadow"; b. "Dirty Hands— Dirty Face."

BORN AND
Scene:

PARAGONS. THE.

Scene:
"In the Tropics."
Tropical barroom.
Quartet seen on Keith Circuit is assisted
by Doris Walker.
Numbers: a. "Happy Days and Lonely
Song":
d.
Nights": b. "Come On Baby"; c. "Winter
"Kentucky Babe"; e. "Happy (My Baby Just Said Yes)."
LITTLE BILLEE (2869). in "The Flaming Youth." Scene:
Reception ball
Midget star of variety stage gives original
songs and tap Hanging
Numbers: a. "Wonderful Wife":
b.
"Down On 33d and 3d": e. "Sweet Georgia Brown";
"Anything YOU Say."
d.
(2883).

in

JOE LEWIS

Lewis of Parody
(2868).
Scene: Night club.
Club *cts as master of ceremonies.
"ChiNumbers: a.
cago"; b.
"Oh Gussle"; c "Sonny Boy"; d. Original
selection.

BOBBY FOLSOM

(2839).

in

"A Modem

Priscilla."

Scene:

Broadway show girl tells story of Puritan
Priscilla and the same girl of modem times in narrative
song.
Number: "Priscilla of the Puritan Days."

Living room.

BOBBY GILLETT
Living

room.

(2839).

Banjoist

Scene:
Walker, who

in "Syncopated Breezes."
is

assisted

by Doris

Introductory number.
"Happy Days
Numbers: a.
and Lonely Nights": b.
'The Rosary" c "St. Louis
Blues"; d. 'Ida (Sweet as Apple Cider)."
HUGHES AND PAM (2837). in "The Fall Guy." Scene:
Living room.
Interspersed with falls are funny stories.
ROY FOX (2819). 'The Whispering Cometist" has specialty
number and three with his Montmartre Orchestra. Scene:
Band set.
Numbers:
a.
"My Melancholy Baby"; b.
"Sally of My Dreams": c.
"My Window of Dreama": d.
sings

:

"Loaisiana."

"The Sunshine GirL"

in

12815).

Scene:

Broadway star offers four songs and imiNumbers: a. "Beloved": b. "Arms
tates violin sounds.
of Love"; c
"I Loved You Then"; d. "There's a RainDrawing room.

bow 'Round

My

Shoulder."

KJERULF'S MAYFAIR QUINTET
and

vocalist

in

in

"A

Musical

classical

"Neapolitan Nights"; b,
"Lonely Little Bluebird."

AINT

(2650).

Draped set.
Three harpists, violinist
and semi-classical numbers: a.

Scene:

Melange."

from

"Sextette

Lucia";

c

(2648-49).
Scene:
Living room.
Comedy of manners in two reels, written by Ralph Spence.
title writer and author of "The Gorilla."
Cast includes
William Davidson. Grace Valentine. Dot Farley. Patricia
Caron. James T. Mack and Walter Rodgers.

NEAL SISTERS, THE

"Blondes That Gentlemen
Living room.
Prefer."
Scene:
Trio featured on Keith
and Publii circuits.
Numbers:
"Gentlemen Prefer
a.
Blondes": b. "Doin' the Raccoon"; c "Boo La Boo la."
JAY VELIE (718). in "Songs of Love." Scene: Living room.
Musical comedy tenor presents:
a.
"You Gave Your
Heart to Me"; b. "Tommy Lad": c. "Mother Machree."
in

(719).

ORIGINAL HILLBILLIES. THE

(715..
Scene: Interior log
cabin.
North Carolina jazz band of radio and stage appearances, directed by Al Hopkins, presents:
a.
"Carry
"Echoes of the Chimes": c "The
to Old Virginny": b.

Prank Wilson Rage";
"Chicken Reel"

"Wasn't

d.

She

Dandy";

a

e.

GREEN'S FLAPPERETTES
Ja2z band,

(7111.
Girl
Scene: Band set.
circuit, the past two years, is led by

on Keith

Nina Grey. Numbers: a. "St. Louis Blues"; b. "Mother
Goose Parade"; c "That Redhead GaL"
1708). in "Back From Abroad."
Variety comedians use mispronunciation of words for their
Number: 'Ton Will Like Fun."
playlet, fun-

McKAY AND ARDINE

WEARY RIVER:

(3021-30).
Synchronizezd by VitaNumbers 3021 to 30 inclusive.
Orchestra.
First National production with talking

Score

phone Symphony
Reels 1 to
sequences.

9.

SEVEN FOOTPRINTS TO SATAN
chronized by
3001 to 3006
production.

(3001-06).
SynOrchestra.
Numbers
6
First National

Score

:

Vitaphone

Symphony

inclusive.

Reels

1

to

QUEEN OF THE NIGHT CLUBS:

Score (2971-76).
Synchronized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 2&T1
Numbers 1 to 6. All-talking picture.
to 2976 inclusive.

ONE STOLEN NIGHT:

Score (2961-66).
Synchronized By
Orchestra.
Numbers 2961 to 2966
With talking sequences.
6.
LIMITED. THE: Score [2951-57). Synchronized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 2951 to
2957 inclusive.
Reels 1 to 7.
With railing sequences.
STOLEN KISSES: Score 12951-47). Synchronized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 2941 to 2947 inclusive.
Reels to 7.
With talking sequences.

Vitaphone

Symphony

Inclusive.

Reels

to

1

GREYHOUND

D' AM

OUR— EXIT MARCH

Syaiphony

(2918).

Composer

Orchestra.

EDDIE LAM8ERT

(702). in "America's Foremost Concert
vwcii^i ouaaml)
Pianist."
Scene:
Living room.
and
film
player in comedy hit in which he misprorjotmcea
words and plays classic airs in modem style.
Numbers:
a.
"Two Guitars": b. "Prelude in C Minor"; c "So
You're Tired of Me"; d. "Doin" the Baccoon."

STARK MAO:

Score (2911-17).
Synchronized score played
by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 2911 to 2917
Reels 1 to

inclusive.

All-talking picture.

7.

FANCY BAGGAGE:

THE TROTH?

IT

is

Played
Gage.

by Vitaphone
Without film

Score (2901-08). Synchronized score by
Orchestra.
Numbers 2901 to 2908
Reels 1 to 8
With talking sequences.

Symphony

Vitaphone
inclusive.

FANNIE

BRICE, Non-synchronous records (M_ V. E.4933S-2 and 3).
Two 16-" single faced records contains
songs of Miss Brice in "My Man."
V. E. -49338-3
without vocal tmwnfniirjnt • the other has vocal numbers interspersed.
These records also can be used for

M

all
is

overture or exit.

MY MAN:

Score (2871-82).
Synchronized score
Orchestra.
Numbers 2871 to
Tfcin g sequences.
Reels 1 to 12With

Symphony

phone
clusive.

f

RIVER:

Trailer
(29091.
Introducing
First National nradmtstaL

Bartheimess.

RANGERS, THE

Richard

Score (2861-66). Synchronized score by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 2S61 to 2866 inclusive.
Reels 1 to s.
With m ",-r g
sequences.

PLANTATION TRIO

(2816).

'The T»"d

in

"After the Rcund-Up."

(2900). in

Scene:

Double male quartet offering three
"Cheyenne"; b. "San Antonio": c.
"West of the Great Divide": d. "Rose of Monterey"; e.
'Tony Boy."
BORN AND LAWRENCE (2885). in "The Country Gentlemen." Scene: Living room. Numbers: a. "Sleepy Time
Gal": b. "Silver Threads Among the Gold"; c. Down
Home Rag."
NO DEFENSE: Trailer (2720). Monte Brue addressing auFlash-backs and story from Monte.
dience.
QUEEN OF THE NIGHT CLUBS: Trailer (2706). Texai
a.

Guman r»ns all about
JANET ADAIR (2629).

Flashbacks.
night clubs.
Here Comes the Bridesmaid.'
in
Playlet, starring Janet
Scene: Church exterior, bedroom.
Numbers: a. "Bridesmaid":
Adair, told in narrative song.
b. "No One's Fool"; c "It's Right Here For You."

GUS ARNHEIM ORCHESTRA (2136).
Gus Amheim and His Cocoanut Grove

Draped set.
Scene:
Orchestra of Holly-

wood play the following numbers: a. "Who's You. That's
You": b. "Sing Me a Baby Song"; c. Flapperette."
JIM AND BETTY MORGAN (712). in "Songs As Tou Like
Them." Scene: Living room. Keith act for ten years.
Betty sings original scrus while Jim accompanies her.
Numbers
a. "And Then I
Forget"; b. "Just a Little
Bit. Not Just Right"; c "That's All I Wanted to Know."
DAVE OREYER (2889). in 'Tin Pan Alley." Song writer
'

i

with Al Jolson. has been Irving Berlin staff
writer, was in vaudeville with Frank Fay.
Dreyer is assisted by Nora Schiller.
Numbers:
"What a Night
a.
For Spooning"; b. "Medley of Hits"; c "Tm Crazy For

collaborated

You."

ONE STOLEN NIGHT:

William

Trailer (2813).

Collier. Jr..

introduces featured players.
voices

announce

Trailer (2812).
coming of picture

John Boles and 125
and Boles introduces

cast.

CODEE AND ORTH

(2798). in "Stranded In Paris." Scenes:
scored In "Zwei

Violin virtuoso
by Vernon Rickard. Irish tenor, and Mona
Numbers: a. "Zigerjerweisen" ; b. "I Love You
(sung by Richard) : c "I Hear You Calling Me."
AL LYONS AND HIS FOUR HORSEMEN (2789). in "MusiAccordionist and
Scene:
Living room.
cal Melange."
his tno of accompanists play medley of songs written by
Lyons and his clarinetist. Castagnoli. aided by s in gin g and
riandng of Edith Murray.
Numbers: a. "Some of These
Days"; b. "Normandie"; c "Waltz Casrlni"; <L "African Can"; e. "Oh Marie"; f. "Lotta Notes"; g. "Castais

assisted

Content.
Truly''

Lyons Blues";

FRANK ROTH

h.

"Da Da Go."
Scenes:
Club
tn ""Meet the Wife."
Musical comedy star in playlet of bride-

(2710).

room and boudoir.
groom who deserts

GREYHOUND
Withers,

his wife

LIMITED.

featured

player,

on bridal

THE:
tells

night.

Trailer
story and

(2639).
flashback

Grant
shows

wreck of Greyhound Limited.

FRANCES SHELLEY

1713). in

"The Girl With the

Living room.
Leading
Scene:
and night club artist singsi a.
b.

"I'll

woman
"She's

of

"Ram

Guitar.';
or Shine"

Funny That Wiy":

Get By."

MEXICAN TIPICIA ORCHESTRA

Orchestra
Scene:
(707).
"Mexican
a.
National Mexican orcr-estra presents:
Rhapsody'': b. "La Paloma": c "Jarabe Tapatio."
JACK 60LDIE (704). in 'The Ace of Spades." Scene:
"How
a.
Living room.
Variety blackface headliner in:
About Me"; b.
"U Bada"; c "Lonely Little Blueset.

bird."

FRANK WHITMAN

(703). in "The Surprising Fiddler/'
Whitman plays violin with card,
Living room.
Numregulation bow. and bow the size of match.
"Oh Katherlna"; c.
bers:
a.
"Irish Wash Woman": b.
"We Won't Get Home Until Morning"': d. "I'd Love to
Live In Loveland With a Girl Like You."

Scene:

bottle,

We

Like

"Cana-

BARKER. THE:

Trailer (2794).
Milton Sills on circus act
Flashbacks.
First National producticn.
Trailer (2765).
H. B. Warner, in cave In
jungle, introduces cast.

introduces

cast.

Caracas

DONALD BRIAN

In musical comedy twenrv years.
Numbers:
a.
"Mary 'What ire You
t
"O'-er Tiers": r.
Ti-r- ; i
'Tou're a Real Sweetheart."
JACK NORWORTH (2707). in "Songs and Things." assisted
by Dorothy Adeiphi.
Scene:
Living room.
Numbers: a.
"Shine On. Harvest Moon"; b.
"All On Account of a
Girl": c 'The Body In the Bag."
Scene:

(2733).

Library.

Wiitmg F:r:
Long Trail";

••;

d.

ARTHUR BYRON AND COMPANY

(2704).

"A Family

in

Affair."
Scene:
Living room.
Comedy with Broadway
theatre veteran supported by Kate Eileen and Kathryn
Byron.
Playlet of mixed identities in which eagerness of
daughters to save mother from unwise marria*e almost ruins
chances of the younger daughter to wed son of Judge
Bellamy.

AL ABBOTT

(2703). fat "Small Town Rambles."
Scene:
Draped set. Chinese laundry, country store and cemetery!
Four characterizations with blackout from one into iimhIm!
Numbers: a. "Chinese Love Song"; b. "My Gal Irene""-

Me Go Home."

"Please Let

e.

THE

ALIBI,

(2677-78).

Living room, police head-

Scenes:

Kenneth Harlan is supported by John St.
Pons and Robert Elliott and others.
The accompanying
— usi ^ ;iij~i :j Vitelline 5 - i 17 O.-i^ftra
quarters.

jaiL

;

SAM COSLOW
Numbers:
Enough of

Show

:

"The Broadway Minstrel" preand supported by June Clyde.
a"The Show Is Over"; b.
"I Can't Gee
Tou"; c "Don't Be Msa That"; d_ "The

his

(2659). in
compositicns

Over."

Is

BARKER. THE:

Score (2931-39).

Synchronized score played

by Vitaphone Symphony OrchestraReels

inclusive.

1

to

First

9.

Numbers 2931

National

to 2939
production with

talking sequences.

REDEEMING

THE: Score '2921-28'. Synchronized
Symphony Orchestra. Numbers 2921 to
Reels 1 to 8. With fiirfng sequences.
CONQUEST: Score (2S91-9S). Synchronized by Vitaphone
Symphony Orchestra. Numbers 2891-2898 inclusive. Reels
1 to 8.
With talking sequences.
ON TRIAL: Sccre (2851-60). Synchronized by Vitaphone
Symphony Orchestra. Numbers 2851 to 2860 inclusive. Reels
1 to 10.
All-talking picture.
SIN.

score by Vitaphone

2928 Inclusive.

STOLEN

KISSES:

Trailer

introduces

lead,

seen

Hallam

(2948).

Cooler, mala
leading player, is

May McAvoy.

cast.

and heard.

LITTLE WILDCAT. THE: Score (2841-47). Synchronised
by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 2841 to 2847
Reels 1 to

Inclusive.

NOAH'S ARK:
Symphony

With talking

7.

Score (2821-36).

Numbers

Orchestra.

sgq-i-nres

Synchronized by Vitapoone
2521
to 2S36
traelrsflbn,

With talking sequences.
(2791). in "My Bag O' Trix."
Scene:
in
stir
::m-ij numr^rs:
a.
"John. Leave the Room"; b. 'The Peevish Widow."
REDEEMING SIN. THE: Trailer (2782). Conrad Nagel
Reels 1 to

16.

TRIXIE FRIGANZA
Living

Eniiiwav

rccm.

introduces Dolores Costello.

DOLLAR COLLAR. THE:

MILLION

Trailer

(2764).

Lee

Duncan, owner and tutor of Rin Tin Tin explains methods

Dog performs few

teaching Rinty.

CONQUEST:

Trailer

of

tricks.

Monte Blue

(2732).

Flashbacks

incidents.

are shots of the ice

Railway station and boulevard. Comedians
una Fierzigstre Strasse."
JAN RUBINI (2790). Scene: Living room.

Harmony."

STARK MAD:

of

DESERT SONG. THE:

of

Scene:
Living room.
Numbers: a. "Everything
Like Alike": b.
"My Melancholy Baby"; c.
dian Capers": d.
"Round Evening."

We

senting

camp.

Numbers;

ballads.

bv Vita2SS2 in-

MILLION DOLLAR COLLAR. THE:

:

WEARY

Exterior desert

"A Journey of Songs." Scene:
Drawing room.
Musical
comedy tenor presents:
a
"Vienna Maid"; b. "When Irish Eyes Are Smiling"; c.

SERENADERS,

HOPE VERNON

63

important

relates thrilling
scenes, smong which

fields.

AND

CODEE

ORTH (2709). in "Zwei Und Flerrigste
Strasse."
Scene: Sidewalk.
First Vitaphone playlet made
in foreign language.
German spcken with a few lines of
Numbers: a.
French and one French song rendered.
"Non Je Ne Marche Pas": b. "WJst Du Meine Cousinchen Sein";

FLO LEWIS
set.

c.

"Ach Du."

Leo Karlyn.

and

star

Number

IRENE FRANKLIN
star
Jerry

Us a Lift." Scene: Garden
Keith headliner. supported by
"Give Us a Hitch."
Variety
Scene: Living room.
(2705).

(2708). in "Give

Broadway

:

and Broadway player

for

years,

fifteen

supported by

Red
Jamigan. composer of songs: a. "Red Head:
Help:
Help:"
b. "Be Your Age": c "Help:
DE LA PLAZA AND JUAN4TA (2702). in "Siesta Time.'
Scene: Patio.
De La Plaza supported by Juanita. SenoriDancing, singing
ta Alma Real and Royale Filipino bandof "La Paloma" by Senorita Real and accompanying music
throughout by the stringed orchestra of Royale Filipinos.
Numbers:
a. "William
TeH Overture" : b. "Lila"; e.
"La Paloma": d. "Copenhagen" ; e. 'Jota" (from La

Head";

Fete De Seville).
SINGING FOOL. THE:

Score

Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
clusive.

(2801-11).

Svnthrcmred by

Ttm ral

2801 to 2811 in-

ii

il l

Reels 1 to 11.

Drawing room.
Scene:
(2784). in "Songs."
Broadway tenor star and leading man in "A La Carta."
"The Perfect Fool" and others. Numbers: a. "Because I
Lore": b. "A Little Bit of Heaven": c. 'The Amer.cans
Come."
IRENE STONE (2783). in "Songs As Tou Like Them."
m 151:1' :cmid7 rar
Drawing room.
Ee"im
Scene:
to entertainment world. Broadway player. Numbers: a. "I've
Got a Big Date With a Little Man": b. Tom-Cattln'
Papa": c "I'm a Goil of Very Few Wolds"; d- "I Ate

JAY VELIE

:'.

the Bologny."

HOME T0WNERS. THE:

Sy&dirocixed
Score (2771-81).
Numbers 2771 to 27 SI
by Vitaphone Symphony-Orchestra.
inclusive.
Reels 1 to 11.
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SERVICE TALKS
Incorporated in this department of the Herald-World, which is a department containing news, information and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture World department, "Through

Box

the

A PAIR OF SHEARERS

By

time in about as many years.
I have existed through ten days without looking
The reason being a flamat a motion-picture.

\^ OR

the

upon the person of one
minor girl-child who would keep covered, take
medicine, and things like that, for no one save
her badly spoiled Daddy.
ceptable alibi, then shoot

an

(If this isn't

ac-

if you must this old
But the ten days were not without
reward, a double reward in fact, for Patzicook
—as we outrageously call her for no understandable reason is well and hearty again, and at
the close of the quarantine I was fortunate
i

—

enough

two Norma Shearer perform-

to witness

ances in a single evening.
that

shall write,

I

T. O. Service

and

of these, then,

It is

these two performances

if

many

these

know, skip

tell

you.

this paragraph.)

It's

years,

comedy

edy, a

I'll

you do
com-

(If

a polite

of manners, in the best sense.

and in the jargon of the
no doubt it would be called a crook picWhich would be as accurate as calling

As a

silent-picture,

trade,
ture.

Wagon"

Covered

"The

And

travelogue.

a

which, of course, would detract no more from
But
the factual excellence of the production.
to

get

on

—

it's

English

stuff,

in the

still

trade

vernacular, with a large and superbly balanced
cast.

For a final word, before going on to the second of this pair of Shearers, let me repeat the
pronouncement without which this page has

are not worth a page of this magazine I despair

skidded to press almost never in the past

of ever finding a subject that

months:

I

went

"The La?t

had witnessed the stage original some years
ago. played by the then incomparable (in the
I held out no great
part at least) Ina Claire.

Miss Claire will never "revive"

to predict that

the role, no matter

she

may make

how many

"farewell tours"

dimming, and

in the

I trust still

remote, years of her career.

Miss Shearer, as Mrs. Cheyney, is no less than
perfect.
I know nothing of her stage experience, if any, but I know a great deal of her
stage potentialities.

Should

more attractive than a
she would find it no
auditorium of

its

any incom-

Broadway is
thousand Main Streets,

decide

reason,

prehensible

she, for

that

task at all to pack the

largest theatre for so long a

time as she might care to dally therein.

The
ist's

role of Mrs.

confection.

The manner
the

is

It

Cheyney

strict, precise, exacting.

is

difficult,

characterization

no mere scenar-

is

is

the

method

almost

too'

more

so,

perfect,

by

is

admit of perfect portrayal. Yet perfect
portrayal is what Miss Shearer gives it- If you
script, to

will

understand what

I

mean when

I

say that I

did not recognize the principal as Miss Shearer,

but only as Mrs. Cheyney, then

For Miss Shearer,

did not.

doubt

in yours, is

actress:

theatre

it.

as

I

no

an excellent motion-picture

whereas Mrs. Cheyney
is

say

I will

my mind

in

an English lady.

(I

ting a bit diffuse in all this, but

at the

seem
I

to

Chicago

be

get-

think you are

six

In case you do not

"The Last

of Mrs.

know

Cheyney"

the type of play
is,

and has been

Not merely because the
it

it

would

be

still

a

But it should be witnessed
"The Last of Mrs. Cheyney.""

before, not after,

as of course

splendid picture.

a

is

allowance,

latter

is

a better play,

but, to reduce the thing to

is,

personal terms again, because Miss Shearer has
so

much

Dugan."
forlornly

less

do

to

in

"The Trial

of

Mary

Which reveals your reporter as a
human being who would rather attend

upon Miss Shearer's

idle stroll through a garden or refusal of a nice guy's proposal than
upon Mr. H. B. Warner's classic cross-examination of sundry and undeniably gifted witnesses.
Yes after reading that again I'd rather see
the least interesting sequence of "The Last
of Mrs. Cheyney" than any save one of "The
Trial of Mary Dugan."
That one being, of

—

—

course, Mary's giving of testimony.

But there

reason for

after all, splendid

is,

they should be

MARY DUGAN"

"THE TRIAL OF

splendid reason

seen in reverse
is

The

order.

that either production proves

Miss Shearer's performance in the other to be

,/\.FTER

"The

witnessing

Last

of

Mrs.

—

Cheyney" at the Chicago and after witnessing
it one is crazy who witnesses another picture
of any kind in the same week, unless one has
I encoma page like this yawning for copy
passed a plate of waffles and strolled through
a light downpour (as if you cared) to the

—

and "The Trial of Mary Dugan."'
Circumstances tempering the incident are of
some importance: The censor board had reRoosevelt

fused a permit for the performance, until

junctioned to lay

off,

and Balaban

&

in-

no mere flash in the pan, no fortunate stroke,
no happy coincidence of part with personality,

an already sufficiently entertained beholder.

And

so:

greater than displayed

In closing

hereby

pictures save from the

but here was this

first,

gaping space to be blackened.) The trial was
Many testimonial referthree-fourths gone.
ences were necessarily, therefore, meaningless.
And from the point of my entrance to the close
of the picture the star pronounces

A

bad break,

surely,

some dozen

especially with

that

cartoon-comedy to be endured again be-

fore

getting

back

to

the

start

of the picture.

However:

make allowance
off-side

(lest

by either singly.
go on for ever)

I

do

number

of talking-pictures I've wit-

Electric

breath of

of

versatility

on the basis of the rather

nessed, Miss Shearer

Western

a

that,

attest

substantial

this

together,

is

the best actress to

equipment

has

whom

given

the

life.

/

JlTST
berg,

a

word

AM BUT HUMAN
of reply to Mr.

exhibitor,

whose

letter

John
in the

S.

Brumsprevious

issue asserts that I should designate silent pic-

"good to run in competition with a talkie."
might argue that no silent picture, in my
opinion, is good to run in competition with a
vocal one. Or that no human being, witnessing
both silent and vocal versions of! a picture,
could say what they would do in competition.
But my reply is less involved: I am but human,
tures

got into the theatre at the worst possible
time. (I religiously avoid seeing these talkingI

words.

evidence,

they

Katz had

same or a closely neighboring screen. Neither
circumstance one to inspire great peace of mind
to

And

but a genuine exhibition of ability.

course

the bad grace to place on the same program a
cartoon-comedy previously projected on the

Making allowance

receiving me.)

this

the best talking-picture to date!

I

hope for Miss Shearer's handling of the assignment; now, having witnessed it, I make bold

Mary Dugan"

Without

witnessing both productions, although I believe

Cheyney" was in exhibition.

of Mrs.

It is

Chicago theatre, where

the

to

first

is.

Trial of

splendid picture.

first

ing attack of Measles

gray head,

Window"

Office

contact

(as

if

for things

with

the

it

were possible

like

this)

to

for the

performance,

"The

I

wherefore

I

cannot write about silent pictures,

because silent pictures put

me

to sleep within

—

minutes of sitting down to them and
confession— I snore so loudly that I am constantly being awakened by ushers. Which makes
it mandatory, as you must see, to leave the theatre in high dudgeon (feigned, of course) and
five

forego the picture.

(Possibly I should be un-

derstudied by a deaf-mute.)

July
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MUSIC AND TALENT
Stage Units Return on Larger Scale
Theme Song

Old Fans Back
As Orchestras
Are Established

AL MOREY

Is

Creating Many-

Best Sellers

Theatres Again in Popular Favor
With Public Which Demands

These Selections No Longer
Crudely Adapted,

Music

Says

By W.

Witmark
(The following discussion of the
theme song is by Isadore Witmark,

S.

president of M. Witmark & Sons, as
told to E. T. Dawson, Eastern representative of "Music and Talent.")

are doing so on a larger scale than
previous to the adoption of the apparently temporary policy of "all the
program on the screen."
This is apparent from the survey
which this department has been conducting through its representatives
throughout the country. The following reports evidence the public's demand for orchestral and stage enter-

Despite the assured prophecy of the
eventual disappearance of the theme
song, that particular type of song has
taken on an increased importance and
a new form and is fast swelling the
ranks of best sellers on the music
mart.
Far removed from the first crudely
adapted theme songs, the newer ones are
integral parts of the picture and have an

Size of Orchestra

actual relation to the plot or the central

Is Increased

tainment

For instance,

MONTREAL,

AL MOREY, who just recently closed at
Balaban & Katz's Harding theatre, Chicago,
has

been

chosen to

re-inaugurate

the

stage-

show type of entertainment at Publix Paramount theatre in Omaha. From reports from

field representatives of the HERALD-WORLD
he is meeting with instant success at his new
stand.
Local newspapers have given him full
columns and all their support and why not?
He has traveled as guest conductor and master
of ceremonies all over the Publix circuit of
theatres.
Morey has always met with success
in any of the theatres he has played and many
theatres have had the patrons request his return in the form of letters to the management.

—

singing films.
in

First

National's

forth-

coming, "The Careless Age," Carmel Meyand two choruses of the
theme song. Using a theme song in this
manner is a recent method and has proved
to be better policy and more effective presentation of the music as well as generally improving the
film for audience
consumption.
Another example of careful and ingenious
"Broadway
use of theme songs is in
Babies," in which Alice White sings verse
and choruses of "Broadway Baby Dolls,"
her vocal solo being followed by two
choruses danced by the ensemble. Thus the

ers sings a verse

theme song becomes as much a part of the
picture as the music of a musical comedy
on the legitimate stage.
New songs are being written constantly
and the wheels of production grind steadily,
turning out music and lyrics to fit the special needs of each film.
World famous composers and lyricists, such as Sigmund Romberg and Oscar Hammerstein, 2nd, have
turned their hands to writing original operettas for pictures, inasmuch as musicals
already produced for the legitimate stage
do not suffice.

:

(Special to the Herald-World)

idea.

themed
being merely
Instead
of
through the accompanying musical score,
sung by an offstage voice and played by
an invisible orchestra, they are now sung
by featured players, elaborately staged,
and form a definite unit of the talking,

RUSSELL

Not only are theatres re-establishing
stageshows and orchestras, but they

"THE PRIDE OF THE REGIMENT"

DORIS ROCHE
Featured in

JACK PARTINGTON'S

"OVER THE TOP"
and PARAMOUNT
PHONE SHORT FEATURE

PUBLIX UNIT

DIRECTION

manager.
Considerable interest has been aroused

in

announcement that the Capitol theatre
orchestra was to be revived. It is now a
the

symphony orchestra comprising 30 musicians under the direction of the former conductor, Maurice Meerte. This unit appears
on the stage at every deluxe performance for
a concert of 30 minutes, in which assisting
Selections of the more
artists also appear.
or less heavy type make up the program,
the first Capitol musicale consisting of the
following numbers: "Aide March" from G.
Verdi's Opera; "Heart Wounds," by Edvard Grieg; and Opus 34 "II Guarany" overThe audience
ture by A. Carlos Gomez.
showed keen appreciation in this program
and indicated its approval of the appearance of the musicians once more.
Earle Switches

To Stagehand

—
—

WEEK BRANFORD, NEWARK.
NEXT WEEK PALACE, WASHINGTON.
THIS

VITA-

QUE., July 9.—There are
already indications in Canada that large orchestras will return to popular favor in exclusive talking picture theatres. One by one,
the larger houses have been dropping their
orchestras but there is one theatre already
in which the musical organization has been
re-established on a larger scale than during
the silent regime. This is at the big Capitol
theatre, Montreal, of which Harry Dahn is

— WM.

N.

(Special to the Herald-World)

J.

D. C.

PHILADELPHIA,

July 9.— Starting July
Earle theatre switched to a stageband policy, leaving R K O without a showhouse in Philadelphia. There are 45 peo6 the

MORRIS AGENCY

(Continued on next page)
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GALLO

Re-establish Orchestras

RIGHT OFF THE PRESS

(Continued from preceding page)

WHERE THE SWEET
FORGET-ME-NOTS

SAYS

on the stage including the stagehand,
Earletonians, and in addition an ensemble of dancing girls called the Earle
Rockets. Harry Shaw, well known theatrical manager, is directing the policy at the
Earle, with Harry Ross as production manager.
Fred Stritt is master of ceremonies.
pie
the

MUSIC
Ml
TALENT
EDITOR

I
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GREETINGS!

REMEMBER
Another "Where the Shy
Violets

Missouri Continues
Stageshow Policy

Grow"

SOFT HEARTED
Our new

ballad sensation

ISABELLA
and How"
she a "Wow" —
—say ISABELLA
I'll

Is

Our new Sweetie now

HERE

is

WE ARE

The song they

are all singing,
playing and dancing *

its

own

stageshows

and

Nichols, former director of the St.

Ralph
Louis

Municipal opera and later in charge of the
Skouras Brothers productions, will have
charge of the Missouri shows. The theatre
will design and build its own stage settings.
Nichols will be assisted by Dorothy De
Merle, who has had charge of the Missouri
ballet.

The

vaudeville acts to be featured in the

Missouri stage shows will be booked in
Chicago through William Morris. The Missouri orchestra and the Missouri Rockets
will be worked into the stageshows by
Masters.

FINDING THE LONG

WAY HOME
Nothing sweeter than the sentiment

and melody

of this

one

Harry Rose, who has been pinchhitting

Ed Lowry

as master of ceremonies at
the Ambassador theatre, the Skouras-Warner downtown house, is scheduled to return
to the Missouri theatre the week of July 13,
while Frankie Masters, who has been the
personality person at the Missouri during
the absence of Rose, will go back to the
Granada theatre on Gravois avenue.
for

As Shows Return
DES MOINES, July

LOUISE
singing her praises

is

9.—With

stage-

bandshows back at the Paramount theatre
in Des Moines, business is beginning to
look up again, for local patrons showed
their displeasure at losing their favorite en-

SOME SWEET DAY
A
I

tertainment by passing up the shows including only sound films.
With Lindy Coons, born Lindsey Coons,

Moines as the new master
and with Carroll Wallace
back at the organ, fans are getting back
into the swing again.
Lindy Coons' appearance as master of
ceremonies after the several weeks of nothing but sound pictures, was considered an
event.
Three columns were allowed for a

a native of Des
of ceremonies

"HIT"

recognized

P DO ANYTHING

FOR YOU

.

.

.

.

.

.

picture of the

different kind of

A GREAT

—

bunch of songs for
Marvelous Melodies

BANDS

they'll

SINGERS
for

Comedy song

sing for

— Choruses

now

well, fellows,

.

that school

.

mayor greeting him.

.

.

.

.

.

.

army, too

.

.

.

only Cecil will train along Atlantic
that the Harding theatre has cut out
stageshows for the Summer, AI Morey has been made
Jazzlips
M. C. of the Riviera theatre in Omaha.
Richardson, the well known colored artist of picture
house fame, is now featured in "Hot Chocolates,"
the new colored revue playing in New York City
another well known colored artist from presentations is George Dewey Washington ... he is now
David
scoring a huge hit in London and Paris
Gould, one of the Publix stage producers has just
purchased a new Blanca monoplane which he expects
to use to fly back and forth from Coast to Coast
speaking
when some of his 6hows need changes
of producers, Charles Niggemeyer, formerly associated with Gould in Chicago as bandshow producer
for B & K, has just staged "Let's Go" for Publix
featuring Heller and Riley, Al & Gussic Blum and
Lang and Voelk are now rethe Gould Girls. .
,
they made a few
hearsing for a Publix route
records for Columbia. . . . Margaret Illington, better
known as the wife of Major Bowes, managing director
of the New York Capitol theatre, i6 spending her
vacation in California.
George Sidney, II, son of
Louis K. Sidney, an official of Loews, Inc., and
nephew of George Sidney, the stage and screen star,
left for his second trip abroad last week,
.
.
.
R. M. Weetman, former manager of the Rialto
theatre in New York, is now the managing director
of the Brooklyn Paramount. ... J. M. McCurdy,
whom he replaced, has been promoted to New EngCity

.

.

.

.

.

.

now

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

while still on
land district manager of Publix .
the subject of Publix let us tell you that Fritz &
Jean Hubert are now on their third tour in the
"Bright Lights" unit . . . and that Murray and Alan
are also on their third Publix unit
it's called
"Pearl of Bagdad." . .
Little Jeannie Lang, formerly with Brooke Johns in his stageshows, is back
at the Oriental theatre, Chicago, for a run. . . .
Gene Sheldon is making a better hit as m. c. at
when
Minneapolis that he did as a comedian
.
.
you make good in that town you must be good.
Sam J. Kaufman and his band are now touring
.
.
.
we hear that Amos 'n'
the William Fox circuit . .
Andy are also doing some personal appearances around
have you ever tuned in on
the middle west .
.
them? Well do so some night at 9 o'clock over
Dick Powell is the new m. c.
WMAQ. Chicago.
Johnny
at the Enright theatre in Pittsburgh. .
.
Payne is now in his second tour of Publix ... in
.
fact this is his second year in the show world.
Roxy has installed a new Summer policy at his
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ZELAYA

.

theatre.

.

.

Lou Holtz

.

will act as

m.

Big

Hit

.

they're published

by

.

.

REMICK MUSIC CORP.
219

W. 46th

New York

St.

City

International Personality Pianist

Featured in
Frank Cambria's Publix Unit

MOTHER'S SURPRISE PARTY"

.

and a more

the Chicago
popular stageshow will be presented
theatre made a similar move last year and they
lost the class patronage ... if Roxy continues the
new change they may suffer the same los6.
Francis Farney, recently of the Colorado theatre, is
now at the Metropolitan, another Publix theatre.
Donald Brian,
Farney is the solo organist.
well known stage star has been elected president of
the Catholic Actors Guild, succeeding Frank McGlynn.
Angelita Loyo, the Mexican soprano, is being
.
featured in a special stage presentation at the Roxy
she is a protege of ex-president Calles.
this week
.

ORGANISTS

c.
.

.

.

And

.

.

from the talkies ... if you don't go to Detroit
Lakes to meet the rest of the boys with J. C, Jenkins,
they
you sure are missing the time of your life
say that in Spring a young man's fancy turns to
love and that a married man's fancy turns to fishing
but Harold Lee, the Chicago manager for Sherman
Clay & Co., has gone and taken unto himself a
June bride and now both are honeymooning on
Broadway
we also hear that Cecil Davidson,
the young Chicago musical conductor is to join the

.

A

.

.

Business Builds

Everyone

.

.

ST.
LOUIS, MO., July 9.— Charles
Skouras, who now represents the Warner
Brothers in the management of the former
Skouras houses in St. Louis, has announced
definitely that the Missouri theatre will not
abandon its stageshows notwithstanding
Publix has dropped its B circuit of which
the Missouri was a part.
The Missouri has adopted its old policy of

making

.

has closed you can so on that fishing trip you've
wanted for a Ions time.
Billy or Mary can
mind the baby and the wife can visit her mother
vacation days may not be so profitable to your box
office but they sure put natural color in your cheeks
and it's not Technicolor either
besides it
gives you the chance to listen to silence for awhile
nothing like a nice quiet babbling brook away
.

(Special to the HcraldlVorld)
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.
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.
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Six Lucky Boys and Johnny Perkins,
Johnny tips the scales at 304 lb. in his

the

includes

STAGE SHOWS

comedian.

stocking feet.

Chicago Avalon

Week Ending

Charlie

I itmospheric

singing of new songs.
with the Dave Gould Girls
dressed as farmerettes, singing in Pleasant Valley.
the
leaving of the leading singer
The occasion being
for the city to find the girl of his dreams who sings
The girls do a short dance
to him over the radio.
and the scene shifts to a broadcasting studio in the
city where there are scenes supposed to be broadcast with television, full of songs and dances and
music.
Ted Claire sings and dances and leads the Met
Syncopators in several snappy numbers. He is also
the radio announcer.
Ross and Edwards make a big hit with their dialogue and duets.
They introduced several new
songs which caused the patrons to call them back
several times.
They were a pair with varied talents,
being able to dance, play musical instruments and
sing to perfection. Ross carrying the tenor and
Edwards the melody.
Ferral and Paul DeWees made a hit appearing on
the program separately,
Ferral danced eccentricly
and received a fine ovation for her clog dancing.
Paul DeWees danced and later appeared in a dance
number with Ferral.
Laura Lane in a hot jazz number, assisted by Ted
Claire, went over good.
She encored with a blue
number and Alan Lowe entered to sing and assist
in the act, which consisted of original antics, which
were simple but amusing.
The Dave Gould Girls appeared three times, each
time doing some novel dance, the best of which was
a flashlight dance, in which all lights on the stage
were turned out and just the two flashlights, one in
each hand of each girl, was visible.
The feature picture was "Careers," starring Billie
Dove, Antonio Moreno. Thelma Todd, Noah Beery,
Holmes Herbert. Carmel Myers and Robert Frazer.
music,

The

I

r

i

pity Flop.

With a change of drops, which reveals a caravan
passing. Charlie sang the Riff Song and ended with
repeating "The Desert Song." With a black out the
picture was started on the set and a change to the
screen was made with the first fade out in the
picture.
The show was very good and should only
be attempted by persons with the vocal ability, as
demonstrated by Mr. Crafts.

28

was entitled "Summer
a peppy offering well in keeping
with the high class offerings being staged here.
The number opens with the full ensemble upon the
stage, and the chorus of fourteen "Enright Rockets"
are performing a tap dance which is well executed.
Another half-dozen girls in gorgeous costumes (very
The

stage

Follies."

and

presentation

it

was

parade out over the runway.
Alexander and Swanson (late of "Good News") do
some fast tap steps. This pair is probably the fastest
scant.)

and are a wow
Deacon and Cannefox, comedian team, put over
some good gags and burlesque dancing.
They are
pair of steppers ever seen here

!

above the average.
Paul Howard, billed as a control dancer, is somewhat of a contortionist, and gets himself into some
funny shapes, making quite a hit.
Coranis and Barker are a pair of average adagio
dancers, and Flo Hauser did well with a "blues"

title

role.

Bancroft
world.
He
eyes closed.

the inevitable epic king of the undercan outshoot any ten gunmen with his

is

"Varieties of 1929"

is this

week's stage show, which

July 5

Girls.
It

opened

like

all

stageshows do

with

The

ballet

applauding.
This was followed by Al and Gussie Blum with a
sort of collegian dance which proved a good opener
and livened things up.
Next Paul Ash announced a special band arrangement of the "Wedding of the Painted Doll" and we
must say that these boys know how to play.
Ash next explained on a semi-dark stage in a spot
the whys and wherefores of a master of ceremonies.

Versatile Director

and M.

C.

in Stage Presentations

Now

CAPITOL

a

We

CHARLIE AGNE
and

Rotating the

AVALON

Theatres. Chicago

SMALL SLIDE SETS
-MY SINMEAN TO ME
SING A LITTLE
LOVE SONG
(If I

I'D

Were You)

FALL IN LOVE

WITH ME
WHERE THE BOB.
BOB. BOBBING

BROOK

(Goes Bub-Bub-Bubbling By)

BUTTON UP YOUR
OVERCOAT
WHEN THE WORLD
AT REST

IS

SALLY OF

MY

DREAMS
"Mother Knows

(Theme

of

Best")

TONIA
MY
(Theme
of "In

routine, only this one offered a gypsy rendition with
the aid of the tambourines. The finish of the dance
brought forth an appreciative applause due to its
novelty.
With the aid of the stage band the girls
made a train finish walk out.
Immediately after this number George Reiley made
his entrance and after a few of his smart gags introduced Paul Ash who from then on took care of the
evening's entertainment in his usual expert manner.
must say that George Reiley is a clever light
comedian and it would improve his following a great
deal more if he were to surround himself with new
material from time to time instead of repeating the
same routine that he has offered on several occasions
before.
In spite of the fact that the gags were old,
the audience seemed to like him and proved it by

which clicks.
The grand finale is gorgeous, the girls being
arranged in a tableau, the unusual part of which
is a huge gold ribbon which is fastened from one
girl to another about the stage.
Irma Guthoerl. organist, offers some sweetheart
songs of the past, present and future.

The sound picture thrown on the Texas screen this
week is "Thunderbolt," with Geo. Bancroft in the

opened

Week Ending

A

July 2

show

Charlie Niggemeyer and Dave Gould contributed a
great deal in making "Let's Go," a Publix stageband unit an artistic success. It featured Paul Ash
and his gang of musicians, headed by a cast of well
known presentation artists like Heller and Reiley.
Al and Gussie Blum, the Five Bracks and the Gould

The "Rockets" have a pretty ensemble in which
the girls all carry huge purple feather fans.
The
fans are used in different formations and the offering rather novel.
Dick Powell, master of ceremonies, croons "The
Pagan Love Song" through his big megaphone and
gets a big hand at every performance.
Dick also
puts the band through a number called "A Traffic
Cop's Nightmare."
While the boys are playing the
stage goes dark, and red. green and yellow lights
are seen cruising about the stage.
novel offering

Week Ending

plus excellent

New York Paramount

song.

San Antonio Texas

GREAT SONGS

July 5

Jack Partington's revue, "Radio Romance," with
Ross and Edwards, Ferral and Paul DeWees, Laura
Lane, Alan Lowe and the Dave Gould Girls, offers an
The program is handled
exceptional presentation.
in musical comedy style and with Ted Claire as
master of ceremonies, represents a radio broadcast,
intermingled with clever dancing and entrancing

;

Pittsburgh Enright
Week Ending June

PRESENTATIONS OF

Boston Metropolitan

July 11

Crafts offered one of the most colorful
prologues 6een for some time in conI lection with the showing of the feature attraction.
"The Desert Song."
The stage setting was beauThe
^ iful. a desert oasis with a caravan incamped.
.and was dressed as Riff troups and the ballet as
and Mr. Crafts did a John Boles to
t larem girls
I lerfection, second only to Mr. Boles himself, which
-von him the applause of the evening.
With the opening curtain Crafts sang the Desert
Song and was followed by the Abbot Girls doing an
Driental dance to the tune of Kismet in which
Vliss Elinor Gillespie did an excellent solo number.
With the end of the dance the band featured "Love
Me or Leave Me" with Charlie doing a vocal that
was well received, the house asked for more and
generous Charlie gave it to them, after which he
introduced Roy Rogers. Now this "guy" Rogers knows
how to get a laugh, even out of a wooden Indian
and with his parody on "Wedding Bells" he was all
set to demonstrate his athletic ability and the Flip.

ORGAN

Vic Insirello, with his stagehand. Ernest Hauser.
conducting the Texas orchestra, complete the pro-

gram.

Week Ending

67

Old Arizona")

We Also Have Chorus Sets for All
of These Songs,
Not Listed

As Well As a Few

SPECIALS
"Three Types of Popular Songs'
Introducing

-MY SINBUTTON UP YOUR
OVERCOAT
MEAN TO ME
''Romance and Melody"
Introducing

THE SONG

I

LOVE

Write for All Slides and
Information to

SAM LERNER,

Mgr. of Publicity

DE SYLVA. BROWN &
HENDERSON. INC.
745 7th Ave.,

New York

City
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It

WITMARK
SONG SLIDE
ORGAN PRESENTATIONS
OF HIT SONGS
Special Novelty Sets

A SONG DERBY
By Ted Koehler
Featuring

(You Made Me Love You)

WHY

DID YOU?

MY

LET ME HAVE

DREAMS

AM BLUE?
I

The

Singing Ball

Game

Featuring

LADY DIVINE
I'M

THIRSTY
FOR KISSES

DANCE OF THE
PAPER DOLLS
L ARGE SET S
MAYBE — WHO KNOWS?
DANCE OF THE
PAPER DOLLS
S MALL SET S
MAYBE — WHO KNOWS?
(You Made Me Love You)

WHY
I

DID YOU?

LOVE
I

YOU—

HATE YOU

(Theme from "Careers")

VITAPHONE RECORDS

AND SLIDES
I

LOVE YOU—
HATE YOU
I

MAYBE — WHO KNOWS?

was

longed

all

for

short and sweet but answered the much
information, while the stage was being

set for the Five Bracks.

This group of young

men

took advantage of every
tumbling power and athletic
There are a number of
troupes of similar calibre but it seems that the individualities of these boys stand out and they proved

moment by showing

their

feats

style.

in

rapid-fire

the hit of the evening.
Next was a routine presented by the Gould Girls
again in what appeared to be a radium effect costume presentation aided by aluminus paint or what
is better
known as the Strobl light.
This effect
was secured by dimming the stage while the girls
danced a butterfly routine with several colors dazzling
out of the dark which won much merited applause.
Ash and Reiley followed this with some more
rapid-fire gags old but sure and then Al and Gussie
were brought out again for the rag doll apache,
which brought forth a good hand.
It might not
be a bad idea for Al and Gussie to inject some new
twists in this routine as they have been reported in
the very same offering many many times in the past
few years.
Helene Heller, the other part of the headline team
came on next with a fine vocal rendition of "Wonderful You" and was then joined by George Reiley in
a comedy duet which consisted of "Some Sweet Day."
We like the song very much as it was one of the
best hits of the day, but it would have been more
appreciated had a new number been used instead.
Nevertheless the audience liked these two as they
usually do.
The next band arrangement was a special one
which consisted of several hits played in medley form
which started off with "Hallelujah" and contained
"The Man I Love." "Who." and "Rhapsody in Blue."
Whether or not it was due to the last performance
on the last day of this show it seems that the usual
pep and interest was lacking in the cast and having
seen these artists before we know that they can
do better.
The finale came on immediately as a back drop
ascended and exposed a group of beautiful maidens
artistically posed in fan form shape as the curtain

came down.

San Antonio Aztec
Week Ending
This week's bill at
strongest of the year.

the

Aztec

Mgr.

is

WITMARK & SONS
1650

Broadway

NEW YORK

hearty

In

applause.

the

last

number

all

of

the

her movements were somewhat stiff and mechanical
although her mischievous actions and desire for the
approval of the audience were quite human.
They
returned dressed in Spanish costumes and danced
a charming tango.
Aside from the graceful costumes and beautifully executed dancing, the miniature size of the dancers added greatly to the charm
of this number.
The girl next gave an impersonation of a boy of about fifteen and did it very well.
She won the audience by her frankness and smile.
Their act closed with an apache dance in which 6he
was treated as roughly as possible but seemed to
enjoy it.
The dance ended with a grand climax of
shooting and emotion on the part of the girl and the
applause that followed was tremendous.

July 6

The State-Lake has a real bill featuring Gilda Gray
in one of the most lavish bills ever routed over the
Orpheum circuit. Other acts on the bill were Chaney
and Fox Frakson Roger Imhoff Marcelle Coreene
and company and Joseph E. Howard.
Each and
every bit was good but Howard really was given
;

;

,

the honors of the evening by singing many of the
famous songs he has written. Gilda Gray's act was
good and her dancing appreciated.
The picture on
the screen, Piccadilly, also featured Miss Gray and

was

The

good.

Miss Gray

is

writer's personal
on the screen

better

opinion is that
than the stage.

San Francisco Fox
Week Ending

28

There is no falling off in the quality of entertainment offered at the Fox and this week's show was
of the type that keeps the Fox lobby crowded despite the heat.

The Libby Dancers adapted their routines to the
of sport and gave a tennis dance, a polo dance
and a football dance in an original manner with
unusually clever costuming.
As the girls filed in
field

before a lemon yellow back drop ornamented with a
conventional black tree design, their costumes gave
the audience a laugh and a shock for they represented
styles that were considered the last word several

LEONARD

July 4

opening week at the Fox theatre, a house
seating more than 5.000, and declared to be the finest
in the world.
Throughout the week enormous crowds
have thronged it and admiration has been about
equally divided between the exquisite beauty and
splendor of the playhouse itself and the magnificence
This

is

of the stage presentation.
The equal of neither has
never before been seen in the Far West, noted as it
is for its theatres and pageantry.
The stage presentation begins when the great

elevator raises the orchestra of forty and the chorus
of twenty-five to the stage level.
Walt Roesner,

Community Organ

Novelties

M.

SALVO

Featured Organist

GATEWAY THEATRE, KENOSHA, WISCONSIN
THE

Three

BERNIE BROTHERS
"Three

Now

the

dancers came in dressed for a stage football game
in tricky blue and gold costumes.
Each time the
ball was passed in the background one of the group
entertained the audience with hand turns, cart
wheels or splits at the front of the stage.
Ruth Ford, a clever impersonator, mimicked the
people occupying the same apartment house as she
and had ample opportunity to show her skill as a
dancer as well as character impersonator.
She gave
Queen Isabella's version of the discovery of America
and a Jewish flapper, Spanish dancer, a chorus girl
doing her daily dozen all appear on the 6tage convincingly by the magic of her art.
Billy and Elsa Newell came on dressed in conventional croquet garb of ninety years ago.
Their conversation expressed the ideas of conventional behavior in those days and wars quite as humorous as
the costumes.
They then appeared in ultra modern
dress and gave a view of modern morals.
Deno and Rochelle. Almost pigmies in size these
little dancers are exceptionally
well trained.
For
the first dance the girl was dressed as a doll and

Week Ending

considered

Organ and Song Slide Dep't
321 West 44th Street, New York

M.

1929

Chicago State-Lake

The powerful drama on the screen is Milton SilLs
in "Love and the Devil."
Sille
is
a wonderful
favorite of this theatre, and the house is doing a
S R O business.
Or. the stage is presented "Venetian Nights," a
brilliant spectacle of high class singing and dancing
featuring Johnnie Walker, comedian and a bevy of
pretty girls.
Ralph Pollock is still the popular M. C.
Larry Pico, the versatile organist, is still pleasing
the patrons.

Philadelphia Fox
Week Ending June

13,

generations ago, with the long skirts, wasp waists
and bustle effects all illustrated.
The girls reappeared dressed in white polo clothes and gave a
clever routine dance.
A toe dancer and a man in
polo outfit combined toe dancing and adagio dancing
showing some beautiful team work.
Two girls
dressed as black cats, wonderfully agile and quick,
gave a clever imitation of two felines that brought

July 2

Write for Slides and Information to

JIMMY CLARK,

July

of a kind in varieties of syncopation"
touring Publix Circuit in Jack Partington's

"OVER THE TOP" UNIT
Thanks

to

TED CR 4\E

,

Julv

13.
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dapper and debonair as ever, expresses his pleasure
and leads his organization
at being home again
through a thrilling rendition of Wagner's "TannThis
i£ made even more impresOverture."
hauser
sive by the mixed chorus of twenty-five voices and
the thunderous peals of the great Wurlitzer organ,
the console of which also comes into view before the
Behind a gauze curnumber comes to an end.
tain can be seen the O'Neill Sisters Kiddies, fifty in
number, in white ballet costume, and when this
curtain rtes the youngsters go through the mazes
of the dance as colored spotlights play upon them,
When
harbingers in spring in beautiful California.
they form in a single line the enormous size of
the stage becomes apparent.
California airs were then played by the orchestra
and a girl appeared before the curtain that had softly
fallen and sang "I Want to Meet You Some Day in
The curtain then went up on the SunCalifornia."
kisr Beauties against a background of flowers, each
blossom illuminated by a tiny light, and a voice
from the wings sang "I Love You, California" as the
girls
did a dance with filmy parasols and went
A young man of the
through complicated drills.
college type danced in gymnastic style to the music
of "California, Here I Come" and won a great hand.
Earl LaVere, noted accordion artist, made his
appearance and tells a lot of jokes, getting Walt
He
Roesner on the stage to help him with these.
"Sweethearts on Parade." but time
finally played
does not permit an encore.
Four girls appeared from the wings on one side,
drawing a filmy hanging which formed a tropical
background for their dance act and performed to the
Four
music of "I'm Walking Around in a Dream."
other girls brought on a hanging with decorations
They
of fruits and danced to appropriate music.
were followed by four others, whose exotic background feature a rainbow, while still others come
on with a golden curtain representing an ocean
scene with migratory birds. Then each dancing team
came on again from the other side, drawing the
backgrounds so that a part of each is visible and
sixteen other girU in yellow appeared and danced.
Blonde and Brunette, two kiddies with an odd
acrobatic act, hold the stage and receive round after
round of applause, to which they pay little attention,
so absorbed are they in their work.
The curtain went up on eight dancers and finally
these were joined by a bevy of girls whose voluminous
costumes were one vast golden glitter against a dark
background decorated with trees done in tinsel. An
adagio dance with three male partners swinging and
throwing their feminine partners about the stage is
done to the music of "Deep Night." the whole making

'

a scene of barbaric splendor.
The curtain next rose on an immense stairs,
flanked on either side by flower beds, with singers
offering "Ay, Ay, Ay."
A middle curtain arises and
further stairs were revealed, down which girls troop
They fill the stairs, reverse the
by the dozens.
scarfs they are wearing, recline and in a twinkling
the stairway becomes a great bed of roses.
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and Italian Street Song. Agne played a eoft sweet
Me Again and also offered a solo

cornet solo on Kiss

The photographer caught Chick Castle, the
Chicago manager of the Robbins Music corporation, in the act of writing for more money
or more likely filling out another order for

"Pagan Love Song" and their new song "The
One in the World." Whenever you stroll by
you will be sure to hear somebody going over
"The One in the World" and Chick singing
not good but awful loud.
You can also meet

him

at different theatre stage doors talking to

an act or band leader.

minds

— always

ceived.

Charlie then announced Guy Lombardo admirably
and when the curtain parted the Canadians were all
set to go. He led his orchestra thru I'd Rather be
Blue Over You. Some Sweet Day, Wedding of the
Painted Dolls, and then requests St. Louis Blues.
Honey and Sweethearts on Parade.
Both of his,
brothers sang solos that went over fine.

—

Del some hectic moments before he finally was able
to introduce her.
She razzed him about his clothes,
told some stories about her boy friend and so forth.
Del finally got her introduced to the audience
properly, and she sang "Precious Little Thing Called
Love."
For her finale, she sang "No Foolin' " and
bowed off the stage with another barrage of funny
stories about her boy friend.
Lamberti, the wise-cracking xylophone player who
tries to use nine or ten sticks to play with, throws
them all away and finally settles down with two
or four hammers, was next to exhibit his art.
It
was the same old act, but one which always goes
over big.
After Lamberti had tired of his fooling
he showed his audience just how melodious a
xylophone can be by playing "Humoresque" and
"Roses of Picardy."
The last act was Norman Frescott, the telepathic
humorist, who goes out into the audience and reads
people's

on the xylophone which was exceptionaly well received
by the audience and which only goes to prove that an
audience really enjoys hearing classical music in a
theatre.
Incidently there are only two theatres in
Chicago offering overtures, they are the Capitol and
the Chicago.
The writer knows that a theatre manager installing an orchestra in the pit will increase
his box office receiptsCharlie next announced from the pit Gypsy Lenore
and Harry Rashig his cornet player along with the
Abbott Girls in a production number. The curtain
parted and Harry appears singing Spanish Doll, a
number that you will hear a lot of. Gypsy Lenore
dressed as a Spanish dancer dances around Rashig
and makes love to him and after some fine dancing
throws her rose to him and disappears. The Abbott
Girls do a routine Shawl dance very well while a
large shawl
lowered in the background.
Harry
Rashig and Gypsy Lenore again appear and Rashig
closes the number with some fine singing.
Another interesting act on the bill was the Gaulsmith Brothers with their clever dogs.
It
is
a
comedy acrobatic act which has been reported favorably in these columns before.
They were well re-

humorous

TED MEYN
"ihe

name U MINE"

organist
originality

showmanship

virtuoso

results.

Norman out with the act. Del appearing
an Egyptian costume.
Then Norman went out
and started asking questions, all of
which he would refer to Del and Del would answer
Del helped

serving time with

in

into the audience

them.

LOEWS

Chicago Oriental
Week Ending

July

11

Al Kvale offered "Cheer L'p " with (himself) Billy
Jeannie Lang, Alphonso Berg and Lane and
Osgood.
The ballet opened with a "Cheer Up" song and
were followed by A] and the boys playing "St. Louis
Blues."
Lane and Osgood, that dancing team with a
carload of personality, gave a rhythm tap dance and
next came Alphonso Berg who quickly demonstrated
how to dress a woman with only a few yards of cloth
and seldom any pins. The ballet then gave a toe
dance number and Jeannie Lang sang two numbers.
Billy Pearl then entertained with a few wise crack
songs.
Lane and Osgood started the finale which
ended with a back stage set of a Viking ship adorned
by the ballet as Vikingettes. Just a good show.

INC.

presenting

Pearl.

St.

Louis Ambassador
Week Ending July 11

On the stage Harry Rose presented a "Summer
Time Frolic" the frolickers including Cirilbno and
Fortnnello, the Tommy Atkins quartette, Nell O'Da;
Llora Hoffman and a dancing sextette.

Detroit Capitol
Week Ending June

27

The nice thing about the show at the Capitol this
was that the Chinatown bus went immediately,
instead of waiting for two hours to fill up. as
they usually do.
You gather from this, of course,
that the show was titled "Chinatown Nights."
The band was grouped in front of a chop suey
palace, Chinese signs and lanterns were all over
the stage and the orchestra wore flowing Chinese
week,

costumes.

The show opened with the orchestra playing without a leader.
Del Delbridge finally walked out with
a Chinaman at his side.
long conversation about
the price of doing Del's laundry followed, and eventually the talk worked around as to whether Del
would like to buy the chop suey palace. Del eventually did, and then the show went on.
Next were Mary and Bobby, brother and sister
dance team, who did a fast and furious tap dance.
Dels orchestra specialty was "When You and I
Were Young, Maggie." played first as it was
originally written : then as a Chinese orchestra would
play it
and last as a colored jazz band would play

A

;

it.

Helen Kennedy, billed as a breath of spring, gave

UNIFORMS

H0

£? Ac H£

E

Original

Chicago Capitol
Week Ending
Charlie

Ague with

July

featured
at

LOEWS STATE
THEATRE

11

incomparable orchestra as
he it billed as usual, opened the bill in the pit. They
rendered an overture with musical numbers taken
from Victor Herbert's hits, among them were Sweet
Mysteries of Life, Gypsy Sweetheart, Kiss Me Again,
his

(Wilma)

Creations

THE DEMURE

Cleveland

(Earlyne)

WALLACE SISTERS
Tuo Little Turnovers"
TOURING PUBLIX IN" "COOLING OFF" UNIT
JULY 13. M ETR O PO L IT AN THEATRE, HOUSTON
JULY 20. SAENGER THEATRE. NEW ORLEANS
THANKS TO MAX TURNER AND NAT KALCHEIM of the William

COSTUMES

Morris Agent*

BROOKS
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Eddy Hanson

SONGS

Hollywood

BEST SELLERS
Week Ending July 6
No. i
"Pagan Love Sony" (Robbins Music

—

Corp.).

No. 2
Painted

the

No. 3
— (Remick
Music
No. 4
"Honey"— (Leo Feist).
"Louise"

—

Dolls"

Corp.).

No. 5
"I'll

Always Be

in

Love with You"

(Shapiro-Bernstein).

"You Were Meant for Me"

—

— (Robbins

Music Corp.).
No. 6
"I Get the Blues When It Rains"
(Forstcr).
Hen"My Sin"—(De Sylva, Brown
derson).

—

&

— (Robbins

"Broadway Melody"

"
No. 7
Got a Feeling I'm Falling"
(Santley Bros ).
"I'm Just a Vagabond Lover" (Leo

—

"I've

—

Feist).

No. 8
"Carolina Moon"' (Joe Morris).
"Weary River" (Irving Berlin).
"Breakaway" (De Sylva, Brozvn

—

—
—
&
Henderson).
—
"One Alone" (Harms).
No. o
"Do Something"— (Green & Slept).
"Dream Train"— (Milton Weil).
"My Dear"— (Leo Feist).
"Mean
Me"— (De Sylva, Brozvn &
Henderson).
"Some Sweet Day"— (Remick Music
Corp.).
"That's You, Baby"—De Sylva, Brown
& Henderson)
"Desert Song"— (Harms).
to

"Sleepy Valley"-— (Harms).
MARY JANE — (Waterson Berlin
*

*

—

& Snyder)
fox trot on the order o{ "Mary Lou," published by
It's pretty and ought to sell.
this same publisher.
Words by Jack Meskill, music by Pete Wendling and
Max

Rich.
*

*

>?

DREAMING DREAMS THAT NEVER COME
TRUE"— (Will Rossiter) — A pretty waltz by a local
"I'M

publisher. Has a pretty title, the lyrics are well done
and so is the melody so it should sell and when a
waltz starts selling it goes for a long time. Words
and music by W. R. Williams.

"BLAME

IT

ON YOUR BEAUTIFUL EYES

—

(Don't Blame the Moonlight)"
(Joe Morris). A fox
Sort of a trick title but
trot with a good lyric.
well written. Will make a good dance tune and looks
commercial.
By Al Lewis, Al Sherman and Joe
Burke.
*
*
*

"MY MELODY MAN" — (Irving

Berlin)— A very

clever song that is being featured by Aileen Stanley
and Phil Baker who are here starring in the
show. This show looks like it
will be here all summer so will no doubt sell copies

PLEASURE BOUND

Words by Charles Tobias and
of this song.
Clare, music by Peter De Rose.
*

SWEETNESS— (Leo

*

Sidney

and after

Favorites

called his solo
telling his audience

thru incidental slides of often wondering what were
the favorite songs of the screen stars before the advent of the talking screen.
He tells of going to
Hollywood and finding out, next flashing the picture
of Richard Barthelmess on the Screen along with
the words of "Weary River," Ramon Navarro with
"Pagan Love Song," Ted Lewis with "When My Baby
Smiles at Me," Gloria Swanson with a tongue twister,
Sophie Tucker with "Some of These Days," and
others. The reproducing of the screen stars, pictures
on the slides were the best this reporter has ever seen.
The ^olo was written by Eddy and was received wonderfully by the audience. Eddy has the right dope and
is able to write his own versions, in fact he writes
all of his own now, which will mean a lot this fall
and will probably mean steady work for him. Eddy
has played all of the B & K houses in Chicago and
has never failed to go over in any of their houses.

Kenneth Wright (Menominee Mich. Lloyds) used
another of his Vitaphone and Organ Solos, combining the records and slides with the organ.
The
Solo was called "How to Make Love (W) Right"
which consisted of a straight verse and chorus with
slides on "My Dear'* and followed with a verse of
"Honey" without slides, with several choruses. After
announcing over the "Mike" he uses with his communities and getting the audience to sing difTerent
gag slides he sang the song himself with the audience
His efforts
trying to drown him out at his request.
won him favorable comment more applause than
i

Malcolm Thomson (Philadelphia Sedgwick) introduced his "Synographone" for the first time to the
The "Synographone" is a portpublic in this city.
able broadcasting set with a "mike" attached to the
organ console, through which Thomson's voice is
amplified through three loud speakers that are distributed, one in the left organ chamber, one in the
Three
right and the last in the rear of the house.
separate switches are used, this giving a novel effect
to Thomson's voice, which can be heard from three
In
different places or all together, as he sees fit.
conjunction with the Warner Vitaphone picture, "The
Desert Song," Thomson offered as a prelude, all the

The main theme, "Mine
songs from this picture.
Alone" Thomson first played then sang three
choruses.
As he sang, beautiful lighting effects
were flashed on him and the organ.
This pleasing solo aroused so much enthusiasm that
Thomson was forced to take an encore, of a vocal
chorus and verse of, first, "Louise" then "Mine
Alone."
Eddie Dunstedter (Minneapolis Minnesota).
Mr.
Dunstadter opens with thunderous rumblings on the
organ while fire red scenes of Vesuvius in action are
flashed on the screen.
Following this is the usual
water scene during which Liszt's "Venetian Carnival"
is played.
Towards the end of this number, two
cornetists appear on the stage, finish "Venetian
Carnival" and then go into a duet "O Sole Mio"
with Mr. Dunstedter.
The presentation was called
Neapolitan Nights.

Mrs. Jesse Crawford, (New York Paramount.)
with the aid of the projected scenery, a Rubin-Workstel product, popular songs were played in syncopated
time without the accompaniment of Mr. Crawford.
Mrs. Crawford this time occupied his spot and did
very nicely. The songs used were "Makin' Whoopee,"
"I'll Always Be in Love With You" and "I get the
Blue's When It Rains."

1929

Q

HAVE YOU HEARD? Carl Fenton's new Brunswick record, "Maybe Who Knows?" This is the first
time in two years that Fenton has done any recording for Brunswick.
He has been busily engaged in
scoring, synchronizing and recording for motion picture producers under his own name.
"Maybe Who
Knows" was written by Ruth Etting in collaboration
with Johnny Tucker and Joe Schuster of Witmark's,
and is also published by the same firm.
That Artie Mellinger, general manager of George
and Arthur Piantadosi Music Publishers, during a
visit to the Greenwich Village nite-club sang one of
the firm's latest numbers, "Bashful Baby" over the
air.

*

«

$

Edward

F. Hurley has been appointed general manager of Bibo-Lang, Inc. Hurley was formerly in the
film industry.
*
»
*

Louis

Bernstein, president of Shapiro Bernstein,
announces their affiliation with Universal Pictures to write and publish all the forthcoming theme
songs for their pictures.
Their first is three songs
These are, "It's You," "Oh,
for "College Love."
How We Love Our College" and "Crazy Melody."
These were all written by Lee Zahler.

Inc.,

4

#

*

Joe Morris and Artie Fletcher of Joe Morris PubCo., are in Europe and have just sold the
English releasing rights to Campbell, Connelly & Co.,
of London, according to Jack Coombs who is managing the firm in Morris* absence.
lishing

*

»

*

The Robbins Music Corporation have just completed
songs for M G M's "Hollywood Revue of 1929."
These numbers are, "Singin' in the Rain," by Arthur
Freed and Nacio Herb Brown; "Your Mother and
Mine."
"Orange Blossom Time," and "Nobody but
You" by Joe Goodwin and Gus Edwards; "Gotta
Feelin' for You" by Joe Trent and Louis Alter and
"Low Down Rhythm" by Ray Klages and Jesse Greer.
At this picture's recent premiere at Grauman's

six

Chinese Theatre, Hollywood, the critics unanimously
averred that the picture and music made a mark
which others will find it impossible to eclipse for
many years to come.
*

*

*

Robbins have also published the entire score for
Earl Carroll's "Sketch Book" which was written by
Eddie Cantor and staged by Carroll. Among the well
known writers who have contributed the interpolations are:
Jay Gorney, Edgar Y. Harburg, Vincent
Rose, Charles Tobias, Harry Tobias, Billy
Benny Davis, Ted Snyder, Arnold Johnson,

Rose,

Irving

Benee Russell, Hal Christy, Charles RosoS,
and Jean Herbert. The songs featured in the "Sketch
Book" and which are expected to enjoy a considerable
vogue, are "Song of the Moonbeams," "Don't Hang
Your Dreams on a Rainbow," "Rhythm of the
Waves," "For Someone I Love," "Fascinating You,"
"Kinda Cute," "Like Me Less, Love Me More," and
"Crashing the Golden Gate."
Kahal,

*

*

*

Granada Cafe, Chicago, has
recorded for Columbia his brother Carmen's song,
"Why Did You." This number is published by
M. Witmark and Sons.

Guy Lombardo.

of the

*

*

*

Ohman and Victor Arden have made a tworecord of Witmark's "Dance of the Paper
Dolls."
In spite of the recording by this popular
team, there have been innumerable calls for a dance
record to date none has been made but it seems that
an orchestra of the caliber of Paul Ash's, Fred
Waring's or Nat Shilkret's might pop up one of these
days with a neat dance arrangement.
* * •
Phil

ORGANISTS
My Sure-Fire
"Community Singing Solos"
are

now

available for rental. Also

special organ novelties written to

piano

;

Frances Shelley, late of "Rain or Shine" is making
"Am I Blue?" from

a Vitaphone short of Witmark's

Warner

*

•

the Show."

*

"Am ,1 Blue?"i
Did You?" "Maybe Who Knows?" and "Why
Did You Let Me Have My Dreams?" have gained
much popularity and the question mark on them is no
"Why

Write for Terms

Feist,

longer necessary.

HARRY
Suite

"On With

Bros.' picture,

Warner-Witmark's four? numbers,

order.

*

Inc.)— A sweet fox trot
by three local boys, one being of the famous Loma Chicago song and should
bardos.
It's typically
Is already getting
develop fast around these parts.
quite a plug. Words by Ned Miller, music by Carmen
Lombardo and Chester Cohn.

ALLEY

(Chicago Congress)

usual.

Music

Corp.).

*

13,

ORGAN SOLOS

SIDSAYS

"Wedding of
(Sherman Clay).

July

ROBINSON

I.
807 Woods Theatre

54 W. Randolph

St.

-

Bldg.

Phone Central 6908

CHICAGO

July
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten

Minimum charge,
Ad Dept.

cents per word, payable in advance.

$1.00.

Copy and checks should be addressed

Classified

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn St, Chicago,

111.

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium
FOR SALE— "Motion

Position Wanted
PROJECTIONIST— Long experience
Anywhere.
and sound.
Kimbark Ave., Chicago, 111.

all

machines,

Projectionist,

morie

6054

Bookshop,

ORGANIST — SOLOIST MALE—Ten

years'

ex-

Complete library,
Publix Keith theatres.
Organist, 3200 54th
thorough musician, modern.
street, Des Moines, Iowa.

Picture

Trade

Directory."

Comprehensive book pertaining to all branches of
Eleven hundred pages in size. Price
the industry.
$10.00 postpaid in U. S. A., and Canada.
$11.00
Certified check or money order
foreign countries.
must accompany all orders. Address Herald-World
407

Dearborn

South

street,

Chicago,

Illinois.

HIGH TRAINED ORGANIST-PIANIST — ExperiVitaphone cause
Marion, 111.

young.
Wolf, Mechanic

of

ad.

Rudolph

PROJECTIONIST With Supply House Experience.
Desires permanent connection with chain or supply
Can deliver the goods. Married. Go anyhouse.
where.
Address Box 413, Exhibitors Herald-World,
407 South Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois.

SOLO

ORGANIST.

years Pittsburgh
Fine personal apDesires change.
and vicinity.
pearance, college education. Address Frank Roberts,
Box 182, New Kensington, Pa.

Twelve

—

ORGANIST Experts thoroughly trained in showmanship available at all times for first-class positions.
Men and women. No service charge. Write full inAdformation concerning salary, organ, hours, etc.
dress Vermond Knauss School of Theatre Organ
Playing, 210 N. 7th St.. AUentown, Pa.
ORGANIST-PIANIST.
present

years

street,

Six
anywhere.
Schenectady,

MOVING

PICTURE

Competent.
References.

position.

Address K. A. Clarke, 529 Liberty

Cameras for Rent
AKELEY; BELL-HOWELL (professional).
anywhere.

cago.

Reliable.

Go

Equipment Wanted

RECTIFIERS,

Address Preddey,
good, bad or incomplete, cheap.
188 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

—

WANTED 2 Peerless or Simplex projectors, also
Strong reflector arc lamps.
State price, condition
and number of machines.
Will pay cash, or onethird down and balance C.O.D.
Address Box 337,
Exhibitors Herald- World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi111.

HIGHEST PRICES

for used opera chairs,
Address Movie Supply Co.,

paid

projection machines, etc.
844 Wabash, Chicago.

Stationery
"NEARGRAVURE" ("Neargravuremboso"

For Sale
OPERA CHAIRS,

as
Five years' experience with Simplex
Write or wire best offer quick. Ross

OPEBATOR.

—

machines.
Ivey, Statesboro, Ga.

Managers' Schools

WANTED —Theatre
Staff

Employees

to

Managers, Assistant Managers,
Modern Theatre Manage-

learn

ment. Approved and specialized training that will aid
to better positions.
Catalog H free. Address Moving
Picture Theatre Managers Institute, Elmira, N. Y.

Attention Theatre Managers
OUT NOW! F. H. RICHARDSON'S BOOK ON

SOUND— VOLUME

3.

Thousands have already orup-to-date useful book deal-

dered and received this
ing with and pertaining to all branches of sound.
price is $5.20 postpaid in U. S. A., and Canada.
$6.00 foreign countries.
Certified check or money
order must accompany all orders. Address HeraldWorld Bookshop, 407 South Dearborn street, Chi-

The

cago, Illinois.

and

used chairs.
Scranton, Pa.

Gift Night Souvenirs
GIFT NIGHT MERCHANDISE:

FOR SALE— F.
in

U.

tries.

S.

SKILLED MECHANICS,

for Sale

INVENTORY SALE of $30,000 used theatre equipment. Our warehouse is crowded with this merchandise and must be disposed of quickly at reasonable
Merchandise consists of about 7,000 5 and 7
prices.
ply veneered theatre chairs, different styles and designs
all in excellent condition, price ranging from
Also about 6,000 upholstered chairs.
$1.25 and up.
Some of these chairs are of the highest grade spring
constructed seats on the market today and manyother
styles of upholstered chairs, prices from $1.75 and
up.
Large stock of parts for all makes of chairs. Rebuilt Simplex, Powers and Motiograph machines, generators, compensarcs, spotlights, etc, as well as musiIn fact everything for the theatre.
cal instruments.
Write for particulars. We assure you great savings
and will send you literature on our merchandise.
Address Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14 East
Ninth St., Chicago. 111.

—

THEATRE EQUIPMENT,

new and

Opera

used.

chairs, projectors, screens, generators, rectifiers, reflecting arc lamps, etc. Write for bargain list and
catalogue.
Address Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,

FOR

H.

and

1

Certified
all
orders.

company

Address Herald-World Bookshop, 407 South Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois.

— Reflector

SALE!

Your

Arc Lamps and accessories,
Powers 6-A and 6-B and Sim-

Write
Best Prices.
plex Heads.
12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago, 111.

Joseph

NON-SYNCHRONOUS EQUIPMENT

Spratler,
for

thea-

up to 1,000 seats, $295.00. Also synchronous
equipment. Write Talkietone Company, 7409 Gratiot,
Detroit, Mich.
tres

—

FOR SALE Barry and Sargent's "Building
Theatre Patronage." Price $5.20 postpaid in U. S.
A., and Canada.
Certified
$6.00 foreign countries.
check or money order must accompany all orders.
Address Herald-World Bookshop, 407 South Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois.

specialized tools,

and a

shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I
have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
One
of your motion picture machinery equipment.

men in the territory, and serving
Relief equipment furlargest houses.
For results bring your work to Joseph
12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago, 111.

of the oldest repair

some of the
nished free.
Spratler,

BEST SHOP
Prompt
Supply

service,
Co.. 844

for repairing projection machines.
Address Movie
reasonable prices.

Wabash, Chicago.

Theatre Wanted

WANTED —Theatre

fully equipped and doing business in city of 5,000 or over in Illinios, Iowa or Indiana.
Buy or lease. City must be a good, clean,
modern city and theatre doing good business. Give full
details of both city and theatre in first letter. If you
can qualify with above I am ready to do business. If
not don't waste your time and mine by answering.
Address Box 414, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 South

Dearborn

street,

Chicago, Illinois.

Or nans
FOR SALE—Two

Ad

Will

279,

The

cost

is

small, the results are great.

near

Bargain for cash proposition, have
large cotton mills.
other business. Central theatr e. Knoxville, Tenn.

BUILDING AND THEATRE FOR SALE,

write

Ed. Buttermore, Lei psic, O.

A REAL PROPOSITION

in

a real city of 3,500.

Best town in Wisconsin.
10,000 to draw from.
Theatre new and modern. Doing fine business.
Equipped with sound, acoustics great. A real bar-

for Sale

slightly used demonstrating single and twin roll Reproduco Pipe Organs. Address
S. B. McFadden, Havana, 111.

Classified

Theatre for Sale
WESTERN TYPE THEATRE, seating

Do

Reason for sale, sickness. Investigate.
Address Box 418, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 South
Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois.

gain $16,000.

the

Work

advertising
Exhibitors Herald- World has helped hundreds of Theatre owners in solving many a problem. The classified
department has placed organists all over the country, has helped in obtaining equipment, in selling equipment, and in
solving many another problem that seemed difficult.
The rates are but 10c per word payable with order, 10% d^ount
this
if run for 3 insertions.
See this week's classified pages. Maybe you are in need of something that is being advertised

week.

fine

Projector Repairing

Equipment

also guaranteed rebuilt

Richardson's Handbook of
2.
Price $6.20 postpaid
and Canada. $7.00 foreign councheck or money order must ac-

— Volumes
A,

Over 300

novelties in our large free catalog at genuine wholeNo obligation. Address
sale prices.
Write today.
Fair Trading Co.. Inc., 140 W. 21st St, New York.

Chicago.

Books
Projection

seats and backs for all makes,
save you money. Jobs in new
Address Redington Company,

five ply, at prices that

N. Y.

WANTED—Position

plate-

embossing) processes.
Special Neargravure 250
envelopes, 500 8j4x754" letterheads $3.33, or 8*4x11*
$4 44. postpaid.
Sollidays. EXH-124. Knox, Indiana.

less

"TURN IT INTO CASH." We pay top prices
What
for used projectors and theatre equipment.
have you? Address Monarch Theatre Supply Company, 395 South Second street, Memphis, Tenn.

cago,

East 9th street, Chi-

111.

Rent

Address Wood, 204 Inland Bank, Indian-

WANT SEVERAL MERCURY

styles and designs, $1.00
For particulars write Illinois

Different
sale.

Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14

apolis, Ind.

St.,

in used Opera chairs, 600 uphol800 Veneer.
Address Movie Supply Co.,
844 Wabash Ave.. Chicago. Ill
2,000 USED 5-ply veneer theatre chairs. Guaran-

stered,

teed condition.
each, for quick

perience

enced,

Chairs for Sale
BIG BARGAIN
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Combination Theatre
And Sound Stage in
G M's
New Studio
(Special
the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, July 9.— A combination the-

M

to

THE VOICE OF THE INDUSTRY
LETTERS FROM READERS

M

and sound stage will be a part of
G M's
studio, which is now being erected in
Culver City. At one end of the new building

atre

new

be a complete stage for the producof
operas,
musical
revues
for
the
presentation of talking pictures.
When used
as a theatre, 1,500 people can be accommothe auditorium seats are made up in
dated
sections and can be moved or set in place
within a time limit of a half hour.

will
tion

;

"Puzzle of the Talkies"
ENCLOSED PLEASE FIND A CLIPPING

election in the near future to try and close
the theatre on Sundays.
Our two local papers, the North Star and

(reproduced below)
from the editorial
of the Sunday issue of the "WorldHerald," of Omaha, Neb. Its title, "Puzzle of
the Talkies," and the subject matter handled
by one of the ablest editorial writers in the
United States, are self explanatory and need
no further comment on the developments in
Some of the
the world of movie producers.
boisterous talk by the advocates of the sound
pictures reminds one of "the boy whistling to
keep up his courage while going through a
dark forest."
With all kinds of talk and squawk, music
and other more or less obnoxious noises coming into almost every home, restaurant, and
other public places (even the streets of a town
are no more exempt therefrom) and at all
hours of the day, the public gets its fill and
does not desire to go to a theatre to hear
(quoting the editor) "nothing but obtrusive
music and noise, to have disagreeable voices
clamoring for our attention," but will elect

News

column

home in larger and ever increasing
numbers. The movie or talkies producers will
then have just reason to feel vastly disturbed
about the future of the moving picture into stay at

dustry.

Noticed that your valued publication quoted
an editorial from the "St. Paul Daily News"
and I thought perhaps you would also wish
to quote this editor, who is about as good a
judge of human nature as any. P. F.
Luthinger, Pawnee theatre, Columbus, Neb.

—

(they are both weekly country papers)
are in favor of Sunday shows.
Would it be possible for you to line me up
so I could get a lot of newspaper publicity
that will help me put over the Sunday show
question with the help of our local papers.
I also will use the mails to reach every voter
If you have any copy or can
in the village.
help me prepare copy for circulars and pamphlets to mail out I would appreciate it very
much if you would mail them to me.
Every town and village within a hundred
miles of us that has a theatre is open on SunTherefore, we want to put up a fight
day.
to see if we can keep our place open also.
Kindly advise me at once as I will have to
Edwin Behrndt,
get busy or be closed up.

Cozy

theatre,

The entire new studio is so arranged that
each of the stages can be partitioned off from
each other, each becoming sound proofed by
a hy-

draulic device these partitions can be lowered
underground, giving a working space of
about 44,000 square feet.
The entire floor
will be in sections and under one part will
be located a water tank for the filming of
under water scenes. This will be 25 feet deep
with camera booths constructed in the sides.

In the center of this new studio will be
located the recording laboratory, within close
touch of any or all of the stages which might
When completed this will give
be in use.
seven complete sound stages, covering
G
more than 10 acres of ground.

M

M

Cambridge, Minn.

Projectionist
Cites Value of
THE Herald-World's

Sound Survey
CHECKUP ON THE

very interesting and
situation
is
invaluable to anyone in the business, but I
hear
from a small town
still
waiting
to
am
theatre man who will say that sound has made
him any new picture fans after the novelty
has worn off, or has shown a steady added
profit commensurate with the increased in-

sound

vestment.
A cursory canvass of

town

By

insulating materials used.

special

theatres

in

this

some of the small
vicinity

that

are

a considerable
wired seems to show this
initial investment, an increase of two or three
hundred per cent in film expense, in some
cases an extra operator, and plenty of grief
Business takes a
with prints and records.
big jump when they open with sound, but in
the
is
back
to
old level, the
few
weeks
it
a
only advantage being the possible increase in
admission prices, which is not always gracefully accepted by the public.
One wise old head who has been in the

Accused

Theatre Bombing

in

Fined

Is

(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS
32 years old,

CITY, July 9.— Stewart Roper,
who confessed he threw bombs

Neptune

theatre, after having been paid
by a projectionist, Brenton Hall, was fined
$500 in the South Side Municipal Court this
in the

week. Hall's case is pending. A controversy
arose between Hall and Lee Vaughn, manager, when Hall demanded an increase in
salary when the house was equipped for sound.

:

The editorial article follows
"The world of movie producers

vastly
disturbed over the future of the talkies, according to reports from Hollywood that after
the first sensational success of a few sound
pictures, the silent movie is again returning
The producers who gained a
to popularity.
glittering and sudden wealth in the films do

not know which way to leap.
it seems, is toward sound.

The

is

tendency,

"Omaha recently saw and heard a most
impressive and thrilling talkie, 'The Letter,'
in which the distinguished actress, Jeanne
Eagels, brought a new standard of acting to
the screen. A few weeks later there appearing
talkie called 'Careers.'
In this a beautiful
?.
actress who had been a great success in silent
films, Billie Dove, did not register so well in
sound.
"The movies, it would seem to one observer,
must depend for their ultimate success upon
their cameras.
The screen scored at first because it offered a vast panorama, tremendous
scenes, a shifting of locale, impossible to the
If the movies forego that advantage
stage.
to try to succeed on mere dialog, talkies will
fail.

"Another feature of the movie that was extremely pleasant was its silence, or unobtrusive
If
music that did not crash the eardrums.
we are to have noise, to have disagreeable
voices, clamoring for our attention, there are
many of us who will not go to the movies so
often."

Material Has Been Mailed

JUST RECENTLY

WE HAVE OPENED

on Sundays as there are no
village or state laws that prohibit the showing
of pictures on Sunday.
The blue nose element now have enough
signers to force our council to call a special
our theatre

business for years tells it like this
"Only a small per cent of the people in any
community are real picture fans. If you are
lucky you can keep them coming with silent
picture

entertainment at popular prices. If you break
out with something new like this sound racket
you will get a lot of the others to drop in a
few times to see what all the shouting is for,
but when their curiosity is satisfied they are
through, and you can kiss them good-bye and
fall back on your old standbys, the people who
really like and appreciate motion pictures."
All of the above, of course, refers to synNon-synchronous outchronous equipment.
fits are within the smallest theatre's means
now, and are invaluable.
My patrons are not asking for sound pictures, and until I am forced into the instal-

synchronous equipment all the sound
they will get here will be the little old pipe
organ, with an occasional selection or sound
effect on the non-sync and now and then, of
course, the cheerful pop of a popcorn bag
from the kids on the front row. I am doing
my usual business for this time of the year
with silent pictures, and here's a laugh the
stars who are making money for me are Tom
Mix, Hoot Gibson, Tim McCoy and Flash the
dog.
Maybe I'm wrong as usual but I believe that silent pictures, if I can get them,
will continue to pay out for some time to come.

Finske Appointed Publix

Denver

District

Manager

(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS

CITY, July 9.—L.

J.

Finske,

former city manager of Publix theatres, has
taken up his new duties as district manager
for Publix with headquarters in Denver, succeeding C. C. Perry, who was transferred to
the East as divisional superintendent of
Northern New York theatres. Holden Swiger,
manager of the Newman, succeeds Finske as
city

manager

in

Kansas

City.

Columbia Names Tillman
Coast District Manager
(Special
the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, July 9.— L. E. Tillman
to

has

been

appointed

West Coast

District

manager for Columbia, according to announcement from Jack Cohn, treasurer of
the company. This promotion places Tillman over six offices in San Francisco, Los
Angeles, Butte, Salt Lake, Dallas and Seattle.
Tillman has been with Columbia for
only two years.

lation of

—

— Roy
Mich.

W. Adams, Pastime

theatre,

Mason,

UA

Appoints Carter to

Manage Atlanta Branch
(Special to the Herald-World)

ATLANTA,

July

9.—Lewis

W.

(Nick)

Carter, salesman out of the Atlanta United
Artists exchange, has been appointed manager
of that exchange, according to an announcement received. Jack Bower, former manager,
was appointed to the post of southern district
manager with headquarters in New Orleans.
C. E. Peppiatt, Charlotte manager, has been
transferred to the Atlanta office.

— —
July
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PICTURE DID FOR ME

Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor
Copyright, 1929

AT—All

T— Talking

Talking;

means the picture

—

M—

Sequences;
Music (synchronous) ; E Sound Effects. (Example: ATM.
and has a synchronized musical score. In the same way all other symbols
may be combined.)

all-talking

is

THREE RING MARRIAGE: Special cast— June
12.
A pleasing little picture that our patrons liked.
Six reels.
Parkside theatre, Lyons, Ia. General patronage.

Columbia
FATHER AND SON:

Jack Holt— June

other

new one from Colombia

It

good and

is

EXHIBITORS CONVENTION
AT DETROIT LAKES
GOES INTO ACTION

An-

4.

real good.

is

Acting fine.
Seven reels.

pleased.

it

that

Come

—P.

Jack, also Columbia.
Wilson, Parkview theatre,
Small town patronage.

on.

Collierville,

N.
Tenn.

By

SUBMARINE: Jack Holt— Very well liked. Did
not break any house records but everybody who saw
it remarked about it being one of the best.
Eight
reels.
H. B. Paul. Elco theatre. Cathlamet, Wash.
Small town patronage.

THE BIG HOP:

Buck Jones— May

different from Buck.
Very
night.
Pleased everybody.

Cathlamet,

atre,

Wash.

31.

my

good for

—H.

— Small

Saturday
j

OBJECT ALIMONY: Lois Wilson—Very good.
Pleased the ladies more than the men. H. B. Paul.
Elco theatre, Cathlamet, Wash.
Small town patron-

—

—

age.

THE LONE WOLF'S DAUGHTER (TM)

Bert
Lost

:

Lytell-^Tune 16-17-18. Terrible.
Nothing to it.
heavy on it.
Only one reel talking, no story, no
This pictalking to understand and no business.
ture should be on the shelf in the vault where it
Eight reels. W. F. Bolcan't be seen or heard.
General patronlinger, Re?al theatre, Elvins, Mo.

—

—

age.

THE DONOVAN AFFAIR:

Jack Holt— Jane 20.
and then we
Comments
Both versions were fine.
good, and it will make them sit on the edge of their
Seven reels.
seats throughout. Don't be afraid of it.
G. W. Wooten. L'Arcade theatre, Yorktown, Tex.
Small town patronage.
I

saw

ran

it

this picture in the talking form,
silent.

—
—

DRIFTWOOD: Special cast— June 21. Just a
program picture and not much at that. No plot.
Seven reels. G. W. Wooten, L'Arcade theatre, Yorktown, Tex. Small town patronage.

Sunday

—
—

—

A

my

estimation.

ter silent, in
theatre. Atkinson,

Neb.

—A.

—General

G.

He was

night.

all

THE POOR NUT:

department is right
Yea. it looks like
what we came for.

patronage.

in

CAREERS: Billie Dove— June 23-24. This is Miss
Dove's first 100 per cent talking picture and it is a
dismal failure.
The voices are all right, but the
dear public no longer goes to the 6how to hear dialog or noises in a picture. The novelty of this stuff
has worn off, and they demand (but do not get it)
entertainment, so they stay away from the theatre.
Talking pictures have seen their day.
When the
producers awaken to the fact that they must again
put entertainment into pictures with dialog in just
the high spots, the public will again patronize theatres.
My business on this picture was less than
What few came said
on the last silent picture.
it was terrible.
H. G. Stettmund. Jr.. H. & S. theGeneral patronage.
atre. Chandler, Okla.

—

Fox
For laughHOMESICK:
14.
ing purposes only, which makes it fair of its kind.
It kept our patrons in an uproar most of the time,
but to the serious minded people it is just junk.
Print good. Six reels. Parkside theatre. Lyorni. Ia.
General patronage.
1

week, but

CHILDREN:

June 23-24.

Griffithfour times and

Not much! I saw it
couldn't tell whether it was a comedy, comedy-drama,
melodrama. The actors just seemed to walk around
the screen.
No action, and only a fair love story.
Eight reels. Mrs. S. J. Brown, Phoenix theatre.
Neola, la.

—
—General

THE BARKER

patronage.

A
Milton Sills—June 21-22.
pretty good picture, but not the special they try to
:

you it is.
Eight
Phoenix theatre, Neola.

tell

—Mrs.
— General

reels.
Ia.

S.

J.

Brown.

patronage.

THE PHANTOM CITY:

Ken Maynard— June 22.
but was told it was very good

Did not see this one,
and I am sure it was, for

I have never had one of
Maynard's pictures that was not tip-top. Six reels.
R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.

—

General patronage.

Billie

that's

Dove—June

Kan.
13-14.

A

very fine picture, one of Billie Dove's best. While
The
a war story, there is very little war in it.
sinking of one ship is about all. A good story, well
Every scene is well done.
played, very interesting.
A picture
Print, film and photography all good.
Seven reels. R. D. Carter, Fairthat will please.
fax theatre. Kilmarnock. Va. General patronage.

—
—

THE HAWK'S NEST:

Milton Sills—June 18. Very
good action picture which pleased those that came.
There are too many places to go and not enough
people to go around. Eight reels. Robert K. Yancey.
Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo.—General patronage.

—

THE STRANGE CASE OF CAPTAIN RAMPER

—
—

Special cast Something different and very interestEight reels. D. A. Border. Mystic theatre,
ing.
Warren, Ind. General patronage.

GREAT WHITE NORTH:

Special cast
20.
On a par with "Simba" as a hunting
picture, and a very educational picture of wild
I would advise anyone
life in the Arctic regions.
to buy it right, tie up with the Isaak Walton
League, build up a good program with shorts.
Six reels.
If you do, you will satisfy them all.
Ray W. Mussellman, Princess theatre, Lincoln,

—
THE NIGHT WATCH:

Corinne

—

—
THE
—June

First National
SATURDAY'S

—

Sammy Cohen— June

it.

a big

Our

22.

—

wet when he

we're all set to do anything we
please, except burn down the city hall.
No use trying, anyway, because the fire

cast— June

—

then
I

Special

patrons didn't like Mulhall in this one.
The relay
race in the last reel brought the ha-ha from them.
The nut starts to run the wrong way, sees his mistake and wins the race in 6pite of the big handicap
which his opponent had.
Just such dumber-thandumb scenes take the snap out of any picture.
Seven reels. Parkside theatre. Lyons, Ia. General
patronage.

got here but the sun has dried him out
much as possible.
Yesterday was registration day and so
We're given little badges,
is today, too.

Lyric

Miller.

—
—

as

YOUNGER

GENERATION (TME) : Special
THE
cast Musical score n. g., poor recording, title very
misleading. People expected a red hot jazzy picture,
and the result, no business. Had to shelve and play
very fair exchange to do busia silent picture.
Here's
They will make adjustments.
ness with.
hoping the next one is better. Picture would be bet-

GEORGE SCHUTZ

LAKES, July 9.— Detroit
Lakes, we are here. Greeted in conventional manner, with plenty of rain
augmenting the ample supply of water in
this lake-studded region, film folk arriving for the 1929 exhibitors convention
were consoled with the information that
the said precipitation will prove a great
boon to the crops. But today, when the
conventioners are expected to arrive in
earnest, the sun has come as a great boon
to the hopes for a week of warm, bright
weather.
Andy Anderson has lived up to all expectations as a host. Providence has provided most everything for a good time
and Andy has provided the rest. There's
This is Film Folks
nothing missing.
Week in and around Detroit Lakes. Even
the fish are amplified.
John Piller was the first bonafide exhibitor to make his appearance, leaving
Valley City, N. D., in plenty of time to
practice on the golf course for the tournament Thursday. Jaysee Jenkins blew in

Something

Paul, Elco thetown patronage.
B.

—

THE RED RAIDERS: Ken Maynard— June 11.
Another good Maynard, and Tarzan is a wonder.
Westerns don't seem to interest our people anymore.
They used to be our best drawing cards. We have
a revival in our town at present which takes the
crowd. Seven reels. Robert K. Yancey. Bonny theatre. Mansfield, Mo.
General patronage.

DETROIT

—

—

—

I

—Small

town patronage.

Sammy Cohen— June 19. I can't
give this much, and as I ran it soon after "SteamNot
boat Bill," it kinda showed this comedy up.
Six reels.
worth wasting valuable playing time.
Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre. Lincoln, Kan.

HOMESICK:

—Small

town patronage.

Special cast— June 18. A good
at St. Paul Island showing how our
Seven
government endeavors to protect the seals.
reels.
A. Legnon, Smyles theatre. Weeks. La.
Small town patronage.
WILD WEST ROMANCE: Rex Bell^Iust a fair
D. A. Border, Mystic theatre. Warren, Ind.
picture.

THE FAR CALL:

picture taken

—

—
—General
NEW

—

a

fair

patronage.

YEAR'S EVE:
picture,

but

Mary Astor— June

better

than the

20.

usual

Just

run of

%misnosuMtutefirQKuhtion/
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Fox program pictures. Story of a poor girl and a
gang of crooks. Ran two Vitaphone acts with this.
Ben Eskind. New Kentucky theatre, Madisonville,

—

Ky.

— General

A SINGLE MAN:

Carroll— June 21. Just
poor offering that did not bring any comments
from our patrons. Personally, I cannot see why a
sapling like this and a lot of others are ever released, unless it is just to bleed the exhibitor. Seven
reels.
Parkside theatre, Lyons, la. General patron-

—

David Rollins— Very satisfactory entertainment.
Just a program.
Not advance
information. John C. Leveck, Auditorium theatre,
Benoit, Miss.
General patronage.

—
—

ME GANGSTER:

Victor McLaglen— Very favorGood story and well acted. John C.
Auditorium theatre, Benoit, Miss. General

—

able comment*.

"This

Special cast— June 5.
As nice
and clean a picture as I have ever seen or shown.
This kind will bring your patrons back.
Comments
fine.
Six reels. P. N. Wilson, Parkview theatre,
Collierville,

PLASTERED
There

Sammy Cohen—June

PARIS:

IN

is

my

If

—June

—

where we came

so

in,

Special cast— One of the
be3t, if not the best talking picture Fox has made
so far.
This one will please all who see it.
But
very few saw it here, as it's a poor box office attraction.
In three days it only drew $95 above the
film rental, and on the three days, showing I lost
exactly S207.
And this is what you will all do,
boys, if you pay the prices asked for talking pictures.
Seven reels. Steve Farrar, Orpheum theatre,

(AT)

:

—

Harrisburg,

III.

—General

BLINDFOLD (ME)

patronage.

let's

struck

George O'Brien—Just a program picture made silent and with effects and music
added.
Not worth the extra money they add for the
music and effects.
If you can buy it at regular
program prices, it's okey. Seven reels. Steve Farrar,

—

Orpheum

Harrisburg,

theatre,

111.

—General

patron-

age.

PROTECTION: Special cast—June 21-22. Good.
The struggle of an enterprising newspaper editor to
break up a gang of bootleggers. Many thrilling situaThe entire ca6t is good. Fox has the program
tions.

—

pictures.
Seven reels. S. B.
atre, Selkirk, Man., Canada.

—

Kennedy, Central theGeneral patronage.

EXALTED FLAPPER:

A

Sue Carol—June 19.
program picture with good comments

real fine

from our patrons. Don't let the title scare you,
For once I got new prints on a
as it is okey.
Fox picture. Six reels. P. N. Wilson, Parkview
Small town patrontheatre, Collierville, Tenn.

—

—

—

Good

—
— Small

amuse any one over

—H.

—

MIDNIGHT LIFE:
Bushman

pulls

—

—

THE TIGRESS:
G.

eral

Flanagan,

—

Francis X.

them

picture.
Six reels.
Vona, Colo. General

F.

fifteen years of age.

B. Paul,
Elco theatre,
Small town patronage.

THE ACTRESS:
fair

Bushman—June

22.

A

in for me.
very interesting
F. G. Flanagan, Vona theatre,

patronage.

Jack Holt— Okey.
Six reels.—
theatre, Vona, Colo.
Gen-

—

Vona

patronage.

23-24-2.3-26.

The

:
Special cast
best one to date.
won-

derful production.
Pleased
audience.
Had many good

As usual

A

100

the
on this one.
cent

per

comments

of

goes back to the film companies.
They won't allow the exhibitor to make a dollar.
When they get a big one that does business, they
get it all, and for the rotten ones they put out,
it

all

—

you get nothing in return. Ten reels. W. F. Bollinger, Regal theatre, Elvins, Mo.
General patron-

—

age.

MASKS OF THE DEVIL:

John Gilbert—Did gooj

business though the picture did not please the Gilbert fans.
Something depressing about the whole
story and patrons said they did not like Gilbert
in this type of picture.
Seven reels. H. B. Paul,
Eleo theatre, Cathlamet, Wash. Small town patronage.

—

—

A SINGLE MAN: Lew Cody—Liked
most of the Cody-Pringle's, though
reason

for

it.

Personally,

thought

it

better than

give no
should not

can

I
it

8.

Just

dandy comedy. They don't come any better. The
whole cast good. Good print and photography. Nine
reels.
Robert K. Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield,
Mo. General patronage.

Six reels.

Wash.—

Cathlamet,

Norma Shearer— June

19-20.

A

but this kind of show is not modern
age of the film game. Norma is a
good actress all right.
Eight reels. Mrs. S. J.
Brown, Phoenix theatre, Neola, la. General patronthis

—

—

MARRIAGE:

SPITE

FOUR WALLS:

excellent comedy.
The scenes where
puts his bride in bed will bring down
Ihe house.
Rather poor business on account of
the heat.
Nine reels. S. B. Kennedy, Central
theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada.
General patronage.

—

fine a piece of
acting as I have seen in many a day.
real story
that enthralls you from beginning to end.
Eight
reels.— D. A. Border, Mystic theatre. Warren, Ind.
General patronage.

Shearer—Nothing

—

to rave about.
Seven reels. D. A. Border,
theatre. Warren, Ind.
General patronage.

—

Wash.

—
— Small

town

LAW OF THE RANGE:

patronage.

—

patronage.

THE CAMERAMAN: Buster Keaton—June 15. Be
sure and back this picture if you want some real
laughs.
It pleased everyone.
Eight reels. L. J.
Schuck, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont. Small town
patronage.

—

Joan Crawford— June

14-15.

Good picture from Joan, but the title ruined it for
They just turned up their noses and went
away when they saw what was on. Nine reels.
Robert K. Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo.
us.

General patronage.

A MAN'S MAN:

William Haines— 52%. June 23.
Not so much. You just get by with it and that's all.
Rotten business about the worst Sunday we've had
this year.
All those that didn't go to a big church
pow wow went to the refrigerated sound houses and
left us stew in our own sweat.
Well, just one
Eight reels.
picture nearer the inevitable closing.
O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. Small

—

—

DESERT NIGHTS:
Good.

Gilbert

is

John Gilbert— June
a mine superintendent and

19-20.
is

held

thieves, played by Miss Nolan and
Mies Nolan reforms and
Torrence are excellent.
Seven reels.
marries Gilbert.
Fine photography.
theatre,
Selkirk,
Man.,
Central
Kennedy,
S.
B.

up by diamond

Canada.

— General

patronage.

—

SIOUX BLOOD: Tim McCoy June 15. A good
silent
Western picture that gave satisfaction to
Saturday crowd. Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
General patronage.
Greenville, Mich.

—

—

THE CAMERAMAN:

Buster
got from

Keaton— June

20-21.
Artists and
Keatons for

United
Better than we ever
Hope all
at about one-third the price.
Eight reels. V. E. Sherman,
are as good.
G
Midget theatre, Hillsboro, Wis. General patronage.

M

M

—

THE FIRST

—

—

—

Wray-Cooper— June

KISS:

real picture of every

day

life of

oyster

19-20.

mon-

gers and a girl of the well-to-do class.
Well
done and very interesting to our patrons because
of its being made so near here.
The boats and
water scenes were beautiful.
Of coarse, this
one pleased and did a nice business, too. Seven
reels.
R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va. General patronage.

—

WINGS (ME)

Special cast—June 10-11-12. Won;
derful picture.
Most excellent photography.
The
air battles are the outstanding parts of the picture.
Print and film good.
Discs badly worn.
Have to
pay entirely too much for all sound and talking
pictures.
Fifteen reels. R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre,

Kilmarnock,

—
—General patronage.
Cooper —June
An extra good
—Henry Amusement Company,

Va.

NEVADA: Gary
Western. Pleased all.
Henry, Neb. General patronage.

—

19.

WOMAN FROM MOSCOW:

THE

Pola Negri—
In fact, it would be almost impostake eight reels of film and make anything
with less entertainment than this. O. F. Craig,
Royal theatre, Newark, Ark. Small town patronage.

Very ordinary.
sible to

—

—

WE'RE ALL GAMBLERS:

Thomas Meighan—

Just fair. Too much boozing in it. Why
don't they leave out this breaking the 18th amendment?
Seven reels. Henry Amusement Company,
Henry, Neb. General patronage.

June

26.

—

—

SWIM, GIRL, SWIM:

Bebe Daniels—Good enterSeven reels. F. G. Flanagan, Vona thaVona, Colo. General patronage.

tainment.
atre,

DESERT NIGHTS: John Gilbert—May 19. Picture went over very well and was liked by everybody.
Nothing big about the picture but is well
acted.
H. B. Paul, Elco theatre, Cathlamet, Wash.—
Small town patronage.

IN:
Clara Bow— April 28.
Not
but she always draws acceptable business
H. B. Paul.
town patron-

for me.
I would class it as very good.
Elco theatre, Cathlamet, Wash. Small
age.

—

15.

nice clean Western picture with plenty of entertainment in it.
Gave good satisfaction. F. H.
Babbs, Stockton theatre, Stockton, Mo. Small town

—

her best,

A

Tim McCoy— June

A

THE FLEET'S

Mystic

TIDE OF EMPIRE: Renee Adoree— May 5. Picture disappointing to those familiar with story, but
did plenty of business, and the picture will please the
majority.
Seven reels. H. B. Paul, Elco theatre,
Cathlamet,

—

Paramount

John Gilbert— As

A LADY OF CHANCE: Norma

Keaton— June

Busten

An

17-18.

Buster

age.

town patronage.

THE BROADWAY MELODY (TME)
—June

town patronage.

SPITE MARRIAGE: Buster Keaton— June

—

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

could we ask for?
Seven
Babbs, Stockton theatre, Stockton. Mo.
else

a

picture,

enough for

DREAM OF LOVE:

KID: Special cast— June 12. Just fair.
It's the same old theme.
L. J. Schuck, Majestic
theatre, Eureka, Mont.
Small town patronage.

Shearer— May 25.
and sent them all away

acting,

What

—
—

Gotham
CHORUS

good

story,

well pleased.
reels.
F. H.

laughed loudly.

—

age.

—

A LADY OF CHANCE: Norma

A

:

Special cast

EXCESS BAGGAGE: William Haines—June 8.
Josephine Dunn made quite a hit, and Haines was
very good, even though he plays a different role
from usual.
Everyone likes him as a smart alec
better, though this is a picture that you can't go
wrong on.
Eight reels.— L. J. Schuck. Majestic
theatre, Eureka, Mont.
Small town patronage.

—
C—

THE VALIANT

The

24-25.
Rather heavy stuff for small towns
but did splendid business. No doubt many had read
the book.
Some splendid acting by a capable cast
and lavishly produced. Metro sure spends the money
on their pictures.
Ten reels. S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre. Selkirk, Man., Canada.
General patronage.

him and he staggered backward.
"Oh, excuse me, Honey," he exclaimed, "I haven't given you time
to put your shoes on yet."
It is not difficult to imagine what
the wife told him when they arrived
home, as everybody in the theatre

town patronage.

no comment I can make other than
typewriter had a red ribbon on it, I
would have written the rotten in red letters. I was
one of the suckers who thought Sammy would go
I'm learning.
Fellow exhibitors, if Fox gives
big.
you this picture, be sure to double-bill it with something.
Otherwise don't run it.
Six reels. G. H.
Wright. Jr., Star theatre, Wendell, N.
Small
town patronage.
24-25.
rotten.

is

go," he said to his wife.
He arose, then a thought

PREP AND PEP:

—
Tenn. — Small

THE BRIDGE OF SAN LUIS REY:

cided to leave the theatre.

—

Leveck,
patronage.

CITY, July 9.— One of
loud talking men who inhabit

motion picture theatres received an
editorial jolt in the Kansas City Star
the other day, but no names were
mentioned. There was ,a lull in the
speech of the cast in a talkie, except
for some soft orchestration, and it
was then that the "loud speaker" de-

WIN THAT GIRL:

21-22.

this

—

(Special to the Herald-World)

age.

Cody-Pringle— June

1929

extra good.

KANSAS
those

13,

pair in ages.
Reels two and four
Farewell to these, as I don't expect to
let them show their faces on my screen again.
Seven
reels.— P. N. Wilson, Parkview theatre, Collierville,
Tenn. Small town patronage.

Lived
Ever After?

Happy

THE SIN SISTER: Nancy

a

from

best

And They

patronage.

—

July

—

—

THE SHOPWORN ANGEL: Nancy
17-18.

The picture came

to

me

Carroll— June

well advertised and

brought me a good house on the first night, but it
seemed to disappoint a good many of them. ProbCould have
ably would have been better in sound.
been very easily.
Paramount isn't holding up as
well as it might.
This Nancy Carroll sure is going
big, though.
Eight reels.— G. H. Wright, Jr., Star
theatre, Wendell, N. C.
Small town patronage.

—

MO RAN OF THE MARINES:
June 25. A real good picture

Richard Dix—
that pleased a
good crowd. Brought out some who seldom come.
Ruth Elder's part is like her Atlantic hop, a big
splash. Print and photography good. Seven reels.
P. N. Wilson, Parkview theatre, Collierville,
Tenn. Small town patronage.

—

—

BEGGARS OF LIFE:

Wallace Beery— June 10-11.

Pretty good picture.
Could have had a much better
ending.
I hope they give Beery better pictures next
season.
Eight reels. G. H. Wright, Jr., Star theatre, Wendell, N. C.
Small town patronage,

—
—

[Reports continued on page following Jaysee]
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His Colyum

C. Jenkins

HURON.
Sundav, June

S.

D.

30, 1929.

DEAR HERALD-WORLD:
Just a week from tomorrow that army of the Great Unwashed will
be gathering at Detroit Lakes for their annual jamboree and by the
time thi? gets in print the doings of that convention will have passed
into history and will eventually become a part of the textbooks of
this country that the coming generation? may learn of the piscatorial
prowess of grandpa and grandma back in 1929.
Nurse, get the icebag, we feel the fever coming on right now.)
are
holding
The pike, bass and muskies
special sessions to determine just what to do about it and they have placed a ban on liver
and angleworms and have shown a decided preference for shiner
minnow?. A move was made to appoint a reception committee but
There were only three present that would accept the apit failed.
pointment, and they were yellow bellied bullheads. One old mo?~
back muskie arose to inquire if the HERALD-WORLD man would
be there and on being informed that he would the meeting promptly
adjourned and they all took for the other side of the lake.
Andy Anderson and Bonnie Benfield the committee on arrangements,! have formulated some iron-clad rules which it would be well
for the Clan to study, among them being a fine of S10 for anyone
caught dancing with his own wife, making it a misdemeanor for anyone to scatter bottle caps around the front door, placing a ban on
bringing bullheads into camp this will be tough on a certain guy
from Nebraska we know and suggesting that the member-hip pay no
attention to fish stories by Gaily and Longaker. It looks like it was
going to be a great time, but eight days i- a long time to wait, won't
someone please turn that clock ahead?
(

i

(

I

*

Tomorrow

*

*

of Southeast North Dakota will celebrate one of the
greatest events in the history of the state, the occasion being the celebration of the golden wedding of Mr. and Mrs. Anton Gillis of the
Gillis theatre at Wahpeton. The local paper are giving the event
wide publicity and the Minneapolis dailies are carrying front page
spreads of the event.
wish to thank Mr. Gillis for a very urgent invitation to attend
hope that
this celebration and are sorry that distance prevents.
they live to celebrate their second golden wedding (if that time
isn't too far off) and we hope that this delightful couple will spend
their golden wedding honeymoon at Detroit Lakes, which Mr. Gillis
assured us they might do.
all

We

We

*

*

*

We were driving along the road Friday when we met a little girl
about 8 years old with her shepherd dog driving a little flock of
mother sheep and their lambs and we stopped and asked her if we
were on the right road to Heela, and she replied, "Yeth, thir, you dist
do right up dis road about four miles and purty soon you dist turn to
Bless her heart, she was a cute little kid and we wanted to get
it."'
out of the car and hug her.
She represents the type of girls that will one day be the real mothers
Betcha they never see a poodle in her baby buggy.
of this country
* * *
.

We

beats all yvhat a variety of folks there are in this yvorld.
yvith all kinds of them, but we are happy to say that the
real fellow is largely in the majority. If they weren't this yvould be a
tough yvorld to live in. Now, you take Mike De Fea for instance.
Mike operates the theatre at Wheaton, Minn. "Mike" sounds rather
don't knoyv
Irishy but "De Fea" seems to have a French flavor.
Mike's nationality and it doesn't matter, he is 100 per cent American
and 100 per cent plus good felloyv and yve will back Mike in any race
he starts in and w i 11 give odds on him in most cases. Then there is
S. J. is overS. J. Smith who operates the Unique at Sisseton, S. D.
hauling his theatre and making a number of important additions.
It

the place. He has a lovely home and his floyver and shrubbery gardens are the pride of Aberdeen, and Harry gets a little chesty over
them himself, which he ha- a right to do. These gardens give Harry
a chance to yvork off a little surplus fat yvhich he seems to delight in
doing.
Whenever a man gets so popular that everybody all over the coun-

him by his first name you may knoyv that he is some popular
Such a one is Claude Hanson who operates the Lyric at Redfield.
Everywhere we go in this country they all ask us if we have
been up to see Claude yet. Yes, we have been up to see Claude,
of course, yve have. This trip around this state wouldn't have been
complete if yve hadn't. We sayv Mrs. Claude, too, and they are both
to be congratulated.
They are coming to the convention and Claude
is going to stop there all yveek and Mrs. Hanson is going on up
North to visit her folks but yvill be back to Detroit Lakes in time for
the ball. Oh, boy, we yvish yve knew hoyv to dance, but we yvere
try calls

guy.

raised a Baptist, although yve never yvorked at it very strong.
The above mentioned represents one type of people, the type that
make- this yvorld yvhat it is today, but there is another type, and their
habitat is around chain theatres. They are very rare, hoyvever. but
the specie isn't entirely extinct, yve are sorry to say.
met one
-uch recently. A ERY recently.
called at the theatre but he yvasn't
in.
left our card y\ith the Chief Justice yvho opens and closes
the door for the public and asked him to present it to the manager
and told him yve yvould call later.
did, and the Chief Justice
informed us that he had delivered our card but that the manager
could not be disturbed.
then asked him if he yvould kindly ask
the manager to loan us the last copy of the HERALDand
that yve yvould return it in the morning, but he declined, saying that
he yvould not disturb him. Then yve got ugly, just doyvnright ugly
and y> e said to him, "Say, Reggie yve believe your name is Reggie
isn't it? (, when you see His Royal Highness yvill you kindly tell him
that when he gets back to the United States Senate in Washington to
please put us on the list for a copy of the Congressional Record and

We

We

We

We

We

WORLD

I

some lima beans."
This type of manager, although quite rare, always give us tyvo senone of pain and another to laugh. When some managers
are raised from "twenty-seven fifty" to "thirty-two" dollars,
their importance is compounded every 30 minutes until they reach the
breaking point.
sations,

salaries

meet up

We

We

midnight and his yvife came doyvn and
yvanted to knoyv what on earth yve found to talk about so late,
We asked S. J. if he was going to install sound and he replied,
"Sound, do I look that way?" We told him yve had seen handsomer
men than he who had done just that. We left yvith the impression that one is always the better by having come in contact yvith men
visited with

him

until almost

of his type.
At Britton, S. D., we met Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Baker of the Strand
theatre, and if we never meet two finer people we yvill never have
any regrets. They took us up to their home after the shoyv and we
got so interested in talking yvith these delightful folks that it yvas
near the midnight hour before yve realized it. It's hard to leave such

you stop right yvhere you are, don't ask us about
are trying to work that stuff all out of our system by
keeping our mind concentrated on those pike and bass up at Detroit
Lakes, and yve are like that manager, we "don't yvant to be disturbed,"
but since you have brought the subject up yve might say that yve >a%v
a memorandum of prices for service that yvas left yvith a manager in
a toyvn of not over 3.500 people yvhere a feature yvas listed at S250
and the score charge was $60. How does that "sound" to you? No,
we are not going to talk about "sound" for there are already too
manv Patrick Henrys among vou todav yvho have changed the 1776
GIVE
war cry into the 1929 version of "GIVE
DEATH." and the producers are going you one better and giving
you one better and giving you both. That shoyvs hoyv big hearted
they are. They would be yvilling to give you the core, only, there
hain't goin" to be no core.
There

noyv,

"Sound."'

We

ME SOUND OR

*

Our mind
And we

muddled,

*

*

we'd wish,
squandered the day.
For a man is plum goofy when his mind is on fish
For there is nothing of sense he can say.
Except that yve will see vou at Detroit Lakes next week.
is

all

ice can't write as

feel that we've

people.
old friend Harry Walker of the Capitol at Aberdeen didn't
shoyv any symptoms of violence when yve called. Harry is as fat and
sassy as ever and he took us out to his home and shoyved us all over

ME

J.

The

Our

P.

S.—The

SHOWER.

HERALD-WORLD

C.

JENKINS,

HERALD-WORLD

covers the

FIELD

like

man.

an April
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{Continued from page 74)
Richard Dix— 46%.
June 22.
Another pretty good picture that did a Saturday
flip-flop.
Helluva note when receipts from regular
Saturday admission and pretty average good pictures consistently run behind receipts at two-for-atiuarter on Wednesdays.
But 60 it is. No kicks on
this except the extremely lousy part.
Someone roust
have spent his vacation pasting together all the twoframe clippings he could find. Eight reels. O. B.
Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. Small town

—

Pathe
Phyllis Haver— This picture,
and all. failed to make an impression of a
favorable nature.
In fact, they walked out after
it was over with that woebegone look that indicates
they would like to have a cold drink right now.
Six reels. Giacoma Brothers, Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.
General patronage.

—

FORBIDDEN LOVE:

Lily Damita— June 15. Fair
picture telling the old story in the same
A princess in love with a man she cannot
marry.
Why don't they make a princess picture
with a story like "Lalla Rookh ?"
Seven reels.
R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre. Kilmarnock, Va.
only.
A
old way.

patronage.

NOISY NEIGHBORS:

Quillan family—Good picture.
The Quillans had a great act in vaudeville,
but most of them did not get a chance to do their
stuff in this picture.
K. Vaveris, Grand theatre,
Mt. Pleasant, Pa. General patronage.

—

CELEBRITY: Special cast—June 22. Not much.
No story whatsoever, and what comedy it is supposed
The paper also looks hot too.
Seven reels. V. E. Sherman, Midget
theatre, Hillsboro, Wis.
General patronage.
have, isn't there.

to

but

it

isn't.

—

—

SAL OF SINGAPORE:

Haver—June

Phyllis

Very

—

15.

interesting story, liked by everyone.
L. J.
Schuck, Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont. Small town
patronage.

—

SAL OF SINGAPORE (TME)

Phyllis Haver—
Don't advertise this as a talking picture, as there is
very little dialog in it, just in the last reel.
But
the picture is a fair program picture, and that's the
Seven reels. Steve Farrar,
best I can say for it.
Orpheum theatre, Harrisburg, 111. General patronage.
:

—

STAND AND DELIVER:

—

LaRocque—June

Rod

picture, but not one scene in the picture
was taken in the day time, all the film being taken
at night.
Story was rather disconnected at time3.
However, the picture drew well.
Six reels. -Mrs.
Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.

—

General patronage.

Harry Carey—June

21-

bought this for a Western but there isn't
much Western to it. A fair picture, but not what
the Saturday boys are looking for.
Five reels.
Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.
Small town patronage.
I

—

THE GODLESS GIRL:
We received a lot

Special cast— June
of good comments on
Some liked it real well, others were
satisfied.
Good moral.
Fire scenes were great.
You can get some good cooperation from the
churches with this one. Enough action to please
Buffalo Bill himself.
Step on it.
Ten reels.
G. W. Wooten, L'Arcade theatre, Yorktown, Tex.
23-24.
this one.

—Small

16-17-18. This is a fine entertainment. Story
Gave 100 per cent
stars and cast all fine.
satisfaction here, but like all talking pictures, did
not increase box office receipts enough to pay extra
expenses.
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Green-

good,

—

GUN LAW:

Tom Tyler— June 1. Pleasing and
everybody, and as usual Mr. Tyler
brought them in. Six reels. A. Legnon, Smyles theatre, Weeks, La.
Small town patronage.
well

—

CHARGE OF THE GAUCHOS:

man —May

—-A.

4.

Legnon,

Special cast— May 25.
Six reels.
A. Legnon.

—

— Small

town patronage.

IT:
Bob Steele— April 20. Interesting, fine, clean action picture with the best
Five reels. A. Legnon,
prize fight ever filmed.
Smyles theatre. Weeks, La. Small town patronage

—

—

Wilson—April

Lois

11.

Seven reels.
Good program picture with a moral.
A. Legnon, Smyles theatre, Weeks, La. Small
town patronage.

—

—

OUTLAWED: Tom Mix— May

As usual, the
and when the talk18.

clicked 85 per cent,
craze blows over, the silent
get exhibitors out of debt.

box

office

ing
will

Legnon,

Smyles

Weeks,

theatre,

common ordinary Western. Tom has
Have had some Jack Hoxie reissues
pleased

than

better

way Tom has
Six reels.

— Small

lost his pull.

pulled

that

this.

It'6

a

real

slipped the last two or
F. Craig. Royal theatre,

—O.

town patronage.
FRECKLES: Special cast June 8. This picture
was very good and pleased all who saw it. It's just
a little slow and draggy, but will get by okey. F.
H. Babbs, Stockton theatre, Stockton, Mo. Small
town patronage.
TRAIL OF THE HORSE THIEVES: Tom TylerApril 13.
As usual, a very good Western and a
Newark, Ark.

—

—

—

—

—

Buzz Barton—May 11.
Five reels. A. Legnon, Smyles
Small town patronage.

—

—

A

cast— June

24.
naturalized alien,

Special cast—June 21.
A
pleasing picture with mostly desert scenes.
work
in the desert to get
story of the son sent to
him away from the girls, but there he meets one
that he rescues only to marry and go back home to
live happily ever afterward.
Seven reels. R. D.
Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va. General
patronage.

A

—
—

JAZZ AGE:

—

THE OFFICE SCANDAL: Special cast— June 23.
ordinary program offering, with fine work by
Haver and Hatton. Seven reels. Parkside theatre.
An

—

patronage.

Reed

Howes—May

9-10.

A

splendid program, particularly for those who like
the ponies. You can't go wrong on this one. Seven
reels.
A. Legnon, Smyles theatre. Weeks, La. Small
town patronage.

—

—

THE FIGHTING DOCTOR:

Frank Merrill— June
you are looking for action, here

cast— June

Pleases young as well as old.

25-26.

Very

Pretty hot

in places, but that's what the public wants.
V. E. Sherman, Midget theatre, Hillsboro, Wis.
General patronage.

—

THE AIR LEGION:

Special

cast—Above the aver-

age for this company's product. Nothing big, but a
pretty good picture that pleased our patrons.
Six
reels.
O. F. Craig, Royal theatre, Newark, Ark.
Small town patronage.

—

THE HARVESTER:

Rayart
KENTUCKY HANDICAP:

good.

Special

Special cast— June 22.
Good
exciting like some like it.

clean play, not very
Nevertheless, pleased most everyone.

Eight

Henry Amusement Company, Henry, Neb.

reels.

— General

patronage.

THE CIRCUS KID : Special cast—June 1. Just
an average picture. Failed to see why it should be
called a special.
F. H. Babbs, Stockton theatre,
Stockton, Mo.
Small town patronage.

—

—

Ranger— May

A

25.

—

THE AVENGING RIDER: Tom Tyler—June

21-22.

Just another Tyler Western. It seems that they are
getting worse instead of better.
Tyler used to be
my best bet, but he has fallen off considerably of
late.
Six reels. G. H. Wright. Jr.. Star theatre.
Wendell. N. C. Small town patronage.

—
—

United Artists

—Here

THE DOVE:

Norma Talmadge

another

is

excellent picture, according to our patrons.
It just
satisfied, that's all.
That's enough in these days.
Nine reels.— Giacoma Brothers,
theatre,
Crystal
Tombstone, Ariz. General patronage.

—

THE RESCUE

(M)

Colman

Ronald

:

—June

19-

20.
All I can say for this picture is it didn't draw
or satisfy in this town. Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville. Mich.
General patronage.

—
—

A NIGHT OF LOVE:

Special cast>-A very good
the favorable comments of the audience
is an indication of what a good picture is.
Eight
reels.
Giacoma Brothers, Crystal theatre. Tombstone,
Ariz.
General patronage.
picture

if

—
—

Universal
AND TAKE:

GIVE

LOVE IN THE DESERT:

Special

—

—

—

a

and

—

programs
Seven reels. A.
La.
Small town
action

THE BIG DIAMOND ROBBERY: Tom Mix^Just
better

—

story that will please the Saturday matinee crowd.
Interesting, and a change from so many pictures
with a foreign setting and costume pictures. Everyone seemed to like this picture. F. H. Babbs, Stockton theatre, Stockton, Mo. Small town patronage.

patronage.

tragedy the

real

Francis X. Bush-

COME AND GET

SALLY'S SHOULDERS:

—

Bob Steele—May 24-25.
good weekend picture that gave satisfaction.
Six reels.
P. N. Wilson, Parkview theatre, Collierville, Tenn.
Small town patronage.

A

town patronage.
Good program for the price.
Smyles theatre, Weeks, La.

A
as

CAPTAIN CARELESS:

—

STOCKS AND BLONDES:

Warner Baxter— June 14.
They might just

picture.

have added a dozen words of talking, a little
music, and raised film rental 500 per cent.
With
disc charges added, this production would have averaged up with the program "talkies" of today and
got by. Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre. Greenville, Mich.
General patronage.

Very good action picture. Six reels.
Smyles theatre, Weeks, La. SmaM

kids ate it up.
theatre. Weeks, La.

Irene Rich-^Iune 13. Very good
kind but it does not please the majority on
account of the ending. It seems as though the public,
regardless of what takes place in a picture,
wants the ending cut and dried.
Seven reels.
Parkside theatre. Lyons, la. General patronage.

if

by

The

CRAIG'S WIFE:

Oh, boy,

liked

—

of its

13-14.

patronage.

THE VAGABOND CUB:

—

— General

— General

Five reels. A. Legnon.
at the box office.
Smyles theatre, Weeks, La. Small town patronage.

town patronage.

SHIP COMES IN:

Lyons, la.

Mich.

ville,

program

silent

FURY OF THE WIND:

Waring's Pennsylvanians

:

click

very good picture dealing with a
and it did a very good business for me. Schildkraut
certainly does some wonderful acting.
Seven reels.
Ray W. Musselman. Princess theatre, Lincoln.
Kan. Small town patronage.

—

— June

three years.

THE BORDER PATROL:
22.

A

SYNCOPATION (TME)

14-15.

well

RKO

Good

22.

good

—

story

la.

—

—

—

TENTH AVENUE:

Lyons,

—

dandy wrestling match and a good picture.
Seven reels. A. Legnon, Smyles theatre. Weeks, La.
Small town patronage.
a

is

theatre,

Warner Baxter— June

DANGER STREET:

ceipts for talking pictures.

—

—

DANGER STREET:

NEW

Esther Ralston— June 20.
A good picture, but prefer Miss Ralston in a lighter
strain, such as a comedy-drama.
Six reels.
Mrs.
Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver. Utah.—
General patronage.

— Parkside

Didn't see much to this one.
Anyway, considering
the length of R K O features and their rental prices
to me, they must all be specials in some way.
Six
reels.
P. N. Wilson, Parkview theatre, Collierville.
Tenn. Small town patronage.

YORK, July 9. MetroGoldwyn-Mayer's "Broadway Melody" passed the 350 mark for performance at the Astor theatre last
week and has reached what is thought
to be a record for attendance and re-

SAWDUST PARADISE:

General

Seven reels.
General patronage.

(Special to the Herald-World)

patronage.

—

20.
trons.

"Broadway Melody"
Plays 350 Times

—

1929

13,

SALLY OF THE SCANDALS: Bessie Love— June
A fair offering that pleased most of our pa-

WARMING UP:

—

July

Special

cast—May

5-6.

entertainment which pleased the majority.
reels.
A. Legnon, Smyles theatre. Weeks,
Small town patronage.

—

Good
Seven
La.

BURNING THE WIND: Hoot Gibson—April 30.
Very good Western.
Hoot generally satisfied the
most hardboiled critic.
Five reels. A. Legnon,
Smyles theatre, Weeks, La. Small town patronage.
MAN, WOMAN AND WIFE: Special cast—June
4.
Good program. Had several favorable comments.
Seven reels. A. Legnon, Smyles theatre. Weeks, La.
Small town patronage.
THE SHAKEDOWN: Special cast— April 16-17.
Good entertainment which ended in good prize fight.
Seven reels. A. Legnon, Smyles theatre. Weeks, La.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

—

RED LIPS: Special cast—April 24. Did not see
the picture myself.
People in Cathlamet thoroughly
enjoyed the picture.
Manager at Westport theatre
claims that his patrons panned the picture considerably.
Let*6 call it an average production.
H. B.
Paul. Elco theatre. Cathlamet. Wash. Small town
patronage.

—

—

JAZZ MAD:

Jean Hersholt—May 7. Not a bad
Would have been better with a little com-

picture.

—H. B. Paul, Elco theatre.
— Small town patronage.
THE KID'S CLEVER: Glenn Tryon—May
Nothing extra.
Just average. — H. B. Paul, Elco
theatre, Cathlamet, Wash. — Small town patronage.
edy relief.
Cathlamet,

Seven

reels.

Wash.

1.

HOW

TO HANDLE WOMEN:

Glenn

Tryon—

Don't know where they got the title. The picture is
very light and not up to Tryon's standard.
Not
his fault, however, as he had nothing to work with.
B.
Six reels.
H.
Paul, Elco theatre, Cathlamet.
Wash. Small town patronage.

—

—

THE NIGHT BIRD:

Reginald Denny— Very good.
Pleased all the Denny fans.
Seven reels. H. B.
Paul. Elco theatre, Cathlamet, Wash. Small town
patronage.

—

—

TWO OUTLAWS:

Special cast— June 24.
Unithese features.
Instead of
they should be called hokum features.
There is no reason at all for this kind of
pictures to be made.
Five reels. Parkside theatre,
Lyons, la. General patronage.

misnamed

versal

has

"thrill

features"

—

FREEDOM OF THE PRESS:

—

Lewis Stone— June

—

——
Julv

Very good program picture.
1.
Nokes. Elite theatre, Nixa, Mo.

Seven

reels.

— Small

— H.

T.

town patron-

age.

PHYLLIS OF THE FOLLIES: Special cast—Good.
H. T. Nokes, Elite theatre, Nixa, Mo.
Small town patronage.

Six reels.

—

BURNING THE WIND:

Hoot Gibson— About as

good as the other Hoot Gibson pictures. No better
and no worse. Also played with this two Vitaphone
acts.
Ben Eskind. New Kentucky theatre. Madisonville. Ky.
General patronage.

—

—

GRIT WINS:

Ted Wells—48"i. June 19.
other one of Mr. Levigard's Western wows

AnThe
hear any
!

dialog is scattered throughout the picture, but none
of the voices registers very well, except that of Edward Everett Horton, who speaks his lines distinctly.
Davey Lee. "Sonny Boy." is heard in several sequences and draws out the expression from
the audience, 'Isn't he just too dear?"
The picture
was sold us or. a 400 per cent increase over Warner's
silent price on the town, plus a big score charge.
Lewis Hepinger. Orpheum theatre. Clarion. Pa.

GOOD TIME CHARLEY: Warner Oland— June

A

—

Small town patronage.

—

Laura LaPlante— May

Good

21-22.

program.
One of Laura's very best and pleased
everybody. Seven reels. A. Legnon, Smyles theatre,
Weeks, La. Small town patronage.

—

SCANDAL:
was sent us

LaPlante— June

Laura

This

9-10.

place of "Home. James."
I didn't
see it WB I was out of town, but they surely told
me how well they liked it when I got back. Eight
reels.
V. E. Sherman, Midget theatre, Hillsboro.
Wis. General patronage.
in

—

—

—

SCANDAL:

Laura LaPlante 3T° 0 . June 26.
Another Universal worthy of the name Jewel.
Well produced, well acted and well liked. Little
slow for the action fans, but a welcome surprise
other

for

patrons.

of

classes

Excellent

Nixa, Mo.

atre.

FAME:
Six reels.

—Small

29.

Special cast June 19-20Very good. Patrons liked this one. but it did
2L,
not draw business as it should.
Lost money.
Good
picture but not worth what I'm paying.
Prices are
too high for film and records.
Nine reels. W. F.
Bollinger, Regal theatre, Elvins, Mo.
General patronage.

ON TRIAL

(TM): Pauline Frederick— June 17-18.
a rotten picture!
No action at all, and
very tiresome. Had a lot of walkouts on this one. I
hope the others are a lot better than this. If not
well. I'll trust to luck to get by.
Ben Eskind, New
Kentucky theatre. Madisonville. Ky. General patronage.

What

THE MILLION DOLLAR COLLAR (TME):

—

—

town patronage.

aruer Bros.
Rin Tin

2.

—

A

Monte
La.

good aviation war story.
A. Legnon. Smyles

Blue.

— Small

—

Well played by
Weeks,

theatre.

town patronage.

DON'T TELL THE WIFE: Irene Rich—Jane 17An entertaining burlesque on the present day

18.

easy divorce and remarriage that pleased.

— R. D. Carter, Fairfax
—General patronage.

theatre,

Six reels.

Kilmarnock,

Va.

LAND OF THE SILVER FOX (TME):

Rin Tin
Tin This picture is crammed with action from start
to finish, and as a silent picture, would please
those desiring this kind of entertainment.
Rinty
is marvelous.
But as a talking and sound picture,
it's a flop.
Only a little dialog in the first and last

—

reel.

Revamping

he.-e

and there, as

prints with a little talking
apparent in this instance, will
work great harm with the fans. The public is wising
up to sound quickly. The fan magazines are responsible for this. Lewis V. Hepinger, Orpheum theatre. Clarion, Pa.
General patronage.

Mich.

—Geneial
Silver.

—General

silent
is

CAUGHT IN THE FOG:

Special cast—Crooked
In this picture you see Conrad Nagel
the stars, then you see Mack
Swain.
Then think of me in my ticket office as
the show begins to close. "What embarrassment and
persecution I ha%-e got to stand. Not a friendly face
in my audience as they pass me by.
Conrad Nagel
saved my life in this one.
If he had not been in
it I am 6ure I would have been mobbed.
I do not
believe there is a living man. woman or child who
would shed a tear if all crook pictures would be
taken off the screen for all time to come, for this
world is too beautiful and there are so many other
things to see.
Therefore, why worry with this
crook junk? Walter Odom & Sons, Dixie theatre.
Durant. Miss. General patronage.

crook picture.

May McAvoy,

—
—

THE SILVER SLAVE:

Irene Rich— June 15.
surprised in this picture.
Had several comabout it being a poor picture, but my
audience liked it. Heard quite a number of comments on the story being a good one. and Irene's
acting also. F.
H. Babbs, Stockton theatre,
Stockton, Mo. Small town patronage.

Was

ments

—
—

GREYHOUND LIMITED
good

:

Monte Blue— May

—

SONNY BOY (TME)

:

Davey Lee—This

picture,

while

fairly good, did not click at the box office.
Fifty per cent of its drawing power was lost through
the public's confusing it with "The Singing Fool."
Seemed to think it was the same picture.
little

A

Silver

Family

theatre,

Greenville,

patronage.

A, George BickeL— An extra good
short subject by a funny comedian.
(Bert Silver,
Silver Family theatre.
Greenville.
Mich. General

—

patronage.)

M

:
Al Jolson—June
only one "Singing Fool." and
this drew fine considering the slump in business
conditions here.
Wish I could play three or four
more as good as this. Ben Eskind. New Kentucky
theatre, Madisonville, Ky.
General patronage.

—

—

DOG OF THE REGIMENT:
Just fair.
We had such

22.

Rin Tin Tin— June
a poor print and so

much was missing we couldn't hardly tell what it
was all about. The print would have been all right

we

hadn't tried to run it. Columbus probably entertained his crew with it while hunting for America.
Six reels. G. W. Wooten. L'Arcade theatre.
Yorktown, Tex. Small town patronage.

—

—

THE JAZZ SINGER (TME):

Al

Jolson— June

We

23-24-25.
played this picture too late to do the
The
it should, but it is a great picture.
Cast fine, gave 100
star is in a class by himself.
per cent satisfaction. Most of our patrons had seen
People
it before we played it.
It is a real picture.

business

—

pay to see it twice nowadays. Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre. Greenville, Mich. General patronage.
will

M
A

fair short
subject.
(Bert Silver. Silver Family theatre. GreenWile, Mich.
General patronage.

—

HURDY GURDY, 2.—The most terrible thing ever
put out. How have they got the nerve to put this
out? The dialog is not understood, and to call this
a comedy is more than I can understand. It is nothing in the worst form.
(W. F. Bollinger. Regal
theatre, Elvins, Mo.
General patronage.)

—

PARAMOUNT
MAKERS OF MELODY. Rogers-Heart, 2.—Pleasing entertainment of songs and dance, but too much
money has to be paid for shorts of this kind. iR.
D. Carter, Fairfax theatre. Kilmarnock, Va- General patronage.)

—

RKO

JOY RIDE,

—

—Female

stars punk!
Male okey.
Will get by.
(A. G. Miller, Lyric theatre. Atkinson.
General patronage.)

Neb.

2

—

WARNER

BROS.

BORN AND LAWRENCE, 1.—A
act.

Mich.

good Vitaphone

(Bert Silver. Silver Family theatre. Greenville.
patronage.)

— General

—

HALEYISMS.

Jack Haley. A good act by clever
(Ben Eskind. New Kentucky
Ky. General patronage.)

vaudeville headliners.
theatre, Madisonville,

—

RAY FOX BAND, 1.—A
Silver,

Family

Silver

fair act but short.
(Bert
theatre, Greenville, Mich.—

General patronage.)

ROOF GARDEN REVUE.—This is beautifully
staged and has some pretty dancing especially the
doll dance.
(Ben Eskind. New Kentucky theatre.
Madisonville, Ky. General patronage.)

—

SYNCOPATED SYMPHONY, Abe Lyman

and Oran act that appeals especially to
the young crowd. One good vocal solo and a dance
by Jimmie Ray. in addition to three dance numbers.
(Ben Eskind, New Kentucky theatre. Madisonville.
Ky. General patronage.)
chestra.

—This

is

—

(SILENT)

State Rishts

—

SIMBA: Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson This picture went over very well. Drew good business, and
the only criticism was that it was too long, that
the people would have enjoyed it much more had the
prologue been omitted. Ten reels. Giacoma Brothers.
Crystal theatre. Tombstone. Ariz. General patron-

—

EDUCATIONAL
BIG BOY COMEDIES, 2.— "My Kid." Good and
satisfied, but I'm running too many of these kid
comedies.
Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre,
Lincoln. Kan. Small town patronage.)
it

(

—

—

CLEANING UP,

2.

— Pretty

good comedy.

Got this

a substitution. Never do get the one they book,
and seldom the same brand as they sell. (Ray W.
Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan. Small
town patronage.

age.

as

—

Serials
THE VANISHING RIDER:

—Just

(Universal)

Special

It
"The Vanishing Rider."
and drew on my poorest nights.
It has drawing power and will help build up patronage. Two reels each. F. H. Babbs, Stockton. Stockton. Mo.
Small town patronage.

cast

G

GORDON AND SQUARES ACT

is

completed

surely helped

out

LUPINO

LANE COMEDIES,

2.— "Pirates

TARZAN THE MIGHTY:

— We

—

(Universal) Special cast

have run twelve episodes and it is drawing
more people each time. Wish it was in 25 episode;
instead of 15.
I sure will run "Tarzan the Tiger"
G.
just as soon as Universal will let me have it.
Small
H. Wright. Jr.. Star theatre. Wendell. N.
town patronage.

C—

—

Short Features
rsoi YD/
ADVANCE TRAILER
SYNCHRO SONG FILMS These are

supposed to
be synchronized with 7S r. p. m. record but they
surely fall short.
Some will go through okey. and
And Adothers just absolutely won't stay in step.

Be-

ware." This boy just doesn't make them poor. Dandy
comedy.
(S. B. Kennedy. Central theatre. Selkirk.
Man.. Canada. General patronage.) "Who's Afraid."

—

16.

entertainment.
At any rate sensible.
Monte Blue always goes big for us.
Six
reels.
A. I/egnon, Smyles theatre. Weeks, La.
Small town patronage.
railroad

FOX

SOUND YOUR

(TME):

There

12-13-14-15.

if

—

patronage.

Monte Blue— June 12-13.
A good program picture. Both stars (Blue and McAvoy) fine. Story entertaining. Gave satisfaction.

—

A

patronage.

NO DEFENSE

—

and

Rin

THE SINGING FOOL (TM)

Tin— May

Good program which pleased the majority. Five reels.
A. Legnon, Smyles theatre. Weeks, La. Small
town patronage.
ACROSS THE ATLANTIC: Monte Blue—March
21.

—

June 21. This is a very satisfactory propicture. Story good, east fine, gave satisfaction.
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
Greenville,

Mich.

—

—

gram

Hoot Gibson— Jane 22.
H. T. Nokes, Elite the-

R1NTY OF THE DESERT:

—

—

— Bert
\^

—

THE TERROR (TME):

Oh!

2.—

A good funny talking act. (Bert SilFamily theatre, Greenville. Mich. General

"Ask Dad."
ver, Silver

Conrad Nagel—

—

Tin Tin

—

EDUCATIONAL

EDWARD EVERETT HORTON COMEDIES,

One

of the best underworld pictures we've
shown. An interesting story, good acting and plenty
of action.
Picture well balanced.
Seven reels.
F. H.
Babbs. Stockton theatre. Stockton, Mo.—

print

—

RIDING FOR
Went over good.

THE GIRL FROM CHICAGO:
May

—

have more like it.
and photography.
Let's
Seven reels. O. B. Wolfe. Screenland theatre.
Nevada, O. Small town patronage.

E

—

3.

program picture with some mighty good
Seemed to please practically everyone presH. Babbs, Stockton theatre, Stockton. Mo.
Small town patronage.

patronage.

—

vance won't do anything to get them in step. Don't
fall, boys, for they're not what they are supposed
to be.
We get two per week, and one may be fine
and dandy, and the other one may be off in one
direction on one end of it, and in the other direction
on the other end. When you get hold of one that
will synchronize, it is fine, but they bore the public
when they don't. 150 feet. (V.
Sherman. Midget
theatre. Hillsboro, Wis.
General patronage.)

good

acting.
ent.
F.

—

—

)

General patronage.

kids made a lot of racket, but I didn't
adults cheering.
Only fair print, and rotten photography.
Can any one tell us why most of the action
sequences in these things are in a false frame?
Five reels. O. B.
Helluva screen result, anyway.
Wolfe. Screenland theatre, Nevada. O. Small town

SCANDAL:

)

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

1929

13,

)

Mo
w,th

Losses

in the

Box Office

(dm® Shall

TICKET REGISTERS
Automatic Ticket

Register Corp.
723 Seventh

Ave. New

T.CRETS^r Every Purpose^. LOWEST

York

Market Prices

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

78

Good and a lot of laughs. Lane comedies have been
good, but I don't always get them when they are
booked.
Substituted six out of ten bookings and
want me to like it. (Ray W. Musselman, Princess
theatre. Lincoln. Kan.
Small town patronage.)

New

—

WHAT A
Canada.

— General

patronage.)

FOX
VARIETY. 1.— "Spanish Craftsman."
good Variety
side

which
Lyons,

theatre.

was very
la.

An extra
(Parkpatronage.)

interesting.

— General

MGM
HURDY

Gl'RDY, 2 Of all the pieces of cheese
together this takes the prize.
Why they
us swallow this is more than I can tell.
Yo'j
fellows in or near the cities having exchanges, go
in, see it screened on a sound device, and then if
I'm wrong, I'll buy you the best case of beer in
the country.
If this gets a first-run in a first class
house, I'll buy you two cases of beer.
My tip is
lay off Metro comedies now and forever.
(A. G.
Miller, Lyric theatre, Atkinson, Neb.
General patronage.)
thrown

make

—

LAUREL -HARDY

COMEDIES,

—

2.

"Double

A

Whoopee!"

very funny comedy by the two funniest guys on the screen today.
(Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville. Mich. General patron"Early to Bed."
age.)
Good, but they have done
better.
(Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln. Kan.
Small town patronage.) Just fair.
(P.
N. Wilson, Parkview theatre, Collierville, Tenn.
Small town patronage.)
"Movie Night."
Not so
much, but not too bad. Just average Chase comedy.
Rather dark.
(O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre.
Nevada, O. Small town patronage.)
"Two Tars."
Who said this was funny? It is past that stage,
it is a knockout.
How they did wreck those cars!
And my house just shook. Had a man offer me a
dollar for a ticket if I would get it back.
(Ray W.
Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan. Small
town patronage.)

—

—

—

—

OUR

GANG COMEDIES, 3.—"Small Talk." Can't
give this much.
Would be safe in saying about
three laughs in the three reels.
(A. G. Miller, Lyric
theatre, Atkinson, Neb.
General patronage.)

—

WHY

IS

A PLUMBER,

Dandy comedy

2

of

a

plumber who becomes rich and is like a fish out of
B. Kennedy. Central theatre. Selkirk,
(S.
Man., Canada. General patronage.)

water.

—

PARAMOUNT
BILLY DOOLEY COMEDIES, 2.— "A She Going
Sailor."
theatre,

A very good Dooley comedy.
Lyons, la. General patronage.)

(Parkside

—

COMEDIES. 2.— Billy

Dooley.

ward Everett Horton and Chorus

C.

— Small

town patronage.)

JACK DUFFY COMEDIES, 2.— "Lose

Change."

A

very pleasing comedy for the old man.
(P. N.
Wilson, Parkview theatre, Collierville, Tenn. Small
town patronage.)

—

KRAZY KAT CARTOONS,
average Kat cartoon.
patronage.)

—General

3 .— "Show Vote." The
4
(Parkside theatre. Lyons, la.

MINTZ COMEDIES, 2.—"Adoration," "Fringj."
These Charles B. Mintz pictures are not good. Don't
please.
Are not comedies. More like a two-reel feature.
Comments bad. (P. N. Wilson, Parkview theatre. Collierville, Tenn.
Small town patronage.)

—

NOVELTY, 1.—"East Side, West Side." Just one
verse and chorus of "East Side, West Side," and a
few notes and monkeys dancing up and down about
the screen, for which we paid $10.
Can you beat
it?
(R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock,
Va. General patronage.)

—

First National drama with Richard Barthelmess, Lucien Littlefield. Katherine Ward, Alice
Day, Tom Dugan, Lila Lee and Margaret Fielding.
Directed by Frank Lloyd.
TYPE AND THEME: David Carroll, ambitious
young man, arrives in Paris where he takes over
a newspaper.
He succeeds in yetting board with
the Parkers.
Allic Parker, daughter, is very attractive and David and Allie marry.
David tires
of the Parker family and asks Allie to move with
him to their own residence.
She refuses and he
leaves for New York alone, promising to send for
her as soon as he can jnakc enough money.
While
in New York, David meets Dot, who helps him
sell a story to a producer. David sends for Allie. She

arrives,

but

David's disaiipointmcnt the entire
too.
David grabs a taxi, and
town, deciding it is

to

Parker family comes
catches

the first beat out of
better to be a free man.
•

Frances Lee, 2.—Very good
comedy. (Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre. Greenriver, Utah.
General patronage.)

—

PATHE
AESOP'S FABLES, V2 .—"White
average Fable.
(Parkside theatre,
eral patronage.)

Man."
theatre,

LANGDON

Neal Burns.

AND

TYPE
THEME: Billy Haskell agrees to
take part in a plot being framed by his friend,
Percy Deering, and his wife, Mabel.
The plot is
that Haskell and Mabel go to a night club where
Percy and his rich Aunt will appear, thus helping
Percy to get a divorce and also money from his
aunt who will reward him if he is away from
Mattel.
Hut the couple plan to remarry immediately
after getting some of the rich aunt's money. Haskell, Percy and Marie rehearse the plan but it is
broken up by Haskell's girl, Eileen, who becomes
peeved.
Another attempt to bring Haskell and
Mabel together is broken up and the party winds
up with Haskell and Eileen kissing and Percy and
Mabel agreeing not to go through with the plan.
•

TIP OFF, THE:

Elephants." The
Lyons, la. Gen-

—

2.

— "Soldier

—

Day

,

always good.
(Mrs. Hulda J. Green.
Greenriver, Utah. General patronage.)

—

OUR GANG COMEDIES,

*

AND

NO DEFENSE:
Blue.

*

2

These are

Gem

2.— "Fourth

theatre,

Alarm."

per, in order to meet his wife's bills, is forced to
buy cheaper steel to construct the bridge. On the
day for the dedication, the bridge collapses. At a
hearing Monte, realizing the embarrassment to
John takes the blame. After a few days, John,
nearly crazy with the trouble, confesses that he was
the one to blame for the cheap steel.
Ruth admits
her love for Monte.

Tooker,
William
Desmond and Bud
Directed by Lloyd Bacon.
Harper, head of a
construction company, arrives in Indian River,
where a bridge is being constructed.
With him
are his daughter Ruth and his son John, and the
lattcr's wife, Lois.
Monte- Collins, is foreman of
the job.
Lois plays up to John but he refuses her
and gives his attentions to Ruth. The family returns to Boston. John visits the Harpers in Boston
but he makes a fool out of himself in his rough
manner. He returns to Indian River. John Har-

William

Marshall.

TYPE AND THEME: Mark

*

Paramount comedy with the
Brothers. Mary Eaton, Oscar Shaw.
Katherine Francis. Margaret Dumont. Cyril Ring.
Basil Ruysdael, Sylvan Lee and the Gamby-Hale
and Allan K. Foster Girls.
Directed by Joseph
Santley and Robert Florey.
TYPE
THEME: Hammer is the owner of
the Cocoanut hotel and his assistant is Jamison.
Harpo and Chico are the eccentric guests. Mrs.
Potter, a wealthy guest, whose daughter Polly is in
love with Bob, a clerk, is also a guest.
Penelope
and Yates, two crooks, who are also in the hotel,
plan to get money away from the Potters. Penelope
and Yates steal Mrs. Potter's valuable necklace.
Harpo discoveres all about the robbery.
Bob is
accused. Harpo and Chico get Bob out of jail and*
with enough evidence, Penelope and Yates are put
Polly and Bob unite.
in jail.

Marx

Four

AND

»

FASHIONS IN

»

»

LOVE:

Paramount drama with
Adolphe Menjou, Fay Compton. Miriam Seegar.
John Miljan. Joan Standing, Robert Wayne, Russ
Powell,
Billie
Bennett and Jacques
Vanaire.
Directed by Victor Schertzinger.

TYPE AND THEME:

Paul DcRemy, concert

pianist, is loved by all women, who pay him pretty
compliments.
His wife, Marie, tries to ignore the
situation.
Paul goes with Dalphine Martin to a
trip in the mountains. Frank, husband of Dalphine
and Marie map out a plan to get their sweethearts

back. They follow Paul and Dalphine and announce
that they are planning a double divorce and a
double wedding.
When Paul hears this he hurries
after his wife and explains that she is his only
sweetheart.
Dalphine and Frank also find love in

each other.
9

*

*

SMILLING TERROR, THE:

Universal Western with
Ferguson, and Bud
Directed by Josef Levigard.
TYPE
THEME: Ted Wayne stops a runaway coach carrying Mabel and her father.
Ted
learns that the old man is planning to buy a gold
mine from Hank Sims, a man with an unsavory
reputation.
Sims has salted a number of mines,
one of which he sells the old man. The latter tells
Ted that the mine is salted. Ted rides to town and
forces Sims to return the old man's money.
By
this time the old man finds that the mine is full
Sims captures Mabel and her father and
of gold.
threatens to kill them if they will not sell the mine
back to him. But Ted comes to their rescue.

Ted

Wells, Derelys Perdue, Al

Osborne.

AND

*

Carver.

*

9

COCOANUTS, THE:

*

Warner Brothers drama with Monte

May McAvoy, Lee Moran. Kathryn

*

*

WINGED HORSEMAN. THE:

Universal Western
with Hoot Gibson, Ruth Elder, Charles N. Schaeffer. Allan Forrest and Herbert Prior.
Directed by
Arthur Rosson. Length 5.544.
THEME: Colonel Hobson, rancher,
TYPE
sends for Texas ranger when his farm is conSkysistently attacked by an unknown airplane.
Ball Smith, who poses as a sissy, comes to stop the

AND

trouble.
Smith suspects Davis, foreman of the
ranch, and stops a scheme of Davis to rob the Hobsons of the mortgage money. Davis kidnaps Hobson's pretty daughter, Jobby, and attempts to
Smith starts after them and
escape in a plane.
rescues Jobby.

Farina and family. Got many laughs, and the comedy pleases.
(Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre,
"War
Lincoln.
Kan. Small town
patronage.)
Feathers." Not as good as some of the other Gang
comedies.
It has a few laughs, but they expect a
knockout with every Gang comedy. (Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan. Small town

"Watch the Birdie." Just the average Buster comedy but made a lot of laughs, so we shipped it back
(O.
with our blessing.
Pretty punk photography.
Small
B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.
town patronage.

patronage.)

Lyons,

—

—

SMITTY COMEDIES. 2.— "No Sale." Just another ordinary comedy that takes twenty minutes to
(Parkside theatre, Lyons, la. Gengrind through.
eral patronage.)

—

RKO

Lyons,

la.

— General

We

these
la.

In

three

— General

fat

fact,

boys.

find

(Park-

patronage.)

STRANDED COMEDIES, 2.— "Joyful
good comedy.

Day." Very

the best we have had from
(Parkside theatre, Lyons,

UNIVERSAL
LARE COMEDY,

2

Bull."
Good.
La. Small town patronage.)

Trims

(A. Legnon, Smyles theatre.
"Tige's Girl
La. Small town patronage.)
Friend." Just another Buster Brown comedy. (ParkLa.
General
patronage.)
Lyons,
side
theatre,

Weeks,

— General

HIGHBROW
Terrible.

(S.

Man., Canada.

offering.

Victory."
(Parkside theatre,

patronage.)

SERIES, 2.— "Rattling Good Time."
B.

Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk,

— General

patronage.)

IT SERIES. 2.— "Look Pleasant."
Pretty good comedy.
Lots of laughs
Whee
and nice bright photography. (O. B. Wolfe, ScreenSmall town patronage.)
land theatre, Nevada, O.

LET GEORGE DO

—

MIKE AND IKE COMEDIES. 2.— "And Morning
Came."

Funny, if you're not too
a comedy.
theatre.
Screenland
B.
Wolfe,
(O.
"Hold Your
Small town patronage.)
(A. Lejrnon, Smyles
Horses."
Pleased everybody.
"Hold
theatre. Weeks, La. Small town patronage.)
Your Horses." Just a poor comedy offering. (ParkGeneral patronage.)
side theatre, Lyons, La.
Just

particular.
Nevada, O.

—

OSWALD THE RABBIT CARTOONS,
Lumber Jack."

Satisfactory.

—

—

1.— "The

Very good. (A. Legnon, Smyles the"Suicide
Weeks, La. Small town patronage.)
(Parkside theatre,
Sheiks."
Good Oswald cartoon.
atre,

BUSTER BROWN COMEDY, 2.—"Buster
Up."

la.

—

"Shooting the
(A. Legnon, Smyles theatre. Weeks,

—

The average Collegian

—

patronage.)

ARTHUR

—

THE COLLEGIANS, 2.—"Fighting For

!

CURIOSITIES, 1.— "Cash and Carry."

(Parkside

Good. The Gang helps out the local fire department
and saves the day.
(Ray W. Musselman, Princess
theatre,
Lincoln,
Kan. Small town patronage.)
"Smile Wins."
The Gang drills for oil to help

—

*

Universal Western with William

Cody. George Hackathorne, Duane Thompson, L. J.
O'Connor. Jack Singleton, Robert Bolder, Monte
Montague and Walter Shumway. Directed by Leigh
Jason.
Length 4.109.
TYPE
THEME: Jimmie Lamb is shot while
attempting a robbery with his friend. Shrimp.
Shrimp takes him to his girl's home. Crystal Annie
takes to Jimmie and the couple fall in love. Jimmie,
however, does not show his emotion, thinking it
unfair to Shrimp. When Shrimp accidentally finds
Jimmie and Annie together, he plans to doublecross Jimmie and turn him over to the police. He
arranges a robbery in which Jimmie is to be caught
by the police. Annie, who is a fortune teller, sees
in the crystal that Jimmie is in danger.
She
hurries to the scene.
Shrimp puts a gun to both
of them, telling them he is going to turn them over
to the police.
Just as the police enter Shrimp lets
the couple go free but he is shot himself.

side theatre,

The average Langdon comedy.
Lyons, la. General patronage.)
Alice

*

Paramount-Christie comedy

drama with Douglas MacLean. Marie Prevost,
Johnny Arthur. Frances Lee, Dot Farley, Jack
Duffy. Buddy Watles and Hal Wilson. Directed by

most of these Curiosities very interesting.

COMEDIES,

KITTY OF KILARNEY,

«

DIVORCE MADE EASY:

SKATING HOME,

HARRY

1929

Pictures

DRAG:

•

Sandy McDuff, EdGirl comedies seem

to please practically 100 per cent.
Some, of course,
are better than others, but on the average they are
good.
(G. H. Wright. Jr., Star theatre. Wendell.

N.

13,

—

1.
A very good single reel comKennedy. Central theatre, Selkirk, Man.,

PILL.

(S. B.

edy.

July

Lyons,

la.

—

— General

patronage.)

2.— "Kidnapped." Just
reels of junk and such other words of expression.
(Parkside theatre, Lyons, la. General patronage.)

WESTERN FEATURETTE,

two

—

—
July
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Civic Groups See Films

Talking the Pictures"

Each Day on Coast Before
They Go to the Exhibitors

No, the talking picture is not new. In fact, it is at least 20 years old. The
romantic story of those first days when actors behind the screen enacted the
oral parts is told here by Al Duming, of Durning's Attractions, New Orleans,
and Duming knows the early period of exhibition from experience as few

Indorsed Pictures, from Five
Members' Reports. IT ill Go
To •Seicspapers

Lists of

others do.

Details of the system

whereby commit-

tees of the General Federation of

By

AL DURNING

Clubs and other national
pictures in

THE

best of up-to-date audiens are riding the crest of popularity in Xew
Orleans but the interest in them is scarcely more than a ripple compared
with the stir created when the first "talking pictures*' were successfully
launched twenty years ago. Indeed, the early history of motion picture exhibition in this city, "sound or silent." as the salesmen say. is one of rare

interest.

Looking back some few years (1898) we
that the first moving picture show in

recall

New

Orleans

street,

was presented

the Louisiana

722

at

Canal

A

over

upstairs

Phono-

graph Parlor and was
owned and operated
by two Greeks. Moraco and Micheolas.
The machine used
was the Fantomscope,
and it was not a
noiseless affair by any
means. A little while
afterwards Charlie

They "Talk"
Crawford

Rock (who was to
become owner of the
Vitagraph Company)

and B

i 1 1

i

e

Reed

opened a show at
Al Durning
Canal and Exchange
Alley using the Vitascope Machine. For about
a year they conducted this show, and then went
out to West End Lake Resort and showed the
great feature picture of that day, a short subject with John Drew and May Irwin, "A Kiss
in the Dark."
Drew was a favorite screen kisser of his
time, his work was a whole lot different from
that of the sheik of today, but the girls liked
it just the same and John Drew, true to his
name, drew large crowds whenever his picture was shown in
Orleans, which was
a regular thing as not many films had been

New

Pictures at this time were being
in the Old Grand Opera House, on
the site now occupied by the Kress Store.

produced.

shown

Trapeze Performer

place now occupied by the Regent Shoe Store.
O. T. Crawford entered the field in about
1908, taking over the Shubert house on Baronne street, later called the Lafayette.
packed house was the daily experience for
quite a period, with a line waiting on many
occasions. The writer of this article at this
time bought an uptown store show complete
for $-100, and a year later organized a company to build the initial firstclass suburban
theatre in New Orleans, the Happy Hour
charged ten cents, at a time when the popular
price was a nickel.

in

Show

Charmion, a very beautiful trapeze performer, had some difficulty with the Lake resort and her manager organized a vaudeville
show with pictures. For a while they made
things hum.
The picture program featured
the sensation of the day, "What the Janitor
Saw Through the Key Hole."
Scully and Streetly opened a show on

Canal near Basin street. These two, by the
way, were the first to open a film exchange
in New Orleans
it was known as the World
Film Company and was on Union street near
Baronne.
A fellow named Chas. Pierce
started a show at 932 Canal street and ran
it for about six months, when it failed.
The
place was closed for about a year. This was
in about 1907.
Then Morris and McAllister
reopened it under the name of the Electric
theatre, and made quite a success
they had
formerly operated an advertising picture
show from a gallery at Carondelet and Canal
;

;

street.

people to
reason of
noises the
cess quick

in a company of
pictures," but for some
complication of voices and other
experiment did not meet with sucenough. Two of the cast, Hugh

"talk the

his wife, remained in New Orleans and the proposition was tried out by
the writer at the Happy Hour. The first picture was "The Bridge of Sighs." This was
Morgan's masterpiece and the audience went
wild about it. To talk the picture selected,
which was in those times a one-reeler, Morgan and his wife sat on the stage behind the
front curtain which was used as a screen.
For effects a kitchen table was used, on which
were placed a box of broken glass for crash
work, cocoanut shells for the horse trot, and
every conceivable piece of makeshift that
would tab up with the picture.
The Morgans talked every character and
they put over the Biograph pictures in great
shape.
Morgan was a riot on the Western
picture.
Kalem company made some pretty
good ones and they went over big. Being an
actor of the old dramatic school with a powerful voice that he could command at will,
shading down to that of a boy in his teens.
Morgan did his work in a way that would
outshine some of the present day talking pictures.
run of twelve weeks the first time,
the Morgans came back the next year (which
was 1910) with a guarantee of three weeks
and they worked 24. Owners and managers
of the other theatres did not take kindly to
the idea.
For one thing the majority were
not equipped as well as the Happy Hour,
which was very popular throughout the whole
although located 20 blocks from the
city,

Morgan and

A

downtown district.
Twice As Many Theatres Then
Theatres sprang up all over New Orleans
from 1909 to 1911, and at one time there
were 102, counting the airdomes, which got
quite a play in the residential section. At the
present time there are 52 showing pictures.

Saloon and Shooting Gallery

The

success of the Electric theatre prompted
a similar venture across the street at 937
Canal street in a store between a saloon and
a shooting gallery.
wonderful location, that,
as Western pictures had not vet taken a hold
and a person could get a thrill and excitement
from the doings on either side. It was called
the Theatorium.
Josiah Pearce came in then and built a very
attractive house on St. Charles street, the

A

the Pictures

had brought

Sarecky

Named R K O

Studio Manager, Ranks

Second Under LeBaron
the Herald-World)
(Special
NEW YORK, July 9.— Louis A. Sarecky
to

RKO

studio manager,
has been named
ranking second under William LeBaron,
vice president in charge of production.

Women's

groups preview

Hollywood

for selection and indorsement are given in the report of Mrs.
Ambrose N. Diehl of the motion picture
committee of the Federation as presented
at the biennial council.
copy of the report has just been received.

A

Pictures Shown Daily
"Plans have been worked out," the convention was told, "whereby the projection
facilities of the

Academy

of

Motion Picture

Arts and Sciences, including sound equipment, will be available to the Federation's
representatives,
and to other national
groups interested, as we are, in selecting
and indorsing films. Pictures will be shown
each morning of the week one or two pictures a day.
No advance announcements
will be made, the pictures being taken in
the order of their completion.
We will
have, in all probability, a committee large
enough to permit at least five members to
be present each day.
"As soon as the pictures are shown, each
member of the committee will make out an
individual report, which will be mailed
directly to me. There will be no discussion
in the projection room, I shall simply have
five individual reports on each picture, and
from those reports will make out the list of
indorsed films.
"By having the reports daily, and before

—

the pictures are released for general circulation, we will be in a position to distribute
the lists to all parts of the country within a
short time. The centralization of previewing will result in far greater speed, and I am
convinced will make it possible for the

General Federation and other groups to acquaint every interested individual with the
type of pictures which are being exhibited
in every community."

Keating Randall's Third
Dimension Method Will
Have 35x70 Foot Screen
Keating Randall, Texas, inventor of a
dimension process, passed through
Chicago, July 8, enroute to New York,
third

where, it was said, negotiations are underway with Yitaphone for his invention.
Randall said his method would not require a film twice the size of the present
film.
The picture would be thrown on a
large screen about 35x70 feet.
Present Size Film Used
His method would use the present size
projecting
film and the recording and
cameras would be equipped with two lenses.
His screen, which he said could be adapted to the size of the theatre, would be built
up of sets of parallel planes, whose thousands of lines would cross one another on
the diagonal.
One of the lenses

would project images

with ultraviolet rays, the other with light
as deficient as possible in actinic rays. These
sets of images would be built up on the
screen, producing third dimension.
Follows Study of Insects
Randall's invention came as a by-product
of research work on the flight of insects.
He wished to determine exactly how insects
manipulated their wings.
As part of his work, he took a series of
slow motion pictures of insects in flight,
but he found that the vision was flat he
could not catch the side motion of the

two

—

wings.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
By

J.

F.

claimed
Maynard Schwartz,
DEATHChicago
and the Middlewest,
I.

in

well

known

figure in the film trade

Maynard, at his death,
was manager of the Central Park theatre, a Balaban and Katz house.
Schwartz is a veteran in the picture business having operated his own film exchanges under the name of Reliable Feature Films Company.
Later he
organized as Schwartz Films, Inc.
last

In July, 1920. he was
Educational
Chicago
exchange, and held
that

named manager

of the

Maynard was

living

time of his death,
double pneumonia.

until

position

Saturday.

succeeded
by Dave Dubin. He
was also connected
with the First Na-

exchange

*

The new Eltovar
will

open with the

his

theatre in Crystal Lake,

RCA

latest

You've read and read about this popular
but this week we have the honor of
presenting her in picture form to you.
Miss Tess Heraty is her name and she is
secretary to Jack Miller, president of the
Chicago Exhibitors association. (Heraldgirl

Monroe.
*

himself a veteran
in the picture world,
is a brother of Maynard.
Bill,
another
bia,

connected

by

RCA.

Schwartz,

World Photo.)

*

*

E. A. Zadig, assistant to the Commercial
vice president of
Photophone, Inc.,
held a meeting of the district managers at
Kansas City, Mo., June 23 and 24. M. O.

RCA

of the

Schwartz family, was

survived

*

Chicago office of
The company is
also moving to new headquarters on the
7th floor of the same building at 100 West

salesman for Colum-

member

is

*

Photophone
The deal was closed by the

equipment.

as

manager.

Jack

He

widow.

1924, being

tional
sales

on the Southside at the
which was caused by

I.

Maynard Schwartz

with

the
picture business as salesman for Educational
but left to enter another profession a few
years ago.

Smith, district manager at San Francisco,
Geo. B. Cummings, district manager at
Denver, Gordon C. Rowley, district manager at Kansas City, and W. I. Brown, district

manager

W.

Brown,

I.

district

manager

of

Chi-

cago office, R C A Photophone, Inc., announces appointment of A. L. Aved, Minneapolis representative, C. W. Perry, Milwaukee representative, N. J. Porske, St. Louis
representative and E. G. Hancock, Indian-

of Chicago attending.

Plans All Set for

Midwest Golf Tourney

Now Booking for Illinois and Indiana
Variety, July

3rd— "AT THE PHOTOGRAPHERS Good

The Midwest golf tournament to
be held at Lincolnshire Golf grounds
is all set and a big turnout is expected. Their will be prizes for the
Bobby Joneses and also prizes for
rest.
The entry fee is $10, this includes the players' eats and amusements. Those who do not wish to
play golf will only be taxed $5. The
big day is July 19 and let's all be out.

laugh getting two-reeler."
apolis,

One

of

a

series

of

eighteen two-reel

sketches of American family

all

talking

original

comedy

men

film centers

now

and can

be reached through the Film Row.
*

life,

W ritten and

These

representative.

working out of these
*

*

Radio Pictures exchange, always loyal in
undertakings on Film row, responded 100 per
cent when application blanks went the rounds
for the Midwest Golf tournament. Those who
registered were
Herb Washburn, manager,
Len Ullrich, Sam Gorelick, Eddie Phelps, Eddie
Rosecan, Eddie Brechetto and Henry Salkin.
This is the spirit that the committee likes to

directed by

:

HARRY DELF
They're real

'"THE

human interest sketches by the man whose
V
I PSTAIRS is cleaning up all over the

FAMILY

stage

see.

*

comedy

*

country.

*

&

*

Barthel,

HERALD-

WORLD
Indiana

Greiver Productions

Midwest Film Co.

S31 South Wabash Avenue

CHICAGO,

ILL.

402 North

Illinois Street

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

*

repair men on all
kinds of equipment, have just received a
reply on a ad carried in the
The
about three years ago.
answer came from Australia. And the best
of it was that the party wanted to know
how a projector could be sent to him.
* * *

Guercio

Illinois

*

Joe Pastor was in an auto accident last
week on Wabash avenue. No one hurt but
a fender was curved like a pretzel.

Charles "Buddy"

Rogers, star of Parabe heard on
this week. Rogers is appearing on the stage
of a Chicago theatre.
He plays a saxo-

mount

Pictures,

phone and piano.

will

WGN

Radio Pictures

E

Announces Season's Product

X H B ITO RS
I

RALD

wo

THE BEST LOCATION
IN
It

YOUR TOWN!

doesn't matter whether you're

on the

right side

youVe got the best location in
town when youVe got M-G-M's Big Stars, New Era

or the

left

side,

Metro Movietone Acts,
Hal Roach Talking Comedies, Sound Newsreels
in MetrO'Goldwyn-Mayer's

Talkies, Colortone Revues,

1.96.

THE GREATEST SHOWS
EARTH
ON
Mn T

Entered as second-class mailer, August

20, 1917, at the

Post Office at Chicago, 10., under the act of March

3,

1S79.

Published

||i|v

20. 192*1

you can build

When

you

solid patronage for
insist

your theatr

on Quality programs,

when you

play

UNITED ARTISTS PICTURE
for 1929-30

you can

world's best entertainment

rest assured

your theatre

will

the best business in the town.

draw
1

RADIO
COMES 1QJME SHOW-WORLD

ONLY
THIRTY
GREAT
RADIO
DIALOG
PICTURES
JOSEPH

I.

SCHNITZER

President. Radio

HE

Pictures

brought

now

RADIO PICTURES
.

amalgamation

mightiest

T;
..

new Radio

the keynote of

scientific interests

From

drama and

industry

in

all

the ages

is

.

.

.

SUPER ALL-DIALOGUE ATTRACTIONS

planned carefully

in

accordance with the radical

QUALITY PRODUCTIONS.

goal of Radio Pictures

and

art,

presents a program of THIRTY

policy of

is

of

to fulfillment.

each a Titan of Showmanship

QUALITY

29-30

.

.

.

RCA

development and QUALITY

will

be the unswerving

sponsored and magnificently supported by the

from which

it

industrial

springs.

the great Ziegfeld "Rio Rita" clear through the program, Radio has assembled

the finest group of attractions presented by

any one company

this

season.

Emphasis has been placed on the vital factor of story values ... for today, more than
ever, "the play's the thing" and Radio will spare nothing in the preparation of its stories,
dialogue and music. To this end, the greatest directors, authors and composers and
many stars of stage and screen are devoting their genius to Radio Pictures.

OF

HE
RADIO TITANS

FIRST

THE MIRACLE GENIUS OF ZIEGFEL
AND THE UNRIVALLED RESOURCES C
RADIO BRING YOU IN TRIUMPH TH:
GREATEST MUSICAL SHOW OF ALL TIME!

FLORENZ ZIEGFELD'S
FABULOUS OPERETTA SMASH SENSATION

RIO

Kl

AT LAST
SCREEN WILL
DO JUSTICE

TO THE NAME
OF ZIEGFELD

MIGHTIEST OF ALL ZIEGFELD

SHOWS

.... PRODUCED ON
COLOSSAL SCALE BY RADIO

SHOWMANSHIP
ALL on

Radio Pictures stakes

its

of Ziegfeld wizardry

.... To be even greater

master piece
in

dialogue and music on the screen than during

full
its

this

record-smashing run of 62 weeks amid the

tering opulence of the Ziegfeld Theatre,

and

in all

leading

cities of

New

glit-

York

the nation.

ZIEGFELD'S GREATEST LONGRUN ATTRACTION SETS NEW

STANDARD
THE CAST

.

.

.

BEBE DANIELS

Rio Rita;

JOHN

BOLES,

star of "Desert

Song,"

greatest of screen baritones; BERT WHEELER, world famed comedian

from No.

1

Rio Rita

pation"-

BOB WOOLSEY,

Company;

also with original company;

and 500 other

DOROTHY

singers, dancers

Directed by Luther Reed. Book by

Music by Harry Tierney.
tion

by Pearl Eaton.

Utterly

^
k

~«

FLASH
SCENES
IN

TECHNICOLOR

Guy

In

Bolton

glorified

Establishing

Its

New And

"Syncobeauties.

and Fred Thompson

by Joseph M'Carthy. Chorus direc-

Singing Chorus;

Dwarfing

and

Maestro Cimini

Magnificence

Other

All

Screen Musical Attractions of the Past
of Lavishness

SPECIAL

Lyrics

comedian;

brilliant

LEE, sensation of

.

.

And

Revolutionary Standards

and Box-Office Showmanship ....

A TITAN NAME AMONG THE STARS OF RADIO

;

RICHARD

0*
THREE BIG DIALOG SHOWS...
creations of crack writers
bursting with

comedy

.

.

.

and

DIX will bring to these super dialog
productions the rich talent and rugged

charm he gave to "The Vanishing
American/' "The Quarterback,"
"Knockout Reilly"and other sensational
successes which placed him foremost
in the affection of world theatre-goers.
Behind him a fan following of faithful
before him the promise
millions

achievement made doubly brilliant
by the talking screen of Radio
!

.

shot with drama

and built on the Dix
romance that swings both Fists

of

directors.

tradition of
!

All

Radio-Dix attractions

will

be personally supervised by
William Le Baron under whose
guidance the star has pro-

duced

his

greatest successes.

RU

DY

VALLE E
and

His

CONNECTICUT YANKEES

%

ENRAPTURED NATION OF RADIO LISTENERS
MEETS ITS IDOL IN A SPECTACLE OF GAY SONG

AND

LAVISH

Joyful.

.

.

presenting
minstrel
"/

in__

— yet

COLOR

Inspired

with

.

.

.

Unstinted ...

deserved

A

dramatic

production

pomp

Don Juan who wears the mantle

wields with

terrific

this

of genius

effectiveness the sturdy

broad sword of showmanship

I

NATION'S IDOL

ON

THE AIR
WORLD'S IDOL
ON THE TALKING

SCREEN ...

.

.

.

.

.

To insure the high type of presentation this attraction merits,

Radio

Pictures

moment

r

must for the

withhold details of

its

elaborate production plans for
Mr. Vallee

.

.........

:
.

,

RADIO)
MAMMOTH

JUBILEE
OF GENIUS FROM STAGE

RADIO'S FABULOUS RESOURCES POURED
INTO THE GREATEST ALL-TALKING.
ALL-SINGING .... ALL-DANCING
ALL-NOVELTY EXTRAVAGANZA ... SINCE
.

.

.

THE FLASHING DAWN OF ELECTRICAL
ENTERTAINMENT.
Book and music by Bert Kalmar and Harry Ruby .... Famed

composer and

librettist of

many

of

shows, including "Five o'Clock Girl."

Broadway

s

greatest stage

ONE

VOICE
IN

TEN MILLION

.

.

DANIELS'voice, reproduced in all its charm
and resonance on the talking screen, is the
current sensation in Hollywood.

BEBE

So decisively has Bebe clicked

in

the

new medium

that Radio Pictures selected her instantly from

headline applicants for the role of Rio Rita
great Ziegfeld show of that
leading part with

A

its

even

loftier

.

the

... to sing the

exacting vocal requirements!

brilliant little trouper,

colors flying

name

in

fifty

Bebe came through with

climbed overnight, as it were, to
heights than she occupied before.
.

.

Therefore Radio Pictures takes pride in announcing

BEBE

DAN IE

IN THREE ALL-DIALOG AND MUSIC DRAMAS
ON ALL OF WHICH THE MIGHTY RESOURCES
OF RADIO WILL BE LAVISHED ... THE FIRST OF
WHICH WILL BE

"WILD

HEART"

mm

GORGEOUS
BUILT

REVEL OF JOY-FIRED

DRAMA AND SOARING MELODY

TO CLINCH AT THE START RADIO'S

BID

FOR

SHOW

PRE-EMINEN'E

STREET
FRESH, DARING GENIUS
SPURRED BY IE
JAZZ AND JAMBOREE
LURE OF CONQUEST
LEAPS TO THE TASK AND SWEEPS TO TRIUM H
IN A MASTERPIECE OF MUSICAL DRAMA!
.

!

.

.

.

.

.

COMPSO

BETTY
new

darling of the natio
billboards
dances
fiddles
troupes as ne<
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

before

JACK O A K
NED SPARK
I

JOSEPH CAWTHOR
three headliners forming
fastest-cracking comedy co
bination yet seen on stage

I

talking screen

GUS ARNHEIM
CocoanutGrove Band playi
Levant & Clare's new
melodies

DORIS EATO
dancing sensation

with RK(

RAVISHING BEAUTY ASSE
BLY OF 100.

JOHN HARRO
I

VA N

L

E B E

D

E

I

GUY BUCCOL
contributing
matic art

their

fine

di

W. CAREY WONDERLY
romantic tale of the
of midnight

childr
I

WESLEY RUGGLEl
unmatched

stagecraft.

.

.

JANE MURFIN'
sparkling dialog

BETTY

COMPSON

JOHNNY HARRON
JACK O A K E
I

NED

SPARKS

IVAN LEBEDEFF
JOSEPH CAWTHORN

GUY BUCCOLA

EDDIE KANE

OTHER BIG
RADIO SPECIALS
MARRIAGE

HALF

3

PRODUCTIONS

SIDE STREET ...
3

ROGUE

DELIGHTFUL

RICHARD

DIX

PRODUCTIONS

NIGHT PARADE

DANCE HALL

BEBE DANIELS

COMPSON

BETTY

i

PRODUCTION
.

.

UPPERWORLD

SENSATION

FRAMED

DAMAGED

(TENTATIVE

THE VERY IDEA

(TENTATIVE

HUNTED

TITLE)

TITLE)

LOVE CAPTIVE
(TENTATIVE

TANNED LEGS

LADIES

JAZZ HEAVEN
2nd ROD LaROCQUE
.

(TENTATIVE

PRODUCTION
ALSO

IN SILENT

TITLE)

WALKER

FIRE

.

OF THE PORT

(TENTATIVE

.

.

TITLE)

.

.

.

TITLE)

VERSION

RADIO PICTURES SHORT PRODUCT
NEWEST AND BEST IN INDUSTRY
DARMOUR COMEDY
RCA GRAMERCY
TABLOIDS
PROGRAM
GENERAL SUPERVISION DICK CURRIER

Produced under the supervisor! of Larry Darmour
in his own big studio in Hollywood.

O RECORD
tV

"I

BREAKERS"

7

sen-

(two reels) By the world's greatest
Eugene O'Neill and

sational music dialog Tabs
.

.

.

by

H. C.

writers, including

O.

Witwer with Alberta

Vaughn and

Al

Cooke

6

Each a tabloid musical comedy
on lavish scale.
I

O

GRAMERCY DRAMATIC TABLOIDS
Henry

GRAMERCY COMEDY
ETTES (two

selected scripts

comedy

"MICKEY

(himself)

McGUIRE

specialists

tab comedies .... with
featuring
dialog and music
the most talented juveniles on
the screen in stories based on
the great Fontaine Fox cartoons.

7

Dialog and silent versions.

humorists.

.

.

FEATURFrom carefully
prepared by the best
reels)

GRAMERCY NOVELTIES

(one

reel)

Among them

.

featuring the

6

"The Traveler,
inimitable Marc Connelly,

GRAMERCY COMEDIES
Written

(one

reel)

by America's foremost

PICTURES
The Golden Voice

RKO DISTRIBUTING

the Silver Screen

CORPORATION

MADE TO ORDER
FOR PARAMOUNT
I

The coming season of 1929-30 was made

•pinion of the entire industry.
t's

a

olor.

The reasons

New and Greater Show World.
Possibilities of putting the

rorld, as well as the greatest stars

MOUNT,

for

PARAMOUNT!

are simple and convincing,

Talking pictures.

Singing, dancing,

cream of the acting and producing
of Hollywood, on the screen.

£

stage

PARA-

the leader, alone has the ultra-modern production organization,

he studios, the roster of stars and the resources to do
>f

That's the

today demands continuous quality.

veek after week.

it.

PARAMOUNT

The smart public

alone can supply

This company's record during the past season, and

1929-30 announcement prove that.

it

it?

9 Inferior product and companies not

geared up to the dizzy pace of today
season.

will fall

by the wayside in the coming

Quality and leadership will reap the rewards.

*I

PARAMOUNT

[exhibitors will gather profits that they thought impossible a few month*

iago!

That's

why smart showmen

are getting their

names on PARAMOUNT

1929-30 with unprecedented speed!

HAROLD LLOYD
MORAN AND MACK
THE COCOANUTS
THE DANCE OF LIFE
DR. FU

MANCHU

THE VAGABOND KING
THE LOVE PARADE
GLORIFYING THE
AMERICAN GI
THE FOUR FEATHERS
THE VIRGINIAN

112

GREATEST NAME

O

THE NEW SHOW WORLD
4

CLARA BOW

4

GEORGE BANCROFT

3

CHARLES "BUDDY*' ROGERS

2

MAURICE CHEVALIER

3

GARY COOPER

1

RICHARD DIX

2

JEANNE EAGELS

3

RICHARD ARLEN

3

NANCY CARROLL

52

PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS

104

PARAMOUNT SILENT NEWS

ILLUSION

APPLAUSE
THE CHILDREN

Two-Reel shorts
24

GREENE MURDER CASE
SWEETIE

THE GAY LADY
WOMAN TRAP
CHARMING SINNERS
POINTED HEELS

THE LADY LIES
BEHIND THE MAKE-UP
YOUTH HAS ITS FLING
KIBITZER

FAST COMPANY
SARAH AND SON
RETURN OF SHERLOCK HOLMES
ESCAPE
THE LOST GOD

6

CHRISTIE TALKING PLAYS

PARAMOUNT TALKING
COMEDIES
One-Reel shorts

32

PARAMOUNT TALKING AND
SINGING ACTS

12

SCREEN SONGS

6

TALKARTOONS

W ILLIAM POWELL

1

4

EVELYN BRENT

2

RUTH CHATTERTON

1

HUNGARIAN RHAPSODY

1

SOUL OF FRANCE

PARAMOUNT

NEW SHOW WORLD HEADQUARTER^
Member Motion

Picture Producers

&

Distributors

of Amerii a,

Inc.

WHl

H- Hays, Pres.
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FROM JOHN BALABAN

TIP

— WE T
UNION

PATRONS ARE REQUESTED TO FAVOR THE COMPANY BY CRITICISM AND SUGGESTION CONCERNING

SERVICE

ITS

DL = Day Letter

a full-rate
Telegram or Cablegram unless its deferred character is indicated by a suitable
sign above or preceding the address.
is

NEWCOMB CARLTON,

The

filing

PRESIDENT

time as ah own in the dateline on full-rate telegrams and day

J. C.

letters,

Received at 427 So. LaSalle St., Chicago,

rD&A527 CX 84 NL
CHICAGO

I

LL JUL

and the time

III.

1

-v

SIGNS

Class of Service
This

1201-8
-

NM

=

Night Letter

C1T —

Cable Letter

WLT
shown on

Deferred Cable

= Week-End

Letter

s

WILLEVER. FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT

of receipt at destination as

Night Message

NL =
LCO =

all

messages,

is

STANDARD TIME.

Telephone w*bash 4321

1929

NEAL AGNEW
PARAMOUNT OFFICE 1327 SOUTH WABASH AVE CHICAGO ILL

AUDIENCE REACTION TO ADOLPHE MENJOU AND ALSO HiS LATEST PICTURE FASHIONS
JN LOVE SO

ENTHUSIASTIC THAT

I

THOUGHT YOU WOULD WANT TO KNOW

IT

STOP

IN

SPITE OF EXCESSIVE HOT WEATHER AND RAIN PICTURE OPENED TO VERY FINE

BUSINESS AND

IS

BUILDING EACH DAY STOP MENJOU S PERFORMANCE

OUTSTANDING THAT AM QUITE CERTAIN

IF

PICTURE

RUN TO PROFITABLE BUSINESS EVERYWHERE STOP
THE EXH

13

1

TORS SHOULD TAKE ADVANTAGE OF

IT

A

IS

IS

SO

SOLD PROPER LY

IT

CAN BE

NEW STAR HAS BEEN BORN AND

BEST WISHES
JOHN B A LAB AN

"FASHIONS IN LOVE," CLARA

BOW

in

CHARLES "Buddy" ROGERS in
IADE EASY"— 5 BIG JULY TALKERS FROM
Thunderbolt,"

GEORGE BANCROFT

"Dangerous Curves,"

"River of Romance," Al Christie's
«

«

*

*

>v

in

"DIVORCE
'

<•/

*

«•

PARAMOUNT
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as never before,

good reference books

are of vital importance to everyone connected with the motion picture industry.

The
Herald -World

To make shopping for these books convenient, the Herald-World Bookshop has been
opened.

Through

it,

you can purchase any book

per-

taining to or of interest to any branch of
the business.

Bookshop

Through

it, you can
also subscribe to any
magazine printed in the United States.

The Bookshop

is

now

featuring:

THE MOTION PICTURE ALMANAC
ley Publishing

Company.

printed by the Quig-

232 pages.

Containing biogra-

phies of start, directors, studio executives, art directors and

costume designers, and hundreds of others prominent in the
trade; a directory of where the popular stars were born; an
encyclopedia of studio terms and slang; record gross

re-

ceipts; a directory of the leading acts available for presentations;

lists

of

leading corporations and

personnel;

their

of pictures giving classification, cast, director, release

lists

date and length; a discussion of sound pictures by F. EL

Richardson; the Box Office Record and other features.
Postpaid

$2.00

MOTION PICTURE TRADE DIRECTORY.
Containing the most complete and accurate
offered

yet

for

sale.

Classified

1028 pages.

list

of theatres

by

alphabetically

showing population of town, admission charged,
patronage, seating capacity and name of manager.

states

class

of

$10.00

Postpaid

BUILDING THEATRE PATRONAGE

by Barry and SarEndorsed by the leading theatre owners of the country.
Dealing with every problem met in the management of
a theatre from advertising to ventilation and accidents.
gent.

Thirty-six chapters covering different subjects.
$5.20

Postpaid

F.

H. Richardson's HANDBOOK OF PROJECTION. 5th
The Blue Book of Projection. Two volumes con-

edition.

taining

more than 1100 pages.

Beautifully

bound

in a gold

stamped, flexible blue Leatherette cover.
$6.20

Postpaid

Now Ready

to Ship

— The

Sound Supplement

the same gold stamped flexible Leatherette cover.

to Richardson's

Handbook

of Projection.

Bound

in

(For more complete details see page 68.)
$5 20
-

Postpaid
(If sold

with 5th edition of Handbook, three volumes
Certified check or

set

$11.20)

postpaid

money order must accompany

all orders.

Herald -World Bookshop
407
"//

it

So. Dearborn St., Ch.rago, Illinois

pertains to the motion picture industry,

we

hav*. it."

HERE'S

MY

CARD

EXTRA!
who

To

those exhibitors

have contracted for Metro-

Goldwyn-MayerV T/ieLast of Mrs.
Cheney," starring Norma Shearer,

we convey
that
If

it is

not

the

welcome news

one of the outstanding—

the

outstanding production

of the year.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
The

Qreatest Shows on Earth

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD
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vertime.
for

your

ticket reqister

Sound as a novelty is out of the running. The
day of quality is here. Poor reproduction drives
the public away. Good reproduction draws it in.
Inevitably, therefore, the public is responding to
RCA Photophone with a patronage that keeps

Corporation of America, the General Electric

Company and

the Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Company, manufacturers of
RCA Photophone. It follows that the sound
equipment of these manufacturers permits of

ticket registers clicking overtime.

value-giving in excess of every other standard.

Created by a group of electrical and acoustical
manufacturers who have contributed most to the
public's appreciation of tone quality, RCA Photophone represents the furthest advances in the
art of sound recording and reproduction.

When you purchase an RCA Photophone, you are
buying more than merely a sound system. You
are making a lasting investment in a quality
tone system that will give you a sense of security
at all times

In no other organizations in the world
other consideration more completely set aside for the attain-

is

every

— that

For sound, as

it

is

built right

and priced

right.

should sound, contract now for
Photophone. It will enhance the prestige of your house
and expand your profit

RCA

ment of the highest possible
and precision than in
the laboratories of the Radio
quality

.

.

.

account.

Address All Inquiries

to

Commercial Department

RCA PHOTOPHONE
Inc.
CORPORATION OK AMKRTCA
r

SUHSIIHAUY OV HAIHO
4ll
Denver: 8I7-i7th street

FIFTH

,san francisco: 235

AVENUE

Montgomery

street

-

NEW YORK
chicaco: 100 w.

mon roe

CITY
street

kansas

city,

mo: davidson

bldc.
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Now

supplying news in
sound and action from
the following countries:

Algiers

AUSTRIA
Brazil

China

4 Czechoslovakia
Egypt
England
France
Germany
Holland
India

Italy

Japan

Monaco
Palestine

Panama
Philippines

Poland
Scotland
Spain

Sweden
Switzerland

•

>

and throughout

the

United States

Every

Week

MOVIETONE NEWS
To meet the overwhelmingly
popular demand and the requirements of newly-wired theatres

—

it

has been found necessary to

release a 4th newsy weekly issue.

Years ahead

— Issue D further demonstrates

the supremacy of Fox Movietone News, the first
talking newsreel

and the only one worldwide

in

coverage.
tft

It

Speaks for Itself!

»

Thousands

of these four color

Posters will be distributed to

dealers throughout the world.

Full page ad in national magazines of the
trunk and luggage trade assuring
hearted cooperation

whole-

of dealers everywhere

8,000
Neverferealt dealers
to boost showings of
66

Paris

Bound"

Ik

*

I

HARDING
ANN
Broadway
Favorite

I

»n

PAR 1$

BOUND
FREDRIC MARCH
From Arthur Hopkins celebrated
b) Philip Barry

stage plag
Directed by

Edward

Pafhe

In a world-wide advertising

H.

Griffith

Picture

and publicity tie-up

with the Neverbreak Trunk Co.~8,000 dealers
will cooperate

in exploiting

your showings of

"Paris Bound". Leading Department stores and

Luggage Shops will time their window displays

and advertising when you play the

picture*

Set

your play date early and capitalize to the

full

on

this unprecedented cooperative effort.

PATHE

SILVER

NIVERSAHY

19

2

9-30
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Grear News

July 20,

I92<)

for Ihe Small Exhibitor

bcenf Announces
500 Seats

for Houses up to

mm

NEW JUNIOR MODEL
TYPE
D D A $1,500

See

These

500

Pacent

SYNCHRONOUS

Features:

DISC
rPHIS

new Pacent model

No
the

production gives the small exhibitor
the same wonderful tone quality, the
same outstanding performance that has
made the two large Pacent Systems

Type

DDA

com-

difference

is

model has

that this Junior

less

power because of

Type

2MDA

this

thea-

owner will find
new Junior

neering and
search,

$2,500

The small

it in.

A

reserve amplifier for
every amplifier used to

will

the fewer seats to

be covered.

Amplification

You

hear nothing but praise
from patrons about the quality and range of reproduction
delivered by this new Pacent
model, the result of many
months of engi-

today in the United States
alone.
The only essential

for theatres up to
2,000 seats

run a show. Change to
reserve amplifier in a
second's time.

Even Sound
Distribution

re-

Secured through latest

give

to

the small

and most efficient type

theatre

of powerful

the finest of tone
quality

at

a

electro-

dynamic speakers.

low

R

Synchronous Disc

price.

source, without
batteries of any
kind.

Double Channel

model a money maker from

large Pacent machines, over

of which are in service

from any 110
volt 60 cycle
is

PACENT

the day he puts

tre

as the
large

MACHINES

bines all the features of the

600

All amplification

same

2MD A and 4MDA so well known.

The Type 500

Batteries

QUALITY

for Disc Re-

<2J

ire or

W rite Immediately

for Early Delivery

Pacent Reproducer Corporation
32

Sales

and

Service Representatives in Principal Film Centers in the United States

and Canada

luls

EXHIBITORS H ERALD-WO
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Srear News for the Small Exhibitor

New Models/
August
Deliveries start in

NEW JUNIOR MODEL
TYPE
d, $2,500
500 F

SYNCHRONOUS

DISC

Type
Pick-lp

Xeir

and Sound on Film

rineiple insures

you leant

erfeet tracking

Modern

fall

records and

in

sound
equtoient

ssures full scale
f

T^HERE

EVERY
FEATURE

ntirely new

reproduction
4•

h a 11 ieal .

Perfect synchroniza-

No

belts

production is acknowledged
todav as the finest available.

methods
of synchronization.

The film section of the new
Type 500 FDA oulfit plays

Constant Pit eh
and Quality

variable area and variable

Constant speed motors
insure constant pitch
and constant quality
of reproduction. No
variation, no whining,
no raspy notes due to

FILM

CENTER

extremely simple
Through long
to operate.
research Pacent has secured
in this new Junior model
unsurpassed tone quality
with extreme simplicity of
operation. This new Junior
model will provea hit with the
the disc,

density methods
with equal efficien-

speed changes.
Wire or Write Immediately
for Early Delivery.

theatre a complete high quality reproducer for both
disc and Sound on Film at a new low price.

Pacent Disc Reproduction
needs no introduction.
Pacent Sound on Film Re-

Gear Drive
tion assured.
or make shift

no complete Sound Equipment on the market today for small
theatres to compare with this new
Pacent machine. It gives the small
is

0)

cy, a feature found
in no other Sound
on Film device.
The Sound on
Film section, like

is

exhibitor, the pro-

Type 4

MD A

$3,500
for houses 2.000
to 4.000 seats
!>\nchronous Disc

jectionist

and with

vour customers
who pay their
money expecting
to

the

hear sound of
highest type.

BLDG., 630 Ninth Ave., New York, N. Y.

LOUIS GERARD PACENT, President

Telephone Chickering 7948-49-50-51-52
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Chicago
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critics praise

"PICCADILLY"
at

its

May

American Premiere

Carold Frink

Tinee

in the Chicago

at the State-Lake

in the

Tribune

Chicago Herald and Examiner

gives

it

a 4

—

—

"The

acting in this is above average
you will especially
like the work of Jameson Thomas, a 'different' English lead-

STARS

The acting of the Chinese boy is also outstandThe photography of 'Piccadilly' is unusually artistic.
You will find this a highly dramatic picture with new ating man.
ing.

This, her highest rating, she has given to only four

other pictures this year.

mosphere."

Doris Arden
in the Chicago Daily Journal

—

Genevieve Harris
in the Chicago

Every once in awhile one sees a
"I've been to London.
picture that is such a keen delight one forgets to be critical

and only knows that

it

is

—

"If the majority of pictures could be acted, silently, as
well as in "Piccadilly" (which has only a good musical ac-

hugely enjoyed.

After sitting
duration, one leaves the

companiment), we would all say, 'Let them be still.' But of
course such acting and directing are far, far above the

absolutely lost to the world for its
theatre remembering its glamour and its interesting, alive
characters for hours. "Piccadilly" is at least half as good as
a trip to London. You visit the "pubs" where good beer
flows freely; you take in Soho and catch a fascinating but
ugly enough view of the Limehouse. And then you start
and finish with Piccadilly Circus, which is equivalent to
Chicago's Randolph Street or New York's Broadway, only
worlds brighter and more dazzling."

E. A.

Evening Post says

average."

Rob

Reel
in the Chicago

American —

"When you

see what Dupont does with the camera you
wish for someone in the United States who can do the
same thing when working with the sound-film medium."
will

DUPONT'S

Production of

Arnold Bennett's original screen play

STARRING

GILDA GRAY
zvith

Jameson Thomas and Anna

May Wong

Photography by Werner Brandes

Make money with
"PICCADILLY"

these

has a

Talking Prologue
with R. C. A. Synchronization, Film or Disc.
Silent Prints also.
Physical Distribution Thru Educational

Photoplays

made where

the story's laid

PICTURES ACTUALLY PRODUCED

IN

EUROPE ASIA

uly 20,
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"KITTY" clicks too!
The World

Film Daily

The World Wide

"Kitty" (Part-Talker Version)
With John
World Wide Length:

Stuart, Estelle

Sound, 9110

Brody

ft.

Silent,

8500

acceptable piece of picture making in

''Kitty'', this

Hollywood program

doesn't

hop

If

Here

is

when

who

directed

John

Stuart.

Cummings.

Hall. Olaf Hrtten. Charles O'Shaughnessy,
Maurice. Jerrold Robertshaw, Cibb McLaughlin.

Direction. Victor Savllle
Author,
Editor, Victor Saville; Tiller,
;

cast.

And

the plot

is

actors, not

beautifully

Rose Pelswick
in the N. Y.

A rare treat
is

Warwick
Violet

for those

is

—

Evening Journal

in store for

Cameo

patrons this week, that

on whose account pictures

like

"Hot

Stuff" are

not held over a second week, for "Kitty" transcribed into

Dorothy

Winter

Powell;

Victor Saville

complimented for placing

some American producer

just

one of the real writers of our time.
Broclv.

to be

restrained throughout.

and moving etching of a love story born of the
war, with a sincerity and naturalness which proves Deeping
Estelle

it is

merely pretty faces, in the

a poignant

Cast.

picture

a satisfying film, a picture with plenty of heart

inexplicable oversights.
par, especially

as the average

all,

and body and with a superb atmosphere.

the English language, but they
it

in

Hartford Courant

proves another of those
In fact, the entire cast rates above
they open their mouths. The story is

this bird fast,

all

film.

Adapted from the novel by Warwick Deeping,
author of "Sorrell and Son." Here is a film that will grace
any screen where there is an intelligent audience to view it.
This reviewer found its spoken sequences a delight, and to
listen to John Stuart's remarkable voice and beautiful diction was a treat. Out Hollywood way they think they have

who know

a very-

being as good,

Drama.

haven't heard this baby yet.

London has done

ft.

HAS BEAUTIFUL STORY WELL DIRECTED AND
ACTING ABOVE AVERAGE. STRONG DIALOGUE.
A FINE IMPORTED PICTURE.

a few dialoguers

Pictures of

E.

F.

Marie Ault.
Bostwick, Re*

a part-sound film

from the novel by Warwick Deeping,

an intelligent photoplay.

Deeping; Scenarist, Violet
Powell; Dialoguer. Marjorie

picture directed

by Victor

May

the

first

is

"imported" talking

Saville not be the last despite

its

Young: Cameraman. Car] Puth.
Direction, superior.

flaws.

Photography. Al.

"KITTY" is from the best-selling novel
by Warwick Deeping, author of "Sorrell & Son"
Directed bv Victor Saville
zvith

Estelle

A

Brody and John Stuart

Burlington

Picture,

produced

British International Studios.

at

London

two World Wide Winners
"KITTY"

has

Talking Sequences
with R. C. A. Synchronization, Film or Disc.
Silent Prints also.

Phvsical Distribution Thru Educational

\\-\r-A

5

STARSti
Colleen Moore

Corinne Griff
Alice White
Marilyn Mill
Jack Mulha
Jack Buch

-

Loretta Yun
Ian KeitU
Joe E. B

Jack 0
Raym
Hacke!

it

L o

u

Fa z(i

(

STARS

*

iard

Barthelmess

Dove ^ ^ ^

lie

othy Mackaill
i;las

'

4

Fairbanks, Jr.

trice Joy

I

j

^.

Bordoni ^

e

Ca/z-,

Po,

fle 3

en

^

>

fA

'o

A,

C

^

Wilson
jrna Loy
is

I

ie

Buzzell

lind

Young

h
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a NEWSeries ofSENSATIONAL
Sound Novelties by die
Creator of"MICKEY MOUSE
'

Walt Di/neujr
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12 Single

Reel Riots
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;

/>?

Animated Sound Cartoons

!

DLAYINCM.
it

The Skeleton Dance
The

first of

the

99

New "SILLY SYMPHONIES" SERIES

Sound Recorded on Powers Cinephone System on Film and on Discs

11

5

Broadway Theatres This

Week

ROXY — The STRAND — The HIPPODROME — The CAMEO and the
CARNEGIE PLAYHOUSE are all showing DISNEY CARTOONS This Week
The

DISNEY CARTOONS,

723 7th Ave.,

New York

PHILADELPHIA— 1331 Vine St.
BOSTON—14 Church St.
CHICAGO—828 S. Wabash
PITTSBURGH— 1024 Forbes St.
BUFFALO— 257 Franklin St.
DETROIT— 2310 Cass Ave.
CLEVELAND— Film Exchange Building
SEATTLE— 2418 2nd Ave.
MILWAUKEE— 723 Wells
SAX FRANCISCO—209 Golden Gate Ave.
LOS ANGELES— 1928 S. Vermont Ave.
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Cjeorqe

SIDNEY
AND

Charlie

MURRAY
be

will

seen together again

in

^KELLYS
in

SCOTLAND
presented

bt]
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prevents the distributor from obtaining first-handedly
the verification as to receipts which he is entitled to.
There is no occasion for introducing any references to
suspicion or mistrust. It is only a business-like arrangement that the distributor should know through his own
agent what the picture has done. Such a system is of
universal application in the business world.
It is to be hoped that the current negotiations and discussions on the question of booking arrangements will
lead to the adoption of some plan which may be generally
followed during the coming season. And it would be a
great accomplishment if experience with the new plan
during the coming season would cause it to be recommended and followed in the future, thus solving what has
long been one of the industry's most vexing problems.
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Inquiry

AN

embarrassing question appears in connection with
the recent Washington meetings of a group of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America and a group
of the Allied States Exhibitors Association.
It appears that a meeting in Washington was scheduled
and announced by Allied. For some reason which has
not been explained a meeting was hurriedly called and
held in the Capitol City simultaneously by the M. P. T.
O. A.
The charge has been made that the M. P. T. O. A. meeting was aimed to befuddle the situation. If this is true,
the act amounts to a cheap political maneuver which can
serve no good purpose and which is precisely the type of
act which is calculated to confuse further the exhibition
situation, right at a time when there is decidedly enough
natural confusion.
An explanation

is

*

•

Selling Plan

THE

whole question of buying and selling the industry's product has always been a trying one.
Under
current conditions, with the new type of product and
with the many new difficulties introduced into the forum
of the industry by the new type of product, the start of
the new selling season renders imperative some definite
plans and arrangements.
Right now an effort is being made to devise a selling
and buying plan and, naturally, the projected scheme cenabout percentage bookings. Exhibitors who previously have been bitterly opposed to percentage bookings, now welcome this form of dealing. But distributors
generally feel that the percentage booking plan must be
elaborated to include some provisions for a guarantee.
In the case of a motion picture leased for exhibition,
where it is impossible to tell in advance with any accuracy
what the price should be, the percentage booking is the
only reasonable plan. Unfortunately, the mechanics of
percentage booking render it an impractical system of
procedure for the distributor in the case of the smaller
booking. Hence comes the principal argument for both
a guarantee and a percentage. In the smaller booking
the cost of supervising percentage deals is prohibitive and
ters

ON

account of the connection of Mr. William Randolph
Hearst with the motion picture business it is only
natural that the Hearst newspapers should be decidedly
abreast of the times in motion picture matters.
This seems to be substantiated in a new policy toward
motion picture news which has been adopted by the
Hearst newspapers. The execution of the new policy is
under the direction of Louella O. Parsons who has been
named supervisor of the motion picture departments of
the Hearst newspapers.
The departments are being made to count stronger in
a news sense and a decidedly more painstaking method of
make-up is being employed. A conspicuous feature of the
new policy appears to be that no room is to be left for
ordinary motion picture publicity. Signed columns, feature articles and excellently handled art subjects supply
the material that is used.
The absence of publicity drool will be no handicap to
the business. The new Hearst policy which tends toward
more real news and more attractively prepared pages will
bring to the industry a substantially more important interest

and

attention.
*

#

•

Quality Reproduction

WE

REPEAT:

The greater popularity and the continued popularity of sound pictures depends upon
faithful and pleasing reproductions in the theatres.
This amounts to one of the gravest questions facing the

industry.

in order.
*

*

Newspapers

J.

An

»

S. A.

S. Clifford, Secretary
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Without adequate reproduction in the theatre, the
greatest possible efforts of the producers in Hollywood
Before good silent picture projection
will be in vain.
became standardized pictures were subjected to a similar
hazard but under those conditions it was far less serious.
With the sound picture genuine offense may be given
The
to an audience by a poorly reproduced subject.
public will laugh just when it is not expected to laugh
and another obstacle will appear in the path of the
talking picture.

Good reproduction requires good equipment for that
purpose.
We think it is highly to the exhibitor's best interest
and we know it is to the best interests of the industry at
large that the theatre man make no compromise on the
question of quality equipment and quality reproduction.

—

*

•

•

THE

coming season for the stage drama will be interesting to watch. Following on the heels of many lean
years, the coming year promises to be the leanest of all.
And if there is an escape from this eventually, we can

not see

it.

Just how the stage is going to compete, outside of a
few principal centers, with the audible screen is a problem for a miracle man.

—MARTIN

J.

QUIGLEY.

iily
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Expected to Reject
Plea for Aid in Blue Law Fight

Protest Blue

Law

Is

Alliance's

Plea;

Ask Hoover Conference

See President

(Special to the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON,

July 16.—Presiasked to repudiate
the effort "to foist blue laws upon

dent

Hoover

is

Executive by Prof. Henry Flury,
president of the National Association
Opposed to Blue Laws, Inc.

The President

also is asked to
grant an audience to members of the
association. Prof. Flury would be accompanied to the White House by
Linn A. E. Gale, secretary, Dr. Jo-

seph A. Themper, former president
of the association, Mayor S. M. De
Golier of Bradford, Pa., and others.

Chiefs ' Group

Confers on Relief
For Small Exhibitor
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

July 16.— The exhibitor
conferences began last week when
le sales managers' subcommittee, headed
/ S.
R. Kent of Paramount and includig James
R. Grainger, Claud Ezell and
hil Reisman, met to
discuss a plan of
rocedure to meet the problems facing the
nail exhibitors as a result of increased
tpenses brought on by sound. At the conilief

.

usion of the meeting it was said that the
roup would confer again this week.
No
atement was given out as to what has
;en said or done.

The

exhibitors' subcommittee, headed by
Woodhull, consists of F. C. Walker
New York, Dennis A. Harris of New
ork, R. R. Biechele of Kansas, M. A.
ightman of Tennessee, and Charles Picuet of North Carolina.
This committee
ill probably meet this week,
Pete Woodull told the Herald- World.
No definite
}urse of action has as yet been decided
.

F.

f

Don.

Theatre Destroyed

By Dyn am ite Bom bs;
Others Threatened
(Special to the Herald-World)

AKRON,

July 16.—The Ideal theatre was
:stroyed by dynamite bombs last week. Police
ive found no clews, although suspicion rests
l

a

;en

man and woman
running away

reported to have been
from the theatre just prior

the explosion, which also broke
ijoining buildings.
>

windows

in

'ohn Butler Resigns As
Paramount L. I. Manager
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

July 16.—John W. Butler
as resigned as production manager of the
aramount Long Island Studio "and John
V. Fingerlin has been appointed to the
osition.

Is

Turned Down

Executive Considered Unlikely to Favor Depriving Workingman of Legitimate Sunday Entertainment
By FRANCIS L. BURT

voteless residents of the nation's
capital" in a telegram sent the Chief

tales

Second Attempt to

WASHINGTON, July 16.— President Hoover last week went through the
experience which falls to the lot of every Chief Executive— that of listening to
the plea of reformers to "put over" something the minority believes the majority should have for the good of its soul— and emerged from the ordeal
without giving any indication that he would be stampeded into seeking to impose Sunday blue laws on the District of Columbia.
The District of Columbia is the smallest subdivision of territory in the
United States. But it is the seat of Government and, as such, the "dog" on
which new laws may be tried out, with a view to using them as a model for
the States. So any effort to get blue law in the District is of far more importance than the enactment of such legislation in any state.
The argument that reform is needed was would follow an "all or none" policy with
laid before the President by a delegation
respect to Sunday closing.
representing the Lord's Day Alliance, headPresident Hoover listened very courteoused by Rev. David G. Wylie of New York,
ly to the plea of the delegation but refused
president of the organization, and including
to commit himself.
Members of the delea number of well known improvers, includgation the following day returned to the
ing, of course, the omnipresent Canon WilWhite House and made an unsuccessful
liam Sheafe Chase. All that was asked of
attempt to see the President for the second
Hoover was that he use his influence to time. They were met by his secretary,
have Congress enact the necessary legislaGeorge Akerson, who, in response to a retion, it being represented that only two
quest that the President give them a written
states and the District of Columbia are now
expression of his views, said that no doubt
without Sunday laws.
Hoover would have something to say in
Opposes Any Exemptions
due course of time but for the present did
The delegation

referred to

its

proposed

"Sunday

rest" law, because
the object ostensibly is not to close places
of amusement but to afford a day of rest to
those now compelled to toil on the Sabbath
because of the lack of law.
any busi-

legislation as a

How

ness

can be operated without
however,
was left to the

enterprise

employes,

imagination.
The Lord's
the Lankford

Day
bill,

Alliance is strong for
but does not approve of

committee amendments made to measure
exempting motion picture theatres and baseball,

it

being indicated that the organization

not care to discuss the matter.
President's Accord Doubted
Having traveled all over the world, a hard
worker and a firm believer in recreation, it
is represented here that President Hoover
will not be found to be in sympathy with
any attempt to reduce the pleasure of the
working man on the one day of the week

which

is his own.
It is said that he might
favor a one-day-off-in-seven policy, designed to insure Sunday workers a day for
themselves, but is not likely to lend his assistance to any Puritan movement.

Paramount 's Acquisition of F&R Circuit
Raises Total of Publix Houses Near 900
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

—

July 16. Paramount's position rn the theatre Geld was further
strengthened here today with the announcement that it had acquired the Northwest
Theatre Chain. This important string of houses, generally known as the Finkelstein and Ruben Circuit, is doubly important, inasmuch as it brings the total number of Publix houses close to the 900 mark. And with such strength, Paramount is
once more in a position to rival the tremendous theatrical holdings built up by the

William Fox organization.
The official announcement of the deal stated that the Paramount Famous Lasky
Corporation had made arrangements to acquire, as of July 1st, by an exchange of
stock, all of the issued and outstanding capital stock of Northwest Theatres, Inc.
The closing of the deal brings to an end negotiations said to have extended over
a period of several years. At various times Fox and Warners have been reported
as dickering for the chain. Finkelstein and Ruben came to New York two weeks
ago to make the final arrangements. Here they were met by William Hamm. The
price agreed upon is said to have been above $9,000,000.
(Special to the Herald-World)
July 16. Everything in the F-R circuit except the Hamm
building, St. Paul, will be taken over by Paramount, William Hamm said today
in confirming the deal for the 120 houses in 27 cities.
The deal was made on the
basis of an interchange of stock, F-R stockholders receiving shares in the purchasing firm in exchange for their shares in F-R. It is understood that Hamm received cash for his holdings instead of stock but this he refused to confirm.

MINNEAPOLIS,

—
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CERTIFYING THE CAST
WHEN Wallace Smith,

The Rise

of

author, submitted in the form of drawings his interpretation
of the characters to appear,
had something practicable to work with iri
casting "The Delightful Rogue."
Here are the sketches made by Smith, and the
players will be chosen as they portray these characters.

Radio

spectacular
of
THE
during the past year has
rise

Radio Pictures

been one of the
romances of the industry. Within an inorcredibly short space of time, the
ganization has become an important factor
in the industry, and that despite the fact
that none of the really important new Radio
pictures has as yet been offered for general
inspection.
The masterly product announcement of
Radio Pictures, prepared by Hy Daab and
appearing in such fine form in this issue of
the Herald- World, gives a clear indication
of the extraordinary progress that has been
made. Radio Pictures will bear the closest
scrutiny of all interested in the advance of
the motion picture industry.

RKO

*

*

*

Radio Pictures have taken their steps in
Ever since the giant Radio
firm strides.
resources were called in to resuscitate the
historic F B O organization, there has been
a frank willingness to let the world know
what's going on.
Radio Pictures have been proclaimed with

showmanship

the

of

traditional

school,

showmanship of vigor and glamour, with enThere never was anygaging emphasis.
thing frothy or weak-kneed about the Radio
program, but instead a realization of the
Radio believes this is
trend of the times.
a fast-moving hard-boiled age, and that its
message must reflect the age and its
theatres.
*

*

*

Radio Pictures have been in rather an
unusual position during the past year, for
the reason that both the public and the
trade showed its interest. Here was a child
of the great Radio organization, at whose
shrine there are both worshippers and
sneering fearful scoffers.
What did Radio intend to do with the
picture business, or with its part of it?

Radio had such amazing strength on

all

sides: a string of theatres, a producing organization to make pictures, an accredited

of recording and reproducing sound,
a broadcasting organization, artists, plans,

means

hopes, unlimited means.

Radio had more.

Radio had a magic

name and if the struggling little FBO
company had gained nothing more than this
name,

it

would have gained

a fortune.

Radio

Pictures is a title to conjure with.
Curiously, with all this fanfare of trumpets, Radio Pictures have made thoroughly
There has been no
conservative progress.
disposition to rush madly into all corners
ridiculous
distributing
industry,
of
the
largess, just because the family suddenly
became wealthy. Years of careful planning
and sound thinking on the part of the heads
of the Radio Pictures organization became
exceedingly valuable assets.
In Joe Schnitzer Radio possesses an active head who has been through every phase
of the picture industry and is not likely to
be fooled anywhere along the line. In Lee
Marcus and William LeBaron he has able
lieutenants, again men who have been
through the mill of providing public
entertainment.
Nor is this all. In such associates as
David Sarnoff and Hiram Brown, brought
into the picture industry for the first time,
Mr. Schnitzer has support that any company might envy.

—PETER VISCHER.

RKO

—
luly 20,
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At the Detroit Lakes Convention

— not

all, but a goodly portion of those uho enjoyed the convention activities, either jor the ueek or for a day or two. in the heart
famous lake region
This picture lias taken at Peabody Lodge, uhere the banquet uas held.
Shown are (standing) A.
Clatuorthy, L. O. Shoenthal. Andy Anderson, Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Potter and daughter, Mrs. Joe L'llman. Mrs. L. O. Schoenlhal, Mrs. Walter
Bradley, Mrs. J. K. McCarthy, "Ham" Hamilton, Mrs. Hans Peterson. Mr. Mead. Hans Peterson. Mrs. Andy Anderson Mrs. Herbert Anderson,
Mrs. Lenora Pierce and those of her party, and (on the end) Mrs. John Piller; (kneeling) Harvey Thorpe. J. Maclntyre. W. Woods. Herb
Anderson. Joe L'llman. George Schutz, Dudley Scott, J. C. Jenkins. John Piller

The line-up

of Minnesota's

"JAYSEE"
On

the Convention
DETROIT LAKES, MINN.

July 13, 1929.
'"THE long looked-for convention of the
Great Unwashed has convened, golfed,
fished, dined, shook hands, made whoopee,
passed mental resolutions and adjourned without a single casualty.
The general festivities
of the occasion were marred by the absence
of several of the
Gailey of
Old Guard.
Wayne, Neb., wrote to say that he couldn't
come because Micky Larson of Oakland, Neb.,
and C. E. Williams of Omaha, were unable to
come that way and pick him up and he was
afraid to try to drive alone.
*

*

*

I-ongakcr of Alexandria, Minn., failed to put
an appearance and did not assign any reason
for his absence, and it tvas presumed that he
had forgotten that they ever held conventions
outside of Alexandria.
* * *
in

Crocket Brown of Xashwauk, Minn., came
and stayed over night and left so quietly
the next day we feared he had been drowned
in some of the lakes, but later it developed
that he had been called home on account of
his Bullfoundland having swallowed a chicken
in

bone.
*

#

Ray Musselman of Lincoln, Kan.,
wired that he would be unable to be
present for the reason that a survey
of the Western horizon indicated that

Kansas was liable to have a rainstorm
and he was busy patching the roof of
his theatre.
We hope it rained
Kansas always needs it.
{Continued on page 105)

Outdoor (and Indoor) Sports
Give Film Folk a Week of Fun
Links and Lakes of Minnesota Form Scene of Successful Convention of Motion Picture People
Herbert Anderson Wins
Golf Tournament
Sound Discussed at Banquet

—

—

By

GEORGE SCHUTZ

DETROIT LAKES, MIXX..

July 16.— The exhibitors have had their 1929
convention, and despite a few interruptions of the festivities by his majesty,
Jupiter Pluvius, a good time was had by all.
The gathering, which opened here last week
Monday, ended Friday night with a banquet
and dance attended by about 35. From 50 to
60 film folk were at this year's convention and
all voted Andy Anderson the finest of fellows
and best of hosts.

H. Anderson Wins at Golf
Andy, who with his brother, Herbert, operates the State theatre here (with sound picprovided lodging, golfing, fishing
and, it must be added, other excellent facilities
for having a bully good time, and beginning
on Tuesday, when the greater portion of the
attendance started to arrive, this scenic region
of many, many lakes was the pleasure ground
for film folk from as far away as Oklahoma.
The distributing end of the industry was well
represented by exchange managers and salesmen from Minneapolis, while there were several delegates from the sound equipment field.
The golf tournament was won by Herbert
Anderson, who trimmed Ernie Hill of Minneapolis, for the Herald-World cup.
tures, too!),

Prophesies Greater Profits
Sound and its significance to the small exhibitor thrust a serious countenance

among

the

smiles around the banquet board Friday night.
The Herald- World's own J. C. Jenkins was
toastmaster, and when he called on Earl Barrett, exhibitor of Atoka, Okla.. those present
heard an able discussion of what the new
medium means to the small town picture house.
"I have not put in sound," said Barrett, "because so far my location doesn't make it necessary and I think certain adjustments should
be made before I do so. But I know I will
have to put in sound, and I think that exhibitors who can stay in the theatre business until
present conditions are over, will make more
money than they ever did."
E. C. Potter, Xew Hampton. Ia., exhibitor,
continued the discussion on sound, declaring
that he, like Barrett, had not installed sound
equipment because he felt there were going to
be changes which would make a sound policy
more attractive to the small town exhibitor

than
"I

it is now.
have a Publix deluxe house and another

theatre showing talking pictures within easy
motoring distance of my town," continued Potter, "and on checking up on receipts for the
last two years, I found that silent pictures are
{Continued on page 105)
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Producers Claim 500 Players
On Contract Within a Month
Expect Continued Accumulation of Brief Contract Actors Will
Spell Doom of "Equity Shop" Move
Nine a
Day Signed by Studios
By DOUGLAS HODGES

—

—

LOS AXGELES, July 16. Producers plan to break the Equity movement
here by continued accumulation of brief contract players. They explain that
within another month more than 500 players will have signed contracts during the Equity disturbance.
They feel no imperative need for more than 700 actors in order to keep production running at normal speed for six months. There were 250 under long
term contract when President Frank Gillmore asked for the Equity contract
on June

5.

Fred Datig, chairman of the casting directors' committee, has announced names
of 268 who have signed contracts since that
date.
Studios are interviewing and signing
players at the rate of nine a day. In many
cases those 268 have signed second contracts,
according to the list Datig has
released.

Only 20 Suspended by Equity
Equity has refrained from suspending the
entire number on his list. Approximately 20
of the 268 have been suspended. Two were
found to have been suspended without a
satisfactory investigation and immediately
were reinstated. They were Gloria Grey
and Jules Cowles.
First National announced today that 48
chorus girls signed long term contracts for
musical productions. That number is not
included in the aforementioned total.
It
broke all records in studio history for a
single day's long term or other kind of contracts.
The studio
films in production.

has

five

musical

big

Silly, Says Louise Dresser
Suspension of Louise Dresser brought the
declaration from her that Equity is employing a procedure that is ridiculous, illogical and silly.
She resigned from the
association June 15 but Gillmore refused to

accept her resignation.
Names of additional players who have
recently signed the Academy contract, according to Datig, are:
Myrtle Stedman, Zasu Pitts, Alice Day, Gertrude AsNorman Trevor, Vera Reynolds, Madge Bellamy,
Margaret Livingston. Lilyan Tashman, Patricia Caron,
Otto Matiesen. William Orlamond, Marcia Manon,
Montana,
Lane
Marion
"Peanuts'*
Byron,
Bull
Chandler:
Richard Lambert, Harry Overbeds, Floyd Shackletor,

Publix' Continued

Seen

in

Dorothy Gulliver, Don Douglas, Madeline Seymour, Josephine Brown, Julianne Johnston. Jocelyn
Margaret Campbell, Scott Kolk, Andre Beranger,
Don Terry, Prudence Sutton, Robert Kerr, Irma Lowe,
Elizabeth Collins, Duke Morrison;
Lucille Edmond, Dorothy Ward. George Pembleton,
Jack Holbrook, Sherry May, Marshall Ruth, Mike
Tellegen, Christine Yves, John Orloff, Edith Bubbles
Crowell, Dot Granger, Thelma Roberts, Dorothy Reid,
Margaret Stedman, Inez Gomez, Robert Wayne, Nick
De Ruiz, Jimmy demons, Nina Quartaro, Shayle Gardner, Louise Beavers, Charlotte Merriam, Billy Piatt f
Ethlyn Claire, June Clive, Ivan Lebedeff, Joel McCrea, Morgan Farley, Gayle Henry, Wallace MacDonald,
Ross Bowen, Winifred Harris, Arthur Houseman, Joe
Depew, Bert Rome, Phyllis Crane, Gwinn Williams,
Ed Burns, Del Arden, Martha Mattox.
The meeting of Equity enthusiasts this
week proved the dullest of the series, for
want of a good program. The association
ford,

Lee,

the Hollywood American Legion
Stadium and drew a pretty good gate, but
there were many seats vacant.
Silvernail Apologizes
Mae Murray's speech on arbitration went

said Equity has raised $9,800 from contributions from contract players.
Features that Hardy expects to have for
the show include a boxing bout featuring
Jack Dempsey; an air circus featuring Ben
Lyon; orchestras of both Paul Whiteman

and Ted Lewis, and dancing which will afford Iowans the opportunity of dancing
with the stars at so

anger, and

Henry

Oter.

Equity Carnival August 3
Equity will give a big carnival at the
Edgewater Gables in Santa Monica August
3 to raise funds for the Equity Relief Division.
Sam Hardy announced the plans and

Dominance

$16,500,000

in

Chicago

B&K Project

Further entrenchment of Balaban & Katz as the picture entertainment tycoons
of Chicago is seen in a project admittedly being formed by the Publix subsidiary
for the erection of a huge downtown structure housing two theatres, one of them
for films to seat over 5,000.
The building, it is said, will be 35 stories high and have a frontage on Wacker
Drive from State to Dearborn Streets. The reported cost is $16,500,000. The
second theatre will be a "legit" house, according to reports, which state that construction is to begin next November.
Wacker Drive, now double-deck boulevard adjoining the Loop, has figured in
most deluxe theatre projects discussed since its completion. If the
project
is carried out, it will remove the largest parcel of land along this thoroughfare.
This is considered extremely important in the Chicago theatre situation because,
according to surveys of theatre architects, the downtown section, including the
Loop, contains few if any sites suitable for a major theatre project, unless for
competitive reasons the builders chose to waive property costs. Marks Brothers
has declared its intention of entering the downtown sector, while Fox, which recently extended its Chicago theatre properties by taking over the Ascher circuit,
has been constantly expected to do likewise.
The site for the
project is a block from that circuit's principal house,
the Chicago, and on the edge of the theatrical and shopping district.
Wacker Drive also figures in a project of Florenz Ziegfeld to duplicate in
Chicago his New York theatre.

He

per copy.

Gillmore referred to the list of names
Fred Datig has released. Gillmore
claimed that 66 of them have proved, upon
investigation, to be within their Equity
that

rights to sign the contracts.
of the others are not Equity

He

said many
members. He

announced suspension of
Crane and Eugenia Besserer, but

then

Phyllis
simul-

taneously reinstated Henry Oter.

Goudal Blames Delay
Goudal made a strong plea for
keep the Equity controversy going.
She said that one reason people have
not contributed is the famous banana business, procrastination.
She said Douglas
Fairbanks had told her there is only $24 in
the Motion Picture Actor's Relief Fund.
Among others to speak was Paul TurJetta

Jetta

money

to

ner; counsel for Equity,

New York

day from

who arrived yesterheadquarters.
It is

reported that Gillmore called upon him

immediate

William

assistance

Claude

struggle.

for

managing the
Lawrence Grant,

in

King,

Dwyer and Robert

Keith

also

spoke.

Broadway Cheers Songs

From Eddie Leonard

in

Universal "Melody Lane"
(Special to the Her.ald-World)

NEW

YORK,

July 16.— Universal's new
last night at the
Globe theatre and a sophisticated Broadway audience cheered the blackfaced Eddie
Leonard on the stage but snickered a bit
impolitely when the minstrel plunged into
the sugary sentimentality of the lines given

"Melody Lane" opened

him to say.
There were

a

number

of

Leonard

fans

the audience and they welcomed the oldtimer in his black broadcloth, starched
in

shirt

frills

and

silver

topper.

They

en-

joyed his songs and they applauded him.
When he bowed and said he hoped they
would like his picture, they were hopeful.
If he had been given a chance he would
have been a great hit on the screen but
there is such a thing as too much hokum
even for a sentimental American audience.
Even little Jane La Verne, the juvenile
star and she was good appeared embarrassed at the wealth of sweetness.
The outstanding performance was given
by George E. Stone as Leonard's three-aday sidekick. It was, of course, another
legend of the show business. There was no
fault with Leonard.
He recorded well and
he acted his part with sincerity but even
that was not sufficient to offset the sentimentality of the story. D. F.

—

—

—

Audien
With Photophone Given
Big Sendoff in London
(Special
the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, July 16.— "Blackmail," the

First British

B&K

B&K

much

announced that offices to handle the carnival
have been opened on Cahuenga
boulevard in Hollywood.

rented

over exceptionally well.
Clark Silvernail,
in a very quiet talk, regretted that his impulsiveness precipitated a row with Francis
X. Bushman, and he also apologized to
Gloria Grey for Equity's mistake in suspending her.
Frank Gillmore criticized KMTR, a radio
station that had rejected a plan of Equity
to deliver a series of speeches over the air.
He announced the following suspensions:
Tully Marshall, Anders Randolph, Raymond Hatton, Louise Dresser, Andre Ber-

July 20, 1929

to

talking picture to be produced in England, scored a great success at its world premier in London, according to word received
first all

by

RCA

officials.

T-S Paris Manager Here
(Special
the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, July 16.— Frank Brockliss,
to

J.

general managing director of Tiffany-Stahl's
Paris office, arrived here last week for a conference with Frank L. Cook, vice-president.
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Radio Pictures to
Be Sold in Britain

By Ideal Films, Ltd.
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

July 16.— What is declared
to be the biggest individual contract ever
entered into by a British company with an
American company for film distribution has
just been consummated in London between

YORK,

RKO

Export CorIdeal Films, Ltd., and
poration, whereby Ideal Films will handle the
1929-30 product of Radio Pictures during the
coming year in the United Kingdom.
Ideal Films is one of the affiliated companies
in the Gaumont British group, which corporation controls over 300 theatres in the key cities
of the British Isles.

Rayart and Foreign
Subsidiary Take Over

London Argosy Films
(Special to the Herald-World)

LONDON,

still persists that Fox is dickering
control of the 300 halls now running
under the joint Gaumont-P. C. T. auspices.
After a stormy meeting of the shareholders
of the Whitehal Films, it was decided to go
on with operations, despite their heavy losses,
which have amounted to nearly $155,000, with

the fixed assets at cost.

(Special to the Herald-World)

YORK,

July 16.— Union Theatres,
has taken over the two
theatres owned by Sir Benjamin Fuller, according to an announcement from Stuart F.
Doyle, managing director of the Union theaAustralia,

tres.

theatres are the St.

James

in

Sydney

and the Princess in Melbourne and are

among

the largest and most modern legitimate
in the Southern Hemisphere.

houses

Weeks Names Ashcraft
Advertising

Head

of

Sono-Art Productions
(Special to the Herald-World)

YORK,

July 16.— James Ashcraft
appointed to head the advertising
and publicity department of Sono-Art, according to George W. Weeks, vice president and
general manager of Sono-Art. Ashcraft was
formerly assistant to A. Griffith Grey, who
headed Paramount's roadshow department and
has a long and varied experience in all types
has been

of

show

Increased Space Used

Almost every
is

daily

worthy

of the

name

devoting increased space to plays and

discussion of the values of
sound, and predictions on the future of
what some call America's third industry.
players,

to

Most newspapers today devote an

entire

page, and often more, to news of motion
pictures something that a few years ago

—

would have been considered preposterous
by any self-respecting editor.

business.

Menjou to Make Audiens
For American Sound Corp.
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK, July 16.—Adolphe Menjou,
before sailing last week, entered into a contract with the American Sound Recording
Corporation to produce talking and singing
pictures starring himself.
story has already been agreed upon for his first picture which will be made on a co-production
basis.
Menjou will be back in thirty days.

A

all the Hearst publications is the
that prompted the article in Editor
and Publisher. All the Hearst motion picture editors now come under her supervision and all of them are learning new
methods of handling both content and
makeup to provide what is expected to be
a newsy as well as pleasing page to both
the public and the industry.

rial

Over Two Large Fuller
Houses in Australia

NEW

July 16.—William Randolph Hearst and Editor and Pubpaper of the fourth estate, have got together, and radical changes
have been made in the content and makeup of the motion picture pages in
the Hearst newspapers, with the emphasis upon news of the industry.
Time was when Editor and Publisher waged a relentless war upon the pres c
agent, including the motion picture representative, with oft-repea+-J actacks
upon the use of newspaper columns for publicity. Editor^ iett their conventions with the message that publicity was "out."
The significance in which the Hearst stories written under the inspection of Miss
move is held by the newspaper profession Parsons.
is shown by the space devoted to it in a re"Among the material now being syndi-

Decision of Hearst to place Louella Parsons in charge of all motion picture mate-

Union Theatres Take

The

YORK,

of the country is now wider awake to the
importance of motion pictures in the everyday life of the people.

it

for

of

NEW

lisher, trade

has

that

the story

Ltd.,

—

(Special to the Herald-World)

cent issue of Editor and Publisher, and the

Although denied officially by Hutchinson
of Fox and by the Bromheads of Gaumont,

NEW

Editor and Publisher, Publication of Newspaper Field, and Long
Foe of Press Agents, Comments Extensively on Hearst's
New Policy Louella Parsons in Charge

article also reflects the fact that the press

taken over the old established Argosy Film
International Sound Films is the
company.
recently formed company merging British
Screen Productions and Rayart of America.

all

Hearst Revises Film Pages to
Emphasize News of the Trade

July 16.— (By Mail.)— Interna-

Sound Films announces

tional

51

in

move

Genuine News Used
Illustrating its comment with a cut of
the new model screen page of the Los
Angeles Examiner the publication devotes
considerable space to the change in Hearst
policy, in part as follows:
"Not only the Sunday theatre departments have undergone vast changes at Miss
Parsons' suggestions, but also the daily

pages have taken on
special feature stories

new appearances with
and

illustrations pre-

pared by Hearst staff writers in New York
and Hollywood.
"A sudden demise has marked the fate

reams of motion picture publicity sent
out to the Hearst newspapers.
Now the
free material is seldom given space, having been supplanted bv genuine news
of

Used

cated to the Hearst newspapers by Miss
Parsons are columns written bv Jerry Hofman, Marjorie Driscoll, Bland Johaneson

and Regina Crewe, motion picture editor
The Johaneof the New York American.
son column, 'On Old Broadway,' is a
weekly review of the movie business in

New

York, including boxoffice figures at

the large film houses.

Magazine Style Makeup
the Sunday departments,
Miss Parsons has instituted magazine style
makeup to achieve interesting effect. Cuts
are made in odd shapes and two column
measure.
"A 'model page' from the Los Angeles
Examiner suggested for Hearst motion pic-

"In

revising

ture editors recently was that of May 5, in
which Miss Parsons had a picture of Victor
McLaglen and Myrna Loy in a scene from
'The Black Watch.'
"This idea in makeup appealed to Mr.
Hearst and led him to extend Miss Parsons' authority over all Hearst papers. Sh'e
was introduced to editors with the following letter signed by Mr. Hearst:
" 'The
average picture department is
sloppy, more or less confused and more or
less worthless, poorly edited and poorly
selected.
I want Miss Parsons to improve
not only the appearance of the pages but
the contents, and not only the contents but
the methods.
" 'I may want her to improve some of
.

the

moving

.

.

picture editors.'

"Adoption of the new policy for the theatre pages of the Hearst newspapers is regarded as a step in offsetting some of the
competition that weekly and monthly magazines offer to Sunday newspapers, especially.
At the same time it is seen as a
bid for part of the circulation that

won by magazines through

their

now

is

movie de-

partments.

Censor Cuts
In Sound -on -Disc Films to Patrons
(Special
Herald-World)
OTTAWA, July — Through the use of the stereopticon the projection room,

Slides

to Explain
to

16.

the

in

an interesting arrangement has been worked out by manager foe Franklin at B. F.
Keith's theatre, to advise the audience regarding scene or dialog deletions by the
Ontario censors in sound-on-disc films. The stereopticon is used simultaneously
with the picture projection. When a black-out appears and the dialog continues,
the slide "Scene deleted by the censors" is thrown upon the screen until the picture appears.
When talking is ordered out by the Board and the picture continues
in silent form on the screen, the announcement is screened over the picture that
"Dialog is deleted by censors." This wording is thrown upon the screen between
the heads of the players whose lips are moving silently.
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Exhibitors from All Sections and from Foreign
Countries Join in Sound Survey
Amherst,

Mass.

atre.

Allen, Kan.

— Stonebraker,

Alexandria,
atre.

——

Bowling Green, Mo. Jesse C. Huchstep.
Big Rapids, Mich Confidential.

— Raymond

Ind.

— Lipps

Amherst

Smith,

E.

ANOTHER ARTICLE
NEXT WEEK

the-

Allen theatre.

and Schleeter, Liberty

the-

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

The most complete and most

Ashland, Ohio. Clark and Edwards, Palace theatre.
Allentown, Pa. B. H. Stuckert, Strand theatre.
Allentown, Pa. Confidential.
Allentown, Pa.
D. E. Knoor, Embassy theatre.
Athens, Ohio.
E. E. Byrne, Columbia theatre.
Austin, Texas.
L. Novy, Hancock theatre.
Akron, Ohio. R. C. Menches, Liberty theatre.
Akron, Ohio. Confidential.
Arkadelphia, Ark. Cecil Cupp, Royal theatre.
Aberdeen, Miss. W. E. Elkin, Temple theatre.
Astoria, 111.
M. W. Hughes, Colonial theatre.
Archbald, Pa. Grand *heatre.
Arkansas. Confidential.
Four theatres.
Arkansas.
Confidential.

—
—

— Majestic theatre.
— Johnson,
Atlantic, Iowa. — C. E. Johnson,
Adair, Iowa. — M. Biggs, Adair

theatre in the

J.

S.

of

N.

Atlantic theatre.
theatre
(circuit
one-night

independent
smallest
theatres
to
the
houses the replies came. It will be recalled that, in view of the nature of the
information asked, exhibitors were advised that their identity would be withheld from the published reports if they
so desired. In the proportion of 15 out
of 16, managers of houses of the large
circuits requested anonymity, and even
in many other instances where such confidential treatment of the material was
not requested, it was felt that the interests of the individual would be better
served by pursuing the same policy.
Consequently all names were withheld

of
— M. Rattee
stands).
Allentown, Pa. — Charles Epler, New Allen
Axtell, Neb. — H. H. Burdin, Mirage
Albion, Idaho. — B.
Mahoney, Albion
Armour,
D. — Ed.
Wolff, Lorain
Afton, Iowa. — D. M. Perkins, Community
J.

theatre.
theatre.
theatre.
theatre.
theatre.
Community theatre.

F.

C.

S.

—
——

Kan. Fred Henrichs,
Ashland, Ohio.
Wilbur S. Eckard, Opera House.
Ashland, Ala. E. F. Ingram, Ingram's theatre.
Argonia, Kan. Mrs. John A. Thomas, Community
Athol,

—

theatre.

—
——
— —
Atlantic, Iowa. — Confidential.
Ava,
Martin, Martin's theatre.
— D.H.
Ashton,
— W. E. Cole, Nujoy theatre.
Alexandria, Minn. — H. J Longaker, State theatre.
Arkansas. — Confidential.
Arkansas. — Confidential.
Arizona. — Confidential.
Akron, Ohio. — Royal Brown, Strand theatre.
Anderson, Ind. — Confidential.
Abie, Neb. — Charles Docekel, Sakal Hall theatre.
Amasa, Mich. — Elmer Holmquist, Pioneer theatre.
Ashland,
— D. E. Wilson, Ashland theatre.
Albany, Mo. — Robert O. Robinson, Rigney theatre.
Rex Van Allen, Merchants theatre.
Neb. J. E. Hughes, Imperial theatre.
Ambler, Pa. Si Henry, Opera House.
Ansonia, Conn. Jack Shields, Capitol theatre.
Arma, Kan. M. D. Frazier, Empress theatre.
Ambia, Ind.
Alliance,

111.

J.

from the individual reports.

S.

In this issue are published the names
of those who cooperated in the survey,
except those who asked their names be
not used. In cases where only the name
of the state appears, the exhibitor reporting was the only one in the town, and the
name of the latter is omitted because
making it known would identify him.
Another phase of the situation as
shown in the reports will be published
are
Additional
reports
week.
next

111.

—
—
—
—
——
—
—
—
—
—

Baltimore, Md.
Earle S. Tyson, Belnord theatre.
Baltimore, Md.
Confidential.
Baltimore, Md.
Confidential.
Baltimore, Md.
Confidential.
Brooks, Alta., Can.
Gayety theatre.
Bridgton, Maine.
Leon A. Crosby, Opera House.
Burley, Idaho.
I. H. Harris, Burley theatre.
Blairstown, N. J.
R. Smith, Roys theatre.
Barton, Md.
A. Cross, Rink theatre.
Brownsville, Pa.
Charles W. Wright, Bison theatre.
Blacksburg, Va.
Lyric theatre.
Bow Island, Alta., Can. G. T. Kirkham, Monarch

—

theatre.

printed below,
pages.

900.

Sealing capacity:

:

atre as my patrons are being weaned away from,
my theatre on account of sound pictures. I am
willing to invest $700 or $800 for sound equipment
as soon as I can get pictures at the right price.

IOWA
25,000.

Have you sound equipment

760.

:

:

:

As

A. R.

Have you

:

50

;

raised admission prices
low price, 25.

Matinees:

:

Top

Sealing
Yes.

100,000.

—

—
— —

—

theatre.

—

Bucksport, Maine. A. E. Rosie, Alamo theatre.
Bowie, Texas. P. S. Stallings, Majestic theatre.
F. P. Larson, Egyptian theatre.
Boise, Idaho.
Confidential.
Boise, Idaho.
Buchanan, Mich. H. P. Morley, Princess theatre.

—
—
— —
Pa. — Confidential.
Beaver
British Columbia, Can. — Confidential.
Bloomfield, Ind. — Myers Flater, Citadel theatre.
Boone, Iowa. — Royal Brown, Rialto theatre.
Nahl, Grand
Bellingham, Wash. —
Rehfield, Iowa
Falls,

Yes.

Western

Electric.

patrons' preferences are as follows: First, comedydrama; second, drama; third, musical comedy;
fourth, singing and dialog.
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order
First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, part talking and singing; third, all talk:

ing without singing and without instrumental
music; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Is 60und drawing better than silent:
Yes.
Does a program of both .sound and silent subjects
draw best
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Don't know.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Yes.
:

:

——
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
Cambridge, Mass. — Confidential.
— Confidential.
Chicago,
— Confidential.
Chicago,
— Confidential.
Chicago,
— Confidential.
Chicago,
— Confidential.
Chicago,
Cambridge, Mass. — M. Roy Fraser, Dunell
Cashmere, Wash.— G. C. Basken, Royal theatre.
California. — Confidential.
—A. M. Beare, Gem theatre.
Chester,
Cincinnati, Ohio. — Confidential.
Cincinnati, Ohio. — Confidential.
Cincinnati, Ohio. — Confidential.
Cincinnati, Ohio. — Confidential.
H. Horobin, Community

Al Price, Union Square theatre.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Confidential.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Confidential.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Confidential.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Clay Center, Neb. Confidential.
111.

111.
111.

111.
III.

theatre.

Carbonado,

Wash.—W.

Cmdnnati, Ohio.—J. T. Crone,

and

the-

Ideal

theatres.

best

:

Yes.

Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
low price, 35.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Week runs.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes.

50;

Business has not increased although the
overhead with sound has increased, and theatres
will be forced to close their doors unless film rental
can be reduced. Sound is here to stay, and we cannot
go back to silent pictures, and admissions have
reached their top.

capacity:

937.

:

:

AAA
IOWA

:

My

First, compatrons' preferences are as follows:
edy-drama; second, singing and dialog; third,
drama; fourth, melodrama; fifth, musical comedy;
seventh,
Westerns;
eighth
sixth,
comedy;
operatta.
like: Westerns. The movie pubMy patrons do
lic in general does not have the intelligence to
appreciate the good pictures we are now getting.
Most of the stuff is over their heads.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
No, the novelty
Is sound drawing better than silent:

NOT

worn

Crescent

:

Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Yes.
Both disc and 60und-on-film
Name of sound equipment Western Electric.

is

theatre.

L.

L.

theatre.
Bloomfield, Iowa.— H. E.
Bethel, Vt.-— C. O. Spaulding, Bethel theatre.
Baldwin, Kan. J. L. Hitchcock, Gem theatre.
Bogalusa, La. Confidential.
Bloomer, Wis. W. L. Crouse, Ideal theatre.
Brunswick, Mo. W. S. Owen, Russell theatre.

Remarks

PENNSYLVANIA
Population:

—

—

:

price,

:

Have you sound equipment

atre.

—

P A. Lonregan, Lonregan theatre.
Bancroft, la.
tre
Burkburnett, Texas. Lester Meyer, Palace theatre
Broadwater, Neb. Isis theatre.
J. W. Warnock, Luna theatre.
Battle Creek, Iowa.
Barnard, Mo. R. E. Cook, Barnard theatre.
Bar Harbor, Maine. J. A. & E. A. Eamy, Star

draw

Yes.

Two.

:

—
—
—

Does a program of both sound and silent subjects

AAAYes.

:

—
—
—
—
——

—
—

111.

Yes.

Changes of program weekly
Orchestra
No. Organist

—
C—
—
—
—

:

Seating capacity:
Yes.

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Name of sound equipment:

My

— E.

REPORTS

:

Population:

and succeeding

:

Is

:

this

—
—
—
—
—

175.

No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: Yes.
Changes of program weekly: Two.
Orchestra
No. Organist
Yes.
Remarks: Something must be done for the small the-

on

Frank Jorlin, Empress theatre.
Belding, Mich.
Confidential.
Batesville, Ind.
K. R. King, Ivan L theatre.
Blaine, Wash.
Brocket, N. D. J. A. Engesather, Movies theatre.
H. G. Campbell, Cameo theatre.
Belton, S. C.

ILLINOIS
Population:

Have you sound equipment

inves-

WORLD

Movies the

atre.

Auburn, N. H.

HERALD- WORLD'S

tigation of the sound situation. There
were also reports from several foreign
countries, further attesting the widespread interest, as well as the fact that
only the huge number of HERALDreaders made such a complete
survey possible.
From the largest chains and largest

Allen, Okla.

Ambrose, N. D.

represen-

conducted has
brought a tremendous response from
owners and managers of every type of

tative theatre snrvey ever

—

Bellevue, Alta., Can.
W. J. Cole, Coles theatre.
Belton, Mo.
Benjamin Hill, City Hall theatre.
Bath, S.
H. B. Brice, Aiken Mills theatre.
Burt, Iowa.
N. S. Morriss, Our Town theatre.
Biloxi, Miss.
Confidential.
Benoit, Miss.
Chevek, Benoit Auditorium.
J.
Bellingham, Wash.
E. T. Mathes, Fox Bellingham
Theatres, Mt. Baker and Avalon theatres.
Birtle, Man., Can.
T. S. Lardinan, Savoy theatre.
Boston, Mass.
Confidential.
Boston, Mass.
Confidential.
Boston, Mass.
Confidential.
Boston, Mass. Confidential.
Boston, Mass. Confidential.
Broadlands, 111. H. K. Allen, Broadlands theatre.
Brownstown, Ind. Royal theatre.
H. N. Cochran, The Pal theatre.
Bartley, Neb.
Beaver, Okla. J. F. Spangler, Globe theatre.
Burke, S. D. C. Gehlren, Community theatre.
F. G. Pennell, Berrien t
Berrien Springs, Mich.

Population:

Sealing capacity:
Yes.

260.

Non-synchronous
Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Orchcstrola.
Is sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price, 30.
Two.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks
Use Orchestrola and cue our pictures.
Have had good results so far and increased our
business. Good number of our patrons say they pre:

:

:

:

fer

the silent

pictures

with good
AAA

music.

PENNSYLVANIA
Population:

off.

Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
No.

1,000.

Have you sound equipment:

3,500.

Seating

capacity:

Have you sound equipment: No.
Is

sound drawing better than

silent:

Yes.

360.

;

-
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Chatham, Utah.
atre.

Carmi,

111.

—

E.

N.

Clayville,

—Theodore

F.

Y.

House.
E.
Cady, Ohio.
Covington, Ky.
Camden, Maine.

—

Cottonwood

H. Beam, Orpheum

the-

Barnes, Strand theatre.

—George

Coffee,

Opera

Clayville

W. Long, Community

theatre.

— Confidential.
— Newell E. Ware, Comique theatre.
Kan. — Earl Harmon, Odeon

Falls,

the-

atre.

— Walter Babitz, Grant theatre.
Clayton, N. Y. — Confidential.
Chicago,
— Charles H. Ryan, Buckingham theatre.
Conda, Idaho. — E. M. Morris, Anacondax theatre.
California. — Confidential.
— H. M. Rouda, Lane Court theatre.
Chicago,
Cambridge, Ohio. — Confidential.
Cedarville, Ohio. —Lowry and Son, Cedarville theatre.
Champion, Aha., Can. — George M. Campbell, Champion theatre.
Culpeper, Va. —
L. Tray, Fairfax theatre.
Columbus, Ohio. — A. H. Patterson, Park theatre.
Cicero,

111.

111.

111.

California.

— Confidential.
—
—
——

Chesterton, Ind.
Confidential.
Caper, Wyo.
E. J. Schulte, Rialto theatre.
Columbus, Neb. Carl P. Rose, Swan theatre.
Columbus, Wis. H. J. Altschwager, Rudalt theatre.
Cameron, Mo. A. E. Tarbol, Royal and Senate the-

—

atres.

— F. H. Schuckert, Temple theatre.
Columbus, Miss. — Ed Kuykendall, Princess theatre.
Carlinville,
— Confidential.
Cresbard,
D. — C. F. Niemeyer, Cresbard theatre.
Culver,
Ind. —
W. Henderson, Culver Military
Academy Y. M. C. A.
Cresco, Iowa. — Fred Hinds, Cresco theatre.
Concordia, Kan. — Delmer F. Harris, Delharco theClewiston, Fla. — C. C. Klutts, manager, Gates Amuse

—
—
—
—
—

—
— —
—

—

atre.

—
—

—
—
—

Crosby, Texas.
Othello O. Hare, Crosby theatre.
Cooper, Texas.
Henry Sparks, Grand and Gem.
Clinton, Ind.
J.
B. Stine, Wabash theatre.
Canton, Maine.— I. O. O. F. Hall.
California.
Confidential.
Connecticut.
Confidential.
Comanche, Okla. R. P. Lancaster, Ritz theatre.
David M. Bootman, Avaloe theatre.
Chicago, 111.
Columbia, Mo.
Rex P. Barrett, Missouri theatre.
Overlook, Price and Hill theatres.
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Confidential.
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Confidential.
Columbia, S. C.
Confidential.
Columbia, N. C.
C. F. Schley, Columbia theatre.
Claxton, Ga.
S. G. Fos, Italian Garden theatre.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
——
—
—
Columbus, Kan. — N. W. Huston, Liberty and
theatres.
Chandler, Okla. — Confidential.
Croydon, Surrey, England. — Frank B. Prior,

Colum-

bia

— Dixon Williams,
Crown Point, Ind. — Palace theatre.
Cooperstown, N. Y. — W. A. Smalley,
N.

C.

Hippo-

Imperial the-

Jr.,

atre.

J.

atre.

ment Company, Glatex

Smalley's the-

Ifeound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No, if the
producers would make them.
Top price admission
25 low price, 10.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly
Four.
Remarks: The producers are cramming a lot of socalled talking pictures on the public which is a
lot of bunk.
Of course, they will not produce silent
so long as they can get the outrageous prices that
they are demanding. The rule now is a price on the
town, not on the theatre, as it was in silent. It just
simply puts a house like mine clear out of the running. Now is the best chance in a lifetime for the
independent producers, if they only grasp it. Just a
few of the prices paid: Sound news, $40. Fables and
sport reel $25.
Features range from $150.00 to the
sky and on top of this is a score charge of anything
The "prothey can get, minimum $2.00 per reel.
ducer distributor exhibitor" sure is giving us little
fellows a good licking, but I am somewhat optimistic
about it. I believe everything will right itself if we
can hold on for a while.

D
Detroit,
Detroit,
Detroit,
Detroit,

;

—

—

—
—
—

—

Dumas, Ark. \V. I. Fish, Gem theatre.
Denison, Kan. Confidential.
Downers Grove, 111. Earle E. Belcia, Tivoli theatre.
Duchesne, Utah. O. A. Halstead, Cozy theatre.
Dallas, Texas.
L. G. Bissinger, Queen theatre.
DeSoto, Kan. Albert L. Crow, Community theatre.
Durham, N. C. George W. Logan, Wonderland the-

—
—
—
—
—
Grand theatre.
Dunkirk, Ohio. — W. N. Day,
Detroit, Mich. — Confidential.
Downsville, N. Y. — A. H.
Opera House.
Dallas, Texas. — Confidential.
DeWitt, Ark. — R. A. Wilson, New and Gem theatres.
Delta, Utah. — R. L. Whicker. Delta theatre.
Decatur, Neb. — Mrs. Carrie Mayberry, Goldflight
Dundee, N. Y. — Paddock and Stalker, Beekman
Dalhart, Texas. — W. L. Hamilton, Mission theatre.
Delphi, Ind. —
M. and B. B. Gardner, Arc
Burford, Princess theatre.
Doniphan, Mo. — P.
Dawson, Texas. — W. A. Conner, Dawson theatre.
Del Rio, Texas. — Confidential.
Dearborn. Mich. — Joseph Stoia, Fordson theatre.
Decota, W. Va. —
A. Page, Community theatre.
Dehm, W. Va. — G. H. Meredith, Dehra theatre.
Darlington,
C. —George B. Hendrickson, Liberty
theatre.
Duncan, B. C. — Confidential.
atre.

Jr.,

Griffith,

the-

atre.

the-

J.

atre.

J.

Remarks: Patronage increased

20 per cent since
petitive houses have installed talkies.

l„00O.

MARYLAND
Population:

1,000.

capacity:

Sealing

Have you sound equipment No.
sound drawing better than silent:

300.

:

Is

Can't answer,

as only have silent pictures.

sound in adjacent towns drawing: patronage from
your theatre
Yes.
going to disappear: No.
Have you raised admission prices No.
Changes of program weekly Three.
Orchestra: No, Organist: Yes.
Remarks: I cannot give you the comparative answer
you desire as we only run silent pictures.
However, I do not believe the silent picture is going
:

Is the silent picture

:

:

to disappear. At the present
of the achievement is what
superiority of the talking
Small town houses such as

time

I believe the novelty
attracts rather than the
over the silent picture.
ours will never be able

and operate

to install talkies

at a profit.

...

:

;

:

NEW JERSEY
Population

600.

:

Seating capacity:
Yes.

450.

Have you sound equipment:

Synchronous
No.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Name of sound equipment Photophone.
My patrons do NOT like: Talking pictures.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
25, low price, 15.
Do you have matinees: Yes, two.
Changes of program weekly
Two.
:

:

:

:

Orchestra

:

Yes.

atre.

Earlville,

F.

III.

Elv-ins,

I.

F

OHIO
Population:

9,000.

Sealing capacity:
Yes.

Have you sound equipment
Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous
No.
Only disc: Yes.
Name of sound equipment

——
— —
—
—
—
—
—
—

Fenton, Mich. J. C. Peck, Rowena theatre.
Frankford, Del. R. D. Jones, Frankford theatre.
Chester Carland, Garden theatre.
Frankfort, Mich.
Forrest, 111.
Louis Austman, Paramount theatre.
Confidential.
Fort Dodge, Iowa.
Fillmore, Cal.— Henry C. Stearns, Stearns theatre.
Freeman, S. D. E. J. Kleinsasser, Movie Studio.
Confidential.
Floris, Iowa.
W. C. Myers, Myers theatre.
Francesville, Ind.
Frost, Texas.
V. B. Young. Frost theatre.
Fessenden, N. D. Confidential.

550.

:

:

Pacent.
patrons' preferences are as follows
First, singing and dialog; second, comedy-drama.
My patrons do NOT like: Too much courtroom junk.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, part talking rnd singing.
No.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: Yes.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,

Theatres:

:

40, adults: low price, 10, children.
No.
Two.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra
Yes.
No. Organist
Remarks The silent pictures will disappear, although
the producers will make silent versions from the
big sound and talking pictures. The public will not

Fenway

Brechler,

States

theatre.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

74,000.

Synchronous: No.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Name of sound equipment

My

1,000.

Phototone.

:

patrons' preferences are as follows
second, comedy third, Westerns.

My

patrons do

As

to

NOT

like

:

First,

:

drama

Sound pictures.

the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
all talking and singing and instrumental music.
Anything except all-talkies is a disappointment
to 90 per cent of the people.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:

No.
Does a program of both sound and

draw

best

silent

subjects

Yes.

:

Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Yes. Top price,
Have you raised admission prices
35 ; low price, 25.
Do you have matinees: Yes, two.
Three.
Changes of program weekly
:

:

:

:

go to see a silent picture that gains a reputation
from the sound playing. That has already been proven. The greatest stumbling block in front of the
small independent exhibitor whose house is wired for
sound is HIGH SCORE CHARGES and excessive film
rental.
The exchanges are getting from 50 to 206
per cent increase in their film rental. The increase
any does not justify paying these prices.

Yes.

Organist:

Yes.

Remarks A sound
ple want either
:

picture

is

a great mistake.

Peo-

The talkie
machine is still very much of an experiment and is
really funny or will be within the next year. I feel
the novelty will start to wear soon and the socalled
acoustic experts better learn their stuff. The field is
unlimited

if

all-talkie or all-silent.

the apparatus

is

perfected, but the best

is

none too good now and the bootleg is a detriment to
the game. Only in rare cases will the talkie be able
to cope with the house equipped with the band and
stage show. In other words the stage will never die.

AAA

QUEBEC PROVINCE
Sealing capacity:
Population:
5,000.
Have you sound equipment: Yes.

Synchronous
No.
Yes.
Non-synchronous
My patrons do NOT like

650.

:

:

Talking pictures. They
synchronized singing and instrumental.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
30 low price, 20.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Four.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes.
:

like

:

;

:

AAA

:

in business if

W.

WISCONSIN
Population:

:

:

— E.

Fennimore, Wis.

:

My

Do you have matinees

Southern

Andrews,
\V.
Fairfield theatre.

Ala.— J.

Fairfield,

Orchestra:

10,500.)

200.

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Yes.
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
25 low price, 15.
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly
One.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks: Wish we had or could afford sound equipment.

——
—
—
theatre.
— M. Edgett, Lyric
Mo. — W. T. Bollinger, Regal theatre.
Erie, Pa. — Confidential.
Erie, Pa. — Confidential.
Erie, Pa. — Confidential.
Erie, Pa. — Confidential.
Enid, Okla. — Confidential.
Ewen, Mich. —
A. Kooker, Happy Hour theatre.

:

MICHIGAN

:

Is

—
—

atre.

Confidential.
East Liverpool, Ohio.
Ellsworth, Pa.
J. M. Booth, Ellsworth theatre.
Eureka, Mont.
Frank Sabin, Majestic theatre.
Elkhart, Ind.
Bucklen theatre.
Estelline, S. D.
Guy S. Abbott, New Hamline the-

;

Is

No.

:

—
— —
—

J. W. Andrews, Southern States Theatres:
Ensley and Franklin theatres.
Eynon, Pa. Confidential.
Emporia, Kan. H. A. McClure, Strand theatre.
Erie, Pa.
Gem Amusement Company.
East Hampton, N. Y. L. A. Edwards, Edwards the-

Have you sound equipment:

Just installing Vitaphone and Movietone.
Remodeled, practically new, impressive theatre.

Seating capacity:

Confidential.
Confidential.
Enfield, N. C.
Justin Rankoff, Masonic theatre.
Erie, Pa.
P. D. Demas, New Rialto theatre.
Edgeley, N. D. R. W. Henrikson, Iris theatre.
Egeland, N. D. S. F. Thomas, Community theatre.
Elizabeth, 111.
O. M. Bishop, Lyric theatre.
Easton, Pa.
C. D. Buss, Seville theatre.
Easton, Pa.
Donald W. Bonstein, Third Street the-

com-

AAA

INDIANA
Population:

—
—
—
— —
—
—
—
—

Evansville, Ind.
Eddyville, Iowa.

the-

Remarks:

patrons' preferences are as follows
First, melodrama; second, Westerns; third, musical comedy;
fourth, singing and dialog; fifth, comedy; sixth,
comedy-drama; seventh, drama.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
?

Dawson

Elliott,

E

atre.

( Population:

My

H.

—
—
(projectionist).

atre.

Confidential.
Confidential.
Confidential.

E. Kirchner, Family theatre.
Decatur, Ind. Jess LeBrun, Cort theatre.
Drummondville, Que., Can. Confidential.
Dover, Ohio. Bexley theatre.
Denham Springs, La. L. H. Heard, Leslie theatre.

:

Have you .sound equipment

— F.

Territory.

Family.
Durant, Miss. Walter Odom, Sr., Dixie theatre.
Delphos, Kan. Opera House,
Robert Marchbank

Ensley, Ala.

—
—
—
— Edgar

Mich.
Mich.
Mich.
Mich.

:

:

theatre.

S.

atre.

Yukon

Dawson,

111.

S.

J.

drome.

Charlotte,

——

Dunseith, N. D.
S. R. Cook, Altheax theatre.
Dunlap, Iowa. W. A. Bowker, Idle theatre.

Caro, Mich.

J.

Ohio.
Confidential.
Ohio.
Confidential.
Crockett, Texas.
E. J. Callahan, Crockett theatre.
Cherokee, Kan. J. H. Thorp, Crescent theatre.
Carlisle, Ky.
G. A. Duncan, Lyric theatre.
Carnegie, Okla.
C. M. Hartman, Liberty theatre.
Cleveland, Ohio.
J. J. Harwood, Lexington theatre.
Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Confidential.
Claymont, Del. George Coty, Green Lantern theatre.
Corydon, Iowa. T. G. Stearns, Auditorium theatre.
Cedar Falls, Iowa. M. R. Blair, Regent theatre.
Centerville, S. D.
E. E. Holmquist, Broadway the-

Columbus,
Columbus,

53

ALABAMA
Population:

1,000.

Seating

Have you sound equipment:

capacity:

300.

No.

patrons' preferences are as follows First, comedy.
Westerns ; second, comedy-drama.
like: Society pictures.
My patrons do
Does the public want talking Westerns: ?
going
to disappear: ?
Is the silent picture
No. Top price,
Have you raised admission prices
25.
low
price,
35 ;

My

:

NOT

:

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

54

— Mrs. M. Henderson, Gem
—
— —
—
—
—
Fort Worth, Texas. —
P. Murrin, Capitol theatre.
Fayette, Ala. — Confidential.
Lauderdale,
—
A. R. Nininger, Sunset and
Queen theatres.
Mich. — James M. Minter, Ritz theatre.
Frankfort, Ky. — William R.
Grand theatre.
Frederick,

D.

S.

the-

J.

atre.

Freewater, Ore.
P. L. Harvey, Silver Star theatre.
Friend, Neb. J. H. Hungerford, Family theatre.
Faribault, Minn.
Will J. Glaser, Sun theatre.
Fitzgerald, Ga.
G. E. Ricker, Grand theatre.
Fishkill, N. Y.— S. K. Bennett.
Fort Bidwell, Cal.
Fort Bidwell Indian School.
Fredericksburg, La. Pitt's Colonial and Leader theatres.

J.

Ft.

Fla.

Flint,

Pattie,

G

—

—

atre.

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
——
—
—
Greenriver, Utah. — Mrs. Hulda
Green, Gem
Greenville,
— Harry West, Greenville theatre.
Gibsonberg, Ohio. — D. B.
Del-Lu theatre.
Galena, Kan. — N. W. Huston, Electric theatre.
Grenada, Miss. — H.
Williams, Grenada theatre.
Grangeville, Idaho. —
Wagner, Lyric theatre.
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Confidential.
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Confidential.
Gary, Ind. — G. B. Young, Broadway theatre.
Lawler, Lawler theatre.
Greenfield, Mass. — Carroll
Golconda,
McCoy, McCoy theatre.
—Theo. Wilkie,
Graham, Texas. — W.
Liberty theatre.
H
Harlem, Ga. — Ernest W. Hatcher, Star theatre.
Hundred, W. Va. — W. A. Dye, White Front theatre.
Hackensack, N.
— Confidential.
Hazen, Ark. —
L. Clarke, Cozy theatre.
Henry, Neb. — E. W. Couch, Henry theatre.
Hopkins, Minn. — Engler Bros., Royal theatre.
Hayden, Ariz. — Confidential.
Hartsville,
— Temple theatre. House.
Highland,
Opera
—C.H. Long,
Grigsby, Brownie theatre.
Homer, La. — W.
Holdrege, Neb. — C. C. Ponten, Sun theatre.
Holbrook, Ariz. — L. Cadwell, Liberty theatre.
Huntington, Ind. — C. W. Massy, Jefferson theatre.

Grand Island, Neb. S. A. Hayman, Lyda theatre.
Greenfield, Tenn.
T. W. Cannon, Majestic theatre.
Greenville, S. C.
Ed. C. Curdts, Majestic theatre.
Georgia.
Confidential.
Greenville, Mich.
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre.
Griswold, Iowa.
P. G. Held, Strand theatre.
Glenfield, N. Y.
W. E. Dekin, Dekin's theatre.
Galesburg, 111.
Confidential.
Gilman City, Mo. E. W. McClelland, Rex theatre.
Greenleaf, Kan.
Walter Hohlfield, Elite theatre.
Graham, Texas. Confidential.
Greenfield, 111.
Carson T. Metcalf, Opera House.

atre.

J.

S.

atre.

——

Hot Springs, Ark. Sidney M. Nutt, Princess theatre.
Hamburg, Ark. -W. G. Stracener, Crossett Loggers' Y. M. C. A.
Humboldt, Iowa. W. B. Franke, Humota theatre.

—
— —
—
—
—

Hinton, W. Va. P. L. Dysard, Masonic theatre.
Hazard, Ky. L. O. Davis, Virginia theatre.
Hinckley, Minn. Confidential.
Harrisburg, 111.
Steve Farrar, Orpheum theatre.
Hay Springs, Neb. Horn and Morgan, Star theatre.
Honey Grove, Texas. W. D. Mitchell, Strand the-

—

—
—
—
—
——
——
—
—
——
—
—
—

Harrisburg, Pa. O. T. Hopkins, Colonial theatre.
Hardin, Mo. Hardin Entertainment Company, by
C. D. Weakley, Odeon theatre.
Hammond, La. Louisiana Amusement Co., John H.
Turner, manager, Columbia theatre.
Hinsdale, 111. G. W. Kruger, Hinsdale theatre.
Heppner, Ore. Star theatre.
Henry, S. D. Leo W. Smith, Rialto theatre.
Hillsboro, N. D.
Julius Overmoe, Gem thoatre.
Hillsboro, Wis.
V. E. Sherman, Midget theatre.
Humansville, Mo. James L. Sears, Liberty theatre.
Humeston, Iowa. J. M. Wailes, Princess theatre.
Hooper, Neb. J. Douglas, Amusu theatre.
Hancock, Mich. Ray J. Kerredge, Kerredge theatre.
Hooker, Okla. A. D. Brawner, Jewel theatre.
Hood River, Ore. R. J. Mattecheck, Rialto theatre.
Hope, Ark. Jack Eaves, Saenger theatre.
Hot Springs, S. D.— H. C. Morehouse, Black Hills

the-

J.

atre.

theatre.

Hugo, Okla.

—Victor

Follett.

J.

J.

S.

111.

J.

J.

F.

—

—
—
Indianapolis, Ind. — Confidential.
Indianapolis, Ind. — Confidential.
Indianapolis. Ind. — Confidential.
Iowa. — Confidential.
Iowa. — Confidential.
Inkster, N. D. — Inkster theatre.
Indiana. — Confidential.
Irene, S. D. — O. G. Johnson, Legion theatre.
— Confidential.
Inman,
C. —
C. Crowe, Amuzu theatre.
— Confidential.
Ironwood, Mich. — A. L. Picker, Ironwood theatre.
atre.

Illinois.

S.

J.

Illinois.

S.

111.

Do you have matinees

No.
Changes of program weekly
Two.
Orchestra
No.
Remarks: I have not yet decided on the talking
ture question.

I

am

waiting
AAA

for

better

Scaling capacity:

500.

picresults.

350.

First, compatrons' preferences are as follows
edy-drama ; second, comedy ; third. Westerns.
Is sound drawing better- than silent: See remarks.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
No.
Does the public want talking Westerns
Is the silent picture going to disappear : No.
:

:

Have you raised admission prices No.
Do you have matinees Yes.
Changes of program weekly: Two.

Changes of program weekly
Organist:

Remarks:

Yes.
Good,

downtown,

is

rental,

overhead

first

a big problem for the little fellow. Film
costs and unionism is too much
houses have talkies and the
eating them up. They are just where

Two suburban

is

in

the

evening unless accompanied by parents. Quite often
the attendance at the three shows per day exceed our
population. Don't know if this is on account of the
excellent pictures we run, or on account of no charge
being made to employees and friends.

AAA

MONTANA
Population:

Sealing capacity:
375.
250.
Have you sound equipment: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: I suppose so.
Do you have matinees No.
Changes of program weekly
One.
Organist
Yes.
Remarks: I expect the time will come soon when we
little fellows will have to close our doors, for
it is impossible for us to have sound with pictures
on account of the expense. We will only have halffull houses, lose money and be forced to close.
:

:

:

AAA

WASHINGTON
Population:

125,000.

Seating

Have you sound equipment: No.

My

500.

NOT like: Cheap Westerns or love
They like any good picture, preferable
action and comedy.
patrons do

drama.

Seating capacity:

1,500.

Have you sound equipment

theatre.

S.

F.

592.

:

:

theatre.

Falls,

IOWA
Seating capacity:
180.
Population:
900.
Have you sound equipment No.
My patrons' preferences are as follows: First, melodrama; second. Westerns.
My patrons do NOT like: Love stories without action,
or any picture with slow action.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
Will it rain
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
or shine?
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price, 25.
Do you have matinees No.
Changes of program weekly Three.
Orchestra
Yes.
No. Pianist
Remarks: The cutting out of stageshow vaudeville
and the running of sound pictures in neighboring cities has helped our silent picture, especially on
:

:

:

:

L

—
—

Lindale, Ga.
H. W. Neal, Auditorium theatre.
Lebanon, Pa. John A. Jackson, Jackson Enterprises:
Colonial, Jackson and Aldine theatres (Aldine just
closed).
London, Ont., Can. Confidential.
Las Vegas, Nev. Confidential.
Landon, Tenn. Frederic O. Gooch, Lyric theatre.
Little Rock, Ark.
T. W. Sharp, New Prospect and

—
——
—
Roxy theatre.
Lutesville, Mo. — Chandler
Lexington, Neb. — R.

Clark, Pastime theatre.
Falkinburg, Majestic theF.

—

Laona, Wis. -Lewis J. Mallow, Lyric theatre.
Lewiston, Mont. Arthur Hile, Fox Judith theatre.
Lynch, Ky. P. G. Montgomery, U. S. Coal and

—

—

Lynch
L'Anse, Mich. Ben
Coke

Co.,

theatre.

—
Grobaski, New Mazda
LaHarpe,
—
Powell and
Park
Lovington,
—Jim Simpson, Photo PlayLake View
Lake View, Iowa. — Wilcox and
Leubec, Maine. — Ronald
Warren, Eagle
Lamont, Iowa. — A. Otis White, Coliseum Trust
Ky. — Savoy theatre.
Lewiston, Maine. — Royal Dam,
Long Beach,
— Orlo M. Rolo, Home
Lansing, Mich. — Confidential.
Lumberton, N.
Candell, Pastime
—
Lowell, Mass. — Confidential.
Lebanon, Ky. —
P. Hundley, Arista
Lake Mils, Iowa. — Mrs. Ethel Godtland, Irving
Live Oak,
— Fred L. Freeman, Aimar
Lamor, Mo. — A.
Simmons, Lamar Plaza
the-

J.

atre.

Gittings,

111.

theatre.
theatre.

111.

Miller,

theatre.

E.

theatre.
Co.

theatre.
Louisville,

Priscilla

theatre.
theatre.

Cal.

C.

L.

J.

theatre.

theatre.

atre.

Fla.

theatre.
theatre.

J.

to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order: First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music.
Don't want sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
No.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Don't know—
haven't played any.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: Not unless
prices on sound pictures come down.
Have you raised admission prices : Yes it won't
work. Top price, 50 ; low price, 10,
Changes of program weekly
Three.

As

—

:

No.

:

Organist

No.

:

:
My attendance on sound pictures is not
as good as it was on silent pictures. Admission
price is what is doing the damage, I believe, but we
can't cut it as the cost of sound pictures is too great.
Synchronized fee should not be over $7.50 per day and
talking pictures shouldn't be double cost of silent

pictures.

OHIO
Population:

IDAHO
Seating capacity:
680.
Population :
3,600.
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Synchronous
Yes.
Only disc: Yes.
Name of sound equipment Pacent.
My patrons' preferences are as follows: First, singing and dialog; second, comedy-drama.
My patrons do NOT like: Synchronized only.

750,000.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

900.

Have you sound equipment:
Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Only disc Yes.
:

:

:

My

NOT

like: Sound pictures.
sound drawing better than silent: No.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
No.
No.
Does the public want talking Westerns
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price, 35;
low price, 10.
Do you have matinees Yes.
Changes of program weekly Two.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.

patrons do

Is

:

:

:

:

play to colored patrons only. Formerly
ran colored tabs with picture. Now trying to run
pictures only and find this policy very unprofitable.

Remarks

:

I

AAA

ARIZONA

AAA

:

theatre.

theatre.

AAA

Sunday nights.

theatre

theatre.

Orchestra

No.
Don't know.
sound drawing better than silent
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes, some.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: No.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No. Pianist: Yes.

Is
Is

:

theatre.

C.

Remarks

MICHIGAN

:

capacity:

The downtown

AAA

Population:

show

Four.

they started before installing talkies.
houses are getting the people.

:

No. Organist: Yes.
Remarks: There are around 60 sound installations
within 50 miles, and many of our patrons go to
these theatres. Very few of them are satisfied, and a
vote taken among our employees to ask if they want
sound pictures installed here shows less than 2 per
cent asking for them. Our picture show is run on
the cooperative plan. Each employee pays 75 ct. per
month which entitles him, his family, and bonafide
visiting friends to free admission to 9 shows per
month, with three showings per day. Children under
Orchestra:

must patronize the morning or

:

installation,

for us yet.

:

16

Yes.

extraordinary silent pictures will
still do good business, but the producers have long
past devoted their interest to talkies and the silent
stuff is just footage.
That to combat, with talkies

Have you sound equipment: No.

My

going to disappear:
:

WASHINGTON
Population:

—
—

Have you raised admission prices No. Top price, 20.
Do you have matinees: Sundays and Holidays only.

:

the-

the-

—

Josephine, Texas.
W. C. Davis, Paramount theatre.
Jackson, Minn. J. Maturka, State theatre.
Johnstown, Pa. A. N. Notopoulas, Strand theatre.

Is the silent picture

:

:

Mo.

J.

J

Z.

Mo.

City,

atre.

City, Iowa.
Confidential.
Iowa.
Confidential.
Ishpeming, Mich. Ed. J. Butler, Ishpeming theatre.
Indianapolis, Ind.
James D. Kennedy, Apollo the-

—

City,

atre.

Kansas

E.

I

Iowa

— William L. Shelton, Ashland
— Confidential.
Kearney, Neb. — Confidential.
Kerrville,
Texas. — Kerrville Amusement Company,
Arcadia and Dixie theatres.
Kansas City, Mo. — B. L. Fagin, Uptown
Kansas City, Mo. — Confidential.
Kansas City, Mo. — Confidential.
Kincaid, Kan. — Community theatre.
Kimball,
D. — Rudolph Duba, Royal theatre.
Kansas City, Kan. — Confidential.
Kingman, Kan. —
W. Meade, Meade
Kansas. — Confidential.
Kansas City, Mo. —
H. Bates, Hollywood
Kaw City, Okla. — Phil McCulIen, New Kaw
Kitzmiller, Md. — V. G. Pew, Maryland
Kansas. — Confidential.
Klemath
Ore. — G. Macpherson, Vox
Kalispell, Mont. — Carl E. Anderson, Liberty
Kansas. — Confidential.
Kansas. — Confidential.
Kentucky. — Confidential.
Kansas

Little

H. Pond, Erie theatre.

Cal.

J.
-A.

K

Homer, N. Y.

Hagerstown,

atre.

Georgia.
Confidential.
Gilmer, Texas.
Cranfield H. Cox, Crystal theatre.
Gowrie, Iowa. G. L. Carr, Star theatre.
Grand Marais, Mich. Alfred Lundquist, Palace the-

—
—

— Harold R. Beeston, Community theMd. — Alan
Bachrach,
Nixon's
Academy theatre.
Harbor Springs, Mich. —
D. Leahy, Lyric theatre.
Hamilton, Ont., Can. — A. Patzalek, Playhouse the-

July 20, 1929

Population

:

5,000.

Seating capacity: 750.
Five.

Changes of program weekly:
Orchestra:

Yes.

What little information we can supply
at this writing will not help you much. We are
installing
some sound on disc ; within two
right now
months we will have W. E. disc and film equipment.
believe our patrons will prefer the talking pictures to the silent and will attend in greater number
game is not worth
if they do not, the picture
Remarks

We

—

:

::
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C. A. Black, Knoll theatre.
— —M. Reese, Orpheum
theatre.
Mich. — Mrs. H. H. Chase, Diamond
theatre.
Hollenbeak, Liberty theatre.
Lynden, Wash. —
Penitentiary theatre.

Los Angeles, Cal.
L.
Lakeport, Cal.

Lake Odessa,

J.

U. S.

—

Confidential.
N. H. J. B. Eames, Premier theatre.
Confidential.
Angeles, Cal.
Angeles, Cal.
Confidential.
Angeles, Cal.
Confidential.
Angeles, Cal.
Confidential.
Confidential.
Angeles, Cal.
Long Beach, Cal. Confidential.
E. B. Conant, Charkarohen Hall
Lincoln, N. H.
Louisiana.

——
—
—
—
—
——
Lexington, Tenn. — Guy B. Amis, Princess theatre.
Lancaster, Minn. — H. Sunderland, Legion theatre.
Lincoln, Kan. — Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre.
Logansport, La. —
Dale, Union theatre.
River,
—N.C. L. Towner, Rosetta theatre.
M
Michigan. — Confidential.
Minnesota. — Confidential.
Marysville, Kan. — R. H. Sebbring, Liberty theatre.
Missouri. — Confidential.
Moosomin, Sask., Can. — T.
Littleton,

Los
Los
Los
Los
Los

theatre.

C.

Fla.

Little

Ulliott.

Milford, Mich.— R. G. Tewitt, Star theatre.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Confidential.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Confidential.
Metropolis, 111.
Geary C. Johnson, Pictureland

—
— —

the-

atre.

— Arthur H. George, Capitol theatre.
— Confidential.
Evans, New Plaza theatre.
Milford, Del. — E.
McConnellsburg, Va. — W. M. Lodger, Fulton theatre.
Midland, Pa. — Confidential.
Madrid, Iowa. — C. Halis, Lyric theatre.
Moving Sun, Iowa. — Electric theatre.
Manston, Wis. — A. A. Snszncki, Majestic theatre.
Meadville, Pa. —-Sam E. Bleyer, Park theatre.
Muskogee, Okla. — R. R. Theatres.
Mt. Pleasant, Tenn. — Confidential.
Manchester, N. H. — A. L. Couture, Star theatre.
—-H. E. Hoag, Momence theatre.
Momence,
Melbourne,
— Van Croix, Van Croix theatre.
Moscow
Mo. — L.
Mestinaker. Star theatre.
Mineral Point, Wis. — Hannah and Martin, World
Manito,
— W. Maloney, Opera House.
Mellen, Wis. —
L. Lighten, Orpheum theatre.
Michigan. — Confidential.
Moodhead, Miss. — R. W. Tyson, Strand theatre.
Miami,
— Harold A. Kopplin, Capitol theatre.
Miami, Mo. — Frank H. Sullivan, Miami Picture Show.
Monroeville, Ind. — G. W. Tillock, Monroeville
Missouri. — Confidential.
Milwaukee, Wis. —
R. Trottman, Gem theatre.
Maysville, Ind. —Arch E. McCord, Rex theatre.
Morgan City, La. — W. M. Kreisle, Opera House.
Mt. Rainier, Md. — H. E. Hunter, Cameo theatre.
Minnesota. — Confidential.
E.

III.

E.

F.

theatre.

S.

111.

S.

Fla.

the-

atre.

F.

bothering with. The past year's silent product has
seemingly been the worst in years, the rental charges
Underworld stuff (over supply) has acted like
a quarantine sign on our theatre. My patrons have
always enjoyed the lighter comedy-drama to any
other type the cleaner the better. The block-booking
system is the curse of the industry', for it does not
permit enough variety to programs. The distributor
and exhibitor are equally affected by it, for in most
instances it precludes some good service from showing
in the town and thereby causes friction and theatre
promotion. With added investment, rentals and score
charges, it stands to reason that admissions must
be increased where patronage is limited. Every talkie
in our case would be in the class of the socalled
former silent specials at increased admissions.
also.

—

— AAA

Population: 2,900.

Have you sound equipment
No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
:

Is

Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: Yes.
Orchestra : No. Organist
Yes.
Remarks
I have ordered
Photophone Equipment, film and disc both, and expect to be wired
after July 15.
:

Population: 3,000. Seating capacity: 350.
Have you sound equipment Yes.
:

Synchronous
No.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Name of sound equipment. Home made.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Top price admission: 25, low price, 10.
Do you have matinees No.
Changes of program weekly
Four.
Orchestra: No.
Organist: No.
Remarks
I have not yet installed talking pictures,
but I am shopping and looking around.
Hence
I cannot give you information
you desire.
I had
intended to go to Chicago to attend the Exposition at
the Coliseum June 2nd to 9th, but it was set ahead
:

:

:

:

:

to October.

I wanted to see the different makes of
talking machines, as a small town exhibitor can
only make one purchase.
I have been in this city
as an exhibitor for 21 years and still going with*
silent pictures, but the public demands the "squeak-

have to invest.

AAA

Population:

atre.

F.

650.

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment
No.
sound drawing better than silent:

theatre.

theatre.
theatre.
theatre.

P.

S.

the-

S.

atre.

theatre.

atre.

C.

Fla.

C.

theatre.

C.

theatre.
E.

J.

theatre.

theatre.

C.

McCrory,

Ark.

theatre.

—Mrs.

School theatre.
Mocksville, N. C-

A. Daniel, Princess theatre.
——Couture
Bros, by T. W. Smith,
J.

Manchester, N. H.

Paramount Crown theatre.
Monroe, N. Y. Frank W. Relyea. Colonial

theatre.
—
Montpelier, Idaho. —
H. Rich, Rich theatre.
Minneapolis, Kan. — Edw. Smith, Cozy theatre.
Macksville, Kan. — G. W. Rothrock, Campbell, Kan.
Monticello, Minn. — W. C. Schneider, Lincoln theRoule, Liberty Pavilion theatre.
Mansura, La. — W.
Mission City, B. C, Can. — Fred Bannister, Victory
-S.

atre.

J.

theatre.
Melville, La.

—
—

Grand and

Roxy

Little

theatre.

Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best
Yes.

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Yes.
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
30 ; low price, 10.
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly
Four.
Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes.
Is

:

:

:

No

doubt talking pictures are here to stay.
silent pictures are doomed to a very small
part in the future.
:

AAA

FLORIDA

My

360.

:

Yes.

—

patrons' preferences are as follows
First, drama
second, melodrama; third, comedy-drama.
No
:

Westerns.
patrons do

——H. K. McMillion, Mora
—
Confidential.
Mahoney City, Pa. — Refourich Theatre Co.

theatre.

Missouri.

N
Northampton,

Mass.

— Calvin

theatre,
James
B.
O'Neill, operator.
Orleans, La.
Confidential.
Orleans, La.
Confidential.
Orleans, La.
Confidential.
Orleans, La.
Confidential.
York, N. Y. Confidential.
York, N. Y. Confidential.
York, N. Y. Confidential.
York, N. Y. E. W. Gould, Morningside theatre.
York, N. Y. Confidential.
York, N. Y. Confidential.
Norfolk, Va.
Confidential.
New York, N. Y. James Risk, Loew's Greeley
Square theatre.
Niagara Falls, N. Y. Al Becherich, Strand theatre.

New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—

—
—

D. — Arvid G. Wiklund, State
— N. Hansen, Alhambra theatre.
New Orleans, La. —Tom Olson, Washington theatre.
New York. — Confidential.
North Loup, Neb. — R. W. Hudson, Strand theatre.
Nebraska. — Confidential.
New Bethlehem, Pa. —P. C. Andrews, Andrews
theatre.
Nekoosa, Wis. — Louis R. Berkholz, Rialto theatre.
North Girard, Pa. — E. A. Amidon, Strand theatre.
Nelson, Ga. — Nelson theatre.
Nashville, Tenn. — Confidential.
New Bedford, Mass. —E. D. Davenport, Rialto
theatre.
Nelson, Neb. — H. D. Beebe, Rialto theatre.
Normal.
— Soldiers and Orphans Home, John D.
Yeakle, operator.
New Martinville, W. Va. — Lincoln theatre.
Norcatur, Kan. — Glenn M. Deeter, Liberty theatre.
Ness City, Kan. — T. E. Bondurant, Doris theatre.
W. Andrews, Southern
North Birmingham, Ala. —
States Theatres, North Birmingham theatre.
N. Wilkesboro, N. C— William C. Mclntire, Rose

New

England,

N.

theatre.
Platte, Neb.

North

J.

111.

J.

theatre.

New

York, N.

Y.— Fort

— C.
—
—
—
— —

Totten Y. M. C. A.
Davis,

B.

Norwood

theatre.

Albany, Ind. Confidential.
New Mexico. Confidential.
New York, N. Y. Confidential.
New York. Confidential.
Norborne, Mor. Hardin Entertainment Company, by
C. D. Weakley, Royal theatre.

sound drawing better than silent: No.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best
No.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
draw best No.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
No.
your theatre
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: No.
No.
Top price,
Have you raised admission prices
25 ; low price, 10.
Do you have matinees: Saturday only.
Four.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks My opinion three months ago was I would
have to put in sound equipment, but I am well
They
set now to continue to run silent pictures only.
have made so many bad talking pictures, that the cost
If I
of the few good ones hold up the poor one.
can continue to run through summer on silent pictures, every place in the U. S. should keep open, as
Is

:

:

:

:

this

NOT like: The poor kind of apparatus
mounted in other theatres, but I found that manygo to a nearby city to hear the talkies, giving

preference to one theatre over the others.
Is sound drawing better than silent: In some places.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Have you raised admission prices : No. Top price,
20; low price, 10.

Do you have matinees:

Yes, Sundays.
Four.
Orchestra: Yes.
Organist: No.
Remarks: The population in this ward

Changes of program weekly:

is

about the smallest theatre in the state.

AAA

INDIANA
Population: 4,700.

Seating capacity: 300.

Have you sound equipment
sound
Is sound
your
Does the

Is

No.

:

No.
drawing better than silent
in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
:

theatre: No.
public want talking Westerns :
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Do you have matinees Yes.
Changes of program weekly
Four.

Don't know.

No.

:

composed
of Italians, Cubans, Spaniards and a few Germans and plenty of Americans, all welded and inis

terlocked.
Personally, I don't like the talkies of
today. I do believe in the sound pictures, and, with
preference, sound on films over the recording on discs.
Also, I believe that a small house with a cheap equipment can't subsist; also that the salary of the extra
operator weighs like a heavy stone. Then add to all
those extras the express charges.
That is the only
reason why I have not installed a sound device at
this theatre, I am going to leap, but I will look
a
a
a
before.

LOUISIANA
Population: 1,000.

—

McComas, W. Va.

:

About 50,000. Seating capacity:
About 600.
Have you sound equipment: No.

My

G. McFarland, Play-

—

——

New

—

Remarks
The

—

Metropolis, 111.
Confidential.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Confidential.
Merom, Ind. J. J. Parker, Cozy theatre.
Mendon, Mo. H. R. Mayo, Pastime theatre.
Madison, Va.—T. T. Mitchell, Central theatre
Michigan. Confidential.
Malta, Mont.
Carl Viseth, Palace theatre:
Mason City, Iowa. J. M. Hoffman, Palace theatre.

Norwood, Ohio.

—

Confidential.
Madison, Ind. L. E. Holmgren,
Grand theatres.
Munday, Texas. P. V. Williams,
Mitchell, S. D.— Confidential.
Mississippi.
Confidential.

Seating capacity: 200.

Have you sound equipment: No.

My

WASHINGTON
Is

—
McCamey, Texas. — Confidential.
Mansfield, Pa. —K.
Van Norman. Star
Mildred, Pa. — Louis Gatta. New Mildred theatre.
Marian, Okla. — Frank Miller. Whiteway
Merrill, Mich. —V. Boroski, Merrill
Murray, Utah. —
T. Duvall, Gem
McPherson, Kan. — George H. Koch, Empire theatre.
Medford, Okla. — W. T. Henderson, Alvo theatre.
Missouri. — Confidential.
Missouri. — Confidential.
Morgantown, W. Va. —Confidential.
Murray, Opera House.
Middlehury, Vt. —
Maysville, Ky. — Confidential.
Mount Vernon,
D. —W. A. Peterson, Scenic
Marquette, Kan. — A. W. Berquist, Strand
Michigan. — Confidential.
Maine. — Confidential.
Morris town, Tenn. — Confidential.
Michigan. — Confidential.
Monon, Ind.— Arthur W. Howard, New Strand
Mississippi. — Confidential.
Klutts, manager, Gates
Moore Haven,
—
Amusement Company. Glades
Ewing, house manMinneapolis, Minn. — jimmy
ager, New Grand
Alford, State
McComb, Miss.—
Missouri. — Confidential.
Wheeler, Lloyd's
Menominee, Mich. — R.
Maple Rapids, Mich. —H. M. Face and Sons, Elmac
theatre.
Manchester, Mo. — David Straszer. Lyceum
Vance Thompson, McCrory

:

ILLINOIS

I will

the-

—

F.

— W.

house theatre.
Franklin

—

— —

RCA

AAA

hence

atre.

55

Mandeville, Jamaica, N. Y.

—

Martins Ferry, Ohio. Confidential.
Mimai, Okla. J. H. Giffin, Coleman theatre.
Marathon, N. Y. E. D. Hilsinger, Library Opera
House.
McCook, Neb. -McCook Amusement Company.
Meriden, Conn. Al W. Gillis, Fox-Poli Palace the-

:

:

ies,"

—

Population:

CALIFORNIA

your theatre

—

McConnellsville, Ohio.
Confidential.
Michigan. Confidential*.
Manchester, Okla. G. F. Simmons,

the-

Manitowoc, Wis.
Marshall, Texas.

Fla.
Mills,

:

patrons' preferences are as follows: First, singing and dialog.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order: First, all
talking without singing and without instrumental
music.

:

Orchestra

:

No.

Organist

No.

:

Remarks: The other show here has sound and I have
the crowds, unless he has on a big special such
as "Wings."
I am not panic stricken as yet and
machines and film and disc rental
Talking and sound pictures are the jinx

will not be until

come down.

AAA

here.

NEBRASKA
Population: 15,000.

Seating capacity: 700.
Yes.

Have you sound equipment

:

Non-synchronous
Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Good-All Orchestrola.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: No.
Have you raised admission prices. No. Top price,
40 ; low price, 25.
Do you have matinees Yes.
Changes of program weekly
Three.
Orchestra: Yes, part time.
Organist: No.
:

:

:

:

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD
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—

Nelson, Mo. W. T. Verts, Cozy theatre.
Newburgh, N. Y. Confidential.
Nappanee, Ind. Guy Loudruill, Fairy theatre.
North Dakota. Confidential.

—
—
—
North Carolina. — Confidential.
Nebraska. — Confidential.
Nebraska. — Confidential.
New York. — Confidential.
New Kensington, Pa. — Bert
theatre.
North Dakota. — Confidential.
Newton, N. C. — G.
Otto

theatre.

North Belgrade, Maine.
theatre.

Nebraska.

F.

theatre.

Rolla, N. D.
Rossiter, Pa.

E.

E.

—
Redgranite,
Col.

D.

Attola,

Alhambra

theatre.

Riderwood,

Hartsoe,

— C.

— H. Elkins, Palace
Confidential.
———A.Arch
Munro, Monro
Catalain, Victory
Ridgeway, Iowa. — O. A. Fosse, Community
Renville. Minn. —
Parsons, Garden
Rolfe, Iowa. — W. M. Obrecht, Scenic
Rico,
Charles Engel,
Rico, Texas.

Roanoke, Va.

North

Newton

Lumber
Richmond.

J.

Anderson, Anderson

— Confidential.

theatre.
theatre.
theatre.
theatre.
theatre.
Rico theatre.

L.

— William Wiske, Community
—
Duncan, E. E. Jackson
Mo. — F. G. Weary, Farris theatre.
Wis.

Ala.
W. H.
Co. Theatre.

—
—

Rittman, Ohio. A. J. Goffint, Goffint theatre.
Richland, Mo.
Roy L. Parsons, Gem theatre.
Rochester,
Texas. R.
A.
Greenwade,
Rochester

—

theatre.

July 20, 1929

Three Oaks, Mich.— Frank E. Lee, Lee's theatre
Tacoma, Wash. Confidential.
Tacoma, Wash. Confidential.
Tacoma, Wash. Confidential.

—
—
—
Texas. — Confidential.
Tekoa, Wash. — Rex R. Hevel, Empire theatre.
Tillamook, Ore. — Dude's Coliseum theatre.
Tama, Iowa. — W. Mansfield, Idle Hour theatre
Takowa Park, D. C— G. G.
Takowa theatre
Timpson, Texas. — C. D. McElfatrick, Victory
Trail, B. C, Can. — A. Lauriente, Rialto theatre
Topeka, Kan. — W. W. Jencks, Jayhawk theatre.
Tryon, Okla. — Liberty theatre.
Twin Falls, Idaho. — Joe Koehler, Idaho theatre.
Tooele, Utah. — John
Strand theatre.
Tacoma, Wash. — A. K. Wolfenden and C. P. Marwin
Victory theatre.
Tampa,
— Guy A. Kenimed, Tampa theatre.
Texas. — Confidential.
Piatt,

theatre.

Gillette,

J.

Fla.

— L. Clawson, Orpheum theatre.
— Confidential.
— Confidential.
— Confidential.
Odebolt, Iowa. —
H. Feldham, Princess theatre.
Ohio. — Confidential.

Ogden, Utah.
Omaha, Neb.
Omaha, Neb.
Omaha, Neb.

F.

J.

—

Okala, Fla.
L. Jenkins, Etta theatre.
Ohio.
Confidential.

—

theatre.

Okeechobee, Fla.— W. H. Russell, Park theatre.
Orofino, Idaho.
J. H. Miller, Rex theatre.
Oak Harbor, Ohio. E. A. Eley, Royal theatre.
Olympia, Wash. Confidential.
Oklahoma. Confidential.
Oil City, Pa.
George J. Veech, Drake theatre.
Oak Grove, La. D. W. Fiske, Fiske theatre.
Oregon. Confidential.

— —
—
—
—
—

—
—
view Park theatre.
—
Russell Armentrout, K. P. theatre.
Prague, Neb. — Anton Kaspar, National Hall AssociaPhiladelphia, Pa. — Harry Heirsch, Spruce theatre.
Ponchatoula, La. — E. A. Anthony, Ideal theatre.
Pickens,
C. — W. L. Matheny, Alexandria theatre.
Plaquemine, La. — Confidential.
Pottsville, Pa. — W. B. Shugars, Hollywood theatre.
Portland, Ore. — C. M. Dunn, Capital theatre.
Portland, Ore. — Confidential.
Perdido, Ala. — E.
Havard, Perdido theatre.
Providence, R.
—Jacob Conn, Conn's Olympia
theatre.
Plaquemine, La. — Confidential.
Pratt, Kan. — W. E. Diamond.
Paterson, N.
—A. Louis Ginsberg, Grand theatre.
Parker,
D.— P. E. Estee,
T. theatre.
Platte City, Neb. —Joe Nash, Mainstreet theatre.
Pennsylvania. — Confidential.
Plattsburg, Mo. — Thompson & Co., Opera House.
Princeton, Cal. — C.
Riverside theatre.
Plymouth,
— M. M. McDonell,
Monk, Metropolitan theatre.
Pierre,
D. —
E. Hippie, Bijou theatre.
Pennsylvania. — Confidential.
Pulaski, Va. — Dalton theatre.
Pikeville, Ky. — G. C. Scott, Weddington and Liberty
theatres.
Petersburg, Va. — W. F. Harris. Palace theatre.
Parma, Idaho. — N. E. Leigh, Liberty theatre.
Provo, Utah. — R. E. Sutton, Strand theatre.
Poland, N. Y. —
McLaughlin, Lindy theatre.
Pennsylvania. — Confidential.
Pierre,
D. — Charles Lee Hyde, Grand theatre.
Perry, Mo. — Fred M. Rich, Strand theatre.
Pulaski, Iowa. —Townshend theatre.
Portsmouth, Va. — Confidential.
Phillipsburg, N.
—
Atkinson, Chambers Street
Pigeon, Mich.
Wesley Thiel, Gem theatre.
Perry, Fla.
George E. Porter, Temple theatre.
Pensacola, Fla.
Borras Amusement Association, Bay-

—

Pittsfield,

111.

tion.

S.

S.

I.

J.

S.

S.

J.

III.

S.

J.

J.

J.

S.

D. O.

J.

theatre.

—

Providence, R. I. Edward L. Reed, Strand theatre.
Paris, Ark.
G. Carey. Strand theatre.
Pisgah, Iowa.
J. E. Holben, Strand theatre.
Providence, R. I. La Sivena theatre.
Bader,
Whiteway
Peach
Orchard,
Ark. W.
G.

—

theatre.

— —

—

—

Pennsylvania.
Confidential.
Petersburg, Alaska.
Rasmus Enge, Variety theatre.
W. Neithold, Liberty theatre.
Plainfield. N. J.
Proctor, Vt. A. T. Post, Sutherland theatre.
Charles Born, Elks theatre.
Prescott, Ariz.
Paris, Mo.
R. I. Colburn, Opera House.

—

St.
St.

Paul, Minn.
Paul, Minn.

——

— —

Quebec Province.
Ouitague,
Quincy, 111.

Queen

III.

theatre.

theatre.

Myron

J.

Dourte, Millicent theatre.

— Confidential.
Robertsdale, Ala. — L. Glendinning, Grand theatre.
Racine, Wis. — H. Compton Miller, Granada theatre.
D. — Rex theatre.
Rapid City,
B. Kendall, Kidd Astor Amusement
Ruston, La. —
theatre.
Astor
Co.,
Lachman, Reno theatre.
Reno, Nev. — Sol
Radford, Va. — H. F. Sembler (now out of business).
E. Prince, Regent theatre.
Regent, N. D. —
Richlands, Va. — R. G. Flanarv, Star theatre.
Essaness
F.
McParland,
Rushville,
Neb. —
Rochester, N. Y. — James E. Duncan, Lincoln theatre.
Rochester, N. Y. — Confidential.
Robesonia, Pa. — R. G. Powell, Pioneer theatre.
Rock Lake, N. D. — O. W. Moore, Rock Lake theatre.

Rush

City,

Minn.

—
——
—

St. Maries, Idaho.
Fulton Cook, Bungalo theatre.
Schoharie. N. Y.
Confidential.
Sumner, Miss. R. W. Tyson, Strand theatre.
Shawnee, Okla. A. B. Momand, Momand Theatres,
Inc., operating in 10 cities:
Savoy at Shawnee.
State at Pawhuska, Key at Wewoka, Grand at
Holdenville. State at Seminole, Liberty at Alva,
Rialto at Clinton, Circle at Oklahoma City, Liberty
at Hartshorne, and Derrick at Maud (Derrick under construction).
Stanley, Wis.
Tom Foster. Star theatre.
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Ray M. Hendry, Victory

—

—

theatre.

theatre.
— Mrs Tulia Dado, Capitol
— William Dobb, Lyric theatre.
Slaton. Texas. — R. M. Smith, Palace theatre.
Superior, Wis. — Frank C. Buckley, Princess.
Sarasota, Fla. — A. P. Talley, Edwards theatre.
Selkirk, Man., Can. — Confidential.
Springdale, Ark. — Confidential.
Summersville, W. Va. — Okey V. Ward, Ward theatre.
Stuart, Va. — H. L. Gilbert, Lyric theatre.
Petersburg. Fla. — B. H. Trumbull. Palace theatre.
Hancock, Lyric theatre.
Stuart, Fla. — C.
Saskatoon. Sask., Can. — Confidential.

Sheppton, Pa.

Shenandoah, Pa.

St.

F.

—Leo M. Ludcke,
Day. Gem
Peter. Minn. — W.
Ludcke
Stewardson.
—
Liberty
Stratford, Texas. — G. A. Hart, Roxy theatre.
Pa. — O.
Lyric
Springfield,
—G. Frank Lundy, New
Shamokin, Pa. — New Majestic
Socorro, N. M.
St.

St.

theatre.
theatre.

J.

theatre.

111.

Clair.

J.

Miller,

theatre.

theatre.

C.

S.

theatre.

—

Savage, Ind. G. E. Cooper, Baldwin theatre.
Shoshone, Idaho. D. W. Wilson, Baugh theatre.
Stanberry. Mo.
F. M. Meyer, Princess theatre.
Storm Lake, Iowa. Confidential.
Spencer, W. Va. Confidential.
Spencer, Iowa. H. N. Davis. Solon theatre.
Sedgwick, Maine. Guy M. Means, Eureka theatre.
Sioux City, Iowa. H. Goldstein, Strand theatre.
Suttons Bay, Mich. K. Gus Smarey, Colonial theatre.

—

—

—
—
—
—
—
—
Grand theatre.
Okla.—
U.
Saint Paris. Ohio. — A. R. Boyd, Gem theatre.
Paul, Minn. — Confidential.
Santa Rosa, N. M. — R. L. Riddle. Santa Rosa theatre.
Salt Lake City, Utah. — George E. Carpenter, Capitol
theatre.
Wash. — A. M. Dunlon. Granada theatre.
Electric theatre.
W.
Stilwell.

Phillips.

C.

St.

Seattle.

Saint Francis, J. W. Evans,
E.
Egelston, owner.
Several theatres.
Confidential.
Louis, Mo.
Confidential.
Louis, Mo.
Confidential
Louis. Mo.
Albert W. Anders, Bijou theatre.
Springfield. Mass.
Salmon, Idaho. "Philip Rand, Rex theatre.
Sodus. N. Y. Mills Brothers. Inc., Arcade theatre.
Senath, Mo
O. A. Kern. Dixie theatre.

—
—
—
——
—
—
Scammon, Kan. —N. W. Huston. Royal theatre.
Seneca,
C. — Mrs. Kenneth Richardson, Richardson
theatre.
Seattle, Wash. — Confidential.
—A. B. Casmorama, Goteherg
St.
St.
St.

S.

Sweden.

theatre.
Louis Braca,
Isle Citv, N. J.
Spencer, Ind. Tivoli theatre.

Sea

R
Ryegate, Mont.,

——
——
—
—

—

Braca theatre.

Fred Bezold, Lotus theatre.
Sheridan, Wyo.
Silver Creek. Neh.— D. F. Davis, Crystal theatre.
Salem. W. Va. J. M. Raad. Strand theatre.
Spencer, W. Va. Confidential.
Speedy Moulder, Empress theatre.
Sapulpa. Okla.
Majestic theatre.
Stuttgart, Ark.

T.

J.

S.

J.

—
—

Jr.,

Maine. — Frank
—
—
— —
—
—
—
—
—
theatre.
Virginia. — Confidential.
Virden, Man., Can. — Virden
pany, Auditorium

Vancehoro,

Gatcomb,

Tell

City,

Ind.— W. Weiner,

Rialto theatre.

Table Rock. Neb.— L. M. Greene, Table Rock theatre.
Toledo, Ohio. Continued.
Tyrone, Pa. George C. Wilson, Wilson theatre.
Torrington. Conn. John T. Scanlon. Palace theatre.
Tularosa, N. M.— A. P. Sitton, Jr., Muse-U theatre.
Texas. Confidential.
Confidential.
Texas.
Tylertown, Miss. W. J. Ilsley, Avenue theatre.
Texas. Confidential.
Tamaqua, Pa. Majestic and Victoria theatres.

—
—

—
—
—

—

—

—

Armstrong's

theatre.

Valley, Neb.
C. E. Byars, Valley theatre.
Victor, Mont.
Adam Hornung, Opera House.
Vandergrift, Pa.
Leslie M. Jones, Arcadia theatre.
Vona, Col. Fred G. Flanagan, Vona theatre.
Vinalhaven, Maine. O. V. Drew, Memorial theatre.
Van, W. Va. O. A. Schott, Van theatre.
Valparaiso, Ind.
Confidential.
Virginia.
Confidential.
Vancouver, B. C., Can. J. Lloyd Dearth, Capitol

Motion

Com-

Picture

theatre.

w
—
—
—
—
—
—
Waupaca, Wis. —
G. Lucia, Palace theatre.
Waco, Texas. —
A. Lemke, Crystal theatre.
Wisconsin. — Confidential.
Waycross, Ga. — L. B. Harrell, Lyric theatre.
West Bend, Wis. — August Berkholtz, Mermac
Wilmington, N. C. — George W. Bailey, Carolina

Wilmington, Ohio. B. R. McCoy, LaMax theatre.
Washington, D. C. Confidential.
Washington, D. C. Confidential.
Wakeeney, Kan. C. B. Kelly, Garden theatre.
Winnsboro, La. G. B. Elam, Princess theatre.
Winnipeg, Man., Can. Confidential.
J.

J.

theatre.

and

Royal theatres.
Whitehall,

Wis.— P. M.

—

Paulson, Trio theatre.

Washington, D. C. Truxton theatre.
HI.
George M. Butler, Opera House.
Winston-Salem, N. C. A. F. Sams, Jr., Auditorium

Washburn,

—

—
—W. H. Siemerling, Rex
Watertown, N. Y. — Earl Arnold, Liberty
Waelder, Texas. — W. C. Adair, Cove theatre.
Warrne. Ind. — D. A. Borden, Mystic theatre.
Waco, Texas. —
A. Lemke, Fox theatre.
Wildwood, N.
— W. Hunt, Hunt's Theatres.
Wylam, Ala. —
W. Andrews, Southern
Theatres: Wylam theatre.
White Lake,
D. —John Steichen, Aurora
Weiser, Idaho. — A. C. Gordon, Star theatre.
Walnut, Iowa. — Pruitt and King, Lyric theatre
Webster City, Iowa. — A. C. Ackeman,
Wellsboro, Pa. — Larry Woodin, Arcadia theatre.
Washington, Kan. — G. Simercinsky, Majestic
Beach,
— Irwin R. Waite, Arcade
theatre.

West Salem, Wis.

theatre.
theatre.

J.

C.

J.
J.

States

theatre.

S.

.

Isis theatre.

theatre.

West

Palm

Fla.

theatre.

—
—
—
—
—
—
West Virginia. — Confidential.
Westboro, Mass. — G. M. Beede, Strand theatre.
Wooster, Ohio. — E. P. Mott, Lyric theatre.
Wisconsin. — Confidential.
West Chester, Pa. — John M. Frere, Rialto and Opera
House theatres.
Winona, Miss. — Mrs. Max Danitts, Dixie
W. Kutil.
Woosocket, N. D.—
Washington
— Confidential.
Welsh, La. —T. C. Simmons, Auditorium
Washington
— Confidential.
Wilton, N. H.— R. W. Smith, Town Hall
Powell, Lonet
Wellington, Ohio. — W.
Imperial
Warrenton, N. C. — Theo.
Worthington, Minn. — Grand theatre.
Washington, D. C. — H. H. Silver, Liberty and Hip
podrome theatres.
D. Luna, Cozy theatre.
Wagoner, Okla. —
Wayne, Neb. — Confidential.
N. Thompson, Thompson
Wilson, Okla. —
Wahpeton, N. D. — Anton
Wilberton, Okla. —John McGinley, American
West Newton, Mass. — Newton Catholic Club
West Bend, Iowa. — T. E. Van Dyke, Orpheum
Washington state. Confidential.
Woodstown, N. J. E. W. Humphreys, Opera House.
Wilson, Kan. Vernon Baker, Wilson Opera House.
Wellston, Okla.
O. H. Coxen, Crystal theatre.
Washington, D. C. Capitol theatre.
Wilton, N. D. C. V. Daniels, Grant theatre.

theatre.

F.

state.

theatre.

state.

J.

Stallings,

theatre.
theatre.
theatre.

E.

F.

Gilles,

S.

theatre..

—

J.

Stockholm,

— Confidential.
Texas. — P. P. Rumph,
— Confidential.

u

—

Union, Neb. Clifton B. Smith, Union theatre.
Utah. Confidential.
Uniontown, Ala. E. R. White, Anita theatre.
Uvalde, Texas.
B. H. Hunter, Strand theatre.

F.

—
—
—
—

Oakland, Cal. Vitaphone theatre.
Oakland, Cal. Confidential.
Oxford, Miss. R. X. Williams, Jr., Lyric theatre.
Oakland,
Md. Bernard J.
Gondery,
Maryland

—

— Frank Dabalack, Roseland theatre.
—Confidential.
— Confidential.
Salt Lake City, Utah. — Confidential.
Salt Lake City, Utah. — Confidential.
Stanwood. Wash. — A. G. Hooper, Ideal theatre.
Searcy, Kan. —
G. Roberts, Rialto theatre.
Sheboygan, Wis. — Confidential.
Sidney, N. Y. —
D. Hutchinson, Smalleys theatre.
Salisbury, N. C. —-Walter E. Crowell, Capitol theatre.
Sioux City, Iowa. — Thos. A. Brown, Strand theatre.
Spooner. Wis. — L. W. Webster, Palace theatre.
Stonewall, Miss. — Confidential.
Sheldon,
— Clayton E. Jones, Jones and Lyons
Family theatre.
Sterling City, Neb. — C. M. Everitt, Sterling theatre.
San Marcos, Texas. — F. W. Zimmerman, Palace
Scammon, Kan.

Gilles

theatre.
theatre.
theatre.
theatre.

theatre.

—

Ybor City, Fla. Confidential.
Youngstown, Ohio. Confidential.
Youngstown, Ohio. Confidential.
Yates Center, Kan. J. M. Hobbs, Temple theatre.
C.
V. Hutchens, Community
Yadkinville, N.
theatre.

—
—
—
C—
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Commerce Division
To Aid Foreign Sale
OfAmerican Pictures
(Special to the Herald-World)

16.— A new comthe Bureau of Foreign and

WASHINGTON,

July

merce division in
Domestic Commerce has been created for the

purpose of aiding foreign sale of American
according to O. P. Hopkins, acting di-

Equipment to Play Big Part in
Exhibitors' Denver Convention
Hundred Companies Are Expected to Have Displays at Colorado
and Rocky Mountain Theatre Owners' First Annual
Get-Together Set for July 23, 24 and 25
(Special to the Herald-World)

films,

rector.

object of this new department
motion picture and allied
industries in the development of foreign marattention will be given
and
considerable
kets,
to the various phases of the domestic industry
and the interchange of industrial and educa-

The primary

will be to assist the

tional

motion pictures.

In announcing this new unit, Hopkins said
that while existing statistics do not accurately
record the dollar value of the American film
exports, it is reliably estimated that the revenues from this trade reach high in the millions of dollars each year and exports on
motion picture equipment are steadily gaining.
Clarence J. North, who has specialized in
motion picture trade promotion and is a member of the bureau, has been appointed to direct
the activities of the new division, and Nathan
D. Golden will act as assistant.

Sennett Produces

Long Comedy for
World- Wide Release
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

16.— Mack

July

Sennett

has just completed his first feature length
all-talking comedy for World-Wide release,
according to information received from the
World-Wide offices. This feature entitled,
"Midnight Daddies," represents all the resources of the Sennett organization and
boasts real production value and a highly
representative cast.
The cast of "Midnight Daddies" includes
such well known players as Harry Gribbon,
Andy Clyde, Alma Bennett, Vernon Dent,

McPhail, Katherine Ward, Rosemary Theby, Jack Cooper and Natalie
Joyce.
Alma Bennett plays the principal
Addie

feminine role and
Clyde.

co-featured

is

opposite

Andy

At Burbank Studios as
F N Starts New Program
(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES,

July 16.— More than 4,000

people are engaged at the

Burbank studios

producbe reand December 8

leased between September 1
are now in preparation and filming will start as
soon as stages are available.
check up shows that there will be 18 directors, 18 stars, 250 technicians, 270 electricians,
94 cameramen and 3,000 extras at work, with
a daily operating overhead of nearly $100,000.
The production department is well ahead of
the schedule in the making of roadshows, specials and box office hits for the Rainbow group.

A

Burke

Named

St.

Publicity Chief

Louis

forRKO

(Special to the Herald-World)

MINNEAPOLIS,

phase of the outstanding problems of exhibition
be discussed at the first annual convention of the
motion picture theatre owners of Colorado and the Rocky Mountain region,
Between 200 and
to be held July 23, 24 and 25 at the Brown Palace hotel.
300 exhibitors are expected to attend.
A feature of the convention will be the equipment exhibition, with the afternoon of Wednesday, July 24, set aside for examination of new equipment and
informal discussion. More than a score of companies already have signified
their intention to enter displays, and by convention time the number, according to indications, will reach the hundred mark.
July 16.
and theatre operation

The new problems

MINN.,

16.—
Frank Burke, manager of the Hennepin-Orpheum theatre, Radio-Keith-Orpheum, has
been promoted to the post of publicity and
July

of the

12:30
2:00

industry are

making

call as

the meeting particularly timely, while the
fact that this is the season when the exhibitor is thinking of new equipment, sound
equipment, recaroeting, redecorating and
redraping is cited in the exhibit announcement. A charge of $5 covers all costs of
an equipment exhibit, including display
space.
Frank B. Culp, 520 Temple Court,
is

manager

:30

Hills of
of Texas.

A.M.

—An

Address— President

analysis of the

can

M.
M.
M.

11 :30 A.
12 :30 P.
2 :00 P.

2:10
2:15
2:20

we pay — what

H.

new product

E.

11:00
11:30

3 :00 P.

—

—Informal

discussion by all members.
for lunch.
of committees on resolutions, finances and nominations
President H. E. Huffman.
Special announcements.
The treasurer's report.
Sound equipment Display of different
equipments Demonstration
sound
of
equipment.
(This discussion will be
conducted by an authority on the subject.
Present at this session will b2
many of the leading equipment manufacturers.)

—

7 :00

—Adjournment.
— Theatre party at the Tabor
— Special midnight preview.

—

—

—

RCA

—

Colorado.

—The Uniform Contract —Judge
—Informal discussion of the

—
Parks.
—tain
Trout Dale

- In - The - Pines,
Athletic
Games, Trout Fly Casting contest and
fishing. Novelty Games, Bathing. Golf
Tournament.
Balcony Trout-DaleBanqust Sunset
P. M.

M.

Royaltone Company, DeForest Phonofilm
and Phonodisc, Graham Brothers, Daniels
Photophone,
and Fishers Company,
Electrical Research Products, Inc., Midwest Fire Foam Company, Norton Fusible
Link Door Closer, B. F. Shearer Company,
Columbia
Armstrong
Powers
Studios,

—

11:00 A. M.
12:00 Noon

M.

unfinished business.

fiscal year and the fiscal program.
Adjournment of business session.
Meet at hotel for drive through Moun-

Seating Company, Manufacturers Agency,
Robert Morton Organ Company, Exhibitors Herald- World, Goetz Movie-Phone,

Grand.
is hoped
dimension

Wednesday, July 24
Curse of the Tent Show and Carnival E. H. Hardwick, Lyceum theatre, Clovis. N. M.
A. M.— The Control of Admission Prices John
Anderson,
Emerson theatre.
Brush.

M.—The

10:00 A.

Thurmon.
Uniform

Stores.

Contract.

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD
407 South Dearborn
Chicago, 111.
I

am

St.

a subscriber to the

HERALD-WORLD.

and identify myself with the indu?try.
Please send, postpaid, without charge the
license plate.

Name
Theatre
City

according to an announcement made by
Claud Saunders, Minneapolis division man-

State

Apand

Those who already have indicated their
plans to place an exhibit at the convention
include the following: The Johns-Manville
Company, Heywood - Wakefield Seating
Company, National Theatre Supply Company, Mohawk Carpet Company. Arctic
Nu-Air Ventilating Company. Wisconsin

(It

third

mittee.
action on resolutions.
of officers and directors.
pointment of board of arbitration

— Election

In-The-Pines.

—

—

M.

A.M. — The
A.M. —The

2 :00 P.

—
—

—

standing committees.

—what

—

M.

town, "The Aladdin."
Thursday, July 25
Report of resolutions committee, finance committee and nominating com-

A.M. — Floor

ence, Coi.

to introduce the first
picture at this time.)

10 :30

10:10

about percentage
pictures
synchronization charges
Hobart Kincaid, Rialto theatre, Flor-

— Adjournment
— Appointment

P.M.
P.M. —
P.M.

5:00 P. M.
8:00 P.M.
11:00 P.M.

10 :00 A.

10 :30 A.

Huffman.

10:30

P.M.

:30

Tuesday, July 23
Convention called to order by President
H. E. Huffman.
Welcome to Theatre Owners. Hon. B. F.

—
10:05 A. M. —
Stapleton.
10:15 A. M. — Rollcall.
10:20 A.M. — Dedicatory

dent H. E. Huffman.
in Small Towns"— W. H. Osten-

M.— "Sound

:00

Exhibitors are to attend the convention
Colorado, Wyoming, New Mexico,

A. M.

—

berg.
— "Sound
With Silent Pictures" — Frank
Fairchild.
— "The
Assessment of Sound Equipment"
2 :40 P. M.
— —President H. E. Huffman.
3:00 P.M. "Theatre Advertising" — C E. Louns— bury, Rocky Mountain News.
3
P. M. "Theatre Publicity" — A. De Bernardi.
The Denver Post.
4
P. M. — Third Dimension Pictures — R. J. Garland, Western Electric Co.
P. M. — The Fire Underwriters — Mr. Burwell of
4
the Underwriters Assn.
4:45 P.M. — Examination of exhibits.
8:00 P.M. — Theatre Party — H. E. Huffman's Up-

2:30

from

10

P.M. — Adjournment for lunch.
P.M. "The Do's and Don't of Sound— Presi-

2:20 P.

of exhibits.

Western Nebraska, the Black
South Dakota and the Panhandle
The program follows:

exploitation chief for the St. Louis division,

ager.

'will

pointed to in the convention

as

First National starts upon their new
tion schedule.
Eighteen pictures, to

— Every

DENVER,

Engaged

4,000 Persons

57

I

would

like to advertise

HERALD-WORLD

motion pictures

supplementary automobile
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At

dancing,

Curves," Paramount all
Bow and Richard Aden, directed
by Lothar Mendes.
"Pleasure Crared," Fox all talker with Marguerite Churchill, Dorothy Burgess and Kenneth
MacKenna, directed by Gallagher and Klein.
STRAND— "Twin Beds," First National all talker,
with Jack Mulhall, Patsy Ruth Miller, Zasu Pitts
and Gertrude Astor, directed by Alfred Santell.
FILM GUILD CINEMA— "Fighting for the Father-

Movement

ROXY—

—

Such reasoning, however, does not seem
applicable to the present market.
It has
not lost its discriminating quality. The
motor and copper groups, for example, and
various individual issues have declined severely. Selling pressure in almost every instance is based on doubts as to second
half-year earnings.
The strongest issues
invariably are free of such doubts.
The
best motion picture stocks logically belong
in this group.

The

The

company's

was

are
second half of the year.

began

$15,000

from

opened

May

23.

opened

May

22.

all talker,

Artists,

all

2.

Paramount,

Black

Watch,"

Fox,

all
all

talker,
talker,

WINTER GARDEN—"On With the Show," Warners,
all talker, opened May 28.
CRITERION— "The Four Feathers," Paramount,
opened June

12.

WARNERS THEATRE— "The

Drag," First National,
opened June 20.
RIVOLI "Thunderbolt," Paramount, all talker,
opened June 20.

—

talker,

all

CENTRAL—"Broadway Babies," First National, all
talker, opened June 22.
COLONY—"Show Boat," Universal, all talking, second week, p.p.
,
FIFTH AVENUE PLAY HOUSE—"Moana of the
.

,

South Sea Isles," and Menjou in "The Grand
Duchess and the Waiter."
RIALTO "Alibi," United Artists, all talker. Second
week, p.p.
CAPITOL—"The Fall of Eve," Columbia, all talker,

—

the

time, p.p.

first

firing

also firing rapidly at the bandits.

It

was

Broadway Houses

Five

thought that one of the bullets of the bandits

Playing Disney Shorts

struck the bystander.

(Special to the Herald-World)

Warners Credited with
Placing Sound on Screen
In Fitzhugh Green's

NEW
showing
subject

YORK,

There is a temporary dearth of merger
news involving the industry, although it can

"The Film Finds

be taken for granted that possibilities

the

series,

Boy,"

Warner

of

July 16.— Five Broadway
week are enlivening their
Walt Disney sound cartoons.

is

presenting

the

pre-release
the first

"The Skeleton Dance,"

the new "Silly Symphonies"
in
the Strand is showing "The Plow
the latest issue in the "Mickey

The Hippodrome and the
series.
Cameo theatre both have their bills dressed
with "When the Cat's Away," and the little
Carnegie is offering "The Opry House" to
Mouse"

Its Tongue."
Green has
devoted approximately 300 of the 315 pages to

in

Roxy

The

Book

July 16.— The Messrs. Warner are credited with the application of sound
to the screen in a new and decidedly interesting book written by Fitzhugh Green and called,

heaviest
the

YORK,

theatres this
screens with

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

made during

customarily

and

Drummond," United

Cocoanuts,"

GAIETY— "The

promiscuously
when he resisted them, although the messenger

continuing at advancing prices. The
issue is favored by persons formerly prominent in the market for the parent issue,
Radio Corporation. The latter stock, incidentally, has suffered a decline of more than
8 points in a week, due to reports that the
second quarter earnings statement will be
profits

demanded

bandits

opened

talker,

M G M,

1.

May

RIALTO— "The

atre.

is

disappointing.

opened February

HOLLYWOOD,

messenger

Broadway Melody,"

APOLLO— "Bulldog

July 16.— An innocent bystander was shot and a bank messenger was
held up by three bandits at nine o'clock
yesterday morning at Grauman's Chinese the-

Special activity in Radio-Keith-Orpheum,
based on the company's expansion plans and
on powerful pool sponsorship in the market,

HELD OVER AND REVIVED
ASTOR— "The

(Special to the Herald-World)

face the certainty of satisfactory profits for
the year.
Warner is expected to report
profits of between $7 and $8 a share.

E.

—

A

Bandits Get $15,000
At Chinese Theatre

mount, which advanced more moderately,

film with

Jameson
Dupont.
55TH STREET— "The Paul Street Boys," Hungarian
film directed by Ferenc Molnar.
CAMEO "The Oppressed," story of Spanish Inquisition with Raquel Meller.

Bystander Shot as

Fox Film, with a jump of more than 6
points in heavy dealings, and the new Warner shares have been especially favored
during the last week, the latter reaching a
new high. Both issues, as well as Para-

picture.

Thomas, directed by A.

direction are not ended.
straw in
the wind is the formation of the $67,000,000
General Theatre Equipment Company, a
concern combining International Projector,
National Theatre Supply and others. Keen
interest already is being shown in the
"when
issued"
shares
of
the
new
corporation.
this

German war

land,"

LITTLE CARNEGIE— "Piccadilly," British
Gilda Gray, Anna
May Wong, and

price level.
the late stages of a bull market it often
happens that some of the laggard groups
are brought into prominence. The familiar
explanation in Wall Street is that this
variety of tardy buying represents "public
participation" and hence is to be regarded
with suspicion.

Hill.

talker with Clara

LAURENCE STERN

N

etc.,

PARAMOUNT —"Dangerous

July 16. For the first time since the stock market turned
sharply higher in early June, the leading motion picture issues are actively participating in the speculative movement.
This doubtlessly
constitutes a belated recognition of their sound earning position and attractive

T

16.

Lane," Universal all talking, singwith Josephine Dunn, Eddie
Leonard and Huntley Gordon, directed by Robert

F.

NEW YORK,

July

GLOBE— "Melody
ing,

By

York
Theatres
NEW FILMS

MOTION PICTURE FINANCE
Active in Speculative

New

the

brothers.

its

fastidious patrons.

SECURITIES PRICE RANGE
Week Ending

July 13

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
American Seating

_
_

Brunswick-Balke-Collender
Consolidated Film, pfd

Eastman Kodak
Do. pfd
_

_
-

-

-

_

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, pfd
Motion Picture Capital

-

_

Paramount
Pathe Exchange
„
Do. "A"
Radio Corporation

Do. pfd. "A"
Do. pfd. "B"
Radio Keith Orpheum

High

900
3,000

33

6,800
34,800

Fox Film "A"
Keith Albee Orpheum

Do. pfd.
Loew'a. Inc
Do. pfd. ww

Sales

-

-

200
30,800
200
2.000
15,600
600
100
35,700
101,900
7,600
1.700
639,300
100
7.000
434,200

40%
26%
207
126

%

93%
40

122%

60%
96
25

Low
32%
39%
25%

Close
33

39%

197%.

26
201

125%

125%

86%

93%

40
115

56%
94%

40
118

59%

25

95
25

Shubert Theatres
_
Stanley Company
Universal Pic. 1st, pfd
Victor Talking Machine,
Warner Brothers
Do. pfd
cvt.

58%
66

9%

8%

8%

18%
76%
53%

18%
78%
53%
78%

Loew's war
National Screen
National Theatre Supply
Sentry Safety

39

Trans-Lux

77
36

NEW YORK CURB

Acoustic Prod
Columbia Pictures
Consolidated Film Ind
Con. Theat
Fox Theatres "A"
International Projector

50

20

100
1.900

p

63%

86%
53%
79%
40%

pf

High

Low

Close

46%

37v

42%

42
83

39%
82%

114%

62%

_

_.

_
_

83,200
9,400
7,600
1,000
32,100
36,000
100
400
26.600
8,700
2.200

114
58

50%

CHICAGO STOCK MARKET

Marks Brothers,
Morgan Litho

59%
66%

%

pri.

Sales
6.600
550
110
200
153,800
1,300

21
23

5%

21
20

3%

42

82%
114%
61%
52%
21
23

33%

31

33%

23

21%
18%
22%

27

26

29%

20%
27
30

6%
26%
25%
21%
11%

6%
26

23

18%

6%
26

19%
20
11

lit
11%

uly 20,
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PICTORIAL SECTION

Pictures

Billie Dove who has just
completed "Her Private Life," a First
National-Vitaphone production.
Her
first audien was "Careers."

Fascinating

Lina Basquette, who started her screen career in Universal Pictures, returns to the
Laemmle organization to star in "Come
Across," a society and underworld drama directed by Ray Taylor.

Al Christie, president and production
head of the Christie Film company,
snapped as he was about to leave the

He de France

Below:

who

Stories Told
by the Camera

in

its

New York

dock.

Barbara Kent, Universal player,
with George Lewis in "Two

will co-star

productions, "Flaming Daughters" and "Keep
on Dancing." These pictures are all talking,
singing and dancing productions.

Gee,

ain't

who

rose to

Mai St

he grand? says Dorothy Lee.
fame in "Syncopation," to

just finished

ture

O

RK
director who has
"Side Street," a Radio Pic-

Clair.

featuring

Tom, Owen and Matt
Moore.

Miss Phylis Crane who will have the
feminine lead in Sam Wood's production entitled "College Days." This picture will soon be released under the
G
banner and of course it's an

M

M

audien.
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You

guessed it They are the Four Marx Brothers and the lovely blonde is Miss Mary
Eaton, who are all appearing in Paramount's talking, singing musical comedy, "The
Cocoanuts." This musical was filmed at the Astoria studios, New York, and is now playing in several long run theatres throughout the country.

Hoot Gibson who

has just signed a $1,000,000 contract to make
western pictures with Universal.
He is one of!
Hollywood's most eligible bachelors, and why not, few can boast
a contract which runs into 7 figures or more. Study the picture
for further proof of his bachelorhood.
talking

all

The

First

National-Vita-

phone stock company,
composed of dancers and
singers,

who

will

be seen

in several of the musical
audiens now in production. This chorus is under
the supervision of expert

instructors

ing

and

is

a train-

school for future
audien stars.

Charlotte Greenwood, inimitable comedienne
of the musical comedy stage, will soon be
seen and heard with "So Long Letty," a Warner Brothers picturization of her greatest
stage success by the same name.

This French serving bowl was presented to Felix F.

M G M,

M M

Feist,

general

G sales convenby delegates of the
tion at the Hotel Drake, Chicago, in token of personal affection
and esteem. This is a very rare piece and antique authorities claim
it to be only one of two inexistence at the present time.
sales

manager of

uly 20,
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A

Leatrice Joy, Montagu Love and Josephine Dunn in a
scene from "A Most Immoral Lady," a First NationalVitaphone production which will soon be released.

Miss Joy recently toured the country
engagement where she made a great

scene from the first Sennett all colored, all talking comedy to be released,
which has just been completed by Mack Sennett for Educational. "Jazz Mamas"
is the title and is undoubtedly the most pretentious Sennett short subject from
the standpoint of production value. Virginia Lee Corbin is the star and is supported by Vernon Dent, Bob Seiter and Jack Cooper.

on a vaudeville
number of new

friends.

M

Scene from the "Trial of '98," a G
G production starring George Givot. In
the picture, left to right, are William Michalson, director; George Givot, star,
and William Givot, who takes the part of a judge.

Jeanne Eagels wearing a bridal nightgown of accordion pleated eggshell chiffon with inserts of real
lace, which she displays in her latest Paramount picture,
"Jealousy."

Sir Gilbert Parker, English author, who is in Hollywood to negotiate for the
production of several of his novels, was the guest of J. Boyce-Smith (left), vice
president of Inspiration Pictures and Henry King, producer and director at the

Tec-Art

studios.
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Aboard the Speeding Columbia Prosperity

Special

At the Los Angeles Convention
Los Angeles,

SHARKEY,

Jill

of

Sam

July 16.

Ex-

Pittsburgh

the

change, has been moved to the Southern
Division as a matter of personal choice,
knowing the Southern exhibitors better and
finding the South much more to his liking.

J

AAA

boys drink so much water
Echo answers, "The
before each meeting?
redhot enthusiasm of the meeting simply
burned the boys up."

Why

did

the

AAA

A

The Southern Sextet prac-

tough break.

ticed a Columbia yell for four days on the
When they stepped off
train coming here.
and were met by the other contingents, the
boys from Dixieland found their voices gone.

Accused of imbibing "red eye" they displayed
16 empty bottles as evidence that they didn't

Briskin, Harry Cohn's able
started in this racket as
auditor next film sales, then producer
and after hearing his explanation on
the
mechanical
devices
connected
with the making of sound pictures we
suggest that the State of California
hire him to head the state electrical
assistant,

—

department.

Hey, Edison, watch your

step.

AAA

AAA

have a simile drop of liquor.

AAA

Shannon Crandall, president of the Los
Angeles Chamber of Commerce, says our
women's 'wearing apparel is much sought

Jack Cohn said he was trying to think when
the next big Columbia Convention could be
Houston Duval suggested his town of
held.

after by all parts of the U. S. A.
don't
think it's the 'wearing apparel thafs sought
after so much as what's in that wearing ap-

New

parel.

Orleans, stating that it is lovely and
cool there in July but that he'd make it hot
for the gang. Joe McConnell, the big Swede
from Dublin, lightly suggested Palestine so
the Irish of Colombia could enjoy themselves
in their native land.

AAA

Hal Hodes, the demon auto racer,
wanted to bring his three-cylinder
Benz to Hollywood to show the boys
When
here what speed really was.
he saw the birds here stepping as fast
as

AAA

Louie Weinberg plays great bridge.

Yeah?
He started razzing Cecil
Maberry about Cecil's bridge game.
All

of

a

sudden Louie gets set five tricks
doubled and redoubled in a no-trump
Louie has all of a sudden
hand.
stopped razzing Maberry.

Henry Weiner

true to form.
is running
"Weiner," he immediately began putting on the "dog" in Hollywood.
Hot dog!

Nat Rothstein,

brother of Jack and
Harry, was camera shy at the start of
trip.
After experiencing one
the
taste, it took five men to drag him
away from the middle foreground of
every picture.
In fact, he had his
X-rayed
eyeteeth photographed
yesterday. It sure gets 'em all.

Cohn.

—

Maurice White of Cincinnati says he lias
unbroken ten-year record of never missing
a train or losing a grip.
He did both on

an.

AAA

Rube Jackter loves film conventions. He always makes expenses at bridge. Rube says he
hopes to be able to buy a new Buick with his
receipts from the suckers on this trip.
So
far he can't even
he's won.

buy a pint of gas on

Announcement

of

Columbia

s

demon adver-

and exploitation expert, who is keeping things bristling
at the studio end, was greeted by a
lotta guys who have known Nat for
years in his work for Universal and
FBO. Says Nat, "This Columbia
crowd does things without wasting
time.
While others are stalling on
details, the boys here have the negatives on the way to New York ready
for release."
Columbia has a great
publicity team East and West. Watch
'em go, this season.

AAA

Just at the wrong moment, the film ran
out at the station when the boys arrived on
Sunday morning.
Sound track film, too.
"It's 0. K., boys," said Harry Cohn.
"Glad
it did.
The noise these guys made would have
busted a dozen light valves, so we're just so
much ahead."

all

The boys were invited guests of
Harry Cohn at the Olympia boxing
bouts Tuesday evening, and not withAs the gang saw
out good reason.
one battler take the count, Harry
broke in with, "Listen, gang, that's a
sample of the way I want you boys to
sock exhibitors this season."

AAA

were the invited
famous Breakfast Club on
M.
8 A.
at which were present

conventioners

the
guests of

the

Wednesday

at

All

The faexecutives of the Elks Convention.
mous Tackson, Mich., Zouaves drill team went

1929-30 product

will

crowd of Columbia boys

rerr,

AAA

Hollywood boulevard

across
the
their

90-foot banner was strung

Columbia

Convention

to greet

boys

on
this palatial hotel.
"These boys step fast," remarked Mr.
Bennett, assistant manager of the
Roosevelt, when he saw that swell

arrival

at

"Welcome" banner, "and

what's more,
they are as high powered a lot of men
as I've ever seen at any Elm convention and I've seen plenty."
Thanks,
Bennett, same to you.

AAA

Another huge 80-foot "Welcome" bannei
greeted the Columbia crew when they arrivei
at the studio on Gower street.
Both banner?
were the handiwork of Nat Rothstein, who is
showing 'em a couple of Broadway exploitation tricks.

AAA

Columbia studio

officials,

headed by

Harry Cohn, outdid themselves in the
week preceding the arrival of the convention crowd in revamping and dolling up the entire studio with a crew
of nearly 200 men at work, hustling
day and night to have things ready in
time.
To the very dot, the last drape
was hung and the last rail painted and
dried when the crowd arrived.

AAA

The rousing welcome staged by

Columlii.;

Union

Pacific Depot on Sunda\
morning
for the arriving conventioi
7,
members was pronounced one of the niftiest
bits of exploitation that railroad officials ol
that company had seen in a long time frorr
any film company.
In addition to Deaton''
Golden Gate Band in a special Columbia
truck, there were 24 bannered passenger cars
ready to receive the arriving guests. Columbia's new sound truck with special camera cai
and entire sound crew were on the job.

the
July

officials at

Through

the courtesy of Mr. Cruikshanh
of the Union Pacific Railroad, tht
sound crew were given permission to take thi
sound truck out on the platform of the statia
and the men 'were photographed in sound a.
official

AAA

—

AAA

this trip.

that

publicity

Named

Nat

entire
at the

A huge

crowd of loyal twoSsted
who pledge make this coming

Earthquakes mean nothing to this convention.
The one that happened yesterday morning was a mild nothing compared to Joe
Goldberg's opening crash sales talk.

tising,

AAA

The

this

AAA

AAA

ground.

Cherbourg, France,
Tuesday,
July 9th: "Sincere regrets you unable
attend this meeting.
You'd rejoice at

year banner year Columbia's history
and place it proper place in Sun. Bon
voyage home.
(Signed) Convention
Committee and Boys.

Joe Miller (not of joke book fame) fell
hard for the Hollywood "beauts" and tried to
wrap up one or two to take home to Buffalo.
He wailed over and over again, "Oh,
why do they make 'em so beautiful? Ain't
life tough enough as it is?"

his

AAA

from

fighters

35 wiles an hour he admitted he

stood

come?

Cable sent to Joe Brandt, president
of Columbia, sailing on the Leviathan

pep of

was wise to leave his high powered
Diana safely at home in the stable.

Cecil

We

How

taining affair they ever attended.

guests
Uplifters Club on IVednesda
evening and enjoyed themselves immensely.

Ever since the boys met Sally O'Neil and
her sister, Mollie O'Day, they are all begging
to be allowed to remain in Hollywood to play
anything at all in their next picture.
One
gent said he would even carry water for the
elephants.

through their marvelous maneuvers to th
astonishment and enthusiastic approval o
the visitors. The entertainment provided by th'
Breakfast Club management was exceptionall
fine, every member of the Columbia conven
tion voting it the most novel and most enter

the rear platform of the train as 'well as on
the
wide station platform "where rousini,
cheers rent the air with Deaton's band addinc
to the din of welcome.
Still men from newspapers and railroad publicity offices snapped
shots of the entire crowd.

AAA

After a song, "Hail, Hail, the Gang's All
Here," and rousing cheers by the studio crowd
and responses by the arriving conventior
the gang moved out to the front
where Elks and their guests were pouring intc,
the city. All eyes were turned on Columbia's
parade as it moved away from the station
amid a blare of trumpets and music and
enthusiasm on all sides.
With a special
delegates,

motorcycle police escort heading the procesthe parade moved through the city's

sion,

main

streets to Wilshirt boulevard.

appear in the next issue of the Herald-W orU

:
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Los Angeles

in

At the Union Pacific station on Sunday morning.

W. Lentz, Los Angeles; Hal Hodes, director of
advertising and publicity and J. W. Drum, Los

H.

L-R.

Harry

Cohn

and

Jack

Harry

Lynn

Cohn.

Peebles, Dallas ; Duke Duval. New Orleans
S tucker. Oklahoma, and Kob Ingram. Char-

Angeles.

lotte.

L-R. Sam Briskln, production
manager, Harry Cohn and Jack
Cohn.
Cecil

Maberry,

Chicago

Poe
Weinstein. San Francisco
Shaw. Los Angeles; Phil Riter. Los
Cantwell.
San
and
Julius
Angeles,

Joe

district

manager; Joe Goldberg, general
sales manager; Jack Cohn, treasurer and Dick Anderson, Atlanta
district manager.

;

Francisco.

Parade from

Union

Pacific

station

to

Hollywoood Sunday morning.
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Columbia Passengers From Coast

Joe Miller,
Harry Weiner, Philadelphia
Rosenbaum, Albany, and Louis Astor,

Buffalo

;

Sam

;

George

Nat

New Haven.

Galanty, Washington; Jim Sharkey, Pittsburgh;
Kaufman, Indianapolis, and Fred Knispel, Chicago.

;

New York

City

Jack Bellman,

Rothstein, Hollywood, publicity; Barney Rosenthal,
Louis Ralph Peckman and Ole Olsen, San Francisco.

St.

;

Abe

M. White, Cincinnati; Lee Goldberg, Louisville; Abe Montague,
Bo6ton district manager, and John Manghan, Atlanta.

Charles Gregory, Kansas City Louis Weinberg,
Joe McConville, Boston district manager, and
New York district manager.

to Coast

Sam Rahn, Denver;
home

Herbert Kaufman, Cleveland; Rube Jackter,
manager, and Jim Rogers, Memphis.

office assistant sales

Jack Young, Detroit ; W. Weinshenker, Milwaukee ; Lee Durham, Omaha, and Ben Marcus, Minneapolis.

Clarence Tillman,
Warren, Butte, and

Portland;
J.

A.

J.

Sullivan,

Seattle;

Rick

Baker of the Salt Lake City branch of
Columbia Pictures.

F.

i
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SOUND PICTURES
Answer

to Question No.

The

PROJECTION
By

9—

NO.
What attention should be given the battery terminals? What will be the various
effects of loose terminals?

F.

H.

RICHARDSON

month, remove the connection, clean everything perfectly clean, cover the fuse and
interior of clamp with a good grade of
vaseline and replace, tightening the clamp

to the delays in the recipt of mail
while traveling only a few maybe
50 answers have been received, the
best of which is that of Charles G. Baker,
Truesdale, Mo., which reads:
"The battery terminals should be careSo long
fully examined once each week.
as there is no discoloration in the form of
greenish deposit, they may be considered
as in good condition, but once each week
be well to test the clamp to make
it will
sure it is perfectly tight.
"However, regardless of green discoloration failing to appear I would, once each

—

—

"When discoloration appears it is best to
take the connection apart, clean it and, after
coating with vaseline, replace and
tighten it up firmly.
"After replacing a connection it should
be coated thoroughly on all its exterior
surface with vaseline.
"As to the second part of the question,
a loose battery connection will of course
set up additional and unnecessary resistance, which will decrease the current output and therefore reduce the sound volume.
loose connection also will cause a lot
of noise in or at the horns, which, if the

A

COLUMBUS,
which
Columbus,
OVER
reach from
two-day drive

required a
Evansville,
we had a very fine gathering at Loevv's
Ohio theatre, but before that, at 6 p. m., Friend
Daughter and I were given a dinner at the
in

O.,

to

was attended by Mr. Edward

which

Melnicker, manager of the Ohio, P. K. Mettle,
secretary of Local Union No. 386, Robert W.
Greer of L. U. 386 and wife, H. E. Coleman,
L. U. 386, Mrs. Cecelia Pierce, Irl Gordon,
projectionist, Akron, O., and of course your
editor and his friend daughter.

We

were treated royally by the Columbus
and enjoyed ourselves as much as the
numerous telegrams coming in from Kansas,
inviting and really demanding that we visit
that state, would permit.
Wichita wired three
perfectly good wires, Arkansas City one and
Hutchinson one. They all asked that we visit
Wichita, so I guess somehow it must be manlocal,

aged.

The more

I see of the sound reproduction
projection, and the more I speak to
audiences of theatre men, the more firmly I

and

am convinced

that

done by these

talks.

jectionists
realize
detail

mean

the

of expert
in

all

urgent

real good is being
Both managers and proright, but do not altogether

very

need

for

the

application

knowledge and careful attention to
sound reproduction and projection.

of course possible that a sound producbe projected with perfect results
without a rehearsal.
Certainly
Accidents
CAN happen. However, it is so extremely
unlikely that they will be that we may disregard the possibility and say they are extremely unlikely to be.
It is

tion

No. 12
own

CAN

!

OR

I\o.

"Frequency" in sound and ivhat
the effect of frequency change

is.

looseness be considerable, will be very unpleasant. It also is possible that the looseness may tend to roughen the contact so
that even when it is made tight the contact
will not be perfect."
There, gentlemen, in this, as in all the
published answers, our readers are cordially
invited

to

they

may

that

all

of

comment and
feel

able

those

to.

who

to
I

find

add anything
very sure
answers

am

their

published will welcome such cooperation.

O.

That manager saved the trouble and expense
the chances are at least
MORE, that he lost heavily by

of a rehearsal, but
10 to 1,

—

12 Tell us, in your
words, just what is meant by

Question

firmly.

DUE

hotel

—

BLUEBOOK SCHOOL
of

QUESTION

9

so

doing.

nickel,
is

lost.

if

very seldom pays to save a
the process of "saving" a dollar

It

in
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The

on exactly according to schedule, but that rework in a plane by L. Arany, a service engineer

shoiv was put

quired some

fast

How

he did it
of Electrical Research Products. Inc.
Arany operates out of Los Angeles.

is

told below.

Here

is the Ellaiveese. plane of L. Arany, Erpi service engineer,
with which he helps exhibitors to make their starting time of programs by speeding to the theatres to answer trouble, calls. Several
service hopa are described herewith.

Speed" Is Trademark of ERPI
Service Men; Airplanes Used

66

clients

July

— Electrical

Research Products, Inc., claims to give its
Distance proves no barrier to its service engineers who,

16.

speedy service.
emergency do not hesitate to

in cases of

fly, literally

and physically,

to the trouble

center.

The

case of L. Arany,

one of the service engineers operating out of Los Angeles, may be called characteristic of the whole group according to Western Electric officials and C. W. Bunn, general sales manager of ERPI.
One Sunday in June, Arany, while in the
"Some months before this," Arany conSeattle office, received a telegram from Mr.
Charles, manager of the West Coast Theatres,
stating
that
all the tubes in the

sound equipment
the

Liberty

Centralia,
ington,
had

in

at

theatre

Washbeen

burned out.
It
was then

a

quarter to eleven in
the

morning

and

house

was

the
slated

one
were

to

thirty.

open

at

Tubes

needed in a
hurry.
Distance 97
miles and no train
till

three.

And

a

good three hours
w Bunn
by automobile.
Arany is by way of being a flyer. He
did not have his plane on hand but phoned
to Boeing field and chartered one at once.
"I drove out to the field in a few minutes," he informed this paper. "The plane
jumped into my flying
was ready.
I
clothes, tested the motor and was off for
Tacoma.
Show Starts on Time
"Due to low hanging clouds I had to fly
at a fifteen hundred foot elevation across
Puget Sound, across Tacoma and follow
the railroad line from there to Centralia
Flying south, the wind was pretty strong
against me and the trip took an hour and
minutes.
"Russell Carlson, our service engineer on
this particular theatre was with me.
Mr.
Charles met us at the Centralia airport and
took us to the theatre in his car.

five

"The show went

off on time.
the return trip the wind was with us
and it was only 34 minutes before the
wheels of the little ship touched the ground
at Boeing field, Seattle.
Elapsed time for
the trip and the repairing was two hours
and fifteen minutes.

"On

tinued, "while in the Los Angeles office.
I got a long distance trouble call from Mr.
Gleason, manager of the California theatre
in Bakersfield, 127 miles away.
It was then
eleven thirty and his show opened at two.
"The train was out of question, the bus

and I could not use my car because
mountain roads were covered with
snow and ice. So I- contented myself with
breaking all speed records out to the North
Hollywood Airport where I keep "Ellaweese," my Waco 10. I had the gas tank
filled and bundled myself into a fur suit.
The mechanic turned the prop and I
had

City Installs

Equipment

Sound
in Theatre

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

July 20, 1929

left

the

YORK, July 16.—The T. B. Sheldon
Memorial Auditorium, a motion picture theatre owned and operated by the city of Red
Wing, Minn., has gone sound and will install
DeForest Phonofilm and Phonodisc, according to an announcement made by General Pictures corporation.
The city council made a special trip to Chicago and after hearing several different makes

equipment decided on DeForest.
The
house seats 900 and good acoustic properties

of

are claimed.

2 More San Francisco
Houses to Have Sound
(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO,

July 16.— The New
Fillmore theatres of Louis
R. Greenfield are being redecorated and reequipped and will soon be given over to audien

Mission and

New

attractions.

The

installation

includes

RCA

Photophone equipment, and these houses

will

be the first to make use of this equipment in
northern California, with the exception of the
Golden Gate theatre of this city.

yelled 'contact.'

Crosses Mountains
"After a short run I left the ground and
climbed till the altimeter read 8,500 feet. I
then headed over San Fernando to Newhall
and Saugus. Picking up the silver thread
of the Ridge Route road I followed my
nose in a straight line across the mountains. The highest peak was only 4,700 feet
above sea level so I had lots of room.
"It was winter, the temperature was low
at my altitude and, in spite of fur and
leather clothes, I soon felt very cold.
"But exactly one hour and ten minutes
after leaving the Los Angeles office I
landed my ship at Bakersfield and was in
the theatre booth ten minutes later. Needto say, the show opened at two that
"
afternoon thanks to 'Ellaweese.'

less

And

—

Western

Electric will tell you,
is what E R P I servicing engineers are doing the country over. They believe that the
policy of "keep the show going"
this,

ERPI

is being maintained.
With long
distances to go in the shortest possible time
the airplane is the logical medium. Not all
the engineers are so equipped.
But, in
emergency, they do not hesitate to charter
them for the purpose. Moreover, no matter what the method of travel, the servicing
charge to the exhibitor is in no way increased. Speed or no speed, the charge remains constant.

must and

Lupe Velez Sings

in

Warners' "Tiger Rose"
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

July 16.— Warner Brotherssong writers have just completed the theme
song of "Tiger Rose," which Lupe Velez, who

being co-starred with Monte Blue, will sing.
title of the song is "The Day You'll
Fall in Love" and will be sung by Lupe in this
all talking Vitaphone
story of the famous
David Belasco stage play which George Fitzis

The

maurice

is

to direct.

Frank Tuttle Signed to
New Paramount Contract
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

July 16.— Frank Tuttle, who
has acquired flattering comment on "The
Studio Murder Mystery," was signed to a new
Paramount contract last week. Tuttle also'
finished work on the dialog picture "The
Greene Murder Case." His next film will be
"Sweetie."

Adopts Audien Policy
(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN ANTONIO,

—

The Plaza
July 16.
theatre has installed sound equipment and will
present audien programs henceforth.

;

jly 20,
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Make Your Non Sync

TALKIE
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REAL

into a

for $500.

2 Synchronized Mellaphone Turn Tables
2 High Grade Pick Ups

Fader and necessary Attachments for connecting

Turn Tables

to Projectors.

ABSOLUTE SYNCHRONIZATION GUARANTEED
Quiet Operation Long Life

Weight 150

Over 100 Theatres now

installed.

not have Non Sync Equipment,
complete installation for $775.

If

we

lbs.

each unit

you do
sell

the

MELLAPHONE CORPORATION
ROCHESTER.

N.

Y

Box 485

>9

stars

Factory. 33 So. Water

Added

to

wb Fox Movietone Air News

pedal, 'Show of Shows

Tour; Will Visit 50 Cities

NEW YORK,

July 16.— Twenty-nine more
have been signed to appear in, what is
i
be the biggest production ever made by
This
Varner Brothers, "Show of Shows."
tars

rings the total to 36.

Barrymore, George Arliss, Beatrice
Irene Bordoni, Jack Buchanan, Winnie
-ightner and Frank Fay were the first stars
d be assembled.
To these J. L. Warner has
dded within one week's time Dolores Costello,
larilyn Miller,
Monte Blue, Myrna Loy,
irant Withers, Ted Lewis and His Band,
ally O'Xeil, Lila Lee, Tully Marshall, Marian
John
Hie.

Patsy Ruth Miller, Noah Beery',
-loyd Hamilton, Ben Turpin, Harry Gribbon,
-dna Murphy, Marion Byron, Viola Dana,
oretta Young, Lee Moran, Lupino Lane,
Sert Roach, Alice Day, Molly O'Day, Betty
iryon,
Shirley Mason, Bull Montana, Ike
-ose Midgets and the Adagio Dancers.
."ixon,

Cerry Returns to Start

(Special to the Herald-World)

of the Opera''

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

July 16.— Norman Kerry has
returned from England and will start
at once upon "Phantom of the Opera"
or Universal. At Universal City, Carl Laetrile, Jr., is putting sound and dialog into this
icture, and it was very necessary that Kerry
eturn to play the dialog scenes opposite Mary
ust
•

ork

'hilbin.

also probable that

Kerry' will appear
"All Quiet on the Western Front," an all
alking special now under way at the UniverIt

is

i

:il

plant.

—

NEW YORK,

July 16. The Fox Movietone Air News has started a goodwill air tour of the country, in the interest of aviation and to make the people
more air minded. More than fifty cities will be visited and it is planned to take
pictures from the air over each city and later show them at local theatres with

sound

effects.

Unit number one consists of a Fokker airplane with a crew of four; Major
A. E. Holland in charge: Will C. Sievert, pilot; Gregory Dickson, contact man

and

cameraman.

a

stop was Hartford, Conn., where
Governor John Trumbull, known as the flying
governor, met the plane and took a short
ride.
The mayor and a number of leading
citizens formed a committee of reception and

The

first

several speakers stressed the value of airports.

The

flyers

then

made a

personal appearance

where movietone pictures
of noted aviation events were shown.
The program which is to be followed con-

at the local theatre,

sists

of

taking aerial

cities visited

"Phantom

Starts

9

(Special to the Herald-World)

-i

St.

and

later

views of each of the

showing them

in

some

watching the eastbound plane flown by Lindbergh on its first leg of the journey. This
plane was christened by Mrs. Lindbergh and
Mary Pickford at Los Angeles.
Yancy and W illiams are shown taking off
on their trans-Atlantic flight from Old Orchard, Maine, and the Chicago airmen headed
by "Shorty" Cramer, are also depicted leaving
Lake Michigan.

Two

Theatres Install

local theatre.

Frank G. Allen, governor of Massachusetts
William S. Youngman, lieutenant-governor
and Malcolm E. Mayer, mayor of Boston
will head a committee to welcome the ship
to their city, some time next week.
Flying, which holds the center of the stage
in public attention now, appropriately provides
major features in the latest issue of the
Fox Movietone News. Chief among the aviation scenes are those which give closeups of

Pacent Sound-on-Film
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

July 16.— Two theatres, the
Orange, N. J. and the Stratford
in Chicago, have installed Pacent sound-onfilm devices.
These are the first two houses

Hollywood

to

at

be so equipped.

the

the inauguration of the coast-to-coast air-rail
service started by the Pennsylvania railroad.
In sound and sight the spectator is taken
westward, going bv train at nights and then

Tennessee House Wires
(Special to the Herald-World)

GALLATIN,

TENN.,

July

16.

—

The

Palace theatre has been wired for sound and
talking pictures.

William Roth

is

manager.
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Ryan and Hobble Join
W. B. Writing Staff;
Plan Original Shorts

Off the Press

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

and

Ready

July 16.— Don Ryan and
two well known authors
have joined the writing staff of Warner
Brothers and will confine their activities to
writing original short sketches. The growing importance of short subjects on the
sound programs is worth every consideration and attention and is reflected in the
signing of these writers.
For several years Don Ryan was a title
writer in Hollywood. At one time he conducted a column in the Los Angeles
Record and later for the Los Angeles Herald.
He then joined the New York American staff. He is the author of the novel
"Angel's Flight," published in 1927 by Boni
& Liveright as well as having written numerous one act plays, short stories, critical
and satirical articles for magazines and a
series of stories published in the fan maga-

John

for Immediate Delivery

F. H. Richardson's

Book on Sound

YORK,

L. Hobble,

zines.

John L. Hobble, was signed especially
to write dialog and continuities for Vitaphone shorts.
He is the author of the

This week, the Herald-World
Bookshop is shipping hundreds
of copies of this

book

to theatre

owners and others
branches

in all

motion picture
field to fill advance orders, many
of which have been on hand for
of the

is

up

to expectations

every way.

It is

the

first

possession.

So.

Dearborn

New York

Eve-

On

All-Ta Iking A eria

Film, "The Sky Hawk"
YORK,

July 16.— Fox has started
production on "The Sky Hawk," an aerial all
Helen Chandler
production
with
talking
Reginald Dandy, Gilbert Emery, J. M. Kerrigan, Lennox Pawle, Lumsden Hare and
The picture is taken
George MacFarlane.
from the story which appeared in the Liberty
magazine written by Llewellyn Hughes and
is under the direction of John C. Blystone and

Campbell Gullan.
Several

officers

who

of the

United

States

air

France, have been
signed as technical advisors to insure accuracy
forces,

were

in

One of the scenes
in the aerial battle scenes.
depicts a Zeppelin raid over London and the
attacks made on the raiders by British aeroplanes.
One square mile has been leased in the
Baldwin estate near the Sierra Madre, for the
Two months
shooting of the air sequences.
have been spent in leveling the field and in
the erection of hangars, office buildings and
other structures necessary for the story. One
of the edifices is a replica of the Hounslow
Airdome, the British air field where most of
the pilots were trained during the war. More
than a dozen planes of the type used during
the war have been reconditioned and put into

Herald-World Bookshop
407

in the

Fox Starts Production

NEW

t

complete and informative manual
issued on the sound picture.
Order now and be among the
first to have advantage of its
in

conducted a column
ning World.

(Special to the Herald-World)

sixty days.

The book

play "Daddies," which David Belasco produced and which Warner Brothers later
He has writinto a motion picture.
ten a large number of vaudeville acts and
sketches, many which have already been
made into pictures. He has contributed to
Life, Judge and other publications and has

made

St.

Chicago, Illinois
Gentlemen
F.

Enclosed you will find $5.20 for which please send me immediately
H. Richardson's Book on Sound (postpaid). Signed

Name

Photophone Is Placed
In Shea 's Hippodrome
(Special to the Herald-World)

-

TORONTO,

Address
City and State

:

July 16.— The last of the large
theatres has been wired, this being
The
house.
Shea's Hippodrome, an R
opening attraction was Paramount's "The

downtown

KO

Studio

Murder

legians"

and

Mystery,"

with

"The

five acts of vaudeville.

Col-
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Warner Brothers Opens
New Season in August
With 5 Pre-Releases
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

July 16.— Warner Brothers'
new schedule of 35 special Vitaphone productions will be launched in August, according
To inauto Sam E. Morris, vice president.
gurate their 1929-30 product, five pre-releases
have been listed for exhibition in their Vitaphone versions during next month.
The first of the 35 Vitaphone specials will
be Sophie Tucker's "Honky Tonk" which can
be had in wired houses by August 3.
"The
Hottentot" with Victor Mapes and William
Collier will be pre-released August 10.
The
third August
pre-release will be Thomas
Meighan in "The Argyle Case." Al Jolson's
"Say It With Songs" is the fourth pre-release
scheduled for August 24.
The fifth will be
"In the Headlines" with Marian Nixon and
Grant Withers.
All the foregoing pictures will later be renationally
silent
as
pictures,
the
policy being to make each of the 35
specials in two versions, with and without
leased

Warner

Vitaphone.

Rumor

$300,000,000

and German

British

Equipment Alliance

Germany Shows Rapid Progress
In Meeting Demands for Audiens
The German motion picture industry has made rapid advancement and progmeeting the demands for audien productions. This is verified by the
new sound studio recently completed by U F A at Neubabelsberg which is comress in

pletely equipped for recording sound-on-film productions.
It is probably the
most modern and technically equipped in Europe.
Excavations were commenced on May first and since that time day and night
shifts have been working at a speed which could hardly be exceeded even in
America. The architects and contractor has to meet the same problems which
faced the Americans and in their own way overcome many seemingly impossible
obstacles.

Above

all the studio had to be sound
and isolated from all foreign and
outside noises.
Everything resembling a
window had to be avoided and special door
construction employed. Special burnt brick
was used to replace all masonry because
masonry has to be reinforced with iron,
which is a conductor of vibrations. Special
flooring was used so that ground noises
would not be registered.
Another important problem which had to

proof

be solved was the ventilation of this studio
which contained no windows. Due to their
size and the number of people employed
it
was necessary that this be given considerable
attention.
This
was finally

worked out by a special system of fans and
ducts, whereby the air is circulated through
the studio at

that

no

official

July 16.— Despite the fact
announcement has been is-

sued by General Talking Pictures, of which
British Talking Pictures is a subsidiary, the
rumor of a $300,000,000 alliance between
the British company and
of Berlin still persists.

The
the

New

Klangfilms Tobis

was cabled to the
and was run in
York Times and the London story

original

story

United States by the
published July
was complete.

2,

AP

stated

that

the

alliance

On ly4 Famous Houses
In Ontario Are

any desired temperature.
studio is arranged in the

The complete

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

Unwired

69

shape of a cross with the recording apparatus located in the center or at the
point of intersection of the four wings.
This is in a small building specially sound
proofed and isolated from the adjoining
buildings.
Operations in all four of the
stages can be observed and controlled from
this

central

station

and

with the various stages
of

signal

lights.

is

The

communication
done by means
entire

plant

is

equipped with a system of lights whereby
the director and recorder can check all disturbances and noise caused by workmen or

members

of the staff.
Along the sides of
the stages are located the dressing rooms,
technical and construction departments.
The production schedule of
F A for the
season of 1929-30 provides for no less than

U

Ufaton productions, and 8 silent films.
Emil Jannings will make one super production.
The program consists of "The
12

White

Devil," "Slaves of Passion," "The
Chauffeur Prince," "The Night of Compassion," "The Girl from Valencia," "Fleeing
from Love," "The Equator Tramp," "Mel-

ody of Life," "High Treason" and "The
League of the Three."

9 Mexican Houses Will
Pacent Device;
Foreign Market Active

Install

NEW

(Special to the Herald-World)

YORK,

July 16.— Nine
Mexico City will soon
with Pacent Reproducer Systems,
an announcement coming from
atres

in

leading thebe equipped
according to

Pacent

the

headquarters.

The houses to be wired are the Palaio, Goya,
Imperial, Teresa, Odeon, Venecia, Rialto and
Granat.

The word

that Pacent is installing in

Mexico

follows the recent announcement that it had
entered the European field with installations
in the First National foreign exchanges as
well as installations in several Italian theatres.

A

comprehensive sales program is under way
and an active foreign market is predicted.

Edwin Justus Mayer's New Play

—

NEW

YORK. Edwin Justus Mayer's new play,
"Children of Darkness," has just been issued in book
form by Boni and Liveright. The play is scheduled
for stage production next season, so the book has
been released prior to the presentation of the stage
show.

(Special to the Herald-World)

ONTARIO,

July 16.— An indication of the

development of the audien situation

in

Canada

contained in the announcement of Charles
Dentelbeck, chief projection supervisor of Famous Players Canadian Corporation, that only
four theatres of that company in the Province
of Ontario now remain to be wired. The corporation controls some 180 theatres in the Dominion, of which more than one-third are
located in Ontario.
Dentelbeck has gone to St. John, N. B., to
supervise the wiring of the Imperial theatre,
which has been acquired bv Famous Players
from E. F. Albee of New York. Albee's theatre at Montreal, the Imperial, has also been
obtained by Famous Players and has been
closed to permit wiring and other changes.
is

PREDDEY ALUMINUM REEL
2.000 FT

-14^01 Ay

AMPLE SLOTS
ALUMINUM
STRONG

fit

SIDES

LIGHT

FOR.

THREADING

Just the

Thing for
Sound

FINGER

HOLES

N. Y.

Cameramen Stage

Walter G.

FOR EASE
IN

Second Annual Picnic

HANDLING

DOUBLE
SHAFT

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

July 16.— The New York
cameramen gathered last Sunday for their
second annual picnic at Karatsonyi's Pavilion,
Glenwood Landing, at Glen Cove, Long Island.
One of the events of the day was a baseball
game between the first cameramen and the
assistants.
Prizes were given to the winners
of the various events. Edward Ruby, Herman
Obrock, Jr., Sy Seidman, Edward Bagley, William Miller, Otto Durholtz and Al Ansbacher
had charge of the entire event and arranged
the programs.

SLOTS

SCREWS

FOR.

TAKING APART

Preddey
188
Golden Gate
Ave.

SAN
FRANCISCO
CORE REPLACEABLE.

CAL.
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Down

to the Sea in

July 20. 1929

Talking Pictures on
Steamship Majestic
Shown to Passengers

Sound

Screening Given for 200
Guests Aboard Liner
Before Sailing

Special

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

July 16.— The expression
time" is so generally used that it has
become of lesser importance and usually disregarded by the average reader but in the
case of Western Electric, Universal and the
White Star Liner Majestic, "first time" can
really be applied to the inauguration of talking
pictures on transatlantic steamships.

t

"first

;

When

the Majestic sailed out of New York
for Southampton and Cherbourg, it carried a complete equipment for the
showing of audiens to her passengers.

last

Wednesday

This latest triumph of the audien was
celebrated the night before the Majestic sailed
with a special showing on the boat to more
than 200 guests prominent among whom were
Carl Laemmle, L. B. Metzger, Paul Gulick
and H. M. Messiter and Herman Stern all
of Universal David Lindsey, assistant passenger traffic manager of the International Mercantile Marine Company; P. L. Thomson of
Western Electric and W. Drake and F. L.
Devereux of Electrical Research Products,
Inc.
The picture shown was the Universal
;

"Broadway."

picture,

Daily Showing Given

As

the great liner steams toward its destination, daily showings of "Show Boat" and
"Broadway" will be given over the Western
Electric portable sound system- which has been
installed upon the boat.
Although this is the
first time that audiens have entertained passengers in mid-ocean, it is expected that all the
principal transatlantic liners will soon be equipped in order to give their passengers what
they want.
Nor is it stretching imagination
too far to believe that the giant air liners of
the near future will be similarly equipped.

The Western
jector which

is

Electric portable sound prodistributed by the Department

of Educational Talking Dealers of Electrical
Research Products, Inc., is a thoroughly compact equipment, using the film system of reproduction. The entire equipment weighs only
slightly more than 800 pounds and is contained in four sturdy trunks, no larger that the
baggage often carried by traveling salesmen.
The portable system is similar in working
principle to its larger sister equipment for use
in theatres, and reproduces talking pictures
with the same quality of sound. It operates

from either 110 volt alternating or direct
current supply, plus a 90 volt dry battery and
a 12 volt storage battery.

"Plug in" Method Used

The

equipment can be set up and put
operation in several hours.
Practically all
the connections are made by the "plug-in"
method, thus reducing the time and work of
entire

in

setting up.

One

of the features of the equipment

is

the

arrangement.
The usual
sound transparent screen is used and the horn

screen

and

horn

to the theatre horn but smaller, is
directly behind the screen. The screen
equipment is contained in one trunk and the
horn in another.
When screen and horn are
set up for operation, the screen trunk is supported on the horn trunk which also supports
the horn. The screen is mounted on a spring

similar

mounted

Eleciricul Research Products engineers setting

audiens

up the equipment on the Majestic
at sea.

to>

show

roller, similar to a window curtain roller. The
screen and horn are supported entirely upon
the two trunks, requiring no supports from
walls or ceiling.

The

entire equipment

was designed by

(Continued on page 106)

the
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SCHNITZER

President of Radio Pictures

30

Features of Major Importance

To Be Produced by
ADVANCING

with phenomenal strides
towards its production goal of 30
Radio Pictures, both musical and alltalking, R K O Productions has, in less
than four months assembled an impressive
array of stories and authors.
R K O is to concentrate on 30 productions for the season of 1929-30, each of
these to be of major importance, as Radio
Pictures
present

officials

are of the

showmanship

opinion

demands

"shows" of this type, handled with the care
and individuality bestowed on legitimate
productions by Broadway producers.
Musical productions of roadshow calibre,
listed

"Rio

as specials, are Florenz Ziegfeld's
Rita"; Vincent Youmans' "Hit the

that

only

CHARLES ROSENZWEIG

LEE MARCUS

General Sales Manager

Executive Vice President

RKO
Deck";

"High

Wormser; "Radio

River,"
by C. Ranger
Revels," an original op-

with book, lyrics and music by
Harry Ruby and Bert Kalmar; "Vagabond Lover," with Rudy Vallee and his
band; and "Night Parade," from the Broadway play, "Ringside," by George Abbott,
Hyatt Daab and Ted Paramore.
Among the major all-talking productions
announced are "Street Girl," with Betty
Compson by W. Carey Wonderly; "Uppereretta

JERRY SAFRON
Manager

of Short Subjects

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD
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world," by Ben Hecht; "Gold Coast," by
Charles
MacArthur; "Dance Hall," by

Vina Delmar; "The Very Idea," by William
Le Baron; "The Delightful Rogue," with
Rod La Rocque, by Wallace Smith; "HalfMarriage," by George Kibbe Turner; "Crucible," from "The Fire-Walker," by John
Russell.
"Tanned Legs," by George Hull;
"Wolves of the Waterfront" and "The
Toast of the Bowery," by James Ashmore
Creelman; "Hunted" from "Help Yourself
to
Happiness," by Francis R. Adams;
"House Party," with Richard Dix; "Jazz
Heaven," from "Broadway Blues"; "Side
Street"; "The Big Wow," with Ken Murray and "Framed."
In addition there will be an additional
special with Betty Compson, another with
Rod La Rocque and three more Bebe
Daniels productions of like magnitude.
All of these productions are to be done
with dialog, sound effects and music. The
dialog of "Upperworld," for example, will
be in the competent hands of Ben Hecht,
that of "Gold Coast," by Charles MacArthur.
Both were co-authors of Jed
Harris' stage success "Front Page," and
MacArthur was also co-author of "Lulu
Belle," Belasco stage hit.
Other dialog
writers who will contribute their gifts to
various Radio Pictures are Eugene Walter,
famed playwright; Russell Mack, eminen;
stage director; Jane Murfin, author of
"Lilac Time," and numerous other successes; Maude Fulton, author of "The
Humming Bird"; John Brownell, author of
the current stage success, "The Nut Farm";
and others yet to be announced.
The productions having silent as well as
dialog versions will be "High River,"
"Night Parade," "Half-Marriage," "Side
Street,"
"Delightful
Rogue,"
"Tanned
Legs," "Wandering Men," "Hunted," "Upperworld,"
"Framed," and three Bebe
Daniel specials yet to be titled.
A detailed list of the productions follows:

'RIO RITA," with stage and camera direction bv Luther Reed from the stage
production by Florenz Ziegfeld; book by
Guy Bolton and Fred Thompson, music
by Harry Tierney and lyrics by Joseph
McCarthy.
Adapted by Luther Reed,
dances and chorus by Pearl Eaton; singing chorus by Pietro Cimini; musical di-

with

dialog

to be directed

by Mai

and from story by this director.
Adapted by John Russell with dialog by Jane Murfin, lyrics by Sidney
Clare and music by Oscar Levant; chorus
direction by Pearl Eaton; Tom, Matt
and Owen Moore featured, with Kathryn
Perry, Frank Sheridan, Andre Beranger
and Emma Dunn in the cast.
St.

Clair

DELIGHTFUL ROGUE,"

pic-

torial direction by Lynn Shore, under
supervision of Henry Hobart; with dialog direction by A. Leslie Pearce from
the story by Wallace Smith; dialog by
Wallace Smith with lyrics and music by
Sidney Clare and Oscar Levant; starring

Rod La Rocque.
LEGS,"

"TANNED
Seitz

directed by George B.
from the story by George Hull.

Tom J. Geraghty.
"THE NIGHT PARADE," directed by
Screen adaptation by

Mai St. Clair from the play "Ringside,''
by George Abbott, Ted Paramore and
Hyatt Daab.

THREE BEBE DANIELS SPECIALS

as

yet untitled and with directors yet to be
assigned.
DECK," from the Vincent
"HIT
Youmans operetta by the same title,
with director yet to be assigned. Book
by Herbert Fields; music by Vincent

THE

HYATT DAAB
Advertising and Publicity Director

HOME OFFICE
SAM WARSHAWSKY

lyrics by Leo Robbin, Clifford Grey and Irving Caesar; chorus direction by Pearl Eaton. Star and cast not
yet selected.

Youmans;

"DANCE HALL,"

General Press Representative

by Vina Delmar;

per-

sonnel yet to be assigned.

THREE RICHARD DIX SPECIALS

to

be personally supervised by William Le
Baron. Stories as yet untitled; personnel yet to be assigned.
"HIGH RIVER," directed by Herbert
Brenon from the story by G. Ranger

Wormser.

"JAZZ

HEAVEN,"

from the story by
and Dudley Murphylyrics by Sidney Clare and music by
Oscar Levant; director, star and cast not
Pauline

directed by Wesley
Ruggles from the story by W. Carey
Wonderly, dialog by Jane Murfin, lyrics
and music by Sidney Clare and Oscar
Levant; chorus and dancing by Pearl
Eaton. Musical background by Gus Arnheim's
Ambassadors; featuring Betty
Compson, with Jack Oakie, Ned Sparks,
Johnny Harron, Joseph Cawthorn and
Doris Eaton and her chorus in the cast.

Forney

yet assigned.

"THE VAGABOND LOVER,"

with Rudy
Vallee and his Connecticut Yankees. Director, cast and personnel yet to be
selected.

ROD LA ROCQUE,

No. 2, temporarily
Business," from the story
by Wallace Smith with dialog by Smith.
titled, "Strictly

direc-

by Russell Mack and screen direcby Charles Cowan; from the story
by George Kibe Turner; dialog by Jane
Murfin and lyrics and music by Sidney
Clare and Oscar Levant; with Olive Borden, Ken Murray and His Gang, Morgan
Farley,
Sally
Blane, Ann
Greenway,
James Eagle, Anderson Lawler and Gus
Arnheim's Ambassadors in the cast.
"HUNTED," direction by Wesley Ruggles
from the story by Frank R. Adams to
appear in "Red Book Magazine."

"SIDE STREET,"

"THE

"STREET GIRL,"

"HALF-MARRIAGE,"

July 20, 1929

"UPPERWORLD,"

from an original story
by Ben Hecht, with dialog by Ben Hecht.

tion
tion

Bebe
by Victor Barravalle.
Daniels as "Rio Rita," John Boles as
"The Ranger"; Bert Wheeler as "Chick
Bean," Bob Woolsey as Ed Lovett,
Dorothy Lee as Dolly. There are to be
Technicolor sequences.
"THE VERY IDEA," with dialog direction by Frank Craven and screen direcrection

tion

by Wesley Ruggles from the stage

play by William Le Baron.

"RADIO REVELS OF

1929," with book

and lyrics by Bert Kalmar and HarryRuby; music by Harry Ruby.
"FRAMED," from the original story by
Charles MacArthur with dialog by MacArthur.

SIX RADIO PICTURES,

as yet untitled,

complete the list of all-talking productions to be made by R K O Productions,
Inc.

If
LEO MEEHAN
"Radiant" Director

MILES CONNELLY
Producing for "Radiant"

MILT GROSS

LOUIS BROCK

Noted Cartoonist for "Radiant"

"Radiant" Supervisor
Brock photo by Irving Chidiwf)

luly 20,

1929
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Photo by
Blank-S toller

HIRAM BROWN

DAVID SARNOFF

President of Radio-Keith-Orpheum
and Chairman of Radio Pictures

Mr. Sarnoff is President of the
Radio Corporation of America

EDDIE HORNE
Home Office Film Editor

HENRY HOBART

MAX REE

Associate Producer

Art Supervisor
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NEW RADIO PICTURES
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VICTOR BARAVALLE

PIETRO CIMINI

Musical Director

Grand Opera Conductor

WILLIAM

J.

July 20, 1929

CHARLES MAC ARTHUR

COWAN

Author of "Gold

Radio Pictures Director

Coast**

WRITERS
DIRECTORS

JAMES

A.

CREELMAN,

Author and Playwright

JR.

JANE MURFIN
Author for Radio Pictures

WESLEY RUGGLES
Director of

"The Very

Idea*'

A New

Cycle of
Progress

By DAVID SARNOFF

THE

great opportunities of the motion picture industry are the
opportunities which the new science of electrical communications has brought into view; for after all, the reproduction of
sight and sound synchronized on the same screen is the completest
form of communication that yet has been achieved. And at our
doorstep there is color and perspective. The industry is no longer
under the limitations imposed by the projection of flat, colorless
shadows on the silver screen. A new cycle of progress is before us.

GEORGE ABBOTT
Co-author of

tt

Ringside**

MAL

ST.

CLAIR

Radio Pictures Director

Stupendous Task

Well Done
By JOSEPH

I.

SCHNITZER

both dialog and musical productions Radio Picpromises to exhibitors that 30 big attractions of exceptional box office value will be presented for the season of
1929-30.
It has been a stupendous task to launch this vast undertaking.
It is my earnest belief that this task has been well done;
that it will meet the enthusiastic" approval of showmen, and in
addition will evoke the enthusiastic support and admiration of
patrons to whom the name "Radio" is a talisman of success and a
guarantee of satisfaction.

the
INtures

VINA DELMAR
Author of "Dance

Hall*'

BEN HECHT
Author of ^Vppertcorld**

fields of

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD
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HERBERT BRENON

BERT KALMER

Director of "High River"

Writer of Book, Lyrics and Music

77

LUTHER REED

HARRY TIERNEY

Associate Producer

Composer of "Rio Rita3

MAUDE FULTON

EUGENE WALTER

Writer for Radio Pictures

Author and Playwright

'

MUSICIANS

PRODUCERS

FLORENZ ZIEGFELD
Producer of "Rio Rita"

Hopes More Than
By
[T

Fulfilled
HIRAM S. BROWN

my

has been
pleasure to follow both the planning and execution of the 1929-30 production program.
Every step toward the
realization of this program has been filled for me with the most
ielightful surprises. I had hoped for productions that would reflect
in the highest degree on the name, "Radio."
My hopes
more than fulfilled. With the tried production skill of
hose who direct the destinies of Radio Pictures, I feel confident
hat exhibitors have cause for self-congratulations.

rredit

lave been

A

WALLACE SMITH

JOHN BROWNELL

Author of "The Delightful Rogue"

Writer for Radio Picture

"Rolls Royce"

Program
By WILLIAM LE

BARON

[N

planning our production program we worked on the theory
you cannot assemble a Rolls Royce with Ford car parts.
place Radio Pictures in the very forefront we knew that
>nly the biggest stories, directors, stars, artists and experts would
lave to be acquired.
And I believe that every exhibitor will agree
hat we have assembled a Rolls Royce program.
In addition to
>ur world-famed playwrights, stars, directors, musical composers,
iroducers, etc., we have allotted many millions to the sumptuous
arrying out of our program, and we are expending more than a
nillion dollars in a program of physical expansion in order to be
'repared for the fulfilment of our ambitious plans.
that

To

V
VINCENT YOUMANS
Composer of "Hit

the

Deck"

HARRY RUBY
Writer of Book, Lyrics and Music

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD
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"Attractions" Mean Profits
By LEE

THE foundation
An

of all successful show business is the "attracattractive, modern theatre, a splendid orchestra,
contribute in their
theatre as a whole.

tion."

snappy ushers and comfortable seats, all
proportionate measure to the success of the
But there is no showman living who will not
thing which draws the crowd and shows

admit that the one
the

profits

is

the

"attraction."
It is with this cardinal thought of making "attractions," that
Radio Pictures has produced 30 musical and all-talking pictures;
each of which has been launched with the individual care and attention of a legitimate stage production on which a Broadway pro-

MARCUS
ducer would have staked his

"attractions" are launched during the season of 1929-30
they will be accompanied by exhibitor-sales service as high-powwill
ered as it
be unique. Radio Pictures national advertising will
reach millions of motion picture fans. National Broadcasting Company will carry the message of Radio Pictures to from 30 to 40
Billboards, national-tieups and the closelymillions of listeners.
knit cooperation of a publicity, exploitation and sales staff will be
placed at the service of showmen in unprecedented volume. "Attractions plus service" is the slogan of Radio Pictures for the

season of 1929-30.

Shows

Shorts

By

By

SAM

JERRY
safron

WARSHAWSKY
\17HEREVER
* *

showmen have
gathered to discuss pictures

and the future of the industry,
the one great topic of discussion
has been, "what will Radio Pictures bring to us?"

The

in

AL COOKE

stupendous background
qf Radio Pictures, the welding

Darmour Shorts

of this link of

showmanship to
Radio Corporation of America
and all its vast resources of enengineering
tertainment
and

Sales

genius which includes National
Broadcasting Company, Victor

Machine
Company,
Westinghouse Electric ComTalking

By

pany,

General

RCA

Electric

Com-

CHARLES
ROSENZWEIC
me to
the exhibiFOR
tors to watch for the mar-

pany and

velous line up of Radio Picduring the season of
tures
1929-30 and to go into ecstasies
on what a wonderful array of
product we have, would be
something that you have heard

Pictures, however, Radio made
clear that showmanship was to
be the guiding principle of
R
Productions.
The vast
resources of industry were but
to be the aids, the tools, the appliances to be utilized by show
brains which understood the
heart of humanity, the demands
of the film public and the needs
of the box office.

tell

from numerous sales managers,
and it is something that every

man

of the various selling
ganizations would naturally
about his own product. You
pect
and treat statements
accordingly
this
kind
;

coming down
really

believe

to facts, don't

that

or-

say
exof
but,

you

Radio Picbe the pic-

tures next year will
tures that we have the right to
call

productions?

For example, won't you agree
with me, that for extended
runs,

Deck,"
River,"

"Hit the
Rita,"
Rudy Vallee, "High
directed
by Herbert

"Rio

Brenon, "Radio Revels," "Street
Girl," Betty Compson, "Night
Parade,"
Richard Dix, Bebe
Daniels,
Rod La Rocque,
could go right down the line

—

naming any number

— look

like

of others,

absolute box office

insurance to you for the 1929am certain that
30 season?
I
they will be, for Radio Pictures
next season in my opinion will
be as well known as the word

Radio

itself.

Photophone

all

presaged but one thing; a bid
for leadership in the world of
motion picture production.

In
appointing
I.
Joseph
Schnitzer as president of Radio

KO

The

great

adventure

is

launched.
Radio Pictures
spreads its mighty wings of
golden imagination over an industry. To a screen, revolutionized by the advent of the talkbrings,
ing picture,
through the magic of

RKO

Photophone
and
showmanship the
achievements

of

RCA

inspired

supreme
electrical

en-

tertainment.

"Rio Rita," "Hit the Deck,"
Vallee, "Radio Revels,"
"Upperworld," "The Night Parade"; Herbert Brenon, Mai St.
Clair, Luther Reed, George B.
Richard Dix, Rod La
Seitz;
Rocque, Bebe Daniels, Betty
Compson, William Le Baron,
Ben Hecht, Charles MacArthur,
George Abbott, Eugene Walter,

all.

As these

A

we approach

1929-30
subject
tremendous posoffers
field
sibilities to the exhibitor at the

S

the

season,

the
short

box office.
The theatregoing

public will

be looking for plenty of novelties and we will have them.

We

"BUGS" BAER
Writer of Radiants

will offer for release: 52

diversified subjects, which in
quality will be second to none.

RCA

The

Gramercy Studios

Export

under the direction of Richard
will offer 26 subjects,
They will comsound.
prise dramatic playlets, "Musiand
(comedies)
cal
Tabs,"

Currier,

all

in

By

AMBROSE
DOWLINC

single reel novelties.

Famous authors
the

story

featurettes,
O'Neill, O.

furnish
for these

will

material
Eugene
such
as
Henry, Bugs Baer,

Milt Gross, Al Boasberg,

Marc

Connelly and others.

The

vast

resources

of

the

Radio Corporation of America
will back the product turned
out at this studio, which in itguarantee that a high
standard of quality will be
maintained at all times.
self is a

Larry Darmour on the West
Coast will offer 26 additional
two reel shorts in sound and
silent versions. These will con-

MOWHERE

and exhibitors are firmly

The

Radio Corporation of
is
a household word
throughout Europe. Its giant
subsidiaries, Westinghouse Elec-

America

Company, General Electric
Company, National Broadcast-

ing
ing

fice attractions.

Rudy

Tierney,
Kalmar and
Ruby.
These are but a few of the
"shows" and personalities with
which Radio Pictures has chal-

Harry

lenged the attention of an industry

and

leadership.

makes

its

bid

for

con-

portance.

Witwer and thirMcGuires by Fon-

In these tabs there will be a
bevy of beautiful girls, songs,
collegiate atmosphere and good
clean comedy.
These will be
something entirely new in the
short subject field, and you can
count on them as real box of-

in

RKO

tric

ers by H. C.
teen Mickey
taine Fox.

the interest

tremendous
that
the
vinced
resources in back of
Productions must contribute to
attractions of oustanding im-

of 26 musical tabloids including thirteen Record Break-

sist

is

^ coming Radio Pictures
more keen than in the foreign
field.
Both exchange managers

Company and Victor TalkMachine Company have
made their influence felt the

world over.
Great things are expected of
us.
And the accomplishments
be equal to the anticipaWe are anxious to see the
entire foreign market expand
and enjoy a prosperity rivaling
our own. What better way to
help this market than by bringing to it with supreme artistry
such productions as "Rio Rita,"
"Hit the Deck," Ruby Vallee,
will

tion.

"Radio Revels," "High River,"
'Street Girl," "Night Parade"
and others included in the
superb production program
Radio Pictures.

of 30

uly 20,
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RKO
(

Men

directing sales of Radio

Field

Pictures are pictured on this

and the following

tteo pages.)

Men
,

P. C.

TAYLOR

General Manager. Canada

M.

J.

FRISCH

Manager, Minneapolis

SAM ROSEN

H. J. MICHALSON
Manager, Cincinnati

b.

j.

McCarthy

Manager, Philadelphia

Manager, Des Moines

E. H. WELLS
Manager, Montreal

Manager, Seattle

FRED LIND

L. E.

HARRINGTON

Manager, Dallas

HARRY WEISS
Manager,

St.

Louis

A. MARKOWITZ
Manager. San Francisco

S. H. DECKER
Manager, Winnipeg

T.

M.

ECKERT

Manager, Sioux Falls

CLAUDE

E.

PENROD

Manager, Indianapolis

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

SAM BENJAMIN
Manager, Oklalvoma City

CLEVE ADAMS
New York

Manager,

F. L.

McNAMEE

Manager, Washington

July 20, 1929

B.

J.

LEFKO

Manager, Albany

uly 20, 1929
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H. A. WASHBURN
Manager, Chicago

ROY

E.

CHURCHILL

.Manager, Kansas City

E. A.

LAMB

Manager, Portland

ART ELLIOT
Manager, Detroit

W.

S.

JONES

Manager, Vancouver

W.

H.

GARDINER

Manager, Boston

P.

M.

BAKER

Manager, Memphis

ABE SCHNITZER
Manager, Pittsburgh

SAM FEINSTEIN
District

Manager, Salt Lake
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THE STUDIO
319 Actors,

Many

with Stage
Experience, Working on Coast

Studios

!

Are Extraordinarily Active for This Period of
Year Slump Is Expected in Coming Few Weeks as
Result of Conditions in Film Market
By DOUGLAS HODGES

—

Studios are extraordinarily active for this time of year. Production fell off
last week but a greater slump is expected in the coming few weeks
due to conditions of the film market rather than to production schedules.
making three pictures. Jack White is starting
Marilyn Miller and Eddie Buzzell are

somewhat

heading their own
Both are Broadway favorites.
Rogers
J. Harold Murray, Lenore Ulric, Will
and Lee Tracy are working in feature parts at
Fox.
Vita Johanne and Robert Montgomery are
each heading companies at Metro-GoldwynMayer. Bob Armstrong and Jimmie Gleason
are in the featured roles of Tay Garnett's
picture at Pathe. Patricia Caron is their leading woman.

Chevalier Favorite at Paramount
Maurice Chevalier is the big stage favorite
on the Paramount lot. He is in the Lubitsch
Rita La Roy, John
picture, "Love Parade."
Boles and Dorothy Lee are working in various
casts on the Radio Pictures lot.
Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy are stage
favorites

who

are shooting at the

Harry Langdon goes
week.
Ethel Clayton

into

Roach

lot.

production again

this

on the Tec Art lot in a
picture featuring Francis X. Bushman. Charles
Delaney and Leo Carillo are in featured parts

Eugene Borden and Scott Kolk are
roles of a Laura La Plante picture

in

at

male
Uni-

versal.

Warner Brothers

boasts a long

list

of stage

George Arliss, Joan Bennett,
Florence Arliss, Frank Fay, Armida, George
Stone,
Pauline Frederick, Walter Byron,
William Courtenay and a number of others are
there this month.
players of note.

Well Supplied With Stage Folks
There are very few if any studios who

are
not well supplied with contract players with
stage experience.
With that kind of a situation production people are taking the Equity
situation in anything but a grave manner.
Among the 319 players who worked this
week there are less than 20, it is found, who
are screen people in the strictest sense.
Comedy lots are kept busy. The Roach
Langdon is is one, Laurel
lot is making three.
and Hardy are in one and Our Gang is in the

shooting another of the Colin
comedies with all negro cast. Educational is
is

Mack

is

under way with two new

Sennett pictures.

They

are

all

dialogue.

The music is by Irving Berlin.
greatest quartet of fun makers in
the world score a triumph in this Paramount film. Gags fly thick and fast. The
four Marx brothers, Chico, Groucho, Zeppo
and Harpo have done splendidly. Groucho,
as the witty, wiscracking hotel proprietor,
furnishes most of the laughs. He operates
the Hotel de Cocoanut at a Florida resort.
His two brothers visit him as strangers.
Groucho, thinking they are wealthy prospects for the purchase of the hotel, lets
Ryskind.

The

them have

John Griffith Wray Is
Dead; Began Career in
Pictures 18 Years Ago
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,
Wray

July 16.— John Griffith
died yesterday, following an opera-

tion for appendicitis.

Wray's screen career began 18 years ago,
and since then he has been an actor, director and producer.
Shortly before

was manager

Thomas

for the Ince

Ince's death,

Says Smith,

RKO Writer

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July

16.— The

full

swing with no

"Blue

Print of the Model Husband" outlined recently by Professor Charles C. Peters, is
but a figment of the imagination and is
utterly impossible according to Wallace
Smith, author artist and world traveler.
"The professor's theory may sound practical, but the practice is ridiculous," says
Smith.

Overnight
guests are insulted, even robbed.
dignified hotel becomes a palace of
hilarious funmaking.
Mary Eaton possesses a fine singing
The Irving Berlin number, "When
voice.
Dreams Come True," is sung by Miss

My

Eaton and Oscar Shaw. Another number
sung by the entire cast is "I Want My
Shirt."

Credit goes to the Marx Brothers for
the genuine comedy, and the ease and convincing manner in which it is portrayed.

T.

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July 16.— Henry Clive,
and Charles Chaplin have
Clive was
dissolved their business pact.
retained by Chaplin as art advisor and to

famous

One

night last

is

week

now making.
a scene called for

a huge tank of water
He refused, saying the waafter Chaplin.
Chaplin answered that
cold.
ter was too
the water was warm enough for him, but
Harry Myers will
Clive would not do it.
take Clive's place.

Clive

to

fall

into

,

Roach Studio on Vacation;
Laurel and Hardy on Tour
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July 16.— The Laure!
and Hardy team will start in August for a!
seven weeks personal appearance tour.

Making their first joint stage appearance
during the annual Roach studio holidays,
the pair will tour the Eastern cities, appearing in New York City July 27.

Hoot Gibson Signs; Gets
Million Dollar Contract

HOLLYWOOD,

July 16.— Hoot Gibson

Western

star recently signed a million dollar contract with Universal.
The contract
calls for a series of audien Westerns, leaning heavily to the comedy drama. Production begins this month.

artist,

act in the picture he

•

HACKER.

(Special to the Herald-World)

Water Too Cold; Chaplin,
Clive Break Friendship

'

restrictions,

the

he

company.

Model Husband Impossible

is

at Tiffany Stahl.

other.
Christie

one this week.
Studio City

It is a lavish singing, talking version of their famous stage hit. It was produced at the Long Island Studio by Monta
Bell.
It was codirected by Joseph Santely
and Robert Florey, and adapted by Morrie

Ring.

picture.

at First National,

Brothers,

"The Cocoanuts" cast includes Mary
Eaton, Oscar Shaw, Kay Francis and Cyril

July 16. A studio survey shows that 319 actors are
week. They are part and feature players and are for the most
part people who have had stage experience.
Of that number approximately 100 are under contract for more than one

working

"The Cocoanuts"
the four Marx

STARRING

this

companies.

PREVIEW

the

—

LOS ANGELES,

working

STUDIO

Qualitone Enlarges Plant
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July 16.—With plans
under way for international distribution of
its product, the Qualitone Corporation will
enlarge its plant and increase its sales

According to Samuel Freedman the
for Qualitone sound on film device has far exceeded their expectations.
force.

demand

:
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jly

Christie Returns,

./

Boom

of Foreign
Films Produced in U.S.

Sees

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July 16.—Upon his refrom a tour of Europe, Al Christoday stated that there will soon be a
eat boom in foreign language audiens
oduced in Hollywood. He said prepara>ns are being, made to film pictures which
have the same local appeal in Ger11
Portuguese, Italian and
Spanish,
in,
Paramount is already at work on
ench.

Bell to Direct Two and Supervise
Three at Astoria Studio
Is Appointed General Manager of Paramount s Eastern!
Plant by Jesse L. Lasky Production Active in New } ork

James Cowan

rn here

rious productions in Spanish.

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

16— Quick

action
L. R. Reeder, projectionist at the Art
eatre here, prevented a panic among the

July

•

when 2,000 feet of film caught fire,
he operator dashed from his booth to the
ont of the theatre, told the patrons of
walk out
\e fire and advised them to
ttrons,

.lmly.

Wancis Grandon, Pioneer
Serial Director, Expires
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

16.— Francis J.
randon, father of the serial motion picire and early director of Mary Pickford,
He made pictures
ed here last week.
July

Biograph, Lubin, Majestic, GriffithReliance and other pioneer pro-

>r

riangle,
ucers.

ienry Lustig Memorial

Fund Begun by Friends
(Special to the Herald-World)

CLEYELAXD,

July 16.— Friends of the late
who was president of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors' AssoLation for many years, have started a mewrial fund in memory of the pioneer showlan.
Ernest Schwartz, 513 Williamson build"lg, is handling the drive.
Ienry H.
leveland

Lustig,

langdon Marriage to Be
Recorded on Sound Film
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July 16.— Harry Langon will wed Mrs. Helen Walton and the
lal Roach studio will be on hand to record
he proceedings.

Eltinge Injured in Crash
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July
16.—Julian Elfemale impersonator and three other
tage stars, narrowly escaped death in an
utomobile
which demolished
accident
heir car.
In the car with Eltinge were
litchell Harris, Lenore Cosnova and Mrs.
inge,

Spottswood.

.

Vlack

None was

seriously hurt.

Brown Proud Father
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July 16.— A baby girl,
ane Harriet Brown, was born to Mr. and

Johnnie Mack Brown this
Mother and child are doing nicely
»Irs.

week.
it

was

"eported.

Clara

Bow

Plans Marriage

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July 16.— Clara Bow is
Harry Richman, musical comedy
ctor and night club owner of New York,
s the bridegroom to be.
The romance be-ran when Miss Bow was on vacation in
ngaged.

N'ew York.

NEW

YORK,

July

16.

DOUGLAS FOX

— Monta

Bell,

who

has been producer at the Para-

mount Long Island studio since it reopened a year ago, has signed a
new contract as associate producer and will personally direct two

L.

^uick Action Averts Panic

—

By

pictures

Urn Burns; Operator's

83

and supervise three others during the coming year, according to Jesse

Lasky.

Lasky announced the apof James R. Cowan, formerly
production manager, as general manager of
the studio.
Ten feature productions and 48 short subjects have been produced at the studio in less
than a year. The features are "The Letter,"
"The Hole in the Wall," "Gentlemen of the
Press," "Nothing but the Truth," "The Cocoanuts," "Jealousy," "The Lady Lies," "Glorifying the American Girl," "The Gay Lady," and
"Applause." In the short subjects such stars
as Eddie Cantor, Alice Boulden, Lillian Roth,
Rudy Yallee, Ruth Etting and others have appeared.
the same
AT pointment

time,

Sutro Play First
Lasky announced that the first picture Bell
would supervise would be Alfred Sutro's play,
"The Laughing Lady."
Following the Eagels' production the next
important picture that Bell is preparing for
is a Maurice Chevalier starring vehicle.
They had trouble with the glitter of the
dome at the Paramount Astoria studios recently.
One of the sequences in Mamoulian's
"Applesauce" called for 400 bald
picture,
headed men to watch a burlesque show.
There was no trouble in getting the ivory
domes. The difficulty lay in getting the cuticle
exposed to scintillate after the manner accepted as au fait in the first few rows of
burlesque shows.

And
going

spectacle of
the makeup
through the audience to polish

the

domes was

men
the

rare.

More than a thousand extras were used in
the outdoor sequences of "The Gay Lady,"
starring
Miss Lawrence and directed by
Meehan.
Gladys DuBois is replacing Blythe Daly in
the Lawrence picture.
Mark Howe is assistant director on short
features. He did a lot of work on "Over the
Top," the most pretentious three reeler that
has been

made

to date.

Marx May Make Another
Among others we saw on the Paramount set
were Groucho and Zeppo Marx who may make
another picture there in the near future,
Jeanne Eagels and, of course. Helen Morgan
and Joan Peers who are the sugar and spice
in "Applesauce."
Give Brook has signed a new contract with

Paramount and will arrive this week to play
the lead in "The Return of Sherlock Holmes,"
under the direction of Basil Dean. Following
that Brook will have the principal role in
"Escape" from the Galsworthy play.
Somewhere around town there is a little
sketch artist who is thanking his stars for the
motion pictures. He was making sketches of
the extra talent out at the Yitaphone plant
when the casting director shouted "lineup."
Someone seized him by the shoulders, pushed
him in line and shoved a card into his hand.
He found himself working for S15 a day for
a week and getting more money than he had
ever seen before. All he had to do was wear
a fancy costume and sit still.
Among shorts recently completed at the
Yitaphone studios are "The Big Paraders,"
comprising six young people whose combined
weight is close to a ton; "Just Like a Man"
with Martin May, Mary Mulhern and Sybil

Leve

;

Last Rose of Summer" and
Morn" sung by Mme. Frances Alda

"The

"Birth of
a sketch

by James J. Corbett and Neil
O'Brien
another with George Price and
Frank McNellis and "You Tell 'Em, I Stutter," with Savoy and Mann.
Ruth Mann is
Mrs. Savoy in private life.
At the Powers Cinephone Long Island
Studio Harry Delf is working on the second
of 12 newsreel burlesques.
New equipment
has been installed at the Recording Laboratories of America, a certain amount of experimental work is being carried on and Molly
Picon will make the second in her series of
shorts there this week.
They gave a party to the trade at American
Sound Studios last Friday night. We can re;

port the excellence of the refreshments. The
first two pictures recorded at the studio, one
starring Fred Ardath and Company, the other
featuring Art Landry and his Yictor Recording crew and Jean La Marr were shown to
the guests.
Captain John Noble acted as
master of ceremonies. The first of two reel
series of eight tabloid musical comedies for
George S. Gulette, Inc., was made in the
A. S. R. in the hours between midnight and
dawn. This was imperative since all the cast
was appearing in various legit and vaudeville
shows around the town and could only work
at night.

Laemmle
who has

Carl
Carl

Laemmle,

Sails
just

sailed

for

Europe, will confer with German government
officials

on

details

for

the filming

of

"All

Quiet on the Western Front," which may, or

may

not, be

made

Production

Sound

is

in

Germany.

unusually

active

at

Pathe's

Studios.

Frank T. Davis has "Fancy That"
duction, Charles

Maddock has

in proin preparation

"Fifty Miles from New York" and "Rubewhile George LeMaire is making the
final
arrangements for his next comedy,
"Barber's College."

ville,"

Four young men known on

"The
"Fancy That."
Ho," a drinkins
song written for them by Larry Conley.
Others in the cast are Bill Frawley and Earle
Dewey, fresh from vaudeville, Dagmar Oakland, late of "Show Boat," and Ray Ripley.
Guy Yoyer, Howard Carey, Nate Cole, Donna
Frye and Mrs. Guy Yoey.
the air as

Strollers," are
featured in
"The Strollers" sing "Heigh

Meehan Planning

First

"Campus

Sweethearts," with a cast of
vaudeville stars, will be the first of a number of tabloid all-singing and talking musical
comedies to be produced at the Gramercy
Studios of
Photophone under the direction of J. Leo Meehan.
Lester Lee has
written the songs and book. The entire production will be under the supervision of

RCA

Richard Currier.

Nat Carr, stage and screen player, will star
in a special short, all-talking comedy to be
produced immediately, it is announced byLouis Brock of Radiant Pictures. Carr will
be directed by Mark Sandrich.
"The Bridegroom," Marc Connelly's third
all-talking comedy has been completed.
The
cast included Connelly, William Black and

Wayne

Arey.
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THE THEATRE
White Space and Balance Are the
Points of Theatre Ads, Says
palm (both the bay wreath and
THE
Irving
goes
the hand
of Filmack Company, Chicago,
for an intelligent and wellworked-out contribution to "The Thea-

Mack

this

week

There's real box

tre."

office

meat

Monty Mac Levy

New

—

will recall also that

some

at

In the case at hand, the ad of the Stacv
Trenton, N. J., on "The Little Wild Cat"

was commended by

this department for a
sensible use of white space. That was the
only angle intended for consideration when
it

was reproduced.
agreement on

Now

comes Mack with

the matter of white
space, but with several additional suggestions, and, best of all, the same ad made
up differently by him to nail down those
suggestions.
You will find the original
Stacy ad on the left and Mack's revision
of it on the right.
full

There must be sufficient descriptive
matter in the ad to make the prospective
patron want to see the picture.
White space is essential.

Before
however,

we go into Mack's letter itself,
we want to point out some of

With these points in mind, contrast the
original advertisement with the ad as made
up by Mack. First of all, you will note
that Mack's "Hear It! See It!" balances
the theatre name and also the cast box
That
at the bottom, which he has tilted.
is for the purpose of the balance he mentions.

Mack

has eliminated the names of sev-

eral minor members of the cast
ad, both to provide against their
in the printing and also to avoid
* * *

such a

from the
being lost
crowding.

You will note also that he has moved
to the right all the type in the original ad,
and thus has made room for some descripThis he desigtive matter on the picture.
nates with parallel lines.
still
left
considerable
Finally, Mack
has
In line with this
white space in the ad.
same aim of clarity, he has changed the
box at the lower lefthand corner, moving
the words "Extra Added Attraction" to the
left and in three lines, the lines all flush
with the box border. He has shifted the
matter below "Marching On" to the right
and in even lines. He also has moved the
Vitaphone banner more to the center of
the ad, balancing the inside border of the

"I am enclosing their ad in this letter,
together with a layout of my own, using
no more cuts, but using a little more judicious distribution of type matter, and I
ask you to judge the result.
"In the first place, balance is the most
essential factor to me, in advertising copy.
In the ad you reproduce no paragraph or
unit is lined up with any other; you will
notice on my copy there are but three left-

"Hear It, See It" and the "Cast Box."
"Another item is the elimination of unessential names on the cuts.
In most cases
the names are lost in printing and they also
crowd your copy and in the long run do
not mean one iota to your box office.
"Another criticism that I could make is
that there isn't enough descriptive matter
in the ad as it stands now to make the
average patron want to see the picture.
"If 'The Little Wildcat' was a well known
advertised picture I would say that not
much description was necessary, but in this
case I believe a little more sales talk should
have been used.

"Anyway, put it
but I would

all

together

it

like to get

think so'."

THE
LITTLE

WILDCAT

After noting these changes and the obvious reasons for them, we ask you if you
do not agree and we're sure the Stacy is
with us on that that Irving Mack has contributed considerable by his comment.
We've been stealing his words thus far
in this treatise
or what have you.
Now

—
—

The

we
original Stacy

ad

refer
writes:

you

to

Mack's

letter

itself.

spells 'ap-

your reaction
to my criticism, suggestion and nerve.
" 'Maybe I shouldn't have mentioned it,'
as the two black crows would say, and
maybe you won't like my ad as well as
the other, but I can borrow another line
from MO RAN & MACK and say, 'I still
ples,'

lower lefthand box.

—

firm

to which all copy is lined up.
"If a slanted box or copy is used, a corresponding slant should be employed in an
opposite position, to balance the ad, as in

copy.

will recall the series of reconstructed

am

believer in 'white space' do I pick on you
in this instance
"In your June 29th issue you reproduce
an ad of the Stacy theatre in Trenton, N. J.

hand margins

corresponding slant should be employed
in an opposite position.
Eliminate unessential names from the
cuts.
In most eases, the names are lost
in printing and they also crowd your

ads which various exhibitors worked out
from the one submitted by Hy Shulgold
of McKeesport, Pa., for discussion some

You

Here they

comment.

Balance is the most essential factor in
advertising copy.
If a slanted box or copy is used, a

is

mighty good ideas for the writing of newspaper copy were evolved at that time.

a

are:

however, is that
no difference of opinion at
all; we agree with Mack ab-so-loot-ly, and
he agrees with us, and in addition we welcome his letter because it brings up a factor
discussed before in these columns but not
touched in connection with the Stacy ad.

time ago.

now

Island,
of the

Organ

the highlights of his

fact in this instance,

You

is

Ar-

Exchange and has
agreed to abide by the rules and orders of the club. Give him the works.
Put your copy in the next mail.

says.
To illustrate the point
we're reproducing herewith an ad and
but wait a moment.
Mack's letter comes in the form of a

there really

York,

House

what he

The

Long
member

and tells you why?
"Probably because I, too,

ing,

New

cadia theatre, Lynbrook,

in

challenge to our eommendation of the Stacy
theatre ad reproduced in this department
Now we're decidin the issue of June 29.
edly willing to admit when we're wrong,
particularly if it will benefit the exhibitor.

of the

Mack

"Do you mind if one of those pesty constant readers takes exception to one of your
excellent examples of showman's advertis-

Monty Mac Levy Joins;
Give Him the Works

to

variety)

Selling

He
Irving Mack's suggestion

:
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TO MEMBERS OF
THE H. O. E.

[The following article on H. M. Addison, a member of the House Organ
Exchange, was sent to "The Theatre" in the form of an unsolicited letter from
Henry W. Chine, newspaperman of Rochester, N. Y.]

"The Theatre" proposes the following amendment to the constitution of the House Organ Exchange:

A prominent clergyman of Rochester, N. Y., leaving the Rochester theatre
one night recently, stopped a newspaper man of his acquaintance.
"I have just had," said he, "a very pleasant experience in the Rochester theatre.
I went there on a courtesy pass extended to me, and all of the other clergymen of the city, by H. M. Addison, managing director, and I have seen a show
that I am pleased to say met in every way with my ideas of first class and decent
There wasn't a phase of the entire program that could be
entertainment.
I found, moreover,
criticized on the grounds of lack of taste or lack of decency.
that a splendid spirit of service pervaded the theatre. Everyone was courteous
and seemed honestly pleased that I had come; the man at the door, the young
woman who directed me to the auditorium, the usherette who took me to my

Each member include a
photo of his theatre or
himself with the next
house organ copy exchanged.

A

print must be mailed
"The Theatre," which
pledges itself to publish
the photographs in the
order of receipt.
(3) A snapshot is all that is
necessary, preferably one
that shows the entire
front of the theatre.

(2)

to

(4)

seat."

The newspaper man to whom the clergyman had spoken decided to make an investigation of his own regarding the policies and
practices of Manager Addison, better known
as "Addie," of the Rochester theatre. As he

Photographs of the thea-

entered the outer office of the theatre manager
he saw this sign hanging from the wall

tre staff and any subject
of interest shall be sent
to
It is

"To my co-workers
"If I'm wrong, I'm right.
I'll
be right
as often as I can. If I'm wrong too often I'll
be looking for a job."
There is no such thing as insubordination
in the Rochester theatre organization, the
newspaper man learned. On the other hand
there was a strong feeling of cooperation
among all of the employees. The writer

"The Theatre."

explained in the proposed

amendment that the aim is to
make the members of the House
Organ Exchange better acquainted
with each other than ever "The
Theatre" and the exchanging of
house organs thus far has accomplished.

The motion has been carried and
"The Theatre" wants your vote in
the form of the photographs men-

Who

tioned above.

will be

the

first?

Netoco Ushers March
In July 4 Parade, Are

Awarded

First Prize

The outstanding feature of the July 4 parade
Quincy, Mass., was the first prize winning
squad of ushers and cashiers representing Netoco of Boston.
Led by pretty girls in their
distinctive box office uniforms, the young men
won round after round of applause for the
in

military precision of their marching.

The ushers were trained by W.
of the Netoco organization,
possible to gather the entire

B.
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Atmosphere and Service Are First
Requisites of Theatre: Addison

BULLETIN

(1)

:

Savitz

and if it had been
Netoco force more

than 400 would have been in their lines. The
first prize, which they were awarded, was $50
in gold.

Orchestra Features in

spoke to Addison about this.
Calls Cooperation the Key
"Success in the managerial end of the theatre these days is largely dependent upon cooperation," said Addison.
"The manager of
a $3,000,000 or $4,000,000 theatre property,
who attempts to stand aloof and alone and
keep the wheels of progress in movement
merely by the wave of something that might
be compared to a magic wand, is very likely
to fail.
He needs every bit of help from
everyone of the employees under him."
Everyone of the employees appeared to be
on his or her toes. They were not on their
toes because they expected to see the boss
dart around the corner and find them loafing
on the job, but because they had been fully
inoculated, through the inspiration of their
leader, with the ideal of service
the very
breath and life of theatre management.
Wide Scope of Service
"Theatre employees are human beings, just
like everyone else," he said.
"I appreciate the
human element; I appreciate that it can never
be eliminated in theatre management, or any-

—

thing

else.

But, in the

management

of

my

reduce it to the minimum.
Over and over again I impress upon my employees that they are here first, last and all
the time to serve the people who pay to come
into our theatre.
This service doesn't consist
simply of seeing that our patrons are shown
to their seats courteously and promptly.
It
is
of much wider scope.
It touches every
single employee, the call boy in the back of
the house, the engineer in the basement, the
man in the box office. The house must be
made as comfortable as possible in the matter
theatre,

I

of atmospheric temperature; it must be kept
clean
it must
The billing
be well lighted.
must be attractive to the eye, the music, at all
want, I tell
times, attractive to the ear.
my employees, to create the most favorable atmosphere possible. And every minute of the
time that we are on our jobs, our efforts
should be dedicated to that end."
Addison has managed to create atmosphere in his theatre. You sense it the moment
you pass under the marquee on the way to
the ticket window you feel it strongly when
you enter the main corridor, and you are conscious of it throughout your stay in the
theatre.
It is a little difficult to define, this
;

We

;

"atmosphere."
Perhaps, however, it might
be epitomized in the brief comment of an
elderly lady, as she passed out of the theatre
one evening
"I always like to come here,"
she said. "Everyone seems so sort of glad to
:

have me."

Overcame Competition
Addison was selected as the manager of the
new Great Lakes theatre in Buffalo, which
opened two years ago.
Theatrical men in
Buffalo and elsewhere predicted that no
manager could make that house a "go," faced
as it was with the strongest sort of big chain
competition.
But despite these predictions,
Addison confidently took up the reins of
directorship and in less than a year's time had
put the Great Lakes on a most prosperous
footing and achieved, before he was retired
from his post, to enter the New York office
of the Comerford interests on a special detail,
a "smashing hit." From the New York office
of the Comerford interests Addison was temporarily

assigned

to

the

Rochester

day."

try to

Singing Ushers Provide
Feature in K. C. House
Just by way of breaking the monotony,
H. H. Maloney of the Midland theatre, 4,000seat downtown house of Kansas City, had one
of his "singing ushers" casually walk down
the aisle at each performance last week and
bask the spotlight while he sang a song.

Anniversary Program
The orchestra featured

in the

annual cele-

the Newman
theatre, Kansas City.
For their tenth anniversary program they played the William Tell
overture in conjunction with the feature attraction, "Innocents of Paris."
This overture
has been used for this occasion for the past
bration of

several
treat

the

years

for the

anniversary of

and

is

always

Newman

regarded

patrons.

as

a

theatre.

Addison has more than a quarter of a century's experience in showmanship, and he is
still, he says, "learning something new every

t^auaZ

(tell

em

with trailers
4JLERS^\

ML—-

ILmk
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Reorganization of Press Material into Sheets of Uniform

Advocated by Showman

Size for Filing
By
TT'S

all right for the producers to
exhibitors what to do, when to do

tell

WILLIAM

time.

reels.

A press book of uniform
feature:
from every company, say 8 by 10
inches, no fancy work, no colored publicity
or promotion cuts. Name of the producers
in plain black and white type on the top
The

size

of front page, then a rule, dividing the next
space across the front, with the name of
the feature even larger than the producer's
Then the exact footage, followed
name.
by the name of the author, and then the
Below this a "thumb nail" sydirector.
nopsis of the story and what sort of shorts
would "fit" properly with the feature. On
the inside front page a complete cast of
principals, and, if possible, where they were

they resided at various
times in their career. (Many managers puban actor, director or author if he
licize
even came from the state in which he runs

"Uncle Bill" Making
Cherry Sisters' Act

more complete story of
comedy or scenic (as all pic-

the feature,

a

complete
have run
both features and shorts which contained
something that I did not know of until too
late to announce something which would
have drawn in a hundred extra patrons,
and many others can say this.

tures, long or short, should give
I
details of what they contain).

Wants

Special Stunts

Third page for best plan of advertising,
suggestions as to what's best for special
What overture for a
stunts, etc., etc.
starter (if orchestra or organ is used).
What chaser. Of course the producer
would perhaps not wish to bother with so
many things he thinks are unnecessary. On
long runs in the larger theatres, what costumes would be most appropriate for the
ushers and door men or women, what decorations for the front of the house and lobby.
prices the feature gets in the larger
key cities something a local manager likes
to show occasionally to his local newspaper
people, as well as perhaps a patron or two.

What

—

—

for special localizing matter.

Entirely too much money is expended
upon press books, and to no good use, as
a local manager has to dump them into
sizes of every conceivable shape,
could have a cabinet to fit the
uniformed sized 8x10s, alphabetically ar-

one

bin,

while he

ranged, and pick out the one required

in

a "jiffy."

A complete musical suggestion cue sheet
on another page, perforated to take out for
musicians, and not separate or loose, would
Then managers couldn't
be appreciated.
say "there was no cue sheet came" with
If there is anything a
the advance stuff.
trifle too "unchaste" in the feature or com-

("Uncle

Bill")

Haas,

showman and exhibitor, in an
accompanying article written for
"The Theatre," discusses this matter
and tells his idea of a press sheet,

veteran

advocating a uniform size for

filing

purposes.

"Uncle

Bill,"

who

is

now promoting

a new theatre in Altadena, California
as well as starting production on tworeel talking and singing acts, featuring the Cherry Sisters, is very able
to
discuss this subject.
He has
trouped from coast to coast, played
the first publicly presented Edison
film in Orange, N. J., and as a publicity

should

man and theatre manager he
know something about press

edy, state what that is, just exactly where
it is in the film, and whether advisable to
cut it for the engagement, whether it would
ruin the feature or comedy to cut it. Some
towns are very finicky, and all managers do
not see their pictures in advance.
many times was I almost mobbed as the
audience passed out as well as Andy Anderson, Mrs. H. H. Chase and hundreds of

How

—

other managers. A uniformed standardized
Press Book with not over 10 pages would
suffice; and look at the expense saved. The
producer, of course, would save this, not
the local manager or press agent, but look
at the time we would save in our work

something!

that's

Should Feature Director

Now
who

for a deep

feature or
director, instead of
in

down dig
comedy

as to who is
The
shorts.

all the "dope" on the
regarding technical doers of the
film, give us a solemn, sober looking portrait of the director, we know him by name
only and the patrons of our theatres would

main

title

like to know him face to face; a few of
the titles of his best efforts previously made
would not hurt at all. Now the producer
would naturally say in regard to placing the
director's portrait, "Not much; we're giving

—

him real money now not going to spoil
him 'more yet'." Then, again, some may
realize that a boost for him helps the producer, and, as they are loaned out, farmed
out and sometimes chased out, the director's face would be on the other fellow's
films "by special arrangement with Adolphe
Zukor,"

The

my many

friends

of

the

to see our

like

names

in

the big type,

Color the Trade Journals
the producer wants to let his exhibitor
clients know about what he has coming in
the future, let him spread his colors in the
If

trade journals as is being again done lately,
as these beautiful advertisements come in
handy on layouts of the lobby, the box
office window, etc., etc., but let the Press
Book be condensed, and small. With such
a book, properly indexed in the local manager's office, how much easier life would
pass along for the little fellows, and if we
had the press book mailed to us, or could
be secured at the exchanges we visit, long
in advance, and would read them over, how
much easier it would be for that salesman
to walk into your office and know he could
get through with you in less time, because
you know something about the picture, and
live manager will pass up "reading up"
every one of them for his own good, mak-

no

ing memorandas on them and bei-ng right
ready to talk booking.
Page Will Hays!

"Uncle

Bill."

Sightless Social Club

Guest of Theatre, Hear

sheets.

The next page can have miniature designs

No need of a 6 or 8
of mats and cuts.
column sheet full newspaper size to depict
what your full page ads look like; simply
inches— of the facsimile
size
in
tell
the
of the larger cut or mat and state beneath
what the size actually would be. Of course
there are many publicity men and women
who would rather paste the regular size
reproduction on their copy, but if you get
the large mat it can be marked to fit space
"A" or "B" where it has to be mortised

A.

of

etc.

tives.

born and where

his theatre.)

we

The press sheets may be termed
the first and second grade and graduate textbooks for the education of
the exhibitor as to the story and exhibition value of a picture.
They are
his encyclopedia.
Therefore the exhibitor wants the press sheets fully
adapted to his needs, full of facts with
authentic and useful information and
not padded with press writers' adjecWilliam

Some

studios of the above lines, of course will
say that's only "Uncle Bill's" opinion, and

it

Press Book for the feature, the comedy or
even any of the shorts, including the news

Second page

("UNCLE BILL") HAAS

us

and
what and when we pay for our films and
perhaps they might listen to us occasionally, even though we are the little fellows
and they are the giants. First of all, the

•*

A.

etc., etc.

is almost as importtant as the star. In the audiens, the director might say a few words as very few of
the cinematographers, technicians, art directors
and modistes are ever remembered
by the patrons, and it is a waste of

director's face

"Broadway Melody"
The

Sightless Social Club, which is comof
about 65 blind persons of
Williamsport, Pa., were the guest of William J. Gane, manager of the Park theatre.

posed

The picture heard was M G M's "The
Broadway Melody" and in order that these
blind people might fully enjoy the production, it was handled in this manner.
Before
the performance the story of the play was
read and explained in detail, with a completed description of the characters and
the settings. The picture was then started
and all those attending thoroughly enjoyed
the music, song numbers and dialog.

After the performance the club was
taken to the home of A. G. Plankenhorn,
president of the club, where a business session was held and refreshment served.
Plankenhorn announced that once a month
some novelty would be arranged for their
entertainment.

"Caps" or "Cats" Ws
All the

Same

to Press

And Publicity Agents
a rather tame one which might
prove of advantage to press agents in the
Prior to Vilma Banky's personal
future.
appearance at the Midland theatre, Kansas
City, one of her publicity representatives admitted he had received a telegram from her
to purchase some cats.
He met her at the
Miss Banky, in
station with seven little cats.
amazement, exclaimed the telegram had been
And daily newsintended to read "caps."
papers fell on that press agent's neck for half
a column and better, "by heck."

Here's
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THE SHORT FEATURE
20 Roach
Comedies for Unwired Theatres

Silent Versions of

Releases
WEEK OF JULY 21
EDUCATIONAL— "Untitled," Mack

Sennett Talking
Comedy, two; "Joy Land," Lupino Lane, two.
G M "Oriental Motoring," oddity, one.
'ATHE "By Land and Air," Fable; two-thirds;
"House Cleaning Time," Fable, two-thirds.
UNIVERSAL "Weary Willies," Oswald, one; "Flying Fools," Collegians, No. 8, two; "Getting BusBuster Brown comedy. Stern, two;
ter's Goat,"
"Danger Line," Western Featurette, Cobb, two.

—
—

\I

—

WEEK OF JULY 28
EDUCATIONAL— "Honeymooniacs," Monty

Collins.

Mermaid, two; "Contented Wives," Al Alt, Cameo,

PATHE— "Modern
one.

Rhythm," Sportlight, one; "The
Fetters," Sound topic, one-third; "Untitled," Fable,
two-thirds.

UNIVERSAL— "Faces,"

Snappy Comedy, one; "The

Secret," Kingston, two; "Just the Type,"
Stern Bros., Mike and Ike, two; "Go Get 'Em.
Kid," Western, Chandler, two.
Pirate's

WEEK OF AUGUST

EDUCATIONAL— "Sole

4
Boy,

M G M— "Dealers in Babies," Oddity, one.
UNIVERSAL— "Weary Willies," Snappy

Juve-

two.

nile,

"On

Oswald, one;

"The Lone

WEEK OF AUGUST 11
EDUCATIONAL— "Untitled," Mack Sennett
comedy, two;

Comedy,

Collegians, two;

the Sidelines,"

"Newlyweds Pests," Snookums, two;
Rider," Featurette, Curwood, two.

Talking

"Hot Sports," Collins-Dent, Cameo,

UNIVERSAL—"Stepping
one.

High,"

Snappy

comedy,

Lake, one; "Trapped by the Tide," AdKingston, two; "The Cut Ups," Stern
Bros., two; "Just in Time," Featurette, Edmund
Cobb, two.

Arthur

venture,

Comedy Stock Company
For American Studios
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

—

YORK,

July 16.
A permanent
comedy stock company has been organized for
the production of
sound comedies at the
American Sound Studios, according to an announcement by Al. Walker, general manager.
Art Landry and his Victor recording or-

now

made

for

MGM

an announcement coming from Hal Roach. Some time
Roach decided that his entire schedule would consist only of sound releases
has changed his plans to meet the demand coming from unwired theatres
the foreign markets. These soundless two reelers will be re-cut versions of

Roach has

much

at present four production
Laurel and Hardy, Harry Langdon,
Charley Chase and Our Gang and each unit

tion

will make eight audiens.
program of 32 pictures,

waiting for the climax."

units,

recently been finished will

In addition to the

which have
be added to that

matters

less

than the

which you get over your
man tells a funny story,

is

G

M NEWS

athletes

Atlantic Beach

The Roach

studio estimates a production
cost of about $1,500,000 for the coming season's releases and $150,000 will be expended
upon improvement and additions to the
sound stages and equipment.
Each of the four production units will
have made five all-talking pictures when
the present fiscal year ends on July 27. The
studio started production of sound pictures
on March 25 and Laurel and Hardy in "Unaccustomed as
Are" was the first to

We

be finished.
In commenting on comedy production
and to their importance on the present daysound program Roach stated:
"Now that the screen can talk, we must

not let it chatter itself into disrepute.
Speedy, obvious action will always be the
prime motive of good comedy, rapid dialog
must be graded to fit, but we can't depend
entirely upon dialog or we will be like an
airplane that was all engine and no wings.
"In good comedy everything must be
short and snappy, a series of animated exclamation marks, so to speak.
Construc-

Comedy

on
Pathe August Schedule

Ideal summer entertainment is offered in
the Atlantic City frolic presented by Pathe in
"Beach Babies," a two reel talking comedy
which is the highlight on the Pathe short feature program for the week of August 4.
"Beach Babies" is a story of an estimable
gentleman in search of amusement at Atlantic
City beach and features Charles Kemper,
Evalyn Knapp and Xaomi Casey. It was produced by J. Gordon Bostock and directed by

Bradley Barker.
Pathe also offers for this same week "Three
Game Guys," a silent Aesop Film Fable Pathe
Review No. 32; "Rhythm," a silent Grantland
Rice Sportlight; Issues Nos. 66 and 67 of
Pathe News and "A Shot in the Night," the
third chapter of "The Black Book," current
Pathe serial featuring Walter Miller and Allene Ray; "Bugville College Days," an Aesop
Sound Fable; issues Nos. 52 and 53 of Pathe
Sound News and Pathe Audio Review No.
;

;

16.

NO. 95— Records scattered as star
A. U. Meet at Denver, Colorado
outboards seek United States title in

—

200-mile marathon at Peoria, Illinois Two Yankee
Pilots off in fog on 4800-mile dash over Atlantic
for Rome
267 survivors land after sea collision.

—

oversea to

mass

in

Rome
Dublin

emancipation
car
towns.
big

in
in

flyers

unseen on way

—
306,000 attend
of the Catholic

4800 mile trip
celebration

— New Orleans strikers
—Volcano pours lava

strike

fight

on

police

in

Japanese

INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL NO.

55.— Paris
rings down curtain on Miladys knees
19 thoroughbreds race in Empire city opener -Daring American birdmen, Williams and Yancey, hop for Eternal
city
$1,000,000
blaze
sweeps mountainside

——

town

in

—California.

PARAMOUNT NEWS

NO. 100.— Roger Williams
and Lewis Yancey, two American flyers, set off for
4800-mile trip to Rome
Liner rammed by Coast

—

Guard_ cutter, 267 rescued— Roy Mitchell stays in
air 174 hours
and 59 seconds, endurance mark
falls
Japan town buried in lava from overflowing

—

volcano.

KINOGRAMS NO.
Rome on

5516.— American flyers start for
Sweden celebrates
day Speed demons whirl through
Deer Park, New York John D., oil

4800-mile record flight

—

—

National flag
dust clouds in
king, celebrates 90th birthday
Army flyers
over Crater Lake, wonder of the world.

—

—

soar

The

a

are

Is Ideal Attraction

in

PATHE NEWS NO. 58.—Two

in

four,

hold A.

—Bouncing

the

way

Newspictures
ffl

and

When

ideas.
his auditors

production of the first of a
series of minature musical comedies, with Jean
La Marr. The title is "The Gob's Follies."
chestra

ago
but

original audiens.

list.

Big

Support,"

Silent versions of 20 of the 32 all-talking comedies will be
release, according to

Christie display at the
the National Elks conclave.
like a musical scale, which
has been suggested for the

national Shrine convention, held in Los Angeles, and for
This unique display consisted of flashing lights arranged
flash as music comes from the huge speaker. The idea
use of exhibitors who desire to make a flash display for
announcing talking pictures.
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GEORGE BROADHURST AND COMPANY

Metro Movietone Acts
GEORGE LYONS

"Beloved": b. "Ah.
Sweet Mystery or Life"; c. "Don't Be Like That": d.
"St. Louis Blues"; e. "Rainbow 'Round My Shoulder."
For release August 3. 1929.
646 feet.
CECIL LEAN AND CLEO MAYFIELO (80). Number: "His
Lucky Day." 1.735 feet. For release August 10, 1929.
GEORGIE PRICE (81). Numbers: a. "The One That I
714
Love Loves Me"; b. "I'm Marching Home to You."
feet.
For release August 17, 1929.
PHIL SPITALN Y and His Pennsylvania Orchestra (82).
Numbers: a. "Medley of Musical Comedy Hits"; b. "Fare701 feet.
For release August 24, 1929.
well Blues."
VAN AND SCHENCK (83). Numbers: a. "That's How You
Can Tell They're Irish"; b. "Rainbow 'Round My Shoul838
der"; c. "Ramona"; d. "The Dixie Troubadours."
For release August 31. 1929.
feet.
GEORGE DEWEY WASHINGTON (84). Numbers: a. "Just
Be a Builder of Dreams"; b. "Down Among the Sugar
632 feet.
For release September 7. 1929.
Cane."
TITTA RUFFO (85) in "Credo" from "Othello." 525 feet.
For release September 14, 1929.
September

release

Song,"

Jewel

Rose

from Faust,

Summer."

of

Broadway,"

of

(86).

1929.

21,

MADAME MARIA KURENKO
840

Numbers: a. "The
(87K
"II Boccio"; c. "The Last
For release September 28,

b.
feet.

1929.

KELLER SISTERS AND LYNCH (88).
D'Ya Do"; "Ka Rrazy for You"; c.
727

Numbers:
"If

"How

a.

Had You."

I

For release October 5, 1929.
Numbers: a. "Paradise Lost"; b.
(89).
"The Parting." 713 feet. For release Octo-

feet.

YVETTE RUGEL
"Marie";
ber 12.

c.

1929.

BILTMORE TRIO

Birds."

"Jail

860

feet.

1929.

Saxophone act. Numbers: a. "Saxophone March"; b. "Sunny South": c. "Technicalities";
For release Octo795 feet.
"Bye, Bye. Sweetheart."
d.
ber 26,

(91).

1929.

TOM WARING

Numbers: a. "Glad Rag Doll"
b.
"I'm Marching Home to You." 565
For release November 2. 1929.
feet.
TITTA RUFFO (93). Number: "L' Af ricaine. " 520 feet.
For release November 9, 1929.
EARL AND BELL (94). Numbers: a. "La Spagnola": b.
"Kiss Me Again"; c. "Blue Hawaii"; d. "Just a Mel700 feet.
For release November 16, 1929.
ody."
DUCI DE KEREKJARTO (95). Numbers: a. "Serenade"; b.
For release November 23,
"Witches Dance."
622 feet.
(92).

"Just a Garden";

;

c.

COMMANDERS

Numbers:

(96).

a.

"She's Nobody's Sweetheart Now"; b. "The Sailor's SweetFor release Novem696 feet.
heart"; c. "I'll Get By."
ber 30, 1929.

JIMMY HUSSEY

Number: "Uneasy Street."

(97).

For release December

EVANS

ROY

by Al Belasco)
Exclusive Columbia artist.
795

sketch.

December

841 feet.

1929.

7,

(assisted

in

comedy

For

release

(98),
feet.

1929.

14,

THE REVELLERS

(09).

1929.

Song" from "Dinorah"
For release December 28.

WALTER

KELLY

C.

For

feet.

release

of

"Shadow

a.

India."

714

feet.

1929.

(101).

in

"The Virginia Judge."

January

4,

1930.

AND SCHENCK

VAN

Numbers:

(100).

"Song

b.

;

803

Numbers: a. "Everything's
Going to Be All Right": b. "Ain't Got Nothin' Now":
For release January 11.
799 feet.
c. "St.
Louis Blues."
(102).

1930.

CLYDE DOERR

Saxophone

(103).

Numbers:

act.

a.

"Wed-

ding of the Painted Doll"; b. "If I Had You": c.
"Original Music." 572 feet. For release January 18, 1930.
BILTMORE TRIO (104) in "College Romeos." 853 feet.
For release January 25, 1930.

Vitaphone Acts
BROADWAY BABIES:
by Vitaphone Symphony
inclusive.
Reels 1 to 9.
ing productions.

First

ON WITH THE SHOW:
by

Symphony

Vitaphone

inclusive.
Keels
ing picture.

1

to

12.

National Vitaphone

talk-

Synchronized
Score (3321-3332).
Orchestra.
Numbers 3321-3332
Warner Bros. Vitaphone talk-

Synchronized by Vitaphone
Score (3311-3320).
Orchestra. Numbers 3311 to 3320 inclusive. Reels
First National Vitaphone talking productions.
1 to 10.
GIRL IN THE GLASS CAGE, THE: Score (3301-3308).
Numbers
Synchronized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
3301 to 3308 inclusive. Reels 1 to 8.
First National Vitaphone talking productions.

Symphony

DRAG:

Trailer (3048).
the picture
Nile" the theme song.
to introduce the cast.
production.

tured

in

OOOLEY AND SALES

Scene from the musical show fea-

and

sings

cast

"My Song

of

the

Richard Barthelmess then appears
First National Vitaphone talking

Dooley;"
X.

b.

"Polly-Molly-O."

SILK

(819)

in

"The Man About Town." Scene:
of burlesque and vaude-

Tramp comedian

Drawing room.

ville.
Clever monologue with droll songs put over in
excellent tenor voice.
Numbers: a. "The Millionaire Song;"

b.

"Oh! Oh! OH! What a Night."

ALL GIRL REVUE, THE

Band

Scene:

(818).

set.

All

Cast includes Betty Lou
and all dancing show.
Webb, a Paul Ash discovery; Lillian Price, the comedienne;
Ellen Bunting with DePaco and Kazviki, acrobatic dancNumbers:
ers; and Jean Rankin's Bluebell's orchestra.
a. "That's Her Now;" b. "I'm an Indian;" c. "Chrysanthemums ;" d 'My Pet.
KATE SMITH (817). Scene: Drawing room. Offers red
Known as "The Songbird
hot songs with a red hot voice.
of the South."
Numbers: a. "Carolina Moon;" b. "Bless
singing

*

'

You,

'

Sister."

RAY AND DOT DEAN

(816)

Exterior of cottage.
Well
doing rube characterizations.

"He's a Devil."

in

known

vaudeville

Scene:

team.

Ray

OKLAHOMA BOB ALBRIGHT

and His Rodeo Do Flappers.
Bob Albright, baritone, assisted by
Scene: Drawing room.
Rodeo Do Flappers who sing and dance with him. Numbers
a.
"My
"Salter. Dog."
:

HARRY TATE

Pony Boy ;"

*

b.

'Chloe ;"

'

c.

(767) in "The Patent Office.'
Harry Tate and
England's laughing fool.
fun makers in comedy riot.

'Lodel

d.

Scene: Office.
troupe of

his

to

Score (3161-67).
Synchronized b
Orchestra.
Numbers 3161 to 316?
7.
First National-Vitaphone talk

Score

Synchronized b
including exit
marcrj
Reels 1 to 13.
3154 i

(3141-54).

Vitaphone
Symphony Orchestra,
Numbers 3141 to 3154. inclusive.
exit march.

HOUSE OF HORRORS:

of act-]

Trailer (2990).
Louise Fazenda an.
Conklln at ouija table in spooky looking house
National-Vitaphone talking production.

Chester

OFF: Trailer (2978). Jack Mulhall, Doroth
Jed Prouty and Gertrude Astor at seaside cot
National-Vitaphone talking production.

Mackalll,

Like That."

THE

BLUE RIOGERS With Cordelia Mayberry (795).
Four mountaineers
Scene:
Interior of mountain cabin.
and a "gal from th' feud county" sing, dance and play
syncopation as It exists in the mountain country of the
Numbers: a. "Trail of the Lonesome Pine"; b.
South.

"Oh Susanna"; c. "Medley."
EL BRENDEL AND FLO BERT

In

(789).

"Beau Night."

Living
room.
"Wings,"
Comedian of
"The
Flirt" and other stage and screen successes In

Scene:

short sketch.

BEDS

TWIN

Trailer

and Zasu

Miller

A

scene.

Jack

(3020).

Mulhall.

Ruth

Patsy

picture in novel bedroom
talking production.

introduce

Pitts

National-Vitaphone

First

SQUALL, THE:

Synchronized by VitaScore (3251-3261).
phone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3251 to 3261 Inclusive.
Reels 1 to 11.
First National-Vltaphone talking production.
THE TIME, THE PLACE AND THE GIRL: Score (3208Synchronized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
3214).
Numbers 3208 to 3214 inclusive. Reels 1 to 7. Warner
Bros. -Vitaphone talking picture.

ON WITH THE SHOW:

Trailer (3060).
Initial all-color,
all-dancing trailer.
Sam Hardy
all-talking,
of picture.
Warner-Bros. Vitaphone talk-

all-singing,

introduces stars
ing picture.

Trailer (3008).
AUce White singing a number from the picture.
Also Broadway Babies
strutting their stuff.
First National- Vitaphone talking production.
CAREERS: Trailer (2980). Entire cast discusses whether a
woman is justified in ruining her reputation to aid her
husband's career.
Billie Dove speaks from the screen.
First National-Vitaphone talking production.

GAMBLERS. THE:
advance

Trailer

agent.

Entire

(2970).

cast talks in
Bros. -Vitaphone talking pic-

Warner

ture.

THREE (804) In "Blue Streaks of
Scene: Drawing room. Phonograph and vaudeBabe. Bob and Jack Hauser singing and
Numbers:
"That's What I
Sweet
dancing.
a.
Call
Music": b. "I Used to Love Her in the Moonlight"; c.
"Baltimore."
ALBERT SPALDING (801). Scene: Drawing room. Concert hall violinist playing his own composition "Alabama"
first time on screen, also "Valse In G Flat" by Chopin.
VARSITY

THE

Rhythm."

stars.

BUD HARRIS AND FRANK RADCLIFFE

(783)

in

"At

Scene:
Street.
Party."
Negro melodies and comics.
Numbers: a "St. Louis Blues"; b. "She's Mine."
IN THE GLASS CAGE. THE
Trailer.
(2989).
Loretta Young plays the girl in a motion picture box office
and Carroll Nye is her chatty boy friend.
the

GIRL

ROY SEDLEY AND

NIGHT CLUB REVUE

HIS

(796).

with Roy Sedley as master of ceremonies, assisted by
Miller,
blues singer,
and Billy Smith, eccentric
dancer.
Scene: Night club.
Numbers: a. "Blue Grass";
b. "I Ain't Takin' Orders from No One"; c. "Sonny Boy."

Beth

NORWORTH (787) in "Odds and
Ends."
Scene:
Drawing room.
Norworth of musical
comedy fame and Dorothy Adelphi, his wife, in patter and
songs of Norworth's
own composition.
Numbers:
a.
"Honey Boy"; b. "The Man and the Monkey"; c. "My
Boy."
IRENE FRANKLIN (777). "The American Comedienne."
Two comedy characterizations. Scenes:
Restaurant and
nursery.
Numbers: a. "The Waitress"; b. "The Flapper
Lullaby."

AMENDMENT, THE (776):
Comedy.
Three Broadway stars. Charles Richman, Veree Teasdale
and Hugh McConnell appear as supporters of an antigambling amendment.
Scene:
Living room.

NINETY-NINTH

LEO

REISMAN AND HOTEL BRUNSWICK ORCHESTRA
"Rhythms."

in
(770)
silhouettes

Band

Scene:

synchronized

with

set.

music.

Shadowgraph
Numbers:
a.

b. "Waters of Perkiomen"; c. "If I Had You";
"Hyo Mio"; e. "Milenberg Blues"; f. "Lonely"; g.
"Some of These Days."
MACK AND PURDY (2795) in "An Everyday Occurrence."

"Mooche";

d.

after

Parkway.
A smart guy gets
a few words with a smart lady.

CECILIA (CISSIE) LOFTUS

(792)

in

himself

entangled

"Famous Impersona-

Drawing room.
Imitation
of
Sophie
Tucker and others.
Numbers: a. "Gonna Get a Girl":
b.
"Mama Goes Where Papa Goes": c. Yiddish version of
"Mama Goes Where Papa Goes."
FRED ARDATH (785) in "The Singing Bee", rustio comedy.
Scene:

tions."

Scene:

Rustio home.
Was rube comedian of the Follies.
"I Pagliacci"; b. "Finiculi-Finicula": c.

Numbers: a.
"Bring Back

PALM

My

BEACH

Bonnie

FOUR,

to

Me."

THE:

(794).

night

club

quartet.

Club
Club.
Stars of Helen Morgan
"Some
Numbers:
a.
and European clubs.
Sweet Day"; b. "Poo-Poo-Paroop"; c. "Nobody's Fault
But Your Own."
Scene:

Garden.

Deauville.

JACK

AND

WHITE

number from

kis

own

HIS
act

MONTREALERS
at

the

Frivolity

(791)
In a
Scene:
Club.
pretty accom-

His own orchestra and two
Numbers: a. "I'm Karazy for You": b. "Mean
panists.
to
Me"; c. "Goodby Broadway: Hello Montreal"; d.
"Laugh Clown Laugh": f. "I
"Finiculi-Finicula": e.
Pagliacci"; g. "Over There"; h. "Anvil Chorus";. 1. "Rose
of No Man's Land."
Night

club.

Scene: Draw(788). In 'Typical Types."
Ziegfeld beauty and leading lady of variety
room.
Numbers: a. "Two Little Girls":
doing imitations.
Stockings."
Lost
My
"I
b. "Teas"; c.
TINY TOWN REVUE (784). Scene: Stage set. A pageant
Danolng and singing by midgets.
of the Lilliputians.
Numbers: a. "Tiny Town Opening"; b. "The Only One
to Be": c. "Miss Annabelle Lee": d. "I Scream, You
<i
Scream, We All Scream for Ice Cream."

BOBBY FOLSOM
ing

stage,

First

tage.

DUFFY AND GLEASON

(775). In "Fresh from Hollywood.'
Park.
Jimmy Duffy, comedian from "Follies." u
6hort skit.
Numbers: a. "I'm Mr. Duffy of Mr. Qallagoe
and Mr. Shean"; b. "I've Got a Horse and Comet."

Scene:

HEATHER

JOSIE

"The Character Comedienne.'

in

(744).

Drawing room.
Scotch comedienne doing thre.
numbers: a. "There's a Welcome There for You"; d
"Nervous Girl"; c. "We Have a Wonderful Girl."

Scene:

ARTHUR AND MORTON HAVEL

(769).

In

"Playmates.'

Scene: Drawing room.
From musical comedy "Just i
Minute," with characterizations of "bad egg" and "mother's boy."
Numbers: a. "I Want to Be with My Manunj
Down in Miami": b. "Heigho Ho Cheerio."
CODEE AND ORTH (757), In "A Bird in the Hand."

Scene:

Comedy

Park.

invisible

wayward

sketch of
starving boy

with

birds,

friend

lady feedlm
standing by is

agony.

KREMER

ISA

Scene:

(748).

Living

Two

room.

populai

"The Second Minuet"; b. "Little Sparrow."
(739).
Scene: Drawing room.
Star of
"Follies" and "Artists and Models" in Vitaphone debut
Numbers: a. "Where's the Boy For Me"; b. "I Loved
Your Eyes."
melodies:

a.

GRACE LA RUE

RED DONOHUE AND U-NO
Scene:

to

3128,

inclusive.

facts

FROZEN

making

to

Trailer

armchair,

in
in

Traffic Muddle.'

his mule.

(3121-28).
Synchronized icon
Symphony Orchestra. Numbers 3121

Reels 1

GLAD RAG DOLL:
seated

"A

Score

Vitaphone

by

in

(734).

Red Donohue with D-No.

Street.

GLAD RAG DOLL:
played

Scene:

Name." Scene:

(824) in "Dooley's the

Drawing room.
Winter Garden stars in gay presentation
of mirth and melody, deliver rollicking repartee and laughable songs, plus a dance interlude.
Numbers: a. "Oh, Mr.

FRANK

lng

1

TWO WEEKS

Mammy's

CAREERS:

Reels
production.

DESERT SONG, THE:

list

MR. AND MRS. JACK

(3351-3359).
Synchronized
Score
Orchestra. Numbers 3351 to 3359

Symphony

Inclusive.

BABY ROSE MARIE (809). Scene: Drawing room. Four
"Heigh Ho"; b.
year old child singing these numbers: a.
"Who Wouldn't Be Jealous of You": c. "Don't Be

ville

MADAME MARIA KURENKO

(3181-88).

duction.

First

this

Numbers: a. "I'm Looking Over
a Four Leaf Clover"; b. "Rose of Waikiki"; c. "Breezing
Along With the Breeze." 607 feet. For release December
21.

name

Score

HOUSE OF HORRORS:

of release is not
of acts is compiled in
order of release, the most recent release
being listed first. Number of release fol-

lows

Played by Vltaphor

(2930).

Orchestra.

Synchronized by Vitaphor,
Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3181 to 3188. inclusivi
Reels 1 to 8.
A First National-Vitaphone talking pre

BROADWAY BABIES:

1929.

IRVING AARONSON'S

Symphony

HOT STUFF:

[Where exact date

Campus

Number:

(90).
release October 19,

For

CLYDE DOERR

Wali."

Vitaphone

the

a.

DESERT SONG OVERTURE

RELEASES
stated,

(780), in "Th.
Scene: Cabaret.
Drunken sail
"Anvil Chorus"; b. "Wol

o'clock in the Morning."
In night club.
Numbers:

SOUND ACT

a.

REVUE — "Bits

METRO MOVIETONE
For

Numbers:

(791.

July 20, 192

is

this

8.

Claude

(3007).

Glllingwater.

Questioned by reporter concerning
Warner Brothers-Vitaphone picture.

RIVER:
Score
(2991-96).
Synchronized
by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers
Reels 1 to 6.

played

score

2991

to 2996. inclusive.

TIME.

PLACE AND THE GIRL, THE:

Trailer

James Kirkwood

in guise of schoolmaster calls upon
thus introducing cast.

(2098).
pupils,

PRISONERS:

Trailer (2979).
Ian Keith, as district attorney,
introduces leading players and star, Corinne Griffith.
Firs!

National-Vitaphone

talking

picture.

SINCLAIR AND LA MARR
Comedy.

Number:

a.

(753),
"I've Never

SATURDAY'S CHILDREN:
score

3131

played
to

"At the

Seashore."

Vacation."

(3131-39).
Synchronized
Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers
Reels 1 to 9.
First National-

Vitaphone

3139.

Vitaphone

In

Had a

Score

inclusive.

production.

MADONNA OF AVENUE
score

3051

A: Score (3051-58). Synchronized
played by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers
3058 inclusive.
Reels 1 to 8.

to

DIVINE LADY. THE:

Score (3031-40).
Synchronized score
played by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3031
to 3040 Inclusive.
Reels 1 to 10.
Fiist National-Vltaphone production.

SONNY BOY:

Trailer

Presents Davey Lee, Juvenile

(3000).

star.

SATURDAY'S CHILDREN:
male lead,
Flashbacks

on

discourses

show

some

(2998).
Grant
Maxwell Anderson

Trailer

this
scenes.

First

Withers,
picture.

National-Vitaphone

production.

HOT STUFF:
and

Trailer (2977). Billy BakeweU. Juvenile
Alice White and Louise Fazenda tell about
First National-Vitaphone production.

lead.
this

picture.

WHY

BE GOOD: Trailer (2960).
Jack Mulhall gives
glimpses of this Colleen Moore picture.
Flashback shown.
First National-Vitaphone production.

FROM

HEADQUARTERS: Trailer (2867).
Henry B.
Walthall, in jungle hut and wearing TJ. S. Marine uniform.
explains situation and introduces Monte Blue, star.

ROBERT EMMETT KEANE
Hotel

parlor.

Star

Scens
(2849-50) in "Gossip."
legitimate stage is supported by
player, and Claire Whitney,

of

John Miljan, Warner Lrothers
screen and stage player.

DAVE BERNIE AND ORCHESTRA

(2796)

In

"Here Comes

Showboat."
Scene:
Showboat.
Numbers: a. "Here
Comes the Showboat": b. "Oh, You Have No Idea"; c.
"High, High, High Up on a Hilltop"; d. "Constantinople."
MADONNA OF AVENUE A: Trailer (2718). Grant
the

Withers, male lead, as master of ceremonies introduces
Dolores Costello, Louise Dresser and other featured players.
Shows one of the sets in reproduction.

RUDY VALLEE AND HIS CONNECTICUT YANKEES
Band

set.
Vallee's radio band.
Numbers:
the Field"; b. "Deep Night"; «. "Cutside."

a.

(771).

"Down

CLARENCE TISDALE

(766).
Scene:
Southern plantation.
"The
negro singer, presents these numbers:
a.
Sweetness of Your Song"; b. "Bye and Bye": c. "Oh.
Didn't It Rain."
Band
Scene:
HARRY HORLICK AND GYPSIES (763).
Horlick and his A. & P. Gypsies, are on a national
set.

Tisdale,

Numbers:
hook-up weekly.
"Black Eyes"; c. "Chidulta";
Toys": e. "Gypsy Love Song."
radio

a.

b.

d.

RAYMOND HITCHCOCK
with Hitchy."

Scene:

(760)

In

"Two Guitars";
"March of the
i

"An Evening

Living room.

Number:

at
a.

Home
"Here

Comes the Groom."

Band

ORCHESTRA

CUMMINS AND

BERNIE

set.

Cummins and

his

Biltmore

(752).

Scene:

orchestra

present

modem songs. Numbers: a. "Come On Baby"; b. 'Tf
I Had You"; c. "Here Comes the Ball and Chain."
MAX SCHMELING (745). Scene: Gymnasium. Heavyweight
champion of Germany skips
gages in

PAUL

rope,

shadow boxes and

en-

one-round bout.

TREMAINE AND

ARISTOCRATS

(742).

Scene:

Numbers: a.
set.
Jazz band of variety stage.
Been Working on the Railroad": b. "On the Road
•
Mandalay"; o. "Chinese Dream"; d. "Fanfare
"Here Comes the Showboat": f. "Medley."

Band
"I've
to

;

:

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

July 20, 1929
WARD

FANNIE

Scene:

1721).

room.
Sixty-two
"Flapper Fannie"; b.

Living

year old flapper in two numbers:

a.

"Radio Widow."
(2888) In "Headin' South."
Pullman drawing room. Harmonizing of Southern
Numbers: a. "Doin' the Raccoon"; b. "Imagina-

songs.

comedy

musical

"Lore

>

and

Best of All";

Is

Salon.
Lyric soprano
Presents these numbers:

opera.

"Habanera";

b.

How About

c.

Me."

WHITING AND BURT

C41), In "Song Sayings."
Scene:
Vaudeville and Ziegfeld's Follies players.
An4fft«-1
at the piano by Edmund J. Weber, compoaer.
who arranged act.
Numbers:
"What Did Tou Say";
b. "The Frog Song"; c. "That's My Idea of Heaven."

Drawing room.

HOPE HAMPTON

in the Fourth Act of Massenet's
Scene:
Salon.
Former motion picture
by four principals, chorus and the Vita(740)

Opera.

"Manon."

star

assisted

la

phone Symphony
MISS MARCELLE

Orchestra.

"My

c.

Troubles Are Over."

Score (3111-17)
Synchronized
by Vita phone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3111 to 3117
Inclus i ve.
Reels 1 to 7.
First National-Vitaphone production.

DAVE BERNIE
own

Scene:

(2797).

Drawing; room

Directs

set.

Numbers: a. "Happy-Go-Lucky Lane"; b
"Down Where the Sun Goes Down"; a "St. Louis Bluesr"
d. "San."
orchestra.

HOLLINGSWORTH
time."

AND
The

Scene:

CRAWFORD

family

TAL HENRY

Band

Scene:

(732).

(2753),

boudoir.

husband and nagging, jealous

sleepy

"Shame On Tou";

b.

c.

"Bed-

in

Short

sketch

of

wife.
set.

With His North
college proms and

Carolinians Orchestra.
Has played at
over the radio.
Renders these numbers:

Baby';

"Come On

a.

"Milenberg Joys."

MAL HALLETT

(730}.
Scene:
Band set. Furnishes Jan
with his "Way Down East Orchestra."
Num"Lots of Mama"; b. "Mother Machree"; c "War

program
bers:

a.

Medley."

GREEN'S FAYDETTS

(710).
Scene: Band set.
"Green's
Century Faydetts" from vaudeville.
Numbersa. "Because My Baby Don't Mean Maybe Now"b "Sweat
Mystery of Life": c. "Changes."

Twentieth

CHILDREN OF THE RITZ:

Score

(3071-77).
Synchroniied
score by \ itaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3071
to 3077. inclusive.
Reels 1 to 7.
First National-Vitaobone
>~™=
production.

DEIRO

GUI DO

accordionist

(2968).
Scene:
these numbers:

in

Living

DIVINE LADY. THE:
Introductory remarks

Trailer (2967).
Milton Sills makes
shots from the picture are shown.
also speaks.
First National -

star,

CAPTIVE WOMAN:

HIS

Trailer

(2959).
Milton SUli
of Venice are shown.

National-Vitaphone production.

First

introduces] Milton
MackailL
Locale
phone production.

Trailer (2949).
Frank Reicher
the latter presents Dorothy
courtroom.
First National-Vita-

and

Sills

a

Is

SEVEN FOOTPRINTS TO SATAN:

Trailer (2929).

Hale relates highlights of story.
tional-Vitaphone production.

FROZEN

RIVER:

members

Na-

First

Raymond McKee
Tin Tin.

tells

Shots show

Trailer (2701).
Hallam Cooler incast as they board yacht.
Flash-

of

backs.

PAUL CUNNINGHAM AND FLORENCE BENNETT

(736).

Scene: Living room.
They offer three vocal numbers and
Miss Bennett gives dramatic impersonation of Hollywood

Numbers:
a.
"Sleep Baby Sleep"; b. "Boy
Mine"; c "Hollywood Parade"; d. "Kentucky Horn*."
extra.

IUNE

Drawing

Scene:

(735).
star
assisted by
Man in the

comedy

recently

John

starred

ARDATH

"My

b.

"Me and

a.

the

Troublee Are Over."

(720).

"The

in

Comer

Store."

Scene:

Grocery
musical

store.
Ardath la supported by Claude Allen of
comedy stage. Cole Carrol and Klar Magnus.
Numbers: a. "Sipping Cider Through a Straw"; b. "The
Swiss Yodeling Song"; c
"Oh Molly the Cuckoo la

Calling

Me";

Me to Sleep."
ORCHESTRA (706).

"Rock

d.

•AJADO'S TIPICA
Official

orchestra

of

Scene:

Mexican government

a.
"Dansa Tipica";
'Gao Monter."

bers:

b.

"Amapola

gives

del

Band set.
these num-

Camino";

o.

M acka

Trailer (2950).
Jack Mulhall
First Natlonal-Yltaphone produc-

i ll

tion.

AND LAWRENCE

iORN

(2920)
In
"The Side Show."
Drawing room. Musical comedy stage stars in
dances and Jokes.
Numbers:
a.
"Dear Old Girl"; b.
"Humoresque."
1EH BARD (2910) in "The Champion Golfer."
Scene:
Exterior of golf club.
Bard teaches Bobby Callahan, of

Scene:

the

variety

stage,

AM MY COHEN
Living

room.

Shadow";

GLOVES:

•ID

fighting

his

how

play

to

golf.

(2800) In "What Price Burlesque."
Scene:
Imitations.
Numbers:
a.
"Me and My

"Sleep";

b.

"My Mammy."

c.

Trailer

Conrad

(2719).

way through

and they talk about the

bullets,
picture.

bumps

Nagel. blithely
Loia Wilson

into

«UR SYNCO-PETS. THE

in "Musical Moment."
(731)
Keith artists present these num"Indian Dawn"; b. "Neapolitan Nights": c.
"Sweet Mystery of Life": d. "The Fortune Teller"; e.
"I'll Never Ask for More."

Scene:
bers:

IAL

Drawing room.
a.

HALLETT

(729).
Scene: Band set
Mai HaUett and
Entertaining
Orchestra
are
well
known to prom
crowds at Eastern universities and night clubs.
Number.!:
a.
"Doin' the Raccoon"; b. "Tin Pan Parade";
o.
"Bugle Call"; d. "Yankee Doodle": e. "Harbardlana"
f.
"Come. Let's Take a Stroll"; g. "We Love the College
his

Girls."

TELLA

HAYHEW

Star

JAY

VELIE

Journey

comedy

Musical

"When

b.

tenor

Scene:

presents:

Are

Eyes

Irish

Songs."

of

a.

c

Smiling";

"Italy."

ARTHUR PAT WEST

(2919) In "Ship Ahoy", atmospheric
comedy in which Pat West appears as able-bodied seaman.
Scene:
Deck of yacht.
Numbers: a. "La Paloma"; b.
"She's
My Sweet Dumb. Dumb Dora": c. "Sweet
Senorita."

BRUCE BOWERS
Jewish

(2870) in "Artistic Mimicry", with imitaincluding one of little boy mitring radio debut and
lady preparing for swim.
Scene: Draped set.

THE

SERENADERS.

(2814).
in
"Bed Hot Harmony."
Scene: Fire station house.
Double Quartet of male voices
with these numbers: a. "It Goea Like This"; b. "Stars
and Stripes Forever": c "You Tell Me Your Dream"; d.

"Every Sunday Afternoon."

AND LAWRENCE (2640). in "The Aristocrats."
Scene: Drawing room.
Comedians of variety stage in pantomime and songs- Numbers: a. "I Wonder What's Become of Sally"; b. "Down by the Old Millstream" c
"Wobbly Walk."
DOROTHY AND ROSETTA RYAN (726) In "Mirth and
Melody."
Scene: Living room.
Stars of Keith Circuit
accompany themselves with guitars. Numbers: a- "I Love
You. Sweetheart of All My Dreams"; b.
"Scupe of
Coffee"; a "Just Like a Melody."
PHIL BAKER (724). in "A Bad Boy From a Good Family."
Drawing room.
Scene:
Comedian of Broadway and
Keith Circuit with his accordion.
Numbers: a. "Baker
Blues"; b.
"Big Butter and Egg Man From the West":
c "How About Me"; d. "I'll Get By."
STANLEY AND GINGER (714) in "A Few Absurd MoScene:
ments."
Song and dance team of variety stage.
Living room.
Numbers: a. "That's My Weakness Now";
b. "Just Like a Melody Out of the Sky."
BORN

;

MEXICAN ORCHESTRA 1705).
Scene:
Orchestra set.
Mexican band under Lerdo. composer and
Numbers:
musician, has toured U. S. on Keith Circuit.
a.
"Celito Lindo": b. "Rancho Grande"; c. "Patria Mia."

LERDO'S

BORN AND

LAWRENCE

"Pigskin Troubles."
Scene: Exterior of gymnasium.
Act is staged on college
Numbers:
campus and includes shots of football crowds.
a.
"Me and My Shadow"; b. "Dirty Hands— Dirty Face."

PARAGONS. THE.
Nights";

in

(2940)

Scene:
(2883). in "In the Tropics."
Quartet seen on Keith Circuit is assisted
Numbers: a. "Happy Days and Lonely

Tropical barroom.
by Doris Walker.

"Come On Baby": c. "Winter Song"; d.
e.
"Happy (My Baby Just Said Yes)."

b.

"Kentucky Babe";

Scene:
(28 6 9). in "The Flaming Youth."
Reception hall
Midget star of variety stage gives original
songs and tap dancing.
Numbers: a. "Wonderful Wife":
b.
"Down On 33d and 3d"; c "Sweet Georgia Brown";
"Anything You Say."
d.

JOE LEWIS

(2868).
Scene: Night club.
Lewis of Parody
Club acts as master of ceremonies.
"ChiNumbers: a.
cago"; b.
"Oh Gussle"; c "Sonny Boy": d. Original
selection.

BOBBY FOLSOM

(2839). in "A Modem Priscilla."
Scene:
room.
Broadway show girl tells story of Puritan
Priscilia and the same girl of modem times in narrative
song.
Number: "Priscilla of the Puritan Days."

Living

BOBBY GILLETT

Scene:
(2839). in "Syncopated Breezes."
room.
Banjoist is assisted by Doris Walker, who
introductory number.
"Happy Days
Numbers: a.
and Lonely Nights": b.
"The Rosary"; c "St. Louis
Blues"; d. "Ida (Sweet as Apple Cider)."

in
"The Hallelujah Lady."
Star of "Hit the Deck" sings three

(728)

Scene: Living room.
darky^ songs:
a.
"Comfort";

sings

HUGHES AND PAM

(2837). in "The Fall Guy."
Scene:
Interspersed with falls are funny- stories.

Living room.

ROY FOX
Band

(2819).
and three

"The Whispering Cornetist" has
with his

Numbers:

set.

"Sally of My Dreams";
"Louisiana."

ac.

Mommartre

"My

Orchestra.

Scene:

Baby";
Dreams";

Melancholy

Window

"Sly

specialty

of

b.

d.

HOPE VERNON

Scene:
(2815). in "The Sunshine Girl."
Drawing room. Broadway star offers four songs and imitates violin sounds.
Numbers: a
"Beloved": b. "Arms
of Love"; c.
"I Loved You Then"; d. "There's a Rain-

My Shoulder."
KJERULF'S MAYFAIR QUINTET
bow 'Round

Melange."

and

in

In

"A

Musical

classical

"Neapolitan Nights": b.
"Lonely Little Bluebird."

AIN'T IT
Comedy

(2650).

Draped set.
Three harpists, violinist
and semi-classical numbers: a.

Scene:

vocalist

Sextette

from

Lucia";

c

Living room.
(2648-49).
Scene:
of manners in two reels, written by Ralph Spence,
title writer and author of "The Gorilla."
Cast includes
William Davidson. Grace Valentine. Dot Farley. Patricia

Mack and Walter

NEAL SISTERS. THE

Rodgers.

b.

"Judgment

Day";

c

O'AMOUR— EXIT MARCH
Symphony

WEARY

(719).

Played
Gage.

(2918).

Composer

Orchestra.

RIVER:

Trailer

is

by Vitaphone
Without film

Introducing
First National production.

RANGERS, THE

(2900).

in

(2909).

Richard

"After the Round-Cp."

Scene:

Double male quartet offering three
"Cheyenne": b. "San Antonio"; c.
"West of the Great Divide"; d. "Rose of Monterey"; e"Pony Boy."
camp.

Exterior desert

Numbers:

ballads.

a.

BORN AND LAWRENCE
men."

(2885). In "The Country GentleLiving room.
Numbers: a. "Sleepy Time
"Silver Threads Among the Gold"; c. "Down

Scene:

Gal":

b.

Home Rag."
NO DEFENSE:

Monte Blue addressing auTrailer (2720).
Flash-backs and story from Monte.

dience.

QUEEN OF THE NIGHT CLUBS: Trailer (2706). Texas
Flashbacks.
Guinan tells all about night clubs.
JANET ADAIR (2629). in "Here Comes the Bridesmaid."
Playlet, starring Janet
Scene:
Church exterior, bedroom.
Numbers: a. "Bridesmaid";
Adair, told in narrative song.
b. "No One's Fool"; c "It's Right Here For You."

GUS ARNHEIM ORCHESTRA

(2136).
Scene:' Draped set.
Gus Araheim and His Cocoanut Grove Orchestra of Hollywood play the following numbers: a. "Who's You, That's
"Sing
c.
Flapperette."
Me a Baby Song";
You"; b.
JIM AND BETTY MORGAN (712). in "Songs As You Like
Them." Scene: Living room. Ke ith act for ten years.
Betty sings original songs while Jim accompanies her.
Forget"; b. "Just a Little
Numbers:
a. "And Then
I
Bit, Not Just Right"; c. "That's All I Wanted to Know."
DAVE DREYER (2889). in "Tin Pan Alley." Song writer
'

collaborated with Al Jolson. has been Irving Berlin staff
writer, was in vaudeville with Frank Fay.
Dreyer is as-

by Nora
For Spooning";
You."
sisted

Numbers:
"Medley of Hits";

Schiller.
b.

ONE STOLEN NIGHT:

'"What a Night
"I'm Crazy For

a.

c

William

Trailer (2813).
introduces featured players.

Collier. Jr..

DESERT SONG. THE:

Trailer (2812).
John Boles and 123
coming of picture and Boles introduces

announce

voices
cast.

CO DEE AND ORTH

(2798), in "Stranded In Paris." Scenes:
Railway station and boulevard. Comedians scored in "Zwei

und

Fierzigstre Strasse."

JAN RUBINI
is

Violin virtuoso
Scene: Living roomRichard. Irish tenor, and Mona
"Zigeuerweisen" b. "I Love You
(sung by Richard) ; c. "I Hear You Calling Me."
(2790).

Vemon

by

assisted

Numbers:

Content.

Truly"

a.

;

AL LYONS AND HIS FOUR HORSEMEN

(27S9). in "MusiAccordionist and
Living room.
Scene:
Melange."
trio of accompanists play medley of songs written by
Lyons and his clarinetist. Castagnoli, aided by singing and
Numbers: a. "Some of These
dancing of Edith Murray.
Days": b. "N'ormandie" c. "Waltz Castini": d. "African Can": e. "Oh Marie"; f. "Lotta Notes"; g. "CastaLyons Blues"; h. "Da Da Go."
FRANK ROTH (2710). in "Meet the Wife." Scenes: Club
room and boudoir. Musical comedy star in playlet of bridegroom who deserts his wife on bridal night.
GREYHOUND LIMITED. THE: Trailer (2639). Grant
Withers, featured player, tells story and flashback shows
wreck of Greyhound Limited.
cal
his

;

FRANCES SHELLEY

"The

(713). in

Leading
Scene:
Living room.
and night club artist sings: a.
b.

"She's

of

With the Guitar/;
"Rain or Shine"

Funny That Way":

Get By."

"I'll

MEXICAN TIPICIA ORCHESTRA
set.

Girl

woman

Rhapsody";

b.

JACK GOLDIE
Living

room-

About

Me";

(707).

Orchestra

Scene:

"Mexican
a.
Mexican orchestra presents:
"La Paloma"; c. "Jarabe Tapatio."
Scene:
(704). in "The Ace of Spades."

National

Variety

headllner

blackface

"n

b.

Bacia";

c

in:

"Lonely

"How

a.

Little

Blue-

bird."

FRANK WHITMAN

(703). in "The Surprising Fiddler."
Whitman plays violin with card,
Living room.
Numregulation bow. and bow the size of match"Oh Katherina"; c.
"Irish Wash Woman": b.
bers:
a.
"We Won't Get Home Until Morning"; d. "I'd Love to
Live In Loveland With a Girl Like You."

Scene:
bottle,

EDDIE LAMBERT

(702). in "America's Foremost Concert
Musical comedy and
Living room.
Pianist."
Scene:
film player in comedy hit in which he mispronounces
Numbers:
words and plays classic airs in modem stylo.

"So
"Prelude in C Minor"; c.
"Doin' the Raccoon."
played
score
Synchronized
Score (2911-17).

"Two Guitars": b.
You're Tired of Me"; d.
a.

STARK MAD:

Reels 1 to

inclusive.

7.

Numbers 2911

to 2917

All-talking picture.

FANCY BAGGAGE:
Vitaphone
inclusive.

Score (2901-08). Synchronized score by
Numbers 2901 to 2908
Symphony Orchestra.
With talking sequences.
Reels 1 to 8

FANNIE

"Blondes That Gentlemen
Prefer."
Living room.
Scene:
Trio featured on Keith
and Publix drcuita.
"Gentlemen Prefer
Numbers:
a.
Blondes": h. "Doin the Raccoon"; c "Boola Boola."

JAY VELIE

Score (2951-57;.
Synchronized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 2951 to
Reels 1 to 7.
2957 inclusive.
With talking sequences.
STOLEN KISSES: Score (2951-47). Synchronized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 2941 to 2947 inclusive.
Reels to 7.
With talking sequences.

by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.

THE TRUTH 7

Caron, James T.

GREYHOUND LIMITED. THE:

Barthelmess.

"A

In

(717).

Drawing room.
"Vienna Maid";

the farce.
"In Spain."
Scene:
of Shubert musical shows has

in

-

:HILDR£N OF THE RITZ:
and Dorothy

in

(725)

Exterior of arena.
three assistants.

number

Fn iish musical
Hammerstein is
ff

Arthur

Numbers:

Hundley.

Moon";

room.

by

of

IULIA SANDERSON AND FRANK CRUMIT (733). In
"Words of Love." Scene: Living room. Julia Sanderson
and Crumit. co-starred for ten years in musical comedy,
render these numbers written by Crumit:
a.
"No Wonder
Tou're a Wonderful Girl"; b. "I Can Live Without Tou";
t "Precious Little Thing Called Love."

fRED

BAKER

PHIL

Living

BAGGAGE:

troduces

Crelghton

Flashbacks.

Trailer (2792).
story which introduces dog star Rin
Rinty and David Lee.

FANCY

Lize"; c. "Little Annie Rooney": d. "In the Shade of
Old Apple Tree": e.
"A Bird In a Gilded Cage";
f.
"Bedelia"; g. "She Was Happy 'Til She Met Me":
"The Preacher and the Bear."

LITTLE BILLEE

DEVIL:

Maria Corda and scenes

introduces

PianoJuliet"-

and

Corinne Griffith, the
Vitaphone production.

LOVE AND THE

room.

"Romeo and

a.

"Drigo's Serenade."

b.

a.

the

tions

(716).
Scene: Drawing room set. Vaudeville comedienne, in brown-face makeup, renders syncopated
songs In southern dialect.
Numbers: a. Shine": b. "If

I Never See Tou Again";
LOVE AND THE DEVIL:

(727) In "The One Man Glee Club."
own compositions.
Scene:
Living
room"The Song of the Prune"; b. "I Afi»g You

his

h.

tion"; c. "Way Down South."
ELEANOR PAINTER (716). Scene:
of

singing

Numbers:

THREE BROX SISTERS, THE
Scene:

FRANK CRUMIT

89

BRICE. Non -synchronous records (M. V. B-49338-2 and 3).
Two 16-" single faced records contains
M. V. E.-49338-2
all songs of Miss Brice in "My Man."
is without vocal accompaniment; the other has vocal numbers interspersed.
These records also can be used for
overture or exit.

"Songs of Love." Scene: Living room.
Musical comedy tenor presents:
"You Gave Your
a.
Heart to Me"; b. 'Tommy Lad": c. "Mother Machree."
(718). in

MY MAN:

Synchronized score by VitaScore (2871-82).
Numbers 2871 to 2882 inOrchestra.
With talking sequences.
Reels 1 to 12.
MILLION DOLLAR COLLAR, THE: Score (2861-«6). SynNumchronized score by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
With talking
Reels 1 to 6.
bers 2861 to 2866 inclusive.
sequences.

phone

Symphony

clusive.

ORIGINAL HILLBILLIES. THE

(715).

Scene:

Interior log

North Carolina Jazz band of radio and stage apdirected by Al Hopkins, presents:
"Carry
a.
to Old Virginny"; b.
The
"Echoes of the Chimes": c
Frank Wilson Rage": d.
"Wasn't She a Dandy": e.
"Chicken Reel."
cabin.

pearances,

SREEN'S FLAPPERETTES

Girl
(711).
Scene: Band set.
Jazz band, on Keith circuit, the past two years, is led by
Nina Grey. Numbers: a. "St. Louis Blues": b. "Mother

Goose Parade":

"That Redhead GaL"
(708). in "Back From

c.

MoKAY AND ARDINE

Abroad."

Variety comedians use mispronunciation of words for their
playlet, fun.
Number:
"You Will Like Fun."

WEARY RIVER:
phone Symphony
Reels 1 to
sequences.

Synchronizezd by Vita(3021-30).
Orchestra.
Numbers 3021 to 30 inclusive.
First National production with talking

Score

9.

SEVEN FOOTPRINTS TO SATAN:
chronized by
3001 to 3006
production.

Vitaphone

Svmphony

inclusive.

Reels

1

(3001-06).
SynOrchestra.
Numbers
First National
to 6.

Score

QUEEN OF THE NIGHT CLUBS:

Score (2971-76).
Synchronized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 2971
to 2976 inclusive
Numbers 1 to 6. All-talking picture.

ONE STOLEN NIGHT;
Vitaphone

Symphony

iajusive.

Reels

1

to

Score (2961-66).
Synchronized By
Orchestra
Numbers 2961 to 2966
6.
With talking sequences.

PLANTATION TRIO

(2816).

"The Land

in

of

Harmony."

Scene:
Living room.
Numbers: a. "Everything
We Like Alike"; b. "My Melancholy Baby"; c
dian Capers": d.
"Round Evening."

BARKER. THE:
introduc-s

cast.

STARK MAD
Caracas

Flashbacks.

Like

"Cana-

Milton Sills on circus set
National production.
B. Warner, in cave In

First

Trailer (2765).
H.
jungle, introduces casL
:

DONALD BRIAN
Scene:

Trailer (2794).

We

Library.

Waiting For?)";

In musical comedy twenty years.
Numbers:
a.
"Mary (What Are You
"Over There": c. There's a Long.

(2733).
b.

Long Trail"; d. "You're a Real Sweetheart."
(2707). in "Songs and Things." assisted
Numbers: a.
by Dorothy Adeiphi.
Living room.
Scene:
"Shine On. Harvest Moon"; b.
"All On Account of a
Girl": c. "The Body In the Bag."

JACK NORWORTH

ARTHUR BYRON AND COMPANY

(2704). in "A Family
Affair."
Living room.
Comedy with Broadway
Scene:
theatre veteran supported by Kate Eileen and Kathryn
Byron.
Playlet of mixed identities in which eagerness of
daughters to save mother from unwise marriage almost ruins
chances of the younger daughter to wed son of Judge

Bellamy.
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SERVICE TALKS
Incorporated in this department of the Herald-World, which is a department containing news; information and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture World department, "Through

Box

the

"THE COCOANUTS"

By

r

HESE Marx

\_

That
that

hoys have eluded

am

What may

me

all

of their

require a bit of explanation.

have seen and heard the Marx boys in the
I have hoped each
flesh three or more times.
time to hear all of Groucho's gags, to hear
of Harpo's harp-playing, to hear just a

more

little

of the third brother's piano-playing

than he cares to exhibit, and to hear something
of the fourth brother that would explain to me

But
Groucho

group.

his inclusion in the

disappointed.

eternally

I
is

have been
generous

enough, Heaven knows, but so funny that one
misses two gags out of three because they come
so rapidly that audience
I

hoped

whole thread of

the

was

discourse

his

plays less and so does
Which, of course, makes the
the other guy.
audien immensely better, by any standard of
showmanship, than the play of which it i-

made.

"The Coscreen than they were in "The

Marx boys

coanuts" of the

Cocoanuts" of the

I

am

in

scope,

its

not critic of dancing

—

if

are better in

And

stage.

so

the pictured

is

play better than the staged play. And so,
may echo the sentiments of half a dozen

I

ing

should
it

were not so

say, if I

the best

is

musical comedy that the audien has brought to

But

the cinema.

am

I

so I shall only caution
tion

and learn of

it

too tired of saying

you

it,

to see the produc-

firsthand.

"DANGEROUS CURVES''

I SUPPOSE
Bow picture

of beer better than a peg of

rum

(if

is

this

a

good idea
of

sort
not.

mean anything

this

in

spect to the play, and

a

case,

to

whether

rate,

with

least

at

supposed

Miss

Bow

it

doesn't

it

to

re-

mean

think

I

it

would have been better not to mention it. For
it
is true, I fear,
that some of Miss Bow's
curves are getting just a

little

dangerous.

bit

Or maybe it's the funny knickers she wears
maybe bloomers is a better word.)
The story is of the circus. Miss Bow loves

or

walker who

a tight-wire
it

stuff, a

great deal of color-

and one or two pretty interesting
the young people who saw it
the Oriental, where I did, seemed to think
all just grand.
I take their word for it.

ful

nection
that

I

I

can report only

my

personal reaction;

didn't care for their singing, that

care for Miss Eaton's dancing
that I've

been surprised

of

I

did

course, and

to find myself forever

whistling the ditty that they sing early in the
Wherefore I gather that they must
picture.

be good, whether or not

I

thrilled over

them

in the sitting.

And

there

And

is a

— that

"THE MYSTERIOUS DR. FU MANCHU"

I MUST
people
If I

chorus

— or

there

may

lie

more

learn to

who

very excellently staged; the story

every

in

detail

Warner Oland

;

splendid as the Oriental, as other players

is

is

are

splendid as his cast associates; but the lines are

Too

pitiful.

bad.

remember

names

the

recalled the

of the

name

V

1

For

all

the

rest

of

picture

the

The lines are plain terrible.
The plot is much more than
Manchu,
kill

as

It

of

ILMA BANKY

principles

and James Hall are
Is
Heaven."
"This

"This

of

the
Is

Heaven" is the story of the poor girl who meets
the young millionaire and mistakes him for a
poor boy; and of the millionaire who, mistaken
poor boy, pretends to be one for the sake
poor girl who has so mistaken him.
And it is the story, too, of the blushing groom
the

who

mistrusts his gilt-edge sweetheart because

money from an

she gets
a big

automobile

to

haven't

made

it

over-stuffed villain in

conceal her uncle's zest

And

playing the ponies.

clear,

picture you've seen so

sure no one will ever

is

it

just the kind of a

many times that you
make another like it

talk at the beginning of the picture

the close of

at

In between there

it.

stretch of silent film (that

music score) and
the

best

is,

this stretch

captions

I've

for

in case these tip-offs

someone is forever doing so.
Vilma and James and the other boys and

seen

and
is

feel

but

girls

again

a great

silent save for the
is

in

brightened by

many, many

months.
Miss Banky enlivened proceedings

—and

busi-

— by

being present at the exhibition. She
has particularly nice blonde hair, she speaks
quite well, and when she announced that she
had been naturalized and is now an American
ness

citizeness

everybody seemed very, very glad

hear

Otherwise, the evening was just

it.

to

an-

other Friday.

concerns

splendid.

is

of

inter-

Dr.

China and the Boxer rebellion,

many

surviving

successful in putting

officers

down

I'M

of

the

Fu
to

troop?

that rebellion as

he

cheered

things about

to

me

find

know

sider,

boys writing nasty

the

So long as they do

they are reading me.

is

victory.

"What

in their reports to

Picture Did for Me."
I

usually

decision

the

THANKS, BOYS

who wrote

of the person

"The Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu"
you in a word the only bad news

could tell
about the picture and go on with the good.

I

HEAVEN"

"THIS IS

write the lines for these audiens.

the lines for

esting.

must prove a glory to the dim
eyes of gentlemen in the backwaters of Ameri-

than one

It is all

dialog,

situations.
at

a long time finding

and doing the correctly reciprocatMeanwhile there's a great deal of

entertaining circus

it

is

what I'm talking about).

But the audien is not entirely composed of
Marx boys. There are, for instance, the blonde
Mary Eaton and the brunette Oscar Shaw, who
In this consing and dance and speak lines.

takes his

for a

to give a Clara

title,

At any

if it is

something with respect

ing thing.

you know

it

means anything or

out about

well-night impossible things, like rating a stein

and

life.

excellent

of

ac-

seen both plays, it is
better than "The Broadway Melody," although
I grant that the comparison is one of those

measure and the learned doctor

his

own

of say-

tired

weekly, that "The Cocoanuts"

if I

quaintances who have

hero

the

it

effici-

anything.)

I

Yes, the

that

so advantageously

is

all-encompassing

so

But of course

i

for

or Broadway, too, perhaps in

part because the camera

placed and

chorus,

kills

all

heroine before a Scotland Yards operative takes

pleasing to the hardened eye of

is

street

this

And Harpo

obscured.

Randolph

A

years.

alas, the ratio

so loud for so long a time that, though I sat
in the, first row center as precaution against
this,

many

laughter drowns the

would not be
here runs up
to four out of five, or five out of six, and in
one spot the laughter was so continuous and

second and third.
true in the audien;

good group dancing hasn't pene-

really

trated these

but

all

goes about

above

picturesquely,

And he

ently.

where

He

in a given lifetime.

kill

systematically,

can musical comedy, those out-of-the-way places

matter, that

wit:

I

enough

can

T. O. Service

again.

again bemoaning the fact

have been unable to cateh

I

stuff.

To

to say, I

is

Window"

Office

For,

if

I

And

the
that,

that, I con-

were an

exhibitor.

should never read anything except "What the
Picture Did for Me." For that is the only deI

partment

in print that

slightest bit of

good

can do an exhibitor the

in the box-office sense.
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MUSIC AND TALENT
Fanchon & Marco Extend to Midwest
STAGE SHOWS
Jersey City Stanley
Week Ending July
Hy

Geis,

Optimistic Note

12

the organ openf this show with a
chorus of "Over There" as a trailer introducing.
"Over the Top" is shown. The first scene is a Canteen or "Y" hut in which Jack Rawan (top Sergeant)
leads in three chained soldiers (The Bernie Bros.)
They offer the finest routined tap dance while being
chained together ever witnessed here.
Their reception was very good.
Johnny Burke as a rookie enters
and gags with Rawan.
Ben Ross as the Captain
introduces Burke who then gives the audience many
good laughs when he has different members of the
band play three different timee simultaneously as he
playe "Roses of Picardy" at the piano.
The pride of the regiment. Doris Roche as a little
doughnut girl, next sings in a very pleasing voice
first to Ross then to Burke "I've Got a Feeling I'm
Falling." She sings five choruses, three being encores.
Her voice is so pleasing and she puts the song over
so well that the audience seems reluctant to let her
go.
Ben Ross, who has gained his popularity by his
fine singing follows with a fine rendition of "I Kiss
Your Hand, Madame." Ben's voice is just as fine as
ever but whoever placed him in this spot, shouldn't
have, because he failed to take his usual encore.
A bugle then plays the "Drill Call" and scene shifts
to outside barracks, in which Sergeant Rawan tries
to drill the awkward squad.
The three Bernie Bros,
then show the squad (and also the audience) a
military precision tap dance at it should be done.
Their dancing is done in perfect unison, making them
appear as one body.
Again they were very well received.
The scene again changes, this time a most
realistic battle scene with guns firing, cannons roaring etc. After this Johnny Burke does his humorous
monologue of joining the army, draft board, etc.
This as usual had the house uproarous.
The finale
consisted of the unfolding of enormous allied flags
as "Miss
Columbia" (Doris Roche) stands in a
beautiful shield and Ben Ross sings, "Step by Step,"
'as a grand punch.
C.

Fox Expansion
Of Presentation

Eddy Hanson

at

West Coast Units Open at Chicago
Neighborhood House
August 2

By W.

Week Ending

July

11

Marks Brothers presented a Festival of Flowers
featuring Benny Meroff, his band. Evelyn Dean, Rio
Brothers, Mahon Florence Trio, Seaman Brothers and

!

& Marco.
In the past, however, one has had
board the de luxe trains or take advantage of the new air service, and
travel Westward if he were to enjoy

to

EDDY HANSON —do

you

know

him?

Of

course, you do, but here is some inside info.
Eddy was selected some two years ago by
Kalahari & Katz to play solos at the Tivoli
and Uptown theatres, their two deluxe neighborhood houses at that time, and he has been

them ever since.
About a year ago
started to shift the organists from
theatre to another so naturally Eddy
was shifted also. He played at the Chicago,
B & K class loop house; Paradise, Norshore.
Senate. Tower in fact every one of their deluxe houses.
When Balaban & Katz decided
to inaugurate the sound policy in a few of
their
houses about six months ago they
selected Eddy as solo organist for their Congress theatre, one of the biggest houses on
the circuit and he has been doing great there
as our organ column in past issues will show.
with

B & K
one

Lane, for their stage atraction this week.
The Festival of Flowers was a mammoth floral disilay furnished by the Allied Florists Association of
llinois.
The entire stage was decorated with wreaths
>f roses backed by a huge trellis eyclorama of flowers,

roses

to

members

of the

With

he opening curtain

the Granada ballet, headed by
Evelyn Dean, who sang "Red. Red. Rose." gave
very artistic dance number for the introduction of
ienny Meroff, who joined Evelyn in the finish of the
ong.
Meroff then introduced the Mahon Florence
frio, an athletic act that received a big hand.
Next
ame the Rio Brothers, two fresh freshmen who put
»ver a sort of collegiate tap dance with considerable
lovelty.
They received a big hand, were called back
'or more and were followed by a band number enitled "The Whoopee Hat Brigade." in which several
nembers of the band gave a short vocal solo, ex.

ate.

tenny

several

of

the latest

creations of

hort demonstration of his dancing ability.

The

ballet

gave a short production number
(Continued on page 92)

then

music and talent service.
will change its program
every Friday, with a new Fanchon &
Marco unit of "California Sunkist Beauties" and featured artists on each weekly
of this

The Sheridan

theatres of

Fox

are headed

"The Man

Who

Put Community

Singing on the

Map"

F &

M

units, augurs well
Instead of the pessimism of a few weeks ago, there is now a
logical optimism.
Publix, which has effected temporary
suspension of stageshow units in "B" theatres, is expected to revert eventually, because of public demand, to the presentation policy. Suspension of these units has
met with general public disapproval.
Yes, the situation in our field is encour-

tension of the

for the

college

The number was good and got a big hand,
pulled a fast finale to the number with a

M

The Chicago

diss

loitating

value.
Plans are now to reopen the Sheridan
theatre in Chicago, a class neighborhood
house, on August 2, and the de luxe picture
bill will be augmented by the Fanchon &
Marco presentation units.
It stands to reason that this will not be
presenthe only extension of the F &
tation service. Although the Sheridan will
be a key point, it is to be expected that a
complete routing, covering many weeks,
will be a part of the expansion program

by Clyde Eckhardt, a seasoned showman
The
who knows entertainment values.
temporary district manager in Chicago is
Roy McMullen, who is handling the inaugural program at the Sheridan.
Reopening of the Sheridan, and the ex-

ballet dis-

audience.

M

—

bill.

n the front and center of this display the orchestra
vas arranged.
ributing

these stage presentations.
Xo more will this be necessary.
Fox, in gaining control of West Coast
Theatres the circuit over which F &
has traveled for years will expand this
presentation service so that key points
throughout the country may benefit by
the units' popularity and entertainment

—

Vfiss

The show opened with members of the

RUSSELL

Lo these many years, the world, or
the bigger portion of it, known as the
United States, has heard of Fanchon

—

Chicago Granada

S.

aging.

stageshows.
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the orchestra in the pit and with a runway out
over the pit where Davey could do his stuff a la
Al Jolson.
Davey was attired in a white sailor
suit with long trousers and a flowing, black tie.

STAGE SHOWS

When Davey

all about Al Jolson, whom he
calls Uncle Al. and sang "Mammy" as Uncle Al
would sing it. Davey exaggerated the song so much

was awfully funny.
Davey put over that newest of heart
jerkers, "Sonny Boy," and answered some more
questions, this time about the new picture he is
he

working in with Jolson.
Davey was all through after that, and walked off
stage nonchalantly blowing kisses to the audience.
Despite a storm of applause, Davey had decided he'd
had enough and wouldn't come back.
The regular Publix stage show was billed "Say
It With Music." and featured Charles Irwin, that
popular young man who has appeared here several

July 12

the street car strike which has tied up
traffic for the past eleven days the Saenger has no
reason to complain of bad business, but on the contrary seemed to have done a little better than the
week before owing to the extreme warm weather and
the excellence of the performance, both on the screen
and the Publix Unit "Southern Belles" as a company
Despite

times as master of ceremonies.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Music and Talent

—

LETTERS
In this open forum those interested in presenmay discuss important matters bearing
upon this phase of theatre entertainment. Only
signed letters will be published.

sing well, dress their parts

tation

No Southern scene would be complete without the
traditional Colonel, and he was present in the person of Eddie Matthews, who gave the manuel of arms
that would even put a West Pointer to shame. Not
alone, that but he danced, and did it well.
Matthews
was a Confederate

What is going to be the outall these strikes?
Equity says they will
out every branch of the organization and the
musicians say they will do the same. ... If the
operators are called out then it will make it hard to
run sound pictures. ... Of course film producers can
close down their studios for a long time and keep
every theatre closed until this matter is settled but
will that be the right way to settle?
The best
way to settle any dispute is the fairest way. ... If
theatres are closed many thousands of stage people
would be thrown out of work.
Besides the public
would be without amusement.
The big corporations can afford to do that but can members of the
A. F. L. in all its branches afford to be out of work
for months?
Think twice, folks, before you make
a move.
Someone has to be reasonable and beggars are not always choosers.
This is a motor age
and men are at its mercy but fighting fire with fire
Think it over.
never puts it out either.
Well let's go in with our weekly review. ... In the
latest report from Broadway we hear that Jack Pepper formerly of picture houses and recently a hit at
the New York Palace has been given the comedy
lead in "Keep It Clean" a new Broadway revue.
Pauline Gaskins, another presentation artist, has a
feature role in this show also. ... If Will Morrissey
gets a new laugh the show might become a hit in the
Speaking of shows we undernext few weeks.
stand that "Sketch Book" the Earl Carroll revue
written by Eddie Cantor and now playing at the
Will
Carroll theatre on Broadway is a fast hit.
Mahoney is the star comedian and George Givot and
come of

call

.

mansion with its massive columns, belles
and beaux of long ago, the hanging moss and you
could almost 6cent the fragrance of the magnolias
when the four Dictators assisted by the Albertine
Rasch Girls again and again rendered the catchy air.
;

GREETINGS!

I

bSHHIHHHI

.

(Continued on page 93)

its
predecessors, inasmuch, perhaps
as the presentation struck home to the native of the
south who recognized in the scenic effects the old

The Dictators are great
and are good looking.

TALENT

-

a**

CHICAGO

.

the Editor: Herewith
infor picked up along the way out in the

a little
"great northwest."

After seventeen years association with the MetroMusic Company, Mr. William Kregness has
severed his connections with that firm and is now
Kelly Piano Company of
allied with the J. W.
Vancouver, B. C. His place is filled by Mr. A. Hill
who is doing the buying for the Metropolitan. Mr.
A. J. Simon continues with the company as generalissimo in charge of the sheet music department.
politan

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Metropolitan Music Company moved into their new
quarters at 10th street and Nicollet avenue, Minneapolis, on July 1.

.

Minneapolis.

Nancy Decker have important

the great delight of the audience.
The film is Broadway Babies, one of the best
talkies in recent months, due perhaps to the perfect
acoustics of this theatre.

in their territory.

Detroit Michigan
Week Ending June

Arrived in Omaha today and find the Riviera theareopened under the new name of "The Paramount." Stage band policy and organ solos back in
vogue with my old friend from Chicago, Al Morey,
wielding the baton and little Herbie Koch back on
tre

27

the console again.

That traffic congestion you saw in front of the
Michigan theatre this week was just caused by the
crowds trying to get in to see Davey Lee, latest
of the child film stars.
Davey's act started out with an organlogue played
Art
by Arthur Gutow, the Michigan's organist.
called his offering "Modern Mother Goose."
This was a series of rhymes founded on the old
fable and all of them leading up to the introduction
Such rhymes as "kids
of the child film wonder.
back in the olden times played jacks, but Davey
«
worries about his income tax."
Davey worked in one before a black curtain, with

Meant for Me," "Broadway Melody," "If I Had You,"
"The One in the World," well up on all the sales
sheets with Benny Davis' newest, "Where Are You.
Dream Girl ?" coming along by leaps and bounds.
With kindest regards and hoping to see you in
Chicago about August 1, I am Phil Wilcox, Omaha,

—

Neb., General Midwestern Manager, Robbins Music
July 14-18, Mayfair Hotel, St. Louis,
Corporation.

Mo.

parts.

.

.

.

.

Rudy

PAUL and FERRAL
IN

PUBLIX "RADIO ROMANCE" UNIT

—

NEXT WEEK BRANEORD, NEWARK
WEEK STANLEY, JERSEY CITY
FORMERLY WITH SHUBERT'S "NIGHT IN SPAIN" "NIGHT IN VENICE"
THANX TO WM. MORRIS

THIS

-

.

Vallee

night club and is doing a great busispite of the press stories printed about
him as a song pirate we hear Vallee is still the best
Broadway bet today in any popular amusement.
Roxy has returned to its former policy of high class
stage shows and Lew Holtz is now rehearsing for a
And
new revue to be produced by Morris Gest.
from the West Coast we understand Laural and
Hardy the famous film comedians are making personal appearances in a playlet for the West Coast
theatres.
Al Short formerly general musical
director for Publix on the West Coast is now with
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Vince Silkis now acting as
.
.
.
Ceremonies for the Fanchon and Marco

Fanchon and Marco.
Master of

Now for
shows at the World theatre in Omaha.
the local news and the best news, received word from
the Chicago Fox theatres that they will reopen the
Chicago Sheridan theatre August 2, that's on a Friday,
with the famous West Coast Fanchon and Marco
stage shows. ... A new show will open each FriThe Woods Building has been rather deday.
serted, everybody seems to be on their vacations, Bob
Sid Wormser able
Mellin was away for a week.
.

.

.

associate
fornia. .

.

.

of
.

.

.

.

Sam Herman left last week for CaliBilly Mills, producer for National Playgone home for a vacation. . . . Irving

houses has
Ullman has been in New York for a week and Sid
Lorraine left last week for the big Burg with Tommy
When you are ready
Leahy leaving this week.
for those pictures drop around and see Mrs. Howard
make you feel at
will
sure
at the Bloom Studios, she
home.
Art Kahn is now broadcasting from
thru the ABC Columbian Broadcasting Chain
This national broadcast.
on the Sonatron Hour.
ing hookup allows Art an opportunity to broadcast
Margaret Felch is now
thru 45 radio stations.
booking the Western Canadian circuit and last but
not least is now a Grandmother, her son Stanley Felch
assistant manager of the Paradise theatre is the proud
Mrs. Rose Robbins wife
father of a baby girl.
of Jack Robbins the Music Publisher passed thru
Chicago last week on her way to the west coast to
Harry
join her husband for a vacation together.
Robinson formerly on the staff of the Remick music
.

.

.

.

.

.

WBBM

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

recently of Berlin's is now in
business for himself writing Organ novelties and
solos for organists in and out of town and believe
Van
me his mail is getting bigger each week. .
and Schenck are being held over for the third
week. ... It seems that R K O are running short of
Henri Keates has
.
good talent with b. o. names.
proved to be a box office attraction so B & K have
transferred him to thee Norshore during the summer
policy of all talking picture at that theatre a wise
move without a doubt.

company and more

.

"THE TAPPING FLAPPER AND THE TWISTING FLIPPER"

.

own
... In

ness.

.

Could not close without a word about my own
catalogue and am happy to state that all around
these "parts" I find, "Pagan Love Song," "You Were

.

has his

.

Received right royally in Minneapolis and made to
home by those regular fellows, Frank Novack
and George Getsey, who so ably represent the Leo
Two live wires
Feist interests in the Twin cities.
these, who have their catalogue right up on top
feel at

.

.

.

Mr. Ernest Dahlquist, the well known composer,
handling the sheet music end at W. J. Dyer
& Brothers Company of St. Paul. Mr. Jack Chantler
enjoying a healthy increase in the popular music
department at the Paul A. Schmidt Music Company,
still

.

.

.

Just arrived here after three very pleasant days in
Several important changes in the
the Twin Cities.
Twin Cities, which will be of vital interest to your
publisher readers.

—

.

.

.

MUSIC AND TALENT—To

with the time-honored suit
of grey, but the act could have been improved if he
the
part
of
the
Colonel
with the frock coat,
dressed
the slouch hat and the wardrobe by which the goneforever gentleman is remembered by, suh.
The Ormonde Sisters, good vocalists and steppers
received several hands for their clever work and got
only what they deserved honest appreciation.
Billed as the comedian of the company Will Aubrey
got away with it as most of his class do. Taken as
a whole his work was clever but not sufficiently heavy
enough for the booking agents of the elite East to
flood his hotel with wires offering a life engagement;
but even at that, he earned his salary.
The ballet, the Albertine Rasch Girls danced well,
new steps with perfect unison, and wardrobe that
must be seen to be appreciated and was the best of
its class seen on the Saenger stage in many a week.
Coming down to the local end of the entertainment
it was fully as satisfactorily as that of the Publix,
with Castro Carazo leader of the orchestra gave as
his overture Von Suppe's "Light Cavalry" followed by
Wesley Lord on the organ with "I Get the Blues
When It Rains" who was voluntarily assisted by the
audience who insisting on singing the choruses thru
(Naturally that makes the organist
all performances.
Ray Teal the personality leader, sings, and
mad.)
wiggles, while Johnnie DeDroit punishes the sax to
vet,

.

.

At the back of the stage was a gigantic library
table on which sat four enormous books.
At each
end of the books were bookends chorus girls of

overshadowing

southern

MUSIC

I

Next,

Saenger

Week Ending

RUSSELL
* jq SAYS

WJ%

questions put to
the pit.
Davey told

(Continued from preceding page)
featuring Miss Lane who sang "Spell of the Rose"
and Miss Dean gave a rather pleasing dance number.
The Seaman Brothers then cut a few capers.
The finale consisted of the entire ensemble. Miss
Lane sang "Spell of the Rose," Miss Dean danced
and the Granada ballet appeared decked out in electric lighted floral wreaths.
The entire ehow was good,
each act received a big hand and Benny graciously
accepted considerable applause.

New Orleans

came out, he answered a lot of
him by Al Evans, conducting in

first
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The orchestra was
but a very cute idea.
ouped in front of this immense library table and
front of them were two large cnndelabras.
The first act was Sammy Kraible, who came out
one of the books on the table to do a nifty tap
Out of another book stepped Henry Gordon,
ince.
lied as late from the Chicago Opera Company, to
ng an aria in French from some opera, the name
which skipped lightly past the eager ears of this
>urse,

i

:

porter.

Gordon concluded with an excellent rendition of
Memories of France," and despite strenuous clapping
the part of the paying guests, would not come
l
>ck for another encore.
The chorus came out to the tune of "Sweethearts
Parade." to do just that kind of a dance.
l
They
ore yellow cape costumes and yellow hats with
omense purple plumes, and each of them carried
ige purple drums which they beat on as they danced.
Next was a man Al introduced only as the
Melody Man."
It was a funny cognomen, because
e

"Melody

Man"

didn't

make any melody

at

all.

he did nothing but a mean tap dance and
ided up with a contortionistic dance that was a pip.
is
getting
Al
frightfully careless about his introictions.
The next feature was a brother and sister
am whom he introduced as the originators of a
igless, rag doll dance, "the only one in captivity."
Next was Charles Irwin. The orchestra moved out
the pit for this number, and Al remained on the
age to indulge in some cross fire joking with Mr.
-win.
The latter is a dandy comedian in his quiet
ay, and that rich, English accent of his helps him
Jt over subtle humor in a big way.
He concluded
ith a patter song about "you said who, and I 6aid
i

fact,

-

HI."

The chorines came along again, out of the books
id dressed in costumes supposed to resemble worms,
hey danced, while Al Evans explained they were
ipposed to resemble book worms.
For the finale, the gigantic books turned around
id in the open edges of each of them was posed
woman. The other chorines marched out carrying
>ears and a large burst of eagle feathers appeared
center stage as the curtain fell.

i

Louis Fox
Week Ending June

It.

29

On the stage Harry Jans and Harold Whalen in
rwo Good Boys Gone Wrong," a Fanchon and
arco show "Grotesque" in which Harry Vernon,
ickson and Lee and others were featured, and
rthur
Lyons'
"Maytime Melodies" with Ann
ritchard

lsemble

among

the

youthful

entertainers

in

the

composed the stage offerings for the week.

number in which they appeared in black
and gold costumes with high headdresses and drums
They danced to
decorated with Indian characters.
the music of "Scheherazade" and "Marche Slav" and
the precision and synchronization of their movements was perfect. Their Drum Dance, which appeared in the "Fox Movietone Follies," was a most
effective number.
Frank Jenks. a Hollywood boy with plenty of
personality, holds down the job of master of ceremonies and the songs he sings and the intimate chats
he has with the audience are good for one laugh
after another.
His songs. "Hungry Women" and
"Yiddisher Fightin' Man" were given a good hand.
Helen and Frank offered a typical Apache dance
colorful

given with startling realism.
Lyda Robert}-, a beautiful blonde Polish girl. 6ang
a song with a decided accent, indulged in a little
dialog with Jenks and as an encore ended with a
fluent string of Polish.
Some wonderfully beautiful and artistic ensemble
work was done by the Hollywood Girls in their
tableax.
Three of the girls dressed in pastel shades
and carrying veils appeared on the 6tage with dim
blue lighting and gave a charming aesthetic dance
as Oscar Taylor sang "Jeannine" from "Lilac Time"
Then 12 girls in wide white
in a pleasing baritone.
draperies edged with silver which they held up like
wings took possession of the stage and gave a butterfly dance illuminated with a succession of delicate
colors.
During the progress of this dance Oscar
Taylor sang "Louise."
Their last number w-as a triumph of beautiful
staging.
The girls in white draperies appeared on
the steps of a Greek temple and gave a most artistic
scarf dance as Oscar Taylor 6ang "Song of Love."
The dance was first seen through scrim, the curtain
being slowly lifted as che lights changed and the
girls formed one charming picture after another.
This number was greeted with a storm of applause.
Dave Apollon's Revue also came in for a good
share of applause.
Apollon possesses a most engaging personality which combined with a certain naivete
"wise crackis decidedly refreshing in this day of
ing" masters of ceremonies.
Apollon himself is a
splendid violinist and his Philippine String Orchestra
displays finished musicianship.
Dressed in a Russian costume consisting of a blue velvet blouse and
red trousers he puts his orchestra through their
paces and how they do play "Dance of the Hours."
Two of the
"Deep Night" and a "blues" song.
members of the orchestra have fine tenor voices and
sang in excellent English.
Mile, Neva, a French dancer, gave a combination
of contortionistic and acrobatic dancing, twisting her
body into such seemingly impossible shapes that at
times she seemed scarcely human.
Danzi Goodal, a blonde eccentric dancer, was one
Tall
of the outstanding features of Apollon's Revue.
and slender, with her hair in a braid, she gave a
loose jointed dance that brought down the house.
The audience simply refused to let her go and 6he
was forced to appear before the curtain again and
again.
With Mile. Neva and Dave Apollon she then
gave a Russian peasant dance which also went over
big.

Chicago Chicago
Week Ending July

11

^

'hiladelphia

Fox

Week Ending

xylophonist. is a clever lad who
knows how to get the most out of his instrument
and in addition he gave an exhibition of soft shoe
dancing as he played the xylophone.

Mickey Michel,

The Chicago offered " Faces and Graces" as their
age attraction, featuring Verne Buck and his band,
>ra Hoffman, Tommy Atkins Sextet and Nell O'Day.
The show opened with Lora Hoffman singing
Faces and Graces." with the words projected on a
ont screen and at the close of her song the Atkins
;xtet gave a number accompanied by the Gamby
ale ballet doing an Irish
routine dance number,
erne then introduces Nell O'Day. who is seated on
P of a large silken chandelier lowered onto the
age.
Miss O'Day and the Atkins Sextet did a very
>vel dance number, she acting as a hand ball
and
as thrown from one to another.
This sounds crude
it in reality was
a very graceful number.
After
e sang "Anything Your Heart Desires" Lora Hoffan sang two numbers accompanied by the Chicago
chestra. "Love Everlasting" and an Italian street
ng.
Popular Frank Wilson then sang "Vagabond
5ver" and was followed by the ballet in a Venetian
nee number.
Miss O'Day sang "Good Little Bad
ttle you" and then a wedding Tableau for
the finale.
The Chicago orchestra featured "Poet and Peasant"
r their overture and as usual received a big
hand.

July 13

The stage presentation at the Fox this week had
wide variety of enjoyable features and was marked
an animation and vivacity that made the audience
el like seeing it all over again.
The Hollywood
udio Girls and Dave Apollon and his Revue shared
nors o» the program.
The Hollywood Studio Girls, the second Fanchon
d Marco presentation at the Fox. are possessed
an amazing quantity of "It" and to say that
ey walked away with the show is
putting it
'Idly.
Their Indian Dance was an effective and
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Vancouver Strand
Week Ending June

*YOU CAN'T

26

The Fanchon & Marco's "Sweethearts Idea"
exceptionally good evening business and fair
matinees.
Opened with two girls on raised pedestals
doing a strong line of acrobatic work and with plenty
of line girls below- with Mme. Iki singing the theme
"Sweethearts."
The Aber Twins followed with 6plendid violin and
hoofing number, which had no trouble in gettinar
pulled

across.

Jackie Souders and his band on stage went to bat
with "Rigoletto." ending with Jackie and three of his
boys who showed up well with heavy brass, two
cornets and two trombones.
"Puppy Love" also went over well with the line
girls in their grotesque puppy costumes.
Julia May
sold a military toe dance and an acrobatic dance
with the line girls assisting was peppy stuff.
Nat Nazarro, Jr., registered well with his 6oft
shoe dancing and also cello solo.
The close, the parade of the Sweethearts of the
ages was unique, applauded by the feminines and
easy to look at for the males.

Seattle Fifth Avenue Fox
Week Ending July 5
It

was a triumphant return

brought
selling

it

for Eddie Peabody, who
his Fiesta Idea, and had no trouble in
to capacity houses throughout the week. Of

course he played "The St. Louis Blues" not omitted
his far-famed leap into space at the end.
He also
introduced numerous novelties, with his talented new

LEO.
FEIST231-5 w.
NEW YORK

ST.,

CITY, N.V
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Harry Landrum, ably assisting. Eddie also
played one of Kreisler's Viennese waltzes on the
banjo, with sextette from Lucia, thrown in.
Against a background Spanish in motif, the
Romeros, dancers extraordinary gave a series of
striking dance numbers.
Armada Chirot, the prima
donna from the Rio Grande sang with vocal grace.
Rounding out the troupe's appearance was Jose Mercado, baritone and Stella Hewitt, featured dancer,
who gave whirlwind finish to most excellent stage
6how.
On the screen was Leatrice Joy in "The Bellamy
Trial," who brought the usual tears to the women's
partner,

eyes.

St.

Louis Fox
Week Ending

July 12

On the stage Dave Apollon presented Apollon's
Revue in which Danzi Goodall, Lucretia Craig and the
Mani/a Orchestra were featured.
There was also a Fanchon and Marco show "Songs
I Love."
In this offering were Permane and Shelly,
John and Harriet Griffith, Roy Smoot, Huff and Hunt
and the twenty Sunkist Beauties.
Harry Howard the comedian must also be rated as
a real headliner. He made a big hit with everyone
apparently.

Kansas City Pantages
Week Ending
The Revels of

July 6

a fast moving- dance act with
and attractive costumes, was
given a prominent place on the Pantages stage program.
Nothing in the way of a novelty is attempted in the number, but the dancing and vocal
numbers to which it is confined are done well.
Brown and Wells, a team of knockout comedians,
Brown has a whisper
bring forth many a laugh.
that brings many howls from the audiences.
The Plotz Brothers are European clowns who display subtle wit and clowning that stamps them as
far from ordinary in their line.
One does a burlesque toe dance that should excite the envy of
Pavlowa, The sister with the company also proves
several

pretty

1929,
girls

to be a clever tumbler.
Da ton and Racy, in a skit titled "Kalamboor,"
pull a long line of "nifties" which meets with the
approval of the audiences.
Louis Charninsky and his Pantages Orchestra offer
popular selections as the overture.

Minneapolis Minnesota
Week Ending

July 12

In keeping with the summer spirit. Gene Sheldon
and the Minnesota Serenaders present "Happy Go
Lucky" this week.
"Look for a Horseshoe" is the opening number,
done by the Foster ballet. The girls are dressed in
silk Uncle Sam suits and do the usual dance steps.
The Aubrey Sisters are on next and score a well
deserved hit.
These blond sisters are dressed in
baby pink dresses.
They do a doll dance as an
opener and then pick up small dolls in the wings and
put them through the identical steps.
Oscar Baum. formerly head of the Minnesota Symreturns this week to direct the
Serenaders in a medley of classical numbers.
Al Norman is billed next in "All by Himself."
Mr. Norman, an eccentric dancer, is enough entertainment to get by all by himself any place and
anywhere.
His first dance is a take-off on "The
Student Prince," the second an imitation of a straphanger, and the third a of a cabaret dancer.
"Sonny" Best, singing negro porter at the theatre,
is brought back to the stage for an extra number
Mr. Best offers "Sleepy Valley" from "The
this week.

phony orchestra,

Rainbow Man."

He was

well received.

THE FAMOUS

The Aubrey Sisters, assisted by the Foster girls,
next put on a novelty number.
The Aubrey girls
are dressed in brown and white riding habits while
the chorus is garbed in short white satin skirts and
box front orange velvet jackets. The number includes several songs and a variety of dances.
Gene Sheldon, Stewart Johnson, Vern Carpenter
and Nels Sasserson, the first director of the Serenaders and the latter three members of the orchestra,
present "Just Too Cute for Words," each playing a
different instrument.
The Three Swifts, with a juggling act and nothing
new in it, present the final number on the program.
The finale finds the chorus in green and yellow sports
costumes. In this number six white ponies are used,
two girls to each pony. The Aubrey Sisters are in
on this number in short green trunks and full-sleeved
green blouses. As the last curtain falls, huge floral
horseshoes are dropped from above and held over
the necks of the ponies.

Milwaukee Wisconsin
Week Ending

July 5

Fanchon & Marco's Idea "Cottage Small" opens
with an exterior setting of a small cottage with
Rose Valyda and a gentleman singing "In a
Cottage Small" standing on the veranda, while the
chorus of twelve are on their backs with their legs
raised representing the pickets in the fence before
the cottage.
They arise at the close of the 6ong
number and do a clever dance dressed in white and
blue ballet costumes.
The Joyboys under the direction of Al Lyons play
the William Tell Overture, augmented by Les Hoadley
at the organ.
The number was well done ind well
received.

A snappy Chinese dance by a young man draws
heavy applause and is followed by Harvey Stephen,
a member of the band who plays selections from
"Naughty Marietta," and "If I had You." He gets
a big hand and Al announces that it is planned to
feature some member of the band each week in a
solo number.
The next number is an elaborate offering with
the chorus paired in various colored costumes of
pink, yellow, blue, lavender and other hues, and
dancing with color fans to match their costumes.
Dorothy Dixon does a solo dance in connection with
this number and Rose Valyda sings a selection, once
in a bass voice and the other in soprano.
The
number is beautifully staged and gets a good hand.
Next Dorothy and Harry Dixon stage a comic
Spanish dance which provokes plenty of laughter from
the audience.
The finale follows with a setting
similar to that of the opening number including the
chorus of twelve, Rose Valyda and Dorothy and
Harry Dixon.

Detroit Capitol
Week Ending

July 11

"Great Town, Detroit."
That was the title of the Publix show that Del
Delbridge put through its paces at the Capitol this
week. The name had no bearing on the melange of
vaudeville acts in the show.
In fact, it was one of
those titles that can be changed to "Great Town,
Chicago," "Great Town, Podunk" or "Great Town,
Woonsocket," as the show moves hither and thither
about the country.

However,

it

was a good show, with plenty of dash,
and good singing. Not to forget one

color, pretty girls

Jack

Riano,

routine,

who

a nut dancer with an all too brief
displayed some eccentric and highly

unusual stepping.

To open, the

Capitol Girls trouped on the stage in
scanty tights, covered all over with rhinestone, black
silk opera length stocking and black silk top hats.

July 20, 1929

They did a cute little routine and gave way to
Madeline McKenzie.
Madeline also was resplendent in rhinestones. In a
very scanty costume, sans stockings and with one
of those sun tan backs to her dress, cut way down
to the beltline, she indulged in some fancy stepping

was pretty good.
Then came the aforementioned Jack Riano. This
young man, in a comedy makeup reminiscent of the
comic strip character Boob McNutt, put his rubber
legs through some amazing paces. The most unusual
feat of his acrobatic stepping was a back flip starting from a side flip as near as we can describe it
which left the audience wondering just how JacK
managed it. He wasn't on the stage near long

that

—

enough.
Del took

time out then for his orchestra speproved to be a medley of the hits that
Del has played recently, and included "Dream Train,"
"I Can't Give You Anything But Love, Baby,"
"Wedding of the Painted Doll," "Glad Rag Doll" and
"Louise."
The audience insisted on stopping the show on
"Dream Train" after Del had played a piano solo
as part of the number. Del is one mean pianist and
got the biggest hand of the evening with his solo.
Paul Kirkland was on next, with his breathtaking
dance on top of a tall ladder. He ended his act,
as usual, with his inimitable juggling specialty
where he balances a paper cone on the tip of his
nose, his forehead and his ears.
Not a new act,
but one which always get6 generous applause.
Joe Christie & Co., were next, the "Co." proving
to be a young lady in blue who played the comedy
They got a lot of fun out
to Christie's straight.
of a couple of saxophones, never playing anything
through, but always breaking off to put over a few
more jokes. Surprisingly enough, none of the jokes
were "blue" and they garnered a large quota of
cialty.

It

laughs.

The background went up

after this, to disclose a

gondola on a lagoon with George Knisely, baritone,
as the gondoleer singing "That Old Italian Love
Song" to a very pretty chorine. The rest of the
girls, in Italian costumes, came to front stage for a
tambourine dance.
Throughout the show, the music racks of Del's
musicians had been covered by cutouts of enormous
silk
hats.
The middle section of these dropped
for the finale, showing a chalk drawing of Del in
the niches thus disclosed.
The whole company was
on the stage for short specialties for the finale.

Portland Fox Broadway
Week Ending

July 16

Sam Jack Kauffman, who heads
Band and who now is a fixture at

the Fox Broadway

this popular house
as master of ceremonies, at various times makes some
extravagant promises of what he has to offer in
the way of stage entertainment. His adjectives this
week, however, were inadequate in describing the
stellar attractions of Fanchon & Marco's "Opportunity Idea." These were for the most part a charming group of prize winners, each doing a specialty
and representing one of the key cities of the Pacific
Coast from Los Angeles to Vancouver, B. C. In this
group Miss Margaret Benson, as Miss Portland, stole
the show with her violin imitation.
Badger and Mueseler, radio team, combined harmony, hokum and hilarity and brought applause
Cliff Jones
aplenty in spite of warm weather.

asked for an "Opportunity" to see what he could
do with his educated feet and it was plenty. Other
charming misses that will be hard to forget were
Miss Hollywood with her Hula dance, Miss Seattle's
singing and Miss Vancouver's dancing.

The film offering was also up to standard, Victor
McLaglen in "The Black Watch," with a real
Britannic flavor, and one night was set aside as
British Night.
Manager Floyd Maxwell also inaugurated some
fortune telling on the mezzanine which boosted
matinee business.

The

oriental idea

was

carried out

but the clever fortune teller declined to divulge her
name.
Cool mountain breezes seemed to find their
way into all parts of the house.

"THE GILL OF SONG"

Philadelphia Mastbaum
Week Ending July 13

Publix "Radio

Week of

LUCKY BOYS

Romance" Unit

July 20-26, Stanley,

J.

C.

Following Week, Branford, Newark, N. J.
Thanks lo Jack Partington Phil and Ruby*

The Mastbaum Symphony Orchestra, with Charles
Previn conducting, opens an entertaining program
with the overture "Schubert Melodies," supplemented
Two oval
by the Mastbaum Voices and Ballet.
frames are shown on the drop with figures appearing
in the frames like pictures and voices behind the
curtain singing words written for the Schubert
music.
As the spot light is thrown on the frame
to the right a little toe dancer dressed in an old
fashioned shepherdess costume of baby blue appears
and dances gracefully to the rhythm of one of
Schubert's compositions.

The Mastbaum Stage
is

Creation, "Wall Street Blues,"
spectacular and elaborate presentation.
march in as the Pages of Wall Street
blue velvet uniforms with conventional

the usual

The

ballet

dressed

in
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caps and rows of silver buttons singing "The
and Bears'll Get You If You Don't Watch Out."
A huge bull and a bear with ticker tape wound
about them decorate the drop curtain.
Jack Osterman has a very clever line of snappy
retorts which he weaves into a conversation taking
place in a broker'6 office with one man reading
quotations from the ticker tape and another chalking

them up.
Barnett and Carr
ing that leaves the
Osterman then gives
Jack has
in verse.

do some buck and wing dancaudience wanting more.
Jack
his "Philosophy of Broadway"
a George Jessel type of mono-

He

logue that is delightful.

talks rapidly

and jumps

from topic to another so that you have to give him
undivided attention or you've missed a good one.
The Mastbaum Ballet then enters in red and black
They do some good
uniforms and carrying rifles.
drilling and marching up and down steps placed high
at the center of the stage and at the extreme ends.
Stuart Barrie is still educating the public in popular song singing and seems to be quite successful.
He actually had the men singing "Adeline" so loud
that they never missed the accompaniment when he
stopped

playing.

Jack Osterman then conducts the stage band. The
saxophones play "Ramona," the violinists a Spanish
song, the horns "Barcarolle" and the drummer sings
Then all together each
"Yes. Sir, That's My Baby."
group plays its own selection and we have pandemonium, but it's different.
Comedy is introduced into the program by the
maid in clothes too tight and too long and the
ridiculous tiny hat,

who

and

stutters

recites

and

tries

The
be funny but the applause is rather faint.
ballet returns in gorgeous orange and old costumes.
Huge orange plumes form the headdress and the gold
Kay McKay,
lace costumes form a striking picture.
a gay little soprano, demonstrates her songs by
making whoopee with the leader of the 6tage band
to

evidently much to hie delight.
The finale is a riot of color.
First a group of
men and girls enter, the men in conventional black,
girls
black
yellow,
the
in
and
and take their places
on the steps at the sides of the stage and across
A group of girls in pastel shades with
the back.
ruffled headdresses dance to the center of the stage,
giving way to another group in flame colored dresses
with a long cascade of ruffles on one side.
The leading performers take their places in the center front
and for a few minutes the eye enjoys a symphony
of color before the curtain descends.

Pittsburgh Enright
Week Ending July

5

The stage act this week is called "Bang Bang."
and is a rousing offering for Independence Day Week.
The backdrop is brilliantly colored with pictures
of exploding fireworks, etc.
The opening of the act
finds the Enright Rockets (fourteen girls) in a nifty
dance ensemble.
The girls were dressed as Revolutionary War soldiers, and each was beating a drum.
They go through a classy hard shoe dance here.
Later in the act the girls have another pretty dance
routine, in which each girl did some solo work.
Dick Powell, master of ceremonies, puts the stage
band through "Dinah," and brings the house down.

was the hit of the show. Milo
better than ever with his marvelous imitative
powers, imitating anything from the call of a bird
to the puffing of a locomotive.
He scores a treMilo. the Mysterious,
is

mendous hit.
The Collette

Sisters sing and dance beautifully.
These girls are very neat and pretty, and go over big.
Martin and Mayo do a clever comic adagio dance,
which is really clever, until their offering gets a
little

burgh

off-color,

and

this

doesn't

stuff

go in

Pitts-

Feist Issues New Song
Edition for "Rio Rita"

In Film Version
The first big
(R K O Studios)

feature of Radio Pictures
will be the screen version of

Ziegfeld's "Rio Rita."
The production is
practically completed, and will be scheduled
for a mid-summer showing at the Earl Carroll theatre. New York.
Harry Tiemey is in Hollywood supervising the musical end of the production, and
he, together with Joe McCarthy, has added
two songs to the score. These are "SWEET-

HEART, WE NEED EACH OTHER" and
"YOU'RE ALWAYS IN MY ARMS (But
Only in My Dreams)."
The principal songs of the stage version,

RITA," "FOLLOWING THE SUN
AROUND," "IF YOU'RE IN LOVE YOU'LL
WALTZ," etc, will also be retained.

"RIO

Leo

Feist,

Inc.,

is

issuing

a

new

edition

of the "Rio Rita" songs to tie up with the
picture production.

her previous talk, the routine revealing
the various exercises through which she goes each
morning and each evening. To these exercises she
attributed her health and good looks.
The show 6tarts off with the Met Syncopators
playing a pirate melody, robed in pirate costume.
Jimmy Dunn, comedian, appears singing an original
melody and is supported in the chorus by the GambyHale Ensemble of 12 girls, dressed in pirate costume.
A dancing quintet appears dressed in State police
uniforms and an arrest is made while clever dance
6teps and appropriate music is performed.
The first feature to appear was Jue Fong, a Chinese
tenor with a marvelous soft voice.
He gave as
selections an opera in Italian and an Irish melody in
English. He then rattled off a brief speech in Chinese
which amused the patrons highly. He was called back
for an encore three times and proved highly entertaining.
The Farrar Trio appeared in back stage on a
illustrates

pedestal, one girl playing a flute, one a violin and
the other being a 6inger. Their part in the show was
small but rich, in entertainment.
Ted Claire, as master of ceremonies, was the usual
brilliant performer.
He sang a number and danced
while leading his orchestra with the usual pep and
variety.

and other popular numbers

to display the orchestral

The feature picture was "Fashions in Love," starring Adolphe Menjou.

effects.

Following the screening of the news reel, Walt
Roesner leads the Fox orchestra and the mixed
chorus through a splendid rendition of selections
from "Faust," with the great organ helping out
at the close.

presentation proper opens with the
the 6tage, with a futuristic musical
background and futuristic rhythm is the first offering.
A charming miss sings a song written especially for the act and introduces the Georgia Lane
Girls, thirty-two in number, who offer some lively

The

stage
orchestra on

steps.

Tap rhythm
some

is.

next

offered,

with

Ray Samuels

tricky steps to the music of "Mean
to Me."
He gets a splendid hand for his work.
The orchestra offers "Musical Odds and Ends,"
with no less than six melodies played at the same
time, these including "In a Little Spanish Town,"
"I'm Walking Around in Circles," "Easy Melody,"
"Together" and "Simple Melodies."
Barbaric rhythm next holds the stage and a girl
Thirtyin grass attire sings "Dig A Dig A Doo."
two other comely female savages then come on and
do a swishy, wiggly dance. It'6 lucky there are no
cows around the Fox theatre this week, or some
grass costumes might be transformed into milk.
Dorothy Johnson, a dimpled juvenile, offers saxophone rhythm and plays surprisingly well, offering
a waltz number, followed by an impersonation of
Ted Lewis. Hand rhythm is the next offering and
the Georgia Lane Girls, in black velvet, offer a
dance, followed by a number in which the hands are
employed, instead of the feet, the effect being most
striking.
This proves the real feature of the 6how.
The orchestra offers a medley of airs from the
Fox Movietone Follies, the next attraction, with "The
Breakaway" especially featured. A tiny colored miss
sings and dances and is followed by a couple of
colored boys who offer original steps and display
an unusual limberness.
Rhythm of the drums next follows, the girls
marching on the stage with large drums on which
they do some effective tap dancing to the music of
"Sweethearts on Parade." The act comes to an end
with the back curtain going up on an ensemble suggestive of music, with girls grouped around a huge
offering

metronome

in

Kansas City Pantages
Week Ending

July

11

"Via Television," a tabloid revue with brisk dancing and singing, was given a prominent place on
the Pantages" stage program.
Lowe and Sargent,
who are in charge of the revue, have arranged the
song and dance numbers well, while a saxophone

number proves to be the hit of the act.
Billie Burke's tango shoes act, although it has
been going on for several years in vaudeville, still
draws laughs and applause from audiences as the
number is well executed.
Penny, Reed and Gold are good nut comedians
and have a funny ventriloquist number in which
one of the dummies is a real dummy and the other
is human.
Some good laughs are to be gotten out
which is titled, "A League of Nonsense."
Odette, Charles and Mack have a number titled,
Fools and a Fiddle," in which some chuckles
also are to be obtained from.
The act includes a
slow motion number which goes over, while their
closing dialog is certain of bringing a laugh.
Louis Charnisky and his Pantages orchestra played
popular selections as the overture.
of the act,

"Two

Harry

I.

Robinson Offers

Slide Service
Harry

Robinson,

years

for

popular

representa-

Remick6 and more recently song and slide
for
Irving Berlin's Chicago office, has
launched his own business of writing organ solos
and novelties for organists. He has been writing
versions for organists for some time and since there

tive

for

manager

has been a general discontinuance of supplying sets
and slides, with the exception of chorus slides, it
should prove a great help to many organists.
He
has versions on hand and can supply them on short
notice.
When you are down in the Woods building
drop in and say hello. His mail is already getting
to

be

quite a

size.

motion.

a-tall.

The finale of the act is a great flash, representing
a night display of fireworks.
In the background are
seen huge pinwheels, formed of vari-colored lights.
Several of the girls are holding emery wheels in
such a fashion that they throw large sparks representing the fireworks known as sparklers.

San Francisco Fox
Week Ending
a

mighty

Boston Metropolitan

Mabel

Week Ending

Waltzer

July 12

"Pirates of Melody" is featured with a decorative
high light in the personage of "Miss United States"
Miss Irene Alberg, winner at the recent international
beauty contest. She appears in a beautiful black robe,
white collar and speaks briefly to the audience. The

difficult

Eddie

DYER

July 11

thing

such a
brilliant stage show as that of the opening week,
a show that involved months of preparation, and
Fanchon and Marco wisely planned this week's offering along different lines. Their "Rhythm Revue" is
scarcely as spectacular as "California Capers," but
it is snappy and entertaining and seems to be getting
as much applause as the initial offering.
Henri Le Bel, at the console of what is declared
to be the world's largest organ, offers Sullivan's "Lost
Chord" to display the cathedral qualities of the instrument, following with "As Long As I Have You,"
It's

is then dropped and reveals a almost perfectly
formed young lady, a blonde, dressed in tights. She
then goes through a five minute routine which

robe

little

Bulls
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UNIFORMS

to

follow

attaches^

Featured Comedians in the
Publix Unit

"Circus Cabaret"
This

Next

Week—July

Week —July
Direction

COSTUMES

20, Shea's, Buffalo

27,

Wm.

Paramount, Toledo
Morris Agency

BROOKS

Tl
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ORGAN SOLOS

SID SAYS

Doc Webb (Chicago Marshall Sq.). Since the inof sound equipment in this house Webb
has been the only feature or drawing card and it
isn't any wonder they keep him says this reporter

SONGS

stallation

after witnessing the reception he received following the presentation of the solo novelty about to be
reported.
The solo was called Baseball Specials and
after flashing the gag slides and explaining the idea
of the specials, meaning the numbers used in the
presentation on the screen, he used the following
numbers, "I Get the Blues When It Rains," "The

BEST SELLERS
Week Ending July 13th
No. i
"Pagan Love Song"

— (Robbins

One in the World," "Vagabond Lover," "Finding
the Long Way Home," "'Pagan Love Song" and "Sitting and Whittling All Day Long."
He received
enough applause for three encores but gave them
only two being a wise showman, leaving them wanting more than being satisfied.
For his encores he
used "Sunrise to Sunset" and "Some Sweet Day."
If anybody says an audience does not enjoy a 6ong
fest such as this, should visit this theatre.
It brings
a theatre business without a doubt.

Music

Corp.).

No. 2

"Wedding of
(Sherman Clay).

Painted

the

Dolls"

—

No. 3
"Honey" (Leo Feist).
"Louise" (Remick Music Corp.).
"I Get the Blues When It Rains"-

—

—

(Forster).
"I'm Just a

Vagabond Lover"

Feist).

"You Were Meant for Me"
Music Corp.).
"Desert Song"

— (Harms,

"I'll

Always Be

"My

Sin"
Henderson).

Hy

C. Geis (Jersey City Stanley) featured the theme
of the current Warner Bros, picture. "The
Squall."
Geis called his solo, "Learning a Hit."
After four introductory slides, Geis talked to his audience via a microphone attached to the organ and
introduced Al Lewis, who pleasingly sang, "The
Gypsy Charmer." Next Geis made a few clever remarks and asked the audience to join in a chorus of

song

— (Robbins

Inc.).

Love With You"

in

—

— (Leo

No. 4
(Shapiro).

—

"Maybe,
willingly

— (De

— (Robbins

"Broadway Melody"

&

Brown

Sylva,

No 5
—
(Irving Berlin).
-

"Carolina

.

Moon"— (Joe

Morris).

—

Henderson).

"This Is Heaven"

— (Ager,

Yellen

&

Bornstein).

EVANGELINE— (Irving

Berlin,

Inc.)— The theme

song of the new Dolores Del Rio picture of the same
name. It's written as a high class song and very
pretty.
One of the writers is the famous Al Jolson.
Music by Al Jolson, words by Billy Rose.
*

*

-

this

number a follow up

to that

famous song.

This song is well written and should
be a big song, maybe as big as it's parent song.
Music by Carmen Lombardo, words by Charles New-

man.
*

*

WHEN WE

»

GET TOGETHER IN THE MOON-

Berlin) —

—

LIGHT (We

(Irving
Get Along Great)
novelty song that will be great for singing orchestras.
Has extra choruses and quite a few laughs.

A

Words

by

Billy

Rose

Ben

and

Ryan,

music

by

Violinsky.
*

*

«

THE HUSH OF THE NIGHT— (George &

IN

man.
I

Preston

Sellers

(Chicago

Oriental)

played

"It

Pays to Advertise" and pay it did, the audience
him back after the screen introduction of Al
Kvale had been started. In this number were such
songs as "I'll Always Be in Love With You,"
"Honey," "You Were Meant for Me," "Falling for
You" and a parody to "Sonny Boy" and "You're the
called

Cream in My Coffee."
The audience sang long and loud and showed

their

appreciation for his encore number.

•

LOVE YOU,

—

I

*

HATE YOU— (M. Witmark &

Sons) The theme song of the First National Picture,
"Careers." Has a powerful lyric and a good melody.
Of course theme songs must have a good picture to
make them so we will have to see what the picture
does.
Lyric by Al Bryan, music by Geo. W. Meyer.
*

YOU — (Leo

Feist, Inc.)

*

•

—A

and with an excellent fox

good

title,

trot tune.

well written

What more

is

there to say ?
Two local boys have collaborated on
this song.
By Joe Bennet and Harry Linden.

*

*

*

•

away
is

THEME SONGS
Exceptional popularity has been achieved by three
songs written especially for the two First National
all-talking and singing productions now current on
Broadway namely, "Drag," starring Richard Barthelmess, which is at the Warner theatre, and "Broadway Babies," starring Alice White, which is at the

—

Central. The theme song of "Drag" is entitled "My
Song of the Nile." while the two outstanding musical
numbers of "Broadway Babies" are "Wishing and
Waiting for Love" and "Broadway Baby Dolls." An
indication of the smashing hits scored by these melodies is the fact that "My Song of the Nile" has
already been recorded by eight record manufacturers,
"Wishing and Waiting for Love" by six, and "Broadway Baby Dolls" by four. Several of these companies have recorded the songs in two or three
And other
different ways vocally, orchestrally, etc.
manufacturers are arranging to record them in the

—

near

now

"Drag" and
future.
in their third respective

"Broadway Babies" are
weeks on Broadway.

from

back

and

•

Benny Davis, J. Fred Cootes and Harry Engel,
known songwriters and mu6ic men, are about to
form their own music publishing firm.
well

*

*

•

Talk about hustlers, these three songwriters are
"it."
While playing on the bill at the Palace,
Lou Pollack, with the help of Young and Lewis, two
more songwriters, completed all the songs for Belle
Baker's new Columbia picture, in ten days time.
*

*

•

Miss Stem, former secretary to Sol Bornstein of
Irving Berlin, is taking the place of Miss Berger,
secretary to

Harry Blair of Shapiro, Bernstein.

Miss

Berger has been made personal stenographer to Mr.
Bernstein.
Miss Carolina Fladig, who was Mr.
Bernstein's secretary, is about to marry Herman
Schenck, the firm's Los Angeles manager. Though

know

either of them I want to congratulate
all their many other friends. . . .
for the past six years with Irving
Berlin, is now with Shapiro, Bernstein as act man
in the professional department.
Dave is the fellow
who puts his Kosher sign on business cards, funny
signs,
slides,
This has served its purpose,
etc.
identifying him with the trade.
I

don't

them as will
Dave Kindler,

•

*

All three of the Santly Bros, are back at their
desks, well browned after having spent their vacations
at the 1000 Islands.
They are working hard on
"To Be in Love," which has a fine chance of getThey 6ay it will surpass "I've Gotta Feelting on.
ing I'm Falling.
Charley Gordon (Broadway's w.k.
song man) is in charge of the professional department for Santley 's.
*

»

•

According to Sam Serwer of Warner- Witmark's:
All though we don't believe in numerology, we are
seeking signs of an occult influence at work in the
"composing" room at Witmark's. . . . The leading
numbers in the catalogue, three that are sweeping the
town, being sung, danced, radioed, and whatever
else can be done to a song, all end in a QUESTION

MARK.

"Maybe, Who Knows?," "Am
"Why Did You?"

Namely:

Blue?," and

•

I

•

Arthur Piantadosi is the proud father of the third
addition to his family.
Her name is Jane, and she
was born June 27th at the Red Bank Hospital,
Red Bank, N. J. Mrs. Piantadosi and little Jane
are now at home, Allen St., Rumson, N. J. . . .
Wyn Brookhouse, former sales manager for the firm
has just been appointed general manager.
*
•
*

Rudy Vallee has successfully introduced George and
Arthur Piantadosi's latest number, "Moonlight, a
Love Song and You." . . . Ted Koehler and Frank
"In
Magine are the writers of this number.
the Hush of the Night," written by Sam Lerner and
Al Hoffman, for George and Arthur, is one of their
"hit" numbers, the others are "Moonbeams" and
"Bashful Baby."
All orchestras in this city are
featuring one or all these numbers.
.

—

Arthur Piantadosi) A pretty number on the high
class order by one of our newest publishers who by
the way is starting off with a big catalogue.
Has a
beautiful lyric and suitable melody and looks like a
seller.
Lyric by Sammy Lerner, music by Al Hoff*

*

George Bennett, after having been
Shapiro, Bernstein's for some time,
writing special material for them.

*

THE MOONLIGHT MARCH— (Milton Weil Music
writers of SWEETHEARTS ON PARADE
in

.

*

Co.)—The

have written

Betty Shilton (Seattle Fox), known as "Sweetheart
of Radio Land" (KOMO), scored recently with clever
Announcement of
organlogue title "June Brides."
number made by Ray Jones, assistant manager,
Played "Romance," then "School
over hook-up.
Ways" followed after running story by Jones with
"When You and I Were Seventeen" then "Mean
to Me," "Forgive Me," then swung into Wedding
March, and "O Promise Me." Then Betty quickly
followed with "Rock A-Bye Baby."
Jones called
"My
quickly, "Why, Betty, they're just married."
mistake," says Betty and quickly changed into "Tea
for Two," which received a big hand.
Recently had number of request numbers on radio,
and asked that patrons please drop into Fox the following day, and were then played, which increased
attendance for house.
;

True"—

"When My Dreams Come
(Irving Berlin).

&

Douglas

Gumble).

Life."

Have you heard that Will Rockwell, the go-getter
professional manager of Harms, Inc., has been seriously ill, but is now recuperating at the Briercliff
Lodge, Briercliff, N. Y. ? .
While he is away,
.
George Wallace, former manager of Vincent Lopez
Bands, Inc., is taking his place.

*

'

No. 8
"Junior"— (Donaldson,

The audience responded
a fine reception at the finish.

very fine reception.

— (Harms, Inc.).
No. 7
"Wedding Bell"— (H. Waterson).
"That's
You,
Baby"— (De
Sylva
&

Hy

Stango
modulation first
and then in a manner that seemed like an utter
abandon that gripped the audience and earned him a

(Santley Bros.).
"Sleepy Valley"

Broivn

offered

"Ah, Sweet Mystery of
is called,
played this beautiful number in a

No. 6
Got a Feeling I'm Falling"

"I've

Who Knows."
and

John Stango (Philadelphia Boyd) offered a pleasing and well-played spotlight solo in which he feaThis was a Witmark number
tured but one song.
It
that is and has been a favorite for a long time.

Music

Corp.).

"Weary River"

July 20, 1929

*

*

.

.

•

Mose Gumble is holding the "fort" while the two
remaining members of the firm, Walter Donaldson
and Walter Douglas, are working in California.
"Uncle" Mose, as he is affectionately known to everyone,

is

very enthusiastic over the firm's anniversary

number, "Junior."
*

*

«

Garry, Keith headliner, through his manager,
Dick Polimer, has just signed a contract to sing
exclusively for Pathe and Perfect Records. His first
record for Pathe is of two Warner-Witmark numbers, "Maybe, Who Knows?," and "Am I Blue?,"
from "On With the Show."
Sid
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten

Minimum charge,
Ad Dept.

cents per word, payable in advance.

Copy and checks should be addressed

$1.00.

Classified

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn

St.,

Chicago,

111.

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium
PROJECTIONIST

at

—

Wanted

Position

liberty.

Sound

or

silent.

Will go anywhere.
Address Julius Kovats. 2907 East
114th street, Cleveland, O.

STENOGRAPHER-BOOKKEEPER.

FOR SALE Barry and Sargent's "Building
Theatre Patronage." Price $5.20 postpaid in U. S.
A., and Canada.
Certified
$6.00 foreign countries.
check or money order must accompany all orders.
Address Herald-World Bookshop, 407 South Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois.

FOR SALE— "Motion

Desires position immediately with theatre company or manager.
Six years' successful experience in theatre office work.
Excellent references.
Address Box 419, Exhibitors
Herald-World, 407 South Dearborn Street, Chicago,

Picture Trade Directory."
Comprehensive book pertaining to all branches of
the industry.
Eleven hundred pages in size. Price
$11.00
$10.00 postpaid in U. S. A., and Canada.
foreign countries.
Certified check or money order

Illinois.

must accompany all orders. Address Herald-World
South Dearborn street, Chicago,
Bookshop, 407

WANTED — Position

Moving Picture Operator.
Eighteen years' experience.
One year installation and
operation sound equipment.
Go anywhere. Married,
reliable.
Address Box 420, Exhibitors Herald World,

Illinois.

machines,
Projectionist, 6054

experience

Anywhere.
and sound.
Kimbark Ave., Chicago, 111.

movie

all

FOR

years'

enced, young.
Wolf, Mechanic

Vitaphone cause
Marion, 111.

of

ad.

Rudolph

St.,

ORGANIST — Experts

thoroughly trained in show-

manship available at all times for first-class positions.
Men and women. No service charge. Write full inAdformation concerning salary, organ, hours, etc.
dress Vermond Knauss School of Theatre Organ
Playing, 210 N. 7th St., Allentown, Pa.

WANTED— Position

OPERATOR.

as

MOVING

PICTURE

anywhere.

Rent
(professional).
Address Wood, 204 Inland Bank, Indian-

apolis, Ind.

WANTED —Theatre

Managers, Assistant Managers,
Employees to learn Modern Theatre Management. Approved and specialized training that will aid
to better positions.
Catalog H free. Address Moving
Picture Theatre Managers Institute, Elmira, N. Y.

Attention Theatre Managers
OUT NOW! F. H. RICHARDSON'S BOOK ON

SOUND— VOLUME

Thousands have already or3.
dered and received this up-to-date useful book dealing with and pertaining to all branches of sound.
The price is $5.20 postpaid in U. S. A., and Canada.
Certified check or money
$6.00 foreign countries.
Address Heraldorder must accompany all orders.
World Bookshop, 407 South Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois.

Richardson's Handbook of
Price $6.20 postpaid
in
$7.00 foreign counU. S. A., and
tries.
or money order must acCertified check
company all orders. Address Herald-World Bookshop, 407 South Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois.

— Volumes

H.
1

and 2.
Canada.

Your

Joseph

Spratler,

slightly used

demonstrating sin-

Reproduco Pipe Organs. Address
Havana, 111.

Chairs for Sale
BIG BARGAIN

WANT SEVERAL MERCURY

800

Wabash

RECTIFIERS,

111.

HIGHEST PRICES

111.

2,000
5-ply veneer theatre chairs.
Guaranteed condition.
Different styles and designs, $1.00
each, for quick sale.
For particulars write Illinois
Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14 East 9th street, Chicago, III.

WANTED—

2 Peerless or Simplex projectors, also
Strong retiector arc lamps.
Mate price, condition
and number of machines.
Will pay cash, or onethird down and balance C.O.D.
Address Box 337,
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,

used Opera chairs, 600 upholAddress Movie Supply Co.,

in

Veneer.

Ave.. Chicago,

USED

Stationery

"NEARGRAVURE"

("Neargravuremboso"

plate-

embossing) processes.
Special Neargravure 250
envelopes, 500 854x7^* letterheads $3.33, or 8*4x11"
$4.44, postpaid.
Sollidays, EXH-124, Knox, Indiana.
less

for used opera chairs,
Address Movie Supply Co.,

paid

projection machines, etc.
844 Wabash, Chicago.

For Sale
OPERA CHAIRS,

seats and backs for all makes,
save you money. Jobs in new
Address Redington Company,

five ply, at prices that

Equipment for Sale

and

used chairs.
Scranton, Pa.

320-18 INCH
CHAIRS $1.30; 270-18
inch veneer chairs $1.20; 320-18 inch veneer chairs
$1.25; 475-20 inch veneer chairs $1.65: like new;
700-19 inch new upholstered chairs $4.95.
Also 2
type 100-2E Motor driven Motiograph machines complete.
Fine condition $450.00 for the two.
Sim1
plex motor driven type S lamphouse and Peerless
arc control $300.00.
Powers 6B complete motor
1
driven $235.
1
new DeVrie Portable extra lens and
lamp $125.00. 1 small projector, motor driven, fine
condition $75.
Address The Theatre Seating Company, 845 South State Street, Chicago, Illinois.

INVENTORY SALE

of $30,000 used theatre equip-

Our warehouse is crowded with this merchanand must be disposed of quickly at reasonable
Merchandise consists of about 7,000 5 and 7
prices.
ply veneered theatre chairs, different styles and designs
all in excellent condition, price ranging from
$1.25 and up.
Also about 6.000 upholstered chairs.

ment.
dise

Projector Repairing
SKILLED MECHANICS,

specialized tools, and a
shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I
have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinery equipment.
One

of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving
some of the largest houses.
Relief equipment furnished free.
For results bring your work to Joseph
Spratler, 12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago, 111.

BEST SHOP
Prompt

service,

of these chairs are of the highest grade spring
constructed seats on the market today and many other
styles of upholstered chairs, prices from $1.75 and
Large stock of parts for all makes of chairs. Reup.
built Simplex. Powers and Motiograph machines, generators, compensarcs, spotlights, etc., as well as musiIn fact everything for the theatre.
cal instruments.
Write for particulars. We assure you great savings
and will send you literature on our merchandise.
Address Illinois Theatre Equipment Co., 12-14 East
Ninth St., Chicago, 111.

Classified

Ad

Will

Do

for repairing projection machines.
reasonable prices.
Address Movie

Supply Co., 844 Wabash, Chicago.

—

Some

Books
SALE— F.

Arc Lamps and accessories,
and 6-B and Sim-

VENEER

Staff

FOR

W anted

Address Preddey,
good, bad or incomplete, cheap.
188 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

—

Managers'' Schools

Projection

Opera

Organs for Sale
FOR SALE— Two

stered,

Equipment

Five years' experience with Simplex
Write or wire best offer quick. Ross

machines.
Ivey, Statesboro, Ga.

used.

Cameras for Rent

perience

HIGH TRAINED ORGANIST-PIANIST— Experi-

— Reflector

AKELEY: BELL-HOWELL

ex-

Complete library,
Publix Keith theatres.
thorough musician, modern.
Organist, 3200 54th
street, Des Moines, Iowa.

SALE)

also guaranteed rebuilt Powers 6-A
plex Heads.
Best Prices.
Write
12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago, 111.

844

ORGANIST— SOLOIST MALE— Ten

new and

Chicago.

gle and twin roll
S. B. McFadden,

407 South Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois.

PROJECTIONIST— Long

THEATRE EQUIPMENT,

chairs, projectors, screens, generators, rectifiers, reflecting arc lamps, etc. Write for bargain list and
catalogue.
Address Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,

Theatre for Sale
BUILDING AND THEATRE FOR SALE,

write

Ed. Buttermore, Leipsic, O.

A REAL PROPOSITION

in

a

real

city of 3,500.

Best town in Wisconsin.
10,000 to draw from.
Theatre new and modern. Doing fine business.
A real barEquipped with sound, acoustics great.

Reason for sale, sickness. Investigate.
Address Box 418, Exhibitors Herald- World, 407 South
Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois.
gain $16,000.

the

Work

Exhibitors Herald- World has helped hundreds of Theatre owners in solving many a problem. The classified advertising
department has placed organists all over the country, has helped in obtaining equipment, in selling equipment, and in
The rates are but 10c per word payable with order, 10% discount
solving many another problem that seemed difficult.
if run for 3 insertions.
See this week's classified pages. Maybe you are in need of something that is being advertised this
week. Tbe cost is small, the results are great.
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except the exchange and when we asked for
some credit on a following high priced one,
they stated that the man higher up didn't allow
them to do anything of that kind. We had to

swallow

it

Then when the next high priced one came
along, we billed it like a circus, sent our check
it would be here,
arrived on the Fourth of July,
it
came c. o. d., and the express office was
closed.
Result we had quite a crowd wanting
to see it but we ourselves couldn't see it and
there you are.
switched in a Saturday
night Western to keep open and told the express company to gotoell with the can, we
couldn't use it after disappointing our patrons,
losing all our advertising with an estimated
loss all told of possibly $200.
That's why we
wonder if the exhibitor has any rights at all
or is he merely here to go along and let the
big fellows say "naughty" every time we want
an extra slice of bread with just a wee bit of
butter on it. E. M. Viquesney, Tivoli theatre, Spencer, Ind.

advance
and when

in

THE VOICE OF THE INDUSTRY
LETTERS FROM READERS
I

Hang On, Says Kennedy
HAVE READ A GREAT NUMBER OF

from small town exhibitors in your
sound and they make interesting
reading, but none of them seem to be definitely decided on a sound policy, no doubt
letters

paper on

through

being

not

able

to

secure

unbiased

advice.
I have given the problem a lot of thought
and have listened to many people on sound
devices and have not yet installed one nor do
I intend to do so until I can install the best
and make money on it. The worst thing an
exhibitor can do is to install a cheap machine.
It will be the most expensive in the long run.
Ask any exhibitor who has installed one. I
know of some who are driving their patrons

away.

You

cannot deceive the ear as easily

as the eye.

Exhibitors
Don't close your house, hang
It won't be long before you will get the
best devices at a price you can afford. Remember that a good silent picture makes a better
impression with your patrons than a poor
talker. Sound film rentals will come down with
more installations. They are coming down
now. Hold on! Don't get panicky because a
few patrons are going to other towns to hear
sound or a few are asking you when you will
!

on

!

What you lose by their actions now
will make up when you get real sound
Hang
rentals you can make money on.
You are going to make more money
than you ever made before but to make it you
must have real sound or you will ruin your

get

it.

you
and
on
!

business forever. Why are the big producers
grabbing every theatre they can? They realize that the big money from now on is going
to be in the exhibiting end of the business.
Watch these men. They know which way the
frog is jumping. Hang on! S. B. Kennedy,
Central theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada.

—

We

were abruptly informed by the usher

to

keep

still.

Concluding the showing of this dark scene,
the operator struck his arc to the annoyance of
the audience. There was no reason at all that
merited the cutting off of the light from this
scene but this fact plainly showed the clumsiness of the operator.
Instead of closing his
dowser beforehand for the required length of
time, if any, he threw on his switch and then
took time to properly center his light. Perhaps
these high paid projectionists, as they nonchanantly style themselves, take advantage of
the newness of talkies by trying to produce

and comical

weird

how

operate

to

effects

the

knowing

without

equipment in

the

first

place.

Another poor mishap presented

itself

during

the showing of a Vitaphone picture in which
the record was just three minutes behind the
film
imagine a baby barking like a dog and a
dog singing.
These ludicrous effects are
caused by some of these careless operators
who pay attention to everything else except
what they should, besides not getting out of
the picture all that the producer put into it.

—

I dare say that if the operators of twenty
years ago received the high wages (they were
paid from $12 to $15 per week) of those
today and used the equipment of today, we
would have talkies without a squawk in a
carload. The oldtimers kept their eyes on the
screen and did not read newspapers and
magazines while the picture was left to run

an awry way (hand power).
We could have better projection if the managers themselves would sit up and take notice
of the surrounding conditions and really see
how their expensive equipment is used or
misused which?
What do you think, Mr.
Exhibitor? J. Victor Scholefield, Jr., Chiitself in

—

cago,

—

111.

Express Office Closed

Taking Notice
THE SQUEAKS, SQUAWKS

AND THE

other 57 varieties of noises that one is
forced to hear while enjoying this rather new
form of motion pictures could be cut down
to almost a minimum, say 99 44/100 per cent
real talkies, but the real trouble lies with the
operators who project these pictures.

The writer has never

yet attended a talkie

performance in any theatre without some
mishap occurring; some of these are pictures
out of synchronization, fading and muffled
tones, leaving the audience trying
the words out of the thin air.

to

CONTRACTS ARE NOT MADE UNLESS
Unless prices
justice meted out
stung at a fancy price

they are onesided.
fairer

and some

made are
when an

exhibitor is
on a picture that should never have been sold at all,
there's a lot of fellows that won't be able to
wade, let alone try to swim.

We

handed us with
Fox's "Sunrise." Cost us a bunch of money
for a supposedly big picture and we lost 50
bones, audience walked out, no one pleased
had a

real solar plexus

grasp

Well do some of the old boys remember
first talking pictures of twenty years ago
and how they used to get all worked up trying to keep both record and film running
together and consider the obsolete equipment
they had. Yet it seems to me that they did
the

—

A

Friend of

Many Men

MATHARD RAT TOURHIER HAS
sung

his

last

song

to

mortal man, has

sold the last ticket to our friends, the customers.

followers because of the
troubles noticed by the theatre-going public.
I will cite an example or two

Maynard Ray Tournier, general manager of the Iowa Theatre Company, owner
of the Old Star theatre at Mason City,

At a certain large theatre on the south side
there was shown "The Voice of the City."
In one scene a certain suspect is about to be
put through the third degree and the detectives switch out the lights leaving the scene
almost black, but they are still plainly discernible to the eyes of the audience when the
operator (who must be Scotch) shut off his
arc but let the sound continue! A few of the

—a now

better

than

their

audience applauded this

new procedure and

the Iowa, but greater than these
to many men
has gone.
Gone over yonder, where his rewards for
all earthly deeds are awaiting him.
la.,

real friend

to guarantee that

it

—

Maynard Ray Tournier died Saturday,
june 8, at Po\egama Sanitarium, Po\egama, Minn., aged 54.
Services and interment were at Mason City, la.
Friend.

—

—

Postpone Albany Vote

On Sunday Amusements
(Special to the Herald-World)

—

ALBANY,

July 16. Owing to the large
of exhibitors and others who will
be out of town on vacation during the next

number

two months those behind the campaign to
bring about Sunday amusements in Albany
have decided to discontinue the campaign
temporarily and not to press matters until
the exhibitors and city officials return
the early fall.

The newspaper campaign

recently

in

con-

ducted as a means of securing consensus
of opinion for Sunday shows in Albany indicated that about 92 per cent are in favor
of Sunday shows.

Airplane Rushes Audien of
Fight to Montreal House
(Special to the Herald-World)

MONTREAL,

July 16.—The pictures of
the heavyweight prizefight between Schmelling of Germany and Uzcudun of Spain at
New York were rushed by airplane to

Montreal by Educational Films when they
were immediately shown in several Montreal
theatres of United Amusements, Limited.
These were the first fight pictures of the
sound type to be presented in Canada. A
print was also rushed to Toronto for showing at the Pantages theatre.

Film Board Secretaries

Changed

in

Two

Cities

(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY,

July 16.— Miss Lois Wiss, who
secretary of the Albany Film
Board of Trade for the past month or two,
was transferred last week to the Indian-

has

been

and Miss Bonnie Long, of
has been assigned to the
Albany board. Miss Long has been serving
for some time with the Board in Indian-

apolis Board,
Dallas, Texas,

apolis.

.

Russell

Moon

to Direct

Greater Movie Campaign
(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO,

July

16.

—

Russell

Moon, who came from New York to direct
the publicity work in connection with the
opening of the new Fox theatre, has left
for Los Angeles to handle the Greater
Movie Season campaign in the fall.

Gloria Swanson to Paris
(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES,

July 16.— Gloria Swanson

will sail for Europe August 2, where she will
join her husband, Count Henrilde La Falais.
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WHAT THE

99

PICTURE DID FOR ME

Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor
Copyright, 1929

AT—All

T— Talking

Talking;

means the picture

is

—

M—

Sequences;
Music (synchronous) ; E Sound Effects. (Example: ATM,
and has a synchronized musical score. In the same way all other symbols
may be combined.)

all-talking

Columbia
OPENING NIGHT:

I

Special

grown lemon.

full

—

—H.

—

SAN FRANCISCO,

July 16.—It
was brought out at the conference
that through the generosity of several wealthy San Francisco patrons
and members of the local League for

—

SUBMARINE

(E) :
Jack Holt— May 30-31. This
is very good, but not the big special that it is sold for.
Worth about
what I paid for it. Lost money.
Play it, but don't pay too much. Nine reels. A. L.
Lighter,
Orpheum theatre, Mellen, Wis. General
patronage.

awfully

get the idea that the marriage
any different from the rest. About
a couple who decide to marry and agree to separate
if the other one is unhappy after six months.
They
get a divorce and re-marry in the end.
Just enterin this story

is

Oh yes, during the picture
is shown at the age of about six
a perfect brunette. A few years later
a perfect blonde.
Golly 1
Seven reels. G. W.
Wooten, L'Arcade theatre, Yorktown, Tex.— Small
town patronage.

of

Delegates expressed
such equipment will
of hearing to enjoy
as they have enjoyed

Where do they

weak.

Hard

Hearing fifteen seats
have already been equipped in one
house with special hearing apparatus.
the

—
—

TRIAL MARRIAGE: Norman Kerry—Plot

SUNRISE

(Special to the Herald-World)

patronage.

%

—

Special Apparatus for
Hard of Hearing Added

cast— June 23. Just
E. Drew, Orpheum
theatre, Ionia, Mich.
Small town patronage.
SUBMARINE: Jack Holt—60%. June 14-15. A
splendid picture that pleased all who saw it and that
was a good many.
Nine reels. Beatty & Johnston, Crescent theatre, Red Deer, Alta., Can.
General
another

the opinion that
enable the hard
audien pictures
the silent drama

in the past.

woman's

months and

—

NAME THE WOMAN:

Helene Chadwick—June

27.

Below average program picture that will please the
sob sisters.
Six reels. H. E. Drew, Orpheum theIonia, Mich.
Small town patronage.

—

—

atre,

WOMAN

HIS CAPTIVE
June 30-July

(TME)

Milton Sills-

:

a mighty good entertaining picture. The stars and cast fine. Talking very
plain.
Gave as good satisfaction as any talking picture we have played here yet.
Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. General patron1-2.

This

is

—

—

WEARY RIVER: Richard Barthelmess—June 27A good picture in either silent or sound as I saw

28.

A

picture

that

will

not

—Guy B. Amis, Princess
Tenn. — Small town patronage.
critical.

OUTCAST:

Corinne

offend the most
theatre, Lexington,

A

27-28.

—

theatres.

Canton and LaGrange, Mo.

THE WHEEL OF CHANCE: Richard Barthelmess
23-24.
A very fine picture. Received by our

— June

patrons very well. Wish to say that the ending was
ruined by not being completed, with 50 feet more
film this could be finished to the satisfaction of patrons and would improve the picture twenty-five per

Kan.

—

THE NOOSE:

Richard Barthelmess— June 24-25.
wonderful picture and very fine acting by the whole
Had lots of good comments but it didn't draw
like "The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come." Eight
reels.
Robert K. Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield,
Mo. General patronage.

A

cast.

—
—

Colleen Moore—June 24-25.
Good.-^I. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie,
Tex. Small town patronage.

—

THE LOVE MART:

Billie

Dove— June

30.

Very

good with exceptically fine work by the entire cast.
Eight reels. Parkside theatre, Lyons, la. General
patronage.

—

—

Colleen Moore Good little picture
everybody says. Colleen always draws well here and
any picture she plays in all I have to do is let them
know. C. R. Shuttleworth, Princess theatre, Waynesboro, Miss.
General patronage.

—

(E):

—

—

Ken

Maynard—

Good Western from Ken and Tarzan. They
always hit with the Western fans who aren't as
numerous as they once were. Seven reels. Robert
K. Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo. General
July

2.

—
—

patronage.

Very mediocre

Johnny Hines— July
Lots of

picture.

entertaining qualities to
of pants.
Why? Oh

it.

silly

1-2.

acting and no

Baby diapers and losing

—

Seven reels. W. J.
Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan. Small town

why?

—

patronage.

that

sell

it

—
—

SUNRISE:
Janet Gaynor—30%.
Rather depressing.
Sold as a special
draw over a

me

for four times what it
In a three days showing
If you can buy it cheap, run
it for it's a cheap picture.
It doesn't cost a lot to
make one like this. Six reels. Steve Farrar, Orpheum theatre, Harrisburg, 111. General patronage.
to

21-22.

not

program

business.
Nine reels.
Johnston, Crescent theatre, Red Deer, Alta.,
fair

Beatty &
Can. General patronage.

—

ME GANGSTER:

Special cast—A good story well
handled, but no comedy relief. Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich. General patronage.

An

—

Belle

Bennett— Very good.

extra good small town appeal action and an all
John C. Leveck, Auditorium
General patronage.

—
—

star cast put it over.
theatre, Benoit, Miss.

MOTHER MACHREE:

Belle

Bennett—This

a

is

nice, entertaining little 6tory, not at all the big
special it was sold for.
I raised the price a nickel,
gave it plenty of publicity, and a three day run
didn't pay expenses.
Roy W. Adams, Pastime theGeneral patronage.
atre, Mason, Mich.

—

—

MOTHER MACHREE

(E) : Special cast—July 1-2.
a good picture but listen, brother, don't let
them kid you into paying a month's rent for it because it doesn't click that well by a jug full. I lost
money on this one. Nine reels. C. R. Shuttleworth,
Princess theatre, Waynesboro, Miss. General patron-

This

is

—

—

age.

MOTHER MACHREE: Special cast— Good. Kept
usual crowd away.
No draw even on "Mother's
Day." People afraid of it. Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Ida. General patronage.

—

JUST TONY: Tom

—

—
Mix—Reissue.

Good Western,

paid out. Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason,
Mich. General patronage.

—

SKY HIGH: Tom Mix—A

mighty good Western

picture.
The scenes of the Grand Canyon of the
Colorado, extra fine and thoroughly interesting.
better picture than an average Zane Grey play.
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida. General
patronage.

A

—

JOY STREET:
acted picture of

Special
its

cast—June

18.

A

well

kind but a mighty poor kind.

Too much jazz stuff. A poor picture for the young
The fewer we have like this the better.
people.
Seven reels. —-Page & Goetz, Gem and Rex theatres,
Canton and LaGrange, Mo. Small town patronage.

MOTHER

THRU DIFFERENT EYES: (AT): Special cast
— A very interesting mystery story. Gave good satisfaction but was sold
was worth at the box
we lost $204 on this.

June

but did

—

Fox

—

Seven reels. W. J. DeLuxe theatre, Spearville,
Small town patronage.

HAPPINESS AHEAD:

•

—

THE WRIGHT IDEA:

Small town patronage.

cent.

city

CANYON OF ADVENTURE:

Griffith^Iune

mighty good picture that pleased all that came to see
it.
Poor business on account of other attractions but
no fault of this picture. Seven reels. Page & Goetz,

Gem and Rex

Perhaps the big

21-22.

Ken Maynard—June
theatres don't want the

outdoor and Western pictures but out here in the
short grass country where money is as scarce and as
6hort as frog hair on a mill pond they are the only
pictures for us and they help us make up our lo6s
on the society pictures that are crammed down the
dear public's throat. If we had been given good outdoor action and entertaining pictures in the past this
business would not be going to the dogs as it is today.
Six reels. W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville,
Kan. Small town patronage.

OH KAY

age.

both.

CODE OF THE SCARLET:

—

First National

Special cast— June 27-28.
cost real special prices

(E):

special

MOTHER MACHREE:

child

is

—

Another
and had
on whatever. A slow, dragging
Exhibitors,
picture that our patrons walked out on.
lay off this unless you can buy it around $10 to $25,
that's plenty.
Fox has certainly given us some
raw deals and no adjustments or fairness whatever.
E. M. Viquesney, Tivoli theatre. Spencer, Ind.
Small town patronage.

Fox

nothing to

—

tainment, nothing more.

the

TRUE HEAVEN (E) : George O'Brien— July 4.
Seemed to please
This is a very nice little picture.
everybody who saw it. Seven reels. C. R. Shuttleworth, Princess theatre, Waynesboro, Miss. General
patronage.

office.

—
—

KNOWS

BEST:

Madge

Bellamy-

Pleased everyone but the box office.
In the red
However,
about twenty dollars on a three-day run.
it will
please everyone but the kidfe not enough
comedy in it for them. Roy W. Adams, Pastime
theatre. Mason, Mich.
General patronage.

—

—

—

A
David Rollins— June 27.
Have had numerous good
comments on running it. Did not draw very well.
PREP AND PEP:

very good comedy drama.

%eivisnosubstituteMro/htm/
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100

—

Gem

Mis. Hulda J. Green,
Utah. General patronage.

Six reels.
river,

—

theatre, Green-

Paramount

THE GREAT WHITE NORTH:

Shows
Parachute Drop

Special cast— An
entertaining travel picture, should be double-featured
with a comedy or action picture. Roy W. Adams,
Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich. General patronage.

Picture

—

—

Yorktown,

tre,

LONE STAR RANGER:

YORK, July 16.—A slow
motion study of a pilot making a
sheer drop of 3,000 feet before his
parachute opens is seen in "Happy
Landings," a new Visugraphic pro-

cast— I have run

— General

—

it always
on SaturPhilip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.

Special cast— A very
Just the proper pic-

—

ture for the kids as they will like it. C. C. Kaufman, Gem theatre, Colusa, Cal. General patronage.

—

FOUR SONS:

Special cast— May 5-6.
A picture
that you can push as a special. I had poor weather
and cold but came out on top, which is more than
I have been doing this winter.
Lots of good comments.
Eleven reels. E. I. Weed, Northern Lakes
theatre, Phelps, Wis.
Resort town patronage.

—
—

THE DEADWOOD COACH: Tom Mix—Tom

Mix

Third time here and drew like a house
make a

In a reissue.

—

One

of seven plays only in April to
Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon,

Ida. —

11-12.

Special cast— A mighty fine
Charles Farrell pleasing
Russian Revolution play.
as the officer and Dolores Del Rio good as the peasant
Clean, interesting, dramatic, high class in
girl.
A special. Philip Rand, Rex
every particular.
General patronage.
theatre. Salmon, Ida.

—

—

Phipps— 35%.
Would have made a
Sally

Nothing to get excited over.
good two reel Mack Sennett bathing beauty comedy.
C.

William Haines—This
shipment, and the one
night's run didn't gross the house overhead, to say
nothing of film expense. It's a good story, and where
Haines is popular, it ought to do business. Roy W.
Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich. General
patronage.

Kaufman, Gem

—General

theatre, Colusa, Cal

patronage.

THE GAY RETREAT: Special cast—Old but exFunny as the dickens and will please
tremely good.
males.
Fine for Satmday. One of the very best
war comedies offered. We lost heavily due to hot
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.
weather.
General patronage.
all

—

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
CHINA BOUND: Dane-Arthur— 60%.

SIOUX BLOOD: Tim McCoy—June 18. A snappy
Western story that will please 100 per cent.
A
dandy story and fine acting.
Five reels. C. E.

—

I

—

patronage.
:

Ramon Novarro— June

—
—

19-20.

penses.
less of

(E)

cast— June
to draw ex-

Special

:

Very good picture which failed
Nothing seems to draw them in now regard-

how good
Orpheum theatre,

Eight
Mellen, Wis.

it

reels.

is.

—A.

L. Lighter,

General patronage.

A MAN'S MAN:

A
William Haines— June 25.
fast story with Haines at his usual standard and
Seven reels. C. E. Robinson, Town
finely supported.
Hall theatre, Carmel, Me. Small town patronage.

—

—

THE TRAIL OF
Extra
mend.

good

'98:

attraction.

—

—July

Dolores

Del

Rio

A show

you

may recom-

Ten reels. D. A. Koker, Happy Hour
Ewen, Mich. Country patronage.

—

theatre,

—

theatre.

Mellen,

—General

patronage.

cast— June

15.

Wis.

Truly
a big picture from the production end of view but
make a big hit with our patrons. Ten
it didn't
Parksidc theatre, Lyons, la. General patreels.

—

—

THE DUKE STEPS OUT:

William Haines— June
22.
Haines always pleases our crowd and brings little
better than the average crowd when we show him.
Seven reels. Robert
This is an extra good picture.
K. Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo. General

—
—

patronage.
21-22.

Very good.

Ramon

SHADOWS

WHITE
Monte Blue

— June

11.

IN

A

THE SOUTH SEAS:

very good picture, excellent

Some

in
of the greatest photography yet.
More educational than entertaining. Eight reels.
C. E. Robinson, Town Hall theatre, Carmel, Me.
Small town patronage.
fact.

ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE:

A

William Haines—

picture to poor business.
Haines doesn't
at all here.
Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre.
Mason, Mich. General patronage.

good

draw

—

—

OF EMPIRE:

TIDE

Renee

Adoree— June

fair.

Six

29.

Interesting story, well acted by a good cast.
Wish
we knew the type of story when we date pictures.
All we have is the star and title.
We dated three
of these Spanish land grant pictures in succession.
Robert K. Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo.
General patronage.

WILD ORCHIDS: Greta Garbo— 60%. If the producers would give us more good pictures like this one,
C. C.
it may be that our business would hold up.
Kaufman, Gem theatre, Colusa, Cal. General patronage.

LADY OF CHANCE: Norma

—

Shearer— Very

pleas-

ing picture and did a little extra at box office which
Lake
very rare nowadays. Diamond theatre.
is
Odessa. Mich. General patronage.

—

—

WEST OF ZANZIBAR:

Lon Chaney— First

class

Fair
a gruesome and unpleasant story.
business.
Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason,
Mich. General patronage.
acting

in

—

—

FOUR WALLS:

John Gilbert—Nothing to write
home about but nevertheless it was a good entertainment. Crawford is a coming star and she can stick
Wonder
her shoes in my trunk any time she likes.
if
she would consider slipping the old man an
Would like to have one as I
autographed photo.
Eight reels.
believe she is going to be popular here.
B. R. Johnson, Orpheum theatre, Kerrobert, Sask.,
Canada. General patronage.

—

—

MORGAN'S LAST RAID: Tim McCoy— Civil War
drama, drew fairly well on Glassware Night.
Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.

— Roy W.
—General

MORGAN'S LAST RAID: Tim McCoy—June 29.
story based on the Civil War with plenty of fun
and suspense, yet there are a few scenes that are
Seemed to
a little smutty that should be left out.

A

—

Guy B. Amis,
please the Saturday crowd, however.
Princess theatre, Lexington, Tenn. Small town patronage.

—

SHADOWS OF THE NIGHT:

Flash— Good crook
produced and played. Roy W.

melodrama, expertly
Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.

reels.

—
— General

pat-

ronage.

BROADWAY:

Cody-Pringle-^Iune

29.

see why Metro let Cody suffer
Print good and pleased.
like they did in this one.
E. I. Weed, Northern Lakes theatre, Phelps, Wis.

Just

fair.

I

can't

Resort town patronage.

—

SKIRTS: Syd Chaplin 40%. Funny in spots, but
It may go over some places.
C. C.

Kaufman,
ronage.

Adolphe Menjou— A

typical

Menjou picture, but he isn't so hot here. No brickbats or bouquets.
The men like Menjou because he
puts it over on the ladies like the! rest of us would
like
to.
Seven reels. G. W. Wooten, L'Arcade
theatre, Yorktown, Tex.
Small town patronage.

—
—

THE FLEET'S

IN:

Bow—July

Clara

Rather

4.

weight vehicle. Created no furor, but I guess
gave average satisfaction.
Some of the photoggraphy pretty hard to register.
Smallest gross we
ever had on a Bow picture but the weather was bad
light

it

and competition pretty heavy.

Would

like

to

see

Clara in a good heavy meller once just for a change.
Eight reels. O.
B.
Wolfe,
Screenland theatre,
Nevada, O. Small town patronage.

—

—

THE CITY GONE WILD:

Thomas Meighan— So

has business. Took in $7.65 on second night. Never
once did I make a penny on Meighan since "Male
and Female," one of the fine old plays. Paramount
killed Meighan with inferior plays.
This is a crook
melo with Louise Brooks getting the sympathy away

from the heroine. Some said "good" and some "fair."
Most people stayed away. Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Ida.

—

— General

patronage.

AVALANCHE: Jack Holt—June 25. A mighty
little
program picture.
My people like the
Zane Grey pictures and Jack Holt is always a good
star with us.
Six reels. Page & Goetz, Gem and
Rex theatres. Canton and LaGrange, Mo. Small town
good

—

—

patronage.

—

AVALANCHE Jack Holt— June 29. A disappointto the Zane Grey devotees.
A couple of our
most rabid fans walked out on it. Punch and action
lacking.
Otherwise fairly well acted and an average
picture.
Business and satisfaction both absent. Six

ment

—O. B. Wolfe, Screenland
—Small town patronage.
reels.

theatre,

Nevada, 0.

THE WILD PARTY:

Clara Bow— July 3-4. Not
a party as they try to make us think it is.
undressed girls but the party was not as
one would think from the advertising. I
this picture just a little under fair for a
Clara picture.
Seven reels. W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe
theatre, Spearville, Kan.
Small town patronage.
so wild
Lots of
bad as
consider

—

—

THE WILD PARTY: Clara Bow—35%. June 7-8.
This is an average Clara Bow and did not go over
very big here.
Eight reels. Beatty & Johnston,
Crescent theatre. Red Deer, Alta., Can. General patronage.

—

—

THE WOLF SONG: Special cast—June 19-20.
Nothing to it except some singing, and you can turn
on the radio and get lots better. J. S. Walker,
Texas theatre, Grand Prairie, Tex. Small town pat-

—
—

ronage.

THE SHOPWORN ANGEL (T) Nancy
27-28. A very pleasing picture.
Liked

Carrollby everyone and drew a nice business. J. M. Hobbs, Temple
theatre, Yates Center, Kan.
Small town patronage.
:

May

—

—

THE WATER HOLE:

Jack Holt— June

22.

Fine

entertainment and a little different type of story than
Zane Grey usually writes. Will please though. Six
reels.
C. E. Robinson, Town Hall theatre, Carmel,
Me. Small town patronage.

—

—

nothing big.

William Haines— June

Business just

Novarro— 75%.

—

—

BEAU

ronage.

THE DUKE STEPS OUT:

—Small

patronage.

(E) : Dolores Del Rio—June
THE TRAIL OF
23-24.
Play this, it is good, but don't let them
Metro
tell you it is a world beater because it isn't.
Worth just as much
haoked me plenty on this.
Didn't
cash, no more, than a good program picture.
draw film rental. Thirteen reels. A. L. Lighter,

THE TRAIL OF '98— Special

Me.

M.-.ny of my
of the best pictures of the year.
patrons said it was just as good as "Wings" and
that is saying something. C. C. Kaufman, Gem
theatre, Colusa, Cal.
General patronage.

1.

'98

Orpheum

Carmel,

theatre,

One

26-27.

very fine picture. Singing good. No talking, but
gave good satisfaction. Bert Silver, Silver Family
General patronage.
theatre. Greenville, Mich.

THE BELLAMY TRIAL

Hall

THE FLYING FLEET:

MGM

THE PAGAN (ME)

Town

—

can't see
discontinuing the making of their
•why
is
pictures as most all they have made has pleased.
General
C. C. Kaufman, Gem theatre, Colusa, Cal.

A

in

—
—

—

THE RED DANCE:

NONE BUT THE BRAVE:

Wash.—

THE DUKE STEPS OUT:

was delayed one day

Special

This is a picture that you can
cast April
Boy, it is a cat.
I will have to take my
step on.
hat off to Mr. Bill Fox and make a long sweeping
bow on this one. Buy it, advertise it and cash in
on it. C. R. Shuttleworth, Princess theatre, Waynesboro, Miss. General patronage.

—C.

A. Spears, Dream theatre, Onalaska,
General patronage.

town patronage.

ROMANCE OF THE UNDERWORLD:

—

FASHIONS IN LOVE:

— K.

Robinson,

General patronage.

—

—

ern flying.

town patronage.

A THIEF IN THE DARK:

•cent.

BETRAYAL: Emil Jannings—June 26-27. The
most poignant drama of the year.
Story so big it
overshadows the individual actors, making a perfect
ensemble with no harsh, distracting accessories to
spoil the production.
Mr. T. O. Service criticises
the picture, which criticism is in keeping with the
usual silly twaddle he puts on his page. J. S.
Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.—Small

patronage.

good Saturday night picture.

.afire.

Small town patronage.

duction dealing with the parachute
as the "Safety. First" factor in mod-

this every year or so for a long while and
draws well. This pulled better than usual

day night.

Special cast A few
scattered around in this one.
Will be all
right as an average program filler.
Eight reels.—
G. W. Wooten, L'Arcade theatre, Yorktown, Tex

laughs

(Special to the Herald-World)

town patronage.
Special

—

DIVORCE MADE EASY:

NEW

SOFT BOILED: Tom Mix— We got a good many
kicks because of its age.
Otherwise it pleased O. K.
Lots of action and a chuckle or two.
Print rather
antique. Seven reels. G. W. Wooten. L'Arcade thea-

—
Tex. — Small

July 20, 1929

Gem

theatre,

Colusa,

Cal.

—

—

General

pat-

THE CANARY MURDER CASE:

William Powell.
For the weak-minded. Haven't seen Mr.
Service's report on this, but imagine he scored it as
perfect! It drew well. J. S. Walker, Texas theatre,
Grand Prairie, Tex. Small town patronage.

—July

1-2.

—

—

MORAN OF THE MARINES: Richard Dix—June
A good picture, great acting by Dix, but Ruth

15.

— C. E. Robinson,
—Small town

Elder

is not so hot.
Five reels.
Hall theatre, Carmel, Me.
ronage.

Town

MARQUIS PREFERRED:

—
—

pat-

Adolphe Menjou— June

Very, very poor. J. S. Walker, Texas
Grand Prairie, Tex. Small town patronage.
28.

theatre,

—

ABIE'S IRISH ROSE: Special cast A very good
picture and pleased well, but not much better than
some good program picture. C. C. Kaufman, Gem
theatre, Colusa,

Cal.

—
— General patronage.

THREE WEEK ENDS:

Clara

Bow^Iune

so good as Clara is usually, but Clara

Not
25.
draws them in

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

July 20, 1929
for
tre,

—

me. Six reels. C. E. Robinson, Town Hall theaCarmel, Me. Small town patronage.

—

THREE WEEK ENDS:

Clara Bow— June 28-29.
Bow picture. Lots of "it."
played this star in, but gave
Bert Silver, Silver
satisfaction as a silent picture.
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. General patronage.
This

we have

—
—

HOT NEWS:

Bebe Daniels— June 26. Mighty good
Seven reels. D. A. Kooker,
picture to poor business.
Ewen, Mich. Country pattheatre,
Happy Hour

—

—

ronage.

UNDERWORLD:
picture

good

in

making

expenses

theatre,

Mason,

Bancroft— This was

George
but

day,

its

a

short of

— Roy W. Adams,
Mich. — General patronage.

Pastime

here.

NEW YORK:

DOCKS OF

way

fell

it

machine somewhere and danced all over
threw a siland maybe a
complete
enjoyment
of
prevented
few other things
what I believe would have been a good picture withSeven reels. H. B. Grice,
out these diversions.
Aiken Mills theatre, Bath, S. C. Small town pathung

in the

the screen, light from a street light
houette of our stove on the screen,

—

—

Special

cast— June

8.

Not

I think
it could
be shortgood as I expected.
Only pleased about 50
ened and be just as good.
Eight reels. C. E. Robinson, Town Hall
per cent.
Small town patronage.
theatre, Carmel, Me.

as

—
—

A

BEGGARS OF LIFE:

Special cast—June 20-21.
fair program picture that pleased about fifty per
Not a good enough picture for Beery. Too
cent.
much dark film, supposed to be taken at night. Nine
reels.
Page & Goetz, Gem and Rex theatres. Canton

—

LaGrange, Mo.

and

said we should have run it on our best raised
priced nights.
I did
not see the picture. Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida. General patronage.

—

—

—

CHANG:

Special cast Very entertaining travel
I could have got someone in to see
Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich.

wish

I

—Roy W.
—General patronage.
it.

CHANG:

Special cast

— June

3. If all silent

pictures

have the novelty and appeal of this jungle
no theatre would need sound. This picture
as entertaining the second viewing as the first, and
that's high praise for any picture.
Eight reels.
H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills theatre, Bath, S.
could

picture,

C—

Small town patronage.

LEGION OF THE CONDEMNED: Cooper-Wray—
Very good entertainment, on a par with "Wings"
and "Lilac Time."
Only criticism I have to offer is
there

that
stars

robert,

—

fair

—

FOR LUCK:

FOOLS
theatre,

much

too

of the
nights.
theatre, Ker-

closeup

Above average crowds both

B. R. Johnson, Orpheum
Sask., Canada.
General patronage.

Eight reels.

A

altogether

is

kissing.

comedy
Lyons.

Ia.

—

Bebe Daniels— June

24.

Small town patronage.

OLD IRONSIDES: Special cast— 60%—May 27.
We played this one night in a revival week. It is
but good.
A beautiful picture that pleased a
crowded house.
Nine reels. Beatty & Johnston,
Crescent theatre, Red Deer, Alta., Can. General
patronage.
old

—

—

Jack Holt— June

very good picture.
Pleased 100 per cent.
Six
reels.— C. E. Robinson, Town Hall theatre, Carmel,

— Small

town patronage.

THE VANISHING PIONEER:

Jack

Holt—June

10.
This picture rated 68 per cent at the ticket
(just noticed that there is no place for percentage on these new reports). The best percentage
since March.
The Western or pioneer type still
draws, and this picture did not disappoint those who
'came.
It's O. K.
Seven reels. H. B. Grice, Aiken
Mills theatre, Bath, S. C.
Small town patronage.

window

—

—

Pathe
Renee Adoree—40%.
A fairly
good roast on the carnivals and it would be a good
picture to show to the councilmen of any town.
It
may raise the license on them. C. C. Kaufman,
theatre,

Colusa,

Cal.

—
— General patronage.

STAND AND DELIVER:
see

it,

but

by.

comments

all

to

how

"College

—Diamond

With

—

ESTAIRE KAYE

—

nearly

Gem

KING OF KINGS:

JULIE WINTZ

Eddie Quillan A fun film
if
not too skeptical.
Colusa, Cal. General

NOISY NEIGHBORS:
that will please
C. C. Kaufman,
patronage.

all

—

theatre,

cast— Wonderful

Special

picture,

—

Rod LaRocque— Didn't
the good by both men

98"

"Musical Revue"

Special cast Those who saw it
but most of them walked right
General
theatre. Lake Odessa, Mich.
it,

Humor"

"Trial of

patronage.

and His

RECORDING ORCHESTRA

wonderful price, wonderful flop. Philip Rand, Rex
General patronage.
theatre, Salmon, Ida.

—

Special cast— June 16-17. This
a wonderful picture, but did not register at the
customers stay away and
regular
The
box office.
the church people won't attend very much either.
Eleven reels. K. A. Spears,
Don't pay too much.
Dream theatre, Onalaska, Wash. General patronage.

3-1-Reel

is

—

—

STRANGE CARGO:

Special

This may
not much as a
theatre, Colusa, Cal.

silent.

— C.

Kaufman, Gem

C.

is

it

General patronage.

RKO
THE PRIDE OF PAWNEE: Tom Tyler— June

A

Talking Subjects
STARRING

cast—35%.

be a good picture in dialog, but

—

GEORGE

13.

very good Western. Six reels. H. B. Grice, Aiken
Small town patronage.
Mills theatre. Bath, S. C.

—

HARDBOILED:

ONeil—June

Sally

30-July

1.

A little better than a program picture. It's lots
pictures we have run
better than most of the
lately.
Good print, good photography. Seven reels.
Mrs. S. J. Brown & Son, Phoenix theatre, Neolo,

RKO

—

Ia.

—General

patronage.

HARDBOILED:

Sally O'Neil— June 6.
I'm sorry,
for I like Sally O'Neil, but this picture just didn't
register.
So slow you found yourself urging the
characters to do something.
Many left the show
which is unusual for our people. Seven reels. H. B.
Small town
Grice, Aiken Mills theatre, Bath, S. C.

—

—

patronage.

THE YELLOW HOUSE:

Special cast— June 27.
program offering but somehow
features
lack the punch that it takes to put them over.

A

RKO
Lyons, Ia. — General

fair

Seven reels.
patronage.

— Parkside

theatre,

— June

HAUL— Tom

Moore

GIVOT
NEW
THE
SCREEN'S

PERSONALITY

Just a
fair program picture about crooks and the Salvation

Army.

Seven

theatre.

20.

—H. B. Grice, Aiken
— Small town patronage.

S.

C.

OUTLAWED: Tom Mix—June

28-29.

Good Mix

A little better than his last two. Good business on this. Seven reels.
Mrs. S. J. Brown & Son.
Phoenix theatre, Neolo, Ia. General patronage.
show.

—
—

OUTLAWED: Tom Mix— June
ern

Good

picture.

—

for

a

Seven reels. Page & Goetz.
Canton and LaGrange, Mo.

29.
A good WestSaturday night picture.
Gem and Rex theatres.
Small town patronage.

ZIEGFELD'S FOLLIES

VITAPHONE

—

number

reels.

of

—Parkside

comments from our patrons.
theatre,

Lyons,

Ia.

— General

Six
pat-

ronage.

HEADIN* FOR DANGER: Bob

Steele— June 21-22.
picture with quite a bit of

Another Steele action
snap and that suits the kids
good for the adults. The way
would think that he was Doug
Six reels. H. D. Beebe, Rialto

—General

—

just

fine

but

not so

he tears around you
F.
No insult, Doug.
theatre. Nelson, Neb.

patronage.

SON OF THE GOLDEN WEST: Tom Mix—June

A real honest-to-goodness shoot 'em up Western,
produced on a prodigious scale.
But did it draw ?
Naw. Only 44 per cent. And it was a good Western,
Seven reels. H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills, Bath,
too.
S C. Small town patronage.
27.

—

—

RED SWORD:

Special cast— June
heavy in places and
in another
some like it and others don't. Well
the idea of another scene in Russia
away.
Seven reels. H. D. Beebe,
Nelson, Neb. General patronage.
little

much imagination

use

—

TAXI
sense,

13:

but

it

—

—

18-19.

Favor-

you don't have
course,
acted but just
as,

PLAYING IN
EARL CARROLL'S

"SKETCH BOOK"
AT CARROLL THEATRE
NEW YORK CITY

G-M-G
TALKING PICTURES, INC.
325 WEST 45th ST.

NEW YORK

of

turns
Rialto

my

eyes

theatre.

Chester Conklin A eilly bunch of nonmoves along fast enough so that they'

PUBLIX

NOW

:

July
good

-

RKO AND
FANCHON & MARCO UNITS

A MOMENT OF TEMPTATION Special cast3.
A pleasing little offering which brought a

IN

to

FORMERLY OF

Mills

reels.

Bath,

able but a

THE SPIELER:

Gem

I can't see

—

SHOW FOLKS:
seemed to enjoy

4.

A

Me.

Co-

—
—

A

comedy that produced the laughs aplenty. This is our
farewell picture from Paramount for a while, and
the series have been a delight.
Thanks to exhibitor's
comments that enabled me to pick the best of Paramounts "all-good" pictures. I'll swear by Paramount.
Six reels.— H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills, Bath, S. C.

THE VANISHING PIONEER:

28.

theatre,

a film company could make a picture so poor. There
Most of my
absolutely nothing to this picture.
patrons walked out. If all of William Boyd pictures
are like this one I would never play him again. Pay
for this one and don't play it, boys. E. I. Weed,
Northern Lakes theatre. Phelps, Wis. Resort town
patronage.

HIS LAST

Fields-Conklin— June 25.
Six
reels.
Parkside
patronage.

offering.

—General

FEEL MY PULSE:

Gem

was

Special
and pleased.
cast Drew
even, very unusual for a Tuesday.

broke

—June

William Boyd

town patronage.

Many

drama.

POWER:

Some good
was a big

and

—

—

—

SPOTLIGHT:
Almost

— Small

READY FOR RELEASE

—40%.

KING OF KINGS:

ronage.

BEGGARS OF LIFE:

Special cast

but nothing to the story
disappointment. C. C. Kaufman,
General patronage.
lusa, Cal.
acting,

George Bancroft—June

believe this is a good picture, but our regular
operator was sick and his assistant operated the
Motor
projector and the jinx was right on his trail.
belt broke, cranked by hand, burnt piece of film
I

17.

— Philip

patronage.

THE RED MARK:

a regular Clara

is

Not as good as

Rod LaRocque pleased them and drew
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.

and women.
fairly well.

— General

101

NOTE

—Watch

This

Space

CITY
Further

for

Release

Announcements
Several Other Subjects

Now

in

Production
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102
don't have time to criticise
Pastime theatre. Mason, Mich.

— Roy
— General

W. Adams,

it.

time

so that's that.

Star Helps Extras
In Chorus Singing

—
—

Guy B. Amis, Princess
plot and proper continuity.
Small town patronage.
theatre, Lexington, Tenn.

KING COWBOY:
Mix

A

picture.

A

Tom Mix—45%.

few more

tre,

—

KING COWBOY:

very poor

and Mix

this

like

—

the forgotten. C. C. Kaufman,
Colusa, Cal. General patronage.

among

be

Tom Mix—July

Gem

will

Tom Mix

4.

is seen in Africa in a picture very different from
the usual type but it has a wild west show and some
Seemed to please
daredevil rescue stunts as usual.
Seven reels. Guy B. Amis,
our holiday crowd.
Lexington,
Tenn. Small town
theatre,
Princess
patronage.

—

BLOCKADE:

—

A

Anna

Q. Nilsson— June 22-23.
very poor picture. Most of the scenes are dark and
the picture drags most all the way through. I have
shown three of their so-called specials and not a
one of them have drawn as well as the average
program picture. J. M. Hobbs, Temple theatre,

Yates Center,

—
Kan. — Small

THE AIR LEGION:
drama.
Mich.

—Roy

cast— Good action
Pastime theatre, Mason,

W. Adams,

—General

patronage.

LIGHTNING SPEED:

A

22.

Nothing
little Saturday night picture.
special but pleases the kids and mo6t of the older
folks.
Six reels. Page & Goetz, Gem and Rex
Small town
theatres, Canton and LaGrange, Mo.

dandy good

—

—

patronage.
Belle Bennett—
offering which seemed

The average program
lost it6 punch at the finish.

Parkside theatre, Lyons,

la.

—

Seven reels.
General patronage.

Del

Rio—Tune

30-July

1.

one, rlthough

—
—

THE DOVE: Norma

Talmadge

—Gosh,

how

I

was

this.
Couldn't find anyone who
could speak well of it.
Nice price asked for it;
nice loss sustained.
Norma made some real popular pictures at half the rental asked for now.
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida. General
patronage.

—

—

Universal

POWER

—

—

patronage.

Richard Talmadge

—Here

is

a

picture which is just as good for an uncritical Saturday night audience as any of Fairbanks' action
dramas, with a 6tar who had a good following a few
years ago, and he isn't even mentioned on the
I wish someone
posters as among those present.
would take this boy and feature him in stories of this

kind where he can show his stuff he can come back
But they must play him up in the advertising.
The picture pleased 100 per cent and did fair business here. Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre. Mason,
;

yet.

—
—General

(AT)
attraction due

Mary

:

Pickford— Good

box

popularity of star, but she
I think
lacks a lot in having a perfect screen voice.
Bessie Love has the best screen voice of any. Southern accent is hard for these folks who have never
been below the Mason-Dixon line to understand 6o
I guess that's the reason why they said the show was
no good. But from my own personal view it can't
It
be beat for acting and true to life characters.
is typical Southern and I liked it.
I have played
to date five talkies and this is the only one that
showed a good profit. Victor 1928 recording is no
From now on I'm playing
good.
is perfect.
only pictures that have guaranteed recording. Eight
reels.
A. G. Miller, Lyric theatre, Atkinson, Neb.
General patronage.
office

to

RCA

—

—

THE IRON MASK (TME)

:

Douglas Fairbanks-

3-4.
This is a big picture and great of the
kind, but not the type of picture that draws in this
Nowadays the picture is too big and classy
town.
can't get exto be a success at the box office.
penses out of them. Bert Silver, Silver Family
General patronage.
theatre, Greenville, Mich.

July

—

—

WINGED HORSEMAN: Hoot Gibson—Just a mepicture.
Lots and lots of pictures like it.
Hoot makes
Just another one to 6ee and forget.
just about two good ones a year and the balance
are just so-so, like this one. The patrons come back
a time or two to see another good one and are
fooled.
Six reels. W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre,
Small town patronage.
Spearville, Kan.
diocre

We

—

LADY OF THE PAVEMENT (T) Lupe Velez—
17-18.
Pleased everyone. A dandy picture with
:

June

the cutest little she-devil star on the screen. However,
I paid too much for this one and lost money.
J. M.
Hobbs, Temple theatre, Yates Center, Kan. Small
town patronage.

—
—

—A

GARDEN OF EDEN: Special cast
play that just misses being extra good.

—

RED HOT SPEED:

United Artists
COQUETTE

WINGED HORSEMAN: Hoot Gibson— A crackerjack airmail play.
Hoot, a Texas Ranger, disguised as a city sap, gets the villain after riding
motorcycles, autos and airplanes, assisted by Ruth
Darn good out of
Elder who also does air 6tunts.
door drama. Above average, almost a special. Book
Believe on second thought that
it and step on it.
this can be run as a special on raised prices on best
night.
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.
General patronage.

—

patronage.

high class

Lacks some-

Reginald

Denny—June

12-13.

Plenty of action.
This picture has what we like.
Kept them laughing all the way through. J. M.
Hobbs, Temple theatre, Yates Center, Kan. Small
town patronage.

—
—

RED HOT SPEED: Reginald Denny— 50%. A
poor picture for this star. Should be put in better
pictures or he will lose prestige. C. C. Kaufman,
Gem theatre, Colusa, Cal. General patronage.

—

—

RED HOT SPEED: Reginald Denny—June 30.
Gaggy comedy which comes a long way from living
Verges on the silly in several
to the title.
places and is not my idea at all of the proper
Weak offering, although we
vehicle for Denny.
seemed to get by with it. Alice Day is a nice little
lass but her poppa is too senile appearing to quite
Seven
fit.
Fair print and very nice photography.
reels.
O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.
Tip

—

— Small

town patronage.

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN:

Special cast— Only play
Good crowd
to draw big for us in nine months.
played the old State Rights'
for three days.
was
for it
and
properly
roasted
picture a year ago
by Universal's press agent who predicted dire calamity
However, the peeved gentleman was "all
for us.
wet" for we made money with both old and new
Grab this one boys, but don't play it on
versions.
percentage.
I didn't.—Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Ida. General patronage.

We

—

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN:

pic-

—General

!

Just 4,344 feet of celluloid yawns. Plenty walkouts.
Five reels. O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. Small town patronage.

—

—

THE LARIAT KID
ments on
Mich.

this one.

—General

Hoot Gibson— Many good comtheatre. Lake Odessa,

:

— Diamond

patronage.

THE NIGHT BIRD: Reginald Denny—June 21.
Screening the Congressional Record would give your
patrons the same thrills. What was it all about?
J. S. Walker, Texas theatre. Grand Prairie, Tex.—
Small town patronage.
GIRL ON THE BARGE: Special cast—Very good
but how it did flop at the box office.—

picture,

Diamond

theatre,

Lake Odessa, Mich.

Special cast—June 25-2627.
I don't think that this is half so big as Uncle
Carl would have you believe but still at the same

—General

pat-

ronage.

GRIT WINS:

Ted Wells— Usual Western.

Very

weak

plot but satisfied the regular Saturday nighters.
Johl C. Leveck, Auditorium theatre, Beloit, Miss.

—
—General
THE

patronage.

WARNING:
Laura
LaPlante—
Universal specials certainly flop at the box office.
Rental
too
high
for
silent
pictures.
Diamond
theatre. Lake Odessa, Mich.
General patronage.
LAST

—

—

THE LAST WARNING <TME)

OF SILENCE: Belle Bennett—June
26-27.
The acting of Belle Bennett is good in this
picture.
Just another picture. Don't seem like any
of the pictures nowadays have much kick to them.
Six reels. Mrs. S. J.
Just so many feet of film.
Brown & Son, Phoenix theatre, Neolo, la. General

Mich.

Lake Odessa, Mich.

theatre.

PLUNGING HOOFS: Jack Perrin—July 3 Wotta
Poorest Rex we ever had and
Heaven knows any of them are poor enough lately.

it

box office. I paid too much for the
picture or I would have cleaned up. Dolores is some
bear trainer. Book it if you can buy it reasonable.
Good print.
Eight reels. E. I. Weed, Northern
Lakes theatre, Phelps, Wis. Resort town patronage.
at the

Tiffany-Stahl

THE CAVALIER:

—Diamond

patronage.

panned for showing

THE DEVIL'S TRADEMARK:
June 19.
to have

ture.

—

Very good acting and pleased every
failed

Bob Steele— June

—

HOOFBEATS OF VENGEANCE: Rex—Good

—

Dolores

—

—

(E):
Colman-Banky— June 30July 1.
Another good picture from U. A. and as
usual with their productions, it failed to do any business for us.
Ten reels. A. L. Lighter, Orpheum
theatre, Mellen, Wis.
General patronage.

REVENGE:

thank
Mason,

Seven reels. Page & Goetz, Gem and Rex theatres.
Canton and LaGrange, Mo. Small town patronage.

TWO LOVERS

Special

expenses,

Pastime theatre,

ANYBODY HERE SEEN KELLY: Special cast—
June 29. A fair program picture. Nothing special.

thing. Corinne Griffith looks but doesn't act. Charles
Ray takes a society part well, but is too old and fat
for a hero.
Priced higher than a cat's back and
doesn't draw. Better not book it.
Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Ida.
General patronage.

—

town patronage.

—

mess, wotta mess

—

paid

It

SMILING GUNS: Hoot Gibson—June 29. Good
comedy Western. J. S. Walker, Texas theatre,
Grand Prairie, Tex. Small town patronage.

and asked Frank Tours, musical director to let her sing the song for
them. After a bit of rehearsal the
chorus learned the song in no time.

thea-

—
W. Adams,
— General patronage.

Mich.

the extras, who are appearing in her
picture "The Gay Lady," in chorus
singing. A rehearsal was not going
so good when Miss Lawrence got up

—

Western.

a pretty fair
Heaven. Roy

July 16.— Gertrude

Lawrence, Paramount star, showed
her good nature recently by helping

always a good Saturday bet for me.
strong with the kids. This is a fair Western picture
only.
Six reels. Page & Goetz. Gem and Rex
Small town
theatres, Canton and LaGrange, Mo.
patronage.
is

YORK,

—

—

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

Tom Mix
He pulls

22.

—

it brings them in and they go away satisfied,
Made good dough on this all right.
Eleven reels. H. D. Beebe, Rialto theatre. Nelson.
Neb. General patronage.
SMILING GUNS: Hoot Gibson—A snappy title for

patronage.

THE CIRCUS KID: Frankie Darro— One of the
R K O specials that failed to go over for lack of
KING COWBOY: Tom Mix— June

July 20, 1929

Special

:

cast—

The print Universal sent me on this was awful and
that ruined the show for me. The music sound and
dialogue on this one was added after the picture was
made. There is only about 900 feet of dialogue. If
your crowd is not fed up on the mystery pictures
one will go over. Eight reels. Steve Farrar,

this

—

—

Orpheum theatre, Harrisburg, 111. General patronage.
HIS LUCKY DAY: Reginald Denny—Not as good

—

as "Clear the Decks" and ends too abruptly. Diamond
theatre. Lake Odessa, Mich.
General patronage.

—

THE GATE CRASHER:
A

good

comedy.

Drew

place of "Hot Heels."
Green,
Gem theatre,
patronage.

Glenn Tryon—June

29.

well but was sent in the
Six reels. Mrs. Hulda J.
Greeniiver,
Utah. General

—

—

BORN TO THE SADDLE: Ted Wells—June 28.
Same old stuff. Mediocre Western. H. E. Drew,
Orpheum theatre, Ionia, Mich. Small town patron-

—

—

age.

BUCK PRIVATES:

Special

cast—July

4.

Very

good war comedy which satisfied our patrons. Six
reels.
Parkside theatre, Lyons, la. General patron-

—

—

age.

GIVE AND TAKE: Special cast— Uncle Carl once
again soaks us. Not a special. Will do for Saturday.
No draw. Fair. Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Ida. General patronage.

—

—

THE PRICE OF FEAR:

cast^Iune

Special

17.

The average Universal thrill feature offering which
pleased the kids and made the grownups wonder why
they came to see it.
Five reels. Parkside theatre,
Lyons,

la.

—General

—

patronage.

HONEYMOON FLATS: Special cast—50%. A
good program picture and will get a few laughs.—
C.

C.

Kaufman, Gem

theatre,

Colusa,

WINDS:

Hoot

Cal.

—General

patronage.

BURNING

THE

Gibson—Just

another Western with no new stunts and barely got
by.
C. C. Kaufman, Gem theatre, Colusa, Cal.—
General patronage.

—

THE AIR PATROL: Al Wilson—Young people put
their O. K. on it.
I didn't see it.
Lost the pricei
of the picture on it.
One night. Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Ida.
General patronage.

—

—

MIDNIGHT ROSE:

Lya de Putti—30%. Just a
program but had no drawing power. C. C.
Kaufman, Gem theatre, Colusa, Cal. General patfair

—

—

ronage.

THE SHAKEDOWN (T) : Special cast—This is a
little picture.
Nothing big and the title is
no good for the better class of trade, but it pleases
them after they see and hear it. It has about 50
You can step
per cent dialogue and it's all good.
great

[Reports continued on page following Jayfeee]
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DEAR HERALD-WORLD
Today we called on

that boy Duba.
He is
"What the Picture Did

the one

who

is

such a

Me," and we found
him busy installing the Bestone and getting ready to play "The Home
Towners" that night. We stuck around for about 30 minutes to see
what luck he had when he got the thing hooked up, and when he
started it it went through without a hitch, although it was the first
And if we never hear any worse
time he had ever operated it.
reproduction nor see any worse picture than "The Home Towners"
we will never call for a refund of our money. No, sir, we will
never do it, NEVER.
consistent reporter to

*

for

*

*

was a surprise to us that a man could hook up a new device
and put the show through the first time without even a halt or a
break of any kind, and it was also a surprise to us that sound could
be so perfectly recorded as was done with "The Home Towners."
There may be better talking pictures made than this one and there
may be better devices used than Duba had, but we have yet to see
and hear them.
It

*

*

Somehow we

*

this

*

for-

*

PARKER,

S.

D.

Thursday. July

on the Fourth of July,
Got some powder and thought he would

4.

Little Willie,

*

made us
when we hear a New
to the balance of the world as "home towners" with
minds." Gosh, that sounds funny to us, and when that

There was one feature with
giggle.

toward the balance of the world, and that shows that we have a
giving spirit, ish dot not so?

And make a
To wake up

picture, however, that

Now

always have to laugh

try

big noise
the boys;

he's gone to the sweet

by and by.

Yorker refer
"Main Street
young New Yorker told those South Bend, Indiana, folks that they
were just like all the other "home towners" with "Main Street minds"

Well, we are not going to be like little Willie; we are going up
to P. G. Estee's house and eat fried chicken, strawberry shortcake,
ice cream, etc., and some et cetera with whipped cream on it, and
we are going to choke P. G. if he brings up the subject of "Sound."

he simply expressed the New York opinion of all those who didn't
come out of New York, regardless of where they may be located, and
this attitude causes us to wonder just about how many rails Abe

Spending a holiday away from home and among strangers gives
one about the same pleasant sensation that a dentist does when he
clamps his forceps on your buck molar, but in this case P. G. and
his estimable wife have come to our relief and invited us to put in
the day with them, so it now looks like a real holiday, with firecrackers en everything.

down on Broadway and on what part of the Bowery
Grant had his tannery located.

Lincoln split
U.

S.

*

Teddy was

a

his fleet out of

*

*

"home towner" when he ordered
Manila harbor, and he moved it,

the Kaiser to
too.

move

Phil Sheridan,

Robert E. Lee, William McKinley, James A. Garfield, Woodrow Wilson, and hundreds of others who might be mentioned, were all
"home towners," and it seems so funny that all the big people of
those who have really done the big things for this
have been "home towners." That little village over in Iowa
is proud of one of her citizens who today is directing the destinies
of this nation, and he is what New York would call a "home towner"
with a "Main Street mind."
this

country,

nation,

*

*

There, what did we tell you? We told you we would have a good
time with the Estee family, and we did, but we had a little trouble
with P. G. At the dinner table he said, "Now, these talking pictures,"
and then Mrs. Estee winked at us and said, "Go to him." and when
P. G. came to he said, "As I was about to say, before the local
freight hit me, these talking pictures have got my wife backed clear
off the stage," and that ended the matter.
Yes, another Fourth has
come and gone and we are wondering where this picture business
will be by the time another gets here, but we are not going to worry
about that, for in the morning we are going to head for Detroit
Lakes, and that ought to make anybody feel glad.

*

«

*

not so very long ago staged the biggest demonstration
in her history for a "home towner" who had just returned from
across the water, and Little Falls, Minnesota, would slap the ears
to insinuate that Lindy had a "Main
There is a little town out on the Wabash that furnished a "home towner" that has cut a helluva lot of alfalfa for some
of the) New York producers, and the only New Yorker we ever
heard of who went over the country telling the "home towners" what
a big man he was didn't get verydamfar.

down on anyone who dared
Street

mind."

*

*

*

Somehow we have always been glad that our children got their
education in the "Little Red School House" rather than in the
"night clubs," and somehow we would sooner throw in with the man
behind the plow than the man behind the bar, we are so doggone
peculiar that way.
picture,

we

Yeah, "The

don't care to

ourself, that's the

Home Towners"

way our "Main

New York

is

see better, and being
Street

a very, very
a

good

"home towner"

mind" looked

at

it.

But

going to refer to the Chicago people as
"home towners," and then you just watch Eagle Eye Joe blow up,
for that boy can tell 'em so much more than we can that there will

some day

be nothing to
ers" again

we

tion enough,

it.

is

Should we get

are going to see

it,

and we are going

to

chance to see "The Home Townand that ought to be recommendaforgive New York for her attitude

*

DETROIT LAKES, MINN.

New York

Monday, July

8.

A

heavy rain set in here last night and it has thoroughly soaked
this country and put everybody in good spirits.
The advance guard
of the Clan has arrived and Andy is the busiest man in town getting
things in shape for the big powwow when the Great Unwashed all
get in.

George Schutz of the HERALD-WORLD staff came in last night
from Winnipeg as sober as a deacon and as happy as a clam. John
Piller from Valley City, N. D., is on the job and has already made
a few remarks about sound prices, and several more are here, but
busy getting set for the big frolic, and Trag and Crockett are on the
way.

It

is

too early yet to give anything

more than

a

prediction,

and we will predict right now that we are going to have a fine time
and that this Colyum is going to be short on account of our having
to furnish the bass and pike for the whole bunch, and that will keep
us busy, and besides that George has already wired the office all the
news available at this time. (Thanks, George; you get the first bass,
for that relieves us of a lot of responsibility.)
And
leave the balance of our space to be filled by Eagle

you know how

that

boy can

fill

J.

The

HERALD-WORLD

covers

will

Joe, and

it.

a

The

now we
Eye

THE

C.

JENKINS,

HERALD-WORLD

field like

an

Man.

APRIL SHOWER.
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on this one.

It should be bought right, though, to
Six reels.
for you.
It's no special.
Steve Farrar, Orpheum theatre. Harrisburg, 111.
General patronage.

FROZEN RIVER

(TM)

(Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
General patronage.)

Three Arlen Films
Playing on Broadway

NEW

THE SINGING FOOL: Al Jolson—This picture
has been so widely advertised that everyone wants to
see what it is all about, so we played to capacity
business.
Seven reels. D. A. Kooker, Happy Hour
theatre, Ewen, Mich.
Country patronage.

—
—

cast— June

26-27.

Better than some of the Warner Brothers pictures,
though that is not saying much. Just a fair program
Six reels. Mrs. S. J. Brown & Son, Phoenix
picture.

LIGHTS OF

—
— General

patronage.

NEW YORK

(TM)

—

ACROSS THE ATLANTIC: Monte Blue—June

25.

you haven't used this one you're missing a bet.
The king of entertainment that sends them home
smiling and satisfied.
Eight reels. H. E. Drew,
Orpheum theatre, Ionia, Mich. Small town patronIf

—

State Rights
BLACK CARGO OF THE SOUTH SEAS:

—Thought

—

—

Serials
THE DIAMOND MASTER (Universal)
own on

:

—

Holding

the sixth episode.
Roy W. Adams, Pastime theatre, Mason, Mich. General patronage.
its

—

THE MYSTERY RIDER

Farnum — Two
a fair

(Universal)
episodes have not raised the roof.
:

— Johl C. Leveck, Auditorium
Miss. — General patronage.

serial.

Benoit,

William

TARZAN THE MIGHTY

—

—

(SOUND)
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
LAUREL AND HARDY, 2.—"Birth Marks."

If you have not installed sound and
out of time.
want to give a few of them a sound treat, then book
this.
Six acts of talkies. H. D. Beebe, Rialto theaGeneral patronage.
tre. Nelson, Neb.

A

amount

to

so

much but

18.
I

The
sure

talkie acts
did receive

—

Lyons, la.

— General

Silver

Family

theatre,

act.

Greenville,

(Bert
Mich.

General patronage.)
of the best singing and dancing acts we have played. (Bert Silver, Silver Family
General patronage.)
theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

PULLMAN PORTERS—A

very good singing act.
(Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
patronage.)
General

—

STEWART BRADE—This

act "just too bad." Used
Child a good musician, but
and patrons kidded us
act poorly staged as an
(Bert Silver,
so much we had to take it off the bill.

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—General

pat-

HARRY LANGDON COMEDY,

the

SPORTLJGHT, 1.—"Players at Play." Very goo
This one has a variety of screen favorites in it whic
makes it different and good.
(Parkside theatr
Lyons, la. General patronage.)

RKO

CURIOSITY,

—"Back

Home." Just a fill
(H. D. Beebe, Rialto theatre, Nelson, Neb. Gener
patronage.) "Seeing's Believing." Very good. (Pari
side theatre, Lyons, la.
General patronage.)
1

i

—

MICKEY McGUIRE COMEDIES, 2.—"Mickey's

E
for kids.
(H. D. Beebe, Rialto the;
Nelson, Neb. General patronage.)
"Mickey
Movies." These McGuire comedies are not much fi
the adults but the kids eat them up.
(Parkside the:
tre, Lyons, la.
General patronage.)

Spearville,

Kan.

— Small

Okay

plorers."

—

tre.

—

RACING BLOOD,
comedy.

Series,

2.— "Jessie James."

(Parkside theatre, Lyons,

la.

— General

Fa
pa

ronage.)

2.— "The

Series,
Wife
Secret." A few laughs, but not many. (H. D. Beeb
Rialto theatre, Nelson, Neb.
General patronage.)

—

ROTHACKER

2
Hurrah for this comedy. It
a good one and they did not have to lose any-

town patron-

age.)

PHILADELPHIA, 1.—Interesting

educational

filr

A

trip through Philly, showing points of modern ar
historical interest.
Good photography but well woi
print.

—Small

(O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada,

(

town patronage.

STORY OF ARMCO IRON,

BIG BOY COMEDIES, 2.— "Hot Luck." Oh my! Oh
my! It seems that the producers of pictures have no
They think they have to lose their
idea of decency.
Not
pants in a picture in order to make it funny.
so !
find that the children and some roughwho
try
scenes
but
people
necks will laugh at such
to keep a clean mind will get disgusted at such
scenes.
I think everyone in this comedy lost their
pants from one to three times. One scene where a
dozen firemen all lost their pants at the same time,
then the dignified mayor of the town lost his. Please
give us clean comedies that we will be proud to
show, and that will make us feel glad that we are
No wonder our govin the picture show business.
Hurrah for
ernor of Kansas is on his high horse.
Reed!
(W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville,

We

2
Nicely produci
great modern rolling mill. Vei
good informative subject but not so well adapted
hold the interest of a mixed audience.
Photograpi
better than in most regular releases.
(O. B. Wolf
Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. Small town patroi

filmed

—

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Offensive to ladies. Loud
haws haws from the nut section. One scene rather
raw.
Can't recommend it, yet with a certain class
(Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
it will go big.

— General

to a

—

TIFFANY-STAHL

COLOR CLASSIC, 1.—"King

of

Sports."

Ve)

and entertaining but sold to us at t<
high a figure to be used often.
(Guy B. Ami
Princess theatre, Lexington, Tenn. Small town pa
ronage.
beautiful

—

UNIVERSAL
BUSTER BROWN COMEDIES, 2.— "Buster

Trin

Up." Cut up in spots but has some comedy. (Mr
Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.General patronage.)
"Have Patience." Pretty got
comedy.
We find that most of the Buster Browi
are pretty good, but in this one another man hs
(W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatr
pants.
Kan. Small town patronage.)

to lose his
Spearville,

—

THE COLLEGIANS,

Third series. He
Series. 2
on fairly well throughout. (Roy W. Adams, Pastur
General patronage.)
I ra
theatre, Mason, Mich.
the first of the fourth series in sound this week an
they are not so hot.
Did not seem to get over

—

patronage.)

DO GENTLEMEN SNORE, 2.— Good

O-ho-ho-ho

visit

age.)

—

"Navy Beans."
patronage.)
Kan. Small town
(H. D. Beebe, Rialto theaNothing to rave about.
General patronage.)
tre. Nelson, Neb.

Idaho.

(Parkside

—

STAGE FRIGHT:

theatre,

2.

3.— "Soldier Man

TOOTS AND CASPER,

body's pants to get a laugh. Give us more like "Stage
Thanks, Educational.
(W. J. Shoup. DeFright."

Luxe

Bevan.

Billy

—

Just an ordinary Langdon comedy.
tre, Lyons, la.
General patronage.)

it.

( SILENT)
EDUCATIONAL

is

(Pai

—

FAY FAMILY—One

one 6how and pulled

comedy.

patronage.)

—

BROS.

ELSIE JANIS NO. 339— A very good
Silver,

LAUREL - HARDY

PARATONE
don't

—

WARNER

Whoopee."

very funny talking comedy.
These guys are funny.
(Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
General patronage.)

Very go,
Thanks. (W. J. Shoup. DeLu:
Kan. -Small town patronage.)

slapstick with some laughs.
(H. E. Dre\
theatre, Ionia, Mich.
Small town patro

age.)

was than several surrounding
They went out pretty well
pleased even though the first act was pretty badly
better it
installations.

—

ve

Green, Gem theatre, Gree
patronage.)

GORILLAS LEAVE HOME:

how much

(Parkside
the spookly type.
General patronage.)

Short Features

Frances Lee, 2.— These are
J.

FLIRTY FOUR FLUSHERS,

sound

theatr

PATHE

CHASING HUSBANDS:

—

— General

clean.
theatre, Spearville,

Just

:

TALKIE ACTS (TM) —June

WHY

Orpheum

theatre,

(Universal)
Special cast
This was a good serial and drew business but got
draggy.
Would have been better in ten chapters.
Fifteen chapters.
Beatty & Johnston, Crescent theatre. Red Deer, Alta, Canada.
General patronage.

Hulda

(Mrs.

Utah.

comedy and

ronage.)

Special cast An excellent subject as an
episode of history but it can hardly be classed as
an entertainment.
Have heard a lot of talk to the
effect that the picture had been so much cut by the
censors that it was spoiled but the feeling here is
that we saw all we wanted to see.
As a box office
draw it was a failure and I was disappointed in the
returns. Eight reels.
B. R. Johnson, Orpheum theatre, Kerrobert, Sask., Canada.
General patronage.

—

river,

Special

—

—

the

On, McDuff

(Parkside

FLAMING FATHERS, 2.—Fair

was

DAWN:

NIFTY NUMBERS,
good.

Usual

Silver

Islands with a good enough plot to the play.
If I
had known the type of picture exactly, I could have
gotten in the intellectual people and "seldom comes"
besides the regulars.
Hollywood directors still think
that a title like "She Was a South Sea Island Passion
Flower" is going to stampede the theatre when in
reality it keeps 'em away.
Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Idaho. General patronage.

—

plenty of comments on the good quality of sound and

fine!
Producer tries to catch
people by appealing in his advertising to the "exotic
love" stuff, when in reality this is a high entertaining, educational, geographic picture of the Fiji
this

average McDuff comedy.
Lyons, la. General patronage.)

act,

age.

cast

The

side theatre,

cast-

Special

:

1.
Just another underworld picture.
Splendid recording, but film full of patches and dark
spots that makes it hard to look at.
Pleased all who
saw it and producers should quickly get away from
music during dialog. It'6 hard to understand.
Patrons told us we put this over in the easiest understood talkie they had ever heard, but lost some money
on it at Warner's prices. E. M. Viquesney, Tivoli
theatre. Spencer, Ind.
Small town patronage.

—

find

PARAMOUNT
JACK DUFFY COMEDY, 2.— "Lay

pictures

God."

June 3G-July

—

We

(Parkside theatre, Lyon

patronage.)

career as a Paramount star. His £rst
picture as a star will be "The Lost

—
—

theatre, Neolo, la.

— General

YORK,

Paramount

the attendance was fair, second night they did not
come as the picture was not what they expected.
First complaint wa6 that David Lee did not talk a
word, which they expected to hear him talk as he
made his big time reputation in "The Singing
Fool," and they expected lots of him in this picture.
The dog did hie part well along the same line as he
always did, the only difference being they all could
I want to
hear his barking which was plentiful.
say picture like this, where the characters are all
rought necks and look tough, are the thing of the
That is the way it has shown up for me. Six
past.
reels.
Walter Odom & Sons, Dixie theatre, Durant,
General patronage.
Miss.

Special

la.

July 16.— Three
with Richard
Arlen are playing on Broadway this
week, including "The Four Feathers,"
at the Criterion; "Thunderbolt" at
the Rialto and "Dangerous Curves"
at the Paramount. At present Arlen
is working on "The Virginian" with
Gary Cooper. After completing this
picture Arlen will commence his

Rin-Tin-Tin—First night

ONE STOLEN NIGHT:

ODDITY, 1.—"Savage Customs."
Oddities very satisfactory.

(Special to the Herald-World)

Bros.

:

I92<

tion.

make money

Warner

July 20,

theatre,

comedy

Lyons,

of

la. —

—

COMEDIES, 2.
"Double
Pardon my paroxysms of

!

mirth, but this is a haw-haw-haw-certain rich!
I
didn't think they could beat "Two Tars" but this
Wow! (O. B. Wolfe,
certainly ties it, at least.
Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. Small town patron"Two Tars." Laurel and Hardy knock 'em
age.)
These tars on shore leave go joy riding with
cold.
a couple of girls and block highway traffic with the
funniest auto mix-up and wreckage ever put on
screen. Audience in a continuous roar from beginning
These lads are building up a dandy reputato end.

—

<

well as the third series did silent.
When they adde
the sound they took out the action and the dar'
Hope tl
thing seems to fold up and pass out.
other eleven are better.
(Steve Farrar, Orpheui
theatre, Harrisburg, 111.
General patronage.)

—

IT, Series, 2.— "Close Shaves.
Same old gags and they're losing their kick. (H. 1
Drew, Orpheum theatre, Ionia, Mich. Small tow

LET GEORGE DO

—

patronage.

MIKE AND IKE COMEDIES, 2.—"Dancing

A

hoping that

I'll

find another.

Fools.

registered.

Here

This was good.

(Phili

Mike and Ike that actually

(Continued on next page)
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—

Rex theatre, Salmon. Idaho. General patron"She's a Pippin."
An alleged comedy with
and Ike which comes as near zero as we ever
he to have. Get the hook! (O. B. Wolfe. ScreenSmall town patronage.)
1:1 theatre. Nevada, O.
fid.

a.)
J e

Convention

—

EWLYWED'S

HEADACHE,

2.— Pretty

>

—

ironage.)

SWALD THE RABBIT,
> er fail to

i

and laughter.

Eton't

—

(

Cylinders."
Just average.
Not
(O. B. Wolfe, Screensnappy as most Oswalds.
Small town patronage.)
theatre. Nevada, O.
i

"Sick

pronase.)
i

plaudits

14.— Excellent.

Buy 'em all ! They come
to book these, boys.
Fine to fill in your specials, etc.
half reels.
General
ilip Rand. Rex theatre. Salmon, Idaho.

f

s

draw the

Series.

—

ESTERN FEATURE TTES, 2.— "Days

of

Daring."

Is series of Featurettes are the crudest things we
The action is so obviously faked that the
er ran.
Would have been o. k. twenty yeara
a ience roars.
(H. E. Drew, Orphenm theatre, Ionia, Mich.
a.
"Ridgeway of Montana."
till town patronage.)
(Parkjt a big help to wear out the projector.
General patronage.)
s' theatre. Lyons, la.

—

"JAYSEE
On

Tragsdorf of Neillsville, Wis., wrote a long
her giving his reasons for not being present.
] said there were some parties there negotting with him for the purchase of his sumi r
cabin out on the lake and that there was
jsmall matter of S5,000 between them and
t.t if his terms were accepted, he would have
t remain
and close the deal. When they let
; ittle thing
like S5,000 keep them away from
convention of this kind, there is something
'ong with their gourds.

The committee on arrangements has received
af alibis that would do credit to an
change manager, but in spite of these
irentees, those who were present had a royal
id time, and the occasion will be fixed in
rir minds as long as memory lasts.
t;tring

:

HERALD-WORLD

ff,
ate some sowbelly at the HERALDORLD-Jenkins-Bradley cabin for the first
lie in his life and he said he liked it (George
awfully courteous that way), and when he
It this morning for home, via Minneapolis,
fe tears were streaming off his nose, and he
id three wet handkerchiefs in his pocket,
'orge is such a nice, quiet, home-like boy
:

i

sorry for him. He is so tenderlirted and so given to emotions, the least
le thing touches him.
saw a red-headed
itress in a cafe touch him for one dollar
i sixty cents for a bowl of soup, calves'
ler smothered, and a glass of ice tea.
She
list have seen Chicago, the Loop district and
r City Hall reflected in his countenance.
ey are so easy to spot out, one can't miss
'it

we

felt

We

i

—

*

Speaking

'

'i.

and we all
Andy Anderson for the

good

time,

inner in

which he staged the entertainment,
W if the industry had a sprinkling of such
t Andy scattered here and there over the
:

Jntry
>uld

many alibi boys, we
and hang onto Nancy for a few

instead

try

of

so

jusand miles more.

But Jay writes us to
Denver and cover the Rocky Mounstates convention, which convenes there
23-24-25, and that will necessitate a new
Say who wants to buy Nancy ? Don't all

-id for
'

.

n
y

1
•

"re at once.
J. C.

The

JENKINS,

HERALD-WORLD

of

being

*
all

who

Man.

*

*

could feel badly about the rain.

notwithstanding.
*

*

*

Unquestionably the greatest gallery enjoyed by any players in the whole tournament was that which followed Mickey
Gcldheimer, Warner Brothers' exchange
manager in Minneapolis, and Sol Lebedoff,
Tiffany-Stahl salesman and former Minneapolis exhibitor.
Neither had ever swung

To them a driver was
a boss in New York. That's why they had
the gallery- And being what you might call
amateurs at the game, they bet on the outcome. Mickey wanted a ten dollar wager,
but after much dickering (for salesmen must
dicker), the bet settled down to six bucks
to five, with Mickey giving the odds.
* * *
a golf club before.

Doubtless the golfer who reads this thinks
he can imagine the game. He can't. For example:
Sol took a 25 on the third hole,
which has a par of 3. Of course, on No. 4,
he did much better so much better that even
Bobby Jones would have appreciated it.

—
*

*

*

No

matter how many strokes it took Sol
to get near the green. The fact is, he was
40 feet from the cup when his coach, Andy
Anderson, suggested with some levity that
Sol try to cup the ball from there.
Sol
agreed to do so and was a little surprised
that his willingness put the spectators in an
even more gleeful mood.
*

*

*

Unperturbed, however, Sol took his
Down its stalk he sighted from
ball to cup.
Then he carefully measured the distance.
The hysterics of
the gallery offered him no contagion.
His was a fine seriousness. Ready at
last, Sol lifted his mashie and struck.
The ball lifted above the green. And
dropped into the cup.
mashie.

*

*

*

Mickey
That was what beat Mickey.
fanned the air twice immediately afterward.
His nerves were shattered. J. fl. Mclntyre
of Pathe, was coaching him but now without success.
It was a double victory for
Andy, w-ho had the audacity to suggest the
play, and for Sol, who had the audacity to
execute it.
*

*

*

There was a goodly representation of the
younger generation at the convention. Mr. and
Mrs. E. C. Potter of New Hampton, la.,
brought their daughter, while Master Barrett
came all the way from Atoka, Okla., with Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Barrett. Then for the last few

»

*

number of the old timers
conspicuous by their absence.
It

rather large

seems, from a review of the facts and general appearances, that a lot of the "exhibs"

view the present situation as somewhat uncertain and not quite the time to go gallavanting around the country merely having a good time. Maybe they're right. And
mavbe next vear things'll be different. G.S.

—

Sports Give Film

Folk Week of Fur
(Continued from page 49)

drawing within S100 as much business now
as they did last year."
John Piller of Valley City, N. D., also spoke
on sound, presenting the views of an exhibitor

who

has already wired.

was the kind

of farm relief the natives
have been looking for. Of course, when it
breaks up your golf game just after you've
got a birdie, you can't see much value in
a lot of wheat and potatoes. Even film folk
are only human, assertions to the contrary
It

'

iep, we all had a
1 very grateful to

*

wet, that popular
phrase took on a meaning of tragic literalness
at times.
The sun is a friendly fellow in these
regions, and quite dependable, too, but he lacks
courage. As soon as a few clouds gang together, he seems to lose heart. Many a time
he looked good for all day, only to weaken
and ultimately throw up the sponge, said
sponge being of cosmic proportions and well

But

(Continued from page 49)

Seorge Schutz of the

July 15.—
^ The big distinction between this convention and the one at Alexandria last year
was the number of distributors' representaThere must have been
tives on the scene.
a dozen of the boys over from the Minneapolis branches, and if you think they came
to sell film, you're all wet. They came for
a good time and had it. More power to 'em.

*

the Convention

*

A
were

"TjETROIT LAKES. MINN.,

saturated.

9?

days, John Piller had part of his family of
eleven over from Valley City, N. D. Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Largen of Creighton, Neb., were ac-

companied by two younger Largens.

Observations

good

dywed comedy. Plenty laughs for our audience.
1y like Snookums here. Good photography. (O. B.
Nevada, O. Small town
\ fe. Screenland theatre.
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And Then

It

Rained

Qualifying rounds in the golf tournament
were to have been held Wednesday afternoon.
Play was begun with 30 entrants, but before

many

putts were sunk the clouds, which had
been gathering over a bright warm sun, finally
opened up and forced postponement of the
preliminary contest until the following morning.
Because the entire tournament therefore
had to be conducted in one day, play was restricted to nine holes.

On

Thursday,

Andy Anderson

turned in a

score of 40 to win the medalist trophy, a
handsome cup presented by the Paramount exchange in Minneapolis. Bonny Benfield got a
41 and was paired with none other than "Jaysee" Jenkins, who got a 53, in the championship flight. Benfield then covered the nine
holes in 39, two over par.

Besides the brothers Anderson, other cup
Hill, who got the runnerup trophy, a putter presented by the Warner
Brothers exchange in Minneapolis. Harold
Devlin won a carton of golf balls given by the
Minneapolis exchange, and Mrs. Walter
Bradley of Neligh, Neb., beat Mrs. L. O.
Schoenthal, also of Neligh. in the women's
event to win the cup put up by the Pacent Reproducer Corporation.

winners were Ernie

KKO

Those Registered
Those who registered at the second annual
meeting were
George Langford, Minneapolis; John Piller
and family, Valley City, N. D. D. C. Shoemaker, Arapahoe, Neb. Mrs. Walter Bradley
and Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Schoenthal, Neligh,
Neb. Frank C. Buckley, Superior, Wis. T. F.
:

;

;

;

Talcott, Minneapolis.

George H. Baer Frazee, Minn. A. S. Clatworthy, Minneapolis George Berger, Minneapolis
F. Anderl, Park Rapids, Minn.
A. H.
Fischer, Minneapolis Crockett Brown. Nashwauk, Minn. J. C. Quincer, Wadena, Minn.
Mike Frisch, Minneapolis Charles Perrlzo,
Grand Rapids, Minn. S. G. Lebedoff, Minneapolis
A. L. Aved, Minneapolis
Mr. and
Mrs. J. P. Ullman, Ada, Minn.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

B.

J.

Benfield, Morris, Minn.

Minneapolis

;

Mickey

;

J.

Cohen,

S.

Minne-

Goldheimer.

G. Largen and family, Creighton,
Neb.
E. C. Potter, New Hampton, la.
Lenora G. Peirce and familv, Chicago W. A.
Munroe, Rolla, N. D. ; H. M. Hagen, Rolla,
N. D. J. M. George, Deloraine, Man.. Canada D. C. Scott, Le Mars, la. Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Barrett, Atoka, Okla.
apolis;

F.

;

;

;

;

;

Mr. and Mrs. Hans Peterson, Jamestown,
J. H. Mclntyre, Minneapolis; W. D.
Wood, Minneapolis Thomas J. Kelly, Winnipeg; Thomas Park, Winnipeg; L. J. Shearer,
New York Mills, Minn.; Harold Devlin,
N. D.

;

;

Minneapolis.
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"Glorifying the American Girl"

July 20, 1929

Talking Pictures
Greeted at First
Showing on Liner

PARAMOUNT

has just completed, "Glorifying the American Girl," at their East
Coast studios. This production was scheduled for release last year but has been
withheld and talking sequences added. The cast includes Mary Eaton, Edward CranMillard Webb is the director.
dull, Olive Shea and Dan Healy and Sarah Edwards.

(Continued from page 70)
Bell

Telephone Laboratories.

It is called ideal

for the

churches, schools, sales rooms and
and is capable of delivering enough
volume to reach an audience of 800 people.
Already it is being widely used at conventions, and a number of nationally known business organizations have used the equipment
to show talking pictures to the public and for
training salesmen.
Its field of usefulness in
industry and education is unlimited, as has
already been indicated by its many applications today.
offices

Installation of

Sound

Apparatus Boosts Sales
Of Theatre Equipment
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

July 16.—The installation

of

picture apparatus has increased the
sales of theatre equipment, according to a
general survey made by Irving Lesser, sales
manager of General Talking Pictures corpora-

talking

Some

of the 300 extras used in shooting the annual picnic of Heimer's department
store in the Paramount picture. The recording is done on a Western Electric sound
truck.

tion.

He

finds that in

most cases where sound

is

to be installed that a general renovation of the

entire theatre is
coverings, paint,

made.

New

draperies,

floor

cooling systems and
booth equipment are bought. Many exhibitors
have neglected or put off modernizing their
projection equipment and have taken this
opportunity to rebuild the projection room and
install new machines.
As a general rule this
part of the remodeling is done on the advice
of the sound engineers and as a result many
of the smaller theatres now have an ideal
projection room and equipment.
seats,

Reports of increased business range from

two to five times the previous grosses with the
major credit being given to the installation
of sound equipment, but a fair measure of the
credit also goes to the house cleaning job.

Millard Webb, by the camera, explaining the scene.

Producers and Press Are
Given Demonstration

American Sound

at

Studioi

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

July 16.—

A

demonstration

ol

the latest development in sound recording foi
motion pictures was given to members of tht
press and officials of the leading producers a'
the American Sound Recording Studios las;

week.
It was followed by a studio party with Johr
Noble, supervising director, acting as mastei
of ceremonies. The company's first produc,
tion featuring Jean La Marre was shown, alsc
a two-reel film whose cast consisted of play
ers who are all engaged in Broadway stag<
productions. This latter subject was made it
four hours after midnight, as a demonstratior
of the studio's ability to utilize Broadway play
ers in screen productions without interfering
with their stage activities.

Brice Joins Paramount

Production Departmen'
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

From

left to right:

Millard Webb, Mary Eaton, Edward Crandall,

who came

The

Kay Renard, Dab

Earl (Pinkie) Wingart,
to Fox to replace George Britt.
The woman with the large hat is Sarali
Edwards, who plays the part of the stage mother.

Healy and Olive Shea.

portly gentleman on the right

is

YORK, July 16.—Monte Brice hai
joined the Paramount short subject depart
ment at the Long Island studio in the capacit.
of writer and director of short features, ac
cording to an announcement from Monta Bel
producer.
Brice came from the Hollywoo'
studios of Paramount and expects to remai
in New York for the next six months.

luly 20,
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NEW PICTURES
Pictures" the EXHIBITORS
presents in concise
orm information on current and forthcomng attractions.
The facts as presented will serve exhibtors in booking and in the preparation of
heir advertising campaign.
In

"New

GERALD-WORLD

VOMAN TRAP:

Paramount melodrama with Hal

Skelly. Evelyn Brent, Chester Morris, Leslie Fenton, Effie EUsler, William B. Davidson, Guy Oliver,

and Wilson Hummell.

Charles Giblyn

Directed by

William Wellman.

TYPE AND THEME:

'

Dan Malone, detective, is
Dan's brotker Ray and
in love with Kitty Evans.
Kitty's brotker, Eddie are in with bootleggers. Ray,
in a holdup shoots a cop and* thinking he killed
Eddie in the meantime gets into
him, runs away
Dan has him. arrested and he is hanged.
a jam.
Kitty turns from Dan.
Ray returns home and
Kitty, hoping to get revenge, gets Ray into a hangout where she plans for Dan to arrest him. Dan
arrives and relentless in his duty, calls the wagon.
Ray, seeing only one way out, shoots himself. Dan
and Kitty find love at last.
*

*

*

AND

THEME: Mrs. Cheyney, who is
TYPE
connected with a band of crooks, plans to rob the
of Mrs. Webley, rich society woman. Lord
DUling, who takes an interest in Mrs. Cheyney,
discovers the plot. He follows her and catches her
in the act. Lord DUling threatens to reveal her
duplicity if she makes an outcry. She rings a bell
and the house is aroused. To avoid embarrassing
publicity, Mrs. Cheyney is left go free. Lord DUling
asks her to let that be the last of Mrs. Cheyney
and the beginning of Lady DUling.
*

PARIS BOUND:

*

*

Pathe drama with

Ann

Harding,

Fredric March, George Irving, Leslie Fenton, Hallam Cooley, Juliette Crosby, Charlotte Walker,
Carmelita Geraghty and Dka Chase.
Directed by

Edward H.

Griffith.

TYPE AND THEME:

Mary Archer and Jim

Noel, admirer of Jim, resents
the marriage, as does Richard Parrish, and admirer
Three years pass and Mary and Jim are
of Mary.
happy. A son is born.
This prevents Mary from
going on a trip with Jim to Europe. Noel, who is
in Europe, plans to meet her old sweetheart.
Richard forces his attentions on Mary while Jim
is away.
Mary hears of Noel meeting Jim in
She decides that a divorce is best. Jim
Europe.
returns home and tells Mary he loves her.

Hutton are married.

•OUR DEVILS:

Fox drama with Janet Gaynor,
Morton, Barry Norton,
Farrell MacDonald and Nancy Drexel.
Directed by
F. W. Murnau.

Mary

Duncan,

Charles

TYPE AND THEME: A
Four

children

are

taken

story of circus

away from

their

life.

cruel

master by an old friendly clown.
Fifteen years
later they are grown performers in a circus. Peter
and Louise, the two youngest children, are engaged, while Marion is in love with Charles. The
"Four Devils," as they are called, prepare for the
most dangerous trick, called
Leap of Death."
Marion finds out that Charles is making frequent
visits to another girl's home.
She is heartbroken.
Marion follows Charles but all in vain. Charles,
realizinz that Marion is the one he loves, rushes
to her but is hurt in an accident.
It is the last
night of the season's shoivs. Charles hurries to the
show. He whispers to Marion that she is the one he
loves.
The act starts. Marion spies the other girl
in the audience. She grows weak, thinking her life
not worth living without Charles. A fall and Marion
is hurt. Charles rushes to her. Marion pulls through
and Charles and she are happy with their plans
for a new life.
*

*

*

*

LAST OF MRS. CHEYNEY, THE: Metro-GoldwynMayer melodrama with Norma Shearer, Basil Rathbone, George Barraud, Herbert Bunston, Hedda
Hopper. Moon Carrol, Madeline Seymour, Cyril
George K. Arthur. (Arthur in Bound
print only) Finch Smiles and Maude Turner. DirecChadwick.

ted by Sidney Franklin.

John rescues her. Marsdon is killed by a friend of
Rosalee. The boy and girl set out for happiness.
*

home

First National drama from the story
by Molnar with Corinne Griffith, James Ford, Bela
Lugosi,
Ian
Keith,
Julanne
Johnston,
Ann
Schaeffer, Baron Hesse, Otto Matieson and Harry
Northrup. Directed by William A. Seiter.
TYPE AND THEME: Nicholas, has just been

graduated as a doctor of laws, has as his

Fox drama with Marguerite
Churchill,
Kenneth Macenna, Dorothy Burgess,
Campbell Gullan, Douglas Gilmore, Henry Kolker,
Frederick Graham, Rex Bell and Charlotte Merriam.
Directed by Donald Gallaher.

TYPE AND THEME:

Colonel

Farquar,

Nora

Westby and Gilbert Ferguson, three crooks, plot
steal
the jewels of Captain Dean and his
wife. Alma, who are staying at the crook's estate.
Nora falls in love wih Dean, who, peeved at his
wife's attention to Blain, takes an interest in Nora.
Dean tells his wife that he is going to divorce her.
to

Alma puts poison in his flask. Dean leaves. Nora
follows Dean to warn him of his danger. Ferguson
and Gilbert also follow. Nora is hurt as she reaches
Dean. He attempts to give her a drink from his
She revives and warns him of the danger.
flask.
She also tells him that his valuables are in danger
because the two crooks are following. Police rescue
the couple.
•

*

*

TWIN BEDS:

First National comedy with Jack
Mulhall, Patsy Ruth Miller, Armond Kaliz. Gertrude
Astor, Knute Erickson, Edythe Chapman, Jocelyn
Lee, Nita Martan, Zasu Pitts, Eddie Gribbon, Ben
Hendricks Jr., Carl Levinnes, Alice Lake and Bert

Roach.

first

case

that of a young girl, Riza, who has stolen money
from her cafe manager, Kore. Sebfi, a lover of
Riza, pleads for the girl's freedom but Kore refuses.
Riza tells Nicholas that she stole the money to buy
clothing so she might win him. He pays no attention to her words, thinking them a ruse to enlist
his sympathy. Lenkc, engaged to Nicholas, is worried over the affair but Nicholas promises Lenke
never to see Riza again. The trial comes up and

Nicholas sees that Riza is deeply in love with him,
and he decides to wait for her.
*

*

*

GREENE MURDER CASE, THE:

Paramount melo-

drama from the famous

story by S. S. Van Dine
with William Powell, Florence Eldridge, Ullrich
Haupt, Jean Arthur, Eugene Pallette, E. H. Cal-

Norman, Lowell Drew, Morgan
Brandon Hurst, Augusta Burmester. Marcia

Gertrude

vert,

Farley.
Hariss,

Helena

PLEASURE CRAZED:

*

*

PRISONERS:

Mildred
Phillips,

Golden.

Shep

Mrs.

Camp and

Wilfred Buckland.
Charles E. Evans.

Directed by Frank Turtle.

TYPE AND THEME: A

murder mystery

one

is guilty.

*

*

*

VIRGINIAN, THE:
Paramount drama based on
Owen Wister's novel with Gary Cooper. Walter
Huston, Richard Arlen, Mary Brian, Chester Conklin,

Eugene

Pallette,

E.

H. Calvert, Helen Ware,

Victor Potel, Tex Young and
Directed by Victor Fleming.

Charles

Stevens.

TYPE AND THEME:

Rustler Type:
Gary
Cooper, known as the Virginian, gives his old buddy,
Steve, a job on his ranch. Both boys are strong for
Gary suspects Trampas as a rustler and
Molly.
warns Steve to keep away from him. Steve objects.
The town men get together to run the rustlers out.
Steve and another are captured Trampas escapes.
MoUy consents to marry Gary. Trampas returns.
Molly tells Gary she will give him up if he starts
a quarrel ivith Trampas. Nevertheless, Gary does
have a fight and kill Trampas. Molly forgives him.

Directed by Alfred Santell.

TYPE AND THEME:

Elsie Dolan is injured
helped by Danny Brown, a composer. They
and are married. On the wedding night
Danny is called away to play a part in a show, the
original player being drunk.
Elsie fixes Danny's
bed so he will be able to get in without any trouble
when he returns. Solari, drunkard, returns home
about U a. m. and goes into the Brown's house by
mistake. Danny comes home and finds Solari in
his bed.
A wUd chase begins, but the truth is

and

is

fall in love

revealed.
•

*

*

FALL OF EVE. THE:

Columbia comedy drama with
Patsy Ruth Miller, Ford Sterling. Jed Prouty,
Gertrude Astor, Arthur Rankin. Betty Farrington
and Fred Kelsey. Directed by Frank Strayer.
TYPE AND THEME: Tom Ford, Sr., is inveigled by his friend Mack into giving a whoopee
party. He invites his stenographer. Eve, who is
secretly engaged to Tom, Jr. Mack brings his wife
along. Eve, who is thought by Mrs. Mack to be
Mrs. Ford, lets her think so in order to avoid embarrassment.
The four go to cafe, where Mrs.
Mack asks the orchestra to play a number for Mr.
and Mrs. Ford. The real Mrs. Ford hears the announcement and sets out for her husband Ford,
Sr., calls his son to help him out of the mess. The
party returns home and when Mrs. Ford comes
home an explanation is necessary. Tom, Jr., comes
to the rescue by saying that the other Mrs. Ford

was

his wife.
•

*

*

RIVER, THE:
Fox drama with Charles Farrell.
Mary Duncan. Ivan Linow, Margaret Mann, and
Aldredo Sabato.

Directed by Frank Borzages.

TYPE AND THEME:

Allen John, young lad
lived in the backwoods all his life, starts
out on a raft to see the city.
is attracted by
Rosalee, who is saying farewell to her lover,
Marsdon, leaving to serve a prison term. Allen
John takes a deeper interest in Rosalee, so much
so that he decides to stay and protect her untU her
lover returns. But Rosalee finds a deep love for
Allen.
year passes. Marsdon returns just as the

who has

He

Eddie Douiling

shown
bow Man,"

are

and Frankie Darro
"The RainSonoArt film which just
(left)

in a scene front

a

completed a run

in Chicago.

A

boy and girl are leaving. Marsdon demands Rosalee
go with him. She jumps into a whirlpool. Allen

pic-

ture: Chester Greene, one of the heirs to the Greene
fortune, is killed. A few days later another member
of the Greene family dies and stUl another one.
Philo Vance is called to solve the case. There are
several suspects.
Vance finds the least suspected

A

scene from First National's "Smiling
Irish Eyes" starring Colleen Moore and
James Hall. "Smiling Irish Eyes" is Colleen's first talking picture. She will sins;
in the picture also.
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Gennett Owners Are Gennett Boosters

(SctmelfE
§YNCHR0MZERC

jYSTEM^

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

T"
General Sound Equipment

By JOE FISHER
disposition of the three theatres of
FINAL
into receivership and for some time were

Corp. of

Gregory Brothers, which went

Distributors for Chicago, Detroit,
Louis and Milwaukee Territories

operated by the Chicago Title

and Trust Company, is seen in the announcement this week that one of the
Parthenon at Berwyn, Chicago suburb, has been taken over by the
Lubliner & Trinz division of the Balaban & Katz-Publix circuit. The Parthenon
is one of the largest suburban houses, and it is reported as likely that the two
other theatres also will soon go under the L & T banner. All three have been
operated by a stockholders' committee by a recent arrangement which took
them out of the hands of the Chicago Title & Trust Company.
The Chicago special service department
1907.
He also is salesman for the old

St.

910

three, the

of National Screen Service has prepared 12
cooling system trailers.
theatre can get
a complete set covering an entire campaign
for selling patrons the idea of the coolness
of the theatre, or they can be ordered individually. According to H. B. Young, the

A

campaign

is

American Film Company, Selnick, Pathc
and Educational.
Walter Brown stated
that he was happy to have Oscar with him
and knows harmony will reign throughout
the office while Oscar is present.
*

prize fight pictures are being handled by
the Exclusive film company in Chicago.

*

*

Oscar Florene, who is a member of the
Photophone sales force and also

RCA

handling the sale of Victor records,
located at 100

West Monroe

is

now

Street in the

same office with Walter Brown, Chicago
manager for RCA. Oscar started his film
career with a theatre on

Clark Street

in

Max Levy

is

manager.
*

*

*

shipper and Florcashier of Tiffany-Stahl
were minus from the local office last week.
The two employees were off to some lake
on a two-weeks vacation.

Leonard Shellstrom,

ence

S.

Michigan Avenue

Phone Horrison 0737, Wabash 5037

Ask

the Gennett Exhibitor,

He Knows

fight pictures. The wrestling
of Gus Sonnerberg and
Lewis is being handled by Tif-

More about
match

pictures

Strangler

fany-Stahl. This is the first wrestling picture to be had in sound and dialog effects.
The picture can be had on film, disc or
silent.

*

*

The Max Schmeling-Paulino Uzcudum

going over great with the ex-

hibitors.

*

*

Illinois

The Orpheum

*

*

Savanna,

theatre,

111.,

has

Miller and Swanson arc
changed hands.
the new owners of the house. This is the
second house in Savanna to be operated
by Miller and Swanson. The Orpheum will
remain closed for a short time, according

owners.

their

to

Hillgonds,

*

*

*

West
Tiffany-Stahl's
Brown,
Coast manager, passed through Chicago on

Mandy

to the Coast last Thursday. Brown
returned from New York where he
had a conference with Oscar Hanson.
his

way

just

*

Tiffany-Stahl

COSTON BOOKING
Standard Oil Bldg., 910

tures for July.

CIRCUIT, INC.
S.

Days"

CHICAGO
JAMES

E.

COSTON

Suite 508

HARRISON

President

will

7155

July 15th, 1925.

*

New

from

York.
*

*

Irving Mandell, Security Pictures manager, is on a vacation and it's a vacation
He has
according to the Security office.
been making a name for Security Pictures.
*

*

*

Educational has a new hello
Janis Bennet is her name.
*

*

girl.

Miss

*

Miss Anne Jacobson and Harry Goldman, employees of the World-Wide and

Gentlemen:
"MEET THE FAMILY" your talking two-reel
Delf comedy had a pleasing reception at the Stratford Theatre during its four day engagement.
We can undoubtedly use this entire series in
With best wishes, we are
our circuit.

Very truly yours,
COSTON BOOKING CIRCUIT, Inc.

Illinois

Indiana

Greiver Productions

Midwest Film Co.

831 South Wabash Avenue

402 North Illinois Street
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

CHICAGO,

*

Carrol Trowbridge, special and personal
representative
for
Mary Pickford and
Douglas Fairbanks, passed through Chicago Friday.
Trowbridge just returned
*

Greiver Productions,
831 South Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, Ills.

*

be reissued.
*

Michigan Ave.

*

having a revival of pic"Wild Geese" and "College
is

ILL.

Educational
week.

offices,

*

are
*

vacationing

this

*

"Kitty" had a private screening at the
State-Lake theatre last Friday. "Kitty" is
a World-Wide picture that was made in

England.
*

*

*

General Sound Equipment Corporation, distributors of the Gennett Synchronizers Systems, manufactured by the Starr Piano Company of Richmond, Indiana, opened Chicago
offices last week. L. V. Kuttnauer is president
General Sound Equipment
of the company.
will distribute the Gennett device in Chicago,
Their ofDetroit, St. Louis and Milwaukee.
fices are located at 910 South Michigan avenue.
The device sells for $2,500 and $2,000.
H. A. Simons is vice-president, and Sam
Stern, secretary. Four installations have been
made recently the Mont Clare theatre, Chicago
Majestic theatre, Racine, Wisconsin;
Knickerbocker theatre, Detroit, and the Grand

—

;

theatre,

Wheaton,

Illinois.
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en Points
No. 2: Exhibitors Herald-World Has the

Only Guaranteed Circulation
the Motion Picture Field
Proof:

The Herald-World

is

in

the Only

Motion Picture Member of the Audit
Bureau of Circulations

Ten Points

•
No.

I:

•

THE GREATEST

PAID CIRCULATION
No. 2: THE ONLY GUARANTEED CIRCULATION
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World. Demanding
Show
New
tA

greater
greater qnality,
speed,
greater
sonnd.
Talking, singing,
owmanship.
8h
has ideally met
alone
PARAMOUNT

q

this

demand

Shorts.
ti onal

fulfills

Featnres and
in talking

reaped sens,
Exhibitors have
profits.

the

PARAMOUNT

« Now

demand

for a

new and

Reel -PARANews
Sonnd
greater

EMANUEL COHEN
Edi tor

P„romoant Sound News
Paramount Silent i\ew»

MOUNT SOUND NEWS1

«IBaekedby

of the greate,
resonrees
the giant
in the world
asement enterprise

am

enlarged and
Issned by an
organization.

perfeete,

Headed by Emanue

news
Cohen, leading

th
reel brain in

years editor «
Fifteen
business.
who put Par
man
The
Pathe News.
of
far ahead
News
«j
Silent
onnt

m

field in

record time.

PAUAMOCN1

uly 27,
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RRAMOUNT SOUND NEWS

£

s

hown

e.tions.

b.siasm.
Xl at

here!

It's

romise.

at

And

Sample

Paramount's

is

not

issues

sales con-

greeted with wild en-

sense!
flWhat keen news

speed of delivery!

What mar-

You'll reeogJous qnality reeording!
between it and its
the difference
oze

cmpetitors instantly.
<j)UND
(1

NEWS

<J

PARAMOUNT

personnel have been

the world for
the job throughout

Months.

modern

ultraWith improved and
orequipment that no other

ianization

Paramount Sound Neivs
Paramount Silent News
Laboratory,

NewKork

City

facilities for
can touch. With
events on your screen

mtting real NEWS

that will

speed
n sound with a lightning
put on a quality
amaze you! 4 You can't
See your Parasound show without it.

mount

at once!
sales representatives

SOUND NEWS

f

&
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OF THE WO«E»
EAR*
AN»
THE EVES

'j

PARAMOUNT
SOUND

NEWS

ONE ISSUE PER
starting

August

WEEK

1st

and
Arable on both rdm

disc.

silent news
?T«amoiint
Mho
hsues Weekly
Two

ignorance

FOLLIES

'tis

Read cm
'

j'lly

old

"XI
"These

—

^qoxci^- 50

London
1

are joyous days for

some of

the

Ai«>

ful of Folly

a taxi for

WILLIAM

determined

F

OL "
'

OF

end

of the

from a wise
showman who got his
noney's worth /j»Oft^
ake a

«

ALL DANCING

Spectacular Musical Extravaganza with

SUE CAROL

*

LOLA LANE

FRANK RICHARDSON
PERCY

-

'

SHARON LYNN

»

DIXIE LEE

DAVID ROLLINS

to see Fox's eye-

that he could travel to the

1929

ALL TALKING

ALL SINGING

*

-

DAVID

JOHN BREEDEN

STEPIN FETCHIT

beauty, requested the commissionaire to call

him so

F

MOVIETC

"

West End houses.

— The Bioscope, London
.

'

-—

aAFESr

Manager Turnbull of the New Gallery tells me that
he has done record business with FOX MOVIETONE
FOLLIES for the week-end. At one time on Sunday there
was a queue 200 yards long up Regent Street, and one
enthusiastic old gentleman,

be wise

to

an d Reap

^

-and from

—

bliss

is

Words and UXxxsic by
CONRAD, MITCHELL & GOTTLER
Oialoq by
WILLIAM K.WELLS

Ensembles by ARCHIE GOTTLER
and FANCHON & MARCO

Sloryand Direction by
DAVID BUTLER

Staged by

MARCEL SILVER

tip

Pacemaker
for the

Industry

i

Draw

a

Wlith

house

full

2 Kings

th
King of Egypt
with

Haab

President

troops after

Switzerland and

visits

reviews

Swiss

visiting Parliament.

King George V of England and
Queen Mary are given ovation b>
London street crowds after King's
recovery from

illness.

Let

Movietone

the continent

Lindbergh

by

Lindy,

in

take you

48 hours

line in the

plane

acros:

via

the

pilotec

ace of aces.

Hear and See

Presiden
Hoover's farm board meet to aic
agriculture and the Chief Execu
tive

address the Board.

and the only bull in thu
through a whole army oi

^ ^ ^

exciting

This week's

bullfight ever hearc
finish tc

FOX MOVIETONE NEWS results from the world-

wide activities of 18 news recording crews, operating in the
United States, Switzerland, Austria, England, Belgium and Italy.

FOX MOVIE
Vol.

Issues

Every JVeek

2

— No.

42

and 3 Aces
Madrid goes wild
flyers

over

and Spanish crowds give

welcome

to

who were

Franco and

given

up

his

saved
riotous

companions

for

lost

on

Atlan
lear Belgians

hail the

popular
Prince

oyal couple, Crown
eopold and Princess Astrid

—

ecently married.

Aovietone

shows

how

flyers

days in air. Mendell and
!einhart are seen and heard
efueling over Culver City, Cal.
tay ten

the bull that runs wild
imateur toreadors in the most
on the screen, the sensational

id

is

Issue

A.

will be years before any talking newsreel can release in
any one week news from so many countries including so
It

many

celebrities.

TONE NEWS
Issues A,

B,

C and D
ftft

It

Speaks for

Itself

PROUD!
That's exactly what we are. Miss Tinet

Proud

of artistic accomplishment.

PrOUCI

of intelligent direction

Proud of magnificent acting.
Proud of unsurpassed
recording

Proud
of

S««t

#

perfection of

FOX MOVIETONE

*****

the watchword for
perfect TALKING and

/
Pacemaker
for the

Industry

SINGING pictures

WHEN WILLIAM RANDOLPH
HEARST STARTS A
NEW ENTERPRISE—
The whole world watches!
And now
news

he has

set in

motion

forces to bring the

his globe-circling

industry a Super-

Sound-Newsreel, more complete and amazing
than has hitherto been possible to produce*

THE MESSAGE HEARD
ROUND THE WORLD— to
zvery

every corner of the globe, to

member

of

the

vast

news-

gathering organization of Hearst,
ire

flashed the

ormulated at an

:

momentous plans
historic

he Hearst general

staff

meeting of

announcing

HEARST
METROTONE

ABOVE
Where

the his-

making
meeting was

tory-

NEWS

held

in

the

Hearst Newsreel Building
at

25

1

West

igth Street.

New

Era in the progress
of Sound Newsreels

starting a

WILLIAM

RANDOLPH
HEARST
The General
lays

its

Staff

world-wide

campaign

to span

men
and equipment to
the globe with

bring you a greater

Sound Newsreel
than you believed

humanly

it

possible to

obtain.

METR

HEARST METROTONE NEWS
For Release Once Each

Week

on Disc or Film

STARTING

SEPT. 28th

~.^OM the first issue of the Hearst Metrotone News this
Ua new conception of Sound Newsreels. Tradition counts
hi

Talking feature- length production has outgrown

vh the
lev
5

New Era Sound

its

Newsreel, the Hearst Metrotone

industry will witness
for nothing.

Just as

swaddling clothes, so

News which

it is

brings radical

developments in audible news to your public. The mighty machine of Hearst

[ill

steam under way. Every element of this world-wide power

ax of

producing the wonder Sound News of

rduced by a news-gathering organization.
accessible
v'ich.

now become

prides itself

fiking films will

available for the

on being

all.

It

is

screen.

straining to the

the only

Personalities

sound

is

Sound News

and events hitherto

Every theatre

abreast of the latest marvels of the

be ready to show Hearst Metrotone^

^ws starting September 28th.

i
Hearst Metrotone Sound
trucks are being readied
and shipped to all parts
of the world. They combine new features and impro\'ements to bring you
the Sound Newsreel of the

New

Era.

THE GREATEST SOUND NEWS plus
THE GREATEST SILENT NEWSREELHE combination
resources of the

of the

staffs

M-G-M

and

News

with those of International Newsreel into the M-G-M International
Newsreel means that no other
newsreel can hope to compete in
Id coverage with this colossal pooling of
es. No longer is there any question of which
he greatest newspaper of the screen. By
sheer weight of its resources and connections
M-G-M International Newsreel becomes the
newsreel which all audiences will demand
which all theatres will provide.

-G-

International

NEWSREEL
Twice Weekly Starting July

31st

MAYER
3-GOLDWYNAND
A
THAT'S JUST

PART OF

THE GREATEST
SHOWS ON EARTH
GREATEST SHOWS ON EARTH FOR

47

WIRED HOUSES

JOHN GILBERT
2

THE THIRTEENTH
CHAIR (All Talking)

in

ALL TALKERS

THB GIRL IN THE

"Redemption"

"Olympia"

be changed)

(title to

GRETA GARBO
2

"Anna

Christie"

in

ALL TALKERS

"Navy

Blues**

"Springboard"

And One More
1

SYNCHRONIZED

JOAN CRAWFORD
1

(All Talking)

THE GREEN GHOST

announced

SYNCHRONIZED

(All Talking)

"Our Modern Maidens"
"Jungle"

(title to

3

MONTANA

be chanted)

LON CHANEY

(All Talking, Singing)

in

THE SHIP FROM
SHANGHAI (All Taik.ng)
THE VIKING
(Sound, All Technicolor)
THE MYSTERIOUS

SYNCHRONIZED

"The, Bugle Sounds"

And Two More

RAMON NOVARRO
2

in

ALL TALKERS

Titles to be announced

BUSTER KEATON

ISLAND

in

(Sound, Dialog, Technicolor)

2 ALL TALKERS
Tides to be announced

DEVOTION (All Talking)
TABLOID (All Talking)

COSMOPOLITAN
PRODUCTIONS

JUDICIAL

ALL TALKERS

J
Titles to be announced

(AU

THE DUNCAN SISTERS in
"COTTON AND SILK"
(Title to be changed)

All Talking, Singing, Dancing

VAN

* SCHENCK

in

THE PENNANT- WINNING
BATTERY (All Talking, Singing)

MADAME X (All Talking)
COLLEGE LIFE
(All Talking, Singing)

IRIS

MURDER

Talking)
(All Talking)

TWELVE HOURS OF
LOVE (AH Talking)
LIGHTS AND SHADOWS
(All Talking)
HAL ROACH COMEDIES
Our Gang

8
8
8
8

(All Talking)
Laurel-Hardy (All Talking)
Charlie Chase (All Talking)

Harry Langdon (All Talking)

Our Gang {Synchronized)
2 Laurel-Hardy (Synchronized)
2

THE ROAD-SHOW
King Beaie .Love
{All Talking, Singing, Dancing)

Cnrtrlei

METRO MOVIETONE ACTS
M-G-M COLORTONE REVUES
HEARST METROTONE NEWS

26

HALLELUJAH
(AH Talking, Singing)
THE BISHOP MURDER
CASE

WORTH OF

ENTERTAINMENT!

PLEASURE LOVERS

in

ALL TALKERS

Titles to be

$6.60

(All Talking, Singing)

"Speedway"
2

(All Talkine)

THE SONG WRITER
(All Talking)
KEMPY (All Talking)
SONG OF THE SUNSET
(All Talking, Singing)
LORD BYRON OF
BROADWAY

ALL TALKERS

WILLIAM HAINES
3

SHOW

in

12
52
104

M-G-M

INTERNATIONAL

NEWSREEL

(All Talking)

Leo gives your

16

GREATEST SHOWS FOR

SILENT HOUSES
THE

BROADWAY MELODY

WILLI AM, HAINES
"Navy Blues"

"'The Bugle Sounds" and

THE

MYSTERIOUS ISLAND
JOAN CRAWFORD
"Our Modern Maidens"
"Jungle" (new

title to

come)

JOHN GILBERT

in

One
{TitU

Silent Picture
to be announced)

Silent Picturei
r<t(ei to be announced

in

equivalent in en-

in

tertainment

of

a

>

THE VIKING
(All Technicolor)

THE GREEN GHOST
M-G-M

"Redemption"

GRETA GARBO

in

in

Two

i

the year the

Two Mure

RAMON NOVARRO

(Technicolor)

in

in

"Speedtvay"

LON CHANEY

HALLELUJAH

patrons every day

$6.60 Broadway
Show!

INTERNATIONAL
NEWSREEL
(Tu'ice Weekly)

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

——
uly 27,
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THEATRE
EQUIPPED WITH

THIS
IS

lectric

SOUND

SYSTEM

This lobby plaque

furnished
Western Electric
equipped then tres
to identify themis

Sound Pictures

at their Best!

selves with the

only sound system
that is nationally
advertised.

Here's the Solution
of the Small Theatres' Problem
payment and
a modest
FOR$30
weekly over a three-year period,

of manufacture by the Western Electric

depending upon the type of equipment

sound system equipment of the motion

as little

initial

as

quired, any theatre, under the

new

financing through the Exhibitors

Corporation, can

now

of a Western Electric
Its quality

re-

plan of

Company

that have

made

it

the standard

picture industry

Reliance

Serviced by Electrical Research Products'
of 735 technical men

—your

secure the installation

nation-wide

Sound System.

insurance against breakdowns and costly pro-

has never been questioned.

Its

staff

gram interruptions

superiority has been universally accepted.

This

is

the Western Electric

Today it is being offered on terms of payment that place it within the means of even

now offered on

the smallest houses.

income

The same superior design of the Bell Telephone Laboratories and the same high quality

to finance

Our

it

its

Sound System,

a basis that enables exhibitors

installation in part out of the

will produce.

representative will be glad to supply

complete

details.

Electrical Research Products Inc.
250 West 57th

Street,

New

York, N. Y.

MEMBER OF MOTION PICTURE PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS OF AMERICA.

INC.

WILL

H.

HAYS,

President.
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ELSIE JANIS

VITAPHONE TALKINI
Vitaphone Puts Your Whole
Show on the Screen

A CASE

No more stage presentations.
No more stage acts.
No more prologues.
No more units.
No more profit-eating overhead and
No more booking worries.
Check

salaries.

overhead and production costs.
fears about your bank account and
the future of your theatre.
Play the best acts in the world. You can
take your pick of the stars of operatic, concert, vaudeville, musical comedy, drama,
radio, circus, night clubs and every other

Banish

off

all

field of amusement.
Vitaphone brings them all to you over
000 acts to choose from, and more made
every week.

—

1

££elean OR PAINTER
JULIA SANDERSON

ROSA RAISA

ANN CODE E
Vitaphone

is

the Registered Tradi

w

!
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md Singing Presentations

A

Million Dollar Marquee!
Whether

it

be

Rudy

Vallee and his Connecti-

cut Yankees; or Al Jolson in a song; Beni-

amino

Gigli

of

the

Metropolitan

Grand

Opera Company; Willie and Eugene Howard in a vaudeville

comedy

Hackett, the concert

artist

skit;

—

or Charles

they're not too

big for the Vitaphone program.

They're

all

yours
Million dollar

names

world's

greatest

screen!

Hie

has ever

known!

for

your marquee! The

drawing

cards

surest boosters

Warner

on

your box

your
office

Bros. Vitaphone

short subjects are the spice of your program.

EL
>ilaphont Corporation Designating

It'

Product*

BRENDEL

I"

with

Eddie Quillan,

Sally

O'Neill and a

including Jeanette Loff, Stanley
Smith, Russell Gleason, Sarah Paden, Brooks

great

cast

Benedict, Spec O'Donnell.

From

the story by

Adapted by Joseph Franklin
Poland. Supervised by William Conselman.
Directed by Leo McCarey.

Corey

Ford.

ALL TALKING
ALL BOX OFFICE

RAH!
Eddie CJuillan
in

arrives

The Soph o more
FILM MERCURY

Another outstanding
Path'e

Personality

established as one
biggest

the

bets of the

of

box-office

new

season.

Eddie Quillan in "The Sophomore" clicks with Film
Mercury's expert reviewer,

"A

sure-fire hit for all runs

first legitimate

hig with
all

who

goes

on to say:

and Eddie Quillan's

hid for the hig houses. Will go over

any type

Boole this one hy

of audience.

means, showmen, and make some money for

yourselves

PATHE

SILVER ANNIVERS

i?

y

l

9 2 9

-

l

9 3 O

,

There's

'NOTHING like

• t

FOR THE SUMMERTIME
No company is offering such an outstanding allsummer release* One of the most
famous of all stage plays — a title that is known
wherever there is a legitimate theatre. With
talking hit for

JACK MULHALL
and Patsy Ruth Miller heading a powerful
box-office cast* With two already popular
theme songs "If You Were Mine" and "The
Chicken Walk",

^Alfred

fantell

Proc

w
EXHIBITORS

H

The
Independent
Film Trade
Paper

E

RALD

Home
Office:

WORLD
IN

Dearborn

So.

St.

Chicago

THIS ISSUE —
COLUMBIA PROGRAM

HEWS HIGHLIGHTS
Paramount Introduces Full Stage Projec-

—

with Wide Film Spectacular Effects
Are Obtained by Shooting Picture on 56-Millimeter Negative Screen at Tivoli Showing
is 40 Feet Wide by 20 Feet High.

tion

407

—

Total of 26 Long Features and 104 Short
Subjects Is Scheduled by Columbia for Coming
Season Virtually All Aldiens Will Have
Silent Versions for Theatres \ot Wired
Three Roadshows Planned.

—

—

COMPLETE INDEX TO CONTENTS
NEWS

DEPARTMENTS

Actor- back, producer? again-t Equity; 72 more sign in week:
340 take Academy contract? since Jane 4: Equity ?ues Warner
Brother- and Tally Mar-hall.

Tightening at Federal policy on merger- i- reported near; Department of Justice is expected by Wa-hington circles to be
called upon carpet in inquiry by Senate Committee.
Exhibit carries Atlantic City visitors to inside of Hollywood
studio-: Million dollar di-play of costumes, jewelry, wigs and
props authenticated by star?' letters.
"Street Girl" found cheery picture with
sparkle Portland theatre proves jinx to
prison, third in morgue.

—

good mu-ic. punch,

mad men: Two

The Studio

43

Short Features

54

Mu?ic and Talent

58

The Theatre

51

Cla-sified Advertising

What

New

the Picture

Me

67
61

Chicago Personalities by

J.

F

71

in

ADVERTISEMENTS
FILM.

from Reader-

65
for

Pictures

FEATURES
The Voice

Did

SOUND AND EQUIPMENT— Paramount

Famou? La-k>.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Fox Film Corporation.

66
23

Electrical Re-earch.

57
48
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naueri. F. H. Richardson's Book on Sound.

Pictorial Section

20
38
29

mark

Sound Act Releases

55

of the Industry
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Motion Picture Finance
Service Talk?
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Sound Pictures

>
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&
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Mr. Fox's Recovery

WILLIAM FOX'S

MR.injury

fortunate escape from serious
motor car accident which befell him

in the

week is the source of rejoicing throughout the world
industry of motion pictures and among the numerous list
of Mr. Fox's personal friends and admirers. First reports
of possible serious consequences of the accident to Mr. Fox
shocked the industry severely and the subsequent reports
promising early and complete recovery were hailed with

last

widespread satisfaction.
Mr. Fox's position and influence in motion picture affairs, as is commonly known, are tremendously important.
Despite his long career in the motion picture industry he
is still a young man, at the height of his usefulness and
effectiveness.
Despite his accomplishments to date, all
those familiar with his plans and ambitions are aware of
the vast scheme of development which he has in view for
his interests.
It is a fortunate and heartening fact that he has been
spared for continued leadership of the Fox interests.
Echoing the thought and hope throughout the industry
with millions of the public who look to Fox theatres for
recreation, this publication wishes Mr. Fox an early and
complete recovery of his full health and vigor.

*

*

*

Larger Picture

THE

for a larger picture on the
was publicly demonstrated in
New York last week. The demonstration was generally regarded as marking a distinct technical advance in motion

Paramount system

screen, the Magnafilm,

picture presentation.

The larger picture upon the screen satisfies a requirement of the new order of motion picture entertainment.
The standard film was adequate for all practical purposes
but the new order makes technical requirements that demand, among other things, a larger field to accommodate
what must be registered.
A degree of the stereoscopic is attained in the new
process which enhances the effect and in certain types of
subjects will be of material assistance to the director.
It is difficult to say how immediate will be the general
application of the larger picture but there are good reasons

inevitably in that direction

screen.
*

*

Theatre Equipment

THE
ment

news of the week contains word of

a new developThis firm is
of Warner Brothers interests.
launching a subsidiary which will conduct a nation-wide
business in the handling of theatre equipment and supplies.

new

This

organization will serve the physical require-

ments of the modern theatre and in doing this service it
will aid materially in an advance which must be both
maintained and accelerated. The physical setting of the
motion picture, which is the theatre, must continually be
kept appropriate to the calibre and character of the entertainment presented. In order to do this the theatre
must resort to the newest and best in equipment.

The new Warner
which

will

be

Brothers' subsidiary will supply a
a material aid in this connection.
*
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is

and that eventually the present standard will be superceded
by a new standard of larger size. Such a development is
necessitated by the added technical requirements imposed
upon motion pictures through the advent of the audible

service
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*

»

Censorship Abroad

CENSORSHIP

of motion pictures

is getting a tight hold
Various amendments have been proin Germany.
posed to the already stringent regulations which, if carried
through, will create in Germany a difficult situation for
the producer and one that certainly will become burdensome to the general public.

Probably the worst feature of the proposed regulations
the provision creating and supporting local censorship
which if carried through will mean that motion pictures
in Germany will be submitted to numerous local police
bodies, all equipped with the authority to pass or prohibit
the subject under consideration. The producer, in order to
satisfy a long list of local police bodies, and at the same
time afford entertainment that the public will be interested
in seeing, will have to be a miracle man.
is

Contrary to the rulings of German courts the spoken
in pictures will come under censorship if the new

word

regulations are enacted.

American exhibitors will be interested in a portion
regulations which provides that parents and

new

of the
guar-

dians, as well as the exhibitors, will be fined for admitting
children to pictures operating under an adult permit.
It is not likely that the most radical features of these
proposals will be enacted into law but a review of them is
interesting on the point of revealing the trend of censorship thought in Central Europe.

*

*

*

Exit for Mr. Gillmore

THE

Equity disturbance in Hollywood appears to be
Mr. Frank Gillmore's plan for upsetting
subsiding.
the industry is not proving to be a sure-fire arrangement.
As previously remarked in these columns, it is difficult to
see just how Mr. Gillmore's plan could carry very far in
the absence of an united front on the part of the acting
profession. And, it may now be remarked, if there is anything like an united front in existence among the players
on this question of Equity and Equity procedure it has
failed conspicuously to reveal itself.
Reviewing the contest such contest as it has been up

—from

—

the sidelines suggests pointedly that the
Gillmore leadership of the Equity cause is on the verge of
bowing out, possibly gracefully, but at any rate bowing

to

date

out.

One of the reasons for this is that Mr. Gillmore jumped
into a situation without sufficient knowledge of where or
how he was going to land.

-MARTIN

J.

QUIGLEY.
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Paramount Has New Full Stage
Projection; Wide Film Is Used
Three Attempts
Theatre;

to

Woman

Burn

Jailed

(Special to the Herald-World)

BEAMSVILLE, ONT., July 23.—
Three times on Saturday while the
moving picture theatre at Beamsville
was crowded with people, attempts
were made to h~re the structure without success. An investigation was
made with the result that Mrs. William Cosmos, proprietor of an adjoining hotel, was arrested on a
charge of arson and is being held in
the jail at St. Catharines.

Record 2nd Quarter;

PFL

Shows Profit
Gain of 58 Percent
(Special to the Herald-World)

—

NEW" YORK, July 23. Paramount Famous
^asky Corporation estimates its consolidated
let profits, after all charges and taxes, for
he second quarter of 1929, to be $2,550,000.00,
vhich amounts to $1.14 per share on 2,242,862
•hares, the number of shares outstanding at
he end of the quarter.
The profit for the second quarter of 1929,
approximately 58 per cent
is estimated,
is
jreater than the profit for the corresponding
[uarter of 1928, the previous record second
luarter of the company.

;

Libson Theatres
Reported in Market;
Conference in N. Y.

Ike

(Special to the Herald-World)

CINCINNATI,
ating

all

first-run

Tincinnati, has

July 23.— Ike Libson, operand principal theatres in

gone East, where

it

is

rumored

je is to entertain proposals for disposing of
lis
interests.
According to report, Keith's,

Publix and Warners are to confer with
libson with a view of acquiring the imporant Cincinnati holdings.
"ox,

Buck Jones Wild West
Show Stopped in Danville
CSpecial to the Herald-World)

A

temporary
DANVILLE, ILL., July 23.—
njunction enjoining the Buck Jones Wild
Vest shows from moving off the fairgrounds,
vas issued in circuit court recently when the
init played here.
The reason was, it was said,
lie company
had a $15,000 mortgage and
greement between Buck Jones and the cornany holding the mortgage had been violated.
The injunction was dissolved however and
he shows returned over to Jones. Jones atorneys fixed the $15,000 mortgage.

:

Sunday Amusements Win
In Vote at Maiden, Mo.
(Special to the Herald-World)

MALDEN,
lents

MO., July 23.— Sunday amusewere endorsed by a vote of 224 to 202

The vote was taken
iter Protestant clergymen and other reform
iements had conducted a campaign against
t

a

special

election.

iunday amusements.

Spectacular Effects Obtained;
Shot on 56-Millimeter Negative
Screen Employed at Special Showing at Tivoli in New
York Is 40x20 Feet Called Commercially Practical
By PETER VISCHER
NEW YORK, July 23. — Magnafilm, the result of years of research on the

—

Paramount Famous Lasky Corporation, was thrown on a huge screen
on Thursday with spectacular effects. A picture
that filled the entire width of the stage was shown, claimed by Paramount as
a revolutionary step in the progress of motion pictures, and acclaimed by an
part of

at the Rivoli theatre here

audience especially invited to see the demonstration.
The demonstration included scenes of the
Magnascope, began
seashore and a country road, as well as a
four-reel talking-singing-dancing picture made
by Paramount at the Long Island studio.

The

pictures, photographed on 56-millimeter
were projected on a screen 40 feet wide
and 20 feet high. Standard film is 35 millimeters and the normal size of a picture shown
on the regular screen at the Rivoli is 17 feet,
4 inches wide, and 13 feet, 6 inches high.
film,

Zukor Started Tests

in 1914

This demonstration of Paramount Magnafilm climaxed experiments which were begun
15 years ago by Adolph Zukor at the old
Twenty-sixth street studio of the Famous
Players company. In 1914 Zukor and Edwin
S. Porter, now consulting engineer for the
International Projection company, began experiments toward stereoscopic effects on the
screen with the view of eventually developing
a wide film which would give greater depth
of focus than the regular film in use.
The results of the experiments were lost
in a fire that destroyed the studio in 1915.
The exigencies of the situation forced Zukor
temporarily to give up his plans for a full
stage picture, but he did not give up his
dream. Xow he has realized the fulfillment
of his plans.
Paramount Magnafilm has passed the experimental stage. The feature shown Thursday, "You're in the Army Now," featuring
Johnny Burke, vaudeville star, is now ready
to be shown in theatres. The first public
showing will be given on Broadway scon.

Magnascope Introduced

in 1926

Public attention was focused on the increased entertainment value of the large
screen on the night of December 6, 1926, when
Paramount introduced the Magnascope in connection with the showing of "Old Ironsides."
The effect on the audience was electrifying
when suddenly the screen filled the entire
stage width. The increased size of the picture through Magnascope was obtained by
the use of magnifying lenses and not from
increased film width. It was then that Zukor
and Lorenzo Del Riccio, who invented the

WE

Employe

Stars

In "Muddy Waters"
Edna West, employee of the Western Electric Hawthorne works, is a
film star and she's not from Hollywood either. Miss West played the
leading role in drama called "Muddy
Waters," which was written, filmed,
acted and directed by the employees
of the Western Electric Company.

intensive

work on wide

film.

W ork

was carried on by Del Riccio and a
staff of assistants at the Paramount studios
in Hollywood and New York.
Just as they
were perfecting their cameras and lenses for
this wide film, the new element of sound
projected itself into the picture. This brought
forth an entirely new problem. To meet this,
Zukor had Mr. Del Riccio equip a new laboratory across the street from the Paramount
studio in Astoria, L. I., and there for the
last two years he has been perfecting the

Paramount Magnafilm.
Called Commercially Practical

Wide film in itself is not new, having been
used 33 years ago, but Paramount Magnafilm
is the first wide film to be developed along
commercially practical lines.
A wide film was shown to the public for
the first time in New York in 1896 when
Professor Latham projected film two inches
wide by three-quarters of an inch high at the
old Daly theatre, Broadway and Twentyeighth street, according to Porter. Also tie
Corbett-Fitzsimmons fight at Carson City and
the Palmer-McGovern fight at Tuckahoe in
1898 were photographed on wide film, but on
account of the special machines that had to
be built, none ot these earlier experiments was
commercially successful.
Zukor Specifies Requirements
Mindful of these aspects of the early work
on wide film, Zukor set down three points to
be given first consideration by Del Riccio in
his experiments.

—

First
There must be no change in sound
equipment through the use of wide film secthe
screen must not be so high that the
ond,
balcony in the average theatre would cut off
the view of the top of the screen and third,
the change in projection equipment should be
kept in minimum so that the use of wide film
would not put an expensive burden on the
;

;

exhibitor.

W ith

these stipulations in mind, Del Riccio
It is 56 mm. wide and
The sound track is on the
19J/2 mm. high.
film the same as on the standard size film.
The projection equipment has been so built
that it can be put on the standard projection
machine in five minutes and can be adjusted
to throw a picture on the screen that will fit
the special requirements of the individual

developed Magnafilm.

theatre.

Photographed by Special Camera
The subjects demonstrated Thursday were
photographed by a specially built camera, the
of its kind used in a motion picture

first

studio.

"In building this camera one of our most
important problems was to get the proper
photographic lenses," explained Del Riccio.
"This was necessary because heretofore lenses
{Continued on page 26)
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New Pictures —New Methods
CUTTING

the film is of major importance in the success of a motion picture, espeaudiens and the two most important machines used by the cutter is a numbering and cutting machine.
The cutter is a miniature projector, that enables the
operator to see and hear in synchronization the takes which he is working into a finished
picture.
The numbering machine stamps a corresponding number on the action film
and the sound track. By this numbering process the cutter may easily match and
assemble the hundreds of takes into continuity at R K
studios.
cially

Paramount
demonstration of Paramount's MagTHE
week indicates as clearly
nafilm here
last

that Mr. Zukor's organization
is, as usual, in the forefront of motion picThe showing made an
ture development.
event in motion picture history.

as you

like

.

O

The method of staging the showing was
dramatic.
The Rivoli theatre, where the
highly successful "Thunderbolt" is being
shown, was closed off until 5:30 in the
afternoon, with signs telling the curious
public that a special showing of Magnafilm
was to be given to a selected audience of
experts.
o'clock, the assembled experts havin their seats, the curtains
were drawn back as for any show. Instead
of revealing the familiar screen, the spreading of the curtains showed a screen across
the entire face of the stage 40 feet wide
and 20 feet high. On to this were thrown
three pictures, one with scenes of the sea,

At 4

ing

gathered

—

another showing a country road, and the
third a talking picture made in Paramount's Long Island studio.
Once the big pictures were shown, they
seemed very natural and it seemed almost
grotesque to go back to the little screen
so long familiar to motion picture patrons.
Some day the old screen will look like a
peep-show.
*

*

*

Everyone will want to know whether the
new Paramount images seemed stereoscopic.

imagine.

They did, but not in the way you'd
The screen is so big that when

you rivet your eyes on the central figures,
or on any part, the rest of the screen seems
in the background, and in that manner
comes the illusion of depth.
"The Big Parade" or a modern counterpart shown in Magnafilm could run for

What

years.

a picture that
*

An R K O numbering machine

would make!

*

*

Mr. McCarthy Knighted

MR.to

McCARTHY

CHARLES

has, so
E.
speak, been knighted. He has been
promoted to the office of Director of Public Relations for Paramount, and both he
and his company deserve congratulations.

The McCarthy promotion brings to its
proper dignity the type of representation
motion picture companies ought to have
before the public.
*

*

*

Laurel and Hardy

MAYBE at

this late date

it's

a

little silly

to come forward and confess a perfectly ridiculous devotion to Laurel and

Everyone who knows anything
Hardy.
about pictures knows this team and is a
little

insane about

it.

me

that Laurel and Hardy
have developed the art of slapstick to the
point where even an intelligent person can
enjoy it. So much slapstick comedy is run
off along old and familiar lines, exactly
according to formula, designed to appeal
But these birdies
to nothing but morons.
know just what to do and how to do it;
they work intelligently and with real
And now that they're talking
humor.
It

seems to

they're better than ever.

PETER VISCHER.

An

RKO

cutting machine
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Universal Appoints Cox
Exchange Supervisor
After Steele Resigns
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

—

YORK,

July 23. E. F. Cox has
been promoted by Universal to supervisor of
exchanges, according to M. Van Praag, genHe is suceral sales manager of Universal.
:eeding Charles M. Steele, who is resigning
Decause of ill health and finds it necessary to
*o to Michigan for a complete rest.
Cox has been with Universal for five years,
having practically spent his entire business
:areer in the various branches of Universal's
home office exchange department. He was assistant

Douglas Leishman

to

when he was

supervisor of exchanges and also to Steele and
familiar with his
is thoroughly qualified and

new

duties.

Jack O'Connell Resigns

As Vita-Temple Manager
(Special to the Herald-World)

TOLEDO,

O., July

23.—This

city's

pioneer

exhibitor of sound and talking pictures, Jack
O'Connell, announces he has resigned as maniging director of the Vita-Temple theatre, effective August 1. During the two and a half
^ears of O'Connell's regime the Vita-Temple's
status was elevated from that of a grind house
playing second-runs to one of Toledo's leading theatres.
It also has the distinction of being the first all-sound film house in the coun-

....

try

O'Connell is credited with playing an important part in the development of the audible
screen and is a recognized authority on the
operation of wired theatres.
He has been a
requent contributor to the Herald- World and
s a member of the House Organ Exchange.
:

Sparks Closes 7 Houses
Until Business Improves
(Special to the Herald-World)

JACKSONVILLE,

July 23.— That condiFlorida are far more serious than
generally supposed, is indicated by the fact
:hat E. J. Sparks has just issued orders closng theatres in seven towns. These houses, it
s understood, are to remain closed indefinitey, until business conditions change for the
in

:ions

setter.

The

theatres affected by the order are the
Lyric at Gainesville, Omar at Fort Myers,
2ueen at Fort Lauderdale, Sarasota, at Saraiota,
Republic at Jacksonville, Wallace at

Orpheum at St. Augustine. In
iddition, the Edwards
theatre at Sarasota,
Jvhich cost $300,000 to build in 1925, and which
Bradenton and

las

Western Electric sound equipment, has
four-day operation a week, due to

:losed to a

ack of patronage.

Actors Back Producers Against
Equity; 72 More Sign in Week
Total of 340 Take

Academy

Contracts Since June

Peggy Mastbaum Is
Engaged to B. M. Golder
(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, July 23.— Formal anlouncement was made on July 19 of the en;agement of Miss Peggy Mastbaum, daughter
)f
)f

the late Jules E. Mastbaum, late president
the Stanley Company of America, to Ben-

amin M. Golder, head of the law firm of
bolder and Felger and a member of the State
rlouse of Representatives from the 32nd Ward
or several terms.

(Special to the Herald-World)

SEATTLE,

23.— The

annual

Golf
Tournament for the members of the motion
"icture industry will b e held at Everett, Washington, August 7. Matches are being arranged
>y the present champion, Charles W. Harden,
ind a big entry list has already been lined up.
July

in

great numbers, according to reports issuing steadily from casting offices and
from reports being made by Fred Datig, chairman of the casting directors'
committee.
Seventy-two more actors joined against Equity this week by
signing Academy contracts despite Frank Gillmore's repeated threats that action will be taken against them, while 340 have signed since June 4.
Equity brought suit against Warner Brothers and against Tully Marshall
Saturday for damages allegedly incurred by Equity. Paul N. Turner, counsel
for Equity, announced that the complaint was made due to the contract signed
by Warner Brothers and Marshall. Equity asked that Marshall be brought
into court and restrained from working for Warner Brothers.
It also asked
for an injunction to restrain the film company from shooting the picture. The
superior court ordered Marshall to appear in court.

The court refused to order officials of Warner Brothers into court and refused to issue
an injunction halting work on the picture.
Further Writ Actors Planned
Plans of Equity to bring injunctions against
all such members were announced in the meeting at the Legion Stadium Saturday evening.
Gillmore also announced suspensions of the
following actors:
E. J. Radcliffe, Joe Brunnell, Charles Sellon,

Winifred Harris, Hugh Saxoa
Twenty-five members have now been sus-

Emily

Melville,

pended.

Sending Speakers to 26 Cities

He announced

that Equity will soon send
speakers to the 26 key cities to get support of
trade union people.
He read a resolution passed by the Central
Labor Council which asked of every labor
union in the country to place the following

names on the blacklist:
Clara
Bow, Lionel Barrymore, Marie
Dressier, Conrad Nagel, Noah Beery and
Louise Dresser.
Producers saw in Equity's announcements
and moves strong indications that the campaign waged for an Equity shop is crumbling.
They declare that Equity is making an absurd
and unreasonable step in its proposal to join

battle in the key cities. The reasoning is that
the industry has devoted two decades to building up the theatre habit and the Equity leaders,
attempting to persuade unionists to abandon
that habit until the fight is over, would make
necessary an expensive campaign to get the
people back into the theatre and would work a
hardship on everyone in the industry, including the Equity actor later on.

"Snatching at Straws"
Marshall pointed to Equity's suit
against him as proof that Equity is "snatching
at straws" and that the war against the industry is on the verge of collapse.
"They allege that Warner Brothers induced
me to sign a contract," he said. "That is not
so.
I myself went to Mr. Warner and persuaded him to give me a contract. The proceedings instituted against me by Equity I conTully

sider to be absurd. It is inconceivable that any
organization can have absolute control over
the livelihood of its members."
Stars and other contract players are receiving urgent but finely couched letters asking
them for a substantial part of their salaries
each week. It is the popular feeling among
Equity people that all contract people should
pay Equity one-tenth of their salary.

More Signing Academy Contract
reported to have signed academy
contracts since June 4 are
Hallam Cooley, Maym Kelso, Paul Herst,

Actors

New Equity Plan to
Fine Players Seen

Mahlone Hamilton, Anders Randolph, Maurice

HOLLYWOOD, July 23.— The following recommendations are reported
to have been made by Frank Gillmore, president of Equity, as minimum

penalties

or

conditions

for

membership for players now working
at the studios and for all suspended

members applying for reinstatement,
the classification of suspended members including all non-unionists applying for membership after August 1:

For day workers: A £ne equal to
amount of their earnings and

the full

Washington Film Golf
Meeting Set August 7

—Equity Sues

4

Warner Brothers and Tully Marshall But Court Refuses
to Order Halt on Making of Picture
By DOUGLAS HODGES
LOS ANGELES, July 23. — Actors are going to the side of producers

(Special to the Herald-World)

Miss

21

suspension or non-admittance for
four months.
For term contract workers: Double
the amount of their earnings and one
year's suspension, or non-admission
for one year.

Paul N. Turner is said to have
claimed that more than 1,500 new
members have been enrolled in
Equity in the last Eve weeks.

Costello, Anita Garvin, Tom O'Brien, Leila
Mclntyre, Carmel Myers, Marceline Day, J.
Barney Sherry, Seena Owen, Bert Roach,
Cissy Fitzgerald, Nora Lane, Marion Byron,

Edith Yorke, Monroe Salisbury;
W. F. Mack, Louise Lorraine, Slim Summerville, Albert Gran, Adele Windsor, Gertrude Astor, Andre Cheron, Ray Gardner, Kit
Guard, George Haines; Helene Benda, Billy
Foster, George Davis, Franklin Lewis, James
P. Spencer;
Robert Kortman, Joe Bordeaux, Eddie
Chandler, Harold Goodwin, Jasques F. Chapin,
Frank Rice, Charley Byer, Cora Beach, Earl
B. Shunway, Walter Kane, Hillard Karr,
Dorothy Baker, Margie Crosby, Patricia Bray,

Putman, Sue Curtiss, Henry Armeda,
Laura La Marr, Bernice Graves, Emily Williams, Day Porter, Red Stanley, Josephine
Houston, Ben Alexander, Leo White, Jack
Elois

Perrin, Clarence Moorehouse, Francis Ford,
William G. Kolvin, Frederick Walton, William
Vaughn, Sam Apple, Heinie Conklin, Gordon
Magee, Lewis Mercier, Ed Martindale, Henry
Stockbridge, William Nine, William Eddritt,
Malcolm MacLean, Barry Winton, Raoff
Acklom, Meyneen Farrell, Loretta Meyers,
Lewis Morrison.
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Industry Hails Fox's Recovery from
Injuries in

Auto Crash

Attends to Business Interests from Bedside Before Leaving Hospital
Good Spirits and Health, Says Grainger

—In

July 27, 1929

Canadian Exhibitor
Urges More Juvenile
And Western Audiens
Many

Parents Inquire If Current
Picture Is Suitable for

Children

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

July 23.

— William

(Special to the Herald-World)

Fox, whose unfortunate automobile ac-

cident recently caused considerable consternation in the motion picture
business and elicited sympathy from all branches of the trade, will
leave the hospital tomorrow morning, the Herald-World learned today.
AMES R. GRAINGER, Fox sales man- theatrical enterprises, including the production
of films and the management of a long chain
ager, spent yesterday afternoon with the
motion picture magnate and reported Fox
of Fox theatres. He was one of the first to
much improved and able to attend to his busisee the possibilities of producing moving picin
was
He
bedside.
his
from
ness interests
tures with regular plots like stage dramas
the
for
except
health,
good
in
good spirits and
The personal fortune he has amassed is estimand
head
his
on
scratches
that
the
fact
He heads the Fox Film
ated at $35,000,000.
shoulder have not quite healed.
Corporation and

JAMES

Corporation, the Fox Theatre
the Fox West Coast Theatres.

Chauffeur Is Killed
accident occurred July 17 on Long Isbad crossing on the Westbury
Road. Fox and a friend, Jacob Rubenstein,
were being driven in his Rolls-Royce by his
At this corner
chauffeur, Joseph M. Voyes.
they collided with a Chrysler driven by Miss

The

land, at a very

Dorothy Kane and her two sisters, Misses
Mildred and Agatha Kane. The Rolls-Royce
tried to avoid the smaller car, made a sharp
was sideswiped and turned upside
turn,
down.
Voyes, the chauffeur, was killed instantly
and Fox and his friend were severely cut and
bruised and taken to Nassau hospital for
treatment. A blood transfusion was promptly
made and a second prepared in case of emergency.

Film Leaders at Bedside
Flowers and telegrams poured in from

all

parts of the country. Among the first to arrive at the bedside was Mrs. Eva Fox, wife
Adolph Zukor, Nicholas
of the magnate.
Schenck, Grainger and Jack G. Leo, brotherin-law of Fox and vice-president of the Fox

Film Corporation, arrived soon after. Joseph
Schenck wired cheering words from Los
Angeles.

Others who came were Saul Rogers, Fox's
attorney; George M. Levy, another attorney
acquaintance, and Major John Zanft, general
manager of the Fox Theatres Corporation.

Fox Stock Recovers
News of Fox's accident caused the stock
of Fox Film Corporation to drop from a high
of 92% to 87. Later it recovered, possibly as
Fox's bravely mustering his
a result of
strength and giving instructions to executives
at his bedside to tell the newspapers and to
send word to all his friends that he was all
right and would be back at work soon.
in Hungary 50 years ago, Fox came to
country while still a baby. For 25 years
he has been engaged in a wide variety of

Born

this

Harold Rodner

to

insurance policies

Life

by Fox

held

total

$6,400,000.

Netoco House Reopens
With Sound Equipment
(Special to the Herald-World)

ROXBURY CROSSING,

MASS., July
being closed for a number of
weeks during which time it was completely
renovated and redecorated the Netoco Criterion theatre reopened for business July
Among other improvements, new
19.
opera chairs have been installed, and the
23.

—After

Electric equipment assures
the successful presentation of talking and
sound pictures. The picture chosen for the
opening was "The Cocoanuts," with the

latest

Western

Four Marx Brothers.

(Special to the Herald-World)

July '23.— Paramount had
four pictures on Broadway last week. "Four
Feathers" is still playing at the Criterion.
"Thunderbolt" is playing its fifth at the Rivoli and "Dangerous Curves" is held over for
"The Mysterious Dr. Fu
its second-week run.

Manchu"

YORK,

is

the

new Paramount

Broadway, opening

picture

on

at the Rialto.

in wired theatres.
"We get many telephone calls and personal
inquiries now as to whether a current picture
is suitable for children, these coming mostly

from parents who have noticed a falling off
in picture enthusiasm on the part of their
Nolan formerly packed them in at juvenile
performances and children's patronage formed
a substantial portion of his business.

Menjou to Make Audien
Under Equity Contract,
Declares Paul Dullzell
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK

July 23.— Adolphe Menjou is
under an Equity conEquity members, for

to star in a production,
tract and with a cast of

the

No Voice Doubles
Pictures, Says

in

RKO

Le Baron

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

July 23.— William Le Baron,
vice-president in charge of production of Radio pictures, has ruled against doubles of any
kind in all Radio pictures.

Bros.

Film Theatre Equipment Organization
Herald-World)
(Special
exchangeman for
NEW YORK, July —Harold Rodner, former New YorkInc.,
the organizaContinental Theatre Accessories,
the

23.

Warner Brothers,

westerns

American Sound and Recording corpora-

according to a report issued by
Dullzell, executive secretary of Equity.

tion,

Head Warner
to

July 23.— P. J. Nolan, proprietor
suburban theatres in
three
attractive
Ottawa, Ontario, has a complaint to make
regarding the type of pictures now being produced. Nolan asserts that since the introduction of synchronized or talking pictures the
good old-fashioned subjects that particularly
thrilled juvenile patrons have practically vanished.
As a result there has been a marked
falling off in juvenile patronage, even when
a special children's matinee is conducted. This
is of particular importance to Nolan because
his theatres cater to the family trade.
Nolan believes that producers of talking
pictures are overlooking the juvenile taste.
Most certainly he wants the audiens but he
desires a goodly percentage of features with
juvenile appeal.
These are now conspicuous
by their absence.
"Talking westerns should be a good bet,"
Nolan declared. "There are many neighborhood exhibitors who are probably feeling the
lack of outdoor action pictures with sound or
dialog.
Even the comedies have undergone a
big change in the past six months, most of
them being over the heads of the children.
Our juvenile patronage has fallen off and the
reason is that nothing has taken the place of
the action thrillers that were the delight of
children's minds.
There is still a place for

kiddies."

4 Paramount Pictures
On Broadway Last Week

NEW

OTTAWA,

of

will head

which Warner Brothers plan to enter the theatre equipment field on
September 1. Rodner is president of the corporation and owns half the stock, he told the Herald-World today. The other
stockholder is Joseph Hayden, who will also occupy an executive position.
Headquarters will be located in the new First National Building, which is under
construction next door to the Warner home office on 44th Street.
The organization will handle all lines of theatre equipment and will do business
with anyone and everyone, not confining itself to theatres in the Warner chain.
Rodner said.
Warner Brothers made no comment on this new development. All statements,
it was said, would have to come from Rodner.

Paul

understood, however, by the Herald
World, that no definite agreement has been
It

is

made between Menjou and American Sound
any production that will be made
be done on a co-production basis, each
party putting up half the money. So far, no
money has been put up by either party and
all agreements have been only tentative and
no contracts are believed to have been signed.
studios and
will

England Asks Data on
Restricted Billboard Use
(Special to the Herald-World)

MODESTO,

CAL., July 23.— The plan of
billboard advertising, adopted in
Modesto three years ago, is receiving nationwide attention, according to Mayor Sol P.

curtailing

have even come from Engon how to get legislation

tion through

Elias,

a national scale, starting operations

land, asking advice

and

letters

of this kind adopted.
"We do not aim to drive outdoor advertising out of existence," says Mayor Elias, "but
merely to regulate it and to confine it to cerhave practically eliminated
tain districts.
billboards from residential districts and have

We

reduced them in size by law. Theatres are
making use of the smaller boards and I do
not believe thev have suffered in the least."
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Stock Transfer Plan Announced
By Merging Equipment Concerns

Writ Bars Union from
Throwing Stench Bombs
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS

CITY,

23.—

July

rather unusual procedure has been resorted to by Lee Vaughn, owner of
the Neptune, New Centre and the
Art theatres. Vaughn, who recently
employed non-union projectionists
when the union made what he termed
unreasonable demands after he had
installed sound equipment, has obtained a temporary injunction against
the entire projectionists' union in
Federal Court, prohibiting the intimidating of patrons or the throwing of stench bombs. An application
for a permanent injunction has been
taken under advisement by Judge L.
Reeves of the Federal Court. Under

Share of National Theatres Supply Common to Bring ThreeQuarters Voting Certificate in General Theatres Equipment, Inc.
International Projector on Share for Share Basis

—

General Theatres Equipment, Inc., the new theatre equipment company
formed by the merging of National Theatre Supply Company and International Projector Corporation, offers to exchange voting stock in the new concern
at $30 a share for stocks and bonds of the merging companies.
General Theatres Equipment,
following companies

Inc., will

con-

trol the

National Projector Corporation
National Theatre Supply Company
Grandeur, Inc.
Mitchell Camera Company
J. E. McAuley Manufacturing Com-

procedure any union man who is
found guilty of intimidating patrons
of any of Vaughn's theatres or of
throwing stench bombs will be adjudged in contempt of the Federal
this

delivery of the new common stock issued in
exchange for old preferred and common stock
and for the bonds.

&

Exhibitor and Distributor
Groups Meet Separately
On Sound Relief Problem

Connolly, Inc.

The Strong Electric Company
Ashcraft Automatic Arc Company
Theatre Equipment Acceptance Corporation

(Special to the Herald-World)

"These companies," according to a statement

Writ

Against Apparatus
Granted in Berlin
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

July 23.— The higher court
has made permanent an injunction
against the use of Western Electric sound
equipment, according to cables.

in Berlin

The latter part of May, an injunction was
asked by German interests against a theatre
in Berlin in which Western Electric sound
equipment had been installed. Western Electric was successful in having the injunction
modified to such an extent as to permit the
carrying on of performances with Western
Electric equipment.
This action of the court
in modifying the injunction was appealed from
by the plaintiff and it is that appeal which has
just been decided in favor of the plaintiff. The
present decision, however, was not the result
of a trial of the case on its merits, but the injunction was granted as a result of a German
procedure in which the scope of the patent involved was not litigated.
The Western Electric Company proposes to
carry through to a conclusion litigation on the
real scope of the patent claims involved, and
feels confident that the preliminary injunction
will be vacated upon a full hearing of the case,
according to a statement given out today.
J. E. Otterson, president, and C. W. Bunn,
general sales manager, of E R P I, refused,
however, to make any comment.

21 Silent Versions on
Pathe* s Release, to Help

Meet Demands of Unwired
(Special to the Herald-World)
;

NEW

YORK,

July 23.— To help meet the
demands of unwired houses Pathe will release
21 silent versions of the 30 attractions of the

1929-30 schedule.

The twenty-one Pathe features

available

in

published, "constitute a complete unit for the
manufacture, installation, servicing and financing of all types of equipment and supplies used
in the operation of motion picture and general

This group has been identified with

theatres.

the perfection of apparatus which not only
projects length and breadth but gives the illusion of depth, the development of the sound
movie and similar improvements.
"The adaptation of motion picture theatres
to these new types of equipment and the everincreasing uses for motion pictures in industrial and educational fields indicate continuing
prosperity for these companies."
The following will be adopted in offering to
exchange voting stock in the new concern at
$30 a share:
International Projector $7 dividend preferred stock at the call price, $115 a share plus

accrued dividend to August

"Sailor's

Holiday,"

"The Grand Parade," and "A

South Carolina

"Red Hot Rhythm,"

Woman

Afraid."

Theatre Chartered

(Special to the Herald-World)

BATESBURG,

S. C, July 23.—The Batesburg Thehas been chartered with a capital stock of
$500.
Officers:
Mrs. M. P. B. Mutt, president;
L. M. Boatwright, secretary and treasurer.
atre,

inc.,

amounting

to

in

Exchange

National Theatre Supply $7 dividend preferred stock at $108.08, including dividend.
National Theatre Supply five-year 6^4 per
cent sinking fund gold notes due September
1,

1931,

August

YORK,

July 23.— The exhibitor re-

committee members met here yesterday
and are meeting again today to discuss plans
for aiding the small exhibitor to meet the high
cost of overhead caused by sound.
"We've encountered a snag or two," Pete
Woodhull, head of the committee, told the
Herald-World today, "which we expect to
iron out in a day or so, when we can present
our findings to the sales managers' committee."
No plans of either committee have been
made public. The sales managers' committee,
headed by S. R. Kent, met yesterday and will
meet again today.

lief

Levee Executive Manager

Of Paramount

Studios;
Gains Given Special Office
(Special to the Herald-World)

Bonds Accepted

at
1.

call

price,

This

$105,

amounts

plus interest to
to $1,077.08 per

$1,000 bond.

Common

stock in the new corporation will
be exchanged for International Projector common on a share for share basis, while for one
share of National Theatre Supply common
three quarters of a share of the new common
will be issued.

No

Fractional Shares Issued
No voting certificates will be issued for
fractional shares, it is announced, but fractional shares may be increased to full shares
or be purchased through the Chase National

HOLLYWOOD,

—

July 23. M. C. Levee has
been appointed executive manager of the Paramount studios and J. J. Gains has been named
for a special executive post, Jesse L. Lasky

announced today.
Gains' duties will include supervising production at the Long Island studios as well as his
new work in connection with the Hollywood
plant. Levee will take up the new post as soon
as his present duties at United Artists Studios

can be concluded.

Fox Acquires Another
(Special to the Herald-World)

CAL., July 23.— Sam Gordon, who
has for years conducted the Hippodrome theatre, has leased this house to Fox West Coast
Theatres, Inc., and the name has been changed
to that of the Fox.

NAPA,

Portland Theatre Proves a Jinx to Bad
Men; Two in Prison, Third Is in Morgue

both

and dialogue edition during 1929-30 follow:
"This Thing Called Love," "Painted
.Desert" (all color), "His First Command," "Crashing Through," "Officer O'Brien," "Clothes," "Saratoga," "Kich People," "The Big Shot," "War and
Women,"
"Parachute,"
"The Racketeer," "Oh,
Yeah," "The Sophomore," "Play Boy," "Hot and
••Negligee."

1,

NEW

$115.58.

(Special to the Herald-World)

silent

Bothered,"

Bank, New York, at the rate of $30 a share.
Delivery on such purchases will be made on or
about August 23.
August 5 is set as the approximate date for

pany
Hall

Court.

WE to Fight

23

PORTLAND,

—

23.
The Portland Publix theatre seems to be a jinx
bad men, who have recently tried to help themselves to that theatre's cash
box.
The third unsuccessful attempt was made to rob the house last week. The
robber had paid his way into the theatre and forced an entrance to the inner office,
where he compelled John C. Smith, manager, Jimmy O'Connell, treasurer and Kay
North, secretary to hand over $4,000. He was in the act of leaving, when officers
arrived and opened fire, one shot striking him in the head. He died on the way to

ORE., July

to the

the hospital.

Edgar Perry, usher was responsible for notifying the police; he had seen the
robber slug the check room boy and enter the inner office.
The first two attempts to rob the theatre were also failures and Mr. Bandits are
now serving long terms in the Oregon state prison.

—

:
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"Street Qirl" Is Cheery Picture with

Qood Music, Punchy Sparkle

—

Wesley Ruggles and Betty Compson Score with Radio Production
"Skeleton Dance" Returns to Roxy Theatre

week.

—

July 23. It is not much what you do, is how you do it.
This was demonstrated to perfection by Radio Pictures in "Street
Girl," a preview of which was given to the motion picture press this
There is just a gossamer thread of a story to "Street Girl." Not one

enough to carry the honors. But Wesley Rugand because Gus Arnheim and his Cocoanut
Grove Ambassadors know their stuff and because Betty Compson plays a
remarkably nice fiddle the picture goes over big in spite of many little

of the characters

is

really big

gles did a fine job of directing

implausibilities.

going to see and hear for just
ITtheis worth
music in it. And if you like good
character work you ought to see Joseph
Cawthorn as the Hungarian restaurant pro-

lacked was "wishing you were here." But
it
was a novelty and, as such, held the
interest of those present.

prietor, Ivan Lebedeff as Prince Nickolaus

D. F.

and Ned Sparks as gloom incarnate. It's
a nice, cheery picture with lots of punch
and sparkle.

British International

Congratulations are due to the Walt Disney contingent, whose "Skeleton Dance,"
first of a new series of Silly Symphonies,
played at the Roxy last week and is the only
picture of any variety to have a return en-

Those who want
at that house.
to see perfection in the gentle art of timing
are advised to visit the Roxy during the
week of August 3, the time of its next engagement.
There is no plot to "The
Skeleton Dance." It is just a marvelous
nightmare come to life and presented for
your appreciation on the screen. As far as
gagement

we can remember, it was drawn by a chap
called Ubweriks, who might well have been
suffering from artistic D. T.s when he made
it.

got as much applause as anything else
on the Roxy program.
It

Lane Scores Again
"Jazz

Lupino Lane was

excellent,

as

usual.

in

Mammas" Novelty

Mack Sennett has produced his first all
color talking comedy.
Its name is "Jazz
Mammas" and it was given a showing at
R C A's 411 Fifth avenue studios last week,
together with a Lupino Lane Comedy and
an Andy Clyde affair called "The Barber's
Daughter."
"Jazz Mammas" was in the way of being
a miniature review with lots of forced humor. Photographed by multicolor, it was
vividly reminiscent of the more violent type
of picture postcard.
The only thing it

(Special to the Herald-World)

—

NAPOLI, ITALY,

July 16.— (By Mail.)
British International and Stefano Pittaluga
Society have signed a working contract
whereby each is assured the exhibition of each
other's pictures in Italy and England. In consequence of this contract two films will be
produced in Italy with the assistance of British
International and the Pittaluga Society and it
is probable that Luigi Pirandello will be the
director.

has

become

theme of instructional

pictures,

Public

health

an important
which are sup-

plied free to both schools and theatres. More
than 600 Italian schools have projection equipment, and under the policy of the government,
visual methods are extensively used throughout the kingdom to give instruction in morals,
social organization and the political ideas of
Italian Fascism.

Hammons

Sailing

Home

After British Conference
(Special to the Herald-World)

YORK,

July 23.— E. W. Hammons,
president of Educational Film Exchanges,
Inc., is concluding his annual conference with
his British associates on Wednesday when he
embarks on the S. S. Majestic for these
shores.

Georgia Exhibitors Ready tb Fight Any
Tax Bill Singling Out Film Theatres
(Special to the Herald-World)

9

ATLANTA, JULY

23.

— With

the introduction last

Wednesday

of a bill in the

Georgia legislature intended to impose a tax of 5 per cent on theatres and all
other forms of amusement in the state, exhibitors indicated that they would oppose
any measure which singled out theatres for special taxation. It was also indicated
that exhibitors would not fight any general tax that was imposed equally and fairly
on all lines of business, their concern being mostly regarding measures of a discriminatory nature.
At the meeting of the board of directors of the Georgia exhibitors association
in Atlanta last Tuesday, a special committee was appointed to handle tax matters
in the interest of the organization.
This committee is composed of Mrs. Anna
Aiken Patterson, of Atlanta, chairman; Alpha Fowler, of Douglasville, and R. B.
Wilby, of Atlanta.
The theatre tax bill introduced, is sponsored by Mr. Gullatt, representative from
Campbell County. In offering his proposed tax, Gullatt, who is owner of the Dixie
Lakes amusement properties in Campbell County, said the money raised under the
bill was intended to be used for buildings and equipment at the Georgia state
sanitarium.

Film Companies

(Special to the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON,

July 23.—The assertion
of Secretary Douglas of the Dallas film board,
that if arbitration is rejected the deposit system will be resumed, and the meeting of the
Woodhull group here during the Allied States
sessions, were characterized as the activities of
producers' agents which defeat the producers'
own ends, in a statement issued by Abram F.
Myers, president and general counsel of Allied
States, last week.
The statement reads

"When this association announced a few
weeks ago that it had instructed its counsel
to gather and compile evidence tending to
establish a common purpose on the part of the
producers by unified tactics to eliminate the
independent exhibitors and monopolize the enproducer agents were so
eager to voice their denial of any such situation that they even got in ahead of our release date in some trade papers.

With Italian Producers

NEW

Douglas Statement and Woodhull
Meeting Called Boomerangs to

tire industry, certain

Signs Working Contract

"Skeleton Dance" Returns
To Roxy; Deserves Honor

Producers Only to Lose
By Activities of "Their"
Agents, Declares Myers

Interests of

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

July 27, 1929

"Hand-Picked Committee"
"The combination of facts outlined in said
statement was sufficient to convince fair minded persons that such purpose existed, which
may explain the care with which the statement was played down in some quarters.
Since then the producer agents who were
most vehement in their denials have been most
industrious in manufacturing new evidence,
and if this association were merely bent on
mischief, instead of seeking relief for the independent exhibitors, it would welcome these
contributions as making imperative an action
by the federal government against all the producers and their agents, disclosed and undisclosed, alleging a broad combination and conspiracy in restraint of trade.

"In the first place, there was the calling of
a rump convention in Washington to frustrate
the efforts of this association in the interests
of the independent exhibitors. To the extent
that it was connived in by producer agents, it
must be taken in law as the act of the producers themselves. Then we have Mr. Pettijohn and other producer representatives meeting by prearrangement with a hand-picked
committee to dictate the prices and terms for
all the producers.

Cites Cash Deposit

Warning

Douglas, secretary of the Dallas
Film Board of Trade, and as such the agent
of all the producers, announces that the withdrawal of the exhibitors from arbitration
will result in the reinstatement by the producers of the cash deposit system.
"How much longer will the producers tolerate such actions by their agents, for which
they are responsible, and which are involving
them in such serious legal consequences? It
is safe to say that they will recall with little
affection and no gratitude the agents who
engineered this most recent exploit."
"Finally,

Columbia Gets Dialog

And

Picture Rights to
"Murder on the Roof"
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

July 23.— Dialog and

pic-

ture rights to Edward Doherty's famous
story of New York night life, entitled
"Murder on the Roof," has been purchased
by Columbia. The story ran for ten weeks
in the Liberty magazine.
Columbia is preparing to produce the picture on an elaborate scale with singing and
dancing sequences. Color will be included
in the production.
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Chas. E. McCarthy to
Head Public Relations
and Publix
For

PFL

YORK,

July 23.— Charles

Tightening of Federal Policy

On

Mergers

Department of Justice

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

E.

.Mc-

Carthy, of Paramount, is now in the big:
money. He was promoted last week to head

25

Called

Is

Reported Near

Expected by Washington Circles to Be
by Senate Committee
Film Industry Angle Not Yet Determined
By FRANCIS L. BURT
Is

Upon Carpet

in Inquiry

—

WASHINGTON,

July 23. Possibilities that the Department of Justice
a different attitude toward mergers are seen in recent developments here, chiefly the investigation soon to be undertaken by the senate interstate commerce committee into the communications situation.

may assume

Under one

by the senate, the comexpected to launch an inquiry into communications which
will exceed in scope even the famed Teapot Dome investigation and the oil
scandal developments of the Harding administration. During this investigation, the Department of Justice is expected to be called upon to explain what
action it has taken with regard to activities of the Radio Corporation of
America and other interests in the radio industry and, in view of many complaints already filed with the committee by independent manufacturers, that
question is likely to take the form of "why no action?"
mittee this

Charles

all

McCarthy

E.

Earl

W. Wineart

and public relations for the orincluding Publix and its subsid-

publicity

ganization
iaries.

Earl C. Wingart, lately of Fox, more recently in charge of publicity for Paramount's
Long Island studios, has been given McCarthy's place, in charge of publicity for

Paramount's production and sales.
McCarthy has been doing publicity work
for Paramount for more than twelve years,
heading the publicity department on the resignation of John

C.

Flinn.

Police Censorship Urged
In German States; Both

Dialog and Action Cited
[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]

BERLIN,

July 13.— [By

Mail]— Pressure

from

certain provincial elements in the
perman republic, has resulted in the passing of recommendations by the Reichsrat
to be submitted to the Reichstag, that local
police departments be given the power to
ban motion pictures, both sound and silent.
The proposal would compel the police to
notify the state government of its rejection
of a picture, and the latter would have to
lift the ban
within eight days or submit
the matter for approval to the superior censors in Berlin.
German courts have excluded dialog from
the jurisdiction of censors, but the recommendations specifically include speech.
Another recommendation forbids the exportation of pictures which disparage Germany, and other proposals make the parents
as well as the exhibitor, liable to fines for
taking juveniles to see pictures designated
for adults only.
An effort to reduce the
juvenile age from 18 to 16 was defeated.
Ufa's new sound studio at Neubabelsberg
is ready for installation of the equipment.
The structure is fitted for incandescent
lighting and special ventilation.
It is designed in a cross, with the machinery and
laboratories in the center.

McGuinness Appointed
Assistant to Wurtzel
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

July

23.—James

Kevin

McGuinness, writer, has been appointed assistant to Sol M. Wurtzel, general superintendent
of the William Fox studios in Hollywood.

McGuinness has written the dialog for several

Fox

stories to
is

many

36 vears old.

He

has also contributed
of the leading magazines. He

pictures.

of the widest authorities ever granted

fall is

Further, there are indications in Washington that the administration is none too well
pleased with the results of the policy which
has been followed by the department in recent years, of approving mergers which it
found would not, strictly as contemplated, be
violative of the antitrust statutes.
Information understood to be in the hands of the
Government shows that some of these merged
institutions have undertaken operations considerably beyond the scope which the department was given to understand was planned.
In short, it is said that, trading on the approval given by the department, some of these

concerns have operated "free, wide and
easy" and now are in a position where they
could be made subject to prosecutions
which the department, however, having
once put its okeh on the proposition, appears reluctant to bring.

Has Hoover's Attention
Whether any organizations in the motion
picture industry come within this category
could not be determined from such information as is available, all, of course, coming
from unofficial sources, since neither the Department of Justice nor any other branch of
the Government is talking much about the
However, it is understood that the
situation.
matter has had the attention of President
Hoover and that he is none too well pleased
with the possibilities of a business-controlled
super-government such as would be threatened
by the unchecked expansion of corporate
mergers.
The present policy of the Department of
UnJustice was adopted several years ago.

der it, proposals for mergers are discussed
informally and if it appears that they would
violate the federal statutes, the proposal was
quashed. It does not appear that the department ever, in so many words, actually approved a merger, contenting itself with expressions that the plans, as laid before it,
would not appear to violate the law.

Navy Department

Criticized

There has been considerable complaint in
recent years over the apparent complacency
of the department with respect to the eliminaResolutions
tion of competition by merger.
have been introduced in Congress calling for
investigations of the department on that score,
one of them being for an inquiry of the department's failure to move in film cases which
were declared to be in violation of the law.
More recently, radio operations have come
to the fore, and the Navy Department has
been severely criticized for its failure to attempt the protection of certain patent rights
declared by the Canadian Supreme Court to
antedate those of the Radio Corporation
of America, Navy officials explaining that inasmuch as the department had a hand in the
formation of R C A they were reluctant to
take any action which might jeopardize its
position.

The net result of all the discussion which is
now taking place is considered likely to be a
tightening

of

the

department's

policy,

the

abandonment of merger approvals and connecessary to correct
steps
sideration
of
alleged evils which have arisen as a result of
past policy.

French Quota Settlement Believed Near;
with Hays Office
New Plan Reported
Herald-World)
(Special
NEW YORK, July — The long-disputed Franco-American quota arrangement

OK

to the

23.

A plan broached by
will soon be satisfactorily settled, it was learned today.
Charles Delac, president of the Chambre Syndicate, representing a majority of the
61m industry, and E. Naftan, of Pathe-Naftan, has received the sanction of the
French foreign office and is reported to have found favor with the Hays

organization.
The three major provisions of the plan, which does away with the long-resented
quota angle, are: (1.) A percentage (possibly 30 per cent) of American pictures
computed on market needs for 1928-29, to be admitted without any restriction ;
(2.) For every picture made in France a producer may bring in four American pictures without any restriction : (3.) Other imports, negative or positive, to be admitted under a regular import duty, which at the moment is one franc for every
meter of film. French producers seek to make this tariff higher; exhibitors wouid

lower

it.

The Hays office today expressed the opinion that the French were -beginning to
see the American angle and expressed the belief the new proposal probably would
be acceptable.
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Exhibit Carries Atlantic City Visitors
To Inside of Hollywood Studios
Million Dollar Display of Costumes, Jewelry, Wigs and Props Authenticated by Signed Letters of 125 Screen Players
(Special to the Herald-World)

/ATLANTIC CITY,

July 23.— A dozen exploitation campaigns are rolled
L\ into one in a motion picture exhibit that is attracting hosts of visitors
at this resort center.
More than $1,000,000 is the valuation placed on
the displays of costumes, jewelry, wigs, uniforms and props from featured
players of the screen.
All leading producers are represented in the exhibit
occupying one of the large auditoriums on the Steel Pier.
There is on
admission charge.

A

A GROUP

of lifelike wax figures of leadactors is a highlight of the exhibit
and includes Douglas Fairbanks, Charlie
Chaplin, Corinne Griffith, Dolores Costello,
Buster Keaton, Rudolph Valentino, Al Jol-

^^ing

Conrad Nagel and

These figures are garbed in the costumes worn by
the players in their most recent pictures.
They are the handiwork of Katherine Stubergh of Los Angeles and were sculptured
from life for the exhibit.
Famous Props from Hollywood
Among the famous props brought from
Hollywood by Ed F. Corcoran, director of
the exhibit and for five years a member of
the New York staff of Paramount, are the
son,

others.

queen's carriage used in the current Fairbank's picture, "The Iron Mask"; the horse
car used by Harold Lloyd in "Speedy"; a
chariot driven by Francis X. Bushman in
"Ben Hur"; a director's chair from Cecil B.
DeMille; the model showboats used in the
Universal production, "Showboat"; a star's
portable dressing room used by Marion

Davies and completely

outfitted.

Additional

attractions are the original
sent by Lon Chaney; Al Jolson's famous wig used bv this star in the
making of "The Jazz Singer" and the "Singing Fool"; a pair of socks worn by little

makeup box

Davey Lee

a complete array of costumes from the members
of "Our Gang."
Among the magnificent and costly costumes on display are those worn by Corinne
Griffith in "The Divine Lady" and the Japanese bridal gown worn by Greta Garbo in
in

his first production;

"Wild Orchids."
Exhibits from Leading Pictures
Exhibits from such wellknown productions as the "Ten Commandments," "King
of Kings,"
"Ben Hur," "Noah's Ark,"
"Broadway," as well as some of the more
recent talking pictures like "Close Harmony," "Weary River," "Mysterious Dr. Fu
Manchu," "Dynamite," "Ritzy Rosey," "Coquette" and others, are displayed.
The original costumes worn by Rudolph
Valentino in "Son of the Sheik" are part

Censors,

and prove of absorbing interWallace Reid's favorite gold headed
cane is also on view.
The exhibit is proving of educational
value in view of the exhibits indicative of
the manner in which sound pictures are
made.
There are interesting displays of
theatre construction, the art of makeup and
of the exhibit

ers.

There is a stars' photo gallery of framed
and personally autographed photographs of
score screen favorites.
Corporations co-operating in the exhibit,
which is scheduled to continue until late in
September, include Universal, Paramount,
United Artists, First National, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Fox, Pathe, Columbia, Harold
Lloyd Corp., Warner Brothers, Metropolitan Studios, Christie Studios, Mack Sennett
and others.
five

Paula Gould Adds Brother
To Coast Publicity Staff
23.— Paula Gould,
who opened a publicity office in Hollywood
two months ago, has added to her office facilities and personnel.
Her brother, Jack Gould,
of New York theatrical circles, has' arrived in
Hollywood and has become associated with
Miss Gould as her assistant.
July

Joseph Hammele, Sales

Manager

of

ROCHESTER,

July 23.— Joseph

Hammele,

director sales manager of the Bausch & Lomb
Hammele has
Optical Company, died July 2.
been associated with B & L since 1892.

—In

was all gratis to the theatre. However, after the first day's showing CirJudge Stevenson took up the matter, and issued the following timely statement, which helped to pack the house for the next two weeks:
"When the mayor effected the arrangement that nobody under the age of IS
should view this picture, the purpose of censorship was met. I think the action of
the board of censors from there on, in denying a permit, was an arbitrary exercise
that
cuit

standard

film.

"This meant that a good deal of time had

and lens development,
and we have now a new type of photographic
to be spent in research

lens as well as projection lens equipment.

"For the

first

time, projection

lenses have

been made which correspond in formula and
design to the type of lens used in photographing the picture."

Claims Third Dimension Effect
Paramount Magnafilm gives third dimension
the picture on the screen due to the
creased area, Del Riccio pointed out.
to

in-

"The observer focuses his attention upon
the center of action in the screen and in so
doing the other portions of the picture resolve
themselves into the original planes occupied by
the characters or properties," he explained.
"Thus the observer gets a new feeling of the
relationship of planes that has not been evident on the smaller screen where the eye of
the observer could embrace the entire screen.
This new area does not produce any eye strain
because it is still less than the entire angle of
vision of the normal eye.
Stereoscopic values
are also evident in Magnafilm due to the
new methods of lighting that the cameraman
uses for the wider angles now made possible
"
for the first time
Sees New Directing Technique
Magnafilm will introduce an entirely new
technique in directing, according to Mr. Del

now being able to comthe angle of the lens,
which, heretofore, he has had to show on the
screen by resorting to different cuts in his
action and in unusual photographic angles.
Riccio, the director
plete action within

now being made to produce Parafeatures. Jesse L. Lasky,
vice president of Paramount, already has
ordered the organization of a force of mechanics to build new cameras and equipment,
to be used in the Paramount studios in Hollymount Magnafilm

first

wood and New York

it

of authority.
"I hesitate to pass judgment which would operate to suspend the decree of a
duly constituted and legally recognized body, but in this case I feel that the appeal
of Calvin Helig from the censorship board's action was justified," he said.

City.

Harry Cohn

Home

B & L, Dead

connection with the showing of the picture "Road
to Ruin" at the Helig theatre, members of the local censor board emphatically
voted against the showing, although the National Board of Review already had
passed on the picture. Later, and before the first showing, Mayor Baker issued an
order that nobody under 18 years be permitted to view the picture. This was all
good publicity, and put many dollars in the box office, and the best part of it was
23.

(Continued from page 19)

have not been designed that cover an area
greater than the standard film, which is approximately one inch. In the past, special
prisms, revolving lenses and auxiliary elements have been employed, but none has given
the same quality as we have obtained on

Visiting
Office of

RKO

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

(Special to the Herald-World)

(Special to the Herald-World)

July

Employing Wide Film Is
Introduced by Paramount

Plans are

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Mayor and Judge Argue
Restricted Film; Packs Theatre

PORTLAND,

Full Stage Projection

est.

other subjects.
There is a display of jewelry worth a
small fortune, as well as an exhibit cf wigs
and hair goods that gives the fans topic
for conversation.
All the displays are authenticated by personally signed letters from 125 screen play-

July 27, 1929

is

YORK, July 23.— Harry Cohn, who
West Coast general sales manager for

Radio Pictures productions,
New York on impor-

has

arrived

in

tant business for the
organization. Cohn is
expected to stay at
the home office for
several weeks until
this business is con-

summated.

Cohn has been with
Radio
the

Pictures
seven

past

for

and

one-half years, ever
since the organization
was started under the
F B O banner, and is
credited with some of
the outstanding sales
achievements of the

His greatest and latest
sales force.
coup was several months back when he
signed the complete Wesco circuit to play

Radio
sales

"Syncopation," starring Morton Downey.
Sales angles developed at the conferences
will be applied directly by Cohn in the making of the pictures for next season.

luly 2".
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Open Sunday Loses by
One Vote in Wisconsin

27

"Talking" the Pictures

(Special to the Herald-World)

MADISON,

WIS., July 23.— ReSunday blue law was
voted down by the state senate by
so close a margin that Lieut. Gov.
Henry Huber was obliged to cast the
deciding vote on a motion to reconsider.
The bill was killed by a vote
of

peal

The start of "talking pictures," until actors behind the screen reciting the
words, as described in last week's issue by Al Durning of New Orleans, lias a
close parallel, year for year, in Seattle.
James Q. Clemmer, now at the Fox
Fifth Avenue theatre, recalls that his "talkies" in 1908 lasted only one week
because the subtitles were shown despite the fact that the actors were speaking.

the

,

of 17 to 16.

[By Special Correspondent
3

Directors Assigned
Productions on F N's
New Rainbow Pictures
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July 23.— Three directors
ave been assigned to productions to be reeased in First National's 1929-30 Rainbow
iroup, according to word from the Burbank
tudios.

—

Badger

Clarence

is

to

"No,

direct

No,

musical comedy with a notable
ast including Bernice Claire, Alexander Gray,
.ucien Littlefield, Louise Fazenda, Zasu Pitts
nd others. Ted White has been given "Loose
a

and Mervyn LeRoy will direct Alice
Vhite in "Playing Around."
All of the pictures listed above will be all
ialog with singing and dancing.
The First
Rational studio is now working at capacity
.ith a record number of pictures under way,
ncluding "Footlights and Fools," with Colleen
loore "Sally," with Marilyn Miller "Paris,"
.ith Irene Bordoni
"Little Johnny Jones,"
.ith Eddie Buzzell; "A Lost Immoral Lady,"
vith Leatrice Joy, and "The Woman on the
ury," with Dorothy Mackaill. Corinne Griffith,
Jillie Dove, Jack Mulhall and Alice White are
repared to start new productions.
vnkles,"

;

;

;

ers in the west.

"We

had talking pictures away back in
"I was showing a one-reel
thriller at the time, 'The Ingrate,' and I
got the idea in my head that it would be
an improvement if the pictures would talk,
like the actors on the legitimate stage.

NEW

(Special to the Herald-World)

July 23— The Visugraphic
notion picture unit has just returned, after
n 18,000 mile exploration tour of South
\merica.
The three in the unit left three
nonths ago to explore parts of Brazil and
he Argentine, and were successful in obtainlg several rare shots as well as a number
industrial pictures.
Industrial pictures were made for the Munon Line, General Motors and newspapers in
5uenos Aires, and when edited the pictures
ill be released for United States and Canada
>f

howings.

Upholds Writ Opposing
Sunday Films in Florida
(Special to the Herald-World)

ORLANDO,

FLA., July 23.— Judge Frank
,V.
Smith in circuit court here over-ruled a
emurrer filed by attorneys for the Orlando
Enterprises, Inc., in an injunction proceeding
rought by Dr. N. L. Bryan, of Winter Park,
iposing the showing of Sunday movies in
Vinter Park
The injunction proceedings, filed a few days
go, were directed against the Orlando Enterrises, Inc., operators of the theatre in Winter
'ark, and the Winter Park Land Co., owners
l the property on which the theatre stands.

l

"Actors were placed directly behind the
and spoke the lines as the film was

(Special to the Herald-World)

CITY, IOWA. July
elected

23— M.

general

R.

manager

nd secretary of the Iowa Theatres company.
Jcceeding M. R. Tournier. who recently died.
Blair has had charge of the theatre in Cedar
for the

Iowa company, for

subtitles

first real

showed

just

erating a hotel on First avenue in Seattle,
and needed more space for a lobby. He
rented space next door, and found that he
had an unused storeroom which he couldn't

in

rent.

Le Baron's "Very Idea"
Is Completed by Radio

Seattle's first theatre had begun operation.
In his storeroom Clemmer constructed his
first "movie palace," the Dream theatre.

Starts

With

a

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK.

July 23.— William Le Baron's
Very Idea" became a
completed Radio talking picture last week
when camera and recording work was finished
on scheduled time.
Frank Craven did the stage direction and
played a leading part in the production. OthHugh
ers in the cast besides Craven are:
Trevor, Sally Blane. Allen Kearns, Olive Tell.
Theodore Yon Eltz, Doris Eaton, Janne de

Bang

stage

He spent about S6.000 on it and opened
doors.
Admission was 10 cents. To
everyone's surprise the Dream started off
with a bang, and for four years cleared
$25,000 annually. Pictures seized the public
fancy, and the theatres rapidly grew from
mere barns to "palaces."
"We ran 10 or 12 shows a day and the
shows were of three reels," Clemmer recalls.
"We had but one machine and it
didn't rewind the film.
The film ran into
tank,
and when it broke, which it did frea
quently we had to hunt around in 1,000 feet
of film to find the loose ends.
"The audience in those days found nothing amusing in looking at our slides, which
said, 'Just a minute while we change reels.'
The films flickered terribly and were poorly
its

r

"The

success,

Bard and Adele Watson.

Meyer Names Territory
Sales Managers for T-S
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

New York

July 23.— Phil E. Meyer,

manager of TiffanyProductions, announces that he has
appointed the following men in charge of
the various territories and departments of
the New York Exchange: Irving Hanower,
sales manager, New York; J. Farkas, sales
manager, Brooklyn: Bert Freese, sales
district

Stahl

made.

Bernhardt in First "Feature"

"Mary Pickford was the 'big shot' in
those days.
She was making one-reelers
Biograph, Gaumont, Essanay, Lubin,
Lumiere, and Pathe also supplied us with
for

manager,

New

Jersey.

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD
407 South Dearborn
Chicago, LU.

am

St.

a subscriber to the

HERALD-WORLD.

I

would

like to advertise

motion pictures

and identify myself with the industry.

Head Iowa Company

alls,

However, the

same, and people thought it was distinctly amusing instead of adding to the picture, and the idea was a decided flop.
"Our talkies lasted only one week."
Clemmer's entry into the theatre business was entirely accidental. He was opthe

I

M. R. Blair Elected to

was recently

'feature picture' was Sarah
'Queen Elizabeth,' a five-reel
picture.
Hobart Bosworth and his 'Sea
Wolf came along, and soon everybody was
making 'super pictures' of five and six reels.
"When I built the Clemmer theatre on
Second avenue, now the Columbia, at a cost
of $135,000 in 1912, people thought I had
gone crazy. Today you scarcely could build
a country theatre for that amount.
"The old plots they used 21 years ago
were crude, but about half of them are still
in use.
I'm not so sure that the films of
today are much of an improvement over the
ones we used to show so long ago."

screen,

shown.

YORK,

MASON

"The

Bernhardt

Ran Too

Subtitles

That

South American Tour

ears.

one and two-reelers, mostly comedies and
short dramas. I'll never forget G. M. Anderson, and his one-reel Western thrillers,
with cowboys and Indians, were hot stuff,
and drew the crowds at 10 cents per crack.

In desperation he started a film theatre.
was in 1908. The previous year

Visugraphic Finishes

'lair

—

—

ing from a veteran in the field of exhibitors, James O. Clemmer, when he tells
you how the pictures of a past generation compare with those of today.
Clemmer, now an officer here of Fox-West Coast Theatres, Inc., and presiding
over big business at the Fox Fifth Avenue, was one of the first film theatre own-

•

•

Herald-World]

SEATTLE, July 23. If you think talking pictures are new that motion picture theatres were always palaces
Well if you do, you'll be interested in hear-

1909," he says.

sanette,"

of the

the past six

Please send, postpaid, without charge the
license plate.

Name
Theatre
City
State

HERALD-WORLD

supplementary automobile
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At the New York
Theatres

MOTION PICTURE FINANCE

NEW

CAMEO — "In

FILMS

Old Siberia," a Russian film concerning political prisons in one penal unit.
Directed

ROXY— "Lucky
by

J.

U. Reiseman.

Star," all-talking Fox picture with
Gaynor and Charles Farrell, directed by
Frank Borzage. (The "Seventh Heaven" trio.)
RIALTO "The Myterious Dr. Fu Manchu," Paramount dialogue thriller with Warner Oland, 0. P.

Janet

Amusement
By

NEW

YORK,

—

Stocks Irregular

Hamilton, Jean Arthur, William
Heggie,
Neil
Austin, Claude King and Tully Marshall, directed
by Rowland V. Lee.
"Strauss the Waltz King," WilFIFTH
liam Fox film made in Germany by Robert and

LAURENCE STERN

—The

AVENUE—

course of amusement stocks has been decidedly irregular, with strength in Paramount and weakness in Fox
Film standing out as two of the week's features. A loss of more than
4 points in Fox Film, following a period in which the issue had advanced substantially, was due chiefly to the unfortunate automobile accident in which
Mr. William Fox was involved.

July 23.

this

losses.

OMAHA, July 23.— Publix has been busy
changing the theatrical aspect of Omaha. On
July 17 it was announced that Publix had taken over the leases of the World and Sun theatre of the Goldberg syndicate of houses. No

Film

dividends
Inauguration
on Warner
of
Brothers brought profit-taking into the issue
after it had climbed to a new high for the
year. Realizing sales also depressed Motion
Picture Capital and Eastman Kodak, both of
which had experienced important previous advance. Radio moved up sharply on shortcovering.

On

the Curb the

new

International

Projector shares and Sentry Safety Control

were well taken.
Both in the stock market, where it was
heavily bought all week, and in regard to the
current news developments, Paramount comes
It is officially estiin for particular attention.
mated that the company's earnings for the
six months ended June 30 are equivalent to

a share on its common stock, as compared with $1.88 for the corresponding period
of 1928. Paramount's domestic film rentals
for June increased 23 per cent over those of
June in 1928, while the second quarter increase in film rentals is reported at 15 per

$228

CAPITOL— "Wonder

and screen of full-stage
wonders what next!

size.

Wall

CENTRAL— "Smiling

Of broader
just made of

interest

is

Moore and

HELD OVER AND REVIVED
ASTOR—"The

Street

Broadway Melody,"

M G M,

all talker,

APOLLO— "Bulldog Dfummond," United Artists,
talker, opened May 2.
GAIETY— "The Black Watch," Fox, all talker,
opened May 22.
WINTER GARDEN — "On With the Show,'.' Warnert,
all talker, opened May 28.
CRITERION—"The Four Feathers," Paramount,
opened February

1.

all

Houses in Omaha; Will
Remodel, Close Rialto

opened June

....

12.

WARNERS THEATRE— "The

Drag," First National,
opened June 20.
talker,
all
Paramount,
RIVOLI— "Thunderbolt,"
opened June 20.
„
„ talking,
third
talker,

all

(Special to the Herald- World)

COLONY — "Show

...

Boat," Universal,

.

.

.

all

PARAMOUNT—"Dangerous Curves," Paramount
Second week.
talker.
STRAND—"Noah's Ark," Warners spectacle. First
week

P'P*

all

announcement of plans for the two

GLOBF^?

:

Lane,"

Melody
Opened July IS.

houses has been made, except that Sam Denbow in a telegram said that the chain plans
"substantial development and improvement of
the two theaters to give Omaha high class

Universal,

talker.

all
,

FILM GUILD CINEMA— "Fighting for the
Second week.
German.
land.
LITTLE CARNG1E— "Picadilly," British.
.

k

S5TH STREET—"The

stage and screen entertainment."

„
FatherSecond

Paul Street Boys," Hungarian.

Second week.

The following day announcement was made
that two weeks' notice had been given employees of the Rialto theatre, second largest
picture house in the city and across the street
from the World, preparatory to the closing of
that the
this Publix house.
It is rumored
theatre will be remodeled into a business

First National Signs
48 Chorus Girls in

Day

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

July 23.— Forty-eight chorus
affixed their names to long-term agreements with First National- Vitaphone last
week. This brings the total of Chorines up

block.

girls

Another Publix house in the city, the
Its
Strand, has been dark for some time.
seating capacity is very small. The Sun, just
taken over, also is small. The large World
theater for the present is continuing its screen

There are also 24 chorus boys under
to 100.
contract with the company.

Leslie

the private showing

the company's newly developed
56 millimetre film which projects a stereoscopic picture on a screen 40 feet wide and 20
The combination of depth, sound
feet high.
and increased screen size was pronounced successful by the invited audience.
Facing us

Eyes," rirst National all
directed by Wil-

Irish

talker, starring Colleen
liam A. Seiter.

and Fanchon and Marco shows.

cent.

part

Harry

Publix Leases Goldberg

definite

MGM

Women,"

of

Peggy Wood, Lewis Stone, Leila Hyams,
Myers and George Fawcett, directed by
Clarence Brown from a Suderman novel.

talker with

year are sound, color, stereoscopic effect

asserted by those familiar with it that
is by no means a "one-man company." Nevertheless the news that Mr. Fox
had been seriously injured was immediately
made the occasion for a vigorous bear attack.
This extended to such related issues as Loew's
Inc., and to Fox Theatres on the Curb Exchange. All enjoyed some degree of recovery
when it was learned that the film magnate was
out of danger, but failed to make up the

IS
ITFox

Conrad Weine.

Marks Headquarters

in

Whalen on Coast

(Special to the Herald-World)

KC

NEW

YORK,

July

23.—Leslie

Whalen,

Eastern publicity representative for the Harold
Lloyd corporation, has left New York for
the West Coast for a conference with Wil
liam R. Fraser on a publicity campaign^ or
Lloyd's latest picture, "Welcome Danger."

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK, July 23.— Jerry Marks, who
has been appointed fifth district supervisor for
Tiffany-Stahl, will make his headquarters at
the Kansas City branch of that organization.

SECURITIES PRICE RANGE
Week Ending
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
American Seating
Brunswick-Balke-Collender
Consolidated Film, pfd

Eastman Kodak
Do. pfd

Fox Film "A"
Keith Albee Orpheum. pfd
Loew's. Inc
Do. pfd. w.

w

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, pfd
Motion Picture Capital

Paramount
Pathe Exchange
Do. "A"
Radio Corporation
Do. pfd. "A"
Do. pfd. "B"
Radio Keith Orpheum
Shubert Theatres

Sales
2,000
13.000
2.300
10.300

210
34.100
700
11,100

400
100
8.100
184,000
14,200
3.700
313.800
1,000
5.400
78.300
2.200

High

Low

35%
39%

33

Close
35

26

35%
25%

38%
25%

201%
125%

195%
125%

196%
125%

94%

87%

89%

116%

117%

59%

55

96

95%
24%

57
96

24%

52

52

65%

67%

118

24%
56%
69%

9%

8%

21%
84%
54%
79%
39%

18%
76%

41

52

74%
37%
39%

8%
19%
81%
52%
79%
38
40

July 20
Stanley Company
Universal Pic. 1st pfd.
Warner Brothers
Do. pfd

80
300
148.800
3.200

41%
82%

40%

63

59%
52%

55%

80
6

54

CHICAGO STOCK MARKET
Balaban

&

Katz

Marks Brothers,
Morgan Litho

cvt.

100
200
1,200

p.

79%
21%
23

NEW YORK CURB
Acoustic Prod
Columbia Pictures
Consolidated Film, Ind
Educational Pictures, pfd. ...
Fox Theatres "A"
General Theatre Equipment
International Projector
_
Loew's, rts
National Theatre Supply
Sentry Safety

-

Trans-Lux
Universal

-

Pictures

38.600
6,100
4,800
5.000
64,900
26.800
41,300

300
2.000
12.400
2,100

400

6

77

79

20%
20%

21%

4%

34%
22%
40%
28%
32%
31%

32%
21%
40%
25%
31%
27%

25

25
22

23%
24

11%
20%

20%

19%
10%
20%

33%
21 7/f
40
26,.

31M
31
25
22 :

23
11
20"Sl
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Film News

29

PICTORIAL SECTION

in Pictures

Stories Told
by the Camera

is

2

AM

L4

MGM

Marion Davies, Cosmopolitan star,
is shown here in the costume she
wears for her specialty number in
"Hollywood Revue of
1929,"
which was directed by

M G M's

Gus Edwards

as a

sound and tech-

nicolor production.

Dainty Pauline Garon has a leading role
in "The Gamblers," one of the big Vitaphone productions which Warner Brothers have released to exhibitors for their
summer programs.

Greta Garbo,
star, on location for marine sequences in her
latest starring picture, "The Single
Standard," which John S. Robertson is directing.
Nils Asther has
the male lead in this story of a

Those who think making pictures is easy work
are all wrong and that statement is verified by an
inspired cartoonist who has sketched Ted Lewis,
after a long day of strenuous work in his first
Vitaphone picture for Warner Brothers, which
will be called, "Is Everybody Happy."

A

scene from Paramount's, "Glorifying
the
American Girl," featuring Mary
Eaton.
Left to right is seen, Millard

Webb,

director;

Miss

Eaton and

John

Harkrider, designer of the costumes.

modern

"triangle."

Norma

Shearer as she appears in "The
G M.
Mrs. Cheyney," for
Playing opposite Miss Shearer is Basil
Rathbone. The picture was directed by
Last

M

of

Sydney Franklin.

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

30

—

The

first of Universale new fleet of sound trucks to arrive at Universal City.
Universal
have eight of these, each is fully equipped for the recording of sound while on location and represent a cost of $30,000, each.
Standing in front of the truck are (left to
right) G. Gardner Sullivan, Universal supervising scenario chief, Carl Laemmle, president
of Universal, and Carl Laemmle, Jr., assistant to his father.

Collegiate Cleo
and we thought that name
up ourself, inspired (and how!) by the in-

will

A

from

scene

First

"The

Careless

National-Vitaphone

Age," a

production

which Carmel Myers and Douglas
banks,

in
Fair-

are featured in roles accelerated
to the speed of today.

Jr..

formation

many

lady

M G M's

best known by her work
feature pictures, is now leading

for

Edward

Everett

Horton

in

Wives," a new EducationalCoronet all talking comedy.

"Trusting

Director Howard Bretherton explains the finger print system of
detecting criminals and Lila Lee is his interested listener.
Bretherton is directing Lila in "The Argyle Case," a Warner Brothers'
In this picture
audien in which Thomas Meighan is starred.
Meighan will be heard for the first time in talking pictures.

which accompanied

this

of Sally Starr, that she's the varsity

Helen Ferguson,
in

July 27, 1929

portrait

vamp

in

"College Days."

In "Footlights and Fools," neither of
which, we hasten to add, are shown in
this scene from First National's new vehicle for Colleen Moore, who is pictured
a la Art Moderne with Edward Martindel.

Her" is the name of a new song which Ken Murray
singing to Ann Greenway, who is seated at the extreme right,
while Gus Arnheim's Cocoanut Grove Ambassadors provide the
music for R K O's all talking and singing musical production,
"It's All of

is

"Half Marriage."

EXHIBITORS H E RALD-WO RLE
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A scene from "Beach Babies."
Charles Kempner The locale

Pathe all talking comedy with Evalyn Knapp and
Atlantic City where Pathe held its silver anniverThe comedy had
sary sales convention and was produced by J. Gordon Bostock.
its premier run at the \lark Strand in New York last week.
a

is

Johnny .Arthur decides to break up the furniture
and Pauline Garon is getting ready to slap his
hands.
No. it's not a real family argument but
just a scene from "Lovers' Delight." an all talking. Educational. Jack White comedy.
Leading civic and theatrical folks of Los Angeles and Hollywood assembled
at an informal dinner in the Roosevelt hotel to honor H. B. Wright, the
managing director of Grauman's Chinese theatre.
Among those attending
were Louis B. Mayer. Sid Grauman. H. B. Franklin. Maurice DeMond. Harry
Hammond Beall, Sam Kress and other citv and filmdom leaders.

The citizens of Padua receive directions for the next shot in a scene from "Taming
of the Shrew." a picture in which Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks will co-star
for the first time.
The picture is under the direction of Sam Taylor, and his assistant "Lucky" Humberstotie is shown giving the orders.
Joseph Cawthorn and
Edwin Maxwell

will

also

have leading

roles.

William Le Baron (at right) congratulates Bert
Wheeler on driving his Chrysler across the country without any blowouts.
In the back seat is
Robert Woolsey. who with Bert are to play their
original comedy roles in R K O's "Rio Rita."

51
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Exhibitors Protest Labor's Demands As
Handicap to Wiring Theatres
By ERNEST

A.

ROVELSTAD

UNREASONABLE demands of or-

GOLD MINE OF
INFORMATION

ganized labor are proving a severe handicap to owners of small theatres wired for the showing of talking
pictures.
This condition, reflected in

An immense
hibitors

HERALD-WORLD

survey on sound, as
evidenced by inquiries received as to the

the reports of exhibitors in the Herald-World's survey on sound, demands immediate solution, the theatre
owners declare, if the talking picture
and the theatre itself are to have a fair

identities

more about the experiences of showmen
whose local conditions parallel those of
the inquirer.

In instances where the original reports
were confidential, the HERALD-WORLD
stands ready to write to the individuals
who send in the reports and give them
the addresses of those seeking the infor-

including the requirement
of a larger staff in the projection room,
are directly tied up with the entire question of profit to the exhibitor, and that
holds true for the large theatre as well as
the small, the reports show. For example,
the manager of a 1,600-seat theatre in
costs,

Oklahoma writes:
"The future of sound

mation. Where there
note to the report, the
of the writer will

is

hands

in the

of,

The

.

.

week.

exhibitor in Cincinnati writes that "if
put in sound equipment I know we
cannot meet the overhead expense with two
union operators."
"The salary of the extra operator weighs
like a heavy stone," is the comment of an
exhibitor in a large city of Florida.

In Illinois, the owner of a 400-seat theatre in a city of 75,000, states the case this

way:
"Unions demand extra men to run the
sound film
and the added costs of
.

1,000.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

forced)."
The solution lies in cooperation between
and theatre owner, the exhibitors

labor

:

:

AAA

:

Population: 8,000.

Seating capacity: 1,150.
Yes.

Synchronous
Yes.
Yes.
Only disc
Name of equipment:
:

Another Pennsylvanian says that "the
only place where people will get satisfactory results is in the larger houses where
they are able to equip with the best there
is and also to have expert operators who
are able to keep the operation in expert
Exhibitors emphasize the fact that they
are far better off with no sound than with
sound poorly reproduced, in that it drives
away patrons and may make them enemies
of the theatre itself.
"Bad sound is ten times worse than no
sound at all," says an Ohioan, and that is
the consensus. "We try to be honest and
projection,"
writes a
give them good
North Carolinian, and an Ohioan suggests
"Give them good projection and
this:
greet them with a smile."
Additional reports follow:

the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Four.
No. Organist: Yes.
Remarks: I am waiting to see the results and for
better prices.
Small towns get but very little
revenue out of a picture. This report is as I hear
from seeing out-of-town shows. I think the small
towns are doomed unless film rentals come down
and we can get good machines (talking) for the
price of the best radios.
Suppose, though, that
sound will be better and sweeter toned and in a
year we will all have them.

Seating capacity: 150.
Population: 950.
No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Very little.
No.
Does the public want talking Westerns
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Top price, 35 low price. 25.
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly: One.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
People who visit sound programs are
Remarks
seemingly losing interest in sound pictures. Any
sound projection is far from as perfect as the very
poorest imagination of the voice in a silent picture.

Have you sound equipment:
Is

:

AAA

TEXAS

:

:

Biophone.
My patrons' preferences are in the following order
First, comedy-drama; second, musical comedy;
third, singing and dialog.
My patrons do NOT like: Synchronized pictures.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order:
First,
all-talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, part talking and singing.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
best
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Have you raised your admission prices: Yes. Top
price, 50: low price, 35.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly: Two.
Orchestra:
Yes.
No. Organist:
:

:

:

:

AAA

VIRGINIA
Population:

theatre."

Orchestra:

:

Have you sound equipment:

Handicap

are as fortunate as Mr. Pennsylvania.
A Kentuckian with a 700-seat theatre warns that "inefficiency in small town
operators will greatly handicap the smaller
all

Changes of program weekly:

ARKANSAS

:

PENNSYLVANIA

Inefficiency Is

Not

Is

REPORTS

600.

Have you sound equipment:

No.
Synchronous
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear

.

operation will never permit the small theatres to remain open (I am referring to
the big city and suburbs where all kinds of
union labor restrictions and rules are en-

ILLINOIS
Population:

ment offices and our replacements of parts
and our maintenance cost are the lowest
in the district. We never give a poor show
if the film and recording is right."

condition."

.

An

we

it.

HERALD-WORLD

will cooperate
to the fullest extent in all such requests,
at the same time violating no confidences.
Additional reports will be published next

the

.

no confidential
name and address
be sent direct by return
is

mail to the exhibitor requesting

producer; second, the operator,
and third, the manager. It will be just
what they make it."
And a Michigan exhibitor asks this question: "How are you going to pay two expert operators where you have been getting
along with a pickup?"
"The cost of stagehand and operator help
has more than doubled, with two men in
," declares a Kansan with a
the booth
1,400-seat house that has been wired for
sound.
first,

of various reports,

of writers

from theatre owners desirous of learning

deal.

Labor

store of information for exis
contained in the

on sound

agree, and this need of cooperation extends
also to the efficient handling of equipment.
One exhibitor in Pennsylvania, with a
wired house seating approximately 2,000
writes:
"There never was a time when cooperation between the managers and the operators was as important as now.
I want to
state that there is not a better crew of
operators in the whole country than the
one at this theatre and the result of this
condition is that we are the only theatre
in the entire district never to have had a
trouble complaint reach the sound equip-

450.

Seating capacity: 150.
Remarks: I can't answer the questions, as we have
but one sound theatre around here and that
isn't setting the world on fire.
In fact, the picture
business isn't anything around here any more. Can't
get enough out to pay film rental.
Guess when
talkies come all the country theatres will have to
close.
I am not contracting for any more pictures.
We small town exhibitors might just as well close,
the exchanges are freezing them out but I believe
they will see their mistake after it is too late. All
their junk pictures can't be used in the cities for
that's what we've been getting.

AAA

Seating capacity: 250.
Population: 350.
No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
No.
your theatre
Have you raised your admission prices: No. Top
price, 25 ; low price, 10.
No.
Do you have matinees
Changes of program weekly: Three.
Orchestra: No. Pianist: Yes.
Since there are no talking pictures near
Remarks
here at present, it would be hard to say whether
I
or not my patrons like talking pictures or not.
have talked to a few who have heard them. Some
say they like them and others do not seem to care
Personally I like them and believe in the
for them.
near future that the silent will be discontinued.
I
probably will have to install sound later.
:

:

patrons' preferences are in the following order:
comedy-drama; second. Westerns; third,
melodrama; fourth, drama; fifth, comedy; sixth,
operetta; seventh, musical comedy.

First,

:

:

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
No.
the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Top price, 50 ; low price, 35.
Do you have matinees
Yes.
Changes of program weekly: Four.
Orchestra
No. Organist.
No.
Remarks
In asking my patrons about talkies, those
who have heard them seem to think as soon a*
the novelty is gone they will have no more drawing
power than the silent now has. I believe if good
silent pictures are made they will always get busiIs

:

Is

:

:

:

AAA

ness.

AAA

MISSISSIPPI

ILLINOIS
Population:

1,200.

Seating capacity:

My

:

Population:

284.

No.

patrons' preferences are in the following order

First, comedy-drama; second, drama.
sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best
Is

Yes.

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
Does the public want talking pictures:
Yes.
Is

875.

:

:

Is

Have you sound equipment

Seating capctty :
Yes.

1,500.

Synchronous
No.
Non-synchronous
Yes.

My

WEST VIRGINIA
Have you sound equipment

Population:

Have you sound equipment:

Seating capacity:

1,140.

Have you sound equipment

250.

No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
Yes yes.
your theatre
Does the public want talking Westerns
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Partly.
Have you raised your admission prices: No. Top
price, 50
low price, 10.
Do you have matinees
Saturdays.
Changes of program weekly
Four.
Orchestra: No. Organist:
No. Reproduco Organ,
Is

:

:

—

:

;

:

:

—
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FLORIDA

Have you

raised admission prices

50; low price,

Population: 8,000. Sealing capacity: 600.
Save you sound equipment: Yes.
^on-synchronous: Yes.
My patrons' preferences are as follows: First, Westerns; second, melodrama.
Joes the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Yes.
[3 the silent picture going to disappear
Remarks: Operating only on Saturday and Sunday.

riles distant), we have suffered a heavy loss in
attendance due, no doubt, to a great extent to the
fact that we are showing silent pictures and are,
therefore, no longer up-to-date.
It is impossible for
us to install sound until the rental is lowered.

FLORIDA

AAA

Population: 8,000. Seating capacity: 753.
Save you sound equipment: Yes.
Yes.
Synchronous
Yes.
"Ion-synchronous
Yes.
Joth disc and 60und-on-film
Western Electric.
-fame of sound equipment
First, sing*
•Ay patrons' preferences are as follows:
ing and dialog; second, musical comedy; third,

Population:

:

fourth,

drama;

sixth,

:

:

:

:

better with talkers.

MICHIGAN
Synchronous: No.
Yes.
Non-synchronous
of sound equipment: Phototone.
Is 60und in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: No.
No.
Have you raised admission prices
Top price,
40; low price, 10.
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly Three.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks
Not using talking pictures, so not qualiAny good silent picture
fied to state preferences.
gets the money, but 90 per cent of the socalled specials
are nothing but cheese and damn poor cheese at that.
My patronage is sure death to old world costume plays
:

Name

:

:

:

NEW YORK
Population:

Sealing capacity:

678.

patrons

preferences

'

comedy;
comedy.

My

patrons do
sound.

NOT

are

drama;

second,

Westerns;

fourth.

We

fifth,

follows

as

musical

:

:

Population: 1,000.
are enjoying normal

business with
hope to be able to buy good
sound is too technical and exerimentary and the cost of sound film too expensive
n a small town. We still prefer to take in $100
nd make $20 a week than to take in $250 and lose

We

:

:

WASHINGTON
Population: 1,250.

you sound equipment: No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
oes the public want talking Westerns: No.
Yes.
the silent picture going to disappear
Four,
hanges of program weekly
rchestra
No.

lave
>

is

out of luck as far as a show

is

:

TEXAS

AAA

Population: 60,000.

WISCONSIN

Have you sound equipment:

:

Remarks

:

We

:

SASKATCHEWAN

AAA

ILLINOIS

:

Population: 2,129.

Synchronous
Yes.
Yes.
Only disc
Name of sound equipment:
:

:

:

My

Movie-Phone.

patrons' preferences are as follows
First, singing and dialog; second, musical comedy; third,
:

drama;

:

sixth,

comedy-drama; fifth, comedy;
melodrama.
No Westerns or operettas
fourth,

used.

—

My

patrons do
tures.
to the

NOT

like:

Plain

synchronized pic-

of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order
First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music.
Is sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns Do not know.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,

As

AAA

amount

:

TEXAS
Population: 5,000. Seating capacity: 960.
ave you sound equipment: Yes.

No.
:

Sealing capacity: 560.
Yes.
:

Have you sound equipment

:

on-synchronous

No.

play silent pictures only.

:

nly disc
Yes.
ame of sound equipment: Gennett.
y patrons' preferences are as follows: First, drama.
sound drawing better than silent : Yes.
oes the public want talking Westerns
Believe so.
the silent picture going to disappear
No.
ave you raised admission prices: Yes.
Top price,
50 ; low price, 20, children,
o you have matinees : No.
hanges of program weekly
Two sound, one silent,
rchestra: No.
Organist: No.
emarks
As our installation is very recent- opened
with it May 14th it is too early for me to
ake a statement as to what my patrons do not like
id what they do like in synchronization.

nchronous:

Seating capacity: 400.

AAA

Population: 2,500. Seating capacity: 425.
ave you sound equipment
Yes.
ynchronous
Yes.
on-synchronous
Yes.

—

Yes.

ame

of sound equipment: Phototone.
y patrons' preferences are as follows
comedy-drama; second, melodrama; third,
erns ; fourth, comedy; fifth, drama,
the silent picture going to disappear: No.
:

AAA
UTAH

Population: 3,600.

:

First,

:

West-

40.
1

you have matinees:

No.

Seating capacity: 450,
:
Yes.

Have you sound equipment

Synchronous: Yes.
Both disc and sound-onpfilm
Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Phototone.

My

patrons' preferences are as follows
First, singing
and dialog; second, melodrama; third, musical
comedy; fourth, drama; fifth, comedy-drama;
sixth,
comedy;
seventh,
operetta;
eighth,

As

to

:

Westerns.
the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order: First, all
talking without singing and without instrumental
music; second, all talking and singing and instru-

mental music
sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
Is

Yes.

Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: Yes.
Have you raised admission prices Yes. Top
50 ; low price, 15.
Do you have matinees Yes.
Changes of program weekly
Four.
Orchestra
No.
Organist
Yes.
:

price,

:

:

AAA
:

:

ARKANSAS
Population: 1,000.

Seating capacity: 250.
Yes.

Have you sound equipment:

Synchronous
No.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
Not to amount to anything.
Does the public want talking Westerns Do not know.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: I expect so.
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
25 ; low price, 10.
Do you have matinees No.
Changes of program weekly: Three.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks: I have had but few requests for talking
pictures. Some who have heard them say they do
not particularly care for them.
My business with
silent film is practically as good as it ever has been.
:

:

:

:

concerned.

:

:

:

:

AAA

subjects

:

;

Talking pictures or any

like:

silent

draw best: Yes.
the silent picture going to disappear
Yes.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price.
low price, 15.
25
Do you have matinees
Yes.
Changes of program weekly: Two or three.
Orchestra
No.
Organist
No.
Remarks
As you have no doubt noticed, I have
refrained from answering the questions referring
to the kinds of pictures the patrons like best, as it
is
governed more by the quality of, than the type
of the story, meaning that a good picture of either
kind of story will do better business than a poor
picture of a more popular type story.
The proof
of this is in the Western, which has lost its popularity not because the public cares any less for a
good story of Western setting, but will not pay their
money to see the terrible bunch of junk that was
wished on them.
This applies to the sound and
talkies as well as the silent?.
Is

First,

:

comedy-drama;

third,

No.
sound drawing better than silent
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
best
No.
Does a program of both sound and 6ilent subjects
draw best: No.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices
No. Top price,
25 ; low price, 15.
Do you have matinees No.
Changes of program weekly: One.
Organist: No.
Pianist: Yes.
Orchestra: No.
Remarks: I cannot see how the small town exhibitor
can install sound or any devices on the market
at present at the price they ask and if he does take
a chance, the price of film rental takes all he makes
and in the end he is simply broke and the small town

AAA

:

to

best: No.
Does a program of both sound and

230.

operetta; sixth,

Is

MINNESOTA

1

the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order: First,
part talking and singing; second, all talking and
singing and instrumental music; third, all talking without singing and without instrumental
music; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw

As

Have you sound equipment: No.

My

ics.

:

AAA

regardless of the star.

SeaJii" capacity: 1,800.

Have you sound equipment:

:

We

10.

AAA

Population: 800,000.

:

Sealing capacity: 250.
you sound equipment: Yes.

Have

:

:

Population: 1,200.

We

We

to part-talking pictures
and just plain synchronized pictures. They must
all-talking or all-talking-and-singing.
To majce
it
profitable for the small town, there must be a
lower price of records and film rental. We are not
making as much money now on Sunday with sound
as we did before with silent and are considering very
seriously going back to silent.
Our equipment is
giving excellent reproduction.

:

AAA

:

four

:

:

:

'.emarks:
silent pictures.
ilent pictures, as

Electric.

:

:

sound,

:

patrons' preferences are as follows
First, drama ;
second, comedy-drama; third, melodrama; fourth,
comedy; fifth, singing and dialog.
My patrons do NOT like Strictly sound pictures.
Is sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: Yes.
Yes.
Top price,
Have you raised admission prices
85; low price, 30.
Do you have matinees Yes.
Two.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: Yes. Organist: No.
Remarks: We also play big time vaudeville, clicking

Yes.
Top price,
lave you raised admission prices
50, adults; low price, 15, children.
Yes.
Aatineee
Four.
Changes of program weekly
Organist: No.
>rchestra: No.
iemarks: The results so far in my experience in
operating a sound house, and my observations
towns in this territory, are that everything
ti other
n the screen must be in sound and all dialog, that
tage acts and musicians are out of place in a sound
louse.
As a set policy they cannot compete with the
As to the quality
rt that is available for the screen.
saund, there are many improvements yet to be
f
lade in recording, and in reproducing equipment,
tandardization is very essential. Recording methods
hould be standardized the same as photography and
Film recording is the logical developeveloping.
aent and needs only a more durable film stock to
lace it far ahead of disc recording.
Above all things now, we must have quality in
reductions.
The public demands it and they will
They will not forgive
ot come unless you have it.
should not
ou for ballyhooing a poor picture.
ave to buy several poor pictures to get one good
are patrons of the producers and disme.
ributors,
and the public are our patrons.
hould all bear the same ratio one to another* Not
"legitimate."
ntil then can we call this business
here are plenty of actors and actresses and directors
•ho are real artists, and there is plenty of material
all want to
n plays and stories and music
take money and advance as our talents deserve, and
methods.
legitimate
accomplished
by
his can only be

Two

:

:

My

draw

:

No.

:

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film: Ycr.
Name of sound equipment Western Electric

:

Westerns.
Tragedy or crook stories
tfy patrons do NOT like:
unless they are played by real artists.
my patrons'
synchronization,
amount
of
\b to the
First,
preferences are in the following order:
music;
instrumental
singing
and
and
talking
ail
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and Instrumental but not part talking; fifth, sound effects

We

2,000.

:

comedy-drama; fifth, comedy;
eighth.
melodrama;
seventh,

only.
s sound drawing better than 6ilent: Yes.
)oes a program entirely of sound subjects
best: Yes.
Yes.
Joes the public want talking Westerns:
Yes.
s the silent picture going to disappear:

Seating capacity:
Yes.

75,000.

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Western

:

weekly

No.
Organist
Patrons object

MARYLAND

Have you sound equipment:

:

:

be

NEW YORK

:

operetta;

Remarks

Four.

:

No.

70

:

program

of

Orchestra

Remarks: While very few of our patrons are being
drawn away by sound (the nearest sound in

AAA

Changes

silent.

Organist:

No.

price,

Yes.

:

program weekly

of

Orchestra:

Top

10.

Do you have matinees
Changes

No.

:

33

:

I expect to put in the talking pictures as soon as
things quiet down and I find what is going to be
the final outcome.
At present it would not pay me
owing to additional expense, which I expect will
eventually come down to normal.
I have enough
good silent product in sight to keep my show open
for at least a year yet, after which time I shall
arrange to build a new house designed especially for
sound pictures and will equip with the best system
then on the market. I am afraid the boys who are
spending money for the disc equipment are going t«
have to throw it out in the yard and buy the soundon-film, as when this is further perfected I am sure
it is going to be the most practical from all standpoints.
Also it is eventually going to be much
more reasonable in price both from the standcost
of
equipment
point
and expense of
of
There is no reason on
service from the exchanges.
earth why these sound heads should be priced at $500,
and the logical thing is for the machine makers to
supply these with their machines, and make and
furnish the attachments to the theatres already
equipped with their silent machines.
Many things
are liable to come up in a year and as I can still
conduct my theatre at a good profit silent, I am
willing to wait.

:;:

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

34
KANSAS
Population:

My

patrons' preferences are as follows: First, melodrama; second, drama; third. Westerns; fourth,

comedy;

My

No.

:

fifth,

patrons do

like

Operettas.

:

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: No.
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
25 low price, 10.
No.
Do you have matinees
Changes of program weekly: Two.
No.
No. Organist
Orchestra
Iiv

;

:

AAA

:

:

MICHIGAN
Population: 2,500.

Seating capacity: 350.
Yes.

Have you sound equipment:
Synchronous: Yes.
Only disc
Yes.
Name of sound equipment
:

My

Mellaphonc.

:

Have you

First, melo-

patrons' preferences are as follows:

drama; second, musical comedy; third, drama.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order: First, all
talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music.
Is sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
draw best
Yes.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Yes.
Top price,
Have you raised admission prices
40 ; low price, 15.
Do you have matinees No.
Changes of program weekly: Four.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks: Poor talking picture equipment is ruining
There are lots of gyp
small town business.
outfits.
I am more than pleased that I chose the
Synchronization and tone quality is
outfit I did.
unsurpassable.
:

:

:

AAA

price,

:

:

AAA

regards.

Phototone.
preferences are as follows:
:

mu-

First,

comedy, singing and dialog; second, melodrama, drama, comedy-drama; third. Westerns,
operetta.

patrons do

NOT

many murder

All talking

like:

1,700.

dramas and

too

:

First, singpatrons' preferences are as follows
ing and dialog ; second, musical comedy ; third,
comedy-drama; fourth, drama; fifth, comedy;
melodrama; seventh, operetta; eighth,
sixth,
:

Westerns.

the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order
part talking and singing; second, all talking
and singing and instrumental music; third, all
talking without singing and without instrumental
music; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking fifth, sound effects only.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
draw best Yes.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Top price,
Have you raised admission prices
40; low price, 30.
Do you have matinees Yes.
to

:

same.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best
No.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects

draw

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Two.

:

Yes.
Organist
No.
Remarks
I have noticed that a good silent picture
will draw just as well as a good sound picture.
convinced that it is the picture itself that
I am
:

:

counts and not talking or sound, etc.

AAA

SOUTH DAKOTA
Population: 9,000.

My

First, compatrons' preferences are as follows
edy-drama; second, musical comedy; third, sing:

ing and dialog.
the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First, all
preferences are in the following order
talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music: third, part talking and singing; fourth, sound effects only; fifth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Don't know.
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices: Yes.
Two.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.

As

to

:

:

:

:

AAA

FLORIDA
Sealing capacity: 800.
Have you sound equipment Yes.
Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Yes.
Only disc
Name of sound equipment: Phototone.
My patrons' preferences are as follows: First, comedy-drama ; second, musical comedy ; third, singing and dialog.
like: Hundred per cent talkies.
My patrons do
They like the above three. One about as well as
the other. About 40 per cent talkies go best.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
all talking and singing and instrumental music.
Is sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.

Population:

12,000.

:

:

:

:

NOT

:

AAA

MISSOURI
Population:

500.

patrons' preferences are as follows

Don't

:

know

appear to like silent so far.
sound drawing better than silent
Not having
sound, cannot tell.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Changes in program weekly
Two.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No. Pianist: Yes.
Remarks: Can see no effect on our business so far.
we use good silent pictures.

:

towns.
raised admission prices
of

IOWA
disc

Seating capacity: 700.
Yes.

Name of sound equipment: Biophone.
My patrons' preferences are as follows

AAA

DELAWARE
Population: 5,000.

1,100.

No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No sound close.
Changes of program weekly
Three.
Orchestra
Yes.
No. Organist
:

Is

:

:

Remarks

:

Like all exhibitors we will eventually install sound.
However, we will not do so until
forced by competition. It looks to me like a game of
follow the leader or get out of the game.
:

AAA

First, singdialog; second, musical comedy; third,
comedy-drama : fourth, drama.
like:
Stuff like "Hole in the
My patrons do
Wall" and the poorest entertainment I have ever
shown in sound or silent, Paramount's Unit
show "Night Club" and "Pusher in the Face."
The facts are: after screening "Pusher in the
Face" it was put in the can and left there.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, part talking and singing.
Is sound drawing better than silent: Yes, with good
productions, but so many are not good.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best
Yes.
Don't beDoes the public want talking Westerns
:

NOT

:

:

Sealing capacity: 850.
Population: 450,000.
Have you sound equipment Yes.
Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Western Electric.
:

:

:

My

patrons' preferences are as follows: First, singing and dialog; second, melodrama; third, drama;
fourth, comedy-drama; fifth, comedy; sixth, Westerns.
Have played no operettas or musical
comedies.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, part talking and singing; third, all talking without singing and without instrumental
music ; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
draw best Yes.
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Yes. Top price,
Have you raised admission prices
25; low price, 10.
Do you have matinees : Yes, Sundays only.
Changes of program weekly Four.
Yes.
Orchestra
No. Organist
Remarks: Sound and talking pictures are not drawing in proportion to the increased expenses that
the installation and film rental charges have caused.
:

:

lieve so.

the silent picture going to disappear:
Have you raised admission prices: Yes.
50; low price, 30.
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes in program weekly: Three.
Yes.
Orchestra
No. Organist
Is

Yes.

Top

price,

:

:

:

:

:

:

Remarks: Producers will have to come down on film
rental and will have to give us products like
"Broadway Melody," "Trial of Mary Dugan," "The
Pagan" and "Flying Fleet." They will also have to
Producers are way off on their
idea of the possibilities of talking pictures.

do better recording.

AAA

:

:

Population:

200.

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment: No.
Changes of program weekly: One.
No.

Organist

:

No.

:

AAA

ARIZONA

ALBERTA PROVINCE

:

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment

LOUISIANA

ing and

Orchestra

One.

:

Yes.

:

:

:

Have you sound equipment:
Only

No.

:

No.

Yes.
Sound pictures will not be practical in
theatres and towns of our size until there is a
considerable reduction in the cost of installation and
rental of films.

:

:

:

program weekly

:

:

200.

No.

:

In sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: Not in small

Remarks

No.

:

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment

Orchestra

400.

Seating capacity:

Population: 2,600.

Photophone.

First, com-

:

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
Yes.
the silent picture going to disappear: How the
"L" do I know?
Top price admission: 25-50; low price, 10-25.
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly
Two.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.

Do you have matinees

Is

:

RCA

275.

No.

Is

KANSAS
Have you sound equipment

My

Seating capacity:

Is

Changes

Seating capacity: 861.
Yes.

Synchronous
Yes.
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Name of sound equipment:

900.

patrons' preferences are as follows
edy-drama ; second, melodrama.

Have you

Have you sound equipment:
:

My

AAA

Population: 400.

:

:

Population:

Have you sound equipment:

:

:

Orchestra

LOUISIANA

:

Yes.

best.

Does the public want talking Westerns: ?
Is the silent picture going to disappear
?
Have you raised admission prices:
Yes. Top price,
35 ; low price, 15.
Do you have matinees Yes.
Changes of program weekly
Three.
Orchestra
No. Organist
No.
Remarks: We are changing to a four a week change
with only one sound picture, and back to top
admission of 35ct.

;

Changes of program weekly

AAA

to

:

Synchronous: Yes.
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Name of sound equipment: Western Electric.

:

trials.

the amount of synchronization my patrons'
preferences are in the following order:
First,
part talking and singing; second, synchronized
singing and instrumental but not talking, sound
effects only
third, all talking and singing and
instrumental music; fourth, all talking without
singing and without instrumental music.
Is sound drawing better than silent
No, about the

As

best:

Yes.

Does the public want talking Westerns: A few.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: No.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,
40 ; low price, 15.
Do you have matinees
No.
Changes of program weekly
Four.
Orchestra
No. Organist
Yes.
Remarks All pictures and records cost so much that
it
impossible to make anything on talking
is
pictures. They will not send good records. I got a
set on "Lucky Boy" and they were all marked op,
with repeats here and there, and it was impossible to
use them. I stopped payment on my check of $122.50
and took the picture and records back to the exchange
and they have taken it to the film board to make me
pay for it.
These same records had been used at
two other theatres four weeks before this and they
had trouble with them.
:

sical

My

"N. G."
sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program entirely of 60und subjects draw
Is

:

:

patrons'

the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order: First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, part talking and singing; third, all talking without singing and without instrumental
music; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental, but not talking. Sound effects only are

to

:

Population: 20,000.
Seating capacity: 900.
Have you sound equipment: Yes.

My

operetta.

As

:

GEORGIA
Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Only disc Yes.
Name of sound equipment

Population: 4,000.
Yes.
Synchronous
Yes.
Only disc
Yes.
Name of .sound equipment: Reynolds Synchronizer.
My patrons' preferences are as follows: First, comedy-drama; second, musical comedy; third, singing and dialog; fourth, comedy; fifth, drama;
sixth.
Westerns; seventh, melodrama; eighth,

Have you sound equipment:

;

MASSACHUSETTS
Seating Capacity:
Population: 24,000.
Have you sound equipment: Yes.

As

Top

No. Organist: No.
Remarks: I have had sound in only going on my
fourth week, and I find that the majority of the
patrons prefer sound, talking and effects. Personally
I do also.
I have had quite an increase in business,
but the increase hasn't been enough to justify the
advance in film rental. The exchanges will have to
do something to assist the exhibitor. I personally
think the exchanges will have to come to percentage.
In fact they will for me, and if other exhibitors were
the same as I am they would force them to do so. i
have played three very good talking pictures, "The
Donovan Affair," 100 per cent; "Younger Generation,"
about 30 per cent; "Trial Marriage," sound and synchronized musical score. These pictures are of the
very best I have seen or heard on sound. (They are
Columbia.)
I
have intended writing you quite a
while, and will try to do so in the near future. If
the "Medley" (Mediterranean fly) keeps up, us fellows in Florida will sure be up against it. Best

:

My

MICHIGAN

Yes.

:

:

Orchestra:

comedy-drama.

NOT

picture going to disappear
raised admission prices
Yes.
30; low price, 10.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly: Four.

Is the silent

150.

Seating capacity:

500.

Have you sound equipment

July 27, 1929

250.

Population: 2,500.

Seating capacity: 480.

Have you sound equipment

No.
going to disappear:
Have you raised admission prices No.
:

Is the silent picture

:

No.

EX H BITORS H

July 27, 1929
MISSOURI

going to disappear: Yes.
Yes.
Top price,
raised admission prices
50; low price, 30.
Four.
Changes of program weekly
Is the silent picture

Seating capacity: 2,005.

Population: 500,000.

RALD - WORLD

E

I

Yes.
Have you sound equipment
Yes.
Synchronous
Y'es.
sound-on-film
and
disc
Both
Name of sound equipment Western Electric
:

Have you

:

:

:

Orchestra

:

:

No.

Organist

35
and dropped the

to silent

prices of admission till the
lost plenty money
in prices.
have enough of talkies. In
to run all «ilent or all talkies.

talkies come down
in four weeks.

opinion, you have

are

preferences

patrons*

follows

as

CALIFORNIA

First,

:

comedy-drama; second, singing and dialog; third,
drama.
My patrons do NOT like: Straight sound pictures.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First, all
preferences are in the following order
talking without singing and without instrumental
music; second, all talking and singing and instrumental music ; third, part talking and singing.

Population

Have you sound equipment

585.

:

AAA

:

:

ARKANSAS
Population: 6,000.

sound drawing better than

silent

Ab»ut

:

fifty-

fifty.

:

Seating Capacity: 600.

Does

:

:

:

:

AAA

reason.

Seating capacity:
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film

900.

:

number.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best
Uncertain.

:

Uncertain.
want talking

Westerns

:

Do

:

comedy; second, comedy; third, singing and
fourth,
comedy-drama
drama
fifth,
melodrama.
No Westerns or operettas.
My patrons do NOT like: Part talker, synchronized
sical

;

sixth,

only.
to the

amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order: First, all
talking without singing and without instrumental
music; second, all talking and singing and instrumental music
Is sound drawing better than silent
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
best: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Yes.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,
50; low price, 40.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
:

silent.

Orchestra

No.

Organist
No.
Remarks: Extortionate prices charged for synchronized and talking pictures prevent exhibitors from
realizing on investment.
In fact, he will have to
hustle like hell to keep as much for himself as in
One change of talking picture weekly
the old days.
is as much as a small situation
can handle, and
unless sound and score prices come down, I plan
to return to "silent," showing a talker about once
a month.
The exhibitor takes more of a business
hazard now than formerly, but he gets less net, and
I predict that in a short time the gross through the
wicket will amount to no more than before the
advent of sound.
:

:

Changes of program weekly: One.
No.
No.
Organist

Remarks

Sound newsreels not worth more than
Have been in sound nine months. Prices

silent.

must come down on film rentals.

Population: 3,500.

No.

:

patrons' preferences are as follows:

First sing-

and dialogue; second, drama.
sound drawing better than silent: Not for amount
invested and high cost of service.
13 sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Is the 6ilent picture going to disappear
Yes.
Have you raised admission prices
Top price,
No.
30; low price, 15.
Do you have matinees: Y'es.
Changes of program weekly
Six.
Orchestra
No. Organist
Y'es.
Remarks
We have not as yet installed sound of
any description still using silent pictures with
pipe organ.
Expect to install sound later and figure
the longer we wait the more improved equipment we
will get, as well as improved dialog, etc
It would
not pay us to install sound at present on account
of prohibitive rental prices and score charges for this
size town.
Where can we get that big difference?
From increased admission prices? Bah! That would
be our doom.
Doing fairly well on silent considering
present revolution, but believe sound will be here
to stay and that rental will be within our reach
later on.
Have Vitaphone and Movietone 6 miles
from here and it looks like they are swapping dollars
Is

:

:

:

:

:

—

:

together with losses for their population. Few people
from here go occasionally maybe on Sunday. Their
best bet so far was "The Singing FooL," which scored
everywhere.
Think there's plenty improvement to
be made in both dialog and stories.
Then, too, most
people will have to be educated to dialog, sound and
noisy pictures, they being so accustomed to silent
stories
seems the talkies distract from
that
it

—

the story.

Have had no demand

so far for talkies.
We must have Westerns in silent or sound especially for Saturdays.
Believe only safe bet for small
towns is to run half talkies and half silent during
week to get by and live. This sound business will
eventually get down to common sense rental prices,
admission prices, etc.. which has always been responsible for the success of motion pictures.

My

patrons do
comedies.

NOT

No.
Operettas

:

like:

and musical

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
Small if any.
Does the public want talking Westerns Yes, perhaps.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: 100 per cent
:

— yes.
you raised

Have

VIRGINIA
;

:

:

:

No.

Top

price,

matinees: Saturday.
Changes of program weekly
Five.
Orchestra
No. Organist
No.
Remarks
that the public is deI do not believe
sirous of seeing 100 per cent talkies.
The strain
to catch every word
and the stars having poor
voices and poorly reproduced makes satisfactory service impossible.
Have recently witnessed "Midnight
Frolics" and am of the opinion that pictures of this
type will always be well received. "The Desert Song"
is proving quite an attraction, but the patrons are
disappointed.
John Boles has a wonderful voice, but
the public as a whole does not care for the heavy
music.
Pictures of the type "The Letter" will prove
I think to be a flop because the great emotional star
emotes too much for the average American citizen.
Musical comedy and dramas will prove good cards
and the Westerns for the small towns, it seems, will
always be popular.
:

:

:

:

AAA

MINNESOTA
Population: 2,000.

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

River" a decided hit. It is entirely too soon to make
intelligent analysisOur patrons do not know
themselves what they want. Recording must improve.
Reproduction is ahead of recording now.

an

AAA

MASSACHUSETTS
Population

1,700

:

reg.

(3,500

to

summer)

4,000

Seating capacity : 580.

Have you sound equipment

No.

:

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
Do not know what to do regarding the
matter. Town 20 miles away has installed Western Electric equipment at a great expense. They are
doing big business, but something's wrong; it's far
from perfect. Another town only 8 miles away is
installing Western Electric Junior Equipment.
Cannot see where he will get off.
Suppose I will be
forced to do something soon.
Is

Remarks:

AAA

LOUISIANA
Population: 4,500.

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment

1,100.

Y'es.

:

Synchronous
Yes.
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Only disc
Name of sound equipment:
:

:

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Yes.
Only disc
Name of sound equipment:

:

No.
Does a program of both sound and

silent subjects
draw best
Y'es.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: No.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,
50 ; low price. 35.
:

Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly: Three.
No. Organist
No.
Orchestra
Remarks: I think talking pictures are here
but they need lots of improvement,
:

:

:

position to say.

Do you have matinees
Orchestra

:

No.

Yes.

:

Organist

Y'es.

AAA
:

PENNSYLVANIA

:

drama,

Seating capacity: 248.

No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Y'es.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Not in
Is the silent picture going to disappear

Is

:

patrons'

to stay,

OHIO
Population: 6,000.

Have you sound equipment

:

My

Pacent.

patrons' preferences are as follows
First, drama
second, singing and dialog; third, comedy-drama;
fourth, operetta; fifth, musical comedy; sixth,
comedy; seventh, melodrama; eighth. Westerns.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order: First, all
talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, part talking and singing; third, all talking without singing and without instrumental
music; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best

:

Seating capacity: 1,000.
Yes.

Have you sound equipment

Gennett.
preferences are as follows:
ComedyWesterns, musical comedy, singing and

dialog.

Population: 9,000.

Seating capacity: 975.
Yes.
:

Have you sound equipment
Synchronous: Y'es.
Only disc
Y'es.
Name of equipment:
:

My

patrons do NOT like: It's hard to tell what
they like. They are not coming and I don't know

As

to

why.
the amount of synchronization, my patrons*
preferences are in the following order: First, all
talking without instrumental music; second, part
talking and singing.
Dislike synchronized singing and instrumental without talking and sound
effects only.

Pacent.
patrons' preferences are in the following order
First, melodrama; second, comedy-drama.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First.
preferences are in the following order:
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, part talking and singing.
Yes, but not
Is sound drawing better than silent :

My

profitable.

No.
sound drawing better than silent
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
No.
best
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
draw best: No.
Y'es.
Does the public want talking Westerns
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,
low price, 15.
35
Do you have matinees Sunday.
ThreeChanges of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks: The small town exhibitor can't continue
talkies.
The prices are too high. We are back

Is

:

:

Population : 1,250. Seating capacity 400.
Have you sound equipment
Yes.
Synchronous
Y'es.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Royal Amplitone.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best

want talking Westerns:

No.

admission prices:

25; low price, 10.

Do you have

—

AAA

?

:

My

Seating capacity: 350.

Is

—

Yes.
Does the public

1,500,

:

silent

Seating capacity: 600.

Have you sound equipment

My

Population

Have you sound equipment

:

LOUISIANA

draw

subjects

:

LOUISIANA

:

:

:

best

silent

:

:

:

Orchestra

ques-

Does the public want talking Westerns: I think so.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Have you raised admission prices
Y'es.
Top price,
low price, 30.
50
Do you have matinees
Y'es, Saturday and Sunday.
Four.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra
No. Organist
Y'es.
Remarks I have only been wired a month, too short
a time to analyze my patrons' likes and dislikes.
However, "The Desert Song" is the most successful
to date.
"The Pagan" was well received and "Weary

not

silent picture

:

:

;

best:

Does the public
know.

;

Name of sound equipment: Western Electric.
First, muMy patrons' preferences are as follows
dialog

to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order: First, all
talking and singing with instrumental music.
Music with dialog ruins dialog.
Synchronized
singing and instrumental but not talking: No
Sound effects only: No.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Very little in

going to disappear: Hope not.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,
50 low price, 40.
Changes of program weekly
One sound, three

:

subjects

:

dialog.

As

Is the

sound

of

?

draw

:

preferences are as follows:
First,
comedy-drama; second, comedy; third, singing
patrons'

draw

Population: 40,000.

entirely

Does a program of both sound and

Does a program of both sound and silent subjects

WISCONSIN

program

a

best:

:

:

and

still

is

tionable.

Have you sound equipment: Y'es.
Synchronous
Y'es.
Non-synchronous
No.
Only disc Yes.
Name of sound equipment Movie-Phone.

My

:

Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Only disc
Yes.
Name of sound equipment Qualitone.
Is sound drawing better than silent: It

No.

:

Seating capacity: 400.
Yes.

Have you sound equipment

:

Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best
No.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
draw best: Yes.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices: Na. Top price,
40; low price, 25.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Two.
Changes of program weekly
Yes.
No. Organist
Orchestra
Remarks: I think if sound short subjects are going
to be popular they will have to improve them a
Most of them now are very poor. I
great deal.
run more silent shorts than sound just for that

As

Population: 2,000.

MISSOURI

:

Is

my

AAA

No.

:

:

My

We

We

:

:

;

:

:

Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
draw best
No.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
Y'es.
Presume so.
Does the puplic want talking Westerns
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Top
Yes.
Have you raised your admission prices
price, 40; low price, 40.
Yes.
Do you have matinees
Changes of program weekly: Three.
Orchestra: No. Organist: Y'es.
:

:

:

:

:

With increased cost of talking pictures
and extra cost for discs, my theatre is no more
profitable than with silent.

Remarks:

:

;
;

:

KANSAS
Population:

ators

Sealing capacity:
Yes.

15,000.

600.

Have you Found equipment:

:

patrons' preferences are as follows: First, singing and dialog; second, musical comedy; third,
comedy-drama ; fourth, comedy ; fifth, drama
sixth,
operetta;
seventh,
melodrama; eighth,

Westerns.
patrons do NOT like:
music accompaniment.

Intense

drama without

the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order :
First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music
second, part talking and singing; third, all talking without singing and without instumental
music; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw beet:
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: If story is

As

AAA

Is the silent picture

going to disappear

raised admission

prices

:

As

amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order: First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Yes.
Have you raised your admission prices
Yes.
Top
to the

:

:

50; low price, 25.
Changes of program weekly:
price,

Top

price,

:

My

Prices for talking film outlandish. There
should be no synchronization fee and where an
:

AAA

PENNSYLVANIA
Population: 6,000. Seating capacity: 420.

Have you sound equipment:

Yes.

Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
:

disc:

Yes.

Name of equipment: Chrest.
My patrons' preferences are in

the following order:
First, singing and dialog; second, comedy-drama;
third, melodrama; fourth, comedy; fiifth, musical
comedy; sixth, operetta; seventh, drama; eighth,
Westerns.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order
First, all
talking and singing and instrumental music second, all talking without singing and without instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Yes.
Have you raised your admission prices: We will.
Top price, 50; low price, 40.
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly: Three.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks
I have answered the above as having installed synchronized sound but have not completed installation.
We have been forced to this because of great loss in patronage, due to sound installations in towns within twelve miles from here.
We expect our installation to bring back our patronage.
:

;

:

:

AAA

MICHIGAN
Population: 556.

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment:

to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order:
First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Yes.
Does a proeram entirely of sound subjects draw best:
:

Haven't tried.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
draw best: So far.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns:
Yes, very
much.
Don't think
Is the silent picture going to disappear
:

Seating capacity: 500.
Yes.

Have you sound equipment:
Synchronous
Yes.
Only disc: Yes.
Name of equipment
:

My

:

Biophone.

patrons' preferences are in the following order:
melodrama; second, singing and dialog;

First,
third,

fourth, comedy
comedy
fifth,
Have not played operetta or

musical

;

comedy-drama.

;

Westerns.
the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order: First, all
talking and singing and instrumental music; second, part talking and singing; third, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking;
fourth, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; fifth, sound effects only.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
Yes.
Does the public want Westerns: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Yes.
Yes.
Have you raised your admission prices
Top
price, 40 ; low price, 15.
No.
Do you have matinees
Three.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks
The increase in business does not justify
the big increase in film rental we are compelled
Synchronized and sound without talking not
to pay.

As

to

:

:

:

so.

Have you

raised your admission prices
50-25 ; low price, 35-15.
Yes.
Five.
of program weekly

Top

Yes.

:

price,

Do you have matinees
Changes

worth anything at the box

:

No.

Orchestra:

OHIO

Took out organ

No.

Organist:

when adding sound equipment.
There will always be a
Remarks
:

office.

AAA

:

Population: 2,245.
class

who

like

silent pictures properly cued with non-sync equipment.
In fact, since installing our non-sync and

taking out our organ we have had many compliments
on programs. Our talking pictures are run two days
a week with short subjects on Sundays as "feeler."
May increase this as season opens, which has been
Sound pictures,
a very backward one here so far.
that is, talking pictures will have to go considerably ahead of those at present, to wean the public
away from a good silent picture, we think, and we
shall continue our silents till we see talkies in greater
demand. Believe exhibitors have been stampeded by
so much talkie bla bla by salesmen but the small
town must have some talkies to compete with big
towns.
Our theatre has Indiana state rights for
Mellaphone and Q-Phone equipment, having lots of
calls for demonstrations in our beautiful house where
acoustics are practically perfect and we'll tell 'em it's
priced
all baloney about having to have the high
equipment. We're proving differently at least and our
equipment delivers as good as any $15,000 equipment
and it all cost less than a thousand dollars.

Seating capacity: 300.
Yes.

Have you sound equipment

:

Synchronous: No.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Name of equipment Panatrope.
16 sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Have you raised your admission prices: No.
Three.
Changes of program weekly
Remarks: Will put in a synchronous sound device
about September 1. However, rentals for sound
and talking pictures will have to be lower than those
now quoted me or I won't be able to make a go of
:

:

:

AAA

it.

NEW YORK
Population: 1,000.

Seating capacity: 250.

Have you sound equipment:

AAANo.

ILLINOIS
Population: 1,000.

Seating capacity: 250.

Have you sound equipment

No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: They seem
:

Is

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Have you raised your admission prices: No. Top
price, 50
low price, 30.
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly: Two.
Orchestra
No. Organist
No.
Remarks: I run only silent pictures and have no
sound equipment.
:

OHIO
Population: 2,500.

:

Yes.
Synchronous
Only disc: Yes.
Name of equipment

My
As

Seating capacity: 300.
Yes.

Have you sound equipment:

:

;

:

tures for some time as there will be plenty of silent
pictures for my use and it would be impossible for
me to use sound even if I had equipment at present
If producers spent half
rentals for sound features.
as much time exploiting, and made good silent pictures, they would be far ahead of this noise stuff.
The non-synchronous device I have has greatly relieved the music situation and have had many splendid comments on same.
My honest belief is that sound pictures are here to
stay but think it is only in its infancy and the only
place where people will get satisfactory results is
in the larger houses where they are able to equip
with the best there is and also to have expert oper-

Is

the silent picture going to disappear:

:

Movie-Phone.

patrons' preferences are in the following order:
comedy-drama; second, Westerns; third,
comedy; fourth, musical comedy; fifth, drama;
sixth, melodrama; seventh, operetta.
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order :
part talking and singing; second, all talking and
singing and instrumental music ; third, all talking without singing and without instrumental
music; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.

No.
sound drawing better than silent
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
Is

best

ciate

Fifty-fifty.
Does the public want talking Westerns
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No. Top
Have you raised your admissions prices
low price, 35-15.
price, 50-25
Do you have matinees: Saturday only.
Changes of program weekly: Three.
Yes.
No. Organist
Orchestra
:

Too many poor synchronized productions.
Part good and part bad. Too much rotten sour
Can get better music and
music and bad voices.
effects on organ than with seven or eight piece
synchronized orchestra.
Remarks:

AAA
IOWA

Seating capacity: 880.
Population: 12,000.
Yes.
Have you sound equipment
Yes.
Synchronous
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film

:

:

My

comedy; fourth, comedy-drama;
sixth, drama.

RCA

patrons' preferences are in the following order:
comedy-drama; second, musical comedy;
singing and dialog; fourth, comedy; fifth,
drama; sixth, operetta; seventh, melodrama;
eighth. Westerns.

First,
third,

My

patrons do

NOT

like:

Underworld and mystery

stories.

to the amount of synchronization, my patrons
First,
preferences are in the following order :
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, part talking and singing; third, all talking without singing and without instrumental
music; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking ; fifth, sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent : _ Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
J
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No. Might
like type of "In Old Arizona."
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Top
Yes.
Have you raised your admission prices
price, 50; low price, 15.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Three.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes.
Excessive cost of film and score charges
Remarks
are not justified by the increase in number of
admissions.
,

As

:

order

musical comedy; second, singing and dia-

log; third,

melodrama;

:

:

:

:

First,

Seating capacity: 600.
Yes.

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
No.
Both disc and sound-on-film: Yes.
Photophone.
Name of equipment

:

:

:

Name of equipment: Western Electric.
My patrons' preferences are in the following

AAA

it.

OHIO

:

:

It

like

Have you sound equipment

:

;

would

I

Population: 9,237.

Yes.

:

believe

information as to price and
notable features and prices and terms on talking
outfit.
If you can furnish me with such, I'll appre-

:

draw

I

is.

Remarks:

First,

PENNSYLVANIA
:

to.

:

:

AAA

Non-synchronous
Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Admission
Top price, 30 low price, 10.
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly
Three.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks: The patrons that keep me going and that
I can depend upon have made no request for
synchronized pictures. And many of them have expressed an utter dislike for some poor ones they have
heard.
Do not anticipate putting in any sound pic-

Seating capacity: 650.
Yes.

Have you sound equipment

;

:

AAA

:

No.

Is

Population: 1,000.

Three.
Yes.

PENNSYLVANIA
Population: 10,000.

NOT

125.

patrons' preferences are in the following order:
First,
comedy-drama ; second, comedy ; third,
drama ; fourth. Westerns.

:

third, melodrama; fourth, drama; fifth,
singing and dialog.
patrons do
Foreign pictures, deep
like:
mystery stories and sad subjects as a rule.

As

attraction plays a theatre on percentage, the distributor should by all means pay his pre-rata of advertising costs.

Organist:

:

;

:

No.

Orchestra:

INDIANA
Population: 2,800. Seating capacity: 500.
Have you sound equipment
Yes.
Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Only disc:
Yes.
Name of equipment: Mellaphone, and Q-Phone.
My patrons' preferences are in the following order
First, comedy and Westerns; second, comedy-

Surely.

:

Yes.

low price, 15.
Do you have matiness Yes.
Changes of program weekly: Three.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.

Only

July 27, 1929

drama;

Have you

Remarks

an

Personally I prefer a good silent picture with good
music to anything I have heard in talkies and I have
been in some big theatres, including several on Broadway.

O. K.
50

small towns)

(to

exhibitor would surely be in hot water trying to
show sound pictures from film like we get.
The public as a whole are the ones to decide this
sound situation and if it is to remain it will have
to be given them in the best possible manner, or it
will certainly react and cause severe criticism.

to

:

My

are able to keep the operation in perfect

They also get film and discs while they are
With the present practice of exchanges send-

ing out film in poor condition

:

My

who

step.

new.

Synchronous
Non-synchronous
Both disc and sound-on-films
Yes.
Name of sound equipment Western Electric.

My

:
:

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

36

fifth,

:

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

July 27, 1929
NORTH CAROLINA
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Name of equipment Vitaphone-Movietone.
:

:

My

patrons' preferences are in the following order:
First,
musical comedy; second, singing and
dialog; third, comedy-drama.
like: Westerns and comedies, or
My patrons do
opera.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order
First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and
singing.
Is sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns
No.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised your admission prices: Yes. Top
price, 50 ; low price, 10.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Three.
Changes of program weekly

NOT

:

:

:

:

:

AAA

The

price of the equipment together with the increased price of pictures will put lots of the smaller
towns out of business and I might be one of them
as the picture peddlers are asking me an increase of
from three to seven times what I was paying for
silent pictures, then the score charge comes on
top of this.
1

AAA

NEW YORK
:

:

way Melody" was best liked.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order: First, all
talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music ; third, synchronized singing
and instrumental but not talking; fourth, part
talking and singing; fifth, sound effects only.
[
Is sound drawing better than silent :
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Do not know.
Is the silent
picture going to disappear:
Do not

know.
Have you raised your admission prices
Yes.
Top
price, 35 ; low price, 35.
Do you have matinees
No.
Changes of program weekly
Four and five.
Drchestra: No.
Organist: No.
Remarks: We are grossing more with sound but
owing to fact that we pay 500 per cent increase
:

:

:

AAA

sound, our net profits are unsatisfactory.

INDIANA

:

raised your admission prices:
price, 35, ordinarily, 25 ; low price 15.

Do you have matinees

:

:

Remarks

:

As we are not equipped with synchronous
we cannot answer all of the questions.

AAA

Population: 3,194.

Name

of equipment: Royal Amplitone.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes.
Remarks: Am going to install a disc equipment this
week the Royal Amplitone.

AAA

NEW YORK
Population: 375,000.

Population: 750-1,000. Sealing capacity: 500.
lave you sound equipment: No.
s sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
•oes the public want talking Westerns:
Yes.
3 the silent picture going to disappear :
Yes.
lave you raised your idmission prices
No.
Top
:

price, 15 ; low price, 10.
you have matinees
No.
hanges of program weekly: Two.
'rchestra: No.
Organist: No.
Remarks
I have bought silent pictures to run this
theatre for the remainder of this year, at which
me I hope the process of elimination will leave
nly the best sound equipment on the market.
By
)30 I believe it will be necessary to install sound
r
close your theatre.
The talking pictures will

No.
sound drawing better than 6ilent: Cannot say.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects

:

only

museums,

the vaults of the producers and exchanges.
Even
)w you wonder (subconsciously) why the characters
not speak in the silent pictures.
>
Already the
iblic is accustomed to talking pictures and will not
Jerate the silent drama much longer.

'

AAA

TEXAS
Population: 3,800.

Seating capacity: 700.
ave you sound equipment: Yes.
mchronous
Yes.
nly disc
Yes.
ame of equipment: Photo Talker.
5
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order : First, all
talking and singing and instrumental music;
,
second, part talking and singing,
sound drawing better than silent : Just installed
and can't say.
:

:

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: It was.
>es the public want talking Westerns:
Yes.
the silent picture going to disappear: I believe it

drew
Does

the

:

Saturday,
Four.

Top

As

talking

Westerns:

the silent picture going to disappear
Organist: Yes.

must remain

No.

:

in

Can't
the highest admission possible is 30 cents.
figure out, at present prices quoted, how he can
hope to operate.
With sound in all first run and

Population: 2,000.

money making,

Non-synchronous

per

Top

Seating capacity: about 550.
Yes.
:
Yes.

Population: 2,000.

:

Non-synchronous:
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Some.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.

AAA

ILLINOIS

No admission
This is an institution.
One picture or program per week.
charged.
I like the all
of any kind all silent.

Remarks:

Yes.

reactions direct, but we do get comment in a
slight way, and it has not been favorable.
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are
Al Jolson's pictures are the
:

only ones that have ever created comment. Also
effects have brought out a little comment,

sound

especially in "Wings."
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
I can't see
how they can. There are thousands of hard-ofIs

:

hearing people

who

Changes of program

can't get a talkie.
weekly: Three and four.

Yes.

Remarks: Personally, the talkie picture is, in tank
towns such as ours, entertainment.
How the
city will ever give up its well groomed splash and
splendor for a cold, drab, mechanical talkie is more
than I can dream of. A picture with synchronized
music is a godsend to our small towns. The price
of this service and equipment is impossible
for
towns under 3,000. We are doing a nice business
without them, our .ilm contracts are in excellent
shape, we haven't a worry about being loaded with
a mess of high priced equipment and talkie conOur house is
tracts with the hot weather coming.
not for sale, but we do know of men who put in
sound and are now ready to sell or trade for
anything.
I think
put over the biggest stock selling
job that was ever put over on the public and through
the attempt for the big boys to get in on the
novelty, they jumped into the poo] too far from
shore and are going to have a sweet time getting
back to shore without too much loss.

AAA

NORTH CAROLINA
Population: 3,016.

—

No sound

talking pictures like "The Home Towners," "On
Trial," and some others I have seen and heard.
No, I don't think the silent picture will go out. There
will always be a place for them.

AAA

VIRGINIA
Population:

AAA

300.
Seating capacity:
Yes.
Yes.
patrons' preferences are in the following order:
First, comedy-drama; second, melodrama; third.
Westerns; fourth, comedy; fifth, drama.
Drama such as Erail
like:
patrons do
3,500.

Have you 60und equipment:
Non-synchronous

My

:

NOT

My

Jannings, etc.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
No.
your theatre:
No.
Does the public want talking Westerns:
No.
Is the 6ilent picture going to disappear:
Have you raised your admission prices: No. Top
price, 50; low price, 25.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly: Four.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
We are within forty miles of , which
Remarks:
enables many of our patrons to attend shows
there, and at first they cried for sound pictures but
now they prefer silent pictures at home. They
claim they cannot mnderstand half of the time and
Is

—

it

is

not at

AAA

restful.

all

OKLAHOMA
300.
Seating capacity:
500.
Population:
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
Yes.
your theatre
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Three.
Changes of program weekly
Yes.
No. Player Piano:
Orchestra:
Remarks: I think that the small town theatre will
have to drop out as the cost of installing sound
:

:

is

too

much

them and

for

:

:

patrons* preferences are in the following order:
First, singing and dialog; second, musical comWesterns are liked best
edy ; third, comedy.
of all silent.
Have never used any Westerns
with sound.

will

add much to their

overhead. While I have about an $8,000 investment I
am thinking of turning it into something else that
will

make more money.

AAA

Seating capacity: 320.
Yes.
:

:

200.

No.

GEORGIA
Population:

WEST VIRGINIA

Have you sound equipment

Yes.
Synchronous
Non-synchronous: No.
Only disc Yes.
Name of equipment Biophone.

Seating capacity:

600.

Have you sound equipment:

have talkies
and are the only theatre, we do not get the

:

20

:

:

Name of equipment: Silver Marshall.
My patrons do NOT like: As we do not

Organist

Yes.

AAA

Seating capacity: 460.
Yes.

Have you sound equipment

As

silent:

cent more.

Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: No.
Have you raised your admission prices: Yes.
price, 50; low price, 30.
Do you have matinees: No.
Four.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.

Some

some sections due
In some sections, sound
to the foreign element.
is a complete flop.
The expense is beyond all reason
I am the
as to price of film and cost of operation.
operator here and it is a house where the foreign
element is a draw. The manager wants sound and
Silents

:

and singing.
drawing better than

Is sound

Have you sound equipment

Is

Remarks

comedy-drama.

patrons do NOT like: Crook pictures.
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are: One hundred per cent talking

TEXAS

best: Yes.
public want

localities.

My

is.

you have matinees: Yes.
anges of program weekly

:

Is

:

i

Seating capacity: 750.

Have you sound equipment

AAA

SOUTH CAROLINA

No.

My

:

Is

—

300.

Good-All.
patrons' preferences are in the following order:
singing and dialog; second, Westerns;
First,

My

third,

Seating capacity: 700.
Yes.

Have you sound equipment

Seating capacity:
Yes.

Synchronous
Yes.
Only disc: Yes.
Name of equipment:
:

IOWA

:

prices:

AAA

NEBRASKA
850.

Have you sound equipment:

AAA

:

Just as well.

Population:

:

:

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
)oes the public want talking Westerns
Yes.
s the silent picture going to disappear:
Yes.
Changes of program weekly
Five.
)rchestra: No.
Organist: No.

:

:

:

:

s

best

Top

No.

No.
Two.
Changes of program weekly
No.
No. Organist
Orchestra

second run houses and a split on
the majority is put in the red.

Seating capacity: 400.
3ave you sound equipment: Yes.
"Ion-synchronous
Yes.
Phototone.
*Jame of equipment

Population: 2,000.

ive you raised your admission
price, 25 ; low price, 10.

draw

Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Have you raised your admission prices: Yes. Top
price, 50 ; low price, 35.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Only one talking each
Changes of program weekly
week.
Orchestra: No.
Organist: No.
Remarks: Use Western and action except two days
each week. Use sound on those two days (TuesSound does not pay in my
day and Wednesday).
Small towns can't
town.
Sorry I ever put it in.
stand high film and score charges.

TEXAS

:

the

singing.
Is pound drawing better than silent: No.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
No.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects

time.

Have you

Seating capacity: 500.
Yes.

:

ipidly supplant the silent pictures until
lace silent pictures will be found will be in

to the

:

:

Synchronous
No.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Name of equipment: It is built from standard parts.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Not for some

device,

Synchronous
Yes.
Yes.
Only disc
Name of equipment: Lifetone.
My patrons do NOT like: Cannot say, as I have
shown but four pictures. Of these, "The Broad-

>o

Seating capacity: 224.
Yes.

Population: 600.

Have you sound equipment

Have you sound equipment:

for

amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order: First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and

As

ready for the bughouse.

ILLINOIS
Population: 2,669.

No.

Organist:

Remarks: I have jusf recently installed my equipment for talking pictures and, of course, cannot
Anyway I
say what they are going to do to me.
wish they had never been invented as I was getting
by the way it was and they have got me almost

:

No.

Organist
No.
Remarks: I think the day of silent pictures has not
entirely passed but the sound novelty is wearing
We must have two kinds now, for some like
off.
silent with orchestra or organ
while others like
sound and talking.
Orchestra

No.

Orchestra:

Sealing capacity : 400.
Yes.
:

Population: 25,000.

Have you sound equipment

37

Population:

3,000.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

Have you scund equipment

200.

:

No.
Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
Yes.
your theatre
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Yes.
Is the 6ilent picture going to disappear:
No.
Orchestra
No. Organist
:

:

:

:

:

:

Off the Press
and

Ready for Immediate Delivery

F. H. Richardson's

Book on Sound
This week, the Herald-World
Bookshop is shipping hundreds
of copies of this

book

to theatre

owners and others

in all

motion picture
field to fill advance orders, many
of which have been on hand for
branches

of the

sixty days.

The book

is

up

to expectations

complete and informative manual
issued on the sound picture.
Order now and be among the
first to have advantage of its
in

every way.

It is

the

first

possession.

Herald-World Bookshop
407

So.

Dearborn

St.

Chicago, Illinois
Gentlemen
F.

Enclosed you will find $5.20 for which please send me immediately
H. Richardson's Book on Sound (postpaid). Signed

Name
Address
City and State

-

-
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SOUND PICTURES
Touring the Country in Interest
Of Sound Projection
RICHARDSON
''Our Unique Experience at Wichita
By

AND
f\

now I will tell you about our experiences after leaving Quincy, 111.,
for at Wichita, Kan., they most cer-

were both unique and interesting.
Leaving Quincy we crossed the Missisover a not-so-good toll bridge and
whoopied over 10 miles of something they
might call road, but which I personally
would term badly kept Indian trail. Then
100 and I don't know how much of good
dirt and then through dusty gravel roads
which brought us to the scenes of your
tainly
sippi

editor's childhood.
First, Unionville,

Mo.,

where

little

—

have hung upon the walls of memory
through all that time. And in front of me,
as I walked around those altered places
there trudged, in the soft shadows of memory, a little tow-headed boy, barefooted
and happy in the dreams of what was to
come in the roseland of bye and bye. That
boy was myself, with 50 odd years melted
off by the charm of imagination, but both
the boy and the familiar and loved scenes
were forever gone except for me.
For
me they will live until the sexton finally
pats me gently in the face with a spade
and friends say, as they leave the City of
Peace where I shall thereafter live: "Gosh.
I'm sorry!
Rich was a good scout after

—

all."

From

Centerville

Moberly,

Mo.,

and Exline, la., we drove
where I once boosted

coal into a locomotive which never seemed
to have enough, but like Centerville and
Exline, the ruthless hand of time had swept
across things, leveling the scenes I sought
flat and building others upon their ruins,

save and except for one house, and I nearly
in and kissed its old doorknob.
Well, why linger and we didn't linger
long either, but hit the trail Westward to
Carrollton, Mo., where we visited friends
one whole day. To reach that city, however, we drove over a strip of Missouri
river bottom land which had recently been
inundated. Whoops, my dear,
road!
As we negotiated the ruts I watched to
see if the tires brought up any Chinese

went

—

SOME

sandals.

And now

for Wichita!
As I have adyou, I had had wires from A. N.
McLain, president, Wichita, Local Union
No. 414 and from Frank Welsh, president,
Wichita,
American
Projection
Society

vised

Chapter Xo.
Unions No.

as well as wires from Local
Arkansas City and 641,
Hutchinson, Kan., inviting me to visit
Wichita, each assuring me that such a visit
was really needed. They offered a guarantee of all expenses if I would come.
Afterward I found they had actually ar6,

368,

7 '

have ridden with, we were given two long
rides over and around Wichita in a six-seat
Clark took us through the
cabin plane.
It was a bright,
clouds and over them.
sunny day, and a marvelously beautiful
Several times

experience.

rainbow hues beneath

of

we saw

us,

a circle

with a minia-

shadow of the plane in its center.
With us on this trip were President F. E.
Welsh of the Arkansas City Motion Picture Projectionists Local Union No. 368
ture

You'll

Have

To Wait

re-

mained save one very old man, who was a
relative and remembered me.
Then 25
miles north, the farm where I was "riz"
until 10 years of life was spent.
I'll not
bore you by relating what I did as I peered
under the covering carpet of years more
than half a century of them, by the way
and brushed the soft dust off scenes which

to

F. H.

Under
found

the conditions I
have
impractical to keep up
the BLLEBOOK SCHOOL in a
satisfactory manner while on the
road.
It just can't be done, so
it

until I get back to South Lyme,
about August 1, it will be discontinued. Immediately upon my return, however, I shall resume it.
and will then ask one question, or
maybe tivo, each iceek, taken directly from the index of the new
Volume 3, of the Bluebook. which
is now ready for delivery.
I trust
this will be approved by you all,
because it is not ivell to continue
a thing while it cannot be carried
on in the very best manner. The
"SchooF' will be absent only a
couple of weeks, or possibly three
of them.—F. H. R.

ranged to have an airplane come to Moberly, Mo., and get us if necessary, returning us there afterward.

The run would be close to 600 miles,
there and back, but what can one do with
such men.
So we turned the nose of The Princess
toward Kansas City, said giddap, real loud,
in due time arrived in Wichita and were
ushered into what must have been the
swellest hotel accommodations in the city
and shook hands with President McLain.
We arrived late Saturday. Next day they
took friend daughter and your editor out

ManuCompany, which makes airplanes

to the flying field of the Travel Air

facturing

of all sorts, and through the courtesy of
Pilot Clark of that company, who is by far
the most expert pilot of any of those I

IATSE

MPMO,

&

and Mrs. Welsh;

secretary, Chapter No. 6,
Amperican Projection Society, Wichita;
John Smith of Arkansas City, I think, and
A. N. McLain, president, W'ichita Motion
L.
Picture
Projectionists,
U. No. 414

H.

I

I.

Phillips,

ATSE & MPM

O.

It

was a thoroughly

delightful experience. The plane was both
the most beautiful and most comfortable

one we have ever ridden in. We both sincerely thank both the locals, the Travel
Air and Pilot Clark for this very real treat.
The meeting of Wichita was unique in
that it was a gathering composed of the
entire managerial and projection force of
at least four cities, to say nothing of vari-

The
ous ones from the smaller towns.
audience was not actually counted, but as
I remember it there must have been close
Hutchinson and Arkansas

to 150 present.

City were present in full force, as well as
one or two other cities, the names of which
The audience was very
I failed to note.
attentive.
After the lecture, many came
forward and shook hands, one manager remarking: "Mr. Richardson, I would not

one hundred dollars"!
themselves
thought about it was proven in a very practical way when they escorted me back to
the hotel and, after having shouldered what
must have been a pretty heavy hotel bill,
handed me $75, which was $25 more than
I had estimated the expense of the trip,
with the statement that "it was well worth
it."
I don't quite know what would have
happened had not some of the locals been
thus generous, for I'm afraid I underestimated the expense of such a trip as this
one pretty badly. Gosh, how money leaks,
or perhaps I would better say, flows away
on the road nowadays!
But at that, the satisfaction of knowing
have missed

What

this for

projectionists

the

that the men really appreciate what I am
trying to do and sufficiently to show it in a
practical

way

is

really

much more

to

me

than the value of the money for it tells me
the men are advancing, which means that
projection is advancing.
My compliments
to Wichita and to Arkansas City, Hutchinson and the other cities and towns involved
.

)
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Celotex Announces New
Insulator for Theatre
Acoustic Corrections
The Celotex Company of Chicago announces a new product for acoustical corrections in wired houses. This is in addition to
their Celotex insulating boards, which is being used in offices, churches, banks and auditoriums. Their new product, called AcousticCelotex, is declared to be of high sound absorbent material and capable of reducing
echoes and reverberations.
With the advent of sound as such a vital
factor in the motion picture industry, and in
Here

shown the manner

which Pat Argust, manager of the American theatre,
Colorado Springs, Colo., exploited the Western Electric sound system name and the
trademark by installing permanent signs on the theatre front. You will notice that
space has been utilized above the stores on either side of the lobby and in the two
is

in

small windows above.

Old and

New

A

Clash in Jungles
M M

A

Set

Up

novel picture of contrast is painted as the
G unit of "Trader Horn"
its talking picture laboratory in the African jungles
a contrast between
the ultramodern in mechanics and the crude equipment of savages, unchanged

up

many generations.
The "Trader Horn"

—

for

now

and out of touch with all
civilization except through native runners and has made a location trip of about
12,000 miles to the spot where the laboratory for sound films is being erected.
unit

is

in deepest Africa

Located here in the dense jungle will be
established a complete laboratory for the development of talking pictures and the servicing
of the immediate technical needs of W. S.
VanDyke, the director who has charge of
M. This lofilming "Trader Horn" for
cation will also be the base of supplies and
the home of the unit until all the takes have
been made. It is located 300 miles north of
Nairobi, a quaint boom town composed of
30 whites and 100 natives, and is 5,000 feet

MG

above sea level.
Experience All Jungle Thrills
Nairobi was reached by a narrow gauge

rail-

road using wood burning locomotives and
while the unit was enroute, they experienced
every thrill they had expected to find in
Africa.
The train parted herds of zebra,
giraffe, antelopes

and

ostriches,

and

lions

and

elephants could be seen nearby. Arriving at
Nairobi the Hollywood people were forced to
discard their clothes appropriate for African
summer for woolens. Here they found that
English customs prevail, modern homes, and
the residents engaged in plantation farming.

Tropical Storm Dangerous

The chief concern of the residents is the
heavy tropical rains and the animals' night
parade upon their gardens. The unit recently
experienced one of those tropical storms in
the form of a cloudburst and lost considerable
of their equipment.
The first set called for in the script is a
village of savage natives and fifty crocodiles.
Harry Carey is taking the part of "Trader

Horn," with Edwina Booth
Renaldo in important roles.

and

Greater Box-Office Receipts" has been prepared by the engineering and advertising departments and is to be mailed gratis to every
wired house.
The Celotex Company also is offering the
free service of its engineering staff on acoustical problems in theaters everywhere.

Lon Young Productions
Begins Series of Eight
Independent Releases
(Special to the Herald- World

HOLLYWOOD,

July 23.— Lon Young Productions is busy preparing to make the first
of a series of eight all talking features, which
will be for independent release.

The

July 16.

—Warner

Duncan

Warner, vice president, who

announced that the 1,000 acres involved will be known as Warner Brothers
Studio Ranch. The ranch is located in the San Fernando Valley.
first company to use this ranch is the John
The acquisition of this vast tract now gives
Warners one of

the largest studio acreages in

Hollywood. It supplements their large plant
on Sunset Boulevard and the 40 acres that
comprise the old Vitagraph lot, which has recently been equipped with sound apparatus.
The perfection of equipment has made it
possible for outdoor recording and Warners
found that they were in need of outside room
for location scenes, and the purchase of
Lasky Ranch amply fills this need.

Warners are planning great activities with
exterior productions to follow the success they
achieved with "Song of the West," which was

made almost

entirely at

Mount Whitney.

The

Barrymore

unit shooting a natural color battle
scene of "General Crack," under the direction
of Alan Crosland.
The renovation of the ranch is well under
way and several exterior sets have been

Recording equipment will be installed.
On the ranch is the largest untouched piece of mountain country near Hollywood, starting with the Los Angeles river opposite the First National studio and extending to the highest peak in the Hollywood
range. The spot has long been famous in film
history because it was here that William S.
Hart, Wallace Reid and many other favorites
made outdoor pictures.
started.

As

continuity.

Young
terfield.

entitled,

"In

Old

the

title

implies, the story

is

recently completed a series for Ches-

His

new

series

is

being made

RCA

at

the Tec Art studios, using
methods of
recording, and will be distributed to regional
franchise holders, several of the largest exchanges having been already signed.

Paramount

to Release

Two Audiens Produced
By British Filmcraft

Brothers have purchased the Lasky Ranch
J. L.

is

a romance drama of the early days of California and its admission to the Union. While
there is nothing particularly historical about
the story, the period is one of the most interesting and
romantic in American annals.
Young is personally casting the picture. Burton King will direct.

(Special to the Herald-World)

for future Vitaphone productions, according to

production

first

It was written by Fred Hart,
and Arthur Hoerl prepared the dialog and

California."

Warners Buy Lasky Ranch for
Outdoor Vitaphone Productions
NEW YORK,

"Improved Sound Reproduction Means

titled

AsAudien Laboratory Is
sets

the realization that good acoustics are an
absolute necessity in the proper reproduction
of sound in the theatre, the Celotex Company is now in the midst of an active campaign to acquaint exhibitors with simplified
methods of acoustical correction and with
their product, Acousti-Celotex.
booklet en-

(Special to the Herald-World)

LONDON,

July 23.— Paramount will release
to be made by British Filmcraft,
according to information received from the
British Filmcraft productions.
British Filmcraft is now wiring its studios
with
recording equipment and when this
is finished, production will start on the 1929-30
program. "Captain Shapely" and "The Lyons
Mail" are two feature length productions
which will be started as soon as possible. Following these will be a number of short

two audiens

RCA

subjects.

Newman

with Bristolphone

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK, July 23.— Budd Rogers has
appointed Arthur Newman to cover the EastNewman i»
ern territory for Bristolphone.
well

known

in film selling circles.

'
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Sennett Increases
Staff, Adds Players;
30 Audiens Scheduled
[Pictures in Pictorial Section >eit

Week]

Following Educational's announcement that
the number of Mack Sennett audiens would
be increased to thirty, Sennett has increased
his studio staff and worked out a production
schedule which will promote production effiSeveral featured players have also
ciency.
been placed under long term contracts.
Those under long contracts are Andy
Clyde, Thelma Hill and Harry Gribbon, who
have long been prominent in comedies and
virtually got their start on the Sennett lot.
Miss Hill made her first appearance in pictures with Harry Gribbon on the Sennett lot.
Particular emphasis is being placed on Andy
Clyde, whose light comedy old man characterizations have placed him top-most in the com-

edy field.
Sennett has ready for immediate release
two comedies featuring Clyde, "Girl Crazy"
and "The Barber's Daughter." "Girl Crazy"
has a cast which includes such names as
Alma Bennett, Vernon Dent, Irving Bacon
and the famous Sennett bathing beauties. The
story depicts the heart interests of the old
hick from Fallbrook, who comes to the city
In "The Barber's Daughto make whoopee.

Andy is the barber, Thelma, his daughand village queen, whose conduct proves
too big a problem for the barber shop debates.
A comedy, not yet titled, featuring Clyde, Hill
and Gribbon is now under way. In this,
Thelma loses her heart to her boy friend, with

Western Electric sound equipment has been installed on the island of Porto Rico in
the Teatro San Jose, a theatre owned by the Gelabert circuit with general offices in
San Juan. The island has a population of nearly 1.500,000, which speak both Spanish
and English. It is thought that other Porto Ricans will soon wire their houses and
all Spanish or all English audiens can be shown with equal success.

ter,"

ter

troubles galore starting when she introduces
him to her father. Gribbon takes the part of
the sheriff and furnishes considerable laughs.

Brooklyn Paramount Will Equip
Section with Earphones for Deaf
Talking pictures made audible for the deaf is one of the latest developments
amusement field. This is made possible by a device recently perfected by
the engineers of the Bell Telephone Laboratories and will be put in actual operation in the Brooklyn Paramount theatre. This initial step in a plan to assure
audien entertainment for the deaf comes in the form of an announcement that
Manager Lou Goldberg of the Paramount theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y., will equip a
section of his theatre with this special acoustic equipment.
The equipment consists of a Western
ing 6.5 consisted of delegates who, accord-

in the

15 Phonofilm Shorts

Ready

for Release by

International Photo
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK, July 23.— International Photo
Play distributors have ready for release 15
novelty sound short subjects, according to
Paul J. Richrath, general manager of International.

These novelties are headed by the famous
Gorno "Marionettes," which consists
of two subjects that have already played in
several first run houses in New York. Others
in the group are "Allez Op," "Grand Opera,"
"The Personality Girl in Songs," "In Songland," "Free the Brute," "Mr. Smith Wakes
Up," "Accidental Treatment," and "Hoak."
International is a subsidiary of General
Talking Pictures and all recording is made by
DeForest Phonofilm svstem.
original

Warner Assigns Writers
For New Seasons Program
J.

ner

L.

Warner, production head

of

War-

has assigned scenario writers
to more than 35 pictures for the coming
season's program.
The first of these new
pictures on which the studio staff will soon
studio

are "Second
Choice" and "Hold
Everything."
"Second Choice" will be directed by
Howard Bretherton with Dolores Costello
as its star.
"Hold Everything" is a current Broadway musical success and no cast
start

in Covington

(Special to the Herald-World)

COVINGTON,

LA.,

July

23.

—

Sidney

Fuhrmann, manager of the Majestic theatre
announces that his theat.e will install sound
equipment to be ready for operation July
15.
The Majestic is a new house erected at
a cost of $65,000.

ing panel in the projection room.
Is Filling Vital Need
In commenting upon the innovation,
Goldberg expressed his opinion that the
theatre

was

filling a vital

need

in this

move.

"We have had repeated requests that
some accommodation be made for the deaf,"
he said, "people who felt that they were
being deprived of their privileges as motion
picture patrons.
We had no idea, however, of how vital this need was until we
looked up the Government statistics and
discovered that there are 15,000,000 deaf
people in the United States and that these
fifteen million are afflicted with varying degrees of deafness, eight million are minors.
Accordingly we are making provisions for
them on a small scale and will increase
these facilities if the demand is apparent."
Special Tests Conducted

The equipment which

is

being installed

repeated tests and last
tenth annual meeting of
at
the American Federation for the Hard of
Hearing at the Museum of Arts building
in Cleveland, Dr. Fletcher of the Bell Telephone Laboratories and representatives of
Electrical Research Products, conducted
several tests. Out of 218 questionnaires, issued to the delegates, 57 per cent stated
that the use of headphones resulted in perfect hearing; 29 per cent reported fair and
only 7.5 per cent stated poor. The remain-

has

been

month

'has vet been cast.

Sound

Electric receiver with a wire headband to
attach it over the ear. In the hand of the
user will be a special potentiometer, shaped
like a fountain pen, for controlling the
volume of sound according to individual
needs. Each of these headsets will be connected, by special wiring, to the amplify-

own

ing to their

yond hope

of

statements, were deaf beimprovement by artificial or

mechanical means.

The

success of the Brooklyn Paramount

being watched very closely and if this
new development proves successful, many
other theatres are expected to so equip
is

their houses.

Invention Eliminates
Studio Camera Booth
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

July 23.— A new invention
which will eliminate the studio camera
booths is now being tried out bv director
Roy Del Ruth on his latest picture for
Warner Brothers, "The Aviator." This device supplants the cumbersome sound proof
booth necessary to insulate the cameras
from the sensitive microphones.
It is a cloak, constructed of heavy felt,
which fits over the camera and deadens the
Fastened to
clicking noise of the shutter.
this is a sort of skirt which encloses the
tripod, thus the entire camera is made

YORK,

noiseless.

given
the

North Carolina Theatre

To

Install

Sound Device

(Special to the Herald-World)

WEST ASHEVILLE,

N. C, July, 23.—

A. Abbott, formerly of Asheville, has
leased the West Asheville theatre. Sound
F.

equipment will be installed according to
The name of the
the new management.
house has been changed to the Broadway.

;;

:
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Palmerton Appointed
Foreign Manager for
Electrical Research
NEW

(Special to the Herald-World)

YORK,

July 23.— P. L. Palmerton
appointed foreign manager for
Electrical Research Products, according to
an announcement of

been

has

Whitford Drake,
vice-president of
company.
Palmerton comes to
E R P I with a long
experience in the
that

foreign fields as the
result

of

his

with the U.

S.

work
De-

partment of Commerce. At the same
Arrival of the Western Electric sound equipment to be installed in a Japanese theatre, at
the Paramount Hogaku-Za theatre in Tokyo. The equipment arrived in 40 boxes and its
removal to the theatre was in the nature of a triumphal procession with a large crotvd following the caravan of trucks

Chicago News Makes Complete
hard

which the talking pictures will be
media of visuo-auditory education and entertainment and
can present to the mass public many interesting subjects that are often overlooked. Recently the Chicago Daily News had an all talking and sound tour of
their new home recorded and the people of Chicago and vicinity were able to
see many of the wonders of a modern newspaper plant.
The master of ceremonies in the tour the first skyscraper in the city of Chicago
through The Daily News building is Bill
to utilize air rights over railroad tracks.
It is

to estimate the various uses for

They

are a

WMAQ,

Hay, announcer of

newspa-

This venture,

per's radio station.
In the first scene Hay
reviews briefly the history of The Chicago
Daily News, which is illustrated by several views of the old and new plants of the
newspaper.
He then leads his invisible
audience through the building.
First comes the local room with a bit of

new business

the

realism in which Clem Lane and John
Keys, rewrite men, are the chief actors.

"How

you

do

asks Keys,

who

spell
is

'accentuate'?

Lane

will create a
in Chicago, reclaim
real estate property

millions of dollars of
and ultimately make the city by far the
greatest industrial and business center in
the world.

Motion-picture men and movie
who have reviewed this all-sound

produced.

The

was

picture

first

shown

back

Keys

without

—

looking up.

three
Roosevelt,
in

& Katz loop theatres
McVickers and the United Artists. During the week it was shown in other Chicago theatres. It is also being shown in
Balaban

shouts

critics

feature
declare that it is one of the most vivid and
impressive sound pictures of its type ever

busy pounding a type-

writer.

"Two Cs"

Strong says,
district

And he sends his
"Boy!'' cries Lane.
page of copy to the city editor.
See Plant in Operation
After the local room, the tour leads the
audience through the engraving room,
Where photographs are made into cuts,
Scenes follow showing the art room, the
composing room, the mat rollers, foundries,
trimmers, delivery fleet and a host of other
departments. In the huge three story press
room the audience is given a chance to see
and hear the three banks of presses which
were officially started by President Hoover
in Washington on July 8, when the Chicago
Daily News building was formally dedi-

talking pictures in
attractions, throughout Utah and Idaho, it
These roadshow attracis announced here.
tion include six acts of vaudeville, it is

cated.

stated.

Throughout the whole

Hays's voice
can be heard explaining the uses and the
functioning of various machinery and the
manifold operations that are necessary in
the publication of almost half a million
newspapers in a few hours' time.
Introduces W. A. Strong
Following the tour, pictures of the beautiful new Chicago Daily News building are
shown. The film concludes with a part of
the dedicatory ceremonies of the building
on the plaza by the side of the Chicago
river.
A part of the address of Walter A.
Strong, publisher of The Chicago Daily
News, is heard in which he tells a nationwide radio audience that his newspaper is

The
Waukegan;

the following theatres in other cities:

Madison,
Coronada,

Genesee,
Rockford; Empress,

Peoria;

Decatur;
Rialto, Joliet; Rialto, Elgin; Majestic, LaSalle, and Lincoln-Dixie, Chicago Heights.

(Special to the Herald-World)
CITY, July 23.

SALT LAKE
is

now

P.

L.

Palmerton

Ltd, with headquarters in London.
He
supervise the company's activities in
the British Isles and on the continent.
H. E. Knox, former managing director
in London, is returning to America where
he will be promoted to an executive position.
Just what his duties will be has not
been determined, but will be announced

—

after his arrival in the States.

2 7 DeForest Phonofilms
Delivered in Nine Days
To Meet Demand Rush
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

Dave

Marveltone
presenting
the form of roadshow

YORK,

July 23.— DeForest Phono-

film factory is being rushed to capacity to meet
the increased sales.
Last week 27 deliveries
were made in nine working days, according
to information received from General Talking
Pictures and Irving Lesser, general sales manager of that company.

Eleven of the 27 deliveries were Phonofilms
and the others were Phonodiscs, the deliveries
being as follows

Phonofilm equipment

to the

Brayton

theatre,

Long Beach, Cal. New Preston, Baltimore,
Md.
Queen, Winters, Texas
Cumberland,
;

;

;

New

Brunswick, Me.
Grand, Benld, 111.
Globe, Christopher, 111. Empire, Zeigler, 111
Black Hills, Hot Springs, S. D. Park, Middleboro, Mass.
Burns, Newport, Vt. ; and the
Clearfield, Philadelphia, Pa.
;

;

;

;

;

Phonodisc equipment to the Grand, SteubenMermaid, Brooklyn, N. Y. MichiO.
gan, Flint, Mich.; Black Hills, Hot Springs,
S. D.
New Theatre, Darnanelle, Ark. Park,
Middleboro, Mass.
Show Boat, Ocean City,
N. J.; New Preston, Baltimore, Md. Brayton,
ville,

Marveltone Roadshown
Farquhar

nounces the promotion of E. S. Gregg
to the post of managing
director
Of
Western Electric,
will

Audien Tour Through New Home
utilized.

time Drake also an-

;

;

;

;

;

;

Long Beach,

Cal.

;

Concord, N. H.

Capitol,

Amber Opera House, Ambler,

Pa.

;

Conn's

Olympia, Providence, R. I.
Lyric, Warren,
Cannon, New Haven, Conn. CumberR. I.
land, Brunswick, Me. and Orpheum, Hartford
;

;

;

;

tour,

Installs

Movie-Phone

(Special to the Herald-World)

RITTMAN,

O.,

July

23.

Goffinet theatre.

—

Movie-Phone

A. Goffinet'9
Movie-Phone distribution for

equipment has been installed

in J.

Ohio is under the management of Edward
Casanave of Cleveland.

City, Ind.

House Closes for Sound;
Another Opens as

Silent

(Special to the Herald-World)

CORNWALL, ONT,

—

The day
July 23.
Capitol theatre closed for the installation of audien equipment the Palace theatre, long dark, was reopened for the presentation of silent programs, the reopening feature being "The Pagan," with Ramon Novarro.
Moving picture entertainment is thus
after the

Installs

Mabrophone

(Special to the Herald-World)

—

The new
PORTLAND, ORE, July 23.
Mabrophone sound equipment, manufactured
in

Portland, has been installed

and

Nob

Hill theatres.

at

the Lincoln

being maintained locally.
The Palace will
continue to operate after the Capitol reopens.
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HARRY COHN

JOE BRANDT

JACK COHN

Vice President in charge of production

President of Columbia

Treasurer of Columbia

26 Features, 104 Shorts Scheduled
By Columbia for 1929-30
COLUMBIA'S

outstanding advance durpast year, culminating with
its entrance into the field as a IOC)
per cent national organization, was climaxed
:oday by the announcement of its 1929-1930
orogram, the most elaborate ever underaken by the company.
With the name of Columbia firmly enrenched on Broadway and throughout the
:ountry, and a new era in its history beginling as a result of its greatly enlarged
>roduction and distribution activities, the
:ompany offers for the coming year an
mpressive lineup of 26 feature length proluctions and 104 one-reel shorts brought to
he screen at an aggregate outlav of more
han $6,000,000, of which $1,250^000 alone
las been appropriated for the short features.
From the group of 26 feature length vehiles, three
will be released as roadshow
iroductions, eight will belong in the cate;ory of important specials, and the remainng 15 will have the texture and atmosphere
A the average deluxe production. None
A them will be of the program classificaing

the

ion.

The elaborate program

of short features

n sound will include 26 Columbia Victor
jems, 26 Talking Screen Snapshots, 26
vrazy Kat Cartoons and 26 Color Singles.
All of the productions for 1929-1930 will
e 100 per cent dialog, brought to the screen
nth music and sound effects, and will preent in the stellar roles leading luminaries
f
both the stage and screen.
Virtually
Jl
audible features will be made also in
ilent form to supply theatres not yet wired.
his is in keeping with Columbia's policy
D serve every film theatre in the country
nd to continue the production of silent
ictures as long as there is a demand for

lem.

For the past several months, production
nd distribution executives of Columbia
ave been lining up the best available story
laterial from the pens of internationally

Virtually All

Audiens Will

Have

Silent

Versions for
Theatres Not

Wired
known playwrights and

authors, as well as
players and directors of worldwide repute
for' its 1929-1930 program.
Figuring prominently among the motion
picture and legitimate stars and featured
players who will appear during the new
season under the banner of Columbia Pictures are Jack Holt, Ralph Graves, Belle
Baker, Marie Saxon, Lila Lee, Dorothv
Revier, Bert Lytell, Molly O'Day and Sally
O'Xeil.
Other outstanding stars from the
screen, stage and musical comedy have
signed options and their names will be
made public shortly.
Directors and producers under contract
include: Frank R. Capra, director of "Sub-

marine" and "The Donovan Affair"; Frank
Strayer, director of "The Fall of Eve";
Ralph Ince, responsible for Charles Ray's
greatest successes; Erie C. Kenton, George
Archainbaud,
Henabery,
Irving
Joseph
Ackerman and Rufus LeMaire, internationally known producer of musical comedies,
including "Helen of Troy," "Betty Lee,"
"Sweetheart Time," "Marjorie," "Our Xell,"
"Gay Paree" and "LeMaire's Affairs." Both
Capra and Strayer directed pictures which
were considered among the 10 best of the

Negotiations are also pending for the
signing of several other noted directors
both of the stage and screen.
In order to add to the variety of
Columbia's program, several of the stories
will be written directly for the screen by
Columbia's own scenario department which
boasts of a staff composed of the following
year.

personalities who have won fame both in
Gene
the literary and legitimate fields:
Markey, well known novelist, short story
writer and playwright, who has to his
credit, in addition to his literary successes,
such screen vehicles as "Syncopation,"
"Listen, Baby," and "Clftse Harmony";
Howard J. Green, noted as a writer of
vaudeville sketches, accredited with "Patent
Leather Kid," "The Kid Brother," and "The
Life of Reilly"; Frederic and Fanny Hatton,
the
famous writing team of comedy
vehicles, responsible for such stage hits as
"Years of Discretion," "The Great Lover,"
"Lombardi, Ltd.," and such screen successes
as "The Auction Block," "The Lovelorn"
and "The Fall of Eve."

Seymour,

James

Charles

Wilson

and

Xorman Houston head the dialog writers.
All three have won their share of fame, as
writers and directors of Broadway hits.
Other writers of importance are Dorothy
Howell, author of a number of Columbia
successes; Gladys Lehman, responsible for
most of Reginald's Denny's successes; John
Francis Xatteford and Keene Thompson.

The

of 26 feature length productions
by Columbia Pictures during
season follows:

list

to be released

the

new

Roadshow Productions
"Flight," the first all talking air spectacle
of the screen, which brings together for the
first time since "Submarine" the trio responsible for its great success Frank R.
Capra, the director and Ralph Graves and
Jack Holt. Produced with the cooperation

—
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LILA LEE

SALLY O'NEIL

MARIE SAXON

MOLLY O'DAY

(Star)

(Star)

(Star)

(Star)

OUTSTANDING

IN

COLUMBIA CASTS

These players are among those who will appear in the following pictures:
"Flight"

"Ladies of the Evening"

"Personality"

"The Melody Man"
"Sweethearts on Parade"
"The Squealer"
"Borrowed Love"

"For the Love of Lil"
"Murder on the RooF'

"Song of Love"

"Jazz Daughters"

"Sisters"

"Paris Nights"

"Wall Street"

"Temptation"

"Private Property"

"Broadway Scandals of 1930"
"The Soul Kiss"
"Last of the Lone WolF'
"Ladies Must Play"
"The Black Sheep"
"Prince of Diamonds"
"Around the Corner"

"Hell's Island"

"Vengeance"

"Mexicali Rose"

JACK HOLT

ALAN ROSCOE

HAROLD GOODWIN

JIMMY DE LA CRUZE

(Star)

(Featured)

(Featured)

(Featured)
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Columbia

Featured

Victor

Players

Gems

in

Nan Blackstone

Mamie Smith

Buddy Doyle

Frank Crumit

U. S. marine corps, all of its outdoor
sequences were taken at the San Diego
marine base and naval airport. Alan Roscoe,
iHarold Goodwin and Jimmy de la Cruze
appear prominently in the cast. More than
l$500,000 will be spent on this vehicle making it the biggest and most expensive production in the history of the organization,
"Ladies of the Evening," a realistic
drama of contemporary life, from the play
by Milton Herbert Gropper. As a Belasco
stage hit, it was the sensation of its season
on Broadway and equalled its great success
when presented on the road.
Frank R.
Capra will direct, and a prominent woman
star will be featured.
"Song of Love," an absorbing mother
story set against a colorful background of
backstage life.
Written especially for
Belle Baker, the internationally popular
vaudeville headliner, it will also feature a
popular child star and will count as one
of its headlights five songs-with-a-throb of
the type made famous by Miss Baker.
of the

j

cover serial which for the past year and a
half has been followed weekly by the maga-

Backed by the
5,000,000 readers.
most tremendous ready-made audience it
zine's

—

the
of universal appeal
romance and daily joys and tribulations of
the two sweethearts Sandy and Lil. Leslie
Thrasher, a creator of the characters wrote
the story.

presents a story

"Broadway Scandals of 1930," a musical
extravaganza of the revue type that will
be brought to the screen in the typical
Broadway style with a cast of famous prin-

Special Productions

cipals and chorus girls. Rufus LeMaire will
be entrusted with its production.
"Sweethearts on Parade," based on the
popular song now being hummed all over
the country. A story has been built around
its lyric and the melody itself serves as the
basis of the symphonic theme that runs
through the picture.
"Murder on the Roof," a thrilling mystery drama of the Great White Way from

the well known serial story by Edward
Doherty, which ran for 10 weeks in Liberty
Magazine.
Written by a newspaper man
whose beat was Broadway and its show
places, it tells a realistic inside story of the
street and its colorful folk, habitues and
hangers-on.
"The Soul Kiss," a romantic drama of
love and sacrifice which wiH feature two
well known stars.
"The Squealer," a powerful melodrama
of love and regeneration set in Frisco's Old
Barbary Coast. From the famous Broadway stage success by Mark Linder, the
well known playwright, also responsible for
that other legitimate hit "Diamond Lil."

The

"The Melody Man," a powerful drama of
Tin-Pan-Alley, from the combined pens of
Herbert Fields, Lorenz Hart and Richard
Rodgers, the prolific and popular playwritmg trio. Their names alone assure the
oroduction of a formidable audience, besides
he following it acquired as a successful
slay both in New York and on the road.
Although not a musical comedy, music and
songs are an integral part of its plot.
"For the Love of Lil," Liberty's famous

Henry Bergman

Jack Wilson

San

Francisco

earthquake

and

an

elaborate all-singing-dancing cabaret sequence are some of the highlights.
"Hell's Island," a swift moving action
picture of the Devil's Island type, featuring
two masculine stars.

DeLuxe Productions
The remainder

HERBERT FIELDS
( Author)

includes

a

of

highly

"The Prosperity Group"
diversified list of box

(Continued on page 50)
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"FLIGHT"
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(Scenes from the Columbia Thriller)

COLUMBIA PRODUCERS AND DIRECTORS

ERLE

RUFUS LE MAIRE

FRANK

R. CAPRA
(Director)

C.

KENTON

(Director)

(Producer)

JOSEPH HENABERY

RALPH INGE

FRANK STRAYER

GEORGE ARCHAINBAUD

(Director)

(Director)

(Director)

(Director)
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BIDE DUDLEY

GENE MARKEY

DOROTHY HOWELL

LORENZ HART

(Author)

(Writer)

(Scenario Chief)

(Author)

COLUMBIA WRITERS

RICHARD RODGERS

MILTON CROPPER

GLADYS LEHMAN

NORMAN HOUSTON

(Author)

(Author)

(Writer)

(Dialogist)

7
LOUIS

J.

VANCE

(Author)

HOWARD

J.

GREEN

(Writer)

I

•

EDWARD DOHERTY

JAMES SEYMOUR

(Autlior)

(Dialogist)

JACK NATTEFORD
(Writer)

CHARLES

C.

WILSON

( Dialogist)

LESLIE

THRASHER

(Author)

MARK LINDER
(

Author)

A
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THE STUDIO
All But Two Companies Launch

New Productions in Hollywood
—

Song Writers Rate High at Studios Demand for Them So Great
That in Some Instances They Have Turned from
Contracts to Free Lancing
By

DOUGLAS HODGES

—

LOS ANGELES,

July 23. Every studio here started production on one
picture this week except Paramount and U. A. Nine new pictures went into
work.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's is "Navy Blues" which Clarence Brown is
directing.

Warner

Brothers'

new one

is

"Tiger Rose," directed by George Fitzmaurice.

The latest new film started at First
It features Lupe Velez and Monte Blue.
National is "The Forward Pass." It is an Eddie Cline picture with Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., and Loretta Young.
Fox started "The Sky Hawk," featuring
Helen Chandler and John Garrick. John
Blystone is the director. George B. Seitz
began "Tanned Legs" at R K O with June
Clyde and Joel McCrae.
Universal began work on "Tonight at
Midnight," directed by Harry Pollard.
Madge Bellamy and George Lewis are in
the principal roles. Others are Mary Doran,
Margaret Livingston, Vera Reynolds and
Hallam Cooley.

Kathryn McGuire Talking
Kathryn McGuire is playing her first
speaking role in pictures. She has a role
in "The Rambling Kid" opposite Hoot Gibson.
Arthur Rosson is directing it and
Sally

Eilers

The company

also
is

has

now on

an

important

role.

location at Salinas,

ter written popular

synchronization is all right. "Dubbing" is
that two separate sounds have been united
so as to synchronize perfectly.
"Up for
air" indicates that a cameraman
out of the sound box.

is

coming

Brown Directs "Geraldine"
Brown was the director of the Pathe

dia-

log success, "Geraldine."

Fox

announces that numerous actors
signed on the dotted line this week. They
are Marcia Mannon, Christiane Yves, Bubbles Crowell, Marshall Ruth,

straight work.
Sterling Sherwin

is

the

pub-

Song Writers Free Lancing
And song writers, it is lately reported,
are beginning to find such demand that
Raymond
they, in rare cases, free lance.
Klages and Jesse Greer are a team that has
become noted for film hits. They have
done "Low Down Rhythm," "Just You, Just
Me," "Hang on to Me," "At Close of Day,"
and "Sophomore Prom." They have left
the
lot and will take a fling at conG
tracting or jobbing their stuff.

M

M

Dozen Cinema Schools
Face Fraud Charge;
City Launches Drive
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, July 23.— A city wide drive
has been launched against alleged fraudulent
cinema schools here. Nearly a dozen schools
will be charged with petty and false advertising.

A

statement from the city prosecutor's of"I propose to pursue a
fice read as follows:
vigorous prosecution of this kind of promotion schemes until they are all driven from
Hundreds of dollars have been colthe city.
lected by false representations, that they can
place young persons in prominent film roles."

the authors of

associated with Chris-

Comedies and has authored numbers in
Douglas MacLean's latest production. "So
Sweet" is his.
It is the theme song for
"Divorce Made Easy."
Wilson Collison,
also now in Hollywood, this week remarked,
tie

"In all my long Broadway career I have
never heard a catchier, more tuneful or bet-

Hays

July 23.— Will

ar-

rived here yesterday. He said that the public
has given its unqualified approval of sound pictures.

"Thirty per cent more is being spent," he
"on production this year than ever before.
Since May 15 we have been at the peak in the
number of persons employed and the number
said,

of pictures produced and we are of course,
attaining a new high mark in quality of entertainment.
In all English speaking countries, exhibition is increasing this year about

30 per cent.

"We are, however, going through a period
of trial and adjustment and it will take another year to reach a level of production and
exhibition.
As always the public will be the
final judge and decide the character of entertainment it desires.
All producing factors
realize the situation, which is serious and diffiall
cooperating
earnestly and
cult, and
are
unitedly to work it all out in the best way."

Griffith

Home

with

New

Plans for Sound Pictures

But Keeps Them Secret
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July 23.— D. W. Griffith
turned to town with plans for sound film.

re-

have some ideas for a sound picture but
not ready to reveal them," he said.
"I have absolute faith in the future of the
talkies and can see no reason why they can"I

I

am

not equal in artistry anything that has been

done

in silent films.

"General Electric experts think that the possibility of sending motion pictures by television
is still remote but their experiments indicate
that sound reproduction will soon equal that
of the best phonograph records."

R K O Move for Pantages
Theatres Circuit Is Well
Underway, Says Plunkett
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

June 23.—Joseph Plunkett,

K

general manager of R
O, arrived here today
and admitted that negotiations are well underway for a merger of the Pantages circuit of
theatres under the R
O banner. Negotiations are being handled in the East, he said.

K

Mike Tellegen,

Robert Kerr, Duke Morrison, Daphne Pollard and Billy Bevan.
The song writers have become a substantial element in
the personnel makeup of
Hollywood. They rate along with the scenarists and dialogists in importance.
In

some cases they out-illumine

is

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

lisher.)

Cal.

From Mel Brown comes a few hints on
studio slanguage. He says that "out of the
sink" means in the studio that the sound
has gone wrong. "On the nut" means that

song than 'So Sweet'."

(Famous Music Corporation

Public Has Expressed Its
Unqualified Approval of
Sound Films, Says Hays

Great Shortage of Color

Cameras

in

Hollywood

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLY W 0 0 D

July 23.—
unique camera situation has arisen
in the studios here.
A shortage of
Technicolor cameras is forcing many
producers to work nights. R K O is
using Technicolor scenes on "Rio
Rita" and because these cameras are
tied up 24 hours a day on contracts,
all shooting must be done for "Rio
Rita" between the hours of 7 in the
evening and 6 in the morning.

Grauman Farewell Dinner

,

Given; Notables Present
(Special to the Herald-World)

—

A farewell
July 23.
dinner on the occasion of his retirement from
theatre managing, was eiven to Sid Grau-

HOLLYWOOD,

man last week.
Among the
were
R.

:

Sheehan,

people attending
Porter, Jack Warner, W.
Lasky, Joseph Schenck,

prominent

Mayor John

Jesse
O. O.

Sam Goldwyn,

Franklin, George

Mclntyre,

Harold

Eastman and Joseph

B.

Scott.

luly 27,
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Spoor's Stereoscopic Wide Film
Used by Meehan in Two Reeler

WEST COAST
NOTES
1J0LLYW00D,

July 23.— Ned Marin's retirement from First National-Vitaphone
omes at the end of a long and successful asIn his years with First National he
ociation.
has been in distribution and production
branches of the industry. His production career boasts of
number of well
a

made

pictures.

"The Yellow
"Waterfront,"

Lily,"

"Ado-

and

ration," "Love
the Devil," "Careers,"
"Dark Streets," "Isle

of

Lost Ships," and
Private Life"

"Her

were made under

his

direct supervision.

In production

Ned Marin

now

is "No, No, Nanette,"
Badger directing. In it are
ernice Claire, Alexander Gray, Lucien LittleEddie
eld, Louise Fazenda, and Bert Roach.
line has begun a picture under Marin's suervision called "The Forward Pass." DougFairbanks, Jr., Loretta Young, Gwinn
.s
Williams, and Lane Chandler are in it.
Another picture will go into work within a
:w days under the title of "Broadway
Billie Dove is the star and Fanny
tostess."
'ith

Clarence

author. Millard Webb will direct.
Marin's resignation will not be effective
ntil these three pictures are completed and
iited.
At that time he expects to spend sev-

turst is the

months in Europe.
Upon coming to First National almost five
:ars ago he entered the sales department and
;came sales manager. He has given a great
nount of time to his job and has taken a

'al

mscientious interest in his company that is
irely found.
His list of pictures have been
eritorious as a result of the well directed
fort he has given them.

Raytone Shooting Short Features in Sound at Metropolitan Studios
First of Several Talking Comedies
in Fort Lee
Completed by Maddock
By DOUGLAS FOX
NEW YORK, July 23. —The two reeler, "Campus Sweethearts," now in

—

production at the Gramercy

in

Hollywood are

taken by ambitious shoestring producers in
short feature field. One of them spends
,000 to make a two reel picture with the
ought of selling it in the state right field,
is a great gamble because the market for
lort features is greatly restricted.
Forty-five
it of 50 of these gamblers lose their entire
vestment.
I saw a picture in preview six months ago
at was a departure in the style of short feare comedies.
The audience laughed for 20
inutes and apparently picked it for a big hit.

-

e

was

Boom, Bah!"

Weil made,
ell conceived and well
acted and timed. I
oked for its record at the box office and
und it was clicking steadily. I also looked
r it to play in Los Angeles and have so far
i

called "Zip,

en unable to find it anywhere. I checked
it and learned that no Los Angeles house

>oked

it.

Timidity and showmanship are deadly exemes.
*

*

*

FEUD

between one of the big executives
* here and the editor of a Hollywood paper
is
a new development. The editor looked
•er the script of a picture that was to be
ade independently on the antagonist's lot.
hen the editor wrote a 200-word letter to
e young man who was making the picture.
ie latter sent the editor a check for $500
i

d charged

against the picture as "treat?nt."
The executive inspected the item
)rmed; looked at his contract with the inpendent; and paid the bill.
it

—HODGES.

RCA

Photophone

studios, will

tion picture history as the first real picture to be

made on

go down

in

mo-

the Spoor Berggren

three dimensional widescope 70 millimeter film.

Leo Meehan, who came East
ing

to work with Photophone engineers, is
The remarkable thing about the picture is that the combination

it.

direct-

of the

and the Spoor process enables the thing to be shot on a single set embracing an interior and an exterior.
Fred Ardath, Vitathe other "Melodies."
"Campus Sweethearts" has a staggered
script

If it
set specially designed by Meehan.
does not give depth to the picture, someAny set
thing is wrong with our vision.
that goes back at an angle for 125 feet
should give depth to a picture not necessarily one photographed by an ordinary
camera (that might be blurred), but certainly to one made by the new camera
which can photograph detail for as far as

—

five

miles.

Broadway Director on Set

The

Spoor purposes.
Meehan's intention to
get better reproduction as well. Thousands
of square feet of Ozite have been draped

And

picture

with

over the

it

set,

is

all,

built for

it's

making

it

a vast tent for the

group of collegians, musicians and dancers
who will be featured in this tabloid creation
of the

One

"Good News"
of the better

variety.

known Broadway

di-

rectors will be responsible for the dancing
of 16 show girls.
In view of the Equity
fuss we are omitting his name.
Alfred

Sherman, from "Hold Everything," is arranging the music and conducting the orchestra. Joe Sawyer, son of L. P. Sawyer
of RCA, the young man who was featured
in the Dartmouth show last year, will do a
specialty number, and Lefgte, the art director, is

n HE greatest gambles

49

doing

fine

work

in

co-operation with

Meehan.

The cast includes Joe and Jane McKenna,
Ray, Leon Leonard, Ginger Rogers
and Anne Franklin.
Miss Franklin was,
until recently, a stenographer in the Radio

Jo< y

Corporation of America.
One of the picture men, wandering into her office, saw
she was pretty and persuaded her to take
a screen test.
She did, and Meehan found
that she fitted a part in "Campus Sweethearts" to perfection.
Lends Interest to N. Y. Production
General interest, focusing on New York
as a production center, is being increased
with the addition of the widescreen method
of photography, which, so far, has been restricted to the East.
Among the two reelers recently completed at the Vitaphone studios are a couple
by Willie and Eugene Howard, "The Music
Makers" and "My People." Among others
who have made shorts there are Kack
White and his Club Madrid Entertainers,
Bill
Edison and Charles Gregory, Jack
Krafts and Elsie Lamont, Frances Shelley
and the Four Eton Boys and Carolina Sergrera and Don Alberto and his Argentines.
Raytone Producing Shorts
Raytone Talking Pictures, Inc., a subsidiary of Rayart Pictures Corporation, are
shooting several talking shorts every week
at the Metropolitan Studios in Fort Lee.
Three have been completed with Tommy
Christian and His Band and are called "Pep
and Personality," "College Pep" and "Jazzmania." Two musical recordings with Al
Herman and Elsie Gilbert have also been
completed, one called "Snappy Tunes" and

phone

comedy

favorite, has completed a two-ree!
called "Cabaret Nights," while Mark

Linder Productions have completed a two
reel dramatic production, "Paid the Penalty," with Mrs. Fiske O'Hara and Robert
Bentley, and a two reel comedy called

"Ankles," featuring Robert Bentley.
Charles Hunt, one of Rayart's West Coast
directors, is here handling the megaphone,
with George Weber at the camera and Mark
Asch at the recorder.
Famous Vaude Sketch on Screen
C. B. Maddock, the vaudeville producer,
has completed the first of several talking
comedies, "Fifty Miles from Broadway," at
the Pathe Sound Studios in New York,
which will be released on the Golden RoostThis series also includes two
er series.
subjects featuring the James Gleasons.
In bringing "Fifty Miles from Broadway,"
the vaudeville sketch, to the talking screen,

Producer Maddock cast the same favorites
have made this act a hit. Chief among
these are Harry B. Watson, Reg Merviilc
and Olga Woods. Another celebrity in the

who
cast

is

the Indian girl Princess

Lew Hearn

Wyhnemah.

has been engaged by Paihc

featured roles in the George Le Maire
comedies.
Hearn, though an American, has spent
many seasons in England. As a star at
the London Hippodrome, the Victoria and
the Orpheum he has become one of the
most popular attractions in the London
foi

variety and music halls.

Harry Hammond Beall,
Long with Grauman,
Leaves Theatre Post
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July

23.— Harry

Ham-

publicized Sid Grauman
resigned his post as adfor these
vertising and exploitation director of the
Grauman's Chinese theatre last week.
After Grauman sold his interest in the

mond

who has
many years,

Beall,

house it was decided by Fox-West Coast to
But the resignation was achold Beall on.
cepted on the day of the big Grauman testiBruce Fowler of the West
monial dinner.
Coast publicity staff managed the testimonial
dinner. It is reported that a New York man
is being brought out to take the job.
The Chinese account has been known as
The
the choicest p. a. job in Hollywood.
house is reported to have paid $15,000 per
year to hold Beall.

233 Club Secretary Dies
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July 23.— Frederick Charles
Douglas, secretary of the 233 club, died here
last week.
Douglas was the eighth charter
member of the club.
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revealing story of society and

first nighters,

by Gene Markey.

THE STUDIO PREVIEW
"River of Romance"

"The Love Trap"

A FEW

years ago "Magnolia" was the
"Fighting Coward." Now it is "The River
of Romance" and it tells a swashbuckling story
of the Old South.
disillusioned boy wanders into a gambling
house operated by a notorious bad man who
Buddy Rogers' quick
is about to be killed.
action saves the fellow's life. In gratitude
the gambler confesses that his fame as a bad
man grew out of a bluff, and advises the

A

youth to try it. Rogers tries it on Fred KohHe is a very tough gentleman.
The boy wins. He is thereafter known as
His fame
the "Notorious Colonel Blake."
spreads, far and wide. Returning home he
married
to
the
girl.
The boy
finds his enemy
ler.

discloses his identity and is welcomed to the
fold as a hero. Mary Brian suits her role to
perfection.

Buddy Rogers

sideburns and toward
the end of the picture dons a mustache.
in

is

Beery and Kohler inject comedy as well as
menace, and even Walter McGrail is at times
funny with his dialog.
The cast includes Mary Brian, Wallace
Beery, Fred Kohler, Walter McGrail, Henry
B. Walthal, Mrs. George Fawcett and Natalie
Kingston.
The picture was directed by Richard Wallace from the story "Magnolia" by Booth
Tarkington. Ethel Doherty wrote the scenario.
The photographv was by Victor Milner.
T. J. H.

—

Stage Hit; Warners
Buy "Hold Everything"
(Special to the Herald-World)

July 23.—Warner Broth-

ers have awarded Roy Del Ruth the direction of the popular musical comedy, "Hold
Everything." It will be an elaborate all color
production. Del Ruth finished the shooting of
"The Aviator" starring Edward Everett Horton.

Compson to Re film
One of First Successes

Betty

July

23.—"Woman

to

Woman," which was produced with Betty
Compson and Clive Brook about seven years
ago, will be refilmed by Tiffany-Stahl, it was
reported.
The picture was produced in Eng-

land

and Tiffany-Stahl

Saville, well
writer to begin
this

have signed Victor
British director and
on the audien version of

known
work

once popular

silent picture.

Cameraman and

a Universal Jewel
-l production starring Laura La Plante.
It
society, comedy
is a story of backstage life
drama, with a dash' of bedroom farce.
Laura, as a chorus girl, marries a boy played
by Neil Hamilton. His parents object, and
offer her money if she will divorce him.
The Judge, an uncle of the boy, tries desperately to force the check on the girl. The
picture gets its name from the bedroom sequence. Realizing that the evidence against
her is only circumstantial, she traps the judge

her bedroom while her husband is out. He
returns and finds them together. Laura melodramatizes the situation. The husband accuses the judge. The old man forgives and
in

departs.

Laura La Plante does well in the dialog.
Snappy dance music runs throughout. The
dialog begins in the last half of the picture.
The cast includes Neil Hamilton, Robert ElNorman Trevor and Clarissa Selwynne.
lis,
Trie picture was directed by William Wyler,
from a story by E. J. Montange. The photographv was by Gilbert Warrenton.
T. J. H.

—

24 Long Features and
104 Short Subjects Are
On Columbia's Schedule
(Continued from page 45)

which range from stark
realism to sparkling comedy.
Because of the continued popularity of
the Lone Wolf, "Last of the Lone Wolf,"
another novel in this popular series by
Louis Joseph Vance has been secured as
one of the features of the new program.
It presents an entirely new set of adventures of Michael Lanyard, the most popular
adventurer of fiction and the screen.
"Borrowed Love,"- from the play by Bide
Dudley, dean of Broadway columnists and
nationally known playwright and syndicate
writer.
It was acclaimed by the critics as
"an entirely new angle on the popular sex
attractions

triangle."

"Vengeance," a drama of human conflicts
with a

new

partly

twist.
in the

prominent man

A

great action picture,
West and featuring a

star.

"Ladies Must Play," a comedy drama of
marital
against

life.

Produced

in

a

lavish

way

fashionable cabarets and society
playgrounds.
"Jazz Daughters," a sparkling story of
joyous youth, revealing a realistic picture
of the age we live in.
"Sisters," a story of contrasts.
A highly
absorbing domestic drama, starring those
in real life, Molly
in roles that will

O'Day and

Sally

July 23.— Alvin Knechtel,
cameraman, and William Hauber, stunt performer, were killed instantly in an air crash
here this week. The flyers were searching for
a spot to stage a make-believe crash when
Knechtel fainted at the controls.

O'Neil
give them ample
opportunity to display not only their versatility for dramatic delineations but also
their talent for dancing and singing.
"The Black Sheep," a powerful melodrama. The gripping story of a youth who
because of a misunderstanding deliberately
set himself against love, law and society.
"Paris Nights," a swift moving drama
that unfolds its tense and gripping action

U to Make Audien of

against the glitter, gaiety and glamour of
the night life of the most famed city in the
world. Singing and dancing will be among

Flyer Die

in

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD.

"Skinner's Dress Suit"
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July 23.— "Skinner's Dress
Suit," one of the most popular stories ever
written, will be made as an audien by Universal. Glenn Tryon will play the inimitable
Skinner.

ingly different.
"Around the Corner," a human drama of
New York and the joys and tragedies of

A

its side streets.
poignant drama that reveals the true heart of the city.
"Mexicali Rose," a glamorous story of
fiery love and revenge set against the colorful background of Mexico.
"Personality," another fascinating story

with an up-to-the-minute theme which
serve as a vehicle for a well
nine star.

its

highlights.

known

will

femi-

Short Features
The

four series of talking-singing-dancing shorts offered by Columbia for 19291930 follow:
26 "Columbia-Victor Gems," produced
jointly by Columbia Picture and the Victor

Talking

Machine

Company and

starring

the cream of Victor's imposing array of
legitimate, operatic, vaudeville and recording stars.
Among the well known personalities who will appear in these talkingsinging-dancing one-reelers are:
Frank
Crumit, Jules Bledsoe, Nan Blackstone,
Mamie Smith, Buddy Doyle, Jack Wilson,

La

Grace

Rue,

Hale

Combe, Tony Sarg and

sisters

Stunt
Air Crash

is

—

set

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

uTHE LOVE TRAP"

office

Roy Del Ruth Gets

HOLLYWOOD,

"Temptation," the intensely human story
of a girl whose charm and fascination made
all men her adoring slaves.
A great social
drama developed in a modern up-to-theminute way.
"Private Property," a powerful drama
based on a triangle story that is refresh-

26 "Talking Screen
bia's

fan

Hamilton, Boyce
his Marionettes.
Snapshots," Colum-

magazine of the screen,

with dialog, sound and music.

offered

This one-

which reveals in entertaining fashion
intimate scenes and talks of the stars at
work and at play, and takes the audience on
a trip through the studios, homes and playgrounds of the idols of the screen, includes
in its tremendous casts, the stars and prominent personalities of every company in the
business.
26 "Krazy Kat Cartoons" presenting one
of the most popular pen and ink characters
on the screen, in an unusual series of onereelers produced with dialog, music and
reeler,

sound effects.
26 "Color Singles," taken entirely in color
and presenting well known stars of the
stage and screen in an unique group of
talking-singing-dancing one-reelers.

Lola Lane Seeks Release
From Theatrical Agents
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,
tress

July 23.— Lola Lane,
under contract to Fox studios, has

ac-

ap-

pealed to the superior courts here, to have her
agent's contract rescinded.
Miss Lane charges that her theatrical agents,
Lyons & Lyons of New York, had not kept
their agreement to look after her bookings and
advertising. She also claims that she obtained

her

own

positions.

Swanson Picture Will Have
London Premiere in August
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July 23.— In conjunction
with Gloria Swanson's trip abroad, arrangements have been made for the world premiere
of "The Trespasser," her first talking and
singing picture. She will return to the United
States in time for theatre openings, following the general release of the picture in this'
country.

Pioneer Playing Audiens

a throbbing drama of the
side of the most famous street in
the world. With actual scenes of the Stock
Exchange, Curb Market and other landmarks of New York's well known financial

July 23.— The Novelty theatre,
one of Wichita's pioneer film theatres, is now
presenting talking pictures and musical tab-

district.

loids

"Wall Street,"

(Special to the Herald-World)

human

"Prince of Diamonds," an intimate and

WICHITA,
to

very pleasing business.

tures are also presented.

Silent

fea-
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THE THEATRE
Makes Your Theatre
A Community Institution

Exploitation That
Get Busy, H. O.

England

Is

The public
they concern

E.!

Calling

R. R. Temple, manager of The
Picture House, Castle Square, Ludlow, Shropshire, England, in a let-

a

MGM

Mary Dugan" was

booked to play the Eastman theatre, Rochester, New York, Mr. Murphy, city manager
of Publix, arranged with Judge Wilder to
appear in the projection room and officially
start its

launch the

showing of the

The newspapers played up
Uyle,

for

in the

everything worth
town. In a recent

where most men stop and giving good
shows in a clean and inviting theatre is
in

only the beginning of his efforts. The first
year he was in town he became vice-president of the Chamber of Commerce, the
second year he was president and when a
man can come into a community and attain
leadership, that means, he has a broad vision and a wider understanding of his responsibility as a theatre manager than is
usual.

Organist Instructs Classes
arranged with a prominent and nationally known music house to furnish patented and copyrighted material for use in
the classes, which are taught by his organist, Miss Erma Bowdish.
The parents and
children pay nothing for these lessons but

Theatre Advertises
Church Bible School
In Its Lobby Display

buy a book of tickets to his theatre, similar
to the meal tickets used by many restaurants.
Every time the ticket is presented
at the theatre it is punched and when com-

The Dreamland theatre, Chester, S. C, is
giving over part of its lobby display to the
advertising of the Daily Vacation Bible School
at the Purity Presbyterian church.
This might be called 100 per cent co-operaThe local newspaper took up the story
tion.
"This is
and made the following remarks
surely one of the first, if not the first, time
a religious school has been advertised in a
moving picture house, and Manager Walters
should be congratulated on his fine spirit of
Bible classes have been sponco-operation.
sored by pictures at his theatre and many
civic organizations have taken advantage of
the opportunities offered them by Mr. Walters

pletely used up, represents one free lesson
in music.
To the theatre the completely
punched ticket represents about $3 worth
of business at the box office.
The pupils
represent all classes of the people and it
is rather an interesting study to note the
number showing an interest in getting
these free lessons.
The parents of the
children also show considerable interest in
getting free instructions for their children.
Is a Civic

Leader

The people

run.

The judge was exceptionally well known,
and this was a real news story for the newspapers, who had photographers on hand to
,shoot the judge while he was in the projection
room, ready to give the word which would
officially

on

He

ludge Starts Run of
Film; Real News
Story for Newspapers
of

headquarters

it possible for the patrons to derive a real benefit; he offered a
free course of piano lessons to every person in the town.

theatre.

Trial

institution.

campaign he made

conducted and all details
H. O. E. member or
reader that will send Temple this
"dope" will receive in return a
photo of Mr. Temple and his

When "The

community

while, going

it is

is

iheir theatre and it is the duty of every manager to make his theatre live up to
the pride and expectations of his patrons.
Exploitation is the medium through which the patrons are informed as to
the theatres' activities and through this medium the theatre can be built into a

ficial

and any

Here

theatres.

C.

can exhibitor. (Mr. Temple's letter is printed in full on page 66.
Get busy, members, and send him
the official bulletin of the H. O. E.
He also wishes information
about "The Rogers Silver i\ight;"

Get busy members!
Brother in distress.

new and novel things, especially when
Every community has a certain pride and respect for

always interested in the

A. Clinch, manager of the Columbia
theatre at Brookville, Pa., believes in making his advertising campaigns a good-will
builder, he sponsors all the benefit campaigns, heads every civic movement arid
has made the Columbia theatre the unof-

"The Theatre" promises to
exchange photos icith any Ameriter to

hoic

is

its

of Brookville regard Clinch
and the Columbia theatre as an outstanding institution of the town. He has started

:

in this

way."

In addition to devoting posters to the school,
Walters made up a slide, which was flashed
on the screen at every performance.

Blind of City Attend
Theatre as Manager's
,

picture.

this story in great

using the photographs and giving the
an unusual amount of good news

:heatre

Guests;

lotice.

Albany Film Exchanges
Providing Films for
Scouts' Vacation Camp
(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY,

July

23.

—

The

Albany

ex-

changes are furnishing pictures for the
Boy Scouts vacation camp, located at Camp
Hawley. This spl endid cooperation is winning the exchanges many friends
boys and their parents.

among

the

Here is a very good example of a shadow
box placed on the marquee of the Grand
theatre, Pittsburgh, to exploit Warner
Brother's "Desert Song." By close examination you will notice that the sliadow
depicts a desert scene of the picture with
a silhouette of two of the characters.

Hear Audien

The blind of Dubuque, Iowa, were the
guests of Jake Rosenthal, manager of the
Majestic theatre, and heard "Speakeasy," a
Fox audien. The invitations were general and
not directed to any special group or home.
This invitation was issued after Rosenthal's
observations that the blind attend talking picAppearance of the blind at picture
tures.
shows has been a rarity until the advent of the
audiens.
The newspapers took up the story and gave
it considerable space.
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Contest Wins Kiddies
And Builds Matinees

ELSINORE THEATRE

Playing

ONE NIGHT ONLY WED., JUNE
-

AIM

2G

III l/i

Artll_
Picture

EOMBEEG'sRO''
BPAEKLIHG SCORE

.

j-J^p /
«-VVUJ
|

-:

Setter than hit -Student Prince"—
or "Bloseom Tirr
Hear tbe songs trblcb
bare encircled
the globe

"One
Alone"
"Desert.
Love Sor.a"

t"Ho!"
•The Sabre
Song,"

"One Flower In
Your Garden,"
and a dozen ot/tere,

OVER ONE V EAR IN LONDON, NEW YORK, CHICAGO.
M WEEKS IN SAN FRANCISCO—LOS ANQELES.
ALREADY IT HAS ENTHRALLED MILLIONS.
Rousing male chorus, best outside grand opera.
Beautloua houris who can sing as well as dance
Cecil Stewart's Famous Symphony Orchestra.
Prices

On

Its

3

The campaign was arranged through

Now!

the above advertisement appeared,
advertising the coming of the stage version of "The Desert Song" to the Elsinore
theatre, Salem, Oregon, the Capitol, a
competitive house, immediately started
advertising the Vitaphone version of the
same play. Notice the amount of space
devoted to the announcement of the
Capitol's ad.

and Better"
Audiens Lengthens B. O. Queue

Exploiting "Bigger

(Special to the Herald-World)

MINNEAPOLIS,

July 23.— The Minnesota theatre has made the most of the
opportunities offered by the "bigger and better" audiens.
After the novelty of sound pictures had worn off and that angle could no
longer be exploited, the theatre turned to emphasizing the superiority of the
new production. Right now Fay Tyler, director of publicity, is in the midst of
carrying on the campaign begun by Everett Seibel, called "The Big 6." Number
5 is scheduled for the coming week and the campaign has been a success all
along the road.
Besides creating good will, this sort of a
Six of the best talking productions were
bought and scheduled for six successive weeks
The publicity department then
at the theatre.
went to the job of selling the "bigger and
better" idea to the public. Every possible meBillboards,
dium of advertising was used.
tack cards, programs and the screen were all
During the week preceding the showused.
ing of a picture, a considerable number of

were flashed on the screen advertising
Following
the "Big 6."

number so-and-so of

that the usual trailer was used to give patrons
an idea of the type of picture.
The pictures' chosen were "Thunderbolt,"
"The Time, the Place and the Girl," "The
Studio Murder Mystery," "The Gamblers,"
"Careers," and "Dangerous Curves."
Each
distinctly different type of picture

and

to appeal to a certain portion of each
audience. By the time the rounds were made
every theatre fan was sure to have seen at
least one and very likely more pictures that
were his or her idea of good entertainment.

campaign had another very lasting benefit.
Theatregoers got into the game of coming
each week in order to compare each picture
with the preceding one. All of this means that
the Minnesota was fairly sure of six weeks'
steady patronage from a certain number of
people which, in itself, made the campaign
worth while. On the other hand, the continual
drilling on the idea that audiens are a superior
production could not fail to have its effect.
If there were any who remained to be convinced of the fact, they were convinced, without doubt, or their case remained hopeless.

To

NEW

the co-

operation of the Educational Film Exchanges
and M. Hohner company, and can be used
by any theatre showing the "Big Boy" Educational comedies.

Theatre Stages Party

For G.A.R. Veterans

ons .SPECTACULAR imr.u,^.

spectacular singing success

was a
bound

contest which created considerable interest and
increased attendance at the theatre.
This
contest covered a period of four weeks with
the tryouts being held on Saturday mornings
and every afternoon.
Liberal prizes were offered and the contest
billed heavily with window displays, heralds
and a merry-go-round ballyhoo in front of
the theatre.
The prizes were placed on display in a candy store, that was very popular
with the kiddies and free rides were offered
on the merry-go-round.
The day of the
finals drew the interest and attendance of
nearly every kiddie in the city, who jammed
the theatre to see a young artist, Benedict
Finn, capture the honors and prizes.

Here Soon!

When

slides

theatre,

Lower Floor and Mezzanine $3.00

Bal. $1.00 - $2.00 - $2.50
Seats on Sale June 22. No Mail Orders
Not a Motion Picture
to Bligh's Capitol!

Stein,
manager of the Roosevelt
Newark, N. J., has just completed an
unusual Juvenile Comedies harmonica playing

Louis

Now

Drilling operetta

Way

Harmonica

Juvenile

Screen Meets the Stage
Open.
Today

July 27, 1929

Select

Pictures for

YORK. — A

Children

noncommercial film estimate
select from current motion pic-

service which will
tures those suitable for children has been organized,
according to announcement made today by Nelson
L. Greene, its organizer and director.
A corp of
qualified reviewers all over the country have agreed
to volunteer their services to this new organization
called The National Film Estimate Service.

Leave it to Manager Clarence A. Laws of
the Fox-U C West Coast theatre to do the
graceful thing at the right time and then turn
it to good account at the box office.
Recently
a group of G. A. R. veterans gathered at the
Veterans' Memorial building to celebrate the
anniversary of the battle of Gettysburg, and
to climax the occasion Manager Laws invited
them to the theatre to see and hear Mary
Pickford in "Coquette." They accepted in a
body and obligingly posed for a photograph
in front of the theatre.
They left, talking about the good time they
had had and commenting on the fact that all
were able to hear every word, although several are quite hard of hearing.
This was explained by their host, who told them that the
methods of reproducing audien pictures are
similar to those employed in the electric appliance worn by deaf persons.
The local
newspaper reproduced the photograph and
commented on the ages of the guests, which
ranged from 87 to 96 years.

Stage Wedding Opens

Sound

in

WE

Kansas House

(Special to the Herald-World)

JUNCTION

CITY, KAN., July

23.

—A

stage wedding with William M. Slater, manager, and Miss Helen Rupp of Los Angeles
playing the principal roles climaxed the Western Electric Sound System opening of the
Uptown theatre Wednesday, July 10. Virg
Moore, well known member of the managerial
staff of the Glen W. Dickinson Theatres, Inc.,
wedding
acted as master of ceremonies.
present in the form of a midnight banquet for
thirty invited guests was given by Glen W.
Dickinson, president of the circuit.

A

"Mary Dugan" Promoted

By
E. F.
theatre,

Summons

a

Barnes,

manager

Memphis

exploited

MGM

of

Ballyhoo
Palace
Trial of
in a very

the

"The

film
Mary Dugan," an
He had 5,000 court sumnovel manner.
mons printed and delivered one to each

downtown

office

by

a

man who was

dressed

a full dress suit.
Barnes also put out several thousand
heralds, of a various nature, as well as
securing a number of window display tieups.
in
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Universal Issuing New
Operator's Cue Sheet

On All Sound Pictures
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

—A

YORK.

new cue sheet
July 23.
with all future Universal sound pictures is
.being supplied by H. M. Messiter, in charge
of sound activities of the Universal exchanges,
as an assistance to projectionists.
Each cue sheet will have a carefully worked
out volume control and changeover cue, said
This service started w ith the
,the home office.
release of the picture "Show Boat" and will
go out in every- shipment of the prints. Sheets
are now made up for "Broadway" and the
forthcoming productions.
James Bradford has been doing the musical
and mechanical end of the sheet. The directions consist of variations from the normal
in the fader setting, normal being the volume
generally used in that particular theatre.

i

'

t

'

who tnolz part in the F rankie Darro contest with Oicen
McKivett, manager, and Alex Moffat, assistant manager. This contest uas staged Mi
exploit "The Rainbmc Man."* a Sono-Art picture released by Paramount and featuring
Eddie Dovrling and Frankie Darrou. when it played the Venetian theatre. Racine. Wis.
The contestants were each given ice cream cones and the uinners were given cash prizes.

Just a fete of thp 500 boys

Columbia Will Issue
Special Press Sheets
Columbia

will issue special press sheets
exploitation of forthcoming reThese sheets will be made up with
considerable detail and have sufficient material with which to help put Columbia
pictures over in a big way, the home office
for the
leases.

says.

,

This sheet is entirely separate from the
regular press sheet and contains only practical exploitation ideas, which have been
successfully tried out during the pre-release
showings in New York. This service will
start with the picture "The Fall of Eve."

Auto Tieup Exploits
"Trial of Mary Dugan "
MGM

When

"Trial of Mary" Dugan"
s
Buffalo theatre, a tieup with
Xash motors was made, using in their retail
showrooms a snappy roadster with a lifesize
cntout of Norma Shearer sitting at the wheel.
Leaning against the car was a large placard
telling that the show was now playing at
played

.

!

j

;

Shea's

Shea's theatre.

The lobby of
with

the

Embassv

special
in

New

the theatre was decorated
material taken out of the
York, and made an eleeant

flash.

Stenographic Contest
Boosts '-The Idle Rich"
Dave Nolan, manager of Loew's theatre.
Akron, O., recently used a stenographic contest to boost MG'M's "The Idle Rich."
The
contest was run three days preceding the opening of the picture and tied in with a local
newspaper, the Times Press.
Nolan had 3,000 special blotters printed and
distributed in office buildings, business houses
and schools, copy on the blotters reading
"Vacation Money Join 'The Idle Rich'
Stenographers
Secretaries
Business Girls
Transcribe three brief letters in the Times
Press June 19-20-21.
in S50 in gold— Free
tickets to see 'The Idle Rich' at Loew's."

—

—

—

W

9 Fan Magazines W
Advertise

ill

W B Pictures

arner Brothers will advertise "On With
in nine fan magazines during the
month of September, according to information
\\

the

Show"

from their New York office.
These advertisements, for that all colored
film, are the twelfth of the same type which
\\ arner Brothers have used to reach picturegoers through fan and general magazines.
received

24 Merchants Join Campaign to
Pick Boys Resembling Darro
hen "The Rainbow Man."

Pathe audien. plaved at the Milwaukee Theatre
is.. Owen McKivett. manager of the house
and veteran Wisconsin theatre man. saw to it that the whole town knew about it.
One of the big features, of a very complete exploitation of the picture, was a
Frankie Darro contest tieup with 24 Racine merchants.
The object of the contest was to pick four boys who looked the most like
Frankie Darro. playing with Eddie Dowling in "The Rainbow Man." Photos
of Frankie were run in the Racine Journal-News and the boys were instructed to
The contest was ballyhood far and wide
dress as much like him as possible.
in Racine and much newspaper space, including front page stories were run a
week before, the picture was scheduled to appear announcing the event.
On the evening before the picture opened, around the canopy with "Rainbow Man"
a

Circuit"? \ enetian theatre. Racine.

was run in the Journal-News
with four pages of reading matter and advertisements of the merchants who were coThe prizes to be
operating in the event.
awarded the winners included $10 in cash,
four bank accounts of SI each, $25 in merchandise and a number of other gifts.
The boys were instructed to meet in front
of the Venetian theatre at 11 o'clock on the
morning of the day on which the picture
opened. The Venetian is located directly in
a special section

the downtown district of the city and immediately across the street from it is an attracHere, despite
tive park known as the square.
a rainy morning, approximately 500 boys conThey were each supplied with a
gregated.
placard upon a stick which advertised the
picture and also stressed the fact that it was
an all talking picture. The street was roped
off in front of the theatre and the police
were on hand to take care of the crowds.

3 Truck Loads of Ice Cream Used
In front of the theatre three prominent
Racine business men, whose names were proclaimed beforehand in a newspaper story,
judged the boys. The winners were then selected and appeared on the stage of the theatre
that evening and presented with their prizes.
All the boys who participated in the contest
received free ice cream cones, donated by one

of the participating firms, and free tickets to
the Venetian. Three trucks of ice cream were
distributed to the children and the climax of
the affair was a big street parade with each
of the boys carrying a placard on poles adver-

"The Rainbow Man."
The lobby of the theatre was

tising

especially

decorated for the picture with a cloud effect

across it in cut out letters measuring 24 feet
by 9 feet. The Rialto theatre, which is also
a Milwaukee Theatre Circuit house and located on the same street also was dressed up

with a special built front. In addition twentywindow
special
featured
four merchants
displays for the picture, including windowcards, giant records and instrument displays.
Music stores featured the song hit numbers
of the picture emphasizing the sound element.

Exploits Sound Angle
For further exploitation of the sound angle,
four amplifiers were placed above the canopy
of the theatre and song hits from the picture
broadcast out into the streets. A radio station
hook-up was also arranged with the Racine
Journal-News station and hits from the number and announcements were broadcast over
In addition two automobiles
this station.
with large banners, advertising the fact that
Dowling.
Eddie
appearing in "The Rainbow
Man" at the Venetian theatre, would drive
such and such a make car if he were in Racine. One of these automobiles was constantly
about the streets of the city while the other
was stationed in front of the theatre.
Needless to say the picture played to big
crowds the three days it was at the Venetian.
Despite damp weather on the morning of the
Frankie Darro contest, over 500 boys from
a city with a population of appro ximately

were on hand for the fun. Newspaper
publicity secured through the stunt amounted
to four front page stories and S75 inches of
free space besides.
McKivett set out to let
Racine know- that "The Rainbow Man." and
all
talking production was playing at his
theatre and he succeeded admirably.
75,000,

—
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THE SHORT FEATURE
38 Papers Already Signed in U's
National Local Newsreel Combine
Two more

leading papers, the Minneapolis Tribune and the Kansas City Journal-Post are the latest papers to sign in the Universal national and local newsIt is estimated that the two papers have more than 1,000,000
reel combine.
readers and that the 38 papers already signed, and which will soon start a heavy
advertising and publicity

campaign have

a

combined number of readers, totaling

nearly 20,000,000.
This announcement was made by Universale general sales manager, M. Van Praag,
upon the return of Fred McConnell, newsreel sales manager, to New York with the
contracts, after his western trip in which
he visited these two cities. The newsreels
will be issued in these two territories under
the respective titles of the Minneapolis
Tribune Universal Newsreel and the Kansas City Journal-Post Universal Newsreel
and will work directly in conjunction with
Universal in popularizing these newsreels
in their territory.

38 Dailies Signed
greatest
world's
the
of
Thirty-eight
dailies, with more than 20,000,000 readers,
are now allied with Universal in establishing one of the most amazing newsreel servThis new and unique
ices ever conceived.

newsreel is distinctively a newspaper film.
It is being produced by newspaper men of
long training and experience and unfolds
in pictorial form on the screen the very
news that appears from day to day in the
columns of these newspapers for their newsreading public.
The newsreel will be released in each territory under the name of the paper in that
district prefixed to Universal Newsreel, so
that the identification with the publication
is at once established.
Continuous Campaign
Every paper in the combine is planning
a newspaper campaign both in its advertisThe initial caming and news columns.
paign, which starts about ten days prior to
the first release on July 31, consists of
6,070 lines of advertising copy running from
one-sixth page to full page advertisements,
besides news stories.

A tremendous campaign is planned to run
continuously after the first release, the papers giving over generous space from day
to day to advertising, and giving their readers the news in regard to their pictorial
news

service.

Irving Wormser, Nat

Cohn Handle Columbia
Short Subjects in
Nat Cohn and Irving Wormser

TV. Y.
will

han-

dle the sale of Columbia short subjects in
New York territory, according to an an-

nouncement

home
greater

coining

office.

This

New York

from

the
territory

and northern

Columbia
comprises

New

Jer-

sey.

The Columbia

short subjects consist of
104 one-reel subjects; 26 Victor Gems, 26

Talking Screen Snapshots, 26 Krazy Kats
Cartoons and 26 Color Singles.

The

Cohn and Wormser
Columbia two of the best known

signing

brings to

of

men in the metropolitan area, who are intimately acquainted with most of the exhibitors and their problems through their long
association with distribution activities.

Newspictures
INTERNATIONAL

NEWSREEL

NO.

57.— Blue

Larkspur wins 1929 turf crown, captures race by
lengths
President Hoover meets with the
members of the newly formed Federal Farm Board
Colonel and Mrs. Lindbergh complete trip covering route of coast-to-coast air rail line
Loren Mendell and R. B. Reinhart break old endurance record,
stay in air for 246 hours
Sprouting volcano set
Japanese towns afire Yale and Harvard beat
British track stars at Cambridge, Mass.
PARAMOUNT NEWS NO. 101.—Colonel Lindbergh
opens new 48-hour transcontinental passenger service
Roger Williams and Lewis Yancey inspect airplane before take off on 31 hour hop which ended
in Spain
German S. S. Bremen, world's largest
motor liner, ready for trip to United States.

—

several

—

—

—

—

—

—

PARAMOUNT NEWS

NO. 102.— Polish

—

flyers

—

—
—

KINOGRAMS

NO. 5518.— Sweden's King is guest of
Esthonia Yale-Harvard 6tars overwhelm Britons
Pennsylvania honors its world war dead Royal
welcome for sultan of Zanzibar Endurance flyers
down after 246 hours.

—

—

Paramount News Reel

NO.
—41 British
cars roar
—King George,
long
gets fervent
return
London — Lindbergh and
open new air-mail system — United States
make
ocean

M G M NEWS
6-hour

"Many theatres are equipped only for sound
reproduction by the disc method, and until
this condition is corrected Paramount Sound
News will be released with both disc and
sound film recording," said Cohen.

Releases

PATHE— "Modern

28

Monty

Collins,

Alt,

Cameo,

one.

Petters," Sound
two-thirds.

Rhythm,"

Sportlight, one; "The
topic, one-third; "Untitled," Fable,

UNIVERSAL— "Faces,"

Snappy Comedy, one; "The

Pirate's Secret." Kingston, two; "Just the Type,"
Stern Bros., Mike and Ike, two; "Go Get 'Em.
Kid," Western, Chandler, two.

WEEK OF AUGUST

EDUCATIONAL— "Sole

M G M — "Dealers
—

Support,"

4
B.g

Boy,

Juve-

nile, two.

Babies," Oddity, one.
UNIVERSAL "Weary Willies," Snappy Comedy,
Oswald, one; "On the Sidelines," Collegians, two;
"Newlyweds Pests," Snookums, two; "The Lone
Rider," Featurette, Curwood, two.
WEEK OF AUGUST 11
"Untitled," Mack Sennett Talking
comedy, two; "Hot Sports," Collins-Dent, Cameo,
one.
in

EDUCATIONAL—

UNIVERSAL— "Stepping

High," Snappy comedy,
Arthur Lake, one; "Trapped by the Tide," Adventure, Kingston, two; "The Cut Ups," Stern
Bros., two; "Just in Time," Featurette, Edmund
Cobb, two
WEEK OF AUGUST 18
EDUCATIONAL— "His Baby Daze," Lloyd Hamilton, two; "Look Out Below," Raymond McKee,
Jack White comedy, two; "Fake Flappers," Jerry
Drew, Ideal comedy, two.
UNIVERSAL "Saucy Sausages," Oswald, snappy
comedy, one; "The Shadow of Death." Adventure
picture, Kingston, two; "Use Your Feet," Collegians, Fourth Series, two; "Stop Barking," Stern
Bros., Buster Brown, two; "The Wallop," Fea-

—

turette,

Carey, two.

to

Rome — 500,000

win Paris Grand Prix.

Opens
Y. Exchange
To Distribute Shorts

Sound News.

WEEK OF JULY

air-

flight

first

N

July 23.— Paramount News
Reel will be available to exhibitors on either
disc or films, according to an announcement
made by Emanuel Cohen, editor of Paramount

Mermaid, two; "Contented Wives," Al

stiff

to

thrilled as favorites

YORK,

EDUCATIONAL— "Honeymooniacs,"

in

ill,

on

FitzPatrick Pictures

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

bride

men

96.

race

welcome

Available for Either
Film or Disc Devices

in-

jured in trans-Atlantic flight, one killed
Spain hails
rescued aces President Hoover attends first session of Federal commission created to aid nation's
farmers Japan town buried in lava.

FitzPatrick Pictures announces the opening

New York exchange, from which it
handle national sales and distribution of
four series of short subjects in sound and

of

its

will

voice.

Their program for 1929-30 include a series
of 12 "Traveltalks" described as individual
personally conducted tours of the interesting
countries of the world.
The second series
will be known as "Movie Horoscopes" one reel
"Signs of the Zodiac," simplifying popular
astrology on modern subjects. This series will
include 12 horoscopes, one for each month of
the year.
as

known

The

third

series

is

a group to be

"Twelve American Holidays,"

de-

signed to be a patriotic series adapting the
features of 12 national holidays into an interesting featurette.
The fourth series is 12
music masters, a series based on the lives of
famous composers. The orchestrations have
been arranged by Hugo Riesenfeld and Nathanial Finston.
The "Traveltalks" and "Movie Horoscopes"
are being recorded on R C A equipment.

Radio Pictures Issues
Press Sheets on Shorts
Radio Pictures will issue special billing and
press sheets on their short subject. For each,
there will be a press sheet, one and three
sheets.

In addition there will be press sheets for the
series which will include J3

R K O Darmour

Mickey McGuire comedies and 13 "Record
Breaker" series. There will be an individual
press sheet for each Gramercy shorts, which
include seven comedies, six dramatic two-reeloneers, seven Marc Connelly and six novelty

reelers.
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GIRL

Metro Movietone Acts
•Beloved": b. "Ah.
EORGE LYONS (79). Numbers:
Sweet Mystery of Life"; c. "Don't Be Like That": d.
"St. Louis Blues"; e. "Rainbow 'Round Sly Shoulder."
For release August 3, 1929.
646 feet.
ECIL LEAN AND CLEO MAYFIELD (80). Number: "His
Lucky Day." 1.735 feet. For release August 10. 1929.
Numbers: a. "The One That I
EORGIE PRICE (SI).
714
Lore Lotos Me"; b. "I'm Marching Home to You."
For release August 17. 1929.
feet.
SPITALN Y and His Pennsylvania Orchestra (82).
H
L
Numbers: a. "Medley of Musical Comedy Hits"; b. "FareFor release August 24, 1929.
701 feet.
well Blues."
JN AND SCHENCK (83). Numbers: a. "That's How You
Can Tell They're Irish"; b. "Bainbow 'Round My Shoul838
der"; c. "Ramona": d. "The Dixie Troubadours."
For release August 31, 1929.
feet.
I

"ORG E DEWEY WASHINGTON (S4). Numbers: a. "Just
Be a Builder of Dreams"; b. "Down Among the Sugar
For release September 7. 1929.
632 feet.
Cane."
TTA RUFFO (85) in "Credo" from "Othello." 523 feet.
September

ETRO MOVIETONE

1929.

14,

REVUE — "Bits

Broadway."

of

(80).

For release September 21, 1929.

KURENKO

MARIA

ADAME

Numbers:

(87).

"The

a.

Faust, b. "II Boccio"; c. "The Last
For release September 28.
840 feet.

from

Song."

Jewel

Rose of Summer."
1929.

ELLER SISTERS AND LYNCH (88). Number*: a. "How
D'Ya Do"; "Ka Rrazy for You"; c. "If I Had You."
727

For

feet.

October

release

1929.

5.

Numbers:
/ETTE RUGEL (89).
Marie": c. "The Farting." 713

a. "Paradise Lost"; b.
For release Octofeet.

LTMORE TRIO

Number:

(90).
For release October 19,

DOERR

Birds."

"Jail

800

feet.

1929.

Saxophone act. Numbers: a. "SaxoSouth": c. "Technicalities":
phone
1 "Bye. Bye. Sweetheart." 795 feet. For release Octo-

.YDE

(91).

March";

"Sunny

b.

1929.

ber 26.

Numbers: a. "Glad Rag Doll"; b.
)M WARING (92).
565
"Just a Garden"; c. "I'm Marching Home to You."
For release November 2, 1929.
'eet.
"L'Africaine."
520 feet.
Number:
TTA RUFFO (93).
For release November 9. 1929.
Numbers: a. "La Spagnola": b.
>RL AND BELL (91).
"Kiss Me Again"; c. "Blue Hawaii"; d. "Just a MelFor release November 10. 1929.
700 feet.
3dy."
Numbers: a. "Serenade": b.
JCI DE KEREKJARTO (95).
For release November 23.
622 feet.
Witches Dance."
1929.

COMMANDERS

VING AARONSON'S

Now";

She's Nobody's Sweetheart
leart";

HUSSEY

VIMY

a.

Sailor's Sweetrelease Novem-

EVANS

7,

841

feet,

by Al Belasco)
Columbia artist.
795

(98),
feet.

in

comedy

For

release

Numbers: a. "I'm Looking Over
IE
Four Leaf Clover"; b. "Rose of Waikiki": c. "Breezing
For release December
607 feet.
Vlong With the Breeze."

REVELLERS

(99).

i

O. 1929.

VDAME MARIA KURENKO
from

song"

release

•"or

VLTER

C.

AND SCHENCK

N

Numbers:

a.

"Shadow

714
"Dinorab"; b. "Song of India."
December 28. 1929.
KELLY (101). in "The Virginia Judge."

For release January

eet.

(100).

Joins to Be
"St. Louis

4,

803

1930.

Numbers:

(102).

Right";
799
Blues."
All

feet,

b. "Ain't
feet.
For

"Everything's
Nothin' Now";

a.

Got

release

January

11.

.930.

Saxophone act. Numbers: a. "WedDoll"; b. "If I Had You": c.
For release January 18. 1930.
feet.
LTMORE TRIO (104) in "College Romeos." 833 feet.
?or release January 25. 1930.

YDE DOERR

(103i.

the Painted
of
572
Original Music."

ling

Vitaphone Acts
Holmes Herbert, as
(3079).
Trailer
ceremonies, introduces Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
Miss Myers sings
and Carmel Jlyers.
Divine" the theme song.

AGE:

RELESS
naster

of

Young

.oretta

Melody
,RD TO

GET: Trailer (3078). An introductory playfollowed by a scene in a night club with vocal and
Song Dorothy Mackaill.
rchestral renditions of the theme.

et

iOUise

Fazenda, Charles Delaney. Jack Oakie and

Sums head the cast

of

this

Edmund

all-star trailer.

MAN AND THE MOMENT:

Trailer (3009).
Billic
)ove and Rod Laltocque tell about this picture with the
heme song "Just a Lucky Moment" sung as a musical
ackground.

E

RRY FOX AND BEE CURTIS
he

(829).

Scene:
Drawing room.
Harry Fox has an excellent

Bee."

in

Of

"The Fox and
musical comedy

for his lightningoat chatter in Beatrice Curtis, beautiful songstress.
Dance
Numbers: a. "Underneath the
,iterlude by Miss Curtis.
'.age.

Wabash Moon,"

b.

foil

"Love Baby."

RRY FOX AND HIS SIX AMERICAN BEAUTIES

(828).

cene:
Drawing room.
Star funster of musical comedy
ith bis six ludicrous chamber maids in a piece of travesty
n the modern chorus girl. Musical numbers and breezy
lonologue by Fox.
Numbers: a. "Half Way to Heaven."
"Belles of Hotels."
.

RMAN THOMAS QUINTETTE

"Harlem Mania."
cene:
Drawing room.
Colored entertainers singing and
anclng.
Also acrobatic drummer.
Numbers:
a. "Sleep.
aby.
Sleep."
b. "Listen
to
the
Mocking Bird," c
(S27). in

Melody in F."

3AR ELLIS AND HIS EMBASSY CLUB ORCHESTRA
823).
Scene:
Band set.
Night club entertainer and
n»rd

"name"

the star of this combination of vocal
numbers, supported by orchestra.
Each
snappy solo bit in novel arrangement of
»m I Blue" the song hit from "On With the Show."
umbers: a. "How Can I Love Again." b. "Am I Blue."
'Ive Got a Feeling I'm Falling."
ii ROBERTSON (S13). in "High Water." Scene:
Drawig room.
Known as Broadway's "hit maker." Offering
rendition of a song poem of the floods that devastate
ie
southland.
Flood scenes have been double exposed

nd

is

instrumental

layer contributes a

er

the

artist's

figure.

E GAY NINETIES
*ne. Linns room
ay unc'ies."

or "The Unfaithful Husband" (811).
and cafe. Burh-sque of the plays of
Numbers: a. "McSorley's Twins." b.
Sr.
&
We Never Speak As We Pass By." c. "Up In a Balloon."
AMILIA
FACE wi,h H "9 h O'Connell (807). Scene:
LT
J?
w lp" offlce
speakeasy.
Atmosphere of metronewspaper
ma ana fortune offlce. with disgraced reporter winning
ime
through the accidental capture of a

S

^

Numbers:

Mammas

of
players

picked

Mooche

—

"Liebesfreud" Kreisler.
of mother-in-law.

Synchronized
Score (3351-3359).
Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra. Numbers 3351 to 3359
Reels 1 to 9.
First National Vitaphone talk-

inclusive.

ing productions.

Reels

inclusive.

to

1

ing picture.

Score (3311-3320).
Svnchronized by Vitaphone
Symphony Orchestra. Numbers 3311 to 3320 inclusive. Reels
1 to 10.
First National Vitaphone talking productions.
GIRL IN THE GLASS CAGE. THE:
Score (3301-3308).
Synchronized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers
3301 to 3308 inclusive. Reels 1 to 8.
First National Vitaphone talking productions.
DRAG: Trailer (3048). Scene from the musical show featured in the picture and cast sings "My Song of the
Nile" the theme song.
Richard Barthelmess then appears
to introduce the cast.
First National Vitaphone talking
production.

DOOLEY AND SALES

(824) in

'

Name." Scene:

Dooley's the

Drawing room.
Winter Garden stars in gay presentation
of mirth and melody, deliver rollicking repartee and laughable songs, plus a dance interlude.
Numbers: a. "Oh, Mr.
"Polly-Molly-O."

b.

X.

"The Man About Town." Scene:
Tramp comedian of burlesque and vaude-

SILK

(819)

Drawing room.

in

Clever monologue with droll songs put over in
Numbers: a. "The Millionaire Song:"
"Ohl Oh! OH! What a Night."

ville.

b.

ALL GIRL REVUE. THE

Band

Scene:

(818).

All

set.

and all dancing show.
Cast includes Betty Lou
Webb, a Paul Ash discovery; Lillian Price, the comedienne:
Ellen Bunting with DePaco and Kazviki, acrobatic dancNumbers:
ers; and Jean Rankin's Bluebell's orchestra.
a. "That's Her Now;" b. "I'm an Indian;" c. "Chrysanthemums;" d. "My Pet."
KATE SMITH (817). Scene: Drawing room. Offers red
hot songs with a red hot voice.
Known as "The Songbird
of the South."
Numbers: a. "Carolina Moon:" b. "Bless
singing

You.

(816)

Scene:

"He's a Devil."

in

known

Exterior of cottage.
Well
doing rube characterizations.

vaudeville

Rav

team.

OKLAHOMA BOB ALBRIGHT

and His Rodeo Do Flappers.
Scene: Drawing room.
Bob Albright, baritone, assisted by
Rodeo Do Flappers who sing and dance with him. Numbers: a. "My Pony Boy;" b. "Chloe;" c. "Lodel;" d.
"Salter Dog."
HARRY TATE (767) in "The Patent Office." Scene: Offl-.e.
Harry Tate and his troupe of
England's laughing fooL
fun makers in comedy riot.
BABY ROSE MARIE (809). Scene: Drawing room. Four
"Heigh Ho"; b.
year old child singing these numbers: a.
"Who Wouldn't Be Jealous of You"; c. "Don't Bd
Like That."

BLUE

Scene:

R1DGERS

Interior

With
mountain

of

Cordelia

Mayberry

Four

cabin.

(795).

mountaineers

a

"Oh Susanna":
EL

"Medley."

c.

BRENDEL AND FLO BERT

(789).

in

"Beau Night."

Living
room.
Comedian of
"Wings,"
"The
Flirt" and other stage and screen successes in

Scene:

Campus

short sketch.

BEDS

TWIN

Miller and

Trailer

Zasu

A

(3020).

Pitts

Jack

introduce

in

Ruth

Patsy

Mulhall,

picture

novel bedroom

National-Vitaphone talking production.
SQUALL, THE: Score (3251-3201). Synchronized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3251 to 3261 In
elusive.
Reels 1 to 11.
First National-Vitaphone talkscene.

First

ing production.

THE TIME. THE PLACE AND THE GIRL:

Score (3208Synchronized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
to 3214 inclusive.
Reels 1 to 7.
Waruer

3214).

Numbers 3208

Bros. -Vitaphone

talking

picture.

ON WITH THE SHOW:

Trailer (3060).
Initial all-color,
all-dancing trailer.
all-talking,
Sam Hardv
Warner-Bros. Vitaphone talkintroduces stars of picture.
ing picture.
BABIES: Trailer (3008). Alice White sinzAlso Broadway Babies
ing a number from the picture.
First National-Vitaphone talking prostrutting their stuff.
all-singing,

BROADWAY
duction.

CAREERS:
woman is

Trailer

Entire cast discusses whether a
ruining her reputation to aid her

(2980).

justified

in

from
Billie Dove speaks
husband's career.
First National-Vitaphone talking production.

GAMBLERS. THE:
this
ture.

advance

agent.

Trailer

(2970).

Entire

the

screen.

talks

in
pic-

VARSITY

Rhythm."

;

;

ALBERT SPALDING
first

(801).

Scene:

Drawing room.

violinist playing his own composition
time on screen, also "Valse in G Flat"

hall

BUD HARRIS AND FRANK RADCLI FFE
the

Party."

(2795)

"An Everyday Occurrence"

In

Scene:
Parkway.
A smart guy gets
after a few words with a smart lady

CECILIA (CISSIE) LOFTUS

(792)

himself

entangled

"Famous Impersona-

in

Drawing room.
Imitation
of
Sophie
Tucker and others.
Numbers: a. "Gonna Get a Girl":
SIaD
0065 ,Vner e Papa Goes": c. Yiddish version of
}?
\Mama
r
Goes Where Para Goes."
FRED ARDATH (785) in "The Singing Bee", rustic comedy.
Scene:
Rustic home.
Was rube comedian of the Follies
Numbers: a
"I Pagliacci"
b.
"Finiculi-Finicula"; t
Tiring Back My Bonnie to Me."
Scehej

tions.

PALM

BEACH

Scene:

FOUR.

THE:

night

(794).

club

Garden.

Quartet

Stars of Helen Morgan
Club.
Club
and European clubs.
Numbers:
a
"Some
Sweet Day"; b. "Poo-Poo-Parcop"
c.
"Nobody's Fault
But Your Own."
JACK WHITE AND HIS MONTREALERS (791) in a
number from his own act at the Frivolity Club.
Scene:
Night club.
His own orchestra and two pretty accompanists.
Numbers: a. "I'm Karazy for You"; b "Mean
c.
"Goodby Broadway: Hello Montreal"; d.
Jo Me";
'Fimculi-Finicula"
e.
"Laugh Clown Laugh": f. "I
Pagliacci": g. "Over There"; h. "Anvil Chorus";
L "Rose
of No Man's Land."
BOBBY FOLSOM (788). In "Typical Types." Scene: Drawing room.
Ziegfeld beauty and leading lady of variety
stage, doing Imitations.
Numbers: a "Two Little Girls":

:

"Teas":

b.

"I Lost

c.

TINY TOWN REVUE
of

the

Negro
Scene:
Street.
Louis Blues"; b.

Numbers: a "Sl

Con-

"Alabama"
by Chopin.

(783)

My

Stockings."
Scene: Stage

(784).

A

set.

pageant

Dancing and singing by midgets
Numbers: a. "Tiny Town Opening"; b. "The Only One
to Be"; c.
"Miss Annabelle Lee": d. "I Scream You
Scream. We All Scream for Ice Cream."
GEORGE BROADHURST AND COMPANY (780). in "Three
o'clock In the Morning."
Scene: Cabaret.
Drunken sailor
in night club.
Numbers: a. "Anvil Chorus"; b. "Wobbly
Lilliputians.

Walk."

DESERT SONG OVERTURE

(2930).
Played by Vitaphone
Orchestra.
Score (3181-88).
Synchronized by Vitaphone
Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3181 to 3188. inclusive
Reels 1 to 8.
First National-Vitaphone talking production.

Symphony

HOT STUFF:

A

HOUSE OF HORRORS:
Reels
production.

ing

Score (3161-67).
Synchronized by
Orchestra.
Numbers 3161 to 3167

Symphony

Vitaphone

to

1

National-Vitaphone

First

7.

DESERT SONG, THE:

talk-

Score

(3141-54).
Synchronized by
Vitaphone
Symphony Orchestra, including exit march
Numbers 3141 to 3154. inclusive. Reels 1 to 13. 3154 Is

march.

exit

HOUSE OF HORRORS:

Trailer (2990).
Louise Fazenda and
Conklin at ouija table in spooky looking house.
National-Vitaphone talking production.

Chester
First

TWO WEEKS OFF:

Trailer (2978).
Jack Mulhall, Dorothy
Jed Prouty and Gertrude Astor at seaside cotNational-Vitaphone talking production.

Mackaill,
tage.

First

DUFFY AND GLEASON

"Fresh from Hollywood."

(775). in

Park.
Jimmy Duffy, comedian from "Follies." in
Numbers: a. "I'm Mr. Duffy of Mr. Gallagher
and Mr. Shean" b. "I've Got a Horse and Cornel."
JOSIE HEATHER (744). in "The Character Comedienne.'"
Scene: Drawing room.
Scotch comedienne doing thret
numbers: a. "There's a Welcome There for You"- b
"Nervous Girl"; c. "We Have a Wonderful Girl."'

Scene:

short skit.

ARTHUR AND MORTON HAVEL
Drawing

Scene:

From

room.

in

"At

melodies and comics.
"She's Mine."

(769),

"Plavmates."

in

musical

comedy "Just a
"bad egg" and "mothNumbers: a. "I Want to Be with My Mammy
er's boy."
Down in Miami"; b. "Heigho Ho Cheerio."
Minute." with characterizations

CODEE AND ORTH
Scene:

"A

In

(757).

Comedy

Park-

invisible

of

with

birds,

sketch of
starving boy

Bird

KREMER

ISA

melodies:

Scene:

(748).

The

the Hand"
lady feeding
standing by in

in

wayward
friend

agony.

Living

room.

Two

Second

popular

Minuet"; b. "Little Sparrow."
Drawing room.
Star of
"Follies" and "Artists and Models" in Vitaphone debu"
Numbers: a. "Where's the Boy For Me"; b "I Loved
Your Eyes."
a.

GRACE LA RUE

(739).

Scene:

RED DONOHUE AND U-NO
Scene:

GLAD
played
to

(734).

in

"A

Traffic

Muddle-

Bed Donohue with U-No. his mule.
DOLL: Score (3121-28).
Synchronized

Street.

RAG

by Vitaphone

3128.

inclusive.

Symphony Orchestra.

Reels 1

to

score

Numbers 3121

8.

GLAD RAG DOLL:
seated
facts

Trailer (3007).
Claude Gillingwater
in armchair, is Questioned by reporter concerning
in making this Warner Brothers- Vitaphone picture.

FROZEN

RIVER:
Score
(2991-96).
Synchronized score
by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 2991
inclusive.
Reels 1 to 6.

played
to

2996,

PLACE AND THE GIRL, THE: Trailer (2998).
in guise of schoolmaster calls upon pupils,
introducing cast.

James Kirkwood
thus

PRISONERS:

Trailer (2979).
Ian Keith, as district attorney
introduces leading players and star. Corinne Griffith.
Firsi
talking picture.

National-Vitaphone

SINCLAIR AND LA MARR
Comedy.

Number:

a.

(753).
"I've Never

SATURDAY'S CHILDREN:

"Baltimore."
cert

-

.

of

MACK AND PURDY

TIME.

cast

Warner Bros. -Vitaphone talking

THREE (804) in "Blue Streaks of
Scene: Drawing room. Phonograph and vaudeBabe. Bob and Jack Hauser singing and
ville
stars.
"That's What
Call
Sweet
Numbers:
a.
I
dancing.
Music" b. "I Used to Love Her in the Moonlight" c-

THE

Some

b.

;

"gal from th' feud county" sing, dance and plav
syncopation as it exist9 in the mountain country of the
Numbers: a.
"Trail of the Lonesome Pine"; b.
South.

and

^J0

rVo

Scene:
Band set.
Shadowgraph
with
music.
Numbers:
a
"Waters of Perkiomen"; c. "If I Had You"e
"ilUenberg
Blues":
f.
"Lonely"' t
%m>
These Days."

synchronized

;

inclusive.

Sister."

RAY AND DOT DEAN

THE

Comedy

Richman. Veree Teasdale
supporters of an antiliving room

as

Scene:

Deauville,

CAREERS:

Dooley;"

Charles

(776):

;

Score (3321-3332).
Synchronized
Orchestra.
Numbers 3321-3332
12.
Warner Bros. Vitaphone talk-

Symphony

Vitaphone

by

"The Flapper

b.

THE

REISMAN AND HOTEL BRUNSWICK ORCHESTRA
"Rhythms."

in
(770)
silhouettes

Comedy

stars,

amendment.

Rusel

Drawing room.
Two
violin.
Numbers:

"The Waitress":

a.

AMENDMENT,

Hugh McConnell appear

and

BROADWAY BABIES:

ON WITH THE SHOW:

(796)
ceremonies
assisted by
Billy
Smith, eccentric

Lullaby."

Broadway

Three

excellent tenor voice.

1929.

December 14.

nursery

NINETY-NINTH

Hubby having a hectic time with "mother" staying at the
house, until he hires a circus strong woman to act as an
antidote.
Speedy farce with a cast of featured players
and directed by Bryan Foy.

FRANK

1929.

(assisted

Exclusive

.ketch.

Number: "Uneasy Street."

(97).

December

^or release

IY

Numbers:

(96).

"The
For

b.
feet.

696

1929.

30.

jer

Get By."

"I'll

c.

a. "Minuet in D" — Mozart,
b.
THE OUT-LAW IN-LAW (782).

pen

the

offlce

REVUE

IRENE FRANKLIN (777). "The American Comedienne."
Two comedy characterizations. Scenes:
Restaurant and

LEO

(798).
Scene:
this master of

NIGHT CLUB

HIS

AND MRS. JACK NORWORTH (787) in "Odds and
Scene:
Drawing room.
Norworth of musical
comedy fame and Dorothy Adelphi, his wife, in patter and
songs
or
Norworth's own composition.
Numbersa.
^oney Boy"; b. "The Man and the Monkey";
c.
"My

gambllng

from

Trailer.

.Ends.

release is not
the list of acts is compiled in
order of release, the most recent release
being listed first. Xumber of release fol/oils name of act.]

performances

(2889).

MR

[Where exact date of

ALBERT SPALDING

THE

CAGE.

with Roy Sedley as master of
Beth Miller, blues singer, and
dancer.
Scene: Night club.
Numbers: a. "Blue Grass"b. "I Ain't TaMn' Orders from No One"; c. "Sonny
Boy"

stated,

Story from the
notorious bank robber.
Crouse. nationally known columnist and
from casts of current Broadway shows.

GLASS

ROY SEDLEY AND

RELEASES

by

1929.

12.

iber

THE

IN

Loretta Young plays the girl in a motion picture box
and Carroll Nye is her chatty boy friend

SOUND ACT

a.

For release

55

score

3131

played
to

3139.

Vitaphone

Vitaphone
inclusive.

in

Had

"At the Seashore."
a Vacation."

Score

(3131-39).
Synchronized
Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers
Reels 1 to 9.
First National-

production.

MADONNA OF AVENUE

A: Score (3051-58). Synchronized
score played by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Number!
3051 to 3058 inclusive.
Reels 1 to 8.

;

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

56
DIVINE LADY, THE:

Score (3031-40).
Synchronized score
played by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3031
to 3040 inclusive.
Reels 1 to 10.
Fiist National -Vitaphone production.

SONNY BOY:

Trailer

Presents Davey Lee, juvenile

(3000).

star.

SATURDAY'S CHILDREN:
male lead,
Flashbacks

on

discourses

some

show

Trailer (2998).
Grant Withers,
this Maxwell Anderson picture.
scenes.
First National- Vitaphone

production.

HOT STUFF:

Trailer (2977). BiUy BakeweU. juvenile lead,
Alice White and Louise Fazenda tell about this
picture.
First National-Vitaphone production.

and

WHY

BE GOOD: Trailer (2960).
Jack Mulhall gives
glimpses of this Colleen Moore picture.
Flashback shown.
First National-Vitaphone production.

FROM

HEADQUARTERS: Trailer (2867).
Henry B.
Walthall, in jungle hut and wearing TJ. S. Marine uniform,
explains situation and introduces Monte Blue. star.

ROBERT EMMETT KEANE
Hotel

Scene
(2849-50) in "Gossip."
of legitimate stage is supported by
brothers player, and Claire Whitney,

Star

parlor.

John Miljan, Warner
screen and stage player.

DAVE BERN IE AND ORCHESTRA

(2796) in "Here Comes
Showboat."
Scene:
Showboat.
Numbers: a. "Here
Comes the Showboat": b. "Oh, You Have No Idea"; c.
"High, High, High Up on a Hilltop"; d. "Constantinople."

the

MADONNA

AVENUE

OF
Trailer
(2718).
Withers, male lead, as master of ceremonies introduces
Dolores Costello, Louise Dresser and other featured playShows one of the sets in reproduction.
ers.
A:

Grant

RUDY VALLEE AND HIS CONNECTICUT YANKEES
Band

set.
Vallee's radio band.
Numbers:
the Field"; b. "Deep Night"; c. "Cutside."

(771).

"Down

a.

CLARENCE TISDALE

Scene:
Southern plantation.
(766).
negro singer, presents these numbers:
a.
"The
Sweetness of Your Song"; b. "Bye and Bye"; c. "Oh,
Didn't It Rain."
Tisdale,

HARRY HORLICK AND GYPSIES (763).
Horlick and his A. & P. Gypsies, are
set.
Numbers:
radio hook-up weekly.
"Black Eyes"; c.
"Chiquita";
b.
"Gypsy Love Song."
Toys"
e.

Band

Scene:

on a national
"Two Guitars";

a.
d.

"March

of

the

;

RAYMOND HITCHCOCK
with Hitchy."

Cummins and

set.

"An Evening

in

Number:

room.

ORCHESTRA

AND

I

Band

(760)

Living

Scene:

Comes the Groom."
BERN E CUMMINS

Biltmore

kis

at

Home

a.

"Here

(752).

Scene:

orchestra

present

Numbers: a. "Come On Baby"; b. "If
I Had You"; c. "Here Comes the Ball and Chain."
MAX SCHMELING (745). Scene: Gymnasium. Heavyweight
champion of Germany 6kip8 rope, shadow boxes and en
ga^es in one- round bout.

modern

songs.

AND

TREMAINE

PAUL

ARISTOCRATS

Scene:

(742).

Numbers:
a.
Jazz band of variety stage.
set.
Been Working on the Railroad"; b. "On the Road
"Chinese Dream"
"Fanfare"; e.
d.
to Mandalay"
c.
"Here Comes the Showboat"; f. "Medley."

Band
"I've

;

;

FANNIE WARD

Scene:
(721).
year old flapper in two numbers:

Sixty-two
room.
"Flapper Fannie"; b.

Living
a.

"Radio Widow."
"Headin' South."
Harmonizing of Southern
Scene: Pullman drawing room.
Numbers: a. "Doin' the Raccoon"; b. "Imaginasongs.
tion"; c. "Way Down South."
in

(2888)

ELEANOR PAINTER

Lyric soprano
Scene: Salon.
(746).
Presents these numbers:
comedy and opera.
Is Best of All"; b. "Habanera"; c. "How About

musical

of

"Love

Me."
Scene:
(741), In "Song Sayings."
Vaudeville and Ziegfeld's Follies players.
Assisted at the piano by Edmund J. Weber, compoior,
Numbers
"What Did You Say"
who arranged act.
b. "The Frog Song": c. "That's My Idea of Heaven."

Drawing room.

:

HOPE HAMPTON

the Fourth Act of Massenet's
Scene:
Salon.
Former motion picture
Opera, "Manon."
star is assisted by four principals, chorus and the Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
in

(740)

MISS MARCELLE

Scene: Drawing room set. Vaude(716).
comedienne, in brown-face makeup, renders syncopated
Numbers: a. "Shine"; b. "If
songs in southern dialect.
I Never See You Again"; c. "My Troubles Are Over."
ville

LOVE AND THE DEVIL:

Synchronized
by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3111 to 3117
inclusive.
First National-Vitaphone producReels 1 to 7.
Score

(3111-17).

tion.

d.

Drawing room set. Directs
Scene:
Numbers: a. "Happy-Go-Lucky Lane"; b.
Sun Goes Down"; c. "St. Louis Blues;"

(2797).

orchestra.

the

"San."

HOLD NGS WORTH AND CRAWFORD
sleepy

The

Scene:

time."

family

Short

sketch

(732).
Scene:
Band set. With
Carolinians Orchestra.
Has played at college
over the radio.
Renders these numbers:
a.

"Shame On You";

c.

of

wife.

TAL HENRY
b.

"Bed-

in

(2753),

boudoir.

husband and nagging, jealous

Baby';

His

North
proms and

"Come On

"Milenberg Joys."

MAL HALLETT

(730).
Scene:
Band set. Furnishes jazz
with his "Way Down East Orchestra."
Num"Lots of Mama"; b. "Mother Machree"; c. "War

program
bers:

a.

Medley."

GREEN'S FAYDETTS

Scene:

(710).

Band

set.

"Green's

Century Faydetts" from vaudeville.
a. "Because My Baby Don't Mean Maybe Now";
Mystery of Life"; c. "Changes."

Numbers:

Twentieth

CHILDREN OF THE RITZ:

Score

b.

"Sweet

Synchronized

(3071-77).

production.

DEIRO

accordionlst
b.

(

Scene
numbers:

2968 )

these

in

.

Living

:

a.

room.

Pi ano-

"Romeo and

Juliet":

"Drigo's Serenade."

DIVINE LADY, THE:

Trailer (2967).
Milton Sills makes
introductory remarks and shots from the picture are shown.
Corinne Griffith, the star, also speaks.
First NationalVitaphone production.

LOVE AND THE DEVIL:

Milton Sills
Trailer (2959).
introduces Maria Corda and scenes of Venice are shown.
First National-Vitaphone production.

HIS CAPTIVE

WOMAN:

introduces Milton
Mackaill.
Locale
phone production.

Trailer
the

and

Sills
is

a

Hale relates highlights

(2949).

Frank Reicher

latter presents Dorothy
First National-Vita-

courtroom.

SEVEN FOOTPRINTS TO SATAN:
of

story.

Trailer (2929).

Flashbacks.

Crelghton
First

Na-

tional-Vitaphone production.

FROZEN

RIVER:

Trailer

(2792).

*

:

Mine";

(735).
comedy star
assisted by
Man in the

recently

John

Arthur

Numbers

"My

b.

JULIA SANDERSON AND
"Words of Love." Scene:

English

room.

by

starred

Hundley.

Moon";

"Kentucky Home."

d.

Drawing

Scene:

'

;

"Hollywood Parade";

c.

JUNE

a.

:

musical

Hammerstein is
"Me and the

Troubles Are Over."

FRANK CRUMIT

(733),

In

Living room.
Julia Sanderson
and Crumit, co-starred for ten years in musical comedy,
render these numbers written by Crumit: a. "No Wonder
You're a Wonderful Girl"; b. "I Can Live Without You";
c.
"Precious Little Thing Called Love."

Scene
"The Corner Store."
supported by Claude Allen of
comedy stage. Cole Carrol and Klar Magnus.
Numbers: a. "Sipping Cider Through a Straw"; b. "The
Swiss Yodeling Song"; c.
"Oh Molly the Cuckoo Is
Calling Me"; d. "Rock Me to Sleep."
Grocery
musical

tells

Shots Bhow

BOBBY GILLETT

(2839), in "Syncopated Breezes."
SceneLiving room.
Banjoist is assisted by Doris Walker, who
sings introductory number.
Numbers: a.
"Happy Days

and Lonely Nights"; b.
"The Rosary";
Blues"; d. "Ida (Sweet as Apple Cider)."

HUGHES AND PAM
Living room.

ROY FOX

(2837).

Interspersed with falls are funny

number
Band set.

Numbers:

c.

bow 'Round My Shoulder."
KJERULF'S MAYFAIR QUINTET
"Neapolitan Nights"; b.
"Lonely Little Bluebird."

set.

gives these numdel Camino"; o.

"Amapola

b.

Band

Scene:

(706).

Mexican government

of

vocalist

in

RITZ: Trailer (2950).
Jack Mulhall
and Dorothy Mackaill.
First National-Vitaphone produc-

"A

in

Musical

classical

from

"Sextette

Lucia";

c.

THE TRUTH?

AIN'T IT
Comedy

(2648-49).
Scene:
Living room.
of manners in two reels, written by Ralph Spence,
title writer and author of "The Gorilla."
Cast includes
William Davidson. Grace Valentine, Dot Farley, Patricia

Mack and Walter

Caron, James T.

NEAL SISTERS. THE

Rodgers.

"Blondes That Gentlemen
Trio featured on Keith
"Gentlemen Prefer
a.
"Doin' the Raccoon"; c "Boola Boola."
in

(719),

Scene:
Living room.
Publix circuits.
Numbers:

Prefer."

CHILDREN OF THE

(2650),

Draped set.
Three harpists, violinist
and semi -classical numbers: a.

Scene:

and

orchestra

b
d.

(2815), In "The Sunshine Girl."
Scene:
Drawing room. Broadway star offers four songs and imitates violin sounds.
Numbers: a. "Beloved"; b. "Arms
of Love"; o.
"I Loved You Then"; d.
"There's a Rain-

is

a.
"Dansa Tipica";
"Gao Monter."

stories,

HOPE VERNON

in

bers:

Louis

Scene:

"My Melancholy Baby";
"My Window of Dreams";

a.

"Sally of My Dreams";
"Louisiana."

(720),

TAJADO'S TIPICA ORCHESTRA

"St.

c,

"The Fall Guy."

in

(2819).
"The Whispering Cornetist" has specialty
and three with his Montmartre Orchestra. Scene-

Ardath

store.

Official

July 27, 1929

Melange."

FRED ARDATH

and

Blondes";

b.

tion.

AND LAWRENCE

BORN

"The Side Show."
comedy stage stars in
"Dear Old Girl"; b.

(2920)

in

Drawing room. Musical
and jokes.
Numbers:
a.
"Humoresque."
BEN BARD (2910) in "The Champion Golfer." Scene:
Exterior of golf club.
Bard teaches Bobby Callahan, of
Scene
dances

:

how

variety stage,

the

SAMMY COHEN

play

to

golf.

Shadow"; b. "Sleep"; c. "My Mammy."
G LO V ES
Trailer
27 19)
Conrad Nagel. blithely
fighting his way through bullets, bumps into Lois Wilson
and they talk about the picture.
FOUR SYNCO-PETS, THE (731) in "Musical Moment."
Keith artists present these numScene:
Drawing room.

KID

(

:

.

a.
"Indian Dawn";
"Sweet Mystery of Life"
d.
Never Ask for More."

bers:

"Neapolitan

b.

Nights";

"The Fortune Teller"

;

;

c.

e.

"I'll

MAL HALLETT

(729).
Scene: Band set.
Mai Hallett and
Entertaining
Orchestra
known to prom
aro
well
Numcrowds at Eastern universities and night clubs.
"Doin' the Raccoon"; b. "Tin Pan Parade";
berj:
a.
c.
"Bugle Call"; d. "Yankee Doodle"; e. "Harbardiana";
"Come, Let's Take a Stroll"; g. "We Love the College
f.

his

Girls."

HAYHEW

STELLA
Scene:

darky
"Feet."

"The Hallelujah Lady."
(728)
in
Star of "Hit the Deck" sings three
Living room.
songs:
"Comfort"; b. "Judgment Day"; a
a.

FRANK CRUMIT

(727) In "The One Man Glee Club,"
own compositions.
Scene:
Living
roomhis
a. "The Song of the Prune"; b. "I Miss You
"Little Annie Rooney"; d. "In the Shade of
Lize"
c.
Bird
Gilded
Tree";
c.
"A
in
a
Cage";
the Old Apple
f.
"Bedelia"; g. "She Was Happy *Til She Met Me";
h.
"The Preacher and the Bear."

Numbers:
:

BAKER

PHIL

Star

of arena.
assistants.

three

VELIE

"A

in

Spain. "
Scene
musical shows has

'In

Shubert
Journey

comedy

Musical

"When

b.

;

'

farce,

of

Scene
of Songs. "
tenor
presents:
a.

Eyes

Irish

Are

Smiling"

;

c.

"Italy."
(2919) in "Ship Ahoy", atmospherio
which Pat West appears as able-bodied seaman.
Deck of yacht.
Numbers: a. "La Paloma"; b.
My Sweet Dumb, Dumb Dora"; c. "Sweet

in

Scene:
"She's
Senorita."

BRUCE BOWERS

(2870) in "Artistic Mimicry", with imitations including one of little boy making radio debut and
Draped set.
Scene:
Jewish lady preparing for swim.

THE

SERENADERS,

"Red

In

(2814),

Hot

Harmony."

Double quartet of male voices
Scene: Fire station house.
with these numbers: a. "It Goes Like This"; b. "Stars
and Stripes Forever"; c. "You Tell Me Your Dream"; d.
"Every Sunday Afternoon."

LAWRENCE

in
"The Aristocrats."
of variety stage in pan-

(2640),

Scene: Drawing room. Comedians
Numbers
a.
tomime and songs.
"I Wonder What's Become of Sally"; b. "Down by the Old Millstream"; o.
"Wobbly Walk."
DOROTHY AND ROSETTA RYAN (726) In "Mirth and
:

Melody. "

Scene

:

Living

accompany themselves with
You, Sweetheart of All
Coffee";

"Just

c.

PHIL BAKER

Like a

(724), in

room.

Stars

Keith

of

Numbers:

guitars.

My Dreams";

b.

a.

Circuit
"I Love

"Scups

of

Melody."

"A Bad Boy From

a Good Family."

Drawing room.
Comedian of Broadway and
Scene:
a.
"Baker
Numbers
Keith Circuit with his accordion.
Blues"; b. "Big Butter and Err Man From the West";
"How About Me"; d. "I'll Get By."
c.
:

STANLEY AND GINGER

(714) in "A Few Absurd MoScene:
Song and dance team of variety stage.
Living room.
Numbers: a. "That's My Weakness Now";
b. "Just Like a Melody Out of the Sky."

ments."

Scene:
OrMEXICAN ORCHESTRA (705).
chestra set.
Mexican band under Lerdo, composer and
Numbers
musician, has toured U. S. on Keith Circuit.
a. "Cellto Lindo"; b. "Rancho Grande"; c. "Patria Mia."

LAWRENCE

BORN AND

(2940)

in

"Pigskin

Troubles."

Exterior of gymnasium.
Act is staged on college
Numbers
campus and includes shots of football crowds.
"Me and My Shadow"; b. "Dirty Hands Dirty Face."
a.
PARAGONS, THE, (2883), in "In the Tropics." Scene:
Tropical barroom. Quartet seen on Keith Circuit is assisted
Numbers: a. "Happy Days and Lonely
by Doris Walker.
Nights": b. "Come On Baby"; c. "Winter Song"; d.
"Kentucky Babe"; e. "Happy (My Baby Just Said Yes)."
LITTLE BILLEE (2869). in "The Flaming Youth." Scene:

Scene:

—

Reception hall.
Midget star of variety stage gives original
Numbers: a. "Wonderful Wife";
songs and tap dancing.
"Down On 33d and 3d"; c. "Sweet Georgia Brown";
b.
d.

"Anything You Say."

JOE LEWIS
Club
cago"

fccts
;

ORIGINAL HILLBILLIES, THE

b.

(2868).
Scene: Night club.
Lewis of Parody
as master of ceremonies.
Numbers: a. "Chi"Oh Gussie" ; c. "Sonny Boy" d. Original
;

selection.

Interior log

pearances,

GREEN'S FLAPPERETTES
Ja2z band,

on Keith

(711).
Scene: Band
the past two years,

circuit,

set.
is

Gir!

led bj

Nina Grey. Numbers: a. "St. Louis Blues"; b. "Mothei
Goose Parade"; c. "That Redhead Gal."
McKAY AND ARDINE (708), in "Back From Abroad."
Variety comedians use mispronunciation of words for theli
playlet, fun.
Number: "You Will Like Fun."

WEARY RIVER:

Synchronizezd by VitaScore (3021-30).
phone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3021 to 30 inclusive
Reels 1 to 9.
First National production with talking
sequences,

SEVEN FOOTPRINTS TO SATAN:
chronized by
3001 to 3006
production.

Score

Vitaphone

Symphony

inclusive.

Reels

1

to

(3001-06).
Syn
Orchestra.
Number
6.
First Nations

QUEEN OF THE NIGHT CLUBS:

Score (2971-76).
Syn
chronized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 2971
to 2976 inclusive.
Numbers 1 to 6. All-talking picture.
ONE STOLEN NIGHT: Score (2961-66). Synchronized ft
Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 2961 to 296(
inclusive.
Reels 1 to 6.
With talking sequences.
GREYHOUND LIMITED, THE: Score (2951-57). Synchro
nized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 2961 u
Reels 1 to 7.
2957 inclusive.
With talking sequences.
STOLEN KISSES: Score (2951-47). Synchronized by Vita
phone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 2941 to 2947 inclu
Reels to 7.
With talking sequences.
aive.

D'AMOUR— EXIT MARCH
Symphony

Played
Gage.

(2918).

Composer

Orchestra.

RIVER:

Trailer

is

by Vitapbon
Without film

Introducing
First National production.

Barthelmess.

RANGERS, THE

(2909).

Ricnar

"After the Round-Up."

in

(2900),

Scene

desert camp.
Double male quartet offering tare
Numbers: a. "Cheyenne"; b. "San Antonio";
"West of the Great Divide"; d. "Rose of Monterey";
"Pony Boy."
BORN AND LAWRENCE (2885). in "The Country Gentle
men." Scene: Living room. Numbers: a. "Sleepy Tim
Gal"; b. "Silver Threads Among the Gold"; c "Dow
Home Rag."
NO DEFENSE: Trailer (2720). Monte Blue addressing tu
dience.
Flash-backs and story from Monte.

Exterior

(2839), in "A Modern Priscilla."
Scene:
Broadway show girl tells story of Puritan
and the same girl of modern times in narrative
Number: "Priscilla of the Puritan Days."

room.

t
<

QUEEN OF THE NIGHT CLUBS:

Texi
Trailer (2706).
Flashbacks.
clubs.
in "Here Comes the Bridesmaid.
Playlet, starring Jam
Scene
Church exterior, bedroom.
Numbers: a. "Bridesmaid"
Adair, told in narrative song.
b. "No One's Fool"; c. "It's Right Here For You."

Guinan

all

tells

JANET ADAIR

about night

(2629),

:

GUS ARNHE1M ORCHESTRA

(2136).

Seene:

Draped

ae

Gus Arnheim and His Cocoanut Grove Orchestra of Holh
wood play the following numbers: a. "Who's You, That
You"; b. "Sing Me a Baby Song"; c. "Flapperette."
JIM AND BETTY MORGAN (712), in "Songs As You LU
Them." Scene: Living room. Keith act for ten year
Betty sings original songs while Jim accompanies he
Forget"; b. "Just a Litt
Numbers:
a. "And Then
I
Bit, Not Just Right"; c. "That's All I Wanted to Know.
DAVE DREYER (2889), in "Tin Pan Alley." Song writt
with Al Jolson, has been Irving Berlin sta
Dreyer la *
writer, was in vaudeville with Frank Fay.
"What a Nig)
sisted by Nora Schiller.
Numbers:
a.
For Spooning"; b. "Medley of Hits"; o. "I'm Crazy F<
collaborated

You."

ONE STOLEN NIGHT:

Trailer (2813).
Introduces featured players.

DESERT SONG, THE:
voices

announce

Trailer

coming

of

(2812).
picture

WiUiam

Collier, Jr

John Boles and

and

Boles

II

introduo

cast.

CODEE AND ORTH

(2798). in "Stranded In Paris." Scene
Railway station and boulevard. Comedians scored in "Zw

und

Fierzigstre Strasse."

JAN RUBINI
is

Violin virtuo;
Scene:
Living room.
Rickard. Irish tenor, and Mot
"Zigeuerweisen" b. "I Love Y(
(sung by Richard); c. "I Hear You Calling Me.
(2790).

by Vernon
Numbers: a.

assisted

Content.

Truly"

;

AL LYONS AND HIS FOUR HORSEMEN

(2789). in "Mus
Accordionist at
Living room.
Scene:
accompanists play medley of songs written
Lyons and his clarinetist, Castagnoli, aided by singing at
Numbers: a. "Some of Tne
dancing of Edith Murray.

cal
his

Melange."

trio

i>

of

Days"; b. "Normandie"; c. "Waltz Castini"; d.
can Can"; e. "Oh Marie"; f. "Lotta Notes"; g.
Lyons Blues"; h. "Da Da Go."
FRANK ROTH (2710). in "Meet the Wife." Scenes:
room and boudoir. Musical comedy star in playlet of
groom who deserts his wife on bridal night.

GREYHOUND
Withers,

LIMITED.

featured

player,

THE:
tells

Trailer
story and

(2639).
flashback

'Air
Castf

CH
bnai
Grai
snot

wreck of Greyhound Limited.

FRANCES SHELLEY

(713). in

"The

Priscilla

Living room.
Leading
Scene:
and night club artist sings: a.

song.

b.

Living

Scene:

(715).

North Carolina jazz band of radio and stage apdirected by Al Hopkins, presents:
a.
"Carry
Old Virginny"; b.
"Echoes of the Chimes"; c. "The
Frank Wilson Rage"; d.
"Wasn't She a Dandy"; e.
"Chicken Reel."

cabin.

ballads.

ARTHUR PAT WEST
comedy

(718), in "Songs of Love." Scene:
Living room.
Musical comedy tenor presents:
"You Gave Your
a.
Heart to Me"; b. "Tommy Lad"; «. "Mother Machree."

WEARY

(717).

Drawing room.
"Vienna Maid"

the

in

(725)

Exterior

JAY VELIE

to

Scene:
(2800) in "What Price Burlesque."
Imitations.
Numbers:
"Me and My
a,

room.

Living

BOBBY FOLSOM
Raymond McKee

which introduces dog star Rin Tin Tin.
Rinty and David Lee.
story

(736).

Scene: Living room.
They offer three vocal numbers and
Miss Bennett gives dramatic impersonation of Hollywood
extra.
Numbers
a.
b.
"Boy of
'Sleep Baby Sleep"

LERDO'S

score by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3071
to 3077, inclusive.
Reels 1 to 7.
First National-Vitaphone

GUIDO

Trailer
Hallam Cooley in(2701).
cast as they board yacht
Flash-

of

PAUL CUNNINGHAM AND FLORENCE BENNETT

BORN AND

DAVE BERNIE
"Down Where

members

troduces
backs.

JAY

WHITING AND BURT

own

FANCY BAGGAGE:

singing

THREE BROX SISTERS, THE

a.

::::

"I'll

Girl With the Guitar.
of "Rain or fanine

woman

"She's Funny That way

Get By."

I
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W
SERVICE TALKS
Incorporated in this department of the Herald-World, uhich is a department containing news, information and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture World department, "Through

Box

the

"THE OFFICE SCANDAL"

3^ HE

other day

I

on the subject I have come across. It
And that evening
vas written by Ralph Block.
-rumbled into the picture named above just
.riting

n time to note

a

credit title describing

it

as

Ralph Block Production.

V

alking picture;

and

tor\

is

means

is

as the

four-fifths of the

my

n view of

should e-timat.-

I

way,

it is

silent save

Which,

effects,

But

was a

disappointment,

bit of a

Mr. Block's picture did not wholly

if

his

it

pertaining

remarks

printed

alking-picture-.

to

did reflect the intelligence

loomed back of Mr. Block

hat

-

For

writing.

he captions are the best I've seen in months,
n conception, phraseology, application to sub-

•

timeliness,

matter,

icct

ince
atter

etc.,

and you know,

Fvc told you often enough, that in these
days the common or garden variety of

me

aptions put

meant

some time back about
comedy which is called, if I got

it

to sleep in something less than

he traditional twinkle of an eye.

And

the story

genius

whose mu-i-

the series and

and

that equips this

is

it

than

better

^ ou.

a

series-

its

mates with a screamingly funny score that

fits

the action like a pair of gloves.

subject which

In the

in

mind, and

titled

above, the

have

I

which may not be correctly

—

convincing as the oldfashioned double
exposure ever was. No, more convincing, just
least as

any performance with sound

as

vincing than one without.

on

is

gruous improvised instruments and he plays

and so variously

so well

-creamingly funny.
until, at ju-t the

that the thing

more and more

get-

It

it

becomes
so

time when chest-muscles begin

to protest against further agitation, the subject

snaps

and

a short

off

and suitable dosing episode

done.

is

know

I

not

how many
The

going the rounds.

of

these things are

bumped

that I've

fact

one twice, within an area where not

into thi-

even newsreels are frequently duplicated, seemindicate that this

ordinary.

I'll

considered better than

is

raise that opinion a couple hun-

dred degrees and pronounce

THE WRITING

idvent of Mr. Block's first all-talking picture. If

it

makes

he

subject

the

one-half so well as he writes about

it

it'll

But "The Office Scandal"

Mr. Block

lecau-e of

-

is

not notable singly

connection with

it.

It

am told. Mi-- Phyllis Haver's farewell picture.
Maybe this information is what inclineme to the belief that it is her best, or maybe
s, I

not.

At any

rate,

she seems to idle through

with a complacency that has

»f

marked none

before.

Her

her role

is

&

Balaban

future

you

easy, almost careless handling of

a splendid thing to behold.

I

hope

of

moment

notable comedy of the

Katz theatres have the inexplicable
projecting

picture

on

titles

tin-

ting to
is

mention short features

Mr. Lloyd Hamilton's

— talking
first

double exposure.
a

in their billing'

—so

far as

In addition to that,

picture.

talking-picture

peach of

first

I

I
it

know
is

the

have seen that employs

And, on top

of that,

it's

a

Hamilton plays the two principal character-,
and a balmy \0un2 fellow who

a gangster

double.

gangster's
to

knock

off the

The

rival

gang's

is

the

attempts

gangster, the latter's attempt-

to set the

double in his spot

to take the slugs,

decide that she's too good an

constitute

the

swift,

actress

to

which, in

retire,

my

and so continue the career

opinion, dawns with this picture.

clever.

tears

of

It

action.

It

has a finish

laughter.

audien.

This

is

that

left

doesn't

Rather.

comic and

want

I

to ask

Have you seen "The Cocoanuts?"'
Have you attended "Fox Movietone Follies?"
Were you lucky enough to see "The Trial of
Mary Dugan" and "The Last of Mrs. Cheyney"
in that

order?

And. going back

a bit, did you catch "In Old
Arizona." "The Broadway Melody." "The Let-

and "The Studio Murder Mystery?"
answers are affirmative
If,

I

know I'm

not

however, you have

viewed these exhibitions, there may -till
your mind a reasonable shadow of un-

exist in

certainty.

To

you, then,

I

want

am no

you again that

I

one

good

else, if a-

to say

— after

reminding

better prophet than any-

— that

you had better get a

load of these before you decide seriously about
the future of the audien.

you lock your-elf

off

wards that the audien

heap upon the laps

comedy.

may. when she has seen herself in "The

Office Scandal."

of the

few questions:

a

talking to a doubter.

drapes, where they cannot be read, and omit-

her previous efforts and which places thi-

performance far above anything she has done

-he

I

practice

be a wiz.

1

l

not

A

THE WALL

O.V

dashing out of town for a couple
no doubt you've guessed this is beinz
written under the gun
I want to say a fewwords to those few of you who still doubt the
of days

ter"

marvelous.

LLOYD HAMILTON (DOUBLE)
.i\.NOTHER

con-

is

JL^EFORE

If the

\ very creditable production job, I'd say, and
now I'll await with unconcealed eagerness the

It

a

Well ordered incidents

steamboat.

a

more

is

by long oddthe best comedy Mr. Hamilton ever made. And
it opens
up a great field for employment of
doubling in comic productions.

mouse who makes merrv
set him
playing "\ankee Doodle" on various incon-

principal character

to

in this case, the conversation. Hamilton is seen
and heard talking to the other Hamilton. He
manages it somehow —I'm no good at the mechanical aspect of this racket and it is at

told in direct, steady and orderly manner.

is

it

"Steamboat Willie."

kn^w who makes

cal

again,

to write a note

right.

to

he picture or

llustrate

1

In point

it.

should not hold, of course, against
its sponsors or Mr. Block.

I

that

expectations bred of Mr. Block's

•xcellent article,

md which

all-

only the theatre's

musical score and sound

ior a

is,

conversation near the close of

Until then, and

he picture.
his

but that

don't have to stick to

I

there

fact,

>f

it

advertisement plainly stated, an

heatre's

reminded, by seeing

I.

should like to -ay here that

I

pose, a new-

I AM
cartoon

as I

The double exposure stunt must have, I supname when it includes, as it does

WILLIE''
it

many comedies

as

have.

paragraphs, the best

my own imperishable

f

"STEAMBOAT

was, save for a few

It

when you've seen

often

Service

T. O.

read an article on talking-

Vanity Fair.

licturc- in

By

Window"

Office

on
of

it
it

I

while

it's

Or, at least, before

from the abundant
is

positively

re-

certain

to

who get in
and prepare to make use

of those folks

fresh

in a personal or business way.

feel like I did,

two months ago. when

I

learned that Grigsby-Gruno was ready to sky.
rocket and didn't have the price of even a gallery ticket.

It's

up seventy

me weeping

and I'm right where

happen very

a mi-take like that

I

points since then:

was before.

Don't

about the audiens.

make

;
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MUSIC AND TALENT
Entertainment Dehumanized: Petrillo
Jack Hess

Jack Hess Will
Supervise

Ads

RK O

Midwest

in

Declares Pu blic
Is Not Getting
What It Wants
Musicians'

Former Marks Publicity Chief
Assigned Executive Post
at Chicago Office
Jacques Hess, known to his legion
the motion picture

Chicago

By W.

in-

of friends in
dustry as just "Jack," has just accepted an executive post with Radio

Petrillo,

been during

made

this

two

Paul Ash to
Produce

year period that the

competition has
been exceptionally
keen between Marks
and B & K, and it
required judiof
treatment
newspaper copy.
In the past there
have been two pub-

has

cial

and advertising departments
licity

William H. Adler
(Photo Gibson Studios)

functioning

RKO,

for
one handling

the Chicago Radio Keith Orpheum circuit
and the other directing the work of the
Western Vaudeville Managers Association.
Assignment of Hess to the executives offices
means the consolidating of these two branches
under the supervision of Jack.

Among

the theatres that will

come

Paul Ash, the generally accepted originator of the stagehand show, is to turn to
producing units shortly, according to latest information. Following his remarkable
successes as master of ceremony, it is
understood that he has decided to turn his
talents to stageshow production exclusively. This means both a loss and a gain
a loss for the fans, but a gain for the
production end.

—

THE SINGING
MASTER OF CEREMONIES

directly

his

cago, as elsewhere,

who

ize a theatre unless they

conChi-

will not patron-

can find

in that

theatre the type of entertainment that
satisfies

them."

what he
terms dehumanized entertainment Chicago,
"which for years was the great criterion of
the West in amusement matters has surrendered its heritage."
Petrillo holds that as a result of

"The people are not being given what
"Instead the
want," he continued.
theatres are forcing them to accept whatever brand of entertainment they choose
They are taking adto set before them.
vantage of the fact that they are in control,
that the people must accept and patronize
whatever entertainment they provide or
give up that form of amusement."
are not discour-

aged, however, he says.

;

;

;

"Instead," he continued, "they have en-,
tered the field as promoters of musical
entertainment. As a result of their enterprise in the promotional field, the earnings
of their members will be increased thi>

;

;

pheum,

could they?" he asked,
"There are many people in

The Chicago musicians

;

Orpheum, DesMoines New Orpheum,
Springfield Palace and Riverside, Milwaukee
Davenport
Capitol,
Orpheum, Champaign
New Orpheum, Sioux City; Palace, Rockford;
Granada and Palace, South Bend New Or-

troit;

"How
tinuing.

they

promotional activities will be the
Palace, State Lake, Belmont and Englewood
in Chicago
the Uptown and Temple in De-

under

Chicago

the

In a discussion of the situation, Petexpressed his belief that as a result
of "mechanized product" most of the
theatres "are not prospering."

record
It has

enviable
for himself.

of

rillo

asso-

ciation he has

president

His reference is made to those de
luxe houses which have adopted an
all-sound policy.

Granada and the Marbro.
an

RUSSELL

Federation of Musicians.

years with Marks Brothers, Chicago, as
director of publicity and advertising of
the company's two crack houses, the
this

S.

The motion picture theatres in Chicago offer only a dehumanized entertainment, in the opinion of James C.

Keith Orpheum.
His association with the R K O theatres will commence on July 29.
Jack has been associated the last two

During

Chief Sees Decreas-

ing Patronage in

Madison,

and

Majestic,

Springfield.

interests of the Western Vaudeville Managers Association will be developed by the
new publicity and advertising departments as
far as the West Coast.
Previous to his engagement with Marks
Brothers, Hess was director of publicity and

The

(Continued on page 59)

Alternating at the
Stanley Theatre, Jersey City
Branford Theatre, Newark, N. J.

summer by approximately $100,000. The
union has engaged in a campaign to revive
outdoor band concerts in the parks during
the summer, which has been successful in
its purpose in every particular."
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RUSSELL
SAYS
we go to
Well
Greetings.
>ur weekly news column, now that we have

bat on
or will
lave Fanchon and Marco and Fox opening the Sheri|an theatre with a big stage show things won't
ook so bad for the Presentation Artists this fail
>ecause competition will force the larger houses to
Publix has
evert back to stage presentations.
eopened the Des Moines and Omaha theatres with
>resentations and intends to add a few more weeks
o the Publix Units, to say nothing of Skouras
brothers refusing to take out their stage bands
vhen Balabar. and Katz discontinued their B Units
»ut of Chicago which their theatres were a part.
Have you heard the latest Verne Buck has reigned from the Balaban and Katz organization to
ake effect September 1st and has already signed a
ontract to open the new Green Mill Gardens on
The Green Mill will be opened by
September 11th.
wo experienced cafe men namely Leonard Leon and
Switzer.
all
the talent will be booked through
L«on
he Andre Lasky office by Andre Lasky who will
ake a trip to New York this week to look for talent.
Joe Lewis it is rumored will be the master of
eremonies, the shows or revues will be staged and
Buddy Rogers is
iroduced by Jack Loughlin.
ippearing in person this week with Verne Buck at
he Uptown theatre. Rogers sure has been pulling
he flappers in at all shows and at times has blocked
Sammy Cohen the screen star or scream
raffle.
tar has been more than favorably received in all of
lis performances and this week is appearing at the
Frank Wilson one of the fea3egal theatre.
ures of Verne Buck's band is appearing this week
n Al Kvale's band there's a boy who is always up
Murray and AUen that popular
rnd going.
iresentation team is again paying Chicago a visit
vith a
new unit.
Maybe we will have our
riend and adviser A. Raymond Gallo with us again
•or a two week vacation, let's hope he will stay
onger than two weeks because I know a lot of the
<oys in the Wood's Building will be glad to see him.
o say nothing of his pals in the home office. .
U Beilan will start his vacation this week, the boys
ure do leave us flat at the Woods building this time
f the year. ... I must say one thing about one
ellow in that building you will always see him workng and he is always on time his name is Jack Perry
;nd he always wants to help somebody out. the funny
Harry
hing about it is he always does too.
tobinson we understand can't turn out organ verions fast enough for the organists around town to
ay nothing of the boys out of town when are you
rang to hire the helpers Harry.
From Leonard
lacClain at the Strand theatre in Philadelphia we
ret word that he is engaged to the sweetest girl in
he world, and I met a fellow the other day that
aid he was engaged to the sweetest girl, somebody
nust be wrong but maybe both are tie for first place,
nyway we wish them the best of luck, don't we
rang I'll say we do.
Ted Meyn the popular
-rganist at Loew's State theatre Cleveland stopped
8 shows with an organ novelty last week and sent
n a newspaper clipping to prove it. too.
Jack
less one of the cleverist publicity men in the show
usiness has resigned from Marks Brothers to take
ver a new position with
in their Chicago
ffice as supervisor and
chief of publicity for their
heatres in the midwest and on the west coast, with
im he is taking Bill Adler as his assistant.
lore news from the east. Lew White still presides
t the Roxy organ.
Jean Anthony, formerly oranist at the Marks Brothers' houses, is now preenting organ numbers at Chicago's famous hotel the
xigewater Beach.
Jean also broadcasts over the
adio station in the hotel that now boasts of the
B C radio broadcasting chain.
Ted Meyn and
laurice Spitalny have collaborated on a song enitled "Wings of Love" which has been purchased by
'iantodosi song publishers.
Myrtle Strong oranist who studied under Milton Charles has been
ngaged by
to play at their Orpheum thetre in Seattle.
John Hammond former organist
t the
Saenger theatre New Orleans has been apointed manager and organist of the Magic City
heatre at Bolgalusa by the Pine Tree Amusement
.

.

folks here
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.
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.

EKO
.

ompany.

.
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.

.

advertising for the Lubliner & Trinz chain,
also with Warner Brothers, and for many
years, with Famous Players-Lasky corporation.
William H. Adler, who has been associated
with Hess as his assistant at Marks Brothers
for the last year, and previous to that had
handled the publicity and advertising: for the
Lubliner &: Trinz chain in Chicago, will go
with him to the new position as his assistant.
Hess states that there will be no changes in
the personnel of the Radio Keith Orpheum
and Western Vaudeville Managers Association
departments.

was

Robbins

in

Class

"A"

.

With Society
Bernard Prager sales manager for the Robbins
Music company is paying Chicago a visit on a trip
from Coast to Coast.
Prager was jubilant over
the announcement of the directors of the American
Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers that
the Robbins company would henceforth receive "A"
classification in the society.
The Robbins firm, directed by such livewires as Jack Robbins. J. J.
Bregman and Prager. has made great strides since
the first of the year, despite the fact that it is one

Among
concerns in the business.
outstanding successes are "You Were Meant for
You."
"The
Me." "Broadway Melody." "If I Had
One in the World." "Pagan Love Song" and "Where
Are You. Dream Girl." the latter two current numof the youngest
its

ORGAN

PRESENTATIONS OF

GREAT SONGS
SMALL SLIDE SETS
SING A LITTLE
LOVE _SONG

-MY

SIN-

MEAN TO ME
(If I

Were You)

FALL IN LOVE

I'D

WITH ME
WHERE THE BAB,
BAB, BABBLING

BROOK
(Goes Bub-Bub-Bubbling By)

bers.

Meyn, Maurice Spitalny
Collaborate on Song
Ted Meyn, organist at Loew's State theatre and
Maurice Spitalny, musical director at the Allen theatre along with Cliff Henderson, manager of the
airplane congress which will be held in Cleveland
in August, have collaborated on a song entitled
"Wings of Love," the theme song for the congress.
We have all the reasons in the world to believe it
will be a success because the song has been purchased by the Piantodosi music publishing firm, who
make it their business to make their songs a success.

.

.

.

.

RKO

{Continued from preceding page)

.

.

.

Hess with

3

BUTTON UP YOUR
OVERCOAT
We Also Have
of These Songs,
Not Listed

Chorus Sets for All
As Well As a Few

SPECIALS

Fisher Sprains Ankle
Mark Fisher sprained his ankle last week and
Jack Peacock Kelly drummer in Mark's band, was
temporary master of ceremonies. Everything
happened so suddenly that the persons concerned
had no rehearsal. Jimmy Julian, who for years has
been comedian, drummer and xylophone player for
Austin Mack and his Century Serenaders. was called
Julian has plenty of
upon to take Kelly's place.
personality and should be in just such a position
in a de luxe house.
His following while he appeared
with Mack at the Terminal. Marshal Square and
Divereey theatres would have surprised anybody stepping into the theatres.
elected

Royaltone Opens Portland Office
POKTLA.Vl), ORE, July 23.—The Northwest RoyCompany, have opened offices at 871 Sandy

altone

Boulevard,

made

which

from
both

of

will be
non-synchronizer

and

equipment in the states of California, Oregon. Washington, Montana. Utah, Idaho, Arizona and Nevada.
F. J. Becker has been placed in charge of distribution

Follies

Chorus Medley"

Introducing

BREAKAWAY
THAT'S YOU, BABY

WALKING WITH
SUSIE
BIG CITY BLUES

distribution

offices

synchronizer

"Fox

"Three Types of Popular Songs"
Introducing

here.

.

"THE PRIDE OF THE REGIMENT"

DORIS ROCHE

-MY SINBUTTON UP YOUR
OVERCOAT
MEAN TO ME

.

Featured

in

JACK PARTINGTON'S

"OVER THE TOP"
PUBLIX UNIT

and

PAR.4MOLST VITA-

PHONE SHORT FEATURE
THIS

WEEK

—CENrURY.

BALTIMORE

— MASTBAUM. PHILADELPHIA
DIRECTION —
i/OSR/S 4CESCY

NEXT WEEK

IT A/.

Write for All Slides and
Information to

SAM LERNER,

Mgr. of Publicity

DE SYLVA. BROWN &
HENDERSON. INC.
745 7th Ave.,

New York

City
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local

STAGE SHOWS
Milwaukee Wisconsin
Week Ending

July 19

Fanchon

"VI TAP HONE"

— REG

D.

TRADEMARK

ORGAN SLIDE
SETS

SONG DERBY
BY TED KOEHLER
(You Made Me Love You)

WHY
AM

DID YOU?

BLUE?
LET ME HAVE MY
I

DREAMS

SLIDES

WITH VITAPHONE

SONG OF THE NILE
MAYBE-WHO KNOWS
LOVE YOU-I HATE
YOU
GYPSY CHARMER
IF YOU WILL BE
MINE
I

LARGE SETS
MAYBE-WHO KNOWS
DANCE OF THE
PAPER DOLLS

SMALL SETS
WHY DID YOU?
MY SONG OF THE
NILE
I

GYPSY CHARMER
LOVE YOU— I HATE
YOU

VICTOR HERBERTS
AH! SWEET MYSTERY OF LIFE
KISS

ME AGAIN

GYPSY LOVE SONG

and Marco's "Sweethearts" idea opens
with a dance by the ballet of twelve Pootchiepet
Girls.
One group in blue costumes is arranged about
a pedestal on one side of the stage surmounted by
a dancer and lighted from witbin and another group
of dancers fti orange costumes on the.'qther side about
another pedestal surmounted by atiother dancer.
Hana Shimozumi Iki, Japanese singer, then offers
"Sweetheart Will You Love Me -Ever," followed by
the Aber Twins, who do some snappy stepping, accompanying themselves on the violin.
The Joyboys under the direction of Al Lyons offer
"I've Got a Feeling I'm Falling," with the chorus
sung by Al Lyons.
The Aber Twins, aided by the chorus, stage a
skit entitled Puppy Love.
Each of the
attired in a dog costume and the number
is attractive
and well done.
It draws heavy applause.
Madame Iki offers another song number. She has
a very fine voice and is well received.
She is followed by Julia May, who gives a fine exhibition of
a military toe dance.
The chorus in red trousers next stages a flapper
dance number augmented by a bit of snappy dancing
by one peppy little miss of the troupe. The number
has plenty of snap and goes over big.
Next, Nat Nazarro, Jr., one time master of ceremonies at the Wisconsin, entertains with some
snappy dancing to the tune of "I Can't Give You
Anything But Love" by the Joyboys. He also offers

clever

chorus

JIMMY CLARK,
321 West 44th

Week Ending

Mgr.

is

drawing a heavy patronage from

Thi6 week's stage show, "Thru the Gates." is
along much the same lines as the magnificent show
of the opening week, with dazzling beauty and barbaric splendor featured, rather than individual talent.
It seems almost made to order for the feature picture, "Fox Movietone Follies," itself very much of
There is no announcement
the extravaganza type.
of numbers, no introduction of star performers, the
show moving along smoothly without these, although
their addition would doubtless be welcomed.
Henri LeBel, organist, offers "Under the Double
Eagle" on the mammoth Wurlitzer organ, displaying
some marvelous footwork, and follows with a popular number.
The orchestra, directed by Walt Roesner, offers selections from the "Student Prince" and
"New Moon." assisted by the Simondet chorus of
twenty-one voices.
The curtain opens on a garden scene with a girl
singing "It's Just Because It's You" to eight male
admirere, followed by a dance by the chorus and a
Spanish specialty by a couple of fast steppers.
Two dancing whiskbroom artists, who have made
the rounds in vaudeville, present their novelty act,
followed by a comical storm scene.
The tenor who took the part of the desert chieftain in the screen version of "The Desert Song"
offers a selection from L'Pagliaci followed by "Ay,
Ay, Ay." A crisp military drill by the line girls
proves one of the most popular features of the act.
A deaf and dumb boy, who should have been announced by name, does a graceful dance, keeping
time by watching the baton of Walt Roesner. His
performance would be a credit to one possessed of
all

his faculties.
pair,

A husky
a splendid
partner as
above her
around at

with a good sense of humor, offer
gymnastic act, the woman handling her
though he was a mere child, holding him
head with one arm and throwing him

will.

The stage show comes to an end with a setting
suggestive of the Arabian Nights.
Slave girls troop
down a long stairway against a background of
columns formed of colored fabric and dance to the
music of the "Pagan Love Song." The entire company, attired in the colorful raiment of the Far
East, fill the huge stage and offer a dream spectacle
of exotic beauty.
The climax is reached when girlB
attired in spangled robes ascend the stairway and
pose as colored lights play upon them.

San Antonio Texas

San Antonio Aztec

Week Ending

July 13

Richard Barthelmess' wonderful voice has a powerful influence over the patrons of the Aztec, as reproduced
from his all-talking-all-singing feature

"Drag."

The picture is surpassing to Dick's wonderful
"Weary River." Hie singing of the two song hits:
"I'm Too Young to Be Careful" and "My Song of
the Nile" pleased from start to finish.
Alice Day
and Lila Lee play beside Dick.
For the Aztec stage show we

have a pleasing
presentation. "Indian Summer." produced by the
popular m. c, Ralph Pollock, who is as popular as
ever.

The music

lovers have a treat this week in Frank
Hernandiz's arrangement of "Cavaleria Rusticana."
"Larry'* Pico has several novelties to offer on the

July 19

Carnival life reigns galore at the Texas this week,
with none other than San Antonio's favorite star,
Clara Bow, in "Dangerous Curves," with Richard
Arlen.
The Publix stage show fits in well with the picture, making the whole entertainment look like the

"Midway."
Joe Besser, comedian
Francis Wills, acrobatic
dancer de luxe, and Belle Osborn, blue song singer,
go over great.
The Foster Girls provide the necessary jazz and
pep in their dancing to round out a great stage
;

presentation.

Vic Insirillo leads the stage band. Earl Abel, at
the "Mighty Voiced Organ" and Ernest Hauser, with
the Texas Grand Orchestra, and Movietone News
conclude the program.

organ.

St.

Louis Missouri
Week Ending July

Philadelphia Fox
Week Ending July
12

Frankie Masters put on one of classic dancing
turns as a feature of his stage show "Steppin' Out."
And Frankie sure knows how to dance.
Others prominent in the entertaining were Arthur
Nealy, Al Eldridge, Irene Taylor, Lambert and Chap-

man and Baden.

San Francisco Fox
Week Ending

July 18

The new Fox theatre is in its third week, but
is
no let up in attendance and crowds fre-

there

Slide Dep't

Street,

is

"Kiss Me Again" on the cello, accompanied by the
band, and sings as well, "Will You Remember Me"
in addition to a comic parody on the same number.
To the melody of "Sweethearts on Parade," each
member of the chorus attired to represent a noted
sweetheart in history, parades from the upper stage
down a series of steps to the lower stage as Al
Lyons names each one in turn.
Madame Iki and
the versatile Aber Twins are also included in the
parade.
The entire presentation is well done and
highly entertaining.

Write for Slides and Information to

Organ and Song

little

one and

visitors.

ouenly wait to get in, despite the seating capacity
more than 5,000. The house is being feature
a California institution, rather than merely a

of
as

!
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"Naughty Marietta," played by the Fox Orchestra,
the gay and sparkling overture introducing an
unusually good program at the Fox theatre this
is

week.

The Three Kemrnys are wonderful
and the slender, graceful body of Eva

in their line
Ivey, who appears with them, contrasts beautifully with the
strong, muscular bodies of the Kemmy6. While Miss
Ivey is with them on the stage she is tossed from
one to the other and is whirled about by one arm
and leg by each man successively. As she leaves the
stage the stunts take on a different aspect and become feats of skill and strength.
One rests head
and feet against the heads of the other two and
holds himself with no other support in a horizontal
With each one making the correct move
position.
at the right time he turns over while still stretched

New York
(Wilma)

THE DEMURE

(Earlyne)

WALLACE SISTERS
Two Little "Turnovers"
TOURING PUBLIX IN "COOLINC OFF" UNIT
JULY 13, METROPOLITAN THEATRE, HOUSTON
JULY 20. SAENGER THEATRE, NEW ORLEANS
THANKS TO MAX TURNER AND NAT KALCHEIM

of the William Morris Agency
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They hold the audience spellbound at
and when the last breath-taking moment is
of applause follows.
storm
a
ver,
Fanchon and Marco's presentation "Up In the Air"
The curtain rises on
as some unique features.
hree panels, each framing an old fashioned girl
ery much "up in the air," for the large hoop
orizontally.

imes

With rather awkat least six feet high.
movements the three girls walk to the front
the stage and back, but the skirts soon prove undequate to conceal several little toe dancers dressed
They dance about for a few
n rose petal skirts.
moments before the skirts are again thrown back
nd a group of tap dancers come forth, line up at
he front of the stage and give an example of their
soprano soloist in white taffeta pleased.
it.
An acrobat now enters, throwing Indiana clubs
nd climbs a ten-foot ladder until he too is "up in
He balances the ladder without leaning
he air."
against a support, gets out a cowboy hat and
t
This
wirls a lariat in time with the orchestra.
tunt brought a burst of applause.
The Brooks Trio, dressed as clowns and playing
anjos, play and sing and laugh a song with a
aughing chorus.
A beautiful scarf dance is given by the ballet
rearing tights of rhinestones with scarfs of soft
hiffon of various colors floating about them. Walter
-ilsson takes the audience right into his confidence
nd talks all the time as he does stunts on all sorts
if
wheeled vehicles which become higher and higher
intil the last one, which consists of a wheel with a
ong rod about seven feet high with a seat attached
0 the end and pedals to operate it. He is extremely
killful in managing these odd looking wheels and
lis line of chatter is very amusing.
One of tho cleverest numbers of the "Up In the
Vir" idea is the toy soldier march, which comes as
climax.
To the "March of the Wooden Soldiers"
1
i
pert little drum major marches in, then a group
in red, black and yellow with high red
>f soldiers
ind black hats.
The next group is on stilts conealed in the legs of the uniforms.
A third group
s on still higher stilts and the formation and drill
The theatre rang with well devork is excellent.
;erved applause at the manner in which the stilts
nere handled.
kirts are
,-ard
f

A

Kansas City Mainstreet
Week Ending

July 20

The' United States Indian Band, under the direcof Chief Shunatona was given a prominent place
>n the Mainstreet program.
The band consists of
;ighteen full blooded Indians, including Chief Roarng Thunder. The program presented by the band
s varied,
including some semi-classical, as well as
>opular, selections.
Their Indian costumes make an
tion

repressive spectacle.
Joseph E. Howard, composer of many popular
longs of reoent years, is seen in a number in which
le presents his own songs.
Mr. Howard's voice and
ibility
is so pleasing that he finds
it
difficult to
jscape without at least one encore.
Large and Morgner are seen in a skit entitled,

Men and Two Feet." The novelty act, which
a bit of everything, is made to bear out
interpretation of the title of the number.
Kenneth Harlan, stage and screen star, is 6een in
i
personal appearance in a number titled, "The
3oneymoon," by Aaron Hoffman.
The act has a
eal "kick" to it and is well reecived.
"Two

:onsists of
:he

New York

Capitol
Week Ending July

12

The Chester Hale, "Vacation Days" unit is one of
he best this producer has yet offered. The "vacation
ind summer" motif is carried throughout and it
nakes for a fine show.
The show opens novelly to a doctor's office 6cene
the apron platform with Dave Schooler consultng "Dr." Kronon who advises a vacation.
The
eene fades and a motion picture on a "Widescope"

ence hilarious and their parrot that talks and sings
were very well received.
Schooler then leads the orchestra in a medley of
popular numbers which featured, "Button Up Your
Overcoat" and, "Lover Come Back to Me."
Sally and Ted, dressed in toy soldier uniforms,
after a few march steps, go into an impressive
adiago in which they intermingle some comedy.
Ted's stateliness and powerful build is a marked
contrast with Sally's petitness, but their co-ordinaThe highlight of their act is a 15
tion is perfect.
foot dive into Ted's arms by Sally, this evoked
much applause.
Schooler cleverly introduces Fritz and Jean Hubert,
who enter by a flight of stairs and offer an original
"drunk" act that has never been surpassed at this
house.
Both are dressed in evening clothes and
their impersonation of two inebriates is so realistic
that a prohibition agent might be tempted to ask
"where they got it." The surprise of this act is at
the finish, when they both tip their hats and Jean,
The reception accorded
discloses that she is a girl.
them earned them an encore in which Schooler has
a hard time handling Fritz, who wrestles and falls
all over the stage.
An entirely original finale featured the 32 Chester
Hale Girls, who are dressed in rowing suits of
"Breakaway" they
After 6inging.
Columbia U.
close, while seated in a line across stage "rowing"
with scullers' oars.

San Antonio Texas
Week Ending

—

:

Detroit Michigan
Week Ending July

Chester

Hale Girls, in bathing suits and beach pahe descends with parachute.
band are in a red and
the beach, makes a
ery appropriate setting for "Vacation Days." Dave
nakes a fair attempt at singing, "That's You, Baby"
>ut the audience probably would appreciate it more
f
he played the piano.
The Chester Hale Girls
issist in the chorus, then go into a snappy routine
o open the proceedings.
Dave introduces Kate Smith (200 lbs. of sweetiess)
who, in her good blues voice, sings. "I'll
ilways Be in Love with You" and "Somebody and
4e."
Her encore consisted of a "Charleston" that
topped the show.
Hart and Whitestone, two clever
omedy acrobats who offer burlesque hand balancng. and other comedy situations that put the audi-

amas greet Dave as

\ full stage set in which the
vhite stripped bandstand on

supply of hokum, add a finishing touch to a wellbalanced vaudeville program.
An outstanding feature of the presentation id
Leonid Martov, young Russian baritone, who is makWith a complete
ing his first visit to the west.
assortment of selections, the young man stops the
show at ever performance. His rendition of "The
Volga Boatman" in Russian; "O Sole Mio" in
Italian, and "When Irish Eyes are Smiling" in English,
are three of the numbers which please his
Completing the entertainment is
audience most.
Clements Sellings and his animal circus.
The picture presentation in this connection is
Metro-Goldwyn-Meyers' special "The Idle Rich," and
capacity houses have been enjoyed at £acn performance.

Chicago Chicago
Week Ending

They had a catch line for "Castle of
the Michigan this week. It was "A Talkie Without
Film."
The show featured Block and Sully, that
popular dance team.
There had to be a castle, of course, and it was on
the background in back of the orchestra. AI Evans'

and tight

bodices,

first

every

in

other

week.

The stage setting consists of a semi-circular series
of steps rising to a platform, back of which is built
forming three archways. In the cena fountain and in the other two, a
The complete set is
large stone urn of flowers.
backed by a cyclorama drop of sky blue. The supporting posts of the trellis have insets of glass,
The lighting was artistic
lighted by colored lights.

a flower

trellis

archway

ter

is

the degree of giving it a personality, if such
things have a personality.
With the curtain, the ballet was arranged on the
upper platform with the band on the steps and piano
Mr. Kosloff led him band into "Say It
in center.
With Flowers" and the ballet gave a dance number
Lou then introduced
that reecived a big hand.
Maxine Hamilton, who sang "Give Your Baby Lots
of Loving" and with a short exit dance was followed by a return of the ballet in Something Different.
For the next number a screen was lowered
and the Stone and Vernon Foursome executed several

wonderful feats.

Then came "Buddy" and what a welcome, the
clapping of hands augmented by those feminine
heart flutters was almost a roar. "Buddy" first sang
"Goodbye Hollywood Hello Chicago" and batons the
He then played
band into a real fast number.
"Liebestraum" on a trombone and enacted a scene
demonstration
of his
from "Close Harmony" as a
musical accomplishments.
He did a m. c. spelled
with a capital
with the "12th Street Rag."

at

M

Omaha Paramount

yellow

Week Ending

fluffy

July 11

blares, the girlies 6wirl, the comedians pull their lines and the stage settings bring forth
"Ahs" and "Ohs" at the Omaha Paramount and

The stage band

one of them

—

riding large, imitation ducks.

Mary Stewart and Jack Hoffman had a

"Say

featuring

Michiganders were grouped in a garden setting in
front of the castle, with two large pillars setting

skirts

offers

—

11
Dreams"

them off on each side.
The Foster Girls were on

July 18

It With Flowers,"
(Buddy) Rogers, Lou Kosloff,
Charles
Maxine Hamilton, Stone and Vernon Foursome and
Dave Gould's Ballet for their stage attraction this

The Chicago theatre

to

Idle Rich,"

little

act

patterned on "The Doll Song" from "Tales of HoffMary, of course, was the doll, and Jack
man."
had a terrible time winding her up to take the vocal
They wound up with a dance.
trills in the song.
Jule and Carl Luster, the tumbling jesters, were
on next, with tricks with handkerchiefs and their
contortionistic dancing.
Block and Sully were next. Block singing a bluebird song while Eve Sully, in a costume resplendent
The Foster
with bluebirds, whistled and danced.
Girls took part in this number, too, dressed in tan
costumes with blue edges.
Spoor and Parsons had a lot of fun with the new
fangled "Jones Law," and the girl in the piece did
a clever little dance while the boy sang "Rosy

theatregoers are happy with the return of the stageshows at the big Publix house.
Al Morey was scheduled to swing the baton and
marshal the forces of flesh and blood entertainment.

MEEDER
AT THE ORGAN

Cheeks."

Salt

m

creen of Dave starting his vacation via airplane
^hich pulls all the stunts in the pilot's catalogue,
intil Schooler goes overboard in a parachute jump.
Scene then changes to a scrim in which the 32

July 13

second of the big six presentations, Conrad Nagel's latest all-talking picture, is
the feature at the Texas this week.
On the stage "Vic" and the Texas stage band present the "Publix" stage show.
"Cooling Off," featuring Boyce Combs, comedian
Pickard and Pal the singing and dancing seal
Wilma and Earlyne Wallace, pretty dancers Bert
Faye and the Gamby-Hale Icicle Ballet.
The Texas Grand Orchestra, Ernest Hauser conducting, Abel at the organ and the Texas Movietone
News complete the program.

"The

61

Lake City Pantages
Week Ending

The current program

at

the

July 20
Pantages theatre of

THE

has been acclaimed to be one of the best
and most entertaining all-around bills seen here in
several weeks.
Heading the vaudeville end of the bill is Flo Eckert, with a clever company, who present a new array
of songs, interwoven with a series of fast and snappy
dance steps. Seymour, Putnam and Bay furnish the
comedy, in which music, song and dance, with a
this

city

B.

F.

KEITH THEATRE

RICHMOND HILL
NEW YORK
I

"THE SINGING FOOL
PIANIST"
JOHNNY PAYNE
Now

Touring
Direction

PUBLIX THEATRES

— William

Morris Agency

!
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is laid up with a cut received when a plate
broke in a juggling: act. Cliff Nazarro is ably substituting for him, clever with his chatter and on the
piano.
"Bits of Broadway" is the stageshow.
Bobbie Gilbert is the star of program, emerging
from among the stage band members. Bobbie himself pretends that he can barely get along in the
English language, but his violin speaks any language.
Others on the program are the Dean twins, singers
and dancers alike as two peas the Galanos, Apache
dancers; Healy and Clifford, fancy steppers, and last,
but by no means least, the Peterson girls. In Indian
dances, black and silver effects or in a finale as one
of the chorus of his satanic majesty, the girls are

but he

;

equally attractive.
the most missed

The ballet dancers, probably, were
when the experiment of all sound

program was tried out at the Paramount.
Harry Brader and his pit orchestra score heavily
in "Desert Phantasy" and Herbie Koch is popular as
ever at the pipe organ.
The feature sound film is
"Thunderbolt."

Milwaukee Wisconsin
Week Ending

San Antonio Majestic
July 19

"Behind the Curtain" is shown on the Majestic
screen this week, it is Earl Derr Biggers' adaption.

riot.

Dick Powell and "Carl," the drummer in the stage
band, put on a good comedy offering.
"Carl,"
dressed as a fortune tell, "Madame Zaza," stood
on the stage, while Dick went down into the audiences (how the girls do like to see the popular m. c.
at close hand) and shouted questions to "Carl,"
such as:
"What color is this man's brown suit?"
etc.
Not entirely a new idea, but how they did put
it over
After the band puts a lot of pep into "Some of
These Days," the entire company is out on the
stage, with several of the girls high on swings.

St.

Louis Fox
Week Ending

July 12

The Fanchon and Marco show of the week was
"Fantasma" with Vivian Fay, "Red" Corocran,
Frank Warde, Don Carroll and the Anderson Brothers as the featured entertainers.
Artis Lewis and
Peggy Ames, a fine comedy team, also did very well,
judging from the applause they received.
Harry Girard presented another feature, an Indian
fantsy entitled "The End of a Thousand Moons.
Anita Murphy, colarature soprano, was the outstandvocaliste of this company directed by Mr. Girard,
former St. Louisian.
William A. Parson conducted the Jazzmanians.

Pittsburgh Loew's Penn
Week Ending July 13
The stage presentation is "The Theme of Love,"
a playlet staged by John Murray Anderson.
It carries a little plot laid in a picture studio, and is good
entertainment.
Worthy of mention is the fact that the girls in
the ensemble wear clothes, and the only thing in
sight was a bunch of pretty faces and ankles.
John E. Welsh, soloist, is handsome and can sing
plenty.
He has a rich baritone voice and goes over
big.

Nita Carroll and Marietts offer some clever acro-

Don Barclay is a hilarious comedian, although he
does get off some shady cracks, and these don't appeal to the high class Pittsburgh audiences.
Wesley Eddy, master of ceremonies, scored a smash
hit when he sang (by request) "If I Had You," accompanying himself on the guitar.

Louis Ambassador
Week Ending July 11

St.

his

the stage Harry Rose's farewell offering prior
return to the Missouri theatre was entitled

"Say It With Flowers."
Sammy Cohen, the Vernon-Stone Foursome and
Maxine Hamilton were in the forefront among the
entertainers in "Say It With Flowers."
Sammy's clowning in his distinctly Cohenish way

made a

big hit while the adagio dancing of the Verlittle short of sensational.
its type seen in St. Louis

non-Stone Foursome was
It was the best turn of
in a very long time.

has a novel opening, inasmuch as when
the curtain raises Dick is alone on the stage dressed
as a ringmaster. He begins to talk of the good old
act

circus days, and now we lined up the streets waiting for the parade, and as he is talking, the stage
band comes parading down the aisle from the rear
of the auditorium.
The Enright Rockets (fourteen girl 6tock company)
do a pair of numbers during the act. The first is
"with a series of hoops, through which they step,
etc.
Later they do a pony offering.
The girls arc

The Jack Partington, "Radio Romance" unit, featuring Rudy Vallee, his Connecticut Yankees and
Ross and Edwards opens to a country setting in
which Eddie Edwards and Harry Ross, two country

harnessed in

boys, bid good-bye to

trios,

Brooklyn Paramount
Week Ending

each trio being handled by a girl

all

July 19

This opening

the "gals."

Am

too busy vacationing to write an ad this
Will be back on the job at the Keithin Flushing, Long Island, in August, I
think. P. S.
I'm still playing organ for a living.

month.
Albee

—

BERNARD COWHAM
Keith-Albee Theatre, Flushing, L.

UNIFORMS

SS^S?

musical comedy and starts the show

off

A

brother, Paul, the twisting flipper, offered, separately
and respectively, a tapping routine and an acrobatic
routine that was received very well by this audience.
Vallee again announced Laura Lane, this time as
the Half-pint of song.
Laura, in her pleasing little
blues voice sang, Santly Bros., "To Be in Love" to
Vallee.
Her good voice, looks and showmanship
go a long way in helping her to sell herself to the
audience, which she sure did this show.

Ross and Edwards, first sing "Sunset to Dawn."
then offer dialogue and dancing and a little comedy.
They are a talented pair and would be a good bet
for musical comedy.
Rudy Vallee and his Connecticut Yankees followed.
Rudy and his boys have become very popular at this house in the few short weeks they have
been here and they will undoubtedly be missed very
much when they go to California to make a picture
of Rudy's song, "The Vagabond Lover."
Rudy sang the following numbers this week,
"That's When I Learned to Love You," "Pagan Love
Song" and "Vagabond Lover." After each number
Vallee received a very fine hand, and at the end, a
still better hand.
Ross and Edwards told the Gould girls, who are
in
nightgowns, a bedtime story.
This
dressed
served as an introductory for a flashlight number
which the girls do, with all houselights out. The
finale consisted of a little picture house backstage on
the stoop of which Eddie Edwards and Laura Lane
sing "Rain" as a rain effect is shown on the house.

batic dances.

end.

The

is typically
well.

mixed.
Scene then changed to the interior of broadcasting
station from which Rudy Vallee announced Laura
Lane and the Dave Gould Girls in a Television song
and dance number. Laura, a vivacious little brunette
in an abbreviated costume sweetly sings a number
and then leads the chorus in a snappy routine.
They were very well received.
Rudy then announced Larry Adler, who is supposed to be a bootblack.
Larry plays one of the
hottest and meanest harmonicas ever heard here.
His programme consisted of a medley of "hot"
numbers which couldn't have been "hotter" if they
were played on an E flat clarinet. This young boy
earned himself an encore in which he played hie
impression of Helen Kane singing, "I Want to Be
Loved by You."
Ferral, announced as the tapping flapper and her

The hit of the show was the appearance of the
Arnant Brothers, a pair of clowns who play guitars,
sing and whistle.
Their whistling novelties are a

On

Dick Powell, master of ceremonies, this week offers
an hour's stage act entitled "Circus Days," and it's
a mighty entertaining offering from beginning to

reins.

big.

to

12

the

short movie of a radio dial, then a map of the
U. S. with different broadcasting stations flashing
their signals, as two announcers, one a physical culture expert and the other a receipe expert announce,
have the house in an uproar when their talk gets

On the stage is presented "The Little Giants of
the Theatre" with Willie Rolle as M. C. The act
goes over big. Five other big time acts, a comedy
and News complete the bill.

Pittsburgh Enright
Week Ending July

handling

Gerald and Hoag offer a comedy horse act. These
men are inside a horse disguise, and their antics are
screamingly funny.
A trained seal act was also very entertaining, the
seals proving themselves real artists, and going over

July 12

Fanchon and Marco's "Indian Summer Idea" opens
with the chorus of fourteen posing in exotic costumes
while Frank Stever eings, "When Summer Is Gone."
The chorus then swings into a snappy dance number,
which nets them neat applause.
Frank Stever, baritone, next sings, "I'll Always
Be in Love with You," accompanied by Al Lyons
on the accordion and two other members of the
Joyboys, one on the banjo and another on the
accordion.
Frank has a good voice and is well
received.
The chorus* next number is a well staged
dance hit dressed in red costumes. It was followed
byMcDonald and Dick, two comic individuals, who
play the mouth organ, do a bit of dancing and keep
the audience howling in general.
The next number is an elaborate offering with a
tepee setting above the orchestra back of the center
of the stage.
The chorus does an Indian dance
Chief Eagle
attired
in
white feather costumes.
Feather then does a bit of snappy toe dancing. The
number
is
Muriel
Stryker,
who appears
climax of the
to the audience as the tepee is removed as a bronze
statue.
As she goes into motion, however, the audiShe
ence is made aware that she is not a statue.
gives a very fine dancing exhibition which includes a
number of intricate twists and turns. The grand
finale finds the chorus posing on the upper stage in
their Indian costumes, wrapped in blankets which they
open before the curtain drops, the interior of which
are vivid in varied colored hues. The entire number
is particularly pleasing and entertaining.

Week Ending

dressed in jockey outfit and
Some pretty stepping here.

July 27, 1929

I.,

N. Y.

COSTUMES

Philadelphia Mastbaum
Week Ending July 20
The stage bill at the Mastbaum this week is a collegiate act presenting Art Frank, the dancing grandpa, Helen Lewis and her Ten Collegiates, the Foursome Quartet, Marie Pauli, Lew Beck and the Mast-

baum
gram

The proSinging and Dancing Ensemble.
is handled in musical comedy style.
The 6how opens with Charles Previn's production

overture "Snow Carnival." with a glittering back
drop representing ice crystals and the Singing Ensemble taking part in a Fur Fashion Show with
fur coats and hats furnished by a well known Chestnut Street furrier.
The setting changes to a beautiful moonlit winter
scene of pine trees with branches bending under a
weight of snow as the ballet in white and silver
dances on the snow.
Bells are heard and a sleigh
is drawn in containing the Queen of Winter and
her attendants in dazzling white and silver. Snow
begins to fall and soon snowballs fly thick and fsfet
as the ballet and Ensemble frolic in the moonlight.
This is a beautifully staged production and with the
chilly temperature in the theatre the illusion of winter is complete.
Stuart Barrie presents the slogan song "Here We
Are" on the organ with the audience joining in.
The stage bill "Rah! Rah! Rah!" starts off with
the Ensemble in collegiate garb giving the college
yell.
Art Frank, the dancing grandpa, limps in
After one of
with his cane and the fun begins.
the students gives him a lesson in jiu jitsu, the old
man demonstrates that he can still shake a wicked
leg and after a strange. 6tiff- jointed dance, which
apparently limbers up his joints, he gives an oldfashioned buck and wing that is heartily applauded.
Following this the ballet in red and white gives
a snappy routine.
Helen Lewis and her Ten Col(

legians in orange dresses make a striking appearance seated on graduated steps in the center of the
stage with a silver draped window in the background.
One of the girls with an unusually fins
contralto voice sings "Honey." and the orchestra
play6 several numbers very creditably.

!£Si5k«
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UP

DOWN ORGAN SOLOS

*

Brooklyn Paramount) called this week's
Lecture on Applause." This was a comedy
stunt which conveyed the idea of applauding every
time a picture of "Lindbergh," "Statue of Liberty"
and "Old Glory" were shown on the screen. To a
person never having heard one of Bob's solos, it
would appear as if he were begging applause, but
Bob is one of the organists that does not have to
beg applause, inasmuch as he has, in the short time
he has been here, become one of the prime favorHe opened with explanatory
ites
in this
city.
slides played to the tune of "That's My Weakness
Now." Each of the words started with "S," which
He folcaused a lot of confusion and laughter.
lowed the nonsense with three straight songs which
everyone sang with a will. These were Harms, "I

Bob West

solo,

Have You Heard:? Bernie Pollack, the popular
few York manager of Sherman-Clay, music pubshers of San Francisco has turned in his notice,
nd after August loth will be known as the General
ales Manager of M. Witmark and Sons, New York.
Milton

Weil,

Chicago's

known music pub-

best

sher is in town for his vacation and to renew
"Sweethearts on Parade," Weil reiendships.
jrts. is to be made into a Columbia picture.

and Arthur Piantadosi have secured the
ghts to Arthur Behim's latest number. "Am I a
This is the number that Rudy
assing Fancy."
George

allee

successfully

introduced to us.
«

•

and looks like a hit. It is called.
An Eyeful of You." and is published by Leo Feist.

tat is full of life

*

*

Rudy Vallee's own

hit number (published by Leo
"I'm Just a Vagabond Lover" is to be made
lto a talking and singing picture by Radio Picires, Vallee is leaving for the west coast in two
eeks to play the leading role.
eist).

*

*

«

manager of the mechanical
nd recording departments of M, Witmark and Sons,
eclares that there are still hits that are not theme
As an ex>ngs or production numbers of talkies.
mple he cites "Maybe. Who Knows," the hit prouced by Ruth Etting, Johnny Tucker and Joe Schust.
Mr. Witmark proudly points to the following
Witmark,

Julius P.

st of

Jr.,

who have thus
Ruth Etting has made a

record companies

far recorded
vocal record

number.
Columbia. Gene Austin for Victor, and Eddie
nomas for Brunswick. Instrumental records of the
ime number have been made by Ted Lewis for
olumbia. Carl Fenton for Brunswick. Phil SpitUiy for Edison, Charles Dorenberg for Victor and
le Dorsey Brothers for Okeh.
le
>r

RK

featuring
written by
scar Levant and Sidney Clare, and published by
arm.. Inc.
The tunes are. "Loveable and Sweet."
Broken Up Tune" and "My Dream Memory."
O's

"Street

picture,

latest

Compson

has

sweet

three

«

•

Girl"

tunes

acation.

Henry Busse, former M. C. at Loew's State, Los
ngeles. and hie orchestra are now at the Pelham
eath Inn.
•

"Just Another Day," which opens
Oscar Hammerstein 2nd and Jerome
em have written all the music.
* • •
Leo Feist has a new number, written by Ned
filler,
Carmen Lombardo and Chester Cohn, that
rands as sweet as "Honey."
This one is called.
Sweetness."
Another new one, written by Joe
ennett and Harry Linden, is called, "You."

erstein show,
oly 21st.
.

.

.

*

Three

Tin Pan

Alley

*

.

.

•

denizens

who had

hardly

taken the dust of Broadway from their respective
«t, startled Hollywood natives a few nights ago
'
producing a song and lyrics in the midst of the
stivities at the College Inn.
Hike Cleary. Herb
agidson and New Washington pulled the stunt. The
io,
said to be the youngest combination imported
om New York to work on pictures, are producing
imbers for Warner Bros, pictures. Their songs to
i
sublished by Witmark and Sons.
*
* *

"Because You Belong to Me." originally the theme
Baddy Morris's (young executive of M. Witark and Sons) recent wedding, turned out to be
ich a success as a singable, danceable number, that
is to be used in Dorothy Mackail'6 starring picre. "The Woman on the Jury."

>ng of

"I'm Just a Vagabond Lover"

No. 3

No. 5

•

«

«

public by Al
for Warner
"Little Pal," the theme song of the proSongs."
duction, is expected to out-sell "Sonny Boy" and is
said to possess an even wider appeal than that great
The composition is the work of Al Jolson,
favorite.
B. G. De Sylva. Lew Brown and Ray Henderson.
Three other songs are "Why Can't You?". "I'm in

Seventh Heaven" and "Used to You."
to be offered in

The

fifth

hit

It With Songs" is called "One
was composed by Mr. Jolson and

"Say

Sweet Kiss" and
Dave Dreyer.

•

*

Morris).

&

Brown

Sylva,

— (Harms,

Inc.).

No. 8
"I've Got a Feeling I'm Falling"
(Santley Bros.).
"Weary River" (Irving Berlin).
"Mean to Me" (De Sylva, Brown

—
—

Henderson).
"Broadzvay Melody"
Corp.).

— (Robbins

—
&

Music

—

(Harms, Inc.).
No. g
"Junior" (Walter Donaldson).
"Moonlight March" (Milton Weil).
"Some Sweet Day" (Remick Music
"Sleepy Valley"

—

—
—

Corp.).

"Breakaway"Henderson).

— (De

"When My

Sylva,

&

Brown

—

Dreams Come True"

(Irving Berlin).

—

"Dream Train" (Milton Weil).
"One Alone" (Harms, Inc.).

—

•

9

MISS YOU

— (Santly

•

—

Three brothers have
collaborated on this song and it'6 a real pretty song.
by three brothers and published by three
Words
other brothers makes it a novelty in itself.
Bros.)

Written

by

Charles

Harry

and

Tobias

Tobias

music

by

Henry H. Tobias.
•

•

•

CLOSE YOUR EYES AND MAKE BELIEVE ITS
ME— (Donaldson, Douglas & Gamble) —Two well
really

writers have written a beautiful song that
Written as a fox
looks like a big number.

trot.

Lyric

known

by

Irving

Kahal,

music

by

Jimmie

Monaco.
•

•

•

DREAM—

(Floyd
I'M WALKIN' AROUND IN A
Campbell) A far western publisher has this Ted
Lewis song. Ted is giving this song Quite a plug on
the air and in his act and it's through that effort
that the publisher places his faith in the song selling.
Words and music by Ted Lewis, Harry Yoell and
Robert E. Spencer.

—

•

»

•

WISHING AND WAITING FOR LOVE— (M.

Witsong of the First National
It's a cute
picture entitled BROADWAY BABIES.
song and with the picture playing the important
Lyric by Grant Clarke,
stands, will no doubt sell.
music by Harry Akst.

mark

&

Sons)

—The theme
•

*

— (Joe

"My Sin"—(De
Henderson).
"Desert Song"

THEME SONGS

will be introduced to the American
Jolson in his next Vitaphone picture
Bros, which is called "Say It With

Moon"

No. 7

per

new songs

— (Rob-

Music Corp.).
No. 6

"Carolina

cent.
After intermission he gave
them two light ones, "The Wedding of the Painted
Doll" and then a three-in-one (not the oil) but
"Bunch of Violets."
"The Message of the Violet
and Violette" which went over in great shape, prior
to screen showing Boyd in "High Voltage."

Five

—

Corp.).

"You Were Meant for Me"
bines

Bert Thomas
(New Riviera Theatre, Tacoma)
the new house with the overture "Merry
Wives of Windsor," and as capacity house liked it.
came back at them with Bartlett's Dream, which

•

Rains"

With You"

"I'll

opened

•

— (Remick 4Music

Always Be In Love
— (Shapiro
Bernstein.)

(Portland. Publix) who writes
all his own music has struck a popular chord at the
big motion picture house with his Community SingThis is a big job at an All-Talkie house but
ing.
Stanleigh has already broken the ice with his "Smile
Songs" and Optimistic Ideas.
His pantomime war
songs also went over in nice shape.

«

It

No.

"Louise"

Malotte

song which is already proving popular with
music lovers is "Like a Breath of Springtime," recently written by the well known team of song
writers, Al Dubin and Joe Burke.
This catchy number has now been selected by Warner Bros, as the
theme melody for Dolores Costello's next Vitaphone
talking picture, "Hearts in Exile," now in production
with Michael Curtiz directing.
"Like a Breath of Springtime," which is only
one of several songs to be heard in "Hearts of Exile," is published by M. Witmark & Sons.

When

"I Get the Blues
(Forster).

Am

A

—

—

Mr. Putz'
the features of the morning and
For
supper performances at this house, each day.
this week's solo
("Fantasie Impromptu") he first
offered a beautiful rendition of "I
Always Chasing Rainbows." a popular song which he played
more in the classical vein, than in the popular.
This was rendered as a straight spotlight solo.
Then, as an Overture to the Thomas opera. "Mignon," Mr. Putz played Arias from this as slides
depicting the entire history and story of Mignon
were shown on the screen. As Mr. Putz played, a
female voice singing the opera in Italian was heard.
Mr. Putz' rendition was delightfully done and the
reception accorded him was very fine.
are one of

has written a song, entitled "Daddy,
for the Paramount
picture "Thunderbolt" starring George Bancroft and
has been released as a special.

— (Leo

"Wedding of the Painted Dolls"
(Sherman Clay).
"Honey" ( Feist).

Agon Putz (New York Paramount).

Sam Coslow

Music

Feist).

to stopping the show.

100

— (Robbins

No. 2

Your Hand Madame," "My Sin," and "Some
Occasionally, during these numbers.
Day."
Bob turns around and talks to the audience, thereby
He came close
encouraging them to sing more.

Stanleigh

i

Corp.).

Kiss

Won't You Please Come Home"

•

Dick Polimer, manager of Sammy Fain, well known
jngwriter, has just had Sammy sign a contract to
lay the part of a song composer in the new Ham.

No.

"Pagan Love Song"

#

Henry Spitzer, general manager of Harm's is soon
)
make an extended tour of Canada, while on his

*

BEST SELLERS
Week Ending July 20

Sweet

scored

etty

i

"A

solos

«

Mabel Wayne, the highest paid female song-writer
the business has just completed a new fox-trot
i

«

63

MY PEOPLE— (M.

•

•

Witmark

&

Sons)

—A

powerful

theme song to be published by Shapiro
Bernstein in his recent contract with the two additional companies will be "How We Love Our College"

ballad that was introduced in town by the Howard
Brothers.
This song can become a standard as it's

for Universal Pictures in a college picture as yet unnamed. The other number to be published for the

Winkopp.

The

other

first

company Biltmore Pictures

Inc..

is

"Wanita"

has been synchronized with Harry Webb's
latest sound and talking production, "Dark Skies."

which

really

a

classic.

By Paul Cunningham and Paul
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W
NEW PICTURES
Pictures" the EXHIBITORS
presents in concise
form information on current and forthcomIn

"New

kind of music. Tromholt leaves his wife and returns to Berlin where he meets Karen, an old
flame of his. Tromholt's wife follows him. Tromholt
returns home with her. Bruno Heim tells Tromholt
that he has found another writer who is better then
he.
This, however, is Tromholt under another
name. Tromholt's wife is near death. Tromholt
returns home to tell her he is going to leave her to
go with Karen. She dies. Tromholt goes on living
inspired by her memory.

HERALD-WORLD

ing attractions.
The facts as presented will serve exhibitors in booking and in the preparation of
their advertising campaign.

FLYING FOOL, THE:
Boyd Marie
Gleason.

Prevost,
Directed by

*

Pathe drama with William
Tom O'Brien and Russell

TYPE AND THEME: An

—

TYPE AND THEME: Dan

Maitland. young

New

Yorker returns from Europe to find his home
robbed.
He suspects a pretty girl bandit. Anisty,
a society burglar who resembles Maitland, plans a
Maitland finds the pretty girl robber
bright idea.
He poses as Anisty and
looting his apartment.
helps her. Anisty enters at the scene and holds
the two up. Anisty is overpowered by Maitland.
Anisty escapes and plans to kill Maitland. A surprise follows.
•
•
•
ILLUSION: Paramount drama with Buddy Rogers,
Nancy Carroll, June Collyer, Knute Erickson,
Eugenie Besserer, Kay Francis, Maude Turner Gordon, Regis Toomey, William McLaughlin, Katherine
Wallace, William Austin, Frances Raymond, Eddie
Kane, Michael Visaroff, Bessie Lyle. Emelie MelDirecville, Caul Lukas and Col, G. L. McDonnel.
ted by Lothar Mendes.
THEME: Carlee and Claire, two
TYPE
performers in a magic vaudeville act break up their
act after a long aquaintance. Buddy thinks he loves
Hilda, a society girl. Claire meets Hilda's brother
Eric.
Carlee resents Claire's meeting with Erie.
Claire's heart is broken when Carlee leaves her
alone. Hilda finds Carlee is a performer. Carlee returns to Claire, who is doing her magic act. In
the act Claire is to be shot at with blank bullets.
She
Instead, she loads the gun with real bullets.
is shot. Carlee goes to her. She promises to live for

AND

him.
*

*

*

Aggie Herring and Jack Mulhall

in

a

scene from the First I\ational-Vitaphone
Lila Lee
production, "Dark Streets."
plays opposite Mulhall in "Dark Streets."

BODY PUNCH, THE:

Universal drama with Jack
Daugherty, Virginia Brown Faire. George KotsonWilbur Mack and Monte Montague. Directed
by Leigh Jason. Length 4,786.
TYPE AND THEME: Peyson Turner, who is
jealous of Jack Townsend, a boxer, arranges a fight
between Paul Steinert and Townsend. While the
Townsend
fight is going on a bracelet is stolen.
sees Turner putting the bracelet in his roo<m. Turner calls for help and when the police arrive ac-

aros.

cuses Toumscnd of stealing the bracelet. Townsend
escapes and goes to Steinert's home, where a terThe
takes place, Townsend winning.
rific battle
bracelet

is

found

in

Steinert's hat.
*

*

WONDER OF WOMEN

:

*

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer drama

with Lewis Stone, Leila Hyams, Peggy Wood, Harry
Myers, Sarah Padden, George Fawcett, Blanche
Frederici, Wally Albright Jr., Carmencita Johnson,
Anita Louise Fremault, Dietrich Haupt and Ullric
Haupt, Jr. Directed by Clarence Brown.

TYPE AND THEME:

Stephen Tromholt, famous composer, marries a widow who has
two children. In order to support the family
Stephen, is forced to write popular music under
an assumed name. Bruno Heim, publisher, urges
Tromholt to return to Berlin and write his former

Drama.

Universal college drama with
Lewis, Eddie Phillips, Dorothy Gulliver,
Churchill Ross, Hayden Stevenson and Sumner
Silent
Getchell.
Directed by Nat Ross.
Length
:

Sound

6.864.

TYPE AND THEME: A

college football picture.
"Flash" Thomas is the biff thing at college, having
made a great showing in football, though nobody on
the campus realizes that the interference of George
Wilson has made possible Flash's spectacular plays.
Both boys are in love with Dorothy, coed. When
Dorothy accepts Wilson's frat pin, Flash goes on a
drunk. Wilson, realizing that the big game comes
next day, goes after Flash. He gets him into bed,
but is eanght going into his room and is suspended
The big game and Caldwell
for getting in late.
college is losing. Flash confesses to the coach that
Wilson was delayed on account of him. Wilson is
put into the game. He come through with a touchdown just as the game ends. Dorothy and Wilson
go into a huddle.
*
#
*

6,330.

life,

Desiring to see the other
Houston, society girl, gets a job

Mary
owned by Pop Hanson, gang leader.
Hanson gang, Harry, falls in love with

in a flight club

of the

Mary. She finds herself also interested in Harry.
The gang plans to rob a millionaire. Thai use the
deserted n imisinn i>) Mary's aunt as n h oldout. Harry
finds a picture of Mary there and finds who she
really is. After a battle the crooks are captured by
the police. Harry is revealed as a story writer who
fa seeking material for his 7tovcls.

Moore,

*

MODERN LOVE:
Edward

Universal comedy with Jean
Chase, Kathryn Crawford and
Martindel. Directed by Arch B. Heath.

Charley

TYPE AND THEME:

Patricia Brown, designer,
in an overall factory,

and John Jones, who works

are married.
Life runs smoothly until Patricia
meets Renau\t, Frenchman, who urges her to go
to Europe and study designing. John resents thk.
John loses his job and Patricia calls Renault to tell
him she will go to Europe. In the meantime John
runs across some of his designs for overalls and
rushes to his former office to show his boss. They
tell John he can go to Europe and take a vacation.
John rushes to the boat hoping to meet his wife.
Patricia, realizing she cannot go without John, gets
off the boat and her taxi bumps into John's. Both
are happy at the unexpected reunion.
*

*

*

LUCKY IN LOVE:

Pathe drama from the story by
Gene Markey with Morton Downey. Betty Dawford,

Keith-Johnson,
Halliwell
Hobbes, J. M.
Kerrigan, Richard Taber, Edward O'Connor. Mary
Murray, Mackenzie Ward, Louis Sorin, Sonia KarDirected
lov, Tyrrell Davis and Elizabeth Murray.
by Kenneth Webb. Dialog by Gene Markey.
Colin

TYPE AND THEME:
O'More,

Singing

young American,

Irish

story.

with his
with Lady
Cardigan, granddaughter of an impoverished Earl.
Fitzroy, a rascally schemer, threatens to take the
castle from the Earl. Fitzroy also loves Lady Cardigan. Michael is a great singer and attracts the
attention of the town. At a ball Michael gets in a
scrap with Fitzroy. Michael knocks Fitzroy unconcious. Fearing trouble, Michael flees to America
where he gets a position as manager of a music
Annoyed by Fitzroy. Lady Cardigan also
store.
comes to America. Fitzroy follows. Michael meets
Lady Cardigan and both agree to return to Dublin.
In Dublin. Michael tells the Earl that the music
firm in Amcriaa has agreed to let him manage a
big branch of theirs in Dublin and the Earl will be

Michael
uncle

in

Dublin.

Michael

is

in

lives

love

able to keep his castle.

Lady Cardigan and

marry.

*

Michael

*

Paramoun

mystery drama from the story by
Rohmer with Warner Oland. Jean Arthur.

:

One

really loved her.
*
*

all-talking

TYPE AND THEME:

half of

and

MYSTERIOUS DR. FU MANCHU, THE:

Universal melodrama with Lina
Basquette, Reed Howes, Flora Finch. Craufurd
Kent, Gustave von Seyffertitz and Clarissa SelSilent
wvnne. Directed by Ray Taylor. Length

Sound

in

*

COME ACROSS:
6,693,

singing,

player, is in love with Kathleen O'Connor.
Kathleen persuades Timothy Tyrone to let Rory
play his fiddle at a party. This wins Rory a chance
to go to America. In America Rory finds it hard
to forget Kathleen.
He gets a position with a
theatre and plans to write to Kathleen as soon as
he can tell her something good. Meanwhile Kathleen
is heartbroken, not hearing from her Rory.
She
goes to New York and finds Rory in a shoiv. In
the play Rory has to kiss a girl. Kathleen sees this
and returns to Ireland heartbroken. But in Ireland
Kathleen finds her grandparents ready to leave for
United States with the money Rory sent to them.
She is also surprised to see Rory in person. He
explains that it was only a stage play she saw him

Hersholt,

George

;

Colleen

violin

COLLEGE LOVE:

6,145

National

Oscar Apfel. Fred Kelsey, Otto Lederer
and others. Directed by William A. Seiter.
TYPE AND THEME: Rory O'More, young

*

Russell Birdwell.

First

O'Brien,

embrace.
*

*

drama with

James Hall, Claude Gillingwater, Robert Homans,
Aggie Herring, Betty Francisco. Julanne Johnston,
Robert O'Connor, John Beck, Edward Earl, Tom

Taylor, former war
plane, girls, scraps, and his brotlier, Jimmy. Jimmy
gets Bill's car to take a girl out. Bill also goes out
with a girl but is ejected from a cafe when he atThe girl who was responsible for
tempts to sing.
Jimmy's girl
Bill's ejection is Jimmy's sweetheart.
He refuses her love, however, thinkfalls for Bill.
ing it not fair to his brother. Jimmy realizes that
he is not the fellow his girl wants and goes to tell
At the flying field they see Bill,
Bill she loves him.
too convivial for "air mindedness," go up in his
plane.
Jimmy helps rescue him. Bill and the girl
=*

and talking

playing

aviation picture: Bill
aviator, loves four things his

MASQUERADE: Fox comedy drama with Alan
Birmingham, Leila Hyams, Clyde Cook, Farrell
MacDonald, Arnold Lucy, George Pierce, Rita Le
Roy, John Breeden, Jack Pierce, Pat Moriarity,
Jack Carlisle and Frank Richardson. Directed by

*

SMILING IRISH EYES:

Tay Garnett.

Jean Arthur and Warner Oland are two
important members of the cast in Paramount's all-talking picture. "The Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu." The picture was
taken from Sax Rohmer's famous novel.

Sa>;

Neil

Hamilton. O. P. Heggie. William Austin, Claudt
King. Charles Stevenson. Noble Johnson, Evelyn
Selbie. Charles Giblyn, Donald Mackenzie, Lawforr!
Davidson. Lask Winter, Charles Stevens, Chappe
Dosset and 'fully Marshall. Directed by Rowlanci
V. Lee.
TYPE AND THEME: A Chinese picture: Dr
Fu Manchu saves the life of a white child in a war
the Boxer uprising, only to have his own wife anc
child killed by a shell from the white soldiers
He vows to kill three generations of a white family
He goes to London, and the Petri family becomes
his target. Lia is used by Fu to help him in fcw
plans to kill. He puts her under a hypnotic spell
Fu succeeds in killing the grandfather and fathet
oi Jack Petri, young doctor. By the help of an o'.i
Chinese maid Fu is captured. Lia and young Petr
find love in each other.
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten

Minimum

cents per word, payable in advance.

Copy and checks should be addressed

$1.00.

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn

St.,

charge,

Ad

Dept.
Chicago, 111.

Classified

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium
lamp $125.00.

1
small projector, motor driven, fine
condition $75.
Address The Theatre Seating Company, 845 South State Street, Chicago. Illinois.

Managers' Schools
THEATRE EMPLOYEES— Modern Theatre

Man-

agement training will help you to better positions.
Complete training at home. Send for your free Copy
Address Moving Picture Theatre Manof catalog H.
agers Institute, Elmira, New York.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT,

new and

Opera

used.

experience

years

in

all

12-14

PROJECTIONIST

at

liberty.

Sound

or

silent.

STENOGRAPHER-BOOKKEEPER.

Desires posiimmediately with theatre company or manager.
Six years' successful experience in theatre office work.
Excellent references.
Address Box 419, Exhibitors
Herald-World, 407 South Dearborn Street, Chicago,
tion

Moving Picture Operator.
Eighteen years' experience.
One year installation and
operation sound equipment.
Go anywhere. Married,
reliable.
Address Box 420, Exhibitors Herald World,
street,

PROJECTIONIST— Long

Chicago, Illinois.

chairs, made by the Heywood- WakeUpholstered in imitation Spanish
very reasonable prices.
500 upholstered
theatre chairs, back and seat covered in broadcloth.
1,000 upholstered seats covered in Spanish imitation
leather.
Veneered back and squab seats, very reasonable.
1,000 heavy 5-ply veneer chairs, \i in. back.
1,500 light 5-ply veneer chairs at very reasonable
Also a
prices.
300 folding chairs in sections of 2.

experience

Anywhere.
and sound.
Kimbark Ave., Chicago, 111.

all

machines,
6054

years'

ex-

Complete library,
Publix Keith theatres.
Organist, 3200 54th
thorough musician, modern.
street, Des Moines, Iowa.

HIGH TRAINED ORGANIST- PIANIST— ExperiVitaphone cause
Marion, 111.

of

ad.

Rudolph

St.,

stock

large

of chair parts

to

match any

style

seat.

We assure you
everything for the theatre.
For information, prices and literature
on our merchandise, write Illinois Theatre Equipment Company, 12-14 East Ninth street, Chicago, Illifact,

—

Men and women. No service charge. Write full inAdformation concerning salary, organ, hours, etc.
dress Vermond Knauss School of Theatre Organ
Playing, 210 N. 7th St., Allentown, Pa.

BIG BARGAIN
844

Equipment for Sale
Simplex Powers 6-B
and 6-A motiograph machines, all motor driven, in
guaranteed condition, as well as used low intensity
arc reflector lamps, with or without machines at
reasonable prices.
Big stock of rebuilt exhaust and
Generators,
oscillating fans for AC and DC current.
rebuilt

makes, ticket selling machines, film containers, all
Write for
bargain prices for immediate shipment.
bargain list.
Address Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company, 12-14 East Ninth street, Chicago, Illinois.
all

at

Ave.. Chicago,

111.

100-2E Motor driven Motiograph machines complete.
1
SimFine condition $450.00 for the two.
plex motor driven type S lamphouse and Peerless
Jrc control $300.00.
Powers 6B complete motor
1
driven $235.
1
new DeVrie Portable extra lens and

Your

Projection

— Volumes

H.
1

Richardson's Handbook of
2.
Price $6.20 postpaid

and

A.,
and Canada. $7.00 foreign countries.
Certified
check or money order must accompany all orders. Address Herald-World Bookshop, 407 South Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois.

U.

in

S.

FOR SALE; Barry and Sargent's "Building
Theatre Patronage." Price $5.20 postpaid in U. S.
A., and Canada.
$6.00 foreign countries.
Certified
check or money order must accompany at! orders.
Address Herald-World Bookshop, 407 South Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois.
FOR SALE— "Motion

Picture

Trade

Directory."

Comprehensive

book pertaining to all branches of
Eleven hundred pages in size. Price
industry.
$10.00 postpaid in U. S. A., and Canada.
$11.00
foreign countries.
Certified check or money order
must accompany all orders. Address Herald -World
the

Bookshop,

South

407

Dearborn

street,

Chicago,

Illinois.

Cameras for Rent
AKELEY; BELL-HOWELL (professional).
anywhere.

FOR SALE — New

York Institute Standard Camera
Practically new.
$200 cash.
and Universal tripod.
Address Frank Dudiak, Fairmont theatre, Fairmont,
W. Va.

OPERA CHAIRS,

Organs for Sale
FOR SALE— Two
gle

seats and backs for all makes,
save you money. Jobs in new
Address Redington Company,

slightly used

demonstrating sin-

roll Reproduco Pipe Organs. Address
McFadden, Havana, 111.

and twin
B.

S.

five ply, at prices that

chairs.
used
Scranton, Pa.

Equipment Wanted
TWO

G E UNITS. Will pay
Waukon, Iowa.

cash.

WANT SEVERAL MERCURY

Address Cota

RECTI FIER.v

WANTED —

2 Peerless or Simplex projectors, alsr
State price, condition
Strong reflector arc lamps.
Will pay cash, or onf
and number of machines.
Address Box 337
third down and balance CO.D.
Exhibitors Herald-World. 407 S. Dearborn St., On
Ill

HIGHEST .PRICE?

paid

projection machines, etc.
844 Wabash, Chicago.

for

used

opera

cba.t*

Projector Repairing
SKILLED MECHANICS,

specialized tools, and a
shop equipped for but one purpose can offer yon
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I
have, and I can offer you the best in the overkatrfing
of your motion picture machinery equipment.
One
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving
some of the largest houses.
Relief equipment furnished free.
For results bring your work to Joseph
Spratler, 12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago, III.

Addres? Movie Supply Co.

BEST SHOP
Prompt

Attention Theatre Managers
OUT NOW! F. H. RICHARDSON'S BOOK ON

SOUND— VOLUME

3.
Thousands have already or
dered and received this up to date useful hook dealing with and pertaining to all hranches of sound.
The price is $5.20 postpaid in U. S. A., and Canada.

Classified

Ad

eek.

The

cost

is

small, the results are area;.

plan-

embossing) processes
Special Neargravnre ZSO
envelopes, 500 8$4x7!4" letterheads $3.33, or 854x11""
$4 44, postpaid.
Sollidays. EXH-124. Knox, Indiana.
less

Address Preddey.
good, bad or incomplete, cheap.
188 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

caeo.

Stationery
"NEARGRAVURE" ("Neargravuremboso"

Will

Do

service,

for repairing projection machines
reasonable prices.
Address Movie

Supply Co., 844 Wabash, Chicago.

Theatre for Sale
BUILDING AND THEATRE FOR SALE,
Ed.

Buttermore, Leipsic, O.

the

Work

The classified advertising
Exhibitors Herald-World has herped hundreds of Theatre owners in solving many a problem.
department has placed organists all over the country, has helped in obtaining equipment, in selling equipment, and in
solving many another problem that seemed difficult.
The rates are but 10c per word payable with order, 10% discount
if run for 3 insertions.
See this week's classified pages. Maybe you are in need of something that is being advertised this
•>

Rent

Address Wood, 204 Inland Bank, Indian-

apolis, Ind.

VENEER

CHAIRS $1.30; 270-18
320 18 INCH
nch veneer chairs $1.20; 320-18 inch veneer chairs
$1.25; 475-20 inch veneer chairs $1.65: like new;
700-19 inch new upholstered chairs $4.95.
Also 2
;ype

Books
FOR SALE— F.

used Opera chairs, 600 upholAddress Movie Supply Co.,

in

Veneer.

800

Wabash

theatre,

in

cago, Illinois.

nois.

and

ORGANIST Experts thoroughly trained in showmanship available at all times for first-class positions.

BARGAINS

money

or

For Sale

ORGANIST— SOLOIST MALE—Ten

BIG

at

Projectionist,

perience

young.
Wolf, Mechanic

company.

field

leather,

stered.

movie

check

—

uphol-

great savings.

WANTED — Position

enced,

111.

Chairs for Sale
HIGH GRADE, spring constructed

In

Illinois.

Dearborn

Chicago,

St.,

1,600
stered theatre

Will go anywhere.
Address Julius Kovats. 2907 East
114th street, Cleveland, O.

407 South

Ninth

E.

classes of theatres.
Ten years with one chain organization.
Can give
Married, sober, reliable, honest.
Address Box 421, Exhibitors Herbest references.
ald-World, 407 South Dearborn 6treet, Chicago, Illinois.

Certified

Chicago

FOR SALE—

MANAGER—Twelve

countries.

must accompany all orders. Address HeraldWorld Bookshop, 407 South Dearborn street, Chi-

order

chairs, projectors, screens, generators, rectifiers, reflecting arc lamps, etc. Write for bargain list and
catalogue.
Address Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,

Reflector Arc Lamps and accessories,
also guaranteed rebuilt Powers 6-A and 6-B and Simplex Heads.
Best Prices.
Write Joseph Spratler,

Wanted

Position

foreign

$6.00

,

write

—
66
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THE VOICE OF THE INDUSTRY
LETTERS FROM READERS
We Have

Written

AM EXPECTING TO

Him

INSTALL SOUND

sound.

Expect

to install

Movie-Phone and want

to

get in touch with the~se exhibitors and find
out what results they are getting with this
kind of equipment.
Thanking you for the favor and in advance for the auto plate, I am Jack Pierce,
Lyric theatre, Stigler, Okla.

An

S.

0. S. from England

WILL SOME KIND EXHIBITOR TELL
something about what you seem to call
Silver Night." I suppose "Rogers"

"The Rogers
is the name

of it. Our paper is the Oak Hill Press.
Henry Thomas, Liberty theatre, Oak Hill,

Ohio.

The newspaper article, headed "Parish of
Templed Hills," in part was as follows
We feel the effects of this calamity more keenly

the

because of the usefulness of those buildings in supplyAnd as
ing the needs of the town and community.
they are all men of upright character and genial
dispositions we loved them greatly and wished their
The Doctor was
success each one in his own line.
always ready day or night to ease our pains and cure
our diseases, the Restaurant man fed us with wholeThe other
some food whenever we were hungry.
friend would mend our tires and charge our batteries
so we could travel and we were supplied with clean,
wholesome, ennobling, and elevating amusement in the
Liberty theatre.
Perhaps some people will think that a town could
get along just as well if not better without a picture
show. There is no doubt but a town could get along
better without some kinds of picture shows, as well
as many other kinds of amusements as they are conducted into many places.
15ut the question is not

whether

ment or

a town will have a moving picture establishI see in
not, it is what will be its character.
war is going on in some of

of a particularly famous cutlery
firm. I want to know the approximate wholesale
value of the gift (I believe some exhibitors
give one part of a complete set of say, table
ware each week until the set is complete).
Does the scheme pay well, after deducting

the papers that a great

expenses ?
I am going to try the Matinee Club idea,
combining it with some of the features of The
Brownie Club (issues of April 13 and June 8).
Locks as though Detroit Lakes will be
The answer to
flooded out with exhibitors.
any question will be "sound" and the week
should shake J. C.'s one remaining tire loose
(it's all right, he can't get at me from this
He seems to be absolutely crazy
distance).
about pike and other sorts of fish (apologies to
William Austin).
If any exhibitor sends me details of "Silver
Night" direct, I should like to receive some
I will, in
photos of his town and theatre.
return, send him some of mine. Ludlow happens to be one of the ten most beautiful towns
in Europe.
If this catches J. C.'s eye, Ludlow is one of
the main reasons why U. S. and wife and
daughter take a trip abroad. Since the liners
brought over their big list some days ago there
have been Americans in every day. Now I
think of it, I'll send J. C. some photos care
of the Herald- World.

has been exceptionally fortunate in having a picture
show conducted by a refined Christian gentleman,
whose aim was not only to amuse but also to educate
and elevate the taste of the public. The writer does
not know anything about the circumstances of these
friends nor whether they intend to rebuild or not
They deserve and 1
but 1 earnestly hope they will.
believe and hope they will be encouraged and helped
element in the town
way
best
possible
by
the
in every

Showmanship Recognized
I

SHOULD HAVE WRITTEN YOU MAY-

be sooner but since our fire, which destroyed our $25,000 theatre June 23, and which
originated in a battery shop next door (and

no

I have been up in the air!
coming to existence again. We were
Mr. Davis and I. Our investment
was $25,000. Insurance was only $12,000. We
built nine years ago and, of course, not thinking it would ever be burned just kept enough
insurance to cover our indebtedness. So here
we are, worse off than we were nine years
ago, with our labor thrown in.
Whether we'll ever rebuild remains to be
there have been some
If we do, well
seen.
changes in the motion picture game the last
two years. We always tried to give our peoAn old Welsh
ple the best at all times.

fire

Am

protection),

just

surely

hit,

—

minister has the enclosed article in our paper
(a weekly paper) which makes us feel very
good along with many others which is very
encouraging and I am passing it on to your
wonderful magazine which I wait for every
week. You have our privilege to use part or

our neighboring towns between the churches and the
1 am not well enough informed on the
picture shows.
nature of their contention to pass any opinion on
the merits of their case.
it

is

All I

am

able to say

very unfortunate for both sides that

it

is
is

that
so.

There should not be any conflict between the church
Oak Hill
and theatres or moving picture shows.

to rebuild.

Keeping Feet on Ground
WRITE AN ARTICLE
I

WHENEVER

which, fortunately for the public, is not too
frequent, I am reminded of Lincoln's words
"The world will
in the Gettysburg speech.
little heed nor long remember what we say
here."

In my letter relative to sound pictures with
synchronization which appeared in your March

my feeble way,
probability happen to the
exhibitor in a small town if he permitted
himself to be stampeded into this craze for
sound. The reasons set forth in this article,
why no exhibitor in a town of less than 5,000
inhabitants could afford to accept installation
free of cost, were reasons that should have
been apparent to any intelligent exhibitor
who would devote more time to foresight and
less to hindsight.
Fools will rush where angels fear to tread
But these angels will be living after all the
fools are dead.
Brother, have you been one of those fast rushing guys
Only to have the veil of illusion torn from
16 issue,

I

what would

tried to depict in
in

—
July 27, 1929

the four winds, they are surely mad enough
now. What gets me is, how can any sane
person of ordinary intelligence think for a
moment that the silent drama will disappear?
In time to come, perhaps, this earth of ours
over which these little mites called "people"
crawl, will disappear.
In this questionnaire of yours, why not ask
"Will your net profit disappear?" Also, "Will
your bottle of black ink disappear and be

This disappearance
replaced with red ink?"
I don't want to
is going to be no solo.
pose as a crepe hanger or calamity howler
but unless the producers wake up and realize
the seriousness of the present situation, stop
trying to stamp out the silent drama, offering,
instead, every aid and encouragement to the
exhibitor who has not and never will go into
this sound business, there'll be more disappearing done than even the greatest glutton for
disappearing could desire.
The time has already gone by when the
industry can absorb 800 pictures yearly, if
that time was ever here. And the time is fast
approaching when 300 will be all sufficient
but allow 400, if production figures are cut in
half.
What's going to become of the capital
invested and the labor employed in producing
the greater number?
And to think that producers themselves are so shortsighted that
they are trying to hasten this state of affairs.

act

all

and have been soaking up everything in the
Herald- World in reference to same.
Wish you would give me the names of the
Texas theatres making the enclosed report on

me

—

:

all

your deluded eyes.
"Hear and See," eh? Well, this writer has
been an "innocent bystander" and, up to date
of this writing, an uninjured one. He happens
to be one of the old fashioned guys who believes that all knowledge need not necessarily be acquired through experience, who
temperature
one's
that
foolishly
believes
should never rise above 108 any or every time
some new fad appears. It is well to cast your
gaze aloft, no harm in that. But keep your feet
on the ground. When any hysteria becomes as
violent as this "sound" has, it is nothing short
of malignant and closely allied to hydrophobia.
Anyhow, if those exhibitors were not mad who
permitted themselves to throw all caution to

We

can

easily

understand

how

it

would

simplify production and even more simplify
distribution if all motion picture houses would
wire for sound, but the little fellow who wires
for sound is quite apt to wire for help later
on and not so much later on either. Gentlemen, are you going to wake up to the fact that
if you succeeded in accomplishing the disappearance of the silent drama it would be the
loudest talkie you ever heard and the words it
speaks over and over again would be "Disaster!" And the disaster would be yours. Now
go ahead and kill it, Mr. Producer, then go
and jump in the sea and howl, "Here goes
nuthin'."
Not the
this world,

most powerful human agency in
no matter how much financial

backing it may have, can kill or even ignore
Peter Bylsma, Victory thepublic sentiment.
atre, Napoleonville, La.

A True Dilemma

WE RECEIVED OUR HERALD-WORLD
supplementary automobile license plate for
which please accept our sincere thanks.
When
It is very attractive and we like it.
the plate arrived the first thing Mrs. Airey
said was, "Are you going to place it on the
Chrysler or the Ford?"
I said, "On the Chrysler, of course," having
in mind, to be sure, that the Chrysler 75,
Royal Sedan would provide a more elaborate
background for this artistic little plate than the

Ford.

Again Mrs. Airey said, "But you use the
Ford more than you do the Chrysler, and we
want everybody to see that plate."
I might add that we make our living by
farming and own and operate a theatre in
Twisp, and one in Winthrop, a town nine
miles away, just as a sideline.
The Ford we use as a general utility car
for most of our driving and the Chrysler we
use in making our trips to Winthrop to our
other theatre and on special occasions.
it would be interesting to you to
that the plate you sent to us will be used
in one of the most remote districts where a
motion picture theatre is in operation in the
state of Washington. Twisp, where we reside,
is located thirty-six miles from a railroad up
in the heart of the Cascade mountains and
Winthrop is nine miles farther on.
Thanking you again, we are. Frank F.

Perhaps

know

Airey, Twisp, Wash.

Remodeling Theatre
(Special to the Herald-World)

JULY

23.—Louis Hass-

berg, owner and manager
theatre, is now remodeling
his house.

and redecorating

ALGOMA,

WIS.,

of

the

Majestic

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD
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WHAT THE

6"

PICTURE DID FOR ME

Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor
Copyright, 1929

AT —All

Talking;

T — Talking Sequences;

means the picture

is

all-talking

and has

a

—

M — Music

(synchronous) ; E Sound Effects. Example: ATM.
synchronized musical score. In the same way all other symbols
may be combined.)
Family theatre.

Columbia

ARTISTRY AM) SMUT

NOTHING TO WEAR:

Special cast— June 25-26.
program picture for the ladies. Gave it to 'em
Six reels.
t two for a quarter and they ate it up.
-William E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre. Neillsville.

—General

patronage.

FATHER AND SON (TME)

Jack Holt— July 101- 12. Wonderful picture.
Something different. Good
-msic. good acting,
good dialog.
Will please any
Well received by paudience.
Good recording.
rons.
Many good comments. I stood in lobby after
ne show to receive the good word. W. T. Bollinger,
legal theatre, Elvins. Mo.
General patronage.
:

—

—

THE GAY CABALLERO. 1.—Terrible.

Nothing
No one

and certainly not worth what it cost.
Recording bad. W. T. Bollinger,
it.
leatre. Elvins. Mo.
General patronage.

5 it.

ked

—

—

Regal

:

the

season.
I
think the
ist reel of this is as interesting as the "Trial of
lary Dugan."
had a great many compliments
Seven reels. A. N. Miles. Eminence theatre.
n it.
court

of

trials

We

Iminence.

Ky.

—
— Small

town patronage.

THE YOUNGER GENERATION iTME>: Jean
Hersholt — July 4-5-6. My idea of a good picture.
Will
please
Good synchronous
my audience.
enough

music, just

dialog, fine sound effects

had

many good comments.

My

patrons

—W. T.
— General

like

and

Business was good.
of picture.
Eijht
Regal theatre, Elvins,

type

Bollinger,

reels.

Mo.

this

patronage.

THE DONOVAN AFFAIR:

Jack Holt— June 11Mystery drama and a good one. Had to buck
show with this, and the picture did its part.
on't let them tell you Columbia recording is not
ood.
I am running the whole group of Gpecials and
II
but one have been exceedingly plain and synlronized perfectly.
They also tell you where the
2- 13.

tent

^cording is on both sides of the records it is not
» good.
This is all bunk. Double recording makes
le records easier to handle and
cuts the express
narges in half.
Columbia also ships the records in
-eel containers,
not in a wooden box nailed shut,
hich weighs as much as the records which are inde.
John Cosner, Sun theatre, Sargent, Neb.
mall town patronage.

—

THE DONOVAN AFFAIR: (AT):

Jack Holt—

one 30-July 1-2. Can't 6ay much for this. Did not
aw and did not please my patrons. Did not care
it myself.
Poor business, plus poor picture.
i>r
Eight reels. W. T.
Ins high rental.
It was a flop.
ollinger. Regal theatre. Elvins, Mo.
General pat-

—

—

mage.

Ben Lyon—July 3-4.
twice that the Declaration of Indeandence has saved our lives.
People came from all
They were
irts of the country to hear the talkies.

THE FLYING MARINE:
makes

his

it

Every word was distinct. A good
cture.
No smut or bedroom scenes. Keep them
ean. Columbia, and you will win out.
Seven reels.
Small
-John Cosner, Sun theatre, Sargent. Neb.

K

disappointed.

—

•wn

patronage.

THE BACHELOR GIRL:
!-13.

iry

Logan— July

The story not
Nice clean program picture.
Not a great amount of talking but
Seven reels. John Cosner. Sun theSargent, Neb.
Small town patronage.
heavy.

?rfectly plain.
re.

Jacqueline

—

—

First National
THE BARKER (TME): Milton Sills—July
A
fe.

?ry

good carnival
The acting of

good.

irnival

Very

life.

little

all

the

hokum

14-15to

Rough and true

picture.

Direction
cast good.
Real
in this picture.
Bert Silver. Silver

Disc service fine.

—

T T happens often enough

to

be notice-

1

able in the reports, that good pictures
that is. pictures considered otherwise
good are objected to, sometimes very
emphatically, because the^ are said to be
Other reports on the same picsmutty.
tures contain no references whatever to
-mut. and that fact, representing as it
does the differences in different persons"
opinions, leads one to wonder if screen
stories do not sometimes have to contend
with varying amounts of sex-conscious-

-

—

—

ness.

RESTLESS YOUTH
Ralph Forbes— One of the
est pictures we have ever played. Has one of the best
raged

Mich.

Greenville,

—General

patron-

age.

Jood

Vis.

I

have been
pictures which contained elements obviously inserted for their eroticism, and
which have no essential function in the
telling of the story, some of us have been
overly alert for anything sexy, and when
we find it we pounce upon it without
considering whether it is presented as a
dirty joke or as a genuine, sincere contribution to character and plot.
This is a matter which, we believe, it
It

may be

that berau-e there

well to consider, especially at this
time, since sound has closely allied the
motion picture with the type of story
told on the stage for large city audiences.
is

No

substantial person defends smut in
motion pictures. But perhaps it may be
said
for it has been generally said
that the inhabitants of large cities regard
as artistically desirable what people in
other types of communities call smut.
The difference in the point of viewdoubtless lies in the fact that city life
more varied than that of rural disis
tricts, and it is varied experience, perhaps, which teaches discrimination. There
have been great silent pictures which demanded this discrimination. It would
seem that the talking picture, bringing
to the screen the story and talent of the

—

big city stage, is to demand this discrimination on even more occasions.
This may lead the public everywhere

grow more accustomed to story elements which once, in some communities,
to

indiscriminately classified as smut.
for reasons other than the screen,
the big city no longer has exclusive title
Obto "sophistication," as it is called.
viously, this socalled sophistication may
go too far. But it is ecraally true that
its opposite may also go too far. eliminating the type of story and sincerity of
method which often makes the really
great picture.
It would therefore seem
merely good business for the exhibitor
to be sure, before rejecting a picture for
sex, that those referits references to
ences are truly smut and not necessary
parts of a sincere translation of life.
it

Even

—GEORGE SCHL

TZ.

SATURDAYS
July 4-5-6.
A

CHILDREN:

Corinne

Griffithvery ordinary picture, lacking any
punch whatsoever.
Miss Griffith is not the draw
she used to be for us.
She plays the part of a
stenographer in this and wears very ordinary clothes.
She is not a clothes rack only, but looks like a
million in real gowns.
Swell society dramas are
her forte. S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre. Selkirk,
Man.. Canada. General patronage.

—

—

SYNTHETIC

SIN:
Colleen
Moore— April 14.
our patrons.
Some of the subtitles are a
Seven reels. Parkside theatre. Lyons,
General patronage.

Pleased
little

la.

—

strong.

—

OUT OF THE RUINS:

Richard

Barthelmess—

April 13.
Barthelmess acting good, but not much
of a story.
Eight reek. Parkside theatre. Lyons.
Ia.
General patronage.

—

—

HOUSE OF HORROR:

Special cast— June 28-29.
even worse than the "Haunted House." Absolutely no story value.
Just a jumble of nothing
in particular, with Conklin and Miss Fazenda acting
foolish.
Why. oh, why do they waste film on such
stuff?
Seven reels. S. B. Kennedy. Central theatre,
Selkirk, Man., Canada.
General patronage.

This

is

—

—

THE WHIP WOMAN:

Estelle

Just another thorn.
Seven reels.
Lyons, Ia. General patronage.

—

Taylor— May

—Parkside

3.

theatre,

HEAD MAN: Charlie Murray—July 2-3. Charlie
always good for a flock of laffs and there are
plenty in this one.
Second night bigger than the
first,
so they must have liked it.
Seven reeU.
William E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre. Neillsville, Wis.
General patronage.
BURNING DAYLIGHT : Milton Sills—July 3. We
were a little disappointed in this. Not much to it.
H. T. Nokes. Elite theatre, Nixa. Mo. General
patronage.
is

—
—

—

THE ROYAL RIDER:

Ken Maynard— July 1-2-3.
a new type for Maynard. Head of a traveling
Wild West show, he wins the friendship of a young
European king and saves his life from plotters.
There is a small Wild West show in it and plenty
of action and comedy. S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre. Selkirk, Man., Canada.
General patronage.
This

is

—

THE ROYAL RIDER:

—

Ken Maynard— July

5-6.

A

sure money-maker for us.
The kids just go wild
over Ken. More action in the last reel of this than
in ten pictures.
Wish
This is our last Maynard.
we had six more to run. We had 107 kids in the
theatre, and you can't imagine the uproar that was
Seven reels. Mrs.
going on during the last reel.
S. J. Brown & Son. Phoenix theatre, Neola, Ia.
Small town patronage.

—

—

WHY BE GOOD: Colleen Moore July 7. Good
comedy-drama that drew turn-away business on a
warm Sunday evening and against sound in nearby
towns.
Parker.

Eight
D.

S.

reels.

CODE OF THE
Good

10.

Mo.

picture.

—General

— P.

—Small
—

good

we

little

did

Seven
ton.

a

fair

nice

—Page

—General

program

theatre,

&

business
Goetl.

the

Gem

Brown & Son.

second

night.

Can-

theatre.

patronage.

Chester Conklin— July 3-4.
Eight reels. Mrs. S. J.
Phoenix theatre. Neola. Ia. Small

—

picture.

town patronage.

HEART

T.

Mackaill-Mulhall— July 11-12.
to please, and

THE BIG NOISE:
A

S.

comedy that seemed

very

reels.

Mo.

Estee.

patronage.

WATERFRONT:
A

G.

town patronage.
SCARLET: Ken Maynard—July
H. T. Nokes. Elite theatre. Nixa,

TROUBLE

:

Harry

—

—

Langdon July
Put this man

5.

in
Just plain rotten entertainment.
Bert Silver,
two-reel comedies where he belongs.
General
Mich.
Greenville,
theatre.
Family
Silver
patronage.

—

—

—

—

:
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Warner Baxter— June

27-28-

Disc recording and went through in nice shape.
Synchronized perfectly. The outdoor recording makes
this picture.
This is where the Movietone is one
jump ahead of the rest. Ten reels. John Cosner,
Sun theatre, Sargent, Neb. Small town patronage.

Do Oklahoma
seems

CAPTAIN LASH: Victor McLaglen— July 2. A
program picture only. Six reels. — Page & Goetz,
Gem theatre, Canton, Mo. — General patronage.
TRENT'S LAST CASE: Special cast—July 5.

—

— Parkside

—

but

McLaglen— Much

Victor

Paramount
THE WILD PARTY
7-8-9.
A good picture of

am wondering
of

if you could prod
your Oklahoma reporters into

6.

theatre,

Wyoming,

111.

— Rural

patronage.

THE GREAT WHITE NORTH:
June 28. A real adventure picture
Six reels.
General patronage.

enjoyed.

—

Special castthat everybody
Parkside theatre, Lyons, la.

THE DEADWOOD COACH: Tom

Mix (Reissue)

—

June 26-27.
A Mix reissue, but a real old time
Western.
Very few fans remember seeing this before, and it went over good.
Seven reels. S. B.
Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man ; Canada.

—

A good lesson for those of the present generation who like to run off to the neighboring town
to attend shows.
Bank theatre, Lenexa, Kan.

where you have
to be sure your programs are good.
All right, Oklahoma (which is no different from the rest of the United States),
consider yourself prodded!

—

Small town patronage.

WHAT

A NIGHT: Bebe Daniels—July 13. A
good program picture with enough thrills and unexpected happenings to keep the audience interested
to the last moment.
Bank theatre, Lenexa, Kan.
Small town patronage.

—

THE BROADWAY MELODY (TME)
7-8-9-10.
A very good show.

Special cast
Didn't break
any house records but bad time of year for anything like that.
Ten reels.— A. G. Miller. Lyric
theatre, Atkinson, Neb.
General patronage.
:

—July

—

ALL AT SEA:

Dane-Arthur— June

26.

Used

this

one as a family night picture.
It went over big.
It is not heavy by any means, but it
has lots of
action and plenty of comedy. It makes a good small

town picture.
Six reels.— E. B. Hedge & Son.
Whiting theatre, WhWing, Kan.— Small town patronage.

,

ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE (TM)

General patronage.

Haines

Keaton— 70%.

Buster

June

28-29.
A good comedy, but not as good as some of
his others.
Nine reels. M. A. Manning, Opera

—

House, Baldwin, Wis.

— Small

THE OVERLAND TELEGRAPH:
Similar

Tim McCoyMaynard's "Glorious Trail," which we

to

—

—

VOICE OF THE CITY:

Willard Mack— July 10.
Well, that'll be about all.
This seems to be a hangover from the underworld era. and I think it was
originally put together to register with audiences
thirsty for sound.
At least there is very little to
the silent version. Cast seems to be recruited mostly
from the stage, and our people didn't care for them.
Maybe they are better able to project their personalities to advantage in the talkie version.
Photography rather dim. Seven reels. O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. Small town patronage.

—

ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE:

—

town patronage.

BEYOND THE SIERRAS:
other
vale,

Tim McCoy— Just anLeonard, Mystic theatre, CedarSmall town patronage.

picture.

Kan.

—

—

-Hill

THE DUKE STEPS OUT (ME)

William Haines—
Simply great and pleased everyone.
Had good attendance.
This is a good one to step on.
It was
liked better than the 100 per cent talking picture
shown the previous week. Six reels. A. N. Miles.
Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky. Small town pat:

—

—

ronage.

Ho

Losses

in the

Box Office

w,th

ShagTicket Registers
Automatic Ticket

Register Corp.
723 Seventh

Ave. New

York

Tbckets^i- Every Purpose^. LOWEST Market Prices

Charles
RogersTO LOVE:
extra-good picture enjoyed by all.
Clean and entertaining. If they all played like
Buddy Rogers and Mary Brian, there would be
no need of a censor. You can boost this picture
moral pictures. I
if your audience likes good
never saw Mary Brian in anything but a proper
Bank theatre, Lenexa, Kan.
of
act.
sort
Small town patronage.

—

THE BELLAMY TRIAL:

Leatrice Joy— Very
received here, due to the fact that the
Killer from our city was captured and
confessed to the brutal murder of her companion
that morning.
It seemed to k«ep patrems in a
sort of nervous condition until the very last
scene was ended.
This is practically the first
silent
version of an all-talking picture that
pleased our patrons.
Eight reels. Marion F.
Bodwell, Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.

well

Amazon

—

Rural patronage.

—

JUST MARRIED:

ACROSS TO SINGAPORE:

—

Ramon

Novarro—

—

Ramon Novarro— 80%.

If Paramount had this, it would force
you to buy its entire year's output to get it and
then give them a small fortune for it besides. However, as Paramount hasn't this one, you should play
it,
and M G M will treat you right.
The picture
will back you up for all you can say for it.
Eleven
reels.
M. A. Manning. Opera House. Baldwin, Wis.
Small town patronage.

July 12-13.

—

—

THE FLYING FLEET: Ramon Novarro—June
July

30-

guess you could call this a special. Has
some great flying stunts in it ami a pfet*y good
story.
Rotten photography in spots. Pleased 99 per
cent more of the cash customers than did "The Trail
of '98."
The trouble with Metro stuff is that it is
always four or five reels too long.
Nine reels.
William E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre. N9illsviIIe,
Wis. General patronage.
1.

I

—

A MAN'S MAN:

William Haines— July 7-8. Not
to this one.
It would have been just as good
they would have left out the scenes where Haines
is supposed to get drunk.
Why do they persist in
putting in these drinking scenes? Seems most towns
arrest people who get drunk. They should arrest the
people that put out pictures with drinking in them.
Surely there is some way to stop such things on the
screen in this time of prohibition.
Eight reels.
Mrs. S. J. Brown & Son, Phoenix theatre, Neola.
Ia.
Small town patronage.

much
if

—

TELLING THE WORLD:

Special cast— July 9.— A dandy
of the best we have had this
we could get more like it. Will please
Six reels. Page & Goetz. Gem theatre,

One

good comedy.

Wish

year.
all

classes.

Canton, Mo.

—

— General

patronage.

THE WATER HOLE:

Jack Holt— July 9.
A
comedy-drama Western. Rather light, although pleasDidn't seem to have punch enough to
ing enough.
Business almost nothing,
satisfy our Western fans.
and we thank the Lord and Paramount that we
stung for special rental for this, as
Some pretty dim photogto have been.
Seven reels. O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theaNevada, O. Small town patronage.
get

didn't

tre,

—

—

BEGGARS OF LIFE : Wallace Beery— July 13.—
Interesting picture but it did not have much drawing
power.' A bit rough and almost morbid in spots,
slightly depressing ending. However, heard no kicks.
Pretty rusty print and some of the photography wa6
Nine reels.—
damdark.
Don't use it on Sunday.
O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre. Nevada, O. Small
town patronage.

—

FOOLS FOR LUCK:

Fields and Conklin— Might
a hit at a blind asylum but if s not much for
who can see. Six reels. Bill Leonard, Mystic
Small town patronage.
theatre, Cedarvale, Kan.

make

people

—

—

THE WEDDING MARCH: Eric Von StroheimWe had about a dozen the first night and

Terrible.

June 27-28. Very rough, but I had a lot of good
reports on it.
Seven reels. William E. Trajjfcdorf,
Trags theatre. Neillsville, Wis. General patronage.

THE FLYING FLEET:

An

29.

some seem

—

Lon Chaney— This

SOMEONE

June

raphy.

advertised in the cities as all-talking picthey form the idea that they are flat when
silent.
And the worst of it all is. that nine times
out of ten the silent version of an all-talking picture
is worse than flat.— Marlon F.
Bodwell, Paramount
theatre, Wyoming, 111.
Rural patronage.

It is too heavy and has one very
gruesome spot. However, it is 100 per cent talking,
and as our equipment is good, it was easy to understand.
Nine reels. A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.
Small town patronage.

—

William Haines—

—

—

age.

pictures

a good choice.

one of the best pictures I ever ran. No foolin'.
You can advertise it for a special. It is one.
Bill Leonard, Mystic theatre, Cedarvale, Kan.
Small

William

REDSKIN: Richard Dix—July 4-5. One of the
very best pictures I have ever had in my house, and
we have run for 18 years. Don't pass up this picture.
Eight reels. Page
It will please all classes.
& Goetz, Gem theatre. Canton. Mo. General patron-

tures,

VOICE OF THE CITY (AT): Willard Mack—
Our opening feature with sound. Can't say we made

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS:

:

not

Very good William Haines picture but a very poor
drawing card here.
After your patrons see these

—

is

did

—
—

town patronage.

had run only two weeks previous, so this fell rather
flat.
Six reels. A. N. Miles. Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky. Small town patronage.

— This

draw so well but it certainly pleased.
To my mind the greatest boon
that sound means to the small town is the
good
music score.
Our patrons are most emphatic
on this expression that they like music with
only part dialogue.
High film rentals are precluding any possibility of a profit, however. Ten
reels.
A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence,
Ky. Small town patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
SPITE MARRIAGE:

SINS OF THE FATHERS: Emil Jannings— July
Good.
Many favorable remarks about this pic-

ture.

patronage.

THE GREAT WHITE NORTH: Special castSomething different and pleased very well. Played
on our ten cent bargain night and all were well
satisfied.
Not strong enough for a Saturday or
Sunday showing.
Marion F. Bodwell. Paramount

Bow -July

—
—

especially a silent house

—

Clara

guess everyone else has had it on this picture. The
star and cast were fine.
Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.
General patronage.

I read the reports religiously and think
to a small towner and

bet-

(AT):

the kind and satisfied those
that like this type of picture.
Clara Bow is certainly clever.
She'6 not only got "it" but she can
act and talk, too.
We had disc trouble, and I

them invaluable

than expected, but title a poor drawing card.
Very good comedy-drama.
Seven reels. Marion F.
Bodwell, Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111. Rural

—

It

New

action?

—

THE STRONG BOY:

I

some

theatre,

:

ter

need prodding?

Not that Oklahoma folks are any different than the rest of the United States,

Special cast— May 17.
A nice litonly it's another underworld picture.
Parkside theatre, Lyons, la. General pat-

offering,

folks

Phil McMullen of the

theatre in Kaw City, Okla., writes
us that they do. Says Brother McMullen

fair

Just another picture.
Six reels.
Lyons, la. General patronage.

so, for

Kaw

—

—

Six reels.
ronage.

—

23-24.

WE'RE PRODDING 'EM

29.

BLINDFOLD

July 27, 1929

Good program picture.
Eight reels. William E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre. Neillsville, Wis.—
General patronage.

Fox
IN OLD ARIZONA:

tle

———

William Haines— June

less on the second.
I'm glad I'm still alive. Fourteen reels. Bill Leonard, Mystic theatre, Cedarvale,

—

Kan.

—€mall

town patronage.

MORAN OF THE MARINES:
Just

29.

bunch

a

most of

please

Richard

Dix— June

foolishness that seemed to
our patrons, but at that it did not
of

bring many comments from
Parkside theatre. Lyons, Ia.

them.

— General

Seven

reels.

patronage.

MORAN OF THE MARINES:
28-29.

some

Richard Dix— June
There is
very ordinary program picture.
action but not enough to make the picture.

A

—

Seven reels. E. B. Hedge & Son, Whiting
Whiting, Kan. Small town patronage.

—

theatre.

cast— July
ROSE:
Special
excellent picture.
We did not play
to exceptionally large crowds, due to the fact
that the picture had run in a nearby town
some months ago. The picture went over good,

ABIE'S

4-5-6.

IRISH

An

however. One will make no mistake in booking
and boosting it. Twelve reels. E. B. Hedge &
Whiting theatre, Whiting. Kan. Small
town patronage.
ABIE'S IRISH ROSE: Special ca.-n— 100%. July
7-8.
Have nothing but praise for this. Many pa-'
trons took the trouble to hunt us up later and ex-

—

Son,

—

Has superior entertaintheir appreciation.
ment value for all classes and splendid direction.
Has incorporated a definite and valuable moral of
tolerance and brotherhood so deftly that the most
obtuse cannot fail to "get" it. and yet it is not
mawkish at all. Good print and splendid photogMade a little money. Thanks. Paramount!
raphy.
Thanks. Monsieur Robb! Twelve reels.— O. B. Wolfe.
Screenland theatre, Nevada. O. Small town patronpress

—

age.
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His Colyum

C. Jenkins

NELIGH. NEB.
July

18, 1929.

DEAR HERALD-WORLD:
You know how it is when you get back on the job after a week's
vacation with the bass, walleyed pike and muskies. You feel worse
than you did before. Every time we hit the letter "P on this machine,
we can feel a big small-mouth surging at our elbow and can hear the
"swish" of the water as he strikes the hook. Gosh, these "after-vacations'" are terrible, just terrible, and now Jay says for us to go to
Denver and cover the Rocky Mountain states exhibitors convention,
and it is so hot down here that the wife is afraid to put ice in the
refrigerator for fear of spontaneous combu-tion, and the nearer we
get to Denver the hotter it will get. But they have had a lot of rain
down here, and this hot weather is making the biggest corn crop this
There will be only eight weeks
country ever had, so why worry?
more

of

*

We

*

from E.

*

Sprague of Goodland, Kan., and
he never said a word about grasshoppers, but asked us what kind of
He says
a talking device Archie Miller has at Devils Lake. N. D.
he doesn't intend to put one in, because he will go broke soon enough
without one. but say? he is anxious to learn if there is really a device
Yes, Archie has one and it
that will talk so one can understand it.
Andy has one
is a Western Electric and the reproduction is excellent.
His is a Pacent and it works fine. Dube at
at Detroit Lakes also.
Kimball. S. D., has a "BESTONE," and the reproduction on this device when we heard it was fine.
just received a letter

*

E.

*

were three sleepers, a day coach and the diner all piled on top of
George's wife, and she was flattened out thinner than a pancake. Just
how George's wife got on that train the director seemed to think
nobody's business, but she was there, and after a couple guys had
pulled her out of the wreckage and she had caught her wind, she
walked away just like she was going to a Sunday school picnic.
They can't mix ancient and modern history together without having
some kind of a king in it, so the director ran in a guyhookas for a
king who seemed to have it in for George. Presumably George had
sat in with him in the "old army game" and had hooked him out of
some of his dough. Anyhow, the king had George's eyes burned
out with a red hot poker and that made us sore, for there was no
darned sense in doing that to George.
Then the story shifted and the director jumped clear back to Mt.
Ararat, and who should show up but George's pal, who was blown to
?mithereens over in the trenches in France, and he proved to be one
of Noah s boys and he was helping his dad drive a bunch of Holsteins and a Durham bull into the Ark, while the rain was coming
down in tnbsfuL In Noah- time it took 40 days and 40 nights to
pull off that flood, but that director had the rainstorm over with and
the son shining inside of 15 minutes, it reminded u? of the rainstorm
we were in down at Cladwell. Kan., sometime back, when we were
stuck in the hotel for eleven days and eleven nights.
Don't
But maybe you are wondering what became of George.
worry about George. Did you ever see an O'Brien who wasn't an
Irishman? And did you ever see an Irishman who wasn't there at
George showed up carrying his Dutch wife right through
the finish?
that downpour of rain, but when he got to the gangplank he stopped,
for he was still blind and seemed to be afraid he might fall off the
plank and get his wife's tootsy-wootsies wet. But the director fixed
that all right, for he ordered the boys in the loft to shoot a streak of
lightning down and hit George in both eyes, and that restored his
»ight, and everything was Jake from them on and George lugged his
wife into the Ark out of the wet just as Noah's wife was taking tfiV
huckleberry pies out of the oven, and Noah and George's pal who
was shot to pieces over in France) were running off a batch of home

«

it.

*

Sunday evening we saw "NOAH'S ARK" in Andy's theatre at DeDid you ever see "NOAH'S ARK?" Well, don't miss it.
troit Lakes.
This
It shows what a modern director can do with biblical history.
picture opens showing Noah's schooner stranded up on top of a pile
of rocks and Noah and a couple of hired men monkeying around with
a lot of live stock, and the director had Noah pictured as a tall, slim
guy with a long gray beard and hair, and he was portrayed as a
rabbi.
In fact, he used the same player who played the part of a
rabbi in "ABIE'S IRISH ROSE," and according to our understanding
of the matter, he had this guy all wrong, for Noah was a short, fat
gazabo with red hair and was anything but a rabbi. He was a Lnited
Presbyterian and a Democrat, that's what Noah was. Anybody could
tell that he was a Democrat because he was strong for water.
Well, then the director jumped from Mt. Ararat clear over to Pariin one jump and showed George O'Brien and another Yank making
whoopee with a lot of French girls, and among them was a Dutch
gal from Berlin who grabbed George off and led him to the altar.
The war was going on at this time, and finally Uncle Sam got hiback up and threw his sombrero in the ring, and George's pal enlisted to help our Uncle clean up the Dutch and wanted George to
enlist also, but George was just married, and Gretchen wouldn't stand
for it, so the pal refused to shake hands with George when they parted
but said he would shake hands with him at the front. We wanted to
yell at that remark and say, "Bully boy, old kid!" but Andy does not
allow any boisterous outbursts in his theatre.
About this time one of the Beery twins we believe it was Noah
showed up as a French officer and got his eye on George's wife and he
remembered that he had played hide and go seek with her over in
Berlin, so he had her arrested as a German spy and condemned to be
shot.
Doggone a guy who w.ill do a dirty trick like that, after she
had shown him a good time over in Berlin, then to go and have her
bumped off on suspicion. He is worse than the bird who stole our
string of fish up at Detroit Lakes.
Well, anyhow, they tied her to a post and put a handage over her
eyes, and the firing squad lined up to shoot her, and George waone of the squad, but when he drew his rifle up to shoot, he recog
nized her as his beloved Gretchen and he yelled at the balance of thboys to hold on. that she was his wife, and he said, "We've only been
married a week and I can't shoot her yet!" The rest of the boyagreed with him, but that Beery guy got sore and ordered them to
shoot her anyhow.
But right there is where the director got in
again.
He brought on that flood, and the lightning flashed, and the
thunder rolled, and the papier-mache houses went down just like
nothing, and of course that broke up the shooting match.
Then George enlisted and went to the front where he met and shook
hands with his pal, and just then a shell came along and blowed hi<

1

;

—

pal into bullhead bait, and George seemed to feel real bad about it.
But the director wasn't satisfied with bringing on this grief, so he
showed a Missouri Pacific express train coming around the mountains in the night, 60 miles an hour, and the bridge was washed out
over the canyon, and darned if he didn't let that train plunge down
into that canyon head first, and when the smoke cleared away there

I

brew.
It

was

a great finish to

what

is

supposed

to

be

a great picture,

and

we would

advise you to do), if you can find any
connected story to it, please write us in care of Eagle Eye Joe and
It is
tell us about it, for as we saw it. it hain't got no -uch animal.
a great spectacular production that will have the appearance of being real, provided you don't know the art of trick photography and
how miniature sets are made, and the most of the public don't, but
-ome of them are getting wise.

when you play

it

I

as

*

When we came

*

*

Andy asked us how we liked the
and we did. Then we asked him how-

out of the show,

picture, and we told him fine,
he liked it and he smiled and said, "Parked matinee and two full
houses toniaht." Then we bid Andy goodby. for we were leaving
the next morning for home, and he asked us when we would be back
there again, and we told him in a couple of year? probably. Then
he said something that sounded like. "Oh. hell, can't you make it
,-ooner than that?"
*

*

4

about that, and now we have got to head for Denver
and meet a lot of boys with a lot of headaches over this sound thing,
and they are liable to a?k u- what they can do about it. and we will
tell 'em if they buy an old plus of a horse and pay ?300 for him when
they know he couldn't pull the hats off their head- and isn't worth
over S7.50, they have no right to kick the guy who ?old it to them.
We'll -ee v.in in Denver.
Well, that's

all

J.

P.

S.—The HERALD- WORLD covers

SHOWER.

C.

JENKINS.

HERALD-WORLD man.
the field LIKE AN APRIL

The

—

—

—
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Good
A

Pictures

letter has

Consistently

been received from Walter Odom,

Warner Brothers

our guess

|

We

right.

had a long feature picture
Giacoma Brothers.

—

— General

patronage.

Sr.,

six-reel talking picture, with

past.

one part in this picture where William Collier and Myrna Loy are alone in a
beautiful room, and Myrna Loy plays piano.
This was simply grand, and I wished the
whole picture could have been crammed full of music like this. That is what the showgoing public wants music, dancing, love, gay society.
I wish we could have good pictures every day, so that when we got the people coming
to our shows they would continue to come.
But today we will have a good one and
tomorrow a bad one. This kills the interest, and bad pictures are the cause of all our
hard times. There never was an exhibitor, I believe, that played a good picture and felt
badly over it, even if he did not make one penny on the picture. Hard times will be a
thing of the past when good pictures come to stay. Walter Odom, Sr., Dixie theatre, Durant,

There

is

and two newsreels.
Ten reels.
Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.

synchronous music and sound effects.
The talking in this one is very plain and distinct, and, while it has an underworld plot,
this one is a little different because the cast is well dressed and good-looking.
I would call
this a big society-crook picture.
I hope to live to see the underworld plot a thing of the
a

It's

July 27, 1929

nights, because of hot weather and a desire on the
part of our patrons to "hit the trails" with their
autos. and our show last Sunday tended to prove that

of the Dixie theatre in Durant, Miss.,
which, while it refers to a certain picture, contains so much comment on pictures in general that it is published in this position rather than in the regular list of reports.
Naming
"Hard Boiled Rose," Brother Odom goes on to say:

I

——

is

—

—

*

Miss.

Universal
SILKS

AND SADDLES:

Marian Nixon—July 13.
dandy good race horse picture. Plenty of good
action and it pleased our Saturday night
crowd.
Better than the average picture. Page & Goetz,
Gem theatre. Canton, Mo. General patronage.

A

—
Hersholt —A
—

JAZZ MAD:

Jean

great

interest story of an old composer who
play his great symphony to a world

wanted
Ky.

to

only

to

CLEARING THE TRAIL:
The average Hoot
tre,

that

hear jazz. Holds interest well. Seven
A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence,
Small town patronage.

—
—

reels.

heart

wanted

Lyons,

la.

Hoot Gibson—July

Six reels.
patronage.

picture.

—General

2.

— Parkside thea-

THE LARIAT KID: Hoot Gibson—July 6 Another good Western by about the only good actor in
this type of entertainment left.
Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. General patronage.

—
—

THE LARIAT KID:

Hoot Gibson—Not as good as
of Hoot's, but it's a good picture at that.—
Leonard, Mystic theatre, Cedarvale, Kan.— Small
town patronage.

some

Bill

HOT NEWS:

Bebe Daniels—July 3. An excellent
of action and enough comedy
it from
becoming boresome.
Six reels.
E. B. Hedge & Son. Whiting theatre. Whiting, Kan.
Small town patronage.

Has plenty

picture.
to keep

—

THE WOLF SONG:

Gary Cooper— Much

better

than expected but a long ways from being the special that it was originally sold for. Paramount's specials are not turning out as big as expected.
Seven
reels.
Bodwell,
Paramount theatre,
Marion
F.
Wyoming, III. Rural patronage.

—

—

DOCKS OF NEW YORK:

George Bancroft— July
6.
Very good. It might be a little rough for some,
but our patrons liked it. S^?ht reels. Parkside theatre, Lyons, la.
General patronage.
Cooper-Carroll—
THE SHOPWORN ANGEL:
June 16.
Just a program picture.
We had more
dissatisfied comments on this one than on any we
have shown for quite awhile, which was due to
Eight reels. Parkside theatre,
the abrupt ending.
Lyons, la. General patronage.

—

—

—

—

THUNDERBOLT:

George Bancroft— July 3-4.
Good acting by Bancroft, Arlen and Fay Wray,
but story nothing to mention. Just another underworld built for Bancroft. Seven reels. P. G. Estee.
Small town patronage.
S. T. theatre. Parker. S. D.

—

—

RKO
SINGAPORE MUTINY:
and

rough

disgusted

Lyons,

la.

raw

offering

others.

—General

program

theatre,

picture

Marian Nixon— July
but

— Page

did

&

A

7.

not go very good
Goetz, Gem theatre.

Seven
Canton, Mo. General patronage.

here.

—

reels.

LOVES OF RICARDO:
Just
tre,

—

Wyoming,

Beban— April

George

—

—Parkside

BEYOND LONDON'S LIGHTS:

Special

22.

thea-

cast-

111.

— Rural

COWBOY:

KING

—

ville.

Wis.

— General

—

—

age.

DOG LAW:

Ranger

Five reels.
General patronage.

picture.

—May

— Parkside

7.

patronage.

—

town patronage.

—

Wis.

— General

patronage.

THE AMAZING VAGABOND:

Bob Steele— June
Six
Good action picture for Saturday night.

reels.

— William E. Tragsdorf, Trags
Wis. — General patronage.

—

—

TRAIL OF THE HORSE THIEVES: Tom TylerVery good picture, well received. Frankie Darro always pleases the kids. Five reels. Marion F. BodRural patwell, Paramount theatre, Wyoming, 111.

—

—

ronage.

HARDBOILED: Sally O'Neil— Pleased very well
on our ten cent bargain night. Nothing big or out
of the ordinary but just a fairly good program pic-

CRIMSON CANYON:

Ted Wells— July 6.
Barely pleased the Western

a cheap Western.
Five reels.— H. T. Nokes, Elite theatre, Nixa,
General patronage.

—

Sterling
ROSE OF KILDARE:

Helene Chadwick— June 30.
Seven reels.
offering that satisfied.
Drew, Orpheum theatre, Ionia, Mich. Small

Nice program
E.

—

Just
fans.

Mo.—

WILD BLOOD: Rex—July 5-6. Good out-of-door
program picture. Can use one of these about every
six weeks and satisfy.
Five reels. P. G. Estee,
S. T. theatre. Parker, S. D.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

SLIM FINGERS Bill Cody— July 2. Action stunt
picture that is above average for this type.
If your
customers like action they will eat this one up. Five
reels.
H. E. Drew. Orpheum theatre. Ionia, Mich.—
Small town patronage.

—

KING OF THE RODEO:

Hoot Gibson—July 5-6.
silent picture will never die unless they make
the Western action picture talk.
Kind of a relief
just to sit back and not have to wonder if the record
will jump the track or the amplifier howl.
A rodeo
picture with some real horses. Enough comedy with
it
to keep the house in an uproar.
Six reels.
John Cosner, Sun theatre, Sargent, Neb. Small town
patronage.

The

—

Warner Bros.
FROZEN RIVER (TME)

:
Rin Tin Tin—July
Picture fair. Not bad not good. No place for
Davey Lee. Business on this terrible, as usual. Did
not gross enough to pay for film and records. No
more dog pictures for me. Six reels. W. T. Bollinger, Regal theatre, FJvins, Mo.
General patronage.

7-8.

—

—

MIDNIGHT
July

A

—

TAXI

(TME):

Moreno-

Antonio

A

good, entertaining program picture.
Talking part very good. Gave satisfaction as a program picture. Disc service fine. Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. General patronage.
12-13.

—
—

THE GREYHOUND LIMITED (TM)

—

:

Monte

Blue Thrilling railroad picture.
Music in this
one is very, very fine. This picture will please
everybody on account of its being full of action
from beginning to end.
Seven reels. Walter
Odom & Sons, Dixie theatre, Durant, Miss.
General patronage.

—

town patronage.

Short Features

United Artists
LADY OF THE PAVEMENTS

Karl Dane— July 13. A
good picture. The kind that keeps you guessing. A
picture that went over very good here. Page &
Goetz, Gem theatre, Canton, Mo. General patronage.

Neills-

TYRANT OF RED

Lyons, la.

VOICE OF THE STORM:

theatre,

GULCH: Tom Tyler—The best
first class action
from this star for six months.
offering.
Six reels. H. E. Drew, Orpheum theatre.
Small town patronage.
Ionia, Mich.

— H.

—

patronage.

YOUNG

WHIRLWIND: Buzz BartonGood Buzz picture. The kid can ride and
the old airedale he always had in his pictures makes
Five
a good foil and furnishes plenty of laughs.
William E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsreels.
29.

HOW TO HANDLE WOMEN: Glenn TryonJune 29. Fairly good program picture. Six reels.—
H. T. Nokes, Elite theatre. Nixa, Mo. General

22.

The average dog

theatre,

Tom

4-5.

Ranger— Another far-fetched
Six reels.
story, but it seemed to please majority.
H. E. Drew, Orpheum theatre, Ionia, Mich. Small

—

Buzz Barton—July 7. A
good little Western picture with plenty of comedy.
Good for a Saturday night program picture. Page
& Goetz. Gem theatre, Canton, Mo. General patron-

Mix— July

Tom

ONE MAN DOG:

Six reels.
July 8.
Nothing big but very good.
Parkside theatre, Lyons, la. General patronage.

ROUGH RIDING RED:

patronage.

hasn't been going so good for the past year or so,
because, I think, most of his stories were about
the same.
This is one of his very best ones and
pleased 'em all.
A Wild West show is woven into
the plot and makes fine entertainment.
With 50
dances and the guy in the next town running "The
Singing Fool," I packed 'em in. Furthermore, there
were no squawkie or score charges on this, so what
Seven
I took in at the gate was damnear all mine.
reels.
William E. Tragsdorf. Trags theatre. Neills-

ville.

Six reels.
another headache.
Lyons, la. General patronage.

Bodwell, Paramount
patronage.

F.

—Rural

Bob Steele— One
Bob Steele action pictures that we have
run.
Seemed to please 100 per cent. Used this on
our ten cent bargain night, and attendance was very
good. This is the kind of pictures to use on bargain
nights.
Something that will appeal to all classes.
Six reels. Marion F. Bodwell, Paramount theatre,

ville.

patronage.

THE RED SWORD:
fair

— Parkside

111.

THE AMAZING VAGABOND:

THE

reels.

— Marion

of the best

June

Ralph Ince— April 25. A
which pleased some and

Seven

ture.
Seven reels.
theatre, Wyoming,

(ME)

:

This

COLUMBIA

is

—
—

—

REVENGE: Dolores Del Rio July 7. Started out
good but turned out to be a fizzle.
Seven reels.
Parkside theatre. Lyons, la. General patronage.

—

RESURRECTION:
way.

Special cast— Excellent all the
Good work by Rod La Rocque and Del Rio.

Some

close

to

(SOUND)

Lupe Velez—

a good big picture that did not
draw film rental here. The star's fine. Story good,
but no drawing power in 5,000 town.
Disc service
fine.
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
Mich. General patronage.

July 10-11.

suggestive

scenes.

our house for July and August,

We

have closed

excepting

Sunday

MY

WIFE, Jack Wilson, 1.— Good comedy lines
that get over great.
Folks want to know when Jack
Wilson is coming again. These Columbia Gems are
all
their name implies.
(A. N. Miles, Eminence
Small town patronage.)
theatre. Eminence, Ky.

—

THE GAY CABALLERO,
This

is

Frank

about the best sound short

Crummit.

used so
waiting eagerly

Crummit's voice is great. Am
far.
his next one.
(A. N. Miles. Eminence
Eminence, Ky. Small town patronage.)
for

1.—

we have

theatre.

—

%misnosubstituteMra/htionf

,
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MGM
CONFESSION,
(A.

please.

Ky.

—Small

Carol Nye,

cartoon.

2.

TO MR. J. C. JENKINS:
A CHALLENGE

serious.
Didn't
theatre. Eminence.

EVERYTHING, Bob

Nelson, 1.—This was clever.
Bob sings an Irving Berlin melody that included
snatches of mostly everything Berlin wrote, from
Then
'Alexander's Ragtime Band" on up to date.
when he sang "She's Got a Great Big Army of
Friends," he got a great big hand from our crowd.
(A. N. Miles. Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.
Small town patronage.)

LYNCH

—

—A

very funny talking comedy,
Q. 2.
Well played.
(Bert
rhe old farce Irish justice.
GenSilver, Silver Family theatre. Greenville, Mich.

—

VINCENT LOPEZ,
Mo.

fins.

—General

was

A-39, 1.— This

good. Audi-

The

FOX
Dne of the best acts we have played. A wonderful
inger and a great dancer, making a fine entertainBetter than average.
(Bert Silver. Silver
nent.
Family theatre. Greenville. Mich. General patron-

PARAMOUNT
Charles Butterworth, 1.—An
dinner monologue speech that didn't go so
(A. N. Miles. Eminence theatre. Eminence,
Small town patronage.)

VITAL SUBJECTS,

—

WARNER

Mich.

ille.

Silver,

—General

Silver

of

(Parkside theatre.

cago,

worse.

A

lead

L—

—

NEWLY WEDS

Silver,

Visit."

(Parkside theatre. Lyons, Ia.

OSWALD THE RABBIT.

i

2

.— "Alpine

Antics."

best thing that Universal put out in the short
(Parkside theatre. Lyons. Ia. General patronline.
age.)
%

The

—

Consolidated Theatres
Sued by Band Director
(Special to the Herald-World)

July 23.— Edwin B.
Love, musician and orchestra leader, has filed
suit in the Superior court against Consolidated
Theatres, Inc., M. A. Xait'v and George Nasser for S2.839.22, for alleged breach of conHe sets forth that he had an agreement
tract.
with the defendants, owners of the Alhambra
theatre, to furnish an orchestra of seven at
S349 a week, and that it was agreed that two
weeks' notice would be -forthcoming before
He charges that
dismissal of the orchestra.
in March of the present year the orfThestra was
discharged without the required notice.

SAN FRANCISCO,

without notice.

MGM

General patronage.

2.— "Newly-wed's

—

REX SCHEPP,
didn't

—

SERIES.

Just another comedy.
General patronage.)

— This

l.^Just a fair old type banjo act.
show any wonderful talent in this act. (Bert
Silver Family theatre,
Greenville,
Mich. —

patronage.)

ronage. )

is written just before I go
out and take in the Chicago film men in
the Midwest Film Golf Tournament, so
the above challenge is subject to change

Family theatre. Green-

patronage.)

—General

—

—

111.

P. S.

A

Old CalJust too bad! It started out good but
wound up punker than "L." I can't see why they
continue to spoil these subjects with a lot of hokum
when there is no need of it in this type of subject.
(Parkside theatre. Lyons. Ia. General patronage.)
FEATURETTE. 2. "Riding For Love." A poor
(Parkside theatre, Lyons. Ia. General patfiller.

(Signed) Eagle Eye Joe.

great

—

Special cast June 11.
our patrons. Six reels.

satisfied
Lyons. Ia.

Yep.

ford."

all

terrible,

Ia.

UNIVERSAL
THE COLLEGIANS SERIES, 2.—"Dear

communications to "What
Did for Me," Exhibitors Herald-World. 407 S. Dearborn Street. Chi-

A finT high
(Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, GreenMich. General patronage.)

"ille.

No

2.— "Okmnx."

(Parkside theatre. Lyons.

patronage.

JAKE THE PLUMBER:

fingers.

Address

The poorest act

it,

"MARIAN TALLEY AND GEYDE,
:lass act.

to you.

RKO
COMEDIES.

Jewish comedy that

the Picture

Singing awful, dancing

what there was

ind wardrobe,
haser.
(Bert

up

GOOGLE

The average comedy.

—General

Five Sauerkraut band.

BROS.

BENNETT TWINS, 1.—Terrible.
ve have played yet.

BARNEY

Exhibitors may place their wagers with
[Editor's
the editor of this department.
Note: Who said they could?] Theatres
will go in exchange if no funds are on
hand. All exhibitors backing me will be
permitted to drink out of the immense
cup that will be given me by the Hungry

age.)

5y.

my

on

—

rood.

—

bats are acceptable.
It's up to you to get your backers, so
start now in sending out requests.
I
think Til be able to count your followers

nickels

RICHARD BANELLI AND RUBY KEELER, 1.—

ifter

hole.
bets will be
or broken

the

to

patronage.)

—

good informasubject for general consumption, regarding the
automobile motor. Should be of interest to majority
Good
of patrons, but is a little dry for its length.
(O. B. Wolfe. Screenland
photography and print.
Small town patronage.)
theatre. Nevada. O.

has already agreed to act
Phil says you are pif
as my caddie.
and I ought to beat you at least 2 shots

(W. T. Bollinger, Regal theatre. El-

;nce pleased.

pat-

tive

Rand

Philip

patronage.)

;ral

— General

ROTHACKER
THE POWER WITHIN, 3 Very

no film men are around.
George Schutz, our faithful "What the
Picture Did for Me" editor, will referee
the game, and each cuss word will go
down as one stroke. That will leave you
And if you have
in a horrible position.
Trag^dorf as a caddie, beating you will
be as easy as taking cake from a baby.

(Movietone
This is the best single reel I have played
i-51). 1.
well
received
Was
by audience.
It 16 great.
,-et.
(W. T. Bollinger, Regal
Many good comments.
General patronage.)
heatre, FJvins. Mo.

MADAME

Ia.

McKee, 2.— Very good
Silver Family theatre,

comedy.
(Bert Silver,
Mich. General patronage.)

Greenville.

in trim to give me a little opposition
lou can choose
in a 36-hole tournament,
the course, anywhere from Mamaroneck.
I will also
Conn., to Del Monte, Cal.
let you keep your own score, providing

—

—

silent

now

—

AND

Parkside theatre, Lyons,

BARGAIN HUNT, Raymond

Hearing that you made a 51 and 53
at the Herald-World convention at Detroit Lake-, last week, also a birdie and
24-foot putt, I wish to say that you are

GITS EDWARDS SONG REVUE. Songs in this
.vere very effective and got over nicely with our
(A. N. Miles. Eminence theatre, Eminence.
Datrons.
Ky. Small town patronage.)

SISTERS

I

ronage. )

—Too

N. Miles, Eminence
town patronage.)

KELLER

71

CHARLIE CHASE COMEDY, 2.—"Is
(SILENT)

Everybody
Extra-good comedy, as we find most of
(Parkside theatre. Lyons, la. Gen-

Happy."

M
COLUMBIA

G M's

eral

—

patronage.)

OUR GANG COMEDIES,

SNAPSHOTS. 1.—No. 1.— A

fake.
Shots of stars
)f Hollywood
in silence.
Cued to voice on record
hat would not synchronize.
No more of Snapshots
or me.
(W. T. Bollinger. Regal theatre. Elvins.
Mo. General patronage.)

—

to be.

is

(S.

2.— "Little Mother." This

a better Gang than we have had for some time.
B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man..
General patronage.)

Canada.

—

LAUREL-HARDY COMEDIES, 2.—"Big

Business."
very funny comedy. These comedians' silent comedies make good in a talking theatre, and right now
that's going some.
(Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville. Mich.
General patronage.)

A

EDUCATIONAL
JERRY DREW COMEDIES, 2.— "Why
do they

•Vhy

wo

reels.

•Jan.,

AL
ITiis

Is

Woman."

comedy ? Not a laugh in the
B. Kennedy. Central theatre, Selkirk.
General patronage.)

Canada,

—

JOHN COMEDIES. 2.—"Snappy Stepper."
a very good comedy.
(S. B. Kennedy, CenSelkirk, Man., Canada.
General patron-

ST.
is

—

THUNDERING TOUPEES, 2.—Pretty

call this

(S.

—

ral theatre,
'ge.)

of a type about

LANE

COMEDIES,

tomeos."
Good comedy.
a.
General patronage.)

—

2.

—

"Roming

(Parkside theatre, Lyons,

This

to rave over.
rather silly.
There is a marathon dance
competition that causes a few laughs.
(S. B. Kennedy. Central theatre, Selkirk. Man.. Canada. General patronage.)
fact,

—

Very

(Parkside the-

Trail."

Lyons,

OUR DAILY BREAD. 1.— Another

pretty good one.
patrons in school again without their
Interesting and instructive.
(O. B.
Volfe. Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.
Small town

your

ealizing

—"Nifty

Numbers."

Fair comedy offering.
Lyons. Ia. General patronage.)

it.

—

atronage.)

Phantom

"The

good cartoon.
patronage.)

— General

WALLS TELL TALES,
series.

I

Parkside

theatre.

—

2.
Great star and author
Hold your nose when you run these. Awful.

(Bill
Leonard, Mystic
Small town patronage.)

KING OF THE RAILS, 1.—Pretty

nice subject,
the development of transportation.
Very
ttle technical stuff in it.
Ought to get by any
"xed audience.
Good print and fair photography.
0. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre. Nevada. O.
Small

Very
Ia.

theatre.

Cedarvale.

Kan.—

own patronage.)

—

A DAY'S PLEASURE,

—A

side

(Reissue),

reissue that does not amount to much.
General patronage.)
theatre, Lyons, Ia.

—

(Special to the Herald-World)

FLA.,

July

23.— So

successful

Blue Ribbon Month, inaugurated by
Guy A. Kenimer, general manager of Consolidated Amusements, Inc., which operates
stimulate boxfive theatres in Tampa to
office intake

and business generally

in

Tampa

"These
campaign.
another
Changing Times," has been launched for July.

during

June,

Saenger's Strand Wired

NEW

Charlie Chaplin

AESOP FABLES. 14.—"The

Success; Another Starts

(Special to the Herald-World)

PATHE

howing

2.

Proves

was
2.

(Park-

—

KRAZY KAT CARTOONS,

GENERAL ELECTRIC
'ute

CONFESSIONS OF A CHORUS GIRL SERIES,

side theatre,

Tampa Campaign
TAMPA,

PARAMOUNT

VARIETIES, 1.— "The Northwest Corner."

collaborators on a number
of skits for short subject material, have been
assigned by International Photoplay Distributors, Inc., to edit and title a series of short
subject novelties to be released this fall. They
have just completed the first of these, entitled, "Feed the Brute," which will have a
Broadway showing soon.

Herb Cruikshank,

—

—

FOX
ood Variety with wonderful scenery.
tre. Lyons, la.
General patronage.)

to

—

THE UNKISSED MAN, 2.—Nothing

In

LUPINO

good comedy

midway between Chase and Laurel-

man Kennedy

has a technique they
seem to like here. (O. B. Wolfe. Screenland theatre,
patronage.)
Nevada, O. Small town

Hardy.

Simmons, Cruikshank
To Edit Sound Series
the Herald-World)
(Special
NEW YORK, July 23.— Mike Simmons and

(Park-

Break of Day." Good

ORLEANS,

—

Saenger's
July 23.
Strand theatre became a talking and sound
house Saturday, July 13, having an its debut
sound picture, "The Time, the Place and the
Girl," Warner Brothers all-talking opus.
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Chicago Film Folk Snapped on the Links
All Photos

by-

Looking toward the clubhouse across the
rolling terrain which marks the hazardous
Lincolnshire course, where the 1929 Midwest
Film Golf Tournament was held last Friday.

Joe Fisher

The winner. Dick Beck, who
garnered low gross honors with
"
a 77, taki
'ng the major trophy of
the
le 1929 tourney.

Not so well known

as rivals to

Bobby

Jones,

but better than Bobby as exhibitors. In
other words, H. Reinheimer, R. Schoenstadt
and L. Reinheimer.

Right:

Their scores?
anyway, they had a lot
of fun, did F I e tch
Kenney, Harry Lorch,
Phil Keis and George
Krueger. Just ask 'em.

A group composed of A. I. Steinberg, George Miller's
caddie (whom George
takes wherever he
plays),
George himself,
W. W. Hunter
Left:

and M. A.

The champ, Dick Beck
ter),

(left), and his dad, C. E. Beck (right cenwith their partners, Henry Herbel and Bob Strobo.

Atz.

Eddie Brunelt, Jimmy Murtaugh, Bennie Eisenberg and Lipton
Astrachan,

who played with courage

if

not entire success.
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As Annual War Is Waged on Old Man Par
All Photos

Handsome Sam

by—

Gorelick, camera-shy Hank
Salkin and short subjects champion Eddie
Brichetto, three who always try for the cups
and sometimes succeed.

-Joe Fisher

Winner

of the prize for

Familiar Faces at Chicago film folk's golf
tournaments.
B. H. Blackmore, Tommy

low net

Oscar Florine holding the
Herald-World cup given for this
achievement.

score.

Left:

Fred

Greenwood and hen

Ullrich shown at this
year's event at the Lincolnshire course.

Gilford,

Ted Meyer (the Babe
Ruth of golf, whose
drives are home runs),
Sterling Dawson and

Norman Moray.

Right:

Their fairway

folly

didn't bother.
prize winners

Three

group comOscar FloHerb Washburn,
Ralph Crocker and
Walter Brown.

in

this

posed

of

rine,

Two

plus one equals three, Eddie Zorn and M. Lang forming the
two, with Max Schwartz making (at least) the one.

Four

—

from the metropolis of DeKalb county L. Buchaloo,
W. F. Eisenberg, D. Leiffert and W. Garner.

entries
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promotion
Photophone, was

department

sales

in

town

*

*

last

of

RCA

J

week.

*

Leslie B. Mace has been appointed St.
J
Louis representative of R C A Photophone, |
succeeding N. J. Porske, who has beenfl

New York

transferred to the

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

office.

H. L. Bock of the Bock theatre, Glenwood, Wis., was in Chicago last week on]
business.
*

*

By JOE FISHER
[Herald-World Phnloe of Film Tournament on Pages 72 and 73]

THE

Midwest Film Golf Tournament for 1929, held

Friday

last

at the Lin-

colnshire Country Club at Crete, was one of the most enjoyable ever held.
More than 50 people registered to play golf, and nearly 60 attended the af-

Nature favorably answered the prayers of the golf committee by spraying
sunshine throughout the day. Around 30 prizes were awarded, in two classes.
Fletch Kenny was the first player to tee off, at 9:15 a. m.
The first prize in class A for 36 holes low gross was won by Dick Beck, son
Beck had a score of 77. The
of C. E. Beck, owner of several loop theatres.
course par was 72. Beck received a large loving cup.
strokes.
Al gained ten pounds and the
Second low gross was awarded to Sterlhorse lost 20.
ing Dawson, and third prize was won by

fair.

is

*

The

theatre,
Libertyvillc,
opened with Carl Harthill's Mastertone device recently.
* *
*

more

Three

McKinzie won

second

and

third

prizes,

respectively.

telegram

was

received

Sears stating, "I wish I had a
What this country
strokes not counted.
needs is bigger and better 19th holes."
* * *
Photophone was represented in
a large way, Walter Brown being present.

Rice, Ralph Crocker, L. Astrachen, Joe Fisher,
Mr. Glasser, Mr. Dissen, Eddie Haferkamp,

Al Blasko and Mrs. Al Sobler.

RCA

*

*

*

Irving Mack was the only left hand
When he broke his
golfer in the bunch.
driver, he had to use the bumper off Hank
Mack won an ash tray and
Salkin's car.
he doesn't smoke.
*

And

that's that

*

*

about the tournament.
*

*

*

Aaron Saperstein is spending his vacation at South Haven, accompanied by his
wife and two sons.
*

*

*

member

Avalo
last

theatre

at

Monday

2811

with

Diversey,

Dramaphone

equipment, the feature attraction being
By the way, David M.
"Sonny Boy."
Brotman, the manager, will spend his vacation down state with relatives.
*

*

of the party.

When Len

Ulrich,

out."

The Banner

theatre at 1611 Robey street,
Electric sound

has opened with Western
equipment.
*

-*

*

exchange, has been named to fill the
tion left vacated by Eddie Grossman.

was the

life

of

announcehandicaps were
of a few others
the

present.

Al Blasko, who arranged the tournament,
rode a horse all day long looking for lost

CENNETT OWNERS ARE CENNETT BOOSTERS
General Sound Equipment Corp. of Illinois

6cnncll
em^S

Distributors for
Chicago, Detroit, St. Louis and

Milwaukee Territories

910
Phone

4SK

S.

Michigan Avenue

Harrison

0737.

THE CENNETT EXHIBITOR,

Wabash 5037

HE KNOWS

*

posi-

*

Parnass, city sales manager for
Warner Brothers, went on a vacation last;
week, but returned with a wife. "Great to;
be a husband," he says.
Irving

Joe Kaletis, who operates the Americar
theatre in Rock Island, has also taken over
the management of the Majestic theatre
Kaletis has been in the show business foi
17 years, and he's still human too.
Shoot
at that mark.
*

*

*

The booking department

of First
tional will be located on the fifth
hereafter.
R. C. White will have
plete supervision.
* * *

Na
floo:|

com

I

Film friends of W. C. Brume;r, formed;
salesman for the First National local of
fice and
still
later manager of the F I
Omaha branch, will be glad to learn tha
he has been appointed manager of th
Minneapolis exchange.
George Taif, Chi
cago salesman, will take Brumer's old po

\

Brothers

will

*

vacation.
*

*

*

*

*

Pictures, has been appointed country sales
for First National by Carl Lesermar

man

manager.
*

*

The New Regent

*

theatre,

the newest type

Chicago, wi

RCA

Photophon

very shortly.
*

Two

*

Tiffany-Stahl

*

"My Lady

pictures,

Past" and "Two Men and A Maid,"
scheduled for local release in July.
*

*

ai

*

Joe Paley, owner of the Indiana theatre,
adopted a 5 and 10 cent price policy for

h;
tl

summer.
*

*

Goetz of Movie-Phone is touring the
West Coast states, visiting distributors of
his device and vacationing.
*

*

Walter Altman, veteran along Film Ro^
and formerly a salesman for Progressiv

*

Mrs. Joe Pastor and two daughters left
on July 20 for Hudson, N. Y., for a short
*

sition.

install

open the Music
Box theatre August 1. The house was especially designed for sound, it is said, and
It will be equipped with the
seats 900.
new model Simplex projectors.
Lasker

*

Ralph Crocker of Elgin,
the party.
Crocker made
ment that bigger and better
necessary for him and also

*

*

*

Harry Neill, formerly a salesman for
Paramount, now with the Warner Brothers

*

Gollos Brothers have taken over the ElDevon street, former-

chairman of the committee announced her,
he said, "Al Sobler was the only man present who had the nerve to bring his wife

— the

1

The
opened

lantee theatre at 1554
ly an L & T house.

Mrs. Al Sobler was the only feminine

sound

1

-

Oscar Florine won the Herald-World cup
for class A low net.
Bob Strobo was second, and Wix Garner third.
First prize for low net class B was won
by Al Sobler. Sam Hapler received second, and Max Schwartz third.
In the class A morning rounds, T.
Hunter won first prize, E. Steinberg second, and George Miller third.
In class A in the afternoon, C. E. Beck
was awarded first prize, Dale Leifhert second, and Eddie Zorn third.
Others receiving prizes were Irving
Mack, Hank Salkin, Sam Gorelick, Walter
Brown, H. A. Washburn, Henry Herbel,
B.
Murray, Eddie Brunnell, Eddie
Brichetto, Louie Abramson, F. Kinney, Tom
Greenwood, Fred Gilford, Len Ullrich, Ben
Eisenberg, Harry Atz, Jimmy Murtagh and
A. Lang.
Others present at the tournament were
Harry Lorch, F. N. Kenny, George Krueger, C. Filkens, W. Eisenberg, A. Lang, Dave

from Grad
dime for all

went

houses

Biltmore, Banner and Adelphi.
All three
theatres have Western Electric equipment.

*

A

*

*

Auditorium

"Bed Meyers.

In class B, low gross victory went to B.
H. Blackmore. Allen Buckaloo and Tom

*

reported that the last two theatres
of the Louie Laemmle houses, the Alcyonf
and Pearl, will be sold very shortly.
Laemmle is leaving on a vacation this
week.
It

The Grand
the

summer.

in

*

*

Bloomington has closed

It will

*

reopen early
*

f<

in the fall

*

Eddie Phelps, handsome salesman for Rad
Pictures, has a new Paige, and it goes
miles an hour. Ask Phelps if you don't b_
'.

Henri Ellman, district manager of Tiffany-Stahl, has been in New York the past
week. T-S has closed contracts with Great
States and the Lynch circuit for the exhibition of the Strangler Lewis and Gus
Sonnenberg match. Adolph Rosecan has
been transferred to the Indianapolis ex-

Ben Rose, special representative
change.
for T-S, will be added to the Chicago office

staff.

*

*

*

Colonel E. P. Hawkins, manager of the

lieve us.
*

*

*

RCA

Phot
theatre is installing
phone. Intallation has begun, and the equi
ment will be ready this month.

The Patio

*

*

*

Nat Wolf (not the Nat Wolf who was wi
Orpheum) has installed a Western Electi
device in his Lane Court theatre on Cent
Street.
The Lane Court is a 1,000-seat hou

1

)vund Relief in Sight for

Small Exhibitor

EXHIBITORS

I

fi?

RALD

W
i

GOOD-BYE

"Exhibitor"

ELLO SHOWMAN!
The day of the mere exhibitor
show business with the
ducers.

Your

they can see

Revues,

public

is

over.

Now

you are

in

best of Broadway's $6.60 pro-

knows

that a

M-G-M's Road-Show

New

Era

is

Size Talkies,

here

when

Colortone

Metro Movietone Acts, Hearst Metrotone

News, Hal Roach Talking Comedies.

Here are

truly

THE GREATEST SHOWS
ON jSl EARTH

;

They

can't get

your goat

When

you are playing such
are being offered by

UNITED
at this time for release

pictures
'

ARTIST::
from August, 1929,

to

Fct

ruary, 1930.

When

you are giving your patrons the BEST
your patrons will make your business the BEST!
your

locality.

I

Those Exhibitors who do the Best
Artists Pictures so as to

—Book Unil

show the

B est.

I

August

3,

1929

EXHIBITORS H ERALD-VVORLD

3

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

4

August

3,

1929

IETY PICTURE GROSJ
WEDNESDAY, JULY

17th

U
1 %*»"

'

up noWy

-

^ oe

T.' ,^

lev

A

600;

The AMAziNf,
^iMaMBBBHBi

cota-

SUCCESS OF "THE

^^^-m

average.

•

no tw//h0J? start

^-so

fo ni
*
r.

af^COa nut s

Ci> U u t

-

COCOANUTS"

.

SIGNIFICANT!

IS
WA8HINOTON

m

•Cocoanuts
*
got |
the Columbia,
week.
first
its

^ more

at

lhan

run wow
KEY POINT!

<I

It

for

proves that Paramount's

New Show World Policy

1929-30 brings sensational box office results! The

.«»«;

fact that all the big stars of the stage are

banner

under one

— Paramount — means history-making

for exhibitors.

<R

The Marx

Imagine!

(Also $8.80.)

In one big lavishly produced

talking, singing, dancing musical

by Irving Berlin.

Broadway shows.

No wonder
start of

A
On

Brothers,

Oscar Shaw and Mar)

($8.80 a seat on Broadway.)
Eaton.

profit.'

comedy,

picked chorus from

Musi(jj
all

th<

the screen at popular prices!

audiences love

it

!

<J

And

it's

just th*

what you can expect from Paramount.

«

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD
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long Hit!

DREAMS
<OME TRUE
iiy

THE
MARX BROS
IN

"THE

COCOANITTS

99

VITH

OSCAR SHAW

MARY EATON
llusic

by

IRVING BERLIN

ihe First ScreenMusical Comedy

PARAMOUNT
NEW

THE

SHOW WORLD COMPANY

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

6
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PHOTOPHONE
I

/

NC

SOUND EQUIPMENT

Upholding the traditions

Names

of Great
^^HE
t™-

two outstanding issues confronting the

motion picture theatre owners of America

to-

To

achieve this in the sound equipment

field,

they spent an extra year in the perfection of

made RCA

this

day are those of the quality and price of the mo-

apparatus. This extra year has

tion picture sound equipment which they install.

phone the "years ahead" equipment in precision,
tonal quality and value-giving. It is so recognized
by all who really know.

Quality comes

duction

is

but price

first,

because correct sound repro-

necessary to attract and hold business,

is

Then they

a close second.

set

about introducing production

economies that have made possible price

RCA Photophone

meets both of these issues a9

does no other sound equipment.

It is

the lowest-

priced, high-quality apparatus in the field.

maximum

quality at

minimum

tions of

from $1,500

to

$2,000— and

reduc-

a difference

of several thousand dollars in comparison with
the prices of other equipment approaching

The makers of RCA Photophone have stood
times for

Photo-

Photophone

RCA

in excellence.

at all

prices

Quality and price close the argument for RCA

Photophone — and open the door to profits foryou.

consistent with that quality.

RCA PHOTOPHONE

r

Inc.

S1JKSIIHAKV OK RADIO COkPORATIl) N QE AMKRTTfl
4ll
DENVBR: 8I7-I7TH STREET

FIFTH

SAN FRAN CISCO / 23S

AVENUE

MONTGOMERY

STREET

-

NEW YORK

CHICAGO: I0O W.

MONROE

CITY
STREET

KANSAS

CITY,

MO!

DAVI DSON Bl

EXHIBITORS HERALD -WORLD

ugust3, 1929
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WARNER BROS.
and Next Season
BROS,
WARNER
WARNER
BROS,

phone.

revolutionized motion picture* with Vita-

are giving

new impetus

to the industry with

100%

"natural color" pictures in Technicolor.

AK\ER BROS,
box

office

aroused new interest in motion pictures and lifted
receipts to unparalleled grosses.

WARNER BROS,
BROS, have promised

WARXER
^%

have made money for the exhibitor. What

—WARNER BROS, have

BROS,

will

AR\ER RROS.

by one company.

WARNER

delivered.

continue to lead the industry in 1929-30.

are producing

35 of the

finest pictures ever delivered

THERE WILL BE \0 PROGRAM PICTURES.

WARNER RROS.

productions make up the greatest roster
They include Al Jolson, John Barrymore, Dolores Costello, Pauline Frederick. Frank Fay. Marilyn Miller. Irene Bordoni, Beatrice Lillie, Michael Bohnen, Davey Lee, Noah Beery, Winnie Lightner,
Ann Pennington, Georges Carpentier. Monte Blue. Betty Compson. Charlotte
Greenwood. Marian Nixon, Thomas Meighan. Ted Lewis and Sophie Tucker.
stars in these

of talent ever assembled by one company.

WARNER

RROS.

stars also include

Edward Everett Horton. Lois Wil-

Rin Tin Tin. H. B. Warner. Grant
Withers, Conrad Nagel, Vivienne Segal. John Boles. Myrna Loy, Joe E. Brown.
Louise Fazenda, Jack Buchanan, William Courteney, Conway Tearle. Walter
Woolf. Armida. Nick Lucas. Raquel Torres. Lowell Sherman, Chester Morris.
Lupe Velez, Alice White, and there are still more stars to come.
son. Lila Lee, Alice Joyce.

George

Arliss.

EARNER RROS.

exhibitors with non-wired theatres will not be
neglected. Specially prepared prints will be available for their use.

EARNER

RROS.

direct advertising

EARNER

on

RROS.

What Warner

1

audiences will be prepared and pre-sold for you by

a hitherto unequalled scale.

exhibitors are assured of progress and prosperity.

Bros. Promise

— Warner Bros. Deliver!

"VITAPHONE" IS THE REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF
HE VITAPHONE CORPORATION DESIGNATING ITS PRODUCTS

—

!

3

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD
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1929

TO THE COLORS
Again Warner Bros, have proven
leadership.

Natural

their

They introduced 100 per

Color

Vitaphone

cent

Pictures

in

Technicolor. Again they have astounded

and amazed the picture world.

"ON WITH THE SHOW,"

the

100 per cent Natural Color Talking

first

Pic-

ture has proved a sensation everywhere.

More and greater color pictures are on
their way from the Warner Bros. Studios.
Greater audiences

—

greater

grosses

—

the best shows in town these are all
yours whenever and wherever you play a
Warner Bros. Picture.

The Parade
man. Fall in

of Progress stops for no

line or be left behind.

^rZjVRAL COLOR

August

3,

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

1929

%•

I

-

FIRST TALKING PICTURE

4

GENERAL CPA CK
with Gorgeous Natural Color Scenes
directed by

WARNER BROS.& VITAPHONE

;»

Technicolor

ALAN CROSLAND

^^^^^^^ TALKING

andSFNGING PICTURES

"YITAPHONE" IS THE REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF
THE VITAPHONE CORPORATION DESIGNATING ITS PRODUCTS

COMING SOON
DAY and

tO

TO YOU
DATE with BROADWAY

1)1 II

WORLD

Premiere

Aug. 6th

Tiies.,

(Celebrating Third Anniversary of Vitaphone)

WARNER
Broadway

BROS.
at

52nd

THEATRE

St.,

New York

TWO-A-DAY
AT

$2.50

TOP

DAVEY I£E
Marian Nixon

A WARNER

BROS.eAITAPHONE

~

Holmes Herbert

-

Kenneth Thompson

is«gSK5 TALKING

-

Fred Kohler

SINGING

"VITAPHONE" IS THE REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF
THE VITAPHONE CORPORATION DESIGNATING ITS PRODUCTS

PICTliR

The First Talking Colleg
A

Hit

"Universal has a

money-maker

'College

in

Love/" says Exhibitors Daily Review.
HIT chock full of pep from beginning
Excellently

Winner'

"A

ro

is

o

end!

produced and directed."

box-office winner for Universal/' says Tar

Lane

"With 'College

Film Mercury.

in

beating other all-talking college
market,
It

"It

this

Films

looks like a real bet for exhibitors

pep and

carries lots of

action, as well

"

good musical numbers. Showmen are recom
mended to book it."

"Exhibitors

in

every type house and any

town should make an
says

W.

R.

Review, "for

effort to

Wilkerson,
it

in

get

1

the Exhibitors Oail

has the essentials that very

pictures possess,

}vmenr for every

and

thar

member

size

this picture,

is

100%

fe*

entertain

of the family, youn.

eature!
Universal

s

1.0X-0FFICE

)mas

100% TALKING and SINGING

A Million
With

all

Per Cent BOX-OFFICE

the favorite "Collegians" players

George Lewis—Dorothy GulliverChurchill Ross— Eddie Phillips— Haycfen
Stevenson— Sumner Getchel.
including

Songs by the University of California Glee Club. Stcj
Leonard Fields. Directed by Nat Ross. Two neg

One

talking

and

singing;

one

silent.

=ORWARD MARCH Mifa U N

GOOD SILENT COMEDIES?
what one trade paper, the film daily,
EdueationaVs latest silent releases!

Well, just see

thinks of

"Joy Land"
Lupino Lane

—

Educational
a Pip
are more real production
this two-reel comedy than
It's

There

values ill
in a lot of features that arc ballyhooed with the heavy sugar
But
they don't have to spend money
broadcasting this one, for it is that
rare type of film that once released

on word-of-mouth moshowman's picture. Lupino Lane crowded just about everywill travel far

mentum

A

thing into it
He is an apprentice
a toy shop and doll hospital. After
a tough day he falls asleep, and
dreams that a miniature castle of
Toyland conies to life with all its
ancient knights, ladies, soldiers, and
As the toy peoa ferocious bulldog.
ple see him, he tries to escape, but
Then
is pursued through the castle
there follows one of the cleverest sequences ever seen in the fantasy field
Lupino darts, glides,
of the screen.
in

shoots and carroms in
mysterious trap doors

and out of

the walls
of the castle, relentlessly pursued by
the soldiers and the bulldog. Never
has the clever comedian with his acrobatic leaps and tumbles achieved
such entertainment values as he
crowds into this fast, clever and realin

W

amazing sequence.
Henry
George directed this splendidly. It's
a treat to sit through a two-reel comedy in which every foot of film has
ly

been crammed with all the showman
values of which this unique comedian
is

1

the master.

TT

"Lucky Breaks"

— Cameo

"Top Speed"

—

Mermaid Educational
Hot Slapstick

Educational

I

Surefire
This Al Alt person has suddenly
swooped across the short comedy
horizon, and it looks as if he was going to make 'em all sit up and take
notice before very long.
The dapper
little comedian has oodles of pleasing
personality.
His fun is never forced,
and you feel while he is going
through his stuff he is enjoying it
immensely.
That helps you to feel
the same way about it.
And you do

Al Alt puts this over with a waland rings up a heavy score on
the laughometer.
If
you can sit
through this one without exploding
a brace of heavy guffaws every few
minutes, then there is something
wrong with your fun motor.
Al
poses as the big game hunter, and
illustrates at the party how he captured a bear by having a fat gal pose
under a bear rug. It's a wow. Then
into a sequence in a sporting goods
shop, where AI's rival for the girl's
lop,

In this

I

I

t
i

'

i
f

one Al is a gob on his way
home with his bundles, including a
Dird cage and a trombone.
Seated in
the train, the bundles all become
anwiedly and almost animated, and
Boon the car is in an uproar. The

affections tries to show Al up as a
four-flusher.
What they do to that
sport shop is cause for mirth that is

loud and prolonged. Winds up with
the rivals donning gigantic boxing
gloves, and staging one of the fun-

hvay Al retrieves them, apologizes
fo his fellow passengers, and regis|ers confusement and embarrassment,
[ s a joy to watch.
fast and

Two

Eriginal sequences follow this, and
n the final shot you'll be willing to
Concede that Al has taken you for a
real laugh-ride.
Directed with pep
find intelligence by Francis J Martin.

we have lamped for two
Get this and don't waste
any time about it, either.
Charles
Lamont directed, and we salute him
with a big salaam.
niest bouts

"THE SPICE OF THE

PROGRAM"

EDUCATIONAL FILM
EXCHANGES, Inc.
E.

W. HAMMONS,

President

Member. Motion Pictare Producers and Distributors of America.

Inc.

WiU H. Hays. President

seasons.

YOUR

OF
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BIG HITS 1929-30
PARIS

BOUND as*^

"-ft

play produced by Arthur Hopkins. Fredric March and Leslie
Fenton are in it. Maurice Revnes was the supervisor and E. H.
Griffith directed

it.

«

THE SOPHOMORE
and

*fD

Corey Ford's refreshing story of university
life from College Humor. Directed by Leo McCarey. Dialogue
by ]oseph Franklin Poland supervised by William Conselman.
Jeanette Loff in

BIG NE"WS
a prominent

With Rober: Armstron « and Car0
Lombard. The mysterious death of

stirs newspaper circles in George S. Brooks'
Gregory La Cava directed it. Waiter De Leon
wrote the dialogue, Jack Jungmeyer adapted it and Ralph Block

editor

exciting play.

is

the supervisor.

THE AWFUL TRUTH
Starring Jna Claire. Arthur Richman's stage success with Henry
Daniel and a distinguished cast including Theodore von Eltzand
Paul Harvey. Supervised by Maurice Revnes and directed by
Marshall Neilan.

SAILOR'S

HOLIDAY

With Alan Hale and Sally Eilers, and an
funniest gob is coming ashore to see his gal

all

star cast.

The

in Joseph Franklin
Poland's original story. Dialogue version adapted by Ray Harris

and

directed by Fred

Starring

Ann

Herman Bernstein has made an adapta"The Right to Kill". Directedby Paul Stein.

Harding.

RICH PEOPLE
setting,

with Constance Bennett.

A

a jazz
by Jan Gelzer from Good Housekeeping Magazine.

OH

^TEAH'

^Mne

scores a eoupl That popular
pairof stage buddies of "Is Zat So?"
fame Robert Armstrong and ]ames Gleason come to the screen
for the first time together as two genial, unscrupulous brakemen
from A. W. Somerville's Saturday Evening Post Story. Dialogue
version adapted by James Gleason and direction by Tay Garnett.
*

*

LUCKY IN LOVE h™^* r

tah
h
Morton Downey, Hetty
Lawford and a distinguished Broadway cast. Story by Gene
Markey with original songs by Bud Green and Sam H. Stept.
Directed by Kenneth Webb and supervised by Robert T. Kane.

A

WOMAN AFRAID

William Hurlburt's stage play
greatest successes

a

—

h.as

"On the Stairs", one of Broadways

everything

—

real thrills, real mystery

—

real love story.

RED HOT RHYTHM
fascinating musical comedy success by Walter De Leon,
showing the laughable lovable people of Tin Pan Alley in their
fads, foibles and flops. Directed by Leo McCarey and supervised by William Conselman.

The

best selling novel in

THE RACKETEER
Lombard. The romance of a swashbuckling
of New York, who loves and loses in his
authority. Story by Paul Gangelin.

HIS FIRST

GREENWICH VILLAGE
An

elaborate reproduction of one of Broad-

way's most famous institutions. Through
Special arrangement with Jones and Green the most brilliant
sketches of the Follies will be reproduced in sound and color.

Your Guide

to

^^ -w
strong

; Carol
ana

pirate of the nightlife
reckless battle with

COMMAND

Starring William Boyd. An original story by Douglas Doty
laid in the famous Li. S. Cavalry School. "His First Command"
is

FOLLIES

imitable music comes

Book by Frederic Thompson and
Vincent Lawrence. Lyrics by Ira Gershwin. Produced by the
noted stage director Richard Boleslavsky with incidental musicby
Walter O'Keefe and Bobby Dolan. Josiah Zuro, musical director.

Newmeyer.

HER PRIVATE AFFAIRS
tion of the stage play

TREASURE GIRL
to the stage for the first time.

a dashing

attraction

—

Bill

Boyd

at his best.

THE GRAND PARADE
A

background for a great play and human
Rogers, showing the blazing hate
the merry world of fun and make-believe. Directed

brilliant fascinating

love story by

Howard Emmett

and strife in
by Fred Newmeyer.

Box-Office

Quality

'*^>

WAR AND WO M E X

THE BIG SHOT

William Boyd, Ann Harding, Robert Armstrong
road show special.

the outstanding su
original story for

in

an

all star

Broaduay' J

Ann

about a

strictly

•
•

•

.

•

ZZ'l-l

•
.

:~

Helen Hull's story in the Cosmopolitan Magazine. Dialogue
version directed by Fred blewmeser.

THIS THIXG CALLED LOVE
Starring

mos

PLAY BOY

,W A

V>JTerrills Saturn,
l Post Story
dealing with the temptations of the fine feathers and furbelows
raiment.
of woman's

;

^STCjLICjEE

Starring Ina

„

adaptation

Harding. Edwin Burke's successful stage play
modem wife in the days of companionate mar-

riage.

CAP l TT^r~iorvivn.

PAIXTED DESERT
With William Boyd.
.

..

.

consequences by William Conselman.
in a refreshingly

...

h

.

a

.,

..

Pathechrome color

.

b'^-~US

deals with high society

t-ji

An

all color production in

process, in

which a
:•

ii'.:":-j-:v

stirring
r

~

X

=rr.

the famous
romance is
5 -i7t-'.-. <;i

by Ralph Block. Scon by Jack Jungmeyer.

new manner.

THE BACHELOR'S SECRET

OFFICER O'BRIEXgj

wan Alan Hal

of the police force by Tom Buckingham, in which Carol
Lombard also appears. Romantic Boyd in another great role.
story

delightfully

De Leon's

am

past, with incot

and

HOT AND BOTHERED

supervise*!

CRASHING THROUGH

Eddie Quillan portraying the zest, the danger, the humor
of youth's coming of age. Story by William Conselman and
directed by Leo \lcCarey.

wuh

Kling
of

UP AXD AT

'EM

PARACHUTE

•

mor

smart
musical play by Kenyan Nicholson, featuring Alan Hale and
Eddie Quillan. Directed by Leo \lcCarey and supervised by

a uar

William Conselman.

Tay

First

in this

.J-.-r

aviator's struggle to adapt hi
as revealed in Ramon Guthrie's best

Garrett.

Pathe Feature Releases Click

"Ann Harding's debut as a talking actresses the event supreme of Paris Bound'".
M. P. NEWS
"First all talking college picture 'The

Sophomore

is

a

riot".

PHOTOPLAY
w

'Big News'

—Armstrong's funniest

since

Is

Zat

So' ".

M.

SILVER

P.

PATHE B
ANNIVERSARY

1929-1930

NEWS

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

14

%

Ten

August

Points
• • •

No. 3: Exhibitors Herald-World Is the
Dominant Advertising Medium in
the Motion Picture Field
Proof: For Three Consecutive Years the

Herald-World Has Carried More
Advertising Than Any Other
Paper in the Field. In 1928, the

Herald-World Carried 2100
Pages, the Second Paper, 1700

Ten Points

•
No.

I:

•

•

THE GREATEST

PAID CIRCULATION

THE ONLY GUARANTEED CIRCULATION
No. 2:

No.

3:

THE DOMINANT

ADVERTISING MEDIUM

3,

1929

the air, for the
exhibitor with his feet on the ground
in

FOX MOVIETONE
AIR

NEWS

FLYING UNIT NO.
the

New England

lap of

its

1

has completed

nation-wide tour.

Received bv Governors, Mayors and prominent public

officials

—the attendant
attention

everywhere

it

landed

front page publicity focused

on and created good

will for the

theatres co-operating in this venture.

How

can profit by the
local importance of this air news
cruise is indicated by selected
newspaper articles reproduced
on the two following pages.
theatres
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WM BE" BENS

Take Sound

PROCLA.MA.riON

PicturesOver City'
To the People of Bridgeport:
First of Fleet

I

Be
News
?Sound Equipped

in to

A3 part of a nation-wide aerial study of important industrial,
educational and recreational centers, the Fox Movietone Flying
News Unit Number One will visit Bridgeport on Wednesday, July
10, for the purpose of making an aerial sound film of some of
the community^ varied activities,

by WilPlanes Planned
liam Fox

Jtri-V

rtforf fnar-ani

Bridgeport is one of two cities in Connecticut to be visited
by this unique flying unit. I am informed that the completed
sound film, embracing aerial views of the larger cities in the
United States, is to be distributed through proper agencies as
an aid to eduoation. A print of that part of the film strictly
local in interest will be presented to the City to be preserve
in the municipal archives as a permanent visualization of "The
Bridgeport of 1929".

8

rvietone

lane Lands

HereToday

Believing that the City of Bridgeport will reap immeasurable
benefits in the matter of good-will advertising as a result of
this enterprise, I urge that as many of our citizens as possibl
join in the official welcome to these flying historians ut the
Bridgeport Airport at £ o'clock '.Vednesday afternoon, July 10.

rnor and Mayor Will

At Field to Welcome
ip__To Take Hartford

clures

Given at Bridgeport this 8th day of July,19£9.
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Fox News cameramen were in the
forefront of those early daredevils who
shot scenes of New York from the sky.
Movietone news was also quick to seize
on the Importance of aviation. Inaugurating the new sight and sound service
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GOODWILL

tour of

an unique

nature is to be started in a few
days by the Fokker airplane belonging
to Foxe Movietone News. This superuniversal monoplane will take off from
Roosevelt field. L. I., on the morning
of Monday. July 8. and hop to Hartford. Conn., flying conditions permitting.

Thereafter

weeks

in

it

flying

will

to

50

spend

events of interest anywhere.

cities

plane, the

first

to be purchased
company for
in charge of

Major A. E. Holland, who has been
flying since he gained his

experhas been

first

in the war and who
made the head of the aviation
of Fox Movietone News.
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Others
C.
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division

regular crew are Will
pilot, with a rc-

Seivert. seasoned

show

scene-

order that future generations may
by eye and ear what Boston wa;
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by any motion picture
such an objective, is
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will

sounds in Boston of 1929 and af
has been shown at Loews State
Orpheum Theatres, the sound t*
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of Boston by the Boston Travel

1929.
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land 10.30. weailier permitting-, a

monoi
super-universal
take .^und pictures
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be greeted by ^tate and cit
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FOX MOVIETONE AIR

N E WS

making a good will
tour of Georgia, under the
is

auspices of the Atlanta Constitution, where

it

will assist in increasing

the air-mindedness of citizens

general

—stressing

the immediate

need of more and better
In

airports.

addition to the principal

cities

of Georgia

— Richmond,

Washington, Baltimore and
Philadelphia will also be visited.

Movietone recordings of sounds and
sights are being made above each city and

the speeches of public officials recorded

shown the following week at
local theatres playing Fox product,

to be

OW
NOW

N

NOW
NOW

NOW
NOW
NOW

Theatres playing

FOX MOVIETONE NEWS
can arrange for inclusion in
this

tour

NOW

by wiring

NOW

Manager,

NOW

FOX

NOW
NOW

in

(if

airports are suitable)

Good
FILM

Will Air Cruise,

CORPORATION

850 Tenth Avenue
New York

THING!
But

first

be absolutely sure each

ingredient

is

perfect
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FEATURE

TOO LATE TO
MAKE EXCUSES
IT'S

AFTER YOU'VE
SERVED THE FOLKS—

V

rT
1

SHORTS

1

THE PUBLIC GETS A KICK
OUT OF A PERFECT SHOW

Make

it

a point to see that everything

on your program

is

top-notch.

Remember that in these
no reason why your show

days there's
shouldn't be

the same as Broadway's best,

A
A
A

poor course

spoils

a meal

—
—

bad ingredient ruins a

cocktail

lousy picture slaughters

a program

METRO GOLDWYN MAYER
-

is

-

presenting a year of weeks

of the Greatest Shows

(and "Earth"

is

on EARTH

a large place)

STOP RUINING A
GOOD SHOW WITH
INFERIOR SHORTS!
AMATEURISH

and mediocre Talking Acts are running
They are dragging down good shows and
/ild in this industry today!
heapening theatres. Lay off them before they ruin you! There's a new
talking comedies

now

/pe of talking short
f

that has kept pace with the intelligent progress

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,

talking feature pictures.

nell of

M-G-M

's

New

Era,

{ou'll find that

make

<AL

assures exhibitors that they need

it

here!

is

PERFECT

IS

New

M-Q-M's

no

The

their theatres.

Road-show Quality Talking Shorts

THE SHOW

A/HEN
o

now

book old-fashioned, childish talking shorts into

ay of

the death-

experimental, laboratory full-length talkies to give the industry the

lew Era, Road-show-size talkies,
:>nger

who sounded

Era Shorts help

sol

ROACH

ALKING
COMEDIES
the class talking complay the big Capitol
ieatre. N.Y., and similarde luxe
iese are
ies

OUR GANG

t

that

uses everywhere.
Hal Roach
es to his talking comedies tal', care and resources
compara-

B to that which goes into the
iking of feature pictures.

6 METRO
IIOVIETONE
,CTS

2 M-G-M

8

There's nothing in the comedy field to compare with the
charm and delight of the

Gang talking! Theyhavewon
a

new fame and

following in

talking comedies.

2

OUR GANG

Biggest

Names

Day," booked into
rhe Capitol, N.Y., and otheT
de luxe houses is the first of
their class talking comedy of
the new season.
Perfect

8

CHARLIE CHASE

Charlie Chase brings to rhe
talking screen talents of song,

dance and mimicry that make
his personality more winning
than ever. "Leaping Love" It
lust a sample

8

HARRY LANGDON

Langdon

is to be the surprise
His first dialog
reveals a comic manner of speech that is irresist-

talkie

star.

comedy

ibly funny. Credit Hal Roach
with another money hunch

!

2 LAUREL- HARDY

(Synchronized)

Only the

LAUREL-HARDY

Their talking comedies, "*A

(

with

drawing power in
Metro Movietone Acts. Theatres
have learned that M-G-M class
and quality differentiates these
Acts from all others.
established

5 ync h r o n

i

z «f

)

AMONG THE HEADL1NERS IN METRO MOVIETONE ACTS
Van
Irving

&. Schenck
Ukelele
Aaronson 6k Commanders

Titta Ruffo

Ike

Raymond Hitchcock

Phil Spitalny

Yvette Rugel

Happiness Boys

Gus Edwards,

etc.

COLORTONE REVUES

musical and dancing entertainments put your theatre in the Broadway de luxe
uss. Only M-G-M gives you revues of this kind with names like Charles King featured, and
|th dance experts like Sammy Lee and creators like Gus Edwards. Gems of beauty entirely
color and all-talking, singing, dancing.
iese tabloid

i

HEARST
104 M-G-M
1ETR0T0NE NEWS INTERNATIONAL
2

'

e world's greatest publisher has placed his worldresources behind the creation of a Super-Sound
ws. Once a week starting September 28th, on disc

le

film.

The only sound newsreel produced by

*s-gathering organiiation.

a

NEWSREEL

The
bined

c

o m-

staffs

and resources
of M-G-M

SAMMY CHARLES
LEE

KING

GUS
EDWARDS

Everybody's

happy when

News and

International Newsreel as represented in the
M-G-M International Newsreel means that no other outfit
can begin to compete in world news coverage. Twice

weekly

starting July 31st.

you've got

—

j

Metro-

Mwun:
payers

GREATEST

SHOWS
ON
EARTH
1929-30

47

GREATEST SHOWS ON EARTH FOR

JOHN GILBERT
1

VAN & SCHENCK m

in

THE PENNANT -WINNING
BATTERY (All TdUiin. Singing!

ALL TALKERS
Redemption"

"Oi^mpia" Uufe

to be

changed

GRETA GARBO
2

MADAME X

in

'All Tailing)

ALL TALKERS

"Anna

COLLEGE

Christie"

LIFE

An J One More
in

ALL TALKERS

THE ROAD-SHOW
—

Charles King Bessie- Lose
lAII Talking. Singing. Dancingi

"Navy Blues"
"Springboard'*

HALLELUJAH

And One More

SYNCHRONIZED

1

(All Ta/tine, Sinking'

THE BISHOP MURDER

"Speedway"

JOAN CRAWFORD
2

in

ALL TALKERS

Titles to be announced
2

SYNCHRONIZED

"Our Modern Maiden*;"
'

Jungle"

(title to

he changed)

LOW CHANEY
1

in

SYNCHRONIZED

*'Th**

THE SHIP FROM
SHANGHAI (All TalkingTHE VIKING
(Sound, All Technicolor
THE MYSTERIOUS

.

ISLAND

Bugle Sound*"

And Tuo More

RAMON NOVARRO m
ALL TALKERS

2
Titles to be announced

BUSTER KEATON

CASE

.All Talking*

THE THIRTEENTH
CHAIR (All Tailing)
THE GIRL IN THE

SHOW

(All

Talt.ng

THE SONG WRITER
lAII Talking
KEMPY
lAII Talking!
SO>JG OF THE SUNSET
(All Talking. Singing)

in

ALL TALKERS

LORD BYRON OF

BROADWAY

2
Titles to be announced

(Aft Talking,

COSMOPOLITAN
PRODUCTIONS
ALL TALKERS

3
Titles to be announced

All Talking)

THE GREEN GHOST

THE DUNCAN SISTERS

(All Talking)

"COTTON AND SILK" (Title to fcecnanged

1

All Talking, Singing, Dancing

)

(All Talking!

lAU

MONTANA
'All Talking, Singing)

MURDER

Talking)

IRIS
1

All Talking)

TWELVE HOURS OF
LOVE (All TaUting)
LIGHTS AND SHADOWS
(All Talking)

HAL ROACH COMEDIES
8
H

8
H
2

2

26

Our Gang

(All Talking)
Laurel* Hardy (All Talkmg)
Charlie Chaw (All Talking)
Harry Langdon (All Talking)
Our Gang (Synchroni-ed)
Laurel Hardy (Synchroniicd)

METRO MOVIETONE
ACTS

$injjini>J

PLEASURE LOVERS
!

DEVOTION
;AII Talking!
TABLOID
JUDICIAL

12

M-G-M C0L0RTONE
REVUES

HEARST METRO104 M-G-M INTERNA52

SILENT

HOUSES

THE BROADWAY MELODY
HALLELUJAH
THE MYSTERIOUS ISLAND
(Technicolor)

(Sound, Dialog. Technicnb#\

WILLIAM HAINES
?

16

WIRED HOUSES

GREATEST SNOWS rOR

TONE NEWS

TIONAL NEWSREEL

JOAN CRAWFORD

...

*

"Our Modern Maidens"
"Jungle" (new

title to

come)

JOHN GILBERT

">

"Redemption"

WILLIAM HAINES

GRETA GARBO
One

in

"Speedway"

"Nat-y Blues"

in

Silent Picture

(Title to be announced)

LON CHANEY

in

"The Bugle Sounds" and Two More

RAMON NOVARRO
Two

in

Silent Pictures

(Titles to be

announced)

THE VIKING
THE GREEN GHOST
(All Technicolor)

M-G-M-INTERNATIONAL

NEWSREEL
(Tu>ice Weekly)

METRO -GOLDWYN -MAYEF
Reach

for

a Talkie instead of a Squeak I

..oust 3,

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

1929

19

03O
Announcing the

First

Produced on the Famous

—

RCA

Photophone

—

Broadway Calibre

Office Attractions of

Mean Money

"The Celebrated Eight"

Six of

Stars

— Box

Titles

With Drawing Power

—

That
Cele-

brated Authors.

No.

No. 2

1

"The PHANTOM in the HOUSE"
A

"THE RAMPANT AGE"
A

Novel by Andrew Soutar

Novel by Robert Carr

No. 3

No.

"BURNED EVIDENCE"
A

Novel by Mrs. Wilson

Wood row

"WORLDLY GOODS"
A

Novel by Andrew Soutar

No. 6

No. 5

"THE UNFORBIDDEN SIN"
A

All

Theme

OFFICES
1560 Broadway

New York

City

"A
A

Novel by Roy Vickers

LIFE

up

rapidly.

If

interested

FOR SALE"

Novel by Sydney Horler

Songs published by Shapiro, Bernstein

are being taken

4

&

Co., Inc. Franchises

communicate immediately with

STUDIOS

5823 Santa Monica
Hollywood

Blvd.

A

A

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

20

Mean
1^

FEATURES
Sound Programs

Better

NO BATTERIES— Amplification
volt 60 cycle

2
3

#
*

A C

direct

from any

4^*

10

FULL DOUBLE CHANNEL AMPLIFICATION—
run a show.

reserve amplifier for every amplifier used to

MECHANICAL GEAR DBIVE — Perfect
*

J

source.

zation assured.
synchronization.

NEW TYPE

No

belts or makeshift

PICK-CP

—

Entirely

synchroni-

methods of

new

principle

gives perfect tracking of all records.

SOUND DISTBIBCTION — Through use of
5 EVEN
powerful electro-dynamic speakers.
CONSTANT SPEED MOTORS— Constant pitch and
ft
#
*

constant quality of reproduction assured.

August

For houses up to 500 seats

TYPE TOO IU>
S YNCHRONOUS

DISC 81.500

The small theatre owner will find this new Junior Model a
money maker from the day he puts it in. It combines all
the features of the large Pacent machine, over 600 of which
are in service today in the United States alone. The Junior
Model 500 DDA has every feature you want in modern sound

equipment.

IF

TO KNOW

what Pacent

M2.500
DISC
ON
AND
SOUND

FILM

There is no complete Sound Equipment on the market today for small theatres to compare with this new Pacent
machine. High quality reproduction at a new low price.
Sound on film section of the Type 500 FDA outfit plays variable area and variable density methods with equal efficiency.

T

10%

feat-

ures mean in better
quality and better
sound programs ask
any exhibitor using
Paeenl. Or, hear a

Pacent Reprodueer

System in aelual
service.
The features outlined here
are largely responsible for the out-

standingly high

performance

of

Pacent equipment.

tS3*YSTEMSrW

For Larger Theaters

Types

2MDA
4MDA
and

Over 600 in service
throughout the
world

Type

2MDA

Synchronous

TYPE 500 FIPA
S YNCHRONOUS

AS

1929

YOU WANT

PACES
NEWJCNIOR MODELS

3,

DOWN -15% ffiugffiSK 10 MONTHS
Wire or Write for Immediate Delivery

PACENT REPRODUCER CORPORATION
Film Center Building
32 Sales and Service Representatives

DISC

$2,500
/or houses up to

2,000

seats

Type

4MDA

Synchronous

DISC

$3,500
for houses up to 4,000
seats

630 Ninth Avenue, New York
Descriptive Literature

in

the

United States ant 1 Canada

on Request

for the exhibitor not yet equipped
to

play

FOX MOVIETONE

FOX 3d
has

SILENT
PICTURES

or release in the year beginning August,
As a

1929

concession to those exhibitors whose sound installa-

—

has been temporarily delayed silent prints of these
sensational talking and singing features on the 1929-30
program of Fox Films are available
tion

In

Old Arizona
(already established as a box office

iognet)

Speakeasy
Thru Different Eyes
The Black Watch
(now playing Gaiety, N.

Y.,

Frozen Justice (Lenore

at $2)

Ulric)

Gringa Rose (Lenore Ulric)
Lucky Star (Gaynor & Farrell
The Sky Hawk
The Holy Devil
4 Devils (Janet Gaynor)
Salute

The
The
The
The
The

f

Lone Star Ranger
Well Dressed Man
Cisco Kid

River (Charles
Girl

Farrell)

From Havana

City Girl (Charles Farrell)
Christina (Janet Gaynor)

Lover Come Back
Morals (Charles Farrell)
Budapest
The Girl Who Wasn't Wanted
Conquistador
Big Time
The Passing of the Third Floor Back
It Might Have Happened
The Mad Musician

Band
Black Diamond
Power House
Listen to the

The Bells of Toledo
The Meal Ticket
Incognito
Street Corners

you're not wired,

lon't

worry - wire and
Pacemaker

^IhLSilent 34 *„m

for the

Industry

Keep your eyes on-

SoLLEEM

MOOR!

on a double appeal. Just her
shadow self has wrecked hundreds of
tures takes

box-office records. Imagine her drawing

power when she SINGS in "Smiling Irish
Eyes." Presented by John McCormick.

A

William A. Seiter Prod.

With James

Hall.

Colleen sings
"Smiling Irish
Eyes" and "A

Wee Bit O' Love"

— two

Witmark

Winners

that

are copping the
cream of radio
time.

DOING S.R.O. BUSINESS AT CENTRAL
THEATRE, N. Y-, AT $2.00 TOP

A

FIRST NATIONAL VITAPHONE PICTUR
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public, or some portion of the public with which the business is concerned.

The appointment of Mr. McCarthy to this new office
Paramount is both logical and auspicious. Mr.
McCarthy who for 10 years has been identified with the
publicity activities of the company has established an
created by

enviable reputation for alertness, tactfulness and a thorough knowledge of the scope and possibilities of the
activities with which he has been concerned.
In no industry more than in motion pictures is there
the necessity and the opportunity for a correct and thorough conduct of public relations. It is more surprising
that such a department has not previously been established than that Paramount has now moved in that direction. We predict that other concerns in the industry will
follow the Paramount lead in this direction.
#

U.

A.

Quigley, President
Clifford, Secretary
George Clifford, Asst. Treasurer
Member Audit Bureau of Circulations
Copyright, 1929, by Quigley Publishing Company

*
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Theatre Closings
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Other publications: Better Theatres, devoted to construction, equipment and
operation of theatres; published every fourth week as supplement to Exhibitors
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I T seems

A

just

now

to

have been discovered in various

film

in New York that a large number of small
motion picture theatres, located both in neighborhoods of
large cities and in the smaller towns and villages, have
gone or are going out of business. It seems difficult to
understand why these facts have not been realized for
circles

facts themselves have been
evident as well as the reasons which have brought or are
bringing about the end for a large number of small

some time because both the

theatres.

The

Laboratories

THE

actual production of motion pictures on the studio
is now excessively burdened down with a multitude of technical devices all of which must be synchronized and coordinated if good results are to be obtained.
floor

Before the advent of the audible picture the condition
was bad enough; but now with the vast array of new
apparatus and equipment, the director seeking an artistic
accomplishment finds himself so weighted down, limited
and circumscribed that results of the kind wanted seem
in many cases highly improbable and, in some cases, practically impossible.

The condition seems definitely to call for a simplification of studio procedure.
The motion picture, silent as
well as sound, rests on an elaborate technical and scientific basis and many of the burdens involved can never
be escaped. But with the sound picture a vast new lot of
technicalities have been introduced and these are being
managed by technicians who have little knowledge of the
elements which make a motion picture successful upon
the screen and little interest in that phase of the matter.
The studios have become highly intricate technical
laboratories and this condition has sorely displaced the
spontaneity, freedom of action and humanness without
which successful pictures cannot be made.
Studios, after all. are stages and not laboratories. The
photographing and recording of a subject, of course, calls
for elaborate technical procedure.
But this technical
procedure must be kept in its place as the means toward
an end and not the desired end itself.

—

*

-X-

«

Public Relations

PABAMOUNT has introduced

the industry's first Public
Belations Department and has placed tbe department
under the executive direction of Mr. Charles E. McCarthy,
a veteran member of the Paramount organization.

The

of director of public relations is one which
its appearance in one large industry
after another, until now among the chief industries of the
country there is to be found a director of public relations
whose business it is to see to the maintenance of right
contacts between the firm and its industry and the general
office

has been making

In one
poorly located and
poorly managed. The inevitable evolution of the business
means simply the end of these places because they are
unable, for one reason or for many reasons, to meet the
Their owners and managers
requirements of the day.
may be sympathized with but outside of this there does
not seem to be any thing that can be done for them.
Their ending comes under the general head of the working of the law of progress.
There is another class of these theatres, now in difficulties, for which a great deal can be done and should
be done.
Nothing but gross shortsightedness can explain an indifference toward the welfare and continuance of any and
every small theatre which is in a position to serve successfully a portion of the public, however small and however
These small
remote from the metropolitan centers.
houses supply a substantial revenue to the industry, they
keep alive the motion picture with what in the aggregate
is a vast public and they form an integral and necessary
part of the make-up of the industry.
The principal difficulties now surrounding this second
class of theatres are temporary and not permanent. They
are due to changing conditions beyond the control of
the exhibitor. With a reasonable attitude on the part
of the industry at large and with a reasonable attitude on
the part of the distributors, these houses can be kept in
business to the benefit of all concerned including the
closings fall into

two

distinct classifications.

class there are the out-of-date houses,

general public.
*

»

*

Prosperity

DESPITE

the complications of sound and the other
the industry, the financial statements of several of the larger companies, recently issued
and covering the first half of the year, reflect an exceedingly flourishing condition. It seems very certain that all
of the leading producers, distributors and theatre circuits
will be able to show for the current year a substantially
larger profit than for any previous year.
In view of the excessive current costs of many kinds,
The explanation, however,
this is somewhat surprising.
is the public's interest in the new type of entertainment

current

difficulties of

being offered.

—MARTIN

J.

QUIGLEY.
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Once Pledged

Relief at

Small Exhibitor by Committee
Actors Who
Lag, Says Shaw

It's

(Special to the Herald-World)

LONDON,

July 30.— Talking pic-

George
Bernard Shaw, and the mechanical
tures are here to stay, says

talking picture is now
It is the ac-

side of the

sufficiently perfected.
tors and actresses who

ment,

Shaw

Branch Managers Are to Make
Adjustments With No Red Tape
Successful Operation of Plan Depends Upon Frankness,
Honesty and Fair Dealing on Both Sides
By PETER VISCHER

need improve-

NEW" YORK,

declared.

July 30.

— Immediate

relief

is

sight for the "small" ex-

in

hibitor.

Individual

Adjustment

Plan Adds to "Bondage"
Of Exhibitor, Says Myers
p aves

Way

for "Rankest Favorit-

Allied States
(Special to the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON,

July 30.— Charging that

he relief plan calling for individual adjustnent of cases of burdensome film rental?
ind sound charges for small exhibitors is
Allied
States,
wrong,"
'fundamentally
hrough Abram F. Myers, general counsel,
n a statement issued last week said that
he proposal would "merely increase their
>ondage."
Road to Favoritism, Is Charge
"If paves the way for the rankest kind
if favoritism and discrimination," the statenent read. "It clothes the producers with
yet
'he most powerful club they have
Those who
vielded over the exhibitors.
oin the ranks of the decoy ducks and renter lip service to the producers and the
rewarded by
-lays organization will be
The self-respecting
;enerous settlements.
xhibitors who refuse to prostrate themelves before these self-constituted kings
vill be punished for their temerity.
"It has been made apparent in the past
ew months that the Hays organization will
organization
*ot
tolerate an exhibitors'
In its efforts to
vhich it can not control.
mother the Allied States Association it has
esorted to measures which may involve all
>f
members in serious consequences.
its
,rhe present scheme, by far the most desperate yet resorted to, is to place in the
ilm boards of trade or other representaives of the Hays organization, the power
o secure adjustments for exhibitors on the
rink of ruin on such terms as regards
filiation, etc., as such representatives see
t to impose.
There are indications that
ertain of the producers believe their inerests are being jeopardized to save the
ices of certain of their agents, and it is
espectfully submitted that those gentlemen
/ill
not fail to grasp the full import of
tie scheme now hatching.

Market Inflated
and you will win.
market is an inflated market
can not be maintained at present
Calls

"Sit tight
"The film
it

Simply

stated,

the plan of relief

is

this:

The branch managers of twelve major

ism" Declares Head of

nd

Ten days of negotiation between the representatives of exhibitors and producers were brought to a close here last week with the promise that the owners of small houses, all but swamped in the sound wave, shall be relieved of
the tremendous burdens they are now carrying.

rbitrary levels unless the exhibitors allow
tiemselves to be misled by promises of
djustment into buying beyond their necesities at current prices.
not buy beyond
our needs and you will contribute to the
levitable break in the present market.
ou can beat this thing if you sit tight and
o not allow yourself to be stampeded into
fr.
Hays' suicide pacts for more films
lan you can use at higher prices than you
an pay."

pro-

ducing companies have been instructed to hear
who feel them-

the stories of all exhibitors
selves overburdened, judge

make

the

facts,

The branch managers

square deal.

realize that continued business depends on giving the exhibitor a fair
break; the exhibitors have been impressed with the fact that the whole

plan will fail utterly if they don't
tackle the problem on the level.
The committee that arranged the agreement
described represented, on the one hand, the
so called anti-Myers exhibitors, and, on the
other hand, these twelve companies: Columbia,
Educational, First National, Fox,

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,

Paramount,
Pathe,
Tiffany-Stahl, United Artists, Universal, and Warner Brothers.
All of the producers are members of the Motion Picture
Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.,
of which Will Hays is the head, or of Film
Boards of Trade.

R K O,

Immediate Relief Effected

The

committee included M. A.
Lightman, president of the
P T O of Arkansas, Tennessee and Mississippi, chairman of
the exhibitor group; R. F. Woodhull, presiexhibitors'

M

M

O

dent of the
P T A Charles Picquet.
president of the
of North CaroPTO
lina
R.
R.
Blechele,
president
of
the
PT
of Kansas and Western Missouri
D. A. Harris, of Pittsburgh, president of

M

;

A

;

M

under the chairmanship
2,
Woodhull. M. A. Lightman, chairman, said last week:
of Pete

Formal Promise from Kent

and

any

necessary adjustments without
bothering with instructions from the home
offices.
Thus relief is offered with the elimination of red tape.
The basis of operation is frankness, honesty, and fair dealing. The
producers take it for granted that
exhibitors will not ask for relief that
they don't fairly deserve.
The exhibitors take it for granted that, on
the basis of the figures they show,
the branch managers will give them
a

Washington June

O

Harris Amusement Company, and Frank C.
Walker, vice president of the
P T O of
Northwestern Pennsylvania.
This committee came here with credentials
from the anti-Myers group meeting held in

M

think I am safe in saying that every
member of the exhibitors' committee believes
"I

that this promise is made in good faith, and
that its effects will be felt immediately. The
primary object of this conference was to

bring about immediate relief for the small
town exhibitor having a wired house. That
much has, been accomplished. It makes no>
difference what the final wording the plan to
please all distributors might be, so long as
relief is afforded at once."

Formal promise of immediate relief came
from Sidney R. Kent, general manager of
Paramount and chairman of the producers'
committee.
Kent said
"Our subcommittee and our committee of
the whole, embracing all of the members of
the national producers and distributors, have
been in almost continuous session for the past
ten days on the problem of an organized industry plan for 'small' exhibitor relief. Our

work had borne

fruit

and

avail-

Adjustments Being Made
"As you may know, the distributor has been
making adjustments to the small exhibitor for
more than six months," Pete W oodhull, president of the M. P. T. O. A., told the Herald-

World today
"The exhibitor would come in to
him over to the general

see

I'd take

me and

sales

man-

ager and, invariably, the square exhibitor got
what he wanted. But this was an unwieldly
Not every exhibitor
and cumbersome plan.
had the time or the car fare to run up to
New York.
"But nobody can deny, during the past few
months, that immediate relief for the small
fellow was imperative. When we started our
conferences we saw that it was physically impossible in a few days to decide on a set plan
or merchandising, the circumstances varying
with nearly every exhibitor and company, so
(Continued on page 28)

RKO Gets Six Pantages Houses in
In $12,030,000

now

relief is

able to the 'small' exhibitor who can produce
justifiable reason for the reduction of score
charges and film rentals of sound pictures."

West

Cash and Rentals Deal

(Special to the Herald-World)

Do

LOS ANGELES,
Orpheum
in

week

July

30.

—Alexander Pantages sold six

theatres to Radio Keith

The houses are the Pantages
San Diego, San Francisco, Portland, Spokane, Tacoma and Salt Lake City.
The deal involves cash payments and rentals. Some of the property was taken

over by

this

RKO

at a stated figure of $12,030,000.

in fee,

and other

in

long term leaseholds.

It is effective within 30

days.

Joe Toplitzky, Western realtor, represented both parties in the deal.

.

;
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Rayart-Raytone
"D AYART
A^- now in

Relief in Sight

THE

recent conferences in
tween representatives of

New York
twelve

be-

has entered the sound short field with Raytone productions, which are
production at the Metropolitan studios, Hollywood. Well known names,
such as Tommy Christian and his band, Fred Ardath and Company, Elsie Gilbert and
Robert Bently will soon he heard in "Cabaret Nights," "College Pep" and "Paid the
Penalty," a group of musical and dramatic short features.

major

producing companies and a committee of exhibitors, designed to bring relief to the harassed owners of small theatres, should be an
important factor in the strengthening of the
industry.

Undoubtedly, the so-called "small" exhibitor
has been having a hard time of it. He should
be helped, but in such a manner that he can
retain

his self-respect as well as his

He

invest-

a necessary and vital part of the
motion picture industry; he is the link between
a great public and the screen.

ments.

is

From every broad-minded point of view,
even that of the kings of great circuits, the
"small" exhibitor should be helped to stand
on his own feet. Certainly it is to the advantage of producers to see that he is helped.
*

*

*

was impressive to see the seriousness with
which the members of both committees tackled
There was no attempt
this problem of relief.
to camouflage the problem, for it was generally recognized that sound had brought up a
It

new series of intricate problems
to swamp the "small" exhibitors.

Crew and

Casts at Metropolitan studios.

threatening

Fortunately, the feeling was evident that the
"small" exhibitor could, with a proper basis of
He was not
dealing, stand on his own feet.
begging favors.
He was simply seeking a
basis of operation whereby he might run his
business in a satisfactory manner.
*

*

In a few words, this

*
is

what was accom-

plished.

Immediate relief
who need it.

made

available to exhibiexhibitor who finds
himself in difficulties as the result of the
sound wave can go to the branch manager
with whom he does business regularly, show
his figures and prove where he stands, then
get an adjustment of his rentals.
is

Any

tors

Branch managers were instructed
immediate adjustments wherever

to make
justified,

In
without consulting their home offices.
other words, miles of red tape were elimiRelief may be obtained immediately,
nated.
without long negotiations, without fussing and
fuming, without going deeper into debt look-

Ardath makes an

unofficial raid.

ing for help.

On the face of it, this is a loose arrangement. Therefore, it depends entirely on the
honesty and the good will of those involved.
Not every exhibitor will get an adjustment on
his rates, because not every exhibitor deserves
one.
The branch managers must use their
discretion, because it is obvious to all that no
exhibitor will encourage a revision upward
this is all outgoing dough as far as the producers are concerned.
Exhibitors who do not deserve a revision
of the tariff will kill the goose that lays these
gilded eggs if they go rushing in to the branch
managers demanding changes in their contracts, pushing other fellows who really need
help badly out of the way. Both sides must
be fair and decent about this thing, which is,
after all, the only proper way to do business.
*

*

*

All interested in the continued advance of
the picture industry will watch the progress
of these negotiations between exhibitors and
branch managers with the greatest interest.
They may be the saving of a difficu 1- situation.

PETER VISCHER.

Fred Ardath

in

"Cabaret Nights."
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Western Electric Difficulty
In Germany Nearing Solution
W E Wins Decision Against Maiden Toledo Company
Loud
Speaking Receiver Case— Second Ruling Against W E
Made
Pacent Action — W E Aids Stanley
in

Is

in

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

—

Settlement of the difficulties encountered by WestJuly
ern Electric in Germany apparently is well on the way.
This was only one of several developments of the week in the matter of
sound equipment patents, all cases concerning Western Electric, and including a court victory for this company in one ruling, an adverse ruling in another
instance which Western Electric will appeal, and the decision of the company
to

swing

30.

its legal

The developments,

batteries into action a third case.
in addition

mentioned regarding the status

to the firstin

Germany,

are specifically as follows
Judge Hahn of the U. S. district
court of the Northern District of
Ohio, Western division, has handed
down a sweeping decision in favor
of Western Electric in the suit al-

leging

infringement

patent

Maiden Toledo Company

in

by the
making

loud speaking receivers.
District Judge
Coleman of the
Southern district of New York ruled
that Western Electric and Electrical
Research Products should not have
been joined as plaintiffs with the
American Telephone and Telegraph

'

7-

L.

P.

Thomson, director of public

tions of

Western

rela-

he sailed for
week.

Electric, as

Europe

last

R. O'Neill Named
Publicity Director

G.

For Pathe Exchange
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

July 30.—G. R. O'Neill, formerly of advertising and publicitv for Pathe
nternational corporation, has been appointed
lirector of advertising and publicity of Pathe
exchanges, to succeed George W. Harvey,
tvho has resigned.
j

[

MPT

Iowa
O Pledges
Support to Brookhart

At Des Moines Meeting
(Special to the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON,

i

July

30.— The

Motion

Theatre Owners of Iowa voted to support the Brookhart bill at its meeting held in
}es Moines July 22-23, according to announcenent by Allied States.
^icture

The Rocky Mountain States Association, at
meeting in Denver July 25, voted to
iffiliate with Allied and to support its entire
heir

program.

Company

the

in

suit

against

the

Pacent companies, and that Western
Electric and Erpi "have nothing in
the nature of an exclusive license" in
the matter of eight patents involved.
Western Electric plans to appeal at
once.
Western Electric has directed its
legal staff to join the defense in the
suit
brought against the Stanley

Company

of America by General
Talking Pictures. The Aldine theatre at Wilmington, Del., specifically
mentioned in the suit, has Western

Electric equipment.

The

courts of Denmark were reported to
be planning to test Western Electric's patents.

That the Western Electric situation

Germany is near a solution was evidenced by the
fact that representatives of Siemens Halske
Company, and the Klangfilm Tobis organizations, which brought suit against Western
Electric in Berlin and obtained a permanent
in

injunction against the use of Western Electric

sound equipment

New York

last

in

week

German

theatres, were in
ostensibly to bring about

a working arrangement.
Otterson Sails for Europe
They departed for home the latter part
of the week.
However, the conclusion that
final details have not yet been settled finds
justification in the departure of T. E. Otterson, president of Electrical Research Products, on the heels of the gentlemen with
whom he has been conferring.

It is understood that he is empowered to
take the necessary steps which will enable
\\ estern Electric and the German companies
to reach a complete understanding.
Whether
this will result in an exchange of certain
patent rights or involve a long, drawn-out
process of litigation in the Berlin courts can
not \ et be determined.
-

German Theatres Dismantling
Meanwhile, all Western Electric sound
equipment in German theatres is being dismantled a move which is arousing a storm

—

of protest among the exhibitors who feel that
they are being deprived of the opportunity of
plaj"ing

American

pictures.

Following a series of conferences with Otterson, Dr. Fr. Leuschen, on the board of the
Siemens Halske and Klangfilm Tobis companies, stated that the conferences had nothing to do with the injunction which his organization had obtained against the American
corporation, but that they were for the purpose of exchanging patents and bringing about
the standardization of apparatus and the interchangeability of films.

Writ May Be Talking Point
want to make the most of our patent
rights," Dr. Leuschen said, "and we want to

"We

run American films over Klangfilm Tobis
equipment which has been installed in mamtheatres in England and on the Continent."
Nevertheless, it is understood that the injunction against Western Electric will be a
strong talking point for the German companies in their efforts to arrive at an equit0:i
able compromise with that corporation.
the other hand, the Germans have shown a
somewhat
negotiate
that
to
certain anxiety

weakens

their position.

In the Pacent case,

it

was pointed out by

Electric neither the validity of the
patents nor their infringement by the defendants' apparatus is involved in the court decision, and it is this phase which Western
Electric plans to push to a final ruling.

Western

Second Action Dismissed
The Pacent company issued the following
statement
a decision in the United States Dis
Court, Southern District of New York.
(Continued on page 28)

"By
trict

$250,000 of American Films Destroyed
In $500,000 Australian Warehouse Fire
Herald-World)
(Special
— Two hundred and
thousand dollars' worth of American
SIDNEY, July
to the

Fox Convalescing at
•

Woodmere, L. I.; Able
To Walk About Estate
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

July

30.—William

Fox,

vho was hurt in an automobile accident, is
onvalescing at his country home at Woodnere,
ible

Long
to

fifty

30.

Island, and by last Sunday was
walk about most of the day.

a warehouse containing stored 61ms for
Australian exhibition burned with a total loss of $500,000. The 6re started in one
of the vaults and the rapid explosion of containers caused it to spread rapidly

61ms were destroyed

last

week when

throughout the entire building.
Fox Films suffered the heaviest

This
loss, which is estimated at $240,000.
includes many sound features and short subjects. Paramount reported only a loss
of $9,000, while United Artists and Universal report no loss at all. The 61ms were
stored in bond for release to the various theatres, and it is claimed that this loss
will in no way affect the operation of any of the houses. Paramount kept duplicate
copies in another warehouse.

—
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Soapbox Antagonizer Hired to

August

W.

O'Hay Summoned

Two Men

Carried

to Coast to Quell Dissensions

Away and Film Destroyed

Against Warner Brothers

By

HOLLYWOOD,
box antagonizer

July 30.

Is

—Order

Refused

E. Difficulty in

— Equity this week imported a high powered soap-

Frank Gillmore

in what the latter regards as a losGillmore called for help several days ago when the word got
around that producers are determined they will never arbitrate with Equity
so long as he is its spokesman.
He is also realizing that he has lost his compelling hold upon many of the
early enthusiasts in the Equity campaign for an Equity shop.
Considerable
dissension has arisen and Patrick Irving O'Hay is expected to meet the crisis.
He expects to bring the Equityites together again.

to assist

ing battle.

first meeting addressed by
Will Hays, producers and
The meeting was crowded.

Speakers at the

O'Hay

attacked

shall

Equity

appears.

is

asking

$1,000,000

damages.

Warner Brothwhy an injunc-

The court, however, ordered
ers to appear and show cause
tion should not be granted.

newspapermen.
William La Plante, who ran for mayor of
Los Angeles six months ago, was the first to
launch the tirades.

Sound Relief

Wholesale Importations Fought
Although Gillmore said that Equity

foreign actors now in Hollywill not countenance the wholesale importation of talent from abroad.
interfere with

suspended the following:
Martha Mattox, Norman Trevor, Phillip
Smalley, Helen Gilmore, D. R. O. Hatswell,
Nita Martin, Harry Kelsey, Marion Dabney,
Sadie Campbell and Diane Fern. The latter
two are Chorus Equity members.
A check for $1,000 donated by Marion
Davies, and one for $2,500 from Mae Murray,
have been received by Equity.
Other speakers were Jetta Goudal, Lawrence Grant, George Walsh, Reginald Denny
and Montagu Love.

our energies on getting the distributors to provide quick relief
by giving the branch managers the power of
making deserved adjustments.
"You have brought up the question of the
branch managers' discernment, their ability to
These branch
tell the sheep from the goats.
managers have been doing business with the

we immediately

Thinks Plan Is Sound
In a
think the present plan is sound.
short time it will be possible to tell how it is
working out. If it is not satisfactory there
From certain
bound to be an outcry.
is
quarters, of course, there will be yelling anyThere always has been. You cannot
way.
satisfy a person seeking a ballyhoo instead of
a constructive solution.

Charles Adams, head of the motion picture
of the Central Employment Bureau
for Veterans, had engaged 150 former service
men for work. He said two of the three men
who hissed and booed the workers were taken
bodily from their automobile. The third, who
was a man of advancing age, was unmolsted.
Charles Miller, Western representative of
Equity, said that if such a thing happened it

"Our committee remains intact and ready to
operate on any new plan or modification of
the present one that may come up. Immediate
relief, as I said before, is imperative if the
It
small exhibitor is going to stay with us.
may mean a loss of money to the distributor,
is
bound to in certain cases, but the small
loss will be more than made up for when the
individual exhibitor is once more on his feet,
has recovered from the effects attendant on
the advent of sound pictures, the enthusiastic
seller meeting the eager buyer, always a fatal
combination."

division

was not inspired by any member of the association.

Order Against Warners Refused
Another development arose Saturday when
Superior Court Judge Craig declined to issue
a temporary restraining order against Warner
Brothers on an amended petition filed by

Stench

Ground Broken for
INDIA.

At

The Tagore Film Company
in

at

Crystal Lake,

New

ground
—Extensile
new studios for

Calcutta for

latter asked that the company
a picture in which Tully Mar-

Bomb Hurled

Film Studio

has been acquired near
producing Indian films
will soon begin Its work

these.

New

III.,

alleged

patents

be involved

to

in

the

manufacture of competitive talking picture
equipment was dismissed. The previous suit
of the same companies against Pacent Reproducer Corporation and Pacent Electric
Company was dismissed on June 6 by Judge
William Bondy on the grounds that Western
Electric Company and Electrical Reasearch
Products were not proper parties plaintiff in
the action.

"Not

Sufficient

Interest"

"The dismissal granted by Judge Coleman
was on the grounds that Western Electric
Company, Inc., and Electrical Research Products, Inc., as non-exclusive licensees, had not
sufficient interest in the eight patents in ques-

Such

tion to bring suit.
Electric Company

rights

as Western

and Electrical Research
Products have under the patents were secured through an assignment by the parent
company, American Telephone & Telegraph

Company.
"Judge Coleman, summarizing
" 'It

May

this

assign-

says:
therefore, that
clear,
quite
Western Electric Company,

ment given on
is

1929,

7,

Plaintiffs
and Electrical Research
nothing in the nature of

Products,

Inc.,

an exclusive

the
Inc.,

have

license'."

Danish Court Plans to
Question Rights of

WE

Special to the Hearld-World

July 30—The Danish
courts are reported to be planning to question
the Western Electric patent rights in this
country following the decision of the German
court which prohibited Western Electric Company from using sound film projectors of its

COPENHAGEN,

own make

in

Germany.

Midwest Theatres Gets
Operating Control of
Eight Topeka Houses
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS
est theatre

CITY, July 30.— One of

mergers

in

the larg-

Kansas or Missouri

in

the last several years has been effected in a
consolidation which brings virtually all of the
theatres in Topeka, Kas., a town of 75,000,
under control of the Midwest Theatres Corp.
The operating company will be known in
Topeka as the Midwest-Topeka Theatre Corp.
The Midwest corporation, which controls
twenty-five theatres in Kansas and Western
Missouri, under the new merger just announced, gains control of the Grand, Tayhawk,
Orpheum, Novelty, Gem, Best, Crystal and Isis
Theatres owned by the Nate Block
theatres.
interests in St. Joseph, Mo., have been purchased by the Midwest corporation, which is
directed by the Hooper-Jencks theatre organization and of which L. M. Miller of Wichita,
Kas., is president and G. L. Hooper of Topeka
vice-president.

Ray art Heads Celebrate
Its Fifth

Theatre

on Opening Night

(Special to the Herald-World)

CRYSTAL LAKE,

of Western Electric Company, Electrical Research Products, Inc., and American Telephone and Telegraph Company to establish

"I

in a picture.

The

(Continued from page 27)

Friday by United States District
Judge Frank J. Coleman, the second attempt
late

filed

all

years. Some of them are
Years of
their best friends, others are not.
contact, however, have enabled these managers
to have a pretty fair estimate of their clients'
characters as well as their assets and liabilities.

trance of the United Artists studio and taken
photographs of extras emerging from the lot.
The extras were World war veterans who had

work on

bent

same exhibitors for

Hecklers of Workers Punished
The Equity controversy was carried into the
streets Saturday when two men were carried
from an automobile and several hundred feet
of film was destroyed.
Equity antagonizers had stood at the en-

Equity.

Sessions

(Continued from page 25)

He

halt

Once

At Eastern

wood, Equity

worked

at

Pledged Small Theatre

will not

Pres. Otterson Sails

eight

DOUGLAS HODGES

1929

Germany Near End;

Assist Gillmore in Losing Fight
Patrick Irving

3,

ILL., July 30.— Chief of Police Fred L. Dewey is investigating the stench bombing attempt on the new $75,000 Crystal Lake theatre. The
bomb was dropped in the auditorium the opening night, but failed to work properly
and was removed before any damage was done.
Chief Dewey attributed the incident to a labor demonstration.

Anniversary

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

July 30.— Executives of
Rayart Pictures corporation celebrated the
fifth anniversary of the company last week.
During the five years Rayart has built up a
reputation for making fast action dramas.
that Richmount Pictures,
distributing Rayart pictures
abroad for five years, will handle the foreign
market for the 1929-30 program.
It

was announced

who have

,

YORK,

been

|

4 gust

I

3,
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Sound Holds Stage at Denver;
Exhibitors Vote to Join Allied

Huffman

Is

Elected

Head of Exhibitors
Of Rocky Mountains
(By Special Correspondent

to

Cut Rate Admissions Opposed
At Rocky Mountain Convention
Seven States Are Represented at Constructive Meeting
Arbitration and Uniform Contract Changes Asked

—

By

Herald-World)

OENVER,

July 30.— Harry E. Huffman
»5 elected president of the Rocky Mountain
s tes' exhibitors' organization at the meeting
h e last week.
Other officers selected are

H. Ricketson, vice-president; Hobart
licaid, secretary; A. J. Hamilton, treasurer,
le directors for the coming year include the
fir officers and in addiiton Frank Culp of
(nsolidated Theatres, Inc., Denver; Ed J.
Jiulte, Rialto theatre, Casper, Wyo. ; Joe
S)tti, of the Barnett Amusement Company,
>juquerque, and Frank Fairchild of the
Ik F Amusement Company of Denver.
& F. Amusement Company. Denver,

J.

C.

JENKINS

(The Herald-World Man)

—

DENVER, July 30. The Rocky Mountain States convention has just adjourned after one of the most r^r«tructive exhibitor sessions ever held. The
attendance was somewh
anticipated but the interest shown
-»

indicated th"*

•

dent of th
universal
All pr

business.
f

chairman

Harry Huffman, presiin a manner that drew

,ame

discussi

.t

in for a full and complete
a vjirit of fairness was mani-

fest thr

.

onsolidated Theatres, Inc., Denver,
uzz Briggs, State theatre, Denver,
obart Kincaid, Rialto, Florence, Col.
arry Huffman, Aladdin, Denver, Col.
Cole, Rialto. Alamosa, Col.
!r. Menangh, Fort Lupton, Col.
R. Hardwick, Lyceum, Clovis, N.
eorge Shivil, Des Moines, N. M.
verett

.

S.
(rs.

M.

Hamilton, Hiawatha, Denver. Col.
Simon, Simon, Las Animas, Col.

hos. Kirby, Worland, Wyo.
lark Bennett, Tabor Grand, Denver, Col.
D. Thomas, Fun, Denver, Col.
arl Kerr, Santa Fe, Denver, Col.
.
L. Moreland, Simla. Col.
C. Caldwell, Folly, Denver, Col.
.
A. Coulter, Guernsey, Wyo.

The
prices,

pr

>on affiliate with Allied. There were
ksenting votes.
A canvass was made
membership for funds to help carry on
i'ses of Allied as well as the local
:>n.
Approximately $4,000 was subJthe Allied and $10,000 to the local
which indicated a fixed detercombine money with individual
ying to adjust many matters of
est to the theatre managers.

bu

considerab

comment. .
received consu
dent from the

l.

the present mann<_.
meet with universal
were open and the pro
sentatives were accorde
floor

whenever

desired.

^.

.

.

,

eorge Paper, Curran, Boulder, Col.
Nevins, Cover, Fort Morgan, Col.
A. Ellison, Federal, Denver, Col.
H. Hoppin, Plaza, Denver, Col.
ike Michelletti, Comet, Denver, Col.

Irs.
.

,

.

,

Swanson, Lamar, Col.
Andersen, Emerson, Brush, Col.
dw. SchoeiUkopf, Idaho Springs, Col.
.

F.

'>hn

ave Hess, Monte Vista, Col.
lanche A. Tyo, Wray, Col.
arl Judge, Wheatland, Wyo.

Neb.

W. Wood, Silver City, N. M.
ie R. Scottl, Albuquerque, N. M.
eo M. Fay, Socerro, N. M.
an P. Roberts, Rex, Rapid City, S. D.
L. Blakeslee, Lander, Wyo.
'm. H. Letch, Glenrock, Wyo.
rank W. Bronte, Yuma, Col.
A. Greve, Oak Creek, Col.
aul Krier, Star, Walscnburg, Col.
orman Kastner, Rialto, Walsenburg, Col.
.

.

hos. A.

olmes

Sullivan, Englewood, Col.

&

I

Reule, Granada, Denver, Col.
Nesbit, Denver, Col.
D. Purcell, Cortez, Col.
rant L. Beach, Akron, Col.
C Dettman. Imperial, Neb.
F. Kehr, Ogallala, Neb.
obert Kehr, Ogallala, Neb.
red H. Arterburn, Grant, Neb.
m. Ostenburg, Jr., Orpheum, Scoltsbluff. Neb.
rs. Lee Mote. Riverton, Wyo.
F. Murphy, Shuler Auditorium, Raton, N. M.
athan Salmon, Santa Fe, N. M.

I

has. C.

I W.
.

.

.

H. Wilkermadorfer,

mem
express their
its of interest.

Vote to Join Allied
Al Steffes, of Minneapolis, president of the
Northwest Theatre Owners Association and
one of the leaders under A. F. Myers of Allied States, occupied the platform for a short
time and gave the members a detailed account of the Northwest Associations method
of doing business and pointed out many of
the constructive measures that had worked to
the benefit of the theatremen of the northwest.

J. Hetriek, Whitney, Neb.
rancis McParland, Rushville,
.

|

advantages of the opportunity
views on several of the vital poi

Harrison,

Neb.

H. M. Richey, manager of the Michigan
association and also a leader in Allied, arrived too late to participate in most of the
discussions but took the floor the forenoon of
the third day and outlined the purposes of
Allied.
He outlined some of the constructive
work done by his association and by Allied
and enumerated many important matters yet
to come under consideration for adjustment.
On motion it was voted that the Colorado

Seven States Represented
Kansas,
Colorado,
Nebraska, Wyoming,
Utah, New Mexico and Arizona were represented.
Nothing drastic or revolutionary was
proposed, but throughout all the discussions
there was a sense of fixed determination to
if necessary, to remedy
evils that they claim have exaltogether too long.
High rentals for
sound service were vigorously attacked by
almost all speakers, who charged that they
would terminate in disaster to hundreds of
theatres unless relief were given.
To Harry Huffman is due much credit for
the manner in which he handled the duties of
chairman of the meetings, and his council and
wisdom were important factors in bringing
about harmonv throughout all the discussions.
The Colorado association is to be congratulated for having such a man to handle the
duties imposed by positions of this kind.
Steffes and Richey pointed out that the exhibitors were not the only ones facing difficult
{Continued on page 36)

fight to the last ditch,

some of the

isted

General Strike Order Reported Facing
Great States Chain in Musicians

I

Hamburger, PlatteWUe, Col.
ennis J. Mooney, Ordway, Col.
.

I.
f

t

•

W. Pace, Chadron, Neb.

T. Nolan, Denver, Col.
Schulte, Casper, Wyo.
F. Bezold, Lotus, Sheridan,

Wyo.

M. Carney, Demming, N. M.
lohechi Bros., Albuquerque, N. M.
W. Kelley, Greeley, Col.
n. Monagle, Greeley, Col.
Idon V. WesseU, Steamboat Springs, Col.
I.

Tilt

International organization for support. According to reports, the entire circuit,
subsidiary of more than 60 theatres in Illinois outside Chicago,
a Publix and B &
will go dark August 10 unless six musicians are given full time employment in the
Fox theatre in Aurora. The trouble arose when the Fox installed sound equipment and the musicians were given part-time work, to which they objected. They
claim that their union does not permit part-time employment.
George Brown, vice-president of the operators' international is said to have
ordered the projectionists in the circuit to walk out Monday, July 29, unless the
company met the demands, but changed the order to be effective two weeks later,
August 10. Knowledge of this order could not be confirmed.
Thomas Malloy, business agent of the Chicago operators' union, told the "Herald-World" that he "knew nothing of the affair except what he had read in the
papers. Brown is reported to be in New York.
Officials of the Great States circuit said they do not regard the matter as being
serious.
They stated that the operators were waiting orders from their organization as to whether the musicians were justified in making such demands.

K

,

imes

'

The Great States circuit is reported to be facing a general strike order as the
outcome of demands made by the musicians of Aurora, 111., who have appealed to
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3,

19^9

Pictorial History of Vitaphone Progress

1
1

1

lit

Jjf

John Barrymore, whose pictu,
Juan" was the first feature to 6c
chronized by Warner Brothers on the
V itaphone and was the feature attraction of the first public demonstration.

Conrad Nagel and
"Tenderloin,
with
Dolores Costello, was the first feature to
make extensive use of Vitaphone dialog.

Giovanni Martinclli, whose Vitaphone
short, a scene from I Pagliacci, caused
a tremendous sensation at the first
at
Warner
demonstration
public
Brothers theatre, August 6, 1926.

"The Terror," with May McAvoy and Louise
Fazenda, was the first Vitaphone feature in
which written

"The Desert Song," the first Vitaphone
operetta in which John Boles, legitimate stage favorite, played the leading
This picture had long runs in
role.
all the

key centers.

titles

were eliminated.

Brown in a 100 per cent natural
color Vitaphone singing, talking and
dancing picture, "On With the Show."
The picture opened at the Winter
Garden, May 28, for an extended run.
Joe E.

"Lights of New York," with an all-star cast,
was the first Warner Brothers Vitaphone
all talking picture.

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD
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Vitaphone Will Celebrate Three Years of
Rapid Strides Since "Don Juan"
sound devices. Xinety-nine per cent of
wired theatres capable of showing sound
pictures have booked Warner Brothers'
feature length Vitaphone pictures and
the Vitaphone Corporation's short sub-

or "presentations."

jects,

ALBERT WARNER.

During the three years Vitaphone Corporation has made more than 650 short
subjects, including presentations by famous artists from the opera, concert,
stage, vaudeville, musical instrument and
motion picture fields. The amount of
talent is enormous and extends from
such stars of the operatic world as Martinelli, Gigli. Frances Alda and Mme.
Schumann-Heink. to jazz bands, vaudeville headliners and a popular clown
from the burlesque circuit.
In the same period. Warner Brothers
has produced 34 features with synchronized musical score and sound effects
and 54 Vitaphone talking, singing and

Vice President

dancing pictures.

New

In December. 1928.
set

Way

Stage Under

Warner Brothers

aside the old Vitagraph Studios in

Brooklyn for the use of the Vitaphone
in making its short subjects,
Foy as director-in-chief. All
"shorts" are now made in this studio,

Corporation
with Bryan

WARNER,

L.

J.

Vice President

NEW

YORK.

close to the center of the musical

VITAPHONE,

through which talking pictures were introduced to the

nrld at large, will have

its

third anni-

V sary on Tuesday. August 6th.
ii

commemoration of

this

And

anniversary

Al Jolson picture, "Song of Songs,"
Hi have its premiere at the Warner
tl

where the

tlatre.

first

Vitaphone pic-

he was shown, that evening, three years

Phe

three

years

that

»:e the premiere of
sti the

have

elapsed

kustry

in front of the

over

and

make

pictures

sound and dialog exhibitors of the
ocntry clamored
for sound picture
w*i

;

« ipment
u oceans

;

the revolution reached across
until

now 27

foreign countries

fce sound projection installations.

650 Shorts

Made

lore than a fourth of the picture theati

in

America have been equipped with

all circuits

for the past 20 years

is

by a Jack White

Already the Vitagraph studios' facilihave been outgrown and a new upto-the-minute sound-proof stage, capable
of housing four sets, is in process of construction. It will be completed sometime
ties

in October.

the beginning of the

new

season

Corporation will release six short sub-

each week.

phone, for

phone

theatre,

Color cameras will be

For

backgrounds

Warner

and

with

beautiful

Brothers, the parent com-

full

Product in

new

the

offer

season

force of the

Work

Warner Brothers

such Vitaphone subjects as

"L'nder a Texas Moon."
"The Sacred Flame." "Show of Shows,"

"Disraeli,"

Rose" and "Second Choice."
These pictures will have in their casts
"Tiger

George

in filming

Warner Brothers

which brought home to produc-

New

players

and

said to be a

was this star's first Vita"The Jazz Singer." origi-

ers and public alike the
Vitaphone revolution.

some of the "flash"

girls.

it

picture,

presentations with gaily colored costumes

employed

is

for observing the third

anniversary of the introduction of Vita-

will

has been announced that the Vitaphone

jects

Vitaphone production,

fitting selection

nally presented at the

his orchestra.

With

est

;

filmed, to be succeeded

"Don Juan" have

themselves to

ai'pite of

microphone the next day

a vaudeville act that has been popular

revolution which struck the film

on that occasion sweep the
Other producers were forced

Albert

Spalding plays Schubert's "Ave Maria"

it

ocntry.

One day an

vaudeville talent.

July 30.

SAM WARNER

The Late

and

of

international

reputation.

Arliss. for instance, will star in

"Disraeli." which

was one of his outLupe Velez

standing stage successes.

pany, in the meanwhile will make at its
West Coast Studios 35 Vitaphone talk-

terization will give the vivacious

ing features, five of which will be filmed

star

in natural color throughout.

"Say

It

With Songs," Al

Jolson's

new-

will be in

"Tiger Rose."

This charac-

young
from the republic South of the Rio
Grande an opportunity for her greatest

characterization to date.
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August

At

Moderate Reaction
By

NEW

YORK,

——
.

Columbia Pictures was well bought.
*

*

*

The spectacular activity in Radio-KeithOrpheum has disappeared, perhaps due to inside

knowledge of the

increased

*

earning

which

Nat Ross.

HELD OVER AND REVIVED
M
—

ASTOR— "The

Broadway Melody,"
G M, all talker,
opened February 1.
APOLLO "Bulldog Drummond," United Artiati, all
talker, opened May 2.
GAIETY— "The Black Watch," Fox, all talker,
opened May 22.
WINTER GARDEN— "On With the Show," Warnen,
all talker, opened May 28.
CRITERION— "The Four Feathers," Paramount,
opened June 12.
WARNERS THEATRE— "The Drag," First National,
all talker, opened June 20.
STRAND— "Noah's Ark," Warners spectacle. First

Make

time p.p.

July
CAMEO— "In Old Siberia." Russian. Opened
ROXY—"Lucky Star," Fox all talker. Held over
20.

RIALTO —"Mysterious
a week.
all

talker, held

FIFTH

Dr. Fu Manchu," Paramount,
over a week.
Waltz King," German,

AVENUE—"Straus,

CENTRAL— "Smiling
opened July
talker,

Sheehan also stated that although only 3,000
theatres are equipped for sound he has found
that revenue from these houses provides film
companies with 75 per cent of their entire
earnings.
In other words the other 12,000
houses which are not yet wired represent only
25 per cent of the film revenue.
But for
these 12,000 theatres Fox will make silent

20.

opened July

.

Irish

Eyes,"

First

National

22.

Waxman Names Harvey
to

W.

B. Advertising
Post; Brown Resigns
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

July 30.—A. P. Waxman, di
rector of advertising and publicity for Warner
Brothers, has appointed George Harvey to handle advertising copy on the new schedule of
He will work un35 Vitaphone productions.
der the direction of Waxman in the post which
George Brown recently resigned.

In
Stone's
department are Robert W.
Bischoff and Wilbur Morse.
Others are being appointed.
Stone has been with Fox a
number of years and has built for himself a
fine record of achievement.
In late months
he has gained recognition for his keen knowledge of scenario construction and practical
ideas of showmanship.

larger producing companies are enjoying as
a result of the popularity of sound films is
well understood.
Wall Street has been somewhat perturbed, however, concerning the inevitable disputes affecting basic patent rights.
The end of this problem is not in sight, but

Robertson.

S.

wired.

the

Prince of Rogues,"
Also revival of

Girl," a Radio all talking, singing,
dancing picture with Betty Compson supported by
John Harron, Ned Sparks, Jack Oakie, Joseph
Cawthorn, Ivan Lebedeff and Eddie Kane. Directed
From Wonderly's
by Wesley Ruggles.
story: "The Viennese Charmer."
COLONY—"College Love," Universal all talker with
George Lewis and Dorothy Gulliver, directed by

*

power

German Robin Hood.

Is Paris."

GLOBE— "Street

pictures.

*

The

exploits of a

version of
Katherine

of Romance,"
Paramount
on Tarkington's "Magnolia."
With Buddy Rogers, Mary Brian, Wallace Beery
and June Collyer, directed by Richard Wallace.
CAPITOL— "The Single Standard," M G M silent
picture with Greta Garbo, John Mack Brown, Nil!
Asther and Dorothy Sebastien.
Directed by John

July 30.— Winfield Sheehan this week organized a silent pictures department at Fox Studios and named John
Stone head of the scenario division. He declared that dialog pictures hereafter will also
boast silent negatives for houses that are not

earnings statement just made public.
Net
for the first six months of the year
amount to $630,569, but there was a small operating loss during the second quarter. This
may very well reflect the cost of the expansion
program instituted by the new management.
It is far too early, of course, to judge the
progress being made by this company under
Radio sponsorship.
The opinion was expressed in this column some time ago that a
policy of theatre acquisition would be pushed.
A step in this direction is the current purchase of six Pantages theatres.

film

talking picture based

(Special to the Herald-World)

profits

picture,

PARAMOUNT— "River

LOS ANGELES,

relatively unfavorable

French

With Werner Krauss and

"So This

Silent
Negatives; Stone to
Head New Department
to

Artists

Zola novel.
Hessling.

FILM GUILD CINEMA— "The

It

Fox

United

55TH STREET — "Nana,"

LAURENCE STERN

ner Brothers, as well as smaller losses in
such issues as Fox, Motion Picture Capital
and Radio-Keith-Orpheum. A purely speculative manoeuver carried the parent Radio
stock up sharply during the week only to see
the bears drive it down again. On the Curb,

FILMS

based on Longfellow's poem, with Dolores Del Rio.'
Miss Rio sings twice, no dialog. Directed by
Edwin Carewe.
LITTLE CARNEGIE— "The Fight for the Matterhorn," a German picture filmed on the Alpine peak.

has been a week of moderate reaction for most
of the amusement shares, due essentially to the cloud of speculative
doubt overhanging the general stock market. After protracted advance
Wall Street almost invariably turns to fear of at least technical decline, and
during such a period of hesitation the majority of listed issues suffer, including
those which had not been over-exploited.
Nothing has occurred to change
the fundamentally favorable financial outlook of the stronger film companies.
\yl7ITH the news of its excellent half-year
it
is interesting to note
that apparently re* » earnings discounted, Paramount dropliable reports are afloat that the Western Elecped more than 3 points' on heavy realizing
trie,
Radio, Tobis, Klangfilm interests may
sales and there was a similar decline in Warpool their sound patents,
July

York
Theatres

RIVOLI — "Evangeline,"

Amusements

in

New

the

NEW

MOTION PICTURE FINANCE

3, 1929

Harvey comes to Warner Brothers with :
long experience in the film industry and recently has been in charge of advertising am
publicity for Pathe.

SECURITIES PRICE RANGE
Week Ending July 27
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
American Seating
Brunswick-Balke-Collender
Consolidated Film, pfd

Eastman Kodak
Do., pfd

40

Fox Film "A"
Xeith Albee Orpheum
Locw's, Inc
Do., pfd., n.

Sales
500
6.000
2,900
15,300

w

Do., pfd.. w. w
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, pfd
Motion Picture Capital

Paramount
Pathe Exchange
Do. "A"
Radio Corporation

"A"
"B"
Radio Keith Orpheum
Do., pfd.
Do., pfd.

Shubert Theatres
Stanley Company

4,400

900
7.500
100
100
300
8.800
50,900
14.000
2.100
871.200

700
6,400
71.400
1.300

400

High
33

38%
25%
203%
125%
90%
117%
57%
89%
93V4
25

Low
32%
35%
95

193%
125%

89%
93%

89%
93%

25

25

8

79%
38%
41

38%

125%

87%

63%
17%
78%
52%
77%
36%
40
36

Warner Brother "A"
Do., pfd

52%
63%

8%

17%
83

High
72

61%
52%

56%
52%

200

78

78

250
2,400

19%

18%

25

21

CHICAGO STOCK MARKET

200

114%

50

Sales
200
101.800
200

Universal Pic. 1st pfd

2 5 Wt

87%

8%
63

35%

114%

53%
67%
19%
90%

Close
33

Balaban

&

Katz

Marks Brothers
Morgan Litho

-

cvt.

p

NEW YORK CURB
Acoustic Prod
Columbia Pictures
Consolidated Film Ind
Con. Theat
Fox Theatres "A"
General Theatre Equipment ctfs
International Projector

Loew's

52%
77%
36%

National Theatre Supply
Sentry Safety

41

Trans-Lux

36%

Universal Pictures

82.200
7.400
3,500

800
9.700
14.900
19.800

700

rts
-

8,800
16,000
2.800
100

6%

5%

5V

34%
21%
22%
26%
32%

32%

82V
21V

32
25

23%
23%
11
19

21

18%
24%
31
30
25

21%
20%
10%
19

18'

24V
32V
32
25

23?
21

10}
19
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PICTORIAL SECTION

News

Pictures

Take one look and make a guess as to his
Sure it is none other than Harry
identity.
Langdon as he appears without his characteristic makeup.
He is now appearing in Hal
Roach audiens for
release.

—

MGM

Harry Gribbon

Myrna Loy, who

will soon be
seen
and heard in Warner
Brothers' Vitaphone production
entitled "Evidence."
This picture, now in production, is starring Pauline Frederick.

Thelma

Hill

Stories Told
by the Camera

Florence Allen. Chicago beauty prize winner,
who will supply the romantic interest in Universal's all talking serial. "Ace of Scotland
Yard." Ray Taylor, director, will make the
signs that have replaced the megaphone.

Andy Clyde

Harry Gribbon. Thelma Hill and Andy Clyde are under long contracts to Mack Sennett. who has ready for immediate release through Educational, two audiens.
Miss Hill and Gribbon virtually got their start on the Sennett lot. Particular emphasis is being placed on Andy Clyde,
whose light comedy old man characterizations have placed him topmost in the comedy field. Sennett has recently increased his studio staff
and worked out a production schedule which will promote high production efficiency.
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One

of the reasons the Shrine like Los Angeles. Olive Borden, Radio Pictures
featured player, is hostess to members of Ben Ali Temple during the Shrine
convention in Los Angeles, when the group visited the R
studios.

KO

MGM

Fred Niblo,
director, with his three children
pose for a camera shot. Left to right are Loris, age
seven; Peter, age five, and Judith Beryl, age one,
who claims that some day she'll be a big big star
in her daddy's pictures.

—

2^1
Ian Keith and Dorothy Revier in a scene from "Light Fingers," a Columbia
talking crook melodrama which tells the absorbing story of a silk hat adven-

all

turer

Colleen Moore and Louis Silvers, conductor of the
Vitaphone symphony orchestra, which plays the ac-

companiment

for

Colleen's

"Smiling Irish Eyes."'

This
audien.

singing
is

sequences in
Miss Moore's first

who

is

reformed through love.

Rayart company has entered the short feature field of sound and are producing
under the trade name of Rayart-Raytone. Such people as Robert Bently, Fred
Ardath and Tommy Christian will be seen in pictures, now under production at
Metropolitan studios.
Above is seen Tommy Christian and Elsie Gilbert in a
scene from "College Pep."

wgust

3,

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD
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Eddie Quillan gives a

real

impersonation of

modern American college boy in "The
Sophomore." his latest Pathe all dialog feathe

ture,

which was adapted from Corey Ford's
Humor Magazine serial. "Joe Col-

College

lege."

An island of half sunken ships on the Sargossa Sea constructed on the studio lot for the First National production,
"The Isle of Lost Ships." The set was really constructed on
dry ground and represents the technical efficiency of the
modern studio laymen, whose chief aim is undisputed reality.

A

A

studio set

human

and scene without

caterpillar of

chorus

a director in charge,

girls,

crawling up the

is

this

stairs to

the paymaster's office at Radio Pictures studio. This chorus
will soon be seen in "Rio Rita," a musical adapted from
Florenz Ziegfeld's stage success.

scene from

M G M's

"Hollywood Revue of 1929." now playing
Grauman's Chinese theatre. Los Angeles.

at

Russell Gleason and two composers, George Green and George Waggner.
Way," the theme song of William Boyd's
are harmonizing "If I Had
Pathe audien, "The Flying Fool." The publishers of this song say that
it is already a hit number and is being featured by Earl Burtnett and his
famous Biltmore orchestra.

My
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Leading producers of the stuge and screen, civic dignitaries and artists of every field gathered in the Sola de Ora of the Biltmore hotel in
Los Angeles in a testimonial dinner to Sid Grauman, who recently retired as a theatrical impresario to start production of pictures. Seated
at the speakers table are Col. Harry M. Blaine, Harry Richman, Sam Goldwyn, O. O. Mclnlyre, Irving Tlialbcrg, Harold B. Franklin, Jesse
Lasky, Sid Grauman, Jack Benny, Jos. M. Schenck,
infield Sheehan, Mayor John C. Porter, Joseph Scott, George L. Eastman and "Bugs"

W

Baer.

Radio Pictures' First Premiere Draws
Industry's Leaders to Qlohe
Outstanding Figures in Business and Arts Appear in Audience
Girl" Is Found Delightful Production

—

(Continued from page 29)

"Street

picture, "Street Girl," might be called
lesser importance under the circumstances than the premiere itself. The picture

already described in these columns, provided
a delightful treatment of a familiar subject,
but the audience was perhaps more important.
It could be said with truth that the formal
entrance of radio into show business was well
done.
Among the invited guests were: Maj. Gen.

James G. Harbord, president, Radio Corporation of America David Sarnoff, chairman of
the board, R K O Owen D. Young, president,
Westinghouse Electric; Mr. Paul Cravath,
Equitable Bank; Merlin H. Aylesworth, presi-

vice-president of the Metropolitan Theatres
Corporation, and owner of the theatres, will
sign the contract of sale this week.
In

Louis motion picture and financial

St.

RKO

is said that the
circuit was
influenced in the purchase by the terms of
the lease under which it was using the St.
Louis theatre.
Officials of the organization
decided it would be more profitable to buy the

circles

it

house than

to

continue under the lease.

;

;

Broadcasting Company;
Radio-Keith
president,
Colvin Brown, exInc.
Sam Ratz,
ecutive vice president of Pathe
head of Publix Theatres; Harry Warner;
Spyros Skouras, Edward W. Harden, Edwin
M. Herr and Edward Hayes, directors of
Paul Mazur, member of the
board; Joseph P. Kennedy, president, Pathe;
Joseph Plunkett, general manager of Radiodent

of

National

Hiram S. Brown,
Orpheum Theatres,

-

;

Sunday Amusements Win
At York, Nebraska, by
Margin of 125 Votes

;

RCA

RCA;

Keith-Orpheum Theatres,

Inc.

;

J.

Mur-

J.

dock; Dreyfuss, head of Harms, Music Publishers; Dr. Goldsmith, president, and Bucher,
Photophone Richgeneral manager, of
Photophone; Owen
ard Currier of
Davis, noted playwright; Frank Craven, playwright and star; Henry B. Forbes, Broadway producer; Miss Ann Caldwell, noted
librettist, and Herbert Brenon, noted motion

RCA
RCA

;

picture director.

RKO Purchases

moments

the

producers had their bad

also.

Convention a Success

July 30.— The first premiere of a Radio Picture, held at
the Globe theatre on Broadway tonight, was an event that promised
much for the standing of this newly-arrived giant in the film industry.

THE
of

problems, that

From

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

Sound Holds Stage
At Denver Conclave;
Huffman President

(Special to the Herald-World)

YORK,

NEB., July 30.— Sunday amusements were voted in by a slim margin of
125 votes in a recent special election.

The

proposition was hotly contested by members of the Ministerial Alliance and supported by the business men's association.

The Ministerial Alliance took no official
cognizance of the election, but members of
it
were almost a unit in their opposition
and were supported by the local W. C.
T. U. The business men signed their names
to newspaper advertisements telling the
people that they favored Sunday shows; in
fact, both sides used considerable newspaper space and did much circulating.

every angle one could view it, the
convention was a success.
It was orderly
throughout the entire three days, which was
certainly to the credit of the boys "Out Where
the West Begins."
Following is the gist of some of the resolutions passed.
Tent shows and carnivals
were denounced for allowing gambling and
the chairman was authorized to appoint a
committee to frame regulatory measures tor

Colorado.

Cut Rate Admissions Protested
The practice of certain theatres in reducing
admission prices below a point consistent with
good business was protested as unfair competition.
It was voted to demand the right to
exclude from the operation of the standard

exhibition contract any picture detrimental to
Manufacturers of talking
moral welfare.
equipment were urged to reduce the price of
equipment to a point not prohibitive to the
The exhibitors also desmaller houses.
manded the right to cancel from the contract
an equal number of pictures contracted for
and which have not been produced or with
drawn by the producers.
Banquet at Mountain Resort
The convention closed with an afternoon of
various sports and a banquet and ball at
Troutdale-in-the-Pines, a lovely resort in the
mountains adjacent to Denver.
The following equipment dealers were present with a full line of their equipment, which
created much interest among the exhibitors:
Pyrene Fire Extinguisher.
The Shur-Spray Company.
Vreeland Radio Corporation of Denver.
Johns-Manville Corporation.
Celotex

Company.

Salem China Company.
Smith, Brooks Show Printers of Denver.
National Screen Service.

De Forest Phonofilm.
Western Electric.
Photophone.

RCA

Three

Harry Koplar Theatres Judge Fischer
(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS, July 30.— Final negotiations
have been completed in New York for the
purchase of the St. Louis theatre, Grand and
Delmar, by the Radio-Keith-Orpheum Circuit
Harry Koplar,
for approximately $2,000,000.

Rule
on "Alibi" in Chicago

On Monday, August

to

5, Judge Fischer in
on the appeal of United
Artists from the censor board ruling barring "Alibi" from the screens of Chicago.

Chicago

will

rule

Pacent.
Filmof one.
Good-All.

Audiphone.
Oliver Synchronous Reproducer.
National Theatre Supply Company.
Graham Brothers Supply Company of Denver.
Haywood-Wakefield Seating Company.

Mohawk Carpet Company.
Claude Neon Sign Company.
The Herald-World also
the convention.

had an

exhibit at
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Singing and Dialog and Musical Comedies
Lead in Favor, Exhibitors Declare
V
I*

By ERNEST A. ROVELSTAD
UDIEXS with both singing and dialog,

Learns a Lot
From Survey

and synchronized musical comedies stand
the greatest favor with the patrons of moon picture theatres. That fact stands upperlost in a summarizing of public preferences
I stated by exhibitors in the Herald- Worijj
urvey on sound.
At the same time, the replies evidenced this
Sound has brought
uteresting conclusion
the wave of public approval a
-ith it on
i

of picture-construction.

equipment

—

—

second. And comedy-drama is third,
hough the difference between third and secnd places is as narrow as between second and
rst ranking.
The relative standing throughout the eight
lassifications specified in the questionnaire is
s follows

Singing and dialog; S«cond, Mucomedy; Third. Comedy-drama;
Fourth. Drama; Fifth, Comedy; Sixth.
Melodrama; Seventh, Westerns; Eighth.
First,

sical

Operettas.

difference in totals among melodramas,
Vesterns and operettas is very slight. It is
jointed out in a number of the replies that

The

of Westerns and operettas is
scarcely representative because of the comparatively few talking Westerns and operettas
n the market at present. Indeed, it is evilent that many of these managers and theatre
owners made their notations in regard to these
wo groups only so as not to confuse their
rstimates of public reaction to the other kinds
)f talking pictures with which their audiences
•vere acquainted.
Consequently, any study of
)ublic preferences on talking Westerns and

ranking

NEW YORK
Have you sound equipment
No.
Remarks
We believe sound equipment is becoming
a necessity and look forward to the time when
we can be so equipped.

AAA

:

:

:

Do you have matinees

No.
Changes of program weekly
Two.
Orchestra
No. Organist
No.
Remarks:
Give us good silents with good music.
Under present conditions would not accept a
talkie equipment as a gift.
:

:

:

:

AAA

I

TEXAS
Population:

2,000.

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment

300.

No.
My patrons' preferences are: Melodrama, drama,
comedy, comedy-drama. Westerns, musical comedy, singing and dialog.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are
Part talking and singing.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
:

:

your theatre:
Yes.
Does the public want talking 'Westerns:
Is the silent picture going to disappear:

Likewise, it is recalled from the companies'
production announcements for next season
that many talking operettas are to be made.
The operetta, then, as in the case of the Western, will be a likely subject for comment after
the new season is well underway.
Exhibitor comment elicited by this question
of public preferences on pictures was so voluminous that only a few will be repeated here,
a few that illustrate various angles of the
public interest and that of the exhibitor.
Before undertaking that, however, it should
be emphasized that the foregoing conclusions
as well as the comment reproduced herewith
is only from those theatre owners who already
have their houses wired. Opinions on this
question from silent theatres are not consid-

—

Have you

raised your admission
50 ; low price, 30.

price,

Do you have matinees

No.

prices:

Top

No.

31,000.

507.

Seating capacity:
Yes.
:

:

:

:

:

My

First,
patrons' preferences are as follows:
drama; second, singing and dialog; third, comedy-drama; fourth, musical comedy; fifth. Westerns; sixth, melodrama; seventh, comedy; eighth,
operetta.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order :
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental, but not talking; fifth, sound effects
only.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
No.
best:
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
draw best : Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
No.
your theatre :
Do not
Does the public want talking Westerns:
:

know.

;

going

picture

to

raised admission prices:

low price.

perfectly."

"We
mystery

have had too many underworld and
stories so far," says a Michigan ex-

my

hibitor.
"I find
people like music, singing, comedy, talking, but not necessarily alltalking. They like a drama once in a while."

And here is the
many an exhibitor

result of

10.
:

Yes.

sound voiced by

in small cities

"The music in the talking pictures," writes
a Texan, "brings to the small theatre that
which it never had the chance to present to
the public before, and places it on an equal
footing with the city theatre."

Changes of program weekly
No.

:

Organist

:

Two.

AAA Yes.
:

:

Yes.

Synchronous
See Remarks.
Name of sound equipment: McAlpin sound in four
theatres
only non-synchronous in one.
:

Synchronous
Yes.
No.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Western Electric.
Name of sound equipment

35

word

when they cannot understand every

ARKANSAS

Have you sound equipment

Do you have matinees

:

appointed

Have you sound equipment

VIRGINIA

the silent
think so.

good picture minus a favorite star dies at the
box office, unless it happens to be one of the
unusual hits that sweeps the country. These
don't happen often."
"They Want Music, Laughter"
Here is what an Alabaman writes
"Our
patrons do not like dialog as they are dis-

Orchestra

:

:

Is

Here is the conclusion of a Pennsylvanian
with a 1,300-seat theatre:
"No one can say what kind of talking picture people will like best, except that they like
good ones best The public is still attracted
by pictures featuring the favorite stars. A

Yes.

:

Changes of program weekly: Four.
No.
Orchestra
No. Organist

Population :

Mississippi exhibitor who conducted a
voting contest through a local newspaper says
that "a vast majority of those expressing
preference for talking pictures in part or
entirely, preferred the singing and talking

combination."

In a
this to be noted, however.
instances the exhibitor wrote that
his public wanted more talking Westerns of
the standard of Fox's "In Old Arizona."
When more of these pictures have been produced and shown, then, the public's reaction
to talking Westerns should make an interesting subject.

Have you
Yes.

the

to

replies

There is
number of

700.

Seating capacity:
250.
Have you sound equipment : Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Name of equipment
Home assembled.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are:
Synchronized singing and instrumental, but not talking.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
draw best
Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre:
Yes, about 15 to 20 per cent.
Does the public want talking Westerns:
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Have you raised your admission prices : No. Top
price, 25 ; low price, 10.

the

Want Good Westerns

SOUTH DAKOTA
Population:

Conducts Voting Contest

A

operettas as reflected in
present survey is waived.

:

:

pleases."

only 150.

lose

he

"Patrons on an all-talking picture seem to

theatre seating

his

in

First

prefer music as a background," writes a Kansan with a 1,000-seat theatre. He makes the
interesting suggestion also that "use of titles
part of the time speeds up the picture and

—

Situation Changes
be recalled in the last survey by the
'Ierald- World on the kind of picture in greatbefore the era of
st demand from patrons
ound the comedy-drama ran far ahead of
II other kinds in popularity.
The situation has changed. While singing
nd dialog pictures run first in preference in
he current survey, it is to be noted that mu•cal comedy productions on the screen are a
It will

Comes

Quality

Several exhibitors made the point that the
type of production was not so important as
whether it was well made. Some others stated
that the star was the determining factor.

glad you are conducting
this poll. I am learning a lot from
it, and I believe every exhibitor in
the United States uill if he reads
and studies the results as I am
doing. Best icishes to the "HeraldA Southern exhibitor
World."
ivho has installed synchronous

:

I

reply.

am

"I

|

Ireater variety

ered in this article, as it was felt that the
exhibitor who based his conclusions only upon
the results of the showing of audiens in his
own theatre would give a most representative

:

Don't

Top

price,

disappear
Yes.

—

;

My

patrons' preferences are as follows
First, sing,
ing and dialogue ; second, musical comedy ; third,
comedy-drama; fourth, drama; fifth, comedy;
Have used no Westerns or
sixth, melodrama.
operettas so far.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
all talking and singing and instrumental music
second, part talking and singing; third, all talking without singing and without instrumental
music; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
Have not tried it.
best.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
draw best
Use this.
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns
Hard to
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
:

:

:

say.

Yes, only 10c.
admission prices:
low price. 35.
No.
Organist: Yes, at one theatre.
Orchestra: No.
Remarks: It is pretty hard to answer your questions intelligently as we have not had installaHave endeavored to answer your
tion long enough.
the other
questions, applying same to four towns
sound installation as yet.
synchronized
town has no
Have McAlpin talking equipment in four towns, disc
All dialog with singing or instrumental relief
only.
seems to be what patrons like best.

Have you
Top

raised

price. 50

;

Do you have matinees

:

:

; :;

WISCONSIN
Population

Seating capacity : 350.

36,000.

:

No.

Fifty-fifty.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Think not.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:

Orchestra

AAA

Yes.

:

MINNESOTA
500.

:

:

:

Yes.
Pacent.

:

First, singpatrons' preferences are as follows:
ing and dialog; second, comedy-drama; third,
musical comedy; fourth, Westerns.
patrons do NOT like: Costume plays or foreign

pictures.

to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order :

all-talking and singing and instrumental music
second, all-talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best

Yes.

Does the public want talking Westerns:
the silent picture going to disappear

Is

prices are reasonable.
raised admission prices:
50 ; low price, 15.

Have you

draw

Does the public want talking Westerns
Yes.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
low price, 15.
25
Do you have matinees: Yes, on Saturday only.
Six.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra:
No. Organist:
No.
Remarks: Personally I think the score charge on
all pictures is out of all reason.
For the small
exhibitor is there not some way in which you can
help bring these prices down.
Also as to the music
tax, isn't there a way that this graft can be over:

Saturdays.
If

sound

Top

price,

:

Yes.

Just why should all exhibitors be compelled
to buy records on which the A. S. C. A. P. has
already collected that we must pay them to use these
records.
This also applies to the score charges which
are divided three ways.
Must the small exhibitor be
forced out of business through these conditions?
ruled.

AAA

Population: 6,000.
Seating capacity: 600.
Have you sound equipment
Yes.
Synchronous
Yes.
Only disc: Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Movie-Phone.
My patrons' preferences are as follows: First, comedy, comedy-drama, musical comedy, singing and
:

:

dialog;
third,

My

Sundays.
matinees:
Four.
Changes of program weekly
No.
Orchestra:
No. Organist:
Remarks: If they don't reduce the rentals on sound
pictures, I will be forced to return to silent pictures and then I am afraid they won't come to the
show.
I am running two sound pictures and two
silent per week.
I
am paying too much for sound
pictures to get by. The overhead is too big to get by.
:

FLORIDA
:

Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film: Yes.
Name of sound equipment
Western
:

comedy-drama;
operetta

;

fifth,

musical

comedy

seventh,

;

comedy;
West-

eighth,

erns.
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order:
First,
all-talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all-talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:

As

Yes.

Does the public want talking

Westerns

Not ex-

:

pressed.
Is

picture going to disappear
raised admission prices:
Yes.

the 6ilent

Have you

50 nights; 40 matinees; low price,
Yes.
Four.

Yes.

:

Top

10

price,

children.

Do you have matinees:

No. Organist
No.
At present stage of development prefer
sound on disc. Believe that steady improvement
of sound on film will eventually make that method
:

:

Remarks:

AAA

best.

MANITOBA PROVINCE
2,00O.

Population:

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment:

My

300.

No.

patrons' preferences are as follows:
erns; second, musical comedy.

First,

West-

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns
Yes.
Is

:

Is the silent picture

going to disappear: Yes, in time.
Changes of program weekly
Three.
Orchestra
No. Organist
Yes.
Remarks: Film rentals must come down on sound
pictures before the small town can operate successfully.
The larger towns will reap a harvest as
they will then be able to compete with the big city
houses on an equal basis.
The two-day town will
disappear unless a miracle reduces the price of sound
equipment. They should seriously consider the portable sound devices.
I do not
believe in percentage
contracts.
What right have producers to a percentage when they ask two or three times as much for
sound as silent and a cueing charge on top of that?
Sound pictures are being produced cheaper than silent
and should be sold accordingly, plus cueing charge.
Sound devices should only be purchased after they
have been proven efficient in your own theatre.
What is good in one, may be terrible in another.

Fair.

Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes, little.
price, 50
low price, 35.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly: Four.
Orchestra:
No.
No.
Organist:

3,000.

:

Seating capacity:
Yes.

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Only disc: Yes.
Name of sound equipment:

584.

:

:

:

My

Pacent.
patrons' preferences are as follows:
First, comedy-drama ; second, singing and dialog ; third,
musical comedy ; fourth, drama ; fifth, operetta
sixth, comedy; seventh, melodrama; eighth, West-

erns.
to the

amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order
First,
all-talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all-talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
No. The picIs sound drawing better than silent
ture is still the thing that draws, whether silent
or sound.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects or both
sound and silent subjects draw best: No differ-

As

:

ence.

Does the public want talking Westerns: Think so.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Have you raised admission prices: Very little. Top
price, 50
low price, 35.
Yes.
Do you have matinees
Changes of program weekly: Three and four.
Orchestra: No. Organist. No.
Remarks: Novelty of sound has gone. Patrons only
want entertainment, whether it be sound or
silent.
Film rental and score charges much too high.
Sound unsatisfactory for this reason. Patrons want
players, they know, not new vodvil stars, etc.
;

:

AAA

MASSACHUSETTS
Population: 35,000 in

:

:

Name of sound equipment
My patrons' preferences are

300.

My
As

to

the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
second, synchronized
part talking and singing
singing and instrumental but not talking, sound
;

:

only.

effects

McAlpin.

Yes.
sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
Is

patrons'

preferences are as follows :
First,
second. Westerns ; third, singing and
dialog; fourth, musical comedy.
My patrons do NOT like: Part talking. They want
100 per cent.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order
First,
all-talking and singing and instrumental music
second, part talking and singing.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns:
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear :
Yes.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,
50; low price, 25.

Do you have matinees:

No.
Changes of program weekly: Three.
No. Organist:
No.
Remarks: I think the film companies are going
Orchestra:

to

put

us little exhibitors out of business right
they don't get down on their sound prices,
for so far they're prohibitive to the small town theif

AAA

Top

price admission: 20; low price, 15; children,
Three.
Changes of program weekly
Yes.
Orchestra
No. Organist

My

patrons do

NOT

Foto-Voice, Norfolk, Va.
patrons' preferences are as follows:
First, comedy ; second, comedy-drama ; third, melodrama
fourth, Westerns; fifth, musical comedy; sixth,
singing and dialog.
patrons do NOT like:
Dramas or operettas.
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
all-talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, part talking and singing; third, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking;

No.

Silent pictures only.

like:

AAA

AAA
:

LOUISIANA

:

—

:

—

AAA

;

talking, sound effects only.
sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
No.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
No.
draw best
Haven't
Does the public want talking Westerns
run any yet.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,
50; low price, 25.
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly: One.
Yes.
Orchestra:
No.
Organist:
:

AAA

MISSOURI
Population:

1,450.

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment

500.

No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Changes of program weekly: Four.
Remarks
We have two towns on hard roads within
30 miles of us, each with fine sound equipment.
The only kind of production on which they draw
from this territory is the musical comedy or song and
Those
dialog, and on these to a very small extent.
of our patrons who have heard the sound pictures
still prefer silent almost to the persons.
Sound will
:

Is

:

NORTH CAROLINA
Seating capacity: 375.
Yes.
Have you sound equipment
Synchronous
Yes.
Only disc: Yes.
My patrons' preferences are as follows: Drama.
(All
comedy, Westerns, singing and dialog.
ranked equally.)
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
all-talking and singing and instrumental music.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent

Population:

:

,

and in
,
18 miles away, have
business.
In fact, my business the last
month has been the best in the history of this house,
but we are contemplating sound.
I believe that the
small house in the country towns is safe for some
time yet without sound, but it's coming.
away,

my

:

:

:

:

miles

Seating capacity: 600.
Population: 3,500.
Yes.
Have you sound equipment
Synchronous: Yes.
Only disc
Yes.
Movie-Phone.
Name of sound equipment
My patrons' preferences are as follows: Melodrama,
comedy, comedy-drama, Westerns, singing and
dialog.
(Preferences among these not stated.)
My patrons do NOT like: Drama, operettas.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
dialog.
(Preferences among these not stated.)
all-talking and singing and instrumental music,
part talking and singing
second, all-talking
without singing and without instrumental music,
synchronized singing and instrumental but not

:

KANSAS
Population
350.
Seating capacity: 500.
Have you sound equipment: No.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Does the public want talking Westerns
Will re
quire some.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Yes.
Changes of program weekly: Two.
Orchestra
No. Organist
Yes.
Remarks: Cannot say that talking pictures in
27
:

10,

:

:

Is

VIRGINIA
Have you sound equipment:

best:

Yes.

;

atres.

Pacent Reproducer.
First, meloas follows:

:

drama, musical comedy, singing and dialog; second, drama, comedy; third, comedy-drama.
patrons do NOT like: Comedy except hokum.

:

soon

this section.

Seating capacity: 865.
Yes.
:
Synchronous: Yes.
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Only disc
Yes.

:

:

My

:

AAA

touched

MARYLAND
Population

Have you sound equipment

As

Top

MISSOURI
Population: 729.
Seating capacity:
Have you sound equipment
Yes.
Synchronous
Yes.

comedy

420.

:

Synchronous
Yes.
Only disc
Yes.
Name of sound equipment:

Have you sound equipment

;

My

Seating capacity :
Yes.

3,300.

:

Yes.

:

AAA

My

—

:

:

:

ARKANSAS
Population

Have you sound equipment

:

Changes of program weekly:
Orchestra

Westerns;

sensational.

Non-Synchronous
No.
Only disc: Yes.
Name of sound equipment:

draw

:

Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
best:

subjects

AAA

:

draw

Electric.
First, melopatrons' preferences are as follows:
drama; second, drama; third, singing and dialog i

sound

of

Yes.

:

Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Yes.
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
25 ; low price, 10.
Do you have matinees: Yes, one.
Four.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No.

Does a program of both sound and silent subjects

:

sixth,

drama,

patrons do NOT iike Gruesome dramas or talkies
where recording is poor.
In talkies, person
talking should be close to the camera and facing
it, it helps understand it better.
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons*
preferences are in the following order
First,
all-talking and singing and instrumental music;
part talking and singing; second, all-talking
without singing and without instrumental music;
third, synchronized singing and instrumental but
not talking; fourth, sound effects only.
sound drawing better than silent
Some not
:

Is

Population: 6,000.
Seating capacity: 1,497.
Have you sound equipment
Yes.

fourth,

As

melodrama,

second,
operetta.

entirely

1929

3,

;

TEXAS

Do you have

My

a
best

subjects

silent

Yes.

best:

program

Does
Yes.

:

:

:

Yes.
Non-synchronous
Both disc and sound-on-film
Name of sound equipment:

fourth, sound effects only.
sound drawing better than silent
Does a program of both sound and
Is

;

Seating capacity
Population
2,6/0.
Yes.
Have you sound equipment
Synchronous: Yes.

My

August

I

Have you sound equipment:

As

;

EXH BITORS H ERALD -WORLD

38

My

;

2,700.

:

:

:

not be installed here until the public
fied with it than at present.

is

better satis-

AAA

ALBERTA PROVINCE
Population:

1,000.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

Have you sound equipment

:

300.

August

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

1929

3,

No.
Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Only disc: Yes.
equipment
sound
Name of
Changes of program weekly:
:

> ictor

:

show

Still

Credenza.

Thursday and Saturday

only.

Remarks:

Population:

5,000.

capacity:

Seating

1,000.

200.

No.

:

Melodrama,
Westerns.
(No

patrons' preferences are as follows

drama, comedy, comedy-drama.

:

preference among these stated.)
My patrons do NOT like: Underworld stuff.
It's a quesIs the silent picture going to disappear
:

tion.
I do not have sound for the reason it is
my reach. Some of my patrons go to the
Some are for
where they have Sunday shows.
the sound pictures while nearly half are against
Too great a strain to get what is said. I
them.
cannot give you answers to your questions as I am
The little fellow will have
in no position to judge.
to quit or the cost of sound equipment and film will
have to come down.
:

oat of

AAA

SOUTH DAKOTA
Seating

1,400.

275.

:

:

:

low price, 10.
No.
you have matinees
Three.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra:
Specials and Sundays.
;

:

:

AAA

IDAHO

300.

AAA
:

:

Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
draw best
?
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
No.
your theatre
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Have you raised admission prices
:

:

:

Do you have matinees

Vly

sound equipment

:

eretta.

NOT

Such as "Interference."
or any others
where characters do not speak clear English.
like:

"My Man," "The Wolf Song,"

\s to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order:
First,
all-talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all-talking without singing and without instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
s sound drawing better than silent:
No.
Joes a progTam entirely of sound subjects draw best:
No.
)oes a program of both sound and silent subjects
draw best: Yes.
Joes the public want talking Westerns:
Yes.
s the silent picture going to disappear
No.
lave you raised admission prices:
Yes.
Top price,
low price, 15.
50
)o you have matinees
Yes.
:

;

:

"hanges of
)rchestra

program weekly:

Three
No.

to four.

No. Organist
iemarks: Twenty-five per cent of the theatres now
operating cannot exist with the additional exense of talking pictures, and the poor quality of
luch of the present product.
If exhibitors will
hrow next year's business to producers who have
layed fair this year, and cut the ones who have
layed the holdup game, there is some hope.
:

:

AAA

5,730.

:

:

MISSOURI

Seating capacity:
Yes.
:

650.

ame

•

of

:

:

325.

:

:

:

the silent picture going to disappear
opinion.

Yes, in

:

my

Do you have matinees:

No.
Two.
Changes of program weekly
No.
No. Organist
Orchestra
I have only non-synchronous equipment.
Remarks
I have felt among my patrons in regard to talking pictures and find that it is about an even break
Believe the talkies are here to
for and against.
stay, but are best suited to dramatical indoor pictures.
I am putting in talkies in about 60 days and
will then be in a position to give my opinion.

edy-drama
fourth,
Iy
.s

s

;

second,

drama;

Royal.
are as follows

comedy;

:

third,

First, commelodrama;

Westerns.
like:
Foreign pictures.

fifth,

patrons do NOT
the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order:
First,
part talking and singing.
sound drawing better than silent:
Yes, at presto

ent.
oes a program entirely of

>

AAA

silent.

o you have matinees
Yes, Saturday,
hanges of program weekly:
Two to three,
rcnestra:
No.
Organist.
No.
emarks: Personally prefer silent pictures with nonsynchronized music except a few pictures on
der of "Broadway Melody," "Show Boat."
"The
inging Fool." etc Believe the non-svnchronized
deces are biggest help to small theatreIf I could
it good silent
pictures, so far a3 i am concerned
iey could keep the
rest.
Talking pictures are enrely too high in rental and other
expenses.
Have
:

sea,

—

AAA

ILLINOIS
Population:

Seating

300.

Have you sound equipment:

Synchronous: No.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
My patrons' do NOT like: Talking pictures. I have
found only four who have heard them that express a preference or liking for them.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Have you raised admission prices
No. Top price,
low price, 25.
50
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly
Six.
Orchestra
No. Organist
No.
Remarks:
A large number of our patrons have
asked us to remain silent, that talking pictures
annoy.
All sound installations I have heard have
unusual voice sound. Our town cannot afford to pay
50 cents for sound.
Until we can get sound service at a price we can afford to pay and make a
profit, and at a price our patrons can afford to
pay, we will remain silent or close our house and go
:

:

;

in

:

AAA

other business.

KENTUCKY
Population:
350,000. Seating capacity:
Have you sound equipment Yes.
Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous Yes.
:

Only

Yes.
of sound equipment: Mastertone DeLuxe.
Have you raised admission prices
No. Top price.
20; low price, 10.
disc

:

Name

:

towns drawing patronage from
Yes.
your theatre:
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices: No.
One.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist. Yes.
Remarks: I believe that to hold my patronage it
will be necessary to install some kind of sound
:

:

AAA

Pleased be advised that we have had this
equipment for only a month and, therefore, do not
feel capable of judging our patrons' likes and dislikes in talking pictures. In the last month our program has always consisted of both sound and silent

AAA

subjects.

1,200.

Seating

Have you sound equipment

PENNSYLVANIA
Population :

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
No.
Yes.
Only disc
Name of sound equipment
:

capacity:

:

230.

No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
Yes.
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Three.
Changes of program weekly
Organist
Yes.
:

Is

My

:

Non-synchronous

Yes.
:
patrons* preferences are as follows Good drama,
comedy and Westerns. All action pictures preferred.
Non-synchronIs sound drawing better than silent
ous has improved our patronage.
:

:

Is

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
vour theatre:
No installations in this district
yet.

;

operetta.

My

rentals.
price admission:

Do you have

matinees:

Westerns
It

all

and

defilm

and also
ference*' that was hard to understand.
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons,
First,
preferences are in the following order:
part talking and singing ; second, all talking
synthird,
music;
and singing and instrumental
chronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fourth, all talking without singing and without instrumental music; fifth, sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent : No.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns : No.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price.

:

25; low price. 15.
Yes.
Do you have matinees
Three.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra
No.
No. Organist
Remarks: Rentals and score charges are excessive.
The only one getting any benefit out of sound
are the producers.
My house, 2nd run sound, 30
days after first run program Fox, Paramount, First
National, Warner, Columbia, United Artists.
:

:

25-50; low price, 35-15.

Saturday only.

:

with large percentage of foreign speaking
ConFifty per cent can't speak English.
Don't see how talktly prefer action pictures.

—

AAA

SOUTH DAKOTA

lages
seqUv

:

:

Changes of program weekly: Three or four, show
only once each program.
Orchestra
No.
No. Organist
Remarks: Our theatres are situated in mining vilpe\

;

NOT

like: All talkies without music
tonsilled English they used in "Inter-

patrons do

:

Does the public want talking Westerns:
will always draw here.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
pends on cost of talking equipment

Top

:

As

Population: 750 "Village" mining.
Seating capacity: 325.
Have your sound equipment
Yes.

My

Movie-Phone.

:

patron' preferences are as follows First, singing and dialogue; second, musical comedy; third,

melodrama; fourth, comedy-drama; fifth, comedy;
eighth,
seventh.
Westerns
sixth,
drama

:

AAA

:

750.

Seating capacity:
:
Yes.

125,000.

Have you sound equipment
:

PENNSYLVANIA
Population:

to four.

Remarks:

:

equipment.

Yes.

:

:

Is sound in adjacent

1,400.

:

Changes of program weekly Three
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.

200.

capacity:

No.

:

400.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

1,245.

Do you have matinees

NORTH DAKOTA
Population:

Have you sound equipment

:

•

peculiarly

;

:

sound subjects draw best:

Haven't had complete sound program yet.
tne Public want talking Westerns:
Haven't
had one yet.
the silent picture going to disappear:
Hope not.
-ave you raised admission prices
Yes. Top price,
50; low price, 40, for sound pictures; 30 for

,oes

am

situated being the only
theatre in town and on an island ten miles out
so that it costs my patrons who want to
hear sound, which is installed at
52.20 for boat
,
However,
fare plus hotel accommodations overnight.
I am interested in sound pictures for I think they
are the pictures of the future, and my patrons will
want them, but I cannot think of installing at present prices of equipment and sound film, and my patrons know it.
So we are both waiting patiently.
to

I

:

:

ALBERTA PROVINCE

sound equipment:

Iy patrons' preferences

:

Remarks:

:

No.
Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Orchestraphone.
Name of sound equipment
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
Yes.
your theatre

Yes.

Yes.

:

:

:

Seating capacity:
Population
1,000.
Yes.
Have you sound equipment

:

on-synchronous

>nly disc

:

:

400.
Seating capacity
Population : 955.
We do not have sound equipment. Our
Remarks
patrons would not continue paying the necessary increase in admission so we are marking time
awaiting a lower cost of operation.

Is

450.

Seating capacity:
Yes.
:

2,000.

Synchronous
No.
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Name of sound equipment. Platter Phototone.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,
25; low price, 15.
Do you have matinees: Saturday yes.
Changes of program weekly
Three.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.

:

sound equipment
ynchronous
Yes.

•

Population:

Have you sound equipment

:

KANSAS
Population:
rave you

AAA

MAINE

:

:

Phototone.

:

patrons' preferences are as follows
First, singing and dialog; second, comedy-drama; third,
melodrama; fourth, Westerns; fifth, comedy;
sixth, drama; seventh, musical comedy; last, op-

Hj patrons do

No admis-

No.
Two.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Dialog pictures are in the "novelty stage"
Remarks
and will soon pass out. Musical synchronization
is a real boom to the movie industry.
:

:

Yes.

:

No.

:

:

sion charged.

WEST VIRGINIA
Population: 1,764.
Seating capacity: 400.
Save you sound equipment
Y'es.
Yes.
synchronous
of

:

AAA

capacity:

:

same

200.

capacity:

No.
Yes.
sound drawing better than silent
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best
Is

CALIFORNIA

Seating

Have you sound equipment
No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
Changes of program weekly
Three.

Dnly disc

Seating

350.

Population:

Have you sound equipment

TEXAS
1,000.

Melodrama,

which gives us a good selection of varied music for
We have to play to the same patour patronage.
Instalronage every' night, no transient business.
lations of talking equipment with higher rentals increased overhead, such as two projectionists on shift
during the show, etc., would mean increased admissions.
The average worker has only so much to
The small town exhibitor
spend on entertainment.
knows it is not good policy to grab it all in one
night and keep dark the rest of the week. However,
we are watching developments in audiens, and will
adapt ourselves to any new condition that will be an
advantage to our patronage.

:

:

Population:

Electric.

musical comedy, singing and dialog. (No preference given.
My patrons do NOT like: Westerns.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order
all-talking and singing and instrumental music; secwithout
instruand
without
singing
all-talking
ond,
mental music.

:

30

Western

patrons' preferences are as follows:

:

capacity:

No.
Have you sound equipment
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre Not so that we are feeling it badly.
No.
Does the public want talking Westerns
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
'Do

Yes.

:

:

My

city

Population:

:

Yes.
Synchronous
Both disc and sound-on-film
Name of sound equipment
:

MISSOURI
Population:

999.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

Have you sound equipment

Have you sound equipment

Remark;

LOUISIANA

with gramaphone music

silent

as noted.

My

change too much, causing a great many to cut
So far have
ed enough
out going so often.
others to make up for. it, but don't know how it
will be when they get over the novelty.
to

:

39

ing p. ograms will benefit.
Our patrons are very
appreciative of good music.
We use the Canadian
phone with three table and BrunswickOrches:
Balke C mplete Library "Mood Accompaniment."

Population:

4,000.

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment

:

475.

No.

My

patrons' preferences are as follows

As

to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order

:

First, melo-

drama.

:

;

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

40

all talking without singing and without instrumental
music, all talking and singing and instrumental
music.

AAA

:

:

Electric.

patrons' preferences are as follows : First, drama
second, comedy, musical comedy; third, melodrama, comedy-drama, singing and dialogue.

patrons do
is

NOT

Strained sound with hollow
for music while talking

like:

They do not care

tones.

going on.

the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order
First,
all talking without singing and without instrumental music, part talking and singing; second,
all talking and singing and instrumental music,
sound effects only; third, synchronized singing
and instrumental but not talking.
Is sound drawing better than 6ilent
No.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Have had
only one, "In Old Arizona."
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices
No. Top price,
25 afternoons, 35 evenings.
Do you have matinees
Yes.
Changes of program weekly
Two.
Orchestra
No. Organist
Yes.
Remarks
We still carry an organist in our two
sound theatres. We charge 35 cents afternoons
and 50 cents at night for the bigger talkers such as

As

to

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

AAA

"Coquette," Broadway Melody," etc.

:

1,000.

:

:

:

:

AAA

PENNSYLVANIA
Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment:

550.

No.

Population: 35.000. Seating capacity: 1,700 and 640.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Yes.
Remarks: Business dropped here much of late, partly
due to mines not working regular. On the other
hand, it looks as if we must install sound equipment,
as they all ask for it. Yet a good silent picture always draws good business. Prices of sound equipment too high. Patrons do not care to come out as
often and pay high admission.
:

:

•

AAA

Seating capacity:
you sound equipment: Yes.

Have

3,000.

:

tures.

small town

have

to

find people losing interest in silent picThe sound picture is here to stay and the
theatre will have to put in sound or will
out of business.

go

Seating capacity:
440.
Have you sound equipment : Yes.
Non-synchronous:
Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Rebuilt.
My patrons' preferences are as follows: First, musical comedy, singing and dialog ; second, melo-

2,600.

drama, drama;

My
As

patrons do

NOT

third, comedy, comedy-drama.
like:
Just sound pictures. They

are the bunk and I don't mean maybe.
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order:
First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music,
part talking and singing; second, all talking
without singing and without instrumental music.
Synchronized singing and instrumental, but not
talking:
Sound effects only:
Not so good.

No.
sound drawing better than silent:
Just sound,
no; talking, yes.
Does a program of both 60und and silent subjects

draw

:

RCA

AAA

PENNSYLVANIA
Population:

Have

Seating capacity:
1,203.
you sound equipment: Yes.

488.

:

:

patrons do NOT like:
Sound pictures.
Organist
Orchestra
Yes.
Yes.

My

AAA
:

:

KENTUCKY
Population:

Seating capacity:
Yes.

7,000.

700.

:

Synchronous
Yes.
Only disc
Yes.
Name of sound equipment
:

:

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre:
No.
going to disappear: No.
Changes of program weekly
Two.

My

comedy.
patrons do NOT like:
Heavy drama and
chronous pictures without dialog.

Organist:

As

250.

No.

Is the silent picture

:

Yes.

Remarks:

The talking pictures are out of the question for towns of this size; the film rental prohibits their use, even if we had the sound equipment
given us gratis. I have talking competition 20 miles
away on a gravel highway and they have not affected
my business to any noticeable extent and don't think
Most people have a curiosity to
they are going to.
hear the talkies once, but after hearing them they
do not appear to be overly anxious to repeat the
am not
I
experience at an advanced admission.
condemning talking pictures. They have a place in
the entertainment program of the city and are, no
doubt, a permanent institution, but they have not
created a condition in the movie business which
What we
should excite the small town exhibitor.
need most is good silent pictures, pleasant surroundings in the theatre, and a display of a little more
showmanship by the small exhibitor.

AAA

WISCONSIN
Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous:
No.
Only disc: Yes.
Name of sound equipment

My

Voisophone.

:

First, compatrons' preferences are as follows
second. Westerns; third, comedy-drama;
fourth, melodrama; fifth, musical comedy; sixth,
singing and dialog; seventh, drama; eighth,
operetta.
patrons do NOT like
All courtroom pictures or
stage shows.
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, part talking and singing; third, all talk:

edy;

My
As

:

:

:

AAA
UTAH

Approximately 1,000.
250.

ing without singing and without instrumental
music; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental, but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
best
No.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects

capacity:

:

AAA

:

:

Seating

Gents, I am still silent and will have to
remain such or discontinue business entirely.
Exchanges so far out of reason with their prices on
sound attractions that it is simply prohibitive. What
is the small house going to do but quit,
in h
For instance, one picture
and quit quick, too?
quoted me (500 seats) $150 rental, records service
$30, transportation $12.50, advertising $25, short feaTwo theatres in town;
ture $15, equals $232.50.
possibly I could break even, but a profit would be
out of reach.

Remarks

333.

syn-

to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order:
First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
best
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,
50 ; low price, 25.
Do you have matinees : Yes.
Changes of program weekly : Three.
Organist
Yes.
Remarks
Everything must come to sound, and the
theatre not large enough to install sound might
Inefficiency in small town operators
as well quit.
will greatly handicap the smaller theatre.

Population:

Population: 1,383. Seating capacity:
Yes,
Have you sound equipment

LOUISIANA
Population:

8,000.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

650.

Have you sound equipment:
Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
No.
Only disc: Yes.
Name of sound equipment:
:

:

My

Pacent.
First, singpatrons' preferences are as follows
ing and dialog; second, melodrama; third, drama;
fourth, musical comedy; fifth, comedy; sixth,
comedy-drama; seventh. Westerns; eighth, oper:

:

draw

best:

Yes.

Does the public want talking Westerns

:

Unable

to

answer.
Yes.
the silent picture going to disappear:
Yes. Top price,
Have you raised admission prices
low price, 30.
50
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Four.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes.
Remarks: Film rentals and score charge must be
lowered for the small towns to exist.
Is

:

;

:

AAA

450.

Population:

My

250.

:

etta.

Yes.
sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw

Is

:

:

:

:

No.

First, mupatrons' preferences are as follows
sical comedy; second, singing and dialog; third,
drama; fourth, comedy-drama; fifth, melodrama;
sixth, comedy; seventh, Westerns; eighth, oper-

best

the amount of synchronization, my patrons
First,
preferences are in the following order
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental, but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
best
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Yes. Top price
Have you raised admission prices
40 ; low price, 25.
Yes.
Do you have matinees
Five.
Changes of program weekly
No.
Orchestra:
No. Organist:
Remarks
We now have disc equipment. Our sound
on-film attachment will be shipped to us soon
Disc reproducing system, harder to operate, easil:
gets out of time, also adds much to express charges*
Sound-on-film more economical and easier to handle
After film being shown many times, disc system re
produces better sound than the sound-on-film method
to

:

Seating capacity:
:

etta.

As

:

SOUTH DAKOTA

:

:

350.

:

Synchronous
No.
Non-synchronous
Yes.

Have you sound equipment

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment

Yes.

best:

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Don't know.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Yes.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,
50 ; low price, 35.
Do you have matinees: On special days.
Changes of program weekly: Three.
Orchestra
No.
Organist
No.
Remarks: We use non-synchronous disc equipment
through our regular amplification and talking
speakers, of which we have a bank of 4. Just
ran "The Singing Fool" for five days.
People who
saw "The Singing Fool" in the larger cities say our
equipment was as good as any they ever heard.

Have you sound equipment

Is

Is

Is

Seating capacity:
Yes.

1,866.

Phototone.
:
patrons' preferences are as follows:
First, comedy-drama; second, melodrama; third, musical

AAA

IDAHO
Population:

AAA

VERMONT
Population:

My

240.

Population:

I

:

:

not interfered with the attendance at our silent
pictures, though talking films are shown in all adjacent cities, one of which is two miles from us,
and another six miles. Some patrons have clearly
expressed their preference for the silent picture.

synchronous

install

:

350.

Synchronous
No.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre:
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Changes of program weekly: Three.
Orchestra:
No. Organist: No. Pianist: Yes.

Remarks

will

AAA

as soon as possible.

:

NORTH DAKOTA
Population.

"Our Dancing Daughters" went

Have you sound equipment:

sound drawing better than silent: Don't know.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
best
No.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Have you raised admission prices
No. Top price,
40; low price, 15.
Changes of program weekly
Four.
Orchestra:
No. Organist: No.

4,500.

—

:

:

over big, as we set our speed indicators at 33 1/3
revolutions per minute and the projectors at 90 rev.
per min. and kept in synchronization.
In a recent
issue of the "Herald-World" we read an article from
an exhibitor in a small town in the West.
He
asserts that "the public will come to see a good
silent picture in preference to seeing and hearing a
talkie."
The public in the east have gone wild over
the talkies and it looks as though the silent house
is doomed.
This town has a large territory to draw
_
from (being the central town between

265.

No.

Is

Population:

:

NORTH DAKOTA

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment:

:

:

ords on our machine.
We cannot use any records
that have any talking on them.

and we

Seating

:

:

We

),

Scattered suburban (country).
capacity:
375.
you sound equipment
Yes.
:

We

_

so

Synchronous:
No.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
No.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
Is the 6ilent picture going to disappear
No.
Top price admission
30 ; low price, 10.
Do you have matinees
No.
Changes of program weekly:
Two.
(Show one
twice each week one show.)
Orchestra
No. Organist
No.
Remarks
I find that sound or talking films have

set will feel the results sooner or later.
are not
in a position at the present time to install a synchronizing set, but expect to do so in the near future.
have been using Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer sound rec-

and
equipment

equipment

AAA

Have

:

in

sound

town can wire, and cheaper sound proAbout one-third of the patrons are going
larger towns to hear and see sound pictures.

DELAWARE

:

Joan Crawford

cheaper

or

1929

Population:

:

IOWA
Population:

to

:

:

My

pictures

3,

grams.

:

Yes.

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-films
Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Western

My

prices on
the small

:

:

WASHINGTON
Have you sound equipment:

Synchronous:
No.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Phototone.
My patrons do NOT like Drama.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Yes.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,
35 ; low price, 15.
Do you have matinees
Yes.
Changes of program weekly: Three.
Orchestra
No. Organist
No.
Remarks
This theatre is owned by a civic organization.
This town is situated about twelve miles
from the city of
,
and I find it very
difficult to keep the public here.
The "talkies" have
come to stay and the exhibitor who doesn't have a

August

Yes.

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
Yes.
your theatre
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Yes,
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
small towns.
J
Have you raised admission prices: No.
Do you have matinees: No.
Two.
weekly:
program
of
Changes
Yes.
Organist:
Orchestra:
No.
Remarks: Small town movies will disappei if some
help cannot be given them, either by cheaper
Is

:

:

AAA

PENNSYLVANIA

:

i

Population:

6,585.

We

have no

Population:

42,000.

Remarks

:

Seating capacity:

400.

AAA

talkies.

IOWA
Seating capacity:
Yes.

Have you sound equipment
Synchronous
Yes.
Yes.
Non-synchronous
:

:

:

1.304.

August

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

1929

3,

Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Western Electric.
Name of sound equipment
follows:
First, compreferences
are
as
patrons'
My
edy; second, comedy-drama; third, musical com-

ARKANSAS

:

:

edy.

\s to the amount of synchronization, my patrons
First,
preferences are in the following order:
all talking and singing and instrumental music
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and sing-

drawing better than silent
program entirely of sound

Yes.
3ave you raised admission prices

:

Yes.
subjects

Have

1,200.,

:

:

:

:

AAA

:

:

OKLAHOMA

draw-

Population:

Top

Yes.

:

price,

;

My

AAA

WEST VIRGINIA
1,300.

:

:

Western

Electric.
First,
iy patrons' preferences are as follows:
:

com-

edy-drama, musical comedy; second, drama, singing and dialog ; third, comedy, operetta ; fourth,

melodrama.
ly patrons do

NOT

like

Westerns.

:

the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, part talking and singing ; third, all talking without singing and without instrumental
music ; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental, but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Yes.
sound drawing better than silent:
5
oes a program entirely of sound subjects draw
best
Yes.
No.
oes the public want talking Westerns
Yes.
;
the silent picture going to disappear
ave you raised admission prices
No. Top price,
50; low price, 25.
Yes.
o you have matinees:
Three,
hanges of program weekly
rchestra
No.
No. Organist
emarks:
The cost of sound pictures and score
charges are about 50 per cent too high in this
:

:

:

:

:

:

360.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

have

i

AAA

800.

:

:

Yes.
silent picture going to disappear
No.
Admission price: Top price 35; low price. 10.
Changes of program weekly
Four.
:

:

Organist

AAA

Yes.

:

NORTH CAROLINA
Population:

3,500.

Have you sound equipment

Name

:

Orchestraphone, largest

make.
Silent drama,
comedy, comedy-drama, and Westerns. (No preference given.)
My patrons do NOT like My patrons do not give
a d
for talking pictures.
No one wants
them, but Barnum's one-born-a-minute-suckers in
big towns.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order
Tin can

My

patrons' preferences are as follows:

:

:

whang

big

fake.

From all resound drawing better than silent
ports, exhibitors with talking pictures catching
h
.
Does the public want Westerns Yes, silent, on Satur:

day.

the silent picture going to disappear
Do you have matinees Yes.

:

Changes of program weekly
Six.
Remarks: Talking pictures are ruining the little
towns. The producers want all you can rake,
scrape, steal and borrow, and a mortgage on your
:

No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
No.
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
low price, 25-10.
35-15
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly
Two.
Orchestra
No.
No. Organist

Jesse
soul
for the balance for taking pictures.
James is only dead in name. The producers all read
Jesse's books. All-talking pictures sound like a baby
babbling in an empty can. Wait until the public
gets fed up on them and things return to normal.
Will break 50 per cent of the independent exhibitors.
Radio has spoiled phonographs, etc. People soon get
on to your using records. My competitor does busiThe
ness with an old style electric piano organ.
talking picture is a passing fad. like bobbed hair on
women ; its day is doomed. Regular admission 10-25.
No regular price. Change according to merits of
picture.

CALIFORNIA

PENNSYLVANIA

of

my

AAA

patrons.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Population:

Seating capacity:

600.

Have you sound equipment

230.

:

Is

:

AAA

:

:

:

AAA

:

300.

Population:

:

preferences are as follows:
First, singing and dialog; second, comedy-drama; third,
musical comedy.
like:
Melodrama.
1 patrons do
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order
First,
part talking and singing; second, all talking
and singing and instrumental music; third, all
talking without singing and without instrumental music.
sound drawing better than silent
Yes.
«s a program entirely of sound subjects draw best
Yes.
es the public want talking Westerns:
No.
the silent picture going to disappear
Yes.
ive you raised admission prices:
No. Top price,

y patrons'

NOT

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

AAA

want $200

y
l't

stand

INDIANA
:

the

plus a $50 score charge.
Boys, we
gaff if the film rental don't come

edy.

patrons do

NOT

like:

Silly

love dramas.

Want

the peppy kind.
sound drawing better than silent
No.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
best
No.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
Yes, some.
Don't say.
Does the public want talking Westerns
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Top price admission
25.
Changes of program weekly
Two.
Orchestra
No.

Is

:

:

:

SOUTH DAKOTA
:

:

1

:

<

NEW HAMPSHIRE
the silent

picture going to disappear
you have matinees:
No.

'
'

<

;

c
'

1

inges of
hestra:

program -weekly

:

No.

One.
No. Organist: No. Pianist: Yes.
narks: I have a circuit of one night stands and
play in towns as near as five miles with sound
Vitaphone and don't see as it hurts me any. I
t
see anyone going very wild over the talkies.
nk it will be a thing of the past after a while
rly.
Been in the business since 1908.
:

NOT

:

:

Remarks:

We

real

music.

People here don't seem to care about
The small town theatre had better go easy.

talkies.
If we
will be

cue

our

pictures

with

have to put in talkies, after a while they
cheap enough, if we must have them.

low price.

10.

:

:

AAA

ARKANSAS
Population:

No.
:

put in sound.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

We

will

close instead.

791.

:

Synchronous:

Only

disc

:

Yes.
Yes.

Name of sound equipment:
My patrons' preferences are

Pacent.
as follows:

First,

melo-

drama; second, musical comedy; third, singing
and dialog; fourth, operetta; fifth, drama;
eighth.
seventh, comedy-drama
sixth, comedy
;

the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order :
part talking and singing; second, all talking and
all
talkthird,
music;
singing and instrumental
ing without singing and without instrumental
music.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Yes. Top price,
Have you raised admission prices
50 ; low price, 40.
Do you have matinees : Yes.
Changes of program weekly: Two and three-

As

to

:

Changes of program weekly
Two.
Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes.
Remarks: We run silent pictures and do not expect
to

6.000.

Have you sound equipment

:

:

all

:

;

:

;

music,

:

Westerns.

:

Do you have matinees

all

First,
preferences are in the following order
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw otst
Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns : Yes.
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,
50 ; low price. 10.
Do you have matinees Yes.
Changes of program weekly
Two to four.
Orchestra : No. Organist : Yes.

AAA

ILLINOIS
Population:
900.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
No.
Does the public want talking Westerns
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
50

All talking,

like:

effects or dialogue and incidental songs.
They want the works all in one. That means
they want variety, talking where talking should
be, music where music should be and so on. Also
silence where silence should be.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons*

sound

:

:

AAA

1

patrons do

:

446. Seating capacity:
200.
sound equipment
No.
1 sound
in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre:
No.
) the
silent picture going to disappear
No.
Jve you raised admission prices:
No. Top price,
35-15; low price, 25-10.
you have matinees
No.
inges of program weekly
One.
• jhestra:
No. Organist:
Yes.
j

drama.

My

:

Population:

ve you

:

:

175.
Population:
Seating capacity:
58.
Have you sound equipment: No.
My patrons' preferences are as follows First, com-

My

First, compatrons' preferences are as follows
second, comedy; third, melodrama;
edy-drama
Westerns; fifth, singing and dialog;
fourth,
sixth, musical comedy; seventh, operetta; eighth,
;

:

:

:

My

sound

:

143,000

Population:

175.

No.

:

in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
Yes.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
35; low price, 25.
Do you have matinees: No.
Two.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra
Organist
Yes.
No.
Remarks: I think that good silent pictures will always be used in the small town, because the
talking pictures cost too much.
Also the cheap
equipment ruins a good talking picture, and those
who try to use an instrument and don't know how
only hurt the talking pictures.
Is

:

low price, 50.
you have matinees
Yes.
anges of program weekly
Three,
chestra
No. Organist
Yes.
marks
While the attendance is increased, it is
not enough to offset the high price of film. Take
example a picture like "Weary River." We have
it under contract silent at $22.50 and with sound
50

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment

Kolstadphone.

:

No.

:

:

Do not

:

Three.
Changes of program weekly
Remarks:
As we have just opened the first, am
unable to give you a report on likes and dislikes

-nchronous:
Yes.
}n-synchronous
Yes.
lly disc
Yes.

ime of sound equipment

477.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

sound equipment:

of

Is

:

:

Seating capacity:
Yes.

you sound equipment

850.

Seating capacity:

,300,528.

Is the

:

;

OREGON
Population: 3,500.

1

:

No,
sound drawing better than silent Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best

:

Synchronous
No.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
"Q" Phone.
Name of sound equipment
Is the silent picture going to disappear

i

ive

Population

Have you sound equipment

TEXAS
800.

Population:

Have you sound equipment:

:

300.
1,024. Seating capacity:
a small but absolutely modern
country house.
It is not wired and I do not
tend to wire soon.
Organ music by a good hand
ayer.
Most of my patrons have seen talkies, but
not demand them here and are still satisfied with
good silent picture. They prefer an all-talkie, but
not care for many of the talkies they have heard,
resent prices of talkie and equipment are beyond
Have 300 seats.
y ability to pay for them.
Population:
I

AAA

CALIFORNIA

:

think so.

CALIFORNIA
:

patrons do NOT like: Comedy features.
This is a 650 seat colored show. My competitor has a house equipped for sound, but these
people don't seem to care for it. In fact, it has increased my business. These people like good silent
pictures, good stories, good acting, either drama or
melodrama with a good Western once a week. Looks
like sound will play havoc with my business.

:

AAA

Phototone.

:

patrons' preferences are as follows: First, melodrama; second, drama; third, comedy-drama;
fourth, Westerns.

Remarks:

Is

:

:

600.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

My

Is

:

emarks

My

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
?
Does the public want talking Westerns:
Hope not.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
35 ; low price, 10.
No.
Do you have matinees
Three.
Changes of program weekly
No.
Orchestra
No. Organist
Remarks
How in the devil is a small fry with a
house like mine going to hack this sound business with a score charge of from $7.50 to $10 a day
for the noise and the film rental on top of that?
I need sound, but I can't see my way through the
I
am wondering who will
rentals as now priced.
play this stuff after it has gone the rounds of the
better houses, and none of the bush leaguers, to
keep their film bringing revenue for a year or so
afterwards.
I expect I could squeeze out on sound
film rentals for a week or two until the folks here
got their curiosity satisfied, but how will the sound
houses have been holding up after the "flood" is
over?
Is

:

:

:

to

lS

Non-synchronous
Yes.
Name of sound equipment

NOT

:

:

«ame of sound equipment

No.

:

First, compatrons' preferences are as follows
edy-drama second, Westerns ; third, melodrama.
like:
These two-timin' long
patrons do
drawn out neckin' seances. Most of the folks
now know how to do that sort of thing pretty
well themselves.
:

:

Population:
12,000. Sealing capacity:
Yes.
lave you sound equipment
•ynchronous
Yes.
Yes.
von-synchronous
Yes.
toth disc and sound-on-film :

200.

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment

My

low price, 25.
Yes.
)o you have matinees
hanges of program weekly: Three.
Organist:
Yes.
No.
)rchestra:
;

1,300.

575,000.

Population:

Have you sound equipment

:

Synchronous
No.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Phototone.
Name of sound equipment
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Some.
Seven.
Changes of program weekly
No.
Orchestra
No. Organist

:

50

MISSOURI
280.

Seating capacity:
Yes.
you sound equipment

Population:

ing.
£ sound
}oes a
best

41

Orchestra

:

No.

Organist

:

No.
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Hollywood

August

3,

1929

in Atlantic City

Trick nuitcrial
in the studios.

layout

of

is

known as "Breakaways"
is shown a complete

Here

baseball

bats,

clubs,

cliairs,

tomahawks, hatchets, bottles, stones,
knives and vases, etc.

jugs,

Here is a general view of the exhibition space occupied by the Motion Picture Exhibition.
Artistic layouts of Xnws greeting cards as exchanged by the stars can be seen group°d in
the background, as well as pictorial views showing The Art of Makeup as practiced in the
studios.
In the foreground is a frame containing a tiny pair of socks worn by Davey Lee

when he made "Sunny Boy."

the picture which

made him famous.

Charles Chaplin and his baggy trousers
are synonymous. Here is a display, for
the first time, of Charlie's original hobo
suit and cane. The feathered rooster costume at the left was worn by Charlie in
the "Gold Rush."

Ty HE

r

Hollywood Motion Picture Ex-

hibition in Atlantic City

is

one of

the most interesting attractions on Steel

Pier this season.

It

occupies one of the

Harold Lloyd sent the old battered horse car which he used in filming "Speedy." A wax
of Harold and a policeman are seen, exploiting his first audien, "W elcome Danger.''

dummy

large auditoriums which house an array
of props imported

Hollywood.

It

is

from the studios

in

proving of excep-

tional interest to tourists

from all parts
and each day thousands
of people and fans crowd the auditorium to see the personal effects of

personal

of the country,

jewels and wigs

their "favorites."

the old battered horse car which Harold

The exhibition consists of life size
wax figures of several of the stars, their

Lloyd used in "Speedy," the Queen's
coach of "The Iron Mask" and a dog-

belongings,

ing pictures.

ous pictures

with

costumes,

worn in their outstandEquipment used in vari-

is

also displayed; there

is

powered speedster used by Our Gang.,
The jewel display is somewhat dai
zling,

because reproduction of the Eurc

pean Crown Jewels can be seen as we!
as the latest creations worn by the stai
These jewels ar
in current pictures.
made by Peterson-Eagerstam of Holl;
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photo gallery and Buster KeaThere are 120 personally autograped photos. The wax figure of Keaton
displays a suit worn by him in one of hi<
77ie sfars

ton.

lute

pictures.

A

special booth for the display of exhibits from the juvenile members of Our Gang. Each
Tiny ribbons lead from the
of the Gang sent some part of their wardrobe for exhibition.
photo of the star to his exhibit, which is hung on a wash line. Each member also sent a
letter, written in their own handwriting, uhich can be seen in a frame at the left.
On the
floor is one of their dog-powered contrivances. A wax model of life size of "Jackie" is seen
standing on the right.

A

lifelike

robed

him

in

in

figure of Douglas Fairbanks,
the original costume worn by

The queens

"The Iron Mask."

shown.
In the background can be seen a corner of a portable
dressing room used bv Marion Davies.
carriage

is

also

value from an institutional standpoint
at

A

a

display of jewels which were worn in "Xoah's Ark.'' "Don Juan.'' "The Patriot." "Where
East Is
esC and "Captain Crack"; all are reproductions of historical pieces of art.

W

when the industry is undermanv changes, due to the in-

time

going

It will
auguration of sound picture.
remain open to the millions of Atlantic

City visitors until

the

latter

September, and admittance
rood, a firm

which

*ork and can,

upon

luce

specializes in this

short notice, repro-

any of the famous jewels of anv

•eriod.

The wax

figures are attracting consid-

rable attention

and are the work of

vatherine Stubergh.

Thev

are the exact

and dressed

costume
which he or she has made famous. For
the first time the original costume of
Chaplin can be seen.
Douglas Fairbanks is shown wearing his costume of
The Iron Mask."
The exhibit is proving of tremendous
size of the star

in a

is

part of
free to

Steel Pier patrons.

The

entire exhibition

personal direction of

who

Ed

is

under the

F. Corcoran-

is working in conjunction with a
committee representative of the major
motion picture producing organizations

of the eountrv.

—
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Colleen Moore and Janet QaynorWin

As Usual

(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO,

July 30.— The
Imperial theatre, a pioneer moving
picture house opened by D. J. Grauman and his son Sid, and the house
where Jack Partington obtained his
nearly training, is closed, but will be
opened as soon as audien equipment
can be installed. Of late it has been
devoted to vaudeville and moving

Eyes"—

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

1929

Pioneer Grauman House
Will Reopen with Sound

in Latest Pictures

Miss Moore Reveals Charming Singing Voice in "Smiling Irish
Miss Gaynor's "Lucky Star" Draws Well

3,

YORK, July 30.— Colleen Moore and
again, last week— in pictures— and both

Janet Gaynor came to town
gave their large following
Miss Moore proved she has a pleas-

further reasons for superlatives.
ing singing voice in "Smiling Irish Eyes" at the Central, and at the Roxy Miss
Gaynor's "Lucky Star" was setting an attendance figure higher than for "Street

pictures.

Angel."

Miss Moore Overcomes

Orlando Enterprises, operator of the Baby
Grand theatre in Winter Park, following the
the

Story with Winning Voice
TV/TISS MOORE'S friends were fairly
numerous in the somewhat select audience which attended the New York premiere
of her first talking picture, "Smiling Irish
Eyes," at the Central theatre.
Miss Moore has a charming screen voice
and sings very nicely. James Hall, who plays
opposite her, is a little fat but he sings nicely,

Missouri and

Annual

Those

things, plus beautiful photography
are all that can be said for First National's
latest picture.
Someone dug into a pigeonhole somewhere
and pulled out the formula for the story. If
too.

action of Judge F. A. Smith of the Seventeenth circuit court, in sustaining the demurrer
to evidence filed by the defendant in the case
in which an injunction was sought to stop the
showing of motion pictures on Sunday.

had been dusted off a little it would not
have been so bad.
The cute Colleen was
meant to be naive. She is a good little actress and she was naive.
There were miles
of naivete in "Smiling Irish Eyes."
Closeup
after closeup those eyes were thrown at an
audience which was inclined to grow restive
and snicker when it should have been wanly
it

smiling.

But Miss Moore's fans are undaunted. Give
her a decent story in talking pictures, they
sav, and she'll make a bigger hit than ever.
D.' F.

Farrell and Borzage

Janet Gaynor to

Aid

New Triumph

"Lucky Star" is a nice picture. It may be
a sweet picture, but it is a nice one, too, and
gets an excellent audience reaction.
Janet Gaynor, Charles Farrell and Frank
Borzage make a rare combination. In "Lucky
Star" they have not duplicated the intensity
of feeling that was to be found in "Seventh
Heaven" but they have given a number of
audiences a very pleasant afternoon and a
number of old women quite a good cry.
Halfway through the picture Gaynor and
Farrell
begin
to
speak.
It
immediately
changes the audience conception of the characters concerned.
After a little while eyes
and ear adjust themselves and can get along
fairly well with the new idea.
Farrell's voice
makes him more of a kid than ever not like,
as in the story, a man who has been overseas, in the hospital for a year, filled with
suffering, and, out of that suffering, filled
with the desire to make life brighter for a
country child with whom he eventually falls
It lacks depth.
But, still, it goes
in love.
over and is a picture which will keep you entertained.
The Roxy, in the first three days,
grossed over three thousand dollars above the
receipts for the first three days of "Street

—

Angel."

Action Against Houses
Playing on Sunday Fails
July 30.— Dissension over the
recent announcement by G. Crouch, owner of
Troy's two picture shows, that the theatres
will show pictures on Sunday, was carried
to the city council when an objecting resolution was presented to the body a few days ago.
Action was deferred when the resolution failed

unanimous support.
Opponents to Sunday motion pictures are
laying plans to make another legal attack upon
to get

Short Comedies Not Included in
Temporary Imports Banned by

Illinois

German

MPT O Meet

Set for August 19-20
(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS,

July 20.— Fred Wehrenberg,
of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Eastern Missouri and Southern
Illinois has announced that the annual convention of the organization will be held at the
Jefferson Hotel, St. Louis, on August 19 and
president

20.

Although the complete program for
gathering has not been decided as yet

BERLIN,

July 19.— (By Mail.)— The ad-

vent of sound had such a disturbing effect
on the German film industry that the
Emelka, next to the Ufa, the largest producing firm in Germany, has taken the precautionary measure of giving notice to the
whole studio personnel. At the same time
the Emelka has erected a sound studio in
its grounds near Munich.
*

the
it

is

certain that several men prominent nationally
in motion picture affairs will be included in
the speakers.
The program committee composed of president Wehrenberg, Oscar Lehr,
Ralph Goldman and L. C. Hehl are negotiating with a number of outstanding men with
a view of having them address the convention
delegates.

Two-Year Jail Sentence
For Starting House Fire
(Special to the Herald-World)

BEAMSVILLE, ONT.,

July 30.— Despite
her plea that she was under the influence
of liquor, Mrs. Lucy Cosmos, proprietoress
of a hotel at Beamsville, Ontario, was sentensed to two years in Kingston Penitentiary
when she was found guilty of setting fire to
Robinson's theatre, next door to the hotel,
three times during an afternoon.
Mrs. Cosmos told County Judge Campbell that her
own son was in the theatre at the time and
also that she had arranged to sell her hotel
and move to Ottawa but sentence was imposed.
This was the second theatre arson
case in Eastern Canada within a month.

Since July, 1928,

Are Indicted for
Moving Fight Picture

Six officials of the Good-Art Pictures Corporation were indicted by the federal jury
this week for transporting, films of the Dempsey-Tunney fight at Soldiers Field in 1927.
The six who were released on $5,000 bonds
each are
Henry Sonenschein, Harry O.
Voiler, Charles Penscr, Julius Mark, Charles
Hodes and Harry Pollack.
;

*

*

Germany has produced

75 sound pictures of an aggregate length of
17,814 meters; 3,869 meters were released
last year.
Six thousand five hundred and

eleven meters in the first quarter and 7,434
in the second quarter of this year.
These were mostly features, but the average
length is still 235 meters. The exhibition
was, of course, restricted to the few wired
houses.

meters

*

*

*

Berlin has three sound film theatres now.
"The Singing Fool" is running with great
success in the Gloria Palace, "Submarine"
is shown four times daily in the Ufa theatre, Kammerlichtspiele, and in the Nozartsaal, belonging to the Terra Company, the
synchronized "Wedding March" has had its
premiere, which was a great success for
Western Electric, but less so for Herr von
Stroheim, whose love scenes provoked
laughter and a whistling concert. But critics find good qualities in the picture and
on the score.
The Terra Company has now linked up
its
distribution with United Artists and
with Filmhaus Bruckmann into one organization, with branches in all parts of Ger-

many.
*

Six

Authorities

[By Berlin Correspondent of Herald-World]

The import

*

*

sound pictures has
been temporarily banned by the German
authorities. As short comedies do not come
under the Kontingent law, the first few
talking shorts were let in without hindrance
Warner Brothers, however, announced thf
importation of about 25 talking shorts
This seems to disarrange the government':
contingent calculation. The further impor
was stopped and conferences at the minis
try of economy are now being held to settle
of short

the question.

(Special to the Herald-World)

TROY, ALA.,

Emelka Gives Notice
To Personnel ; Erects
Munich Sound Studio

Campaign Against Blue
Laws Headed by Darrow
(Special to the Herald-World)

ATLANTIC CITY, July 30.— Clarence Darrow, famous attorney, headed a drive against
blue laws here. After a conference with local
business men, plans to repeal Sunday statues
in New Jersey and Pennsylvania were announced.

J.

D. Williams Returns
To U. S. for Short Sta)
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

July 30.— J. D. Williams, o

World Wide Corporation

arrives in

on Friday on the Bcrengaria. He
to say home for several months.

New

is

Yor

expecte

lU gust

3,
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SOUND PICTURES
Onward and Upward
By

F. H.

RICHARDSON

This is another of the series of interesting and constructive observations by the
"Herald-World's" projection authority who is noiv completing a tour of thousands of miles in the interest of better sound projection.
Mr. Richardson will
resume his Bluebook School immediately upon his return to South Lyme this
week or next.

~X

TE

/V

are

now

in

Eastern Trail.

Des Moines, on the
Rock Island is next.

Have had to decline several in\ hams to stop in cities, both because of
ck of time and because of the heavy
:pense; also in some cases because the
cal waited too long before writing.
However, as we go along, more and
ore it is made evident that the industry
moving onward and upward with some
eed, and that projection is moving along
ith

it.

Even so

while ago as 10 years the
ore room theatre was still very much in
idence.
It now to all intents and purges exists only in memory. Even that
latively short space of time backward
to the past the projectionist, then only
st barely beginning to emerge from the
nachine operator" stage, was well, any>w neither he or his work was, taken as
whole, anything to particularly admire.
Today, on every hand, I find literally
licture palaces," many of which might
rve acceptably as substitutes for the
sionary palaces of Aladdin, except that
ey might perhaps be too fine.
Today
hen I address gatherings of theatre
anagers and motion picture projection's I look out upon an audience which
ight, at least so far as appearances go,
composed of prosperous business or
little

THE HERALD-WORLD

and taking the tickets away from them.
His cognomen was E. N. Neu, and he is
a real motion picture theatre manager, as

CIRCULATES

soon was convinced. The theatre was
Its projectionist is
Earle by name.
named Alvin Galloway, and if all the
Galloways are like him, then me for the
Galloways.
I

/ have noted one thing on this trip.
As you all
know I have covered quite a lot of territory. I liave
as yet and I am on the return end of the trip now
found only one theatre which did not have EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD. That was in Omaha, and
the assistant manager, whom I saw, was not certain

—

1

—

they received it or not.
Struck me as not very promising for him.
An
assistant manager is presumably one who expects some
day to himself be a manager, and most emphatically
such a one should be very well posted indeed on
what avenues of information the theatre he is assistant in has available.
Were I an assistant manager I most certainly ivould
not permit any one to know if I lacked knowledge
as to what trade publications the theatre lutd available.
I ivould consider it as in the nature of an announcement that I was not nwking any very real study of the

the

When

I

entered the theatre, just to see

and hear, for we were both too tired to
remain for a show, a girl was singing
screen image of one I mean and I

—

listened in very real surprise, for, taking
the size of the image into account, the
rendition was pretty nearly absolutely per-

fect.
Moreover, Mr. Neu has not made
the common error of filling a great big
screen with a picture in a theatre which is
much better served by a small one.
The screen illumination, the projection
speed, and in fact the whole performance
was more nearly without fault than any
I have seen in quite some while.
My compliments to Mr. Neu and to Mr. Galloway.
business.
Manager Neu took me up to the proAnother thing, I have upon several occasions heard
jection room, which was of goodly prothe HERALD-WORLD quoted as an authority, which
portions, clean and orderly.
The equipis more than I have heard done in connection with
ment was, so far as I was able to judge
any other paper in the entire field. And I want to
by
hasty
and
rather
superficial
examinasay to you it is a real pleasure to be connected with a
tion, in excellent repair. It would seem
paper which is found in all theatres. This is particuto me such a manager and such a prolarly true when one meets with frequent indisputable
jectionist might well be in a much larger
evidence that it is respected and looked upon as an
ofessional men.
theatre and a much larger town.
And that is no mere
authority in the various subjects with which it deals.
mquet of words either.
Of course they are supplying an entire
It
is
plain
uth.
community, though a relatively small one,
I find, too, that, as compared with the
with high class entertainment, but just the
acknowledges the fact that for it he or she
lowledge possessed by the "operator" of
same we need such men in some large thefull
value
received.
gets
years ago, projectionists of today, again
atres in large cities, because some of them are
ken as a whole, for there still are backnot managed nearly as well as they might be,
ard individuals who have failed to adand would be, I believe, by such men as Mr.
nce, and now are beginning to stand out
Neu. Certainly Mr. Galloway would work
unhandsome examples, have easily
decided improvement in many large theatre
ladrupled their store.
projection rooms I have visited.
And all this is encouraging, both to we
Please, however, don't grab off the idea that
July 9, after a long, rather dusty, and in
ho have worked hard to bring about adI'm "knocking" the men in large theatres in
spots not-so-smooth run of 230 of those
jicement and to the motion picture inbig cities.
Nothing of the sort! Most of
Kansas and Iowa miles, friend daughter and I
istry, which cannot advance without imthem are high grade men, and are producing
parked ourselves wearily at an inn in the small
ovement in those who place its product
high grade screen results, but nevertheless
town called Carroll, in Iowa, shook off the
:fore the public, either at its full, splendid
there is still a considerable leavening of those
dust, washed our li'l faces and sallied forth to
due, or as a depreciated thing which has
who would have need to absorb several car
regale the inner man and woman at a resnail entertainment value.
loads of projection lore before they could be
taurant.
.Nor is this the whole story, for the
truthfully called high grade, efficient motion
The "regalement" at the country restaurant
oduct itself has kept pace with improvepicture projectionists. And it is of those pullwas nothing to rave over, but anyhow it
ent in other things.
Today we see upon
backs I speak.
filled up, and next to the cafe was a little
e screen an enormously improved enterI have but one criticism of Mr. Galloway.
theatre, all gaily lighted and doing business.
mment as compared with that of a few
He advised me he did not have the latest
•ars back.
for
that,
Us
of
'ello,
and
course,
just
say
to
The picture now is literally
Bluebook; also that he was waiting to secure
steady as the proverbal rock in all theascertain what manner of curiosity its sound
the third volume, which deals with sound.
res in which the projectors are mainwould prove to be for in the great majority
Mr. Galloway should keep right up to date
ined in good repair.
of small town theatres, sound is pretty nearly
It is brilliant.
It is
with projection books.
He should have not
autiful and it is appreciated by friend
just that.
only Volume 3 of the Bluebook, but also the
ibhc,
which pays in its money and
The manager was welcoming his patrons other two volumes.

—

!

A REMARKABLE
THEATRE

ON

—

:
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2169 Installations
Of W. E. Equipment
In American Theatrei
(S fecial

NEW

YORK,

to the

July

Herald-World)

30.—The

latest report (
the Electrical Research Products, Inc., install:
tion department shows 2,169 Western Electr
Sound Systems installed in American theatre
This is an increase of 50 over the last pr>
vious report. The new installations are:
wenesiey mils, diass., Lommumty
5.

Moline,

Le

111.,

Claire

1,5

Henderson, N. C, Stevenson

6

New

Castle, Pa., State
Las Vegas, Nev., EI Portal
Northfield, Minn., Grand

71

7
71

Moorhead, Minn., Moorhead

The largest department store in Hutchinson, Kansas, used the above ivindow display to
up Show Boat Dresses with Universalis "Show Boat," playing at the Royal theatre, one

tie

7;

Los Angeles,

81

L.
Ind.,

McComh,

Stereoscopic Vision

And

Voice Developed

On Standard Negative

method.

(Special to the Herald-World)

cuts

HOLLYWOOD,

July 30.— Stereoscopic vision and voice on standard size film is the
newest development of Captain Ralph G.
Fear, who heads the Cinema Equipment Company of Hollywood. The new invention, for
which he has applied for patents, is designed
to give a projected picture approximately 2 l/2
times the width of the present pictures and
produces a stereoscopic illusion, according to
Fear. The outstanding features of his invention are a wider sound track and the fact
that the pictures will use the present day
standard size of film.

Fear in his announcement claims the following advantages for his invention
:

Gives a larger picture on standard film.
Gives a more natural picture on the screen
because it more nearly approaches the normal
angles as seen by the human eye,
Cives a wider sound track for recording
sound photographically on film, which improves the actual sound record.
Gives a sound track approximately 2V^ times
as long as the present sound track, therefore
gives greater sensitivity in recording, because
with the present light valves the sound record
for each vibration is twice as long,
Broadens the sound recording scope by
giving increased length for recording, thus allowing recordings of twice the present frequencies now recorded.
Can be projected through the standard projectors

now

in use,

Can be printed on standard

printers,

Standard reels are used,
Standard developing machines, waxing machines, polishing machines, in fact, all standard
equipment now employed may be used,
Standard speed and footage indicators can
be used.
Standard camera magazines can be used,
Can be projected in any theatre having
present equipment with slight alteration to projector,

Standard cameras can be used after minor
alterations have been made,
Does not require any alteration

to

present

sound equipment,
Eliminates

the

when shown on
nification

is

off

the

This comparatively low frequency
of the harmonics and over-

many

tones that are so necessary for the correct
rendition of sound, and this is one of the
reasons why the speech recorded by different
actors frequently sounds the same."

Metropolitan Studios
Will Build

New Sound

Stage for Independents
HOLLYWOOD,

July

30.— Indicating

required,

trouble from curling film and
Comparative freedom from scratches.

In commenting on his use of standard size
for stereoscopic illusion,
Fear said
"Special slitting is required to secure the
double-width film.
A special perforater is
needed. Special cans are necessary for shipment from film manufacturer to the consumer. The later requires a special camera
for photographing.
"The present sound track," he points out,
"is not wide enough to give absolute fidelity
of reproduction. Due to its narrow width, any
weaving of the film while passing the aperture which permits light to pass through the

1 2i

l,0i

Illinois

81

Brookhaven, Mass., Arcade
St. Paul, Minn., Venus
Watkins Glen, N. Y., Glen
Rye, N. Y., Rye Playhouse
Rcdlands, Calif., Redlands
Manistee, Mich., Lyric
Olympia, Wash., Capitol
Pendleton, Ore., Alta
Los Angeles, Calif., La Brea
Battle Creek, Mich., Post
New York, N. Y., Delancey
Jessup, Pa., Favini
Peckville, Pa., Favini
Battle Creek, Mich., Post
Muncie, Ind., Strand
Brooklyn, N. Y., Sheffield
Springfield, Mass., Liberty
Fort Fairfield, Me., Park
Roxbury, Mass., Criterion
Beekley, W. Va., Palace
Junction City, Kans., Uptown
Nevada, Mo., Star
Cadillac, Mich., Lyric
North Bend. Ore., Liberty
Hillsdale, Mich., Dawn

4!

7
6.

7
1,5
,

Lebanon, N. H., Opera House
Los Angeles, Cal., Meralta
New Orleans, La., Strand

Yuma,

Ariz.,

Yuma
Quimby

Ohio, Lyric
Youngstown, Ohio, Paramount
Baltimore, Md., Astor
Bronx, N. Y., United States
Brooklyn. N. Y., Republican
New York, N. Y., Valentine
Holyoke, Mass., Strand
Bronx, N. Y., Kingsbridge
Willoughby, Ohio, Willoby
Bronx, N. Y., Mosholu
Buffalo, N. Y., Buffalo
Buffalo, N. Y., Century
Lancaster,

a

great boom in the making of talking pictures,
by leading independent producers, Metropolitan Sound Studios will immediately start construction of another 100x200 complete sound
stage, which will be one of the largest talking
picture stages in existence.
The new shooting area of more than twenty thousand square
feet will help meet the growing demand for
more sound stage space by various producing
companies now making talkies at Metropolitan.

The new improvement

111.,

Zanesville, Ohio,

(Special to the Herald-World)

be in addition
to the two complete sound stages already in
use at Metropolitan, and will provide an adequate area for the filming of scenes of unusual magnitude which are ealled for in two
or three forthcoming special productions to be
made here. Metropolitan is the only independent leasing studio equipped with Western Electric recording devices and the demand among
various unit producers for shooting facilities
has been very heavy.
Companies now producing at Metropolitan
are:
Harold Lloyd, Sono-Art, Caddo, Cliff
Broughton, Coronet Comedies, Lloyd Hamilton Comedies, Bercowitz Productions, and
Robert C. Bruce Productions.
will
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Audiens Are Destined
To Stabilize Future,
Claims R, R. Biecheh
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS

July 30.— For the purpose of
serving exhibitors in the Southern
territory, Electrical Research Products, Inc.,
has established a sales office in Atlanta at
428 Hurt Building, which will be in charge
of S. G. Bestar, Southern sales representative. Bestar already has arrived in Atlanta.

CITY, July 30.—"There is muc
talking and many changes to be made in tl
talking pictures, but, like the automobile, th(
are destined to be a stabilized product in tl
near future," R. R. Biechele, president c
the
P
Kansas-Missouri said. "It
true that the voices in many instances no
sound as though they were coming from 01
of a rain-barrel, but who can say that tl
first motor car looked like a 1929 model ?
also is true that there must be an adjustmei
in the high overhead operating expenses (
the 'talkies,' but do you remember the e:
penses attached to one of the earlier autorm
luiles?
The two inventions are very simila
There are some instances where exhibito
actually have switched from sound to silei
pictures, but those cases are exceptions ar'
the switch was not made because of the coi
viction on the part of the theatre owner th:
Economic reasoi
the 'talkies' had failed.
usually predominated.
"Before we know it the 'talkies' will t
coming forth with some new sound improv

His territory embraces the states of GeorFlorida, Alabama, North and South
Carolina, Mississippi and Missouri.

ment and soon we will look back and lauf
at the time we were doubtful concerning the
future.
More power to them."

so called grain in the film;
the screen, when great mag-

No

film

photo-electric cell, will cause a
change of tone in the reproduced sound.
"When a ribbon light-valve is used with an
aperture of .004 of an inch," says Fear, "the
highest frequency that can be recorded is
4/18.000 or 4500.
This is about the highest
frequency recorded by the variable density
to

1,8;

Marion,
Walla Walla, Wash., Capitol

the Schanberg cliain.

film

Temple
I., Bay Shore
Paramount

Cal.,

Bay Shore,

of

7)

Vinita, Okla., Lyric

Bestar Will Manage
Atlanta ER PI Branch
(Special to the Herald-World)

ATLANTA,

better

gia,

M T0

i

\ugust

5,

RCA
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New Al Jolson Film

Opens District
in

Offices

Atlanta;

Rosefie Id in Charge
(Special to the Herald-World)

ATLANTA

July 30.—With the estab-

week

RCA

Arkansas.
While
general headquarters,
ranch sales offices are to be established at
Charlotte and New Orleans,
lemphis,
leads of these branches will be appointed
y Rosefield following a tour of the ternary which he expects to make soon.

and

Louisiana

ippi,

itlanta

is

to

be

The premier performance

of the
6,

new Al Jolson picture. "Sav It with Songs,"
mark the third anniversary of Warner

will

Brothers introduction of the Vitaphone. In three short years, the revolution
that Vitaphone was predicted to make, by those who attended that first performance, is complete and that revolution is evidenced by the fact that one
third of the theatres in the Lnited States have installed equipment for the
presentation of sound pictures.

Those

that

attended that

first

perform-

1926, will remember that
Vitaphone was used for the synchronization
of the music score to John Barrymore in
"Don Juan," played by the
York Phil-

ance on Aug.

6,

New

harmonic Orchestra.

A

program

of Vitashort subjects preceded the screening of the feature and this program consisted of a speech of welcome by Will H.
Hays, the Philharmonic Orchestra playing
the overture from "Tannhauser," Marion

phone

Tally singing "Caro Nome," Efrem Zimbalist and Harold Bauer playing Beethoven's
"Kreutzer Sonata," Roy Smeck in "His Pastimes," Anna Case in "La Fiesta," Mischa
Elman playing "Humoresque" and Giovanni
Martinelli singing "Vesti la Giubba."

leForest Reports July

to Celebrate

Third Anniversary of Vitaphone
on Tuesday evening, August

of its southern division
Photophone,
leadquarters in Atlanta,
,nc, makers and distributors of the sound
levice of that name, enters very actively
nto business in this territory. Announcenent of the company's plans was made
Thursday by H. I. Rosefield, Southern diviion manager, who stated that quarters had
een established at Room 210 One hundred
nd one Building, on Marietta Street, and
he division office was ready to function
nmediately.
Rosefield will have supervision over the
erritory embraced in the nine Southern
tates of North and South Carolina, GeoFlorida, Alabama, Tennessee, Missisia,

ishment this

47

Had

the audience expected to witness just
unsuccessful attempt to give the
screen a voice, their skepticism was due for a
real awakening because the performance won
their acclaim.
The success of Vitaphone that
evening forecast in a large measure its sub-

"Lights of

New

Mark

at the

York," was given

Strand, July

its

premiere

6, 1928.

54 Dialog Features

To

date, in addition to the 650 shorts and
34 scores features, Warner Brothers have
completed 54 dialog pictures of feature length.

These include almost every kind of subjects
such as operettas, dramatic and musical
productions which have increased the scope of
the Vitaphone a hundredfold since August
1926.
Another point of interest is the introduction of natural color which is being
added to the Vitaphone subjects.
With an Al Jolson picture the first outstanding success in the realm of synchronized fealatest production, "Say It with Songs" mark
the third anniversary of the introduction of
the device.

another

Sales Good; 14 Orders

For Week Ending 27th
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

July

sequent achievements.

30.—General Talking

ictures announce that the July sales of De
orest sound equipment are up to average

new orders for the week ending
The West and Southwest were

14

ith
'th.

the
the

buyers for the month, the last week
rengthening their position.
The orders were as follows
Illinois:
the Hippodrome,
Murphysboro;
ippodrome, Herrin; Paradise, Moline; West
eatre, Galesburg.
Indiana:
Roxy, Gary;
on Ritz, Bedford; Strand, Hobart. Texas:

waviest

Gilmer; Star, Hereford.
Flandreau, S. D.
Ritz,
iltimore, Md.
Colonial, Portsmouth, N. H.,
id the Esperanza Iris, Mexico City, Mexico.

rystal

theatre,

Also the Crystal,

;

;

650 Shorts in 36 Months
In the intervening 36 months, Warner
Brothers have produced 650 short subjects,
covering a range of opera, instrumental music
and vaudeville and have brought to the screen
many of the world's greatest artists. Following the making of "Don Juan," Vitaphone was
employed for the complete scoring of 34 feature length productions after which dialog
was introduced into the action of the story.
Al Jolson in "The Jazz Singer" was one of
the first attempts and because of its success
more ambitious use of the Vitaphone was
made until the first all talking production,

"In Old California" at

Tec Art's W. C. Studios
HOLLYWOOD,

July 30.— Audible Pictures
11
start production on "In Old California"
s week at the Tec Art studios, according to
>n Young, president of the newly formed ornization.
The picture is not based on any
rticular historical facts but is one of intense
erest and romance.
In the cast are Helen Ferguson, Henry B.
althall, George Duryea,
Raymond Hallor,
rry Steers, Richard Carlyle, Fred Maletesta,
ila
Cohan, Orral Humphrey and Harry

Burton King

will direct.

NEW

plays the part of a Spanish girl

city

and many others, who cannot

YORK,

July 30.— Sound Films will

distribute Chesterfield audiens in the Eastern
territories, according to George R. Batcheller,
president of Chesterfield. He announces that

has been closed with Dave Brill
and Milton B. Kolb of Sound Films, who will

a contract

release "The House of Secrets" in Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Buffalo, Albany and Washington.

"The House of Secrets"

(Special to the Herald-World)

'

This

In Eastern Territory

T-S Signs Wells Root

'

film.

(Special to the Herald-World)

RCA

[

At Red Wing, Minn., the board of governors of the city made a personal investigation
of over 40 different devices and chose Phono-

Chesterfield Audiens

Miss Fergu-

\'EW YORK, July 30.— Wells Root,

is

Sourui Films to Handle

:n

1

equipment

of the machine.

who has
reared by an American family and does
t know that she
is of Spanish blood.
This is first of a series of eight dialog pieces to be made by Audible Pictures and each
II be released regionally.
Photophone
item of recording will be used.
i

July 30.— De Forest Phonosponsored by the censor
boards, unions, industrials and municipally
owned theatres because of the merits of good
salesmanship, according to Irving Lesser, general sales manager for De Forest Phonofilm.
It is not the sales talk, but the high standards
of the equipment that back the sales argument
which these organizations demand.
film

The state censor boards of Pennsylvania
and Maryland chose De Forest without a
salesman being able to present his sales talk,
the decision being made solely on the merits

(Special to the Herald-World)

len.

(Spe.ial to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

afford to become entangled in patent litigation,
have chosen De Forest products, according
to Lesser. The United Mine Workers installed
the device in Moline, Staunton and Benld, 111.,
and the McCloud River Lumber Company
chose the device.

udible Pictures Starts

•

Phonofilm Equipment
Sponsored by Censors,
Unions and Industrials

writer,

been signed by Tiffany-Stahl to write the
log for Mae Murray's first talking picture
Jacock Alley." Root was also with
G
1
Paramount scenario staff.

is

:

M M

;

Al Jolson

their first audien

and is recorded on discs and will be handled
by the following exchanges Premier Pictures
in St. Louis; Consolidated Films, New England States; Capital Film Exchange, New
York Favorite Pictures, Detroit and Security
Pictures in Illinois and Indiana.

—

:

'
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(Special to the Herald-World)

July 30.—Five
prints of "Innocents of Paris" have
been worn out during the engagement
of this production at the St. Francis
theatre, now in its twelfth week. In
the days of silent pictures film could
be run three or four weeks without
showing much signs of wear, but this
has been changed with the advent of
audien pictures, according to exchange and theatre men.

NEW

of Pathe sound studios, who has
been in Europe since his marriage to Miss
Ruth White, has returned from his

back

Delmar

—

C.

W.

Allen,

Oklahoma

City.

—

The Central field sales staff is composed of: C. W.
Stombaugh, Albany manager; O. Hanson, Buffalo;
H. S. Lorch, Chicago; J. A. Harrison, Cincinnati;
O. J. Ruby, Cleveland; W. E. Branson, Des Moines;
H. P. Zapp, Detroit; H. D. Graham, Indianapolis;
E. S. Olsmith, Kansas City; J. J. Clarke, Milwaukee;
H. Maclntyre, Minneapolis; R. S. Ballantyne,
J.
Omaha and C. D. Hill, St. Louis. The Western field
F. H. Butler, Denver;
sales staff is composed of:
J. S. Stout, Los Angeles; H. L. Percy, Portland;
A. J. O'Keefe, Salt Lake City; M. E. Cory, San
Francisco manager and C. L. Theuerkauf, Seattle.

—

"Hollywood Revue" Will
Open at Astor Aug. 14
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

July

30.— "The Hollywood

Revue," Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's talking-singing-dancing production, will have its premiere
at the Astor theatre on August 14.

Many
being
Marion

stars are in the picture.

Among them

comedy

adapted

from the

sketch.
Kane had an unex-

pected visitor while at sea. S. E. Fitzgribbon,
studio manager, showed the wedding pictures
of Kane on board the ship he was traveling.

Montreal City Loses
Case to Close Theatre
(Special to the Herald-World)

MONTREAL,

July 30.—The City of

Mon-

lost out in its action against Najeeb
Lawand to compel the demolishment of the
Laurier Palace theatre on the ground that it
treal

did not comply with the civic building bylaw, the Recorder's Court dismissing the case
with costs. The Laurier Palace theatre was
the scene of the holocaust in January, 1927,
City
in which 78 children lost their lives.
officials
recently ordered the theatre torn
down but Lawand took the matter to the
The theatre had been closed since
courts.
the disaster.

International Ad Men
Will See Special Picture
(Special to the Herald-World)

Davies.
John Gilbert, Norma Shearer,
Haines, Joan Crawford, Lionel Barrymore,

William
Buster Keaton, Karl Dane. George K. Arthur, Marie
Dressier, Conrad Nagel, Gus Edwards, Stan Laurel,
Oliver Hardy and Gwen Lee all appear in the new
picture,

musical
vaudeville

Robert T. Kane

C.

Washington manager. The Southern field sales staff is
composed of: W. W. Anderson, Atlanta manager;
R. C. Price, Charlotte; W. E. Callaway, Dallas; H. R.
Kistler, Memphis; G. C. Brown, New Orleans and

in the midst

of a new production
for Pathe's Melody
the
series.
"After
Show" is the production.
Its a two-reel

will

Cropper, Boston manager; J. J. Lane, New
S. Wolff, New York; R. Mochrie, Philadelphia; A. Goldsmith. Pittsburgh and R. C. Robin,

Harry

with

activity

handle the Silver anniversary pictures. The
four district managers are; E. L. McEvoy,
Eastern, W. E. Callaway, Southern, Stanley
Jacques, Central and Les Weir, Western.
The Eastern field sales staff is composed of:
R.

is

On his return, Kane
found the Pathe
humming with

Inc.,

Haven; R.

and

at his desk.

studio

to

manager of Pathe Exchange
last week the field staff who

Hodes

in

featured
"The
—Anitatheare
Page, Charles King and
supplemented by such
Their

addition

to

trio

in

Broadway Melody"

talents
Bessie Love.
stage luminaries as the Brox Sisters, Natacha Nattova,
("Ukulele Ike"), Jack Benny, the
Cliff Edwards
Rounders and the Albertina Rasch ballet.

Von Sternberg

to Direct

Jannings in UFA Picture
the Herald-World)
(Special
NEW YORK, July 30.—Josef Von Stern-

July 30.— During the month of
when prominent advertising experts
and members of the International Adver-

BERLIN,

August,

tising Association will, have their 25th meeting, an interesting film with the title "From
the Magic-Drum to the Advertising-ToneFilm" will be shown in the "Kamera," Unter den Linden, the well-known theatre and

as a contact between the individual exhibit
and the home office.
Accessories and e
ploitation material will come under th<
supervision.

Hodes announces that a new house org
will be known as Columbia Beacon

which

to be launched
stricted to the

ployees.

It

and its circulation will be r
Columbia sales force and ei

will contain sales suggestions,

formation about policy and details of

i

nation

tieups.

Photocolor Ready to
Supply Producers with
New Big Volume Proces

NEW

Special to the Hearld-World

YORK,

July

30.—The

Photocol.
president,
F.
Nemec,
entrance into actn
participation in the field of color productio

Corporation

through
announces its

its

"We were
strate

fully equipped long ago to demo
most conclusively that we had a col

process radically different in principle fro
anything heretofore offered to the industry
says Nemec, "but have withheld any v
nouncement until we were determined th
process was perfect. We have developed ai
perfected a revolutionary device which e
ables us to speed up volume production to
astonishing degree, through being able to pri:
in color far more rapidly than has heret
fore been possible, and this means that v
are prepared to supply producers with wha
ever number of prints they may require,
the same time eliminating the extended tin
elements usually associated with color prin
;

-

Deed Filed

PFL

for Largest

Theatre in Canad

(Special to

TORONTO,

tjie

July

Herald-World)

30.— A deed has

be(

in the city registry office at Toronto, 1
Famous Players Canadian Corp., for a laq
downtown property on which the greate
filed

theatre in Canada will be erected, constru
tion starting immediately. The theatre w
seat 4,200 persons. The structure will hai
frontage on three streets and will be adjacei
huge department store now beir
to the
erected by the T. Eaton Company. Plans pr<
vide for the setting back of the theatre 20 fe
from the street line to afford considerab
more sidewalk space in front of the buildin
Estimated cost, $2,000,000.

Lewis Lincoln Cory Dies
(Special to the Herald-World)

FRESNO,

German

CAL., July 30.—Lewis Linco
Cory, owner of the former Cory Theatre, ar
a leading business figure of Fresno, passe
away last week at Monterey. The house 1
built was for years one of the leading thi'
atres of the San Joaquin Valley.

Pope Bars Film Cameras
From Scene of His March
Herald-World)
ROME, July —According to orders from

Paramount Signs Langan

Wurlitzer-Studio.

I

This film gives a real idea from the prosperous work of Julius Pinschewer, who is
the creator and promoter of the
advertising film.

to

berg, director of several Paramount pictures,
has signed a new contract with the company.
Von Sternberg's first production on the new
contract calls for the direction of Emil Jannings in a
picture. It will be Jannings'
first
talking picture.
It
will be made in

cameramen from

Germany.

the occasion of the Eucharistic procession.

UFA

will install capable exploitation m
each of the divisional headquarters to i

in

president

For Silver Anniversary
the Herald-World)
(Special
NEW YORK, July 30.— Phil Reisman, gensales

pu
director for Columbia, has been a
pointed to head the newly created departme
of sales promotion. Columbia announces th
in creating this department a closer cont;
between sales and advertising will be effect
and that exhibitors will be aided in obtaini:
greater profits from Columbia products.
licity

to

honeymoon

Picturt

Hal Hodes, formerly advertising and

Kane's Honeymoon Over;
Returns to Pathe Studio
(Special
the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, July 30.—Robert T. Kane,

Field Staff Named to
Handle Pathe's Pictures

to

Sales Promotion

For Columbia

SAN FRANCISCO,

(Special to the Herald-World)

announced

H ead

12 Weeks' Run Wears
Out 5 Prints of Film

As Publicity Director
Of Columbia Pictures

eral

3, 192

Hal Hodes Appointed

Moss Resumes Duties

YORK, July 30.—Alex Moss has
resumed the post as director of Columbia
advertising and publicity, after a period
of four months, which he devoted exclusively to the handling of special story and
scenario work in the Bast.
Hal Hodes
will head the new department of sales promotion of Columbia (detailed in "The Theatre" department of this issue).
During this time Moss lined up some of
the most important stories on Columbia's
1929-30 program, including Belasco's "Ladies of the Evening," the Liberty magazine serial; "Murder on the Roof," Bide
Dudley's play; "Borrowed Love," Mark Linder's stage play; "The Squealer" and "For
the Love o'Lil." Moss also completed work
on Columbia's campaign book, which presents in graphic fashion the company's program of 26 features and 104 short subjects.

August

(Special to the
30.

the

Pope,

the

Vatican barred
Peters square July 25 on

governor of
St.

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

July 30.— John Langan, Ne<
stage director, is the latest addition t
Hollywood's talking ranks. He is working o
Paramount's "Kibitzer."

York

August

3,
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THE STUDIO
Hollywood Lots Booming With

NEWS
more
makes her talking
The French di-

picture before she
in "Anna Christie."

silent

debut

1929-30 Productions

MAKE OXE

3RETA GARBO WILL

Warner Brothers

M

*

*

*

?AUL WHITEMAN'S, "THE KING OF

Starts

By

an original story- The concompleted by Edward T.
_owe and Frank Dazey, of the Universal

JAZZ"

will be

•rudio scenario

staff.

*

*

*

appearance

Christie talking play will be an Irish
called "The Duke of Dublin," a story

omedy
>y Vernon Smith.

*

}LORIA

SWANSON WILL

make phono-

*

*

*

VAUGHN AND

VLBERTA

her

sister,

Adamae have been added to the sister spenumber in Warner Brothers' "Show of

ialty

under contract
)armour for the "Record Breakers"
Alberta

is

*

*

Larry

to

series.

*

THE FOUR year old baby of
"Our Gang Comedies," is playing the feaured part in the Gang's fifth audien, "BouncVHEEZER,

now

ng Babies,"

in production.

*

*

*

ETTA GOUDAL AT AX

Equity meeting

that
she
told
the audience
bought "the studios needed traffic cops to
rotect the Ford as well as the Rolls Royce
rivers."
She also said that "actors were
raveling salesmen in art."
* * *
last

I.

H.

week,

VAN LOAN, AUTHOR, PLAY-

WRIGHT

and newspaperman, has arrived
i Hollywood.
He will start writing for Uniersal, under a three year contract.
*

*

*

)OROTHY MACKAILL HAS RECENTLY
returned from Hawaii.
"I played in a
ozen pictures with Jack Mulhall, and went
.000 miles to get away from him," she said.
And when I walked down the gangplank in
lonolulu, who should be standing there with
beaming face but Jack, extending the hositality of the island."
* * *

>OUGLAS FAIRBANKS,
Young, are featured
icture,

in

AND

Loretta
JR..
the First National

"The Forward Pass."

The

to

latest

gn for this collegiate film is Dorothy Gullier, of the "Collegians" series.
*

*

opposite

Harry

Richman

in

lead

the

United
Miss

the

production "Song of Broadway."

was chosen for th% part after the fine
ork she did in "Bulldog Drummond," "Three

lennett
ive

Ghosts" and "Disraeli."
*

*

leading role in "Fast Company" and
>urning at her beach home at Malibu.

ompany" marks the
the star has
lonths.

is

the
so-

"Fast

fifth talking picture role,

made over

—

were

July 30. Every studio in town passed the mid-summer
booming with production. Not one lot is quiet where a year ago there

three.

last year many were marking time not knowing what to do.
contracts were signed with another six dozen players in the past few
days, showing that there is nothing subnormal about contract signing despite
the disturbances on the subject.

Plans are made

;

Production on Radio Pictures' "Tanned
Legs" began this week. George B. Seitz took
a company of 100 players to Laguna Beach
for location shots in this story of youth and
the craze for a dusky skin.
Barry Norton
and Marceline Day have the leads in this
George Hull story. Others in the cast are,
Rita LaRoy, June Clyde, Charles Byer, Seena
Owen, Walter Kane, J. Barney Sherry, Cora
Shumway and Hilliard Kerr.
Of 100 dancing girls used in the production
of R K O's "Rio Rita," 26 have been signed
for a period of one year. They will be under the direction of Pearl Eaton, and will
form the first stock chorus in the motion picture business.

Dolores Costello as Flapper
With the signing of Edna Murphy, Edward
Martindel, Jimmie Clemmons, Henry Stock-

Anna Chance, the cast of players
will appear in support of Dolores Costello in her newest audien, "Second Chance,"

bridge, and

who

has been completed.
The picture boasts of an unusual cast of
favorites, since those that are already signed
to appear in prominent roles are. Jack Mulhall, Chester Morris, Charlotte Merriam and
Ethlyne Clair.
The picture presents Miss Costello as a
Howard Bretherton is
present day flapper.

a period of eleven

D. H.

Gleason and Robert Armstrong.
will play the title role in

"Show of Shows"
One hundred stars
is

Armstrong
"The Racketeer."

Started

In round numbers that
the imposing array of outstanding stage and
!

screen celebrities to appear in "The Show of
Shows," Warner Brothers' ambitious musical
revue.
Those already signed are
John
Barrymore, George Arliss, Dolores Costello,
Monte Blue, Jack Dempsey, Georges Carpentier, Irene Bordoni, Beatrice Lillie, Ted Lewis
and many others. The entire Warner Brothers directorial staff, as well as the complete
list
of song writers, are contributing their
individual talents, while three dance and stage
directors are staging the numbers.
"Condemned" Started at U A
With an all star cast of stage and screen
celebrities,
"Condemned," the new Ronald
Colman picture for Sam Goldwyn, went into
production at the United Artists studios with
Wesley Ruggles directing.
:

The

picture has a locale entirely new for
purposes, that of the French penal
colony of Devil's Island on the coast of South

screen

America.
William Cameron Menzies, who
designed the sets has caught the feeling and

directing.

atmosphere of that most colorful and forbidden spot. The cast includes, Louis Wolheim,
Ann Harding, Dudley Digges and others.

Roach Completing Schedule

"Little

Two

comedies finished shooting at the Hal
Roach studios last week. They are "Bouncing
Babies,"
Our Gang comedy with little
Wheezer featured, and "They Go Boom," the
last Laurel and Hardy funny picture on this
year's program, directed by James Parrott.
Two new comedies began and they will be
the last camera work on the lot before the
annual studio vacation.
Charley Chase is in "Stepping Out," directed by Warren Doane and Harry Langdon
in "Sky Boy," his second audien under the
new contract with Roach, with Lew Foster
directing.

*

VELYN BRENT HAS COMPLETED

lat

point

;

*

OAX BENNETT WILL PLAY
.rtists

DOUGLAS HODGES

New

*

*

graph records of two songs she sings in her
irst talking picture "The Trespasser."

Shows."

—

(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS AXGELES,

IHARLIE MURRAY'S FIRST
in a

of

been

has

inuity

"Show

Shows" with a Cast of 100 Stars
Pathe Starts "Racketeer" Roach Is Completing Schedule
and First National Finishes Eddie Buzzell Musical

Jacques Feyder, will direct the silent
G M.
picture as his first for
-ector,

Underway

Thelma Todd

is

working simul-

taneouslv in both productions.
Pathe Starts "Racketeer"
With rehearsal of subordinate players already completed, production on "The Racketeer," Howard Higgin's picture for Pathe, will
be launched this week, following the completion of "Oh, Yeah," co-featuring James

Johnny Jones" Completed

"Little Johnny Jones," featuring Eddie Buzzell, finished this week, at First National.
In
the cast are, Alice Day, Robert Edeson, Edna

Murphy, Raymond Turner, Wheeler Oakman,
Lew Dunbar, Donald Reed, Aggie Herring,
LeRoy. Buzzell
it was directed by Mervyn
made a trip east as soon as the picture was
completed. It is not known whether he will
return for another picture, or remain in the
east, where several stage offers are awaiting
him.

"Broadway Hostess" Begins
"Boadway Hostess," starring

Billie

Dove,

was one of three

pictures to start production
at the First National studios this week.
Ed-

mund Lowe has been borrowed from Fox to
play the male lead.
The story is from the
Fannie Hurst novel, "Give the little Girl a
Hand." Millard Webb is directing. The cast
includes, Farrell MacDonald. Norman Selby
and Cissy Fitzgerald.
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and "Dynamite" on Thursday evening.
B. DE MILLE is again making
"DeMille-ian" pictures. This one ("Dynamite") has the stuff in it that made the man
famous. It is built of dramatic situations that
follow one another so rapidly that there is no
lime for reflection. The tempo is not that of
"The Godless Girl" or the others that he has
directed of late months.
His ability and genius are again strongly
obvious when he takes an age-old premise of
a condemned man marrying an heiress, and
builds from that a story that is hyperdramatic

CECIL

Two

men and a girl are the
and exciting.
The girl has an inheritance. There
triangle.
The man of her choice is the husband of another woman. The clause in the
The condemned man
will is the first menace.
is

is

a

will.

the solution.

But menace after menace arises. In each
DeMille constructs a strong situation.
There is fine syllogism in his technique but
case

there

is

the usual lack of

his situations.

many

logic in

But DeMille knows

His story does not appeal

to

his public

the

enjoy-

ment of mental man but emotional man. If
one went to criticize, academically, one would
say there was no story to begin with. Actually
it
doesn't matter whether the young woman
ever receives her inheritance or not.
be better for her and everyone concerned if
she is cut off without a dime. But DeMille's
fans are governed by feeling and sentiment in
Therefore reason can be left
the first reel.
It will

at

home.

Peculiarly enough college professors and
students of Pliny and Neitsche enjoy "Dynamite" as astutely as the pug with the broken
It has the story they like.
nose.
the girl who is won to the
love of a brave coal miner in a one horse
town. Charles Bickford is the romantic lead
who is freed at the moment he had prepared
He wins the girl and
to step on the gallows.
Conrad Nagel is the one who
the millions.
provides the villainy thread from the start to
He dies in the last
the finish of the story.

Kay Johnson

is

scene.

Xagel dynamites the fifth
and her sweetheart

ihe girl

level

and

Feathers"

opened

Artists theatre this week.

at
It

is

—

Extended Contract for
3
G Feature Players

M M

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

July 30.—Three players have
been placed under new extended-term conThey are
tracts by Metro-Goldwyn-Maycr.
Elliott Nugent, Lawrence Gray and Benny
Rubin. Gray has just completed his first singing and talking role opposite Marian Davies.
Rubin also played in the picture. Elliott made
his debut in "College Days."

John Stahl Returns

to
Studios After Illness

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

July 30.—John M. Stahl, in
of the Tiffany-Stahl West Coast
studios, return last week after being away for
several weeks. Upon his return Stahl took up
the production details connected with the filmAntonio"
and Kathleen
of
"Mister
ing

the
United
the produc-

Cooper-Shoedsack for Paramount.
It
features Clive Brook, Richard
It is
Arlen, William Powell and Fay Wray.
tion directed by

a silent picture of unusual merit.

HOLLYWOOD,

July 30.—The weekly pay
of the film industry in the City of Lo<
Angeles is $1,300,000. According to the Los
Angeles Chamber of Commerce this exceed:
the combined outgo for labor of petroleun
products,
meat-canning,
confectionery,
ia
cream, bakeries, beverages, ice and fruit
Motion pictures stand at the top of 35 bask
industries in the State of California.
roll

Production budget for 1928 in Hollywooi
$115,000,000.
This expenditure has beei
greatly expanded for added capital investmen
to take care of the new demand for talkim
pictures.
I have no exact figures for Holly
wood because installations are being mack
and new stages built. It runs, however, inti
many, many millions.
The sound situation has made this the yea

was

of heaviest expenditure.

More

millions havi

been sent through Los Angeles channels
ever before in our history.
From Los Angeles hundreds of films
out each year to provide the economic

thai

flow

fue

for invested capital totaling three billions o
dollars. There are 57,341 theatres in the work
dependent almost entirelv upon the productioi
of Hollywood picture plants.

;

Each year, $100,000,000 is spent in the news
papers and magazines of the world to adver
tise the photoplays made within Los Angele
County.

charge

Mavourneen."

Reginald Barker Is
Signed by Universal
(Special to the Herald-World)

July 30.— Reginald Barker
who directed "The Great Divide" for First
National has been s'igned by Universal to direct Joseph Schildkraut in his first starring
picture "The Mississippi Gambler." Carmelita
Gerahty will have the leading feminine role.

MGM

Chaney III;
May
Audien "Bugle Sound"
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

his

next

throat infection and will take a rest of several months.
Chaney was to make the picture as a silent
production.
It is reported that the picture
will be filmed as an audien.

picture.

Harry Langdon Marries;
So Does Anita Stewart
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July 30.— Marriages this
of George Converse and
Anita Stewart, and of Harry Langdon and
Helen Walton. Langdon was married Saturday night and left immediately for a wedding

week included

to

Star

in

Western Dialogues
On New Fox Schedule
(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES,

July 30.— Fox Film Cor
first Western of the new series wil
George O'Brien. The story is "The Loni
Star Ranger," to be directed by Buddy Erick

star

son.

The company's

reversion to Westerns of
brings about a product that i:
aimed to equal or outshadow the former Mi>
productions.
Box offices are to be given ar
added inspiration with the announcement
that O'Brien will do his stuff in the saddk
of these Zane Grey outdoor films.

high

that

:

order

O'Brien

July 30.— Lon Chaney will

make "The Bugle Sound" as
The star has developed a

not

O 'Brien

poration's

HOLLYWOOD,

liberates

at the cost of his

life.

"Four

the adventure and courage of these English
boys in the desert lands.
The photography is remarkably good. The
shots these travelers have brought back have
no equal in the world most probably. D. H.

of

so well that what does it matter if a woman
motors a six hour stretch in two hours. The
point is that the public likes the excitement of
his picture and is entertained emotionally.

1929

(Special to the Herald-World)

— Paramount

Famous Lasky and Metro-GoldwynIOS Mayer brought forth two pictures this week which attracted the attention of most all of the colorful figures of Hollywood. The two big
premieres came one after another with "Four Feathers" on Wednesday evening
July 30.

5,

$1,300,000 Is Weekly
Payroll of W. C. Studios
$115,000,000 Budget

PREMIERES
ANGELES,

August

the ideal figure for the parts aik
in the success of "The Iroi
Horse" and "Three Bad Men." He has th(
riding ability of Bill Hart, the strong figure
of Dempsey and the dramatic talent of a
recalls

is

his part

Barrymore.

Entire Child Cast; First
Film of Series Finished
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July 30.— Final scenes have
been completed on the first of a series of all
color audiens, by the Harriscolor Films Incorporated. The title is "Make Believe," and
The
features a cast entirely of children.
second of this series is due to start soon al
the

Tec Art

studios.

trip.

The imposing feature of the production is
the African scenes.
Wild animals in their
native haunts cannot lie photographed by any
other means than the manner in which Paramount has obtained these.

The theme

of

the picture is the fighting
spirit of the young soldier enacted by Richard
Arlen.
There is a strong romantic thread
throughout the story which is subordinated to

Albert Deane a

Daddy

Special to the Hcarld-World

NEW

YORK,

July

30.— A

Donald
Mr. and Mrs.
son,

Richard Deane, was born to
The father, who
Albert Deane, on July 14.
was formerl" editor of two Paramount house
organs, is now in charge of the foreign production department of the company.

Emmett Flynn

to Direct

"Shannons of Broadway"
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July 30.— "The Shannons
of Broadway," popular stage hit, will be made
It will star
into an audien by Universal.
Tames and Lucille Gleason and will be directed
by Emmett Flynn.

August

3,

Show
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RCA-Spoor-Berggren Filming

on

Pictures

A Concave Screen
Herald-World)

Begun; Equity Eyes N. Y. Studios

(Special to the

WASHINGTON,

July 30.—An

in-

was recently demby Dr. P. L. Couof Foreign and
Domestic Commerce is advised. Proceeding from the fact that the retina

RKO

teresting invention
onstrated in Paris
coud, the Bureau

the

of

human eye

is

Finishes 4 Shorts at Gramercy Studios

Clive

Brook Story

NEW

July 30.— Columbia Pictures

bought the Bide Dudley's stage success,
Borrowed Love" and signed Margaret Livngston, well known stage star, according to

lave

Columbia headquarters.
Tolumbia has also renewed Frank Strayer's
ontract and signed Jack Egan for the title
ole in "The Broadway Hoofer."
The cast for the Dudley picture has been
elected and will be announced at a later date.

from

Vlargaret Livingston will make six audiens of
eature 'length and is but one of the several
Some of
irominent names recently signed.
he others are Bert Lytell, Jack Holt, Ralph
iraves, Dorothy Revier, Belle Baker, Marie

Molly O'Day and Lila

O'Neil,

^ee.
'

DOUGLAS FOX

July 30.— Rudy Vallee is the star of the first Radio picture
Spoor-Berggren three dimensional widescreen process at the
here.

They started shooting on "Campus Sweethearts" last Monday morning.
On Tuesday morning Vallee had a free half hour and immediately went to
work under the direction of Leo Meehan who found that the idol of the night
club, the radio and the presentation house was an actor, too.

Margaret Livingston

Sally

the

Gramercy Studios

(Special to the Herald-World)

iaxon,

of the

YORK,

made by

Columbia Buys Dudley
Stage Success, Signs

coming

"The Broadway Hoofer" is a musical in
vhich Jack Egan will have the male lead opSally O'Neil under the direction of
>osite
Jeorge Archainbaud. Egan has made several
lictures for Universal, Paramount and First
vational.

He took the part cold and is using his own
name, a pretty good box office stunt. Other
jobs keep him busy and he can work at
only in the mornings which makes the shooting
schedule on "Campus Sweethearts" no sinecure for Meehan and his cronies.
The picture, which is a two reeler and more
than half done will be finished by the time

RCA

that this

is

in print.

Radio Completes Four Shorts
Radio Pictures this week have the distinction of having four short subjects, all recently
completed at the Gramercy Studios, on Broadway as well as their first full length feature,
"Street Girl," which opens tonight at the
"The TravGlobe theatre. The shorts are
:

eler" and "The Burglar" with Marc Connelly,
"St. Louis Blues" and a piece with Godfrey

Ludlow, the

violinist.

Connelly, by the way, has also completed "The Uncle," and "The Bridegroom"
which will be on the main stem soon, and

Marc

is now working on "The Engagement."
new series of 26 short comedies produced

A
at

Gramercy Studios will be called "Gramercy
Tabloid Features" upon their release by Radio
the

South African

Company

K

O Contracts
Closes R
For 1929-30 Program
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, July 30.— Kinemas Limited
h South Africa has closed a contract with
iadio Pictures for its entire 1929-30 program,
ccording to cable advices from Joseph I.
ichnitzer, president of R
O.
Kinemas Limited is a British company and

Pictures.
Clive Brook arrived here last

week

to start

work on "The Return of Sherlock Holmes,"
in

which he plavs the

mount Astoria
viously stated,

title

ParaDean, as pre-

role, at the

studios.
Basil
is directing.

7

K

.

was closed in England between
and Dowling, acting for R K O and
idney Hayden, acting for Kinemas.
Another contract has been signed whereby
LKO products will be shown throughout
idia, Burma and Ceylon in the Madan ciruit of theatres.
This deal was signed in New
ork with Burjor Madan, who recently made
trip to America for that purpose.

lie

deal

•chnitzer

Alice White Will

Remain

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July 30.— Alice White will
?main with First National, it was announced
v Jack Warner, after the star had signed a
ew contract, this week.
Her first picture
nder the new contract will be "Playing
round."
William Bakewell will have the
;ading

male

role,

and Mervyn LeRoy

will

irect.

Turpin in "Love Parade"
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

Starts

—Vaudeville Supplying Most
—Denies Signing Menjou

By

exhibited can not be defined as stereoscopic films, but they give a much
greater impression of relief than a
picture projected on an ordinary
screen.

,vord

— Paramount

Supporting Casts

concave, Dr.

Coucoud is showing motion pictures
on a concave screen. The films thus

NEW YORK,

51

July 30.— Ben Turpin has
en signed to play a role in the Paramount
cture "Love Parade."
Lupino Lane, comean, will also play in the production. Maurice
hevalier heads the cast in "Love Parade."

Equity on the Job
Reports issued previous to the date of this
writing that production had begun on the
detective thriller are at variance with the
facts.
Paramount is not saying anything
about it, but no casting has been done yet.
Brook is on a long term contract, so he's all
right as is Jean Eagels who will make her
fourth picture on Long Island in the very
near future. It is the problem of a supporting cast that is making trouble for the Paramount executives. Equity is keeping close tabs
on all the New York studios and actors.

Vaudeville Supplying Supporting Cast
Radio has solved the problem through its

RKO

vaudeville circuit.
connection with the
The supporting cast at Pathe Sound studios
are almost entirely made up of vaudeville
people or triumphantly buxom beauty contest
winners.
Powers Cinephone are using the
Equity contract and American Sound Studios
state that they intend to do so, while the talent
the Vitaphone studio is recruited largely
from the boards of the three a day.
Dorothy Cumming in "Applesauce"

at

Dorothy Cumming is the latest addition to
the cast of "Applesauce," the Mamoulian picture which has been in production for some
time now and which all the studio boys say
Miss Cumming plays the
is a world beater.
part of a Mother Superior. She had the part
of the Virgin Mary in DeMille's "King of
Kings."

The production crowd from Powers Cinephone is on location at Mount Vernon and are
working out exteriors for the series of twelve
Powers Pow Wows, short burlesques on talking newsreels.

Victor Gems Completed
Out of the 26 Columbia- Victor Gems to be
1929-30
released by Columbia during the
season, seven have already been completed at
the Victor studios in Camden, New Jersey.
These seven have been shown on Broadway at
the Embassy theatre. The two completed this
week are "Snappy Co-Eds," starring Nan
Blackstone, and "Jailhouse Blues," a one reel
musical comedy with Mamie Smith, originator
of the "blues" type of song.
Universal has made no definite choice of
And said
location for its eastern studio.
studio, contrary to the statements given out
by Laemmle's aides a few weeks ago, will not
be functioning at full blast by the middle, or
even the end, of August.
It was admitted at the American Sound Recording corporation today that that organiza-.
tion had signed no contract with Adolphe

Menjou.
Here's one slant on what is doing at Pathe.
Mildred Schroeder has a role in George
LeMaire's "Barber's College," produced at
Mildred comes from
Sound Studios, Inc.
Plainville,

Cincinnati.

Winner of

a

contest

which included seventy contenders from her
home town she got all her expenses to New
York plus the job in "pitchers." The day she
arrived here she was welcomed (according
to Rutgers Neilson, Pathe publicist) as the
winner of the Sixth Annual Business Men's
Club Contest. And you can figure that one
out yourself.
Ken Murray was one of the
judges.

Suggested head
Plainville Beauty Triumphs.
Bob Kane, president of Pathe Sound Studios, returned from Europe on the Isle de
France a week ago today.
:

Hersholt Postpones Tour
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

July 30.— Jean Hersholt
has been forced to postpone the stage tour he
had planned, it was announced this week.
Two months ago the actor agreed to play a
featured role in a forthcoming United Artists
picture, and the agreement has been put into
effect.
Hersholt will make the tour upon the
completion of the picture.

Lasky Find in New York
(Special
Herald-World)
NEW YORK, July 30.—Nino Martini, 26to the

year-old Italian tenor, arrived here last week
to prepare to sing in Paramount pictures.
Martini is a find of Jesse L. Lasky.
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Herald- World's Production Directory
DIRECTOR

STORY

BRAND

CHIEF

NAME

PLAYERS

STARTING

STORY

DATE

Columbia Studios

"Sweetie"
"Behind the

DIRECTOR
Frank Tuttle

BRAND

CHIEF

NAME

PLAYERS

Robert Milton

All-star Cast
All-star Cast

Edward

Clara

Make-Up"
Hobart Bosworth
Johhny Mack Brown

Ralph Inee

'Hurricane"

Tom

July 17

"The Saturday
Night Kid"

Bow

Sutherland

O'Brien

RK0

Studios

Christie Studios
"Tanned Legs"
'Faro Nell" or

William Watson

Louise Fazenda

John Francis

Marilyn Miller

June

17

Eddie Buzzell

June

19

Untitled

Warren Doane

Charlie Chase

"Sky Boy"

Lewis Foster

Harry Langdon

Dillon

Johnnie
Jones"

Mervyn LeRoy

Alice

"The

Woman

on

the Jury"

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
and Loretta Young
William A. Seiter Dorothy Mackaill
Edmund Burns
Alice

Title)

July 22

Al Ray

"Kathleen

"Mr. Antonio"

Sally O'Neil
Charles Delaney

James Flood

Leo Carillo
Virginia Valli

Sidney Blackmer

'Broadway

Webb

Millard

Billie

Dove

July 23

Edmund Lowe

Hostess"

Tec-Art Studios

Cissy Fitzgerald

'Painted Faces"

Fox Studios

Frank O'Connor Ethel Clayton
Francis X.

Pickwick Prods.

Bushman

Py Parvis
"Frozen Justice" Allan Dwan
"Married in
Marcel Silver
Hollywood"
"Sunny Side Up" David Butler

"Why

Raymond Cannon

Leave

Lenore Ulric
Harold Murray
Norman Kerry
Janet Gaynor
J.

Charles Farrell
All-star Cast

June 17
June 24
June 24

to

June

Frank Borzage

Will Rogers
Irene Rich

July

Kenneth Hawks

Lee Tracy
Mae Clark
Helen Chandler
John Garrick
Robert Emery

July 8

See Paris"

"Big Time"

"The Sky Hawk" John Blystone

Helen Ferguson
Gebrge Duryea
Larry Steers

California"

1

Ray Hallor

July' 15

Charles Reisner

"Trader Horn"

Harry Carey
Edwina Booth
William DeMille Vita Johanne
Basil Rathbone
Joan Crawford
Jack Conway
Robert Montgomery

Bessie Love

NO PRODUCTION

Universal Studios

July 22

Charles King

"Navy Blues"

Vandyke

Clarence

Brown

William Haines
Anita Page
Karl Dane
J.

•

"Jealousy"

Jacques Feyder

C.

May

7

'Tonight at

June 20

June

'The

Law

Mai

St.

Clair

Madge Bellamy
George Lewis
Marguerite Livingston
Vera Reyonlds
Mary Doran

27

July 15

in

Joe Levigard

Hallam Cooley
Ted Carson

Jack Nelson

Bobby Nelson

the Saddle"

Nugent

Greta Garbo

Harold Lloyd

Harry Pollard

Twelve"

July 20

'Six Gun
Justice*'

Warner Brothers Studios

Metropolitan Studios
"Welcome
Danger"

Carlsbad Prods.

United Artists Studios

"Road Show"

"Twelve Hours
of Love"
"Jungle"

Santschi

Blanche Mehaffey
Reed Howes
Donald Keith
Majorie Keyes
Philo McCullough

Builders"

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios

S.

Tom

Jack Irwin

'Empire

Daphne Pollard

W.

Joan Wyndham
Sunburn Jim
Henry Walthall Audible Pictures

Burton King

'In Old

24

Home"
"They Have

Lloyd Prods.

Sept. 17

'Disraeli"

Al Green

'Under a Texas

Michael Curtiz

George Arliss
Joan Bennett
Florence Arliss

David Torrence

Pathe Studios
Yeah"

'Rich People"

Tay Garnett

E. H. Griffith

Robert Armstrong
James Gleason

Zasu Pitts
Patricia Caron
Constance Bennett
Regis Toomey
Robert Ames
Mahlon Hamilton

July

1

July 23

Paramount Studios
"The Love
Parade"
"The Mighty"
"The Love
Doctor"
I

Ernst Lubitsch

Maurice Chevalier

John Cromwell

George Bancroft
Richard Dix

'The Sacred

Brown

Archie Mayo

Flame"

"Show of
Shows"

Staff Direction

'Tiger Rose"

George
Fitzmaurice

George Stone
Raquel Torres
Pauline Frederick
Lila Lee
Conrad Nagel
Walter Byron
William Courtenay
All-star Cast

Lupe Velez
Monte Blue
Grant Withers

'Second Choice"
Melville

Frank Fay

Myrna Loy
Armida
Noah Beery

Moon"
'Oh,

June
June

29
29

20

TifTany-Stahl Studios
Mavourneen"

Day

July

Harry Gribbon
Thelma Hill
Ben Alexander

(Temporary

July 15

Co-starring

Eddie Cline

Andy Clyde

Mack Sennett

Mode"

Ford Sterling
Richard Barthelmess
Marion Nixon
Jocelyn Lee

Frank Lloyd

July 20
July 10

Sennett Studios
"Love a La

Edna Murphy

"The Forward

20

Day

Robert Edeson

'Young Nowheres"

July

Roach Studios
First National Studios

'Little

Marceline Day
Barry Norton

Jack Luden

"In Old Callforny"

"Sally"

George B. Seitz

July 15

Howard
Bretherton

Dolores Costello
Chester Morris

Edna Murphy
Jack Mulhall

June

8

July

6

August

3,
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THE THEATRE
Diplomacy

Keynote to Success
Of Theatre Manager, Says Vogel
Is

an exhibitor opens a big house he should remember that after the novelty
wears out it's his show and the pleasantness of appointments throughout the theatre which draw and hold his patrons. They expect cleanness, neatness, and good ventilation.
That is the operation psychology advanced by Joe
Vogel, assistant general manager of the theatre department of Loew's, Inc.,
New York.
Exhibitors, if they want to build up a following, should never overadvertise,
he says never say a show is great when it is average, but should save their fire
till they get a real feature which they can play up as it deserves.
If

of

its size

in the right," Vogel told
Diplomacy is the keyHerald- World.
note of the popular exhibitor. The money
of involuntary standees (people who have
come in with the expectation of finding
seats and have been disappointed) should
always be returned.
There should not be too much kow-towing on the part of ushers. It makes people
uncomfortable. A pleasant deference is nice
and pleasing but the exhibitor should not
submit his patrons to a treatment with
which they are unfamiliar and do not under-

"Patrons are always

the

stand.

A

novel marquee lighting display was
used with considerable success at the
Capitol theatre, Hazleton, Pa., in connection with the run of "Fox Movietone FolThe letter "F" is 14 feet
lies of 1929."
high and forms the initial letter for "Fox"
and "Follies," which is spelled out in
small letters, arranged in straggle fashion.
The whole display was made of beaver
board with lights fastened in perforations
in the letters.

Billboards Are Losing

Value for Exploiting
Pictures, Ad Men Claim
In the estimation of most theatre men in
Wisconsin, billboards are losing their value
as
advertising mediums for the theatres.
There was a time when only a few products
were advertised on the billboards in addition
to amusements.
Accordingly the billboards
had a tremenduous pulling power for the
theatres.
Today, however, there are so many
varied products using the billboards for their
idvertising, that their value to the theatre
nave decreased accordingly.
James Keefe, advertising manager for the
Fox-Midwesco Theatres, believes the billsoard has lost considerable of its value to the
heatres.
Accordingly, Keefe believes, the
lewspaper's importance as advertising mediums for the showman has increased and the
heatre advertising copy has
improved in
nake-up.
R. \V. Wood of the Milwaukee Theatre
circuit's Sheboygan theatre also believes that
he billboards are not as effective as in past
ears for theatre exploitation. Wood believes
hat billboards used occasionally in conneclon with other exploitation stunts are efective, but that they can be overdone.

Ushers and cashiers should be pleasant
looking and pretty

if

possible.

It

helps a

good deal in making a favorable impression
on patrons.
As for sound, Vogel believes it's here to
stay and that constant application by the
exhibitor to his particular system will help
him to have a better show. "In every
large theatre," he said, "there should be a
man to watch the sound, to change the
volume to meet the size of his audience.
It should not be left to the operator who,
from the booth, cannot hear it properly.
Pictures like "Madame X," "Interference,"
and "The Trial of Mary Dugan," can be
ruined if the volume is not properly handled.

At this point it may be well to bring in
what Jack Barry, in his managers' class,
teaches the

men who

take charge of Publix

theatres.
"Profit consists in building

up your gross
and cutting your expense," Barry claims.
Any man who does not know how to take
care of equipment is wasting dollars. Our
men are trained to handle it efficiently.
They receive detailed instruction on the
function and proper maintenance of seats,
screens, motors, fans and lighting fixtures.
They have a thorough electric and sound
training as well as work on lighting and
cleaning schedules. They are taught everything that helps toward patron comfort.
"They are not taught any schedules of
maintenance or replacement, those things
are not necessary if they do their work as
it should be done.
And by the time we are
through with them they know how to do
their work."

Arliss to Sail for

England

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

July 30.— George Arliss will
directly to England as soon as he completes the Vitaphone version of "Disraeli" at
the Warner Brothers studio.

go

Isolated Small

Towns

Proves Salvation of
Many Theatre Owners
(Special to the Herald-World)

QUINXY,

CAL., July 30.— The West is
the land of magnificant distances and in
distance is the salvation of many small theatres owners.
That is the opinion of Paul
Sprague, owner of the Quincy theatre, who
declares that only isolation permits the
operation of many theatres, including his

own.
"Truly,

it is the case of the exhibitors in
small towns being between the devil
and the deep sea," says this exhibitor. "If
they install sound equipment the chances
are they will lose money, and if they do
not their patrons will go to a town where
audien productions are offered.
The exhibitor who is located in an isolated community, far from larger towns, is indeed
fortunate, in a way, but the problem of
securing silent pictures is now looming up.
"Naturally, the people of my town would

the

like me
am now

to put in

sound equipment, but

getting what

available.

I

doubt

if

I

amusement money is
my returns would be

any heavier if I could offer sound productions tomorrow.
If audien equipment was
to be installed in my theatre free of charge
I could not afford to show sound productions as the added cost of service would
amount to more than any increase in receipts.
case is no different from that of
hundreds of other small exhibitors in the

My

West, and elsewhere, with the exception
that there are no large towns within easy
reach with theatres equipped for sound,"
he said.

Pathe Makes Tieup ivith
Neverbreak Trunk Company

To Exploit

"Paris

Bound"

Pathe has effected a tieup with the Neverbreak Trunk Company for the exploitation of
"Paris Bound," Ann Harding's first Pathe
starring picture.
Attractive four color posters have already
been sent to the exchanges as well as to
Neverbreak dealers throughout the world. All
department stores handling these trunks will
display these posters and many luggage dealers will devote window displays to the picture.
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Aerial Campaign With
Grocery Stores Tieup
Puts Over "Sonny Boy''
Wayne W. Dailard, director of
Orpheum theatre, Memphis,

publicity at

the

staged an
campaign and grocery stores tieup to
exploit Warner Brothers' "Sonny Boy," which
brought excellent results.
The aerial campaign was made with a tieup
with the Memphis Air and Transport comaerial

Mayor O.W. Smith

pany, whereas- the air port furnished a large
Stinson ship which made daily flights over
the city, carrying a huge sign painted on the
underneath side of the wings. Each day SO
reserved seat tickets to the theatre and hundreds of heralds were dropped from the plane.
Dailard's tieup with the grocers was made

through a local manufacturing company producing a butter product under the label of
"Sonny Boy."
A full page of newspaper
space was sold to the stores using this product and each of the stores furnished window
displays made up of Davey Lee stills and
press matter.

In addition to this, a tieup

was

made with the local Marmon dealer, whereby
a new flashy roadster was driven about the
streets by an attractive girl and a small boy
dressed in a Davey Lee suit.
The car earned a large pennant announcing the name of

the picture and the theatre. To create added
interest a prize of $5 was offered to the writer
of the best 50 word essay on the "Sonny

Boy Marmon."

A
Handsome

STATE

A Seaulih
Blonde

Admirer!

Convict

BIG BILL

BOYD'S
FIRST ALL-

TALKER

A

1

Great Love
Story In
Pictures!

AM
B OYD
WILLI
IN

'HIGH

VOLTAGE

On 1M Movl

QEORQE LYOKS

Path! Sound Hew*

OWEN MOORE
CAROL LOMBARD
DIANE ELLIS
Fio.l Showing Tonifhl

_

'THE RESCUE"

with

Ronald

Colrr

Here is a display of white space coming
from the State theatre, East Liverpool,
Ohio. "The Theatre" welcomes the read-
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—

Main St

Decatur

III.

The above picture is that of a mammoth letter which Paul Witle, manager of the
Great States Theatres, Decatur, III., sent to Mayor Smith, extending the best wishes of
the theatre for his speedy recovery from his recent illness. The letter was eight feet
long and four feet high, weighed 18 pounds and took 294 two cent stamps. It was the.
largest piece of first class mail ivhich ever went through the Decatur post office. Although this in no way exploited any picture, it was good publicity for the theatres and
was given considerable mention in the papers. A goodwill builder. Paul Wilte is
shown on the left and Postmaster Hill on right.

Cracking "Cocoanut" Jokes Gets
Whole Town Interested in Film
When

the Paramount audien was booked to play the California theatre, San
Nat Holt, manager, realized the possibilities this picture offered for
novel exploitation. He got real busy and unlimbered a whole arsenal of ideas,
which was responsible for a three week run of the picture, despite the warm
weather and vacation period.
The streetcar company in East Liverpool
He began by sending out personal letters
These were printed and
sold weekly passes.
to a selected list, using the California theFrancisco,

atre letter-head, the letter advising that a
real estate boom was on, with some out-oftown promoters pulling some original
"stuff."
Then the recipients were advised
that the promoters were none other than
the famous Marx Brothers, assisted by
sixty Broadway beauties, and that a $6.60
show was being offered at regular California theatre prices. The $6.60 show idea
was also carried out in all the newspaper
advertising.
Then arrangements were made for a tieup with Haas Brothers, who conduct a
chain of eight retail candy stores, and this
concern put out a special box of candy,
called "The Cocoanuts," with each box containing a picture of one of the chorus girls
Photographs of the Marx
in the show.
Brothers in the display windows of each
store tied in the California theatre.
The niftiest stunt of all, and one which
reached everybody passing the theatre, was
the placing of a loud speaker in the lobby.
This brought the audible part of the show
right out to the street and passersby could
hear the wisecracks of the Marx Brothers
and the laughter of the audience. Even
those who could not find time to go to the
show absorbed some of the jokes and went
away to repeat them to others, so that
"Cocoanut" jokes became quite the rage.

"Show Boat" Dresses and

ers to voice their opinion of this advertisement, as to balance and the amount of

while space used. Irving Mack stresses
balance; what do you say to this one?
The original ad appeared in the newspaper, three columns wide and 12 inches
deep. What about the border the type?

N.

Elephant Boosts Picture
Andrew

Sharick, Universal exploiteer, and
William Thalman, owner of the Ceramic theatre, East Liverpool Ohio, broke all records
at that theatre for a seven-day run by their
exploitation of "Show Boat."

advertised the picture on the reverse side. In
addition, the Stein Dry Goods company, selling the nationally advertised "Show Boat
dresses," included five-color heralds in each
package of dresses, and gave over two store
windows to cut out displays.
Not content with this, an amusement park,
called Rock Springs, was used to great ad-.'
vantage.
There is at the park a six-ton
elephant, which they paraded around with
signs on him advertising "Show Boat." In a
circus show given at the park, the band played
"Show Boat" music for a week. An aerialist
sat on a trapeze at the top of the tent, and
advertised with a megaphone.

U. S.

Army Recruiting

Service Boosts Film
With Special Display
Manager Alec Sayles of the Leland theatre,
Albany, New York, uaed an Army Recruiting
Service tieup to help exploit his showing of
G M's "A Man's Man." The tieup was
made with the U. S. Army Recruiting stations
and special one sheet made up reading: "Be
A Man's Man and Join the Army. See Wm.
Haines in 'A Man's Man' at the Leland The-'
atre." Twelve of these were set out by the
army people in very choice locations in the

M

city.

Sayles decorated the
photos and are signs,

lobby with colored
with a transparent

In the front
electric sign on "A Man's Man."
he had four three sheet signs, also a shadow
box effect and a banner twelve feet long and

four feet high, in a frame.
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Office Stimulants

Here's a Thrill!

The

4^

WEEK
'eginninf

stage setting used for the prologue for the premiere of United Artists "Evangeline"
starring Dolores Del Rio, at the Saenger theatre, New Orleans.

1

Thursday, June 27th

PORTLAND
Theatre
This clever blotter, with shorthand writing, was put out in large quantities in
the leading business offices and to a select list of patrons of the Portland theatre, for the showing of Richard Dix in
"Wheel of Life."

Ifred

The ushers of the Regent theatre, Jackson, Mich., of which W. F. Jackson
"Show Boat Dresses"; a Universal-Borden Fabric lieup during the run
"Show Boat."

is

of

manager, in
Universal's

Green Will Direct
W. B.'s "Isle of Escape'
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

July 30.— Alfred

E.

Green

direct "Isle of
Escape" for Warner
sothers, according to J. L. Warner, vice
esident and production executive of that
ill

mpany. The picture is scheduled to start
second week in August and will be Green's
ird audien for that company; his first two

e

ing "The Green Goddess" and "Disraeli."
The leading role in "Isle of Escape" will be
lyed by Monte Blue and Myrna Loy will
ly opposite.
The picture was taken from
ck McLaren's novel and the scenario is now
mg prepared by J. Grubb Alexander.

A
of

view of the Memphis Air Port and the Slinson ship which was used to advertise the run
W arner Brothers' "Sonny Boy" at the Orpheum theatre. Each day 50 reserved seat tickets
with hundreds of heralds were dropped over the city.
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THE SHORT FEATURE
M G M International Newsreel Due

Releases

July 31; Metrotone in September
MGM

News and International News, both produced by William Randolph Hearst, will make their first appearance in combined form on July 31,
under the name of
International Newsreel.
The new sound news, to
be known as Hearst Metrotone News, will make its first appearance in September

The

MGM

and will be available on both sound-on-disc and sound-on-film.
The powerful news gathering organiza- attention of the millions
Hearst news-picture staff has
always played a notable part in bringing to
the screen the news events of the world
and for nearly two decades the Hearst
organization has been constantly building
up a staff of cameramen and correspondents
No point has
which blanket the globe.
been too remote to be covered and as a
result, pictures of the world have been
brought to the screen in record time.
Quick Service Is Aim
tion

of the

An

illustration of this quick service came
conjunction with the feat of Commander
Richard Byrd, when he flew from Spitzbergen over the North Pole and back. The
Hearst newsreels secured from their own
staff, a
series of remarkable pictures of
this event.
To do this it was necessary to
employ every means of transportation
Dog-sleds, ice-breaking ships, a
known.
in

battleship, dirigibles, airplanes, trains, automobiles and motorcycles were brought into
use that the exhibitors might show these
pictures while the newspapers were still
playing the accomplishment in headlines.
Other similar achievement attributed to
this source are the pictures of the destruction wrought by Mauna Loa in its volcanic
eruption, scenes from the China battle
fields,
the Russian revolution, President
Wilson on the battle fields of France and
pictures of the Pope in the Vatican.

Relationship with Newspapers
Another point of consideration in this
newsreel lineup, from the exhibitors' point
of view, is the close relation which exists
between the newsreel and the newspapers,
which Hearst publishes in almost every key
city in the country. Accredited scenes from
the newsreel will form the backbone of this
new service, which is so important a feature
of the publications and thus the
International News will be brought to the

MGM

Newsreel from Europe
To U. S. in Record Time
One

of

the

fastest

delivery

of

newsreel picture ever made happened recently when pictures taken
in Europe were brought over on the

North German Lloyd liner Bremen.
The pictures were of the ceremonies
and events attendant upon her sail-

The newsreel scenes beat the
ship into port because they were
aboard an airplane which was cataThe
pulted from the ship at sea.
plane arrived in New York at 1 :20
p. /n., Monday, four hours ahead of
ing.

the arrival of the ship.

readers.

newspaper

of

MGM

The combination of
News and
International News was brought about because of the entrance of the Hearst organization into the sound field and with the
desire
reel.

have one

to

silent

and one sound

The Metrotone News will be given
same consideration and be backed by
same organization which contributes

the
that
to the success of the silent news.
InterLike its predecessors, the
national News will be issued twice each
week and according to
G M, exhibitors

MGM

M

who

have International Newsreel conforce have option of completing
the same with the newer service of the
still

tracts

in

combined newsreels.

Vitaphone Pictures in
27 Foreign Countries;
Short Audiens Popular

WEEK OF JULY

28

EDUCATIONAL— "Honeymooniacs,"

Monty

Collins
Alt, Cameo,

Mermaid, two; "Contented Wives," AJ
one.

PATHE— "Modern

'Rhythm," Sportlight, one; "The
Petters," Sound topic, one-third; "Untitled," Fable,
two-thirds.

UNIVERSAL.— "Faces," Snappy Comedy,

one; "The

Pirate's Secret," Kingston, two; "Just the Type,"
Stern Bros., Mike and Ike, two; "Go Get 'Em.
Kid," Western, Chandler, two.

WEEK OF AUGUST

EDUCATIONAL— "Sole

M G M — "Dealers
PATHE— "Three

Support,"

4
Big

Boy,

Juve-

nile, two.

Babies,"

in

Oddity, one.

Game Guys," Fable, two-thirds;
Sportlight, one; "BugCollege Days,"
Fable,
two-thirds;
"Beach
Babies," George Le Maire comedy, two.
"Weary Willies," Snappy Comedy,
Oswald, one; "On the Sidelines," Collegians, two;
"Newlyweds Pests," Snookums, two; "The Lone
Rider," Featurette, Curwood, two.
WEEK OF AUGUST 11
"Untitled," Mack Sennett Talking
comedy, two; "Hot Sports," Collins-Dent, Cameo,
one.
"The Enchanted Island," Fable, two-thirds;
"Topical Rips," Topic, No. 11, one-third; Pathe
Audio Review No. 17; Pathe Disc Review No. 210;
"The Garden of Eaten," George Le Maire comedy,
two.
UNIVERSAL "Stepping High," Snappy comedy,
Arthur Lake, one; "Trapped by the Tide," Adventure, Kingston, two; "The Cut Ups," Stern
Bros., two; "Just in Time," Featurette, Edmund
Cobb, two.
"Rhythm," Grantland Rice

ville

UNIVERSAL—

EDUCATIONAL—
PATHE—

—

WEEK OF AUGUST

EDUCATIONAL— "His

18

Baby Daze," Lloyd Hamil"Look Out Below," Raymond McKee,
Jack White comedy, two; "Fake Flappers," Jerry
Drew, Ideal comedy, two.
TATHE— "Wash Day," Fable, two thirds; "The River
ton,

two;

Driver," Grantland Rice Sportlight, one;

"A

Stone

July 30.— Vitaphone pictures
in 27 foreign countries, ac-

Age Romance," Fable, two-thirds; "The Plumbers
Are Coming," George Le Maire comedy, two.
UNIVERSAL "Saucy Sausages," Oswald, snappy
comedy, one; "The Shadow of Death," Adventure
picture, Kingston, two; "Use Your Feet," Colle-

cording to information coming from Warner
Brothers.
The countries now having, wired

gians, Fourth Series, two; "Stop Barking," Stern
Bros., Buster Brown, two; "The Wallop," Featurette, Carey, two.

—

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,
shown

are being

theatres and showing Vitaphone subjects are
Great Britain, Australia, New Zealand, Cuba,

Mexico,

Panama, Jamaica,

Colombia, Costa
Rica, Brazil, Argentine, Japan, France, Italy,
Germany, Spain, India, China, Holland, Finland, Sweden,
and Canada.

Switzerland,

Uruguay,

WEEK OF AUGUST

EDUCATIONAL— "Ticklish
Collins-Drew, two.
PATHE — "Untitled," Fable,
Topic No.
Review," disc news

Fits,"

Brother's "Jazz Singer" and "The
Singing Fool" were pictures of feature length,
all in English, which have played most of
these countries. With the exception of a few
short subjects, which have been made in foreign languages, all the features have been in
English
Warners now have a foreign
language picture called "The Royal Box,"
starring the German actor, Moissi, and several
more are in preparation.
Short subjects seem to be in popular demand
and several foreign orchestras have been
Among them are the Mexican
recorded.
Tipica Orchestra, the Imperial Russian Cossacks and Don Alberto and his Argentines.

"Mickey Mouse" Series
Booked by
C Chain

W

the

success

of

the

Mermaid,

"Topical
two-thirds;
one-third;
"Pathe Audio
12,
review.
and Pathe disc

Chile

Warner

Following

25

Business,"

"Mickey

Mouse" cartoons in New York and Chicago,
the entire West Coast chain has booked the
Walt Disney's series.
All of the B & K theatres in Chicago are
playing "Steamboat Willie" and featuring this
short subject in their newspaper advertising.

Newspictures
—

NEWS

Lindbergh
NO. 45.
SOUND
launches first plane in the transcontinental air and
transport West Point cadets use up their
rail
vacation months playing war games Huge ship
burned as part of Holiday celebration.
NO. 59.— "Wild
INTERNATIONAL
Bill" Mehlhorn wins Metropolitan golf crown Ten
killed, several injured when Colorado bridge colMighty liner
lapses and train plunges into river
Bremen crosses Atlantic on maiden voyage in 4
invade the
athletes
days and 17 hours Women
roped arena.
the
KINOGRAMS NO. 5521—Hoover proclaims again
Kellogg pact in force Endurance record is
broken Big Brooklyn bridge has narrow escape—
Train that ran when Grant took Richmond, is still
running.

PATHE

—

—

NEWSREEL

—

—

—

—

—

PARAMOUNT NEWS

NO. 104.— Lindbergh pilots
on flight with wife and friends at
Glendale Train hurtles into river at Colorado, 47
injured and ten dead 24 die in submarine crash in
England Bremen breaks sea mark Rome hails
United States trans-Atlantic flyers.
tiny

MGM

dirigible

—
—

—

NEWS

—

stars again
air force in amazing circus,
sets transBremen
liner
thrills big
Atlantic record of 4 days and 17 hours— Huge
Italian throng cheers United States fliers in fare-

lose to

Yanks

NO.

99.— English

— British

track

crowd— New

well ovation— Robert
national shrine.

E.

Lee's

birthplace

is

now

,
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Metro Movietone Acts
LYONS

EORGE

Numbers:

(79).

"St.

For release August

646 feet.

1929.

3,

LEAN AND CLEO MAYFIELD

Number: "His
(80).
For release August 10, 1929.
Numbers: a. "The One That I
EORGIE PRICE (81).
714
Love Loves Me"; b. "I'm Marching Home to You."
For release August 17. 1929.
feet.
SPITALNY and His Pennsylvania Orchestra (82).
l
H
Numbers: a. "Medley of Musical Comedy Hits"; b. "FaroFor release August 24, 1929.
701 feet.
well Blues."
Numbers: a. "That's How You
iN ANO SCHENCK (83).
Can Tell They're Irish"; b. "Rainbow 'Round My Shoul838
ler"; c. "Ramona"; d. "The Dixie Troubadours."
For release August 31, 1929.
eet.
ORGE DEWEY WASHINGTON (84). Numbers: a. "Just
Be a Builder of Dreams"; b. "Down Among the Sugar
632 feet.
For release September 7. 1929.
Oane."
TTA RUFFO (85) in "Credo" from "Othello." 525 feet.
=-CIL

Lucky Day."

September

For release

MOVIETONE REVUE— "Bits

ITKO

September

release

?or

from Faust,

Song."

lewel

Summer."

of

b.
feet.

840

Broadway."

of

(86).

1929.

21,

KURENKO

MARIA

VDAME
Jose

1929.

14,

Numbers: a. "The
(87).
"II Boccio"; c. "The Last
For release September 28.

1929.

AND LYNCH

LLER SISTERS

"Ka Rrazy
For release October

5'Ya Do";
27

feet.

RUGEL

ETTE

Marie";

"The Parting."

c.

Had You."

I

1929.

5,

Numbers:

(89).

"If

c.

"How

a.

a. "Paradise Lost"; b.
feet.
For release Octo-

713

1929.

12,

ler

You";

for

Numbers:

(88).

LTMORE TRIO

Number:

(90).
for release October 19,

YDE DOERR

Birds."

"Jail

860

feet,

1929.

Saxophone act. Numbers: a. "SaxoMarch"; b. "Sunny South"; c. "Technicalities";
•bone
For release Octo"Bye, Bye. Sweetheart."
795 feet.
(91).

.

1929.

er 26.

M WARING

Numbers: a. "Glad Rag Doll"; b.
565
'Just a Garden"; c. "I'm Marching Home to You."
For release November 2. 1929.
3et.
"L'Africaine."
620 feet,
Number:
TA RUFFO (93).
'or release November 9. 1929.
Numbers: a. "La Spagnola"; b.
RL AND BELL (94).
Kiss Me Again"; c. "Blue Hawaii"; d. "Just a Mel700 feet.
For release November 16. 1929.
dy."
Numbers: a. "Serenade"; b.
CI DE KEREKJARTO (95).
For release November 23,
622 feet.
Witches Dance."
(92).

929.

AARONSON'S COMMANDERS

ING

Numbers:

(96).

a.

She's Nobody's Sweetheart Now"; b. "The Sailor's SweetFor release Novem696 feet.
!art"; c. "I'll Get By."
1929.

30.

er
.

MY HUSSEY
EVANS

IY

feet,

feet.

In

comedy

For

release

Numbers: a. "I'm Looking Over
Four Leaf Clover"; b. "Rose of Waikiki"; c. "Breezing
607 feet.
For release December
long With the Breeze."
(99).

1929.

DAME MARIA KURENKO

(100).

or release

"Dinorah": b. "Song
December 28, 1929.

LTER

KELLY

India."

714

feet.

in

"The Virginia Judge."

803

For release January

4.

1930.

C.

H AND SCHENCK
oing
"St.

"Shadow

a.

(101),

from

sng"

et.

Numbers:
of

Numbers: a. "Everything's
to Be All Right"; b. "Ain't Got Nothin' Now";
For release January 11,
799 feet.
Louis Blues."

130.

Saxophone act. Numbers: a. "Wed(103).
ng of the Painted Doll": b. "If I Had You"; c.
Sriginal Music."
572 feet. For release January 18. 1930.

TMORE TRIO
release

or

(104)

January

25,

in "College
1930.

Romeos."

853

feet,

Russel
picked

of

players

In

"Liebesfreud"

—Kreisler.

Comedy of mother-in-law.
hectic time with "mother" staying at the
house, until he hires a circus strong woman to act as an
antidote.
Speedy farce with a cast of featured players
and directed by Bryan Foy.

Hubby haying a

BROADWAY BABIES:

Synchronized
Score (3351-3359).
by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra. Numbers 3351 to 3359
inclusive.
Reels 1 to 9.
First National Vitaphone talking productions.

ON WITH THE SHOW:
inclusive.
Reels
ing picture.

CAREERS:

to

1

(3321-3332).
Synchronized
Orchestra.
Numbers 3321-3332
Warner Bros. Vitaphone talk-

Score

Symphony

Vitaphone

by

12.

Score (3311-3320).
Synchronized by Vitaphone
Orchestra. Numbers 3311 to 3320 inclusive. Reels
First National Vitaphone talking productions.

Symphony
1 to 10.

GIRL IN THE GLASS CAGE, THE:

Score (3301-3308).
Synchronized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers
3301 to 3308 inclusive.
First National VitaReels 1 to 8.
phone talking productions.
DRAG: Trailer (3048). Scene from the musical show featured

the

in

cast sings "My Song of the
Richard Barthelmess then appear*
First National Vitaphone talking

and

picture

Nile" tbe theme song.
to introduce
production.

the

cast.

(824) in "Dooley's the Name." Scene:
Drawing room.
Winter Garden stars in gay presentation
of mirth and melody, deliver rollicking repartee and laughable songs, plus a dance interlude.
Numbers: a. "Oh, Mr.
b.

"Polly-Molly-O."

(819) in "The Man About Town." Scene:
Tramp comedian of burlesque and vaudeClever monologue with droll songs put over in
excellent tenor voice.
Numbers: a. "The Millionaire Song;"
b. "Ohl Ohl OHI What a Night."
ALL GIRL REVUE. THE (818). Scene: Band set. All
singing and all dancing show.
Cast includes Betty Lou
Webb, a Paul Ash discovery; Lillian Price, the comedienne;
Ellen Bunting with DePaco and Kazviki, acrobatic dancNumbers:
ers; and
Jean Rankin's Bluebell's orchestra.

SILK

Drawing room.
ville.

"That's Her Now;" b. "I'm an Indian;" c. "Chrysand. "My Pet."
Offers red
Scene: Drawing room.
(817).
hot songs with a red hot voice.
Known as "The Songbird
of the South."
Numbers: a. "Carolina Moon;" b. "Bless
You, Sister."
RAY AND DOT DEAN (816) in "He's a Devil." Scene:
Ray
Exterior of cottage.
Well known vaudeville team.
doing rube characterizations.
OKLAHOMA BOB ALBRIGHT and His Rodeo Do Flappers.
Bob Albright, baritone, assisted by
Scene: Drawing room.
Rodeo Do Flappers who sing and dance with him. Numbers: a. "My Pony Boy;" b. "Chloe;" c. "Lodel;" d.

KATE SMITH

Holmes Herbert, as
(3079).
Trailer
introduces Douglas Fairbanks, Jr..
Carmel Myers.
Miss Myers sings
theme song.

AGE:

aster of ceremonies,
Young and
)retta
Vlelody Divine" the
I-

TO GET: Trailer (3078). An introductory playfollowed by a scene in a night club with vocal and
Song Dorothy Mackaill,
chestral renditions of the theme.
3D
t

iiiise

lrns

Edmund

Fazenda, Charles Delaney, Jack Oakie and
head the cast of this all-star trailer.

MAN AND THE MOMENT:

Trailer (3069).
Billio
about this picture with the
ive and Ilod LaKocque tell
erne song "Just a Ducky Moment" sung as a musical
ck ground.

7:

HtRY FOX
Bee."

b

AND BEE CURTIS
Drawing

Scene:

(829),

room.

in

Of

"The Fox and
musical comedy

Harry Fox has an excellent foil for his lightningchatter in Beatrice Curtis, beautiful songstress.
Dance
erlude by Miss Curtis.
Numbers: a. "Underneath the
abash Moon," b. "Love Baby."

ige.
it

HtRY FOX

AND HIS SIX AMERICAN BEAUTIES

(828).

ene:
Drawing room.
Star funster of musical comedy
th his six ludicrous chamber maids in a piece of travesty
the modern chorus girl.
Musical numbers and breezy
mologue by Fox.
Numbers: a. "Half Way to Heaven,"
"Belles of Hotels."

N

MAN THOMAS QUINTETTE
Drawing room.

ene:
ncing.

Also acrobatic drummer.
Sleep,"
b. "Listen
to
the

by.

lelody

S

(827), in "Harlem Mania."
Colored entertainers singing and

in

Numbers

:

Mocking

a.

'

'Sleep,

Bird,"

c.

F."

AR ELLIS AND HIS EMBASSY CLUB ORCHESTRA
23).
Scene:
Band set.
Night club entertainer and
»rd

"name"

the star of this combination of vocal
numbers, supported by orchestra.
Each
snappy solo bit in novel arrangement of
song hit from "On With the Show."
"How Can I Love Again." b. "Am I Blue,"
"I've Got a Feeling I'm Falling."
G
ROBERTSON (813), in "High Water." Scene: Drawroom.
Known as Broadway's "hit maker." Offering

d

is

instrumental

lyer contributes a
*m I Blue" the
imbers:
a.

:

rendition of a song
southland.
Flood
•r the
artist's figure.

poem

>

T

scenes

of

the floods

have

been

that

double

devastate

exposed

CAY NINETIES

or "The Unfaithful Husband" (811).
and cafe. Burlesaue of the plays of
Numbers: a. "McSorley's Twins." b.
'e Never Speak As We Pass By." c.
"Up In a Balloon."
T FAMILIAR FACE
with Hugh O'Connell (807).
Scene:
wapaper office and speakeasy.
Atmosphere of metro-

Living room
"gay nineties."

ne:

itan

ne

newspaper
and fortune

with disgraced reporter winning
through the accidental capture of a

office,

Numbers:

Mammy's

Lullaby."

Scene: Office.
(767) in "The Patent Office.'
Harry Tate and his troupe of
England's laughing fool.
fun makers in comedy riot.
BABY ROSE MARIE (809). Scene: Drawing room. Four
Heigh Ho"; b.
year old child singing these numbers: a.
"Who Wouldn't Be Jealous of You"; c. "Don't Be
Like That."
'

THE

BLUE RIDGERS With Cordelia Mayberry (795).
Interior of mountain cabin.
Scene:
Four mountaineers
and a "gal from th' feud county" sing, dance and play
syncopation as it exists in the mountain country of the
Numbers:
South.
"Trail of the Lonesome Pine"; b.
a.

Broadway

stars,

Living
Flirt"

Campus

(789). In "Beau Night."
Comedian of
"Wings,"
"The
and other stage and screen successes in

room.

short sketch.

TWIN

BEDS

Trailer

and Zasu

Miller

A

scene.

Jack

(3020).

Pitts

introduce

Mulhall.

picture in
talking

National-Vitaphone

First

SQUALL, THE:

Ruth
novel bedroom
Patsy

production.

Synchronized by Vita(3251-3261).
Orchestra.
Numbers 3251 to 3261 Into 11.
First National-Vitaphone talk-

Score

Symphony

phone

Reels 1
ing production.

clusive.

Score (3208Synchronized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
to 3214 inclusive.
Reels 1 to 7.
Warner
Bros. -Vitaphone talking picture.
3214).

Numbers 3208

ON WITH THE SHOW:

Trailer (3060).
Initial all-color,
all-talking,
all-dancing trailer.
Sam Hardy
introduces stars of picture.
Warner-Bros. Vitaphone talking picture.
all-singing,

BROADWAY BABIES:

Trailer (3008).
Alice White singing a number from the picture.
Also Broadway Babies
strutting their stuff.
First National-Vitaphone talking production.
CAREERS: Trailer (2980). Entire cast discusses whether a
woman is justified in ruining her reputation to aid her
husband's career.
Billle Dove
speaks from the screen.
First National-Vitaphone talking production.

GAMBLERS, THE:

Trailer

advance agent.

Entire cast talks in
Bros. -Vitaphone talking pic-

(2970).

Warner

THREE (804) in "Blue Streaks of
Scene: Drawing room. Phonograph and vaudeBabe, Bob and Jack Hauser singing and
dancing.
Numbers:
a.
"That's What I
Call
Sweet
Music"; b. "I Dsed to Love Her in the Moonlight"; c.

THE

VARSITY

Rhythm."
ville

stars.

"Baltimore."

ALBERT SPALDING
cert

hall

violinist

(801).

Scene:

Party."

"The Flapper
Comedy.

Charles Richman, Veree Teasdale
appear as supporters of an antiScene:
Living room.

REISMAN AND HOTEL BRUNSWICK ORCHESTRA
"Rhythms."

(770)
in
silhouettes

synchronized

Band

Scene:
with

set.

music.

Shadowgraph
Numbers:
a.

"Mooche";

b. "Waters of Perkiomen"; c. "If I Had You";
"Hyo Mio"; e. "Mllenberg Blues"; f. "Lonely"; g.
"Some of These Days."
MACK AND PURDY (2795) In "An Everyday Occurrence."

Scene:
Parkway.
A smart guy gets
a few words with a smart lady.

entangled

himself

after

CECILIA (CISSIE) LOFTUS

(792)

"Famous Impersona-

in

tions."
Scene:
Drawing room.
Imitation
of
Sophie
Tucker and others.
Numbers: a. "Gonna Get a Girl";
b.
"Mama Goes Where Papa Goes"; c. Yiddish version of
"Mama Goes Where Papa Goes."
FRED ARDATH (785) in "The Singing Bee", rustio comedy.
Scene:
Rustio home.
Was rube comedian of the Follies.

Numbers: a.
"Bring Back

"I

Pagliacci";

My

PALM BEACH

Bonnie

FOUR.

"Finicull-Finicula";

b.

o.

Me."

to

THE:

night

(794),

club Quartet.
Club.
Club

Scene:
Garden.
Stars of Helen Morgan
Deauville,
and European clubs.
Numbers:
"Some
a.
Sweet Day"; b. "Poo-Poo-Paroop"
"Nobody's Fault
c.
But Your Own."
;

AND

WHITE

JACK

number from

his

Night

His

MONTREALERS

HIS

own
own

act at the
orchestra

Frivolity

in
a
Scene:

(791)

Club.

and two pretty accompanists.
Numbers: a. "I'm Karazy for You": b. "Mean
to
Me": c. "Goodby Broadway: Hello Montreal"; d.
"Finiculi-Finicula"
e.
"Laugh Clown Laugh"; f. "I
Pagliacci"; g. "Over There"; h. "Anvil Chorus"; 1. "Rose
of No Man's Land."
club.

:

BOBBY FOLSOM

Scene: Draw(788). In "Typical Types."
room.
Ziegfeld beauty and leading lady of variety
doing Imitations.
Numbers: a. "Two Little Girls":
b.
"Teas"; c. "I Lost My Stockings."
TINY TOWN REVUE (784). Scene: Stage set. A pageant
of the Lilliputians.
Dancing and singing by midgets.
Numbers: a. "Tiny Town Opening"; b. "The Only One
to Be"; c.
"Miss Annabel!? Lee"; d. "I Scream. You
Scream, We All Scream for Ice Cream."
stage,

GEORGE BROADHURST AND COMPANY

(780).

In "Three

Drunken sailor
Scene: Cabaret.
o'clock in the Morning."
night club.
Numbers: a. "Anvil Chorus"; b. "Wobbly

in

Walk."

DESERT SONG OVERTURE
Symphony

Played by Vitaphone

(2930).

Orchestra.

HOT STUFF:

Synchronized by Vitaphone
Numbers 3181 to 3188. inclusive.
Symphony Orchestra.
Reels 1 to 8.
A First National-Vitaphone talking proScore (3181-88).

duction.

HOUSE OF HORRORS:
Reels
production.

inclusive.

ing

Synchronized by
Score (3161-67).
Numbers 3161 to 3167,
Orchestra.
7.
First National-Vitaphone talk-

Symphony

Vitaphone

to

1

DESERT SONG, THE:

Score

Synchronized by
(3141-54).
including
exit
march.
3154 Is
Reels 1 to 13.

Symphony Orchestra,
Numbers 3141 to 3154. inclusive.
Vitaphone

march.

exit

HOUSE OF HORRORS:

Louise Fazenda and
Trailer (2990).
Conklin at ouija table in spooky looking house.
National-Vitaphone talking production.
TWO WEEKS OFF: Trailer (2978). Jack Mulhall, DoroUiy
Mackaill, Jed Prouty and Gertrude Astor at seaside cottage.
First National-Vitaphone talking production.
Chester

DUFFY AND GLEASON

(775). in "Fresh from Hollywood."
Jimmy Duffy, comedian from "Follies," in
Numbers: a. "I'm Mr. Duffy of Mr. Gallagher
and Mr. Shean"; b. "I've Got a Horse and Cornet."
JOSIE HEATHER (744). In "The Character Comedienne."
Scotch comedienne doing three
Scene: Drawing room.
numbers: a. "There's a Welcome There for You"; b.
"Nervous Girl"; c. "We Have a Wonderful Girl."

Scene:

Park.

short skit.

(769). in "Playmates."
From musical comedy "Just a
Scene: Drawing room.
Minute," with characterizations of "bad egg" and "moth-

boy."

er's

Down

in

Numbers: a. "I Want to Be with My
Miami": b. "Helgho Ho Cheerio."

CODEE AND ORTH

Mammy

In "A Bird in the Hand."
Comedy sketch of wayward lady feeding
Scene: Park.
invisible birds, with starving boy friend standing by In
(757),

agony.

ISA

KREMER

Scene:

(748).

Living

Two

room.

popular

"The Second Minuet"; b. "Little Sparrow."
Scene: Drawing room.
(739).
Star of
"Follies" and "Artists and Models" in Vitaphone debut.
Numbers: a. "Where's the Boy For Me"; b. "I Loved
Your Eyes."
melodies:

a.

playing his

RED DONOHUE AND U-NO
Scene:

Con-

own composition "Alabama"
Chopin.
In

"At

Scene: Street.
Negro melodies and comics.
Numbers: a "St. Louis Blues"; b. "She's Mine."

(734),

in

"A

Red Donohue with U-No.

Street.

GLAD RAG DOLL:

Traffic

Muddle.'

his mule.

Score

(3121-28).
Synchronized score
played by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3121
to 3128. inclusive.
Reels 1 to 8.

GLAD RAG DOLL:

Trailer (3007).
Claude GlUingwater.
in armchair, is questioned by reporter concerning
in making this Warner Brothers-Vitaphone picture.

seated
facts

FROZEN

RIVER:

Score
(2991-96).
Synchronized score
Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 2991

by

played

to 2996. inclusive.

TIME,

Reels 1 to

6.

PLACE AND THE GIRL. THE:

James Kirkwood

Trailer

in guise of schoolmaster calls

(2998).
pupils.

upon

thus introducing cast.

PRISONERS:

Trailer (2979).
Ian Keith, as district attorney,
introduces leading players and star. Corinne Griffith.
First
talking picture.

National-Vitaphone

SINCLAIR AND LA MARR
Comedy.

Number:

a.

(753).
"I've Never

SATURDAY'S CHILDREN:

Drawing room.

first time on screen, also
"Valse in G Flat" by
BUD HARRIS AND FRANK RADCLIFFE (783)

the

b.

(776):

GRACE LA RUE

THE TIME. THE PLACE AND THE GIRL;

this
ture.

THE

ARTHUR AND MORTON HAVEL

"Oh Susanna"; c. "Medley."
EL BRENDEL AND FLO BERT
Scene:

"The Waitress";

a.

AMENDMENT,

First

HARRY TATE

CtELESS

"My

ing

DOOLEY AND SALES
Dooley;"
X.

Monkey"; a

the

d.

"Salter Dog."

Vitaphone Acts

nursery.

Three

a.

(102).

"The Man and

b.

Boy."

NINETY-NINTH

themums;"

CDE DOERR
I

fol-

(798).
Scene:
Drawing room.
Two
this master of the violin.
Numbers:

from

D" — Mozart, b.
THE OUT- LAW IN-LAW (782).
"Minuet

a.

office

(796).

IRENE FRANKLIN (777), "The American Comedienne."
Two comedy characterizations. Scenes:
Restaurant and

LEO

performances

REVUE

AND MRS. JACK NORWORTH (787) in "Odds and
Ends."
Scene:
Drawing room.
Norworth of musical
comedy fame and Dorothy Adelphl. his wife, in patter and
songs
of
Norworth's own composition.
Numbers:
a.

Hugh McConnell
gambling amendment.

ALBERT SPALDING

NIGHT CLUB

HIS

and

pen

Trailer.

MR.

date of release is not
stated, the list of acts is compiled in
order of release, the most recent release

Story from the
notorious bank robber.
Crouse. nationally known columnist and
from casts of current Broadway shows.

(2989).

Sedley as master of ceremonies
assisted by
Beth Miller, blues singer, and Billy Smith, eccentric
dancer.
Scene: Night club.
Numbers: a. "Blue Grass";
b. "I Ain't Takin' Orders from No One"; c. "Sonny Boy."

exact

being listed first. Number of release
lows name of act.}

THE

CAGE.

Roy

with

"Honey Boy";

[Where

FRANK

(98),

1929.

REVELLERS

E

I.

i

841

Street."

1929.

(assisted

eccmber 14,

I

7,

by Al Belasco)
Exclusive Columbia artist.
795

tetch.

'

Number: "Uneasy

(97).

December

or release

GLASS

ROY SEDLEY AND

RELEASES

1,735 feet.

THE

IN

Loretta Young plays the girl in a motion picture box
and Carroll Nye is her ckatty boy friend.

SOUND ACT

"Beloved"; b. "Ah,
That"; d.
Shoulder."

a.

Mystery of Life"; o. "Don't Be Like
Louis Blues"; e. "Rainbow 'Round My

Sweet

57

score

3131

played
to

Vitaphone

3139. inclusive.
production.

in

Had

"At the Seashore."
a Vacation."

(3131-39).
Synchronized
Numbers
Symphony Orchestra.
Reels 1 to 9.
First National-

Score

Vitaphone

MADONNA OF AVENUE
score

3051

A: Score (3051-58). Synchronized
played by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers
3058 inclusive.
Reels 1 to 8.

to

"

'

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

58
DIVINE LADY, THE:

Synchronized score
Score (3031-40).
played by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3031
Reels 1 to 10.
Fiist National- Vitato 3040 inclusive.
phone production.

SONNY BOY:

Trailer

Presents Davey Lee, Juvenile

(3000).

star.

SATURDAY'S CHILDREN:
male

Trailer

Grant Withers,

(2998).

on this Maxwell Anderson picture.
some scenes. First National-Vitaphone

show

production.
Trailer

Billy Bakewell, Juvenile lead,
Louise Fazenda tell abomt this
National-Vitaphone production.

First

(2977).

and

White

Alice

WHY

BE GOOD: Trailer (2960).
Jack Mulhall gives
glimpses of this Colleen Moore picture.
Flashback shown.
First National-Vitaphone production.

FROM

HEADQUARTERS: Trailer (2867).
Henry B.
Walthall, in jungle hut and wearing U. S. Marine uniform,
explains situation and introduces Monte Blue, star.

ROBERT EMM ETT KEANE

Scene
(2849-50) in ••Gossip."
Hotel parlor.
Star of legitimate stage is supported by
John Miljan, Warner Brothers player, and Claire Whitney,

and stage

screen

player.

DAVE BERNIE AND ORCHESTRA

(2796) in "Here Comes
Showboat."
Scene:
Numbers: a. "Here
Showboat.
Comes the Showboat": b. "Oh. You Have No Idea": c.
"High, High, High Up on a Hilltop"; d. "Constantinople.

the

MADONNA

OF AVENUE A:
Grant
Trailer
(2718).
Withers, male lead, as master of ceremonies introduces
Dolores Costello, Louise Dresser and other featured playShows one of the sets in reproduction.
ers.

RUDY VALLEE AND HIS CONNECTICUT YANKEES
Band

band.
Numbers:
"Deep Night"; c. "Cutside."
radio

Vallee's

set.

the Field";

b.

(771).

"Down

a.

negro

Tisdale,

Scene:
Southern plantation.
these numbers:
a.
"The

(766).

presents

singer,

Sweetness of Your
Didn't It Rain."

Song";

"Bye and Bye":

b.

"Oh.

c.

HARRY HORLICK AND GYPSIES (763).
Horlick and his A. & P. Gypsies, are
set
hook-up weekly.
Numbers:
"Black Eyes"; c. "Chlquita";
b.
Toys"; e. "Gypsy Love Song."
radio

RAYMOND HITCHCOCK
with Hitchy."

d.

"March

of

the

(735).
star
assisted by
Man in the

Number:

Living room.

Home
"Here

ORCHESTRA

AND

Cummins and

set.

modern

Scene:
present
b.
"If

(752).

Biltmore orchestra

kis

Numbers:

songs.

"Come On Baby";

a.

Had You"; c "Here Comes

and Chain."
MAX SCHMELING (745). Scene: Gymnasium. Heavyweight
champion of Germany skips rope, shadow boxes and enI

gages

one-round bout.

in

ARISTOCRATS

Scene:

(742).

Official

bers:

Scene:

Living

numbers:

a.

Sixty-two

room.

"Flapper Fannie";

b.

"Radio Widow."

THREE BROX SISTERS, THE

(2888) In "Headin' South."
Pullman drawing room. Harmonizing of Southern
Numbers: a. "Doin' the Raccoon"; b. "Imagina-

Scene:
songs.

tion";

"Way Down

c.

ELEANOR PAINTER
of
a.

comedy

musical

"Love

Best of All";

Is

"How About

c.

Me."

WHITING AND BURT
Drawing room.
Assisted

(741),

Vaudeville
piano by

the

at

Ziegfeld's

who arranged act.
Numbers:
b. "The Frog Song"; c. "That's

J.

Scene:

Follies

Weber,

players.

composer,

"What

Did You Say";
Idea of Heaven."

"Amapola

b.

gives

del

Band

Melange."

and

set.

these numCamino"; c.

(719). In "Blondes That Gentlemet
Living room.
Trio featured on Keiti
Scene:
"Gentlemen Prefe:
Numbers:
a.
Publix circuits.
Blondes"; b. "Doin' the Raccoon"; c. "Boola Boola."

and

JAY VELIE

Living room
(718). in "Songs of Love." Scene:
"You Gave You
a.
Musical comedy tenor presents:
Heart to Me"; b. "Tommy Lad": c. "Mother Machree.'

Conrad

(2719).

his way through bullets,
talk about the picture.

bumps

Drawing room.

Keith

Scene: Band set Gil
F LAPP ER ETT ES (711).
Jazz band, on Keith circuit, the past two years, is led b
Nina Grey. Numbers: a. "St. Louis Blues"; b. "Mothe

Goose Parade";

"Indian Dawn";
"Sweet Mystery of Life"; d.
"I'll Never Ask for More."

bers:

a.

MAL HALLETT

present

"Neapolitan Nights";
"The Fortune Teller";

c.

WEARY RIVER:

e.

and

universities

night

Reels 1 to
sequences.

"Doin' the Raccoon"; b. "Tin Pan Parade";
a.
"Bugle Call"; d. "Yankee Doodle": e. "Harbardiana";
"Come, Let's Take a Stroll"; g. "We Love the College

berj:
f.

HAYHEW

In
"The Hallelujah Lady."
Star of "Hit the Deck" sines three

(728)

Scene: Living room.
"Comfort";
a.
darky songs:
"Feet."

"Judgment

b.

Day";

a

(727) In "The One Man Glee Club."
Living
Scene:
room.
own compositions.
singing
his
Numbers: a. "The Song of the Prune"; b. "I Miss You
Lize"; c. 'Xittle Annie Rooney"; d. "In the Shade of
"A Bird in a Gilded Cage":
the Old Apple Tree": c.

FRANK CRUMIT

PHIL

"Bedelia"; g. "She Was Happy
"The Preacher and the Bear."

BAKER

VELIE

Star

She Met Me";

farce.

of

in

"A

Journey

comedy

Musical

"When

b.

Irish

Scene:
of Songs."
presents:
tenor
a.

Eyes Are Smiling";

c.

"Italy."

ARTHUR PAT WEST

Opera,

"Manon."

"Ship Ahoy", atmospheric
comedy in which Pat West appears as able-bodied seaman.
Numbers: a. "La Paloma": b.
Scene: Deck of yacht.
"She's
My Sweet Dumb, Dumb Dora"; c. "Sweet

star

assisted

Senorita."

HOPE HAMPTON
is

My

in the Fourth Act of Massenet's
Scene:
Salon.
Former motion picture
by four principals, chorus and the Vita(740)

phone Symphony Orchestra.
(716). Scene: Drawing room set. Vaudeville comedienne, in brown-face makeup, renders syncopated
songs In southern dialect.
Numbers: a. "Shine"; b. "If
I Never See You Again": c. "My Troubles Are Over."

LOVE AND THE DEVIL:
by Vitaphone Symphony
inclusive.
Reels 1 to 7.

Score (3111-17).
Synchronized
Orchestra.
Numbers 3111 to 3117
First National-Vitaphone produc-

tion.

DAVE BERNIE
own
d.

Scene:
Drawing room set. Directs
Numbers; a. "Happy-Go-Lucky Lane"; b.
the Sun Goes Down"; c. "St. Louis Blues;"
(27 97).

orchestra.

"Down Where
"San."

CRAWFORD

AND

In

(2753).

The

Scene:

family boudoir.
Short
sleepy husband and nagging. Jealous wife.

TAL HENRY

Band

Scene:

(732).

set.

"Shame On You";

"Bed-

sketch

of

With His North
college proms and

Carolinians Orchestra.
Has played at
over the radio.
Renders these numbers:

Baby*;

a.

"Come On

"Milenberg Joys."
MAL HALLETT (730). Scene: Band set. Furnishes Jazz
program with his "Way Down East Orchestra."
Numbers: a. "Lots of Mama"; b. "Mother Machree"; c "War
Medley."
b.

c.

GREEN'S FAYDETTS

(710).
Scene:
Band set.
Twentieth Century Faydetts" from vaudeville.
a. "Because My Baby Don't Mean Maybe Now";
Mystery of Life"; c. "Changes."

"Green's

Numbers:
b. "Sweet

CHILDREN OF THE

RITZ: Score (3071-77). Synchronized
Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3071

score by
to 3077, Inclusive.

Reels

1

to 7.

First National-Vitaphone

production.

GUIDO

DEIRO

accordlonlst
b.

(2968).
Scene:
these numbers:

in

Living
a.

Plano-

room.

"Romeo and

Juliet":

"Drigo's Serenade."

DIVINE LADY. THE:

Trailer (2967).
Milton SUls makes
introductory remarks and shots from the picture are shown.
Corinne Griffith, the star, also speaks.
First NationalVitaphone production.

LOVE AND THE

DEVIL: Trailer (2959).
Milton Sills
Introduces Maria Corda and scenes of Venice are shown.
First National-Vitaphone production.

HIS CAPTIVE

WOMAN:

introduces Milton
Mackaill.
Locale
phone production.

Sills
is

Trailer (2949).
Frank Relcher
the latter presents Dorothy
courtroom.
First National-Vita-

and

a

SEVEN FOOTPRINTS TO SATAN:
Hale

highlights of story.
tional-Vitaphone production.
relates

FROZEN

RIVER:

Trailer

(27 9 2).

Trailer (2929).

Flashbacks.

Creighton
First

SERENADERS,

THE

(2814).

in

"Red

Hot

Harmony."

Double quartet of male voices
Scene: Fire station house.
"It Goes Like This"; b. "Stars
a.
with these numbers:
and Stripes Forever"; c. "You Tell Me Your Dream"; d.
"Every Sunday Afternoon."
BORN AND LAWRENCE (2640), in "The Aristocrats."
Comedians of variety stage in panScene: Drawing room.
tomime and songs. Numbers: a. "I Wonder What's Become of Sally"; b. "Down by the Old Millstream"; c.

Na-

DOROTHY AND ROSETTA RYAN

in "Mirth and
(726)
Stars of Keith Circuit
Living room.
Scene:
Melody."
accompany themselves with guitars. Numbers: a. "I Love
"Scups of
You, Sweetheart of All My Dreams"; b.
Coffee"; c. "Just Like a Melody."
PHIL BAKER (724). In "A Bad Boy From a Good Family."
Comedian of Broadway and
Drawing room.
Scene:
Numbers: a. "Baker
Keith Circuit with his accordion.
Blues"; b. "Big Butter and Egg Man From the West":
c "How About Me"; d. "I'll Get By."
STANLEY AND GINGER (714) in "A Few Absurd MoScene:
Song and dance team of variety stage.
ments."
Numbers: a. "That's My Weakness Now":
Living room.
b. "Just Like a Melody Out of the Sky."
^

Scene:
OrMEXICAN ORCHESTRA (705).
Mexican band under Lerdo, composer and
chestra set.
Numbers:
musician, has toured V. S. on Keith Circuit.
Mia.
a. "Cellto Lindo"; b. "Rancho Grande"; c. "Patria
BORN AND LAWRENCE (2940) in "Pigskin Troubles."
Act is staged on college
Scene: Exterior of gymnasium.
Numbers:
campus and Includes shots of football crowds.
"Me and My Shadow"; b. "Dirty Hands—Dirty Face.
a.

LERDO'S

'

Scene:
"In the Tropics."
Quartet seen on Keith Circuit is assisted
Tropical barroom.
Numbers: a. "Happy Days and Lonely
by Doris Walker.
Song";
d.
"Winter
Baby";
c.
"Come
On
Nights"; b.
"Kentucky Babe"; e. "Happy (My Baby Just Said Yes)."
Scene:
Youth."
Flaming
in
"The
LITTLE BILLEE (2869).
Midget star of variety stage gives original
Reception halL
Numbers: a. "Wonderful Wife":
songs and tap dancing.
"Down On 33d and 3d"; c. "Sweet Georgia Brown";
b.
"Anything You Say."
d.
Lewis of Parody
Scene: Night club.
JOE LEWIS (2868).
Numbers: a. "ChiClub acts as master of ceremonies.
cago"; b.
"Oh Gussie"; c. "Sonny Boy"; d. Original

PARAGONS, THE,

tells

Shots show

(2883).

In

selection.

BOBBY FOLSOM
Raymond McKee

which Introduces dog star Rin Tin Tin.
Rinty and David Lee.
story

(2870) In "Artistic Mimicry", with imitations including one of little boy making radio debut and
Scene: Draped set.
Jewish lady preparing for swim.

"Wobbly Walk."

HOLLINGSWORTH
time."

in

(2919)

BRUCE BOWERS

MISS MARCELLE

Scene:
(2839). in "A Modern Priscilla."
Broadway show girl tells story of Puritan
room.
Priscilla and the same girl of modern times in narrative
Days."
Puritan
the
"Priscilla
of
Number:
song.

Living

chronized by
3001 to 3006
production.

for

the!

to 30

production

with

inclusive
talkui

Score

Vitaphone

Symphony

Inclusive.

Reels

1

to

(3001-06).
Syn
Orchestra.
Number
First Nations
6.

QUEEN OF THE NIGHT CLUBS:

Syn
Score (2971-76).
Numbers 297
chronized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 1 to 6. All-talking picture.
to 2976 inclusive.
ONE STOLEN NIGHT: Score (2961-66). Synchronized 6
Numbers 2961 to 296
Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
With talking sequences.
inclusive.
Reels 1 to 6.
GREYHOUND LIMITED, THE: Score (2951-57). Synchro
Numbers 2951 t
nized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
With talking sequences.
Reels 1 to 7.
2957 Inclusive.
STOLEN KISSES: Score (2951-47). Synchronized by Vita
Numbers 2941 to 2947 Inclu
phone Symphony Orchestra.
Reels to 7.
With talking sequences.
sive.

D'AMOUR— EXIT MARCH
Symphony

WEARY

(717),

Drawing room.
"Vienna Maid";

'Til

"In Spain."
Scene:
Shubert musical shows has

the

In

(725)
Exterior of arena.
three assistants.

Numbers 3021

National

First

9.

SEVEN FOOTPRINTS TO SATAN:

Num-

clubs.

Abroad.'

Synchronizezd by Vita

(3021-30).

Score

phone Symphony Orchestra.

Scene: Band set.
Mai Hallett and
known to prom
Orchestra
are
well

orowds

"Back From

In

(708),

Variety comedians use mispronunciation of words
Number: "You Will Like Fun."
playlet, fun.

Moment."
these num-

(729).

Entertaining
at Eastern

his

b.

"That Redhead Gal."

c.

McKAY AND ARDINE

artists

lo

GREEN'S

Nagel, blithely
Into Lois Wilson

"Musical

In

(731)

Interior

pearances.

and they

FOUR SYNCO-PETS. THE

Scene:

(715).

North Carolina jazz band of radio and stage ap
a.
"Carr.
directed by Al Hopkins, presents:
"Echoes of the Chimes"; c. "Th
to Old Virginny": b.
"Wasn't She a Dandy"; e
Frank Wilson Rage"; d.
"Chicken Reel."
cabin.

"My Mammy."

c.

Trailer

c

THE TRUTH 7

Prefer."

Scene:
(2800) In "What Price Burlesaue."
Imitations.
Numbers:
a.
"Me and My

GLOVES:

Muslca

Lucia";

NEAL SISTERS. THE

Trailer (2950).
Jack Mulnall
First National-Vitaphone produc-

"Sleep";

from

"Sextette

ORIGINAL HILLBILLIES, THE

b.

"A

In

(2650),

Three harpists, violinist
Draped set.
and semi-classical numbers: a

classical

in

Living room
(2648-49).
Scene:
of manners in two reels, written by Ralph Spence
Cast include:
title writer and author of "The Gorilla."
William Davidson, Grace Valentine. Dot Farley, Patricii
Caron, James T. Mack and Walter Rodgers.

'HumoresQUe.

KID

vocalist

AIN'T IT
Comedy

BARD (2910) In "The Champion Golfer." Scene:
Bard teaches Bobby Callahan, of
Exterior of golf club.
the variety stage, how to play golf.
room.

Scene

Shoulder."

Scene:

"Neapolitan Nights"; b.
"Lonely Little Bluebird."

BEN

Shadow";

My

bow 'Round

(2920)
in
"The Side Show."
Drawing room. Musical comedy stage stars In
and Jokes.
Numbers:
a.
"Dear Old Girl"; b.

SAMMY COHEN

Girl."

violin

KJERULF'S MAYFAIR QUINTET

AND LAWRENCE

Living

"The Sunshine

In

(2815),

b
d.

Broadway star offers four songs and imisounds.
Numbers: a. "Beloved"; b. "Arm;
of Love"; o.
"I Loved You Then"; d. "There's a Rain

tion.

Scene:
dances

JAY

"Song Sayings."

In

and

Edmund

Scene:

Mexican government

"Dansa Tipica";

"My Melancholy Baby":
"My Window of Dreams":

a.
c.

Drawing room.

tates

"The

in

(720),

and Dorothy MaokallL

BORN

h.

"Habanera";

b.

HOPE VERNON

in

(733),

"Gao Monter."

f.

South."

Lyric soprano
Scene: Salon.
(746).
and opera.
Presents these numbers:

FRANK CRUMIT

Numbers:

set.

"Sally of My Dreams";
"Louisiana."

CHILDREN OF THE RITZ:

Girls."

(721).
year old flapper In two

AND

orchestra of

a.

STELLA

FANNIE WARD

"My

b.

Band

Hammerstein is
Numbers; a. "Me and the
Troubles Are Over."
Arthur

Calling Me"; d. "Rock Me to Sleep."
TAJADO'S TIPICA ORCHESTRA (706).

"I've

set.
Jazz band of variety stage.
Numbers:
a.
Been Working on the Railroad": b. "On the Road
Mandalay"; c. "Chinese Dream": d. "Fanfare": •.
"Here Comes the Showboat"; f. "Medley."

Hundley.

(2819).
"The Whispering Cometlst" has specialty
three with his Montmartre Orchestra.
Scene:

number and

musical

English

room.

by

Louis

(2837). in "The FaU Guy."
Scene:
Interspersed with falls are funny stories.

Living room.

ROY FOX

Scene:
Corner Store."
Grocery store.
Ardatn Is supported by Claude Allen of
musical comedy stage, Cole Carrol and Klar Magnus.
Numbers: a. "Sipping Cider Through a Straw"; b. "The
Swiss Yodeling Song"; o.
"Oh Molly the Cuckoo Is

Band
to

John

Moon";

FRED ARDATH

c.

AND

TREMAINE

PAUL

the Ball

starred

"St.

c.

HUGHES AND PAM

"Words of Love." Scene: Living room. Julia Sanderson
and Ccumit, co-starred for ten years in musical comedy,
render these numbers written by Crumit: a. "No Wonder
You're a Wonderful Girl"; b. "I Can Live Without You";
c.
"Precious Little Thing Called Love."

Scene:

CUMMINS

Band

and Lonely Nights"; b.
"The Rosary";
Blues"; d. "Ida (Sweet as Apple Cider)."

(736).

"Kentucky Home."

d.

Drawing

Scene:
recently

SANDERSON

JULIA

fighting

at
a.

"An Evening

In

(760)

Scene:

a.

Scene;
Band
on a national
"Two Guitars":

Comes the Groom."

BERNIE

"Hollywood Parade";

o.

JUNE

•

CLARENCE TISDALE

(2839). in "Syncopated Breezes."
SceneBanjoist Is assisted by Doris Walker, who
Living room.
Numbers: a. "Happy Days
sings introductory number.

Scene: Living room.
They offer three vocal numbers and
Miss Bennett gives dramatic Impersonation of Hollywood
extra.
Numbers: a. "Sleep Baby Sleep"; b. "Boy of

Mine";

1929

3,

BOBBY GILLETT

Trailer (2701).
Hallam Cooley InFlashcast as they board yacht.

of

PAUL CUNNINGHAM AND FLORENCE BENNETT

comedy

HOT STUFF:
picture.

members

troduces
backs.

discourses

lead,

Flashbacks

and

FANCY BAGGAGE:

August

(2918).

Composer

Orchestra.

RIVER:

Is

Played
Gage.

by Vitaphoo
Without dim

Introducing Richar
First National production.
Barthelmess.
RANGERS, THE (2900), in "After the Round-Up." Scene
Double male quartet offering tore
Exterior desert camp.
Numbers: a. "Cheyenne"; b. "San Antonio"; <
ballads.
"West of the Great Divide"; d. "Rose of Monterey"; «
Trailer

(2S09).

"Pony Boy."

BORN AND LAWRENCE
men."
Gal";

(2885), in "The Country Gentle
bleepy lim
Numbers: a.
Living room.
vow
"Silver Threads Among the Gold ; c.

Scene:
b.

'

Home Rag."
NO DEFENSE:
dience.

Monte Blue addressing
Trailer (2720).
Flash-backs and story from Monte.

au

Ten
Trailer (2706).
Flashbacks.
Guinan tells all about night clubs.
Bridesmaid.
JANET ADAIR (2629), in "Here Comes the starring
Juu
Playlet,
Scene: Church exterior, bedroom.
Numbers: a. "Bridesmaid
Adair, told in narrative song.
You.
b. "No One's Fool"; c. "It's Right Here For

QUEEN OF THE NIGHT CLUBS:

GUS ARNHEIM ORCHESTRA

(2136).

Seene:

Draped «i

Gus Arnheim and His Cocoanut Grove Orchestra of Hou>
wood play the following numbers: a. "Who's You, That
You"; b. "Sing Me a Baby Song"; c. "Flapperette.
JIM AND BETTY MORGAN (712), in "Songs As You Lii
Them." Scene: Living room. Keith act for ten year.
Betty sings original songs while Jim accompanies he]
Forget"; b. "Just a Lit"
Numbers:
a. "And Then I
Bit, Not Just Right"; c. "That's All I Wanted to Know.

DAVE DREYER
collaborated

Song write
(2889), in "Tin Pan Alley."
with Al Jolson. has been Irving Berlin stai
Dreyer is as
with Frank Fay.

writer, was in vaudeville
sisted by Nora Schiller.

For Spooning";
You."

"What

Numbers:
a.
"Medley of Hits"; o.

b.

a

Nlgl
Fc

"I'm Crazy

ONE STOLEN NIGHT:

William Collier. Jr
Trailer (2813).
introduces featured players.
John Boles and 12
Trailer (2812).
voices announce coming of picture and Boles introduc*

DESERT SONG. THE:
cast.

(2798). In "Stranded In Paris." Soma
Railway station and boulevard. Comedians scored In Zm

CODEE AND ORTH
und

Fierzigstre Strasse."

Violin virtuo!
Living room.
Scene:
Rickard. Irish tenor, and Mod
"Zigeuerweisen" b. "I Love io
"I Hear You Calling Me.
c.
(sung by Richard)

JAN RUBINI
is

(2790).

by Vernon
Numbers: a.

assisted

Content.

Truly"

;

;

AL LYONS AND HIS FOUR HORSEMEN

(2789). in "Mus:

Accordionist an
Living room.
play medley of songs written B
an'
Lyons and his clarinetist, Castagnoli, aided by singing

cal
his

Scene:
accompanists

Melange."

trio

of

Numbers: a. "Some of iw
dancing of Edith Murray.
Al"
Days"; b. "Normandie": c. "Waltz Castlni"; d. Castcan Can": e. "Oh Marie"; f. "Lotta Notes"; g.
Lyons Blues"; h. "Da Da Go."
Clu
FRANK ROTH (2710), in "Meet the Wife." Scenes:
onat
room and boudoir. Musical comedy star in playlet or
night.
bridal
on
his
wife
deserts
groom who

GREYHOUND
Withers,

LIMITED,

featured

player,

THE:
tells

(2639)flashback

Trailer
story and

gJS
sno»

wre^k ef Greyhound Limited.

FRANCES SHELLEY
Scene:

and
b.

Living room.

"The Girl With

(713), in

Leading

niitht olub artist sings:
"I'll Get By."

a.

the Guitar

Rain or Mine
of
"She's Funny That way

woman

'
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SERVICE TALKS
Incorporated in this department of the Herald-World, which is a department containing neves, information and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture World department, "Through

Box

the

"CHARMING SINNERS"

r
L

HIS, folks

By

That

form.

silent

have been done
with any degree of

is,

script or success in impartation of

to

lelity

itertainment.

"THE

Service

T. O.

I

another of the increasingly

is

tntiful pictures that couldn't
1

Window."

Office

It

another of the

too,

is,

in-

have come to

easingly better productions that

infidelity but not as the point of the plot, mere-

from which the plot and acbeen wondering what the
smaller communities make of these pictures.
The big ones eat 'em up.

ly as an incident

tion

arises.

I've

expected with each week's passage in these

:

nited

of

course,

that

"THUNDERBOLT"

picture.
Wherein "splendid"
be a weak and ineffective word at

splendid

a

s

Which means,

States.

oves

to

by W. Somerset Maugham, and
you are paying to the authorial department
the new productions the attention you
ould be you'll recall that "The Letter" was
om the same suave pen. I fancy, too, that
The play

come

iu'11

to

them
none

regard
that

ree

more

as

names

on you'll begin
I'm sure you'll

a little later
so.

excellent players

of the

who

complete

a

enjoyment

ignorant,

brutal,

so responsible for your

Mr. Maugham's lines.
ript

heme

where

mean,

I

This
the

the spot, the

is

new production

(Anyone
good dialogue ought to be getlg busy about it; there's no end of need for
at this time and the need is mounting.)
But
course I need not tell you of Mr. Maugham,
lose plays are among the finely spoken things
drama in this generation and no doubt in
any generations to come.
going to find foundation.

is

10 can write

Ruth

Chatterton

Doctor's

lie

key character in
you admired her in
you'll be pleased to

the

is

Charming Sinners."

If

Secret"

zs

whose philander-

Miss Chatterton has to deal with in the

No need

Brooke is great as
2 game.
Nor that Mary Nolan is perfect as
s
other woman, that Montagu Love is good
ough as the other woman's husband and that
it.

to say that

Uliam Powell

od suitor
>re

made-to-order as the boy-

is

who

hasn't

stopped

loving

the

wedded wife. A great cast,
know no sufficiently
describe them in this cramped

or less happily

eat
tent

in

a

great play, I

manner

to

ice.

The play

"Thunderbolt"

That

ture.

of

ople call smart.

good many
depicts what censors term

course, what
It

a

is,

is

is

it

it

As men-

Wray and Richard

whom

Arlen, both of

I believed to be duds, in
proved they aren't. Mention here, then, must be made of Buddy Rogers,
whom I've also grouped among the current er-

a

good picture

that

rors of otherwise

competent casting directors.

In "The River of

Romance" young Mr. Rogers

an unusual

gangster

unusual in that

it

him

visible reason

first

— to

these eyes, of

—

for the shouting and cannonading.
But I'm not sure, yet, that it's Mr. Rogers
whom I have to thank for the entertainment
that is "The River of Romance."
think
I
Booth Tarkington's story is the most important factor in
that

Mary

pic-

shows

the entertainment.

Brian's performance

sure

feel

I

productive

is

And

of greater cheer than Mr. Rogers".

I

know

young man would not be a wow without Wallace Beery as the really bad man who
puts him acros> and Henry B. Walthall as the
father whose Southern pride is worn like a
that the

mantle of glory throughout the production.

When

consider, in addition to

I

period covered by the story,

these,

more

itself

the

inter-

than most motion pictures, the superb

esting

mounting

firsthand.

the precisely usual gangster under exactly usual

of

the

production

Tarkington dialogue,

I

and the quaint

revert to

my

original

estimate of Mr. Rogers and continue to

wonder

what makes him go.

circumstances doing emphatically usual things.
I

mean

curate

say that

to

death.

think

I

it

by

is

it

is

that

gangster pictures need be made.

I

most

ac-

"THE

and

love

life,

good

so

the

far

gangsters'

of

reflection

no more
doubt that

I REPEAT

any can be
Bancroft

his

better.
is

whom

She

girl.

Fay

the chief gangster, of course.
I've
is

never cared for until now,
also

is

Richard Arlen's, whose

saddened me but who click?
And Eugenie Besserer's
mother role is a thing to contemplate with wonder and acclaim. Fred Kohler, in for a brief
stretch, is his usual excellent bruite and Tully

work

neatly

also has

time.

this

Marshall does a warden that makes

all

previous

portrayals in kind look like last year's calendar.

When

I've

said

that

"Thunderbolt"

is

far

and away the best gang-ter picture ever made
And better to quit
I suppose I've said enough.
now, leaving room to mention a couple of other
pictures, than to spread praise of it and its
pictures

all

over the page.

you've got to see

what's what in

It's
if

another of the
you're to

modern production.

know

MAN AND THE MOMENT

dozen eulogies to Miss
to multiply by infinity.
If she gets any better looking something ought
And if she becomes a
to be done about it.
better actress something will be done about it.
They'll put her in Shakespeare or something.
Which I hope they don't, because these modern
trifles she's working in give her so much more
Billie

people
is,

but

gunman. Mr.
peculiarly American
the

as

with luck, will not meet

that,

past

stage.

the husband

misguided

personality should be preserved for a posterity

>m the speaking
is

we know

shrewd,

the

of

sentimental,

Bancroft's etching of this

Wray,

Give Brooke

personalization

potent he-man

ow she's far, far better in this with more,
more to do. She is, I have an idea, the
ist valuable, by performance to date, recruit

r

gangsters here

as the

rform excellently in "Charming Sinners" are
fraction

many

newspapers lead you to believe, I have
met three or four of them personally. And not
in jail, but at their ease and among friends.
Some of them are what people call "good guys."
All of them are hard, in their very slightly understood way. but all of them are also human.
Yet none that I have met is a better gangster
than George Bancroft is as "Thunderbolt." Nor
has the screen, oral or dumb, ever depicted so

and that

stars,

lived in Chicago quite a while, and

although there are not so

equally important with the

as

"ights

have had a good week.

to

tioned above, I've seen Fay

gives the

is

regard the names of these play-

ER OF ROMANCE"

course, for the world seems quite nuts about

I HAVE

sL

SEEM

RIl

the

last

Dove and ask you

opportunity

to

display

the

contours,

pressions and the configuration

—

if

the

de-

you know

what I mean.
But I do not think they ought to give her
a better break than is afforded by Mr. Rod
LaRocque's initial so far as I know adventure in vocality. The boy looks as good as he
did in the silent years, and his voice isn't bad
as to quality, but what he doesn't know about
speaking lines is the reason why young folks
in the Oriental laughed at the picture in the
wrong places. (I hope he gets along: which is

—

why

I

write the brutal record.)

—
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MUSIC AND TALENT
Organ

Vital Feature in Theatre

Is

STAGE SHOWS
Philadelphia Fox
Week Ending July

Frankie Masters

27

The overture "Hungarian Echoes," with Jeno
Donath conducting the orchestra, is a pleasant prelude to a good show at the Fox this week.
The outstanding feature on the program is the new
Fanchon and Marco revue, "Grotesque." with several
unique and delightful numbers with a distinctly

Brown Cautions That
Must Offer

flavor.

It

is

By W.

"The organ

exceptionally

well

staged

and

a

more

diversified bill."

—

—

cussion of the present situation, he did not
deal in generalities.

There is no doubt of the value of organ
music to the theatre program, but should
you have your doubts a half hour with Mr.
Brown will convince you that they are unfounded.
It is up to the individual artist
at the

Frankie Masters for the past two years has
been master of ceremonies for Balaban & Katz
in Chicago and has created a large following
among the flappers on the South Side of Chicago, with his inimitable singing and the inMasters has just retroduction of artists.
turned from a vacation in the East. While he
was away Balaban & Katz had sound pictures
taken of him boarding the train and also shots
taken of him greeting Paul Ash in New York.
These pictures were run at each performance.

console to give the organist a security

which he deserves.
"The organ solo, properly handled, is 3i
distinct departure from the usual sound bill,"
said Mr. Brown.
"However, the future organ solo must be
vastly different from the organ solo of the
past.
It must have story
continuity.
"Another thing that adds perceptibly to the
effectiveness of the organ solo is the 'slide
effect screen.' As you know, on this larger
screen we have, on the border surrounding

—

the

frame, space for novelty display which

have found to be an attraction, the value of
which cannot be estimated.
"Features such as this assure the organist
of continued employment as an integral part
of the motion picture program, whether it be
sound or silent."
There are two important considerations for
He must keep his solo within
the organist.
judicial length
say 6 to 10 minutes. Also,
I

—

organist should arrange, in association
with the music publishers, his own programs.,
The organist will find that the publishers will
readily cooperate.
Another procedure, and one which is used
by Brown and other organists with success,
is the orchestral gem, whereby the organ
solo becomes an important phase of the orchestral overture.
The organist should always remember: Be
distinctive and there will be no cause to
the

Kansas City Pantages
July 27

(Continued on page 62)

a distinct de-

ered the sound invasion which after
all is here to stay
talked to me this
last week in an optimistic vein.
He is Albert F. Brown, who is associated
with Marks Brothers in Chicago. In his dis-

program.

Week Ending

is

of the country's finest theatre
organists and a man who has weath-

diversified

"The Blue Slickers," a musical and dance number,
was given prominent place on the Pantages stage
program. The act consists of some exceptionally
good dancing, one of those "ve-de-do-do" einger6 and
some tuneful musical numbers.
Mary Blank, juggler, juggles hats and umbrellas

RUSSELL

One

then opens his mouth and 6hows his teeth, which on
closer inspection prove to be the legs of the California Sunkist Beauties, who do a clever turn.
Ewing Eaton wins warm applause for her "dozen
minutes of fiddling." She can play a violin in every
conceivable position and dances to her own music
She plays "I'll be Loving You
quite charmingly.
Always" and gives an imitation of an old time
fiddler playing "Pop Goes the Weasel."
Cole and Snyder have a line of clever wise cracks
that bring many laughs. Using an ancient Charlie
Chaplin as a basis, the two audibly "direct" the actors
and the audience roars its approval.

An

S.

parture from sound. Its use in
the motion picture theatre gives

number.

Sanami and Geniya present a most original and
picturesque Javanese idol dance, which is perhaps the
outstanding number on the program. A bronze god
with four arms is represented, the arms make
rhythmic gestures, the god comes to life and they perform a typically oriental dance that is received with
applause.
The Selmanoff Trio are adagio dancers of much
skill and daring and some of their feats are breathtaking. The huge dragon at the back of the stage

Distinctive

Here are the words of an authority:

Harry Vernon as master of ceremonies could easily
be improved upon and he proves the only weak spot
in an otherwise exceptionally good bill. He gives a
rather dull version of "Chloe" and a Yiddish dialect
selection, "On the Shores of Rockaway."
Several decidedly out-of-the-ordinary numbers follow: A hideous dragon writhes across the stage as a
dainty little toe dancer does a scarf dance in and
out of his folds. The hero rushes in and as he
slashes at the awe-inspiring animal with his 6word,
the dragon's skin falls away, with each cut a beautiful girl emerges and we have the ballet with us
again.

Organists

Console Solos

based on fairy tales told by
Harry Vernon as master of ceremonies and the audience is treated to some novel and weird sights,
A row of conventionalized elephants extends across
the stage a6 a large green elephant enters. He dances,
rolls over and 6hakes his head in a most amusing
manner and later we find that he is animated by
Jane Ray and Kate Claire, The elephants across the
stage prove to be unusually clever in unison dancing.
The elephant bodies are drawn aside disclosing the
"Twenty California Sunkist Beauties," who are as
well trained as they are beautiful.
Ruth Kadamatso is a charming little Oriental who
dances a short but picturesque dance in Japanese
costume and sings in quite a delightful voice.
Jackson and Lee in the "Break Away" and other
comedy dances are tumultuously received. Their comedy hula hula dance is perhaps their most popular
oriental

Distinct
Departure from
Sound Program

It Is

"The Man

Who

Put Community

Singing on the

Map"

worry.
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of Shows" Utilize
Entire Music Staff of
Warner Bros.

"Show

RUSSELL
SAYS

Not only from a standpoint of stars and directalent but from a musical angle as well.
Warner Bros, super-special. "Show of Shows." bids
The enfair to be the biggest picture ever made.
tire song department at the Warner Studio will conThis means that more
tribute numbers to the score.

have our ups and downs even in show business,
All know Don Isham. =olo organist
ow about it.
or Marks Brothers. Granada theatre well he has
aken his plane out of storage and is having the time
.
f his life flitting from one place to the other.
"rank Sylvano is now broadcasting with Art Kahn.
Chick Castle had an hour dedicated on station
9"WAE to himself over which he sang Robbins' songs
Jack
ist Wednesday evening, nice tieup eh.
leas'! last tieup while he was with Mark Brothers

S'e all

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

as with the Allied Florists' Association when they
reduced the Say It With Flowers show which played
oth houses two weeks before a rival's show of the
Well the zero hour
ame name came to Chicago.
close at hand, next Friday the Fanchon ar.d Marco
Hope to be
hows open at the Sheridan theatre.
iere on the opening night, look for the report next
While on the subject of opening theatres
eek.
ye New Berwyn theatre will open on the same
Understand that Sara Ann McCabe and
ate.
ictar Young will broadcast from the Chicago studios
National Broadcasting Company over a wide
f the
WCFL is its Chicago
etwork of NBC stations.
Francis Faraey has succeeded Cornelius
otlet.
laffie as solo organist at the Metropolitan theatre in
faaeton.
Maffie will in the future preside at the
According
rgan of Denver theatre in Denver.
newspaper advertisements Frank Jenks will act as
laster of ceremonies at the Fox houses here. . . .
peaking of M. C.'s Charlie Crafts is celebrating his
)9th performance at the Capitol theatre this week,
le management has surrounded him with some very
Incidently the Kainbo Fronton called
ood acts. .
night's Hi Li games. Charlie Crafts
,st Saturday
ight.
Appearing this week at the Palace are the
•llowing stars
Jack Donahue. Venita Gould, Willie
alar and Buck and Babbles. I'd say a nice bill. . .
ritz and Jean Hubert famous presentation drunk
rtists with Sally and Ted adagio dancers are going
ito rehearsal
for the forthcoming George White's
randals which opens on Broadway late in August.
Phil Tyrell formerly original picture house booker
ill produce ten acts during the coming season.
.
.
.
he first will be ready in two weeks with a cast of
Tenty-nine people, the vehicle will be called HouseKt Revue and will start the
circuit immeately.
Phil and his wife are spending their
ication and second honeymoon in a little home they
Dave
we just purchased at Beechurst. L. I.
Mid ballet master for Publix has purchased a Blanca
onoplane and is taking a flying vacation over the
>tmtry.
He hopes to fly it alone by the time he
,t» back, we wish him luck.
Joe Frisco will
ake some talkies for Fox. we know they will be a
iccess even if some of the shorts of today don't
ick with the audience.
Have you noticed that
e talking shorts are not even receiving a hand these
lys. it's the truth nine of the ten talking acts I have
en in the last few weeks have not received a ripple.
More about this later and in the meantime have
listen and we will talk it over when we meet. . .
il>rd and Marion are appearing this week in Benny
eroff's Lights and Shadows show, want a laugh, see
em.
Charlie Agne has a great show this week.
ie of the stars being Tommy Wonder the boy dance
zard.
Herr Louie's hungry five of radio fame
e making a personal appearance with Mark Fisher
the Paradise theatre this week.
All who knew
11 be sorry to hear of the death of Dick Maxwell
the famous dancing stars Maxwell and Lee.
e extend heartfelt sympathies to his family. . . .
t Stiller who is known to everybody in the music
isiness is again with Remick after an illness of
ree or four months.
Met him over at the
ipitol theatre with Ward Perry, looking fit as a
tdle. glad to see him up and going again. .
Uy Nelson is now feature organist at the Avalon
eatre in Brooklyn.
Lloyd Hill former organist
Loew's theatre. Norfolk, is now at Loew's Valencia
maica. L. I., in place of John Gart who is now at
ew's S3rd St. theatre. New York City.
.
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than fourteen composers are at work to furnish the
melodies for the singing and dancing acts in which
at least fifty stars will take part.
The internationally known composers and lyric
writers now at work on "Show of Shows" include
Ray Perkins. Norman Spencer, Joe Burke, Harry
Akst, Grant Clarke. Al Dubin, Al Bryan. George
Meyer, Michael Cleary, Dave Silverman. M. K.
Jerome, Louis Silvers, Lester Stephens and Eddie

Ward.
Not only

RKO
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.

.

.

.

will

these

men

receive

for

credit

*BLUE HAWAII
r^Avr^pNobodys

the

music of the picture but they will also appear in
its cast.
John Adolfi has been selected from the
committee of directors which is making the production, to megaphone a novel presentation in which
the song writers will form a huge ensemble, each
of them playing a piano as accompaniment to Irene
Bordoni while she sings "Believe Me." an original number composed for "Show of Shows."

DEAR1 your Own
MY MOTHER S EYES'
f

Chicago Music Corporation
Busy These Days
Frank Albert, president of the Chicago Music
Corporation,
has been interviewing many name
bands and stars since the formal opening of their
new office July second. Some of the people that he
has interviewed are Gus C. Edwards. Vincent Lopez.
Verne Buck. Roy Dietrich and Carl Lorraine. Soon
they expect to release a few songs that we understand will be sure fire hits written by noted writers
through the publishing end of the corporation. Mr.
Alberts expects to take a trip through the middle
west shortly to make a survey of conditions and
arrange for future bookings.

Warner Not Negotiating
For Harms Firm
only natural, with the rumors thicker than
this sultry weather,
that eventually the
gossips would have Warner Brothers buying the music firm of T. B. Harms.
But despite all such reports, no 6uch deal ie contemplated, and H. M. Warner, president of Warner Brothers, this week takes
occasion to deny that the deal is under consideration.
It

flies

is

in

Believe

.

.

TOU CAN'T GO WROXG,
"WITH ANY 'FEIST' SONG

torial

GREETINGS! ... Its sure is a shame the boys
nd particularly the stage hands won't be able to
pend their evenings and especially their money at
he various tracks around Chicago next week, since
odge George Fred Rush dissolved the injunction
estraining police from raiding the kennel crabs. . . .
.
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It

or Not

( with apologies to Ripley)
Martha Wilchinski of the Roxy publicity department sends through thte bit of interesting copy "Wee
Willie Robyn. diminutive tenor of Roxy's Gang, received a 10 foot fan letter yesterday. It is from a
radio admirer" who has written him two letters every
week for four years. Believe it or not
:

YOUl/WEETNESS
'PLEASE IE? ME

DREAMS

MV

\ND

TOYMAN
"SONG OF THE BAYOU*

EYEFUL

OF YOU'
CANOE DLEOODLE ALONG

Discards Sound Policy
(Special to the Herald-World)
Jtily 30.—The Windamere

CLEVELAND,

theatre has discarded a sound policy in favor
of silent pictures only. The Vvindamere is a
neighborhood house, with little competition in
the i
ediate vicinity, and draws from a
large number of people.

mm

LOUIS ADRIAN
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Conducting
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Balaban
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Theatre
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STAGE SHOWS
(Continued fom page 60)
if she didn't used to work in a
check stand. Her act is well received and she proves
herself to be as clever a juggler as any one would

until

one wonders

care to see.
Ann Clifton presents a

number

titled.

"You Never

Know Women," in which she has a nicely staged act,
she being a masculine impersonator who gives a good
impersonation of a chorus man. She has a humorous
line of dialog.
Dalton and Craig have a good comedy skit on a
where the patron serves himself to beans
and an overcoat. The act has a large percentage of
original lines and gets much applause. It is titled
"Checkmates."
The Osaka Boys are two Japanese acrobatic comecafeteria,

dians,

who

find

nothing

so

jolly

as

a

resounding

kick in the stomach.

San Antonio Aztec
Week Ending

July 19

This week's picture at the Aztec, "San Antonio's
most beautiful playhouse," is Billie Dove and Rod

La Rocque

ir.

San Francisco Fox
Week Ending

July 25

This week's 6tage attraction at the Fox Theatre,
Fanchon and Marco's "Contrasts," i6 especially well
conceived and carried out.
The act is preceded by a Russian Overture by Walt
Roesner's fine musical organization and the vocal
chorus, and this proves the most ambitious musical
offering yet attempted at this new house. The oris

led

through a splendid reading of excerpts

from "Slav March," "Waltz of the Flowers," "Two
Guitars," "Volga Boatman" and the "Overture 1812,"
with the great Wurlitzer organ assisting in the
thunderous finale of the latter and the burning of
Moscow suggested by lighting effects on the curtain.

Walt Roesner acts as master of ceremonies and
comes on the stage to announce the various acts. The
first is contrast in dancing and the Sunkist Beauties,
in attire of olden days, go through the steps of a
ballet dance under the direction of a master. This is
followed by the Fanchon and Marco girls in bathing
attire, going through their daily exercises, some of
which seem rather severe.
Then follows contrasts in orchestration, "Deep
Night" being presented with a symphonic arrangement. It is finally sung by a chorus, while mysterious lights flit across the darkened stage.

Next is contrasts in wearing apparel and Gypsy
Byrne appears in the costume of a young man and
6ings "I've Got a Feeling I'm Falling." following with
a lively dance. Contrasts in color next follows and
six blondes and six brunettes go through a stately
dance. Serge and Robert Temhoff, ballet dancers from
Europe, offer graceful numbers with a background of
beautiful girls and the Sunkist Beauties, in costumes
of half white and half red, add to the spectacle of
color.

Ann

St.

Louis Missouri
Week Ending July

12

Frankie Masters who was moved down from the
Granada on the Gravois had charge of the stage show
and made a very good job of it. He called the offering "Land O' Dreams," Frank Sterling, the Small
Brothers, Handers and Millis and Loliet Amiet were

among

the entertainers in the

bill.

Frankie Masters, ready wit and very clever dancing
hit with the Missouri audiences.

made a very big

"The Man and the Moment."

On the stage this week is presented "Vacation
Days," a snappy and peppy musical melange, headed
by the popular m. c, Ralph Pollock.
Frank Hermandez, the "Aztec Music Master."
thrills the music lovers with Johann Strauss' "The
Merry Countess." Popular selections by L. J. Pico,
the versatile organist, complete the show.

chestra

nature of the dance act by singing some low down
jazz and maltreating a midget piano. Her biggest
song hit was "I Ain't Taking Orders From No One."
Then "The Breakaway," a dance that is being
strongly plugged, is offered and Gypsy Byrne leads a
chorus of twenty-eight through the 6teps.
"Dad" Pettis, looking for the world like a Kentucky
Colonel, denounces the dance and brings on three
couples who dance to the music of "When You and
Were Young, Maggie." Then follows some real
I
stepping and old-time gymnastics, with solo numbers
that bring forth rousing applause.
The young folks return and go through "The Breakaway" again, with one of their number playing the
violin and dancing at the same time. The show comes
to an end as the back curtain rises, showing the old
people posed in their old-time costumes and singing
"When You and I Were Young, Maggie."

Blackstone offered a contrast to the classical

Detroit Fisher
Week Ending

July 18

There was plenty of "speed" at the Fisher this
week, with Del Delbridge leading the acts through
their paces.
Del, as master of ceremonies, pinchhit
for Al Donahue, who went vacationing.
There was no scenery in the show. Maybe it is
the habit now at the Fisher we haven't been there
for some time but nothing but drapes were used.
To start there was Madeline McKenzie, a cute little
lady in a scanty costume of rhinestones who danced
and sang before a black drop. The orchestra was
nowheres to be seen, hidden some place behind the
curtains.
Madeline is a fast little stepper and easy
to look upon.
She sang "Come On, Speed Away,"
which seemed to be the theme song of the show, and
proved to be one of the principal reasons why the
show is called "Speed."
The first drop went up and there was another one
with the orchestra still playing and still concealed.
The Fisher Girls in white bodices and panties,
trimmed in silver, did a lively tap dance in unison.
Then another drop went up, and at last we came
Madeline McKenzie came strolling
to the orchestra.
back and, after indulging in some pleasantries with
Del, she launched into a rapid fire dance that was a

—

—

—

pip.

Next was an orchestra specialty, "Song of the
Nile," with a vocal solo by one of the violinist* and
another specialty verse by the saxophones.
The Small Brothers put on one of those tap dance
competitions, with practically no music, in which each
Fast and furious steptried to outdance the other.
ping, which was very good.
specialty
which
he said was supDel had another
1

posed to illustrate how fast a love affair can take
place among stage people. He played the piano and
sang "Precious Little Thing Called Love."

Out came Madeline McKenzie, resplendent in a pink
gown trimmed in ostrich feathers. She sat on the
piano and sang "Honey" to Del. He answered with
"Louise." Del got up, put his arms around Madeline.
The chorus came dancing out as bridesmaids one of
the Small Brothers danced on as the parson and then
a policeman marched out and accused Del of having
;

—

August

another wife.

It

3,

ended with the orchestra playing

"Wedding of the Painted
Roy Rogers, in the role

Doll."

of a drunk from Montreal,
showed he could sing, dance, talk and do acrobatics in
an amusing way. His best song was "Wedding Bells
Are Breaking Up That Old Gang of Mine," which
he then parodied as "The Jones Law Is Breaking Up
That Old Gang of Mine."
The Pierre-Koko group of tumblers completed the

6how.

Milwaukee Wisconsin
Week Ending

July 26

Another Fanchon and Marco's Idea, entitled "Bows
and Beaus," proved to be a pretentious and rhythmic
harmony revue.
The curtain rises to reveal a
brilliant Irish green back drop and four couples in
costumes combining soft shades of lavender and rose
and grey. This dancing chorus is augmented by four
pair of clever tap dancers who do 6ome unusual
things with chairs. The theme 6ong in the number is
"I'll Give You Anything Your Heart Desires" and the
entire chorus enters into the spirit of thing wholeheartedly. Lavender flood lights played on the entire
scene create a colorful effect.
The startling green curtain is raised, disclosing
Al Lyons and his Joyboys. Al displays hi6 accomplishment on the accordion, playing a medley in which
the well-liked "Santa Lucia" clicks immediately with
the audience.
Then Al Lyons, characterized as always by his
pleasant smile and nicely modulated voice, introduces
one of the features of the 6how, the California Warblers, a fine singing trio of male voices. The varying
harmonies of their "Hello Sunshine" are very effective. "You're Mean to Me." another of their numbers,
sung on a darkened stage with the spotlight
is

shining on the rhythmically moving group.
Betty Wayne, the eccentric comedian, proved hereelf
a positive genius at facial contortion, but her audience
could not quite adjust themselves to a woman who
tried to make herself as ugly as she could.
Some lively tapping is done by four young men
with eight dancing feet, followed by the two world
famous Scotchmen, Shapiro & O'Malley, who brawl
and sing with evident gusto, especially the O'Malley
part of the company. Their skit is well received.

The episode from which the idea gets its name is
The number features the Gale
beautifully produced.

& Marco favorites, and Steve
Maroney, who certainly can dance. The back drop
is a gorgeous affair in pink with brilliants outlining
Guadruplets, Fanchon

the painted figures of southern girls in hoopskirts.
Four southern belles and their beaus, all in elaborate
ping costumes, dance to "Just a Kiss." The curtain
goes up after this, to disclose a still more gorgeous
background against which the orchestra in pink costumes makes an effective picture. The Gale Quadruplets are all they were heralded to be, both as
They, with Steve Maroney and
dancei'6 and beauties.
the chorus, produce a finale that gets a good hand.
The climax of the act comes when a huge pink bow

down from above

is let

to

form a background

Slide or Film Trailer to

on each

New York Paramount
Week Ending

July 26

This week's programme deviates from the regular
stagehand policy inasmuch as Paul Ash and orchestra
are in the pit and the stage presentation is typically
musical comedy, with no M. C, or band on the stage.
This show opens to an overture of "Italian Airs" by
the Paramount orchestra led by the irrepressible Paul
Ash. Ash demonstrates the skill and experience of the
seasoned conductor which he is. The faculty of getting the most out of an assembled band, and a keen
intelligence for the making of a program, gain him

Accompany

6" 33

/3 R. P. M. Record.
Each Record.

1

Write for Catalogue and Prices

MUSICAL

DISCS, INC.
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1100
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for the

entire company.

MUSICAL DISCS
AN OVERTURE and an EXIT MARCH

1929

1
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band

a

wholehearted

from

response

the

Paul Small, cornetist offered one of the
audience.
finest vocal offerings of his career in hie singing of
"Ave Marie." Lew Clabrese played a beautiful cornet solo of.

"O

Sola Mia" for which he

is

greatly ap-

plauded.

The stage presentation. Boris PetrofFs "Garden of
Love" unit opens to a simple, but beautiful garden set
in which William Cleary sings "I Fell for You. Dear"
12 Dorothy
:o Betty Taylor, who joins in the chorus.
Berke dancers, in "Kid" costumes do a well routined
:oe offering, and are followed by Betty Taylor in a
ine vocal offering of "Garden of Love."
Bayes and Speck follow with a series of well staged
jlackouts in which they made use of a revolving cenerpiece. They offered a burlesque on "Love" as it is
n Russia. Germany. Spain and U. S. A. Their offerng, (as I have already said) is well staged and
•reated much laughter and applause.
Renoff and Renova, as two statues, pose as the
Dorothy Berke ballet offer an artistic spring dance,
ater going into their adagio routine that is the peronification of grace and ability. They easily take the
v>nors for ability in this bill.
Next are the Felicia Sorel "Daisy" ballet (six
white clothed tramps)
whose burlesque
lancing,
idagio and ballet dancing is emphasized more so after
Allowing the fine dancing of Renoff and Renova.
Michael Angelo is the featured and most prominent
Bayes and Speck then offer their own
)f this act.
•outine of dancing, singing and gags. The audience
'rolled out of their seats" laughing at them, and
eally enjoyed them. Though the audience have, undoubtedly heard all these gags many times, it is the
joys' showmanlike manner that gains them their
mccess.
The Dorothy Berke dancers, in beautiful gold costimes enter as pit band plays "Here Comes the Bride"
ind Cleary and Betty Taylor sing the "Garden of
Love" for the finale.

Omaha Paramount
Week Ending

July 25

With Al Morey back on the stage after being out
vith an arm slashed in a juggling act, the 6tageshow
roes on merrily at the Paramount with the public
>leased.
His presentation this week is "Bubbling

times without experiencing that tired feeling. One
thing about Pal he doesn't care a rap about the
personality leaders, desiring the entire stage to him-

—

—

which he gets.
Pickard and "Pal" are the headliners in the Publix
unit "Cooling Off" and are supported by an excellent
chorus, the Gamby Hale Girls, who with wonderful
wardrobe do some excellent dance steps.
Boyce Coons, an English comedian has some rare
self

old jokes fresh from the land of roast beef and ale
which are delivered in a manner that makes the
audience wieh for more of the same character.
In the feminine line, the Wallace Sisters, sing,
dance, turn hand springs and cart wheels so rapidly
that your eyes fail to register whether you are looking at their heads or their heele. Several encores were
received and acknowledged.
Bert Faye does a hot dan;e on a pair of snow shoes
without once landing on his head as one usually does
on the unwiedly critters, and got his share of noise
from the audience.
All thie occurred in a scene laid in the Antartic
circle, adjacent to the South Pole where Ray Teal
and his stage band are marooned thousands of miles
from nowhere, Broadway and Canal street included.
The old ship was there coated with ice and in the
background could be seen oodles and oodles of icebergs but nary a polar bear in sight. The band resembled gobs of the navy, in dress, however, and
played some pretty good music, despite the temperature if the phony snow and ice could bring your
imagination that far away from New Orleans in the
middle of July.
Ray Teal as captain of the brig
showed good taste for he stocked up with a good
vaudeville show, sixteen chorus girls, a band and orchestra and sailed for the South Pole to "Cool Off."

Boyd Senter, whom Omaha claims as a native, is a
nember of the week's troupe, and between Senter and
norey the entertainment goes off with zip.
Senter
>n hie soxophone and Morey on his banjo stage a
ontest.
Markel and Faun, pantomimics Do Ian and
lale, comedy singers and the 12 Gamby Hale Girls
•onstitute the remainder of an excellent cast. Harry
3rader, orchestra director, and Herbie Koch, organist,
;

ontribute to the entertainment.

The feature audien put on by Manager Pincus
"The River of Romance."

is

Fox

Detroit

Week Ending

teeve

McLain,

Louis Gress,
ra, had a true

were the headliners.
appeared in their support, including
a proficient tap dancer.
conducting the Fox symphony orchesDixieland overture in "Mississippi."

Vew Orleans Saenger
Week Ending
As a general

rule

July 26

animal acts have not

elicited

luch applause from audiences in this city, but
<ekard, and "Pal," a trained seal, ie an exception,
•espite the fact the Pal is all wet most of the time
e exhibits many human traits, euch as singing, playlg the saxophone, talks in seal language, which

obody

but

Brother

m

St.

Louis Missouri
Week Ending July

With Harry Rose back on the job

Pickard

laughs
and best of all ap-

understands,

when tickled in the ribs,
lauds his own act at the right time. The presentaon ie a novelty and one that can be seen several

•idly

JNIFORMS

FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

19

master of
ceremonies the patrons of this house were given a
ritzy stage show for the week.
It went over big.
Rose called it "The Missouri Follies."
In the colorful revue Rose featured Arthur Nealy.
tenor: Jack Riano ar.d Alice and Vivian, the Missouri
Rockets, Bob

Hope

as

ar.d Louise.

San Antonio Majestic
Week Ending

Week Ending

July 25

This week's bill was all a presentation house could
expect or would ever need to pack a theatre full of
patrons.
The unit was called Country Club Frolics,
or Fore, and was handled by Mark Fisher as no one
else could handle it.
The number opened with the
Albertina Rasch girle dressed in sport costumes and
all with golf clubs.
They sang a special number and
went through a dance routine by the way. the stage
set resembled the veranda of a country club, with
the greens in the background.
Cliff Crane appeared
with Mark Fisher and exchanged jokes together to
the amusement and applause of the audience.
Olive Fay appeared next with a man whose name
I did not catch and after some talk in regard to the
appearance of the new golf pro they went into a
song that got a good hand. The entire presentation

has a story, or in better words, continuity to give
sense to the show. Olive Fay sang a number, played
a guitar and danced, all very good, as the audience
attested by their applause.
Mark 'hen introduced Frank Sterling, who played

July 26

"Alex Hyde's Festival" is the headline attraction
at San Antonio's newest theatre this week.
"Alex"
has hie full orchestra right along with him 26 in all.
Along with him on the bill are Deszo Retter The

—

—

man who

wrestles himself.
Florence Faun, and her eight Hayden-Chester Girls.
Carle Ritchie, dancer.
Don Galvan, master of the
banjo.
The screen feature is "Pleasure Crazed" with the
celebrated stage stars Marguerite Churchill. Dorothy

—

Burgess and Kenneth McKenna.
Fox Movietone
News, an Aesops Fables, and other novelties conclude the

Salt

bill.

Lake Pantages
Week Ending

July 17

Heading the stage acts at the Pantages
week is "The Blue Slickers." a company
and one girl, in an act of great variety.
a dancer of unusual ability, and Francis
dance

BOB WEST

artist,

theatre this
of five men
Jerry Derr,
Reniee, also

add the finishing touch to this offering.

The Versatile
Master of Ceremonies

M

The Organ

i

Maestro

Permanent Addre?

Paramount
Theatre

lixon, eccentric dancers,

others

were really funny.
Olive Fay and the singer again appear, talking and
singing to one another, the girls follow and went
through another dance routine that was appreciated
by the audience.
Mark Fisher, accompanied by his band, sang Big
City Blues, one of the songs from Fox Movietone
Follies, and the way the audience applauded is
itself proof of his ability and popularity as a master
of ceremonies.
Alex Morrison, a professional golfer, after gagging
on the stage, really gets down to work, showing trick
shots by hitting golf balk off of Crane's head and
joking in between and then driving slow motion into
a canvas off stage. The finale included the entire cast
and closed one of the best unite this reporter has
ever seen.

July 18

Roxy, pioneer of stage and radio entertainment,
ent a goodly portion of his famed "gang" to the
•"ox thie week.
They took part in the usual lavish stage show and
ncluded Aldo "Bomby" Bomente, Adelaide De Loca,
larold Wright, Jeanne Mignolet and Helen Andrews.
None of these interesting folk have been seen here
<efore except Miss De Loca, who came to the Fox
rith the first Roxy gang, which included Douglas
itanbury. The troupe's songs were much appreciated
uring the week.
Milo, the exceedingly clever mimic, drew a large
ortion of the bill's interest. His uncanny imitations
f birds and trains and animals thrilled his audiences
a a most unusual manner.
The current Fanchon and Marco "idea" was "A
lottage Small."
Rose Valyda, a gal with more
han one singing voice, and Dorothy and Harry

Many

the mouth organ, and as has been reported before in
these columns, clicked well.
Cliff Crane made his entrance and as usual slid
down the stairs in his inimitable manner and his
dancing stopped the show. His plus eight knickers

Chicago Paradise

:

Jver."
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Brooklvn. N. Y,

Guest Conductor
at the

Branford Theatre
NEWARK, N. J.

"DOC" WEBB
Original

Organ Novelties
at the

MARSHALL

Square Theatre,

COSTUMES

FOR STAGE
PRESENTATIONS

CHICAGO

BROOKS

1437 B'way
N. Y. City
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sang "Deep Night" and "Pirate Song."
then gave a sword dance while the
ensemble sang "Los Banderilleros." Zelma Bushner
then gave a castanet dance solo and was followed by
Edison & Gregory, two boys who can make music
on anything that can hold air. The ballet returned
with a gypsy routine number and Griffin sang
"This Is Heaven."
Kerenoff & Marie then gave
an apache dance and the male chorus sang "Pirate
Song."
With a change of sets the chorus did a wonderful dance against an undersea set and each act
joined in the most colorful finale seen in some time.
No band on the stage the pit orchestra furnished

ensemble

highly entertaining, according to the ovation

The

received.

Dalton and Craig provide most of the comedy of
the present bill in a new skit called "Checkmates,"
which has an over-supply of wholesome entertainment
and fun. Ann Clifton, an impersonator, calls her
offering "You Never Know Women," and is well
received.

Mary Blank, who has been

called

"The World's

Greatest Juggler," lives up to her reputation. She is
ably assisted by a talented dancer and a comedian.
The Osaka boys, two Japanese, close the show with a
series of sensational tumbling, juggling and balancing feats, which add the finishing touch to a well

ballet

;

balanced program.
The picture presentation this week is Lon Chaney
in "Where East Is East," and good houses have been
enjoyed in spite of the midsummer weather.

the music.

Louis Ambassador
Week Ending July 18

St.

The stage show "Pearls of Bagdad" featured Idrena,
a dancer; Murray and Alan; Jacques Carter, Arch
Cannon and Gladys St. John. On the whole it was

A

A

for several years.

San Antonio Texas
Week Ending

July 26

"The Cocoanuts" the most entertaining 6inging
and talking picture to come to San Antonio for many
is featured on the Texas screen this week.
the stage "Vic" Insirilo and the Texas Stage
Band present a New York Publix Stage show "Harvest Time" this is real entertainment featuring the
great "rube." Comedians "Fauntleroy and Van." Ted
Marks whistling comedian, the "Stanley Twins"
dancers and the Dave Gould Girls also take a big
part in this superb stage show.
Ernest Hauser, conducting the Texa6 Grand Orchestra has several new musical selections to offer
as has Earl Abel, at the "Mighty Voiced" organ. A
Movietone News complete the program.

a day

On

1

sings the song.
clever skating dance by one of the boys is followed by "Dear Little Boy of Mine," a novelty number by the band with the song sung by a member
of the Californians and the music augmented by a
bit of comic hoofing by various
battle scrim.
members of the band is followed by a medley of
river songs including "Ole Man River," "Rose of
the Rio Grande" and "Deep River," all of which
are exceptionally well done.
"Broadway Melody" is played by the band, sung by
one of its members and danced to by almost the entire orchestra, music being furnished by tne Joyboys
in the pit.
Clarence Moore, a member of the band and his
trained dog Lobo make a hit with the audience.
They are followed by a trumpet number by another
of the band after which the orchestra turns to
the string instruments and offers a Hawaiian selec-

pleasing entertainment, being an Oriental medley of
singing and dancing.
Albert Roth, director of the orchestra, and Milton
Slosser at the organ, as guest organist, joined forces
Slosser is
in a novelty overture that went over big.
a big favorite with the patrons of the Ambassador,
although he has been attached to the Missouri theatre

—

tion.

offers the "Wedding of the
Dolls." The boys live up to their reputation and certainly know their instruments, singing,
dancing and what have you.
Each of their numbers are heavily applauded and they have a hard
time breaking away when their allotted time is up.
Starting with this week the Wisconsin is presenting
a new program every Friday instead of Saturday
as heretofore.

For an encore the band

Painted

Chicago Chicago
Week Ending August

St.

2

H. Leopold Spitalny directing the Chicago theatre
orchestra offered for his overture, compositions by
Listz, "Polonaise," "Liebestraum" and "Second Hungarian Rhapsody" with piano cadenza played by

appearance at the house before departing for
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Gene Wirick sang ritz songs and bandie repartee
with Harry Rose.
Lane and Osgood, dancers Roy Rogers, comedian,
and the Missouri Rockets rounded out a well balanced and dandy stage show.
Irving Rose and the Missouri orchestra built their
overture around "Rose Marie" while Milton Slosser
was back at his post at the Wurlitzer. Incidentally
when the Missouri theatre abandons its stage shows
the week of August 3, Milton's organ playing will
be featured on the regular programs.
final

The stage attraction was called "Pirate Love," a
very colorful show produced by H. Leopold Spitalny
and Paul Oscard. The set was the aft deck of an
old Spanish gallen.
With the curtain, Joseph Griffin, assisted by the

;

Mabel

WALZER

Minneapolis Minnesota

Eddie

Week Ending August

DYER

"Fore," a golf revue is the offering this week
Gene Sheldon, the Serenaders and the Publix unit.
The presentation opens with "Teeing Off," a song
and dance number with Cliff Crane and the Albertina Rasch chorus.
The girls are dressed in short
plaid skirts, orange berets and orange jackets. After
the song, they do a clever little dance number in

"Circus Cabaret"
Next

which the golf clubs play a part.

The front curtain

for the next number and
reveals the orchestra on the green. Miss Olive Faye,
billed
as "Miss Personality," appears and sings
several songs.
She is followed by Morton Bowe,
her sweetheart, who protests her crush on the pro
who is appearing at the club, Alex J. Morrison.

Michigan, Detroit
Aug. 10, Loew's State,
Cleveland

Week —

Direction

3,

Wm.

Morris Agency

rises

"THE TAPPING FLAPPER AND THE TWISTING FLIPPER"

PAUL and FERRAL
IN
THIS

PUBLIX "RADIO ROMANCE" UNIT
WEEK—PALACE, WASHINGTON
NEXT WEEK— CENTURY,
FORMERLY WITH

"NIGHT IN SPAIN"
TIIANX TO WM. MORRIS

S HUBERT'S

-

BALTIMORE
"NIGHT IN VENICE"

large, floppy,

brimmed

hats.

Cliff Crane, in "plus 8's," struts on next for a
good round of nonsense with Gene Sheldon as his
foil.
The Minnesota Serenaders, directed by Gene

Sheldon,
Blue."

offer

their

only

solo

of

the

day,

"Am

I

Morrison, trick golfer, who headlines the
is on next.
Mr. Morrison, while accurate in
does nothing that is really out of the ordinary.
Hitting four balls out of four is a record that a
great many amateurs hold and think nothing of.

Alex

revue,
his,

is called "The 19th Hole." and brings
company onto the stage in a medley of

finale

numbers.

Chicago State-Lake
Week Ending
The State-Lake

July 28

balanced stage bill
"Father and Son," a
picture starring Jack Holt and Dorothy Revier.
Labero was first on the bill and received a good
hand for hypnotizing a few chickens, rabbits, owls,
offered a well

in connection with Columbia's

snakes, alligators and two lions.
Really very interesting but so high over the heads of most of the
audience that he was whisperingly called a fake.
Next came Dorothy and Rosetta Ryan, two personality girls who put over several songs, used members of the pit for a bit of comedy and made a
noisy exit and were followed by Claiborne Foster,
Armitage and Mack in a very snappy sketch.

Next and last came Gene Greene, who can
ways get a hand. Gene featured "Casey Jones"

al-

and

"Spell of the Blues."

Then came the U. 9. Indian Band, who were
really good and got a big hand.
Their director
would give most m. c.'s a lot of real competition.
Sound reproduction was good despite the fact that
it was the seventh day the film had been used.

Pittsburgh Loew's Penn
Week Endink July 27
Publix Unit, "Rah, Rah, Rah," staged by Jack
Partington, one of those little playlets that is nice
entertainment. However, the ordinary run of Publix
Units, with vaudeville, and the local band taking part,
seem to be more popular.

Wesley Eddy, m. c, is down in the orchestra pit
with his band this week, inasmuch as the "Rah,
Rah, Rah" company needs the entire stage.

The hit of the show is Helen Lewis and her tenpiece girl band. These girls sing and play beautifully,
and the offering is exceptionally classy.
Art Frank is adept at an eccentric dance which just
about stops the show. An unbilled male quartette
scores heavily and make a neat appearance.
Barbara Vernon is pretty, and sings as well as 6he
dances, which is highly satisfactory.

A

very nice offering to be sure, but a little more
comedy (provided it is clean) would not be

slapstick
amiss.

Seattle Fox
Week Ending July
Sunshine
Fifth

2

of

Featured Comedians in the
Publix Unit

Week— Aug.

26

On the stage Harry Rose presented a vacation-time
6how "Good Times" in which he featured Arthur
Nealy, popular St. Louis tenor, who was making his

Rudolph Wagner.

This

Louis Missouri
Week Ending July

They wear

yellow.

the entire

Horace Heidt and his Californians, advertised as
the most versatile band in America, is appearing at
the Wisconsin theatre this week to fulfill all the
They open with plenty
nice things said about them.
of pep playing "Louise" while one of their members

1929

3,

This number with its several eongs and dances and
changes of costumes, takes up considerable time.
The chorus is on next with a toe dance. The
girls are dressed in
long tulle costumes of pale

The

Milwaukee Wisconsin
Week Ending August

August

Max

Bradfield,

Avenue Band and who

who
is

23

heads

making

the Fox
history at

popular house as master of ceremonies introduced
a crooning melody titled "Blue Hawaii" with Max
himself supplying a tenor saxophone solo and also
playing the tenor guitar accompaniment for Karl
Horn, concert master of the band who sang the
second chorus. It was a captivating number and Max
got a big hand on his instrumental work.
this

Fanchon & Marco's "Beach Nights" opened the
stage show with the girls executing a tap routine
seated around the tables ; later making their exit in
line still doing the tap steps.
After Roy Bradley and Maxine Doyle did a
room tap bit. Dressed in the famous backless

ball

suits

the girls executed another dance routine, on in and
around the baby tables and exit dragging furniture
along.

Clever electric storm scene exemplified by music
and dance went over big. Roy and Evian did solo
work nicely. Followed by Maxine Doyle in rendition,
"I've Got Feelin' I'm Fallin' " neatly put across and
with fast tap dance on last two choruses. Davis and
LaRue, song and dance, but not so strong.
In Hula ensemble Bemice Gailey did solo work nice
fashion. The Three Kitaros, Japanese tumbling jugglers opened finale with routine of tricks which
clicked.

Screen feature Barthelmess in "Drag" fair

appeal.
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UP ^ DOWN ORGAN SOLOS

v GALLEY

Stonehain,

Billy

manager

Chicago

for

afloat"
Leonard

Shapiro-

motored to the

Jay Mills, the popular master of ceremonies at the
ranford theatre, Newark, N. J., has written the
msic and Charles Tobias the lyrics on a new numIt is called
er published by Shapiro-Bernstein, Inc.
Every Day Away From You." It has a catchy tune
nd looks very good.
•

•

•

Music have published a new comedy song by
Rea and Walter Doyle called "We Kiss, Kiss,
Their new ballad "Mistakes," which
jss Again."
ley secured for publication from the English pubsher, Lawrence Wright, look6 like it will make the
Mills

oe

rade here, as

it

has "over there."
•

*

SID SAYS

0,
MacClain

(Philadelphia

Strand)

had

a

highly pleasing solo this week entitled "Who Knows"
in which he used the conventional slides and sound

ernstein. Inc., music publishers, has
reat White Way for his vacation.
*
•
•

65

*

Jack Mills, head of Mills Music, Inc., left for a
trip through New England for several weeks,
which time he will try to forget the cares of
busy music publisher, and find rest and relaxation
i preparation for the coming season.
lotor

SONGS

His opening number was "Maybe, Who
equipment.
Knows" with some humming over the microphone,
next was heard a voice that was said to resemble
Ruth Etting's, singing the chorus of the same number.
He finished or closed the with "Blue Hawaii."
We understand he is engaged to be married, bet that
accounts for his playing 6oft and sweet, at any rate
the understanding conveyed to us is that he has met
with constant success with his audience.

BEST SELLERS
Week Ending July 27
No. i
"Pagan Love Song" (Robbins Music

—

Corp.).

Ted Meyn (Loew's State Cleveland) offered as his
organ novelty this week a challenge to Maurice
S*pitalny to play any instrument he cannot imitate
on the organ. Through the use of a verbal statement and slides Ted challenges Spitalny and his men
to play any instrument he cannot imitate on his
organ, the basic foundation being an improvised song
fashioned after Mr. Gallagher and Mr. Shean.
The
result of this little evidence of chumminess was received with greater applause than has ever been

No. 2
"I'm Just a Vagabond Lover"
No. 3

"Wedding of
(Sherman Clay).
"Louise"

accorded a musical offering in this theatre.
This
novelty stopped 28 shows during the week, a newspaper clipping from the Cleveland music critic will
convince anybody who wishes to question it.

*

Sam

Headline on a letter from

Lerner,

DeSylva,

•rown and Henderson

"The Wolfe and the Baer Contribute."
means that L. Wolfe Gilbert and Abel Baer.
nee their affiliation with DeSylva, Brown and Henerson to write for Fox Films, have submitted their
It is called "If You Believe in
rst composition.
his

le."

*

•

•

Ray Nichols, formerly master o£ ceremonies at the
tanley Sanford theatre. Irvington, N. J., is now
siding his own band at the Palais Royale, Newark,
houre a week over staand he has recorded many times for Velvaon
very likable chap and
Ray
is
a
and
others.
ane
xtremely accommodating, so if you have a new
umber you are looking to have plugged by a good

Ray broadcasts

J.

F.

five

WOR

and, get

Ray

Nichols.
•

Smith Ballew, orchestra leader at White's RestauCity, and of Station WJZ, New
has recorded George and Arthur Piantadosi's
ew number, "In the Hush Of the Night," vocally
Smith is leaving shortly for a
nd instrumentally.
wo weeks' vacation.
ant,

New York

ork,

*

•

The score of
al

picture.

Warner

"Gold Diggers of Broadway," has been

ompleted by Al Dubin and Joe Burke and published
There are ten numbers, as
y M. Witmark & Sons.
Dmplete a score as was ever composed for a musical
}medy on the legitimate 6tage. The featured songs
re:
"Painting the Clouds With Sunshine," "Tiptoe
hrough the Tulips With Me." "In a Kitchenette."
Song of the Gold Diggers," "Keeping the Wolf
rom the Door," "And Still They Fall in Love,"
Mechanical Man." "Poison Ki6s of That Spaniard."
What Will I Do Without You?" "Go to Bed."
hese numbers will be sung in the picture by Ann
ennington, Winnie Lightner and Nick Lucas.
«

and Martin
"Ich Liebe Dich" by
Close of Day," by Raymond
roones, and "At
lages, Jesse Greer and Martin Broones are the feaired numbers in the latest M G M feature, "Wonder
Robbins Music Corporation are the pubf Women."
Fred

Fisher

shers.
•

»

*

of publicity and manager of
ne organ and slide department of DeSylva, Brown
nd Henderson, after spending his vacation at Totem
«dge up the river, near Albany is back at his desk
Sam says he has
11
peped up and rarin' to go.
raveled quite a bit but has yet to see a place as
eautiful as this Totem Lodge.

Sam Lerner, manager

•

•

oon.

Avalon)

offered

as

his

Fell

Rains"—

— (LeoNo.
Feist, Inc.).
Sin"— (DeSylva, Brown &

"Honey"

"My

Hen-

derson).

No. 7

Love With You"

Ahvays Be in
— (Shapiro
Bernstein).
"Carolina Moon"— (Joe
"I'll

Morris).

— (DeSylva, Brown
Were Meant for Me" — (Robbins

"Big City Blues"
Henderson).

&

"You

Music Corp.).

on the second playing the audience really sang, which
the writer may be permitted to say, is quite a
feather in Smith's hat.
Whether this song has been
placed we cannot say, if not it should be.
ThL;
solo stopped the show numerous times during the

No. 8
"This Is Heaven" (Ager, Yellen

if,

—

&

Melody"

— (Robbins Music

Bornstein).
" Broadzvay

week.

Corp.).

— (Harms,

"Desert Song"
(New Orleans Saenger) scored anwith his organ novelty this week called
"Wanted Talent for the Talkies" in which everybody sang. This organ novelty is supplied by Witmark and Sons publishers. The audience seemed to
enjoy it and all shades of voices were heard in one
grand chorus, the tenors with sopranos a close

Inc.).

No. g

other hit

— (Donaldson, Douglas &
"Weary River"-— (Irving Berlin).
"My Dear"— (Leo Feist, Inc.).
Mean to Me"— (DeSylva, Brown &
Henderson).
"Tluifs You Baby" — (Robbins Music
"Junior''

Gamble).

'

Jesse

Crawford

(New York Paramount).

Craw-

in

me

that

Corp.).

ford's organ concert this week fell short in its effectiveness.
His playing was, as it always is, very
good, but his three numbers (one being a repetition

from

"Sleepy Valley"— (Harms, Inc.).
"Dream Train" (Milton Weil).
"I've Got a Feeling I'm Falling"—
(Santley Bros., Inc.).
"Wedding Bells" (Watterson).

—

week) did not have the necessary "swing"
that brings out the Crawford "technique."
His
numbers were "I Want to Meander in the Meadow."
"Hawaiian Sandman" and "Love Lit Hollow."
last

—

WAS NOT

"I
Stept, Inc.)

William

Meeder

(Richmond Hill, L. I..
Keith) offered one of the most "applause-getting"
solos, in his Warner-Wit mark "Song Derby" that
this reviewer has heard.
Bill opened with a chorus
of "Am I Blue?" then turned around and orally
told the audience that he would take them on a trip
(Bill)

to a race track.
He started by taking the audience
to the train (here he played train effects most realistically) then between talks he played effects of a
taxi-cab, dog. hurdy-gurdy and as the horses paraded
to the tape Bill played the race tracks' official song.
At this time a slide of the entries were posted
No. 1 horse. "Why Did You?" No. 2
I Blue?"

"Am

and No. 3, "Let Me Have My Dreams." Clever slides,
and Meeder's realistic manner of presenting the
"race." helped greatly in getting the audience to
enter into the spirit of :t by singing each of the
numbers. "Am I Blue?" was the winner.

Rudy

who know
Jack Val,

Love With

You."
Prival the music

—

PARTICULAR" — (Green &

SO

A cute idea by a combination of writers
their business. Written as a fox trot. By
Stept.

Bud Green and Sam H.
*

YOU'RE

Arc.

you getting

RUMORS

OF

LOVE—

*

*

Music

—

A dteam song that is well written and looks
Corp.)
This type of song was all the rage
commercial.
some time ago and this might be the means of starting this vogue again. By Benny Davis, Billy Frisch
and Otto Motzan.
*

*

*

UNHAPPY BUTTERFLY— (Leo
is

like a

human being

—

Feist)
A buttevIt's
as this song explains.

number and will no doubt be a
Words and music by Byron Gay.

a beautiful

*

ishers.

LINING

—

*

big seller.

'K>8
SiWDaxiolph St
0*<c« Jo

*

WHERE ARE YOU DREAM GIRL— (Robins

really

'lei

*

MY SILVER

(Harms, Inc.) A high class that is really beautiful.
The lyrics and melody are on a par with the best.
With enough high class singers to exploit it it
should develop into a standard. Words and music by
Charles Tobias, Benee Russell and Vincent Rose.

fly

and Max
number, and if it keeps on going like it has
it will be one of the big selling numbers
DeSylva, Brown and Henderson are the pub-

lerner
or this
tarted.

featuring, "I
wrote the lyrics

is

(Chicago

•

Speaking of Lerner has reminded
'allee

Smith

week a real novelty called Stadic. After
playing "The Moonlight March" and "Someone's
Falling in Love" the high light of the solo was
revealed by his announcing his intention to play
for them a song of his own composition.
Explaining
to them that some people were born song writers he
admits this is his first try and he will let them judge.
While playing the number with the slides being
flashed on the screen, Knudson the bass player of
the orchestra croons the song from back stage.
The
name of the song is "Each Time You Smile" and
last

second.

*

»

It

6

Leonard

Brothers' next all-color musi-

•

Corp.).

Wesley Lord

*

*

No. 4
— (Remick
Music

Dolls"—

(Forster).

6olo

*

Painted

the

No. 5
"I Get the Blues When

luring

•

— (Leo

Feist, Inc.).

*

4

MY INDIANA HOME— (Milton

Weil)— A song
has had plenty of publicity in
song but this is one of the best Indiana songs in a
long while. This local publisher should have another
Words by Harry Harris, music by
big 60ng here.
Larry Shay.
IN

about

a state

that
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NEW PICTURES
Pictures" the EXHIBITORS
presents in concise
form information on current and forthcom-

"New

In

HERALD-WORLD

ing attractions.
The facts as presented will serve exhibitors in booking and in the preparation of
their advertising campaign.

THUNDER:

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer drama with Lon
Chancy, James Murray, Phyllis Haver, George
Duryea, Francis Morris and Wally Albright. Directed by William Nigh.
TYPE AND THEME: Grumpy Anderson, veteran engineer, drives the Limited. He has two
sons, Tommy, a fireman on Grumpy's train, and
Jim, a brakeman. Tommy meets Zella, a vamp, and
leaves the railroad to get a white collar job. Another tragedy comes to Grumpy when Jim is killed.
Then Grumpy's eyes weaken, he gets a job in the
engine shops. Molly, Jim's widow, leaves for the
South with her son. Grumpy is driving an old engine which is to be towed west, to tend the ''deadhead." There is a flood and Grumpy joins in rescuing the victitns, Molly and her son among them.
returns to the trains and Grumpy passes
the eye test to drive his old Limited once more.

Tommy

*

*

*

CONQUEST:
Blue,
shall.

Warner Brothers drama with Monte
lx>is Wilson. H. B. Warner and Tully MarDirected by Roy Del Ruth.

Skid and keeps his strength up by whispering sweet

words in his

In

Two

certain discrepancies in his story.

Famham

is

to

marry Diane. Dr. Gerry warns Farnham to tell
Diane about Donald being alive. He refuses and
plans suicide. Dr. Gerry is killed and Farnham's
nerve returns. He marries Diane. Donald returns.
Diane is heartbroken when she sees him. She confesses to her father that it is Donald she loves.

Hours Predicted

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK, July 30.—Filming
an entire audien of feature length is
foreseen as a development of the immediate future by Edmund Goulding,
author and director of Gloria Swanson's £rst all talking and singing picture, "The Trespasser," just completed for release by United Artists.
Goulding's idea is based on his success in shooting sequences of nine
and ten scripts scenes simultaneously
As many as
in "The Trespasser."
10 cameras were in use and no time
lapsed for microphone and camera
In
one instance, this
settings.
method resulted in a saving of 65
per cent in time, a three day shooting schedule under the previous sys-

Farnham overhears

He

the conversation.

plans to

Another flight is planned.
throw Donald overboard. The
plane takes a nosedive. Donald crawls out of the
ruins and saves Farnham. On the way home Farnget

rid

Farnham

of

to

decides that the best tvay out is to jump overboard. He does and Donald returns to Diane.

ham

*

«

HUNGARIAN RHAPSODY:

*

Paramount

UFA drama,

Dagover, Willy Fritsch, Dita Parlo. Fritz
Bathory, Erich Kaiser Tietz and
Leopold Kramer. Directed by Hans Schwarz.
THEME:
A foreign love drama.
TYPE
Franz, young cavalry officer, is in love tvith Marika,
with

Lil

Greiner,

Gisella

AND

the island

when

the carnival moves.

Jan

is

happy

to live with Christina and her father. Night comet
and Jan is taken away from the island for embezzling circus funds, which he knows nothing about.

He

does not get to see Christina to tell her he is
going. In jail, Jan writes to Christina, but Madame
Bosman bribes the jailer and Christina does not
receive the letters. Heartbroken, Christina sets out
to find Jan.
In the meantime Madame Bosman
gets Jan out of jail and shoots him.
Christina
arrives and sees Jan unconscious.
Madame Bosman tells her that he is drunk and belongs to her.
Christina returns to the island and agrees to marry
Torpe, a hard seaman, against her will, just so her
father will be taken care of. The ceremony begins.
Christina hears a voice. It is Jan who has returned for her. He explains everything. The couple
are happy once more to live with the aged father.
*

*

•

RIDIN"

TYPE AND THEME:
he also has a greater love for his uniform.
When Franz tells Marika he loves her but cannot
marry her because of his uniform, the girl is heartbroken. Franz goes to a cafe and meets Camilla,
young wife of General Hoffman. He makes love to
Camilla and follows her back to the castle. A
but

the
calls Camilla's husband on
Marika hears the call and warns Franz.
Marika
Franz
with
home
is
comes
When Hoffman
and his wife is reading a book. Marika's father is
Franz tells
in a rage when he sees the couple.
him he is going to marry Marika and quit the
violinist

phone.

Army.
*

•

Donald.

tries

Gaynor, Charles

DEMON, THE: Universal Western with Ted
Wells, Kathleen Collins, Lucy Beaumont and Otto
Bibber. Directed by Ray Taylor. Length 4,380.

tem.

jealous

*

Rudolph Schildkraut, Lucy Dorraine and
Harry Cording. Directed by William K. Howard.
TYPE AND THEME: Christina and her aged
father, Niklaas, live on a happy island. Christina
longs for a sweetheart. A street carnival comes to
town and Christina meets Jan, a member of th»
carnival troupe. The couple fall in love. Madame
Bosman, owner of the carnival, who also loves Jan,
is peeved when she hears this and leaves Jan on
Morton,

AND

Overton and James Farnliam flight. It
means most to Diane, for she loves Donald. The
plane goes into a tailspin. Ten days later a rescue
crew picks up Famham, who tells them Donald is
dead. Dr. Gerry doubts the man's word because of

*

CHRISTINA: Fox drama with Janet

THEME: In the Holden home,
TYPE
William Holden, backer of a flight; Diane, his
daughter, and Dr. Gerry listen over the radio to the
Donald

ear.
*

Filming of Long Audien

MacDonald,
Jeanette
Chevalier,
Maurice
Lupino Lane, Lillian Roth, Edgar Norton, Lionel
Stockdale,
Carleton
Robert Roccardi,
Belmore,
Eugene Pallette, Russell Powell, Margaret Fealy
and Virginia Bruce. Directed by Ernest Lubitsch.
TYPE AND THEME: Count Alfred marries the
queen of Sylvania. Love does not go so smoothly
for Alfred because the queen is giving too many
orders. He decides the best thing to do is to get a
divorce. He starts to pack his things. The queen
tells him from now he can be the King, and he
can rule both Sylvania and her. He stays.
with

•

*

brother

*

DANGEROUS CURVES:

*

*

Paramount drama

ever. Larry learns that Zara is
goes on a drunk. Pat works
Larry from ruin but she loses
time Larry realizes that Pat is

married and again
a plan that saves
her job. By this
the girl he really

loves.

*

Fox drama with Josephine Dunn,
Foxe. John Holland, Henry B. Walthall,
Dorothy Jordon, Fritz Feld, Sheldon Lewis, Ivan
Lindow and Blue Washington. Directed by George
B. Seitz.
THEME: Doctor Bradbroke, Hugh
TYPE
Darrell and James Frazer, three drunks, live on an
Katherine and Anne, daughters of Bradisland.
broke, also live on the island. Katherine wanders
into the jungle and is saved from the natives by
John Ormsby, a pearl trader. The three drunks try
to get Ormsby's pearls. Ormsby learns of the plot.
Bradbroke, redeeming his wasted life, steps in front
of a bullet meant for Ormsby and is killed. The
two girls and Ormsby sail for another home away

BLACK MAGIC:
Earle

AND

from the

natives.

•

DANCE OF

LIFE,

*

*

Paramount drama based
"Burlesque," with Nancy Carroll,

THE:

on the stage play,
Hal Skelly, Dorothy Revier. Ralph Theador, Charles
D. Brown. Al St. John. May Boley, Oscar Levant.
Glady3 DuBois. James T. Quinn, James Farley and
George Irving. Directed by John Cromwell and

Edward Sutherland.

TYPE AND THEME:

Ken Maynard and his famous
Tarzan. The well known cowboy

horse
is

now

playing in Universal pictures. At present
he is working on "The Golden Bridle."

Skid, comedian,

with

Clara Bow, Richard Arlen, Kay Francis, David
Newell, Anders Randolph, May Boley, T. Roy
Barnes, Joyce Compton, Charles D. Brown, Stuart
Erwin and Jack Luden. Directed by Lothar Mendes.
TYPE
THEME: Pat Delaney, circus bareback rider, is in love with Larry Lee, tight-rope
walker. But Larry is in love with his partner Zara,
who idolizes Tony. When Zara makes a fool out of
Lee, he starts carousing. Pat persuades him to
rejoin the circus. In the meantime Zara and Tony
are secretly married.
Zara returns as Larry's
partner and again Larry becomes infatuated as

AND

*

Paramount comedy drama

LOVE PARADE, THE:

Pat Riordan, twin

of Dan Riordan, and black sheep of the family,
shoots his way out of a card game when caught
cheating. Dan dresses as his brother and leads the
sheriff a wild chase while his brother escapes. Dan
falls over a cliff and they give him up for dead.
Dan is not injured and returns to Marie, who is
waiting for him.

who

loves

He meets
liquor, is fired from a burlesque show.
Bonny, a dancer, and they get a job acting together.
Skid and Bonny marry. Skid is a success and is
hired for a big show. He is a sensation in the New
York show, but his attentions are drawn by Sylvia,
a gold digger. Skid is fired from the show when
he drinks excessively. A friend opens a show and
needs Skid's act. He wires Bonny to help Skid back
to life. Bonny comes to New York. She dances with

Dolores Del Rio and Roland Drew in a
scene from "Evangeline," Miss Del Rio's
"Evanlatest picture for United Artists.
geline" just had its world premiere at
New Orleans.
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten

Minimum charge,
Ad Dept.

cents per word, payable in advance.

Copy and checks should be addressed

$1.00.

Classified

Exhibitors Herald-World. 407 So. Dearborn

St.,

Chicago,

111.

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium
1
new DeVrie Portable extra lens and
1
small projector, motor driven, fine
condition $75.
Address The Theatre Seating Com
pany, 845 South State Street, Chicago, Illinois.

HIGHEST PRICES

driven S235.

lamp S125.00.

Managers' Schools
THEATRE EMPLOYEES — Modern

Theatre Man-

ement training will help vou to better positions,
jmplete training at home.
Send for your free Copy
catalog H.
Address Moving Picture Theatre ManInstitute, Elmira,

ners

New

York.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT,

new and

Opera

used.

chairs, projectors, screens, generators, rectifiers, reflecting arc lamps, etc. Write for bargain list and
catalogue.
Address Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,

Chicago.

plex
12-14

WANTED—

—

Arc Lamps and accessories,
guaranteed rebuilt Powers 6-A and 6-B and SimHeads
Best Prices.
Write Joseph Spratler,
Ninth

E.

Chicago,

St.,

407 South Dearborn

orld,

SALESMAN — New

York

Chicago,

St.,

III.

Commis-

state territory.

should average $150 weekly. Best-talking-picture
Address Gennett Systems Sales
vice on market.
jmpany, 42 Orange St., Albany, New York.
>ns

OUT NOW!

Chairs for Sale
HIGH GRADE,

spring constructed upholmade by the Heywood- WakeUpholstered in imitation Spanish
leather, at very reasonable prices.
500 upholstered
theatre chairs, back and seat covered in broadcloth.
1,000 upholstered seats covered in Spanish imitation
leather.
Veneered back and squab seats, very reasonable.
1,000 heavy 5-ply veneer chairs, \4 in. back.
1,500 light 5-ply veneer chairs at very reasonable
Also a
prices.
300 folding chairs in sections of 2.
1,600
stered theatre

PROJECTIONIST

of chair parts to match any style seat.
everything for the theatre.
We assure you
For information, prices and literature
on our merchandise, write Illinois Theatre Equipment Company, 12-14 East Ninth street, Chicago, Illi-

In

Sound

liberty.

at

or

silent,

Address Julius Kovats. 2907 East

go anywhere.

ill

stock

fact,

nois.

BIG BARGAIN
stered,

ORGANIST— SOLOIST MALE—Ten

years'

Complete
rience Publix Keith theatres.
orough musician, modern.
Organist, 6247
one Ave., Apt. 108, Chicago, III.

exlihrary,

Black-

ORGANIST —

Experts thoroughly trained in showinship available at all times for first-class positions,
Write full inen and women. No service charge.
Adrmation concerning salary, organ, hours, etc.

Vermond

eis

Knauss

School

of

Theatre

Organ

aying, 210 N. 7th St., Allentown, Pa.

and CARD WRITER desires perNine years experience in theatre,
B. Herrick, 402 East High Ave.,

LOBBY ARTIST
ment
rite

position.

William

chairs,

company.

great savings.

4th street, Cleveland, O.

844

in

Veneer.

800

Wabash

used Opera chairs, 600 uphol-

Address

Ave., Chicago,

TEN THOUSAND

Movie

Supply

Co.,

111.

Brand

New

Upholstered Opera

These beautiful chairs are
Chairs in various sizes.
being offered at the greatest savings obtainable in the
market today. Finest of quality, material and workmanship embodied in the building of these chairs.
Seats are of deep spring construction and backs heavy
Blue and red grained Spanish
panel inserted type.
Masleather mostly predominate in the upholstering.
sive aisle standards are furnished in two and three
colors.
Center standards of extra heavy unbreakable
steel built to last a lifetime.
We will sell any amount.
Write in today stating the number of chairs needed
and receive exact photographs and our unbeatable
low prices. Address C. G. Demel, 845 South State,

Thousands have already or.
3.
dered and received this up-to-date useful book dea"
ing with and pertaining to all branches of sound
The price is $5.20 postpaid in U. S. A., and Canada
$6.00 foreign countries.
Certified check or money
order must accompany all orders. Address Herald
World Bookshop, 407 South Dearborn street, Chi
cago, Illinois.

Books
FOR

SALE— F.

Richardson's Handbook of
and 2. Price $6.20 postpaid
Canada. $7.00 foreign councheck or money order must accompany all orders. Address Herald-World Bookshop, 407 South Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois.
Projection

in
U.
tries.

— Volumes

A.,
Certified
S.

Equipment

FOR SALE— "Motion

BIG

BARGAINS

in

6-A monograph

rebuilt

machines,

Simplex Powers 6-B
motor driven, in

all

Bookshop,

AC

INCH VENEER CHAIRS

270-13
chairs $1.20; 320-1S inch veneer chairs
475-20 inch veneer chairs $1.65; like new;
.25;
Also 2
S-19 inch new upholstered chairs $4.95.
|r 100- 2E Motor driven Motiograph machines comSim1
te.
Fine condition $450.00 for the two.
x motor driven type S lamphouse and Peerless
control

$300.00.

1

$1.30;

Powers 6B complete motor

at prices

and

and backs for all makes,
you money. Jobs in new
Address Redington Company,

seats
that save

chairs.
used
Scranton, Pa.

407

Your

South

Dearborn

street,

Chicago,

Organs for Sale
FOR SALE —Two
gle

WANT SEVERAL MERCURY

RECTIFIERS,

Address
good, bad or incomplete, cheap.
188 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

111.

Will

demonstrating sin-

Stationery

WANTED —

Ad

slightly used

roll Reproduco Pipe Organs. Address
McFadden, Havana, 111.

and twin
B.

S.

Preddey,

2 Peerless or Simplex projectors, also
State price, condition
Strong reflector arc lamps.
Will pay cash, or one
and number of machines.
Address Box 337
third down and balance C.O.D.
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi-

Classified

Rent
(professional).
Address Wood, 204 Inland Bank, Indian-

apolis, Ind.

Equipment Wanted

cago,

Directory."

AKELEY; BELL-HOWELL

DC

IS20-18
jh veneer

•

OPERA CHAIRS,
ply,

Trade

Illinois.

For Sale
five

Picture

book pertaining to all branches of
Eleven hundred pages in size. Price
industry.
$11.00
$10.00 postpaid in U. S. A., and Canada.
Certified check or money order
foreign countries.
must accompany all orders. Address Herald-World

Comprehensive

the

Cameras for Rent

for Sale

iaranteed condition, as well as used low intensity
p reflector lamps, with or without machines at
Big stock of rebuilt exhaust and
lisonable prices.
Generators,
and
current.
filiating fans for
makes, ticket selling machines, film containers, all
Write for
I bargain
prices for immediate shipment.
rgain list.
Address Illinois Theatre Equipment
mpany, 12-14 East Ninth street, Chicago, Illinois.

1

—

anywhere.
id

H.

and

FOR SALE Barry and Sargent's "Building
Theatre Patronage." Price $5.20 postpaid in U. S.
Certified
A., and Canada.
$6.00 foreign countries.
check or money order must accompany all orders.
Address Herald-World Bookshop, 407 South Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois.

Chicago.

kaloosa, Iowa.

RICHARDSON'S BOOK ON

H.

F.

SOUND— VOLUME

large

Wanted

Position

Attention Theatre Managers

111.

les

field

used opera chairs,

i

WANTED — A

One to organize
Sales Organizer.
force throughout tie country to sell a real sales
No novices need
ipulator to moving picture houses.
ply as we are only looking for a high pressure man
bo has had past experience in organizing and earnGive past experience and references
g big money.
Address Box 422, Exhibitors Heraldyour reply.

for

Address Movie Supply Co.,

One Duplex Printing Machine. State
price and condition and where same can be seen for
inspection.
Address Pathe Exchange, Inc., Bound
Brook, New Jersey. Tel. Bound Brook 90.

FOR SALE — Reflector
also

Help Wanted

paid

projection machines, etc.
844 Wabash, Chicago.

Do

"NEARGRAVURE"

("Neargravuremboso"

plate-

Special Neargravure 250
embossing) processes.
envelopes, 500 8VSx7!4" letterheads $3.33, or 8*4x11"
Sollidays, EXH-124. Knox, Indiana.
J4.44, Dostpaid.
less

the

Work

The classified advertising
Exhibitors Herald- World has helped hundreds of Theatre owners in solving many a problem.
department has placed organists all over the country, has helped in obtaining equipment, in selling equipment, and in
The rates are but 10c per word payable with order, 10% discount
solving many another problem that seemed difficult.
if run for 3 insertions.
See this week's classified pages. Maybe you are in need of something that is being advertised this
week. The cost is small, the results are great.

—

—
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Projector Repairing
SKILLED MECHANICS,

specialized tools,

and

a

of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving
some of the largest houses.
Relief equipment furnished free.
For results bring your work to Joseph
Spratler, 12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago, 111.

FOR SALE Elcora theatre, Delmar, Delaware.
Seating capacity 450, including three story brick
building and two stores.
Situated in growing town
of 2,500 people.
Apply to S. J. Ellis, owner.

THEATRE

seating 400.
Thriving oil town Texas
Panhandle. Been clearing over $100 per week. Prospects big. Address Box 936, Pampa, Texas.

FOR SALE

BEST SHOP
Prompt
Supply

service,
Co., 844

Theatre in city of 2,000 population.
fixtures and lease building to responsible
party.
Owner in the West for his health. If you
are looking for a real bargain investigate.
Address
A. G. Bailey, LeRoy, Illinois.
Will

for repairing projection machines.
reasonable prices.
Address Movie
Wabash, Chicago.

sell

w

THEATRE FOR SALE. One of the most outstam
New, equipped fc
ing theatres in central Indiana.
sound, ventilation system, modern throughout. Coin
real opening for a liv
good, future splendid.
exhibitor. Address Box 423, Exhibitors Herald-Worlc
407 South Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

A

Wanted to Lease
WANT TO LEASE movie theatre fully

LETTERS FROM READERS

fact that he knows there are a couple of bi;
black machines for which he has to rent fib
and records, and, presto, he has a talking pic
ture.
In his mind it is utterly impossible fu
any part of these machines to wear out
they are taken care of. At present we hav
a couple of antique Simplexes that wer
manufactured in 1914 and this manager can
not understand why they will not run a
smoothly as a new one and, gentlemen, jw

should hear him when he is asked for a
sprocket, guide roller or some other
trivial piece

Camp

Exhibition

THE MOST INTERESTING PART OF

H

the
erald- World to
me is this page
"Voice of the Industry," (Letters From Readers).
I only wish everyone would state his
views on this page as I am going to state mine
and some of the things I have to contend

with.

Brazil,
Mexico,
Cuba,
Guatemala,
etc'
" 'The Capitol theatre in Guatemala City, a
first run theatre, was formally opened with
sound equipment early in June, with equally
"
tralia,

astounding

results.'

The

Capitol theatre in Guatemala City did
not have a sound installation in June and up
to this date no sound pictures of Paramount

This is a coal camp with not another industry that employs more than two or three men.
I have been showing pictures since 1914, all
kinds and at all prices, and I believe I know
what prices bring in the most cash and please
most people. Any brother exhibitor in a coal
camp that is working slack, knows that business is not on the boom.
One mine here is

have been shown in Guatemala City.
believe it only fair that Paramount's leadership
in sound pictures or any other pictures in
Guatemala should not be given out to the
public as such until facts in the form of box
office receipts will prove it.

working one-half time employing about one
hundred men and farmers have poor crops
due to wet spring. And now comes sound to

J.

think about.

have sound eight miles east of me and
sound twenty miles west and E. St. Louis 36
miles away and St. Louis 40, but I am still
silent.
I show three nights a week, two shows
a night the year through, admission always
10 and 20 cents except on specials, then 15
and 25. My year will soon be up to figure
my profit and loss. I don't know how sound
is going in my neighbor's houses or how his
business is and I am only concerned about

We

The
and

Capitol

theatre,

initiative of

Mr.

due
J.

to the enterprise
Stadeler, exhibitor

that theatre, will have its sound installation complete in approximately two weeks.
Bernard J. Gottlieb, Managing Director,
in

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Central America.

I

mine.

From

present prices of sound, which film
tell me, I would not install equipment at any price. In last week's issue a letter from S. B. Kennedy of Selkirk, Canada,
says to "hang on" and the week before Steve
Farrar says, "Get in and go broke." But to
all I'll say, "Not yet," as I would much rather
have my cash stuck in the bank than in sound

salesmen

equipment and when

I

show a

can't

silent pictures I will close

up

until

on
equipment
profit

and sound rentals are where I think I can
show a profit.—Julius W. Schmidt, Grand
theatre, Breese,

From

111.

Central America

WE READ THE

ARTICLE, "FOREIGN

Market Awake," by E.
edition of June 15, 1929.

Shauer in your
beg to make
the following observations on excerpts from
that
"

E.

We

article:

'With the overwhelming world wide interest in sound and talking pictures, Paramount is a leader abroad as well as in the
United States, he said, 'as is evidenced by
sensational returns in England, France, Aus-

Projectionist's

Problems

WILL YOU ALLOW AN OPERATOR TO
write in your Voice of the Industry column?
have just finished reading a letter there
from some guy in Chicago who has the guts
and nerve to write that the real trouble with
I would
the talking lies with the operator.
like to challenge that statement and call him
It is entirely
anything but a truthful man.
possible that in the case he spoke of it was
the fault of the projectionist, but the chances
are ten to one that it wasn't.
I

I

equippe

Address Box 42'
operation in small town.
Exhibitors Herald- World, 407 South Dearborn St
Chicago, 111.

for

i

THE VOICE OF THE INDUSTRY
Coal

3, 192<

THEATRE in Factory and Resort town. Few hui
dred will handle. Cost can be made back in year c
less.
Isolated, no competition. Address Lake theatn
Upper Lake, Calif.

Theatre for Sale

6hop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I
have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinery equipment.
One

August

wonder

just

how much

this

man knows

about sound equipment and if he has ever
seen a sound installation outside of the more
expensive ones. I also think he is taxing his
I have been an
imagination pretty heavily.
operator or projectionist, whichever you call
it,
a little over ten years and in that time I

have visited a great many theatres and projection rooms and watched many operators at
work and in all that time I have failed to
see one of these men kill an arc simply because there was a dark scene in the picture.
Neither have I ever had the pleasure of seeing one sit down to read a newspaper while
his projectors were running.
I just want to set forth a few things the
operator in the small theatre has to put up
with and after a few of you high powered
managers read it I want you to truthfully
tell me how you can even expect good projection, let alone good sound reproduction. In
this theatre the manager knows nothing at all
about what he has up "above," beyond the

ne\
sucl

of metal.

We

Now

have
for the sound equipment.
little outfit that we had to install ourselve
and in the six months we have had it ni
service has been administered to it other thai
the local electrician could do. This man ha
installed two complete outfits and spent hun
;

dreds of extra dollars on each one trying

t<

and, is now seriously con
templating the third "cheap" machine. The
money already spent would pay for the fines

make them work

machine possible to

install.

Now, gentlemen, can you without

beinj

ashamed of yourselves ask any man to projec
a good talking picture with such equipment
That is all. Yet here the operator gets u]
in the

morning, takes care of

all

advertising

sees that the house is properly cleaned, book:
in the pictures, peddles the bills, tacks up
window card here and there, then if he ha:
an hour or so he can screen a picture tc
;

correct any defects, get faded settings, etc.
he doesn't find that hour, it's "Oh well

I
it'

any way!" But if
run smooth, look out. It wouldn'
be a bad idea for you to be looking for an

just a waste of time

i

doesn't

other job.

That's the

condition in

the

small

theatn

you don't believe me just ask som<
operator you know. Oh yes, I draw a fai
salary but if I were in the harvest field put

and

if

ting in as many hours as I am here I wouli
year ago I loved this pro
be a rich man.
fession and took a great deal of pride ii
putting on one of the best pictures in tV
country, but when they give me a mess o
junk like I have now and tell me to mak<

A

a picture talk with it, I back down. Unles
I
can locate a job on a good installatioi
somewhere I'm afraid the show business wil

have to get along without me.

There

are

;

great many theatres in this territory unde
the above conditions and take it from me the;
are having one hard time getting along. Then
are also a few Western Electric installation
here and those are the boys that are reapinj
a profit by using a little judgment or havinj
a little luck, whichever way you want it.

No, Mr. ???, it is not altogether the faul
of the man in charge of the projectors. Jus
give him decent equipment to work with,
little time, and treat him like he was humar
and I'm sure you will have no kick. Ther
is something fascinating about the work am
they, as a rule, take a great deal of pride
Projectionist, Nebraska.
their work.
;

ii
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PICTURE DID FOR ME

Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor
Copyright, 1929

AT — All

T — Talking

Talking;

means the picture

—

M—

Sequences;
Music (synchronous) : E Sound Effects. (Example: ATM.
and has a synchronized musical score. In the same way all other symbols
may be combined.)

all-talking

is

THE WHEEL OF CHANCE: Richard Barthelmess
15-16. An excellent picture from Richard with

Columbia
FATHER AND
•cording fair.

Neb.

p,

jrsholt
satre,

—General

patronage.

GENERATION (AT)
Recording fair. R. Fletcher,
Hartington, Neb. General patronage.

—Fair.

:

—

—

THE DONOVAN AFFAIR (AT):

—

—

THE FLYING MARINE (AT):

—R. Fletcher, Lyric theatre,
—General patronage.
THE LONE WOLF'S DAUGHTER (AT):
— Fair. Recording
—R. Fletcher,
Hartington, Neb. —General patronage.
fine.

Lyric

THE LONE WOLF'S DAUGHTER:

HartBert
Lyric

Bert Lytell—

H.

els.—H.
>.

—General

Hedberg.

Amuse-U

theatre,

j

Melville.

patronage.

First National
TWO WEEKS OFF:

I

onage.

SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS:

Molly

O'Day—July

—

—

CHEYENNE Ken Maynard One of the best Westn pictures of this type I ever saw. A real rodeo
cture.
Five reels. D. A. Border. Mystic theatre,
arren, Ind.
Small town patronage.

—

—

SATURDAYS'S CHILDREN (AT):

h— Fair.

Recording

Hartington, Neb.

re,

—R.
—General
fair.

Corinne Grif-

Lyric thepatronage.

Fletcher,

I

DO YOUR DLTY:

Charles Murray— July 1516-17.
Meat for the small houses. Plenty of
action and laughs. Murray is good. So was business.
S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk,
Man., Canada. General patronage.

—

—

THE LAWLESS LEGION: Ken Maynard—Not

so
the aveiage Maynard picture. Six reels.
A. Border, Mystic theatre, Warren, Ind. Small
wn patronage.

iod

as

HIS CAPTIVE
ecording fair.
•n,

Neb.

— General

patronage.
:

ae Peacock, Mystic theatre.
iwn patronage.

BARKER

Stafford,

Kan.

—Small

(AT):

Milton Sills—Good. Recordig excellent.
R. Fletcher, Lyric theatre. Hartington,
eb.
General patronage.

—

—

WEARY

snapshots

THE BARKER (TME):

Milton Sills-^Iune

6-7-8.

Special cast—June
Very little dialog in this one and a complete
flop at box office.
Earl Harman, Odeon theatre,
Cottonwood Falls, Kan. General patronage.
HOUSE OF HORROR (AT): Louise Fazenda—
10-11.

—

—

—

Horrible. Talking rotten, music fine. R. Fletcher,
Lyric theatre, Hartington, Neb. General patronage.

—

Fox
we

reminded,

Exchange has

—

it

framed that you

—

Alice White— Fair. Recording
fair.
R. Fletcher, Lyric theatre, Hartington. Neb.
General patronage.

—

—Splendid

Barthelmess

HOUSE OF HORROR (TME):

|

will take in and they get it all.
Earl Harman. Odeon
theatre, Cottonwood Falls, Kan.
General patronage.

(AT)

Richard

—
—

—GEORGE SCHL TZ.

HOT STUFF

RIVER:

the-

patronage.

repeat
though a little more vociferously than
before our request for these reports
which are pictures and not about pictures.
Cameras are pretty nearly as common as
Fords, and surely there must be sometimes in these days of sound pictures
when theatre folk have a good time picnicking,
fishing, motoring
or playing
croquet.
Even a busy guy like "Jaysee"
gets time to play croquet!)
You can make these reports as funny
as you want to. or as tragic (if the latter,
they'll probably be funny to a lot of
folks, anyhow).
Anybody in an exhibitor's family is suitable as a subject, and
the poses can range from one showing
you playing a ukulele while sitting on a
turntable in motion, to one with you
proudly holding a string of six-pound
bass which your neighbor caught.
Don't let summer slip away without
your getting some of the new kind of re-

Recording good.

Richard Barthelmess— Ex-

—

work by Barthelmess and Betty Compson. It is a
gang life picture without an overdose of killings,
rides and so on.
Used theme song to advantage on
home made non-sync, outfit and had praiseworthy
comments from many patrons. Eight reels.
H. H.
Hedberg. Amuse-U theatre, Melville, La. General

(AT) : Milton Sills— Fair,
Fletcher, Lyric theatre, Harting-

HIS CAPTIVE WOMAN (TME)
Milton Sills—
15-16-17. Our first talking picture and 6o far
le best.
Voices clear and distinct. Good picture.—

(AT):

—

WOMAN

—R.

pril

.THE

WEARY RIVER

cellent.
Recording perfect. R. Fletcher, Lyric
atre, Hartington, Neb.
General patronage.

of reports.

ports.

—

.

—
—

SPEAKEASY (TME):

Special cast— June 20-21.
Fox can make any more like this one they will
have to go some. Drew good. Earl Harman, Odeon
theatre, Cottonwood Falls, Kan. General patronage,
If

:

HAROLD TEEN:

Arthur Lake— July 9. Just an
ordinary comedy that didn't draw for us. Seven reels.
Robert K. Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo.
General patronage.

—

—

—

HEARTS IN DIXIE (TME):

Special cast—Some
6aid good, some rotten, recording not so good.
Exchange as usual gets it all. Earl Harman, Odeon the-

—

Cottonwood

atre.

Falls,

Kan.

MASKED EMOTIONS:

—General

patronage.

George O'Brien— How
court room scenes and

refreshing after the many
after being fed up on cigarette smoking women!
This is really a treat and the direction, plot, acting and photography are way past the ordinary.

I

itronage.
:

new kind

perfect acting. He usually draw3 a good crowd for
us but we had a tent show both nights for opposition.
Didn't like the ending, people said it wasn't finished.
Good print and photography. Eight reels. Robert
K. Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo. General
patronage.

—

Old. but drew extra business. Eight reels.
G. Estee. S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.
Small town

-11.
,

reminded us
department

—

.

—

this

for Me"
folks at play in the good old summertime.
And then again, what reminded us
may have been some snapshots that have
just come in. Too bad they couldn't be
got into these pages this week.
Yes,
they're a couple about "Jaysee" and one
of 'em he doesn't know we've got. What
he'll say when he sees it is nobody's
business, unless he is shameless enough
to write about it in his Colyum.
We're
practically positive that at least one of
these snapshots will be published in the

next issue.
Being thus

Mackail-Mulhall— July 18-19Rather a weak but timely story of how the dear
ipper spends her two weeks holiday. Sorry they are
eaking this team up as they are good if given the
aterial to work with.
Seven reels.—S. B. Kennedy,
mtral theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada. General pat-

in

,

that

—

program

fare.
Story of a reformed crook
io turned the tables on a pair of professionals of
3 old calling.
Personally thought it good and was
ad to hear that all patrons thought likewise. Six

a

telling

Remember? They were to be
of us "What the Picture Did

eatre,

icellent

is

the calendar
here, which

request made
some time ago for a
of

Neb.

-tell

have been the weather or a
at

midsummer

Ben Lyon—Fair,

icording excellent.
gton,

might
IT glance

Jean
Lyric

Jack Holt—

Recording excellent. R. Fletcher,
Hartington, Neb. General patronage.

:cellent.

eatre.

DON'T FORGET THAT
"NEW KIND OF REPORTS"

SON' (AT): Jack Holt— Excellent,
Fletcher. Lyric theatre, Harting-

—R.

YOUNGER

THE

— July

While this is classed as a program attraction, its
entertainment value is above many so-called
specials and the cast is made up of players who
naturally live their roles. The picture has suspense and the story is so smoothly told that the
feature actually seems no longer than two reels.
Seven short reels. H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U
General patronage.
theatre, Melville, La.

—

—

MAKING THE GRADE:

Special cast— July 11.
Not much drawing power or something, very few
came out to this picture. A good comedy. Six reels.
Mrs. Hulda J. Green. Gem theatre, Greenriver,

—

Utah.

—General

patronage.

—

BLACK JACK:

Buck Jones Buck Jones in a
Western. It really would be good but for the
absurd way plot is developed, this grates on your
sense of reason and makes you think you are reading
Directors of
£ dime novel for kid's intelligence.
most Westerns think a running horse, a bar room
scene, two or three villains, any girl with skirts and
a blank look, are found in a ranch and 5,000 feet of
anything else to fill up with, makes a play. Well
people, would rather motor about in the cool of the
black night than take any chances on any play with a
Philip Rand. Rex theatre.
title like "Black Jack."
Salmon, Idaho. General patronage.
fair

—

—

MOTHER MACHREE:

Special

cast— July

15-16.

[Reports continued on page opposite Jaysee]

Mimhtionf

There isno substitute

—
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C. Jenkins

DENVER, COLO.
July 23, 1929.

DEAR HERALD- WORLD:
You have heard 'em

tell about "the morning after the night before."
the beginning of the second week after the two weeks
before, the two weeks before being the week of that exhibitors pow
wow at Detroit Lakes, Minn. You know, getting back to work after
a vacation like that is about as pleasant as having your back molars
extracted without an annestetick (as Eagle Eye Joe might spell it),
and it makes one wonder what vacations were ever invented for.
were just getting set to wrestle with the big ones for a few days
after a strenuous week trying to help entertain the boys (and some
ladies) at the
cabin, when here comes a letter
from Jay telling us to run over to Denver and cover the Rocky Mountain states exhibitors convention, which was to convene there July

among

23-24-25.

prairies.

Jay's knowledge of geography must be a little out of plumb, for
a matter of something like 1,300 miles from Detroit Lakes to
Denver, and when he said "run over there," he evidently thought it
was an after breakfast job, which it would have been had Nancy been
feeling well, but this extreme hot weather has affected her ignition
and other internal parts, so that when we stopped at Neligh on our
way we decided to give her a much needed rest, and so we swapped
her in on a new Chrysler Plymouth coupe and then headed for
Denver, and here we are all set for the convention.

picture industry, either operating a theatre yourself or are the wife
(or even the sweetheart) of some man who is, or of some film
salesman (if film salesmen have wives).
This is open also to wives
of the distributing managers or stars
any lady who is in any way
connected with any branch of the business, either in this country or
Canada. All you need to do is to send in your choice of names and
state your connection with the industry, to care of Eagle Eye Joe,

Well, this

is

We

HERALD-WORLD

it's

*

*

*

We

drove into Goodland, Kan., yesterday at noon for the purpose
of bringing Grasshopper Sprague to Denver with us and found him
already making arrangements to go, and he insisted on our leaving
our car there and coming over with him, which we did. We had
210 miles to drive and we left Goodland at 1.30 p. m. and how we
ever got here without an ambulance is more than we can figure out.
You have no doubt heard of a "Wild Irishman." Well, this Sprague
is two of 'em.
Part of the time we would be going six or seven
miles an hour, and then Sprague would get to going on sound and
sound prices and he would slam both feet on the gas, and the needle
would slip up around 75 and 80 and we kept our eye on it, and as
soon as it passed 80 we would call him down. He would let go of
the wheel with both hands and go to waving them around in his talk,
like Ike Rubenstein would when selling "COQUETTE" to John Piller
of Valley City, N. D. Then we would grab the wheel and tell him
to get off the gas.
He ran over six chickens and three ducks and
knocked a yearling heifer clear off the highway and never stopped
talking about sound. We beat a freight train to the crossing by just
16 inches and ran six signal lights here in Denver.
And still that
guy was talking about sound prices.
*

The mayor came down

*

*

our room in the Brown Palace and
brought the chief of police with him and asked Sprague how long
he intended to remain in the city. He said that as a safety measure
he would have all traffic removed from the streets and keep the
ambulances ready for immediate call, and while he wished to extend
him the freedom of the city, he would request as a special favor
that he refrain from driving up the capitol steps or leaving his car
parked in the Brown Palace lobby.
We don't know what we are going to do with this guy. Either
sound prices or this light air has gone to his head, and besides that,
he is still a little sore at us for winning that exhibitor beauty contest
some years ago that ran in the Exhibitors Herald. But it is no fault
of ours that we are so handsome and always take first money. And
we told him he should be proud of the fact that he took fourth place
when there were four in the race. We are going to do the best we
can with him and see that he leaves the most of the linen in the hotel
when we leave. Outside of that we are making no promises.
to

*

*

*

But getting back to our new car. Here is what we want. We want
a name for her, and w e want the ladies to select the name. We won't
have any suggestions from the men, for we don't want them monkeying with her at all. So now, girls, here's the proposition: We will
T

HERALD-WORLD

give a two-year's subscription to the
free of charge
the lady submitting a name we will select from the list, either
male or female, preferably female. So that you may know what kind
of a car she is, we will say that she is a Chrysler Plymouth coupe
with pea green body and she behaves like all well regulated cars
behave, doesn't stay out late of nights (not too late) and shuns all
whoopee parties and is not looking for alimony. She is Democratic
in principles but a Republican on election days.
She is in favor of
the 18th Amendment (provided it will start working down in Washington), and she loves the wide open spaces and delights in rambling
to

goldenrod and sunflowers that beautify the Western
So now, girls, you know what she looks like and how she
behaves, and now it is up to you to select a name for her. All we
want to know is that you are connected in some way with the motion
the

—

HERALD-WORLD,
be forwarded
ning

name

407 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, and it will
The one suggesting the win-

to us for consideration.
will be given the

HERALD-WORLD

for

two years

free

names must be in before September 1, and in case
more selecting the same name, it will be decided by drawThe names of Viola, Clara, Marie or Nancy will not be
considered in this contest they have had their day and are out.
of charge.
of two or
ing lots.

Maybe we

All

—

Come on
[Editor's Note: You say male names
are eligible, then call this chariot "she." Please clear this up.]
*
*
*
now,

will send the

girls, let's

When

they

a picture of the car also.

have your choice.

tell

you

it

much attention to
morning we had to pack
very

winner

cool out here in Denver, don't you pay
It was so hot here last night that this
Sprague's head in ice to cool him off so he
came around his bed the third time, and yon
is

it.

could grab the chair as it
may know it is hot when it affects one that way.
little heat goes to his head, anyway.
*

The convention opened

*

But then

the least

*

morning with quite a number in
has not yet got under full motion. We have met
this

attendance, but it
Mr. Dunbar, who is the official reporter for the HERALD-WORLD,
and he assures us that he will send in a full report of the proceedings, which listens awfully good to us while the mercury is trying

knock the top out of the bulb.
There is a big display of equipment on exhibition, and theatre men
are showing interest in sound equipment especially, although many
are holding off from buying until prices of sound service is reduced.
So far we have made the acquaintance of a number of theatre
folks whom we had never met before, and they have proved to be
just as we have always contended, just a little bit better than any
other class of people on earth. There is something about this Rocky
Mountain country that gets hold of you and grips. You don't want
to leave it, and when you do, you want to hurry back.
When they
walk up to you and grab you by the hand and say, "Hello, boy, I'm
glad to meet you," you know right off that they were raised West
of the Missouri.
There is that something out here that can't be
described. You can feel it but you can't describe it, and when you
once feel it, you want to pass it along to the other fellow. Yon
remember that Arthur Chapman once wrote "OUT WHERE THE
WEST BEGINS " and Arthur was a Denver lad. We believe if we
stay here a few days longer we might catch that same spirit and be
In fact, we
impelled to write something along that line ourself.
feel it coming on now!
Out where the mountains seem appalling,
Out where the pines and streams are calling,
That's where the West begins.
Out where they call each other brother,
Out where they'll fight for one another,
to

Where

the fires of hate they will strive to smother,
That's where the West begins.
J. C. JENKINS,

The HERALD-WORLD man.
P.

S.—The

shower.

HERALD-WORLD COVERS THE FIELD

like an April

.ugustS,

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

1929

Lloyd's best.
patronage.

(Continued from page 69)
please any of

them,
.vertise it big, but be 6ure and buy it right. Eight
Orris F. Collins, Palace theatre. Rector, Ark.
jls.
-leneral patronage.
J

wonderful

picture that will

record

our

Ids

son theatre.
age.

i

:

biggest

for

Cottonwood

ULEY THE COP:

cast— June

Special

flop.

Falls,

Kan.

it

this

—General

—

—

—

5ROADWAY MELODY (TME)

—

A

Special

:

town patronage.

SOMEONE TO LOVE:

—

:

it

5-6.

cast—May

6-7-8.

—

—

REDSKIN

—

— July

Special

is

patronage.

Western,

THE PAGAN: Ramon Novarro

:

Couldn't understand half of it. I hear that
good on film, but on disc it is awful. Rae
Peacock, Mystic theatre, Stafford, Kan. Small town
Terrible.

—

Tim McCoy— July 17.
with the rather hackneyed
a of American he-man falling hard for Spanish
orita and being thus spurred to deeds of valor,
t Roach furnishes some comedy relief, and Racquel
the senorita.
Fair business and satis:res is
Nice photography. Six reels. O. B. Wolfe,
tion.
eenland theatre, Nevada. O.— Small town patronlittle

The

we have had in a long
Pleased everyone and the cost is just perGood print and photography. Nine reels.
iobert K. Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo.
nost entertaining picture

ime.
ect.

(E):

— R. Fletcher,
— General patronage.

This photo of the ivinner of the Detroit
Lakes convention golf tournament was
developed too late for insertion in last

picture.

week's issue, so, apologizing for the delay, we present it now-, assuring you that

One

Herb Anderson (for Herb it is) is just
as proud today of his trophy, given by
the Herald-World, as when he won it.
Herb and Brother Andy operate the State

age.

REDSKIN (ME)

Richard

Dix—Wonderful

sound

Lyric theatre, Hartingtion, Neb.

Richard

:

Dix—April

—Rae

Music great.
of the very best.
Mystic theatre, Stafford, Kan.—Small

25-26-27.

Peacock,
town patron-

theatre in Detroit Lakes.

—General patronage.

WIND:

Lillian Gish— July 11-12-13. This is
ather draggy affair with very little entertainment

THE

The continuous wind storms rather get on the
Seven reels. S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre,
kirk, Man, Canada.
General patronage.
VILD ORCHIDS: Greta Garbo—July 5-6. Whoopee,
almost took my breath when I saw them coming
four and eight and twelve at a time both nights,
ased extra fine. Everybody left with a smile and
did I for I had some extra cash to rattle in both
tkets the next week.
Eleven reels. P. N. Wilson,
rkview theatre. Colliervi'.le, Tenn. Small town
ue.

—

ves.

—

—
—

xonage.

WOMAN OF

AFFAIRS:

Gilbert-Garbo— July
-5.
Although Gilbert means nothing here this pictook
e
very well, and I had good crowds. Saw
3 picture in the city a few months ago and since
n most of the kissing scenes have been deleted,
:1 I must confess that the picture is if anything
Iter. Nine reels.
B. R. Johnson, Orpheum theatre,
rrobert, Can.
General patronage.
THE DUKE STEPS OUT (E) : William
I

'

VOICE OF THE CITY:

Robert Ames— July 13.
about the poorest picture we ever ran and
must have been amateurs. It is another
underworld picture.
Wish they would lose their
recipe for making them.
Terrible.
Seven reels.
Robert K. Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo.
General patronage.

This

is

the stars

ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE: William HainesWilliam Haines always good. We U6ed a short talking
subject with this and. of course, did a record business. We bought one of the Disc talking devices that
are sold by Walt's Theatre Company, Kenesaw, Neb.,
for $65 for each projector and we certainly are doing
a good business. Moon theatre, Holstein, Neb. Gen-

—

—

—

July 16-17. Pleased everyone. Many said
best picture ever shown here. Haines
a whiz in light comedy and he put this over
o everyone's satisfaction. Wish producers would
rive us more of this class of comedies, the public
lere likes it and begs for more.
Two nights
rood business. New ventilation system is making
he Tivoli mighty popular, since it's always cool
ere.
E. M. Viquesney, Tivoli theatre, Spencer,
nd.
General patronage.
laines

THE FIRST KISS: Cooper-Wray—July 10-11. A
nice program picture above the average, but did not
click.
Seven reels. Orris F. Collins, Palace theatre,
Rector, Ark.
Small town patronage.

—

4.

.

It's

ich

it

—

—

THE BRIDGE OF
•

SAN LUIS REY:

Special

—

—

—

—

patronage.

cent. Acting was good. Seven reels.
Orris F. Collins.
Palace theatre, Rector, Ark. Small town patronage.

SHADOWS IN THE SOUTH SEAS:

different

makes

—General

DOCKS OF NEW YORK: George Bancroft—July
17-18. A peculiar picture that pleased about 50 per

Spefrom the average run of pictures.
very good and very interesting.
rkside theatre- Lyons, la.
General patronage.
)IAMOND HANDCUFFS: Special cast>-A picture
three acts and that's that.
Parkside theatre,
ins, la.
General patronage.

—

1

—

Greenriver, Utah.

—

YHITE

NEW YORK: George Bancroft—July
Good picture but too many night scenes to 6uit us.
reels.
Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre,

Seven

—

'

—

DOCKS OF

s

cast—

14.
Quite a production, but distinctly lacking
draw and satisfying power for us. Not good for

y

HOLE IN THE WALL

Special cast— One
of those talking pictures that ruins your business for
two weeks after. Recording terrible. F. Fletcher,
Lyric theatre, Hartington, Neb. General patronage.

(AT):

—

—

KIT CARSON: Fred Thomson—A rattling good
Western in every way, a special. You can raise
prices, boost the play big and not be afraid.
Buy it. Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
General patronage.

—

—

'ood attendance.

A
Special cast— July 9-10.
old but different and comments were very pleasing to hear. Patronage just fair, but patrons were
pleased, and I suppose I was too, even though I just
broke even. Any way I just want to tell you other
night owls who are howling about going to the poor
house on account of the talkies, that they have not
hurt my business at all. In fact, it has helped some,
and many patrons tell me that they prefer quietude
and say, "Don't worry. As long as we can find two
bits we will see the silent picture you show." And they

lie

are doing

towns,

unless

possibly those that are preninately Catholic. Sort of a costume play with a
igious theme. Good stuff for the intelligentsia, but
V alas! are sadly in the minority here. Don't
nk the book was very widely read in these parts,
all

—

—

ry good print, except

some of it too dark for us.
reels.
O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada,
—Small town patronage.

—

',n

HE BRIDGE OF SAN LUIS REY:

Special cast
Story follows book cleverly and
generally very well pleased. Not a feature,
vever, as it appeals more to heavy book readers
n the general public. E. M. Viquesney, Tivoli
atre, Spencer, Ind.
General patronage.

—

—

OLD IRONSIDES:

little

it,

view theatre,

too.

Eight

Collierville,

reels.

—P. N. Wilson, Park—Small town patron-

Tenn.

age.

SPEEDY:

Harold

—Good

Lloyd

Where You Can Enjoy

NATURE'S GREATEST

HEALTH WATERS
Visitors to this finely appointed, luxurious hotel acclaim it
one of the finest resort hotels

Paramount

was the

t

—

eral patronage.

'

—

12.

—

INTERFERENCE (TME)

DESERT RIDER:

THE

Buddy Rogers— July

Here's a dandy. Nothing big but cleverly done and
clean.
C. S. Swiercinsky, Majestic theatre, WashingGeneral patronage.
ton, Kan.

cast-

le 24-25-26-27. Very fine picture but when you do
a picture that draws, you have to pay for it, and
ere is your profit coming from? Prestige is all
Earl Harman, Odeon theatre,
get out of it.
tonwood Falls, Kan. General patronage.

erage

Jack Holt—A Western up

to date, flappers and everything that belongs to the
Seven reels.
last year or so, but good at that.
D. A. Border, Mystic theatre. Warren, Ind. Small

Monte

—

H

—

—

grand picture, entertaining in every sense

—

—

THE WATER HOLE:

the word, educational beyond what you hope.
D. A. Border,
picture for anybody. Nine reels.
Small town patronage.
stic theatre, Warren, Ind.

i

cast—Not

Special

1
"Deep?
just too deep for you." First lad:
Parkside
no, it's just dumb!" And he was right.
theatre, Lyons, la.
General patronage.

—

SHADOWS IN THE SOUTH SEAS:

— One

Wilson, Parkview
town patronage.

METROPOLIS: Special cast-Just another headache. I overheard two young fellows discussing this
one when the show was over. First lad: "I didn't
see any thing to that picture."
Second lad: "It's

Special cast— July 8-9-10.
good comedy of prison life, where the warden
sweet
words.
for
Great for the smaller
:just too
Seven reels. S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre,
ises.
General patronage.
kirk. Man., Canada.

1

—General

age.

IROTHERLY LOVE:

le

N.

—Small

—

.real

THITE

la.

very much. Nobody said anything about the feature
when the show was over, but they sure did compliment us on the short talking subject that we used.
Walter C. Schultz, Kenesaw, Neb. General patron-

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

—

—P.

Tenn.

Collierville,

THE CASE OF LENA SMITH:

pat-

comedy, moves too slowly. J. Cheveck, audiium theatre, Benoit, Miss. Small town patronage.

Br

and that pleased me.

theatre,

Harman,

MacDonald^Just

Farrell

J.

—Earl

Lyons,

theatre,

HOT NEWS:

17-18-

"Man Who Laughs"

Next to Universal's

—Parkside

Bebe Daniels— June 26. I believe
this picture is a little old. Anyway, it went over big
here. Patrons said it was the best they had ever seen
Bebe featured in. I also made a few dollars clear on

—

IOTHER MACHREE:

71

comedy but not

in America. Refurnished, redecorated and equipped with
unsurpassed elegance,TheElms
will appeal to the most fastidious or most critical geust.

Here you can tone up your
system, regain your health with
our world famous mineral waters and baths and if you wish,
all the pleasures of resort
golfing, swimming, horseback riding, boating, tennis,
etc. For reservations or beautifully done book, fully illustrat-

enjoy

life,

ing the beauties of The Elms
and Excelsior Springs, write,
wire or phone F. F. Hagel,
Managing Director.
The Elms
City,

is

only 28 miles from Kansas
amid surroundings of

nestling

natural beauty,

with paved
highways leading in all directions.

One of the Worlds Most
Tarnous Mineral
Springs "Resorts!

—

A
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WOLF SONG

Lupe Velez— A

(E):

you couldn't understand.

—

rotten..

singing

little

patronage.

seems

we

nings

ington, Neb.

:

BETRAYAL: Emil Jannings— This picture is not
6o good. Jannings is a fine star but our patrons do
not like this kind of a picture. We used a dandy
short talking subject on our J65 disc talking device
and our people are still complimenting on it. Walter
General patronage.
C. Schultz, Kenesaw, Neb.

THE WILD PARTY:

—

Clara

Bow—This

is really a
doesn't get any kick
out of Clara Bow is sure in a heck of a shape. This
star is okay.
use Walt's disc talking equipment
in our theatre and we used a dandy short talker in
our theatre and we are using up our silent features
with talking shorts and our patrons like this very
well.
Walter C. Schultz, Kenesaw, Neb. General

We

—

KING OF KINGS:

Special cast—July 14-15. WonDid more business on Monday by
four times what any other picture we ever played
except "The Singing Fool." We had people in the
theatre that never have been in before. Twelve reels.
Mrs. S. J. Brown & Son, Phoenix theatre, Neola,
la.

picture.

—Small

MADNESS: Special cast—July 6.
little picture.
Six reels. Mrs. Hulda J. Green.
theatre, Greenriver, Utah.
General patronage.

—

—

A SHIP COMES
interest
it.

IN: Special cast—A great heart
picture that was well liked by all who 6aw

—Parkside

theatre.

Lyons, la.

—General

patronage.

THE SPIELER: Special cast—Fine fine, fine! This
program had everything in it. We used a short
talker with it and we sent our patrons home feeling
great.
What's the use of showing any more silent
pictures when we can equip our projectors for showing talking pictures for $65 each. Walter C. Schultz,
Kenesaw. Neb. General patronage.

—

—

RKO
Lyric

—

theatre,

Neb.

Hartington,

— General

patronage.

THE COWARD Warner Baxter—Nothing
:

that is just what
that have been

is wrong
made in

theatre, Lyons, la.

to it and
with most of the pictures
the past year. Parkside

—

— General

THE GREAT MAIL ROBBERY:

Special cast—
Interesting and exciting.
Raised prices to 40-20, but made only exBusiness poorest in years. Philip Rand.
penses.
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. General patronage.

—

—

DOG LAW: Ranger—July
Ranger pictures

I

have shown.

3-4.

One

It is

of the best
real good, and

pleased those who came to see it, and doggone it, I
can't understand why I didn't make film rental when
my patrons like good dog pictures. P. N. Wilson,
Parkview theatre, Collierville, Tenn. Small town

—

—

BLOCKADE: Anna Q. Nilsson—July 12-13. Good
story of girl detective after the big 6ea rum runners.
Seven reels. P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre. Parker, S. D.
Small town patronage.

—

BLOCKADE:
Nothing

big.

Anna

Q.

Nilsson

—July

Just a good program picture.

10-11.

Seven

—
—

SORRELL AND SON:

MY BEST

cast— Very

— General

^

LL

EM

bet

—

la.

TWO ARABIAN KNIGHTS:

Special cast—Jul
very clever comedy-<irama that went over bis
Exhibitors have a sure bet in this. Nine reels.B. R. Johnson, Orpheum theatre, Kerrobert, Can.General patronage.

A

5-6.

COQUETTE (TME): Mary Pickford—July 1-2-:
Would have been a good picture silent, but th
recording on this was rotten. Our last picture froi
United Artists, through with their flops. Don't ru
this as first night is good then a complete flop, an
then after results from poor dialog recording. Nin
reels.
Earl Harman,
Odeon theatre, Cottonwoo
Falls, Kan.
General patronage.

—

—

DRUMS OF LOVE:

We

considere
Special cast—
this a very much over estimated picture and to ac
vertize it as the greatest Griffith picture since "Tb
Birth of
Nation" was positively an imposition o
the public. It was tiresomely long and the love scent

A

reels.—Mrs. S. J. Brown & Son,
Neola, la. Small town patronage.

—

Phoenix theatre,

RED SWORD:

William Collier, Jr
Dramatic
production of Russian life, told with screen
language. Picture very interesting and pleased
all who saw it.
This number is different from
the comedy-dramas that have been flooding the
market for the past season and the audience
reaction
substantiated
the
old
saying
that
"variety is the spice of life." Good program attraction for any theatre.
Seven reels. H. H.
Hedberg, Amuse-U theatre, Melville, La. General patronage.

—

puzzle. The picture was criticized by the hart
boiled as well as the more mode6t people. It was tb
poorest United Artists picture we have ever playe
from many angles.
Eight reels. Giacomo Bra
Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. General patronage

was a

—

—

DIAMOND ROBBERY: Tom Mix—July

ROUGH

RIDIN' RED:

—

Buzz Barton— June

Good program. In spots it's a
well for two days and they
Swiercinsky, Majestic
General patronage.

theatre,

rip snorter.
all

laughed.

21-22.

Drew

— C.

Washington,

S.

Kan.

DEAD MAN'S CURVE: Special cast—Another
one from RKO. These pictures for small

good

Auto race a thriller. Story good. Pleased
who came but not too many came. Made $1.20

towns.
all

Sally Blaine very pretty.
Doug Fairbanks
a regular flop, we have a dozen boys in Salmon
who could screen better and act better than this
wooden Indian. Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho. General patronage.
profit.

Jr.,

—

—

HARDBOILED:

Sally O'Neil— July 1-2.
Didn't
do any good with this one. Just fair. Sally is not
well here.
Ju6t broke even with expenses.- P. N. Wilson, Parkview theatre, Collierville,
Tenn. Small town patronage.

known very

—

THE HARVESTER:
offering.

—

Special cast— A good program
Parkside theatre, Lyons, la. General pat-

—

ronage.

TERROR MOUNTAIN: Tom
Not as good as

I

Tyler— June

expected from reports

I

28-29.

had read.

—

Universal

19-20.

patrons and did nice business.
This is
better than some of hie other pictures. Has more
laughs in it. Seven reels. C. S. Swiercinsky, Majestic theatre, Washington, Kan.
General patronage.

—

were disgustingly drawn out. The story is good £c
five or six reels. The photography was fine and th
The acting of Lionel Barn
reels in good shape.
more and Tully Marshall was very good. Just wh
Marshall had to continually point out the hors
manure in which he was knocked a couple of tim<

BURNING THE WIND:

Hoot Gibson—July

W/TH trailers

—

—

KING OF THE RODEO
Saturday picture,

—

:

satisfied.

Hoot Gibson—Very got
Wonderful close up <l

the Rodeo. J. Cheveck, Auditorium theatre, Benoi
Miss. Small town patronage.

—

ALIAS THE DEACON: Jean Hersholt—The

be

thing that Universal made last year and it pleast
our patrons 100 per cent. Parkside theatre, Lyon
General patronage.
la.

—

—

THE LAST WARNING:

Special cast— Fair on!
Suspense barely maintained, n<
other mystery plays. Some lilt*
Most everyone stayed away. Ni
it fine, some didn't.
a special. Price 50 per cent too high. Lost $15. A
right to run if you can buy it as a program pictur
Philip Rand, Rex tin
If you can't, leave it alone.
atre, Salmon, Idaho.
General patronage.

No

draw, not big.

many

as good as

—

—

MAN WHO

THE
LAUGHS: Special cast—Oi
biggest flop to date, and 100 per cent rotten is tl
reason. Earl Harman, Odeon theatre, Cottonwot
General patronage.
Falls, Kan.

—

—

THE MAN WHO LAUGHS:

Special cast— A

vei

very rotten picture. The only thing that saved oi
life was that we had a dandy short talking subje
from Universal. Moon theatre, Holstein, Neb. Gei
eral patronage.

—

SMILIN' GUNS: Hoot Gibson— A very fine ente
tainment. Really one of the best that Hoot ev<
made. In connection with this fine feature we gai
our patrons a dandy good talking comedy which wei
over fine. Moon theatre, Holstein, Neb. Gener:
patronage.

—

—

ten***

2

Just a Western. More entertaining then the five re
stuff but did no better business. In fact, the poore:
Saturday as have had for a year. Nice photograph:
Six reels. O. B. Wolfe. Screenland theatre, Nevadt
O. Small town patronage.

—

lULf ff Wm

good.

patronage.

good
Parkside theatre, Lyons,
patronage.

—General

I

Special
la.

GIRL: Mary Pickford—A

any exhibitor.

for

company

—

patronage.

—

Dolores Del Rio A natural box offic
Parkside theatre, Lyons, la. General patronagt

Parkside theatre, Lyons,

patronage.

dandy picture for small towns.

—

hit.

—

BIG

(AT) : Waring's Pennsylvanians
dandy picture, spoiled by rotten recording. R.

Fletcher,

J.

30-31

United Artists
RAMONA:

was afraid to meet
C, knowing that he'd give me

associate with.

George Jessel— May

—
—

Satisfied

SYNCOPATION

—A

LUCKY BOY (TME):

town patronage.

MIDNIGHT
Good

Gem

fit

:

Recording good but not as big a picture a
1.
they try to make you believe you have. Box offic
fair.
Earl Harman, Odeon theatre, Cottonwood Fall*
Kan. General patronage.

Well, I was the loser, as I talked with
those who came through here who told
me of the meet.
I did not forget the folks who came
here last year and can only offer the
humblest apology for not appearing at
Detroit Lakes.
Sound makes trouble,
trouble makes work, which is the business, and with me, business has to come
ahead of pleasure so what can I say
after I say I am sorry?

Pathe

—

.

Special cast— July 11
but good picture and goo
theatre, Cottonwoo

June

the works.

—

the

—Earl Harman, Odeon
Kan. — General patronage.

Falls,

who were at
and especially Andy and

wouldn't have been

up with

patronage.

derful

writes:

boys

—

I

(TME)

No drawing power

12-13.

out,

and
to

—P. N. Wilson, Parkview
— Small town patronage.

Tenn.

recording.

necessitating the return of all
admissions one night, follow-up storms
on different nights, darkening the house
and requiring plenty of explanations to
the audiences, and when I finally was
ready to leave, the week was about ended
line

The person that

program.

real

Collierville,

MOLLY AND ME

go up on Tuesday, and just that
day, trouble arrived wrong or at least
worn out discs for the sound picture, an
electrical storm or two that put the power

patronage.

—

He

that H. J. did.
all of the

owe

set to

Bmil Jannings— The worst JanR. Fletcher, Lyric theatre, Hart-

—
—General

telling us

Detroit Lakes,
Herb, an explanation of my absence during the convention. I had everything all

patronage.

enow scenes with Tom and Darr

Tiffany-Stahl

why he wasnt at this
year's convention. Some of the absentees
may not have a good reason. But now it
I

fine

letter

tion),

—

(E)
ever ran.

J.

strutting their stuff.

has been received from H. J.
Longaker of the State theatre in Alexandria, Minn, (scene of the 1928 conven-

—

BETRAYAL

EXPLAINS

atre,

A

RED HAIR: Clara Bow Extra good comedy drama
which will let you raise prices and feel assured you
have a good play for your people. For some unaccountable reason we failed to do any business here on
this, the show game is shattered almost completely.
Too many cars. Ford and General Motors are killing
us off and Radio Corporation is ready to administer
final blow. Wonder what a hay hand gets ! Anyone
want to give me a job in their fields? Guess I'll have
to hire out to get enough to pay for my film rentals.
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. General

—

Some

ments.

H.

3, 192J

and picture did not agree from patrons com

Title

A

fair picture. Recording
K. Fletcher, Lyric theatre, Hartington, Neb.

—GeneraJ

August

LES MISERABLES: Special cast—A big pictu;
from the production end of view but will not clit
at the box office. Parkside theatre, Lyons, Ia.-

—

General patronage.

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

1929

vugust 3,

—

MODERN LOVE:

Kathryn Crawford July
Good comedy-drama. Charlie Chase opposite
Story of young people
does good pantomime.
who try to keep their marriage secret. Drew well.
Estee,
P.
G.
S. T. theatre, Parker,
reels.
Six
Small town patronage.
5. D.
THE CHARLATAN: Special cast—July 21. A
;e picture. It's a pleasure and a relief to see this
and watch a smoothly conrt once in a while,
ducted plot unfold. And to see good acting by exrienced mummers, after a long siege of jazz mad
tics by some of these not yet dry behind the ears
dglings. This is far better for the adults than for
ana will require some exploitation,
; young crowd
and members of the
tie has no drawing power,
popular stars. Print practically new,
it are not
some poor photography. Poorest business we
t
Seven reels. O. B. Wolfe,
it had on a Sunday.
reenland theatre, Nevada, O. Small town patron-

—

—

Special cast— If this picture were an audien I believe it would be all right
but as a silent it is uninteresting, particularly if one
has not read the synopsis. The photography and acting are very good, I paid a high price for it and
stand to lose on it. I would advise exhibitors who
have booked this to publish the story in advance and
then I think the picture will go over well. Nine
reels.
B. R. Johnson, Orpheum theatre, Kerrobert,

—
Can. —General

One
Special cast July 13.
the best Universal pictures we have yet run. This
an all-talking picture but the silent version was
The talkies are being installed at a
etty good.
vn 50 miles away and at another 65 miles away,
will take much from our town.
believe
hardly
t
6. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah,
general patronage.

Short Features

—

—

THE THIRTEENTH JUROR:

Special

cast—Fair.

in it.
Poor direction. Hastily
which half the audience missed was
in which we were told how the murderer
i manner
aped the law. Anna Q. Nilsson just on enough to
you know she was actually in the play. You can
Philip Rand, Rex
;ily get along without this one.
General patronage.
Mtre, Salmon, Idaho.

A

ide.

juror

title

—

—

Warner Bros.

—

THE DESERT SONG: John

Boles I saw this picI think it excellent. Appeal
•e in another theatre.
your high class patronage. Singing of Boles won-ful, get it and get behind it.
J. Cheveck, Audiium theatre, Benoit, Miss. Small town patronage.

—

—

GLORIOUS BETSY (TME)

:

Special

cast—May

!-3-4.
Good picture but very little talking.
iae Peacock, Mystic theatre, Stafford, Kan.
Small town patronage.

FOOL

production.

e

Lyric
patronage.)

ric

—

THE JAZZ SINGER (TME):

Al Jolson— July 14Played by request of Jolson admirers. Big busies.
Everyone pleased. Many liked it better than
he Singing Fool." Jolson will always bring 'em in.
r talkie equipment said to be the best in the 6tate,
I that's going some for
a town of 3,000. E. M.
juesney, Tivoli theatre. Spencer, Ind.
General pat-

—

—

FROZEN RIVER: Rin Tin Tin—July 12-13. Not
good as some of the pictures made by this dog
t year, but the kids like Rinty, so why worry?
reels. —Mrs. S. J. Brown & Son, Phoenix theatre,
ola,

la.

— Small

town patronage.

IARD BOILED ROSE: Myrna Loy—July

Lyric
patronage.)

—

:

—

—

j

—
'HE HOME TOWNERS (AT): Special cast—ExRecording perfect. — R. Fletcher, Lyric theHartington, Neb. — General patronage.
ent.

<

:e,

Serials
HE DIAMOND MASTER:

(Universal) Hayden
venson And now, dear children, we've finally
und through another one of those serials, and
;'ve seen everybody get their just dues, so I hope
i're satisfied.
This one has it'6 silly 6pots, and
]nty of 'em, but on the whole it suited much better
n "The Mystery Rider." O. K. for real serial fans.
>
chapters.— O. B. Wolfe. Screenland theatre,
vada, O.
Small town patronage.

—

•'

fine.

MADAME

2.

Q,

—This

two

really the best
have ever used.

is

reel

We used
comedy that we
on Walt'6 disc talking equipment which only costs
greatest
comedy
$65 and our patrons said it was the
Good luck to
that they had ever heard and seen.
Metro. (Walter C. Shultz, Kenesaw, Neb. General
talking
it

—

patronage.

PARAMOUNT
BLUE SONGS,

Ruth Etting, 1.—Pretty good. She
sure can sing. (Rae Peacock, Mystic theatre, Stafford,
Kan. Small town patronage.)
JUST ONE WORD, 1. One word was enough.
We screened it and sent it back. Recording rotten.

—

—

(R. Fletcher, Lyric theatre,
eral patronage.)

Hartington, Neb.

—Gen-

ROSES OF YESTERDAY, Ruth Etting, 1.—Excellent. Recording excellent. (R. Fletcher, Lyric theGeneral patronage.)
atre, Hartington, Neb.

—

SHUBERTS INSPIRATION, 1.—Not
Peacock, Mystic theatre, Stafford, Kan.
patronage.)

have had so

I

word and
Stafford,

it's

Kan.

much.

— Small

Eddie Cantor,

You can understand

far.

(Rae

town

Screened

it

and

—

NEWS—These

are okey.
One Pathe talking news a week will certainly keep
your patrons coming back for more.
(Walter C.
Schultz, Kenesaw, Neb.
General patronage.)

WARNER
age

act.

town patronage.)

COMEDIES,

2.— "Out

At

did not seem to have much
spontaneous humor. Had too small a house to judge
the reaction properly. (O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.
Small town patronage.)

Home." Kind funny, but

2

We

use these short talkconnection with 6ilent

ing subjects every week in
features and our patrons always holler for more.
"The Collegians" are okey. We are using a little
disc talking device on our projectors that only costs
$65 and it sure is dandy.
(Walter C. Schultz, Kenesaw, Neb. General patronage.) These short talking
subjects are great. We find that every real good
theatre uses these and they surely do please the
patrons. We have been using Walt's disc talking device for some time and it has never given us a
minute's trouble.
(Moon theatre, Holstein, Neb.
general patronage.)

—

—

(SILENT)

'

'

]

—

icate a pretty fair serial, if the thing doesn't get
rse as it goes along, like some of them do.
Some

the photography wasn't so good. The scene moves
Australia right away, which may help to sustain

i

irest in it.

1

d theatre.

—

Twelve chapters. O. B. Wolfe, ScreenNevada, O. Small town patronage.

—

OF A CHORUS GIRL SERIES,
— CONFESSIONS
"Picture My Astonishment." These comedies are
(Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greengood.
river, Utah. —General patronage.)
DAISY BELL, —Good. The cat sure gets a laugh.
(Rae Peacock, Mystic theatre, Stafford, Kan. — Small
town patronage.)
ONE WORD, —Rotten. A short story where
(Rae
each character used but one word. No good.
Peacock, Mystic theatre, Stafford, Kan. — Small town
2.

1.

1.

patronage.

OSWALD THE RABBIT,

Cartoon Vs.—Alway3 en(Philip Rand, Rex
best filler on market.
Salmon, Idaho. General patronage.)
WHAT IS IT, 1. We screened this six times to
try and find out what "What Is It," and is and we
Recording terrible. (R.
still don't know what it is.
Fletcher, Lyric theatre, Hartington, Neb. General
patronage.) I wonder what 'it 'is. Ran it once and
(Rae Peacock, Mystic thesent it back. Rotten.
Small town patronage.)
atre, Stafford, Kan.
joyable,
theatre,

LUPINO LANE COMEDIES, 2.—"Be My

King."
a castaway on a cannibal isle and
a riot. (S. B. Kennedy, Central
theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada.
General patronage.)

pip.
Lane
what happens

is

is

—

MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,
Pleased

from

fair.

silent.

type entirely.

2.— "Lion's Roar."

Sound comedies so far are different
Not fast enough to good fun. Different
(C.

Washington, Kan.

S.

Swiercinsky, Majestic theatre,
patronage.)

—General

—

—

—

PATHE
EVE'S LOVE LETTERS,

2
Good comedy with
two old stars Agnes Ayres and Forrest Stanley. Not
(Mrs.
great too.
Laurel,
was
he
to forget Stan
Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah.

General patronage.)

NEWS. These are certainly wonderful. (Moon
If you
General patronage.)
theatre, Holstein, Neb.
want to guarantee your patrons one scene of Cathothen
take
on
news
released,
lic propaganda to every
(Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Pathe's News Service.

—

Salmon, Idaho.

—
— General patronage.)

are using this product and like it
are using Walt's disc talking equipment that is distributed by Walt's Theatre Co.. Kenesaw, Neb., and we like it very fine. (Moon theatre,
Very good. We
Holstein, Neb. General patronage.)
are using these on our little $65 talking device along
with our silent features. As soon as we get through
with silent features it sure will have to all talking

very

fine.

We

programs. (Walter
General patronage.)

Kenesaw,

Schultz,

C.

Neb.

R K O
JOY RIDING. —A
recording.

Neb.

(R.

—General

spoiled by rotten
theatre, Hartington,

comedy,

fine

Lyric

Fletcher.

patronage.)

TIFFANY-STAHL

TOY SHOP, L—These

color

symphonys are

(Rae Peacock, Mystic theatre, Stafford, Kan.

fine.

— Small

town patronage.)

UNIVERSAL
BUSTING BUSTER.—Not

much.

Some dog was

—

'

A

River."
theatre,

patronage.)

substituted for the regular Tighe, one indecent scene
but luckily very short. (Mre. Hulda J. Green. Gem
General patronage.)
theatre, Greenriver, Utah.

EDUCATIONAL

<

'

—General

—

THE COLLEGIANS,

:

—

Utah.

—

UNIVERSAL

BROWN

Greenriver,

REVIEW.—We

BROS.

— Most

of these are good as the aver(Rae Peacock, Mystic theatre, Stafford, Kan.

BUSTER

PARAMOUNT

—

PATHE

TRAILERS,

Rex

—

(R. Fletcher, Lyric
sent it back. Recording rotten.
theatre, Hartington, Neb.
General patronage.)

SOUND AND TALKING

Haven't had a good

—

1.—

town patronage.)

VITAL SUBJECTS,—Terrible.

Wash-

theatre,

(Philip Rand,
6tar Metro for a long time.
Salmon, Idaho. General patronage.)

every

(Rae Peacock, Mystic theatre,

good.

—Small

much.

Love." Wonder
not cared for

BILLY DOOLEY COMEDIES, 2.—"Dizzy
Very good. (Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem

:

'HE FINAL RECKONING:
(Universal) Special
'
Have just run first chapter, which seemed to

GOING GA GA. —Not

— General

:

.

color and artistic. Subject matter
here.
(C. S. Swiercinsky. Majestic
ington, Kan.—General patronage.)

(R.

An-

Pauline Frederick.—Excellent.
:ording perfect.
R. Fletcher, Lyric theatre. Hartton, Neb.
General patronage.
fO DEFENSE: Monte Blue— July 14. Fair pice.
Patrons filed out never said good show nor
II show.
Seven reels. C. S. Swiercinsky. Majestic
1atre, Washington, Kan.
General patronage.

—

—General

M GM

—

TRIAL (AT)

Recording
Hartington, Neb.

theatre,

Fletcher,

lage.

)N

is

ley's

all

SCREEN SNAPSHOTS.—Fine.

— Small
3.

Booster."
the best Chase comedy in some time.
Charboosting for Ed Kennedy gets him into plenty
of trouble.
(S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, SelMan., Canada. General patronage.) "Movie
kirk,
Night." Best Chase comedy that I ever saw. It will
keep them roaring. (Orris F. Collins, Palace theGeneral patronage.)
atre, Rector, Ark.

This

theatre,

one of Warner's lemons. Six reels.—Orris F.
lins,
Palace theatre, Rector, Ark. General pater

Neb.

—

lage.

:

(R.

recording.

Hartington,

theatre,

Fletcher,

THAT PARTY IN PERSON,

—

MGM
CHARLIE CHASE COMEDIES, 2.— "The

GREAT EVENTS, 2.—"Manchu

JAIL HOUSE BLUES, 1.—Poor

Best act

(AT) : Al Jolson— A mighty
Recording perfect. R. Fletcher,
theatre, Hartington, Neb.
General patronage.

TOE SINGING

—

town patronage.)

—

(SOUND)

BEAUTY AND BULLETS:

Special cast— Ted Wells
a fair little Western. Not too good, nor too bad,
will never build up business with this class of
t
Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
saply made product.
General patronage.
Imon, Idaho.

nice for general exhibition.
Short and interesting. Not technical.
All on colored base regular film stock.
(O.
B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. Small

—

—

SHAKEDOWN:

thirteenth

patronage.

COLUMBIA

e.

THE

ROSES OF PICARDY:

—

—

GENERAL ELECTRIC
THE LIGHT OF A RACE, 1.—Very

Miscellaneous

4.

73

CROSS COUNTRY BUNION RACE.—All depends
on kind of audience, adults only will be bored. Children will greatly enjoy it. However better than
(Philip
Universal's average which is very, very low.
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. General patron-

—

age.)

AND

MIKE
IKE COMEDIES, 2.—"Shooting the
Bull." Don't care much for these comedies however
(Mrs.
the last part of this comedy was an uproar.
Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre. Greenriver, Utah.
General patronage.)
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
By JOE FISHER

MOTION
was

pictures for art's sake are not to be abandoned in Chicago, it
disclosed last week, when it became known that the Otto H. Kahn
little film theatre group in New York has leased land at 151-153 East
Chicago Avenue on which to erect a 300-seat house at which Chicagoans who
care not for billion dollar box fights may get their uplift from the cinema.
The Kahn group operates the Little Carnegie in New York, formerly directed
by the Mindlins who tried out an art film enterprise at the Playhouse a year
or so ago.
It was also announced last week that the sister theatre to the Playhouse, the
Studebaker, will go in for films right soon. The house has been equipped with
Western Electric machinery. The first picture will be Pathe's "Paris Bound,"
starring Ann Harding, exponent of the intense recruited from the stage.

Clayton E. Bond, for the past three years
general manager for the James Coston circuit,
has resigned that position with the Chicago firm to join the

Radio for many years as booker, has resigned
to accept a position with United Artists Fred
Kappe, formerly cashier, has replaced Miss
Cushman Joe Cozzie, assistant booker, was
appointed cashier; and Mike Kassell, formerly

Warner-Stanley theatres in New York.
Bond's resignation

with Red Seal,

came

Row.
career

During
on the

The

film

the

Bond

was manager of the ChiWarner Brothers. With

Warner-Stanley he
reported.

Clayton E.

He

be film buyer, it is
for the East Saturday,

will

left

July 27.
*

*

Gloria

*

Swanson was in Chicago last MonNew York and Europe on a

day, enroute to
vacation.

*

*

*

*
Ind., is

M. Harrison of the Melrose and Maywood
was seriously hurt last week when

Clyde Eckhardt, manager of the Fox exchange, came back to his old stamping grounds
last week after a three-day trip to New York.
*

Ascher

*

*

Fox houses

and

are being
equipped for sound. Even the smallest houses
are being wired and will be ready to play
All

talking pictures shortly.
* *

*

theatres are
the latest houses to put in Pacent sound devices.

*

*

Gorelick, assistant to Herb Washburn,
Chicago manager, reports the following changes in the local office:

RKO

Ann Cushman, who was

connected

with

CENNETT OWNERS ARE CENNETT BOOSTERS
General Sound Equipment Corp. of Illinois

System3

Distributors for
Chicago, Detroit, St. Louis and

Phone

ASK

S.

*

*

Michigan Avenue

Harrison

in his

*

Electric equipment is being installed in the Universal projection room on
the sixth floor at 831 S. Wabash.
*
* *

Western

David Brotman, manager of the Avaloe
theatre, has found what his patrons think
The Avaloe is a 700-seat
about sound.
house and to date has not yet installed
synchronous equipment. It did have a nonReports were not
synchronous device.
out.
in the

than 200 objected. Brotman said that
patrons in his territory do not favor a
sound picture with just musical accompaniment. All-talking pictures are their favorThis method no doubt should be conites.
sidered by other exhibitors before installing
sound equipment.

0737,

THE CENNETT EXHIBITOR,

Wabash

5037

HE KNOWS

*

*

A

speedy contract for Movie-Phone was
made over the telephone last week from
Indiana.
*

*

number of years
associated with the art staff of such organizations as Balaban & Katz, Fox studios and
Nat Karson, for the

past

New

Ohio House

HAMILTON,

July 30.—The Fourth Avenue

Amusement Company,

Louisville, Ky., has negotiated a 20-year lease on the new $1,250,000
theatre which will be erected on a prominent
downtown corner by the Hamilton Theatres
Corporation, recently organized. Several business structures will be razed to make way for
the new house, which will have a seating caCompletion is scheduled for
pacity of 2,000.
January 1, 1930. Policy, vaudeville and pictures, with a possibility of road shows.

$500,000 House Planned

For Milwaukee

in Spring

MILWAUKEE,

July 30.—Tentative plans
theatre to be erected in Milwaukee's
lower east side have been announced. Chicago
and New York capital, not affiliated with am
chain, however, is said to be backing the en-

new

for a

terprise.
The theatre, to be
will

known

as the Sienkiewicz

measure 85x130 feet—will

Building operations will start in
next spring.

2,813,238

Tax

it

Recently a straw vote was taken
Avaloe to find out how many of the paAccording to Brottrons wanted sound.
man over 900 were in favor, while a little

*

Leases

(Special to the Herald-World)

theatre.

*

Louisville Corporation

*

DeForest Phonofilm

*

Milwaukee Territories

910

*

less

Sam

CknncXi

*

very encouraging, so Brotman took

The Shore and Jackson Park
*

*

of the Palace theatre, Hobart,

installing

theatres,

Harrison's
an auto struck his machine.
father-in-law was in the car and also was hurt.
* * *

*

general

Colonel E. P. Hawkins, manager of the
promotional department of the RC A, paid
a visit to Walter Brown of the local Photophone office, last Saturday. The Colonel was
enroute to New York.

Sam Rutas

*

solves all the trou-

(Special to the Herald-World)

sales manager for
Columbia was in Chicago last week. He said
"Hello" to everybody and went on his way
to New York.

Goldberg,

man who

Chicago exhibitors. And very
very seldom is an exhibitor disappointed.
Jack Miller is his name and he is president of the Chicago Exhibitors Association. (Herald-World Photo.)

*

Oriental theatre played Tiffany-Stahl's

*

Before

joining Coston, he
cago exchange of

*

Henri Ellman.
Joe

is the
bles for the

assistant booker.
* * *

Gus Sonnenberg-Ed "Strangler" Lewis fight
The deal was closed by
picture last week.

was

theatres for two years.
He also worked for
First
National and

Paramount.

is

*

Row, Bond has served
with many of the
companies.
He
connected with
Balaban & Katz

;

William Hollander, chief of Balaban and
Katz's publicity staff, is vacationing in Alaska.
Brrrr!

as a surprise to

Film
his

;

Here

in

cost $500,000
fall or earl)

Pay Amusement
Quebec for Yew

(Special to the Herald-World)

QUEBEC,

July 30.—Figures issued by th<
of the City of Quebec show that
total of 2,813,238 people paid amusement taxe:
in that city during the year ending July 1
This was an increase of approximatel;
1929.
The differ
250,000 over the previous year.
ence is credited to the introduction of audien:
in a number of local theatres during the pas
;

officials

eight months.

&

Trinz, has opened studios on thi
Even
of the Butler building.
issue of the Chicagoan contains some o
Karson's modernistic art. During the last fev
years he has caricatured such famous peopl'
as Paul Whiteman, Mae Murray, Georgi
Jessel, Al Jolson, Fred Waring, Colleen Moor,
and George Olsen.

Lubliner
tenth

floor

f,j

3

an

X H

E

HE

I

B

ITO RS

RALD

WORLD
On with the Show
"j^Q (^U^§^][qJ^

We

^ ut l ^ at ta lkies have come to stay.
insist,
however, that the wise showman should watch

his public carefully so as to

not disappoint them in other directions,

for instance lighting your house

overnight

Think

Send for the

it

all

and

stage.

Surely people do not forget

the other things they liked before the talkies arrived.

over.

@

Major Book.
Free for the asking.

Srank
c/Ldam
ELECTRIC COMPANY
ST.

LOUIS

Helps put over
the
ft

5,

No. 5

talkies!
August

3,
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mm
WuruIzer Organ
/4

an indispensable
attraction in every
motion picture theatre,
and provides the perfect musical balance
for a sound programme.

21-

is

I

mm
m
H
<

.

1:1

/,

IBS

The Rudolph WuelUger Coinpaiuj
FACTORIES:
BUFFALO
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI

^^^^

NORTH TONAWANDA,

DETROIT
CLEVELAND
KANSAS CITY

LOS ANGELES

N. Y.

NEW YORK

PITTSBURGH
SAN FRANCISCO

PHILADELPHIA

ST.

LOUIS

1
:

M

3,
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The new Bill & Howell Engineering Development Building,

'Dedicated

to the

Belle Plaine

and Rockwell Streets, Chicago

^Development of the

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

AMONUMENT
Chicago.

It is

to the future progress of America's third industry

the Bell

&

now

stands in

Howell Engineering Development Building.

& Howell have been associated with the development of
motion picture making and projection. For twenty-two years this company has sponsored
improvement after improvement in cine cameras and projectors. And today its obligation
For twenty-two years Bell

for study, research, experiment,
Bell

&

Hence

and invention has outgrown the quarters allotted

in the

Howell production building.
this

new

structure of

a half million dollars,

more than 35,000 square

and equipped with the

latest

feet of floor space, costing

machines and

facilities.

more than

Here

a

com-

petent staff of motion picture engineers,

under the direction of Mr. A.

S.

Howell, has

the equipment for even greater endeavors,
for still

more important contributions to the

advance of motion pictures.

The new Bell & Howell Engineering Development Building has been erected for and is
put at the disposal of the entire industry.

Assignments on any phase of new motion
picture development are invited.

BELL &
BELL &

HOWELL

HOWELL

CO., 1801

LARCHMONT AVENUE

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
NEW YORK. HOLLYWOOD, LONDON B. & H. CO., LTD.) BtablisbtJ 1907
i
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^Jneatre Qoers are Comfort
*J Joyers tfieWorld Over!
Progressive theatre owners appreciate the tremendous attraction of
"comfort" to the theatre-going public. Whatever the program that is
being offered, the public looks first to the house where their comfort
is assured. American Seating Company offers theatre owners and managers a wide selection of chairs whose qualities of beauty and comfort
stimulate

box

office receipts.

Significant, too, is the exclusive use of this

company's seating by the nation's foremost exhibitors.

Lobby of Paramount Theatre,

American Seating Chairs are in harmony
with the beauty of the Paramount Theatre
as illustrated in this interior view.

—

No. 4078 Special Chair
3,561 of these
chairs were installed in the Paramount
Theatre. Seat upholstered in red Moroccoline, with rose mohair back and
brown mahogany finished wood parts.
Aisle lights built into chair standards
and noiseless ball bearing seat hinges.

American Seating
12 E. Jackson Blvd.
121

W.

40th

St.,

New York

65-D Canal

Theatre Chair Builders

St.

to the

of the

many

Company

Chicago,

Illinois

121 l-H Chestnut

City

One

New York

fine theatres
equipped with American Seating Chairs.
C. W. and Geo. L. Rapp, Architects.
City.

St.,

Philadelphia

Boston

American Public For Over 50 Years

3, 199
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GIVE YOUR AUDIENCES

WORDS

THESE MISSING
I

DOR

acoustics can kill the best sound

Good

pictures.

reproduction, good am-

both go for nothing

toriums, churches, schools and colleges and
to quiet

echoes in hospitals and

offices.

The

"lingering

great Auditorium in Atlantic City, largest

eoes" or reverberation are allowed to dis-

structure of its kind in the world, has ceilings

pl:ation,

word and turn the voices

each

to

ju Die
)

if

into a

of sounds.

It's

owners protect their investment

theatre

equipment by correcting the acous-

in

>und

tic

)f their

ec

-absorbing fibre

or

ie

houses with Acousti-Celotex, the
tile,

applied to the walls

this
I

way they make sure that each spoken
music travels, clear and dis.

.

.

that each picture

maximum number of patrons to

Dffice

ply ly

.

.

.

that

the

each listener leaves com-

pleased with the evening's entertain-

w

finished units, quickly

buildings

proof.
its

lish product of

it

new or

and easily installed

No

a great corporation. Archi-

to insure

in

is fool-

careless painter can ever destroy
is

the only

acoustical material that can be painted time

and again, even using lead and
its

And the decorative

oil paints

.

.

are second to none in technical
knowledge and practical experience. Submit
your acoustical problems to them
and re.

ceive their advice

Simply

fill

It

harmonizes

its

value

proper acoustics in audi-

\ C0U5TI

on the correction of acoustics

with Acousti-Celotex.

THE CELOTEX COMPANY
919 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
Mills:

New Orleans, Louisiana
Offices in

many principal

In Canada: Alexander Murray

& Co., Ltd., Montreal

The word

U S. Pat. Off.)
toe trademark of
indicates manufacture
lEtef-

is

The Celotex Coopu
Chicago.

III.

E.H.W.

BETTER HEARING
by Approved Acousti-Celotex Contractors
-

S-3

THE CELOTEX COMPANY,
919 North Michigan Avenue. Chicago, Illinois.
Gentlemen: Please send me further information on the value of
Acousti-Celotex in the presentation of sound pictures.

Name
Theatre

talled

cities

(See telephone books for addresses)

CeloteX

— R eLOTEX

FOR LESS NOISE
n

.

out and mail the coupon below

Branch Sales
adaptability of Acousti-

.

promptly and without

furthur obligation.

.

acoustical efficiency.

extremely important.

is

The Acoustical engineers of The Celotex

Company

for further facts

old.

without impairing

decorative scheme.

and well estab-

#nd builders everywhere know
se

distorting

all

value. For Acousti-Celotex

Celotex
ousti-Celotex is an old

tec

Acousti-Celotex and subdue

In decorating, Acousti-Celotex

im.to the farthest rows

pu the

not a slow and expensive job to install

echoes. For Acousti-Celotex comes in single,

ceilings.

wt and note of

ho

of Acousti-Celotex.

perfectly with any architectural treatment or

_

Address
City

State

_
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the true index of carpe
Not "How much does the carpet

— that

years of wear

money
Designed

Q Nor

especially

Their patterns
the

note

of

organization

Write us

for

their

Bigelow ' Hartford

are

for

.

.

.

at

.

.

.

way

the only

purpose,
theatre

they
carpets

wear

it

wear?"

brilliance

your

.

.

further information

the

in
.

.

.

and

solution
for

the

.

.

.

they

of

require.

any

floor

Q The

of

divided by
carpet value your

per

year

decidedly

problems

of

to

the

Their

co!.

minimi.

a

decorative

theatre use.

experience

covering

name and address

costs

are

are those best suited for

.

cost

method of judging carpet

this

They hold carpet

economical

which modern theatres

disposal

But

how much

... to determine

well.

merely

mostly daring, exotic designs

tasteful
is

way

the real

will

Q Bigelow- Hartford theatre carpets welcome

buying.

is

is

Not "How long

cost?"

as

v

colors so &

Bigelow - Hart)

you may be

your nearest Bigelow ' Hartford

desr.

Made by BIGELOW- HARTFORD CARPET CO.-Wravrrs since J82S- Mills at Thompsonville. Conn
ami Clinton, Mass.^NEW YORK, BOSTON, PITTSBURGH, PHILADELPHIA. DALLAS. ATLANTA
ST.

d

consider y

BIGELOW- HARTFORD
RUGS & CARPETS
CHICAGO,

1.

LOUIS, DETROIT, SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANCELES. MINNEAPOLIS, SEATTLI

Calculating

CHARLES

B.

Advertising

Equipment Depreciation

RAYMOND

O'NEILL

A

supplement of Exhibitors Herald- World, published every fourth week for
information and guidance of all theatre owners in matters of theatre construction, operation and equipment and to promote the ideal of finer theatres

BETTER THEATRES
EDITORIAL AND
ADVERTISING OFFICES
CHICAGO
407

Dearborn

St.
Telephone
Cable Address
Quigpubco.

So.

In This Issue

Harrison 0036.

Edwin

S. Clifford,

Jay M. Shreck,
George Schutz,
Charles

B.

General Manager
Managing Editor
Associate Editor
Advertising

THEATRE LUXURY TO BE MODERN LUXURY
By

O'Neill,

Manager
George

NEW YORK
Ave.
Telephone Wickersham 2366-2367

565

A. S. Graven

Business Manager

Clifford,

Fifth

Raymond

VIEWS OF THE AVALON THEATRE IN MILWAUKEE
Russell Barr Williamson, Architect

Gallo

Eastern Representative

HOLLYWOOD
1605

North Cahuenga St.
Telephone Gladstone 2118-2118

CARE IN REHEARSAL
By

Douglas Hodges
West Coast Representative

LONDON
The Bioscope, Faraday House, 8-10
Charing

Cross

W.

Rd.,

The successful theatre today
one that
its

pays

physical

C.

Is

attention

strict

By

the
to

phere.

H. Richardson

E. C.

Horn Sons

NEW WORLD THEATRE, NORTH PLATTE

Cinema pa-

features.

F.

THEATRE REMODELING

2

F. A. Henninger, Architect

trons demand more than pictures.
They must be given every degree of
comfort, convenience and atmos-

To

OPERATING THE SMALL TOWN THEATRE

the enterprising exhibitor Better

By

Theatres each issue presents numerous ideas and suggestions for increasing profit through better pubservice and management.

lic

J. C.

Jenkins

SPECIAL ACOUSTICAL PROBLEMS OF THE PICTURE

THEATRE

SUBSCRIPTION
United

States

Canada and
Americas

—

and
all

Great Britain and

RATES

possessions,
countries of the
$3.00 per year

By

R. L. Lindahl

its

its

colonies

£ 1 per year

Other foreign countries

THE EUROPEAN EQUIPMENT MARKET
By

N. D. Golden

$5.00 per year
Single copies, 25 cents

Advertising rate cards and Audit
Bureau of Circulations statements
upon application.

furnished

GAJLLO

Eastern Representative

Manager

IThe editor) are not responsible for literary material or pictures, either
in their hands or in transit, unless specifically ordered
by iA»m.J
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Make

Theatre Locations Profitable
New

patrons won!

.

.

.

more

profits

made!

!

That's the experience of progressive theatre

owners who, with a distinctive electric, impress their name, location and current attraction upon the distant as well as the passing
throng.

To do
cost,

and

that most effectively

and

they choose unusual electrics
built

at lowest

—designed

by Flexlume:

— Neon tube

signs, with many exclusive
features of construction, producing
the most brilliant red, blue or green
illumination and longest tube life.

Neon-Tube and Glass-Letter

Name

Sign of unusual

attractiveness

— The

Interchangeable Glass-Letter
-

Rack and Safety
Carrying Rack Included

famous Flexlume raised glass letilluminated from within and giv-

ing

greatest

day-and-night effective-

ness.

Feature Sign
Letter Storage

ters,

— Spectacular

exposed

lamp

electrics,

flashing for even greater effectiveness.

— Striking combinations

of these differ-

ent illuminations.

Our

specialists in electric sign design will

submit a color sketch, entirely free of charge,
to meet your needs and requirements. Refer
to "Flexlume" in your 'phone book, or write
Flexlume Corporation, 2041 Military Road,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Sales and Service
Offices

in

Chief

Cities

of U. S. and Can.

Factories at
Buffalo, N. Y., and

Toronto, Can.

FLEXLUME
ELECTRIC DISPLAYS

3, l£
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Do

9

these distressing

echoes and reverberations

own

occur in your
The Johns-Manville method of sound control
eliminates

Johns-Manville

distressing

sound film reproduction.

ITXON'T blame sound

producers or equipall of the confusion
that exists in reproduction. Even the best sound
records may be spoiled in reproduction, if the
syllables of speech and notes of music are confused
or blurred by the prolongation of sound in your
own theatre. Bear in mind that the walls, floor and
ceiling of your theatre reflect sound better than the
best mirror reflects light, and that any sound produced is reflected from surface to surface, somewhat
as a billiard ball is reflected from cushion to
cushion on a billiard table.
film

ment manufacturers for

This reflecting process causes an overlapping of
successive sounds and a state of confusion where

and comfortable hearing is sought. This
confusion or reverberation may be eliminated by
absorbing just the right quantity of sound as it
strikes walls and ceilings, thus preventing its continued reflection around the auditorium.
distinct

Acoustical

cessfully carried out this

any theatre contribution toward

theatrei

Engineers

have suc-

work

of sound absorption
and other auditoriums

hundreds of theatres
throughout the country. Johns-Manville accomplishes results by scientific methods which are
certain to succeed. The difficult and highly technical task of analyzing the acoustical faults can only
be done by an expert at such work. A11J-M auditorium analyses are made by experts.
in

And after the analyses first class results are
naturally best obtained by the use of special sound
absorbing materials developed for that use and
made

solely for sound-absorbing purposes.

Johns-Manville has been the pioneer in the development and manufacture of such materials. Today
J-M Acoustical Engineers are world leaders in the
field of sound control in room interiors. With sound
films of constantly finer quality being produced no
theatre owner can afford to employ mediocre sound
reproduction which occurs in those theatres lacking proper acoustical treatment.

Without obligation a J-M Engineer will be glad to
discuss the problems presented in your theatre.

JOHNS-MAXVILLE CORPORATION"

New

York, Chicago, Cleveland, San Francisco, Toronto
{Branches in all large

^Johns-Manville
ACOUSTICAL AND SOUND
CONTROL TREATMENT

1

am

cities}

interested in acoustical information about

my

Theatre.

Same
Address
City

AC-25-*
Seating Capacity of Theatre
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Distinctive Theatre Carpets!
provides them

Individuality coupled with the dignity of

good

theatre of to-day.
gardless of

its size

This

is

or where

true reit

to

may

the

floor-coverings.

are always so

and budget

therefore

is

capacity to serve you
by inspecting samples
at your nearest Mohawk contract deal-

much

Talk your carpet prohlem over with
him. We'll send you

seams),

ex-

is

but one of

sired symbols,

short notice.
facilities

MILLS

popular

any decan be created at

Mohawk's

are at your

Mohawk

—Mohawk
Offices:

many

com-

mand through your nearest

Mohawk.

Wiltons, Axminsters,

General Sales

request.

In woven-to-order fabrics special

Carpets in every modern weave

MOHAWK CARPET

name on

designs, bearing crests or

pressive of the institution.

Velvets and Tapestries

his

choices for theatres.

distinctive in design, rich in color,

flow from the looms of

ready-woven

to 18 feet (eliminating the need for

an increasing number of theatres
from coast to coast durable carpets,

and always subtly

in

offered in twenty-three
shades and nine widths, from 27"

They

evidence.

in

available

Mohawk's "Capital" Broadloom

to

Chenilles,

exact weave to suit

You can quickly assure
yourself of Mohawk
quality and Mohawk's

carpeting,

Mohawk is proud to have brought

pile

in fact,

is,

fabrics.

charm

well-appointed furnishings, partic-

deep in

and

ers.

of

the

The

so.

always

of the
modern play-house depends on its
ularly

do

location

be situated.

Much

all

the only mill in America equipped

taste characterizes the

contract supply

dealer.
:

AMSTERDAM, NEW YORK

295 Fifth Avenue,

New York

MOHftWK. RUGS

& CARPETS

3, 129

Vi ust 3,
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A COOL MILLION
Every night, in theatres everywhere, a cool million
patrons are comforted by the breezes from Supreme
Cooling Systems.
IT 7£

Supreme Cooling is meeting the exacting deTheatre-goer
pride in the fact that Supreme Cooling
American
mands of the discriminating
helping the Exhibitor show summer profits, that would be impossible without proper cooling.
take pride in this fact, in the knowledge that

—

VV
s

\
It's

Not Too Late!

\

With 60 days more of hot weather in prospect can you afford
o be without this modern Cooling System? You can cool your
heatre immediately with Supreme. Shipment can be made at once

Tom

St.

Louis stock.

Supreme Systems Give

50% More

Cooling Effect

Only the new Supreme System can give you the new Supreme
the
Positive, automatic air diffusion
Oscillating Air Diffuser.
ull force of the Cooling System over the entire length and breadth

—

»f

the auditorium at regular intervals resulting in

ffect

All
loise,

50%

greater

with no increase in motor size or power consumption!

—

Supreme Systems are slow speed, low power and quiet no
no interference with Talking Pictures. Its three-speed motor

you positive speed control without complications.
>roof belt needs no adjustment, no attention.
^ives

Pending

Pat.

The Supreme

Its stretch-

Oscillating

ing effect with the

is

exclusively

in

horsepower,

Supreme

a

cool-

same equipment

and with no increase

The Price? Surprisingly low. A small down and delivery payment, the balance in very easy extended terms.

Air Dif-

50% added

which gives

fuser,

feature.

Patents are pending. This automatic
air diffuser cannot be supplied by any
manufacturer.
No Cooling
is more than 50% effective
without this nezv invention. It makes
other

Write, phone or wire at once for full details.
apacity

State seating

and inside dimensions of auditorium for quick

System

action.

the cooling effect

diffusion

SUPREME HEATER & VENTILATING CORP.
Tories Central 6141

-

6142

Saint Louis,

perfect,

more
and

intense, air

causes

no

drafts.

Mo.

SUPREME HEATING TOO!
Supreme Heating can

easily

A

Supreme Cooling System.

and economically be combined with
patented system that permits of a

combination of Heater with the Cooling System
that the Cooling

System

Guaranteed performance

is

in

—quick

occupied, unusual fuel economy.

in

such a manner

no way restricted by the Heater.
heat,

no freezeups, no

May we

tell

aisle

you more?

space
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the Switchboard
for Good Lighting
Control
GOOD

lighting control plays an impor-

tant part

in

making every show

And

production.

finished

a

velvet-smooth

changes of light are possible only when the
dimmer-plates behind the switchboard are
properly made.

Cutler-Hammer has been making theater
dimmers for over a quarter century. Into
every
all

C-H

"Simplicity"

Dimmer

the quality of construction,

Plate goes

all

the best

dimmer design which experience makes

in

possible.

Double the number of usual contacts
insure even changes of light

to

— special base

construction to prevent danger of burnouts

—

improved to meet the latest requirements in modern lighting equipment
all

.

.

.

C-H Dimmer Plates
as first choice with showmen everywhere.
Make sure that C-H Dimmers are used on
these advantages place

Lobby t-iew of Morfej Brothers
Granada T heater Chicago,
where C-H Dimmers as well as
Cutler-Hammer orchestra and
organ lift equipment are installed. Levy and Klein were the
,

architects. This is only one of the
many fine Chicago theaters in

tvhich

C-H

Products are used.

the switchboard you buy.

C-H

"Simplicity" Plates are adaptable to

your theater whether
still

it is

already built or

in planning, regardless of

seating

Your

capacity or decorative scheme.
trical

its

contractor or architect can

tell

elec-

you

more about C-H Plates. "Illumination Control for the Modern Theater" conC-H Simplicity 9 Dimmer Plates
are supplied by leading switchboard manufacturers with the
board they install. Fig. 1 shows
the front of a typical board,
Fig. 2 the rear vietv showingC-H
plates and Fig. 3 a single plate.
Dimmer plates are the heart of
any lighting control board.
Make sure the C-H trade-mark
is on your plates for
long life,
'

tains

complete

details.

Write for it.r

CUTLER-HAMMER,

Inc.

Pioneer Manufacturers of Electric Control Apparatus!

1254

St. Paul

Avenue

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

smooth lighting control and low
maintenance.

CUTLER JAMMER
tPerfect Illumination Control for the

Modern

Theatei

4igu$t 3,
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SAFEGUARD
your theatre
against

Sudden Darkness

Reliable Exide

Emergency Batteries

assure protection

THEATRE owners realize

the importance of
precious goodwill. They guard their patrons against sudden darkness. And many of
them use reliable Exide Emergency Lighting
Batteries.

Should the power suddenly be cut off, exit
and hazard lights switch instantly and autcr
matically to the Exide Emergency Batteries.
There's no uncomfortable darkness
nothing to alarm the audience. And an Exide
Battery can keep the projector operating for
two hours, if necessary. The battery is automatically kept fully charged.
.

.

.

(Above)

THE CAMEO THEATRE,

patrons

(Below)
City,

N.

and

Bristol,

Conn., safeguards

its

protects its profits with dependable Exides.

ENTRANCE HALL

of beautiful new Stanley Theatre, Jersey
This theatre protects projector and lights against current
failure with Exide Emergency Lighting Batteries.

J.

Forty-one years' experience in battery build-

behind Exide Emergency Batteries. They are long-lived and dependable.
And the devices that control them are simple
and foolproof. Your present staff can easily
attend to them without expert knowledge.
A letter will bring a representative from
ing stands

one of our seventeen branches.

He

be
glad to assist you on any problems that might
arise in the equipping of your own theatre.
This entails

no

obligations.

will

Write today.

£xi6e

EMERGENCY LIGHTING

BATTERIES
THE

ELECTRIC

STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY,
Exide Batteries of Canada, Limited, Toronto

Philadelphia

:

Off the Press
and

Ready for Immediate Delivery

F. H. Richardson's

Book on Sound
This week, the Herald-World
Bookshop is shipping hundreds

book to theatre
owners and others in all
of copies of this

motion picture
field to fill advance orders, many
of which have been on hand for
branches

of the

sixty days.

The book

is

up

to expectations

complete and informative manual
issued on the sound picture.
Order now and be among the
first to have advantage of its
in

every way.

It is

the

first

possession.

Herald-World Bookshop
407

So.

Dearborn

St.

Chicago, Illinois
Gentlemen
F.

Enclosed you will find $5.20 for which please send me immediately
H. Richardson's Book on Sound (postpaid). Signed

Name
Address
City and State

:
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THEATRE LUXURY TO BE MODERN LUXURY
by
A.

GRAVEN

S.

iT seems

me

to

that motion

design

theatre

picture

under-

is

Such a statechange.
ment implies the presence of cer-

going

a

tain positive indications,

and

it

is

true that there are certain indications

now

time

they

observable.

accurate

too

are

analysis,

do

server can

little

But

at this

indefinite

for

and

ob-

the

more than

as-

currently active
a spirit of inquiry regarding the
architecture of the motion picture
sert that

there

is

theatre typical of

movements which

precede things different.
doubtless

It

we should

is

only natural that

see a change.

Change,

which can generally be regarded as
synonymous with improvement, is

any

inevitable in

which has

art or profession

genuine service to
perform, and the motion picture
a

theatre, being a public building of

an

extremely

special

type

with

very subtle psychological functions,

must always adapt itself to the
changing technique of motion picture entertainment and to public
taste.

At

time we have an imchange in the form of
the motion picture play itself. To
this is due in some measure the
this

portant

quickened interest in the architec-

motion picture theatre. But there is another
criticism voiced by both architects and
public that the style which seemed to have become the
vogue, was not entirely suited to either the purpose of
the building or the culture of which, whether falsely
or not, it necessarily was an expression.
Aesthetically, the tendency in motion picture theatre
design has been toward gorgeousness, and I think this
ture of the

reason also

—the

[This statement by an eminent theatre architect

is

the fourth of a series

tendency will endure so long as the public asks the screen
it gorgeous experiences, which will probably be
always.
But to gain this gorgeousness, it is not necessary to appeal to other ages and other cultures with
tastes quite different from our own, and I think that
whatever changes we see in the prevailing and basic style
of design will be importantly concerned with adjusting
this demand with modern conceptions of luxury.
to give

on "Theatre Architecture of the Future as Indicated

in

Current Tendencies"]

.
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PUBLIX BOUGH1

I

-K/ty

7>
Ordei

4QOOC
SALES
OFFICES
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Chicago, 111.
Detroit, Mich.

Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Minneapolis, Minn.

New

York, N.Y.

Oklahoma

City, Okla.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Portland, Oregon
San Francisco,Calif
Seattle,

eighteen months Publix Theatres, Inc., has purchased over
IN70,000
Heywood-Wakefield chairs! NOW they order 40,000

more! What finer or more convincing recommendation could be
made for any theatre chair? Before Publix officials ordered the first
70,000, their chemists, engineers, and maintenance men made an
exhaustive study of theatre chair construction, comfort, and style.
The contract was placed with Heywood-Wakefield. NOW, after
70,000 chairs are installed, Publix officials have been so impressed
with the chairs, service, and the installations that they repeat with
Pantages, Orpheum, Schine,
an order for 40,000 more.
Saxe, and many other leading showmen in the United States are
installing Heywood-Wakefield chairs for good, money-making reaA note to the nearest
sons. Let us tell you and show you why. ...
Heywood-Wakefield sales office will bring detailed information on
.

.

.

the merits of seating or reseating with these de luxe theatre chairs.

Wash.

HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD
Theatre Seating Division

i

Vol.

A

96,

No.

August

5

Weeks

and Devoted
Design, Construction, Equipment and Operation of the Motion Picture Theatre
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to the

Hekald - World

1929
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Published Every Four

Calculating the Depreciation of

Theatre Equipment
Help

is

alivays

discussed

is

welcome in this matter of depreciation. The method here
Paramount and Publix, and though thus for deluxe thea-

that of

a basis for the calculations of

tres, it offers

By A.

J.

all exhibitors

MICHEL

General Auditor, Paramount-Publix

NOSTS, we

have

been

are the main cause
of insomnia in the exHtor's end of the motion
told,

Pjture business,

especially in
depreciation,

matters of
intenance and replacement,
le last two have been dealt
\ h elsewhere.
I shall disc s depreciation.
low can the exhibitor figUS
out
his
depreciation
s edule?
With the aid of a
c tified
accountant, he can
c culate his own depreciation
res, basing his figures on
Or he can
Bit experience.
it the depreciation rates for
eiipment
compiled by a
ge theatre circuit and base
\
calculations on them.
The classifications to be
S)wn under the
various
i es
are those customarily
'.•d
for the larger type of
i dern
deluxe theatres, but
sierally speaking, they can
used for all types of thet;

r

1

1

:

es

1

Jses

even

though

smaller

may not have some

MICHEL
Mr"Why

asks the quesnot use a 'composite' average rate of depreciation
for theatre equipment, instead of
several segregated average
rates?" And he answers it:
When the "composite" average rate is used, "replacements
become immediate expense, because the equipment asset is already capitalized and cannot
again be capitalized, and the replacement thereof, through immediate expense, tends to distort and incorrectly reflect the
tion:

by an abnormal write-off during the
period in which the replacement is made.

profit

and

"There

loss results

when using

the 'composite' average rate in having the longer life items depreciated too quickly, whereas seven years hence the organ,
chairs, etc., would still have several years of normal remaining life and should still be reflected on the balance sheet."
is

the further disadvantage

the items
listed.
Our
s edule
of standard deprection
rates
theatre
for

lipment has been brought up to date so as
include the rates for sound installations.
Te depreciation rates referred to are in reset of properties owned in fee or those leased
i ler long term contract.
This fact is ment ied because in the case of the smaller type
t'atres, which are usually leased for a shorter
I iod, it is necessary to depreciate the equip<

and improvements in accordance with
eiblished rates or over the lease period
(>tion period not considered), whichever is
s-rter.
However, if the equipment is owned
t the lessee and does not revert to the landr,nt

1

on expiration of the lease, the established
be used.
.he following rates, each for the period of
i

*fcs should

ture,

etc.)

30% per year.
installations and realteration costs (pick-

Rate of

Sound
lated

up equipment being given a
two-year life and original installation of bulbs, vacuum
tubes, etc., being written off
within six to 12 months, with
immediate
replacements as

expense), draperies and stage
room
projection
equipment, projection screens,
ticket and change machines,
turnstiles, pianos, miscellaneous stage and theatre equipment.
Rate of 33%% per year. Carpets, rugs and
curtains,

c

t

ture and made of bronze or
copper). Expensive paintings,
metal vases, statues and other
art objects and relics should
be separately classified on the
periodinventoried
books,
ically, and not depreciated.
Rate of 15% per year.
stage equipment,
Electrical
spotlights, signs (not including electric, light bulbs, all
being
installations
original
written off within six to 12
months, with replacements as
immediate expense), furniture (such as chairs, settees,
floor
and
mirrors,
tables,
table lamps, vases [other than
metal], theatre office furni-

one year, pertain to new equipment of deluxe
houses, but if the equipment acquired has been
in use for a period of years, the rates should
be increased to cover the remaining life
Rate of 10% per year. Asbestos curtain,
carpenter shop (excluding small tools which
are items of immediate expense), lobby railing and chains, seats, check room equipment,
electric light fixtures, orchestra stands and
chairs, organ, steel lockers and safes, special
electrical equipment (such as ushers signal system, aisle lights, public address amplification
system, dictograph and inter-office telephone,
stage switchboard, auditorium cove and flood
light fixtures), marquise (special consideration to be given if integral part of the struc-

—

—

railing

coverings.
are written

Usher and doormen uni-

forms
off within three to six
months, with replacements as immediate expense.
It may be necessary to make allowance, in
depreciation rates, for nature and
grade of equipment, and special consideration
as to maintenance, upkeep, etc. The large
theatres have mechanics and facilities to keep
equipment in A-l condition at all times, which
tends to lengthen its life somewhat, as compared with smaller type theatres, where such
facilities are not available. Some theatres have

setting
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two performances
others

are

MAINTENANCE AND REPLACEMENT

daily,

continuous,

which entails more wear
and tear.

On

the other hand, the
deluxe theatres
larger
use a more expensive
type of equipment, but
it
is
perhaps replaced
oftener, due to the necessity of keeping everything up to the latest
and highest
standards

grade

of

efficiency.

Types of equipment have
been radically changed
and improved in the past
ten years, and the depreciation

rates

outlined

deluxe houses
have been computed on
the basis of experience
to cover both average
for

the

wear and tear as well as
obsolescence, as represen
tative both of the usable life and from the
standpoint
of
salvage

cent,

general manager, Loexc's Theatres, on the

views of Joe Vogel,

'"P

HERE

no

real excuse

chinery

good and

is

to stand up.

decently,
years.

will

it

it

is

Treated
for
of
matter.

last

Maintenance,

course,

another

is

give my views
on the subject, perhaps I'd

But before

I

the way in
handle these mat-

which we

i

ment asset is aire?
capitalized
and cam
again be capitalized, a
the replacement then
through immediate
pense tends to dist
and incorrectly refi
the profit and loss
suits
by an abnorn
<

department.

includes the work of
the projection department,
which is continuously inspecting
the
booths
and
equipment of our first class

ters at Loew's.

The maintenance

The answer is tl
thereupon replaceme
become immediate
pense, because the equ

This

outline

better

gated average rates?"

of Depreciation

maintenance

depart-

ment, at regular intervals,
sends out questionnaires to
the managers of all our the-

theatre*.

work

Filled in, these questionnaires are sent to the operating department where they are O.K.'d by the district
manager, and the men needed are immediately detailed to the job.
Every one of our big theatres is in just
as good condition today as on the day it
was opened. To keep these theatres up to
•-cratch we do not rely entirely on the
judgment of their managers. When you
get accustomed to a place you are apt to
pass over its deficiencies. This applies to
men who run theatres. So we send out

It is all like

and

Now

you what

to tell

very

;

\

I

think about

it.

The

exhibitor will save money by keeping
equipment in perfect condition, particularly his machinery and his organ.
They are his stage properties, and unless
they function properly, his show will be
rotten. If he thinks he can save by letting
things go, he is crazy.
Maintenance depends on the attention
paid by the exhibitor to his equipment.
Any replacement costs are caused by his
carelessness or the carelessness of others.
all his

the

years,

replacemi

would have to be treat
as immediate expense
its

entirety

(instead

being spread again oi
a three-year period),
cause the original

1

.

reasons given in the next paragraph.
This raises the question, "Why not use a
'composite' average rate of depreciation for

of

stallation

carpets

being depreciated w
all other equipment
the

However, it is desirable wherever postype.
sible that the exhibitor appraise the equipment
values into the several classifications for the

depending on the grade and

t

period in which the
placement is made.
For example, if an
erage 'composite' 15
cent rate is used for
equipment, and carp
are replaced in th;

clock-

functions

during

write-off

smoothly.

atres.

3, 19

theatre
equipment,
stead of several seg

regular iuspection crews to
check up periodically on all
details.
The larger houses
have regular maintenance
crews to take care of painting and minor repairs.
Division managers direct
the inspection work of the.

Ma-

replacement.

for

made

is

values.
If an equipped theatre
is acquired, it is sometimes not possible for
the exhibitor to segregate the cost of the
equipment acquired into
the several classifications, and the question is'
often raised, "What is a fair average comIt has been
posite rate for all equipment?"
found that the average of the theatre equipment rates indicated is between 15 per cent

and 20 per

August

'composite'

15

[

cent rate.

There

the further disadvantage wh
using the 'composite' average rate in havi
the longer life items depreciated too quick
whereas seven years hence the organ, chai
(Continued on page 70)
is

SCHEDULE OF DEPRECIATION RATES PER YEAR FOR
THEATRE EQUIPMENT
GENERAL EQUIPMENT
10%

Aisle Lights

Carpenter Shop (except tools
expense)
Carpets and Rugs
_

Check

immediate

see

;

1Q%

_

33

Room Equipment

Coin Machines
Cove Lighting Fixtures
.._

Curtains (asbestos)
Curtains (stage)

„

_

_
_

_

Dictograph
Drapes
Flood Lighting Equipment
Furniture
Lighting Fixtures
Lobby Rails and Chains
Lockers (steel) and Safes
Marquise (special considerations
and of bronze or copper)
Orchestra Stands and Chairs

Organs
Pianos

_

,

_
_

_

if

_

part of building

10%
10%
10%

_

—

20%

Projection Room Equipment
Projection Screens
Public Address Systems
Seats
Signal Systems
Signs (except bulbs; see immediate expense)
Sound Equipment (see immediate expense)
Spotlights

Stage Equipment (electrical)
Stage Equipment (miscellaneous)
Stage Switchboard

Telephones

(inter-office)

20%
10%
10%
20%
10%
20%
10%
15%
10%
10%
10%

-

1/3%
10%

-

-

:

20%
20%
10%
10%
10%
15%
20%
15%
15%
20%
10%
10%

Theatre Accessories (miscellaneous)
Ticket Machines
Turnstiles
Vases (non-metal)

20%
20%
20%
15%

_

_._

BUILDING EQUIPMENT
Acoustical Treatment
Boiler Room Equipment

„

10%
6-2/3%

_

Conduits
Counterweight Systems
_
Decorations
„
_
Elevators
Flooring (Linoleum and rubber)
Miscellaneous Equipment
Organ-Orchestra Lifts

4%
5%
_

10%

_

5%

-

20%
...20%

5%

Outlets (electrical)

Piping

Plumbing
Poster Frames

_

_

10%

_

4%
4%
4%

Radiators
Sprinkler System

Switchboard

-

-

-

10%

Ticket Booths
Ventilating and Refrigeration Systems
Water Cooling Equipment

Wiring

4%
4%
4%

.-

_

62/3%
6 2/3%

-

4%/

ITEMS OF IMMEDIATE EXPENSE
Carpenter Tools.
Electric Light Bulbs original installations written off
in from six to 12 months.
Sound pick-ups given two-year life.
Sound Equipment Parts such as bulbs, vacuum tubes,
written off in from six to 12 months.
etc.
Uniforms written off in from six to 12 months.

—

—

—

—

Agusl

3,
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FLOOR PLANS OF THE

New World Theatre, North
Designed by

F*

EGINXING

on this and continuing on the followlowing six pages are presented floor plans of the
New World theatre, owned by the McCook Amusement Company, in North Platte, Neb. The theatre has
1,250 seats, 800 on the main floor, and 450 in a balcony. The design follows Spanish Renaissance styles.
•

The building

is

of fire-proof construction, the ex-

dark red and tan brick with polychrome
The approach to the theatre is
terra cotta trim.

terior being of

Platte,

Neb.

A. Hennmger
through a corner entrance, with provision for shops.
The policy of the house will be to present sound
pictures, and the plans provide for the complete treatment of the interior with acoustic plaster.
All seats are to be upholstered in velour to match
rugs and drapes. The plans call for a stage of ample
size and equipment for vaudeville.
The cost of the building is placed at $100,000, and
with complete equipment,

at

SI 50.000.

REVISED 5IATIMG-ARR.ANGEMENT-

NORTH *PLATT£
REVISED SEATING PLAN
SCALE: 1/16

in.

equals

1 ft.

*

TH£ M"R&

*

24
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Nowhere
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whole industry are the beneficial re
coming of talking pictures as an industr
stimulus more apparent than in connection with buildin;
in the

of the

suits

in the theatre field.

Financial observers

who were won

dering whether the practical limits of attendance fo
the time being had been reached are now convinced tha

augmented theatre facilities will be necessary t(
accommodate the public that will want to attend talkin;

vastly
Published Every Fourth

Week

by

Quigley Publishing Company
407 So. Dearborn St., CHICAGO,

pictures.

Publication office:

Martin

Edwin

J.

Clifford, Secretary

S.

U.

S.

A.

Quigley, President
George Clifford, Asst. Treasurer

Member Audit Bureau of Circulations
Copyright, 1929, by Quigley Publishing Company
All

editorial

should

and

business

addressed

be

to

the

correspondence
Chicago office

Exhibitors Herald- World, in conjunction with which
Other publications:
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Vol.

96,

Among

tures corporation likewise are entertaining a titanic plai
for the theatre field.

plans of

August

No. 5

3,

1929

the wholesale operations in the theatre fieh

which are immediately in view is an appropriation ol
something like $50,000,000 which, it is understood, wil
be used by the Warner Brothers organization. R K 0 Pic
In addition, there are the expansior

Fox and Paramount.

Every once in a while a complete revision of pre-con
ceived ideas as to possibilities in the picture businesi

The

appears timely.

The Theatre

present time appears appropriat<

for a complete revision of preconceived ideas as to possi

Field

bilities in

the theatre

field.

An

editorial by Martin J. Quigley, published in
Exhibitors Herald-World, and reprinted at the
request of readers of Better Theatres.

THERE

must

be, of course,

some

the present generation but just
likely to be
difficult

found

is

even to guess

Under the

when

field

something that is becoming more
time goes on.

at as

cry of over-seating was frequently encountered.
at

no time up

requirements,

While

to the present period did expert opinion

agree that the country even was built
still

up

Welcomes

These New Advertisers

is

picture regime in the industry the

silent

"Better Theatres"

during

this limit

*

*

limit to the pos-

expansion in the theatre

sibilities of

•

*

Bell

& Howell Company, 1801 Larchmont avenue, Chicago
Makers of cameras and projectors.
They an
nounce an expansion of their facilities.

Celotex Company, 919 North Michigan avenue, Chicago

to its theatre

there were localities in which avail-

able seating facilities were in excess of current require-

Manufacturers of products for acoustical treatmeni
of theatres.

ments.

But during the past year, as a direct result of the public's interest in sound pictures and the consequent widening of the industry's opportunities, the question of overseating has died away.

General Electric Company,
N. Y.

1

River Road, Schenectady

This firm manufacturers many electrical products
but announces a line of motor generators for thea
tre use.

new construction during the
evidence at hand to indicate that the

Despite the huge total of
past decade there

is

now on

Walter G. Preddy, 187 Golden Gate avenue, San Francisco
Cal.

the threshold of a vastly
greater era of development than it has ever previously

Maker

experienced.

equipment.

theatre field

is

right

In addition to the normal, individual developments that
are scheduled, plans are approaching completion for a

number

of wholesale operations that are almost stagger-

ing in their hugeness.

The question

longer to be a problem.

of finance seems

commodate any kind

of a building plan that

is

aluminum

reels

for use with

souno

Company, Kenesaw, Neb.

Walt's Theatre

Sound equipment

is

being offered by this firm.

no

Several of the important units

in the industry apparently have available finance to ac-

upon.

of

decided

Weber Machine

Corporation, 59 Rutter street, Rochester.

N. Y.
This firm announces "Syncrodisk" turn-tables

sound

for

installations in theatres.
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Exterior of the Avalon building showing the entrance.

ISCONSIN'S
theatre to
be erected exusively for sound picires is the new $1,first

THE AVALON THEATRE,

NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE

Avalon theatre, South
The
ide
Milwaukee house
ew theatre, which is of Spanh design, was erected by J. H.
10,000

illiman,

formerly operator of a

hain of theatres in

Milwaukee.

Rus-

BUILT FOR SOUND

Barr Williamson was architect.
The Avalon has a seating capacity of
000.
The balcony seats 500. It is atlospheric in design, with plastic figures
jgmenting the Spanish architecture.
From the balcony, the audiirium of the theatre presents' a garden scene with vases, busts and
lastic figures surmounting the balustrade on either side, which in
irn is supported by fluted columns.
Two large fluted pillars dominate the design on either side of the
age, which has an opening of 42 feet and measures 30 by 60 feet,
wo discus throwers on pedestals are visible between the pillars.
The theatre is equipped with a Wurlitzer organ. The organ lofts
"esent a balcony effect with metal grille work, each holding a figure
id being draped. The grille work is augmented by an urn on each
;11

>rner.

The auditorium

is decorated in a buff color in such a manner as to
the appearance of the exterior of a Spanish castle. Eight plane
iches, hung with black drapes which are colorfully trimmed, allows
ie a glimpse of the lobby.
Along the sides of the auditorium are

ve

NEW

it

fezes.

tions

windows.

The

stair-

case is decorated with
colored tile, as is the
bottom of the pillars.
in

All the plastic decorathe interior of the

house, were furnished by the
Plastic Products company, Milwaukee.
According to Louis G. Sewnig, manager of the Avalon, his patrons assure him that sound conditions

The theatre is conare excellent.
structed so as to prevent the rebound
The walls are
of the sound waves.
wired acoustically within the plastering and the auditorium was designed to insure perfect sound reception.
The projection booth, which measures 10 by 80 feet, is equipped
This also
with the very latest Western Electric sound equipment.
includes a microphone hookup to the screen on the stage, so that any
announcements can be made directly from the projection booth. The
sound equipment is also provided with television equipment. Showers
are provided for the operators.
Three large dressing rooms, each equipped with a washroom and
shower, are located back of the stage.
The house is equiped with a sprinkling system and the latest electric pump and generator, providing a higher water pressure than the
city pressure.
The theatre has four furnaces and a cooling system
larger than necessary for the size of the theatre.
double cashier box in the foyer of the theatre is a feature of the
Avalon, which is the only neighborhood house in the city to have this

A

1

Lighting fixtures include torches, metal hanging fixtures, furnished
the Polly Manufacturing company, Milwaukee.
The lobby is Spanish in design, with large fluted pillars reaching
the wooden-beamed ceiling.
wide carpeted stairway leads to the
.lcony.
In a niche at one side of the entrance to the lobby is a life
k figure of an early Spanish warrior in mail coat and with shield.
Grille work surmounts the balcony and also decorates the arched

:

A

arrangement.

The
The

building is of brick and stone construction.
exterior of the building is regarded as of special interest because
of the mariner in which the Spanish motif has been carried out in
harmony with the interior, remaining sincere to the dominant style of
the theatre while yet being modified to eliminate any chance of being
too radically different from accepted styles in local architecture.

THEATRE
ussell

IN

MILWAUKEE

Barr Williamson, architect, and costing a million

1
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Town

Picture Theatre
By

J. C.

THERE
ing

are two ways, fundamentally, of operatOne is the successful way, and the
other takes you just around the right into banka theatre.

ruptcy.

After

up

all, it is

to the individual as to the path

which is followed.
Each year brings into the motion picture industry

—men

many new men

unversed in theatre operation,

same time optimistic, enthusiastic and
schooled in social economy.

but at the
It is

the

men

of this type

who

will fulfill the posts

which we old timers have held for many years. And
it is for their benefit that I have been collecting as I
make my rounds of the states information which may
assist them in acclimating themselves to their new surSEATING
CAPACITY
300

OPERATING CONDITIONS
Operates in town of 900. with no opposition.
Uses Ultraphone sound device.

20

SEATING
CAPACITY
250

miles

Population
3,500

Specials
40 inches

350

Population
7,000

Specials
50 inches

SEATING
CAPACITY
350

Population
4,000

Specials
24 inches

SEATING
CAPACITY

Population
4,000

Specials
20 inches

Radius

50 miles

425

Population
25,000

Specials

40

to

50 inches

No Sunday

SEATING
CAPACITY
250

Population
10,000

opposition.

-unday

SEATING
CAPACITY
260

opposition.

400
Program Pictures

Program
col.

Pictures

6 inches on

1 col-

NEWSPAPER SPACE

Population

Specials

Program

Pictures

OPERATING CONDITIONS
Operates in a town with no opposition. Sunday shows.
" Talk-A-Phone sound device, operating with disc.

Xlttl

NEWSPAPER SPACE

Population
8,000

Program Pictures
Specials
5 inches on 2 col.

OPERATING CONDITIONS
Operates in a town of 5.500, with one theatre in opposl Ion.
Sunday shows. Uses a Photo-Tone sound device, with UK
opposition theatre also playing sound.

Radius
15 miles

SEATING
CAPACITY

Sundaj

OPERATING CONDITIONS

NEWSPAPER SPACE

BILLING

"-unda

opposition.

Operates in a town of 5,000, with one theatre in oppos lion.
Total seating capacity 750, with both theatres having sound
Uses Pacent equipment.
Sunday shows.
installations.

Radius
15 miles

Program Pictures
20 to 30 inches

NEWSPAPER SPACE
Specials
HO inches

Specials

JO inches on 2

BILLING

Program Pictures
20 inches

Picture*

NEWSPAPER SPACE

Population
8,000

BILLING

OPERATING CONDITIONS
BILLING

miles

Radius

NEWSPAPER SPACE

Operates in town of 2,600, with no
Uses Pacent sound equipment.
shows.

Radius
J5 miles

475

Picture*
.Vone

OPERATING CONDITIONS
Operates in town of 3,000, with no
shows.
Uses Pacent sound equipment.

BILLING

SEATING
CAPACITY

Sunday

Sunda.

OPERATING CONDITIONS

Radins

SEATING
CAPACITY

Program

Specials
36 inches

Operates in town of 2,900, with no
shows.
Uses Merritone sound device.

20

NEWSPAPER SPACE

BILLING
miles

400

opposition.

NEWSPAPER SPACE

Population
7,000

BILLING

OPERATING CONDITIONS

20

SEATING
CAPACITY

Program

Operates in town of 1,424, with no opposition.
shows.
Uses Pacent sound equipment.

Radius

OPERATING CONDITIONS
Operates in town of 3,000, with no
shows.
Uses Pacent sound equipment.

Radius
IS miles

NEWSPAPER SPACE

BILLING
miles

SEATING
CAPACITY

Program Pictures
10 inches

Operates in town of 1,600, with no opposition.
shows.
Uses Talk-A-Phone sound device.

Radius

over-books.

Next month I will give my readers a "birds-eye" vi<
of the supplementary advertising so necessary. Tl
will give the novice some conception of the accessori
which he should buy.

BILLING

OPERATING CONDITIONS

20

who

NEWSPAPER SPACE

BILLING

SEATING
CAPACITY

i

Program Picture*
8 inches

OPERATING CONDITIONS

J5 miles

have gone generally to the small town exhibitor
survey for I feel that in the experience gained
the small town a prospective theatre manager will ha
a thorough knowledge of the business of which we
are so proud.
This week I am presenting only the first fundamf
tals of advertising. This problem stumps many who a
entering the industry, and too often it results in t
same difficulties as those confronting the theatre m.
I

my

600

Operates in town of 500, with one theatre in opposition.
Total seating capacity 600.
No Sunday shows, but has an
assembled sound device.
Sunday campaign planned.

Radius

roundings.

NEWSPAPER SPACE

BILLING
Radius

Sunday shovf,

JENKINS

Population
10,000

Specials
50 inches

Program Pictures
20 inches

OPERATING CONDITIONS
Operates in a town of 3,000, with no opposition.
shows.
No sound installation.

NEWSPAPER SPACE

BILLING
Radius
15 miles

Population
10,000

Sundaj

Specials

$50

Program Pictures
S inches in 5 popfi

4igu$t 3,

*3
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THEATRES REMODELED BY
The

E* C,

Horn Sons

Discussed by the Architects

THE NEW STATE THEATRE, WATERBURY, CONN.

8

THE New

State theatre in Waterbury, Conn., is the result of alterations and additions to the old Poli theatre, which was 35 years old, and to the Rialto, which

The new house is one of the Stanley-Mark Strand-Hoffman
considered by many to be the finest motion picture theatre in
the state of Connecticut. And this theatre may be said to have been achieved by
remodeling.
was

15 years old.

Brothers group and

is

Some of the old steel roof trusses were utilized in the reconstruction work. The
architectural design is according to 15th Century Italian styles. The ceilings are done
in plain beams executed in plaster in imitation of wood and richly and highly embellished with painted ornamentation in the Davanzati manner.
The lobby and foyer are laid with vari-tone flagstone, with a tile base and risers
and the grand stairways. The wainscot and base in the orchestra portion and at the
proscenium arch are executed in tile of a mottled finish, with figured tile inserts.
Very

little

travertine

marble was used in the theatre. The materials predominating are tile,
flagstone, with handsome murals forming a part of the decorative

and

scheme.

The New State is luxuriously furnished and tastefully and minutely appointed. It is
acoustically correct for either sound pictures or stage presentations. Though made out
of two old theatres which represented purposes and methods of another day, it will
compare favorably with any other of

its

size in the

United States.

THE CAPITOL THEATRE, NEW

BRITAIN, CONN.

THE

original Capitol theatre was 18 years old when remodeling was begun.
The
structural changes consisted mainly in removal of the columns which supported

Modernization of the front part of the auditorium where there were
slight alterations, represent the remainder of the structural
changes made. The theatre was, however, entirely refurnished.
The design now
conforms to the Italian Renaissance period.
The Capitol is one of the Hoffman Brothers chain of theatres. It has been equipped

the balcony.
boxes, and

n

A SERIES

two other

for sound.

[Photographs of both theatres are presented on the following three pages']

'ji-in_>

otss

J3
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THE NEW RIVIERA THEATRE, TACOMA
A

small house designed in Italian Renaissance by Silas E. Nelson for the Dominick Constanti circuit

•pHE new

Riviera theatre, in Tacoma, Wash., is the fifth motion picture
theatre in the independent chain of Dominick Constanti, and the second
Tacoma. There are two in the valley town of Puyallup, and one in
Sumner, Wash. The Riviera is the latest and finest. It occupies the site
of the old Liberty theatre, which has been operated by Constanti since
1912 and which was razed to make way for the modern structure. The entire structure was designed by Silas E. Nelson, architect.
The theatre proper is designed in Italian Renaissance. The facade is
worked out in Walker cut stone. Under this is the main entrance, leading
into the lobby of the theatre and to the foyer, which is warm and inviting
with brick red and green carpeting and Italian draperies.
The interior of the theatre carries out the same style of architecture as
in

the exterior in all its mouldings, trim, etc. The interior decorating is an
elaborate piece of color work, achieved by the National Theatre Supply
Company. The theatre will seat about 700 persons.
On the balcony level of the theatre are the men's and women's rest
rooms, and between them is a spacious lounge.
The floor above this level on the same side contains the manager's office
and the projection room, which is equipped with
Photophone.
The theatre building is heated and ventilated by the forced air system,
which provides for cooling in summer.
In addition to the theatre proper, there are stores located on two streets.
The sign is a combination of flashing globes and red and blue neon.
The house was erected, equipped and furnished at a cost of $225,000.

RCA
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THE WARNER
IT'S FINI
A new

Atlantic City playhou

[GNITARIES

of the

city,

the

st;

and the motion picture industry we
at

the

present at the premiere performar.
Warner theatre in Atlantic Ci

which was opened

Warner

last

The m

month.

the latest addition to the Warn
Brothers chain and represents a report
investment of $3,000,000. It seats appro:
mately 5,000 and is located on the famo
is

Boardwalk.

The Hoffman-Henon Compa
were the

of Philadelphia

The design

architects.

atmospheric, with Moori
styles forming the motif. In the foyers t
integral
decorations are augmented
many paintings and other hangings. T
main foyer is a long high chamber, wi
a beveled ceiling done in stenciled bean
The treatment tends to give the great roc
an intimate charm that large halls in pu
lie buildings are not always wont to pc
sess.
There is in this ceiling an associat
idea which connects its style with old En
lish manor halls, rather than with Moori
structures.
Iron lighting fixtures, ir
balustrades, gilt-framed mirrors 19 k
high, Spanish pennants, etc., are used in
is

t

decorations.

The foyers of the Warner are notat
for both their spaciousness and their lu
urious appointments.
The creators ha
placed a very high value on the ability
a theatre to hold and charm patrons
their journey to and from the auditoriu:
Throughout them are placed paintings
considerable artistic merit, and in nichi
statuary said to have been imported frc
Italy. All railings are in iron wrought aft
Moorish patterns.
i

The
is

exterior
of modified

is in

The auditorium

Above:

MAIN FOYER
Toward Entrance

colored terra cotta

a:

Moorish design.
is

designed

in

the

oi

mgust

3,
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THEATRE AND
OYERS
esigned by

Hoffman-Henon Co.

oor manner, representing a Spanish piazza,
the walls composed of ornamented
niches, balconies and
anels containing
'ith

—

linarets,

done

in

relief,

while overhead

is

usual sky with the usual stars.
Tile was used considerably in the Warner,
The marble
sr fountains, steps and floors.
from Spanish and Italian quarries, and
le two classes are often juxtaposed in
armonious figures. The floor of the main
>yer is done in small mosaic tapestry degns wrought in vitreous and faience tiles.
Construction is, of course, entirely firele

|

with reinforced concrete foundations,
framework, brick side walls,
The entire structure measletal lath, etc.
res lineally, 130x200 feet.
The lounges are located under the balroof,

ructural steel

promenade. Also in this locacheckrooms, offices, and storage
On the balcony in the rear of
uarters.
le building is an electricians' room, with
room. The basement also
projection
le
Dny, off a

on are

ontains a lounge, as well as the musicians'
Dom, carpenters' shop, leader's room, ma-

and boilers.

linery

The

system, installed by the
Engineering Corporation and by the
merican Heating and Ventilating Comventilation

arrier

any,

is

of

the

downward diffusion type,
summer by sprayed re-

cooled in
igeratcd water.

ith

air

The Warner is equipped for stage presenand sound pictures.
Among the firms supplying equipment
nd other materials were the Heywood.tions

Company,

seats; Peter Clark,
equipment; Rudolph Wurlitzer,
rgan; Hardwick & Magee, carpets; and
le Frank Adam Electric Company and the

/akefield

ic, stage

ajor
g

Equipment Company,

electric light-

and controls.

Above:

GRAND STAIRCASE
To BALCONY

Left:

STAIRWAY
To Mezzanine
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Lacks!

It

IransVerteK

devoid of

Temperament

takes high or low voltages, line inter-

It

ferences, alternating

them out into
current.
Within
is

August

and smooths

"juice",

constant, even voltage, direct

3% — that's

its

record

— better than

obtained from the average D.C.Power

line.

—

you show pictures especially if you run
'Talkies' you NEED the Transverter."

"If

Canadian Distributors

Sold in the U. S. A. by
National Theatre Supply Co.

Perkins Electric, Ltd.

Manufactured exclusively by

THE HERTNER ELECTRIC COMPANY
«L ransX^/crte3>
12700 Elm wood Avenue

Cleveland, Ohio, U. S.

A.
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Determining the Architect's Fee
MISCELLANEOUS COSTS AND
CONSIDERATIONS
Concluding the discussion of the findings of the Architects' League of Hollywood regarding the designer s production costs and profits

CHARLES KYSON

By
architect is a well educated
chap, honest, very much in earnest, and
The artistic elein love with his work.
lent of his nature which helps to make him
successful architect sadly enough tends to
ire him away from any mundane figures as

or $4.63 per hour is the cost of the architect's
time devoted to supervising the construction
of a building.

But, he must steel
a source of weakess rather than of strength. Eighty or ninety
er cent of the time of the architect is taken

to the

"TT^HE average
I

how much

)

things cost.

imself against this

—

is

it

If the architect
a business executive.
mst be more the artist the dreamy designer
Uhen he should take up some other line of
pore purely artistic endeavor, for he can
ever succeed as an architect. The successful
iembers of the profession must possess that
ire faculty of putting art on a business
p as

let us return from the realms of specuand again deal with the practical phases

But

We

our problems.
have, to this point,
jnfined ourselves to the consideration of the
roduction cost of making drawings only,
f

have not dealt with the problem of the
>sts of supervision so let us consider the
^'e

lethods.

For the purpose of simplifying the operaons of cost finding, the business of the archict is divided into two separate departments,
lat
le

of making the plans and specifications of
buildings and that of supervising their

instruction.

This can be worked out as follows
First
would be necessary to find out the cost of
le architect's time per hour for supervising
le construction of
Assume the
a building.
rchitect is working on the basis of 2.156
roductive hours per year.
The Architect's
ilary is $5,200.00 per year or $2.42 per hour,
ihile the architect is supervising building
instruction the rest of the jobs in the office
'e taking part of the overhead.
Therefore,
t
us assume that the architect's time will
ke one-half of the office expense per hour*,
his is determined as follows
Let us asraie the total overhead per year is $14,709.48.
ubtract the architect's salary of $5,200.00
:

:

.om

and we have $9,509.48 office expense
pr year.
Divide this by 2,156 productive
aurs which equals $4.41 per hour for office
(vpense.
Take one-half of this, or $2.21, and
Id

The overhead

this

to the architect's time per hour, or
in supervising a building, making a total
$4.63 per hour.
this

to be

one-two rule

added
is

to this, according

twice $1.37 or $2.74.

R£SUM£ OF THE COST OF THE PAID
SUPERVISOR'S TIME
Supervisor's salary per hour

Overhead

—

isis.

tion

Assume that the architect's paid supervisor
receives $60.00 per week, or $1.37 per hour.

or $4.11

Total
per hour,

$1.37
2.74
$4.11

the cost of the paid
supervisor's time.
An application showing
how the cost of supervising the construction
work of a job can be figured by an architect
is shown later in an example.
Of course, any
job, whether it be a residence or an office
building, could be figured out in the same
manner, and you will be amazed to find howmuch it costs you to supervise the averageconstruction work.
is

Therefore, before you make a percentage
contract for the supervision of your buildings,
it would be well for you to figure how much
it will
actually cost to do the work.
First
determine how much actual time you will
spend in supervising a job for a given amount
of money, and then, if the client wishes to
have more of your time, charge him for it at
a definite cost per hour. This rate should, of
course, include a net profit to you.
These
gratifying and profitable results will follow—
you will not waste nearly as much time supervising work as you may have in the past, and
the client will not demand an unreasonable
amount of your time in doing his work. The
following example illustrates the method of
figuring the cost of supervising the construc-

w ork.

tion

A

r

14 miles away from the archicost of the building is
$35,000. The architect visits the job 1.5 times
per week and his paid supervisor of construction makes 2.5 trips per week.
It takes 5
months, or 22 weeks to construct the building.
It takes 1.0 hours to make one round trip and
0.5 hours on the job.
Office time architect
devotes to the job is 2.5 hours per week and

building

tect's

paid

hours

office.

is

The

supervisor of construction devotes 3.0
office time per week to the job.
The

-.42,
i

£9UM£ SHOWING COST OF ARCHITIME PER HOUR IN SUPERVISING CONSTRUCTION OF A
BUILDING
Half of

I

office

Total
"

hour

expense per

$2.42

hour.... 2.21

$4.63

.This ratio will vary of course in different offices
ider varying conditions.
But one-half is easy to
ply end will be found fairly accurate.

of

As

follows:

SOLUTION OF PROBLEM
Value of Architect's Time.
22 weeks x 1.5 visits per week x 1.5
hours per visit x $4.63 per hour
$229.19
Architect's Office Time.
22.0 weeks x 2.5 hours per week x
_
254.65
$4.63 per hour
Value of Paid Supervisor's Time.
22.0 weeks x 2.5 visits per week x 1.5
hours per visit x $4.11 per hour. ... 339.08
Paid Supervisor's Office Time.
22.0 weeks x 2.5 hours per week x
$4.11 per hour
226.05
Automobile Mileage.

weeks x

22.0

of discussions by Mr.
Kyson of the data gathered and compiled
by the Architects' League of
Hollyzvood, is republished in Better
Theatres through the courtesy of Pencil
Points, a leading journal for architects
and draftsmen, in which Mr. Kyson's
articles are currently appearing.
series

126.72

the Architect
$1,175.69
Curiously enough there are very few business men, contractors, or architects who know-

how

to figure profit correctly.
For instance,
you hear the common expression that the contractor adds 10% to his costs to obtain his
profit, meaning if his costs were $1,000.00, he
would take 1/10 of it, or $100.00, making his
charge $1,100.00. He assumed by this method
he is adding 10% profit. This is NOT correct, as you will see.

$100.00

1%

= 90%

= 1/90 of

$100.00 or $1.12
100% =$1.12 x 100 or $112.00, or the
price the contractor should charge if he
were to really get a 10% net profit.
Note: When he adds his supposed profit of
$10.00 or 10% to $100.00 he is in reality only
getting a profit of 9.091%. The method of
arriving at this amount is shown as follows
$100.00 cost

Now

=

90.909%
$110 amount charged
100.0%—90.909%
9.091% net profit.
Example: Supposing an architect found
that his
drafting cost plus his overhead
amounted to $1,175.69. He wanted to charge

=

his client

enough

solution

70%

HIS

18

Actual Cost of the Supervision to

$1175.69
J.

week x

4.0 trips per

x S cents per mile

miles

The

TECT'S

Architect's salary per

the automobile is computed as
the distance is 28 miles per
round trip, and the ordinary distance covered
in the overhead is 10 miles, 18 miles will have
to be charged extra for each round trip that
are not already covered in the overhead for
the automobile.

expense

is

to

make

30%

net profit.

= 70%

100% :: $1175.69
100% x $1175.69
:

70%

:

X

= X,

or $1679.56, amount

be
cludes

charged which inan actual profit of

to

30%.
Note

a

as follows

—

the above method acyou a 30% profit. The ordinary
method, which is wrong, would be to take
this

carefully

tually gives

{Continued on page 63)

!

!
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Delivery
Quality
Price
With an assured Public Approval.

-MOTIOTONE-

Motiotone Synchronous Table. Attachments for any Projector.

"The Life of the Screen"

COMPLETE SYNCHRONOUS EQUIPMENT
In Nine

Models

to suit

any Theatre.

YOUR SOUND PROBLEMS SOLVED!

"I

For complete equipment for One Projector including AmTubes, and Speaker. Just the thing where One

$395
$690
$1095
$1595

plifier,

I

Projector

is

used.

For complete equipment for
Amplifier, Tubes,

up

And

to

1000

Projectors including
for

any Theatre

seats.

For complete equipment for Two Projectors including
Amplifier, Tubes, and Speakers. Suitable for any
Theatre up to 2000 seats.
For complete equipment including Double Channel
Rack and Panel 7 Tube Amplifiers, Tubes,
and fully equipped Portable Horn Tower. The Deluxe

—

Steel

Installation.

Five Other Models: $645

That

Two

and Speakers. Suitable

will

fit

-

$760

-

$840

-

$995

-

$1395

your Theatre for Sound

A 32-PAGE BOOK ON SOUND DEVICES
Will be sent you on request, mail coupon or write us today.
Every Showman should have this book.

ELECTROGRAPH

DIVISION

GATES RADIO & SUPPLY CO.
One

QUINCY, ILLINOIS,

of our Nine Theatre Amplifiers.

Electrograph Division, Gates Radio

&

Without any obligation on our

send your

Position

part,

Supply Co., Quincy,

Theatre

If

U.

S.

A.

Book on Sound Equipment

Projector

you now have sound equipment, kind

to

Owner
State

City

Street

Seating Capacity

3 2 -Page

Illinois,

U. S. A.

No

Style..

mgust

3,
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THE THEATRE

The Special Acoustical Problems of
The Motion Picture Theatre
Sound in the motion picture theatre is amplified sound. That's the trouble.
Fortunately, acoustics has become really an exact science. If sound is bad in
your theatre, there's a reason -and it can be found

—

By

R. L.

Acoustical Engineer,

rHE
been

of architectural acoustics has
spreading ever since its birth as
an accurate science about 30 years ago.
radually architects and builders have recogzed that good acoustics are now a matter
choice, and not of chance, as heretofore,
he field has been steadily developing so that
)t only old and acoustically imperfect audiriums are subjected to scrutiny and corcted, but auditoriums are analyzed before
ey are built to determine what hearing confield

will exist.
Never before, however,
such a sudden and urgent need arisen for
administering hand of acoustical science
in the case of theatres presenting talking
otion pictures.
Just as the talking picture
self has swept the country overnight, so in
wake has the need for acoustical correc;
3n suddenly sprung up upon every side.
This abrupt demand has been brought about
the fact that the average motion picture
)use was formerly a place of silence, which
e patrons were frequently enjoined to prerve, so that the characteristic quiet atmoslere could be retained.
Acoustics were sel>m a consideration.
Then the theatre
langed to talking pictures, and instead of
e performance being one of blank silence,
was one of continuous sound. The aver:e house displayed characteristics upon this
iange that were not even suspected before,
he talking picture installation had revealed
at the theatre was miserable acousticallv,

tions

is

e

.

.•

LINDAHL
The Celotex Company

and if uncorrected, the entire installation was
a failure.
From the moment the sound is recorded in
the studio to the time it reaches its ultimate
destination in the ears of the motion picture
audience, it passes through a complex series
of transformations.
This series forms a
chain, one link of which may be called the
acoustical condition of the theatre. Upon this
link depends the sound broadcast by the loud
speaker being transmitted clear and undistorted to the ears of the audience. Just as a
chain can be no stronger than its weakest
link, so the total efficiency of the talking se-

quence can be no higher than that of the
acoustical condition of the theatre.
The science of architectural acoustics is
sufficiently advanced to be able to strengthen
this link so it will be on a par with its mates,
to form a complete and perfect chain of true
sound reproduction.
To explain the major
considerations for good acoustics in a theatre,
and to illustrate the measures taken by
acoustical engineers to insure good hearing
conditions, is the purpose of this article.
The major considerations affecting the
acoustical condition of a theatre are its size
and shape, the loudness of the original sound,
the amount and nature of extraneous noises
present, and lastly, the length of time a sound
lasts after its source has ceased.
As a rule,
the last consideration is the one which requires adjustment in over 90 per cent of
acoustically poor rooms.

FIG.

1

The size and shape of a room determine
the distribution of sound energy in it. When
a sound is made at a point in a room, sound
waves spread from that point at a rate of
about 1,100 feet a second. In a small fraction of a second these waves encounter the
walls, ceiling, floor and other surfaces, and
are reflected from them, to hit again another
It is evident
surface and be reflected, etc.
that in a short space of time sound waves
are proceeding in all directions in the room
and completely fill the auditorium with sound.
Now, if the room is in general of a rectangular shape, this distribution of sound energy will be fairly uniform, and auditors in
all parts of the room will receive their share
of the sound. If, however, the room contains
curved surfaces, they are liable to focus sound
in the same manner that a curved mirror
focuses light, thus causing concentration of
sound in one spot, while robbing another of
The distribution will be
its sound energy.
spotty, with both "loud" and "dead" regions.
Fig. la, a cross-section of a rectangular room,
shows how sound from the source (S) is
reflected from the flat ceiling to diverge from
it in several directions.

As a rule, auditoriums of a general rectangular shape having plane surfaces are the
most satisfactory from the standpoint of distribution.
Flat nines of comparatively large
radius are usually acceptable, and sometimes
are beneficial. In Fig. lb. the slightly curved

;
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ceiling aids by reflecting the sound down upon
the audience. Ceilings which have their center
of curvature at or near the floor line are to

especially frowned upon.
As shown in
Fig. lc, sound is sharply focussed in the center of the room, with the likelihood of "dead"

be

regions upon the sides.
Balconies are helpful devices which bring a
large portion of the auditors closer to the
stage and at the same time decrease the volume of the auditorium. It sometimes occurs, however, that the under-balcony spaces
are quite deep and do not have a large enough
opening at the- main portion of the room.
This results in this space being deprived of
its proportional share of the sound distribution in the room, because the opening is too

low to permit sufficient energy to enter.
The balcony itself usually enjovs the benefit
of sound reflections from the ceiling, which
augment the direct sound waves, but the
under-balcony space lacks the advantage of
such reinforcement. This may be illustrated
by sketching the path of direct sound waves
from a source (S) upon the stage in Fig. 2.

August
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dividual performers cannot always fulfill ti
requirement in large rooms. Talking pictur
are unique, however, in that the volume
sound can be adjusted to the size of the p;i
ticular theatre, so that this is not usually
serious problem for talking picture houses
The third consideration, that of the pri
ence of extraneous interfering noises, has
do with the interference due to outside traf
ventilating motors and fans, projection ro('
and battery charging equipment, and noi:
arising within the theatre itself, as talkii
coughing and shuffling of feet. These noi<
interfere with the reception of the repi
duced sound as they have a "masking" effe
The auditor must distinguish the sound fn
the screen over and above this disturban
which means that the volume of sound
the room must be greater to rise above 1
disturbance level. What is peculiarly obnc
ious about these extraneous noises is that flare, in general, low in pitch, and have 1
property of masking the higher frequenc
in the reproduced sound.
Since the int
ligibility of speech lies in the upper frequi

Control
your show with

AC

FILM SPEED

INDICATOR
AC Film Speed Indicator
THE
indicates film speed in feet per
minute.

Use

it in connection with the film
speed calculator which is supplied
gratis. Gives you instantly the exact
speed required to run your film in
any specified time.

By use of this modern equipment,
performances can be kept precisely
on schedule. Feature films and musical score can be perfectly synchronized. Talking films are accurately
controlled.

The AC Film

Indicator is designed
for quick and easy installation on all
projecting machines. Price complete,
with special support bracket, universal joint mounting bracket, drive
shaft, and all attachments, $30. Order
through your supply house, being
sure to specify by Package Number
the model you require, "clockwise"
or "counter-clockwise."

FIG. 2
In addition to the direct sound (b) which
strikes the balcony, the sound which strikes
the ceiling from d to e will be reflected down
upon this space. The under-balcony area receives only the direct sound (a), which may
not be sufficient for good hearing. With talking picture installations, this difficulty is sometimes overcome by the fact that some types
of loud speakers have a very directional effect and enough sound can be directed into
this

the

space to overcome the disadvantage of
low opening.

Most rooms, however, are

fairly acceptable
regards distribution, as the reader can
easily verify by recalling the large number of
rooms of greatly contrasting shapes in which
he has been a satisfied listener. There is no
best proportion for the various dimensions of
a room, as a ratio of 2:3:4 or 1:2:3, etc., although for a given floor plan and other factors, there may be a best height.
The second consideration, the loudness of
original sound, is in the case of other than

as

Package No. 860,070, clockwise
Package No. 860,071, counter-clockwise.

AC SPARK PLUG

CO., Flint, Michigan

talking picture theatres, closely related to the
size of
the theatre, because speakers and
musicians have a rather limited range of volume available. Thus a theatre seating four
or five thousand is more suitable for the volume of sound emitted by a large band or
orchestra than for an individual singer or inIt is necessary that the sound
strumentalist.
be loud enough to reach every auditor with
sufficient intensity for easy perception, and in-

cies,

though the volume and naturalness

the lower

frequencies,

a

evident th
such a masking effect can be very harmful.
The fourth, and generally most importa
consideration, is the length of time that soui
lasts
in the
theatre after its source h
stopped, or technically speaking, the period
reverberation.
As explained above, when
sound is made at a point in a room, soui
waves spread out from that point at a spe>
of 1,100 feet a second, and very quickly stri
When;
the interior surfaces of the room.
sound wave strikes a surface, part of its ell
ergy is transmitted through the material coi
posing the surface, part is absorbed in t
material, and the rest is reflected back in
One may compare this action
the room.
playing a stream of water upon a set of coar|
screens slightly separated. Some of the wat;
will go through the screens and come out
f
the other side this is the transmitted. Son
water will fall between the screens, being t
absorbed, and some will splash from the fiij
screen, or be reflected.
In the case of a sound wave striking j
ordinary plaster wall, 97 per cent of its ener;
is reflected, so that the wave goes? on almcj
undiminished in energy to hit another surfafl
and be reflected again. It is easily possitj'
for this sound to be reflected for many seL;
onds before it loses enough of its energy
During this time mai
become inaudible.
other sounds have been generated, so that
in

;

it

is
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SPECIAL EQUIPMENT

New!
Paper Cones

Made

by

KERSTEN
Horn

The Large

Builders

Exponential Horns?

vs.

The Cone maker shouts that cones are
Horn maker shouts that horns are best.

best.

The

Consider this fact!

There are two companies

in

America that make

both paper cones and exponential horns.

BOTH

THESE COMPANIES RECOMMEND HORNS FOR

THEATRE WORK.

KERSTEN

is one of these two companies. Either
them could charge you more for the additional
cone speakers that would be necessary to match
exponential horns in space coverage, but knowing

of

that
clear,

it

is

the exponential horn's ability to give

natural

reproduction

"talkies" to the public

only such equipment that

that

is

selling

recommend and
they know to be best

they

the
sell

KERSTEN HORN

for

NO. 3201

the purpose.

All Kersten

Electrodynamic
Speaker
NO. 70K

Horns are

built

under

KERSTEN PATENTS.

YOUR

W ith

Kersten Horns you can give
the same quality of Voice and musical reproduction that makes them stand in
line in New York. Chicago, Detroit or Los
Angeles.

PUBLIC

So reasonably priced that even the small themay now get results that compare fav-

atre

orably with large theatre installations.
May we help you?

Write for complete information.

Kersten Radio Equipment,
1400 Fulford
MADE

IN

THREE MODELS

Street

KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN

"A SPEAKER FOR EVERY PURPOSE

'

Inc.
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any instant there

composed of

all
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is a lingering trail of sour
the separate sounds in var

stages of decay.
This prolongation
reverberation, and the length of tinrequired for a sound of standard uniform ii
tensity to become inaudible in a room is tr
period of reverberation for that room.

ous

called

Sound Equipment
Baffle

No. 4

For use in theatre,
dance hall and auditorium installations.
Size 4' 2" by 4' 2".
Price $16.50
Baffle No. 6 is

made to

accommodate the
voice and
music speakers. Same
uses as Baffle No. 4.
Size 5' 8" by 4' 2".

and

voice

No.

4

Price 121.50

Baffle

It is easy to see how excessive reverber;
tion in a theatre can cause poor hearing cor

ditions.

An

average speaker utters from

to five syllables a second,
is

audible

for

several

and

if

seconds,

each
his

J

thre

syllabi

listenei

have to pick out from the mass of syllable
in the air that one which he has just utterei
The human ear is not able to do this if to
many sounds are present, and hears only
jumble and confusion.
In music, each not
lasts so long that it blurs the succeedin
notes, making the music sound harsh and di<

cordant.
If the sound waves, however, strike nc
ordinary building materials as plaster, wooc
glass, etc., absorbing only from two to
fiv
per cent of incident sound, but a materia
which has a very high absorption, say 70 pe
cent, they will quickly diminish in intensit

and become inaudible.

On

the

first reflection

only 30 per cent of the original energy

go back into the room, and

if

this

wil

reduce<

wave again hits the absorbent material
loses 70 per cent of its remaining energy, thu
having only nine per cent of its original en
ergy after its second reflection, as against th.
94 per cent it would have if it had hit plaster
i

Horn No. 9
Used extensively in

Sound waves in a room
would quickly

treated with such
die out, leaving th<
clear for the succeeding sounds.
Speed
would be clear and intelligible, as each syl
lable would be heard and recorded by the ea<

theatres or for outside installation,
where a large area
is to be covered at
not too great a distance.

;

material
air

without

interference

by

preceding

syllables

Music would

retain its qualities, and it wouk
be possible to detect the minute variations oi
tone which make possible delicate effects
which before were lost in the confusion anc

Strongly constructed
and weatherproof. Bell
opening 30" by 21^'.
Length overall 48".

discordance.

No. 9 Horn

Price $25.00

Horn No. 5 more directional than No. 9. Sometimes used
in theatres for killing "dead spots" but mostly used for
outside installations where reproduction must be heard
distinctly for considerable distance. Strongly constructed
and weatherproof. Bell opening 23" by 22". Price $25.00.

A good speaker when in a reverberant roorr
speaks very slowly and distinctly, so as tc
allow each syllable to die out, before uttering
the next one. The rate of sound reproductior
is fixed in the case of talking pictures, how
ever, and it is not possible to run dialog
slower in a reverberant room to make it more
intelligible.

louder
louder

Sound from

talking pictures

is

than

the natural voice, and being
possessing more energy, last;
longer, since it requires more time for this
excess energy to be absorbed. For this reason a room may be said to be more reverberant with talking pictures than it would be
with an individual speaker or musician.
A complaint about the "talkies" is sometimes that dialog cannot be understood. Since
decreasing the reverberation in a room tends
to make the syllables of speech clearer and
more distinct, the intelligibility of dialog is
increased by installing in the reverberant theatre sound absorbing materials.
These cut
down the period of reverberation i. e.,
diminish the length of time that the sound
Unsatislasts after the source has ceased.
factory acoustical conditions are less easily
detected in the reproduction of music than
in speech, since one can follow the rhythm
and melody of music though the separate
notes are indistinguishable. It is found, however, that bettering speech by decreasing the
similar improved
reverberation
results
in
musical reproduction, since it is possible to
appreciate the finer nuances after the "blare'
and harshness are removed.

and

;

The Speaker
to be used for

sound
Write Dept.

is

B

any and

of the Year
all

purposes where

reproduced. Price $72.50

for descriptive

nearest sales

matter and address of
office.

WRIGHT DeCOSTER, INC.
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORIES
ST. PAUL,

MINNESOTA

Acoustical engineers are able to calculate
the reverberation which will exist in a theatre with any sized audience, knowing the
dimensions of the room and the furnishings
present. This means that from the blueprints,
even before a theatre is built, its acoustical
later article
properties can be determined.
in Better Theatres will discuss in detail this
mathematical analysis, and the sample calculations for a typical theatre will be presented.

A

97t

'

AUDAK
We'll boil

down

PICK-

the "talkie" problem to a

simple condition for you exhibitors

audiences will

RAL. Observe

LIKE

if

it

sounds

.

.

your

NATU-

here, though, the importance

of your pick-up, the
system.

it

.

PIVOT

of your sound

The Electro-Chromatic PICK-UP,

a

marvel of poise and balance, responds to the

The

AUDAK COMPANY,

minutest demands of the record.
those chromatic shades, the

You

sential to real music.

It

preserves

DETAIL

so es-

should equip your

AUDAK —

the standard
sound system with
by which others are judged and valued
the one infallible

way

of giving your patrons

the kind of "talkies"' they demand.

565 Fifth Avenue,

Creators oj Electrical and Acoustical Apparatus Since 1915

New York
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THE PROBLEMS IN
ROTATING DISCS

and the stylus but
of the machine.
tor

all

the

moving parts

Even were it possible to connect the motor
directly to the turntable, casual variations in
the speed would arise, from varying frictional

FOR RECORDING

loads on the turntable and bearings. But direct connection is unsatisfactory. Because the
turntable must operate at a lower speed than
the motor (one thirty-sixth of that speed), reducing gears must intervene. In the actual
apparatus the motor drives (through a horizontal coupling) a worm engaging a worm
wheel which drives (through a vertical coupling) the shaft to which the turntable is attached.

[The following article, which, while describing a particular kind of apparatus, also presents a typical case of the meticulous care required in perfect sound recording, is reprinted
by permission from the Bell Laboratories
Record. It is by L. A. Elmer of the apparatus
development department of that organisation.]

THE

machine used in recording sounds
on phonograph discs synchronously with

It
is
cyclic speed-change that must
be
guarded against in this mechanism all such
changes with frequencies from about one-half
cycle per second up to the higher limit of
audibility are to be avoided.
Speed changes
at audible frequencies introduce extraneous
sounds into the records, and speed changes
at frequencies below the audible range produce changes in pitch. There are in general
;

associated pictures consists essentially of
a turntable, bearing the "wax" and rotated
by a synchronous motor of constant speed,
and an electrically driven stylus cutting the
record.
In the design of this machine the
primary aim is to ensure that the record is
both faithful to the original sounds and synchronous with the pictures.
Fidelity in the
performance of the stylus would be vitiated
by departures from uniformity in the speed
of the turntable while sounds were being recorded or reproduced. Although a constant
speed motor is used, its value would be destroyed if the machinery transmitting the
drive from motor to turntable were not
equally free of velocity variations. Thus the
problem of fidelity involves not only the mo-

two points of origin for these variations the
turntable and its bearings, and the gears.
Speed-changing variations in load on turntable
and bearings are most likely to have the

August

driving load from tooth to tooth.
Togethe
these may occasion variations with quite
range of frequencies.

The extent to which these variations ar
permissible is determined, for low-frequenc
changes, by the smallest change in pitch th
ear will notice when pitch-variation is con
tinuous.
It appears that, when a pure ton
is projected by a loud speaker of high qualit)
the ear can detect variations in its pitch whic'
exceed one-tenth per cent of its frequenq
This sets a severe requirement for constanc
of rotation.
It

for

furthermore, an overall requiremen
applies to differences between the orig

is,

it

inal and reproduced sound; and both a re
cording and a reproducing machine interven
between these sounds. Since both operate a

the same speed, and since there is a big]
probability that the ultimate record will b
lined up on the reproducer corresponding!
to the "wax" on the recorder, variations
the speeds of the two are likely to be addi
ii

:

frequency of the rotation of the turntable (a
more than one-half cycle per second).
From the gears three sorts of variation arise,
those accountable to inaccuracies in the
spacing of the teeth, to errors in the shape
little

—

of the teeth, and to the successive shifts of

Mellaphone Record

tive

in their effects

upon sound

pitch.

Th

sum of the variations permitted in the twc
therefore, must not be greater than the tota
permissible variation for the system as
whole. Since the more its velocity character
istics are made constant the more the appa
ratus costs, it is economical to be stringen
in requirements for constancy in the recorder
of which comparatively few are manufactured
and more lenient in those requirements in the
more numerous reproducers. An economica
division between the two machines of the tota
allowable error appears to be in the ratio o
one to four. The demand for constancy thu:
placed upon the recorder is far higher thai
can be met by gears and bearings of evet
the most careful construction.
It is a dei

mand which can

Cabinet

3, 192?

be

filled

only

by

specia

means.

The

fact that

a continuous, slightly vary-

motion of this sort is mechanicall)
analogous to a slightly varying electric current helps to explain what these means are
ing,

$35.00
Contains

10

felt

lined

shelves,

standard 16-inch discs,
green enameled, heavy gage steel.
Top space for Carbons, Tools,

built to

fit

etc.

A

pulsating current can be treated as a direc
current on which small alternating current:
are superposed. The suppression of the alternating currents, to leave the unvarying direct
current desired, can be accomplished by ar
electric-wave filter which attenuates the un
The electrii
desired alternating components.
filter consists of suitably interconnected coils
condensers, and resistances. Since mechanica
analogs of these circuit elements are respec
tively to be found in masses, springs, anc
dissipative plastics, the mechanical-vibratior

Mellaphone Corporation
Box

485

Rochester, N. Y.

Walt's Disc Talking Equipment
Pat.

Applied For

$115.00 buys everything for one projector complete
ready to attach to either side.

Adjustable steel head construction with steel
pinion with bronze gear mounted on high grade
ball bearings.

Very simple universal connection.
Can be used with any good amplifier and speakers.
Prices on amplifiers and speakers on request.

"Perfect Timing Guaranteed"

WALT'S THEATRE CO.
Kenesaw, Nebr., U.

S.

A.

An

automatic, projector operator has

developed to accomplish the
change-over. It will start the turntable motor of the sound apparatus
any length of time ahead of the
change-over.
Above the inventor,
Howard H. Fenner, is shown with
one of the devices. On each side of
the apparatus are the shutter coils.

been
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Nationwide Endorsement of

New Phototone

These

Products

The New Improved Phototone for Stabilized Synchronization, and Talkafilm,
our new Sound-on-Film Attachment, sweep the country by storm. Phototone,
with three tremendously important improvements, attaches to either Powers.
Motiograph, Simplex or Holmes projecting machines

Just about one month ago
were

deliveries

started

on the new improved Photo-

and Talkafilm

tone

devices.

Success was instantaneous.
Installations were

one

least

theater

made

in at

in

every

principal city in the United
Talkafilm (Sound-on-Film)

Representative exhib-

States.

Attachment

from the surrounding

itors

territories
see

were invited

and hear the

first

In spite of the superiority

in to

demon-

of

have not

made of

tone's

real stabilized syn-

lost sight

original

of Photo-

policy

:

sup-

plying superior equipment at

chronization.

Their verdict was unanimous.

new products, we

these

strations that had ever been

a moderate cost.

Never before had they

The Improved Synchronous
Phototone

is

priced at SI, 850.

Talkafilm (Sound-on-Film)
attachment, $1,350.

Owners of previous Phototone devices will find our special proposition to

tects

Unit Base

include
seen a piece of
it

apparatus which made

1

)

which

possible to get a steady synchroni-

zation of sight

and sound, even when

The new Phototone
to

plex and

On

all

is

easily appli-

stabilizes the sj'nchroni-

when an

jection machine

2)

New

which makes

Holmes projectors.

the equipment

except the Powers machine,

alignment

(Sound-on-Film)

$1,350 extra expense.

at

only

old pro-

it

and

impossible for
to

get out of

increases

the

steadiness of the drive.

3)

New
cial

invest-

mail the coupon for information as to

where you can have a demonstration
of this improved Phototone.

being used.

is

unit-construction base,

Powers, Motiograph, Sim-

an hour's time at any later period adds
Talkafilm

multiple V-belt drive,

zation, even

an old projection machine was used.

cable

New direct

them pro-

previous

ment in Phototone equipment.
Whether you do or do not
own Phototone equipment,

The new Phototone improvements
yVetc Stabilizing

their

PLATTER CABINET COMPANY
NORTH VERNON, IND.
I want a demonstration of your New Improved Synchronous Disc andTalkafilm (Sound-

on-Film) device.

NAME OF THEATER
ADDRESS-

one-fourth horsepower spe-

BY

Phototone motor.

PHo^OtbMC «'"' T A LKAFILM

,
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filter

can be visualized

in

terms of electrical

the

linearly

flexible

and

springs,

motion of the gear and shaft

principles.

the

Such a

filter, designed in these laboratories,
incorporated in the Western Electric Company's commercial disc-recording apparatus.
It uses coil-springs as its capacitances, viscous
oil for its resistances, and the masses of its
moving parts as its inductances. The great
width of the frequency band to be attenuated,
and the plurality of the sources of the varying- force, considerably complicate the problem
of
determining what values of stiffness,
weight, and dissipating ability should be used.
For example, variations due to gear inaccuracies are most readily absorbed by very flexible
springs, whereas disturbances due to varying
loads are best prevented from affecting turnThe
table speed by the use of stiff springs.
filter finally designed embodies a compromise
between these conflicting demands. Its general construction is such that the wormdriven gear drives the turntable shaft through

relative

damped by

oil.

The gear

is

is

is

made

in

four layers.

These

layers are clamped together when the teeth
are cut, and each layer is afterwards rotated
ninety degrees relative to the adjacent layer.
All are finally mounted, in engagement with
the worn wheel, so that each can move independently of its companions. To each layer
two cross-braced posts are rigidly attached,
from the tops of which springs lead to lugs
on a plate fastened to the turntable shaft.
Thus each layer of the gear independently
drives the shaft through two springs.
It is
apparent that the offset four-layer structure
of the gear divides by four the amplitudes of
the disturbances caused by inaccuracies in
the teeth, since at any one time, each affects
but one of the four sets of springs.
This
structure also multiplies by four the frequencies with which these disturbances occur.

10022
Invested in Acoustical Westfell
Instead of $1000 for Scientific Service

made

this theater

acoustically perfect
Here

is

many

but one of

—

thousands of dollars
and, at the same time,
brought about sound perfection and the elimiall

echo.

So amazing are the

results achieved
is it

by

this

to install, that

over 400 leading exhibitors have recently placed
in service.

Acoustical

proof

VALUABLE
TEXTBOOK
ON ACOUSTICS

FREE!
Every theater owner
should read this new
book by Paul E. Sabine,
Ph. D., a nationally rec-

ognized authority on
Acoustics. Interesting,
instructive, informative.

Gives the causes and
cure of poor acoustics.
Tells

you what you need

—

to get desired results
and how to go about it.
Writtenin non-technical
language for the man
who wants quick action
in correcting the acoustics in his theater. Send
for your copy today.

'2"

W estfelt is furnished only in flame-

finish. It is available

thick, 54"

square yard:

wide and 75

li"

19^

t

lash" in pivots. For this reason, and to mir
friction, flat reed-springs are usi
for all joints.
Since the linkage cannot
constructed in a single horizontal plane b
must be built in several planes, it is subject
warping forces which tend to produce veloci
errors.
To avoid these, the linkage is extei
sively braced.

mize pivotal

1

A

development of this filter, reliant
upon theory had to be supplemented by mea
urements of the effectiveness of varioi
models.
Since smooth rotation of the tun
In

the

was in view, fluctuation in turntab
was the performance to be direct
measured.
This was accomplished strob(
table

speed

material and so economical

it

~j,

since each inaccuracy in cutting is made
occur once for everv 90 degrees, instead
once for every 360 degrees, of rotation. T
higher frequency is far more readily absorb
by the filter than the lower would be.
The oil connection between gear and tut
table shaft is effected by permiting the lay<
gear to rotate a vane-bearing oil-filled ci
into which dip vanes attached to the turntal
shaft.
The mechanism through which t
gear drives the cup is in this case rigid ratf
than elastic, but is again one whereby
effect of a gear irregularity upon the cup
quartered in amplitude and quadrupled in f;
quency. This mechanism is a system of lin
independently driven by each of the laye
of the gear so as jointly to rotate the cup wi
their average velocity.
To each layer, agj
through the perpendicular posts, is attached
link.
The members of one and the other p;j
of these links are flexibly joined by cros'
links, to
the center of each of which
pivoted one end of a bell-crank.
The oth
ends of these two bell-cranks are in tu
flexibly joined by a third cross-link, to who
center the member which drives the cup is ;
tached.
It is apparent that the motion
the center of each cross-link is the average
the motions of its two ends. Each of the fii
two cross-links, therefore, averages the m
tions of two of the gear-layers, and t
third cross-link averages the motions of tl
first two cross-links, driving the oil cup wi
the average motion of all four gear-layers.
Because the deflections with which this a
paratus is expected to operate are very sma
it is essential that no motion be lost by "bac

instances in which

Acoustical Westfelt has saved theater owners

nation of

August

only in
ft.

rolls

long.

M" and

Price per

thickness 45c: Yi thickness 75c.

scopically.
On the rim of the turntable 21
\ dis
accurately spaced grooves were cut.
with six radial slots, was connected by
rigid drive to the shaft of the synchronoi
motor.
The disc was so placed that th
grooves on the rotating turntable could f
observed one by one by a microscope lool
ing through the slots in the rotating disc. 01
served through this apparatus, the groove o
the edge of the rim appears to stand sti
when the speed of the turntable is exactl
one thirty-sixth the speed of the motor,
small error in turntable speed causes the irr
age of the groove to change position momer.
tarily.
The amount of this shift can be rea
in thousandths of an inch on a filar microm
eter placed in the eyepiece of the microscopt
From this reading the per cent velocity varia
tion can be calculated.
The model finally developed drives the turn
Of th
table with remarkable constancy.
from the two majo
variations
velocity
sources of error from varying loads, at on'
cycle per revolution, and from varying gear
spacing, at four cycles per revolution th:
former has been reduced to 0.04 per cent am
the latter to a point below the limit of meas
i

Mr. Chas. F. House, Sec.-Treas. of the

Midway Theater, Rockford, Illinois, tells
how he saved $900.00 with Westfelt:
"With
felt, uill

sults.

this

reference to the Acoustical West-

say that we obtained excellent

re-

In fact, we believe that $100.00 worth of

material will accomplish almost as

much

acoustically as $1000.00 worth of the sup-

^ posedlvmore

scientific acoustical materials."

Acoustical Division

WESTERN FELT WORKS
4029 to 4115

Ogden Avenue

Chicago, Illinois
Also Manufacturers of Carpet and

Rug Protection Cushions

—

—

Supplement by suitably modelei
drives for reproducing machines, recording
drives of this type provide ample insuranci
against maltreatment of sounds by drivint
urement.

machinery.

Management Changed
MONTGOMERY,

Wolt'son
N.
Ala.— William
manager of the Howard theatre
has become manager of the Strand theatre
WATERBURY, Conn.— Bernard Grogan, former!)
manager of the Strand theatre at New Britain, ha:
become manager of the Strand theatre here.
JACKSONVILLE, Fla.— Robert Mitchell has beer
made manager of the Riverside theatre.

formerly

assistant

at Atlanta,

njgust 3,
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Mellaphone Synchronized Talking
Picture

Equipment— $500-00
TURN TABLES,

includes 2

2

PICK

UPS, FADER, and necessary connections for any make Projector.
Amplifiers and Speakers furnished at
Special Prices.

Over 200 installations
Mellaphone Turn Tables now installed in following theatres In
Greater Xew York, the Times. Mecca, Weequahic. Rex, Apollo,
Chandler. Challoner.
:

W. Va. Idle Hour Theatre, Rochester, Mich.; Capitol
Popovitch, Y. M. C. A., Sharon, W. Va.; G. A. Klein,
Court Theatre, Livingston, Cal.; Star Theatre, South Range,

Opera House, Charles Town,
Theatre,

Clairton,

Winnegabo,

Pa.;

Minn.;

;

J.

Mich.; Buffalo Radio Eng. Co., Buffalo, X. Y.
Dixie Theatre, Russellville, Ky.;
Palace Theatre, Crystal Springs, Miss.; Garden Theatre, Lock Haven, Pa.; Penn State
Amusement Co., Uniontown, Pa.; Harris-Burgess Elec. Co., Elkin, X. C. Springfield
Motor Co., Danville, Ark.; Consolidated Theatres, Denver, Colo.; Scottdale Amusement Co.. Scottdale, Pa.; Professional Radio Serv., Johnstown, Pa.; Western Theatre
;

;

Radville, Sask., Can.; Vyne, Bros. Elec. Co., Prescott, Arizona; Elec-Tro(7), St. Paul, Minn.; Grand Theatre, Greer, S. C. ; C. L. Dowsley, 5
Calgary, Alia., Can.; Essex Square Theatre. Essex, Conn.; Coleman Elec. Co.,
Toronto, Ont., Can.; Strand Theatre, Rochester. X. Y. ; Strand Theatre, Brownsville,
Pa.
Pearl Theatre, Castle Shannon, Pa. ; Falls Theatre, Xiagara Falls, X. Y. ; Green-

Supply,

Phone Corp.

pairs,

;

wood Theatre, Trenton. X.
Rochester, X. Y.

;

J.;

Rowland Theatre. Philipsburg, Pa.; Madison Theatre,
J. H. Wiseman, Freeport, Pa.; Opera

State Theatre, Clymer, Pa.;

House, Berlin, Wis. Rex Theatre, Berlin, Wis.; Tivoli Theatre, Spencer, Ind.; Star
Theatre, Poultney, Vt. Dome Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Johnson Theatre, Martnarth,
X. D.; Park Theatre, Lebanon, X. H.; Ismay Theatre, Ismay, Mont.; H. M. Laird,
Trenton, X. J.; Sparks Circus; Arcadia Theatre. Rumford, Me.; Wm. Cox, Royalton,
111.; Codgen Theatre, Ford City, Pa.; Liberty Theatre, Mexico, Mo.; Cliftex Theatre,
;

;

Alamo Theatre, Bartlett, Texas; J. C.
Peck, Fenton, Mich.; F. R. Foreman, Oxford, Mich.; Clemson Theatre, Brevard, X. C.
H. Rachiel, Sharpsburg, Pa.; Gem Theatre, Pidgeon, Mich.; Michigan Theatre, Flint,
Mich.; Valatie Theatre, Valatie, X. Y. Ideal Theatre, Detroit, Mich.; Peffer Music
Co., Stockton. Cal.; Circle Theatre, Buffalo, X. Y.; H. Pridy, Pyote, Texas; W. M.
Dutton Co.. Hastings, Xeb. Liberty Theatre, Mexico, Mo.; A. Mitchell, Glasgow, Ky.
Capitol Theatre, McKeesport, Pa.; Progressive Radio Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.; M.
Adkisson, College of Fine Arts, Denton, Texas; Opera House, Bolivar, Pa.; Cole
Clifton, Texas; Arial Theatre, Buffalo, X. Y.j

;

;

Theatre Circuit, Rosenberg, Texas; Imperial Theatre, Marianna, Ark.; Cameo Theatre,
Syracuse, X. Y. Park Theatre, Okeechobee, Florida; Grand Theatre, Rockyford. Colo.;
Kiva Theatre, Durango, Colo.; Times Theatre, Xew York City (Eighth Ave.); Mecca
Theatre. 441 E. 14th St., Xew York City; Russell Theatre, Somerset, Ohio; Peffer
Music Co., 2 pairs. Stockton, Calif.; Curran Theatre, Boulder, Colo.; Orpheum Theatre, Shelby, Montana;
Panama Theatre, Panama City, Florida; Xelson Theatre,
Pasagoula, Miss.; Lotus Theatre, Sheridan, Wyoming; Xebraska Theatre, Tampa,
Florida; Hollywood Theatre. Hollywood, Florida; Liberty Theatre, De Leon, Texas;
Grand Theatre, Phillippi, W. Va. Liberty Theatre, E. Cannonsburg, Pa. Garden
Theatre, Frackville, Pa.; Opera House, Adams, X. Y.
Bessemer Theatre, E. Pittsburgh, Pa.; Gem Theatre, Derry, Pa.; Henry A. Lube, Exporter, 10 pairs, Xew York
City; Xew Palace Theatre, Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.; Ideal Theatre, Wisconsin Rapids,
Wis.; Monroe Theatre, Key West. Florida; Pearl Theatre, Youngwood, Pa.; Main
St. Theatre, Galton, Pa.; Master Sound Equipment Co., 5 pairs, Montreal, Can.
;

;

;

;

MELLAPHONE CORPORATION
Box 485

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
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Modern
Installations
The tendency among
large

and

country
of

is

this

theatres, both
small, throughout the
to modernize. Evidence

encouraging

situation is
installations

found in the many
of equipment reported by leading
manufacturers.

RCA

Castle theatre, Long Beach, L. I., N. Y.
East Side theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Lyric theatre, White River Junction, Vt.
Gayety theatre, Van Buren, Me.
Colonial Hall, New Paltz, N. Y.
Plaza theatre, Freeport, L. I., N. Y.
Hippodrome theatre, Napa, Cal.
Patio theatre, Chicago, 111.

MELLAPHONE ^CORPORATION

Capital theatre, Clairton, Pa.

Popovitch, Y. M. C. A., Sharon,
G. A. Klein, Winnebago, Minn.
Court theatre, Livingston, Cal.
Star theatre, South Range, Mich.

PH0T0PH0NE,

INC.

Reproducers
Park theatre, Rockaway Park,

L. I., N. Y.
Delta theatre, Hamilton, Ont., Can.
National theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.
Princess theatre, Montreal, Que., Can.
State theatre, Schenectady, N. Y.
Central theatre, Cedarhurst, L. I., N. Y.
Broadway theatre, Lawrence, Mass.
Capitol theatre, Victoria, B. C, Can.
Park Roof Garden, Rockaway Park, L. I.,

N. Y.

Hollywood

theatre, Gowanda, N. Y.
Palace theatre, Lawrence, Mass.
Milwaukee theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.
Lafayette theatre, Suffern, N. Y.
Majestic theatre, Columbus, O.
Lindbergh theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
Haight theatre, San Francisco, Cal.
Hippodrome, Toronto, Ont., Can.
Vallejo theatre, Vallejo, Cal.
Belmont theatre, Long Beach, Cal.
Rialto theatre, Louisville, Ky.
Cecil theatre, Mason City, la.
Riviera theatre, Tacoma, Wash.
Rex theatre, Rapid City, S. D.
Hawaii theatre, Honolulu, Hawaii.

Buffalo

Radio

Eng.

Company,

W.

Buffalo,

town, Pa.
Harris-Burgess Electric Companv, Elkin,
N. C.

Motor

Company,

Danville,

Ark.
Consolidated theatres, Denver, Colo.

Western Theatre Supply Company, RadCan.

Vyne Brothers

Electric

Company, Pres-

cott, Ariz.

Elec-Tro-Phone Corporation
(7),
Paul, Minn.
Grand theatre, Greer, S. C.
C. L. Dowsley, Calgary, Alta., Can.
Essex Square theatre, Essex, Conn.

sound projection.

Easily installed.

$20.00 each, complete
with mounting bracket.

Rowland
Madison

theatre, Philipsburg, Pa.
theatre, Rochester, N. Y.
State theatre, Clymer, Pa.

H. Wiseman, Freeport, Pa.
Opera House, Berlin, Wis.
Rex theatre, Berlin, Wis.

J.

Park theatre, Lebanon, N. H.
Ismay theatre, Ismay, Mont
H. M. Laird, Trenton, N. J.
Sparks Circus.
Arcadia theatre, Rumford, Me.
Wm. Cox, Royalton, 111.
theatre,

Ford

City, Pa.

Liberty theatre, Mexico, Mo.
Cliftex theatre, Clifton, Tex.
Arial theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
Alamo theatre, Bartlett, Tex.
J. C. Peck, Fenton, Mich.
F. R. Foreman, Oxford, Mich.
Clemson theatre, Brevard, N. C.
H. Rachiel, Sharpsburg, Pa.
Gem theatre, Pidgeon, Mich.
Michigan theatre, Flint, Mich.
Valatie theatre, Valatie, N. Y.
Ideal theatre, Detroit, Mich.
.

Scottdale Amusement Company, Scottdale, Pa.
Professional Radio Sen'., Johnstown, Pa.
ville, Sask.,

Strand theatre, Brownsville, Pa.
Pearl theatre, Castle Shannon, Pa
Falls theatre, Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Greenwood theatre, Trenton, N. J.

Codgen

Garden theatre, Lock Haven, Pa.
Penn State Amusement Company, Union-

St.

Coleman Electric Company, Toronto,
Ont,. Can.
Strand theatre, Rochester, N. Y.

THE MELLAPHONE
SPEEDOMETER
Necessary for proper

Va.

N. Y.
Dixie theatre, Russellville, Ky.
Palace theatre, Crystal Springs, Miss.

Springfield

3, 19:

Tivoli theatre, Spencer, Ind.
Star theatre, Poultney, Vt.
Dome theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Johnson theatre, Marmarth, N. D.

Reproducers
Opera House, Charles Town, W. Va.
Idle Hour theatre, Rochester, Mich.
J.

August

Peffer Music Company, Stockton, Cal
Circle theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
H. Pridy, Pyote, Tex.
W. M. Dutton Company, Hastings, N<

Liberty theatre, Mexico, Mo.
A. Mitchell, Glasgow, Ky.
Capitol theatre, McKeesport, Pa.
Progressive Radio Company, Grand R;
ids, Mich.
M. Adkisson, College of Fine Arts, Dt
ton, Tex.

Opera House, Bolivar, Pa.
Cole Theatre Circuit, Rosenberg, Tex.
Imperial theatre, Marianna, Ark.
Cameo theatre, Syracuse, N. Y.

Park theatre, Okechobee, Fla.
Grand theatre, Rockyford, Colo.
Kiva theatre, Durango, Colo.
Times theatre, New York City.

Mecca

theatre,

New York

City.

Russell theatre, Somerset, O.
Peffer Music Company, Stockton,
Curran theatre, Boulder, Colo.
Orpheum theatre, Shelby, Mont.
Nelson theatre, Pasagoula, Miss.

Panama

theatre,

Panama

Cal.

City, Fla.

Lotus theatre, Sheridan, Wyo.
Nebraska theatre, Tampa, Fla.
Hollywood theatre, Hollywood, Fla.
Liberty theatre, De Leon, Tex.
Grand theatre, Philippi, W. Va.
Liberty theatre, E. Cannonsburg, Pa.
Garden theatre, Frackville, Pa.
Opera House, Adams, N. Y.
Bessemer theatre, E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Gem

theatre, Derry, Pa.

Henry A. Lube, Exporter, New Yo
City.

New

Palace theatre, Wisconsin Rapit

Wis.
Ideal theatre, Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.

Special

discount

to

pro-

jectionist dealers.

Monroe

theatre,

Master Sound Equipment
Montreal, Can.

Manufactured by

MELLAPHONE
CORPORATION
Box 485

Rochester, N. Y.
Factory
59 Rutter

St.

Key West,

Fla.

Pearl theatre, Youngwood, Pa.
Main St. theatre, Galton, Pa.

Compan

»

GENERAL TALKING PICTURES
CORPORATION
Reproducers
Schuler Auditorium, Raton, N. M.
Von Ritz theatre, Bedford, Ind.
Roxy theatre, Gary, Ind.

Show Boat

theatre, Ocean City, N.
theatre, Ocean City, N. J.
Crystal theatre, Gilmer, Tex.
Paradise theatre, Moline, 111.
Crystal theatre, Flanderau, S. D.
Star theatre, Hereford, Tex.
West theatre, Galesburg, 111.
(Continued on page S3)

Moorlyn

J.

i
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The only low-priced talking picture
system that offers Re-Synchronizing
Control
The new Oro-Tone Synchronized
Disc Talking Picture System ideally
fills the need of smaller theatres for
a lasting quality system at moderate cost.

$975
complete
NO REASON FOR THE SMALLER THEATRE TO PAY MORE
tone

Irfect
c

onization

quality and synfor
the
smaller

ond to re-synchronize.
Your
performance goes on without

with performance
and proven durabil... at a price which is
rht!
The extreme simplicity

The Oro-tone System offers
these exclusive advantages

sound engineering of the
o-Tone System will at once
aract you
its complete

L Re-Synchronizing

t

atre

0

the best

.

.

.

1

al

interruption.
You can see the
advantage of this control as
against systems without it Just
ask any theatre owner who now
has sound equipment installed!
!

(

...

a)roval,
t

c?
i

wherever

installed,

Often, due to patched film and various other causes, the
and the disc come out of synchronization. With the
Oro-Tone System you can speed up. slow down, or release the movement of your disc and re-synchronize in a
moment's time, with no noticeable lapse to the audience.

best testimonial for which
could ask
this system
just right for the smaller
.

.

Control

is
film

.

rise.

(o-Tone offers you the only
I -Synchronized
Control in a
stem for less than $4,000.
(mpare this with $975
al think
of its importance,
vere films are patched, discs
igular, or other causes shift
t
disc out of synchronization
^ th Oro-Tone you can avoid
ebarrassment by speeding up
.

.

2.

No gears, no belts, no motors are used with the Oroturntable.
Direct, all ball-bearing drive, avoids all
vibration and insures positive synchronization.
Tone

.

3.

i

c

slowing

i'akes

down

the disc

.

.

Direct Non-Gear Shift

Double

Utility

By the push of a lever, Oro-Tone synchronous turntables
become non-synchronous and ordinary phonograph records may be played. This eliminates the need of having
separate non-synchronous equipment.

.

Oro-Tone turntables are attachable to all standard makes of
projection machines. The direct,
all ball-bearing drive avoids all
vibration and insures positive
synchronization.
There are no
belts, no gears, no extra moving

parts,

and no motors

tem.

Horns and

in this sysamplifiers sup-

plied of the finest one can buy.

The complete system comes to
you for just S975, or a trifle
more if your theatre is larger.
Write for complete descriptive
booklet ... do so today
.

.

.

orders are being filled in the
seauence thev are received. ACT

all

NOW

your operator but a sec-

Oro-Tone turntables, combining Re-Synchronizing Control and direct vibrationless drive, may
be had separately for S500 a pair.

ALSO MAKE A COMPLETE LINE OF COUNTER-BALANCED PICK-UP ARMS

1010

RGE STREET
GEORGE

^^^*GEE5SESM3S3S3P^^^^

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Manufacturers of Sound Reproducing Equipment for the Past Ten Years
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Racon Horns

1

Are the Despair of Imitators

I

Imitators always produce inferior products and Racon imitators
no exception.

The reasons
cannot

i

are

many and

incorporate

vibratory

material,

are

largely because they

Racon

—

non-

construction

and

superiority

one-piece

design to mention but a few. Racon
Horns for all purposes are fully protected by
infringe-proof patents.
scientific

Small Dynamic
Horn Unit
Giant Dynamic Unit

Let us mail our catalog if you wish to keep
abreast with the most successful theatres of the
country, and are not Racon equipped. Get ready
No. 3320

Specialists in Acoustic

I

Chambers

FACTORIES

Reproductions

18 to 24

Washington

Place,

New York

Slough, Bucks, England, and 105 Sherbourne

RCA

VARIABLE ORO-TONE DEVICE
new
AREA EQUIPMENT
FOR NEWS REELS
down
s

sound device on
Oro-Tone has placed a
the market which offers re-synchronized control.
It is said that with the Oro-Tone system,
the movement of the disc can be speeded up,
slowed
or released, without stopping the

A Photophone has adopted a light
newsreel truck equipped with a variable
area sound recording Mitchell camera.
This innovation for field recording was exhibited several months aeo to the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers, demonstrating the
practicability of recording speech, sound and
Photophone variable area
music by the
method on a recorder mounted with the
camera.
Utilizing the ordinary Mitchell camera, the
C

RCA

new

device fits directly on the camera head.
consists of a compact variable area recorder,
a miniature duplicate of the newest sound
It

equipment
Photophone.
Sound

RCA

recording

same

is

developed by
photographed on the

carries the picture, in synchronism with it; thus, the negative after
development contains the final record of sound
and picture, synchronized and prepared for
the printer.
Prints can be made on an ordinary continuous printer.
film

that

The entire equipment operates from a selfcontained power supply furnished by batteries.
The camera is also operated from this truck
power plant, employing a 6-volt storage battery for energy.
Eight light carrying cases contain the appafor portable work.
The outfit is
mounted in a sedan-type Oldsmobile truck
designed to absorb shock at high speeds as
protection for the delicate equipment.
The
system is equipped with two microphones of
the improved "Bullet" type by which recordings can be made at great distances from
sound and camera equipment.
ratus

Pathe Sound
into operation.

News

has placed these trucks

Exciter,

for greater Fall crowds.

I

Perfect Voice
and Musical

can be supplied with
operated
Tuld
guaranteed
without a hum.

AC

equipment.

Oro-Tone turntables are attachable
standard makes of projection machines.
equipment sells for $975.

to

all

The

SOUND AS BOOST
TO REMODELING
lOUND

pictures seem to be extending
their effect on the motion picture industry
rather far beyond the product of Hollywood. It is observed that the installation of

sound equipment tends to bring about more
or less remodeling and refurbishing of the
According to Irving Lesser,
entire theatre.
sales manager of General Talking Pictures

who recently made a survey of
theatres installing sound equipment, a general
renovation, and in some cases tonsiderable
new equipment other than sound apparatus, is
in order.
Corporation,

some cases

of such
major import that at least a dozen theatres
installing Phonofilm have emerged with the
word "New" prefixed to the theatre name.
In

the

renovation

is

New draperies, floor coverings and a fresh
coat of paint seem to be the most popular
forms of renewing the theatre, with new seats
and a modern cooling and ventilating system
as close bidders for consideration.
The projection booth also is a favorite spot
for renovation, it being the case in most instances that theatre men have been waiting for
a suitable opportunity to modernize this important part of the theatre.
As a general
rule, the expert
engineers assigned to the

St.,

Toronto, Canada

installations by DeForest Phonofilms are r
quested to help the exhibitors in such renov;
tions, acting in any advisory capacity.
It
would seem, therefore, that exhibito

have come to the realization that
of keen competition,
stands little chance
house. From personal
respondence with the
found that it does not

the

in this d;

shopworn

theat

with the modernizi
contact and from co
exhibitors, Lesser h;
take long for the the:
tre to realize on any investments made ft
renovation.
Reports of increase of busine
from two to five times previous grosses ai
reported almost daily, with the major cred

going to the sound
fair

measure of

installation,

credit

but with

going to the

housi

cleaning job.

AMPLIFIER RACK<
FOR THEATRE USf
MPLIFIER

racks
and control pan
equipment for centralized use in theatn
and other places has just been introduce
by the Radio Receptor Comnany of New Yoi
City.
This equipment is of the panel or ve
tical rack type, although made up essential
of powerizer units.
In the case of the twi

channel assembly, it stands 6 feet high by <
inches wide, comprises six panels, and weigl
200 pounds complete.
The two-channel amplifier assembly con
prises a PXP-250 powerizer, made up of t\\
units
for each channel.
Thus the pan
assembly represents a monitoring loud-speak(
and distortion meter for the top panel,
switch and pilot light for the PXP-250 (
power output unit (representing the secon
panel), a switch and pilot light for the voltag
amplifier or PXP-171 unit (representing tf
third panel).
The fourth panel contains tr
main switch and throw-over switch from or
channel to the other, the A. C. field switch fc
the dynamic speakers and a throw-over inpi
switch from synchronous to non-synchronou

J
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SCREEN COMPANY

DA-LITE

Electrical

C

Research

Research Products, Wellington,
Zealand (3).
rand theatre, Muncie, Ind.
berty theatre, Youngstown, O.

Hectrical

Research

Products,

Research

Products,

Johns,

Sao

Paulo,

Delft theatre, Marquette, Mich.
State theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.
Fox Fifth Avenue theatre, Seattle, Wash.
Fox exchange, Seattle, Wash.
Electrical Research Products, Mexico City,

Binl (3).
stor theatre, Baltimore, O.
,rd theatre, Richmond, Va.
;Claire theatre, Moline, 111.
imeo theatre, Allentown, Pa.
;gent theatre, Xorfolk Downs, Mass.
leffield theatre, Brooklyn, X. Y.
jrona theatre, Corona, L. I., X. Y.

Symphony

The

Corporation.
directly

to

The coupling connects
the main shaft
projector.

Manhattan
Electrical
Rico, Cuba.
Electrical

theatre, Xew York, X. Y.
Research Products, Ponce Porta

Research

Products,

Research

Products,

La

(2).

Auckland,

Zealand.

Research Products, Wellington,
Zealand.
Kennedy theatre, Kirksville, Mo.
Fox Film Exchange, St. Louis. Mo.
Electrical Research Products, Havana, Cuba.
Cosmo theatre, Xew York, X. Y.
Orpheum theatre, Cincinnati, O.
Jones theatre. Canon City, Colo.

Xew

Swan

theatre, Columbia,

imous Lasky Corporation, San Francisco,

Dunbar

Owl

X. Y.
Sheridan theatre, Chicago,

Atralia (11).

China.

Md.

111.

Van Camp. Topeka, Kan.

Kansas

Gem

theatre. Kiowa, Kan.
theatre, Texarkana, Ark.

Grand theatre, Salina, Kan.
Lake theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.

Xeb.

Palace theatre, Lancaster, O.
Crescent theatre, Astoria, L. I., N. Y.
Victory theatre, Kemmerer, Wyo.

Elk theatre, Prescott, Ariz.
Publix Projection Room, Boston, Mass.
Fox exchange, Atlanta, Ga.
Fox exchange, DesMoines, Ia.
Majestic theatre, Tulsa, Okla.
Strand theatre, Springfield, Mass.
Chakers State theatre, Greenville, O.
Majestic theatre, Reno, Xev.

111.

Crown theatre, Chicago, 111.
Electrical
Research Products,

theatre, Baltimore,

theatre, Chicago,

E. A.

Empress theatre, Kearney, Xeb.
Midwest theatre, Chicago, 111.
Lawton theatre, Lawton, Okla.
Xorthern Electric Co., Ltd., Montreal, Can.
Electrical Research Products, Havana, Cuba.
Kewgardens theatre, Kew Gardens. L. L,

ahambra theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.
iramount theatre, Hollywood, Cal.
iramount
Famous Lasky Corporation,
Bi on, Mass.
ric theatre, Yinita, Okla.
ectrical
Research
Products,
Svdnev,

II.

Lexington theatre, Lexington, Mass.
Lion theatre, Red Lion, Penn.
Columbia theatre, Phoenix, Ariz.
Electrical Research Products, Xew York,
X. Y. (50).

Virginia theatre, Wellston, O.
Gem theatre. Upper Alton, 111.

ar theatre, Xevada, Mo.
rand theatre, Dubuque, Ia.

Products,

Ritz theatre, Richmond,

Madroma Garden theatre, Seattle, Wash.
Downer theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.

Plata,

Electrical

Montreal,

Mexico.
Paulina theatre, Chicago, 111.
Irving theatre, Chicago, 111.
Majestic theatre, Corvallis, Ore.
Broadway theatre, Danville, Va.
Lyric theatre, Booneville, Mo.
Royal theatre, Bloomfield, X. J.
Elks theatre, Xew Iberia, La.
Fox projection room. Boston Mass.
Fox exchange, Buffalo, X. Y.
Lion theatre, Red Lion, Pa.
Kingsbridge theatre, Xew York, X. Y.
Fair theatre, Amarillo, Tex.
Rialto theatre, Hamilton, O.
Capitol theatre, Macon, Ga.

Argentina.
Electrical

ranada theatre, Corono, L. I., X. Y.
alentine theatre, Bronx, X. Y.
dace theatre, Beckley, W. Va.
)x Film Exchange, Philadelphia, Pa.
ta theatre, Pendleton, Ore.
rand theatre, Holyoke, Mass.
pera House, Lebanon, X. H.
rand 'theatre, Boston, Mass.

Research

of the

Marcy theatre, Brooklyn, X. Y.
Orpheum theatre, Pocatello, Ida.
Marquette theatre, St. Louis, Mo.

Xew

W

ectrical

the

synchronizer,

and projector attachment
of a new sound device brought on
to the market by the Symphony Sales
turntable

lmner theatre, Brooklyn, X. Y.
:public theatre, Brooklyn, X. Y.
Debling theatre, Brooklyn, X. Y.
ammodore theatre, Brooklyn, X. Y.
-oadway theatre, Astoria, L. I., X. Y.
Gonial theatre, Brooklyn, X. Y.
alto theatre, Gladstone, Mich.
errerole theatre, Brooklyn, X. Y.
jrest Hill theatre, Forest Hills, L. I., X. Y.

Oada

O.

Banner theatre, Chicago, 111.
Terminal theatre, Chicago, 111.

St.

rgo Grand theatre, Argo, 111.
ash.
gyptian theatre, Seattle,
jwer theatre, Louisville, Ky.
Electric
Company,
orthern

Ltd., Montreal.
Ltd., Montreal.
Ltd., Montreal.

Woodlawn theatre, Seattle, Wash.
Howard theatre, Taylor, Tex.
Fox Film Corporation, Cleveland,

foundland.
ectrical

Shanghai,

Cheerio theatre, Seattle, Wash.

ptow'n theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
awn theatre, Hillsdale, Mich.
irden theatre, Paterson, X. J.
asterly theatre, Chicago, 111.
elano theatre, Delano, Calif.
aval theatre, Atlantic City, X. J.
lectrical

Products,

Xorthern Electric Company,
Xorthern Electric Company,
Xorthern Electric Company,

Shanghai,

Products,

ia (3).

N

Research

China.

Screens
lectrical
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Shanghai,

Adelaide,

Amlia.
tz

theatre,

Shawnee, Okla.

Muncie, Ind.
Salisbury X. C.
aza theatre, Salem, Mass.
cade theatre, Brookhaven, Miss,
'.yshore theatre, Bayshore, L. I., X. Y.
deawee theatre, Denver, Colo.
voli theatre,

pitol theatre,

:lancey theatre,

-

,

Xew York

City,

iickerbocker theatre, Detroit, Mich,
-ectrical

Research

Products,

Rio

de

Jairo, Brazil (2).
S. theatre,

Xew York, X. Y.
Points theatre, Birmingham, Ala.
metrical Research Products, Havana, Cuba,
taphone Corporation, Hollywood, Cal. (7).
.;inway theatre, Astoria, L. I., X. Y.
aloe theatre, Chicago, 111.
e

-'Sciuszko theatre, Milwaukee,
rden theatre^ Baltimore, Md.

Wis.

e

J

We

specialize in the manufacture of quality
sound equipment for theatres. We were the
original builders of sound products that are
now nationally known.
Our sound equipment has proved its merit.

More than 200 satisfactory
The price of Syncrodisk is

1

x Film Exchange, Charlotte, X. C.
rk theatre, Boston, Mass.
x exchange, Minneapolis, Minn,
yc exchange, Minneapolis, Minn,
-xtrical Research Products, Roca
Iw a, Argentina,
Hour theatre, Hyannis, Mass.
x exchange, Kansas City, Mo.
x Exchange, Detroit, Mich.
«>n theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
-lyflower theatre, Troy. O.
neo theatre, Jersey City, N. J.
te theatre, Brooklyn, X. Y.
Llto theatre, Leominster, Mass.

Announcing
"Syncrodisk" Sound
Equipment

installations.

$500.00. including

pick-ups and fader.
Avel-

Syncrodisk offers a good money-making proposition to dealers and firms that can make
installations.

Write or wire for

details.

;

;

WEBER MACHINE CORPORATION

<

•

59 Rutter Street, Rochester, N. Y.
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Kismet

theatre, Brooklyn,

L.

I.,

L.

I.,

L.

I.,

L.

I.,

Ventilating

N. Y.

Paramount Famous Lasky, Astoria,
N. Y.
Paramount Famous Lasky, Astoria,

Delft theatre, Escanaba, Mich.
Roys Smith, Main St., Blairstown, N.
Idle Hour theatre, Rochester, Mich.
Star theatre, Concord, N. C.
Ideal theatre, East Main St., Fremo

N. Y.

Paramount Famous Lasky,
N. Y.
Northern Electric Co., Ltd.,
Northern Electric Co., Ltd.,
Northern Electric Co., Ltd.,
Central theatre, Washington,
Piccadilly theatre, Chicago,

Fox exchange, Chicago,

Astoria,

Mich.
Aristo theatre,

Montreal, Can.
Montreal, Can.
Montreal, Can.
D. C.

Du

Pershing theatre,

111.

Quoin,

East

111.

Columbia Amusement Company, Colu
N. C.
Delft theatre, Iron River, Mich.

bia,

theatre, Maspeth, L. I., N. Y.
Astoria Grand theatre, Astoria, L. I., N. Y.
Cameo theatre, Atlanta, Ga.
Curriers theatre, Dublin, N. H.
Victoria theatre, Elmhurst, L. I., N. Y.

.

The Mellaphone Speedometer, manufactured by the Mellaphone Corporation to
time the number of feet per minute at
which the film is being run. It is priced
at $20, complete with mounting braket.

theatre, Ontario, Cal.

Hippodrome

theatre, Sacramento, Cal.
Metropolitan theatre, Atlanta, Ga.

Willoughby

theatre, Willoughby, O.
Palace theatre, Gary, Ind.
Electrical Research Products, Manila, P. I.
Electrical Research Products, Wellington,

Research Products, Wellington,
Zealand.
Palace theatre, Newport News, Va.
Capital theatre, Reading, Pa.
Riviera theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.
Fox exchange, Washington, D. C.
Wigwam theatre, El Paso, Texas.
Mosholu theatre, Bronx, N. Y.
Electrical

Rio de Janeiro,

Symphony theatre, New York, N. Y.
Weir theatre, Aberdeen, Wash.
Winter Garden theatre, Jamestown, N. Y.
Strand theatre, Hartford, Conn.
Washington theatre, Bay City, Mich.
Hollywood theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Rex theatre, Eugene, Ore.
Grand theatre, Great Falls, Mont.
Continental Theatre Accessories, Inc., New
York, N. Y.
Lion theatre, Red Lion, Pa.
Electrical Research Products, Wellington,

Lee

Granada

Mo.
Cal.

Loew's

Ventilating
Lexington theatre,

New Yo

N. Y.

Fox

theatre, Riverside, N. J.
Palace theatre, South Norwalk, Conn.

Capitol theatre, Danbury, Conn.
New Greenwich, Conn., theatre.

Ufa

Is

Installing

In

Its

WASHINGTON.
sound

Sound

Vienna Theatr

— The

film apparatus

in the

installation
theatres

Ufa

Germany has been followed by similar mo\
Ufa owns one of the largi
in Vienna.
cinemas in that city, the Zentral-Kino. T
information is contained in a trade report
the department of commerce.
The two biggest cinemas in Prague are g
ing to be wired, states a message fn
It is understood that Br
Czechoslovakia.
ish Talking Pictures apparatus will be usi
The cost of installation being too high
Czech currency, it is not probable that mc
than about 50 theatres will be equipped in
Cinemas in t
course of the next year.
German part of the country will be provid
with German patents.

theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

Portola theatre, Seattle, Wash.
Mission theatre, Seattle, Wash.
Gem theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.
Fox exchange, New York, N. Y.
Star theatre, St. Johnsbury, Vt.
Bell Laboratories, New York, N. Y.

-

-

theatre, Clinton,

Fox exchange, Los Angeles,

Zealand.

-

.

New

Zealand.

ANNOUNCING

.

TYPHOON FAN COMPANY

Princess theatre, Roswell, N. M.

New

D.

State
Louis, 111.

111.

Electrical Research Products,
Brazil.

S.

theatre, Fenton, Mich.
theatre, 2418 State St.,

Maspeth

Granada

Lemmon,

Rowena

Lyric theatre, Havre, Mont.

New
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THE LAKESIDE COMPANY

N. Y.

Paramount Famous Lasky, Astoria,

August

t

-

Company

to Supply Parts
For Home-Made Devic
BOSTON.— William H. McLaughlin,

THE NEW SAMUELS

AUTQDRAPE

independent theatre owner in Boston, a
A. Des Biens, well known locally as
exchange man, have established offices
146 Piedmont street for the marketing
sound device parts. The firm is operati
under the name of Simplimus, Inc., w
A. Des Biens as president.
Parts of sound devices can be purchas
for the purpose of assembling sound repi
Such a machine coi
ducing machines.
be made at a cost of less than $500, it

A JUNIOR CURTAIN CONTROL AT A REAL

JUNIOR PRICE
FOR THEATRES, SCHOOLS, LODGES AND AUDITORIUMS

said.

Frank A. Slocum Elected
Vice President of Audi
A Slocum

NEW YORK.— Frank

$150

List

Optimistic reports of business conditic

AND CLOS~ 3y,
OPENING
SP
second
?l£
OBTAINABLE THROUGH EQUIPMENT DEALERS
°*|r
AND DRAPERY HOUSES EVERYWHERE
Without an equal

in

and the market for Audak pick-ups a
acoustic reproducers was brought back
E. A. Schroeder of the sales staff, on
return recently from a trip throughout

t

country.

economy

Silence
Ease of
Reliability of operation.

installation

By

Alexander Abrahams With
Racon Electric Compai

the manufacturers of

bTABiLA RC ;(ary sniST'STEEL
MOTOR -GENERATOR.

737

Cl/RTAIN

STREET

Through oversight, Better Theatres
month neglected to identify Alexander

TRACK

AUTOMATIC DEVICES COMPANY
HAMILTON
ALLENTOWN,

1

been elected vice president of the Aud
Company, according to an announcemt
Sloci
by Maximilian Weil, president.
has been vice president of the Silent Moi
Corporation for many years.

PA.

1

Abrahams, author of an article on "The I
producer Puzzle," as a member of the org;
ization of the Racon Electric Company, It
18-24

Washington

Place,

New York

City.

ugust j
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SETTER PROJECTION
Care
A Thorough

Discussion of a Vital Projection Subject
By

~X XE
I

|

all

less

thing which
in

many

manner

is

very evident

it

H.

F.

either not

is

done

done

RICHARDSON
at

such a carelooses at least a very large percen-

theatres, or else

that

Rehearsal

in

is

in

of its value, is the rehearsal of productions.
have viewed time after time and heard sound productions
uich were so evidently wrong in everything pretaining to
sind that it was evident there either had been no sound
near sal at all, or only a very highly inefficient one. or else
projectionist was paying just
le
tactly no attention at all to the cue
;eet if a competent one had really
hn made.

t;e
I

center, listening very

I

CIRCULATES

hardly believe the projectionist

be entirely responsible,

to the sound.

MANAGER

OR AN EMPLOYE, MUST BE A MAX OF AVERAGE KEEXNESS OF HEARIXG. THAT IS ABSOLUTELY ESSEXTIAL TO GOOD RESULTS. A
MAN OF DULL HEARIXG, OR OXE OF SUPERSENSITIVEXESS IX HEARIXG IS AUTOMATICALLY TOTALLY UNFITTED FOR SUCH A TASK.

THE HERALD-WORLD

cild possibly

CAREFULLY

THIS OBSERVER, BE HE THEATRE

have noted one thine on this trip. As you all
knotc I have covered quite a lot of territory. I have
as yet and I am on the return end of the trip nou
found only one theatre which did not have EXHIBITORS HEFLALD WrORLD. That teas in Omaha, and
the assistant manager, tchom I saw. was not certain
1

As the production is projected, the
observer, who must be in constant
telephonic or other suitable connection with the projectionist, orders
the fader setting altered upon each
scene, or as often as may be necessary, until the sound comes through

no manager would rehearse.
He
have rehearsed any production.
clearly, smoothly and naturally.
then gives any signal agreed upon,
d then permit all that was thus ac(mplished to be thrown completely
and the projectionist orders his asio the discard.
sistant to note the fader setting for
Also it is hardly
they received it or not.
be supposed any sound picture
that particular scene, or whatever it
Struck me as not very promising for him.
An
assistant manager is presumably one who expects some
pjectionist would be so monumay be. on the fader cue sheet. This
day to himself be a manager, and most emphatically
i;ntally stupid and utterly careless
is
repeated throughout the entire
such a one should be very well posted indeed on
to pull a stunt like that.
length of the production.
ichat avenues of information the theatre he is assistRehearsals are imperatively necesRemember, however, that CAREant in has available.
Were I an assistant manager I most certainly would
ry because of the great variance in
LESS.
not permit any one to know if I lacked knowledge
Hatre auditorium sizes, shapes and
This is a thing which
as to whut trade publications the theatre had available.
oustics.
They are essential even
must be done with the most careful
I would consider it as in the nature of an announceiDugh a cue sheet comes with the
CARE, but if it be well done, and
ment that I was not making any very real study of the
Induction, because of the fact that
business.
the fader cue sheet be faithly obAnother thing. I have upon several occasions heard
::h cue sheet must invariably and
served during projection, and there
the HERALD-fl ORLD quoted as an authority, which
uhout exception be checked over,
be an observer constantly on duty as
is more than I hare heard done in connection with
;d checked over very, very carethe show proceeds, the results will
any other paper in the entire field. And I want to
:lly, which makes a very- real rebe the best it will be possible to
say to you it is a real pleasure to be connected with a
larsal
necessary, varying in no
paper which U found in all theatres. This is particuobtain from that production.
larly true when one meets with frequent indisputable
<?ree from the rehearsals of proAnd now we come to the second
evidence that it is respected and looked upon as an
(ctions unaccompanied by a cue
important item.
When projection
authority on the various subjects with which it deals.
^et, except that if the production
starts, it is imperatively necessary to
Is a cue sheet, then the observer,
high grade results that an observer
lirely checks its various numbers, ordering such changes as
be in the auditorium and on the job every moment of the time
ny be necessary as the rehearsal proceeds.
the show runs.
This is because of more or less constantly
For this reason a production cue sheet has very small value
changing conditions in the auditorium.
; matters
now stand. In fact, it may very well be assumed
Soft cloth, as you may know, absorbs sound just as a dry
lit they work more harm than good, because they may be.
sponge absorbs water. When the theatre is empty, as it is
fd as a matter of fact very often are, accepted and used
when rehearsals are held, there is practically no cloth exposed,
Uhout checking by theatre managers who apparently do not
but as the auditorium gradually fills up. more and more of it
is brought in. until finally the total may be very many thouI understand the harm thus done to their show.
fust how is a rehearsal properly conducted, do you ask?
sands of square feet. Ordinary common sense tells us that the
It is quite a simple matter, though it does involve some cost
fader setting which gave perfect results at rehearsals, when
Jd a considerable amount of trouble; also it consumes time.
no cloth was exposed, will be altogether too low when the
lit it nevertheless is a necessary expenditure of money, effort
audience is present. It therefore must be raised, but in the
<d time, make you no mistake about that!
very nature of things it is impossible that the projectionist, who
^t night after the show, or in the morning before the theais enclosed by at least fairly sound proof walls, with machint opens, the production is projected in the usual manner in
ery humming and the monitor horn working, cannot know
t
empty theatre, with an "observer" located at about its
when the raise should occur or how much it should be. He
.".rely
(

;

—

—

;

SLOVENLY WORK

WONT DO

!

In your correspondence with this department and with "The Bluebook School of Projection."
address, F. H. Richardson, Box 100. South Lyme. Conn.
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therefore must have the active assistance of
an observer.
Not only is this very obviously true, but also
it is equally true that since in a "continuous
show" the audience varies more or less continually the advice of an observer is necessary continually, and unless it be given we
may certainly know that the sound volume
will be entirelv too high or too low.

Managers of theatres in which sound is
used should, and for maximum results must,
remember that sound volume is a matter of
vital importance.
I have entered theatres and
have heard a close-up man fully 10 feet high
talk with a voice one would naturally associate
with a small boy, or a diminutive figure in
mid distance speak with a voice we would
All of which set up
associate with a giant.

August

an utterly absurd

effect

5, 19

and spoiled

)

the wl*

thing!

Such absurdities should not be permit
It is displeasing and has a decided reac
against the box office, because of the fact
it sends theatre patrons away from the tl
tre with the show is over in a dissatisfied
indifferent frame of mind, hence not at

1.

i
t
-

r
1

keen to return.

UNBUSINESSLIKE PROCEDURE
TN

a certain city the exhibitors and projechave either already or soon will

tionists

lock horns in a wage dispute.
It is not the province of this department to
mix into such troubles, but nevertheless certain phases of the wage question deserve and
should have attention in the form of argument, and such argument is well worthy the
very serious consideration of both exhibitors

and projectionists.

The editor of this department has for years
insisted that any reasonable increase in wages
made to projectionists would, in the end, result in real benefit not only to the men but
The editor has seen
also to the exhibitor.
nothing with the passing years tending to
cause any change in that view, which is based
on the proposition that there always has been
and now more than ever is great need for
improved ability, knowledge and skill in theatre projection rooms, taking them as a whole,
and upon the further proposition that such improved ability, knowledge and skill would, in
the end, react to sufficient lowering of what
is called "overhead" expense and in betterment in both picture and sound projection,
far more than sufficient to justify the added
expense, even though it be quite large.
In a clipping from a daily paper, the exhibitors of the city in question are quoted as

having said

"Operators believe they should
more money for operating sound
equipment.
We believe that in two weeks'
time any normal high school boy, mechanically inclined, could learn to do this work."
There, gentlemen, even though you be blind,
you ought to be able to see what your "machine operator" is doing for you
Many ex!

WHAT YOU
YOURSELF HAVE TAUGHT THEM
hibitors

actually

believe,

THROUGH THE YEARS,

namely, that your
consists wholly and solely in "operating"
certain machines. Please don't blame the exhibitor for believing what you have carefully
taught him for thirty years past

work

You

have

YOURSELVES,

by

the

silly

"Machine Operator" title, have insisted upon
sticking to, and by your continual talking
about "machines" and "booths," instilled the
copper-riveted idea into the mind of the exhibitor that projection is nothing but "running
machines," and that your task is merely to oil
the machinery, set a carbon occasionally, splice
a broken film, oil the machinery, thread in
films and rewind.

And naturally the exhibitor has the idea
that no particular skill is required to do those
things.
Naturally he believes any normal high
school boy, "mechanically inclined," can do
those things after two weeks' practice, and the

The Mammoth
IN

:

receive

joke of

it is
that the exhibitor is perfe
right, or would be if it were true that moi
picture and sound projection were merel
matter of operating machines.

Good God, men, cannot you
foolishness

see the u

r

creating

•

•

1

—

men, that

another matter entirely, and y
school boy, mechanically inclined
is

high
otherwise, can't do
It

would

If

the

it.

seem

that a ten-yearchild should understand such very plain pr
ositions, but the fact remains that a la
percentage of the men go right on call
talking to exhibitors about "machine
erators" and "machines," nor does it se
possible to pry the idea into their heads t
in so doing they are cutting the ground fr
under their own feet.
really

of

exhibitors

the

city

quest

in

want high school machine operators and
shows well, thev will get both alright,

—

b
p

1

Fire Curtain

one hundred dollars in box of:
income and increased overhead expense,
every dollar they will have "saved" in wag
Please understand, gentlemen, that this
meant as nothing in this world but argume
fully

lost

ATLANTIC CITY AUDITORIUM

set forth
sides.

"The World's Largest Stage"

the

for

of

consideration

B01

CHARLES
DENTLEBECK

Desispied and Installed by

PETER CLARK
INC.

Up in Toronto, Ontario, is a substant
looking citizen who was a progressive, aggr

New York, N. Y.

sive

motion oicture projectionist, in the d:
projectionists were considered mer

when

attendants

as

upon or operators of

cert

mechanisms. His name is Charles Dentlebe
Eleven years or more ago I had the pri

You Know Darn Well
We

Have

the Best Marquee
Letters on the Market

Astonishing

Low

Valuable Lighting
Colorful Lighting

lighting needs
color.
The RECO line
of Color Hoods, Color
Plates, and Color Cylinders meets all lighting
needs
inside, outside,

mounted

in

backstage.
A complete
color
line,
and high
quality glass of perma-

galvanized iron
finish ready

frames with statuary bronze
for use.

Direct to

natural

make

these RECO
superior.

plies

RECO

Color

A'etc

Plate

Your Theatre

Crystalite Products Corp.
1708 Standard Ave., Glendale,

nent,

Calif.

tin

color,
sup-

informative Bulle.\'o.

77 on request.

newto:
lUCTwm
co
Everything in Color for Lighting Equipment

2651 West Congress

St.

Chicago,

or the office created, and vi,
strongly recommending Charles Dentleb(
for that position in event the office v
established,

Theatre

Prices

recommending to the Famous Play
Canada that a Supervisor of Projection

lege of

of

Samples Free
Wire Us for Rates
Letters are

Is

III.

I

a totally fa
wrong impression? "Operating machines'
merely one phase of motion picture and soil
reproduction and projection, and by comp
son, a very minor phase, too.
Almost any boob can "operate a machi
more or less successfully, after a little pi
tice, but to reproduce motion pictures u,
the screen and reproduce and project soil
in a way that will bring the dollars roll;
into the box office cash drawer well, gen
in

a pretty terrific increase in overhead exper.
if they persist in the school boy idea.
own phophecy is, however, that when it is
finished and done they will discover they h;

THE NEW

544 West 30th Street,

thus

\

created.
effect my recommendations may h;
do not know, but anyhow very shor

What
had

I

thereafter the office was created, Charles D<
tlebeck was appointed. He has held the ofi
ever since. His authority has been gradua
increased until he now has full authority o*
all projection matters and sound installati
in all Canadian Famous Players theatres fn
cost to coast.

Dentlebeck is one of the "old timers" w
have made good.
He has not remained
"the rut," and if I in any degree aided h
to

climb out of

it,

I

am

glad.

It

is

alw;

*

If
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pleasure to help

real

eraselves,

.portunitv

men who

try to help

and who have the ability to seize
by its Adam's apple and shake

ccess out of it as the years roll along.
sincere compliments to brother Dentle-

My
,ck,

who

is,
by the way, president of the
Motion Picture-Sound Projectionists
P
O, and has been for sevSE &

>ronto

AT

M M

vears.

il

You, gentlemen, have demanded and are receiving higher wages because of sound. That
I hold to be only right, .reasonable and proper,
provided you do everything possible to put
sound before your audiences at its highest
possible value, and to permit no avoidable
damage to be done to films or records which
must and will be passed along to the next
theatre.
If

REFLECTED
LIGHT

not

you don't do that, then my boy you are
acting an honorable part.
YOL"

DENY

CAN

I

es are

t:d

,ay,
brother, how about that rewinder?
n/e you lined its two elements perfectly and
b ed them down solid so they will not get
oiof line? * I have many times directed your
a'ntion to the fact that a rewinder just a bit
0' of
line will commit an outrage on the
fi s
every time the reels turn over, particular- if
the reels themselves happen to be a
biout of true.

For Managers
1.

Don't neglect

to

sense should tell you this is true.
reels as they rotate and see if
sides strike the film.
If they do, surely
y< will not question
the fact that at least
tCiome extent it does harm.
If it strikes
w sufficient force to turn the edge of the
fii
up considerably well, why argue. You

every

program

the

successfully proving its
practical adaptability to
sound projection.

Above shows modification
made in head mechanism
for attaching sound devices.

NEW

Note simplicity of gear arrangement, also
FRAMING DEVICE and REAR SHUTTER.
Ask our

dealers to

show you these new improvements.
Manufactured by

Coxsackie Holding Corporation
Coxsackie, N. Y., U. S. A.
SUPERIOR in Every Way"

"Day by Day

PREDDEY ALUMINUM REEL
Z000 Ff-14fe'DW

AMPLE SLOTS
ALUMINUM

FOR.

SIDES

STRONG &LIGHT

THREADING

ommon

V:ch

rehearse

Many installations with
leading sound devices is

a

THAT
REWINDER

TEN DON'TS IN RUNNING SOUND PICTURES

For Film or Disc Sound Pictures

i

a matter of fact you should always exne the interior of lens barrels when they
a disassembled for cleaning, as they should
If there are any
a ut once in six months.
s.ts where the metal
shows through, paint
ti ti
as per foregoing instructions.

following don'ts for
is putting out the
theatre managers and projectionists.
Read
them, carefully and hang them up in the office
for dailv reference.

fully.

is

1

vS

ELECTRICAL RESEARCH PRODUCTS

THE SUPERIOR
IDEAL PROJECTOR

:

'

shown it entirely disappears. I have
everything I know to find it, but have
led, therefore this letter to 'Old Reliable'."
The thing is simple.
The ring of light is
cised by reflection from the interior of your
pjection lens barrel.
Take the lens apart,
directions contained on page 13S,
i lowing
1
lume 1, Bluebook of Projection, and paint
t interior surface of the barrel with coach
inters black, thinned down with turpentine.
Should you be unable to obtain coach paintblack, ground in japan, then get some dry
{
hpblack and mix it with turpentine.
A
cirter of a teacup full will be more than
aple and to that quantity add about half a
c:en drops of boiled linseed oil to keep the
Be careful
bck from rubbing off too easily.
not to use enough oil to give the
t ugh,
I think six drops will be about
fnt a gloss.
rat, though probably ten won't do any harm.
'ou should do this after the show closes
f
the night, and leave the lens in a warm
until the next day.
Repfce, unassembled,
aemble the lens carefully and you will find
Light Ring to have taken wings and
I.
ffvn away.

DON T NEGLECT
THE DONT'S

IT?

\ sound projectionist asks
"Dear Mr.
hhardson. Can you tell me what is wrong?
ere is a ring of light around my screen.
faint, but is there.
It increases with
is
bright scenes and when black background

1

57

Just the

Thing for
Sound

the

tfcr

ww

—

harm, and if it happens to
bnn
the film carrying a sound
trk, then vou ought to be trulv ashamed of
that will do
the side of

FINGER
HOLES

Walter G.

FOR EA5E
IN

HANDLING

DOUBLE
SHAFT

yc-self.

handling film with sound you should rethat the sound track is far more
seitive to damage than the picture itself.
T t is to say, while a slight scratch on the
Pi ire may pass almost entirely unnoticed, it
"S ot so
with the sound track.
The horns
oroud speakers detect every one of them,
at pass them along to audiences in the form
of "hat we call "surface noise," which is a

SLOTS

mitter

P iing

wl

i

sound somewhat similar to that heard

an old record

is

played.

SCREWS

FOR.

TAKING APART

Preddey
188
Golden Gate
Ave.

SAN
FRANCISCO
CORE REPLACEABLE

LARGE 5" HU&

CAL.

care-
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Rehearsal is absolutely essential fur the folli
ing reasons
A. To arrange the proper timing of the progr.
This is
especially
necessary because
length of time required to run each synchrl
ized subject cannot be altered.
(See Ir

NOW—A NEW

:

No.

AND GREATER SPEED!
Curtain Operation at 165 feet per minute

B.

3.)

To determine

the right points for change-o

so that this can be accomplished without
break in the continuity of the accompanimf
or any other objectionable effect which mi
be noticeable to the audience.
C. To determine proper fader settings and
proper points at which to change these
tings.
(See Item No. 2.)
D. To check the physical condition of the f
.

in order that scratches, oil spots, etc, c
be detected and such defects remedied a*
as may be possible.
E. To see that each reel has sufficient "lead
to permit the motor to get up to speed

"NEW

FEATURES''
HIGH SPEED.
NOISELESS
DISC
CLUTCH.

0

August

fore the sound begins, and sufficient

"trail

so that, in the event of the machine be
provided with a safety device, the motor
not be stopped before the sound has finish
If cue sheets come with sound films the neces
for independent cueing is partly reduced, but
\

STARTING

SWITCH.

The Original
High Speed

the necessity for rehearsal.
The points
viously mentioned are vital to securing a

Constantly

Proven

Better.

by Time

Control

j

£

show.
Furthermore it is wise to check the c
ing making such corrections of the fader
tings as the acoustic nature of the theatre

mands.

It is well that the projectionists
miliarize themselves with the revised cue she
before the show is run.
In view of the importance of rehearsal th; m
ager should give it his own close personal
tention and supervision.

Don't make the sound volume too loud.
Excessive loudness of sound pictures is one
the most frequent causes for dissatisfaction on
part of the public.
have observed this
ourselves and it is borne out by the critic
directed at sound pictures by reviewers in ne
papers and magazines.
There have been
quent cases where voices have been allowed
bellow and orchestras to become strident.
The sound should be no louder than is requi
to enable everyone to hear distinctly when
house is quiet.
At rehearsal determine, in
cordance with this standard, the proper fa
setting for every reel and mark it on the
sheet or check it with the recommended setti
Give special attention to places where a cha
in volume would help realism, as for exam
in changing from a distant shot to a close

We

CONTROL STATION
GREEN
OPEN

'
•'
.

ftED

CLOSED

START

Obtainable with

1

f

STOP
on

Indicating System

;_

REVERSE

-4
OPERATED
ALL WITH ONE BUTTOM

The Vallen High Speed Curtain Control offers the best in speedy, steady control of
curtains, essential where proscenium requires large drapes or vaudeville is offered.
Used conjunctively with Vallen Noiseless All-Steel Saftey Track the
comparable, permanent investment.

result

is

an

in-

:

sometimes loud
If music comes through
sometimes soft remember that it is probably
manner in which it was recorded and in wl
it is intended to be played, and that to
the fader setting during soft passages in
endeavor to make the loudness uniform throu
out, would be to destroy the character of
r:

music.

When

the house is only partly filled it ta
sound energy to produce a certain imp
sion of loudness than is the case when the he
Therefore, the fader setting for
is filled.
same subject should be one or two steps lo
for a partly filled house as compared witl
less

full house.
In view of the great importance oi pre
change-overs and proper volume manipulation
contributing to the satisfaction of the audio
The manager should select some one of
house staff on the basis of good judgment

sound

and

showmanship

signed

the

responsibility

to
for

whom

can

listeninc

be
caref"

This person should no
the projectionists of changes in loudness requi
due to change in the size of the audience
for other reasons which may develop.

during each

show.

beet
placements
to
horn
permit
Don't
changed.
In some theatres the horns mounted in to«
must be moved to make room on the stage
If they are ro
vaudeville or other shows.
back into position carelessly poor distribui
of sound and echoes may result because
Ill
position of horns is a critical matter.

•'

You Know Darn Well
We

Have
Letters

the Best Marquee
on the Market

Astonishing

Low

THE STANDARD
NEW INTERMITTENT SPROCKET AND
PIN PRESS

mounted

in

tionist.

While the operation of this equipment is
any way difficult or complex, it does reqi
be handled intelligently if good result;
be obtained. Therefore, its operation can

Prices
Patented November
rcrj

Letters are

galvanized iron
finish ready

mittent
holding

practical
sprocket*

and Indispensable

taper-pins

projection

of

efficiently

which

or

may

16,

1924

to replace Intertighten op sprocket
become loose during the
tool

to

pictures.

CAN BB USED OK ALL PROJECTORS

for use.

Direct to

PRICE U.S0

Your Theatre

See your nearest Supply-Dealer or write for free
illustrated pamphlet to

Crystalite Products Corp.
1708 Standard Ave., Clendale,

Calif.

'

in
to
to

Samples Free
Wire Us for Rates
frames with statuary bronze

possible that a slight change of angle will m
a big difference in the manner in which
sound is heard in different parts of the hojs
Don't underrate the importance of the pro

Projection Improvement Co.
DRIFTON. PA.

be entrusted to incompetent or untrained niei
For Managers and Projectionists
Don't run short of spare equipment.
While the apparatus will give very little trot
with all oi
if properly handled, in common
equipment spare parts will sometimes be nee
and the show may be held up if they are
Therefore, do not
available immediately.
to maintain a proper stock of all the necess
parts that require replacement, such as ft

vacuum tubes, exciting lamps, etc.
Whenever trouble is encountered which

car:

be remedied by the use of spare equipment
by following the directions given in the ope
ing instructions, call in our service engineer.

[To be continued

in

next

issue]

fa
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HUSIC
What
In
Here

is

THE THEATRE

IN

Doing at the Console

I'm

These Days of Sound

what we

call a pretty instructiv e description of the organist's job
It is

By ANITA DE
Head

MARS

Organist. Capitol theatre. Chicago

KTICLES on

theatre organ playing are
written
by the specialty
organist, the man with the "mike" and
the trick solo.
But there are still a
softer of us who have not that outlet for our
performance is a small matter
idei, whose
coi uted in minutes, and yet that performance
caridd to or detract from the general artistry f the. presentation.
our theatre, for example, we run a sound
re,
a Movietone news, usually a Vitaj»he subject, and a deluxe stage presentano My job is to play an exit at the end of
the'eature, a silent trailer after the usual
soil trailer, leading into and introducting the
sta
show, and the finale and "bow" music
lea lg back into the feature.
I sit in on the
fin show and
learn the theme songs and
get al atmosphere of my feature picture.
A
/i

un-

the story of experience, and it is engagingly
Incidentally, besides being an active theatre console artist, Miss de
Mars is secretary of the Chicago Society of Theatre Organists

der present conditions.
told.

59

strike the trailer keys exactly to

generally

enhance the

effect.

1l

"The Desert Song" trailer opened with a
male chorus singing the Riff Song in the key
of F. It was followed by the naming of the
songs and the introduction of the cast by the
Red Shadow. I ran the theme under the talking in the key of C and timed it to end just as
the male chorus again took up the Riff Song
in F.

]

K

I used "The Wedding of the Painted Doll"
under the dialog on the "Broadway Melody"
trailer.
On my instrument, the harp is very
like a piano, and used alone on that number,
it gave the effect of a piano in the distance
somewhere. The last scene of the trailer was
the wedding of the painted doll, and I timed
my selection to end with it.

There are many features that are

better

which music predominates ends with
its eme song, and the organ with its closing
mas a very pretty effect.
Playing softly
wit the Vitaphone, the organ swells to forte
on e exit, and the atmosphere continues.
"mosphere" is an extremely important
Br, to my way of thinking. On a job like

or ended with the organ than they
are in the original. That can always be arranged with the operators, and the keys must
be determined. Then, of course, there is the
filling in that can be done in the newsreel, where
the scene taken has not much sound to put

the main reason for existence
I
saw sound picture in one of the Loop houses
a s.rt time ago, and if the organist had used
the leme song on the exit, there would have
oee continuity
but the organ came in with a

Before the feature each day there is a fifteen
minute program during which I play whatever

pic

started

e in

mil

is

it

it

!

—

number which brought me immediaiy back to earth, and that was the last
Plat I wanted to be just then!
(Maybe that
wassafer, anyway, but you get my point?)
Sae of the "talkies" end with dialog, some
witlno sound at all.
There is the perfect
jpptunity for the organist.
Through a

Anita de Mars

a single solo stop with a soft harp
paniment does not detract and carries
i vi- lovely effect.
To be sure, if it is propanyone, your audience does not realize there
* f organ
there, but the subconscious is
,

iccc

'lea d,

as 'twere

To
US

On sound

announcing the following week's feature, any organist on his toes
can add to the general attractiveness. "Weary
River" trailers, I remember, were almost all
dialog till the end where Barthelmess conducted the orchestra. My "exit" preceded the
trailers and I used "Weary River," full organ,
coming down to pianissimo on the "talkie"
and fading into the orchestra when it started.

Of
in

!

REALLY

the Nation

s

trailers

course, the matter of absolute pitch enters

and

is

distinctly

an advantage.

One must

evolute

from a

classic

an open question what the result
of this Vitaphone invasion will be. The fellow
It

is

still

Theatre Organists : This Very Sincere Invitation

an old invitation. For theatre organists have long
c sidered
this department their official publication.
But the article
Fsented on this page, in its charmingly simple discussion of an organ|f job in a sound picture theatre, is so typically the sort of thing we
IS

suits my mood.
Once in a while I get my
audience going by talking to them informally
from the organ and asking what they would
like to hear.
I have an obliging memory
have not needed music for that program for
six months, at least. My audience's taste runs
to the semi-classic and popular.
I compile a
medley of the music used in the feature, and
if any of it is related to the classics, I use
a bit of that classic by way of modulation.
People always eat that up, you know.
The
average layman considers it nothing short of
marvelous that a popular jazz number should

—

lateiazz

fial

over.

believe helpful to organists just now, that we accompany it with this
renewal of our standing invitation to all theatre organists to contribute
similar accounts of their experience, their methods and opinions.

THE

EDITORS.
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who wrote "That Vitaphone

HUB PRODUCTS FROM SERVICE TO SOCKET

Hub Switchboard 100%

Perfect

THE FUTURE OF
THE ORGAN AND
SOUND PICTURES

THE photograph
right
the

shows

Hub

a

Switchboard which
remained

in perfect

working order

UDOLPH

after

of

a

explosion

terrific

breaking

gang of

mine!" surely knew
The Chicago Society of The;
Organists has been doing its bit of coi
sponding to find out what the smaller orga
is doing.
Our magazines keep in touch v
the big organist but no one hears from
little
organist unless he searches him
directly. The consensus seems to be at pre;
that old
onions.

that the entertainment will be all sound, v
a specialty organist to lend the personal tot
However, in the meantime, every idea
the betterment of the performance is wc
while.

After Explosion and Fire

to

is

3, 19:

the

H. WURLITZER, presic
Rudolph Wurlitzer Comp;

t

,

manufacturers of theatre organs, ij
recently made a survey of the situation fai

and the subsequent
fire had demolished

theatre owners following the announcerr
of next year's talking picture products, st;
on his return from his trip that the or
will not cease to be a theatre instrument
"I have watched with no little interest ;
development of the talking picture and s
effect on organ music in the motion picl
theatres," he said.
"No use denying tha t
first I, together with others engaged in e
organ business, was apprehensive as to e
future. Last winter we all believed that chronized music would eliminate the the e
organ.
"Today I am in a position to look to e
future with much greater equanimity,
ports throughout the country prove that e
organ cannot be eliminated from theat;.
There are two reasons for this.
"The public, long accustomed to the 01 n
and its favorite organist, will not stand r
this elimination.
It preserves for them e
feeling of reality, the human, personal tch
with their amusement which they have c e
have rece d
to regard as a necessity.
thousands of letters from motion pice
patrons throughout the country, requesting
to redouble our efforts to make theatre nil
agers continue to give them organ music.
"In the second place the organ has #
even more importance as a filler-in. \\ n
the film breaks, when the tubes blow, yjl
anything at all happens in the house, it i P
to the organist to keep the attention of ie
The organ, as a soft accomf iaudience.
ment to the sound film, brings about a nal il
tonal effect that adds to the interest d
charm of the sound film. And most I
portant of all, theatre managers are now tig
in
the organ where the orchestra served
The mighty peals of the organ re
before.
heard between changeovers from newsre'W
t

I

the

theatre

entire

1

building.

The switchboard
was

intact

and not

a single piece of

A

test

;

dam-

even slightly
aged.

its

was

mechanism

showed

that the board

still

functioned

at its

customary

100%

efficiency.

Sturdiness and durability are built into every

Hub

product.

Our long and

varied experiences in designing and producing motion picture theatre lighting

equipment places us

We

in a

most favorable position to serve your best

welcome an opportunity

interests.

to discuss your theatre lighting problems with

you.

u

Spot Lights

Footlights

Service Boards

Complete Theatre Lighting Equipment

Border Lights
Stage Pockets

Factory and General Offices

Panel Boards

2219-2225 West Grand Avenue

Usher Signals

Cove Lighting

Telephone Seeley 6440-1-2

Exit Signs

Down Town Chicago Sales
Suite 323—155 N. Clark
Phone State 7966
New York City
1457 Broadway
Phone Wisconsin 4843

Offices
St.

Directional Signs

Toledo, Ohio
1220 Madison Ave.

Flood Lights

Phone Adams 5518
Milwaukee, Wis.
123 Second St.

Phone Grand 1533

We

comedy, from comedy to feature.
"When the day comes that silent

picl ss

in
will be entirely a thing of the past, the 0
dctt
will still survive and mean additional
and cents in the pockets of the exhibitor

59 &

You Know Darn Well
We

'

So He Discontinued
His Ice Cream Policy
CORSICANA, TEX.—Leslie

Have

the Best Marquee
Letters on the Market

Astonishing

Low

ILLUSTRATED SHO'CARDS

Prices

1

Samples Free
Wire Us for Rates
Letters are

frames with

mounted

in galvanized iron
statuary bronze finish ready

for use.

Direct to

Take Advantage

of

Our Wide Experience

Since 1869. we have specialized in stage settings
and decorations. All of this vast experience
and its benefits are yours to command. Bring
your stage problems to us.

Your Theatre

Crystalite Products Corp.
1708 Standard Ave., Glendale,

Wilk

served ice cream cones to the palrons
one of his theatres last week. The Ugh
went out, someone started throwing u

Calif.

Volland Scenic Studios,
St. Louis,

Missouri

Inc.

cream cones and. in a minute everyboi
was doing it. Leslie came on the seer
to see wliat it was all about, when sever
cones sailing in his direction in a sla
stick fashion scored several hits on h
clwste raiment, and right there and uu
the policy of ice cream entertainmet
has been discontinued in Corsicana.

.
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MARKET

THE EXPORT

The European Motion

Picture

Equipment Market

i

Continuing the reports from overseas representatives of the II. S. Department
Commerce on the conditions confronting American exporters of motion
picture equipment in the countries of the Old World, as compiled

of

By

GOLDEN

N. D.

|

Assistant Chief, Motion Picture Section, U. S.

FANCE
Fn

by Thomas Butts, American trade comand A. Gaulin, American consul general.

report

nsioner,

owever,
lu

eral

(Continued)
the

y unknown

motion picture is not absoin any corner of France.

are itinerant showmen whose equipm t is carried either in a horse-drawn circus
w;sn or an automobile truck and who go
fn one village fair to another or follow in
thwake of a small circus. Still other itiner ts travel by railroad, with nearly obsolete
ecpment which they usually set up in a
d?:e hall; the young folks often walk into
th village
from great distances to attend
dres, and a very short program fits in nicely
w e waiting for the dancing to begin.
Tire

le Pathe organization made a very careful
suey of this situation and found that, even
if
could not induce either the itinerant
sh.men or village merchants to invest in
rmern equipment, the rural field could be
m;? to pay. The Pathe concern perfected a
poible projector which can be installed in
th average dance hall or schoolroom when
need and kept out of the way when not in
us
The new projector is called the Pathe

ately

Department

respects.
It is economically and accurmade in quantity production and has

all but the working parts, polished aluminum where there is
any danger of friction, and only a minimum
The method of
amount of iron or steel.
manufacture results in larger useful dimensions than similar French equipment with no
increase in weight.

rough aluminum castings for

The Debrie

of Paris, is designing a
projector, suitable for quantity production and
with standard interchangeable parts, which
eventually may compete with the Kinobox not
only in the French market but more especially
in foreign markets, where the Debrie professional camera is widely used and held in
high esteem. Evidently this new Debrie project is to replace its present portable outfit.
firm,

A

:

Ri.l.

Pathe showed

out of more than
France, not to excel 10,000 were large enough to furnish payin; mdiences as often as once a week.
The
co >any plans, therefore, to equip exhibitors
in hese
block-renting its
10,000 villages,
eq >ment and programs at such prices that
it u afford to guarantee the exhibitor against
an loss.
Each such exhibitor has exclusive
rig s in his village, but must not exhibit bethe
B
limits of the commune, composed
uslly of one village or sometimes of two or
thi- villages
or hamlets.
le

that,

communes

30,0 rural

in

;

noired that the firm's original plans will be
car;d out and contracts are being made
eve

before

Ob

the

when

rebuilding

of

the

factory.

nisly,
this program
"ir gh, Pathe will possess all

bmess which

is

T;re are also

has been put
of the country
likely to pay its way.

many German and American

of amateur cameras and projectors
"France, most of which use standard
nln The only one which can be used
as
*J-rt rofessional or small-theatre equipment is
yie erman Kinobox, made by the Ernemann«i Ikon consortium, which is very capably
J*P;ented in France.
It retails at about
•"a >
soli

vX

in

francs.

^ ording to a French authority on photoic and optical questions, the Kinobox is
tar, ad vance of French apparatus in
sev-

Bra

—

Local preferences and prejudices. French
official institutions, such as schools, colleges,
asylums, agricultural offices, and
chambers of commerce, are forbidden to use
public funds for the purchase of foreign
goods when French goods accomplishing the
same purpose are procurable.
When the
French goods in question are more expensive
than similar imported items, and some private
funds as well as the official appropriations are
hospitals,

involved, the difference is made up in a special
subsidy granted by the Government or, more
often, by the local authorities.

Private consumers have no prejudice against
foreign goods. In the photographic trade, they
show a marked preference for American
cameras and for German lenses.

—

Sales methods and advertising. Importing
jobbers in photographic goods prefer to work
on the basis of exclusive representation for
France and its colonies the usual contract
for exclusive sales privileges runs one year
and is indefinitely renewable for further
periods of one year.
;

A

~s program was hardly started when the
i*a
factory burned down, but it is an-

of

The jobber, as soon as he is assured of his
exclusive right to import a new make, features
it in his large, well-illustrated catalogue, which
also includes all of the standard French photographic apparatus. Retailers and prospective
customers eagerly scan the new cataloeues as
they came out, and the retail trade is followed up by visits from the jobber's traveling
salesmen.
Small cameras, assorted lenses, and sometimes even the amateur motion-picture cameras and projectors are often placed on consignment with the leading retailers on the
main boulevards of Paris and the principal
streets of other large cities, on condition that
they be attractively displayed in the show
windows or on the counters. This method

Commerce

has

of advertising

used

not been

much

of

late.

Trade advertising can be confined to two or
three publications, reaching the motion-picture
Advertising to
profession and amateurs.
reach the general public is very expensive, and
the choice of mediums should be left to the
French agent.
Credit term. So far as importing is concerned, once an American product is well
launched in the French market, the usual export terms are considered satisfactory. However, when the agent has no immediate sales
prospects and
must wait sometimes for
months, until after the publication of a new
catalogue and the showing of the machine to
retailers, he would doubtless desire to secure

—

his first shipment on consignment.
In the domestic trade, the photographic

business
activity

is notoriously one of short seasonal
Wholesale
and of slow turnover.

terms are adjusted accordingly, but since the
wholesalers' most active sales efforts precede
those of the retailers by only a short period,
terms longer than two or three months are
seldom granted
interest is charged on ex;

tensions.

The

discount to retailers averages 30 per
cent of the retail list price
the discount
granted to wholesalers or jobbers by French
or German factories ranges from 45 to 55
per cent.
Reliable credit data can be obtained from
most French banks, if cited as financial refer;

and also from American credit agencies.
Import duties. Cinematographic apparatus
imported into France is dutiable at the followences,

—

ing rates: Projectors, 12 per cent; objectives
for same, 14 per cent
other detached parts,
13 per cent.
Exception is made of lamps for
projection which, if imported separately are
dutiable at 36.75 francs per kilo with their
fittings, or at 48.30 francs per kilo if without
fittings.
Goods of American origin must be
accompanied bv a consular invoice and certificate of origin in order to obtain the fore;

going

rates.

GERMANY
From reports by Douglas Miller, assistant commercial
attache, and P. \V. Buhrman, American consul, Berlin

Standard projectors.—-The German industry for the manufacture of motion-picture
projection machines of all kinds is very
highly developed.
The city of Berlin alone
has seven manufacturers of these articles, including the Allgemeine Elektrizitaets-Gesellschaft
(German General Electric Corp.,
Two wellgenerally known as A. E. G.).
known manufacturers are located at Dresden,
Krupp-Ernemann
the lea A. G, and the
Kinoapparate G. m. b. H. The well-known
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firm of Friedrich

Krupp A.

3, 19)

G., of Essen,

manufactures projectors, especially the
priced types, on an extensive scale.

.o

hig

•-

Motion-picture
projectors
are not
i
included in the official German for n
trade statistics, but are included under gen
group classifications, in consequence of w h
position in the exportation of motion-pic e
apparatus of all kinds, and exercise a vir il
monopoly of the domestic market, due i,a
large measure to the German customs taf.
Local preference is for German-manu :tured motion-picture apparatus, owing to ifamiliarity with non-German manufactis.
There is, however, no prejudice against ie
products of American manufacture in many, provided the American articles com; o
favorably in price and quality with simr
articles of German manufacture.
The makes of motion-picture projec -s
most generally used in Germany are H; iGoerz, Ernemann, Nitzsche, Bauer, A. E.
cifically

il

Music Stands
RESENTING

the
1
very latest designs in music and
leader stands .... with light fixtures .... many novel and unusual features .... modernistic
conceptions for stage bands and
special stands
jazz orchestras.
for motion picture theatres ....
others for traveling companies
.... also piano and organ lights.
Secure a copy of this interesting
and valuable bulletin.
.

(

,

selling prices of these

i-

Hahn-Goerz, 1)0
marks; Ernemann I, 1,770 marks; Ernerr n
II, 2,405 marks; Nitzsche, 1,800 marks; Bar,
1,800 marks; A. E. G., 2,000 marks; d
Mechau, 5,300 marks.
The newest types, such as Ernemann

chines

.

.

The

and Mcchau.
are

follows:

as

I,

deviate from the previous models, in that y
carry 3,000 feet of film, there are cooling :vices to counteract the high intensity of e
arcs, there are automatic oil-feeding dev s,
and nearly all other modern attributes, h
as speed control, which American mach :s
now have.
There are about 600 theatres equipped h
2 machines, about 30 with 3 machines, d
the balance, 3,770, with only 1 m.acl
About 630 theatres have the latest-m ;1
projectors, while the balance have machts
of the older type. Of all the machines in e
in Germany, not a single American proje >r

Write or ask for Bulletin No. 103

:

L1EGL

'

Universal Electric Stage Lighting

Co., inc

32t West 50tft Street

NEW

YORK.N.'U

is

AAA

in use.

Generators.

—The A. E. G. and

companies make generating

subsid y

its

sets

and rectT,

which are not only used n
also exported to other couni:s
Europe, including England.

transformers,

Germany but

PAINE EXPANSION SHELLS

in

Arc

For Anchoring Opera Chairs to Concrete Floors
Will not

come

loose

when properly

reflector
theatres.

set

Screens.

The most

79 Barclay

Chicago,

New

111.
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mounted

in

s
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—

Visual education. -Visual
education is
been accepted widely in Germany in se
dary schools and universities, particularly >r
teaching historical and scientific subiects. e
Prussian Minister of Education has the su 'vision of matters pertaining to educatioi n
Prussia, which is two-thirds of Germy.
Similar provisions exist in the other St:s
of Germany.
Portable projectors. The use of port le
i-

St.

York, N. Y.

Type No. 1

—

PROGRAMS
WINDOW CARDS
DODGERS
Send for Samples

galvanized iron
finish ready

for use.

projectors in the home is believed to be
siderably more restricted than in the Ur
States.
There are few manufacturers
portable projectors in Germany, but those
in the German market are practically al

German manufacture. There is
can type which has been placed on the mai
but so far it has enjoyed only moderate s
one An

l-

d
>f

d
if
it,

s.

There are two German portable projec*.
One is it
well known in Germany.
Kinebox, popular in France, and the o -r
is
the Knirps, manufactured by Lehma &
fairly

Knetsch, of Tauentzienstrasse 55, Breslau It
equipped with a 400-watt lamp for iy
desired voltage or current. The price of 'C
Knirps type B, with two reels for 400-n if,
films, is 1,000 marks.
The price is slig'y
higher when equipped with 600-meter r s.
-

THE NATIONAL

Program & Printing Co.

Your Theatre

Crystalite Products Corp.
1708 Standard Ave., Glendale,

n

is

frames with statuary bronze
Direct to

a majority of the theatre

extent.
satis-

THE PAINE COMPANY
1

birr

>r

Send for samples and prices

Type No.

mir:-

the

or silver screens are used only to a

factory way to permanently anchor a
chair to concrete.

2951 Carroll Ave.

—In

and
in

Germany, painted screens are used with t
or another well-known preparation; mi

Furnished with bolts and washers ready
14" size shell most gento install.
erally used for repair work as well as
original installations.

—

lamps.
High-intensity
arc lamps are used

Calif.

729

S.

Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO

320 W. 46th

St.

NEW YORK

The use of motion-picture projection a»»
ratus equipped with lamps over 500- tt
capacity in Prussia is prohibited by the P'-"*
administrative regulations, unless the >
pectors are used only in a fireproof P r(:
tion booth.

d
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)ETERMINING THE
ARCHITECTS FEE
Miscellaneous Costs
{Continued from page 39)

\% of $1175.69, the actual cost or $352.71,
id add this to $1175.69, total cost, or
$1175.69— Actual Cost
352.70 Supposed 30% profit (which is

—

incorrect).
$1528.39

Actual profit in per cent
352.70
is

or 23.08%.

And

so finishes

1528.39
the great battle

with our

enemy Old Dragon Overhead.

If you
bear further with us we will now mount
and, emulating the gallant
ir hobby horse,
on Quixote, gallop forth and do valiant tilt
a few more windmills which challenge the
mbative instincts of the Knights of the T
utual

ill

uare.

The Architects' League of Hollywood is
campaign to ascertain the cost of
In order to do
rious types of buildings.
is
preparing to send out, through
is
it
mthern California only, blank forms reesting the square-foot areas and cubic-fool
irting a

of each building, together with a
sume of the essential specifications of each
ilding.
There is a need for such informam as the architectural profession has been
meuhat inaccurate in quoting preliminary
Tires.
Our attention was called to this by
L2 remark of a business man recently
"Oh
it's only an architect's estimate.
It does not
.;an anything.
We will have to get a conictor to figure out our costs for us."
ntents

Modern

To-day's Pictures

—

There is no question but that architects
Duld be exceedingly careful in guiding the
ilding investments of their clients by the
Dper quotation of preliminary figures.
The
>vement of the Architects' League of Holly)od in this respect will make it possible for
in Southern California to have
; architects
rly accurate data relative to costs of varis types of buildings.
This, of course, can
done without necessarily divulging the
me of the building or violating any confince the owner may feel that he has placed
:

the architect.

Projection for

With sound pictures, a critical
public demands higher standards

in changing arcs. And a special
winding holds the voltage practically constant over the whole
operating range a feature the

of projection. So General Electric,

—

keeping pace with the

dustry, announces a

new

inline of

motor-generator sets which
give to-day's pictures the
projection they deserve.

projectionist will appreciate.

will

modern

The

sets are built for 80, 90, or
100 volts, and range in size from
20 amperes to 300 amperes
and higher if desired. Write to
your nearest G-E office for
complete information.

The

sets are quiet and smooth
operation. They are compactly built. Unusual overload
capacity permits plenty of time
in

The League proposes to publish this cost
formation at periodic intervals and charge
nominal sum to cover the actual costs of
Kparing them. If this activity were taken
t by the various chapters of the American
j;titute of Architects and other local archittural organizations, a great good could be
omplished to add to the business repute

^

;

Motorized Power
-jitted to every need
150-3

;

JOIN U5 IN

the architect.

(

have mentioned

the need for advert ng
publicity previously.
And having had
sne experience in putting on a publicity and
fertising campaign, the Architects' League
c Hollywood would like to share the benefits
t their
experience with you. Much can be
c omplished
for the benefit of the business
ol profession of architecture, by adequate
a ertising and publicity campaigns.
'ublicity has become a highly specialized
s;nce.
It is closely related to advertising
al yet it is distinctly apart from it.
pubVXy drive may be described as a concerted
chrt to bring to the attention of the public
a particular
person or cause. Architects
s uld remember that the art of architecture
•not a dry uninteresting subject, it is vital
>/Ve

A

•

a! throbbing with human interest, providing
aerson knows how to grasp its "story" angle
°"nhvs" value. The trouble with most arc ects is that their training does not give
tlm a news sense, and they do not recognize
tl "story
value" of architecture.
or example, if an architect were to write
a article describing a piece of architecture,
" would probably say, "The edifice is beaut'
in its matchless line and proportion. The

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC HOUR, BROADCAST EVERY SATURDAY AT 8

Greek columns is as faultless
pure as the Greek Parthenon." The ar-

a

of

its

ON A NATION-WIDE

N.B.C.

NETWORK

GENERAL ELECTRIC
GENERAL ELECTRIC

CO.,

SCHENECTADY,

N.

Y.,

SALES

OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

ALL LOEW THEATRES
ARE BEING EQUIPPED WITH
THE NEW

r*en

TR/wpQNE screen
FOR SOUND

CHOSEN AFTER THOROUGH COMPARATIVE TESTS
Raven Screen Corporation

1

t'isis

P.M., E.S.T.

1476 Broadway.

New

York, N. Y.
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description would be academic ai
but impersonal and devoid of col
and human interest. Now, a good publici
man or a reporter would write the building
somewhat as follows, if he wanted the ge
eral public to read about it.
chitect's

correct

A

i

Hidden Factor

First, he would interest some celebrities
he might pick out a visiting movie star ai
perhaps some adventurous chap who h;
flown over the North Pole then get
Mayor and if he were doing publicity for tl
architects, he would get the architect of
building.
He would have them all phot
graphed grouped on the steps with the colo
nade in the background. The architect mig
be showing them a set of blue prints,
preferably a model. The write-up would t<
things of interest about the people picture
and he would tell how the Ancient Gree
knew and practiced the refinements of optic
illusion, and tell how corrections were main this building to obviate these.
It might
even headed
"Ancient Greeks Fool t

—

in box office returns

—

—

tl

t'

THE

fine

makes

returns.

tween black

cash

highly corrected and can be brought

"Clearer pictures" and

to a clear, sharp focus with greatest

"no eye-strain" are more important
in building sustained

why

and white.

ease.

attendance than

A

the best of feature films.

That's

leading theatre operators

recommend Cinephor

lenses without

note from you will bring

tion lenses.

Bausch

& Lomb

own projection
& Lomb Optical

Co., 652 St.

your

field,

illumination

of

and contrast be-

Bausch
Paul

St.,

Public."

experts

overcoming

experts, Cinephors have proved their
flatness

in-

in

qualification. In repeated tests before

definition,

full

formation on these perfected projecwill gladly cooperate

superiority of

They are

soon

projection lens

itself felt in actual

Now the academic article as written by t
Architect would be as dry to the average pe
son as reading the Congressional Recoi
while the story of the publicity man would
read with keen avidity, and a new interest
architecture aroused in many people.

difficulties.

Rochester, N. Y.

We may

be accused of taking some

in this description

wring his hands

Bausch &

licen

architect

m

anguished horror at su
be, as we say in Hollywoc

in

methods. It may
a lot of Hokum, but it serves to illustrate
methods of the gods of the printed word.

Lomb

A

CINEPHOR
Projection Lenses for

and many an

t

person writing publicity has to catch

news or story angle

in any event, if he
editor sufficiently excit
stuff published.
The moi
of all this is that a campaign of publici
by architects to be effective must be in char
of someone who knows something about :
chitecture one who appreciates its roman
and at the same time has the ability to wri
stuff that the public will read.

going to get the
about it to get the

Motion Pictures

—

AAA

"ACE"

MAZDA ADAPTER
for Traveling
Shows, Small Theatres,
Schools and Churches.
Can be used in any

Excellent

Projector.

MODERN PROJECTION REQUIRES
GOOD FILM CEMENT

GRIFFIN FILM

CEMENT

Makes a quick dependable
patch.

We

Mazda Transformers, Reflectors,
Lamps and All Mazda

Guaranteed

Equipment.

cement.

Sell

Monarch

Theatre
Supply Co.

395 S. Second St.
Memphis, Tenn.

$10.00
(Without
Globe)
Price

to

than

service

give

better

any

other

Manufactured by

F. B.

GRIFFIN

Oshkosh, Wis.
Samples and prices upon request
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Architects could consistently tarry a certa
amount of mass advertising, in the newspape
of their local community, over an extend
period of time, in which they might adverti
the cause of architecture, telling the comm
nity of the great value to them of the servic
of the architects. These advertisements mig
show how architects could increase proper
values and make their community more bea
tiful
point out to the public the advertisi
value of good architecture. This would cau
the architect to assume a new importance a
value in the eyes of the public. Several cha
ters of the A.I.A. and other architectui
groups have already done this and, we a
told, have obtained good results in their loca

—

ties.

The cause

of the architect has an unqui
value,
but architects shoi
realize there has come into being certain pn
tices in the field of advertising which a
pretty generally accepted. Advertisers are ;
corded the privilege of publishing that whi
has primarily a news value and yet tells t
story of their particular cause. Newspapt
are published, not essentially as a phila
thropic enterprise, but for profit, and in t
great majority of cases the policy guardi
their news space is governed by a fairly hi
code of ethics and definite rules of procedt
in matters of advertising and publicity,
the architect is to put his cause before t
public through the columns of the newspape
he will do well to recognize and conform
established custom.

tioned

news

There is no question but that the newspapi
would be glad to help the cause of the arcl
tect and in return we architects should recc

We

nize this courtesy.
should look at th
side of the story.
If the Architectural Asi
ciations carried some advertising, there is
doubt that the editors would be glad to pi
lish

stories,

of the

home

many

articles,

and

illustrations

telli

interesting phases of architectu
building, etc.
However, to make su

.

mgust

5.
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DA-TONE X SOUND SCREENS
EVERY DAY including Sundavs. in the biggest and best theatres
EVERY CITY AND TOWN, North, South, East and West. Besides, hundreds

are being installed
in

upon hundreds are going

foreign countries.

to

MOVIETONE AND VITAPHONE

It

is

standard equipment with

Now available thru distributors or direct from us to exhibitors for use with
of reproducing instruments at

to

If?

wide S25.0O.

all

makes

SQUARE FOOT

75 CENTS PER
Frames

all

installations.

22' wide S30.00. to 28' wide S40.00. to 42' wide

to

$50.00.

Shipments are made within 48 hours from receipt of order.
See July installations on page 53

THE DA- LITE SCREEN COMPANY
922 West Monroe

effort

effective,

the writing of this read-

newsy sort of stuff must be delegated to
e hands of someone who is an expert in
te,

s

particular line.

Or course, such a campaign of publicity and
as above suggested costs money,
V:
we're going to have to spend it if we
vhitects
survive
and progress. Another
lans of getting publicity which is not nearly
expensive but which is tremendously effecle, and one in which every chapter or society
« architects in America should indulge, is to
:k'ertising

:

a speakers' bureau. To accomplish
those architects who are able to speak
'U in public should be organized and the
ints which they are to emphasize in their
t<s carefully
thought out It would be
Ipful and tremendously good fun for them
t organize
groups and be coached by a
tcher in public speaking then practice on
f h other, until each one is able to deliver,
siply and effectively, an interesting and apThose who have never tried it
f ling talk.
o. have no idea how really interesting and
heficial this kind of practice may be. When
lablish
Is,

—

ty have organized and perfected themselves,
aaavass should be made of the local women's
service clubs, societies,
tde for the Architects to

cbs,

etc.,

and dates

address them.
tsst organizations are almost always glad to
b e a good speaker talk to them on some

»d and interesting subject.
another very important field for this speak
e bureau to cover would be the Sales Org izStions of the various firms of realtors in
ti community.
They will cordially welcome
a architect addressing them. Get them sold
oimbued with the idea of what an architect
c

do to help them

— show

them how good

can increase property values
out how a mediocre looking house in a
n- subdivision hurts the sale of property,
good looking store buildings increase
'als and draw business. Tell them how to
*iitecture

it

Chicago,

Street

—

Illinois

get good architecture tell them what an architect does.
Most of them think the builder
is the man to employ if they want a beautiful

ly interesting to the public and bring it to a
realization of the position of great importance

home.

and

Now

here is a tremendous field. The realorganizations frequently have socalled "pep-up" meetings, where they have
speakers address their salesmen. This presents a really marvelous opportunity for us to
convince a very influential body of men of
the value of our services to them. They are
the first ones to meet the building public
through the sale of a lot. A word of advice
from them as to the necessity of employing
tors'

sales

will do much to influence the
prospective builder to consult a capable architect.
There are hundreds of topics on the
subject of architecture and building which
would interest real estate selling organizations.
Here are a few how to judge good
construction some of the practical points in
house planning which are important and help
the sale of a house an illustrated lecture
showing the styles, explaining what is Colonial, what is English, etc

an architect

;

—

—

In handling any of these subjects, however,
architects should forget the great, glorious,
sacred, and exalted position of the architect
forget what the public should do for the
architect.
Let us scrap the great pronoun
"I," use the less exalted "We," and stress the
extremely interesting and intriguing "You."'
Tell them what we can do for
how
win be benefited, how
can

THEM,

THEY

THEY

make more monev, how good

architecture can
advertise
tracts—
properties!
Then illustrate your points by telling a story
of some actual human experience where some
real live people underwent the advantages or
disadvantages you are trying to bring out.
Humanize your talk, personalize it, realize
that architecture is one of the most human
of all the arts. Using these methods of treating your subject, you can make it tremendous-

THEIR

THEIR

the

architect should play in the
in the lives of its members.

community

In America we have a tremendous amount
of Civic pride, a sense of loyalty to the good
old home town, and if architects would
utilize this sentiment they could do much to
forward their cause. For example
supposing an architectural society were to have a
competition among the school children of the
city offering small monetary prizes to the children who would turn in a kodak picture or
what was subsequently judged to be the best
looking bungalow, or store, or entrance.
Then have the mayor and the president of
:

the local architectural society

and have

award

the prize,

photographed and published in the
papers. This constitutes news, and the newspapers would be glad to publish it Then have
it

printed the best pictures submitted and, of
course, the winning photograph.
contest of

A

this

sort,

if

handled

rightly,

would arouse

tremendous interest Architecture would
quickly become a living factor to thousands
of people who had never given it much consideration before.

One of the great cities of South America
annually awards prizes for the best looking
buildings of various types erected during the
year. The buildings receiving the award become free from taxation for a period of time,
and the owner is given some sort of recognition.
Don't you think that under the circumstances such an owner would be exceedingly proud of the fact that his building had
won a prize? The personal advertising good
architecture

would receive

at his

hands would

probably be extremely extensive among his
acquaintances. If something of that sort were
attempted in the United States, an untold
amount of good could be done toward the
popularization of architecture and the beantification of our cities. This arousing of the
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John Eberson, Architect
Creator of Famous
Atmospheric Theatres
uses
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Impossible-To-Stall-Or-Jam

they, individually, would get.
They realize it
is the finest kind of personal publicity, to be
thus linked with some movement to beautify
or better the city.
If the architects as a class would lay aside

many

of the dear and sacredly venerated

William N. Moore
Patent Attorney
Loan and Trust Building

Curtain-Control
Starts, Stops, or

Any
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Re-

Point
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cenicStaidioe

Washington, D. C.
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whether you can obtain a patent. Please
send sketch of your invention with
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U. S. patents and inform you whether
you are entitled to a patent, the cost
and manner of procedure. Personal atEstablished 35 years.
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ELECTRIC SIGNS

The

advertising value of your electric
signs can be greatly increased by the
use of the Time-O-Stat Silent Flasher.
These flashers which are made in many
models, are used on installations of all
sizes, among them some of the largest
motion picture theatres in the country.

you

will send us information about
sign, the size, the load, and the
flashing action desired, we shall be glad
If

your
to

Crystalite Products Corp.
1708 Standard Ave., Glendale,

in

make a recommendation.

TIME-O-STAT CONTROLS CO.
Elkhart, Ind.

tra-

ditions and devote more time to the fascinating
and interesting today and the inspiring tomorrow, they could easily find many ways to
advance the cause of architecture.
It would be possible for the architects to
sponsor a radio program and get absolutely

the finest artists in the community to contribute their services gratuitously, if it were
made clear that this was being done in the
spirit of beautifying or bettering the community.
Artists are so generous with their services, so glad to give in a good cause.
They
would be doing a genuine service to their
community, and also a friendly act to their
brother artists, the architects.
In putting on a radio program, however,
don't forget to give proper publicity, both on
the air and by the printed word, to those
artists who so generously help you.
Artists
know the value of publicity so, since they are
receiving no monetary reward, be generous in
this respect.
Of course, a series of talks on
home planning, home financing, etc., and a
multiplicity of other subjects of interest to
the Home Builder could be put on the air
with these programs.
These are merely a few suggestions which
have been in a measure tried out and proven
There is no question but that
to have merit.
they can be amplified and further developed
by giving them a little thought.

can be done with great

benefit

to the public as well as the architect by secur-

Specialty

PATENTS

New-Tiffin

Detailed
Description

My

1929

interest of the public in the subject of good
architecture would be of incalculable value to
the architect.
There is always a great number of influential people in every community who will jump
at the chance to get their names in the papers,
and who would rush to help and sponsor any
movement of this sort for the publicity which

Much work
Motion Picture Patents

3,

ing more adequate licensing laws and methods
of enforcing them. Such laws already exist
in some states, but in some cases no adequate
provision has been made for their enforcement. At this point it is well to consider a
peculiar obsession which we, the people of
the United States, have in regard to law.
seem to think that if an evil condition of
affairs exists and we don't like it, we should
have a law passed to stop it. Then, with a
naive expectancy we sit back and patiently
wait for the conditions we dislike to be corrected.
In the face of repeated failures we

We

persist in this

fallacy.

We

lose sight of the

fact that a law, to be effective and enforced,
must possess the endorsement of the public
The public must be sold on the need and

justice of the law, otherwise the difficulty of
general enforcement is so great as to practically nullify it.
If we architects are going to have enforceable laws written into our statute books,
licensing the architect and preventing those
unfit to practice from practicing, we must
face and recognize conditions as they are, and

by proper publicity educate the public to the
need for this legislation and the value to it
of enforcement.

Every sensible man realizes he cannot live
by himself, or within himself alone. His welfare is interwoven with, and is in some degree
a part of, the destiny of many others. This
has led many great thinkers to realize and
advocate the necessity of a person devoting
some of his time to the unselfish service foi
others.
Theodore Roosevelt was one of these
He stated that it was a duty and a necessity
for every man to devote a goodly and reasonable portion of his time to the bettermenl
of his business or profession.
It's a lot of satisfaction to feel that out
business associates and competitors are saying
of us. "Take Clark Morgan there's a mar
for you! Think what he has done for out
profession of the problems that fellow ha-

—

—
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the time he has put in helpielped to solve
ng the other fellow! Yes, sir! Our business
s a lot better off and our profits are greater
That fellow
)y having him in our business.
sn't a competitor, he's a cooperator."

When

our efforts are such as to

call

forth

mch comments from our associates, and our
competitors as well, what other things are
here in life that give us as strong or as
genuine a sense of satisfaction

We

Pulls Bigger Houses

with an interesting

like to associate

all

People seek amusement where lights are brightest.

group of men who have traveled and

ultured

Architects are eslave a breadth of vision.
Presumably that is
entially in that class.

Hundreds

vhy their social rating

box-office dollars

so high.

is

When we become good

friends with our
ompetitor, work with him, get to know him
o understand him and his problems -we find
isn't at all like the Devil we sometimes
le
His horns vanish and his cloven
licture him.
loof disappears, and we find a friendly sort
if a chap who will
frequently go a long way
o help us out of a difficulty.
Friendships
ormed in the association of work with such
nen for the betterment of our profession
requently endure for years and are classed
mpng our dearest possessions.

Sun-Lite.

—

those who have a talent for the practice
if the profession or business of architecture,
here is no form of human effort that is so
atisfying.
something beautiful
omething concrete, that stands as an enduing monument, gives a sense of accomplishnent which is deeply gratifying.
creative
ndividual is usually not happy in any other
:ind of work.
If a high architectural stanlard is to be maintained, if the architectural
-ionuments we create are to be largely the
tandards by which our civilization is to be
udged, then it is high time the architect
hould increasingly receive the recognition

the

Bel-Sun-Lite Floods are

or scientifically curved

their houses with Bel-

is

small,

fitted

chromium

and the upkeep

with silvered

reflectors

glass,

whose

effi-

ciency gives twice the light given by other reflectors.

Twice the

light for the

same money. Ask our nearest
is in the classified phone

His address

representative.

book of the nearest of these
Atlanta, Ga.

N. Y,
Delaware, O.
Ft. Worth, Tex.
Gary, Ind.
Houston, Tex.
Buffalo,

Creating

/hkh the importance of his activity demands,
f high architectural ideals are to be achieved
nd maintained, the public must be educated

by flooding

This additional business pays well because

cost of the installation

first

also.

To

A

of theatre-owners have turned this fact into

Though

theatre is in a "noparking" area and distant from main
street car lines, it is always well
filled.
In fact, this picture had to
be taken at 1 a. m. because the
this

.

give

.

this

Or

write us.
Richmond, Va.

Miami,

San Antonio, Tex.
San Francisco, Cal.

St. Louis,

Fla.

Minneapolis, Minn.
New Orleans, La.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Mo.

Seattle,

Wash.

Omaha, Neb.

Tampa,

Fla.

Pittsburgh. Pa.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Tulsa, Okla.

Belson Manufacturing Go.

crowds at earlier hours made a good
photograph impossible.
Bel'Surv
Lite flood units
attracting effect.

cities.

Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles. Cal.

.

business'

802 Sibley

Bel- Sun-Lite

Chicago,

St.

111.

Your Theatre

o recognize their vital

necessity and in comlon fairness be glad to pay the architects a
ufficient amount to achieve these results.

AAA

There is no question but that the public
tandards of good architecture and decoraion are improving.
Many factors are at
to bring this about.
Many high class
nagazines are devoting themselves more and
lore to the exploitation of the beautiful in
rchitecture and decoration.
These magazines
re primarily read, not by those within the
rofession of architecture, but by the public,

Signs That

wk

SELL!
brilliantly
THE
lighted Milne

Made
are

magazines maintain a high standard in
electing their illustrated material for puli'hese

Never were there so many factors

ation.

/ork to help the cause of the architect.
ave but intelligently to put these forces

sell.

We

The best Theatres
in the country are
using MILNE Signs
because they are
convinced that

men who serve

— then

Inc
Send us the name of
your theatre and let
us submit a colored
sketch to you
no
obligation on your

—

part,

will be that the
can truly be said

it

rofession

MILNE ELECTRIC

of architecture
have come into its own. To have the comlunity, the citizens of our country,
our assoates and friends say of our profession
Those architects, what a progressive lot of
en they are men with real vision
They
:e always on civic communities
and art com-

SIGN COMPANY

)

—

issions,

3lving
munity,

me

!"

'

614-618 Cherry

Long Distance Phone
Grand 7666

!

Chicago Branch:

is

This

it

only great

in

proportion as he

essentially true in architecture,
ne successful architect must give generously
the talent with which he is divinely en>wed, keeping his mind always on the fact
at "the laborer is worthy
of his hire." The
chitect

is

must have the good sense and

busi-

4352 Broadway
Cracaland 4289

The Palace Or-

phenm,

Milwaukee, the
brightest

spot

on

"The White Way."

MILNE
SIGNS
Changeable Letter
Marquise or Canopies

T yP e
H.I.R.

HIGH INTENSITY
REFLECTOR ARC
for

St.

Milwaukee, Wis.

comes to the points inthe beauty and welfare of our comthey are right on the job all the

A man
ves.

and when

is

built right in.

When we architects awaken to demand and
thieve our place in the vanguard of progress
-in the front ranks of the men
of vision,
ie

this

"showmanship"

doomed.

:

shout

to

—

Id

They

your show message
to the crowds that
fill your theatre.

at

There is much truth in this homely
saying "God helps those who help themelves."
Architects must do more than they
ave in the past.
In this fast-moving, quicklinking age, service and utility are the inxorable standards by which we are judged,
f an individual or group
cannot justify itself
y these two standards, then indeed its cause
'ork.

Electric Signs
signs that

the

Motion Picture Projection
Another step forward in the development of High Intensity projection.

Snow White High Intensity Light,
equal in screen illumination to the older
High Intensity Lamps. Gives more and
better light for current expended.

Hall
24

&

Vandam

Connolly, Inc.
Street,

New York

City
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judgment to demand sufficient recom
pense so that he can render to his clients an
his community that high type of service whic
is due them.
It is truly a wonderful thing to experienc
that sense of peace and satisfaction whic
comes of having served worthily and hon
estly, to be able to say in the words of th
great Apostle Paul, "I have fought the goo
fight
Truly it woul
I have kept the faith."
seem that our United States has been peci
liarly favored by the Divine and All Powerfi
One. Never has a nation experienced sue
prosperity, never a people such freedom, an
in all history the opportunity for architectur
was never greater than now. True, the pa;
has its marvelous heritage of beauty and th
wisdom of tradition, but the one constnu
tively minded, however, thinks always of yes
terday in the terms of fascinating today an
of the alluring tomorrow. A general convic
ness

Here are a Few Reasons wtuj the
Perfected 2-Bearind

n

^L^/ACTODECTOR
is

the Best that

money can bnij/

—

ROTH BROTHERS & CO

is growing that we architects must moc'
ernize our thoughts and methods. Signs a r
everywhere present that the profession
awakening to this necessity.

tion

i

The

irresistible legions of progress are

mov

march

ha

pace

their

ing,

begun

increases

—the

For these forward-thinking

!

batallion

the inspiring words of that fine old missionar
hymn are rich with promise

A

glorious day is dawning,

And

o'er the waking earth,
The heralds of the morning
Are springing into birth.

In dark and hidden places,

'READILY

SINGLE

ACCESSIBLE
BRUSHES AND
\BRUSH RIGGING

'POINT SUSPEND
'SIOAI fl/UNTAINS

'

'

"MICANITE

There shines the blessed

PERFECT ALIGN-

\

,NENT THROUGH-

INSULATED

YEARS

^CONHUTA TOR^

SERVICE.

light;

The beam of truth displaces
The darkness of the night.

The advocates of error,
Foresee the glorious morn,
And hear in shrinking terror,
The watchword of reform.
It rings from hill and valley,
It breaks oppression's chain,

A

thousand freemen rally,
swell the mighty strain.

And

While we of the Architects' League of Hoi
lywood have given considerable thought t

"BEST"
The leading Mazda
adapter for the
small

theatre

BRASS

BRONZE

the matter of a proper schedule of fees, w
are frank to say that, with the publication o
the following schedule of charges, the last o
This sched
final word has not been spoken.

STEEL

RAILINGS

ule,

however, has been tried out and put

i

members of the Archi
League of Hollywood for approximatel

actual operation by the
tects'

three years and
satisfactory and

Ornamental Bronze Work
Grilles
Wickets

anything

school or lodge.

it

a

has been found to be ver
decided improvement o

we have found

yet.

architects who consider th
percentage fee basis as not being the bes
upon which an architect should base hi

There are many

"Beit" Mazda Adapter

$13.50

We

frames with statuary bronze

charges.
have had correspondence wit
various firms and have found their practic
is to charge for the drafting room fees, phi
the overhead, plus a percentage of profit t
the architect. If this system were universall
adopted the architect would be assured o
getting his profit providing he had a correc
method of actually determining his overheat
The writer of this text can speak from hi
personal knowledge as to the operation o
this method because in several instances h
has made contracts based on this method an
worked out with signal success. In on
it
particular instance, the plans and specification
and supervision were performed for a littl
Howeve
less than the standard A.I.A. fee.
it was one of those fortunate jobs that n
quired little detailing and the plans and spec
fications went through without a hitch becaus
the owner was a decisive type knew his ow
mind and exactly what he wanted, and so fe'

for use.

changes were required.

ZERO VALVE &
BRASS CORP.

BEST DEVICES CO.
200 Film Bldg.

Cleveland, 0.

634 Fourth
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Astonishing

Low

St.
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Quiet Electric Ventilator
Does not
is desired equipment in all theatres.
disturb talking movie or vaudeville performances.
Write for complete information.

Prices

Samples Free
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mounted

Direct to

in

—

galvanized iron
finish ready

Your Theatre

t

Crystalite Products Corp.
1708 Standard Ave., Glendale,

In another case, however, the writer had
do with a corporation where a great man
department heads were involved in the soli
tion of an intricate and complicated plai
This was for a commercial structure and

Calif.

Lakeside

Company
Hermansville,

223 Main
Mich.

St.

was simply impossible

to

get

all

of the

de
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SILVERSHEEI
Guaranteed

THE AMERICAN SOUND SCREEN—
As

all

SILVERSHEET

products

is

abso-

lutely guaranteed to give entire satisfaction.
is guaranteed to give both satisfactory
projection and sound results — leaving
nothing to be desired in either— samples will
be gladly submitted on request.

It

AMERICAN SILVERSHEEI COMPANY
SAINT LOUIS, MO., U.S.A.
L?

spit; %U*4

^

^L^iUi^Ui,

tment heads and directors to agree on an
:'angement. They would have a meeting,
i:ke up their minds that a certain scheme
s O.K., and then make definite authorizaworking drawings.
in
for
starting
the
hen these would be about half completed
:neone would get a semibright new idea
;i they would have another meeting and the
ultant controversy would absolutely scrap
the work that had been done.
-

i

;

't

i;e

was the most peculiar and remarkable
which ever came under the writer's ob-

Those plans

rvation.

Wo

for

the

actual

cost a

little

drawings

more than
any

without

due -to no fault of the architect
accountable to the natural confusion of
inds many."
It was a case of too many
nks resulting in a sadly flavored pottage.
or.id the architect proceeded under the
(iary form of architectural contact it would
be resulted in great loss to him and might
idly have resulted in a most unpleasant situ:)ervision,
1:
'

;an

and probably an expensive lawsuit.

\s it was the Board of Directors paid for
'at they got.
They were penalized for their
filiation and inability to make up their

nds. Fortunately enough they were suffimtly good sports to admit this condition
:1 they justified themselves on the ground
t.t it was cheaper to make changes on paper
t n
it was in the finished building, and they
t st
have an arrangement which was ecomically possible and one upon which all
oartment heads could agree. The building
1; not yet been built.
When the project is
l ived,
the Irish wake will probably start all
<:r again and that right merrily.
The advantage of this particular form of
dtract to the client who can make up his
i id and stick to a
definite course of action is
t t be is
rewarded for those decisive mental
ulities.
On the other hand, if he is a
Vue, confused thinker, indecisive and vacilng, he pays for these qualities of thought,
1 not
the architect. Then too it brings this
f
)ortant fact home to the owner
he comes
t regard the direct labor of draftsmen emI yed in making his
plans in much the same
r nner as he does the work of mechanics in
£ aally
constructing
building he
a
sees
c irly this architectural labor as an essential
'

i

—

—

^^^>l^>U^^^U^ M^)^^^j^
)

Whereas under the old
inclined to regard the entire
work of the architect as of doubtful necessity
and in a nature of pure luxury.
part of his structure.

system he

is

Because of the writer's personal experience
he naturally prefers that form of contract to
which the owner pays the drafting costs, plus
the overhead, plus a profit to the architect.
In this case the cost of the supervision^ of
the building to be based on the actual^ time
expended by the architect or his superintendent, plus the overhead and plus the profit.
Incidentally, you will find under this system
that you will have to provide for enough
visits to the job per week to adequately supervise the building, because when the owner
comes to the realization it is costing him a
certain amount every time you visit his job,
he is liable, in a burst of economy, to decide
that he needs you less often than he actually
does.
On the other hand, if he is that egotistical type of client who considers his job
the most important that is being constructed in
the community, and if you happen to be unfortunate enoueh to be workinsr under the
ordinary form of percentage contract, he will
try to monopolize much more of your time

than

is justified.

There are many advantages

to this new type
of contract against the old percentage form
and it will be well for the progressive architect to devote a good deal of thought and
analysis to this question and decide upon the
one under which he prefers to operate. However, let us sound a word of warning.
If you
decide to use this new method, don't fool
yourself about a single item of your overhead for every such item you miss is bound
to come out of your profit account. Of course,
this is true with either type of contract, but
it
becomes particularly apparent if yon
operate under this new form of agreement.

In analyzing the various schedules of
charges and professional procedure we wish
to make an acknowledgment to the Royal
Canadian Society of Architects. We felt they
had evolved a schedule of charges and code
of procedure which was worded in a simple
straightforward and highly effective manner.
Also, we wish to acknowledge that we gave
careful consideration to the documents of the

Institute of Architects, and covered
several of the points which they brought up,
so our schedule is based upon the carefully
thought out documents of these two great
architectural associations.
feel that our
schedule practically covers all of the points
which frequently come up in controversy between architect and client.

American

We

This schedule of the Architects' League of
Hollywood has been very effectively used in
the
the following manner. For example
architect would write a brief letter setting
:

forth the location of the building, the fees
be charged, and the terms and time of
payment. In the letter he would then state,
"any further points in this agreement not
specifically stated in this letter, shall be governed by a Manual of Professional Charges
of the Architects' League of Hollywood, a
copy of which is attached herewith." Then
the architect would sign the letter in the
customary manner. In the lower left-hand
corner would appear the words "The above
proposition is approved and accepted" and the
owner would sign below these words. This
would make a very simple contract and one
easy to get signed.
to

—

for example, the contract had contained
five pages of highly involved legal
phraseology, the owner would suspiciously
rush out to his lawyer to have it dissected to
find out if there wasn't a catch in it. The
lawyer in attempting to earn his fee would
raise a lot of points of controversy and ultimately it might easily result in the architect
losing the job. Whereas, if this simple contract, as above stated, were used, it would be
comparatively easy to get the desired contract
signed. The reason was simple when you
stop to analyze it. The owner, looking over
the. two printed pages saw that it bore the
endorsement of a recognized architectural
society, and he assumed this to be standard
procedure among architects, and he accepted
it as a matter of course.
If,

four or

If, on the other hand, the architect had had
a typewritten copv of this identical schedule
made, and then asked his client to sign it, this
gentleman would immediately jump to the

conclusion that these were a lot of special requirements of that individual architect and he
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would
sulting

feel a hesitancy in signing without conhis lawyer, the same complications

occurring as above mentioned.
It is a most unbusinesslike and foolish thing
for an architect to proceed without a written
contract.
In nine cases out of ten it leads to
trouble and loss. Many architects hesitate to
ask for a written contract because it looks
too complicated, and they are not sure of how
to draw one, and they hesitate to pay a lawyer
to do so. The contract herein described is
simple and effective and one with which every
If he will
architect should protect himself.
proceed along these lines he will win the
respect of his client because of his business-

methods.

like

is not difficult to get an owner to sign
such a contract when you use this type of
argument. "Now, Mr. Client, you are entrusting me with the expenditure of a large
amount of money. You are depending upon
me to protect your interests in your relaIf I don't
tions with various contractors.

It

have the courage and business ability to protect my own interests what assurance have
you that I will protect yours ?"
That's a very effective and conclusive argument and if you use it you will have very
difficulty in getting this simple type of
contract duly signed, and we think if you take
it to your lawyer, you will find that you have
a contract. As we have said, we feel that this
schedule of professional charges as arranged
by the Architects' League of Hollywood may
be improved. It probably will be, but don't
lose sight of the fact that as it stands it is so
good that it will afford you a measure of
protection you have probably never had before,
and that it has stood the test of fire and been
found a thoroughly practical, workable, and
usable document.
little

We

recommend

you boost for its general adoption and
you have copies of it
framed and put up in your office. When the
subject of fees comes up, have it handy so
that

your

client

August

argument and

of

it.

save a lot

It will

assist

you

to

get

larger and fairer fee for your work, so th;
you, in turn, can render better and more ad(
quate service to your client. Thus, you wi
build for yourself a reputation for the bus
nesslike practice of your profession, as we
as for your artistic and architectural attair
ments. Such a combination of reputation wi
insure your success and attain for you
preferential and profitable type of business.

This concludes Mr. Kyson's discussion,
begun in the June 8th issue, of the architect's production costs and fees.
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Theatre Equipment
{Continued from page 18)

have several years of norm;
and should still be reflecte
on the exhibitor's balance sheet, which is nc

etc.,

The Proper Control of Light
On Your Screen
Picture films vary a* well as current conditions.
Your projectionist can adjust his arc current to

always give you

a

bright

clear,

picture If

you

equip with PERFECTION. Current sarins; also Is
a result of PERFECTION equipment, for he meed
not use full current till the actual projection ts
started.

remaining
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4%

conduits,

industry, particularly as to improvements i
types and standards of equipment, and appl
the findings to his own situation, establishin
depreciation rates accordingly. True an orga

City
Pic-

per year.— Electrical work (wii
outlets, building switchboan
radiators, steam lines an
etc.), plumbing,
other piping, and sprinkler system.
Rate of 5% per year.— Elevators, countei
weight system and elevating machinery fc
orchestra platform and organ console.
Rate of 6 2/3% per year.— Refrigeratin
and ventilating system, drinking water coolin
system and boiler room equipment.
Rate of 10% per year.— Painting, decon
tions and murals, ticket booths and poste

Rate of

Generally speaking, depreciation rates at
necessarily based on experience, and an e>
hibitor has merely to pursue his record of rt
placement outlays for ten or 12 years bad
bearing in mind the changing conditions in th

Mfg. Division
First

thi

ment.

HOFFMAN & SOONS
Contracting

'composite' rate.

also several further types of

frames, and acoustical treatment.
Rate of 20% per year.— Linoleum and rut
ber flooring, and miscellaneous building equij

Sold by Theatre Supply Dealers
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when using a

.

quently has to make such installations into a
otherwise equipped theatre. Experience h;
disclosed that the normal life for such typt
of equipment, for modern deluxe houses, rt
quires annual depreciation rates as follows:
ing,

GRAND PIANO TRUCKS
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LOCKING RAILS

of Satisfied V»mrn

List

—Phila-

Theatre

delphia

life

atre equipment which are frequently classifie
as building equipment, because of their longc
life and because the construction of the buile
ing or structure proper has to take them int
However, an exhibitor fn
consideration.

DRAW CURTAIN TRACKS
DRAW CURTAIN OPERATORS

lfastbaum

still

There are
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would

for

HAND PAINTED

outlast

ten

years.

The

rates

indicate

are merely averages for the several classifies
tions as indicative of the average normal lib
If an organ, let us say, is replaced after nin
years and has been given a ten year life, it
manifest that the undepreciated value, less an
salvage or turn-in allowance, will have to b
absorbed as further depreciation in the nint
year. It sometimes happens for certain typt
of equipment, that the turn-in allowance
larger than the undepreciated balance, so tha
instead of an additional charge to depreciatiot
a credit results. Inversely, an organ may nc
be replaced until the twelfth year, in whic

ij

i

Astonishing

Low

Prices

Samples Free
Wire Us for Rates
mounted

in galvanized iron
frames with statuary bronze finish ready

Letters are

Each on heavy poster paper in
5 or more attractive colors and
airbrushed any size up to 36"xl0 ft.
Write for prices on other sizes on paper-muslin
artistically

for use.

and cards.
On* Day
Service

Direct to

Get the Best

Your Theatre

Crystalite Products Corp.
1708 Standard Ave., Glendale,

Calif.

Prices

Do Net

Inolude Postage

They Coat Less

H. DRYFHOUT
736 SO WABASH AVE CHICAGO ILL

case

it

is

fully depreciaed in the tenth yeai

and no depreciation is required in the elevent
and twelfth years. Emphasis is laid on th
fact that the rates cited are merely average:
based on experience for the various types o
equipment, and what may hold true for on
theatre
theatre,

ployed.

is

not necessarily the rule for anothe
is why averages are em

and that

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD
what they want, but even

I0CALIZATION,
ETOCO'S PLAN

OPERATION

The Yankees

just as

shrewd

in

buying entertainment as hosses

RAYMOND CALLO

A.

\y

LITTLE more

\ New

than

a

year

the

ago,

Jacob Lou

Samuel Pinanski

England Theatres Operating ComNetoco a small but well-known

JApany—

—

embracing some 12 theatres was incorpated under the laws of Massachusetts with

Samuel

of $25,000,000.

issue

oted stock

F anski was elected president, and Jacob
Lirie treasurer, of the new organization,
f sident Pinanski, seeing the wide possibles of the show business in the
E?land territory, immediately set about mak-

New

plans to launch the infant corporation on
The policy suca urogram of expansion.
ceed so well that in the short space of 12
mths, Netoco has come to be the largest
ii

their

as repellent.

c in

a

to anticipate

Jacob Lourie selects the attractions.
An advertising and publicity staff headed by
R. B. Ripley, quartered in the home office at
19 Milk Street, Boston, works with the local
managers in planning advertising
theatre
campaigns, furnishing constructive ideas and
carrying through exploitation that the theatre
manager himself would not have the time to
do owing to the press of his many other
duties.
The local managers themselves are
chosen because of their familiarity with the
people of the community in which they work.
Thus the personal touch is always maintained.
On the part of the uniformed employes,
courteous service is demanded but not servility.
The New Englander regards servility
tastes.

f

OF

71

Boston, Natick and Mattapan, are scenes of
Netoco building operations.
In the matter of the show, the true

New

In all Netoco advertising, the thought is
stressed that chain operation is good on the
theory that unification makes for wide buying

power.

Shows have
Englander is severely critical.
been known to flop in Yankeeland that have
taken the rest of the country by storm. Netoco
is conducted by New England men who un-

under consideration, plans for which have already been approved and now only awaiting

derstand the needs of the public they serve,
and therefore are able to give them not only

acquisition of suitable locations before being
put into execution.

That Netoco expansion is not yet done is
evidenced by the number of new theatres now

impendent theatre chain in New England,
«i close to 50 theatres operating under its
tilemark in Maine, Massachusetts and Connticut, and with hundreds of employes on

'he causes of Netoco's success in
New
Ejland are many, but if it were possible to
r uce those causes to a formula, the formula
wild be:
Knowledge of the
England

New

h d.

n analysis of this one generalization will
g : a clear picture of the Netoco methods of
thtre operation and the logical reason for
the methods.
study of the psychology of the
E;land mind would fill volumes. For despite
a
statement to the contrary, the
Ejlander is different.
In amusements there
a certain things that people demand, and

New

.

New

man who recognizes those needs

tl

is

H

headed

man who

ignores them
not stay long in the running.
In New
E;land this is especially true because the
\ ikee carries his well known shrewdness in
tiling to the entertainment field as well as
el where, and he won't allow
himself to get
" :ng" more than once.
success, while the

f<

dJs

ic

o
ed

N

v

PAY

enumerate certain rules religiously folby the Netoco executives, themselves

we

Englanders,

Beauty

THEY DO NOT COST

find

combined

with

in

utility

TALKING TRAILERS

all

X oco theatres.
Shrewd picking of attractions.
Proper exploitation of the show, which
r

truthful

ides

m

New

Your

advertising.

E lander once taken

not complain
but he will refuse to patronize you any

h,

will

in

lo ;er.

Localized
n<
til

m

manager

management.

The

Netoco

not cut to pattern, he is
a robot. He is considered by the corporaas a specialist in the theatre which he
ire

I

is

ages.

Personnel, organized through a remarkservice system.

al

the matter

AAA

of theatres,

the

New

Eng-

er is perhaps more architecturally conscus than the people in other sections of the

la

itry.

Certainly

the

population

of

New

E land

is more homogeneous, and as such
be ceded similarity of tastes. All theatres
ac ired by the
England Theatres Operit
are therefore subjected to
i Corporation

ca

New

mplete renovating and redecorating proccomply with Netoco standards of operit i.
From the largest deluxe house to the
lest neighborhood venture,
Netoco the't
are fine theatres in both architecture
ar appointments.
In choice locations, atn )heric and semi-atmospheric houses are
e
Portland, Me., and in MassI erected.
ac setts,
Brighton, North Attleboro, East

ARCUS

;

es :o

Call Us in for a Conference

;

i

be a pleasure for this organization to
with you on the question of making
And there
your stage and theatre beautiful.
will be no obligation on your part.
It

II

will

confer

v

gj2«jS^

wor Every Purposejss^t
'

Get our prices

HBHI

»arojs ticket [p. g?figaa/S'

Volland Scenic Studios,
St Louis, Missouri

Inc.
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A SWITCHBOARD
OF SAFETY TYPE
ANEW

of
switchboard, with
safety a feature, has been developed
by the Frank Adam Electric ComIt is called the Fuslok and is inpany.
tended for all types of electric light and
power installations of not more than 500
There are two types, a dead
volts A. C.
front and a safety type, which differ in the
construction at the rear. The rear of the
former is not enclosed and a protecting
grille is required to prevent access to the
The safety type has steel
live bus bar.
doors at the rear which can be locked. The
faces of each type are the same.
These switchboards are built upon formed
steel vertical angles which extend the full
These supports are
height of the board.
riveted together and bolted to a formed
Heavy steel gusset
steel channel base.
plates are riveted to the vertical supports,

type

Don't Kill
With Noise, the New
Life and New Profits
that

The

Talkies

have given to your
husiness.

—Have Ventilation
—Have Cooling
—But Have Them
Quiet and
Noiseless
With an

QUIET COOLING
QUIET VENTILATING
Fully Guaranteed
Cet the Facts

«

No Obligation

and the framework which forms the pull
box for the wires and cables above the
board.
The switchboards may be divided
into sections for shipment.

Each type

of Fuslok Switchboard conof the required number of Fuslok
switch units in accordance with the specifications of the particular job for which it
is designed.
The switches are made in capacities from 30 to 600 amperes, 250 volts
sists

A. C. or D.
volts A. C.

C, and 30

to 200

amperes, 500

The switches are of the brush contact
type with positive-acting quick-make and
quick-break mechanism. The operation of
the switch cannot be retarded at any time.
The design of the contacts is such that
equal pressure is exerted upon every lamination of the brushes.
The brushes are
self-cleaning at every operation, thus assuring perfect contact. Each brush is provided
with heavy arcing tips to prevent damage
to the main contacts which might be caused
by arcing when the switch is opened or
closed.

The double break action of the brushes
reduces the arc to a minimum and when
the switch is open the brushes are dead.
The 400 and 600 ampere capacities are provided with arc snuffers as a further measure
of protection against damage which might
be caused by the drawing of an arc.
On capacities of 200 amperes and less,
the switch contacts and fuse connections
mounted on molded composition bases.
These bases are in two parts. Upon one
incoming main contacts are
part
the
mounted and on the other part the fuse connections and outgoing contacts are mounted.
Barriers are provided between the poles of
the switch and also between the outer
are

poles of the steel side walls of the switches.
These barriers are molded integral with
the bases.
The 400 and 600 ampere switches have
all parts mounted upon a one-piece base of
ebonized asbestos material.
The brushes are securely riveted to a
formed steel cross bar operating through
heavy bearing surfaces in the side walls.
These side walls are also made of heavy
galvanized steel securely rivited to mounting straps by which the switches are fastened into the switchboard frame.
The individual switch covers are made of
cold rolled, pickled and annealed steel with
The black lacquer
black lacquer finish.
finish imparts a uniform and pleasing appearance to the entire finished assembly.
An interlocking door is provided in each
cover which affords access to the fuse compartment.
The interlocking mechanism between this
door and the switch operating mechanism
prevents access to the fuse connections
when the switch is "on." Conversely, when
the fuse door is open it is impossible to
operate the switch to the "on" position.
From this interlocking feature between the
switch mechanism and fuse compartment
the name "Fuslok" was coined.

Aretic Nu-Air Corporation
2101

Kennedy

St.. N. E.

Minneapolis. Minn.

Most complete stock in the U. S.
Moving Picture Machines, Screens,
Booths,
Opera
Chairs.
Spotliuhts,
Film Cabinets, PortStereoptlcons,
able Projectors, M. P. Cameras, Generator Sets.
Reflecting Arc Lamps.
Carbons, Tickets. Mazda Lamps and
Supplies.
Projection
Machines
repaired
and
Repair parts for all
overhauled.
makes opera chairs. Attractive 3 x 10 ft. muslin banners $1.50; on paper 50 cents.
We Pay Highest Prices for Used
Projection Machines, Opera Chairs, etc.

— Write

"H"
Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash Ave., Chicago
Everything

for

the

Theatre

for

Catalog

the

Touch

Linestarters

at
of a Button," a special publica-

tion, has been released by the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company
to describe Linestarters and Linestart motors and their application to modern industries.

The booklet

A NEW TYPE O
PLASTER BAS
NEW

reinforced base for plaster is
development of the National Si
Fabric Company of Pittsburgh.
This n
base, known as Ribbed Steeltex, has achic
considerable favorable comment from an
tects, building owners and the trade in g
eral.
It consists of a welded galvanized w
mesh with a heavy waterproof backing. T
backing automatically forms a monolit
plaster slab solidly reinforced with stn
steel bars.
It is also dampproof and adds o
siderable to the sound proofing of the roc.

•

latest

I

•

•

|

Ribbed Steeltex

will lie perfectly

flat,

il

without bulging, which causes hollows
It requires no stretch
waste of plaster.
and yet can easily be cut with ordinary h;
shears and may be bent to fit any corners
curved surfaces, the makers declare.

I

said,

i

This backing comes in sheets of a stand:
size, 50 inches by 28^4 inches, and are pad
in fiber board cartons, each containing

j

i

square yards.

Time-O-Stat Opens

New

Sales Offices in Ei

NEW

YORK, July 30.— The Time-O-S!
Controls Company, manufacturers of au
matic controls with
general offices and
factory at ElkInd.,
has
h a r t,
opened sales offices
here at 11 West
Forty-second street,

the

in

Tower
This

Salmon
building.

will be
headquarters

office

the
for

all

Eastern

salesman contacting
Eastern and Atcoast

lantic

states

man ufacturers. A
organization
large
of sales' engineers

and

service

men

will

operate

from

the
fice

New York

ofas well as from

Chicago sales
and will contact, aid and assist
manufacturers who
the

office

Carl

W.

Scholle

are

in
interested
automatic controls, it

is

stated.

Scholle will be in charge of thl
offices and will act as contact man through
the Eastern part of the country. Scholle
long been identified with merchandising ;
sales problems in the Eastern and Atlar:
coast states.

Carl

W.

1

Popular Price Curtain
Machine Put on Marl

—

EAST PITTSBURGH, PA.— "Power
Theatre Equipment
NEW AND USED

3, 191*

ALLENTOWN, PA. The Automa;
Devices Company, manufacturers of

Westinghouse Issues

Book on

August

explains the Linestarter

principle, which permits motor control at
the push of a button, and the Linestart motor, which may be started across the line
without the use of the Linestarter if high

starting current is not objectionable.
The
features and applications of the equipment
arc described.

AL

Automatic curtain control equipment,
lent-Steel curtain tracks and Stabilarc ntor-generators, has placed upon the mart
a new popular-priced curtain machine to
known as the Samuels Autodrape.
Features include ball-thrust bcarin,
overload protective circuit breaker, ele.+
<'l
tor type traction drive, and opening
closing speeds up to 3]A feet per seco
It is

priced at $150.

Theatres Opened
ALTURAS, CAL.—The Alhambra
opened.

House has

theatre rece
seat capacity of 500.

DUNSMUIR, CAL.—The Strand theatre has
opened under the management of R. O. Waschai
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OLORED LIGHTING
FFECTS AS AIDS

THE PICTURE

O

GOLDBERG

By J H

Supervisor of Projection. Publix

lOLOR
y

Ask

the Projectionist

which are now possible as
.
a result of new improvements in lighting
jipment bring to the motion picture greater
entertainment which no exjsibilities in
effects

Who

Uses

Them!

The lighting effects
obtainable are unlimited with such equip•nt as the Brenograph. and if your equipnt is limited and you have no Brenograph.
lored light may be projected successfully
ira a dissolver spot lamp or high intensity
equipment
:od, and those who have this
:iilable should make use of it, as there are
ne effects that can be got with any of these
bitor should overlook.

w

ichines.

opening of the feature picture
Duld be carefully worked up so as to be
propriate to the picture, in the form of a
plogue in light. This can last two or three
nutes, starting the effect about a minute
fore the picture starts and continuing it
rough all the reading matter until the first
'.nk of the picture is on the screen, then
wly fading it off.
This always creates a
;ling of warmth and enthusiasm.
proper
slide
for
all
\
feature openings
Duld cover the entire proscenium arch and
The center of the slide
.ve three scenes.
puld have a close-up of the star, and on each
tl an appropriate scene taken from the picte.
When opening, draw the curtains, stopig them at the edge of the screen so that
t center of the slide shows up on top of
t reading matter, and the scene at the right
zl left of the slide shows up on the draw
rams.
silver draw curtain is the best
jr all color lighting.
On the close of the
iture; a design glass with dissolving color
eel gives a very pleasing close-in and should
j
itinue until the titles are over on the next
Slides for the

STRONG
Automatic Reflecto

ARC LAMPS
For Sale by Trustworthy Independent Supply Dealers Everywhere
Export Offif.

f*

e

M

Tbiteh»ll

>'•»

York

City,

>• Y.

Strong Electric

2501 Lagrange

A

St.,

c°

Toledo,0.

St.

•

:

>ject.

lolor-lighting effects

openings of

I

jpriate

effect

all

should be run on

sound

acts,

being selected.

all

the most ap-

For

scenics.

novel effect is to have a scene with a
• terfall
in the center, and the use of a water
<c in connection gives the water the effect
motion. If you have a cyclorama disc, use
design effect glass with dissolving color
eel, projected picture screen size, with the
jits on top of the effect, for organ solos.
ere are hundreds of such effects which can
worked out for the entire program. They
a long way to eliminate the chance of
?
i>notonv in the show.
:

rery

I

:

1

thieves

know
and

avoid
•

1

Scene of
Fire Tragedy, to Be Razed
10XTREAL. —Two final echoes of the
turier Palace,

Palace theatre holocaust, in January,
have been heard in the announcements
fateful structure had been ordered
t ed by the civic
authorities and that the City
< Montreal had paid compensation to
parents
<1 guardians of the victims to the extent of
» 0 for each child.
As 79 children lost their
l-'s as a result of the fire, the total compension was $19,750. The building had not been
i d for any purpose
since the tragedy and
t
ruins have been declared unsafe.
lurier
17,

1 1

the

York
Sound

BETTER

Door

LIGHT

Chests

L

Large theatre chains
have noticed a marked

on

their theatres fol-

of York Round Door
Chests.
Insurance companies
grant it their lowest
burglarv rate,

Write your name and
address on the margin
of this advertisement
for complete informa-

York Safe

& Lock

Company
York, Pa.

'.

National

lowing the installation

tion.

In the July 6th issue, captions to protection room plans on pages 33 and
34-35 were accidentally switched.
The
plan on page 33 ivas for Simplex projectors, Models A and F.
The plan on
pages 34-35 was for Simplex Model M.
The correct designations appeared, however, in the plans themselves.

ound and silent projection.
Mazda Regulators give a
more distinct picture that your
patrons will like. Economical to use
for both

decrease in the number
of attacks bv burglars

yet
I

j

th ey

our box

substantially

increase

office receipts.

Mazda Regulators or Garver D.C. Kurrent Changers foi arc
lamps are worthwhile investments.
Write
complete information
for
National

•

today.
Sold by
National Theatre Supply Deal ers

Made by

GAR VER ELECTRIC
Union City

CO.

Indiana
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SHORT FEATURES
MAT DESERVE 24-SHEETS
QUALITY

PARAMOUNT
\

SHORTS TOO—THE \EW SHOW WORLD

i

Showmanship!
Production Value!
ENUINE

C LASS!

irth Supreme!

Laughs Galore!
These are the factors that

are influencing wise exhibitors of the nation to book

JACK WHITE
TALKING

COMEDIES
New

made
with the same care and
Era Featurettes

thought as

a full

length

feature.

Member, Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of
America, Inc.,

Will H. Hays,

President

August

10,

1929
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Xhe Mysterious

DR. F U
MANCHU

equalled the all-time box office record at the Rialto
Theatre,

New York, because

it

is

a

fine

picture

PROPERLY
ADVERTISED"
TALKING

Jaffa

SfTIAT;

D

like

ul

he

TEASER

the above ran

New York news-

P*i in

advance of the

engagement of
h. Mysterious Dr. Fu

"li

nfui."

FROII 9 A.

IB.

TO

Tl 1

1>\

14.

Hi

a steady

stream of cash customers poured into the
Rialto, New York and still is. This page and

—

the two following shows the advertising thai

was largely responsible.

IF
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10,
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HOW "DR. FU" WAS SOLI
The Rialto Theatre handled "The Mysterious Dr. h
Manchu" as a big special, which it is. Everything in t
campaign emphasized mystery, suspense. (J No Chine
•J

1

decorations or Chinese atmosphere were used in art woe

or ad copy.

CATCH

DISPLAY

built
IYG
EYEaround the Broadway stage entrance of the
Rialto.

W EIRD,

JIYSTERIOI S DLACK

AYD WHITE PA YI S

and sent then to
Backgrounds of the panels re
enlargements of pages from Sax Rohraer's novel, on which pic re
in front of the theatre stopped the sidewalk throngs

the fantastically decorated box

Card

A

Card

It
is

SCOT
THESE
CARDS

based.

DANGER-MYSTERY-SCREAMS-THRILLS
You'll

f

Di
D
TEASER MAILING CARDS.
Card C

Card

Sent out in the order given above. The
backs of the cards blank, except for
Card D, the back of which contains
selling talk on the picture, theatre,
dates, etc.

office.

never forget

MANCHU

FU

NEIL HAMILTON. JEAN ARTHUR

WARNER (HAND

»n<!

2g a *paramount

24 - SHEET.
and

a

'picltwe

Playing

up mystery- thrill angle of "Dr. Fu Man- u'

dash of romance.

New Show World

Showmanship

August

10,

EXHIBITORS HEFALC-WiiHL

1929

n» S.R.O.ON
The color scheme used
aign was black

>.

ith

C Manv

Theatre cani-

in the entire Rialto

more than

fitted

moving faces of "Dr. Fu Manchu" himself (from

stills)

appearing and disappearing.

ue of Motion Picture

Cj[

News and Aug. 3rd

* SHEET

"THE MYSTERIOUS OR. FU
R HMEH"* GREAT CHARACTER
II k
P U II" 545
PnnnbnU
lives o> Tut. t *lmm; ?i.ree>

flashy colors could possiblv

of the panels in front of the theatre were

ternatelv

PRESS

This added to the mystery

and white.
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Available on
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"The Mysterious

Manchu" on
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your Paramount representative.
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Quality
demonstrated, not predicte
PUBLICLY
since

demonstrated every week

December, 1927, the quality of

FOX
MOVIETONE

NEWS
"It speaks for itself"
Realistic

as

life

itself,

talking newsreel brings

and

and as fast-moving, the
all

the world to your ears

eyes.

FOX MOVIETONE NEWS

accomplishing
where others are still experimenting! Giving you
the greatest pictures in the world is our weekly
is

accomplishment.

issues every

week

and years AHEAD
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FOX
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"Jf

Speaks

for

Itself

"

FlFTY-TWO issues a
this
film, and disc

—

year-silent, sound-or

product maintains
standard unparalleled in motion picture pr
duction the one magazine reel always
good as a few feature pictures sometimes ar

—

<

PATHE Mudio REVIEW
.

.

.

I

offers novelty for the fans.

MOTION

PATHE studio REVIEW
.

.

.

presents entertainment short, sweet

PATHE studio REVIEW
.

.

.

a good

this is

line

Pl<

m

'RE

NE

II

and to the point.
MOTION PICTURE NE

III

of entertainment

—an

advantaga

MOTION PICTURE NE

PATHE Mudio REVIEW
.

.

.

sure to interest the girls

IV
.

.

lots

of entertainment valu
MOTION PICTURE Nt

PATHE Jludio REVIEW V
.

.

.

.

.

lively

.

all the

.

.
a lot of celebrities who will prove
sounds are well produced.

interesti

.

FILM DA

PATHE

REVIEW

cPtud/o

.

.

.

successful

and

VI

diversified

.

.

this reel

.

can he

relied

to please the fans.

MOTION

PATHE studio REVIEW

PICTURE NE

VII

(no reviews)

PATHE JCudio REVIEW
.

.

.

PATHE
.

very good

.

the sound effects are good throughout.
FILM DAl

REVIEW

<Zludio
.

.

.

VIII

IX

entertainment that exerts a pleasing influence on the fa
MOTION PICTURE NE

PATHE studio REVIEW X
these Audio Reviews with their proper
excellent .
of sound are consistently a superior product.
.

.

.

.

.

i

FILM DAI

PATHE Mudio REVIEW
.

.

.

lots

of diversity

.

.

nicely balanced entertainment.
FILM DAI

PATHE studio REVIEW
JOAN LOWELL

PATHE

^iudio

the

sailor

REVIEW

lass

PATHE

<_Audio

in

XII

"AFTER DARK" the great Hoboken
featured in

featured

melodrama,

REVIEW

"A"

XI

XII

... a modern screen magazine decked out in an attracti
musical and verbal ensemble.
Raymond Ganly in
MOTION PICTURE NE

PATHE c5%udw REVIEW

XIII

(reviews to come)

subsequently featured

EVENING POST

of

My

in
i

SATURDAY

PATHE studio REVIEW XIV

5 th
.

The two

greatest magazines, of the screen

printed word,

and

the

know who's who and what's what.

.

.

makes a

reel

of good strength

.

.

and a fine little act.
MOTION PICTL7RE NE\

PATHE SLudio REVIEW XV
.

.

.

Okay! This one

will give the music lovers a kick.
FILM DAh

PATHE Audio REVIE

No

discussion of Pathe's progress could be com-

plete without
cellent

a few words of praise for the

Pathe Audio Review, edited by the sagely

competent Terry Ramsaye.
part of any program and

This
is

has done

its

is

a

representative of the

part in bringing film entertainment

from the hybrid film-and-vaudeville

to the high place

it

—

—back

should hold.
Peter Vischer in

EXHIBITORS HERALD WORLD

Terry Ramsaye,

the

surely

editor,

these over with a class atmosphere

a

lot

ket

is

putting

that shows

of thought behind them. They are presented

differently

and

from anything of the kind on the mar-

are so nicely diversified

the reel constitutes a

a preferred

position

number

on any

and balanced

that

that should be given

bill.

THE FILM DAILY

m There

is

no

^X^et'/c

after

week

since

Terry

Ramsaye

took

competition
over the editorship of Pathe's
€[

There

is

no

Review

reel

the

writer has witnessed the steady improvement in

substitute

There can be
no

imitation

the compilation of this subject.

George

].

I

distinctive

The Audio Review

very best in short subjects.

distinct

ex-

Reddy

in

MOTION PICTURE NEWS

PATHE Audio REVIEW

J

\
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"HEART ACTION
SPLENDID. YOU'RE
IN

GREAT SHAPE.'

"Yes,
than

worry

I

used

I

to. I

less

play

Metro'Qoldivyrt'Mayer
\

now,"

pictures

TO FEEL
BETTER THAN EVER in 1929-30!
HE'S GOING

Enjoy that Metro-Qoldwyn-Mayer feeling
with the

GREATEST SHOWS ON EARTH FOR

47
JOHN GILBERT
2

WIRED UNHOLY
HOUSES

THE DUNCAN SISTERS in

in

"COTTON AND

ALL TALKERS

" Redemption"

"Olympia"

(title to

be changed)

THE PENNANT-WINNING

ALL TALKERS

BATTERY

*'Anna Christie"

WILLIAM HAINES

in

ALL TALKERS

—

JOAN CRAWFORD

HALLELUJAH
in

(All Talking, Singing)

ALL TALKERS

THE BISHOP MURDER

SYNCHRONIZED

CASE

2
Titles to be announced
2

"Jungle"

(title to

be changed)

LON CHANEY

CHAIR

SHOW (All Talking)
THE SONG WRITER

BUSTER KEATON m
ALL TALKERS

announced

COSMOPOLITAN
PRODUCTIONS
ALL TALKERS

3
Titles to be announced

THE SHIP FROM
SHANGHAI (AUTaik.ng)
THE VIKING
All Technicolor)
THE MYSTERIOUS

JUDICIAL

(All Talking)
(All Talking)

TWELVE HOURS OF
LOVE (All Talking)
LIGHTS AND SHADOWS
(All Talking)

HAL ROACH COMEDIES
8
t

(All Talking, Singing)

(All Talking, Singing)

PLEASURE LOVERS

MURDER

IRIS

8
8

KEMPY (All Talking)
SONG OF THE SUNSET
LORD BYRON OF
BROAD WAY

2

2

Our Gang

(All Talking)
Laurel-Hardy (All Talking)
Charlie Chase (All Talking)
Harry Langdon (All Talking)
Our Gang (Synchronized)
Laurel-Hardy (Synchronized)

26 METRO MOVIETONE ACTS
12 M-G-M COLORTONE REVUES
52 HEARST METROTOME NEWS
104 M-G-M INTERNATIONAL

(All Talking)

NEWSREEL

METRO-GOLD W
Good

for

what

16

SILENT

HOUSES

ails

THE
BROADWAY MELODY
HALLELUJAH
THE MYSTERIOUS ISLAND
(Technicolor)

JOAN CRAWFORD

in

"Our Modern Maidens"

DEVOTION (AIITalk.ng)
TABLOID (AIITalk.ng)

(All Talking)

in

ALL TALKERS

2
Titles to be announced

2
Titles to be

(All Talking)

THE GIRL IN THE

in

SYNCHRONIZED

"The Bugle Sounds"
And Two More

RAMON NOVARRO

(All Talking)

THE THIRTEENTH

"Out Modern Maidens"

(All Talking, Singing)

(Sound, Dialog, Technicolor)

Charles King Bessie Love
(All Talking, Singing, Dancing)

SYNCHRONIZED

MONTANA

ISLAND

THE ROAD-SHOW

"Speedway"

(All Talking)

(.Sound,

COLLEGE LIFE

And One More

3

(All Talking)

(All Talking, Singing)

"Natpi Blue"
"Springboard"
1

(All Talking, Singing)

MADAME X

And One More
3

(Title to be changed)
All Talking, Singing, Dancing

GREATEST SHOWS FOR

NIGHT

SILK"

VAN & SCHENCK in

GRETA GARBO in
2

One and Only Product!

you!

"Jungle" (new

title to

come)

JOHN GILBERT

in

"Redemption"

GRETA GARBO in
One Silent Picture
(Title to be announced)

WILLIAM HAINES

in

"Navy Blues"
"Speedway"

LON CHANEY
*'The Bugle Sounds" and

in.

Two More

RAMON NOVARRO in
Two

Silent Pictures
(Titles to be announced)

THE VIKING
(All Technicolor)

UNHOLY NIGHT
M-G-M INTERNATIONAL

NEWSREEL
(Ttvice Weekly)

IAYER

!
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World's Greatest

Newspapers

II

Universal Newspaper Newsreel

Boosting Your

Scores Big

Newsreel

THE EVENING WORLD

(Washington. D. C.)

!

1

THE DETROIT NEWS
THE SPOKANE PRESS
BOSTON TRAVELER
THE SAN DIEGO SUN
THE OKLAHOMA NEWS
EL PASO EVENING POST
THE SAN ANTONIO NEWS
THE CLEVELAND NEWS
SAN ANTONIO EXPRESS
ARKANSAS DEMOCRAT
(Little

United

of the

(New York, N. Y.)

THE CHICAGO DAILY NEWS
LOS ANGELES TIMES
THE PHILA. INQUIRER
THE DALLAS DISPATCH
THE PORTLAND NEWS
THE SEATTLE STAR
CHARLOTTE NEWS
THE VANCOUVER SUN
THE EVENING STAR

Rock, Ark.)

THE ATLANTA JOURNAL
ALBANY EVENING NEWS
BUFFALO EVENING NEWS
ROCHESTER TIMES-UNION
THE INDIANAPOLIS NEWS
THE WORLD-HERALD

July 31

Triumph

—
The great opening dav

BIG DATE

in

in

States

—now

a

Key

Cities

and Canada

matter of record as the

NEWSREEL HISTORY

A mazing—
For the first time a newsreel with Sfiot News, gathered and
edited by newspaper men for newspaper readers.

U nique —
The first and only combination of a motion picture company with the greatest newspapers of the world to issue a
newspaper newsreel.

Exclusive

—

.

Fire hundred cameramen stationed in every quarter of the
globe to bring to the screen exclusive news of vital interest

Sensation

and importance.

—

Forty-three publications with 20,000,000 readers daily advertising
newsreel to YOUR public making YOL R
audiences.

—

\OUR

Carl Laemmle presents

(Omaha, Neb.)

THE SALT LAKE TRIBUNE
THE DAILY MISSOULIAN

THE BILLINGS GAZETTE
THE

MONTANA STANDARD
(Butte,

Mont.)

PHOENIX EVE. GAZETTE
:EW HAVEN EVE. REGISTER
HE KNICKERBOCKER PRESS
(Albany, N. Y.)
T.

WORTH STAR-TELEGRAM

ITTSBURGH POST-GAZETTE

HOUSTON CHRONICLE
AN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE
THE COMMERCIAL APPEAL
"HE

(Memphis, Tenn.)
5T.

LOUIS POST-DISPATCH
THE TIMES-STAR
(Cleveland, Ohio)

YOUNGSTOWN VINCATOR
ANSAS CITY JOURNAL-POST
HE MINNEAPOLIS TRIBUNE

Member

jVowShowing Everywhere
of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

— Will

H. Hays, President

12
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No. 4: Exhibitors Herald -World

Most Economical Buy
Picture Field.
Proof:
in

The Cost

Cost of

the

the Motion

of a Page Advertisement

the Herald-World

One Cent

in

is

is

a Fraction

Over

per Subscriber— Less than the

First Class Postage.

Ten Points

•
No.

I:

•

•

•

THE GREATEST

PAID CIRCULATION

THE ONLY GUARANTEED CIRCULATION
No. 3: THE DOMINANT
ADVERTISING MEDIUM
No. 4: THE MOST ECONOMICAL BUY.
No. 2:

Id,
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I

^ONOFILM
^PHONCDISC

Jl

#H0N0FILM
Jl at*

PHONCDISC

SATISFACTION

pflONONLM
Jl

a***

PHONCDISC

I*KEVfESS ANl'SEMEVr COMPANY
PR1XCE8S XDELVXRE, I\C,
I42S Berkelki' Street
Boston
•mfw
* r
IOC
AL

^flONOFILN

dress

BUO'DwAV

DCFA«TH|NT

CTuly 16,

1929

General Talking Pictures Corp.
218 West 42nd Street

Sew York, Hew York.
The installation of the Deyerest Pher.ofiln and
Phonodisc has teen completed at the Park Theatre,
Uiddlebo ro Maesachuse tteB.
,

Te opened the house with
dialogue and sound,
yesterday, July 15th, with the feature Zddie
Bowling in "Rainbow Van".
ax highly delighted ar.d thoroughly satisfied with
the results of the installation, and beliere I haTe
jt.1v the 'BeBt Sound in Tomi", out the Best
sound AVXWrlBHB.
what is more ia.sortant, the people
frost lliddleoero and surrounding townB there are
highly complimentary and tell me the sound is better
than anything they haye heard in Boston or PreTidence,
I

I

it)^

PHONCDISC

not

You can refer any doubting exhibitors te
me for the unsurpassed Tene Quality and
relume of Deforest equipment.

f

ptiONONLM

Congratulations, and thanking you for the
A-l quality equipment, I am

Very truly yours,

t ^PHONCDISC

*P0N0FIIM
I
PHONCDISC

f

THE BIG REASON FOR
ITS RAPID GROWTH IS/

j

Sure FIRE.., It's from
story of the

by

same

title

ELINOR GLYN

"Worth $3.00 per seat.
Finest! Thrilling! Dar,f»>

— Telegram from Liberty
Theatre, Dallas, Texas.

TALKING

m * THE

I*

H0MEN1

with Rod La Rocque

George Fitzmaurice Production
Topping the top wherever it plays
a

A

FIRST NATIONAL-

YlTAPHONI

it

the

registered

trade

mark

of

the

VITAPho*

H W ^

ale,
REG.

TRADE MARK.
TRADE,

Vitaphone Corporation designating

its

L

product

—
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The
Independent
Film Trade
Paper

RALD

E

Home
Office:

WORLD

407

So.

Dearborn

St.

Chicago

THIS ISSUE-

IN
ACTORS EQUITY

sound survey-

Producers, in Sessions With Members of
Equity Are Demanding the Withdrawal of
Frank Gillmore as President of the Association Official Reluctant to Step Out.
According to Report from the Coast Conferences Continue.

General Approval
— What Type of Picture Seems
Most Suitable
to this Nirw Medium? —Will Silent Pictures
Dissapear? — Answers to These Questions Are

—

—

Sound Meeting With

is

Published
Survey.

Weekly

in

/

Herald-World"s Sound

COMPLETE INDEX TO CONTENTS
NEWS
"What About Wider Film?" by Martin
which now

of a subject
industry.

DEPARTMENTS

Quigley. a di-russion
vitally concerns the entire motion picture
J.

The Studio

35

Short Features

42

Puhlix purchases Saenger Theatre chain and acquires in this purchase preferred and mo-t of the common stock 11 states

Music and Talent
The Theatre

46

involved.

Classified Advertising

announces 26 productions for the new season
These pictures will be. according to the company. 100 per cent
talking and sound.

What

—

Tiffany-Stalil

I niversal launche*
theatres
audien?.
in

its

—R K 0

own new -reel — Paramount Audien New-

introduces prompter

in

presenting

New

the Picture

The

\ oice of the Industry

i

Letters

from Readers!

Service Talks

Los Angeles by Douglas Hodges
Broadway
Sound Pictures
Pictorial Section

Sound Act Releases

Did

51

Me

for

53
57

Pictures

Chicago Personalities bv

J.

F

53

foreign

ADVERTISEMENTS

FEATURES
Motion Picture Finance

38

52
22
45
35
18
31

23
43

FILM.

SOUND AND EQUIPMENT— Paramount.

Jack White.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Fox. Pathe. General
Talking Pictures. L niversal. First National. Automatic Ticket.
Greiver Production- and Weber Machine Corporation.

Eastman

Kodak.

MUSIC AND TALENT—M. Witmark &

&

Henderson. Musical
Brooks Costnme.

Di-c?. Inc..

Sons. DeSylva. Brown
Ted Mevn. Leonard Salvo and

SEW YORK

CHICAGO
07 South Dearborn St.
Telephone Harrison O036-3T-33
Cable Address: Quispubeo
EDWIN S CLIFFORD. General Manager
JAY M. SHRECK. Woncsmj Editor
,

GEORGE CLIFFORD.
ERNEST

Business Manager
A. ROVELSTAD. Vnri Editor

BOLLYWOOD
60S North Cahuenga

St.

Telephone Gladstone 2 118-2 119

DOUGLAS HODGES

Telephone Wiekersham 2366-2367

565 Fifth Avenue

EDITORIAL

AND

PETER VISCHER. Vnc York
J\MES BEE CROFT,

ADVERTISING

.\eic

Editor

York Advertising Manager

LOHDOlt

OFFICES

THE BIOSCOPE
Faradav Honse
8-10 Charing Cross Rd..

West Coast Manager

TV.

C. 2

ASCRIPTION RATES:

United States and in possessions. Canada and all countries of the Americas
S3. 00 per rear; Great Britain and its colonies
£l per »e*ar.
Other foreign countries— S5.0O per year. Singls copies
25 cents. Advertising rat. cards and Audit Bureau of Circulations statements furnished upon application.'

The HER ALD- WORLD assumes no responsibility for the return of unsolicited manuscripts.

No manuscripts

are returned

unless authors

so

request.
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WORLD
Martin

J.

Quigley, Publisher

&

Exhibitors Herald, founded in 1915
ture World, founded in 1907; Motography, founded
The Film Index, founded in 1909
Incorporating

;

Editor

Moving
in

1909;

Publication

Martin

Edwin

S.

U.

S.

and

very little guidance as to what he should do and any course
decided upon was hazardous because of the uncertainty of
being able to get the equipment necessary to execute any kind
of a plan.
If

the industry had had no association and

a great deal of

money and many

if it

had not

spent

years' efforts in creating and

maintaining the Motion Picture Producers 8C Distributors
Association, the fact that there were practically no advance
arrangements or preparations, no unified action, no standardization and no uniformity as to time of procedure and methods
of procedure would have been understandable and explainable.

little reason or excuse for the failure to prepare, unify and
coordinate the industry's efforts to accommodate itself to the
are aware that the Hays Office
change to sound pictures.

We

A.

Quigley, President
Clifford, Secretary
George Clifford, Asst. Treasurer
Member Audit Bureau of Circulations
Copyright, 1929, by Quigley Publishing Company

does not seek, as a policy, to concern itself with the individual
business arragements of its several members and this has been
the only explanation of its failure on the sound changeover
that has been suggested.

All editorial and business correspondence
should be addressed to the Chicago office

Other publications: Better Theatres, devoted to construction, equipment and
operation of theatres; published every fourth week as supplement to Exhibitors
Herald- World; The Motion Picture Almanac, Pictures and Personalities, published annually; The Chicagoan and Polo, Class publications.
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activities of

J.

Vol. 96, No. 6

10,

But with the Hays Office, with time and facilities for many
even remote significance indeed, there seems to be

Pic-

Published Every Wednesday by

Quigley Publishing Company
Office: 407 So. Dearborn St., CHICAGO,
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changeover
THEquestion
of

to sound, however, cannot be construed as

individual business arrangement;

a

it

was an

industry-wide question, involving broad industry-wide policies
and if there ever was a situation in which the Hays Office

should have functioned actively and aggressively

it

was

in

this one.

What About
Wider Film?

All of this

is,

of course, in review of what has taken place:

about milk that has been

But

spilt.

it is

not discussed here

in

the spirit of idle criticism but rather for the purpose of directing attention to a similar situation which now confronts the

industry in the case of the wider film.

A

year ago the industry uas plunged precipitously
into sound.

Sound was not ready

for the industry and certainly
the industry was not ready for sound.
A considerable part of the confusion, waste and general grief incidental to the precipitous plunge into
sound now threatens a return engagement.

The new hazard
change to a wider

IN

is

involved in

the approaching

film.

contrast to the procedure followed in other great indus-

preparation for any radical and sweeping change,
the motion picture industry was not prepared in an orderly
tries in

manner for the change from silent to sound pictures. The
industry plunged or was plunged into the tremendous task of
changing over without any one of many commonsense, advance arrangements that might have been made and should
have been made.

The

changeover has been tremendously increased
because of the uncertainties and confusions which attended
the move. In addition to the direct costs involved, heavy losses
have been experienced because of the lessened marketability
of product already made and on the shelves.
cost of the

The exhibitor was left in a most perplexing position. For a
long time he had nothing more than guess-work to guide him
in making plans for the gearing of his theatre to the new conditions.
year ago distributors were complaining because of
lack of buying by exhibitors who were contending they did not
know what to buy because they did not know what equipment
they should get or could get. It is not improbable that smart
buyers were taking advantage of the situation, but at the same

A

time

it

difficult

The

was plainly obvious that the theatreman had a most
problem on his hands.

many instances was equally
All of the natural and accustomed difficulties of
studio operation were greatly increased. The producer had but
plight of the producer in

as difficult.

be a changeover to a wider film is no longer
The advance evidence of the approaching change is unmistakable. Probably by the end of the
summer there will be a wide film picture on Broadway and
with the obvious advantages of a larger screen for sound pictures, another helter-skelter rush for pictures on wider film
may be expected.

That there

will

a matter of speculation.

Thus

far there

is

no understanding within the industry

of

any kind in connection with the wide film. There are now
several wide films, each of a different dimension and each entailing different and distinct equipment.
With the industry by no means out of the woods on the
changeover to sound pictures, it needs no elaboration to indicate what the state of the business is likely to become if no
provisions are made for standardization on the wider film and
if each individual producer is left to muddle through as best
he can.

The unfortunate state of the
may be easily imagined.

theatre

man

in

such an even-

tuality

We

development and use of the
emergency. Producers through
at once go carefully into the whole
matter, arrive at a policy which will serve the common good
and then announce to the world just how and when the change
over to a wider screen will be accomplished.
feel that the prospective

wider film represents a
their association should

With
studios

done an orderly procedure may be adopted

this

and

real

in the

in the theatres, getting the best that can be gotten

out of the development and avoiding great expense and confusion.

Failure to do this will simply mean a repetition of the mix-up
on sound.
If, however, suitable arrangements are made the wider film
can be brought to serve the progress of the industry most
effectively and at only an appropriate and logical cost and
effort.

—MARTIN

J.

QUIGLEY.

:

:
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Gillmore's Retirement May Be
Solution of Equity's Problem
What
70,

Shall

It

Producers and Players Meet

Be—

56 or 35 Millimeters?

Second Time on Differences

(Special to the Heralii-World)

NEW

YORK.

Aug. 6.— The number of Wide-Films now being tested
may soon be a new source of worry
to the exhibitor who may feel, as he
did with the advent of sound, that he
has to equip his house all over again.
Wide Films come in various sizes.
The Grandeur Film, sponsored but
not yet made on a large scale, by
Fox Film corporation engineers,
measures 70 millimeters as does the
Spoor Berggren Three Dimensional
Film now being used in production
Photophone. The Paraby
mount Magnahlm is only 56 millimeters wide, while the standard width

RCA

for film

is

35 millimeters.

British Trade Stirred
By Visit of Blumenthal

Of Fox and Dr. Giannini
LONDON.

July 27.— [By .Mail]— The Brittrade is expressing its belief that matterof considerable moment for film affairs on
this side are to follow the visit here of A. C.
Blumenthal, Fox representative, and of Dr.
Giannini, American financier active in the motion picture industry.
ish

"So far, no promise of anything important
has been given by either man, although Blumenthal is reported to have said that he had
nothing to say "as yet."

Firm Acquires

British

Stereoscopic Device;

Can Be Sold
(

ial to

for

$700

the Herald-World)

LONDON.

Aug. 6.— British Filmcraft has
acquired a stereoscopic device which it claims
can be supplied to exhibitors for about $700.
The device comes from a Swiss inventor, who
claims that it is very simple in operation and
can be fitted to any make of camera and easily
adapted to any make projector.
The device consist of two lenses and two
mirrors which reflect on another lens.
The
resulting image is photographed, giving a
double picture separated by a hair line. For
the projection, the operation is reversed and
the two images superimposed.

Both Parties Maintain Secrecy in Discussing Situation
Which Has Arisen Between Actor and Studio

DOUGLAS HODGES

By

HOLLYWOOD.

—

Aug.
The second of two conferences between producers
ended with both sides far apart on the Equity issue.
Producers are demanding, according to reports, that Gillmore withdraw from
Actors Equity Association before they will arbitrate. Frank Gillmore, presi-

and actors

6.

last night

reluctant to step out although, many feel, it may
by his retirement.
ith Gillmore out of the organization, producers are willing to grant any
reasonable demands that actors are making, it is understood. His secretary and
his press agent allowed no calls to reach him when the conference ended today.

dent of the association,

mean

that his

own

is

forces will triumph

W

Indications are that the conferences will continue through the next
fore the Equity controversy is settled.

The first meeting was called after the intercession of Conrad Nagel and five other
players who have heretofore represented an
anti-Gillmore block, and the producers agreed
to hear the requests of Equity.
Meeting Is Secret
The meeting was kept secret and was attended by only six people. It took place Friday night at an undetermined location.
Fred Beetson and two others whose identities have not been revealed, represented the
producers. Frank Gillmore, Ethel Barrymore
and P. N. Turner, attorney, represented
Equity.
Little or nothing was done by the producers
at the meeting except to listen to the recitals
of Attorney Turner. At the conclusion of his
comments the producers retired from the
meeting with the plan to meet again with
these three Equity representatives Monday
night to announce what, if any concessions,
the producers will make.
The turn in the deadlocked situation came
immediately following the visit of Will Hays
to Hollywood.
He spent several days conferring with members of the association. He
left for New York Thursday night.
He declined to comment on the Equity situation.
Until this week producers had declined to
enter into negotiations regarding Gillmore's
demands.

had been felt unnecessary durin.'
weeks to consider arbitration.
Sufficient numbers of actors have been available for work and producers have continued
their schedules with no more than an occasional annoyance in casting.
Of the group of a possible 1.000 part players who withdrew from studio work on acIt

the past eight

count of Equity only about 150 are

among

the featured class.

Rumor Warner Publix
To Expand Ohio Houses
(Special to the Herald-World)

6—

CINCINNATI, O.. Aug.
Present indications point to either Warner or Publix, or
possibly both, invading Ohio to a very considerable
extent.
Rumors emanating from
sources believed to be reliable are to the effect
that a well known Cincinnati contractor has
secured around ten theatre locations for Warners.

An erstwhile Columbus motion picture magnate is said to have an equal number of
options on desirable houses located at various
points between Cleveland and Cincinnati, for
consideration of the Publix interests.

Letter of Demands
The letter that brought announcement that
Equity's demands would be heard read as follows
"Although we, the undersigned, do not
:

agree

with

week

be-

particulars of the dethe Actors Equity
Association through its president, Frank Gillmore, and having the best interests of all actors and of the motion picture industry at
heart, we feel these interests can be furthered
by a meeting between a committee appointed
by the president of Actors Equity Association
and a committee appointed by the president of
your organization.
"We respectfully urge your favorable consideration.
have ascertained that this conference will be entirely agreeable to the president of the Actors Equity Association.

the

all

mands made upon you by

We

"Signed

:

Conrad Nagel, Lois Wilson, Ed-

mund Lowe, Noah

Beery,

Louise

Dresser,

Ralph Forbes."

which
The producers issued a
read as follows
"The letter signed by six motion picture
statement

artists

engaged

in the

Hollywood studios

is

explanatory and the producers commithas agreed to meet a committee representing the Actors Equity Association on Fri-

self
tee

day,

August

2."

Immediately following the meeting Fred

W.

Beetson. secretary of the producers' association released the following statement

Beetson's Statement Short
"The committee of motion picture producers today met Frank Gillmore, Ethel Barrymore and Paul Turner, representing Actors
Equity Association and there will be another
meeting next Monday."
He said that the statement would not be
amplified nor the names of the producers
representatives disclosed.
Gillmore, following the meeting, merely
"We met today and there will be ansaid :

other meeting Monday."
Gillmore refused to state whether steps had
been successfully taken which would lead to
an amicable settlement.
Miss Barrymore is in Los Angeles with a

company from

New

York.

Publix Purchases Saenger Theatre Chain;
Acquires Preferred and Most Common
NEW

—

ORLEANS, Aug. 6. The Saenger circuit has been taken over by Publix.
E. V. Richards, general manager, confirmed the report here today. Publix stock
will be exchanged for all of the issued and outstanding Saenger preferred stock,
and at least 90 per cent of the class A common.
The Saenger chain embraces 11 Southern states, besides theatres in Central
America and the West Indies.
Richards is slated to become

a vice-president of Publix.
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the success of "On With the Show," Warner Brothers will soon reof Broadway" as their second lOO'/r natural colored production. In this production will be seen an array of notables, who in the past have
proven box office attractions. Such stars and players as Conway Tearle, Lilyan Tashman, Winnie Lightner, Louise Fazenda, Carmel Myers, Albert Grau, Helen Foster,
Gertrude Short, Nick Lucas and Nancy Welford will be seen and heard. This mark*
the debut of Conway Tearle in audiens.
lease

All -Star Casts

30 or 40 stars appearing in a single
picture, how is the public going to feel
about it when it has to be satisfied with
Isn't there an element of danger
just one?
in handing out too big a dish of anything,

even

"The Gold Diggers

cream?

if it is ice

Williams Is Back
Jay Dee Williams is back from Europe,
which means that there will be an announceso, or maybe six or eight, within
Wherever Jay Dee is,
the next few weeks.
something is buzzing, and he hasn't been in
England for nothing.
$ * *

ment or

More Sound News
The sound news situation is getting busier.
Paramount has a fleet ready, and distribution
Metro and Hearst are doing big

has begun.

And
is doing magnificently.
Fox, of course, is rolling merrily along.
If there is anything in pictures more substantial
than sound newsreels, I wouldn't
know what it might be.
Pathe

things.

*

*

*

Nancy Welford

Suspenders

Conway Tearle

The hot weather has made

the Motion Picture Club turn stylish at luncheon. The rule
is coats off and be comfortable, gents, and
let's see what you have in the way of new
In the evening, if you want to
suspenders.
dine with your coat off, you get shoved back
so far that you're practically in the kitchen,

on a stove.

sitting

Fair enough.

More on Weather
Most of

the picture magnates are all in
favor of getting the selling season back where
it belongs, many weeks earlier than this year.

This business of trying to sell film with eggs
of all kinds frying out on the sidewalk is
nobody's fun.
Earlier and better selling, is
the motto.
*

*

*

Radio's Opening
I

the

must hand
boyy out

Girl,"

it

to

the first
theatre

to Radio.

It certainly got all
see the opening of "Street
big Radio Picture to get a

on Broadway.
It was hot
enough to make you dream of mint juleps,
or more mint juleps, and yet everybody had
special

a pretty swell time.

Even the critics liked "Street Girl," which
might almost be enough to make you suspicious of it.
But, no fooling, it was bright
and zippy, exceptionally well done.
*

*

*

Jolson in W hiteface

Al Jolson

is

going pale

in his

Warner Brothers, "Say
Not a moment of blackface
for

It

next picture

With Songs."

in

it,

according

Al's face ought to shine when
he thinks of what he did to the picture business and what it did to him.
to all reports.

—

*

*

*

The Foreign Market
Earle

Europe
audiens,

Hammons

brings back word from
from resenting American
they are a huge success abroad.

that

They, sort

of,

far

speak for themselves.

— PETER

VISCHER.

1929

Gold Diggers of Broadway 99

FOLLOWING

WITH

10,

Lilyan Tashman,

Ann Pennington and Winnie

Lightner.

:
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Believe
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or Not,

It

Happened

in

VITAPHONE ANNIVERSARY

It

August Sixth has become an historic date for the motion picture industry and more par-

Kansas City

ticularly for

(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY,

Aug.

part, remarked
"Well Henry, how'd you

the

like

theatre?"

"Dang nice place, but them fellers
would be in a bad fix if it ever
rained," was the reply from Henry.

Handle

1929-30 Program

(Special to the Herald-World)

—

NEW YORK,

Aug. 6. Columbia Pictures
B. Haynes, Mike Spanagel,
Brooke Tillsworth and Charles Johnston to
the sales force it is lining up to handle its
1929-1930 program.

Thomas

has added

All four

men

are veterans of the distribution field.
Johnston, who has been identified
with .sales activities since 1915 as salesman for
P D C and Paramount, has been added to the
Buffalo office.
Tillsworth,
formerly with
Pathe, Universal and Tiffany-Stahl, has been
appointed salesman out of Seattle.
Mike
Spanagel, previously connected with Pathe,
Paramount,
and Goodall, has joined
G
the Seattle branch.
Thomas B. Haynes, formerly with Universal, F B O and De Mille,
has been signed as salesman at Memphis office.
S. E. Field, attached for a number of years

M

M

Pittsburgh
transferred to Albany.
Columbia's

|to

branch

has

been

Employes Foil Second
Effort to Rob Theatre
(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTLAND,
.vas

Aug.

6.— Another

:essful

last week to rob the United Artists
and the effort would have been suchad not employes informed the police

ind aided in the capture of the bandit.

While the bandit threatened the cashier with
vhat was supposed to be nitro-glycerine, the
loorman slipped out and sent for the police,
vho succeeded in capturing him before he had
secured the
money.
This is the second
ttempt within the past vear to rob this thetre.

Subsidiary to Operate

RKO

dates

to the world at a
the history of the sound

Broadway premiere
picture as

popular

entertainment.

On this August Sixth, \ itaphone celebrated its third anniversary, and the anniversary
occasion was appropriately marked. K hile the occasion was first and foremost a Warner
Brothers event, it ivas of such significance that the industry at large took due note of it.
In this short space of three years the whole map of the amusement world has been
changed; new eminences have appeared and old ones have disappeared ; the public and
the amusement uorld have gained a new concept of the importance and scope of the Screen.
To this great transformation the name of Warner Brothers is permanently and most
conspicuously linked.
To the great tide of congratulations that have reached the W arner brothers on the third
anniversary of } itaphone we offer this uord of felicitation. M. ]. Q.

—

Tiffany-Stahl to Produce 26
Features to Cost 15 Million
Three Roadshows and Ten Specials Listed on 1929-30 Program
Production ^ ill
All Features to Be Made with Sound
Be Entirely on West Coast

—

NEW

Pantages Houses

(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO,

Aug. 6.— The RadioCekh-Orpheum interests, which last week
cquired part of the Pantages theatre chain
n the Pacific Coast, have formed a subsidiary
ompany to operate these, the new concern
j be known as the Radio-Keith-Orpheum San
rancisco Company.
Frank Simpson, former general booking
lanager for the Orpheum Theatres, and more
rcently Western representative, will be the
acific Coast representative for Radio-KeithJrpheum.

YORK,

Aug. 6.—Tiffany-Stahl will spend over 815,000,000 on 1929-30
productions, it is learned from officials of the company. Sound production
will be by the
Photophone process. The feature program will consist
of 26 pictures, all with sound and all to be made on the West Coast.

RCA

A roadshow production will be made of
"Journey's End," stage play by R. C. Sheriff,
which will be unique in that it will have no
feminine roles.
Prominent Player Cast
Among the players named by Tiffany-Stahl
for the new program are Mae Murray, Betty
Compson, Leo Carrillo, Virginia Valli, Sally
O'Xeil, Juliette Compton, Conway Tearle,
Ricardo Cortez, Joe E. Brown, Helen Foster,
George Barraud and Virginia Bradford. The
stories are by such authors as Booth Tarkington, Arthur Guy Empey, Dion Boucicault.
Elliot Lester, Martin Brown, R. C. Sheriff,
Michael Morton and Edwin Balmer.
Dialog for screen versions are being writCharles Kenyon. Wells Root, Carey
Wilson and Frances Hyland. There will be
three road show productions, "The Lost Zeppelin" and "Enchanting Melodie" (the latter
in natural colors) and "Journey's End."
ten by

The Ten Specials
Ten
will

attempt

made

Jieatre,

Warners gave

(Special to the Herald-World)

Columbia Adds Four to
Sales Staff to

arner Brothers.

Sixth, three years ago.
''Don Juan." and from that occasion

like one of those believeit-or-not incidents, but it actually
occurred at the Uptown theatre,
suburban house of Kansas City, the
other night. A family was entertain-

ing a cousin of the husband, who had
just arrived the previous day from
his home in a small Kansas town.
All through the performance the
cousin scarcely paid any attention to
the picture, but kept looking at the
As the
artificial stars in the ceiling.
family left the theatre, which is built
to resemble a roof garden, the husband, somewhat disappointed at the
lack of enthusiasm on the cousin's

JT

On August

6.— This

may sound

New

—

:

special

productions

ior

O'Xeil, based on the stage play of the

"The Medicine Man," from the stage
a story of a snake

"Woman

to

release

play,

salesman.

oil

Woman," from the stage
World war.

play

of before and after the

"Mister Antonio," from the Booth Tarkington stage play, starring Leo Carrillo and Virginia Valli.
"The Lost Zeppelin," melodrama of the
South Pole, with Conway Tearle. Ricardo
Cortez and Virginia Valli in the leading roles.
"Enchanting Melodie," all-color technicolor
feature.

The Color Symphonies
There are
first

to be 24

twelve for

fall

Color Symphonies, the
release being "Viennese

My

Mother Taught Me,"
"The Cossack's Bride," "The
Sacred Hour," "Temple Bells," "Tales of
Araby," "A Modern Cinderella," "The Mountain King," "A Song of India," "Pharaoh's
Daughter" and "In Old Madrid."
Melody," "Songs

"Minuette,"

The remaining
fall

same

name.

16 feature productions of the

program have not yet been made public

be

"Peacock Alley," starring Mae Murray, an
original by Carey Wilson, a story of today's
divorce problem.
"Troopers Three," by Arthur Guy Empey,
a story of the United States cavalry.
"Painted Faces," with Joe E. Brown, Helen
Foster, Virginia Bradford in the leading
roles a story of the circus.
"Dangerous Business," by Edwin Balmer.
story of girls used as decoys by big business
houses.
starring
Sally
"Kathleen
Mavoureen,"
;

Second Western

Henry Porch Killed
Herald-World)
NEW YORK, Aug. 6.— Henry Porch,
(Special to the

former Powers Cinephone engineer and engineer for Powers Syndicate in England,
was killed in an auto accident at Staines,
Riding
19 miles from London, yesterday.
with Porch were two other American engineers of the English Company. The auto
in which they were riding plunged off an
80 foot bridge into the

Thames

river.

Electric -Pacent Suit

Dismissed Despite Patent Assignment
(Special
Herald-World)
of Western Electric and Electrical ReNEW YORK, Aug. — The second
T.
Pacent, alleging infringement
to the

6.

suit

Subsidiaries, against
of
search Products, A. T. &
patents on sound equipment, was dismissed here last Friday, when Judge Frank J.
Coleman of the U. S. district court, held that the plaintiff had not sufficient legal
interest in the eight patents involved to bring suit.
The decision was in the face of the assignment by A. T. & T., original holders of
the patents, of the rights in them, lack of which caused dismissal of the first suit
against Pacent last June.
"It is quite clear," summarized Judge Coleman, "that the plaintiffs have nothing
in the nature of an exclusive license."

1

,
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Meeting

of Exhibitors in Indiana
Takes Arbitration to Task

C. C. Pettijohn of

Hays Organization

—

Attendance
Rembusch Also There
Is in

at

department of the national
organization. The Indiana organization of the
Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana, was
represented by Charles R. Metzger of Indianapolis, general manager and counsel. This organization, it is said, represents about 85 per
tives of the theatre

cent of the theatres of the state.

thousands

(Special to the Herald-World)

OTTAWA,

Aug. 6.— The farthest
north moving picture theatre in Canada has been established at Fort
Churchill, the new terminus of the
Hudson's Bay Railway on the West
shore of Hudson's Bay, a thousand
miles North of Winnipeg.
The inhabitants of this commercial
outpost have enjoyed moving picture
entertainment in a tent for some
weeks, but now a theatre building
has been erected by a Winnipeg syn-

Hoosier Meeting

been

fostered by that stormy petrel of Indiana theatre owners, Frank J. Rembusch, Rushville.
The revolt has been smoldering for some

months, according to Rembusch, who says 1
other states are expected to join Indiana in
refusing to sign contracts or abide by awards
of the arbitration boards set up by the na-

board of trade in
Indianapolis to arbitrate disputes and grievances of the Indiana exhibitors, but the Hoosier group refused to abide by any arbitration
or take their disputes before the board. Metzger announced that the policy of the Indiana
association would be placed before the board
of 11 directors within the next week and that
a state-wide meeting likely would be called

up a

film

within that time.

Distributors Attend
The meeting was attended by

out of

Indiana exhibitors
have been forced to quit business in the last
six months because of this situation.
It is the contention of the Indiana organiza-

representa-

tives of the various film exchanges in Indianapolis allied with the producers organization

and by approximately 20 of the more prominent theatre owners in this city and Indiana.
Pettijohn assured the exhibitors that he would
seek some relief for the smaller theatre owners, but this announcement was greeted by
loud guffaws on the part of exhibitors.
As it stands now, Indiana exhibitors are refusing to sign contracts with the national organization for films, according to Rembusch.
"This is only the beginning of the rebellion,"
he declared.
"The producers through their spokesman,
time and again agreed not to enter the field of
exhibiting pictures in their own theatres in
competition with the independent exhibitors.
They have violated this agreement by building
large theatres in all principal cities of the
United States. They have given their own
theatres first run pictures at times at considerably less than they sell second and third run
pictures to the independent exhibitors until the
condition has become so bad they have run

carries out the edict of the national organizaYork, and that arbitration
tion issued in
or adjustment has become farcical.

New

in

F

N

Arranges Radio
Hookup; Will Feature
Picture

Theme Songs

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Aug. 6.— First National has
arranged a radio hookup for every Monday
night, through station KFWB, Los Angeles,
to feature theme songs from current attractions.

Brunswick to Market 4
Songs from Jolson Filn
(Special
the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, Aug. 6— Four principal son
to

from "Say

It With Songs," Al Jolson'
for Warner Brothers, will b
marketed simultaneously with the pre-releas
of the picture.
The four numbers will b
"Little Pal," "I'm in Seventh Heaven," "Use<
to You" and "Why Can't You ?"
The Bruns

hits

picture

probable that Mervyn LeRoy, director,
master of ceremonies. The Vitaphone
orchestra, under the direction of Leo Forbstein, will be prominently featured, and dialog
sequences from the features will be presented.

wick-Balke-Collender company is offering,
booking the picture, cooperatio
with window displays and other forms of ex
t

exhibitors

ploitation.

Charles Koehler Named
Hugh Rennie's Assist an
(Special to the Herald-World)

It is

will be

be 9 a'clock, Western time.
tie in with several other
stations and completely blanket the Western

The hour

Station

will

KFWB

will

territory.

Columbia to Distribute
Walt Disney Cartoons

MILWAUKEE,

WIS., Aug. 6.— Charle
Koehler has been advanced from booker o
the local Fox exchange to assistant to Hug
Rennie, manager of the exchange.
Koehler is perhaps the oldest film exchang

man

in the business in Wisconsin.
He startc
work for a Milwaukee film exchange ?
the age of 17 and has been engaged in th
work for the past 21 years.

to

W B "Show of Shows"
Be 90% Natural

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Aug. 6.— Under the terms
of a contract signed yesterday by Joe
Brandt, of Columbia Pictures, and Charles
Giegerich, Eastern Representative for Walt
Pictures
have
been
Columbia
Disney,
granted the distribution rights in the United
States and Canada for Disney's "Silly Symphonies," a series of thirteen synchronized
sound cartoons. It is stated, however, that
there will be no releasing change for the
"Mickey Mouse" series which will continue to be distributed to the Disney Cartoons' Offices and certain independent exand
throughout
this
country
changes
Canada.

to

Colo

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Aug. 6.—Warner Brother
of Shows," which will have over 1C
stars, will be made in 90 per cent natur;
color, according to reports from the compan
The remaining 10 per cent will be compose
exclusively of acts designed for black an
white effects, acts which, if presented on th
stage, would be so costumed.

"Show

Burroughs, Tarzan Author

Sued

for Million Dollar

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug. 6.— Edgar Rice Bu
noted author and originator of tl
"Tarzan of the Apes" stories, is being suf
for $1,000,000.
An accounting for that sir
is sought by William S. Campbell, accordir
to a suit filed this week in superior court.
The plaintiff claims he contracted wil
F B O several years ago, to film one Tarzs
story on an agreement that Burroughs shai
Campbell asserts th:
the profits with him.
he has been paid nothing. The film vielck
more than $1000,000 profits, it is alleged.
roughs,

Tongue of Importing Nation

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

No picture less than five years old
has yet been shown there, it is said.

latest

RKO Export Audiens to Be Explained
On Film

dicate.

102

tion that no good comes of arbitration via the
It is charged that the
film board method.

Prior to the meeting, Pettijohn announced
set

smaller exhibitors

Rembusch declared

tional organization.

would

the

business."

board does not adjust grievances, but merely

Rembusch Leads "Revolt"
The revolt, if it may be called that, has

that he

of

1929

Hudson Bay Theatre

IND., Aug. 6.— At a meeting in Indianapolis August 2,
motion picture exhibitors attending the meeting opposed what they said
were the policies of the Motion Picture Producers & Distributors of
America. A stormy executive session was held by the exhibitors in which
spades were called spades.
national organization was represented
by Charles C. Pettijohn and by representa-

10,

Winnipeg Company Builds

INDIANAPOLIS,

'T'HE

August

—

YORK, Aug. 6. Radio Pictures has arranged for a unique treatment of
the export problem created by dialog pictures. The company announces that with
"Street Girl" will be inaugurated a system of preceding each picture for export
with a prologue spoken in the tongue of the country to which the picture is sent,
and by similarly closing each reel.
The speaker will first tell the plot, explain the characters and discuss the key
situations. At the close of each reel he will describe the scene which is to follow.
title editor, for
Foreign actors have been engaged by Randolph Bartlett,
Those signed thus far are Pierre de Ramey of Gaumont, Hans von
this purpose.
Morehardt of Munich, Manuel Paris of Spain, and Robert Wahlberg of Sweden.

RKO

Now

"Radio Counsellors'
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Aug. 6.— National Radio A

vertising Agency has been changed to Rad
Annette R. Bushman
Counsellors, Inc.
vice president of the corporation that plat
prepares and produces radio programs.

:
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Foreign Languages in

"The Cock Eyed World"
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK, Aug. 6.— "The Lock
Eyed World," which opened at the
Roxy theatre on August 3, has foreign languages spoken in

it.

Lelia

Frank Rembusch Has New Idea;
Will "Call" on All Independents
Indiana Exhibitor Say? That He Will Make
Work Out
Suggestions
President Hoover — These "Calls"
"Calls*' to

the

of

Karnelly, a native of Russia, and Ivan
Linow speak Russian in the picture.

Other languages spoken during various sequences are Italian. Swedish
and Yiddish.

1500,000 Laboratory

Opened in Chicago by
Bell & Howell Co.
& Howell

have opened a new $500,10 laboratory in Chicago, according to an
inounccment coming from J. H. McXabb,
Bell

company. The plant will
development of scientific
technical problems confronting the mopicture industry and will be under the

•esident of that
nction for the

•

id

Dn

irection of A. S.

Howell.

'The plant occupies 35,000 square feet of
>or space and 400 engineers and technians are employed and is prepared to give
•11 cooperation between
the manufacturers
d users of motion picture equipment. The
>licy of the company has been to modnize its cameras, printers and perforators,
most upon demand and with their newer
id

greater

facilities

this

same policy

will

maintained on even a larger scale.
(

Sound and talking pictures have opened
entirely new and unlimited field for adnces in motion picture production and
th the introduction of wider width film,
•11
& Howell are ready to aid and assist
the development.

Htawa Operators Sign

New Wage

Scale Contract

(Special to the Herald-World)

DTTAWA,
.ir

'

Aug.

— An

agreement with
for the coming
was reached by Clarence Robson, To-

ition

picture

6.

projectionists

uo, Eastern division general manager of
mous Players Canadian Corporation, when
visited Ottawa where the company has
ee houses.
An increase was provided for,

:is

understood.

ddison to Head Loew
Theatres in Rochester

Concern Arbitration

ill

(Special to the Herald-World)

IXDIAXAPOLIS. IXD.. Aug. 6.— Frank Rembusch of Indiana has just
issued a statement of twelve hundred words.
The gentleman from Indiana, we may judge, has written a letter to President
Hoover, and. according to the statement. Mr. Rembusch, within the next 60 or
90 days will "call" on every independent organization "to work out your (the
president;.) suggestions."
In his twelve hundred word statement addressed to the president of the United States,
Mr. Rembusch says:
"It is clear that we should bring specific evi-

\E\V YORK. Aug.

— In

I

—

'

lew. Inc.,
-

r

'

1

comes the announcement that H.

Addison, who has been acting as managing
ector of the theatre since last winter, would
retained as the Loew representative in

G.

W. Armour

1

(Special to the Herald-World)

MOXTESAXO. WASH.,

Aug. 6.—G. W.
Armour, owner of the new Montesano theatre
here and the Armour theatres at Elma and
'

McCleary,

lies

III

(Special to the Herald World)

AIRFIELD. CAL., Aug. 6.— The many
nds of James .\fclnery. veteran exhibitor
owner of the Solano theatre, are showing
ch concern over his serious illness, his
dition being reported as critical.

'.

in

McCleary hospital

a critical condition at the
following an automobile

accident.

He has been in ill health recently and grave
fears are felt for his recovery.

lating the individuals responsible for the present situation, or the Industry as a whole will
be subject to rigid discipline."

Jack Baker Successor
To Hess at Marks Bros.

French Company Formed
For World Distribution
Of Avant Carde Product

Tack Baker, well known Chicago publicist,
has been signed by Marks Brothers theatre
circuit, as head of its publicity department, to
succeed Jack Hess, who resigned to become

(Bt

Pari*

PARIS,

Correspondent

July 29.— [By

of

Herjld- World]

the

Mail]— A new com-

pany has been formed in France for the world
distribution of Avant Carde and little theatre
films, and will be known as Studio Films, with
headquarters at 53 rue Saint-Roch. The following subjects are now ready for release:
"Yvette;" "En Rade," "Rien Que Les Heures,"
"La Petite Lily," by A. Cavalcar.ti: "La Zone."
by G. Lacombe; "L'Etoile De Mer." "Emak Bakia,"
"Le Mystere Du Chateau Du De." by Man Ray:
"La Coquille et Le Clergyman," by G. Dulac
"Ernest Et Amelie," by J. de Casembroot "Brumes
D'Automne," by D. Kirsanoff: "Rythmes D'L'ne
"La Malemort De
Cathedrale." bv R. Landau
Canart." by S.'Silka: "Les Troglodytes," by Al'.e"Paris-Express." by Duhamel; "I Do Love
gret
to be at the Sea Side," by O. Blakeston: "Bithulite."
"Vie Heureuse." by C. Heymann
by P. Sichel
"La Marche De~ Machines." "La N'uit Electrique,"
"Mod Parnasse." bv de E. Deslav "Voici Paris."
"Voci Londres." "Voice Marseille." by C. Lumber;
"Voyage Au Congo." by A. Gide: "Le Chien and
;

Western

publicity

director

for

RKO

The-

atres.

Baker has been doing free lance work since
resigning from the Universal publicity department in Chicago several months ago. At one
time he was with Lubliner & Trinz, prior to
its absorption by Balaban & Katz.

Minister Warns Italian
Exhibitors About Quota
[Bj Italian Correspondent of the H?rald World]

XAPLES, July 29— [By Mail.]—The Italian
minister of national economy has written to
all exhibitors in Italy concerning the proportion of Italian produced films which must be

;

j

Lou," by L. Bunuel: "La Fille De L'Eau." by J.
Renoir; "Wasser." by V. Blum, and "Partie De
Campagne," by A. Strasser.

exhibited.
All the exhibitors are compelled to show no
less than 25 per cent of Italian made pictures,
and those refusing to obey this order are subject to severe penalties.

Taylor

loose on

manager of

Mayer

is

about to

let

its

stars

Broadway. "The Hollywood Revue" which
embodies twenty-five of these stellar attractions, will open at the Astor on August
Broadway Melody"
following "The
14
which has been there since February. The
film is now playing at Grauman's Chinese
in Los Angeles and is said to have been

Named

Universal
Assistant Sales Head

"Hollywood Revue" and
"Hallelujah" on Broadway
Herald-World)
(Special
XEW YORK, Aug. 6.— Metro-Gold wynto the

Mclnery Seriously

in Critical

Condition After Crash

Chester.

Vddison went to Rochester after serving for
years as managing director of the Fox(rnerford Great Lakes theatre in Buffalo.
t

On August 20 Metro will open King
Vidor's "Hallelujah" at the Embassy, the
intimate house on Broadway.
Vidor has
been working on "Hallelujah," a picture
with an all negro cast, for more than a year.
Two openings on the main stem within the
week for one company are unusual in these
parts.
The houses, Embassy and Astor,
are virtually across the street from one
another.

Hays organization before the L'nited States
senate committee, the courts, and the department of justice to show there is no 'coercion
or collusion' existing in the Film Boards of

;

connection with
announcement of the leasins for a period
25 years— the new $4,000,000 Rochester
t atre by the Loew interests, made public last
\ek by E. A. Schiller, vice president of
6.

directed.

to offset the compulsory arbitration
awards that the independent theatre owners
are compelled to sign in order to receive pictures, which documents have been used by the

Trade.
"Realizing that you are confronted with the
most difficult economic problems ever inherited by an administration, we feel that we cannot expect you to solve our problem. However,
we do wish to leave with you the following
analysis of the situation."
Mr. Rembusch, after a review of his opinions of the arbitration situation, concludes his
letter to the president of the United States in
the following manner
"The rebellion on the part of the Independents is being taken up by the public So,
eventually, it seems that our Industry will
have Government regulation, either by regu-

Charles Reisner

doing a record business.

dence

;

(Special to the Herald-World)

21

(Special to the Herald-World)

KAXSAS

CITY. Aug.

6— Harry

Taylor,

the local Universal exchange, has
lieen appointed assistant sales manager of the
Universal.
He has gone to Xew York, but
expects to return in a few weeks to arrange
for removing to the East.
Taylor made many friends in this territory
during his stay here, also achieving some local
fame by singing over station

WDAF.
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At the New York
Theatres
NEW FILMS

MOTION PICTURE FINANCE

PARAMOUNT — "The

Hungarian Rhapsody," Ufa
no dialog but American theme song.
With
Dagoyer, Dita Parlo and Willy Fritsch, direct
ed by Erich Pommer.
-;The Cock Eyed World," Fox, all talking,
with Victor MacLaglen, Lily Damita and Edmund
Lowe, directed by Raoul Walsh. Sequel to "What
Price Glory."
STRAND— "The Man and the Moment," First Na
tional, with talking sequences, with Billie Dove and
Rod LaRocque. Directed by George Fitzmaurice.
FILM GUILD CINEMA— "Through the Death Deserts of Asia," record of Sven Hedin expedition
through Tibet and Mongolia.
"Say It With Songs," Warner all talker
with Al Jolson, Davey Lee and Marian Nixon.
Marking third anniversary of Vitaphone on Broad
" 3>
film,

Lil

ROXY—

Films Participate in Bull Market
LAURENCE STERN

By

NEW YORK,

Aug.

6.

—Talk of mergers within

the motion picture indus-

Wall Street, the current indicated earnings of various larger companies are attracting favorable attention and
the amusement shares as a group at last appear to enjoy some real participatry continues to be heard in

WARNERS—

HELD OVER AND REVIVED
M
—

tion in the bull market.

T^HE

ASTOR— "The

price range printed below
* shows some striking gains, with Paramount, for example, up 4-y« points Fox Film

technical improvements and production efficiencies in this new amusement field will re-

up 3^; Radio-Keithand Brunswick-Balke-Col-

in the name of Al
Tolson, or is it mere conincidence that his
election as a director of Brunswick-Balke-Col-

securities

lower costs.
Perhaps there is magic

sult in

;

up

Loew's,

Inc.,

Orpheum up 2%;
lender up 6 points.

The reasons behind

lender coincided
the stock?

moveParamount

these individual

ments are curiously mixed.
threatens to become a speculative favorite,
with attention called to it by its acquisition
of the Saenger Theatres chain and 10,900
by current estimates, more or less official, that its
success in the "talkies" resulted in a 39.200
160 per
cent profit increase during June.

issues a

CAMEO —
—"In

opened June

AVENUE— "Straus,

—

Expected

GLOBE — "Street
30.
CAPITOL— "The

few months ago, now coming
analyses
and glowing

opened July

Will Evans, formerly managing director of
W olfe are spoken of as

the

been

elected

request

of

directors,

Ostrer

said,

is

at

has been stimulated bv reported6.200
plans
of a $100,000,000 merger.
It appears to be
solely a Fox enterprise, representing a more
close drawing together of the existing Fox

Aug.

6— It

B. C. & L. Incorporates
INDIANAPOLIS, IND. Articles of incorporation

—

have been filed with the secretary of state of Indiana
by the B. C. & L. Theatres, Inc., of Mishawaka. Ind.
The corporation has an initial capital stocky of l.OOf
shares having no par value and is formed "to carrj
on the business of furnishing amusement to the pub
lie."
The Incorporators are Max J. Brown. Lewi?
Cochovety, Henry Lowenstine and Oscar Lambiotte

reported that
Warner Brothers is interested with the Van
Sweringens in building the largest theatre in
Cleveland as part of the Terminal station

One of the most interesting developments
of the week is the announcement of lower
sound film rentals to be paid by independent
4
exhibitors. It is naturally to be expected
that

project

now under

$20 bid.
changed

hands during the week, while but 30 shares of
Skouras A was sold on the exchange.

(Special to the Herald-World)

CLEVELAND,

talker,

3.

Amustment A closed at
One hundred shares of this stock

Large Cleveland House

holdings.

National.

all

$51.25.
St. Louis

Rumor Says Warners and
Van Sweringens to Build

atres,

Universal

Love,"

decline of seven points being record on one
day. The last quotation for the week was $30
big, compared with a recent high point of

financiers.

Fox earnings for the half-year are almost
12.500
as large as those for the full year of 1928.
This issue, as well as Loew's and Fox The-

opened July

First

(Special to the Herald-World)

Gaumont

Brothers,

talker,

all

Standard,"

ST. LOUIS, Aug. 6.— Skouras A stock was|
considerably lower on the St. Louis stock exchange during the week ending August 3, a

Ian P. Little

it

Radio

Single

Skouras A at Low Level
For Week; Amusement A
Trading Lively at $20

T, and C. M.
their successors.

Mark and Maurice Ostrer and

United Artists, opened July

27.

opened August

is

PC

have

National

First

22.

Girl,"

COLONY— "College

Aug. 6.— [By Cable.]—Forma-

the board.

pool activity in Radio-Keithan early objective some 20
points higher.
It is reliably reported that the
Radio management has made unexpectedly
rapid progress and will soon have the organization on a profitable basis. Its first two important sound films are money-makers.
Its
sponsors still believe that Paramount
ulti1,700
mately will be absorbed.
at

Waltz King," German,
Eyes,"

27.

expected here of a new distributortheatre combine involving Gaumont British
and P C T. H. C. and Reginald Bromhead,
founders of the original British Gaumont organization, are reported to have resigned from
tion

Irish

RIVOLI — "Evangeline,"

By London Correspondent of the Herald-World]

LONDON,

Paramount,

Feathers,"

over a week.

talker, held

opened July 20.
CENTRAL "Smiling
talker, opened July

In England of Theatre
And Distributor Groups
[

Four

12.

Old Siberia," Russian. Opened July 20.
"Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu," Paramount,

RIALTO

New Combine

out
with studious
recommendations'.

The renewed
Orpheum aims

CRITERION— "The

in

all

favorable trend of this company's earnings has been recognized for some time by
close observers.
There is a bit of humor in
the spectacle of various reputable brokerage
houses, which were sceptical of all amuse-

ment

with a 6-point advance

FIFTH

32,300

The

Broadway Melody,"
G M, all talker,
opened February 1.
APOLLO "Bulldog Dmmmond," United Artists, all
talker, opened May 2.
GAIETY— "The Black Watch," Fox, all talker,
opened May 22.
WINTER GARDEN— "On With the Show," Warneri,
all talker, opened May 28.

is

construction.

SECURITIES PRICE RANGE
Week Ending August
NEW YORK STOCK MARKKT
Sa'e<
3.000

American Stating
Brunswick-Balke-Collender
Consolidated Film, pfd

800

pfd.,

w.

w

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. pfd
Motion Picture Capital

Paramount
Pathe Exchange
Do.,

300

"A"
"B"
Radio Keith Orpheum
pfd.
pfd.

34

.»4

35%

41%

128

90%
37%
123

500
700
8,100
200.800
15.900

"A"

Radio Corporation
Do.,
Do.,

170

638,400
500
300
193.500

Close

42%
204%

pfd
Fox Film "A"
Keith Albee Orpheum
Do., pfd
Loew's, Inc
Do.,

Low
>•»

25*4

Eastman Kodak

Do.,

Hivrh

25

192%
125%
87
37
112

60%
95%
24%

56%
92%
24%

54
69

51
63

9

20%
90%
53%
78%
40

3

Do-

89%
87%
123

60%
95%
24%
51%
68%

7%

8%

17%
81%

86%

53

53

77%
34%

77%
39%

19

85.400

200

Pfd-

40%
70

39
68

Z9'A
70

59%
50%

56%
50%

50 '»

57*

CHICAGO STOCK MARKET

2

194
127'4

600
350

Shubcrt Theatres
Universal Pic 1st., pfd
Warner Brothers "A"

Balaban

&

Katz

Marks Brothers
Morgan Litho
Acoustic

cvt.

p
-

NEW YORK CURB

Prod

Columbia Pictures
Consolidated Film Ind

Eastman Kodak rts
Fox Theatres "A"
General Theatre Equipment
International Projector new
National Screen
National Theatre Supply
Sentry Safety

Trans-Lux
Universal Pictures

150
600
280

-

vtc
_

58.600
6.200
8,300
38.800
287,000
4.800
6.900
5.800
16.200
6.000
6.700
100

79

79

18%

79
22

21

21

21

34%
21%

31

33%

"

6%

20%

2m

23%

27%
32%

4%
27%
34%
34%
30%
25%
20%
!

()l
,

15%

33
33

29%
24%

4*
33

29%

19
9

24 V.
19
9Vi

15%

15'/i

August

10,
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\\v
Film News
in Pictures

PICTORIAL SECTION

The hottest of "The Gold Diggers
of Broadway" is Ann Pennington,
who plays the leading role in that
Warner Brothers natural color version of

David Belasco's comedy.

Sally Starr,
street

dress.

MGM

in

Hollywood.

by the

is

not a bathing

new sun-tan-backed dance

frock of medium blue with white silk trimmings,
two colored shoes, white hat and white stockings.
You win Sally all objections overruled.

—

This looks like an outdoor studio set but that is where we all guess
wrong. It is the lovely beach home of Pauline Frederick who is being starred by Warner Brothers in "The Sacred Flame."
On the
ship is a complete radio station and each day Miss Frederick receives her call to the studio from Warner Brothers radio station.

KFWB,

No— this

player, chooses tweed for her
is shown in a two pieced

Here she

Told

Stories

ing

displayed

who

is

by

starring in
for Larrv

AJberta

Camera

suit,

but a

dress,

be-

Vaughn,

"Record Breakers"
Darmour.

Even Pete gets sick and like we humans, he responds to the psychology of pretty nursing and is soon able to have visitors. Wheezer.
Our Gang star, is shown visiting Pete and from the look on his face
we are led to believe that Pete's case must have been rather serious
if not contagious.
Maybe Pete has followed the latest Hollywood
craze and

had

his tonsils

removed.

EXHIBITORS HL ALD -WORLD
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August

I

A

Crandnll. who after 21 years of active work in the
motion picture industry and an executive vice-president of
the Stanley Crandall company of Washington, retired
August 1. Officials of the company announce that John
J. Payette has been promoted to general manager of the

H. M.

Washington

theatres.

Photo: Harris

8C

Shearer gets

audiens

talk;

1929

studio shot during the filming of "Hunt the Tiger," a British prize winPhotophone Gramercy
ning radio play. This is one of a series of 26 R C
Left to right, are: Pedro de Cordoba, Alexander
shorts by Radio Pictures.
This is a typical
Kirkland, Vefree Teasdale and J. Leo Meehan, director.
audien set which is carefully protected by sound deadening cloth and fila-

A

ment

lights, replacing the noisy arcs.

Ewing.

real "nosey" and decides to find out what makes the
G M's,
and who has a better right since the critics acclaim
"The Last of Mrs. Cheyney" the best yet. Here she is watching a disc recorder in operation as the electrical impulses from the "mikes" are registered on a wax record, which is later processed into a steel disc for punch-

Norma

10,

M

pressing the records.

play the part of Prince Nikolas
an audien starring Betty
Lebedeff came from Russia, after the BolCompson.
shevists had taken away his title and money. Since coming
to America he has regained his title and soon the audien

Ivan Lebedeff
in

Radio

who

will

Picture's, "Street Girl,"

fans will see

and hear

real nobility.

August

10,
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on the "outs" is Gwen Lee and her pet PerHollywood home. Gwen is an M G M featured
player and is appearing in several forthcoming audiens.
Most
recently she was seen in the "Hollywood Revue of 1929." which
had its premier at Grauman's Chinese theatre. Los Angeles.
blondes, not

sian cat at her

Mildred
Pretty

comed

Schroder,

winner

contest, conducted
as guest of honor

of the Cincinnati Pathe
by George LeMaire, welby the officers of the Asso-

Motion Picture Advertisers. Left to right: Paul
Benjamin, vice president and business manager; George
Harvey, president; Miss Schroder and Martin Starr.
ciated

Pathe officials discussing a new sound truck of the Pathe Sound News with Dr.
Edgar Goldsmith, vice-president of
while at the silver anniversary sales
convention, recently held at Atlantic City. Left to right are Terry Ramsaye. editor in chief; Ray Hall, editor of Pathe News; E. B. Derr and Dr. Goldsmith.

RCA

M M

G player, claims the distinction of
being the first to wear a petticoat in Hollywood.
This petticoat belongs with a sheer batiste evening
Julia Faye,

gown showing open work embroidered
an edging of black

taffeta.

patterns and

Some

of the officers and the U. S. Marine corps who are appearing with Jack Holt.
Lila Lee in "Flight," a Columbia spectacular all talking air special
In this picture many scenes were taken at the U. S. naval air base at San
Diego and much of the aerial war action was under the supervision of men who
had actual battle experience in the World War.

Ralph Graves and

EXHIBITORS HERALD -WORLD
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To Produce a Picture Abroad
That's Miss Swanson's
But

It's

—

By

NEW

The

Aug.

6.

—

Tells

10,

1929

Her Wish

Wish

Only a Wish at Present Gloria Discusses Many Matters
Her Interviewer, Among Them "Queen Kelly"

YORK,

August

with)

DOUGLAS FOX

— Gloria

wants

make

to

beautiful Gloria (because she

a talking picture abroad.

beautiful and in a

is

manner

dis-

her own) supplied us with nourishment yesterday afternoon
and told us that she wished to be the first American star to produce a talking
picture in a foreign country. England is the land of her choice, and she wants
Edmund Goulding to direct because he is English.
before the dialog on "Queen Kelly" had
story, which will be a portrayal of
been finished. Miss Swanson will remake
contemnorarv
contemporary British life in the smarter
most of the latter on her return from
set, somewhat after the manner of Aldous
foreign parts. Then she will be free to make
Huxley, remains to be selected, as does the
her picture in England which at the presgentleman who will play the lead. Walter
ent moment is more in the nature of a deByron, Englishman, who has already played
sire than a future certainty.
opposite her and whom she regards as an
actor of finish and distinction, may be the
As Miss Swanson Sees It
will
done
be
man for the role. Filming
"Americans
want speed," Miss Swanson
studios
British
International
the
either at
tinctly

THE

Elstree or at Captain Banfield's British
Filmcraft studios at Walthamstow in Essex.
Later she will come back to this country and finish the much discussed "Queen
Kelly."

at

Why

"Kelly" Wasn't Finished
Here are the reasons, as Miss Swanson
gave them to us, why Queen Kelly was not
finished:

was almost finished as a silent picture
when the industry was swept along on the
initial tidal crest of sound.
Inserting sound
sequences into what was already done
would have produced a patchwork article.
Moreover, in it Miss Swanson played a
It

Sadie Thompson role, queen of an illicit
dive in shadiest Africa.
She thought that
the public was gullible enough to believe
if she made her debut in sound w ith this
picture, that
her voice and personality
would be like the rough voice and rough
personality of Queen Kelly.
She preferred to have her talking debut
in a film which would allow the public to
hear her speak naturally.
After that she
was not particular about the roles she got.
As a matter of fact, she prefers character
T

said.
"They are not willing to take the
time to enjoy things. That is typified by
the success of the sandwich lunch idea at
drugstores.
When we send a picture to
France we insert three more reels reels
which to an American audience would drag

—

— reels
enjoy.

"We have to have happy endings for
American audiences. They have to be constantly reminded that life is gay and joyful
and that everything comes out right at the
But
end.
I like happy endings myself.

While the studio staff was rewriting
"Queen Kelly" for dialog, Edmund Goulding turned out "The Trespasser."
It was
accepted and photographed in three weeks

screen.

"Do

think emotionalism is a necessary
Cerpart of the make-up of an actress?
tainly.
To be natural you must be emotional.
You must feel things. I do not
care to meet unemotional people. They are
unnatural.
"I believe that the prime function of the
motion picture is one of amusement rather
than education."
I

—

(Special to the Herald-World)

—

YORK, Aug. 6. Theatres throughout the world received their first issue
Trade newspapermen were inof the Paramount Sound Newsreel last Saturday.
The issue was
vited to a preview in the projection room at the home office here.
notable for a very well done prologue illustrating the medium and emphasizing its
coverage and for a special story covering the ride of Senator Bingham in an Army
blimp, which deposited him at the steps of the Capitol in Washington. The first
"story" showed President
sequence.

UA

Perm anent Injunction
Against' Alibi" Ban
All branches of the Chicago government act
ing as self-appointed protectors of the city';

morals were overruled by Judge Harry C
Fischer in circuit court on Tuesday, August 6
when a permanent injunction was grantee
United Artists against interference in the pub-

showing of "Alibi."
picture was screened for Judge Fischei
in the morning, and following the noon ad
journment of court he issued the permanen
lic

The

restraining order.

McCLOUD, CAL. Mrs. Victoria Murray, who has
been in charge of the McCloud theatre, operated by
the McCloud River Lumber Company, for many years,
lias given up this work to make her home in San
Francisco.
She has been succeeded by John Longdon.

Paramount Inaugurates Sound News; Will
Issue One Audible, Two Silent Weekly
NEW

Judge Grants

abroad, they know that life is not like that
and they do not object to being reminded
of the truth of it when they see it on the

Mrs. Victoria Murray Quits Theatre

work.

Gloria Swanson

which the French are willing to

Hoover and Adolph Zukor

in a

mutual congratulation

Cameramen and sound equipment are now scattered throughout the United
States and foreign countries completely equipped to photograph the latest news
stories in sound and pictures. Paramount sound news will be released once each
week.
Sound accompaniment will be furnished theatres on both film and disc
systems.
During the past year and a half Emanuel Cohen and his staff have worked on
the organization of the new service.
The laboratories of the Bell Telephone
Company, inventors of Western Electric System of sound recording and reproduction, have co-operated with Cohen's organization in developing sound recording
apparatus.
"We will continue to release two issues each week of silent Paramount news,"
said Cohen. "This is necessary in view of the fact that there are many good news
stories without sound, and silent reels also will protect those theatres not yet
equipped for sound reproduction."

The censor board, corporation counsel's de
partment, police aids and others had reviewec
the picture, rejecting it in its entirety on tht
grounds that it ridiculed the town's constabu
lary.
Such ridicule was denied by Judg<
Fischer, who declared in his decision tha
"Alibi" was complimentary to the police.
Permission to show the picture had beer
sought for over three months, with Fran!
Young of the Chicago U A exchange pressing
the fight.
"Alibi" will follow the present
traction at the United Artists' theatre.

at-

"Cock Eyed World" Draws
$54,000

in

Two

Days

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

World," Fox

Aug. 6.— "The Cock Eyed

talking picture, and sequel
to "What Price Glory," drew a little ovei
$54,000 in first two days of its run at tht
Roxy theatre. This gross surpassed tht
gross of "What Price Glory" by $5,000, fot
the corresponding run.
all

Farnol Returns to N. Y.
(Sfecial

NEW

YORK,

to the

Herald-World)

Aug. 6.— Lynn Farnol, di
rector of publicity for Samuel Goldwyn, wil
return to New York from Colorado where ht
has been spending his vacation, on "Dudt
Ranch."

,

:

August

10,
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Always Will Find
Ready Market, Exhibitors Hold

Silent Films

Managers of Wired Theatres

FN Ready to Begin

See Place for Silent Picture

9 Films; Technicolor

Scenes Being Made

Owners

of Houses Without Installations

mous

(Special to the Herald-World)

Aug. 6.— First National
well advanced on the 36 subjects, included
n the Rainbow Group, with nine new productions* ready to start, five nearing com-

and seven in the cutting room. Sevworking full blast on technisequences for several of the forthcom-

jletion
eral

stages are

rolor

ng musicals.

The

five

'Sally,"

almost

subjects

"The

finished

are

"The
Nanette" and

Broadway Hostess,"

Pass," "No, No,
"Sally," with
'The Woman on the Jury."
Marilyn Miller, is an all-technicolor version
)f that famous musical comedy in which the

Forward

supported by Joe E. Brown, AlexRoy Barnes, Ford Sterling,
Kelton and others under the direction
John Francis Dillon.

•tar is

inder Gray, T.
3

ert

)f

Pictures in the cutting room are:
"Footlights and Fools," starring Colleen Moore;
'The Great Divide," Dorothy Mackaill; "The Girl
"Paris," Irene
from Woolworths," Alice White;
Bordoni and Jack Buchanan; "A Most Immoral
Lady," Leatrice Joy; "The Isle of Lost Ships," all-tar cast,
and "Her Private Life," starring Billie
|Dove.

These are the subjects that will go into
vork

at the

studios shortly:

"Dark Swan," from a novel by Ernest Pascal, with
Wilson and H. B. Warner in the cast, directed
"Loose Ankles," a popular
Beaudine.
>y William
nusical comedy by Sam Janney being made under the
lirection of Ted Wilde.
"Son of the Gods," starring
Richard Barthelmess in a story by Rex Beach, under
"Furies," starring
he direction of Frank Lloyd.
^eatrice Joy in a story by Zoe Aikins.
"Spring Is Here," the musical play featuring Doug"Playing
and Loretta Young.
as Fairbanks, Jr.,
\round" from the story "Sheba," by Vina Delmar,
•tarring Alice White, under the direction of Mervyn
Roy.
"Lilies of the Field," starring Corinne
Taken from
jriffith with Alexander Korda directing.
"Back Pay,"
he story by William James Hurlbut.
tarring Corinne Griffith, with William Seiter directng.
"Show Girl in Hollywood," by J. P. McEvoy,
Lois

sequel to the

i

first

"Show

Girl" story starring Alice

.Vhite.

Albee

Name

Passes as

Montreal House

Is

Sold

(Special to the Herald-World)

MONTREAL,

Aug. 6.— The name of E. F.

Ubee formally passed out of the picture in
vlontreal on July 31, with the registration of

wo important property

transfers involving the
mperial theatre and the Albee building, the

providing film exchange accommodation
most of the distributors of the city.
The Imperial Theatre was sold to Bleury

atter
ior
.

nvestments, Ltd., for $325,000, while the
Ubee Building changed hands for $275,000,
he purchaser being Bleury, a subsidiary of
7
amous Players Canadian.

Planned

in

New

Orleans

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS,

Aug. 6.— With the leting of the contract for the erection of a twotory building at the corner of Cleveland Aveue and Liberty Street, another film exchange
uilding in the fast growing film colony secion in this immediate neighborhood has been
ssured.

u

A.

ROVELSTAD

going to disappear? Exhibitors replying to this quesHerald- World survey on sound offered a wide variety of comment,
but the opinion of a large majority was this There will always be silent pictures because a certain proportion of the theatre-going public always will
want them.
This question, which many have been asking since the popularity of synchronized pictures took such a leap forward, was placed before theatre owners
in the questionnaire more for the purpose of eliciting comment than for any
actual total votes to be cast for or against, and the response more than proved
the widespread interest among theatre owners and managers.
Is the silent picture

tion in the

:

Four

particularly interesting phases of the

replies are as follows:

Owners

of theatres as yet unwired
in their opinion that the public always will want
silent productions as well as sound.
Managers and owners of theatres
which have installed equipment for
the showing of audiens were divided
in their opinions, though most of
them felt that there will always be a
place for the non-synchronized pic-

were almost unanimous

ture.

—

Many exhibitors and that includes
managers of large circuit houses as
well as owners of small theatres
stated that they could make no prediction, or that it depended upon the
costs of sound pictures, or that they
"hoped there always will be silent

—

productions."
Some declared that the decision
rested with the producers.
The manager of one of the largest circuit

less the talkies are extra good," a Kansan
writes, adding that "silent pictures are bound
to be favorites for many in the future."

A New York exhibitor, with non-synchronous equipment, declares that "we never have
done the business before that we are doing at
the present time."
He says that "about 90
per cent of the people prefer silent pictures if
properly shown and the proper music cued."
This is the warning, however, from a Southerner

:

"The exhibitor who goes

to sleep on the job
these days when competition is so keen might
just as well shut up his place of business and
get a job with someone else." This Alabaman
comments that he is giving his public the best
silent pictures that he can buy but that sound
in a neighboring town draws from him each,
week. Nevertheless, he adds
"I am not going
to quit; I am pushing my advertisig all the
:

more."

Defective Hearing a Factor
"The smallest child gets it all (the silent
picture) through a few well-placed titles,"

theatres declared that a mixed program is
proving most satisfactory.
There is also the distinction raised by some
between long and short features, with the
forecast that silent shorts always will find a
welcome in some theatres' programs, despite
the popularity of the synchronized short fea-

writes an Ohioan, "and a large percentage of
the people have defective hearing and to these
a dialog picture means nothing." He believes
the silent pictures will continue.
But from Kansas comes this theory: "My
business in silent pictures is as good as ever,
but am afraid I can't get good silent pictures

tures.

by

Up

to the

Showman

fall."

A

Floridian figures that it doesn't "make
difference if pictures are talking or silent," reasoning that "a good talking and singing picture hits the spot, but a good silent

also based their belief in future silent'
pictures on their experiences at the box office
with relation to nearby wired houses. Coupled
with that is the oft-repeated suggestion that
the exhibitor who properly exploits his theatre
and its programs will find silent product draw-

much

ing attendance.
"Our slogan in advertising is 'The Best in
Silent Pictures Only'," writes one Eastern exhibitor. "The sound pictures must be perfectly
recorded, otherwise they prefer silents," says
another Easterner. "Many prefer silent, un-

An Arkansas exhibitor puts it this way: "I
do not think the producers will discontinue
making silent pictures until most all small
houses can install sound equipment and that
depends on how quick the prices of talking
equipment decline."

Some

one does, too."
"Give us good silents with good music," a
South Dakolan urges.

REPORTS

Sew Exchange Building
,

Almost Unani-

Their Forecast

By ERNEST

HOLLYWOOD,

s

in

VIRGINIA
Population:

Seating capacity:
625.
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Yes.
Name of equipment: Western Electric.
My patrons' preferences are in the following order

5,400.

Have you sound equipment

:

:

Musical comedy, singing and dialog.
My patrons do NOT like: Silent pictures.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences i.-'e in the following order:
First,
all talking ana singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental mutic.

sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program entirely of sound

Yes.
subjects
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Yes.
Have you raised your admission prices
Yes.
price, 50 ; low price, 15.
Do you have matinees
Yes.
Changes of program weekly
Four.

Is

best

draw

:

:

:

Top

:

:

No. Organist No.
Silent product does not draw film cost.
This may be because we have had sound for only
the past two months.

Orchestra

Remarks

:

:

Reports continued on following pages

:

;;
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Do you have matinees:

FLORIDA
Population:

150,000.

Have you sound equipment

1,600.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

Changes

:

Research

:

Products.
My patrons' preferences are as follows: First, comedy-drama; second, singing and dialogue; third,
melodrama; fourth, comedy; fifth, drama; sixth,
musical comedy.
My patrons do NOT like: To see or hear any more
crook pictures for at least a year. Courtroom or
trial pictures are also played completely out.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
part talking and singing; second, all talking and
all
talkmusic
third,
instrumental
and
;
singing
ing without singing and without instrumental
fourth, synchronized singing and instrumusic
mental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
draw best: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Can't say.
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No. Top price,
Have you raised admission prices
60; low price, 50.
Do you have matinees: Yes.

but

not

Town, nearly 4,000; our
246.
Seating capacity:

Population:

program weekly
Organist

No.

:

Two.

:

:

:

der.

Top price admission:

AAA

Not very often.
Changes of program weekly
Two.
Orchestra: Used to, not now. Organist:
:

AAA

Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Only disc
Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Phototone.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program entirely of sound subjects

know

Don't

:

tually.

:

:

AAA

draw

KENTUCKY

yet.

Does the public want talking Westerns: Don't know.
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,
10-50; low price, 10-35.
Do you have matinees: Saturday only.
Three.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist: No did but do not now.
Remarks: Haven't run enough sound pictures to
determine my patrons' preferences. Sound is a
drawing card if equipment is good and properly
handled and the acoustics of the house are good.
At first my acoustics were only fair, but since I have
that fixed, sound is picking up some in face of summer decline. However, sound is not doing the business we were led to believe it would. Prices must
come and will come down on sound (and talking)
pictures.
Towns which have a fair machine and fair

—

:

falling
off
fast.
acoustics say their business is
up, with good sound pictures, good machine
properly handled and good acoustics, you are able to
do good business for this time of year. The public,
however, is now shopping for their sound pictures
the same as they did their silent ones.

300.
Population
Seating capacity:
1,569.
Have you sound equipment: No.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
No.
:

AAA

Population
patrons'

1,700.

:

drama

;

fourth. Westerns;

My

No.
follows
;

third,

:

First,

comedy

melodrama.

fifth,

NOT

350.

Seating capacity:

preferences are as
second, comedy-drama

sentimental love
stories.
College students here laugh such pictures
off the screen.
Action pictures in demand.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,
30 ; low price, 15.
Do you have matinees
Yes.
Changes of program weekly
Three.
Orchestra
Yes. Organist
No.
Remarks
There is a great difference in the small
town and college town patrons from the large
cities, and while the city audience want hot "love"
stuff, the smaller towns prefer action pictures with
some love interest, but not too sentimental. I find
that they respond best to a drama which includes
plenty of comedy touches. News reels, education als
and good comedy for shorts, but no serials, are in
demand. Good Westerns are very well liked.
Sex
pictures not wanted here.
Am conducting a survey
of the town, going into each home with a questionnaire.
So far the votes have shown a preference for

do

patrons

like

Soft,

:

:

:

:

:

50-50.
public want talking Westerns:
picture going to disappear:
No.
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
20; low price, 10.

Do you have matinees:
of

Orchestra:

Remarks:

No.
program weekly
Four.
No. Piano: Yes.
Not interested in talkies

AAA

Population

2,400.

:

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Only disc
Yes.
Name of sound equipment

650.

550.

Royaltone

;

:

;

:

:

prices

Top

No.

:

:

AAA
:

INDIANA
Population:

1,250.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

Have you sound equipment

300.

:

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Only disc: Yes.
Name of equipment Auditone,
My patrons do NOT like: Underworld,
:

:

:

freak picimpossible.
amount of synchronization, my patrons"
As
preferences are
All talking without singing
and instrumental music ; all talking and singing and instrumental music; and part talking
and singing.
Some.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
best
Yes.
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Top
Yes.
Have you raised your admission prices
price, 40; low price, 30.
Do you have matinees
Yes.
Five.
Changes of program weekly
tures.
to the

Silly,

:

comedy-drama.

third,

350.

:

:

:

Crook pictures.
patrons do NOT like
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons*
First,
preferences are in the following order

My

capacity:

Seating

No.
sound drawing better than silent
No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Not to any large extent.
to
disappear
Not
the silent
picture going
Is

No.

:

:

:

:

:

part talking and singing.
sound drawing better than
Does a program entirely of

silent

Is

:

sound

Yes.
subjects

draw

:

:

best

Yes.

:

??? ?
Does the public want talking Westerns
????
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,
50; low price, 25.
Yes.
Do you have matinees
Three.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra
No. Organist
Yes.
:

:

:

AAA

:

:

:

:

Orchestra:

Remarks:

:

will

KANSAS
Population

:

400.

Seating capacity:

275.

Remarks: I want to give you our situation. Small
town having no sound of any kind will be
forced to show silent pictures, as the place is too

much

small to invest

the
AAA

picture business.

in

5,000 and 4,000.

Population:

while but when all get in
be the same old story,

think

the

Seating capacity:

No. Organist: No.
Talking pictures are

My

Special.

it

isn't going to be a great
in additional price in

silent picture
of program

Orchestra

:

;

;

;

Changes

going to disappear:
weekly: Six.

equipment

Sound film rentals,
must come down to earth.

prices

AAA

Seating

Have you sound equipment

:

capacity:

260.

|

un-

:

Changes of program weekly: Tr.ree.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No,'
Remarks
Unless the small tr wns get some relief
soon, they are doomed an'i so is the town, for
:

theatre

brings

hundreds

Population:

3,000.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

1,000^

Synchronous
Yes.
Only disc: Yes.
Name of equipment:
:

My

Royal.
patrons' preferences are in the following order :
comedy-drama ; second, singing and dialogue.
First,

patrons do NOT like: Poor pictures.
the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order: First,
all talking without singing and without instrumental music; second, all talking and singing
and instrumental music.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
best
No.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Yes. Top
Have you raised your admission prices

My

to

:

No.

the silent picture going to disappear: Yes,
less they make some go-getters.
.ces
No.
Have you raised your admission
Do you have matinees: No.
Is

the

film,

:

MICHIGAN
1,200.

of help for
discs and

lot

Have you sound equipment:

As

No.

Yes.

Remarks:

Population:

a
it

today

AAA

equipment.

patrons* preferences are in the following order:

Is the

good for
equipment,

besides,
hit,
the

FLORIDA

melodrama second comedy-drama third,
fifth. Westerns.
fourth, drama
comedy
patrons do NOT like: Westerns have my house
records but do not draw any more.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage
from your theatre: Sound house one mile away
open about three weeks with sound. Do not
think he will last, from reports.
;

and

difference

904 and 500.
Have you sound equipment: No.

My

going
talkie

other
whenever any company makes a
companies make one in the same order 'til it is run
This is the plot. There is plenty
to the ground.
of improvement to be had in making discs for they
are punk. Not made so a needle will follow and
unless they get more real actors that can speak,
I

MISSOURI

:

:

AAA
1,500.

No.
Changes of program weekly: Three.
Orchestra
No. Pianist
Yes.

CONNECTICUT

Is

patrons' preferences are as follows:
First, musical
comedy
second, singing
and dialogue
third. Westerns; fourth, comedy-drama.
My patrons do NOT like Drama and melodrama.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
p'references are in the following order :
First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, synchronized singing and instrumental
but not talking
third, part talking and singing; fourth, all talking without singing and
without instrumental music.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
best
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Hope not.
Have you raised admission prices
Yes. Top price,
40; low price, 25.

sound equipment is still out of
we might hope to increase our

MICHIGAN
Population:

present.

at

1,800.
Population: 41,000. Seating capacity:
Yes.
Have you sound equipment
Synchronous: Yes.
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Both disc and sound-on-film
Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Western Electric.
First,
My patrons' preferences are as follows:
singing and dialogue; second, musical comedy;

:

My

good

what

Do you have matinees

AAA

:

:

rental and
reason for
business.

:

Seating capacity:

60,000.

;

Seating capacity:
Yes.

Have you sound equipment

:

entirely.
raised your admission
price, 35 ; low price, 10.

Texas
Population:

played

of

Have you

AAA

First,

KANSAS

amount

:

:

Have you sound equipment

pictures

synchronization my patrons'
preferences are in the following order.
First,
synchronized singing and instrumental music but
not talking; second, part talking and singing;
third, sound effects only; fourth, all talking and
singing and instrumental music; fifth, all talking without singing and without instrumental
music.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
Yes.
your theatre
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Have you raised your admission prices
No. Top
price, 30; low price, 10.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly
Four.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks: From what I have seen and heard and
from the comments of my patrons regarding
the sound programs in nearby towns, there have
been only three or four sound feature hits and the
drawing power of sound as a novelty is about past.
I am sure I could please my audience best with good
silent
pictures with synchronized music and film
vaudeville acts. However, the cost of sound film

As

Is
Is

Changes

drama.
Talking

sixth,
like:

;

Have you sound equipment:

:

pictures.

NOT

Is the silent

:

silent

patrons do
silent.
to the

Does the

:

PENNSYLVANIA

melodrama

fifth,

My

:

Summing

Have you sound equipment:

as

soon as I can procure the best at a price that
will justify installation in a town of this size. Also
film rentals of sound pictures must come down.

:

:

Synchronous
No.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
No.
disappear: EvenIs the
silent picture going to

Changes of program weekly: Five.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks
intend to install sound equipment
I

:

best

300.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

1,000.

7,000.

No.

:

patrons' preferences are in the following order:
singing and
First,
musical comedy; second,
dialog; third, comedy; fourth, comedy-drama;

:

LOUISIANA
Population:

Have you sound equipment:

468.

Seating capacity:

1,600.

No.

:

OKLAHOMA
Population:

25; low price, 10.

Do you have matinees:

:

Yes.

:

TENNESSEE
Population:

2,500.

city,

No.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
Think it is.
Don't
Does the public want talking Westerns
know.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
We won-

:

of

AAA

lies.

My

Have you sound equipment:

1929

10,

If the theatre closes its doors, it will mean that it
will drive those people to the city all the time.
The cities can only hope to prosper with the general
condition of the country. It is time to give the
small town some consideration. I mean, towns of
from 1,000 up to 3,000. That is where the problem

Have you sound equipment

UTAH

:

Orchestra

three.

added expense, the net return being much lower
than when we used silent programs at less admission.
Rentals and score charges will have to come
down or we and all others in the small theatres
will be forced to discontinue showing sound.

;

Changes

Two and

No.

:

talking subjects draw extra
nearly enough to justify the

and

Sound

business,

:

Organist

No.

:

Remarks:

:

Yes.

program weekly:

of

Orchestra

:

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Electric
Name of sound equipment

My

August

I

of

people

into

town.

:

price, 35.

Do you have matinees:

Yes.

Changes of program weekly
Orchestra:

Remarks
main

No.

Organist:

:

Four.
Yes.

The feature picture is without doubt the
drawing power in business, and I have
been unable to find any difference in attendance in
running sound acts and in running silent shorts.
:

;

August
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1929

10,

the short silent subject is liked
of this theatre, it being a pleasant
There is no doubt
diversion from the sound picture.
but that the public is demanding more the all talkpictures
that
are interwoven
those
ing picture and
with music and singing. As an illustration, which
"The Singwe
have
just
played
this,
to
is contrary
ing Fool." after it had run at practically all of the
theatres in the city, and we had the biggest gross
popin months, which indicates again that the star
ularity, if the picture is well done, is the biggest
insurance of a big gross.

Continuing to use

by the patrons

AAA
IOWA

650.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

5.000.

Population:

Have you sound equipment

:

:

:

:

:

;

;

;

kind.
\s to the

amount of synchronization, my patrons*
First,
preferences are in the following order:
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
music ; third, part talking and
instrumental
singing ; fourth, synchronized singing and infifth, sound effects
strumental but not talking
;

only.

sound drawing better than silent: No.
a program entirely of sound subjects
Yes.
best
No.
Ooes the public want talking Westerns
Yes.
is the silent picture going to disappear
Yes.
i-fave you raised your admission prices:
low price, 35.
price, 50
No.
)o you have matinees
Three.
Changes of program weekly

ts

.Joes

My

Westerns

My
As

Melodrama; comedy;
singing and dialog.
musical comedy

;

j

NOT

Society dramas.
like:
patrons do
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons*
preferences are: All talking and singing and
part talking and singing
instrumental music
sound effects only; synchronized singing and
instrumental but not talking.
sound drawing better than silent : I do not

know.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
best:
I do not believe it will.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
best :
Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage
your theatre: Yes just sometimes.
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Have you raised your admission prices : No.
price, 50-25 ; low price, 20-10.
Changes of program weekly: Foar.

:

Top

No.

:

are here

AAA

SOUTH DAKOTA

price to some extent.
think that eventually production will be less
I
omplicated and more efficient and the prices, which
The
will decrease materially.
ire now exorbitant,
>ictores also will show and have shown great imPictures such as "The
>rovement in a year's time.
Broadway Melody" show the possibilities of the
alking screen.
aise the

AAA

Have you sound equipment
:

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
Yes.
your theatre
Top price, 35; low price. 35.
Vdmission
'hanges of program weekly
Three.
Jrchestra
No. Organist: No.
it marks
I have had talking roadshows here but
they did not draw any better for me than my
:

:

:

:

pictures

AAA

do.

UTAH
:

:

in

opinion.
raised

your admission prices: Intend to
laise.
Top price. 35 low price. 10.
Yes.
)o you have matinees
.'hanges of program weekly
Probably two.
)rchestra
So.
Remarks: Not having had an installation to date,
I
am not prepared to answer all of the ques-

lave you

;

:

:

:

AAA

ions.

WASHINGTON
400.
Seating capacity:
Population :
1,200.
lave you sound equipment:
Yes.
'Synchronous
Yes.
^'on-synchronous : Yes.
)nty disc
Yes.
«'ame of equipment:
Masterphone.
Wy patrons' preferences are in the following order:
First, musical comedy
second, singing and diacomedy-drama;
log ;
operetta;
fourth,
third,
fifth,
comedy ; sixth. Westerns ; seventh, melodrama eighth, drama.
Dramas.
like:
4y patrons do
is to the amount of synchronization,
my patrons'
preferences are in the following order:
First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, part talking and singing; third, synchronized
singing and
instrumental
but
not
talking ; fourth, sound effects only ; fifth, all
talking without singing and without instrumen:

:

;

;

NOT

tal.
s

sound drawing better than silent
a program entirely of sound

>oes

:

Yes.
subjects

best
Yes.
the public want talking Westerns
Yes.
the silent picture going to disappear
No.
lave you raised your admission prices:
Yes.
•
price, 50 ; low price, 40.
:

:

AAA

MAINS

Top

you have matinees: No.
program weekly: Four.
>rchestra:
No. Organist: Yes.
Remarks
Would suggest that the last record have
an exit march right after finish of picture.

'o

"hanges of
:

MISSOURI
228.

AAA

OKLAHOMA
Population

:

920.

Seating capacity :
Yes.
Only non-synchronous: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:

3.700.

Seating capacity:

:

250.
Seating capacity:
Population
1.30O.
installing synsound equipment:
:

320.

Hard

to

telL

producer would
pictures the majority of people
today would sooner have them than the talkies.
The people today are going to the talkies in most
cases not because they want to but because it's a
case of have to if they want to go to a picture show,
Then
as most all the big houses have the talkies.
again all the advertising you read today is on the
talkies.
I'd like to see some company make a good
silent picture and advertise it the way "The Covered Wagon," "The Big Parade, " "Ben Har," and
if

the

name others, were advertised and see
could
whether or not the people would go and see it.
Although most of the big houses with the talkies

I

are sitting pretty at the present time, what the
Howfuture will bring forth remains to be seen.
ever, us fellows in these little towns are up against
If we could install talkies and
a tough proposition.
get the prices they get in the city everything would
be fine, but we can not get the price we should get
in order to get b>
The majority of working people in these small
towns today won't average $22 a week the year
"round.
How are these people that have a family
going to pay 40 and 50 cents to see the talkies?
They themselves might, but it's a case when they go
the family must go also and that's the way it should
be, but they all can't go and pay the above prices.
I
have at present a non-synchronous machine
and most of the people prefer it
( Vince-A-Phone
to the piano.
As for the talkies I suppose I'll have
to get a machine sooner or later but, at the present
time. I don't know what to do as conditions in this
town are none too bright.

My
My
As

Seating capacity:

350.

No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Admission
Top price, 10-50
low price, 10-25.
Do you have matinees
No.
Changes in program weekly
Three.
No. Organist
Orchestra
No.
Remarks
While I have a silent house, many of my
patrons have heard sound pictures and about 50
per cent still prefer silent pictures and the others
are indifferent. Sound has not hurt my business at
all, and still there are six sound installations within
a radius of 20-45 miles.
Many people have become
disgusted with sound out of synchronization. Also
the added charge that an exhibitor will be compelled
to charge due to the increased film rental and record charge, will not appeal to the smaller communities.
I have always endeavored to keep up with the
times and have given my patrons the very best and

:

draw

?

:

Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
draw best
?
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: YesDoes the public want talking Westerns
NoIs the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Admission
Top price, 35 low price, 15.
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly
Four.
Orchestra
No. Organist
No.
:

:

;

:

:

:

Remarks

:

We may

:

be

smallest

the

theatre

in

the

U. S. to install sound, but we will have it in
shortly.
We probably will play one quality sound
picture each week.
find that giving the public
too much of any one thing dampens their appetite
for it.
Of course we will have to compete to a
certain extent with two first class theatres 35 miles
away which have a seating capacity of 2 200, but

our worst competition

the hard times and express

is

cost about as much as
being in .Atlanta. I
understand it will cost about $15 to ship the records
for each 7 or $ reel feature.
Big business has been given plenty of rope in the
last few years.
Many mergers have now been completed which help to reduce the buying power of the
in

the

pictures and
picture.

people.

Key

records

Our

will

exchange

of course, will
fellows are dropping

cities,

be

the

last

to

out every day
Big business should
his smaller brother.
He won't
go so very far alone. When our people are fairly
prosperous we are not afraid but what we will get
some of their money. I do not think it makes much
Perhaps
difference if pictures are talking or silent.
a good talking and singing picture hits the spot,
but a good silent one does too. At least 50 per
cent of both silent and talking pictures should never
When we get a poor picture,
get to the exhibitor.
it
keeps 'era away for two weeks and some times
suffer.

Little

now, bigger ones a
take the hand of

little

later.

AAA

longer.

TEXAS
Population:

2.600.

Seating capacity:

600.

Have you sound equipment
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Movie-Phone.
:

:

My

As

patrons' preferences are as follows:
Comedy,
(No prefmusical comedy, singing and dialog.
erence given among these.)
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order:
First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
third,
all
second, part talking and singing
talking without singing and without instrumental music.

:

;

sound drawing better than silent: Very little.
Does the public want talking Westerns
Yes.
Have ycu raised admission prices: Yes. Top price*

Is

:

50; low- price, 25.
Do you have matinees: Yes, Saturday.
Changes of program weekly
Three.
Orchestra
No. Organist
No.
:

AAA

:

:

:

:

melo-

Pictures without action.
patrons do NOT like
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons''
First.
preferences are in tne following order
synchronized singing and instrumental but not

;

Is

:

First,

:

IOWA

:

:

;

talking.

AAA

900.

chronous.
patrons'

;

i

Population:

Am

Have you

We

386.

Have you sound equipment:

believe,

draw

Yes.

:

:

:

:

:

Population :
l.OOO.
Seating capacity:
lave you sound equipment:
No.

best

No.
Does the public want talking Westerns
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Have you raised admission prices : No. Top price,
75; low price, 50.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly: One.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.

best

:

:

:

»oes

and singing.
sound drawing better tnan silent: Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects

Is

sound drawing better than silent : ?
Does a program entirely of sound subjects

:

Have you sound equipment
draw

:

Is

450.

:

Non-synchronous
Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Some.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Have you raised your admission prices
No. Top
low price, 25.
price, 50
Do you have matinees
No.
Three.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.

:

400.
Seating capacity:
Population :
12.000.
Being installed.
iave you sound equipment
Name of equipment
Qualitone.
silent picture going to disappear:
Yes,
s the

my

First,
are in the following order
singing and without
all talking without
instrumental music, or all talking and singing
second, part talking
and instrumental music

drama.

AAA

Remarks
I honestly
make good silent

First,

:

:

NEBRASKA

:

Electric.

follows

:

800.
Seating capacity
Population :
Have you sound equipment
Yes.
Synchronous
No.

Population

as

melodrama; second, comedy; third, comedydrama.
My patrons do NOT like: Anything but the best!
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'

:

:

Western

follows
preferences are
as
third,
second. Westerns
comedy-drama

:

No.

Yes.

:

are

preferences

AAA

:

185.

patrons'

FLORIDA

Synchronous
No.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
To a small extent.
Some.
Does the public want talking Westerns
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised your admission prices
No. Top
low price, 30.
price, 50
No.
Do you have matinees
Three.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.

s

ilent

My

:

;

OREGON
:

:

240.

Seating capacity :
Yes.

964.

:

iave you sound equipment

:

:

:

:

Seating capacity:

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Name of sound equipment:

;

;

:

Organist
No.
^marks
I think the admission is too high for this
size town but we are paying so much more for
he sound prints of the pictures that we have to

600.

Have you sound equipment:

either

:

Population :

834.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

20.000.

preferences

to stay but we believe the price of
equipment and film rental is too high to justify any
small town exhibitor to invest. For my part I
prefer staying with silent pictures until the prices
are right.

talkie

times,

at

AAA

Top

No.
Organist
Remarks: We use a Victrola Orthophonic and find
believe the sound and
very
satisfactory.
We
it

Orchestra

vaudeville

choice

FLORIDA
Population:

:

:

;

Population:

from

—

with

pictures

in

and my business is as good as at any time in the
past.
When sound is perfected better, and is a
proven permanent attraction, I will install it, but
sound in my opinion is far from perfect.

;

Is

29

latest

Yes.
:
preferences, are:

patrons*

:

:

No.

Yes.

:

Non-synchronous

:

draw

:

:

Have you sound equipment

draw

Yes.
Synchronous
Yes.
\on-*ynchronous
Yes.
Only disc
Good-All.
N'ame of equipment
My patrons* preferences are in the following order:
musical
dialogue
sound,
singing and
First,
comedy; third, comedy; fourth, fifth, comedyWesterns
seventh.
sixth.
operetta
drama
eighth, drama.
My patrons do NOT like: Society drama of any

Orchestra

;

.

WISCONSIN

:

Population
2.0OC Seating capacity:
Have you sound equipment
Yes.
:

420.

:

Non-synchronous: YesIs sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: I think some.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Four.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks: We expect to install sound in about 30
days, but will only use one sound picture per
week.
Present prices on sound film too high for
small town theatres.
:

:

;

;

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

30

OREGON

TEXAS
Population:

Sealing capacity:

10,000.

Yes.
Have you sound equipment
Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Yes.
Both disc and sound on film
Name of sound equipment Western

750.

Population:

Have you sound equipment

:

:

Electric.

:

My

are

preferences

patrons'

follows:

as

First,

third,
melodrama;
second,
comedy-drama;
drama; fourth, singing and dialog; fifth, comedy; sixth. Westerns; seventh, musical comedy;

eighth, operettas.

My

patrons do NOT like: Pictures that depend on
music lor entertainment. Must have plenty of
plot.

the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order: First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and
singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects
only.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
best
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Yes.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,
50; low price, 35.
Do you have matinees
Yes.
Changes of program weekly
Three.

As

to

:

:

:

:

Orchestra

Organist

No.

:

AAANo.
:

Population:

game

you yet can.
machines

if

double

disc

We

3,240

—We

of the other fellow:
out of the picture
put in one of those $500

—Get

when

this

wave

sound

first

came

on.
Always out of order and don't draw a
In one year from now a sound picture will be
bit.
just a motion picture and lots of patrons don't care
for them now. Then how are you going to pay two
expert operators where you have been getting along
with a pickup how about the seven and one-half
dollars' royalty a day and 50 per cent more film
rental?
And then in spite of all your efforts you
will see them take a ride to the nearest big city and
spend enough on a weekend so that there will be
nothing for you the rest of the week.
This is the handwriting on the wall for the small
town exhibitor this sounds cruel, it's been cruel to
me. Some optimist may tell you a different story,
I have been
but see who comes nearest the mark.
talking to save some poor devil of the small town
from losing all he has got (and I will lose nearly
all mine).
If that is accomplished, I will be satisfied.
Remember, as is my case, you will have to invest
more than you can ever expect to see again to compete with the big city, when a motor ride of a hunThis theatre is two
dred miles means nothing.
hours' ride, with a good car, from Detroit.

—

—

AAA

IDAHO
Population:

1,150.

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment

350.

No.
sound in adjacent town6 drawing patronage from
your theatre
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Changes of program weekly
Four.
Orchestra
No.
Remarks
believe the exhibitors, in small towns
I
at least, would have been better off had sound
never appeared on film.
:

Is

:

:

:

:

:

AAA

MISSOURI
Population:

2,000.

:

:

:

AAA

pictures.

silent

350.
Seating capacity:
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Yes.
Non-synchronous:
My patrons' preferences are as follows: First, Westerns ; second, comedy-drama third, comedy.
750.

;

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
Not till
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
sound is nearer perfect than at present.
price,
10.
low
Top
price,
30;
Admission:
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly: Four.
No.
Orchestra
Remarks: I have three small theatres and I wish
some wise man would tell me what best to do.
Everyone that has sound says they wish they had
So there you are, and here I
stayed away from it.
am, and what'n h — to do I don't know. It looks
broke
to stay silent or go broke if
like we will go
Is

—

we put

in

600.

Good-All Reproducer.
First, melo-

patrons' preferences are as follows

:

etta.

amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, sound effects only.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
Yes.
best
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,
low price, 25.
40
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Four.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks
The film rentals are entirely too high
considering the output of money to install equipment and sound proof your house. Short features
are entirely too high. In the small town we cannot
charge enough to overcome our new high film rental.
The reason I do not think the public want talking
Westerns is because the class of people who attend
Westerns want thrill only action, suspense, and
Talking can add no more, they wouldn't
danger.
understand a plot unfolded in dialog only, and positively would not stand an admission price advance.
The greatest help the "Herald-World" could give an
exhibitor today would be to publish as complete as
I
possible an explanation on acoustical problems.
think this is the greatest problem of sound.
to the

:

:

:

:

:

—

AAA

IDAHO
Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment:

No.

AAA

NEBRASKA

250.

Have you sound equipment

edy-drama; second, singing and dialog;
comedy ; fourth, melodrama, Westerns.

:

:

:

No.

AAA

1,522.
Population:
from
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage
your theatre: Yes.
intelliquestions
your
Remarks: I cannot answer
gently at this time, as I have DeForest Phonofilm and Phonodisc equipment ordered for installation
and do not know just what kind of business we will
do with talking pictures or just what our policy will
be yet.
^

250.

t

4

AAA

:

WASHINGTON
Population:

120,000.

My

250.
Seating capacity:
Yes.
Have you sound equipment
Yes.
Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Name of sound equipment: Would rather not give
name, due to patent situation.
My patrons' preferences are as follows: First, comedy-drama; second, melodrama; third, comedy.

comedy-drama;

:

:

:

.

NOT

Heavy drama, triangle
like:
did not like the plot of "Interplays, etc.
ference" and similar pictures, though the talking
was good.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons
First,
preferences are in the following order:
all talking and singing and instrumental music
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing must be at least 40 or 50 per cent; fourth,
synchronized singing and instrumental, but not
talking these do not draw; fifth, sound effects
only no drawing power.
Yes talkies do.
Is sound drawing better than silent
No.
best:
silent subjects
sound
and
Does a program of both
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
Yes.
draw best
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
I hope not
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
unless rental price on sound pictures come down.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. 20-4 0c for

Many

—

—

—

:

:

musical comedy; sixth, op

fifth,

eretta.

Westerns.
patrons do NOT like:
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Top price, 20; low price, 10.
Admission:
Do you have matinees: Saturday and Sunday.
Four.
Changes of program weekly
Yes.
No.
Organist
Orchestra

My

:

:

AAA
:

Population:

Seating capacity:

700.

No.
Have you sound equipment
Remarks
I have no sound equipment

198.

:

:

as

my

house

small

a

is

198

one,

at

preseni
seats, in

manufacturing town of 700 people. I am readin
all
the "Herald-World" has to say in regard t
sound, and in fact everything else. I wish it woul
come twice weekly instead of once.

AAA

KANSAS
5,000.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

300.

Have you sound equipment:
Synchronous: Yes.
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Only disc
Name of sound equipment:

My

—

McAlpin.

patrons' preferences are as follows:
First, mi
comedy; second, singing and dialog; thin

sical

My

comedy-drama.
Synchronized
patrons do NOT like:
only, and won't come unless we have

picturt
all,

c

mostly talking pictures.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program entirely of sound subjects dra
Yes.
best
Does the public want talking Westerns: Don't knov
Some tim>
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices
No. Top pric
40; low price, 25.
Yes.
Do you have matinees
Two or three.
Changes of program weekly
No.
No. Organist
Orchestra
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

have come to stay because
their modernness, their varied interests, and ai
so much better for an enjoyable program in tl
small towns than were our old silent pictures wif
some sort of poor music to go with them. Sour
and talking will stay providing the film companii
give us a decent break.
I am now paying less tha
half for talking pictures than what I was at firs
Still the price must come down to be somewhei
reasonable.
I now pay more for ordinary talkir
pictures every week than I used to pay for special
one per month. How can a man live this way? ^
I believe in tall
least they must come down some.
ing pictures and we are putting another theatre
a town of 20,000 because I believe talkies wi

Remarks

Talkies

:

(

i

increase theatre patronage.

AAA

NORTH DAKOTA
Population:

:

Westerns.
patrons do

No.

First, melo
patrons' preferences are as follows:
drama; second, drama; third, comedy; fourth

eventually

KANSAS

My

600 and 650

Sealing capacity:

Have you sound equipment:

639.

Population:

price

:

third,

the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, part talking and singing.
Some.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
No.
best:
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
Yes.
draw best
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
I think so.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Top price,
Yes.
Have you raised admission prices
25-50 ; low price, 15-35.
Occasionally.
Do you have matinees:
Two.
Changes of program weekly
to

No.

fron

:

Name of sound equipment: Oinemaphone.
My patrons' preferences are as follows: First, com-

Orchestra:

300.

:

No.
Synchronous
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage
your theatre: Very little.
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top
35; low price, 10.
Two.
Changes of program weekly
No.
Orchestra

:

:

:

Organist:

Seating capacity:
Yes.

500.

Population:

Population:

Population:
1,400. Seating capacity:
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Yes.
Synchronous
Yes.
Only disc

;

Population: 350.

:
I use silent comedies with talking fea
tures, thus holding rental cost down, and cat
course charge a slightly lower admission price
Talkies draw good, but sound pictures (synchronize!
with music and effects) draw only a little better thai
silent and consequently lose money for me.

of

AAA

SOUTH DAKOTA

drama; second, musical comedy; third, drama;
fourth, comedy-drama; fifth, comedy; sixth, singing and dialog; seventh. Westerns; eighth, oper-

As

Remarks

MARYLAND

KANSAS

:

My

:

NEBRASKA
225.
400. Seating capacity:
Have you sound equipment: No.
from
patronage
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing
your theatre: Yes.
equipand
sold
theatre
closed
my
Remarks: I have
No show here. Personally I think the
ment.
Too many
sound pictures will eventually run out.
poor outfits, room for a lot of improvement on some
them.
of
Population:

As

No.

:

Three. One all silent
Changes of program weekly
one silent feature and talking comedy, and oni
talking feature and silent comedy.
Orchestra:
No. Organist: Yes, part time.

:

AAA

sound.

:

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous:
Yes.
Yes.
Only disc:
Name of sound equipment:

Do you have matinees

:

IDAHO
Population:

—

:

:

Seating capacity:
Yes.

Have you sound equipment

First, compatrons' preferences are as follows
edy ; second, comedy-drama; third. Westerns.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No. Top price,
Have you raised admission prices
25; low price, 10.
Saturday only.
Do you have matinees
Changes of program weekly : Four.
Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes.
Remarks: I have talked with several sound houses
in Oregon and Idaho, and not one of them is
It has not increased the resatisfied with sound.
They arc
ceipts in proportion to the added expense.
not making the money now that they did make with

:

MICHIGAN
Remarks: For the benefit
mean the small fellow

400.

No.

:

My

:

1929

10,

50 per cent to 100 per cent talking
10-35c for sound pictures or silent feature am
talking comedy, 10-30c for silent pictures only
talkies

Seating capacity:

2,000.

August

376.

190.

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment

No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage fro
Yes.
your theatre:
No.
Is the 6ilent picture going to disappear:
Have you raised admission prices: No.
Do you have matinees: No.
One.
Changes of program weekly
No. Organist: No.
Orchestra:
Product is too high for small town hous
Remarks
:

Is

:

:

Machine could be bought, but film never at $1!
You have got to work for the sme
$50.

or even

town.

On

all-talkie

films

price

AAA

is

terrible.

KANSAS
Populalion:

800.

My

patrons'

preferences

No.

are

as

follows

drama. Westerns, musical comedy.
ence given

300.

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment:

:

Corned

(No

prefe

among

these.)
better than silent:

Yes.
sound drawing
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage fro
Yes.
your theatre:
Do n
Does the public want talking Westerns:
know.
Afraid s
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top prit
50; low price, 25.
Two.
Changes of program weekly
No.
Orchestra
Is
Is

,

:

:

\ugust

10,
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w
SOUND PICTURES
Back Home Again
By
gentlemen,
WELL,
am back home

here

I

Lyme, Conn., after 7,041
of travel, ready and very
villing to again resume the even
enor of my way after two months
>f just about as strenuous work as
las fallen to
lot for many long

NOTE—

EDITOR'S
On my desk I have Mr. Richardson's reports of a dozen or so meetings, each of
which contains valuable information for the projectionist and the exhibitor.
When Mr. Richardson
was in Chicago I made a solemn pledge and in
Chicago style he held a cudgel over my head that
I would use reports from every one of his contact
And that we will do, but there is a reason
points.
want
for publishing "Back Home Again" thus.
our thousands of readers to know that shortly

niles

—

my

ears.
jeast

am, however, not

I

in the

•ecause I

it

'F. H." will

iewed acquaintances which I value
ighly and feel that, on the whole,
great amount of good has been accomplished.
It

was

really a bit surprising

resume

his

lication

how

Even William Kunzmann, than whom few men

eal value.

n the industry

effort,

—

May I suggest, men, that the department work needs YOU. Very
many of you have ideas, the pubof which would not in any manner injure you, and

"Bluebook School on Sound."

well the "lecture" was
unanimously the verdict was that it had

and how

eceived,

amply repaid for the
and am now back, anxious
to give you a department equal to
and surpassing that which has
reached you during the 20 years,
now existing only in memory.
therefore feel

We

was undertaken,
have met old friends, re-

sorry that

After one has worked hard, it is
very pleasant to know the work
done has been approved by those
best able to judge of its worth. I

There's a Reason

South

in

RICHARDSON

F. H.

has a wider personal contact with men, and

rho pretty well knows the effect of most things connected
,ith projection, expressed himself quite emphatically concernrig the value of the lecture.

might in fact help you. Certainly they would help the department which has helped you through 20 years certainly
it would help thousands of projectionists all over this and
other countries. So why not sit you down, reduce them to
try hard
writing and let me have a look-see at them?
to do our duty by you why not you, then, do your duty by
;

We

;

YOUR

department????

DAVENPORT, ROCK ISLAND
AND MOLINE
17HEN we
'*enport,

drove up to the hotel at Dav-

much

to

my

surprise

as

I

ambered forth from the bus, two chaps
cached out hands, seized min, shook it and
;marked: "Welcome to Davenport, Brother
ichardson" and that's what I define as
:rvice.
They were Charles Derr and
.

—

..

Stimson, two of the

men

representing

the local of Davenport, Moline and Rock
Island.
That night there was a large and very
attentive audience, for you know the local
itself is composed of the projectionists of
the tri-cities, and when all those, the managers and a lot of out-of-towners, which,
as I recollect it, they told me were "with
us," it makes a considerable gathering.

The men of these cities have been addressed by your editor three or four times
during past years.
I
have always found
them eager to welcome educational talks on
projection matters, and they were equally
There most certainly must
so this time.
be and is at least a large percentage of
progressives in those cities, and I enjoy
meeting and talking to such men.

THE CITY SOMETHING MADE
FAMOUS
j^ROM

Davenport we started towards
Milwaukee, with something like 250 of
lose miles to shove back of us before talkg to the

men

of that city that night. Near
about 30 miles out, while friend
lughter was shoving her dainty tootsie
rie,

3wn 50 miles an hour worth, something
ent
R-r-r-r-r
real
suddenly and we

—

uised.
Yea, verily we did that, for the
ibbit of a connecting rod bearing was in-

rmingled with the crankcase

oil

and that

as that!

A

measely, rusty, dirty Ford stopped
abbed the front end of the tow line and
e were ingloriously snaked four miles to
garage, where we remained until 3:10
m. Then we drove 10 miles at 15 per,
at 20 per, 10 at 25 per and then cut
1

li'l

loose

And

again,
and pulled into
that Milwaukee meeting

Milwaukee.

was a

real

seems that when those men
something they go right
ahead and do it. Not only did they have
surprise!

start

all

It

out to do

their

own

considerable

number

of thea-

tre people present at the meeting, but also
all the projection men and many managers

from the cities of Kenosha, Oskosh, Racine
and Fondulac; also there were men from
Green Bay, Wis., 132 miles away, and one,
Chauncey Greene, from Minneapolis, Minn.,
450 miles from Milwaukee. Brother Greene
informed me that Minneapolis had expected
to have quite a delegation present, but it
was found the men could not get away for
so long a time as was required for the 900
mile drive there and back.

Many men, both

projectionists and manafter the talk was finished
and expressed their hearty approval and
appreciation.
One manager remarked: "I
wouldn't have missed it for a hundred dollars.
It has given me an understanding of
many things I did not understand before."
Those Milwaukee men are live wires, but
agers,

came up

was one disappointment. As you all
know, Milwaukee once was quite famous
there

amber colored lemonade, or was it
Anyhow what it was it was it
had lots of foam and was real good. I'd
for its

ginger ale?

expected to bury my face, as far as
anyhow, in a gallon or so of that
and I didn't even see any. Spell mad
backwards!
Next time those Milwaukee
guys pull anything like that on me well,
fully

my

ears

stuff,

—

:
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have a nice hickory baseball bat with
Be ye warned!
From Milwaukee we went to Chicago,
where the local, of course, made no reply
to my 'umble offer to address its members.
I
had really not expected it would, and
spent one day visiting friends.
While there, friend daughter and I visited
a great State street theatre. We found the
sound quite good from where we sat. Did
I'll

me!!!

not investigate the excellence of its distribution.
But, I was literally amazed in that
fine theatre to see a screen image projected
which was mottled by oil smeared on the

through

goodly percentage
of its length.
The beauty of the picture,
of course, was largely reduced, hence its
film

Princess

"Right

What

over there, stranger.
are you, a salesman of some

kind?"

least a

at

entertainment value was far less than it
should have been.
As we passed out I met the manager, entered a vigorous protest against such a proceeding, and was informed that the condition had not been reported to him by the
projection

staff.

might remark that if I were a projectionist, and received oil smeared film from
an exchange I would report the condition
to the manager IMMEDIATELY, asking
I

"Nope. I like talking pictures
and the theatre in my town don't

know how

for clean prints.

"Well, you're not the only one.
little house is packed every
afternoon and night. Bill Smith,
the owner, is a smart feller."

and after some showings they were smeared
with oil well, I would perhaps begin to
wonder what various things I was getting
paid for if permitting oil to get on the
films was one of them.
If I were business representative of a
local union and saw such a smudge of oil
as we saw in that theatre that day, I would
immediately at least want to know whether
the condition had been reported to the manager, and a proper protest entered, and if
it had not, then whv had it not.

to put 'em on. I came
forty miles just to hear a talking
picture put on right."

That

Are people coming forty miles
your theatre put on a talk-

to hear

ing picture or are they traveling
forty
miles away to another

town ?
you have talking equipment,
you should be drawing bigger
crowds than ever. If you're not,
then you had better find out why.
If

—

Smith
the owner of the
Princess Theatre had his order
in for Richardson's book on
Sound Projection sixty days beBill

—

it was published. As he says
he has spent hundreds of dollars for equipment and would be
just plain silly if he didn't spend
another five to learn how to use
it properly.

fore
it.

Paved roads and railroads run
two ways. If you want them to
run into your town, instead of
out of town, use the coupon
below.

Herald-World Bookshop
107 So.

Dearborn

St.

Chicago, Illinois

(

ientlemen

Enclosed you will find $5.20 for which
me immediately F. H. Richardson's Book on Sound (postpaid).
Signed
please send

Name
Address
City and State

If I

received clean prints,

—
—

THERE IS NO POSSIBLE EXCUSE
FOR SUCH A CONDITION.
IT
BE DISTINCTLY DISCREDITABLE TO A SMALL TOWN PRO-

WOULD

JECTIONIST.
In this
am making no criticism, mark
you well, I am setting forth just plain cold
FACTS. If such a really fine production
I

as the one in question is to be thus manhandled in projection, without even a protest by those in charge of projection, then
projection may be said to be in a sad way.
I am indeed very, very sorry that I went
to that show.
It is unpleasant
extremely
so to be obliged -to write thus.
I
don't
like to do it.
God knows it is no pleasure,
but I did not set up the condition a condition which operated to defraud the audiences of that theatre of a part of the value
they, in the aggregate, had paid a large sum

—

—

—

of

money

for.

August

I

would

and have talkeel
and believe they
would have liked to have me do it, too, had
they known we would be passing their way.
I did pass through Kansas City on the way
to Wichita, and was there several hours
having the brakes readjusted. We went to
a show in one of the largest, best theatres
in that city and found the sound pretty awful.
Called on the manager after the show",
who assured me that was not the regular
thing, but, while he was most courteous and
we had a very friendly chat, I must say
that it should not have been that way at
any time. There was a paying audience in
the theatre, and they were entitled to full
I
had written the
value for their money.
Kansas City local, offering to visit their
I did not
city, but received no reply at all.
then know I would be going to Wichita.
through
passed
included
The cities we
Lincoln and Omaha, Neb., Topeka, Kan.,
Council Bluffs, la., Salina, Neb., and some

to

liked to have visited

the

theatre

smaller ones.

At

Carroll,

people,

Too

WHEN THEATRE
TRONS PURCHASE ADMISSION TO
THEATRE
THEY
ARE ENTITLED
A
TO, AND HAVE THE RIGHT TO EXPECT FULL VALUE FOR THEIR
MONEY, WHICH MEANS THE HIGHEST CLASS ENTERTAINMENT;
WHICH CAN BE SUPPLIED BY THE
PRODUCTIONS BEING THEN
PLACED BEFORE THEM.
If

by carelessness or

strictly to

manager

la.,

we

ran

into

a

unique

failure

to

attend

every detail of his business

fails to

the

deliver full value, then he

has not acted honestly with his patrons,
because he has, through his negligence,
caused them to rec -ive less entertainment
value than they should have had and might
have had.
When the projectionist, through failim
to do every possible thing within his poutto cause the equipment under his charge
to function perfectly, or when by failure

1

to attend to his business in the best possible-

way, the films become smeared with
or any other condition is set up which
pairs the entertainment value of the

oil.

impic-

tures or their accompanying sound, then
that
projectionist has acted dishonestly
with the audience. More than that, he has
not acted honestly by the exhibitor or by
the artists whose astral forms are within
his charge.
More even than that, he hanot been any credit to the local union ti
which he belongs he has, in fact, not been
a good union man, but quite the reverse.
Nor does the fact that the exhibitor does
not supply perfect equipment in any degree
excuse the projectionist, because he is expected to do the very best it is possible to
do with whatever is supplied. If he cannot
product perfect results with the equipment,
but does produce the best which can be
had from it, then he is without blame and
the blame and the dishonesty rests upon the
exhibitor.
Dishonesty? Yes, that is precisely what
said, and what I meant, too, because
I

—

THE THEATRE PATRON HAS THE
MORAL AND LEGAL RIGHT TO EXPECT THE FULLEST POSSIBLE
VALUE FOR WHAT HE BUYS AT
THE BOX OFFICE, and by permitting
if

equipment to fall into disrepair, or by failure to supply whatever may be necessary
to cause it to function perfectly, the exhibitor makes it impossible for the projectionist to give the audiences the best possible entertainment, then that is not what
we could possibly call perfect honesty.

IA.

which has already been sel
appear either in the "Bluebook School" page or "Projection Depart
ment" of Better Theatres in due time.
At Des Moines we had an excellent meet
The city o!
ing, though not a large one.
Des Moines seems in need of a real wakinc
up as to the possibilities of motion picture
sound theatres. Many of the houses there
are small and certainly their fronts are fat
from attractive, covered as they are, with
cheap, gaudy posters.
That last I emphatically do not mean unkindly.
Des Moines is the capitol city ol
my native state. It is a wide-awake, cosmopolitan city, and should have and support
several really high class motion picture
theatres.
Maybe she has some, I do not'
know. The one I spoke in was a good
theatre, though not elaborate, but all the
experience,
forth,

and

will

others I saw, their fronts did not present
to the street a very dignified appearance
Next time I have the pleasure of visiting

Des Moines
motion

bad!

1929

Both theatre managers and motion picture projectionists ought to remember, and
take into very careful consideration the
patent fact that
PA-

DES MOINES,
Wichita we headed Northwest,
FROM
passing through several cities
really

10,

I

hope to see many

picture

posters displayed

theatre
all

fronts,

over them.

beautiful

with

less

August

10.
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R CA Inaugurates Sales Expansion
Program; Abel Is Made Sales Head
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK.

—

RCA

Aug.
Concurrent w ith the expansion of
Photophone
throughout the country. L. P. Sawyer, commercial vice president
of
Photophone. Inc.. announces the appointment of Sidney E. Abel as
general sales manager.
6.

sales activities

RCA

RCA

will immediately start a nationwide
sales expansion program.
Recently the sales
territories
have been reorganized and the
various
staffs
sales

have

been considerably enlarged. These
territories will be under the direct supervision of Abel, and
have equipment suitable for all
classes of exhibitors.
The n e
type "F"
system, for theatres
of 750 seats or less,
has gained wide pop-

popular songs sung by Helen Morgan and
is

Photophone installed their sound
in the Milwaukee theatre. Milwaukee, last ueek. Mike Fritz, left, wax
installation engineer and C. ff
Perry,
commercial representative.

If

ularity and according
to reports, exhibitors
are very well pleased
with the reproducing
qualities of this small
device.
Abel comes to
more than IS years of

RCA

Photophone

after

executive activity in
the motion picture industry.

2 Novelty Audiens Added

Receive

NEW

Universal

is

taking steps to tieup several
the

for

stations

exploitation

of

(Special to the Herald-World)

YORK, August 6.—Universal has
added two novelty sound reels to its current
sound short subjects. They are announced

Sound Advice

(Special to the Herald-World)

MILWAUKEE,

August 6.— When West-

"Syncrodisk"

Electric sound equipment was installed
n the remaining six silent houses of the
Milwaukee Theatre Circuit, Inc., in Milvaukee, Eugene M. Arnstein, assistant to
rred S. Meyer, managing director of the
ircuit. wanted to make sure that the managers of these houses started out on the
"ight foot with reference to sound knowlern

Sound Equipment
Absolute Synchronization

Accordingly, the week preceding the
>pening date of sound, July 28, Arnstein
ailed a meeting of the managers of these
arious theatres at the Venetian theatre,
me of the theatres on the circuit, which
las been equipped with Western Electric
or some time.
An instructor was present to explain to
•ach of the managers various technical
joints concerning :he
sound mechanism
vhich would enable them to present the
Sest reproduction in their theatre at all
edge.

imes.
Managers present at this time
he theatres installing sound included

We

Vibrationless

•

in

specialize

the manufacture of

quality sound equipment for theatres.
were the original builders of sound

products that are

now

nationally known.

Our sound equipment has proved its merit.
More than 200 satisfactory installations.

from
Mor-

Ames

of the Downer; Don Smith,
Art Wertheimer, Juneau; Edmund
Kosciuszko; Frank Cook, Riviera
'nd Emil Franke, State.
Of this number,
•nly one had had any experience with sound
quipment.
To further assure patrons the best in
ound, an order was issued to the managers

gan

Quiet

WE

price of Syncrodisk
ing pick-ups and fader.

The

ake;

r
•-ir.stein.

"Syncrodisk"
readily attached to

turn tabl;
all

is

Syncrodisk

offers

good

a

[

»f all theatres of the circuit to have someone on the floor at all times during the
now. The reason for this is because of the
act that the volume of sound varies with
he number of people in the auditorium and
lso where the people sit. Reception may be
ery uood on the main floor but com-

weak in the balcony. Where a
stationed on the floor during the
how, he is able to ascertain whether the
eception is all right and can notify the proectionist accordingly.

iaratively

>erson

is

All

ened

gears
steel

$500.00, includ-

stand-

ard makes of projectors.

making proposition

bronze and hard-

—submerged in

firms

oil.

that

can

to

make

Write or aire for

moneyand

dealers

installations.
details.

Weber Machine Corporation
59 Rutter

St.,

its

Station KRLD,
sound features.
Dallas, Texas is the first station to be
signed and will broadcast the entire musical
score and dialog of "College Love."
On August 16 "Melody Lane" and August
30 "Broadway" will go on the air.

coming

To Universal' s Program

Milwaukee Houses
Wire; House Managers

"Hits

Universal Tiesup Radio
Stations to Exploit
Coming Sound Pictures
radio

.

Six

"Cohen on the Telephone"

a monologue with George Sidney.

of Today" shows Helen Morgan singing
"Can't Help Lovin' Dat Man," just as she
sang it in "Show Boat." It also shows Jules
Bledsoe singing "Lonesome Road."

w

device

ing shipped to all Universal exchanges for
pre-view showings.
One is '"Cohen on the Telephone," featuring George Sidney, and the other is "Hits
of Today," a one-reeler which includes two
Jules Bledsoe.

RCA

RCA

September 2nd and are now be-

for release

Rochester, N. Y.

;

:
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2,238 Installations

Of W. E. Equipment
In American Theatres
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

August 6.—The

total

number

of installations of Western Electric Sound
Systems' in the theatres of the United Status
now total 2,238, according to the latest report of the installation department of Electrical

Research Products,

installed

since

The

Inc.

was

the last report

theatres

published

are

New

Sheepshead Bay, N. Y.,
Gladstone, Mich., Rialto
New Iberia, La., Elks
Seattle,

1,888

548
752
744
575

Washington, Arabian

Denver, Colorado, Bluebird
Winslow, Arizona, Rialto
Globe, Arizona, Martin
Norfolk Downs, Mass., Regent
Forest Hills. L.

I.,

621

:

675
800
890
858

;

Forest Hills

Bronx, N. Y., Manhattan
Corona, L. I., Corona
Brooklyn, N. Y., Meserole
Brooklyn, N. Y., Commodore
Concordia, Kan., Brown-Grand
Brooklyn, N. Y., Roebling
Clinton, Mo., Lee

Here are the men who are speaking

their native tongues for editions of Radio Picture
productions. Left to right: Front row, Robert Wahlbcrg, a Swede who talks the
Scandinavian prologues; Randolph Bartlett,
title and film editor; Pierre De

RKO

Ramey, from France.

Back row, Hans Von Morehardt, German and Manuel

Paris,

Spain.

Foreign Actors Furnish Dialog
To RKO's Foreign Release Films
—

NEW YORK,

(Special to the Herald-World)

Aug. 6. Talking pictures have presented many baffling problems to the producers but the greatest problem to be solved since the perfection
of sound equipment is that of making the talking picture understandable to the
foreign markets. All sorts of solutions were proposed, but Radio Pictures comes
forward with what it believes to be one really effective method.
members of the all-star cast for "The Gold
In fact their method was adopted only after
and consultations with foreign
buyers of film. Foreign actors have been engaged by Randolph Bartlett, Radio Picture
title editor, to speak prologues and interpolacareful

tions

tests

RKO

to

features

their

in

native

languages.
In pictures for foreign release, the general
plot of the story, its characters and the key
situations are described in a prologue in the
language of the country where the film is to
be shown. Then at the end of each reel, the
picture again cuts to the "master of ceremonies" who describes the change of scene
and the dialog that is to follow.
*

The
to

be

first

*

members of

engaged are

*

De Ramey,

a

Frenchman of the Gaumont Film company
Hans Von Morehardt, a German actor who
played

with

Schausmelhaus

players in
Munich Manuel Paris of Barcelona, Spain,
whose real name is Manuel Conesa, brother
of Maria Conesa, well known Spanish actor
and Robert Wahlberg, of Stockholm who was
an actor and o cer in the Royal Gotha Life
the

;

Guards before he came

eral more of the cast talk, among them,
Lilyan Tashman, William Bakewell, Helen
Foster, Albert Gran and Gertrude Short.
The finale for the trailer is a dance ensemble. The trailer is colored throughout
in Technicolor as is the entire Vitaphone
production itself.

Bartlett's foreign staff

Pierre

:

Diggers of Broadway."
Conway Tearle is the master of ceremonies for the trailer. The first performer
is Ann Pennington who executes a skillful
tap dance. She is followed by Nick Lucas
who plays his accordion and sings. Other
hit numbers of the production are sung by
Winnie Lightner and Nancy Welford. Sev-

Hollywood.
It is estimated that there are about 27,338
theatres throughout all Europe and English
to

speaking countries absorb almost half of
America's film exports, which amounts to
about $35,000,000 yearly and the other $35,000,000 was threatened unless foreign dialog had
not been introduced.

Phonofilm Will Issue
Three Colored Program
For Sound Exploitation

NEW
film will

(Special to the Herald-World J

Introduces
(Special to

NEW

YORK,

Many

August

6.— Warner

Brothers have prepared a very interesting
Vitaphone trailer, which introduces many

1,298

Brooklyn, N. Y., Summer
Chicago, 111., Irving
Marquette, Mich., Delft
Taylor, Tex., Howard

961
1,391

_

1,219

493

Sacramento, Cal., Hippodrome
Aberdeen, Wash., Weir
Reading, Pa., Arcadia
Brooklyn, N. Y., Colonial
Chicago,
Chicago,
St.

Banner

111.,

1,739

960
605
2,224

Amarillo,

807
783
996

_

Paulina
111.,
Johnsbury, Vt., Star

_

Fair

Tex.,

1,451

Deadwood, /S. D., Deadwood
Dubuque, la., Strand

575
779
452

Atlanta, Ga., Cameo
Astoria, L. I., Astoria Grand
Astoria, L. I., Crescent

2,187
1,928
1,300
638
688
336
666
2,426

Brooklyn, N. Y., Kismet
Allentown, Pa., Cameo
El Paso, Tex.,

Winter Park.

Wigwam
Fla.,

_

Baby Grand

Boonville, Mo., Lyric
Chicago, 111., Fox Terminal
Ontario, Cal., Granada

974
859
966

Seattle, Wash., Bagdad
Springfield, Mass., Liberty
Pittsburgh, Pa., Grand
New York, N. Y., Cameo

2,100
539
1,417

Berkeley, Cal., Rivoli
Los Angeles, Cal., Paramount
Lancaster, Ohio, Palace
Milwaukee, Wis., Riviera
Seattle, Wash., Cheerio
Seattle, Wash., Portola

842
986
1,216

682
510
600

Wash., Woodland
Milwaukee, Wis., State
Milwaukee, Wis., Downer
Milwaukee, Wis., Lake
Elmhurst, L. I., Victoria
Maspeth, L. I., Maspeth
Havre, Mont., Orpheum
Argo, 111., Argo-Grand
Milwaukee, Wis.. Koscinszka
Chicago, 111., Midwest
Brooklyn, N. Y., State
Brooklyn, N. Y.. Marcy
Corona, L. I., Granada
Eugene, Ore., Rex
Phoenix, Ariz., Columbia
Troy, Ohio, Mayflower
Hyannis, Mass., Idle Hour
Lexington, Mass., Lexington
Seattle,

Chicago,

111..

1,207

920
967
584
1,171

450
535
716
1.795
1.132

768
1.766

°17
?77

w

62/
461
318
J.
1.178

Crown

Milwaukee, Wis.. Tuneau
Oakland, Cal., Fairfax

Framingham,
Los Angeles,

Mass.,
Cal.,

1.521

Gorman

754

Carthay Circle

August 6.— DeForest Phonosoon issue an attractive three colored

program for the exploitation of
sound premiers.
The program contains the story of Phonofilm, written by Dr. Lee DeForest, and a full
page announcement by the management of the
theatre to its patrons, advising them of the
souvenir

Brunswick Will Release
4 Jolson Song Hits from
"Say It With Songs'

new

era of entertainment.
Planting special "Talkie Editions" in local
papers are to be a part of this free service

(Special to the Herald-World)

ROCHESTER,

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

August

6.—The

four'

musical hits from "Say It With
Songs" have been sung by Al Jolson on
Brunswick records and will be marketed
simultaneously with the pre-release of the
Warner Bros. Vitaphone picture on August
The
24, according to Brunswick officials.
numbers recorded are "Little Pal," "I'm in
principal

DeForest for Thurston
Stars

the Herald-World)

966
766
933

Macon, Ga., Capitol
Astoria, L. I., Broadway

YORK,

for the exhibitor.

"Gold Digger" Trailer

1,229
2,026
1,419
811

August 6.—The Thurston

theatre has been turned over to the DeForest
engineering staff for the installation of De-

Forest Phonofilm equipment.

_

Seventh

"Why

Heaven,"

Can't You."

"Used

to

You"

and

August

10,
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THE STUDIO
Songs of Hollywood
HOLLYWOOD,

Aug. 6.— "Sally," the First Xapicture starring Marilyn Miller, will have but
;wo of the original songs.
new set is being composed by Al Dubin and Joe Burke.
These two composers have been loaned to First National by Warner
Brothers. Arriving in Hollywood less than six months
ago, Dubin and Burke have written songs for more
than five Warner Brothers pictures.
Among them
ire "Show of Shows," "Evidence," "She Couldn't

Heavy Production Schedule Is
In Effect for Fall Program

:ional

A

Say

(Special to the Herald-World)

songs for the "Broadway Melody" and "Singin'
Rain," have written an original story called
Montana."
will start production soon, with
G
Foan Crawford as the star.

the

the

M

M

Con Conrad, of Conrad, Mitchell and Cottier, has
completed a new number to be used in a
forthcoming Fox production.
It is modeled along the
ines of "Rhapsody in Blue."
It bears the title of
recently

*****

'A Jazz Rhapsody."

Ray Perkins, who heads the music department at
Warner Brothers and First National studios, has
written the songs for "Smiling Irish Eyes" and "Unler a Texas Moon."

*****

A

I

Being Made with Dialog Sequences

Xo" and "Second Choice."

Arthur Freed and Xacio Herb Brown, who wrote
,n

Fox Working on Six Pictures; First National Starts at Burbank
With Badger at Megaphone; New "Hell's Angels"

"hot" number in

"Hollywood Revue" has

the

begun to hit the selling high spots. It is "Low
Down Rhythm," composed by Jesse Greer and Raynond Klages. These boys have also written several
lumbers for "Marianne," the Marion Davies picture.
>ust

Billy Rose, husband of Fannie Brice and a noted
>ong composer, is collaborating with Vincent Rose
)n the latter's show, "The Great Day."
It will be

Droduced in

New York

Rose is now writing
United Artist picture.

this fall.

Fannie Brice's

*****

nusic for

first

Dave Dreyer and Ballard MacDonald are busy on
lyrics for
G M's "Cotton and Silk," which
itars the Duncan Sisters.
Dreyer has collaborated
•vith Al Jolson on many popular hits.
Their latest
s "A Year from Today," which Norma Talmadge
iings in "Tin Pan Alley."
It is reported that the
itle of this picture will be changed to "New York

M

he

Vights."

HOLLYWOOD,

M

In production are "Jungle," starring Joan
Crawford, "Navy Blues," starring William
Haines and the new Greta Garbo drama, as
yet untitled. "Roadshow" is being directed by
Charles Reisner.
Marian Davies in "Marianne," which Robert Leonard is directing,

completes the list.
With the exception of the Garbo picture
which will have synchronized sound, all of
these productions will be 100 per cent all
talking.

"The

Flying Fool," Pathe's aviation picture,
here are two songs that are coming to the front as
oest sellers.
They are, "If I Had My Way" and
I'm That Way About Baby."
Both were written
)y George Green and George Waggner.

*****

Robbins, song publishers, have engaged Frank
Kelton for an important executive position in their
N'ew York offices.
Kelton will start east in August.
J. J.

*****

Dorothy Parker, celebrated humorist, has written a
wpular song called "How Am I to Know."
It is
Jsed in Cecil De Mille's picture "Dynamite."
The
nusic is by Tack King and it is being published by
he Robbins Music Corporation.

Wreckers

Make Way

for

James Cruze Structure
(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES,

A

Aug. 6.— large force of
arpenters and laborers have begun
dismantling the
present James Cruze,
Inc.,
jower-street studios administration building
'reparatory to erecting a much finer structure.
During the reconstuction, all studio activiies at the plant are suspended.

To Start

NEW

McCormack Film

(Special to the Herald-World)

YORK,

Aug. 6.— Frank Borzage, diHeaven" and "Street
Ireland August 17 to

ector of
"Seventh
^ngel," will sail for
irect
et

John McCormack

titled.

umbers

McCormack

in the picture.

in a
will

Fox

picture, not

sing about

ten

rected by David Butler. It co-features Janet
Gaynor and Charles Farrell.
Twenty-four young singers were signed on
one-year contracts this week by Fox. A few
weeks ago, auditions were held for the purpose of selecting a chorus ensemble. Out of
60 selected, twenty-four were given contracts.

Talking Sequences for
"HelVs Angels'
Starting

Several Companies

Working

at

Warners

the

pictures are road shows, specolor films.
"The Show of
Shows" has a brilliant cast of over 100 stars
of the stage and screen.

and

Pauline Frederick.
Two pictures are being
filmed in color, they are, "Under a Texas

Moon" and "Golden Dawn."

at First National
The screen version of the famous musical
comedy, "No, No, Nanette," started production this week with Clarence Badger directing,
at First National.
Bernice Claire, said to be
the youngest prima donna on the American
stage, has the title role.
Others in the cast

Caddo

duction.

Howard Hughes

is

now busy

with the

new

version at the Metropolitan studios.
Much
of the old film will be discarded in favor of
the newer dialog sequences.

No Production
Two Studios

Louise Fazenda, Zazu Pitts, Gertrude
Astor and Lucien Littlefield.
Louise Fazenda has been cast as a stingy
housewife, and wears a dress and hat of the
1904 vintage.
Every time Louise plays a

frumpy old character in a picture, she ransacks through the attic of her home and digs
out some rare old fashioned dress or hat.

Six Companies at
Use 3,500 Extras

and Roach Studios are the only film
this week.
The Hal Roach organization is having its annual vacation and
will resume activities toward the latter part of
August.
The R K O studio is between pictures.
Production will begin possibly next
idle

Tay Garnett Gets Big
Hand; Considine Signs
Him to Direct Richman
(Special to the Herald-World)

Up,"

an

just completed with

Aug. 6.—Through a deal
William Sistrom of Pathe,

John W. Considine,

Jr.,

Tay Garnett as
coming Harry Richman
ices

of

is

story by
being di-

has obtained the servdirector of the forthpicture. "The Song of

Broadway," soon to be started

at the

United

Artists plant.

considered an ideal director for
and Broadway night club idol.
He has made such pictures as "The Spieler,"
"The Flying Fool," "Oh, Yeah!" and others
that are of the calibre attendant to pictures
such as L"nited Artists plans with Richman.
It was indicated today that George Green,
writer of a number of songs for Garnett pictures, may have a number in the Richman
production.
is

the singing star

original

Brown and Henderson

HOLLYWOOD,

Garnett

Fox

According to a statement by the assistant
casting director at the Fox studios more than
3,500 extra players worked on the Fox lot
last week.
There are six companies working.
Side

at

RKO

plants

are

Sylva,

the

week.

No, No, Nanette

"Sunny

1927,

all

Other productions are "Disraeli," with
George Arliss, "Second Choice," with Dolores
Costello, and "The Sacred Flame," starring

De

November,

shooting on "Hell's Angels."
A few weeks ago the picture was previewed
under a different name. It was a silent pro-

tion.

Among

in

Company began

Passing the half way mark in the greatest
production program of their history, Warner
Brothers now have seven pictures in produc-

cials,

In

—

6.
Additional production impetus was noted in
every studio on the West Coast this week. Xew pictures began work in Hollywood, Culver City, Lniversal City, Burbank, and Studio City.
Activities at
G M, for example, are breaking records for midsummer work.
Five major productions are in actual shooting, four more are slated to start
within the next few days and five are in the process of final editing.

Aug.
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Herald- World's Production Directory
BRAND

CHIEF

DIRECTOR

STORY

NAME

PLAYERS

STORY

STARTING

DATE

"The Saturday
Night Kid"
"Darkened

Columbia Studios
"The Broadway
Hoofer"

Sally O'Neil

George
Archainbaud

July. 29

"The Vagabond

Bow

STARTING

DATE

Clara

Sutherland
Louis Gasnier

Evelyn Brent

July 27

Ludwig Berger

Dennis King

July 27

July

6

King"

Dawson

RKO

Johnny Arthur

A. Leslie
Pearce

NAME

Edward

Christie Studios
"Adam's Eve"

BRAND

CHIEF

PLAYERS

Rooms"

Carmel Myers
Jack Egan
Doris

DIRECTOR

July 29

Studios

Bebe Daniels

Luther Reed

July

1

Frances Lee

Geneva Mitchell
Adrienne Dore

Roach Studios
NO PRODUCTION

First National Studios
John Francis

"Sally"

Marilyn Miller

June

17

Richard Barthelmess

June

26

Dillon

Frank Lloyd

•Young Nowheres"

Woman

"The Lunkhead" Mack Sennett

on

William A. Seiter

the Jury**

Douglas Fairbanks.
and Loretta Young
Dorothy Mackaill
Edmund Burns
Alice

July 20

July 15

Co-starring

Eddie Cline

Andy Clyde
Harry Gribbon
Thelma Hill
Ben Alexander

Marion Nixon
Jocelyn Lee

"The Forward
Pass"
"The

Sennett Studios

Jr.

Tiffany-Stahl Studios
July 22

Al Ray

"Kathleen

Sally O'Neil
Charles Delaney

Mavourneen"

Day

June

8

Sidney Blackmer

"Broadway

Webb

Millard

Billie

'No,

Dove

Tec-Art Studios

July 23

Edmund Lowe

Hostess"

No

Clarence

Cissy Fitzgerald
Badger Bernice Claire

Nanette"

Burton King

"In Old
July 29

Lucien Littlefield
Zasu Pitts

Jack Irwin

to

Frank Borzage

See Paris"

"Big Time"

Kenneth Hawks

"The Sky Hawk" John Blystone

Lenore Ulric
Harold Murray

J.

June
June

17
24

June

24

Janet Gaynor
Charles Farrell
Will Rogers
Irene Rich

July

Lee Tracy

1

of the

Sam Taylor

Mae Clark
Helen Chandler
John Garrick

"Tonight at
Twelve"

Bessie Love
Charles King

"Trader Horn"

W.

"Twelve Hours
of Love"
"Jungle"

William DeMille

Jack Conway

Harry Carey
Edwina Booth
Vita Johanne
Basil Rathbone
Joan Crawford
Robert Montgomery

"Navy Blues"

Clarence

July 22

May

7

C.

"Red Coat's
Romance"
"Alias

the

"Mississippi

Gambler"

June

27

July 15

"The Jade Box"

Nugent

Greta Garbo

July 20

Metropolitan Studios
"Welcome
Danger"
Angels"

"Hell's

Mai

St.

Clair

Harold Lloyd

Howard Hughes Ben Lyon
Greta Nissen

"The Rambling
Kid"

Lloyd Prods.

Harry Pollard

Caddo Prods.

"The

Howard Higgin

Racketeer"

Mahlon Hamilton
Robert Armstrong
Carol Lombard

Kit Carson

Jack Nelson

Bobby Nelson

"The Sacred
Flame"

Barker Joseph Schildkraut
Joan Bennett
Alec B. Francis
Otis Harlan
Carmelita Geraghty
Louise Lorraine
Ray Taylor
Francis Ford
Wilbur Mack
Jack Perrin
Leo White
Reginald

Arthur Rosson

July 23

Monroe Salisbury
Hoot Gibson

July 29

July 15

Archie

Mayo

Pauline Frederick

July

5

Li la Lee

Conrad Nagel
Walter Byron
William Courtenay

"Show of
Shows"

Staff Direction

All-star Cast

July

"Tiger Rose"

George
Fitzmauriee

Lupe Velez
Monte Blue

July 15

11

Grant Withers
"Second Choice"

Howard
Bretherton

Ernst Lubitsch

Maurice Chevalier

June 15

John Cromwell

George Bancroft
Richard Dix

June 29
June 29

Doctor"
"Sweetie"
"Behind the

Frank Tuttle

All-star Cast

Robert Milton

All-star Cast

Make-Up"

July 29
July 26

Sally Eilers

July 23

"The Love
Parade"
"The Mighty"
"The Love

Brown

July 29

Warner Brothers Studios

Nov. 1927

Paramount Studios

Melville

July 17

Kathryn McGuire

(Talking Sequences)

Constance Bennett
Regis Toomey
Robert Ames

Madge Bellamy

Joe Levigard

Pa the Studios
E. H. Griffith

1

George Lewis
Marguerite Livingston
Vera Reyonlds

Sept. 17

Jame-s Hall

"Rich People"

July

Bandit"

June 20

William Haines
Anita Page
J.

Fairbanks-Pickford

Mary Doran
Hallam Cooley

Karl Dane

Jacques Feyder

July 22

Universal Studios

July 15

Charles Reisner

"Jealousy"

Carlsbad Prods.

United Artists Studios
"Taming
Shrew"

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios

Brown

Santschi

July 8

"Road Show"

Vandyke

Tom

Norman Kerry

Robert Emery
Daphne Pollard

S.

July 24

Blanche Mehaffey
Reed Howes
Donald Keith
Majorie Keyes
Philo McCullough

Fox Studios

"They Had

Audible Pictures

Ray Hallor
"Empire
Builders"

"Frozen Justice" Allan Dwan
"Married in
Marcel Silver
Hollywood"
"Sunny Side Up" David Butler

Henry Walthall
Helen Ferguson
George Duryea
Larry Steers

California"

Alexander Gray
Louise Fazenda

July 6
July 6

Dolores Costello
Chester Morris

July

22

Edna Murphy
Jack Mulhall
"Golden

Dawn"

Ray Enright

Frank Fay
Vivienne Segal
Noah Beery
Alice Gentle
Sojin

Lee Moran
Marian Byron

July

29

—
August

10.
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Mysteries Popular
With College Folk

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug. 6.— College

students find their favorite relaxation
from studies in detective novels. An
investigation made by the research
department of the Paramount studios
discloses this fact.
A canvass of the University of
Southern California and the University of California at Los Angeles revealed that the murder mysteries of
S. S. Van Dine are most widely read.

"Applesauce," "Gay Lady" Are
Among Films Completed in East
Mamoulian Shoots and Record? Sights and Sounds
Paramount Makes Changes in Personnel Four
\5

ork

at

—

—

of

Subway

Series in

Pathe
Several \^ arner Acts Finished
By DOUGLAS FOX

—

NEW YORK. Aug. 6. Reuben Mamoulian has finished "Applesauce."
"The Gay Lady" with Gertrude Lawrence is also in the cutting stage. And,
by importation from the Coast and recruiting from the vaudeville field. Parathe problem created by Equity, of getting a cast for "The
Return of Sherlock Holmes," which is now in the course of production.
Tony Martin. Bostock's last was "Haunted."
Before he finished his film of the backstage

mount has solved

Janis Will Supervise

Big Paramount Picture

life

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Aug. 6.— Elsie Janis. American musical comedy and vaudeville star, has
been signed to a contract by Paramount to
supervise the production of a big feature, now
in preparation.

This announcement comes from Jesse L.
Lasky, vice president in charge of production,
who refuses to divulge the title or plans for
the picture, although he hinted that it will be
a singing and dancing production.

Cameraman Gets

Studio

Bid

to Direct in Italy

of the burlesque trouper,

Mamoulian

re-

corded for eye and ear all of the characteristic
rattles, rumbles and clangs of New York's

subway system. Employing 200 minor playand utilizing a working crew of 45 men,
a production unit from the Astoria plant invaded the Chambers Street station of the
B. M. T. to can every phase of the underground transit system as it is known to the
average subway traveler. Joan Peers, ingenue,
was the sole principal of the picture to appear in this sequence. Filming and recording
were done between the hours of midnisht and
six in the morning.
A cordon of police was
on hand to prevent congestion and facilitate
ers

handling of the

mob

scenes.

(Special to the Herald-World)

6—

HOLLYWOOD. Aug.
Antonio Gaudio,
cameraman, has received an offer to sign a
five-year contract with an Italian film company, to direct feature productions.
The offer was from Captain Marco Elter
of the Italian Ente-Nazionale, controlling the
major Italian film studios.

Features

in

"Holmes"

The featured

players of the detective thriller
now in the making are Give Brook, on a
long term contract Colonel Fred Lindsay, a
big game hunter and famous in vaudeville as
the leading exponent of the Australian stock
whip Phillips Holmes, son of Taylor Holmes,
stage star now in pictures on the Coast Donald Crisp and Betty Lawford (who were in a
recent picture made at the Long Island studios
and are believed to have been brought East
again to make this one). The screen version
of the picture was adapted by Basil Dean and
Bartlett Cormack.
It is being directed by

Head

;

Patents

Film Cartoon System
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug. 6.— Joseph Cherniav-

musical director for Universal, has
patented a new drawing system.
By this
method the artist is able to follow a guide
which shows exactly what music and sound
effects will be made for each scene.
>ky.

Wheeler Oakman Signed
For Mary Nolan Picture
(Special to the Herald- World)

HOLLYW OOD,

Aug. 6.— W heeler Oakman

has been signed for a role in Universale
audien. "The Shanghai Lady." to be directed
by John Robertson. This will be Miss Nolan's
first

starring vehicle.

U Promotes Tom Reed as
Assistant to Sullivan
(Stecial to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug. 6.—Tom

Reed has

been appointed assistant to C. Gardner Sullivan, supervising scenario chief at Universal.
Reed recently completed the adaptation of the
"Three Godfathers."

Talmadge Audien
Completed by Milestone

First

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYW OOD,

Aug. 6.— Norma Talmadge
has finished her first audien under the direction of Lewis Milestone.
The story is based
on "Tin Pan Alley" and will be released
'

under the
/.

title

of

"New York

Nights."

Mitchell Leisen on Trip to Europe

NEW YORK. —J.

Mitchell Leisen. assistant direcDe Mille, left for Europe for a threevacation.
While abroad Ivisen will collect
properties and erather ideas lor De Mille's next production for
G M.
tor for Cecil B.

months'

M

he

used

Dean.
In anticipation of additional production acat the Astoria studios in the near future, several changes in personnel have been
made there, according to an announcement by
Paramount officials late last week.
tivity

Assistant to Fingerlin

Arthur Cozine, former stage manager, has
been named assistant to the new executive
manager, John W. Fingerlin.
Tohn Doran
will

fill

Cozine's old place.

Lou

Priestly

now

heads the construction department, Dan Doran
is in charge of the property department, and
Joe Nadell is the newly appointed purchasing
agent for the studio.

Hobart Henley, director, has been signed
on a long term contract. Henley, who has
had years of experience in pictures, came
East from the
lot to film "The Lady
G

M M

Lies" at the Paramount plant.
One of the
clauses in his contract specifies that he will
work only at the Eastern studio.

Pathe has four men. each with his own
producing comedies at Sound Studios,
Inc.
They are George Lemaire, Gordon
Bostock, G. B. Maddock and Harry Delmar.
Each picture takes approximately four days
series,

The other three days of the week
are spent in erecting sets for the next picto shoot.

Bostock Begins Farce

be

Murray Roth.

direction of

Rehearse First of Series
Captain John Noble (American Sound) is
rehearsing "School Days." the first of a series
of five two-reels featuring music and dancing.
Shooting will begin this week.

"The Engagement." on which Marc Conwas working last week, has been finand will be released as "The Suitor."

nolly
ished

Richard Currier, production head of the

RCA

Photophone Gramercy

studios, directed and
will also direct his next. "Gunboat Ginsberg,"
which will be made this week. After a vacation abroad Connolly will turn out a picture
somewhat on the order of "The American in

Europe."

Leo Meehan. who directed Rudy Yallee in
first film made by the Spoor-Berggren

the

widescreen. three-dimensional process, reports
that the rushes are good, that Yallee's voice
comes out very nicely and that the Franklin
girl, former
stenographer, is a real find
as a leading woman.
Rayart may make a feature at the Metropolitan studios in Fort Lee.

RCA

Paramount Will Have

Bow

for 2

More Years

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK. Aug. 6.—Clara Bow has
signed a new contract with Paramount which
will continue her as a star until October, 1931.
Paramount is planning to release four Bow
talking pictures during the next year.
The
first of these went into production last week.
It will be called "The Saturday Night Kid."

Musuraca, Cameraman,
Gets

New

RKO Contract

(Special to the Herald-World)

Bostock begins a new one this week. It is
called "Wednesday at the Ritz" and is said

RKO

Morgan Morly and
The name of Lemaire's next

Pepper,

has not yet been announced. G. B. Maddock,
who did "Fifty Miles From Broadway" and
"Rubeville," has not yet announced his next,
Carlena Diamond, harpist, has done a short
for Warners. So has Nan Halperin. In her
sketch, she sings "Clothes" and "Playing My
Wedding in Ragtime."
Irene
Franklin,
comedienne of the musical and variety stage,
has also gone Yitaphone. Last week she made
"Those Were the Days." Flournoy Miller and
Aubrey Lyles have completed "They Know
Their Groceries." Bryan Foy directed. The
other subjects mentioned were made under the

ture.

to

Jack

Ruth Hamilton.

;

;

Music

Delmar has just completed "After the Show."
a two-reel adaptation of the vaudeville sketch
of the same name. Delmar is the producer
of the "Delmar Revels." In "After the Show"

a

popular

farce

comedy

act

on the

Evelyn Knapp and Charles
Kemper have the leads, and others in the cast
include Frank Sinclair, Robert Milliken and
circuit.

HOLLYW OOD. Aug. 6.— Nick Musuraca.
cameraman, has signed a new six-months contract with

RKO. He

recently completed the

camera work on "Side Street," featuring the
three Moore brothers, and
the "Beloved
Rogue," starring Rod LaRocque.
Musuraca has photographed over one hundred pictures

in the past three years.
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Ads and Stunts That Pulled Them In

RIGHT:
The above

is

BELOW":
newspaper
Real Neth's

a picture of a

by J.
Columbus, Ohio. The enart work and no type has
"The Theatre" would like
your opinion of this ad, analyze it from
every angle and how would it have
looked had regular type been used, does
this kind of display warrant the additionadvertisement used

Grand

theatre,

display
been used.
tire

is

al cost of the artist?

The above is a window display used by
the Owl Drug Company, Los Angeles, in
connection with the showing of First National's "Why Be Good," starring Colleen
Moore. "The Theatre" thinks this display to be exceptionally good. The art
work, cutouts and merchandise display
are tasteful and by giving this close study
many helpful ideas may be found.

August
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THE THEATRE
Exploitation
A

Discussion of Right and

in Exploiting the

By MILTON K.
of Grey-Davidson

EXPLOITATION

a peculiar word. It
estimate what
that elusive, and somewhat intangible word
has done for individuals, organizations and
enterprises.
Fortunes have been attributed
to it, and endless social and business sucis

is

almost impossible to

cess have followed in its wake.
The day of the old tottering publicity
man who found it impossible to retain a
newspaper .iob and turned into a disgruntled
press agent over night, is over.
Today,
the profession is full of wide awake earnest

They

ar'

n

A

A

with a "Nose for News."
have a more difficult job
assignment reporter, for
t

In a sp v
than a
they must i
and
news
whereas the reporter is sent out to collect
news that already exists.

TND

CREATE

GREY

and

DAVE DAVIDSON
theatre exploitation in Chicago

mass scale and mails tons of sloppily
written and senseless material to all the
papers, in the hopes that something might

personages, and for a fat fee can get any-

land.

These "Influence boys" ought to be shot.
People smilingly regard them as harmless,
but there is no humor in embittering the
editors against all the press and publicity
men.
There is no publicity man in the world

a

The able man who "yesses" his boss to
death, resulting in blunders that makes the
firm look ridiculous and the employer
foolish.

The employer who will resort to anything, no matter what it is, so long as he
sees his name in print.

Don't

— be a "shyster" press agent.
— be a "yes" man.
—be an "influence boy."

There are unfortunately a few "Shysters"
in the profession.
But that shouldn't

Be

left

damn

all who follow the calling anymore
than a wayward brother of the clergy
brings down public wrath on the entire
following of the cloth.
One of the biggest setbacks to the success of the publicity man is the employer
who tries tc "direct" the work. The greatest results are
obtained when the pro*
position is put up to the publicity man in
the following nianner:

Motion Picture Theatre

Company, who handle Fox

young people, who know their business, and
face the world with an intelligent light in
their eyes, and an open, frank desire to find
a news angle to every situation.
A

Wrong Methods

— honest in your approach.
—a creator of news.
—above
a good newsall

paper man.

AAA

"I

have

emnloyed you because

I

think

you know the publicity business, which, I
frankly admit, I do not.
Our attitude
towards you is the same as it would be
toward a physician invited to make a physical examination or a lawyer for his legal
opinion.

Your value

be calculated on our
improved conditions with the public rather
than the inches of printed matter you get
into the papers. At no time during your connection with us do we ask that you do anything of which you will be ashamed."
to us will

AAA

With such

proposition placed before
him, there isn't a publicity man in the
United States who wouldn't do his utmost
to please and profit such a boss.
The greatest hindrances to cleaner and
a

>etter publicity are:

The incapable man who does business on

And the most dangerous of all, the
shyster who pretends he has an "In" with
all the publications, newspapers, prominent

Plays Audiens
In

Open Air
(Special to the Herald-World)

CORNING,

CAL., Aug. 6.—F. W.
Rodgers, who conducts the Corning
theatre, has been accustomed to presenting screen shows al fresco during
the summer months.
This plan is
being continued in spite of the fact
that audien productions are now being featured, the full equipment
having been moved outside.
The

airdome seats 300.

thing in print.

who

AAA

can generally do more than get true

news published.

It seems ridiculous that
any man can "force" news to be printed.
Yet there are hundreds of men throughout
the country who are demanding and getting

big fees for this "Influencial service."

AAA

These shysters,

order to be impressive,
adopt a mysterious air, go into a trance,
and give you to understand that all they
need to is utter a few Egyptian words,
which only they can utter, and presto! your
news appears in the papers.
There is only one way to win in the
in

publicity field.
That is to approach it
honestly and openly.
It is to collect and
assimilate
and present it in a clear,
concise and intelligent manner.

NEWS

That's where exploitation comes

in.

A

MAKE

AAA

good exploitation man

will

news.

Before he accepts an assignment, he
will endeavor to learn as much as possible
about your business and your industry. He
will review thoroughly the outstanding improvements of your plant, determine if you
have any personalities in your organization
who might attract attention, and then with
the material in his hand, CREATE news.

For instance, when we assisted in the
exploitation of "Sweetest Day" and "Candy
Week" for the National Confectioner's
Association.
had Doree Leslie, star of

We

"Manhattan Mary" present Mayor Thompson with the world's largest box of Candy;
The "Our Gang Comedy" kids were presented with a four foot sucker; thousands
of boxes of candy were distributed by
Salvation Army girls and hundreds more
were distributed by show grls to Chicago's
traffic officers.

NEWS

All these were
items, true, clear
interest to the public. Thousands of
lines
in
the
news columns of papers
throughout the country ran stories and pictures of these events.

and of

That's what exploitation can do for your
business if properly executed.
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What Has Proved to Be "Mv Best Idea
In Building Summer Patronage?
J

"My Best
WHAT
summer patronage?

Idea" for getting

is

The Herald- World's "My Best Idea Club"
has given to exhibitors everywhere money

—

making exploitation

stunts stunts which
have been outstanding, whether the theatre
be large or small.
These stunts proved builders of summer
patronage and will continue to do the same
during the late summer and early fall
months. An idea is an idea and, if it has
proven successful, is not strictly seosonable.
The M. B. I. Club was started in January
of 1928 and for 25 consecutive weeks, exhibitors from all over the country sent in
"My Best Idea," which was published in

department. The rules for membership
were simple; every exhibitor sending in his
best idea, whether big or small, old or new
this

was made

a

member
*

of the
*

M.

B.

I.

club.

organs by personal correspondence, and
through the columns of "The Theatre."
Aside from being helpful to one another,
the M. B. I. and House Organ Exchange
established considerable intimacy between
brother exhibitors from all parts and since
the advent of sound "The Theatre" has received requests that this M. B. I. be revived,
and in reviving this club every exhibitor is
asked to join, whether he has a sound or
silent idea
but if you have an idea don't be

—

silent.

*

*

Recently "The Theatre" has asked
House Organ Exchange members to

all

in-

clude snapshots of himself and his theatre
with every house organ exchanged and also
send a duplicate of the snapshot or any
other picture to "The Theatre" for publication.
This idea was at the suggestion of an
H. O. E. member who stated that he was
interested in knowing just what Mr. Hippodrome and Mr. Strand and his theatre

looked

like.

"The Theatre"

'

u

TO MEMBERS OF
THE H. O. E.

-

A few weeks ago "The Theatre'' asked
you exchange snapshots with members of the H. O. E. and that "The Theatre
receive a print of the photos exthai

'

changed.

Get real busy —get out the camera and
do some shooting join the M. B. 1. (My
Best Idea club) and above all. don't forget that "The Theatre'' will pass along
your ideas and photos to others.

—

*

Members of the House Organ Exchange
also took up M. B. I. and within a short
period of time, exhibitors from all parts of
the country, Alaska and from several foreign cities were exchanging ideas and house

*

BULLETIN

asking that every reader,
whether he be an H. O. E. or M. B. I. member to contribute house organs, snapshots
and anything of interest concerning his theatre or himself to this department of the
Herald-World in order that his idea may be
of benefit to another, who is fighting his
is

Orpheum

R. B. Law,

theatre.

Savanna,

Illi-

nois.

Herbert B. Ramm. Buffalo, N. Y.
Eddie Kidwell, Burford theatre,

Arkansas

City, Katisas.

Ross H. Wooley, Liberty
Alabama.
Sidney Larschan, Meserole
N. Y.
"Blackie"
Martin,
C.
Seattle, Washington.
T. H. Stevens,

Oak Park

theatre,

Luverne,

theatre, Brooklyn,

Woodland
theatre.

theatre,

Oak

Park,

Illinois.

M. G. Lee, Lee

Don

W.

theatre. Cuthbert, Georgia.
Bloomington theatre,
Hoobler,

Bloomington, Illinois.
H. J. Thacker, Hippodrome
port, Kentucky.
L. M. Reese,
California.
John E. Jones,

Orpheum

RJR

theatre,

theatre,

New-

Lakeport,

Theatres, San Angelo,

Texas.

John

M.

Stahl.

Palace

theatre,

Fredericks-

burg, Texas.

Al W.

Gillis.

Here

is a good example of grouping more
than one advertisement under one head,

which exploits "The Cool and ComfortLiberty theatre, Yakima, Wash-

ington.

Frank Brock. Gurdon, Arkansas.

able Idea" of the theatres. The complete
layout is good and was used by Ray A.

Grombacher

of Spokane,

U

ash.

battle for existance.

M. B.

I.

MEMBERS

A. D. Baker, Baker theatre, Lockport, Texas.
Louis
E.
Ramm, Wintergardert theatre,
Jamotown, N. Y.
John T. O'Rourke, director of publicity and
advertising for East Coast Theatre company,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Harry

F.

Leroy

Storin,

theatre,

Rhode Island.
Hoxey C. Farley, city manager
Montgomery, Alabama.
Joe Mayer, advertising manager

Pawtueket,
of
of

Publix,
Palac.'

theatre. Hamilton, Ohio.

Henry

Reeve,

Mission

theatre,

Menard,

Texas.

John J.
Conn.
Hal G. Olson, Adler theatre, Man-hfield, Wis-

Seanlon, Palace theatre, Torrington,

000^

consin.

Fred Putman, Strand
R. E. Falkinburg,
ton, Nebraska.

theatre,

Port

Arthur,

Majestic theatre, Lexing-

the ivay in ivhich John Falk of the Orpheum theatre.
Eldorado, III., dressed his lobby for the opening of UniversaTs serial, "Tarzan the.
Mighty." In a letter to "The Theatre" he states that the display caused considerable
comment and the serial was given a big start.

The above picture shows

August
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House Organ Exchange Members
Harris. Harris theatre, Concor-

Delmar
dia.

Kansas.

The Theatre Bulletin, 150 North Hamilton Street, Columbus, Ohio.
Walter E Parks, Liedo theatre. WinKy.

chester.

W. H. Bergmann, World

theatre. Kear-

ney, Neb.

Howard K.

Allen, Beeville, Texas.
Loth, Wayne theatre, Waynes-

F. R.
boro, Va.
E. D. Yarbrough.

Sheboygan

theatre.

Shebovgan. Wis.

London, No.

Hill. Highgate,

New

Elmer Nolte.
Md.

theatre.

Jersey.

Grand

Jr.,

theatre, Bal-

timore,

Roberta

T. R. Clemmons, Jefferson
Bi aumont. Texas.
C. K. Conner, Auburn theatre.

Auburn.

A« licoes ao-oveitarao a toaa a genie, seja de

Ga.
tre.

Drummond. Hippodrome

thea-

que idade

for.

BP. Aukland, County Durham, Eng-

NIDADE.

A

G. L.

Empress

Co-

theatre,

theatre.

Drake

Win-

theatre. Oil

Terrv McDaniel. Manager. Wilson theatre, Wilson, N. C.
Hal D. Neide*. Grauman's Egyptian
theatre, Hollywood, Cal.
New Capitol Newsette, New Capitol
theatre. Alexandria, Va.
Wally Nordby. Indiana theatre, Indiana, Pa.

Orpheum

News,

theatre.

Clarion. Pa.

Post,

Crown

theatre.

Laramie,

Wyoming.

Russell C. Ro^hon.

ment

New

Co..

W.

Columbus Amuse-

Kensington. Pa.

P. Risgins,

J.

rington,

Scanlon.

Conn.

George E. Shivers, Rivoli theatre.

York City.
Benjamin Shnitka, Royal

New

Here

is a house organ from the Pathe
Palace. Rio de Janeiro. Inside the covers are 8 pages of reading matter, with
cuts, devoted to the Sid Chaplin picture.

In-

Liberty

The Empress
Apcnci'i

Albert Sidlinger. Palace theatre, Marion, Ohio.

Who

Temple

Rialto

theatre,

Fort

Dodge, Iowa.

Wener & Green, Russell
Nova Scotia.

H. Marolf,
J.
Mountain. Mich.

Is

He?

Capitol

theatre,

Iron

D. H. Weinberg,
Staunton. Va.

New and

Strand the-

atres,

R. \
McGinnis. Wright theatre, Gurdon. Ark.
theatre.

Lynbrook. Long I-land.
R. R. Temple, the Picture House,
Ca-tle Square, Ludlow, Shropshire. Eng-

Don

Adler. manager of the Empress theFairbanks. Alaska, sends in a copy
During the
of his latest house organ.
week ending July 20. he played such pictures as "The Girl in the Pullman," with
Marie Prevost: "The Cardboard Lover."
icith Marion Davies; "Fools for Luck."
with W. C. Fields and Chester Conklin
and "Get i our Man." with Clara Bow.
Perhaps he will send the photos of his
theatre and himself which "The Theatre"
is asking for.
atre.

theatre, Glace

Exhibitors Herald-World.
407 S. Dearborn St.,
Chicago. III.

"The Theatre":
Please enroll me as a member of The
House Organ Exchange. I will exchange
house orguns and photographs with other
members.

R. H. Zerbel. Delft theatre, Marquette.

Mich.

H. M. Addison, Great Lakes theatre.
Adler, Empress Circuit, Fairbanks,

'Dynamite' Opens Long
Run at Carthay Circle

Theatre.

(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES,

Buffalo, N. Y.

Alaska.

Where

Ben Mueller. California theatre, Santa
Rosa, Cal.

Bay,

Don

He?

don, Ontario. Canada.

theatre.

Reinhold Wallach, Sheboygan theatre,
Sheboygan, Wis.
Vic Walker, West Coast- Walker, Santa
Ana, Cal.

Wegener,

Is

theatre. Lon-

land.

Reinhold Wallach. Lake theatre. Milwaukee, Wis.

J.

North Tbe&tre

The Most Adored Man

Saginaw, Mich.

L.

Fartfaeit

theatre.

O. M. Linn, Y. M. C. A., Coatesville.
Pa.

Monty MacLe\V- New Arcadia

H. Shulgold, Imperial Chain Theatres.
1001 Clark Bldg., Pittsburgh. Pa.

Tallmadge.

of Love.''

.

theatre,

Alberta, Can.

Kenneth

Leggiero,

B. Mouland. Savoy theatre, Clayfield.
Brisbane, Australia.

J.

ni-fail.

William

Palace theatre, Tor-

Shayne, Theatre Corporation of
America, Washington. D. C.
F.

AW MO BPASCO-tflO DC JASEJRO

McMinn-

theatre,

Montague Salmon, Boulevard
Los Angeles.

HcmmM si

PATHE PALACE

theatre.

Edward F. Masters, Peoples theatre.
Chanute. Kansas.
William T. Meeks. Shorewood theatre.
1535 Oakland Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

Strand theatre, Jesup.

Ga.

John

Kelley, Greater Palace
Dallas, Texas.
The Lake Tales, Lark theatre,
ville. Ore.

Samuel H. Marks. Palace

Publix News. Riviera theatre. Omaha.
Nebraska.

e

"The Art

DL
Bob

Sharon. Pa.

C. C. Pippin, Strand theatre. York, Pa.
E.

EDICAO DO

Lester M. Fagg. Panida theatre. SandL. O. Gardner. Neptune theatre, 39th
and Bell, Kansas City.
Charles P. Gilmore. Orpheum theatre.
Oswego. N. Y.
John Goldstone. Empire Picture House,
Huddersfield. York-hire. England.
R. W. Hester, North State theatre.
Goldsboro. N. C.
Verner Hicks, Arcadia theatre, Olnev.

W. A. Popham, Starland

ARTE DE AMAR.

PROGRAMMA MATARAZZO

William T. Meek-, Murray theatre. Milwaukee, Wis.
nipeg. Man., Canada.
F. N. McCullough.
City. Pa.

O amor "ez-se para a HUMAH'JMANlDAOE deve. pois.

A

aprens-

Stephen Dziadik. Derby theatre, Derby.
Conn.
L. D. Everett. Saenser theatre. Mobile.
Ala.

Lewis,

CHAPLIX

Maine.
H. A. Cook. Criterion theatre, Macon.

point, Idaho.

A.

S YD

ACTOR COMICO DE CINEMA

theatre,

lumbus Ohio.

Orpheum

POJ}

FAMOSO

land.

Ventnor

Leyrer,

Ventnor City,
C.

West

6.

Wayne W.

Archie Balev. Riviera theatre, Omaha.
Neb.
F. M. Boucher, Empire-Colonial-Win
Theatres, Winchester, Va.
L. W. Carroll, Majestic theatre, Burlington. Vermont.

I.

Irving Harris, 20

A ARTE BEAMAR

Addr

the

first

under
last

August 6.— Dynamite."

Cecil B. DeMille

his

week

new

contract with

at the

indefinite run.

'

all

talking picture

M G M,

Fox Carthay

opened

Circle for an.
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THE SHORT FEATURE
Newspaper Newsreel
Scores Hit in First City Showing

Universalis

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

6.

—The

first

of Universale

Newspapfgpewsreel!
SYNOPSIS SHEET

papers.
The newsreel will contain
shots of local interest in each locality combined with scenes of national and international current events. Sam B Jacobson, who
is at the head of the staff of editors, has

NEW

known as "Farina" on the screen, is not
ing "Our Gang" and has signed a new
term contract with Hal Roach for

leav-

long-

MGM

comedies.
Recently a story was circulated that Farina
was leaving the Gang, but according to Roach
it

was untrue.

Boy,

Juve-

"Three Game Guys," Fable, two-thirds;
"Rhythm." Grantland Rice Sportlight, one; "BugCollege Days," Fable, two-thirds;
Babies," George Le Maire comedy, two.

ville

"Beach

UNIVERSAL—"Weary

Willies,"
Snappy Comedy,
Oswald, one; "On the Sidelines," Collegians, two;
"Newly weds Pests," Snookums, two; "The Lone
Rider," Featurette, Curwood, two.

WEEK OF AUGUST

EDUCATIONAL— "Untitled,"

11

Mack Sennett

Talking

comedy, two; "Hot Sports," Collins-Dent, Cameu,
one.

PATHE— "The

Enchanted Island," Fable, two-thirds;
Rips," Topic, No. 11, one-third; Pathe
Audio Review No. 17; Pathe Disc Review No. 210;
"The Garden of Eaten," George Le Maire comedy,
"Topical

UNIVERSAL—"Stepping
two.

High," Snappy comedy,
Lake, one; "Trapped by the Tide," AdKingston, two; "The Cut Ups," Stern
Bros., two; "Just in Time," Featurette, Edmund
Cobb, two.
WEEK OF AUGUST 18
EDUCATIONAL— "His Baby Daze," Lloyd Hamilton, two; "Look Out Below," Raymond McKee,
Jack White comedy, two; "Fake Flappers," Jerry
Drew, Ideal comedy, two.

Arthur

venture,

PATHE— "Wash

Day," Fable, two-thirds; "The River

"A

Stone

Carey, two.

turette,

WEEK OF AUGUST

25

Business,"

Mermaid.

.

Topic No. 12,
Review," disc news and

Fits,"

"Topical
two-thirds,
"Pathe Audio
one-third;
Pathe disc review.

CHRISTIE— "The Sleeping Porch," Raymond Griffith, two.
WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 1
UNIVERSAL— "Race Riot," Oswald Snappy comedy,

1
Released ONLY £y

one; "The Signal of Hope," Adventure, Kingston
two; "Splash Mates," Collegians, two; "Burning
Youth," Sid Saylor, two; "Sweethearts." Roone)
Family, two; "The Boy and the Bad Man," Featurette, Bobbie Nelson, two.

Newspictures
M G M NEWS
Europe

NO. 101.— Helen
her

revealing

secrets

Wills returns fron
of how she play

—315-foot radio towers of abandoned
brought crashing down — Minneapolis linked

statior

tennis

Winnipeg by

The

page of a synopsis sheet
furnished to all the exhibitors
Universal Newsreel.
In this
all subjects of each release will be discussed so that exhibitors may exploit any
item of local interest.
front

which

is

using the

Hills"

In Christie Mello
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug. 6.— Typical
Western heroes and villains of the
old school will be seen in the
Christie melodrama, "Faro Nell, or
In Old Calif orny." Louise Fazenda
plays the role of Faro Nell, "just a
child of nature, but with a heart of
gold."

t(

air line.

PARAMOUNT NEWS NO. 106.—Two Minneapoli
endurance flyers crash, one killed Yancey and Wil
Hams,
mile

tennis

Wills,

Rome

—

after daring 4,701
States to Italy— Helei
queen, returns to United States ti
against invaders.

flyers, return from
United
flight from

defend crown

UNIVERSALE NEWSPAPER NEWSREEL

— Roger

NO.

61

Williams and Capt. Lewis Yancey retun
Helen Wills
after flight to Rome
the age of 23 is champ of United States, Eng
land and France Wyoming Ranch has 1,600 head
of Shetland ponies— Speed boat thrills mark Wes
Coast races.
KINOGRAMS NO. 5522.— Girls smash marks in Njt
Turf fans flock
tional track meet at Chicago
Helen Wills returns to Unite
old Saratoga track
to
at

"Them Thar

YORK, Aug. 6.—Allan Clay Hoskins,

PATHE

EDUCATIONAL— "Ticklish
Collins-Drew, two.
PATHE— "Untitled," Fable,

made

(Special to the Herald-World)

Big

Fable, two-thirds; "The Plumbers
Are Coming," George Le Maire comedy, two.
UNIVERSAL—"Saucy Sausages," Oswald, snappy
comedy, one; "The Shadow of Death," Adventure
picture, Kingston, two; "Use Your Feet," Collegians, Fourth Series, two; "Stop Barking," Stern
Bros., Buster Brown, two; "The Wallop," Fea-

sal

Farina Not to Leave
Gang; Signs Contract

Support,"

in Babies^' Oddity, one.

Age Romance,"

been thoroughly schooled in both motion
He
picture work and the newspaper field.
was formerly with the New York Globe
and later with the Hamilton's magazine.
When the war broke out he became
Afterwards
lieutenant in the air service.
he went to California where he engaged in
advertising work. Later he joined Univer-

breaking time.
General sales manager, Van Praag has appointed a special sales force to handle this
newsreel, at the head of which is F. J.
McConnell,

M G M ——"Dealers
two.

Driver," Grantland Rice Sportlight, one;

local

Pictures at Universal City, where he was
director of publicity and also director
He
of production reels and novelty films.
is now in the New York office and Universal has organized a syndicate known as The
Newspaper Newsreel Syndicate, with headquarters at 3 West 56th Street.
The syndicate will handle all news matters for the printed columns of the various
papers and maintain a photographic service
to supply the various publications with
stills of news events which are to be shown
in the newsreel.
The syndicate has several hundred cameramen, located in key cities of the world
and news events will be sent with all possible speed to the editor, who will see to it
that they are shown to the public in record

WEEK OF AUGUST 4

EDUCATIONAL— "Sole
nile,

new newspaper newsreel which
was shown last Wednesday, July 31, in all of the key cities of the United States
and Canada, scored a decided hit. Universal has combined forces with 42 leading independent newspapers and will release twice a week, in the territory covered by each paper, a newsreel under the name or title of that paper. It is
estimated that these 42 papers have a combined circulation of about 5,000,000
and 20,000,000 readers.
The first showing of the newsreel was
inaugurated by a heavy advertising and
The
publicity campaign in all the allied publications and was started two weeks in advance
Each of the papers run
of the showing.
advertisments ranging from one-sixth page
to full page ads and these were supplemented by news stories.
Behind this news gathering organization
is a network of news sources that covers
9/ie World
the world and it is the aim, of this combine
at Your Door!
to furnish news which is certified by the
Aug.

Releases

—

New York

—

—

after

States

successful

—

Europe tour

— Rome

flyet.

back in U. S.

"Fox

Follies" in Spain

(S fecial

to the

Herald-World)

August 6— Cable dispatche
from Senor Horen, managing director of Fo

NEW

Films

YORK,

in Spain, reports that "Fox Movieton
is to open in Madrid this week.

Follies"

August
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eiRL
"Beloved"; b. "Ah.
GEORGE LYONS
Sweet Mysterv of life"; c. "Don't Be Like That"; d.
St. Louis Blues"; e. "Rainbow 'Round My Shoulder."
For release August 3, 1929.
646 feet.
CECIL LEAN AND CLEO M AYFI ELD (80). Number: "His
For release August 10. 1929.
Lucky Day." 1.735 feet.
Numbers: a. "The One That I
GEORGIE PRICE (81).
714
Lofe Lotos Me"; b. "I'm Marching Home to You."
For release August 17. 1929.
feet.
PHIL SPITALNY and Hit Pennsylvania Orchestra (82).
Numbers: a. "Medley of Musical Comedy Hits"; b. "FareFor release August 24, 1929.
701 feet.
well Blues."
VAN AND SCHENCK (83). Numbers: a. "That's How Tou
Can Tell They're Irish"; b. "Rainbow 'Round My Shoul838
der": c. "Ramona"; d. "The Dixie Troubadours."
'
For release August 31, 1929.
feet.

Numbers:

("9).

jEORGE DEWEY WASHINGTON

Numbers: a. "Just
(84).
Dreams"; b. "Down Among the Sugar
For release September 7, 1929.
632 feet.
Cane."
riTTA RUFFO (85) in "Credo" from "Othello." 525 feet.

Be a Builder

1929.

REVUE — "Bits

METRO MOVIETONE

For release September 21,

from Faust,

Song."

Rose of Summer."

of

Broadway."

(86).

1923.

KURENKO

MADAME MARIA

b.
feet.

840

Numbers: a. "The
"The Last
c.

(87).

Boccio";

"II

For

release

September 2S.

1929.

KELLER SISTERS AND LYNCH (88). Numbers: a. "How
D'Ta Do"; "Ka Rrazy for You"; c. "If I Had You."
727

For

feet.

October

release

1929.

5.

rVETTE RUGEL (89). Numbers:
713
•Marie": c "The Parting."
ber

a. "Paradise Lost": t>.
feet.
For release Octo-

3ILTMORE TRIO

Number:

(90).
For release October 19.

;LYDE DOERR

Birds."

"Jail

860

feet.

1929.

Saxophone act. Numbers: a. "SaxoSouth"; c. "Technicalities";
For release Octo795 feet.

(91).

phone March"; b. "Sunny
d. "Bye. Bye. Sweetheart."
ber 26,

1929.

Numbers: a. "Glad Rag Doll"; b.
565
"Just a Garden"; c. "I'm Marching Home to You."
For release November 2, 1929.
feet.
r
"L'Africaine."
520 feet.
Number:
ITTA RUFFO <9S).
For release November 9. 1929.
6.
ARL AND BELL (94). Numbers: a. "La Spagnola
"Kiss Me Again": o. "Blue Hawaii": d. "Just a MelFor release November 16, 1929.
700 feet.
ody."
)UCI DE KEREKJARTO (95). Numbers: a. "Serenade"; b.
For release November 23.
622 feet.
"Witches Dance."

TOM WARING

(92).

:

-

1929.

COMMANDERS

RVING AARONSON'S

a.

Sailor's Sweet-

For release Novem-

1929.

IMMY HUSSEY

Number: "Uneasy Street."

(97).

For release December

EVANS

7,

(99).

a Four Leaf Clover": b.
Along With the Breeze.'"

feet.

in

comedy

For

release

(98),
feet.

Numbers: a. "I'm Looking Over
"Rose of Waikiki": c. "Breezing
For release December
607 feet.

1ADAME MARIA KURENKO

(100).

Song" from "Dinorah": b. "Song
For release December 28. 1929.

feet.

Numbers:

"Shadow

a.

India."

714

feet.

(101).

in

"The Virginia Judge."

803

For release January

4.

1930.

C.

KELLY

AND SCHENCK

of

Numbers: a. "Everything's
Going to Be All Right": b. "Ain't Got Nothin' Now";
For release January 11.
799 feet.
Louis Blues."
c. "St.

AN

Mammy's

(102).

1930.

LYDE DOERR

(103).

Saxophone

act.
b. "If

pen

Russel
picked

of
players

hectic time with "mother" staying at the
until he hires a circus strong woman to act as an
antidote.
Speedy farce with a cast of featured players

Hubby having a
house,

and directed by Bryan Foy.

BROADWAY BABIES:

Synchronized
Score (3351-3359).
Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra. Numbers 3351 to 3359
Reels 1 to 9.
First National Vitaphone talk-

inclusive.

ing productions.

Symphony

Vitaphone

CAREERS:

to

1

12.

Synchronized
Score (3321-3332).
Numbers 3321-3332
Orchestra.
Warner Bros. Vitaphone talk-

Score

(819) in "The Man About Town." Scene:
Tramp comedian of burlesque and vaudemonologue with droll songs put over in
Numbers: a. "The Millionaire Song;"
"Ohl Ohl OHI What a Night."

SILK

X.

Drawing room.

Numbers:

"WedYou": c.
a.

Had
I
ding of the Painted Doll":
572 feet. For release January 18. 1930.
"Original Music."
ILTMORE TRIO (104) in "College Romeos." 853 feet.
For release January 25, 1930.

b.

Clever

ALL GIRL REVUE, THE

Band

Scene:

(818).

All

set.

Cast includes Betty Lou
singing and all dancing show.
Webb, a Paul Ash discovery; Lillian Price, the comedienne;
Ellen Bunting with DePaco and Karriki, acrobatic dancNumbers:
ers; and Jean Rankin's Bluebell's orchestra.
s. "That's Her Now;" b. "I'm an Indian;" c. "Chrysanthemums;" d. "My Pet."
KATE SMITH (817). Scene: Drawing room. Offers red
Known as "The Songbird
hot aongs with a red hot voice.
of the South."
Numbers: a. "Carolina Moon;" b. "Bless

RAY AND DOT DEAN

Scene:
(816) in "He's a DeviL"
Ray
Exterior of cottage.
Well known vaudeville team.
doing rube characterizations.
OKLAHOMA BOB ALBRIGHT and His Rodeo Do Flappers.
Bob Albright, baritone, assisted by
Scene: Drawing room.
Rodeo Do Flappers who sing and dance with him. Number*: a. "My Pony Boy;" b. "Chloe;" c. "Lodel;" d.

Holmes Herbert, as
(3079).
Trailer
ceremonies, introduces Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
Miss Myers sings
and Carmel Myers.
Loretta Young
"Melody Divine" the theme song.
ARD TO GET: Trailer (3078). An introductory playin a night club with vocal and
let followed by a scene
Song Dorothy Mackaill.
orchestral renditions of the theme.
Louise Fazenda, Charles Delaney, Jack Oakie and Edmund
Bums head the cast of this all-star trailer.
HE MAN AND THE MOMENT: Trailer (3069). Billle
Dove and Rod LaRocque tell about this picture with the
theme song "Just a Lucky Moment" sung as a musical
background.
ARRY FOX AND BEE CURTIS (829). In "The Fox and
Drawing room.
Of musical comedy
the Bee."
Scene:
Harry Fox has an excellent foil for his lightniugstage.
Dance
that chatter in Beatrice Curtis, beautiful songstress.
Numbers:
interlude by Miss Curtis.
a. "Underneath the
master

AGE:

of

Wabash Moon,"

b.

"Love Baby."
(828).

Scene:
Drawing room.
Star funster of musical comedy
with his six ludicrous chamber maids in a piece of travesty
on the modern chorus girl. Musical numbers and breezy
monologue by Fox.
Numbers: a. "Half Way to Heaven,"
b. "Belles of Hotels."

JRMAN THOMAS QUINTETTE

(827). in "Harlem Mania."
Colored entertainers singing and

Numbers:
Mocking

a.

"Sleep,

Bird,"

c.

GAR ELLIS AND HIS EMBASSY CLUB ORCHESTRA
i(823).
Scene:
Band set.
Night club entertainer and
"name"

the star of this combination of vocal
numbers, supported by orchestra.
Each
snappy solo bit In novel arrangement of
I Blue" the song hit from
"On With the Show."
Numbers: a. "How Can I Love Again." b. "Am I Blue,"
"I've Got a Feeling I'm Falling."
IY ROBERTSON (813). in "High Water." Scene:
Drawng room.
Known as Broadway's "hit maker." Offering
i
rendition of a song poem of the floods that devastate
he southland.
Flood scenes have been double exposed

record

ind

is

instrumental

player contributes a

"Am

)ver

E

the artist's figure.

CAY NINETIES

or "The Unfaithful Husband" (811).
Living room and cafe.
Burlesaue of the plays of
gay nineties."
Numbers: a. "McSorlev's Twins," b.
Never Speak As We Pass By." c. "Up in a Balloon."

jcene:

he

We

'

EL BRENDEL AND FLO BERT

E FAMILIAR FACE with Hugh O'Connell (807).
Scene:
.ewspaper office and speakeasy.
Atmosphere of metroolitan newspaper office, with disgraced reporter winning
ame and fortune through the accidental capture of a

(789).

in

"Beau Night"

"Wings,"
"The
Living
room.
Comedian of
Flirt" and other stage and screen successes in

Campus

short sketch.

BEDS

TWIN
Miller

Trailer

A

First

SQUALL. THE:
phone

Patsy

Mulhall,
in

Ruth

Orchestra.
Numbers 3251 to S261 InFirst National-Vitaphone talkto 11.

1

Score (3208Synchronized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
to 3214 inclusive.
Reels 1 to 7.
Warner
talking picture.

ON WITH THE SHOW:

Trailer (3060).
Initial all-color,
all-talking,
all-dancing trailer.
Sam Hardy
introduces stars of picture.
Warner-Bros. Vitaphone talking picture.
BABIES: Trailer (3008). Alice White singAlso Broadway Babies
ing a number from the picture.
First National-Vitaphone talking prostrutting' their stuff.
all-singing,

BROADWAY
duction.

Trailer
justified

(2980).
Entire cast discusses whether a
in ruining her reputation to aid her
the screen-

Billle Dove speaks from
husband's career.
First National-Vitaphone talking production.

GAMBLERS, THE:

Trailer

advance agent.

(2970).

Entire

cast

talks

Warner Bros. -Vitaphone talking

m
plo-

THREE (804) In "Blue Streaks of
Scene: Drawing room. Phonograph and vaudestars.
Babe, Bob and Jack Hauser singing and
ville
dancing.
Numbers:
a.
"That's What I
Call
Sweet
Music"; b. "I Used to Love Her in the Moonlight"; c

THE

VARSITY

Rhythm."

"Baltimore."

ALBERT SPALDING
cert

hall

violinist

(801).

Scene:

Party."

number from

own

his

act

Frivolity

the

at

in

(791)

a

Scene:

Club.

His own orchestra and two pretty accompanists.
Numbers: a. "I'm Karazy for You": b. "Mean
Me"; c. "Goodby Broadway: Hello Montreal": d.
to
Night

club.

"Flniculi-Flnlcula"

Clown

"Laugh

e.

;

Pagllaod"; g. "Over There";
No Man's Land."

Laugh";

"Anvil Chorus";

h.

f.

"I

"Rose

i.

of

Scene: Draw(788). In "Typical Types."
Ziegfeld beauty and leading lady of variety
room.
Numbers: a. "Two Little Girls":
doing Imitations.
b. "Teas": c. "I Lost My Stockings."
TINY TOWN REVUE (784). Scene: Stage set A pageant
Dancing and singing by midgets.
of the Lilliputians.
Numbers: a. "Tiny Town Opening"; b. "The Only One
to Be": c. "Miss Annabelle Lee": d. "I Scream. You
Scream. We All Scream for Ice Cream."

BOBBY FOLSOM
ing

stage,

GEORGE BROADHURST AND COMPANY

(780).

"Three

In

Drunken sailor
Scene: Cabaret.
"Anvil Chorus"; b. "Wobbly

o'Clock In the Morning."
Numbers:
In night club.

a.

Walk."

DESERT SONG OVERTURE
Symphony

Played by Vitaphone

(2930).

Orchestra.

HOT STUFF: Score (3181-88). Synchronized by Vitaphone
Numbers 3181 to 3188, inclusive.
Symphony Orchestra.
A First National-Vitaphone talking proReels 1 to I
duction.

Synchronized by
Score (3161-67).
Numbers 3161 to 3167,
Orchestra.
7.
First National-Vitaphone talk-

HOUSE OF HORRORS:
Symphony

Vitaphone

Reels
production.

ing

to

1

Synchronized by
Score (3141-54).
march.
exit
including
Orchestra,
3154 is
Reels 1 to 13.
inclusive.

DESERT SONG, THE:
Symphony
Vitaphone
Numbers 3141 to 3154.
exit march.

Louise Fazenda and
Trailer (2990).
Conklin at ouija table in spooky looking house.
National-Vitaphone talking production.
Dorothy
TWO WEEKS OFF: Trailer (2978). Jack Mulhall.
Mackaill, Jed Prouty and Gertrude Astor at seaside cotFirst National-Vitaphone talking production.
tage.

HOUSE OF HORRORS:
Chester

DUFFY AND GLEASON

(775). in "Fresh from Hollywood."
Jimmy Duffy, comedian from "Follies," in
Numbers: a. "I'm Mr. Duffy of Mr. Gallaghej
and Mr. Shean": b. "I've Got a Horse and Cornet"
JOSIE HEATHER (744). in "The Character Comedienne."
Scotch comedienne doing three
Scene: Drawing room.
numbers: a. "There's a Welcome There for You"; b.
"Nervous Girl"; c. "We Have a Wonderful Girl."

Scene: Park.
short skit.

ARTHUR AND MORTON HAVEL

(769). in "Playmates."
From musical comedy "Just a
Scene: Drawing room.
Minute." with characterizations of "bad egg" and "mothNumbers: a. "I Want to Be with My Mammy
er's boy."
Down in Miami"; b. "Heigho Ho Cheerio."
COOEE AND ORTH (757). in "A Bird in the Hand."

playing his

Con-

own composition "Alabama"

Scene: Street.
Negro
Louis Blues"; b.

Numbers: a "SL

sketch of
starving boy

with

birds,

KREMER

ISA

Chopin.
in

"At

melodies and comics.
"She's Mine."

wayward

Comedy

Park.

invisible

lady feeding
standing by In

room.

Living

Scene:

(748).

friend

Two

popular

"The Second Minuet"; b. "Little Sparrow."
Star of
Scene: Drawing room.
(739).
"Follies" and "Artists and Models" in Vitaphone debut
Numbers: a. "Where's the Boy For Me"; b. "I Loved
Eyes."
Your
RED DONOHUE AND U-NO (734), in "A Traffic Muddle."
Scene: Street
Red Donohue with U-No. his mule,
melodies:

a.

LA RUE

6 RACE

GLAD RAG DOLL:

Synchronized score
Score (3121-28).
Numbers 3121
Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.

played by
to

Reels 1 to

inclusive.

3128.

GLAD RAG DOLL:
seated
facts

in
in

Trailer

armchair,

making

is

this

8.

Claude

(3007).

Glllingwater.

questioned by reporter concerning
Warner Brothers-Vltaphone picture.

FROZEN

Synchronized score
RIVER:
(2991-96).
Score
Numbers 2991
played by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
to 2996. inclusive.
Reels 1 to 6.

TIME,

PLACE AND THE GIRL. THE:

James Kirkwood

Trailer

in guise of schoolmaster calls

upon

(2998).
pupils,

thus introducing cast

PRISONERS:

Trailer (2979).
Ian Keith, as district attorney,
First
introduces leading players and star, Corinne Griffith.
National- Vitsphone talking picture.

SINCLAIR AND LA MARR
Comedy.

Number:

a.

score

3131

played
to

(753).

"I've Never

SATURDAY'S CHILDREN:

Drawing room.

first time on screen, also
"Valse in G Flat" by
BUD HARRIS AND FRANK RADCLI FFE (783)

the

quartet.

club

_

AND HIS MONTREALERS

WHITE

JACK

Scene:

picture

Numbers 3208

Bros. -Vitaphone

this
ture.

night

(794).

:

agony.

introduce

THE TIME. THE PLACE AND THE GIRL:

CAREERS:
woman is

THE:

FOUR,

Club
Stars of Helen Morgan Club.
"Some
Numbers:
a.
and European clubs.
"Nobody's Fault
c.
Sweet Day": b. "Poo-Poo-Paroop"
But Your Own."
Garden.

Scene:

novel bedroom

Symphony
.Reels

Jack

(3020).

Pitts

ing production.
3214).

synchronized

b.

BEACH

PALM

National-Vitaphone talking production.
Synchronized by VitaScore (3251-3261).

and Zasu

scene.

clusive.

ARRY FOX AND HIS SIX AMERICAN BEAUTIES

Scene:
Drawing room.
lancing.
Also acrobatic drummer.
Baby.
Sleep."
the
b. "Listen
to
"Melody in F."

Scene: Office.
(767) in "The Patent Office.'
Harry Tate and his troupe of
England's laughing fool.
fun makers in comedy riot.
BABY ROSE MARIE (809). Scene: Drawing room. Four
"Heigh Ho"; b.
year old child singing these numbers: a.
"Who Wouldn't Be Jealous of You"; c. "Don't Be
Like That."
THE BLUE RIDGERS With Cordelia Mayberry (795).
Four mountaineers
Interior of mountain cabin.
Scene:
and a "gal from th' feud county" sing, dance and play
syncopation as it exists in the mountain country of the
South.
Numbers: a. "Trail of the Lonesome Pine"; b.
"On Susanna"; c. "Medley."
Scene:

Shadowgraph
Band set.
Scene:
Numbers:
a.
with
music.
"Waters of Perkiomen"; o. "If I Had You";
"Lonely";
g.
"Hyo Mio"; e. "Mllenberg Blues"; f.
d.
"Some of These Days."
MACK AND PURDY (2795) in "An Everyday Occurrence."
Scene:
Parkway.
A smart guy gets himself entangled
after a few words with a smart lady.
CECILIA (CISSIE) LOFTUS (792) in "Famous ImpersonaImitation of Sophie
Scene:
Drawing room.
tions."
Numbers: a. "Gonna Get a Girl":
Tucker and others.
b. "Mam* Goes Where Papa Goes": c. Yiddish version of
"Mama Goes Where Papa Goes."
FRED ARDATH (785) in "The Singing Bee", rustio comedy.
Was rube comedian of the Follies.
Scene:
Rustio home.
Numbers: a. "I Pagliacci"; b. "Finieuli-Flnicula"; c
"Bring Back My Bonnie to Me."

"Rhythms."

"Mooche";

First

HARRY TATE

ARELESS

REISMAN AND HOTEL BRUNSWICK ORCHESTRA

(770) in
silhouettes

inclusive.

You. Sister."

"Salter Dog."

Vitaphone Acts

Comedy.

(776):

Deauville.

Synchronized by Vitaphone
(3311-3320).
Symphony Orchestra. Numbers 3311 to 3320 inclusive. Reels
1 to 10.
First National Vitaphone talking productions.
Score (3301-3308).
GIRL IN THE GLASS CAGE. THE:
Numbers
Synchronized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
First National Vita3301 to 3308 inclusive. Reels 1 to 8.
phone talking productions.
DRAG: Trailer (3048). Scene from the musical show featured in the picture and cast sings "My Song of the
Richard Barthelmess then appears
Nile" the theme song.
to introduce the cast.
First National Vitaphone talking
production.
DOOLEY AND SALES (824) in "Dooley's the Name." Scene:
Drawing room.
Winter Garden stars in gay presentation
of mirth and melody, deliver rollicking repartee and laughNumbers: a. "Oh. Mr.
able songs, plus a dance interlude.
Dooley.-" b. "Polly-Molly-O."

ville.

THE

Charles Richman, Veree Teasdale
appear as supporters of an antiLiving room.
Scene:

stars,

Hugh McConnell
gambling amendment.

and

ALBERT SPALDING (798). Scene: Drawing room. Two
Numbers:
performances from this master of the violin.
"Liebesfreud" — Kreisler.
a. "Minuet in D" — Mozart, b.
of
mother-in-law.
IN-LAW
(782).
Comedy
OUT-LAW
THE

inclusive.
Reels
ing picture.

AMENDMENT,

Broadway

Three

LEO

by

Lullaby."

NINETY-NINTH

of act.]

ON WITH THE SHOW:

FRANKLIN (777). "The American Comedienne,"
Restaurant and
comedy characterizations. Scenes:
Numbers: a. "The Waitress"; b. "The Flapper

Two

nursery.

excellent tenor voice.

21. 1929.

/ALTER

Boy."

IRENE

list

Story from the
notorious bank robber.
Crouse. nationally known columnist and
from casts of current Broadway shows.

FRANK

(assisted

HE REVELLERS

841

1929.

by Al Belasco)
795
Exclusive Columbia artist.
sketch.
December 14. 1929.

tOY

Numbers:

(96).

"The

"She's Nobody's Sweetheart Now"; b.
696 feet.
heart"; c. "I'll Get By."
ber 30.

name

lows

office

REVUE

NORWORTH

exact

the

Trailer.

(2989).

with Roy Sedley as master of
Beth Miller, blues singer, and
Numbers: a. "Blue Grass";
dancer.
Scene: Night club.
b. "I Ain't Takin' Orders from No One": c. "Sonny Boy."
MR. AND MRS. JACK
(787) in "Odds and
Scene:
Drawing room.
Norworth of musical
Ends."
comedy fame and Dorothy Adelphi, his wife, in patter and
a.
Numbers:
songs
of
Norworth's own composition.
"Honey Boy"; b. "The Man and the Monkey"; c. "My

date of release is not
of acts is compiled in
order of release, the most recent release
being listed first. Number of release fol-

by

1929.

12.

[Where

THE

CAGE.

(796).
ceremonies, assisted by
Smith, eccentric
Billy

RELEASES
stated,

GLASS

ROY SEDLEY AND HIS NIGHT CLUB

of

For release September 14,

Jewel

SOUND ACT

a.

THE

IN

Loretta Young plays the girl in a motion picture box
and Carroll Nye is her chatty boy friend.

Metro Movietone Acts

Vitaphone

3139. inclusive.
production.

in

Had

"At the Seashore."
a Vacation."

Synchronized
(3131-39).
Numbers
Symphony Orchestra,
First NationalReels 1 to 9.
Score

Vitaphone

MADONNA OF AVENUE
score

3051

A: Score (3051-58). Synchronized
Numbers
played by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
3058 inclusive.
Reels 1 to 8.

to

"

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

44
DIVINE LADY. THE:

Synchronized score
Score (3031-40).
Numbers 3031
played by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Reels 1 to 10.
Fiist National-Vilato 3040 Inclusive.
production.
phone

SONNY BOY:

Trailer

Presents Davey Lee.

(3000).

Juvenile

star.

SATURDAY'S CHILDREN:
male

on

discourses

lead,

some

show

Flashbacks

Grant Withers,
Trailer (2998).
this Maxwell Anderson picture.
scenes.
First National-Vitaphone

production.
Trailer (2977). Billy BakeweU. Juvenile lead,
Alice White and Louise Fazenda tell about this
picture.
First National-Vitaphone production.

and

WHY BE

GOOD:

Trailer

Jack Mulhall gives
Flashback shown.

(2960).

glimpses of this Colleen Moore picture.
First National-Vitaphone production.

HEADQUARTERS: Trailer (2867).
Henry B.
Walthall, in Jungle hut and wearing V. S. Marine uniform,
explains situation and introduces Monte Blue, star.

FROM

ROBERT EMMETT KEANE
Hotel

Star

parlor.

Scene
(2849-50) in "Gossip."
legitimate stage is supported by

of

John Miljan, Warner Brothers player, and Claire Whitney,
screen and stage player.

DAVE BERNIE AND ORCHESTRA

"Here Comes
Showboat.
Numbers: a. "Here
"Oh. You Have No Idea": c.

MADONNA

AVENUE

OF

A:
master

in

(2796)

Scene:
Showboat."
Comes the Showboat": b.
"High, High, High Up on a Hilltop";
the

"Constantinople."

d.

Trailer

Grant

(2718).

of ceremonies introduces
Withers, male lead, as
Dolores Costello, Louise Dresser and other featured players.
Shows one of the sets in reproduction.

RUDY VALLEE AND HIS CONNECTICUT YANKEES
Band

band.
Numbers:
"Deep Night"; c. "Cutside."
radio

Vallee's

set.

the Field";

b.

CLARENCE TISDALE
negro

Tisdale,

presents

Song";

&

Horlick and his A.
hook-up weekly.

these

Gypsies,

P.

a.

"Black Eyes"; c. "Chiqulta":
Toys"; e. "Gypsy Love Song."
(760)

of

the

Number:

room.

at

Home

a.

"Here

Comes the Groom."

CUMMINS AND

BERNIE
Band

Scene:

(752).

present
b.
"If

Biltmore orohestra

his

Numbers: a. "Come On Baby";
"Here Comes the Ball and Chain."
MAX SCHMELING (745). Soene: Gymnasium. Heavyweight
champion of Germany skips rope, shadow boxes and enmodern

songs.

Had You":

c.

one-round bout.

gages in

PAUL TREMAINE AND ARISTOCRATS
Band

Scene:

(742).

Numbers:
a.
band of variety stage.
"I've Been Working on the Railroad"; b. "On the Road
"Chinese Dream"; d. "Fanfare"; t.
to Mandalay"; o.
"Here Comes the Showboat": f. "Medley."
Jazz

set.

FANNIE WARD

Scene:

(721).
year old flapper In two

Living

numbers:

Sixty-two

room.

"Flapper Fannie";

a.

b.

"Radio Widow."

THREE BROX SISTERS. THE

(2888) In "Headin' South."
Pullman drawing room. Harmonizing of Southern
Numbers: a. "Doln' the Raccoon"; b. "Imagina-

Scene:
songs.

tion";

"Way Down

c.

ELEANOR PAINTER
of
a.

Best of All";

Is

c.

"How About

Me."

WHITING AND BURT
Drawing room.
Assisted

at

Vaudeville
piano by

the

In

(741).

and

Scene:

Follies

players.

Ziegfeld's

Edmund

J.

Weber,

composer,

who arranged act.
Numbers:
"What Did You Say";
"The Frog Song": c. "That's My Idea of Heaven."

HOPE HAMPTON

(740) in the Fourth Act of Massenet's
"Manon." Scene: Salon. Former motion picture
star is assisted by four principals, chorus and the Vltaphone Symphony Orchestra.
MISS MARCELLE (716). Scene: Drawing room set. Vaudeville comedienne, in brown-face makeup, renders syncopated
songs in southern dialect.
Numbers: a. Shine": b. "If
I Never See You Again": c. "My Troubles Are Over."

Opera,

LOVE AND THE DEVIL:

Score (3111-17).
Synchronized
Orchestra.
Numbers 3111 to S117
First National-Vitaphone produc-

by Vitaphone Symphony
Reels 1 to

inclusive.
tion.

7.

Scene: Drawing room set.
Directs
Numbers: a. "Happy-Go-Lucky Lane"; b.
Sun Goes Down"; c. "St. Louis Blues;"

(2797).

orchestra.

"Down Where

the

"San."

HOLLINGS WORTH

AND CRAWFORD
The

Scene:

time."

family

(2753),

In

Snort

boudoir.

husband and nagging. Jealous

sleepy

"Bed-

sketch

of

wife.

TAL HENRY

(732).
Scene:
Band set. With His North
Carolinians Orchestra.
Has played at college proms and
over the radio.
Renders these numbers:
a. "Come On
Baby'; b. "Shame On You"; c. "Milenberg Joys."

MAL HALLETT
program
bers:

Scene:

(730).

with his
"Lots of

a.

Medley."

Band

Furnishes Jazz

set.

"Way Down East Orchestra." NumMama"; b. "Mother Machree"; c. "War

GREEN'S FAYDETTS

(710).
Scene: Band set.
Century Faydetts" from vaudeville.
a. "Because My Baby Don't Mean Maybe Now";
Mystery of Life"; c. "Changes."

"Green's

Twentieth

CHILDREN OF THE

RITZ:

Numbers:
b. "Sweet

Score (3071-77).

Synchronized
score by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3071
to 3077. Inclusive.
Reels 1 to 7.
First National-Vitaphone
production.

DEIRO

GUIDO

accordionist
b.

(2968).
Scene:
these numbers:

in

Living
a.

room.

Piano-

"Romeo and

Juliet";

"Drigo's Serenade."

DIVINE LADY. THE:

Trailer (2967).
Milton Sills makes
introductory remarks and shots from the picture are Bhown.
Corinne Griffith, the star, also speaks.
First NationalVitaphone production.

LOVE AND THE DEVIL:

Trailer (2959).
Milton Sills
Introduces Maria Corda and scenes of Venice are shown.
First National-Vitaphone production,

HIS CAPTIVE

WOMAN:

Introduces Milton
Mackaill.
Locale
phone production.

Sills
Is

a

Trailer (2949).
Frank Reicher
the latter presents Dorothy
courtroom.
First National-Vita-

and

SEVEN FOOTPRINTS TO SATAN:
Hale

highlights of story.
tional-Vitaphone production.
relates

FROZEN
story

"Hollywood Parade";

SANDERSON

JULIA

English

room.

musical

Hammerstein Is
John Hundley.
Numbers: a. "Me and the
Moon"; b. "My Troubles Are Over."
recently

starred

AND

Arthur

by

FRANK CRUMIT

lo

"The

Scene:
Corner Store."
Grocery store.
Ardath is supported by Claude Allen of
musical comedy stage. Cole Carrol and Klar Magnus.
Numbers: a. "Sipping Cider Through a Straw"; b. "The
Swiss Yodeling Song"; o.
"Oh Molly the Cuckoo Is
(720),

in

Me"; d. "Rock Me to Sleep."
TAJADO'S TIPICA ORCHESTRA (706).
Calling

Scene:

RITZ:

Jack Mulhall
Trailer (2950).
First National-Vitaphone produc-

and Dorothy MaokallL

RIVER:

Trailer

(2792).

Trailer (2929).

Flashbacks.

Natells

Shots show

(2839). In "Syncopated Breezes."
Scene:
Living room.
Banjolst is assisted by Doris Walker, who
sings introductory number.
Numbers: a. "Happy Days

and Lonely Nights"; b. "The Rosary";
Blues"; d. "Ida (Sweet as Apple Cider)."

"St.

c.

Louii

HUGHES AND PAM

(2837). in "The Fall Guy."
Scene.
Interspersed with falls are funny stories.

Living room.

(2819).
"The Whispering Cornetist" has specialty
three with his Mont mart re Orchestra.
Scene:

number and

Band

Numbers:

set.

"My Melancholy Baby";
"My Window of Dreams";

a.

"Sally of My Dreams";
"Louisiana."

c.

b.

d.

(2815). In "The Sunshine Girl."
Scene:
Drawing rosm. Broadway star offers four songs and imitates violin sounds.
Numbers: a. "Beloved"; b. "Anns
of Love"; a
"I Loved You Then"; d. "There's a Rain-

My

bow 'Round

Shoulder."

KJERULF'S MAYFAIR QUINTET
Melange."

and

"A

In

(2660).

Musical

Draped set.
Three harpists, violinist
and semi-classical numbers: a.
from Lucia"; c.
Nights"; b.
"Sextette

Scene:

vocalist

in

classical

"Neapolitan
"Lonely Little Bluebird."

THE TRUTH 1

AIN'T IT
Comedy

Living room.

Scene:

(2648-49).

manners in two reels, written by Ralph
Cast
and author of "The Gorilla."
William Davidson. Grace Valentine. Dot Farley,
Caron, James T. Mack and Walter Rodgers.
of

writer

Spence,
include?
Patricii

NEAL SISTERS. THE

(719). in "Blondes That Gentlemet
Living room.
Trio featured on Keitu
Soene:
"Gentlemen Prefei
Numbers:
Publix circuits.
a.
Blondes"; b. "Doin" the Raccoon"; c. "Boola Boola."

Prefer."

and

tion.

BORN AND LAWRENCE

"The Side Show."
(2920)
In
Drawing room. Musical comedy stage stars in
and Jokes.
Numbers:
a.
"Dear Old Girl"; b.
"Humoresque.
BEN BARD (2910) in "The Champion Golfer." Scene:
Exterior of golf club.
Bard teaches Bobby Callahan, of
the variety stage, how to play golf.
Scene:
dances

SAMMY COHEN

Scene:
(2800) In "What Price Burlesque."
Imitations.
Numbers:
a.
"Me and My

room.

Living

Shadow";

"Sleep";

b.

"My Mammy."

o.

GLOVES:

KID

Conrad

Trailer
(2719).
his way through bullets,
they talk about the picture.

bumps

and

blithely
Nagel,
Lois Wilson

into

FOUR SYNCO-PETS, THE

In
"Musical Moment."
(731)
Drawing room.
Keith artists present these numa.
"Indian Dawn"; b. "Neapolitan Nights": c.
"Sweet Mystery of Life"; d. "The Fortune Teller"; e.
"I'll Never Ask for More."
MAL HALLETT (729). Soene: Band set. Mai HaUett and

bers:

known to prom
Entertaining
Orchestra are well
Numcrowds at Eastern universities and night clubs.
"Doln" tie Raccoon"; b. "Tin Pan Parade";
ber):
a.
"Yankee Doodle": e. "Harbardlana"
c. "Bugle Call"; d.
f.
"Come. Let's Take a Stroll": g. "We Love the College

his

Girls."

HAYHEW

STELLA

"The Hallelujah Lady."
In
Star of "Hit the Deck" sings thlee

(728)

Scene: Living room.
"Comfort";
a.
darky songs:

"Judgment

b.

Day";

o.

"Feet"
(727) In "The One Man Glee Club."
Living
room.
Scene:
singing
his
own compositions.
Numbers: a. "The Song of the Prune"; b. "I Miss You
Lize"; c. "Little Annie Rooney"; d. "In the Shade of
"A Bird in a Gilded Cage";
the Old Apple Tree"; c.

FRANK CRUMIT

"Bedella": f. "She Was Happy
"The Preacher and the Bear."

PHIL BAKER

(725)
Exterior of arena.
three assistants.

VELIE

the

in

Star

of

"A

Musical
b.

She Met Me";

'Til

"In

farce.

Scene:
Spain."
musical shows has

Shubert

"When

Journey

of

comedy

tenor

Irish

Songs."

Soene:

presents:

Eyes Are Smiling";

a.
e.

"Italy."
In

(2919)

"Ship Ahoy", atmospheric

comedy in which Pat West appears as able-bodied seaman.
Numbers: a. "La Paloma": b.
Scene: Deck of yacht.
"She's
My Sweet Dumb, Dumb Dora"; c. "Sweet
Senorita."

BRUCE BOWERS

(2870)
including one of

In

"Artistic Mimicry". wiUi imita-

little boy making radio debut and
tions
Scene: Draped set.
Jewish lady preparing for swim.

THE

(2814).

in

"Red

Hot

Harmony."

Double quartet of male voices
Scene: Fire station house.
with these numbers: a. "It Goes Like This"; b. "Stars
and Stripes Forever": c. "You Tell Me Your Dream"; d.
"Every Sunday Afternoon."

LAWRENCE (2640). in "The Aristocrats."
Scene: Drawing room. Comedians of variety stage in pantomime and songs. Numbers: a. "I Wonder What's Become of Sally"; b. "Down by the Old Millstream"; o.
"Wobbly Walk."
DOROTHY AND ROSETTA RYAN (726) in "Mirth and

Stars of Keith Circuit
Scene: Living room.
Melody."
accompany themselves with guitars. Numbers: a. "I Love
"Scups of
You. Sweetheart of All My Dreams"; b.
Melody."
"Just
Like
a
Coffee"; c
PHIL BAKER (724). in "A Bad Boy From a Good Family."
Comedian of Broadway and
Drawing room.
Scene:
Numbers: a. "Baker
Keith Circuit with his accordion.
Blues"; b. "Big Butter and Egg Man From ,the West":
a "How About Me"; d. "I'll Get By."
STAN LEY AND GINGER (714) In "A Few Absurd MoScene:
ments."
Song and dance team of variety stage.
Numbers: a. "That's My Weakness Now";
Living room.
b. "Just Like a Melody Out of the Sky."

OrScene:
MEXICAN ORCHESTRA (705).
Mexican band under Lerdo. composer and
ohestra set.
Numbers:
musician, has toured U. S. on Keith Circuit.
a. "Cellto Llndo"; b. "Rancho Grande": c. "Patria Mia."

LERDO'S

BORN AND LAWRENCE

(2940)

"Pigskin Troubles."
Act is staged on college
in

Soene: Exterior of gymnasium.
Numbers:
campus and includes shots of football crowds.
"Me and My Shadow"; b. "Dirty Hands—Dirty Face."
a.
PARAGONS. THE, (2883). In "In the Tropics." Scene:
Quartet seen on Keith Circuit is assisted
Tropical barroom.
Numbers: a. "Happy Days and Lonely
by Doris Walker.
Nights": b. "Come On Baby"; c. "Winter Song"; d.
"Kentucky Babe"; e. "Happy (My Baby Just Said Yes)."
LITTLE BILLEE (2869). In "The Flaming Youth." Scene:
Midget star of variety stage gives original
Reception hall
Numbers: a. "Wonderful Wife":
songs and tap dancing.
"Down On 33d and 3d"; c. "Sweet Georgia Brown";
b.
"Anything You Say."
d.
Lewis of Parody
Scene: Night club.
JOE LEWIS (2868).
Numbers: a. "ChiClub acts as master of ceremonies.
cago": b.
"Oh Gussle"; c. "Sonny Boy"; d. Original
(2839).

In

"A Modem

Priscilla."

Scene:

Broadway show girl tells story of Puritan
room.
and the same girl of modern times in narrative
Number: "Priscilla of the Puritan Days."

Priscdlla

song.

ORIGINAL HILLBILLIES, THE

Scene: Interior loi
(715).
cabinNorth Carolina Jazz band of radio and stage ap
"Cana.
pearanoes. directed by Al Hopkins, presents:
Th<
"Echoes of the Chimes"; c.
to Old Virginny": b.
•

Frank Wilson Rage";
"Chicken Reel."

"Wasn't

d.

GREEN'S FLAPPERETTES

She

Band

Scene:

(711).

Dandy";

a

Jalz band, on Keith circuit, the past two years,
Nina Grey. Numbers: a. "St. Louis Blues"; b.

set

e

Glr
led

is

b:

"Mothe

"That Redhead Gal."
MoKAY AND ARDINE (708). in "Back From Abroad'
Variety comedians use mispronunciation of words for the!
Number:
"You Will Like Fun."
playlet, fun.
Goose Parade";

c.

WEARY RIVER:
Reels 1 to
sequences.

Numbers 3021

8EVEN FOOTPRINTS TO SATAN:
chronlzed by
3001 to 3006
production.

to 30 inclusive

with

production

National

First

9.

Synchronizezd by Vita

(3021-30).

Score

phone Symphony Orchestra.

talkini

(3001-06).
Syn
Number
Orchestra.
First Nations
to 6.

Score

Vitaphone

Symphony

inclusive.

Reels

1

QUEEN OF THE NIGHT CLUBS:

Syn
Score (2971-76).
Numbers 297
chronlzed by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 1 to 6. All-talking picture.
to 2976 Inclusive.
ONE STOLEN NIGHT: Score (2961-66). Synchronized b
Numbers 2961 to 296
Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
With talking sequences.
Reels 1 to 6.
Inclusive.
GREYHOUND LIMITED. THE: Score (2951-57). Synchro
Numbers 2961 t
nized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
With talking sequences.
Reels 1 to 7.
2957 inclusive.
STOLEN KISSES: Score (2951-47). Synchronized by Vita
Numbers 2941 to 2947 inclu
phone Symphony Orchestra.
With talking sequences.
give.
Reels to 7.

D'AMOUR— EXIT MARCH
Symphony

Orchestra.

RIVER:

Played
Gage.

(2918).

Composer

Is

by Vltaohcn
Without fUn

Introducing
First National production.

Barthelmess.

Trailer

(2809).

Richar

"After the Round-Dp." Scent
Double male quartet offering thre
Exterior desert camp.
Numbers: a. "Cheyenne"; b. "San Antonio";
ballads.
"West of the Great Divide"; d. "Rose of Monterey";

RANGERS, THE

(2900). in

<

"Pony Boy."

BORN AND LAWRENCE
men."
Gal";

"The Country Gentl<
Numbers: a. "Sleepy im
Scene: Living room.
Threads Among the Gold"; c. Uovf
b. "Silver
(2885).

in

Home Rag."
NO DEFENSE:

Monte Blue addressing
Trailer (2720).
Flash-backs and story from Monte.

dience.

QUEEN OF THE NIGHT CLUBS:

Trailer

si

Ten

(2706).

Flashbacks.
tells all about night clubs.
(2629). in "Here Comes the Bridesmaid.
Playlet, starring Jan'
Scene: Church exterior, bedroom.
Numbers:
a. "Bridesmaid
song.
narrative
in
Adair, told
b. "No One's Fool"; c. "It's Right Here For You.
Draped K
Seene:
(2136).
ORCHESTRA
ARNHEIM
GUS
Gus Arnheim and His Cocoanut Grove Orchestra of Hob;
wood play the following numbers: a. "Who's You. That
You"; b. "Sing Me a Baby Song"; c. "Flapperette."

Guinan

JANET ADAIR

JIM AND BETTY
Them." Scene:

MORGAN

(712).

In

"Songs As You

Li)

Keith act for ten year
Living room.
songs while Jim accompanies he
Forget"; b. "Just a Litt
Numbers:
a. "And Then I
Bit, Not Just Right"; c. "That's All I Wanted to Know.
Betty

sings

original

DAVE DREYER
collaborated

(2889).

"Tin Pan Alley."

In

with Al Jolson,

has been

Irving

Song

writ;

Berlin

sta

was in vaudeville with Frank Fay. Dreyer Is »
"What a Nigl
Numbers:
a.
by Nora Schiller.
For Spooning"; b. "Medley of Hits"; o. "I'm Crazy F'
You."
writer,
listed

ONE STOLEN NIGHT:

William Collier. Ji
Trailer (2813).
Introduces featured players.
John Boles and 11
Trailer (2812).
voices announce coming of picture and Boles introduo

DESERT SONG, THE:
cast

CODEE AND ORTH

(2798), in "Stranded In Paris." Scene
Railway station and boulevard. Comedians scored In Zw
'

und

Fierzigstre Strasse."

JAN RUBINI (2790). Scene: Living room. Violin virtuo
is
assisted by Vemon Rickard. Irish tenor, and Mot
Content Numbers: a. "Zigeuerweisen" b. "I Love Yi
c.
"I Hear You Calling Me
Truly" (sung by Richard)
;

:

AL LYONS AND HIS FOUR HORSEMEN

(2789). in

"Mui

Accordionist at
Living room.
Scene:
accompanists play medley of songs written
Lyons and his clarinetist. Castagnoli, aided by singing ai
Numbers: a. "Some of Toe.
dancing of Edith Murray.
Aft
Days"; b. "Normandie": c. "Waltz Castlni"; d.
can Can": e. "Oh Marie"; f. "Lotta Notes"; g. "Cast
Lyons Blues"; h. "Da Da Go."
Clt
FRANK ROTH (2710), In "Meet the Wife." Scenes: una
room and boudoir. Musical comedy star in playlet of
groom who deserts his wife on bridal night
cal
his

Melange."

trio

GREYHOUND
Withers,

I

of

LIMITED.

featured

player,

THE:
tells

Trailer
story and

(2639).
flashback

Gra
shot

wre^k of Greyhound Limited.

selection.

Living

Living room
(718). in "Songs of Love." Scene:
"You Gave Youi
a.
Musical comedy tenor presents:
Heart to Me"; b. "Tommy Lad"; o. "Mother Machree.'

(

ARTHUR PAT WEST

SERENADERS,

JAY VELIE

WEARY
in

(717).

Drawing room.
"Vienna Maid";

BOBBY FOLSOM
Raymond McKee

which introduces dog star Bin Tin Tin.

Rlnty and David Lee.

Crelghton
First

BOBBY GILLETT

title

Band set.
Official orchestra of Mexican government gives these numbers: a. "Dansa Tipica"; b. "Amapola del Camino"; a
"Gao Monter."

CHILDREN OF THE

1929

10,

HOPE VERNON
(733).

"Words of Love." Scene: Living room. Julia Sanderson
and Crumlt. co-starred for ten years in musical comedy,
render these numbers written by Crumlt: a. "No Wonder
You're a Wonderful Girl"; b. "I Can Live Without You";
c "Precious Little Thing Called Love."

FRED ARDATH

August

ROY FOX

Drawing

Scene:

"Kentucky Home."

d.

BORN AND

DAVE BERNIE
d.

o.

(735).
star
assisted by
Man in the

JAY

"Song Sayings."

b.

own

Mine":

JUNE

h_

"Habanera":

b.

(736).

Scene: Living room.
They offer three vocal numbers and
Miss Bennett gives dramatic Impersonation of Hollywood
extra.
Numbers: a. "Sleep Baby Sleep"; b. "Boy of

f.

South."

Lyric soprano
Scene: Salon.
(746).
Presents these numbers:
and opera.

comedy

musical

"Love

PAUL CUNNINGHAM AND FLORENCE BENNETT

Soene:

ORCHESTRA

Cummins and

set.

Trailer (2701).
Hallam Cooley incast as they board yacht.
Flash-

members of

troduces
backs.

fighting

"An Evening

in

Living

Soene:

"March

d.

b.

with Hitchy."

Scene:
Band
are on a national
"Two Guitars":

(763).

Numbers:

RAYMOND HITCHCOCK

"Down

a.

"Bye and Bye";

b.

HARRY HORLICK AND GYPSIES
radio

(771).

Southern plantation.
numbers:
a.
"The
"Oh.
c.

Scene:

(766).

singer,

Sweetness of Your
Didn't It Rain."
set.

FANCY BAGGAGE:

comedy

HOT STUFF:

I

;

FRANCES SHELLEY (713), in "The Girl With the Gultsr
Leading woman of "Rain or fc£ini
Scene:
Living room.
and night club artist sings: a. "She's Funny That Way
b.
"I'll Get By."

August
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the Box Office Window"

BOUND"

"PARIS

T

HIS

_|_

the

is

talking

first

boulevard,

Michigan

ng Chicago's

streets

Sound"

the smart thorough-

And

world.

the

in

"Paris

ard

smart enough for Michigan bouleor any other pathway for the foot of

nan

or

woman.

consider

I

consider

have

good

as

it

previously

the

smartest

which means,

too. that

it

as the best talking picture

seen

and,

my

to

taste

at

cast, better.

Michigan bouJevard, in case you don't know,
not a motion picture street.

3

onverted
•hed,

concert

and

hall

But

past,

summer months,
pictures didn't

silent

rosper in the rich atmosphere of skyscrapers,

Which brings
Bound" exhibition

mart hotels and smarter shops.
p the matter of the "Paris

Studebaker, a small playhouse

the

i

on

,vo

the

Fhich,

street

—leased

ability

picture's

of

occasion.

do what

guess

is

silent

a

that "Paris

history in this tremendously

make

lound" will

— one

the matter of the

to

My

never could.

icture

the

for

up

brings

turn,

in

liking

iugh spot.
I

was one of

who

houseful

a

attended the

Wednesday

re-opening exhibition on last

eve-

were reserved, the show opened
schedule, it was run off in perfect manner

ing.
ii

Seats

have

I

many

witnessed

plays

stage

in

the

ime auditorium and never enjoyed an evening

The

opened

show

with

News,

Pathe

a

pjipped with local scenes, one of

them the

an audible newsreel.
was followed by "A Stone Age Romeo," one
the funniest of the incomparably funny

st laugh

seen

I've

in

esop's Fables series,

and "Rhythm,"

A

nd Rice subject in sound.
for

ation
'aris

ioned.

am

I

a

Bound"

perfect

quite sure

successfully

depicts

rding

Bound"

is,

cture role,
ige
r

good

an almost untouched

Ann
if

that

Frederic

rfornier

fe's

and

I

is

That point, the normal, natural performance,
accountable for the above assertion that I

think this

In

The

the best talking picture to date.

is

the people do not act; they simply live.

it

happen
they seem really

things that

first

talking

gained from her performis

the

extremely able

opposite her, and Leslie Fenton

that, I

patient admirer.

Nor

is

is

him

as

the

anyone

in

the

hardly recognized

in

are not merely

it

is

to happen. The point
no sugar-coated slogan from the copybooks;

it

is

logical;

point that

a

to pretty

The

modern

generally accept but not brag about.

may be

expected to

few pichowever
improving

entertain

we go with this business of
equipment, technique and so on.
far

I

come

civilization has

effect, in total, is to entertain as

tures

Al

John's repeated affronts

St.

a

through the battle

stuff

refer to

I

i

the person

to

me

of Miss Eleanor

Boardman

wonder whether

the party responsible for this

)

and

makes

it

know

not, as this

is

written, the degree of
in

the

Studebaker exhibition, now in its third day.
But I do know that the advance advertising
for it, in the high gloss of Mr. Dan Roche's
clean cut copy and layout, had the town on
picture

And

we'll

then,

while,

picture

it

where

I'm laying

never quite got by.

silent pictures

8 to 5 that

talking

in

of stuff.

doubt

I

God

were
above

not,

The boys who
magazine seem not to think

I'm oldfashioned.

title,

would

I

of

think,

when

For,
I

if

hear

I

the

splendid war scenes, probably

the best I've ever seen, or of feminine heroism
and devotion, or of patriotism or valor or

something noble

like that.

of all these things
selves,

The

and they are

picture
all.

in

thank

I HAVE

previously remarked that every fourth

Richard Barthelmess picture is a whale. Well,
this one is a whole school of whales.
It is.
not excepting good old "Tol'able David," the
best Barthelmess

pressed, I'd say

picture

And,

on record.

better than

is

it

if

the others

all

combined.

"Drag" is, I suppose, domestic comedy drama.
But "comedy drama" isn't the word for it.
"Human document" is an old phrase much

more nearly
exists

homes

you what

America.

in

about;

all

it's

a

an

is

situation that

many American homes

almost as

in

picture

descriptive, for the

almost photographic record of

(

No,

won't

I

you ought

as
tell

see

to

it

anyway.)
If

someone

you

tells

Barthelnie"

that

again a musician in "Drag," don't
you.

He

and he writes

is,

he doesn't try

And he

time.

i»

"em fool

let

show, but

a musical

make you think

to

you think he

he's a singer

does succeed

making

in

do the

an average young fellow mar-

is

wrong

ried to the

is

full

them-

grand.

But I'm oldfashioned. Wherefore I think,
when I hear the above title, of the sheer vul-

and trying

his best

he ought to have married in

This,

eminently marriageable

the

is

I

think you'll agree after not

only seeing but hearing the young lady,

wish

I

as

I

good

sense to

this

But

written.

people

had the wit

as

it.

to write

of

ought

and, unlike

typewriters,

And

the

that
to

increasingly

days of progress.

to

be

many

have

I

frequent

call

it,

is

talking

you've got to see and hear

choose

to

too

the

to conclude, therefore,

if

keep abreast of the industry, or

ever you

is art.

a picture

about

things that

not,

I've

possessed

know

the

with the simple information that this
of

to

In spite of the

it.

of her family, and in spite of the

place

first

girl

thing about

right

Lila Lee.

be.

so.

"DRAG"

the

"SHE GOES TO WAR"

must

be

If this

am.

I

fact that the girl

I

it,

because I'm oldfashioned.

girl, in spite

does.

with feeling, but

oldfashioned.

little

a

the

break

to

Maybe
who like this kind
but maybe that, too, is

I'm

say,

I

that the

In

know whether

as

Still,

there are millions of people

this

be expected

can

know

I

spot.

the

for

perfect

is

to his level.

there are

success that has been attained to date

so,

she ever goes back to the

March

It

infidelity of an otherwise quite
husband and shows why his wife
decides neither to shoot nor divorce him in
the traditional motion picture manner. All in
compact, concise dialog, by competent, graceful
actors, and as naturally, as normally and plainly
as though the people concerned were your good
old next-door neighbors, or perhaps nearer.

re-

play of like

Harding's

picture.

the

I SUPPOSE

have to qualify the high regard for

I'll

intellect

ce.

also,

silent

For

picture.

Barry's stage

Philip

of

It

is

a

admirable

perfect prep-

feature

all

could not have been

it

for

not oldfash-

is

a Grant-

that rare thing.

is

utilized

write letters to the
"Paris

|e.

Bound"

of "Paris

tiptoe for the opening.

did this one.

as I

lere

plot

in a

first

that

obscenity believes the whole world has sunken

The

been demol-

has

that

during certain

later,

Orchestra Hall.

n

Motion pictures

been shown there in the

ia\e

misguided sense of humor has

garity

strewn

ideal.

is

alking picture to date;

,

T. O. Service

play other than they should be to balance these
extremely well played parts.
The casting is

and one of the two or three

are of the city

martest

make

picture to

Michigan bouJevard be-

street,

first

By

in

another
pictures

you want

art or

these

what-

leaping
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Fanchon & Marco Offers 80 Weeks
Expansion Plan
Involves 2,000

STAGE SHOW!
Chicago Fox Sheridan

Stage Artists

Week Ending August
What more can you

Fox De Luxe Theatres Give Units

intermittent

S.

RUSSELL

;

wisely placed the stageshow production under the direction of those

to

the

the swan song of
arrival
of
sound

pictures.

*

And we may add

that not all has been idle
talk.
There has been a period of depression
in the field, just as occurs in any other field,
like

but,

in

other

fields,

it

has

been

only

temporary.

The

on the expansion program of
the presentation of its units at the
Sheridan and Terminal theatres, Chicago, two
houses under the direction of Fox. The reception accorded Fanchon & Marco's first unit
in a Chicago de luxe motion picture theatre

F&

M

latest

is

reported in an adjoining column.
In bringing these "ideas" to Chicago and
other Fox de luxe houses, Fanchon & Marco
offer between 35 and 80 weeks time to artists.
Fox theatres alone offer the 35 weeks, while
an additional 25 to 50 weeks are offered

Don Cordon,
at

the

RKO

*

*

and Loew.

*

Fanchon & Marco sends out its units with
no less than 25 performers, which brings the
This total does not
total to more than 2,000.
include members of the stagehand or m. c.'s.
Marco, of this famous team of producers,
has been in Chicago, both as an observer and
as a business missionary. In Chicago he conferred with Joe Leo and Clyde Eckhardt of
Fox, Leo Le Blanc, his Mid West representative, and Hyman Schallmann Rrothers, the
Mid West bookers. In New York, Marco will

confer with Jack Loeb.

Now
page.

shift

your opticals

to Col.

3,

on

this

solo organist
of the new

console

who

preside

will

Fox houses, the

Sheridan and Terminal, came to Chicago about
five years ago to open the Capitol theatre on
the South Side. Later he played at the Stratford under the Cooney regime and still later
demonstrated organ for the Barton Organ
Company. Following these engagements he
opened for Balaban & Katz at the McVickers,
Roosevelt and Tivoli theatres as soloist. Publix next obtained his services for its theatre in
Joliet and then returning to Chicago he played
as guest organist for the Coston Circuit. He
also opened the Lawndale, Chicago, and the
new Madison in Madison, Wis., for the Or-

pheum.

;

—

—

San Antonio Texas
Week Ending August
"The River of Romance"

is

2

the screen feature

the Texas theatre this week.
The presentation is "Bits of Broadway." featuri
Bobby Gilbert and his talking violin. The Gatani
apache dancers the Dean Twins, singings and dai
ers
Mealy and Clifford, "hoofers" and the Ma
Peterson Ballet Girls.
"Vic" Insirilo is acting as m. c, also leading
Ernest Hauser conducting t
Texas stage band.
Grand Orchestra, and Earl Abel is still pleasing
The Texas Movieto
"mighty"
voiced
organ.
the
News and a breezy comedy complete the bill.
;

;

;

1

A

is

through bookings with

—

—

experts whose "ideas" provoked acclaim among the legion of patrons of
Fox-West Coast Theatres.
Expansion of Fanchon & Marco operasignificance

:

;

two

has been no limits

This Fanchon & Marco unit, "Bows and Beam,
has numerous features which make it outstandin
It is a draw as to which offers the most appeal.
There are the opening and the finale which lei
an air of musical revue more pronounced, we migl
add, than in the great majority of stageshows. Tl
dancing is far above par. The settings are beautif
and do not smack of the gaudy. In their simplici
they are gorgeous.
On this bill are the Four Sweethearts, the singir
Girls
Gale Quadruplets (and what dancers)
Eigi
Dancing Feet, four men who never realized that fe
were to walk on (and if we may repeat, wh
dancers)
Steve Maroney, a dancing fool and hov
Betty Wayne, a singer yes and no the Californ
Warblers, a male trio that did amply by itself, ai
Lyda Roberty, "my Polish friend," as Jenks intr
duced her, and a comic singer and dancer who ma
the house say "yes."
It is our opinion that Jenks has created a ni
audience for himself in Chicago and in the Midd
West.
He's likeable, witty and versatile.
May \
offer a suggestion without offense
watch the jokes.
This is a great show for musical selections no le
than 15 in the show. Publishers, take note.

—

to Coast chain of de luxe houses, has

*

fn

proportioi

i

markable success is a story needing
no elaboration.
Fox, in its development of a Coast

*

cloudburst

It was the first appearance in a Chicago motic
picture deluxe house of a Fanchon & Marco unit ar
of Frank Jenks, the genial m. c. who found favor
tune and in wisecrack.

which augurs well for
presentation in the motion picture
and combination theatre is the nationwide expansion of Fanchon & Marco,
West Coast impresarios whose re-

is of extraordinary
presentation field.
There
to conversation regarding
presentation
with
the

4

than that four or

hood house!

A move

tions

say
of

failed to dampen the spirits of the crowds at tl
opening of Fox Sheridan theatre, a deluxe neighbo

Bookings Totalling
35 Weeks

By W.

rainfalls

Farewell to
"A. J."

San Francisco Fox

Twenty prominent Chicagoans, including the
chairman, Aaron J. Jones, are listed on the
citizens'

which

committee

is

sponsoring

a

farewell banquet, to A. J. Balaban before he

assumes his new duties September

as chief

1

of every type of entertainment for the entire

Publix Circuit.

men
the

in

the

He

is

one of the best liked

show business.

booking department of

screen

stars

and

stage

Morris Silvers, of

B &

celebrities

parts of the country to attend.
tion

of musicians

ably

number more than

for

during a few numbers.

K,

expects

from

all

The aggrega-

the evening

will

prob-

200, playing as a unit

Week Ending August

1

This week's stage show at the Fox is a rollicki
production by Fanchon and Marco quite appropriate
called "Jazz Buccaneers," and is filled with pirates
colorful costumes, cutlass fights and songs of
sea, with modern trimmings.
No hint of the bounding main was given, howev
in the musical offering of Walt Roesner and his I
Orchestra. This consisted of selections from "Ca»
leria Rusticana," including the famous "Intermezz
sung by the Simondet chorus. During the rendit
of this concert interlude, the stage curtain parted
vealing a church scene, as in the opera, with
organ console and organist, high above the alt
This was the first time that the stage console
been used in the new house.
When the curtain went up on the opening
revealed the main deck of a privateer galleon, «
1

(Continued on page 48)
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SAYS
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OX*

CHICAGO

GREETINGS!

.

.

Well, folks, I see by the daily

.

have an

aeroplane

called

We Will, that expects to stay in the air for
ven hundred hours on an endurance flight. ... It
kes Chicago to show the state whose motto is, I'm
om Missouri, Show Me, that Chicago's motto, I
this case, We Will, is no idle boast. .
ill or in
The opening of the
ere's wishing them luck.
leridan under the Fox Management with the Fancho
stage "Idea" was a complete success
id Marco
spite the inclement weather that marked their openFrank Jenks master of ceremonies handled
g.
the stage show
s show just like the expert he is,
Joseph
ing the last word in entertainment. .
illicchio is now director of the Daily News concert
chestra and broadcasting violin solos to listeners
Speaking of radio stars
er station WMAQ.
avio Plasencia is making a personal appearance at
e Granada theatre this week to be followed by the
Dorothy Sheridan, blues singer who has
arbro. .
for the past six months
en on the staff of
now in town and expects to make a few theatre
From the confidential way
pearances shortly.
lick Castle was talking to her it looks as though
e will sing Robbins new song The One in the
Jack Hess staged a little party for
orld.
.clanova at the fashionable Petrushka club, most
the people invited were people of the press, critics
The exploitation of the Palace and
.
d so forth.
ate-Lake in the newspaper are already beginning
look up. thanks to Jack Hess the new publicity
Baron Giorgio Suriani, has
.
ief for R K O. . .
en booked into Colosimo's by the Chicago Music
rporation.
Buzzing on Cafes reminds me that
ck and Snyder harmony purveyors for the last
or four years are at Jack Huff's Lincoln
•ee
Contrary to
vern again pleasing the patrons.
reports that the Dells, where Coon Sanders is aparing nightly is closed, due to a fire, I understand
Henri Keates,
;y were open the same night.
pular organist and box office attraction for Balaban
d Katz has again been transferred as guest organist
open the knew Berwyn theatre in Berwyn.
.
die Meikel is still the only feature in flesh at the
licago

.

.

.

.

Bibo on Coast Trip

For Firm
known for his many contributions to popular music lore, and a native son of
California, returns to the "sunny state" for the first
time in fifteen years. Mr. Bibo is at present in the
midst of a coast-to-coast trip in the interest of
"Huggable, Kissable You," feature song of the BiboLang, Inc., catalog a trip that will take him as
far west as California, a reunion of all his former
intimates is planned when the popular composer
arrives.
"Although it is quite probable that he will do some
work on songs while on the coast, under no conditions will this disturb his relationship with the firm
of Bibo-Lang, Inc. He is more than pleased with the
possibilities of the present catalogue, and particularly
with the showing of 'Huggable, Kissable You,' and
it is mainly
in the interest of this tune that he
has undertaken the trip. He will probably be away
Irving

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

KMOX

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The Capitol City Theatre Organists Club held a
picnic at Herald Harbor, a summer resort about 30
miles outside the city on the Severn river.
Thirty
cars gaily trimmed with banners and bunting drove
through the city escorted by two motor cycle cops, to
the District line, where they were turned loose. Dan
Breeskin, honorary president had a flat tire at the
first possible moment, and Richard Kloeder and Ida
Clark soon followed suit.
Arthur Thatcher's Ford
got all het up over the trip, and the Thatcher and
Higgins families almost missed having their pictures
taken as a result.
Harold Pease was in charge of traffic. Irene Juno
was in charge of transportation. Harold broke one
of his toes playing baseball.
All the organists suffered from the sun, but they voted to hold another
picnic in August.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Why

.rding theatre.
? Just listen to
o and you will have the answer.
.
inea will now preside at the console of the
.

.

.

.

Sheridan Acts
Broadcast

.

.

.

.

Programs at the Sheridan theatre, recently reopened as a Fox house, will be broadcast by station
every Tuesday between 5 :30 and 6 o'clock,
as a result of arrangements made with the 6tation
by Grey-Davidson, exploitation agency which handles
all Fox theatre publicity in Chicago.

WBBM

an organ
Chauncey
Norshore

the

.

.

SONG DERBY
BY TED KOEHLER
FEATURING
(You Made Me Love You)

WHY

I

DREAMS*

SLIDES

bringing the total up to twenty-five staThe new stations added are WAPI
mingham,
Milwaukee, and KPHS Hot
"ings, this is believed to be the largest non-comrcial hook-up.
Frank Gallager organist for
5w's Ohio theatres is now at the Astor playing
!js to a satisfied public.
Catherine Guster is
iv appearing at the Pantages theatre in Portland.
Henri Le Bel has returned to the Fox theatre in
.'.ttle after
playing the three Pantages houses in
Itland, Seattle and San Francisco, also the new
/ night
ns.
.
.

SONG OF THE NILE
MAYBE-WHO KNOWS
LOVE YOU-I HATE
YOU
GYPSY CHARMER
IF YOU WERE
MINE
I

LARGE SETS
MAYBE-WHO KNOWS
DANCE OF THE

.

.

.

.

WHY DID YOU?
MY SONG OF THE

AND
TALENT

WTMZ

!

.

SMALL SETS

MUSIC

.

:

.

NILE

.

San Francisco.

Another favorite will retn to the Fox in Seattle as pianist and master of
< emonies
after a long and successful season at
(land, California, and he is Hermi King. . .
Ward
I ry
professional manager of Remicks is now on
i
vacation, Where? this department don't know.
Speaking of professional managers, Billy Stoner>i of Shapiro Bernstein motored to New York for
r vacation.
Not forgetting the theatre managers
I I take vacations,
Mr. Goldfinger manager of the
I ding theatre just returned from his and JLust.

.

.

<

.

.

.

.

wn.
The Lubliner and Trinz general offices
ge a farewell dinner to Im merman who left the
C cago chain to take charge of the Kunsky circuit
i) Detroit, quite
a boost for Immerman who has only
bi with the Publix people for two years.
I her a novel program that provoked many laughs
v
drawn up for the occasion by Herb Elisburg
f n the press department of the Lubliner and Trinz
o e.
Don Cordon solo organist in the past in
C ;ago at many deluxe theatres is presiding at the
C' »le of the Sheridan theatre.
From the amount
o applause he received on his opening solo to say
n ling of the volume of voices that responded to
tl
slides that were flashed on the screen, is suffic t to
say he will become a permanent fixture.
.

.

.

.

.

.
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the established paper
in the motion picture industry.
is

MUSIC AND TALENT,

an out-

standing department of the publication, ranks highest in its field.
Presentation

is

returning to the

.

8 ten popular manager of the Paradise left for hi6
v ation a week ago last Thursday, for parts unk

WITH V1TAPHQNE

.

NBC

Ik in

DID YOU?

AM BLUE?
LET ME HAVE MY

PAPER DOLLS

Three new stations have been added
network over which Major Edward Bowes
<owned Capitol radio Family broadcast every Sun-

,?atre.

SETS

Capitol Organists
Hold Picnic

.

.

ORGAN SLIDE

until October 1st.

.

.

well

Bibo,

;

Chicago will

that

ipers
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.

.

.

.

.

field

motion pictures with a

of

bang! Read the story

this iveek of

the plans and operation of Fan-

chon

&

Marco.

80

.

best

VICTOR HERBERTS
AH! SWEET MYSTERY OF LIFE
KISS

ME AGAIN

GYPSY LOVE SONG
JIMMY CLARK,

WEEKS

MUSIC AND TALENT
the
shows.

I

Write for Slides and Information to

Organ and Song

That booking is assured in the
expansion of this West Coast organization, which has won acclaim
from Seattle to Los Angeles, and
is due now to capture honor* from
Coast to Coast.

you

I

GYPSY CHARMER
LOVE YOU— HATE
YOU

account

of

gives

these

Mgr.

Slide Dep't

321 West 44th Street, New York
"VITAPHONE" REC'D TRADEMARK
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STAGE SHOWS
PRESENTATIONS OF

GREAT SONGS
SMALL SLIDE SETS
IF YOU BELIEVED

ME

IN

"Sensational Ballad"

SING A LITTLE

LOVE JONG
-MY SINMEAN TO ME
(If

I

Were You)

FALL IN LOVE

I'D

WITH ME
WHERE THE BAB.
BAB. BABBLING

BROOK
(Goes Bub-Bub-Bubbling By)

BUTTON UP YOUR
OVERCOAT
We Also Have Chorus Sets for All
of These Songs, As Well As a Few
Not Listed

SPECIALS
"Fox

Follies Chorus
Introducing

Medley"

BREAKAWAY
THAT'S YOU. BABY

WALKING WITH

in

fantastic

pirate

The

garb,

-MY SINBUTTON UP YOUR
OVERCOAT
MEAN TO ME
Write for All Slides and
Information to

Mgr. of Publicity

DE SYLVA. BROWN i
HENDERSON. INC.
City

on hit the bell for the girls who show plenty of class
and real tuition. "Barbaric Dance" was fair.
Gormley and Sully, two male eccentric dancers
plus acrobatics went over nicely.
Then Evans and
Weaver, two colored boys hoofed and how. Team
were preceded by Janette Dancy, a dusky tot, who
delivered a brace of song and dance affairs, with
offering to teach Sam Jack KaufTman the
final
Breakaway.
Tot went through her stuff like an
old vet and made "em like it.
Ray Samuels did some admirable dancing in hi*
slow taps, and went cleaj over with a neat speech
at the curtain.
Sam Jack Kauffman. M. C, at Fox
Broadway, on the completion of Ray Samuels' novelty
dance, urged him to take a bow and make a nice
little speech for the customers.
After some urginc
Ray did. saying:
"Gee, it certainly is warm!"
Kauffman hastily corrected him, "No, don't say that,
our advertising department is spending a thousand
a month to advertise a refrigerated house, "As Cool
as Mt. Hood's Glaciers.' "

Louis Fox
Week Ending

St.

The Roxy

Gang

July 26
who

of radio entertainers
the vaudeville stage,

have

ventured forth on
made their
first St. Louis appearance this week and were very
well

received.

In

the

cast

were

Aldo

Momonte

"Bomby," Adelaide De Luca, Harold Clyde Wright

the Road to Mandalay."
The galleon heads into a terrific storm, and S. O. S.
was flashed in a very modern manner and the back
curtain went up on a huge illuminated skull and
cross bones on which the fair pirates pose. As the
curtain comes down the fair captive who went aloft
hanging by her teeth comes down in the same manner.
As an extra attraction a fur fashion show was
presented, with more than seventy girls modeling
fur coats for the Arctic Fur Company, a new concern
Coats were shown in a bew-ildering
in this city.
profusion, the show coming to a close with the entire
aggregation of models on the stage at the same time.

and Jeanne Mignolet.

Pittsburgh Enright
Week Ending August

Muni, John

"On

a comedian, and a Fancho & Marco show
Cottage Small" featuring Rose Valyda. Dorothy
and Harry Dixon, Franklin Record and Bert Prival
concluded the stage show.
William A. Parson directed the Jazzmanians in
Milo.

"A

their orchestral offering.

San Antonio Majestic
Week Ending August
"The Valiant"

2

the Fox All-Talking Movietont
feature on the Majestic screen this week.
This is
powerful drama starring the great "ligit" actor Pau
is

'<

2

Dick Powell, master of ceremonies, calls his stage
offering this week "Moon Beams," and the act is
well up to the high standard set at this house.
The opening is pretty. The Enright Rockets are
seen in front of a black velvet drop, and the girls
go through a nifty enKemble. Costumes very scanty
in this number, and each girl wears a silver crescent
moon as headdress.
Madelyn McKenzie, a pretty and beautifully costumed young miss, does some clever tap dancing, and
sings not so well.
Forbes Brothers dc a sensational tap dance offering.
These boys are probably the fastest pair of steppers
ever seen here, and offer some exceptionally difficult

Who

Introducing

New York

girls,

with great hats bearing skulls and cross bones, did
a song and dance and were later joined by Helen
Warner, a singer of ample proportions who takes
the role of Mrs. Captain Kiddo and injects a lot of
fun into the proceedings.
Walt Roesner introduces Charles Brugge, whom the
pirates have allowed to live because he is an entertainer, and he really entertains as though his life
is at
stake.
He offered music in which the nonsensical variety was mingled with the classics and
finally plays an air while balanced on his head. His
gymnastic efforts are the most convincing of all and
are presented in a laughable manner.
The swash-buckling pirates come on and go through
with a dance in which cutlasses flash and spit fire
and then end by amusing themselves by making a
captive dance for them, which she does with rare
skill.
Finally seizing a rope in her teeth the captive
goes swinging out of sight into the yard-arms above.
The orchestra offered "Tiger Rag" which caused
Walt Roesner to spice his main brace and unhurl a
lively
dance.
Helen Warner, the cook's favorite
daughter, sings about reaching for someone and finding nobody there.
number,
The royal
captives,
twenty-four
in
weighted down with chains, made their appearance
and danced while a huge treasure chest was opened
from which steps Emily, of the team of Emily and
Romaine. This pair offer an adagio to the music of

Will Aubrey offers some droll comedy, although
his stuff is not so new and not always so clean
Knows,"
either.
The stage band does "Maybe,
and then offers "Honey" as it would be played on
a merry-go-round ; in Chicago, etc.

"Three Types of Popular Songs"

745 7th Ave.,

in rhe attire of buccanners.

steps.

SUSIE
BIG CITY BLUES

SAM LERNER,

(Continued from page 46)

Walt Roesner's men
Fanchon and Marco

Sylvia Snyder, a Pittsburgh girl, with a beautiful
voice sings "Moon Beams," and scores a big hit.
During her solo, Miss McKenzie does a pretty toe
The finale is very pretty, with the entire
dance.
ensemble on swings, the chains of which are electrically lighted.

Portland Fox Broadway
Week Ending August

1

Idea, as interpreted by Fanchon & Marco
and the 16 Georgia Lane Girls, scored heavily durThe cuties all looked smart
ing the entire week.
and went through their routines in nice shape, receiving a big hand with their "Hand Rhythm Dance,"
an intricate hand and arm specialty, delivered by the
A military dance later
girls in a sitting posture.

Rhythm

Churchi!

play opposite him.
This is "Cookoo

Week" at San Antonio's newesi
is a collection of th<
nuts seen in the southwest for many a day
Alexander and Olson present their "Merry Maniac:
of 1929" with laughs and roars galore.
Jack and Ruth Hayes assist with their "Foui
Cookoos," and a large group of entertainers. Tht
program is one of the best since the opening of thi:
house.
Vernon Geyer, at the Robert Morton, has ai
unusual surprise for the organ fans.
As an adde<
attraction presented is the Fox Movietone special, th>
opera star Raquel Meller, singing her operatic sue
play-house— and on the stage
nuttiest,

cesses.

Philadelphia Mastbaum
Week Ending August 3
The program at the Mastbaum this week is goo
but "nothing to write home about." The Musical Spec
tacle
"Southern
Fantasy," arranged
Charlc
by
Previn. who conducts the orchestra, with the Mast
baum Voices and Ballet, is the most delightful pai
of the show.
The curtain rises revealing what migh
be a picturesque celebration on an old southern plan
tation a hundred years ago.
A blue sky agaim
which are silhouetted a crescent moon and a hug
tree forms a background for the graceful figures o
men and women in the costumes of that time. Th
old colonel and his wife seem to be the center o
things on the stage and all sing "Carry Me Bac
to Old Virginia," as they sway in time to the music
The Dorothy Berke Girls, dressed in old fashione
costumes with ruffled pantalettes and large bonnet:
give a spirited dance.
An old colored man enter
leaning on a cane and singing "Old Black Joe.
He is interrupted by a group dressed as Creole dam
ers who put across their dancing with great gustc

Community Organ

LEONARD

Mack Brown and Marguerite

Novelties

M. SALVO

Featured Organist

GATEWAY THEATRE, KENOSHA, WISCONSIN
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and "Old Folks at Home" are among the
that are heard on the stage as the curtain
on a most satisfying and delightful number.
Barrie's singing lesson seems to be one of
This week
the most poimla- events on the program.
He
he teaches "I've Got a Feeling I'm Falling"
keeps the audience in a cheerful mood with his enapplause,
he
judging
the
and
by
quips
couraging
-Dixie"
melodies
descends
Stuart

has established himself
audiences.

in the hearts of

Philadelphia

theatre goers and the Metropolitan

held

•

patrons.

and breezy stage
on the deck of a
presentation with the scene
cruiser and the men of the stage band in officers'
Twelve girls in violet traveling outfits
uniforms.

"Honeymoon Cruise"

midsummer

up well with a few S R O nights noticeably Friday
and Saturday.
Senator Francis Murphy, the comedy star, was the
feature using as his main act a humorous monologue
in the form of a political speech.
The Wisner Sisters, songsters, were brief, but good,
in harmony duet. Zastro and White contributed clever
eccentric dancing which drew great applause from the

is

a

light
laid

and carrying suitcases help to give the right atmoshere to the scene.
Babe Ramey gives an exhibition of speedy tap dancIf anything can be juggled Joe and Willie Hale
ing.
can do it. A high hat. a cigar, an umbrella one
man kept them all in the air at once and they all
landed in the right spot, while a saucer, a cup and
a lump of sugar all landed in proper sequence on
All of these sunts are done with an
Willie's head.
accompaniment of clever remarks and the applause is
i

—

liberal.

The Dorothy Berke Girls enter carrying mysteriousEach girl places her box on the
boxes.
floor and dances on it, then they step down, open
which
prove to contain toy pianos, and
[he boxes,
looking

unison.
Joe Penner and his lisp are lots of fun for those
fortunate ones who are near enough to get his line.
But that lisp of his makes him hard to understand
md places many in the position of knowing it's
ime to laugh but not knowing what it's all about.
However, he gets a vigorous round of applause.
play a tune in

Indianapolis Indiana
Week Ending August

2

show, "Castle of Dreams." features
"harlie Davis and his orchestra, which plays "I Made
love to Her in the Moonlight " and "Every One Know
lively bit of syncopation that is
loe College." a

The stage

tmusingly interpreted.
The cast of the presentation includes two acrobatic
ontortionists who tie themselves in astounding knots;
singer who does unconventional things to the "doll"
ongs from "The Tales of Hoffman ;" and a vaudeille team, man and woman, that offers bright and
acetious patter and dances. A chorus completes the

Bernice White, talented dancer, gave one dance
which was a highlight, assisted by Zastro and White.
Another highlight occurred when the Gamby Hale
Girls chorus played "Moonlight and Roses" by means
of bells attached to their feet, each girl having one
note.

The feature picture was the "Green Murder Case"
starring William Powell.
Arthur Martel presented an organ novelty which received the best hand of the show.

49

dancers, who start out
receiving a good hand.

A presentation on the Pagan Love Song with Ole
and Knudson the bass player who by the way does a
bit
whenever called upon, singing the song
together.
The back drop was raised to expose a
setting resembling the south sea islands or wherever
the plot to the song is laid. The Ballet all made up
with grass skirts made a beautiful set and was appreciated by the audience, judging from the amount
good

of applause.

Forsythe and Kelly reported in these columns before
were next and pleased with their comedy and songs.
The closing was unusual with the back drop raised
exposing small horseshoes each surrounding one of
the ballet and a large horseshoe all illuminated with
small electric lights suspended from above with
Charlie Crafts singing "Four Leaf Clover" and "A
Horseshoe over My Head." A very appropriate anniversary show to say the least and pleasing throughout as anyone who witnessed the performance w-ill
vouch.

Chicago Tivoli
Week Ending August

2

Over and over, and again and again, we have
admired and enjoyed hearing Frankie Master's band.
His players might not be any better than other bands,
he might not have as many members as other bands,
he might not have lous of things others have, but.
right here we would award him first prize as having
See for yourself, go to
the best band in the city.

TED MEYN
**lh»

the Tivoli theatre.

The show this week was very elaborate. Frankie
Masters sang "Vagabond Lover" in a manner he
never «ang before.
He took two encores and *till
they clapped for more.
Maxine Hamilton was an attractive little girl who
She made a hit
offers a song and dance number.
with the crowd.
Sammy Cohen was also on the bill and as reported
before in these page*>, Sammy clicked with his clever
routine of comedy.
The big hit on this program was the Stone Vernon
foursome. They had the patrons holding their breath.
Their dance, consisting of throwing the girl around
the stage,
received a

was very new

in

the

stage

line.

of performers.

Boston Metropolitan
Week Ending July 26
Gene Rodemich was welcomed back to the Metropolitan this week after an absence of several weeks en
our. Gene received a real welcome from the patrons.
Ted Claire, who was master of ceremonies while
lodemich has been away, won a decidedly warm place
Not one
n the hearts of the Metropolitan patrons.
Ted is asf them but was sorry to see Ted depart.
ured of a place anywhere in Boston anytime he
/ants to come back.
Pep, talent and real ability
aarked all of Ted's shows and Ted himself was a
eal actor, a real dancer, a good singer, a leader
Ted, in
.•hose orchestras gave polished performance.
hort. was a good entertainer.
Whether it was that the Metropolitan audiences
lissed Ted. or whether it was that Gene did not reurn in time to round out the program, this week's
letropolitan revue. "Vacation Days" lacked the usual
naii that has marked performances for many weeks
ast.
Weather conditions were good, however, for

la

showmanship

virtuoso

serving time with

They

LOEWS

The best number on the program was the novelty
We don't know where
one offered by the band.
Masters gets his novelty numbers but they're always
And the best of it is they ofTer one
a knockout.
nearly every week.

INC.

presenting

Original

Week Ending August

MINE"

organist

big hand.

Chicago Capitol

name

originality

i

ist

weak but end up pretty well

Creations

1

This performance marks the 500th Anniversary performance of Charlie Crafts the popular singing
director who has been alternating the Capitol and
Avalon theatres.
The curtain parted with the band playing a special
arrangement and the Abbott Girls singing a welcome
song to Charlie who has not yet appeared on the
stage.
The curtain then parted in the rear of the

featured
at

LOEWS STATE

stage revealing Crafts who came down the stairs to
the front to sing "This Is My Lucky Day" at the
close of which he received an unusual amount of
applause.
Charlie next announced the band playing a band
arrangement on Junior with Ole his singing banjoist
singing.
Ole has a quite a following in these houses
on his character bits and always receives a flattering
hand.
Crafts next introduced the Four Covans colored

THEATRE
Cleveland

MUSICAL DISCS
and an EXIT MARCH on each 16" 33 /3 R.
Slide or Film Trailer to Accompany Each Record.

AN OVERTURE

1

P.

M. Record.

Write for Catalogue and Prices

MUSICAL

DISCS, INC.

Suite

1841

JNIF0RMS

ATTACHES

1100

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

COSTUMES

PRESENTATIONS

BROOKS
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ORGAN SOLOS

*

*

*

The biggest sales leader on music counters throughout the country at the present time is Bobbins Music
Corporation's "Pagan Love Song," by Arthur Freed
and Nacio Herb Brown. One of the salient reasons
for this song'6 popularity is Ramon Navarro's singing
of it at least twenty times throughout the picture,
"The Pagan." It is played, instrumentally, another
dozen times.
*

*

*

Leo Feist, Inc., have just secured from Francis.
Day and Hunter, London, "I Lift Up My Finger and
Say Tweet, Tweet." This number is one of the outIt
is
standing comedy song hits of England.
typically English and full of gag6 for an orchestra
with a singing combination. This tune was written
by Leslie Sarony. Two more new numbers for their
catalogue are, "Treasure" a Fox-Trot ballad by Bill

and Ed Gorman and J. Oliver Riehl, and "Satisfied"
Cliff Friend and Irving Caesar.

by

*

*

*

The new colored review, "Hot Chocolates," featuring Jazzlips Richardson, formerly in Publix units and
vaudeville, as an eccentric dancer, is firmly entrenched on the boards and promi-ses to enjoy a longtime run on Broadway. One of the outstanding song
hits in this production is the Mill6 Music Co's. "Ain't
Misbehavin'." Other songs in the show which look
like "the money" are "Rhythm Man," "Black and
Blue" and "Sweet Savannah Sue." Mills Music are
the publishers of all these tunes.
*

A

number

larging
season.

New York

preparatory

forces,
*

George

*

music firms in

of

their

*

•

to

the

are en-

coming

*

Arthur Piantadosi, Inc., representatives are; Billy Moran, Boston and New England.
Mort Bosley. Chicago and Western Mgr. Phil Funkhauser, St. Louis. Leonard Goldstein, Los Angeles and
West Coast. Scotty Middleton, Philadelphia, and
Charley Verian, Cleveland and Detroit. M. Witmark
and Sons also have many additions and changes in
their personel. Ira Schuster has been appointed General Professional Mgr., Al Cook, Professional Mgr.,
Bernie Pollack, General Sales Mgr., Frank Rice
and

formerly of Feist's Boston office, is now manager of
the Boston office. Harold Lee, now Chicago Manager.
Clarence Parrish, former Chicago manager is Western
Representative for Witmark's famous Black and
White series. Ben Fields continues at Pittsburgh and
is also in charge of the Cleveland office. Jack Manion,
formerly with Remick's for the past 6ix years has
been appointed assistant to Jimmy Clark, manager of
the Song Slide Dept.
*

•

*

Jack Harris, former Eastern Manager for Waterson, Berlin and Snyder, joins the staff of Santly
Bros. Inc., in the same capacity. Harris will cover
the Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington sections
for Santly Bros.
*

Two new M G

*

*

M

pictures are featuring Robbins Music Corporation's songs.
"Our Modern Maidens" has
"I've Waited a Lifetime for You," by Joe Goodwin

and Gus Edwards, and "Should I," by Arthur Freed
and Nacio Herb Brown. The other film release is
Marion Davies' "Marianne." Featured therein are
two songs by Ray Klages and Jesse Greer, one, the
theme song, being, "Just You. Just Me" and the
other, effectively sung by Cliff Edwards in the picture, being "Hang On to Me."

—

*

*

*

Lester Santly picked one of the "coming" songs of
their catalogue in an appropriate summer song called
"Sweetheart's Holiday."
This was written by J.
Russell Robinson and Irving Kahal.

March,"

"You're

a

Real

*X

SONGS

—

"Moonlight
Santly Bros. Inc., have had one of their biggest
"plugs" this week in the form of four Victor record
Gene Austin sang, I've Got a Feeling I'm
songs.
Falling." Rudy Vallee sang and played, "Miss You."
George Olson sang and played, "Just Another Kiss."
Waring's Pennsylvanians, played "To Be in Love."
With "big names" singing and playing these fine
songs, it is no wonder that Santly Bros, are meeting
with success.

Sweetheart,"

"Pagan Love Song" and "Wedding

Bells."
He gave
the audience plenty of tunes, handled the ivories like
nobody's business and was voted an organist of the
first water.

BEST SELLERS
Week Ending August
No.

Eddie

Fitch

(Adelaide,

Australia,

1929

10,

SID SAYS

Don Cordon (Chicago Fox Sheridan) had the
natives hitting high C and low G at his inaugural
the reopening of the Sheridan under Fox
direction.
In his organ arrangement, called "Greetings and Salutations," he made excellent use of such
popular numbers as "Take Good Care of Yourself."
"Vagabond Lover," "I've Got a Feeling I'm Falling."
program

August

Regent)

"Pagan Love Song"

organ

solo featured "Famous Airs from Gilbert and Sullivan's Operas."
Fitch's solo6 last for 30 to 45 minutes and in this solo he played the entire repertoire
of the Gilbert-Sullivan operas, and also a special
topical version of "Avalon Town," with slides which

3rd

i

— (Robbins

Music

Corp.).

No. 2
"I'm Just a Vagabond Lover"

— (Leu

Feist).

he changed to "Adelaide Town." This solo of Fitch's
was 6uch a decided hit that he was forced to use
the same solo for the following week.

No. 3
Always Be in Love With You" —

"I'll

&

(Green

Slept).

— (Remick).

"Louise"Arlo Hults (New York Chester) featured a "Memory Test" in which he orally and musically told the
audience a story.
His oral bits were well spoken
and concise. His playing was very appropriate and
well done.
The numbers he played in conjunction
with his story were:
"Please Go Way and Let Me
Sleep," "Show Me the Way to Go Home," "I've
Gotta Feeling I'm Falling," "It All Depends on You,"
"Bye, Bye Blackbird," "Papa Love Mama." "Mean
to Me," "Let Me Call You Sweetheart," and "Baby,

"Wedding of
(Sherman Clay).

No. 5
— (Donaldson,
Douglas
&
—
"Moonlight March" (Milton Weil).
"Sleepy Valley" — (Harms, Inc.).
"Carolina Moon" — (Joe Morris).
"You Were Meant for Me"— (Rob-

"Junior"
Gamble).

Werner

(Detroit United Artists) had
novelty entitled "A Modern Quilting Bee." Afte- playing several parodies on various
numbers to tell what it was all about, she played
"Waltz Estrana" for the scarlet of her pattern.
Green was represented by "My Wild Irish Rose"
and blue by an excerpt from "Rhapsody In Blue."
Color lights for each of the tunes were played on
the stage and on the organist.
The finale of this
crazy quilt done with melody was Zez Confrey's
"Dizzy Fingers," which is quite a tricky piece for
the organ.

THEME SONGS

bins

*

*

*

Al Dubin and Joe Burke are the composers of the
theme song which will be featured by Warner Bros,
in their forthcoming Vitaphone talking picture, "In
the Headlines," a fast moving story of newspaper
life featuring Marion Nixon, Grant Withers and an
all-star cast.
The piece is called "Love Will Find a
Way" and is said to be one of the most melodious
songs that has yet resulted from the collaboration.

—

Inc.).

No. 6
"This Is Heaven"

— (Ager,

Yellen

&

Bornstein).

—
—
"One Alone"— (Harms, Inc.)

"Weary River" (Irving Berlin).
"Breakaruay" (De Sylva, Broivn
Henderson).
"GOOD MORNING, GOOD EVENING,
NIGHT"— (Irving Berlin, Inc.)— A pretty
As the

ballad.

title

explains

the whole

&
GOOD-

fox

story,

trot
it's

about a sweetheart who wants to have his loved one
with him at all time. A cute thought with an excellent melody.
By Abner Silver, Al Sherman and
Al Lewis.
*

*

*

"MY SONG OF THE NILE"— (M.

—

Witmark &

Sons) The theme song of the new First National
feature DRAG, starring Richard Barthelmess. This
picture is considered one of the best of the year and
will no doubt go a long way towards making this
song. Lyric by Al Bryan, music by Geo. W. Meyer.
*

—

"SINGIN' IN
The hit song

*

»

THE RAIN"— (Robbins
of

the

new Metro

HOLLYWOOD REVUE OF

1929.

Music Corp.)

Picture entitled
From reports on

the Coast, this picture is in the bag and this song
should sweep the country.
The writers have at
present to their credit such hits as
LOVE

PAGAN
WEDDING OF THE PAINTED DOLLS, YOU
and BROADWAY MEL

SONG,

WERE MEANT FOR ME
ODY. This

catalogue puts them on top of the present
Lyric by Arthur Freed, music by Nacio

Herb Brown.
*

theme

*

*

MADONNA"— (Irving

"MY

song

of

the

Berlin,
Inc.)— The
feature entitled MAA. Written as a waltz and
by Billy Rose, music by Fred

Warner

DONNA OF AVENUE
real

pretty.

Words

Fisher and Louis Silvers.
*

— (Irving

*

*

—

A fox trot ballad
This song is
already getting a big orchestra plug and will no
doubt he commercial. Words by Gus Kahn, music by
"IRENE"

Berlin, Inc.)

by two of Chicago's leading writers.

Ted Fiorito.
*

"IN

Segal.

Music Corp.).
(Harms,

"Desert Song"

writers.

Music by Vincent Youmans will be one of the
strong elements of box-office appeal in Warner Bros,
forthcoming Vitaphone roadshow, "Song of the West,"
now in production on the coast as a 100 per cent
natural color picture.
Mr. Youmans wrote the
music for "Rainbow," the operetta upon which "Song
of the West" is based
During the progress of the story the audiences
will hear such favorite pieces as "The One Girl," "I
Want a Man," "I Like You as You Are," "West
Wind," "The Bride Was Dressed in White" and
"Along the Covered Wagon Trail." The Vitaphone
version features a brilliant chorus headed by a cast
of principals that includes John Boles and Vivienne

Rains"—

It

derson).

little

Fred Kinsley (Flushing, L. I., Keith) substituting
for Bernie Cowham offered one of the most pleasing
and well thought out solos this reporter has yet
heard.
would like to call this a "Gentlemanly"
I
solo, because Kinsley did a gentlemanly thing.
He
called his solo "A Rehearsal for Bernie Cowham."
As console rose, Kinsley played "Let Me Call You
Sweetheart."
He then explained, orally, why he
wanted this solo to be a rehearsal for Cowham.
Kinsley usually plays a straight spotlight solo, but
Cowham features community singing, therefore the
"rehearsal." "Louise," "I'll Always Be in Love with
You," "Sweetheart of All My Dreams," and an original version to the tune of "Smiles" were Kinsley's
numbers. Kinsley's "easy" manner in this rehearsal,
had the audience singing equally as well as when
Cowham is there, and that is plenty. Beside being
a very fine organist Kinsley is very adept at writing
original versions and organ stunts.

When

"Honey" — (Leo Feist).
"My Sin"— (De Sylva, Broivn & Hen-

Hults played this as a straight spotlight solo, and
as each number was played the ones in the audience
who recognized the tunes sang them. This was
novelly and showmanly done and it received the
wholehearted response of the audience.

Marguerite

Dolls"—

No. 4
"I Get the Blues
(Forster).

Where Can You Be?"

an unusual

Painted

the

A

*

—

*

*

LITTLE ITALIAN GARDEN"

— (Chappell

Harms, Inc.) A beautiful song of the better class
Not a bad idea to be in an Italian garden. It has
plenty of love in the lyric and the melody is a peach.
Should go a long way. Words by Douglas Furber,
music by Westell Gordon.

I
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10,
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten

Minimum

cents per word, payable in advance.

S1.00.

Copy and checks should be addressed

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn

St.,

charge,

Ad

Dept.
Chicago, 111.

Classified

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium
WANTED — 2
Managers' Schools
THEATRE EMPLOYEES— Modern

Theatre Man-

igement training will help you to better positions.
Complete training at home.
Send for your free Copy
Address Moving Picture Theatre Man>f catalog H.
igers Institute, Elmira, New York.

Help Wanted
MANAGER WANTED— 5,000

population, 500 seats,
jood opportunity and steady work for one who can
oake good.
Eastern, married man with small town
experience preferred.
Buying or booking not neces^

Address Refowich Theatre Company, Mahanoy

ary.
:ity,

Pa.

Position Wanted
BRISTOLPHONE talking picture operator.

Twelve

years'

ex-

Publix Keith theatres.
Complete library,
musician, modern.
Organist, 6247 Blacktone Ave., Apt. 108, Chicago, 111.

lerience

borough

ORGANIST— Experts
tianship available at all

thoroughly trained in show
times for first-class positions.

Jen and women. No service charge.
Write full inormation concerning salary, organ, hours, etc.
Adress
Vermond Knauss School of Theatre Organ
'laying, 210 N. 7th St., Allentown. Pa.

LOBBY ARTIST
lanent position.
Vrite William B.
)skaloosa, Iowa.

and CARD WRITER desires perNine years experience in theatre.
Herrick, 402 East High Ave.,

BIG BARGAINS in rebuilt Simplex Powers 6-B
nd 6-A motiograph machines, all motor driven, in
uaranteed condition, as well as used low intensity
.re
reflector lamps, with or without machines at
^asonable prices.
Big stock of rebuilt exhaust and
scillating fans for AC and DC current.
Generators,
II
makes, ticket selling machines, film containers, all
bargain prices for immediate shipment.
Write for
t

list.

Address

Equipment
Illinois Theatre
street, Chicago, Illinois.

ompany, 12-14 East Ninth

INCH VENEER CHAIRS

320-18
ch veneer chairs

$1.30; 270-18
320-18 inch veneer chairs
475-20 inch veneer chairs $1.65; like new;
1.25;
)0-19 inch new upholstered chairs $4.95.
Also 2
pe 100-2E Motor driven Motiograph machines comete.
Fine condition $450.00 for the two.
Sim1
ex motor driven type S lamphouse and Peerless
$1.20;

We

844

control $300.00.
Powers 6B complete motor
1
iven $235.
new DeVrie Portable extra lens and
1
$125.00.
1 small projector, motor driven, fine
ndition $75.
Address The Theatre Seating Com
my, 845 South State Street, Chicago, Illinois.
c

THEATRE EQUIPMENT, new

and used. Opera
projectors, screens, generators, rectifiers, rearc lamps, etc. Write for bargain list and
talogue.
Address Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,

lairs,

nting

accessories,

guaranteed rebuilt Powers 6-A and 6-B and Simex Heads.
Best Prices.
Write Joseph Spratler,
-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago, 111.

Your

used Opera chairs, 600 uphol-

Movie

Address

Ave., Chicago,

Supply

Co.,

and number of machines.
Will pay cash, or one
third down and balance C.O.D.
Address Box 337
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

111.

HIGHEST PRICES

for

used opera

RICHARDSON'S BOOK ON

H.

F.

SOUND— VOLUME

Thousands have already or
useful book deal
to all branches of sound
$5.20 postpaid in U. S. A., and Canada.

dered and received

3.

up-to-date

this

ing

with

and pertaining

The

price

is

$6.00 foreign countries.
Certified check or money
order must accompany all orders. Address Herald
World Bookshop, 407 South Dearborn street, Chi
cago, Illinois.

111.

Chairs in
being offered at the greatest savings obtainable in the
market today. Finest of quality, material and workmanship embodied in the building of these chairs.
Seats are of deep spring construction and backs heavy
panel inserted type.
Blue and red grained Spanish
Masleather mostly predominate in the upholstering.
sive aisle standards are furnished in two and three
colors.
Center standards of extra heavy unbreakable

We will sell any amount.
steel built to last a lifetime.
Write in today stating the number of chairs needed
and receive exact photographs and our unbeatable
low prices. Address C. G. Demel, 845 South State,
Chicago.

Books
FOR SALE— F.
Projection

— Volumes

H.
1

Richardson's Handbook of
2.
Price $6.20 postpaid

and

A.,
and Canada. $7.00 foreign counCertified
check or money order must accompany all orders. Address Herald-World Bookshop. 407 South Dearborn street, Chicago. Illinois.
in
U.
tries.

S.

—

FOR SALE Barry and Sargent's "Building
Theatre Patronage." Price $5.20 postpaid in U. S.
A., and Canada.
$6.00 foreign countries.
Certified
check or money order must accompany all orders.
Address Herald-World Bookshop, 407 South Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois.

—

For Sale

at

prices that save you

and

used
chairs.
Scranton, Pa.

Address

money. Jobs in new
Redington Company,

FOR SALE; "Motion Picture Trade Directory."
Comprehensive book pertaining to all branches of
Eleven hundred pages in size. Price
the industry.
$11.00
$10.00 postpaid in U. S. A., and Canada.
Certified check or money order
foreign countries.
must accompany all orders. Address Herald-World
Bookshop, 407
South Dearborn street, Chicago,
Illinois.

Cameras for Rent
Theatre for Sale
WESTERN TYPE Theatre, seating 279,

AKELEY: BELL-HOWELL

near large
cotton mills. Bargain for cash proposition, have other
business.
Address Central theatre, Knoxville, Tenn.

anywhere.

Rent
(professional).
Address Wood, 204 Inland Bank, Indian-

apolis, Ind.

WE ARE EXPERTS

on theatre sales and purAddress Albert
full particulars.
South Wabash avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

Goldman,

5

FOR SALE

Theatre in city of 2,000 population.
fixtures and lease building to responsible
Owner in the West for his health. If you
party.
Address
are looking for a real bargain investigate.
A. G. Bailey, LeRoy, Illinois.
Will

sell

Theatre Wanted
BEFORE YOU BUY
5

a theatre, consult us.

Profit-

always on hand.
Address Albert GoldSouth Wabash avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

WANT SEVERAL MERCURY

Ad

("Neargravuremboso"

Will

Preddey,

Do

run for 3 insertions. See this week's classified pages.
week. The cost is small, the results are great.

Maybe you

plate-

Special Neargravure 250
embossing) processes.
envelopes, 500 S,%n7H" letterheads $3.33, or 8^x11*
Sollidays. EXH-124. Knox, Indiana.
$4.44, postpaid.
less

Projector Repairing
specialized

tools,

and

a

shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I
have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
One
of your motion picture machinery equipment.
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving

some of the

RECTIFIERS,

good, bad or incomplete, cheap.
Address
188 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

Classified

"NEARGRAVURE"

SKILLED MECHANICS,

able houses

man,

Stationery

Send us

chases.

largest houses.
Relief equipment furFor results brine your work to Josenh
nished free.
trailer. 12-14 E. Ninth St.. Chicago, 111.
BEST SHOP for repairing projection machine*.
Address Movie
Prompt service, reasonable prices.
Supply Co., 844 Wabash, Chicago.

the

Work

Exhibitors Herald- World has helped hundreds of Theatre owners in solving many a problem. The classified advertising
department has placed organists all over the country, has helped in obtaining equipment, in selling equipment, and in
solving many another problem that seemed difficult.
The rates are but 10c per word payable with order, 10% discount
if

chairs,

Address Movie Supply Co.,

Attention Theatre Managers

OUT NOW!

Brand New Upholstered Opera
various sizes.
These beautiful chairs are

five ply,

paid

projection machines, etc.
S44 Wabash, Chicago.

TEN THOUSAND

Equipment Wanted

licago.

;o

in

Veneer.

800

Wabash

mp

FOR SALE— Reflector Arc Lamps and

uphol-

Heywood-Wake-

Write
$8,000 BRICK BUILDING and theatre.
New Midway theatre, Conneauville, Pa.
OPERA CHAIRS, seats and backs for all makes,

Equipment for Sale

irgain

constructed
the

Spanish
imitation
in
leather, at very reasonable prices.
500 upholstered
theatre chairs, back and seat covered in broadcloth.
1,000 upholstered seats covered in Spanish imitation
leather.
Veneered back and squab seats, very reasonable.
1,000 heavy 5-ply veneer chairs, 14 in. back.
1,500 light 5-ply veneer chairs at very reasonable
Also a
prices.
300 folding chairs in sections of 2.
large stock of chair parts to match any style seat.
assure you
In fact, everything for the theatre.
great savings.
For information, prices and literature
on our merchandise, write Illinois Theatre Equipment Company, 12-14 East Ninth street, Chicago, Illinois.

Upholstered

BIG BARGAIN

experience on Powers and Simplex. Write or
rire.
Box 425, Exhibitors Herald- World, 407 South
)earborn street, Chicago, Illinois.

spring

made by

chairs,

company.

field

stered,

ears'

ORGANIST— SOLOIST MALE— Ten

HIGH GRADE,

1,600
stered theatre

Peerless or Simplex projectors, also
State price, condition

Strong reflector arc lamps.

Chairs for Sale

are in need of something that

is

being advertised

this

—

—
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THE VOICE OF THE INDUSTRY
LETTERS FROM READERS
"See and Hear"' Club

EVERYBODY HAS

IDEAS.

SOME ARE

good, some are fair and some are terrible.
an idea will make money, it is good. No
argument. Right now with all this unrest in
the show business you have to use your
noodle or, in other words, the brains that God
gave you or else it is just going to be too
If

bad.

Now

what I am going to write about isn't
get-rich-quick-Wallingford scheme, but a
It won't
matter of "stop look and listen."
have much bearing on the fellows in the key
small
to
the
towns but it will mean a lot
a

town exhibitor, of which your Uncle Dudley
just a part.
"See-and-Hear-Beforeorganize a
Let's
You-Buy-Club" for 1929-1930. Make the Exhibitors Herald- World the president, vice
president, secretary and treasurer of the oris

ganization. They are to mail you a membership card and you, in turn, to fill it out. Your
dues, say 25 cents or so. Then they will send
you a coat button with the above slogan
Then a film
printed on it and you wear it.
well he
peddler sees that button he knows d
that were
fellows
You
can't bump you off.

—

in the

get

army know what

busy and

if

I

mean.

the

all

Then he

exhibitors

in

will

your

section of the state belong to this honor club,
he will arrange to take them all into some
key town and screen his pictures for you and
then you won't be buying number 5678, number 7685, etc.
from where I am located at Norfolk,
You
Neb., would be the ideal place for us.
can't buy sound pictures out of a book. You
fellows that ran "opery houses" back in the

Now

good old days, how many of the roadshows
were good and how many were bad ? Same
thing applies now to the sound question. My
advice is don't buy a thing from now on until
you have seen and heard. You know what
kind of pictures your patrons want and nobody else. So let's get busy and get going.
This is not an exhibitor's vear and it's up
to you to watch your step but the plan is no
good unless you will abide by the above slogan with your honor.
Play all the pictures that you now have under contract out, then take your date book, see
If not,
if it's good, buy it.
it screened and
leave it alone and don't get panicky.
Enclosed find my 25 cts. for my dues for
the "See and Hear Before You Buy Club" of
1929-30.
On my honor I will not buy any
future pictures to be shown in my theatre
A. G.
until I have first seen them screened.
Miller, Lyric theatre, Atkinson, Neb.
After playing sound for five weeks T
P. S.

—

—

— AGM.

just

have a quarter!

IN

YOUR ISSUE OF JULY

!

Ouch!
T. O.
27,
Service emphatically advises exhibitors to
put in sound equipment. He speaks of "locking yourselves out of the abundant rewards
that the audien is positively certain to heap
upon the laps of those who get in on it while
fresh."
Of course, anyone who reads Mr. Service
is not likely to pay much attention to what
he says, for his writings consist almost entirely of fullsome praise of all pictures that
he sees, regardless of the fact that many of
them are very poor, very ordinary, to say
the least.
But it is a crime for him to give
it

is

such advice as this, right in the face of facts.
Mr. Jenkins states that in his wide travels
he has not been able to find one single exhibitor who is making money with sound. In the
hundreds of reports that we have from exhibitors in small towns, not one says he is any
better off after equipping his house with
sound, and most of them are in desperate circumstances, losing money steadily.
And yet
"Service" speaks of the "abundant rewards."
We don't know what the future will bring
and neither does Mr. Service. But we do
know that the present has brought no rewards
whatever to the small town exhibitor who has
rushed into sound equipment.
Exhibitors Herald- World ought not to
lend its columns to such bunk. Hannah &
Martin, World theatre. Mineral Point, Wis.

—

"Dont

Close House"
KENNEDY'S LETTER

B.
(LAST
week's issue) certainly hit the ball, due to
its
prophecies that everything would hit a
true level in a short time.
Right now sound
rentals are literally and financially choking
Up the thousands of small exhibitors who are
fighting forced retirement with little or no
chance to "cough back." Mr. Kennedy relates
that with the increasing numbers of sound installations, normalcy and better will hit the
box office. I personally believe that when the
number of sound theatres exceed the number
of silent (no talking equipment) theatres,
things will be different because then the demand for talkies will exceed the supply (many
more talkie prints of one picture will be
made) cutting the high cost of rentals com-

MR.

S.

paratively.
So then,
close house

Mr. Exhibitor, take heed.
!

Remember

that there are

Don't

many

more independent houses than chain groups.

The producers

are aware of this predicament
and they want your business, and soon sound
prices will drop, possibly to the same cost of
the old but reliable silent.
The horizon certainly is cloudy right now
in this chaos of the industry, but, Mr. Exhibitor, the sky will clear up. letting through
the bright sunshine (box office profits) to
make up for lost time. J. Victor Schole-

—

iteld, Jr., Chicago,

New Arbitration Plan
MUCH HAS BEEN SAID REGARD-

ing the elimination of the independent theatre

week

recently,

and especially during the past

regards to this branch of the exhibiting business, that I can't help but express
a few views on two or three subjects which
are not personal, exactly, but are actualities.
A trade publication stated last week that at
the recent meeting of the Hays organization,
a movement had originated in the Hays' office to "guarantee" the industry survival of
sufficient "independent" theatres to carry on
the annual poverty cry sounded each year
when legislatures meet and threaten to get
rough with the moving picture business as
a whole in each state, and that a special investigator for each of the 32 film exchange
centers will be appointed to make a thorough
probe and investigation as to overcharge film
in

investigator, it was stated,
to investigate exhibitors' financial status and tell him how
much film he is capable of paying for, inrentals.

This

would also be empowered

stead of

how much he was

buying.

1929

This is a fact which in my former position
have repeatedly brought up in our body, not
to stir up strife and antagonism, but to show
how things were, and also to show them that
I

could be eliminated with but very
expense to producer and organizations.

this

What

would

little

suggest to the Hays
as exhibitor organizations, is this.
Why can't they appoint three
exhibitors and three producers representatives
zones, with a
in each of the arbitration
seventh disinterested party, who would have
the power to make the rules and regulations
I

organization,

like to

well

as

governing arbitration in the respective states
which are served by that arbitration board?
Why should the Charlotte Film Board of
Trade, or arbitration board, be forced to arbitrate under rules and regulations which are
made by producers in New York and exhibitors in New
York and Chicago?
Why
shouldn't the exhibitors of the zones covered
by each arbitration board have a voice in making their own arbitration rules and regulations ?
Why should they abide by rules and
regulations that do not conform to the laws
of the states in which they are arbitrated?
The extra cost of this small item would
not run more than $5,000 a year for the whole

United States.
Again, why do not the producers and

ex-

hibitors who, they claim, make up the Uniform contract, consult the laws of the various
states in which the contracts must be enforced, and in which they are made?
If the

whole United States were properly organized
with exhibitor organizations the same as producer organizations, then it would be easier to
make up a set of contracts and arbitration
rules to apply to each of the arbitration centers,
simply because each of the states
would have a delegate at the big "powwow"
and would have a voice in the making of a
contract and rules of arbitration, but as long
as one or two exhibitors from Chicago and
York state perhaps make up a contract
and rules, when Georgia has no representative
sitting in on the conference, just that Ion;,'
will there be trouble, and there should be.

New

Mr. Hays, or anyone
of

line,

when he

gone.

The

entirely out
says, that the
theatre is going, or

else,

thinks,

independent or small town

is

and

theatre in the

small

town

is

about

as essential to the life of that
community as the library and church, and the
American spirit of fairness will not allow anv
industry to employ any kind of ethics which
will ruthlessly destroy an educational institution which is as valuable to present day
life in the small community as the theatre is.

just

SO

10,

To begin with, as former secretary and
treasurer of the Theatre Owners Association
of North Carolina, I have made a personal
investigation with the attorney general of
North Carolina, South Carolina, and just recently in Kentucky and Tennessee, and each
of these attorneys general advises me that according to the laws of each of these states
rules and regulations governing arbitraall
tion, as now in use with film boards of trade,
are absolutely at variance with the laws of
those states and illegal.
Not only that, but they advise that in all
of the contracts there are clauses which violates the state laws in which they are signed.

is

111.

August

Instead of trying to see how much money
they can make out of a picture by forciny
such prices that will put the small town
theatre out of business, those producers had
better try to see how they can help eradicate
some of the evils that exist, and help the
small town theatre to live, for you know small
towns have a way of growing into bigger
towns in a very few years, and the very towns
which they may try to stifle might be the
ones which some producer would like to own"
a theatre in

some

day.

We

need level-headedness these days. We
need broadminded men to guide our industry, and not politicians whose sole aim is to
stifle industry, mislead the public and destroy
an institution that has done, and will continue
to

do a great good

Royster, Circle
lotte, N. C.

in this country.

Amusement

Co.,

Nat

Inc.,

L.

Char-

J

—

—

August

10.
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PICTURE DID FOR ME

Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor
Copyright, 1929

AT—All

T —Talking Sequences;

Talking;

means the picture

all-talking

is

M—

—

Music (synchronous) E Sound Effects. (Example: ATM,
and has a synchronized musical score. In the same way all other symbols
may be combined.)
;

CHEYENNE: Ken Maynard—July 20. Ken!
Oh, Ken. please continue in the future as you
have in the past and we will be for you! It is

Columbia
Nancy Retires

FATHER & SON (TME):

Beyond a
Special cast
Columbia picture is pood, and Father
and Son is no exception. Acting of Jack Holt very
About 40 per cent talking. Everyone pleaded.
good.
Thi-. picture has a great theme.
Clear print and
perfectly synchronized.
Talking is very clear. E.
Berenson, State theatre. Bogalusa. La. General pat-

THE
face

has come when we must
the painful duty of commenting
on the forced retirement of a faithful
friend to a faithful friend to all of us.
Nancy, J. C. Jenkins* little sedan, has
been removed because of old age from
service in the interests of this publica-

every

doubt,

—

—

ronage.

pictures
like
"Cheyenne" and "The Glorious
Trail" that keeps us little fellows out here in the
short grass country going.
More praise to Maynard and First National.
Six reels. W. J.
Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan. Small

time

—

—

town patronage.

HOUSE OF HORROR:
|

tion.

First National

MAN AND THE MOMENT

It

(TME):

Special castJuly 14.
This proved a very acceptable picture for
general audience.
It
has good settings and well
divided story.
The dialog is well recorded and is
about 25 per cent of the picture.
Music good, photography fine.
Eight reels. B. C. Brown. Temple
:heatre,

Viroqua, Wis.

—
—General

[

They

like to see

him a

WEARY RIVER

Richard

little

This pleased 100 per cent.
Business better
han "The Barker."
Drew well in hottest weather.
Eight reels.
B. C. Brown, Temple theatre. Viroqua.
Wis.
General patronage.

—

—

WEARY RIVER (TME):

Richard

4-5-6.

Our

first

Everybody liked

hat.

—

WATERFRONT:

|

j

i

—

Mackaill-Mulhall— July

This

8-9.

well and entertained our people
per cent.
Seven reels. W. J. Shoup.
theatre, Spearville, Kan.
Small town pat-

egistered
ibout TO

)eLuxe

I

Barthelmess—

talking picture and a wow at
it
and asked for more. Not
ill-talking, as it was sold for, but talking very disinct.
Eight reels. Gibbs & Shore, Opera House.
\'eepawa, Man., Canada.
General patronage.

July

fairly

—

—

onage.

SEVEN FOOTPRINTS TO SATAN:

Special
picture that

cast—

uly 6.
An interesting mystery
keeps
,ou guessing right up to the last.
little different
rom most mystery pictures, for there is no crime in

A

— R. D.
— General

Six reels.
narnock. Va.

t.

SYNTHETIC SIN:

Fairfax
patronage.

Carter.

Colleen

theatre.

Moore—June

Kil-

26-27.

mother good one from Colleen Moore. Story somehat different from most of her pictures.
A nice
goes to New York to gain experience, "to
in and suffer," gets mixed up with some crooks and
omes out just as sweet and clean as when she left
ome. No matter what the 6tory is, if it is Colleen

Ittle

girl

loore's picture,

it's

very good entertainment.

— R. D. Carter. Fairfax
— General patronage.

eels.

'a.

.THE GOODBYE KISS:
'ot

much entertainment

leatre.

Malta,

Mont.

theatre.

—Carl

1926

that
'

|

30.

Veseth, Palace
patronage.

cast— A score of

—

—

ronage.
i

—

OH KAY: Colleen Moore July 15. A combinaof events gave us the largest house we have
had since November, 1928, when we played Harold
Lloyd's "Speedy."
was cool, the people have
It
learned of our fans and the greater comfort, we had
the second episode of "Tarzan the Mighty" (Universal), and my daughter was selling tickets, substituting for the regular male ticket seller.
This
tion

j

—

Nancy already had endured so much.
(Remember Iowa, Nancy?)
Thus it is we note the end of a brilTo quote the poet. "She
liant career.
There's
be."
ain't what she used to
more now than carbon to weigh down
But into retirement
that heart of steel.
she takes the courage with which she
was born and the fame which she won.
Those who knew her will never forget
the name or the meaning of Nancy.

—GEORGE SCHUTZ.

was her

first

twelve)

(she's just

job.

and.

boy,

did

she get a kick out of it
"Oh Kay" was great, so
was the serial, but which did the pulling, I don't
know yet. Six reels. H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills theatre, Bath, S. C. — Small town patronage.
!

—

HOME MADE: Johnny Hines— July 22. Hotdiggety-dog
Our attendance is on the up and up.
Don't know yet whether it is the First National pic!

tures or the serial.

"Tarzan the Mighty."

Anyway,

we had

seven more people than we had last Monday,
which was a big house. Just a few more pictures
and I'll tell you whether it is the feature or the
serial that is attracting them.
"Home Made" is a
very funny comedy and pleased our people.
Our
biggest house since March 15, 1928, when another
First National picture "Hard Boiled Haggerty" carried off the honors.
Six reels. H. B. Grice, Aiken
Mills theatre. Bath, S. C.
Small town patronage.

—

—

THREE'S A CROWD:
It

Harry Langdon— July

12.

seemed to satisfy the Langdon fans, but to anybody-

else it is the next thing to nothing.
Six reels.
Parkside theatre. Lyons, la. General patronage.

—

THE PATENT LEATHER KID:

—

mess July 1. A wonderful
darn hot to enjoy it because

Richard Barthel-

but it was too
Temso long.
are putting in four ceiling
fans, which will help fight the summer heat.
The
wall oscillating fans are in retreat, the heat having
bested them, but when the reinforcements come up
we hope the tide of battle will turn. Twelve reels.
Small
H. B. Grice. Aiken Mills theatre. Bath. S.
town patronage.

perature 9S degrees.

picture,
it

was

We

C—

THE ROYAL RIDER:
The

title

is

just

fit

Ken

for the

Maynard— July

picture.

20.

Our matinees

were the best yet and our Saturday night was the
best since we have been in business.
Ole Ken is
with Uncle Carl and we have his "29-'30 silents
bought, too. R. V. McGinnis, Wright theatre. Gui-

—

Eight

Kil marnock.

Johnny Burke— June

to this.

— General

of

first name
given her Marie, after
Miss Prevost, the actress, who at that
period in "Jaysee's" career was mistress
She became Nancy when
of his heart.
Nancy Carroll became prominent on the
To "'Jaysee.'' fidelity in such
screen.
matters was never a great virtue.
It must be explained, however, that it
was not alone her age which forced
Nancy into retirement. She had gone
70,000 miles, it is true. But in years she
was not extremely old, and even others
than herself were confident of her ability to continue in her active, useful life.
But "Jaysee" had a trip before him that
would take him long from home. And

the

Barthelmess—

July 22.

Spring

they were smooth and clear, she.
was content. When they were rough or
crowded, she was alert. Power she had.
But she never abused it. Hers was a
nature that did more unto others than
she would have them do unto her.
Among the unusual events in her life
was her being rechristened. Marie was

—

(TME):

the

When

patronage

more dressed up. Nevertheless, it's a very good
picture.
Seven reels. R. D. Carter. Fairfax
theatre. Kilmarnock, Va.
General patronage.

—

in

the sun of many a long, long trail that
led from the motion picture theatre in
one town to that in another. These were
not weary trails. She purred along them.

SCARLET SEA: Richard Barthelmess— July
10-11.
Good marine picture, with shipwreck,
mutiny, castaway and rescue.
Very well played
by Barthelmess and supporting cast.
Many of
our patrons thought the story a little too rough
for their favorite.

was

Nancy took to the road. She was brand
new then, her green coat shining under

Special

walkouts on this picture.
Walkouts speak plainer
than words of your patrons' opinion of a picture,
and when half your audience walks out and you've
got to meet 'em in the lobby as they go. what is
your natural thought regarding the picture ? Carl
Veseth, Palace theatre. Malta. Mont. General pat-

THE BARKER (TME):

Milton

Sills— July 16.
Good recording. Pleased

This will please generally.
generally.
A 50 per cent "talkie." Nine reels.
B. C. Brown, Temple thea're. Viroqua. Wis. General
patronage.

—

don, Ark.

— General

patronage.

LITTLE SHEPHERD OF KINGDOM COME: Richard Barthelmess — A good picture that pleased our
gathering.

— General

Eight reels.
patronage.

— Parkside

theatre. Lyons. Ia.

%ew isno substitutefarCirculation/

—

—
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TWO WEEKS OFF

(TME)

Mulhall-Mackaill—

:

July 21. A good average picture. Talking about 30
Good sound effects, good comedy, pleased
per cent.
average. Eight reels. B. C. Brown, Temple theatre,
Viroqua, Wis. General patronage.

Another Retirement

—

—

In one of his reports this week, Trags
William E. Tragsdorf of Trags theatre,
Neillsville, Wis.
announces his retirement as an exhibitor. He adds that it

—

THE GORILLA:

Did
Special cast—July 8.
they enjoy this picture? I'll say! If screams of
fright and peals of laughter mean anything, they
Our theatre much cooler with
all made whoopie.
the ceiling fans, and believe they will increase
our summer attendance. At least it will be more
Seven
comfortable for our regular attendants.
reels.
H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills theatre, Bath,
patronage.
Small town
S. C.

OUT OF THE RUINS:
Now,

may be

only temporary, which
Trags writes:

"With

is

some

this one,

they liave saved me from showing
hundreds of lemons during tliat time.
not selling out on account of poor
business, as the novelty of the squawkies
in the surrounding thickets has worn
off, and all the people are coming back

Richard Barthelmess-July

for

I

Am

—

and

to good silents,
to give them."

town patronage.

that

what

is

—

class that will enjoy this picture is the sea-going
folk.
Our patrons thought this the
poorest picture we had ran in a long time.
Very
dark.
Eight reels. R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre,
Kilmarnock, Va. General patronage.

JOY STREET:

GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES:

—Just

Barrymore—July

—

FEEL MY PULSE:
nice shape.

—

Six

— K. A. Spears,
— General patronage.

little

—

Renee Adoree— July

21.

A

fair picture of the days of '49.
With this one, and
after eight years, I pas6 out of the picture, at least
temporarily.
I wish to thank all the boys for their
fine reports during that time, for they have saved
me from showing hundreds of "lemons" during that
time.
not selling out on account of poor business, as the novelty of the squawkies in the surrounding thickets has worn off and all the people are
coming back to good silents, and that is what I try
to give them.
Eight reels. William E. Tragsdorf,
Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. General patronage.

Am

—

—

THE BROADWAY MELODY

(AT)

:

20.

Average

—

— General

Special

cast-

July 20-21-22.
One of the most wonderful productions ever made by M G M.
Listen, boys, if you
haven't shown this picture yet, get it and then step
on the gas. Tell everybody about it and step on the
gas again.
Guaranteed to be one of the most wonderful productions I have ever played.
If the producer had made pictures like this five years ago,
would
there
be few showmen on the rocks, and the
"movie" business would be in better condition today.
What we want is more entertaining qualities such as
"The Broadway Melody." Come on. Page, Love and
King, why not repeat the dose with one as good or
better ?
Bought this picture before New Orleans
played it and thought I was paying a big price for
it,
but found out it was well worth the price.
Opera House, Morgan City. La. General patronage.

—

Losses in the Box Office

—

Clara Bow Clara always
draws and usually gets good stories, as she did
We are strong for you, Clara. You
in this case.
are the sweetest box office bet and the sweetest
Eight reels. Clarke
little girl there ever was.
Green, Lake theatre. Upper Lake, Calif. Small
town patronage.

THE FLEET'S IN:

—
—

Brian pretty

Lake

in

theatre,

this.

Upper

Buddy

—

Seven reels. Clarke Green,
Lake, Cal.— Small town pat-

ronage.

—Pretty

good picture and
producers drag out a
"Legion of the
picture into 15 reels is beyond me.
Condemned" condensed down into eight gives a plenty
good picture and full of action, as was "Wings."
H. D. Beebe, Rialto theatre, Nelson, Neb.—
15 reels.
General patronage.
GET YOUR MAN: Clara Bow— July 12-13. Pretty
Certainly peculiar how the name brings them
fair.
in.
Six reels. H. D. Beebe, Rialto theatre, Nelson,
Neb. General patronage.
THE SHOPWORN ANGEL: Nancy Carroll— This
was sbipped in place of "The First Kiss." A very
Nancy Carroll and Gary Cooper
small crowd out.
both are good actors, and they were given an inEight reels. Clarke Green, Lake
telligent story.
Small town patronage.
theatre. Upper Lake, Cal.

WINGS:

Special

draws good.

Just

cast

why

the

'EM,

_
lin
icket Registers
E.UEiC-rrs.1 t=

Automatic Ticket

Register Corp.
723 Seventh AvcNevk York

TlCMIS^r Every Purpose^*. LOWEST

Market Prices

theatre, Lyons, la.

YALE: Rod LaRocque— July

Ex-

1-2.

comedy-romance

entertainment,

and

—
—General

that

all

patronage.

RKO
THE WOMAN

—

—

OF SAND:

Wallace Beery— July 17.
but not up to Zane Grey's
Six reels. W. J. Shoup. DeLuxe theatre,
standard.
Small town patronage.
Spearville, Kan.
THE CARNATION KID: Douglas MacLean—July
draw
Did not
as most Paramounts do. This is
20.
Seven
nothing to rave about from any standpoint.
Clarke Green, Lake theatre. Upper Lake. Cal.
reels.
Small town patronage.
THE CARNATION KID: Douglas MacLean— July
5-6.
Rather late on this one, but it is pretty good
Print a little bit dark, but it seems as
at that.
though that is the way with the majority of ParaSeven reels. H. D. Beebe, Rialto
us.
for
mount's
General patronage.
theatre, Nelson, Neb.

STAIRS

Good Western

picture,

—

—

—

—

—
—
BARBED WIRE: Pola Negri —Honest and truly a
very good picture, but the drawing power of this star
— Parkside theatre,
Eight
below average.
—General patronage.
Lyons,
reels.

is

THE WATER HOLE:

Jack Holt—They tacked
about Adam and Eve in techniRather risque
color and charged special prices.
and hardly up to what is expected from Jack
However,
pictures.
this drew
Holt in Zane Grey
well.
Eight reels. Clarke Green, Lake theatre.
Upper Lake, Cal. Small town patronage.
on a

little

piffle

—

—

ABIE'S IRISH ROSE (TME): Special cast— July
One of the best entertainments we ever played.

17-18.

We

my

Mrs. Grice and

LOVE: Special cast— July 11.
oldest daughter didn't like this.

played too old to get good box office results, but
Bert
the picture gave 100 per cent satisfaction.
Mich.
Silver,
Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
General patronage.

—

—

ronage.

COME AND GET

IT: Bob Steele— July 23. Well.
a dandy little action picture that pleased
it.
Six reels. Parkside theatre, Lyons,
General patronage.

well here
all

la.

is

—

who saw

—

SINNERS IN LOVE: Olive Borden— July 16-17.
Fair program picture.
Seven reels. William E.
Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis. General
patronage.

—

AIR LEGION:

cast—June

—

This picture of the air mail service, is average entertainment.
Quite interesting. The scenes are too dark, most all
being night and storm scenes.
Dark scenes are a
fault of R K O pictures this year.
Why the fad of
such dark pictures anyway ?
Too many are very
dark.
Seven reels. R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre,
Kilmarnock. Va. General patronage.

—

Special

28.

—

VOICE OF THE STORM:

Special cast— July
Interesting melodrama with plenty of action

13.

and thrills. Good Saturday night entertainment.
Too many dark scenes. Six reels. R. D. Carter,
Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va. General pat-

—
—

—

—

I

Too sexy, they said. But my two younger daughters
and myself liked it very much. It should please.
Certainly the 6urprise ending in the court room would
make the picture a go. Seven reels. H. B. Grice.
Aiken Mills theatre, Bath, S. C. Small town pat-

—

la.

WITH

— Parkside

—

patronage.

Rogers— A big
crowd out and most of them liked it. Buddy Rogers
Mary
ladies.
the
among
here,
especially
favorite
is a

Buster Keaton— July 24-25.
This one seemed to satisfy our patrons, but personally do not think it is as good as his former one.
"The Cameraman." Print good. Nine reels. ParkGeneral patronage.
side theatre, Lyons, la.

TIDE OF EMPIRE:

Gary Cooper— July

Print
offering that drew fairly well here.
Seven reels. Parkside thedark in spots.

SOMEONE TO LOVE:

SPITE MARRIAGE:

—

patronage.

Lyons, la.

atre,

Dream

reels.

Wash.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

I

a

is

its kind.
theatre, Onalaska,

Ho

—General

WOLF SONG:

Special castan excellent picture of its kind.
It is not fiction but is a true story of an arctic expedition.
There is some grand scenery and some
exciting moments that makes this a wonderful pic-

ture of

HOLD

Va.

Paramount

program

This

16.

Six reels.

General patronage.

enjoy.
Wish we could get
more like this one. Print, photography good. Seven
reels.
R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock.

Mont.

THE GREAT WHITE NORTH:

Bebe Daniels— Bebe most genand thus one went over in

erally pleases our patrons,

WOLF

patronage.

July

—

Pathe

SONG: Special cast— July 3-4. Might be
a good audien, but as a silent picture did not draw
much comment.— Carl Veseth, Palace theatre, Malta,

10.

Special cast

an ordinary program offering. Seven reels.
Parkside theatre, Lyons, la. General patronage.

tra-pleasing

—
—

Lionel

—

—

everyone likes

Every Wednesday is our 15-cent night. Actually
packed them in, and the picture sure pleased
young and old alike. Bought right. R. V. McGinnis, Wright theatre, Gurdon, Ark. General

—

DOCKS OF NEW YORK: George Bancroft—June
29.
A very poor and very dirty picture. The only

try

I

rarily."

FOUR SONS: Special cast This is a grand picAs a moneyture and one that everyone will like.
maker, it was the bunk for me. K. A. Spears, Dream
General patronage.
theatre, Onalaska, Wash.

—

1929

10,

MANHATTAN COCKTAIL (ME): Special castJuly 3-4. A fair picture of back stage life, showing
how hard it is for a girl to win success. The two
song6 sung by Nancy Carroll were very good. This
picture pleased and drew well.
Print, photography
and film all good. Seven reels. R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va. General patronage.

Let us believe in that word, "tempo-

Fox

August

and waterfront

and

after eight years,
I pass out of the picture, at least temporarily.
I wish to thank all the boys
for their fine reports during tliat time,

just want to get up on the house top
and praise pictures like this. It did not make us
rich by any means, but pictures as good as this will
keep this business alive awhile longer, and we little
fellows can eat again when dinner time comes. Seven
reels.
W. J. Shoup. DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.

— Small

—

consolation.

—
—

22.

—

ronage.

VOICE OF THE STORM: Special cast—July 4.
This was a very good picture, but we lost money.
We made only $4.25 on the last 13 shows from
RKO, ending June 27. Here's hoping those new
fans we are putting in will help the attendance. 60
we won't have to join J. C.'s army of 5,000. Seven
reels.—H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills theatre, Bath, S.
Small town patronage.

C—

ORPHAN OF THE SAGE: Buzz Barton—July 20.
crackerjack Buzz picture.
In fact, it is much
bigger in story and settings than those they usually
give him.
Sort of a "Covered Wagon" affair. Had
Six
the biggest Saturday night in over three years.
reels.
William E. Tragsdorf, Trags theatre, Neillsville, Wis.
General patronage.
A

—

—

SINGAPORE MUTINY:
Gawd, but 6he was

ruff!

landlubbers.

Seven

Trags theatre,

Neillsville,

Special cast— July 18-19.
But a good 'un for the

—William E. Tragsdorf,
Wis. — General patronage.

reels.

HIT OF THE SHOW:

Joe Brown— July 18. We
nad just about half the attendance we had for "Oh
Kay" and "Tarzan" No. 2, but it was no fault of
the picture.
It was a fairly good picture, and Joe
Brown has a face and mouth (especially mouth) that
will cause laughter all right.
The picture was a
little similar to "Rainbow Man," but not as good.
Seven reels. H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills theatre, Bath.
Small town patronage.
S. C.

—

—

LAUGHING AT DEATH:

Bob Steele—July 25.
a great action picture. As an added attraction we had the Sharkey-Stribling fight picture, and
the picture does the best it can with an uninteresting
bout.
We increased prices to 10 and 25 cents and
increased our usual Thursday attendance by about
Six reel6. H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills
15 per cent.
theatre, Bath, S. C.
Small town patronage.
This

is

—

—

PRIDE OF PAWNEE:
This

is

Tom Tyler—July

a pretty good Western,

if

that

is

9-10.

what

[Reports continued following *'Jay8«e"]
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DOUGLAS, WYO.
Julv 30, 1929.

DEAR HERALD- WORLD
We have absorbed more

heat in our system the last ten days than

would take to run a blast furnace for two weeks. These plains out
here can do aplenty to you in the winter and a lot more in the summer. They tell you how cool and nice it is in Colorado, but when
they do, you ask them whether that is up in the mountains or out
on the plains, then watch 'em back up.
Colorado is just like California and Florida. Whenever they have
disagreeable weather it is always "very unusual. I have lived here
for 30 years and never saw anything like it before." California doesn't
she doesn't have to. Her earthquakes get 'em up
use alarm clocks
too darned early as it is. Florida doesn't use barometers. They would
be of no use to her. Her typhoons come up so quick they couldn't
work anyhow. And Colorado blows about Pike's Peak and some
other hills and claims to have the best grade of climate on earth.
You never hear Nebraska. Iowa or Kansas blowing on themselves.
They just go right along, furnishing the dough to keep these other
But getting back to
state- on the map, and that's mighty nice of 'em.
When we were driving back to Goodland, Kan., from the
that heat:
Denver convention with Sprague, the subject of heat came up, and
we told him that we had never seen it hotter but once in our life, and
that was back in Indiana in 1876, when it was so hot that all the hens
laid hard-boiled eggs, and Sprague said, "Well, I have never experiit

—

enced very hot weather here in Kansas, but I remember the dry season of 1859, when the water in the creeks got so dry you could

We

unbuckled our belt and handed it to
saying that he had more than he could
Then we asked him to loan us $30, and he did. We
use already.
figured that that was one way to get even with him.
scratch a

match on

it."

him, but he refused to take

it,

*

*

*

Today we drove from Ft. Collins. Colo., over here to Douglas, a
distance of 250 miles, and outside of Cheyenne we found just one
This theatre
theatre in operation, and that was at Wheatland, Wyo.
The owner was going to disconnect the sound
is wired for sound.
device and run silent pictures because of the price of sound service.
tried to persuade him to hold on for a while, that there were indications that the producer? are beginning to get wise to themselves,
and that sound prices would come down to where he could operate,
and we believe they will. But we are not going to say any more
have been woosy on that subject
about sound darned if we will.

We

—

We

long enough.
*

*

*

we saw and heard U THE RAINBOW
MAN," with Eddie Dowling, Marion Nixon, Sam Hardy and Frankie
Darro, and we saw a good show. We won't care much if we never
see any better, and as a love maker and heart smasher, Eddie has got
Last night in

Ft.

Collins

every other guy pushed clear into the creek. He could melt the heart
of a Potawatami squaw, and any girl in these Lnited States of America
who wouldn't fall for Eddie's love making must be deaf, dumb and
blind.

The story runs thusly: Eddie was a songster in a minstrel show
and the show was playing Marion's home town, and the troupe was
stopping at the hotel of Marion's father. Sam Hardy was boss of the
Frankie had a
show, and little Frankie Darro was Eddie's pal.

birthday, and Marion baked him a cake and took it into Eddie's room
to give Frankie a surprise birthday party. Eddie got sweet on Marion
not mushy, there were no all-day sucker clinches or anything like
that, but just good old fashioned love
then Marion's old man
showed up and got his neck bowed because Marion was in Eddie's
room. Then Sam Hardy, the ornery, pusillanimous whelp, fired Eddie,
just for a little thing like that. Eddie took his paL Frankie, and went
to New York to get work but couldn't do it, and they were right up
against the real thing, but Marion found out that Frankie was her
aunt's boy and that her aunt had died and left Frankie a wad big
enough to choke a cow, so she started to New York to find Frankie.
and she found both of them in Eddie's room, and that love stuff
started all over again.
Then that dad of Marion's busted into the
scene and just raisedell with the whole works and told Eddie he was
nothing but a low down bum actor who would never get anywhere,
If we had been Eddie we would have taken that old guy on right
then and there, but Eddie didn't, because that would have spoiled the
show.)
Marion decided to stick with Eddie, and that made us 100
per cent for Marion. Most directors would have had them clinch
with a 200-foot fade-out, and that would have been the end of the
show, but this director didn't. He had something he was going to
pull as a climax that had never been pulled before.
Eddie saw
only one way out of it, and that was to lie to Marion, so he told her
he never loved her, that it was all a joke, that he had been engaged
He packed his
to go to England as a headliner at a princely salary.
grip and left Marion and Frankie brokenhearted, but they weren't
was.
took
Frankie
and went
any more so than Eddie
Then Marion
back to Sleepy Valley.

—

—

—

i

Right here that

Sam Hardy showed up

again and proved to be a

better guy than we thought he was, for he found Eddie and offered
He did, and the
to take him into his minstrel show as a partner.
show was billed to play a tank right close to Marion's home town.
Frankie was going home from school with his books when he sawEddie's name on the billboard and he threw the books down, and
the bulldog dug a hole and burned 'em he was a good bulldog
and Frankie snuck away and went over to the town to see his old pal.
When Marion found out he had gone, she went over there after him.

—

—

Then this same Sam Hardy showed up again and proved himself to
be quite a guy. for he gave Marion a pass to the show and instructed
the usher to seat her right down front. Then Eddie came out to do
his love song, and when he was about half through he got his eye
on Marion and right there the balloon went up, for Eddie stopped
the whole show, orchestra and all when he went into that love scene.
Boy, that love scene would be duck soup for everybody, old and
Well, to make a long story
young, who don't wear long pants.
tedious, Marion wilted, and Eddie took her in his arms and kissed her
right before everybody, including the orchestra, then he led her off
the stage.
Sam Hardy stepped down front and told the folks tbat
that scene was no part of the show. It made a finish just as it should
have been, and when you see the show and find out who directed the
picture, write him and thank him for giving you one of the most
pleasing and sensible evening's entertainment you ever had. and
maybe it will encourage him to make some more just like it, and
We'd pawn this
that will stimulate show business to beat the band.
typewriter to get money- to go and see such shows every night in
the week and Saturdav matinees, and we are prettv dogaone hard to
please.

Well, that's what

we think
*

*

"THE RAINBOW MAN."

of
*

—

But there's that air mail pilot after the mail and Yeah, in
minute it will be ready all we have to do is sign our name.

—

J.

P.

S.—The

shower.

HERALD-WORLD

covers

just a

C. Jenkins.

HERALD-WORLD man.
THE field LIKE an APRIL
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I

I

|

|

i
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—

—
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All in the Life of a Colyumnist

two of these pictures you wouldn't expect. On the left is the one we promised
With him is P. G. Estee of
J. C. Jenkins in the role of a croquet player.
the Estee theatre in Parker. S. D.. on whose /nun. the game was played. "Jaysee" and
his partner tvinning. On the same lawn occurred the game of horseshoes shown in the
next picture, in which "Jaysee" seems to be pooh-poohing the efforts of Brother Estee.
And at right is the Colyumnist with the string of fish icith which he had himself photographed at Detroit Lakes to save his face after doing so much pre-coniention boasting.

At

least

last

week

—

—

Six reel?. H. D.
populace in your locality craves.
Beebe, Rialto theatre. Nelson. Neb. General patron-

—

age.

Tiffany-Stahl
Special
MOLLY AND ME (TM)
:

—General

—

pat-

picture played to a satisfied audience which
came out during a heavy thunderstorm. While small,
the audience was appreciative.
Mary is still America's sweetheart of the pictures.
Eight reels. Giacoma Brothers, Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.

—

General patronage.

Norma Talmadge—

July 2-3. This was a real good feature. Used it on
our feature night and did ordinary business.
Rental
was a bit steep for this town. R. V. McGinnis,
Wright theatre, Gurdon, Ark. General patronage.

silent,

Still

too.

Six reels.

Glenn Tryon— July 17. Absonothing to it.
Not one redeeming feature.
Clarke Green. Lake theatre, Upper Lake.
Six reels.
Small town patronage.
Cal.
Reginald Denny— July
HIS LUCKY DAY (TME)
19-20.
Just a fair program picture. Nothing to the
The talking part very good, disc service good.
story.

—

—

:

When Denny doesn't
Otis Harlan stole the picture.
Bert Silver. Silver Family
fight, he doesn't hit here.
General patronage.
theatre, Greenville, Mich.

—

—

Universal
Laura LaPlante— Fairly good but
(T) :
not worth the rental.
About ten per cent talking,
and that not so good. Play it silent if you have it
booked and save the difference.
Six reels.
B. C.
Brown. Temple theatre, Viroqua, Wis. General pat-

—

—

ronage.

Laura LaPlante

Hoot

appreciated

—Very

by

Not for the

—
—

good and

intelligent and
class that likes

Six reels. Clarke Green, Lake
theatre. Upper Lake, Cal.
Small town patronage.
Gibson.

HERO OF THE CIRCUS:

Maciste— June. Putrid.
Five reels. Clarke Green, Lake theatre. Upper Lake.
Small town patronage.
Cal.

—

—

RIDING FOR FAME:

Hoot Gibson— July 22-23-24.

favorite here.
Some real
Not the usual type of Western.
Enough comedy and romance to hold their interest to
the end. Five reels. Gibbs & Shore, Opera House,

Hoot

getting to
riding in this one.
is

be a

—

Neepawa, Man., Canada.

— General

patronage.

ANYBODY HERE SEEN KELLY:

Special
This was only fair. Run it on an off night.
reels.
K. A. Spears, Dream theatre. Onalaska,

—

— General

patronage.

KITTY

World Wide
Special cast —Here

(AT):

Al Jolson— July
The picture is in a class by itself. Everysaw.
Nothing more
one says it was the best they ever
to tell. Jolson's two pictures have put him at the top
Bert Silver, Silver
of all canned show business.

—

Family theatre, Greenville Mich.

NO DEFENSE

Seven

Wash.

patronage.

fellow

is,

—

—

Serials
THE DIAMOND MASTER

—

Lorraine Does not draw
and "The Mystery Rider."
and this started, business

like

(Universal):

Louise

"Tarzan the Mighty"

When Tarzan was
fell

off

ended
There

noticeably.

is
not much comment Moating around about this
serial, but I think that it is going fairly well. It is
one of the old fashioned knock-down and drag-out
affairs and cheaply made, but the public does not
seem to notice errors in direction and impossible
situations, so we should worry. There is some comedy relief in this show. Twenty reels. Clarke Green,
Lake theatre. Upper Lake, Cal. Small town patron-

—

THE SCARLET ARROW

(Universal): Francis X.

—Just ten episodes of nothing. Ten
episodes. — Gibbs & Shore, Opera House, Neepawa,
Man., Canada. — General Patronage.
TARZAN THE MIGHTY (Universal) Special
— have finished this and sure did have drawing
would advise anyone to run this
power.
Fifteen episodes. — K. A. Spears. Dream theatre. OnaBushman,

Jr.

cast

:

I

it

serial.

I

Special cast— Very fine
Monte Blue
well pleased.
and May McAvoy big favorites here, also the
whole cast in this picture very fine looking and
fine dressers, with voices very distinct and pleasing.
It was a treat to a good many especially
myself, to see William Desmond on the screen
again. We played him several years ago, and he
always went over big with us. His acting and
his voice were appreciated lots in this picture.
Whoopie for Warner Brothers, they are making
them better and better. Seven reels. Walter
Odom & Sons, Dixie theatre, Durant, Miss.
picture.

(ME):

Everybody

laska.

Wash.

— General

patronage.

TARZAN THE MIGHTY

— This
was

did not
meant for

(Universal)

:

Special cast

draw like "The Mystery Rider," which
morons and children. There were some

remarkable photographic effects in "Tarzan the
Mighty." As usual, the plot was ridiculous. Thirty
reels.
Clarke Green, Lake theatre, Upper Lake, Cal.
— Small town patronage.

—

—

Short Features

General patronage.

THE HOME TOWNERS
A

(AT):

18-19-20.
good talking comedy.
good voices. Eleven reels. Gibbs

—

House, Neepawa, Man., Canada.

cast—

— General

it

.showman, a real "talkie" from World Wide. The
prologue is very beautiful, acting good and the talking and sound very clear. Everybody satisfied and
that's all we ask for.
Eight reels. E. Berenson,
State theatre, Bogalusa, La. General patronage.

age.

21-22-23.

SCANDAL

SCANDAL:

—

—

Warner Brothers
THE SINGING FOOL (TME):

of a type to be
intellectual fans.

—

CAN BE DONE:

lutely

—

—

poor shape, had to revise it ourselves, which is a cut
try process on a synchronized film. Eight reels.
Gibbs & Shore, Opera House, Neepawa, Man., Canada. General patronage.

and

—

IT

nice

clean

THE WOMAN DISPUTED:

10-11.

R. V. McGinnis, Wright theatre. Gurdon, Ark.
General patronage.

Mary Pickford— A very

GIRL:

cast— July

—

leases of Gibsons.

United Artists
MY BEST

Special

wonderful picture but priced too high. But Uncle
Carl had to take another trip to Europe, so guess I
was helping the good cause along. But it's a splendid production from the famous book just the same.
Carl Veseth. Palace theatre, Malta, Mont. General
patronage.
THE LARIAT KID: Hoot Gibson July 14.
100%. Ladies and gentlemen! They don't make
them any better than Hoot Gibson. This is a
We are glad
late release and a real Western.
He is
Hoot got the million dollar contract.
Already bought '29-'30 reworth every cent.

—
cast— Talking

and singing very good. The balcony act of Joe E.
Brown is a riot. Everybody satisfied and asking for
more pictures like it.
Keep up the good work,
E.
Tiffany-Stahl. all of your talkies have been good.
Berenson, State theatre. Bogalusa. La.
ronage.

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN:
A

THE TERROR

cast— July
good cast with

(SOUND)

Special

A

&

Shore, Opera
patronage.

— General

(AT): Special cast July. 11-12-13.
A good picture, maybe, but not for small towns. Had
a good many adverse comments on this one. Too
spooky and too many attempted murders. Film in

EDUCATIONAL
MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,

2.— "The

Bride's

This talking comedy depends mostly on
B. C.
sound eflects and silent scenes. Fairly good.
Brown, Temple theatre, Viroqua, Wis. General patronage.)
Relations."

(

—

—
August
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PARAMOUNT
CONFESSIONS OF A CHORUS GIRL SERIES,

Nameless Reports

—"Believe

sent

them are asked

they

may be

tains

reports

"Moran

Beebe, Rialto
ronage.)

One blank conon "The Glorious Traill

"Buck Jones

statement says.

pulls

ARTHUR LAKE COMEDIES,

hands are even
calloused from holding on waiting for

good

at least one,

'talkie.'

Horseback."
Lyons,

—

MGM
28

—General

patronage.)

—

— General

Laemmle

patronage.)

The average Collegian.
la.

— General

shines

much

—

(Parkside the-

1.— These are
in

the

well liked.
one-reelers

—

MIKE
IKE COMEDIES, 2.— They like the
old slapstick stuff here. (Clarke Green, Lake theatre.
Upper Lake, Cal. Small town patronage.)

—

THE

NEWLYWEDS
House

SERIES,

2

"Newlyweds

in

OSWALD THE LUCKY RABBIT,

1.— These are
good little cartoons, and the public seems to like
them yet, although we have been running them for
some time. (Clarke Green, Lake theatre, Upper Lake,
Cal.
Small town patronage.)

—

onage.)

BROS.

—

Beatrice Lillie.
A very good singing act. (Bert
Silver Family theatre,
Greenville. Mich.

.ilver.

Players Too!

patronage.)

General

town patronage.)

FELIX THE CAT, 1.— "Draggin'

the Dragon." A
ood Felix single reeler.
(H. D. Beebe. Rialto thetre. Nelson, Neb.
General patronage.)

—

LLOYD HAMILTON COMEDIES,

2.

"Don't

Be

lervous." This is a very funny comedy.
You can
dvertise this as a feature.
Good recording. (B. C.
rown. Temple theatre, Viroqua, Wis.
General patsnage.)

loves

—

LANE

LUPINO

First National comedy-drama, based
the story by Edna Ferber, with Dorothy
Mackaill. Jimmie Finlayson, Louise Fazenda, Jack
Oakie.
Edmund Burns. Clarissa Selwynne and

fine

Charles Delaney.

Directed by William Beaudine.
Bobby Martin, a working
a fashionable modiste shop in New York,
succeeds in dressing snappily despite her small
earnings. Bobby meets two boys. Dexter Courtland.
a millionaire of philandering habits, and Jerry
Dillon, a young chap with a merry conversation.
Bobby takes a ride with Jerry, and tvhen his
flivver stalls, she accepts a ride with Dexter who
happens to be passing. At a roadhouse, Bobby finds
it is safer to walk home than to be with Dexter.
Jerry arrives and Bobby concludes that Jerry is
the man for her.

(B.

—

TYPE AND THEME:

girl

A

ive seen in a long time.
little
ridiculous in
aces but believe me Lupino sure is a good actor,
lenty of laffs. (H. D. Beebe, Rialto theatre, Nelson,
eb.

— General

patronage.)

MERMAID COMEDIES. 2.— "Just

Dandy."

(Parkside theatre, Lyons, la.

>medy.

— General

Good
pat-

mage.)

PIRATES BEWARE, 2.— First

subtitle read, "1750.
when pirates were bold, and how !"
well I did not know until now that moving
ctures were made away back in 1750, but guess I
as mistaken, because this print had all the earaiks of being made during that year. It 6ure was
.

safe.

on

2.—"Shipmates."

COMEDIES,

is

HARD TO GET:

comedy from Educational. Above the
C. Brown, Temple theatre, Viroqua,
/is.
General patronage.) "Roamin' Romeo." Don't
lil
to give this a date.
As good a comedy as we
nother

'v'erace.

drama, with
Sue Carol, Nick Stuart, Gustav Von Seyffertitz.
Gavin Gordon and E. Alyn Warren. Directed by
David Butler.
TYPE AND THEME: Dick Stalling, just out
of college, sets out with his camera to see and
picturize Europe.
While taking a picture, he is
knocked over by a machine that pretty Linda
Terry,
her guardian, Phincas Merril and his
nephew, Don Merril are in. Dick flirts with the
girl,
which angers the two Merrils.
Linda refuses to marry young Merril. and they try to put
her in an insane asylum. Dick rescues her. Merril
and nephew give chase.
Later the uncle and
nephew try to kidnap Linda from the home which
Dick provided for her.
Dick comes home and a
fight starts.
The police arrive and arrest the
uncle and nephew.
This leaves a clear path for
Dick and Linda.

AND

lusbands." Very mediocre picture. Not much to it
nd less laughs.
Some rather embarrassing scenes
or =>our folks.
(W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spear-

— Small

CHASING THROUGH EUROPE: Fox

First National drama, with Jack
Mulhall. Lila Lee, Aggie Herring, Earl Pingree,
Will Walling. E. H. Calvert and Maurice Black.
Directed by Frank Lloyd.
TYPE
THEME: Pat anrf Danny are
brothers.
Pat followed his father's foot steps and
became a copper, while Danny is a crook. Both
boys arc in love with Katie, daughter of Mrs. Dean,
who brought up the two boys. Pat warns Danny
to quit the gang, but the brother refuses.
The
gang plans to do away with Pat.
Wh<-n Pat is
traveling his beat, Danny blackjacks him.
The
gangsters arrive and shoot what they believe to be
Pat.
It is Danny dressed in his brother's uniform.
Pat stumbles out safely. Katie arrives at the scene,
happy to know that Pat, whom she now knows she

EDUCATIONAL
DOROTHY DEVORE COMEDIES, 2.— "Misplaced

Kan.

Paramount drama, with
Ghatterton. Clive Brook, Mary Nolan. William Powell, Laura Hope Crews, Florence Eldridge,
Montagu Love, Juliette Crosby, Lorraine Eddy and
Claude Allister.
Directed by Robert Milton.
THEME: Kdthryn Miles is aware
TYPE
of her husband's affair with Marie Whitley, and
when Whitley becomes suspicious, Kathryn saves
the guilty pair by lying. Miles is surprised when
his wife is not angered by his faults.
Karl Kraley,
old time sweetheart of Kathryn, arrives and makes
advances to her.
Kathryn decides to use him to
discipline her husband.
Kathryn wins $15,000 at a
race.
She tells her husband that she is leaving
with Karl for a tour of Europe.
Miles pleads
with her to stay, declaring he loves her.
Miles
tells Kathryn he'll be waiting for her return. Kathryn
decides to return to him and bids Karl goodbye.

DARK STREETS:

(SILENT)

ille,

On

patronage.)

brighter

CHARMING SINNERS:

AND

2.— "Calford

SERIES,

—

good entertainment. Everyne here likes to hear and see it. In our opinion, it's
sound newe on the market today.
(E.
jhe best
:ierenson, State theatre, Bogalusa, La.
General pat-

ing attractions.

Ruth

an uproar throughout the entire
two reels. (Gibbs & Shore, Opera House, Neepawa,
Man., Canada. General patronage.)

It's

WARNER

1.— These are fine.
Upper Lake, Cal.

than in the features, serials and two-reel spasms.
(Clarke Green. Lake theatre. Upper Lake, Cal. Small
town patronage.)

Advice."

PATHE
1.

"New

The facts as presented will serve exhibitors in booking and in the preparation of
their advertising campaign.

AND

(Song of Roses).—
The finest act we have played. Good print and di.se
(Bert Silver, Silver Family the.ervice.
In color.

SOUND NEWS,

la.

LAEMMLE NOVELTIES,

—

Blossom Seeley. A good entertainment act. Very
(Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
atisfactory.
General patronage.)
Jreenville, Mich.

|

Lyons,

COLLEGIANS

atre,

Mich.

very

— Gen-

BROWN COMEDIES, 2.— "Knockout
The average Buster Brown comedy. (Park-

side theatre,

FOX

Greenville,

la.

BUSTER
Buster."

"

THE

GUS EDWARDS REVUE A

A

Money."
Lyons,

theatre,

(Clarke Green, Lake theatre.
Small town patronage.)

One

Boom, Bang."

Pictures" the EXHIBITORS
presents in concise
form information on current and forthcomIn

HERALD-WORLD

UNIVERSAL

"My

says,

—

them

The other blank has reports on "Syn-

tre,

(Parkside

cartoon.

Pictures

patronage.)

eral

Saturday night."

copation" and Zip.
statement

theatre.

AESOP FABLES, V»-— "Wooden
good

One

New

good comedy.
(H. D.
Nelson, Neb. General pat-

PATHE

"Branded

Marines"

the

of

Sombrero'' and "The Collegians."
in here for

—

published.

2.

(H. D. Beebe, Rialto
General patronage.)
.Okey.

HOT SCOTCH, 2.— Fairly

who

them so

to identify

Neb.

theatre. Nelson,

Reports have been received this week
without any identification, and those

or Not."

It

in

days of old

''ell,

good comedy

when

all

Wish we had got

together.

of it. Wonder if pirates of old
e ones of today?
(W. J. Shoup,

1

learville,

Kan.

— Small

were worse than

DeLuxe

theatre,

town patronage.)

MGM
THE
le

BOY' FRIEND, 2.— Very good comedy.

theatre.

Lyons, la.

— General

(Park-

patronage.)

LAUREL-HARDY COMEDIES, 2.—"Habeas

CorThere is no comedy that caused more laughs
an this one.
Buy every one of them. (R. V.
cGinnis, Wright theatre, Guidon, Ark.— General

is."

tronage.)

Gang

They're employes of Western Electric
.

of collegians just entering industrial
was written by Gustav Bezauska

and Muddy."

a good drawing card any time. (Gibbs
Shore, Opera House, Neepawa, Man., Canada.
neral patronage.)
is

Louis

Konvalinka.

employes,

and

(Special to the Herald-World)

at

Hawthorne plant, where W E. sound
equipment is manufactured.
But this
picture shows them as film players, the
much besought young man being Harvey
Meyers, and the girl on the right. Miss
Wilma Stanton. The name of the other
young ivomun was not supplied us. The
film from which this is a still, has been
produced at the plant and tells a story
the

It

OUR GANG COMEDIES, 2.— "Fair
ir

Plan $75,000 Theatre
For Tennessee Company

life.

and
is

1.200 feet in length on 16 m. m. stock.
Plans call for screenings at amateur clubs
throughout the country.

GREENEVILLE, TENN.,
are beine

Aug. 6.— Plans

drawn for

a $75,000 theatre for this
city, to be operated by W. G. Carter, who
operated the Princess and Palace theatres for
several years before selling to the Booth Enterprises a few years ago. He will be associated with Tony Sudekum of Nashville, president of the Crescent Amusement Company,
which owns 100 theatres in Tennessee and

Kentucky.
While no site has been announced, it is understood that options have been taken on several possible locations.
Definite announcements will be made in a few days, according
to Mr. Carter.

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD
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Rosenberg Directing
Mid West for DeForest
Bert Rosenberg, well known on
Chicago Film Row, is now heading
the local office for General Talking
Pictures Corporation, manufacturers
and distributors of the DeForest talkink equipment.
The Chicago office
hereafter will function as a branch
of the parent company in New York
and will have full sales jurisdiction
over Southern Ohio, West Virginia,
Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri,
Kansas, Iowa, Nebraska, Wisconsin,
Minnesota, North and South Dakota.
No changes in the sales force now
working the territory are contemplated.
Freddie Martin will be assistant sales manager to Rosenberg.
Robert Churchill will cover the Illinois territory.
According to the
Chicago office over 70 installations
have been made from this territory.

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
By JOE FISHER

THE

Chicago censors have all the power they need under the present ordinance, to censor talking pictures, according to an opinion given last week
by James W. Breen, acting corporation counsel. The board can therefore
feel free to order removed from audiens any words which indicate that a prosperous woman is immoral, or vice versa. Such words, it has been pointed out
with a certain amount of humor, are known as objectionable in this town, which
is famous for the thin skins of its citizens.

No indication has been given that the censors will be able, for the present at least,
to observe talking pictures as they are supposed to be, except through the courtesy of
the exchanges.
second request has been
made for $7,000 with which to buy sound
equipment for the board's screening room. In
the meantime, pictures will be reviewed as
silent, with one of the board members vocally
impersonating the Maurice Chevaliers and

A

Ann

Hardings.

Pathe news men got pictures' of Dale Jackson and Forest O'Brine, St. Louis endurance
flyers, when they were in Chicago last Friday.
The newsreel was shown at the Studebaker
theatre the

same

day.

A company of the name of Fred Caldwell
Productions, is making two-reel shorts in
Chicago.
Fred Caldwell is the producer and
"Chicago Gold-Diggers" is the title
director.
of the shorts and the first one of the series is
completed.
Fred Wagner is at the camera.
Muriel Stranz is the leading woman.
* * *

A

new

theatre, the Arcadia, will open to
The Arcadia is a
the public very shortly.
450-seat house and will play talking pictures.

John Remija

is

the owner.
*

The Peoples
week.
tember

When

talking

will be
pictures.

it

Oscar Florence gave a golf party
Crystal Lake last Wednesday.

*

redecorated and will show
*

at

*

theatre closed for repairs last
the theatre opens again in Sep-

*

*

Whalen and Baldwin, two "West Side Boys"
a "Lobby M. C." at the Marbro, were
seen escorting the Marbro patrons to their
seats when questioned they proudly replied—

who do
;

"We

capitalize the 'S' that spells Service for
theatre."
* * *

Marbro

the

M M

The first issue of
News and InterG
national Newsreel, combined, was shown in
many leading houses last Friday.

The East theatre in South Chicago, formerly a 400-seat house, is now a 1,200-seat the-i
atre.
The house was redecorated and m\\,
be ready to play audiens about October 1,

*

at his club

Many

of

his friends attended.

theatre in Berwyn opened
with talking pictures last week.

The new Berwyn

Now Showing
&

The

run.

Fables',

*

Katz

Pictures

Tom

RCA

Dan
the

*

technician

of

th<:

Ann

*

*

some o
newspaper advertising fr«wng
Harding sound picture. P">
Roche, Pathe

publicist, pulled

classiest

-

'

-

Studebaker. Dan
and also his Chicago.
* *

at the

ki

.e

Charles B. Paine, treasurer of Univers
passed through Chicago enroute to Univers
Louie Cohen, in charge
City last week.
*he real
state department of Universal the
tres, also was in town last week.

Booking

*

Illinois

Indiana

Greiver Productions

Midwest Film Co.
402 North

Illinois Street

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

*

*

McConnell, general manager
short product for Universal, closed the de
with Chicago Daily News to tie up with Un
versal and issue a Daily News-Univers*

Fred

ILL.

*

projection department, came to Chi'
cago for the opening of the Studebaker as
picture house last week.
Gorman has had :j
varied experience with sound projection an<
proper installation of sound equipment. Hi
has returned to New York.

—

in History

Entire State of Illinois

CHICAGO,

T

*

special

*

— Canzoneri

Now

831 South Wabash Avenue

Gorman,

Tony

The Most Exciting Bout

*

A hard trip through the
with the excessive heat, su
in puttim
Tom North, the Van Beuren special represcn
tative, out of the running for a few days las
week, but he is again on the job.

World's Champion Fight

Mandell

fee!

Capitol, Avalon,

*

Sammy

well

lights.

ROOSEVELT THEATRE
Official

*

proud of the representation of product in the
deluxe houses of Chicago this week. The
Studebaker has Grantland Rice's Sportlight ir
sound and an Aesop Fable in sound. A
sound Sportlight opens at •'
United Artis:
~ 'idefinitf
with "On With the Show''

town have sound

Balaban

*

The Van Beuren Corporation can

J.

newsreel.

Harry Taylor,

division

manager of

Univeij

exchanges, passed through Chicago ei
Harry has been pre
route to New York.
moted to assistant general sales manage
having the Western division under his win;
sal

.

Annual Studio and Directors Number
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(TRIUMPHS EAST AND WEST

for
ville,

so

soon, North, South

and

in

between

Metro-Qofdwyn-Mayer's smash sensation

DANE AND ARTHT

R

THE
k

far

HOLLYWOOD
FlLV W

f
WWm

with 25 stars and
chorus of over 200

Packing them in

PiK.-.

.

CONRAD NAGEL

at legitimate prices at the

TOR Theatre, N.Y.—GRAUMAN'S

Theatre, Hollywood

METRO-GOLD WYNFast Coi.

£11* PAG f
--3\
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I
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Don't let them get your Goat
Those tough

kids,

"Overhead," "Bad Weather,'

and "Counter Attractions" haven't got a chanc
in the world to

annoy you when you're bookin;

the Right pictures.

The

UNITED ARTISTS PICTURE!
for release every three

1929

weeks from August,

—February, 1930—present the

line-up of

BIG BUSINESS

greatest

I

Product the

I

industry has ever seen*

The Right product

—

for

any

theatre*

—
August

17,

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

1929

3

Why PARAMOUNT'S two Ace
First Run Greater New York
Theatres are both playing

H I USHi A It I A\

'

It II

A PSOll V

Hungarian Rhapsody' certainly in-

t

duces continental

i'xcellent."

—

JV.

'It'.

"Easily the best film entertainment
to be found in Brooklyn this week.

The picture

Y. Evening

World

You

f he picture is charming. It is played
s artly. The photography is admir le."
York Sun

"A

fine film, exquisitely produced,
vigorously directed and enacted by a
cast of real artists." N. Y. American

—New

" 'au if u || v directed, painstakingly
a ed and photographed -with the utn st skill, 'Hungarian Rhapsody'
i

si

uld not be missed by film lovers."
N. Y. Herald Tribune

—

PARAMOUNT
Erich

Ponimer
Production

" splendid piece. Incredibly
fine pic*»•
'

Unusually good musical synmwation." —N. Y. Evening Post

miss it."
— Brooklyn
Daily Eagle

really shouldn't

"A paragon of directness and power.
— N. Y. Telegram
A good picture."

Directed by

Hans
Schwarz

SOUND HIT

"It succeeds in offering full entertainof dialogue. We believe you'll enjoy it."
N. Y. Daily Netcs

ment without the addition

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD
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CASH IN

CRAZE

o\ the

for

August

17,

1929

GIKL SHOWS

Al Christie's
2 -Reel Sun-Tan Revue

"THE LADY FARE"
Book by OCTAVUS
<I

Hotter than hot

get

it

jazz

quick

band

comedy

Newer than new

— in two reels

in town.

Song

!

<J

!

A

fast-stepping, dazzling

Broadway -Harlem revue. And

Featuring the famous Cotton Club dusky dancing damsels.

hits.

— Octavus Roy Cohen.

feature picture.

with

!

ROY COHEN

Dance
With

hits.
all

^ The New Show World

And the

tl

swift

Dialog and plot by the world's greatest writer of coloi

the production values of a lavish talking, singing, danc l
in Shorts

!

Theatres large and small can panic audienl

"The Lady Fare"!

Released by

PARAMOUNT

TIFFANY ITAHLf
PRODUCTIONS

SPECIAL
FOR FALL RELEASE

IFFANY-STAHL

'

Gil

>f

present a

list

Special Productions for Fall

Release

(all

dialogue)

— the

first

on their pro19294930.

of their releases

gram

of

26 pictures for

Quality, story value

and box-office draw

are the fundamentals of the productions
announced.

Within a short time Tiffany-Stahl will
make a further announcement of the
remainder of their production schedule.

Not

forgetting the important fact that
"

Tiffany-Stahl have acquired

JOUR-

NEY'S END,"

the greatest stage play of
the year, which will be produced and

marketed

as a

road show attraction.

All of which graphically shows that
Tiffany-Stahl, in their selection of story
material, stars

and

directors, will deliver

during the forthcoming year, one of the
best programs ever offered to an exhibitor.

THE MARK OF QUflUITY

VVf\

NY^^Td U L PRODUCTIONS

SEVENTH

AVE,

M EV/

IMC]

YO R K CITY

w
i

A GREAT

A
mm

PLAY
GREATER PICTURE

— —

"

Does Not Qlorify

"It

—

—

War -But Human

We

do not need to tell you how wonderful is "Journey's End." for critics
England and the United States have sung its praises around the world.

in

—

Alexander Woolcott wrote

in

W.

Collier's

—a

A. U.,

in the

New York

two countries

Journal—

"

reminder to a starved generation that now
and again certain members of the human race
can and do behave so gallantly that one
ashamed, after all, to belong to ir."

is

"It should run,

and

if

such a thing could be, focever

forever."

not

Sidney

W.

Carroll,

in

the

London Daily

graph
Gilbert
"

—by

W.
all

Gabriel, in Vanity Fair

drama
tops all
somehow smothers them lifeless

year in

A

"It

odds the most assertive success of the

— the

Play Without a

A

war

plays.

abounds with laughter even

death.

Your

eyes

your heart throb
throat, but

you

Woman — Daring,

may

— you may have
will

a catch in

be the better for

Different,

Big Road Shotv Production

in the teeth

stream, your nerves

it,"

Novel

\

Character!

MURIW

MdE

EACOCK ALLEV

The personality
Murray possesses

many

that

—

in

an

smart, original, beautiful

With

dialogue

—a

settings

—daring,
—

and songs

bewildering

imitate but only

ultra-modern
spicy,

exotic

display

of

Mae

production,

—

bizarre

lavish

Mae

a

M

recording voice as vital

her individuality!

The

racy!

dances

And

Murray costumes.

as

story

is

a

frank, honest,

of today's divorce problem.

treatment

fearless

V

Written and supervised

^^^^M

by Carey Wilson.

with

ood {ot

rV
.'"b v

.

Catey

w ""V^ghes,

In"
the

hero

^,

by

S{,ar

iusin 6

Fte<le^c

«

.

"<TROOPE Rf

THREE*
Written and Supervised

by

rWOM A

WOMAN

witw BETTY

ARTHUR GUY EMPEY

"Over the Top," "The
Hell of a War."
Produced with the sanction and approva
of the United States Government.
First Call"

To

and

"A

be staged at three cavalry posts, with

P/C1
COMPT<

A

Soldier-author of

dialogue screen version of

A

powerful drama of a man and

two women

—one

his wife, the oehet

his son's mother.

tbt cooperation of the entire Division of

Paris in war time

and

sound.

its

kind with dialogue

Spectacular!

Thrilling!

the

play by Michael Morton.

Cavalry.
First picture of

i

in

—

peace

in

this

dancer

who was

Dance

of

— then

Londor

romance

of

celebrated for

—and

Death

i

hei

whose low

never died!

Adapted by Nicholas Fodor. Di
rected by Victor Saville.

—

1

./tally O'MEIL
From

a

famous stage play

Dion Boucicault

by

—

Witty, sparkling dialogue

and

songs

from old

bits

tuneful

new

Irish

ballads.

by

Frances

Tuneful, tearful, cheerful.

KATULEEN

Continuity

Hyland.

and

dialogue

Directed by Albert Ray.

Charles Dtlaney and Robert

With

Elliot*.

MAVOURNEEN^^DANQEROlLf
BUflNE-Tf

PAI NTE D

FACE-/**'
WITH

JOEE.
Sawdust

and

BROWN
canvas—clowns

—snake charmers and
coochie dancers—barkers and
acrobats

Millions have read and

Edwin Balmer's
ally in

thrilled

—published

story

to

seri-

Cosmopolitan magazine and

as

a novel.

A

sensational story of

romance en-

77

*TWE
MEDICINE

tangled with business intrigue—dramatically,

daringly,

swiftly

exciting emotional clashes

physical

—with

told

and

thrilling

action.

and

hoochie

From

caliope

all

are

there

in

the

kaleidoscope

color

and medley of cacophony that

thrills

young and old when the carnival
to town.

Lester

humor and

clever Broadway
pa cter—cunningly blended with melodrama
and romance! Woven about a central figure
that will hang a new portrait in the gallery

Spiced with

comes

the Stage Play-

by Elliott

of

of screen characters.

A

role

for

a

great

actor

—and

only

a

very great actor will be given the role.

The Medicine Man
painted Ford and
alls,"

sells

travels in

snake

but the thing he loves

to rescue beauty in distress!

a "cranly-

and "curebest to do is

oil

—

\

ENCHANTINGj

MELODIE
An

All-Color Technicolor Feature

"The Enchanting Melodie"

(temporary

title)

will

have a powerfully dramatic love story for a background

—

to

be set in an exquisite frame of color and music

woven

into a tapestry of entertainment de luxe with

music

Lilting, tuneful

lovely

and alluring

—

girls,

lively

colorful

and whirlwind dancing,
and

original costumes,

magnificent settings, marvelous natural scenery.

A

iTIFFfl
729

NY-yTfl

/EVE NTH dVE

l-l

L

riot

of color

—beauty— music—drama

and pep!

PRODUCTIONS

I

NEW YORK

M4
Cfcit

August

17,
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RCA Phoiophone
uuift 1 1 ightPrii ed\ tight
hen you contract for an RCAPhotophone, you get not only
the finest reproducing system that science has devised, but the
best value that is available in the whole

RCA Photophone

sqgvB

group of

field.

brings to the screen the experience,

traditions, resources

largest

sound equipment

and research

of the world's

facilities

and acoustical laboratories— the

electrical

Radio Corporation of America, the General Electric Company,

&

the Westinghouse Electric

Manufacturing Company and

the Victor Talking Machine Division of the Radio-Victor

Corporation of America.

Each member of

this

group stands for outstanding superi-

and precision in the manufacture of electrical or
acoustical products, and for proved efficiency in effecting

ority

equitable prices through

introduction

the

of mass

production economies.

These same principles have been applied

I

ture of

RCA

to the

Photophone, with the result that

ahead" in both dependability and price. You

your

it

manufacis

"years

will save

on

investment and add to the drawing power of

initial

your theatre when you

A

install the

RCA

contract placed

rior

equipment

Photophone.

now

for this supe-

will start

it

earning

dividends for you within thirty days.

R€A PHOTOPHOYE,
Inc.
COKPOHATK)
AM
S1IKSIHIARV HE HAIHO
4ll
DENVER: 8I7-I7TH STREET

FIFTH

SAN FRAN CISCO / 23 S

AVENUE

MONTGOMERY

STREET

N

-

<)!•'

NEW YORK
CHICAGO'. IOO W.

MON ROE

Uk UlA

CITY
STREET

KANSAS

CITY,

MO.'
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It's

Lavish!- Its

Human!- Its

Cleai

ANN HARDING
Ann Harding

All-Entrancing in
Talkie Version of 'Paris Bound,' lift.
FILM ADDS
Says Critic
TO CHARM
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ANN HARDING
"PARIS BOUND"

.«

March and Leslie Fenton, from the stage play by
Philip Barry, produced by Arthur Hopkins. Adapted by Horace
Jackson, supervised by Maurice Revnes, and directed by Edward
u//VA Fredric

H.

Griffith.

;

„

Captures Chicago
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movie world has
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'
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personality

^

and

has always charmed her audience sim-

quite
.

she were there in the
charming thing, this
Bound' full of the wiry kind of

'Paris

strength

that

touches

home

.

make out behind the footlights.
girl ever was more flatterintroduced

pretty

well."

" Engrossing — Genuine — Unaffected"

Chicago Daily Journal

"Charming — Decidedly a Somebody"

engrossing story of matrimony, played with charm

" 'Paris Bound' introduces a charming newcomer to the

Ann Harding, who

by a cast of skilled performers. Ann Harding,
whose blond loveliness shone so brightly in 'The Trial
of Mary Dugan' and other stage plays, is refreshing to

screen,

behold

sight and sound features

finesse

in

the

stellar

role.

Genuine,

always beautiful, Miss Harding
.

forceful

is

unaffected,

and

everything that

a

ought to be ...
Her portrayal is direct,
and real .... The supporting cast has been

talkie star

.

well chosen."

stage and
screen

who

is

decidedly a somebody on the

brings her beauty and talent to the talking

.... The picture

The sound recording

is

is

excellent, technically,

.... The

both

in

settings are beautiful.

equal to the best so far achieved.

Miss Harding's voice registers especially well .... A new
name may be placed on the list of the best of screen actors
and that name is Ann Harding."
Chicago Evening Post

Chicago Tribune

SILVER

than

as the best dressed bride ever screened.

Chicago Herald and Examiner

and

to the screen

whom we first see robed

The movie's worth seeing almost for
the wedding alone. Director Griffith
has managed to hold the suspense

close."

"An

her earnest

No

Miss Harding,

as

if

..nunc 5*

.

ingly

star's

.... A

flesh

^.orce^andrea,

.... The

figure,

voice and a pretty face you could not

and the incidental

lifelike

by her slim

ply

seen. Its sound,

and ability registered

completely as

portray

movies,

gllent

....

were

noises
o^ng nmannerisms
annoilng
If the

one elusive stage personality, this star

demonstra-

especially the speaking lines, registered

f

Harding

10

fine a

last you see Ann Harding. She
photographs wonderfully well. The

"At

tion of talking picture accomplishment

^
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smooth and

to be as
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"Photographs Wonderfully"

" 'Paris Bound* was acclaimed by its
critics and its Wednesday night preview audience of professional people

lovel
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More Hits
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BROS.
coo
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WARNER
* *

BROS.

pictures building big-

ger grosses for exhibitors
right across the country

Telegrams pouring in telling about new high records— "on » 1TH THt snow"

—

K&Abi

first lOCK'c

natural color

picture revitalizing the
show business— Al J olson
a new triumphant sensation in "say it

with songs"

— Three big ones "honky
tonk." — "the hottentot"

Si

1

and "the argvle case" released in August
Three
more on the way now
BIGGER and BETTER

—

•soy
>Oy.

r

—

What
Warner Bros.
Promise

ONE
W7TH

m
f
^^wiTHOCt
ONE

Based on the play
bv \* illiam Grew.

VTMIHOK^^VIWBONI

NEOATIVESl

Warner Bros.

EDW ARD EVEKE1T HORTON
ALAN HALE
PATSY RUTH MILLER
EDNA MURPHY

Scenario by Robert Lord.

•

•

—

Delii

Directed by Archie Mayo.

^RNBU
BROS. 61
" Vilaphone"

is

the registered trademark of the Vitaphone Corporation designating

<OMI>G!

it$

products

"SHOW OF SHOWS** with an unprecedented galaxy of stars.
JOHN BARR YMORE in his first Talking Picture- "General Crack*'
—"GOLD DIGGERS OF RROADWAY'**— 1 00% XATURAL COLOR.
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BIG

NO
direct

BATTERIES
from 110

60

volt

Amplification
cycle

A C

is

source

without batteries of any kind.

DOUBLE CHANNEL AMPLIFICATION
Sound

Prevents interrup-

Programs.

EVEN SOUND DISTRIBUTION
Through use of

latest

type electro-dynamic

speakers.

MECHANICAL GEAR DRIVE
Assures Perfect Synchronization of

all

Pro-

grams*

NEW

TYPE PICKUP

Give,

perfect tracking of all records

and

increased frequency coverage.

CONSTANT PITCH

Assured

by constant speed motors driving
tables at absolutely uniform speed.

Service throughout the

PARAMOUNT
FIRST

NATIONAL

turn-

World assured by these leading Producers:

WARNER

BROS.

UNITED ARTISTS

M-G-M
COLUMBIA

VITAPHONE
UNIVERSAL
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FEATURES
-

— FOR THE

EXHIBITOR
As

as $150

down

gives the small theatre
the finest synchronized sound!
Pacent, in the
new Junior Models, offers houses under 500 seats
quality and performance that have been proved
by over 600 theatres using the large Pacent
machines.
Forty weeks to pay, if you wish. •
Weekly payments as low as $30.
And once
you have paid for your Pacent machine you own it.
There are no compulsory weekly service charges,
no lease, no heavy overhead or costly operation.
All Pacent Reproducer Systems are backed by a
nation-wide service organization made up of
little

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

men who know our equipment and who know
how to make it most profitable for the exhibitor.

A
SYNCHRONOUS

disc $1,500

FDA

Disc and Sound
on Film $2,500

TYPE 500 D D

TYPE 500

SYNCHRONOUS

FOR LARGER HOUSES
TYPE 2

M

D A

Synchronous Disc
up to 2000 seats

I

TYPE 4

$2,500

2000

ACE NT REPRODUCER CORP.
Sales

and Service Representatives

in principal Film

Centers

in

M

D A
_ _

_

rST

G

Synchronous Disc

F

to

4000

the United States and

seats

Canada

^0
$3,500
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ETHEL BARRYMORE BOLTS

YEAR FRANCHISE

Allied States, Radio Pictures and TiffanyStahl Sign Agreement Which, It Is Said, Will
Eliminate the Score Charge and Compulsory
Arbitration R C A, According to Reports,
Also Will Sign with Exhibitors, and Will Offer New "Talkie" Model.

—

Noted Actress Issues Statement Criticising
President of Actors' Equity Association
Claims Executive Has Cast Asu>e Agreement
with Producers Gillmore, Head of Actors'
Association, Retorts That Miss Barrymore

—

—

Has Given an Erroneous Impression.
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Call to Arms
warning sounded in this column la<t week that
the motion picture industry needs to protect itself

The

THE

against a precipitous plunge into wide film has already
brought a gratifying response from many leaders.
It is a fact, not a matter for argument, that the motion
picture industry was not prepared for the advent of sound
and, furthermore, that sound wa9 not ready for the public.
It is a fact, not a matter of opinion, that much of the confusion, waste and pain caused by the mad rush for sound
might have been avoided by careful and sensible prepara-

tion.

The

bitter experience of the change to sound, which
has its repercussions, should be a lesson. The problem
concerned in the approaching change to a wide film is
one that should be faced at once, calmly, dispassionately
and courageously.

still

Allowing this problem to slide for another year with
only helter-skelter attention will only bring the motion
picture industry another flood of grief that might well
be avoided.
*

A

*

1929

what constitutes news on a motion picture
page than on nearly any other page of the newspaper.
In a

way the

situation parallels that of professional base-

Newspapers print baseball news in great detail because the public demands it, and the public demands it
because it has seen it day after day in the newspapers and
ball.

continues to look for

This

*

Real Publicity Idea

THE

proper presentation of motion picture news to the
public is a problem that has ever engaged the heads

of the industry.

Departments of publicity, advertising and exploitation
hold deservedly a high rank, for the picture industry must
depend for its success upon the patronage of the public.
Bitter experience in the past has shown clearly that it
does not pay to run counter to public opinion, which does
not by any means involve a lessening of the motion picture
industry's staunch defense against the foolishness of censorship.

The newspapers of the nation have, of course, always
been an important outlet for motion picture news. The
film industry does not claim to have special privileges in
newspaper offices, and the newspapers would quite rightfully resent any such assumption. On the other hand, it
is true that the motion picture pages of the newspapers
are read by a great following and that there is a wider

it.

a circle, a vicious circle if you like.
So is the
printing of motion picture news a circle, though a very
less vicious circle than that of baseball, for the simple
is

reason that the motion picture industry is one of the most
broad-minded supporters of newspapers (at exorbitant
rates, incidentally
whereas the baseball magnates have
not learned the value of proper advertising.
When somebody develops an entirely new way in which
to co-operate with the newspapers it becomes a matter of
importance. The newest thought developed by Fox Films,
under the able direction of Glendon Allvine, is therefore
of unusual interest and importance.
I

Incorporating Exhibitors Herald, founded in 1915; Moving Picture World, founded in 1907; Motography, founded in 1909; and
The Film Index, founded in 1909

Quigley Publishing Company
Office: 407 So. Dearborn St., CHICAGO,

17,
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RALD

E
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Fox has established the Fox Feature

Service. This servsends out to the newspapers of the country, gratis,
1
blanket service on such interesting subjects as:
The
Relationship of Talking Pictures to the Stage, by Leading
Playwrights; 2 Intimate Biographies, a Combination
ice

—

—

—

Photographic and Cartoon Strip; 3 Hollywood Humor,
Color
a Three-Times-a-Week Illustrated Short Funny; 4
Autobiographies, a Series of Truths, Ambitions and Super-

—

stitions.

More than 60 newspapers are already taking this service,
including the New York Evening World, St. Louis PostDispatch, Cleveland News, New York Telegram, Dallas
Times Herald, and many other important members of the
press. This service now has a weekly circulation of nearly
12.000,000 readers.
The idea behind the Fox Feature Service is one that
may be of inestimable help, not merely to that single
organization but to the entire motion picture industry as
well.
When so eminent a playwright as Luigi Pirandello
writes in the iVett; York Times that the new talking pictures are hopeless, for instance, a much better answer than
silence is the honest opinion of some more fairminded
playwright, equally prominent, who sees the tremendous
possibilities inherent in this new form of entertainment.
The Fox Feature Service, then, is doing the entire industry
a

good turn.

Foreign Languages

AMERICA'S

preeminence in the motion picture

field

.throughout the world, in foreign countries as well as
at home, need not be jeopardized by the change to sound.
It is true, of course, that talking pictures in the English
language (or, as so frequently happens, in Americane9e)
cannot be shown with any success in countries of another
However, it is also true that the thoughts and
tongue.
actions, the emotions, hopes and disappointments of human beings are largely the same all over the world.

The great books of the world are translated into many
languages. Why, then, isn't it perfectly reasonable to plan
for the translation of motion pictures into many tongues?
Why can't the same plot be used for pictures in French,
German, Greek and Russian, as well as English?
far-sighted producer will see the wisdom of this
He will plan his picture in such a way that
same sets for several filmings, can use the
the
he can use
same long distance shots over and over again, and simply

Some

suggestion.

important characters
guages in the major parts.

substitute

speaking

different

lan-

This might well be a sensible, a sound, an economical
solution of the pressing problem of how to keep the foreign market.

August

17,
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Allied Pact Bars Score
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Charge

And "Compulsory Arbitration"
William Fox Plays That
Game Makes Hole-in-One

—

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Aug. 13.— The good
William
Fox has Bnally played that game of
to the industry is that

news

golf. And
how!

For he
celebrated his
rapid return
to health with
a hole-in-one.
It was on July
17 that Fox,

Radio and Tiffany-Stahl Sign
Agreement at Chicago Meeting
RCA Photophone, It Is Understood, Will Produce New
Model

of Equipment at Nominal Price
By JAY MELTON SHRECK
Three "bones of contention" between distributor and exhibitor
in the talking picture situation have been, to a degree, wiped out.
These three are:

SCORE CHARGE
COMPULSORY ARBITRATION

accomp anied
by Jacob Ru-

was

binstein,
on his way to
o o dthe

W

golf

mere

where
yesterday
he
course,

William Fox

An automobile

made
in

his phe-

nomenal shot.
which were several

women, crashed with the Fox car,
killing the latter's chauffeur and seThe motion
verely injuring Fox.
picture magnate played the 18-hole
course yesterday in 82.

Tom Olsen Is Appointed
Managing Director of
New Orleans Granada
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW ORLEANS,

13—Tom

Aug.

Olsen,

formerly manager of the Washington theatre, has been appointed managing director
of the Granada.
He will also have supervision of the Washington and is training
Joseph Metz as manager for the Washington.

Olsen

a graduate of the University of
at Seattle and also a graduate

is

Washington
of the first

He was

Publix manager's school

sport

editor

prior to entering the

of

the Seattle
business.

class.

Star

show

Quebec Poster Censors

Examine 17,865 Posters
(Special to the Herald-World)

QUEBEC,

Aug. 13.— During the first six
months of the operation of the Moving Picture Poster Censorship Act in Quebec, 17,865
posters have been examined and stamped by
Martin

Singher, chief poster censor, at his
Montreal.
revenue of approximately $2,500 has been
derived from this: work during the half year,
this having been collected in the form of fees
from exhibitors. In this period, 125 theatres
have submitted new posters to the board for
examination, of which 48 were in Montreal,
and 77 were in other centers of the province.
office in

A

SOUND EQUIPMENT
A pact, which partially solves these problems, has just been entered into|
between Radio Pictures (R K O) and Tiffany-Stahl. And on the installation
of sound equipment, it is understood that an agreement will be reached next
week with
Photophone.

RCA

Allied States Association of
Mition Picture Exhibitors, on the one hand,
and
Productions and Tiffany-Stahl,
on the other, signed an agreement in Chicago
on Monday, Aug. 12, whereby, under the
terms of a five year franchise, the score
charge and "compulsory arbitration" are tabooed.
As to sound equipment for the small exhibitor, no pact has yet been signed, but it
is
learned from sources considered reliable
that such an agreement will be reached next
week in New York with
Photophone.
Specifically,

RKO

RCA

agreement is reached, a new model
Photophone will be produced and will sell
If

this

for $2,995, giving the exhibitor facilities for
both disc and sound on film.
At the conferences next week a budget plan will be
formulated, according to the Herald-World's
informant.
It is learned further that another distributing company has had preliminary discussions with Allied officials with a view
of negotiating a similar contract.
In the words of Allied, the agreement
provides for the following items:

The Allied States Association of Motion
Pictures Exhibitors and others cooperating
with it will sell to exhibitors desiring the
same, franchises to bay the pictures of
Distributing Corporation for a period of five
years. The franchise provides for a minimum
of 26, and a maximum of 52, feature pictures
a year, with an option to the franchise holder,
buy

may

be

any additional feature
made. Provision also

pictures
is

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,
Jazz,"

Universal

Aug. 13.— "The King of
production starring Paul

Whiteman, has been postponed. Carl Laemmle, Jr., announced that a more suitable story
would have to be found and that the picture
would be made this autumn.
In the meantime Whiteman and his orchestra plan a short tour of the Pacific Coast.

The "points" (i. e. the number of dollars
per hundred thousand dollars of exhibition
value which the exhibitor shall pay for each
picture) will be determined by local committees of exhibitors and representatives of the
producers prior to, or at the time, the
franchises are sold, so that the exhibitor will
know the exact price of his pictures before
he signs the franchise. These ratings will be

made on broad lines and in the light of
the exhibitor can afford to pay.

what

After the first motion picture season either
party to the franchise may apply to the
central committee of exhibitors for readjustment of the points. That committee is clothed
with wide discretion in making findings and
recommendations for the information of the
The national appeal
national appeal board.
board will be composed of Abram F. Myers,
former chairman of the federal trade commission and president of the Allied States
Association, a representative of the producer,
and a third member to be chosen by the other
two. The decisions of this board will be final
as to prices.
The franchise covers both silent and talking
pictures and provides that if the exhibitor,
after having signed for silent pictures, equips
himself to exhibit talking pictures, the terms
and conditions of the franchise relating to
sound pictures shall automatically apply.

The foregoing

is what the franchise proItems which it prohibits follow:

Space will not allow of a complete analysis
of the franchise agreement in this statement.
However, it is important to point out that the
contract is as notable for the things it omits
For instance,
as for the things it contains.
it omits the provision of the standard exhibition contract, imposed on the exhibitors by
the Hays Organization, for compulsory arbitration. It also omits the unfair provision for
a score charge in addition to the film rental.

that

made with

respect to short subjects.

The exhibition value of each picture is to
be determined by a central committee of five
exhibitor representatives and the producer,
jointly.
In the event of a disagreement, the
exhibition value shall be three times the nega(i.
tive
e.
production) cost of the picture.

Thus the exhibitors have the opportunity to
buy pictures for the first time under an ar(Continued on page 26)

Men

Disturbed by Administration 's
Attitude Toward Anti-Blue Law Group
Herald-World)
'Special
— Theatre men here are viewing with something approachST. LOUIS, Aug.

Film

to

Whiteman Film Postponed

picture.

vides for.

RKO

to

Under no circumstances can the average exhibition value of all pictures exceed in any
year the average of $750,000 for each motion

13.

the

ing alarm the experience of the anti-blue law forces in Washington recently. A
delegation representing the National Association Opposed to Blue Laws, headed
by Mayor Spencer M. De Golier of Bradford, Pa., attempted to interview President Hoover on the Lankford bill to bar Sunday shows in the District of Columbia,
but was denied the privilege.
The theatre men point out that, on the other hand, the President received representatives of the Lord's Day Alliance, the purpose of which is to foster all movements for the abolition of Sunday amusements and which is lobbying for the Lankford measure.

:
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rangement which omits the two most onerous
conditions imposed on them by the standard
exhibition contract.
Thus the Allied States
Association, under the leadership of Mr. Myers, has achieved not only relief from the
prevailing: extortionate prices for film, but also
has accomplished the release of the exhibitors
from the bondage of the uniform contract.

is not confined, it
understood, to Allied.
However, in its
functioning the exhibitor will contact with a
local committee, which will study play dates,

Participation in the plan

is

rental possibilities,

And

etc.

it

is

this

com-

The

according to Allied, will affect
first the exhibitors in organized states, with
the other states being "covered as soon as
plan,

possible and as well as possible."
Executives participating in the deal between
Radio and Allied were
Allied, Abram F.
:

Myers, W. A. Steffes, H. A. Cole and H. M.
Richey; RKO, David Sarnoff and Hiram
Brown.
Negotiations for the deal were
started at a conference in Washington on
2.
*

RKO,

*

announcing

*

share in the agreement, issued the following statement
"Five thousand independent exhibitors, operating mainly in small towns, and confronted
with the problem of ever increasing rentals,
due to the increased cost of production with
in

its

the arrival of the sound and talking pictures,
are to find not only relief from this burden
of mounting film costs, but, in addition, protection in the matter of securing an adequate
supply of first rate pictures for the next five
years in franchise contract mutually evolved

RKO

Productions,
and agreed upon between
Inc., a subsidiary of Radio Corporation of
America and representatives of Allied States
and other exhibitor bodies.
"This problem of the small independent has
been recognized by the entire motion picture
industry and it has been the expressed desire of all concerned with the production and
distribution of pictures to discover a solution.
"While the problem has been much debated

and mulled over by other production com-

RKO

Productions, Inc., is the first
producer-distributor organization to have definitely evolved a program of relief for the
small independent exhibitor through the medium of a franchise which guarantees the
future existence and prosperity of these theatre owners.
"The franchise is chiefly due to the farsighted vision and broad understanding of
Mr. David Sarnoff, chairman of the board
of Radio-Keith-Orpheum, Inc., and Mr. Hiram
Brown, president of this company.
It -was
definitely ratified at a meeting held in the
Stevens Hotel, Chicago, between representatives of the
Productions, Inc., dispanies,

RKO

tributing Radio pictures and the exhibitors.

RKO

Representatives of both
Productions and the exhibitor bodies state emphatically that this franchise privilege is available
to all exhibitors everywhere, regardless of
whether or not they are members of any exhibitors' association.
*

"The

*

*

R K O-exhibitor

franchise has been
course of preparation for the past month.
A series of meetings with representatives of
the independent exhibitors have been held in
New York from time to time during this
period wherein the problems of the small independent, faced with extinction, have been
given serious and sympathetic consideration
by Mr. David I. Sarnoff and his associates.
With the preliminary ratification of this
R K O-exhibitor franchise agreement in New
York last week the general conference with
independent exhibitor representatives from
twenty-two states was arranged for in Chicago for today when the agreement met with
approval and acceptance by both parties to
in

the distributor-exhibitor service.
"Bv the terms of this franchise agreement
Productions agree to supply all independents accepting it their complete lineup of
both feature and short product on terms which
will definitely enable the exhibitor to make a
profit.
It further assures the independent an
uninterrupted flow of pictures for the next

RKO

than

a

Don't, Says Censor, Telling of

His Willing "Helpers"
(Special to the Herald-World)

the Golden Age of Pericles.
that offensive word 'talkie' has
begun to disappear from everyday
language; the equally offensive term
'movie' is coming back into current
use and is being applied to all forms
of celluloid entertainment without

KANSAS

CITY, Aug. 13.—That censoring
pictures is a position of hardships is the opinion of Henry Goldman, former city censor of
Kansas City. In an interview he points out
some facts regarding the inconsistencies in
the censorship business.

since

Even

regard for sound."

He also states that "the 'talkies'
are becoming less talkative; they are
telling their stories largely in terms
of pictures that move."

years.
There are numerous clauses in
the contractual arrangement which assure the
independent and the producer mutual and satisfactory guarantees for the smooth and harmonious operation of the franchise through
close and cordial cooperation between local
exchange managers in the various states and
the franchise holders whom they will serve.
five

"In addition to protecting the exhibitor in
both price and product in what is declared by

KO

R
to be the first definite movement toward
the actual salvation of the smaller exhibitor,
Productions are now drawing up plans
to serve these exhibitors with a big-theatre
exploitation and publicity service which will,
to a large extent, parallel the type of promotional support given its various large theatres
by the Radio-Keith-Orpheum Theatres. This
service will include an active news service on
Radio Pictures, advertising and exploitation
ideas successfully utilized in the various
theatres, and of practical tested value, and a
closely-knit and far-flung tie-up with National
Broadcasting Company which will further the
patronage of the small theatres holding this
franchise.
Victor Talking Machine Company
will also lend its support to the service of
these exhibitors by song-record tie-ups from
Radio Pictures and dealer cooperation on a
large scale such as they have already given
on previous Radio Pictures.

RKO

RKO

*

"RKO

Among

He says
"My position

as censor certainly was a
hardship because of the conflicts it created. I
met a wellknown Kansas City minister on the
street one day.
He had been my friend, but
He wanted to
he saluted me belligerently.

perversity had led me to pass a
He had seen it all,
picture he had just seen.
even though what he considered the demoralizing part of the film was in the first reel.
Nevertheless, that did not induce him to walk
out.
I asked him why he didn't get up and
walk out. He said he was on a pass and
couldn't demand his money back.

know what

"Then," I said T invited that theatre manager to go with me to your church once. He
told me he had been to your church and found
the sermon so boring that he walked out in
You see, then, it's all in the
the midst of it.
point of view.'

women

"Club
official

capacity.

came regularly

'helped'

me

greatly

in

my

For a time several women
to

help

me

select

'nice'

pic-

After a few days one of them said
with a bored air: 'Can't you show us some
bad pictures? Those are the kind we came
here to help you censor.'
tures.

Sunday Pictures Close
Despite Legion Efforts
(Special to the Herald-World)

GULFPORT,

MISS., Aug. 13.— Although

the American Legion made a plea to allow
the picture shows to remain open in Gulfport on Sundays, the city commission decided to close the various places of amusement following presentation of petitions
with 202 names signed to them.
It was pointed out that any contract
made in violation of the law is null and
void, and consequently the commission decided to order the places of amusement
closed.

*

Productions will bring to these
small exhibitors an impressive array of product.
Among the stars it has to offer on the
Radio Pictures program are Richard Dix,
Bebe Daniels, Rod La Rocque, Betty Compson,

Rudy

1929

Couldn't Ask Money Back
Damned If You Do, Damned If You

year has

passed since the movietone first began to assume the proportions of an
international menace," he writes, "the
talking picture is now as completely
an accomplished and accepted fact
as though it had been in existence

#

17,

—

The motion picture industry has
settled down to normality on a talking picture basis, declares Robert E.
Sherwood, New York him critic, in
an article appearing in the current
issue of McCall's Magazine.
"Although less

August

He Branded Film Shocking
But Stayed Had Pass, So

"Movie" Applies to
All Film Types Now

mittee which will arrange readjustments.

July

"

:

Vallee,
Frank Craven and others.
its directors are Herbert Brenon, Mai

Luther Reed, Wesley Huggles, Bert
Glenon and others. The first of the Radio
Pictures of the 1929-30 program, 'Street Girl,'
has already been successfully presented as one
St. Clair,

of the outstanding Broadway hits at $2 top
for a long term run at Charles B. Dilling-

ham's Globe theatre, New York. Among its
major productions, awaited with undisguised
interest by the picture fraternity is 'Rio Rita,'
said to be a million dollar production in song,
dance and dialog, with Bebe Daniels, John
Boles, Robert Woolsey, Bert Wheeler and a
cast of hundreds in its singing,
dancing

choruses and mounted rangers which is due
for its world premier at the Earl Carroll
theatre. New York, during the Fall, preliminary to road showing; 'Hit the Deck,' another million dollar production from the Vincent Youmans musical hit
'The Very Idea,'
'Half Marriage,' 'Side Street,' 'Night Parade,'
'Dance Hall,' by Vina Delmar; 'Upperworld,'
;

Warners Buy Pantages
Houses, L. A. and Fresno
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug. 13.— Warner Broth-

ers has bought the Los Angeles and Fresno
Pantages theatres for an estimated sum of
Both theatres will be renamed,
$3,000,000.
and the Los Angeles house will be remodeled.
About two weeks ago the Pantages interests in six other Western cities were sold to

the

RKO

combination.

'Framed,' by Charles Macby Ben Hecht
Arthur, and others which complete a list of
thirty major productions of feature length.
Technicolor sequences are to be employed in
the important musical productions. The board
has recently voted another million
of
dollars to be applied to the original appro;

RKO

priation for the coming year's Radio feature
picture and in addition has voted two million
dollars for additional construction of sound
stages, new administration buildings, shops,
warehouses, etc., to be erected at its studios
in

Hollywood."

:

\ugust
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Barrymore Bolts from
Equity; Criticises Gillmore

Ethel

Meyer Heads

Sidney

Fox Chicago Houses;
III. General Manager
Sidney Meyer has been appointed to head
Fox Chicago houses as well as general
nanager of all Fox Illinois theatres with headquarters located
at

the

Monroe

the

theatre,

Chicago.
Meyer is only 34
years old, but despite
his age he is well pre-

pared to fill this posiSince 1925 he
has been operating a
chain of five theatres,
which he owned, in
tion.

f

and about Miami,
Florida, including the

Capitol in Miami.
Prior to this he was

with Fox

affiliated

Films

for 12 years,
where he held the positions of branch manager in Omaha and Chi;ago and later being promoted to general sales
manager.
Meyer stated that he would retain his Florida interests and that the circuit would be
under the supervision of Mitchell Wolfson, his
partner.
The Fox interests include seven
nouses in Chicago, all of which will be wired
tor sound. These will be operated as a unit
separate from the Midwesco group, which is
leaded by Fitzgerald, with headquarters in
Milwaukee.
Roy McMullen, who has been temporarily
in charge of the Fox Chicago houses, will
remain as assistant to Meyer.
Sidney Meyer

Ottawa Over
Famous Players Hearing

Silence in

(Special to the Herald-World)

OTTAWA,
ng heard

in

garding the
>rganization

—

Aug. 13. Nothing more is beCanadian government circles reofficial

and

investigation

activities of

into

the

Famous Players

Corporation, under the Combines
nvestigation Act, as requested by the Exhibiors Cooperative Society at Toronto, and in
he meantime, the common stock of Famous
3
layers is soaring because of greatly increased

Canadian

;arnings.

Names Minder
District Sales Manager

Columbia

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

Aug.

13.—William

G.

\IindeT has been appointed by Joe Brandt,
iresident of Columbia, district sales mantger of the Southern division for the com>any.
Minder will take up his new duties
immediately and will leave for the South
vithin a few weeks.

Hints Mutual Agreement with
Producer Board Is Cast Aside
Actor Association President Retorts with Statement
That Noted Actress Gives Erroneous Impression
By DOUGLAS HODGES

—

HOLLYWOOD,

CAL., Aug. 13. Ethel Barrymore yesterday bolted from
the Gillmore forces of Equity and issued a statement that criticized his behavior so severely that countless Gillmore supporters are preparing to ask for
another spokesman in the present Equity matter.
Miss Barrymore, who is one of the most famous actresses on the stage, is
vice-president of Actors' Equity. Association.
She said that at the final meeting between Equity and the producers on
last Thursday that she was firmly convinced a mutual settlement had been
reached which would be agreeable to all the actors as well as producers. But
two days later Gillmore asked Equity members to ratify a proposition, she
said, that could not possibly have been a solution or settlement due to the
fact that

producers had already rejected

Gillmore's ratification succeeded but would
probably have been defeated if he had impressed Equity voters with the fact that producers had already refused to sanction the
80-20 per cent proposal.
Her statement fol-

lows

:

"I wish to

make a statement before

ing Los Angeles on

my

leavposition on the Equity

solution.
"First, I have sat in at all the meetings
between Mr. Frank Gillmore and the producing managers. It was my firm conviction on
Thursday last, the final meeting, that a mutual
settlement had been arrived at with sincere
assurance of no discrimination, no ill feeling,
no aftermath.
"Second, Mr. Gillmore Saturday night at
the Equity meeting induced the members to
accept a solution which was not a solution
as it had already been refused by the producing managers at the first meeting.
"Third, during the month I have been playing here I have begged Mr. Gillmore to call
a meeting at a time when I could be present,
either on a Sunday or at midnight and that

he has refused."

Gillmore Replies
President Gillmore's remarks in reply follow
"It is regrettable that Miss Barrymore's
:

statement gives a definitely erroneous impression.
There was no agreement with the producers reached on Thursday or any other
time during our negotiations. The producers
simply made a counter proposition on that
day which was not acceptable to us.
"At the Saturday night meeting we never
presented a solution we simply asked those
present if they were willing to endorse the
action of their executive committee in proposing a reduction of our terms from 100 per
cent Equity casts to 80 per cent Equity casts.
;

"My

address on this occasion was read from

written notes which are on record.

Churches Favor Blue

Law

Town
—
Aug.

in Illinois

(Special to the Herald-World)

MOUNT

VERNON, ILL.,
13
The Mount Vernon council has voted to
ave Sunday movies, but the mayor is exacted to veto the ordinance as all of the
hurches are against Sunday shows.

"It is also regrettable that Miss Barrymore,
an Equity officer, should make a statement
during the heat of conflict after a conference
with persons on the opposing side and without discussion with the executives representing her own people.

"I am sorry that our meeting could not be
called at Miss Barrymores personal convenience.
Toward the end of her stay here she
did ask that one be held in the afternoon

it.

but I assured her that very many of
contract players were busy during the daytime at the studios and as it was their parinterests

ticular

which were affected

I

felt

we ought

primarily to regard their conscience
in such matters rather than hers.
"It should be borne in mind, too, that many
screen players go out of town on Sundays
and that a meeting at midnight would disarrange their daily working schedule."

Of

the 3,000 people

urday night meeting

who

less

attended the Satthan 2 per cent are

contract players.

Up

to

Producers

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 13—The end of the
Equity controversy here this week depends on
the decision of the producers in their consideration of the 80-20 proposition voted Saturday night. Frank Gillmore, president, called
a closed meeting of members of Equity to
vote on a resolution designed by him.
Equity is making only one request of the
producers now, following a series of conferences with a committee representing the Hays
organization.

Such demands as the 48 hour week and the
arbitration board along with other proposals
have been thrown into the discard with Gillmore's wild enthusiasm to get one Equity
principle through. That is an agreement that
all casts shall be made up of 80 per cent
players.
The chorus shall be 80 per cent
Equity the stars shall be 80 per cent Equity
and the stock or bit players shall be 80
per cent Equity.
;

There was little resistance when Gillmore
presented his resolution at the Saturday night
meeting. Following about two hours of discussion it received an almost unanimous vote
of confidence.

The

resolution follows

"Resolved: That this meeting approves the
conduct of the officers and executives committee in the negotiations up to date and
expresses the belief that the producers will
see that the continued solidarity and usefulness of our association can be maintained only
by there being a minimum of 80 per cent

memberships

in all casts."

Arbitration meetings between producers and
Equity continued throughout the week with
an effort being made by both sides to reach
{Continued on page 34)
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Al Jolson

TT

is

this

great entertainer in talking pictures.

hardly likely that motion pictures will
ever get more pliable material with which
to work than that offered by Al Jolson.
His latest picture, "Say It With Songs,"
which opened at the Warner theatre in a
blaze of glory on the third anniversary of
Vitaphone and sound, once more gives clear
evidence of the extraordinary personality of

is about to present "The Ladye Fare," a darktown cabaret
revue
taken from the popular Octavus Roy Cohen stories. The characters are those
inimitable browns, Florian Slappy, Epic Peters, Evvy Mapcs and Spencer Williams.
Leon Hereford's Cotton Club orchestra will furnish the music for the Cotton Club
chorus and Rutledge and Taylor, two hot hoofers.

"The Jazz Singer" was not a

freak.
Jolson's single-handed putting over of an entirely

new form

of entertainment was not a matter
This man has everything you
of chance.
could ask for in a talking star, and I won't
be so ridiculous as to try to pull his artistry
apart to see what makes it tick. Jolson just
simply has it.
* * *

"Say

It With Songs"
Though it is not

grand entertaina particularly good
motion picture, it starts out magnificently with
a fast and amusing story, then all of a sudden goes blooey. Not content with a simple
story, strong because it is simple, the picture
was muddled up with all sorts of conflicting
ideas and emotions.
For instance, most pictures are content with a single triangle. This
one had to have two.
ment.

is

After the show, Jolson made the modest rethat he didn't know if the picture was
good or not, but that he liked it because it was
just a plain, unvarnished story without any of
the tricks used in so many pictures. I wonder
if he would not like it better if the picture
had actually been as simple as he termed it.

mark

Don't mistake me, the new Jolson picture is
smashing box office, even though it may carry
a

Leon Hereford and

his

much pathos

for much of the public taste.
I only hope that some day Jolson
will be given a really great story, which does
not of necessity mean an elaborate story, and
he would probably turn out the most wonderful picture ever made.
little

too

Again

went

"Four Feathers" for the
third time the other night and must say again
that this is fine entertainment, well done from
I

to

see

Any house in the country may
Feathers" with a considerable

start to finish.

play

"Four

show of
silent,

pride,

without as

despite

much

the fact that it is
as a single word of

conversation.

The musical score of "Four Feathers"
stands out among recent scores as one of the
best.

The animal scenes, made by the men who
brought forth "Chang" and "Grass," are, of
course,

amazing and incomparable.
*

*

*

"Broadway Melody"

"Broadway Melody" has

finally left

Broad-

way

after a most honorable run. This picture,
I don't doubt, deserves a place in the history
of motion picture entertainment, for it was
the first actually to demonstrate that a firstrate talking picture could be made.

Great things are being said of "Broadway
Melody's" successor, but the picture will have
to be good to outdo its old rival.

PETER VISCHER.

Cotton Club chorus

band

—
August

17,
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Rosenberg Leaves
Fox for Columbia;
Heads Chain Sales

BE MISUNDERSTOOD
T>,4 article

in

Aug. 13.— Ben F. Rosenberg,
the distribution and sales field,

and who has been connected with the industry
since 1914, has been appointed to the newly
created post of circuit sales manager.
Rosenberg will take up his new duties immediately and will have his headquarters in
Xew York He will have under his supervision all deals closed by Columbia with the
most important theatre chains in the country'.
Rosenberg goes to Columbia from Fox,
where for the past four years he has been
as

whether we

operate our theatre seven days instead of

enjoy their

days each week.

for cleg

(he con-

in

growth and prosperity of Cambridge
by the fact that we have m-

amount

of

money

re

have had money invested

M

the past eight years.

here.
in

In fact,

Cambridge

been,

and always

progress.

We

We

want Cam-

they are to survive the en-

Mores to bring business from the smaller
towns and the country over wide territories,
and (he easy methods of transportation, have
had a real effect on the smaller towns Amusements play a large part in the bringing of people to a town. They come to see a show, and
come back to buy Not long ago the commercial interests in Minneapolis decided on a
campaign in the newspapers to interest people
Most of
in Minneapolis as a trading center
the advertising was devoted to the shows and
other things of

Very

apolis

amusement

little

Yet. the purpose

to merchandise.

merchandise.

offered in Minne-

of the space was devoted

The

was to

sell

in

most of the advertising you will lememnamed the different shows
st

i

get peopli

Columbia Buys Branch
From Independent Films
Aug. 13.—In keeping with the
Columbia to operate its own exIndependent Films, Inc., of which
Joseph McConville and Abe Montague were
the owners, has been sold to Columbia and
will become the Columbia exchange for New-

were repreby the minis-

were read.
In the meantime, motion picture shows are
being held and likely will continue until arrests are made and the case forced into court.

to Test

(Special to the Herald-World)

BLACKWELL, OKLA.,

Aug.

13,— Black-

city ordinance against Sunday picture
shows will be put to a test in the district court
at Newkirk, Okla., the county seat, September
3.
A temporary injunction, restraining the
city officials from arresting officers or employes

Lwell's

of the Griffith Amusement Co., owners of the
theatres in this city, operating the shows on
Sunday has been issued in the district court.
It is understood that Sundav shows will
be

run until a hearing.

a very difficult problem.

business pioposition.
that those

materially

increasing
of that

many shows ahead
We have put forth every elhave none but the very finest

fort to

With

the desirability

community.

We

fait

is

the
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do

insist

noth-
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an expression of the people and are perby the derision of the

for

fectly willirg to abide

those

on Sunday

is

its

Closing the theatre
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not going to drive the latter class

A

into the chutch.

shall give

pi)

them the pleasure of enjoying
a guiding

:

,
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ire

IT

good clean

it is

picture being
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peaceful and instructive

j

]

weigh the

istsue

care-
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your vo

.....

to

through

sit

.

projected on the

think of a

way

that

cast

REMEMBER THE DATE. FRIDAY. AUG
VOTE EARLY
POLLS WILL
2. 1929
0\LY BE OPEN FROM Si A- M. UNTIL 5
P M AT THE CITY HALL

to go e. i riding for
go visiting where there is laughter
and amusement, or go to a picnic or many
Is

pleasure, or

stiver screen >

is

and then

personal belief in the

we thank you for your vote.
If you are opposed we thank you just the same
and assure you of our good wUL

to visualiz<

other things of rhe kind than

ask

fully

own

support the issue

WRONG?

wrong

we

All

in-

them beyond

a

your duty as a voter to cast your ballot,

cerely

citizens to neighboring places for recreation

Ut

is

and regardless of how you may vote, we sinand earnestly urge you to go to the polli
and vote according to your honest, sincere cos-

closed town always drives

to

more

spend

VOTE YES (X) IF YOU ARE IN FAVOR
OF OUR THEATRE REMAINING OPEN ON
SUNDAYS

quiet,

leisure

believe people should go to church

at

Respectfully.

once, and if possible twice on Sunday
would not want our business to interfere
any way with the church or the church funo
feel i
not
There
h. and nothing
and prosperity

least

EDWIN F BEHRNDT

We

SAMPLE BALLOT

Special Election Ballot
CAMBRIDGE VILLAGE
2.

1929

Place (X) milk

A QUESTION
FOR YOU TO DECIDE TOMORROW

town d
I

the issue

I

unles:

kne

Ye.

the hab.t

rarly as

but merely a

Furthermore,

who may support

nig but what

Those who attend the motion picture theaon Sunday are just as hne a people as
who do not. Many of them are church

FIGHT

not a

,

m-

er

theatrical

»

Stmd.y?

in fight for

Sunday shows.

Herald- World Campaign Aids
In Winning Shows on Sunday
Missouri Supreme Court Rules That Blue Laws Closing Theatres

on Sabbath Are Class Legislation

Sunday amusements

Put

K.- i-

it

W'e have been giving you

against

the recent introduction of Sunday shows here
culminated in a mass meeting in which repre-

Law

week makes

of Minneapolis.

Mailing piece used by Edwin F. Behrndt of Cambridge, Minn.,

(Special to the Herald-World)

Blue

If

ments to get the people
coming there they will n<

England.

association against

hi

te enjoying

BOSTON,

terial

a profit.

over the country and

all

Aus%»!

plan of
changes,

sentatives of all the churches
sented.
Resolutions drawn up

the

high,

business

— Protests

same time we must show

!

nd

can

Such enterhave no desire

very best, but at the

prosper

the
.

(Special to the Herald-World)

13.

stock, nor

large
in

We

money

without

in

a business

better shows.

stores in Minneapolis reeog-

ber they

you are entided.

theatre ts an indispensable factor
and business life of the present-day
community, providing inspiration and incentive
to the population.
Business goes where people
go. People go to the best shows. No modern
theatre is opened today
in
any commumt>

We
and

to which

our Story will be a different one. bv' to try and
compete with others operating seven days a

to the theatregoer for a prosperous,
is

Cambridge, but
you the very

to give

to present other than the

Close the theatres

buy the best pictures

showhouse

theatre business in

modern

city

merchandise

IND., Aug.

to

goers, while others are not

com-

the smaller towns are

i

SALEM,

them

is

entertainment, the kind of entertain-

tainment costs real

entertainment, and this increased

the city

if

ment

always one of the
rewards derived by the owners of a theatre of-

tre

possible

lars in the

finest of

entertainment

best

but our story

cod.

have been working hard

is

Naturally, we
be here a long, long time.
would do nothing that we thought was detriment*! to the moral or financial interests of

If

Salem Sunday Pictures
Go on Despite Protest

the

and property values

croachments made upon them by the larger
cities
The great efforts being made by the

Other subjects on the release schedule
Pathe sound and silent News, "The
Cabaret," an Aesop Fable, Chapter six of
"The Black Book," Sound Sportlight No. 7,
"Topical Fits," a talking topic; Pathe disc
News and Pathe disc Review.

make

have established our home here, and intend

ing to realize that they must put foith every

are

TV

Better business

possible

to

woman.

i

surroundings,

and

pro

Every town around Cambridge is permitted
to run. which makes it very difficult for us. We
have not only invested several thousand dol-

in the social

bridge to be a good town, not only for busiWe
neaa. but a good place in which to live

More and more

arguments
very simple.

more than just a well built
place where people go to

people who go to a theatre that gives clean
shows are good people.
Good motion pictures, combined with good music in pleasant

A

do ou

striving for city betterment

a

is

It

is

whole]

well patronized

take an active

fain and try to

the leading

McConville and Montague have been placed
in charge of Columbia distribution in New
England, so that no changes are made in
personnel of the exchange.

playhouse

The reward

for

part in the municipal, civic an<

Aug. 13.— Frank T. Davis'
"Turkey for Two," released on the Pathe
short feature program, heads the schedule
for August 25.
Davis is also a feature
player in Checker comedies, as well as the
producer of Folly comedies. Noel Francis

theatre

business enables

will be, boo:

looks good

that

terprise

XEW YORK,

good

fering such

As we have said before, w>
knp Cambridge piosperoua.

effort

is

interested

vitally

beat evidenced

ested a great

(Special to the Herald-World)

Girls"

be permitted

shall or shall not

A

IS

COMMUNITY ASSET
A

a

i

personal

"Show

A GOOD THEATRE

with the

3

,nued

"Turkey for Two * with
Frank T. Davis Heads
Pathe Aug. 25 Shorts

Ziegfeld's

much

to present our side of the question s»

il

That we are

9

'of

u

i

lx

representative to
identified
James R. Grainger and later as district manager of the Pacific coast and mountain states.
first

not written so

i>

bought of influencing the minds of the voter,

YORK,

known

well

WE MAY NCT

TtilT

(Special to the Herald-World)
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Boles Wins Test Case
Excellent material conceived by himself, and material from the HeraldWorld Sunday opening campaign brought to Edwin Behrndt, Cozy theatre,
Cambridge, Minn., permission to operate seven days a week. In the recent
referendum he won by a vote of 334 to 176.
"About three months ago," Mr. Behrndt
"we opened our theatre on Sundays
and immediatelv a petition was gotten up and
they secured 68 signers and presented the
petition to the council and called for a spe-

question in Missouri has been reached, leaving no loophole for further legal dickering
by reformers'. Following the ruling by the
Missouri supreme court, in the case of Springfield, Mo., theatre, that city ordinances pro-

election.
The signers agreed to pay all
costs of the special election."
Behrndt explains that the theatre worked
quietly until the morning of the election
when ads were printed in the two weekly
papers.
It was a diplomatic campaign.

hibiting Sunday motion picture shows were
class legislation and not in accord with the
statutes of the state or the constitution of
the United States, several exhibitors in vari-

writes,

cial

Supreme Court
Rules in Missouri
(Special to the Herald-World)

SPRINGFIELD, MO.,
permanent

settlement

in

Aug. 13.— At
the

last a

Sunday show

ous Missouri theatres promptly opened on
Sundays in violation of city ordinances and
were fined. The case of Warwick T. Boles,

owner of two theatres in Independence, Mo.,
a suburb of Kansas City, was decided this
week in the Circuit Court at Kansas City and
definitely settles matters, prominent lawyers
(Continued on page 32)
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Myers and
Appended

the Relief

Plan

a statement presenting a salesman's

conception of the Hays-Exhibitor
Relief Plan and controversial matter regarding Abram Myers' criticism of the
arrangement. This is the first time that this subject has been dealt with exhaustively
by a salesman, and the HERALD-WORLD feels that this discussion is of unusual
importance.
is

August

By A. GOLDENER
HERALD-WORLD have rightly

devoted considerable
space to the conferences between exhibitors' and distributors' representatives
Both sides of the case were treated
relative to film and record rental relief.
impartially and the subject was given the importance it deserves.
Yet, in all the stories printed, there was not a single expression from any of
the men whose daily contacts with exhibitors and their problems gives them
an insight into the situation possessed by few people in the industry. I refer
to the men in the field, the film salesmen whose duties consist of obtaining all
the revenue possible from their territories, the creation of good will for their
distributor employers, and the rendering of service that will hold accounts.
As a film salesman who has contacted, as
well as contracted, every type of exhibitor in
many years of service, I feel that the opinions
herein expressed may serve to bolster up those
exhibitors who have any doubt as to the value
of the recent conferences. And let me say
at this point, that as I am at present on the
side lines and but indirectly connected with
the industry, I have no motive other than the
passing on of such benefits as may be derived
from my experiences.
Consider Condemnation Unfair

To be utterly frank, this article was
prompted by what I consider the unfairness
of Mr. Abram F. Myers' wholesale condemnation of the relief plan before it had an
opportunity to function.
His attitude recalls
days

those

in

the

industry

when

exhibitors

and distributors were literally at each other's
throats and when any move made by one was
mistrusted by the other. Mr. Myers claimed
that individual adjustments were "fundamentally wrong" and would lead to the "rankest
kind of favoritism and discrimination."

Because Mr. Myers

comparative newcomer to the industry and
may not have had the time to
acquaint himself with its history, I
is a

am

taking the liberty of letting him
that the idea of individual adjustments is not entirely new. That
it has functioned satisfactorily for
all concerned in several other times
of stress.
That years of studying,
figuring, arguing, selling, adjusting

know

and re-selling have convinced distributors and fair-minded exhibitors
alike that each exhibitor IS an individual case. That each theatre presents its own problem and that rental
figures can only be fairly arrived at
by considering the possibilities of

the individual theatre with the product under consideration.
That favoritism
and
discrimination
are
rapidly being relegated to the past
along with other ancient sales weapons.
That the capable exhibitor and
the far-sighted distributor have long
since discovered that their mutual
success lies in the understanding of
each other's problems and the application of sound common sense to
Directly in line
their difficulties.
with this policy of cooperation and
understanding is the theory of individual adjustments.

me to cite some instances.
Adjustments Were Made
When I became a film salesman I had
Permit

a cursory idea of film values.

were

My

but

employers

initiating the star series plan of

selling

which was a radical departure from the old
program method of booking.
I
was thoroughly schooled in the comparative values of
the various stars and productions and was
then sent into the field. The prices scheduled
for me to obtain were in many instances from
1
to 500 per cent increase over the old pro-

My

instructions were to make
figures.
a complete and exhaustive study of the exhibitor's community, his theatre and its possibilities, his competitive conditions, his patrons
and their preferences and, in short, to become
as familiar with his particular territory as he
was himself. (I might say here, in all frankness, that in many cases I knew the exhibitor's
community better than he did.)
Having obtained this data I was empowered
to use my information in negotiating the sale
of my product. // the prices set for me to
secure were not in keeping with the conditions
as I found them, I was authorized to arrive
at figures that were equitable for both exhibi-

gram

tor

and

distributor.

Advised to Aid Exhibitors
Because of the newness of the sales policy
and its far-reaching effects on the future,
a promise of adjustment was given in the
event the contract should later prove to be an
unprofitable one for the exhibitor. Here was
the first real instance of individual adjustment.
I know for a certainty tluat every promise so
made was faithfully kept by the organization.
Exhibitors who know me and the territory I
covered can vouch for the truth of these state-

ments.
In later years, long after star series selling
to other methods and I had

had given way

(Continued on page 81)

Airplanes Proving Big
Help in Bringing Films

To Houses in Emergency
A

unique air feat has been the shipping of
a print of an audien by airplane direct from
Los Angeles to Montreal. Officials of the air

wing of the Canadian department of national
defense, the post office department and Canadian customs cooperated.

The films left Hollywood early Saturday
morning and were in Montreal in time for
the
Monday matinee performance at a
Montreal theatre.

An airplane recently came to the rescue of
the Majestic in Spokane in a real emergency.
Poor records' of a picture were found when
the first showing was made, necessitating an
order for new discs from Seattle.
On receipt of the phone order, the records were
shipped by plane to Portland, where the
Mamer Flying Service picked them up.

1929

Tiffany-Stahl Issues
Attractive Booklet on
Releases of This Fall
Tiffany-Stahl has issued an unusually attractive product announcement of the fall
releases. The announcement is in the form
of a 12-page booklet artistically laid out and
printed with color on vellum. The physical
makeup has a touch of the modernistic
much in the manner of the company's recent striking magazine advertising.

Nearly every page

Recent issues of the

17,

is

devoted to one

of

the pictures to be released this fall, with
drawn illustrations printed in color.
Tiffany-Stahl's 1929-30 product announcement is contained in this issue of the Herald-

World.

Governor Offered $500
For Arrest of Bombers
(Special to the Herald-World)

OKLAHOMA
ernor

W.

J.

CITY, Aug. 13.— GovHolloway has announced an

offer of $500 for the arrest and conviction
of each person connected with the bombing
of the Palace theatre, the night of July 25.

The open shop division of the Chamber of
Commerce, and the Sinopoulo-Mid West
Enterprises previously offered a reward of
$1,000 for the conviction of each person involved in the affair.

The bombers placed an explosive in the
rear of the theatre, blew a four-foot hole
in the back wall and damaged the interior.

Pastor Blocks Efforts
Favoring Sunday Films
(Special to the Herald-World)

JOHNSTON

CITY, ILL., Aug. 13.—The
reform element headed by Rev. J. H. Davis,
pastor of the First Methodist church, has
blocked an effort to give the working people
of this community wholesome amusements
on Sundays in the form of picture shows.
Reverend Davis and members of his concrowded

gregation

into

the

city

council

chamber, with the result that the eight city
aldermen voted against Sunday shows.
Mayor Harry Barlow stood for Sunday
shows, but he failed to tide the reform onslaught.

Booth Enterprises
Houses to G. W. Parrott

Sell

(Special to the Herald-World)

ATLANTA,

Aug. 13.— Theatres in five
Tennessee towns, which were operated by
Booth Enterprises, were sold this week to
George W. Parrott, of Lafollette, Tenn., by
F. H. Thobas, receiver for the company, according to reports.

The towns in which the theatres sold are
located are Lenoir City, Sweetwater, Greeneville, Newport and Jefferson City.
The amount of money involved in the purchase was not disclosed.

Frank Gay Collaborating

On Maude

Fulton Story

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug. 13.— "Alley Oop," an

Maude Fulton, will go into
production soon at the Fox studios.
Frank Gay is collaborating with Maude
original story by

Fulton

on the scenario.

Donald Gallagher

will direct the picture.

Harry R. Moore Marries

C—

Harry R. Moore, man
SPARTANBURG, S.
ager of the Columbus theatre at Paducah, Ky., wa^
married recently to Miss Kathryn Herring, of Kut
tawa, Ky.
Moore is widely known in Southern the
atrical circles.

s

August

IT,
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More Newspapers
It
Added to Universal'
Newspaper Newsreel

Five

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK

Aug. 13— Five more newsbeen added to the Universal
Newspaper Newsreel, according to Morton
Van Praag, general sales manager for Univerhave

papers

Seems It Takes More Than
Audiens to Route Double Bills

This Procedure

That

It

Is

as

Again Becoming Prevalent Despite the Fact
Thought That Talking Pictures ^ ould
Serve to Eliminate

sal

papers are the Chicago Daily News,
Milwaukee Journal, Cincinnati Times-Star, St.
Louis Post-Dispatch and the Toronto Star.
This makes a total of 44 dailies which have a
combined circulation of 5,000,000 and a reading public, which is estimated at 20,000,000.
The Chicago Daily News has had its own
newsreel for the past four years which covered
local news and was run in the theatre of
Chicago.

The

five

Pictures

Taken Here

Germany on Return

to

Trip

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK, Aug. 13.—The Graf Zeppeliu
stories in both Pathe Sound News and Pathe
News, which were filmed during the voyage
of the giant dirigible from Friedrichshafen to
Lakehurst, were sent back to Germany for
European distribution when the Graf left on
its return trip on Wednesday night, August 7.
the
moment the giant German
slipped
out
of
its
hanear at
Friedrichshafen and started its 6200-mile
flight over the Atlantic, Pathe kept it constantly under the eye of its cameras.
The pictures of scenes aboard the Zeppelin
during its air journey, and of its departure
from Friedrichshafen, were the result of a
special arrangement made with a Pathe emissary, Frank E. Nicholson, who was among
the. Zep's passengers and made shots of the
scenes aboard.

From

dirigible

—

Reports from the West Coast and Canada

(Special to the Herald-Worid)

ATLANTA,

GA., Aug. 13.— Through a reof Publix

alignment in the Atlanta district
Theatres Corporation, William

who

several

months ago became

K

Jenkins,

district

man-

been transferred from the operating
department to the real estate department of
which Theodore C. Young is the head. Emmett
Rogers, formerly district manager in Tenthe southnessee, but more recently head of
eastern production department, succeeds Jenager, has

R

kins and C. B. Stiff, who came to this territory some time ago as personal representative
Schneider, has
for division manager L. E.
been transferred to Salt Lake City, which falls
into the division to which Schneider recently
was transferred.

Crescent Amusement Will
Build 3,000 Seat Theatre
NASHVILLE,

TENN.,

Aug.

13.—An-

that construction will be
started within thirty days on a new motion picture theatre for the Crescent Amusement Company. The new house, to be located on Church
street, will seat 3,000.
The site for the new
theatre was acquired at a cost of $260,000,
according to Tony Sudekum, president of the

nouncement

Crescent

made

is

Amusement Company.

E. C. Hill

Buy

WINSTON-SALEM.

Out Stockholders

N".

C—E.

C.

Hill,

president

and treasurer of the Rex Corporation, operating the
Rex theatre, has bought the entire stock of the remaining stockholders and will continue the operation
of

the

theatre.

Max Weiss Buvs San

SAN JOSE, CAL. — Max

Jose House

Weiss, for years located
purchased the National theatre
San Jose, from the National Theatre Syndicate,
which is disposing of its chain.
at
at

Sacramento,

has

Old Arizona" and "Gentlemen of the Press,"
with short subjects, top price on Sunday being

Every Week

33 cents.

Brings Additions

Production at Roach's
Lot to Start Aug. 26

(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO, Aug. 13.—Double bills,
which for years created so much controversy
in silent picture presentation circles, and which
were finally given up by the larger houses
in favor of stage acts and concert offerings,
have made their bow in the audiens.
Just to what extent the plan will spread is
something that exhibitors are not prepared to
answer, but almost every week sees an additional house offering its patrons an additional
portion in the shape of audien entertainment.
The novelty of the sound picture is rapidly
passing and some houses are noting the old
demand for quantity.
The Alhambra theatre on Polk street is
featuring double bills of audiens on what were
formerly its off nights. Difficulty in securing
sufficient short subjects of merit is advanced
as the reason for showing two features. The
added patronage that has been attracted has
been found to more than pay for the added
cost.

Jenkins Is Transferred
To Publix Realty Office

It

There has been no end of argument on the advisability of "double bills."
While the practice has been quite generally considered one that was unand in many theatres of de luxe proportions.
stable, it has endured
It was thought at the time talking pictures were introduced that the double
For a time it seemed to be, but again it is
bill would be a thing of the past.
cropping up in various sections of the country.
follow

Pathe Ships Zeppelin

31

The El Capitan theatre on Mission street,
a very large neighborhood house, is offering
a double audien bill at matinees only. In the
evening only the main feature subject is presented. This plan has been found to increase
business at matinee performances materially,
without affecting the evening receipts.

Double Features
Again Make Appearance

MONTREAL,

ONT., Aug. 13.— Montreal

13

—With

the

Hal

annual vacation
period of one month, production on the 1929-30

Hal Roach

MGM

its

two-reel

comedy schedule

will be started

on Aug. 26 it is announced.
Roach comedians have scattered for their
vacations. Harry Langdon's first act when he
left the studio was to marry Helen Walton,
to whom he announced his engagement some
weeks ago.
Charley Chase is not going to take a rest;
he is being loaned by Hal Roach to play opposite Belle Baker in a feature lauzh picture
being made by Edward SmalL Laurel and
Hardy have gone fishing, also Warren Doane,
general studio manager and director of Charley Chase.
Robert McGowan, Gang director
intends to play golf every day of the 30 days'
vacation, while Hal Roach will play polo at
Santa Barbara most of the time

Pathe Confidence in
Griffith Demonstrated
HOLLYWOOD.

Aug. 13—Pathe's confiformer newspaperman,

Griffith,

and now among the screen colony's best
known directors, once more has been demonis

notorious for double feature programs in its many neighborhood and suburban theatres. With the installation of complete talking equipment in numerous local
theatres there was some conjecture as to the
survival of the custom, but the wired Francais
theatre had barely introduced audiens when
double features again made their appearance,
with programs being changed three times each
week.
For instance, a recent bill comprised "In
is

Aug.

Roach Studio closed for

dence in E. H.

CSpeciol to the Herald-World)

a city that

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

strated with his assignment to Constance Bennett's initial audien effort, "Rich People."
Griffith recently completed "Paris Bound,"

which witnessed the audien debut of another
important Broadway personality, Ann Harding. Griffith collaborated on the story preparation and dialog of "Rich People" with A. A.
Kline.

J. S.

Jossey

WB

Manager

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

Aug. 13.—Sam E. Morris,
president of Warner Brothers, announces that J. S. Jossey is the new man 1
ager of the Omaha branch. Jossey succeeds Earl A. Bell, who relinquished the
post to assume an executive position with
the Stanley Company of America.
vice

They Didn't Cheer Flag;
Protest Costs Him Fine
ONTARIO, Aug. 13.— When he oh.
jected to the manner in which the
United States Sag was ignored when
shown in a newsreel at the Capitol
theatre, Winnipeg, A. Kristjanssen, a
visitor from the United States, was
arrested on a charge of being disorderly in a public place and was fined
Kristjanssen inter$25 and costs.
rupted the performance by complaining noisily that the Canadian audience had failed to applaud the

American Sag.

Another Holt Arrives
SAN FRANCISCO,

Aug.

13.—A

seven-

"talkie." who has been christened Jacqueline, has arrived at the home of Mr. and

pound

Mrs. Nat Holt as a playmate for Nat Holt,
now six years of age. Nat Holt Sr., is
the popular manager of the California theatre.
Jr.,

Montreal House Installs PhonoGlm
MONTREAL. —The Midway theatre, one of

the

United Amusement's chain of houses in Montreal,
was closed for a week during which a DeForest
installation was made, the theatre reopeaing with
**The

Singing Fool.**

—

:
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Owner

Theatre

Theatres

—

—

NEW FILMS

PARAMOUNT — "The
mount

Van

all

Dine.

Green Murder Case," Paratalking picture from the novel by S. S.
Cast includes William Powell, Morgan

Farley and Jean Arthur.
G
all
last of Mrs. Cheyney,"
talker with Norma Shearer, Basil Rathbone, George
Barraud, Herbert Bunston and Hedda Hopper, directed by Sidney Franklin.
CAMEO "The Wrecker," a British film from the
Broadway stage play with Carlyle Blackwell and
Benita Hume.
LITTLE CARNEGIE— "Night Club," Paramount all
talker with a lot of Broadway notables.
FILM GUILD CINEMA— "Six by Two by Eleven,"
a French picture by Jean Epstein, one of our very
modern directors. Film described as a tragedy of
love in which a Kodak plays the role of nemesis.

M M

CAPITOL— "The

The Montana

Exhibitors' Association meeting at Butte on August 6 passed
a resolution to support the Allied States Association and the Brookhart bill.
They also resolved to request their Congressional delegation to support the
bill.

This was one of the largest and best independent exhibitors' meetings held in the state
for several years.

of the National Film Publicity Corporation,
311 South Sarah street, St. Louis, Mo. This
company is a pioneer in the film advertising

and was among the
sound advertising pictures.

field

Woodhull Will
Address Missouri
R. F. Woodhull, president of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, will be
the principal speaker at the annual convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois at
Hotel Jefferson, St. Louis, Mo., on August
19 and 20.

M

P
Several other national officers of the
T O A probably will be in attendance at the
meeting which promises to be the largest attended and most important ever held by the
Middle Western organization. This year the
sound picture situation will be the outstanding
subject up for discussion. Not only the question of relief of exhibitors burdened with
high priced sound picture contracts, but also
the music problem.
In St. Louis, for instance, the present contract with the musicians' union is about to
expire.
Under existing conditions many exhibitors have found it impossible to continue
their orchestras while playing sound pictures.
It is very probable that some agreement relative to the music situation will be worked out
during the convention. Some exhibitors favor
a curtailment rather than the complete elimination of their orchestras.
Another national figure who will address
the convention is Flint Weyer of New York
City, an authority on theatre fire insurance
and precaution to be taken by motion picture
theatre owners and managers in reducing the
fire hazard to a minimum. He will also advise
the exhibitors how they can reduce their fire
rates to a low figure by simply making a few
inexpensive improvements.
Fire Chief Alt and Building Commissioner
Steininger of St. Louis will be other speakThe

tentative

program

for

the

two

day

meeting follows
10 a. m.
Address of welcome by Mayor
Victor J. Miller of St. Louis with the response by Fred Wehrenberg, president Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Eastern Missouri
and Southern Illinois.
This will be followed by a brief executive
business session and the registration of delegates, etc.

At

p. m. a buffet luncheon will be served
convention headquarters.
From 2 to 5 p. m. on August 19 will be
devoted to a business session at which several very important matters will be taken up.
At 7 p. m. on August 20 the annual banquet of the organization will be held. Arthur
Frudenfeld, manager of the St. Louis theatre will act as toastmaster. The entertainment
1

in the

include
of Skouras
theatre and

will

special

acts

from

the

theatres

Brothers Enterprises, the Fox
St. Louis theatre.
Ed Lowry,
master of ceremonies at the Ambassador theatre, will act as the master for the banquet
entertainment.
The business meeting on the 20th will be
held between 2 and 5 p. m. following a buffet luncheon at 1 p. m.
The morning of the
20th will be devoted to a visit to the plant

to

produce

:

who

We
We

We

Myers, with headquarters at Washington,
Realizing the nationwide scope of this prob-

F.

and the necessity for a permanent well-safeguarded solution, we are asking at the present time
for nothing except that the organization to which we
belong and the man whom we have chosen to head
lem,

that

organization

be

recognized

in

negotiations

to

stabilize the industry.

We

are in favor of a fair arbitration sys-

tem.

We

are opposed to arbitration based on an
contract and confined strictly to an
enforcement of that contract through illegal

unfair

means.

And

as independent theatre owners we deas a right the settlement of these difby negotiation, we to be represented
the organization and leaders we have

mand

ficulties

by

splurge,

Life,"

Produced

MGM

featuring

every

First National

pic-

in

talking,
star in

talker with

Loretta Young, Chester Morris and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

disputes that point,
to leave it to an arbitration board of three men
one a lawyer, one a banker, and one a merchant.
(Some have said that I personally am responsible,
partially at least, for our present contract, inasmuch
as I served on the National Committee which drafted
it.
However, I was an alternate, only, without voting power for the most part, and I finally resigned
in protest at the action taken in the last meeting.)
(2) The arbitration system set up in the contract
One is arbitration itself
comprises two features:
with a perfectly legal method of enforcement through
the courts of the land; the other a method of enforcement through demand of deposits and a refusal
of further service by all film companies, although
these companies are supposed to be competitors.
(3) Our organization, composed of independent theatres, stands on the principle that only as an organization can these difficulties be negotiated and settled.
claim the right to choose our leaders, in whom
we have confidence, to carry on such negotiation.
refuse to be represented, nationally or otherwise,
by a socalled exhibitors' organization, which is dominated and controlled by the very parties with whom
realize that the questions
we have differences.
No
at issue are not local, but national in character.
contract and no system of arbitration can be permanently maintained in Texas alone, different from that
Therefore,
used generally throughout the country.
Texas, together with a large number of other state
organizations, have banded themselves together in a
national organization known as the Allied States AsThat organsociation of Motion Picture Exhibitors.
ization is our organization; and as our spokesman we
Mr.
council,
and
general
president
have elected a

D. C.

Hollywood Revue,"

singing, dancing
the studio.

has been a very strenuous
Telegrams, telephone calls
and letters have been pouring in wanting to
know what it is all about; so we think it
wise to tell you as much about the sitaution
as is possible in a comparatively short letter.
There are three basic contentions upon
which I think most exhibitors will agree
(1) Our film contract is one-sided and inequitable.
agree with anyone,

Amkino

of Evil,"
ture about small town superstitions.

CENTRAL— "Fast

last week
in this office.

will

FIFTH AVENUE—"Power

ASTOR— "The

The

I

—

Armenia.

Texas
Issues Statement
TO ALL EXHIBITORS:

Abram

ers.

first

Col. Cole of

one

1929

17,

At the New York

Activities

H. A. Cole of Texas issues statement criticising arbitration Demands "right of setdement of difficulties by negotiation" Montana exhibitors resolve to support Allied
States and Brookhart Bill
Woodhull will be the principal speaker at the annual
convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Missouri at St. Louis August
19 and 20 at the Hotel Jefferson.

—

August

chosen.

Launch Membership
Campaign in N. C.
R. F. Wodhull, president of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, was
notified by Mrs. Walter Griffith, secretary of
the Theatre Owners' Association of North
Carolina, that at a meeting of the board of
directors of the North Carolina association a
resolution was unanimously passed to make
an extensive campaign for membership in
South Carolina.

RIVOLI — "The Dance
Nancy

with

of Life," Paramount
Carroll and Hal Skelly.

all

talker

HELD OVER AND REVIVED

APOLLO— "Bulldog Drummond," United Artists, all
talker, opened May 2.
GAIETY— "The Black Watch," Fox, all talker,
opened May 22.
WINTER GARDEN— "On With the Show," Warnen,
all talker, opened May 28.
CRITERION— "The Four Feathers," Paramount,
opened June

12.

GLOBE— "Street Girl," Radio all talker,
COLONY— "College Love," Universal all

opened
talker.

Opened August 3.
m t,
ROXY—"The Cock-Eyed World," Fox All Talker,
opened August 3.
WARNERS—"Say it With Songs," Warner all
talker, opened August 6.
STRAND "The Drag," First National, all talker.
First time p.p.

Herald-World Campaign
Aids in Winning Fight
For Sunday Film Shows
(Continued from page 29)
believe.

The city of Independence has an ordinance
On June 16 Mr.
prohibiting Sunday shows.
Boles kept both his theatres open, doing u
good business and getting many patrons who
otherwise would have gone to Kansas City
On June 20 Mr.
trolly for the day.
Boles was fined $50 by Police Judge Edward
N. Paxton. Mr. Boles not only appealed the
cases, but filed application for a permanent
injunction against the city, restraining city
officials from interfering with the operation
of his theatres on Sunday. This week Judge
C. A. Burney of the Circuit Court granted
In handing down
the permanent injunction.
his opinion on the injunction, Judge Burney
stated in his opinion:
"The Independence ordinance is class legislation.
A similar case has been decided by
the Missouri Supreme Court in the instance
The Supreme
of Springfield, Mo., theatres.

on a

Court ruled that in instances where the local
closing law was not general, but applied only
to amusement places operated for money, etc..
that the ordinance was not constitutional."
In view of the fact that reformers, in order
to successfully close theatres on Sunday,
would have to obtain the passage of a bill
that would prohibit the operation of any type
of business on Sunday, it is not believed that
anything new in the way of Sunday closing
legislation ever will be introduced, as the
opposition from all types of business would
be too strong.

Bright Leaf Theatres Formed

C—

Bright Leaf Theatres, Inc., has
N.
just been organized here to exhibit motion picture

WILSON,

The authorized capital is $50,000, of which
shows.
$3,000 has been subscribed by W. M. Farmer, M. B.
Farmer and J. A. Edgerton.

:

August
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Syndicate Service Now
a Feature of Fox Promotion

News
R&ithin a lew days you will receive the

Sew

Fourth of our

Features

Company

to
This

New

Is a

and Up-to-date Idea

FOX FY A TYUES often tfau mttkv gnta to t om. rrie*B*0 moOet a c oounoc
ta «ct> trmtorr
tett exdnanrty to the 6nr papef
By <»pr»*«io| joMf with for the court blaaket **r*ice »t
c( aintanuii n rowr ccffi*f — collect jr. hi qmj or k«trr

Its Plan in Outstanding Trade Paper Devoted
Newspaper Publication Four Features
Are Now in Circulation
By PETER VISCHER

Advertises

-

—A

NEW

W«re are 5om* o/ fA< ,Seu.spapert Taking
All or Some of Oar Unusual Feature* :

—

YORK, Aug. 13.
new method of bringing motion picture news
before the public through the columns of the daily newspapers has been developed.
One of journalism's own ideas has been adapted to the needs of the
motion picture industry.
newspaper syndicate has been formed by a leading film company and its
releases have been sent all over this continent and are appearing in most of
the leading newspapers.
This service, which not only publicizes players and directors, will be a boon
to the exhibitor in that it will supply his local paper with reader interest articles away from the general run of press material and will develop greater

A

vd
Muiy More Pealwet

Wn L

it

,

100

etSrrt

— Beauty

Fuhwrw. Home*. Etc
Our Lxpetae tnd Reaerre One Sere or AIL
(0 Foflcrw

FOX FEATURE SERVICE
3SO

TENTH

A.c.

NEW

YORK. N Y

interest in players

Page advertisement carried by Fox

&

"Editor
Publisher," the trade
paper of the newspaper profession,
-which only a few years ago campaigned against motion picture pubin

licity.

Three-fourths of

It
was planned to supply newspapers
throughout the world with material as good
as they were buying from commercial syndicates.
With that aim in mind the West Coast
and East went into conference and to date
four features have been sent out and are now

WB

Schedule to Be Done

By End

of September

released.

Fox Feature Service Jold

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

Aug. 13.— Warner Brothers
Seventyschedule this year.
five per cent of the Vitaphone schedule for
1929-30 will be completed by the end of September, according to a statement this week by
Thirty-five speJ. L. Warner, vice-president.
cials comprise Warner's product for the new
season, and 24 of these will have camera workcompleted before October 1.
:s

ahead of

its

The completed portion of the program conof the following specials, all of which
will be released in both Vitaphone and silent
sists

versions

"Honky Tonk," "The Hottentot," "The Argyle
Case," "Say It with Songs," "In the Headlines,"
"Skin Deep," "The Sap," "Hearts in Exile," "The
Green Goddess," "Songs of the West." "Is Everybody Happy," "Evidence," "General Crack." "Gold
Diggers of Broadway," "So Long Letty," "Under a
Texas Moon," "Disraeli" and "The Aviator."

Little fie Id

May

Star for

First National,

Report

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,
may

field

shortly

Aug. 13.— Lucien Littleaugment First National's
Held by
it is reported.

constellation of stars,

organization for the past three months.
excellent work in "No, No, Nanette," mav win him this reward.
this

Littlefield's

Fox Executive

Sails

(Special to the Herald-World)

SAX

FRANCISCO,

Aug.

13.— Stanley

head of the Fox forces in Australia
and the Far East, who has been in the United
States since May studying the sound situation,
has sailed for Svdney.
Crick,

Cist to Manage Honolulu Theatre
SAX FRANCISCO.— Lowell B. Gist, for several
years
Cruz,
to

manager of the Santa Cruz theatre
Cal.,

for Louis
T. H,

Honolulu,

R.
to

at

Greenfield, has been
take charge of the

Santa
sent

New

Princess.

John Smith Transferred to Portland
SAN FRANCISCO.—John Smith, for some time
manager of the Granada theatre, a Publbc house,
has been transferred to Portland, Ore., as manager
of

the Portland theatre.

and pictures.

Several months ago Glendon Allvine, director of advertising and publicity for Fox Films,
was approached with the idea and took to it
kindly.
Plans were laid, the initial expenditures were authorized and the syndicate got
away to a flying start.

the

newspapers

that their service was ottered gratis, released
under a common release date and sent exclusively to the first paper answering in each
territory"They were asked to express their
desire for all or any part of service by wir-

Telegraph wires have been kept hot for
the past month and a half and to date 379
papers have expressed their interest by ordering the service. It now has a weeklv reading
ing.

of 11,439,109.
Sixty-seven papers have endorsed the service to the extent that they have taken all
features now released and all features to be
released in the future.

The four newspaper

syndicate features

now

circulation are:

in

MOTION PICTURE PLAYWRIGHT
SERIES A series of articles by the leading
:

Herald. Hollywood News, Stockton Independent and several hundred more.
Thirteen papers of the Far East have cabled

from the Hawaiian Islands
Services have been mailed to them,
including mats and proof of copy and the
features will be released within a few- weeks.
The Fox Feature Service was started by
Myles F. Lasker, who has spent many years
in the svndicate field.
for

the

service

to India.

Columbia Establishing
Exchange in Kansas City
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS
are

being

CITY, Aug. 13.—Preparations
made for the opening of a new

at 1710 Baltimore Avenue.
formerly
Kansas City
Gregory,
branch manager, is in Kansas City to
G
open the new Columbia exchange.
Columbia pictures heretofore have been
handled by the Midwest Distributors, Inc.,
which will sell what it has left so as not to
conflict with Gregory's plans.

Columbia exchange
Charles

M

M

Town

Refuses to Permit
Erection of a Theatre
(Special to the Herald-World)

BROOKLINE.

MASS.,

Aug.

13—This

town has again refused

playwrights of the audible screen discussing
the future of the talking picture as compared
to the dramatic stage.

to permit erection of
a theatre, turning down the petition of J. F.
Flemming. With a population of about 45.-

INTIMATE BIOS: A combination photographic and cartoon strip, released once a
week, telling of intimate biographical happenings in the lives of the stars and directors.

000, this is believed to be the largest community in the country which refuses to allow
erection of a theatre.

HOLLYWOOD HUMOR:

Released three

a week, a short, funny story of life in the
film capital, illustrated with a half-column
cartoon.

COLOR AUTOBIOGRAPHIES

A

feature written by the players and directors telling of their superstitions, aims and ambitions,
past performances, how they broke into pictures, and their future hopes.
:

Among

the papers now subscribing for the
service are: New York Evening World, New

York Telegram, Chicago Journal, St. Louis
Post Dispatch, Cleveland News, Newark Ledger,
Terre Haute Tribicne, Montreal Star,
Beaumont Enterprise, San Diego Union. Peoria Journal, Philadelphia Item, Dallas Times
Herald, Cincinnati Enquirer, Vancouver Sun,
Bridgeport Telegram, Sacramento Union, Manila Bulletin. Hawaii Hochi. New Bedford
Standard, Wilkes Barre Telegram, Winnipeg
Free Press, New Haven Register, Ohio State
Journal, Portland Press Herald, Dayton JourWichita Eagle, Butte Post, Allentown
Leader, Utica Observer Dispatch, Syracuse
nal,

Several previous efforts to secure a permit

have been similarly refused. A movement is
now on foot to have the question placed on the
ballot next spring so that the voters may decide the question which has up to this time
been handled by the selectmen.
Brookline
is
adjacent to Boston.

James

Starts

W B Job

(Special to the Herald-World)

ATLANTA, Aug. 13.—Thomas H. James,
formerly manager of Loew's Capitol theatre,
left here last week for New York, where he
will be connected with the Warner Brothers'
theatre
department,
headed
Spyros
by
Skouras.
Carter Barron, manager of the
Metropolitan theatre, will succeed James at
the Capitol.

Tourist Patron Turns Out to

MISSOULA. MONT.—E.

Be Robber

K. Taylor, manager of

the Western Montana theatre chain, obligingly got
out of bed to aid a tourist in recovering a parcel.
When he reached the theatre, the supposed tourist
held him up and robbed tie safe of $450.
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World Wide Developments

August

17,

1929

Ethel Barrymore Bolts
Equity; Criticizes Head
Of Actors' Association
(Continued from page 27)

Fifty sound picture sets have been ordered by the leading Soviet Russian production unit Theatres in Poland exhibiting only domestic films are to be declared free
Polish artists engaged for new production, "Mark Swida" Wiring and
of all taxes
installation of machinery to begin in Ufa sound studios at Neubabelsberg.

—

—

—

RUSSIAN FILM NOTES
Sowkino, the leading Soviet Russian production unit, has ordered 50 soundGovernmental Electro-Trust (process not mentioned), the Department of Commerce is advised by Trade Commissioner George R. Canty,
Imports of sound-film installations into Russia are absolutely proParis.

film sets at the

hibited.

The

question

is

now

being

considered

to prohibit imports of foreign
projection machines, since a sufficient number
of these is manufactured in Leningrad to

whether or not

cover domestic requirements.
The first Soviet Russian sound-film is now
under way in Leningrad. It will contain not
only sound-effects but also dialog. The title
and cast have not yet been determined, nor is
it stated what process is involved.
The Russian Meschrabpom-film in cooperation with a Norwegian company is preparing
joint productions based on Ibsen's "Ghosts"
and Johann Bojer's "Wikingern."
A revision of all Russian film companies is
being made now by a special control commission, composed of representatives of various

governmental organizations.
probably take six months.
*

*

The

revision will

*

Film Press Items Selected from the European
Press by Trade Commissioner George

Anonyme Cinematographique Italo-Am-

ciete

ericaine), has recently increased its capital
from 10,000 to 60,000 lire. These figures are
not so high when compared with the capital
usually invested in the film industry, but favorable results are expected from the association
contract just concluded by the above company
with two London firms.
Silent and soundfilms will be produced by the three companies,
which will also cooperate financially. Part of
the future output is to be produced in the
Wembley studios in England, and part in
those of the S. A. C. I. A., at Rifredi, near

Florence.

Work

has commenced at Palermo, on the
first Italian sound-film "Porto," a press report
states.
The subject is entirely modern, and
will be interpreted by a cast which includes
Marisa Romano and George White. The direction is by Signor Comin and Giacinto
Solito, and the cameraman is Carlo Montuori,
well known in Italy and abroad as one of

Following a recent decision of the Polish
Government, cinemas exhibiting only domestic

the best operators in the Italian industry. The
synchronization will be handled by the Ente
Nazionale, with musical scores expressly composed for the occasion by Massimo Bontem-

films will be declared free of all taxes.

pelli.

R.

Canty, Paris

The Polish film producing firm "Sfinks," is
now preparing a picture "Mark Swida," based
on a popular Polish novel. Well-known Polish
Part of the film will
artists were engaged.
(process not menbe sound-synchronized
tioned.)

The Ufa sound-studios at Neubabelsberg
(Berlin) have in six weeks' continuous work
so far been completed that the wiring and installation of machinery can begin, states a
Having no windows,
building looks very' gloomy.
Windows,

message from Berlin.
the

because they
with.
ticular

let in noises,

had to be dispensed

Doors had to be constructed in a parway. For acoustic reasons no iron was

used, the walls being made of strong burnt
bricks.
For the lighting, only incandescent
lamps are used, having a strength of several

hundred thousand candle power. To combat
the heat of lighting and to remove the dust,
the air of the vast building will be resix to eight times every hour.
Ventilating must be absolutely noiseless, and the
ducts must also be sound-proof against outside noises.
complicated system of signals
will be fitted, and every visitor will be "signalled" to the producer.
large number of
scientific experts of Berlin have been consulted
by the architect, Herr Otto Kohtz, and the
engineer, Herr Otto Zucker. The building has
the shape of a cross; four stages of 20 to 30
and 15 to 25 meters size at each side, and a
hall with all the technical appliances forming
the center.
* * *
all

newed

A

A

Court actions among scenarists, directors
and producers have become so frequent in

Hungary that the minister of justice has decided that one of the judges for such cases
should be a representative of the industry.
Probably either an exhibitor, a director, or a
member of the censorship board will be appointed in this connection.
The S. A. C. I. A., of Milan, Italy (So-

«

*

*

The

protective period for authors' rights in
Austria is to be changed from 30 to 50 years.
This modification applies to all literary, artistic
The project of law
or photographic works.
will be submitted to Parliament for approval
within the next few Veeks.

The

exhibitors' strike started at Innsbruck,

Austria, on July 1, the Municipal authorities
having refused to grant a reduction of the
entertainment tax during the summer months.
It

the
will

is

stated that the

sound-picture of

first

Russian-German producing unit, Derussa,
be based on Tolstoi's novel, "The Sonata

to Krentzer."

The German Star-Film Company's program
for the 1929-1930 season comprises nine films,

of which seven will be domestically produced,
as follows:
Three Henry Porten pictures;
one Nero-Film picture "Juggler," with Kathe
V. Nagy and Xenia Dessni one Nero Film,
"Innocence;" one Nero Film, "Three in Matrimony;" and one Nero Film, "A Thief's
Trust" (film of adventures.)
The company
will further release two films of foreign origin
which will be determined later.
The general meeting of the French G. M.
Companv has approved the financial statement
for 1928. showing a net profit of 458,966
francs after deduction of Frs. 480,124 for
amortizations.
A 10 francs dividend will be
paid, it is said, on nominal shares and Frs.
7.30 on bearer shares, beginning July 10.
;

Kansas

MPTO Moves

Not

an agreement.
of

the

series

did

until

actual

the

third

meeting

counter-argument

begin.

In the first meeting producers instructed
Equity to present its requests in their irreGillmore accepted the adducible minimum.
vice and replied they would do so, but that
the producers could not expect Equity to
present anything that would in anywise diminish Equity's solidarity.

At Gillmore's side in the controversy were
Ethel Barrymore and Paul N. Turner. The
producers are believed to have been represented by Jack Warner, Fred Beetson and
Joseph Schenk. Although the location of the
meeting has been withheld it is known that
one meeting was held at the home of Douglas Fairbanks, and another at the home of
Warner.
*

*

*

At the close of the arbitration meetings
Conrad Nagel sent telegraphed communications to 50 actors and actresses requesting
them to attend a gathering at his home on
Thursday night to discuss the Equity situation.
The meeting was regarded by him as
gathering

a

social
press.

his

in

statement to

the

But he also stated that Paul Turner, attorney for Equity, was introduced to the
guests for questioning.
A barrage of questions were put to him by the players. Turner
explained all the requests that Equity is making and answered all the questions as fully as
he could.

Most of

the people at the Nagel home were
players or free lance people who
have taken little part in the ten weeks' strug-

contract

gle which began June 5.
The meeting was
called following its endorsement by Gillmore,
who stated that Nagel had conferred with

him on it.
A mass meeting

called as the regular weekly
feature of the Equity camoaign lacked its
usual pep and oratory. Frank Gillmore, president of Equity, opened the meeting by declaring that the meeting should have been
called off if there had been time for him
to do so. As a result, he said, he had planned
it only as a perfunctory one.

*

*

*

He

proved to be putting it mildly. The
meeting was a series of jibberings that at
times even failed to make good sense.
Although most of the speaking was done
by Gillmore himself there were other speakers, among whom were Andre De Segurola,
Sam Hardy, Charles F. Adams, and Joseph
Cawthorne.
The most sincere, honest and intelligent address of all was made by Jean Hersholt.
Gillmore stated that there would be a most
important meeting the following Saturday
night. All members whether in good standing
were told to attend.
Suspended members
were barred. He said that the purpose of
the meeting was to decide "whether or not
certain conditions are acceptable or not." He
said in the series of meetings held with the
producers he found the producers friendly,
courteous and genuinely congenial.

Those suspended were Hallam Cooley, Don(Heine) Conklin, Mayme
Miller, Robert Millasch,
Gilbert
Holmes, Douglas Girrard.
George Milo, and Bruce Randall.
ald

Crisp,

Kelso,

Charles

Leo White, Carl

(Special to the Herald-World)

MPTO

KANSAS CITY, Aug. 13.—The
Kansas-Missouri has moved into its new home
on the first floor of the old Paramount building at 110 West Eighteenth street. The new
quarters are much larger and afford more
facilities than did the former quarters at 128
West Eighteenth street.

T-S Salt Lake Branch
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Aug.

13— Oscar

Hanson,

sales manager for Tiffany-Stahl,
announces that a Salt Lake office has been
opened at 250 East First South Street.

general

August
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Exhibitors attending the Rocky Mountain States convention July 23, 24. 25.
Seven states were represented at the meeting, which was
featured by discussions of sound and by the approval of the Colorado groups to join Allied States. Those who like to count well enough
can locate J. C. Jenkins, the Herald-World's itinerant Colyumnist. by finding the eleventh man from the right in the second roic.

Cohen Appointed

Louis

General Manager of All
Universal Chain Houses
(Special to the Herald-World)

XEW YORK,

Aug.

13— Louis

Cohen,

chain executive, who was
:ngaged seven months ago by Carl Laemnle as real estate expert for Universal
Theatres, has been appointed general maniger of the Universal chain organization.
He will have general supervision over all
he activities of the circuit and the several
lundred theatres it owns or operates
hroughout the country.
.eteran

theatre

Executive Challenges Criticism
Of Trade Practice Conference
Government

Out That in 68 Meetings Held with
During Last 10 Years
No Legality Test Has Resulted
By FRANCIS L. BURT

Official Points

Industrial Organizations

—

WASHINGTON,

D. C, Aug. 13. Charges that rules promulgated by the
commission in connection with its trade practice conferences
would not stand up under court action are emphatically challenged by M.

federal trade

Markham

Grombacher Will Pay
$125,000 for Pictures
(Special to the Herald-World)

SPOKAXE,

Aug. 13.— More than $125,000
be expended bv Ray A. Grombacher for
film plays for Spokane Theatres, Inc., during
he 1929-30 season, according to booking conTacts announced in conjunction with the fornal inauguration of "The Xew Show World."
Contracts covering the entire output of
Paramount, First National, Fox and Warner
Brothers product make up the major portion
the film bookings for the coming year.
will

A

Flannery, chief of the division of trade practice conferences, who
points out that in not one of the 68 conferences held during the past 10 years
has any action been brought to test the legality of any rule.
The trade practice rules, including those adopted at the motion picture con-

New York in 1927, are for the purpose of eliminating by joint action
an industry which otherwise would require the bringing of individual
cases by the commission. Their effect is to minimize complaints, thus saving
time and money for both the industry and the government.
ference in
evils in

While, owing to the introduction of sound
pictures shortly after the 1927 conference, the
motion picture rules were to some extent deprived

the

of

effects

would have had,

West Show
Merges with Robbins

Jones Wild

Special to the Hearld-World

DANVILLE, Aug. 13.—A

part

of

many

belief that
try would

it

is

of the

which they otherwise
Mr. Flannery's firm
ills

of the film indus-

have been cured by the full application of the resolutions adopted in Xew York.
That such was not the result he feels is the
fault of neither the government nor the in-

Buck

Wild West shows, which have been
up here for a while, has left the city to
oin the Robbins Brothers circus.
Announcement of the merger was made by Robert

(ones
ied

iuchanan,

representative

of

the

Robbins

•hows.

L.

E. Tillman

New

Takes Over

Duties for Columbia
(Special to the Herald-World)

SAX FRAXCISCO,
nan, formerly

13—L. E. Tillthe Portland, Ore.,

Aug.

manager of

xchange of Columbia, has taken over his new
West Coast district manager for this
organization, with supervision over six offices
luties of

rom Denver

to

San Francisco.

R K O Bans Theme Song
(Special to the Herald-World)

m

HOLLYWOOD, Aug.
iaron, R K O executive, is
)ublic

13.— William Leconvinced that the

the recurrent
)n this account the public will
jirl" without a theme song.
is

tired of

theme song.
see "Street

According to LeBaron, it slows up action,
^nd in the words of the immortal Shakepeare, it is a "weary, flat, stale and unprofitble diversion."

Air-Cooling Machine
Stolen from Theatre
(Special to the Herald-World)

RENO, NEV., Aug. 13.— The police
Reno
some
apparently strong man managed to
and the management of the
theatre are wondering just how

the theatre's air-cooling and
washing machine. The machine was
equipped with an electric motor and
water spray and valued at about $75.

steal

is due to the revolution which has
occurred in the film world since the advent

dustry, but

of audiens.
In the past few months there has been much
discussion of the alleged illegality of rules
adopted by the commission following trade
practice conferences, and the inference has
been given that the matter has been taken to
the department of justice with a view to
securing action to restrain the commission
from exceeding its authority and giving approval to illegal rules.
Investigation at the
department of justice and the federal trade
commission, however, fails to develop that
any such action has been taken and, as a
matter of fact, it is felt at the commission

that there is nothing in the trade practice
conference plan which would interest the department of justice.
The charge chiefly brought against the commission is that some of its rules violate the
antitrust laws, but this is denied by Mr. Flannery, who suggests that any organization or
concern which holds that view may easily test
the rules by carrying them to the courts.
However, it is added, not one of the rules
adopted in the 68 conferences held in the
past decade has ever been the subject of litigation.
It has been charged that any agreement
which in itself was illegal was not given immunity by approval by the federal trade commission and that operation under such an
agreement would not exempt a business man
from prosecution by the department of justice.
The most encouraging inference to be

drawn from the

situation,

it

was

declared,

was the probability that the trade practice
conferences would in time lead to revision
of the antitrust laws.
This view is not shared by Mr. Flannery,

who dared anyone feeling that way to take
a case to the courts. Considerable doubt that
the conferences would lead to revision of the
antitrust laws is expressed by him, believing,
as he does, that many who now cry out for
amendment would not have survived during
the years since the laws were enacted except
for them.

Leatrice Joy Leaves

FN

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug.

13.— It

is

reported

that First Xational has bought the remainder
of Leatrice Joy's contract.
Miss Joy was
signed to make three pictures. One of them

has been completed.
the change in plans.

Xo

reason

is

known

for

:
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Paramount Seeks

to

17,

1929

Buy

Theatre Holdings with
New Stock on Exchange
Application Made to List 369.330
Additional Shares on IS. Y.

MOTION PICTURE FINANCE

Market
(Special to the Herald- World)

NEW

Market Reacts
By

N

EW

same

influence.

YORK,

Aug.

to

Rediscount Rate

LAURENCE STERN

tion will acquire therefor 75 per cent of the
stock of the Kunsky theatres in Detroit, the other 25 per cent being owned by
Balaban & Katz, another subsidiary of Para-

common

—Although

discrimination is a permanent underlying characteristic of the stock market, speculative developments arise
from time to time which subject virtually all classes of stocks to the
13.

of the Dent Theatres in Texas; 100 per cent
of the preferred and 90 per cent of the common stock of Saenger Theatres, operating
in 11 Southern states; 70 per cent of the
stock of the Great States Theatres in Illinois; 100 per cent of the stock of the Ruben
& Finkelstein Circuit, and 50 per cent of
the stock of the Columbia Broadcasting

is

of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York
from 5 to 6 per cent, a move obviously designed as a disciplinary curb on what the
central
banking authorities
rightly
or
wrongly regard as an excessive speculative

absorption of credit.
Under the circumstances, the entire market reacted vigorously and then experienced

System.
tion of

partial recovery.
It is of no individual significance that all of the prominent motion
in- this

program

a

The company has

Every state in the Union and 18 foreign
countries are represented in the list of shareholders. The greatest number reside in New

of fast
just sold

York,

Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Illinois,
California and New Jersey, in that order.

3.400

worth of real estate holdings in
Brooklyn and Queens, apparently prefer1.800
ring to buy theatres rather than take the
time necessary for construction.
Along
7,500
this line, it has acquired the 21 Century
theatres

Queens and Long Island.
formed a subsidiary

has

Pantages theatres

at

acquire

additional

Stock

Exchange.

for listing of 369,-

on the New York
will exchange this

shares
It

Mexico Not

to Forbid
Dialog Films in English
(Special
the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, Aug.. 13.—The A M P P

—

Aug. 13. R K O Productions
has entered into an arrangement with Technicolor whereby this company will be in a
position to render a complete and undivided
technicolor service for forthcoming Radio Pictures on the 1929-30 and 1930-31 program, according to a statement by Lee Marcus, execu-

000,000.

Paramount has applied

the purpose of acquiring these properties."

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

two

9,700

cost of about $3,-

a

On

Technicolor for Future

in

to

profit will become greater in subsequent years.
this basis the earnings realized from these
additional acquisitions will be better than $6.75
per share on the additional stock listed for

Radio Arranges with

Brooklyn,
Warner Brothers

operating

the company, stated
"The board of directors believes that the
acquisitions to be made with the issuance of
this stock will greatly enhance the stability
of the company and will add at least $2,500,000 per annum to the profits of the company
in the first year of the consolidation, with a
reasonable expectancy that this increase of

in 1924.

$2,000,000

Circuit

YORK,

Aug. 13.— In the five-year
period 1924 to 1929 the number of Paramount
shareholders
has
increased
approximately
On March IS, 1929, there were 9,927
8,000.
stockholders of Paramount, as against 1,991

expansion plans. The Radio-Keith-Orpheum
indicates

;

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

The news of the industry reaching Wall
Street continues to center on a variety of
organization

This merely represents compledevelopments previously indicated.

Stockholders of P F L
Increase 8,000 in Five
Years; Every State in

26,400
and amusement shares participated
downturn. It may be significant of
the increased favor these issues enjoy that
their losses were relatively small.
Warner Brothers, for example, which had
met with improved buying during the
greater part of the week, ended with a loss
of only 1-54 points.
Paramount, which also
25,300
had been actively bought at advancing
prices, receded approximately 2 points.
13.300

picture

development.

mount; 50 per cent of Dent Theatres, Inc.,
operating theatres in Texas, the other 50 per
cent being owned by Paramount 100 per cent
of the preferred stock and 90 per cent of the
common class A stock of Saenger Theatres,
Inc., which operates theatres in 11 southern
states, with headquarters in New Orleans; 70
per cent of the stock of Great States Theatres,
Inc., which operates theatres in the principal
cities of Illinois, the other 30 per cent being
owned by Balaban & Katz, another subsidiary
of Paramount; 100 per cent of the preferred
and common stock of Northwest Theatres,
known as the Ruben & Finkelstein circuit, operating theatres in Minnesota, North and
South Dakota and Wisconsin and 50 per cent
of the stock of Columbia Broadcasting System, which system is one of the principal radio
broadcasting companies in the United States,
having facilities for broadcasting from 40 different large cities in the country.
In commenting upon this application to list
additional stock, Ralph A. Kohn, treasurer of
;

a development
the wholly unSUCH
expected increase in the rediscount rate

350

YORK, Aug. 13.— Paramount-Famous-Lasky Corporation has made application
to list 369,350 additional shares of its common
stock on the New York stock exchange. If,
as and when this stock is listed the corpora-

stock for 75 per cent of the stock of the
Kunsky Theatres in Detroit; 50 per4.200
cent

tive

vice-president of

to

D A

has been informed by the Mexican
government that "it has no thought of forbidding the importation and exhibition of
talking pictures in the English language,"
according to F. L. Herron.

R K O.

SECURITIES PRICE RANGE
2,300

Week Ending August 10

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Sales
600
7,900

American

Seating
Brunswick-Balke-Collender
Consolidated Film, pfd
Do. pfd. _

6,200

Eastman Kodak
Do.

pfd

Fox Film "A"
Keith-Albee-Orpheum
Do. pfd
Loew's. Inc
Do. pfd.

ww

-

„

„

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, pfd
Motion Picture Capital

Paramount

Do. pfd.

Stanley

_

Company

26

127%

127%

127%

89%
40%

100
500

20

84
35

85%
35
112

Universal Pic 1st pfd
Warner Brothers "A"
Do. pfd

_

Marks Brothers,
Morgan Litho

cvt.

Acoustic Prod
Columbia Pictures
Consolidated Film Ind
Con. Theat

55%

56%

94
25
52

94

94

Eastman Kodak,

24%
47

24%
48%

68%

64%

66

Film Insp. Mch
Fox Theatres "A"
General Theatre Equipment

19%
88%
53

41%
40
35

17%
79%
52%

83

77

78

34%
38%
35

17%

52%
36%

69*4

60%
52%

53
48*4

53

20
21

18%
20%

20
2014

21%
18%

31%
22%
18%

48%

150
150

NEW YORK CURB

56%

8

69%

450
126,500
200

p

110%

8

„

CHICAGO STOCK MARKET

126%

78*4
390,700
-

II

60

"B"
-

32%

700

449,800
400

_

Close

195

2 600

-

Radio-Keith-Orpheum
Shubert Theatres

42%
25%

9

"A"

Low
32%

191

109,100

Radio Corporation
Do. pfd. "A"

32*4

2001,4

Pathe Exchange
Do.

High

rts

International Projector
Loew's, deb
Do. war
National Screen
National Theatre Supply
Sentry Safety

41

Trans-Lux

35

Universal Pictures

3.300
1.600
3,400

400
86.600
800
18.900
27,900
4.200
1

000

1.000
1.200
12,900
2,400
2,300
200

6%

5

33

22%
18%

6%
2%
26*4

32%
30%
20%
7

28%
24%

4%
2

4%
2%

24%
32%
30%

26

20

20

5%

32%
30%

6%

28

28

20

22%
17%

22%
17%

10%
17%

9%

9%

17%

17%
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PICTORIAL

in Pictures

the reasons

show is
and flats.

why R

K

O's "Street Girl" promises to be such

a

good

Wesley Ruggles, director in charge, knows his
In an off-stage moment he demonstrates, with the
al players of the cast, the meaning of the word harmony.
Left
t:
Jack Oakie. Guy Bucola, Betty Compson, Ruggles (himself),
Harron and Ned Sparks. Wonder what the next request number
1

that

will

Carlorta

King

as she

MGM

appears in "Olym-

In this picaudien.
ture she plays the leading feminine role
opposite John Gilbert, who is starring in
Miss King comes to the
the production.
audible screen after several years' experience on the legitimate stage.
pia,"

an

be?

Bebe Daniels, who w
audien debut in "Rio
ing.

all

singing,

all

mi, r

produced by Radio Pu J&A
was adapted for the
Reed, who acted as ass^
this prodt

Taylor taking a rest between shots of Columbia's "The College
an all talking drama of college campus life in which William
Others in the cast
r, Jr., the star, pilots a football team to honors.
obyna Ralston, Frances Lyons, Morris Murphy and John Holland.
;tte,"

Out Below," an Educational-Jack White comedy,
Raymond McKee, Monty Collins, Thelma Todd and Jerry
Educational lots are real busy these days and many of the players

?ne from "Look
to right:

Listening to the play-back is a favorite off stage pastime of the players; and it is important, too, because it is the first means of knowing just how your voice has been recorded. Here is Marion Nixon

her voice between scenes of "Young Nowheres," First
National production in which she is opposite Richard Barthelmess.
listening to

seing farmed-out to other feature producing companies to supply
n fun. Now in production is a comedy in which two well known
directors have featured parts.

:

:
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More Talking Westerns Are Wanted by
Public, Declare Managers
By ERNEST

ROVELSTAD

A.

And when

Says Heavy

TV/FORK

talking Westerns would be appredated by the theatre-going public, in the
opinion of a large number of exhibitors who
have sounded out their patrons' preferences,
in line with the Herald- World survey on
sound in the theatre.

The

To Hold

Drama

the outdoor pictures again have
on the screen (in sound), then the
Westerns will also have their day and grace
the silver sheet as real sound attractions."
One Kansas theatre owner with only nonsynchronous equipment declares that "they
like the Westerns" and then adds
"If they
must talk, let 'em."
their place

Fails

the Youngsters

Subjects used thus far in talking pictures are not. for the most part, of a kind
to prove of particular attractiveness to
youngsters, writes a Southern theatre
owner, in urging a greater output of good
talking Westerns as one solution of a
new problem of sound.
"We must have some pictures to get
the kid business back," says this exhibitor. "They are leaving the heavy drama,
ff e should hav some good Westerns."
'

that such a policy would be a
winner at the box office was expressed by
managers of some of the largest circuit houses
as well as the smallest wired houses, and
practically all the small theatres as yet not
wired stated a definite opinion that the Western audien is box office material.
belief

Want Good Production

:

Wants Zane Grey Audiens
"The

public wants talking Westerns— and
soon," suggests a Pennsylvanian with a 918seat theatre.
"I believe that the public would
welcome some good talking and sound Westerns of the Zane Grey type and quality."
The distinction between a talking Western
and a Western with sound (meaning in this
instance sound effects and accompaniment) is

At

the same time, it was emphasized that
the talking Western should be a good production, on a par in actual production values
with the outstanding audiens in other classifications of subject material.
In that connec-

many

referred to Fox's "In Old Arizona"
as a standard for Western pictures.
tion,

For example, here are some of the brief
comments
From a New York theatre seating more
"'In Old Arizona' did well."
than 1,000:

From

a 400-seat wired house in Ohio:
'In Old Arizona,' OK."

like

"When

"You Bet They Do"

On

the subject in general a few of the ex"The public wants
hibitors' statements are:
Westerns' if they are good ones." Oklahoma,
350-seat wired theatre. "You bet they do."—

—

"Think they would
Pennsylvania, 880 seats.
"Yes, if they
Indiana, 925 seats.
please."
"Yes, if
are good." Oklahoma, 1,600 seats.
"Will reOhio,
700
seats.
of high caliber."
"Big outdoor pictures,
quire some," Kansas.
yes." Oklahoma, 450 seats.
"There's a chance for some smart independent," writes an Arkansas exhibitor. "No
town of 3,000 down can get far without Westerns, and we know those good Western stars

—

—

—

—

are not

all

going fishing for the rest of their

lives."

The

case

theatre

stated in more detail
in Idaho, as follows:

by

is

owner

a

"The small towns still want their share of
Westerns whether they are sound or silent. If
sound, it should make them all the betterfact, real attractions for the small town.
have tried to get along without Westerns,
but have had it proven to my satisfaction that
you can't get along without Westerns in the
small towns.
"Since the advent of sound pictures, there
has been a lot of talk about discontinuing the
production of Westerns.
In my estimation
this would be a fatal move, if the small town
is to be given any consideration.

brought out by an Alabama exhibitor who savs,
"Not talking Westerns, but they would like
sound in Westerns."
Not all the reports are favorable to Western audiens.
One Missouri exhibitor writes
that "Westerns have my house records but
they do not draw any more."
This is a
silent house.
Another Missourian states at
length his reason for doubting that the talk-

in

ing Westerns

I

ful except in special instances.

" 'Arizona' Just the

Beginner"

" 'In Old Arizona' has proven the merit
and box office value of the outdoor sound
it is my firm belief that 'Old
just the beginner.
The producers will make the outdoor pictures in sound
just as they have made them silent in the
past, for have not our greatest screen attractions been the productions made in the open?

And

pictures.

Arizona'

is

"The reason

would be particularly

says:
not think the public wants

do

I

success-

He

talking Westerns is because the people who
attend Westerns want thrill only action, sus-

—

pense and danger.

Talking can do no more.

They would not understand

a plot unfolded

in dialog."

in College Town
opinion, however, is that there
is a definite field for Westerns with dialog.
Commonly accepted as a test of a certain type
of picture is the audience of a college town,
which usually does not hesitate to express its

Wanted

The majority

likes
tor,

and dislikes. A Pennsylvanian exhibiwith a 350-seat theatre in a college city,

states

this

reaction

"Good Westerns

:

are

very well liked here."
Additional reports follow.

REPORTS
My

OHIO
701.
Seating capacity:
Yes.
Kave you sound equipment
Synchronous
Yes.
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Phototone.
Name of equipment:
My patrons' preferences are in the following order:
third,
First, melodrama ; second, comedy-drama

Population:

15,000.

RCA

:

My

patrons do

As

to the

;

drama.

the amount of synchronization, my patron*-'
preferences are in the following order: First, al!
talking and singing and instrumental music second, all talking without singing and without instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best
Yes.
Yes, of high
Does the public want talking Westerns

As

to

:

Is

caliber.
silent picture
pared to say.

the

Have you
Top

raised your admission prices:

Yes,

Not pres!itrhtl>.

Do you have matinees
Yes.
Changes of program weekly:
No.

Organist

Three.

No.

:

AAA

MISSISSIPPI
Population

ft,O0O.

:

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment:

sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best

:

:

Pupulalion:

public

want talking Westerns

Disc only

:

:

AAA

KANSAS
1,400.

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment:
Is

No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes, to some extent.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

750.

:

Yes.

drama.

As

the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order: First, all
talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing
fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
to

;

Is

Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw

best:

Yes.

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: No.
Have you raised your admission prices: Yes. Top
price, 50; low price, 40.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly: Three.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks
Increase in volume does by no means
justify extra charge we have to pay for talking
pictures and scores.
We are operating sound and
silent houses, same town, and expect to keep sound
house open half time only, unless we can buy our pictures more reasonably.
Is

:

400.

3,000.

:

Untried,

going to disappear: Yes.
Have you raised your admission prices
Yes.
Top
price, 50; low price, 35.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly: Three.
Orchestra
No. Organist
Yes.
Remarks: Discs very cumbersome, prefer sound-onfilm.
Murder, underworld, heavy drama no draw
at all for us.
Public hungry for laughs, music, singing and dancing. Must have some pictures to get the
kid business back. They are leaving the heavy drama.
Should have some good Westerns.

Population:

AAA

the following order:
First, singing and dialog; second, musical comedy; third, comedy-drama; fourth, operetta; fifth,

think yes.
Is the silent picture

750.

Top

No.

Name of equipment Phototone.
My patrons' preferences are in

Yes.

Does the

No.

price, 10.

Have you sound equipment:
Synchronous: Yes.

Is

:

:

your admission prices:

KENTUCKY

amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order: First, all
talking and singing and instrumental music; second, part talking and singing; third, all talking

Yes.

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Yes.
Name of equipment Western Electric.

low

Heavy drama.

like:

:

:

:

raised

price, 25;

Do you have matinees:

:

going to disappear:

price, 20-40; low price, 10-25.

Orchestra

NOT

without singing and without instrumental music;
fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but
not talking.

;

:

Have you

Westerns.

:

:

patrons' preferences are in the following order:
First, singing and dialog; second, musical comedy;
third,
comedy ; fourth, comedy-drama ;
fifth.

,

;

4ugust

::

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

1929

17,

:;

ALABAMA

second,

900

Suburban. Seating capacity:
Population:
Yes.
Have you sound equipment
Synchronous: Yes.
Yes.
\on-synchronous

talking without singing

all

and without

AAA

instrumental music.

each.

:

3nly disc: Yes.
and
Movie-Phone
60und equipment
of
•lame
Marshall's Marvel-Tone.
are
productions
as
like:
Such
Vly patrons do
now released on disc (Vitaphone excepted.)
No.
than
silent:
drawing
better
sound
[s
Y'es.
picture going to disappear
[s the silent
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. but had to
reduce again to original prices. Top price, 25
low price, 10 cents, children.
Yes.
Do you have matinees
Five.
Changes of program weekly
Remarks: I do not believe that the present method
of transferring sound to disc from film is satisfactory, as the reproduction is in no wise comparable
As an illustration:
0 the original sound-on-film.
We heard "Syncopation" when it was screened at
he Ritz theatre in Birmingham, on Western Electric
fquipment, and as a result we bought it believing
lhat it would be almost equally as good on disc.
Yesterday we closed a two-day run on it and I am
.

:

NOT

:

:

500.
Population:
2,100. Seating capacity:
Have you sound equipment No.
Four.
Changes of program weekly
Organist: Yes.
Remarks Although we do not have talking pictures,
this town is surrounded with towns that have,
but we have not felt any decrease in attendance.
Therefore, we do not expect to install a machine until
a good one can be bought at a reasonable price and

sure that we have never had more complaints about
and that dates
s film since we have been in business
Thinking it might be our equipment
lack to 1905.
we tried out the records on another Western Electric
mtfit and while there was some improvement over
>ur sound apparatus, nevertheless it was far from
I believe that it is going to be necessatisfactory.
sary for producers to standardize on either film or

—

satisfactory results are obtained. Sound
be the thing in the future. Discs will be
jbsolete within the next eighteen months.
iisc before
jn film will

AAA

:

:

film prices are reduced.

:

300.

:

patrons' preferences are as follows: First, comsecond, comedy-drama; third, melodrama;
fourth, drama; fifth. Westerns; sixth, singing
and dialog; seventh, musical comedy; eighth,
operetta.
like: The kind of Westerns that
My patrons do
companies are now producing. Some of the country patrons like them just fine.
,As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, part talking and singing ; third, sychronized singing and instrumental but not talking;
effects
only; fifth, all talking
fourth, sound

My

edy;

NOT

without singing and without instrumental music.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
No.
Doe6 a program of both sound and silent subjects
draw best
Yes.
Us sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
yeur theatre
Yes.
No.
Does the public want talking Westerns
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
:

:

:

Two.
Changes of program weekly
Remarks: I am the projectionist at this theatre and
am giving my idea as to sound. Most of my
:

me why the manager doesn't install sound.
might add that the sound school in the HERALDWORLD is of great interest to me and I hope some
day that I will get to run a sound instrument.
friends ask

1

AAA

Population:

Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Name of sound equipment

My

200.

No.

:

NOT

singing
fourth, part

synchronized

instrumental music;
and instrumental but not talking;
talking and singing; fifth, sound effects only.
third,

sound drawing better than silent: No.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best
Is

Yes.

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Does the public want talking Westerns
Yes.
16 the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,

Is

:

drama.

third,

the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
all talking and singing and instrumental music,
part talking and singing ; second, all talking
without singing and without instrumental music,
synchronized singing and instrumental but not
talking, sound effects only.
50-50.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
draw best
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
?
Have you raised admission prices
Yes. Top price,
50 ; low price, 25.
to

:

:

:

:

No.
Changes of program weekly
Five.
Orchestra
No. Organist
No.
Remarks: Use automatic organ and non-syn. machine.
We have not had the house wired long
enough to give sound a fair trial.
:

:

:

AAA

KANSAS
Population:

>

;

:

:

Have you sound equipment

No.
sound in adjacent tnwns drawing patronage from
your theatre
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Have you raised admission prices No. Top price,
35; low price, 15.
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly
Three.
Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes.

AAA

:

250,000.

AAA

:

:

:

erns.

My
As

NOT

patrons do
like:
Silent films. They prefer
both singing and talking.
the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order
First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music;

to

:

sound effects only.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
25-50
low price, 10-30.
Do you have matinees: During w inter season.
Changes of program weekly: Four,
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks: Still playing silent pictures, music with
Phototone cued to picture. We are 10 miles from
a 15,000 city who has had a Vitaphone installation
about a year now, a 20 minute ride by car. I have
had two inquiries in the past year when we were
going to put in the "talkies." Since we put in our
non-sync, and cued our pictures, our people seem so

Is

;

r

well pleased that

I

:

:

:

:

I use a Gates Electrograph
along closely. I have not worried yet about not being able to get good silent pic-

to follow

am

5,000.

:

AAA

MISSISSIPPI

As

442.

:

:

:

Yes.

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,

Is

:

25.

Do you have matinees No.
Orchestra: No.
Remarks: Small Parent-Teachers Association theatre.
No sound equipment.
:

:

tions.

Population: 389. Seating capacity:
250.
We have no sound or talking equipment.

Remarks:

AAA

:

ILLINOIS

Yes.

going to disappear:

Population
Yes,

if

film

Have you

raised admission prices:
50; low price. 10.
Yes.

Yes.

Top

:

Remarks:

:

price,

Two.

Yes.
Bestone equipment as good as the best.

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Only disc: Yes.
Name of sound equipment

Seating capacity:
Yes.

525.

:

:

My

Pacent Reproducers.
patrons' preference^ are as follows: First, singing and dialog; second, musical comedy; third,
:

drama;

comedy-drama; fourth, comedy; fifth,
melodrama; seventh, operetta;

AAA

eighth.

sixth,

OHIO

Westerns.
400.

Population:
2,500. Seating capacity:
Have you sound equipment Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.

Noraphone.
patrons' preferences are as follows:
Comedy,
comedy-drama, musical comedy, singing and dialog.
(No preferences given.)
patrons do NOT like: AH talkie like "On Trial/'
"Coquette." I
mean just talk, no laughs, no

music. They don't like that kind of talkies.
the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order
All talking and singing and instrumental music, part
talking and singing; all talking without singing
and without instrumental music, no; synchronized
singing and instrumental but not talking, no;
sound effects only, no.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Can't say, due
to warm weather.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best
Too warm at present.
to

:

:

the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent :
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,
50-15 ; low price, 35-10.
Do you have matinees Yes.
Changes of program weekly
Five.

As

to

:

:

:

Only disc: Yes.
Name of sound equipment:

As

4,000.

:

Have you sound equipment
:

Do you have matinees:

Changes of program weekly

Not for a

NORTH DAKOTA

sound drawing better than silent
A little.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best

come down.

380.

No.

:

AAA

:

Is

Organist

Seating capacity:

600.

Population:

the silent picture going to disappear:
while at least.
Orchestra
No. Organist: Yes.
Is

Bestone.
patrons' preferences are as follows: Variations.
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order
Varia-

rentals

100.

No.

:

know.
sound drawing better than silent
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:

Have you sound equipment

:

:

Is the silent picture

Seating capacity:

patrons' preferences are as follows: First, melodrama; second, musical comedy; third, singing
and dialog; fourth, comedy; fifth, comedy-drama;
sixth. Westerns; seventh, operetta; eighth, drama.
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons*
preferences are in the following order
Don't

Is

763.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

:

As

such a thing as

NEW YORK

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Only disc: Yes.
Name of sound equipment:

My

is

of the opinion we are pleasing our patrons now better
than ever, hence the same biz. I see no relief for
the small town until the film houses come down in
price, so the small theatres can see their existence, or
the "talkies" will continue to be a bad improvement
for the industry.

IOWA
Population

there

AAA

sure plenty will be made.

Have you sound equipment

know

don't

a "talkie." Personally I detest the "talkies." Nevertheless, if I thought it would pay better, I would install one.
As our business shows no decline, I am

:

I

Phototone.

:

the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order:
First,

to

Population

:

OOO.

:

As

:

My

Synchronous: Yes.
^3nly disc
Yes.
Name of sound equipment Royal Amplitone.
My patrons' preferences are as follows First, drama
second, comedy-drama; third, singing and dialog; fourth, melodrama; fifth, musical comedy;
sixth, comedy; seventh, operetta; eighth, West-

Synchronous: No.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Name of sound equipment

My

350.

Non-synchronous
Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Gates Electrograph.
16 sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
No.
Is the 6ilent picture going to disappear:
No.
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly
Four.
Orchestra
No. Organist
No.
Remarks
My nearest town having sound is 85
miles and it does not affect me much. I believe
Westerns would do better with sound effect only and
no voice. I have made no plans for sound as the
:

Seating capacity:
Yes.

4,000.

Have you sound equipment

NEW MEXICO
Population :
Seating capacity:
1,500.
Have you sound equipment Yes.
Synchronous
No.

685.

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment: Yes.

Population:

Have you sound equipment:

:

My

TEXAS
Population :

:

:

:

i

300.

Seating capacity:

1,200.

Is

:

low price, 10.
Do you have matinees
Yes.
Changes of program weekly
Three.
Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes.
Remarks
As stated I have only silent pictures, and
the closest sound and talking is 50 miles away.
My patrons go away and from their talk when they
return, I am sure there are more prefer silent than
sound, but, of those who prefer sound, all want alltalking that I've heard comment on it.
25

at present, but will
get a larger building.

can
AAA

I

MINNESOTA

:

;

edy-drama;

As

953.

:

First, mupatrons' preferences are as follows
second, comcomedy, singing and dialog

tures as

Operettas and musical
patrons do
like:
comedies.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order:
First,
all talking without singing and without instrumental music; second, all talking and singing and

:

have as soon as

sical

patrons' preferences are as follows: First, comedy-drama; second, melodrama; third, comedy;
fourth. Westerns; fifth, drama.

My

No.

:

Pictures with lots of pep like Al Jolson
"The Jazz Singer," "The Singing Fool," and
"Broadway Melody" are the kind that take.

McAlpin.

:

price,

in

:

My

Top

Three.

:

IOWA

:

and manage

Seating capacity:

700.

Have you sound equipment

Orchestra

Remarks

Yes.

prices:

program weekly

Have you sound equipment
No.
Remarks: I do not have sound

cost is prohibitive here.

MISSOURI

of

Population:

700.

Population:
3,500. Seating capacity:
Have you sound equipment Yes.

:

:

raised admission
40; low price, 25.

Changes

AAA

:

Population
840. Seating capacity:
No.
Have you sound equipment

Have you

MISSOURI

Do you have matinees

KANSAS

so.

:

:

:

Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns
When like
"In Old Arizona," O. K.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: I don't think
:

MINNESOTA

:

41

:

:

Orchestra:

Organist: No.
Remarks: The "talkies'" natural drawing power is
without effect since the exorbitant difference
between the producer's prices on silent and talking
pictures overcomes any additional revenue the exhibitor obtains. I do not hesitate to state that our
profits now are less than with silent pictures.
No.

; :;

:

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

42
MISSOURI

Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
273.

Seating capacity:

618.

Population:

Yes.

We

have not opened our new house yet,
but will open silent, as the town is too small for
sound pictures, we consider.

Remarks:

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns
Haven't had

Ifi

AAA

:

one.

KANSAS
Population:

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Only disc
Yes.
Name of sound equipment

the silent picture going to disappear
Yes.
Have you raised admission prices
Yes. Top price,
50 ; low price, 40.
Do you have matinees Yes.
Changes of program weekly
Three.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Is

560.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

5,000.

Have you sound equipment

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

AAA

:

Cinephone.

:

First, compatrons' preferences are as follows
second, comedy; third, singing and
dialog; fourth, melodrama; fifth, musical comedy;
sixth, drama; seventh, Westerns; eighth, operetta.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order: First, all
talking and singing and instrumental music
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjecte draw best
Yes.
Does a program of both sound and silent 6ubjects
draw best Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns : Yes.
No.
Ifi the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,
50 ; low price, 25.
Do you have matinees: Yes.

My

:

edy-drama;

:

program weekly
Two.
No. Organist: No.
Film rentals must come down at least 50
per cent if the small town wants to stay in busiCannot run all-sound programs account proness.
Small towns can afford to run only
hibitive cost.
one sound feature and one sound short per week.
Changes

of

:

Orchestra:

Remarks:

AAA

:

:

250.
Seating capacity:
Population:
1,050.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
Taking all.
your theatre
Does the public want talking Westerns: Suppose
:

going to disappear

Gone as

:

for

business.

Remarks

The exchange houses have taken all the
business, and exchanges continue to rob the small
exhibitor for all that it is possible for them to get in.
:

AAA

MISSOURI
Population:

1,700.

360.

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment

No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns At this time,
:

Is

:

My

patrons do NOT like: Pictures that do not have
a strong appeal for women
that is, those not
having plenty of romance.
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order: First, all
talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, part talking and singing.

dialog.

sound drawing better than silent: No.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best
Yes.

Does the public want talking Westerns:
soon.

:

:

No

—

"The Broadway Melody" and "The Desert Song."
To me they were marvelous, and nothing anywhere
near like them was possible in the old silent days.
however,

that

:

We

Remarks:

adding sound equipment

this

at

be
time or until the same is standardized and the cost
We being close to and and with hard
lowered.
roads, it makes our opposition strong from those
in

—

points.

Population:

—

My

patrons do
to the

500.

Yes.

:

Royaltone.
:
patrons' preferences are as follows: First,
ing and dialog; second, comedy-drama;
comedy; fourth, melodrama; fifth, drama;
operetta; seventh, musical comedy; eighth,

singthird,
sixth,

West-

erns.

patrons do NOT like: Long A's in the actor's
speech or too much pose.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order
all talking and singing and instrumental music
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, sound effects only; fifth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program entirely of sound subjecte draw

My

:

?

Does the public want talking Westerns:

Can't say.
Yes and no.
the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,
40; low price, 20.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Four.
Changes of program weekly
No. Organist
No.
Orchestra
Remarks: Sound at present is beyond the town of
this size, as we can only play one sound a week.
Is

:

AAA

472.

:

disc:

singing

given.)

My

patrons do

As

to

NOT

and
like:

Drama.

:

:

:

silent.

No.

Organist:
No.
Remarks: I prefer to run talking pictures to silent
if they will get the film rental down at a reasonable price. I had to pay from two to six times more
for sound pictures which is more than I can afford to
pay and run talking pictures regular. In order to run
sound pictures for each change, I couldn't pay more
than half the prices I have paid.
I have paid at
least 1/3 too much for just one sound picture a week
with the other nights silent.

AAA

SASKATCHEWAN
Population:

40,000.

:

:

My
My

it.

Seventy-five per cent of those talking

Colonial dress or foreign

the amount of synchronization
my patrons'
preferences are in the following order
All talking and singing and instrumental music, part
talking and singing; all talking without singing
and without instrumental music, no; synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking,
no; sound effects only, no.

AAA

NOT

silent:

Very

little.

Population:

3,500.

the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order
First,
all talking without singing and without instrumental music; second, all talking and singing
and instrumental music.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best
Yes.
Have had no
Does the public want talking Westerns
to

:

:

comment.
going to disappear
I think so.
Have you raised admission prices
No. Top price,
50 ; low price, 25.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly
Three.
Orchestra
No. Organist
Yes.
Remarks
The really meritorious "talking picture"
will outdraw the silent or sound picture of equal
merit, but the outstanding silent or sound picture
will outdraw the mediocre talking picture.
Is the silent picture

:

:

:

:

:

:

Seating capacity:

2,000.

450.

No.

:

My patrons' preferences are as follows: First, Westerns; second, comedy-drama; third, melodrama.
Yes, patrens
Is sound drawing better than silent :
driving 20 miles to talkies.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre : Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Don't know.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices No. Top price, 30.
have
matinees:
Yes.
Do you
Changes of program weekly : Four.
:

:

Orchestra

Organist

No.

:

No.

:

believe with Westerns and pictures with
the silent houses will continue to
are 20 miles from wired house. Don't
do business.
seem like they have any more patronage with talking
pictures than they did with silent.

Remarks:
good

I

stories,

We

AAA
UTAH

350.
Seating capacity.
Population :
2,500.
Have you sound equipment: No.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Sound is hurting some.
No.
Does the public want talking Westerns
Not altoIs the 6ilent picture going to disappear:
gether.
Have you raised admission prices:
Organist: Yes.

:

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Only disc
Yes.
Name of sound equipment

:

1,000.

:

:

Movie-Phone-

patrons' preferences are as follows:

Would

for sound.

AAA

MICHIGAN
Population :

Have you sound equipment:

500.

Yes.

Synchronous: No.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
Yes.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Orchestra
No.
Remarks. We have splendid music with Phototone.
:

:

AAA

FLORIDA
Population:

Seating capacity:

2,000.

First,

com-

600.

Have you sound equipment: No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: No.
No. Top price,
Have you raised admission prices
50; low price, 20.
Do you have matinees: No.
Three.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra
No. Organist
Yes.
Remarks It looks to me like the public were going
to have to take talking pictures whether they like
them or not. From my own patrons who have heard
them, 50 per cent like them and 50 per cent don't.
Personally, if I had sound equipment given me, I
Business now
couldn't afford the additional rental.
the worst in five years. It looks like it won't be long
Is

:

:

:

:

:

Seating capacity:
Yes.

Have you sound equipment

My

:

Iron Mask).

As

:

TEXAS

:

Electric.

patrons' preferences are as follows : First, drama,
comedy-drama, musical comedy, singing and dialog ; second, melodrama, comedy.
patrons do
like
Costume pictures (The

:

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Remarks
My patrons have all or nearly all taken
a look and listen to the sound pictures of my
opposition.
They think that theatre is grand but
only 30 per cent are sold on the sound.
The rest
Is

worse. Sound only going two weeks. Better business
than this time last year. Not worrying.

sound drawing better than

:

:

preferences

(No

1,478.

:

:

Orchestra:

playlet.

Is

McAlpin.

to

Comedy-

:

Seating capacity:
:
Yes.

15,000.

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Yes.
Name of sound equipment Western

Population:

me about it referred to a smutty joke. Didn't like
that.
Some say that it's bad enough to have to see
suggesti- e pictures, but the talk makes it fifty times

dialog.

Population:

Have you sound equipment

Have you sound equipment

:

don't like

Yes.

Name of sound equipment: Phototone.
My patrons' preferences are as follows
drama,

MISSISSIPPI

:

Population:
12,000. Seating capacity:
Yes.
Have you sound equipment
Non-synchronous: Yes.

Only

like

No.

AAA

:

AAA

Not enough to pay for the extra.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
draw best
Pays best.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,
50 ; low price, 35.
Do you have matinees
Saturday.
Changes of program weekly
One sound and two

:

OKLAHOMA

NOT

Seating capacity: 650.

5,000.

Synchronous: No.
Yes.
Non-synchronous

OKLAHOMA

amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order:
First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, part talking and singing; third, all talking without singing and without instrumental
music.
Is sound drawing better than 6ilent:
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:

:

:

WEST VIRGINIA

Population:

310.

dialog.

Seating capacity:

No.

Have you sound equipment:

:

patrons' preferences are as follows: First, musical
comedy; second, comedy; third, singing and

My

Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Yes.
Only disc
Name of sound equipment

best:

welof the

No. Organist:

Talkies have taken my town and although
I use only one all talkie and singing picture, I
use a short reel every night and they fairly eat
them up.

Remarks:

:

As

:

Seating capacity:
Yes.

2,200.

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Only disc: Yes.
Name of sound equipment:

AAA

Have you sound equipment

would

AAA

MISSOURI
2,200.

public

KANSAS
Have you sound equipment

Yes.
hardly think towns of our size would

justified

the

come some good talking and sound Westerns
Zane Grey type and quality.

guess at

Six silent.

:

the silent picture going to disappear:
In my
opinion, yes.
raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,
50 ; low price, 25.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly
Five.

:

of the fact that the silent pictures now available are
not of sufficient high quality to draw consistent patronage ; then, too, there have been such splendid
examples of talking and singing films released lately
that it is a question whether our patrons would
accept silent stuff again, due to the much wider field
of story material opened to the producers by the
advent of sound.
Consider the Jolson pictures, for instance also

this time.

Player piano

— and

going to disappear: It seems so.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,
50; low price, 15.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly
One and two.
Orchestra
No. Organist
No.
Remarks
It is hard to say whether we could do
more business right now with silent pictures
rather than talking and sound productions, because

Population:

Changes of program weekly

Yes

Is the 6ilent picture

believe,

Yes.

:

Have you

Is

I

best:

Yes.

;

:

going to disappear

singing.

6ound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw

Is

:

patrons' preference are as follows: First, comedy-drama; second, comedy; third, singing and

yes.
Is the silent picture

edy; second, comedy-drama; third, musical comedy; fourth. Westerns.
patrons do NOT like:
Deep drama.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order:
First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music ; third, part talking and

My

Orchestra:

:

My

:

Is

they do.
Is the silent picture

918.

Seals:

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
No.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Cinephone.

:

OKLAHOMA

1929

17,

Is

PENNSYLVANIA

As

August

Does the public want talking Westerns

Population: Drawing on 65,000.
Have you sound equipment. Yes.

:

My

:

now

for the little theatres.

;

\ugust

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

1929

17,

FLORIDA
Seating capacity:

-,500.

Population:

:

:

:

:

:

Orchestra
but

NORTH DAKOTA

:

:

;

Population:

:

:

largely composed of travelling people. I am
aking a sync, machine for my own ase that will be
olproof, and as I thoroughly understand the projecun room and amplification, I am satisfied that I
in make good, but at that, unless things change, 1
ill only show one aadien a week.
is

re

MICHIGAN
Population:

600.
No.

ave you sound equipment
y patrons' preferences are as follows
:

comedy,

comedy-drama,

ence given.)
:

rianges of

One.

Yes.
Do not use sound.

:

We are just breaking
Remarks:
even with silent, at 10 and 25c, and don't think
an advance in prices would gross more than we are
getting now.

AAA

Population:

650 and 600.

Seating capacity:

30,000.

Have you 60und equipment:

No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
No.
your theatre
Is the silent picture going to disappear
If the proIs

:

:

ducers

Changes of

make it.
program weekly

:

AAA

Organist: Yes.
are just waiting to wire until the
producer-distributors come down to earth in
rental prices of films.
An increase of 25 per cent
over our present silent prices would be, in my estimation, a great plenty to cover the additional cost
and give a greater profit besides. An announcement
to such effect would be the greatest stimulus to wiring that one can imagine. If we are to be put out
of business, why put more money in and tie up to
a ten year bability?

Seating capacity:

200.

ave you sound equipment
No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre : No.
oes the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
the silent picture going to disappear
Yes.
ave you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
25; low price, 10.
v
o you have matinees
No.
nances of program weekly
Two.
rchestra: No. Organist: Yes.
:

:

300.

you sound equipment: No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre:
No.
0 you have matinees
No.
hanges of program weekly
Three or four,

I

:

:

:

No.

Yes.
Organist:
Rermarks: At the present price of sound film service, it is prohibitive to install talking equipment
and expect to make film rental in a 240 seat house.

FLORIDA
Population:

come down.

AAA

:

:

:

700.

:

Yes.
talking Westerns:
door pictures, yes.
Have you raised admission prices
Yes,
price, 35; low price, 10.
Do you have matinees: Yes, only on

Does the public want

:

Top

the

big

specials.

Changes of program weekly
Four.
Orchestra
No. Organist
No.
:

:

:

Remarks

The small theatre is going out of business
unless sound and talking pictures are sold at the
very minimum. They have invested heavily on equipment and returns are not enough most not breaking
even.
:

AAA

PENNSYLVANIA
Population:

Seating capacity:

6,500.

Have you sound equipment:

350.

No.

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Do you have matinees No.
Changes of program weekly
Six.
Is

:

:

:

sound equipment:

Population:

:

Synchronous
No.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Does the public want talking Westerns Yes.
Not in
Is the silent picture going to disappear

:

McAlpin.

Westerns.
s to the amount of synchronization,

:

:

:

my

patrons'

preferences are in the following order: First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music ; third, part talking and
singing; fourth, synchronized, singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects

buy films so I can make some
Those around here who have put it

I

can

money on them.
in are sick, as

it

draw extra business with the exception of a
few pictures, and 40-50 cents admission is too much
does not

My

for small towns.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

3,000.

Have you sound equipment
:

:

:

:

:

:

AAA

business in silent pictures is as
I can't get good silent

good as ever, but am afraid
pictures by late fall.

OHIO

AAA

Population:

1,000,000.

Have you sound equipment

OKLAHOMA

300.

:

Non-synchronous
Yes.
My patrons do NOT like: Costume pictures.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Does the public want talking Westerns
Cannot say.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Yes.
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
25 ; low price, 10.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly
Three.
Orchestra
No. Organist
No.
Remarks: I am going to put in Phototone disc machines within the next week. This is on trial.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

1,400.

:

Synchronous
Yes.
Only disc
Yes.
:

Remarks:

Population: 2,276.
have sound equipment, disc only.

I

ness no better than before

I

installed

:

Busi-

My

patrons' preferences are as follows:
First, melodrama; second, singing and dialogue; third,

As

to the

it.

comedy.

only.

sound drawing better than silent
No.
a program entirely of sound subjects draw
be*t
No.
s
the silent picture going to disappear
No.
tave you raised admission prices:
On sound. Top
prices, 35; low price, 10.
'o you have matinees
No.
hanges of program weekly:
Five,
•rchestra:
No. Organist: No.
1

KANSAS

:

•oes

:

:

:

AAA

MICHIGAN
:

1,500.

Seating capacity:

you sound equipment:

ty

patrons do:

%
us

action,
to the

250.

No.

small towns the liking is for
comedy, comedy-drama and some Westerns.
amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order
First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, part talking and singing; third, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking;
In

all

:

fourth, sound effects only.
sound drawing better than 6ilent:

Population:

1,000.

Have you sound equipment
Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Only disc
Yes.
Name of sound equipment:

Seating capacity:
Yes.

500.

:

:

:

:

My

Kepp Laylor Racho.

patrons' preferences are as follows: First, comsecond. Westerns; third, operetta;
fourth, singing and dialogue.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order
First,
all talking without singing and without instrumental music ; second, part talking and singing
third, all talking and singing and instrumental
music; fourth, sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw

edy-drama;

:

:

best

?

:

amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order: First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.

sound drawing better than silent: No.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best
No.
Does a program of both 6ound and silent subjects
Is

draw

best:

:

draw

best

:

:

:

:

will.

Have you

:

:

AAA

PENNSYLVANIA

Yes.

:

Population:

800.

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment
sound

admission prices

:

On sound

only.

380.

No.

:

adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear :
No.
Do you have matinees
No.
Changes of program weekly
One.
Orchestra
No, electric piano.
No. Organist

Is

in

:

:

raised

30.

:

Does a program of both sound and silent subjects

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
No.
Does the public want talking Westerns
I haven't
run any.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
I think they

Yes.

Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Is the 6ilent picture going to disappear
No.
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
Do you have matinees
Two weekly.
Changes of program weekly
Three.
Orchestra
No. Organist
Yes.

No.

Is

Think it would,
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
oes the public want talking Westerns:
Yes.
* the silent picture going to disappear
No.
lave you raised your admission prices:
No.
Top
i

out-

5c.

AAA

:

patrons' preferences are as follows: First, musical comedy; second, singing and dialogue; third,
operetta; fourth, melodrama; fifth, drama; sixth,
comedy-drama ;
seventh,
comedy ;
eighth,

Population

Big

KENTUCKY

small towns.
Changes of program weekly
Three.
Remarks I expect to put in sound as soon as

:

!ave

no.
:

350.

:

MISSOURI

of

effects only,

sound drawing better than silent
About the
same.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:

KANSAS
Seating capacity:
Population:
1,300.
Have you sound equipment
Yes.
:

Population:
4,000. Seating capacity:
ave you sound equipment
Yes.
ynchronous : Yes.
Ton-synchronous
Yes.
|nly disc
Yes.

ame

to

:

plan to install sound some day, but
is cheaper and sound film
We are not open Sundays, so
bout the only time patrons go out of town to sound
ictares is on that day.

[y

As

—

45,800.
No.

:

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Don't think so.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Yes.
Is the 6ilent picture going to disappear:
No.
Have you raised admission prices
No.
Do you have matinees
Three.
Changes of program weekly
Remarks: Expect to put in sound this fall.

not before installation

•ntals

:

(No preference among these stated.)
the amount of synchronization, my patrons'

We

*marks:

Phototone.

patrons' preferences are as follows
Comedy,
comedy-drama, musical comedy, singing and dialog.

Vaudeville

Yes.

:

My

Is

Seating capacity:

'ave

rganist

:

:

:

:

Have you sound equipment

IOWA

:

Is

Orchestra:

450.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

2,000.

:

preferences are in the following order
all talkSyning and singing and instrumental music
chronized singing and instrumental but not talking; no. Part talking and singing, no. Sound

sound drawing better than 6ilent: Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
25-50 ; low price, 10-25.
No.
Do you have matinees
Three.
Changes of program weekly

:

1,500.

Population:

Have you sound equipment
Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Only disc
Yes.
Name of sound equipment:

240.

Population:
940.
Seating capacity:
Have you sound equipment: No.
My patrons' preferences are as follows:

:

Population:

OKLAHOMA

OKLAHOMA
shorts.

IOWA
600.

Three.
No.

I would have done the same had I had the
chance, but I believe after the novelty wears away
they will have to come down, or it is going to hurt
the picture show business a great deal. I would like
to charge the same, say about a 5 cent raise to pay
for the disc and I think it would go over big, but as
you know the picture show has been the poorer
people's amusement.
Now it is getting too high.

We

:

:

pictures at double the price of silent, I believe we
could have made as much or more on the sound,
but they cost about four times as much, which is too
much for the small houses. I sincerely hope that
they will come down off their high seats and give
the sound so we can live and get a little ahead to
carry us through our old age. It looks like the producers saw a chance to make a lot and hopped on it.

Three or four.

:

Is

Population:

Organist

No.

Orchestra:

Remarks

No.

:

Remarks: Now in conclusion I want to say that
from a money making standpoint, I could have
made more money on the silent pictures had the
sound not come. They are too expensive for the
small towns anyway. If we could even buy the

Probably

ILLINOIS

AAA

Melodrama,
(No Prefer-

:

Westerns.

you have matinees
No.
program weekly
Two.
rchestra: No. Organist: Yes.
o

368.

Changes of program weekly:
Organist

25.

;

:

:

:

.

43

Top price, 50 low price,
Do you have matinees
No.
Changes of program weekly

price, 30; low price, 10.
No.
Changes of program weekly
Three and four.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks:
Wish to install talking equipment
koase is bad and not able to build.

Do you have matinees

700.

Yes.
ave you 6ound equipment
ynchronous
No.
on-synchronous
Yes.
ame of sound equipment: Ampliphone.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
No.
oes the public want talking Westerns
No.
the 6ilent picture going to disappear
No. Top price, 35
ave you raised admission prices
low price, 10.
No.
o you have matinees
hanges of program weekly: Four,
No. Organist
rchestra
No.
emarks: That my patrons as well as myself prefer
good silent to indifferent sound. I have been in
e business since 1897, went through the sound on
sc about 20 years ago, and while I think the talkies
the small towners mast cone here to stay, yet
nue to show more good silent than sound, as I have
und through extensive research that the majority
the small town patrons prefer a quiet evening
Sound palls on them if shown too
ith good music.
ten. 1 made my own non-sync, instrument and have
id nothing bat favorable comments and my patron:

:

:

:

:

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

44
OHIO
Population:

Both disc and sound-on-film
Yes.
of equipment:
Western Electric.
Is the silent picture going to disappear

Name

350.

No.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Do you have matinees
Four.
Changes of program weekly
Yes.
Yes. Organist
Orchestra

AAA

:

NORTH CAROLINA
Population:

:

:

capacity:

Seating

1,375.

My

NOT

patrons do

250.

No.
Sound and singing.

tried

it

like:

Never got such a licking

once.

in

Wc
our

lives.
:

will put in sound.

AAA

:

ONTARIO PROVINCE

have no talking equipment yet in my
I'm not
theatre, and I don't think much of it.
in a hurry to pay any company ten thousand dollars

Remarks

:

:

:

I

for a period of ten years.

AAA

MASSACHUSETTS

;

Population: 100,000.

:

My
My
As

ing.

sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best
Yes.
Does the public

:

:

:

:

Yes.

Three.

No.
sound houses is terrible
and unless I can make different arrangements
I
about the service I won't wire my other house.
haven't made any money with sound as I have to
pay too much for the pictures and score charges.
Organist.

in

NEBRASKA
Population:

1,000.

Seating capacity:
Yes.
:

285.

Have you sound equipment

Non-synchronous: Yes.
Name of equipment: Electrola.

My

want talking Westerns

patrons' preferences are in the following order
comedy; second, comedy-drama; third.
Westerns; fourth, melodrama; fifth, drama.

;

First,

patrons do NOT like: Too high admission prices
and poor silent productions.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order
First,
sound effects only ; second, synchronized singing
and instrumental but not talking; third, part
talking and singing.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes very little.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Have you raised your admission prices
No.
Top
price, 35
low price, 10.
Do you have matinees: No.
Two and three.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra
No.
No. Organist
Remarks: Silent pictures will never, never disappear.
Sound pictures will improve and confine to one
method sound-on-film.
Rental on sound will fall
within reasonable bounds. Equipment can or will be
able to be purchased without having to worry financially.
Better silent productions will be produced.

My

30; low price, 25.
No.
Changes of program weekly

tell

:

me

Three.
Yes. Organist: Yes.
After novelty has worn off, my people
they would rather hear a good orchestra

the silent picture going to disappear

Haev you raised admission prices
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Two.
Changes of program weekly
No.

Orchestra:

Organist:

:

AAA

than talking pictures.

MISSISSIPPI
Population:

Yes.

:

:

make

plenty of investigations in order not to get a

TURKEY OUTFIT

or

horror of getting

COFFEE GRINDER. We

preferences will slowly crystalize.

good picture will always be a good picture. Story
everything and then present it in the form which
will enhance all its possibilities.

is

AAA
OHIO

Seating capacity; 125.
About 875.
Have you sound equipment: No.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Some.
:

No.
the silent picture going to disappear:
Admission: Top price, 25; low price, 10.
Do you have matinees: No.
Two.
Changes of program weekly
No.
Orchestra:
No. Organist:
Remarks: I have no sound equipment and I find
that if the film company will make two sets of
films, sound and silent, and give us a better grade
Is

300,000.

:

:

:

:

:

:

—

AAA

MICHIGAN
Population: 7,700. Sealing capacity: 1,219.
Have you sound equipment
Yes.
Synchronous : Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
:

:

show and put the stars in the plays, the talkies
Good Westerns, good
won't worry us for a while.
comedies, musical comedies, melodramas with good
action, and try and put it on like you would like
Why the little town should lose
to see it yourself.
out: Of course, if you let your equipment go to the
dogs, don't expect anything but the good roads and
of

autos to get them.
I think if we get better grade
of show with the stars and plenty of good action,
we will try and survive J. C.'s 5,000.
Mr. Wolf's writeup from Nevada hit the thing on
Why invest 15 to 2,000 and go to all
the head.
the extra expense and in the end only gain a very
little.
Put on good stuff and don't worry; they will
come and see you. Have had patrons of my place
that have seen the plays in the talkies, then come
in and see them in the silent and tell you they like
there was more
it lots better as it was not so draggy
pep on the silent. My own plea is better shows from
give us the stars and keep the
the film companies
price down so we little fellows can live and we will
try and outlive J. C.'s 5,000.
;

—

300.

No.

:

First, melo-

drama, Westerns.
the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Four.
Orchestra
No. Pianist
Yes.
Remarks
My theatre will never put in sound equipment as long as we can get good silent action
pictures, namely. Westerns, melodrama.
My opposition, which is only three blocks away, opened with
"The Duke Steps Out," as a sound and talking picture and a singing and talking short.
He raised his
admission to 15 and 25.
I
kept mine at regular
prices, 10 and 20 and ran "Redskin" with additional
music and broke the records of the Sunday's receipts.
The people would not pay him his increase, so consequently I did real business and have booked all
the big pictures I can get for my Sunday show. My
theatre is too small to afford sound equipment at
the present prices, but as long as I can get good
silents, I'll give my opposition a run for his money.

Changes of program weekly

AAA

MISSOURI
Population : 372.
Seating capacity: 250.
Have you sound equipment
No.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Have you raised admission prices
No.
Top price.
35 ; low price, 30.
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly
Show one a week only.
Orchestra
No.
Organist
Yes.
Remarks
Until talkies are perfected, I think we
will do a good business with silents, especially
after the newness of the sound wears off.
I am
going to install a non-synchronous machine.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

AAA

TEXAS
Population
850.
Seating capacity: 200.
Have you sound equipment: No.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Some.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Changes of program weekly: Three.
Orchestra:
No.
Yes.
Organist:
Remarks
Believe the talking pictures will fade
away after a few years. Too much like eatinp
canned salmon.
:

:

:

AAA

NORTH DAKOTA
Seating capacity: 600.
5,000.
Synchronous
Yes.
Only disc : Yes.
Name of sound equipment Norophone.
My patrons' preferences are as follows: First, melodrama; second, musical comedy; third, singing
and dialog; fourth, drama; fifth, comedy; sixth,
comedy-drama; seventh, Westerns; eighth, oper-

KANSAS
Population:

:

:

etta.

:

:

:

:

:

475.

Seating

capacity:

175.

Have you sound equipment:

No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Very little.
Not here.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
low
price,
;
10.
25
Changes of program weekly
Two.
Orchestra
No. Organist
No.
Remarks: Although sound equipment has been inIs

:

to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
al!-talking without singing and without instrumental music, part talking and singing; second,
all-talking and singing and instrumental music,
synchronized singing and instrumental but not
talking; third, sound effects only.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
I think so.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,
50 ; low price, 25.

As

:

:

Do you have matinees:

Seating capacity:

patrons' preferences are as follows:

:

—

have

foot.

OHIO
Population:

Have you sound equipment

:

Population

on the wrong

off

Is

A

Population

500.

No.

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Changes of program weekly
Four silent.
Organist
Yes.
Remarks: It is our intention this fall to install talking equipment, but before we do we are going to
Is

My

Use of sound, music, dialog and silent
action should depend on story and treatment.
The artistic perception and ability of the director will
The public seem to prefer
find greater expression.
all-talking and singing, but as yet they do not really
their

Seating capacity:

4,200.

Have you sound equipment:

No.

No.

Remarks:

know though

:

Occasion-

:

:

:

:

:

a

:

all-talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all-talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
Yes.
draw best
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
Yes.
DisIs the silent picture going to disappear
tributor will quit making them.
Yes.
Top
Have you raised your admission prices
price, 60 ; low price, 10.

No.

:

ally.

Is

:

The overhead

patrons' preferences are as follows:
First, comedy; second, comedy-drama; third. Westerns,
fourth, drama; fifth, melodrama.
Cheap Westerns, cheap
My patrons do NOT like
pictures of any kind.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
No.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,

comedy;

musical comedy; sixth, Westerns.
patrons do NOT like: Historical costume drama
or fictitious modern costume drama.
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
all-talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all-talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and sing-

Is

:

:

fourth,

236.

No.

My

fifth,

Sealing capacity: 900.
Yes.
:
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Western Electric.
Name of equipment
My patrons' preferences are in the following order:
First, singing and dialog; second, musical comedy; third, comedy-drama; fourth, comedy; fifth,
drama; sixth, melodrama; seventh, Westerns;
eighth, operetta.
Silent pictures are okey
like
My patrons do
yet in my other house, in which I haven't installed sound.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:

Orchestra:

comedy-drama;

third,

Seating capacity:

l^OOO.

:

Have you sound equipment:

Electric.

First, singpatrons' preferences are as follows:
ing and dialog; second, drama, melodrama, op-

eretta;

ARKANSAS

Remarks

AAA

INDIANA
Population

Remarks

:

15,000.

Changes of program weekly

besides the exhibitor.

profits

Orchestra:

:

Have you sound equipment

:

:

If the

Do you have matinees:

:

AAA

Do you have matinees

1,~00.

:

Synchronous
Yes.
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Name of sound equipment: Western

—

NOT

Seating capacity:
Yes.

Have you sound equipment

:

Population:

program weekly:
No.

:

Remarks:

:

No.
sound drawing better than silent
Does a program entirely of sound subjects drawNo.
best
Does a program of both 6ound and silent subjects
No.
draw best
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
No.
your theatre
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Have you raised your admission prices: No. Top
low price, 10.
price, 35
No.
Do you have matinees
Three or four.
Changes of program weekly
No. Organist: No.
Orchestra:
Remarks: We have talking pictures all around us.
Yet our business is better than a year ago. I
have talked with dozens of movie fans about talkies
and they say they don't see anything to rave about
that the best talkies are no better than ordinary
Only one fan in my town has told me that
silents.
Talking may be here to
he likes the talkies best.
stay but it never will kill the silent as long as good
silents are made.
On the other hand, if they do not continue to produce good silent pictures and instead try to force
all theatres to run talking piciures, there can be only
one outcome. There will be from 1,000 to 5.000 theMany of
atres that will have to close their doors.
the theatres that now have installations are operating
talking pictures only one change a week, while they
are running two or three changes silent. They have
tried to operate more often but their neighborhood
has only so much money to spend and you "can't
Someone must pay the
get blood out of a turnip."
additional cost and the theatre owners are finding
that they can't and won't do it.

Is

380.

Synchronous: No.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Admission: Top price, 30; low price, 10.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly
Four.
Orchestra:
No.
No.
Organist.
Remarks: I have no sound equipment except nonsynchronized.
I am building a theatre soon and

MICHIGAN
Population:

Have you sound equipment:

Seating capacity:
Yes.

15,000.

Have you sound equipment:

AAA

:

I

:

:

of

Orchestra

think so.
Remarks:
Cannot answer these questions intelligently as equipment has just been installed.

:

1929

17,

Two and three.
No.
Organist
high prices of talking pictures and
the additional high cost of the disc continue, I
At first business was
don't know where it will end.
good, but after the first few pictures it dropped back
to just a little above normal.
At the present time ii
is very seldom that we can show a profit on a talking picture, and we are showing the best of them.
Our equipment is as good as any on the market and
reproduces beautifully.
Somebody else is getting the
Changes

:

Seating capacity:

1,800.

Have you sound equipment

August

No.

:

:

stalled in a number of theatres within thirty
miles, the equipment of only moderate price, the results have not been entirely satisfactory to the majority of those who have gone from our territory.
Most of our patrons have gone from our theatre
only to see the big specials and recently the num-

ber has been reduced, due to the unsatisfactory program offered by the sound equipment of neighboring
theatres.
For those of us in the small town theatres,
it will be a long time before we can afford to give
our audiences the type of equipment which makes
sound pictures of the greatest entertainment.

<

: ;
:

\ugust

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

1929

17,

TEXAS

Do you have matinees:

Seating capacity:
Yes.

2,500.

Population:

Yes
Changes of program weekly

300.

Yes.
Synchronous
Yes.
•Jon-synchronous
Yes.
)nly disc:
Pacent.
•Jame of equipment
,Ay patrons' preferences are in the following order
musical comedy, singing and
First, Westerns,
dialog; second, melodrama; third, drama, com:

No. Organist

:

We

Remarks:

This socalled high class
4y patrons do NOT like:
It goes over their heads.
singing or operatic.
The sex appeal and college type is best of all.
^s to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
all talking without singing and without instrumental music, all talking and singing and instrumental music; second, part talking and singsynchronized singing and instrufifth,
ing;
mental but not talking, sound effects only.
silent
Yes.
S -ound drawing better than
Joes a program entirely of sound subjects draw
Yes.
best
Yes.
)oes the public want talking Westerns:
No.
s the silent picture going to disappear
Top
Yes.
lave you raised your admission prices :
price, 59; low price, 10.
Yes.
)o you have matinees:
Four.
Changes of program weekly
Jrchestra: No. Organist: No.
Up until present time our profits are
Remarks:
Our
lower on talking pictures than on silent.
;ross receipts ordinarily double on talking pictures,
amount
on
are
three
times
the
occasions
rare
ind on
Unless the high rentals are lowered
iknt pictures.
of
the
get
advisable
to
out
months
it
is
six
next
n
:

:

•

PENNSYLVANIA
Population:

Seating capacity:

1,500.

195.

Yes.
your theatre
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns
Yes.
is the silent picture going to disappear.
Three.
weekly:
program
of
Changes
No.
Jrchestra No. Organist
Remarks: My house, as small as it is, has always
made money, even during the summer months.
However, sound was installed in houses in a town
seven miles from here about three months ago and
have been losing money every week since. I have
irdered a Good-All reproducer (synchronous disc machine) and expect installation within the next two
weeks. As soon as I announced the coming of talkies
:

[

theatre,

it

set

the whole

town talking.

It is my opinion that I can make money on the
installation at present film prices for approximately
Then it will be a
four months after installation.
matter of securing a reduction in film rental or pay-

At any rate, I
ing the film companies my profits.
predict the talkies will be the source of many headaches for small town exhibitors for some time to
come.
I enjoy reading
the Exhibitors Herald-World each
week and, in my opinion, it is worth more than all
the rest of the publications in the industry put to-

AAA

gether.

2,600.

patrons do

NOT

Seating capacity:
Yes.

400.

sound drawing better than silent: No.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects

draw

Remarks:

Piano.

drama.

AAA

amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order :
talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns:
Yes.
all

Yes: Top
low price, 15.
Do you have matinees
Yes.
Changes of program weekly
Two and three.
Orchestra: No, Organist: No.
Remarks:
The increase on box office receipts has
been about 50 per cent since installation in January, 1929.
The cost of pictures and score charges
has risen to such an extent as to absorb the increase

Have you raised your admission prices:
;

:

:

The small theatre and also some of the
larger ones are passing all the extra business over
to the producers.
The score charges are an outrage.
in business.

The whole business needs reorganization.

AAA

MISSOURI

Population:

equipment:

installed.
of equipment

Name

My

patrons' preferences are in the following order
First, melodrama; second, drama; third. West-

My

erns.

Is

My

patrons do

comedy

like: Silly

stuff like

"Syn-

thetic Sin," "Honeymoon."
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'

preferences are in the following order: First, all
talking and singing and instrumental music; second, all talking without singing and without instrumental music; third, synchronized singing and
instrumental, but not talking.
Is sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
draw best
Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes, before installing sound.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Not altogether.

raised your

No.

:

Top

526.

Talk-a-Phone.
.Does the public want talking Westerns
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised your admission prices:
price, 50
low price, 25.

program weekly

present,

Two.

:

No.

At

sound pictures drew more than

first

seems.

it

at

AAA
NEBRASKA

No

:

J, OOO.

:

;

:

:

AAA

MISSISSIPPI
Population:
8,000. Seating capacity:
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film

Name of equipment: Western Electric.
My patrons' preferences are in the following

My

Is sound drawing better than silent
Some.
Does the public want talking Westerns
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: Yes.
Have you raised your admission prices: No.
price, 50
low price, 30.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly
Three.
Orchestra
Yes.
Yes.
Organist
:

:

Top

AAA
:

1,300.

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment: No.
Remarks
Question as to whether a sound
will

pay

in a small

town

draw

best

:

Yes.

Does the public want talking Westerns:
I do not
know.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised your admission prices: No. Top
low price, 10.
price, 35
Do you have matinees Yes.
Four.
Changes of program weekly
Yes.
Orchestra
No. Organist
While talking pictures have put some new
Remarks
life into picture theatres they have not increased
:

patrons' preferences are in the following order:
First, comedy-drama; second, singing and dialog.
amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are:
First, all talking and singing
and instrumental music; second, part talking and
singing.

:

:

better.

Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
No.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects

:

:

to the

Population:

NOT

ing dramas, but I have found a decided preference for vaudeville and other dialog shorts.
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order: First, all
talking and singing and instrumental music; second, part talking and singing.
Not much
sound drawing better than silent

:

:

Top

Is

order:

First, comedy-drama ; second, musical comedy
third, singing and dialogue.
like:
The slow moving all talkpatrons do

:

:

As

1,100.

:

;

Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Only disc: Yes.
Name of equipment: Pacent.

:

Yes.
Yes.
Yes.

preference.

:

Population:
7,000. Seating capacity:
Have you sound equipment: Yes.

IOWA

:

patrons' preferences are in the following order:
third,
First, drama ; second, musical comedy
singing and dialog.
Crook plays and trial
patrons do NOT like:

Don't know.
Does the public want talking Westerns
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Have you raised your admission prices: No. Top
low price, 30.
price, 50
Yes.
Do you have matinees
One.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes.

As

not.

of

1,900.

:

scenes.

My

Population :
500.
Seating capacity:
450.
Have you sound equipment: No.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No, I hope

Remarks:

Seating capacity:
Yes.

sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best

AAA

Orchestra:

AAA

38,000.

:

Changes

not

Chrest.

:

;

Movie-Phone.

My

NOT

:

PENNSYLVANIA

:

Yes.

;

1,200.

:

:

of

Seating capacity:
Yes.

3,800.

Two.

:

AAA Yes.

WEST VIRGINIA

Population:

Have you sound equipment:
Synchronous
Yes.
Only disc
Yes.
Name of equipment:

Organist

Synchronous: No.
Both disc and sound-on-film: Yes.
Name of equipment: Cinephone.

;

:

program weekly
Yes.

:

Have you sound equipment

TEXAS

:

Population
Seating capacity:
2,016.
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Synchronous
Yes.

of

Seating capacity: 620.
Population:
5,000.
Have you sound equipment: Just bought but

Occasionally extra music.

ALABAMA

;

Name

Changes

Orchestra

Yes.

best:

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
Is the 6ilent picture going to disappear:
No.
Admission: Top price, 50; low price, 25.
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly
Two.
Is

:

the following' order
second, melodrama
First, singing and dialog
third, Westerns; fourth, musical comedy; fifth,
operetta; sixth, comedy; seventh, comedy-drama;

:

:

Operetta, musical com-

Sound.

like:

:

Yes.
Does a program of both L-ound and silent subjects
No.
draw best
Does the public want talking Westerns: We do not
use Westerns.
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Top
Have you raised your admission prices
price, 60; low price, 40.
Do you have matinees: Yes.

:

:

Only disc

300.

No.

admission prices
low price, 35.
Do you have matinees
Yes.
Changes of program weekly: Five.
Organist
Yes.

Name of equipment
Biophone.
My patrons' preferences are in

price, 50

the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order: First, all
talking without singing and without instrumental
music; second, all talking and singing and instrumental music; third, part talking and sing-

:

Seating capacity:

My

drama.

third,

ing.

Is

Synchronous:
Yes,
Only disc: Yes.

As

to

price, 50;

Have you sound equipment:

eighth,
to the

As

Yes.
sound drawing better than silent
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best

AAA

Have you

PENNSYLVANIA
Population:

:

:

patrons' preferences are in the following order:
First, singing and dialog; second, melodrama;

Is

NEW YORK
400.

4,000.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

My

250.

:

Population:

:

:

AAA

Seating capacity:
800.
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Synchronous: Yes.
Only disc: Yes.
Name of equipment Bestone.
Remarks: I am just installing now.

patrons' preferences are:
edy, singing and dialog.

1,750,000.

Yes.
Synchronous
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Western Electric.
Name of equipment

SOUTH DAKOTA
Population:

:

my

Population:

Have you sound equipment

:

:

to

MICHIGAN

:

My

AAA

install.

sound and are

;

Have you sound equipment:

we

:

Have you sound equipment: No.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from

:

in

ever

questions.

IOWA

:

AAA

all

Seating capacity:
200.
Population:
900.
No.
Have you sound equipment
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
Yes, probably.
your theatre
Organist
Yes.
Remarks: This theatre is a community affair and 10
We cannot afcents admission only is charged.
ford to install sound equipment.

:

how business.

believe at present
of installation and cost of film.
better to wait until novelty wears off before installing,
if

AAA

45
We

Sunday.

Four.

No.

answer

:

comedy-drama.

:

are just starting

as yet unable to

:

edv.

—*>n

:

Orchestra

sound equipment:

lave you

::;

:

400.

installation
depends largely on type

the attendance in proportion to the increase in cost.
small town exhibitor is to survive the producer
must find a way to furnish him sound pictures at a
reasonable rental.
I am forced to play numbers of
pictures silent because I can not play the sound at a
There is no justification in the present renprofit.
It is true that the
tals charged for sound pictures.
producers have spent considerable money for sound
equipment, but production costs are lower on sound
pictures, and the exhibitor has spent considerable
money installing sound equipment and correcting
acoustics, etc.
In a voting contest I conducted
through the local paper the vote was 185 all talking.
891 part talking, 701 silent.
vast majority of
those expressing preference for talking pictures in
part or entirely, preferred the singing and talking
combination.
Those voting for silent pictures, in
most instances indicated that talking pictures did not
draw them to the theatre, but they had no real
objection to them.

If the

A

:
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SOUND PICTURES
The

BLUEBOOK

School

(An apology and explanation)
By
darned
THAT
SCHOOL

BLUEBOOK

got the
jazzed up, but here we go
again.
However, I will name the following
as men who have sent in answers to most or
some of the questions thus far which have
been reasonably good
some of them extrip

all

;

cellent

:

W.

Budge, Brooklyn, N. Y.;
Irvin H. Herbein, Reading, Pa., whose
handwriting is, by-the-way, the best I
have seen in many years; G. L. Doe
and "Bill Doe," both of Chicago; Karl
Freidrich, Belief onte, Pa.; Harlan B.
Fox, Darby, Pa.; J. T. Sanders, DalTex.; Frank Dudiak, Fairmont,
las,
W. Va.; S. Santorelli, Morristown,
N. J.; Wm. Polumbo, Niagara Falls,
N. Y.; Thomas Smalley, BrookBeld,
Mo.; George H. Lathrop, Spokane,
Wash.; F. D. Umphrey, Savannah,
Ga.;

C.

G.

land;

Charles

RICHARDSON

your battery terminal connections in perfect
condition may set up a lot of very unpleasant
noise; also it may result in a condition which
will make keeping them in good shape very
hard, or even impossible.
Question No. 10 was: "Tell us just why
batteries should not be used for half an hour
after charging is complete, and just what you
consider the best arrangement for a light to
examine battery cells for water level. What
light are available?"

One answer
the

rest

received

Denver,

of

considerably better than any of

the

hundred and more answers
by John Robinson,

to this one is
Col., who says

"During the process of charging, the
trolyte in battery cells

Lake City,
Wills, London, EngG. Baker, Truesdale,

Mo.;

James E. Huckelberry, Los
Angeles, Cal.; T. R. Guimond, Mobile,
Ala.; John Robinson, Denver, Col.;
H. M. Oswald, Dallas, Tex., and Chas.
S. Sumner, Galveston, Tex.
Very few answered Question No. 9, for
some reason or other. Probably thought it
too simple, but nevertheless failure to keep

is filled

elec-

with gas. After

requires from 15 minutes
it to entirely free itself of
this gas.
If the batteries be used for sound
reproduction while gas is present in the electrolyte its presence will be made evident by
noises in the horns.
The gas should all be
out of the electrolyte within at most 30
minutes.
"I personally consider an incandescent lamp
of about 25 or 30 watts as the most practical
lamp for examining battery cells, but it must
be fitted with an opaque insulating shade and
have all its metal parts wound with insulating
tape.
The shade is for the purpose of throwing the light downward, and keeping all glare

charging has ceased
to half an hour for

L. Daniels, Salt

Utah; Herbert

F. H.

it

out of the eyes so that they may see into the
cell clearly.
porcelain shade painted black
on its outer surface is excellent, in that it
reflects a powerful ray downward.
It is,
however, quite fragile. I use one though, and
have broken but one in a year.

A

"A metal shade won't break, and is of course
opaque. If it be painted white on its interior
surface it reflects well, and a little careful
work with insulating tape will take care of
the insulation, which is of course merely to
prevent having a short if the lamp shade touch
two connecting bars or a terminal and a bar.
"As to the available lamps, a flashlight with
a concentrated ray is excellent, provided it
be covered with insulating tape and permanently attached to something by means of a
chain, run through a rubber hose for insulaThe chain is so it cannot be toted off
tion.
by some one, and then be hard to locate when
The only trouble
it is needed at the battery.
with that is possibility of the battery being
run down."

IMPORTANT NOTICE—

All questions used from now on will be taken
direct from the index of Volume 3,
PROJECof the
TION, but try hard to answer correctly before you consult your BLUE-

BLUEBOOK OF

BOOK.

FILM AND FADER CHANGEOVERS
WHILE

New

in Syracuse,
York, recently,
called upon William P. Meany, projecLoew's
at
State theatre, of that city.
I found Brother Meany busily preparing for
the day's run, in a projection room of goodly
dimensions, well ventilated, well appointed
and well kept.
Projectionist Meany impressed me as a livewire man, who is making every effort to
deliver the goods on the State theatre screen
and from its horns at the full possible 100
per cent value, which same I have faith to
believe he will come pretty nearly doing too.

all

While I was there friend Meany was kind
enough to explain, in considerable detail, his
method of changeover, as follows: Assuming
the film and sound records to have just ar-

exactly.

I

tionist

deals with sound-on-the-record
changeover only), we first inspect the film
very thoroughly, observing each reel-end carefully and cueing it for changeover.
The usual method pursued by producers is
to end each reel with a title, half of which
is on one reel and half on the next, the idea
being that this will enable the projectionist to

rived

(this

change from

title

to

title

perfectly.

This

is

wrong.
It
is
well nigh impossible to
change perfectly from one title to another
without evidence of the action on the screen,
because the man who can always make two
titles
in two different
projectors, register
perfectly,
certainly
is
stem-winding
one
wonder.
But anyhow that is as it now is half the
title on one reel and half on the reel next
following, so we note the wording of the title
and its exact length usually from twelve to
sixteen feet on the changeover cue sheet.
It is essential that this be done, and done

—

—

When

—

has been accomplished, the recnext examined, placed on a turntable and the necessary turn-downs before
sound starts, noted and marked on both the
record and changeover cue sheet. This is of
course done for each of the records.
Suppose we find reel 1 of any production to
have a blank leader 12 feet in length from its
beginning to the main title. To prevent this
leader from flashing on the screen, Brother
Meany allows 3 feet and 9 inches for the
projector to attain its normal speed of 90 feet

ords are

this
all

—

of film per minute.
He therefore subtracts
that footage from the total footage of leader,
which leaves 8 feet and 3 inches of leader
which must be "turned down" to prevent the
leader from flashing on the screen and still not
waste any of the title length.
Three feet
is the allowance for each revolution of the
turntable, hence by dividing 8.25 by 3 we have
2.75 turn-downs necessary on reel 1 to keep
the blank title off the screen. This is noted
on the cue sheet for records, which same we
call our record fader cue sheet.
Allowing, as we do, 1.25 turn-downs for the
motor to pick up to 90 r. p. m., as soon as
the speed indicator shows 90 we open the
dowser and raise fader simultaneously, so that
the title (first reel) or the music and picture
come on together.
Next we will consider part two of the same
production, with film and fader changeovers
and not flashing title on at beginning of part
two reel two also picking up the music or
other sound on reel two without skipping anything at all.
Record No. 2, shows that sound only starts
after 5 turn-downs of the record.
There is,

—

—

.

:

August
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will assume, 15 feet of title on the b>
then proceed tl
winning of reel No. 2.
same for reel 2 as we did for reel 1. Sul;
racting 3.75 feet from 15 leaves 11.25 feet to
:urn down in order to avoid flashing the
Divide this
itle on the screen at changeover.
iy 3, as in the first instance, we find it will
3e necessary to turn down record No. two 3.75
imes in order to accomplish our purpose.
In projection, when we arrive at the end
jf reel No. 1, at sight of cued title we start
he motor and when the speedometer mounts
o 90, make the changeover of both the proectors and the fader simultaneously.
Of

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

,ve

We

:ourse, this

procedure keeps our "hands

full,"

we have two men on

the job—one to
landle the projectors and the other the fader
it changeover, so it is really not so hard.
The really important factor is not permiting the incoming title
the title on the reel
oming into use to appear upon the screen
it all, because it is next
to an impossibility to
nake the two titles the one at the end of
he outgoing reel and the one on the incomng reel to register perfectly. In practice it
ust cannot be done with any degree of asurance of perfection in results.
This is
ispecially impossible if the angle of projection
>e a heavy one, or the projectors very much
jut

—

—

—

—

>ff

right to

The

me.

idea is to prevent the
ashing of the leader on the screen to begin
nth, and at changeover, to not change from
ne title to another, but from title to picture,
hus avoiding misregistry of two titles, which
a very common occurrence when changing
;
rom one title to another. Of course, it is
vident that when the change is made from a
tie to a picture there will, if the lighting
rom both projectors be identical, be no evience of the change.
11

f^YER

we found a gathering,
so far as I am aware, entirely
of Indianapolis projectionists, exhibitors and
theatre managers. However, Indianapolis, the
capital city of Indiana, is a large city and
the meeting was not such a small one. Just
why the Indianapolis local did not ask the
men from surrounding territory to attend I
do not know, but anyhow the men of that
city voiced thorough satisfaction when the
affair was finished and done.
Things of this
sort do not occur often maybe once in a
"blue moon." It therefore would seem good
procedure to make the most of them when
they do come.
I have several times noticed the presence
of relatively few theatre managers and exhibitors.
May I suggest, in all good nature,
that this is rather poor business procedure.
It surely is time that exhibitors and theatre
managers came to an understanding of the
that both picture and sound reproduction and projection is of extreme importance

—

FACT

FROM

Marion, Ohio, several requests and
demands had come that we include it in
our itinerary. These requests had emanated
from projectionists R. S. Slagel and H. T.
I
Seckel, of the Palace theatre, Marion.
hesitated, but Marion is only 40 or so miles
from Columbus, so it finally was included. I

am glad it was, because I not only had the
privilege of viewing the beautiful memorial,
of marble, erected by the City of Marion, in
which sleep both the late president and his
wife, but also I met two propectionists who
take very real pride in their work and have
a real place in which to work.
Indeed the Palace theatre projection room

is
intended
equipment.

for

use

is variable
speed.
The projectors were
Simplex the light sources are Peerless Arcs.
My compliments to these gentlemen and to
the manager, also friend daughter says we

It

;

Quiet

WE

3r audiences.

Electric

is

A bsolute

We

estern

O.

a Publix theatre) is as excellent as I
have ever seen in all my travels, in a city of
moderate size. It is well planned and a real
credit to Brothers Slagel and Seckel, both of
whom work there. It and its equipment were
in perfect order and clean as a new pin, and
I am sure they are kept that way.
It is a
privilege to meet such men.
There is a rewinder of which Brother
Slagel has promised us a photograph and description a bit later.
Hope he remembers.
(it

Sound Equipment

will

The foregoing

point to attend. As a matter of fact at many
of the meetings I have held this trip, after
the lecture, theatre managers or exhibitors
have come forward, shaken my hand and expressed both surprise and satisfaction at the
value of what they had heard.
It is very true that such meetings came at
a most inconvenient hour.
The fact nevertheless remains that since they occur only
once in a term of years, it is no very hard
thing to attend them. I honestly believe, and
I think you will all agree, that I at least
know the situation fairly well, that exhibitors
and theatre managers who have gone home
and slept in comfort while the lecture proceeded, have paid a higher price for that bit
of sleep than they are likely to pay for anything for quite some while to come.

"Syncrodisk"

be serving the best interests
f the profession by contributing
such inforlation as they may have available.
It costs
iem absolutely nothing at all, save a bit of
ouble, and helps their brother projectionists,
s well as providing
greater amusement value

\

comes along, it would seem sensible for the
exhibitor and theatre manager to make it a

MARION,

We thank Brother Meany for having srubHtted this stunt.
That is one of the puroses this department has filled for many,
lany years— the exchange of ideas.
It is a
eekly department, with one great big spread
nee a month.
are very sure that profctionists

to the box office, hence when long separated
lectures upon those things, by one who has at
least some reputation as an authority in them,

in Indianapolis

"composed,

center.

With Brother Meany's method of change>ver, as just set forth, the effect of improper
egistration is entirely overcome, and
the
ound must come in exactly right if properly
ued and handled.
Meany has been making
hangeovers by the method described for a
leriod of one year.
Both himself and his asociate projectionists, Brothers Howard Kanlar and Louis Boyd, defy any one to detect
changeover at Loew's State theatre in Syrause.
His advice to brother projectionists is
Try it, men. You will be surprised at the reults after a few rehearsals."
And that is my own advice too. Sounds

47

We

with

Synchronization
Vibrationless

•

specialize in the manufacture of

quality sound equipment for theatres.
were the original builders of sound

products that are

now

nationally known.

Our sound equipment has proved
Theatre for Sound
Being Built in Arctic

More than

The

(Special to the Herald- World)

QUEBEC,

Aug. 13.—Audiens are
reaching the farthest North places of
Canada, invading remote wining regions and farming settlements of the
sub-Arctic fringe.
A completely

'

equipped moving picture theatre to
cost $65,000 is being built in the new
mining town of Noranda in Northern
Quebec and will be opened in November with a talking picture policy.
The theatre is being erected under
the direction of the Noranda Mining
Company to serve the population of
1,800, and it will also be available to
the 2,700 residents of the neighboring

town of Rouyn.

"Syncrodisk"
readily attached to

turn table
all stand-

price of Syncrodisk
ing pick-ups and fader.

ard makes of projectors.

All

ened

gears
steel

Syncrodisk

—submerged

offers

making proposition

bronze and hard-

firms

in oil.

its

merit.

200 satisfactory installations.

that

can

is

$500.00, includ-

good

a

to

make

Write or wire for

moneyand

dealers

installations.
details.

Weber Machine Corporation
59 Rutter

St.,

Rochester, N. Y.

!

!
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must not forget to thank Mrs. Slagel and
Mrs. Seckel, which is true for they helped

Katsubens

make our visits pleasant.
The meeting was of course not large, but
the audience certainly was attentive.
After
the affair was all over the men, much to my

(Special to the Herald-World)

O.
large

—

—

SPRINGFIELD,

MO.
CPRINGFIELD

is the capital city of Illia mighty nice city, too, and has
some very real theatre folks. They treated
us well and I did the best I could to give real
value in return. Springfield has many sound
installations, and the men were eager to hear
what I had to say, for they all want to place
sound before their audiences at its full value.

nois.

However, as no arrangements
have been made as yet for producing

jobs.

audien pictures in Japan, the protests
Few houses in the
Orient in which sound equipment has
been installed are doing a good business, with the patronage made up
largely of students anxious to learn
the English language.

factory,

seem premature.

which maintains a large motion picture department in charge of Otto Nelson.
In
Marion, O., the hotel phone had rung and
when I answered, a gruff voice announced
that the Richmond, Ind., chief of police
wanted to see me. Not feeling particularly
guilty, insofar as concerned Richmond anyhow, he was invited to come up.
When I
opened the door there stood Mr. and Mrs.
Otto Nelson.

13.

has received a report
from connections in Japan, advising
that the Katsubens, or professional
title readers of that country, have
formed a very tight union and are
making strong protests against audiens, fearing that they will lose their

is

its

in their beauti-

home in the country, or nearly so anyhow,
where we parked for two whole days. And
they were SOME days too, lemme tell you,

Loew's theatre.
While in Dayton Friend Nelson showed us
through his department at the National Cash

for Brother Nelson has a fine position, and a

only
knows how many tens of thousands of feet of
film they have in stock positive prints I
mean but I do know there are more than

stop, so they just plain
us, took us to Columbus, sidethe hotel the local had arranged for

stepped

accommodations, and landed us
ful

mighty beautiful, comfortable home too.
Should Mrs. Nelson ever have the misfortune
to become a
well.

widow— well,

The meeting

at

I

like

Davton pretty

Dayton was a large one,

held at the usual after-midnight time.
Men
were there from Hamilton and the whole projection force from Middletown, where I had
been dated to speak the night following. However, there is no sound theatre in Middle-

Don't Buy Any Talking Picture Equipment, Until You Investigate

A

THE FILM SPEAKER

perfect system using finest parts, the
result of more than a year's experi-

mental work by men who have been
familiar with theatre projection and
music since the birth of the industry.

enormous

tables.

Slow speed drive off crank-shaft, not
cam-shaft at 1440 r. p. m.
Fly-wheel mounted on drive shaft, giving absolutely steady motion.
Ball bearing construction, with all parts
submerged

in oil.

Simple and positive re-synchroniser,
with only 5 moving parts.
Two film speed indicators for projectors.

Remote volume

control for auditorium

use.

Monitor horn for projection room.
High grade amplifier with clear tone and
exceptional volume.
Two new type dynamic speakers with
ten-inch cones.
Two four-foot baffles, capable of producing the lowest and highest tones.
Complete control panel for cut-over,
including projector motor switches.
Price Range from $495.00 to

plant.

Heaven

—

—

Every noon
100,000 slides, mostly colored.
the company, in the enormous exhibition hall
in Nelson's department, gives an hour of motion picture entertainment free for its employes. They may, and in fact many of them
do, take their lunch into the hall and ea:
while they enjoy the pictures.
There must
have been from 1,000 to 1,500 in the hall
when I was there at the noon hour. Standard productions, comedies and news reels are
used for the program, except when the company has something special of its own to
show for the benefit of its employes.

TERRE HAUTE,
IND.

Check carefully construction features
and equipment furnished.
Drive connections for all projectors.
Two simple, heavy, light running stands,
with leveling device.
Two distortionless magnetic pick-ups.
Stands built with two separate turn-

are and always were a bunch of
THEY
men over in the home city of Eugene

fine

V.
Debs, the man who "ran" for President of
this country four or five times, without even
the most remote idea of being elected. They
wanted the lecture in Terre Haute and did
their entire duty by writing a great many
letters inviting men in surrounding towns to
attend, not one of whom had the courtesy to
even reply. Not one of them, as I recollect it,
attended.
It's a queer old world, and there
certainly are some queer folks in it, what
But anyhow, I guess every Terre Haute man
was present at midnight, and we talked to
them until about 2:30 a. m.
It's really an awfully hard task to write
an interesting story concerning these meetings, because they are all pretty much alike.
I
am, you see, not talking extemporanously, but
from a manuscript which was three months
in preparation and which has been examined
carefully and approved by engineering departments of the largest sound reproduction and
projection organizations in the world.

The

therefore

lecture

is

essentially

the

The Film Speaker Company

same each time also the audiences are much
the same theatre folks and that makes it almost impossible to write entertainingly about
them, as you may readily understand. Moreover, the work is extremely hard, and what
brain your poor editor has is weary, and a

130S North Hudson

bit

$995.00.

Complete

Write for illustrated folder

St.,

Oklahoma

City, Okla.

CHAMPAIGN,

came

Register's

—

;

—

worried too, for I don't like our departto slow up in any degree.

ment

_

It's

There have been just as attentive audiences,
am sure that motion
I
but none more so.
picture-sound projectionists there will do all
at one hundred
deliver
the
goods
they can to
per cent value.

town, so the local canceled the date and at!
to Dayton instead, Middletown being
but a short distance away.
The men expressed themselves as well
pleased with the affair, which was held in

Dayton was the next
kidnapped

1929

enterprises,

r\OWN in Dayton, to which city Local 248,
Picture Projectionists IATSE &
MPMO had invited us, the National Cash
Company, with

Aug.

Dean J. Hanscom, a shipping man
who is also interested in amusement

•^Motion
Register

Hold

SAN FRANCISCO,

17,

Well, anyhow, men, when I get back home
and rested a bit, I promise you to make up
for any slow-up caused by this trip. For the
good of the business, sacrifice must be made
and there we are!

Their Jobs in Japan

surprise, handed me an envelope with the request that I open it later. It contained a substantial sum in cash, besides which they had
paid all hotel and garage expenses.
Mighty
nice of them, what

DAYTON,

Still

August

ILL.
Champaign-Urbana,
INsmall,
but very attentive.

111.,

the audience was

The city is relatively small, but both managers and projectionists are apparently deeply interested in

securing all possible knowledge of sound reProjectionist
projection.
production
and
Wills, an enthusiast who had rooted hard tc
secure the lecture for Champaign-Urbana, hac
been called out of town and was unable to gel
back for the lecture. Sorry to have missed
I always enjoy meeting up with live
him.
wire projectionists who are willing to exer'
themselves and work hard to advance.

QUINCY,
Mississippi
THE
miliar sluggish

ILL.

river at last, with its fa
which, upon occasion

tide,

puts forth such destructive power.
At Quincy I met an old playmate of m\
boyhood, who went to school with me, Jacl
Pershing and his sisters, in LaClede, Mo.
away back in about 1879 or so. It was prett;
close to that year, anyhow.
Quincy is not a large city, hence the meet
ing was not a large one, even though, as
remember it, there were some outside mei
Anyhow
present one from 75 miles away.

—

was a real good one, both projectionists anc
managers afterward expressing thorough sat
isfaction and the opinion that "such thing
ought to occur more frequently."
it

Our next

official

stop will be Wichita, Kar

have been led to suppose that
meeting will be made whoopee by a large

where

I

th
at

tendance. Anyhow the Western Union ough
They've certainly gaine<
to feel glad I came.
revenue through the "wires" we have ex
changed relative to my making that long rur
From Quincy, 111., to Wichita, Kan., an'
then to Des Moines, la., your map will ad
vise you, is many hundreds of miles, an<
Wichita is paying a very real bill of ex
Also I ar
penses to secure our presence.
letting myself in for a real, honest-to-gos
drive, over roads which probably will var

from fine to $,:'$t"! But it's all right, to
they're real fellers out there, and I like re;
fellers.

From Quincy «
Later:
I
was right.
crossed the Mississippi and did an exaggerate
shimmy over roads that were a gigantic an
very poor washboard for ten miles or s(
Then came gravel roads which were jus
fine, then dirt roads varying from exceller
to not-so-good.
visited scenes of other days in Centei
ville, la., Exline, la., Unionville, Mo., Brook

We

I

August

17,
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kid and Laclede, Mo., and are now in Car•ollton, Mo., where the manager of the Royal
heatre was so very busy that she did not
;ven have time to glance at the card I handed
ler, so I backed gracefully out and that was
:hat
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Warner Brothers Will Produce
Foreign Tongue A udiens A broad
(Special to the Herald-World)

TOLEDO,
W

II 7KLL,

at last

we

really feel

NEW

O.
headed toward

our home in the effete East, with Toledo
made a brave start at
is our first stop.
loon, Sunday, intending to stop over night in
South Bend., Ind., but it was not to be, for
ust two blocks from the hotel, the jinx
limbed aboard and snapped a rear axle, the
>ther one having gone blah at the start of the

We

rip.

Chicago

may

very

be

wick-ed.

I

don't

mow, but had immediate evidence that few
except the preachers worked on the Sabbath.
'to

we waited

until eleven o'clock

Monday

to

arriving in Toledo
ate that day, to find friends awaiting our
irrival with everything all set for a meeting,
vhich was duly held at midnight, was well

esume our Eastern

flight,

Toledo, however,
and successful.
orgot or neglected to invite the managers,
however, happen
did,
bad.
I
vhich was too
0 get in touch with one of them, took the
iberty of inviting him and he was there.
Cext day the manager of one of the large
heatres informed me that he had known
iothing of the affair, else he would have been
Too bad.
resent.
From Toledo we skipped along the South
hore of Lake Erie to Cleveland, where the
lext "date" was, only to find that a letter
ad gone stray and the local had received no
I
was
otice of the date of my arrival.
dvised that the Cleveland local had expected
make considerable preparation for my visit
nd that much regret was felt because of the
ailure.
Brother Shafanack was selected by
le local officers to meet us, express the local's
egret: and to invite me to visit them as soon
s possible in the future.
It may be possible
lis can be
done this fall, maybe.
I felt
adly about the matter, because Cleveland is
very important city, and I had wished to
gain meet its projectionists and managers
nd to lay before them the message I carry.
>h, well, accidents will happen, and there is
nail use in crying about them when they do.

ittended

—

YORK,

Aug. 13. Arrangements are being made by the Vitaphone
Corporation to produce talking and singing short subjects in foreign languages
at studios to be built in the countries where the languages are native, according
to George E. Quigley, vice president and general manager.
Studios will be
established in the countries to be served in order that the talent to make these
presentations may be selected from the popular operatic, stage, vaudeville, concert, film and radio stars of each nation.
Spanish at its home studios. With the comIn what countries the corporation would
pletion of its new sound-proof stage, producfirst establish studios has not yet been anThe new
nounced, nor the time when foreign production
tion may be speeded up as desired.
of Vitaphone shorts would begin.
number of foreign language presentations and one feature picture, the latter in
German, "The Royal Box," starring Alexander
Moissi, have been made at Warner Brothers
Eastern Vitaphone Studios, and Quigley stated
that foreign language "shorts" will continue

stage will be ready for occupancy in the
probably in October.

A

MGM

Open a Sound

Service Dept. in Boston
(Special to the Herald-World)

to be produced temporarily in this country
until the foreign studios have been arranged
for. This, however, will not in any way inter-

BOSTON, Aug.

13.— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
service department for
sound equipment, and in preparation for this
work, Edward Dobkin of the poster departis

more than sufEnglish speaking presentations to take

fere with the production of
ficient

to

to

establish

a

sent to Hollywood for special
instruction in all branches of sound equipment and production. He will have charge of
the department upon his return.

ment has been

care of the company's contracts, it is said.
In addition to the feature picture in German
and several shorts in that language, Vitaphone
has made sketches or acts in French and

PREDDEY ALUMINUM REEL
Z.000rT-14'/z"DIA-

-AMPLE SLOTS

1

to Bufthat great

I had written the local at
offering to address them, but it was not
to the extent of
two-cent stamp, so the letter was, I was
dvised by one of the local's officers whom
hunted up, received and filed. It really is

alo.
ity,

OR.

SIDES

THREADING

STRONG iLIGHT

how

well informed some men are.
me that most of the Buffalo
exceedingly well posted on
jund that there was really no need for a
cture on it, hence the action.
I had a very cordial invitation to visit Ken
aldwell, a Buffalo projectionist, at his home,
ideed, he warned me against attempting to
iss through without stopping, so we did stop,
isited him, made love to his four-year-old
^ughter and were taken out to a cottage 53
ijles across the line in
Canada, where the
ild waves offered bathing
and the contents
f
certain
glassware offered an interior

his ©fficer told
ten were
so

—

lawth."
visited the theatre where Brother
works and permitted him and the
projectionist, whose name unfortunately

I
also
aldwell

ther

did not

make note

project President
anavan and listen to his address introducig my 'umble self, and the lecture.
I think
ley were a bit surprised at what Canavan
of, to

lid.

Caldwell's projection room is excellent as
dimensions and appointments
also the
ork of projection is very well handled. The
cture is well and evenly illuminated, and
e sound reproduction and projection good,
here is a battery room, a non-sink room,
id everything is neat and clean.
The batries were in fine shape.

1

Thing for
Sound

FINGER
HOLES

Walter G.

FOR EASE
IN

HANDLING

Preddey

DOUBLE
SHAFT

wught worth bothering with

onderful

Just the

t

ALUMINUM

—

From Cleveland we spun forward

fall,

188
Golden Gate
Ave.

SLOTS

SCREWS FOR
TAKING APART

SAN
FRANCISCO
CAL.

CORE REPLACEABLE.

^-LARGE 5"

HUf

Walt's Disc Talking Equipment
Pat.

Applied For

$115.00 buys everything for one projector complete
ready to attach to either side.

Adjustable steel head construction with steel
pinion with bronze gear mounted on high grade
ball bearings.

Very simple universal connection.
Can be used with any good amplifier and speakers.
Prices on amplifiers and speakers on request.

;

"Perfect Timing Guaranteed"

WALT'S THEATRE CO.
Kenesaw, Nebr., U.

S.

A.

-

!.

:
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Should Prices Rise as Shows
Improve? Here's One Answer

Tests to Measure Fun in
Audiens for Deaf, Blind
(Special to the Herald-World)

FORT WAYNE,

(Special to the Herald-World)

interesting test to determine the
entertainment value of talking pictures to the deaf and blind is to be
conducted soon by the News-Sentinel
here in cooperation with the Emboyd
theatre.
Proponents of the audible
screen claim that dialog £lms hold
virtually as much enjoyment for persons unable to hear and those without sight as those who have their full
faculties.
Whether these claims are
well founded will be decided here
during the engagement of Warner
Brothers "On With the Show."
Through the local branch of the Indiana Association of Workers for the
Blind, those without sight will be entertained one night. The deaf, sponsorted by the local division of the
National Fraternal Society of the
Deaf, will be entertained another
night.
The reactions of both will be
observed and notes made of the results.
The paper, through popular
subscription, has provided for transportation of all the guests.

—

Barrett's policy always has been to mainlow a price scale as possible. Two
years ago he installed an organ and had
many improvements made in his theatre,
but retained the same price scale. Business

increased accordingly and proved he was
not increasing admission prices.
Then Barrett installed a cooling system.
He would rather have a filled house at low
prices than a half-filled house at higher
prices, he said, so again there was no

justified in

change

in

prices.

when

it

sees one.

the cooperation of Ernst Laemmle and Frank
McCormick. The picture is being refitted with
These
dialog sequences almost throughout.
sequences are being shot now with big operatic ensembles and the principals of the cast,
including Mary Philbin, Norman Kerry, Edward Martindel, George B. Williams, Phillips

Smalley, Fay Holderness, Edwards Davis and
others.

The production is an ideal sound vehicle.
The story takes place almost entirely in the
House, showing the
scenes from an opera, a
big masked ball in the opera foyer, and various
back stage and below stage scenes of drama
noted

Then the other day he installed a Key«
stone sound and talking apparatus, making
it necessary for him to have two union operators in the booth.
Money for sound
acoustics also had to be invested.
Barrett
pondered on the admission price question,
but concluded to continue to give the 10
and 15-cent price a trial. On the opening
night his gross receipts were $40 more than
the average nightly receipts.
"I am confident that I will not have to
raise my admission price," Barrett said.
"Many exhibitors make the fatal mistake of
jumping at the conclusion that higher overhead expenses must be met by an increased
admission price. I don't believe that holds
true in all cases. One must give the public
credit for being able to realize a bargain
Big profits always come

from quantity. The public is not interested
in an exhibitor's overhead expenses, but it
is concerned about its own entertainment.
Give your patrons a real bargain and the
law of supply and demand, in so far as the

Parisian

Opera

ballets, the choruses,

and action.

Columbia 's Hollywood
Studio Installs Latest

Type of WE Recording

Dialog Sequences Are

Being Added

"Phantom

to

U's

of the Opera''

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug. 13.—The latest type
Electric sound recording and reproducing equipment has been installed in the
Columbia studio. Through the courtesy of
the Western Electric Company the sound department of Columbia has been given the
privilege of testing out Western Electric's

Western

new

devices in the Columbia plant.

With the completion of the new channel
Columbia now has four complete sound stages.

2500 Smaller Devices
Expected to Be Sold
By Pacent by Feb. 1
(Special to the Herald-World)

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug. 13.—The translation
of Universal's famous picture, "The Phantom
of the Opera," into a dialog mystery drama
is rapidly progressing at Universal City under

Mere

It Is

At Last !

TALKIE EQUIPMENT
At a price within the reach/
of every small theater
in America

/

TWO MACHINES *Z2S°S

Starts Production

On Audien

NEW

YORK,

Aug.

13.— Louis

Gerard

Pacent, president of the Pacent Corporation,
in a statement this week, stated that he fully
expected to produce and install close to 2500
of the small machines in the next six months.
"The response to our announcement of
lower priced junior models for theatres up
to 500 seats has been tremendous," Pacent
said.
"We entered upon the production of a
small machine with confidence in the belief
that the small exhibitor appreciates equipment, priced within his means, and which incorporates every important feature found in
That
larger and more expensive equipment.
our confidence has been justified in every
orders
the
flood
of
way is best proved by
and inquiries in response to our initial announcement of the new junior models.
"We are prepared to produce and install
the new models at the rate of 400 a month,
and we expect to reach this total starting in

UNIVERSAL CITY, Aug. 13.—"The Jade
Box," a ten episode talking serial, featuring
Louise Lorraine and Jack Perrin and directed
by Ray Taylor, has gone into production ai
Universal City. The storv is an original bj
Fred Jackson and is a mystery adventure
Others in the cast are Francis Ford, Wilbui
S. Mack, Leo White and Monroe Salisbury.

"Runaway Train" Now Has
Sound to Add to Thrilh
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YOUR OPERATOR CAN INSTALL

FETTIF ONE

IN

TWO HOURS

No mechanical work on projector-Buy one. two units or any parts separate

Immediate Deliverif
WRITE'

WIRE! National Motion-Ad Co.
PHONE!
fOR DC TAILS
AMp Photos
24-48-50 PRAIRIE AVE
Give type
of Projector

Chicago.

Illinois

YORK,

Aug. 13.— Educational has
famous novelty short, "Thf
Runaway Train," Lyman H. Howe production
which had spectacular success about eight
reissued

the

years ago. The
pected to prove
it

will

new release, however,
much more effective,

have sound

is ex-

sinct

effects.

Standard Size Screen
For Film-Disc Film:
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug. 13.—The Academy ol
Motion Picture Arts is sponsoring a series o
meetings to take steps toward obtaining
standard screen proportion for theatres usinj
disc and sound on film. Engineers, projection
ists,
cinematographers and technicians ar
joining in the conferences. They are inves
tigating conditions and believe that theatre
will eventually have no difficulty in alternatin,
disc reproduction with sound on film repro
duction upon the same size screen.

Asheville Gets Vitaphone

September."

Except Amplification
Perfectly timed-Smooth running

Chapter Play

(Special to the Herald-World)

number

of patrons are concerned, will take
care of you."

U

(Special to the Herald-World)

of

IND., Aug. 13.—

An

ST. LOUIS, Aug. 13. Can a neighborhood theatre offer talking pictures, good
organ music and a cooling system at prices of 10 and 15 cents? That is what
the Colonial theatre is doing, although Harry H. Barrett, manager, has no idea
how long such a policy can be maintained. There is a change in program four
times a week. It all came about in this manner
tain as

1929

17,

(Special to the Herald-World)

"U"

Wires 6 Houses

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug.

ASHEVILLE,
cess

theatre

has

N. C, Aug. 13.—The Prjn.
installed Vitaphone equip

ment.

13.— The entire Milwau-

kee Theatre Circuit, Universal subsidiary, is
now 100 per cent sound equipped with Western
Electric apparatus. The six remaining houses,
the Downer, State, Juneau, Riviera, Lake and
Kosciuszko, open with talking pictures this
week.

New York House
NEW YORK.—The
Avenue & 42nd
The
equipment.

Equipped with Pacen

Times theatre, at
Street, has been wired with
installation of the Type 2

Eight

Pa« r

M

D

.

Pacent disc machine was completed last week b
Pacent engineers, under the supervision of Warre
Scanlon, chief service engineer.

August

17,
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THE STUDIO
RKO Adds $3,000,000 to

NEWS
HOLLYWOOD,

Aug.

Budget; Expansion

13.— Robert

Arm-

"Taming

an underworld character.

is

*

TREM CARR

IS

settled at the Dar-nour studios.
The company is planning a
•eries of eight features.
Production will begin
^oon, using Photophone as the means of rerording.
* * *

JAMES TYXAX, who recently completed
he script on "Street Girl," has been added
comedy staff. Tynan's
o the Darmour R
:omedy experience has been with Fox. Sennett,
Educational and Christie.

KO

*

Brothers director,

and recording his third number for
The Show of Shows." This musical producfilming

5

ion

is

now

By

in its third

HOLLYWOOD,

week.

Aug. 13.— An additional S3.000.000 has been appropriated

RKO.

for expenditures at
One million dollars will be spent in completing
the year's program of 30 productions. The remaining S2.000.000 will be spent
immediately in enlarging studio facilities.
All Radio pictures for the year will be made on the West Coast. Ground has
been broken for a new sound stage, said to be the largest in the world. "Hit
the Deck," "The Vagabond Lover" and "Radio Revels" will be made here.

RKO

*

JOHN ADOLFI, Warner

San

will acquire 500 acres in the

Fernando Valley for filming outdoor

se-

The ranch is to be thoroughly
equipped with studio facilities and
Photophone equipment. This project in-

quences.

RCA

of
Harold Lloyd's best pictures, has been signed
He will direct "Loose
jy First National.
\nkles," which has been adapted from the
nage hit of the same name.
*

*

has completed the starring
•-ole in "Barnum Was Right" for Universal.
\fter a short vacation he will begin work on
Skinner's Dress Suit."

'

*

*

*

WILLIAM BEAUDINE,

First National dibegin work on "The Dark Swan"
Lois Wilson has the featured role.

ector, will

his week.
Seaudine recently completed

ind

"The

Girl

"Hard

to

Get"

from Woolworths."
*

*

*

GERTRUDE SUTTON,

popular Los Angles actress, has been added to the cast of
'Navy Blues" for
G M. Garence Brown

M

directing this sailor picture, with William

s

*

*

IS

STARRED

in "Alias

he Bandit," a two-reel chapter of "The Pioneer Kid" series at Universal.
Production
las started under the direction of Jack Nelson.
*
,

*

*

JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT

-ommand

to

will have "The
his next starring vehi-

Love" as

for Universal.
Schildkraut is now workng in "The Mississippi Gambler."

:le

*

*

*

LEO McCAREY, Pathe director, is the comthor of his next picture, "Dancing Rhvthm,"
tarring
vith
vill

Alan Hale.
McCarey collaborated
William Counselman on the story' and

start

production soon.
*

*

REGINALD DENNY'S

k

RKO

conversations

Schnitzer, president of

who

is

now

w-ith

RKO

Joseph

I.

Productions,

in Paris.

With a
members

celebration participated in by all
of the Pickford-Fairbanks producing unit, production on "Taming of the
Shrew" was brought to a close this week.
The Shakespearean comedy will bring the
famous pair together on the screen for the
first time.

Both stars and Director Sam Taylor will
spend many weeks putting the finishing
touches to the picture, which is a dialog
film.

Eight pictures were put into production
week at seven of the major studios.
Tiffany-Stahl completed the Sally O'Neil
audien, "Kathleen Mavourneen," and began
production on "Woman to Woman" and
"Zeppelin."
Valli

The

features

latter

"No, No,

under

new

his

and

Eilers

is

at Universal. Gibthe first to be completed
Sally
$1,000,000 contract.

Kathryn

McGuire

have

im-

portant roles.

Ken Maynard's "The Wild W est Show"
was one of two pictures to be started. The
story deals with a young cowboy performer
in the old time medicine and wild West
shows. In the cast are Gladys McConnell,
Otis Harlan and Blue Washington.
Mary Nolan's first starring vehicle,
"Shanghai Lady," was the other one ta

John Robertson

start.

is

directing.

It is

a

story of white derelicts on the China coast.
James Murray has the male lead.

"Ringside" Stage Hit at

RKO

RKO

has started production on the
stage hit, "Ringside."
It was written by
George Abbott, Hyatt Daab and Ted Paramore and will be filmed under the title of
"Night Parade."
Hugh Trevor and Dorothy Gulliver have
the leading roles. Marie Prevost has been
signed to do a sex appeal role.
Mai St.
is

directing.

Production on "Tanned Legs," which began this week at RKO, has been interrupted.
with a

George

B. Seitz started the picture

company of
Laguna Beach.

100 people on location
has been announced
that Marshall Neilan will direct the picture.

at

It

Virginia

and Conw-ay Tearle.

"Woman to Woman" stars Betty Compson and was made as a silent production
several years ago, with Miss Compson in
the leading role.
George Barraud has the
male lead in the new version.

Niblo Returns; Survey
Finds Audiens Unpopular
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug. 13.— Fred Niblo and
Enid Bennett, have returned from a
seven-week vacation. Not one person he met
liked audiens, he declares, on a trip of 5,000
miles through nine Western states and two

his wife,

"Dancing Rhythm"

at

Pathe

The

style nowadays seems to be for
directors to cooperate in the writing of
their own vehicles.
Leo McCarey, Pathe
director, acted as co-author with William

Counselman on "Dancing Rhythm."
It will

be an

Pro-

all

star

cast picture.
picture,

son's picture

Clair

Eight Pictures in Production

duction has started.

*

Napoleon," has been changed to "One Hvsencal Night."
It was directed by W'illiam
-raft and was Dennv's last before leavins
-niversal.

RKO

this

Raines as the star.
*

BOBBY NELSON

These developments became known upon
the arrival of W'illiam Le Baron from New
York.
He spent three weeks conferring
with David Sarnoff, chairman of the
board, and Hiram S. Brown, president of
Theatres.
He also held several

telephone

GLENN TRYON

"The Wild West Show"

r

cludes construction of a private railroad.

TED WILDE, W HO DIRECTED some

*

—Betty Compson

"Toman to Woman"
DOUGLAS HODGES

*

*

—Pickford-Fairbanks"

Refilms

ALL

*

Shrew" Finished

of

Planned

Is

Seven Major Companies Start Eight Pictures

strong has started work on "The Racketeer"
It will mark his sixteenth portrayal
it Pathe.

Its

"Wild West Shon" for May-nurd
Simultaneous with the finishing of the
Hoot Gibson audien, "The Long, Long
Trail.'' Ken Maynard began production on

provinces of Canada.

"Everyone wanted to know more about silent
pictures," he declared.
"I attribute this attitude to several possible causes. In nine out
of ten theatres I visited the voices sounded
very badly.
Whether due to the operator,
acoustics, or the mechanism itself, I do not
know.
"Small towns are seemingly unable to support any type of entertainment to keep pace
with the latest sound films."
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HOLLYWOOD,

Aug.

13.— "Saluate"

West Point and Annapolis

story that

is

a

John

Ford has directed with George O'Brien in the
big role.
It is a story centered around two

who have military ideas about
One is in West Point; the other

brothers
ing.

trainis

in

Annapolis.

O'Brien is the fast running, hard hitting
football star of the Army.
His part begins
to pick up interest when the Army plays
Navy.
His
the
young brother, a slight
fellow, gets into the game and by a freak
stir of spirit and antagonism saves his team
from his brother's attack.
It's a great piece of entertainment and
has no major faults. Its footage has been
held down to the minimum, and this much
The
at the expense of O'Brien himself.
star is tardily introduced, but when he gets
into the picture, he steals every scene so
perfectly that his footage loss proves of
real difference.
O'Brien can troup
little
and he does it here.
John Stone is the author of the story.
To him and to Ford goes a great deal of
credit for execution.

"The Flying Fool"

'TAY GARNETT

makes a regular run of
good pictures for Pathe,
and this one is "The Flying Fool." It is
better than the others he has made and
they were hits.
He has a style in picture making that is
carrying him to a unique position among
directors in Hollywood.
It's that "Get-ALoad-O-This-And-That" style of dialog.
There are no bathtubs or Spanish castles

A

increasingly

in his pictures, but there
interest.

is

a lot of

"The Flying Fool" has many

human

brilliant

however, to add to the otherwise captivating plot and story.
Russell Gleason and Marie Prevost are
featured in the picture, with Bill Boyd

air

August

shots,

starring.

There are two young men among the
screen credits who provided the songs and
lyrics for the picture but for the life of me
I
can't
remember more than George
Green's.
Anyhow, Commodere Green can
tell
his partner that the songs are darn
well written.
Among the two-reel pictures I have seen
lately, there are three or four that warrant
considerable plaudits, The first one is:

"Mickey's Surprise"
This Mickey McGuire person is a fast
thinking comic and he has behind him the
Darmour organization willing and eager to
put him over in a big way.
For a youngster he demonstrates his
versatility as a head man and ge.ieral allaround entertainer. This picture opens with
a morning class in a country schoolhouse.
A school play is to be presented. Immediately there begins a show that makes me
think of "Revues of 1929."
But Mickey's
revue is amateur, unpretentious and almost
miniature. All his performers are juveniles
and comics. A dozen acts are presented in
a manner that does not permit slowness or
over acting.
Al Herman directed it and E. V. Durling

17,

1929

"Faro Nell"

me
TOWestern

travesty

Christie's

picture

is

on the old
one of the funniest!

comedies I have ever seen. It has no star
but features Louise Fazenda.
She is the
only feminine player in it.
She finds gold in "them thar hills," but
regrets that all the gold at her feet doesn't!
make up for the hurt in her heart. Thenl
comes the hero riding. The wedding date
is

fixed.

But the mustached

villain

breaks

all

the

1

plans.
And the hero shoots him down..
Just as the hero is about to be swung fromi
a cottonwood tree, little Nell finds that
the hero didn't shoot the villain at all. She
arrives upon the hanging scene just after!

the hero has swung two or three times byl
the neck.
She aims at the rope, carefully,!
and with her "rod," shoots the hero down.
Fazenda is ten times the actress inl
audiens that she was in silent pictures.

"The Lady Fare"
It

is

an Octavus Roy Cohen story

that

boasts a lot of good specialty numbers.
Of course, the story runs through the picture with laughs that start deep in thej

diaphragm.

The story is briefly Florian Slappey's experience w ith a brown girl who likes hen
food in quantities.
His only way out|
brings him into a self-inflicted automobile
wreck.
r

The specialties are excellent. They feature the Cotton Club Girl Revue and the
Cotton Club orchestra.
The singing and
dancing are well recorded.

—HODGES.

supplied the dialog.

Comedies
0/iVerHardO
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Vith a bit o' Brogue in

SMILING IRISH EYES"

and a
i»

fascinating

French accent

"FOOTLIGHTS and FOOLS"
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New York Premieres
"M"EW YORK,
'

way today

Aug.

13.

— Interest

on Broad-

centered on two premieres
"Fast Life"' at the Central

is

:

First National's
tonight and
G M's "The Hollywood
at the Astor tomorrow night.

M

Revue"

is

Mayer

The

however, have been hired and the
scaffolding is in place. The stunt, which was
used at the Hollywood opening, is expected
to outdo the steam-operated canopy which
the Warners used for "Noah's Ark."
girls,

Among

the celebrities

who

are attending the

premiere tonight are Clive
Brook, Eddie Buzzell, Betty Starbuck, Lya de
Putti and Glen Hunter. They will talk over a
microphone in the lobby via WGBS.
The
theme song from the picture, "Since I Found
You," and other First National theme numFirst

National

bers will also be broadcast.

Featured in "Fast Life" are Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Loretta Young and Chester Morris.
It's a Ray Rockett production.
*

"Say

It

*

Up

to

It,

It

With Songs,"

As openings

You

-*week marked the third anniversary of
Vitaphone. And the thousands of people who
could not get to the opening, could not see the
brothers Warner as they graciously accepted
the plaudits of their friends and employes,

go,

the

premiere of "Say

It

With Songs" was a brilliant one. The representation from the motion picture industn
was unusually large, and the gathering, in
spite of the heat, was sprinkled with more
than the average number of gentlemen whe

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug. 13.— They
one in the hllum capital without batting an eye.
Johnny Mack
Brown and William Bakewell were
tell this

Athletic Club.
Johnny likes to give his close friend
William advice now and then about

dignified the occasion with evening clothes
Dress, in a way, is an indication of respect
Often, in cases where it is not an obligation,
is a tribute to your theoretical host or hostess

how

to be athletic.
"Here's a new leg developer, Bill,"
he said on this occasion. "Lie down
on your back and move your legs in

"Say It With Songs" was an anniversary
The evening was an important one, not onh
for Warners but for the motion picture in
dustry as a whole. And the people who at

the air as though you were riding a
bicycle."
So for approximately Sve minutes,

tended formally felt its importance and wer<
turned out accordingly.
A review of the picture at this stage
hardly necessary.
We know what audience
think of it. You can form your ideas by scan
ning the box office receipts.
Jolson has done good pictures before. Thi;
is his third and, according to the consensu

at

the

Hollywood

it

.

i

while Brown was engaged at the
other end of the gymnasium, Bakewell continued the exercise.
Then
Brown espied his friend's legs in the
air, but stationary.
He came over.
"What's the idea?" he asked.
Tired?"
"Nope," replied Bakewell.
"I'm

of reports, his best.
Even the critics am
columnists gave it a hand.
Which, unde
ordinary circumstances, might move one t(
wariness.
It might be one of those art-art;
productions from the steppes of Siberia. Bui
It's just a Jolson picture.
it isn't.
The black
face comedian appears in white, and the re

just coasting."
Came the dawn.

have been crowding the Warner theatre ever
last

to justify the existence of Vita-

phone.

But

*

With Songs"

THE premiere of "Say

It's

Tell

(Special to the Herald-World)

almost certain that Metro-Goldwynpublicity purveyors will use a living
billboard to give blase Broadway something
new in openings. Fear that the policy, with
building laws and other regulations, may interfere with their purpose has kept MVtro
officials from making any public announcement of their intention.
It

would seem

They

since.

Al Jolson with his "je ne sais quoi," has
kept the house filled.
It has sold out every
night and matinee so far, and one morning
last week there was an advance sale of more
than $40,000 worth of tickets. All of which

suits

really

he gets have justified the move.
is not anything more to say.

Then

—FOX.
"Close Harmony" Opens Sound Policy
CORNWALL. ONT. Clarence Markell had a gal

—

reopening of the Capitol theatre for the introductioi
sound pictures, the attraction being "Close Hat

of

mony."

Maria Corda
Featured Player
in

First National Pictures
is

now

Starring in a Series of

Productions
in

Germany

gust
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Above:

Billie

First National

Dove, star
is

of

"The Broadway Hostess," (temporary

instituting a departure in the

making

title)

of this picture.

In

Miss Dove's former starring vehicles she has been playing dignified roles.
In

"The Broadway Hostess" she

New York
will

is

courageously daring

entertainment specialist.

It

is

to act the part of a

predicted by her friends that

it

be one of the cleverest performances of her successful career.

Left:

Irvin Willat.

The completion

of

"The

Isle

of Lost Ships" for First

National brings to the screen one of the most novel talking film plays that
the industry has had.
to his credit.

He

is

cal screen effects;

startling

new

ones.

Willat has a long record of box office attractions

very ingenious and has introduced

and

in this

many

clever mechani-

picture of the sea you will observe

numerous

——————————— —
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Roll Call of 1929

Audien Directors
Columbia Studios
Frank Capra "Flight."
Frank Strayer "The Fall of Eve."
Al Rogell "The Flying Marine."
Earle C. Kenton "The Broadway Hoofer."
Earle C. Kenton "Father and Son."
Richard Thorpe "The Bachelor Girl."
George Archainbaud "College Coquette."
Joseph Henabery "Light Fingers."

Christie Studios
A. Leslie Pearce -"The Sleeping Porch."
A. Leslie Pearce -"A Hint to Brides."
A. Leslie Pearce -"Her Husband's Woman!
Arvid Gilstrom— 'Oft in the Silly Night."
Arvid Gilstrom
'Hot Lemonade."
Arvid Gilstrom
'Meet the Missus."
Walter Graham
'Divorce Made
Neal Burns "Go Easy. Mable."

—
—

Irvin

First National Studios
WiUat— "The Isle of Lost Ships."

Alexander Korda

Mervyn LeRoy
Mervyn LeRoy

"Her Private
"Hot Stuff."

Life."

Neil

ment."
Clarence Badger

Ben
Ben
Ben

Stoloff
Stoloff
Stoloff

Sam Wood

"College Days."
"The Single Standard."

John Robertson

DeMille— "Dynamite."
"The Last of Mrs. Cheyney.'
Clarence Brown "Wonder of Women."

C. B.

Sydney Franklin

"Protection."
"The Girl from

"The Green Ghost."
M Revue of

Christy Cabanne "M G
King Vidor— "Hallelujah."

"Our Modern Maidens."
Lionel Barrymore "Madame X."
William De Mille— "White Collars."
Bayard Veiller "The Trial of Mary Dugan."

Havana."

"Empty Arms."

"Behind That Curtain."
"The Cock-eyed Worll."

Charles Klein -"Pleasure Crazed."
Donald Gallaher "Pleasure Crazed."
Russell Birdwell "The Masquerade."
Norman Taurog "Turkish Bath."
Norman Taurog "Detectives Wanted."

"The Lucky

Star."

"Hearts in Dixie."

Metropolitan Studios
Howard Hughes "Hell's Angels" (II A).
Mai St. Clair— "Welcome Danger" (PFLi.
Gil Pratt— "Hold 'Em. Tarzan" (Edu.h

John Ford "Salute."
John Ford "The Black Watch."
John Blystone "Through Different Eyes."
W. K. Howard "The Valiant."
James Pal lot "Gardening."

Hugh Falkon "Good Medicine" (Ind.).
William Watson "Don't Be Nervous" (Ind.)
William Watson— "Hi's Big Minute" (IndJ.
Fred Newmeyer "The Rainbow Man" (PFIJ
Marshall Neilan— "Black Waters" (Ind.).

Paramount Studios
Richard Wallace

"Innocents of Paris."
Victor Schertzinger "Fashions in Love."
Victor Schertzinger "The Concert."

Hamilton
Under Contract

Revues."

Jack Conway

"Speakeasy."

Cummings
Cummings

Paul Sloane

Fred Niblo "Redemption."
William Nigh "Thunder."
W. S. Vandyke "Trader Horn."
W. S. Vandyke "The Pagan."
Robert Z. Leonard "Marianne."
Harry Beaumont "Speedway."

Rupert Julian
"Paris."

Fox Studios

Frank Borzage

"Broadivay Babies."
William A. Seiter "Smiling Irish Eyes."
William A. Seiter "Prisoners."
William A. Seiter "Footlights and Fools.
Reginald Barker "The Great Divide."
Frank Lloyd "Weary River."
Frank Lloyd "Drag."

Wool-

John Francis Dillon "Fast Life."
John Francis Dillon "Careers."
John Griffith Wray "The Careless Age."
John Griffith Wray "A Most Immoral Lady."
Al Santell "Twin Beds."
Ralph Dawson "The Girl in the Glass Cage."
Gregory La Cava "Saturday's Children."
George Fitzmaurice "The Man and the Mo-

Raoul Walsh

"The Great Gubbo."

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios

worth's."

Irving
Irving

Cruze Studios
James Cruze

Frank Lloyd "Dark Streets."
William Beaudine "Hard to Get."
William Beaudine "Two Weeks Off."
William Beaudine— "The
Girl
from

to

Paramount

for Five

Years

\ugust
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JOHN STONE
NOW
Scenario

Head

of Silent

Picture Production
Fox Film Corporation

"BEHIND THAT CURTAIN"
(Silent Version)

In Production
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Robert

Victor Schertzinger "The Wheel of Life."
Victor Fleming "The Virginian."
Victor Fleming "The Wolf Song."
William Wellman "Woman Trap."

Lew
Lew

"Burlesque."
Sternberg "Thunderbolt."
George Abbott "Backstage Blues."
Rowland V. Lee "The Dangerous Woman."
Rowland V. Lee "The Insidious Dr. Fu Manchu,"
Robert Milton "The Marriage Holiday."

Von

"The Wild Party."

Foster
Foster

Albert
Albert
Albert
Albert

RKO

William Cowen "Half Marriage."
Wesley Ruggles "Street Girl."
Luther Reed "Rio Rita."
Frank Craven "The Very Idea."
A. Leslie Pearce "The Delightful Rogue."

—

Harry Richmond

Robert

McGowan

(Ind.).

Untitled.

Universal Studios

Roach Studios

William Wyler "Evidence."
Nat Ross Collegian Series.

"Boxing Gloves."

"The Drake Murder Case."
William Craft "Companionate Trouble."
William Craft— "No, No, Napoleon."

Ben Hall

Pat Rooney Series.
"Scandal."

Wesley Ruggles

Warner Brothers

Studios

Bacon — "Say

United Artists Studios

Studios

Across."

Sid Saylor Comedies.

Edward Laemmle

"Broadway."
Harry Pollard "Showboat."

Herbert Brenon "Lummox."
Roland West—"Alibi"
Sam Taylor "Coquette."
Sam Taylor "Taming of the Shrew."
Lewis Milestone "Tin Pan Alley."
"Bulldog Drummond."
F. Richard Jones
Al Santell "So This Is Heaven."
George Fitzmaurice "The Locked Door."
Thornton Freeland "Three Live Ghosts."

Clair— "Side Streets"

"Ace of Scotland Yard."

"Come

Sig Newfield

Paul Fejos

(Ind.).

"King of the Congo"

1929

—

Tec-Art Studios

Paul Powell "Black Narcissus."
Howard Higgin "High Voltage."
Gregory La Cava "For Two Cents."
Fred Newmeyer "Sailor's Holiday."
Marshall Neilan— "The Awful Truth."

Ray Taylor
Ray Taylor

17,

"Harmony Lane."
Renaud Hoffman "The Climax."
Gus Meins Sid. Saylor Comedies.
Frank Beaudine Sunny Jim Comedies.
Harry Edwards Arthur Lake Comedies.
Walter Fabian Benny Rubin Comedy.
Arch Heath "You Can't Buy Love."

James Flood "Midstream."
James Flood "Whispering Winds."
Norman Taurog "Lucky Boy."
George Arehainbaud "Two Men and a Maid."
Reginald Barker "New Orleans."

Richard Thorpe

August

Robert Hill

of War."

"Red Hot."

Edwin Carewe "Evangeline" (UA).
Latty Foren "Good to the Last Drop" (Ind.).
Henry King "She Goes to War" (UA).
Leander De Cordova "The Sentinel Light"

Leo McCarey "Joe College."
Tay Garnett—"The Flying Fool."
Otto Harbaugh "Fowl Play."
James Gleason "Fair Ways and Foul."

St.

"Men

Ray "Kathleen Mavourneen."
Ray "Molly and Me."
Ray "My Lady's Past."
Ray "Painted Faces."

Pathe Studios
E. H. Griffith— "Paris Bound."
E. H. Griffith— "Shady Lady."

Mai

"Railroadin."

Tiffany-Stahl Studios

Edward Sutherland

Dorothy Arzner

McGowan

Warren Doane "The Snappy Sneezer."
Warren Doane "Hurdy Gurdy."
Warren Doane "Unaccustomed as We Are."
Warren Doane "Birthmarks."
Hal Roach "DaoVs Day."

William Wellman "Tong War."
William Wellman "The Man I Love."
Lothar Mendes "Dangerous Curves."
Lothar Mendes "Illusion."
Frank Tuttle "The Greene Murder Case."
Frank Tuttle "Studio Murder Mystery."
John Cromwell "Close Harmony."
John Cromwell "Burlesque."
Josef

—————
——
————
———— —

Lloyd
It With Songs."
Lloyd Bacon "No Defense."
Lloyd Bacon "So Long Letly."
Lloyd Bacon "Honky Tonk."
Michael Curtiz "Madonna of Avenue A."
Michael Curtiz "Hearts in Exile."
Michael Curtiz "The Gamblers."
Michael Curtiz "Glad Rag Doll."
Ray Enright "Song of the West."
Ray Enright "Skin Deep."
Archie Mayo "Is Everybody Happy."
Archie Mayo "The Sap."
Alan Crosland "On With the Shoiv."
Alan Crosland "General Crack."
John Adolfi "Divorce Evidence."

John Adolfi "In the Headlines."
Al Green "The Green Goddess."
Roy Del Ruth "The Desert Song."
Roy Del Ruth "Gold Diggers of Broadway."
Roy Del Ruth— "Conquest."
Roy Del Ruth—"The Hottentot."
Howard Bretherton "The Argyle Case."
Howard Bretherton "The Time, the Place and
the Girl."

Howard Bretherton

"From Headquarters."

NED MARIN
Producer of the Following
First

National Vitaphone Productions

"The Yellow Lily"

"Adoration"

"The Night Watch"

Now

in

Production

"No, No, Nanette"
Directed by Clarence Badger

"Careers"

"Waterfront"

"Her Private Life"

"The Forward Pass"
Directed by Eddie Cline

"Dark Streets"
"Broadway Hostess"
"Love and the Devil"

"Isle of Lost Ships"

Directed by Millard

Webb

\ugust
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Dorothy Mackaill

William Beaudme

Starred in

Director of

"Hard
First National

to

Get"

Vitaphone Pictures

"Hard
First National

to

Get"

Vitaphone Pictures
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and Dialog Writers
On 1929 Roll Call

Scenarists

Gladys

Lehman

"Fall of Eve."
Frederick. Hatton "The Fall of Eve."
Fanny Hatton "The Fall of Eve."
Dorothy Howell "The Donovan Affair."
Howard J. Green "The Donovan Affair."
Owen Davis "The Donovan Affair."

Jack Townley

Richard Bee

Albert Cowles

Forrest Halsev
F.

"The Great Gabbo."

lor Girl."

"Broadway Babies."
"Careers."
Harold Shumate "The Careless Age."
James Gruen "Hard to Get."
Forrest Halsey

V. Duraling "Witwer Series."
Hal Davitt "W itvcer Series."
E. V. Duraling— "Micky McGuire Series."
Hal Davitt "Micky McGuire Series."

Bradley King "Drag."
Fred Myton "The Isle of Lost Ships."
Fred Myton "The Great Divide."
John F. Goodrich "Fast Life."
Richard Weil "The Girl from Wooluoi
Adele Commandini "The Girl from Woo

"College Coquette."

Educational Studios
Studios

Christie
Alfred A.

Cohn

Wilson Collison

"The Carnation Kid."
"Divorce Made Easy."

Octavus Roy Cohen "The Melancholy Dame."
"A Bird in the Hand."
E. Percy Heath
Charles Devine "Post Mortems."
Octavus Roy Cohen "Music Hath Harms."
Kenyon Nicholson "Meet the Missus."
Charley Grapewin "Jed's Vacation."

Octavus Roy
Shrew."

Cohen

Waldemar Young

"The

Framing

"When Caesar Ran

of
a

J\

the

ews-

paper."

William Jacobs

"When

Caesar Ran a

!\

ews-

paper."
Florence Ryerson "Hot Lemonade."
Octavus Roy Cohen "Oft in the Silly Night."

Waldemar Young

"Dear Vivian."
Florence Ryerson "Her Husband's Women."
Kenyon Nicholson "A Hint to Brides."

Robert Housum "The Eligible Mr. Bangs."
Joseph Jackson "Ask Dad."
Wilson Collison— "The Right Bed."
Jane Murfin "Prince Gabby."
Edgar Wallace "Prince Gabby."
Jack Arnold "Good Medicine."
Edwin Burke "Good Medicine."
Florence Ryerson "Trusting Wives."
Henry W. George Lupino Lane Comedies.
Charles Lamont Jerry Dreiv Comedies.
Jack White Jack White Comedies.
Steven Roberts Mermaid Comedies.
George Bentley "His Baby Daze."
Gil Pratt "Don't Be Nervous."

worth's."
Forrest Halsey

Hope Loring

of the

Waldemar Young

Fox Studios
"Behind That Curtain."
Clarke Silvernail— "Behind That Curtain."
George Middleton "Behind That Curtain."
William K. Wells— "The Cock-Eyed World."
John Stone "The Girl from Havana."
Edwin Burke "The Girl from Havana."
Douglas Z. Doty "Pleasure Crazed."
Clare

Kummer

West

in the Talkies

Now/

"Hoot" Gibson
Universal Star

mil

"Sally."

Sonya Levien

Will Next be Heard

Ym

Life."

"A Most Immoral Lady."
Carey Wilson "Footlights and Fools."
Bradley King "Young Nowheres."
Adelaide Heilbron "Little Johnny Jones."

"Hot Stuff."
"The Squall."
Agnes Christine Johnston "The Man und the
Moment."

Louis Stevens
Bradley King

"Her Private
"Paris."

Forrest Halsey

First National Studios

The Voice

'

Off.

ing."

E.

Norman Houston

"Prisoners."

McGrew Willis— "Two Weeks

Monte Katterjohn

Darmour Productions

"Father and Son."
"Father and Son." "The Bache-

"The House of Horror."

Bradley King "Dark Streets."
James Gruen "The Girl in the Glass Cage."
Tom Geraghty "When Irish Eyes Are Smi

Cruze Studios
Hugh Herbert

"The Flying Marine." "Light

Jack Natteford
Fingers."
Elmer Harris

Mann Page

"The Sleeping Porch."
"The Sleeping Porch."
Octavus Roy Cohen "The Lady Fare."
Charley Grapewin "Ladies' Choice."

Columbia Studios

"Pleasure Crazed."

Xugust
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HARRISON FORD
Stage and Screen

"Just

"Three
for

Married"

Week Ends"
Paramount

and

Henry Duffy

Stage Productions
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Clara Beranger

H. Brennan "Masquerade."'
Malcolm Stuart Boylan "Masquerade."
John Stone "The Black Watch."
J. K. McGuinness—"The Black Watch."
Holworthy Hall "The Valiant."
Robert Middlemass "The Valiant."
Tom Barry "The Valiant."
John Hunter Booth "The Valiant."
Milton H. Cooper "Through Different Eyes."
Edna Sherry "Through Different Eyes."
Tom Barry "Through Different Eyes."
Wallace Smith "Not Quite Decent."
Marion Orth "Not Quite Decent."
Edward Knoblock "Speakeasy."
George Rosner "Speakeasy."
F. H. Brennan
"Speakeasy."
Edwin Burke "Speakeasy."
F.

Many
In

"Protection."
Frederick Hazlitt Brennan "Protection."

Sonya Levien "The Lucky Star."
John Hunter Booth "The Lucky Suir."
Andrew Bennison "Detective W anted."
Clark & McCullough "Detective Wanted."
Robert Benchley "Stewed. Fried and Boiled."
r
F. H. Brennan
"W ords and Music."
Jack McEdward "Words and Music."
Andrew Bennison "W ords and Music."
Sonya Levien "They Had to See Paris."
Owen Davis, Sr. "They Had to See Paris."
Harlan Thompson "Married in Hollywood."
De Svlva, Brown & Henderson "Sunny Side
Up."
Robert S. Carr "W hy Leave Home.'
Conrad. Mitchell & Gottler "Why Leave

Home."
Sonya Levien

Owen

Davis

"F rozcn

Justice."

"Frozen Justice."

James K. McGuinness "Salute."
Carl Mayer "The Four Devils."
Marion Orth "The Four Devils."
Berthold Wertel "The Four Devils."
John Hunter Booth "The Four Devils."

Wanda Tuchock

Extras Used

Pathe Studios

—

Ray Harris "Sailor's Holiday."
Jack Jungmeyer "Big News."
Joseph Franklin Poland "The Sophomore."
"The Sophomore."
Kenyon Nicholson "Up and At 'Em."
Fred Newmeyer "Play Boy."
Horace Jackson "The Awful Truth."
Walter De Leon "The Sophomore."
Walter De Leon "Big News."
Earl Baldwin

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios
Sarah Y. Mason "Alius Jimmy Valentine."
Sarah Y. Mason "Broadway Melody."
Becky Gardiner "The Trial of Mary Dugan."
Willard Mack— "Madame X."
Hans Kraly "The last of Mrs. Cheyney."
Claudine West "The Last of Mrs. Cheyney."
AI Boasberg "Hollywood Revue of 1929."
Robert Hopkins "Hollywood Revue of 1929."
Alice D. G. Miller— "The Bridge of San Luis
Rey."
Lucien Hubbard "Mysterious Island."
C.

"Hallelujah."

Arthur Richman "The Awful Truth."
Paul Gangelin "The Racketeer."
Walter De Leon "Red Hot Rhythm."
Joseph Franklin Poland "Sailor's Holiday."

over 600 extras. "Young Nowheres"
used 400. "Little Johnny Jones" had
290.
"No, No, Nanette," used 180.
"The Woman on the Jury" had 140.
"The Forward Pass" used 110, and
"The Broadway Hostess" used 82.

Elliott

"The Idle Rich."

"12 Hours of Love."

Clara Beranger

13.—Seven

talking pictures in production at the
First
National-Vitaphone
studios
called out 1,810 extras. "Sally" used

J.

Nugent "Kempy."
Nugent "Kempy."

Clara Beranger "Olympia."
Sylvia Thalberg "Jungle."
Frank Butler "Jungle."

Horace Jackson "Paris Bound."
James Gleason "The Flying Fool."
"The Flying Fool."
Elliot Crawson
Sidney Lazarus "Fowl Play."
Sidney Lazarus "Black Narcissus."
Sidney Lazarus "In and Out."
Sidney Lazarus "High Toned."
Nat Navarro "Dark Town Follies."
Elliot

Crawson

Voltage."
—"High
"Fair Ways and Foul."

Joseph Mescall
Robert Fellows
Robert Fellows

Ways and Foul."
"The Garden of Eatin."
"Fair

Paramount Studios
"Charming Sinners."
"Charming Sinners."
"Close Harmony."
Elsie Janis
Gene Markey "Close Harmony."
Percy Heath "Close Harmony."
John V. A. Weaver "Close Harmony."
George S. Kaufman "The Cocoanuts."
Morrie Ryskind "The Cocoanuts."
Samuel Ornitz "Chinatown Nights."
Oliver H. P. Garrett "Chinatown Nights."
Doris Anderson

W. Somerset Maugham

Clawson "The Thirteenth Chair."
Dorothy Farnum "Redemption."
Elliott

Sam Wood

"College Days."
Al Boasberg "College Days."
Dale Van Every "Marianne."

Edgar Selwyn "The Girl in the Show."
Bess Meredyth "Wonder of Women."
Dorothy Farnum "The Green Ghost."
Jeanie Macpherson "Dynamite."

TAY GARNETT
Just Signed by John Considine, Jr.
of

UNITED ARTISTS
through special arrangement with
William Sistrom
of Pathe
to direct

HARRY RICHMAN
in his first U. A. starring picture

THE SONG OF BROADWAY
Current release:

William Boyd

Soon

The

at

your theatre:

"Is Zat

So" Team

James Gleason and Robert Armstrong
in

THE FLYING FOOL
(Pathe)

1929

C. Nugent "Navy Blues."
Elliot Nugent
"Navy Blues."
W. L. Rivers— "Navy Blue."

(Special to the Herald-World)

Aug.

17,

J.

F N Audiens

HOLLYWOOD.

Walter Weems "Hearts in Dixie."
Paul Sloane "Hearts in Dixie."
A. H. Van Buren "Hearts in Dixie."

Edwin Burke

August

in

OH, YEAH! "
(Pathe)

August

17,
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26 Dialogue and Music Tabloids

RKO's
H. C. Witwer's

Record Breakers
with

Alberta

Vaughn

Al Cooke
Fontaine Fox's

Famous Cartoon
Mickey (Himself)

Strip

Comedies

McGuire

Series

Hear Alberta Vaughn Sing
Hear Al Cooke Play
Mickev Comes to Life in the Talkies

Larry Darmour Productions
for

Standard Cinema Corporation

Frank Lloyd
Director of

Vitaphone
Productions

First National

"The Divine Lady"
Starring

Corrine Griffith

"Weary River"
Starring

Richard Barthelmess

"Drag"
Starring

Richard Barthelmess

And Now

"Young Nowheres"
Starring

Richard Barthelmess

———————————— —————

—

—————————————————
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Ben Grauman Kohn

"Chinatown Nights."
William B. Jutte "Chinatown Nights."
"
Van Dine "The Canary Murder Case
Florence Ryerson "The Canary Murder Cus< ."
Albert Shelby LeVino "The Canary Murder
S. S.

Case."

George Manker Watters "The Dance of Life."
Arthur Hopkins "The Dance of Life.''
Benjamin Glazer "The Dance of Life."
Lester Cohen "Dangerous Curves."
Viola Brothers Shore "Dangerous Curi es."
Donald Davis Dangerous Curves."
Florence Ryerson "Dangerous Curves."
Margery H. Lawrence "A Dangerous Woman."
John Farrow "A Dangerous Woman."
Edward E. Paramore, Jr. "A Dangerous
W oman."
Hermann Bahr "Fashions in Love."
Melville Baker "Fashions in Love."
Louise Long

"Fashions in Love."

Van Dine "The Greene Murder Case."
Bartlett Cormack "The Greene Murder Case."
Louise Long "The Greene Murder Case."
Ward Morehouse "Gentlemen of the Press."
Bartlett Cormack "Gentlemen of the Press."
John Meehan "Gentlemen of the Press."
S. S.

Millard
J.

P.

Webb

McEvoy

Fred Jackson
Pierre Collings
Irvin

Rapper

"Glorifying the American Girl."
"Glorifying the American Girl."

"The Hole in the W all."
"The Hole in the Wall."
"The Hole in the W all."

Arthur Train "Illusion."
"Illusion."
E. Lloyd Sheldon

Andrews "Innocents of Paris."
Ethel Doherty "Innocents of Paris."
Ernest Vajda "Innocents of Paris."
Louis Verneuil "Jealousy."
Eugene Walters "Jealousy."
John D. Williams— "Jealousy."
Jo Swerling "Kibitzer."
Edward G. Robinson "Kibitzer."
Sam Mintz "Kibitzer."
Viola Brothers Shore "Kibitzer."
Marion Dix "Kibitzer."
Ernest Vajda "The Love Parade."
Leon Xanrof "The Love Parade."
C. E.

——————— ———

"The Love Parade."
"The Love Parade."
Clifford Grey "The Love Parade."
W. Somerset Maugham "The Letter."
Garrett Fort "The Letter."
John Meehan "The Lady Lies."
Garrett Fort "The Lady Lies."
Sax Rohmer "The Mysterious Dr. Fu Man-

—
August

Jules Chancel

James Ashniore Crcelman,

Guy Bolton

Jane Murfin

elm."

Ryerson "The Mysterious Dr. Fu
Manchu."
Lloyd Corrigan "The Mysterious Dr. Fu ManFlorence

chu."

Herman

"The Man I Love."
J. Mankiewjcz
Percy Heath "The Man I Love."
William Collier, Sr.— "Nothing But the Truth."
John McGowan "Nothing But the Truth."
James Montgomery "Nothing But the Truth."
Booth Tarkington "River of Ronuince."
Dan Totheroh "River of Ronuince."
John V. A. Weaver "River of Romance."
Ethel Doherty "River of Ronuince."
The Edingtons "The Studio Murder Mystery."
Frank Tuttle "The Studio Murder Mystery."
Ethel Doherty "The Studio Murder Mystery."
Jules Furthman "Thunderbolt."
Charles Furthman "Thunderbolt."
Herman J. Mankiewicz "Thunderbolt."
Owen Wister "The Virginian."
Kirk LaShell "The Virginian."
Grover Jones "The Virginian."

Keene Thompson "The Virginian."
Howard Estabrook "The Virginian."
Edward E. Paramore, Jr. "The Virginian."
Edwin Burke "W oman Trap."
Louise Long "Woman Trap."
"Woman Trap."
Bartlett Cormack
James Bernard Fagan "The Wheel of Life."
John Farrow "The Wheel of Life."
Warner Fabian—"The Wild Party."
E. Lloyd Sheldon— "The Wild Party."
Doris Anderson— "The Wolf of Wall S-.reel."

RKO

Studios

Jane Murfin "Street Girl."
Luther Reed "Rio Rita."

—

17,

1929

Jr.
"Hit the Deck."
"Half Marriage."
George O'Hara "Side Street."
Wallace Smith "Delightful Rogue."
James Gruen "Night Parade."

Roach Studios
Hal Roach
Hal Roach
Hal Roach

"Hurdy Gurdy."
"Dad's Day."
"Madame Q."

Harry Langdon— "Hotter Than Hot."
Harry Langdon "Sky Boy."
Laurel-Hardy "Unaccustomed as We Are."
Laurel-Hardy

"Berth Marks."

Laurel-Hardy— "Men of War."
Laurel-Hardy "Perfect Days."
Laurel-Hardy "They Go Boom."
Charlie Chase "The Big Squawk."
Charlie Chase "The Snappy Sneezer."
Charlie Chase "Crazy Feet."
Charlie Chase "Leaping Love."
Harley M. Walker— "Railroadin'."
Harley M. Walker "Lazy Days."
Harley M. Walker "Boxing Gloves."
Harley M. Walker— "Small Pox."
Harley M. Walker also dialogues the Charlie
Chase, Harry Langdon, Laurel-Hardy and
other Roach comedies.

—

Sennett Studios
John
John
John
John

Waldron "Whirls and Girls."
A. Waldron "Jazz Mammas."
A. Waldron "The Bee's Buzz."
A. Waldron "Midnight Daddies"

ture

A.

).

John A. Waldron "The Big Palooka."
Earle Ro dney "Whirls and Girls."
Earle Ro dney "Jazz Mammas."
Earle Ro dney "The Bee's Buzz."
Earle Ro dney "Midnight Daddies."
Earle Ro dney "The Big Palooka."
Hampton Del Ruth—"Whirls and Girls."
Hampton Del Ruth "Jazz Mammas."
Hampton Del Ruth—"The Bee's Buzz."
Hampton Del Ruth—"Midnight Daddies."
Hampton Del Ruth— "The Big Palooka."

FRANK-REICHER
DIRECTOR

OF
DIALOGUE
"PARIS B0UND"-"BIG NEWS
— ANN HARDING —

— ROBERT ARMSTRONG

PATHE

-,<3.

9 9

I

Fea-

August

17,
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Danny O'Shea
Juvenile Leading Roles

"Lummox"
Herbert Brenon's Production

For United Artists

Roy Del Ruth

Future Releases:

Present Releases:

"The Desert Song"

^

"Hold Everything"

"The Gold Diggers of
Broadway"
"The Hottentot"
"The Aviator"
All Feature Vitaphone Productions

Directing for

Warner Brothers

—————
—
———————— ——

————————————————— ——
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Harry McCoy 'Whirls and Girls."
Harry McCoy "Jazz Mammas."
Harry McCoy "The Bee's Buzz?'
Harry McCoy "Midnight Daddies."
Harry McCoj "The Big Pttlooka."
John A. Waldron "Girl Crazy."

John Wray

Earle Rodney "Girl Crazy."
Alf Goulding "Girl Crazy."
John A. Waldron— "The Barber's Daughter."
Earle Rodney "The Barbers Daughter."
John Waldren—"The Constabule."
Earle Rodney "The Constabule."
Vernon Smith "The Constabule."
Ewart Adamson "The Constabule."
John A. Waldron "Love A La Mode" (Tem-

Fannie Hurst

porary Title).

"Love A La Mode."
"Love A La Mode."
Phil Whitman— "Loi e A La Mode"

Earle

Rodney

Harry McCoy

Tiffany-Stahl Studios
Frances Hyland "Kathleen Mavourneen."
Frances Hyland "The Lost Zeppelin."
Frances Hyland "Peacock Alley."
Wells Root "Peacock Alley."
Carey Wilson "Peacock Alley."
Frances Guihan "Midstream."
Frederick Hatton "Mr. Antonio."
Fanny Hatton "Mr. Antonio."

—

Tec-Art Studios
Maxine Alton "Painted Faces."
Finis Fox "Evangeline."
George Terwilliger "The Sentinel Light."
Bess Streator Aldrich "The Woman Who Was
Forgotten."
Harry Sinclair Drago "King of the Kongo."
Jack Townley "Painted Faces."

United Artists Studios
George Abbott

"Coquette."

Jed Harris "Coquette."
Ann Preston Bridgers "Coquette."
Sam Taylor "Coquette."

John Grey
Allen

—
——————————————— —

"Coquette."

McNeil—"Coquette."

J.

C.

"Alibi."

Roland West— "Alibi."
C. Gardner Sullivan "Alibi."

Meehan "Lummox."
"Lummox."
C. Gardner Sullivan "The Locked Door."
Channing Pollock "The Locked Door."

Elizabeth

Universal Studios
Charles Logue "The Drake Murder Case."
"The Drake Murder Case."
J. G. Hawks
Harold M. Atkinson "Ace of Scotland Yard.'
Ford Beebe "Ace of Scotland Yard."
Monte Carter "Ace of Scotland Yard."
John B. Clymer "The Love Trap."
Clarence Marks "The Love Trap."
Pierre Conderc "College Love."
John B. Clymer "College Love."
Leonard F. Fields "College Love."
Earle Snell "No, No, Napoleon."
Arthur Ripley "Barnum Was Right."
Ewart Adamson "Barnum Was Right."

Dunning "Broadway."
George Abbott "Broadway."
Lowe,
"Broadway."
E. T.
Jr.
Charles Furthman "Broadway."'
Phillip

"Melody Lane."
"Melody Lane."
Robert Hill "Melody Lane."
Edward Locke "The Climax."
Julian Josephson "The Climax."
Clarence Thompson "The Climax."
Leslie Mason "The Climax."

Hawks

Adela Rogers

St.

Johns

"Scandal."

—

Clubs."

Coldewey

"The

McGowan

Our Gang
Talking

Comedies
For

Hal Roach

Director of

Hardy Comedies
FOR HAL ROACH

Lim-

Girl."

Director

Laurel and

Greyhound

Harvey Gates "Stark Mad."
E. T. Lowe, Jr.— "One Stolen Night."
Robert Lord "Kid Gloves."
Ray Doyle "Madonna of Ave. A."
Anthony Coldewey "Frozen River."
C. Graham Baker "Sonny Boy."
Robert Lord "On Trial."
Harvey Gates "The Desert Song."
Harvey Gates "From Headquarters."
C. Graham Baker "The Glad Rag Doll."
Robert Lord "No Defense."
"The Gamblers."
J. Grubb Alexander
Harvey Thew— "The Hottentot."
Robert Lord "The Time, the Place and

Robert

JAMES PARROTT

Talk

ited."

Harry Pollard "Showboat."
Harold Shumate "One Rainy Night."
Earle Snell "Embarrassing Moments."
Gladys Lehman "Embarrassing Moments."
Albert De Mond "Embarrassing Moments."
G.

"The Singing Fool."
Coldewey
"Women They

About."
Harvey Gates "The Midnight Taxi."
E. T. Lowe, Jr.—"The Little Wildcat."
Murray Roth "Lights of New York."
Hugh Herbert "Lights of Netv York."
Anthony Coldewey "Noah's Ark."
Harvey Gates "The Redeeming Sin."
Robert Lord "The Outlaw Dog."
Robert Lord "My Man."
Harvey Gates "The Terror."
C. Graham Baker "Conquest."
Murray Roth "The Hometowners."
Addison Burkhart "The Hometowners.''
E. T. Lowe, Jr. "Stolen Kisses."
Robert Lord "Hardboiled Rose."
Charles R. Condon "Caught in the Fog."
C. Graham Baker "Fancy Baggage."
Murray Roth "Queen of the Night Clubs"
Addison
Burkhart "Queen
the
Night
of

Anthony

Edna Ferber "Showboat."
Charles Kenyon "Showboat."

J.

Graham Baker

Anthony

S.

Joe Swerling

1929

Warner Brothers Studios
C.

Isham "Three Live Ghosts."
Helen Hallett "Three Live Ghosts."
Max Marcin "Three Live Ghosts."

Frederick

17,

Paul Scoffield "Scandal."
Peter Milne "Come Across."
William Dudley Pelley "Come Across."
Gladys Lehman "His Lucky Day."
Earle Snell "His Lucky Day."

"Alibi."

Nugent— "Alibi."

Elaine Sterne Carrington

August

thi

August

17,
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HAL ROACH COMEDIES
fur

MGM

ALBERT

HERMAN
Director
Darmour

—R K O

Sound and
Dialogue

Mickey McGuire Series
Racing Blood Series

Record Breaker Series
Starring

Alberta Vaughn

J

-

Al Cooke

Joe

Egli

Paramount Famous
Lasky
West Coast

Studios

——————— —
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Graham Baker
Robert Lord

"Honky Tonk."
"The

Several

Songs of Hollywood

"Skin Deep."
Joseph Jackson "In the Headlines."
Robert Lord "Gold Diggers of Broadway."
Harvey Gates "Say It With Songs."
Harvey Thew "The Argyle Case."
Harvey Gates "Hearts in Exile."
Julian Josephson "The Green Goddess."
James A. Starr "Is Everybody Happy.''
Robert Lord "On With the Show."
Harvey Thew "Song of the West."
Harvey Thew "The Sacred Flame."
Walter Anthony "General Crack."
"Evidence."
J. Grubb Alexander
Robert Lord "So Long Letty."
Julian Josephson "Disraeli."
Robert Lord "The Aviator."
Arthur Caesar "The Aviator."
Gordon Rigby "Under a Texas Moon."
Walter Anthony "Golden Dawn."

—

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 13.— Na cio Herb Brown and
Arthur Freed have written another hit, and the RobMusic Corporation is publishing it. It is called
"Should I" and will be heard in "Our Modern
Maidens," an
G
picture.
In eight months, Brown and Freed have written
five outstanding hits.
They are "Broadway Melody,"
"Pagan Love Song," "You Were Meant for Me,"
"Singin' in the Rain" and now "Should I."

bins

M M

Nick

song writing
fraternity in Hollywood.
Seventy-two of the boys
went to the depot to greet him on his arrival here
from New York.
After waiting several hours, one
by one the members of the song writing fraternity
went home.
But Al Dubin and Joe Burke of Warner Brothers,
stayed.
The boys claim to have set a new endurance
record of some kind when they waited 40 hours for
the troubador to arrive.
And he did.

Three Languages Spoken
In Novel Audien Comedy
(Special to the Herald- World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug. 13.— Mutual Produccompleted a two-reel comedy in
which three languages are spoken English,
Spanish and Italian. It is "A Texas Tamale."
has

Lucas

—

is

the .favorite

of

One of the most talented of the song writing teams
Hollywood is Herman Ruby and M. K. Jerome.
They were preceded here by a fine Broadway reputation,

and

at

have earned
Both have written
"The Broad-

First National their tunes

an excellent picture
the songs that Billie

reputation.

Dove

will

way Hostess."
Ruby did the

weeks ago, Jesse Greer and Ray Klages

with the intention of free lancing. Holly,
the advisability of the boys free lancing,
but the day after the announcement they were signed'
to write the Harry Carroll revue.
The revue opens at the Music Box theatre here
soon.
They were also signed to write the music for
the Universal picture, "The Shannons of Broadway."

wood doubted

J. J. Robbins, vice president of the Robbins Music
Corporation, will leave Hollywood the latter part of
August.
He spent three months here attending to

the

many

details of his fast

sing in

lyrics for "Smiling Irish Eyes." They
wrote several numbers that Leatrice Joy sings in "A
Most Immoral Lady." In Warner Brothers' "Show
of Shows," they again brought forth new songs for
Georges Carpentier to sing.

growing company.

Experts Discuss

Audien

the

in

1929

17,

M GM

left

Sap.''

Gordon Rigby

tions

August

New

Possibilities

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug.

13.— New

develop-

ments

in the technique of sound pictures were
discussed at a meeting of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences here this
week.
The principal speaker was J. B. Maxfield
of the sound engineering department of Electrical Research Products.
His theme was.
"New Possibilities of Acoustic Control."
Other speakers were Ralph H. Townsend
of R
O, J. R. Balsley of Fox, Albert De Sart
of Paramount, Douglas Shearer of
G M,
Roy J. Pomeroy and Dr. Donald MacKenzie
of West Coast Electrical Research Products,

K

M

Inc.

"Salute"

John Ford
Director

"The Black Watch"
William Fox Productions

Nick Musuraca
Photographer

"Side Street" with

Tom Owen

and Matt Moore

"Beloved Rogue" featuring Rod La Rocque

I

RKO

uigust

I".
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Dorothy Yost
Dialogue Pictures

Hersholt
Has been signed

"Ballvhoo"

to play the

featured character role

Adaptation

in

-Sea Bat"

"Out of the Night"

A

Original

Henry King All Talking

UG

Production for United Artists

Joseph

1/

Mr. Exhibitor:

Schildkraut
Piri

rsow

cock

of

as

proud

my

as a Pea-

last all talking

Starring in

picture for L niversal
i

I

he Mississippi

"No, No, Napoleon!"

Gambler"
A

Universal All Talking
Picture

Reginald Denny
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"Condemned"
Colman

Starring Ronald

Harry

August

J.

17,

1929

Brown

Director
Being Directed by
of

Wesley Ruggles

The Wagon Master"
"The Golden Bridle"

His First Picture for Samuel Goldwyn

and United Artists

"The Wild* est"
First All Talking Action

Outdoor Pictures

Ready

for

RK0

Release

"STREET GIRL"

Starring

Ken Maynard

Universal Release

LEWIS

SARGENT

Richard Wallace

Who
Present Releases:

Future Release:

"River of Romance"

"Medals"

Is

Now
Appearing

"Innocents of Paris"
in

The Record Breakers

"Shopworn Angel

„

Based on
J.

M.

Banrie's

"An Old Lady Shows
Her Medals"

Series

for

Larry Darmour Productions

Directing for

Paramount

August
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Applications to Guild
Pour into Home Office
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug.

13—Applications

ure Guild are

in the Catholic Motion Picpouring in the office here

;ince the drive
he latest to get

membership

:

or

membership

Dunn,

Hal

Among
starting June 1.
are: Josephine
Skelly, Charles Delaney, Pa-

Caron, Lon Young, Louis Jacobino,
Ford,
Merna Kennedy, Stepin
fames
"echit, Lia Tora, Viscount Julio de Moraes,
Richard Keene, Charles King, Eddie Dowlng, James Gleason and Nick Lucas.

Pathe May Transfer Eastern
Production to R C
Studio

A

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,
at

boy

Aug. 13.— Joe Cobb, the
"Our Gang" comedies, has resigned
lance. Norman (Chubby) Chancy will

By

Chaney was discovered in a nation-wide conconducted by Loew's Theatres, Inc. He
addition to these comedies since
s the first
Chubby is no relation to Lon Chaney.
927.
est

DOUGLAS FOX

—

NEW

RCA

Bob

Kane,

production

head

at

Sound

Studios, has been planning to make a series
of talking pictures entirely in Spanish, that
language, next to English, offering the best
possible market facilities.
However, with

Pathe

now wavering between Sound

officials

Studios

and Gramercy,

this

plan

is

tempo-

rarily in abeyance.

v ox

May Go

Unit in Ireland; Will

Make

J.

McCormick Film

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug.

13— Frank

Borzage,

week

for Dublin,
le will take a crew of technicians with him.
As soon as he arrives production will begin
n John McCormick's first singing and talking
icturc, as yet untitled.
The chief cameralan, with a sound outfit and experts to man
are already in Ireland.

'ox director, will leave this

to

Spain

In spite of the Warners' success with

"The

Royal Box," made entirely in German at the
Vitaphone plant, it is felt that there would be
some difficulty in assembling a cast versed at
once in the art of Thespis and the diction
of

Combing New York

Castile.

for

—

talent

might be conducive to weird results like producing a London society play with a Cockney,
a north countryman, an Irishman and a girl
from the American Southwest. The accents

would not

,

So

it

is

jibe.

possible

that

Kane may take

his

and photographers to Seville or
Madrid and there draw together a cast that
speaks Castilian proper or some other An-

technicians

dalusian tongue to appeal to the Spanish ear.

Meanwhile, if LeMaire and other Pathe
producers go to Gramercy, they will crowd
the facilities of that small but excellent studio
to the utmost, unless it is their intention to
curtail
production to a fraction of their
present output.

Makes "Gunboat Ginsberg"
Last week for Radiant pictures (released
through Radio) Louis Brock produced "Gunboat Ginsberg," with Mark Sandrich directing.
Nat Carr (either Potash or Perlmutter
of the original stage cast of that play) had the
lead.
Carr and Sandrich collaborated in writing it, as they have done on a number of
pieces, such as the recently finished "Two Gun
Ginsberg" and the feature picture, "Talk of

$
Millions!

Paul Leni

LIBRARIES

— with their millions of patrons

Director of

NEWSPAPERS
— with
millions of readers

"The Man

their

Who

Laughs"

for

THEATRES
— with
millions of fans

Universal

their

and
It is

The Motion Picture Almanac

Numerous

which reaches these millions, each
one of whom is responsible for the

Other

Box

world-wide popularity of the motion
picture and

Millions

its

artists.

mean

O

YORK, Aug. 13. The Gramercy studios of
Photophone, is
one of the busiest places in town. And you have to hand it to Richard Currier
and his assistants and associate producers (as Radio already has done) for the
production value which is going into the short features made there.
It is understood, at the moment, that Pathe will not renew its lease on Sound
Studios, Inc., which expires in September, but will make its short subjects
and comedies at the Gramercy studio.

in

o free
ake his place.

—

Series of Audiens in Spanish
RK
Produces "Ginsberg" Picture with Doubtful Assistance of
35 Chinese and an Unexpected Tong War

Company Also Plans Making

ricia

Gang* Gets New Fat Boy;
Joe Cobb to Free Lance

71

Office

Attractions

Millions

to Pictures

$
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Hollywood." Their next will be something on
the order of "General Ginsberg."
A few paragraphs ago we mentioned production value at Gramercy.
They certainly
have it in the Ginsberg picture. There was a
cast of 65, including some 30 marines from
the Texas and other boats now in New York,
and a mixed cast of some 35 Chinese. And
some of those Chinese maidens are an eyeful.
The picture was produced under difficulties,
owing to the rather peculiar situation in
which many of the celestials in town found
themselves as a result of the ruckus caused
by an outbreak of tong war. Many of the
players dared not turn up at the studio when
the time came.
Casting directors and their
assistants were forced to scour Chinatown
for new characters, by mistake they annexed
a few Filipinos.
The Filipinos were not
friendly and several scraps ensued between
them and the other players. One chap acquired an imitation queue with which he made
mockery of the Chinese, and they set upon
him in a body. Sandrich discovered that directing was not a bed of roses.

Raytone to Make Musical

The

credit for the sets goes to Ernst Fegte,
art director, still a remarkably young man
after ten years in the game.
Another picture which Brock will produce
at Gramercy in the near future will be a

musical

and

his

Murphy

short

with

feature

Cotton
will direct.

Club

Duke

Ellington

orchestra.

It will

Dudley

be something in

the nature of an epitome of jazz.
Ray Johnstone told us the other day that

Raytone was about to produce a full-length
talking and musical feature at the Metropolitan Studios in Fort Lee.
It will be called
"Hello, Broadway" and will feature TommyChristian and his band. The story is of college boys organizing a band and eventuallycleaning up on the main stem with the usual
love interest worked in around the leader.
It will be in seven reels and will be recorded
by the Biophone process.

Flippant but True
Rutgers Neilson is elated. Two weeks ago
he was a little shocked when he detected what
might have been .construed as a certain flippancy on this page when we spoke of Mildred
Schroeder, Pathe beauty contest winner. Now
Neilson thinks that his former enthusiasm
for that pretty young woman is more than
justified.
For the beauty from Cincinnati has
been given a role in Earl Carroll's "Vanities."
Miss Schroeder has had a speaking part in
George LeMaire's Pathe comedy, "Barber's
College,' recently produced at Sound Studios.
"The Battle of Paris" is replacing "The Gay
Lady" as the title of the picture starring Gertrude Lawrence recently completed at the

Paramount Long Island studio. The film depicts the lighter side of the World war, with
the soldiers of all nationalities seeking relaxation in the French capital from the grim business of fighting. The supporting cast includes
Charles Ruggles and Walter Petrie.
H. Reeves Smith, long known on the
York stage, has been cast for the part of Dr.
Watson in the Sherlock Holmes picture now
in production on Long Island.
His most re-

New

August

work on Broadway was
of Lord Crail in last
"The High Road."

17,

1929

cent

his characteriza-

tion

season's success

Folsey Camera Head

who photographed Mamoulian's "Applause" and Millard Webb's
"Glorifying the American Girl," has been
named as the head of the Paramount Eastern camera department.
Edward Bagley.
former photographic chief, will remain as
business manager of the department and will
assume full charge of the increased still photographic work at the Astoria plant.
The Vitaphone Corporation, in seeking new
material for its short subjects, has just closed
a contract with J. P. McEvoy, author of
"Show Girl," whereby it obtains the right to
make a series of 12 comedies based upon McEvoy's newspaper series, "The Potters." The
series will vary in length from two to three
reels and will be made, according to present
reports, at the Vitaphone plant in Brooklyn
under the direction of Bryan Foy. Among the
Vitaphone shorts completed there in the past
few days are Grace Hayes and Neville Flees^n in "Diamond Lil," Red Nichols and his
live Pennies in a musical number; Grace
Johnston and the Indiana Five, Frank Hursi
George

Folsey,

and Eddie Vogt in "Before the Bar," and
Howard Anderson and Reen Graves in "Fishing Around."
A Revival for Gus Hill

Gus Hill, who is an octogenarian and has
been in the amusement business all his life, is
going to produce "Gus Hill's Comedians" fot
individual release, with midgets and other
people characteristic of the vaudeville stage
and the midway.

PAUL STEIN
Director
"Her Private Affair"

They will be made at the
of Helm Pictures, Inc., in Astoria
Scenarios are being written and tests are be
ing made.
Production should begin in twc
weeks.
studio

Sound Sequences for
"Phantom of the Opera'
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,
Starring

Ann

Harding

For Pathe
His First

100%

Aug. 13.— Dialog sequence;
of the Opera" are beim
Talking sequences wil

"The Phantom
made at Universal.
for

Talking Picture

replace those already in the picture.
Mary Philbin and Norman Kerry will ap
pear in the new scenes.
Most of the worl
is being done on the old "Phantom" stage
which still stands with its original settings.

Baker, Wallis Are Named
F N Studio Executivei
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Charles G. Clarke
ASC

Aug. 13.— Promotions o
Hal Wallis and C. Graham Baker to associat'
executives was announced this week at th'
First National studios.

Wallis was studio manager and Bake
formerly was head of the story department
Both men have been connected with the filn
business for the past several years.

Photographer of Fox Talking Films

Wray, Director, Leaves
$100,000 Estate

"Words and Music"

to Kit

(Special to the Herald- World)

"Masquerade"
"Exalted Flapper"

"Not Quite Decent"

HOLLYWOOD,
Wray,

13.— John

Aug.

Griffitl

who

died July 15, left a:
estate of $100,000, according to a petition fo
probate of his will on file this week.
The bequests are to be divided among hi

two
ley

film director,

children, one niece

and

his

widow, Brad

King Wray.

Estelle Taylor Leaves

Charles

Lamont

Has Just Completed

His Fifth Talking Picture
Educational Director

For

RKO

Vaude Tow

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug.

13.— Estelle Taylo

has been booked for a short tour of the Eas
She will appear in
vaudeville.
in
sketch written for her by Willard Mack.
The star will open her act in New Yor
and then go to Chicago.

RKO

August

I".
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BRAND

CHIEF

DIRECTOR

STORY

NAME

PLAYERS

STARTING

STORY

DATE

"Sweetie"
"Behind the

Columbia Studios
"The Broadway
Hoofer"

Carmel Myers
Jack Egan

Dawson

Doris

"Song of Love"

Erie Kenton

Belle

August

Baker

Frank Turtle

All-star Cast

Robert Milton

All-star Cast

Johnny Arthur

Leslie

Evelyn Brent

July 27

Dennis King

July 27

RKO

July 29

"Night Parade"

Geneva Mitchell

Mai

"The
the

Woman

on

Jury"

Co-starring

Webb

Millard

July 15

NO PRODUCTION

July 22

Sennett Studios

August

1

August

1

Tiffany-Stahl Studio-

Cissy Fitzgerald

Lueien

1

July 23

Badger Bernice Claire
Alexander Gray
Louise Fazenda

Clarence

August

NO PRODUCTION

Dove

Edmund Lowe

Hostess"

"So. No,
Nanette"

5

Jr.

Day

Billie

August

Roach Studios

Sidney Blackmer

"Broadway

Studios

Dorothy Gulliver

Douglas Fairbanks,
and Loretta Young
William A. Setter Dorothy Mackaill
Edmund Burns
Alice

July 6

Hugh Trevor

St. Clair

First National Studios
Eddie Cline

Bow

Clara

Sutherland
Louis Gasnier

Adrienne Dore

"The Forward
Pass"

July 6
July 6

Edward

Rooms"
I Were King' Ludwig Berger

6

Frances Lee

Pearce

DATE

Night Kid"
"Darkened

Christie Studios
A.

STARTING

NAME

"The Saturday

"If

"Adam'< Eve"

BRAND

CHIEF

PLAYERS

Make-Up"

July 29

Sally O'Neil

George
Archainbaud

DIRECTOR

July 29

Littlefield

Zasu Pitts

"Woman to
Woman"

Victor Saville

"Zeppelin"

Edward Sloman

Betty

Compson

George Barraud

Conway Tearle
Virginia Valli
Ricardo Cortez

Fox Studios
"Married in
Hollywood"

Marcel Silver

"Sunny Side

David Butler

L'p'

Harold Murray

June

24

June

24

Tec-Art Studios

Norman Kerry

They Had to
See' Paris"
"Big Time"

Frank Borzage

"The Sky Hawk'

John Blystone

Kenneth Hawks

Lew

Lntitled

J.

Janet Gaynor
Charles Farrell
Will Rogers
Irene Rich
Lee Tracy
Mae Clark
Helen Chandler
John Garrick
Robert Emery

July

Burton King

Ray Hallor
July 15

I nited Artists Studio;
"Condemned"

August

F. Richard Jones

Bessie Love

Horn"

'Twelve Hours
of

W.

S.

Vandyke

William DeMille

Harry Pollard

Love"

'Jungle"

'Navy Blues"

Jack Conway
Clarence

Brown

William Haines
Anita Page
Karl Dane

'Jealousy"

Jacques Feyder

May

7

"Mississippi

June

Reginald

Gambler"

27

Barker Joseph Schildkraut
Joan Bennett

Hells

Angels"

St.

Clair

Wild West

Harry

J.

Show"

C.

Harold Lloyd

Ken Maynard

"Son of Courage'

Jack Nelson

August

S

"The Lightning

Joseph Levigard

Ted Carson

August

S

Mary Nolan
James Murray-

August

2

Sept. 17

Howard Hughes Ben Lyon

Caddo Prods.
Nov. 1927
(Talking Sequences)

Warner Brothers
E. H. Griffith

Howard Higgin

Racketeer"
Red Hot
*

Rh>thm"

Constance Bennett
Regis Toomey
Robert Ames
Mahlon Hamilton
Robert Armstrong
Carol

Leo McCarey

"Show

of

Staff Direction

All-star Cast

July 11

"Tiger Rose"

George
FItzmaurice

Lupe Velez
Monte Blue

July 13

Grant Withers
July 23

"Second Choice"

Lombard

Howard
Bretherton

All Star Cast

Ernst Lubitsch

Maurice Chevalier

John Cromwell

George Bancroft
Richard Dix

Brown

Dolores Costello
Chester Morris

July 22

Edna Murphv
August

S

Jack Mulhall

Dawn"

Ray Enright

Frank Fay

July 29

Vivienne Segal
Noah Beery

Paramount Studios

Melville

Studios

Shows"

July 23

'Golden

The Love
Parade"
The Mighty"
The Love
Doctor"

S

Harlan
Bobby Nelson

Rider"

Pathe Studios

The

August

Gladys McConnell

Wheeler Oakman

James Hall

Rich People"

July 26

Otis

July 20

Lloyd Prods.

17

Otis Harlan
L'armelita Geraghty

Brown

"Shanghai Lady" John Robertson

Mai

July

Alec B. Francis

Metropolitan Studios
Welcome
Danger"

Madge Bellamy

Mary Doran
Hallam Cooley

June 20

July 15

Nugent
Greta Garbo

J.

Prods.

George Lewis
Marguerite Livingston
Vera Reyonlds

Twelve"

July 22

Harry Carey
Edwina Booth
Vita Johanne
Basil Rathbone
Joan Crawford
Robert Montgomery

Sam Goldwyn

L niversal Studios

Charles King
'Trader

Ronald Colman

7

"Tonight at
Charles Reisner

Audible Pictures

Helen Ferguson
George Duryea
Larry Steers

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios
"Road Show"

Henry Walthall

July 8

Daphne Pollard
Lois Moran

Seiler

Old
California"

"In

1

Alice Gentle
Sojin

June 29
June 29

Lee Moran
Marian Byroc
!

"She Couldn't
Say No"

Lloyd Bacon

Winnie Lightne:

August

6

—
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THE SHORT FEATURE
Increased Demand for Comedians;
Educational Farms-Out Players
—

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 13. Due to the increasing demand for short musical
comedies there is a premium on experienced comedians in Hollywood and as a
result the comic players under Educational contracts are finding little time for
themselves.
In between comedies, being shot on the Educational lots, Educational is lending its players to feature producing companies, making bids for
One producing company borrowed

from

were Lloyd Hamilton, Lupine
Lane, Marion Byron and Harry Gribbon.
these

Charles Lamont, one of Educational's directors, recently completed making a number of
comedy sequences at sea for the next Tuxedo
Talking Comedy now under production. Recording equipment, generator and lights were
shipped to San Diego and placed on a Los
Angeles bound steamship. The generator was
placed on the main freight deck of the boat
so that the noise of the gasoline motor would
not reach the microphones.
Addie McPhail, Lloyd Ingraham, Harold
Goodwin and Estelle Bradley are playing the
all-talking

comedy, as

Collins and Dent
in "Ticklish Business"
Collins and Vernon Dent,
co-featured in "Ticklish Business,"

who

are

the

new

Educational-Mermaid Talking Comedy, wrote
the words and music for the principal song
used in this fun film. Collins, who is a capable musician and who makes song-composing
his hobby, wrote the music, while Dent, who
in musical comedy for nearly ten years
before going into pictures, supplied the words

was

The two comedy

is

a laughing song.

stars also collaborated

music for another song in the
picture, and Stephen Roberts, director of the
production, not to be outdone, wrote the words
for this number.
"Ticklish Business" boasts a cast which includes such popular favorites and well-known
funmakers as Addie McPhail, Phyllis Crane,
William Irving and Jerry Drew.

Lupino Lane's Next

Proof

Lorraine Rivero,
for "Big Boy,"

Little Billy with

Lloyd Hamilton
midget,

who

pictures, has

famous

circuit and vaudeville
has appeared in numerous feature

Billy,

comedy

talking

The

story

is by George Bentley and the dialog by Charles
Grapewin.

—

PARAMOUNT NEWS

—

NO. 1.—Graf

Louis
— Edison
seeks
PARAMOUNT

—

Zeppelin

starts

flyers land after staying in

St.

smartest boy.
2.— Wilbur B.

NEWS NO.
Huston
of Seattle chosen by Edison as winner of the
Edison contest St. Louis throngs hail endurance

—
Zeppelin

flyers-^-Graf

successfully

arrives

in

America.

PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS

NO.

1.— President

Hoover congratulates Adolph Zukor on inaugural
Paramount Sound News Rome flyers are hailed
upon arrival in New York St. Louis flyers shatter

—
—

of

old mark.

Two very well-known directors will have
acting roles in Jack White's next all-talking
Mermaid Comedy, now in production at the
Educational Studios. They are Francis Ford,
famous as a director as well as an actor in
early serials and numerous feature length productions, and Lloyd Ingraham, a director with
more than two hundred features to his credit.
They will appear as motion picture directors
in a comedy with a studio atmosphere which
Stephen Roberts is directing. Monty Collins
and Vernon Dent are playing the feature comedy roles. They pose as a couple of "sound
experts" in the studio.

UNIVERSAL NEWSPAPER NEVVSREEL

—
Endurance
hours — Brightest
contest — Blast
Bayonne. New

NO.

62.

come down with record of 420
boys in United States face Edison
fells giant stack 400 feet high at
Jersey Guard rare birds on Mil-

flyers

Mackay's

lionaire

—

island.

UNIVERSAL NEWSPAPER NEWSREEL

—
Great
mile

NO.

63.

Graf Zeppelin in United States after 4,500
from Germany -Seattle Bishop's son wins
Edison award St. Louis hails endurance flyers
Novel horse racing starting gate used for first time
trip

in

—

—

Chicago.

—

PATHE NEWS

NO. 63. 46 Nations proclaim end
war, representatives gather in Washington
Carnival spirit rules Paris on Bastile Day Swimming stars seek new records at Omaha.
PATHE
NO. 50.— Cadets drill for
health at West Point
Burn old ship to end career
at Long Beach, California
Indians make Wisconsin
of

—

SOUND NEWS

—

governor their

—

chief.

an important part

in

support of

Releases

Short Feature Pictures
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Aug. 13.—Three novel short
G M's
program, according to an announcement coming
Benny
from
G M's headquarters.
Rubin, will direct and star in "The General,"
a two-reel musical short feature with a mythical kingdom background and a comic opera
features are scheduled for release on

M

M

The cast will include Myrtle
McLaughlin, Pietro Gentile, Patsy Brox and
Julian LaFaye.
An all-canine picture is announced under the
title, "Hot Dog." This is described as a regular
narrative with courtroom and cabaret
Zion
scenes, dogs playing all the
parts.
Myers and Jules White will make this picture
for
from a story by Milton Brer..
G
Alhertina Rasch and her ballet, who appear in
"The Hollywood Revue," coming August 14
to the Astor theatre, will make a special short

M M

who

old.

Little

new

Baby Daze."

feature colortone production.

has been leadEducational's fivecomedy star, in many of his silent
laughmakers, makes her debut in talking pictures in "Fire Proof," Lupino Lane's newtalking comedy.
Pre-view critics credit her
with having a voice that registers with remarkable clarity and appeal. She is only five vears
Little

ing lady
year-old

his

atmosphere.

in

writing the

"Fire

—

Burton-On-Trent, England.
NO. 5524.— St. Louis public give
hearty welcome to endurance flyers Wilbur B.
Huston gets average 92 in Edison contest France
beats United States and keeps the Davis Cup
Graf Zeppelin ends 93 hour dash from Germany
to America.

visits

KINOGRAMS

M-G-M Announces 3 Novel

Monty

for the number, which

in

for Educational, "His

Ford and Ingraham
in White Vehicle

Lamont Finishes
Tuxedo Sequences

this

Lloyd Hamilton

land

—

air 420 hours

Educational, for one feature alone, four of
its players who are appearing in current re-

Is

NO. 5523.— Jackson and O'Brine

after 17'/i days in air
Men clad in new pajamas
excite Wall Street
Edison and famous men pick
smartest boys at New Jersey Prince of Wales

for America

their serv ices.

principal roles in
yet untitled.

KINOGRAMS

—

(Special to the Herald-World)

leases;

Newspictures

Movietone News Records
Graf Zeppelin s Arrival
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Aug.

13.— Fox

Movietone

Xews

recorded excellent shots of the arrival
of the Graf Zeppelin in the United States.
These scenes are appearing in the current release and cover the most interesting phases of
the arrival and departure of the ship and
passengers.
In the same issue is shown the trial flight
of the huge air liner at Roosevelt field.

WEEK OF AUGUST

11

EDUCATIONAL— "The

Constabule," Mack Sennett
Talking comedy, two; "Hot Sports," Collins-Dent,

PATHE—"The
Cameo, one.
"Topical

Enchanted Island," Fable,

Tips,"

Topis

No.

two-thirds;

one-third;

11,

Pathe

Audio Review No. 17; Pathe Disc Review No. 210;
"The Garden of Eaten," George Le Maire comedy,

UNIVERSAL— "Stepping
two.

Arthur

High," Snappy comedy,
Lake, one; "Trapped by the Tide," AdKingston, two; "The Cut Ups," Stern
two; "Just in Time," Featurette, Edmund

venture,
Bros.,

Cobb, two.

WEEK OF AUGUST

EDUCATIONAL— "His

18

Baby Daze," Lloyd Hamil"Look Out Below," Raymond McKee,
Jack White comedy, two; "Fake Flappers," Jerry
Drew, Ideal comedy, two.
PATHE— "Wash Day," Fable, two-thirds; "The River
two;

ton,

Driver," Grantland Rice Sportlight, one;

"A

Stone

Age Romance,"

Fable, two-thirds; "The Plumbers
Are Coming," George Le Maire comedy, two.
UNIVERSAL "Saucy Sausages," Oswald, snappy
comedy, one; "The Shadow of Death," Adventure
picture, Kingston, two; "Use Your Feet," Colle-

—

gians, Fourth Series, two; "Stop Barking," Stern
Bros., Buster Brown, two; "The Wallop," Featurette, Carey, two.

WEEK OF AUGUST

EDUCATIONAL—"Ticklish
Collins-Dent, two.
PATHE— "Untitled," Fable,
Topic No. 12,
Review," disc news and

Fits,"

CHRISTIE— "The
fith,

25

Business,"

Mermaid,

"Topical
two-thirds,
one-third;
"Pathe Audio
Pathe disc review.

Sleeping Porch,"

Raymond

Grif-

two.

WEEK OF SEPTEMBER
UNIVERSAL—"Race Riot," Oswald

1

Snappy comedy,
one; "The Signal of Hope," Adventure, Kingston,
two; "Splash Mates," Collegians, two; "Burning
Youth," Sid Saylor, two; "Sweethearts," Rooney
Family, two; "The Boy and the Bad Man," Featurette, Bobbie Nelson, two.

•

"

August

;
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HARRY TATE

Metro Movietone Acts
LYONS

EORGE

Numben:

(79).

Siicider.

"

MS

For release August

feet.

1929.

3.

LEAN AND CLEO MAYFIELO

ECIL

SOUND ACT

"Beloved"; b. "Ah.
That": d.

a.

Mystery of Life"; c. •Don': Be Like
Rainbow 'Round Mj
Louis Blues"; e.

sweet

"St

Number: "His

(80).

RELEASES

For release August 10. 1929.
Numbers: a. 'The One That I
"I'm Marching Home to You." 714
For release August 17. 1929.
feet
HIL SPITALNY and Hit Pennsylvania Orchestra (82!
Medley of Musical Comedy Hits": b. "FareNumbers: a.
701 feet.
For release August 24. 1929.
well Blues."
AN AND SCHENCK (83). Numbers: a. That's How You
Irish":
b. "Bainbow "Bound My ShoulThey're
Tell
Can
833
der": c. "Bamona": d. "The Dixie Troubadours."
For release August 31. 1929.
feet.
Numbers:
"Just
a.
(84).
WASHINGTON
DEWEY
EORGE
Be a Builder of Dreams": b. "Down Among the Sugar
For release September 7. 1929.
632 feet.
Cane."
ITTA RUFFO (85) In "Credo" from "Othello." 525 feet.
Lucky Day."

1.735 feet.

PRICE
Me":

EORGIE

(81).

Lore Lovos

b.

For release September

14.

1929.

—

1929.

ELLER SISTERS AND LYNCH '8S1.
DT» Do": "Ka Rrazy for You": c.

Numbers:

"How

a.

"If I Had You."
For release October 5. 1929.
VETTE RUGEL (89). Numbers: a. "Paradise Lost": b.
713 feet.
For release OctoMarie"; o "The Parting."
727

feet.

ber

12.

1929.

ILTMORE TRIO

Number:

(90).
For release October 19.

-YDE DOERR

860

Birds."

"Jail

feet.

1929.

Saxophone act- Numbers: a. "SaxoSouth": c. "Technicalities":
For release Octo795 feet.

(91).

phone March"; b. "Sunny
d. "Bye. Bye. Sweetheart."
1929.

ber 26.

WARING

)MJ

Numbers: a. Glad Bag Don"; o.
"I'm Marching Home to You." 565
'

(92).

"Just a Garden":

c.

For release November

feet.

TTA RUFFO

Number:

(93).

For release November

AND BELL

"L'Africaine."

520

feet.

1929.

9,

Numbers: a. "La Spagnola": 6.
"Kiss Me Again"; c. "Blue Hawaii": d. "Just a Mel700 feet.
For release November 16. 1929.
ody."
UCI DE KEREKJ ARTO (S5l. Numbers: a. "Serenade": b.
For release Norember 23.
622 feet.
Witches Dance."

\RL

(94).

1929.

COMMANDERS

VING AARONSON'S

Numbers:

06).

She's Nobody's Swee-heart Now"; b.
696 feet.
heart": c "I'll Get By."
ber 30. 1929.

"The

a.

Sailor's Sweet-

For release Novem841 feet

Street."

comedy

in

(98).

For release
795 feet
Exclusive Columbia artist
December 14. 1929.
Numbers: a. "I'm Looking Over
IE REVELLERS (99).
a Four Leaf Clover": b. "Bose of Waikiki": c "Breezing
For release December
607 feet
Along With the Breeze."
sketch.

1929.

KURENKO

•.DAME MARIA

Song" from "Dinorah": b. "Song
For release December 28. 1929.

"Shadow

a.

714

feet

(101).

In

"The Virginia Judge."

803

For release January

4.

1930.

ALTER
'eet

Numbers:

(100).

KELLY

C.

of

India."

Numbers: a. •Everything's
(102).
IN AND SCHENCK
3oing to Be All Bight": b. "Ain't Got Nothin' Now";
:.
"St Lotus Blues." 799 feet For release January 11.
'

1930.

YDE DOERR (103).
ding of the Painted Doll": b. "If I
Original Music."
572 feet For release
LTMORE TRIO

(104)

January

For release

25.

Numbers:

Had

"WedYon": c
a.

January 18. 1930.

Bomeoa."

in "College
1930.

feet

853

Trailer
IRISH EYES:
and an Irish Fair.

Irish

songs.

Moore's

Colleen

First National Vitaphone

alking appearance.

PRIVATE LIFE:

first

talking pro-

A

glimpse of "Her
^rivate Life."
Billie Dove, Walter Pidgeon. Montagu Lov».
rhelma Todd and Holmes Herbert enacting several thnllng moments from the picture.
Outdoor scenes, dramatic
equences, romance and a song number by Walter Pidgeon.
"irst
National Vitaphone talking production.
Trailer

(3365).

RK STREETS:

Double exposure picture
TraDer (3349).
.rith Jack Mulhall in two roles,
gangster and policeman,
.een and heard talking in the same scenes in fact, two
•haracters engage
National Vitaphone
First
in dialog.

—

alking

production.

E ARGYLE CASE:
Thomas Meighan
Trailer (3059).
peaks and sells the public.
Warner Bros. Vitaphone talkQg picture.

NKY TONK:

Trailer (3049).
several of the

ew bars from
?ophie and entire cast
Vitaphone

Iros.

Tucker croons a
"Honky Tonk" song hits.
Sophie

shown

in night club scene.
talking picture.

Warner

IMPATHY

Five scenes.
(803).
Hen-pecked
spree despite orders of the "ball and

husband out
chain."

A

ight of wine, women and whoopee ends with hubby id
Hospital cot as his wife and his sweetheart wreak their
•eagemnee.
Succession of hilarious situations.
Cast headed
7 Hobart Cavanaugh.
Regina Wallace. Harry Shannon
nd Wynne Gibson, who played with Richard Dix in
Nothing But the Truth."

RRY TATE

in "Selling a Car."
Scene: Garage
xterior.
Harry Tate gives an exhibition of his comedy
ower in this two reeler. with an equally talented support-

1778-779)

cast.

ing

I754-T55) in "Motoring."
Scene:
Country
7*°Harry Tate, assisted by his company of boisterious
lowns in a burlesque on motoring.
Two reel comedy
ietch.

HOWARD

AND EUGENE
(750-751) in
My PeoFire scenes.
Two reels of songs and dances worked
powerful human interest story of an actor who
choose between his Ghetto friends and Broadway
ardom.
Numbers: a. "The Volga Boatman"; b. "Blue

le.

ito

m

i

a

to

rats";

'r^JE

c.

"My

People."

AND EUGENE HOWARD

akers."

Scene:

Music

salon.

gives

his

Bay Ray Raining."

c.

AGE:

(3079).
Holmes Herbert, as
Trailer
ceremonies, introduces Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.,
Miss Myers sings
Loretta Young and Carmel Myers.
"Melody Divine" the theme song.
introductory play(3078).
An
GET:
Trailer
HARD TO
let followed by a scene in a night club with vocal and
Song Dorothy Mackaiil.
orchestral renditions of the theme.
Louise Fazenda. Charles Delaney. Jack Oafce and Edmund
Bums head the cast of this all-star trailer.
AND THE MOMENT: Trailer (3069). Billie
THE
Dove and Rod Lallocque tell about this picture with the
theme song "Just a Lucky Moment" sung as a musical

master of

MAN

(829).

Scene:
Drawing room
Bee."
Harry Fox has an excellent
stage.
the

is

Of

"The Fox and
comedy

musical

foil for his lighrningDance
that chatter in Beatrice Curtis, beautiful songstress.
Numbers: a. "Underneath the
interlude by Miss Curtis.

"Love Baby."

b.

HARRY FOX AND

(828).

Star funster of musical comedy
Scene:
Drawing room.
with his six ludicrous chamber maids in a piece of travesty
on the modern chorus girL Musical numbers and breezy
monologue by Fox. Numbers: a. "Half Way to Heaven."
b. "Belles of Hotels."

NORMAN THOMAS QUINTETTE

'827). In

"Harlem Mania."
and
"fiw

Drawing room.
Scene:
Colored entertainers
dancing.
Also acrobatic drummer.
Numbers:
Baby.
Sleep." b. "Listen
to
the
Mocking
"Melody

fi

r'

a.

"Sleep.

Bird."

c

P."

in

Band set

club entertainer and
record "name" is the star of this combination of vocal
and instrumental numbers, supported by orchestra. Each
player contributes a snappy solo bit In novel arrangement of
"Am I Blue" the song hit from "On With the Show."
Numbers: a. "How Can I Love Again." b. "Am I Blue."
c "1're Got a Feeling I'm Falling "
Scene:

(823).

GUY ROBERTSON

(813).

"The Mus-c
Former musical comedy

(722-723)

Night

"High Water." Scene:

in

Draw-

ing room
Known as Broadways "hit maker." Offering
a rendition of a song poem or the floods that devastate
the southland.
Flood scenes have been double exposed
over the artist's figure.

Scene:

"The Unfaithful Husband"

or

and

Living room

(811).

Burlesque of the plays of
the "gay nineties."
Numbers: a. "McSorley's Twins." b.
"We Never Speak As We Pass By." c. "Up In a Balloon."
THE FAMILIAR FACE with Hugh O'Connell (807). Scene:
Newspaper office and speakeasy.
Atmosphere of metropolitan newspaper office, with disgraced reporter winning
fame and fortune through the accidental capture of a
notorious bank robber.
Story from the pen of Russel
Crouse. nationally known columnist and players picked
from casts of current Broadway shows.

ALBERT SPALDING
from

cafe.

(798).
Scene:
Drawing room.
Two
this master of the violin.
Numbers:
Mozart, b.
"Liebesfreud" Kreisler.

—

(782).
Comedy of mother-in-law.
hectic time with "mother" staying at the
house, until he hires a circus strong woman to act as an
antidote.
Speedy farce with a cast of featured players

and directed by Bryan Foy.

BROADWAY BABIES:
by Vitaphone

in

Symphony

inclusive.

Reels
ing productions.

1

to

9.

Score (3351-3359).
Synchronized
Orchestra. Numbers 3351 to 33-59
First National Vitaphone talk-

ON WITH THE SHOW:
by

Vitaphone

Symphony
1

to 10.

Score

Symphony

inclusive.
Reels
ing picture.

CAREERS:

A

First

ON WITH THE SHOW:

Trailer (3060).
Initial all-color,
all- talking,
all-dancing trailer.
Hardy
of picture.
Warner-Bros, Vitaphone talk-

Sam

all -singing,

introduces stars
ing picture.

BROADWAY BABIES:

Trailer (3008).
Alice White snuing a number from the picture.
Also Broadway Babies
strutting their stuff.
First National- Vitaphone t»ifr*n g production.

CAREERS:
woman is

Trailer

1

to

12.

(3321-3332).
Synchronized
Orchestra.
Numbers 3321-3332
Warner Bros. Vitaphone talk-

Score (3311-3320).
Synchronized by Vitaphcne
Orchestra. Numbers 3311 to 3320 inclusive. Reels
First National Vitaphone talking productions.

THE GLASS CAGE. THE: Score (3301-3308).
Synchronized by \ itachone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers
3301 to 3308 inclusive. Beels 1 to 8.
First National Vita-

GIRL IN

phone talking productions.
Trailer (3048).
Scene from the musical show featured in the picture and cast sings "My Song of the
Nile" the theme song.
Richard Barthelmess then appear*
to introduce the cast
First National Vitaphone talking

DRAG:

DOOLEY AND SALES

(824) in

'

Dooley's the

Name." Scene:

Drawing room
Winter Garden stars in gay presentation
of mirth and melody, deliver rollicking repartee and laughable ;: = r3. jlus i dance xterltide.
Numbers: a
Or.. Mr.
Dooley.-" b. "PoUy-Molly-O."
FRANK X. SILK (819) in "The Man About Town." Scene:
Drawing room Tramp comedian of burlesque and vaudeville.
Clever monologue with droll songs put over in
excellent tenor voice.
Numbers: a. "The Millionaire Song,""
b. "Oh! Ohl OH! What a Night"

ALL GIRL REVUE. THE

Scene:

(818).

Band set

All

Tinrng and all dancing show.
Cast includes Betty Loo
Webb, a Paul Ash discovery; T.mi*n Price, the comedienne:
Ellen Bunting with DePaco and KazviM. acrobatic dancers; and Jean Rankin's Bluebell's orchestra.
Numbers:
a.
"'That's Her Nowr" b. "I'm an Indian;" c "Chrysan-

"My

Pet."
KATE SMITH (817). Scene: Drawing room. Offers red
hot songs with a red hot voice.
Known as "The Songbird
of the South."
Numbers: a. "Carolina Moon:" b. "Bleat
You. Sister."
d.

RAY AND DOT DEAN

(816)

in

"He's a DeriL"

Exterior of cottage.
Well known
doing rube characterizations.

OKLAHOMA BOB ALBRIGHT

vaudeville

team

Scene:
Ray-

and His Rodeo Do Flappers.

Scene: Drawing room
Bob Albright, baritone, assisted by
Rodeo Do Flappers who sing and dance with him. Numbers: a.
"My Pony Boyr" b. "Chloer" c "Lodel;" d.
"Salter Dog."

Entire cast discusses whether
ruining her reputation to aid her
the screen.

(2980).

m

justified

husband's career.
Billie Dove speaks from
First National-Vitaphone talking production.

advance

this
ture.

Rhythm."

Scene:

Babe.

stars.

ville

Entire

(2S70).

cast

talis

Warner Bros. -Vitaphone t»iy*wg

in
pic-

THREE

VARSITY

THE

Trailer

agent

"Blue
(804)
to
Streaks
of
Drawing room Phonograph and vaudeBob and Jack Hauser singing and

Numbers:
Music"; b.
Used
I
dancing.

AMERICAN BEAUTIES

HIS SIX

w

(3020).
Jack Mulhall. Patsy Ruth
Pitts introduce picture in novel Uedi i
National- Vitapcone talking production.
SQUALL. THE: Score (3251-3261). Synchronized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3251 to 3261 inclusive.
Reels 1 to 11.
First Nattonal-Vitapcone talking production.
THE TIME. THE PLACE AND THE GIRL: Score 32 83214).
Synchronized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3203 to 3214 inclusive. Beels 1 to 7. Warner
Bros. -Vitaphone talking picture.

Trailer

and Zasu

GAMBLERS. THE:

background

HARRY FOX AND BEE CURTIS

themums r"

RRY TATE

LLIE

Willie

"Baby Curls."

production.

HOTTENTOT: Trailer (2269). Comedy sketch in itelf with
Edward Everett Horton in extremely funny
truggles with an electric horse and Patsy Ruth Miller
ppoaite him
Warner Bros. Vitaphone talking picture.

"iE

n a

comedy.

reel

Hubby having a

iuction.

:R

two

first

BEDS

Miller
scene.

a. "Minuet in D" —
THE OUT-LAW IN-LAW

(3410).

scenes

Irish

"It's

CARELESS

performances

Vitaphone Acts
HUNG

TWIN

famous imitations of Al Jolson. Eddie Cantor and Gallagher
Numbers: a. "Gallagher and Shean," b.
and Shean.

THE GAY NINETIES

Saxophone act

Campus

of act.]

their

in

(T89), in "Beau Night"
room.
"Wings."
Comedian of
"The
and other stage and screen successes in

Living
Flirt"
short sketch.

Scene:

SEGAR ELLIS AND HIS EMBASSY CLUB ORCHESTRA

MMJY HUSSEY (97). Number: "Uneasy
For release December 7. 1929.
3Y EVANS (assisted by Al Belasco)

21.

name

loves

Wabash Moon."

1929.

2.

"Oh Susanna": c "Medley."
EL BRENDEL AND FLO BERT

[IF here exact date of release is not
stated, the list of acts is compiled in
order of release, the most recent release
being listed first, \umber of release foV

stars

ETRO MOVIETONE REVUE "B:ts of Broadway." (86).
For release September 21. 1529.
ADAM E MARIA KURENKO (87). Numbers: a. "The
Jewel Song." from Faust, b. "U Boccio": c. "The Last
For release September 23.
840 feet.
Rose of Summer."

The Patent Office.' Scene: Office.
(767) in
Harry Tate and his troupe of
England's laughing fod
fun makers in comedy riot
BABY ROSE MARIE (809). Scene: Drawing room. Four
year old child tinging these numbers: a. "Heigh Ho"; b.
"Who Wouldn't Be Jealous of You"; c "Don't Be
Like That"
THE BLUE RIDGERS With Cordelia May berry (795).
Scene:
Interior of mountain cabin.
Four mountaineers
and a "gal from th' feud county" sing, dance and play
syncopation as it exists in the mountain co un try of the
South.
Numbers: a. "Trail of the Lonesome Pine": b.

What

That's
Love Her

a.
to

m

" Baltimore."

Sweet
I
Call
M:.:tu_»ii'. " : c.

the

ALBERT SPALDING

(801).
Scene: Drawing room.
Conhail violinist playing his own composition "Alabama"
time on screen, also "Valse in G Flat" by Chopin.

cert
first

BUD HARRIS AND FRANK RAOCLI FFE
Numbers: a "St

GIRL

THE

IN

GLASS

THE

CAGE.

1783)

(2989).

Trailer.

Loretta Young plays the girl in a motion picture box
and Carroll Nye is her chatty boy friend.

ROY SEDLEY AND

NIGHT CLUB

HIS

"At

in

melodies and comics.
"She't Mine."

Scene:
Street
Negro
Louis Blues"; b.

Party."

the

office

REVUE

796
with Roy Sedley as master of ceremonies, assisted by
Miller,
blues singer,
and Billy Smith, eccentric
dancer.
Scene: N.gh: cuo.
Nimcers: a.
Blue Grass "
b. "I Ain't Takm' Orders from No One"; c "Sonny Boy."
.

Beth

MR. AND MRS. JACK

NORWORTH (787) in "Odds and
Ends."
Scene:
Drawing room.
Norworth of musical
comedy fame and Dorothy Adelphi. his wife, in patter and
songs

cwn ccz:rcs:-:nNcmi>ers:
a
"The Man and the Monkey"; c. "My

N:nv:rtii's

cf

"Honey Boy";

b.

Boy."

FRANKLIN (7T7). "The American Comedienne."
comedy characterizations. Scenes:
Restaurant and
Numbers: a. "The Waitress": b. "The Flapper

IRENE
Two

nursery.

Mammy's

Lullaby."

AMENDMENT.

NINETY-NINTH
Broadway

Three

flamhnng amendment.

THE

(776)

Richman.

Charles

stars.

Hugh McConnell appear

and

Scene:

Comedy.

:

Verse

supporters
Living room

as

Teasdale

an

of

anti-

RE1SMAN AND HOTEL BRUNSWICK ORCHESTRA

LEO

(770) to
silhouettes

"Rhythms."
synchronized

"Mooche":

Band

Scene:
with

set.

music.

"Waters of Perkiomen":

b.

d

c

"Hyo Mio": e. "Milenberg Blues":
"Some of These Days."

MACK AND PURDY

in

(1795)

"An

Shadowgraph
Numbers:
a.

"If
f.

I

Had Ton":

"Lonely":

g.

Everyday Occurrence."

Scene:
Parkway.
A smart guy gets
a few words with a smart lady.

entangled

himself

after

CECILIA (CISSIE) LOFTUS

(792)

to

"Famous

Till

awl

tions."
Scene:
Drawing room
Imitation
Sophie
of
Tucker and others.
Numbers: a. "Gonna Get a Girl":
b.
"Mama Goes Where Papa Goes": c. Yiddish version of
"Mama Goes Where Papa Goes."
FRED ARDATH (785) in "The Singing Bee", rustic comedy.
Scene:
Rustic home.
Was rube comedian of the Follies.
Numbers: a. "I Pagliacci": b. "Finiculi-Finicula" ; c
"Bring Back My Bonnie to Me."

PALM

BEACH

THE:

FOUR.

(794).

night

club

quartet.

Club
Stars of Helen Morgan Club.
"Some
and European clubs.
N:-cers:
a.
Sweet Day": b "Poo-Poo-Paroop"
"Nobody's Fault
c.
But Your Own."
JACK WHITE AND HIS MONTREALERS (791) in a
number from his own act at the Frivolity Club. Scene:
Night club.
His own orchestra and two pretty accompanists.
Numbers: a. "I'm Karazy for You"; b. "Mean
to
Me": c. "Goodby Broadway: Hello Montreal": d
"Finicnli-Finimla"
e.
"Laugh Clown Laugh": f. "I
Pagliacci"; g. "Over There"; h. "Anvil Chorus"; L "Rose
of No Man's Land."
BOBBY FOLSOM (788). in "Typical Types." Scene: Drawing room.
Ziegfeld beauty and leading lady of variety
Numbers: a. 'Two Little dirks"
stage, doing imitations.
Garden.

Scene:

DeauTille.

;

;

b.

"Test":

"I Lost

c.

TINY TOWN REVUE

My

(784).

Stockings."
Scene: Stsge set

A

pageant

Dancing and singing by midgets.
Numbers: a. 'Tiny Town Opening": b. 'The Only One
to Be"; c.
"Miss Anna be lie Lee"; d "I Scream. You
Scream. We AD Scream for Ice Cream."
GEORGE BROADHURST AND COMPANY (730). in Three
Drmken sailor
Scene: Cabaret.
o'clock to the Morning."
Numbers : a. "Anvil Chorus": b. "Wobbly
to nigh; dub.
Walk."
DESERT SONG OVERTURE (2930). Played by Vitaphone
of

Lilliput:ans.

the

Symphony

Orchestra.

HOT STUFF:
Symphony
Reels

1

Score
8.

A

Synchronized by Vitaphone
3181 to 3188. inclusive.
National-Vitaphone talking pro-

(3181-88).

Numbers

Orchestra.
to

First

duction.

HOUSE OF HORRORS:
Vitaphone

Symphony

inclusive.

Reels

tog

1

to

Synchronized by
Score (3161-67).
Numbers 3161 to 3167.
Orchestra.
First National- Vita c bene talk7.

production.

DESERT SONG. THE:

Score

(3141-54).

Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3141 to 3154. todusTre.
Vitaphone

Synchronized by
march.
3154 U

Including
exit
Reels 1 to 13.

march.
Louise Fsienis and
Trailer (2990).
Chester Conklto at ouUa table to spooky looking house.
First National-Vitaphone talking production.

exit

HOUSE OF HORRORS:

;

:

:
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THE THEATRE
Tieup with City Chamber of Commerce
Is Knopp's "My Best Idea"
ALBERT

KNOPP, advertising manager of the Palace theatre, Fredericksburg, Texas, is the first to send to
"The Theatre" "My Best Idea" for
building summer patronage. The Palace

what

a

I did to put the picture over.
This
not a big special, only a nice program
picture.
Our Chamber of Commerce is
just getting ready to establish an airplane landing field, so I went ahead, had
several thousand circulars printed and

and has contributed exploitation ideas to "The The-

distributed them from house to house,
with the following wording

is

.

is owned by John H.
member of the M. B.

Stahl,

who

is

I.

WE ARE FOR A

MUNICIPAL
AIRPLANE LANDING FIELD

atre."

Knopp
Chamber

effected a tieup with the City
of Commerce to exploit the
aviation picture, "The Air Legion." This
tieup was timely in the fact that at that
time the Chamber of Commerce was
working to establish an airplane landing
field and welcomed the additional publicity and support given by the Palace.

The postmaster

also cooperated

THE

DAY AT THE PALACE

*

Herald-World and
I

am

off,

not the kind

wants to show

that

but

busi-

it's all

ness and

will

I

once

in

a

while

otherwise

you

wouldn't have anything to keep your

this

I

ist.
Mr. John H. Stahl is owner and
manager.
A few weeks ago we played the aviation picture "The Air Legion," this is

ing

SEE "THE AIR LEGION'

made

a
picture

— Thursday and
reel

projection-

—

"THE AIR LEGION"— PALACE TO
DAY.
their

The Yo Yo's were
first

this

bif

homemade

Yo

Y(

got everybody's at
tention
and madi

everyone laugh.

With

It's

A

town

is

the dodger

Knopp

POWELL

JAMES
HALL

-

THRILLS

Paramount Picture

referred to in his letter, for exploiting Paramount'* "The

Canary Murder

Case.''

am

that night

did above aver
age business.
grea
I
got
a
thrill
out of thi:
stunt.
I

have no pictun

of the Palace.
I

am

one

of
graphs,
use for
not.

sending

my
if
it,

throw

yoi

photo

you
use

hav<
%

it.

in

it

i

th<

wpste basket.
I

am

also enclos

ing a dodger
This

fre<

we

WILLIAM

THRILLS

a big
concert

band

free medicine shov

"The Canary Murder Case"
E
Palace, Thursday and Friday, July 11-12
-

makim

just

showing here and

BAFFLES ENTIRE POLICE DEPARTMENT!

THRILLS

1

out of a large movwith wording SEE

in

LOUISE
S BROOKS
E

Friday.

Yo Yo

am

only the advertising

man and

also

and

Palace

THE CANARY MURDER CASE

not the owner of
theatre,

at the

Late Night Edition

department going.
Please understand I

am

MAIL
ALBERT KNOPP

GIRL FOUND DEAD!

week

and someone has to
send in something

*

K

*

as I like to read that

section every

*

*

This caused a lot of attention. The
idea was taken from the press sheet furnished by R
O and I also got permission from the postmaster to put a cutout in the lobby of the postoffice, with
the following wording— USE THE AIR

tell

you what I have
done lately, just to
help you get along
with "The Theatre,"

IN

"THE AIR LEGION"

mitted a cutout to be placed in the lobby
of the postoffice, which exploited the picture and the new landing field from the
angle of "Use the air mail."
*

?

IS THE
SERVICE CARRIER OF THE
FUTURE— SEE IT ALL TO-

and per-

In his letter to "The Theatre" he describes the complete campaign
There is always a little extra money
for the exhibitors if they only go and
get it.
It's easy and interesting to make extra
money for the Box Office.
I am not trying to
get my name in the

—ARE YOU

AIRPLANE

on "T

I wrot*

H E

(Continued on page

CA
78)

:
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Cooperative Advertising Value
To Local Merchants and Theatre
Preparation of arguments is the most vital step for the theatre advertising
to take before the presentation of his ideas to merchants or papers for co-

'VI-

RJVF
So*

man

Ah

operative advertising.

get

on the ad
when merchants

of proper preparation.

c

l

solely

RICHARD

BARHIELMEn
-

Although

preparation than was the case not so mamyears ago.
Many advertisers subscribe to a national
mat service for the illustrative matter to go
into their ads
especially the larger department stores, chain stores, etc. It is no difficult job for the theatre publicity man to convince these stores that a picture of one of
their stage personalities, or one of their screen
stars in the local ads will mean a much more
attractive and appealing display than the use
of these hackneyed mats.
The best argument that the publicity man can present is
the citation of national advertisers who pay
thousands of dollars annually for the use of
big names to plug their products. An in those
cities where stage personalities
the bandleader
organist ... pit conductor
mean anything, or have a following, ads having their indorsement, or showing them wearing a new shirt, hat, suit, watch, or the like,
will have a hundred per cent more pulling
power than a layout of straight display and
.

the

showing of

First

methods are passe, actual
is still good for many insti-

old

7

An excellent potter used by Art
Schuartz. Los Angeles representative for
M. ff itmark und Sons, to exploit "My
Song of the Ai/f'" in conjunction with
NationaTs "Drag."

This attractive display was placed in the
lobby of Paramount theatre. Los Angeles,
during the run of that picture.

To Exploit LaPlante
Picture in Milwaukee

.

.

.

.

Clever Heralds Used

—

Scandal
Don't Open This!"
Inside the envelope the recipient, whose
sense of inquisitiveness is naturally aroused,
found the following

"Torn 'Twixt
Love and

trite

.

mat

.

.

.

.

.

.

AAA

illustrations.

star
cuts in local ads are to be obtained in the
better press sheets on picture attractions, and
through the study of newspapers from the
larger towns, the exploitation sections of the
trade papers, and even in your own teaser

Gags which you may think have no
more appeal to the advertiser may be revised

files.

put on by the Palace theatre in Dallas and
the Evening Journal. The gag was to find the
answers to five questions asked in a display
ad, relating to the current theatre program.
These answers were scattered throughout the
want ads. The contest lasted four days, and
some of them
2,895 entries were received
prepared in a most elaborate manner. Future
contests are guaranteed when results are
The paper will realize the value in
good.
promoting reader interest in their page, and
they will shoot the works, as a general rule,
on any idea that is legitimately certain to atThis makes a strong
tract more readers.
selling point for them to their advertisers.

—

AAA

Haunted

and

harried

by

a

past

that

was

claws
of the man
the had married.
But poison-tongued SCASD iL reared its ugly head in the midst of so-

thwarted
belter forgotten
the fought to protect the

by

velvet

love

and plunged its
set
fastest
favorite in the depths of a murder

ciety's

young

mystery
whose development helps make this picture one
of the most absorbing dramas ever made. See
"SCANDAL," a talking picture with Laura

La Plante and John Boles at the
Lake Theatre. Tue.-Wed.-Thur.

Tom Reed Promoted
(Sfiecial to the

NEW YORK,

Herald-World)

Aug. 13—Tom Reed, who
;as been connected with Universal as title,
cenario and dialog writer, has been apointed assistant to C. Gardner Sullivan,
.upervising scenario chief of Universal, ac-

ording to Carl Laemmle,
ger.

Jr.,

general man-

True, there are hard boiled newspaper men
who are deaf to pleas of the theatre man for
such a break, but with proper handling and
the citation of what has been done along
this line throughout the country, the gag
could be worked almost week in and week out
by a majority of the theatres in this entire

and re-worked, so that they present a new
face.
The merchant who is not tied down to
an iron clad policy of strict adherence to
mats on his ads will grasp a chance to make
his ads stand out through their very unusual

country.

aspect to the reading eye.
To the theatre, and the enterprising advertising man, these cooperative ads, whether
they plug a current attraction, or an institution, mark that theatre as an institution in
the city
one that is recognized by the
large business establishments as being the
leader in entertainment.

the merchant and the theatre, and the good
theatre publicity- man who gets off on the
right track has a gold mine of good will creaWeek in and week out
tion in his hands.
plugging of the theatre through the ads of
local merchants and newspaper gratis space
will institutionalize a house beyond conception.
This type of merchandising is on a par with
clever and forceful screen and lobby adver-

.

Suspicion

blamed

The day

tion of the classified advertising of the local
papers. Many inches are devoted daily by almost every paper in the United States promoting their want ads, and if this space is tied
in with the theatre, it will mean more to the
paper in reader interest, and will provide the
theatre with a load of free space.
Numerous ideas can be formulated by the
classified editor and the theatre man.
With a
tieup whereby the theatre awards so many
passes to the winners in an ad-a-line contest,
missing line contest, mis-spelled word contest,
slogan contest, or the like, the paper can formulate some idea as to the reader interest in
their want ad pages, and insure a thorough
reading of that page by the entrants in the
contest.
One of the most successful classified contests ever worked on this basis was

Innumerable ideas for the placement of

"Scandal" a talking picture with Laura La
Plante and John Boles proved a good medium
tor a bit of clever exploitation by Don Smith,
when that picture played at the Milwaukee
Theatre Circuit's Lake theatre recently. Smith
had 5,000 gummed envelopes measuring approximately 3^4 x 2 l/i inches, printed with the
following caption in red letters on the front
of the envelope
"// you are easily shocked by

after can be

is gone
spend their money in newspapers solely for the purpose of
being tied-up with the theatre. This form of advertising has been done to death,
and its expiration marks the promotion of the ad man from sluggardly methods
to a position where he really has to use his head and formulate ideas which are
naturals for tieup purposes with merchants, is the opinion of Bob Kelly, of the
Texas Publix theatres.

tutional inches for the theatre is demonstrated
in the fact that theatres throughout the entire country are devising methods for crashing
display
without
space
any cost to
themselves. But the present day tieup ad is reflective of a great deal more thought and

TOM DUGAN

what he has gone

will

proof that the gag

"DRAG
ItU LEE - ALICE DAY

Many failures to
man through his lack

.

.

A study of newspapers from all parts of the
country shows that theatre ad men are not
fully aware of the good done by newspaper
free space given
cooperative advertising
by the paper to the theatre on a tieup basis.
Cine of the best and most simple means of
obtaining such space is through the coopera.

tJLmm-

.

.

(TELL

em

Cooperative display space will not come to
who do not go out after it. There are

those

—

fairies
free space must be
concocted with an idea of mutual benefit for

no more good

tising.

Meyerson Engaged by Photocolor

NEW

—

YORK. Ralph Meyerson, well known in the
motion picture industry, is now affiliated with the
Photocolor Corporation in the capacity of production
Meverson has been in the business since
manager.
1914.

with trailers

din
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the wire to come to the Venetian theatre to
see "Strange Cargo," to see and hear who
killed Sir Richard.

Three hundred window cards were displayed by Racine merchants advertising the
picture while three special windows with
six sheets were also arranged for the event.
Needless to say, the exploitation carried on
in connection with the showing of the picture was a big success and "Strange Cargo'
played to good crowds during the run of the
picture.

Newspapers Play Up
Theatre's Petition

Change Name of
Dallas

to

Street

the throes of a sensational
publicity stunt this week, formulated by
Bob Kelley, state publicity director for
Publix theatres, and Besa Fairtrace, public
relations
expert for the Dallas Publix
houses.
The gag has taken the city hall
and newspapers more or less by storm, and
though it is causing some local organizations to wonder, it is getting plenty of
publicity for the Palace and Melba theatres
petition signed by fifteen of the most
prominent citizens of the city has been
presented to the city commissioners and the
city plans committee, to change Elm Street,
Dallas most prominent business thoroughfare, to "Publix Avenue," in recognition of
the benefits this organization has brought
to Dallas in giving it Broadway entertainment, and the establishment in Dallas of
is

in

A

A

arranged by Manager Fred Meyer, of the Alhambra theatre, Milwauand Charles Loewenberg. Universal exploiteer for "College Love." The car
toured the city two days in advance of the play date and attracted a lot of attention.
Loewenberg is in the center of the picture.
street ballyhoo

kee,

What About Your Ballyhoo Stunts?
Here 's One That Registered a Hit
^ hat about your ballyhoo stunt*: do they click or are they "just one of those
things?" Ballyhoo advertising is the oldest and most common form of exploitation known and always good but so many, which are intended to exploit a motion picture, prove to be just one of those everyday occurrences that they fail
to register and are passed up by that usual bicycle parade that follows the

two deluxe theatres.
At the time of publication, the

'My Best Idea

elephants.

Those ballyhoos cost time and money
and should be made to "talk." Oftentimes
a real good idea tails because it lacks that
something which carries the punch.

When

Owen

McKivett, manager of the Venetian
theatre, Racine Wis., set out to exploit
Pathe's "Strange Cargo" he created such a
stir that the city police had to be called to
keep the people from blocking traffic.

The main feature of the exploitation was
the placing of a varied striped, colored tent
in the lobby of the theatre a week before
the picture opened. This tent was the abode
of the Yogi man in the picture and three
days before the picture opened a man was
placed in the doorway of the tent in Hindu
costume gazing into a crystal ball. Placards about the tent advertised the picture
and also asked the question, "Do you know
who killed Sir Richard?" In the meantime
the Yogi man was endeavoring to determine through his crystal ball.
While the picture was appearing at the
Venetian, the Yogi man and his tent were
placed in a merchant's doorway on the main
street. So many persons congregated about
this attraction that the police were obliged
to take a hand and keep the crowd moving,
in addition to the tent in the lobby of the
Venetian, the ticket office was arranged to
represent the pilot house, while lattice work
was erected around the ticket office to
represent the deck of a boat.
A book store window carried a large
dummy featuring the murder and mystery
angle of the picture stressing the question,

"Who

The picture
killed Sir Richard?"
also announced over the radio, stressing the mystery angle while just before the
opening, McKivett had girls on the telephone telling the party at the other end of
was

petition

is

before the city plans commission, having
been passed on with approval by the city
commission. Newspapers are playing it up
with more or less humorous treatment, and
the matter is being discussed with gusto by
civic organizations.
Comment pro and con
is keeping space in the daily papers, and
within the week, actual work on obtaining
the required amount of names for a vote
will have begun.
99

(Continued from page 76)

XARY MURDER

CASE." This caused
whole lot of attention.
This will be all for this time. Hoping
to hear from you real soon.
a

Exploitation of this nature is always
the best in the fact that the theatre really

becomes a part of a community campaign which is working for the betterment or the improvement of some project in which the entire population is in-

The theatre gains friends and
takes another step forward toward being
a community INSTITUTION", which is
all any manager or owner can expect.
Some time in the future we expect to
have the Palace on our list of House
Organ Exchange members and perhaps
Knopp will send "The Theatre'' some
snapshots of the Palace.
terested.

Feature Film Burns
(Special to the Herald-World)

EVERETT, WASH.,
pheum

Aug.

13.— Fox-Or-*

theatre patrons walked quietly out recently when the feature film "Craig's Wife
burned completely. Fred Tucker, motion picture operator incurred slight burns. Although
a pair of his trousers hanging on the wall ot
the projecting room were destroyed. $65 in a
pocket did not burn. The blaze was confined
to the projecting room.

—
Vugust
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SERVICE TALKS
Incorporated in this department of the Herald-World, which is a department containing news, information and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture
orld department, "Through

W

Box

the

REPLY TO DOUBTERS

HAVE

Martin

let-

me

number

item in the July 27

an

for

task

>

last

&

Hannah

week's issue taking

read the

just

on page 52 of

tr

By

you care for the Hannah &
lartin interpretation of it, that it's a good
lea to board the audien train and "get a
)ad of these (I had listed seven good talkingictures) before you lock yourself off from
hich

says,

if

abundant rewards that the audien is posively certain to heap upon the laps of those
jlks who get in on it while it's fresh and prele

in a personal or busi-

make use of it
way." The letter

are to
ess

item to

interprets the

sound
cmipment which wasn't precisely what I had
take it that way if you like) and
l mind, but
len states that small town showmen who have
should

exhibitors

that

lean

install

i.

equipment have not made money
dear friend J. C. Jenkins is quoted

istalled the
ith

My

it.

on

authority

r

having said

on't recall his

muddy

My

father

ither.

(I

was

think

So was his

And

luck.)

nount

to

He

much.

father

so that he believed

So he

would
people would

carriage

horseless

the

figured that

ways prefer to drive the good old nag, the
irefooted Friend of Man, the family pet as

So

servant.

as

ell

took Dad's dough

they

vay from him, because he wouldn't give up,
id here

am

I sitting

behind

a

typewriter and

argument.

l

Dad was wrong.

ental

is

But

I

think Old

a good deal less likely to

be

Man
senti-

about giving up his silent pictures than
He's not

very

&

res are better

But there's

i~

guy, you know, and not
Martin argue that silent pic-

itil

at'g

First,

wealthy

men

in

Then the
town brought one
stun the neighbors.
And so it went

had

>rae to

problem to
such a problem when

the small town

There was just

ealthiest

horseless

man

carriages.

in the small

Ford gave the neighbors a break. Maybe
the answer Messrs. Jenkins, Hannah and

artin are waiting for.
I

wait very long,

good
show" idea

to big places are too

Town

Big

to the

town exhibitor

as a

(or,

if

bad break for the small
you look at the thing

hope, however, that

They

the sad case of father.

him

offered

automobile agency in the town (which,

first

by the way, was small) but he couldn't see
the point in investing that much money. They
offered him others, too, but later on he didn't
have the money to invest. So the guy who
used

am

not expected to

the Show."

own

to

the

livery

jump

got the

stable

And now we
more

down

get

to cases

and become

Messrs. Hannah & Martin say, "Of couse,
anyone who reads Mr. Service is not likely to
pay much attention to what he says." That,

and Gentlemen,

Ladies

why

also the reason

the

way

I

write

I

is

write as

except, possibly,

Hannah

And

state,

the

here, that

I

do

have

is

(or, rather,

— pays

Martin

is

the reason

any

why

even pretend

don't

&

Martin

ought

simply

I

a theatre without

it

pendently.

(I

things

to
to

I

buy another.

"ON WITH THE SHOW"

pictures want to

"On with

do

it.

the

for the plot,

it

who

ask

me

know what I think of
Show"? Three out

They did

almost ruining

the folks

it

for

before

I

and they do

it

about

the plot
of four

saw the picture,

me by making me
since.

watch

Has some-

body started a rumor, or a backfire salestalk
on the point? If so, I'll cheerfully undertake
the job of describing the guy in short, sharp

and highly decorated language.
Because "On with the Show" has
for

anyone ever need put

me, and

a

heluvasite

as

like

to

girls,

see

cut

it

way

and plenty more

shortly,

after that.)

The

natural standard of comparison, for this
of

the

Follies.

any

at

picture,

still

Ziegfeld's

stage

compare the two,

for

publication

rate,

but the things done in the audien

are

things

follies

Mr.

has dreamed of doing
present

if

Ziegfeld

control

an

with the Show"

stage

of Father Time.

unlimited

how much

undoubtedly

some miracle were

him with an unlimited

Alladin-like

That's

is

suppose Mr. Ziegfeld couldn't be

I

production

to

and an
Not to
budget.

"On

better the follies part of

than Ziegfeld's.

is

Second, the backstage story of

good

in

any picture

bigger

and better

"On with

the

Show' would have been an adequate story in
silent days.
Its an expansion of the sure-fire
trouper theme, well padded with comedy, and
in modern
by a cast

slang as well as setting.
that

pictures.

It's enacted
has done plenty with less in
It's directed as few pictures

are directed in either

ILL someone who worries about such

me why

—I'd

has

it

allegory,

expect to see one of these things

Compson chokes on
tell

its

backstage story and run inde-

projected that

silent

W

point,

music, dance, comedy
the

and

difference,

continuity,

away from

of

I

state

and

is

has Technicolor, to men-

It

outstanding

mention

why nobody

have sound equipment or not;
that I wouldn't

It

&

it

know whether Hannah

tip-off.

I

the reason

is

attention to me).

can

the

tion

opulence,

coaxed to

serious:

that

comedy productions

other musical

part

a postcard.

comedy production

the musical

the background of the backstage story has all

and his son's yacht was anchored off Tahiti
last time he found a few minutes to drop me

a plot as
I

"On with

is

First,

the

the

Wherefore,

two pictures that make up the one picture

kind stopped cold.

to

of.

way, not because

we're going t» be sensible and talk about the

the unfair way, a good salestalk for the equip-

and brings us right smack back

my

keep the backstage plot going.

to

ment

folks)

Show" has need

the

it isn't
good and sound and interesting, but
because they stop the musical comedy so often

that

either, is it?

Which sums up

of

than talking pictures.

still

horse lost his job.

ties

isn't so hot,

sentimental

en Hannah

ce.

and that "drive

Nor
reside

Therefore, of course, I'm

was about parting with Dobin.

•

The roads

don't think you'd

robably wrong, too.
ublic

small towns are going to

who

believe that the good people

a bit

.erybody else loved them as he did.
idn't

in

of

should have been one,

I

much

So

sake

the

for

blacksmith.

a

suppose

horses.

>ved

perfectly

issue.

but that's your hard

>o,

am

I

it,

point

the

yield

to

illing

larifying a

and, while I

score,

last

this

I

"On with

than

In fact, the thing got in

don't intend to do so.

I

do

either.

plot

Service

T. O.

For

wait, too.

Window."

Office

big scene

among you
The

I

call

to say

medium and when

Betty

the final wisecrack in her

upon the toughest showman
you don't get a kick out of it.

cast, of course, is

familiar to all of you.

There are too many in it for me to paragraph
them here.
But Betty Compson and Sam
Hardy would be stars enough. Mollie O'Day,
to name but one of at least a dozen in immediate support, is picture enough for anybody.
I

silly

get a bit

mad when

rot as the

I

begin hearing such

"weak story" propaganda

that

be floating around in this case. It
may emanate from nothing more important
than an urge to appear super-clever by highhatting the most cleverly assembled production

seems

to

of this type that has

come

along.

Or

it

may
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be competitor propaganda.

But

The

sense in either case.

sheer non-

it's

picture's got every-

when

the world

thing.

have mentioned, before now, the high

I

liam Powell, whose silent acting

many

times

I'd seen

Ruth

seen the stage production so

knew most

that I

of the lines.

Chatterton, in person and in film, enough times

doubt that the actress had more talent up

to

me

her sleeve than she'd led
wrong.

This

to believe.

was

I

Ruth Chatterton's best picture

is

form was,

know

you'll

as

The

the audien, a big job.

The

period.

stageplay

you knew the

if

original but will never guess

you judge by

if

plot covers a long

with

dealt

The audien

of the period only.

highlights

you

takes

to

places and scenes that you guessed at as sug-

extemporized

these

fit

passages

The triumph was

original.

of 'em), he

lots

over, that

previous records by a

tops

splendid margin.

now

think,

I

that I think

it

not turn criminal after all; thi~

I'll

suppose

I

me

in

is,

Madame

X.

Lewis

Stone is the husband who sends her
away for her son's sake. I'd give a dollar to
be able to remember the name of the actor
(he did a similar job in "The Trial of

Which, meaning the two paragraphs preced-

much

about as

about the players,
readers,

this kind.

And

any.

if

as this

after

you have seen

one

spoil

to

no

it,

picture

a

upon you

I call

is,

To tell
or much

the picture for

spoil

to

is

good

T am back

say,

add

to

is

Dugan ") who

plays

perfect choices.
So,

cast.

if

I

the

son.

So are other

may

The three
members of

less

so

to witness

than treason to

the great god Entertainment.

continue this approbation

to the displeasure of Messrs.

&

Hannah

Martin,

the picture in each and every particular.

is

I

to

momentary leave
remark upon the fact
take

"WONDER OF WOMEN"

can,

I

one

at

"On with the Show" and "MadameX" perfect.
(And to tell you, if you've an idea I
work for M G M on my day off or own a block
as

of stock, that I don't
get to

— as

when we
The two are

you'll note

"The Single Standard.")

as unlike as

two pictures can be.

But

saw

I

them on a single evening, a warm one at that,
and I don't know which one hit me the hardest. (And maybe this, too, has a bearing upon
the debate with Messrs.

In

Hannah

&

Martin.)

"Wonder

Women"

of

Mr. Lewis

I

mean, the most

suave, temperamental

whom women

In

characteristic.

Stone

leave

the

man for
Town Band

comes down

railroad station.

to the

It

Menjou-like role since Menjou took over

first

The

—

THINK

The

and

Hooded Phan-

tom, or the Black Menace, or something equally

Because certainly I know all there is
know about crime and how it should be
conducted.
I know how to kill people in

terrible.

to

more ways, perhaps, than anybody but S. S.
Van Dyne. Because I've seen so many of
these murder mysteries that they've got me
suspecting myself. Maybe I'm impressionable.
Or maybe we're getting too many of these

play

"The

Sudermann's

is

may have

(I

Wife

and perhaps you've read

title)

expect

good

a

they

facts as

story,

treatment

is

now, or seems

is

among
another

the too many.
of

Murder

It is

remarks)

these

Case"

and the people are

be,

to

so

good that even

guy

in the

world

to

I

liked

it,

It

and I'm the

worry about

fiction

is

last

murder

know no

rea-

direct,

is

We'll

who

wants

be honest,

to

life

simple and possibly pointed.

has Miss Garbo as a gal

It

I

if

Wherefore

correctly.

with her chauffeur

remember

the caption

goes

roadstering

she
late

a

at

what seems

after

hour and comes

have been an

to

ex-

bawling out and the chauffeur's

a

(Being

an

excellent

dis-

chauffeur,

he

straightway drives the car into the ditch and
dies

in

embarrassment

Greta

saving

thus

it,

and ridding the plot of a subsequently unimportant factor.)

The next boy

whom

with
calls

it

the

the

friend

a sailor-pugilist-artist

is

and she comes home

a trip, eventually,

fellow the family's wanted

easy-going

her to marry

caring not at

She

all along.

about

all
all,

they have a son

He

goes world-cruising.

gal

and

finally does, with

guys and

other

the

in a captional three years

whom

any parent among you
(A

guess to be four or five years old.

will

mere detail, of course.) And then the artist
comes back to take her an another cruise but
she takes a farewell look at the boy and decides
This makes the boy's father very

not to go.

seems

glad and everything
the

at

fadeout.

And,

to

be quite Jake

suppose, this makes

I

ternal instinct.

may

I

may

or

fact,

and

like

I

of

That

what

is

Women."

more

that

pleas-

often does in
of

their

were their

to be

is

so

of

wrong thing

the

make

than

say

I'd

picture of the

it

people

breaks better things
fore.

see

to

then, as

see

to

You may

not be getting rabid on the

found

makes

in
it

bad
be-

lot

adults

no

I

because

to

silent.

it's

"sound picture," in that

see

it

lost

all

effects,

but

it

me

I

a

it's

has a built-in score
doesn't speak.)

And

only in printed captions.

go to but another silent picture, and with

Nils

at

any

see a reason wh\

should, you should,

or

the

placid profile

good many people,

I

of

am

Asther and

Greta Garbo.

told,

-4

get a big kick

out of seeing these things, particularly wher
the

nether profile

part, well

is

Miss Garbo's.

For m;

—I've seen better profiles.

.

But I'm clearly wrong about the whole mat
Miss Mae Tinee of The Chicago Tribum
ter.

wow,

a classic, am

else

nothing else to do either, and so there was

Garbo,

daughter

or

which the palpitant profile of one male aftei
down toward and comes to resl

decorates

Greta

I

now

at

part, I sec

Unless you care for closeup-

writes that the picture's a

watching

my

ac-

the

for

another bends

"The Single
(Oh,

point.

that only

three-year-old

at the picture

Nor why

But there was the evening, with nothing
to

For

she should.

personal interest in motion pic-

tures that speak to

my

why

reason

should not look

anybody should.

go

degree

considerable

tendance mentioned above.

upon
Standard,"

in

motion

a

the

for

can look at the picture, no doubt

counting

in

to

care

not

But neither do

"THE SINGLE STANDARD"
DIDN'T want

may

other time.

water.

first

or

The censor board hereabouts decided

"Wonder

(if

mystery done in talking-picture form.

—I

the "single standard" chiefly a matter of ma-

place of residence.

isn't

you can stand
the best murder

picture

this

to

friends.

own

truth in that last crack, but

Greene

to

is

people such as reside there, here and in your

I've

"The

certainly

of

recital of events.

And you'll find all these things in "Wonder
of Women."
The scene is Germany, the time

and so-called
think there

the

to

If so, you'll

it.

strong

a

smooth

exist, a

of

misspelled the

name, but look what's been done

things.
I

Greta and her boy

little

of

him knowing

Slephan Trombolt"
last

is,

it

gem.

ant episodes.

I'm going to break out in the news-

That

that I don't like being here but will

story

see.

to

control-rights to that type of acting

happen now and

[

his

is

motion pictures than happy endings and

papers one of these days as the

is

the

artist,

home and

he

it

subject, but I'm beginning to expect

"THE GREENE MURDER CASE"

a

am

I

son for suppressing the plot of a silent picture

tion, to

has the best role of the past two or three years.

of the subject here
that

of

whom,

tremely honest period of roadside communica-

of course, a

declare such widely different pictures

sitting,

places

write

to

the most of the opportunity and try

home,

are
the

ability

in 1926 again, and to say that

do right by our

anyone ought

as I think

about a picture of

anything about the story, the plot,

the

Mary

of

only silent ones to their patrons.

the fitting.

course,

of

unhappy coincidence

position

a

missal.

Miss Chatterton

was Friday evening.)

it

this

do not care for talking pictures and show

told,

make

fellow would get me.

to write

(Strangely

in

the solution of the Greene murders (Oh, yes,

the

into

too, but then,

Well, as Philo

The job was

gested in the stageplay dialog.
to

rated second

I

Vance, the wise boy with the inside track

ing, is

of the stageplay into audien

re-

silent picture for those exhibitors

and one of the two or three best pictures of
this or any year.

The fashioning

rest of the folks in a silent picture

hold the vocal talents of Wil-

I

or third worst in the world.

I'D

1929

17,

enough, there was a houseful of other people,

gard in which

"MADAME X"

so full of good, ready-made

is

bloodshed.

August

I,

the

it

with the three stars that are sup

posed to designate superior excellence. Othe
people who write about pictures echo he
sentiment to greater or lesser degree.

Whicl
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make me

-ems to

doesn't

asleep during the

falls

Which,

pictures.

of silent

diibition

too,

is

with me.

right

!l

who

a cross old guy

Miss Garbo and

9 for

Not

because

had more

it

interest, perhaps,

a

THUNDER!*

merely because

New

tmfortably in

v

jrely. I

did

he

.

raight

in

Nor

bed.

my

because

it

I

"The Single Standard."
months,

in

a

break,

Chaney

old favorite

will entertain

to.

will

years,

silent

the

saw

I

set

me
me

seat

Wherefore I sat
and determined to keep

for

the

contrasted with vocal one*.

open

eyes

olh

linntes

my

necessary

to

two

catch

hours
a

show

and
at

30
the

bloom

awake on

wasn't so hard to keep

is

it

I

families,

tion

and their comments were well worth

hearing.

I

suppose

The
pretty

is

this one.

routine,

pretty

is

pretty dull,

obviously manufactured

and highly honorable purposes of
and so

In

forth.

a grouchy old engineer
eldest son dies

Concern Is Formed
To Exploit Austrian

it

Mr. Chaney

whose eyes

fail

him.

and whose youngest son

for a cabaret girl, but

falls

is

of

He

any more
about

in

than

Miss

Garbo.

or

the present vehicle

any

of

the

would be

just

as terrible in the conversational

in the

he

as

it

think Til see no

I

Chaney unless he begins speakins
simply doesn't come over, to me.

And

others.

good

as

as

it

is

gesticular.

PERSONAL PREJUDICE

awake.

Chicago exhibition,

its

exploitation

me

from these atmospherical

picture, aside

for ancient

Chaney

ever was in anything, but

exploita-

not repeat them, because few of

I'll

audience, but they did keep

aspects of

i

down there only the director and
man can tell you how.

you will have railroader; for your principal

whose

riental.
It

night club such as simply does not
these parts, and because

will

on the relative merit of silent pictures

u straight in

Chicago railroad terminal that Chicago people
strive in vain to recognize, not to mention a

got

kept awake, too. because all the railroaders
in Chicago seemed to be present, with their

he used

as

a

on any old railroader you hap-

that

know

he

i

there;

to

and saves a lot of people, including his dead son's widow and orphan who

did I see

give

figured,

good

•ok as

depicts

it

to

was there to see, for I
on home and slept more

picture

silent

first

And because

try

pen

more

my

ought to

I

•It

Orleans.

and

lines.

at

it

gone

have

light

"one of the world's

from Chicago

drives the locomotive

in

other one.

the

of

finish

ie

I

floodswept Mississippi area

train into the

supposed to deal
with the Chicago and North We-tern Railroad.

been awakened

I'd

after

it

story

about

leading railroad centers" ) to points as far south

^^.S indicated above, there were two silent
evening I saw '"The
ictures available the
The other one was "Thuningle Standard."

saw

or

a story

Chicago and runwhich a cap-

railroad family living in

as

I

it's

ning trains out of this big town
tion cautiously describes as

er."

plot

of

but because

81

who

takes a relief

If

any among you

foregoing,

that

after

feel,

Tm

personally

reading

the

prejudiced

against silent pictures and in favor of talking

do not hesitate

ones,

precisely

And

Tm

the

way

I

to

say

so.

I

am

feel.

For

that's

prejudiced.

pretty well convinced that a rapidly

swelling majority of the people in this broad

land of ours

is.

too.

Salesman Answers Myers

Sound-Film Method
Studio Equipped uith
Klangfilm Recording

athe's Paris

jr

Aug. 13.— It is reported
an independent company is to be formed
the exploitation of Austrian sound-on-film

The Selenophon

picture

and Sound-

Im company are to cooperate in their invenons, acquiring a considerable proportion of
ie shares.
An English company, it is stated, has already
jntributed £500.000, and an Englishman is to
chairman. The position of a vice chairman
be reserved for a prominent Austrian.
* * *

e

ill

Pathe's studio near Paris has been equipped
the Klang film recording svstem.
* * *

ith

Emelka, South German film concern, has
or the time being stopped production altosther. All employes of the company's studio
ave been given notice.
*

*

*

The bankruptcy of the Compagnie Internaonale de Distribution de Films
as

been announced.

It

is

jsiness will be liquidated.
ibuted the Phocia films
lr

(Interfilms)

assured that the

The company

dis-

and those of the
andes Productions Cinematographiques.
* * *

Messages
'alian

from

industry

is

Rome
in

The fear that each was trying to take
sides.
advantage of the other has persisted in some

The general depression had its
on theatres, and exhibitors were greatly
worried.
Without publicity or blare of any

it

standstill.

WASHINGTON,
Dparatus.

in the territory, a situation arose that brought business almost to a

become an oldtimer

System
(Washington Bureau of the Herald-World)
lat

(Continued from page 30)

indicate

that

the

an uncertain condition.

effect

my organization advised each of its
salesmen to carefully study his territory and
to come to the aid of such exhibitors as
needed help.
In my own territory where the depression
hit hard, numerous adjustments were recommended to help exhibitors weather the storm.
They were approved by the branch manager
and immediate relief was afforded the exhibitor.
In due course of time the home office
sustained the branch manager and his salessort,

men

in their findings.
instances of
individual
where help was needed.

And

these

were

adjustment

—

all

help

The foregoing

are not isolated cases, nor
typical of any one organization or territory.
Similar conditions exist today all over the
country.
Every salesman who has the confidence of his employers and the good will of
his accounts can point to similar cases.
And
he will agree in the statement that each exhibitor is an individual case. That no two situations are alike and that adjustments can fairly
be made only on an individual basis, even as
film is sold on that same basis. In this business no other plan of operation could be
successful.

Acquires Long
Term Lease on 2 Houses

*ublix

(Special to the Herald-World)

BOSTON,

—

Aug. 13. Following its expanon program in New England, Publix has
quired a foothold in New Bedford, where
has secured a long term lease of the
apitol theatre from Surette. Inc., which has
retofore controlled New Bedford.
Publix
is
also acquired the Broadway theatre in
iringfield, under a 15-year lease from Goldein Brothers and is making some improveents in the house, while the new Paramount
Springfield will probablv open sometime
xt month.

While I am not in full accord with
present selling methods, I do believe
that there is no other way to sell
Sim, under existing conditions, than
on the possibilities of a particular
attraction at an individual exhibitor's
theatre. Those possibilities can only
be guided by past performances on
similar attractions and future prob-

To a certain degree rentals
always be influenced by what
has been paid in the past and what
can be paid at the present.
In the earliest days there was bitter feeling
between exhibitor and distributor because of
the many sharp practices employed on both
abilities.

will

quarters to this day. But generally speaking,
is a fact that sharp practices are not countenanced by either side and that clean cut
business dealings have created a tremendous
amount of good will. Happily, those who still
resort to the devious methods of old are
rapidly being weeded out.

Good Will

Is Valuable

Recent years have seen an influx of capable,
conscientious exhibitors who understand their
business and are continually seeking ways and
means to improve their standards of service.
Likewise the distribution field has taken on
the type of film salesmen (though the financial
rewards are as small as ever) and executives

who

realize that the

good

will of their cus-

tomers is one of their most valuable assets.
Gradually there is growing that spirit of
cooperation and understanding that makes for
progress all along the line. Both realize that
neither can prosper without the other.
All of which brings us back to the plan of
individual adjustments in the present rental

The powers given to branch managers
by the distributors are broader than at any
prei-ious time and it is a foregone conclusion
that the manager will confer with his salesmen over the deserving cases. The chronic
kicker has always been with us and always
will be and his case will be quickly disposed of.
Others will receive the consideration that is
And for my part, nothing could
their right.
be clearer than the fact that individual adjustments have proved their value and that they
are the only sensible solution to the present
emergency.
In conclusion I would say to the doubtful
or distrustful exhibitor who may be alarmed
at Mr. Myers' statements, that he has nothing
to fear.
If his cause is just, if he has faith
in the salesmen who serve him. if he believes
in whole-hearted cooperation and has confidence in the distributors with whom he does
business, then he need but lay his cards on

crisis.

the table and the result will
to him.

be satisfactory

—

:
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MUSIC AND TALENT
Sacco Launches Stage Show Circuit
Theatres in Six
States Will Get

STAGE SHOWS
Detroit Capitol
Week Ending August

Chicago Service
Units

South in the land of cottonYes, you're right, Publix had another one of thost
shows about the South at the Capitol this week. It
was titled "Southland," and its single set, the exterior of a white pillared Southern mansion, wa*
borrowed from another show that went through hert
some time ago and, apparently, didn't click.
The show opened with a new member of tne
Capitolians, his name's Martin Valen, singing "My
Heart is Bluer than Your Eyes, Cherie," and "Old
Man River." Next was Ted
Craven, of the tearr
of Ted and Auriole Craven, who indulged in con
siderable wise cracking about Hollywood and othei
places, including the one about the Hollywood girb
who "haven't a walk in a carload."
Auriole Craven was on next, a petite little miwith a sweet 6inging voice.
She sang "I've Got
Funny Feeling I'm Falling in Love With You." Ther
she danced, playing a violin at the same time ant
kicking over her head without missing a note. If:
a good trick if you can do it.
Reed and Duthers, a led head and a black head
did some speedy stepping, introducing a line of new
and difficult splits. Then they brought out "Waffles,'
one of those trick pooches than can balance on it:
front feet.
They wound up with the dog dancim
on its legs as the two boys did a tap number.

Be Provided Theatres
At Nominal Figure

Will

By W.

S.

RUSSELL

"Meeting chain competition with
chain methods," is the appropriate
slogan of the Independent Theatre

&

Managers Booking Circuit.
And what is the I T M B C? That's
a good question, and it's the purpose

:

our readers
on an undertaking which has the ear
marks of one of the most important
units in the "Music and Talent" field.
The I T M B C is an organization sponsored
of this story to enlighten

by

Tommy

iii

the

Sacco, and its mission is to offer
theatre the theatres of
limited budgets

—

independent

The Cravens came back with "Here We
and I," introducing some trick patter

compastageshows
rable with those presented

in

Sacco, insofar as
is
experience
goes,
an oldtimer in the

show

business,

and

number of
years was master of
ceremonies and orchestra leader in mofor

a

picture theatres.
his wide experience
he has
drawn a wealth of
Tommy Sarco
theatrical resourcefulness which now is to be of valuable assistance to the independent theatre operator.
Tommy Sacco stageshow units have been
tion

From

Webb

as his audience and
all his friends call him, is still the only feature in the flesh at the Marshall Square theatre. Webb has been at this theatre going on
two years, not taking into consideration the

Louis Webb, or Doc

time he was featured at this theatre previous
to his present engagement.
He has trained
his audience to always be ready for one of
never
giving
them anything
his songfests, by
dry and always having somewhat of a story
or continuity to his solos or community stunts,
not forgetting to use a few gag slides. Doc
spent a year or a year and a half in Omaha
at the Riviera theatre, before accepting his
present engagement. His solos have been reviewed in these columns from time to time
and I have yet to see the time he has not taken
at least

two encores.

able
atre

16

Niggemeyer's Publix unit, "Vacation Day.'
features Senator Murphy, one of the best known an
best liked monologists in the theatrical business.
The show opens to a studio scene in which Zasti
& White, Sunny Schuck, Bernice Marshall and tl
Dave Gould dancers offer a farewell party to B«
Ross, who is about to go to Senator Murphy's fain
The Gould girls next offer a pleasing routine and a:
then followed by Zastro and White and the two gir
who do a snappy dance routine. Senator MurpI
and Ben Ross have a confiab which ends with
C. A.

—

you (the exhibitor) to give your theand its patronage the smartest stage-

shows, either unit productions, presentation
acts or straight vaudeville bookings, that will
compare with those of the 'chain operated'
theatres in your section."
The expansion program becomes effective
September 1. In a statement regarding this
new outlet for talent, Sacco says
"This plan will actually give the independent theatres superior stageshows at a price
far less than they have been paying in the
past and also will give the managers an in(Continued on next page)

Yo\

betweei

A decided novelty was Frank "Peg Leg" Jones, ii
the garb of a Confederate veteran. He has only on:
leg, as his name shows, and his dancing considerini
the peg leg, was remarkable.
He got the bigges
hand of the evening, Decause of the enthusiast!
manner in which he stomped through a tap an.
acrobatic dance.
Six large cutouts of Chocolate Dandies doing
cakewalk were lowered for the finale, and th
Capitol Girls, in similar costumes, paraded to th
footlights to carry out the cakewalk theme.
Incidentally, Al Donahue, master of ceremonies a
the Fisher, was moved down to the Capitol this wee
while Del Delbridge is on his vacation. Al is a dar
good master of ceremonies, and bares a faint rt
semblance to Lindbergh in his blond, goodlookin
way. The girls are simply crazy about him.

Jersey City Stanley
Week Ending August

presented in Chicago and Chicago suburban
theatres during the last two years. It was the
success of these shows to a program of expansion, which has just been announced.
In the future, theatres operating in Illinois, Indiana,, Iowa, Wisconsin, Ohio and
Michigan and the expansion program undoubtedly will cover a wider territory may
take advantage of this service which "will en-

—

are,

verses.

larger

the

and chain houses.

8

"Way down

blackout.

The next scene is a full stage form set in whio
Benny leads his band in a hot arrangement. Ro
next introduces Frank Hamilton (a rube) who
still stopping shows with his singing of "You T<
Frank again proves that evt
'Em, I Stutter."
his material is old he can stop shows with
Zastro and White, two clever hoofers, offer an ecce
and highkicking routine, using the Gould girls
Senator Murphy enters and inti
a background.
duces the Wisner Sisters, two young ladies who sir
Their singing of Walter Donaldsor
harmoniously.
(Continued on page 84)

though
trie

"The Man

Who

Put Community

Singing on the

Map"

i

i
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Music and Talent

Tommy Sacco

LETTERS
open foram those interested

In ibis

ation may discuss important matters bearing
ipon this phase of theatre entertainment. Only
izned letters will be published.

—

To The Editor:
Having recovered sufficiently from the annihilating
eat of the past few days to be able to lift a pen.
will attempt a brief resume of what's what down in
Certainly a pleasure to find our
le "near South."
Pagan Love Song" still number one all along the
[sic and Talent

Stageshows

in presen-

Through these productions Saeco believes that he is giving the independent theatres an opportunity to "meet chain competition with chain
methods." His expansion program becomes operative September 1. A
story of the Sacco units is published on the page facing.

ne.

my

H. J. Flex, of Loew's Palace,
and busy doing big things,
Huff of thi£ same house, writing and producorganloguee
ig some
which for originality and all
ound cleverness, should make the boys along the
Found

old friend

.dianapolis, in fine fettle

ester

ialto stop, look, listen

and copy.

Harry Long, that "go-gettem" manager of Loew's
ew Louisville, Kentucky, house, suffered even worse
ian I did from the heit, and even a two week's
teat ion failed to restore him to normal.
Had word
iat Harry was quite ill at this writing, but hoped
be up and about quite soon.
What do you think
a theatre manager being in a town five months,
id in one day over two hundred calls came into the
•

eatre inquiring as to his illness ?
makes friends.

That's the

way

arry

Hahn, Jr., Cincinnati's favorite maestro,
ft Wednesday for a vacation, destination unknown,
jddy's idea of an ideal vacation is just to load up
e car, get some traveler's cheques, and start places,
ot a bad idea, at that.
Met my old friend Merrill
hwartz in Cincinnati Merrill has taken over the
itmark- Warner destinies for that territory, and
Teddy

;

O. K.
Dayton. Ohio,

>ing

would cease to be Dayton without
McManus. who keeps the Loew's Dayton Themap (and how). Here is a bright young

>hn

re on the

ap

who keeps himself so busy

en born
at are

that he should have
or twins at least.
John is at
on some midnight "Whoopee" shows

triplets,

esent putting

causing

lots

of

comment and

filling lots

of

A great boy. but has a newspaper reporter
mplex which bothers him. (I hope John sees this.
Arrived in Columbus today, found the local Loew's
lio
generalissimo,
Eddie Melnicher, enjoying a
cation in parts unknown.
These lucky theatre
inagers His employees all here though Bert Frohan. the most popular M. C. so far in Columbus,
ing better than ever, and that other Bert, Bert
illiams.
still
conducting the pit overture.
Of
urse. Bill Dalton is still at the Ohio console.
He
a fixture here in Columbus, like the State House.
the Ohio State University.
They love Bill, and
atfi.

!

!

th reason.

my stay in Chicago and my visit with you.
mensely.
Had a letter today from Bernie Prager.
k> has progressed as
far on his coast trip as
*ina. Sask., Canada. How I envy him that climate
nd other things peculiar to Canada),
rhis is a lot of words, so use the blue pencil
:hlessly if necessary.
With kindest regards and
ping for another visit with you in Chicago about
Enjoyed

am. Sincerely. Phil Wilcox. The Neil
Columbus. Ohio.

igust 25th, I
iuse.

Tommy

Sacco Units

(Continued from preceding page')
that will share in the 'profits' of the
dependent Theatre Managers Booking Cir-

rest

•it.

"This

unusual

ndred

live

jney

maker

^o

that

>n

of

plan, supported by several
theatre managers, will prove a
and saver for the theatre."

our readers may have some concepappearance of these stageshow
Ickgrounds, we are printing on this page
fc settings of three units.
These are illative of what the expanded service will
the

ter.

The size of the units is not arbitrary. It
pends entirely upon the theatre's budget for
'uisic and talent."
sacco calls

attention to the fact that as
are no production salaries he can offer
^se stageshow units to the independent
ratres at a nominal figure which
will give
an opportunity to meet competition.
n addition to the stageshow service, a pic1 e
booking arrangement also has been efted, the plans for which Sacco has
not
ulged at this moment.
>:re

i

:

<

m

0*

'
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"You Were Meant

STAGE SHOWS
(Continued from page 82)
latest

'"Junior"

hit,

which

they interpolated,
well done. They finished

(in

"Precious Little Thing"), is
with two choruses of "Good Boy."
The Gould girls, in summery costume- and tennis
rackets for props, then do a pleasing routine.
While
they are eti II on the stage, Zastro and either Sunny
Schuck or Bernice Marshall (they are not introduced),
do a snappy tap and acrobatic routine. After their
exit, the Gould girls lay on their backs and with
bells attached to their ankles, play "In the Good
Old Summer Time."
This is novel (though not
original).

Ross then announced a request number which he
sang.
Beii's fine singing has gained him
much
popularity, here, as at the Branford. Newark, where
This number is "Pagan Love
he was previously.
Song." After taking one encore, he stops the show
cold, and is forced to encore three more times.
The
only way Ross could beg off is to bring Senator

Murphy out.
Murphy enters as the band plays
"Stars and Stripes Forever."
His monologue of
everything from Prohibition to Women's driving of
cars has the audience in a continuous uproar and
applause, throughout his ten minute "speech."
The
reception accorded him is very good.
White and
one of the girls then do a beautiful fancy waltz, as
the Wisner Sisters, sitting on a quarter moon, are
lowered from the fly gallery.
Their singing of
"Moonlight and Roses," as the Gould girls dance,
closes this show.

Louis Fox
Week Ending August

St.

9

Nat Nazzaro, who at one time acted as master of
ceremonies at Loew s State Theatre on Washington
avenue at Eighth 6treet, was in a similar role with
the Fanchon & Marco revue "Sweethearts" and with
his cello, his dancing and his humor added much
to the entertainment.
He received a very warm welcome.
Paul Youcon's "Dances That Charm" was another
stage feature that was very generously received.
Tom Terry was at the organ and played in his
usual inimitable manner,
There is something about
his style that wins the approval of those who hear
him and he has long been a very big favorite with
St. Louis theatregoers who understand good music.
Jack Major, the Brunswick recording artist did a
few of his famous singing, whistling and yodeling
numbers and was roundly applauded.
-

Chicago Marbro
Week Ending August
The Marbro

5

offered, as its stage presentation

Young

America, a fast stepping revue in which 21 juvenile
stars were the featured attractions.
These young
stars were students from Merrill Abbott's studio and
all

of

them

the entire cast took part.
The show was exceptionally good and one is imnressed with the rapid flow of action, no dead spots
and no dead numbers which are generally thrown into
the usual stage show and buried by following acts.
Each number presented received an equal share in the
applause, although the writer is of the opinion that
Emanuel Stillerman and Edna Wimmer might have
been played up to a greater advantage.

N. Y. Proctor's 58th St.
Week Ending August 9
This house is one of the R K O circuit and features
some very good shows. The featured act on the bill
week was Tom Kennedy, of radio fame, but
from the amount of applause, the "Carnival of
this

Venice" took the honors.
This show opens to Pallenberg*s Bears, one of the
best animal acts in the country.
Pallenberg has two
bears that do everything but talk.
This is the type
The Trado Twins, two
of act that always pleases.
clever boys who sing and dance very well, first
offer a chorus of "Sweetheart of All My Dreams."
They then go into a soft shoe dance routine that
received good applause.
Tom Kennedy (Voice of the
RKO) held number three spot he sang some of
He sings
the songs that have gained him renown.
over a "mic" attached to the piano. ~ His outstanding numbers are, "I've Got a Feelin* I'm Fallin'."
Tom
"I Kiss Your Hand. Madame." and "Mistakes."
also carries a pianist (Bob) and a little girl protege
of his named Mickey.
After a few s-ongs by each of
them, they closed with a chorus of "The Voice of
the R K O." Mel Klee, famous blackface monologist.

—

band furnished the music.
a ballet routine dance and was

Deitrich,

a 12 year old tap
Beverly Allen, just 9 years of

and did a clever drunk impersonation.

Next came

Eleanor Wittenberg, 12 years old, who did a snappy
athletic dance number and was followed by Emanuel
Stillerman, a 12 year old violinist who was wonderful
he got a big hand with "Kiss Me Again." Then
came the Lachman Sisters, a peppy dance team and
Minnie Sherman who sang several song6.
With a change of back drops, two members sang
;

theme songs for motion pictures and theme sonj
for this and that, but it was left for Mr. Anderso
to devise a theme song for a stage prologue.
It wa
"The Dream of My Heart," a tuneful little ditt
sung at every occasion during the four scenes.

Don Barclay,

late a star of various of Flo Ziej
extravaganzas, headed the large cast. Other,
included Marietta, a lithe and contortionistic dancei
Lillian White, John Walsh, Nita Carol, Johnny Dal
and a Gamby-Hale chorus of girls and boys. Oil
yes, and our old friend Al Evans was cast as tr
movie director in the plot, with a megaphone ar'

feld's

everything.

The show opened in one, in front of a drop d-[
the casting office outside a Publix studi
John Walsh, as the theme song writer, appeared
sing "Dream of My Heart," which he had just
picting

—

according to the plot written.
His audience for the song is a little extra gh
crying her eyes out because she can't get work. T!
theme songster tells her he loves her, of course, ai
comes the wild, wicked movie vamp, Mi
in
Gladiola, and busts it all up.
She vamps the songster away from the extra gii
makes him her leading man and promises to get k
song published. Of course, the little extra girls se
to the song publishing and then tearfully goes h
way, leaving her lover to the vamp.
The second scene is the interior of the studio, whi
gives the variety acts their chance. Don Barclay,
Elmer Zilch, a movie comedian, moves through eor
very funny scenes, including a song which he sin
about "Horses," during which four obviously pr
horses cavort in chorus dances behind him.
Zilch and La Gladiola then put on a burle -q
passionate love scene, and the writer and Gladir
sang "I Kiss Your Hand, Madame," assisted by t
chorus gals and boys.
Marietta is next with a knockout of a trick dant
and Barclay comes back for some more fooling. Tl
time, he has a motion picture, filmed 20 years &i
displayed on the screen, while he, standing at 0
side of the curtain, proceeds to make the charactt
talk as they would in this day of audiens.
C
lackaday,
such
foolishness
and such bursts
laughter.
The succeeding scenes are the exterior of a Pubi
theatre on the opening night of La Gladiola's lat<
film
which gives the chorus girls and boys oppt
tunity to dance as Publix ushers and usherettes.
The last is the interior of the theatre, where t
theme songster at last finds out how much
extra girl loves him.
La Gladiola is foiled heh-heh-heh and all er
happily.
It is a very good show, and Barclay is one of th(
comedians who can keep attention centered on hi
relf and his nonsense all the time he is on 1

him

San Antonio Aztec

in playing "II Pagliacci."
Beautifully done and
Joe Dontella, one of the
received a good reception.
boys, does a leg mauls dance that nearly stops the
show.
They close with a hot number in which
Madame Dontella (one of the world's test tambourine
players) assists in her specialty.
They took four
curtain calls and could have taken an encore, as the

audience wanted more.

—

t

—

Detroit Michigan
Week Ending August

Week Ending August

WALZER
Eddie

DYER
Featured Comedians in the
Publix Unit

:

Week

of

of

Aug.

Aug.

Direction

25,

18.

Ohio,

8

The Aztec symphony orchestra played "Songs
Erin." and "Larry" Pico at the organ had his us
A newsreel i
for the "Organ Fans."
comedy a really good bill.
surprise

turned out a miniature musical comedy in four scenes
which is humorous, has a clearly discernible plot
and is easy to look upon, indeed.
There's another new angle, too.
We have had

TUNE IN ON STATION 3AR,
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA.
SOME SATURDAY AFTERNOON
and hear

EDDIE FITCH
Solo Organist

BROADCASTING ON SUNDAY
EVENING FROM

HOYT'S

RECENT THEATRE

Columbus
"IT

Morris Agency

hen

it's

night-time in the V.
winter over here."

S.

A.

The contest between orchestra and organ
Mastbaum this week was the best feature

at
of

Barrie, organist, and Charles F
vin, conductor of the orchestra, both proved to
quite talented actors, thereby adding considers
The on 4
personal interest to the performance.
The orchestra )
started with "Pagan Love Song."

Stuart

sponded with "Raymond Overture." The organ tl
showed how it could be adapted to classical music
playing Liszt's "Second Hungarian Rhapsody."
orchestra took its turn by playing "I've Got a Fee
I'm Fallin'." Mr. Barrie at the organ then pla
During this part of
"I'd Do Anything for You."
performance Barrie and Previn made faces at e
other and acted generally like two bad boys,
audience seemed to get a great kick out of seeing

j

dignified organist and orchestra leader forget th f
dignity.
Then the orchestra and the organ togc-L
played "St. Louis Blues" and the audience applau
long and enthusiastically.
The Mastbaum Stage Creation. "Over the Top.'
rather antiquated in spirit but its humor seems'

make

a

hit

just

feminine talent.
it's

f

Philadelphia Mastbaum
Week Ending August 10

the same in spite of its
The orchestra and the Ten

lack

Sinf

The Tl
uniforms.
Bernie Brothers are very clever at tap dancing. T'
tap absolutely in unison and without seeing the tl-'

Doughboys were

Indiana, Indianapolis

Wm.

—

scenery.

Publix sent one of the best unit shows seen 0:1
their circuit for some time to the Michigan this week.
The title was "Theme of Love," produced by John
Murray Anderson.
For once, Mr. Anderson has

"Circus Cabaret"
W eek

9

This being "Radio Week" in San Antonio. Ral
Pollock, the popular master of ceremonies has
ranged a stage show to observe the occasif
is
a
It
"Radio" is the presentation offered.
lightful entertainment consisting of bright musi
numbers feature acts pretty girls and gorget

program.

Mabel

—

stage.

—

his

who sang "Goodbye, Broadway-Hello Montreal"

17, I92<

pleases, as usual with his gags, talks and fine singing.
"Maybe— Who Knows?" which he has made a
Victor record of, is his outstanding number.
The
"Carnival of Venice," a seven artist act, in the
closing spot is the outstanding act on the bill.
Opening in one, to a carnival scene in which masked
dancers and accordionists play.
Scene changes to a
motion picture of carnival scenes taken in Venice.
Third scene is a full stage setting in which Mile.
Helen Virgil dances as the Dontella boys play acSignor Pietro Doncordions, piano and saxophone.
tella offers some weird but pleasing music on an old
biblical instrument called a shepherd's horn.
Three
of the boys, playing accordions and saxophone, assist

local talent.

Charles Kaley and
The show opened with
followed by Orville
dancer.
Then cam?
age,

for Me" as an introduction to a
production number,
"The Wedding of the
Painted Doll."
In this number Edna Wimmer was
very
characteristic
dancing parson,
as
of
the
portrayed in "The Broadway Melody."
Constance Goldstine, age 12, gave a clever toe-tap
dance number and was followed by Darline Wallace,
who sang "Baby."
Eugene Stillerman then gave several xylophone
numbers which led into a whirlwind finale in which

short

August

all

in

khaki

(Continued on page 86)
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RUSSELL
SAYS

TOU CAN'T GO WROKG
WITH ANYTEIST'

(Page 90)

A

letter of interest to the

and especially
lished in

^

MUSIC

The Organist

TALENT

to organists,

"The

colm

is

pub-

\ oice of the In-

dustrv" on page 90.

CHICAGO

SONG

trade,

Thomson's

Read Mal-

interesting

dis-

cussion.

AND HOW!

WE'RE OFF.

.

.

.

The

latest

rumor

be circulated in the Chicago presentation field, or
6ay the Woods building, is that Marks
I
others has offered the National Playhouses a lump
r. of money to buy outright the contract of Charlie
That's something to be proud of. .
.
.
.
afts.
'11
probably know of it by the time he reads this
The current picture at the Avalon.
umn. .
led "The Rainbow Man," starring Eddie Dowling
i Marian NLxon. bids fair to be a good week. . . .
ss Nixon, as you know has just become the wife

ill

.

M.

.

.

Frank

.

Edward Hillman. Jr.. eon of a Chicago merchant
nee and this event should create quite a bit of
•itement at the Theatres showing her pictures.
MisE Nixon was scheduled to appear at the
alon, but what Cupid doesn't do to schedules is
xxiy's business.
Eddie Neibanr leader of the
oous Seattle Harmony Kings has been broadcasti
from the Trianon Ballroom through
six
rhts a week and you would be surprised at the
Tiber of requests he receives.
.
While on
.
t
subject Frank Sylvano besides broadcasting on the
.Matron hour also sings with Joe Kayser at the
Irry Garden Ballroom over WCFL. . . . While there
:
other evening he sang "At Close of Day." one
rRobbins. songs, a truly beautiful song.
Harold
lerson. solo organist,
is
rotating between the
-•ridan and Terminal theatres with Don Cordon.
week is spent at each theatre by both
.1
.
-derson and Cordon. .
By the way, the organist
t follow
Keates into the New Berwyn theatre is
ILeroy Nelson, popular concert artist, who has been
- ioned at the Lido theatre in Maywood.
.
.With
drley Kaley either spraining his ankle, or going
t Studioland
Tom Waring, a brother to none other
tn Fred Waring of the famous Waring* s Penns anians. was elected to zo to bat for him.
.
.
.
\ring was to do a solo act in his first appearance
aie but from all reports he is knocking them cold
a each
performance as
M. C.
The famous
I rteen
Brick Tops are to appear on the Palace
b this week in something new for vaudeville called
".mpus Cut-ups." . . . Besides the Brick Tops
t e will also be a company of
11 artists.
Watch
.
f the report in next week's issue.
.
Eddie Hans'
the organist, has been breaking into print these
ds in all the dailies, but I assure you it's not
s idal. .
They are letting the public know of his
n list of stunt "Communities" he shortly will play
their approval.
Ralph Williams, popular
o lestra leader around Chicago for many years,
h
been made manager of production for Radio
.

.

.

.

KYW

i

C. Made Defendant in
Suit for Wise Chatter

Orpheum

Devoe.
Master of
theatre in Memphis

Ceremonies

at

BLUE HAWAII

%

Kelly charges that he was made the object of
wisecracking on the part of Devoe from the stage.
When he returned in kind. Devoe, he alleges became abusive and finally ordered ushers to escort

him from the theatre.
"Vast humiliation and physical injury resulting
from nervousness" are set forth as a basis of the
claim for damages.

Y'Nobodys

aav

the

was made defendant,

alon? with the theatre, in a suit for $5,000, filed in
the circuit court this week by a Patrick Kelly.

DEAR 1 your Own"
\MY MOTHER'S EYES

.

.

.

A

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:'

.

.

Song of

Buddy Rogers

.

Leo Feist has accepted a song entitled "My Book
of Broken Dreams " whose lyrics and words were composed by Buddy Rogers.
Carl Hofle was successful
in securing the song from Rogers for his firm.
The
song was broadcast one night last week over WGN
with Buddy Rogers singing it. The Dictators a well
known Quartet under the management of Hofle broadcasted on the same program with Rogers. A lot can
be expected from the song because of Rogers* popularity with the fair sex.

New

heard during the Oscar Mayer
Charlie Agne has a Circus of his
this week and he is the Ringmaster too. . . He
0
h 1 a good supporting bill and really has a following
tt>e proud of at both the Avalon and Capitol the=
Eddie House moved over to the Paradise
ti tre this week.
.
Billy Chandler is directing
V ne Buck's band at the Uptown
this week while
f noticed that all the talkie houses are featuring
K organists all around town that's a good sign.
1 A all the faith in the world that organists would
boack again shortly.
Ben Turpin has again
•

week.

.

.

George and Arthur Piantadosi one of the newest
music publishing firms have formally opened their
new Chicago Office in the Woods theatre building.
They have been successful in securing Walter Donovan as their Chicago and Western manager. Donovan
has been connected with Irving Berlin as prefessional
manager for the past nine years and is well known
to all the commerical as well as the professional people.

.

.

—

cce to life

Le

Legit Theatres Book Stars
For Personal Appearances

.

and

theatre in

B-istein,

.

appearing in person at the State
an hilarious sketch.
Shapiro

is

.

.

.

understand, has 130 theme songs placed
m.ictures with Universal. Pathe and R K O.
SiBerman, Al Beilan and Willie Horowitz spent a
vajtion together, or anyway they
met up at Lake
G-;va. Wis., and if what we heard
is true they
re y enjoyed themselves. ...
I understand we can
«sct that new club. Coffee Dan's, to open soon
at I'm sure everybody wishes
them luck.
Harry
R' has been transferred to one
of Warners Brothers
n« houses in Philadelphia
as master of ceremonies.
Speaking of St. Louis. Irving Rose director of
""Missouri theatre orchestra in said town has conoid reports of his marriage a year ago to Mrs.
J. .rthur Anderson.
The couple were married
mihicago and kept it a secret.
Julia Dawn has
-engaged to play at the Great States theatre in
B 'Jlo.
Miss Dawn is known as the Golden
V<?d organist throughout the East.
Jazzlips
Kiardson, well known presentation dancer, is one
la
ia colored musical revue), has
gone over.
I

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1

'PLEASE IETME DREAM >&

MY
MAN*
SONG OF THE BAYOU*
^4n

EYEFUL
OF YOU'
^we

CANOE DIE OODIE ALONG

The Princess Theatre, Montreal, former legitimate

.

.

f

Chicago Office

-

-

I/WEETNESS

Publisher Opens

Soman and was

h<- last

YOU

.

.

.

Feist Secures

house, continued its policy of arranging personal appearances of film stars during the week of August
10 by having Flora LeBreton as the stage attraction,
the audien feature being "Father and Son." Charles
Ray also was the vaudeville headliner at the Imperial
Theatre during the same week, the Imperial also
having audiens.

.

Warner

in

Hollywood on

Business Trip
Louis Warner, son of H. M. Warner, has arrived
in Hollywood from New York on a trip combining
business and a vacation. Young Mr. Warner who is
an executive of M. Witmark & Sons, is in daily
conference at the Warner Studio with the Witmark
songwriters.
WTiile on the coast, he is the guest
of

his

uncle, J.

L.

Warner.

.

"Over the

.

.

.

.

Hills" Is

Making Big Hit

'

Among

the songs making a name for itself these
"Over the Hills,'* published by William A.
Kaun of Milwaukee. The song is making considerable sales and proving a radio hit.
W'ords were
written by Arthur Lex. William Fisher helped with
the music end of the song.

days

is

SONG of the WEST

LEO.FEIf
T. i
231-5 w. -W*
NEW YORK

ST.,

CITY, N.V

«
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When

STAGE SHOWS

It Rains."
While Dick sings the last-named
number, a rainstorm is depicted on the stage (real
water) and the girls in leather raincoats and hats
dance through the rain.
Later the band does "St.
Louis Blues" and "Rhapsody in Blue," both offerings

scoring.

(Continued from page 84)

one would declare that only one person was dancing.
The Ten Singing Doughboys 6ing some of the old
songs that stir up memories of the War, such as
"Long, Long Trail," "Where Do We Go From Here"
and "Kose of Picardy."
Doris Roche sang "I've Got a Feelin' I'm Fallin'."
The singing was exceptional and the comedy woven
around the 6ong as she "fell" for first one and then
another was amusing.
Johnny Burke as the stupid doughboy was the big
laugh of the whole show in spite of the fact that
some of his jokes were a little time worn. He kept

Walter Hiers, well-known screen comedian, is here
person, and one of his comedies is screened.
Hiers is an entertaining talker.
Had a good line
of gags, and many of them were new.
Doris Hall, billed as a baritone singer has a deep
voice, but her offering is nothing to write home
about.
Meehan and Newman, song and dance team,
offer a few minutes of average entertainment, the
male member being the whole show with a fast 6oft
shoe dance.
The finale is a good flash. The girls in the background in tableau, while red and green floodlights
alternately play upon them.
in

the audience laughing continually.

Dan Rowan sang a war song with scenic
He has an exceptionally good

on the stage.

"Over the Top" came
the boys in
Hags.

effects

voice.

an impressive climax with
uniform grouped beneath two American

Chicago Avalon
Week Ending August

8

Everybody Happy ?" was the stage attraction
presented this week, featuring Charlie Crafts and his
band, Webster and Marino, Mary Lee and Edgar
Bergen and company.
The 6how opened with the chorus singing "Is
Everybody Happy?" as an introduction to Crafts, who
entered and introduced Webster and Marino, a nut
team who executed several difficult dances.
Crafts and his band then featured song hits from
"The Rainbow Man," which is the next attraction at
that theatre.
Mary Lee then gave a dance that was
somewhat different in the fact that she could do
just a few more twists and turns and tie herself
into more knots than usually seen.
She got a big
hand and came back with more.
Then followed a short production number in which
Crafts sang "Where the Sweet Forget-Me-Nots Remember." He got a great hand on this and came
back, by request, and sang "Vagabond Lover" to
wonderful reception.
Edgar Bergen and company then gave a ventriloquist sketch, which in the opinion of this reporter
is without a doubt the best ever and last word in
this art.
The dummy is supposed to undergo an
"Is

operation with a nurse assisting the doctor who is
Bergen put over a great line of comedy.
The band then went into a colorful finale to the
tune of "Moonlight March."
The entire show was
good and the finale was made very impressive by
clever lighting effects, although the writer does not
consider it as good as the "Desert Song" prologue,
in which Crafts featured the theme song of the
picture.

Pittsburgh Enright
Week Ending August

9

Dick Powell, master of ceremonies, calls his offering this week "Blue Shadows," and the act runs 40
minutes of real entertainment.
The offering opens with a shadow screen, and the
popular master of ceremonies with his band are seen
in silhouette for a couple of minutes.
A very effective opening.
When the shadow screen is raised, the
stage setting is seen all in blue, down to the costumes of the Enright Rockets.
The effect is very
pretty.

Dick

sings three

Lake City Pantages

Salt

Week Ending August

to

numbers and

his

popu'aritv

mowing by leaps and bounds. Songs are:
Heaven," "My Blue Heaven" and "I Get

is

"This Is
the Blues

4

Heading the Pantages vaudeville bill this week i^
Roxy la Rocca, "The beloved vagabond of vaudeville," whose audiences are at once thrilled with hin
pleasing personality and hapipy artistic playing of
the harp.
His hearers are with him from the beginning to the end.
The bill is well rounded out for wholesome entertainment by Bennett and Richards, the "Dark Cloud"
comedians
Ketch and Wilma, who correctly figure
to make everyone laugh in "A Figure of Speech."
John Orland and company present a trip back to
the farm with their clever imitations, and Perez,
;

Koko and Armand, clever athletes, delight their
audiences.
The picture presentation shown in this connection
is Wm. Haines in the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production, "A Man's Man," and the audiences are more
than

St.

satisfied.

Louis Missouri
Week Ending August

2

Thus was the farewell week of Harry Rose as the
master of ceremonies at the Missouri, as this theatre
has abandoned its stage show for an all-sound picture policy that will be supplemented only by Milton
Slosser at the organ and Irving Rose's Missouri orchestra.
So the stage offering was very fittingly
.styled "Farewell."
A number of high class vaudeville acts and the Missouri Rockets aided Harry Rose
in saying "good-bye" in a way that the Missouri
patrons will long remember.
Wiley Robins, a former St. Louis boy, who can
skip a rope and dance at the same time, was among
those who helped Rose put on one of the very best
shows he ever offered at the Missouri. The Waltons
team, a brother and sister dance act also went over
In the finale Harry sang excerpts from his most
successful shows during his several months stay as
master of ceremonies while the Missouri Rockets
concluded the bill with a special farewell song and
as the final curtain dropped Harry was standing on
the observation platform of a "prop" train while the

band played "Auld Lang Syne."

L

A
U

A

A

E

N

R

Publix "Radio

Romance"

Unit

Seek of August 17-23, Mastbaura. Philadelphia
Week of August 24-30, Penn, Pittsburgh
Thanks

to Jack Partington Phil

and Ruby*

IT, I92<

pectedly proves to be a realistic imitator of all kinc
of sounds, such as birds, crickets, frogs, freigl
trains and his performance wins hearty applause.
Mile. Ann Codee, in a brilliant gown of red an
black satin, brings the air of the French variety
the Fox stage in a clever little skit.
In her aecon
number, clad in a gown of glittering blue sequin
she sings "Mary Ann" in German dialect, followi
In addition to bein
by a catchy French song.
strikingly beautiful. Mile. Codee has a plentiful eu)
ply of "it" and she made a great hit with tl
audience.
"Trees," the first number of "Fantasma," prov
to be most unusual and attractive, with the Californ
Girls posed as trees against a black velvet bac
ground, as Don Carroll sings the familiar poei
"Trees" in a rich baritone.
The eleven animat
trees then step down from their urn6 and dance
beautiful aesthetic dance.
Two girls with faces hidden by ostrich feath
fans dance before a great fan in the background, t
bars of which prove to be the California Girls
futuristic costumes glittering with jewels.
The Gil
step down from the fan, expanding wings of trorgeo
colors, as they dance to the strains of "An Eveni
1

in

June."

"Red" Corcoran, in his orange hat. introduces
note of comedy with his wise cracks and trick bar
playing.
"Fantasma" concludes with the "Weddi
of the Painted Dolls," a whimsical number with t
dolls moving mechanically about, keeping time wi
the music of the orchestra. The number ended with
concluding
delightful
pantomime,
an
unusua
brilliant stage show.

Kansas City Mainstreet
Week Ending August

10

and Johnson, in their comedy skit tltli
"The Clown Princes of Nonsense," were uiven
prominent place on the Mainstreet's stage pragri
Their act, as usual, consists of some cle>
again.
clowning and a comic depiction of why Paul Revi
Also an endurance test between
shot his horse.
Scot and a Hebrew over a bar-room check.
The Shannon youngsters in "Shannon's Playti
Frolics" are again with their father and the childi
Olsen

are excellent tumblers.

Bobby May, billed as the versatile chap, is a cle
juggler with a wide variation of stunts. He inje
a bit of humor, then some brilliant juggling in
act with such a pleasing variation that he read
wins over his audiences.
Because of the length of the acts the piomam \
cut to three, instead of five, acts.

Milwaukee Wisconsin
Week Ending August

9

week's Fanchon & Man
Idea, "Wheels," the Joyboys under the direction
The open
the
Slavic
Rhapsody.
offer
Al Lyons
number on the stage show is the hoop dance feal
ing Natalie Harriso.i, clever solo dancer. The m
ber is novel and entertaining.
Two comedians next offer a bit of farce acrob
stunts followed by some snappy tap dancing.
Rondus Duo, mounted on a mono-wheel do
clever riding while one plays the accordion and
The boys are good and make a
other the flute.
with the audience.
The next episode of the show features the
'90's with part of the chorus dressed as men and
other as ladies in the costumes of that time,
number is well done and includes plenty of con
including an exhibit of numerous types of bicyi
ranging from the two seater to one with obi
wheels.
Fuzzy Knight is as nutty as they come and
companies himself on the piano to several hotsy-t
numbers.
His crazy antics and original mannc
singing these songs goes over big with the audie
In the grande finale the 16 Bicycle Beautia
black beaded costumes do 'heir stuff and get he
applause. The way they maneuver their cycles a
the stage and keep in unison is just nobody's

As a prologue

big.

to this

9i

Philadelphia Fox
Week Ending August

3

Fancho & Marco staged a new revue called "Fantasma" at the Fox this week. Vivian Fay, a dainty
little toe dancer, "Red" Corcoran, banjo comedian.
Don Carroll, baritone, and Anderson Brothers,
colored soft shoe dancers,

The Uessems,
feats

are

most

are featured.
are winners and their
Milo, entirely unexspectacular.

equilibrists,

"THE HALF PINT OF SONG"

L

August

Don Cordon
Solo Organist

San Francisco Fox

Now

this

Week Ending August
with Fox

•

I

ness.

8

Tne Fanchon and Marco idea presented at the I
week is "The Love School" in which F e
Riano, an apt pupil, is featured. And. pupils, '
forget to bring Walt Roesner a red apple. He'*'
Preceding the opening of the act,
instructor.
Roesner leads the orchestra and the mixed ch I
<

Chicago Theatres Corp.

1

Sheridan & Terminal
Theatres

Goldnu

through a pleasing rendition of Carl
"Overture Sakuntula," with the great organ hel |
out at the end.
The curtain rises to bring into view six bed !
which repose six sleeping beauties bathed in
Six wide a'
shades of rose and green lights.
beauties dance into the room and sing to the slee t
"
will be lat(
them
hurry
or
they
urging
to
ones,
!

1

Chicago

—
mgust

IT,
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the others in a
school girls join this
treated to some exlent foot and arm teamwork that brings loud apThe orchestra offered the ever popular
use.
ouise" with solo and duet parts.
•Valt Roesner next introduces Jack Johnson, the

The girls

iool.

and join

arise

Another dozen
dance.
-.cing act and the audience

ely

is

"The Love School." Jack is a one-legged
n with a winning smile and he sings "Why Wait
Tomorrow" and other popular numbers. He ends
act with a group of stories and a marvelous
ice which he performs with the aid of a crutch,

company complete the bill with a sensational act.
The picture presentation this week is "Tide of Empire," Peter B. Kyne's romance of the California
gold rush, and satisfactory audiences were had.

Chicago Capitol
Week Ending August

rvel of

with the India rubber legs,
and takes some interesting lessons in love
m Walt. There is considerable horseplay and Miss
ino does not forget to use her arms and legs in an
rmingly talented manner.
The dancing girls return in spangled costumes and
The act ends with
h hats and did a lively turn.
;s Riano and Walt flat and exhausted after strenuamatory exercise.
{enie Riano, the girl
lears

.

.

i

an Antonio Majestic
Week Ending August

stage show this week at the Greater Majestic
is Joe B.
Stanley in "Hollywood Bound."

("he

snappy musical comedy featuring Phebe
une. Harry Seymour and Belle De Monde.
Hiis is the most lavish production ever staged in
Antonio, it has everything sparkling music
i
geous scenery pretty girls lavish costumes and a
The
rid of good clean comedy and laughs galore.
ise is enjoying a wonderful business despite the
rid summer in San Antonio.
a

is

—

—

—

the screen is offered Mack Sennett's World
•mier "MIDNIGHT DADDIES," Sennett's first allfeature.
)n

ying
>on

—

Galvan and the Majestic Band Vernon Geyer
and other features conclude the program.

the organ

:

an Antonio Texas
Week Ending August
HE TEXAS THEATRE

9

IS "CELEBRATING! '—

anniversary of "talkies." Norma Shearer
"The Last of Mrs. Cheyney," her latest all-talking

eir first

ture co-starring

GEORGE BERRAUD. HERBERT

NSTON. GEORGE

in attraction

K.

TEXAS

on the

—

—

—

i

Kher features are Ernest Hauser conducting the
cas Grand Orchestra. Earl Abel at the organ, and
Texas Movietone News.

the

first

in
his

and he

a marvelous applause for
great run.
did his usual Russian spins with a few acrobatic tricks thrown in.
For a good measure Tommy
came back with a waltz and a clever comic dance
with a dummy doll.
Four bows and then the audience calmed a bit.
In this number Tommy's sister.
Betty, sang a number using Agne for her foil.
Once more the striking ballet game on the track.
This time each one showed real talent doing solo
numbers. It proved interesting and got a nice hand.
Carlton and Bellew. the versatile pair, were next.

The couple opened with a song. They sang another
song and mixed it with a little comedy. It proved
a real summer drink.
They also danced and then
had to come out for about three encores.
We were waiting for Charlie Agne's weekly number but found that due to the long picture, "Noah's
Ark," the stage show was cut short. There was no
orchestra selection this week.
Anyway the race was liked by everybody and no
one went out feeling they lost money. Charlie Agne
is doing good business for the Capitol and Avalon
and is responsible for the box office receipts.

Louis Ambassador
Week Ending August 8

"Castle of Dreams" Ed Lowry's stage show offered
other entertainers Block & Sully, Henry Mack.
Spoor and Parsons, Sibyl Baer and Luster Brothers.
Block and Sully are a snappy in their girl and boy
talking act and went across in grand style at each
performance.
Mary Spoor and Jack Parsons with
their clever mechanical doll turn got their share of
the applause.
The Luster Brothers are very good

among

Week Ending

winners of the state-wide bathing
featuring "Miss Utah." appear each
a beautiful 6tage revue billed as "Ennted Forest." head the vaudeville program offered
the Pantages of Salt Lake City this week.
harles Gill and company present as an added

'he
I

i

[

i

twelve

is

a very pleasing voice while Sibyl
a whistler far above the ordinary.

irry
'he
ir

comedy farce

called "Bull

Dog Sampson:"

Holden and Dot King offered "Just a Boob."
Connor Twins, international songsters present
share of entertainment while Joe Fanton and

Baer

Milwaukee Wisconsin
Week Ending August

uty contest,

ning in

iture a

1

July 28

picture,

it

is

well staged and entertaining.

Louis Ambassador
Week Ending August 1

St.

Ed Lowry styled his show "Parisian Life" and had
in his cast such stellar entertainers as Myrtle Gordon
Three Demons, Chilton and Thomas and the
Merrymakers.
Albert Roth and his orchestra presented the over-

ture.

Myrtle's singing made a big hit with the Ambasaudiences while the Three Demons' difficult
dance also received a very generous portion of the
applause at each show. Chilton and Thomas are a
fast stepping pair that should go over big in anybody's show.
The Merrymakers form an excellent
male quartet.
The ensemble contributed much grace and some
very pretty costumes to round out the picture.

sador

Kansas City Mainstreet
Week Ending August

3

A an and Schenck, songsters, were given prominent
positions on the Mainstreet's stage program.
As in

past appearances this couple found it difficult to
break away from the audiences all during the week.
Their selections consisted of decidedlly new songs,
insofar as the words were concerned, while their
humor was not to be surpassed.
The Five Reillys offered an act of juvenile tap
dancing.
Just about everything in the way of
dancing that one would care to see was presented by
this team of youthful 6tars.
Herbert Faye & Company offer a novelty sketch
titled "Chow Chow," which goes over well with
audiences, some real ability being shown by the east.
Eileen and Marjorie offer a number consisting of
music and some dialog, which series to balance the

program.

Ed and Jennie offer some pattering of the feet and
songs. They team well
ogether and their number
goes over well with the audiences.

acrobats.

Mack has

Lake City Pantages

alt

re-

Tommy

St.

Ben Ali Hassan's Bluestreaks follow a Mexican hat
dance by the chorus attired in green and red costumes.
The six acrobats know their business and
tumble about the stage with a great gusto.
They
continued turning hand springs, cartwheels, etc..
while the curtain on the upper stage is parted showing a huge sombrero.
Despite the fact that the
stage show is a bit short due to the length of the

the

one

ceived

ARTHUR

and others is the
screen this week.
)n the 6tage is offered "Chinatown." a New York
:t>lix stage show, with "Vic" Insirilo as master of
emonies and leading the Texas stage band.
Norman Frescott, Telepathic wonder Ann Chang,
inese
dancing star "Derby" Joe, a real hot
x>fer"
Mary and Bobby, a brother and sister
n and the Abbot Ballet fill out a delightful stage
i

in for big honors.

Tommy Wonder was

9

eatre
is

showed considerable running ability.
They scored
heavily and paid 10 to 1.
The orchestra opened the show with a very pretty
number. "Sweet Mysteries of Life," from Victor
Herbert's famous collection.
It
made a very aiv.
propriate number and directed by Agne proved very
pleasing and interesting.
The orchestra fell into
"You Were Meant for Me" while the 10 to 1 ballet

came

Charles Troy, tccentric dancer, dusts the boards
with some mean stepping and is followed by Eddie
Blake of Sissie & Blake and Broadway Jones. The
one shows some neat work at the piano while the
other demonstrates what can be done with a good
voice singing. "What Did You Do to Me" and several
other numbers.
The boys are good and get big applause.

8

"Skyrockets of 1929" was the race track in which
Charlie Agne and his flock of Derby winners put
over their spectacular run this week. All entries in
the race came in with a flattering mark.
Tommy
Wonder, the boy wonder, nosed out Carlton and
although
the latter gave
Bellew and took first honors,
Even the ballet girls
the winner a close race.

girls

8"

The

first

number

16

Fanchon & Marco's Idea at
week fulfills its "Oditties" title.
of

the Wisconsin this
The chorus of twelve are garbed in costumes which
give the audience the impression that each of the
dancers is being carried atop a tray carried by a
blond waiter.
The dance is unique and cleverly
staged, interspersed by some very fine toe tap dancing
by a clever young miss.

San Antonio Aztec
Week Ending August

2

"College Love." the 100 per cent singing, talking
sensation, is offered on tie Aztec screen this week.
George Lewis and Dorothy Gulliver have the leading
parts.

On
the

the stage Ralph Pollock has something to make
real "collegiate" by offering "Campus Days."

show

This is a breezy, snappy review of singing and dancing by capable entertainers.
Ralph, as M. C. also leads the great Aztec Symphony Orchestra. An organ novelty and the Aztec
News conclude the program.

MUSICAL DISCS
and an EXIT MARCH on each 16" 33 /3 R.
Slide or Film Trailer to Accompany Each Record.

AN OVERTURE

1

P.

M. Record.

Write for Catalogue and Prices

MUSICAL

DISCS, INC.

Suite

1841

NIF0RMS

FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

1100

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

COSTUMES

FOR STAGE
PRESENTATIONS

BROOKS

1437 B'way
N. Y. City

—
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ORGAN SOLOS

SID SAYS

Henri Keates (Chicago Norshore) offered a medley
of current popular tunes for his organ solo, last week.
Such numbers as "I Get Blue When It Rains."
"Sweethearts on Parade," "Pagan Love Song,"
"Vagabond Lover," "Just You" and "Some Sweet
Day" brought a great response from the audience,
who applauded for more. Henri is very popular with
the Norshore patrons and only one objection is ever
heard, "those solos are always too short."

SONGS
BEST SELLERS
Week Ending August

10th

No. i
"Pagan Love Song" (Robbins Music

—

Corp.).

No. 2
"I'm Just a Vagabond Lover"

— (Leo

Feist).

No. 3
the Painted

"Wedding of
(Sherman Clay).

Dolls"

—

No. 4

When

"I Get the Blues
( Forster).

"Honey"

— (Leo

Rains"—

It

Feist).

No. 5
"I'll

Akvays Be

&

Love With You"—

in

Slept).
(Green
"Louise" (Remick Music Corp.).
"You Were Meant for Me" (Robbins

—

—

Music Corp.).

—
—

No. 7
(Donaldson,

"Desert Song"

&

—

&

"I've

— (Harms,

Inc.).

No. 8
Got a Feelin' I'm

Fallin'"

—

(Santley Bros., Inc.).

"Maybe, Who Knows"— (M. Witmark & Sons).
"Miss You" (Santly Bros.).
"My Sin" (De Sylva, Brown &

—
—

Henderson).
"This Is Heaven"
Bornstein).

— (Ager,

Ye lien

&

—

"Weary River" (Irving Berlin).
"When My Dreams Come True" —
(Irving Berlin).
"Why Can't You"

&

— (De Sylva, Brown

Henderson).
"One Alone"

— (Harms,
•

*

More

like this would,

Eloise Rowan (Minneapolis Minnesota) steps into
Eddie Dunstedter's shoes for the week with a clever

—

Corp.).

singing
Eddie
House
(Chicago
Chicago),
the
organist, who is making a big name for himself these
days, gave a very interesting solo this week, someEddie accompanied
thing new in the organ line.
himself while he sang a few numbers.
His voice
came out of four Majestic radios that were stationed
around the stage. It proved very clever and Eddie
received a big applause for his efforts.
His big hit

no doubt, be appreciated by the patrons.

Douglas
"Junior"
Gumble).
"Moonlight March" (Milton Weil).
(De Sylva, Brown
"Little Pal"
Henderson).
"Broadway Melody" (Robbins Music

—

Eddie Dunstedter. (Minneapolis Minnesota) conThe
ducts a Song contest, "Flappers vs. Sheiks."
contest begins with all the girls in the audience
singing "Sweetheart of My Dreams," in a rather
strong voice, followed by the men singing "Vagabond Lover." Mr. Dunstedter diplomatically refuses
to make a decision so everybody joins in singing.
FolEddie's own words to the tune of "My Sin."
lowing this is a parody on "Precious Little Thing
Called Love."
The presentation ends with everybody singing "Vagabond Lover."
During a special feature Mr. Dunstedter plays
"Evangeline," the theme song of next week's offering of the same name.

was "The Pagan Love Song."

No. 6
"Sleepy Valley" (Harms, Inc.)
"Carolina Moon" (loe Morris).

—

Inc.).

•

"SONG OF SIBERIA" — (Villa

Moret, Inc.)— As the
title "will denote it's a sad song.
In fact, anything
about SIBERIA is 6ad. This is an exile's lament. It's
a hilly billy idea and well written. Words and music
by Al Lewis, Al Sherman and Neil Moret.

little

novelty offering, entitled,

"What Do You

Like,

Says Eloise." The whole number leans to the flowery.
The slides are flashed on a screen with a brightly
colored, old-fashioned garden while the organ console
Miss Rowan
is festooned with garlands of flowers.
Peropens the number by calling for suggestions.
At
haps the audience would like "Mean to Me?"
any rate Miss Rowan tried it out and it goes over
"Am
big, judging from the whole-hearted singing.
There are
I Blue" is the next and just as popular.
in turn then "My Sin," the old, old favorite, "I
Wonder What's Become of Sally," and for the closing
number, "Sweetheart of All My Dreams."

Cowham

(Flushing. L. I., Keith), who has
popularity for hi6 fine organ playing
and original stunts, is back on the job after a
month's vacation. Bernie offered an extremely novel
and original song fest in this one, which he calls,
"A Golfing We Must Go." Spotlight on organ disclosed Cowham dressed in golf togs and with his golf
Bernie anbag and clubs alongside the organ.
nounces orally, that inasmuch as the boys probably
know more of the game than the girls, the boys
must sing them a lesson, which they do to the tune
(Cowham used special lyrics here.)
of "Honey."
He next played a straight chorus of "Honey,"

Bernard

gained

much

"Everyday Away From You" and closed with "Pagan
Love Song." Between each number, Cowham, orally
and with slides keeps the interest in the game by
saying something about golf. After each number he
is given
a mighty fine reception and at the finish
a

still

better one.

Gilroy (New York Proctor's 58th Street).
Gilroy's pleasing solo, "How Is Your Imagination?"
opened with some clever slides depicting a radio star
broadcasting. This solo was chuck full of clever gag
slides and finely played music.
Gilroy told (orally)
the audience that they were to be radio stars also,
but they would have to sing, so people all over the
world would hear them. They sure did, to the tunes
of "My Dear," "Pagan Love Song," "I Get the
Blues When It Rains," "Vagabond Lover," "How
About Me." "I'll Never Ask for More" and "Down
Among the Sugar Cane." His reception was very
good.

Will

—

—

"LIZA" (Harms Inc.) One of the hit songs of
GIRL.
the new ZIEGFELD production entitled
This show has clicked in New York and has good
numbers. The writers need no introduction They are
on the top. Music by George Gershwin, lyrics by Ira

SHOW

Gershwin and Gus Kahn.
*

"ALL

I

DO

*

*

FOLLOW BUTTERFLIES"
Corp.) — A pretty thought.
That's
IS

(Remick Music
what most of us are doing, at all times, chasing
butterflies and getting nowhere.
A real good 6ong
Lyric by Mort Dixon, music by
that should sell.
Harry Woods.
*

"THEN YOU'VE NEVER BEEN BLUE"— (Remick
Music Corp.) — A beautiful fox trot by three well
known

writers.

The composer

is

the well

known

radio

who with his band is at the Edgewater Beach Hotel.
Lyric by Lewis and Young,
music by Ted Fiorito.
orchestra leader

UP

17, 192!

DOWN

-

ALLEY

o

n
Many music men and organists throughout t
country will be shocked to learn of the untime
death of Leo Woods of Feist's slide and organ d
partment. Leo was one of the best liked men in t
game, a hard, conscientious worker and a regul
fellow.

#

#

#

You all know Herman Schenck, the Los Angel
Well Herman
manager for Shapiro Bernstein.
one lucky fellow, he is marrying Miss Fladig of t
New York office. Miss Fladig gave a farewell dinn
the

to all
night,

of

girls

before

just

Shapiro, Bernstein's, the oth
she left for the coast to jo

Herman.
*
» *
There is a new singing life guard at Atlantic Ci
now, in the person of Archie Fletcher of Joe Mori
Music Co. The Atlantic City Life Guard Corps a
going to give a ball, soon and Archie thought of
novel way to plug the ball and also his firntunes.
He had amplifiers and loudspeakers install
along the entire beach and he is singing and a
nouncing the ball through them. Incidently, Arch
has just returned from a successful European ti
where he had arranged to have Campbell-Connel
and Co., London, handle their catalogue.
*

*

*

Rudy Vallee is singing and featuring a pleasii
This
number this week, of Charles Bayha's.
"That's When I Learned to Love You," Billy Ba
This number soun'
kette and Bartley Costello.
like

a

hit.

*

*

*

Walter Douglas, of Donaldson, Douglas and Gumb
has returned from the coast, and left Walter Donal
son out there in the wilds of Hollyrood, working
the score of a new Fox feature picture, calk
<

Mose Gumble

"Cameo Kirby."
join Donaldson.

of

,

„

is

leaving shortly

,

Franklyn Bauer has just completed a vocal reco
Walter Donaldson's latest number, "Junior.'' Th

firm has just accepted and published a

new numb

"Through" by Jimmie Monaco and Ji
McCarthy. They have a Savino dance arrangeme;
called,

of

it

that

is

a peach.

flt|
Al Brookhouse, son of Wynn Brookhouse has joim
the firm of George and Arthur Piantadosi in tl
capacity of publicity and exploitation manager.
Wynn may well be proud of this fine upstanding sc
.

.

of his.

Roy Turk and Fred E. Ahlert, recently sent
Hollywood by Bob Crawford, president of DeSylv
Brown and Henderson, to write original songs f<
film productions, have just submitted three songs f
These three nut
the M G M picture, "Marianne."
bers have a lyrical and melodic originality that
on a par with the best songs written for sound ai
talking

The

pictures.

titles

"Oo- La-La-La-La," and "When
Get a

Lump

in

My

I

are
See

"Marianne
Sugar

My

Throat)."

In addition to the original song hits of the Ka
Carroll show "So Long Letty," the picture. Chariot
Warm
for
vehicle
first
starring
Brothers, will have a new song, published by J
Witmark and Sons, entitled, "My Strongest Wea
ness Is You."

Greenwood's

>?

Ethel Waters,

who

is

*

*

now playing

vaud. houses

and around New York is featuring and singing tl
two Witmark numbers she featured in the Warm
These numbe
Bros. "On With the Show" picture.
are "Am I Blue?" and "Birmingham Bertha."
*

Edward

B.

•

#

Marks Music Co. are publishing

*

tv

European songs that are the rage "over there." Or
is "Hello, Margot," the other, "Won't You Give In'
latter is the American version of "Fraulei
Pardon." These two numbers were originally pul
lished by Meisel and Co., Berlin.

The

•

•

August

Danclen.
V (Jtuaios
54

W.

Dtndolph St

O*<c«£o
AfCjOO oattog RUMORS

Earl Burnett and his Biltmore Trio of San Frai
have made a Brunswick record of Witmark

cisco

"Song of the Nile."

August
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CLASSIFIED

i

Advertising
Ten

Minimum charge,
Ad Dept.

cents per word, payable in advance.

Copy and checks should be addressed

SI. 00.

Classified

Exhibitors Herald- World, 407 So. Dearborn

St.,

Chicago,

111.

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium
VEXEER

Managers' Schools
THEATRE EMPLOYEES— Modern

Theatre Manyou to better positions.
Send for your free Copy
Address Moving Picture Theatre Man-

training will help
Complete training at home.
igeraent

H.

catalog

if

gers Institute,

Elmira,

New

Position

York.

Wanted

320-18 IXCH
CHAIRS SI. 30: 270-18
inch veneer chairs SI. 20; 320-18 inch veneer chairs
SI. 25: 475-20 inch veneer chairs SI. 65: like new;
700-19 inch new upholstered chairs S4.95.
Also 2
type 100-2E Motor driven Motiograph machines complete.
Fine condition S450.00 for the two. 1 Simplex motor driven type S lamphouse and Peerless
arc control $300.00.
Powers 6B complete motor
1
driven S233.
1 new DeVrie Portable extra lens and
lamp S125.00. 1 small projector, motor driven, fine
condition S75.
Address The Theatre Seating Com
pany, 845 South State Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Attention Theatre Managers

OUT XOW!

BRISTOLPHONE

talking picture operator. Twelve
experience on Powers and Simplex. Write or
Box 425, Exhibitors Herald- World, 407 South
)earborn street, Chicago, Illinois.
ears'

new and

used.

Opera

chairs, projectors, screens, generators, rectifiers, reflecting arc lamps, etc. Write for bargain list and
catalogue.
Address Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,

Chicago.

Books
FOR SALE— F.
Projection

ORGANIST— SOLOIST MALE— Ten

years'

exlibrary,

Publix Keith theatres.
Complete
Organist, 6247
horough musician, modern.
tone Ave., Apt. 108, Chicago, 111.

perience

Black-

FOR SALE —

Reflector Arc Lamps and accessories,
also euaranteed rebuilr Powers *-A and 6-B and Simplex Heads.
Best Prices.
Write Joseph Spratler,
12-14 E. Xinth St., Chicago, 111.

ORGANIST —

Experts thoroughly trained in showlanship available at all times for first-class positions,
len and

women. Xo service charge.

clination

concerning salary, organ, hours, etc.
AdSchool of Theatre Organ
Allentown, Pa.

Write

full

and CARD WRITER desires perXine years experience in theatre.

LOBBY ARTIST

402

Herrick,

High

East

Ave.,

skaloosa, Iowa.

EXPERIENCED ORGAXIST

at

liberty

due

to

Play for vaudeReliable, go anywhere.
double in orchestra (piano), use slide presentaDns.
Write or wire Edna M. Bain, Xebraska City,
ebraska, care of Paramount theatre.

.itaphone.
lle,

'HIGHLY TRAIXED ORGAXIST-PIAXIST.

Ex-

young, Vitaphone cause of ad.
Address
jdolph Wolf, Mechanic Street, Marion, 111.
rienced,

MAXAGER — Fifteen

years

experience,

present
sober
426,

/sition five years, desires change.
Married,
id reliable.
Best references.
Address Box

<hibitors
go, 111.

Herald -World, 407

S.

Dearborn

St.,

Chairs for Sale
HIGH GRADE,

1,600
stered theatre
field

constructed upholthe Heywood-Wakein
imitation
Spanish

spring

made by

chairs,

company.

leather,

at

Upholstered
very reasonable prices.

500

upholstered

theatre chairs, back and seat covered in broadcloth.
1,000 upholstered seats covered in Spanish imitation
leather.
Veneered back and squab seats, very reasonable.
in. back.
1,000 heavy 5-ply veneer chairs,
1,500 light 5-ply veneer chairs at very reasonable
Also a
prices.
300 folding chairs in sections of 2.
large stock of chair parts to match any style seat.
assure you
In fact, everything for the theatre.
great savings.
For information, prices and literature
on our merchandise, write Illinois Theatre Equipment Company, 12-14 East X'inth street, Chicago, Illinois.

FULLY EQUIPPED
sd but
is,

few months.

Scranton,

hundred chair theatre
Address Reding-

eight

Cost $8,000.

for Sale

JIG BARGAINS in rebuilt
6-A motiograph machines,
'

Simplex Powers 6-B
motor driven, in
aranteed condition, as well as used low intensity
reflector lamps,
with or without machines at
sonable prices.
Big stock of rebuilt exhaust and
illating fans for AC and DC current.
Generators.
makes, ticket selling machines, film containers, all
bargain prices for immediate shipment.
Write for
gain list.
Address Illinois Theatre Equipment
'npany, 12-14 East Xinth street, Chicago, Illinois.
1

all

:

•

'

Your

Illinois.

Cameras for Rent
AKELEY: BELL-HOWELL
anywhere.

Rent
(professional).
Address Wood, 204 Inland Bank, Indian-

apolis, Ind.

Stati onerx

seats and backs for all makes,
save you money. Jobs in new
Address Redington Company,

used
chairs.
Scranton, Pa.

SKILLED MECHANICS,

Equipment Wanted
RECTIFIERS,

good, bad or incomplete, cheap.
Address
188 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

Preddey,

Peerless or Simplex projectors, also
State price, condition
and number of machines.
Will pay cash, or one
third down and balance C.O.D.
Address Box 337
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago. 111.

HIGHEST PRICES

paid

Classified

Ad

for

used opera

chairs,
Co.,

Address Movie Supply

specialize

•

-

'-.

Do

a

Prompt

service,

for repairing projection machines.
reasonable prices.
Address Movie

Supply Co., 844 Wabash, Chicago.

Posters and Banners
Banners, illustrated on cloth 3'xl0' $1.40, on paper
Scenery. Address Pueblo Signs, Pueblo,

3'xlO* 60c.

Colorado.

Will

and

shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I
have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinery equipment.
One
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving
some of the largest houses. Relief equipment furnished free.
For results bring your work to Joseph
Spratler. 12-14 E. Xinth St., Chicago, 111.

BEST SHOP

WAXTED — 2

Strong reflector arc lamps.

projection machines, etc.
844 Wabash, Chicago.

plate-

Projector Repairing

at prices that

and

("Xeargravuremboso"

less embossing) processes.
Special Xeargravure 250
envelopes, 500 Sy2 x7'4" letterheads $3.33, or 8!^xll"
$4.44, postpaid.
Sollidays, EXH-124, Knox. Indiana.

WAXT SEVERAL MERCURY

Equipment

—

"XEARGRAVURE"

OPERA CHAIRS,

Pa.

—

FOR SALE Barry and Sargent's "Building
Theatre Patronage." Price $5.20 postpaid in U. S.
and Canada. $6.00 foreign countries. Certified
check or money order must accompany all orders.
Address Herald-World Bookshop, 407 South Dearborn street. Chicago. Illinois.
FOR SALE "Motion Picture Trade Directory."
Comprehensive book pertaining to all branches of
Eleven hundred pages in size. Price
the industry.
$10.00 postpaid in U. S. A., and Canada.
$11.00
foreign countries.
Certified check or money order
must accompany all orders. Address Herald-World
Bookshop, 407
South Dearborn street, Chicago,

BIG BARGAIX in used Opera chairs. 600 upholAddress Movie Supply Co.,
800 Veneer.
844 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

five ply,

Theatre, seating 279, near large
nan mills. Bargain for cash proposition, have other
siness.
Address Central theatre, Knoxville, Tenn.

Richardson's Handbook of
2.
Price $6.20 postpaid

and

S.

stered,

For Sale
WESTERX TYPE

1

A.,
and Canada. $7.00 foreign counCertified check or money order must accompany all orders. Address Herald-World Bookshop. 407 South Dearborn street. Chicago. Illinois.
in
U.
tries.

We

Chi-

Theatre for Sale

— Volumes

H.

A.,

in-

ress Vermond
Knauss
•laying. 210 X. 7th St.,

anent position.
.William B.

RICHARDSON'S BOOK OX

H.

cago, Illinois

THEATRE EQUIPMEXT,

.ire.

N'rite

F.

SOUXD— VOLUME

3.
Thousands have already ordered and received this up-to-date useful book dealing with and pertaining to all branches of sound.
The price is $5.20 postpaid in U. S. A., and Canada.
$6.00 foreign countries.
Certified check or money
order must accompany all orders. Address HeraldWorld Bookshop, 407 South Dearborn street, Chi-

the

Work

Exhib itors Herald-World has helped hundreds of Theatre owners in solving many a problem. The classified advertising
department has placed organists all over the country, has helped in obtaining equipment, in selling equipment, and in
solving many another problem that seemed difficult.
The rates are but 10c per word payable with order, 10% discount
if run for 3 insertions.
See this week's classified pages. Maybe you are in need of something that is being advertised this
week. The cost is small, the results are great.
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organ music played with clean cut rhythn
and clear melodies. The organists mus
prepare themselves to enter again, take th<
spotlight of theatre music and be preparec
to give the public better music and pres
entations than they ever heard before.—

Malcolm

THE VOICE OF THE INDUSTRY
LETTERS FROM READERS

something for

making

a

thought

I

page but as others are
"sound" about sound I
would say something about silent
lot

this

of

pictures.

have the only house in a small town
about 50 miles to the nearest sound
equipped house. My business is holding up
fine and I have no intention of putting in
sound at the present prices of equipment,
film rentals, etc.
I would much rather go
broke for a sheepskin than a whole sheep
I

as

it. is

certain that

I

could not stay open

with talkies at present costs.
I
run my pictures about as close to release date as the

exchanges

will let

me have

them.

There

one thing

wish to complain
about, that all the film trade papers are too
far behind in giving the footage of feature
is

I

pictures.

conclusion, I wish to state that the
fellow that was stampeded into wiring
his house has my sympathy.
O. A. Halsti rm,
In

little

—

Cozy

theatre, Duchesne, Utah.

The Theatre Organist
EXHIBITORS TODAY ARE

EN-

gulfed in a storm of confusion that seriously threatens to cast them upon the
rocks.
Sound has taken up the theatre industry in a whirlpool and theatre owners
are feeling its lash.
Recently there was a survey made by
several well known trade journals on the
theatre conditions. The general survey resulted in "poor business" and the exhibitors
admit that there hasn't been one new patron born, through the medium of sound,
out of every 100 persons. On top of this
known condition of the exhibitor, the producers are in a mad scramble to make the
industry 100 per cent talkie.
The technique of the talkie differs so
radically from that of the silent picture that
only certain types of stories are adaptable.
In drama it is the substitution of suspense
for action.
In comedy, the talkie depends
upon the spoken lines for its laughs and
practically dominates the slapstick and acrobatics that made the Lloyd and Chaplin
comedies so immensely popular.
Mr. P. A. Powers, an executive of a well

known sound equipment company, makes

a

statement to the effect that, whether the
public wants silent pictures or not, the producers will not make any silent pictures
after this year.
The Fox Corporation
makes known its policy to produce only

Paramount

advertised they will
specialize in 100 per cent talkies. Yet there
seems to be a breath of uncertainty because
of the stand the sound equipment manufactalkies.

take.
These companies state that
will gradually reduce their prices,
it
is
definitely determined that the
talkies are here to stay.
I cannot condemn sound that's used sanely.
As an added attraction, it's fine, but
sound has a place of its own. The exhibitor
who gives his patrons too much of it will
only jeopardize the profits of his box office.
"Variety is the spice of life" and t'ie very
existence of~"the motion picture industry.

turers

they

when

The sound

situation has cast

its

darkest

cloud over the exhibitor.
After spending
fortunes for the installation of sound equipment, the exhibitor can only worry about
when his return will come on his investment. The industry has had more money
to spend than any other.
Within this mad
whirlpool, the producers have utterly failed
to realize that they are taking their own

blood and profit basis by the reaction
of their policy on themselves.
The large first run deluxe theatres are
doing a capacity business which may lead
the people to think the whole theatrical
situation is prosperous. This is wrong because the small theatre and the theatres in
the area of the deluxe theatres are not
life's

showing profits at the box office. The deluxe theatres are filling their houses mainly
because they are putting on wonderful
stageshows, worth double the admission
they charge. The small theatres that have
installed sound are now on a par with the
deluxe theatres in showing sound, but that's
as far as the small theatres can compete
with the deluxe houses.
There arc two big factors the producers
overlooked in their rush to make the industry 100 per cent talkie. First, they have
completely overlooked the small theatre
which is trying to keep its head above the
water with silent pictures. It is absolutely
necessary for the producers not to let the
small theatre go wrong because the small
theatre has always been and always will be
the backbone and the profit making basis
of the production companies.
The producers have spent millions to make the
public like sound and talking pictures but
if they continue to. ignore the needs of the
•-mall theatre they will see plenty of nice
numbers in the loss column of their profit
and loss sheets at the end of the year.
When the bankers see this then the producers will have a very unpleasant time.
Second, the producers have overlooked
the foreign market.
If they continue making 100 per cent English speaking talkies,
the entire foreign market will be lost to
them with the exception of the British Isles
and Australia and this would put another
big figure on the loss sheet.
As it was stated before, the sound and
talkie craze hasn't caused one new patron
to be born out of every 100 persons.
Yet
the exhibitors have spent barrels of money
to install the equipment with the promise
of the producers that they would pack their
houses and bust the box office with receipts.
The increased cost of talkie shows, the
increase in the projectionist's pay and the
cost of running the equipment has left the
exhibitor with a far greater overhead than
when he paid a competent organist during
the 100 per cent silent era with no more
coming into the box office. I believe if the
producers continue their policy, the situation will become so acute for many exhibitors that they will disband with sound
and take a loss now rather than hang on
with an indefinite loss.
There is bound to be a reaction within
the next year.
It can't react in any other
way than favorable to the organist. It
doesn't take a musician to know that the
canned music lacks real feeling and warmth
and can never replace the organ.
The
beauty, personality and distinctiveness of

secretary,

Phiadelphi;

The High Cost of Sound

SHOULD BE EVERY MANUFAC

IT

They Have His Sympathy
THIS IS MY FIRST TIME TO WRITE

Thomson,

Fraternity of Theatre Organists, Philadel
phia, Pa.

turer's privilege to sell his product at th
best price that can be obtained.
That condi
is governed by the law of suppl
and demand. The law of supply and dematK
does not seem to apply in the case of talkim
pictures in the small town situations. It seem
to me that producers and distributors are can-

lion usually

ing needless injury to the small exhibitor an<

damaging him

in innumerable ways.
This theatre is in the market for talkin,
pictures and talking picture equipment and ha
been for months. I have talked with exchang'
managers and salesmen and they have posi

told mc that they
talking pictures at a price

could

tively

not

sell

m.

where I could maki
any money with them. Every exchange ha
asked as much for one of their good talkim
pictures as I am able to pay for an entin
week's service, to say nothing at all of
added investment and expense incurred
installing a

good

thi
ii

outfit.

Geographically, I am located within 20 min
utes drive of the five first run theatres al
equipped with Western Electric and other higl
priced machines and all giving very near 10(
per cent satisfaction. Every week I can se*
more and more of my patrons slipping awa\
to one or the other of these theatres.
It

has always been

my

policy to pay a

fair

and just price for my product, basing my costs
expenses and profits on my average annua
gross business. As a result today my profit is
traveling to these sound houses.
My sileni
product is contracted for and I have to pa\
as much for it now as I did when business
was normal. Should I install sound to compete with these theatres it is only a question of
time and a short time at that when I could
be out of the picture bankrupt. I am confiden;
that there would be no adjustments made as
long as I still had a dollar left to pay with.

This condition of affairs is unfair to everyIt is an injustice to the exhibitor who
has an investment of several thousand dollars
which affords in most cases the only source
for revenue to the producers in that particular
community. It is an injustice to the thousands
one.

of dollars invested in other business establishments in the vicinity of the theatre who have
every reason to expect the manager to mainIt is an
tain a good class of entertainment.
injustice to the public who have every right
to expect their local theatre to supply them
with the entertainment thev are anxious to see

when that entertainment is
product being made for motion picture

especially

the
the-

atres' use.

high time something should be done
Whether it is necessary to resort to
government supervision, or is a result of the
It

about

is

it.

efforts of the Allied States organization, or is
just the adaption by the distributors of plain
common sense business principles, remains to

—

H. P.
seen.
Buchanan, Mich.
be

To

Morley,

Princess

theatre,

Earphones
At Grauman's Chinese

Install

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug. 13.— Fifty earphone
devices will be installed at Grauman's Chinese
theatre to enable the deaf to hear the "Hollywood Revue." It will be carrying out the
plans originated by Sid Grauman before his
retirement.

A

t

jj

—
August
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PICTURE DID FOR ME

J'erdicts

on Films in Language of Exhibitor
Copyright. 1929

AT — All

— Talking

T

Talking:

means the picture

M—

—

E Sound Effects. 'Example: ATM.
Sequence*:
Music synchronous
and has a synchronized musical score. In the same way all other symbols
mar be combined.
)

i

:

all-talking

is

!

eight

THE YOUNGER GENERATION" (AT):
-ast— June 20.

Just fair.

THE DONOVAN AFFAIR

(AT):

Holt-

Jack

June 7.
A splendid production. Good recording.—
M. W. Mattecheck. Lark theatre. McMinnville. Ore.
Local patronage.

—

THE DONOVAN AFFAIR (AT):

Jack Holt

—A

perfectly splendid
comedy-drama murder
mystery.
This is one rime you can enjoy a
double murder.
But. alas! we did not enjoy
losing several dollars.
Film rental on sound
pictures is just too darn high.
A. N. Miles.
Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky. Small town
patronage.
:

—

—

FATHER AND SON:
and

fair

will

Jack Holt— July 25.
probably get by as a program

— G. W. Wooten, L'Arcade
Tex. — Small town patronage.

"own

Just
filler.

theatre, York-

reels.

NOTHING TO WEAR: Special cast—July 26. A
good silent program picture.
Brings back the good
old days before we became "synchronized" and commenced to stutter, stammer and worry how to get
film rental and disc change.
Times have certainly
changed in past year "and how." Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville. Mich.
General pat-

—

—

—

ronage.

POWER OF THE PRESS: Douglas Fairbanks.
—July 26. A pretty good picture, and one that

Jr.

«ill

Plot
role.
-*e.

please fairly well.
The usual newspaper stuff.
rather worn.
Doug was out of place in this
Seven reels. G. W. Wooten. L'Arcade theaYorktown. Tex. Small town patronage.

—
—

First National

WEARY RIVER:
\ real picture.
ind the best part
is

is

will talking,

it

Richard Barthelmess— July
lots of good comments on

Got

21.

lone

A

2.

viattecheck.

fine

it will please as well silent
that's saying plenty.
ESght
theatre, Yorktown.

Barthelmess—
production and well liked. M. W.
(AT)

Richard

:

Lark theatre. McMinnville,

—
Ore. — Local

WEARY RIVER:

Richard Barthelmess— July 22form and saw it in sound,
t is good both ways and drew good business in
varm weather. Seven reels. S. B. Kennedy. Central
heatre. Selkirk, Man., Canada.
General patronage.

Ran

this in silent

—

THE HAWK'S

NEST:

Own

<nt by mistake.

film

—

Sills— July IS.
on boat (or that

Milton
lost

wrote me).
No mention of
^Canyon Adventure." as booked by me. F. C.
lishop. Terrace theatre. Terrace, B.
Canada.

vas

the

excuse

they

C

"eneral

patronage.

to

go long nameless.

It

some

them being published

of

the office.
The contest constantly attests the presence of a stranger in the
place of the departed Nancy.
Perhaps
we dwell too much on the past. Perhaps we do not make proper allowance
for the changes the future will make.
But today, as Eagle Eye turns over to
us the new names for this new personality, we cannot help being sadly reminded of her whose pistons and bearings grew asthmatic in the HERALDservice.
The inevitable, however, most be
faced.
Nancy has her successor, the
stranger must be welcomed and suitably named. All of us must put a bright
face on the matter and look confidently
toward a future when ""Jaysee's" coupe
is as proven and famous as his sedan
once was.
By what name shall that
worth and celebrity be identified?
must decide that now.
So send your
suggestions in to Eagle Eye Joe. And
whoever sends in the one selected must
not forget to hold "Jaysee™ to his
promise to award a subscription to the

WORLDS

—

We

HERALDWOLRD.
—GEORGE

—

—

is

too

Special cast Fair comedy, only
long for this type of entertainParkside theatre. Lyons, la.

—

WOMAN

CAPTIVE

(AT):

W.

Fair, well liked.— M.

30.

theatre,

has

been but a short while since "Jaysee"
sounded his call for names, and already
suggestions have begun to come in to
Eagle Eye Joe. official supervisor of the

McMinnville,

Ore.

— Local

THE NIGHT WATCH:

BiUie

Milton Sill*—
Mattecheck. Lark
patronage,

Dove—June

dandy picture from start to finish. A little
dark in spots, but pleased all I spoke to about it.
F. C. Bishop, Terrace theatre. Terrace, B. C,
Canada. General patronage.

—

—

SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS:
but very
Lyons, la.

good.

— General

ESght

GUN GOSPEL:

reels.

Special

—Parkside

Ken Maynard— A new

Western, but good, as
Dinsmore & Son. Majestic
are.
Ark. Small town patronage.
the usual

—

THE BARKER (TME):

Milton Sills—May 13-1415-16.
Pretty good picture and, I judge, it is true
to life carnival life.
A little raw in places. Did
not do much business here. -Rae Peacock, Mystic
theatre. Stafford. Kan.
Small town patronage.

—

—

HOUSE OF HORROR:

—

Special

cast—Very

little

As entertainment,
poor sound effects.
this is less than nothing.
If you are running sound,
better pay for this and pass it.
F. G. Roberts.
Rialto theatre. Searcy. Ark. General patronage.
dialog

with

—

—

theatre.

—
—

slant

on

the Maynards

all

Weiner.

theatre.

—

THE WRIGHT IDEA:

Johnny Hines The moral
of this was hard to find.
Johnny goes to the city
to sell his old mother's jam rights and after a lot
of struggles he sells them and uses the money to pay
off a debt for a new girl he meets in the city, and
the fade-out wants to show that all is well with
everybody, but nine-tenths of the audience will want
Dinsto know where mother comes in on the deal.
more & Son. Majestic theatre, Weiner. Ark. Small
town patronage.
THE UPLAND RIDER: Ken Maynard— As good
a Western as you will need. Dinsmore & Son. MaSmall town patronage.
jestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.
NAUGHTY" BABY": Alice White— July 25-26. A
very good little program picture. No special at all.
Lots of flapper stuff that seemed to please the young
folks.
Page & Goetz. Gem theatre. Canton. Mo.

—

—

—

—

General patronage.
1-2-3.
Griffith— August
PRISONERS:
Corinne
Just one of the reasons the silent houses are not
doing business.
A dull draggy affair that will not
Eight reels. S. B. Kennedy.
arouse any interest.
Central theatre. Selkirk. Man.. Canada. General
patronage.

—

—

SATURDAY'S CHILDREN (TME):
May

20-21-22.

Not so good.

—

—

SCHL'TZ.

LILAC TIME: Colleen Moore— July 1. Stepped
on the advertising and put a float in parade. Did
not do as well as I should have done, as was
booked to show on July 4 and 5. But films did not
arrive from Universal, so had to show these at last
minute.
A dandy show. -F. C. Bishop. Terrace
theatre, Terrace, B.
Canada. General patronage.

C

cast—Old

patronage.

Special

cast-

Business about like

we

—

—

—

2S.

A

do on a silent picture- Rae Peacock, Mystic theatre, Stafford. Kan.
Small town patronage.
CHEYENNE: Ken Maynard—July 26-27. Good
Western. The Cheyenne Rodeo is fine. A. N. Miles,
Eminence theatre. Eminence. Ky. Small town pat-

that

and

)atronage.

'-3-24.

not

May
chariot

it.

— G. W. Wooten. L'Arcade
Tex. — Small town patronage.
eels.

WEARY RIVER

is

new

HIS

in

A

Seven

IT

C. Jenkins"

J.

reels

ment.
Eight reels.
General patronage.

elsewhere in this department this week.
It is not precisely a cheerful task that
"Jay;ee" has wished on to his confreres

MARRIAGE (ME)
Special cast—July
very good sophisticated society drama that
failed to make expenses.
Music is extra good, and
Columbia recordings are fine, we think. Several people spoke particularly about
how well they liked
Sally Filers.
A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence. Ky.
Small town patronage.
TRIAL

seems that

contest,

—
—

29-30.

NAMES FOR
NANCYS SUCCESSOR

Special

—
—

Recording fair. M. W.
Lark theatre. McMinnville, Ore. Local

Mattecheck.
ratronage.

—

HAROLD TEEN:

Columbia

ronage.

HOT STIFF:
when

I

White

is

in

this

admit

now

one!

Alice

White— You

anything,

then

all
it's

know
so.

me—
Alice

and believe me. she stars
need not be afraid to spend
to get 'em in. because I
is
one of the greatest hot

a star,
Y'ou

money advertising

this

am telling you it
weather pictures we ever released to the public,
and it is well named, for it is hot! Seven reels.
W. H. Brenner. Cory theatre. Winchester, Ind.
General patronage.
HOT STUFF: Alice White—July 25-26-27. Terrible, a lot of trash and not an actor in the bunch,
including the star. Nine reels. Bearry & Johnston.
The Crescent theatre. Red Deer. Alta.. Canada.
Small town patronage.

—
—

—

—

—
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VAMPING
we

thing

VENUS:

Murray— Silliest

Charles

— Dinsmore & Son. Majestic
Ark. — Small town patronage.

ever ran.

Weiner,

tre,

THE HEAD MAN:
Played this

—

Murray— August

Charles

2.

THE HEAD MAN:

a

of the
Not so silly as some
beet Murray's we have played.
of them have been. Dinsmore & Son. Majestic thea-

Ark.

Weiner,

— Small

E.

William
Tragsdorf

of

Neillsville,

tor

Fox

as

Special cast— July
HEARTS IN DIXIE (TME)
A wonderful picture. Different from the
A number of stare in this cast. The picture

retaining

should and satisfied about 50 per
a great entertainment. Six reels.

be back.

rest.

did not

draw

as

cent, but I call
—Bert Silver.

Mich.

—General

it
it

Family

Silver

hope
ing

Greenville.

theatre,

STREET ANGEL:

Not
Our print was in

Gaynor— July

Janet

19-20.

—

Ia.

he'll

Lyons,

his

on

WORLD

tli'?

Special cast— Ju!y 16.
Good star.*,
very poor entertainment.
Six
Six reels. Page & Goetz,
but not much picture.
Gem theatre. Canton, Mo.— General patronage.

Europe

—

THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER:

Marjorie

— Small

—

THE RED DANCE: Dolores Del Rio—June 27.
Just a fair picture, but not up to the standard of
Those who saw it did not
Del Rio's other onee.
boost it, and as a consequence I did not get by on
it.
So far the socalled Fox specials have failed to
click.
Ben Eskind, New Kentucky theatre, Madisonville, Ky.
General patronage.

—

—

UNDERWORLD:

ROMANCE

Special
OF THE
A surprise from Fox,
July 14. Good picture.
as most of their program features this season have
Seven reels.
been the next thing to nothing.
Parkeide theatre, Lyons, la. General patronage.

—

—

PROTECTION:

cast— July 4.
Just anSomething to use to get by
other program picture.
No story and a little acwith in the hot weather.
tion.
Ben Eskind, New Kentucky theatre, Madison-

—

ville,

Special

— General

Ky.

patronage.

WIN THAT GIRL:
of

football

Special

A

players.

cast— Three generations

little

but some seemed to like it.
jestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.

slow

getting

started,

— Dinemore & Son, Ma— Small town patronage.

MGM
22-23.
have played six sound pictures, and this was
number five on the list and the best liked of any.
Had compliments on it for a week afterwards.

—

Everybody raved about how beautifully Novarro sang
"The Pagan Love Song." If you have sound, be
A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre,
sure you run this.
Eminence, Ky. Small town patronage.

—

—

THE IDLE RICH (AT)
A fairly good picture.
:

29.

Special cast— July 18-19Not much to it, but the

—

was good and plain. Nine reels. Beatty &
Johnston, The Crescent theatre, Red Deer, Alta.,
Canada. Small town patronage.
THE TRIAL OF MARY DUGAN (AT): Norma
ReGood, but not outstanding.
Shearer June 23.
cording fair. M. W. Mattecheck, Lark theatre, Mcdialog

—

patronage.

Lon Chaney— July 26-27. This
the best picture ever made. It has everything
it takes to make a good picture
and a dandy
cast.
Lon Chancy is our best drawing card and
he always pleases.
Extra fine in every way.
Nine reels. Robert K. Yancey, Bonny theatre,
Mansfield, Mo. General patronage.

—

WOMAN OF
Son, Majestic
patronage.

—

THE LAST OF MRS. CHEYNEY: Norma

Shearer
28.
Underworld racket among the upper
Considerable tea-gargling and London swank.
Subtly sophisticated and undoubtedly pleasing to
those who go in for the better class of pictures,
but at this way station, it did not justify Metro's
last-minute enthueiaem. " Acting of Miss Shearer and
balance of cast too panky and restrained for the
Excellent
print,
fair
most of our patronage.
photography, and the poorest Sunday business ever
Seven reels. O. B. Wolfe, Screenrecorded here.
Small town patronage.
land theatre, Nevada, O.

— July
crust.

—

BROADWAY MELODY

—

cast— May
made since. M. W.

(AT):

Special

Splendid, nothing better
Mattecheck. Lark theatre, McMinnville,
patronage.
26.

—
— Local

Ore.

THE SMART SET:

William Haines—We held off
because it was a polo picture and
would not go over here, but the newsreels have educated the people everywhere so they
can underetand polo as well as they do golf, so we
finally ran it.
Haines was more of a smart alec
than in any of hie others we have run, but they like
anyway,
him,
and enjoyed the picture. We'd sure
hate to meet in real like a smarty like he was in
Any number of folks would have been justified
this.
in murdering him.
But, just when you want to
wring his neck, he does some fool thing that makes
you feel sorry for him and you have to like him
again.
You are all right, William. We're for you.
Dinsmore & Son. Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.
Small town patronage.
on

playing this

was afraid

it

—

THE PATSY:

Marion Davies— We asked to have
this old one dug out and sent to us and we are glad
always
we did. It sure suited our folks.
sends good films, even if they are old. Dinsmore &
Son. Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark. Small town pat-

—

MGM
—

ronage.

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS:

—
—

Lon Chaney— Old,

but still good. Dinsmore & Son, Majestic theatre.
Weiner, Ark. Small town patronage.

—

SPIES:

FOUR WALLS:

A MAN'S MAN: William Haines— July 28-29-30.
This will do Haines no good. How
Pretty terrible.
do they expect to do business with this kind of
trash? Eight reels.— S. B. Kennedy. Central theatre,
General patronage.
Selkirk, Man., Canada.

—

SKIRTS:

Sid Chaplin

and

it

is

as

—Why

haven't

we heard

of

Have never read a report on it,
good a comedy as we ever played. The
?

us to believe Chaplin wore skirts through
most of the picture, but it is only for a very short
sequence, and the rest is where he is a young business man, harassed by an overbearing mother-in-law.
title

led

— Parkside

it.

—Dinsmore

Ark.

— Small

— Good

&

town

program

of-

Lyons, Ia.—

theatre.

—

—

LADY OF CHANCE: Norma
an expert

Shearer— Norma

as

the ewindling and confidence game.
When 6he meets the right guy, ehe tries to reform
but her old partners in crime make it tough for her.
When they attempt to bunco her man, whom she has
married without telling him her past, she meets the
issue squarely, sends for the cops to get her and
then tells hubby the whole story and saves him from
the other swindlers.
Of course it all ends well and
it makes a very
interesting program.
Dinsmore &
Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark. Small town
patronage.
in

—
—

BABY

CYCLONE:

Cody and Pringle
Lyons,

theatre,

Ia.

Cody-Pringle— The average
Seven reels. Parkside

—

offering.

— General

patronage.

William
JIMMY VALENTINE (TM)
Haines — July 15-16-17. A good program picture. But

ALIAS

:

why do the male actors have to call the ladies nothing but "baby" and "kid"? Eight reels. Beatty &
Johnston, The Crescent theatre, Red Deer, Alta.,
Canada. Small town patronage.

—

—

THE COSSACKS:

John Gilbert— Our patrons did
not care very much for this one.
Eight reels.—
Parkside theatre, Lyons, Ia. General patronage.

—

THE BELLAMY TRIAL:

Special cast— July 25splendid drama, the action all takes place
in a court room and holds the interest throughout.
Many favorable comments. Eight reels. S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada. General patronage.

A

26-27.

—

blood

this picture before

Garbo— Great.

Greta
liked

Weiner,

age.

one

patronage.

folks

FOUR WALLS: John Gilbert— Fine. Gilbert U
a gangster and gets sent up to the walls when he
shoots a rival gangster.
Penitentiary life is not
shown attractively enough to make anyone want to
break in.
Some old fellows succeed in converting
Gilbert into a reformed guy before they turn him
loose, and there is where the best part of the story
begins.
The stars do fine work. Dinsmore & Son.
Majestic theatre. Weiner, Ark. Small town patron-

Small town patronage.

— Local

Garbo— An-

Greta

John Gilbert

Seven reels
General patronage.

—

—

AFFAIRS:

theatre,

fering.

—

Ore.

—

other fine Garbo picture. Action very tense in spots,
kept the audience interested until the end. Spies and
intrigue on the continent form the story and, naturally, enemy spies become lovers, and one must prove
a traitor to his country.
Greta does, and how!
Dinsmore & Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.—
Small town patronage.

Special cast This one surprised us by being very good.
But our clientele did not believe it
would be and we only grossed $7 on the showing.
Dinsmore & Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.

Minnville,

town patronage.

Even our small town

—

THE PAGAN (ME): Ramon Novarro— July

We

Special castkind, but too long and heavy
movie fan.
Ten reels. Parkeide

THUNDER:

—

tills the soil in this locality.
Phooie!
the place for European productions! Seven
B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, 0.

THE MYSTERIOUS LADY:

its

— General

Special cast -July

:

is

THE FARMER'S DAUGHTER:

—

of

for the average
theatre, Lyons, la.

Beebs—

age.

Good

9.

theatre.

VOICE OF THE CITY (TME)
Willard MackJuly 24-25. This is a mighty fine picture, a splendid
talking cast. We had some disc trouble, but got out
alive.
The picture gave good satisfaction to all who
saw it. Bert Silver. Silver Family theatre. Greenville, Mich.
General patronage.

THE BRIDGE OF SAN LUIS REY:

Six reele.
Old, but a mighty good comedy offering.
Parkside theatre, Lyons, la. General patronage.

Marjorie Beebe—
For a Saturday night farmer crowd this cannot be
They laughed and whooped and enjoyed it
beat.
No dull moments in this one. The
very much.
laugh6 follow each other so fast there seems to be no
Try this on your bunch. They don't
intermission.
have to be farmers to enjoy it. Dinsmore & Son,
Majestic theatre. Weiner, Ark. 9mall town patron-

is

— O.

reels.

—

13.

— Parkside

division that

—

July

Tim McCoy— July

Six reels.
patronage.

!

last

—

of

reels

— General

Well, I yoost tella you, a picture like this, in
threshing time, with mighty hot weather, is just
about the goshdangest combination I ever hope to
experience.
Positively a new record for rotten business and walkouts
Such stuff may be, and doubtless is, appreciated in certain sections, but certainly
not by the well known masses, and especially that

age.

MAKING THE GRADE:

that

24.

tveek to take leave of those with whom
he luis been so long associated in friendship, and thus to mark in a way his taking leave of the industry at least temporarily.
Trag's theatre was bought by
J. P. Adler, who operates houses in two
other Wisconsin towns, Waupaca and
Marshfield.

THE AIR CIRCUS: Special cast— July 24-25.
Always get a good crowd on Utah's Pioneer
Day, July 24, so we booked this and raised adHad a houseful first night, but rain
mission.
Perhaps
on second night spoiled the draw.
The picture is
everyone came the first night.
Eight reels. Mrs. Hulda J. Green,
very good.
Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. General patron-

Ia.

THE LOVES OF CASANOVA:

called

picture

—

The usual McCoy hash.

HERALD-

"Trags"

—

cast— Good

Special

good and weakness of the average
Eight reels. Parkside theatre, Lyons.
General patronage.
the

BEYOND THE SIERRAS:

theatre,

called

—

—

THE CROWD:
working man.

Tragsdorf

Fox told me it was.
such a terrible condition that one could hardly keep
We rated about 50 per cent on it.
connection.
the
and our Fox manager in Charlotte took care of me
on account of the bad print. I find Fox all right.
Ten reels. G. H. Wright, Jr., Star theatre. WenSmall town patronage.
dell, N. Car.
the special

I

displays

Hav-

sold

house,
Trag's

patronage.

dell,

som"

that

MGM will treat you right, too. hope
them 100 per cent this year. Eleven
— G. H. Wright. Jr., Star theatre, WenN. Car. — Small town patronage.

reels.

without

Wis..

:

28-29-30.

MGM

most
shown.
to buy

intend
so valued a contribu-

town patronage.

Greta Garbo— July 12-13.
Lacked about $3 of scorper cent.
I picked my
pictures
this season, and as a result they are the
consistent
money makers I have ever

100

close

doesn't
to lose

—

tre,

ing

department

this

Murray— One

Charles

WILD ORCHIDS:
An excellent picture.

This is not written in the spirit of
goodbye. Rather we are saying, "So
long, until you return to the fold." For

satisfaction, with
Silver Family theatre,

—

1929

17,

—
—

UNTIL HE RETURNS

and gave good

silent,

August

Chorus girls, and a well meaning friend get him inco
a dilemma that develops plenty of comedy. Dins,
more & Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner. Ark. Small
town patronage.

thea-

talking shorts. Bert Silver.
General patronage.
Greenville, Mich.

cast

—

—

ACROSS TO SINGAPORE: Ramon Novarro— This
too much
Eight
Lyons, Ia.— General patron-

will please the action fans,

reels.

and thunder for some

—Parkside

theatre,

but a
the

of

little

ladies.

age.

SIOUX BLOOD:

Tim

Western which seemed

—
—

McCoy—July
please.

20.

Good

Good print and

Six reels. Robert K. Yancey, Bonny
Mansfield, Mo. General patronage.
(Reports continued following **Jay9ee"l

photography.
theatre.

to

—
August

17,

J,
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1929
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—
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His Colyum

C. Jenkins

KIRBY.

WYO-

Auzu-t

4.

1929.

DEAR HERALD-WORLD:
It's a question if this tovvn is »hown on the
this place that most of the coal is shipped

map, although
that supplies

it

is

from

a greater

Western country. You may wonder why we are here
and maybe you don t care a darn where we are'. You remember
we told you about our son and daughter-in-law and those two grandWell, that's the answer. Bennie has just had his tonsils
children'
removed and it takes a lot of pop and ice cream to keep his throat
Catherine had her appendix removed last year and she thinkcool.
she would recover much sooner if grandpa would take her to the
show to see Hoot Gibson and buy her a schooner of root beer between the comedy and the feature. WelL anyhow, we are here, and
any guy who wouldn't drive 200 miles out of his way to see his
famUy when he hadn't seen them for a long time and wouldn't see
them for a long time to come, ought to have remained a bachelor
all his life or have been brought up in Hollywood.
part

of thi;

*

*

*

Did you ever see a bull fight? \ou didn't? Well, you haven't
Thermopolis staged a rodeo yesterday and la-t
mi--ed a thing.
r had heard a lot ahout bull
night they pulled off a bull fight.
we
went
fights, so
to see one. and they took two bucks away from us
under false preten-es.
The announcer introduced Signor Elspelando Macaroni or some-

W

i, the greatest known Spanish bull fighter in the world.
Elspelando came out garbed in a red flannel shirt and blue trousers
and a lot of spangles and made hi.- bow to the public. Then he
introduced another Greaser and a Wop, and lastly a hill-billy from
It began to look like it was going to be a bad evening
the Ozarks.
Then he introduced the bulk which might have bee;i
for the bull.
a bull 15 years ago but not now, and the bull walked around the
ring looking for some alfalfa and wondering what those birds were
hanzing around there with red blankets for. Elspelando walked up
in front of the bull and shook his red blanket at him. and the bull
went up to Elspelando and smelled of him to make sure that they
both came from the same herd, and even this didn't make the bull
sore. Then he walked over toward another Wop. and the Wop backed
up against the fence, and the bull smelled of him and walked away

thing like that

disgusted.
A tool dresser from the Grass Creek field yelled. "Twist the bull's
Then
tail." and a pop vender hollered. "Give the bull some pop."
some kid yelled. "Oh, rats, he hain't no bull." and then some girl
got more
from a ranch said. "Get me a pail and I'll milk "er."
kick out of the wise cracks from the grandstand than we did out
of the bull fight, and if this was a sample of the Mexican bull fights,
then there should be a law passed protecting Hollywood again-t

We

Tia Juana.

*

*

*

you have never seen "Hell's Half Acre," you ought to see it.
It is located on the highway between Casper and Shoshoni and it is
no doubt the crater of a one time volcano, but it has sunk down
until it is something like 500 feet deep, and the formations indicate
that at one time things must have been pretty hot around there.
We know some guys operating theatres who ought to see this place
it might give them an insight to what their future is liable to be
But we are not going to mention
unless they mend their ways.
any name, but Micky Larson, Elmer Gailey. Crocket Brown and
If

Trag^dorf will understand whom we are alluding at as Eagle Eye
Joe would say i. We don't know how they came to name this place
"Hell's Half Acre." for it covers at least five acres, but the "Hellpart is easily understood. At Thermopolis there is a sulphur sprinz
that must be connected in some way with this extinct volcano, for
the water is so hot you can t hold your hand in it and the aases
from it indicates a combination of rotten eggs, asafoetida and~ cowitch.
Strangers have to wear clothespins on their noses when they
go near this spring. The spring is said to be the largest in the
world and is something like 30 feet in diameter, and its depth has
never been ascertained. This water is said to cure everything from
the seven year itch to a longing to vote the Democratic ticket.
We
are going to try it, notwithstanding our aversion to baths.
|

*

We

had

«

*

a very delightful visit with

Mr. and Mrs. Katzenbach. who
Whiting theatre at Thermopolis.
The Whiting is a
much finer theatre than one would expect to find in a town of that
size.
The theatre has been wired for sound, and the house will
be opened for the first sound picture Tuesdav evening with "THE
"
operate

the

VOICE OF THE CITY

*

*

*

press reports from New York, the Hays organization has come to the conclusion that prices for sound service are
too high and must be reduced.
WelL well, how come?
supposed that the day of miracles had passed. This Colyum had that
all figured out some months ago, and we sounded the alarm and
pointed to a definite result unless such action was taken as is nowproposed by the Hays organization.
even predicted that thousands of theatres would be forced to close, which prediction is well
on the way toward fulfillment. As we understand the proposition,
any theatreman who is willing to go to this organization and lay the
cards face up and beg for mercy, the organization will dole out such
alms as seems mete and proper under the circumstances.
Yeah,
that's fine business, but we hope that if there is a theatreman in
if you will pardon the use of a
this country who has the guts
lowbrow expression, which we dislike to use except for emphasis
to go to any producing organization and beg for mercy, that someone will get him by the nape of the neck.
in this business, then lock
If you have lost your
You have been told time and again
the joint up and go fishing.
not to sign contracts that were inequitable and unfair, but a lot of
you have gone ahead and done it without using as much sense a^
the good Lord gave mudhens and now you are going to be asked
to come in and accept such charitv as a biz hearted orzanization sees
and ADJUSTMENTS never built
fit to dole out to you.
a stable bu.-iness. For God's sake, and for vour own. KEEP \ 01 R

According

to

We

We

<

1

INDEPENDENCE

REFUNDS

NAMES OFF OF CONTRACTS THAT ARE INEQUITABLE!
We could be prosecuted for what we wish to put on this sheet,
but they can't prosecute us for what we think, so long as we don't
give expression to our thoughts, and that's quite a relief, but we
The selling
are going to venture thU remark and take chances
season is now on and if any of you have gourds that are not too
Assert your
ripe, for God's sake use 'em before you use the pen.
INDEPENDENCE, if yon have any. If not. then go and beg for
mercy, and that will be your finish. You may think we are rather
harsh in our remarks, and we are. but it sometimes requires harsh
methods to wake some people up. But we want you to know that
we are fighting for your interest, whether you give us credit for it or
When you theatremen are frozen out. you can expect the
not.
Eskimos and polar bears to move in. and it's beginning to feel chilly
right now. Hey, there, Utah and Idaho, call out your border patrol
:

you'll

be next.

'

J.

The
P.

S.— The

shower.

HERALD WORLD COVERS

C. Jenkins.

HERALD-WORLD
the field

LIKE

an

Man.

APRIL

——

—

——
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THE DESERT RIDER:

Tim McCoy— July

27.

A

Satisfaction to Saturday crowd.
theatre, Greenville. Mich.

good action picture.

— Bert Silver, Silver Family
— General patronage.

of

these

reels.

LOVE:

good

Richard Alien— July

28.

:

—
—

THE LETTER:

Jeanne Eagles— July 28-29.
peculiar picture. It's different and keeps them
until
It should be advertised
guessing
the end.
heavy and will please any general audience.
The snake and mongoose make it sort of gruesome, but fits well with this type of picture.
E. A. Reynolds. Strand theatre, Princeton, Minn.

A

patronage.

WOLF OF WALL STREET:

George Bancroft-

July 30.
The best Bancroft picture we have ever
had.
Had bad business on account of weather, but
no fault to find with the picture. Page & Goetz,
Gem theatre. Canton, Mo. General patronage.

—

—

SINS OF THE FATHERS:

Emil Jannings— July
thought this to be one of the

22-23.
Personally, I
best pictures of the season, but my patrons could
Jannings is a
not be persuaded to believe likewise.
wonderful actor, but somehow or other his pictures
The small town cannot
are too deep for my crowd.
stand much of the heavy stuff. Twelve reel6. G. H.
Wright. Jr., Star theatre, Wendell, N. Car. Small

—
—

town patronage.

Bow— July

Clara

A

18-19.

Pola Negri— A little
"Loves of an Actress." but neither one

eternity, because it will
the rest are forgotten.

until

w-hen

Mo.

ton.

Seven

—General patronage.
Special cast — Very
— Parkside theatre,

good jungle picture.
Lyons, la. General

—

reels.

patronage.

AVALANCHE:
show,

little

not

Grey pictures.
munity theatre,

Jack Holt—Not enough action, a
quite up to the standard of Zane
Six reels. Arno G. Weigang, Com-

—

Kenedy, Tex.

— Small

Holt— July

Jack

me

out of the red more than
mount pictures at the box office have
rapid this season. However, this one is
reels.
G. H. Wright. Jr., Star theatre,
9mall town patronage.
Car.

He

Paranot been so
okey. Eight
Wendell, N.

—

THE SHOPWORN ANGEL (TME)

it.

once.

—

— May

— General

—

cast.

—

LOVES OF AN ACTRESS:

Pola

Negri— Abso-

lutely nothing.
Pay for it and tell them to keep it,
Nine reels. Arno G.
if you are in a small town.
Weigang, Community theatre, Kenedy, Tex. Small

—

Tom Mix

TWO FLAMING YOUTHS: Special cast—Good
Seven
comedy offering that pleased our patrons.
theatre,

Lyons,

la.

— General

regular

—
—

COWBOY:

KING

Mix—July

Tom

A

20.

mighty good Western picture that pleased about
90 per cent. Used this on Saturday and the kids
had a great treat. Seven reels. Page & Goetz,
Gem theatre. Canton, Mo. General patronage.

—

—

TYRANT OF RED GULCH: Tom
A

good picture.
Is liked next to
reels.

— Page

&

Tyler— July

20.

a good bet with us here.
Tom Mix as a Western star. Six
Goetz, Gem theatre, Canton, Mo.
Tyler

is

General partonage.
Special

A

cast— July

10.

fairly interesting picture, but nothing to get excited over.
As with every
picture I have

RKO

played this year, I lost money on this one. They
haven't the stars, and the stories are not much. Hope
the others I have yet to play are better, but there
is
not much chance of that. Ben Eskind, New
Kentucky theatre. Madisonville, Ky. General patronage.

—

—

Clara vamps
Clara Bow— Good.
them, old and young, and collects the rewards.—
Dinsmore & Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark.
Small town patronage.

A

3.

picture, story terrible.
But satisfied a
Saturday crowd. Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich.
General patronage.

—

Tiffany-Stahl

town patronage.

—Parkside

buy

patronage!

VOICE OF THE STORM:
Special

:

30-31, June 1.
One of the best, only it has a
poor end in fact, it does not end. it just stops.
Rae Peacock, Mystic theatre, Stafford. Kan. Small
town patronage.

reels.

picture
is.

RKO

Zane
an ex-

15-16.

clicks at my box office.
This is
picture, especially with Jack Holt in

has helped

good
advice

THE DRIFTER: Tom Mix—August

town patron-

Grey always
cellent

a

My

—

Neb.

age.

AVALANCHE:

be

The price is reasonable, and even if you don't
make any money, it will add prestige to your theatre, and the ones that do see it will thank you for
showing it. A. G. Miller, Lyric theatre, Atkinson.

—

RED HAIR:

WOMAN FROM MOSCOW:

years ago it would have made money,
Commandments" and "Ben Hur" beat them
Pathe should take it off the market for the
time being and release it every 20 years from now
it.

it.

CHANG:

Richard Dix— July 23THE WHEEL OF LIFE
24-25.
A poor picture, absolutely no action. It is
one they will walk out on. E. A. Reynolds, Strand
General patronage.
theatre, Princeton, Minn.

18.

—

Mrs.
Utah.

reels.

Greenriver,

great comedy-drama, with the very best star on the
screen.
A picture that will please everywhere and
should not be passed up by any house that can
book it. Six reels. Page & Goetz, Gem theatre, Can-

Small town patronage.

better than

Seven

well.
theatre,

1929

17,

made ten
but "Ten
to

Drew

picture.

J.

THREE WEEK ENDS:

A

big disappointment.
Everyone expected too much I
Not
Acting O. K.
suppose.
Plot rather weak.
enough contrast in some of the photography. Would
Seven reels.
advise you to go easy on this one.
G. W. Wooten, LArcade theatre, Yorktown, Tex.

— General

town patronage.

Green, Gem
General patronage.

Hulda

Paramount
I

G.

— Small

THE MATING CALL: Thomas Meighan—July
A

THE MAN

worth transportation charges.
Eight
Weigang, Community theatre, Ken-

is

—Arno

edy, Tex.

August

LUCKY BOY (TME):

George Jessel— June

Dandy

24-25-

picture. Recording good. Voices are very
Business on this picture a little better. Rae
Peacock, Mystic theatre, Stantford. Kan. Small town
patronage.
26.

plain.

—

—

United Artists

patron-

age.

(TE)
Douglas FairbanksJune 16. Not so good. Too long and too much like
his former ones.
M. W. Mattecheck, Lark theatre.

eral patronage.

taining and interesting picture.
A relief from the
ordinary run of pictures now on the market. You
can make no mistake in playing this one. A. G.
Miller, Lyric theatre, Atkinson. Neb.
General patronage.

—

—

THE CARNATION KID:

Special cast— June 2021-22.
Good picture, business not so good. Rae PeaSmall town
cock, Mystic theatre, Stafford. Kan.

—

Where You Can Enjoy

Visitors to this finely appoint'
ed, luxurious hotel acclaim it
one of the finest resort hotels

in America. Refurnished, redecorated and equipped with

unsurpassed elegance.TheElms
will appeal to the most fastidious or most critical geust.

Here you can tone up your
system, regain your health with
our world famous mineral waters and baths and if you wish,
enjoy all the pleasures of resort
life,

golfing,

swimming, horse-

back riding, boating, tennis,
etc. For reservations or beautifully done book, fully illustrating the beauties of The Elms
and Excelsior Springs, write,
wire or phone F. F. Hagel,

Managing Director.
The Elms
City,

is

only 28 miles from Kansas
amid surroundings of

nestling

natural beauty,

with paved
highways leading in all directions.

One of theWorlck Most

Tamous Mineral
Springs Ttesortsf

—

patronage.

NATURE'S GREATEST

HEALTH WATERS

THE IRON MASK

Douglas MacLean— July
Seems a shame to put a
23. A very poor picture.
good comedy star like MacLean in a picture like
this.
We are sure sick of crook and gang pictures.
Page & Goetz, Gem theatre. Canton, Mo. Gen-

THE CARNATION KID:

McMinnville,

—
— Local

Ore.

THE AWAKENING:

William Boyd.

:

It's

game picture, because it's Pathe's trade mark,
the game crowing rooster, which was at first a
novelty, as this game cock could be seen and heard
a

crowing all over the theatre. This alone went over
Well, boys, I call this a big
big with the audience.
time picture. The talking fine, the singing wonderful, the music grand, the scenes splendid, the acting
thrilling, the love making with music and sound
Play it and write a boost to
knocked them cold.
the good old Herald-World for Pathe and "The Flying Fool." Seven reels. Walter Odom & Sons, Dixie
General patronage.
theatre, Durant, Miss.
THE GODLESS GIRL: Special cast—As long
as we can get pictures like this, you have no
need for talkies. Action all the way. Audience
Second day better than first,
reaction fine.
which is unusual here. Reasonably priced. Ten

—
—

—F. C.
— General

reels.

Ark.

theatre,

Roberts, Rialto
patronage.

Searcy,

William Boyd—
THE LEATHERNECK (TME)
27.
Part talker. A good picture, but not at
:

June

—

Recording fair. M. W. Mattecheck,
Lark theatre, McMinnville, Ore. Local patronage.
William Boyd— As
THE LEATHERNECK (TE>
good a picture as some of the big boys are selling
Gave complete satisfaction.
for twice the price.
Most of the recording very good. F. G. Roberts.
Rialto theatre, Searcy, Ark. General patronage.

the box

office.

—

:

—

MOTHER'S BOY

—

—

Morton Downey August
(AT)
Very good, seemed to please the majority.
Eight reels. Beatty & Johnston, The Crescent theaSmall town patronage.
tre, Red Deer. Alta., Canada.
KING OF KINGS: Special cast—This is a won1-2-3.

—

:

—

derful picture.
Acting, cast, photography perfect.
In my 20 years in the picture business, this is by
But it will
far the best I have ever witnessed.
not draw at the box office because the regular picture fans don't want this kind of entertainment. All

churches cooperated with me and I billed it
heavy but to no avail, here'* the trouble, they
If it had have been
waited too long to make it.
the

enter-

—

Universal
SILK STOCKINGS:

(TM)

patronage.

Vilma Banky— A very

—

Pathe
THE FLYING FOOL

:

Laura La Plante— June

22.

Clicked at box office that is all I can say about this
one.
F. C. Bishop, Terrace theatre, Terrace, B. C.

—

Canada.

— General

patronage.

SMILING GUNS:

Hoot Gibson— July 26-27. A
very good Western, full of action and real comedy.
Your Western following will talk about this one.
E. A. Reynolds. Strand theatre, Princeton, Minn.—
General patronage.

RED

LIPS:

A

mighty
Special cast— July 27.
school life with a couple if
a school town, and this pichere.
Page & Goetz, Gem

good little picture of
good stars. We have
ture went over good
theatre, Canton, Mo.

patronage.

BORN TO THE SADDLE:

Ted Wells^Iuly

—
— General

27.

Well, here was a pleasant little surprise. Both the
picture and the business we did with it. Weather
hotter than the hinges of Hades, but darned if we
didn't do 30 per cent more business than a week ago
with a Gibson picture. This was better than the run
of Universal's five-reel Westerns. Five reels. O. B.
Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. Small town
patronage.

—

—

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN: Special cast—July 17-18.
Well, well, here is a picture almost 100 per cent perfect, but at that they could not resist the temptation
to overdo some of the scenes. We will forgive them
this time, for it pleased our patrons so well that
several of them stayed through both shows. Eleven
reels.
Parkside theatre, Lyons, la. General patronage.

—

—

SCANDAL

Laura La Plante— July

(MT):

8.

I

wish I had played it silent. It would have been an
ordinary program picture. The little talking that it
contained didn't help it any. Recording was bad.
especially in one scene where a Hawaiian string
band absolutely drowned out the talking and John
Boles' singing. Didn't get by on it, and the picture
Ben Eskind, New Kentucky
pleased only a few.
General patronage.
theatre. Madisonville, Ky.

—

SCANDAL (TME)
August

1.

This

is

:

—

Laura

La Plante— July

a very fine picture.

31-

Laura La

——
August

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

1929

17,

The whole

Plante extra good.

—

Talking part

cast fine.

Good
of picture as good as we have played yet.
Silver,
Silver
Bert
Family theatre,
satisfaction.
Greenville, Mich. General patronage.

—

ville,

16.

A

of

WOLVES OF THE CITY:

Cody—July

Bill

The kids

a lotta twaddle.

and the adults walk

Five

out.

Nevada, O.

Wolfe. Screenland theatre,
patronage.

31.
raise the
O. B.

reels.

Mrs. G. V. Higgins. Crawford. Neb.

BETSY

town

Miss Ashbv Tibbetts, Bethel. Me.

—

LONE EAGLE:

Barbara Kent July 20. A good
well. This was the third time the
booked, so had good crowd out when
finally got it.
Six reels.
Mrs. Hulda J. Green,
Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. General patronage.
picture that
picture was

IRENE

drew

—

PRUDENCE
HIRAM
There are reasons, of course, for these names, and here they are, as given in the letters
from those making the nominations:
Dear Mr. Jenkins:
Just finished reading your Coiyum in the HERALD- WORLD of
August 3. Your Coiyum is one of the first things we read when the HERALD STORED
arrives. So you are seeking a name for your new car. eh? You say the names Viola. Clara.
Marie and Nancy are taboo. Well, there are many better ones, anyway.
I first thought of Sue. but from previous choices, names of two syllables seem to be
preferred. Then I thought of Greta, but she's of foreign birth and we want an honest-togoodness American to name that car after.
After meditating for some time, Alice seemed the fitting and proper name for her.
Although Clara has won the title of the "It Girl,'' Alice has It and plenty of It, too. And
speaking of lines Oh, boy! hasn't she got 'em? So's the new Plymouth.
From your description of your trip from Goodland, Kan., it sounds to me like this said
Plymouth has as much '"wim, wigor and witality" as. the formerly mentioned Alice. All
the more reason for calling her Alice.
(Mrs. Cres Swails.)

—

HOW TO HANDLE WOMEN:

Glenn Tryon—July
8.
A little better than "It Can Be Done." but no:
making any hit with me. Just fair. F. C. Bishop.
Terrace theatre. Terrace. B. C, Canada. General

—

—

patronage.

THE LAST WARNING:
July 30-31 and August

1.

Everyone seemed

to

ture.

business.
Strand theatre,
ronage.
fair

Laura La Plante—

A

real

like

—

it,

mystery picand I did a

I

Eight reels. E. A. Reynolds,
Princeton, Minn. General pat-

—

—

CLEARING THE TRAIL: Hoot Gibson— July 23.
After reading reports of "Love me and the World
Is Mine." we traded
it
for "Clearing the Trail."
The latter is a dandy action picture which pleased the
Western fans immensely.
The photography was
good, but the print was terrible.
Break and snap
and pop continuously. We don't get that kind as a
usual thing and are glad of it.
Hope we never get
another like it. It tries our patience and that of
the audience, and ruins an otherwise good show.
Six reels.
Robert K. Yancey. Bonny theatre. Mansfield.
Mo. General patronage.

—*

—

Glenn Tryon— June 24. The
have played, but am praying they are
not all like this because "It cannot be done." F. C.
Bishop. Terrace theatre. Terrace, B. C, Canada.
Tryon

I

WILD WEST SHOW: Hoot Gibson—July

14. This
I had advertised for the holiday
but films did not arrive on account of the
train being late.
Exchange was not to blame. We
got out and stepped on advertising and made it go.
A dandy circus picture for price charged. F. C.
Bishop. Terrace theatre. Terrace, B. C, Canada.—
General patronage.

HERALD-WORLD

1,

Special cast— It makes a
offering but not a special.
Seven
theatre, Lyons, la.
General patron-

program

— Parkside

—

age.

MY DADDY:

Reginald

Denny—Good,

but

j

*

(

I

THAT'S

i

I

i

*

Dear Mr. Jenkins: I am related to the boy who does the advertising for the "movies'*
here in Bethel, and it was through him that I learned of the contest for naming: your new
cuddle-coupe. [Editors IS'ote: Get that "cuddle-coupe," J. C.!] If you want a girl's name
for "her," I would suggest Irene, because that means Peace, and a name like that should
have a good influence on the actions of any car. Or, Prudence would be a good name to
make her behave.
cognomen for "him," nothing could be
at least we hope so
If you want a gentleman's
better than Hiram, because no designing female will run off with a man with a name

THE MICHIGAN KID:
reels.

»

*

—

good

my

HERALD

was the picture that

i

—

I want to submit a name for your new car
Betsy
this is not why I am writing.
choice, and if I am the lucky one, I not only want a picture of the car. but also of
the writer of all these good letters in the exhibitors* behalf. I should be a millionaire by
now. but I am not. although in the near future I hope to have a new larger house and
all the latest improvements.
now the
I have been a subscriber to the Moving Picture World and also the
ever since I have been an exhibitor.— Mrs. G. V. Higgins.

But

is

—

General patronage.

July

*

for 20 years.

CAN BE DONE:

IT

*

Dear Mr. Jenkins: I have been reading your letters in the HERALD-WORLD and I
say you voice my sentiments about the talking pictures in the small towns. I know my
town cannot afford them. I have been in business here in Crawford 20 years and three
months. I claim I am the oldest woman exhibitor in the world. Does any woman hold a
longer record? And I have one patron, Mr. Eschenbrenner, who has attended every show

—

first

CAR

ALICE'

—

— Small

"JAYSEE'S"

Suggestions have begun to arrive in the contest inaugurated several weeks ago bv
J. C.
Jenkins in His Coiyum. for the purpose of finding a suitable name for the new car which
has taken the place of Nancy, retired. Xames which have thus far been submitted, and their
sponsors, are as follows:
Mrs. Cres Swails, Clav Center, Neb.

— Ben Eskind. New Kentucky
Ky. —General patronage.

Serial material,

roof

Cody— July

Bill

This will go over where
action and a lot of
theatre, Madison-

pretty fair action picture.
the audience likes plenty
fights.

NAMES FOR

—

WOLVES OF THE CITY:

95

|

the print contained a lot of patches.
Six reels.
Parkside theatre, Lyons. Ia. General patronage.

like that.

—

I

HERALD-WORLD

think the

which pictures

Warner Bros.

typewriters.

to

— (Miss

go

to.

I

think

is

awfly interesting and
a mutual bond

we have

gives me very
of friend-hip. as

it

good tip- on
we both use

Ashby Tibbetts.)

GLORIOUS BETSY (MT)

:
Dolores Costello— June
This picture might just as well have been played
as it had only two dialog scenes in the
whole picture. In fact, the feature itself was nothing
to write home about. Comments on it were not very
favorable, and as a result went deep in the red. I
haven't done anything on Warner's pictures, with the
exception of "The Singing Fool."
Oh, well. Ben
Eskind. New Kentucky theatre, Madisonville, Ky.
General patronage.

24.

silent,

—

LITTLE
9-10-11.

Stafford,

WILDCAT (TME)

—

—

May

Special

(TME):

theatre.

Special

cast

27-28-29.

— Rae

STATE STREET SADIE

(MT)
Special castNot enough talking in this one to satisfy.
The action was fast. Had some very good gang war
and machine gun scenes. I have found so far that
July

:

L

Warner's part talking pictures contain a very, very
small percentage of talking sequences. There seems
just enough to make the audience want more talking.
It's a picture that should please most anywhere.
Ben Eskind. New Kentucky theatre, Madisonville.
Ky- General patronage.

—

•

CAUGHT IN THE FOG (TME):

cast-

Special

—

June 27-28-29. Poor picture, to rotten business. Rae
Peacock, Mystic theatre. Stafford, Kan.
Small town

—

patronage.

LIGHTS OF

NEW YORK

(TME):

Special

cast—

August 4-5.

All talking picture by a lot of actors
hat could talk. Good crook story, was great a year
'go, but too old to draw now as a special.— Bert
Silver Family
Jeneral patronage.

Silver,

theatre,

Madisonville, Ky.

— General

patronage.

cast— May

Not much. Fair program. No busiPeacock, Mystic theatre. Stafford. Kan.
Small town patronage.
ness.

—

atre,

(SOUND)
COLUMBIA
JAILHOUSE BLUES, 1.— Awful. The

singing was
acting
worse.
(Beatty & Johnston. The Crescent theatre.
Red Deer, Alta.. Canada. Small town patronage.)
terrible,

:

Very good. Rae Peacock, Mystic
Kan. Small town patronage.

STATE STREET SADIE

Short Features

State Rights
LIFE OF AN ACTRESS: Special cast— July 12.
One of the rottenest I have ever seen, and I've see:t
plenty bad ones. Pay for it but never let anyone
see it.
Terrible.
Ben Eskind. New Kentucky the-

Greenville.

Mich.—

MARK OF THE FROG:
We

theatre,

Lyons,

TARZAN
Merrill

—The

been about
have pulled
depression.

Ia.

THE

—General

It

Ten chapters.

— Parkside

(Universal)

best box office bet of the year.
six or eight episodes longer, it

me

acrooss

the

summer

you haven't run this

Frank

Had

it

—

slapstick

would
months of

2
A talking comedy that made
them shiver and some of them laugh. (Bert
Silver Family theatre, Greenville. Mich.

COLD SHIVERS.
half of
Silver.

General patronage.)

serial,

FOX
GOING HOME. 1.— Colored

C—

ronage.

VANISHING WEST:

(Columbia) Special cast—
We have run three episodes and cannot hand it much
so far. There are eight Western stars and it should
have a great pull, but we haven't been able to get it
started.
Ten episodes. G. H. Wright. Jr.. Star
theatre, Wendell, N. C.
Small town patronage.

—
—

VANISHING WEST: (Columbia) Special castJust finished the eight chapter and it had drawn no
new customers, but serials are no good here and we
will never run another.
Many of our regulars have
refused to come since we have been running them.
Ten chapters. Dinsmore & Son, Majestic theatre,
Weiner, Ark. Small town patronage.

—
—

and

talking comedy. (Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre.
Greenville, Mich.
General patronage.)

wire for
it
immediately.
Fifteen episodes. G. H. Wright.
Jr., Star theatre, Wendell. N.
Small town patIf

indistinct,

—

patronage.

MIGHTY:

dialog

EDUCATIONAL
THE BRIDE'S RELATIONS.—A funny

Special cast—
held the interest of

IPathe)

just completed this serial.

and kept them coming.

the

—

Serials

all

and

cast.

A

good singing

but short. (Bert Silver. Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich.
General patronage.)

act,

—

WILL
rious."
Silver.

MAHONEY COMEDIES "Why
A very good singing comedy act.
Silver

Family

theatre.

Greenville,

be Se(Bert
Mich.

General patronage.)

M

G

M

GUS EDWARD'S REVUE. 1.— Beautiful,

the most
thing of its kind ever seen here. All in
color and singing and dancing fine. (Beatty & Johnston. The Crescent theatre. Red Deer, Alta.. Canada.
Small town patronage.)
perfect

—

—

—

)

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

9b
we've

of the best sound
singing
of
effective.
especially
theatre. Eminence, Ky.

Moe

had.

France"

•Memories of
(A. N. Miles,

Eminence

Dowling's

was

Small town patronage.)

W. LYON'S HOOPISTS. — A

very fine act. Singand hoop playing great. Very satisfactory. (Bert
Mich.
Silver Family theatre. Greenville.
Silver,
General patronage.)
G.

LAUREL AND HARDY COMEDIES, 2.— "Unaccustomed As We Are." Another funny talking comby these comedians that made ue all laugh.
(Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
General patronage.)

edy

—

THE REVELLERS, 1.—Didn't

go over for us

at

They 6ing three songs, none of which were liked.
N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky.
Small town patronage.)

all.

(A.

—

THAT PARTY IN PERSON,
Keen, good stuff. They
Mystic theatre, Stafford,

liked

Eddie

Cantor,

2.—

(Rae Peacock.

this.

— Small

Kan.

town patron-

age.)

SHLBERT'S INSPIRATOIN, 1.—The music

fans

(Rae Peacock, Mystic theatre, Stafford,
town patronage.)
DAISY BELL, 1.—This is a dandy act. The cat

will like this.

— Small

Kan,

made them

it

Hope the next are as good.
has 'em all laughing.
(Rae Peacock. Mystic theatre, Stafford, Kan. Small
town patronage.)

—

UNIVERSAL
THE COLLEGIANS, 2.—"Cross

Country Run."
Not so good, and if her song in this is a eample of
Dorothy Gulliver's singing, she really ought not to
do it. (A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence,
Ky. Small town patronage.)

—

ABE LYMAN'S ORCHESTRA.—A

LAUREL-HARDY COMEDIES, 2.— "Chasing Husbands." A rotten comedy for a family theatre. Husbands playing with other men's wives and at the
end, on a certain night, a shot is fired by one of
the wives at the fleeing Romeos. and the apartment
houses on all sides of the square spill out dozens
of men from bedroom windows, all of them in their
shirt tails and carrying their pants in their hands.
Clean comedies are scarce as hen's teeth. Directors
have a queer idea of what constitutes fun. We refused to run this the second night. (Dinsmore & Son,
Majestic theatre, Weiner Ark. Small town patron"Habeas Corpus." We could never see any
age.)
excuse for using a cemetery as a background for a
comedy.
This is one place that should be held
We
sacred and not used for laughing purposes.
noticed it put a damper on most of our folks, and
know it did on us. (Dinsmore & Son, Majestic
theatre. Weiner, Ark.
Small town patronage.) "Two
Tars." Never saw this, but heard the audience laughing, so it must have been funny. (Dinsmore & Son,
Majestic theatre. Weiner, Ark. Small town patron-

—

—

age.)

PARAMOUNT
VERNON COMEDIES,

BOBBY

2.— "Save

but music too old
theatre,

now to satisfy. (Bert 9ilver, Silver
Greenville, Mich.
General patron-

—

age.)

MARGARET McKEE. — A

very

fine
(Bert Silver, Silver

singer and whistler.
Greenville, Mich.

atre,

—

CHRISTIE COMEDIES, 2.— These comedies con20 minutes of your program and are
about 50-50 in effect 50 per cent of them will make
you laugh once in awhile, 50 per cent will make you
laugh if you are already tickled. (G. H. Wright, Jr.,
Star theatre, Wendell, N. C. Small town patronsume about

—

—

— General

Fine

act.

Family the-

patronage.)

Very

ADAMS

COMEDIES,

Green, Gem
ronage.)

JIMMY

(SILENT)

—

2.— "Love Shy."
Community theatre,

Good.
(Arno G. Weigang,
"Ocean
Tex. Small
town patronage.)
Kenedy,
Blues."
Good, held up its end, and saved the day
with a weak feature. (Arno G. Weigang, Community
Small town patronage.)
theatre, Kenedy, Tex.

—

BARNYARD FOLLY,
nutty type.
patronage.)

(Parkside

"Walls Tell
2
Slow moving and titles tell
(Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem
General patronage.)
theatre, Greenriver, Utah.
SIDEWALKS OF NEW YORK, l.^These are very
Mystic
theatre, Stafford, Kan.
good. (Rae Peacock,
Small town patronage.)
Tales."
there

Not

all

2.— Good

theatre,

comedy

Lyons,

la.

—

of the
General

BIG BOY COMEDIES, 2.— "The Fixer." A dandy
Kennedy. Central
theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada.
General patronage.)
"Kid Hayseed." A good juvenile comedy that has
many a good laugh in it. (Parkside theatre, Lyons,
la.
General patronage.)
(S.

B.

—

—

JERRY DREW COMEDIES, 2.— "Polar

Perils."

A

comedy of the polar flight, though the snow and
scenes are poorly faked. (S. B. Kennedy, Central
theatre. Selkirk, Man., Canada.
General patronage.)
fair
ice

—

LLOYD HAMILTON COMEDIES, 2.— "Papa's
Boy." About as good as the usual Hamilton. (S. B.
Kennedy, Central theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada.
General patronage.)

—

laughs.
Ore.

ville.

— Local

THE BENEFACTOR. 3.— Cannot recommend

this

general use. Too long for a filler. Good sub(life of Edison)
but unsatisfactory treatment
and very poor print and photography. (O. B. Wolfe,
Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. Small town patronfor

—

age.)

run these for the special
benefit of the children, although the older folks like
them sometimes, too. But the little fellows get a
big kick out of them or any cartoon comedy. (Dinsmore & Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark. Small

—

town patronage.)

MABEL NORMAND COMEDIES,
OUR GANG

—

M

knockout.
(S. B. Kennedy. Central theatre, Selkirk, Man., Canada.
General patronage.)
is

a

—

CHARLIE CHASE COMEDIES, 2.— "The
Chase was

Booster."

better as an embarrassed young
in the older comedies, natural mistakes

much

man

the newer Chases are too
silly.
They all show him as a crazy acting, grimacing lunatic and he is not nearly as popular as when
(Dinsmore & Son, Majestic
Pathe starred him.
Small town patronage.)
theatre, Weiner, Ark.

causing

the

fun.

But

—

Gem

—

COMEDIES. 2.—"The Smile Wins."
Lyons,

(Parkside theatre,

la.

patronage.)

SHOULD TALL MEN MARRY,
Lyons,

(Parkside theatre,

la.

2.

— Good

— General

good Sportlight.
patronage.)

"New

ing attractions.
The facts as presented will serve exhibitors in booking and in the preparation of
their advertising campaign.

KIBITZER

Paramount drama, with Harry Green,
Brian, Neil Hamilton, David Newell, Lee
Kohlmar, Henry Fink, Tenen Holtz, Guy Oliver,
Albert Gran and Eddie Kane. Directed by Edward
Sloman.
:

Mary

TYPE AND THEME:

Ike Lazarus' cigar store
the meeting place for his friends.
Ike is called
the kibitzer.
Josie, his daughter, is in love with

is

who is working on a garage deal. Eddie
bets his money on a horse race and loses.
Josie,
peeved because of this, tells him she is going to
marry David Livingston, son of a financier, Ike
goes to the Livingston home to tell the father.
Here he finds that David is only the secretary and
not the son. Ike captures David just as he is about
to escape with the Livingston valuables.
For an
award, Livingston gives Ike 10,000 shares of stock.
Ike's brother, who cannot talk any English, ansivcrs the phone and all he says is, 44 Yes, yes!"
The stocks go to the bottom. Livingston comes to
the Lazarus home and congratulates Ike for selling
the stock.
Ike is in a daze when he hears this.
It is found out that Ike's brother sold the stock
when he answered the phone the day before. AU
rejoice as Ike gives his earnings to Josie and
Eddie to start life together.
Eddie,

*

SWEETIE

:

*

*

Paramount comedy-drama

with Nancy

Carroll, Stanley Smith, Helen Kane, Joseph Depew,

Jack Oakie,

William Austin, Stuart Erwin, Wallace MacDonald and Aileen Manning.
Directed by

Frank

Tuttle.

TYPE AND THEME; A high school picture in
which football takes a big part. Barbara Pell goes
to New York when Biff, her fiance, stays with
Pelham college to play football. Barbara is peeved
at the school for keeping Biff from her.
Barbara
inherits the Pelham college.
She runs the school,
gives the football players an examination and flunks
She also gives Dr. Ogletrope an option on
Biff.
the school.
The ineligibility of Biff nearly breaks
up the school. Barbara asks Dr. Ogletrope for the
option, he refuses.
She then bets the option on
the outcome of the football game. Biff is reinstated.
Pelham ivins the game through Biff's hard efforts.

Barbara and

Biff plan to
*

*

marry.
*

CARELESS AGE, THE:

First National drama, with
Fairbanks, Jr., Loretta Young, Carmel
Myers, Holmes Herbert, Kenneth Thomson, George
Baxter, Wilfred Noy, Doris Lloyd. Ilka Chase and

Douglas

Raymond Lawrence.

TYPE AND THEME: In which a youth goes
mad.
Wyn Hayward, son of Sir John Hayward, noted London surgeon, is studying hard for
his examination as a physician.
He gives little

comedy.

attention to Muriel, who is in love ivith him. Sir
John insists that Wyn take a vacation, so he sends
him to Lake Como for a holiday.
At the lake,
Wyn meets Rayette, gay stage star, who is highly
temperamental and flighty.
Wyn falls deeply in
love with her.
Rayette goes to London to appear
on the stage. Wyn returns home still in love with
Rayette.
Rayette tries to put off Wyn, but the
youth keeps after her in a jealous rage. He breaks
into a party given by Rayette.
Hearing a conversation between Rayette and another chap, Wyn
gets peeved and chokes her.
Thinking he killed her
Sir John
he returns home and tells his father.
resolves to take the blame and goes to Rayette's
apartment.
He finds Rayette being revived by a
doctor.
Wyn follows, thinking it the last for both
him and his father. But everything turns out ail
right.
*

patronage.)

SPORTLIGHT, I.— "Knowing

the Ropes."
(Parkside theatre, Lyons, la.

Very

— Gen-

eral

CUBA, ISLAND OF SUGAR, 2.— A

trip to Cuba,
particular attention to modern sugar production. Not so bad, but would have been appreciated
much better if it had been billed with a good feature
instead of "Loves of Casanova."
(O. B. Wolfe.
Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. Small town patronage.)

2.— "One Hour

(Mrs. Hulda J. Green,
General patronage.)
theatre, Greenriver, Utah.

Very good.

*

*

J

SINGLE STANDARD, THE:

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
drama, with Greta Garbo, Nils Asther, John Mack
Brown, Dorothy Sebastian, Lane Chandler, Robert
Castle, Mahlon Hamilton, Kathlyn Williams, Zeffie
Tibury. Directed by John S. Robertson.

TYPE AND THEME:

TIFFANY-STAHL

with

A PAIR OF TIGHTS, 2.— This

patronage.)

AESOP FABLES, —We

Married."

Pictures" the EXHIBITORS
presents in concise
form information on current and forthcom-

In

HERALD- WORLD

love

comedy with lots of
(M. W. Mattecheck, Lark theatre, McMinn-

— General

ject

G

—

PATHE
AT THE DENTIST.— A dandy

Good Gang comedy.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

M

good.

so

to the story.

is

—

EDUCATIONAL
comedy from "Big Boy."

—

MADGE KENNEDY COMEDIES,

COLUMBIA

2.^

good.
(Mrs. Hulda J.
theatre, Greenriver. Utah.
General pat-

Waves."

—

business

the

Good. (Arno G. Weigang, Community theKenedy, Tex. Small town patronage.)

Pieces."

"Vacation
good orchestra,

Pictures

—

ERWARD EVERETT HORTON COMEDIES,

BROS.

New

patronage.

age.)

WARNER

1929

of slapstick, but
stars sure earn their

—

atre,

Family

Comedy

laugh.

That rough stuff would put ordinary people
in the hospital.
(Dinsmore & Son, Majestic theatre,
Weiner, Ark. Small town patronage.)
GOING GA GA, 2.— Good enough. (Dinsmore &
Son, Majestic theatre, Weiner, Ark. Small town

money.

—

PARAMOUNT
Ruth Etting, 1.— Went over good.
iRae Peacock. Mystic theatre, Stafford, Kan. Small
town patronage.)

BLUE SONGS,

17,

FEED 'EM AND WEEP, 2.—Lots

JAN GARBER'S BAND, 1.— One
shorts

August

—

TOY' SHOP, 1. Had lots of good comments on this
one. They seem to like these Color Symphonies. (Rae
Peacock, Mystic theatre, Stafford, Kan. Small town

—

Arden Stuart meets
ex-Navy heavyweight champion,
traveling around the world in his ship,
they fall for each other. Packy is called away

Packy

Cannon,

who

now

and

is

Paris and tells Arden to go home and forget
Stuart meets Tommy, who always loved her,
Arden refuses,
to marry him.
still
waiting for Packy to return.
After many
pleas, she marries Tommy and they live happily
Packy returns, his heart cryiny
for three years.
for Arden. She agrees to go away with Packy and
renew their long lost love. Then she thinks of her
baby and tells Packy she cannot go.
He leaves
Arden and Tommy rocking their baby.
to

hiyn.

patronage.)

and he begs her

UNIVERSAL
THE COLLEGIANS, 2.—"The Rivals."

Real good,
(A. N. Miles, Eminence
a girls' basket ball game.
Small
town
patronage.)
theatre, Eminence, Ky.

—

IT COMEDIES, 2.— "Sailor
One of the "Let George Do It" comedies
that was really pretty fair. Somewhat after the

LET GEORGE DO

Suits."

Laurel-Hardy fashion. Good print and photography.
(O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.
Small town patronage.)
MIKE AND IKE COMEDIES, 2.— "Finishing
School." Another Mike and Ike comedy that might
just as well have been left in the can. A few morons

tittered
theatre,

and that was all. (O. B. Wolfe, Screenland
Nevada. O. Small town patronage.)

—

Cartoon. i/2 .— "Homeless
Homer.** As usual, a funny and snappy performance
B.
Wolfe. Screenland theatre,
by Oswald.
(O.
Nevada, O. Small town patronage.)

OSWALD THE RABBIT,

—

%

:

EXHItlTORS HEF ALr

1929

\ufiusl 17,

-W UF LL

THE ALDIEX SURVEY
:

:

Western Electric.
of equipment:
Jiy patrons' preferences are in the following order:

Name

First, sinking and dialog; second, musical comedy: third, comedy; fourth, comedy-drama; fifth,

drama;

sixth,

melodrama.

the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music: third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental, but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent :
Poes a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
Yes.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects

As

to

:

draw

best

:

Seating capacity:
990.
Have you sound equipment : Yes.
Only disc: Yes.
Name of equipment : Parent.
My patrons' preferences are: Comedy-drama.
Mv patrons i: NOT like: Sophisticated pictures.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order :
part talking and singing; second, all talking and
singing and instrumental music; third, synchronized singing and instrumental, but not talking;
fourth, sound effects : fifth, all talking without
singing and without instrumental music.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Does the public want talking Westerns : No.
Have you raised your admission prices : No. Top

Orchestra:

No.

:

:

it.
ft

A

4

PENNSYLVANIA
Population: 100.000.

625.

Seating capacity:
Yes.
:

Have you sound equipment

Synchronous
Yes.
Yes.
Only disc
Name of equipment: Creatone.
Mr patrons' preferences are in the following order:
First, melodrama, comedy, comedy-drama. Westerns, operetta, musical-comedy
second, drama,
:

600.

Non-synchronous:
Narr.e or e

My

NOT

phonograph.
likes and

electric

Very mixed on
we give a varied program

patrons do
dislikes,

Yes.

:

Homemade

:

so

like:

in

silent

Some claim not to like sound pictures.
go where it is to be had. 20 miles to the
next town.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Don't know.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: Who knows?
Have you raised your admission prices
No. Top
pictures.

but

all

:

price,

35

low

;

price, 15.

Do you have matinees

No.

:

singing and dialog.
;My patrons do NOT like: Synchronized score only.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order
First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music,
part talking and singing; second, all talking
without singing and without instrumental music;
third, synchronized singing and instrumental, but
not talking; fourth, sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
:

Changes of program weekly: Two.
Orchestra : No. Organist
No.
:

:

ILLINOIS
Seating capacity:
450.
35.978.
do not have any sound equipment.

Population:

We

Remarks:

AAA

MASSACHUSETTS
Have you sound equipment:

No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
No.
Admission prices
Top price, 25 ; low price. It.
Changes of programs weekly: One.
Is

:

:

Yes.

Does the public want talking Westerns:
{Is the silent picture
going to disappear
Bare _you raised your admission prices :
price. 2-3
low price, 10.
jo you have matinees:
Yes.

Yes.
:

No.
No.

Top

rhanges of

program

Orchestra

No.

Population:

Four.
Yes.
Remarks
Sound pictures are a godsend, but, ye
gods, some of the records come in terrible coniition.
"The Bellamy Trial" is the worst. Censorhip should be abolished.
week'.y

Organist

:

:

AAA

MARYLAND
Population:

1 .500.

400.

Remarks

INDIANA
Seating capacity:

230.

:

No.

Top

:

AAA

NEBRASKA
Population:
500.
Suiting capacity:
350.
ave you sound equipment:
Yes.
on-synchronous :
Yes.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Very little.
1 the silent
picture going to disappear : No.
ave you raised your admission prices :
No.
Top
price. 40
low price. 10.
you have matinees
No.
;

:

langes of program weekly:
Two.
rchestra
No. Organist
No.
smarks:
As I am in a small town
:

I

:

of only 500
population, it would seem foolish to install talkat the present price of equipment and film rentaL

recently

a two turntable all-electric maine. which I use in following the features with all
eets.
This is proving very successful, and my
trans are well pleased with it.
Only a few are
'ring away to hear the talkies; manv are disapinted with them.
installed

our patrons want entertainment
it is sound or silent.
Give us

stuff

and we

will

be

happy and

satisfied.

ing.

sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best
Yes.

Does the public want faiHring Westerns: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: Yes.
Have yen raised your admission prices
Yes- Top
price. 30; low price, 3*.
Do you have matinees Yes.
Changes of programs weekly Three.
Orchestra
No. Organist
No.
Remarks: Talking pictures are being hart a great
deal by the cheap disc machines being installed
in the smaller towns and in some of the large ones.
The best equipment made today is bad enough, and
you have plenty of trouble with any of the best, but
what the small towns are offering with these cheap
disc machines is terrible, and the public gets the idea
that this is talking pictures, and want none of it. It
is
going to cost the producers and the exhibitors
plenty before these small cheap machines are put ou:
of business by the public.
The producers are not
going to make any effort to stop the slaughter of the
box office. Around me here they are running some
of the best talking pictures made on homemade disc
machines, and the people who pay to hear them cannot understand a word after they get inside.
The three big equipment companies should reduce
their pi ices at once, and take care of the little fellows,
later on it's going to be too late. The small towns are
losing more money today than
any time in the past
:

:

:

:

:

—

ten years.
invested $30,009 in rebuilding our theatre for sound, and have not had a week that has
shown a profit since we opened, and we have no
opposition and the best sound in this part of the

AAA

state.

IOWA
Population:

Seating capacity:

3.082.

712.

Have you sound equipment:

No,
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: N».
Have you raised your admission prices: No. Top
price. 35; low price. 10-15.
Changes of program weekly Three.
Orchestra : No. Organist
Yes.
Is

:

:

PENNSYLVANIA
Seating capacity:

3.500.

880.

:

:

Yes.

:

Now

enjoying the biggest early summer
business in eleven years, with silent pictures only
and with every surrounding, competing town sound
equipped.
Will not consider installing sound until

Remarks

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous : Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-fiim
Yes.
Name of equipment: Western Electric

film prices adjust themselves.
ridiculous at present time.

:

Sound

film rentals are

:

My

patrons' preferences are in the following order
First, singing and dialog: second, musical comedy; third, comedy-drama; fourth, comedy; fifth,

melodrama;

My

"ave you sound equipment:
No.
ly patrons' preferences are in the following order:
First, Westerns; second, musical comedy.
I p tfce silent picture going to disappear :
No.

•y

good silent

Population:

thing, especially for smaller theatres and small
>wns. who could not afford good orchestras.
As
Mti as they are perfected and standardized and
joipment and service comes down to a reasonable
rice we expect to install sound.

-

find

Have you sound equipment

:

raised your admission prices
price. 15 ; low price, 20.
0 you have matinees
No.
hanges of program weekly: Three,
rchestra:
No. Organist: No.

We

:

regardless whether

AAA

Population
500.
Save you sound equipment:
No.
Remarks:
I think sound pictures are a wonderful

9

:

:

ILLINOIS

1,428.

:

:

Seating capacity:

DeForest.

Is

:

:

Population:

250.

Seating capacity:

No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Have you raised your admission prices
No.
Top
price. 25
low price, 15.
Changes of program weekly
Two.
Orchestra
No. Organist
No.
Is

;

rlave you sound equipment:
No.
Remarks
We are still running silent pictures, bat
a number of my patrons have asked me to put
n sound, which I may do later on.
I would say
hat according to comments I have received so far
hat about SO per cent would prefer sound and 40

er cent silent.

500.

Have you sound equipment

750.

and dialog; second, comedy -drama
fourth, melodrama; fifth, comedy.

We

TEXAS

;

:

Yes.

preferences are in the following order: First* all
talking and singing and instrumental music
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; three, part talking and sing-

150.

Yes.

-i-^r.-

;

Seating eapmeity

Yes.
Yes.

First, singing
third, drama;

;

:

Synchronous :

Name

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment

10.000.

:

Hav? you sound equipment:

SOUTH DAKOTA
Population:

:

:

ILLINOIS
Population

Yes.

Organist:

If they are

:

Yes.
the silent picture going to disappear:
Have you raised your admission prices : Yes. Top
price. 5*; low price, 40.
Do you have matinees : Yes.
Three.
Changes of program weekly :
Yes.
Orchestra : No. Organist
The future of "Sound" is in the hands
Remarks
first,
the producer: second, the operator;
•f,
what they
third,
the manager.
It
will be just

best

stay.
patrons say you couldn't drag them in to
see a silent movie.
To the small town exhibitor who is contemplating
sound. I have this to say: Unless you have 16 hours
a day to spare, a gambling personality, a good balance
in the bank, plenty of territory to draw from, and
some knowledge of what sound sounds like, as well as
a theatre that is a theatre, stay away from sound.
It will get you eventually and if you haven't the above
requirements, get out of the business before sound
pats you out.

Sound-on-film :
of equipment:

4*.

price,

Do you have matinees : Two weekly.
Changes of program weekly: Three.

Is

make

7.500.

No.

Does the public want talking Westerns

I

My

INDIANA
Population:

Sealing capacity: 1.6O0.
Have you sound equipment : 1 es.
Yes.
Synchronous
Yes.
Both dkc and sound-on-fiim

15,000.

97
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OKLAHOMA
Population:

;:

patrons do

sixth, drama.
like : To be misled

NOT

by the sound

advertising that some producers put out.
They
call a talking picture most anything that has a
line or two spoken. You can't bluff 'em long.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order: First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music:
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent: Yes. (No opposition.)

Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
Yes.

Does the public want talking Westerns:

You

bet

they do.
Is the silent picture

going to disappear:
raised your admission prices :

Have you

Top

to.)

price. 50;

Do you have matinees:

low

Yes.
Yes.

in winter,

Yes.

double for 4 monthf

in

1.026.

:

Sound-on-film

Name

Yes.

:

R C AHave not been running
long enough yet to know.
My patrons do NOT like: Sound effect pictures.
Is sound drawing better than silent : Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw beat:
Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre No.
Does the public want talking Westerns: In Old

My

of equipment

patrons'

:

preferences

:

:

Arizona" did

well.

Is the silent picture going to disappear : I believe Ml
Have you raised your admission prices: Yes, Top
price. SI. 00: low price. 20.
:

Yes.

Changes of program weekly

:

Four.

No. Organist
Yes,
Remarks
I believe it would be a big help if all exchanges were to release sound prints on 200 foot
spools instead of the 1.000 as heretofore. We have
found it almost impossible to change from reel to
reel without an interruption which is very annoying.
This would be cut to a minimum if the larger reels
were used.
It is also very necessary that the exchanges keep
the film cleaner than they do, and I believe they
should all put in cleaning devices, as a dirty sound
track spoils the reproduction. This should be done

Orchestra

:

:

:

:

:

:

too bad that sound demands an admission price increase, perhaps the cost explains
it
but it's pretty hard to maintain 40 and 50 cent
prices in a town of 3.500, constantly.
patrons
do not object to the raise in price, they say the sound
is worth it. but they do say that it necessitates their
coming to the movies less than they would like to.
In raising the price you are causing your patron to
stay at home even though he would like to come.
However, a drop in price will not keep you out of the
red. What's the answer? I believe sound is here to
:

3.500

:

rummer. Seating capacity:
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Synchronous
Yes.

Do you have matinees
(Had

price, 20.

Changes of program weekly
Three.
Orchestra
No. Organist
No.

Remarks

NEW YORK
Population

It's

My

each time the print is returned to the exchange. We
rarely get a print that couldn't he improved by cleanwhich we now have to do ourselves.

ing,

-

J
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ROSENTHAL, who has been connected with the Chicago
branch of United Artists for the past eight years, has resigned his position to go into the clothing business for himself in Ohio.

During the eight years with United Artists, Rosenthal rose from salesman to
district manager, the position he held in the Chicago territory at the time of
his resignation.
Eddie Grossman, who was assistant to Rosenthal, has been
named manager of the Chicago branch.
Grossman was salesman for United ArtWilliam Tragsdorf, popular and well
When known exhibitor from Neillsville, Wis.,
ists about a year and a half ago.
the theme song craze came out, Grossman
visited the Herald- World last Friday. Tragsleft the company and went to New York,
dorf has sold his theatre.

the entire city territory for United Artists.
*

*

*

Harry Thornton, formerly manager of
W. W. Watts theatres in Springfield,
was a visitor on Film Row last week. Harry
says that since the theatres have been sold,

the

he

is

enjoying a wonderful vacation.

*

*

Louis Laemmle, brother of Carl Laemis back from his vacation in Colorado.

The Chicago Film
Board of Trade electMendelFelix
ed
manager of
ssohn,
MGMj president,
succeeding

Clyde

Eckhart. H. H.
Herbel of Universal,
was

elected

vice

and Herb
Washburn, treasurer.
Irving Mandel was

\

I
F.

elected secretary.

.

i

Mendelssohn

on a vacation down

Myrtle Collins of
the Exhibitors Assois
office,
c i a t i o n
week
spending
the
What
at "the lakes"

we

don't know
Myrtle didn't tell us,
'cause she didn't want to be pestered by
reporters.

lakes,

Mr. and Mrs. John Balaban stood up for
baby of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Balaban
last week.
Mrs. Harry Balaban is the
former Marion Rice, daughter of Dave Rice,
distributor
Walt Disney's "Mickey
of
Mouse" cartoons in Chicago.
the

*

*

*

The DeForest Phonofilm

office

in

Chi-

cago announces the following men in
charge of- their Midwest territories. The
Illinois territory will be in charge of Robert
Churchill.
John Sevaas will cover the Indiana route. A Rolf Bornhofen is in charge
of Wisconsin, and Nat E. Steinberg will
cover the Kansas-Missouri territory. Sam
Richblum is in charge of Southern Ohio,
Kentucky and Virginia, and Minneapolis
and South and North Dakota will be covered by

Ted Karatz.
*

*

*

Joe Hopp, member of the Universal play
date department, has been in Minneapolis
this week.

*

*

special midnight preview of Pathe's
all-talking picture, "Sophomore,"

was given at the Studebaker theatre Monday, August 12.
This is Eddie Quillan's
starring picture for Pathe.
Sally
O'Neil, Russel Gleason, Stanley Smith and
Jeannette Loff are also in the cast.
latest

The

Sammy

*

*

Mandell-Tony Canzoneri
being booked by the

fight pictures that are

Greiver Productions in Illinois, are getting
big publicity at the Roosevelt theatre these
days.
Electric signs with letters three feet
high are advertising the showing of the
fight at the theatre.

Tom

North,

representative for
Enterprises, has started a
tour of Indianapolis, Cincinnati and Detroit.
the

*

*

*

"The Awful Truth," Pathe's all-talking
picture starring Ina Claire, was given a special preview showing at the Studebaker last
Saturday.
This makes the third preview
given by Pathe in the last few weeks. The
others having a preview were "Sophomore"
and "Paris Bound."

The

Tiffany-Stahl office was relieved of
posters last week, when a fire broke out
in the office and caused $25,000 damages.
The fire was first noticed by a Western
Union messenger boy, who notified the fire
department.
Exhibitors wishing posters
had to wait till Saturday, a new supply arriving from New York on that day.
all

Fight Pictures

For

Illinois

Only

A misunderstanding

has arisen on
bookings of the Sammy-MandellTony Canzoneri fight pictures, due to
the Illinois and Indiana addresses of
Greiver Productions of Chicago and

Midwest Film Company of Indianapolis appearing in the Greiver Pro-

ductions advertisement last week.
Though Greiver Productions operates both in Illinois and Indiana, this
fight picture is available only in Illinois territory.

toTOl

what Tiffany-Stahl did to their
after a fire, in the exchange, destroyed paper and other effects of the
office, the loss totalling several thousand

Here

is

window

Henri Ellman, district manager,
responsible for this eye-catching and
humorous sign. < Herald-World Photo.
dollars.
is

Oscar Hanson has been in Chicago this
week conducting a sales meeting. About
15 managers of Tiffany-Stahl exchanges in
surrounding territories attended.
*

*

new

The

Ada

changed hands
is

the

*

theatre,

last

new owner.

a

300-seater,

week. Ruben Beckler
Paul Lanca was first

owner.
*

*

*

Security will shortly roadshow "Should a
Girl Marry," according to Irving Mandell.
manager of the local exchange. Mandell
has just returned from a three-week vacation.

*

Grant

*

*

Cook, vice president of Tiffany-

Young, president, and R. Flothow, supervisor of sound productions, visited at the Chicago exchange last week beStahl; L. A.

fore starting for the Coast.
*

*

*

Lesserman, manager of the
National-Vitaphone office, went to
York last week on a business trip.
Carl

special

Van Buren

president,

•

*

second

*

mle,

*

row was

glad to hear of Jack
Baker's new position with Marks Brothers.
Jack, as you know, was formerly publicity
man for Universal. Best wishes are extended from his many friends on the Row.

A

I

Mii/mTiMii

By JOE FISHER

Film

!

M2MUP YOUR BOX I
ICG THIS WINTER
I

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

where he wrote theme songs for several
pictures.
His biggest hit was the song for
the United Artists picture, "The Woman
Disputed." Grossman returned to Chicago
about nine months ago and joined the sales
department of Warner Brothers. He was
named assistant to Rosenthal about two
months ago. J. Frank Young will cover

HOW

IEY TALK *

*

The Paramount
opened

last

*

First

New

*

theatre in Marion,

Ind.,

week.
*

*

*

Morton Van Pragg, general sales manager for Universal, visited Henry Herbel
Van Pragg was headed for Newlast week.
York.
*

*

*

Henry Herbel, manager
branch of Universal, made
trip to the St.

of the

Chicago

a flying business
last week to

Louis exchange

confer with the

officials.

*

*

*

have sold the Temple
The deal was
theatre to Henry Bambara.
closed by Albert Goldman. The Calo theatre
on North Clark Street, formerly operated by
the Brunhild Brothers, has been leased by
Bland Brothers from the United Cigar stores.
This makes the sixth house to be taken over
by the Blands.
Brunhild

Brothers

*

*

*

A

complimentary dinner will be tendered
A. J. Balaban, Balaban & Katz, on August
Aaron Jones or
22, at the Stevens hotel.
Jones, Linick and Schaefer, will be chairman. Adolph Zukor, Jesse Lasky and others
prominent in the industry will attend.
*

*

*

Henry Stern, general manager of the Marquette, Highway and Chelten theatres, will
he married to Frances Rosenberg, on August
Following
18 at the Belden Stratford hotel.
the ceremonies the couple will leave on a
Henry is a
cruise up through Canada.
brother of Charles Stern, manager of the

Wallace theatre.

hramount- Warner Deal On —Equity Fight Off
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Ten

Points

No. 6: Exhibitors Herald-World Enjoys
Unrivalled Reader Responsiveness.

Herald-World s 'What
the Picture Did For Me" Department
and Judge for Yourself.
Proof: See the

Ten Points

No.

THE GREATEST

I:

PAID CIRCULATION

THE ONLY GUARANTEED CIRCULATION
No. 3: THE DOMINANT
ADVERTISING MEDIUM
No. 4: THE MOST ECONOMICAL BUY.
No. 5: QUICKEST AND
MOST DIRECT DISTRINo. 2:

BUTION
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"Cocoanuts," Seattle,

TCCi

nuts

At
"Greene Murifc
Since tali
Boston's Best

ADJECTIVES
n.

Box

the

Office

Records

of

[ARAMOITXT PICTURES!
lhafs the choice offered to exhibitors
i

buying 1929-30 product

M frank about it?
^ (her
1

but

Why not

You know

it's

so!

companies may come through with some good pictures.

one

or

two

are

still

in

the

promise- and- adjective

But

stage*.

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD
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PARAMOUNT

has six best 1929-30 sellers out proving they're BIG

at the

only place that counts— the

in

tenth

its

"THE COCOANUTS"

in

week

at Rialto,

New York, and

GREENE MURDER CASE,"

"THE DANCE OF

Two Black Crows)

in

Harold Lloyd's

equally

S. R. O.

twice as big as "Canary Murder

it's

talking picture,

call the

wow

of

Moran and Mack (The

on Broadway.

"WHY BRING THAT UP?"
first

doing

BIG everywhere. "THE

LIFE," which the wise boys

the season, opening August 16th

out.

earning extended runs and

with William Powell as "Philo Vance,"

demonstrating with dollars that
Case."

New York. The

at the Criterion,

"THE MYSTERIOUS DR. FU MANCHU"

mopping up.
in fourth

Box Office! "THE FOUR FEATHERS"

week of $2 capacity business

Marx Brothers

August 24, 1929

finished— and a knock-

"WELCOME DANGER,"

pre-

viewed and pronounced by tough critics his greatest ever! Three months'
releases completed at

PARAMOUNT

hear the actual pictures.
of

PARAMOUNT'S

PRODUCT.
ority.

See

See

studios, east

Test them at the box

sales trailer, with excerpts

Be

«J

west.

office.

<I

See and

Get a showing

from the WHOLE 1929-30

PARAMOUNT SOUND NEWS

PARAMOUNT SHORTS.

and

and prove

its

superi-

Don't buy on adjectives.

practical!

Buy PARAMOUNT!

<

<

«

—

—
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EH
WHAT

THE EDUCATIONAL
TALKING COMEDY DID FOR ME
With Apologies

to Exhibitors

Herald -World

In which Educational passes on to you a few of the comments that other exhibitors
have been making about the greatest line of comedies in motion picture history.

Talking Comedies

INDISPENSABLE TO
BUSINESS FUTURE

SHIP MATES: Lupino Lane — We always tell
you when the comedies are not' so good, so I believe we should tell you when one comes in that
isexceptionally good. We are running SHIPMATES
with Lupino Lane, and this all-talking comedy is
the funniest thing I ever saw. Iam not a comedy
Ian,

but this

comedy is a riot and

—

I

"1VTO doubt you will be pleased to
i- 1
know that the ten all-talking

Educational comedies we have
played have proven that features
of the calibre and excellence of
Educational Talking Comedies
are indispensable to a theatre's
business future. We are more than

howled with

Mrs. H. Eckardt, Palace
theaudience. It'sgreat
and Ideal Theatres, Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.
!

SHIP MATES: Lupino

i-ane in his

first all-talk-

comedy has certainly set a high mark of quality for others to shoot at. We would say that
SHIP MATES is the best all-talking comedy we
have played thus far and we have played quite
i number of the talking comedy shorts. We felt
quite elated when the patrons stopped to tell us
low much they enjoyed this subject. — Harry M
ing

pleased with our Educational
Talking Comedies and know that
your program w ill reach all of the
theatre going pubbc because of its
quality.
E. P. Briggs. State Theatre. Denver, <lolo.

—

—

Calmer. Anderson Theatrical Enterprises, Anderson, Ind.

EDUCATIONAL TALKING COMEDIES:
my hat to you and your Edutalkies — all you said about THE LION'S

es, sir, I'll

i

ational

tOAR and

take

off

THE RIGHT BED have been more

than
the two comedies,
"hey are both knockouts. Not that I ever have
ad reason for doubting any statements that you
ave made to me during our past ten years' dealigs
for I have at all times found your word as
ood as the best bond ever written.— Larry Goux,
ox Rivoli Theatre, Pendleton, Ore.
in the screening of

ulfilled

—

THE OLD BARN:
a

i

100%

trills,

all-talking

chills,

etc.,

Sennett— THE OLD barn
comedy and is great, all the
of THE terror plus 100^

ughs— R. W. Thayer, Schine-Eckel Theatre,
vracuse, N. V.

THE BRIDE'S RELATIONS:

The comedy

first sound program was THE BRIDE'S
ELATIONS, a two-reel Mack Sennett comedy,
'ithout any question, this is one of the funniest
imedies that I have ever shown. Frankly speakK, this comedy was the talk of the entire town
More the week was over. Any exhibitor who
is sound equipment in his theatre cannot go

ied on our

—

pong in playing this comedy. L. Breuninger.
kwrence Amusement Co., Topeka, Kan.

HIS BIG

MINUTE:

Lloyd Hamiltonbur two-reel talking comedy HIS BIG MINUTE
1th Lloyd Hamilton, was screened in my theatre
>t night. I would like for you to know that I
jnd this comedy a very amusing subject, and
; disc
recording all that could be desired,
ankly,
'

;

I

i

•
!

I

I

BRIDE'S RELATIONS is an absolute panic. First
they look, then they laugh, then they listen and
then they shriek. Never in my life have I had
an audience laugh as much as they are doing at
this comedy. The scene where the three men do
the "Indian Bit" absolutely kills them.
Len S.
Brown, Capitol Theatre, Madison, Wis.

—

EDUCATIONAL TALKING COMEDIES:

We

want to congratulate you and your company
on the dialogue comedies which you are releasing.
The comedies were purchased on the reputation
of the company you represent, as Educational
never failed to deliver a bushel or two of laughs
in each and every comedy released, which we
played in the past as "silent." We played THE
LION'S ROAR, and it surely was a "knockout." The audience roared from beginning to
end, and made it their business, it seems, on leaving the theatre to stop and congratulate us. We
are playing THE ELIGIBLE MR. BANGS, which
is also very, very good. Enclosed find newspaper
showing you how we sell the comedies to our
patrons.
Speer Marousis, People's Amusement
Corporation, Capitol, Penn and Regent Theatres.
New Castle, Pa.

—

ASK DAD:

—

Coronet We played your ASK
comedy, Friday and Saturday.
Sorry we had to use such a good outstanding picture for two days. To say that the audience fav-

DAD

all-talking

considered the reproduction the equal

any sound production that I have run, and as
hole the reproduction is the best that I have
d. It is certainly a fact that HIS BIG MINUTE
a hundred per cent, all-talking comedy
the
logue is continuous throughout, there being no
:nt sequences. I am looking forward to the
asure of playing your talking comedies.
5. L. W. Holland, Madison Square Theatre.
idison Ga.

ored the picture is putting it mild. It went over
with a bang, and from now on we will see that
we get our full three days out of all talking comedies that we have contracted for. I believe in
real hot summer medicine for the theatre goers.
J. C. Hartman, Wichita, Kan.

EDUCATIONAL TALKING COMEDIES:

After using three of your comedies (recorded on
disc)

THE ELIGIBLE MR. BANGS Coronet THE
ROAR (Sennett), and ASK DAD (Coronet*,
I,

LION'S

we

find the dialogue reproduced very audibly and
satisfactory in every way.
have received very

We

good comment on them from our patrons.
Morrill Moore, Kansas Citv, Mo.

EDUCATIONAL TALKING COMEDIES:
We

have now run eight of your all-talking com-

edies and find
short subjects

them far superior to any other
on the market. These comedies
have pleased my patrons 100^. Recording great.
— Sam Blair, Belleville, Kan.

EDUCATIONAL TALKING COMEDIES:
Your talking comedies have proven to be ioo'v
entertainment. Recording and reproduction all
very good. Your talking comedies have been a
life saver for the small town exhibitor.
T. W.

—

Perkins. Harrisonville.

Silent

Mo.

Comedies

MERMAID COMEDIES:
COMEDIES, as

Your MERMAID

far as audience reaction

is concerned, are head and shoulders above all other
comedy products. In one or two instances. MERMAID COMEDIES proved to have as strong a
drawing power as first-run features. J. G.
Sellers, Rialto Theatre, Pueblo, Colo.

—

ALUSHORT-SUBJECT PROGRAM: Played
your Movie Vaudeville to a large and appreciative audience last night. Such an array of short
dramas, novelties and comedy was as refreshing
as a May shower, after a siege of crook sex and
western drawn out features. We were immenselypleased and will book more at a later date. C.
G. Wagner, Rex Theatre, Sublette, Kan.

—

EDUCATIONAL COMEDIES:

wish to
I
take this opportunity to congratulate you on the
excellent type of comedies you produce. The
comedies are peppy, and a laugh from beginning
to end. They possess all those qualities which
anyone takes into consideration when classing
comedies as exceptionally good. I also wish to
say that not only are the comedies good, but the
prints you send are always in first class condition.
As a whole, the service you render is highly appreciated.
A. S. King, Jr., Dreamland Theatre,
Claridge, Pa.

—

MERMAID COMEDIES:

It is

a pleasure to

inform your organization that at every oppor-

—

tunity I book the MERMAID COMEDIES starring
Vernon Dent and Monty Collins. When I can sit
in mv theatre and preview comedies, and laugh
all by myself at those two boys, then they are
surely funny. In other words "I am sold on that

team."— A.

.

THE BRIDE'S RELATIONS: Sennett— THE

L. Barnard, People's Theatre, Port-

land, Ore.

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,
E.

W. HAMMONS,

Member. Motion Picture Producers and

Inc.

President

Distributors of America, Inc.. Will H. Hays, President

GOLD

i'

where you find

it-
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A FRANCHISE WITHOUT STRINGS
TiIFFANY -STAHL
Plan that

Takes Pride in Presenting an Amazing New
comes with the Amazing New Era in Motion Pictures.

TIFFANY -STAHL
States a Franchise of

Every Exhibitor in the United
Tremendous Value to Him. Details are
offers

Read Them!

Plain.
1.

We

take

all

Risks.

You Assume None.

Exhibitor Obligates Himself Only to Play a Maximum
of FIFTY-TWO Franchise Features and FIFTY-TWO Short Subjects per year, and a Minimum of TWENTY- SIX Franchise Features and TWENTY-SIX Short Subjects. He Takes no Responsibil2.

ities

as to Production.
3.

Exhibitor

is

assured

FIVE YEARS

of Finest

Box -Office

Attractions.
4.

Tiffany-Stahl Stands Behind

every Facility for Exhibitor in the

Its

Great Franchise Plan with

way

of Advertising, Publicity,

Exploitation.
Investigate

shown on

Our Production Programme

for 1929-30,

the Opposite Page.

Take Full Advantage of this Remarkable Franchise
Offer. Get in Touch with any Tiffany-Stahl Exchange
and Obtain Complete Details, or Communicate Direct
with Our New York Office.
All in Dialogue and Sound, with

RCA

T
F Fd NY
7
SEVENTH AVE.
I

2 9

Synchronization.

c/>Td

H L

"

DUG

'E

YOU

UP FOR

IT

FOR EVERY EXHIBITOR
tions,

IFFANY-STAHL Herewith A nnounces Its Special ProducAvailable Under New Franchise Plan, Briefly Outlined on

Opposite Page:

"JOURNEY'S END," All-Talking and Sound
Sheriffs Stage Play which

who have

is

Version of R. C.
thrilling entire civilized world. Millions

and read book

seen the play

and

version are waiting to see

A

Gainsborough Production, for early 1930 Release
Will be "Road Showed.
For Fall Release the First on Program of 26 All Dialogue
Productions for 1929-30!

hear screen story.
by Tiffany-Stahl

Mae Murray
The
in

—

"Woman

"Peacock Alley"

in

Orchid Star" who recentlv has been breaking

box-office records

personal appearances, will be seen and heard and dance in this

daring, spicy extravaganza, adapted

and supervised bv Carev Wilson.

'"Dangerous Business"
Edwin Balmer's

story

of "Party Girls" sent out as "love rivals"

against "business rivals"

.

a "best seller" as a book.

.

.

Published serially in Cosmopolitan, and

.

.

.

Unlimited exploitation on

this

With

Woman"

to

Bettv Compson. George BarraucL Juliette Compton. Adapted

by Nicholas Fodor from the big stage play.
Saville.

A Gainsborough

Directed by Victor

Production.

Leo Carrillo in "Mister Antonio"
With Virginia Valli

Victor

A

Halpenn Production.

Booth Tarkington play

in dialect for the

one and only Leo.

lowly youth's love against a rich man's hvpocnsv.
fun, pathos.

"The Lost Zeppelin"
With Conway

Tearle, Virginia Valli, Ricardo Cortez.

adventure. ...

A

his friend.

on board.

.

.

.

.

.

.

husband's

And

sacrifice.

A

...

then the giant Zeppelin.

Directed by

.

.

.

.

A

Heart threes,

tremendous.

It's

Love and

wife's infatuation for
.

.

Lost, with the rivals

Edward Sloman.

"The Enchanting Melodie"
An
.

.

All-Color Technicolor feature.
.

Music

.

.

Dancing.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Alluring

girls.

.

.

.

Romance.

It's sure-fire.

"Troopers Three"
Written by Arthur

Guy Empev.

author of "Over the Top." Stories

of the Infantry, Navy, Aeroplanes there have been a-plentv.

what of the Cavalry? Here

it is,

with

all

But

the thrills of unbelievable

horsemanship, and a smashing heart story.

cast.

E. Brown. Helen Foster. Wallace

MacDonald and

a big

Sawdust and canvas, clowns and acrobats ... a kaleidoscope

of action and

Hyland

thrills.

With

Dirrcted bv Albert Ray.

Storv bv Frances

sparkling Sally O'Neill and a great cast.

story about folks

with

"Painted Faces"
With Joe

"Kathleen Mavourneen"
all their

from

the

humor and

Emerald

lovt

and

Isle

who

fineness.

It's

a broth of a

are in the

U.

S.

A,

Directed bv Albert Rav.

"The Medicine Man"
With a

star cast.

like a prince

gives

and

him "heart

From
is

the stage play by Elliott Lester.

He

cresses

While he's "curing" others
a laugh and a sob and a thrill.

called a quack.

illness."

It's

a girl

ALL IN DIALOGUE AND SOUND, WITH RCA SYNCHRONIZATION

OUR COLOR SYMPHONIES
One-reel subjects, photographed in Technicolor. Each with an unusual story. They are: "l iennese Melody,'
"Songs My Slother Taught Me," "Minuette," "The Cossack's Bride," "The Sacred Hour," "Temple Belh.'
"Tales of Araby." "A Modern Cinderella." "The Mountain King," "A Song of India," " Pharoah's Daughter!
"In Old Madrid." Twelve others to be announced.

INC.
PRODUCTIONS
NEW VORK CITY

A Brilliant JVeu

with Henry Daniel, Story by Arthur
Directed by Marshall

Richman,
Neilan

A

production of amazing realism and exquisite charm,
presenting with rich dialogue the ranking star on the
American stage in a screen role of wondrous power

and appeal.
Ina Claire, the most distinctive personality that has
come to the talking screen, surpasses in her sparkling
performance her work in the stage play that proved
a sensation

on Broadway.

A great star in a great play on
stage

— an

the

even greater star in the

finest talking picture

of the season.

I

—

Name^

Marq

NA

HE

CL

"^Awful Truth"
which there
introduced a brilliant new marquee
INname
and a noteworthy addition to the stellar ranks
is

f

na

tast

Claire, frequently referred to

of

New

York,

—

as the

makes her debut in

mtion pictures"

of Hollywood. "The Awful Truth" stands on its own
as a smart, sophisticated and beautifully handled comedy but likewise serves as the vehicle by which Ina
Claire, frequently referred to as the toast of New York,
makes her debut in motion pictures.

we had anything to say about it we'd order a royal
salute or proclaim a holiday in the picture business
and all of it because of the Claire arrival. This, we are
trying to get over to you, is more than mere happening.
It's an event.
If

The

Ingredients

You should know

first place, "The Awful
with Miss Claire in the
lead.
Secondly, Arthur Richman, who wrote it, did
Most of the
the adaptation with Horace Jackson.
scintillating and extremely clever dialogue is culled
directly from the play. Mickey Neilan handled the picture direction and Rollo Lloyd the dialogue and there
is enough credit to pass around for both.

Truth" was

we had anything to say about it we'd
oiler a royal salute or proclaim a holiday in

that, in the
successful as a play

f'i

tq picture business

— and

m Claire arrival.
hhpening.

It is

an

This

all of it because
is

of
more than mere

event."

The

Story

A slight tale, held together in captivating and humorous manner by situations and bright lines. Specifically,
wife flirtatious,
it concerns a young society couple
husband jealous and the mildly rocky course of married life. Husband threatens and proceeds to secure a
divorce, but the usual year must elapse before the

—

—

decree becomes final. Traveling in the same set, they
are constantly thrown together. Each loves the other
and each knows it. Reconciliation comes finally, as
you know it will, and there you are.

The Star
Slight

enough

certainly.

But Miss

Claire, an old

hand

at tricks of the stage, dominates throughout. She has
poise, charm, is beautiful, and has an excellent voice.

PATHE

She is a consummate and finished comedienne, replete
with class to her very fingertips. With no argument
whatsoever, she belongs among the first half dozen
leaders in the dialogue film.

KANN

—
EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

FACTS
When

an advertiser buys advertising

space, he

he

is

is

not buying white paper

buying circulation.

Exhibitors Herald-World has the greatest circulation

in the

which has ever existed

motion picture industry.

The Herald-World

is

the only motion

picture trade publication which

member

of the Audit

is

a

Bureau of Circu-

lations.

There

is

no substitute for

circulation.

Nor is there any substitute for an Audit
Bureau of Circulations statement.

Write The Editor, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago, for the booklet*, "Audited Circulations" and "The Circulation of Exhibitors HeraldW arid." Both will be sent vithout charge.

August 24.
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WILLIAM FOX
presents

2§)

All Talking,

Singing and Laughing

Fox Movietone
Comedy Drama
of hot

mammas

and marines
with

Victor

McLaglen
Edmund

Lowe
Lily

Dam ft a
Story by

Laurence Stallings
and

i

Maxwell Anderson
Dialog by

W

illiam K. Wells
Directed by

AOUL WALSH
Ffcosc "What Price Clorj*'
wa» an achievement that v»ill

be talked about
long as
motion picture* are made.

"Here

is

one which cannot

fail to spell

good busi-

.i

ness wherever

it is

shown.

— Ouinn

It

Martin

is

the real thing.'"

in

The \eic York

IT <>rl(

Join

4 great
tttcr lain

men

t

-a great

tugh."
\,

i,

> ,.r/.

i

II

tirlil

"It

is

due almost

entirely

to

RAOUL WALSH,
the Director."

— iVetc

)

ork Su n

the Marin

!

know what
"WHAT PRICE GLORY"
did for the trade and

— But

it

was a

is still

doing

silent picture

NOW

you have "The Cock Eyed World," all talking, singing,
laughing— and what it will do to draw coin into the box-offices
is nobody's business. And. .if you want a few hot reasons why
vou won't see or hear a better picture inl929—get a load of this.

Big League
your audiences dote on cream

IFpuff
the

can be no interest for you in what
this column
thinks about "The

Cock-Eyed World." If, however,
the gang goes for strong entertainment with guts and belly laughs
running through its two hour footimportant information

to

learn that a big leaguer is about
start on its box-office way

to

age,

has

SPEED, PUNCH, LOVE and

A

COMEDY
McLaglen, Lowe — the

rip-roaring

TITLE alone that's worth the money
.Walsh,
trio
clicked
Marines
same
that
in action, at play and
with "Glory""
at love. A. million laughs, a tear or two. music, madness, hope, despair,
lusty bawdiness and what the French call "Le Sport "
It's an outdoor
picture with natural outdoor sounds — which only Fox Movietone is
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

capable of producing.

IF this

not Box-office .then
REX BEACH IS A SUMMER RESORT
is

.

Sez You

We!

Soz

l°
in*

in

re

dolt***

alio*
let*

it

is

Loaded With Dough
You would expect
to be two-fisted.

It

a story

like this

The

dialogue

is.

man's dialogue which means it is
Yet the laughs are
usually rough.
there planted against a colorful and
actionful background.
The picture
is

is

The Cock Eyed World

entertainment, pass up
following because there

loaded

with

so incidentally,

production and. not
with money as well.

K ANN

AS
as

little

week

a

Payable
Monthly

Gives you the FINEST
synchronized SOUND
A
a*

TYPE 2

W

use*

MDA

Service assured by

Synchronous Disc

leading

I

Producers

$2,500
louses up to
seats

Itype 4

2000

****
3

mda

**$»«*°>*°

Synchronous Disc
I

$3,500
iOOO

to

4000

seats

A
SYNCHRONOUS

TYPE 500 D D

[PE

500

FDA

NCHRONOUS

'ACE NT

Disc

disc $1,500

and Sound on

Film

REPRODUCER CORP.

$2,500
center building

NEW YORK,

N.Y.

C, Its

fame

is

like wildfire.

spreading
C, Exhibi-

tors are cashing in

the novelty of the

JACK MULHALL
Lila

Lee,

Littlefield.

Aggie

Herring,

Lucien

Presented by Richard A.

A Frank Lloyd ProducScreen version by Bradley King!

Rowland.
tion.

first

dual-role talking picture

and the power of its dramatic punch. C. Tremendous week at Pantheon,

Toledo started the

C7ake ItJrom

on

rolling.

Watch

it

ball

go!
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THIS ISSUE —
PARAMOUNT -WARMER DEAL

EQUITY SHOP FAILS
Gillmore Calls Off Move to Force Equity
Shop Upon Motion Picture Industry at Studios
Defections in the Ranks and Complete
Lack of Leadership Are Blamed Failure Is
Believed to Have Doomed Any Future Activities of Equity in Hollywood.

—

—

Negotiations for

Consolidation

Para-

of

mount and Warner Brothers Are Underway
and Early Completion of Deal Is Considered
Not Unlikely Each Will Retain Identity
But Warner Brothers' Theatres Will Be Un-

—

der Puelix

— Stock Transfer Believed Plan.

COMPLETE INDEX TO CONTENTS
NEWS

DEPARTMENTS

executive vice president of Pathe as Colvin
details of sales plan for new
Photophone model are learned.

The Studio

Producers' joint committee will tackle wider film problem to
effect orderly progress; Editorial by Martin J. Quigley is com-

The Theatre

E. B.

Derr

W. Brown

is

named

resigns

—First

RCA

mended by executives.
Many sign Allied States

franchise at meeting of Northwest exhibitors in Minneapolis; Oscar Hanson of Tiffany-Stahl pledges
square deals.

Classified Advertising

49
45
59

Quick Reference Picture Chart
the Picture Did for Me

55
61

New

65

What

Pictures

Chicago Personalities by

Warner Brothers acquires Harms music hou-e — Returns from admission taxes show big decrease Spectacular showing planned

—

for

Los Angeles by Douglas Hodges
Broadway
Sound Pictures
Pictorial

Section

Sound Act Releases

K

F

66

—

SOUND AND EQUIPMENT Paramount, Eastman
Kodak, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Fox, Pacent Reproducers, Western

FILM,

FEATURES
Service Talks

J.

ADVERTISEMENTS

Columbia's "Flight."

The Voice of the Industry (Letters from Readers)
Motion Picture Finance

33
42

Short Features
Music and Talent
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greater part of the beauty and magnificence that are
the film.
*
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"Bootleg Equipment"
term,
THE
duction

"bootleg equipment," referring to reprodevices put out by various of the smaller
companies has been gaining some currency in the trade.
Obviously, it has not been gaining this currency automatically.

We know of no Constitutional prohibition against the
manufacture and sale of reproducing equipment and wc
see no reason why a term of the outlawed liquor trade
should be affixed to a thoroughly legitimate industrial
activity.

"Bootleg equipment" should refer only to such equipas may be used by bootleggers and, if we may be
permitted to say so, it is only still and not sound equipment with which the bootlegger is concerned.

ment

Publication Office:

Martin

August 24, 1929
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Quigley, President
George Clifford, Asst. Treasurer
Clifford, Secretary
Member Audit Bureau of Circulations
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J.

and business correspondence
should be addressed to the Chicago office

All editorial

There is a question of fairness and common decencv
trust that in lofty positions, where an
involved.
attitude of fairness and common decency may be expected,
the term, "bootleg equipment," will no longer be used
where reproducing devices are referred to.

We

Other publications: Better Theatres, devoted to construction, equipment and
operation of theatres; published every fourth week in conjunction with Exhibitors
Herald- World; The Motion Picture Almanac, Pictures and Personalities, published annually; The Chicagoan and Polo, Class publications.
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The Merger Map

THE
August

Vol. 96, No. 8

24, 1929

Paramount-Warner rumor is again in an active
state.
Whether the rumor has some or any basis in

fact cannot

Wide Film Change
a recent issue we pointed out the very obvious necessity for the industry preparing itself for the change-

IN

The

reaction in the trade to our insistence that something should be done about the matter
taking advantage of the experiences undergone in the
changeover to talking pictures has been the only logical
and expected one: leading executives agree that the necessary, practicable arrangements should immediately be

over to wider film.

—

provided

At

be established

at this

run the course of its
current merging development is quite generally acknowledged. Whether the deal referred to in the ParamountWarner merger rumor is accomplished or whether some
other deal appears, it is a sound conjecture that the map
of the industry will be subjected to further material revisions before the end of this year.
*

therefore, a general agreement
that with the wider film appearing as an inevitable development the responsible forces in the industry should
proceed in an orderly, systematic manner to make advance-

Revue Ballyhoo
premiere
THE
"Hollywood Revue" made

MGM

last week of the
history both inside and outside the theatre. One of the greatest of all ballyhoos was
the Howard Dietz-Pete Smith "living billboard." As an
exploitation stunt this effort rates for itself a lofty position
in the record. It requires the language of the press agent
to tell just what this stunt did to the crowds and traffic
of Broadway.
The production itself is quite worthy of the stunt and
vice versa.
It is a grand conglomeration of entertainment
that will bring to the farthest reaches of civilization such
a show as persons in New York pay upwards of $6.00 a
ticket to see and struggle vigorously to get tickets at that
prici'.

This review pointedly invites attention to the question
of wider film.
With no additional effort in the studio
this subject would be a greater attraction in the theatre if
the screen size was sufficient to make easily viewable a

*

*

The Case Rests

is,

arrangements and preparations; should select and designate as standard some particular width for the wider film
and then should lay plans for the technical changeover in
the studios and in the theatres.
There remains, of course, the need for action. Too many
times in the past there has been an obvious course, leading
to materially constructive results, which, somehow or
other, was never followed.
It is to be hoped that the
record on the wider film development will not be the
same.

New York

prin-

until arrangements are completed.
That the industry has not yet

for.

this point there

time because the

cipals concerned simply issue complete denials, which
attitude they may be expected to assume in any event

THE
now

word on the future of talking pictures may
be considered in. A year ago in an interview
Mr. Joseph M. Schenck stated his opinion of the moment
to the effect that talking pictures were a passing fancy
that would soon be passed and done with. Now Mr.
Schenck states his opinion that the silent picture is done
for and elaborates his attitude with the statement that no
shrewd producer would now risk on a silent picture a sum
final

sufficiently substantial to

We

make

a big subject.

Mr. Schenck's changing opinions as any
reflection upon him. On the contrary it may be said that
the reversal indicates on Mr. Schenck's part that flexible
mental attitude and willingness to revise opinions in accordance with new conditions and new developments
without which there is no success in the show business.
A year ago the future of the talking picture was problematical. But during the past year much has happened.
The future of the talking picture is now no more problematical than the future of the show business.

do not

cite

*

»

*

Cooperative
agreements entered
THE
Tiffany-Stahl and the Allied

into between Radio Pictures.
States Exhibitors Association constitute an interesting development. The development is not pleasing to certain interests in the industry

but the pleasure of these interests was not sought.
The deals recall other similar arrangements that
previously have been made in the industry between groups
of exhibitors and distributors. These earlier arrangements
have been big factors in the development of the business.
There is every reason to expect substantial and commonly
beneficial results from these new deals.

—MARTIN

J.

QUIGLEY.
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Gillmore Calls off Equity Shop
Move; Actors Back at Studios
Varners Acquire 17

Gottesman Houses;
Say Others Sought

Failure Laid to Break in Ranks
And Lack of Any Leadership
Defeat Believed

CONN., Aug. 20.—

.venteen theatres, including three of the
rgest and newest theatres in Connecticut,
ur other Connecticut houses, two in New
in New York and one in Mashave been purchased by WarBrothers from the Alfred Gottesman
r
heatrical Enterprises, Inc., according to
The purchase
inouncement made here.
ice is said to be between S10,000,00 and
rsey,

two

chusetts,

;

.000,000.

Negotiations are also said to be under-

between Warners and Hoffman circuit
latter's 14 theatres in and near
r the
nnecticut. Inquiry at the Hoffman ofes elicited the reply that "there has been
iy

sale of any Hoffman theatres."
The Gottesman transfer will take place
r'.y
next month, putting Warner Brothin New Haven, New London, Bridge5
rt, Hartford, Middletown, Derby, PeeksNewark, Worcester and
Roslyn,
11,
•

her towns.

Details of

irst

New Photophone
Model Costs Told
(Special to the Herald-World)

\E\V YORK, Aug. 20

—

While the final
agreement with reLrd to sound equipment on the new model
otophone to sell for $2,995 have not yet
t.-n worked out, the main facts of the case
re given to this paper today by
the

of

(tails

RCA

1

RCA

\

icials.

i

There will be a down payment of 10 per
of the value, S299.50, with the appliion for the contract.
Upon installation

ciit
c

be another payment of 15 per
that point on, a deferred payrlnt plan extending over several years will
- into effect.
The service charge will be
9 a week for the first two years and $12
re

t

will

From

cit.

;uveek

thereafter
10-year lease.

t

until

the

expiration of

Reopened
Under Court Protection

Jog Tracks
wo dog

tracks were reopened in Chicago
week under the protection of a temporary
i; inction
issued by Judge Harry M. Fisher.
"L tracks had been closed by the state's
.

1:

a irney.

A

third track

is

also

expected to

o n.

"he ruling brought from John E. Northrup,
fy assistant state's attorney, the statement
t t
for the present the raids on the tracks
w Jld be stopped.

—

LOS AXGELES,
pictures

Aug. 20. Efforts to obtain an Equity Shop in motion
proved a fiasco this week when President Frank Gillmore was

obliged to call off the movement.
Failure of his plans is attributed chiefly to ramifications within the Equity
organization as well as to complete lack of leadership. Actors returned to the
studios Monday asking for employment under the Academy contract.
After reading his statement to the members of the organization Saturday night
them the fight was suspended indefiGillmore hastily made plans to leave
the Coast.
Pessimism has pervaded the
ranks of Equity ever since ten dayr s ago
when Vice President Ethel Barrymore
bolted from the organization with severe
criticism of Gillmore's methods in handling
the campaign and of his lack of wisdom
during attempted arbitration. Other strong
leaders and officers of the organization have
been taking issue with Gillmore for three
weeks with the result that Equity on the
West Coast is virtually wrecked for the
time being.
telling
nitely,

Nothing was gained bv the ten
week enforced idleness. Gloom and
hopelessness on the faces of those
attended the final meeting gave
evidence of the workless weeks that
have terminated so ignominiously.
But these people made no demonstration when the edict was read; most of
them came hoping for orders to go
back to work.
Part of Gillmore's speech follows:
"Everyone responsible for organization
policies shudders when he thinks of the
borers from within; those inside the ranks
who spread evil reports, who are defeatists.
I regret to say we have had such people in
this campaign.
At first these borers from
within showed themselves in members who
lent their names to public statements denying that there were any abuses in the
studios or any injustices to contend with
and lauding the producers to the skies: in
other words, denying their association. The
strange thing was that not one of these
critics ever came to me or to the office to
look over the supporting data which we had

who

(Special to the Herald-World)
,

"
"

I'RNABY, B. C, Aug. 20.— The Regent
tre, a
Famous Players Canadian house
was damaged when burglars blasted
the door of the safe.
Thev escaped

'.,

'i

*(i $150.

in plenty.
To say the least,
of great discourtesy.

it

was an

act

Another Group Critical
"Then we had another group of members
who were critical, not to say hostile. They
had every

right, of course, to be that way
times of peace, but when the tocsin
sounds, when the blast of war blows in our
ears, then they must put personal views
in

aside.

"Another group was composed of those
the ruling of the council and
went to work while their fellow members remained out. This, of
course, was a wicked act, one so highly
reprehensible that I have difficulty in referring to it with any degree of calmness.
"However, all of the above cases we could
handle.
They were borers from within, it
is true, but their harmfulness was limited.
L'nfortunately, we have received another
kind, one whose big name causes her to be
listened to not only by her fellow actors
but the public. This was perhaps the most
cruel blow that has been struck at us.
It
has changed the advantageous position we
were in only a week ago into one that is

who broke

deliberately

difficult.

Scores Ethel Barrymore
hard for me to speak about a
woman, and one whom I have admired, in
critical terms, and so I shall weigh my
words very carefully. It is strange to say
that Miss Barrymore should have stated in
the press that a solution has been reached,
seeing that she was practically non-existent
in the last meeting with the producers.
It
happened like this: We were called at 12
o'clock noon on Wednesday. August 7. The
Equity three were on time and I talked to
Miss Barrymore about 40 minutes before
"It

is

(Continued on page 31)

Paramount-Warner Deal Near;
Theatres Under Publix Banner
(Special to the Herald-World)

i

hrglary Blast Damages
Theatre; Loot Is $150

Have Made Impossible Any Future

Activities of Equity on Coast
By DOUGLAS HODGES

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW LONDON,

to

NEW

YORK,

Aug.

20.

—Negotiations are underway for

Paramount and Warner Brothers, though responsible
are unwilling to discuss the matter.
However, such progress has been

between
two companies

a consolidation

officials of the

made that it is not unlikely that the deal will
be concluded in the very near future. On the other hand, a deal of this magnitude
is never set until the final papers are definitely checked.
According to present plans, the two organizations are to be kept intact except
for the prompt inclusion of the vast Warner list of theatres in the Publix chain.
Neither of the two big producing companies is to lose its identity according to
things as they are set at present, the principal transfers being effected through an
exchange of stock on a basis still to be determined.

mm
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"The Hollywood Revue"

METRO-GOLD WYN-MAYER
itself

is

giving

hand with "The HollyWhich, when you have taken

the glad

wood Revue."

a peek at that production,

is

hardly surprising.

good to equal
It
predecessor, "The Broadway Melody."
not only good; it's better.
I

said

would have

it

to be

its
is

picture
It
surface.
Metro
technique
clings, for the greater part, to the
revue
the
of the stage, to the tradition of
which, after all, is only glorified vaudeville.
While it gives you more for two dollars than
I

however, that with
has only scratched the

think,

this

you can get for seven in any show here it
does not give you a motion picture revue.
What it does is put a stage revue on the
screen and go the stage one better at it.

When we

get a real screen review, utilizing
photography, marvellous sets and
weird mechanics which are exclusively at our
disposal, the legitimate producers may well
have something to worry' about.
the

trick

*

*

*

"The Cock-Eyed World"
"The Cock-Eyed
line
illustrative of the rowdy humor
the same instinct
that the public wants.
that prompts the wealthy men of Wall street

ALONG

World"

another
is

And

to sit around a locker room
their own fancy stories after a hard
round of golf sends the public in its thousands to see Victor McLaglen at the Roxy.
It is a perfectly normal and healthy instinct.
Mr. Fox was smart to capitalize it.

and Hollywood
telling

"The Cock-Eyed World" is in its third week
the Roxy, with midnight shows packing
them in tight. This is a popular show.

at

*

*

*

Columbia's Plans

COLUMBIA'S
ing

announcement for the comwhich has just arrived, is
would call good showmanship flash.
season,

what I
Alex Moss deserves a lot of credit. The
book is four color process work, combination
line and benday, and should knock the eyes
out of the average exhibitor. I found myself
blinking after the first few pages.
For a small company Columbia has a reAnd its
markable diversity of material.
"Prosperity Group" of talking pictures for the
coming season warrants the attention of
exhibitors desirous of lining themselves up
Columbia
program.
well-balanced
for
a
pioneered with "Submarine" and "The Fall
Possibly, they were not great picof Eve."
tures but they were good ones and they were
the

first

of their kind. And it is pioneering
"Hurricane," the first all-

with two more,
talking picture
first all-talker

made afloat, and
made in the air.

"Flight," the

Grand Opera
'"PHE

next thing to come to the talking
screen, I hear, is grand opera.
The combination opens up limitless possibilities. The
first company to go in for a production of
this kind, provided it handles the picture with
artistry (and without getting high hat), may
dc much to make motion picture historv.

—PETER VISCHER.

Weds

"Skeets" Gallagher
(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN DIEGO,
stage and

Aug. 20.— "Skeets" Gallagher,
screen actor, and Pauline Mason,

musical comedy
last week.

star,

were married

at

Tiajuana

Salvation with Lots
THE
the

negro and his religeosity form

MG

theme of
M's audien,
"Hallelujah."
The negro, ever seeking an ultimate salvation and attaining
an immediate pleasure in the seeking,
has had a vogue, both in serious sociology and flippant jazz. "Hallelujah"
offers the materials from which the
King Vidor divogue has sprung.
rected.
"Hallelujah" opened at the
Embassy,

New

York, August 20.

August 24, 1929

o'

Music
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Producers Map Action on Wide
Film; Praise Quigley Editorial
Editorial One of
Most Timely Ever
Written: Williams
"Your
Films?'

'What About Wider
the most timely and valu-

is

one of

Pictures,

commending the

in

Inc.,

by Martin

J. Quigley in the
August 10 issue of the "Herald-World."
"Something will have to be done to bring

editorial article

about the orderly unification of the larger
film, otherwise it will cost the industry
millions of dollars.

"The picture business reacts more quicknovelty than any other I know of,
and the wider film is certainly a novelty of
tremendous possibilities. It is my opinion
that it is as far ahead of the narrow film
in some ways as a twenty-four sheet poster
ly to

is

Warning Against "Precipitous Plunge" into New Development Brings Endorsement from Executives
(Special to the Herald-World)

editorial,

able which has ever been written for a trade
paper," wrote J. D. Williams of World

Wide

Committee Will Act to
Make Change Orderly Progress

Joint

NEW

YORK,

Aug.

—

20.
Concurrent with the wide interest aroused
throughout the industry by the editorial by Martin J. Quigley on "What
About Wider Film?" in the Herald-World issue of August 10, and the second editorial on the same subject in last week's issue, producers already have
taken steps to prevent the harmful developments warned against in the

editorials.

Word comes from

the West Coast that producers, through a joint commitare preparing to tackle the problem in all phases and avoid a recurrence
of "the bitter experience of the change to sound, which still has its repertee,

cussions."

"The people who are making silent pictures
for the houses that are still unwired are the
type who will urge, and rightly so, a sensible
conservatism with an innovation which may

NED DEPINET

ahead of a twelve.

"I quote these facts because there seems
to be a doubt in the minds of some people
in the business as to whether the time for
the wider film has really arrived.
If we
take it for granted which we must do
that it is here, something must be done to

—

question immediately and you
are to be congratulated upon bringing the
the

settle

subject

up

E.
"

such a forceful way."

in

W.

HAMMONS

'What About Wider Films

—

?'
I have read
with a great deal of interest and am
in thorough accord
with the views expressed by Mr. Quigley," said E. W. Hammons, president of Educational.
"I sincerely hope that his editorial has the desired effect upon the industry."

this

NORMAN
In

A

brave

)lace

KRASNA

and

exceedingly

clear-headed

the pen of Martin J. Quigley
way, naturally enough, to a

on wide

"Wide

lucing the entire editorial.
"Mr. Quigley
s publisher and editor of this semi-profeslonal magazine and has often allied him-

with

various

factions

seeking

the

general betterment of motion picture conlitions as they affect the exhibitors.
The
Allowing editorial appearing in the edition
>f that magazine, dated August
10, seems

reasonable enough indictment and one
vorthy of at least the consideration long
eceived by those other fantastic solutions
f
the exhibitors' sad plight that daily
manate from sources not nearly as close
o the movie pulse as Mr. Quigley's learned
i

nger."

film.

film,"

Depinet

said, "will

undoubt-

be a great improvement and increase
the general impression of illusion.
It will
also, however, demand a radical departure
in theatre construction.
Front seats, as we
have them now, would be useless in a theatre equipped with the wide screen.
"Distribution, when sound came, was
more or less demoralized. With the introduction of wide film, unless the width of it
were standardized, we would again have to
face the same kind of demoralization, with
no one knowing what to do or why to do
ly

it.

"Without the 35-millimeter film as the
standard width today, the production and
distribution of pictures would be a haphazard hodge-podge. If the industry adopts
the wide film it should certainly take steps
in advance to standardize the width.
"However, it is obvious that we are not
yet ready for it.
should hang on and
let it make a natural development.
The
thing is hardly out of the experimental
stage.
If we try and push it before we are
ready for it we are bound to make a mess
of things."

of prominence in his own popular
picture publication, the Exhibitors

Gerald-World," wrote Norma J. Krasna,
:ommenting in The New York World in
he absence of Quinn Martin, and repro-

;elf

pertinent reminder."
That is how Ned Depinet, general sales
manager for First National Pictures, characterized the recent Herald- World editorial

"The introduction of wide film will be very
harmful unless the producers withhold it from
exhibition until such time as they have perfected

it.

"In all other industries where there are experiments and development of new ideas and
inventions these are withheld until the indusThe
try is in a position to exhibit it in block.
individual glory that one company may secure
from the exhibitor of a wide width film on
Broadway may bring about a state of chaos,
,

as the transition from silent to talking pictures did, because at this moment exhibitors
are endeavoring to install talking picture machines and at no small cost, and if there is
going to be a public demonstration of the wide
width film with a view to an immediate turnover onto the wide width film, it ztrill mean
that a great many exhibitors will be reticent

about installing equipment until
films are firmly established."

W.

wide width

RAY JOHNSTON

We

The New York World

iditorial from
las found its

motion

J.

upset the entire industry.

"A

JOE BRANDT
"The operation was successful, but the
patient died.
That is what we would have to
say about the motion picture business if we
introduce the wide film now."
Joe Brandt,
president of Columbia Pictures, made this
comment.
"If some one brought it out and the public
went crazy over it, every other company and
theatre zvould have to follow suit. The industry is still disorganised from the chaos that
followed the coming of sound. Sure, it would
folloiv suit.
But with no standards, no way
of knoiving what to do or how to do it (with
lots of money involved) it would go broke in
process.
The small
wouldn't stand a chance.

the

exhibitor

simply

"Your

editorial

headed 'What About Wider

Films?' in your current issue is a decidedly
frank and sound one," was the comment of
W. Ray Johnston, president of Rayart. "The
talking picture hitting the industry over night
and involving it in the expenditures of many
millions of dollars was a catastrophe for many
and a gold mine for few. The smaller exhibitor certainly took the brunt of it, unable
as he was to put in the more expensive equipment, and even after getting it in finding that
the operating cost and increased rentals did
not 'warrant the investment he had made.
"Now, before he is fully recovered from the
damage already done, the discussion of wide
Should the bigger comfilm is before him.
panies, in their haste to make large profits
simply crush the small
something
new,
through
theatre with this added burden or should they
try to protect and build up those small theatres which, after all, are the ones that made
them in the beginning? To me it seems a serious question, and one that should be answered
only after mature deliberation, and a delay
of a year at least."

—
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Albert Rockett Signs
Contract with Fox as
Associate Producer

Opera Rebirth Coming on Screen?
artistry will be necessary, says Theodore Stearns, American composer
and United Artists are angling. Calls cenfor whose "Atlantis" Paramount,
tury too fast for grand opera in present form Predicts that Germans, already enthu-i;i-tic for talking pictures, will be li-tening to opera from the screen in Berlin within

But speed plus

MGM

—

—

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

who was

DOUGLAS FOX

By

NEW YORK,

August

20.

—We

may

soon have grand opera, on a scale here-

undreamed of, on the screens of motion picture theatres. Out in
Hollywood contracts are expiring and are not being renewed. The flock
of arrangers from Tin Pan Alley who joined the gold rush of sound pictures
And the time has come for something new the
are returning to New York.
tofore

—

reincarnation of the opera in cinematic form.
the opinion of Theodore
American composer, for whose
"Atlantis," Paramount, Metrolife work,
Goldwyn-Mayer and
at least, is

Stearns,

United

now

Artists are
dickering. Para-

"My

book, even without the music, would
good picture. It is a story of old
Atlantis the lost continent, tied up with
the Broadway of today reincarnation in an
entirely new form.
It has humor, drama,

make

for the future of the
motion picture. It is

enough

pictures, think they're great.
And I predict that within five years, or less, Germans
will be listening to opera from the screen
in

vamping musical

__

,

comedies lorever and

them

equal

to

„

,

lhfodore Mearns

to

"The

Broadway

Even
attractions.
such a super-spectacle as "The Hollywood
Revue" will have to have a rest between
annual editions.
Melody"

as

box

office

And grand opera, which in its conventional form might well be a total screen
loss, in a new form is expected to fill the
gap. Whether it succeeds will depend entirely on the way in which it is produced.
The heroine may not fall into a long aria
the hero wishes her good

when

morning

may

not even sing), nor will the eye
be sacrificed to please the ear. Action, the
essence of the motion picture, must be
(she

Speed With Artistry Needed
"The Twentieth Century," Stearns told
this reporter at luncheon yesterday, "is too
fast for grand opera in its present form.
What we need is speed with artistry, something equally pleasing to the layman as the
musician, something that will make the hair
musical reactionaries stand a foot
high but will please the average, sensible,
fairly sophisticated audience of today."
Stearns has been in this country for ten
days (ostensibly investigating American
recording processes for Richard Eichberg,
little Napoleon of the film business in Berlin) and will return to Germany shortly.
of the

Three Hours of Music
"But when you speak of modern grand
opera it's like grabbing lightning by the
"There are so few
tail," Stearns continued.
composers.
You can count them on one
hand. There are Henry Hadley and Deems
Taylor. Gershwin, I imagine, might be able
I think he can
to turn his hand to opera.
become a significant serious composer. If
opera w ere like Tin Pan Alley the solution
would be simple. It's hard to equal the
r

resourcefulness of the Broadway boys.
thev're not high hat, can't afford to be.

Too many times
never followed.

the Berlin Opera House."
Stearns' opera, "The Snowbird,"

was produced
cluded

And

in

in

the

Chicago

regular

1923,

in

repertoire

which
and inof

the

Dresden State Opera Company, was played
seventeen times last season.
Deems Taylor ("The King's Henchman")
has also been approached by the motion
picture magnates.
So far, he has not
capitulated to the lure of the talking screen.
Opera, in its present form, is subsidized
by the wealthy to cater to the few. The
motion picture, retaining its own technique,
may make grand opera the diversion of the
masses.
Warners sounded the note three
vears ago with Vitaphone.
will step

Who

in

now?

And
of the

retained.

H

—

"The Germans are crazy about talking

musical picproduction is
ture
concerned. The gentlemen in Hollywood
cannot go on re-

expect

—

amount.

where

.

a

action and lots of color. The music for the
thing takes three hours to play.
"Well-known musicians
have
arranged
music for modern screen productions. But,
so far as I know, no one has yet written
a complete original work to go with an
original screen story. If I had to write for
ninety feet of film I'd write for that

mount
wants to
produce the opera
on Magnafilm.
The situation
opens up new vistas

obvious

YORK,

Aug. 20.— Albert Rockett,
for two and a half years in charge
of production for First National, has signed
a long term contract
with Fox as associate
producer, according to

five \ears.

THIS,

August 24, 1929

after

all,

Wagner

the

w-as

daddy

theme song.

M.

Wurtzel's

of

associated

producers which already include George
Middletown, Malcolm
S. Boylan, James McGuinness, Chandler

Sprague and

Tom

J.

Geraghty.

He

assume

will

his

Albert Rockatt

about October
and before doing so will vacation in Europe.
Rockett entered motion pictures in 1914 and
has been active in every phase of the busiduties
1

acting as well as directing.
He spent
years in the production department of
Universal studios and then became an independent producer, bringing out "Abraham
Lincoln." Following the showing of the Lincoln picture Rockett became associated with
the First National organization.
ness,

five

Universal Schedules
19 of New Program

For Release

in Fall

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK, Aug. 20.—Universal announces 19 features, including "Broadway,"
and two Carl Laemmle specials, for the
months of
1.
Most

1929-1930, beginning
of them already are
completed, and all are scheduled with
sound and dialog.
Silent versions, however, are to be available on the entire Universal feature output.
first

four

September

September — "The

in

GULFPORT, MISS., Aug. 20.—The Sunday show war threatened here, is on. To
the American Legion, which has been conducting Sunday shows at the Saenger
Strand, a number of church women have
declared, "They shall not pass."
But the
ex-doughboys have signalled that they will
"go over the top" on following Sabbaths.
to

stop

Wagon
Drake
Case,"
'The
Master," "Embarrassing Moments,"
Barnum \\'as
Right" and "Tonight at Twelve."
October "The Long, Long Trail
"Hold Your
"Lucky
Man," "The Mississippi Gambler'
and
Larkin."
November "Broadway," "The Shanghai Lady,"

—

(Special to the Herald-World)

mayor

pictures are as follows, in order

of release:

Is

Sunday Show War

the

Sol.
staff

The other

9

Legion Answer

of

Sheehan,

president
and
general manager.
Rockett will be on

The two specials listed are "Tonight at
Twelve" and "The Shannons of Broadway."

"Over the Top'

The order

Win field
vice

the

shows brought only the closing of the box
office and the substitution of the voluntary
contribution system. The Legion is trying
to make up a deficit in its funds.
The entire Gulf Coast may become involved.
Blue laws are general, but theatres operate
in
violation of them in
Biloxi, Pass Christian and other places.
The issue may reach the legislature.

—

"The

Shannons

Pit."

Broadway"

of

—

December 'The
ness," "Songs of

Ace
the

and

"The

Devil's

Rider,"
"Moonlight MadSaddle," "Kiss Proof" and

"One Hysterical Night."
In addition to these, a Jack Hoxie Western will be released on October 6, and another starring William Desmond on De-

cember

8.

Clift to

Return

to U. S.

(Special to the Herald-World)

LONDON, Aug. 20.—Denison Clift,
American film director, sails for New York
in September for the opening of his play'
"Scotland Yard,"

at

the

Sam H.

Harris

theatre.

in the past there has been an obvious course, leading to materially constructive results, which,
J.
It is hoped that the record on the wider film devopment will not lie the same.

MARTIN

somehow

or other, was

QLIGLEY,

page

14.
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Pathe Executive

Many

Sign Allied Franchise at
First Meeting in Minneapolis

Vice-President

HHHH

19

Oscar Hanson, of Tiffany-Stahl, Tells of His Company's Desire to
Play Fair with Independent Exhibitors
Steffes Explains
Deal with T S and R K
Predicts 5,000 Signers

—

O—

[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]
[Complete

text of

the

-tllied States

franchise

is

printed on pages 24 and 25]

RKO

MINNEAPOLIS,

Aug. 20.— Franchises for Tiffany-Stahl and
pictures under the agreement worked out with Allied States at the Chicago conference, detailed in the Herald-World last week, were signed by over a
score of 150 independent exhibitor-members of the Northwest Theatre Owners' Association, who were called into session last Thursday by Al Steffes,
president.

At this first meeting following the agreement, Steffes, presiding over the
Minneapolis gathering, recounted his experiences at the conference and gave
a detailed explanation of the franchise.
"Now you can expect to make money City, N. D., J. C. Snyder, Williston, N. D.;
again, instead of losing it, as you have since
the problems of sound have come up,"
Steffes declared. "You can again be master
of your own box office, if you take advanare out to
tage of your opportunities.
get 5,000 franchise signers and we will do
Tiffanyit, if each
of you does his part.
Stahl and
have done theirs and now
exhibitors.
the
independent
it is up to you,
I want to say now that both of the above

We

RKO

E. B.

DERR

named producers have acted very

new executive

vice president
of Pathe, following a meeting of the

this matter.

board last Thursday. Derr has been
representative of Joseph P. Kennedy
in Pathe a year and a half and previously was associated with him as
treasurer and director of FBO.
From newspaper work Derr entered
the auditing departments of various
railroads, then for four years was an
exhibitor in Bethlehem, Pa. Next he
was auditor of disbursements of 92
companies allied with Bethlehem
Steel.
He was with the Bethlehem
Shipbuilding Corporation when he

Marcus,

Is the

yler Will

Represent

Movie-Phone

in

Ohio

(Special to the Herald-World)

—

CINCINNATI,

Aug. 20.
Chas. W.
yler, who has been representing Moviehone corporation in Kentucky, West Virnia and Southern Ohio has been ap:>inted

in

Chicago,

fairly in

we had no

convincing L. A. Young, Lee
Grant Cook and Oscar Hanson
of the fairness of the proposition and the
needed relief from oppression which you
men have been burdened under."
Hanson Pledges Big Year
Present at the Minneapolis conference
was Oscar Hanson, New York, general sales
manager for Tiffany-Stahl. He spoke at
trouble

the desire of his company
and its president, Mr. Young, to play fair
with the independent. During the coming
year, he declared, Tiffany-Stahl will produce
some of the finest pictures to be made by

representative for the entire state
Edward Casanave.

Ohio, succeeding

Buying Plan to Be
Explained at Meeting

Tracy,

Carrington, N. D.; Charles
Rapids, Minn.; Jack de
Marce,
Benson,
Minn.;
Anton Gilles,
Wahpeton, Minn., R. C. Harper, New Rockford, Minn.; Harvey Thorpe, Crosby, Minn.;
C. F. Vondra, Mahnomen, Minn.; W. W.
Oram, Eagle Bend, Minn.; Hans Peterson,
Tamestown, N. D.; C. E. Lyons, Aitken,
Minn.; C. F. Hansen, Redfield, S. D.; Otto
Raths, South St. Paul, Minn.; H. E. Hoffman, St. Paul, Minn.; L. G. Ballard, Waterville, Minn.; W. M. Miller, Cloquet, Minn.;
and W. A. Steffes, Minneapolis.
Following the meeting, Steffes left immediately for Omaha, where he was to take
part in the second sectional meeting of independent theatre owners who are members
of Allied States.
Perrizo,

at the meeting who took an active
part in the discussion were Benny Berger,
owns
who
a chain of theatres in the northwestern part of Minnesota and the Dakotas,
manager at MinneM. A. Frisch,
apolis, and Abe Fischer, Tiffany-Stahl man-

RKO

ager at Minneapolis.
Berger expressed his pleasure with the
franchise
agreement while Frisch and
Fischer spoke for their respective companies.

The following exhibitors signed the
Benny Berger,
franchises at the meeting:
Grand Forks, N. D.; D. W. Buckley, Fairfax, Minn.; L. E. Dawson, Shacopee, Minn.;
J. R. Elliott, Dassell, Minn.; E. R. Schutte,
New Prague, Minn. John Piller, Valley
;

Grand

T-S Eastern Sales Force
Discusses Allied Deal

some length on

any firm.
Others

joined Kennedy.

r

When

Don

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Aug. 20.—The Eastern sales
force of Tiffany-Stahl met yesterday afternoon at the Grand Central Hotel here to
discuss the Allied States franchise matter.
E. C. Gehring, Eastern division manager,
presided.

Ohio Owners to Hear
Film Purchase Plan
(Special to the Herald-World)

COLUMBUS, Aug. 20.— Members of
M P T O of Ohio are being urged by

the
the

organization not to sign any contracts for
pictures until they have attended one of the
district meetings to be held in Cleveland,
Cincinnati and Columbus between September 3 and 10, at which will be presented an
arrangement for the purchase of product
said to be similar to the one concurred in
and Tiffany-Stahl
by Allied States,
in Chicago last week.

RKO

The new

film purchasing arrangeStates,
and Tiffany-Stahl, will be presented to Chicago and Illinois exhibitors at a meeting to be held on August 26 at the Stevens hotel.
Producers' representatives will explain
the plan, and it is expected that a
chance to employ it will be offered
the exhibitors.
Photophone
will also submit the plan agreed to
.with Allied States, by which a special
d'sc and sound-on-Slm model will be
sold on the installment basis at $2,-

ment, as

RKO

made between Allied

RCA

995.
All exhibitors in
Illinois are invited to

Chicago and

the meeting,
according to Jack Miller, president
of the Chicago Exhibitors' Association.
The meeting will be held at
1:30 p.

m

.

Fox Buys Libson Circuit, Former Owner
In Charge; Rumors of 7,000 B&K House
(Special to the Herald-World)

CINCINNATI,

Aug.

20.

—Isaac

M. Libson, veteran

theatre magnate and execu-

tive head of a chain of prominent Ohio houses, has disposed of his entire interests
to the Fox Film Corporation, according to an announcement just made public.
Approximately thirteen theatres are involved, including the Palace, Capitol, Lyric,
Strand and Family in Cincinnati, in addition to houses in Columbus and Dayton,

RKO

Ohio, and Grand Rapids, Michigan. Whether the Albee, Cincinnati, under
control, but in which Libson is interested, is included in the deal has not been
divulged. It is expected that the Fox interests will take possession October 1 and
that Libson will be retained as managing director of the Cincinnati houses. Art
unofficial rumor in circulation is to the effect that Fox will erect a new house with
5,000 seating capacity, for which several prominent business houses will be razed.
Another rumor, lacking confirmation, now in circulation along film row in Cincinnati, is that Balaban & Katz, Chicago, is negotiating for a site at .Eighth and
Vine streets, a strategic point in the Cincinnati Rialto, to erect a 7,000-seat house.
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Leaves Pathe Post

MOTION PICTURE FINANCE
Amusement
By

Stocks Recover

LAURENCE STERN

—

EW

YORK, Aug. 20. After having been depressed, in line with almost
other securities, by the Federal Reserve Board's unexpected action
in increasing the rediscount rate of the New York institution to 6 per
cent, the motion picture and amusement stocks have participated in corresponding recovery during the last week.

N

all

controlling interest in 13 theatres in Southern

as the Reserve Board in effect,
that a record-breaking total of
brokers' loans indicates an excessive degree of
speculation, but the fact is that such specu-

IT

may

be,

Ohio and Michigan.

asserts,

lative excess

few groups of

as exists
stocks.

is

From

During the market excitement of the last
two months there has at no time been a boom
Their recovery along
in amusement shares.
individual lines is more than justified both by
current earnings and by prospects.
Paramount and Fox have been particularly
There is nothing
well bought on the rally.

new to account for the greater favor recently
accorded Paramount, although its remarkable
earnings growth has moved various commisbelated recognition of
promising investment.
sion

films

to

it

as

a

has long been known to "insiders" and
to close observers of corporate developments
that Fox was virtually certain to enjoy a year
of record breaking prosperity. Several brokerage firms have publicly recommended the
stock, without apparent result.
It

*

•

Fox Net Six Million

confined to only a

*

The Fox

half year earnings statement, jus!
Net
issued, fully justifies advance estimates.
profit for the first six months of the year
increased approximately
per cent-over that
for the corresponding period of 1928, and was
almost as much as was reported for all of last
year.
Profit per share amounted to $6.11, as
compared with $3.45 in the first half of last
year.
These figures do not include the company's
interest
in
Loew's, Inc., or Fox

Jan. to June;

Doubles 1928 Mark
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW
Fox

YORK,

COLVIN W. BROWN

Aug. 20.—The net income

Has resigned

as executive vice
president and director of Pathe Exchange, Inc. Brown, whose resignation became effective last Thursday,
has played an important role in the
progress of Pathe since its reorgani-

the first six months of 1929
was almost as great as that for the entire
year of 1928. After all charges, but before
federal income taxes, the net income was
The earnings were $2,883,494
$6,134,377.
in the corresponding period of 1928.
After allowing for federal taxes, the net
income for the first six months of 1929,
available for the 920,660 shares of class A
and class B common stock now outstanding, was approximately $6.11 per share.
These earnings do not include any income from the Fox Theatres Corporation
or Loew's, Inc., which are operated as
separate units.
The earnings for the second quarter of
1929, usually one of the poorer quarters of
the year, were $3,087,238, compared with
$1,431,651 in the same quarter of 1928.
of

for

when Joseph P. Kennedy became special advisor to the com-

zation,

pany.

Negotiations for a New
Stage Hand Scale Begui
The stage hands' union in Chicago last wet
began negotiations with the exhibitors' ass<
ciation for the determination of terms
The old contract expir
their new contract.

<

on September

HQ

Theatres.

The news of the week also includes announcement that Fox Film has purchased

Will Use Full-Stage Screen

mm

(Special to the Herald-World)

OTTAWA,
prietor

of

Aug. 20.— P. J. Nolan, proAvalon theatre, has an-

one of the reasons for conducting
Chicago parks during September,

special co

the

nounced that he

1.

that time the exhibitors' agreement wii
It is e:
the musicians' union also expires.
pected that the musicians will submit the
demands this week. Unemployment of
cians as a result of sound, is pointed out

At

certs in

installing a full-stage
screen for the presentation of enlarged pictures.
The special projection equipment
will be used for climax scenes in regular
attractions.

total

is

of 30 concerts will be given, with

i

SECURITIES PRICE RANGE
Week Ending August 17
New York

Stock

Market
Sales

American Seating

900

Brunswick-Balke-Collender
Consolidated Film, pfd
Do. pfd

2,700
9,800
1,700
5,700

Eastman Kodak
Do.

pfd

Fox Film "A"
Keith Albce
Do. pfd

..

Orpheum

Loew's, Inc
Do. pfd. w.

w

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, pfd
Motion Picture Capital
Do.

"A"

-

Radio Corporation
Do. pfd. "A"
Do. pfd. "B"
Radio Keith Orpheum

_

„

_

39%
25%
26

196%

Low
32%
37%
23%
25%

Close
34

191%
125%

196%
125%

38%
23%
25%

126

200

116

114%

16,500
100

61

56%

59%

93
25

93

24%
48

93
25
48

68%

71%

1.000

Paramount
_
Pathe Exchange

34

30
101,700
600

400
_

Shubert Theatres

High

240.800
14,800
3,900
445,600
600
5,600
75,800

97%
37%

49%
72%

8%
19%
86%
55

78%
38%

94
37

7%
17

82
64
76
36

96%
37%
116

8%

19%
85%
54%
77
37

1.200

Stanley Company
Universal Pic. 1st pfd
Warner Brothers "A"
Do. pfd

300
80
216,200
1.200

45

43

40%
77%
61%
54%

30%
69%
57%

19

18

23%

21

51

Chicago Stock Market

Marks Brothers,

cvt.

900
850

p

Morgan Litho

New York Curb

Acoustic Prod
Columbia Pictures
Con. Theat

Eastman Kodak

rt

25,000
1.300
500
64.400

-

Film Insp. Mch
Fox Theatres "A"
General Theatre Equipment
International Projector
Loew's, War
_
National Screen

National Theatre Supply
Sentry Safety

Trans-Lux

t!

body of the orchestras to be composed
union musicians, and with such leaders
Frederick Stock, John Philip Sousa and Ei
DeLamarter.

200

_
-

5%

4%

37%
18%

30%
18%

4%

4%

2

25%

38,300
112,500
2,600

30%
34%
33%

100
150

5%

6%

26%
24%
19%
10%

26%
22%
16%

2,000
3.000
3.600

31

30

9%

—

—
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W
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News

PICTORIAL SECTION

n Pictures

Not
a

coUegiate. but evidently
director who knows his

campus

is

Sam Woods, who

M G M's,

has just completed
"College Life."

Signing on the dotted line to put the original "Follies" on the
screen.
Floren2 Ziegfeld (left) is shown consummating an
agreement with Samuel Goldwyn, to produce for the latter hi«
glorifications of the American girl.
in January to begin the first for

Beauty.
It's a commodity in Hollywood.
It is a reason why motion pictures are good as pictures, without the dialogue which has
made them only better. Yet, this portrait being of Billie Dove,
we fear being only redundant, not trite, in speaking of beauty.

The

First

National star has just completed

"Her

Private Life."

He

to Hollywood
Artists release.

will

United

go

Stories Told
by the Camera

Guess who!
invitation

is

fair.

She

Zasu

Pitts,

But really, our
downright un-

is,

as

astonishingly,
in Warners'

"The Argyle

Case."

We're told that the maidens
so aggravatingly vague are of the Follies Bergere emulating the
Pathe Pretties during the filming of a Pathe picture. Of course,
it may be troublesome to turn this magazine upside down
£11 1,05cm '}i ujjom sem ii inq

In the magic sands of Atlantic City.
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But they start young in California the
Just a little bull from Hollywood.
climate, you know
and from early youth the gentlemen cows are taught

—

mad when they see red. This one is evidently color blind, which mayor may not account for the bravado of Edward Everett Horton, the toreador
(with apologies to Spain), who thus risks his life in Warner Brothers'
"The Sap."

to get

On

hand to witness another triumph of their sons. Mr.
and Mrs. Benjamin Warner, the parents of the Warner
brothers, are
tre in

shown

With Songs,"

The Langdons.

Being Harry Langdon, the Hal Roachcomedian (who couldn't be serious even for such
photograph as this!) and his bride. Mrs. Langdon is
non-professional.
She was Mrs. Helen Walton of
Toledo, O.
They were married on July 24.

MGM
a
a

as they arrived at the Warner theafor the Broadway premiere of "Say It
Warner Brothers' latest musical audien
starring Al Jolson.

New York

Versatile Laura La Plante. Not being satisfied to be beautiful, a famous film
star and the wife of so fine a director as William Seiter, she has mastered the
art of dish washing, a fact which this picture proves beyond any argument
we care to offer, inasmuch as we're prejudiced. The kitchen involved is not
a studio set but the Universal star's very own.

August 24, 1929
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In need of a little farm relief.
The difficulties here are of another gender
than those referred to on the opposite page, but being city-bred, we fear
the technicalities involved in discussing them.
Moreover, the farm hand is
Lupino Lane, and we therefore suspect foolishness, especially since he has
got into this dilemma in ''Joy Land." which is frankly admitted to be an
Educational comedy.

Britons all. This is a scene on a busy thoroughfare in
dear old London during the recent engagement there of
M's big, luxurious song
"The Broadway Melody,"
and dance production. This standout crowd was lined up
one Sunday afternoon for an early evening performance at
G house.
the Empire theatre, which is an

MG

M M

Bon Ami ("never scratched yet") pictured going down the stretch, with
Eddie Buzzell up and Mervyn LeRoy betting one stogie on the nose. However, Bon Ami (sometimes referred to as a filly and entered here as a post
horse) will not run, thank goodness, in "Little Johnny Jones," First National
picture which LeRoy is directing with Buzzell as Johnny.

Daughter of the Vikings. A pose Valkyrian of Greta
Garbo, exquisite actress from Sweden, whose ancestry
(no matter that it is partly legendary!) could not deny
even feminine beauty the courage and determination so
observable in this

new

study of the

MGM

star.
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Complete Text of Allied States Franchise
Complete text of the franchise, negotiated by Allied
State Association, and adopted by R K O and TiffanyStahl in selling under this plan to exhibitors:
Agreement made in one or more counterparts between distributing corporation, hereinafter referred
to as the "Distributor," party of the first part and
the corporations and/or firms and/or individuals executing this franchise agreement after the term "Exhibitor" at the end hereof, hereinafter collectively
named and referred to as the "Exhibitor," interested
in and/or operating the theatre hereinafter designated,
parties of the second part,
Witnesseth:

Whereas, the parties collectively referred to as the
are engaged in and interested in the exhibition and reproduction of motion pictures in a theatre owned, operated, controlled or booked by them
and desire to acquire for exhibition and reproduction
in such theatre motion pictures released by the Distributor as hereinafter provided; and
Whereas, the Distributor desires to provide for the
exhibition and reproduction of motion pictures released by it in the said theatre.
Exhibitor,

Now. Therefore, it is mutually agreed as follows:
The Distributor hereby grants to the Exhibitor
*• and the latter accepts a license under the respec-

1

copyrights of the motion pictures referred to
herein and/or under any copyright which may be in
force with respect to any matter included in any
sound recorded therefor, subject to the terms and
conditions hereinafter stated, to exhibit all sound motion pictures, excluding newsreels, generally released
by the Distributor during the year beginning August
15, 1929, and ending August 15. 1930, and during the
four (4) succeeding years and to reproduce such
recorded sound in synchronism with the exhibition
of such motion pictures at the theatre (hereinafter
referred to as the "Theatre") and only for the number of successive days shown in the schedule hereto
tive

This license to
annexed and made a part hereof.
so reproduce such recorded sound is granted upon
the Exhibitor's warranties and conditions as follows:
(a) that the sound reproducing equipment installed
in the Theatre will operate reliablv and efficiently to
reproduce such recorded sound, with adequate volume
and high quality, whether recorded upon the positive
print or upon records, discs or other similar devices;
and (b) that if copyrighted musical compositions are
included in such recorded sound, the Exhibitor shall,
at the time of the exhibition of such pictures and
the reproduction of such recorded sound, have an
effective license from the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers publicly to perform the
copyrighted musical compositions in the repertoire of
The Distributor represents that such
said Society.
recorded sound is capable of being reproduced saiisfac'orily on the sound reproducing equipment of

RCA

Photophone,

Inc..

and

Electrical

Research

Products, Inc., but the Distributor makes no repreany other sound reproducing
to
as
sentations
equipment.
Payment of License
The Exhibitor shall pay for such license as to
•
each of such motion pictures the sums hereinafter provided. Such license shall be specifically for
the exhibition of such motion pictures and the reproduction of the recorded sound thereof, which as used
herein shall be deemed to refer to the spoken words,
music or other sounds recorded upon the positive
print of such motion pictures or upon the record, disc
or other similar devices separate and apart from such
positive print for use in synchronism therewith, at the
Theatre on exhibition dates determined as hereinafter
The Exhibitor
provided and for no other purpose.
shall pay for such license as to each of such motion
year herefirst
the
during
generally
released
pictures
inabove provided, the sum indicated in the schedule
hereof and as to each of such feature motion pictures
generally released during the subsequent years hereinabove provided, the number of dollars as shown
in the schedule hereof for each One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000) of exhibition value of said
feature motion picture and as to each of such short
subject motion picture generally released during the
subsequent years hereinabove provided, the number of
dollars as shown in the schedule hereof for each
Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) of exhibition value
The average
of «aid short subject motion picture.
exhibition value of all of such feature motion pictures
in one vear shall not however, exceed the sum of
Seven Hundred Fiftv Thousand Dollars ($750,000)
The term "exhibifor each feature motion picture.
tion value" as herein used shall refer to the exhibidetermined as
motion
picture
tion value of such
The Exhibitor agrees to pay
hereinafter provided.
such sum for such license as to each of such motion
pictures in the case of each of such motion pictures
at least three (3) days in advance of the date of
shipment from the Distributor's exchange or from the
(and
last previous exhibitor of the positive print
records, discs or similar devices, if any) thereof and
the Exhibitor further agrees to exhibit and reproduce
such motion pictures not exceeding a maximum of
fifty-two (52) feature motion pictures and fifty-two
(52) short subject motion pictures in any one year
(August 15th to August 15th) so generally released
by the Distributor. If less than twenty-six (26) feature motion pictures are generally released by the
Distributor in any such vear. the Exhibitor shall have
the option to terminate this franchise for the succeeding years herein provided for by givintr sixty (60)
Paydays' written notice thereof to the Distributor.
ment, if any, made upon the execution hereof by
the Exhibitor shall be deemed payment on account
The aforesaid
of the sums last payable hereunder.

2

license fees shall include all synchronization and
scoring fees or charges.
O At least thirty (30) days prior to the release
date of each motion picture, the exhibition value
of each motion picture shall be determined by the
Distributor and five (5) representatives of exhibitors
throughout the United States holding similar franchises from the Distributor, acting in an advisory capacity with the general officers of the Distributor.
The five (5) representatives shall be determined by at
least two-thirds (%) of all such franchise holders
by whatever method they may desire. The Distributor
makes no representation that such representatives
will be so appointed or will act hereunder.
If the
said representatives are not so appointed or cannot
or do not act hereunder or if said representatives
and the Distributor fail to agree upon the exhibition
value of any such motion pictures, the exhibition
of all such motion pictures on which there has been
no agreement shall for the purposes of this franchise
be fixed at three times the negative cost thereof as
shown on the books of the producers thereof but
in no event shall the average exhibition value of all
of such feature motion pictures generally released
in any such year exceed the sum of Seven Hundred
Fifty Thousand Dollars ($750,000) for each feature
motion picture.
Within a reasonable time after the
determination of the exhibition value of each motion
picture as hereinabove provided, the Distributor shall
send a written notice by mail to the Exhibitor of
the amount of said exhibition value.
The deposit of
such notice in the United States mails in a postpaid
envelope addressed to the Exhibitor shall constitute
delivery of such notice to the Exhibitor hereunder
and the exhibition value as set forth in such notice
shall be deemed to be the exhibition value hereunder,
as fully as if such exhibition value were determined
by the parties hereto and specifically set forth in
this franchise. In any controversy, question, litigation
or proceeding pertaining to this franchise a written
statement indicating the exhibition value of any motion picture hereoin provided for and purporting to
be signed by at least three (3) of said representatives
and an officer of the Distributor and acknowledged in
accordance with the laws of the State of New York
shall be conclusive as to the exhibition value of such
motion picture hereunder and a written statement
of the negative cost of any motion picture herein provided for, verified under oath by an officer of the
Distributor in accordance with the "laws of the State
of New York, shall be conclusive as to the amount
of such negative cost hereunder.
Only al Specified Theatre

A
The Exhibitor shall exhibit and reproduce under
*• said license each of the motion pictures provided
for in this franchise but only at the Theatre on the
exhibition date or dates determined as hereinafter
provided and shall keep all positive prints, records,
discs or other similar devices, if any, furnished hereunder by the Distributor in the Exhibitor's possession
during the period specified for the exhibition and reproduction thereof by "the Exhibitor and shall not
exhibit and reproduce or permit the exhibition and
reproduction of any such positive print, record, disc
Such
or similar device at any other time or place.
license shall be specifically for Gitch exhibition and
reproduction of such motion picture and for no other
purpose.
The Exhibitor shall be required to procure
the prior written approval of the Distributor for any
exhibition and reproduction of any of the said motion
pictures beyond the number of days specified in the
schedule hereof and the license fees for such additional period shall be on the same proportionate basis
as that for the time provided for in the schedule
hereof.
The obligation of the Exhibitor to exhibit
and reproduce each motion picture herein provided
for shall not be discharged by the payment of the
sum herein provided for the license to exhibit and
reproduce the same
The Distributor shall have the right to road
•
show or cause to be road shown prior to the
exhibition and reproduction thereof at the Theatre
not more than six (6) of the feature motion pictures
released by it during the first year hereunder and not
more than half of the feature motion pictures reIf
leased by it in any succeeding year hereunder.
more than half of the feature motion pictures released
by the Distributor during any year after the first
hereunder are road shown, the Exhibitor may, at its
option, by giving sixty (60) days' written notice
thereof at the Distributor's principal office at New
York, New York, cancel this franchise as of the ex
piration of such sixty (60) day period as to all motion pictures to be exhibited and reproduced hereroad show
under after the date of cancellation.
exhibition shall be an exhibition prior to the general
release of the motion picture for one or more weeks
at advanced admission prices on a two-a-day policy
The Theatre shall not be
exclusive of extra shows.
entitled to exhibit and reproduce the motion pictures
so road shown until after the completion of the said
road showing together with the period of protection
thereon and their general release by the Distributor.
If the rights herein granted are for other than a
run, such showing shall be subsequent to all
first
prior runs.
During the life of this franchise, the Distributor
• shall not exhibit and reproduce, or license the exhibition and reproduction of any such motion pictures
in conflict with the "run" or "protection period," if
No protection
any, specified in the schedule hereof.
of any kind shall be given to the Theatre except
as to such of the said motion pictures as are actually

5

A

6

exhibited

and

reproduced

in

the

Theatre

for

minimum number of consecutive days as herein
vided.
The Exhibitor shall not be entitled to
protection

if

the Exhibitor

is

the
pro-

any
in default hereunder.

Excess Pictures
If the number of feature sound motion pictures
• •
and the number of short subject sound motion
pictures distributed by the Distributor in any one
year (August 15th to August 15th) shall be in
excess
of
fifty-two
feature
(52)
sound motion
pictures and fifty-two (52) short subject sound motion pictures, respectively, the said five (5) representatives of the said franchise holders of the Distributor shall designate at least thirty (30) days prior
to the commencement of such year which fifty-two
(52) feature sound motion pictures and fifty-two (52)
short subject sound motion pictures shall be played
at the Theatre.
If the said representatives fail to
designate such motion pictures, the Distributor may
designate such pictures. The Exhibitor may, however,
by written notice to the Distributor prior to the
commencement of such year, elect to exhibit and
reproduce at the Theatre under the terms of this
franchise all of such motion pictures in excess of
fifty-two (52).
The Exhibitor shall reserve sufficient
playing time in the Theatre so that the Exhibitor may
play all the motion pictures provided for hereunder
at the times and for the periods herein agreed upon.
All motion pictures provided for hereunder shall be
exhibited and reproduced by the Exhibitor in the order of the general release of such motion pictures
by the Distributor.
Q The Distributor shall deliver to the Exhibitor
a positive print of each of said sound motion
_
pictures and, if the recorded sound be not recorded
upon such positive print, the Distributor shall deliver
to the Exhibitor records, discs, or other similar devices with recorded sound for exhibition and reproduction as herein provided.
Delivery of such positive prints, records, discs or other similar devices by
the Distributor to the Exhibitor at the Distributor's
exchange or to a common carrier, or to the United
States postal authorities for mailing, or to any agent
of the Exhibitor, shall be deemed delivery by the Distributor to the Exhibitor hereunder, but the Distributor shall not be liable for any failure or delay in
making deliveries, resulting from the elements, accidents, strikes, fires, court orders, censorship rulings,
delays of any common carrier, failure of the producers of any such motion pictures to make or
deliver them to the Distributor, or any of the stars
or other performers to appear therein in time for
delivery as above provided, or the failure or delay
of any prior exhibitor in returning any positive print,
records, disc or other similar devices to the Distributor, or forwarding it to a subsequent exhibitor or by
reason of any cause not within the control of the
Distributor, whether of a similar or any other nature.
Neglect or default of the employees of the Distribu
tor hereunder shall not be deemed a cause beyond the
control of the Distributor.
>J

Return of Prints and Discs

n

The Exhibitor

shall return each positive print
record, disc or similar device received by the ex
hibitor hereunder with the reels and containers fur
nished therewith to the exchange of the Distributoi
from which the Exhibitor is served, or as otherwis*
directed bv the Distributor, immediately after th<

exhibition and reproduction of such positivi
record, disc or similar device which togethei
the said reels and containers are hereinaftei
collectively referred to as "appurtenances," in the
same condition as when received by the Exhibitor
reasonable wear and tear to the proper use thereo
excepted.
The Exhibitor shall pay costs of transpor
tation of each positive print and its appurtenance
Distributors'
exchange or the last previou
from the
exhibitor having possession of such positive print am
its appurtenances and return to the Distributor's ex
change; or if directed by the Distributor, shall shi|
such positive print and its appurtenances elsewher'
than to the Distributor's exchange, transportatioi
charges collect.
The Delivery of a positive prin
and its appurtenances properly directed and packei
in the containers furnished by the Distributor there
for to a carrier designated or used by the Distributo
and proper receipt therefor obtained by the Exhibito
shall constitute the return of such positive print am
If the Exhibito
its appurtenances by the Exhibitor.
fails to return or delays the return of any positiv
print and/or its appurtenances to the Distributor o
fails to forward or delays forwarding (as directei
by the Distributor) any such print and/or its appu:
tenances to any other exhibitor, the Exhibitor shal
pay the Distributor the damage, if any, so cause
the Distributor and in addition the damage, if an>
so caused such other exhibitor.
The Exhibitor shall exhibit and reproduce eac
I
of the motion pictures provided for heretir
der in the Theatre on days to be determined as fo
lows:
If the Theatre is entitled to the first show,
ing of the motion picture in the city, town or zone
which it is situated, the Distributor shall mail to th
Exhibitor at least two (2) weeks in advance, a notic
in writing of the release date of each motion pictur
provided for hereunder for such city, town or zon
and the Exhibitor shall, within a period of seven (7
days thereafter, designate the first exhibition oat
of such motion picture for the Theatre, which nri
exhibition date shall not be later than seven (7
days after the release date so designated in sue
notice.
If the Theatre is only entitled to exhib:
motion pictures subsequent to prior showings or run
in such city, town or zone, the Distributor sha
last

print,

with

A

i

-
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weeks' notice
motion picture
reproduction
by
exhibition
and
for
available
hall be
with prior runs and/or
he Exhibitor, consistent
rotection heretofore or hereafter granted to other
xhibitors and the Exhibitor shall be required to
xhibit and reproduce the motion picture provided
or hereunder in the Theatre within two (2) weeks
iter such date when such motion picture shall be

Unless this franchise expressly provides for the
"first run" in the city, town or zone wherein the
Theatre is located, the Exhibitor shall not advertise
any of the motion pictures herein provided for in
such city, town or zone by means of lithographs,
slides, trailers, lobby displays, newspaper announcements, advertising or otherwise prior to, and until
after the completion of the exhibition having the
right of the "first run" thereof in said city, town or

vailable.

zone.

to the Exhibitor at least two (2)
n writing of the date upon which each

naii

The Exhibitor shall pay to the Distributor, a
|
11* sum equal to the cost of replacement at the
listributor's exchange for each linear foot of any
ositive print and for any appurtenances, lost, stolen
injured in any way in the interval
r destroyed or
etween the delivery thereof by the Distributor and
return thereof by the Exhibitor, plus transportaon and handling charges, the latter limited in the
ise of prints to a maximum of half a cent ($.005)
foot, in the case of records to a maximum of ten
:nts ($10) per record and in the case of record
ises to ten cents ($.10) per case, in full settlement
claims for such loss, theft, destruction or
all
f
Such payment, however, shall not transfer
ijury.
any interest in any such positive print
tie to or
r appurtenances to the Exhibitor or any other party,
or release the Exhibitor from liability arising out
breach of this franchise. The Distributor shall
[ any
the option of the Exhibitor, provided the Exbitor be not in default hereunder, repay or credit
the Exhibitor any sums paid by the latter for
prints and their appurtenances upon
st or stolen
(30)
to the Distributor within thirty
ieir return
lys after the date when the same should have been
le

:

i

The Exhibitor shall not be liable
damage or destruction of any positive print and
provided
appurtenances,
the Exhibitor establishes
i
ich damage or destruction occurred while in transit
The Exhibitor shall immediately
ora the Exhibitor.
)tify the Distributors' exchange by telegram of the
ss, theft, or destruction of or damage or injury to
rturned hereunder.
>r

If any
print and its appurtenances.
and/or its appurtenances shall be refrom the Exhibitor by the Distributor or any

ly positive
isitive print

ived

ibsequent exhibitor
royed condition it

in

a

damaged or

partially

de-

shall be deemed to have been
damaged or destroyed by the Exhibitor unless the
the second public exhibition or retter, prior to
oduction thereof shall have telegraphed the Distribprint and/or its appuror's exchange that such
nances were received by the Exhibitor in a damaged
partially

destroyed condition,

setting

forth

fully

nature of such damage and the amount of footage
number of appurtenances so damaged or destroyed.

e

When Interest is Sold
the interest of the Exhibitor in the Theatre
Exis purchased by another exhibitor, or the
bitor be merged or consolidated with another exhibir, the Exhibitor may at its option within thirty (30)
ys operation or control of one or more additional and
ion sixty (60) days written notice to the Distribur at its principal
office at New York, New York,
rminaie this franchise as of the expiration of such
cty (60) day period as to all motion pictures to be
hibited and reproduced hereunder after such date
termination.
If the Exhibitor does not elect to
minate this franchise as above provided and the
dubitors shall dispose of their interests or control
the Theatre or any other theatre hereafter erected,
erated, owned or controlled by them or any of
;m, or shall consolidate or merge with some other
m or corporation, or shall cease to operate the
leatre or such theatres or any of them, the Exhibihereby guarantees that all of the terms and conions of this franchise shall be fully performed and
ecuted by such purchasing, acquiring, operating,
The
tisolidating or merging firm or corporation.
stributor however, may terminate this franchise and
rights and privileges herein granted to the Exhibiwithout any further liability on its part in the
;nt of such purchase, merger or consolidation, or
position of the Exhibitor's interest in or control
the Theatre or such other theatres.
If the Exhibitor shall erect or acquire the
7
operation or control of one or more additional
?atres in the city,
town or zone in which the
eatre is located, which theatres have the same
n (that is to say, first, second or third run as
case may be) as the Theatre, then Exhibitor at
!
Distributor's option, shall be obligated to exhibit
J reproduce motion pictures released by the Distribir
and licensed for exhibition and reproduction
reunder in one of such newly erected or acquired
litional
Distributor,
theatres designated by the
at is to say, the Exhibitor, at the Distributor's
:ion, shall
be obligated to play in one of such
wly acquired or erected theatres the motion pictures
^nsed hereunder upon the same terms as the Ex'itor
has agreed to exhibit and reproduce such
tion pictures in the Theatre.
If the Distributor
.rcises such option the Exhibitor shall be obligated
exhibit and reproduce such motion pictures in
Theatre.
The Distributor does not warrant that the reI
*• corded sound will be recorded on the positive
nt, or on records, disc or other similar devices, the
ilributor reserving the right to use any one or
re methods of recording it may from time to time
:ermine.

2

If

•

•

!

I

Approval for Alterations
shall run sucn motion pictures
without alteration, excepting with
'written or telegraphic approval of the Distributor,
>ject
to requirements of duly authorized public
horities necessitating any change.
The Exhibitor
>
agrees to advertise and announce each motion
ture as a "
Picture."
In all newspaper
'ertising and
publicity issued by the Exhibitor
tting to said motion pictures, the Exhibitor shall
ere to the form of announcement contained in
advertising matter issued by the Distributor,
ul advertising accessories used by the Exhibitor
connection with the exhibiton of said motion pices must be leased from or through the Distributor
\'..must not oe sold, leased or given away by the

The Exhibitor

;

as delivered

nbltor.

shall not in any wise be liable
of the provisions of the immediately
paragraph contained in any other fran-

The

I

Distributor

any breach

for

preceding
or "Standard Exhibition Contract" with any
other exhibitor.
I £
The Exhibitor agrees to pay to the Distributor
upon demand any tax, fee or other like charge
now and/or hereafter imposed or based upon the
delivery and/or the exhibition and reproduction of
positive prints and appurtenances of the motion pictures and/or upon the sums payable under this franIf under
chise by the Exhibitor to the Distributor.
any statute or ordinance any such tax, fee or other
like charge is or shall be payable or paid by the
Distributor and the exact amount payable hereunder
by the Exhibitor is not therein definitely fixed or cannot be exactly determined, then the Exhibitor agrees
to pay such part of any such tax, fee or other like
charge, paid or payable by the Distributor as shall
be fixed in the manner determined by the then representatives of the said franchise holders of the Distributor in the United States.
The Exhibitor warrants and agrees that during
"I >T
* ' • the period each of the motion pictures herein
provided for shall be exhibited in the Theatre the
Exhibitor will charge for admission to the Theatre
an actual admission fee which shall not be^ less
than ten cents (10c) unless a greater minimum
admission charge is herein elsewhere specified, for
each exhibition and that such motion pictures shall
not be exhibited unless such admission fee is charged.
In case the Exhibitor shall be delayed in
I o
*0« or prevented from the performance of this
franchise with respect to any of the motion pictures
herein specified by reason of censor rulings, the elements, accidents, strikes, fire, insurrection, acts of
God, the public enemy, public calamity or order of
any Court of competent jurisdiction, then such delay
or failure or performance with respect to such motion
pictures shall be excused and all claims or causes of
action for damages therefor, or arising therefrom, are
In any
hereby expressly waived by the Distributor.
such event, the time of the Exhibitor to perform this
franchise with respect to any such motion pictures
shall be extended for a period equal to the time of
such delay, unless performance thereof because of
the happening of any such cause or contingency is
rendered impossible, in which case performance by
the Exhibitor with respect to any such motion picThe resumption of performtures shall be waived.
ance by the Exhibitor shall begin promptly after the
removal or abatement of the contingencies or causes
of such disability or prevention of performance, pro
vided that if such delay and/or prevention of performance, caused as aforesaid, shall continue for a
chise

period of three (3) months either party hereto may
cancel this franchise but only with respect to any
such motion pictures the exhibition and reproduction
hereunder of which have been so delayed or prevented, by sending after the expiration of such three (3)
months' period to the other party notice in writing
to

such

effect.

Cases for Default

q

the Exhibitor default in exhibiting and reproducing or paying for any motion picture in
accordance with the provisions hereof, or if the Exhibitor shall exhibit and reproduce or permit the exhibition and reproduction of any of said motion pictures
at any time or place other than those specified, or
otherwise violate this franchise, or if the Exhibitor
becomes insolvent, or is adjudicated a bankrupt, or
executes an assignment for the benefit of creditors,
or if a receiver is appointed for the Exhibitor's
property, in any of such events the Distributor may,
at its option, by written notice addressed to the Ex-

I

If

hibitor at the theatre, terminate this franchise or suspend the delivery of additional motion pictures hereunder until such default shall cease and be remedied,
but the election of either of said remedies shall be
without prejudice to any other of the rights or
remedies of the Distributor in the premises by reason
of such breach.
The damages of the Distributor for
the failure of the Exhibitor to exhibit and reproduce
any motion picture hereunder, as herein provided,
shall be the sum payable by the Exhibitor for the license
to exhibit and reproduce such motion picture, without prejudice to any other rights or remedies of the
Distributor by reason of such breach. The waiver by
either party of any breach or default of the other
party, shall not be construed as a waiver of any other
or subsequent breach or default by such other party,
If the Distributor is merged or consolidated

on

with or purchased or otherwise acquired by another motion picture distributor, the Distributor and/
or such other motion picture distributor may upon
sixty days' written notice thereof to the Exhibitor terminate this franchise as of the expiration of such
sixty (60) day period as to all motion pictures to be
exhibited and reproduced hereunder after such date
of termination.
Of At the end of the first year hereunder (Aumist
15, 1930) and at the end of each succeeding
year hereunder, both the Exhibitor and the Distributor shall have the right to apply to the five representatives of exhibitors, referred to in paragraph 3 hereof, to make findings and recommendations relative to
an adjustment of the number of dollars per one
hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) of exhibition
value of feature motion pictures and the number of
dollars per ten thousand dollars ($10,000) of exhibition value of short subject motion pictures for the
succeeding years hereunder to be paid by the ExhibiThe said
tor as provided in paragraph 2 hereof.
representatives shall have the full cooperation of both
parties hereto in obtaining accurate information on
which to act. The findings and recommendations of

—

.
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such representatives shall be transmitted to a National
Appeal Board consisting of Abram F. Myers, a representative of the Distributor and a third member to be
chosen by the other two. In the deliberations of the
National Appeal Board a majority vote shall control
and the decision of the Board as to such adjustment
shall be binding on the Exhibitor and the Distributor.
Until the National Appeal Board shall render a majority decision this franchise shall in no wise be affected or modified by the application of the Exhibitor or Distributor as above provided.
Silent Pictures

op

indicated in the
If
this franchise
shall as
schedule hereof apply only to silent motion
pictures, the only license granted hereunder by the
iJistributor shall be a license to exhibit positive silent
prints of all the silent motion pictures and/or of all
silent versions, if any, of sound motion pictures, generally released by the Distributor.
Such license shall
be a license under the respective copyrights of the
motion pictures refered to in this paragraph to reproduce only the visual images contained therein at the
In such event
theatre and times herein provided.
the Exhibitor shall pay the amounts herein provided
to be paid for such license for silent motion pictures
and/or silent versions of sound motion pictures and
shall accept and pay for said licenses and shall exhibit all of such motion pictures.
Also in such event

references in this franchise to sound and/or its
reproduction and/or sound prints and/or sound appurtenances shall be deemed to be excluded from this
franchise and all the remaining provisions of this
franchise, including but not being limited to those
pertaining to exhibition value which shall apply only
to such silent motion pictures, shall be in full force
and effect except that the Exhibitor shall have no
option to terminate this franchise if the Distributor
does not generally release any minimum number of
motion pictures in any one year (August 15th to

all

August

15th).
Where Installation Follows
If this franchise applies only to silent motion
pictures and if the Exhibitor shall install in
the theatre at any time during the term of this franchise sound reproducing equipment, the terms and
conditions of this franchise relating to sound motion
pictures shall apply instead of those relating to silent
motion pictures as if this franchise were then reexecuted by the parties hereto so as to cover sound motion pictures. The Exhibitor shall pay the sums provided for herein to be paid for licensees to sound motion pictures determined by or based upon exhibition
If the
value unless otherwise specifically provided.
sound reproducing equipment is installed during the

23.

year hereinabove provided the exhibition value
of the sound motion pictures generally released by
the Distributor during such year shall be determined
by the Distributor but shall not exceed the average
sum of seven hundred fifty thousand dollars ($750,000) for each motion picture and the Exhibitor shall
pay such sum herefor as the Exhibitor shall have
agreed to pay for sound pictures in the succeeding
The exhibitor shall imyears hereinabove provided.
mediately notify the Distributor of the execution of
any contract by the Exhibitor for the installation of
sound reproducing equipment and shall give the distributor at least thirty (30) days' notice of the date
the Exhibitor expects to exhibit and reproduce the
first sound motion picture.
tjA
This agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the
motion pictures herein described, and all the representations, understandings and agreements with respect thereto between the parties are merged in this
agreement.
All existing written contracts between
the parties hereto for the exhibition reproduction of
motion pictures other than herein described are to
be fully performed and carried out by both parties,
any other provisions in this agreement notwithstandNeither this franchise nor any modification
ing.
thereof shall be valid unless and until executed by
Distributor in writing at its New York Office, through
first

duly authorized officers.
the corporate parties
IN WITNESS
hereto have caused these presents to be executed by
their duly authorized officers in that behalf and their
corporate seals to be hereto affixed, and the individual
party or parties have hereunto set his hand or their
192
day of
hands and seals the
its

WHEREOF

—

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
By

EXHIBITOR—

-

The corporations and/or firms and/or individuals
signing below are the parties referred to herein as
the "Exhibitor."
(L.S.)
(LS.)
-

_

Z'Z'al.s.)
(L.S.)

SCHEDULE

Name

of

Location of theatre

-

_

Zone No
Seating

_

theatre..-

-

-

Key No

Capacity

-

_

_

Trade name of equipment
Disc only
Film only

_

—

Film on discs

_

—

Protection

-

,

Run
Number of successive days
Minimum admission fee

to be

exhibited

—

SUMS FOR LICENSE FEES (INCLUDING SCORE
CHARGES) AS REFERRED TO IN
PARAGRAPH 2 HEREOF
Feature per $100,000
value
Dollars ($
Dollars ($

Exhibition

Sound
Silent
,

,.

..

Short subject per $10,000
Exhibition value
)

Sound

)

Silent

,

.

This franchise applies only to

Dollars ($
Dollars ($

sound motion
silent motion
(strike

)
)

pictures.
pictures.

one)

out

MOTION PICTURES WHICH MAY BE GENERALLY RELEASED DURING YEAR,
AUGUST 15, 1929, to AUGUST 15, 1930
Production
Title

number

—

_

—

_
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As an exploitation

H

what

August 24, 1929

stunt this effort rates for itself a lofty position in the record.
It requires the language of the press agent to tell just
crowds and traffic of Broadway. The production is quite worthy of the stunt
}. QUIGLEY, page 14.

this stunt did to the

.

What Does "Hokum"
Carl Laemmle

Mean?

Really

Wants

(Special to the Herald-World)

—

Aug. 20. The word "hokum" has piqued the curiosity of
Carl Laemmle, producer of motion pictures.
Laemmle wants to find
He thinks it is a word which should be
out what "hokum" means.
defined both for his benefit and that of the motion picture industry.
I

N

fact he wrote us a letter about

letter follows

The

it.

:

"Every so often something comes up in this
business which only widespread publicity and
comment can decide. It is such a matter which
I am going to propound to you as an authority

on moving
it

opinion as to what Hokum is and how it
should be defined. Secondly, I am going to
suggest to you that you ask as many readers
of your columns as possible to suggest the
same thing to you.
"Will you help me?"

pictures.

high time to define the term
which is so extensively used in every
branch and every quarter of the moving picture business. Production departments use it
salesmen use it publicity men use it and
above all I find moving picture critics use it.
The difficulty is that everyone apparently uses
the term Hokum differently. I asked one of
our production men what he understood by
the term Hokum. He replied, 'Sure fire stuff,
"I think

is

Hokum

—

but not original.'

"That doesn't seem to embrace my thought,
His answer was,
I asked a sales authority.
'Some bit of business or some story device

so

that is known to be untrue to life but is put
into the picture deliberately to fool the public'
satisfy me either.
need
Personally, I do not think that
to be essentially untrue to life though it maybe untrue to certain classes of society parSo I looked into
ticularly high-brow society.

didn't

definition

Hokum

The

only dictionary which

Hokum that I was able to
was Funk & Wagnall's Standard UnThis is what it said
abridged Dictionary.
has a definition of

find

—

about Hokum 'Hokum (Theatrical slang).
Any word, act, business or property, used by
an actor, that succeeds in arousing the approval or provoking the laughter of an
that definition does not satisfy me.
seems altogether too broad it embraces the
whole realm of the theatre and the screen

"Even

—

It

Hokum.

With $3 Exemption

have heard people apply the term Hokum
as something good others apply it as something bad.
Because of this tremendous and
radical difference of opinion, it seems to me
that this industry should decide for itself what
Hokum is and should give that definition to
;

dictionaries as a contribution
moving picture industry.
the

am

ask

Borden,

Olive

—

from the

going to ask your help I am going
for your opinion personally, your

first

year ended June 30, were $6,083,055. In
the previous year, under the 75 cent exemption, taxes collected amounted to $17,724,952.

The

great decrease in admission tax colhowever, is not fully indicated bv
the bare comparison of what was collected,
since today there are many more fine picture theatres than before, and in all probability, the general average of admission
prices is considerably higher, while at the
same time attendance is considerably
lections,

of $3,711,889.
Illinois stood second
California was third with
$289,579.
These three States alone accounted for approximately 80 per cent of
the total.
total

Radio

Marriage,"

Morgan

this week by Robert H. Lucas, commissioner of internal revenue.
Total collections from this source during the fisca'

lic

More than half of the total taxes colcame from New York state, with a

of the Seas," silent British picture
featuring the battle of Jutland.
Produced with
cooperation of British and German Governments.

with

WASHINGTON,

Aug. 20.—A saving oi
$11,640,000 in admission costs was made by
the theatre-going public during the first
year of the $3 ticket tax exemption, it is
disclosed by preliminary figures made pub-

lected

CAMEO — "Wraith

HIPPODROME— "Half

(Washington Bureau, of the Herald-World)

greater.

NEW FILMS
Farley,

talker

all

Blane,

Sally

with $774,614.

Ann Greenway and Ken Murray.

FILM GUILD CINEMA— "Her Way
Soviet film of small town

FIFTH

EMBASSY— "Hallelujah,"
all

talker

more than

Love,"

the Holy Land."
records of Allenby's

of

from

British picture compiled

of

life.

AVENUE— "Conquest

campaign.

MGM

King Vidor's

negro

a year in tie making.

HELD OVER AND REVIVED

APOLLO— "Bulldog Drummond,"
talker, opened May 2.
GAIETY— "The Black Watch,"
May

opened

opened

CRITERION — "The
all

talker,

opened June

United Artists,
Fox,

all

GLOBE — "Street

May

talker.

With the Show," Warners,

28.

Four

Paramount,

Feathers,"

12.

Girl,"

Radio

all

talker,

opened

July 30.

opened August

All

Talker,

3.
it

Songs,"

Warner

all

Murder Case," ParaSecond week.
all
G
Last of Mrs. Cheyney,"
Second week.

all

talker.

M M

CAPITOL— "The

ASTOR— "Hollywood Revue," M G M
opened August 14.
CENTRAL— "Fast Life," First National
opened August

RIVOLI — "The Dance
opened August

all

Paramount

all

talker.

Joins

YORK,

Aug. 20.— Sam Katz, presi
Publix, and Mrs. Eleanor Maurice
the famous dancer, Maurice, wen

dent of

widow of

married Saturday
night

in

Stamford,
union

The

Conn.

came

as a surprise to
their closest
friends.

but

The romance

is

said to have begun at
a back-stage meeting

when

Mrs. Maurice
appeared at the Para-

mount

talker,

dancing act. She returned only Friday
from Europe.

all talker,

"Broadway." Universal all talker, p.p.
COLONY—
STRAND —"Broadway Babies," First National all
talker, first time p.p.
LITTLE CARNEGIE— "Night Club," Paramount
all

NEW

talker,

15.

of Life,"

Wedding

Sam Katz, Publix Head,
And Widow of Maurice

all

With
WARNERS—"Say
talker, opened August 6.
PARAMOUNT—"The Greene
talker.

Surprise

(Special to the Herald-lVorld)
all

22.

WINTER GARDEN— "On

mount

"I

"I

York

ROXY—"The Cock-Eyed World," Fox

audience.'

to

New

Theatres

—

the dictionaries.

the

—

—

"This

At

MARTIN

Ticket Taxes Drop

W

Production Man, Sales Authority, and Even the
. K. Dictionary Vary
Widely in Definition of Term, Producer Finds

NEW YORK,

.

$11, 640,000 in 1929

Know

to

.

16.

Second week.

theatre

in

a

Katz was a widowwife,
first
Sam KatI
he married in
At that time h
1920, having died in 1923.
had already built a nation-wide reputation fo
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Receipts Is Loot of Two
Robberies of Film Theatres in Chicago

Over $7,000
Two

in

theatre robberies were among the criminal activities in Chicago on Sunday, receipts totaling $6,736 being taken from the Avalon and receipts of $390
being seized at the Harvard.
Manager William McCarthy of the Avalon, National Playhouse theatre being
operated by a receiver, had just wrapped up the money for it to be called for by
a bank messenger service with an armored car, when an armed man entered, ordered
McCarthy to "stick 'em up," and scooping the money into a canvas sack, fled. The
last performance had just ended and the street was crowded.
Anna Ludes, cashier at the Harvard, was counting the day's receipts when a
man thrust a revolver through the grille of the booth and commanded her to give
him the money. She did so, then fainted, as the bandit escaped.
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(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Aug. 20.— Frank Moneyhu

has been appointed to take charge of the ai
department of Theatre Ad Mat Service.
Moneyhun formerly was assistant directc
of publicity and advertising for the Orphew
circuit under Jack Scott, in Chicago, a positio
he held for the past two years and which h
resigned to join Theatre Ad Mat Service.
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L ncreased

Public Accepts

Prices
1

Patronage for the most part agrees to pay higher
admission required by additional cost of audiens.
though with not as good grace in small towns as
in large cities, exhibitors report in

haV'P fJlwPfl

By

ERNEST

ROVELSTAD

A.

Qfl TTl 1 k£1 ATI

Herald-World

On

have brought an increase
in admission prices in a vast majority of wired theatres, exhibitors have
.

reported to the Herald-World in its
For the most part
survey on sound.
those higher prices have been accepted
by the theatregoing public in the large
cities, the reports indicate, though it is
evidenced that the patrons in the smaller
cities have met the change less graciously than those in the key centers.
Following are highlights of the admission price situation as brought out by the
exhibitors themselves in their reports:
A large majority of theatres,
large and small, circuit-owned or
representing individual owners, have
raised prices with the installation of
synchronism equipment, except the
deluxe houses of the largest chains.
Sixty cents and above is the prevailing top price in theatres seating
more than 2,000.
Fifty cents is the generally accepted top for houses seating 500 to
2,000.

Wired houses seating from 300 to
500 for the most part are charging
40 cents.
Admissions for audien theatres of
less than 300 seats vary from 25 to
35 cents.
There have been practically no
changes in prices of houses using
non-synchronous devices, and admissions in silent theatres remain unchanged.
It is to be noted that in the flood of
replies to the questionnaire, coming from
theatres representative of all classes in all
types of cities, not one exhibitor or manager of a large deluxe theatre in a key
center stated that his audience had shown
resentment toward a higher price, the public rather indicating its appreciation of the
fact that the increased cost of exhibition
due to equipment and higher rentals had
necessitated a higher tariff at the cashier's
window.

the other hand, managers and owners
theatres seating less than 1,000
stated that they had noted a reaction
against the increase in admission price.
"They don't like the raise in admission
on the talkie, but I cannot give them the
talkies for 30 cents," writes a Massachusetts exhibitor.
Pennsyivanian with an 880-seat house

many

of

A

puts

it

way:

this

demands an admission price increase. Perhaps the cost
explains it, but it's pretty hard to maintain
40 and 50 cent prices in a town of 3,500,
constantly.
My patrons do not object to
the raise in price, but they do say that it
"It's

too bad that sound

necessitates their

coming

to the

movies

A

who

Missourian

raised his prices to
that "in the small
town we cannot charge enough to overcome our new high film rental." And a
Kansan, who increased admissions to 50
and 30, declares: "Have to charge too
much, causing a great many to cut out going so much. So far have gained enough
others to make up for it, but don't know
how it will be when they get over the
novelty."
So, too, an Idaho showman who made 50
cents the top but adds that "it won't work,"
comments that his "attendance on sound
pictures is not as good as it was on silent
pictures." He explains that "the admission
price is what is doing the damage, I believe, but we can't cut it as the cost of
sound pictures is too great."

cents says

Sealing capacity:
Have you sound equipment
Yes.

55.000.

Similarly, an Indiana exhibitor with an
800-seat house in a 40,000 population, raised
his top to 50 cents "but should not," and
says
"We raised our admissions against my
will. The result: a slight increase in weekly
gross, but a decrease in the number of people who patronize the theatre.
do not
know what has happened to the patrons we
have driven awav with the increase.
In

—

We

REPORTS

:

f\T

Personally

prices.

I

would

—

A

been

installed.

Class of Patronage a Factor

The

class of patronage shows itself as a
definite factor in the problem of admission
scale.
Take this report, for example, from
a wired theatre in a 3,700 population town
in Maine:
"If we could install talkies and get the prices
they get in the city everything would be fine,
but we cannot get the prices we should get to
get by.
"The majority of working people in these
small towns today won't average $22 a week
are these people that
the year 'round.
have a family going to pay 40 and 50 cents to
see the talkies? They themselves might, but
it's a case when they go the family must also,
and that's the way it should be. But they can't
all go and pay the above prices."

How

Fears Reaction

An

Arizona exhibitor fears that he "will feel
a reaction as many of our patrons scrutinize
their

amusement expenditures

as against their

budgets."

The

result seen by this Mississippi exhibitor
several others, as stated in the
reports
"We found it necessary to increase
admission prices to 50 cents from 25, of course

was noted by

down our

cutting

from a Kansan
is

too

much

:

And

total attendance."

this

"Forty to 50 cents admission

for small towns."

Here is the solution adopted by another
Kansas exhibitor: "At present I am playing
one talking picture each week, and for small
towns I think this is a good policy, as they
can get increased admission, and the novelty
of talking still holds."
Additional reports follow.

program

a

entirely

sound

of

subjects

draw

Yes-

:

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No sound in adjacent towns.
Does the public want talking Westerns
Do not
know.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Yes.
Have you raised your admission prices
Y'es.
Top
price, 50; low price, 35.
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly
Two sound three
Is

:

My

Q 1 1 H Tl

rather play to a larger number of people
at a less admission, than to do as we have
done increase the price and cut the number of people attending our theatre."
wired theatre of only 196 seats in
Michigan reports that "at present, in the
small town, it seems that necessary increase
in admission is a burden."
But then there is the opposite case of a
theatre of 300 in Iowa that reduced its
price from 50 to 35 cents after sound had

best

Synchronous
Yes.
Only disc: Yes.
N'ame of equipment:

back to the old

Does
1,000.

£1 fl t~*£\

1 1

:

Sees Fewer Attend

VIRGINIA
Population:

T*l

1 Tl <i t Q

one of our theatres —under my jurisdiction
—we raised the admissions, but had to drop

less

than they would like to.
In raising the
price you are causing your patron to stay
at home even though he would like to
come."
Finds 50 Cents Too High
40 and 25

T~k

•

1

synchronizing equipment, but some regret necessity for move, pointing to smaller total attendance
though gross intake has increased.

survey on sound.

AUDIENS

some deluxe houses

Practically all theatres except

:

Pacent.

MISSOURI

patrons' preferences are in the following order

Melodrama, drama, comedy, comedy-drama. Westerns, musical comedy, singing and dialog.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are:
Part talking and singing, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking.

sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
draw best: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Is
the silent picture going to disappear
Yes

Population :

:

feature.

Have you raised your admission prices:
Yes.
price, 50 ; low price, 30.
3o you have matinees: Yes.
-hanges of program weekly
One or two.
Orchestra: No. Organist: its.

Top

1,550.

Synchronous

:

:

Seating capacity
Yes.

Have you sound equipment

:

450.

:

Yes.

Non -synchronous

:

disc:
Y'es.
Name of equipment

—

:

Y'es.

silent.

Only

Orchestra
:

:

Organist

No.

patrons' preferences are in the following order:
First, musical comedy: second, singing and dialog; third, comedy-drama; fourth, comedy; fifth,
melodrama; sixth, operetta, seventh, drama.

As

to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
all talking and singing and instrumental music
second, part talking and singing ; third, all talk-

ing without singing and without instrumental
music; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Yes.
:

No.

:

AAA

McAlpin.

My

Is

:

:

INDIANA
Population :

10,000.

Seating capacity

:

725.

Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Synchronous
No.
Non -synchronous
Yes
Name of equipment: Phototone.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
Yes.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Remarks
Am now installing Movie-Phone syn*

:

:

:

chronous disc equipment.

:

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

28
IOWA
Population:

Have you sound equipment

:

We

Remarks:
of us,

1,750.
Yes.

back to

Synchronous: J»iO.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage trom
your theatre: Y'es. Not heavy.
No, but it
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Four.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks
I think the big houses will go back to
vaudeville and orchestra. Small houses will have
to put in sound equipment so as to get music cued
to the picture. Dialog will not be popular in small
community houses unless they get more snap and acSilent pictures outdrew the legitimate
tion to them.
:

:

have sound installation on three sides
and our patrons who attended have come

Our attendance

silent.

increased 30 per cent since patrons heard sound
either side of us.
Many prefer silent, unless the
talkies are extra good, so they say, and have increased the attendance at our theatre as above indicated.
Silent pictures are bound to be favorites
with many in the future.

AAA

PENNSYLVANIA

:

because of quiet and music. It will be the same after
the novelty is worn off. Good silent pictures with
sync, music and effects 1 think will be very popular
in another year.

Population:

Seating capacity:
500.
foregoing questions benot as yet wired. However,
it is apparent that the majority of the patrons seem
to prefer sound over silents, but the sound pictures
must be perfectly recorded, otherwise they prefer

Remarks

67,000.

Cannot

:

2,000.

AAA
PENNSYLVANIA

Population

Seating capacity:

350.

its.

Synchronous: No.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Name of equipment Phototone.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: No.
No. Top
Have you raised your admission prices
:

Do you have matinees

:

AAA

NEW JERSEY

:

My

patrons' preference

My
As

RCA

1,200.

:

patrons' preferences are in the following order:
First, drama; second, singing and dialog.
patrons do NOT like: So many trial pictures.
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons,
First,
preferences are in the following order:
all talking and singing and instrumental music
and all talking without singing and without instrumental music; second, part talking and singing.

Yes.
sound drawing better than silent
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best
Is

:

Yes.

Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
draw best No.
Does the public want talking Westerns: If they are
like "In Old Arizona."
Yes, unless
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
they can improve on the past two or three years.
Y'es.
Top
Have you raised your admission prices
price, 50
low price, 20
Do you have matiness Y'es.
Three.
Changes of program weekly
:

:

;

:

:

Organist:

Y'es.

Present changes for scores and records and
additional cost of features are sure ruin to towns
Think, however, this will be changed
of our size.
as soon as exhibitors get their bearings. Most of us
have been too eager to get sound started, to our

Remarks

:

AAA

sorrow.

Drama.

is:

Ls sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:

NEW YORK
400.
Population:
1,000. Seating capacity;
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Non-6ynchronous
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent: No.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: No.
Have you raised your admission prices: No. Top
price, 25; low price, 10.
Do you have matiness No.
Two.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks: We never have done the business gefore
that we are doing at the present time. Never
will install synchronous sound as long as business
We are drawing patrons
is as good as at present.
within three miles of sound theatres. Find that about
90 per cent of the people prefer silent pictures if
properly shown and the proper music cued.
:

raised

price, 25-50;

Four.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Run four programs a week, one talking
picture and three silent. Talking picture Sunday,
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday. Thursday silent with
talking comedy. Sundays and Mondays, 15 and 35
cents.
Thursday silent picture, the best I can get,
and sound comedy 10-2». Friday all silent 10-20.
Saturday Western 10-20. As soon as I play up my
silent shorts am going to play a talking comedy with
every change, the only salvation for the small theatre
as

see it.
I can buy the talkies so I can play them
10-25, will play three a week with the big onei
on the first of the week at raised admission. Will
say this; Don't want any more features that have
been made on the film and then been recorded back
to the disc; want mine straight on the disc. The film
method is simply too d
high for the small tank
towns, they claim they will be cheaper when all of the
small theatres have closed their doors. 1 am for the
ones that record straight on the disc. They are the
ones that kept me from closing my doors and they are
the ones that I am going to stick to from now on, because a man cay buy a disc machine reasonable, and
red-on-disc is the best so far.
I

When

for

AAA

Population:

not

:

My

:

Organist: No.
say what kind of talking picture people like best, except that they like good
ones best. The public is still attracted by pictures
featuring the favorite stars. A good picture minus
a favorite star dies at the box office, unless it happens
to be one of the unusual hits that sweeps the country.
These don't happen often.

No one can

Remarks:

AAA

NEW JERSEY
Population :

patrons' preferences are in the following order:
First, comedy-drama ; second, Westerns ; third,

singing and dialog.
the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order: First, all
talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, part talking and singing third, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking.
Is sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
No.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects

As

to

;

draw
400.

Seating capacity:

1,600.

Have you sound equipment: No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Temporarily, yes.
Admission prices
Top price, 35.
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly: Show two nights weekly.
Orchestra
No. Pianist
Yes.
Remarks
Our town is strictly small town, and
house has been run for past seven years by
Is

:

who

best

Yes.

:

Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Is the 6ilent picture going to disappear:
Yes.
Have you raised your admission prices
No.
price, 50; low price, 35.
Do you have matinees Yes,
Changes of program weekly Two or three.

AAA

go elsewhere by indifferent management and cheap shows.
Lease expiring February 1, house was thrown
on our hands and being unable to rent even at half
the rental formerly paid, decided to take personal
management again. Spent SI, 000 in freshening up.
Neon sign, new equipment, etc.. and after being dark
two months opened in May with the best program
we could secure (exclusively Paramount at present)
and are doing very satisfactory business. No crowds,
but meeting much more than rental with audiences

:

to

entirely satisfied.

We feel it is not yet time for the small town exto experiment with sound equipment.
Our
slogan in advertising is "The Best In Silent Pictures
Only," with stress laid on personal management of
the owner.
Larger towns within ten and fourteen
miles have equipped for sound and with that added
expense, plus added rentals, plus advance in admission charges, are having audiences walk out on them
by their inability to properly synchronize and modulate the sound. One house is still experimenting with
the second sound equipment, having already junked
hibitor

:

No.

Orchestra:

Organist:

AAAYes.
IOWA

Population:

In our opinion there is still room and satisfactory
business for the small house running silent only, and
we find that many who are tired of the sounds as
presented in neighboring towns through faulty equipment and inexperienced handling of same, come back
to silent shows with a feeling of relief.
With most
of the automobile patrons the ride is the primary attraction and we are optimistic enough to believe that
given a little time with only the best programs, constant publicity in surrounding town papers, and
stressing of the two points mentioned above, we shall

soon have them driving our way.
And all this, strange as it may seem, it is honed
will be done with a second-story house, built in 1885,
with a new half mi'lion Stanley house only enghteen
miles distant and 25 miles away.
At any rate, we are having a most interesting time
at the job and trust this will put heart in some small

town man similarly

AAA

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

AAA
IOWA

1,500.

:

Seating capacity;
Population
5,000.
Have you sound equipment: Yes.

Seating capacity:

350.

Have you sound equinment: Yes.

Synchronous
Yes.
Only disc: Yes.
Name of equipment:
:

My

As

:

fourth, sound effects only.
sound drawing better than
Does a program entirely of

1*5

best

patrons do
to

NOT

like:

Comedy-drama, West-

Heavy drama.

the amount of synchronization, my patrons*
preferences are as follows: First, all talking and
singing and instrumental music; second, part
talking and singing.

sound drawing better than silent
Very little.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
Is

subjects

Top

price, 40

;
:

low price,

in adjacent

:

ones.
Is the silent picture

draw

:

Yes.

Changes of program weekly

Three.
Yes.
Organist
Remarks: The high exorbitant cost of rentals and
score charges are the end of many good rized
theatres unless they come to some more reasonable
price basis.
Now it's just plain murder.

Orchestra

:

Yes.

:

:

AAA

NEBRASKA
200.
Seating capacity:
Population
600.
No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Not very much.
I can't tell.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No. Top
Have you raised your admission prices
price, 25; low price, 10.
:

Is

:

:

going to disappear:

In time.

No.
Yes, slight-

10.

Have you sound equipment:

towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Hurt badly until I installed.
Does the public want talking Westerns
Yes, good
sound

sound

believe so.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised your admission prices

:

Yes.
Is

No.

silent:

Yes.

:

Do you have matinees
disc.
:

erns, musical-comedy.

My

amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, part talking and singing; third, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking;

:

:

As

eretta.
to the

ly.

:

Biophone.

patrons' preferences are in the following order:
drama; second, comedy-drama; third, singing and dialogue ; fourth, comedy ; fifth, op-

First,

:

patrons' preferences are

1,000

:

:

OKLAHOMA
Population

40%.

Synchronous
Yes.
Only disc
Yes.
Name of equipment: Biophone.
My patrons do NOT like: Any of them.
Is sound drawing better than silent
No.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
best
No.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
No.
draw best
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Does the public want talking Westerns
No.
I* the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Have you raised your admission prices
Top
Yes.
price, 40; low price, 25.
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of programs weekly
Four.
Orchestra No. Organist Yes.
Remarks: Sound pictures are the worst curse that
ever fell upon the picture industry.

Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
draw best
No.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No. don't

situated.

Non-synchronous
Yes.
Only disc
Yes.
Name of equipment Wayne

Seating capacity:
Yes.

6,000.

Have you sound equipment:

one.

KANSAS
Population:
Seating capacity;
550.
250.
Have you sound equipment: No.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No, just opposite.
No.
Ls the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised your admission prices: No.
Do you have matinees: No.
Three.
Changes of program weekly

business

Top

:

:

:

gradually allowed

1,000.

:

Synchronous
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Yes.
Name of equipment: Western Electric Movietone.
:

Top

No.

Orchestra:

My

Seating capacity:
Yes.

20,000.

Have you sound equipment
:

:

:

Remarks:

tried

picture going to disappear: It is
profitable to run silent pictures now.
Have you raised your admission prices
No.
price, 50; low price, 30.
Changes of program weekly
Week stands.

tenants

Top

Ye*.

:

PENNSYLVANIA
Never

the silent

Is

your admission prices
low price, 15-35.

Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly

Yes-

Does the public want talking Westerns:

:

:

Have you

:

Seating capacity:

:

:

1,300.

:

:

Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Synchronous
Yes.
Y'es.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Phototone.
Name of equipment

My

capacity:

them.

much higher than the silent films? I can't see why
the producers should put such a high price on these
talking films if they want every exhibitor to use them.
here who will have nothing
I have a community
but the best in pictures and I am giving them the
very best that money can buy and yet the Vitaphone
in my adjoining city draws a certain crowd every
week from me. The exhibitor who goes to sleep on
the job these days when competition is so keen might
just as well shut up his place of business and get a
job with someone else. However, I am not going to
quit. I am pushing my advertising all the more and
by the eternal I am going to fill this house if there
is any way possible to do it.

4,500.

Seating

Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Yes.
Name of equipment: Western Electric.

Yes.

Changes of program weekly: F"ur.
Remarks: Now I am glad you left me a little space
to write on the bottom of your questionnaire, for
I just want to know what is to become of the small
town exhibitor. Perhaps, I could put in the talking
equipment and perhaps I will have to or close up.
That is the most momentous question for us small
town exhibitors. Suppose I had the equipment, how
would I be able to pay for the pictures that are so

Population:

85,000.

:

Have you sound equipment: Yes.

:

price, 35.

is

silents.

ALABAMA
Population:

answer

cause this theatre

AAA

Have you ^und equipment:

at silent pictures has

August 24, 1929

:

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

August 24, 1929
No.
Do you have matinees
Changes of program weekly

Punk vaudeville as some
patron do NOT like:
we have had from different companies.
the amount of synchronization, my patrons*
First,
preferences are in the following order:
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, part talking and singing third, synchronized singing and instiumental but not talking;
fourth, sound effects only.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw

My

:

Four.
No. Organist: Yes.
two sides of me and
I have sound on
Remarks:
can't see that they have hurt my business any
They draw a few young folks but no more
*o far.
My town could not stand the
than they did before.
raise in price I would have to have if I installed
Don't think any small town can make a go
talkies.
jf talkies at the price they are now.
:

Orchestra:

As

to

;

:

Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes. Good
ones.
Partly.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Have you raised your admission prices: Yes. Top
price, 50; low price, 25.
Do you have matinees
Yes.
Changes of program weekly
Three.
Orchestra:
Local bovs stage band free.
Organist:
Yes.
best

INDIANA
700 Cadet Corps. Seating capacity: 700.
Yes.
you sound equipment
Yes.
N'on-synchronoue
We have not had an opV!y patrons do NOT like:
portunity to test the preferences of our patrons
since we do not have a synchronous instrumentNot our
)oe9 the public want talking Westerns
Population

:

-lave

:

:

:

audience.
s the silent picture going to disappear
lave you raised your admission prices
price, 25 ; low price, 25.
No.
~)o you have matinees:
One.
Changes of program weekly
•
No.
)rchestra
No. Organist

:

:

AAA

Doubtful,

:

MISSISSIPPI

Top

No.

:

Population : 3,500.

My

AAA
:

INDIANA
Seating capacity:
250.
Population :
750.
lave you sound equipment: No.
s sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
No.
No.
b the silent picture going to disappear
Top
No.
lave you raised your admission prices
price, 50; low price, 10.
No.
)o you have matinees
Three.
Thanges of program weekly
No.
>rchestra
No. Organist
Remarks
My business is too small to justify in-

My

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

sound equipment.

stallation of

AAA

PENNSYLVANIA
Population:
Synchronous
.'on-synchronous
:

:

325.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

2,310.

equipment
No.

lave you sound

:

Yes.

Phototone.
•ame of equipment
6 sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
Only in the case of really sood
your theatre:
:

NOT

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
No,
your theatre
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Admission: Top price, 35; low price, 25.
Do you have matinees
Yes.
Six.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: Yes. Organist: No.
Remarks: The service charge, music score and film
rental prohibitive for my town, as have six
changes a week with university students to draw
from and they cannot pay more than 25 cents a day
admission.
cannot show sound pictures at that
I
price.
They are far from larger towns and will not
stand for a cheap instrument, and all are very
anxious for me to install, but more anxious to keep
the admission down.
Is

:

:

:

:

AAA

:

We know we shall have to install a
Remarks
synchronous device eventually. However, we are
ontinually being requested by our patrons not to
ave talking pictures.
We are giving good music
'•ith
our non-synchronous Phototone, each picture
ued after the accompaniment has been worked out
Very
nd this satisfies the majority of our people.
ew people in this community seem to desire talking
lictares, and good silent pictures with good music
till do business.
:

AAA

SOUTH CAROLINA
Population :
700.
Seating capacity:
150.
lave you sound equipment
Yes.
•ynchronous
Yes.
ion-eynchronous
Yes.
>nly disc
Yes.
fame of equipment:
Foto- Voice.
ly patrons' preferences are in the following order:

Non-synchronous

My

melodrama

My

patrons do

fourth, comedy.

;

NOT

:

No

AAA

:

PENNSYLVANIA
Population:

:

melodrama,
comedy-drama.
Westerns,
musical comedy and singing and dialogue
second, drama, comedy and operetta.
First,

;

to the

amount of synchronization,

my

preferences are in the following order :
First,
talking and singing and instrumental music,
synchronized singing and instrumental but not
talking; second, all talking without singing and
without instrumental music, part talking and
singing, sound effects only.
sound drawing better than silent
!
Yes.
oes a urogram entirely of sound subjects draw
best:
Yes.
*oes the public want talking Westerns :
Yes.
3 the
silent picture going to disappear
Not en:

:

tirely.

Jive you raised your admission
price, 50 ; low price, 30.

prices:

Yes.

Top

you have matinees
No.
hanges of program weekly:
Three.
»rchestra
No. Organist No.
*o

:

far sound and color

is

not setting the world

AAA

afire.

842.

Population:

My

No.

:

patrons' preferences are

:

Comedy-drama, West-

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Admission
Top price, 20 low price, 10.
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly
Three.
Remarks: I am still running silent pictures only
and cannot see any difference in my attendance.
I only ran five months beginning in May.
Do not
think sound will affect anyone but can tell better at
the end of the season.
Use Wurlitzer mechanical
Is

:

;

:

AAA

Top

:

:

No.

We are continuing with silent pictures
and are doing very well.
We could not afford
*und equipment with the prices they are asking and
« great advance in the film rentals on the talkies,
hey will have to come down to earth before we can
is tall sound.

600.
Seating capacity:
250.
No.
patrons do NOT like: Very few here have the
"squawkies."
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
No.
Admission: Top price, 40-25 low price, 30-20.
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly
One.
Organist: Yes.
:

:

;

AAA

AAA

ARKANSAS
Seating capacity:
1,200.
tare you sound equipment:
Yes.
ynchronous
Yes.
on-eynchronous
Yes.
oth disc and sound-on-film
Yes.
ame of equipment: Electrical Research.
atron8 preferences are in the following order:
y
2
First, melodrama, singing and
dialog; second.
comedv-drama; third, comedy; fourth, musical
comedy.
:

:

'

Is

Is
Is

:

:

Orchestra:

Yes.

Remarks:

Very

:

for talkies in general.
Scattered requests for three or four individual
pictures.
Many requests for silent pictures. Patrons
over 25 prefer silent, 15-25 years of age want them.
before fall, if there
Shall install DeForest or R C
is any prospect of talkies being sold on a fair basis.
At present, score charges alone cost more than silent

A

AAA

film.

KENTUCKY
Population:

Seating capacity:
Yes.

2,500.

650.

Have you sound equipment:

Synchronous
Yes.
Only disc:
Yes.
Name of equipment: Assembled.
My patrons do NOT like: Have not had long enough
to know.
No.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised your admission prices
No.
Admission: Top price, 30; low price, 10.
Yes.
Do you have matinees
Six.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra No. Organist Yes.
have .not had sound pictures long
Remarks
I
enough to know what they are going to do. We
small town exhibitors need more information regarding sound, acoustics, etc
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

AAA

Seating capacity:
500.
:
Yes.
•
Yes.
My patrons' preferences are: Melodrama, drama,
Westerns, singing and dialog.
My patrons do NOT like Sound. They have access to
a white theatre playing all big sound pictures
but they do not go, and as for that, the whites
do not either. I travel a good deal and find this
sound wave is all press agented, as a good silent
does as much business as a sound and the house
makes some money, a thing impossible with
sound.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
Synchronizated singing and inpreference is :
strumental but not talking.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised your admission prices : No. Top
price, 20; low price, 10.
Do you have matinees Yes.
Changes of program weekly : Six.

80,000.

Have you sound equipment
Non-synchronous:

:

No.
No. Organist
Remarks
Been at this business since Billy Brady
made the fight picture, and have seen a lot of
stampedes, but this sound thing is the worst. Looks
to me as if the producers have put a lot of money into
equipment and have got to get it back by force. The
only thing I see is it is going to bring back the
legitimate drama as soon as they correct costs. About
90 per cent of this big sound business you read about
is in red ink on the theatre books if the truth was
known. So far there is no perfect or near perfect
voice reproduction and won't be. You can duplicate
sound but not voice. Give us back the good silent
and see the business it will do.
:

:

AAA

ILLINOIS
Population:

Seating capacity:

500.

400.

No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns Y'es.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: Yes.
Admission prices: Top price, 40-20 low price, 35-15.
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly 2 to 5.
Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes.
Remarks: Will install sound equipment in the near
:

:

;

AAA

future.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Seating capacity:

1,000.

280.

Name of equipment: Biophone.
My patrons' preferences: Depends

on

patrons'
preference is
All talking and singing and instrumental music.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes, some.
Does the public want talking Westerns
Yes.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised your admission prices
No. Top
price, 30
low price, 25.
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly Three.
Orchestra
No. Pianist
Yes.
Remarks: If the film companies would make a decent
price on films we would install sound, and not
until then. The film companies were the hogs, not
the sound companies.
:

:

quality

of

:

:

amount of synchronization,

my

patrons'

preferences are in the following order
First,
part talking and singing; second, all talking
and singing and instrumental music; third, all
talking without singing and without instrumental
music.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Yes.
t
Does a program entirely of 60und subjects draw
best
Yes.
:

:

:

demand

Have you sound equipment
No.
As to the amount of synchronization, my

1,000.

:

picture.
to the

Yes.

Organist:
little

:

14,000.

Seating capacity:
Have you sound equipment
Yes.
Synchronous
Yes.
Only disc
Yes.

As

No.

sound drawing better than silent
Yes.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Some.
the silent picture going to disappear
No.

Population:

KANSAS

8,000.

:

800.

Have you sound equipment:

:

Population:

1.200 and

Seating capacity:

781,000.

Have you sound equipment

:

:

AAA

MASSACHUSETTS
Population:

Is

My

:

Population

Experience so far indicates that use of
titles part of the time speeds up picture and
pleases.
Patrons on an all talking picture seem to
prefer music as a background.

:

erns.

Have you cound equipment

:

No.

:

:

:

:

250.

Sealing capacity:

Have you sound equipment

Top

Remarks:

Orchestra

MAINE

Population:

224.

:

rchestra: No, Organist:

comment on

year hence one can

MANITOBA PROVINCE

KENTUCKY
Population:
Seating capacity:
5,000.
you Kound equipment
Yes.
ynchronous
No.
on-synchronous
Yes.
ame of equipment: Phototone.
Cave you raised your admission prices :
price, 25; low price, 20.
•o you have matinees
Y'es.
banges of program weeklv
Five,

to

Sound has not entered our minds.
tell more about the whole.
So

above subject.

A

:

!ave

Remarks

:

player.

AAA

:

100,000.

Have you sound equipment
No.
Remarks: There is hardly any use

patrons*

all

No.

:

:

:

:

pictures.
:

No. Organist No.
sound installed in this territory. Contemplated fourteen miles away.
Can advise reaction after they have been operating.
Don't believe sound will pay in small towns until equipment
and rentals are down within reason.
Orchestra

Remarks:

:

:

Underworld

like:

Yes.
Yes.

:

:

Population:

Yes.
patrons' preferences are in the following order:
First, comedy-drama; second. Westerns; third,
:

Is the silent picture going to disappear
Two.
Changes of program weekly

Don't know.

:

Have you

VIRGINIA

250.

Seating capacity:
Population
684.
Have you sound equipment: Yes.

:

.s

Does the public want talking Westerns
going to disappear
raised your admission prices
price, 50 ; low price, 35.
Do you have matinees
Yes.
Changes of program weekly
Two.
Orchestra No. Organist Yes.
Is the silent picture

MINNESOTA

No,

:

No.

patrons' preferences are in the following order
First, mnsical comedy; second, singing and dialog; third, comedy-drama; fourth, operetta; fifth,
comedy; sixth, drama; seventh, melodrama;
eighth. Westerns.
The inferior talking and
patrons do
like:
sound devices and have not been able to buy
the best.
Film rental on uound is prohibitive
here.

pictures.

the silent picture going to disappear
Three.
Jhanges of program weekly
)rchestra: No. Organist: No.
s

987.

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment:

:

:

:

29

:

;

:

:

:

:

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

30
OKLAHOMA
Sealing capacity:
\ es.
Have you sound equipment
Both disc and sound-on-film : Yes.
Name of equipment: Western Electric.

Population:

6,000.

in point was
witnessed this

patron6 do NOT like: New in this town. Haven't
found oat their attitude.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
All talking and singing and
preferences are:
instrumental music; and part talking and singing.

Yes.
sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program entirely of 60und subjects

Is

beet

draw

Yes.

:

Yes.
going to disappear
Have you raised your admission prices: Yes. Top
price, 50 ; low price, 33.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Four.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks: I have only been in this town for a
month and part of above questions I cannot
answer, but have eight years' theatre experience.
:

:

AAA
IOWA

My

Seating capacity: 200.
Population: 1,000.
patrons' preferences are in the following order:
First, comedy; second, comedy-drama; third, sing-

ing and dialog.
Sound as at present, as
patrons do NOT like:
reported from the few that have heard it. Novelty only.

the amount of synchronization my patrons'
First, all
preferences are in the following order
talking without singing and without instrumental
music; second, part talking and singing.
Can't say.
Is 60und drawing better than silent:
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Small, 30 miles nearest.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Don't know.
Is the silent picture going to disappear: No.
Admission prices: Top price, 25; low price, 10.
No.
Do you have matinees

As

to

:

:

Changes

of

program weekly
Organist:

No.

Orchestra:

:

Two.
No.

Under anywhere near present

Remarks:

prices

talkies are oat of the question for the small

showman.

the

town

AAA
INDIANA

Seating capacity:
248.
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Name of equipment Phototone.
My patrons' preferences are in the following order
First, comedy-drama; second, Westerns; third,
melodrama; some kinds of drama and comedy;
singing and dialog pretty well.
Underworld, sex pictures.
like:
My patrons not

Population:

2,000.

am

art,

but as far as

I

for

my

"The Desert Song" may be

benefit."

NOT

not wired.

Does the public want talking Westerns
know.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Have you raised your admission prices:

:

price, 35

;

We

and would go over anywhere. In "Coquette," wonder
scene shots and acting are sacrificed for voice sequences to the ruin of an otherwise

fine picture. In
this, Johnny Mack Brown, the kid brother, had a
voice like a reverberating bass drum, and one great
big husky guy had a thin, pale, pitifully squeaky
falsetto. It was simply ludicrous. I figure what you
want in this space are impressions. I do not wish
to appear hypercritical, but to give you my honest
reactions to the present trend of sound, as I see and
hear it.
I am located about
60 miles from the
nearest sound device and only run down occasionally.
As I started to say, in the beginning of this, and
did not, is there not some way whereby an exhihitor
can cull from the mess of adjectives and glamorous
descriptions what pictures are really good as silent
subjects. It's a man size job right now to attempt to
book anything, at best it is a jump in the dark, but
with the field cluttered up with Broadway stuff, and
all producers harping on sound with this opera star
or that real estate tenor prodigy, and whatnot, it has
occurred to me that it would be wonderful to run
two separate reviews, or "What The Picture Did For
Me" sections, one sound, and one silent.
At first, I welcomed the entrance of sound into the
field,
especially the musical setting that could be
built into the picture by great symphony orchestras,
etc., not taking into consideration the 'gyp' the producers were going to put on in over-inflated rentals.
Sound might increase the attendance 25 per cent or
50 per cent, but the extra rental and overhead, in
small towns especially, is at least 200 per cent
greater. The odds are not in favor if it.
think every exhibitor wants sound, but he is
I
primarily a business man, and at present the return
is all out of proportion to the investment.
I know
of many exhibitors in several large 'small towns' who
are very, very sorry they have installed sound equip-

ment now.

Something

the business

when such

fundamentally wrong with

is

conditions obtain.

AAA

TEXAS
Population:
Seating capacity:
3,000.
Have you sound equipment
Yes.

Top

No.
Three,
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks
We find through inquiring that business
has dropped in all synchronous houses. Our busi-

gether.

silent until they play out

and then

up pretty well considering the talkies at

—

—

is

best of

all.

FLORIDA
250.
Seating capacity:
Population:
1,000.
Have you sound equipment Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Name of equipment Phonoamplifier.
My patrons do NOT like: Grand opera stars where
they can't understand the words of a song.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
Very little.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Admission prices: Top price, 35; low price, 15.
Do you have matinees No.
Four,
Changes of program weekly
Organist: Yes.
Remarks: I have recently had a series of silent
versions which was primarily intended for a
sound picture and which was very poor indeed. In
one particular incident, UniversaFs "It Can be Done."
Glenn Tryon made a speech before a mike, and the
audience realized I was giving them a 'gypped' pictare. Ifs terrible.
Please exhort distributors and producers to be
fair in their advertising towards the little houses who
cannot afford, for various good and substantial reasons, to have their houses wired. In a small town of,
say, 1,000 population, in a not too properous farming
section, it is patently impossible to install elaborate
sound equipment; and then after the equipment is installed, to pay four or five times the rental for sound
stuff over present silent rentals.
With the coming of the 1929-30 contracting season
this fall, some distributors who have come out boastfully that they would produce nothing whatever except sound versions are going to be like the little
fellow the calf ran over, when they realize the
antagonism they have raised amongst the 'unwired
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

thousands.'
Too, all this "Broadway" stagey stuff is not meeting
with very good reception on the Main Streets. A case

:

Orchestra:

No.

On

Organist:

AAA

silent pictures.

NEBRASKA
Population:

Seating capacity:
Yes.

1,200.

Have you sound equipment

250.

:

Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
:

Disc only: Yes.
Name of equipment: Good- All.
My patrons' preferences are in the following order:
First,
Western; second, comedy-drama; third,
singing and dialog; fourth, comedy; fifth, melodrama; sixth, drama; seventh, operetta.
My patrons do NOT like: Mushy love drama, or

As

operetta.
to the amount

of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order: First,
part talking and singing, second, synchronized
singing and instrumental but not talking; third,

sound effects only.
sound drawing better than silent Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Yes.
Have you raised your admission prices
No.
price, 50; low price, 25.
Do you have matinees No.
Changes of program weekly
Three.
Orchestra
No. Organist
No.
Is

:

best:

:

:

Top

:

:

:

Remarks:

:

The

prices they ask for talking pictures.
if they keep it up, will soon kill the small town
exhibitors. You can not get enough additional business to make up what more you have to pay, so we
are going to make less than we did before.

MAINE

AAA
:

sixth,

melodrcma.

Westerns, or Warner
patrons do NOT like:
Brothers part talking program pictures with
stories not adapted to the talking screen.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First, all
preferences are in the following order
talking and singing and instrumental music; second, all talking without singing and without instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best

My

:

:

Ves.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Have you raised your admission prices
price, 50 ; low price, 25.
:

Do you have matinees

No.
Yes.

Top

Yes.

:

:

:

AAA

TEXAS
Population:

2,500.

Seating

Have you sound equipment

capacity:

300.

No.

:

Silent pictures will net
of sound pictures make

;

AAA

30,000.

Seating capacity:
Yes.
:

Synchronous: Yes.
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Name of equipment: Western Electric.
:

:

Organist:

AAA

Yes.

Seating

1,250.

capacity:

200.

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Don't know.
Remarks
I have no sound equipment but sound at
is drawing patronage
from here. Some
:

:

people do not care for talkies.

NORTH DAKOTA
Population:

647.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

Have you sound equipment

225.

:

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Only disc: Yes.
Name of equipment Movie-Phone.
:

:

:

My

patrons' preferences are in the following order:
comedy; second drama; third, singing and

First,

dialog.
to the

amount of synchronization, my patrons
preferences are in the following order
First, al
talking and singing and instrumental masic
second, all talking without singing and withou
instrumental music.
Is sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Yes.
Have you raised your admission prices: Yes. Toi

As

:

1

low price, 40.
Do you have matinees No.
Changes of program weekly One sound.
Orchestra: No.
Remarks: At present, I am showing silent features
on Tuesday and Wednesday and sound on Frida:
and Saturday.
Since installing sound, my silen
nights have been a loss, and am considering cuttinf
out all silent pictures. However, the producers an
taking an unjust advantage on prices, charging price
that will close us up when winter comes.
price, 50

;

—

:

:

AAA

TEXAS
Population:

550.
Seating capacity:
Installing Western Elcc

5,000.

Have you sound equipment:

trie in August.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage fron
your theatre: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes. I
seems so.
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Do you have matinees Yes.
Three and four.
Changes of program weekly
No. Organist
No.
Orchestra

Is

INDIANA
Population:

:

more now because

it impossible for
rental
the small theatre to run. I do not know much about
sound except that I cannot afford to install and run
sound at the price now asked. It's goodbye if I do
and looks like it's good night if I don't.

Have you sound equipment

400.

:

Two and three.
Changes of program weekly
No. Organist
No.
Remarks: If sound »s to succeed, recording and reproducing must advance as fast as possible. More
attention must be given to the results the individual
Bad sound is ten times worse
house is producing.
than no sound at all.
:

capacity:

Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
Admission prices
Top price, 35 low price. 15.
Do you have matinees No.
Changes of program weekly
Two.

Population:

10,000.

:

Remarks:

Seating

Have ycu sound equipment: No.

Is

Seating capacity: 750.
Yes.
Have you sound equipment
Synchronous: Yes.
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Disc only: Yes.
My patrons' preferences are in the following order
First, singing and dialog; second, musical comedy;
third,
comedy; fourth, comedy-drama; fifth,

Orchestra

500.

WASHINGTON

OHIO
Population:

drama;

Population:

close up.

:

ness holds

:

:

am now

remodeling my theatre and expect to install sound in self defense provided the
price of sound pictures gets down to where I can
afford to play them. If not, then I will continue with
I

:

Logansport and Lafayette drawing considerable patronage from our territory. We give our patrons sound
with Phototone. They seem very well satisfied. Many
of oar patrons tell us they do not like the talkies,
only a few of the many talkies beg pardon, Audiens
are really good. Personally, after hearing the best,
we still think that appropriate music with the picture

comedy; fourth, melodrama; fifth, singing
dialog; sixth, drama; seventh, Westerns;
eighth, operetta.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order
First, all
talking and singing and instrumental masic; second, part talking and singing; third, all talking
without singing and without instrumental music;
fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but
not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw bestYes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Think thev
would please.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Yes.
Have you raised your admission prices : Yes. Top
price, 40; low price, 25.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly
Two and three.

and

AAA

400.

:

low price, 25.

patrons' preferences are in the following order:
comedy; second, comedy-drama; third, mu-

First,
sical

:

don't

Do you have matinees:

My

August 24, 1929

:

Non-synchronous
Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Not alto-

Remarks:
No.
No.

it

high-

in certain houses in large cities,
but should I attempt to place it in for, say, a three
days run in my house, the first night would draw out
of curiosity, the balance of the run would be avoided
as though we were infected with smallpox.
Another musical sound picture I witnessed at another city was "Street Angel." This was marvelous

:

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
We suppose it is because we are
your theatre:

concerned they needn't do

power drawing card

:

Is

I

a

in

Florida, considered

My

Is the silent picture

Warner Brothers "Desert Song."

very highclass tourist town in
more or less 'highbrow.' It made
a full and complete flop. One remark overheard as
audience was coming out was, "Well, that may be

693.

:

My

::

925.

:

:

:

:

:

\ugust 24, 1929

Spectacular

E

Showing

;hibitors herald-wor
Gillmore Drops Fight for
Equity Shop in Hollywood;

For Columbia's "Flight"

Breaks

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Aug.

20.— Colum-

big picture of the air, "Flight,"
be given a spectacular showing
New York. The picture has
in
been set to open at the George M.
Cohan theatre on Broadway early in
September with a splash of publicity
that may include an actual air circus.
Advance showings of the picture indicate that it will be Columbia's
most important bid for picture fame.
bia's

to

is

Chicago Censor Head
Defies Court Order;

Bars "Alibi" Showing
Chicago police commissioner Russell has
rdered the censor board to refuse a permit
ar the exhibition of "Alibi," a United Artits audien, in the theatres of Chicago. This
rder is in defiance to the recent injuncon granted United Artists by circuit
udge Fisher, which restrained the police
om interfering with the showing of the
xture.
Prior to this injunction, the censor board
ad banned the picture on the grounds
lat it would create contempt and
hatred
)r the entire police force and that
it porays immorality, criminality and depravity.

Zolden State Circuit

Den ies Me rgerRum o r;
Plan Chain Expansion
(Special to the Herald-World)

SAX FRANCISCO,

Aug. 20.—A com-

ete denial
of recent rumors that the
olden State Theatre and Realty Corpora-

pn was negotiating with Fox West Coast
:eatres for the sale of its circuit, was isued today, in a statement signed by R. H.
immick, president and Robert A. McNeil,
ce president and general manager of
olden State.

N

Broadcasting
"Fast Life" Story to
Is

Exploit

Broadway Run
— Broadcasting
Aug.

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

20.

nally the fictionization of the First National
tture, "Fast Life," featuring Chester Morris,
:>uglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Loretta Young,
nch opened August 15th at the Central theap, is the latest exploitation stunt scored bv
e publicity department of First
National
ctures, in connection with the current run
that audien on Broadway.

Films in Last 6 Months

BERLIN, Aug. 10.— [By Mail.]—German
n

distributors have 381 productions availand of these, 35 per cent are American
ide.
And even of the 182 domestic pictures,
per cent were made by American producers

le,

Germany. This product includes both silent
sound pictures.
domestic production is at a low ebb. Not
re than 63 domestic pictures were
released
i

:

nng

the first half of 1929.

in

This
Business?
What would you

Is

Ranks Blamed

think if in 15
years you had been with 22 "bosses"?
and if you were with only
two companies during those 15 years?
This man, in 10 years, worked for

{Continued from page 15)

the producers arrived.
was that their

delay

The reason

for their

attorneys,

Messrs.

Loeb and Cohan, had come by airplane
from Catalina.
"After the introduction, Mr. Loeb suggested lunch and we all sat down with the
exception of Miss Barrymore, who had to
leave because it was Wednesday and she
had a matinee. All the business was conducted after she left, and Mr. Turner and
I
probably remained until about 3:45.
Therefore, from whom did she get her information that a solution had been reached?
"It has been reported to me that
many of our members have seized
upon it to throw aside their allegiance to their fellow members and returned to work. No matter what the
number of these may be, whether it
be large or small, it has brought about
a crisis and I should be derelict in my
duty if I did not mention it.
"I regret to say that I have received
word from the agents of high character,
ones who have stood by us all through the
fight, and they have in justice to their
clients advised them to accept Academycontracts after next Monday. I am happy
to have to report to you the receipt of the
following telegram. It came from our office in New York and puts a much more
hopeful light upon the situation:
" "William Canavan, head of the I. A. T.
S. E., informs us that if you could arrange
your affairs so that you can return here
for the purpose of attempting to find a
solution of the studio dispute he will gladly
cooperate with you to any reasonable extent in an effort to secure a satisfactory
understanding between Equity and the producers. He says he is firmly convinced that
with patience and understanding it may be
possible to work out a happy medium that
would be satisfactory to all parties.'
Resolution Suspended
"Upon receipt of this wire, the executive

committee and your officers after a
thorough discussion decided, and you are
hereby officially so informed, that the resolution of the council which forbade your
accepting contracts of employment other
than on an Equity form is hereby suspended pending the result of the negotiations referred to above, as it is evident
that with labor's assistance we can accomplish as effectively without your remaining
away from work any longer."
There is little doubt but what Equity's
loss in this campaign has made any future
activities on the West Coast impossible.
The report is well circulated here that Gill-

more

will

retire

from

his

position in the

near future.

Paramount 1929 Dividend
75 Cents Per Share on

American Pictures Form
35 Per Cent of German
From Berlin Correspondent of ihe Herald-World]

31

Common;
NEW

YORK, Aug. 20.—Paramount has declared the regular quarterly dividend of 75
cents per share on the new common stock,
payable September 28, 1929, to stockholders
of record at the close of business on September
The books
Paramount

will not close.

receipts
from domestic film
rentals for the first six weeks of the third
quarter, commencing July 1, 1929, were 37 per

ahead of those for the corresponding
weeks of 1928, it was announced.

cent

.

.

one company, and this company in
that time employed at this exchange
During the next five
13 managers.
years this man worked at another exchange, and during this period nine
managers were in charge 22 managers at 2 exchanges in 15 years.
We might ask again: Is this business?

—

"Lincoln" to Be Next

For Griffith; Plan
To

Make

It

an Epic

(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS
Griffith's

ANGELES,

Aug.

20.— D.

W.

next will be "Lincoln."

He and Joseph Schenck met with 12
representatives of newspapers and syndicates this week and jointly announced the
project.
It will be, according to Schenck,
the biggest and most massive film production that Griffith has ever made.
It will
recall "The Birth of a Nation" in its theme
but it will attempt none of the Civil War's
actual conflict in the manner that "The
Birth" did.
Griffith said he has studied his subject
thoroughly and has found new incidents in
the life of the emancipator that will make
the picture a story of all men. He said he
has long wanted this opportunity, that he
has never been given the assignment by
producers until now when Schenck consented.
It will be dialog throughout.
It is not
known who will play the title role but there
is, it is rumored, a likelihood that Griffith
himself will be seen in the role. D. H.

—

RKO Fixes Center in
L.A. for Coast Houses;

George Landy Signed
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 20.—Joseph Plunkett, general manager of theatre operation
for RKO, has centralized the control of
Pacific Coast theatres in this chain at the
local offices in Los Angeles.

Frank W. Vincent has been appointed
Coast representative and will supervise the
management of theatres in Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Oakland, San Diego and
Salt Lake City.
These include the former
Orpheum theatres as well as the Pantages
properties recently acquired.
George Landy, former publicity executive
for First National, has been placed in
charge of all exploitation, publicity and advertising for the Pacific Coast.

Sales Increase

(Special to the Herald-World)

6.

.

Robbers Use Dynamite
On U. A. Theatre Safe;
Escape with $17,000
( Special to the

Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES,

Aug. 20.— Safeblowers
made a raid on the United Artists theatre
safe last Monday and escaped with SI 7,000.
according to

officials

the police.
This
said to have been the
the theatre.
to

who

reported the loss

amount of money is
week-end receipts of
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w
SOUND PICTURES
Frequency

BLUEBOOK

The

An Answer
By

School

Question No. 12
RICHARDSON

to

F. H.

man. In radio we have radio frequency and audio frequency. Also in radio
we have the carrier wave, which is another
'frequency,' often running to the millions
per second of time.
"Frequency means the number of vibraIt means
tions made per second of time.
the number of times air particles complete
fairs of

NOTE:

Because

am

not sure as to the
number of the last question sent in, we
will skip a few numbers in picking up
the SCHOOL after the trip. All questions
now will be taken directly from the index of Vol. 3, of the BLUEBOOK OF
PROJECTION, which is the new sound
I

a cycle of operation, just exactly as frequency in alternating current means the
number of cycles of action the current
makes per second of time.
"Sounds of all sorts are carried or conveyed by, or perhaps it were better to say
consist of vibrations in the atmosphere,
which we call 'waves.' The air particles
are set into motion by the vibration thing

volume.

ANSWER TO QUESTION

—The

NO.

question was: "Tell us, in
your own words, just what is meant
by 'frequency' in sound and what the
12.

frequency change

effect of

is."

T'HE

following have sent acceptable answers: W. C. Budge, Brooklyn; G. L.
Doe, Chicago; "Bill" Doe, Chicago; T. D.
Arabel, Philadelphia, Pa.; B. R. Walker,
St. Paul, Minn.; John D. Arnold, Meridian,
Miss.; Patrick Dolan, Memphis, Tenn.;
Charles Goldberg, Ft. Worth, Tex., and
William Truax, Butte, Mont., which is a
lot of new names.
Hope they will send
some more correct answers.
I have selected the answer of our old
friend
reads:

W.

C.

Budge

for

"The

publication.

It

term 'frequency' has been very
widely used since radio entered into the af-

TN

which produces sound and this motion is
carried forward by succeeding air particles
until it meets the 'drum' of an ear, which
same it sets into vibration at a speed equal
to its own, and there is audible sound as a
result.
Of course if the waves or vibrations never met an ear drum then there
would be no audible sound produced by
them.

"There are low. hoarse sounds and high
sounds carried by these waves or vibrations, and whether the resultant sounds
will be the one or the other depends entirely upon the 'frequency' of the vibrations
or waves, which means the number of
shrill

20 years my
(Bluebook)
of projection have been before you, I cannot remember having ever asked any
one to endorse them. I don't
-*-

all

permits

dirty inviting?

What

15:

batteries

his

What does

man

the

is

to

become

a dirty battery

meant by "battery
examination day," and what attention
should the batteries have on that day?
top speak of, what

is

times they occur each second of time.
"If the frequency be high a great number per second then the sound will be high
pitched or shrill. If they be less in number, then the sound will be less high
pitched or shrill. Therefore the effect oi
frequency change is to alter the pitch ol
The human ear will be able tt
sound.
'hear' frequencies from about 16 to aboul
5,000, provided it be an ear well trained tc
the detection of sound, such as, for example, the ear of a musician. The ear ol
the ordinary person cannot detect sounc
frequencies either so low or so high."
Which same is, I believe, a very gooc
answer, though it of course all sums dowr
to the fact that frequency means the num
ber of sound waves per second, and the efof change of frequency is to, a!
fect
Brother Budge has said, alter the pitch oi
tone of the sound.

—

—

absolutely unsolicited letter
Here is a letter of tha

believe in that sort of thing!
I give no free copies to any
one on the chance of securing a letter of acknowledg-

sort

B.

Tom

motion picture

soun<

from Eddie

berlin,

projectionist, P. O.

Box

144

Enterprise, Ala. It is print
ed exactly as written, capi

can turn into
a letter of endorsement.
I
do not regard that sort of
I

thing

as either ethical or
even honest, though it is, I
am sorry to say, the common practice of some publishers and authors.
The only sort of endorsement I value and the only
sort I have ever used in
print is such letters as come

wlio

from men who have bough
and paid for my books, ant
feeling that they have fount
in them honest value, an
kind enough to say so in ai

the

handbooks

ment which

QUESTION NO.

tal letters

and

"Dear

Mr

Just a

all:

Richardson

few words

you for the
book on sound

"F. H." meets

Champaign,

III.,

projectionists

to than!

WONDERFUL
you

hav>

When J sa.
just given us.
wonderful I mean it, for th>
book is going to be a L01
of help to me in putting th<
(Continued on page 34)

!
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35

progress
3 years of wonderful
Sound

millions of people going to
Pictures
and Western Electric tells them where to go
.

for Sound Pictures at their best

(V

hope I

amccm

Tift It A?
10
.theatre,

i

.

.

«utur>

Jmportonl

you r enjo?"*'"

lure
d ,—ine picnamral

*^\t
ing I"1
the*™

"

„f Sound
tone of
u
Do nol le« >

*T

the

.here y°

iL

of noli »

«Pf*^."l >onr telepho-

reproductio
,ertamn>enl

en

^cion^

-

^uit

in-

P
picture

Electric

SYSTEM^

Wester.
T/ie advertisement here

reproduced appears

Publication

Date

American Bov

October. 1929
August 24. 1929
October. 1929
September 13, 1929
September 21. 1929

CollierCollege Humor
Life

Liberty

Circulation
279.059
1.643.017
239.276
144,700
1.528.796

in the

Publication
Motion Picture Classic

New ^ orker
Photoplav
Saturday Evening Post
Time Masa^ine

following magazines
Date

Circulation
338.973
69.472
547.605
September 28. 1929 2.902,093
October 14. 1929
180.465

October. 1929
October 5. 1929
October, 1929

Total Circulation

7.873.456

—

!

!

:
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Sound-On-Film and
Combination Lead In
Sales for DeForest
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Aug. 20.— With the past few
weeks showing a defined trend towards soundon-film with the sound-on-disc machines used
as auxiliaries, it was not surprising to record
that only two disc machines were shipped
from the DeForst Phonofilm factories last
week, and these to complete combination
contracts.

factory has been working at top speed
keep up with the increased sales activities,
the first week of August showing 28 shipments
The equipment
of the DeForest equipment.
shipped during the week was as follows

The

to

Empire theatre, Cincinnati, Combination.
Thurston theatre, Rochester, N. Y., Combination.
Strand theatre, Hobart, Inch, Phonofilm.
Crystal theatre, Gilmer, Texas, Phonofilm.
Star theatre, Hereford, Texas, Phonofilm.
East Side theatre, Chicago, 111., Phonofilm.
Roxy theatre, Gary, Ind., Phonofilm.
Kenworthy theatre, Moscow, Idaho, Phonofilm.

This shipment of DeForesl Phonodiscs, said to be worth $50,000, is now being set up in
various theatres throughout the country. The packers were waiting at the DeForest factory
when this shot was taken.

Horn

theatre, Baltimore, Md., Combination.

Combination.
Combination.
Cort theatre, Decatur, Ind., Phonofilm.
Casino theatre, Cincinnati, O., Combination.
Orpheum theatre, Lansing, Mich., Combination.
Hippodrome, Murphysboro, 111., Phonofilm.
Hippodrome, Herrin, 111., Phonofilm.

Arcadia theatre, Chicago,

West

Teaser Ads for Thrill Hunters
"Help Bulldog Drummond" B. O.
What Manager George Baker of the Melba theatre in Dallas planned to be a
humorous teaser newspaper campaign on "Bulldog Drummond," turned out to

theatre,

Galesburg,

111.,

111.,

REAL COMMENDATION
(Continued from page 32)

create a regular avalanche of excitement in that Texas city!

Five days before
the opening of the picture, Baker inserted four teaser classified ads throughout
the want pages of the four Dallas papers, with the thought of creating humorous
comment from the newspaper readers.

The ad copy was picked up from Lem
advertising manual on this
traction, reading something like this:

Stewart's

"Are you

in

danger?

Do you

at-

seek

the aid of a daring adventurer, willing to go the limit? For personal interview see 'Bulldog Drummond' at
the Melba theatre starting Friday."
And another of the teasers, had this to

"Ex-army officer, tired of civilian
monotony, seeks adventure, ex-

life

citement,
danger, stimulation and
willing to go the limit. If interested
see
'Bulldog
Drummond' at the

Melba."

Imagine Baker's surprise when on the
morning after the first ads had run, the
theatre phone began to ring continuously,

many seeking appointments with "Mr.
Drummond." Women and men wanted to
.'. have him help solve
see Drummond
their problems, or to participate in some

with

.

adventure of

theirs.

Many left their addresses when Baker
informed them that "Bulldog Drummond"
would be at the Melba Friday, insisting
that he have this spirited adventurer call
them when he "arrived" in town. Some
even went so far as to call at the offices
of the theatre and demand that they be
given an appointment with Drummond.
And the receipts from the picture had a
real stimulus.

Here

!t Is

At Last

\ At a price within the reach
\ of every small theater
in America

,\

'The Hollywood Revue

99

M

G M's "Hollywood Revue" opened
premier engagement in Hollywood, a huge
human billboard was used to exploit the opening and now for the subsequent runs in other
Hollywood houses this same idea is being
Smaller
used to considerable advantage.
replica of this billboard in the form of cutouts and posters have been made and are
being plastered up on billing spaces and choice
locations on the Hollywood boulevards are
being decked with larger cutouts. Over Hollywood Boulevard is floating a large captive
balloon which is carrying the name of the
When

its

>$125°-°<
ONE MACHINE.
MACHINES >225°.°

Except Amplification
Perfectly timed-Smooth running

YOUR OPERATOR CAN INSTALL

FETTIFONE

IN

TWO HOURS
IRS-

\

\
'

Immediate DQlivertf

JldNatoal
AMp Photos
Give type
of Projector

Motion-Ad

PHONES
Co.

2-H8-50 PRAIRIE AVE
I

Chicago,

Illinois

and study the Bluebook. Many of us hope
you will live to be a thousand years old and

stick out for BETTER PROJECTION."
There, gentlemen, that is a fair sample of
the letters now beginning to come in from
those who have bought and paid for the book.
Brother Tomberlin is right in saying that my
books are understandable. Right in the very
beginning, having had much difficulty in trying to dig some meaning out of the language
used in text books, I made up my mind that
I would myself try to dissect the language used
by scientists and engineers, and translate their
'still

into words any one might understand.
has been pretty generally concede! that
very
I have done so, though it was ofttimes a
difficult undertaking.

meaning

Human Billboard Idea
And Balloon Exploits
4

U

mechanical work on projec torBuy one. two units or any parts seiparate

Volume 3 is so constructed
will if we study it.
that we can understand it, as is the case with
Volume I and 2. It is interesting to read

And

[TALKIE EQUIPMENT

TU'0

sound pictures over.
"Sound equipment is new to most projec
tionists, and Volume 3 of the Bluebook is
going to help us to do things right. That is it

CALUMET

3120
3121

picture.

This campaign is coupled with many tieups
and window displays. 50,000 copies of a special
being distributed by Victor,
Brunswick and railroad companies.

24-page booklet

is

it

already have many letters of commendafrom users concerning Volume 3 of the
Bluebook. The only criticism was by a man
who said: "I thought it would be a bigger
book, Rich."
It would have been very easy to make 3
"bigger book," provided I wanted to give you
a lot of stuff having no real value, or which
would be out of date almost before it wa?
There is everything in Volume 3
printed.
which could rightly be given you at this time
There is no earthly sense in giving you de
tails of a lot of stuff which will be turnec
w rong side out within a month. In perhap;
a year or two I may be able to add a lot, bu'
at this time addition would be worse that
useless, because it would be misleading.
I

tion

Many thanks for the thousand year wish
but even now, approaching 63 I find it ofttime:
Also I'm curious to knov
a bit tiresome.
whether or not there is a future life, and
So I think I'll rus||
so just what it is like!
pass on when my time comes.
i
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ANNOUNCING
new
SUPER MELLAPHONE
the

Talking Picture Equipment
Featuring:
RESYNCHRONIZER.

CONNECTS TO THE MAIN DRIVE SHAFT

of the

Projector.
Specially designed

TONE ARM

perfect tracking for

all

PICK-UP

and

insuring

records.

BALANCED FLY WHEELS

maintaining a smooth and

constant pitched tone and finest quality reproduction.

LEVELING SCREWS

on the pedestal so the

may be

disc

accurately leveled in a few moments.

BALL BEARINGS

throughout.

Absolute synchronization

guaranteed.

now being made on the Super Mellaphone
twenty-four hours after receipt of order.

Deliveries are

$775
Over 200
Write,

Wire

or

TWO

MELLAPHONE

Super
Turn
Tables with Pick'Ups, Fader and connections for any Projector.

r\r\ Buys

$500.v/V/

r\(\ Buys the above complete with Amplifier
v/vJ and Speakers.

Certified Installations

Phone for Complete Details

MELLAPHONE CORPORATION
Pennsylvania and

M.

S.

1025 Forbes

Ohio

Distributors:

ENGLAND
St.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

AMERICAN AUTO SUPPLY

Keith Albee Theatre Bldg.

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Tampa,

CO.

Fla.

Northwestern:

ELEC-TRO-FONE CORP.

CO.

2490 University Ave.,

Scranton, Pa.

St. Paul,

Minn.

Canada:

A. E. KLEIN,
Cleveland,

Southern:

AMUSEMENT SUPPLY

MASTER SOUND EQUIP.

Ohio

Montreal

Other Distributors

in

AH

Leading Centers

CO.
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ALL ABOUT PROJECTION
Including Sound

Here

is

shown the new model, the Super

Mellaphone.
nects

Carpentier Signs for

Lead
In

By F. H. Richardson
Three Handsome Volumes

Over 1400 Pages
More Than 400 Illustrations

The Key

Projectionists

These

three

beautiful

volumes

binding constitute the

flexible

greatest projection library and book
value on the market today.

Volumes

I

and

are

II

devoted

entirely to the subject of silent projection and the care and operation

standard
equipment.

of

all

Volume

III is

projection

room

devoted to the sub-

of Sound projection.
In this
volume Richardson makes the mysteries of sound projection understandable to even the most unject

initiated.
It also describes how to
care for sound equipment in order
to secure maximum results.

Each of these volumes contains a
complete question and answer form
of index which is indispensable to
busy managers and projectionists.
Immediate Delivery

— Order

Volumes I and II alone
Volume III alone
Th? Complete Set only

Today-

#6.20 postpaid
#5.20 postpaid
.

# 1 1 .20 postpaid

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug.

Everything."
Production will start the last
week in August. Others in the cast are Sally
O'Neil, Joe E. Brown and Marion Byron.
:

Reo Speedwagon Used
To Exploit Pat he's
"The Office Scandal"
A most

unusual advertising stunt was
by D. B. Dixon, manager of the
Belmont theatre, Nashville, Tenn., recently,

staged

when

the theatre played Pathe's "The Office
Scandal."
A local motor furnished
Dixon with a Reo Speedwagon, on which
an office was erected.
The office was

equipped even to stenographer, bookkeeper,
telephone and practically everything to
complete a real business office.
On the truck Dixon carried banners with
the following legends:
"All she wanted
was love, here is the office where the scandal started" and Phyllis Haver in "Office
Scandal" will be shown for the first time
in Nashville at the Belmont, Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.
The stunt created
much attention with the public and proved
a real exploitation idea.

Chicago,

III.

is

W. E. Completes Its
2,500th Installation;
Equipping 90 Weekly
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

it

con-

Immediate Delivery
(Special to the Herald-World)

ROCHESTER,

Aug.

20.— Mellaphone

Corporation is now located in its new headquarters in the Keith Albee Theatre Building and factory, University avenue.

Immediate
the

deliveries are being made by
the Super Mellaphone.

company on

Orders just received for Mellaphones are
being shipped to dealers in Sydney, Australia,
Havana, Cuba, Rotterdam, Holland,

and Calgary.

Audible Signs Trop;
Complete First Film
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW
eastern

YORK,

Aug. 20.— J. D. Trop is now
for Audible Pictures,

representative

Inc.
The company is releasing a series of
eight 100 per cent talking pictures on the independent market, which are being produced
under the personal supervision of Lon Young.

"In Old California" is the first 100 per cent
Henry
talking picture produced by Audible.
B. Walthall and Helen Ferguson are in the
picture.

RCA

Will Demonstrate

Aug. 20.— Western Electric

in Russia

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

have been
demonstrate

company

in

Aug. 20.—Arrangements

whereby RCA will
Photophone to the Amikino
Moscow, Russia, according to

made

Bucher, vice president of RCA.
The equipment used is that known as the
Type "C" which is designed for theatres
having a capacity of up to 2,000 seats.
E. E.

,

completed

its
2,500th installation.
in the Union DeLuxe theatre,
Australia.
Ashfield,
Western Electric is now installing its sound
systems at the rate of 90 each week, the installations being divided about equally between
the domestic and foreign fields.

just

that

New Headquarters;

Sound Device

This was made

407 South Dearborn Street

In

20.— Georges Carpentier,
who recently completed a short dance and song
number in Warner Brothers'" "Show of
Shows," has been signed for the lead in "Hold

has

Herald- World Bookshop

feature

Mellaphone Located

Warner Picture

to Better Projection

For Theatre Managers and

with

in

A

on the main drive shaft on both
Poivers and Simplex projectors.

Magnascope Screen Hits
MUNCIE,

IND., Aug. 20.— The new magnascope screen at the Rivoli theatre here was
used for the first time recently in the showing of

"Broadway

Babies."

I
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Batsel Chief Engineer

Photophone; Hawkins
Heads Sales Promotion
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK, Aug. 20.— M. C. Batsel,
Westinghouse engineer, has been named chief
Photophone, according to
engineer of

RCA

E. E. Bucher, executive vice president. Batsel
is a pioneer research engineer in the talking

RCA

and has been connected with
Photophone development in the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing company.
activities
of
technical
the
With
Photophone will be under the super-

field

RCA

RCA

vision of Batsel, who will confine his department to the development of recording and
reproduction of sound equipment.

Bucher also announces that Colonel E. P.
Hawkins, radio and motion picture executive,
has been named to head the sales promotional
department of RCA. Hawkins has recently
P P D A and is
been affiliated with the
Hawkins
known throughout the industry.
will give special attention to the small exhibitors and their problems is sound reproduction.

M

Vitaphone to Continue
Production in Brooklyn
Says George E. Quigley
(Special

the Herald-World)

Complete Air Scenes of "Flight";
Columbia Sound Trucks Go to Sea
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug. 20.— Activity in the
iroduction of Vitaphone subjects in the east
be increased immediately, according to an
nnouncement just made by George E. Quigley,
ice-president and general manager of the
/itaphone Corporation. This sets at rest false
umors to the effect that the Vitagraph Studio
A
n Brooklyn contemplated closing down.
ninimum of six short subjects will be filmed
weekly at the Brooklyn plant and as soon as
he new stages now under construction are
ompleted, this schedule will be augmented,

vill

Aug.

—

After four weeks of shooting at the U. S. Marine
San Diego, the Columbia "Flight" company has returned to the
studios here to work on interiors.
Columbia Sound trucks boarded the threemasted schooner, "Bohemia," last week and started for location for their alltalking epic of the sea, "Hurricane." The Bohemia is a 54-year-old craft which
first came into prominence when Cecil B. DeMille discovered it and used it for
a background of "The Yankee Clipper."
Many unusual and sensational sequences passed by an officer of the Marine Corps
20.

flying base in

in "Flight." These include a number of close-ups taken above the clouds and

especially assigned to the task by the govern-

aviation stunts performed by
daredevils of the air. United States Marine
officers, men and airplanes were used for the
big scenes of the production, and an entire
company from the Marine Base at San Diego
not only participated in the action, but rendered technical aid.
Jack Holt, Ralph Graves and Frank R.
Capra, the trio responsible for "Submarine,"
are of the opinion that "Flight" surpasses
anything that they have previously undertaken.
Harry Cohn, vice president in charge of production at the Columbia studios, reports that
"Flight" is the greatest picture Columbia has
ever made.
"It will not only surpass 'Submarine' in scope, magnitude and spectacular
features, but will prove the greatest aviation
picture ever filmed," said Mr. Cohn.
"We

Before starting down the sea to begin work
on "Hurricane" Columbia bumped into a little
trouble in getting their sound trucks aboard

were made

some

thrilling

have

NEW YORK,

37

succeeded

achieving

in

what

has

We

hitherto been considered impossible.
have
made talking and sound sequences and closeabove
the
clouds,
ups
and have recorded a
faithful portrayal of the thrills that take
place at an altitude of several thousand feet.
'Flight' is technically perfect in every detail.
Every foot of film has been supervised and

ment."

the

"Bohemia

"

The width and

height of the sound trucks
were greater than the size of any of the ship's
ports, and in order to get the cargo aboard
it

was necessary

to cut

The

problem that confronted the

greatest

away

part of the doors.

sound engineers was the generation of electricity to re-charge the batteries during the
time the company remained upon the highseas.
The "Bohemia," was equipped with a
small steam generating plant used for entering or leaving ports and harbors, but this was
of no avail in supplying current.
After an
extensive study, the Columbia engineers decided to install a generator and dynamo aboard
the "Bohemia," and hook them up with the
steam plant.
Hobart Bosworth, Johnny Mack Brown,
Leila Hyams, Allan Roscoe, Leila Mclntyre,
Toe Bordeaux and Eddie Chandler were amof.g
the principals to go aboard the "Bohemia"
with the Columbia company.

"Syncrodisk"

)uigley said.

The Vitaphone executive

believes that the
umors of the studio's closing arose through
misunderstanding which followed the anouncemcnt that Bryan Foy, director in chief,
ad left for Hollywood. Foy is to remain at
ie west coast studio for a month to make a
ipecial group of two-reelers but will then ream to Brooklyn to resume charge of activi-

Sound Equipment
Absolute Synchronization
Quiet - Vibrationless

es there.
Meanwhile Murray Roth is mainlining the schedule at the Brooklyn plant.

WE

specialize in the manufacture of
quality sound equipment for theatres.
were the original builders of sound
products that are now nationally known.

We

Columbia Erecting
Structure to House
Sound, Cutting Rooms

Our sound equipment has proved its merit.
More than 200 satisfactory installations.
Syncrodisk turn tables are built with
This special feature
spring suspension.
positively prevents all vibration regardless
of the condition of the projector.

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug. 20.— Columbia Picerecting an up-to-date two-story rein>rced
concrete building here.
The new
ructure will house a thoroughly modern, fully
luipped projection room containing all the
test sound projection devices.
Additional

ires is

rooms, completely equipped to handle
'und-on-film, disc and silent versions are proded in the building. There will also be facili;s for testing and laboratory work.
crew

itting

A

,

"Syncrodisk"
readily attached to

turn table
all stand-

ard

makes

of projectors.

All

gears

bronze and hard-

The

price of Syncrodisk
ing pick-ups and fader.
Syncrodisk

ened

steel

—submerged

in oil.

firms

twenty-five men is working day and night
order to speed construction.

During the past few months Columbia has
actically doubled its West Coast Studios,
nee the first of the year four sound stages
ve been built and installed which are perctly designed to make talking films under
s
Western Electric
System,
which is
apted both to the sound-on-film and disc
sthods.

offers

making proposition
that

can

is

$500.00, includ-

good

a

to

make

Write or wire for

moneyand

dealers

installations.
details.

Weber Machine Corporation
59 Rutter

St.,

Rochester, N. Y.
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THE STUDIO
New

Sixteen

Many

Pictures Start;
Players Sign for Work

Warner's Sign Additional Talent for "Show of Shows"
Gets Five More Big Names on "Tanned Legs"
G
Starts First of Color Audiens Series
By DOUGLAS HODGES
;

;

RK0

(Special to the Herald-World)

M M

HOLLYWOOD,

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug. 20.— Warner Brothers headed the list this week in
signing the greatest number of people.
signed five prominent players for "Tanned Legs."
started production on the first of a series of natural color audiens
featuring the Albertina Rasch dance ensemble.
Paramount has a steady production schedule with seven pictures shooting,
eight in the process of final editing and three that are preparing.
Fox is busy with six units in production and one that is on its way to Ireland.
First National has five companies working.

RKO

MGM

Over 200 chorus girls were signed this
week by Warner Brothers. This brings
the total up to more than 300 girls with the
100 odd ones already under contract.
All
are engaged in the various special numbers of "The Show of Shows," the Vitaphone musical production.
Many other prominent stage and screen
players have been added this week to the

same

Sally

picture.

Eilers,

Jimmy Clem

mons and

Alice Gentle were the latest to
sign contracts.

''Tanned Legs" Starts
June Clyde, reputed to have the most
beautiful legs in Hollywood, has signed for
the leading role in R
O's musical comedy "Tanned Legs." The bit she played
in "Side Street," which Mai St. Clair directed, won her a long term contract.
In
the same picture with the most beautiful
legs are the most famous pair of knees.
Ann Pennington will be in the tuneful

K

comedy

who

has appeared

in

many

of the high school hero roles, will have the
male lead. Sally Blane, Edmund Burns,

Albert Gran, Dorothy Revier and many
others will complete the cast.
Marshall
Neilan will do the directing.

Terpsichoreans at
Albertina
has
duction for
resenting a

MGM

Rasch, creator of dance specstarted her first complete prothe screen.
In a setting rep-

hillside covered with mediaeval
castles, the dancers will stage their various

numbers. The music is by Dimitri Tiompnoted Parisian composer of the "MouRouge Revue" and Morris Gest's "Ah
Ha."
It is a two-reel production called "Shooting Gallery" and the first of the series has
kin,

lio

started at the

MGM

studios.

Paramount Busy with 18 Pictures
The Paramount

studios

this

week are

being devoted to a program of production
activities that include 18 pictures.
There
are seven in actual shooting.
Eight pictures that were recently completed are in
the

cutting

next production.

Borzage Leaves for Dublin
With six pictures in production and seven
that are preparing, the Fox studios are in
the midst of a heavy production program.
Will Rogers' first .starring vehicle, "They
Had to See Paris," has been completed.
It was directed by Frank Borzage and in
rushing it to completion so that Borzage
may leave for Ireland, the company has
been working day and night.
Borzage, with Tom Barry, author, and
a technical staff, leave early in the week
headed for Dublin. From there they will
go to John McCormack's estate, where prowill

begin

on

McCormack's

Aug.

20— A

total

of

572 screen players have signed the standard contract since the Gillmore edict of
Fred Datig, chairman of the
June 5.
of
th<directors
committee
casting
studios, has issued an additional list of
91 names, including 26 players who ajpeared on previous lists and signed again

during a seven day period last week.
Lilyan
Tashman, Mildred
O'Neil,
Sally
Harris, Jocelyn Lee, Daphne Pollard, Louise
Fazenda, Edmund Burns, Wallace McDonald,
Gustave von
Charles
Byer,
Appel,
Gran, Louise Lorraine,
Albert
Walter Kane, Edward Davis, Harry McKee,
Grady Sutton, Bob Randall, Dorothy Baker,
Elois Putman, Margie Crosby, Ronald Rondell,
Ralph Brooks, Eddie de Lange, Andre Cheron
and Winter Hal!.

Sam

Ssyffertitz,

Those signing for the first time
since Equity began its battle for control are:
Marie Prevost, Ethel Wales, Betty Bond,
Eve Southern, Milton Charles, Belle Bennett.
James Murray, Lincoln Stedman, Warren
Baker, Tom Santschi, Arthur Lake. Charles
Grapewin, Nancy Drexel, Noble Johnson, Tom
Kennedy, Nella Walker, Larry Emsdahl, Win
Bowles, William Welsh, Gordon Russell, Joe
Delachuz. Martin Cichy, Jim Leong, Helen
Mehrmann.
Gordon Elliott, Albert Kingsley, William
Elmer, Edna May Ardin, Donna Gay, R.
Guerra, Joe Rodriquez, C. Ramos, M. Luna,
Orville Clampett, D. Valles, Rafael Valverde.
Addie McPhail. Merrill McCormack, Dot
Ponedel, Joe Balch, Ray Hamblett, Edmund
Kilroy, Kermit Maynard, Walter Rogers, Hans
Moebus, Raymond Lopez, Jack Thomas, Laverne Leonard, Carolyn Dine, Gordon Clifford,
M. G. McConnell. Perry Murdock,
Francisco Moran, Anita Guerro, Rosita Del
Mar.
Leonor Piedra, Jorge Crespo, Carlos Alonzo,
Augustan Aragon, Cora Montes, Angelica
Piedra, Juan Torena, Christine Monti.

first

picture.

also.

Arthur Lake,

tacles,

Although there are no pictures in preparation for Clara Bow's next starring vehicle
it is understood that she will make "Blackjack," a waterfront story.
It is reported
that Miss Bow will take a two months'
vacation in Europe before she starts her

duction

572 Players Sign
Standard Contract
Despite Gillmore

rooms,

soon

There are three pictures

to
in

be released.
preparation.

John Stone Adds

to Silent Staff

With the decision of Winfield Sheehan
to make silent versions of all audiens, with
the exception of straight musicals, John
Stone, appointed to head the department,
has organized a staff of 30 within one week.
It includes five title writers and 18 cutters
of positive and negative film besides the
others.
"Behind That Curtain" was the first to
receive silent treatment and "The Cock-

Eycd World"

F irst

is

the next.

National Starts

First

Two More

National started two pictures this

There are five companies now working and three that are preparing.
One to
start was "Lilies of the Field," starring
Corrine Griffith.
Others in the cast are
Eve Southern, Rita LeRoy, Virginia Bruce,
Cissy Fitzgerald, Betty Boyd and Jean
Bart.
Alexander Korda is directing the
week.

picture.

"The Dark Swan," featuring Lois Wilson,
Warner in the male lead. The

with H. B.

cast includes Olive Borden, Kathleen Williams, Aileen Manning, Hallam Cooley and

James Ford.

Francis X. Bushman and
Ethel Clayton Featured
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug.

20.— Francis

X.

Bushman and Ethel Clayton are featured in
"Painted Faces" now nearing completion
at the Tec Art studios.
The story is by
the well known playwright, Maxine Alton.
Miss Alton not only wrote the screen version of her stage play but also wrote the
dialog and theme song of the picture. It is
being produced by the Pickwick ProducFrank
tions
under
direction
of
the

O'Connor.

Milestone Will Direct
"Quiet on Western Front"
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug. 20.— Lewis

Mile-

stone has been engaged to direct "All
Quiet on the Western Front," for Universal.
Maxwell Anderson, well know playwright is preparing Erich Maria Remarque's book for the screen.

I

:
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Inspiration Names
Sol Lesser General
Manager for Coast
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

Aug. 20.— Sol Lesser has

joined Inspiration as

Western general man-

He

has taken over the
and business affairs

ager.

management

Boyce

-

will

de-

vote a large part of

time to developing the business of
the Tec-Art Studios,

which he

also

is

and
vice president
treasurer.
King will remain in

Henry

charge
tion,

of

and

producEmil C.

Lesser

Sol

Jensen as vice president in charge of sales.
Lesser brings with him all of Harold Bell
vVright's stories which Inspiration intends
o produce in the near future as all-talking
jroductions.

Academy Discusses New
Problems

in

Projection

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug. 20.—The Academy
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences at a

if

DOUGLAS FOX

—

This sets at rest rumors that the Vitagraph studios in Brooklyn were about
down rumors following the announcement that Bryan Foy, director
in chief, had left for Hollywood.
Foy will stay on the Coast for a month to make some special two reelers
and then return to take up his work again in the East. In his absence Murray
Roth will be in charge of things in- Brooklyn.
A minimum of six shorts a week will be played in the Ziegfeld Follies and is called
George LeMaire,
"A Tight Squeeze."
filmed at the Brooklyn plant and as soon
Evalyn Knapp and Jimmy Conlin arc the
as the new stages are completed this

—

to shut

his

of

the

—

NEW

Smith,
who will continue
as vice president and
treasurer,

LeMaire, Whose Pathe Comedies Are Hitting a Mark in
Company Is Still
Theatres, Completes New One
Undecided on Foreign Language Films

YORK, Aug. 20. Activity in the production of Vitaphone shorts in
the East will be increased immediately, according to announcement this week
by George Quigley, vice-president and general manager of Vitaphone.

ties.
J.

Vitaphone Short Production to
Continue East Despite Rumors
By

company's
the
of
West Coast activi-

39

nceting held here this

week with

ectionists discussed new
ection and photography.

local pro-

problems

in pro-

As a result of
he meeting a committee will be formed to
ecure all available information on this sub-

ect.

The chief problem was the aperture plate
nd various methods of framing the picture.
standard size aperture plate is being
ought.
Several members told how they
/ere using the smaller aperture plate and
shorter focal length lens on the Movieone film to fill the screen. The new movble base on projection machines was also
\

schedule will be augmented.
Vitaphone
has recently bought a couple of George
Kelly's one act plays for short subjects.
They are "The Flattering Word" and
"Finders-Kee-pers."
Vitaphone
officials
say that with these plays and with J. P.
McEvoy's series of newspaper shorts, they
will do for the screen short subject what
the Theatre de Vaudeville in Paris is doing
for short stage plays of unusual merit and
appeal.

LeMaire Completes New One
Among those who have made shorts

for

Vitaphone in the past few days are Coletta
Ryan and Duke Yellman; Dave Apollon
and his Russian Stars; Eric Zardo and
Guido Ciccolini; William Halligan and
Mary Mulhern and Ben Pollack with his
Park Central Orchestra.
George LeMaire, whose rather broad
comedies for Pathe are doing well throughout the country, has just completed another
two reel dialog picture at Sound Studios.
This is one of the sketches which was

featured players.

May Produce

in Spanish
Meanwhile Pathe officials are

still

unde-

cided about their foreign language pictures.
It is known that they favor Spanish most
and that if they do decide in favor of it
Robert Kane will do the producing for
them.
Production will be handled in the
East.
Companies will not go abroad, although native companies may be brought
over here.
Frank Shea, foreign manJ.
ager, is now abroad and looking the situation over.
If he finds any talent he may
bring it back with him.
Plays that are
filmed will be of Spanish origin, possibly
the classics of the literature that is Spain's.

Select New Brook Vehicle
At Paramount's Long Island Studio they,
are still busily engaged on the filming of
"The Return of Sherlock Holmes" with
Clive Brook, Basil Dean directing.
On
completion of this picture Brook will get
(Continued on next page)

iscussed.

Harvey Gates, Writer, to
Leave Warner Brothers

No

Cutting Is Required in Negative
Produced by New Paramount Director

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug.

20.

—

Harvey

writer, will leave Warner Brothers
ie latter part of this month.
Gates has
lrnished a large percentage of the Warner
utput for the past three years.
His new
filiations will be announced shortly, it is

iates,

Of

(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES, Aug. 20.— Alma
>n filed

here.

The ceremony

will take place in

Hollywood

Friday.

Brown Signs

ally

O'Neil

to Direct

RKO Audien

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug. 20.— Melville Brown

signed to direct Sallv O'Neil in "Jazz
eaven," for
It will be Miss O'Neil's
st Radio picture.

is

RKO.

Brown expects

Coming

Para-

per cent of a picture's total footage before.
Now comes Mamoulian with "Applause" in
which at least 85 per cent of the scenes are

photographed

to have the cast and story
for production within several weeks.

it

motion

!

'Applause' has been made possible
with the advent of talking pictures," Mamoulian points out. "In
the silent picture, movement of
the camera was limited by the
The
necessity of printed titles.
action was forced to a halt whenever a title was needed. But with
present sound-recording methods,
the dialog and sound can be continuous and the camera can move

to the screen

Guild

is

in

"The present experiment with

from the
where he staged
such successes as "Porgy" and
"Wings Over Europe," MamouTheatre

lian,

Bennett

to marry her personal manager,
Harry
pringler, according to a statement of inten-

;>dy

included in the

ting.

Xlma Bennett to Marry
Her Personal Manager

4 el

features

lowing are outstanding
A traveling camera.
A negative requiring no cut-

lid.

l

several

mount picture, "Applause," just produced for
Paramount by Rouben Mamonlian, the fol-

believed, has developed

a revolutionary technique in the
filming of his first picture at the
Paramount Long Island studio.

Helen Morgan is starred.
The
traveling camera is the basis of
his experiment and studio officials

as

it

pleases."

Because of this
tinuous motion of

almost

con-

are enthusiastic in their praise of
the camera,
his work to date. The prediction
Rouhen Mamoulian
cutting would be difficult, since
is freely made that Mamoulian's
one scene flows into the next.
plan will bring into existence an entirely new
Mamoulian solved this difficulty by cutting his
screen technique.
picture in manuscript form first and in rehearsals later. Every detail of the action was
The moving camera is not a new departure
worked out perfectly in advance and timed
in motion pictures; it was used effectively by
with a stop watch. Only assembling will be
the Germans
in
"The Last Laugh" and
necessary
when the final scene is filmed.
"Variety" and has been effectively handled by

many American

directors

in

recent

years.

But cameramen estimate that the traveling
camera has never photographed more than 20

NEW
title

Anthony With Warners'
YORK. — De Leon Anthony has

the silent versions of

Warner

signed to
Brothers' pictures,
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News Notes
"Hollywood Revue"
"VTEW YORK, Aug. 20.— "Superlative !"
That is a one word review of
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's latest opus, "The
Hollywood Revue of 1929," which opened
at the Astor theatre here last week, replacing "The Broadway Melody," which had
been there since February 1. And although
it is not in our department to
say so, we
hazard the guess that the M G M's first
revue will stay on Broadway even longer
'

.

.

than

.

its

musical show.
Dietz crashed through with his

first

Howard
human billboard.

Twenty-six girls in red, white and blue,
mostly feathers, looked down on the surge
of traffic in Times Square from the biggest
billboard in New York. And they did more
than look down on traffic. They stopped
Broadway stopped and gazed in wonit.
der.
We mingled with the crowd. "Dem's
goils," said an ancient one who should have
been in his grave years ago. He took a
lively

interest

in

the

And

proceedings.

thousands of others did likewise. The hubillboard, garishly reminiscent of the

man

major purpose. It attracted attention and plenty of it.
It was not an easy job to fight our way
into the theatre, but it was certainly worth
the effort.
Talk about audience reaction!
They ate it up. Even a mawkishly sentimental song by Charlie King about your
mother and mine, the only critically objectionable thing on the program, was lapped
up by the ladies in the house who had, we
circus,

fulfilled

assume,

its

fulfilled

primordial function.
than made up for his

their

And King more

delinquency by some
work which had us rolling
initial

rare
in

comedy

our seats.

The names

of the cast were something to
conjure with.
Never had there been such
a galaxy of talent in any show, legitimate
or otherwise, and never was a batting average so high.
The consensus of audience opinion indicated that the screen was really beginning
to show the stage what it could accomplish

sheer entertainment.
"The Hollywood
of 1929" gave you more for your
money than any revue in town. And that's
only the first of the series.
G
deserves a lot of credit for turning out such a uniformly good piece of
work.
And so does Charles Reisner, the
man who directed it.
have not the
space to go over each act. Here, however,
in

Revue

M

magnificent work in Roland West's "Alibi,"
started out very well in "Fast Life" but,
toward the end was permitted to over-act.
The theme of "Fast Life" is the old, old
one of all for the love of a lady. Francis
Dillon, who directed, said that Fairbanks,
^'oung and Morris were the most talented
players he had ever worked with.
They
lived their parts, he said, and did honestly
realistic and spontaneously youthful work.
And we must say that Mr. Dillon is largelv
right.— D. C. F.

"Dance of Life"
"Dance of Life," which is Paramount's
picture version of the popular stage play
"Burlesque," was brought before a large
and admiring audience at the Rivoli theatre
here Friday evening. The picture was well
received, applause breaking out occasionally
at some of its more exciting moments.
"Dance of Life" is good entertainment,
which should be popular through the country.
It shows Hal Skelly in his familiar
role as the reckless, devil-may-care, funmad comedian of burlesque who finally
makes the Follies stage, only to have his
head turned and end up a bum. it shows
pretty Nancy Carroll go the limit for this
thankless but lovable fool.
The story is,
of course, good.
When a picture is fashioned so closely
on the model of a stage play, comparison is
inevitable.
And I'm sorry to report that
from where I sat, which was in the last row
of the huge Rivoli theatre, "Dance of Life"
was dull compared to "Burlesque." The
picture was chopped up into an endless succession of sequences, so that the thread of
the thing seemed to be getting tangled.
Worse than that Skelly's dramatic and
excited dance to the Wedding March came
off in pretty flat style.
But these are carping criticisms, caused
perhaps by the fact that it was hard to hear
everything from where I sat. Most of the
picture fans through the country never saw
"Burlesque" and they will find "Dance of
Life" grand entertainment, even if it does
not advance the aft of talking pictures in
any particular. P. V.

—

NEW YORK PRODUCTION
(Continued from preceding page)

We

briefly, are the facts of the. case:
"The Hollywood Revue," with Marion Davies, John
Natacha
Nattova
and company.
Norma
Shearer, Joan Crawford, William Haines, Bessie Love,
Buster Keaton, Conrad Nagel, Marie Dressier, JackBenny, Charles King, Lionel Barrymore, Polly Moran.
Ukulele Ike, Gus Edwards, Stan Laurel and Oliver
Hardy, Karl Dane, George K. Arthur, Anita Page,
Gwen Lee, Albertina Rasch Ballet, Brox Sisters, The
Rounders, and a chorus of 200; music by Gus Edwards; lyrics by Joe Goodwin; musical score and
orchestra under personal direction of Arthur Lange;
dances and ensemble by Sammy Lee, assisted byGeorge Cunningham; directed by Charles F. Reisner;
dialog by Al Boasberg and Robert Hopkins; song
interpolations by Nacio Herb Brown, Arthur Freed.
Dave Snell, Jesse Greer, Ray Klages, Martin Broones,
Fred Fisher and Andy Rice; phoiographv by John
Arnold. Irving G. Ries and Maximilian Fabian; settings by Cedric Gibbons and Richard Day; costumes
by David Cox; edited by William Gray; sound technician, Russel Franks; recording engineer, Douglas
Shearer.

— D.

C. F.

"Fast Life"
"Fast Life," which opened here last week
Central theatre, is a feather in tincap of First National.
It is a good consistent story of this fast younger generation
which is doing so much to upset the minds
of prelates, reformers and parents who have
not kept up with the times.
The picture, audience opinion indicated,
was notable for the natural performances
of Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Loretta
Young.
Chester Morris, who did such
at the

TREM

Aug. 20.—
CARR
has completed the organization of his
production staff at the Darmour
studios. Production will begin soon on a
series of eight audiens to be released by
Continental Talking
Pictures
the
Cor-

RKO

poration.

RALPH CEDER

has started production on
another of the Record Breaker Series at

the

Darmour

RKO

were written by the

studios.
H. C.

late

These stories
Witwer.

JOHN BARRYMORE

has finished "GenCrack" at Warner Brothers. He is
now appearing in his featured presentation
of "Richard the Third" in the "Show of
Shows."
eral

WILLIAM BEAUDINE

has started production on "The Dark Swan" at First
National.
Lois Wilson has the featured
role.
Others in the cast are H. B. Warner,
Edmund Burns, Olive Borden, Kathleen
Williams and Aileen Manning.

GEORGE O'BRIEN
role in the

will

have the featured

Zane Grey story "The Lone

Star Ranger." Production will begin soon
at the Fox studio.
Buddy Erickson will
direct the picture.

DOVE

BILLIE

plays a "painted angel" in
her next for First National. The picture

went into production under the title of
"The Broadway Hostess."
It has been
changed to "The Painted Lady."

HELEN

KERCHOFF,

popular

right to work again, opposite Jean Eagels
time, in "The Laughing Lady."
Victor Schertzinger will direct.
He arrived
from the Coast some time ago and has been
in conference with Bartlett Cormack, who
adapted the play to the screen.
Cormack and Monta Bell, associate producer, have taken a few days off and have
gone to the Maine woods. They are sched-

this

uled to be back by September

first.

Clarke to Stage Dances
Jack Clarke, radio entertainer and dancer,
now broadcasting weekly over WMCA, has
been put on a long term contract by American Sound Studios to stage the dances
used in a series of musical numbers for
which Shapiro, Bernstein & Company are
furnishing the songs and arrangements.
Paula Trueman, star of "The Grand
Street Follies," will shortly make a singing and talking picture version of her famous "Age of Innocence" skit in the 1929
edition of the Follies, at the Gramercy
Studios. R
will release it.

KO

IT ill

the
will

A

being written for Miss Kerchoff
and her sister Irene, who will also be seen
short skit

is

and heard.

GEORGE W. GIBSON,

president of Fashion Features, Inc., has left for New York
He carried
via the Standard Air Lines.
with him the first of the Hollywood designed styles to be modeled by film stars
for his fashion reel.

LLOYD BACON

started

work

this week
at Warnei

Brothers. The picture stars Winnie Lightmusical comedy favorite.

ner,

RENAUD HOFFMAN

has sold an untitlec
story to Sono-Art which was so well liket
that it has displaced "A Year and a Day'
as Eddie Dowling's second starring vehicle
Production will begin in September.

BRYAN FOY

returned to Hollywood thi
week after almost eight months in Nev
York where he had been directing Vita
phone short subjects at Warner Brother
eastern studios. His return here brings
Yitaphone short subject production
Hollywood.

th
t'

GEORGE LEWIS,

ex-star of the Collegia
finishing a stellar role in "Tonigh
Harry Pollard
at Twelve" for Universal.
directing the picture.
series

is

i

DOROTHY GULLIVER,

Wampas star o
R K O to play th
Mb
"Night Parade."

1927 has been signed by

feminine
Gulliver
stars.

role

in

was another

of the Collegian

seric

"Night Parade" was taken from

th

stage hit "Ringside."

Sono Art Buys New Story
For Eddie Dowling's Nex

Glorify Ginsburg

Louise Brock, supervisor, and Marc
Sandridge, director, are to glorify the great
American Ginsburg in a series of two reel
comedies, now being filmed at the Gramercy Studios, for R K O.

singer

whose voice has been heard over
radio, stage and phonograph records
soon make her talking picture debut.

on "She Couldn't Say No"

M

Gilbert,

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug.

20— "Blaze O' Glory

the next picture for Eddie Dowling. Sor
Art have purchased the story written
is

1

Renaud Hoffman and production
shortly.

will
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Herald- World's Production Directory
BRAND

CHIEF

DIRECTOR

STORY

STARTING

NAME

PLAYERS

STORY

DATE

DIRECTOR

Columbia Studios
"The Broadway
Hoofer"

July 29

Carmel Myers
Jack Egan
Doris

"Song of Love"

Erie Kenton

Belle

Daw6on
August

Baker

"Sweetie"
"Behind the

Frank Turtle

All-star Cast

Robert Milton

All-star Cast

6

"The Saturday
Night Kid"
"Darkened

Evelyn Brent

July 27

Dennis King

July 27

Rooms"
Were King" Ludwig Berger

July 29

RKO

Frances Lee

"Night Parade"

Mai

St.

"Tanned Legs"
July 15

Clarence

July 29

Pass"

"No, No,
Nanette"

of the

"Lillies

Field

•The

Dark

Swan"
"The Painted
Angel"

Co-starring
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
and Loretta Young
Badger Bernice Claire

Alexander Gray
Louise Fazenda
Lucien Littlefield
Zasu Pitts
Alexander Korda Corrine Griffith
Eve Southern
William
Lois Wilson
Beaudine
H. B. Warner
Millard

Webb

Billie

Marshall Neilan

"A Song

Frank Borzage
Kenneth Hawks

Hawk" John

of

Lew

Blystone

5

August 8

Roach Studios
NO PRODUCTION

ffl

Dove

August

12

August

12

Sennett Studios
NO PRODUCTION

July 23

Tiffany-Stahl Studios

Janet Gaynor
Charles Farrell
Will Rogers
Irene Rich
Lee Tracy
Mae Clark
Helen Chandler
John Garrick
Robert Emery

June

Kentucky"

24

July

"Woman to
Woman"

Victor Saville

"Zeppelin"

Edward Sloman

Betty
r

1

Blystone

August

1

Conway Tearle
Virginia Valli
Ricardo Cortez

August

1

Tec-Art Studios

July 15

Burton King

"In Old

Moran
Warner Baxter
Mary Duncan

August

Henry Walthall

Audible Pictures

July 24

Helen Ferguson
George Duryea
Larry Steers

California"

August

6

Lois

Hawk" John

Compson

George Barraud

July 8

Daphne Pollard
Joe Wagstaff

Seller

"Romance of the Al Santell
Rio Grande"
'Big Time"
Kenneth Hawks
The Sky

August
ffl

Hugh Trevor
Ann Pennington
Edmund Burns

Edmund Lowe

"Sunny Side Up" David Butler

"The Sky

Studios

Arthur Lake

Fox Studios

"They Had to
See Paris"
"Big Time"

July 6

Marie Prevost
Dorothy Gulliver

Clair

First National Studios
Eddie Cline

Bow

Clara

Sutherland
Louis Gasnier

Geneva Mitchell
Adrienne Dore

"The Forward

July 6
July 6

Edward

"If I

Johnny Arthur

A. Leslie
Pearee

DATE

Make-Up"

Christie Studios
"Adam's Eve"

STARTING

NAME

Paramount Studios

Sally O'Neil

George
Archainbaud

BRAND

CHIEF

PLAYERS

Ray Hallor

10

ffl

Lee Tracy
Mae Clark
Helen Chandler

July 8

United Artists Studios
ffl

July 15

Daphne Pollard
John Garrick

"Condemned"

F. Richard

Show"

'Trader

Horn"

Charles Reisner

W.

S.

Vandyke

'Jungle"

Jack Conway

'Navy Blues"

Clarence

Brown

Bessie Love

Jacques Feyder

William Haines
Anita Page
Karl Dane
C.

Sam Goldwyn

Prods.

August

1

Universal Studios
July 22

Charles King
Harry Carey
Edwina Booth
Joan Crawford
Robert Montgomery

J.

•Jealousy"

Ronald Colman

Ann Harding

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios
'Road

Jones

Reginald

•Mississippi

May
June

7

Gambler"

Barker Joseph Schildkraut
Joan Bennett

July 26

Alec B. Francis
Otis Harlan

27

July 15

Carmelita Geraghty

Harry

Wild West

J.

Brown

Ken Maynard

August

8

August

2

Gladys McConnell

Show"

Otis Harlan

Nugent

'Shanghai Lady" John Robertson

Greta Garbo

July 20

Mary Nolan
James Murray
Wheeler Oakman

'Shannons

of

Emmett Flynn

Broadway"

Metropolitan Studios

Wyler

Godfathers"
'Welcome
Danger"
Hell's Angels"

Mai

St.

Clair

Harold Lloyd

Lloyd Prods.

Howard Hughes Ben Lyon
James Hall

Sept. 17

Nov. 1927
(Talking Sequences)

The
Racketeer"

E. H. Griffith

Constance Bennett
Regis Toomey
Robert Ames

Howard Higgin

Mahlon Hamilton
Robert Armstrong
Carol Lombard

"Show of
Shows"

Leo McCarey

All Star Cast

Dawn"

Staff Direction

All-star Cast

Ray Enright

August 5

Frank Fay

July 11

July 29

Vivienne Segal
Noah Beery

July 23

Alice Gentle
Sojin

Lee Moran
Marian Byron

July 23

Red Hot

Rhythm"

August 12

GGleason

Warner Brothers Studios

'Golden
Rich People"

ucille

Charles Bickforth
Fred Kohler

Raymond Hatton

Caddo Prods.

Pathe Studios

James Gleason
I

William

'Three

"She Couldn't

August

S

Say No"

Lloyd Bacon

Winnie Lightner

August

6

—
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THE SHORT FEATURE
Columbia Adds Series of Dozen
Two-Reel Talking Farce Comedies

Releases
WEEK OF AUGUST

EDUCATIONAL— "His

A series of twelve two-reel all-talking farce comedies will be released by Columbia the coming season. They will be issued to exhibitors once a month in
the 1929-30 release year and will have the brand name of "Premier Comedies."
This series will complete a widely varied selection of short product on the Columbia schedule.
Columbia declares that the Premier Comedies will be made with all the care and skill
of feature-length productions and staged as
elaborately as any six-reel subject.
The comedies will be directed by leaders
in the field and will feature wellknown men
and women comedians. Great care is being
taken in the preparation of the continuities,
which are the work of acknowledged writers
ot popular farce comedy.
Premier Comedies are the only two-reelers
to be featured in the Columbia "Prosperity
Group," which consists of 116 short subjects,
inauding 13 single-reel Disney cartoons released under the title of "Silly Symphonies,"
13 "Krazy Kat" cartoons, 26 natural Color
Singles, 26 Columbia-Victor Gems and 26
Issues of the "Talking Screen Snapshots."
The entire group of short subjects is all-talking and introduces singing, dancing and novel
sound and musical

effects.

MGM Cameraman Will
Make

Official

Camera

Record of Graf's Trip

Scotland Yard." In the new serial, Blake has
found his tongue. Also, the breath of life has
been given to the master criminals, the hench-

men, the bobbies, and

the beautiful

to

Lady

Diana.

"The Ace

of

Yard"

Scotland

ten
Taylor, a
in

is

chapters and was directed by Ray
veteran serial maker.
Harold M. Atkinson
wrote the story. Craufurd Kent, a well known
English actor and screen favorite, plays the
role of Blake.

Releasing 6 Empire
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Aug. 20.— Empire Produc-

distributors of dialog and sound
comedies and novelties exclusively, announce
that Jack S. Grauman's Milwaukee exchange,
lions,

Inc.,

Celebrated Players Film Corporation, will release six cartoons synchronized with music

and sound

effects, in

.Michigan.

The cartoons

Wisconsin and Northern
are in natural colors,

and the entire six are completed and ready for

Hartman

is

the Berlin representative for the

Hearst newsreel and was the only cameraman
aboard the Zeppelin when it made its first
trip to United States.
Recently he came to
America on the first trip of the steamship
Bremen as official motion picture cameraman.

Sound and Dialog Add
New Kick to Serials;

"U" Completes
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Aug. 20.— Screen serials, the
episodic thrillers that long have supplied melodrama in the raw to motion picture fans, have
taken a new lease on life and popularity with
the advent of sound and dialogue in motion
pictures.
With the addition of voice and
sound effects, the action, the thrills and the
suspense of this type of screen entertainment
hapc been immeasurably heightened. No stage
mystery play ever gripped its audience as the
new talking serial can.
Universal has just completed "Blake of

"A

Stone

Age Romance,"

Fable, two-thirds; "The Plumbers
Are Coming," George Le Maire comedy, two.
UNIVERSAL— "Saucy Sausages," Oswald, snappy
comedy, one; "The Shadow of Death," Adventure
picture, Kingston, two; "Use Your Feet," Collegians, Fourth Series, two; "Stop Barking." Stern
Bros., Buster Brown, two; "The Wallop," Featurette, Carey, two.

WEEK OF AUGUST

EDUCATIONAL— "Ticklish
Collins-Dent, two.
PATHE— "Untitled," Fable,
Topic No. 12,
Review," disc news and

Fits,"

2S
Mermaid,

Business,"

two-thirds,
"Topicai
one-third;
"Pathe Audio
Pathe disc review.

CHRISTIE— "The Sleeping Porch," Raymond Griffith, two.
WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 1
UNIVERSAL—"Race Riot," Oswald Snappy comedy,
one; "The Signal of Hope," Adventure, Kingston,
two; "Splash Mates," Collegians, two; "Burning
Youth," Sid Saylor, two; "Sweethearts," Rooney
Family, two; "The Boy and the Bad Man." Featurette, Bobbie Nelson, two.

CHRISTIE— "The
fith,

Sleeping Porch,"

8

Raymond

Grif-

two.

EDUCATIONAL—
"Fire
UNIVERSAL— "Own a

Lupino Lane. two.
Home," Snappy comedy,

Proof,"

"Baby Talks," Sunny Jim, two;
Lives for One," Adventure, Kingston, two;

Edwards-Roach;

"Two
"The

Round-up,"
Lone
Daugherty, Ressiue, two.

Western

WEEK OF SEPTEMBER

EDUCATIONAL—"Prince

Featurette,

IS

Gabby," Edward

Everett

CHRISTIE— "Ladies'

Horton, Coronet, two.

Choice," Charlie Grapewin. two.
UNIVERSAL— "Oil Wells," Oswald, one; "The
Adventure, Kingston, one;
Prince of Greed,"
"Graduation Daze," Collegians, two; "The Love
Tree," Rooney Family, two; "The Actor," Benny
Rubin, one; "The Red Rider," Carson, two.

Norman Chaney Joins

Newspictures
UNIVERSAL .NEWSPAPER NEWSREEL
United States wins
—
Wills clinches victory

NO. 65
Wightman Cup when Helen
C. M. Scull wins boat race

—

and $6,000 Lipton cup--Lieut. Williams tries out
his mystery plane at Philadelphia
Starts pushing
hoop for 2,000 miles from Texas to New York.

Hal Roach's Rascals,
47 Inches, Weighs 106

—

MGM
INTERNATIONAL
Wrecked
saved

NEWSREEL

NO.

1

—

—

fliers
in Ocean by Fisherman
45
dynamite shatter mountainside in spectacular
Salt Springs, California
Helen Wills captures Wightman cup by defeating English stars
Jap banish disease in fantastic pageant Mexicans
"put wise" to new Paris styles.
PARAMOUNT NEWS NO. 4— Lieut. Al Williams,
United States entry in Schneider air race, aims at
400-mile-an-hour
record Three
is
mile
bridge
opened at Charleston. South Carolina United
States wins Wightman Cup
"Reds" protest war.
KINOGRAMS NO. 5525— Huge crowd visits Graf
Zeppelin at Lakehurst on night of departure for

tons

—

blast at

—

—

—

—

Germany

First

Driver," Grantland Rice Sportlight, one;

release.

M M

M

Drew, Ideal comedy, two.
Day," Fable, two-thirds; "The River

PATHE— "Wash

WEEK OF SEPTEMBER

Shorts in Milwaukee

Newsreel cameraRobert Hartman,
G
man, is the only motion picture cameraman
aboard the Graf Zeppelin and will photograph

The picture
the official record of the flight.
which he will take will also be shown exclusively in
G M's International Newsreel
and stills will be featured in the pictorial
pages of the Hearst papers.

18

Baby Daze," Lloyd Hamil"Look Out Below," Raymond McKee,
Jack White comedy, two; "Fake Flappers," Jerry
two;

ton,

— 50,000

Jamboree,

42

Boy Scouts take

countries

part in the World
50,000 en-

represented

—

team defeated
and one-half
skill at Los Angeles.
KINOGRAMS NO. 5526—8,000 fans see United
States women tennis players regain Wightman cup
in thrilling match at Forest Hills, New York
333,000 tons of solid granite tumble as huge blast
of 42 tons of dynamite is set off in Mokelumne
thusiastic rooters see Berlin football

—Three

championship game
year old swimmer shows her
in

final

River

Dam

world

trip

project.

PATHE NEWS
lington,

NO. 67— Graf Zeppelin

—Tribute paid
Vt. — Unveil monument
California — Boy
to

last

SOUND

man

off

NEWS

NO.

of

World

3— Louis

English Channel, is greeted
by mayor Impressive ceremony before famous
Rheims Cathedral marks 500th anniversary of ride
of Joan of Arc Graf Zeppelin leaves on world trip.
Bleiriot, first

—

—

to fly

and he hails from Baltimore, Md.
Chubby was discovered a few months ago
when a nation-wide contest was conducted by

gang

Loew's Theatres, Inc., to find child personaliChubby Chaney was the
ties for "Our Gang."
only youngster selected from the contestants
by Roach and McGowan to become a permanent member of "Our Gang." He was signed
on a long term contract, after having been
tried out in an "Our Gang" talking comedy.
The new Fatty is the first addition made to
the Hal Roach Rascals since 1927.
Chubby Chaney, 9 year old, wobbles the
scales up to 106 pounds, and measures 4/

He has been enrolled in fifth
grade studies in the Our Gans School by MrsFern Carter, teacher.
inches in height.

on

street car in Burto Mark Twain at

Scouts
Mono Lake,
gather at England for Jamboree.

PARAMOUNT

sails

(Special to the Herald-World)

Xorman "Chubby" Chaney, no relation to
Lon — is the new Rascal to join Hal Roach's

Sound Opening Acclaimed
(Special to the Herald-World)

RICHMOND,

—

Capacitv
IND., Aug. 2.
crowds acclaimed the successful debut of talk-

ing pictures at the Ritz theatre here.

.I

;
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HARRY FOX AND

Metro Movietone Acts
64S

For release August

feet.

1929.

3.

SECIL LEAN AND CLEO MAYFIELD i84). Number: "H
For release August 10. 1929.
Lucky Day." 1.735 feet.
Numbers: a. "The One That
iEORGIE PRICE (81).

I

Me": b. "I'm Marehing Home to You." ?14
For release August 17. 1929.
•HIL SPITALNY and His Pennsylvania Orchestra (82).
Numbers: a. "MedieT of Musical Comedy Hits": b. "Fare701 feet.
For release August 24. 1929.
well Blues."
AN AND SCHENCK (83). Numbers: a. "That's How You
Can Tell They're Irish"; b "Rainbow 'Round My Shoul833
der": c. "Ramona"; d. "The Diiie Troubadours."
For release August 31. 1929.
feet.
Lore Loves

Wabash Moon."

EORGE DEWEY WASHINGTON

Numbers:

(84).

KURENKO

MARIA

:

Summer."

September

28.

1929.

ELLER SISTERS ANO LYNCH (88).
DTi Do": b. "Ka Krazy for You":

Numbers:
"If

c.

"How

a.

Had You."

I

For release October 5. 1929.
(S9i.
Numbers: a. "Paradise Lost": o.
For release Octo713 feet.
"Marie": c. "The Paring."

727 feet.

VETTE RUGEL
ber 12. 1929.

ILTMORE TRIO

Number:

(90).

Birds."

"Jail

860

feer.

For release October 19. 1929.

LYBE DOERR

(91).

phone March": b.
d. "Bve. Bve. Sweetheart."
ber 26.

Numbers:

Saxophone act.
"Sunny Snuth"
795

feet.

-

"Technicalities";
For release Octo-

c.

:

"San

a.

1923.

WARING

Numbers: a. "Glad Rag Doll": b
565
"Just a Garden": c. "I'm Marching Home to You."
For release NoTember 2. 1929.
feet.
iTTA RUFFO (93). Number: "L'Africaine." 520 feet.
For release November 9. 1929.
XRL AND BELL (94). Numbers: a. "La Spagnola": b.
"Kiss Me Again": c. "Blue Hawaii"; d. "Just a MelFor release November 16. 1929.
ody." 700 feet.
Numbers: a. "Serenade": h
JCI DE KEREKJARTO (95).
For release November 23.
622 feet.
"Witches' Dance."

)M

'921.

1929.

AARONSON'S COMMANDERS

VING

Now";

"She's Nobody's Sweetheart
heart"; c. "I'll Get By."

696

Numbers:

(96).

"The
For

b.
feet.

a.

Sailor's Sweetrelease Novem-

ber 30. 1929.

MMY HUSSEY

Number: "Cneasy Street."

197).

For release December

EVANS

)Y

bv

December

feet.

(98).

in

comedy

feet.

For

release

1929.

14.

REVELLERS

Numbers: a. "I'm Looking Over
Breezing
i
Four Leaf Clover"; b. "Rose of Waikiki": c.
For release December
Alone With tht Breeze."
607 feet.
IE

(99).

"

1929.

(21.

KOAME MARIA KURENKO

Numbers:

11)0).

Song" from "Dinorah": b. "Song
For release December 2S. 1929.

ALTER

C.

KELLY

AND SCHENCK

N

[Mac
.

"St.

in

(101).

For release January

eet.

"Shadow

a.

714

feet.

The Virginia Judge."

803

India."

of

1930.

4.

Numbers:

(102).

"Everything's
Nothin' Now":

a.

Be All Bight": b. "Ain't
For release January 11.
Louis Blues."
799 feet.
Got

to

(930.

YDE DOERR (103). Saxophone act. Numbers: a. •Wealing of the Painted Doll": b. "If I Had You": c.
Original Music." 572 feet. For release January 18. 193).

LTMORE TRIO

(104)

January

release

in

"College

Bomeos."

853

feet

1930.

25.

"Melody in F."

Vitaphone Acts
E ISLE

OF LOST SHIPS:

Ro bards and

ason

A

Ships."

joet
tOZL

Trailer (3363).

Noah Beery introduce

:

MAN

THE INTERVIEW

(838).
Three Scenes.
Hugh O'ConneU.
as the veteran reporter, presents the second serio-comic
sketch in the Russell C rouse newspaper series.

HARRY ROSENTHAL
ORCHESTRA 1836).

and HIS

BATH ANO TENNIS CLUB
Band

set.
Harry Rosenthal,
tango dancers. Ziegfeld
Cornel Smelser. accordionist, and the Bath and
Tennis Club Orchestra present songs and dances. Numbers:
a.
"Was It Love": b. "Ida"; c. "Twelfth Street Rag";
d. "If I Could Get a Break With Tou."
BILLY "SWEDE" HALL & CO. (835) in "HILDA."
Scene : Hotel Lobby.
Billy impersonates a Scandinavia n
chambermaid.
THE OPRY HOUSE (834). Scene: Theatre. Lew Hearn.
Broadway comedian and featured player in "The Royal
Box" ; Doris Walker, vaudeville and Vitaphone songstress
and The Mound City Blue Blowers, phonograph, radio
and musical comedy stars.
Numbers: a. "I Ain't Got
Nobody"
"Mr
Let Me Call You Sweetheart " ; c.
b.
Gal Sal."
CORA GREEN .825). Scene: Drawing Room. Cora Green
singing
"Travelin'
a.
"Brother- In-Law Dan"; b.
All
Alone": c. "I'll Tell the World."
CHARLES C. PETERSON (815).
Scene:
Hub Room.
Charles Peterson's magic cue performs billiard miracles.
ALBERT SPALDING (797). Scene: Drawing Room. Albert Snalding, violinist, playing a. "Ave Maria"; b. "Walrz

Dare

composer.

Scene:

and

Belmonte.

beauties.

'

:

'

AL-

First

Virginia Vail.
Isle

of

National- Vitaphone talking produc-

LONG LETTY: Trailer (3090). Charlotte Greenwood
ings "My Strongest Weakness Is You." and Grant Wimand Marion Byron follow with some vo-do-deo-do harA Warner Brothers-Vitaphone talking picture.
WITH SONGS: Trailer (30C8). Al Jolson gives a
lonologue.
A Warner Brothers-Vitaphone talking picture.
I.RLENA DIAMOND (864).
CarScene: Drawing room.
ina Diamond sings, dances and plays the harp, and clilaxes her act by doing all three at the same time,
•"umbers: a. "Tura Lura Lura"; b. "Mighty Lak a Rose":
"Doll Dance": d. "Nola": e. "Harp Dance."
LLER AND LYLES (862) in "They Know Their G retries."
Scene: Grocery store.
Numbers: a. "Shuffle
Jong"; b. "Rang Tang"; c. "The Great Temptations"
nd "Running Wild."
AFT AND LAMONT (847) in "Rarin to Go." Scene:
^anch.
Jack Kraft attempts some rope throwing and Elsie
amont dances.
Numbers:
a. "Cowboy": b. "When
We
let
Together
in
Moonlight";
the
c. "I'm
Not a
rs

.iony.

Y IT

omeo."
I4.NCES

SHELLEY and THE FOUR ETON BOYS (S46).
Drawing Room. Frances Shelley, known in mus»comedy and on the radio as "The Girl With the Gui*r." does her best vo-do-deo-doing with "If I Were You.
d Fall in Love With Me."
The Eton boys assist her in
>ngs. a.
Finding the Long Way Home": b. "If I Were
°u. Id Fall in Love With Me";
c. "Am I Blue."
IISON AND GREGORY (845). Scene: Roadway. Edison
od Gregory are the college boys who coax tunes from
itomobile tires, saws, balloons and pumps.
They've apJaredwith Sousa's Band. Paul Whiteman and Ted Lewis,
umbers: a.
Stars and Stripes": b. "Together"; c "Let
•Smile Be Yeur Umbrella"; d "Sweet Adeline."
-/ WHITE and HIS CHATEAU MADRID CLUB ENERTAI NERS 1844). Scene: Band Set. Jack White with
is Chateau
Madrid Orchestra and Jeanne Fayal.
Num;rs:
a. "Am I Blue": b. "Kansas City Kitty"; c "Then
e Canoe-dle Ooodle": d. "Senorita."
JIES J. CORBETT & NEIL O'BRIEN (842). Scene:
cene:
il

"

rawing

Room.

lze rins.

James

Has been

Garden Revues,

r

ORGIE PRICE
luphone S'udio.

Corbett.
J.
professional of :he
starred in Ziegfeld's "Follies." Winmusical comedy and vaudeville.

(841)

in

"Don't

Get

Nervous."

Scene:

Georgie Price of "Artists and Models."
Paris." "The Song Writer." "A Night in
;?
lain,
and Victor records, in the role of a camera-shy
ht

,

ln

*na me" '

Night

set.

the

is

star

of

this

club

entertainer

and

combination of voca

"These Dry Days." Scene: ParkFred Ardath. as a happy vagabond, roaming the highway*.

SESSUE

(7S6)

in

HAYAKAWA

l761-7''2»

in

"The

Man

Wb^

Sessue Hayakawa in a
Laughed Last."
Five scenes.
fast-moving drama of Oriental love and vengeance in "T:.e
Man Who Laughed Last", by Edgar Allan Wolf.
songs.
(3410).
Irish
IRISH
EYES :
Trailer
Colleen Moore's fir-t
Irish scenes and an Irish Fair.
talking appearance.
First National Vitaphone talking production.

SMILING

HER PRIVATE LIFE:
Private Life."

Trailer

Billie Dove.

(3365).

A

glimpse of "Her

Walter Pidgeon. Montagu Love.

Thelma Todd and Holmes Herbert enacting several thril ing moments from the picture.
Out door scenes dra ma c
sequences, romance and a song number by Walrer Pidgeon.
First

t

National Vitaphone talking production.

DARK STREETS:

Love Again";

I

b.

"Am

Each

I

Blue":

S^ne:

Draw-

a Feeling I'm Falling."

GUY ROBERTSON

(813). in

"High Water."

ing room.
Known as Broadway's "hit maker." Ottering
a rend'tion of a song poem of the floods that devastate
the southland.
Flood scenes have been double exposed
over the artist's figure.

THE GAY NINETIES

"The Unfaithful Husband"

or

S:*ene:
Living room and cafe.
the "gay ninet.es."
Numbers:

<811>.

Burlesque of the plays of
"McSorley's Twins"; bPass By"; c. "TJp in a Balloon."
a.

"We Never Speak as We
THE FAMILIAR FACE with Hugh

O'ConneU (807). -Scene:
Newspaper office and speakeasy.
Atmosphere of metropolitan newspaper office, with disgraced reporter winning
fame and fortune through the accidental capture of a
notorious bank robber.
Story from the ren of Russel
Crouse.
national known columnist and players
picked
from casts of current Broadway shows.
ALBERT SPALDING (79S». S-ene: Drawing room. Two
performances from this master of the violin.
Numbers:
a.
"Minuet in D" Mozart, b.
"Liebesfreud" Kreisler.

—

—

THE OUT- LAW IN-LAW

<7S2>.
Comedy of mother-in-law.
hectic rime with "mother" staying at th°
house, until he hires a circus strong woman to act as an
antidote.
Speedy farce wi"h a cast of featured players
and directed by Bryan Foy.

Hubby having a

BROADWAY BABIES:

( 3351-3359 )
Synchronized
S?ore
by Vitaphore Symphony Orchestra.
Number* 3351 to 3359
inclusive.
Reels 1 to 9.
First National Vitaphone talk-

ing productions.
Of! WITH THE

by

SHOW:

Symphony
1 to 10.

(3321-3332).
Synchronized
Orchestra.
Numbers 3321-3332
Warner Rros. Vitaphone talk-

Score

Symphony

Vitaphcne

in-lusive.
Reels
ing picture.

CAREERS:

.

1

12.

to

Score (3311-332').
Synchronized by Vitaphone
Orchestra.
Number* 3311 to 3320 inclusive. Reels
First National Vitaphone talking productions.

IN THE GLASS CAGE. THE:
Score (3301-330S).
by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers
3301 to 33<'8 inclusive.
Reels 1 to S. First National Vitaphone talking productions.
DRAG: Trailer (308). S -ene from the music?! show featurrd
n the pi cture and ca st sings
My Song of the
Nile" the theme son*.
Richard Barthelme^s then appears
to introduce the catt.
First National Vitaphone talking
production.

GIRL

Trailer

(3349).

—

speaks and
ing picture.

sells

HONKY TONK:

Trailer (3049).
Sophie Tucker croons a
few bars from several of the "Honky Tonk" song hits.
Sophie and entire cast shown in night club scene. Warner
Bros. Vitaphone talking picture.

THE HOTTENTOT:

Trader (2269).
Comedy sketch in itwith Edward Everett Horton in extremely funnv
self
struggles with an electric horse and Patsy Ruth Miller
opposite him.
Warner Bros. Vitaphone talking picture.
SYMPATHY (803). Five scenes. Hen-pecked husband md
on a spree despite orders of the "ball and chain." A
night of wine, women and whoopee ends with hubby in
a hospital cot as his wife and his sweetheart wreak their
vengeance.
Cast headed
Succession of hilarious situations.
by Hobart Cavanaugh. Regina Wallace. Harry Shannon
and Wynne Gibson, who played with Richard Dix in
"Nothing but the Truth."
HARRY TATE (778-779) in "Selling a Car " Scene: Garage
exterior.
Harry Tate gives an exhibition of his comedy
power in rbis two reeler, with an equally talented supporting cast.

(754-755) in "Motoring."
Scene:
Country
Harry Tate, assisted by his company of boisterious
clowns in a burlesque on motoring.
Two reel comedy

road.

sketch.

WILLIE AND EUGENE HOWARD
Five scenes.
Two reels of
ple."
into a powerful human interest

(750-751. in "My peosongs and dances worked
story of an actor wno

has to choose between his Ghetto friends and Broadway
stardom.
Numbers-: a. "The Volga Boatman": b. "BIuj
Grass"; c. "My People."

HOWARD

(722-723)

in

"The Must

Music salon.
Former musical comedy
stars in their first two reel comedy.
Willie gives hi *
famous imitation? of Al Jolson. Eddie Cantor and Gallagher
and
Shean.
Numbers: a. "Gallagher and
Shean";
b
"It's Ray Ray Raining"; c. "Baby Curls."
CARELESS AGE: Trailer (3079). Holmes Herbert, as
master of ceremonies, introduces Douglas Fairbanks. Jr
Loretta Young and Carmel Myers.
Miss Myers sings
"Melody Divine" the theme song.
Scene:

.

HARD TO GET:

Trailer (3078).
An introductory playfollowed by a scene in a night club with vocal and
renditions of the theme song. Dorothy Mackai'l

orchestral

Louise Fazenda. Charles Delaney. Jack Oakie and

Burns head the cast

DOOLEY AND SALES

(824)

in

'

Dooley's the

Name." Scene:

Drawing rrom.
Winter Garden stars in giy presentation
of mirh and melody, deliver rollicking repartee and laughable songs, plus a dance interlude.
Numbers: a. "Oh. Mr.
Dooley":

FRANK

b.

"Polly-Molly-O."
(8191 in "The Man About Town." Scene:
Tramp comedian of burlesque and vaudemonologue with droll sone^ put over m
Numbers: a. "The Millionaire Song":

SILK

X.

Drawing room.
Clever

ville.

excellent tenor voice.

"Ob! Oh! OH! What a Night."
Scene:
Band set. All
(SIS).
«inging and all dancing show.
Cast includes Betty Lou
Wefcb. » Paul Ash discovery: Lillian Price, the comedienne:
Ellen Buntinz with DeParn and Kazriki. aTobati-? dancers ; and Jean Rankin's B'uebell's orchestra.
Numbers:
a "That's Her N«w": h. ' I'm an Indian"; c "Chrysanb.

d. "My Pet."
Drawing room.
(817).
Scene:
Offers red
hot sones with a red hot voice.
Kn^wn as The Soncbird
of The South."
Numbers: a. "Carolina Moon"; b. "Bless
Tou. Sister."

KATE SMITH

'

RAY AND DOT DEAN

'816) in "He's a DeviL"
Scene:
Well known vaudeville team.
Exterior of rottage.
Ray
doing rube characterizations.

OKLAHOMA BOB ALBRIGHT

and His Rodeo Do Flappers.
Scene: Drawing room.
Bob Albrieht. baritone, assisted by
Rodeo Do Flappers who -ins and dince with him. Numbers: a.
"My Pony Boy"; b. "Chloe": c "Lodel"; d.
"Salter Dog."

HARRY TATE

(767) in "The Patent Office."
S-ene: OfficeEngland's laughing fool.
Harry Tate and bis troupe of
fun makers in comedy riot.

BABY ROSE MARIE

Drawing room. Four
Scene:
(S09).
year old child singing these numbers:
a. "Heigh Ho": b.
"Who Wouldn't Be Jealous of You": c. "Don't Be Like

That."

THE

BLUE R DG ERS with Cordelia Mayberry (795.
Scene
Interior of mountain cabin.
Four mountaineer*
an a "gal from th' feud county" sing, dance and play
syncopation as it exists in the mountain country of the
South
Numbers: a. "Trail of the Lonesome Pine"; b.
I

:

HARRY TATE

Makers."

"

themums":

Trailer (3059).
Thomas Meighaa
the public.
Warner Bros. Vitaphone talk-

WILLIE AND EUGENE

'

;

ALL GIRL REVUE. THE

Double exposure picture
with Jack Mulhall in two roles, gangster and policeman,
seen and heard talking in the same scenes in fact, twn
characters engage in dialog.
First National Vitaphone

let

"How Can

a.

"I've Got

orchestra.

Syn'-hroni 7ed

FRED ARDATH

THE ARGYLE CASE:
"The

'

Numbers:
c.

talking production.

f

Band

Scene:

(823).

record

act.]

.

•""or

-Harlem Mania."

in

SEGAR ELLIS AND HIS EMBASSY CLUB ORCHESTRA

actor in the screening of a Vitaphone picture in the making.
Numbers:
a. "Hello Sunshine.
Hello"; b. "Sweetheart's Holiday."
THE BIG PARA D ERS (S40). Scene: Full stage. Tiny and
Jack Waites. Elsie Thiel, Charlotte Conrad. Edna Howard
and Ben Wise present a song and dance revue. Number-.:
a. "Broken Hearted Blackbird": b. "Prelude in C Sharp
Minor" c. "Do in* the Raccoon.**
(S39).
JUST LIKE A
Scene: Kitchen. Husband takes
wife's place at home.

in

Al

Belasco)
795
Exclusive Columbia artist-

sketch.

841

1929.

7.

(assisted

821

Scene:
Drawing room.
Colored entertainers singing and
dancing.
Also acrobatic drummer.
Numbers:
a. "Sleep.
Baby. Sleep"; b. "Listen to the Mocking Bird";
c

player contributes a snappy solo bit in novel arrangement cf
"Am I Blue" the song hit from "On With the Show."

Numbers: a. "Th^
c "The La :

1871.

Faust, b. "II Bacio"
For release
840 feet.

from

Song."

Jewel

Rose of

>28

Sugar

—

ADAME

'

and instrumental numbers, supported by

Be a Builder of Dreams": b.
632 feet.
Fcr release September 7. 1929.
Cane."
525 feet.
ITT A RUFFO (85) in "Credo" from "Othello."
For release September 14. 1929.
IETRO MOVIETONE REVUE "Bits of Broadway" (86).
For release September 21. 1929.
the

AMERICAN BEAUTIES

HIS SIX

NORMAN THOMAS QUINTETTE

date of release is not
of acts is compiled in
order of release, the most recent release
being listed first, dumber of release follist

lows name of

"Love Baby."

b.

:

exact

the

musical

"Just

a.

"Down Among

[Where

The Fox and
comedy

in

Of

Scene
Drawing room.
Star funster of musical corned*
with his six ludicrous chamber maids in a piece of travesty
on the modern chorus girl.
Musical numbers and breezy
monologue bv Fox. Numbers: a. "Half Wav to Heaven";
b. "Belles of Hotels."

feel.

stated,

(829).

Drawing room.

:

HARRY FOX ANO

RELEASES

s

CURTlo

C EE

Scene

stage.
Harry Fox has an excellent foil for bis lightninglike chattfr in Beatrice Curtis, beautiful songstress.
Dance
interlude b- Miss Cvtri-.
N»*nh*rs:
a. "Underneath the

SOUND ACT

LYONS '79). Numbers: a. -'Beloved": b. 'Ah.
Mvsterv of Life": c. "Don't Be Like That": d
Louis Blues": e. "Rainbow 'Round My Shoulder."

Sweet

Bee. "

the

iEORGE
"St.

4"

of this

all-star

THE MAN AND THE MOMENT:

Edmund

trailer.

Trailer

(3069).

Billi»

Dove and Rod LaRocque tell about this picture with the
theme song "Just a Lucky Moment" sung as a musical
background

"Oh Susanna"; c "Medley."
EL BRENDEL AND FLO BERT
Scene:

Campus
short

room.

Living
Flirt"

and other

(789). in "Beau NightComedian of "Wings." "The
stage and screen successes in

sketch.

TWIN BEDS:
Miller
scene.

A

First

SQUALL. THE:
phone

<3'"»20).
Patsy Ruth
Jack Mulhall
Pitts introduce picture in novel bedroom
National-Vuaphoae talking production.

Tra:Ur

and Zasu

Synchronized by VitaScore (3251-3261).
Number? 3251 to 3261 inOrchestra.
First National- Vitaphone talk1 to 11.

Symphony

Reels
ing production.
clusive.

THE TIME. THE PLACE AND THE GIRL:

Score (3203Synchronized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Reels 1 to 7.
Warner
to 3214 inclusive.
Bros. -Vitaphone talking picture.
3214).

Numbers 3208

ON WITH THE SHOW:

Trailer

(3060).

Initial

all-color,

all-singing, all-talking, all-dancing trailer.
Sam Hardy
introducing stars of picture.
Warner Bros. -Vitaphone talk-

ing picture.

BROADWAY BABIES:
ing a number from
strutting their stuff.
duction.

Alice White sinkTrailer (3008).
Also Broadway Babies
the picture.
National-Vitaphone talking pro-

Fir=t

.

CAREERS:
.woman

Trailer
justified

is

Entire cast discusses whether a
(2980).
in ruining her reputation to aid her
the screen.

husband's career.
Billie Dove speaks from
First National-Vitaphone talking production.

GAMBLERS, THE:

Trailer

Warner

advance agent.

this
ture.

(2970).
Entire cast talks in
Bros. -Vitaphone talking pic-

THREE

VARSITY

Rhythm. "

"Blue

in

(804)

Streaks

of

Scene Drawing room. Phonograph and vaudeBabe, Bob and Jack Hauser singing and
dancing.
Numbers:
That's
What I Call Sweet
a.
Music"; b. "I Used to Love Her in the Moonlight"; c.
"Baltimore."
ALBERT SPALDING (801). Scene: Drawing room. Concert hall violinist playing his own composition "Alabama"
first time on screen, also "Valse in G Flat" by Chopin.
:

stars.

ville

"

BUD HARRIS AND FRANK RADCLIFFE
a.

THE

IN

"At

in

:

Numbers:

GIRL

(783)

Scene
Street.
Negro melodies and comics.
"St. Louis Blues"; b. "She's Mine."

Party."

the

GLASS

ROY SEDLEY AND

THE

CAGE.

Loretta Young plays the
and Carroll Nye is her

(2989).

Trailer.

motion picture box
chatty boy friend.
in

girl

a

NIGHT CLUB

HIS

REVUE

office

(796).

Sedley as master of ceremonies, assisted by
blues singer, and Billy
Smith, eccentric
dancer.
Scene:
Night club.
Numbers: a. "Blue Grass";
"
b. "I Ain't Takin' Orders from No One": c. "Sonny Boy

Beth

Miller,

AND MRS. JACK NORWORTH

(787)

"Odds and

in

Ends. "
Drawing room.
Scene
comedy fame and Dorothy Adelphi.

Norworth of musical
his wife, in patter and
composition.
Numbers:
a.
and the Monkey"; c. "My

:

songs

own

Northworth's

of

"Honey Boy";

"The Man

b.

Boy."

IRENE FRANKLIN (777). "The American Comedienne."
Two comcdv characterizations.
Scenes:
Restaurant and
nursery.

Numbers:

Mammy's

Lullaby."

Broadway

Three

MeConnell
gambling amendment.

LEO REISMAN AND

Comedy

(776):

Band

Scene
with
:

synchronized

set.

music.

Shadowgraph
Numbers:
a.

c. "If I Had You";
b. "Waters of Perkiomen"
"Hyo Mio"; e. "Milenberg Blues"; f. "Lonely"; g.
"Some of These Days."
MACK AND PURDY (2795) in "An Everyday Occurrence"

"Mooche";

;

d.

Parkway.
A smart guy gets
after a few words with a smart lady.
Scene:

entangled

himself

CECILIA (CISSIE) LOFTUS

(792) in "Famous Impersonations."
Scene:
Drawing room.
Imitation
of
Sophie
Tucker and others.
Numbers:
a. "Gonna
Get a Girl":
"Mama Goes Where Papa Goes"; c. Yiddish version of
"Mama Goes Where Papa Goes."
FRED ARDATH (785) in "The Singing Bee," rustic comedy.
Scene:
Rustic home.
Was rube comedian of the Follies.
Numbers:
a. "I
Pagliacci"; b. "Finiculi-Finicula";
c.
"Bring Back My Bonnie to Me."
b.

PALM

BEACH

FOUR.

THE:

night

(794).

club

quartet.

Garden.
Stars of Helen Morgan
Club,
Club
and European clubs.
Numbers:
a. "Some
Day"; h. "Poo-Poo-Paroop"
c. "Nobody's
Fault
But Your Own."
JACK WHITE AND HIS MONTREALERS (791) in a
number from his own act at the Frivolity Club.
Scene:
Night club.
His own orchestra and two pretty accomScene:

Deauville.

Sweet

;

Numbers:
a. "I'm Karazy for You"
b. "Mean
c.
"Goodby Broadway; Hello Montreal": d.
"Finiculi-Finicula";
e. "Laugh,
Clown Laugh"; f. "I
Pagliacci"; g. "Over There"; h. "Anvil Chorus"; i. "Rose
of No Man's Land."
panists.
to
Me";

;

BOBBY FOLSOM

(7S8). in "Typical Types."
Scene: Drawing room.
Ziecfeld beauty and leading ladv of variety
stage, doing imitations.
Numbers: a. "Two Little Girls"-

"Tess";
the

My

"I Lost

c.

TINY TOWN REVUE

Stockings."

A

set.

Lilliputians.

pageant
midgets

Walk

DESERT SONG OVERTURE

Played bv

(2930).

Symphony Orchestra.

Vitaphone

HOT STUFF:
Symphony
Reels 1
duction.

Score (3181-88).
Svnchronized bv Vitaphone
Orchestra.
Numbers 3181 to 3188. inclusive.
to 8.
First National-Vitaphone talking pro-

A

HOUSE OF HORRORS:
Vitaphone

Symphony

inclusive.

Reels

1

to

National-Vitaphone

First

7.

DESERT SONG. THE:

Score

talk-

(3141-54).
Svnchronized bv
including
exit
march.

\ itaphone
Symphony Orchestra,
Numbers 3141 to 3154. inclusive.

Reels 1 to

13.

march.

3154

is

HOUSE OF HORRORS:

Trailer (2990). Louise Fazenda and
Conklin at ouija table in spookv looking house
National-Vitaphone talking production.

Chester

DIVINE LADY: THE:

Score (3031-40).
Synchronized score
Played by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3031
to 3040 inclusive.
Reels 1 to 10.
First National-Vitaphone production.

SONNY BOY:

Trailer

Presents Davey Lee, juvenile

(3000).

star.

SATURDAY'S CHILDREN:
male lead,
Flashbacks

show

Trailer

on

discourses

this
scenes.

some

Grant Withers,
Anderson picture
National-Vitaphone

(2998).

Maxwell
First

production.

HOT STUFF:

Trailer

Billy Bakewell, juvenile lead

(2977).

and

Alice White and Louise Fazenda tell
picture.
First National-Vitaphone production.

about

this

WHY

BE GOOD:
Trailer
Jack Mulhall gives
(2960).
glimpses of this Colleen Moore picture.
Flashback shown.
First National-Vitaphone production.

HEADQUARTERS:

Trailer

B

Henry

(2g67).

ROBERT EMMETT KEANE
Star

parlor.

with Hitehy."

f2849-,50)

legitimate

of

"Gossip."
S
stage is supported
III

(760)

Scene:

Band
modern
I

a.

"Here

AND

ORCHESTRA

Scene:
present
b. "If

(752).

Biltmore

his

orchestra

Numbers:
a. "Come
On Baby";
"Here Comes the Ball and Chain."
(745).
Scene: Gymnasium. Heavyweight
Germany skips rope, shadow boxes and en-

songs.

Had You";

the

Home

Number:

Living room.

Cummins and

set.

of
at

c.

MAX SCHMELING
champion

of

gages in one-round bout.

PAUL

TREMAINE

Band

AND

ARISTOCRATS

Scene:

(742).

set.
Jazz band of variety stage.
Numbers:
a.
Been Working on the Railroad"; b. "On the Road
to Mandalay"
c.
"Chinese Dream"
d.
"Fanfare"
e.
"Here Comes the Showboat"; f. "Medley."
;

en,

Scene:

(721).
flapper in two

year old

by

John Miljan, Warner Brothers player, and Claire Whitmv
screen and stage player.

DAVE BERNIE AND ORCHESTRA

room.

Living

numbers:

Sixty-two

"Flapper Fannie";

a.

b.

"Radio Widow."

THREE BROX SISTERS, THE
Scene:

in "Headin' South."
Harmonizing of Southern

(2888)

drawing room.
a. "Doin'
the Raccoon";

l*ullman

Numbers:

songs.

"Way Down South."
ELEANOR PAINTER (74tl). Scene:
tion";

"Imagina-

b.

c.

Lyric

Salon.

sn], 1;i n<>

comedy and opera.
Presents these numbers:
Is Best of All"; b. "Habanera"; c. "How About

musical

of

"Love

a.

Me."

WHITING AND BURT
Assited

HOPE HAMPTON

Edmund

Weber,

J.

composer,

a.
"What Did You Say":
"Thafs My Idea of Heaven,"

Numbers:

act.

"The Frog Song":

b.

in "Song Sayings.'
Scene:
and Ziegfeld*s Follies players

(741).

Vaudeville
piano by

the

at

who arranged

c.

the Fourth Act of Massenet s
Opera. "Manon."
Scene:
Former motion picture
Salon.
star is assisted by four principals, chorus and the Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
(740)

in

MISS MARCELLE

(71G). Scene: Drawing room set.
Vaudecomedienne, in brown-face makeup, renders syncopateil
in southern dialect.
Numbers:
a. "Shine"
b. "If
Never See You Again"; c. "My Troubles /re Over."
LOVE AND THE DEVIL: Score [3111-17). Synchronized
by Vitaphone Symphony Ordiestrn.
Numbers 3111 to 3117
inclusive.
Reels 1 to 7.
First National-Vitaphone producville

songs

;

I

tion.

DAVE BERNE
own

Numbers:

orchestra.

Drawing room set. Directs
"Happy-Go-Lucky Lane"; b.

Scene:

(2797).

"Down Where

a.

Sun Goes Down";

the

"St. Louis Blues";

c.

"San."

d.

AND CRAWFORD (2753). in "BedScene:
The family boudoir.
Short sketch of
husband and nagging, jealous wife.
TAL HENRY (732). Scene: Band set. With His North
Carolinians Orchestra.
Has played at college proms and
over the radio.
a. "Come
Renders these numbers:
On
Baby": b. "Shame On You": c. "Milenberg Joys."
HOLLINGSWORTH
time."

sleepy

MAL HALLETT
program

with

bers:

"Lots

a.

Band set. Furnishes jazz
(730).
Scene:
Numhis "Way Down East Orchestra."
of Mama"; b. "Mother Machree"; c. "War

Medley."

GREEN'S FAYDETTS

Band

Scene:

(710).

"Green's

set.

Numbers:
Twentieth Century Faydetts" from vaudeville.
"Because My Baby Don't Mean Maybe Now": b. "Sweet
Mystery of Life": c. "Changes."
CHILDREN OF THE RITZ: Score (3071-77). Synchronized
Numbers 3071
score by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
First National-Vitaphone
Reels 1 to 7.
to 3077, inclusive.
a.

production.

DEIRO

accordionist
b.

in

room.

Living

( 2968)
Scene :
these numbers:
.

a.

"Romeo and

PianoJuliet"

"Drigo's Serenade."

Milton Sills makes
Trailer (29C7).
introductory remarks and shots from the picture are shown.
First NationalCorinne Griffith, the star, also speaks.
Vitaphone production.
Milton Sills
LOVE AND THE DEVIL: Trailer ( 2959)
introduces Maria Corda and scenes of Venice are shown.
First National-Vitaphone production.
.

HIS CAPTIVE

WOMAN:

introduces Milton
Mackaill.
Locale
phone production.

Trailer
the

highlights

Trailer

Reicher

Creighton

(2929).

Flashbacks.

story.

of

Frank

presents Dorothy
First National-Vita-

latter

courtroom.

a

is

(2949).

and

Sills

SEVEN FOOTPRINTS TO SATAN:
relates

Trailer (2792).
Raymond
story which introduces dog star Rin Tin Tin.
Rinty and David Lee.

McKee

RIVER:

FANCY BAGGAGE:
members

troduces
backs.

Trailer
cast

of

Hallam

(2701).

as

Miss

They

Living room.

Scene:

Bennett

they

Mine";

c.

a.

:

board

Cooley inFlash(736).

numbers and
;

"Kentucky Home."

d.

Drawing room.
(735)
Scene
English
musical
star recently starred by Arthur Hammerstein is
assisted by .Tohn Hundley.
Numbers:
a. 'Me
and the
Man in the Moon"; b. "My Troubles Are Over."
.

:

comedy

JULIA SANDERSON
"Words of Love."

AND

FRANK

Scene:

CRUMIT

Living room.

Julia

(733).

in

Sanderson

and Cnimit. co-starred for ten years in musical comedy,
render these numbers written bv Crumit
a. "No Wonder
You're a Wonderful Girl"; b. "I Can Live Without You":
c. "Precious Little Thing Called Love."
FRED ARDATH (720). in "The Comer Store." Scene:
Grocery store.
Ardath is supported by Claude Allen of
musical comedy stage. Cole Carrol and Klar Magnus.
Numbers
a. "Sipoing Cider Through a Straw"
b. "The
Swiss Yodeling Song"
Mollv the Cuckoo Is
c. "Oh
Calling Me"; d. "Rock Me to Sleep."
:

:

;

;

bers:

orchestra
a.

of

Mexican

"Dansa Tipica";

b.

(700).

Scene:

Band

set.

government gives these num-

"Amapola

del

Camino";

"Gao Monter."
RITZ: Trailer (2050). Jack Mulhall
and Dorothy Mackaill.
First National-Vitaphone produc-

CHILDREN OF THE
tion.

Drawing room.
Musical
Scene:
dances and jokes.
Numbers:
a.
"Humoresque."
BEN BARD (2010) in "The champion Golfer." Scene:
Exterior of golf club.
Bard teaches Bobby Callahan, of

RUOY VALLEE AND HIS CONNECTICUT YANKEES

SAMMY COHEN

Band

:

set.

the Field";

Vallee's
b.

radio

:

band.

"Deep Night";

c.

Numbers
"Cutside."

:

a.

f

771

"Down

BORN

AND

LAWRENCE

the variety stage,

Living

room.

Shadow";

b.

how

(2920)

"The Side Show."
comedy stage stars in
"Dear Old Girl"; b.

in

to play golf.

(2800) in "What Price Burlesque."
Scene:
Imitations.
Numbers:
a. "Me
and My

"Sleep";

c.

"My Mammy."

Nagel.
into

bhthely
Wilson

Lois

(731)
in "Musical Moment"
Drawing room.
Keith artists present these numa. "Indian
Dawn"; b. "Neapolitan Nights"- c
"Sweet Mystery of Life"; d. "The Fortune Teller"'; e
"I'll Never Ask for More."

Scene:
bers:

MAL HALLETT

(729).
Scene: Band set.
Mai Halk-tt an1
Entertaining
Orchestra
are
well
known to prom
at Eastern universities and night clubs.
Numbers
a.
"Doin' the Raccoon"
b.
Tin Pan Parade"
c "Bugle Call"; d. "Yankee Doodle"! e. "Harbardiana"f.
"Come, Let's Take a Stroll"; g. "We Love the CouW

his

crowds

'

;

Girls."

HAYHEW

STELLA
Scene:

(728)

"The

in

Hallelujah

"

Ladv

Star of "Hit the Deck" sings three
'Comfort" ; b.
'Judgment Day"

Living room.

darky songs
"Feet."

a.

:

'

'

;

,

FRANK CRUMIT
singing

(727)
in "The One Man Glee Club,"
own compositions.
Scene:
Living
room
"The Song of the Prune"; b. "I Miss You
"Little Annie Rooney"
d.
"In the Shade of

his

Numbers:
Lize"

a.

c.

;

;

Old Apple Tree"; e. "A Bird in a Gilded Cage""Bedelia"; g. "She Was Happy 'Til She Met Me"'
h. "The Preacher and the Bear."
PHIL BAKER (725) in the farce, "In Spain." Scene:
Exterior of arena.
Star of Shubert musical shows has
the

f.

three

JAY

assistants.

V E-LI E

"A

in

(717),

Drawing
room.
"Vienna Maid";

Journey

of Songs. "
Seen*tenor
presents:
a,

comedy

Musical

"When

b.

Eyes Are

Irish

Smiling";

.

"Italy."

ARTHUR PAT WEST
comedy
Scene:
"She's

(2919)

"Ship Ahoy," atmospheric

in

which Pat West appears as able-bodied seaman.
of yacht.
Numbers: a. "La Paloma"; b
Sweet
Dumb,
Dumb Dora"; c. "Swee

in

Deck

My

Senorita."

BRUCE BOWERS
tions

Jewish

(3870) in "Artistic Mimicry", with imita
including one of little boy making radio debut anc
lady preparing for swim.
Scene:
Draped set.

THE

SERENADERS,

"Red

in

(2814),

Hot

Harmony/

Scene:
Fire station house.
Double Quartet of male voire
with these numbers: a. "It Goes Like This"
b.
"Stai
and Stripes Forever": c. "You Tell Me Your Dreams"; d
"Every Sunday Afternoon."
:

AND LAWRENCE (2640), in "The Aristocrats'
Scene: Drawing room.
Comedians of variety stage in pan
tomime and songs.
Numbers: a. "I Wonder What's Be
come of Sally"; b. "Down By the Old Millstream"; c
"Wobbly Walk."

BORN

DOROTHY AND ROSETTA RYAN

in
(726)
"Mirth am
Stars of Keith Circui
Melody."
Scene
Living room.
accompany themselves with guitars. Numbers: a. "I Lov
You, Sweetheart of All My Dreams"; b. "Scups o
Coffee"; c. "Just Like a Melody."
:

PHIL BAKER

(724), in "A Bad Boy From a Good Family.'
Scene:
Drawing room.
Comedian of Broadway am
Numbers: a. "Bake
Keith Circuit with his accordion.
Blues"; b. "Big Butter and Egg Man From the West"
c.

"How About Me";

Get By."

"1*11

d.

STANLEY AND GINGER

in

(714)

"A Few

M

Absurd

Song and dance team of variety stage. Seem
Living room.
Numbers: a. "That's My Weakness Now"
b. "Just Like a Melody Out of the Sky."
ments."

ORCHESTRA

MEXICAN

LERDO'S

Scene:

(705).

Oi

chestra set.
Mexican baud under Lerdo, composer an
Numbermusician, has toured TJ. S. on Keith Circuit.
a. "Celito Lindo"; b. "Rancho Grande"; c. "Patria Mia.

AND LAWRENCE

BORN
Scene:

Exterior of

(2940)

PARAGONS, THE

in

gymnasium.

campus and includes shots
a.
"Me and My Shadow";

of

Act

"Pigskin

crowds

"Dirty Hands

b.

Troubles.'

staged

is

football

.

on colleg
Number-

— Dirty

Faee.'

'

in "In the Tropics.
2883 )
SeenQuartet seen on Keith Circuit is assiste
Numbers a. 'Happy Days and Lone
Nights"; b. "Come On Baby"; c. "Winter Song";
"Kentucky Babe"; e. "Happy (My Baby Just Said Yes).
(

,

*

Tropical barroom.
by Doris Walker.

*

:

<

in "The Flaming Youth."
Midget star of variety stage gives

Reception hall.
songs and tap dancing.
b.
d.

Seem

(2869),

origin.

Numbers: a. "Wonderful Wife'
"Sweet Georgia Brown'
c.

"Down On 33d and 3d";
"Anything You Say."

I
1

•

JOE LEWIS

Lewis of Parr*
(28G8).
Scene:
Night club.
Numbers: a. "Ch
Club acts as master of ceremonies.
eago"; b. "Oh Gussie"; c. "Sonny Boy"; d. Origin:

selection.

BOBBY FOLSOM

Seen
(2S39), in "A Modern Priscilla."
room.
Broadway show girl tells story of Purita
Priscilla and the same girl of modern times in narrati
Number: "Priscilla of the Puritan Days."
song.

Living

(2S39), in "Syncopated Breezes."
Been
Living room.
Banjoist is assisted by Doris Walker, wl
sings introductory number.
Numbers: a. "Happy Da

Broadway star offers four songs and im
tates violin sounds.
Numbers a. " 'Beloved" ; b. "An
of Love"; c. "I Loved You Then"; d. "There's a Ran

1

|

i

Drawing room.

:

bow 'Round My Shoulder."

KJERULF'S MAYFAIR
Melange. "

and

Scene

vocalist

in

:

QUINTET

""Lonely

(2650),

in

"A

Musi

Draped set.
Three harpists, violin
and semi-classical numbers:

classical

"Neapolitan

Nights";
b.
Little Bluebird."

"Sextette

from

Lucia";

AIN'T IT THE TRUTH? (2648-49). Scene: Living rooi
Comedy of manners in two reels, written by Ralph Spent
title writer and author of "The Gorilla."
Cast includ
William Davidson, Grace Valentine, Dot Farley, Patrie
Caron, James T. Mack and Walter Rodgers.
NEAL SISTERS, THE (719), in "Blondes That Cm:
Prefer. "
Scene
Living room.
Trio featured on Kei
Numbers: a. "Gentlemen Pre!
and Publix circuits.
Blondes"; b. "Doin' the Raccoon": c. "Boola Boola."
JAY V ELI E (71S), in Songs of Love." Scene: Living roc
comedy tenor presents
'You Gave Yo»
Musical
a.
Heart to Me"; b. "Tommy Lad"; c. "Mother Machree

1

:

|

'

c.

(2706) in 'Here Comes
Showbon t."
Scene
Showboat.
Numbers
a. "Here
Comes the Showboat": b. "Oh. You Have No Idea": e
"High, High. High Up on a Hilltop";, d. "Constantinople."
MADONNA OF AVENUE A:
Trailer
<27ls>.
Grant
Withers, male lead, as master of ceremonies introduces
Dolores Costello, Louise Dresser and other featured players.
Shows one of the sets in reproduction.
the

bumps

and Lonely Nights"; b. "The Rosary"; c. "St. Lou
Blues"; d. "Ida (Sweet as Apple Cider)."
HUGHES AND PAM (2837), in "The Fall Guy." Seen
Living room.
Interspersed with falls are funny stories.
ROY FOX (2819). "The Whispering Cornetist" has special
number and three with his Montmartre Orchestra. Seen
Band set.
Numbers: a. "My Melancholy Baby";
"Sally of My Dreams"; c. "My Window of Dreams";
"Louisiana."
HOPE VERNON (2S15), in 'The Sunshine Girl." Seen

yacht.

vocal

Conrad

Trailer
(2719).
his way through bullets,
talk about the picture.

FOUR SYNCO-PETS, THE

BOBBY GILLETT

impersonation of Hollywood
Baby, Sleep"
b. "Boy
of

"Sleep,

"Hollywood Parade";

JUNE

three

offer

dramatic

gives

Numbers

and they

Na-

Shots show

PAUL CUNNINGHAM AND FLORENCE BENNETT
extra.

GLOVES:

fighting

tells

Fiftt

tional-Vitaphone production.

FROZEN

KID

LITTLE BILLEE

DIVINE LADY, THE:

Official
•

;

;

FANNIE WARD

:

August 24, 1929

:

CUMMINS

BERNIE

on a national
Guitars"

"March

d.

Comes the Groom."

Band

Scene:

"Two

a.

"An Evening

in

TAJADO'S TIPICA ORCHESTRA

Walthall, in jungle hut and wearing U. S. Marine uniform
explains situation and introduces Monte Blue, star.

Hotel

RAYMOND HITCHCOCK

Hale
Score (3161-67).
Synehronized bv
Orchestra.
Numbers 3161 to 3167,

ing production.

FROM

hook-up weeklv.
Numbers:
b. "Black
Eyes";
c. "Chiquita";
Toys": e. "Gypsy Love Song."

GUIDDO

Stage

Scene:

(74).

Dancing and singing by
Numbers: a. "Tiny Town Opening"; b. "The Only One to
Be"; c. Miss Annabelle Lee"; d. "I Scream, You Scream,
We All Scream for Ice Cream."
GEORGE BROADHURST AND COMPANY (780), in "Three
o'clock in the Morning."
Scene: Cabaret. Drunken sailor
in night club.
Numbers: a. "Anvil Chorus"; b. "Wobblv
"

Fir?t

HARRY HORLICK AND GYPSIES (703).
set.
Horhck and his A. & P. Gvpsies, are

Drawing room.

HOTEL BRUNSWICK ORCHESTRA

"Rhythms."

(770) in
silhouettes

"The Flapper

b.

Charles Richman. Veree Teasdale
appear as supporters of an antiScene:
Living room.

stars,

Hugh

and

"The Waitress";

a.

AMENDMENT... THE

NINETY-NINTH

exit

(700).
Southern plantation.
Scene:
negro singer, presents these numbers:
a. "The
Sweetness of Your Song"; b. "Bye and Bye"; c. "Oh,
Didn't It Rain."

Tisdale,

"I've

Roy

with

MR.

CLARENCE TISDALE

radio

THE

of

I
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b.

;

;

1

'

:

ORIGINAL HILLBILLIES. THE

(715).

Scene:

Interior

I

cabin.
North Carolina jazz band of radio and stage a
pearances, directed by Al Hopkins, presents: a. "Carry ?
Back to Old Virginny"; b. "Echoes of the Chimes" c. "T
Frank Wilson Rage": d. "Wasn't She a Dandy";
;

"Chicken ReeL."

GREEN'S FLAPPERETTES
jazz band,

on Keith

Nina Grey.

Band
(711).
Scene:
the past two years,

circuit,

Numbers: a. "St. Louis Blues"; b.
c. "That Redhead Gal."
AHOINE (70S), in "Back T-rom

set.
is

G
led

"Mot!

Goose Parade";

McKAY AND

Variety comedians use mispronunciation of words
playlet, "Fun."
Number: "You Will Like Fun."

Abroad
for tn

1

.

.

—

.

—
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THE THEATRE
How Do You Like These Newspaper Ads?
Clare

J.

Appel of Shea Hippodrome and the

your Scree a Idol

i

ptoun theatre

offers these

AMUUonUJartsof.

PERSON

IN

Broadway Musical

WHITE

"Doing His Stu£E"
cHk

-

/*

Modfra

parkU

to

55^

t

mt<rthe

a pit at* of the

gen
tror'd.

^

A\ma

NOW

•"HIPPODROME
•R-K

PLAYING

O VAUDE

may have known about
apples But how-avuch did
she,
— va kn^w

know about men

he.-

onions when

it

r

3:ir.g the

farce about errant
suspicious wives
better-half, but don't

lauch too heart".

STERLING

GERTRUDE ASTOR

JACK ARTHUR.
Presents

Boat

fa piante

?r.d

PATSY RUTH MILLER
FORD

Ttlaqnolia of 'Show

faura

ib-rocking

'S&audn

kl

RK.O VAUDEVILLE L.

^The

came

to snakes, end apples, but the mode.n £ve takes the laurels with an
inside knowledge of men

A

HIPPODROME

*p

TALKING

newspaper

Comedy at Regular
Uptown Prices

-SElCE

c^HAl^^

cvveGoes

Toronto

U)hclYouU)ant~

of 2/esterd.ay

/fro

at

layouts.
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HOE!

Move Over and Make

Attention!

Add John

August 24, 1929

Room

Friburg

for Kopplin in
House Organ 'Change

To Exchange List

PUBS "WOCO-PEP* NICHT FVtuv HTEDNESDAI

P£fiT£CT££_f 25

TALK INC C SOUND
WEEK OF JULT3

IOHNSONBI

at,.

PICTURES
VOL

I'ENNA.

Opens with Talkies on July

Palace

I

— -NO.

1

25th

PH0T0PH0NE AND THURSDAY, FRIDAY ffH OLD ARIZONA"
AlDIEN0PENER
MOVIETONE NOW

IN OLD

INSTALLED

I

ARIZONA
IU dywai

drrka.

J

ml or* an/oof

Film

"j"r

Td

^

of

pVUpliiv

half
1

l^f* "
No*

villi

7' his
is
a display the Palace th-ulrr.
Dallas. Texas, received when it arranged
a lieup with two loc<d variety stories,
W. T. Grant and McCrory. The stories
feature the latest song hits at the theatre
and in return announced the atliactions
at the theatre.

M

ynrt
tfc

*

'

thf.F

ILL- TALKING

of

Here's the first page of the first issus
the Palace News, from the Palace

Johnsonburg Theatre Company.
Johnson burg. Pa., where John P.

theatre,
Inc..

Friburg,

latest

addition

Organ Exchange, holds

to

forth.
loo.

the

House

A

likely

looking publication,
A suggestion or two. Better to use
capital letters in the streamer head if
also used in the one-column heads. Liketoise, the reader sees the outside right
column first, so break the story upon
which the pagewide head is based into
the righthand column.
And if a threeline head is to be used on only the one
story, use it on the more important of
the two. Setting the. "Thursday, Friday
in italic type would lend variety and
'

ease of reading.
One final suggestion : Palace News is
the name and it should appear in full
on the front page.
Congratulations to
Gene Russell, editor of the organ, and
to Friburg.

Theatre Owner Named
To Serve on Committee

Of Pulaski Memorial
C. H. Thompson of the Opera House.
Plattsburg, Missouri, has been named to a
place on the National Pulaski Memorial Committee and will aid in the arrangements for
celebrating the anniversary of the death of
General Cashimir Pulaski, the "Father of

Palace Ties Up with
2 Music Departments;
Gets Break in Display
A tieup with W. T. Grant's and McCrory's.
Dallas' two largest "variety stores, has been
arranged whereby the Palace theatre practically predominate? in the sheet music display.
At Grant's, the entire sheet music department
is covered with a huge arcade effect, made of
compo board and textonc, similar to the song
shop in the theatre.
The top panel of the
arcade, fifteen feet long, has this copy: "W. T.
Grant Song Shop, featuring the current hits
from the Greater Palace theatre," with the
theatre name displayed outstandingly.
At each end of the top is a panel four feet
square, with a head of the bandleader and the
organist and a space to display their current
numbers. The entire counter facing is covered
with a display for sheet music featured at
the theatre, and on each end is a huge star,
with changeable copy giving the stage and
Corinthian pillars
screen program weekly.
connect the base panel with the top. Grant's
announces a seventy-five per cent increase in
sheet music sales since the installation of the
booth.
At McCrory's, displayed by the sheet music
booth, is a nine foot double sided shadow box,
featuring entirely the Palace song hits. Inserts
of two sheet size are changed weekly, one on
each side of the display, announcing the current program. The display is made of compo
board and textone, is nine feet high, five feet
Other
wide, and eighteen inches in breadth.
theatres in Dallas are wondering how the
nothing,
as
Palace got the break, but can do
that house has tied up these two stores,
and is now working on three others for the
same gag.

The appointment came
of

to

Thompson

as the

acquaintance
with
1.
K.
president Coolidge appointed
as chairman of the commission.
This anniversary is being observed by all the Poles
who served with the American colonies during
the Revolutionary War.
result

his

whom

Clara

Bow

and Rogers Win

ATLANTIC CITY,

20.— Clara Bow and
received the greatest number
of votes in a popularity contest recently staged by
Kdward F. Corcoran, director of the motion picture
exhibit on the Steel Pier.
Charles

theatre of that name at Miami appropriately labels itself on its editorial page.
H. A. Kopplin. managing director, becomes a member of the House Organ

Exchange with this issue. More power
to you Kopplin!
So say we all.

A

"Buddy" Rogers

Aug.

Warner Brothers Claims
To Have Youngest Editors
Warner Brothers claim to have in its employ two of the youngest editors, Al Zimbalist
and Sid Rochetnik, who act officially as editors,
reporters, cameramen and columnists for the?
arner-First National-Stanley Club News.
The "News" has one of the largest circulaIt is
tions ever attributed to a house organ.
distributed throughout its branches in the
I'nited States, Canada and Europe.

W

splendid

section

of

the

tieup

with

the

want ad

Miami Daily News

and
Metropolis was achieved by Kopplin.
This campaign will be reproduced in
"The Theatre" next week. Watch for it.

Pay Envelope

Gives

Patron Advantage of
Matinee Admission
As

a stimulation for the late matinee shen
Greater Palace in Dallas, Ernest Moi
rison, manager, arranged with a score of Ioc.
merchants and industrial plants with larg
payrolls for the imprinting of the backs c
at the

their pay envelopes, granting to employees
right

to

up to 6
point

purchase tickets

at

closes

at

6

p.

th

price

regular mat

m. and Morrison
the merchants whe

was easy to sell to
saw they were getting a

from the

matinee

The

:30 in the evening.

nee price
they

American Cavalry."

Werninski,

Inlrcducing the snappy front page of
Capitol Capers, house organ of the
"House of Hits," as the K' olfson-Meyer

special concessio

theatre.

Fashion Show Draws
When

the

management

of the Plaza

suburban house of Kansas Cit;
arranged with the Southwest Retail Mei
chants' Council for a fashion show, the th<
atre played to capacity attendance la?
atre,

Monday. The theatre was a little Par
as models copied from the late French di
signs passed in review.

i

\ugust

H.
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Do You Believe in Newspaper Advertising?
Grombacker Makes It Pay Big!
A. Grombacker opened
new
WHEN RaySpokane
know about
and how!

season, which he aptly termed "Grombacker's New Show World." he
In the Spokesman-Review in one issue he ran four full pages of
by the individual reproduction; on this page. And in The Spokane Woman appeared the
double spread advertisement shown at the bottom of this page.
his

of
advertisements, represented
let all

it.

top lefthand ad
THE
opposite page
the

on this page was the opening salute of the advertising artillery in the Review. On the
newspaper appeared a number of stories and a layout which took up practically all the page
and every bit of the top space. Then came the two ads as a spread that appear top center and top right on this page.
After another page of text, not connected with the theatre, comes the fourth ad. shown below.
in

It

Had

to

Come!—

Nothing Ever Like

*

„

yj-

It

Bet'ore\-J^

Ik

lint m 1

All

T4UUN0 IMMIOMN

1

rj

OHWYTHTHE

Color

.

JZ/OH'

This introductory page of the newspaper
smash emphasizes Warner Brothers' "On
With the Show" at the Liberty theatre.

The

title itself fitted

into the advertising

campaign, denoting the opening of a new
season of exhibition.

The

first

ries

the

page of the double-spread
big

line

Utaphone and Warner Brokers' "Noah's
most of the space on the
fourth page, where the Audian theatre
again

emphasized. It is well also to
iote throughout the advertisements
the
hillful method of using vertical space
on the sides.
is

the

Three other theatres, the Granada and
Egyptian, and finally the new Audian
theatre r.t Coeur (TAlene, Idaho, are

car-

advertising.

called to attention in the second half of
the spread, where several types of sound
reproduction ure mentioned.

picture at the Liberty theatre.

I

Ark" have

of

"Grombacker's !\ew Show World." with
the news idea depicted in the incoming
pl'ine and a secondary reference to the

I

I

I

I

I

A striking display is obtained by the use of vertical black lines in the double-spread in the
advertisement used in The Spokane
oman. The lines also serve effectively to tie together
the four theatres and the pictures running in them.
You will see also that various border
effects are produced to set off the notices of the four houses.
Three zincs from Warner
pictures appear on the page preceding the spread, which opens the department of Theatres
and Music of the publication. There is also a running story which takes up the remaining
space and continues over into the fourth page with the personnel layout.

W

'
I
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SERVICE TALKS
Incorporated in this department of the Herald-World, which is a department containing news, inorld department, "Through
formation and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture

W

Box

the

"THE SOPHOMORE"

(jET

set,

By
your

Stuff cotton in

folks.

ears,

grasp your chairs firmly in both hands, put on

For the T. O. Service heavies

the blue glasses.

On

are about to unlimber.

the subject of

"The

Sophomore." Don't say I didn't warn you.
I saw "The Sophomore" at another of thosi;
delightful previews Pathe is giving Chicago
folks in their snug little Studebaker theatre on

more" seem

was

cool,

i

I'll

give

would have

by rounds.)

fight

don't

I

know

at least

and

one wherein a young maniac of
upon and off of the ledge
(This is my second time
building.
and it's still better than "High and

of a
for

tall

this,

Dizzy" ever was.)

"BEACH BABIES":

is

this

wisdom

of running

it

knew

before the comedy fea-

a

It's

yell.

"THE SOPHOMORE": The
since application of

Eddie Quillan
but

more,"
O'Neil
tell

the

of

star

"The Sopho-

describe

doesn't

that

funniest picture

to screen.

it.

Sally

the girl in the case, but that doesn't

comedy, and
It's
either.
even further from giving you an idea
a

it

that

of

is

is

sound

is

Here's another

it.

collegiate

way

to get at

Well, that was a

man"?

it:

"The Freshtragedy compared to

Remember Harold Lloyd

in

"The Sophomore."

Remember Richard Dix

A dud

back"?

in

"The

alongside "The

Remember William Haines

Quarter-

Sophomore."

in

"Brown

of

Mr. Haines was an upstart beginyou've seen and heard Eddie Quillan in

Harvard"?
ner,

if

"The Sophomore."
But "The Sophomore" suggests these three
It is no more like
pictures only indirectly.
them than John Barrymore is like Rod LaRocque, than Chevis Regal

is

like bootleg, than

talking pictures are like silent pictures.
a

college

story,

it

has

a

football

It

is

game, and

For the college is
kidded, the football game is kidded to death,
and the hero isn't a hero at all.
To tell what it is that makes "The Sophothere

the

likeness

ends.

who
up

and up and up. If this
be true, then there is not enough money in
any theatre in Chicago to rent "The Sopho-

more"

for a matinee.

out of commission, and

is

has never failed yet, you'll have heard about

the picture long before now.

be reading

this

In which case

only to obtain

my

price-

news you've
heard about it. Which I cheerily add in the
statement that "you ain't heard nuthin' yet."
affirmation

less

of

the

splendid

J'VE no

quarrel with Gilda Grey (God

bid!) and

I

or brought

know who made

don't

they got a terrible break in Chicago.
I'll

J SUPPOSE

there was some reason for open"The Gamblers" at the small Orpheum
downtown instead of a big house. There must
have been a reason. But I can't guess what
Particularly inasmuch as the B. & K.
it was.
ing

mausoleums, the Chicago and Oriental, tossed
off a couple of deathly silent pictures the same
week. But that's their fault, not mine. And,
they'd had the usual pair of

talking pictures in their usual big houses I'd

probably have missed seeing "The Gamblers
at the Orpheum and so would not be able to

you

at this

time that this

picture to

a

is

get acquainted with.

"The Gamblers" was
play in the days when
It

is

a

Wall

street

a

Charles Klein stage-

that

story

meant

a

knockout.

(which may be the

crowd
reason B. & K. didn't play it;
thinks Wall street is the one that circles China
and it is a great yarn. It is enacted by George
Fawcett, H. B. Warner, Jason Robards and
Lois Wilson. They give the finest performance
their

the

ever

play

maybe

it

is

had.

And

the

direction,

or

my

to

one, two or three stars the relative merits o
(I do not say see
doubt the accuracy of th
And about 800,000 people read Th

she

pictures

through

sits

or hears, because
terms).

I

Which

Tribune.

gives

Mae

a break, right o

Well, anyway, she thought so well

wrong.

may have been

"Piccadilly" (Gilda

I

ask no better performance.

I

care

make a better picture, so
long as they make more as good. But I do
wish the people who set pictures into and out
not

if

they never

o

in to se

her; she was doing a personal appearance

gave

she

that

ii

four stars, explainin

it

marvelous production.
you think happened?

The town went to
The people who go
advance that

what d

see the picture of cours<

Mae Tinee knew

for

Wherefore

was a whiz.

it

And

when it showed great black
where censors had deleted, and when
decided,

i

the

stretchf

the

coi

jumped all over the place, that it mu
be artistic. (What would the Mae Tinees d
tinuity

without that good old workhorse of an
With this preamble, then, I feel free

you

how bad

just

think "Piccadilly"

I

alibi.'

to te
It

is.

about a London night club,
owner, his sweetie and her Chinese successo
and a murder. It's got a speaking prolog th
a

bum

i

story,

as well have been left off and is clear
added so that the picture can be advertised

might

"talking."

It's

have

written

foot,

had

I

got a music-score that I cou

with

great

the

toe

of

no respect for music.

my

1«

Gilda

s

but for little or no visible reason;
it,
n
doesn't dance enough to mention, and we'll
si

her acting

discuss

makes
is.

and

pa;

opinion of "Piccadilly."

As you may or may not know, Miss Ma<
Tinee of The Chicago Tribune designates witl

the built-in merit of the original

script, gives the picture the finest suspense that
has been produced for the sound-camera.
than
I expect to see no better dramatizing
this,

aiu

Whicl

and wherefore you mustn't

explain,

any attention

for this

tell

But she

these shores.

to

it

for

this picturi

that the usual top gift of three wasn't enoug

"THE GAMBLERS"

if

sucl:

PICCADILLY"

town)

for that matter,

Alas,

it)

But I feel that I don't have to tell you more
about "The Sophomore."
Unless the under-

you'll

in this burj

business.

I

what some of them are about,

tell

show

some of

that every laugh sent the rental rate

hear them

picture

a

morning ten

think, murder.

a

is

gag about a guy who tries to cop
A
a cutie and a child who cramps his style.
ture.

bright
I

the funniest picture that ever pan-

whiz of a
comedy, in one reel if it wasn't so good that
it deceived me as to length, and I doubted the
This

knew

icked a theatreful of hard boiled exhibs

it

this city roller-skates

this

the gags, at least

tell

them, or

the number,

the

it's

to

ground rumor cable

PATHE NEWS:
but

you the

good

so

days afterward would be,

downtown theatres
when they see it.

of the big, cool

T. O. Service

is

(to

Michigan boulevard. (If Pathe ever re-leases
this house, the town will have lost its most
A goodly
gracious and charming cinema.)
crowd was there, which is to say the place was
full of motion picture people, and the night

Window"

Office

it

A

few spots where

matter, perhaps, of contrast.

staggered

ically

though
as

to

fit

I say, the

i

reading-emphasis,

were to be shown

it

And

captions typograp

slow, spotty, jumpy, with

And,

Anna May Woi

ability.

interesting in the

in a kindergarte

censors gouged out

gre

spaces which run black in the Chicago pro

(Seque

to

Paragraph

1

and

stop.)
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MUSIC AND TALENT

W

Publix- Warner Deal Would
iden Field
Added Booking
iTAGE SHOWS
Harold Pearl
Would Result,
laltimore Loew's Century
Week Ending August

3

appeal

for

and Winter
By W. S. RUSSELL

audiences.

There

is encouraging news in the
that a deal is near for the
merging of the interests of Para-

,-

report

ince.

d went

mount and Warner Brothers.

:

Wherein, you

:

ko in front.
urke is sent out to do the hero's work and they
tjk him lost but he returns to the surprise of all.
I re is a quick change by raising the drop and
into a scene
representing fighting in the
t iches
with spectacular effects of bombs bursting
a buildings catching fire.
tirring

music

it

file

Harold Pearl, motion picture theatre organist, has to his credit a world of experience in the musical field.
Prior to his associations in the motion picture theatre field,
he attained distinction as a pianist, having
toured
vaudeville
circuits
throughout
the
United States. It was following these tours
that he turned his efforts toward the theatre
organ, and in this work he has attained the
same success which marked his previous endeavors.

^
y

Broadway" has talent and plenty of it.
Dean Twins two well formed lassies who
and dance to perfection, as alike as two peas

movements.
way Mr. Gatanos throws

his partner around
he Apache dance is proof positive that the lady
of the team must be his wife, for no man living
w Id have the courage to slam-bang, grab her by
tr hair, and slap
her face unless the lady in quest'
mended his socks, and gave him all the little
atitions that we married men expect.
single
w ian would not 6tand for it. Their dance was ex-

comedy violinist is
w us again, with the same act. and same old
«*s but nevertheless pleased and it was with diffi™ he managed to make his exit so insistent were
th tudience that he
do it again, and again.
e chorus, the Marie Peterson Girls were excellent
wl handsome wardrobe
the girls were above the
;

(Continued on page 511

the
conjecture.

not

known

follows the course of
expansions, however,
there is certainly to be an extension of
stageshow operation.
One has only to direct his attention to
the Fox theatre expansion for proof of

other

If

mergers

it

and

RKO

A

and introduced many new features in the
worn Apache which has appeared on the local

eTit

:

are

between 35 and 80 weeks, depending upon
whether a unit is booked for
houses.
It is believed, though not confirmed, that

e>

s scores of times.
•bby Gilbert, the eccentric

details

and whatever is said regarding
proposed consolidation can be onlv

definitely

Then Fox launched its enormous expanprogram and immediately there was
opened up for the Fanchon & Marco units

ir

•'

Warner Brothers.
As we stated,

sion

irito follow their

1

Xaturally, details of the proposed deal
have not been made public, but it is a safe
wager that Publix presentation will become
an important factor in the key houses of

traveled, but not their units.
* * *

pod.

Med as premiere dance artists Healy and Clifford.
good looking boys, shake a wicked hoof with
ts and turns that makes your eyes nervous tryie

theatres

be placed un-

Take the case of Fanchon & Marco.
Everyone had heard of the outstanding
stageshow units which they were producing on the West Coast.
Their fame had

16

iits of
i nly the
ir.

Warner

this.

lew Orleans Saenger
si

all

der the Publix banner.

in

Week Ending August

understood that

is

— some 400 or so — would

is

now back

?

Although the producing and distributing branches of the two companies
would maintain their present identities,

furnished for this by the orthe pit, then comes the grand
with Doris Roche as Liberty in the center.

cetra,

ask, does this affect

the "music and talent" field

•

I

Resume

to

Presentation for Fall

Over the Top" started with an opening chorus
the male ensemble, accompanied by the Century
lcert orchestra, all seated on the stage in doughuniforms, in a set representing a canteen in

Chen Teddy Joyce, master of ceremonies, came on
into a violin solo "Roses in Picardy" and
m this Joyce led the band into "I'll Always Be
Love With You" with a solo by Joyce at the end.
rhen the Three Bernie Brothers were introduced by
.in Rowan, playing the tough sergeant, and the
Imer did a novelty dance with bodies and feet
lined together.
Johnny Burke came on next and
]yed the comic part of a dumb corporal.
After
tie comedy. Burke, at piano, led orchestra in a
i.elty number with each piece playing a few bars
1m a different selection.
ext Doris Roche was introduced wearing a natty
le uniform and she sang a solo and after some
c ledy
work by Burke and Rowan there was ancer number sung by the male ensemble, and the
Uer then did a comic drill led by Rowan and Burke
£ inst a drop curtain followed by the Three Bernie
I'thers in a special drill winding up with a call to
f le in which those who will go into no man's land
a asked to step forward.
All step back leaving

Many Houses

Expect

'

•

Believed

It Is

"The River of Romance," the all talking
amount production,
featuring
Charles
Buddy
•gers. held the screen at Loew's Century.
Balti>re.
during the week beginning July 29, Jack
rtington's travesty revue of the World war, "Over
Top," featuring Johnny Burke, stage and screen
was the stage attraction.
jr.
Both features had
While

JOE KRACSE, special representative for
WITMARK & SONS, and well known

M.

throughout the industry as the "Good Will
is at present covering Canada
for the purpose of effecting a closer alliance
between exhibitor and music dealer, now that
picture songs ha.-e assumed such tremendous
importance. Krause, through his personality,

Ambassador,"

business

acumen

making

profitable

and
tieups

untiring efforts in
for both exhibitor

and dealer, has added a host of admirers
his long list of friends.

to

the Paramount-Warner deal, if it is closed,
likewise will result in an extension of the
Publix stage units.
In addition to this encouraging prospect,
it seems almost certain that many theatres
which have abandoned stage acts during
the summer will return to the presentation
policy as fall draws near.
While talking pictures have proved, and
will continue to prove, successful, theatres in
many localities, and especially in neighborhood communities, have sensed a real demand for the return of "flesh and blood''

entertainment

in

conjunction with films.
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We're Sorry

OUR NEW CATALOG

week, through cur error in selecting
photographs to illustrate the stageshow work
Last

Thomas

of

Sacco,

we

published

pictures

SAYS

cf

produced at the studio of National Playh usts and conceived and staged by William
Biltgcn and Billy MiPs.
We regret the error.
sets

WHERE THE SWEET

MUSIC

FORGET-ME-NOTS

Paul Specht Opens at
New York Hotel

REMEMBER
Wo

BY THE WAY
I'LL

To

CLOSE MY
EYES

the rest of the

World

THEN YOU'VE
NEVER BEEN BLUE

TALENT

4

W"

"

CHICAGO

it
is Paul Specht and his orchestra,
which, although hundreds of musical organizations
competed, drew the lucky alignment to furnish the
music at Gotham's newest hotel enterprise, the Governor Clinton Hotel.
Specht attributes his sensational come-back to his
broadcasting over the Columbia chain, together with
his important tie-up for the Inaugural Ball in Washington laiit March. Under the direction of the Harry
Romm Agency, he will double in the local Keith theatres during his engagement at the Governor Clinton,
from where he will also broadcast regularly over
Station WABC.
Tentative plan6 also call for the
making of several Vitaphone features for Warner
Brothers.
Among the famous director's other activities are

his

Columbia recordings, his

latest

disc

release

be-

ing

the already much-discussed songs, "Ich Liebe
Dich" and "At Close of Day," from the big Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer

film

special,

We're Off On the Latest. .
Our mutual friend
Chick Castle is expecting to show his boss none other
than Jack Robbins around town for a tew days this
week.
Victor Arden and Phil Ohman were the
stars of the Victor half-hour of dance music from
station WEAF over the coast to coast network of
the NBC last Thursday evening.
"Ukulele Ike"
Cliff Edwards is the busiest player on the Mctro(ioldwyn-Mayer lot these days. Since "College Life"
he has passed from picture to picture without a
break.
The Stone Vernon Foursome, famous
adagio team reported to have left the Publix unit
"Fore" because of a breakdown of the girl, are appearing at the Capitol theatre in New York, this
week.
Quick recovery I'd say.
Have you heard
the latest, Edouard E. Perrigo alias Eddie Perry conducted a band concert on the Daily News Plaza last
Saturday ? The concerts are broadcast over WMAQ,
The Daily News station and WCFL, the Chicago
Federation of
Labor.
Some hot news from
Broadway follows, Peggy Bernier, protege of Paul
.

learn that

"Wonder of Women."

.

.

.

.

.

.

ISABELLA

THERE WAS NOTHING ELSE TO DO
SOFT HEARTED

Just a Little

LOUISE

SOME SWEET DAY
The new

slide-novelty

One culm day

last
week a group of Witmaik
were gathered in the inner sanctum of
Isidore Witmark's office listening to music that had
been submitted in manuscript form from the coast,
and intended for use in new pictures. Just when
they were peacefully absorbed in the strains of
"Smiling Irish Eyes** a horde of piano movers descended on them and without any softening preliminaries, proceeded to take the piano from under their
very noses.
Threats and pleading were of no avail
"Them pianos is what we
nor were promises.
come for" quoth the leader of the mob, "and what's
more we intend to get 'em outa here so you'd do
yourselves a favor to go off and play in some body
else's sandpile."
And what can any one do when
once the wrath of a piano mover is aroused ? After
they had emptied the place of all the pianos, they

executives

—

mark establishment
toney

is

And now the Witbedeck* d with new, shiny and

pianos.

Warners Pay Millions
For Harms Music

.

.

now ready. It features the above
HITS Great for Organists who

—

use the "mike."

Write for the above to

offering $15,000,000 for the Harms property. Officials
of the various companies involved declined to discuss the deal.

NEW

Tennis Stars Guests of Roxy
YORK. S. L. Rothafel has invited the

Wightman

—
players

to

be his guests at the

Brit-

Roxy

Arrangements are being made to entertain
theatre.
the visitors at a dinner party in his studio atop the
theatre.

THE SINGING
MASTER OF CEREMONIES

B

Hess, Mgr.,
Special Service Dept.
Cliff

REMICK MUSIC CORP.
W. 46th St.
New York City

219

.

.

.

days instead of Saturdays as heretofore.
Merle
Clark, featured organist at the Paramount theatre,
Toledo, Ohio, is seriously ill and Fred Feibel of the
New York Paramount is taking his place.
Mrs.
Paul Small or Melba Lou who has been vacationing
here in Chicago is now back in New York to work
in a few Publix unite.
The Collet to Sisters (Mildred and Ruth), well known presentation artists
formerly of Publix units and now filling in for a
few weeks in the "Snap Into It" Unit, will go into
rehearsal for Shubert's "Greenwich Village Follies"
w-hich opens in New York, October 15.
Helen
Yorke, coloratura and Virginia Johnson, soprano,
formerly of Publix have formed their own act and
are now touring the R K O circuit.
Grace and
Marie Eline, former musical comedy 6tars and Publix artists, are now touring the Loew circuit.
Bob Schafer called the Gold Medal Radio Artist in
New York City because of his winning so many of
the popularity contests of Radio Stars in that city,
has taken over the Chicago office as manager for
Sherman Clay, the music publishing house. Bob
has been with Sherman Clay for the last five years
in New York, his wife is known to the Radio fans
as the Radio Girl of New York. ... Ed Little, general manager of sheet music for Sherman Clay was
in for a few days until Bob became acquainted with
his new duties.
Cecil Davidson, band leader in
many theatres around Chicago, now has his own band
Davidson
at the popular roadhouse. Villa Venice.
has eleven men on the job and with his knowledge
of music should be there at the end of the season.
Two new offices were occupied last week by two
publishers, M. Witmark and Sons and George and
Arthur Piantadosi. they still remain in the Woods
building however.
Both are advertised as a unit of
Warner Brothers, the motion picture producers.
Bernard Prager, general salesmanager of Robbins
Music Corporation, in his last letter had reached
Charlie
Seattle in his business trip to the coast.
Lenzen of the Donaldson office is now on his vacation
and Harry Reinhold is anxiously awaiting his return
to start on his spree.
Stopped in to see Izzy
Ullman and heard a new number of his that is a
knockout called "Sweetheart," think it will show up
Frankie Masters,
in Sid Berman's column soon.
I mean the Frankie of St. Louis, has left for his new
position in the East. ... In an interview with Al
Beilan I understand Sid Berman has the distinction
of being the first to make two holes in one, he hit
the ball so hard he cut it in half, half going in the
fourth hole and the other to the thirteenth.
Paul Specht opened the new Governor Clinton Hotel
He will also
in New York City August nineteenth.
Another
double at the local Keith house there.
Fanchon and Marco unit played the Palace theatre
in New York last week, in the cast were artists"
well known here, they were Chief Eagle Feather,
Peggy
Muriel Stryker and the Trado Twins. . .
Chamberlin and Ross Himes also played at the R K 0
week.
81st theatre in New York la6t
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Alternating at the
Stanley Theatre, Jersey City
Branford Theatre, Newark, N. J.

.

.

.

N

.

.

.

.

A radio-program sponsored by
The Non-Skid Banana Company

.

.

.

Ash and a feature of "Good News," is soon to go
into rehearsal for Aarons and Friedley's new musical
show, "You for Me".
The Paramount theatres.
New York and Brooklyn are now opening on Fri-

.

The purchase of Harms Musical house by the
Warners, together with other properties in the music
line, became definitely known today though the deal
was arranged some weeks ago. The purchase was
made on a particularly generous basis, the Warners

ish

"LET'S LISTEN IN"

.

.

Story

brought in seventeen new ones.

AND
HERE WE ARE

.

.

.

RED HAIR AND
FRECKLES

.

.

•
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STAGE SHOWS
(Continued from Page 49)

—

verage in terpsichorean and vocal efforts the best
een and heard here in several months.
Carazo with the Saenger Grand orchestra
I, astro
ffers tunes from the Land of Romance, based on
idodies of Austria and Hungary which included,
selections, rhapsodies and other numbers.
Wesley Lord, at the organ, featured "The Troubles
McCann, a selection which depicted the troubles

;reisler

f

a h-a-r-d

f

working man who made his pile and
apartment then moved back where

—

loved to a swell
e could sleep.

Ray Teal with the stage band as usual received
share, especially with an original skit in which

is

Broadmore (this City) and
le Sewerage and Water Board held the center of the
Rain has fallen for four weeks flooding the
age.
The Sewerage and Water Board is supposed to
ity.
lrnish the music "It Ain't Goin' to Rain No More."
hile the flooded out Broadmore residents respond
." well, you know
ith "It Seems to Me Like a
of

residential section

le

—

of the sentence.
The scenic effects made possible by Anthony
local scenic artist at the Saenger were
ie
ir with his other work, excellent.
rest

le

The

film

this

week

is

Allow
on a

"The Greene Murder Case,"

Business at the
hich is attracting much attention.
lenger is good despite the car strike and extremely
K weather.

Chicago Palace
Week Ending August

17

The Fourteen Brick Tops open and close the first
The fourrtion at the Palace theatre last week.
;n appear singing and talking seemingly disturb; the director in the pit, a trellis was lowered becked with college pennants, for this is called the
K 0 Collegiate show and the girls unfastened their
^truments. by this time Bobbie Grice has been
=isted into the pit and the Brick Tops play with
The hand accorded them was
pit musicians.
•rthy of mention.
Brown in "Southern Syncopation" appeared
a
'vt as the campus cook and chased the Brick Tops
Dressed as a southern Mammy she
the stage.
'illy
put syncopation in the songs she sung and
y clamored for more.
1

The Five Reillys were next, all sisters and brothers,
o went through a tap routine that was remarkable
two of the youngest of the five. They closed
":ing three bows.
"he

Runaway Four opened with snappy

chatter

and

rased the audience with their comedy and tumbling.
lara Barry and Orval Whitlege billed as Seniors

Subtle Sophistication also received their share of
I applause.
Graduation Day disclosed the Fourteen Brick Tops
f'ted around
while Whitlege has his moment at
t
Valedictory as a wisecracking Professor, but
H to beg off so insistent were the audience.
''he Fourteen
Brick Tops in a new set rendered
r iy selections among them being "The Rhaphsody
Blue."
Many of the girls are soloists and pleased

51

winning four and five encores, and is scoring heavily.
His band numbers, also, are excellent, especially
"Limehouse Blues," in a novel arrangement.
A
humorous offering of the "Enright Stock Company,"
as Dick calls his little skits, is a quartette of the
One by one, the
band boys offering some songs.
boys' voices would go flat or sharp, and they are
shot from off-fitage.
Gets a big laugh.
Yvonne offers some blue singing, and does not click
a-tall.

Melvina San, pretty and shapely miss, performs
with some clever tap dancing.
Herbert Clifton, female impersonator, offers a
riotous five minutes.
This fellow is really funny,
and his offering is clean. Sylvia Snyder, local girl,
scores with her solo, "Chinese Lullaby."
Irma Gftthoerl, at the organ, scores with "A Rose
Fantasy," offering "Mighty Lak' a Rose," "Moonlight and Roses." "Roses of Picardy," etc.
While
she plays, myriads of electrically lighted roses are
draped over the console. The effect is beautiful.

ORGAN SLIDE
SETS

Indianapolis Indiana
Week Ending August 16
The

presentation "Fifth Avenue." created
by Jack Partington, is rather spectacular in its appeal, but is nothing out of the ordinary.
Costumes
and scenery, however, are all up to standard, if not
a little beyond. Hector and Pals, a clever dog" act is
going over. The act is clever, as are the dogs.
Charlie Davis seems to monopolize the orchestra,
appearing on the stage alone, with a drop behind
him and playing the piano, trumpet, banjo, saxophone. The orchestra is in the pit with Ed Resener
conducting the entire performance.
It has been rumored persistently that Davis and the
stage band would be eliminated from the Indiana programs due to the coming of talkies but thus far nothing of the sort has been done and he seems to be
just as permanent a fixture as ever, as also is the
stage show.

SONG DERBY
BY TED KOEHLER
FEATURING

state

(You Made Me Love You)

WHY
AM

Week Ending August

PAPER DOLLS

SMALL SETS
WHY DID YOU?
MY SONG OF THE
NILE
I

;

i

individual way.
Their appearance was folby an intermission.
rank De Voe opened the second section of the
s>w assisted by James Steiger, popular composer
a billed as "The Tidal Wave of Song."
De Voe
h' to beg off so insistent were the audience.
Ibert Carroll in New Impressions of Stage Celebris, appeared next.
His offering seemed a little
b too deep for
the audience on this particular
their

i

1-ed

* ling.
tlythe

Marcelle

and

Ted

Pites" assisted by George
el%d a

good

Williams

in

Lewis

of
Stone,

10

Women," a talking picture featuring
Peggy Wood and Leila Hyams, and

the Loew's Publix.unit "Let's Go." with Teddy Joyce
acting as master of ceremonies in his final .week at
that playhouse, proved a good drawing program at
that house during the week beginning August 5.
"Let's Go," a stage production arranged by Charles
Niggemeyer. started with an opening chorus by the
Dave Gould Girls in front of the Century Concert
Orchestra seated on the stage in front of a back
drop.
The Dave Gould Girls did a dance finishing with a
dance number in which the girls formed a mass line

"Kitchen

Andre and Salve Gianino

bill.

GYPSY CHARMER
LOVE YOU— HATE
YOU
I

SMI LING IRISH E YES
SLIDES

i

Week Ending August

WITH VITAPHONE

SONG OF THE NILE
MAYBE-WHO KNOWS
LOVE YOU-I HATE
YOU
IF YOU WERE
MINE
I

SPECIAL SLIDE CHORUSES

ON ALL SONGS

VICTOR HERBERTS
AH! SWEET MYSTERY OF LIFE
KISS

i

.

Louis Ambassador
Week Ending August 15

Ed Lowry'e "Seashore Follies." the stage offerweek, Ed and Morton Beck, the Darling
Prosper and Maret were prominent as
*h entertainers, while the chorus girls were also on
h:
to sing and dance in pleasing style.

MEEDER

of the
T.is, and
ir

AT THE ORGAN

!

Fttsburgh Enright
Week Ending August

16

THE

ck Powell, master of

ceremonies, calls his stage
ofling this week "Chinese Nights." and it's
a colorfa md peppy review.
The setting is picturesque
w Chinese pagodas and scores of lighted lanterns
nu about the stage.
e hit of the show is Dick Powell's crooning
'

tn igh his

megaphone.

At most performances he

is

B.

F.

KEITH THEATRE

RICHMOND HILL
NEW YORK

MY

MAYBE-WHO KNOWS
DANCE OF THE

—

"Wonder

BLUE?

DREAMS

16

Baltimore Loew's Century

I

LET ME HAVE

San Antonio Majestic
Seventeen Radio stare from station WLS in Chicago head the Greater Majestic theatre's stage show
this week.
The presentation is called "WLS Showboat," among these stars of the "air" are Harry Dean
Sadler, Bob Hope, Velma Dean and a host of others.
Other acts on the bill include Hayes-Marsh and Fay
singers and dancers Dave Vine, eecentric comedian
and Don Galvan, San Antonio's favorite "Banjo Boy."
On the screen is offered Fox's Movietone attraction "Masquerade," featuring Leila Hyams. Clyde
Cook, Arnold Lucy and Alan Birmingham.
The
story is from the novel "The Brass Bowl."
Vernon Geyer is still pleasing the patrons with his
organ numbers, a newsreel and Aesop's Fables complete the bill.

DID YOU?

ME AGAIN

GYPSY LOVE SONG
Wrile for Slides and Information

to

JIMMY CLARK
Special Service

Manager

321 West 44th Street, New York
"VITAPHONE" REG'D TRADEMARK
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using steps and arm movements and tambourine taps
to give a representation of a railroad train starting,

ORGAN

PRESENTATIONS OF

GREAT SONGS
SMALL SLIDE SETS
IF YOU BELIEVED

ME

IN

"Sensational Ballad"

SING A LITTLE

LOVE JONG
-MY SIN-

MEAN TO ME
(If

I

FALL IN LOVE

I'D

WITH ME
WHERE THE BAB,
BAB, BABBLING

BROOK
(Goes Bub-Bub-Bubbling By)

We

also have

INDIVIDUAL

CHORUS SETS

for all our songs,

including hits from

SAY

IT

and

FOX MOVIETONE
FOLLIES

SAY

IT

AL JOLSON

finale.

of tumblers,

Louis Fox
Week Ending August

lar applause.

The stage show, "Let's Go," gets off to a good
start with the Singing Ensemble in "Sweethearts on
Parade," after which the ballet dressed as little
girls, do a snappy routine.
Al and Gussie Blum in "Flappers of Yesterday
and Today," contrast the graceful and dignified waltz
of years ago with a wild, jazzy interpretation of
The Six Pashas, an aggregation
the modern dance.
in brilliant red and- green, whirl about
They give a most
the stage with surprising agility.
marvelous exhibition of hand springs, double and
triple mid air somersaults that have appeared on
this stage and the audience gives them a great round
of applause.
Helene Heller and George Riley put on an entertaining singing and dancing number diversified with
some good comedy. George sings "Wonderful You"
and Miss Heller sings "Some Sweet Day." The ballet
in red, white and blue costumes, presents anothei
routine dance.

16

Stuart Barrie, who is also acting as master of ceremonies, follows with a humorous sketch, "The Los'
Golf Ball." The most brilliant and novel number or
the program is a silhouette dance by the Day
Gould Girls. Against a black velvet back drop th»
girls first dance in what apparently are ordinar;
white costumes with capes. Soon the lights are low
ered and with the house in darkness, the girl;costumes are seen to be phosphorescent, the out
Th
stretched capes resembling butterflies' wings.
girls go through various drill formations, includin
conclud
dancing up and down a series of steps, and
with an airy and graceful butterfly dance as the 01
chestra plays an appropriate accompaniment.

The Radion Dancers included Ravena and Rima
and Wolf and De Caro. They know their steps.

San Antonio Aztec
16

"Hard

to Get" starring the brilliant Dorothy Mackfeatured this week at the Aztec theatre. The
picture is going over great as Dorothy is a big favorite in the "Alamo City," playing opposite her is
Charles Delaney.
Ralph Pollock, the Aztec M. C. has a real surprise in his 6tage show "Knights of the Knite Klub."
featuring five big time vaude acts headed by Ray

aill

is

fill

and Gussie Blum's Apache dance is executt
the startling realism and brutality charac
The program close
of this type of dance.
with a brilliant finale in which the entire compan

Al
with

appears on the stage

out an

WITH SONGS

LITTLE PAL

Philadelphia Mastbaum
Week Ending August 17

USED TO YOU
I'M IN SEVENTH
HEAVEN
Medley"

BREAKAWAY

Week Ending August

The
musical
spectacle,
"Neapolitan
Nights."
staged by Robert Alton, scenic effects by Charles C.
Dahl. with stage interpretation by the singing and
dancing ensembles, is one of the most pleasing fea-

SUSIE
Write for All Slides and
Information to

Mgr. of Publicity

DE SYLVA, BROWN &
HENDERSON. INC.
City

16

like.

Featured

in

JACK PARTINGTON'S

Perez Koko Trio present some rapid-fire entertament which not only includes 6ome unusual tale,

"OVER THE TOP"
and

PARAMOUNT

but just about everything which one would care
see

crowded into one

act.

Louis Charninsky and his Pantages orchestra
popular selections as the overture.

VITA-

PHONE SHORT FEATURE

Detroit Michigan
Week Ending August

THIS WEEK

BIG CITY BLUES

New York

DORIS ROCHE

—Bl EEALO. NEW YORK
NEXT WEEK— PARAMOUNT, TOLEDO
DIRECTION — WM. MORRIS AGENCY

WALKING WITH

745 7th Ave.,

"THE PRIDE OF THE REGIMENT"

PUBLIX UNIT

THAT'S YOU, BABY

SAM LERNER,

a gay carnival.

Four, instead of five, stage numbers made up tl
program at the Pantages because of the fact th
Roxy La Row
the picture was unusually long.
billed as the "international comedy harpist," often
an act which pleased audiences throughout the wee
His number consists of just enough good music ai
humor to blend into a perfect entertainment.
Joe Fanton & Co., offer a novelty number title
"Sensational Seconds." The act contains all of th
and the company received a liberal share of the a
plause for the week.
Ketch and Wilma have an act titled, "A Figure
Speech," in which there is some good acting,
well as humor of the type which audiences usua

WHY CANT YOU

Follies Chorus
Introducing

in

Kansas City Pantages

Introducing

"Fox

all

teristic

enjoyable program.

from

hits

Stuart Barrie introduces another organ novelty in
which the audience participates, entitled "A Sony
Derby." Three song hits from "On With the Show,"
were arranged in the form of a race in a competiOf the three songs, "Am I
tion for popular favor.
Blue," "Let Me Have My Dreams," and "Why Did
You," the latter was acclaimed the winner by popu-

Eva Clark, formerly with the St. Louis Municipal
Opera, was the big personal attraction on the stage
this week, and she got a very big hand at each
performance with her group of songs.
Horace Heidt's Californians, a Fanchon and Marco
production was another stage offering that went
across very handily.
The Radion Dancers were also
the stage bill for the week.
They were excellent.
John Sully and Muriel Thomas in "It and That"
completed the stage bill.

and La Rayne.
A snappy comedy and the Aztec News

SPECIALS
Medley of

of

Week Ending August

WITH SONGS

of the program at the Mastbaum thin week.
Charles Previn conducts the orchestra in "Folk Songs
Italy," and furnishes the orchestral accompaniment for the cello soloist, who also plays an Italian
As the curtain rises disclosing Vesuvius in the
air.
background, with a rosy halo of fire about its summit, the Singing Ensemble in Italian peasant costumes sings "Santa Lucia." The Dancing Ensemble,
also in colorful peasant garb, the girls with tambourines, dance a spirited tarantella.

tures

with appropriate music from the oichestra.
Then Teddy Joye introduced Al and Gussie Blum,
who did a novelty dance and that was followed by
Teddy Joyce singing "I'm Falling in Love With Your
Eyes," winding up with Joyce playing the violin
accompanied by the orchestra.
From this Joyce led the orchestra into a hot number entitled "Tight Like That." and that was followed by the Ten Pashas billed as an aggregation
of sons of the Persian desert who did an exceedingly
fine tumbling act.
Then came the Dave Gould Girls again in a radium
specialty dance number which was followed by Al and
Gussie Blum in an eccentric dance.
Following that Helene Heller came on and began
a song number accompanied by the orchestra which
was broken into by George Riley with some comedy
chatter.
This gradually worked into comic act by
Riley with a finish by Hellei and Riley in a vocal
duet "Some Sweet Day." with orchestra.
Following that there was some eccentric dancing
by Teddy Joyce and the audience would not let him
get off the stage and he ha'd to give a number of
encores. Finally he wound it up with a number from
George White's "Scandals." That led into the grand

St.

Were You)

August 24, 1929

15

the nature of an open letter to
Ziegfeld, Earl Carroll. George White, or any otl
impresario who stages, or is thinking of stagi
one of those elaborate annual revues.
If you ever happen to see a theatre where Pub
"Wall Street Blues" is playing, Messrs, Carr

This

is

in

THE SINGING FOOL
PIANIST"
JOHNNY PAYNE
Now

of

Touring
Direction

PUBLIX THEATRES

— William

Morris Agency

!
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White and Ziegfeld. drop in and see it. For in it.
you will find eome acts that would go over in great
style on the big time.
The show opens in front of a drop curtain on
which the traditional bull and bear of Wall street
are shown pulling tape from a telegraph ticker.
The
Gluck-Sorel Girls, in page costumes of blue dotted
all over with brass buttons, sing an opening chorus
about the bulls and the bears of the market.
Then the scene shifts to full stage, a roof garden
cabaret, supposedly on top of one of New York's
But how could that be possible, Mr.
buildings.
Scene Painter, when the entire skyline of New York
shown
on
the back drop, with a river in between ?
is
The first number was Barnett and Clark, a cute
boy and a cuter girl with the hottest of hot feet.
Next was Kay McKay, a red headed little songstress
who sang "Supposing I Should Fall in Love With

You V
Al Evans was next with an orchestra specialty,
that new song "My Sin."
He sang several verses
and

then

gave

one

those recitations with the
orchestral accompaniment in the background.
If the
lyric writer put that recitation into the musical copy
easy to see what his 6in is.
it is
That'6 it.
Josephine Davis, in a rube get-up, sang that old
timer "You Tell 'Er, I Stutter," but, oh, boy, howshe did put it over.
She got a great, big hand.
Carlton and Ballon were on next in a songologue.
Al introduced them as a couple who took old songs
apart and put them together differently.
Their first
one was a new version of "Too Tired." They make
it
pretty blue, by insidious double meanings just
about putting over that old smoking room story
about the bride who was too tired.
The team turned out a new version of "Crazy
Words. Crazy Tune." did some nice stepping and
then the young woman member of the act recited
nursery rhymes, modern fashion.
The man, in the
of

meantime, practically had an epileptic fit every time
she broke out with a new one.
It was all very
good fooling.
Barnett and Clark came back for another dance
number.
This time they started out with a ball
room dance, ending up by tap dancing the steps
while they still kept their arms around each other
as is the usual ball room custom.
Last, but by no means least, was Gilbert Lamb,
an indolent and languid appearing young man who
can hoof with the best of them.
His best stunt was
a sideways handspring ending up in a split.
Paste
that one In the book
Incidentally. Al Evans announced that this wee!;
is
his last at the Michigan after being there for
more than a year. He is going to Washington.

Pittsburgh Enright
Week Ending August

23

Dick Powell, m. c. calls his stage show this week
"Zig Zag," the effect being carried out with futuristic
stage settings, and with a classy display for a finale
of Neon Tubes in zig zag formation about the rear
of the set.

The opening ensemble is a rhythmic number in
which the twelve Enright Rockets do a tap dance in
unison.
The girls had been well drilled for this
number and it made a hit.
A beautiful production number scored when Sylvia
Snyder sang "Back in Those Crinoline Days."
She
was placed high at the rear of the stage with a
huge crinoline dress draped about her.
The entire
chorus was hidden underneath the folds of the dress.
When the girls came out, they also were garbed in
crinolines,

and

later

removed

these,

showing

their

pretty legs with a song:
'This is the way we dress
to catch the boys nowadays."
Frosini, announced as one of the world's greatest
accordionists,
playeH classical and popular selecLillian and Mae
tions expertly and got a big hand.
Murray, songsters, did fairly well with several harduos.
mony
The Fortunella team of acrobatic clowns were a
big hit. They do some exceedingly funny and diffiThis offering is a knockout.
cult acrobatics.
Dick Powell, as usual, crooned several popula.*
songs through his megaphone and 6cored heavily.
They surely love to hear this boy sing here. He's
really good and deserves his success.
The stage band put on "Joe College." and went

53

Arbuckle Quits Club
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD.

15

DISTRIBUTORS TERRITORIES

The stage attraction at the Fox this week is Fan"Dance Moods," which is more of

AVAILABLE

above the averFor the opening
and execution.
Walt Roesner and the Fox Ororiginal medley of light opera and
musical comedy bits ranging from "The Merry
Widow" to "The Man I Love."
As the curtain rises a gorgeous scene is revealed.
Against a background of black and silver are grouped
it

Roscoe

—

Week Ending August
Also

—

OVERTURE AND EXIT MARCH
ON EACH 16" 33 1 3 R.P.M. RECORD

San Francisco Fox
idea.

20.

MUSICAL DISCS

over big.

chon and Marco's
a revue than an
age in conception
concert number,
chestra present an

Aug.

(Fatty) Arbuckle has quit his job as nieht
club entertainer at the Plantation Cafe
here.
Arbuckle stated that he did not
know what he would do next as he was
through with the night clubs for good.

is

ff

Hirsch-Amold Ballet.
The forty girle in this
ballet are costumed in white and are the embodiment
of grace in a toe dancing specialty.
Colored lights,
in the soft pastel shades, play on the dancers as
they glide through their steps and poses.
Next there is a musical story played by the orchestra and sung and directed by Walt Roesner.
This offering is arranged around "The Spell of the

rite or

if

ire

the

and

Blues"

"Minuet

in

from Beethoven*?
"Prelude," "Blue
other
well known selecand
finale is a harmonious mingling

contains

G."

SUITE 1100
1841

excerpts

Rachmaninoff's

Sensational

Skies," "Blue Heaven,"
tions.

The grand

of these

many

BROADWAY, NEW \ORk

MY

selections.

Harry Jolson, brother of Al. sings several songs
and tells some jokes of rather ancient vintage. Earl
Askam, brother of Perry, the Red Shadow of the
"Desert Song," sings well in the opening and closing of the final scene. The setting of this spectacular scene is a fiery one and the dancers are costumed
to represent flames.
There are torch bearers, flame
dancers and from a huge caldron springs Ramon
Caldwell, as the devil.
He draws from this same
caldron Betty Mooney, a dainty maiden, and together
they do a graceful adagio dance that is well received.
The entire aggregation assist in the closing
and the audience has been treated to a well balanced and entertaining show.

Triangle Number
Best Seller

SONG
OF THE
N I LE

Is

The Triangle Music Publishing Company. Inc.,
under the direction of Joe Davis, long and favorably
known executive of the company, has, at the present
writing, one of the most envied catalogs in the
music business.
The fast moving feature tune in

FIRST NATIONAL PICTURE

the firm's roster is "S'Posin'." melodic fox trot that
has struck a responsive chord with the public. The
number is high up in the list of the country's best
selling sheet music, and shows no sign of abating
in popularity.
Newer tunes include "The World's
Greatest Sweetheart Is You." a lighter ballad, just
beginning to show results of an intensive campaign
recently inaugurated by Triangle.
The third of the
Triangle's "star songs" is "Won'teha?" a novelty.

RICHARD BARTHELMESS*

"DRA G"
M.WITMARK&SONS,

N.Y.

MUSICAL DISCS
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ORGAN SOLOS

SID SAYS

Catherine Custer (Portland Pantages.)

SONGS

One

No.

i

— (Leo

Feist).

No. 2
"Pagan Love Song" (Robbins Music

Ron and Don (Seattle, Seattle) played, "Where the
Sweet Forget Me Nots Remember" for opening of
"Evangeline" and Dolores De! Rio. screen star appeared in person. Followed. Eddie Magill the "crooning
megaphone
king,"
and
Arthur
Claussen.
conducting Seattle Grand Orchestra, who offered an
outstanding musical program.
Ron and Don closed
show after picture with theme song, "Evangeline."

—

Corp.).

No. 3

When

"I Get the Blues
(Forster).

Rains"—

It

No. 4
Painted

the

Dolls"

—

Stanley Malotte (Portland Publix) concocted another clever medley of theme songs opening with
"Precious Little Thing Called Love," followed quickly
by "Yo Te Omo" from the "Wolf Song," "Wedding
of the Painted Dolls," "Louise," "When My Dreams
Come True." All proved popular and made nice contrast to heavy music which accompanied feature pic-

No. 5
— (Wit
mark & Sous).
Song"— (Harms, Inc.).
No. 6

"When My Dreams Come True"—
(Irving Berlin).

—

"Junior" (Donaldson,
Douglas
&
Gumblc).
"Moonlight March"— ( Milton Weil).
"Louise" (Rcmick Music Corp.).
"Honey" (Leo Feist).
"I'll Always Be i)i Love With You"

—
—

ture, "Dr.

— (Harms.

"Sleepy Valley"

Pal"— (De

Inc.).

&

Brown

Sylva,

Henderson).
"Carolina Moon" (Joe Morris).
"My Sin" (Dc Sylva, Brown
Hen-

—

—

Malcolm Thomson

Philadelphia, Sedgwick) offere
another original "Synorgaphone" and
organ novelty this week, which he called "With Me
and My Girl, Any Night." Slides were used only for

&

his

derson).

No. 8

"My Song

of the

Nile"—(Witmark

&

"Do Something" — (Green & Step!)
"Miss You" (Santly Bros., Inc ).
"Mean to Me" (De Sylva, Brown

"That's

You

Broun

Sylva,

Henderson).

Baby"

—

(De

1

title and for the words of songs. All other announcements and singing that Thomson did was done
over the "Synorgaphone."
His opening number.
"Just a Song at Twilight" was a straight organ
number. He then sang and played, "Out Where the
Moonbeams Are Born." "In the Hush of the Night"
and "Dawning." Thomson received such an ovation
that he was forced to encore.
His encore being
"My Sin" which he sang and played. Thomson's
ability to sing and play well, have earned him quite

—

—
"Breakaway" — (De

I

audience

the

Sons).

Henderson).

Fu Manchu."

Glen Shelley (Portland TebbeUs Oriental) The oldfashioned waltz numbers proved to have still a good
following,
starting with "Susannah," "Just
One
Girl," "Two Little Girls in Blue," "Blue Danube,"
"Sweet Rosie O'Grady," "Daisy." "Good Old Summertime." and ending with "Daisies Won't Tell."
which accompanied screen offering, "Divorce Made

—

(Shapiro).

"Little

&
&

Sylva,

Brown & Henderson).
"You Were Meant for Me"— (Robbins

a reputation in Philadelphia.

Music Corp.).

"HEAD LOW" — (Villa

Moiet,

Inc.)

—A

spiritual

song about old Southern folks on their way to camp
meeting.
Written up great.
One of the writers
makes a specialty of these types of songs having just
written "Wake Up. Chillun, Wake Up." Lyrics by
Williard Robison. music by Frank Skinner.
'

*

HOW WE

"OH.

(Shapiro, Bernstein

Universal

&

IS

Ol'R COLLEGE"—
Co.)— The theme song of the

"College

#

Life."

A

real

*

—

A DREAMER" — (Green &

Stept, Inc.)
The theme song of the new Morton Downey picture.
"Lucky in Love." The boys have written all the
songs for this boy's various pictures and have given
him some great songs to sing. This number is very
pretty and look commercial.
Words and music by
Bud Green and Sam H. Stept.

A

ON THE RADIO
EXHIBITORS

e

*

"LOVE

Tune

on

in

Bsrlin. Inc.)
song.
Everybody is after that
of us swim, others play golf, but
all for the coat of tan.
Words by Ray Klages
Sam Ward, music by J. Fred Coots.

—

The enthusiasm around DeSylva,
to the tremendous pubreaction to the songs. Al Jolson sings in his latest
Warner Bros, picture, "Say It With Songs" is perfectly justified.
The song, "Little Pal" indicates that
this fast-stepping firm has the logical successor to
"Sonny Boy" in this tune. The three other songs,
"Why Can't You." "Used to You" and I'm in
Seventh Heaven," also have the earmarks of "hit"
tunes taken all in all it looks like this firm is due
for another golden harvest.
Incidentally Al Jolson,
himself. Buddy DeSylva, Lew Brown and Ray Henderson are the writers of all these songs.
lic

—

—

if

S

C

nothing new for a Paramount picture to play
in both the Publix houses, here and in Brooklyn at
the same time, but it is a precedent for any other
firm.
Pathe's all talking production, "The Sophomore" featuring Eddie Quillan on the screen and in
person, is the first to accomplish this feat.
T.ie
theme song. "Little by Little.' written by Walter
O'Keefe and Eddie Dolan is published by DeSylva,
Brown and Henderson. The Fox picture, "The Cock
Eyed World." which is being held over at the Roxy
for the third week, has broken all existing box-office
This picture has a song called, "So Dear
records.
to Me" which is sung beautifully by some unknown.
The song was published by DeSylva, Brown and
Henderson.

THEME SONGS

it's

tion,

I'D FALL IN LOVE WITH
Sylva, Brown & Henderson)
A trick title
idea that is written up well.
The melody as a fox
trot is very good too.
Lyric by Jack Murray, music
by Sammy Fain.

—

Will Rockwell,

charge of professional activities
has just returned from a much
needed vacation and has already lined up some marvelous radio presentations on the two outstanding hits
of the first R K O singing-talking picture, "Street
The numbers, "Lovable and Sweet," and "My
Girl."
Dream Memory," although only a few weeks old. are
already on the road to becoming tremendous successes.
Harms' popular numbers that are being featured everywhere are, "I Kiss Your Hand, Madame,"
the great European sensation, "Sleepy Valley," the
beautiful waltz from "The Rainbow Man." "Jericho"

songs

Harms,

for

for

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's

Women." a Clarence Brown Produc-

are now ready for sale by the Robbins Music
Corporation.
The Robbins people as they have done
in the past extend their cooperation to any exhibitor who plays this film.

in

Inc.,

from "Syncopation" and "Broken Idol." another
"Japanese Sandman." "With A Song in My Heart,"
from "Spring Is Here" has been released due to
terrific demand for the number.
*

As

*

*

number one song

for the coming season.
Will Rockwell has chosen a powerful ballad from the
their

pen of Harry Ruby and Bert Kalmar, entitled, "Over
and Over Again." In boasting of the season's greatest music catalog. Harms and their energetic professional manager sure have some excellent material

work with.

John Barrymore's first all-talking picture, "General
Crack" will have three new songs of Witmark's.
"General Crack's Marching Song," "Who Can Tell,"
and "On the Gypsy Trail." "General Crack's Marching Song" will be sung by Andre de Segurola and
a male chorus.

recorded

Leo Weber (Jersey City, State), on Station WKBO
and WIBS every Wednesday and Saturday evenings.

of

summer
Some

WERE YOU

Hello Everybody

Brown and Henderson's, due

Johnny

re-

KTAP.

theme

I

their

Vernon Geyer (San Antonio, Majestic), on station

Two

"IF

and learn why

spective communities.

"Wonder

Mc" — (De

stations

—

"LITTLE COAT OF TAN" — (Ir\ ing

and

these

these organists have a following in

coat of tan.

typical

ft

to

LOVE

snappy
song that makes you feel like you yourself were a
college boy even if you weren't.
Words and music
by Dave Silverstein and Lee Zahler.
picture,

a

It is

I Blue"

"Desert

DOWN

<

ALLEY

of the

played the favorite selection of each of the local
reviewers on the various dailies, and which received
not only their entire approval, but the big matinee
audience as well. For Myrtle Couche of "The News"
she played. "My Heart at Thy Sweet Voice."
For
Dean Collins of "The Telegram" Tsehaikowsky's "Andante Cantabile."
For -Palmer Hoyt of the "OreIonian," Herbert's "Ah, Sweet Mystery of Life."
and for Harold Hunt of the "Oregon Journal,"
"The Precious Little Thing Called Love."

"I'm Just a Vagabond Lover"

"Am

UP

younger and most versatile of the Portland organists,
gave a special concert in connection with the show,

BEST SELLERS
Week Ending August 17

"Wedding of
(Sherman Clay).

August 24, 1929

Marvin,
for

Victor

the

record

favorit

.

has

company, the Witmark number.
Be Wonderful ?"
This song is from

that

"Wouldn't It
Ted Lewis, Warner
Happy."

Bros,
0

picture.

"Is

Everybody

4

4

The theme song of Dolores Costello's next Warner
Bros, picture, "Hearts in Exile," is a new song by a
popular team of song-writers, Al Dubin and Joe
Burke.
The title of the number, which has already
made somewhat of a hit, is "Like a Breath of
Springtime" which goes to prove that not all theme
songs carry the title of the picture. "Like a Breath

—

of Springtime" is only one of several songs written
for this film, all published by M. Witmark and Sons.
a
#
•

.

.

.

The two theme songs are "At Close

of Day" by
and Martin Broones
and "Ich Liebe Dich" (I Love You) by Fred Fisher
and Martin Broones.
The songs are attractively
bound, and a picture of Lewis Stone and Peggy
Wood, the two leading players of "Wonder of
Women," is displayed on the cover.

Raymond Klages

Jesse Greer

|

"In the Hush of the Night." written by Sammj
Lcrner and Al Hoffman and published by Georgi
and Arthur Piantidosi, Inc., has been recorded b3
This song has beerHal Kemp for Brunswick.
least
two ways by all recordiru
recorded,
at
companie*.

;

}
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QUICK REFERENCE PICTURE CHART
is presented a part of the Herald-World's new "Quick Reference Picture Chart," which will be
published in full in its new form next week. The coming of sound has required more comprehensive information for ready reference, and to meet this demand this new chart has been prepared.

Herewith

Amkino
FLAMES ON THE VOLGA,
Yaroslavtsev.

(L»

7000f.

KRASSIN: Special cast. (L)
LASH OF THE CZAR, THE:
(L)

6800f.

Feb.

(It)

(R)

SHANGHAI
(L)

Feb.

(It)

(L)

(R)

Oct.

(R).

7600f.

Knipper.

O.

(L)

A

TWO DAYS:
1,

(Travelogue):

G—Comedy

N.

D

Drama
Romance

R
Special

cast.

Special

cast.

F^— Force
M Melodrama

MC

— Musical

Olga Tretia-

AT

(L)

6500f.

M

(R) Feb

Anna

Stenn.

(L)

6600f.

(R)

Dec.

the

ly after
signifies

As

title.

CD-TME

example,

an

"comedy-drama with talking sequences,
musical score and sound effects. 11

Chesterfield
(D): Lila Lee. Cornelius Keefe, Burr
Mcintosh, Reginald Sheffield. Gladden James. Harry Allen.
Alice Knowland. Virginia Lee.
(L) 5400f.
(R) Aug. 15.
9,

L

NP

New

Pictures

(R)

5500f.

May

FLYING
Raymond McKee.

(CD):

CIRCUMSTANTIAL

June

(R)

EVIDENCE:

Shirley
15.

6200f.

ID): Crelghton Hale. Virginia Brown
Lloyd Whitiock. Florence Dudley. Fred Walton,
Carlton King.
(L) 5300f.
(R) Sept. 15. 1928.
(NP)

LIGHT FINGERS: Forthcoming 1929
LONE WOLF'S DAUGHTER (TME):

Oct. 13. 1928.

(L)

BROADWAY

(M)

:

PEACOCK FAN. THE (M)

Donald Keith. Ann Christy.
Jack Tanner, Syd Say lor.
(L)

(R)

6200f.

Feb.

(NP) Mar.

1929.

SOUTH OF PANAMA

Deo.

ACQUITTED: Forthcoming 1029
APACHE, THE (D)
Margaret
:

Dan Ahardo.
(NP)

1928.

Torben
5897f.

release.

Livingston. Warner RichPhil McCullough.
(L) 5818f.
(R)
Mar. 2, 1928.

22.

(L)

Talking. 59C7f; silent.

:

William

Collier.

Jr..

John

Roche.

Fred

Kelsey.
Hank Mann. Wheeler Oakman. Virginia Brown
Faire. Alphonse Kthier. Edward Hearn. Ethel Wales, Johu
Wallace.
(L) 7180f.
(It) Apr. 11. 1929.

DRIFTWOOD

(D):
Don Alvarado, Marceline Day. Alan
J.
w. Johnson. Fred Holmes. Fritzl Brunette,
Nora Cecil, Joe Mack.
(L) 6267f.
(R) Oct. 15. 1928.
(NP) Nov. 17. 1928.
Roscoe,

ETERNAL

WOMAN,

THE

(D)
Olive
Borden.
Ralph
. Graves. Ruth Clifford. John Miljan. Nena Quartaro. Joseph
Swickard. Julia Swayne Gordon.
(L) 5812f.
(R) Mar. 18.
1*2».
(NP) Apr. 6. 1920.

FAKER,

:

THE (D)
Jacqueline Logan, Charles Delaney.
Warner Oland. Charles Hill Mailes. Gaston Glass. Flora
Finch. David Mir. Lon Poff. Fred KeUey.
(L) S651f.
(R) Jan. 2. 1929.
(NP) Feb. 9, 1929.
:

FALL OF EVE, THE

(CD-AT): Patsy Ruth

Miller.

Ford

sterling. Jed Prouty. Gertrude Astor, Arthur Rankin. Betty
Farrington. Fred Kelsey.
(R) June. 1929.
(NP) July 20.

FATHER AND SON (D-AT):
Helene Chad wick.
Apr.

22,

1929.

Jan.

12.

1029.

Jack

Douglas Fairbanks,
(D):
Jobyna Ralston. Mildred Harris, l'hilo McCullough.
Wheeler Oakman, Robert Edeson. Edward Davis, Del
Oct.
Henderson. Charles Clary.
6465f.
(R)
31.
IL)
1928.
INP) Mar. 9, 1920.

THE

Holt,

Dorothy Revler.

Mickey McBan. Wheeler Oakman.
iNP) May 18. 1929.

(D)

:

McDowea

Claire

9.

(L)

(R)

5671f.

1920.

1.

1929.

REDEMPTION: Forthcoming 1929 release.
RESTLESS YOUTH (D)
Marceline Day.
:

Norman
Coy
Dec.

Apr.

(R)

(L)

5355Y.

1928.

20,

ONE SPLENDID HOUR:
PASSION SONG. THE:
(R)

510()f.

Oct.

Viola Dana.

May

:R)

1.

1929.

Noah Beery and Olmstead.

(L)

1928.

20.

PENNY PRINCESS:

Forthcoming 1929
Apr.

(R)

15.

Forthcoming 1929

release.

1929.
release.

Milton Sills. Douglas Fairbanks.
George Cooper, John Erwin. S. S. Simon. Dorothy
Mackaill, Betty Compson. Sylvia Ashton.
(L) 7137f.
(R)
Der£ 30. 1928.
(NP) July 14. 1928.
(TOS) Dec. 15.

Trevor, Robert Ellis,
(L)
6085f.
22. 1928.

Watson.

Ralph

Forbes.

Mary Mabery. Gordon
(R)

Nov.

Elliott.

1028.

30,

:

(NP)

Lit(D): Marie Prevost. Ralph Graves.
tle
Billy." Alan Roscoe. Pat Harmon, Texas Madesen.
McGruger. Esteban Clemento, Janet Ford, Paul
Dismute. Bert Price, Chester Morton. Jacques Ray.
(L)
(NP) Feb. 16. 1929.
5999f.
(R) Dec. 11. 1928.
'

Martha

SINNERS PARADE

Victor Varconi. Dorothy Revier.
(M) :
John Patrick, Edna Marion, Marjorie Bonner, Clarissa
Selwynne, Jack Mower.
(L) 5616f.
(R) Sept. 14, 1928.

(NP)

Oct.

20,

1928.

(D):

Virginia

Kenneth Thomson.
(NP) Mar. 2. 1029

Myers.

1928.

Black.

(L)

BUTTER AND EGG MAN. THE

(CD):

Jack MulhaU. Gret»
Gertrude Astor.

Nissen. Sam Hardy. William Demarest.
(L)
6457f.
(R) Sept. 2, 1928.
(NP)
(TOS) July 28. 1928.

CALIFORNIA MAIL (W)
McKee,

Paul

Hurst.
Apr. 7. 1929.

(R)

5446f.

June

1928.

30.

Ken Maynard, Dorothy Dwan.
C. E. Anderson. Fred Bums.

:

(NP) Apr.

20,

1929.

CAREERS (D-AT):

Billie Dove. Antonio Moreno, Thelma
Todd. Noah Been'. Holmes Herbert. Carniel Myers, Robert
Frazer. Sojin.
(L) 8435f.
(It) June 2. 1929.
(NP) June

CHILDREN OF THE RITZ (CD-ME)
Mackaill.

thy

Mar.

(L)

6565f.

Jack MulhaU. DoroMar. 3, 1029.
(TOSi

(R)

:

1929.

2.

COMPANIONATE MARRIAGE

(D)
Betty Bronson. Alec B.
Francis, William J. Welsh, Edward Martindel. Sarah Padden. Hedda Hopper. Richard Walling, Arthur Rankin. June
Nash.
(L) 6227f.
(R) Oct. 21. 1928.
(NP) Mar. 16,
:

1929.

CRASH. THE (D-M):

Milton Sills. Thelma Todd, Wade
William Demarest, Fred Warren. Sylvia Ashton.

Boteler,

DeWitt
Sept.

Jennings.

29.

(L)

(R)

6225f.

(TOS) Nov.

192S.

(D AT):

24.

Oct.
1928.

7.

1928.

(NPi

MulhaU. Lila Lee. Aggie
Herring. Earl Pingree. Will Walling. E. H. Calvert. Maurice
Black.
(NP) Aug. 10.

DIVINE

Jack

THE (D-TME):

LADY.

Corlnne

Griffith,

Viotor

H. B. Warner. Ian Keith. Marie Dressier. DoroCummings. William Conklin. Montague Love. Julia
Swayne Gordon. Michael Vavitch.
(L) 9035f.
(R) Mar.
31. 1929.
(NP) Apr. 6. 1920.
(TOS) May 11. 1929.

Varconi,

DO YOUR DUTY (CD):

Charlie Murray, Lucien Llttlefleld.
Doris Dawson. Charles Delaney, Ed Brady. Washington
Blue. Aggie Herring. George Pierce.
(L) 6027f.
(R) Oct.
14.

1928.

(NP)

Oct.

DRAG (D-TME):
Katherine Ward,
Fielding.

13.

1928.

Richard Barthelmess. Lucien LittlefleM.
Alice Day. Tom Dugan, Lila Lee, Mar(L) 7642f.
(It)
July 21, 1929.
(NP)

July 13.

:

STREET OF ILLUSION
3.

(M TME) :
Alice
White.
Charles
Koluer. Tom Dugan. Bodil Rosing. Sally
Byron. Jocelyn Lee. Louis Natheaux. Maurice
8067f.
(R) June 30. 1929.
(NP) June 22.

Manon

garet

Olive Borden, Charles Delaney. Lucy
Louis Natheaux. Ernie Adams. Al Hill. Robeit
Wllber. Clarence Burton.
(L) 5792T.
(R) Oct. 25. 102S.
(NP) Nov. 17. 1928.

Beaumont.

Harry

BABIES

Fred

Eilers.

thy

SIDESHOW. THE

STOOL PIGEON (M)

BROADWAY

OARK STREETS

6245f.

BROADWAY HOOFER. A: Forthcoming 1929 release.
COLLEGE COQUETTE: Forthcoming 1929 release.
DONOVAN AFFAIR. THE (D-AT) Jack Holt. Agnes Ayres.
llevier.

:

(NP)

1928.

(NP) Mar.

DOORS (My): Virginia Valli. Gaston
Otto Matiesen. Andre De SL-gurola. Fanny Midgley.
Meyer. Broderick O'Farrell. Otto Hoffman.
(L)
(R) Feb. 24. 1929.
(NP) June 15. 1.

Dorothy

Hulette and Hamilton.

Oct.

(L)

Jr.,

Otto,

BEHIND CLOSED
Glass,

LIFE'S CROSSROADS:

Lafe
release.

Ben Lyon, Dorothy Revier, Fred
Kohler. Charles McHugh. Sherry Hall. Jane Daly. Henry

(D-TME): William Collier, Jr..
Edward Hearn. Thelma Todd. (R) May

(NP) June

3.1920.

22.

QUITTER,

BACHELOR GIRL. THE
Jacqueline Logan.

and Olmstead.

Lytell

1929.

POWER OF THE PRESS, THE

.

19.

release.

:

Columbia
mond.

13,

release.

(D)
Lois Wilson. Ethel Grey Terry.
Douglas Gilmore. Roscoe Karns, Carmelita Geraghty. Dickev
(L) 6266f.
Moore. Jane Keckley, Thomas Curran.
(It)

(D)
Carmelita Geraghty, Lewis Sargent, Philo McCullough,
Edouardo Raquello. Marie Messlnger,
Carlton
King. Harry Arras.
Burke.
Joe
Fred
Walton.
(L) 5Sn0f.
(R) Nov. 15, 1928.

Nov.

Jan.

(R)

6214f.

OBJECT ALIMONY

1929.

23.

(R)

release.

MASQUERADE MARRIAGE: Forthcoming 1929 release.
MELLOWING MONEY: Forthcoming 1929 release.
ORCHID WOMAN. THE: Forthcoming 1929 release.

Delney.

Logan. Theodor
von Eltz. Bryant Washburn. Jane Winton. William Irving,
Edytne Flynn.
(L)
5701f.
(R) Nov. t. 1928.
(NP)
'
Mar. 9. 1929.

O'Brien. Rosemary Theby. Carlton King. Gladden
James. David Findlay. James Wilcox. Fred Malatesta. Alice
True. Spencer Bell. John Fowler.
(L) 5300f.
(R) Mar.
15.

Lyon. Shirley
(LI Talking. 5951f:

LOVE CAPTIVE, THE: Forthcoming 1929
NOTHING TO WEAR (CD): Jacqueline

15.

Lucien Preval. Dorothy Dwan.

:

Tom

Ben

29.

GREEN EYES: Forthcoming 1929 release.
GREENWICH VILLAGE: Forthcoming 1929 release.
HURRICANE: Hobart Bosworth. Forthcoming 1929

Helen

Faire.

Larry Steers. DeSacia Mooers.
Beryl Roberts. Albert Dresden.
1929.
(NP) Mar. 2. 1929.

(D-TME):
(NP) June

573Cf.

silent.

HOUSE OF SHAME

JUST OFF

THE

MARINE.

Mason. Jason Robards.

Palm-

1929.

Foster. Cornelius
Alice Lake. Charles Gerrard,
Ray Hallor.
(L)
(R) Jan. 15. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 23. 1929.

Keefe.

6047f.

Jr..

1929.

1,

Forthcoming 1029

BARKER, THE (D-TME)

:

Marie Ouillen. Jean Laverty.

(L)
5050f.

First National

Barbara Worth.
Frank Leigh. J. P.
Merrill. Arthur
Rankin. Virginia Sale. "Tiny" Ward, Lou Gory. Fred
Walton. Bill Patton. Charles Hickman, Mike Donlin.
(L)

er.

(L)

Forthcoming 1929 release.
Forthcoming 1929 release.

Release
T. O. Servi

(D-TJnderworld)
MacGowan. Walter

CAMPUS KNIGHTS

Helene Chadwick.

and Thelby.

Riche

1929.

20.

1928.

BELOW THE DEADLINE

(R)

1928.

10.

WRECKERS, THE:

—
TOS
R

Length

(R)

5C60f.

ROSES OF PICARDY:

OTHER ABBREVIATIONS

ADORABLE CHEAT
(NP) June

Effects

The foregoing abbreviations follow immediate-

1928.

1928.

Sound

E

5974f.

(L)

FANNY HAWTHORNE:
HEARTS AND MODELS:
(R)

Sequences

Talking

Singing

S

(L)

1929.

25,

Dec.

Jan.

Operetta

SOUND
T

Talking
Musical Score
All

Costello.

DAVID VALLORY:

My— Mystery

1928.

13,

O

Comedy

THE:

UP,

DREAM MELODY:

W— Western

1929.

YELLOW PASS. THE:
8.

Oct.

Samytschkowsky.

F. E.

Jan.

Helene

Delaney and Blake.

1928.

1.

CONFESSIONS OF A WIFE:
(It)

1928.

13.

(R)

6000f.

Dec.

Abbreviations

Stenn.

1928.

13,

Oct.

to

CLEAN

1929.

Tschechowa.

THREE COMRADES AND ONE INVENTION:
kova.

19.

Kachalov. Meyerhold,

DAYS THAT SHOOK THE WORLD:

TEN

Key

Apr. 13, 1929.

DOCUMENT,

5000f.

7000f.

BROKEN BARRIERS:

1929.

9.

PRISONERS OF THE SEA:
Kutusow.

Excellent

Bulat Batyr:
Anna Wozlik.
(R) Mar. 30, 1929.
or

IL)

Valli.
5988f.

Ian
(It)

Keith.
Sept.

GLORIOUS TRAIL. THE (W):

SUBMARINE (D-ME):

Jack Holt, Dorothy Revier. Ralph
(L) 8193f.
(U)
Graves. Clarence Burton. Arthur Rankin.
(TOS) Dec. 1, 1928.
Nov. 12. 1928.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.

TRIAL MARRIAGE (D-ME):

Norman

IN THE GLASS CAGE, THE (D-TME):
Loretta
loung. Carroll Nye. Matthew Bctz, Lucien Littlefleld, Ralph
Lewis, George Stone. Julia Swayne Gordon. Majel Coleman.
Charles Sellon. Robert Haines. (It) June 22. 1929.
(NP)
June 15.
(L) Talking. 7150f; silent. t>705f.

GIRL

Kerry.

Sally

Eilers.

Jason Robards, Thelma Todd. Charles Clary, Naomi ChiM(L) 0639f.
(It)
ers.
Rosemary Theby, Gertrude Short.
Mar. 10, 1929.
(NP) Mar. 9, 1920. (TOS) Apr. 20. 1929.

WICKED ANGEL. THE: Forthcoming 1929
YOUNGER GENERATION, THE (D-TM):

release.

Jean Hersholt,
Lina Basquette, Rosa llosanova. Ricardo Cortez. Rex Lease.
Martha Flanklin, Julanne Johnston. Jack Raymond. Sydney
Crossley, Otto Fries, Julia Swayne Gordon, Donald Hall,
Jan. 24, 1929.
(NP)
(L) 7304f.
(It)
Bernard Siegel.
Mar. 9, 1929.
(TOS) Apr. 13, 1929.

Coniiell,

Billy
1928.

Frank

Franey.

(NP)

Sept.

HARD TO GET
layson,
Clarissa

Ken Maynard. Gladys MoHagney. Les Bates. James Bradburv, Jr..
Yowlache.
(L) 5886f.
(R) Oct. 28,

Chief

29.

1928.

(CD-AT):

Dorothy Mackaill. Jimmie FinFazeuda. Jack Oakie.
Edmund Burns,
Selwynne, Charles Delaney.
(NP) Aug. 10.
Louise

HAUNTED HOUSE. THE (MY-ME)

Chester Conklin. Larr?
Kent. Thelma Todd. Montague Love, Flora Finch, William
V. Mong, Barbara Bedford, Eve Southern, Edmund Breese.
(L) 5755.
(R) Nov. 4. 1928.
(NP) Oct. 27. 1928.

HIS CAPTIVE

WOMAN

:

(D-TME)
Milton Sills. Dorothy
Mackaill.
Gladden James, Jed Prouty, Sidney Bracey.
Gertrude Howard. Marion Byron. George Fawcett. William
Holden. Frank Reicher. August Tollalre.
(L) 8305f.
(R)
Apr. 7, 1929.
(NP) Mar. 2. 1929.
:
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Alice White. Louise Fazenda.
STUFF (CD -TALE)
William Bakewell. Doris Dawson. Ben Hall. Charles Sel(L)
Devine, Larry Banthim.
(NP) Mar. 23. 1929.
Chester
Fazenda.
Louise
HOUSE OF HORROR (MvC-ME):
Conklin. James Ford. Thelma Todd, William V. Mong.
Emile Chautard. William Orlamond. Dale Fuller. Tenan
(NP) Apr. 13.
(K) Apr. 28. 1929.
(L) 5919f.
Holtz.

HOT

:

lon. Beddy Messinger. Andy
6774f.
(K) May 5. 1929.

1929.

(W) Ken Maynard. Nora Lane,
McGowan. Frank Rice, Howard Truea-

LAWLESS LEGION. THE
Paul Hurst

P.

J

1929.

3,

(W
Jack Stone. Emile Chautard. Arthur Lake.
(TOS)
(NP) June 2. 1928.
<n) Nov. 18. 1928.

Moore.
8967f.

Aug.

Mar.

(It)

1928.

18.

AND THE DEVIL (D-ME)

LOVE

Ben Bard,

Corda

Mar.

(R)

64311.

Milton

:

Nellie Blv Baker. Amber
(NP) June 29.
1929.

(R)

Maria
(L)

Billie Dove,
Charles SeUon.

:

Lee.

June

(NP) Mar.

1929.

23.

1929.

23.

Alice White, Jack MulhaU.
Natalie
Ford.
James
Dawson,
Doris
Todd.
Frances Hamilton, Fred Kelsey. Rose Dione. Fanny
.loyoe
Midgely. Benny Rubin. Andy Devine. Georgie Stone. Raymond Turner. Larry Banthim. (L) 6406f. (R) Dec. 16.

NAUGHTY BABY (CD-ME):
Thelma

(NP) Dec.

1928.

(TOS)

1928.

8.

Feb.

9,

1929.

Billie Dove, Paul Lukas.
Nicholas Soussanin. Nicholas Bela. George
(B)
(L) 6612f.
Tooker. Gus Partos.

NIGHT WATCH, THE (D-ME)
Donald Reed.

(NP)

1928.

Oct.

1928.

13.

Corinne Griffith. James Ford, Edmund
Fazehda
Lowe. HunUy Gordon. Kathryn Carver. Louise
IK)
Sam Hardy Patasy O'Byrne, Lee Moran. (L) bbiK.
(TOS) Dec. 1.
(NP) Oct. 27. 1928.
1928.
11

OUTCAST (D-ME)

:

Not

1928.

Corinne Griffith. James Ford. Bela
Baron
Lugosi. Ian Keith. Julanne Johnston. Ann Schaeffer
lit)
(L) .81)01.
Hesse Otto Matieson. Harry Northrop.
May 19. 1929. (NP) July 20.
(R)
5957f.
ROYAL RIDER, THE (W) Ken Maynard. (L)

PRISONERS (D-TME):

:

May

1929.

5.

Corinne Grlfflth.
(D-TME):
.Albert Contl. Ainu Tell. Lucien Littlefleld.
(L) 795Hf
Charles Lane. Ann Schaeffer. Marcia Hims.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
<R) Apr. 14. 1929.
Betty
Barthelmess.
Richard
^
SCARLET SEAS (D-ME):
CurCompson. Loretta Young. James Bradbury. Sr.. Jack
Knute Erickson. (L) 6237f. (R) Dec. 9. 1928. (NP)
tis
1929.
Feb.
2.
(TOS)
1928.
Dec. 1.
Creigbton
SEVEN FOOTPRINTS TO SATAN (MY-ME)
Hale Thelma McNeill. Thelma Todd. Sheldon Lewis. William V. Mong. Sojin. Laska Winters. Ivan Christy. DeFitzgerald,
Witt Jennings. Nora Cecil. Kala Pasha. Harry
(R) *eo.
(L) 5405f.
Alonzo liositto, Harry Tenbrooke.

SATURDAY'S CHILOREN:
Grant Withers.

:

(NP) March

1929.

17.

SHOW GIRL

1929.

9.

White. Donald
Richard Tucker.

(CD-ME):

Alice

Reed.

Lee

Gwen Lee.
Moran. Charles Delaney.
Jimmie Finlayson. Kate Price. High Roman. Bernard Ran(NP) Sept. 15.
(R) Sept. 23. 1928.
(L) 6133f.
dall
(TOS) Dec. 15. 1928.
1928.
Hall.
SMILING IRISH EYES (D-TS): Colleen Moore. James Betty
Claude Gillingwater. Robert Homans. Aggie Herring.
Beck.
John
O'Connor.
Robert
Johnston.
JulanmFrancisco.
Edward Earl. Tom O'Brien. Oscar Apfel. Fred Kelsey. Ottu
(NP) July 2,.
(R) July 31. 1929.
(L) 8550f.
Lederer.
SQUALL. THE (D-AT): Myrna Loy. Alice Joyce Richard
9029f.
(K)
(L)
Tucker. Carroll Nye. Loretta Young.
May

26.

1929.

Mar.

2.

1929.

Jack MulhaU. Patsy Ruth Miller,
(C AT):
Kaliz. Gertrude aVstor. Knute Erickson. Edythe
Chapman. Jocelvn Lee. Nita Martan. ZaSu Pitts. Eddie
Gribbon. Ben Hendricks. Jr.. Carl Levinnes. Alice Lake.
ID
(NP) Juts' 20.
(R) July 14. 1929.
Bert Roach.
Talking. 7266C

BEDS

Arroond

Dorothy MackaiU. Jack MulGertrude Astor, Jimmy Finlayson. Kate Price. Jed
Prouty. Eddie Gribbon. Dixie Gay. Gertrude Messinger.
(NP) May 11. 1929.
(R) May 12. 1929.
(L) 8017f.
Betty Rome. Ian
WARE CASE. THE (MD): Stewart Rome. Murtagh.
Patrick
Wellington Briggs. Cynthia
Fleming.
(L)
Stewart. Cameron Carr, Syd Ellery. Patrick Ludlow.
1929.
Mar.
(NP)
3.
(R) Nov. 25. 1928.
6185f.

TWO WEEKS OFF (CD-TME):
haU,

Dorothy MackaiU. Jack MulhaU
James Bradbury. Jr.. Knute Erickson. Ben Hendricks. Jr..
(R)
(L) 6142f.
William Norton Bailey. Pat Harmon.
(TOS) Oct. 6.
(NP) Sept. 22. 1928.
Sept. 16. 1928

WATERFRONT (CD-ME):
1928.

WEARY RIVER (MD-TME)

Richard Barthelmess. Betty
Compson. George Stone. William Holden. Louis Natheaux.

Raymond
10.

1929.

Turner.

:

Robert O'Connor.

(NP) Mar.

(L)

7976f.

(R)

Feb.

1929.

9.

Dorothy MackaiU. Ralph Forbes.
WHIP. THE
Anna Q. Nilsson. Lowell Sherman. Albert Gran. Marc
(R)
(L) 6058f.
McDermott. Lou Payne. Arthur Clayton.

(D-ME):

Sept.

30.

(NP) July

1928.

BE GOOD (CD-ME): Colleen Moore. Neil Hamilton.
Bodil Rosing. John SainpoUs. Edward Martindel. Eddie
Clayton. Lincoln Stedman. Louts Natheaux. Collette Merton,
(NP) Mar.
(R) Mar. 17. 1929.
(L) 7507f.
Dixie Gay.
1929.

(TOS)

Mar.

1920.

30.

Fox
AIR

CIRCUS.

THE

(MD-TME):

(NP)

Oct.

1928.

20.

(TOS)

Rollins.

Jan.

5.

Arthur
Louise
192S.

1929.

Warner Baxter. Lois
:
Moran. Gilbert Emery. Claude King. Philip Strange. Boris
KarlorT.
Jamie] Hassen. Peter Gawthorne. John Rogers.
Montague Shaw. Finch Smiles. Mercedes Dc Valasco. E. L.
(NP) July 6.
Park.
(L) 8300r.
(R) June 30. 1929.

BLACK MAGIC (D-ME)

(

My- AT)

Josephine Dunn. Earle Foxe. John
Holland. Henry B. Walthall. Dorothy Jordon. Fritz Feld.
(R) June
Sheldon Lewis. Ivan Lindow. Blue Washington.
(NP) Aug. 3.
2, 1929.

BLACK WATCH

:

Victor McLaglen, M%rn.i
THE ( R- AT)
Loy. David Torrence, David Percy, Joseph Diskay, Joyzelle,
Hand Rollins. Lumsden llaic. Hoy D'Arcy. Mitchell Lewis.
Chadwirk. Francis Font. Walter Long. Frederick
Cyril
Pat Somerset. Claude King.
Sullivan. Richard Travers.
(NP) June 15.
(R) May 26. 1929.
(L) 84S7f.
.

Victor McLaglen. Claire Windsor.
Conti. Clvde Cook. Jean Laverty.
(L) 5453f.

Albert

Sue Carol. Nick
Gustav von Seyffertitz. Gavin Gordon, E. Alyn
(R) June 9, 1929.
(NP) Aug. 10.

Stuart.

Warren.

CHRISTINA

(D)

Hugh

(D M): Mary Astor. Matt Moore, Jocelyn
Sally Eilers. Albert Gran, Albert Conti. Tom Ricketts.
(L) 717Gf.
Trevor. John T. DiUon. MarceUe Corday.
(TOS) Dec. 1.
Oct. 7. 1928.
(NP) Mar. 16. 1929.

1928.

Sue

FAR CALL. THE (D-ME)

Charles Morton. Leila Hyams,
Ulrich Haupt, Stanley J. Sandford. Warren Hymer. Arthur
Stone. Charles Middleton. Pat Hartigan. Ivan Linow, Dan
Wolheim. Randolph Scott, Charles Gorman. Bernard Siegel.
(L)
WilUe Fung. Harry Gripp. Frank Chew, Sam Baker.
Sound. 5313f; silent. 5285f.
Apr. 28, 1929.
(NP)
(It)
1.

Charles Farrell. Greta Nissen. Mae Busch.
Tyler Brooke, Eddie Sturgis, Josephine
Borio. John Boles, John T. Murray. ErviUe Alderson. Dale
(NP)
Fuller. Hank Mann.
(LI 7217r.
(R) Sept. 9. 1928.
Mar. 9. 1929.
(TOS) Dec. 1. 1928.

FAZIL (RD-M):
Vadim Uraneff.

FOUR

DEVILS

:

(D-TME):

Janet Gaynor. Mary Duncan.
Charles Morton, Barry Norton. Farrell MacDonald, Nancy
Drexel.
(L) 6500f.
(NP) July 20.

FOUR SONS (D-ME)

Margaret Mann. James Hall. Francis
Jr..
Charles Morton, George Meeker, June
Franklin. Earle Foxe. Albert Gran. August
Frank Reicher, Jack Penniok, Hughie Mack. Ruth
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
(L) 8902f.
(R) Sept. 2. 1928.
:

Bushman.

WendeU

Collyer,
Tollaire.

Mix.

(TOS) Jan.

1929.

12.

FOX MOVIETONE FOLLIES (MC-ATS)

Lola Lane. Frank
David Percy. Sue Carol. Dixie Lee. David
Rollins. Sharon Lynn. John Breedon. Stepin Fetchit.
(L)
(NP) June 15.
8291f.
(R) May 25. 1929.
:

Richardson.

Madge Bellamy. Don Terry. .Arthur
Earle Foxe, Matthew Betz, Lumsden Hare. Hap

FUGITIVES (MD-M)
Stone.

:

Ward. Edith Yorke. Jean
27. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 16,

laverty.
1929.

GHOST TALKS. THE (My-TME)

(NP) Sept.

22. 1928.
(TOS) Mar. 9. 1928.
June Collyer. Conrad Nagel. Arthur
Sharon Lynn, E. Alyn Warren. Ernest Billiard.
Ernest Wood, Marshal "Babe" Ruth, Dixie Gay, Margaret
La Marr.
(L) 6194f.
(R) Dec. 23. 1928.
(NP) Mar
9.
1929.
(TOS) Jan. 26. 1929.

RED WINE (CD-M):

5356f.

(R)

Jan.

Special cast.

(R)

Mar.

(L)

:

1929.

MacDonald.

(L)

(MM

WILD

(CD-M)
Sue Carol. Nick Stuart.
William RusseU,
Roy D'Arcy. Leslie Fenton. Hedda
Hopper, John Darrow. Matthew Betz, Edmund Breeze.
Louis
Natheaux.
Lumsden
Hare.
(R) Feb.
Minna Ferry.
(NP) March 23. 1929.
24. 1929.
:

GREAT WHITE NORTH. THE (D-M):
Snow's Arctic expedition.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.

HEARTS

DIXIE

IN

Feb.

24,

(L)

(TME)

H. A. and Sidney
(R)

55ti0f.

Special

:

Dec.

30,

(L)

cast.

1928.

Farrell

J.

1928.

25,

THE

Ivan

July 20.

ROMANCE OF THE UNDERWORLD
and Boles.

(L)

Nov.

(R)

6162f.

(D-M):

With Astor
(TOS) Jan.

1928.

11.

1929.

SIN SISTER. THE (CD-M):

Nancy CarroU. Lawrence Gray
Josephine Dunn. Myrtle Stedman, Anders Randolf, Richard Alexander, Frederick H. Graham. George Davis. David
Callis.
(L) 60721.
(R) Feb. 3. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 9
1929.
(TOS) Apr. 27. 1929.

SPEAKEASY (CD-AT)

Paul Page. Lola Lane. Henry B.
Helen Ware. Warren Hymer. Stuart Erwin.
Sharon Lynn. ErviUe Alderson. James Guufoyle. Helen
Lynch. Marjorie Beebe. Sailor Vincent. Joseph Cawthorne,
Ivan Linow.
(L) 5775f.
(R) Mar. 24. 1929.
(NP) Apr.
0.
1929.
(TOS) Apr. 27, 1929.
:

Walthall.

STRONG BOY (D-M):

Victor McLaglen. Leatrice Joy, FarSlim Summerviile, Kent Sanders. Tom
Jack
Pennick. Robert Ryan,
David Torrence
Johnson.
(L) 5567f.
(R) Mar. 3. 1929.
(NP)

MacDonald,

rell

Wilson.
Dolores

Mar.

May

(TOS)

1929.

16.

1929.

4.

(DM): George O'Brien. Janet Gaynor. Bodll
Margaret Livingston. FarreU MacDonald. Ralph
Slpperly, Jane Winton. Arthur Housman, Eddie Boland
(L) 8393f.
(R) Nov. 4. 1928.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929. (TOS)

SUNRISE
Rosing,

July

1928.

21.

TAKING A CHANCE:
Nov.

With Rex

DIFFERENT

EYES

Edmund Lowe, Warner

4876f.

Mary

(D-AT):

(R)

Duncan.

Baxter, Earle Foxe. Donald Gal(R) Apr. 7. 1929.
(NP) May 11,

Florence Lake.

lagher.
1929.

(L)

Bell.

1928.

18.

THROUGH

TRENT'S LAST CASE (My-M-M): Raymond Griffith, Raymond Hatton, Marceline Day, Donald Crisp, l>awrence
Gravin. Ed Kennedy.
Gray, Nicholas Soussanin,
Ajiita
(NP) May 18. 1929.
(R) Mar. 31. 1929.

TRUE HEAVEN (D-M):

George O'Brien. Lois Moran. Philip
Smalley. Oscar Apfel. Duke Martin. Andre Cheron, Don(LI 55311.
ald MacKenzie, Hedwig Reicher. Will Stanton.
(R) Jan. 20. 1929.
(TOS) Apr.
(NP) Mar. 16, 1929.
1929.

6,

GIRLS GONE

(CD-M):

(D):
Charles Farrell. Mary Duncan.
Linow. Margaret Mann. Aldredo Sabato.
(L) 7313f.

Nov.

(R)

6132f.

19.

Carol. Barry
Norton, Irene Rich. Albert Conti. Sylvia Field. Stuart
Irwin, Lawrence Grant. Charles Clary, Michael Visaroff, Don
AUen. Landers Stevens. (R) May 26. 1929. (NP) June 22.
(L) 5806C.

June

1928.

3.

(MD-M):

Dolores Del Rio. Charles
Farrell. Ivan Linow, Boris Charsky. Dorothy Revier. Andre
Segurola. Dimitri Alexis.
(L) 9250f.
(R) Dec. 2. 1928

RIVER.

EXALTED FLAPPER. THE (CD-ME):

(NP) Nov.

1928.

18.

DANCE. THE

RILEY THE COP

DRY MARTINI
Lee.

.

(R) Nov.

RED

Charles Morton. Rudolph
(L) 6955f.
Cording.

Harry

(NP)- Aug.

David RoUins. Nancy Drexel
John Darrow. E. H. Calvert. Frank Albertson
(L) 6086f

3.

Janet Gaynor.

:

Lucv Dorraine.

Schildkraut.

30.

Talking. 5560f.

PREP AND PEP (CD-M):

Stone,

CHASING THROUGH EUROPE (D-TME):

VALIANT. THE (D-AT):
Apr.

Paul Muni and Churchill.

(R)

1929.

21.

VEILED WOMAN. THE (D M):

Lia Tora. Paul Vincentl.
Walter McGrail. Josef Swickard. Kenneth Thompson. Andre
Apr.
Cheron, Ivan Lebedeff, Maude George.
(R)
14.
(NP) Mar. 23. 1929.
1929.

General Pictures

6444f.

1929.

HOMESICK

(F):
Sammy Cohen, Harry Sweet. Marjorie
(L) 5153f.
Beebe. Henry Armetta. Pat Harmon.
(R)
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
Dec. 16. 1928.

IN OLD ARIZONA
Lowe.
(L) 8724f.

(D-TME):
(R)

Warner

Jan.

Baxter.

(TOS)

1929.

20.

BACHELORS CLUB. THE

(D)
Richard Talmadge. Barbara
Worth. Edna Murphy. Edna EUsmere. V. Talbot Henderson.
Herbert Hayes, Barry Palmer. (NP) June 15.

Edmund
Mar.

:

Gotham

23.

1929.

JOY STREET (CD-M):

Nick Stuart. Rex BeU.
Jose Crespo. Dorothy Ward, Ada Williams, Maria Alba,
Sally Phipps. Florence Allen, Mabel VaU, John Breedon.
(R) Apr.

7.

MAKING

1929.

THE

Lois Moran.

(NP) May

GRADE

1929.

11.

Moran. Albert Hart. Lucien
man Ross, John ailden. Gino

Mary

Tora.

Ashley.

Feb.

(B)

FATHER AND SON
Forthcoming 1929

Lowe.

Lois

James Ford. Sher-

Conti, Rolfe Sedan, Lia
1929.
(NP) Mar. 9,

10.

1929.

Noah

(AT):

October,

(R)

KNEE HIGH:

MODERN SAPPHO, A

TIMES SQUARE (CD-T):

5643f.

THROUGH THE BREAKERS:

MOTHER KNOWS BEST (D-TME); Madge

Bellamy. Louise

Barry Norton, Albert Gran, Joy Auburn, Stuart
Edwin. Lucien Littlefleld. Dawn O'Day, Annette De Kirby.
(L) 10.116f.
(R) Oct. 28, 1928.
(NP)
Aaron De Kirby.
Nov. 17. 1928.
(TOS) Nov. 3. 1928.

October.

Jr.

(L)

1929.

Betty Bronson.

:

(CD): Alan BirminBham. Leila Hyams. Clyde
Cook. Farrell MacDonald. Arnold Lucy, George Pierce. Rita
Le Roy, John Breeden. Jack Pierce, Pat Moriarity. Jack
Carlisle, Frank Richardson.
(L) Talking,
(N) July 27.
June Collyer. Don Terry. Anders

(R)

Corbin.
(T)

MASQUERADE

Randoff. Stella Randoff. Al Hill. Burr Mcintosh. Walter
James. Gustav Von SevfTertitz, Herbert Ashton. Harry
Cattle. Joe Brown. Arthur Stone. Nigel De Brulier, Carol
6042f.
Lombard. Bob Percy.
(L)
(R) Oct. 14. 1928.
(NP) Nov. 3. 1928. (TOS) Dec. 8. 1928.

Beery.

Virginia Lee Corbin.

Septem-

(R)

1929.

ber.

MASKED EMOTIONS (D-TME):

ME, GANGSTER (D-M):

Noah

1928.

Virginia

RIVER WOMAN. THE (D-ME)

George O'Brien. Nora Lane.
FarreU MacDonald, David Sharpe. Edward Peil, Sr., Frank
Hagney.
(NP) June 15.
(R) May 19, 1929.
(L) 5419f.

Beery.

release.

HEAD OF THE FAMILY. THE:
6250f.

Edmund

(CD-M):

Littlefleld,

MOTHER MACHREE

(D-M): Belle Bennett. PhiUippe De
Lacy, Pat Somerset, Victor McLaglen. Ted McNamara.
Eulalie Jensen,
Constance Howard. Rodney Hildebrand,
NeU Hamilton. William Piatt. Ethel Clayton. Jacque Rol(R) Oct. 21. 1928.
(NP)
lens. Joyce Wirard.
(L) 68071.
Mar.

David

Lake. Sue Carol. Charles Delaney. Heinie Conklin.
(R) Sept. 30,
(L) 77021".
Dresser. Earl Robinson.

BEHIND THAT CURTAIN

Stone,

Frank Hagney, Boris Charsky, Jane Winton.
(R) Jan. 6, 1929.
(NP) Mar. 9, 1929.

X.

(D-AT): Marguerite Churchill. Kenneth
Macenna,
Dorothy
Burgess.
Campbell
Gullan,
Douglas Gilmore, Henry Kolker, Frederick Graham Ret
Bell, Charlotte Merriam.
(R) July. 1929. (NP) Juiy 20

Jacqueline Logan.

:

Lionel

Barrymore, Charles Delaney. Harry Todd. Mary Doran.
(NF)
Sheldon Lewis.
(L)
8 reels.
(R) AprU. 1929.
Mar. 30. 1929.

(L)

Alice Day. Eddie Kane, Emile
Milian, Natalie Joyce. Joseph Swickard.
(NP) Mar. 30. 1929.
(R) March. 1927.

John

Chautard,

10.500f.

(R)

6420f.

Livingston and Herbert.

(L)

September. 1928.

Ernest Mattsson
IN

DALARNA AND JERUSALEM

(L)

Forthcoming 1929

14,000.

Hanson and

(D):

Veidt.

release.

Dresser,

1928.

14.

WHY
9.

1929.

6.

Arthur

(R)

Colleen Moore, Antonio Moreno.
Kathryn McGuire. Edythe Chapman. Montagu Love. Gertrude Astor. Gertrude Howard. Ben Hendricks. Jr., Ray(NP)
<R> Jan. 6. 1929.
6852f.
(L)
mond Turner.

SYNTHETIC SIN (D-ME):

TWIN

Apr.

CAPTAIN LASH (D-M):

(R)

PLEASURE CRAZED

(L)

Helen Twelvetrees. Frank Albertason.
William Orlamond. Claude King. Carmenciu
Johnson. Freddie Frederick. Ethel Wales. Adele Watson.
(NP)
Jerome Eddy.
(L)
5232f.
(R) Mar. 17. 1929.

Rosa Gore.

:

William

Periolat
Sept. 9.

1928.

8LUE SKIES (CD-M):

(R) Mar. 30. 1929.

THE (D-TME)
MAN AND THE MOMENT, Robert
Schable.
George Bunny.

Sills.

Norman.

24.

Hod LaRocque. Gwen

(DM): Lois Moran. George O'Brien, Earl
Foxe. Don Terry. Maria Alba. Fritz Feld. Andy Clyde,
Craufurd Kent. Robert E. Homans, John Kelly, Phillips
(NP) Dec. 8.
SmaUey.
(L) 5598f.
(R) Dec. 9, 1928.

:

(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
LILAC TIME (D-ME): Colleen Moore. Gary Cooper, Eugenie Besserer. Burr Mcintosh, Kathryn McGuire. Cleve
Tarzan.

dell,

BLINDFOLD

August 24, 1929

1929.

9.

NEW YEAR'S EVE

(D-M):

Mary

Astor, Charles Morton,
Arthur Stone, Helen Ware, Freddie Frederick, Florence
Lake. Sumner Getchell. Virginia Vance. Stuart Erwin.
(NP) Mar. 16. 1929.
IB) Feb. 24. 1929.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE
shall.
8.000f.

Mar.

10.

Special

:

cast

(R)

Mar.

1929.
:

Ben Hewlett. Jack Kenncy.

Beebe.

May

(NP)

ONE

18,

(R)

Mar.

24.

1929.

1929.

WOMAN

IDEA. THE (D-ME):
Rod La Rocque,
Marceline Day, Sharon Lynn, Sally Phipps. Shirley Dorman.

Douglas Gilmore. Gino Corrado, Joseph W.
Arnold Lucy. Frances Bosay, Guy Trento, Daniel
Tom Tamarez, Coy Watson. (L) Talking. 6111f;
sUent. 6106f.
(R) June 2. 1920.
(NP) June 22.
Ivan

LelH'd.'tT,

Girard.

Hasson.

PLASTERED
Linow.

(L)

(R)

Jan.

ALL AT SEA

IN

PARIS (C-M)

5040f.

:

With Cohen. Pennlck and

(R) Sept. 23. 1928.

26.

(NP)

1929.

(C)

:

Mar.

(L)

BELLAMY TRIAL. THE (D-TME):
Bronson.

(L)

(Rl

7524f.

(TOS) Apr.

13,

BEYOND THE SIERRAS
RusseU.
18,

William Haines.
Tully Mar9.

Mills.

1929.

(L)

(TOS)

Karl Dane. George K. Arthur. Josephine

Dunn. Herbert Prior. Eddie Baker.
(NP) Feb. 23, 1929.
9. 1929.

Roy D'Arcy.

June Collyer, Louise
QUITE DECENT (D-TM)
Dresser, AUan Lane, Oscar Apfel, Paul Nicholson, Marjorie

NOT

:

1929.

9.

1928.

NOBODY'S CHILDREN (D-M)

(M-TME)

LeUa Hyams. Karl Dane.
Howard Hickman. Billy Butts. Evelyn

Lionel Barrymore.

(L)

Polly
5896f.

Mar.

2.

534Sf.

(R) Feb.

Joy. Betty
(NP) Sept. 29,

Leatrice
1929.

1929.

Tim McCoy. Sylvia Beecher.,
(W)
Moran, Richard R. Neill. J. Gordon
(NP) Aug.
(R) Sept. 15. 1928.
:

1928.

BRIDGE OF SAN LUIS REY, THE (D-ME)

Lily Damlta.
Ernest Torrence. Raquel Torres, Don Alvarado, Duncan Rlnaldo, Henry B. Walthall. Mikhail Vayitch. Emily Fitzrov,
(NP)
(L) 7880f.
(R) Mar. 30. 1929.
Tully MarshaU.

May

18.

:

1929.

BROADWAY MELODY, THE (MC-TSM)

:

Anita Page. Bes-

sie Love. Charles King. Jed Prouty. Kenneth Thomson. Edward DiUon. Mary Doran. Eddie Kane. J. Emmett Beck(NP)
(R) Mar. 9. 1929.
Marshall
all Ruth. Drew Demarest.
Mar. 30. 1929.
(TOS) Apr. 20. 1929.

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

August 24, 1929
BROTHERLY LOVE

(C-TE)

Karl Dane.

:

thur. Jean Arthur. Richard Carlyle.
(L) 6053f.
(K) Oct.
cia Harris.
13. 1928.

Connelly.

INP)

1928.

13.

K.

George

Edward

Ar-

MarOct

JAMERAMAN. THE

Buster Keaton, Marceline Day.
(C):
(L) 6995f.
Harold Goodwin. Sidney Bracy. Harry Gribbon.

(NP) Sept.

1928.

15.

Sept.

(B)

1928.

15.

BOUND

(CD): Karl Dane. George K. Arthur. Josephine Dunn. Polly Moran, Hatty Woods, Carl Stockdale.
(NP) May 11. 1929.
(B) May 18. 1929.
(L) 6000f.

:HINA

DAUGHTERS

1ANCING
Sept.

(B)

Joan Crawford. (L) 76521
(NP) June 30. 1928.
(TOS) Sept. 22.

192S.

1.

(D-M)

:

1928.

WEST OF ZANZIBAR

(D-M): Lon Chaney. Lionel Barrymore. Warner Baxter, Mary Nolan. Jane Daly. Roscoe
(L) 6150f.
(R) Nor.
Ward. Kalla Pasha, Curtis Nero.
1928.
(NP)
Deo.
8, .1928.
24.

WHERE EAST

Lon Chaney. Lupe
IS EAST (D-TME):
Velez. Estelle Taylor. Lloyd Hughes. Louis Stern. Mre.
Wong Wing. (L) 6500f. (R) May 4, 1929. (NP) June 22.

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS (M-ME):

(L)

G177f.

(TOS)

Mar.

Nolan.
1929.

1929.

16.

RIDER. THE (W)
Tim McCoy. Raquel Torres.
Boach, Edward Connelly. Harry Woods, Jess Cavin.
May 11. 1929. (NP) June 22.

IESERT
Bert
(B)

:

LOVE

OF

IREAM

(D)

Crawford.

Joan

:

Nils

Asther.

Warner Oland. Carmel Myers. Harry Bern-

Aileen Pringle.

hardt. Harry Myers, Alphonse Martell.
Li 7987f. (B) Dec. 1. 1928.
(NP) Dec
Dec. 8. 1928.

Fletcher

Norton.

1928.

(TOS)

22.

William Haines.
STEPS OUT, THE (CD-TME)
Joan Cawford. Karl Dane. Tenen Holtz, Eddie Nugent.
Jack Boper, Delmer Davis. Luke Cosgrove. Herbert Prior.
(NP)
Sound-6206f.
(R) Mar. 16. 1929.
(L) Silent-6210f.
Mar. 30. 1929.

IUKE

:

XCESS BAGGAGE
1928.

(D-ME)

(NP) June

23,

FLEET,

THE

LYING

Monte Blue. Raquel
Nov.

(R)

I0NEYM00N

(CD):

Roach. Flash.

(TOS)

1928.

Sept.

Ramon

(D-M):

8.

1928.

Ralph

Novarro.

(L)

Moran.

Polly

Eddie

Gribbon.

(NP) Mar.

(R) Dec. 22. 1928.

4823f.

Bert

Leila

ADY OF CHANCE. A

(D-M):
Norma Shearer. Lowell
Lee. John Mack Brown. Eugenia Besserer,
(L) 7126f.
(B) Dec. 22. 1928.
(NP)

Gwen

Sherman.

Buddy Messinger.
Mar.

WIND, THE

Norma Shearer,
Basil Rathbone, George Barraud. Herbert Bunston, Hedda
Hopper, Moon Carrol, Madeline Seymour, Cyril Chadwick,
George K. Arthur (in sound print only). Finch Smiles.
Maude Turner. (NP) July 20.
(L) Talking. 8651f; silent.
:

04841.

Ivan Mosoujkine. Diana
OF CASANOVA (D)
Kerenne, Suzanne Bianchetti, Jenny Jugo, Bina de Lignoro,
Nina Kochitz. Olga Day, Paul Guide. Decoeur. Bouamerane.
Budolf Klein-Rogge.
(L) 6179f.
(R) Feb. 16. 1929.
(NP)
Mar. 9. 1929.

OVES

:

ADAM E X

(D-AT): Lewis Stone. Ruth Chatterton. Raymond Hackett. Holmes Herbert. Eugenie Besserer, John P.
Edington. Mitchell Lewis, Ulrich Haupt. Sidney Toler.
Richard Carle. Claud King. Chappell Dossett.
(L) 8800f.
(NP) June

29.

AN'S MAN, A (CD-ME):

William Haines. Josephine Dunn.

Sam Hardy. Mae Busch.
(NP) June

(L)

(R)

6683f.

May

25.

1929.

22.

John Gilbert, Alma

Rubens, Theodore Roberts, Frank Reicher, Eva Von Berne.
Ralph Forbes. Ethel Wales. Polly Ann Young.
(L) 6575f
(R) Nov. 17. 1928.
(NP) Nov. 17. 1928.
(TOS) Nov.
1928.

ORGAN'S LAST RAID

(W)
Tim McCoy. Dorothy SeWheeler Oakman. Allan Garcia. Hank Mann. Montague Shaw.
(L) 5264f.
(R) Jan. 5. 1929.
(NP) Mar.
:

bastian,

1929.

APOLEON

(D):
Waldimir Roudenko. Albert
Alexandre Koubitzky, Harry Krimer. Edmond
Antonin Artaud, Gina Manes. Nicholas Koline.
Oct.

(NP)

1928.

27.

Oct.

27,

VERLAND TELEGRAPH, THE (W)

Dieudonne.

Van

Daele.

(L)

6893f.

1929.

Chief

Mar.

:

1929.

16.

THE (D-SME)

4GAN.
Dorothy

Ramon

:

Novarro.

Renee

Adoree.

Donald

Janis,

(R) Apr.

7359f.

Sound-

Crisp.
(L) Silent-7250f.
1929.
(NP) May 25. 1929.

27,

HOW PEOPLE (CD-TE):

Marion Davies, William Haines,
Dell Henderson, Paul Ralli, Tenen Holtz. Harry Gibbon.
Sidney Bracy. Polly Moran. Albert Conti.
(L)
7453f.
(R) Oct 20. 1928.
(NP) Sept. 29. 1928.
(TOS) Oct.
1928.

NGLE MAN. A (CD):

Lew Cody. Aileen Pringle. MarNugent. Kathlyn Williams. Eileen
(R) Jan. 12. 1929.
(NP) Feb. 9.

Day. Edward
Manning.
(L) 5596f.

celine
1929.

OUX BLOOD (W):

Tim McCoy. Robert Frazer. Marion
Clarence Geldert, Chief Big Tree. Sidney Bracy.
(B) Apr. 20. 1929.
(NP) Apr. 27. 1929.

Douglas.

4811f.

(M):

"*IES

Rudolph

Klein-Rogge,

Gerda

Maurus.

Lien

Deyers. Louis Ralph. Craighall Sherry. Willy Fritseh.
Pick, Fritz Rasp.
(NP) June 15.

Luuu

MARRIAGE (CD-M)

'ITE

Edward

bastian.

John Byron.

(L)

7047f.

1929.

<UNDER (D-TME):
Haver.
(L)

:
Buster Keaton. Dorothy SeLeila Hyams, William Bechtel.
(R) Apr. 6. 1929.
(NP) Apr.

Earle.

Lon Chaney. James Murray.

George Duryea, Francis
(R) June 25. 1929.

7783f.

Wally
(NP) Aug. 3.
Morris,

Phyllis
Albright.

BE OF EMPIRE (D-M):

Renee Adoree and Duryea. (L)
Mar. 23. 1929.
iAIL OF '98, THE (D-ME):
Dolores Del Bio. Ralph
Forbes. Harry Carey. Tully Marshall. Emily Fitzroy, Tenen
Holtz. Russell Simpson, Karl Dane, Cesare Gravina. George
cooper. John Down. E. Alyn Warmer.
(L) 8799f.
(R)
Jan
1923.
5.
(NP) Deo. 29, 1928.
(TOS) Mar. 23.
6552f.

(R)

KING, THE (D-ME):
Donald Crisp. Pauline Starke.
LeRoy Mason. Anders Randolph. Richard Alexander. Harry
Lewis Woods. Albert MacQuarrie. Roy Stewart. Torben
Meyer. Claire MacDowell. Julia Swayne Gordon
(NP)
Mar 9. 1929. All In technicolor.
C

l
Uack.

!l

0F THE CITY

-

THE

Robert Ames. Willard
John Miljan. Clark
McGuire. Alice Moe.
Sound-7427f.
(R) Apr. 13. 1929.

(D-M):

Sylvia Field. James Farley.
Marshall, Duane Thompson,
Tom
Beatrice

(NP)

Banyard.

Apr.

27.

(L)
1929.

Lars

Gish.

Lillian

:

1928.

WOMAN
(L)

OF AFFAIRS (D-M):
(R)

8319f.

Dec. 15. 1928.

WONDER OF WOMEN

Greta Garbo. John Gilbert.
(TOS) Feb. 1G. 1929.

(D-TME): Lewis

Hyams.

Stone. Leila

Peggy Wood. Harry Myers. Sarah Padden. George Fawcett,
Blanche Frederici. Wally Albright. Jr.. Carmencita Johnson.
Anita Louise Fremault, Dietrich Haupt. Ullric Haupt, Jr. (Lt
(NP)
Talking. 8796f; silent. 6835f.
(B) July 31. 1029.
July 27.

FLEET'S

Paramount

Oakie. Bodil Rosing.
Sept.

AVALANCHE

Jack Holt. Doris Hill. Baclanova. John
(L) 6099f.
(NP)
Oliver. Richard Winslow.

(W):

Darrow. Guy
1928.

1.

BEGGARS

Wallace Beery. Louise
OF LIFE (M-ME):
Richard Arlen. Edgar Blue Washington. H. A.
Morgan, Andy Clark. Mike Donlin. Roscoe Karns. Bobert
Johnnie Morris, George Kotsonaros. Jacque Chapin.
Robert Brower, Frank Brownlee.
(L) 7805f.
(R) Sept.
15, 1928.
(NP) July 7. 1928.
(TOS) Oct. 20. 1928.
Brooks.

Perry,

BEHIND THE GERMAN LINES
(R)

Jan.

BETRAYAL (D-ME)

12.

(D):

Foreign

(L)

cast.

1929.

Emil Jannings. Gary Cooper. Esther
Jada Weller. Douglas Haig. Bodil Rosing.
(L)
Sound-6G14f.
(NP) Apr.
(R) May 11. 1929.

Ralston.

:

Silent-6492f.
27. 1929.

CANARY MURDER CASE. THE

(My- AT)
William Powell.
James Hall. Louise Brooks. Jean Arthurs. Gustav von
Seyffertitz. Charles Lane. Eugene Pallette. Lawrence Gray.
Ned Sparks. Louis John Bartels. E. H. Calvert. (L) Talking. 7171f; silent. 5943f.
(NP) June 15.
(R) Feb. 16. 1929.
:

CASE OF LENA SMITH, THE

(D)
Esther Ralston. James
Gustav von Seyffertiz. Emily Fitzroy. Fred Kohler.
Betty Aho. Lawrence Grant, Leone Lane, Kay DesLys.
Alex Woloshin, Ann Brody. Wally Albright. Jr., Warner
Klinger.
(L) 7229f.
(NP) Mar. 16.
(R) Jan. 19. 1929.
:

Hall.

(TOS)

1929.

Jan.

26,

1929.

CARNATION

KID, THE (C AT): Douglas MacLean, Francis Lee, William B. Davidson, Lorraine Eddy. Charles Hill
Mailes. Francis McDonald. Maurice Black. Bert Swor. Jr..
(NP)

1929.

(L)

Sound-7267f.

Silent-G290f.
16. 1929.

(R)

Feb.

Mar.

CHARMING SINNERS (D-TME)

Ruth Chatterton. Clive
Brook, Mary Nolan. William Powell. Laura Hope Crews.
Florence Eldridge, Montagu Love, Juliette Crosbv. Lorraine
Eddy. Claude Allister. (L) 6164f.
(R) July 6. 1929.
(NP)
Aug.

:

10.

(L)

Wallace Beery. Florence
(D-AT):
Vidor. Warner Oland. Jack McHugh. Jack Okie. Tetsu
Komai, Frank Chew. Mrs. Wing. Peter Morrison. Freeman
Wood.
(L)
Silent-7145f.
Sound-7081f.
(B) Mar. 23.
1929.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
(TOS) Apr. G. 1029.

CLOSE HARMONY (CD-AT):

Charles Rogers. Nancy CaiHarry Green. Jack Oakie. Richard (Skeets) Gallagher.
Matty Roubert. Rlcca Allen, Wade Boteler. Baby Mack.
(L) SoundOscar Smith. Greta Grandstedt. Gus Partos.
(TOS)
6271f.
(R) Apr. 13. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 30. 1929.
Apr. 13. 1929.

COCOANUTS. THE (MC-ATS)

Four Marx Brothers. Mary
Eaton. Oscar Shaw. Katherine Francis. Margaret Dumont.
Cyril Ring, Basil Ruysdael. Sylvan Lee, Gamhv-Hale Girls.
Allan K. Foster Girls.
(L) SG13f.
(R) May 23. 1929.
(NP) July 13.
:

DANCE OF

LIFE. THE (D-AT): Nancy Carroll. Hal Skelly.
Dorothy Ravier. Ralph Theador, Charles D. Brown. Al St.
John, May Boley. Oscar Levant. Gladys DuBois. James T.
Quinn. James Farley, George Irving.
(NP) Aug. 3.

DANGEROUS CURVES

(D AT)
Clara Bow. Richard Arlen.
David Newell. Anders Randolph. May Boley.
T. Roy Barnes. Joyce Compton
Charles D. Brown, Stuart
Erwin. Jack Luden.
(R) July 13. 1929.
(NP) Aug. 3.
:

Francis.

(L) Talking. 7278f; silent, 6539f.

DANGEROUS WOMAN, A

(D-AT): Baclanova. Clive Brook.
Neil Hamilton. Clyde Cook, Leslie Fenton, Snitz Edwards.
(NP) Mar. IS.
(L) Sound-6643f.
(R) May 18. 1929.
1929.

(R)

7640f.

(TOS) Aug.

Sept.
1928.

4.

1928.

15.

Brook. Mary Brian. Olga
Kohler. Jack Luden.
1928.
(NP) Aug. 4. 1928.

Clive

:

Fred

Powell.
11.

GENTLEMEN OF THE PRESS

(D-AT):

Walter

Huston.

Francis, Charles Buggies, Betty Lawford, NorFoster, Duncan Perwarden.
Lawrence Leslie.
(L)
(R) May 4. 1929.
(NP) Apr. 13. 1929.

man

Sound-7176f.

GREEN MURDER CASE. THE
Morgan

(My- AT) : William Powell.
Eldridge. Ullrich Haupt. Jean Arthur.
Eugene
E. H. Calvert, Gertrude Norman. Lowell Drew.
Farley. Brandon Hurst. Augusta Burmester, Marcia

Hariss.

Mildred

Florence
Pallette,

Golden,

Wilfred Buckland. Helena
Evans.
(NP) July 20.

Mrs.

Phillips, Shep Camp. Charles
1929.
(L) Talking. 6383f.

HOLE

E.

THE WALL. THE (MyM-AT)

IN

:

Douglas MacLean. Marie
Frances Lee. Dot Farley, Jack

Prevost. Johnny Arthur.
Duffv, Buddy Watles. Hal Wilson.
(R) July
(L) Talking. 5386f; silent. 5270f.
(NP) July 13.

DOCKS OF NEW YORK. THE
Compson. Baclanova.

Clyde

Seyffertitz,

(L)

7202f.
Oct.

(TOS)

6,

1920.

(D): George Bancroft. Betty
Cook. Mitchell Lewis. Gustav

Oliver. May
(R) Sept. 20. 1928.
27. 1928.

von

Guy

DOCTOR'S SECRET. THE (D AT)

Foster,

(NP)

Worth.

Lillian

Mar.

16.

1929.

Ruth Chatterton. H. B.
Warner, John Loder. Robert Edeson. Wilfored Noy. Ethel
(L)
SoundWales. Nancy Price. Frank Finch-Smiles.
(TOS) Feb. 16. 1929.
5832f.
(NP) Mar. 16. 1929.
:

DUMMY. THE

(D-AT): Ruth Chatterton, Frederic March.
Cromwell. Fred Kohler. Mickey Bennett. Vondell
Jack Oakie, Zasu Pitts. Richard Tucker. Eugene
(NP)
Pallette.
(L) Sound-5357f.
(R) Mar. 9. 1929.

John

Darr.

1929.

16.

FASHIONS

IN

(TOS) Mar.

LOVE

Compton,
Robert
Vanaire.

Claudette Colbert.

Edward

G. Robinson, David Newell. Nelly Savage. Donald
Alan Brooks, Louise Closser Hale. Katherine Emmet. Marcia Kagno. Barry Macollum. George McQuarrie.
Helen Crane.
(L) Sound-5S50f.
(R) Apr. 27. 1929.
(NP)

Meek,
Apr.

1929.

6.

HOMECOMING

Hansen.

Lars

(D):

(L)

(R)

815Gf.

Feb.

Parlo.
Gustav
(NP) Feb.
1929.

Dita

16.

1029.

A Ufa

:

picture.

Lil

Dagover. Willy Fritseh. Dita Parlo. Fritz Greiner. Gisella
Bathory. Erich Kaiser Tietz, Leopold Kramer.
(NP)
Aug. 3.
(L) 6165'.

ILLUSION
Collyer.

(D-AT): Buddy Rogers. Nancy
Knute Erickson. Eugenie Besserer.

Carroll.

Kav

June

Francis,

Maude Turner Gordon,

Regis Toomey, William McLaughlin.
Katherine Wallace. William Austin. Frances Raymond,
Eddie Kane, Michael VisarolT. Bessie Lvle, Emelie Melville,
Carl Lukas, Col. G. L. McDonnel. (NP) July 27.

OF PARIS (R-ATM):
Maurice Chevalier,
Sylvia Beecher. Russell Simpson,
George Fawcett, Mis.
George Fawcett, John Miljan. Margaret Livingston. David
Durand, Johnny Morris.
(L) Silent-781Gf.
Sound-614Sf
(NP) May 4. 1929.
(R) May 25. 1929.

INNOCENTS

INTERFERENCE (D-AT):

William Powell. Evelyn Brent.
Clive Brook, Doris Kenyon, Tom Ricketts. Brandon Hurst,
Louis Payne, Wilford Noy. Donald Stuart. Raymond LawSilent-6643f.
rence.
(L)
Sound-7487f.
(R) Jan. 5. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 16. 1929.
(TOS) Feb. 9. 1929.

THE (DAT): Jeanne Eagels. O. H. Heggie.
Reginald Owen. Herbert Marshall. Irene Brown. Lads
Tsen Mei. Tamaki Yoshiwara.
(L) Silent-549nf.
Sound577Sf.
(NP) Mar. 16. 1929.
(R) Apr. 13. 1929.

LETTER,

LOOPING THE LOOP (D-ME):
Warwick Ward.

Werner Kraus. Jenny Jugo.
(L) Silent-667fif.
Sound-

Manes.

Gina

(R) Mar.

6769f.

(NP) Mar.

1929.

16.

16.

1929.

LOVE PARADE. THE

(CD): Maurice Chevalier. Jeanette
Lupino Lane. Lillian Roth. Edgar Norton,
Lionel Belmore. Robert Roccardi. Carleton Stockdale. Eugene
Pallette. Russell Powell. Margaret Fealy. Virginia Bruce.
(NP) Aug. 3.

MacDonald.

LOVES OF AN ACTRESS (D-M):

Pola Negri. Nils Asther,
McAlister. Richard Tucker. Philip Strange, Paul
Nigel de Brulier. Robert Fischer, Helene Giere.
7434f.
(R) Sept. 18. 1928.
(NP) June 23. 1928.

Mary

Lukas.
(L)

MAN

LOVE. THE (R-AT)
Richard Arlen. Mary Brian.
Baclanova, Harry Green. Jack Oakie, Pat O'Malley, Leslie
(B)
May
Fenton. Charles Sullivan, William Vincent.
(NP) Apr. 6. 1929.
25. 1929.
:

I

MAN MUST FIGHT, A

(D-AT): Chares (Buddy) Rogers.
Juno Collyer. Henry B. Walthall, Wallace
Fred Kohler. Natalie Kingston. Walter McGrail.
Anderson Lawler, Mrs. George Fawcett. George Reed. (NP)
June 29.

Mary Brian.

MARQUIS PREFERRED

Adolphe Menjou, Nora Lane.
(F)
Dot Farlev. Mischa Auer. Alex Melesh.
(NP)
(L) 5506f.
(R) Feb. 2. 1929.

Conklin.

Chester

Michael Visaroff.
Mar. 16. 1929.

:

MODEL FROM MONTM ARTE, THE
Petrovitch. Louise
5941f.
(R) Sept.

1928.

MORAN OF THE MARINES
Elder.
1928.

(L)

(R)

5444f.

6,

1929.

(DAT):

Miriam Seegar, John
Wayne, Russ Powell.
(L)

(NP)

Talking.
July 13.

Adolphe
Miljan.

Menjou,
Fay
Joan Standing.

Bennett.
Billie
6325f; silent. 6024f.
(R)

Jacques

June

29.

Nita Naldi, Ivan
Cononge.
ID

(D):

Maurice de
(NP) Sept.

LaGrange.
22.

1928.

15.

Richard Dix. Ruth
(TOS) Oct. 20.

(CD):

Oct.

1928.

27.

MYSTERIOUS DR. FU MANCHU. THE (My-AT)

:

Warner

Oland. Jean Arthur. Neil Hamilton. O. P. Heggie, William
Austin, Claude King, Charles Stevenson. Noble Johnson.
Evelyn Selbie, Charles Giblyn, Donald Mackenzie. Lawford
Davidson. Lask Winter. Charles Stevens. Chappel Dosset,
(L) Talking. 7G63f.
Tully Marshall.
(NP) July 27.

BUT THE TRUTH (CD-AT): Richard Dix.
Berton Churchill, Louis John Bartels. Ned Sparks, Wynne
Churchill.
Helen Kane. Dorothy Hall. Madeline Grev,
Nancy Ryan. (L) Sound 7256f. (R) Apr. 20. 1929. (NP)

NOTHING

Apr.

1929.

20.

(TOS)

Apr.

1929.

27.

PATRIOT. THE (D):

Emil Jannings. Florence Vidor. Lewis
(L)
Stone. Vera Voronina, Neil Hamilton. Harry Cording.
(TOS)
(NP) Sept. 8. 1928.
10,172f.
(R) Sept. 1, 1928.
Sept. 22. 1928.

RAINBOW MAN. THE

(SR-TS)

A

:

Sono-Art

Dowling. Marian Nixon. Frankie Darro.

DIVORCE MADE EASY (CD-AT):

1920.

Sept.

(M)

William

Beery.

CHINATOWN NIGHTS

Mar.

(TOS)

1928.

22.

1928.

1.

Clara Bow. James Hall. Jack
(L) 6918f.
(R) Oct. 13. 1928. (NP)

HUNGARIAN RHAPSODY (D-TME)

ROSE (CD-TME): Charles Rogers. Nancy
Jean Hersnolt. J. Farrell McDonald. Bernard
Gorcey. Ida Kramer. Nick Cogley. Camillus Pretal. Rosa
Rosanova.
Sound-10,471f.
(R) Jan.
(L) Silent-10.187f.
5. 1929.
(NP) Nov. 3. 1928.
(TOS) Feb. 2, 1929.
IRISH

Carroll.

Kay

6134f.
Sept.

(CD):

FORGOTTEN FACES

9.

23.

:

THE

IN.

Fay Wray. Gary Cooper. Lane
Paul Fix. Malcolm Williams,
(B) Sept. 25. 1928.
(NP)

(D)
Fenton.
(L)

(TOS)

1928.

4.

Frohlich.

roll.

Tim McCoy. DoroFrank Rice, Lawford Davidson. Clarence Geldert.
Big Tree.
(L) 4815f.
(R) Mar. 2, 1929
(NP)

thy Janis,

27,

1.

Hanson, Montague Love. Dorothy Cummings. Edward Earle. William
Orlamond, Laon Ramon, Carmencita Johnson. Billy Kent
(NP) Nov. 3.
Schaefer.
(L) 6721f.
(R) Oct. 27. 1928.

Carl Stockdale.

ASKS OF THE DEVIL, THE (D-M):

(L)

Dec.

:

(D-ME)

Sound-8254f.

1929.

9.

AST OF MRS. CHEYNEY. THE (D-AT)

27,

(TOS)

7965f.

(D)
Greta Garbo. Lewis Stone. Nils As(NP) Mar. 2. 1929.
ther.
(L) 9235f.
(R) Feb. 23. 1929.
(TOS) Feb. 23. 1929.

Dec.

RICH, THE (D AT): Conrad Nagel, Bessie Love.
Hyams, Bobert Ober, James Neill, Edythe Chapman.
Paul Kruger. Kenneth Gibson.
(L) 7351f.
(R) June 15.
1929.
(NP) June 8.

OLE

(R)

1928.

7.

(D-TME):
(L)

THE

KISS.

Chandler. Leslie
Monroe Owsley.

Aug.

Katherine

WILD ORCHIDS

ABIE'S

1929.

9,

(NP) July

1928.

10.

SEAS

FIRST

Baclanova,

1928.

Robert Anderson.

Torres.

(L)

William

:

Graves, Anita Page, Edward Nugent, Carroll Nye. Sumner
(L) 9044f.
Getchell, Gardner James. Alfred Allen.
(R)
(NP) Feb. 9. 1929.
(TOS) Jan. 19. 1929.
Jan. 19. 1929.

24.

20.

WHITE SHADOWS OF THE SOUTH

Haine9. Josephine
Dunn. Neely Edwards. Kathleen CluTord. Greta Grandstedt,
(L) 7180f.
(R) Sept. 8.
Ricardo Cortez, Cyril Chadwick.

.

Oct.

Chaney

1928.

John Gilbert. Ernest Torrence. Mary
(NP) Mar. 16.
(B) Mar. 9. 1929.

IESERT NIGHTS (D):

9.

(TOS)

(R) Sept. 29. 1928.

7448f.

Lon

57

(NP) June

Ingraham. George Hayes.

picture.

Eddie

Sam Hardy. Lloyd

22.

REDSKIN

Richard Dix. Gladys Belmont. Jane
(R-ME):
Novak. Larry Steers, Tully Marshall. Bernard Suegel. George
Rigas, Augustina Lopez, Noble Johnson, Joseph W. Girard,
Jack Dunne, Andrew J. Callahan. Philip Anderson. LcSound(L) Silent-7204f.
raine Rivero. George Walker.
(TOS)
(NP) Feb. 16. 1929.
7643f.
(R) Feb. 23. 1929.
Feb.

1929.

2.

SHOPWORN ANGEL
Paul
12.

Lukas.

(L)

(CD-S)

SINS OF THE

:

Nancy

Silent-7112f.
9. 1929.

(NP) Feb.

1929.

Carroll.

Gary Cooper.

Sound-7373f.

(TOS) Jan.

19.

(R)

Jan.

1929.

FATHERS (D-M):

Emil Jannings. Ruth
Chatterton. Barry Norton, Jean Arthur, Jack Luden, Zasu
Pitts,
Matthew Betz, Harry Cording. Arthur Housman.
(NP)
Frank Reicher.
(L) 7761f.
(R) Dec. 29. 1928.
Oct.

1928.

20.

SOMEONE TO LOVE

(CD):
Charles Rogers. Mary Brian.
William Austin. Jack Oakie. James Kirkwood. Mary Alden.
(TOS)
Frank Reicher.
(L) 6323f.
(NP) Dec. 29. 1928.
Dec.

22.

STAIRS
Phillips

R.

SAND
Holmes.

Wallace Beery. Jean Arthur.
Fred Kohler. Chester Conklin. Guy

(W)

:

Lillian Worth, Frank Rice, Clarence
June 8. 1929.
(NP) May IS. 1929.

Oliver.

(R)

1928.

OF

L.

Sherwood.

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

58
STUDIO MURDER CASE, THE (My-AT)

Hamilton

Nerl

:

Warner Olsmd. Frederic March. Florence Eldridge, Doris
Eugene Pallette. Chester Conklin. Lane Chandler.
Hill.
Gardner James. Guy Oliver. E. H. Calvert. Donald MackenTalking. 6500f; silent, 6070f.

(L)

zie.

(NP) June

Wee
Christian J. Frank,
Pat Harmon. Alfred Allen. Guy
(NP) Feb.

1929.

9.

1,

1929.

Nora Lane. John Loder.
Holmes, Chester Conklin.

Jack Holt.

:

Pee

Feb.

June

(It)

8.

SUNSET PASS (W)

THREE WEEK ENDS

(L)

Oliver.

(R)

5862f.

1929.

23,

(CD1
Clara Bow, Neil Hamilton.
Harrison Ford, Lucille Powers. Julia Swayne Gordon,
Jack Raymond. Edythe Chapman. Guy Oliver, William
(NP) Dec. 22. 1928.
Holden.
(L) 5962f.

THUNDERBOLT

:

George Bancroft. Richard Arlen.
Fav Wray. Tullv Marshall, Eugenie Besserer. James Spottswood. Fred Kohler. Mike Donlin, S. S. R. S. Stewart.
George Irving. William Thome. E. H. Calvert, King Tut.
(R) June 22. 1929.
(L> Talking. 8571f; silent. 7311f.
(NP) June 1.

(D-AT)

:

Chester
Charles Rogers. Mary Brian.
(CD):
Conklin. Phillips R. Holmes. Robert Ellis. John West(L) 6349f. (R)
wood, Princeton university undergraduates.
(TOS) Nov. 3. 1928.
Oct. 27. 1928.
(NP) Aug. 4. 1928.

VARSITY

VIRGINIAN. THE

(D-AT): Gary Cooper. Walter Huston.
Richard Arlen. Mary Brian. Chester Conklin. Eugene Pallette. E. H. Calvert. Helen Ware, Victor Potel. Tex Young.
Charier

(NP) July

Stevens.

20.

George Fawcett. Maude
(D):
George. Erich von Stroheim, George Nichols. Zasu Pitts.
Hugbie Mack. Matthew Betz. Cesare Gravina. Dale Fuller.
10.400f.
(R) Oct. 6. 1928.
(L)
Fay Wray. Syd Bracey.
(TOS) Jan. 26, 1929.
(NP) Oct. 27. 1928.

WHAT

A NIGHT (CD): Bebe Daniels. Neil Hamilton. William Austin. Wheeler Oakman, Charles Sellon. Hill Mailes.
(NP)
<R) Oct. 6, 1928.
(L)
5378f.
Ernie Adams.
1929.

12.

Nov. 25, 1928.

(R)

WHEEL

Dix, Esther
OF LIFE, THE (D-AT):
Heggie, Arthur Hoyt. Mrytle Stedman.
P.
Ralston. O.
(R) June
Larrv Steers, Regis Toomey. Nigel de Brulier.
(NP) Apr. 27. 1929.
22. 1929.

Richard

WILD PARTY. THE (CD-AT):

Clara Bow. Frederic Marrh,
Marceline Day. Shirley O'Hara. Jack Luden. Jack Oakie.
Arthur Rankin, Lincoln Stedman, Joyce Compton. Ben
Hendricks. Jr., Jack Redmond, Adrienne Dore. Jean Lorraine. Virginia Thomas. Kay Bryant, Alice Adair. Amo
(L) SilentIngram, Renee Whitney. Marguerite Cramer.
(NP) Mar. 23.
Sound-7167f.
(R) Apr. 6. 1929.
6036f.
(TOS) Apr. 13. 1929.
1929.

WOLF OF WALL STREET, THE

George Ban(D-AT):
Baclanova. Paul Lukas, Nancy Carroll. Lane Chand(L)
ler. Brandon Hurst. Paul Guertsman, Craufurd Kent.
(NP) Mar.
Sound-6810f.
(R) Feb. 9. 1929.
Silent-G396f.
(TOS) Mar. 16. 1929.
9.
1929.

(NP) Sept.

1928.

8.

LUCKY

IN LOVE (D AT): Morton Downey, Betty Dawford,
Colin Keith-Johnson. Halliwell Hoboes, J. M. Kerrigan.
Richard Taber. Edward O'Connor. Mary Murray. Mackenzie
Ward. Louis Sorin, Sonia Karlov. Tyrrell Davis. Elizabeth
Murray.
(NP) July 27.
(R) Aug. 17. 1929.

MARKED MONEY
4.

(D)

(L)

Coghlan.

:

WOMEN

MAN-MADE
Sept.

(It)

Leatrice

(D):

(L)

Joy.

(R-TM):

Lupe Velez.

Cooper. Louis
Vavitch. Russell
(L) Silent-G060f.

Gary

Wolheim. Constantine Romanoff. Michael
Colombo. Augustine Lopez. George Rigas.
(NP)
Sound-6769f.
(R) Mar. 30, 1929.
(TOS) Apr. 6, 1929.

WOMAN FROM MOSCOW, THE

Mar.

9.

1929.
.

Pola Negri. Nor(D-ME)
Kerry. Otto Matiesen. Lawrence Grant. Maude George.
Paul Lukas, Bodi) Rosing, Mirra Rayo. Martha Franklin.
(L) 6938f.
(R) Nov. 3, 1928.
Jack Luden. Tetsu Komai.

(NP) June

MOTHER'S BOY (D-TME):

Morton Downey. Beryl Mercer.
Doyle. Brian Donlevy. Helen Chandler, Osgood
Perkins. Lorln Raker. Barbara Bennett. Jennie Moskowitz.
Jacob Frank. Louis Sorin, Robert Gleckler, Tyrrell Davis.
(NP) Apr. 6. 1929.
Allan Vincent, Leslie Stowe.
John

T.

NED McCOBB'S DAUGHTER (D-ME):
(R)

6070f.

Dec.

Rich.

Irene

Guy

Casey.

Quillan

1929.

OFFICE SCANDAL (CD-TME):
ton. Raymond Hatton. Margaret
Aldine.
25. 1929.

May
PARIS

(L)

BOUND

Phyllis Haver. Leslie FenLivingston, Jimmy Adams.
(NP)
Mar. 3. 1929.

(R)

6511f.

Ann Harding.

Frederic March.
Hallam Cooley. Juliette
George Irving. Leslie Fenton.
Crosby. Charlotte Walker Carmelita Geraghty. Ilka Chase.
(NP)
July
20.
(L) 7 reels.
(R) Aug. 3. 1929.

(D-AT):

POWER

(CD): William Boyd. Alan Hale. Jacqueline Logan,
Jerry Drew, Joan Bennett. Carol Lombard. Pauline Cur(NP) Oct. 13.
(R) Sept. 23. 1928.
ley.
(L) 6092f.
1928.

SAL OF SINGAPORE
Nov.

(R)

(D-T):

Haver.

Phyllis

(L)

6804f.

SHADY

LADY. THE (D-TME): Phyllis Haver. Robert
(L) Talking.
Armstrong, Louis Wolheim. Russell Gleason.
(NP) June L
G132f: silent. 5808f.
(R) Jan. 20. 1929.

SHOW FOLKS
SIN

Eddie Quillan.

(CD-T):

(L)

(R)

6581f.

1928.

21.

Oct.

TOWN

Elinor Fair. Ivan Lebedeff, Hugh Allan.
(NP) June 1.
(L) 4554f.
(R) Jan. 20. 1929.

(CD):

Jack Oakie.

THE

SPEILER,

Alan

(D-T):

Dec.

(R)

5816f.

Al

James

Hill.

Renee Adoreo.
Mar. 9, 1929.

Hale.

(TOS)

1928.

30.

COQUETTE (D-AT)

Mary Pickford, John Mack Brown. Matt
Moore. John Sainpolis. William Janney, Henry Kolker
George Irving, Louise Beavers.
(Ii) Apr. 12, 1929.
(NP)
June 1.

ETERNAL LOVE (D-ME):

John Barrymore, Camilla Horn.
Victor Varconi, Hobart Bosworth, Bodil Rosing. Mona Eico
Evelyn Selbie.
(R) May 11. 1929.
(NP) June 15.

EVANGELINE (D-ME):

Dolores Del Rio. Roland Drew.
Alec B. Francis, John Holland, James Marcus, l'an
McAIister, Lawrence Grant, Bobby Mack, Gcoigc Marion
(L) 8268f.
(NP) June 1.

MASK. THE (D-TME): Douglas Fairbanks. Belli
Bennett, Marguerite de la Motte, Dorothy Ravier, Ven
Lewis, Roife Sedan, Wiltiani Bakeweil. Gordon Thorpe
Nigel de Brulier, Ulrich Haupt, Lon Poff. Charles Stevens
Henry Otto, Leon Barry, Standley J. Sandford, Gino Cor
rado.
(L) Talking. 8855f; silent. S659f.
(R) Mar. 9

(L)

(NP) June

1929.

:

THIS

Lee Patrick, June Nash. George
(D-AT)
Barraud. Kyrle Bellew, Russell Gleason. Frank Reicher.
Claude King, Ned Sparks. Josephine Brown, Charles Hamil(L) Talking. 7099f;
ton, Andre Beranger. Otto Matieson.
(P) June 1.
silent. 6134f.
(R) Mar. 31. 1929.
:

YELLOW CONTRABAND

(W)

Leo Maloney.

:

(L)

5937f.

Eleanor Boardman.
Holland, Edmund Burns, Alma Rubens, Al St. John.
Waters, Margaret Seddon. Yola D'Avril. Evelyn Hall.
8864f.
(NP) June 1.
(R) July 13, 1929.

Rayart

HEAVEN

VENUS (D-ME):

(NP)

ANNA AGAINST WORLD

(D)

Shirley Mason. Jack Mower.
Keith. Thomas A. Curran.

:

Allan, Brown. Loff.

(L) 7008f.

(Ri

2.

(W)

:

(W)

:

Don Coleman.

30.

Oct.

Carey.

(L)

Harry Carey.

(L)

(R) Apr.

(NP)

1928.

14.

CELEBRITY

(D):

DEVIL'S CHAPLAIN, THE (D)

(R)

4S46f.

Armstrong.

(L)

(L)

(R)

6145f.

Caroi.
6312T.

Oct.

(R)

Feb.

(L)

MEN. THE

ISLE OF LOST
(R)

October.

SHANGHAI ROSE:

1928.

C. Keefe. Virginia
1929.

:

Mar.

(R)

5451f.

Bedford. Frazer.

Brown

15.

(D)

Connor.

Santschl.

:

(L)

1928.

(NP) June

:

6700f;

(NP) July

28,

Marie Prevost.
(J.74Gf; silent,

27.

FORBIDDEN LOVE

(L)

(R)

6539f.

L

Mar.

1929.

Jacqueline Logan. Sojin.
NIGHT (M)
Jack Mower. Andy Clyde. Arthur Rankin. Glen Cavender.
A. Curran. Frank Lanning, J. P. McGowan. Frank
Moran.
(NP) Mar. 23.
(L) 5940f.
(R) December. 1928.
:

(D)

lily

:

Damita.

(L)

6787f.

(R)

November.

(R)

6525f.

EVE

SISTERS OF

WAR

(W)
Don Coleman. Ben Corbett. Al
Hart. Edward Jones. Duke U. Lee. Floyd Ames, Jeanetie
Loff, Murdock MacQuarrie. Orrin Jackson.
(R) Feb. 17.
1929.
(NP) Mar. 16, 1929.

GERALD1NE

1929.

SHOULD A GIRL MARRY? (D-TME):

1928.

CALIBRE

:

(CD-TME):

Quillan, Marian Nixon.
(L) 5587f.
(R) Jan. 20, 1929.

Eddie

Albert Gran. Gaston Glass.
(NP) May 25, 1929.

Lina Basquette. Marie
Prevost, George Duryea. Noah Beery, Eddie (luillan, MaryJane Irving, Julia Faye. Viola Louie. Emily Bairye. Clarence Burton. Dick Alexander. Kate Price. Hcdwig Reicher.
<L) Talking. 9328f; silent, 9019f.
(R) Mar. 31. 1929.
(NP) June 1.

HAWK

September.

OF THE HILLS (W)
Allene Ray. Robert Chandler.
Jack Ganzhom. Frank Lackteen, Paul Panzer. Wally OitHarry Semels, Walter Miller. Jack Pratt, Parks Jones,
Frederick
Dana. John T.
Prince,
Chief White Horse
George Magrill. Evangeline Russell. Chief Yowlarhe.
(L)
4840f.
(R) Mar. 17, 1929.
(NP) Max. 30. 1929.

(D)

(L)

COLLEGE LOVE

(D-AT): George Lewis. Eddie Phillip
Dorothy Gulliver. Churchill Ross, Hayden Stevenson, Sumn

Mae

:

Busch.

(L)

5675f.

(B)

Feb. 15.

Mary

(D):

Carr.

Robards.

(L)

1929.

WHEN DREAMS COME TRUE

(D)
Helene Costello. Rex
Lease. Claire McDowell. Ernest Hilliard. Emmett King.
George Periolat. Danny Hoy. Buddy Brown, Ranger, Rags
(NP) Feb. 16, 1929.
(R) Jan. 15. 1929.
(L) 6242f.
:

RKO

tel.

VOLTAGE

(D-AT): William Boyd, Owen Moore,
Carol Lombard. Diane Ellis. Billy Bevan. Phillips Smalley.
(NP) June 29.
KING OF KINGS (D-ME): H. B. Warner. Jacqueline Logan, Dorothy Cummlng, Ernest Torrence, Joseph Schlldkraut. Robert Edeson, Sidney D'Albrook. Rudolph S--hild-

Sam

DeGrasse. Victor Varconi. William Boyd, Matt
Moore. Julia Faye, Kenneth Thomson, Alan Brook*
(L)
13.500f.
(R) Sept. 30, 1928.
(TOS) Mar. 10. 192S.
kraut.

LEATHERNECK. THE

(D-T)
William Boyd, Alan Hale.
Fred Kohler. Diane Ellis, James AI:

Armstrong,
T
Paul
elgel,
Jules Cowles, Wade Boteler, Philo
Joe Olrard. Mlchell Lewis.
(L) 6898f.
(R)
Feb. 24. 1929.
(NP) Apr. 20. 1929.
Robert
dlne.

McCullough,

W

AIR

THE

LEGION.

Martha
Jan.

(R)

(D)

Ben

:

Lyon,

Antonio

Sleeper. John Gough. Colin chase.
(NP) Jan. 12. 1929.
6. 1929.

AMAZING VAGABOND. THE

533Uf; silent,

Moreno.

(L)

6361f.

:

LARIAT KID, THE (W)

Hoot Gibson, Ann Christy. C
Anderson, Mary Foy. Francis Ford, Walter Brennan, Ar
Waldion. Bud Osbome, Joe Bennett, Jim Corey. (L) 524
(R) June 23, 1929.
(NP) June 15.

WARNING,

16.

1

ove.

(W)

:

Tom

Darro. Al Ferguson,
(L) 4808f.
(R) Oct.

(R)

Tyler.

Florence Al-

Bob Fleming.
7.

1928.

Arthur
(NP) Mar.

1929.

BIG DIAMOND ROBBERY. THE
0114f.

May

(R)

Jan.

(D)
30.

:

13.

1929.

Anna

Q.

1929.

THE

(M-TME):

Laura

La

Plan

John Boles,

Mack

Livingston,

garet

WOMAN AND WIFE (D-TME) Norman Ke
Pauline Starke, Marian Nixon, Kenneth Harlan, Crauf
(L) 6589f.
Jan. 13. 1!
Kent. Byron Douglas.
(It)

MAN,

:

29.

MODERN LOVE

(CD-AT): Charley Chase. Jean Hersh
Kathryn Crawford. Edward Martindel.
(It) July 14. 1!
(L) Talking. 6501f; silent. 5730f.
(NP) Juue 22.
RED HOT SPEED (CD-TME) Reginald Denny. Alice!
Byer,

Ridgeway.

Thomas

Hector

(NP) June

1929.

V.

De Witt

Ricketts,

Sarno.

(L)

6621f.

Jennings. Fi
(R) Jan.

29.

RIDIN' DEMON. THE (W): Ted Wells. Kathleen Col)
(L) 43801.
(It) Aug.
Lucy Beaumont, Otto Bibber.
(NP) Aug. 3.
1929.
Hackatho
William
Cody.
George
TIP OFF. THE (W):
Duane Thompson. L. J. O'Connor, Jack Singleton. Ro
(L) 41
Bolder. Monte Montague. Walter Shuniway.
(NP) July 13.
(R) June 2. 1929.
SMILING TERROR. THE (W): Ted Wells, Derelys Per(R) June 30. 1
Al Ferguson. Bed Osborne. (L) 4525f.
(NP) July 13.
Ruth El
Hoot
Gibson.
HORSEMAN.
THE
(W)
WINGED
:

Charles

N. SchaclTer, Allan Forrest. Herbert
(NP) July 13.
(R) June 23. 1929.

Prior.

:

Frankie

BLOCKADE

:

ltoy D'Arcy, Bert Boach, M
Swain,
Burr Mcintosh. Ca
Dauracry, George Summerville, Torben Meyer, D'Arcy C
rigan. Bud Phelps, Charles French, Fred Kelsey, T
(L) Talking. 79801; silent, 77;
O'Brien, Harry Northrup.
(NP) June 29.
(R) Jan. 6. 1929.

Montagu

Warner
CONQUEST

Thalasso.

(Nl

1929.

DAY (CO-TME)
Reginald Denny. LoRay
Duval, Otis Harlan, Eddie Phillips, Cissie Fitzserald, Han
Clark, Tom O'Brien.
(L) Talking. 673lf; silent, «3
(NP) June 22.
(R) June 30, 1929.

5544f.

1929.

len.

7

55931.

HIS LUCKY

Bob Steele, Tom Ling(M)
ham, Jay Morley. Perrv Murdock, Lafe McKee. Thelma
Daniels.
(L) 5081f.
(R) Apr. 7, 1929.
(NP) Apr. 6.

AVENGING RIDER. THE

July

(It)

Lina Basquette, Reed Horn
Flora Finch, Craufuid Kent, Gustav von Seyffcrtitz, Claris
Selwynne.
(NP) July 27. (L) Talkii
(R) June 30. 1929.

Charles

(D):
Viola Dana. Rex Lease. Claire DnBrey. Irving Bacon. Boris KarlofT. Tom Lingham. Thomas
(R) Apr. 1. 1929.
(NP)
A. Curran. Adalyn Asbury.

:

GSG4f.

:

1929.

TWO SISTERS
25.

Talking,

(L)

July 27.

COME ACROSS (M-TME):

(NP) June

1928.

(R)

5901f.

Foster. Keith.

1928.

SOME MOTHER'S BOY

May

GODLESS GIRL. THE (D-TME):

HIGH

1.

(D): Jack Dougherty. Virginia Brow
Faire, George Kotsonaros, Wilbur Mack, Monte Montagu
(L) 478«f.
(NP) July 27.
(R) July 14. 1929.

LAST

Irene Rich.

Thomas

FLYING FOOL. THE (D-AT) William Boyd.
Tom O'Brien, Russell Gleason. (L) Talking
Oct.

September,

(R)

5937f.

SHIPS OF THE
7.

1928.

.45

Hallor. Carl-

6092f.

(R)

5800f.
TJlrich Haupt.
Mar. 16. 1929.

(L)

4598f.

Rod La Rocque. Sue

Potel,

Keefe.

CITY OF PURPLE DREAMS. THE (D):

1928.

Victor

Bedford.

(D):

(R)

Faire.

Richard Tucker,

Ray

1929.

(L)

Harry
:

Lila Lee.

:

5722f.

1928.

CAPTAIN SWAGGER (D-ME):
(R)

(L)

1928.

BURNING BRIDGES (W)
Sept.

BROTHERS
15,

BORDER PATROL
23.

BLACK PEARL, THE (My-M)

ton Stockdale. Thomas Curran. George French. Howard
Lorenz. Sybil Grove, Baldv Belmont. Adele Watson. Lew
Short. Art Rowlands.
(R) Jan. 1. 1929.
(L) 5261f.
(NP)
Mar. 16, 1929.

Patln

Sept.

Constance Talmadge, Andre Roanne. Jea
Fils and Jean Mercantoi

Max Maxudian, Baron

Murat,

BODY PUNCH. THE

-

(Animal Picture):

Nov. 18, 192S.

BLACK ACE. THE

Gle
(L

IS
(D-TME): Vilma Banky. James Hal
Fritzie Ridgeway, Lucien Littlefleld. Richard Tucker.
(L
(NP) June 1.
7948r.
(It) June 22, 1929.

Getchell.

(CD-T):

Johl

1928.

28.

James Bradbury. Jr., Isaliel
Henry Roquemore. Belle Stoddard. Bill Franey.
15. 1929.
(NP) June 29.

22.

Dec.

15.

THE (D-ME)
Ronald Colman. Lily Damlti
Alfred Hickman, Theodore von Eltz, John Davidson, Phlilii
Strande, Bernard Siegel, Sojin. Harry Cording. Lulu
Winters. Duke Kahanamoku. Louis Morrison, George Rigas
Christopher Martin.
(L) Musical. 7980f; silent. 7910f. (B
Jan. 12. 1929.
(NP) June 15.

RESCUE.

Universal

WILD HEART OF AFRICA. THE

ANNAPOLIS

:

STRANGE CARGO

Oct.

1.

(D-AT):
Ronald Colman. Joan
Bennett. Lilyan Tashman, Montagu Love, Lawrence Grant.
'Wilson Benge, Claud Allister. Adolph Milar. Charles Sellon
Tetsu Komal.
(L) Talking. S25t>f.

SHE GOES TO WAR (D-TMS):

(R)

(NP) June

Apr. 20. 1929.

DRUMMOND

BULLDOG

SQUARE SHOULDERS (M-TME): Louis Wolheim. Junior
Philippe
De Lacey, Anita Louise. Montague
Coghlan.
Shaw. Johnny Morris. Kewpie Morris. Clarence Geldert.
(NP) Mar. SO. 1929.
(R) Mar. 31, 1929.
(L) 5477f.

Leslie

Parthenon
June

Morris. Pat O'Mallcy. Harry Stubl*
Irma Harrison. Regis Toomey.
Jr..
Elmer Ballard, Kerman
DeWitt Jennings. Edward Brady

Griffith.

Bradbury.

Cripps, Purnell B. Pratt.
(L) Talking. 8167f.
(R)

IRON

1928.

11,

(Lj

13.

United Artists
Mae Busch, Eleanor

Eddie Quillan, Alberta
Family. Theodore Roberts. Ray Hallor.
Russell Simpson. Robert Perry. Mike Donlin. Billy Gil(NP) Mar. 16.
bert.
(L) 5737f.
(R) Jan. 27. 1929.

Vaughn.

Belle Bennett. Jo* E Brown.
Joan Standing
Billie
Talking. 7948f.

Simpson,

Russell

June

ALIBI (M-AT): Chester

NEIGHBORS (CD-TME):

NOISY

Tiffany-Stahl
Alma Bennett,
Bennett.
(NP)

(L)

1928.

2,

(M-AT):

Hal Skelly, Evelyn Brent. Chester
Fenton. Effie Ellsler. William B. Davidson.
(NP) July 20.
Oliver, Charles Giblyn. Wilson Hummell.

Morris.

Jimmy

(NP) Sept. 15. 1928.
(W): Tom Tyler. Frankie Darro,
Barney Furey, Jack Hilliard, Lew Meehan
(L) 4750f.
(R) June 9. 1929. (NP) June 2:'.

PAWNEE

1928.

19,

WOMAN TRAP

1928.

16.

Ethlyne Clair,

MY LADY'S PAST iD-TMEi:

:

man

Sept.

PRIDE OF

57621.

1928.

9.

croft.

WOLF SONG

(M): Francis X. Bushman.
Jacqueline Logan. Guido Trento. Paul Ellis. Henry Kolku
Charles Hill Mailes. John Hopkins, Charles K. French"
Olive
Hasbrouck, Mathilde Comont. Jack Ponder. Lin
Conley. Gino Corrado, Frank Hagney.
(L) 5548f.
(Hi

Nov.

(R)

5506f.

CHARGE OF THE GAUCHOS

1928.

Jimmy

WEDDING MARCH, THE

Jan.

LOVE OVER NIGHT (CD): Rod La Rocque. Jeanette Loff.
(L) 7530f.
Richard Tucker. Tom Kennedy. Mary Carr.

August 24, 1929

Nlisson.

(W):

Tom

McDonald.

Mix.
(L)

(L)

64091.

(D AT).

Monte

Bros.
Blue.

Lois

Wilson.

H.

Jan. 19, 1
(It)
(L) 4706f.
Warnei. Tully Marshall.
(NP) Aug. 3.
MY MAN (CD-AT): Fannie Brice. Guinn Williams, A
de Segurola. Ann Brody, Richard Tucker, Billy Seal)'. I
(NP) June 29.
Murphy. Arthur Hoyts.
NO DEFENCE (D-AT): Monte Blue. May McAvoy.
Moran Kathryn Carver. William Tooker. William Desm

Bud

Marshall.

Apr.

6.

1929.

(L)

Talking.

(NP) July

13.

5558f;

silent.

4712f.
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CLASSIFIED

m

Advertising
«

5

Ten

Minimum charge,
Ad Dept.

cents per word, payable in advance.

Copy and checks should be addressed

Si. 00.

Classified

Exhibitors Herald-World, .407 So. Dearborn

Chicago,

St.,

111.

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium
—

Managers' Schools
THEATRE EMPLOYEES— Modern Theatre

Equipment for Sale
Man-

agement training will help you to better positions.
Complete training at home. Send for your free Copy
Address Moving Picture Theatre Manof catalog H.
agers Institute, Elmira, New York.

TWO

POWERS 6A machines as good as new with
motors.
Also Monograph DeLuxe, also 150
veneered chairs and two pianos. Address L. E. Palmer. Postville. Ia.
REPRODUCO—hour roll Pipe Organ. Al condition.
S500.
Address Victor Theatre. Hartland. Wis
BIG BARGAINS in rebuilt Simplex Powers 6-B
and 6-A motiograph machines, all motor driven, in
guaranteed condition, as well as used low intensity
arc reflector lamps, with or without machines at
reasonable prices.
Big stock of rebuilt exhaust and
oscillating fans for AC and DC current.
Generators,
all makes, ticket selling machines, film containers, all
at bargain prices for immediate shipment.
Write for
bargain list.
Address Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company. 12-14 East Ninth street. Chicago. Illinois.
new

WANTED 2 Peerless or Simplex projectors, also
Strong reflector arc lamps.
State price, condition
and number of machines.
Will pay cash, or one
third down and balance C O.D.
Address Box 337
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago. Hi.

HIGHEST PRICES
projection machines, etc.
S44 Wabash, Chicago.

paid

for

used

opera

chairs,

Address Movie Supply Co..

.

Position Wanted
ORGANIST— SOLOIST MALE— Ten

years'

ex-

Publix Keith theatres.
Complete library,
thorough musician, modern.
Organist, 6247 Blackstone Ave.. Apt. 108. Chicago. 111.
ORGANIST Experts thoroughly trained in show
manship available at all times for first-class positions
Men and women. No serrice charge. Write full information concerning salary, organ, hours, etc.
Address Vermond Knauss School of Theatre Organ
Playing. 210 N 7th St.. AHentown. Pa
perience

—

HIGHLY TRAINED ORGANIST-PIANIST.
young, Vitaphone cause of ad.
Rudolph Wolf. Mechanic Street, Marion. 111.

perienced,

ExAddress

PROJECTIONIST— Licensed,

desires position. Will
go anywhere, salary no object.
Address Box 427.
Exhibitors Herald- World, 407 So. Dearborn St., Chicago,

111.

PROJECTIONIST— Sound— Now

employed
temSteady employment
wanted. Address Carl Williams, Arnolds Park, la.
NON-UNION PROJECTIONIST. Seven years'
experience.
One year R. C. A. sound. Thirty years
porarily.

Age

Married.

23.

married, reliable.
State salary, hours, equipment, etc. Address Box 428, Exhibitors Herald-World,
407 So Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
old,

THEATRE MANAGER

wants employment.

Years
experience.
Ohio, New York or Pennsylvania.
42
years of age, married. Address D. R. BIy, Conneaut,

VENEER

320-18 INCH
CHAIRS S1.3U; 27j-ls
inch veneer chairs SI. 20; 320-18 inch veneer chairs
SI. 25: 475-20 inch veneer chairs $1.63: like new:
700-19 inch new upholstered chairs $4.95.
Also 2
type 100-2E Motor driven Monograph machines complete.
Fine condition $450.00 for the two. 1 Simplex motor driven type S lamphouse and Peerless
arc control $300.00.
Powers 6B complete motor
1
driven S235.
new DeVrie Portable extra lens and
1
lamp S125.00. 1 small projector, motor driven, fine
condition $75.
Address The Theatre Seating Com
pany. 845 So'jth State Street. Chicago. Illinois.

IHtATKt EQUIPMENT,

new ana

useu.

upera

chairs, projector!, screens, generators, rectifiers, reflecting arc lamps, etc. Write for bargain list and
catalogue.
Address Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash.

Ch'caec

1UK SALE — Kcnecior

Arc Lamps ana accessories,
euaranteed rebuilt Powers 6-A and 6-B and Sim
Best Prices.
Write Joseph Spratler,
12-14 E. Ninth St.. Chicago. 111.

also

plex Heads.

Ohio.

Chairs for Sale
HIGH GRADE, spring constructed

Theatre for Sale
FULLY EQUIPPED
used but few months.
tons. Scranton. Pa.

eight

1,600
stered theatre

hundred chair theatre
Address Reding-

Cost $8,000.

WE ARE EXPERTS

on theatre sales and purSend us full particulars.
Address Albert
Goldman, 5 South Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
chases.

Theatre U"anted
THEATRE WANTED in country town.
details.

407 So.

Give full
Address Box 429, Exhibitors Herald- World,
Dearborn St.. Chicago. 111.

BEFORE YOU BUY

a theatre, consult us. Profiton hand. Address Albert Goldman,
South Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

able houses always
5

company.

only theatre in town.

Wish

to sell

movie equipment.

Address Miller Theatre, Napoleon, N. D.

Building for Sale
MAJESTIC BUILDING
ing alley and hall.

W

consisting of theatre, bowl-

Address Louis Hassberg, Algoma,

is.

Your

The

price

is

$5.20 postpaid in U. S. A., and

Canada

foreign countries.
Certified check or money
order must accompany all orders. Address Herald
World Bookshop, 407 South Dearborn street, Chi$6.00

cago, Illinois.

Boohs

—
—

FOR

SALE) F. H. Richardson's Handbook of
Projection Volumes 1 and 2.
Price $6.20 postpaid
in
U. S. A., and Canada. $7.00 foreign counor money order must acAddress Herald-World Book
Dearborn street. Chicaeo. Illinois
FOR sAL£ Barry and Sargent's "Building
Theatre Patronage." Price $5.20 postpaid in U. S
A., and Canada.
$6.00 foreign countries.
Certified
check or money order must accompany all ordersAddress Herald-World Bookshop, 407 South Dear
Certified
check
all
orders.

tries.

company
shop.

407 South

—

horn street. Chicaeo. Illinois
FOR SALE 'Motion Picture Trade Directory."
Comprehensive book pertaining to all branches of
the industry
Eleven hundred pages in size. Price
$11.00
$10.00 postpaid in U. S. A., and Canada.
Certified check or money order
foreign countries.

—

must accompany all orders. Address Herald-World
Dearborn street, Chicago.
Bookshop, 407
South
Illinois.

apolis, Ind.

nois.

less

leather,

at

BIG BARGAIN in used Opera chairs. 600 uphol800 Veneer.
Address Movie Supply Co.,
844 Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.
stered.

OPERA CHAIRS,
and

used
chairs.
Scranton. Pa

and backs for ail makes,
save you money. Job= in n^w

seats

five ply, at prices that

Address

Redington

Company,

Equipment Wanted
WANT SEVERAL MERCURY RECTIFIERS,
good, bad or incomplete, cheap.
Address
188 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco. Cal.

Classified

Ad

Will

Cameras for Rent
AKELEY: BELL- HOWELL (professional)
anywhere.

Preddey,

Do

Rent

Address Wood, 204 Inland Bank, Indian-

Stationery
"NEARGRAVURE" ("Neargravuremboso"

plate-

Special Neargravure 250
embossing) processes.
1"
envelopes. 500 8^x7 i 4" letterheads $3.33, or 8*4x1
EXH-124,
Knox, Indiana.
Sollidays,
postpaid.
$4.44,

Projector Repairing
SKILLED MECHANICS, specialized tools,

For Sale

seating 400, county seat,

SOUND— VOLUME

3.
Thousands have already ordered and received this up-to-date useful book deal
ing wttn and pertaining to all branches of sound

Upholstered
very reasonable prices.
500 upholstered
theatre chairs, back and seat covered in broadcloth.
1.000 upholstered seats covered in Spanish imitation
leather.
Veneered back and squab seats, very reasonable.
1,000 heavy 5-ply veneer chairs. 14 in. back.
1,500 light 5-ply veneer chairs at very reasonable
prices.
300 folding chairs in sections of 2.
Also a
large stock of chair parts to match any style seat.
In fact, everything for the theatre.
We assure you
gTeat savings.
For information, prices and literature
on our merchandise, write Illinois Theatre Equipment Company, 12-14 East Ninth street, Chicago, Illifield

Theatre for Rent
THEATRE FOR RENT,

upholthe Heywood- Wakein
imitation Spanish

made by

chairs,

Attention Theatre Managers
OUT NOW: F. H. RICHARDSON' S BOOK ON

and a

shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I
have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
One
of your motion picture machinery equipment.
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving
some of the largest houses. Relief equipment furFor results bring your work to Toseph
nished free.
Spratler. 1214 E. Ninth St.. Chicago. -111.
BEST SHOP for repairing, projection machines.
Prompt service, reasonable prices* Address Movie
Supply Co., 844 Wabash, Chicago.

the

Work

Exhibitors Herald- World has helped hundreds of Theatre owners in solving many a problem.
The classified advertising
department has placed organists all over the country, has helped in obtaining equipment, in selling equipment, and in
solving many another problem that seemed difficult.
The rates are but 10c per word payable with order, 10% discount
if run for 3 insertions.
See this week's classified pages. Maybe you are in need of something that is being advertised this
-»eek.
The cost is small, the results are area;.

—

—
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"Jay dee" Commends Editorial

YOUR EDITORIAL, "WHAT ABOUT

Wider Film," is one of the most timely
and valuable which has ever been written
for a trade paper.
Something will have to
be done to bring about the orderly unifica-

THE VOICE OF THE INDUSTRY
LETTERS FROM READERS
Place Herald-World First

AS
I

HAVE NEVER WRITTEN A

I

letter to this paper and expressed
feel this is the proper time to do

my
it.

praise
I

am

Two

projectionist at the Rivoli theatre in
Rivers, a city of 10,000 people a distance of
6 miles from Manitowoc. I can truthfully say
that of all trade journals and projection departments, the Herald-World and Better
Theatres is of greatest benefit to the projectionist.

I

wouldn't

miss

one

Better

helps, including
F. H. Richardson's Better Projection Department, for five dollars. More power to 'em !—
Lester Borst, Manitowoc, Wis.

Theatres with

its

technical

YOUR

OF AUGUST

17, T. O.
ISSUE
Service takes umbrage at our remarks at
him urging exhibitors to bankrupt themselves by putting in sound and also at
our remarks about him boosting every
sound picture as the greatest ever made regardless of the fact that it is in many cases
just a piece of cheese.

IN

He

also seems to doubt that we quoted
Jenkins correctly.
We care very little whether Mr. Service
agrees with us or not and we are not atBut we
tempting to set up as prophets.
are and have been attempting to collect all
the information we could, and not rely on
the wild statements made by the distributors and salesmen of sound devices nor yet
the ravings of the trade publications and
writers such as Mr. Service.
have reC.

J.

We

from

hundreds of exhibitors that
in sound; we refer you to the last
dozen or so issues of the Herald- World,
and we have not one who says he is makports

have put

money with sound. And in the face
of this Mr. Service urges every exhibitor
to put in sound.
In the issue of June 15, Mr. Jenkins says,
"We have yet to meet the first single independent exhibitor who has his house
wired who will say that sound pictures are
ing

making him any more money than silent
ones did, and many of them say unless
there is a reduction in
sound service
charges they will be forced to close or go
back to silent pictures."
In the issue of June 29, Mr. Jenkins says:
"Nineteen out of twenty of them say that
if the price of sound service is not reduced
they will have to go back to silent or go

broke. At present, it isn't in the cards for
the small town theatre to play even.
are going to stick to this until we find some
exhibitor who will say he is making expenses with sound."
In the issue of July 6, Mr. Jenkins says:
"We have yet to find a single exhibitor
who would say he is making as much profit
with sound service as he made with silent,
and 90 per cent of them claim they are not
making operating expenses."
Mr. Jenkins is traveling all the time and
meets hundreds and thousands of exhibitors.
Is he just a plain liar or is he telling the truth?
prefer to take his experience gathered from these contacts with
exhibitors to the opinions of Mr. Service,
gathered from his easy chair in front of
his typewriter.
are not prejudiced against sound, but
we try to look before we leap, and with all

We

We

We

my

this information before us and not a single
exhibitor found anywhere who is making
money by sound, we cannot see where it
would be anything but suicide to install it.
The distributors, aided by the trade
magazines, stampeded the exhibitors it is
not the public.
In the many opinions
gathered, there is no indication whatever
that the public cares for sound and half
or more of them when interviewed say so.
But the exhibitor becomes panic stricken
and thinks he has to have it because someone else puts it in and signs his death war-

—

rant right there. Hannah & Martin,
theatre, Mineral Point, Wis.

World

Defends the Projectionist

Anstvers T. O. Service

YOUR "VOICE OF THE INDUSTRY"

IN

column,

note

writeup by J. Victor
about as cruel a thing
as I have read for a long time. I have been
a projectionist for the past twenty years (Mr.
S. of course is talking about operators, Mr.
Richardson, please note) but if Mr. Scholefield
were to walk into a modern projection room,
he would take a big chance of dropping dead,
so he better stay out.
In the first place if this gentleman were
first to have made some inquiries before going into print, he would have shown more
intelligence.
The projectionist unfortunately
(or otherwise) does not buy the sound equipment.
He simply has to do the best with
what he is given to work with and if the
equipment does not reproduce clearly that is
not his fault. If Mr. S. were in a projection
room and understood what the man in charge
was up against, he would offer sympathy, not
condemnation. If the sound record has a poor
impression and the pickup needle jumps a few
grooves and puts the picture out of synchronism, can you blame the projectionist?
He
doesn't make the record. All he can do is to
try to get it back right again and it is just
luck if he can strike it right.
If the censor
orders certain portions dark or orders the
sound faded out on certain scenes, the projectionist has to comply with orders.
But if
these things do not suit Mr. S. he starts his
Scholefield.

I

...

It

a

is

mud

slinging at the projectionist.
I worked both the Pathe and the Edison
type of "talking pictures" years ago and have
no doubt that I know a lot more of them, as
well as the modern sound picture, than a lot
of our critics.
The perfect projection of modern sound
pictures cannot be learned in a day or a
week, and the squawks and squeaks of men
lacking in patience and intelligence won't help
any.
S. H. McNeill, Capitol theatre, Leamington, Ontario, Canada.

—

I

tion of the larger film, otherwise it will
cost the industry millions of dollars.
The picture business reacts more quickly
to novelty than any other I know of, and
the wider film is certainly a novelty of
tremendous possibilities. It is
opinion
that it is as far ahead of the narrow film
in some ways as a twenty-four sheet poster
is ahead of a twelve.
I
quote these facts because there seems
to be a doubt in the minds of some people
in the business as to whether the time for
the wider film has really arrived.
If we
take it for granted which we must do
that it is here, something must be done
to settle the question immediately and you
are to be congratulated upon bringing the
subject up in such a forceful way. J. D.
Williams, World Wide Pictures, New York.

Talking in Projection Room
WAS GIVEN A TICKET FOR THE

gallery (in a theatre in Chicago) because
the main floor was crowded.
When an act
was presented on the stage the operators in
the booth directly overhead talked so loud
that no one up there could hear one word of
what was going on down below
They kept
u]i this racket during the entire time.
Just
because they have seen the acts more than
once is no reason why we should not be able
!

—

—

Dark Pictures

SOME TIME SINCE

IT IS

—

We

months. Some wanted to know if we
had new machines. I told them no, it was
an old picture, but what a pleasure to run
it.
I know a dark film will last longer,
and not show scratches (or rain effects),
in

but
I

it

am

my
whom

sure is a killer for business.
not putting in sound, as 50 per cent

patrons do not want it and those
talk to who have sound installed,
all advise me not to think of it at present,
so will wait.
Plenty of silent films and
lots more coming.
Business not as good
as last year at this time, everyone comof

I

plaining.
Frank
Seattle, Wash.

Hewett, Wildwood

Wire, Says Odom
THROUGH YOUR WEEKLY
nal

all

Now, what do we want? For me, I am
going to confess it's this.
First, I want
every exhibitor to wire his house for sound
pictures; second, I want him to buy a!
proven good make, standard equipment;
and third, have the very best experienced
mechanic to install it far him. Then let
the manufacturer, the man who made your
equipment, stand ready at all times to help
you see that this equipment gives you perfect service, so you will at all times satisfy
your patrons.
We must have music, and we must have
the talking clear, distinct and as nearly

being face to face in our conversations
in music performance and harmony."
And now, Mr. Producer, we are all set
You
to say a few pointed words to you.
see we have gone and installed the very,
best equipment, so what do you think wcj
_
must have from you?
I add this
(I leave space for your reply.)
let's all stop so much preaching and do
what must be done. Walter Odom & Sons
like

and

Dixie theatre, Durant, Miss.

111.

and

do, seem to like it.
But there certainly has been lots of hot air wasted, for
they have been preaching from the same
text for a long time.

cago,

—

dislikes,

who

—

May

JOUR-

exhibitors have your permission
something, or rather express our

say
views and our likes and
to

theatre,

we

enjoy them while at this theatre.
the guilty persons see this and act accordingly. J. Victor Scholefield, Jr., Chito

HAVE

I

written you.
I
think the reason that
more exhibitors do not write you, especially where they have exchanges, is if
they told the truth about 90 per cent of
the pictures, they would be at outs and in
hot water all the time.
Why I am writing you now is to find out
why they are making pictures so dark.
You cannot at times see them at all. I
use Peerless lamps and if given half a
chance get a good clear picture.
played
reissue
a
last
week, "The Deadwood
Coach" (Fox), and we had more comments
on this picture than any we have played

—

—
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*VHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR ME
Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor
Copyright, 1929

AT —All

Talking;

means the picture

T — Talking

—

M—

Sequences:
Music (synchronous) ; E Sound Effects. (Example: ATM.
and has a synchronized musical score. In the same way all other symbols
may be combined.)

all-talking

is

-

,

-

!

—

,

A PERSONAL OPINION
apologies to T. O. Service)

(IT ith

—
—

'T'HIS, fellow countrymen, is not a review Heaven forbid! It's a
1 personal opinion conceived upon seeing and, of course, hearing

—a

brand new motion picture, which is the same as saying, a brand
new audien. That you may not charge us with misrepresentation and
later protest that you had been duped, we preface the following
remarks with the warning that the very nature of our subject maylead us to adopt the method, if not the diction, of our colleague,
Mr. T. O. Service. You therefore read on at your own peril.
We have seen one of the latest audiens and have thereby had one of
our pet notions disturbed. (You will note that the modest editorial
"we" is used throughout this comment, whereas Mr. Service always
employs the self-confident "I.") Unlike a certain person, we realize
that you probably are not interested in our pet notions.
However,
it has been our idea that because it is so very necessary for a picture
to have an extremely wide appeal, it would always be the rare picture in which the more thoughtful type of story is grippingly entertaining.
We are not going to name the picture we saw, lest we be
quoted in publicity matter and therein referred to as a celebrated
critic and this is not a review.
Suffice it to say that the story was of
the sort which has almost exclusively been told (at least sincerely)
in the stage play designed for the high-hat crowd.
And this story,
as sincerely enacted in the new kind of motion picture, seemed to

Border, Mystic
patronage.

Columbia
ALIMONY

BJECT

tiiam picture
-

Lois

:

Wilson— Very

good
Seven reels.
la.
General

by the poor title.
G. Held, Strand theatre. Griswold,

.

killed

—

V *onage.

THE SIDESHOW:
reus

Six
Griswold, la.

picture.

leatre.

HE QUITTER:
Six reels.

t

v

1.

Ia.

Special
reels.
P.

—

— General

—

cast— Very

— General
—

d

patronage.

program picture.

William Collier. Jr.—
Seven reels. P. G. Held,
General patronage.

INNERS

fair.

—

V;ten,
t'

PARADE:

Special
cast—August 1.
Will get by as a program filler only.
ing pretty good.
Morale okey. Six reels. G. W.

Cimente
-A

—

—

L'Arcade

theatre,

Yorktown.

Tex.— Small

n patronage.

11

Johnny

•

i»ll

A.

Hines—Another

by and that's all. Seven reels.
Mystic theatre, Warren, Ind.

Border,
town patronage.

EART OF
' io

A FOLLIES

drawing ^card

for

GIRL:

me.

Billie

Seven

Dove—She

reels.— D.

— Small

town

good.

Richard Barthelmess— Wonder-

production from every angle. I tell you they
don't make better actors than Dick, and Alice
Joyce was not one bit behind in her work.
Too bad we can't get more good silents of this
calibre.
Frank Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka,
Mont. General patronage.

—
—

THE HAUNTED HOUSE:

A.

Special

comedy with plenty of spooks. Seven
Border, Mystic theatre. Warren, Ind.

get a crowd.

still

It

LOVES OF CARMEN:
program
theatre.

cast— A
reels.

—D.

— Small

fair

A.

Nine

picture.

Warren, Ind.

—

pleased third time up. Philip
General patronage.
Special cast— Only fair
D. A. Border, Mystic

reels.

— Small

TAKING A CHANCE:

—

—

—

town patronage.
Rex Bell— A fair Western.

Five reels. P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, Ia.
General patronage.

—

VERY CONFIDENTIAL:

Special cast— Exwhat the people, especially the young
people, want youth, romance, speed, laughter.
Book it! Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,

cellent. Just

Ida.

—
—
— General patronage.

TRUE HEAVEN:

cast— July

Special

another picture. Six reels.
General patronage.
Ia.

—

— Parkside

19.

theatre,

Just
Lyons,

town

patronage.

THE PHANTOM CITY: Ken Maynard—Not

—

reels.

—

—

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

so good

as his other, he does not belong in this type of picture.
Six reels. D. A. Border, Mystic theatre. Warren, Ind.
Small town patronage.
Special cast Just a program picture.
Parkside theatre, Lyons, Ia. General

—

BROADWAY MELODY
fect

picture

and

Special cast—Per:
recording. W.
G.
General
Clyde, N. Y.

(M)
wonderful

Croucher, Playhouse theatre.
patronage.

—
—

Western.

THE WIND: Lillian Gish— The most disagreeable
picture I have shown in a long time. They may bill
you with it, but don't let them ship it (I learned to
my sorrow they won't give you a substitute). A dark
house is preferable to playing this baby. Frank
Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka. Mont. General pat-

office.

ronage.

patronage.

—

e edy that just gets

Ind.

—

Seven

GOLDEN

WEST: Special cast—
patrons liked this one.
Eight reels.— Parkside
tie, Lyons. Ia.
General patronage.

HE WRIGHT IDEA:

Warren.

Richard BarthelDick can sure act.
Combination
prize-fight and war drama.
It's old. but play it.
Frank Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont. General patronage.

— Very

THE WHIP:

First National
OSE OF THE

—GEORGE SCHUTZ.

THE PATENT LEATHER KID:

mess

—

C

character.
therefore believe that as the nickelodeon passed rather long
ago, the "picture show" too is on the brink of oblivion. Long, long,
we suspect, before T. O. Service has imprinted his final "I," the folks
in the small towns will say, "We are going to the theatre tonight,"
with a lift of the eyebrow as ritzy as anybody's.

We

ful

Special cast Fine program picP. G. Held. Strand theatre, Gris-

Sind theatre, Griswold, Ia.

human

Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.

THE NOOSE:

Held,
patronage.

G.

HE BACHELOR GIRL:
(

good
Strand

theatre.

to have entertainment value for the average member of the
average community.
It semed to us to be so because the theme was of deep human
significance, and human beings are essentially the same everywhere;
because the dialogue was an essential part of the action as well as
interesting in itself, which should please those who like to call themselves "discriminating'; and because there was plenty of action,
imparting to an audien the pictorial quality demanded by the many
millions of people who have always liked motion pictures.
Of first importance to exhibitors is the apparent fact that this story
could not have been told effectively without dialogue. In silent form
the action should have had to be encumbered with subtitles. There
were no interpolations of music which so often give a purely storytelling audien the air of being merely a silent film with sound
sequences meretriciously inserted. This was a picture in which men
and women spoke and moved as in life through events of deeply

me

Fox
THE LONE STAR RANGER:

Tom Mix— Good

Mix is still a pretty good bet at the box
Six reels.— P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold. Ia. General patronage.

—

JUST TONY:

Special cast— One of those few kinds
of a play that you can book every three years and

—

THE WIND:

Lillian

—

Gish— Oh me. Oh my! We're

glad that's over. Bill Leonard. Mystic
Cedarvale, Kan. Small town patronage.

all

—

—

theatre,

^iv isnosubstitutefirGrcuhtion/

——
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b2
THE WIND:

July 31-August 1. Not
it.
M G M makes these
"The Wind" would be long enough

Lillian Gish
much for

much. I paid too
pictures too long.
in

—

Eight

five reels.

reels.

BEYOND THE SIERRAS: Tim McCoy— July

In submitting "Betsy" as a name for
C. Jenkins' new car, Mrs. G. V.
J.
Higgins of Crawford. Neb., laid claim to

31.

Used this one on 10 cent night. Just a Western.
A. G. Miller, Lyric theatre, Atkinson, Neb. General
patronage.

—

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS:

the

Lon Chaney—

patronage.

TELLING THE WORLD:

William Haines—Good

entertainment. Metro gave me a good break by sending this instead of "Masks of the Devil." Haines
nearly always clicks for me. Frank Sabin, Majestic
General patronage.
theatre. Eureka, Mont.

HONEYMOON:

Special cast— Ouch, poor Flash.
What a black eye to hand a poor inoffensive dog. If
they could offer any valid reason for even starting
this picture, I'd be glad to hear it. Gribbon has done
fairly well in the past, too bad he had to be in this.
Frank Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont. Gen-

That
lenge,

WHERE

BEAU BROADWAY:

Lew Cody— Program picture
sold as such. Plot thin. Youth calls youth, not so in
this picture. Lew, you are getting old.
A. G. Miller,
Lyric theatre, Atkinson, Neb. General patronage.

—

THE BABY CYCLONE:

—
—

Lew Cody—August

—

—

—

THE BUGLE CALL:

cast— Old but good.
but people who came liked it. Philip

business,

Special

Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.

— General

—

patronage.

THE BELLAMY TRIAL:

Special cast— August
if we did have to run it
All about a murder trial, as the title indiOne of the best of its kind we have run
cates.
in quite awhile.
Will please. Don't let the begining scare you. It starts off as if it was an
Newsreel, then fades into the trial as if
G
the trial was a Newsreel subject. It's the stuff.
Cast, etc., are given at the end. Eight reels.
G. W. Wooten, L'Arcade theatre, Yorktown, Tex.
Small town patronage.

A

4.

THE BIG KILLING:

and

take

it,

is

hereby submited

is

it

we

a chalto

real picture, even

M

—

THE FLYING FLEET: Ramon Novarro— July
Good from

angles.
theatre, Parker, S. D.
all

Pleased.

— Small

— P.

G. Estee,

S.

26.

T.

town patronage.

THE FLYING FLEET: Ramon Novarro—This

pic-

ture is perfect in every respect. They just don't make
'em any better.
Give Metro a big hand. Frank
Sabin. Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont. General patronage.

—

—

THE FLYING FLEET: Ramon Novarro—August
7-8. A real picture, only eleven reels is too long for
any kind of
Lyons,

picture.

— General

la.

Eleven reels.
patronage.

— Parkside

!

!

and

just

whoop

Special

cast-

The

best in

!

everything the fan likes. Will
it stand a raise?
Don't be silly! If "Jay See" looks
at this, he will name his car "Joan" and if he
doesn't, something's wrong with that old flirt. Play
this up big, and then some
it is 200 per cent entertainment. Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.
General patronage.
:

—

—

FORBIDDEN HOURS: Ramon Novarro—June
Just another picture.
Six reels.
Lyons, la. General patronage.

—

— Parkside

SHADOWS OF THE NIGHT:

Flash— A

Story well cast and the dog

picture.

is

26.

theatre,

dandy

a wonder.

w th
;

Losses in the Box Office

(£®m Shaq,

TJCKET REGISTER^
Automatic Ti ck et

Register Corp.
723 Seventh Ave.New York

Tickets for Every Purposejj. LOWEST Market Prices

rib,

—

—

THE FIRST
Six reels.

— Small

—D.

KISS:

Cooper-Wray— A

Bill

M

—

—

VOICE OF THE CITY (AT):
the

especially

recording.

Playhouse theatre, Clyde, N. Y.

Special
G.

—W.

—General

cast— Very
Croucher,
patronage.

FOUR WALLS:
gram

picture

—

John Gilbert—Only a fair prothat did not click at the box office.
P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold,

Seven reels.
General patronage.

la.

—

—

and

received,

(AT):

Special

house theatre, Clyde, N. Y.

—
—

cast— Not very well

W. G. Croucher. PlayGeneral patronage.

DANGEROUS CURVES:

Clara

Bow—August

Called this a dandy Bow. Sex stuff left out,
and result seemed to please an unusually large
crowd brought in by star's name. Circus locale.
Eight reels. P. G.. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker,
Small town patronage.
S. D.
2-3.

—

SUNSET PASS:

Jack Holt— August 10. This drew
I guess maybe it was a pretty good
was so dark that I couldn't follow it

pretty well, and
picture, but

it

very well from the back of the house. Didn't hear
any complaints and didn't receive anypraise either.
Extra good paper on it. Six reels. O. B. Wolfe,
Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. Small town patronage.

—

August

4.

—

MADE EASY:
Rather

—

cast—Old

bi

—Parkside

th-

CARNATION KID: Douglas MacLean—Jaly 5Satisfactory comedy etc., but oh this gangster ar
underworld character stuff would kill any picture noi
Seven reels. H. D. Beebe, Rialto theatre, Nelso
Neb. General patronage.

—

—

THE

WILD

PARTY

(AT):

Clara

Bow—Tl

poorest piece of recording we have experienced
date. Positively terrible. Regardless of how good t
picture itself may be, poor recording ruins its e
tertainment value. W. G. Croucher, Playhouse th
atre, Clyde, N. Y.
General patronage.

—
—

quite indistinct.

—

Special

our patrons enjoyed it. Eight reels.
Lyons, la. General patronage.

atre,

THE SHOPWORN ANGEL:

Paramount
THE LETTER

In(

Erich Von StroheimAugust 1. We've never seen a picture yet that wi
worth putting into 14 or 15 reels as this one wa
Some people may care for it, but we didn't dra
enough to pay for the picture. Raised admissioi
Fourteen reels. Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatr
Greenriver, Utah. General patronage.

town patronage.
good,

real picrun

A. Border. Mystic theatre. Warren,

town patronage.

THE WEDDING MARCH:

prints are in excellent condition.
MG
Leonard. Mystic theatre, Cedarvale, Kan. Small

my

All

Douglas MacLean—
although seemed to please

silly,

MacLean deserves better story. Six reels.
P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.— Small town

good picture. Fine for Sunday.
Held. Strand theatre, Griswold,

Special cast—Ve
Eight reels.
P.
la.
General patro

—

—

age.

AVALANCHE:
stuff,

—D.

Jack Holt— They like Zane Gre:
and more than ever with Jack Holt. Six ree
A. Border, Mystic theatre, Warren, Ind. Sm

—

town patronage.

—

CHANG:

Special cast A dandy animal picti
of India's jungles. Educational and interesting. He
ever, I could not interest my people and lost
usual. If you can tie up with schools on this, try
for it is certainly worth showing.
Philip Rand, I
theatre, Salmon, Ida.
General patronage.

—

—

WARMING UP:

Richard

Dix— August

Qv

1.

appropriate when it was played here, as it got to
107 in the shade. Little old but a good baseball r
ture, and if your community favors this sport, tl
it is a good one to play.
Eight reels. H. D. Bee
Rialto theatre, Nelson, Neb.
General patronage.

—

—

THE CASE OF LENA SMITH: Esther Ralsto:
A very heavy dramatic production that

fairly well.

July 22.

patronage

spoiled by not finishing the details of the end of
story plain enough for the average fan to Hoc,
stand it. Eight reels. Parkside theatre, Lyons, If

BEGGARS OF LIFE:
picture that
P. G. Held,

Wallace Beery—Pretty good
flat at the box office. Eight reels.
Strand theatre, Griswold, la.— General

fell

patronage.

ABIE'S IRISH ROSE:
What a sour louse, this,
and a

Special cast— August 6-7-8.
for action ! A few funny

is

pathos that they sell for a special
that should have been a program picture. Some liked
did
it,
but the rest
not. judging from the scale the
box office fell off after the first night. I think that
most of the people heard some one else say it was
good and they had to think the same way. Twelve
reels.
H. D. Beebe, Rialto theatre, Nelson, Neb.
General patronage.
lines

little

—

ABIE'S IRISH ROSE:

Special

cast— Very good

picture, full of clean entertainment, and a pretty
good bet at the box office. I wish they would
make more pictures like this. Print and photography good. Eleven reels
P. G. Held, Strand
General patronage.
theatre, Griswold, la.

—

WHEEL

OF LIFE: Richard Dix—Good picture,
but I just can't get them in on a Dix picture. It
seems as if my patrons just don't care for his pictures.
Seven reels. P. G. Held, Strand theatre,
Griswold, la. General patronage.

—

—

THE DRAG NET:

Special

cast— Wonderful

acting,

\

—

General patronage.

LEGION OF THE CONDEMNED:
July

—

Ho

cast—So darn
have been in bed ever
and the other tore the

Special

ladies

THE COVERED WAGON:

DIVORCE

OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS:
Whoop la Whoopee
many a month. Has

theatre,

Two

good.

One cracked a

muscles off her laugh area. The men turned out
for this and we nearly broke even, which is going
some for us these hot nights. Philip Rand, Hex
theatre, Salmon, Ida.
General patronage.

all

silent.

M

it's

since.

just

DETECTIVES: Dane-Arthur Very good comedy
with not so much smut in like "Baby mine." Six
reels.
P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la.
General patronage.

No

—

crazy,

question,

patronage.

George Bancroft—Goo.
picture for the men. Not 60 well liked By the ladies
Seven reels.— P. G. Held, Strand theatre. Griswold
la.
General patronage.

7-8.

a program picture, will just pass.
Eight reels. Alfred Lundquist, Palace theatre. Grand
Marais, Mich. General patronage.

—General

DOCKS OF NEW YORK:

Mrs. Higgins also implied another challenge when she said in her letter that
she had a patron who has attended every
show- for 20 years.
Has any exhibitor,
masculine or feminine, a patron who can
Let
beat that record?
us hear from you.
too, and make a real battle out of it.

—

A

la.

exhibitors for suitable action.
Does any woman exhibitor object to Mrs.
Higgins' claim? Let's hear from you if
you do.

EAST IS EAST: Lon Chaney^fuly 30-31.
Story, acting and photography up to standard.
If
they like Chaney, they will like this one. Seven reels.
G. W. Wooten, L'Arcade theatre, Yorktown, Tex.
Small town patronage.

Not much

Richard Dix— Excellent.
Almost al
beautiful colors.
picture that is. a credit foi
any theatre to show. Acting and directing fine
Nine reels.— P. G. Held, Strand theatre. Griswold
in

women

—

—

REDSKIN:

to

last

—

—

ronage.

record?"

patronage.

eral

exhibitor

meant oldest

"I have been in business here in Crawford 20 years and three months. I claim
I am the oldest woman exhibitor in the
world. Does any woman hold a longer

—

—

woman

—

—

Higgins laid
un attitude touard her age
so at variance as that with the custom of
her sex. But perhaps we'd better repeat
a part of her letter:

no claim

—
—

Chaney

of the "oldest

title

in the world." Not that she
in age.
No, no, no! Mrs.

can't help but make a hit with this picture.
at his best.
Step on it hard. Frank
General
Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka. Mont.

You

enough. This particular play fell down badly. Partly
due to miserable paper put out. Pictures of Bancroft
mean nothing here, and action scenes were missing in
the paper sold us. However, for this kind of play,
would say it was "good." Philip Rand, Rex theatre]
Salmon, Ida. General patronage.
REDSKIN: Richard Dix— A real special that is t
great picture. All in color. Nine reels. D. A. Border, Mystic theatre, Warren, Ind.
Small town pat-

ANY OBJECTIONS?

— Alfred Lundquist, Palace
— General patronage.

Grand Marais, Mich.

theatre.

August 24, 1929

19-20.

Gary
Very satisfactory picture and

Coope
I wc

rate it equal or even superior to "Wings."
nearly so long, thank heaven. Eight reels. H.
Beebe, Rialto theatre. Nelson, Neb. General pati

—

—

age.

THE VANISHING PIONEER:

Jack Holt— Ordir

but hardly cheap, just tame. Jack Holt acts a
grandfather rather than a lover to Sally Blaine,
What's the matter \
is afraid to play up to him.
you. Jack? Don't you like 'em young anymore?
you must be your age, ask the next director to t
Wonder if C
Gilda Grey be the coy maid.
Bow could get you to warm up a bit. If Clara ct
then, old top, you'd better count you beads
monastery and forget the "movies" before

1

>

'

Hm

1

!

—

"movies" forget you. Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
mon, Ida. General patronage.
THE VANISHING PIONEER: Jack Holt—
e
27-28. Did good business on this, and it is by far
very best print I have ever received from Paramo
drather
be
The rest of them are inclined to
Maybe my eyes are failing me. I think som< j
e
these boys that say the Westerns are going,
e
something more than eyes wrong with them.

—

'

but leaves one depressed. These underworld pictures lack a plot and a moral reason and
justification for so much killing.
One a year is
fine direction,

more

that's killed in a film, the better they

[Reports continued on page following

lik <
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His Colyum

C. Jenkins

KIRBY, WYO.,
August

11, 1929.

DEAR HERALD-WORLD:
When you

are full of sage chickens is a mighty poor time to try
column, and we are full of *age chickens. Did you ever
Oh. boy, you hain't never et nothing
a young sage chicken?

to write a

eat

yet!

The season opened today, and our boy said to us this morning,
he. "Dad, let s go and get a mess of sage chickens." and we
replied. "Son, that's the most sensible remark we have heard you
make in years."' And it was. We drove out on the -age plains, and
didn't take long until we found a bunch, and Meryl wanted us to
says

and shoot some, but we declined for the reason that we
have a license and we hardly thought it would be becoming
We didn't want to encumber
in us to violate the laws of the state.
the dockets of Wyoming with a record something like this. "J. C.
Jenkins, ex-state game warden of Nebraska, arrested and fined for
violation of the Wyoming game laws by hunting without a licence.
§50 and costs." That "850 and costs" i- what failed to appeal to ns.
get

out

didn't

The limit here is six chicken- in any one day. but how could that
boy of ours help it if on two occasions two chickens crossed in their
flight and got in the way of a charge of No. 5 shot, for when he
hoots there is always something gets right in the way of the shot,
and it would have been too bad to let two over the limit lay out
We both favor the law. but neither
there on the prairie and -poil.
were in favor of that, so there are two nice, plump, young sage
chickens under our belt right now, and we feel like a boa conAnd there are
strictor feels after he has swallowed a yearling calf.
ome more in the ice box!
*

*

*

Before we proceed any further we want to know whon?ll is reponsible for the publication of that picture of Abe Martin stan ling
by our car which appears in the current i?sue of the HERALDWORLD? If that picture is intended to represent u-. -omebody iThat picture doesn't
going to be prosecuted for malicious libel.
look any more like we do than Bull Montana looks like Eagle Eye
They say that the camera doesn't lie. but the man who mad'Joe.
We haven't -aid much abjut
that remark does, and we can prove it.
it heretofore, but the facts are, girls, that we are really quite a handsome guy and have taken fir-t prize at a number of beauty shows in
competition with Durhams. Holsteins and Berkshire?, and we want
you to know that we don't look like Abe Martin byadam-ite. Som •The reader
thing has got to be done about this.
[Editor's Note:
will please pardon the above di-play of vanity.]
*

*

*

We

are sorry to note that our old friend Tragsdorf of NeilL-ville.
Wis., has passed over the keys to his theatre and has ki-sed the film
hounds goodbye and intends to retire to a quiet and peaceful life and
to live as nearly respectable as one can be expected to after so many
years of strife and turmoil.
May the saints be kind to him.
are sorry to miss him from the fold, for the flock needs a buck ram
or two to keep the wolves away, and Trag could do it.
hope
he uses plenty of salt on his cucumbers and doesn't imbibe anything
that ha-n"t been properly aged in wood.
Goodbye, old timer, we are
sorry to see you go.
May the best of luck attend you and may we
hear from vou occasionallv.
*
*
*

We

We

RAWLINS, WYO..
August 12, 1929.
The guy who per-uaded the government to take this country away
trom the Indians certainly pulled one over on our Ln?le Samuel
when he wasn't looking. We have driven today 260 mile- over these
-agebru-h plains in the hottest blistering sun that has ever shown
-ince the time when Joshua commanded it to stand still
and it didn't
do any such a darn thing but forced Josh to go and jump in the
lake), and we found only three theatres on the entire trip, one at
Riverton. one at Lander and the third one here in Rawlins. Tomorrow we will have to drive to Rock Springs, a di.-tance of 11!)
miles, before we find another one.
Talk about "wide open spac?s."
We like "em, but this is a little too much of a good thing.
*

I

There is one thing that i- very noticeable about this country. The
men are all enjoying the best of health. We haven't
Found one yet who complained of an ache or pain, and they can
-oak you 28 cents per gallon Tor gas and make you think they are
Joing you a special favor.
It takes an artUt to do that with u?. but
hese boys are sure artists.

Riling station

,

The refineries out here charge up the freight from the refinery to
Kansas City and back, notwith-tanding that most of the gas never

saw

a

know what one looked like, and
commerce commission lets them get away with it, but

tank car and wouldn't

interstate

the
the

government will arrest you if you are caught giving your sick wife a
bottle of two and a half per cent beer when thi- alkali water would
eat the lining off the stomach of a brass monkey.
We have tried for a number of years to figure out just what the
duties of the interstate commerce commission are, but we have given
it up
it's a hopeless task.
But we presume that the members keep
their noses in the feed trough and draw their ,-alaries with painful
regularity, which indicates that it requires some little effort on their

—

part.

Mrs. Mote,

who
name

operates the theatre

new

at

Riverton,

is

quite likely

She owned the first automobile
that ever meandered the streets of Riverton, and to hear her tell
about it would be something for you to write home about. She says
the car was a Ford and that it would climb mountains and telephone
poles ju-t as easy as a jackrabbit could run downhill and she named

to suggest a

for our

car.

her car "Betsy." and she said when -he would drive Betsy down the
street the farmers would yell to one another to hold their horses, for
"here comes Betsy." and she said it was nothing uncommon for the
bronchos to jump clear out of their harness when Betsy went snorting
by. If Mrs. Mote can drive a car as well as she can operate a theatre
we will betcha that all the blue ribbons given by the Fremont County
Fair Association for speed are hanging on the wall- in her office.
for sound. She is using the Goodall
and she says it is giving good re-ultAnd we asked. "But
and that her business has been good but
what?" and she answered, "I am just wondering whether it is this hot
weather or whether the novelty ha- worn off." They all get right
up to that word "but" and there they hesitate. Well, anyhow, if Mrs.
Mote can't put talkie- o\er, then New York might as well cut Wyo-

Mr?.
device

Mote has her house wired

made

in Ogalala. Neb.,

—

.

off the list, for there will be a graveyard silence out here that
be spooky.
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Blaksley of the Grand at Lander were fussing
around their stage when we called. We asked G. L. if they were
going to install sound and he replied, "Do we look that way?" We
had to confess that they didn't, and now we are going to make another
confession, and that is, when they find any nicer people than the
Blaksleys and Mrs. Mote, they just don't, that's all. There hain't no
such people.
The Strand here in Rawlins has Western Elec!ric equipment and
We have ju-t been over and heard it. It had
it works splendidly.
to work good or Mr. Bangs, the manager, would have thrown the
He impressed us as being that kind
contraption out in the alley.
of a manager, and besides that, he impressed us as being a high
class gentleman, and we would have liked to visit with him longer,
but we had this doggone Colyum to wxite and get it in the air mail
or we would receive a wire from Schutz wanting to know if we had
sobered up yet or had gone fi-hing. He is so durn touchy that way.
When one is driving for miles and miles on these sagebrush plainhe has got to think about something or go to sleep, so today we got
to wondering how many of you guys who have sound equipment
know just what your sound contract does to you. Of course, you will
all say you do, but do you?
A contract is a contract, don't forget that, and courts frown on any
attempted breach of same unle-s the contract is proven to be confisA lot of you boycatory, and you might have trouble doing that.
have gone ahead and signed sound service contracts in spite of the
warning in this Colyum to "Keep your name off of contracts that are
inequitable and unfair." Those of you who have not yet signed ceryet.
tain contracts for sound installation hain't never signed nuthin
Hope the melons and peache> will be ripe over in Utah and Idaho.
good.
It"- time for that air mail, and thi- bed looks pretty

ming
will

J.

C.

JENKINS,

The HERALD- WORLD man.

—

—T
1
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Seven reels. H. D. Beebe,
Neb. General patronage.

—

Rialto

Nelson,

theatre.

THE WOMAN FROM MOSCOW:

Universal

NAMES FOR
"JAYSEE S CAR

Pola Negri—

picture. Don't know yet what it
it pleased so I should worry.
Leonard, Mystic theatre, Cedarvale, Kan. Small
town patronage

Very nice program
was all about, but

—

cast Good lively picture with Bebe doing "her stuff" right up to form.
interesting.
Terrible atImpossible, but funny and
tendance. Every Tom. Dick and Susie has mortgaged
his ranch or made her first payment for a car, and
this entire mountain district has taken to joy riding.
The only business worth a cent out here is the gas
business.
The Chamber of Commerce is debating
whether to give this country back to the Indians, or
to Henry Ford and General Motors. Doubtless next
year you'll find me living in a wigwam. Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon. Ida. General patronage. [Editor's note:
Oh, well, wigwams' aren't so bad.]

Special

By Mrs. Cres

Special cast—Played this with
a roadshow and took well with mixed crowd. Denny
usually has lively plays, and no one falls asleep nor
walks out. Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Ida.
General patronage.

G. V. Higgins, Crawford, Neb.

—

—

IRENE

SILKS

A

—

Greenriver, Utah.

Me.
submit names are

Tibbetts, Bethel,

—P.

G.

Estee,

T.

S.

cast— August

Special

One

9.

—

—

MOTHER'S BOY

(AT)

Downey—I

'Morton

:

do not

know how

to class this picture.
Some said it was
excellent, and some said only fair. It's really a big
time picture, but the voices seemed to be very

and the expression where sympathetic parts
were played, this star, Morton Downey, don't seem
to have it.
I do believe if they were to make this
picture over, they could improve on it.
This is the
way I feel about pictures they are making from now
on, as they will know better and better how to control
their voices, as we all know that this talking and
harsh,

singing picture business is yet in ite experimental
days to a certain extent. But with the money and interest and the broad-minded men that are behind this
great industry, it won't be long now until we have
perfect pictures in every way.
This is the way I
feel about it.
Eight reels. Walter Odom & Son6,
Dixie theatre, Durant, Miss. General patronage.

—
—

MAIN EVENT:
Seven reels.
General patronage.

ture.

Vera Reynolds—Just another

—Parkside

Lyons,

pic-

fit,

—

only the film in the projector. Lay off. Frank
Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont. General patronage.

—

KING OF KINGS:

Special cast—Excellent.
The
most wonderful picture made.
masterpiece.
picture that should be shown in every theatre. You
can't go wrong showing a picture like this. Print and
photography fine. Twelve reels. P. G. Held, Strand
theatre, Griswold, la.
Genera] patronage.

A

A

—

—

MARKED MONEY:

Junior Coghlin—July 26.

that the kids fairly eat up, and the adults
to enjoy.
Six reels. Parkside theatre,

seem

all

Lyons,

la.

—

—General

patronage.

THE SKYSCRAPER:
tainment. Eight reels.
General patronage.

—

Boyd—Fair

William

— Parkside

LOVE OVER NIGHT:

—
—General

—

cast—July

Special

—
—This

2-3.

one went over

in

Lyons,

theatre,

9-10.

—

Special cast— July 30-31. That
a good actor and no mistake. Darro
does his part also. The picture is made for a special
and you pay for it at the same rate and get film
rental back
maybe. Don't boost this as a special at
increased prices, or the public will be off you for
another six years. I played this as a program, ond
that is all it's good for. Seven reels. H. D. Beebe,
Rialto theatre, Nelson, Neb. General patronage.

—

—

theatre,

enter-

Lyons,

la.

Rod LaRocque— Pathe sub-

The average small Western hash. Six
theatre, Lyons, la.

— General

THE BIG DIAMOND ROBBERY:

reels.

patronage.

Mix-

Tom

August 3. The usual Mix Western with a slightly
Wonder if
different make-up.
It just will get by.
they will ever make a Western that won't have the
same old hero-rescuing-the-girl stuff? That's getting
plenty old, one of the reasons why Westerns are on
The same old plots are
the decline in popularity.

—

and over again.
Seven reels. G. W.
L'Arcade theatre, Yorktown, Tex. Small

over

used

Wooten,

—

town patronage.

so

much.
Seven

for me.
theatre. Nelson, Neb.
office

came

—A.

13:

—

Pretty
I can't
the box
reels.
H. D. Beebe, Rialto
General patronage.

Wonderful

—

flop

at

Chester Conklin— Pleased the few that

out. Just a program picture sold as a special.
G. Miller. Lyric theatre, Atkinson, Neb.
Gen-

—

eral patronage.

Rod

Six reels.
General patronage.

—Parkside theatre,

Lyons,

William Boyd—August 3. A good comedy drama. Seven reels.— Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem
theatre, Greenriver, Utah.
General patronage.

LUCKY BOY (M) George Jessel—Very good from
standpoints.
Recording fine. W. G. Croucher,
Playhouse theatre, Clyde, N. Y. General patronage.

all

—

BROADWAY

—

RKO
RANGER OF THE NORTH:
was disappointed, thought

Special cast— Personit

—

just fair.
Fans
Philip Rand, Rex

—

Sally

O'Neil— Very

—

SHIP: Special cast— August 3-4. This
a very good picture, everyone who saw it said it
was good. It is old but it is okey. This is the kind
of a picture a fellow can make money on. Five reels.
Alfred Lundquist, Palace theatre. Grand Marais,
Mich. General patronage.-

—

—

—

POINTS WEST: Hoot Gibson—August

7-8.

Ho,

and Alberta Vaughn unite in making a lively out-o
doors picture based on B. M. Bower's story. S:
reels.— P. G. Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.Small town patronage.

BURNING THE WIND:

Hoot Gibson— A go.
Hoot always draws quite well at

comedy Western.

pleases the majority. Six reels.
theatre, Griswold, la.
General

—

—P.

G. Held,
patronage.

Strat

THE LARIAT KID:

Hoot Gibson—One of Hooi
drew and seemed to please. TT
is a comedy-Western.
Locking up all the villains
the water wagon was funny, but rather overdo
and quickly and poorly directed. Philip Rand, E
poorer ones, yet

theatre,

it

Salmon, Ida.

—General

THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME:

Spec

theare,

Lyoi

— Good bet. Ten
—General patronage.

cast
la.

—

patronage.

reels.

DANGER RIDER:

— Parkside

Hoot Gibson—August

3.

D<

Hoot. Dammed if I can't eat again.
I hat
to see all the Mixes go under
but really
believe that Hoot makes a bigger noise here th
Mix has. Six reels.—H. D. Beebe, Rialto theat
Nelson, Neb. General patronage.

RKO,

—

THE MAN WHO LAUGHS:

Special cast—
be a wonderful picture, but in the small to
only good for an endurance test. It's a big to
show. The spots that might have been interesti
were clipped by the censors, darn 'em. Print
dandy shape. Bill Leonard, Mystic theatre, Ced

may
it's

Kan.

—
— Small

town

pati'onage.

Jack Daugherty—August
of the better five reelers. Pretty thin story,
lots of action. Just try to keep the kid section qu
Amount of noise in our house not justified by
receipts.
Pretty good print and photography. T
reels.
O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada,
Small town patronage.

—

—

Warner Bros.
THE GREYHOUND LIMITED:
picture.

Seven

Griswold, la.

—

—P.

Monte Blue

G. Held,
General patronage.
reels.

Strand thea

STOLEN KISSES: May McAvoy—July

25-26.

A

Warner's get the film rental you haven't enousl
get a loaf of bread. I don't 6ee that the majorit;
their films are any better than the average R
and that isn't so hot. However, I'm not going tot
this raw spot keep me from commenting on this
ture.
It is a pretty good program picture, but
>

United Artists
THOMPSON:

Gloria Swanson— A long
tiresome picture, was the unanimous
verdict
of
our
patrons.
Nine reels. Giacoma
Brothers, Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. General
patronage.

SADIE

liked it, but drew only fairly well.
theatre, Salmon, Ida. General patronage.

—

box office. All of Hoot's pictures are making
money for me. Six reels. P. G. Held, Strand
theatre, Griswold, la.
General patronage.

HAUNTED

—
—

patronage.

pal

THE WINGED HORSEMAN: Hoot GibsonVery good comedy Western that drew well at the

is

—

SYNCOPATION (M) : Special cast—Print in poor
condition, with corresponding effects on the synchronization.
Recording not so
good. W.
G.
Groucher, Playhouse theatre, Clyde, N. Y. General

FEVER:

—
—

pleasing program. Bill Leonard, Mystic theatre,
Cedarvale, Kan. Small town patronage.

SAL OF SINGAPORE:

Phyllis Haver— June 28-29.
Some thought it was good but personally thought it
was a lot of bunk. Eight reels.— H. D. Beebe. Rialto
theatre, Nelson, Neb.
General patronage.

town

One

:

POWER:

—

—Small

ronage

THE BODY PUNCH:

Tiffany-Stahl

LaRocque— Average

Laura La Plante— August 11
show and pleased those wh
Romantic comedy drama. Seven reels. P. C

well against tent

came.

vale,

patronage.

offering.

THE LOVE TRAP:
Drew

old

YELLOW BACK: Tom Moore— July 23-24.
good story and fairly well acted, but still
Moore

—

—

is

—

—Parkside

Jus

4.

age.

THE CIRCUS KID:

6.

Lina Basquette—August

little program, picture, pleasing enough bu
never get you into the money. Has the usua
crook-night club flavor, and while the story has a
original twist, it isn't strong enough to stand muc
boosting.
Not much drawing power. Good print
photography only fair.
Six reels. O. B. Wolf<
Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. Small town patron

fair

Estee, S. T. theatre, Parker, S. D.

Tom Tyler—July

—

August

—

—

Six reels. H. D.
Satisfactory Western offering.
Beebe, Rialto theatre, Nelson, Neb. General patronage.

Joe E. Brown

—Smal

age.

—

—Parkside

PRIDE OF PAWNEE:

TAXI

CAPTAIN SWAGGER:
program

Seven reels.
General patronage.

give

stituted this for "The Flying Fool." It was a good
deal for them, but bad for me. Do yourself a favor
and shelve it. Frank Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka,

Mont.

Special cast

la.

William Boyd—Terrible, just
Boyd don't fit, in fact nothing

fitted

One

LOVE:

I

nice shape.

—

Parker, S. D.

reels

will

RKO

la.

theatre.

9-10

Eight

Reginald Denny—August 2
Very light comedy drama. Will please. A. G. Mil
ler. Lyric theatre, Atkinson, Neb.
General patron

Those who saw this didn't have so much to say, so
I found it didn't make a big hit with them, or the
box office either. Didn't even pay film rental alone.
I think these true 6tories are okey to read but a
and me. Seven reels. H. D. Beebe,
flop for
Rialto theatre, Nelson, Neb. General patronage.

FRECKLES:

theatre

Mary Philbin—August

CLEAR THE DECKS:

TRAIL OF THE HORSE THIEVES: Tom Tyler-

HIGH VOLTAGE:
terrible. Title don't

theatre,

THE WOMAN

finis!

town patronage.

COME ACROSS:

SHOW FOLKS:

Gem

Green,
patronage.

30.

in th<

and could not

Good Picture of the more serious type.

a

sweet little dish of light entertainment. Eight reels.
Parkside theatre, Lyons, la. General patronage.

Marian Nixon-July

— General

GIRL OVERBOARD:

All those caring to
invited to do so, provided they are connected with the motion picture industry
by either employment or kinship. An
award of one years subscription to the
Herald-World will be made to the person submitting the chosen name.

Pathe

ally

AND SADDLES:

good picture, but our machine broke down

last reel, just before the climax,
it.
Six reels. Mrs. Hulda J.

age.

la.

—

patronage.

THE NIGHT BIRD:

PRUDENCE
HIRAM

—

CITY:

30-August 1.
Very good enterEight reels. Parkside theatre, Lyons, la.

cast

—

Swails, Clay Center, Neb.

By Miss Ashby

— July

Special

tainment.
General

BETSY
By Mrs.

—

THE COHEN AND KELLYS IN ATLANTIC

ALICE

Richard Dix— August 7.
SPORTING GOODS:
Picked this hoary old thing up on account of having
a load of ad matter on hand. Well, it did better than
many a new picture we have had. but don't think
the audience enjoyed seeing the picture wobble all
Paramount
over the screen due to worn-out print.
ought to have enough respect for their own reputation to junk a mess like this. Good photography, but
couldn't show it up well.
Six reels. O. B. Wolfe,
Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. Small town patron-

—

—

taking the place of Nancy, retired.

—

—

everyone was pleased. The only thing, film rental
was too high. Eight reels. Alfred Lundquist, Palace
theatre. Grand Marais, Mich.
General patronage.

The following names have been suggested for J. C. Jenkins' new car, now

.

A SHEIK:

THE COHENS AND KELLYS IN ATLANTIC
CITY: Special cast — July 27-28. A very good picture,

,,

,

—

Bill

SHE'S

August 24, 1929

drawn

out,

—

—

-

-

—

what's the use it's just fair. Don't it make
Six reels.—H. D. Beebe, Rialto
Nelson, Neb. General patronage.

though?

—

you

t J

thei

)
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THE DIAMOND MASTER: (Universal) Hayden
Stevenson So far this one has been considerably
than "The Mystery Rider." but they don't
come up to Pathe's for story and mystery. Parkside
General patronage.
theatre, Lyons. Ia.

—

—

—

TARZAX THE MIGHTY:

(Universal) Frank MerEven the kids laugh
had to use a shot gun
Two reels. H. D. Beebe.
to keep them away yet.
General patronage.
Rialto theatre. Nelson. Neb.

—Nothing

to shout about.
I haven't
at the foolishness.

—

—

TARZAN THE MIGHTY:

(Universal) Special cast

with a broken neck. Where did
crowd go? Two reels. H. D. Bee be.
Nelson. Neb. General patronage.

like a flea

that first night
Rialto theatre.

—

—

—General

—

—

PARAMOUNT

Miscellaneous

BELIEVE

THE PLASTIC AGE: Clara Bow— Pretty good
program picture, but no drawing card at the box
Seven reels. P. G. Held, Strand theatre.
jfnce.
Griswold. Ia. General patronage.

—

—

—

SIMBA:

Mr. and Mrs. Johnson One of the most
interesting pictures I have played as long as I have
been in the picture business, also a pretty good bet
it the box office.
You can't go wrong booking this
Ten reels. P. G. Held. Strand theatre.
oicture.
Iriswold. Ia.
General patronage.

—

—

t

Parkside theatre,

—General

patronage.)

2.— "Stop Kidding."
Slapstick and rough house again.
iH. D.
Beebe. Rialto theatre. Nelson, Neb. General patronage.)

—

BILLY DOOLEY COMEDIES.

"Gobs

2

of Love."

Crazy as hell.
Still they like it.
(H. D. Beebe.
Rialto theatre. Nelson. Neb. General patronage.)

—

CONFESSIONS OF A CHORUS GIRL SERIES.

—"Believe

2.

A

—

EDWARD EVERETT HORTON COMEDIES.

BOY COMEDIES, 2.— "The Gloom

iood.

Ia.

(Parkside the-

VERNON COMEDIES,

BOBBY

Lyons,

—

Ia.

Chaser."
General pat-

ronage.)

Pretty good comedy.
Clever photography.
>H. D. Beebe, Rialto theatre. Nelson. Neb.
General

—

2.—

"Vacation Waves."
Pretty fair with an old theme
of the mother-in-law coming to visit just at the start
of the old man's vacation.
(H. D. Beebe, Ria]t:>
theatre. Nelson, Neb.
General patronage.)

—

CHARLIE BOWERS COMEDIES, 2.— "You'll Be
Sony,"

SLICK SLICKERS, 2.—Extra
(Philip Rand.
patronage.)

interesting.

Idaho.

—General

good, lively, exciting,
theatre.
Salmon.

Rex

-•atronage.)

CIRCUS BLUES. 2.— Fair comedy.
iialto theatre.

FELIX THE CAT, 1.— "Ohm Sweet Ohm." Pretty
food.

Felix.
iialto theatre.

They 6ure

Nelson. Neb.

DREW

JERRY

you.

—

(H. D. Beebe.
General patronage.)

2.—"Ladies Precomedy. Drew is a lady killer
Rialto theatre. Nelson. Neb.—

COMEDIES.

Pretty fair
(H. D. Beebe.

erred."
>key.

like

General patronage.)

LANE

LUPINO

Lyric

HOT HOUSE HAZEL, 2.—Average
Ia.

—General

— Small town
MGM

LIBERTY, 2.— Would

call

RUBY

this

pretty good.

Bal-

LIPS. 2.—Good, but not extra good. (Philip
theatre. Salmon. Idaho.
General patron-

—

COMEDIES.

2.— "Double

Another knockout comedy from this pair
comedians.
(S. B. Kennedy. Central theSelkirk. Man.. Canada.
General patronage.)
'Doable Whoopee."
dandy good comedy with
lenty of laughs, advertise it as big as
a feature.
Orris F. Collins. Palace theatre. Rector. Ark.—
3well

A

—

rf?neral
irst

Not so

Secret."

Nelson, Neb.

crowd.
ronage. )

pat-

big.

—General

Wife's
(H. D. Beebe. Rialto theatre.
patronage.)

BROWN COMEDIES.

2.— "Delivering
This one drew a few laughs from our
(Parkside theatre. Lyons. Ia. General pat-

patronage.)
"Hobo's Corpus." This is the
comedy we ever reported on but it has more
than any comedy we have run for years.

stighs

Tie kids just

went wild. (Mrs. S. J. Brown & Son.
phoenix theatre. Neola. Ia.— Small town patronage.)
Should Married Men Go Home?"
Good but not
-aurel-Hardy's
best.
(Philip
Rand. Rex theatre,
almon. Idaho. General patronage.) "Wrong Again."

2—

—

—

JUST MONKEYS. 1.—The most entertaining
Laemmle novelty to date, but I hope no one will be
misled by this statement.
All about monkeys, both
in and out of the cage.
(O. B. Wolfe. Screenland
theatre. Nevada, O.
Small town patronage.)

—

THE MAN FROM WYOMING,

2.

—A

five reeler cut

two which makes it rather snappy but it's the
same old stuff just the same.
Parkside theatre.

to

Lyons,

*••»«."

—General

the Goods."

Rex

-tre.

Atkinson, Neb.

UNIVERSAL

age.)

•f

theatre,

TOOTS AND CASPER SERIES. 2.— "The

BUSTER

structures

LAUREL-HARDY

Lyric

exceptionally

"Racing Blood Series" okey. (A. G.

ronage.)

I

—

iand.

Games."

RK0

patronage.)

has been overdone.
A
ittle of this would have been a 6cream, but it was
(ragged out.
(Philip Rand. Rex theatre. Salmon,
daho. General patronage.)
steel

2.— "Olympic

Our Gang in a fairly good comedy. Fine in spots,
but it got tiresome.
(Philip Rand. Rex theatre.
Salmon, Idaho. General patronage.)

Miller,

-General patronage.)
ncing on

—

Greenriver.

OUR GANG COMEDIES.

good for Cooke.

Parts."
(Parkside theatre, Lyons. Ia.

comedy.

2.— "Cured In the
(Mrs. Hulda J. Green. Gem
Utah. General patronage.)

Good.

ARABIAN NIGHTS, 2.—This was

CHARLIE CHASE COMEDIES. 2.—"AU
V very good

MACK SENNETT COMEDIES.
Excitement."

comedy. iPark-

a nice infornative subject, should be of general interest to small
own audiences which are drawn largely from the
arm, and will get by nicely if you do not have too
nany young people.
(O. B. Wolfe. Screenland the-

Nevada. O.

I

—

patronage.)

GENERAL ELECTRIC
YOKE OF THE PAST. 3.—Here is

itre.

—

I

ronage.)

—

FOX
Lyons,

"Grandma's House." Good
Parkside theatre. Lyons. Ia. General pat"A Lad and His Lamp." Good, as we
have found most of these fables to be.
Parkside
theatre. Lyons. Ia.
General patronage.;
fable.

2.— "Fandango."

—

theatre,

AESOP FABLES.

theatre.

COMEDIES.

\-l comedy.
It won't miss.
(A. G. Miller.
heatre. Atkinson, Neb.
General patronage.)

ide

PATHE

iH. D. Beebe.
patronage.)

—General

Nelson. Neb.

Ia.

—General

c

so

much, and pretty dark.

Screenland theatre. Nevada. O.

also.

— Small

(O. B. Wolfe.

town patron-

age.)

NEWLYWED'S

COMEDIES.

2.

—

"Newlywed's

Imagination." The best Snookum I have seen. Not
so bad at that.
(Philip Rand, Rex theatre. Salmon.
Idaho. General
patronage.)
"Newlywed's Visit."
Ordinary Newlywed comedy.
Take it or leave it.
(O. B. Wolfe. Screenland theatre. Nevada. O.
Small
town patronage.)

—

—

OSWALD CARTOONS,
good.
(Parkside
ronage. )

theatre,

"Lumber Jacks." Very
Lyons.

Ia.

—General

pat-

Holy Terror."

his is a fine Gang. How the kids
eat it up.
(S. B.
ennedy. Central theatre. Selkirk.
Man.. Canada.—
eneral patronage.)
"Holy Terror."

of the "Let George Do
and a pretty good slapstick comedy. Lots
of laughing in our hou^e.
Good print and photog-

These jokes make better fun than the average
^nedy. (C.
S.
Swiercinsky.
Majestic
theatre.
Vashington. Kan. General patronage.)

—

OCR GANG COMEDIES, 2.— "The

Good comedy.

—

—

SEEING SIGHTS. 2.—One

It" series

Pictures" the EXHIBITORS
presents in concise
form information on current and forthcom-

In

"New

HERALD-WORLD

ing attractions.
The facts as presented will serve exhibitors in booking and in the preparation of
their advertising campaign.
GREENE MURDER CASE, THE: Paramount mystery drama from the famous story by S. S. Van
with William Powell. Florence Eldridge.
Ullrich Haupt. Jean Arthur. Eugene Pallette. E.
H. Calvert. Gertrude Norman. Lowell Drew. Morgan Farley, Brandon Hurst, Augusta Burmeister
and others.

TYPE ASD THEME:

A

double shooting stirs

entire Seic Fort.
Chester Greene is found dead
and his sister Ada is found shot in the back.
Detectives say that it must hare been burglars,
but John Mark-ham. district attorney, has another
theory.
He calls his aid, PhUo Vance, to solve
the ease.
Vance's investigation shows that a
sinster atmosphere of hatred pervades the household.
He begins a study of the members of the
house and jinds:
Rex, a hot tempered and nerrous brother; Ada. the younger sister who offers
to help Vance; Mrs. Tobias Greene, mother and
a bedridden iiaralytic ; Sproot, the tight lipped
butler; Mrs. Mannheim, the strange cook; SibeQa,
elder sister, modern and selfish, and Dr.
Von
Blon, family physician, teho has more than a professional interest in SibeRa.
While Vance is solving the systery. Chester is mysteriously killed and
so is Mrs. Greene.
After nan) sleepless nights
Vance finds the least expected to be the murderer.

—

Laemmle Awards

Prizes

To Winners of Contest on
"The Man Who Laughs"
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

Aug. 20— Carl Laemmle, Jr.,
has announced the winners of a contest staged
to exploit,

"The Man Who Laughs,"
were offered for

in

52,000 cash prizes

which

the best

letter which answered the question. "Why do
alluring women love homely men?" The first
prize of SI. 000 was awarded to Louise Michel
of New York, and the second of S250 to Rebecca J. Gredwohl of San Francisco.
The
third prize of S100 went to Professor Kenneth
R. Close of the University of Miami. Coral
Gables, Fla.
The prize winning essay states in part
"There is the theory that the primary emotions are dominance;, compliance, submission
and inducement. The latter two constitute
the love responses. Normally, the woman induces actively and submits passively, a process
Its masculine complement
called captivation.
is passive inducement and active submission,
which we call passion. The beautiful woman
finds it much too easy to evoke a passive inducement in the man. The homely man. in
competition with his attractive brothers, cultivates dominance, and as this is opposed to
the love responses, she is compelled to increase her activity."

Kinemas Limited Signs
For Radio Pictures 100%
(Special
the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, Aug. 20.— Kinemas Limited,
one of the largest motion picture distributors
in South Africa, have closed a contract with
Radio Pictures for its entire 1929-30 program
for that territory, according to cable advice
from Joseph I. Schnitzer. president of R K O
productions,

now

abroad.

raphy.
(O. B. Wolfe. Screenland theatre.
O. Small town patronage.)

—

SHE'S A PIPPIN.
comedy.

I

Parkside

2.

—Just

theatre.

Nevada,

another "Mike and Ike"
Lyons, Ia. General

—

patronage.

RAG DOLL. 1.—Pish! tush! fiddlesticks! and other
expressions of mild contempt ! Another one of those
d
Laemmle Novelties! (O. B. Wolfe. Screenland
theatre. Nevada. O.
Small town patronage.)

>ood.

Pictures

to

patronage.)

MIKE AND IKE COMEDIES. 2.— "Chaperons."
Not

New

Dine

OR NOT, 2.—Fair.

It or Not."
Ridiculously silly.
few
laughed.
(H. D. Beebe. Rialto theatre. Nelson. Neb.
General patronage.)

(SILENT)
BIG

IT

Lyons,

atre,

EDUCATIONAL

65

S.

Kan.

better

—pulling

Swiercinsky. Majestic theatre. Washington.
patronage.! "Little Mother."
I believe this
was enjoyed by the majority of our
patrons, but must confess I am puzzled by the
radical change in "Our Gang" comedies.
I wonder
if Mr. Roach is trying to introduce Freud via the
comedy route? Good print and photography, but
laughs not very frequent.
(O. B. Wolfe. Screenland
theatre, Nevada. O.
Small town patronage.) "Wiggle Your Ears," Excellent study of child psychology,
but not quite so excellent as a comedy. Possibly
Mr. Roach was indulging in a little satire. Gang
comedies don't draw for us like they used to. Perhaps they are just as good but people are tiring of
them. I dunno. Good print and photography. (O.
B. Wolfe. Screenland theatre. Nevada, O.
Small
town patronage.)
(C.

Serials

rill

:

SID

SAYLOR

COMEDIES.

2.— "Cross

Country

Bunion Race."
These comedies are not so good,
others may have better opinions, but we don't care
for Universal comedies,
Mrs. Hulda J. Green. Gem
theatre. Greenriver. Utah. General patronage.)
t

—

TELEVISION GEORGE, 2.—Not
theatre.

Lyons.

Ia.

—General

so bad. (Parkside

patronage.)

!

;
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By JOE FISHER
& KATZ has added another theatre to its string, the North
Center on Lincoln Avenue. The house is large, seating 3.500. and attractively designed, but the adversity which marked its very construction
seemed to stamp it a failure, and every policy tried, vaudeville, pictures, presentations, proved a flop.
B & K will make it a sound house and. the chances are, will demonstrate that
the trouble at the box office has been the lack of theatre-wise management.

BALABAA

Charles

was

treasurer

Paine,

B.

Chicago

in

week,

last

of Universal,
to the

efirbute

The Diversey will again change its policy.
Oh, hum, vaudeville is to reign once more.

Coast.

Henri Ellman, division manager of Tiffany-Stahl, expects a busy time with the
fountain pen on contracts following the
Chicago meeting August 22 on the Allied
Slates franchise agreement.

Cress Smith, assistant to the general sales

Walter Hylan, booker at
Universal, all set to motor to Cincinnati for
the two games between the Cubs and the Reds
on August 25. Some will protest that this

manager of United Artists, was
office this week conferring with

However, recalling
is a baseball note.
the fistic celebrity of one Hack Wilson, Cub
outfielder, as the result of an altercation with
a Cincinnati player some time ago, we insist
that this item concerns a potential box fight.
Isn't that what Walter is going for?

Fioyd Brockell, William Burford and Louie
kcimheimer, were seen chasing the 20th CenThey made
tury down the track last week.

Boxing

Note

:

item

The

projection

room

in

the Universal

ex-

change building is being equipped with Western Electric sound machinery.
*
Ullrich

*

*

RKO

By

the way, the
office is going in
golf shoes these days, Eddie Brichetto,
Len Ullrich, Herb Washburn and Eddie Phelps
being the guilty ones.
*
* *

for

Next door, at Fox, Clyde Eckhardt said,
"Business going along fine, but not a darn
thing in news this week." On which we must
comment that the first part of the sentence is
good, and the last terrible.
*

*

the

the local

new

ex-

change manager, Eddie Grossman.
*

it,

*

*

too
*

*

*

theatre on Damen Avenue gave
the patrons a hot show last week.
It was a
^2,000 fire that started in the basement of
the house.
The patrons marched out of the
theatre in orderly manner.
* * *

The Bugg

K

of R
O has been doing it,
too.
Yes, he's been on the 18-day diet and
has lost exactly 40 pounds, no more, no less.
Now, of course, he's got to do a lot of heavy
eating to make up for lost time.
* * *

Len

in

Alfred R. Allen

covering the Iowa and

is

Nebraska
DeForest

territories for DeForest.
Recent
installations
were made at the
Strand, Hobart, Ind.
Paradise, Moline, 111.
West theatre, Galesburg, 111.; Fairy and Ashland, St. Louis; and Majestic, Cudahy, Wis.
* * *
;

Mrs. Clayton Bond left for New York last
to join her husband, who is now film
buyer for the Warner-Stanley theatres.

week

*

*

*

to

Walter.
*

"Red" Johnson

*

The Music Box

*
Jack and Ben Cooney and M. Salkin, ha\ e
taken over the Vista and Drake theatres. The
firm has offices at 845 S. Wabash.

*

*

*

theatre had its premiere
Thursday, with band wagons and
everything. The house is owned and operated
by Jacob Lasker and Sons. The feature picture at the opening was "Mother's Boy." As
an added attraction, the Music Box presented
Eleanor Wagner, "Miss Chicago of 1929."

*

opening

*

*

*

Palace theatre in
operated by Burt
Hurt.
Russel
Voight, has been sold to

According

Crown

to reports, the

Point,

formerly

Among

other things of lesser importance
Fred Knispel of Columbia told us last week,
"Just tell everybody that Columbia is hitting
cr. all six and the outlook for 1930 is very
intend to make it
bright and encouraging.
our biggest vear and nothing will stop us."
* * *

We

A few changes have been made in the personnel of the Columbia office. Norma Sulat.
stenographer, has been transferred to the New
York office, to be connected with the department of exchange supervision. Jack Frcedman
Miss Sally
and Jack Barry have resigned.
Gore, "hello girl," was forced to return home
when her mother became ill. She will not
Miss Mildred Miller has taken her
return.
place.

*

*

pound boy was born to Mrs.
Henry Herbel, wife of the manager of the

*

*

"1

*

The Dreamland

theatre, 300-seat house in
Galena, 111., operated by F. W. Engelack, has
installed a sound device and has also signed
for Columbia's sound pictures on the 1929-30
program. By the way, this is the town GenThree cheers for
eral Grant was born in.
the Dreamland and Grant.

3 Arrested on Charges
Of Operating Sundays
GAINESVILLE, TEX.,

Aug. 20.— A. V.
Wade, owner, Foster Lyman and Mrs. Lyman, cashier, were arrested on charge of operating

Majestic

the

theatre

Bonds were made and the case
in

Jules White, Zion
Signed for

Johnny Lane, popular young chap on Film
Row, reports business good in his new undertaking, the Lane Poster Company, located at
845 S. State street.
Johnny supplies posters

picture for

theatres.
"And the best of it is," says
Johnny, "I can park
Ford any place I
want to because I have a Herald- World
license plate on it.
Coppers give it a break."
Anyway, that's what Johnny said, and he's the
kind of a guy you believe.
* *, *

my

The Milda
The Milda is
is

pleted

theatre has gone in for sound.
a 900-seat house. Western Elecmaking the installation, to be com-

about

September
*

*

Sunday.

September.

LT nited Artists' "Alibi" will follow Warner
Brothers' "On With the Show" at the United
Artists theatre shortly.
"Alibi" recently won
a clean bill of (moral) health from the circuit court, following rejection by the censors.
$ $ #

tric

on

will be heard

*

for

15.

*

-

Henri Ellman told us this one: C. C. Pettijohn bought a horse and named him "Chief
Henri said of all the races, the
Pettijohn."
horse ran, he didn't even come close to win-

i

Mrs. HerUniversal Exchange, on July 23.
bel is the former Universal player, Gladys
Walton. The newcomer is the third child in
Both mother and son are
the Herbel family.
doing fine.

(Special to the Herald- World)

One

fellow we always like to visit is Gene
Cour, the fellow who is responsible for many
good features in Pathe News. But Gene's a
kidder and he gets our goat. Yes. we admit it.

*

I]

eight

*

now

covering the South
Side territory for Columbia.
is

*

An

*

Walter Fluegel of the Pekin theatre, Pekin,
111., was caught peaking in on Film Row last
week. A peak a week is enough, according

*

Henri said he's kicking himself because he didn't take the money he lost on the
Chief and buy Pettijohn a good horse.
ning.

Myers

MGM Feature

(Sfecial to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug. 20.— Jules White and

Zion Myers have signed to direct a feature

M G M.

Shaw

in

Philadelphia

(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA,
formerly
N. J., is
theatre

of

Aug. 20.— Harry Shaw.j

Lincoln

theatre,

Trenton,
Earle

now managing director of the
The Earle is devoted to
here.

hand shows.

RK

the

It

stage

was formerly- operated

by

O.

P F L

Imports Composer

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK, Aug. 20.— Battaile-Henri
famous French composer whose songs foi
Maurice Chevalier helped make him a hit in
France, has been brought to Hollywood b\
Paramount to write the French lyrics of the
Chevalier songs in "The Love Parade."

-

—

EXHIBITORS

Zr.l

RALD

WE TOLD YOU THAT "OUR
DAUGHTERS" WAS GREAT

YEAR AGO
aNCING

And you know how

the

IKE THIS TIP!

dough

'OUR

rolled in!

MODERN

1AIDENS" IS EVEN GREATER!
Qet

set! Tell the folks! It's

the

way

to

fame and

N SAN FRANCISCO
D

ulled in droves"

— "Clicked

on

fortune!
from the jump.

Variety,

IT SMASH RECORDS in Los Angeles,
Milwaukee, Des Moines, Louisville, Indianapolis, etc.

VATCH

IETRO-GOLDWYNThe Hit Maker!
9No9

(PERSONAL TO JOAN
CRAWFORD) Dear Joan:
Everybody's wild about "Our

Modern Maidens." It's better
than "Dancing Daughters."

ered as second-class matter, August 20, 1917, at the Post Office at Chicago, III., under the act of March 3, 1879. Published
at 407 South Dearborn St., Chicago. Subscription, $3.00 a year. Single copies, 25 cents.

wetkly by Quigley Publishing Co.,
weekly

\

m*n\t
S
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The

YEAR'S

WEST
SELLER
The Book of

on screen entertainment ever published.
Every type of story imaginable to meet public demand! Romance! Thrilling Adventure!
Mystery! Side splitting Comedy! We're sending you a copy. When you get it read the story of
the Year! Twelve of the greatest stories

RONALD
COLMAN
and

his

DOLORES
DEL RIO

great success

in

and how wonderful she

his

All Talking picture

her present hit

"BULLDOG

—

in

"EVANGELINE"

DRUMMOND"

A

GLORIA

GHOSTS"

SWANSON
and her marvelous work

The

funniest picture produced

this

year.

Hilarious

The

All

Laugh

—

Synchronized "winner.

MARY PICKFORD

TALMADGE

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS

her first
production

ALL- TALKING

"New York

RONALD
COLMAN
in a sensational

M. Schenck

romantic

CONDEMNED'
Ann Harding.

Pre-

sented by Samuel Golivyn.

Presented by Joseph P. Kennedy

"LUMMOX"
adapted from Fannie

ler

Hurst's novel with big All
cast.

Presented byJoseph M. Schenck

with Tremendous

including

Barbara Stanwyck, George
Fitzmaurice Production.
Presented by Joseph

RICHMAN

star

Talking Singing Picture.

Dancing

PLEASURE"
Presented byJoseph M. Schenck

cast

Rod La Rocque,

FANNIE BRICE HARRY

A

also sings

an All-Talking Dramatic Thril-

Internationally famous
comedienne in her All-

"IT'S

which she

"THE
LOCKED DOOR"

Here's the picture sensation of all time.

All-Talking masterpiece

Star

M. Schenck

OF THE SHREW"

HERBERT
BRENON'S

adventure. All-Talking

"me TRESPASSER"

"THE TAMING

Nights"

Presented by Joseph

sensation.

in a tremendous production.
Their version of Shakespeare's

with Gilbert Roland.

first

in

Presented by Joseph

NORMA
in

Talking

in

All Talking dramatic
masterpiece.

her

All Star Cast.

£dwin Carewe's Epic.

A Samuel Goldwyn presentation

imth

is

"THREE LIVE

All

-

of Stage -Radio in an
Talking AH - Singingpicture.

SONG OF
BROADWAY"

"The

&

songs by Irring Berlin
Presented by Jos. M. Schenck

story

M. Schenck

CONSTANCE
TALMADGE
in

her greatest picture

"VENUS"
a synchronized picture a
thrilling romanceofNaples,

London and

Africa.

Just an Old United Artists Custom
THE BEST AND ONLY THE BEST

HERE

IX

WHAT YOU GET

I

.

JOURNEXT S.LOTT
END*
ZEPPELIN
FOR FALL

BIG ONES

RELEASE
MAE MURRAY
•PEACOCK ALLEY
and Exotic Dances

"TROOPERS THREE"
Romance

ef the

by

S.

L'

With Jot E Bro»n. Helen Foster
Wallace MacDonald

With

MAVOURNEEN"
.

.

A

in

heartlul

«tar cast

.

Lester

"KATHLEEN
and

.

Lavish Sett in(s

THE MEDICINE MAN

"PAINTED FACES"

of cheerful love

.

Edwin Belmer * Cosmopolitan Story
made into a great play

Cavalr>

Guy Empey

With SalK O'Neill

.

"DANGEROUS BUSINESS'

.

s

From

.

Elliott

With Virginia Valli
Tarkintton play

With Betty Compson, George
Barraud. Juliette Comptot,

"THE ENCHANTING
MELODIE"
An

pla>

LEO CARRILLO
"MISTER ANTONIO"

meet music

"WOMAN TO WOMAN"

,

A

Booth

all-color Technicolor feature
Also another All-Color Technicolor
Feature.
.

.

,

COLOR SYMPHONIES
Twelve

single-reel subject! in

enchanting sound.

ALL IN MAGNIFICENT DLA.LOGUE AND SOUND, WITH RCA SYNCHRONIZATION

I

9

FTd Ny^yTfl
c/tVENTH

AVE.

l-l

L

PRODUCTIONS

INC

hEW YORK

CITYJ

RADIO'S CHALLEM

SHOW WORL

the

The

Bells of the Titans Crash

Out

Their

Messase

"STREET GIRL".
out

week

smash

.

.

"RIO RITA"
revelation

FIFTH

its

.

.

.

is

gala sell-

an unqual ified

conclusive evidence that Radio's bid for

show pre-eminence
f

in

Globe, N. Y.

at the
.

now

.

.

of Victory.

.

.

futile gesture!

the box ... a monumental

in

is

no

is

acclaimed at

.

secret

its

Hollywood

preview as "easily the greatest show of
.

1

.

.

the one attraction

the future

At

last

name

will

by which

all

all

time"

productions of

be measured.

the talking screen does justice to the magic

of Ziegfeld!

ONWARD EVER ONWARD MOVE
PAGEANT OF THE TITANS...
.

.

.

.

.

ONLY 30 GREAT ALL-DIALOG and MUSIC ATTRACTIONS
15

WITH DE LUXE

And
the

the entire program

Show World

nical

and

artistic

SILENT VERSIONS.

backed by the most revolutionary and far-reaching exploitation

has ever

known

.

.

.

embracing

in

its

wide-flung scheme the

resources of the National Broadcasting and Victor Talking

vast

tech-

Machine Co.

E

RINGS ACROSS

STREET GIRL
the

WONDER Show

5th

SELL-OUT

WEEK, GLOBE, N.Y
RKO DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION

Payable
Monthly

/

Gives you the

finest

synchronized sound

TYPE

2MDA

Service assured by

Synchronous Disc

leading Producer

$2,500
Houses up to

2000

seats

TYPE 4

MDA

Synchronous Disc

$3,500
2000 to 4000

seats

TYPE 500 D

DA

SYNCHRONOUS
TYPE 500

FDA

SYNCHRONOUS

Disc

disc $1,500

and Sound on

Film

$2,500
i

PACENT REPRODUCER CORP.

FILM CENTER BUILDII3

NEW YORK,

N.Y.
II

First

All-Color -All-Talking Comedy

presents

with

Virginia Lee Corbin

& Vernon Dent

a two-reel comedy special
personally directed by MACK SENNETT

NOW

a Sample

It's

FUTURE

of the

in

Color Talking Comedies!
Think of everything you

Funny

story, real

music

a

in

two -reel comedy.

comedians, beautiful bathing

masterly direction. Then

Sennett's

tion,

ever wanted

and sound

plus

effects,

all-color photography.

singing,

plus

real hit of

Result: the

girls,

lots

of ac-

add snappy dialogue,

dancing,

plus

any show

that

does not boast one of "the year's ten best features."

MAMAS

JAZZ
is

the

first all-color,

all-talking

something to sing out about
EDUCATIONAL
all-talking

brings

comedy

you

this

novel

first— of course.

in

comedy. That's

your advertising.

combination of all-color,

Where

else

would you look

for such a great short feature special except to the
that

company

has exhibitors saying, "we can't go wrong with one of

EDUCATIONAL'S

talking

comedies"?

EDUCATIONAL
Photographed by Multicolor Process
Recorded by RCA Photophone

FILM EXCHANGES,

Member, Motion

Picture Producers

utors of America,

Inc.,

and

Inc.

Distrib-

Will H. Hoys, President

ALL THE MAGIC

WONDERS OF
ELECTRICAL
ENTERTAINMENT

PAG E AN

RADIO'S

IDEA

Radio Pictures gives

Show World

.

feature

short

in

industry at

the

attractions

and quickly wins the approval

.

.

NEW and

clamoring (or the

PRACTICAL

answer to a

startling

its

I

the

of

large.

RCA GRAMERCY STUDIOS

MATCHLESS PROGRAM
MARC CONNELLY

Grand new comic

star!

Crack playwright
doubling as comic clicks in eight tabs crammed with delirious
nonsense
Same snap and sparkle that made his "Merton
"The
of the Movies" and a dozen others smash stage hits
Burglar," supporting two-dollar bill at the Globe, a rave for
New York critics
"The Traveler," first of single-reel series,
in for hilarious month at Broadway Rialto.
.

.

.

.

.

.

KJ

AT ^"ARP

.

.

.

nv nc 'ble funster of the music comedy
bows to howling crowds in
.."Two-Gun Ginsburg" to be followed
'

'

stage,

three novelty shorts

.

.

by "General Ginsburg" and "Gunboat

Ginsburg-."

EUGENE O'NEILL
Gramercy program
Played to

its

America

s

greatest

play-

wright contributes to the
tabloid gem, "Before Breakfast"

his

.

dramatic

limits

by the ablest group

of

.

.

artists

Broadway can assemble.

GODFREY

BUGS

LUDLOW

B

A

symphonic

in this

novelty already

in

acclaim through Met-

ropolitan area after ovation at

Globe
from

...

his

NewYork

A reel of melodious delight

$100,000

A

E R

GMfers a single -reel
laugh spiller in the
same hilarious vein

set-up for radio
fans and music lovers

Stradivarius violin.

tapped

in

his

world-famed column

news comment
certain sensation

appeal

in

SOUND ON

.

for

.

of

"Headwork" a
straight comedy

every wired house.

FILM

.

.

THE TITANS BRINGS THE NEW
CL- DIALOG SHORT FEATURES
if

program of Tabloid Features

Sensational

Stripped of old-fashioned
banalities

.

.

hokum

.

.

.

.

.

devoid of

.

Fresh and crisp and fast and sure-

.

with revolutionary box-office values and in-

fire

comparable sound recording by

RCA Photophone.

DARMOUR ATTRACTIONS
MAKE GIANT STRIDES
13

MICKEttnwioM'GUIRE TABS

hip-hip-hooraying kid comedies that
no shorts ever did before! Packed
with the deep human comedy and rattling dialog which have
made Fontaine Fox's newspaper comic characters loved the
Singing

.

.

laughing

.

.

.

.

clang the box-office bell as

world over.

WITWER

13

and gags

Girls

.

.

.

Record Breakers
and nonsense

thrills

Witwer heard

cracking dialog of H. C.

.

.

.

and the wisefirst time by

for the

millions of admiring readers! Featuring smash singing-dancing-

gagging cast topped by Alberta

Vaughn and Al Cooke.

INDEX OF RCA-GRAMERCY
ALL-DIALOG SHORT FEATURES
TWO

REELS

SI. LOUIS BLUES ... Bessie Smith, mistress
of the low-down blues, leads a singing jubilee.

DUKE ELLINGTON BAND
pating

SHOW

HUNT THE TIGER
a terrific kick

land,

.

.

.

Synco-

novelty with all-colored sensations

from Ziegfeld's

.

.

.

BEFORE BREAKFAST
THE BURGLAR
TWO-GUN GINSBURG
GENERAL GINSBURG
GUNBOAT GINSBURG

TWO TO BE ANNOUNCED

GIRL.

Different drama with
Played by Alexander Kirk.

.

ONE

.

Verree Teasdale, Pedro de Cordoba.

THREE O. HENRY DRAMATIC TABS

.

.

.

.

REEL

MARC CONNELLY'S

SEVEN

The
The Bridegroom
The Suitor
The Uncle
Three to be titled

Traveler
.

Pick of the master story-tellers tales screened
with a walloping surprise in every sequence.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1.SONG OF THE SERGEANT... 2. LAST
OF THE TROUBADORS ... 3. WHILE THE

AUTO WAITS

SIX

ONE

Headwork

.

.

-

.

REEL NOVELTIES
Godfrey Ludlow

.

.

.

Age

of Innocence (from Grand Street Follies)
Three to be announced.

SOUND ON

.

.

DISC

WORLD'S GREATEST PICTURE
PALACES NOW SHOWINq

RADIO TABLOID!
The

eternal search for novelty

NEW
.

.

.

. .

for the

THING THAT'S SURE-FIRE

brings the most astute

showmen

of

the day to the door of Radio Pictures.

The Publix Metropolitan, Boston, books
the entire

Marc Connelly

The Publix

Rialto,
7/

Connelly

in

New

series.

York, books

The Traveler/' indefinite

Publix Rialto,

run!

books sensational ' St. Louis

Blues" indefinite.

The Publix Eastman, Rochester, books
entire line-up.

The del uxe program

at the

Globe,

New

Marc Connelly in "The
Also Nat Carr in "Two -Gun

York, includes
Burglar."

Ginsburg" and Godfrey Ludlow in violin
recital. And others pour in ... a flattering
tribute to the

NEW IDEA.. to

the

PREME QUALITY with which all
product of the future

will

SU-

Radio

be invested.

August

31,

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

1929
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Columbia's Smashing All-Talking
I

Drama of the Daredevils of the Air
Opens

at the

COHAN
THEATRE

GEO. M.

For an Extended Broadway
Run at S2 Top
Starring

Love

J
Action

JACK HOLT
LILA LEE

Thrills

RALPH
GRAVES

A

/

Production

«MTK)SU
>UtS« ttKHX

HGIIT
*

if

H.COHAN IBL1

UE4VK

II

Hi!

#

FRANK
R. CAPRA

ill

With an All-Star
Supporting Cast

!!

omedies backed witJ
Feature Exploitation

f

SWEET
MUSICAL
A

LINE-UP!
Lb

MAI re
8 comedies

MANHATTAN
6 comedies

VARIETY
8 comedies

MELODY
6 comedies

CHECKER
6 comedies

FOLLY

ATHE PRETTIES

have become famous the world over.

Local

6 comedies
beauties engage in

BUCK & BUBBLES

are

song and beauty

contests,

and the winners

reproduced on special Pathe song covers.

These

are

6 comedies
then distributed locally in the winner's territory.

GOLDEN ROOSTER

stunt

that

has

reaped

a

raft

of publicity

for

A

wonderful exploitation

Pathe'

talk-music comedies

6 comedies

ATHE'S LATHERIZER
in the

United

States,

izer-Pathecomedy

for

tie-up

providing
all

!

window

Le Maire

100,000 booklets carry the same message of
—real exploitation

embraces 60,000 barber shops
displays

talkers.

publicity.

Flash

on
In

Lather-

addition

— distribution

Brings co-operation to your theatre's very doorstep

IATHE STUDEBAKER

tie-up

brings

another

The

advertiser into the Pathe exploitation fold.

p

baker tie-up provides special posters on

MAN," and window
Folly

display aid on

Stude-

"THE SALES-

Frank T. Davis Checker and

Comedies for Pathe. In addition, parades of cars are arranged

ATHE SONGS,
and plugged

especially

"Fancy That" (Folly); "Every

Marriage"

(Folly);

written

throughout the

exploitation power.

Is

all

national

world,

Such songs

Moon

is

and "Pouring

a

for

as

for.

Pathecomedies

provide

"Dearest

gigantic

One" from

Honeymoon" from "So This

Down

Rain"

go

over

big!

Prosperii
VOL.

1,

1929

WORLD PREMIERE OF FOX

100% DIALOGUE
EPIC DRAMA, "FROZEN JUSTICE"

mi

m

SAX Pli^NCISCO, AUGUST

IX.

A

—

—

—

a new setting intelligent interpretation tremendous audience appeal!
and that women like That's what the Fox 100% dialogue production of Owerl
Davis' magnificent epic of the land of Aurora Borealis, "Frozen Justice," meant to those privileged to attend
its world premiere at the California Theatre, San Jose, Monday night, August 12.

—a

consistent and vigorous plot

picture that

men

like

—

After witnessing the world premiere of "Old Arizona"
head the Fox program of features as a box-office magnet.

We now

last

November, we predicted that

it

would

easilji

predict that "Frozen Justice" will hit another bull's eye.

In "Frozen Justice," Allan Dwan, the director, has proved himself an inspired master of dramatic direc
Whoever the camera-man was, in many of the scenes, his capacity for dealing with lights and shadow
was as the great modernist painter Manet's capacity was to deal with pigments.

tion.

Lenore Ulric gives an exquisite interpretation of the wife of the Eskimo chief, torn between the twJ
diametrically opposite temperaments that of her Eskimo mother and that of her white father. Altho lovin
her noble husband dearly, she feels the urge of her father's white people's land the inevitable tragedy 0i
a woman without a country. A more poignantly beautiful theme could not be conceived.

—

The
ticularly

i

—

—

and the members have made talking picture history pai,
Lenore Ulric, Robert Frazier as the dignified Eskimo chief, and Louis Wolheim as the Captain]

cast throughout is a magnificent one

mate.

Nothing could be more stupendous than the highly dramatic situations developed by sound and seen:
The happy home-coming of the Eskimo chief orients us to the local color of the life of the Eskim
The destruction of the trading vessel of the white man, who so presumptuously, so imprudently dared
sail thru those treacherous waters to ravage the home of the childlike Eskimo
The reverberating, creakin
wonders.

'

—
—the resounding, thundering noises of
spars bursting through the walls, intermingling with the shrill and piercing screams of the revellers—
vivid insight into the passions of the gold rush days in Nome, unequalled in film story— the magnitude
the relentless triumph of the laws of justice and retribution in that highly melodramatic climacteric scene
resplendent glory, to a movi
the ice fissure —then the grand
Aurora Borealis bursting forth in
tone accompaniment of exquisite music —surely this sounds the tocsin of SOUND PICTURES TR
UMPHANT.
—
"Frozen Justice" overawes one. The tremendous expanse of this great Northland "the outpost
jarring, roaring of the ice-floes crashing into the sides of the vessel

tl
tl

(

all its

final

Humanity on

the icebound rim of the world" challenges with

its

immensity and

its lure.

So wistfully, sincerely, and appealingly have the producers developed this theme of the primitive Eskir
unfettered by the chains of the artificial life of the white man's land that, we truly believe that for all tir'
"Frozen Justice" will live as an epic of the Northland.

—

<

BIGGEST MONEY
PICTURE the INDUSTRY
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>A by
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from March.
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13 no less than
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WORLD'S RECORD BROKEN
$300

MORE THAN

1st

^

.

SENSATIONAL

WEEK

ITS

I

>£-

Withm the
.*L
rec0 rds i0T be
en
re faaVe
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Film Daily and Daily Review
salute the new talking marvel
with superlatives!

And

the barrage has just started!
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THE BEST PICTURE

TODAY IS ONLY
AS GOOD AS IT

SOUNDS

HOTOPHONE
I

SOUND

NC

I

P

NT

E

adds valve to alt sound
A

MERICA

ear-minded as well as
eye-minded. Millions of modern phonol \
graphs and radio sets have trained our ears
to a keen appreciation of tone quality. As a
result, the crowds are going to the houses
that have the best sound reproduction.
today

is

The RCA Photophone system of sound
manufacturers

. . .

the Radio

Corporation of America, General Electric, and

Westinghouse Electric

Company

.

.

.

&

Manufacturing

have been the pace-makers

in advancing the art of tone reproduction.

More than a sound apparatus, RCA Photophone is a quality tone system. It adds value
to all sound pictures
gets out of them all

—

that the studios put into them.

SUBSIDIARY

411
Denver:

817— 17th

Street

OF

RADIO

FIFTH AVENUE

San Francisco: 235 Montgomery

Mellow and

reproduces every delicate inflection of the human voice and every note of
musical instruments with the complete illudistinct, it

sion of realism.

purchase an RCA Photophone,
you make a lasting investment in sound
equipment, at a price enabling you to gain
your rightful share of sound picture profits.

When you

Address All Inquiries

to

RCA PHOTOPHONE,
A

pictures

re-

cording and reproducing was created for a
critical public. Its

7

Street

CORPORATION

OF

Commercial Department

Inc.
AMERICA

NEW YORK CITY
Chicago: 100

W. Monroe

Street

Kansas

City,

Mo.: Davidson Build
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Equity Retires

franchise booking plan brought out by Radio
THE
tures and Tiffany-Stahl in conjunction with the

Pic-

Allied

States Exhibitors Association

As the

is

gaining

momentum.

announced arrangements both Tiffany-Stahl and Radio Pictures have been brought sharply
into focus in the vision of several thousand independent
result of the

who

exhibitors

are looking about for a

way

out of the

menacing their present situation.
A meeting in New York last week, in which the plan
was explained to interested exhibitors of New York. New
Jersey and Connecticut gave a material stimulant to the
plan. The meeting was addressed by Mr. Abram F. Myers,
head of the Allied Association. Mr. Myers stressed the
need of such a franchise plan and emphasized its possible
advantages to independent exhibitors throughout the
country. A feature of Mr. Myers' address, worthy of note,
was his declaration that the Allied Association had made it
difficulties

policy to seek to cooperate with other groups in the
industry on all matters affecting the general welfare of the

a

industry.

the expectation of Allied leaders that the new
on its way by the Tiffany-Stahl and
Radio Pictures franchise deal, will soon attain a large
A
representative membership throughout the country.
possible membership of 5,000 is referred to.

now

It is

association, speeded

That the independent exhibitors of the country need a
and competently managed association is a
But an
fact plainly obvious to any intelligent observer.

strong, active

ending
the Equity
Hollywood removes
THEmenacing
cloud from the production horizon. While
of

fight in

a

at

no time did the Equity scheme

to dictate

on motion

picture production offer even fair hope of successful accomplishment, as frequently stated in these columns, still
the agitation in Hollywood during the past few months
contributed a trying problem to producers who were already heavily burdened with the new conditions and new
difficulties in

The

actor in motion pictures has not suffered as the

Equity situation and he will not suffer now

that the agitation has ended.

The

basic weakness of the Equity case was the claim
that the actors in motion pictures as a class needed relief.
The facts did not and do not support this claim. While

there are naturally less fortunate individuals here and
there in the actors' profession, as well as in every other
profession, the players in motion pictures, as a class, have

been extremely fortunate.
There is also the fact that the producers, realizing the
necessity for the well-being of the actors in pictures, have
exerted no little effort to maintain appropriate arrangements for the benefit of film players. There is no ground
for apprehension that these arrangements will not be
continued.

working and workable organization which
gives a type of service to its members which assists them

it

must be

a

conduct of their business.
now pointed in this direction, has the opportunity of a great career of usefulness ahead of it.
in the

The

Allied,

connection with audiens.

In reviewing the Equity agitation in Hollywood one fact,
very favorable to the motion picture interests, stands out
prominently: There was no loud talking; the industry's
case was handled quietly, effectively and altogether in an
expert manner. The Producers Association was fortunate
in having at its disposal certain individuals with the
requisite ability for handling a matter of this kind. The
industry's representatives in the Equity situation covered
themselves with glory and continually kept the industry in
These men seek no
a dignified and appropriate light.
publicity for themselves on what they have accomplished
and none will be volunteered to them in these columns.
It is sufficient that it is well-known in high circles in the
industrv exactly what was done and who did it.
result of the

a-sociation to accomplish even a fair share of its possimust be something more than a political forum:

bilities

»'#:•

RECENT

developments indicate

it is

practically certain

that some standardized size for the coming wider film
Negotiations are now
will be adopted by the industry.
and to make
viewpoints
divergent
under way to reconcile
practicable the changeover to the wider film.
1

This will be received as decidedly good news by all interthe
ests in the industry which were sorely burdened by
precipitous changeover to talking pictures which came
about without any one of many highly desirable advance
arrangements having been made.
At one time agreement among leading interests on prac-

any question was impossible. Ruthless competition
end was the order of the day. Fortunately,
The present magnitude of the indusis
passed.
that day

tically

to the bitter

try

and

insist

its

upon

financial responsibility to the investing public
a different course.

There will be an agreement on wider film and also agreements on many other matters. There will be no '"battle
of the giants" in the motion picture industry. The battling
giants would afford a dramatic spectacle but in this
maturer day of the industry it is understood that dramatic
spectacles belong on the screen and not in the councils
of the business.

With the welding together of two or three great units,
each encompassing all branches of the industry, there will
be competition. But there will be no ruthless assault, one

upon another,
which

is

momentary
way to profits,

for

not the

prestige.

will not

Such a course,
be followed.

—MARTIN J.

QUIGLEY.
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U.S. Paves Way for Okaying
P F L- Warners and Fox Deals

PFL-Warner
Deal to Close
In Few Days

Department Decides
To Sit Tight on Merger Policy

Justice

Administration Seeks to Achieve Fair Balance Without
Persecution or Too Great Leniency
By FRANCIS L. BURT

—

WASHINGTON,

NEW YORK. Aug. 27.— Negotiations looking to the consummation of
the

for

deal

the

consolidation

Paramount and Warners are

still

of
in

progress at this writing.
The heads of both organizations
remain unwilling to make an an-

nouncement.
It is understood, however, that final
papers will be signed late this week
or early next and that the exchange
of stock will be on a basis of one and
a half shares of Warners for one and
a quarter shares of Paramount.

Universal Will Issue
All-Ta Ik ing Ne wsreel

On September 23
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK.

Aug.

27.— Universal

will

new

talking newsreel on September 23.
[t will be a talking newsreel because the voice
>f Universal's spot news reporter will discuss
he action as it is flashed on the screen. The
voice supplants all captions but the date line,
t will present spot news of the day and avoid
nagazine shots and stock subjects. Universal
nfl continue to issue the silent reel to houses
lot equipped for sound.
The talking reel, like
he silent one, will be issued in conjunction
>sue a

vith the

company's newspaper combination.

August 27. Plans of the Department of Justice to reprocedure with respect to merger approvals appear to have been
abandoned for the present, and proposed amalgamations will be dealt with as
in the past, while the experience under this policy is studied with a view to
making such changes later as may be shown to be necessary- or desirable.
This decision, apparently, paves the way for approval of the ParamountWarner and Fox consolidations which have been under consideration for

vamp

some

its

time.

W hile
may pave

recognizing that the present policy
the way for abuses, officials of the

department found their greatest difficulty lay.
not in abondoning the policy but in finding
something suitable to take its place. Xobody
in the administration has any desire to return to the old days, when business men proposing mergers were practically dared to go
ahead with their plans, fortified with the assurance that if they purposed anything illegal
they would find it out quickly enough in the
shape of prosecutions.

Decide to

Sit

Tight

On

the other hand, it was not desirable to
continue the present policy if, by giving approval to mergers which on their face appeared perfectly legal, the way was paved for
violations of the statutes, attempts to prosecute which would be met with the contention
that the department knew all about the plan

and sanctioned it.
Thus, between the devil and the deep sea.
officials of the Department of Justice have
determined to sit tight for the present, hoping
that the future may enlighten them as to the
proper way to deal with what is admittedly
a most difficult problem.
The Paramount-Warner combination and
the Fox consolidation have been before the
Department for some time and, so far as

$1,000,000 Contract for
"Billy" Sunday Reported

regards the former, at least, indications are
that there will be little diificulty in securing
approval of present plans.

(Special to the Herald- World)

Mergers Will Be Watched
However, it is indicated, all mergers which
have been approved by the Department will
be watched more closely than ever before and.
despite any defense which may be predicated
upon the Government's approval, violations of
the law will be dealt with summarilv.
The

INDIAN APOLIS. Aug. 27.—The

Rev. Wil-

iam A. Sunday will sign a contract to enter
notion pictures at a price, imagined here, to
e 51.000.000.
At least this is reported by
lomer Rodeheaver. his choir leader, at
ft inona
Lake.
Sundav recentlv was quoted
hat "they offered me a $1,000,000 to go into
he movies, but I turned it down.
I can do
lore speaking to the people face to face."
Nevertheless.

Rodeheaver

:tely decided to
* arner Brothers

arry his

said.

Sunday

defi-

accept a contract offered by

because in that way he can
to people throughout the

message

>or!d.

V oman Patron

In $2,000 Booth Fire
(Special to the Herald-World)

MALDEX. MASS., Aug. 27.— Fire in the
poth at the Orpheum theatre last Wednesdav
ight resulted in $2,000 damage and the injuryone
ie

woman

patron who fainted.
escaped injury'-

projectionists

Both of
Repairs

made at once so that the following day's
ogram was given as usual.
There were

ere
*)

in the theatre at the

time of the

fire.

Universal Announces
Sound Service Program
On Fixed Rental Basis
(Special to the Herald-World)

XEW

YORK,

Aug. 27.—Carrying out Carl
Laemmle's pledge to independent exhibitors.
Universal announced last week that its Complete Sound Service plan which consists in a
weekly show, feature and assorted short subjects on a fixed weekly rental basis, would
include the newest Universal sound and dialog
pictures.

Included in the line-up are

pictures

with

Laura LaPIante, John Boles, Joseph Schildkraut, Reginald Denny. Mary Xolan. and other
well known stars as well as new sound and
dialog serials, the Sunny Jim comedies and
other short product.

No Major Price Reduction to Be Made
On Western Electric Sound Equipment
NEW

—

YORK, Aug. 27. That no major price reductions will be made on WestElectric sound equipment is the announcement coming from Electrical
Research Products, distributor of the W. E. sound systems. The announcement
reads as follows:
"All prices are based on the cost of manufacturing machines which will faithfully
reproduce high and low frequencies as originally recorded at the studios.
"Electrical Research Products contends that the future degree of public patronage will be a direct reflection of the quality of reproduction.
"The major producers who record over the Western Electric equipment are
also vitally concerned inasmuch as they want audiences to obtain the beneEts of all
sound reproduction in the theatre as placed on film and disc at their respective
studios. They rightly state that there is no use in perfecting their sound pictures
if such perfections are not properly reflected to the audiences by proper reproducing equipment."
ern

Injured

administration today is trying to achieve a
balance between the old days when trusts,
like lightning, were accepted as "acts of God"
and the later period when trusts were considered devices of the devil to be scotched
immediately.
But it has to deal today with
far shrewder men than operated in these
earlier periods, shrewd as they were, and any
policy adopted for permanent use must be so
constructed as to be devoid of loopholes.
The trouble with the Donovan policy, it is
feared, is that it has loopholes and that these
holes are beginning to be visible to the men
who today are engaged in building larger,
more powerful trusts than ever existed when
the Government embarked upon its famous
"trust busting" orgy.

mm
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"Hallelujah"

new Negro picture made by MetroTHE
Goldwyn-Mayer will provide discussion for

August

COLUMBIA'S

aces in

Broadway, where: they

—

—

"Flight" are winging their way
metaphorically
towards
will land early in September for an extended engagement

at the George M. Cohan theatre. This air epic with Jack Holt. Ralph Graves and
Lila Lee, was made under the technical supervision of army trained air officers and
many of the scenes were shot at the U. S. naval air base, San Diego.

King Vidor is to be congratulated for the
exceptional success he achieved along a new
It took vision to make "Hallelujah."
route.
took courage to go ahead with the picture,

for there were more than a few who said it
couldn't be made successfully, and that if it
was any good artistically it wouldn't be worth
a hoot at the box office.

Metro is to be congratulated for catching
King Vidor's infectious enthusiasm and cutting him loose on the picture. It is not often
that a great producer, with

willing to take a chance

much

at stake, is

on something so radi-

cal.

*

*

*

U. S. Naval Base at San Diego

Metro gave "Hallelujah" an exciting double
opening.
Most of New York went either to
the Lafayette theatre in Harlem, in the center of a great Negro city, or to the Broadwayish Embassy, to see the opening of "Hallelujah," run simultaneously.
Both houses were jammed. And the crowds
both theatres were caught in excitement of
the picture as it unfolded itself with dramatic dignity, then became mad and frenzied as
it approached its climax.
"Hallelujah" is a real picture, one of which
at

the industry can well be proud.

The Allied Franchise
exhibitors who gathered
THE
week appeared to
Astor

at the Hotel
be enthusiasfranchise.
tic about the possibilities of the
There were two lifesavers on the wall over
One was emblazoned
the speakers' table.
Franchise," the other "Tiffany-Stahl
last

"RKO

Franchise."
These franchises may actually
to be lifesavers for the small exhibitor.

prove

Ralph Graves and Lila Lee

Jack Holt and Lila Lee

It will all depend, however, on whether or
not Tiffany-Stahl and Radio pictures are box
You can have all the franoffice attractions.
chises in the world and they won't help you
much if people don't come to see your show.
Radio, with "Street Girl," has already given
an indication of what good stuff it is capable of producing.
have yet to hear from

We

We

Tiffany-Stahl. Their program is enticing.
think they're out for business.
If they are
they'll live up to what they've promised for
this season.
They've certainly got the material.
"Journey's End" is just one instance.

Franchises are not new in the motion picFirst National tried the same
ture business.
thing about 12 years ago. But today it looks
as if, with exhibitor organization and consequent cooperation, the thing could be put over
with profit for everyone concerned.
But the franchise is becoming
has theatres.
As a matter of fact,
vital to Tiffany-Stahl.
it is the one logical move for a small independent organization which has no theatres
More power to it.
of its own.

RKO

—PETER YISCHER.

1929

Columbia's Non-Stop "Flight"

the industry for many months to come.
"Hallelujah" is a dramatic, exciting film, that
deserves a high place indeed in the list of
motion pictures worthy of attention.

It

31,

A

spectacular crash

—
August

31,
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Allied Franchise Fairest Ever
Drawn, Myers Tells Exhibitors
Allied Franchise Is
Boosted at Chicago
Exhibitors' Meeting
Plan

Explained by Steffes and
Rickey, Haivkins of R C A
and Hanson of T S
By ERNEST A. ROVELSTAD

Demanding

that politics be waived and
that the exhibitors tor the moment "forget
everything about Allied States, Al Steffes,

Pete YVoodhull or anybody else," Jack Miller, president of the Exhibitors' Association
of Chicago, gave the Allied franchise with
Tiffany- Stahl and R
a rousing sendoff
at the opening of a meeting at the Stevens
hotel Tuesday afternoon, August 27, at
which the details of the new franchise were
explained to 100 theatre men.
"I have heard this plan discussed and
have felt that it is the best ever offered for
the small exhibitor," Miller said in introducing as the first speaker Col. E. P. Hawkins, sales promotion manager of
Photophone. The franchise plan was explained by W. A. Steffes and H. M. Richey
of Allied and Oscar Hanson, general salesmanager of Tiffany-Stahl.
Outstanding developments of the meeting
were these:

KO

RCA

Col.

Hawkins announced

that

Pho-

tophone will have a complete network
of service stations in operation Monday,

A

September 2,
committee of

in the
five

key

cities.

exhibitors, to

rate the theatres of the Illinois territory and determine a fair film rental
for each under the franchise provisions, was named by Miller as fol-

lows:

Eddie Silverman of the Coston
cuit,

Ludwig

cirSiegel, secretary of the

exhibitors' organization, Fred Guilford and Aaron Saperstein, all of Chicago, and Ben Bervie of Rochelle, 111.
"If we
situation

can eliminate the protection
we'll
do it," said Herb
Washburn, Chicago manager for Radio Pictures, "but we must have your
help."

"This organization

is

not a part of Al-

lied,"
Miller said at the outset.
In fact,
there was practically no mention of the
Allied organization as such throughout the
meeting.
"But," said Miller, "if you get

only one-half of what is promised by the
producers under this franchise it will pay
you as insurance for two years from now."

Pledges Co-operation

Hawkins told the exhibitors that
['when we bring out third dimension (in
11932 we may roadshow with third dimension) we will do it with the approbation
|of the exhibitors and if it does not meet
jwith the approval of the small and medium-

i

Col.

theatres we will not bring it out.
Likewise, when we bring out television we
gill do so only as a boost to the theatres.
jWe're in the motion picture business and
iwe're not going to do anything to hurt our
patrons. When we entered the sound field
the market left for us was the small exhibitors and they were our only potential
narket.
Therefore we will protect them."
Col. Hawkins, after explaining the cost
md terms of the new $2,993 Photophone
nodel G, said the
and
fran-

pized

TS

RKO

(Continued on page 40)

21 Meetings Are Arranged to
Explain Plan to Theatre Men

—

Jack Miller at Chicago Session Attended by Steffes
Marcus and Hanson Address 200 in East
By PETER VISCHER

—

NEW

YORK, Aug. 27. Two hundred exhibitors from New York, Xew
Jersey and Connecticut gathered on the eighth floor of the Hotel Astor last
week to learn what they could about the Tiffany-Stahl and
franchises.

RKO

Abram

Myers, president of the Allied States Association, told them that
the contract was the fairest ever offered an exhibitor in motion picture history.
Other speakers were general sales manager Oscar Hanson of Tiffany-Stahl,
Lee Marcus, vice president of RKO, Elmer Bucher, executive vice president of
Photophone, and James J. Walker, Mayor of the City of Xew York.
F.

RCA

Oscar Hanson said regarding the franchise.
"Nothing can resist 5,000 exhibitors. We have
to satisfy them and satisfy Myers and Steffes.
It's up to you men to have the guts to stick
behind us and achieve real independence.

picture and a wide screen will be standard in
the theatre of the near future," he said, "and
you exhibitors, standing by Photophone, will
Beprotect yourselves against these things.
cause it is certain that if we are supplying

we made rotten pictures. If we
Radio is
don't do better this year I'll quit.
making good pictures. They're offering you
And we're not going to
a good proposition.
We're going to give
let them show us up.

you with equipment we will not push something that will hurt you and, consequently, us
at the same time."
Photophone engineers are perfecting tele-

Last year

you a darned high average."

Will Attend 21 Meetings
left the next day to sell exhibitors

Photophone, at the time being, has an
vision.
interest in the Spoor-Berggren three-dimensional wide film.

Hanson

on the franchise.
"This is a business proposition," he said.
"I'm not out to save the exhibitor.
I'm out
to make money. If the exhibitor makes money
there's more in it for me. If he doesn't make
money, Tiffany-Stahl is out of luck." Sales
Manager Hanson will attend 21 meetings. He
arrived in Chicago yesterday, is interviewing
exhibitors today. He will go to all key centers.
His route includes Des Moines, Omaha.
Denver, Salt Lake City, Kansas City, St. Louis
His purpose is to familiarize
and Dallas.
local exhibitors with the proposition so that
they can spread the gospel. With him are Al

and Judge Emmet Thurmon, Rock\
Mountain
P T O president.
Lee Marcus told exhibitors how Radio
pictures would help them with the franchise.
He said that Radio would plug the music from
Steffes

M

pictures over National Broadcasting
"thirty-five bands on a national hookup for
Radio Pictures also weekly Radio hour from
September to May" and by phonograph recRadio artists were to become Victor
ords.
artists and popularize theme songs, thus helping the exhibitors also Radio. Product was
Radio would give frantaken for granted.
chise holders publicity service given their own
theatres. The future was bright for franchise
all

Walker Draws Laughs
Mayor Walker

exhibitors some years ago when he left the
industry, his banner in the dust. The mayor
He was well
could now afford to chortle.
received and brought many laughs.

"In six months we shall have a national organization of theatre owners," Myers, last
speaker, told the assembled exhibitors. "This
will comprise every local group of any imporOur exhibitor
tance throughout the country.
movement has been misunderstood. It comes

down to this you cannot have stability if one
side of an industry is organized and the other
is not.
And not till exhibitors have a chance
to assert themselves through leaders of their
own choosing will this essential stability be
:

achieved."

Assails Contract, Arbitration

its

;

—

—

men.
112

New York

Theatres Closed

One hundred and twelve of the 500 motion
picture theatres in New York City are now
closed because of the past disastrous season.
"Radio is great because it built a radio which
the average man could buy. It is going to do
the same thing with equipment for the small
exhibitor."
"One hundred and eighty-eight engineers
and $20,000,000 worth of laboratories are behind the effort to give the small exhibitor first
equipment," Elmer
class reasonably priced
Bucher said. "We've placed our orders and
our only risk is that you people will leave us
high and dry.
"I predict that color, a three-dimensional

chaffed everyone present and

flippantly referred to his connection with the

assailed the lack of mutuality in the
standard exhibition contract and the unfairness
He pledged
of present arbitration methods.
himself to work for the franchise, which he
regards as God's gift to the poor and needy
theatre owner. He will try to sell the idea of
the franchise to every exhibitor group in the

Myers

country.

"The production and delivery of equipment
most difficult problem," he said.
"The scheme is still being worked out. In a
week or so we expect a proposal which we
will be the

can endorse as the best bargain obtainable.

And my best advice to exhibitors
strong your local organizations'."
It

was learned today

that

is,

'Build

RCA Photophone

will promise delivery by October and guarantee it by the first of the year. The equipment,
as this paper stated last week, will cost $2,995,

10 per cent payable with application for a
franchise, 15 per cent payable on installation
and the rest to be accounted for on a deferred
payment plan extending over a period of years.
Servicing charges will be $15 a week for the
first

two years and $12 a week every year

thereafter.

:
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August

At

New

York
Theatres

the

NEW FILMS

MOTION PICTURE FINANCE

PARAMOUNT — "The Sophomore," Pathe all-talker
with Eddie (Juillan, Sally O'Neil and Jeanette Lorf
STRAND— "The Gamblers," Warner all-talker with
Wilson,

Warner and George

LITTLE CARNEG1 E — "College
Lois

NEW YORK,

—

July 30.

ROXY— "The Cock-Eyed World," Fox
opened August
WARNERS— "Say
With Songs,"
talker, opened August 6.
ASTOR— "Hollywood Revue," M G M
it

opened August

speculative

NEW

YORK,

UFA

AVENUE— "The

First time p.

Audiens

—

Educational
Aug. 27.
corporation and United Artists have
leased property at 1109-11 First Ave. N. for
one-story, fire-proof building to be constructed
immediatelv.

— Tennessee

Buy

have

lions that

.Tanning!

MGM

all talkei

United Artists

to Influence

have seen

silent pictures every

to look like their screen heroes
heroines. Will they try now to
them? It is not possible to exaggerate
effect that talking pictures will have upon

SOUND

purchased

speech of the nation."

SECURITIES PRICE RANGE
Week Ending August 24
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Sales

American Seating

_

1,800

Brunswick-Balke-Collender
Consolidated Film
Do. pfd

Eastman Kodak
Do.

_

pfd

Fox Film "A"
Keith Albee Orpheum
Do. pfd
Loew's, Inc
Do. pfd. xw
Do. pfd. ww
Metro-Ck>ldwyn-Mayer. pfd
Motion Picture Capital

Paramount
Pathe Exchange
Do.

Radio
Do.
Do.

"A"

-

Corporation
pfd.
pfd.

"A"
"B"

3,600
10,000
2,000
44,100
50
106,600

200
200
23.800
200
300
200
7,000
176,100
64,800
10.600
1,045,400

500
7,600

High
35
38

24%
25%
218%
125%
100%
38
120

Low
cr 1

36%
23%

Close
ii-/

36%
23%

Radio Keith Orpheum
Hubert Theatres

Stanley Company
Universal Pie. 1st pfd
Warner Brothers "A"
Do pfd

126%

125%

gglj

37%
120

38
120

59%
88%

Acoustic

98

98
25

Con.

10%
21%
96

54%
77%

8%

9%

18%
84%
53%
75%

18%
94%
53%
76%

40

72

64%
56%

Katz

44
40
70

60%
53

evt.

p

50
500

79
20

18%

900

23%

21

NEW YORK CURB

96
25
46
70

72%

&

Marks Brothers
Morgan Litho

59%
88%

47

-

36%

47%

CHICAGO STOCK MARKET
Balaban

62%
88%
25
53
74

70.700
4,700
300
50
252,900
800

.

?17 3t

Prod
Columbia Pictures
Theat

Eastman Kodak rts
Fox Theatres "A"
General Thea. Equipment
International Projector
National Screen
National Theatre Supply

Trans-Lux
Universal

Pictures

al

p.

endeavor

"Pedestal," an original screen story by Max Marcin
and Lewis Milestone. It will be brought to the screen
with an all star cast which will be announced later.

Enterprises corporation was named defendant
in Chancery Court here a few days ago in a

Laugh."

<

"Pedestal"

Artists

talker

"What will talking pictures do for us
Everybody knows what silent pictures ha\
done for human faces and clothing. Aral
of the desert go to the movies and buy Ame
ican ready-made clothes. Young women fro
12 years up imitate Miss Pickford's curls
Miss Garbo's X-ray gazing.
"Will talking pictures develop good voic
and cause adaptation of correct speech ? M

Film Building

United Artists
NEW YORK. — United

talker

In a recent editorial appearing in the Ch
cago Herald-Examiner, Brisbane gave a fe
of his views on the influence which audicr
The editorial is r
will have on the public.
follows

Film

Company

all

Our Speech: Brisbam

(Special to the Herald-World)

(Special to the Heraid ; World)

Last

revival.

I

Aug. 27.— The Keith-Albee-

MINNEAPOLIS,

all

16.

CAPITOL— "Broadway Melody,"
First time p. p.
R ALTO — "Bulldog Drunimond,"

corporation, which is controlled by
Radio-Keith-Orphcum, and subsidiaries report
a net loss of $446,274 for the six months ending Tune 30.

New

National

First

Second week.

FIFTH

Orpheum

Plan

Life,"
15.

Dance of Life," Paramount

al

—

(Special to the Herald-World)

well known stocks, Paramount, even at its
highest price of the year to date, sold at less
than 11 times estimated 1929 profits. At the
present rate of gain the company's earnings
will be between 75 per cent and 100 per cent
larger than those of 1928.
The week's active buying of Radio is regarded as another essentially speculative
maneuver, perhaps largely at the expense of
the shorts.
Second half-year earnings will,
as usual, run far ahead of profits for the
first six months, but can hardly exceed $3 a
share.

27.

opened August

K AO in Six Months

By

all

talker

all

"Broadway," Universal all talker, p. p
COLONY—
STRAND — "Broadway Babies," First National
talker, first time p.p.
EMBASSY — "Hallelujah," MGM all-talker, openo
August 20.
CAMEO — "Wrath of the Seas," silent British picturt
HIPPcmR^ME— "Half Marriage," Radio all-talker

$446,274 Loss Shown

of various favorable earnings statements, particularly in the case of Fox.
As
an example of the degree to which leading
amusement shares have lagged behind other

Aug.

RIVOLI— "The

talker.

lication

CHATTANOOGA,

Stock

Aug. 27. Common stock of Famous Players Canadian Corporation is mounting still higher on the Canadian exchanges on
the strength of continued heavy increases in
earnings during the summer months due to
synchronized films. In a few weeks the traded
securities have jumped from 51 to 74 and the
end is not vet in sight.

Despite recent profit taking, their improved
market performance earlier in the week is
striking enough to suggest a major acceleration of both investment and speculative interest.
Fox Film has enjoyed the strongest
buying of many months, while Paramount and
Warner Brothers have attained new high
prices for the year.
This is partly due, of course, to recent pub-

Sues Theatre

opened August

(Special to the Herald-World)

OTTAWA,

Talker,

Warner

14.

CENTRAL— "Fast

Advances 23 Points

earnings.

All

3.

theatre.

instinctive scepticism of. any comparatively
new industry, most of these stocks long have
commanded only modest prices in relation to

Jr.,

HELD OVER AND REVIVED

by the Reliance Investment Company,
alleging $9,702.95 due for w-ork on the State

P F L Canadian

Collier,

GAIETY— "The Black Watch," Fox, all talker,
opened May 22.
CRITERION — "The Four Feathers," Paramount,
opened June 12.
GLOBE — "Street Girl," Radio all talker, opened

suit filed

excess as exists in Wall Street.
Whether due to lack of investment knowledge
concerning them or to the financial district's

Fawcett
Coquette." Columhi.,

William

Taylor,

Diggers of Broadway."
Warner all-talking musical picture from Avery
Hopwood's play.
Featured are: Nancy Welforcl,
Conway Tearle, Ann Pennington, William Bakewelli
Lilyan Tashman, Albert Grah and Helen Foster.

August
Motion picture and amusement shares have
occupied a conspicuous place during the last week's revival of the
remarkable bull movement which was interrupted for so brief a period
when the Federal Reserve Board unexpectedly permitted the establishment
of a 6 per cent rediscount rate by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York.
has previously been pointed out in these
columns, the motion picture stocks cannot
be regarded as having participated in such

li.

WINTER GARDEN — "Gold

LAURENCE STERN
27.

H.

with Ruth
and Jobyna Ralston.
all-talker

Film Shares Active in Revival
By

1929

31,

-.

11,600
4,600
100

5

31%
18%

4%
30%
18%

249,700

6%

4%

14.400
67.300
2.500
400
5.400
2.000
500

28%
36%
34%
26%
26%

32%
30%

10
20

°7

26

25%

9%
19%

d:
at
li

t
t

August

31,
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PICTORIAL SECTION

in Pictures

Doing an "Al Jolson" in derby and
is Lloyd Hamilton in a
scene from "His Baby Daze," an
Educational-Lloyd Hamilton all talking comedy which will soon be
nightshirt

A

Stories Told
by the Camera

—Ann

study in psychology and a psychologist is Helen
Ruth Mann, Universal player, who is playing in the
chorus of "Broadway." She was discovered by Dr.

Call the insurance

William M. Marston, Universal City psychologist,
and played her first role in "A Royal Pair."

in Warner Brothers' natural color
special,
"The Gold Diggers of

company

Pennington might slip and sprain a
hoof and then how she would limp

Broadway.

released.

1

"Under the spreading chestnut

—

tree,

the village smithy stands"
only this
is George Fawcett as he appears in
"Hearts in Exile," a Warner Brothers' audien starring Dolores Costello.

Charles King and his three little Kings having a
royal time at Santa Monica beach. Papa King,
musical comedy star, will long be remembered as the
star in

M G M's

"The Broadway Melody" and soon
we shall see him in "Road Show."

Phyllis

Crane displays her several

MGM

reasons for an
contract. Here
she is shown as she appears oppo-

Nugent in "Happy Days,"
talking comedy of college life.

site Elliot

an

all

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD
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August

31,

1929

A

lovely dancing costume worn by JoseDunn in Universalis all talking and
singing picture, "Melody Lane," in which
she plays the feminine lead opposite Eddie

phine

Leonard,

Andy Clyde takes a "rest" and is given the feminine
assurance that he will be called in time to do the next
scene in "Midnight Daddies," Mack Sennett's first all
talking feature length comedy special which will be released through World Wide Pictures exchanges.

Alberta Vaughn in one of those poses out of character
She is starring in Larry
lots.
while off the R K
Darmour's group of musical tabs taken from H. C.
Witwer stories and directed by Al Herman. In the
casts are Al Cooke, Lou Sargent, George Gray

O

who

is

starring.

"I'm hard to make," says Al Cooke to some of the girls appearing with him in
R K O-Darmour comedy entitled "Record Breakers." Soon we shall see
him in "As You Like It," in which he performs a beach master of ceremony,
and the girls make up the band. Alberta Vaughn will also be seen and heard
the

as she has the leading feminine role.

33

seems to have recovered from her
accident and is doing some
not steps in
G M's "Hollywood Revue," a
mammoth musical in which nearly every contract player and star on the
lot has a
i/e

..o mobile

M

MG M

part.

UFA,

the leading motion picture producing company in Germany, is now making
on a large scale and has recently introduced dialog. Here are three scenes
from "Good-bye Mascotte." Above is shown Lillian Harvey, the star, and Miss
Harvey and I go Sym. Below is a shot of a Paris studio party. This picture was
directed by Wilhelm Thiele and was originally rejected by the German censors but
pictures

later

reviewed and passed.

Leatrice Joy

from

and Sidney Blackmer

in

a

"A Most Immoral

scene

Lady," a First-National
audien. Others appearing in the cast are Montagu Love and Walter Pidgeon. This is Miss
Joy's

first

role in talking pictures.

.

So He Took th(
It's

Worth

It

to

Find Out That Th(

Censorship, Motion Picture Critic of
That Represents $7,000 for Talking
Arts Study of Foreign Nation's Prod
quate Library.

T

the close of an exhaustive t
ant victory over innumerab
A. public servants, I report fail
why this great municipality sho
dozen lamp posts) for the installs
inspection chamber of the Boardf
now take up cudgels and gallop t<
tlemen who see but do not hear q
/*

\

/

L

To

horse:

Brandishing Cudgel No. 1, in the left hi
opposes this ap]
I ask each Alderman who
priation to spend one working-day (not)
own, but a Civil Service censor's) with
eye trained upon a printed page of dialc
whilst the other misses nary a heave of R
And to R
Chatterton's eloquent bosom.
nounce, then, upon the degree of moral t
can be gu
pitude exhibition of Madame
anteed to induce in (a) a minor, (b)

X

and (c) both.
Cudgel No. 2, in the right hand: Do y
or do you not, believe that half a Cen
Board is better than none?
Where were you, and yj
Both Cudgels
were you doing, on the night of August 7
adult,

:

11:45?
*

*

*

been acxujn...
^
brary can be had at :jbO,Ut/U, current wor.£
might be obtained gratis through some sort of
trade arrangement with Mae Tinee and Fanny
Butcher, and Mme. Couthoui will reserve
blocks of seats for all stage premieres at a
slight advance over box-office prices.
The
.

Then listen:
The job of censoring talking-pictures is a
The censor qualified to pre-dedifficult one.
termine the effect of a given filmplay upon
three million potential observers must have his
No ridiculous $7,000 econwits about him.
omy can outweigh in your irreproachable
scale the importance of knowing that the
moral fibre of your constituency, the backbone
of your ballot box, is in safe custody of censors intellectually superior to their flock and
physically unhampered in exercise of that intellect.

Shame upon

you.

To

save a trifling $7,000

what a cost. To maim the guard in this
decade of decadence, to scuttle the dikes at

at

flood-tide of Freud and free living, to
subject our spotless citizenry reared in innocence of wordly evil to the devastating blasts
of Eugene O'Neill, Willard Mack and Sir
Tames Barrie that must be foully degrading
this

iincensored New York, Little
Rivers, Wis.
* * *

Rock and Three

no time for piffling parsimony.
anything, a time for an appropriation
time not
really proportionate to the cause.
only for proper equipment of the censorship
headquarters but a time, too, for proper equipment of the censors. To the end that each
and every member of this harassed body shall
be, and known to be, equal to the tremendous
I almost said impossible— task of tempering
to our meagre intelligence the shrieking symphony of sin that is a six-dollar stageplay at
seventy-five cents admission (half a buck before six o'clock)
* * *
No,

this is

It is, if

A

—

Listen

some more:

plainly impossible to properly equip a
motion-picture censor for his duties without
It

is

him through at least four years
spread over Oxford, Leipzig and the Sorbonne,
an item of possibly $20,000 per censor. Nor
can a lady or gentleman lacking a year or

financing

more

at

Vienna Conservatory be confidently

daily

papers,

in

.

of course, are inescapable,

but

last

brings us

down

to
real

the

nub of

whole matter and the
reason why
you boys ought to dash out and buy that
the

sound-reproducing apparatus without further
quibbling. For, plainly as plain, the motionpicture
censor whose intellect
has
been
polished, burnished and landscaped at this
ridiculously low figure will look at, and of
course listen to, motion-pictures intelligently.
He will see them, not as an over-worked and
erudition-conscious subaltern of the police
department, but as an aware, informed, adult
Chicagoan sees them. He will see them as
you see them, for just what they are, and of
course he will see that there is not now and
never has been the slightest reason for censoring them at all.

Go on

— buy

Two Sound
Reopen

in Springfield

(Special to the Herald-World)

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.,

Aug. 27.— Warner

Brothers have acquired the Capitol theatre
here, one of the newest of the city's theatres.
This is the first theatre in this city to be
The purchase was
acquired by Warners.
made from the Interstate Theatres corporation.

Moss Joins Fox

Circuit

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK, Aug. 27.—Richard L. Moss
of the Loew circuit will leave next week for
the West Coast where he will join the Fox
West Coast theatre in Pasadena.

sever

the

assaults
to

1;

Theatres to
Terra Haut

in

(Special to the Herald-World)

TERRE HAUTE,

Aug. 27.— Reopening

the Indiana and Liberty theatres here for tl
1929-1930 season is scheduled for Septemb
Whi
according to present indications.
1,
the
management of the Fourth Aven;
Amusement Corporation's holdings here d
clines to verify, it is reported that both w
open either the first or second week of tl

month.

The Indiana

theatre, it has been reporte
open with a motion picture program onl
vaudeville being added later in the seasc
providing a satisfactory agreement is reach(
with the musicians' union and the stage hand
The Liberty, it is said, will resume its form'
policy of sound pictures.
will

'cm the phonograph.

Warners

censorship,

which on freedom and candor threaten
come a menace."

your now properly equipped censor will be
found to have lost much of his taste for them.

Which

the

aiiouia uc 0 iven opportunity to deal wi

c.

motion-picture

Drop Blue Law Vote
(Special to the Herald-World)

PLANT

CITY, FLA., Aug. 27.— Plant Cil
on Sunday shows as previous

will not vote

scheduled,

August

28,

it

is

learned.

It

understood the operators of the theatres hei
will not attempt to show Sunday picture
because of the strong opposition recent!
developed.

James Lynch Marries
(Special to the Herald-World)

TORONTO,

Aug.

27.— The wedding

h;

place at Toronto of James Lyno
manager of the Runnymede theatre, to Mi'
Violet Walsh, of the Walsh Sisters vaudi
The honeymoon consisted of
ville team.
trip to Atlantic City.

1aken

;;
:

ugust

31,
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SOUND SURVEY
REPORTS
Additional reports from exhibitors in

HERALD-WORLD

surrey on sound
the
in the theatre will be found in the Sound
Pictures department, starting on Page 46.
You uill find, as many other exhibitor*
hate attested, much information of value
See page 46.
to you in these reports.

JO

Pettijohn and Steffes Clash
At St. Louis Exhibitor Session
Franchise Proponent Denies Fomenting Secession to Allied States
Havs Counsel Charges "Soapbox Agitation" Woodhull
Defends Arbitration Principle

—

—

[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]

—

Georgia Exhibitors
Association to Hold
Convention Sept. 8-9
(Special to the Herald-World)

Aug. 27. Following a special
neeting of the board of directors of Georgia
Motion Picture Theatre Owners and Manigers, Inc., which was held last Tuesday, it
vas announced that a convention of the assoiation will be held at Columbus, Ga., Septem>er

8 and

9.

Georgia, Florida and Alabama exhibitor
nembers of the association are to attend this
neeting at which, it is stated, a sound equipment manufacturer is to be present and exrelative to a sound picture
>lain an offer
eproducing device designed for small exhibIn
addition,
it is also announced, prop:ors.
sitions
from several producers regarding
roduct at advantageous film rentals will be
eard.

At the banquet closing the two-day session

the exhibitors against affiliating with Allied.
He said his organization had
once been with the Myers-Steffes wing but later had withdrawn and rejoined
the
P T O A as the dominant association. That was one of the argumentative addresses, but the most explosive speech was made earlier by Steffes on
the convention floor when he answered Pettijohn.

M

besides

elected

Officers

:

;

;

;

;

(Special to tke Herald-World)
27.
threatened

DALLAS, Aug.

—A

boycott

Jerseyville,

being fostered by the ministerial asso-

is

ken and from present indications the shows
continue.

develops

New Lens

Closeups and

for
Portraits

Aug.

27.— Harry

111.

;

Harry

Mo.

Festus,

Miller.

;

;

Mo.

Fisch-

Arbitrators

Named

the following memOscar Lehr
bers to the board of arbitration
and R. C. Goldman, St. Louis, and Louis
Menges, East St. Louis. Alternates Joseph
:

Mogler and Fred Wehrenberg, both of

place of the 1930 meeting was
hands of the excutive committee.
The meeting unanimously adopted a resolution denoncing the Copyright Protective Bu-

The time and

left in the

reau of the Hays Organization in forcing exhibitors to pay "fines" for the using of films
for extra runs with the consent of film exchange managers or bookers but 'without the
foresight of signing a contract for their own
that the Musicians'
L'nion of St. Louis recently rejected a pro-

Says Fruit Peddler

cast
in
"The Saturday Xight Kid."
schbeck claims that he is now working
ward the perfection of his new lens where
will permit depth photography and medium
d long distances.

ST. LOUIS, Aug. 27.— One of the
amusing sidelights of the
convention was the explanation of Joe Hewitt of Robinson, HI., of how he managed to get

Got Him

to

Town

(Special to the Herald-World)

very

MPTO

to the gathering.

Opens
Miles Reproducer Suit
(Special to the Herald-World)

SEW YORK.

Aug. 27.— The Dynamic Unit

•npany,

subsidiary of the Racon Electric
'Tipany, has brought suit against the Miles
producer company in the L". S. district court

1

1

the Southern district, on charge of inngement of patent Xo. 1.711.514," covering
dynamic horn unit, according to an anincetnent from Racon.

the closing session

at

that

Steffes

Denies Secession Plea

Steffes

know Charlie Pettijohn is the
only one who received a penny for coming to
this meeting." Steffes said He also denounced
a St. Louis newspaper article that Allied States
"So far

State Senator Joseph Mogler of St.
Louis, who owns three houses in St.
Louis, scoring the Hays organiza-

had said
"Why, you are all broke; I can't
understand how any of you from out
of town got here for this meeting."
Hewitt arose and said that "Mrs.
Hewitt and myself came in with an
Italian fruit dealer and we expect to
go back with a 61m salesman."
tion,

:

as

I

would invite the exhibitors to
hull organization.

On Monday,

Steffes

jump

had stated

the

Wood-

that his sole

in attending the session was to invite
the exhibitors to consider the five-year franchand
ise proposition being offered by

RKO

Tiffany- Stahl. He added that a committee of
five local exhibitors to be named by W'ehrenberg would act on adjustment of prices.

MPTO

A had acSteffes agreed that the
complished some wonderful things for independent exhibitors but that it hadn't gone far
enough. He said he was interested alone in
the exhibitors.
"I wouldn't care if Adolph Zukor or WilFox had to quit tomorrow," he continued.
"Perhaps if they did we would get someone
in the business with a drop of blood in their
veins with a bit of human kindness in it."

liam

—

Denounces Hays Organization

protection.

contract cameraman at the Paramount
udios has developed a new lens for closeups
d portraits and according to reports this
w lens gives a third dimension effect.
As a tryout, this new lens is being used for
the closeups of Clara Bow and her support-

'aeon Subsidiary

St.

Louis.

ck,

?

was

purpose

Wehrenberg appointed

Wehrenberg revealed

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

It

took Pettipohn to task.

Members

Bob
Menges, East St. Louis, 111.
T. E. Yemm,
Cluster, Johnston City, 111.
Duquoin, 111., and I. W. Rodgers, Popular
Bluff,

ation and several well known churchmen,
p to the present time no legal action has been

use.

:

week when 400 attended a mass meeting
nd drew up a petition for the closing of the
ouse on Sunday.
The theatre gives free tickets to patrons atmding either Wednesday or Thursday perrmances, and no admission is charged on
itunday and no collection of any kind is taken,
he show had practically a full house at its
rst Sunday show.
The fight against Sunday
ist

111.

Louis Stahl, H. M. E. Pasmezoglu, W. O.
Reeves and Thomas Tames, all of St. Louis
111.;
S. E. Pirtle,
J. C. Hewitt, Robinson.
Louis

R&R

4

posal by the exhibitors that during the coming season the minimum orchestra clause be
wiped out and each theatre permitted to hire
only such musicians as they can afford to

of executive
Jacksonville,
committee
Joseph Mogler, Charles Goldman,

as failed to impress the officials of the
Enterprises that they should close the Dixie
leatre at Waxahachie.
The trouble started

ill

Wehrenberg are

Vice presidents S. E. Pirtle, Jersewille, 111.
I. W. Rodgers, Popular Bluff, Mo.
J. F. Rees,
Wellsville, Mo.
J. C. Hewitt, Robinson, 111.
secretary,
and T. E. Yemm, Duquoin, 111.
Louis C. Hehl, St. Louis treasurer, Oscar C.
Lehr, St. Louis sergeant-at-arms, G. M. Lut;

Threatened Boycott
Fails to Stop Shows

of 200 exhibitors at the Hotel

Jefferson, President Biechele of the Kansas-Missouri organization cautioned

trell,

lows

MPTO

of Allied States.

—

ATLANTA,

ST. LOUIS, August 27. The small town exhibitor came into his own.
morally at least, at the eighth annual convention of the
of Eastern
Missouri and Southern Illinois, at which Fred Wehrenberg of St. Louis was
re-elected president and fireworks were touched off in verbal sallies participated in by R. F. Woodhull. C. C. Pettijohn, Al Steffes, R. R. Biechele and
Judge Emmett Thurman of Denver, attorney for the Rocky Mountain section

He

denounced the Hays organization as be-

ing responsible for all the evils of the business, thus styling the uniform contract and
the sound picture chaos. He advised the exhibitors to reject arbitration as now practiced.
Woodhull defended the principal of arbitration and warned that its complete rejection
and resort to the courts would probably bring
on governmental control of the business.

W

ehrenberg voiced the objections of the organization to use of duplicate records for
sound reproduction and advised exhibitors to
insist

on

original records.

Steffes on Monday caused some mirth when
he stated they didn't want "smart" exhibitors
to sign for the franchise.

Pettijohn Criticizes "Saviors"
Pettijohn very frankly admitted that he is
being paid for his services to his clients. Later
he gave the local newspaper headliners something with which to kick up their stories of
the convention by expressing his opposition to
the personal appearance of stars and star-ettes
by saying they were "too dumb." There was
not a voice raised in protest against what
(Continued on page 38)

:

I

;;
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WHEN CHICAGO BADE

A.

J.

BALABAN GODSPEED AT BANQUET AT STEVENS HOTEL, AUGUST

Thousands Qive Balaban Sendoff
At International Banquet
Sir

Estelle Taylor

Luncheon Hostess
Not knowing our social convenwe might, or should,
we do not know whether we should

tions as well as

Harry Lauder, and Thomas Meiglian
to

Chicago Pioneer,

WE

Now

as Toastmaster, Join in Tribute
Supervising All Publix Stage Productions

say that
a tea.

might in this little story proceed to acclaim, in the best words of
Webster, A. J. Balaban, one of the pioneers in motion picture exhibition and presentation in Chicago.
It would be fruitless, however, to
attempt to do so for there is fresh in our memory the words of such personages as Sir Harry Lauder, Thomas Meighan, Jack Dempsey, Charles Winninger, William D.
Saltiel,
representing the mayor
Judge Harry Fisher,
Louis Mann and Robert Sweitzer, clerk of Cook county.

The

of which is introductory to the farewell banquet tendered "A. J." by the
citizens' committee of Chicago on the eve of
his departure for New York to take charge
of all stage production for Publix.

An

International Affair

The banquet and

reception was held at the
Stevens hotel in Chicago, Thursday, August
22.
It was an affair of international representation, and brought to the grand ballroom of
the caravansary between 1,000 and 1,500 guests
to pay homage to the departing fellow citizen.
To Aaron Jones goes the credit for the success of this event. Working with the citizens'
Committee he made it a success of successes.

Persons prominent in civic affairs, in pictures and in the theatre were in attendance,
with Sir Harry Lauder, who had come into
Chicago especially for the event, lending an
international aspect.

This was an occasion of which any man,
should it occur in his honor, might well be
proud.
cidedly

And

the

guest

of

honor was

— de-

so.

Thomas Meighan Toastmaster
One man who, through associations and

—

luncheon tendered Estelle Taylor by
Radio -Keith-Orpheum at the Medinah
Athletic Club August 23.
Miss Taylor is a charming personality.
This and her histrionic ability
should carry her to success in the
vaudeville tour which she is now

;

contemplating.

;

The screen star has gone East to
rehearse the sketch which Willard
Mack has written.

;

;

;

;

Rumors Woodhull to
Resign Presidency of

MPTOA: Needs Rest
(Special to the Herald-World)

Freedman Quits Qualitone
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug. 27.—Samuel

Freedman, president of the Qualitone Corporation,
has resigned to devote his entire time to the
production
end of the picture business.
Within a week Freedman will announce his

NEW

YORK,

Aug. 27.— R. F. (Pete)
Woodhull, president of the
may
resign it was learned today. Woodhull, who
was not in town but

MPTOA,

was confined

home

in

his

to

Dover, N.

J.,

with a severe cold,
refused to comment
on the possibility. He
would not state his

can bring to the banquet table
1,000 persons from every walk of
life, should view the future with a feeling of
exaltation.
An event such as this should be
a harbinger of future success.

future affiliations.

Censorship Finds

by his post, nor

Following the dinner came the speeches,
with Thomas Meighan as a very excellent
toastmaster. There is from the speeches one
joke that remains with us. It was the one told
by Louis Mann, the actor. Perhaps it is old,
we do not know, but its connection with Mr.

No Favor

would he admit that
he was about to leave

personality,

more than

Mann's

talk

made

it

best oratorical style,

memory proof.
Mr. Mann said

In his

"Speeches should be like a Ziegfeld chorus:
Short enough to be interesting, but long
enough to cover the subject."
But Mr. Mann, forgetting his simile, did a
three-act play in one.
The variety of talent

was

real

evidence of

a luncheon or

whit from a most enjoyable afternoon as one of those attending a

—

"draw" speaking theatrically of the
guest of honor.
Bert Wheeler as master of ceremonies;
the Three Ritz Brothers
Ted Fio-Rito and
his band, the best ever Bert Wheeler, a (and
we don't swear) good master of ceremonies
Sophie Tucker, always good, 18-day diet or
not, and with Friend Amy always there
Chilton and Thomas, two of the cleverest dancers we have ever seen, but who, in
this case, didn't get a chance
Ed and Morton
Beck, clever in repartee and song; the Darling
Twins, a good sister act
Satler and Rose,
eccentric dancers that I'll wear out my hands
on Block and Sully Hal Baklay and his
band from the Regal theatre.
All in all a good show.
the

we attended

little matter of social convenhowever, does not detract one

tions,

;

ALL

22.

intention

was one particularly imstatement by William D.
Saltiel, representing William Hale
Thompson, mayor of Chicago, at the
banquet tendered A. J. Balaban, and
that was that censorship and blue
laws are not welcomed in Chicago.
Though spoken by the mayor's
representative, it is only natural to
suppose that Mr. Saltiel spoke the
sentiments of the mayor.
There

pressive

of

sticking

it.

Woodhull has
been
the

identified

MPTOA.

long-

with

What may have
prompted

his resigna-

R. F.

Woodhull

comes, is
not known here among leaders in the industry; though it has been suggested that his
affairs,
exhibitors'
strenuous
activities
in
during the past year, may have caused him
to seek a rest.
tion,

if

it

:

!

August

31,
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Houses Made First-Run
By Wiring Others, Lead in Net
Patron Thinks Certain Theatre's Pictures Are Better—Manager
Silent

Technicolor Cameras
In

37

F N Armored Cars
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug. 27.—Precauwhich are nearly equal to those
used by banks in transferring gold
reserves are now employed in Hollywood when Technicolor cameras are
sent from studio to studio to be used
in making pictures. Steel-plated cars,
fire-proof and theft-proof, are
brought into service. For there are
only 11 of these cameras on the
Pacific Coast, and the demand for
them is far ahead of the supply.
Most of them are used both day and
tions

Knows They're Same Kind with Same

Now

[By Special Correspondent

BOSTON,

Players,

But

They're Showing Here First Time

—Are

Herald-World]

of the

theatres showing silent pictures rapidly becoming first-run theatres through force of circumstances in the larger cities of the
country? From an investigation in three New England cities in which there

Aug.

27.

where for several weeks four color
cameras worked all day on "Sally,"
starring Marilyn Miller, and then all
night on "Paris," starring Irene

are several theatres showing sound pictures and only one theatre in each city
showing silent pictures, the answer is emphatically "Yes."
These former second-run theatres are still, officially, second run theatres.
They pay the second-run rates for their films and they keep their price tops
Circumstances alone have made them.
at the same second-run rate as ever.

Bordoni.

in reality, first-run theatres.

night, as at the First National studio,

While the
from silent

June Clyde Plays Lead
Musical Film

InRKO

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK, Aug. 27.—June Clyde will
play the feminine lead in "Tanned Legs," an
RKO musical comedy. Opposite Miss Clyde
Arthur Lake and the supporting cast is
headed by Dorothy Reivier, Sally Blane, Ann
Pennington, Albert Gran, Edmund Burns,
Allen Kearns, Lincoln Stedman and Lloyd
Hamilton.
June played her first bit in "Side Street,"
.vhere she did a little dance and song numFormerly she was with Fanchon and
ber.

is

Vlarco as a dancer.

on Coast
To Start Richmond Film

Irving Berlin

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

27.— Irving Berlin
las returned to Hollywood from Europe and
vill start this week on the first Harry Richnond picture, "The Song of Broadway."
The story of "The Song of Broadway" is
Aug.

ased on an original written by Berlin, who
also composed eight new songs for the
ilm.
Tay Garnett will direct the picture and
oan Bennett will play the feminine lead oppo-

las

ite

Berlin.

Ufa Holds Convention
(Special to the Herald-World)

transition in the film industry
to sound films continues, while
continue
producers'
to turn out silent versions
and many turn out only silent versions of some
productions, the lone second-run silent theatre
in every community boasting several theatres
will continue to reap the harvest which these
three New England theatres are reaping.
Probably what is taking place in these New
England cities is taking place in hundreds of
Probother similarly situated communities.
ably the same thing which puzzled the managers of these theatres until solved by one
of them, is puzzling the managers of many
similarly situated theatres everywhere.
Leave One Theatre Silent
It so happened that business in a certain
theatre owned by a chain which controlled the
theatres of that city had not been paying any
too well. When orders were placed for sound
equipment it was decided to omit installation
in this one theatre.
Within a short time this
was the only theatre in the city without sound
equipment.
And while the chain was using big displays
in the newspapers setting forth the sound pictures in all of its other theatres, it was cutting
down space on the lone silent theatre. The
lone silent theatre, in the eyes of the directors,
was a sort of "Ugly Duckling."
Then this silent theatre suddenly began to
show a real profit. And as weeks passed the
net profits continued to increase. Here was a
theatre, almost neglected by the directors and
used as a place to show pictures which failed
to measure up in the other theatres in the
chain, suddenly showing a larger profit than
the pet house of the circuit, and showing it
without any apparent reason.

BERLIN, Aug. 27.— (By Mail.)—Ufa has
held their annual convention in Berlin,
hich was devoted to the discussion of the
jund situation.
As a part of the program
le delegates were taken to the Ufa studios
Neubabelsburg and witnessed the recording
E
several scenes and a few Ufatone short
jbjects were screened.

Jst

:

Armida,

New

WB

Find

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK, Aug. 27.— Armida is the
ime of a new screen player, discovered by
'arner Brothers.
She hails from Sonora,
exico, and recently has been doing a dance
etch in Gus Edwards' vaudeville revue. She
ill
make her first appearance in pictures in
ieneral Crack" and have a part in "Under a
:xas

Moon."

Norma
NEW YORK

Terris

Wed

Aug. 27.— Norma Terris, Fox
was married last week to Dr. Jerome
agner of New York.
The wedding took
ice in Hollywood and was performed by
dge Hugh J. Crawford of the Superior
irt.

prefer the silent pictures.
!"
They'll soon get educated to the sound film
This was the opinion expressed at one of the
directors' meetings.
To a limited extent, that was true. Many
had expressed a preference for silent pictures.
The managers and the directors had "no idea
there were so many who preferred the silent
people

screen."

in

on several occasions.

"It's funny," he
offended at what

You

"you

said,
I

have

to

will
say,

not
will

feel

you?

when your

prices are very low and
other theatres' prices are higher, one sort of
goes to the theatre which he thinks he can
afford.
never used to come here because
we went to the other theatres where our
friends were to be found.
When we looked
over the theatre advertisements, the pictures
see,

We

here had already been seen by us at some other
theatre.

Better Silent Shows
"Well, one night a certain picture we had
heard a lot about and were waiting to see,
showed up first at jour theatre.
Quite
naturally we came here to see it.
didn't
want to come alone, so we made up a party of
our own and came.
Well, what happened
that night has happened several times since
then. So, since you have been showing better
pictures than you used to, we've kept on
coming and a lot of our friends, too. I guess
it doesn't make much difference what price is
charged.
It's
the pictures that draw the

We

people,

now

isn't it?"

Maybe. These were the same pictures with
same artists that the same theatre had
been showing for months and months and
at the same prices.
Did the manager disillusion his patrons?
the

NOT

He
He

did
realized that what the patron had said
had, unsensed by him, become true. His theatre was officially a second-run theatre
his
pictures were being bought at second-run
prices but every silent-only version of a picture which he showed was a first-run picture.
In every sense his theatre had quietly been
;

Various investigations were made. Even the
employes were asked to give their reasons.

None

could give the explanation.
Quite by accident the manager himself dis-

;

forced up to a first-run theatre.

The Uglv Ducklin had come

"Gus" Williams Retires
On Fox Pension List
(Special to the Herald-World)

(Special to the Herald-World)

ir,

Tests Fail to Explain Profit

"Some

A

fairly prominent couple
the city recently had attended his theatre
He had never seen them
at the theatre before the enigma started.
He
knew they often attended the higher priced
theatres in the chain.
In conversation with
this couple, the manager remarked
"I notice you come here occasionally.
Do
you enjoy our pictures?"
"Yes," came the answer.
"You don't care for the talking films?"
"Oh, yes, we much prefer them," came the
answer from both.
Then there was a puzzled silence on both
sides.
The patron was the first to speak.

covered the reason.

NEW

YORK, Aug. 27.—S. G.
"Gus" Williams after 16 years with
William Fox has been pensioned off
by the Fox Film Company and is
taking a much needed rest after sevThe
enty years of strenuous life.
best wishes of the entire Fox Film
personnel go to "Gus."

into

its

own.

Equity Will Win Out Some
Day, Says "Nation" Writer
"Equity

will certainly

win some day, but

it

impossible to predict when," says an article
in the August 28 issue of The Nation, retracing the history of the attempt to force an
Equity Shop upon the motion picture industry.
"The real hope for victory depends upon the
loyalty of the more successful and distinis

guished actors."

;
;
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New

Columbia Sales Setting

Records

27.

number

season, the

— Despite

months delay of the buying
Columbia's Prosperity Group al-

ready on the books exceeds last year's business for the same period,
President Joe Brandt declared today in pointing to the outlook of the com-

pany as the best
</~*OLl*MBIA

^

that

we

is

deliver the goods.
Start Season with "Flight"

"This year

one

we have

a lineup which

we

be-

program we have
ever assembled. We are commencing the season with 'Flight,' the first all-talking air drama
to be made.
It is more sensational than 'Submarine,' and is by far the most costly pro-

lieve represents the greatest

We

duction we have ever turned out.
have
leased the George M. Cohan theatre for the
premier showing and intend to give it an extended run, beginning early in September.

"The

West Coast
at work on

Studios, under Harry
several of the new season's productions, each of which represents a
slightly different angle from anything ever
done.
Belle Baker, known as the female Al
Jolson and often referred to as the Sarah
Bernhardt of Song, is at work on a backstage
talking-singing-and-dancing
roadshow

Cohn, are

attraction.

Big Cast for "Wall Street"
" 'Wall Street,' a drama of the world's
financial center with realistic and audiencepulling qualities, has gone into production with
a cast that reads like the 'Who's Who' of film-

dom.

"From
dals'

it

'Broadway Scanobserve that we have a
a class bv itself, with some

the early shots of
is

its

chain

in the

"The very first one of the new season's
contracts was made by a Kansas City circuit,
the City Theatres, Inc. And here are some of
the contracts received in this morning's mail,
Rochester

Fay's

first-runs:

theatre,

Kansas City Theatres CirKan. Hippodrome theatre,

;

Kansas City,
Baltimore, Md.
Ritz, Clarksburg, W. Va.
Vox, Klamath Falls, Ore. Golden State, Riverside,
Cal.
Iowa, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
cuit,

;

;

;

;

Grand,

International

Minn.

Falls,

;

Capital-

Orpheum, Aberdeen, S. D.
Hudson, Richmond, Ind. Capital, Marshalltown, Iowa.
"Everywhere our salesmen are meeting the
same situation. Exhibitors are waiting to buy
the Columbia product. I feel safe in predicting the coming season will be the greatest in
the history of Columbia both from the point
of contracts and the quality and magnitude of

of the greatest
"I anticipate

names
that

in the

show

business.

be the greatest
year Columbia has ever experienced.
have
steadily and solidly been laying a foundation
upon which to build and have reached a point
where the results of our labor are commencing to show.
go into the field this season
with a 100 per cent national sales and distribution organization and this places us in a
better position than ever before to give the
exhibitor the utmost in cooperation and servthis

will

We

We

ice.

"Under the guidance of Joe Goldberg, our
general sales manager, the sales forces are
being knit together into a perfect distributing
machine that will at all times function for the
best interests of the theatres we serve.
Short Features a Sample
"Some idea of the quality of our new product may be obtained by considering our list
of short subjects.

We

are releasing the Dis-

'Silly Symphonies' next year.
The first
release of this cartoon series, 'The Skeleton
Dance,' played the Roxy and was rebooked.

ney

"Our Columbia-Victor Gems are considered
topnotch entertainment and suitable for every
theatre.
'The Parlor Pest' was unreservedly
recommended. This has been booked for a
simultaneous run at the New York and
Brooklyn Paramount theatres.
"The Fox Circuit has booked

'Talking

New York

Section, Jack Bellman in
charge.
W. G. Craig has been added to the
force at Indianapolis, C. A. Jones at

;

;

Kansas City, Floyd D. Richey at Detroit and Charles R. Thatcher at
Memphis.

our product."

"On

with the Show" Is
Opening Attraction at
Stanley-Warner State

Pettijohn and Steffes

Clash at Convention of
Exhibitors at St. Louis

(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA,
Show" will
new State

(Continued from page 35)

Aug. 27.— "On with the

be the opening attraction for the
a Stanley-Warner house,
which will open Aug. 29. The house has a
seating capacity of 3,500 and represents everything modern in theatre design.
The opening ceremonies will be of a simple
and dignified nature, -and beside the regular
screen attraction Mayor Mackey will make a
short address.
On August 30 the new Circle theatre, also
a Stanley house and located in Philadelphia,
will open.
theatre,

easy to

musical show in

Chicago, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, St.
Indianapolis ;
Middle
and
States Division, under Charles E.
Gregory, with exchanges at Kansas
City, Omaha and Des Moines; Southwestern Division, under H. T. Peebles, with offices at Dallas and Oklahoma City; Southern Division, William G. Minder, with exchanges at
Charlotte,
Memphis and
Atlanta,
New Orleans; Eastern Division, with
George S. Jeffrey, including PhilaWashington,
Pittsburgh,
delphia,
Cincinnati and Cleveland ; New England Division, Abe Montague and J.
McConville, with Albany, Buffalo,
New Haven and Boston; Greater

district.

Rochester, N. Y.

we gave

proved

Xew York

all

the industry 'Submarine;'
of the outstanding box
office sensations.
We followed it with other
meritorious pictures.
In fact, the quality of
attractions we have delivered over a period
of eight years has established an exhibitor
confidence that is extremely gratifying.

"Last year

which

Screen Snapshots' solidly over

its

Louis

in its history.

growing at a rapid pace,"
said Brandt.
"We have the confidence
of the exhibitor and that means more to us
We
than anything else in the whole world.
have always lived up to every promise we
have ever made, and theatre owners know
»

Aug. 27.— Columbia

national sales organization into eight divisions, with no
wore than six exchanges under a single division manager.
The 31 exchanges are divided as follows:
Midwest Division, under Cecil Maberry, with exchanges at Detroit,

three

a

of contracts for

YORK,

has divided

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

1929

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

Outlook Best in Company's History, Declares Brandt, Pointing Both to
Early First-Run Contracts and Expansive Production Program
Aug.

31,

Columbia Reorganizes
Sales Division System

Despite Season's Late Start
YORK,

August

Fumes

Two

in Hospital

(Special to the Herald-World)

LAFAYETTE, IND,
Bell of Crawfordsville

Aug. 27.— Herbert
and Doris Bisland of

this city are in St. Elizabeth hospital suffering

from fumes caused by a fire in the projection
booth at the Arc theatre. Bell is in a serious
condition.
He was operating the booth while
the regular man was on a vacation, when a
reel of film caught fire and the fumes reached
Miss Bisland
the lungs of the two victims.
is the daughter of the theatre manager and
was playing the organ. She noticed the peculiar odor and left.
Bell also went downstairs, but returned to remove what film was
left.
On returning he said he was not ill, but
it was
urged he enter the hospital. As he
entered the hospital building he became unconOxygen
scious and went into convulsions.
tanks were called into use immediately. Later
he recovered consciousness, but physicians say
that because of the insidious nature of the
gas it is feared he may have a relapse.
Officials of the theatre said one machine was
entirely ruined and they were unable to esti-

mate the value of

film destroyed.

to

ganization of theatre owners in each of the
32 recognized distributing centers," he said.
"In this room are several 'saviors' of your
They have traveled many miles in
business.
order to be here and save you. Before your
convention is over, they will probably ask you

pass several very funny little resolutions
intended to be as insulting as possible to my
clients, the producers and distributors of moto

tion picture.

of Film Fire

Put

He said he also was opposed
appearance of stars on the radio.
"The Motion Picture Producers and Distributors and Film Boards of Trade sincerely
want an intelligent, constructive business orPettijohn said.

The

audience left the theatre without knowledge of
what had occurred and no fumes reached the
main part of the building.

"Now, let's compare what these gentlemen
have done for you and with you, and what
you have accomplished through orderly, gentlemanly and sincere cooperation with these
same dreadful producers and distributors. It
will not take long to cover the record of
achievements through political agitation.

date

it

is

their

To

nil.

Cites Varied Theories
the Brookhart Bill, which
rentals, others the abolishment of arbitration of commercial disputes,
which has saved the industry more money,
time and grief than anything we have ever
attempted. Some more advocate the abolition
of the Standard Exhibition Contract, which

"Some advocate

would double your

would mean that each and every distributor
in American would draw its own form of
contract to

fit

its

own

sales policies.

"Block booking has been another favorite
warcry but it does not seem to be so popular
any more, especially since these same gentlemen have become advocates of five-year'
franchises."
Woodhull advised small town exhibitors to
take a very active interest in the affairs of the

community in which the}' live.
Judge Thurman attacked the uniform

con-

tract as vicious.

Led Lowry was master of ceremonies
banquet.

at the

August

31.

Morris
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Names Release

Order of Warners* 17
New Vitaphone Films
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK.

Aug. 27.— The order in which
Vitaphone productions will be released was
announced this week by Sam E. Morris, vice-

Paramount Weekly Broadcast
On Radio Starts September 21
Hour

of Entertainment

17

president of Warner Brothers. These 17 productions represent the first half of the Warner
program for the 1929-30 season.
Vitaphone productions released up to the
present time include "Honky Tonk," "The Hottentot,"

"The Argyle Case," "Say

It

With

Songs," and "In the Headlines." The releases
September are Monte Blue in "Skin Deep"
and Dolores Costello in "Hearts in Exile."
Following these, others will have their first
showings in this order: "Gold Diggers of
Broadway." "The Green Goddess." "Evidence,"
"Song of the West," "Is Everybody Happy?,"
"General Crack," "So Long Letfy," "The
Aviator," "Disraeli" and "Under a Texas
Moon." featuring an all-star cast.
for

Suicide Clears Mystery
Of Kansas City Bombing
CITY, Aug.

the Gillis theatre of

27.

—Four

years ago

Kansas City was wrecked

by an explosion, resulting in thousands of dollars' damage and the death of six persons.
The cause of the explosion remained a mystery to the police for a long time. Last Friday
2 man by the name of D. M. Carey committed
suicide by shooting himself and the "inside"
story of the blast became known.
For several years Detective Charles Frederick had suspected Carey, who had operated
a speakeasy in the basement of the theatre.
Week by week Frederick began to obtain more
evidence against Carey, who had threatened
his underworld associates with death if his
connection with the $150,000 explosion ever
was revealed. Carey collected $14,000 insurance on fixtures in his speakeasy which were
not worth $5,000. Then, just as he was about
to be summoned before a grand jury, Carey
ended the case by shooting himself through
the head.

German Paper Awards
Pathe Picture Medal
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK, Aug. 27.—The "Film-Kurier,"
one of Germany's leading trade papers, issues
three medals every year to the companies
which distribute the most successful pictures
of the year, in accordance with the opinion of
German exhibitors.
One of the medals of the current year has
been awarded to the German Emelka company,
distributors of Pathe pictures, for "The Godthe

and "Waterloo," the latter being a
European production. "The Godless Girl" has
less Girl"

established itself as a big
its release in Germany a

Stations

10

^ ill

Be

\^

Over Columbia Broadcasting System

Standard Time

to 11. Eastern

money-maker
few months

since
back.

(Special to the Herald- World)

Aug. 27.— Joseph F. Quillan.
as "Dad." made a hit with
L
he members of the A
P A when he entertained the boys at a weekly luncheon.
He

'.generally

known

M

told stories

of his experiences in the picture
:olony and offered an apology for Eddie, his
5on,

who was scheduled

to

appear but was

letained because of his engagement at
Brooklyn Paramount theatre.

the

Buys K.C. Universal House
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS CITY.

Aug. 27.—The Plaz^i
company of Kansas City has purchased
-he Universal
Film Company's .theatre in
vansas City, it was announced" by Mr. Shan'erg of the Midland circuit.
heatre

47

—New

Directors

Named

(Special to the Herald-World)

—

NEW

YORK, August 27. Paramount is going on the air in earnest, and
the Paramount-Publix Hour, a weekly feature on the Columbia Broadcasting
System's chain of 47 stations, will make its debut Saturday night, September
21, from 10 to 11 o'clock Eastern standard time, Adolph Zukor has just
announced.
Outstanding stars of the screen, stage and
The Paramount-Publix hour is the first step
radio will be presented in

the effort of
to give

Paramount-Publix organization

the
the

radio public the best of entertainment.
Artbe taken from the Paramount studios
here and on the Coast, and from the musical
features in the Publix theatres.
ists will

Following the initial hour, this ParamountPublix radio entertainment will be given regularly from the Columbia Broadcasting head-

New Directors Named
At the same time it was announced by
Paramount that the following had been elected
directors of the Columbia Broadcasting System. Inc., at a meeting of stockholders:

Class A Directors:
Ralph A.
Kohn. Sidney R. Kent. Charles E.
McCarthy, Eugene J. Zukor. Sam
William
Katz.
Class B Directors:
S. Paley. Jacob Paley. Jerome H.
Louchheim, Leon Levy, Isaac D.

arrangement."
Plans for the first Paramount-Publix hour
are being carefully worked out and some innovations in radio broadcasting are promised.
Among the talent appearing in coming Paramount pictures are such stars as Clara Bow.
in this

Nancy

Carroll,
Ruth Chatterton, Maurice
Chevalier, Dennis King, Evelyn Brent, William Powell. Richard Arlen, George Bancroft,
Charles (Buddy) Rogers, Gary' Cooper, Gertrude Lawrence, Hal Skelly, Jeanette Mac-

Donald, Charles Ruggles, Lillian Roth, Helen
Morgan, Eddie Cantor, Helen Kane, Ruddy
Valee and Kay Francis.
From the Publix Theatres such outstanding
musical talent as Jesse Crawford, the organist,
Paul Ash, David Rubinoff, Abe Lyman
and his band, Val and Ernie Stanton, Joe
Penner. Lora Hoffman, Stella Power, and
Hans Hanke. piano virtuoso, will be heard
from time to time on the Paramount-Publix
hour.

Levy.

At a directors' meeting held immediately after the stockholders'
meeting the following executive ofwere elected:
William S.
Paley, president; Ralph A. Kohn.
treasurer; Leon Levy, secretary.

English Broadcasts

Audiens Over Radio

ficers

"In embarking on another phase of enterment for the public through radio we shall
be guided by the same high quality that prevails in Paramount pictures and on the stage
"We
in our Publix theatres," said Zukor.
made a study of radio for a long time to be
sure that when we did go on the air we
would do so in a manner that would be beneficial not only to the cast radio public but
also to the thousands of motion picture theatres throughout the country.

Innovations Promised

"As a
casting

result of
field

Corporation

our research

the Paramount
recently acquired

in the

broad-

Famous Lasky
a

half-interest

Columbia Broadcasting System. Then
a definite working arrangement between the two companies to bring radio, stage
and screen together on a basis that will as-

in the

(Special to the Herald-World)

LONDON,

Aug. 27.—Recently "Teletalkie"
was demonstrated in London whereby talking
pictures were broadcasted by television and
radio.
The demonstration was claimed to be
successful and is thought to be a step closer
to the broadcasting of talking pictures directly
into the homes.

The picture was projected upon a glass
screen by the ordinary television process and
the voice was received by an ordinary home
receiver. John Logie Baird, one of the inventors of television, said that within a short time
it
would be possible to put this into home
service on a practical basis.

WB

and Fairbanks
In Plagiarism Suit

we began

sure the public of best features of amusement
in these three great forms of entertainment.

"Dad" Quillan Scores Hit
NEW YORK,

of

eekly Feature on Saturday Nights from

quarters here.

(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS

39

3 Pathe Shorts Featured
On Cameo Theatre Program
(Special to the Herald- World)

NEW YORK. Aug. 27.— The RKO
Cameo

theatre.

New

York, featured

Pathe short subjects as the talking
portion of the bill starting August
The
16. which had a silent feature.
trio

of

subjects

at

the

Cameo

headed by "Beach Babies." an allcomedy produced by Gordon
Bostock, with Evalyn Knapp and

Kempner

in the

leading roles.

Pathe Sound News and an Aesop
Sound Fable completed the array of
shorts.

NEW

YORK. Aug. 27.— Warner Brothers
and Douglas Fairbanks have been named together in the first plagiarism suit in talking
They are the defendants -against
pictures.
Johnston McCulley, who asserts that "The
Desert Song" was lifted from his novel "The
Curse of Capistran," which he sold to Fairbanks for a silent picture.
Fairbanks made the film "The Mark of
Zorro" out of this story, and McCulley asserts
that this did not permit the making of a talking picture.

WB

Signs Miss Warren
(Special to the Herald-World)

is

talking

Charles

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK, Aug. 27.— A. P. Waxman.
director of advertising and publicity for \\ arner Brothers, has appointed Miss Mary- Jane
Warren to aid in the preparations of press
books in his department. Miss Warren is well
to the industry and has been affiliated
with the Morning Telegraph, Motion Pictures
Today and other film publications.

known

:
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Chicago Exhibitors
Reject $10 Increase

Allied Franchise Is

Boosted at Chicago
Exhibitors* Meeting

Asked by Musicians
Chicago exhibitors, through their directors,
have refused to grant the musicians a $10 a
increase, as demanded in the new contract to become effective September 1.
Jack
Miller, president of the Exhibitors' Association of Chicago, said Tuesday that a counter-

week

proposal was now being drawn up and would
be presented to the musicians in a few days.
The wage increase for houses in Class 6
(none of which now employs musicians)
would be vital, Miller said, because any contract signed now would be in effect next year
and it is decidedly doubtful as to what conditions will then exist. The rates of demanded
increase are as follows:
Ten dollars a week, per man over the present scale, extra matinees an increase of $3
over the present scale of $5 for 2 /2 hours or
less; all day rehearsals, $5 for 2 consecutive
hours or less; any theatrical performance
commencing at 11 P. M., $12 for 3 hours or
less (including midnight performances)
the
working hours be made 30 per week instead
of the present 32; must receive pay at end
of fiscal week; extra man must receive $2 over
basic scale
musicians on stage an increase
from $1 to $1.50 over basic scale; doubling on
stage and in pit $3 over basic scale; $1 a day
increase over the present $3.50 per week for
costumes or dress suits.
Overtime to be
double the prorata basic scale 4 weeks' notice
instead of 2 and for houses using an orchestra
less than a full week a scale is to be decided
on by the Chicago Federation of Musicians.
Playing for film exchanges a $2 increase is
asked over the present scale of $8 for 3 hours'
work. Overtime per man per day, $1.50 instead of $1 and $1 per man for contractor.
For the vaudeville houses, Classes 7 and 8,
extra men would receive $2 a day over scale
and the 43 hours per week changed to 38J/2
hours; extra shows before 11 P. M. at the
rate of $3 for 2J^ hours or less and $3 instead of $1 for men doubling.
l

;

;

;

Louis Fight
Reaches a Climax
St.

(Special to the Herald-World)

that the present contract be continued

for another year without change, it is considered probable that practically all the St.
Louis motion picture and combination houses
will be without music in their orchestra pits

commencing September 1.
Guy M. Daily, president of

the Musicians

Union, has stated the musicians will work at
their regular places until their present contract
expires.
He admitted present indications are
that a new contract will not be signed since
the exhibitors are not anxious to retain existing orchestras with sound pictures.

Idle Musicians Paid

The

Louis Amusement Company with
about
25
neighborhood
theatres
the
is
largest employer of musicians and has been
compelled to pay for musicians at many houses
at which they are not used.
The WarnerSkouras interests control the St. Louis Amusement Company and also have the Ambassador,
Missouri and Grand Central. The musicians
have taken the stand that unless the St. Louis
Amusement Company hires musicians in accordance with the seating capacity of each
house the Ambassador, Missouri and Grand
Central can't have musicians.
Loew's State has informed the musicians
that the house will dispense with their services
after September 1.
St.

Will Reopen Minneapolis House

MINNEAPOLIS. —The

Garrick. which has been
is now being remodeled and
under the name of the Century.

closed for several years,
will

open October

1

RCA

Applauded

Steffes Is

Al Steffes was given a good hand when
he was introduced. He wasted no words
in going into his subject, and indeed it was
a Steffes presenting a business proposition
rather than the familiar stormy petrel of
earlier convention days who addressed the
exhibitors.
After predicting that "every
theatre sooner or later will have to put in
sound," and declaring that the score charge
problem has been eliminated by the new
franchise, Steffes said:
"If any other company offers you the
same terms, I think you should accept
them, but don't forget that the move we
made has already brought down the price
of film, a decrease that is startling.
You
told your leaders that you needed relief.
in turn told the New York distributor
executives that you should get relief. Now
it's
up to you to support the franchise.
And if you don't sign the franchise, you can
readily know what the other companies will
do to you next year." Steffes was to leave
Chicago Tuesday night to prepare for an
exhibitor convention in Detroit Thursday

We

and another

in

Minneapolis next Tuesday.

"Up

to You," Richey Says
H. M. Richey, who left the meeting early
in order to catch a plane to Detroit, told
the exhibitors that "you're not getting
down on your hands and knees to the distributors in this franchise; this is an orIt has given you
ganization proposition.
an opportunity to get quality films at reasonable prices. The rest is up to you."
Hanson, too, pointed out that it is strictly
a matter of business and that his company
will sell under the Standard Exhibition
Contract or under the five-year franchise,

but emphasized that

ST. LOUIS, Aug. 27.— Discord between the
St. Louis motion picture theatre owners and
the Musicians Union has reached a climax
and unless the players recede from their de-

mands

(Continued from page 29)

chises have no direct connection with the
equipment, that the new equipment
was brought out as a result of the representations of the Allied leaders, but was
not limited to them.

"if

we

sell 5,000

under

the franchise we'll "reach a large class of
exhibitors and give you a better proposiHe added:
tion than by retail selling."
"Our product has to compare favorably
with R
O's and they've got to keep up
with ours."
Siegel, during the period of questions
and answers, said: "I believe I am the
first in this territory to sign the franchise."

K

August

Paramount Launches
National Campaign
In 800 Newspapers
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW
Russell

has

Holman, advertising manager of Par-

new Broadway stars such as
Moran and Mack, Dennis King, Hal Skelly,
Helen Morgan and others who are featured in
phasis upon the

the coming season's films.

The

first

advertisements which appeared

in

the Sunday, August 25, papers stressed the
leading Paramount films such as Harold
Lloyd in "Welcome Danger," "Glorifying the

American Girl," Maurice Chevalier in "The
Love Parade," 'The Vagabond King," "The
Four Feathers," "The Dance of Life," "Why
Bring That Up?" and "The Virginian.'

DeMille Lauds Equity
Ruling Which Permits

Members Studio Work
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Aug. 27.— Cecil B. De Mille,
president of the Association of Motion Picture Producers of Hollywood, issued the following statement in regards to Frank Gillmore
notifying Equity members to accept work in
the studios

"The Actors' Equity Association of New
York came to Hollywood with demands which
meant

virtual control of the motion picture
business.
This control was predicated upon

conditions unwise, impractical and unfair. The
Equity movement did not have the approval or
sympathy of a majority of the working actors
and actresses in the motion picture studios. As
producers, we regard ourselves merely as the
medium through which the public decides
which of the actors and actresses shall be
presented for their entertainment."

Self Advertising Agent

CITY, Aug. 27.—Permanent

of independent exhibitors of
Oklahoma and discussion of the Allied franchise at a statewide meeting September 6 were
the objectives of a preliminary meeting held
here at the Huckins hotel last Friday.
elected temporary chairof Tulsa, secretary.
rating committee consisting of four members
was selected and an advertising and notificaMore than 100 have
tion committee of six.
Among
signified their intention of attending.
those at the preliminary session were Col.
H. A. Cole of Texas F. B. Pickrel and A. L.
Bogan, Ponca City W. Z. Spearman, Ed-

A

;

;

J. D. Wineland, Picher; Hiram DunCushing; John and Pete Sinopoulo of
Oklahoma City, Tom Boland and R. D. Hutchinson of Oklahoma City; John Brown, Tulsa;
John Griffin, Miami, and George Hanoites,
Okmulgee.

mund

27.— Paramount

amount.
This campaign opened August 25 with two
advertisements, practically full page each, inserted in these papers and will be followed by
another series which will appear next month.
The ad inserts link up the local theatres playing Paramount pictures and place heavy em-

(Special to the Herald-World)

organization

Momand was

Aug.

launched one of its greatest national advertising campaigns in more than 800 newspapers in
350 cities from coast to coast, according to

(Special to the Herald-World)

A. B.

YORK,

Warns Against
William Wood, Calling

Called September 6th

man and John Brown

1929

Police

Oklahoma Meeting

OKLAHOMA

31,

;

can,

"Mammy" Scheduled for September
NEW YORK. —Warner Brothers have scheduled

production on "Mammy," starring Al Jolson, to start
This story is based on Irving
early in September.
Berlin's play, "Mr. Bones."

KEARNY,

N. J, Aug. 27.— Chief of Police
Philip T. Bell has sent out warning to exhibitors that a William Wood, declaring himself
to be a representative of the National Advertising

Company

of Chicago,

is

wanted on

2

charge of fleecing several people out of money
Wood is about 50 years old, weighs abou
145 lbs. and is about five feet seven inches tall
with stubby mustache and black hair mixe<
with gray. He is selling to exhibitors a luck;
key advertising campaign, collects from mer
chants who tiein with the theatre and thei
disappears, the chief said.

Chief Bell has requested that anyone meet
ing Wood please notify him at once, as he ha
warrants for his arrest.

MGM

Builds Boston Exchange

—M M

is
to have a new excham
BOSTON.
G
building at Church and Winchester streets, one bloc
removed from its present location and in the hea
of the Film district.
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REPRODUCTION

QUALITY

WESTERN

by

ELECTRIC

Why?
Why do you need quality reproduction?
^Vhy

has the Western Electric Sound System

been accepted

as the

standard of quality

re-

production?

Why
cost

does Western Electric equipment
more?

Why

do progressive exhibitors pay more for
Western Electric equipment when sound devices
can be bought for less money?

Why

does Western Electric lead the
more than 2.600 installations?

Why

field

with

do pictures make more money in Western

Electric wired theatres?

Why does Western Electric equipment operate
more

efficiently

than any other?

To answer these questions Western
announces a
ity

series

Electric

of advertisements on qual-

reproduction.

be informative, crammed with sound
be of interest and value to every
exhibitor regardless of the equipment he has or intends to buy.

The

series will

picture facts.

It will

rVesterm^^tectric
SOUND
SYSTEM
Distributed by

Electrical Research Products fnc.
250 West 57th Street,
Mfmber

New York, N. Y.

of Motion Picture Producers and Distributor* of America, Inc

Will H. Hay-, President

:
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SOUND PICTURES
SERVICING

Sound Equipment
By
THOSE

who contemplate
sound

stalling

in-

equipment

should make very careful inquiry concerning the servicing
Servicing is an imof same.
peratively important proposition,
the more especially for the first
few months, until the projec-

have

tionists

least

at

had some

opportunity to acquaint themselves with the apparatus.
It is nonsense to presume that
sound equipment can be placed
in the hands of men who have
no acquaintance with its peculiarities,
and perhaps no more
than
rudimentary
the
most
knowledge of the theory upon
which it operates, with expecta-

that

tion

fectly,

it

will

function

per-

or even with a fair de-

The

BLUEBOOK

QUESTION NO.

— What

condition

School

16

the theatre at stated intervals and
"tune up" the equipment.
Such a procedure
is
equivalent to expecting the bass drum
player in an orchestra to step over and substitute for the trombone man, which instrument he never before played.
The simile may not perhaps be as good as
it might, but anyhow it expresses my thought

fairly well.
It is unreasonable to the point
of foolishness to expect a motion picture projectionist, no matter how good he may be at
motion picture projection, to take charge of
sound apparatus with no other preparation

than a few instructions relating to "close this
switch,"

work

"open that switch,"

etc.

That may

long as the apparatus is
brand new, and remains in precisely the same
all

right

so

is

in

when

the

in-

it.

However, such apparatus does
most emphatically does
XOT remain very long in the
same condition. It requires fre-

not

solutions are

—

quent adjustments.

It

EXPERT

from

requires
time
to time. Tubes must be periodically
examined and checked.
Sound distribution must be
periodically checked and there
are many, many things to be
done which it is utterly impos-

got into one of the battery cells?
We are starting new now, you know; with Question No. 15, which appeared last week. I'm really sorry for the interruption, but it could
not be helped. If ever I make another extended trip I will make very
different arrangements so that there iviU be no mixup in the Bluebook
School. There will, of course, be no answers published until about four
weeks from now. Now men, get busy. There ought to be at least
10.000 answers each week. As I liave told you, each question will be
taken directly from Volume 3. of the Bluebook of Projection. In the
index itself the page is indicated on which the correct answer will be
found, but if you look at the reference indicated before you make a real
effort to ansivcr the question then you are treating yourself unfairly and
very largely destroying the beneficial effect you may get from the School.

visit

it

stallation engineer left

recommended for cleaning
battery tops, what precaution is necessary when using them, and what
would you do if you accidentally spilled some electrolyte on a battery
top? What would you do if through some accident some of this solution

gree of efficiency and excellence,
unless there be an expert who
may be had upon reasonable notice, and one
to

RICHARDSON

H.

F.

attention

sible
that any one not thoroughly well acquainted with the
apparatus and its theory of op-

as well as its practical
operation, can attend to properly and well.
Of course after sound equipment has been in theatres a fewyears, and projectionists have
become thoroughly well acquainted with it,
both in theory and the practical side, then
servicing will be less important. It may even
become unnecessary, but at this time I warn
you it is
necessary.
Without it you
will
get maximum results.
I therefore
repeat
Before closing with the dealer, make
careful inquiry as to just what servicing you

NOT

eration,

VERY

:

will

have available.

DAVEiNPORT ROCK ISLAND-MOLINE
FROM
ture

K. Stimpson, secretary, Motion PicProjectionists L. U. 433,
and
P
O, which includes in its membership the projectionists of the three above
named cities, comes an excellent photograph

IATSE

M M

and this letter
"Dear Brother Richardson
Enclosed is
copy of the photograph made just before your
recent lecture in the Garden theatre, Davenport.
In it are both projectionists and man:

but it lacks about 20 of the full attendance at the lecture, as that many had not
yet arrived when the photographer 'shot' us.
agers,

attempt to name each of our
members, because they are intermingled with
out-of-town
managers
and
projectionists,
whom I do not know. The 20 absentees are
our own men. They had done their day of
work and required refueling, so the restaurant
"I

will

not

came first.
"However,

in the front row, left to right,
are the following
The second man is myself,
K. Stimpson, secretary; the fourth man is our
:

president,

Charles

Derr.

Next

Brother

to

Derr is, of course, yourself. The seventh man
is
Lloyd Burrs, our 'man of the monies'
(treasurer), and the ninth is our vice-president, Charles Benton.
Business Agent O. E.
Moody was unavoidably absent, but came a bit
later, accompanied by George LeBlanc, engineer at the LeClare theatre. The full attendance was in excess of 80.
"This photograph contains some of our own
members and managers also men who came
to your lecture from the following locals, as
w ell as some out-of-town managers
Local
Union No. 385, Burlington, la. (90 miles away
by air line) L. U. 332, Clinton, la. (45 miles
away by air line) L. U. No. 238, Muscatine,
la. (30 miles)
L. U. No. 392, Kewanee, 111.
(30 miles), and I think there were one or
more men present from L. U. 191, Cedar
Rapids, la., and 166, Galesburg, 111. Not cer;

:

;

;

;

tain as to the last two, however.
"I have just received a letter
385, Burlington, la.,

vited

them.

They

from Local
thanking us for having insay

their

members were

benefited by the lecture and that they enjoyed
it.
Certainly our own members enjoyed it and
received much benefit as well. Our manager?
are now saying: 'None of this and none ot
that,' but it is said in jest, for they very well
know we are guided by you, even though it
does take a visit every five years or so to pep
us up.
I believe, however, the 80 or so present at the meeting was some evidence that we
are not so very lax."
Yours was not the only local which secured
or had an excellent representation of out-of-

towners.

Wichita and

Milwaukee,

I

think

just about tied you, and Alilwaukee had one
man travel clear from Minneapolis, 450 miles
to attend the lecture
900 miles for the rounc*
trip.
That's a record wdiich I think probabh
will not soon be passed.
I'm real sorry vv<
didn't wait for those other 20 men. It woulc

—

made

more impressive photograph
My per
"not so bad" as is.
sonal regards to every man in it, as well aj
to all those who were at the "filling station
have

However,

when

it

a

it's

was

taken.

-
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18 "Mickey Mouse" Cartoons and
13 "Silly Symphonies"from Disney
Eighteen "Mickey Mouse" and 13 "Silly Symphonies*" cartoons for the 1929-30
season are being offered by ^ alt Disney, creator of the "Mickey Mouse'" character.
Prefacing his announcement is an expression of thanks to five bis chain
for their cooperation and patronage in booking the current series over their
respective circuits. This booking success was matched by the public's acclamation of approval and Disney pledges that the new series will be every bit as good,
if not better than the current series.
Following the premiere showing of the firs:
Mouse" synchronized cartoons on
Broadway last December, this successful

Production Starts on
"Skinner s Dress Suit"

NEW
started

(Special to the Herald-World)

YORK,
production

"Skinner's
Dress
Tryon and Merna

Aug. 27.— Universal has
on the sound version of
Suit"
co-starring Glenn
Kennedy, according to infrom Universal. William

formation received
J. Craft is the director assigned to the production and the dialog is being prepared by
Albert De Mond and Matt Taylor.
"Paradise Ahoy," an original story by Matt
Taylor is also being made ready for Tryon
and it is thought that Miss Kennedy will play
the feminine lead. They are being starred together in a series of features for the coming
months.

Dramatone Demonstrates
New Amplifier Apparatus
(Special to the Herald-World)

SAX FRANCISCO,

Aug.

27.

—A

demon-

of the Dramatone amplifier, the invention of Winfield W. Salisbury, has been
made at the Press Club. The new device is
constructed along different lines than those
employed in amplifiers now in use and the
cost is said to be far less. The demonstration
was made by Max and Louis Graf, local movstration

ing picture producers

and exhibitors.

Edward

Bowes, Robert Peacock and Stanley Rick, have
organized a corporation to market the device.

realistic

effects

in

get the greatest thrill value out of a series
of railroad scenes, to have the camera catch
the front end of a train as it bore down on
a handcar.
The same effect was desired in
several scenes.
Sennett loaded his sound-recording equipment on a flatcar on which the
cameras were also mounted. This car kept
just ahead of the train being photographed,
but then it was discovered that the din of the
car on which the apparatus was being carried,
interfered with the natural sounds of the onrushing train. It was to obliterate these extraneous noises that the "beam microphone"
was devised.

In this corned}-,

Disney will also produce a series of 13
"Silly Symphonies," a series of fantastic cartoons, with the action set to the rhythm of
symphonic music.
These subjects, as previously announced will be distributed in the

it

was

desirable, in order to

MUSICAL DISCS
OVERTURE AND EXIT MARCH
ON EACH 16" 33 1 3 R.P.M. RECORD

—

United States and Canada by Columbia Pictures, and by distributors of foreign countries.

DISTRIBUTORS TERRITORIES

AVAILABLE

Columbia-Victor Gems Play
Day and Date in New York

W rite

Columbia- Victor Gems received ace recognition last week when "The Parlor Pest"
played day and date at the Paramount theatres in New York.
In "The Parlor Pest," Boyce Combe is
starred in several of his most popular numbers and presented them with the same appeal
which has made him an international favorite.
Following "The Parlor Pest," Paramount will
show a second series of Gems starring Jules

or

If

ire

SITTE 110O
1841

BROADWAY. NEW YORK

Bledsoe.

Empire Productions Sells
6 Cartoons to Masterpiece

Se?mett Engineers Devise
Directional "Beam Mike"

A

Empire Productions has sold six color carto Masterpiece Film Attractions and
Chase Pictures of Buffalo, according to Jack
Lustberg, general manager of Empire.
Each of these productions has a synchronized score and they are receiving bookings
from many of the chain theatres. They are

"beam microphone," a microphone sensisound coming from one direction only,

toons

tive to

has been devised by Mack Sennett's sound
engineers in order to meet a difficulty that
faced them in the making of "The Constathe new Educational-Mack Sennett
bule."
talking corned}-, and is another example of the
great lengths to which producers are going

all

photographed

in natural color.

MUSICAL DISCS
AN OVERTURE
SUGGESTIONS

and an EXIT MARCH on each 16" 33
Use on any Sound on Disc Equipment
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND

CAVALRY OVERTURE
STARS AND STRIPES FOREVER

No. 1262
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No. 1261
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HUNGARIAN RHAPSODY

No.

2

LIGHTS OCT MARCH

— BEAUTIFUL

No. 1260

1

PRICED-

—LIGHT

No. 1254

sound

was booked solid in all the StanleyFabian, Warner theatres, the entire Fox West
Coast, Midwesco, and Metropolitan circuits,
Publix New England theatres. R
O houses,
and practically every smaller, non-conflicting
chains throughout the United States.
To follow through on these hits, Disney
announces that a new series of 18 "Mickey
Mouse" subjects will be produced for the
1929-30 season, beginning in October, and as
a pledge of their continued high quality, Disney says the new series will be "every bit as
good if not a good bit better" than the current
According to present plans the new
series.
"Mickey Mouse" series will be independently
distributed, as were the current series.

K

comedy.

order to secure

productions.

series

An artistic hand painted layout in thf
lobby of the Paramount theatre. Los Angeles, devoted entirely to "Cold Shivers."
an Educational-Jack White all talking

in

"Mickey

BLUE DANUBE
A IDA GRAND MARCH

— SPRING

SONG AND IDILIO
CORONATION MARCH

SUITE 1100
1841

A SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

No. 1259
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Pacent Sound-On-Film
Device Eliminates All
Batteries, Says Head
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Aug. 27.-The Pacent soundon-film device has several new features which
are responsible for its unusual performance,
according to Louis Gerard Pacent, president
of the Pacent Reproducer corporation.

A

special optical system

new

is

employed and

a

type photoelectric cell has been developed,
which Pacent claims is practically troublefree.
All batteries have been eliminated as
well as a number of moving parts.
A new
type filter is being used.

The first installations of the sound-on-film
apparatus were made in the Stratford, Chicago; Tivoli Open Air Roof, New York and
the Commodore, Cleveland.
Over 300 orders
for the complete sound on film apparatus are
on hand and these

new

orders,

it

will

receive priority over

said.

is

Start Construction on

New RK O Sound Stage

M GM

Dorothy Sebastian,
player, christens the Los Angeles portable recording plant
of Hearst Metrotone News, while George K. Arthur, Douglas Shearer, studio engineer, and Wesley Miller look on. Frank Blackwell is operating the camera. Similar
portable recording units of Hearst Metrotone News are now scattered througliout the world.

( Special to

Aug. 27.— Construction has
been started on R K O's new sound stage,
which Joseph I. Schnitzer, president of Radio
Pictures,

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

—Paramount

studios in Hoywood and Long Isand are
the greatest production drive in the history of the company;
23 talking productions are under way on the 16 sound stages and the laboratories
have found it necessary to start day and night service. Sets are being constructed
by night, companies are photographing by day and a battery of Technicolor
cameras are shooting scenes of '"The Vagabond King," starring Dennis King.

Aug.

27.

humming with

feet

Pictures in the process of editing and cut-

Company," "Illusion," "Woman
Trap," Moran and Mack's "Why Bring That
"The
Virginian,"
"The Love Doctor,"
Up?,"
"Glorifying the American Girl" and "Apting are "Fast

plause."

Five Others

in

Lady" and "The Big Pond."
Nine productions are being filmed, several
of them utilizing entire stages and the most
pretentious of the latter is "The Vagabond
King," Paramount's all-color, talking and singing romance starring Dennis King.
Among the others on which shooting has
been progressing rapidly are Ernst Lubitsch's
"The Love Parade," starring Maurice Chevalier, George Bancroft's "The Mighty," Clara
Bow in "The Saturday Night Kid" and the
first Evelyn Brent starring vehicle, "Darkened
Rooms," by Sir Philip Gibbs. "Sweetie," the
musical romance of the campus, with Nancy
Carroll, Helen Kane and Jack Oakie heading
an all-featured cast; Fay Wray, Hal Skelly
and William Powell in "Behind the Makeup,"

and "The Kibitzer," from the Broadway stage

comedy are nearing completion.
Busy at Eastern Studio
At the Paramount studio on Long Island
Basil Dean is putting the finishing touches on
"The Return of Sherlock Holmes," with Give
Brook impersonating Sir A. Conan Doyle's
detective.

Two

enter production next

Stan-a-phone Sound Device
For Advertising Purposes

films

scheduled to

week are "The Laugh-

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Aug. 27.— The Stanley Film
seven
Advertising company has equipped
motor trucks with Stan-a-phone, a portable
sound reproduction device, which will enable
theatres to project talking trailers on the
streets at night.
These trucks are fully appointed in all facilities required to give an exhibition of talking pictures, including a collapsible screen which folds over the top.
Two of the trucks have already been contracted for to project political speeches in
Long Island communities during the forthcoming campaigns. The company expects to
have thirty trucks in operation by January 1.

will

RCA

9

Lloyd' s First Audien
Is

October Release
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW
ger,"

Rehearsal

Five others in rehearsal are "The Children,"
"Medals," "Pointed Heels," "The Laughing

fictional

ing Lady," starring Jeanne Eagels,
Big Pond," a recent Broadway stage success.

It

and 90

Ziegfeld's romantic figure.

and "The

believes

to be the largest in the
be approximately 500 bv 200
feet high.
The building will be
divided into four separated rooms and be so
constructed that all can be thrown into one,
for scenes of unusual size.
In addition, Radio Pictures will acquire a
500-acre ranch in the San Fernando valley
for the filming of outdoor sequences.
The
ranch is to be thoroughly equipped with
studio facilities and
Photophone sound
equipment.
This project contemplates construction of a private railroad.

world.

23 Audiens Keep Paramount^ 16
Sound Stages Going at Full Blast

the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

YORK, Aug. 27.— "Welcome DanHarold Lloyd's first all-talking comedy

will be released in

October, according

to

word

coming from the Paramount headquarters.
Lloyd is one of the last of the premier actors to yield to talking pictures and it is said
that

he has withheld the new art

until

he

was thoroughly convinced of its merits.
"Welcome Danger" is said to be Lloyd's
fastest comedy and the many scenes laid in
San Francisco's underground Chinatown are
tilled with a combination of action, romance,
mystery and a whirlwind series of laugh
episodes.
Barbara Kent is Lloyd's leading

ladv.

An Audien
E.

J.

Schulte,

Birthday

manager of the Casper

thea-

Casper, Wyoming, recently did considerable extra advertising in billing Clara Bow in
"Dangerous Curves" as the feature attraction
on the theatre's first sound anniversary. This
also marked the seventh birthday of tht
tre,

Vaudeville Comedian Stars
In "The Wife's Birthday"
Solly Ward, vaudeville comedian and well
in musical comedy will star in Paramount's short feature entitled "The Wife's
Birthday." In this comedy Ward will do the
sketch which he played in "Music in May," under the direction of Monte Brice.
Ward is supported by Marion Murphy, who
plays the role of his wife, Joseph St. Riker,
Fred Nerret, "Gunboat" Smith, George Harcourt, Billy Hillpot, Terry Carroll, Velma
Edell and Claire Veaux.

known

theatre.

Acoustical Advice Given
The American Seating Company

is

offerim

a special service to theatres in connection witl
Advice oi
supplying of theatre chairs.
its
acoustical problems will be given by its engi
neers in consultation with Dr. F. R. Watson
acoustical expert of the University of Illinois

—
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20 Short Subjects on Production

Pacent Foreign Sales
Increase; Completes

London

Schedule at United Artists Studio

Installation

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

Aug. 27.— Pacent foreign
are on the increase and they are now
countries,
according to John R.
active in 34
Tore
Bizzelle, export manager of Pacent.
Lundahl has just completed the first London installation and British exhibitors are reported very enthusiastic over its performance.
sales

Pacent systems have already been shipped
Argentine, England, New Zealand,
Mexico, Italy and Japan. The first shipment

to Brazil,

Sweden was made on August 20, to the
Piccadilly theatre, Stockholm, where it will
be installed by Tore Lundahl, Pacent engineer in charge of European installations.
to

in the development
To
tive business in Europe, Harry J.
assist

of prospec-

Cohen, forNational, has sailed for
Italy where it is reported there are a number
of important deals pending for Pacent equip
Cohen's departure makes the fourth
ment.
Pacent sales representative embarking for
Europe within the past month.
with

merly

United Artists have recently formed a new company to be known as the
United Artists Featurettes corporation and will produce under this banner 20
That United Artists should enter the
short subjects for the coming season.
short subject field is new testimony to the value of this type of product.
John Considine, Jr., will head this new unit
manager and Hugo Riesenfeld will
be producer and musical adviser, and according to the present production plans, most of
as general

the

featurettes

be of a musical nature.

will

Weeks Returns East;
Sono-Art Planning to
Open Exchange Offices
(Special to the Herald-World)

Aug. 27.— George

W. Weeks,

coming season.
It is understood from financial sources that
Sono-Art is planning ot open its own disexchanges.
"We
Prior to leaving the coast Weeks said
iave succeeded in getting together the maI am going
:erial necessary for our product.
:o New York to decide on one of two very
ittractive distribution deals.
I cannot name
he companies at this time except to point out
dis.hat both are national motion picture

tribution

:

ributors well

known

in the trade."

Columbia Inaugurates New
Sound Stage Shooting First
"Broadway Scandal" Scene

One of the most comprehensive exploitation
and publicity campaigns conducted by a first
run theatre on behalf of an all-talking short
feature was recently completed by the Paratheatre, Los Angeles, when that thearan the Jack White talking comedy, "Cold

mount
tre

was the companion attraction
new Ruth Chatterton feature, "Charm-

Shivers," which
to the

August 8 to 15. Five of the
important newspapers carried two-column ad
layouts in which space devoted to the short
attraction compared favorably in size and im-

German Company Will
Market Sound Device
(Special to the Herald-World)

BERLIN, Aug. 27.— (By Mail.)—It

is

Another paper, a
anced one-column

tabloid,
ad.

is to be brought on the market
It
to be constructed according to the LignoseBreusing system and to use T. D. K. ampli-

equipment
is

The recent ruling of Berlin courts
against Western Electric in connection with
the use of these amplifiers is supposed not to
apply to the proposed apparatus, as an agreement exists between the promoters and the
electric concern of Felten-Guilleaume of Burenberg, which belongs to the exploiting syndicate of the Lieben patents, in the same way
as does Telefunken.
fiers.

The new equipment

is to be a disc system
expected to cost from 6,500 marks to
9,500 marks, according to the size of the house
to be wired.

and

is

A. M. Soloman Appointed

carried a well bal-

Of

particular merit was an artistic handpainted easel frame layout in the lobby devoted entirely to "Cold Shivers," the art work
was suggested by a design taken from Educational's press sheet.
Another easel contained
billing for the short comedy equal to that de-

A. M. Soloman has been appointed business

manager of Warner Brothers' short subject
department at the Hollywood studios, according to information from the Warner Brothers
headquarters.
Soloman was formerly Warner's studio

superintendent.

SUPERIOR SOUND EQUIPMENT
2 PICK-UPS, 2 TURNTABLES and
Easily attached to any make of Projector.

INCLUDING

Heavy spring hung and floated

(Special to the Herald-World)

Aug. 27.— Columbia innew sound stage, which has

ecently been completed, by shooting the first
equence of "Broadway Scandals," a musical,
tnder the direction of George Archainbaud.
For this scene the new stage was set to repesent the interior of one of the Broadway
heatrcs and the 300 people assembled preented a gorgeous scene. The set is believed
o be the largest interior ever erected for
ound pictures and was lighted by 40 sunlight
res while five cameras were used to get the
arious angle shots.

* -n-fable
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Guard
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head
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"Rhythm of the Tambourine" was the novsequence to be photographed and is said

universal jo'm-i

lty

represent
xhnique.

3

7

something

entirely

new

in

3 cfens

itaphone Booking Offices
Opened at Brooklyn Studios
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

Aug. 27.— Owing to the ineased activity at the Brooklyn studios of the
itaphone corporation, the booking office for
itaphone

has

been

established

at

the

under the direction of Stuart Stewart
Richard Fov.

udios,
id

acts

re-

new German sound reproducing

portance to that devoted to the long feature.

HOLLYWOOD,
augurated their

—

'Cold Shivers'."

ported that a

Educational Short Is
Featured in Campaign

in illuminated letters

on the front of the house the billing, "Big
Added Show Jack White's Comedy Riot

:

ing Sinners,"

vice-president of Sono-Art, has returned from
the West Coast, where he has been preparing
story material for the eight feature audiens
which his company will produce during the

voted to the feature attraction, and valuable

marquee space displayed

Such players as Lupe Yelez, Joan Bennett,
Gilbert Roland and Harry Richman have been
given parts and the following list comprises
the subjects which will be made for first release
"The Irish Rhapsodv," "Glorious
Vamps," "The Fall of the Bastille," "The
Birth of Jazz," "The Blue Danube" and many
others by well known composers.

First

NEW YORK,
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HUNDREDS
IN

USE

for leveling table
^

With these turntables you can
up your own Talkies

rig

WALTER G. PREDDEY
188 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco

:
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Forum on Sound

Exhibitor's

Below and on succeeding pages are printed further reports from theatre owners and managers in the
Herald-World's survey on sound. A complete summarization of the reports on all phases of the questionnaire is now in preparation and will appear in an early issue.

NEW YORK

MICHIGAN

400.
Seating capacity
Population :
1,500.
Have you sound equipment: No.
NoIs sound drawing better than silent
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
No.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: For short time only.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Have you raised your admission prices: No. Top

Population

:

:

35; low price, 20.

price,

Do you have matinees
Changes

No.

:

programs weekly

of

Two.

:

Organist
No.
Remarks: Talking pictures are merely a fad. a new
thing that will not last. Personally we think the
talkies are an insult to American intelligence. It is
not necessary to have pictures talk to understand
thorn.
Some voices very poor, most of them bad
enough. Many wonderful pictures spoiled with talking parts. They state the talkies will kill the legitimate stage, that's all the bunk. Are people foolish
enough to be satisfied with a picture when they can
see the real thing on the stage.
Figure the prices now asked for talking pictures.
Can the small theatre stand it? Do admission prices
increase in proportion to the extra rental?
No.
Some exhibitors are kidding themselves that they can
draw them in with 100 per cent talkies, so they can
Orchestra

Yes.

:

:

for a time, but

it

will not last. From ten to fifteen
in sound equipment and will they

thousand invested
get it back? No. The American people are the most
fickle in the world.

few years.
Synchronous

now, but just wait a

talkies

It's

go for a while, then
people will demand some life and back will come the
orchestra in full swing. We must have something
pictures

will

real, not all pictures, and record or disc music. The
public will demand it, wait and see. The stage will
come back bigger and better than ever in a few years.

We

Seating capacity
Yes.

8,000.

:

However, prices are scaled from matinee and hours
showing increased, thus silent admission was for
example 10-30 with opening hour at 2:30 p. m. No
of

804.

:

Have you sound equipment:

Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Yes.
Name of equipment: Western Electric.
:

:

My

patrons' preferences are in the following order:
First, singing and dialog; second, musical comedy ; third, comedy-drama
fourth, drama ; fifth,
;

comedy

sixth,

;

melodrama.

patrons do NOT like:
Underworld or mystery
on account of there being so many so far.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order:
First,
part talking and singing; second, all talking and
singing and instrumental music
third, all talking without singing and without instrumental
music; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Yes.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects

My

;

draw

Yes.

best:
Does the public

want talking Westerns:
Have had none so far.

Is

the silent
think so.

Have you

going to

picture

Don't know.

Rather

disappear-

Yes.

:

Top

low price, 10.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly
Two.
Orchestra No. Organist Yes.
Remarks
We have had too many underworld and
mystery stories so far.
I
find my people like
music,
singing,
comedy, talking but not necessarily all talking.
They like a drama once in a while.
haven't played "Desert Song" or "Syncopation"
I
but will in about two weeks.
Can tell better then.
No theatre should operate all sound. I use organ
for short subjects and novelty numbers.
It gives
variety to program.
:

:

:

AAA

TEXAS
Population:

within reach, I
Will buy sound machine
reach.

:

patrons' preferences are in the following order
First, comedy-drama; second, musical comedy.
patrons do
like: Costume-historical produc-

NOT

My

tions.

to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order: First, all
talking without singing and without instrumental
music; second, all talking and singing and instrumental music.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Doubtful.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Yes.
Have you raised your admission prices
Yes. Top
price, 50 ; low price, 15.
Changes of program weekly: Two.

As

:

:

Orchestra:

No.
AAA

No.

Organist:

:

1,400.

Is

sound in

:

Remarks: Good

money

Top

for enterbe pos-

it

continue in business?

AAA

Population:

12,000.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

600.

:

Yes.
Synchronous
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Western Electric.
Name of equipment
:

My

Three.

:

silent pictures are holding their

opinion.

AAA
VIRGINIA

:

5,200.

Seating capacity;

950.

patrons do NOT like: Sound.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from

My

your theatre: No.
the silent picture going to disappear: No.
raised your admission prices:
No.
price, 25; low price, 10.
Do you have matinees No.

Have you

:

Yes.

Organist

:

:

NOT

Six.

No.

—

:

Is

Changes of programs weekly

patrons' preferences are in the following order:
First, musical comedy; second, singing and dialog; third, drama.
like :
Sex pictures or silent
My patrons do
versions of features.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, part talking and singing; third, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
Yes.
best
Does the public want talking Westerns: Cannot say
none played.
Beyond a
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
doubt.
Top
Yes.
Have you raised your admission prices
price, 50; low price, 20.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
:

Have you sound equipment: No.

Top

Four.
of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
In small towns it becomes necessary to
increase admission to almost double silent prices.

Changes

Remarks

:

:

—

AAA

atres.

RHODE ISLAND
Population :

280,000.

Seating capacity
Yes.

Have you sound equipment

:

300.

:

Synchronous: No.
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Is the silent picture going to disappear
:

:

Good

:

silent,

Four.

No.
No. Organist
As some twelve theatres are now showing sound and talkies in this city, I find no deMyself, I enjoy good sound,
ference in attendance.
and sane pictures with talking, providing music and
voice are clear and distinct, but many pictures with
sound on film are very distorted and unless this is
remedied, sound on film will ruin the talkies. Sound
on disc is far superior for tone quality. Expect to
install sound on disc shortly.
:

:

Remarks:

AAA

SOUTH CAROLINA
320.
Seating capacity:
Population:
1,600.
No.
Have you sound equipment
My patrons do NOT like: Socalled "sound synchroThey see a picture advertised
nized pictures."
:

"Vitaphone-Movietone" and unless there is considerable talking or singing, the reaction is decidedly unfavorable.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons
preferences are in the following order: First, al
talking and singing and instrumental music; sec
ond, part talking and singing; third, all talkini
without singing and without instrumental music
fourth, synchronized singing and instruments
but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Don't know i>
Is sound drawing better than silent:
our location.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage fror
your theatre: In a constantly lessening degree
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price
28; low price, 11.
Five.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes.
of a town wher
within
45
miles
are
We
Remarks
the two installations (W. E.) seem to be defec
tive.
The majority of our patrons have heard a nuit
ber of the different kinds and they come bac
to us with the statement that they hope we won
put them in until they are much more improved tha
««
The Publix theatre at
at present.

Is

:

:

:

:

:

:

TEXAS
Have you sound equipment

own.
If the papers would only give it a little boost, it
would come back quick and make money for all. The
latest wiring and disappointment would never last.
think exhibitors with the above will need to raise
I
their admission price to make the break, and when
they do the silent picture will come back strong. This

:

of

:

No.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: Yes.

Population

amount

just a certain

is

300.

price, 35.

Orchestra

:

No.
adjacent towns drawing patronage from

Do you have matinees

my

within

:

:

your theatre: Yes.
the silent picture going to disappear: No.
Have you raised your admission prices
Yes.

only

are

:

sible to

Seating capacity:

:

:

:

:

tainment in any community, how would

Is

is

pictures

Seating capacity:
350.
Population:
1,100.
Have you sound equipment
No.
Is eound in adjacent tawns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Not if the
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
companies continue to produce them.
Admission price: Top price, 25; low price, 15.
No.
Do you have matinees
Three.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes.
Remarks
A theatre in an adjacent town has installed talking equipment, and while many of
our customers have visited the theatre at least 80 per
Our business
cent say they prefer the silent film.
this year is 25 per cent better than 1928, caused by
a betterment of the farming conditions. We will not
install talking equipment as we cannot see how a
theatre in a town of 1,100 people can exist with the
added cost of equipment and service to keep going.
Increased admission must be the first thought and as
there

MICHIGAN
Population

Have you sound equipment

when

ILLINOIS

:

My

Comedy-drama, musical comedy.
patrons do NOT like: Crime pictures.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Possibly.
No.
Have you raised your admission prices
One.
Changes of program weekly
No.
Orchestra
Sometimes. Organist
Remarks: Yes there will soon be 5,000 fewer the-

My

Is

Orchestra

1,300.

AAA

Synchronous
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film Yes.
Name of equipment: Western Electric.

500.

No.

patrons' preferences are in the following order:

Changes of program weekly

No.
of sound pictures gets
cannot install sound equipment.

900.

My

no.

:

:

IOWA
Population:

Have you sound equipment:

:

Have you sound equipment
Remarks:
Until the price

OHIO

AAA

:

raised your admission prices

price, 45;

hope the whole country hasn't gone absolutely
nuts. Here's one that hasn't. Have seen many but
never one real good talking picture.

Population :
Seating capacity:
27,000.
Have you sound equipment Yes.

reduction in matinee, for talking pictures opening
hour placed at 1 p. m. , and admissions range from
25 cents general from 1 p. m. to 2 p. m., and 20-40
from 2 p. m. 'til 6 p. m., with 25-50 after that hour.
This holds down complaints. I think each, situation
must be handled in a different manner and the general rule cannot be applied to all theatres.
Excessive high admissions will kill the theatre business at
present or until all producers discontinue small productions and produce nothing but the larger and
more expensive productions. The music in the talking
pictures brings to the small theatre that which they
have never had the chance to present to the public
before and places him on equal footing with the city
theatres.

This city has another it
an excellent installation.
They seem to neutrali.
stallation that is very poor.
only 28 miles from u
is
the reaction
but the road is under construction and when con
At present oi
pleted, we expect real competition.
business is the best summer business in years. Brol
Sir
house record for Saturday with Zane Grey's

Pass" June 15th. We are sitting tight, savir^
a
our money, working silent pictures for all they
worth, paying for the sorry ones and leaving the
tl
in the exchanges (and there are plenty), reading
trade papers from cover to cover, visiting other the
of o
tres, and keeping our finger on the pulse
We are glad to report that the patien
public
temperature and pulse are normal, he is able to ta
nourishment in the form of good silent pictures
una
in fact, is doing as well as could be expected
We feel that the uncertainty
the circumstances.
set

ni
quality as to installation, quality as to pictures,
entirei
rentals and score charges might kill him off

J

August
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31.

ALABAMA
Population

490

Seating capacity:

1,400.

:

Yes.
Have you sound equipment
No.
Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
My patrons do NOT like: Heavy love dramas, nor
cheap Westerns.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
Yes.
your theatre
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Changes of program weekly: Two.
No.
Organist:
No.
Orchestra:
Remarks: Good silent pictures would always make a
better impression, I believe, on my people than a
program talkie. I have been afraid to buy sound
equipment because there are so many that would not
Anyway, picgive good service, so am undecided.
:

:

:

:

:

are too high.

tures

AAA
OREGON

Population: 500.
Seating capacity: 300
Have you sound equipment
No.
[s sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Doe* the public want talking Westerns:
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
No. Top price,
Have you raised admission prices
35; low price, 15.
No.
3o you have matinees:
Two.
Thanges of program weekly
Orchestra:
No. Organist: Yes.
Remarks
The producer can never expect the talking
picture to overcome the harm which has been
lone the picture industry by the release of pictures
aken with cameras out of focus most of the time,
md perhaps printed on raw stock by amateurs. Ask
my exhibitor to get an unbiased expression from parons he has lost in the last two and one-half years,
nd then judge by their answers just what is wrong
kith the picture industry.
What a crime to allow
ome producers not only to wreck a wonderful industry, hut also to ruin the eyes of mankind.
If
here ever was need for a censor board, to protect a
ation's eyesight, that need now exists for such a
oard.
Right here is where some U. S. congressional
ction is needed very badly.
The silent films will

am thoroughly convinced
I
two months ago.
that silent pictures will always remain if given half
In this city we have
a chance by the producers.
six sound houses with three of them displaying crepe.

A

weeks ago, I showed Fox's "Red Dance,'*
without music of any kind, and received several comments from persons who had seen it with sound.
Comments were unsolicited and each admitted that
they were "fed up on sound." In conversing with

:

:

:

gain fill our theatres to overflowing provided we
an assure our friends and patrons that our shows
ill not ruin their eyesight.
Wake up. Brother Exibitor.
Photography is the whole secret of success

my clients I find that the only real enthusiasts are
the younger people, who want to hear and see "raw
stuff," such as "The Trial of Mary Dugan."

AAA

AAA

NORTH DAKOTA
Population:

Population :
tave
ly

s

Seating capacity:

600.

you sound equipment

185

My

favorable.
the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order:
Practically all care only for sound effects,

to

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
No more make the trips to
your theatre: No.
the larger town than before the advent of the

My

First, compatrons' preferences are as follows:
drama;
edy-drama;
second,
third,
comedy;
fourth, Westerns; fifth, melodrama.
patrons do NOT like: Underworld, racy or drink-

As

to

ing brawls.
the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order
:

sound effects only.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Does the public want talking Westerns:
No.
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
50 ; low price, 35.
No.
Do you have matinees
Three.
Changes of program weekly
No. Organist
No.
Orchestra
Is

:

:

you have matinees:

No.

langes of program weekly:

Two

in

summer, three

winter,
i-ganiat
Yes.
in

:

?marks
The manager personally has made trips
to nearby cities just to hear sound and talkies
id personally would
prefer good organ music and
e good old silent drama to the talkie.
For, as seval of my patrons expressed it, if you miss a word
two you lose the connection, or if some little
sturbance or someone says something to you you
>e oat, whereas if you
get the subtitles and then
t disturbed
you do not lose anything and can reft
and lenjoy the picture without having to be
yed up all the time to catch what is being said
order to understand and get the full meaning of
lat is going on.
:

AAA
IOWA

Population:

425, Sealing capacity: 250
you sound equipment
Yes.
m-synchronous
Yes.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre:
No.
the silent picture going to disappear
Hope not.
anges of program weekly
Three,
marks: My patrons prefer a good silent picture
with lots of action, but a good talking picture
ide into a silent picture is the bunk (no action),

ive

:

:

:

:

n't afford to put in talkies until
>uld have to raise the price if I
d the people would not come.

they come down.

put them in

now

AAA

120,000.

Settting

:

Population

7,500.

:

My

My
As

:

:

:

:

Is

:

:

:

Yes.

:

We have never felt the competition of the
talkies, as the nearest one is about 80 miles away.
However, the writer had ample opportunity to secure
the opinion of those who had seen them and the
verdict of 75 per cent was that they would rather
see a silent picture with good music.
A few days
ago a patron from a large town told us that people
in his town are actually leaving the higher priced
talkies and are patronizing the 10c silent shows.
:

Draw your own

chronized or orchestra.

3,000.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

:

tre

525

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Does the public want talking Westerns
Yes.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
50; low price, 35.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Three.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra
No. Organist: Yes.
Remarks: Had a party roadshowing talkies here last
week and patrons are all for more. Have contracted for a DeForest Junior Phonodisc.
:

:

AAA

available to the
but mine,

people of this community
business has increased

my

Changes of program weekly
No.

Orchestra:

I

AAA

MISSOURI
Population: 600.
Seating capacity: 250
No.
Have you sound equipment
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Have you raised admission prices: No.
Do you have matinees: No.
:

:

One show two days.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks: Small town theatre such as ours could
:

not afford added cost of rental as they ask for
much less afford to install sound

sound pictures,
equipment.

AAA
MINNESOTA

300

Seating capacity.-

Seating capacity: 230
No.
bound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
No.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Admission prices
Top price, 35 ; low, 10.
Three.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra:
No. Organist: Yes.
Patrons who have seen and heard sound
Remarks

Population:

1,000.

Have you sound equipment:

Have you sound equipment
Is

No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
50; low price, 10.
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly: Three.
Orchestra
Yes.
Organist
Yes.
Talking equipment must be sold right in
Remarks
price and film rent must be adjusted or small
towns will go out of business. In other words, the
industry must come down to a sane basis or lose
:

:

AAA

:

:

or talking pictures are not over-enthusiastic about
them. Only very seldom does someone ask are you
going to put in sound. This house stays silent.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Population:

My

Population: 1,250.
Seating capacity: 250
No.
Have you sound equipment
Remarks: From what I can learn, my people prefer
:

silent pictures.
I have had talking pictures on
one side of me for about a year, something over an
hour's drive, and now on the other side I have had
for about 30 days talking pictures, this about 30
minutes' drive.
The last hurt me some for the first
few days. I have talked to several of my people
from here that were down at the latter place for the
opening and later they all came home disgusted, or
business is
so they tell me.
I only know this
better now than for the past six months.
I am running silent pictures and will continue to do so as

— my

I can get them and my people want them,
and from the looks of things now I believe it will
continue so. I honestly believe the people as a whole
will always want good silent pictures and good music.
I believe they will all tire of the canned product.

long as

TEXAS
Seating capacity:
Yes.

500

Have you sound equipment:
Synchronous
No.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
:

:

My

:

:

Seating capacity:

1,200.

Have you sound equipment:

TEXAS

My

:

:

town theatre.

1,500.

No.

few weeks. I suppose I will have to fall in line,
have my doubts about talking pictures doing
any more business for me than the silent ones are
doing now.
but

Is

Population:

Five.

:

Organist:

All indications at this time seem to point
to the elimination of the silent picture.
Every
theatre within a radius of 25 miles of this house,
which includes 15 theatres, is equipped or have contracted for equipment to be installed within the next

Remarks:

IOWA

their small

400

:

Non-synchronous
Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Apparently not. With every' thea-

sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:

:

prefer the

AAA

Have you sound equipment

Is

1,000.

we

MICHIGAN
Population:

No.

patrons' preferences are as follows:
First,
drama; second, melodrama; third, comedy-drama;
fourth, operetta.
patrons do NOT like: Comedy features or Westerns.
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons*
preferences are in the following order:
First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music ; third, part talking and sing-

Population:

Personally

opinion.

good silent picture with good music, either non-syn-

fully 25 per cent.
Of course, everybody has gone
to see them, but they are not consistently drawing the people to any great extent as yet.

ing.

:

:

Seating capacity: 300
No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Changes of program weekly
Three.

1,000 and rural.

equipped

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment:

520

equipment
Yes.
ichronous
No.
^-synchronous
Yes.
the silent picture going to disappear:
Not if
decent pictures are produced,
ve you raised admission prices:
No. Top price,
10; low price, 5.
you have matinees
On Sundays and holidays,
'mges of program weekly: Five,
'.ahestra
No.
Organist
Yes.
"narks: Sound seems to be less popular today than

AAA

NORTH CAROLINA

BRITISH COLUMBIA

AAA

capacity:

:

am

I

:

Organist
No.
contemplating installing sound soon.

Have you sound equipment:

:

PENNSYLVANIA
Population:
ve you sound

No.

:

Population:

AAA

:

talkies.

the silent picture going to disappear: No.
ave you raised admission prices
No. Top price,
35; low price, 15.
o

No.

:

patrons do NOT like: Talking or sound pictures
as a rule. Heard many comments, but only a few

Remarks

Remarks

300

Seating capacity:

:

No.

:

1,200.

Have you sound equipment:

Is

VIRGINIA

:

Orchestra

Orchestra

Yes.

show game.

failure of the picture

r

Do you have matinees
Yes.
Changes of program weekly: Four.

few

:

:

47

patrons' preferences are as follows:
edy-drama and singing and dialog.
patrons do
Operetta.
like:

First,

com-

NOT

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear

Is

:

:

My
Is

360

No.

First, compatrons' preferences are as follows:
edy-drama; second, Westerns.
patrons do
like:
Mushy or sexy stuff. They
would also rather see the drink come from the
faucet, not the bottle.

NOT

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
Yes.
your theatre
Producers
picture going to disappear
are putting all their energy into talking pictures;
unless they change, silent will have to go, unfor:

Is the silent

:

tunately.

Admission prices
Top price,
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly
:

:

50

;

low price, 25.

Two.

Yes.
No. Pianist
The Rayart exchange sent the picture
"Should a Girl Marry" with sound and some
talk.
We had to turn people away the first night
and had about a three-quarter house the second night.
The exchange sent the equipment with which to put
this picture on and it went over well, as it was
something new.
It looks now as though there would be very few
good silent pictures next year, and this places the
We
small theatre in an uncomfortable position.
could put in an equipment that would do the work,
but the price we would have to pay for the film and
In localities such as
the frills makes us hesitate.
ours, where there is no floating population, the theatre at this time is facing a very serious problem.
(Personally, we are teetering on the fence with conIn a mill town there
siderable glue on our pants.)

Orchestra

Remarks

is

:

:

:

only so

much money

available

for

pleasure,

and

\\m isno substitutefirCirculation/

;

::
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a question whether the people would stand the
(I'm woozy thinking about
advance in admission.
it.)
If equipment is installed, it seems to me it
should be purchased at a price that, if found necessary, could be discarded at the end of one year.
We are unable to answer all of your questions,
but we do think the reaction to music, sound or talk
in the picture would be favorable for a given period
of time. After the new has worn off, it's a question
if the public wouldn't be demanding something different.
On the ether hand, the equipment is bound
to improve.
it's

AAA

SOUTH DAKOTA
Population: 400. Seating capacity: 175
No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Admission prices: Top price, 35; low, 15.
No.
Do you have matinees
One.
Changes of program weekly
Organist: Yes.
Remarks: From what information I have been able
to get, many have been losing money during the
past year, both on silent and sound pictures, except

Have you sound equipment:
Is

:

I do not see any difference in my attendance.
business is very good, so much so that as long
as I can get silent pictures that is what I will run
in this town. I will not do anything before next fall,
as I have silent pictures to last me until that time
and hope that I can get silent pictures after that,
as I have people tell me they would rather see my
Give us
show than the socalled noisies or sound.
plenty of good silent pictures.

and

My

AAA

BRITISH COLUMBIA

:

in the larger city theatres

and some of them

in cases

where the towns have been overseated. Many of the
small town exhibitors have been forced to close, and
until such time as conditions are better and pictures
be bought so the exhibitor can show them without
Prices
losing money they will possibly stay closed.
for installation of sound are yet beyond the small
town theatre. In several instances where they have
installed sound they have gone back to silent pictures
to find what they had lost by installation of sound
and the prices demanded for that class of pictures.

:

of novelty.

AAA

LOUISIANA
About 1,000.

Population:

Have you sound equipment

Seating
Yes.

:

capacity:

250

Synchronous
No.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
:

:

My

Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes, when
sound is improved.
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
50 ; low price, 35.
Do you have matiness: No.
Changes of program weekly: Two.
Yes.
Orchestra
No. Organist
Remarks
I have just returned from a trip through
"Singing Fool" was
California and to England.
"In
Full musical score.
good, heard in England.
Old Arizona" was good, heard in U. S. A. Patrons
at this show were disgruntled because the fine organ
and orchestra were silent. They considered they were
"The Doctor's Seshort changed on this account.
cret" was heard in U. S. A. ; patrons thought the
same voice spoke the lines for male and female
voices.
In its present shape "noisies" is the best
"Noises-Movies" will be perfected
description of itwithout a doubt.
I ran talking machines 32 years
ago, also cinematographs, film 50 feet long, same
time, and see and hear them now.
:

AAA

patrons' preferences are as follows:
First, melodrama ; second. Westerns ; third, comedy-drama
fourth, drama; fifth, comedy.

patrons do NOT like:
Slow moving society
dramas. Westerns with forced comedy, newsreels
with horse races and Mussolini, costume plays.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
In adjacent
towns, yes at first now falling off.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes, but very slightly.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Yes.
Do you have matinees
No.
Changes of program weekly
Four.
Orchestra
No. Organist
No.
Remarks: Patrons who have attended talking and
synchronized programs in adjacent towns and
who have seen silent versions in our theatre advise
that the silent is best.
Not as many now attend
talkies in other places, due to novelty wearing off.
Several of them have advised against our installing
equipment, but we intend to do so as soon as a good
sound-on-film device is placed on the market at a
reasonable price and the rentals are within reason.
Should we ever install sound we intend to put on
silent pictures too, as long as they can be procured.
The average little town audience wants ACTION, and

My

—
:

:

:

:

the dialog can't

AAA

furnish this.

1,029.

NORTH CAROLINA
Population

:

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Name of sound equipment:
:

No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre:
Very few.
Does the public want talking Westerns: I think not.
Ifi
the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly: Average five.
Orchestra:
No. Organist: Yes.
Remarks:
Our nearest sound competition is an
hour's drive away. Its opening weeks drew a few
of our patrons through novelty. Aside from the conIs

sideration of extra price admissions, preference
about equally divided between sound and silent.

is

AAA
OHIO

2,200.

Is

Seating capacity:

300

No.

:

the silent picture going to disappear:

AAA

No.

400 within 12

miles.

Yes.

:

Non-synchronous: Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No sound in this section.
Changes of program weekly
Two shows per week.
Orchestra:
No. Organist: No.
Remarks: The music I put in is homemade, and it
works fine.
Can put the pictures over better
than any show in this section.
They have organs
with organist.
Will have sound soon.
:

OHIO
Population:

1,500.

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment

:

Electric.

:

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
Yes.
No.
going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,
50; low price, 35.
Yes.
Do you have matinees
Two.
Changes of program weekly
Organist: No.
Orchestra:
No.
Is

:

Is the silent picture

:

AAA

201.

No.

The socalled talkies.
patrons do NOT like:
No.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
No.
your theatre
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
No.
Is the 6ilent picture going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
25; low price, 10.
Do you have matinees: Yes, Sunday.
Changes of program weekly: Three and four.
No. Organist: No.
Orchestra:
Remarks: I use a Panatrope for my music. I have
talkies and sound within 12 miles of my place

My

:

:

:

:

:

low price, 15.
Yes.
Do you have matinees
Two.
Changes of program weekly
Yes.
Orchestra
No. Organist
Remarks
It is hard to tell yet what the public
There is lots of comment that
really do want.
they prefer silent pictures, but still you can't do
anything with silent pictures.
60

;

:

:

:

:

:

AAA

CALIFORNIA
Population:

Population:

Yes.
Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Both disc and sound-on-film
Name of sound equipment

Yes.
Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Both disc and sound-on-film
Name of 60und equipment:
:

:

My
As

Yes.

:

Talk-A-Phone.

:

sixth, melodrama.
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:

talking and singing and instrumental musk;
second, part talking and singing; third, all talking without singing and without instrumental
music ; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
No.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
best : No.
Does a program of both sound and 6ilent subjects
draw best: No.
Specials
Does the public want talking Westerns:
like "In Old Arizona."
Yes.
the silent picture going to disappear
Top price,
No.
raised admission prices:
10-15.
10-25; low price,
Yes.
Do you have matinees
Two.
Changes of program weekly
Part time.
Organist:
No.
Orchestra:
Remarks: We are a fourth or fifth run downtown,
are
pictures
keen
exceedingly
competition
"milked" before we run them. The novelty of talking
Production itself must appeal,
pictures is over.
otherwise patrons stay away. Prices on talking picWith
tures are ridiculous and entirely out of line.
the extra expense we have now, house is losing
dialog
the
price
for
extra
paying
an
money. After
picture, they then force a disc charge (or its equivalent when recorded on film) which is the biggest
There is no
graft since pictures came into being.
question but that thousands of houses will be forced
to close unless the disc charge is eliminated and
:

:

:

;

prices of pictures adjusted downward.
Producers should pass on the benefits of this new
invention to the public with a minimum of expense.
We know of many other theatres who are not doing
a greater volume of business with sound, although
expenses have increased heavily.

AAA

Population:

My

Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:

Westerns:

comment.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Yes.
raised admission prices:
50 ; low price, 35.

Have you

Do you have matinees
:

Organist

No.

Why
Top

See

not?
price,

Yes.

:

Changes of program weekly
Orchestra

Two.

:

My

AAA

25,000.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

1,200.

of synchronization, my Patrons
As
First
preferences are in the following order:
singing
and instrumental mns j'
and
all talking
second, part talking and singing; third, all talk
ing without singing and without instruments
music: fourth, synchronized singing and instrn
mental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best
:

No.
Does a' program of both sound and silent subject
draw best: No.
froi
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage
No.
your theatre:
don
I
Does the public want talking Westerns:
Is

the silent picture going to disappear:
will.

My

Yes.

RCA

Photophone.

First, singpatrons' preference are as follows:
ing and dialog; second, musical comedy; third,

melodrama; fourth, drama;
seventh,
comedy;

sixth,

Westerns.

raised admission prices:

Have you
50

;

low

price,

fifth,

comedy-drama;

operetta;

eighth,

Yes:

think

I

Top pne

35.

Yes.
Do you have matinees
Changes of program weekly:
:

Orchestra

Remarks:

:

No.
This

Organist
little

:

town

Three.
Yes.

is

just 60 miles north

and
These three towns a
sound equipment, clo

50 miles east of

,

miles south of
the only towns that have
for competition.
In speaking about the organ and organist, that
theati
the only instrument that will never die in the
kind
for it is a part of the theatre and the very
tn
say
can
I
theatre.
the
in
music that belongs
since
my business has been increased 50 per cent of
ti
installed the sound and all of the patrons
theatre like it better than the silent drama.

enough

:

:

Westerns and Underwork

like:

pictures.
to the amount

,

Have you sound equipment:
:

NOT

patrons do

IDAHO
Population:

drama.

sixth,

know.

Type

Yes.
Synchronous
Both disc and sound-on-film
Name of sound equipment

Electric.
;

No.

:

of picture does not seem to make
much difference. What is needed is good talkies.
The best drawing pictures are those which have received rather wide national publicity; that is, those
which have been brought to the public attention
either by national advertising or by magazine comments of critics.

Remarks:

Western

First, com
patrons' preferences are as follows:
edy-drama ; second, singing and dialog third
musical comedy; fourth, comedy; fifth, melo

drama;

:

talking

Yes.

:

:

Mediocrity.
patrons do NOT like
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and
singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects

want

1,210.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

7,000.

Yes.
Synchronous
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Name of sound equipment

type.

public

Electric.

:

Preference
patrons' preferences are as follows:
is for good pictures all the time regardless of

Yes.
Does the

Western

Have you sound equipment:

:

My

Yes.

:

First, compatrons' preferences are as follows:
edy-drama; second, drama; third, singing and
dialog; fourth, comedy; fifth, musical comedy;

all

1,600.

:

:

My

Yes.

LOUISIANA

Seating capacity:
Yes.

12,000.

Have you sound equipment

500.

Seating capacity:

1,250,000.

Have you sound equipment:

MISSOURI

:

Seating capacity:

190.

Have you sound equipment

Western

patrons' preferences are as follows:
First, mucomedy; second, comedy-drama; third, comedy; fourth, melodrama; fifth, drama; sixth,
operetta; seventh, Westerns.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental, but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best
Yes.
sical

only.

CALIFORNIA
Population:

to

Have you

Yes.

:

My

320

the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order:
First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and
singing.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
best
Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
No.
No.
Does the public want talking Westerns
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,

As

Is

:

Have you sound equipment:

Population:

1,105.

Have you sound equipment:

:

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment

Seating capacity:
Yes.

80,000.

:

MISSOURI
Population:

:

:

1929

31,

:

500.
Population :
Seating capacity:
1,200.
Have you sound equipment: No.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Doubtful.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best
Doubtful.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
draw best
Doubtful.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No. Patrons disappointed outside

:

August

i

:

August

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

1929

31,

IOWA

Is

Seating capacity:
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Synchronous : Yes.
Yes.
Non-synchronous :
Only disc: Yes.

Population:

75,000.

Name of equipment: Dramaphone.
My patrons' preferences are in the

550.

following order:

First,
preferences are in the following order:
talking without singing and without instrumental music: second, all talking and singing
and instrumental music; third, part talking and

singing.

Yes.
s sound drawing better than silent
3oes a program entirely of sound subjects
:

draw

No.

MICHIGAN
:

:

:

for regulars.

No.
have matinees
One.
hanges of program weekly
rchestra
No.
No. Organist
emarks: I have not heard any talking pictures as
:

:

:

yet bat 50 per cent of those that have, prefer
Hence, I do not intend
le silent picture any time.
make use of any squawkies as long as I can get
lent pictures from the trust exchanges, and when
ev quit sending them there are enough independent
changes in Detroit and Chicago to supply me as
ng as I wish to keep in biz. It looks like the film
ople are trying to freeze out the little fellows and
>
into biz on their own hook.
>

AAA

MINNESOTA
Population: 450,000. Seating capacity:
ave you sound equipment:
Yes.
nchronous
Yes.
)th disc and 60und-on-film
Yes.

1,240.

comedy-drama; second, musical comedy;
singing and dialog.
patrons do NOT like:
Melodrama, drama, Westerns or operetta.
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order:
First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, part talking and singing,
sound drawing better thar. silent
Yes.
«s a program entirely of sound subjects draw
best :
Yes.
es the public want talking Westerns:
I believe so.
the silent picture going to disappear:
It looks
First,
third,

r

:

it.

Yes.

:

Top

low price, 20.
35
you have matinees
Yes.
anges of program weekly
One.
rhestra
No. Organist Yes.
;

NOT

:

:

would

like sound in Westerns.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:

:

AAA

:

:

admission prices
Yes.
Top
low price, 25.
Do you have matinees
Yes, on Saturdays only.
Changes of program weekly: Three.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks: Our patrons do not like dialog as they
are disappointed when they cannot understand
every word perfectly.
I think this will be true of
the majority of small or rural towns.
Our patrons
like synchronized music scored and silent pictures
better than dialog pictures.
raised your

:

price, 50;

:

1,200.

low price, 10.
No.
program weekly

price, 25

;

you have matinees:
inges of

Three,
(hestra: No. Organist: Yes.
I narks:
I think as soon as talkies wear off their
newness, they will be slow sale. In fact, too high
a present time for the small house to run.
:

AAA

Population:

726.

* patrons
I ound in

427.

patrons' preferences are in the following order:
First, drama; second. Westerns.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
:

Orchestra:

Organist: Yes.
Remarks
I think the silent pictures are here to
stay for the small theatres.
I would far rather
have a good silent than a poorly equipped talkie.
My patrons feel the same way.
:

No.
he silent picture going to disappear
No.
h e you raised your admission prices
Top
No.
price, 25; low price, 10.
Uyou have matinees: No.
C nges of program weekly
Four.
Oiestra: No. Organist: No.
« iarks
I
use electric piano, automatic Victor
:

:

:

:

w

want

silent pictures.

Just

AAA

'

1,250.
Sealing capacity:
275.
you sound equipment: No.
in adjacent towns drawing patronage from

mnd

'our theatre:
No.
the public want talking
»»k for them.

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment

250.

No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre:
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns
Don't know.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Don't
know. Hope not.
Have you raised your admission prices
No. Top
:

20.

No.
Changes of program weekly
Two.
Orchestra
No. Organist
No.
Remarks
I have not installed sound equipment and
am not even considering such installation as
possible business would not justify the investment nor
meet expense of operation.
I
expect to continue
showing good silent pictures if they are produced
and do not anticipate that the public will cease to
patronize silent houses.
If they do I will have to
shut up shop.
:

:

:

:

AAA

5,000.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

880.

:

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Only disc
Yes.
Name of equipment Pacent.

:

:

;

:

:

:

closing

my

AAA

theatre.

300.
Population:
Seating capacity:
1,150.
No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Admission price: Top price, 50-25; low price, 15-10.
Yes.
Do you have matinees
Four.
Changes of program weekly
No.
Orchestra
No. Organist

Have you sound equipment:

:

:

:

AAA

:

:

GEORGIA

My

patrons' preferences are in the following order:
First,
comedy and musical comedy ; second,
comedy-drama and singing and dialog.

patrons do

NOT

like:

6,000.

Westerns:

Thev don't

:

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Only disc: Yes.
Name of equipment Photophone.
:

:

:

My
My
As

patrons' preferences are in the following order
First, musical comedy; second, singing and dialog; third, comedy-drama.
All talking.
patrons do
like:
patrons'
to the amount of synchronization,
First,
preferences are in the following order

NOT

my

:

talking and singing* second, all talking
and singing and instrumental music.
No.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
best:
No.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
draw best: No.
No.
Does the public want talking Westerns
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Yes.
Top
Have you raised your admission prices
price, 50; low price, 10.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly
Five.

part

:

:

:

Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
As far as I can learn, sound pictures
have proven unprofitable to practically all towns
under 10,000 population in Southern Georgia principally on account of enormous increase of film

to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are
All talking and singing and
instrumental music.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
best
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Yes.
Have you raised your admission prices
Yes.
Top
price, 50 ; low price, 30.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly : Four.
Orchestra
No. Organist : Yes.
Remarks: After a months straight sound policy and
with an increase of admission from 30 to 50
cents, our total increase in the number of paid ad:

:

AAA

rentals.

MINNESOTA

Part talkies.

As

Population:

11,009.

Seating capacity:

596.

Have you sound equipment
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Name of equipment: Auditone.
:

:

My

:

Is

:

:

800.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

Have you sound equipment

Remarks:

:

My

350.

No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Top
Have you raised your admission prices
price, 35
low price, 10.
No.
Do you have matinees
Three.
Changes of program weekly
Yes.
Orchestra
Remarks: The film companies, also the firms manufacturing high class sound equipment, must reduce prices of their commodities tremendously or
there will be no small town shows in a very short
time. Unless there is relief in a few months I intend

:

NEBRASKA
Population:

Seating capacity:

745.

Is

patrons' preferences are in the following order:

Melodrama, comedy, comedy-drama. Westerns.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.

AAA

NEBRASKA

:

Population:

u

IOWA
Population:

Have you sound equipment:

:

MISSOURI
is

AAA

Population:

Is

your theatre:

people

800.

300.

:

:

AAA

Population:

Seating capacity:

No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre:
No.
Admission price: Top price, 50; low price, 10.
Two.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Pianist: Yes.
Remarks: The sound pictures are here to stay but
the small exhibitor cannot afford to run them at
the present prices.
We cannot afford to buy a picture and then get held up on the sound for it, as
some of the distributors are now doing. The best
we can do is run the best silent pictures we can get
and hope for better prices on good sound pictures.

OKLAHOMA

:

Ij

My

No.

:

No.
Westerns.

do NOT like: Talkies.
adjacent towns drawing patronage from

electrola.
«
talk.

INDIANA
400.

Is

:

Seating capacity:
:

500.

No.

:

My

Have you sound equipment

KANSAS
r e you sound equipment:
a patrons' preferences are

Seating capacity:

:

:

<

600.

Do you have matinees:

Seating capacity:
180.
ve you sound equipment
Yes.
Isound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
I the silent
picture going to disappear:
No.
Ire you raised your admission prices:
Top
No.
I

:

:

OKLAHOMA

KANSAS

price,

ILLINOIS
Population:

No.

:

:

1

:

Is

:

Population:

250.

:

Population:

:

Have you sound equipment

Seating capacity:
Yes.

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Name of equipment: Made it.
My patrons do NOT like: Any pictures that are
suggestive and sexy.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Admission price
Top price, 35 ; low price, 10.
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly: Three.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks: We have talking pictures all around us
and our patronage has not been hurt as yet.
Most people that we have talked with are not a bit

AAA

Western Electric.
patrons' preferences are in the following order

price,

450.

Have you sound equipment

patrons' preferences are in the following order:
First, comedy-drama; second. Westerns; third,
comedy; fourth, melodrama; fifth, drama; sixth,
musical comedy; seventh, singing and dialog.
My patrons do
Dialog pictures or all
like:
talking pictures.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order
First,
synchronized singing and instrumental but not
talking; second, part talking and singing; third,
all talking and singing and instrumental music:
fourth, sound effects only; fifth, all talking without instrumental music.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Yes.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
draw best
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns :
No, but

Have you

MICHIGAN
Population:

Have you sound equipment:

225.

My

une of equipment:

like

;

AAA

:

:

:

ve you raised your admission prices

Seating capacity:
Yes.

1,550.

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Only disc
Yes.
Name of equipment Movie-phone.

:

f

missions has only increased about 30 per cent, while
film rental has increased over 100 per cent operating
expenses increased about 25 per cent.

nuts over talkies.

ALABAMA
:

AAA

:

AAA

Population:

292. Seating capacity: 174.
No.
sound equipment
in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
5 sound
your theatre: Not to speak of.
No.
oes the public want talking Westerns
No.
the silent picture going to disappear
dmission prices:
Top price, 40 for specials; low
0 you

Population: 325. Seating capacity: 225,
No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Have you raised your admission prices: No. Top
price, 25 ; low price, 10.
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly
One.
Orchestra: No. Pianist: Yes.

Have you sound equipment:

Is

Have you sound equipment

Population:

35

AAA

KANSAS

Top

Talkies have increased business but the
Remarks:
There will
overhead has more than doubled.
have to be a reduction in film rental and music
nd talking scores in order to keep the independent

price,

Top

:

Yes.

:

i

No.
No.

:

No.

:

t

prices:

matinees: .No.
Changes of program weekly: Two.
Orchestra No. Organist Yes.
Remarks: We use only silent pictures. My patrons
Those of my
do not ask for talking pictures.
patrons who have seen talkies are not crazy about
them.
:

all

lave you

raised your admission
25 ; low price, 10.

49

Do you have

melodrama, comedy and singing and dialog; second, comedy-drama.
My patrons do NOT like: Silly comedy plays nor
animal pictures such as dogs and horses.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'

Yes.
best :
)oes the public want talking Westerns:
s the silent picture going to disappear :
lave you raised your admission prices
price, 25; low price, 20.
Yes.
)o you have matinees:
Two.
Changes of program weekly
>rchestra: No. Organist: No.

the 6ilent picture going to disappear:

Have you
price,

First,

xhibitors in business.

:

Population:

350.

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment:

250.

No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: To some extent.
I believe
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Is

not.

:;::

EXH BITORS HERALD-WORLD

50
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Population:

4,250.

and disc

NOT

make any comment

Remarks:

believe

I

patrons for awhile will be at-

Then it will depend
tracted here by sound film.
on the play as it always has in the spoken, silent
Unless producers refuse to allow their
and talkies.
films to be shown on poor equipment, the talkie will
die as many people are now complaining that they
are no good, having in most all cases that I've
checked, been to a theatre with cheap installation.

AAA

"Old Arizona," yes.

190,000.

:

Westerns.
Baclanova for instance,
patrons do NOT like:
costume, drama, pictures of the type of "The
Betrayal," "The Squall," etc.
Foreign actors,
settings, etc.

to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order:
First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
best
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns:
For a

Have you
50

;

raised admission prices:

low price,

75

low price, 25.

;

Changes

program weekly:

One.
Organist:
Yes.
Remarks
Bigger grosses, but smaller net compared
to silent.
With every house in this city running
sound, we are now where we started, but with considerably bigger overhead and film rentals.
of

No.

Orchestra:
:

MAINE
Population:

3,200.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

Have you sound equipment

620,

:

Synchronous: No.
Non-synchronous
No.
Both disc and sound-on-film: Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Western Electric.

Population:

:

Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
Yes.

Does the public want talking Westerns
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Yes.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes: Top price,
50; low price, 25.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly: Four.
Orchestra
No. Organist
Yes.
:

AAA
:

y

capacity:

2,000.

:

Yes.

Western

:

patrons' preferences are as follows:
cal comedy
second, comedy-drama
;

Electric.
First, musithird, sing;

ing and dialog.

As

amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order:
First,
talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Can't say.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Yes.
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
50 low price, 15.
Do you have matinees: Yes.

My

First, compatrons' preferences are as follows:
edy-drama; second, comedy; third, singing and
fifth, drama
dialog
fourth, musical comedy
sixth,
melodrama; seventh. Westerns; eighth,
;

;

operetta.

My

patrons do NOT like: Too heavy, murderous pictures.
There are too many murder, trial and
bootleg pictures.
to the amount of

synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
singing and without instrutalking
without
all
mental music; second, part talking and singing;
third, all talking and singing and instrumental
music
fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Not as I

As

;

No.
the silent picture going to disappear:
Yes.
Top price,
raised admission prices:
50 all day for adults; matinee 10 children, 25
evening.
Do you have matinees : Yes.

Three usually.
No.
No. Organist
Remarks: Talking pictures are here to stay. The
majority of show going people like them. It has

Changes

of

Orchestra

program weekly

:

converted many to theatre attendance
fore cared to go.

;

Orchestra

:

nrogram weekly
No.

Organist

:

One.

AAAYes.
:

WASHINGTON
Population:

10.OO0.

Seating capnclty:
Yes.

Have you sound equipment

1,062.

Population:

comedy; fourth, melodrama;

fifth,

drama.

:

:

theatres, but I don't think they will stay in the
other theatres. We hear too much of that noise over
radios in our homes,
a
a
a

LOUISIANA
Population:

829.
No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
Y'es.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
I believe so.

Have you sound equipment

:

990.

DeForest.
First, musias follows:
cal comedy; second, singing and dialog.
My patrons do NOT like: Westerns.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First, all
preferences are in the following order
talking and singing and instrumental music; second, part talking and singing.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent
:

a program entirely of sound subjects draw
Yes.
best
No.
Does the public want talking Westerns:
Just for a
Is the 6ilent picture going to disappear:
time.
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
50 ; low price. 40.
Yes.
Do you have matinees
Two.
Changes of program weekly
Y'es.
Organist
Part time.
Orchestra :
:

:

Remarks

Still

:

am

AAA

silent.

Population
600.
6,700. Seating capacity:
Have you sound equipment
Yes.
Synchronous: Yes.
Only disc: Yes.
Name of sound equipment Pacent.
My patrons' preferences are as follows: First, comedy. Westerns; second, melodrama, drama, comedy-drama, musical comedy; third, singing and
dialog.

My

patrons do

:

AAA

:

NEW YORK
2,752.

Synchronous: Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film

:

:

:

WISCONSIN
Population:

1,102.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

Have you sound equipment
Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous
No.
Only disc
Yes,
Name of sound equipment

300.

:

:

:

Movie-Phone.

:

First, compatrons' preferences are as follows
edy-drama ; second, musical comedy; third, singing and dialog; fourth. Westerns; fifth, comedy.
Melodrama, drama,
like:
patrons do
operetta.
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order
part talking and singing ; second, synchronized
singing and instrumental but not talking; third,
sound effects only.
:

NOT

My
As

:

sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program entirely of sound

Is

best

Very

little.

draw

subjects

Y'es.

:

Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price
low price, 35.
50
No.
Do you have matinees
Two.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra:
No. Organist: Y'es.
:

;

:

:

AAA

IDAHO
Population:

1,100.

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment

275.

Y'es.

:

Synchronous: No.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage fior
Some, as nearest installation
your theatre:
85 miles.

going to disappear: I think sc
No.
Have you raised admission prices
Three and one-hall
Changes of program weekly
No.
Orchestra: No. Organist:
For the small towns they still want thei
Remarks
share of Westerns whether they are sound o
silent.
If sound, it should make them all the bettc
:

RCA

:

Photophone.

First, comas follows:
edy-drama; second, musical comedy; third, singing and dialog; fourth, Westerns; fifth, comedy;
sixth, drama; seventh, melodrama.

— in

to

tried

the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
part talking and singing; second, all talking and
singing and instrumental music; third, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking;
fourth, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; fifth, sound effects only.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best

No.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
:

AAA

:

Is the silent picture

Y'es.

:

Name of sound equipment:
My patrons' preferences are

As

talking

:

852.

Y'es.

:

They want them

like:

i

Seating rapacity:

Have you sound equipment

NOT

and plenty of it.
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order:
First,
all talking without singing and without instrumental music; second, part talking and singing;
third, all talking and singing and instrumental
music.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
best
Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices
Yes.
Top price,
35 ; low price, 20.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly: Twelve.
No,
Orchestra
Yes.
Organist

As

:

Population:

:

Is

Name of sound equipment:
My patrons' preferences are

draw best

:

:

:

My

Seating capacity:
Yes.
Yes.

About 15,000.

Have you sound equipment:
Both disc and sound-on-film

Y'es.

Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
No.
the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices: No. Prices vary.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Three.
Changes of program weekly
No.
Organist:
Orchestra:
No.
Is

First, musipatrons' preferences are as follows:
cal
comedy; second, comedy-drama, operetta;
third,

be-

PENNSYLVANIA

:

Synchronous: Yes.
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film:
Western Electric.
Name of sound equipment

My

who never

AAA

all

of

:

:

to the

Changes

:

:

:

:

Population:
267 918. Seating
Have you sound equipment: Yes.

:

:

:

Does

RHODE ISLAND

My

979.

:

:

;

Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film:
Name of sound equipment

Seating capacity:
Yes.

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film: Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Western Electric

know.

patrons do NOT like
Costume plays.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order:
First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music: third, part talking and singing
fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Yes.

:

:

Is

sixth, Westerns.

:

10,000.

560.

:

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
No.
your theatre
Does the public want talking Westerns
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Have you raised admission prices
No.
Top price,
25 ; low price, 15.
Do you have matinees
No.
Changes of program weekly
Four.
Orchestra
Yes.
Organist
Yes.
Remarks:
If we can get good silent pictures, 1
know we can stay in business. If we put in
sound equipment, I know we cannot meet the overhead expense with two union operators and advance
prices for pictures.
If I raise admission price, I
think they will only come once or twice a week.
1 think sound pictures are here to stay in one of the
Is

INDIANA

SOUTH DAKOTA
Have you sound equipment

Seating capacity:
Yes.

401,247.

:

Have you

patrons* preferences are as follows:
First, singing and dialog ; second, musical comedy ; third,
comedy-drama ; fourth, drama; fifth, melodrama;

My

vaude-

1

Population:

Have you sound equipment

AAA

:

My

sound,

Yes.
Above report on one theatre only. The
other with 952 seats has been running silent and
business has been dropping off steadily.
From receipts of §900 six months ago, to $300 now (at 25c10c admis.).
However, Western Electric sound equipment will be installed. This town has undoubtedly
gone "talkie."
I
have a drawing population of
22,500 as there is no other sound in this district.

Yes.

:

Two

Remarks:

:

change, yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,

price,

Yes.

Changes of program weekly:
ville and silent film.
Organist

Top

Yes.

10.

Do you have matinees:

As

Do you have matinees

Looks that

the silent picture going to disappear:

way.

Seating capacity:
2,000.
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Synchronous: Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film: Yes.
Western Electric.
Name of sound equipment
My patrons' preferences are as follows: First, corned} -drama ; second, drama ; third, singing and
dialog; fourth, musical comedy; fifth, comedy;
sixth,
operetta;
seventh,
melodrama; eighth.

My

:

Is

UTAH
Population:

talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns:
If like
all

1929

31,

OHIO

:

As

Yes.

:

patrons do not like
Straight synchronized or
just part talking.
Also are dropping off on trial
and underworld pictures.
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order :
First,

:

to be installed.
Can't
patrons do
like:
until equipment is in awhile.

Orchestra

My

Seating ettpaetty ;
785.
Western Electric film

Have you sound equipment

My

August

I

:

:

:

fact, real attractions for the small

town.

I

h»»

to get along without Westerns, but have ha
proven to my satisfaction that you can't get alon
without Westerns in the small towns. Since the ai
vent of sound pictures, there has been a lot of taj
about discontinuing the production of Westerns.
my estimation this would be a fatal move if the sma
town is to be given any consideration. "In Old Aizona" has proven the merit and box office value
And it is my firm b
the outdoor sound pictures.
it

I

1

a beginner. Tl
lief that "Old Arizona" is
producers will make the outdoor pictures in soui
in the past, f
silent
them
have
made
just as they
have not our greatest screen attractions been t
And when the oi
productions made in the open?
door pictures again have their place on the sere
thi
(in sound), then the Westerns will also have
day and grace the silver sheet as real sou
attractions.
just

August

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

1929

31,

ILLINOIS
Seating capacity:
Population:
626.
200.
Think it would.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program entirely of eound subjects draw
best

Yes.

:

eound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
Yes, and would even if I had
your theatre

Is

:

'

sound.
the silent picture going
soon.
Changes of program weekly

to

Is

disappear

No, not

:

One.
I cannot have sound until it comes reaRemarks
sonable, both in machine and film rental.
I
notice one flaw in sound; all male voices are too
much alike, also all female voices are too much alike.
If several girls are talking, one of them could do
all the talking and I could not tell the difference because of the tone being similar.
:

:

prett renees are in the. following order:
First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, part talking and singing; third, all talking without singing and without instrumental
music; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
best :
Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Cannot say.
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
50 ; low price, 40.
Do you have matinees : Yes.

Changes

of

Orchestra

:

program weekly: Two.
No. Organist No.

AAA
:

AAA

BRITISH COLUMBIA

ARKANSAS
Population:

450.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

3,000.

Have you sound equipment
No.
Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous

:

:

:

patrons' preferences are as follows

My

comedy.
patrons do NOT

As

to

:

First, musi-

Talking only.

like:

the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order:
First,
synchronized singing and instrumental but not
talking.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

My

waiting for them
is 45 miles.
Of course
there are a few who go there to see the outstanding
shows, but when they hear a bad one they certainly
yell.
Those same people always see my outstanding
silents.
But it's not the class who own fine cars
that keeps a small town exhibitor in business.
It's
the crowd that walks.
The public is fickle. They soon tire of novelties.
Talking pictures are a novelty, but musical productions are not
melody for its tuneful music "Show
Boat" for its music singing and its greatest emotional efforts
silent.
But there's no use telling the
producer anything.
He knows it all. There's a
chance for some smart independent, since the big
boys have declared against silents and Westerns.
No
town of 3,000 down can get far without Westerns,
and we know those good Western stars are not all
going fishing for the rest of their lives. Nor are we
going to work the rest of our lives for the producers
of "talking film."
I'm on silents only as long as I
can get two or more a week.

——

—
—

—

—

AAA

About 15,000.
Have you sound equipment

Population:

740.

Synchronous
Yes.
iNon-synchronous
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Yes.
'Name of sound equipment:
Photophone.
My patrons' preferences are as follows: First, singing and dialog; second, musical comedy; third,
:

:

:

RCA

comedy-drama; fourth, melodrama; fifth, comedy;
Westerns; seventh, drama; eighth, op-

sixth,
eretta.

patrons do NOT like:
Drawing room or soceity
dramas, eternal triangle, problem plays, moral
lesson plays, cheap hokum.
to the amount of synchronization,
patrons'
pref?rences are in the following order:
First,

my

all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, part talking and singing; third, all talking without singing and without instrumental
music; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw

No.

program of both sound and silent subjects
draw best
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns:
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No. (Hope

patrons do
comedies.

NOT

:

Changes

program weekly

of

Orchestra:

Organist:

Yes.

:

:

:

AAA

•
Population.60.000.
Seating capacity:
iave you sound equipment:
Yes.
Synchronous
Yes.
yon-synchronous : Yes.
ioth disc and sound-on-film
Yes.

750.

:

TEXAS
Population:

:

amount

like:

of

Seating capacity:
Yes.

1,500.

500.

eretta.

My

patrons do

As

pictures from good clean stories.
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order:
First,

Crook pictures and want

like:

all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, part talking and singing; third, all talking without singing and without instrumental
music; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.

60und drawing better than
Does a program entirely of

Is

best

sound

subjects

draw

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Yes.
Have you raised admission prices
Yes.
Top price,
low price. 10.
50
Do you have matinees
Yes.
Changes of program weekly: Four.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Only speaking of the small town theatres
Remarks
when prices are adjusted, sound pictures will
Is

:

;

:

—

Westerns.

synchronization,

:

Under present
profitable as silent pictures.
Therefore, admisconditions rentals are too high.
sions are high for the small town to operate without
a loss. The rentals of sound pictures should not be
more than the silent ones, only with record charge
extra, but with jigh rentals and then the score
The pictures do not draw accharge is too much.

AAA

patrons'

DeForest.
First,
patrons' preferences are as follows:
musical comedy ; second. Westerns third, comedy
fourth, singing and dialog; fifth, melodrama.
patrons do NOT like: Dramas or comedy-dramas.
In fact they do not appear to be very keen on
any kind of picture, judging by box office re;

My

turns.
to the

amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music.
(The following have very
Part talking and singing,
little drawing power:
synchronized singing and instrumental but not
talking and sound effects only.)
Can't see any
Is sound drawing better than silent:
As

all

Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear.
Top price,
Yes.
Have you raised admission prices
50; low price, 10.
No.
Do you have matinees
Three.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks: Frankly we feel that we have wasted our
money by installing sound. Of 21 pictures shown
There
to date, we show an actual loss of $755.75.
are so many knocks on our reproducing equipment
that we are forced to the conclusion that none is
Personally, I am of the opinion DeForest is
good.
as good as any and better than some.
:

:

:

AAA

NORTH DAKOTA
Population:'

Seating capacity:

900.

:

:

:

We

made.

use Jensen dynamic speakers.
preferences are as follows:
I cannot
question specifically.
However, I
believe patrons' preferences are:
First, singing
and dialog; second, comedy-drama; third. Westerns; fourth, melodrama; fifth, drama; sixth,
comedy; seventh, musical comedy; eighth, op-

patrons'

answer

this

eretta.

My

patrons do NOT like:
Features that have about
25 per cent talking and the rest silent.
Also
with a musical background.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order: First, all
talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
best:
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns
Don't know.
Don't know.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices
Yes.
Top price,
50; low price, 30.
Do you have matinees
Yes.
Changes of program weekly: Four.
Orchestra
No. Organist No.
Remarks
The novelty of talking pictures is rapidly
:

:

:

:

:

370.

No.
eound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
say.
Can't
theatre:
your
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
low price, 15.
30
No.
Do you have matinees
Three.
Changes of program weekly
No. Radio and piano only.
Orchestra
There are so many sound equipments ofRemarks
fered now, one scarcely knows which one to seWill continue with the silent picture the comlect.
ing year until sound equipment is better than those
I do not like them.
I have heard so far.
:

Is

;

:

:

:

:

AAA

ILLINOIS
Seating capacity:
Population:
5,000.
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Yes.
Synchronous
No.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Only disc
Name of sound equipment:

800.

:

:

Phototone.

My

TEXAS

My

;

:

375.
Population:
3,000. Seating capacity:
Have you sound equipment
Yes.
Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Only disc
Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Synchronizers are home-

:

my

My

be as

cordingly.

700.

:

Have you sound equipment

No.

6ilent:

Yes.

:

Seating capacity:
Yes.

Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Only sound-on-film: Yes.
Name of sound equipment:

:

Photo Talker.
patrons' preferences are as follows:
First, comedy; second, singing and dialog; third, Westerns;
fourth, melodrama; fifth, comedy-drama; cixth,
drama; seventh, musical comedy; eighth, op-

NOT

4,000.

increase.

:

My

Population:

Have you sound equipment

:

Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Only disc: Yes.
Name of sound equipment:

:

:

"lame of sound equipment
Western Electric.
•It patrons' preferences are as follows:
First, singing and dialog; second, musical comedy; third,
comedy; fourth, drama; fifth, comedy-drama;
sixth, melodrama; seventh, operetta.

NOT

One.

;

SOUTH CAROLINA

patrons do

:

Yes.

AAA

Have you sound equipment

:

the

or

to

:

not.)

Save you raised admission prices:
Yes.
Top price,
30; low price, 20.
Po you have matinees
Yes, one.
Changes of program weekly
Four.
Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes.
iemarks
Talking pictures should be accompanied
by orchestra only where talking sequences lag.
Talking is confused by bursts of fine music someimcs, blaring out just at the wrong time.

to

Melodrama, Westerns,

like:

Demand 100 per cent talk.
the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order
100 per
cent dialog.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
best :
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: In a class
of "Old Arizona," yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Yes.
Have you raised admission prices
Yes.
Top price,
75; low price, 25, children.
Do you have matin.'es: Yes.
As

:

j|ny

Electric.

:

Seating capacity:
Yes.

:

:

Western

:

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

best
,Does a

ARKANSAS

Yes.

:

:

patrons' preferences are as follows:
First,
drama; second, operetta; third, comedy-drama.

—

—

attachments to Powers machines.
Thousands of exhibitors are using these machines and
cannot afford to install Simplex and other makes
just to get the use of sound-on-film apparatus.
Equipment companies must get the idea out of their
heads that they must make 75 per cent profit on the
sound-on-film apparatus stop trying to rob the exhibitors and sell the equipment at a fair price.
fitting sound-on-film

AAA

:

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
No.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Not in
Arkansas.
Have you raised admission prices
No. Top price,
35; low price, 10.
Yes.
Do you have matinees
Five.
Changes of program weekly
Yes.
Orchestra
No. Organist
Remarks
Towns of this class cannot absorb the
absurd prices asked for such as "Broadway Melody" and "Show Boat," etc., and only the best talkies
not "audiens" can get by in any small town.
I
could not afford to put in sound, if the equipment
was installed gratis, at present film rentals. Better
shut down to two silents a week.
But this is the
silent independents' year. About 8,000 little towns are
Is

As

Yes.
Non-synchronous
Both disc and sound-on-film
Name of Bound equipment

Producers are making a mistake by re-recording from
the film onto the discs.
Producers are making a big
mistake by serving theatres with sound pictures where
the sound equipment is inferior. No exhibitor should
open up with sound unless the reproduction is good.
Equipment companies should figure out some way of

—

:

My

cal

i

2,700.

wearing away.
The producers must sell their
talking pictures on silent picture basis and the exhibitor in turn will have to lower the admission if
the small town exhibitors stay in business.
Cheap
trick talking picture equipment, theatres with "rotten"
acoustics, and poor productions with "rotten" recording is going to kill the talkies if something isn't
done.
Paramount's recording on discs is terrible.

:

My

My

Population:
350,000. Seating capacity:
Have you sound equipment
Yes.
Synchronous: Yes.

51

First, musipatrons' preferences are as follows:
comedy; second, singing and dialog; third,
fifth,
comedymelodrama;
fourth,
comedy;
drama; sixth, drama; seventh, Westerns.
Salacious stories, and do
like:
My patrons do
not turn out for picture with suggestive title,
even though it be a very good entertainment.
This will hold good with talkies in the future.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order: First, all
talking and singing and instrumental music ; second, all talking without singing and without inand
talking
part
third,
music ;
strumental
singing.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
Yes.
draw best
Does the public want talking Westerns: If good.
going to disappear: Yes.
picture
silent
Is the
Yes. Top price,
Have you raised admission prices
50; low price, 35.
Yes.
Do you have matinees
One talkie and four
Changes of program weekly
silent, but hope to have three changes, all talk-

cal

NOT

:

:

:

:

we can buy

ing, soon as

Orchestra:

right.

AAAYes.

Organist:

No.

TENNESSEE
Population:

1,700.

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment:

200.

No.

Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
Some.
your theatre
Almost.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Do you have matinees
Four.
weekly:
program
Changes of
Yes.
Orchestra
No. Organist
:

:

:

:

:

:;
;

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

52
OHIO
700.

Sealing capacity:
Have you sound equipment : Yes.
Yes.
:
Synchronous

Population:

9,000.

No.
Non-synchronous
Only disc: Yes.
Name of sound equipment:
:

My

;

Pacent.
First, singpatrons' preferences are as follows:
ing and dialog; second, musical comedy: third,

comedy-drama ; fourth, drama ; fifth, comedy
melodrama; seventh, operetta; eighth,

sixth,

Therefore, why do the producers of good comedies cut
off the silent numbers and play for the big boys.
Only a little while, and stage presentations will cot
off the sound comedies again.
Better make some
good silent comedies.
You'll need us after awhile
when the smoke clears. Many, many people still enjoy good silents. We are not making much over our
expenses, but then we never did.
So long as we
can entertain our public with the best, and keep out
of debt, we are happy.
It's a good old world if we

AAA

don't all agree.

Westerns.

amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order
and singing and instrumental music
talking
all
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music.

As

PENNSYLVANIA

to the

Population:

:

sound drawing better than silent. No.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
Is

No.

Does a program of both sound and silent subjects

draw

best

Yes.

:

patrons do NOT like: Sound or talking pictures.
sound drawing better than silent: No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No just the opposite.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
No. Top price,
Have you raised admission prices
SO; low price, 10.
Do you have matinees: No.
Orchestra
No. Organist
Yes.

My
Is
Is

—

:

:

price,

AAA
:

:

Top

vaude.

:

AAA

OREGON
Population:
Seating capacity:
2,000.
Have you sound equipment
Yes.

600.

:

Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous
No.
Only disc
Yes.
Name of sound equipment:
:

Population:

My

patrons' preferences are as follows
First, drama
second, melodrama, Westerns; third, comedy;
fourth, comedy-drama.
My patrons do
Talking in stories or main
like:
features.
Wholesome drama and comedies, semimoral lessons, silent are O. K.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Does the public want talking Westerns:
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
20 ; low price, 10.

NOT

One.

:

:

A

:

No.

Organist

Our business has rather picked

—

—

mean by "a few Westerns."

Boy, if they happen to get a Western that gets
over we won't have anything but Westerns.
Then
there are (Westerns) the grind type and then there
are really good Westerns, dramas, big pictures; that
is the only kind that will ever go.
The shoot-em-up
kind went out years ago.

AAA

in

No.
AAA

No.

Organist:

KANSAS
Population:

Seating capacity:

600.

No.
sound in adjacent town drawing patronage from
your theatre
No.
Does the public want talking Westerns
Do not
know.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Believe not.
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price.
35; low price, 15.
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly
Two.
Orchestra:
No. Organist: No. Pianist: Yes.
Is

:

:

:

We are within 10 miles of city. Our
people always have taken in shows there; no difference apparently in their attendance at city shows
with the sound than what it was with silent.
We
are doing just about the same with silent as we have
always done. Believe people will attend good shows,
silent or sound.
Give them all you can of worthwhile productions. Keep the pictures clean and business will grow.
Believe that the small theatres have been responsible for any real success the short features have had.

400.

Synchronous: No.
Non-6ynchronous: Yes.
Name of sound Equipment Good-All.
My patrons do NOT like: Short comedies. The past
two seasons have been terrible, not a laugh in a
:

carload.

Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
best
No.
No.
Ib the silent picture going to disappear
No. Top price,
Have you raised admission prices
30; low price, 25.
Do you have matinees: No.
Four.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks: My opinion is that good silent pictures
But
still have the power to draw paying crowds.
we smaller towns must have pictures that give our
:

:

:

:

patrons new themes. Many of the pictures are only
Producers
rehashed with different titles and stars.
have been flooding us with crook pictures. Another
item I have noticed in particular is tragic endings.
In the past we have often heard our audiences say
they knew how it was going to end. Quite true, but
they show real disappointment if they don't see the

AAA

last kiss.

Have you sound equipment

My

:

eretta.

My

patrons do

NOT

:

Not much.
No.
No. Top price,

Is the silent picture going to disappear

Have you raised admission prices:
No.
Do you have matinees

:

:

40; low price, 20.

Do you have matinees

Yes.
Three.
Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes.
two houses which I
covers
The
above
Remarks:
manage. If complaints are in general as they
are here, the future of talkies I would say is very

Changes of program weekly: Two.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.

much

vestment in talkie equipment and pay the higher price
for service.
We are doing our best to keep on with
We are not
silents, but are not making any money.
renewing our film contracts and expect to stop for
a while when our present contracts are out.

AAA

IOWA
318.
Population:
Seating capacity:
2,060.
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Only disc: Yes.
My patrons' preferences are as follows First, comedy, singing and dialog.
My patrons do NOT like Operetta.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
all talking and singing and instrumental music,
park talking and singing, and synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking.
:

sound drawing better than
Does a program entirely of

Is

draw

subjects

want talking Westerns

know.
Admission prices

:

Top

Do you have matinees

price,

30

;

low

:

do not

I

price,

20.

No.

:

Changes of program weekly

:

Five.

Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes.

AAA

COLORADO
200.
Population:
326.
Seating capacity:
Is sound in adjacent town6 drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No. Top price,
Have you raised admission prices
50; low price, 30.
Do you have matinees: Not often.
Changes of program weekly: Three.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks: Could not use sound in pictures in this
town on account of expense. We are just getting
by running silent pictures and could not stand the
extra expense.
:

:

1,500.

Seating capacity:

500.

No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage
No.
your theatre
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Admission prices: Top price, 30; low price, 15.
Do you have matinees: No.
Two.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist: No. Pianist: Yes.

Have you sound equipment:
Is

frorr

:

We

believe talking pictures will have ti
in
to the smaller places, but the cost of
stallation and programs will have to be materiall:

Remarks:
come

reduced before small towns can handle cither.

AAA

CONNECTICUT
Population:

17,643.

Seating capacity:

1,700.

best

*

Yes*

Dots the public want talking Westerns: Yes. if
the silent picture going to disappear: Yes.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top
40 ; low price, 19.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly: Two.
Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes.

good

Is

:

as

Population:

750.

:

:

are

sound

sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects dra«

Seating capacity:

Yes.
Have you sound equipment
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Botn disc and sound-on-film
Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Western

preferences

No.

silent:

Yes.
Does the public
best :

Is

OKLAHOMA

patrons'

AAA

in doubt.

:

Remarks: Us little fellows can't get enough patronage from our limited territory to justify the in-

My

:

Changes of program weekly:

:

25.

:

15,000.

pictures.

MANITOBA

:

Population:

Costume

like:

to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, part talking and singing; third, all talking without singing and without instrumental
music; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
best :
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Of higher
type.
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,

As

250.

No.
Smut pictures of any kind.
patrons do NOT like
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from

Remarks:

and

AAA

Seating capacity:

800.

600

Pacent.
First, compatrons' preferences are as follows
edy; second, musical comedy; third, singing and
dialog; fourth, drama; fifth, melodrama; sixth,
comedy-drama; seventh. Westerns; eighth, op-

KANSAS
Population:

Sealing rapacity:
1,000.
Yes.

13,000.

:

Seating capacity:
Yes.

2,606.

your theatre:

Have you sound equipment:

Population:

:

AAA

our infancy.

Have you sound equipment:

Is

INDIANA

We

We
A

:

:

No.

:

We
up.
try to be honest, give good projection and we
try to keep it all clean.
Don't make much even at
top, but haven't lost money on a picture in eight
years.
We ran "The Covered Wagon," "Ten Commandments" at 10 and 25c and made a little. This
is a little unique enterprise.
have operated here
off and on since 1900.
do not sell tickets, people
pay as they go out.
few times when our entertainment was poor, they couldn't find anyone at the
door to pay. It's a family affair and not a cent goes
out for salary and no passes even to license collector.
No official protection and only one outside, no inside
disturbance.
I've operated since 1898.
Run the
"Edison Pharetoscope" with Calcium light then.
Reels were not over 50 feet long and you bought
Quit in 1899.
Most people, I thought, had
them.
seen pictures with objects moving, yet we today arc
Remarks:

cut

to three.

Have you sound equipment:

:

Orchestra

Two

PENNSYLVANIA

My

:

Masterphonc.

patrons' preferences are as follows:
First, comedy drama; second, singing and dialog; third,
drama; fourth, comedy; fifth, musical comedy;
sixth, Westerns; seventh, melodrama.
My patrons do NOT like: Silent or synchronized
pictures.
I may as well hang a smallpox sign
out as to hang out a sign advertising a silent
picture.
Synchronized is only a little better.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following manner
First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns:
very few
will break the sameness in pictures.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
I hope so.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,
50 ; low price, 35.
Do you have matinees : Yes.
Changes of program weekly : Three and four.
Orchestra
No. Organist : Yes.
Remarks: So far as I am concerned the all talking
and singing picture is the thing or the 100 per
cent dialog picture. I can do no business at all without 100 per cent talking programs. My people won't
even sit through a silent comedy.
They want talk
and how. As to the type of picture, the comedy
drama or the musical comedy type with singing and
talking is the best.
But the trouble with producers in the past is that
they are not original.
If a "Covered Wagon" or a
"Big Parade" comes along every company, and the
company that has made the big hit too, all try to
make a cleanup on that type of picture. Then never
make another "Covered Wagon" or whatever it
may be, neither in picture nor in box office value.
All they do is sicken the public on that type of
picture and kill it for all time thereafter.
When a
big picture is made or one that really hits at the box
office
and after all that's all that makes a picture
big if they would let well enough alone and go out
and make another big picture on some other idea of
their own, we would all be better off. That is what

1,900.

150.

No.

Do you have matinees
No.
Changes of program weekly

:

My

:

:

Seating capacity:

425.

Have you sound equipment:

I

price, 50.

Changes of program weekly
Orchestra:

No, but

admission prices:

raised

Synchronous
Yes.
Only disc: Yes.
Name of sound equipment:

NORTH CAROLINA

Yes.

:

Changes of programs weekly: Two and three.
Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes.
We have had sound in now five weeks.
Remarks
Did good for two weeks, but business has fallen
off to where the silent pictures were, and we have
good sound. Last year we installed new organ May
15th and our business held up fine all during the
summer months.

Yes, in my

going to disappear:

opinion.

Have you

:

40; low, 30.

Do you have matinees

Population:

to

tried.
Is the silent picture

638.

No.

1929

51,

the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order
First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music:
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
best
Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Have not

As

:

Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top

I

Seating capacity:

3,500.

Have you sound equipment:

August

Electric.

follows:

First,

comedy-drama; second, melodrama; third, comedy: fourth, musical comedy; fifth, drama.

price

IA.

—

;
;

August

31,
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THE STUDIO
M G M Casting Breaks Record;

Sound Cutters Learn

To Read Film Voice
Aug. 27.—Film
have mastered lip reading
and have learned to read the sound
£lms.
In scrutinizing thousands of
miles of sound track, film editors
have learned that certain combinations of these striations and the

higher,

therefore

it

records

in

a

frequency

and will cause
more striations to appear in an inch
of film than will that of a man.
higher

Columbia's "Flight"
Goes to Cutting

Room

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

Aug. 27.— The final "shots"
Columbia's "Flight" have been finished and
ve been sent to the cutting and assembling
om where director Frank Capra will super-

i

se its editing.

As soon as

the editing is completed the
be rushed East, possibly by airplane,
order to open the Broadway run at the
:orge M. Cohan theatre in September.
The
oduction is said to represent more than
30,000 and was produced with the full coeration and assistance of the U. S. Marine
>rps at the San Die^o air base.
ints will

ebe Daniels Will
'Carmen" as

Make

RKO Special

(Special to the Herald-World)

Aug. 27.— Bebe Daniels is
be starred by
in an English sound
"een version of "Carmen," the early part of

RKO

ixt year.

^s
'

;

in
"Rio Rita," "Carmen," will
hnicolor sequences.
Miss Daniels is
eight-picture contract with

have
under

RKO.

larion Davie s Will Make
Ziegfeld Hit, "Rosalie"
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug. 27.— Marion Davies

make the Ziegfeld stage hit, "Rosalie," as
next production for
G M. Harry Beaunt will direct.
The picture will start soon
er the
completion of "Dulcy," Davies"
1

1

M

tf
f
'

^licle

'J
r

which King Vidor

to

is

directing.

Film Audien Serial
(Special to the Herald-World)

10LLYWOOD,

Aug. 27.— Louise Lorraine
Lane Chandler will be co-featured in a
1
:versal
serial,
"The Lightning Express."
J
jjis based on a story
by Frank H. Spearman
si will be in ten episodes, in both
soisnd and
<

nt

The cast includes J. P.
Gowan, J. Gordon Russell and Tohn Oscar.
*nry MacRae will direct.
s

versions.

HOLLYWOOD,
ords for the

number

made

Fox

August 27.— Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has broken

all

rec-

used in a production schedule. Eight
pictures are shooting and two will start within the week. There is also a list
of plays to start this month.
Fox began production on "New Orleans Frolic" this week using 16 prominent stars and players.
It was the most amazing cast announcement ever
at the

of players to be

studio.

Universal is planning to produce a series of
two reel comedies featuring Vernon Dent and
Lou Archer. Mildred Harris and Ruth Hyatt
will have the feminine leads.
With more than 90 per cent of the entire
contract players actively at work or to go into
production within a few days,
is probG
ably the busiest lot in town.
With those
already in production and the list of plays to
start within the month, the big studio has
been turned into a veritable hive of industry.

M M

M G \Fs Floating Sound Stage
The first floating sound stage is a ship with
a complete recording plant. It will be put to
sea this week to film "The Ship From Shanghai," on the Pacific ocean.
The first "talking" doe picture, in which
trained dogs will "speak" synchronized words
is in production.
It is being directed by Zion
Myers and Julius White and is called, "Hot
Dogs."

Lawrence Tibbett has been brought direct
from the Metropolitan Opera House for his
dialog film. Lionel Barrymore is direct-

first

ing the original story by Frances Marion.

HOLLYWOOD,

'

—

makes certain

According to James Wilkinson,
Paramount film editor, it is an easy
matter to distinguish between the
voice of a woman and a man.
The
speech of a woman is normally

Shooting

Producing Company Now Planning to Start Two More Within
Week Fox Begins With 16 Stars in One Production
U to Produce Team Comedy Series
By DOUGLAS HODGES

cutters

density of their color
sounds.

Now

Eight Pictures

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

It

called "Rogue's Song."
The Duncan Sisters are being directed by
Sam Wood in "Cotton and Silk," a play of
vaudeville life.
The cast includes Benny
is

Rubin, Lawrence Gray and Jed Proury.
The other productions are "Roadshow," featuring Charles King and Bessie Love "Secret
Places," a silent picture starring Greta Garbo
"The Bishop Murder Case," with Basil Rathbone, Leila Hyams and Raymond Hackett
"Their Own Desire," starring Norma Shearer,
the cast including Regis Tomey and Lew is
Stone; and Ramon Navarro in "A Battle of
the Ladies," with Dorothy Jordan as heroine,
completes the production list with the exception of "Trader Horn." which is being directed
by W. S. Vandyke on location in Africa.
;

r

Taurog

Directing Fox Special
One of the most amazing cast announcements ever made at the Fox studio was given
when a partial list of players who will appear
in "The New Orleans Frolic" being directed
Is

Norman Taurog, started production.
In alphabetical order they are
Warner
Baxter, Walter Catlett, William Collier, Sr.,
Clifford Dempsey,
Nancy Drexel, Charles
Farrell,
Stephin
Fetchit,
Richard
Keene,
Henry Kolker,
Edmund Lowe. Farrell
Donald, George MacFarlane, Victor McLag-

by

George O'Brien,

len,

Tom

Patricola and

Will

Rogers.

There are eight pictures in production af tfie
studios.
George Jessel's first dialog film
this company has started.
It is called
"Hurdy Gurdy Man" and the supporting cast
is headed by Lila Lee.
William K. Howard,
whose last directorial effort was "The Valiant," is directing.
Wolf, Gilbert and Baer,
song writers, have written several tuneful
numbers which will be heard in the picture.
Comedy Series at Universal
Vernon Dent, comedian and Lou Archer,

Fox
for

Orpheum

headliner, have signed as a

comedy

They

10 two-

team for Universal.

will

make

comedies, both in sound and silent ver-

reel

sions.

Mildred Harris will play the lead in the
series and Ruth Hyatt in the second.
The comedies will be known as the Lniversal
All Star.
They will be produced by Samuel
Van Ronkel. Richard Smith and Harry Edwards will alternate as directors. Production
is scheduled to begin shortly.
At the same studio, one picture was started
and one finished. "Skinner's Dress Suit" began with Glen Tryon and Merna Kennedy in
the leading roles.
The film is based on the
Henry Irving Dodge magazine story which
first

was

later

William

made
J.

into a stage play.

Craft Is Directing

Production of 13 two-reel pictures to be
as "Pioneer Kid" series has been completed.
The star is 6-year-old Bobby Nelson.
The series were directed by Jack Nelson and

known

are

Western

RKO

in type.

Adds Lloyd Hamilton

Another notable name was added to the
already outstanding cast of "Tanned Legs."
Lloyd Hamilton has been signed to portray
a detective.
has given Hamilton plenty
of opportunity to display his humorous talents

RKO

in this role.

Webb

Remain on Coast;
Completes Dove Picture
to

(Special to the Herald-World)

:

HOLLYWOOD,
not going back to
tures.
Billie

The
Dove,

completed.

First

Aug. 27.— Millard

Webb

is

New York
National

to direct picpicture starring

"The Painted Lady" has been
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August

At the Studio

Songs of

Hollywood

Premieres
In New York

"THE LOVE DOCTOR"
TT( 1LLYWOOD, Aug. 27.— The

HOLLYWOOD,

August 20.—The success of Ramon
Navarro singing "The Pagan Love
Song" has
prompted
to insert five new numbers in the
Herbert Stothart and Clifford
star's next picture.
Grey, of musical comedy fame, will write the songs.

MGM

Ager and Yellen arc to do the score for the Van
will make.
The
end Schcnck picture that
G
singers have arrived here ready for work with voices,
piano, et cetera, all in good shape.

M M

It has been made known that none other than Ray
Perkins, manager of First National and Warner
Brothers song departments, is the hero of the famous
Irving
"I've Got My Captain Working for Me Now."
Berlin wrote the song.
Perkins, during the war was
the captain of the regiment in which Berlin served
After the Armistice Private Berlin
as a private.
engaged Captain Perkins for his publishing house.
And another idea for a million-sale Berlin number
was born.

Al Dubin and Joe Burke, Warner Brothers song
writing team, have composed an original melody called
"A Darn Fool Woman Like Me.'* Winnie Lightner
will sing it in the Vitaphone picture, "She Couldn't
Say No." Lloyd Bacon is directing the picture.
Corporation,
J. J. Robbins of the Robbins Music
has just left Hollywood for New York. He has been
Credit is due to the young
here for three months.
publisher for the capable way in which he has
handled the song hits for the various productions.
His stay will not be for long as he is planning to
return to the Coast within several months.

Freelancing
It

all.

is

bad for some writers after

not so

was mentioned

in

this

At Gus Edwards' party

last

week Gus introduced

a song we, think is a hit.
It is called "She's Just
Plain Mary.'*
Charlie King, of "Your Mother and
Mine" fame, sang several new numbers.
"Back in
Your Old Home Town" and "Love Is Nothing but
the Blues."
Both are from the forthcoming

MGM

production, "Roadshow."
King was accompanied at
the piano by Lou Alter, who wrote "Manhattan Serenand
"Gotta
Fcelin'
ade"
for You."

We
the

happened

check

"Broadway

of

to

see,

Brown

Melody,"

by accident of course,
Freed for royalties on

quite

and

Brown's

Mel

iif

effort,

Paramount

first

"The Love Doctor,"

directorial

starring Richard

Dix.

Adapted from the amusing stage play "The
Boomerang," this picture has for its theme the
story of a young doctor who declares he will
never marry, but prescribes a formula guaranteed to make any other man fall in love. The
young doctor's nurse tries this formula on her
employer, with hilarious results.
In directing this broad farce, Brown has revealed a rich vein of humor comparable to
that of the best comedy directors.
The audience literally howled at the manner in which
the young physician gradually succumbed to
love, after the manner pointed out in his prescription, to which he had believed himself
not susceptible.
Brown is at present with
where he
is directing "Jazz Heaven."
The picture was
photographed by Edward Cronjager and the
scenario is by Winchell Smith and Victor
Mapes. The cast includes June Co' Iyer, Gale
Henry, Mirian Seegar, Winifred Harris and
Morgan Farley.
The dialog is by Guy Bolton and J. Walter
Ruben. It is a Paramount picture. D. H.

RKO,

—

Academy Committee on
Technical Research Has
Sol Wurtzel as Chairman
(Special to the Herald-World)

*

*

comedy with

farce

column several weeks

ago that Jesse Greer and Raymond Klages had deTheir decision has borne them
cided to free lance.
great results.
Greer and Klages were immediately
signed to do the Harry Carroll stage revue.
Universal
contracted them for the songs in "The Shannons of
Broadway."
And now it is reported that they will
do the words and music in the Harry Richman picture for United Artists.
*

popularity of
the fan public was
amply demonstrated at the first rough showing

"Pagan

Love

Song"

and

"Singin' in the Rain."
We were told that it is only
small part of what they were actually to receive.
Well, we have determined to raise all of our children
to be song writers.

a

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug. 27.— B. P. Schtilberg
T. Reed today announced the formation of a committee in the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences which is aimed to
go about a systematic technical research to aid
the motion picture industry. The committee
will work on developments of color photography, stereoscopy, audien recording, and
and

J.

projection.

Sol Wurtzel is chairman and is to be asby Irving Thalberg, M. C. Levee, Fred
Beetson, J. A. Ball, Fred Pelton, J. T.
Reed and Gerald F. Rackett.
sisted

W.

"VTEW YORK,

Aug. 27.— The dominating
x ^ screen event of the
week is the work!
premiere of "Gold Diggers of Broadway,'
Warner Brothers Vitaphone special which
opens at the Winter Garden this Friday evening.
Based on the Belasco stage play written by Avery Hopwood it has been greatly
elaborated by the Warners who have given
a special musical score and used the Broadway background to introduce a number of
dancing ensembles. There arc so many persons of note appearing in the picture tliat we
have an idea that it will be more in the nature of a revue than a play or a musical comedy.
On Friday night we expect to have a
good time finding out. D. C. F.
it

—

International

* showed three short
the

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug.

27.—The
Cock-Eyed

William
World,"
West Coast premiere at Grau-

production,

"The

have its
man's Chinese theatre.
will

at

FN

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug. 27.— James Atherton

screen writer, has signed a long term
contract with First National.
Starr has heen
identified with pictures since 1920 when he
started work as an extra.
He later became
motion picture editor of a Los Angeles newspaper, and also entered the screen writing
Starr,

field.

M.

Direct J.
( Special to

the

Barrie Play

Herald-World)

to

Europe

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug. 27.— Mary Pickford
and Douglas Fairbanks will sail on the Mauretania, September 4, for a two months' stay in
France and Italy. It is understood that both
stars will start production on individual vehicles immediately on their return.

Paramount Signs Harry Green

NEW YORK. — Paramount

signed Harry Green,
legitimate stage star, to long term contract, according
to B. P. Schtilberg, general manager of W. S. studios.
lias

Distributor;

week

last

a
Picture;

General Talking

Corporation which distributes the Internaproduct here.
One of them, a three reeler called "Tin
Unwritten Law," is one of the most power
fully dramatic things we have ever seen
pictures.
The sound, however, falls shor
This may be th'
of what we now expect.
fault of the reproducing equipment or of th
it

original film.
I know that
celluloid are being replaced.

sections

of

th

The picture is located in the Englis
countryside on a bleak moor, and is chief!
notable for the magnificent acting of Ross
lind Fuller, the imagination of the directo
and the atmospheric emphasis of the photoj
raphy.
It's a swell short for a high clas
house but would hardly apeal to the massi
unless murder is of such universal intere:
that it would appeal anywhere. The other t\\
films were
"Mr. Smith Wakes Up," a t\\
reel talking comedy, and "Allez Op," a ot
reeler plaved by the Gorno MarionettesD. C. F.
:

Murray Gets Long Term
Contract at Universe

lace will

Aug. 20.— Richard Waldirect the J. M. Barrie play, "The

Old Lady Shows Her* Medals," for Paramount. Gary Cooper will have the leading

in

"Shanghai Ladv."

Roy Hunt Signed by R

K

<

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

American Cameraman
Arrested in Poland
(Special to the Herald-World)

WARSAW,

Aug. 27.— John Bebik, an Amercameraman, was arrested last week at
Makowze while making pictures of mutilated
world war veterans.
ican

PF L

Not

NEW YORK,

to

Film "Zaza"

Aug. 27.— Paramount

film "Zaza," featuring Clara

Bow,

nounced some time ago, according
Lasky, vice-president

in

King Unit

will not

as was anto Jesse L.

charge of production.

to Florida

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

27.— Henry King
leaves the end of this week for Tampa, Fla.,
with a company headed by Lupe Velez and
John Holland.
in

Murr

Aug. 27.— James

has been signed on a long term contract
Universal. His first role is the lead oppos

Mary Nolan

HOLLYWOOD,

(Special to the Herald-World)

Mary and Doug

subjects

tional

HOLLYWOOD,

role.

James Starr Signs

the

photoplay

(Special to the Herald-World)

Richard Wallace Will

(Special to the Herald-World)

Fox

of

offices

MADAME OCTAVE.

"Cock-Eyed World" Coast
Premiere to Be at Chinese

31, l«»29

"The Harbor

The

Aug.

location trip
of Hell."

is

for scenes

YORK, Aug. 27.— Rov Hunt
been signed by Louis A. Sarecky, associ;
producer of R K O productions, to handle
camera on forthcoming Radio Pictures. I
initial
assignment is expected to be \v
Luther Reed on "Hit the Deck." Hunt v
chief cinematographer for Luther Reed wl
he was with Paramount.
1

fi

Reginald Barker Weds
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,
director,

Aug. 27.— Reginald Barl
and Mrs. Nona Claridge Geiger u

married this week. Mrs. Geiger
wife of Frank Geiger, New
singer.

is

the fori

York

wife, Clara
died nearly three years

Barker's; first

former film

star,

r

Willia

a

Joseph Jackson Re-Sign
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug. 27.— Joseph

*j

opfm

Jack;,

scenario and dialog writer, has been re-sigf
by Warner Brothers. Jackson now begins :
last six months of a three-vear contract.

1

<1
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Breakdown

News Notes
IOLLYWOOD, Aug.
BACON is making his

— LLOYD

27.

third picture with

club settings in "She Couldn't Say
Winnie Lightner's starring vehicle for

ight
''o,"

Brothers.

v'arner

ATHERINE DALE OWEN, who

played

opposite John Gilbert in "Olympia," has
gned a long term contract with
G M.
that her next picture will be
t is reported
The Ordeal."

M

DHNNY MACK BROWN

play the

will

RKO

lead opposite Sally O'Xeil in the
cture "Jazz Heaven."
Melville

Brown

direct.

ill

USTON BRANCH,

having disposed of

story "The Marseillaise" to
now creating another for the
:me company. It is reported that Gloria
vanson has made an offer of $10,000 for
his original
niversal, is

latest effort.

s

playwright, is
the picture version and diaEg for "Sarah and Son."
This story is to
.rve as a starring vehicle for Ruth Chatrton at Paramount.
Following the com-

now writing

may

assignment, Miss Akins

etion of this

ed the call of the Shubert interests to
rite a play for stage presentation next

JSSELL GLEASON

will play the juve-

lead in "Seven Faces," for Fox. Paul
Practically the entire cast
iuni is the star.
this picture will be stage people.

inile

50RGE ALBEE

handling the dialog
pn "College Heroes." It will be the starvehicle
far
Harold
(Red) Grange. It
ing
ian original story for Universal by Lamtrt

is

Hillyer and Arthur Ripley.

DANIELS

:CBE

will make phonograph
-ecords of a group of songs that she sings
Rita." She will be accompanied by
"ctor Baravalle, general music director for
iKO. Miss Daniels has a one year cont.ct
with the Victor Talking Machine
ii"Rio"

(

mpanv.

/LEEN PRINGLE

will plav a

"menace"

"Night Parade," at RKO. Miss
will have Hugh Trevor as her vic-

;ole in

lingle

Mai

t'l.

St.

Clair

MAYO

>:CHIE

is

directing.

will
direct
Edward
in
"Wide Open" for

Everett Horton
Brothers. Mayo has recently
I'ted directing Pauline Frederick in

Wner

com"The

Flame."

.""red

HRY PHILBIN
mportant
I^adway."

role

has been
in

"The

for

an

Shannons

of

cast

She will play "Tessie," in this
Sirv written bv Tames Gleason.
KRION HARRIS, singer and musical
omedy star, will have a featured role
h Ramon Xovarro's next production for

FBERT ARMSTRONG,
te

leading man in
Pathe picture "The Racketeer," has

tpleted his
role.
This marks
sing's third picture at Pathe in
nnths.
He plans a short vacation.

c

three

DOVE has completed "The
'aimed Ladv," for First National.
LUISE FAZENDA has signed for an imrole

1-RBERT

in

"Wide Open,"

BRENON

at

War-

direct "The
ase of Sergeant Grischa," as one of
R-O's specials this fall. It will replace
gh River," a story which Brenon was
sled to direct.
He has returned from
-Vv York with the screen rights to the
will

in el.

BNNY RUBIN

will

play the role of a

booking agent in "Cotton and
Sf.
This picture is being directed by
Wood and features the Duncan Sisters.
LJRA LaPLANTE is having two new
iudeville

ories prepared as
ve cles at Universal.

Slrt"

and "The

her

They

Stimulates Eastern Production

—
—

Pictures Starting in ^ ork at Paramount
Vitagraph and
Gramercy Studios Active with Short Features Raytone to
Commence Work on Film at Metropolitan in Fort Lee
By DOUGLAS FOX
27.
X EW YORK, August
— Spurred on, perhaps, by the breakdown of the

Two New

Equity menace, production
than it has all summer.

in

the East

next

starring

are "The Poor
Behavior of Mrs. Crane."

is

proceeding at a more rapid rate

At the Paramount Long Island studio "The Return of Sherlock Holmes"
has just been washed up and two more feature pictures are scheduled to begin
late this week or early next.
At the Vitagraph plant they are turning
out shorts just as quickly as Murray Roth
can get his carpenters to put up new sets.
The indefatigable Brock is producing his
Ginsberg series at the Gramercy studio Dudley Murphy and Leo Meehan are busy there,
George LeMaire has just finished antoo.
other at Sound Studios. Robert Kane's production of Spanish pictures is still in the
tentative stage.
It appears that Pathe will
continue, for the next three months, anyway,
to make sound comedies at its present location.
Over at Fort Lee Rayton is about to make a
feature at the Metropolitan studios. "Schoolday Frolic" shorts are in production at American Sound under the direction of John Xoble.

Blumenstock

at

Paramount

legitimate director and producer
sound picture technique and has
difficulty

with

it.

Mort

is

new

to

had some
Blumenstock, who

his onions, has been helping Dean over
the rough spots.
Give Brook will make a stood Sherlock
Holmes. The entire supporting cast is excellent.
And it will be the fault of the directing
and the script if the picture is not a success.
Young Phillips Holmes is the handsomest
juvenile we have seen in a long time. Harry
T. Morey and Donald Crisp are doing excellent work.

knows

Charles Ruggles, who scored in "Gentlemen
of the Press" and "The Battle of Paris," recent Paramount Astoria productions, has been
given the lead in "The Big Pond," production
to begin within a few days.
Hobart Henley

torial

Maine

picture.

Chevalier

J

acationing in France

Maurice Chevalier, who will make his next
picture under the supervision of Monta Bell
at the Long Island plant, has sailed on the
He de France for a two months vacation in
his native land. He will return on October 9.
The following short subjects have just been
completed at the Vitaphone studios
"The
Kiddies
Carbaret,"
with
Glauco D'Attili,
Buddy Reed, the Delite Twins and Lenore
Bohen "Harlem Nights," with Miller and
Lyles, and "Sending a Wire." with Eddie
:

;

Lawrence Grattan has reached an agreement
with Vitaphone for the use of his vaudeville
sketch, "The Gossipy Sex," as a short subject
with Robert Edmund Keane and Claire Whitney in the leads. Short subject contracts have
also been signed with Charles Hackett, Trixie
Friganza and Codee and Orth.
Dudley Murphy has just finished "Jazz,"
with Duke Ellington's Orchestra at the
Gramercy Studios. It will be remembered that
Murphy directed "St. Louis Blues," now at
the Rialto with the United Artists feature,
"Bulldog Drummond." Both are class.
Mark Sandrich will direct Xat Carr in "GenBrock is the proeral Ginsberg" this week.
ducer.
They are Radiant Pictures released
through Radio. Fitzpatrick, who makes novelties for the Van Buren Corporation, has been
taking some tests at Gramercy and will probably make a picture this week.

From Sam W arshaicskv

This

Sam Warshawsky,

will direct.

"The Laughing Lady," with Jean Eagles and
Give Brook, is expected to go before the
cameras, Victor Schertzinger directing, by the

Wallace Suggests

Theme

Situation

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug. 27.—Holly-

wood has gone theme

general publicity slinger

Hy

Dabb. gave birth to this
Photo"Over at the
phone Gramercy Studios, where men are men
and women are hushed up so that they won't
interfere with recording, a busy producer is
realizing a lifetime dream.
"The busy producer is Louis Brock. He is
busy for two reasons. First, because he is
busy making the 'Ginsberg the Magnificent'
series of two reelers
and secondly, because
for Radio under
the other day

RCA

:

;

crazy.
the

First

was theme song, then

theme
dance. Richard Wallace, Paramount
director, suggests the theme situait

is in print.
Bartlett Cormack, edisupervisor, recently returned from the
woods and finished the script on this

time this

Green.

Betty Lawford was the coolest person we
saw at Paramount plant last week. It was
pretty hot on the set and Basil Dean, directThe famous
ing, was not exactly at his ease.

Arm-

B.LIE

|Ortant

in Fight of Equity

;

DE AKINS, prominent

55

tion.

Says Wallace, "what infinite new
avenues for entertainment can be
opened?
Consistently
throughout
the picture, repeat the same situation until it grows on the audience.
In this way, the screen becomes a
powerful influence on the daily life
of us mortals.
"First: an epidemic of fights between wives, husbands, sweethearts,

beaux and whatnots. This is to be
followed as the cycle turned, with
new f angled notions of love making."
Which shall it be folks, which
shall it be?

every lost

moment

one word he hates

Sam,

spells waste.
to spell."

And

that's

guide and mentor, writes plays
when he is not doing publicity. He must be
a clever fellow not to get them mixed.
like his

Edmund Lowe

Signs Long

Term Contract

at Pathe

(Special to the Hcrald-H'orld)

HOLLYWOOD,

Aug. 27.— Edmund Lowe

of "What Price Glory" fame has signed a
long term contract at Pathe. His first -work
will be the lead opposite Constance Bennett
in "This Thing Called Love."

"U" Loans Star

NEW
Crawford
Rhythm."
picture.

to

to

—Universal has
Pathe for an important

YORK.
She

will

Pathe
loaned
role

in-

Kathrj'n

"Red Hot

have the featured role in the
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Herald- World's Production Directory
STORY

BRAND

CHIEF

DIRECTOR

NAME

PLAYERS

STORY

STARTING

DATE

DIRECTOR

Columbia Studios
"Song

Love"

of

Erie Kenton

Belle

BRAND

CHIEF

NAME

PLAYERS

STARTING

DATE

Pathe Studios

Baker

August

6

"Red Hot

Rhythm"

Leo McCarey

All Star Cast

Thing
Called Love"

Paul Stein

Constance Bennett

'This

August 8
August 2!

Christie Studios
"He

Did
Best"

A.

His

PearceTaylor Holmes

Leslie

RK0

August 21
'Night Parade"

Educational Studios

"Tanned Legs"

Mai

St.

Clair

Marshall Neilan

Studios

Marie Prevoat
Dorothy Gulliver

Hugh Trevor
Ann Pennington
Edmund Burns

August

I

August

f

Arthur Lake

Mermaid Comedy Stephen Roberta Monte Collins
Nancy Dover

August

19

Roach Studios
First National Studios
Badger Bernice Claire
Alexander Gray
Louise Fazenda

Clarence

"N», No,
Nanette"

NO PRODUCTION
July 29

Sennett Studios

Lucien

Littleneld
Pitta

Zasu
Korda Corrine Griffith
Eve Southern
Ralph Forbes

Alexander

•LUlies of the
Field

"The Dark
Swan"

Jr.

August

12

August

15

'Woman

Betty

Victor Saville

to

Woman"

Fox Studios
"Sonny Side Up" David Butler

Janet Gaynor

"The Sky Hawk" John Blystone

Helen Chandler

August

Compson

George Barraud

Edward Sloman

'The Lost
Zeppelin"

Conway Tearle
Virginia Valli
Ricardo Cortez

August

June 24

Charles Farrell
July 15

Tec-Art Studios

John Garrick
Robert Emery

Daphne Pollard

"A Sons

Lew

of

Seller

"Romance

Joe

Wag staff

August

Moran
Warner Baxter
Mary Duncan

NO PRODUCTION

6

Lois

Kentucky"
of the Al

Rio Grande"

Wm

"Hardy Gurdy

Santell

K.

Howard George

August

"The Three

10

Paul Sloane

Louise Dresser

August 15

Norman Taurog

All

August 18

Sisters"

Orleans
Frolic"

cast

star

United Artists Studios

August 15

Jessel

Man"

"New

'Condemned"

F. Richard Jones

Ronald Colman

Sam Goldwyn

Prods.

Augus

Ann Harding

Universal Studios

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios
Harry

Wild West

J.

Brown

Charles Reisner

"Trader Horn"

W. S. Vandyke Harry Carey
Edwina Booth
Sydney Franklin Ramon Navarro

"Battle of the

Ladies"
"Cotton and Silk" Sam

Wood

Duncan

7

"Shanghai Lady" John Robertson

August 18

Mary Nolan
James Murray

AugU:

Wheeler Oakman

August 15

Sisters

Augm

Otis Harlan

July 22

May

Ken Maynard
Gladys McConnell

Show"
Bessie Love
Charles King

"Road Show"

"Shannons

of

Emmett Flynn

Broadway"
'Three
Godfathers"

James Gleaaon

August

Gleason
Charles Bickforth
Fred Kohler

Augus

Lucille

William

Wyler

Raymond Hatton

Metropolitan Studios
"Welcome
Danger"
'Hell's

Mai

St.

Clair

Harold Lloyd

Howard Hughes Ben Lyon

Angels"

Lloyd Prods.

'Skinners Dress
Suit"

William Craft

Glen Tryon

Merna Kennedy

Sept. 17

Warner Brothers Studios

Nov. 1927
(Talking Sequences)

Caddo Prods.

James Hall

"Show

of

Staff Direction

All-star Cast

Shows"

Paramount Studios

'Golden

Frank Tuttle

"Behind the

Robert Milton

All-etar Cast
Ail-star Cast

Make-Up"
"The Saturday

Edward

Clara

Sutherland
Louia Gaanler

Evelyn Brent

July 27

Wallace Gary Cooper

August 20
August 20

Night Kid"

"Darkened
"Medals"

Richard
1

All

star

caat

Dennis King

July 27

Frank Fay
Vivienne Segal
Noah Beery
Alice Gentle
Sojin

Lee Moran

Marian Byron

July 6

Rooms"
"The Children" Lothar Mendes
"Vagabond King Ludwig Berger

Dawn"

Ray Enright

July 6
July 6

"Sweetie"

Bow

1

Tiffany-Stahl Studios

Young

Loretta

August

Harry Gribbon
Thelma Hill

12

Andy Clyde

Lois Wilson
H. B. Warner
Douglas Fairbanks,

William
Beaudine
Ted Wilde

"Loose Ankles"

Mack Sennett

Untitled

August

'She Couldn't

Lloyd Bacon

Winnie Lightner

Say No"
"Hold

Everything"

Roy Del Ruth

Sally O'Neil
Joe E. Brown
Georges Carpentier

August

August
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THE THEATRE
Home Talent
Wide
[TOME

films

talent

offer

a

wide

theatre exploitation but in too

I

do not adequately

tances they

fulfill

Field for Exploitation

field

for

many

in-

the pur-

they were taken, and prove
0 be an added expense to the theatre cofor which

jose

iperating

the

in

with headquarters in Milwaukee, has

Ircuit,

home

neeting with fine

A

talent

news

regular

It boasts a membership of
Milwaukee county alone, besides a
membership of 50,000 youngsters

the country.

:attered

iroughout the

state.

The Journal

also runs

daily cartoon

strip in its paper as well as
department devoted to "Seckatary
[awkins Club News."

daily

Tryouts

in

Suburban Houses

The motion picture made by members of
club was entitled, "Home Run Hawkins,"
id dealt with the trials and tribulations of
champion baseball player and had good plot
lis

Preliminary tryouts for selec-

id continuity.

both

News"

through

as well as

including photos of the

space,

youngsters taking part in the

cast.

Merchants Pay Expenses
cost of the

film

firms

a

event,

"Seckatary Hawkins Club

The Journal con"Seckatary Hawkins Club," which is

0,000 in

Dn of the cast were held on separate da3_ s at

shots of
so

the pictures
that

they

was borne by
In

return

eight

for this,

were taken near these
received

their

publicity

through the picture.
The fact that these
merchants' products or places of business were
being shown in the picture was not obvious
by any means, but it appeared to the viewer
of the completed film that they were merely
parts

which the film was
One of the merchants, an ice cream

of

taken.

the

setting

in

and dairy concern, featured for

its

Sunday

special brick of ice cream, a "Seckatary

Haw-

was given the event

tising

tary

Hawkins

the

In the

state.

line

the

at

theatre

the picture,

the film

was

a big success.

Amateur Club Tieup

Home

talent picture

also

be handled

kins Special" and advertised it as such in the
newspapers as well as distributing 2,000 stickers to its dealers.
This meant an added bit

of publicity for the film.

producing

Even

the cost of the trailers

announcing the

on

narrow

width

film

but

this

can easily be overcome by using the standard

camera, which no doubt can be gotten

production to appear at the various theatres
circuit was not borne by Fox-Midwesco.

size

on the

from a

In addition to newspaper space, radio adver-

thing to consider

local

The important

photographer.
is

the high cost involved and
the exhibitor

such

a

making
should

tieup

carefully consider the
question,

what

to

me?

wise he

will

worth
the

If

same plan

is

it

he

is

follow
as did

Fox-Midwesco and
plan the entire campaign so that the ex-

ted at the

pense will be carried
by .the local mer-

n

chants.

se-

Wiscontheatre, Fox-

dwesco
use.
ices
'

may

from the angle of the amateur clubs, which
are springing up in all parts of the country.
These clubs have been organized and are

to act

was

showing

its

The "Seckatary

advertising.

tremendous hold on the kiddies throughout
Milwaukee and Wisconsin, with the result that

houses

cast,

was given a

Hawkins Club" has been in existence for a
considerable length of time and has taken a

children

these

newspaper advertising of

or two of space announcing

Fox-Midwesco
rcuit.
At each of
ese theatres a com:te cast was selected,

om

Milwaukee

the

the various theatres, the picture

the

e final

over

The picture, a two-reeler, appeared for a
week at the Wisconsin theatre after which it
was shown for four days at each deluxe house
in Milwaukee.
Following this the picture was
routed to Fox-Midwesco theatres throughout

id Garfield theatres,

:ighborhood

Club"

WTMJ.

Journal station,

Mod

ptown,

connection with

in

the regular daily broadcasting of the "Secka-

Tower,
j e s k a

Oriental,

ie

the

was made between the Milwaukee
and the Fox-Widwesco circuit for the

ne of the strongest children's organizations
1

to

Milwaukee merchants.

roducticn >of this picture.
ucts

publicity

The

tieup

ourtial

daily

film

a cent to produce.

ost the circuit

Ben Pearse, with an M G M newsreel
cameraman shooting the various scenes. During this time, the Milwaukee Journal gave
tion of

which is
approval and which did not

completed a

ust

The Fox-Midwesco

stunt.

Picture Productions Offer

downtown

Tryouts
in

re held

the

Exploitation of this
nature always creates

for
cast

interest

during the

among

the

nrning at the vari-

community and
generally draws ca-

theatres, and
were

pacity houses, but the

<

hteen kiddies

sected at
;

entire

exhibitor

each the-

wary

e.

be

so that the attendance

The actual filming
<

must

of expenditures,

the

picture

took

<•

week

i ie

under the direc-

and

will be

was

more than

ficient to

Shooting a scene of "Home Run Haukins," a home talent motion picture production
arranged by the Fox-Miduesco circuit and the Miluaukee Journal.

suf-

meet the ex-

tra cost of the
talent picture.

home

'
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StudebakeR

A New

A

Star

.

.

beauty

With Amazing

quisite

on

Artistry!

r

harmed by

jToun

her bewildering heau?y

d"

First screen appearance of America's
Foremost Stage Artiste

Avenue!

Ttp

A" R § " b o u

Pathe'e

great

"\

p.cturt

fi "b

starring

ANN HARDING

;

the

Famaum Ste?* Arf.tr

ANN HARDING

PARIS

STUDEBAKER
Opening

and the* golden

at

THEATER,

D E B AKER
TH U RSDAy7 AUG. 1ST

Fu

S

.

all-talking

— SI 00

TODAY!

. and exrhythm . . .

Michigan

ann harding
"p a"rVs
-(

.

to II P M.
Afternoon*— SOc

Even.ngi

ballet of rare

1929

31,

the "Aeautt.eally Ptrttcf

en Mieh-gan

Avenue, Storting

TOMORROW, AUG. 1ST
p"o~p u L A R

PRICES

Pathe's Perfect
All-Talking Picture

March, Charlotte
Walker, Carmelita Ceraghty,
Fenton and Hallam
You
Cooley tn the cast
have never really seen and
heard an all-talking picture
until you see "Paris Bound."

Fredric
Leslie

Here are three newspaper advertisements used before and the opening day of Pathe's "Paris
Yon uill notice that no scene cuts have been used
at the Studebaker theatre, Chicago.
and thai each of the ads are a mutter of cold type and white space and carefully arranged for
The border is heavy enough to the degree that surrounding advertisements will in no
balance.

.

Bound"

way

bttrv the

Laughing Sickness Is
Theme of "Cocoanuts" Campaign

First aid for laughing sickness was the theme of an exploitation campaign used
By B. F. Moore, manager of the Orpheum theatre, Springfield, 111., to put over
Paramount's, "The Cocoanuts." The campaign was very thorough and was handled from every angle possible with special emphasis being put into two street

ballyhoos.
In advance of the opening of the picture,
were distributed house-to-house on
which was attached a small capsule filled with
white powder. The people were advised that
this powder was' a sure cure for "laugheritis" and that it was necessary that they use
the powder when viewing "The Cocoanuts."
Two girls using telephones called 3,000
persons using the reserved seat gag which
5,000 cards

sounded

like this

Girl:

Ans.
Girl

:

:

falling.

:

Hello,
Yes.

This

We

is

is

this

the

received

Mrs. Smith?

Orpheum
your

theatre

letter

and

check for reserved seats to see the alltalking picture the "Cocoanuts."
We're
very sorry but no seats will be reserved
for this sensational picture which will be

shown

at

regular

Orpheum

(Spoken very rapidly and
You must have
Ans.:
number.

prices.

clearly.)

the

wrong

Mrs. B. B. Smith?
Ans.: No, this is Mrs. V. V. Smith.
Girl: Oh, I'm sorry to have bothered
you. Pardon, please.
Tieups were made with 20 soda fountains
whereby a "Cocoanut Cooler" was introduced.
Girl:

.

—

Doors Open Daily at Noon Continuous Thereafter.
On the Shore of Lake Michigan, Where It's Cool!

layout.

First Aid for

.

In the lobby was placed a table on which
several hundred cocoanuts were piled and
prizes were offered to the person guessing
the correct weigh', of the lot.

During the run of the picture, ballyhoo
were the featured attraction of the
campaign.
An ambulance was secured and
bannered to the effect that it was for the
service for those who might laugh themselves
stunts

sick at the current attraction at the Orpheum.
dray wagon, piled high with beer kegs was
paraded through the streets carrying this
banner, "Don't shoot, just barrels of laughs."

A

In front of the theatre

was placed a cage

monkeys; which signified the fact that

of

there

a lot of monkey business in "The Cocoanuts."
Several hundred cocoanuts were suspended from the edge of the marquee.

was

These stunts were tied in with an extra
amount of newspaper space and extra outdoor
billing.

Isn*t this

Sm il ing Eyes Con test

4 6

'

'

Effectively Exploits
Colleen Moore Picture
A

newspaper exploitation stunt which was
conceived by the publicity department of Firs
National Pictures in connection with the show
ing of Colleen Moore's picture, "Smiling Irisl
Eyes," is finding favor in the larger cities o
the United States, according to reports. Tlii
is the "Smiling Eyes," contest, which was firs
used effectively during the run of the pictur

New

which the exploitation tieu:
Nezv York Graphic.
On the first day that the contest openec
photographic strips showing the eyes of Col
leen Moore were shown, and an announce
ment was printed which stated that the news
paper wanted to find a local girl with re;
"Smiling Eyes." Contestants were invited
send in their photographs in the hopes th;
Addition;
they would win the cash prize.
prizes were tickets to the theatre.
In New York, this contest ran during th]
in

was

York,

in

effected with the

t

entire run
theatre.
It

of

the

picture

at

the

Centr;'

now

being carried on in Mi
waukee, in a tie-up with the Wisconsin New
and it was also successfully conducted
Rochester, New York. Plans are under wa
for the same exploitation stunt !o be use
during the run of "Smiling Irish Eyes,"
Washington, as well as in other cities durir
the time of the playdate.
is

>

A

picture of an ambulance used to exploit the showing of "The Cocoanuts," a Paramount picture, at the Orpheum. Springfield, III. The campaign was arranged by B. F.
Moore the manager with the help of J. Knox Strachan, R K O exploiteer.

i
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Newspaper Tieups Work Two
Ways: For You and With You

Classified

CM

1

1

mvc

5

MORE

LUCKY DAYS
KOR MIAMI DAILY NEWS
CLASSIFIED

AD READERS

OBTAIN

FREE

THEATRE TICKETS
sh Men-

HIICSE OF HIT*

/CLASSIFIED newspaper

tieups and advertising will work two w:iys for the exhibitor who is using this medium to exploit the attractions
theatre; they work for him and with him. Above is shown three advertisements which clearly illustrates how H. A. Kopplin. manager of the Capitol theatre. Miami, successfully put over "His Lucky Day," a Universal audien. Each day in the classified section of the Miami
DaMy Aeus he buried the name of some city resident, picked from the directory, and the person finding his name was admitted free to the
theatre.
The newspaper played the stunt big and each day on its front page and in the classified section, inserted the clippings herein
pasted over Uie original ads.
Kopplin used a total of 170 inches of newspaper space during the run of this attraction and the newspaper donated nearly 80 inches in addition, without cost to Kopplin.

^

at his
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Milk Fund Revue Idea
Puts RKO's Memphis
Theatre in Limelight
L. R. Pierce, manager and W. W. Dailard,
publicity director of
Orpheum in
Memphis recently staged an exploitation stunt
which resulted in the theatre predominating
the local newspapers for a period of six
weeks as well as receiving national mention.

RKO's

A

Milk Fund Revue idea was developed and
a tieup affected with the Press Scimiter, the
largest daily newspaper in Memphis.
100
youngsters, ranging from 12 to 20 years in
under
were
selected
and
the
direction
age
of
an experienced director, were moulded into a
large musical production entitled "Carry On."
Special lyrics, wardrobe and scenery were used
and after four weeks of rehearsals the aspect
of the production was that of a professional
These preparations and rehearsals were
much newspapers mention and the fact
that local talent were the stars also got considerable attention.
All the city officials supported the show and
when the revue finally opened at the theatre

show.
given

attendance records were broken and it
to be one of the best goodwill builders
ever attempted. Manager Pierce imported a
headquarters who sescout from the
lected 20 members of the cast to play the
houses under the title of "Dixie
major
Follies." The engagements of "Dixie Follies"
was carefully watched by the papers and for
several weeks after the initial performance of
"Carry On," the papers continued to play up

all

proved

RKO

RKO

Here

is

shown

in which Don Alexander, director of publicity of the State
dressed the front of the theatre with the "keep cool" idea
and exploited Paramount's "The Four Feathers."

the

way

theatre, Minneapolis,

Special Color Display in Lobby
Gives Each Film Individuality
In order forcefully to sell the high status of the new season's product, the
Greater Palace and Melba theatres in Dallas have, for the last three weeks, been
creating a definite scheme of color and display for each attraction in the lobbies.
Advance displays at each of the theatres start two, three or four weeks ahead of
the showing, according to the scope of the campaign, and each piece of work
displayed in the lobby carries out a definite idea, or theme. At the same time,
use of the Magnascope with a trailer was a special innovation when the Greater
Palace played "The Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu."
All lobby work for the "Manchu" picture
the Greater Palace was done in black
and white.
"The Single Standard" with
Greta Garbo, at the same theatre, carried
out a theme of beautiful crayon posters,
selling the star.
At the Melba, on the
"Greene Murder Case," a combination of air
brush and crayon was used to get over the
mystery effects. On "The Dance of Life,"
which opens the remodeled Melba August
29, a motif of striking colors will be used,
at

with

cutout letters, covered with metallic paper, a German product which reflects
light even better than cut-metallics.
A
number of permanent display stands have
been constructed for the Melba in textone,
with a cool effect obtained through air
all

brush spray.

Give Pictures Individuality
All of these effects are tending to differentiate each attraction, and give individuality to each theatre.
Every piece of copy
going into the two lobbies is first laid out
by the publicity department, and passed
upon by the managerial staff before being
submitted to the artist for suggestions.

Ernest Morrison, manager of the Greater
Palace, created quite an unusual anticipation for the playing of "The Mysterious Dr.
Fu Manchu," through his presentation one
week in advance of the talking trailer. The

trailer

was offered

as a separate unit in the

program, following the Paramount News

The Magnascope screen was used,
reel.
with the entire proscenium flooded with a
weird green light, with the exception of the
screen, a patch in the flood light lens keeping the screen opening blank of light.
Police Siren,

Weird Music

Upon

the opening shot in the trailer, the
sound of a police siren was heard. Then
the orchestra went into a cadenza of weird
music, lasting until the talking sequence
of the trailer started.
All house lights
were extinguished, and red foots were
flashed on and off during the entire trailer,
adding a note of mystery to the green
proscenium lights. Two green spots were
operated from the booth, roaming across
the stage and all over the auditorium of
the theatre.
At the close of the National
Screen Service trailer, the Magnascope
travelers were closed in, and the playdate
announcement on regular size screen followed.

the stunt.

Marquee Sign Tracing
Graf Zeppelin s Flight
9

Attracts

Huge Crowds

On a giant signboard, over the marquee of
the Coliseum theatre, Seattle, was traced the
hourly progress of Graf Zeppelin, as reports
around-the-world
Hearst-Zeppelin
her
journey were received. The path of the great
ship over oceans and continents was traced in

on

Neon
and

business

was

plainly visible day
attracted and
considerably increased.

light, so that it

Huge crowds were

night.

was

Usher Quartette Helps
Put Over Organ Solo
a little usher in your theatre?'
you have four of them and they can sing
you might steal a page out of the experieno
of the Capitol theatre, Detroit, and work u;
an act for them. John Marshall, Leo Dykas
Charles Manning and Augustine Bell, a!

"Have you

If

regular ushers at the Capitol, got their chanc
the spotlight when one of the theatr
officials happened to hear them singing in thei
He had then
dressing room one night.
trained as a quartette and recently they dn
at

number during Don Miller's orgai
Their song number was "Am I Blue?

a specialty
solo.

They displayed a good stage presence, goo<
voices and some excellent close harmony work
For the act, the boys wore the usual usher.
1

uniforms. Then they went back to
patrons to their seats.

A

guidin;

Matinee Club Picnic

reaction to the trailer was unusual.
Several times during the week women in
the audience screamed during some of the
most exciting shots, and Morrison contributed the excellent opening of the picture largely to the good results of this

C. Doctor of the Grandview thea
Vancouver, B. C, made a nice mio
summer tieup with the 1,400 members of th
Grandview matinee club, when he gave ther
a members' picnic and sports day at Buffal
Motion pictures were taken of th
Park.
"location" and afterwards shown at the thes

trailer.

tre to

The

Manager

tre,

good

business.

1

—
August

31,

:;
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THE SHORT FEATURE
Newspictures
PATHE NEWS

No. 68— U. S. Women tennis stars
Babe Ruth hits SOOth home
regain Wightman cup
run— Battle navy order to junk Dewey's flagship

—

—

chickens without wings Outboard speed
crafts race for Lipton racing trophy.
No. 69— Red heads hold their own in
PATHE
beauty contest Boy speed kings drive wild race
Lipton yacht loses speedy Cowes race England atIndia Hindus worship great
tacks reparation plan
God Juggernaut and pay homage in the famous

Breed

NEWS

—

—

—

car festival.

—

PATHE NEWS

No. 70 Non-stop sky travelers see
New York Menagerie and clown show in Detroit
France wins honor in Irish horse show Virginians
welcome Hoover as neighbor, who talks on virtues

—

—

of fishing.

MGM

No. 2—
British yachts compete for honors in Cowes, England, regatta
All metal navy blimp ready for first
flight
Noted women flyers set for air derby Allied
troops leave German territory
Fascist youths hail
Duce on pilgrimage to Rome— Diver claims crown
as champion flop artist.
INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL No. 3—
Italian swimmers battle Tiber river for Rome cham-

INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL

—

—

—

—

MGM

pionship

—Rio

—Hoover

lauds fishing to

summer neighbors

Grande on rampage and floods New Mexico
Jap cadets parade on visit to city hall
Noted women pilots off on air derby— U. S. rewards
flyers for hop to Hawaii
63 girls seek Helen Wills'
title in national tournament.
UNIVERSAL NEWSPAPER NEWSREEL No. 66—
25,000 see wild west rodeo at Sheridan, Wyo.
Bremen breaks eastward Atlantic record Jack Cope
falls 10,000 feet before opening parachute.
JNIVERSAL NEWSPAPER No. 67—5,000 greet
Hoover at Virginia barbecue. United States senate
works 3 minutes Baby show in Berlin Pajamas
for men invades Mobile, Ala.
Sun-tan bathing
towns

—

—

—

—

—

—

suits aid chiropractors.

'ARAMOUNT NEWS

No.

5— Strike

in

oil

new

— Zeppelin passenger arrives in
— Relief steamer delivers supplies to lonely
lighthouses — Young Plan under
at The Hague,
Oklahoma

field

Popular Stars; Prominent Authors
Featured in Gramercy Short Subjects
RCA

"All the names that go up in lights," has been adopted as the slogan for
Gramercy short features released by R K O productions, and it is the application
of this slogan to production of these all-talking one and two-reelers that promises

much

of interest to the exhibitor.

Personalities

in

world

the

of

Broadway

entertainment have been acquired for these
"Junior Titans." Eugene O'Neill, dramatist
Marc Connolly, playwright, actor and novelist

Nat Carr, comedian; Pedro De Cordoba;
Veree Teasdale, Alexander Kirkland, Broadway favorites; O. Henry, "Bugs" Baer; Milt
Gross and other famous authors are among
those listed as contributors to these subjects,
to be recorded by R C
Photophone method.
There are to be twenty-six of these Gramercy
Shorts, all widely diversified in plot, treat-

A

ment and characterization.
At the R K O studios in Hollywood 26 Larry
Darmour all-talking comedy snorts are being
done as Musical Tab Shows, to be released
under the R K O banner and none of these
short features to be released by Radio Pictures
are to have silent versions.
The schedule of production and release for
Gramercy Shorts runs as follows
the

RCA

Seven Two Reel Dramas
These are, "Hunt the Tiger," prize winning
radio playlet of 1928, by Henry A. Hering,

St.

Louis

fire

Holland.

'ARAMOUNT NEWS

No. 6— Scenes from war area
Manchuli, China Monkey drives auto at Forthworth speedway Glider experts hold meet at Lake
Orion,
Mich.
Oil
fields
in
Beaumont, Texas,
threatened by fire
Hoover on vacation in Virginia.
LINOGRAMS No. 5527— Bremen arrives in Germany
after record run
Old river boats race on Sacramento river Yachtmen race in English regatta
Bay State Redskins hold a real powwow.

—
—
—
—
—
—

in

The cast includes
directed by Leo Meehan.
Alexander Kirkland, star of Theatre Guild's
"Wings Over Europe," Veree Teasdale and
Pedro De Cordoba, to be released November
10.

"St. Louis Blues," adapted and directed by
Dudley Murphy from original song by W. C.
Handy, featuring Bessie Smith, Columbia
recording artist and blues singer, Isabell
Washington, late star of "Harlem," Jimmy
Mordeci and a chorus of fifty negro voices

Release
Jimmy Johnson's orchestra.
date September 8.
Three O. Henry stories, "While Auto
Waits," released January 12, "The Song and
the Sergeant," May 11, and the third title
yet to be selected for July 13, Eugene O'Neill's
"Before Breakfast," March 9 and one more
subject yet to be selected to be released

with

August

Seven Novelty Single Reels
These are Godfrey Ludlow, concert violinist,
accompanied by National Broadcasting
symphony orchestra. "Headwork," produced
by Lou Brock and Al Boasberg, written by
Milt Gross and Bugs Baer. "Jazz," featuring
Duke Ellington and his Cotton Club Orchestra, Victor recording artists and a feature of
:

"The Age of InnoZiegfeld's "Show Girl."
cence," featuring Paula Trueman, star of
"Grand Street Follies" to be directed by Leo
Meehan and three more one-reel novelties are
to be announced later.
27 and June 22.

Releases
Mermaid,

"Topical
Topic No. 12, one-third; "Pathe Audio
Review," disc news and Pathe disc review.
HRISTIE "The Sleeping Porch," Raymond GrifFits,"

—

fith,

two.

WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 1
NIVERSAL— "Race Riot," Oswald Snappy

comedy,

"The Signal of Hope," Adventure, Kingston,
"Splash Mates," Collegians, two; "Burning
Youth," Sid Saylor, two; "Sweethearts," Rooney
Family, two; "The Boy and the Bad Man," Fea-

one;
two;

turette,

HRISTIE— "The
fith,

Sleeping Porch,"

15

Gabby," Edward Everett
norton, Coronet, two.
JRISTIE— "Ladies' Choice," Charlie Grape win, two.
NIVERSAL "Oil Wells," Oswald, one; "The
rnnce of Greed," Adventure, Kingston, one;
Graduation Daze," Collegians, two; "The Love
I fee,
Rooney Family, two; "The Actor," Benny
Kubin, one; "The Red Rider," Carson, two.

—

;

first

titled

is
to be released
"Mickey's Midnite

record

breaker musical

tabs

are

These are adapted from stories by
H. C. Witwer, directed by Al Herman, featuring Alberta Vaughn, Al Cooke, Lou Sargent,
George Gray and Max Asher.

-jIVERSAL

JUCATIONAL— "Prince

Davis
the
and is

18,

Thirteen

DUCATIONAL—
— "Fire

WEEK OF SEPTEMBER

April

included.

Grif-

Uaugherty, Ressiue, two.

2,

Follies."

two.

Proof," Lupino Lane, two.
"Own a Home," Snappy comedy,
idwards-Roach; "Baby Talks," Sunny Jim, two;
^]Two Live» for One," Adventure, Kingston, two;
The
Lone
Round-up,"
Western
Featurette,

March

are,

August

8

Raymond

:

Two

Stinkey

Bobbie Nelson, two.

WEEK OF SEPTEMBER

Dates

Reel Gramercy Comedies
"The Burglar," "Two Gun
Ginsburg,"
"Gunboat Ginsburg," "General
Ginsburg" and one more title yet unselected.
Seven One Reel Marc Connellys
These are, "The Traveler," "The Bridegroom," "The Uncle," "The Suitor," and three
more yet undecided.
The Larry Darmour productions are 13
Mickey McGuire Musical Tabs, adapted from
the Fontaine Fox cartoons, directed by Al
Herman, featuring Mickey (himself), Tomboy
Taylor,
Hambone Johnson, Katrinka and
Six
These

WEEK OF AUGUST 25
DUCATIONAL— "Ticklish Business,"
Collins-Dent, two.
ATHE— "Untitled," Fable, two-thirds,

3.

Norman "Chubby" Chaney
added

to the

has just been

membership of Hal Roach's

Rascals, with a long term contract signed
July 27. Chubby is the first addition to
"Our Gang" since 1927, when Harry Spear
was signed. Joe Cobb has resigned, and
as yet has not announced his plans for
the future.

Excentric Starts Filming

Group

of Two-Reel Shorts

Excentric Films has started filming a group
of two-reel shorts subjects the first being entitled,
"What's Wrong Now," a satire by
Lajos Egri, Hungarian playwright and author.
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Sweet
"St.

646

For

Numbers:

(79).

August

release

as his wife and his sweetheart wreak their
Succession of hilarious situations.
Cast headed
Cavanaugh, Regina Wallace. Harry Shannon
and Wynne Gibson, who played with Richard Dix In
"Nothing but the Truth."
HARRY TATE (778-770) in "Selling a Car." Scene: Garage
exterior.
Harry Tate gives an exhibition of his comedy
power in this two reeler, with an equally talented supporting cast.
HARRY TATE (754-755) in "Motoring." Scene: Country
road.
Harry Tate, assisted by his company of boisterioui
clowns in a burlesque on motoring.
Two reel comedy

CECIL LEAN AND CLEO MAYFIELD

Number:

(80).

"His

For release August 10. 1929.
Numbers: a. "The One That 1
714
"I'm Marching Home to You."
feet.
For release August 17, 1929.
PHIL SPITALNY and His Pennsylvania Orchestra (82).
Numbers: a. "Medley of Musical Comedv Hits": b. "Farewell Blues."
701 feet.
For release August 24. 1929.
VAN AND SCHENCK (S3). Numbers: a. "That's How You
Can Tell They're Irish": b "Rainbow 'Round My Shoul838
der"; c. "Ramona"; d. "The Dixie Troubadours."
For release August 31. 1929.
feet.
GEORGE DEWEY WASHINGTON (84). Numbers: a. "Just
Be a Builder of Dreams": b. "Down Among the Sugar
Cane.'*
632 feet.
For release September 7. 1929.
TITTA RUFFO (85) in "Credo" from "Othello." 525 feet.
For release September 14. 1929.

Lucky Day."

GEORGIE

(81).
b.

METRO MOVIETONE REVUE— "Bits
For release September

MADAME
Jewel

Rose

Broadway"

of

(86).

1929.

21.

KURENKO

MARIA

Numbers:

(87).

"The

a.

Faust, b. "II Bacio"; c. "The La..t
For release September 28.
840 feet.

Song."' from
of Summer."

Numbers:

(88).

"How

a.

b. "Ka Krazy for You": c. "If I Had You."
For release October 5. 1929.
Numbers: a. "Paradise Lost"': b.
(89).
For release Octo"Marie": c. "The Parting."
713 feet.

D'Ya Do":
727 feet.

YVETTE RUGEL
ber 12. 1929.

BILTMORE TRIO

Number:

(90).
release October 19.

CLYDE DOERR

"Jail Birds."

860

feel.

1920.

Saxophone act. Numbers: a. "Saxophone March": b. "Sunny South"; c. "•Technicalities";
795 feet.
For release Octod. "Bve, Bye. Sweetheart."
ber 26.

1929.

TOM WARING

Numbers: a. "Glad Rag Doll"; b
(92).
c. "I'm Marching Home to You."
565
For release November 2. 1929.

"Just a Garden";
feet.

RUFFO

TITTA
For

Number:

(93).

November

release

"L'Africaine."

520

feet.

1929.

9,

EARL AND BELL (94).
"Kiss Me Again"; c.

Numbers: a. "La Spagnola" h.
"Blue Hawaii": d. "Just a Melody." 700 feet.
For release November 16. 1929.
DUCI DE KEREKJARTO (95). Numbers: a. "Serenade": b.
For release November 23.
"Witches' Dance."
622 feet.
:

1929.

COMMANDERS

IRVING AARONSON'S

For

December

release

EVANS

ROY

a.

1029.

7.

Belasco)
Exclusive Columbia artist.
795

sketch.

December

by

(assisted

Al

comedv

in

(98).

For release

feet.

1920.

14.

THE REVELLERS

"I'm Looking Over
"Breezin.?
a Four Leaf Clover": b. "'Rose of Waikiki"
c.
Along Willi the Breeze." 607 feet. For release December
Numbers:

(99).

a.

;

1929.

MADAME MARIA KURENKO
Song" from "Dinorah";
For release December 28.

WALTER

KELLY

C.

For

feet.

b.

(l '0).
Numbers: a. "Shadow
"Song of India."
714 feet.
r

1020.

"The Virginia Judge."

in

(101).

January

release

VAN AND SCHENCK

803

lows name of

(722-723) in "The Music
Music salon.
Former musical comedy
Scene:
Willie gives bis
in their first two reel comedy.
famous imitations of Al Jolson. Eddie Cantor and Gallagher

CARLENA DIAMOND

CarScene: Drawing room.
(864).
dances and plays the harp, and cliact by doing all three at the same time.
"Tura Lura Lura": b. "Mighty Lak a Rose";

Diamond

lena

sings,

maxes her
Numbers: a.
"Doll Dance";

MILLER AND LYLES
Scene:

BILTMORE TRIO

(104)

For release January

RKO

"If

Had

I

release January

Romeos."

in ""College
1930.

25.

a. "WedYou"; c.

Numbers:

act.

b.

Lamont dances.
Get

18.

1939.

853

feet

Together

RCA Shorts
11.

1929.
8,

Two

Reels.

1929.

Two

13.

1929.

reels.

TWO GUN GINSBURG
Two

Released

(0803).

Oct.

reels.

Record Breakers
THE CAPTAIN OF HIS ROLL
Cooke.

Alberta Yaughn-Al

(0601).

Released Sept. 8. 1929.
Two reels.
IT (0602).
Alberta Vaughn-Al Cooke.

AS YOU MIKE
leased Sept.
leased Oct.

Two

LOVE'S LABOR FOUND

Re-

reels.

(0604).

Two

Released Oct. 20. 1920.

Re-

reels.

Alberta Vaughn-Al Cooke.

(0003).

1929.

6,

Two

1929.

22,

MEET THE QUINCE

Alberta Vaughn-Al Cooke.
reels.

in

Numbers:
a. "Cowboy";
Moonlight";
c. "I'm
the

MICKEY'S MIDNIGHT FOLLIES (0701). Mickey McGuire.
Released Aug. 18, 1929. Two reels.
MICKEY'S SURPRISE (0802). Mickey McGuire. Released
Two reels.
Sept. 15. 1929.
MICKEY'S Mix-up (0703). Mickey McGuire. Released Oct.
Two reels.
13. 1929.

Released Nov.

1929.

10.

RCA
THE TRAVELER

One

One

Sept. 15. 1929.
B. C.

reel.

ORCHESTRA

2)

reel.

Released

Aug.

(0908).

1929.

Two

Released Oct.

13.

1929.

Two

reels.

CORBETT &

Drawing

Room.

ter

Garden

THE ISLE OF LOST SHIPS:
Jason Robnrds
Lost Ships."

Revues,

and

(841) in "Don't Get Nervous."
Scene:
Vitaphone Studio. Georgie Price of "Artists and Models."
"A Night in Paris," "The Song Writer." "A Night In
Spain," and Victor records, in the role of a camera-shy
actor in the screening of a Vitaphone picture in the making.
Numbers:
Sunshine. Hello"; b. "Sweeta. "Hello
heart's Holiday."
THE BIG PARADERS (840). Scene: Full stage. Tiny and
Jack Waites. Elsie Thiel. Charlotte Conrad. Edna Howard
and Ben Wise present a song and dance revue. Numbers:
a.
"Broken Hearted Blackbird": b. "Prelude in C Sharp
Minor"; c. "Doin" the Raccoon."

JUST LIKE A MAN

Scene:

(839).

Kitchen.

Husband

takes

place at home.

Hugh O'Connell.
Scenes.
presents the second serio-comic

Three

I83S).
reporter,

as the veteran
sketch in the Russell Crouse newspaper series.

and HIS

BATH AND TENNIS CLUB

Harry Rosenthal,
Scene: Band set.
Dare and Belmonte. tango dancers, Ziegfeld
Cornel Smclser. accordionist, and the Bath and
Tennis Club Orchestra present songs and dances. Numbers:
composer.

beauties.

"Ida": c. "Twelfth Street Rag";
It Love"; b.
Could Get a Break With You."
HALL & CO. (835) in "HILDA
Scene:
Billy impersonates a Scandinavian
Hotel Lobby.
chambermaid.
THE OPRY HOUSE (834). Scene: Theatre. Lew Hearn.
Broadway comedian and featured player in "The Royal
Box"; Doris Walker, vaudeville and Vitaphone songstress:
and The Mound City Blue Blowers, phonograph, radio
Numbers: a. "I Ain't Got
and musical comedy stars.
Nobody": b. "Let Me Call Y'ou Sweetheart"; c. "My
Gal Sal."
CORA GREEN (825). Scene: Drawing Room. Cora Green
"Travelin"
All
"Brother-In-Law Dan": b.
singing
a.
Alone": c. "I'll Tell the World."
Scene:
Club Room.
CHARLES C. PETERSON (815).
Charles Peterson's magic cue performs billiard miracles.

"Was

"If

I

"SWEDE"

ALBERT SPALDING

Drawing Room.
AlScene:
(797).
bert Snalding, violinist, playing a. "Ave Maria"; b. "Waltz
in

A."

-

FRED ARDATH
Fred Ardath,

(786) in "These Dry
as a happy vagabond,

HAYAKAWA

(761-762)

Days." Scene: Park
roaming the highways.
in

"The

Man

Who

Sessue Hayakawa in a
Five scenes.
Laughed Last."
fast-moving drama of Oriental love and vengeance in "The
Man Who Laughed Last", by Edgar Allan Wolf.

SMILING

EYES:

IRISH

Trailer

(3410).
Colleen

Irish
Irish scenes and an
First National Vitaphone
talking appearance.
duction.
Fair.

Irish

Moore's

songs.
first

Trailer

(33051.

talking pro-

A

dramat

c
Outdoor scenes,
ing moments from the picture.
sequences, romance and a song number by Walter Pidgeor.
First National Vitaphone talking production.

Double exposure picture
Trailer (3349).
with Jack Mulhall in two roles, gangster and policeman,
seen and heard talking in the same scenes— in fact, two
First National Vitaphone
characters engage in dialog.
talking production.

A

sells

Thomas Mcighao
Trailer (3059).
Warner Bros. Vitaphone talkthe public.

HONKY TONK:

Trailer (3303).

Noah Beery introduce

First

National- Vitaphone

Virginia Villi.

"The

Isle

of

talking produc-

tion.

LONG LETTY: Trailer (3090). Charlotte Greenwood
(rings "My Strongest Weakness Is You," and Grant Withand Marlon Byron follow with some vo-do-deo-do harA Warner Brothers-Vitaphone talking picture.
Al Jolson gives a
IT WITH SONGS:
Trailer (3068).
monologue.
A Warner Brothers-Vitaphone talking picture.

mony.

professional of "be
Corbett.
J.
starred in Ziegfeld's "Follies." Winmusical comedy and vaudeville.

GEORGIE PRICE

speaks and
ing picture.

SO

ers

Scene:

(842).

James

Has been

prize ring.

O'BRIEN

NEIL

THE ARGYLE CASE:

Vitaphone Acts

SAY

Roadway.

DARK STREETS:
18.

reels.

THE BRIDEGROOM

(846).

glimpse of "Her
Billie Dove. Walter Pidceon. Montagu Love.
Private Life."
Thelma Todd and Holmes Herbert enacting several thril'-

Marc Connelly's

(09117).

a

Edison
and Gregory are the
coax tunes from
automobile tires, saws, balloons and pumps.
They've appeared with Sousa's Band. Paul Whiteman and Ted Lewis.
Numbers: a. "Stars and Stripes"; b. "Together"; c. "Let
a Smile Be Your Umbrella": d. "Sweet Adeline."
JACK WHITE and HIS CHATEAU MADRID CLUB ENTERTAINERS (844). Scene: Band Set. Jack White with
NumHis Chateau Madrid Orchestra and Jeanne Fayal.
bers:
a. "Am I Blue": b. "Kansas City Kitty"; c. "Then
We Canoe-dle Ooodle" d. "Senorita."

HER PRIVATE LIFE:

Novelties

HEADWORK (0901). Released
GODFREY LUDLOW AND N.

Not

THE FOUR ETON BOYS

and

Scene:
(845).
college boys who

J.

Sophie Tucker croons a
Trailer (3010).
few bars from several of the "Honky Tonk" song hits.
Sophie and entire cast shown in night club scene. Warner
Bros. Vitaphone talking picture.
THE HOTTENTOT: Trailer (2200). Comedy sketch in itwith Edward Everett Horton in extremely funny
self
struggles with an electric horse and Patsy Ruth Miller
Wamer Bros. Vitaphone talking picture.
opposite him.

SYMPATHY

Shean.

"It's

Ray Ray Raining";

master

and
"Baby Curls."

c.

Holmes Herbert,
Trailer
(3079).
ceremonies, introduces Douglas Fairbanks.

of

Young and Carmel Myers.
"Melody Divine" the theme song.

Miss

Loretta

HARD TO GET:
let

Shean";

"Gallagher

a.

AGE:

followed

by

Myers

b
as
Jr..

sings

Trailer (3078).
An introductory pityscene in a night club with vocal and
the theme song. Dorothy Mackaill

a

orchestral renditions of

Bums head the cast of this all-star trailer.
THE MAN AND THE MOMENT: Trailer (3069).

Billie

Dove and Rod LaRoeque tell about this picture with the
theme song "Just a Lucky Moment" sung as a musical
background.

EDISON AND GREGORY

JAMES

Numbers:

and

CARELESS

Louise Fazenda, Charles Delaney, Jack Oakie and Edmund

"When We

Drawing Room. Frances Shelley, known in musical comedy and on the radio as "The Girl Witb the Guitar." does her best vo-do-deo-doing with "If I Were You.
I'd Fall in Love With Me."
The Eton boys assist her in
songs, a. "'Finding the Long Way Home":
b. '"If I Were
You, I'd Fall in Love With Me"; c. "Am I Blue."

SESSUE

Mickey McGuires

RCA

"They Know Their GroNumbers: a. "Shuffle
"The Great Temptations"

Scene:

BILLY

All-Talking Shorts

Sept.

c.

b.

FRANCES SHELLEY

a.
d.

THE BURGLAR (0801). Released Aug.
ST. LOUIS BLUES (0802).
Released

in
store.

Scene:
(847) in "Rarin to Go."
Jack Kraft attempts some rope throwing and Elsie

Ranch.

Saxophone

For

"Harp Dance."

e.

KRAFT AND LAMONT

HARRY ROSENTHAL
ORCHESTRA (836).

Doll":

(862)

Grocery

Along": b. "Rang Tang";
and "Running Wild."

1930.

feet.

"Nola";

d.

c.

THE INTERVIEW

(103).

HOWARD

WILLIE AND EUGENE
stars

Numbers:
a. "Everything's
Going to Be All Right": b. "Ain't Got Nothin' Now":
c. "St.
Louis Blues."
799 feet.
For release January 11.
ding of the Painted
"Original Music." 572

story of an actor who
has to choose between his Ghetto friends and Broadway
stardom.
Numbers: a. "The Volga Boatman"; b. "Blue
Grass": c. "My People."

act.]

(102).

CLYDE DOERR

(750-751) ir. "My Peosongs and dances worked

Makers."

wife's

1930.

4.

WILLIE AND EUGENE HOWARD
Five scenes.
Two reels of
ple."
into a powerful human interest

list

;

Numbers:

(96).

"She's Nobody's Sweetheart Now": b. "The Sailor's Sweetheart"; c. "I'll Get By."
For release Novem696 feet.
ber 30. 1929.
JIMMY HUSSEY (97). Number: "Uneasy Street." 841 feet.

21.

date of release is not
of acts is compiled in
order of release, the most recent release
being listed first. Number of release folexact

the

Romeo."

(91).

Hobart

sketch.

[Where

staled,

ceries."

1929.

KELLER SISTERS AND LYNCH

For

RELEASES

1.735 feet.

PRICE

Love Loves Me":

by

SOUND ACT

"Beloved": b. "Ah.
That": d.
Shoulder."

a.

1029.

3.

1929

vengeance.

Mystery of Life": c. "Don't Be Like
Louis Blues": e. "Rainbow 'Round My

feet.

31,

a hospital cot

Metro Movietone Acts
GEORGE LYONS

August

Hen-pecked husband out
Five scenes.
(803).
A
on a spree despite orders of the "ball and chain."
night of wine, women and whoopee ends with hubby in

HARRY FOX AND BEE CURTIS
the

Bee."

(S29).

Drawing room.

Scene:

in

Of

"The Fox and
musical

comedy

stage.
Harry Fox has an excellent foil for his lightningDance
like chatter in Beatrice Curtis, beautiful songstress.
Numbers: a. "Underneath the
interlude bv Miss Curtis.

Wabash Moon."

"Love Baby."

b.

HARRY FOX AND

AMERICAN BEAUTIES

HIS SIX

(828).

Star funster of musical comedv
Scene:
Drawing room.
with his six ludicrous chamber maids in a piece of travesty
Musical numbers and breezy
on the modern chorus girl.
Numbers: a. "Half Way to Heaven";
monologue bv Fox.
b. "Belles of Hotels."

NORMAN THOMAS QUINTETTE

fs!-'7>.

Harlem Mania"

in

Colored entertainers singing and
Scene:
Drawing room.
Numbers:
a. "Sleep.
dancing.
Also acrobatic drummer.
a
Baby. Sleep": b. "Listen to the Mocking Bird";

"Melody

F."

in

SEGAR ELLIS AND HIS EMBASSY CLUB ORCHESTRA
(823).

Scene:

record

"name"

Band
is

the

club

Night

set.

star

and instrumental numbers,

and

entertainer

combination of vocal
Eacii
by orchestra.
in novel arrangement of

this

of

supported

player contributes a snappv solo bit
""Am I Blue" the song hit from

"On With the Show."
Numbers: a. "How Can I Love Again"; b. "Am I Blue";
"I've Got a Feeling I'm Falling."
GUY ROBERTSON (813). in "High Water." S-ene: Drawing room.
Known as Broadway's "hit maker." Offering
a rendition of a song poem of the floods that devastate
c.

Flood
the southland.
over the artist's figure.

THE GAY NINETIES

or

scenes

have

been

"The Unfaithful

double

exposed

Husband"

(811).

Burlesque of the plays of
"McSorley's Twins"; b.
"We Never Speak as We Pass By": c. "Up in a Balloon."
Scene:
O'Connell
(807).
with
Hugh
FACE
THE FAMILIAR
Atmosphere of metroNewspaper office and speakeasy.
politan newspaper office, with disgraced reporter winning
fame and fortune through the accidental capture of >
Story from the pen of Russel
notorious bank robber.
known columnist and players picked
national
Crouse.
Scene:
Living room and cafe.
Numbers:
the "gay nineties."

a.

from casts of current Broadway shows.
Drawing room. Two
Scene:
(798).
Numbers:
performances from this master of the violin.
"Liebesfreud"— Kreisler.
"Minuet in D" Mozart, b.
a.

ALBERT SPALDING

—

THE OUT-LAW IN-LAW

Comedv of mother-in-law.
(782).
hectic time with "mother" staying at th»
house, until he hires a circus strong woman to act as an
Speedy farce with a cast of featured players
antidote.
and directed by Bryan Foy.
Synchronized
(3351-3359).
Score
BABIES:
Numbers 33.51 to 3359
bv Vitaphone Svmphonv Orchestra.
First National Vitaphone talkReels 1 to 9.
inclusive.
ing productions.
Synchronized
Score (3321-3332).
ON WITH THE
Numbers 3321-3332
bv Vitaphone Svmphonv Orchestra.

Hubby having a

BROADWAY

SHOW:

inclusive.
Reels
ing picture.

1

to

12.

Warner Bros. Vitaphone

talk-

CAREERS: Score (3311-3320). Synchronized by Vitaphone
Svmphonv Orchestra. Numbers 3311 to 3320 inclusive. Reels
First National Vitaphone talking productions.
1 to 10.
GIRL

IN

THE GLASS CAGE. THE:

Score

(3301-33(18).

Numbers
Synchronized bv Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
3301 to 3308 inclusive. Reels 1 to 8. First National Vitaphone talking productions.
DRAG: Trailer (308). S-ene from the musical show featured in the picture and cast sings "My Song of (be
Richard Bartbelmess then appears
Nile" the theme song.
First National Vitaphone talkin.'
to introduce the cast.
production.
(S24) in "Dooley's the Name." Scene:
Winter Garden stars in gay presentation
Drawing room.
laughof mirth and melody, deliver rollicking repartee and
Numbers: a. "On, Mr.
able songs, plus a dance interlude.

DOOLEY AND SALES
Dooley";

b.

"Polly-Molly-O."

" Scene:
(8191 in "The Man About Town
Tramp cornelian of burlesque and vauaeClever monologue with droll songs put over m
Numbers: a. "The Millionaire Sons
excellent tenor voice.
b. "Oh! Oh! OH! What a Night."

FRANK

X.

SILK

Drawing room.
ville

.

ALL GIRL REVUE. THE

(818).

Band set.
Scene:
Cast includes Betty

All

wu
singing and all dancing show.
Webb, a Paul Ash discovery: Lillian Price, the comedienne;
Ellen Bunting with DePaco and Kazviki. acrobatic (lancNumbers
ers: and Jean Rankin's Bluebell's orchestra.
"•Chrysana. "That's Her Now": h. "I'm an Indian": c.
•
themums": d. "My Pet."
ers red
KATE SMITH (817). Scene: Drawing room Offboneoira
Known as "The
hot songs with a red hot voice.
Bless
Numbers: a. "Carolina Moon": b.
or (he South."
You. Sister."

Scene:
(816) in "He's a Devil."
Well known vaudeville team. IW
Exterior of rottage.
doing rube characterizations.
Flaw*":
OKLAHOMA BOB ALBRIGHT and His Rodeo Doassisted
or
Bob Albright, baritone,
Scene: Drawing room.
him.
Rodeo Do Flappers who sing and dance with
°~
"Lodei
"Mv' Pony Boy": b. "Chloe
hers: a.
"Salter Dog."

RAY AND DOT DEAN

:

A

ugust

HARRY TATE

"The

in

I7';7|

Patt'nf

England's laughing fool.
Harry
fun makers in comedy riot.

Srene: Office.
troupe of

Office."

and

Tate

his

Drawing room. Four
(809).
Scene:
year old child singing these numbers:
a. "Heigh Ho": b.
"Who Wouldn't Be Jealous of You"; c. "Don't Be Like
That."

THE

Scene:

RIGGERS

Interior
'

an a

Mayberry

Cordelia

(795)

Four mountaineers

cabin.

th' feud county" sing, dance and
exists in the mountain country of
a.
"Trail of the Lonesome Pine' *
'

:

"Oh Susanna";

with

mountain

of

from

'gal

syncopation as it
South.
Numbers

play
the
;

b.

"Medley."

c.

AND FLO BERT (789). in "Beau NightLiving
room.
Comedian of "Wings,"
"The
Flirt" and other stage and screen successes in

EL B RE NO EL
Scene

'

:

Campus

sketch.

short

TWIN BEDS:

Trailer (3020).
Jack Mulhall.
Patsy RuUi
Pitts introduce picture in novel bedroom
First National-Vitaphone talking production.

and Zasu

Miller

A

scene.

?QU ALL, THE: Score (3251-3261).
Synchronized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3251 to 3261 inclusive.
Reels 1 to 11.
First National-Vitaphone talking production.

fHE TIME. THE PLACE

AND THE GIRL: Score (3208Synchronized by Vita phone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3208 to 3214 inclusive.
Reels 1 to 7.
Warner
Bros.-Vitaphone talking picture.
3214)

.

WITH THE SHOW:

)N

Trailer

(3060).

all-color,

Initial

all-dancing trailer.
Sam Hardy
all-talking,
introducing stars of picture.
Warner Bros.-Vitaphone talking picture.
all-singing,

ROADWAY BABIES:

Trailer (3008).
Alice White sinkthe picture,
Also Broadway Babies
First National-Vitaphone talking pro-

ing a number from
strutting their stuff.
duction.

AREERS:
woman

Entire cast discusses whether a
(2980).
justified in ruining her reputation to aid her
career.
Billie Dove speaks from the screen.

Trailer

is

husband's
First National-Vitaphone talking production.
AMBLERS. THE: Trailer (2970). Entire cast talks in
this advance agent.
Warner Bros.-Vitaphone talking picture.

THREE

VARSITY

HE

Rhythm."

in
"Blue
(804)
Streaks
of
Drawing room. Phonograph and vaudeBob and Jack Hauser singing and

Scene:

Babe,

stars.

ville

Numbers:
Music"; b. "I Used

dancing.

What

"That's

a.

Love Her

to

Sweet
Moonlight"; c.

the

in

Call

I

LBERT SPALDING
hall

Drawing room. Con(801).
Scene:
playing his own composition "Alabama"

violinist

time on screen,

first

Party."

Numbers:
RL
IN

Scene:
a.

"St.

Loretta

and Carroll Nye

by

Flat"

Chopin.
in "At
comics.

(783)

Street.
Negro melodies and
Louis Blues"; b. "She's Mine."

THE G LASS
Young plays the

I

G

"Valse in

also

FRANK RADCLI FFE

UD HARRIS AND
the

THE

CAGE,

(

2989

)

Trailer.

.

motion picture box

in a

girl

her chatty

is

boy

office

friend.

OY SEDLEY AND

REVUE

HIS NIGHT CLUB
(796).
with Roy Sedley as master of ceremonies, assisted by
Beth Miller, blues singer, and Billy Smith, eccentric
dancer.
Scene:
Night club.
Numbers: a. "Blue Grass":
b, "I Ain't Takin' Orders from No One"; c. "Sonny Boy."

AND MRS. JACK NORWORTH

(787) in "Odds and
Drawing room.
Nor worth of musical
comedy fame and Dorothy Adelphi. his wife, in patter and
songs
of
Northworth's own composition.
Numbers: a.
"Honey Boy"; b. "The Man and the Monkey"; c. "My
R.

Ends. "

Scene

:

.

Boy."

FRANKLIN

ENE

(777),
"The American Comedienne."
characterizations.
Scenes:
Restaurant and

Numbers:

nursery.

a.

"The Waitress";

Mammy's Lullaby."
INETY-NI NTH
AMENDMENT.

b.

"The Flapper

THE (776):
Comedy.
Broadway stars, Charles Richman, Veree Teasdale
and Hugh McConnell appear as supporters of an antigambling amendment.
Living room.
Scene:
O REISMAN AND HOTEL BRUNSWICK ORCHESTRA
in "Rhythms."
(770)
Scene:
Band set.
Shadowgraph
silhouettes
synchronized
with
music.
Numbers:
a.
"Mooche"; b. "Waters of Perkiomen"; c. "If I Had You";
d.
"Hyo Mio"; e. "Milenberg Blues"; f. "Lonely"; g.
"Some of These Days."
ACK AND PURDY (2795) in "An Everyday Occurrence"
.

Three

A

Scene:
Parkway.
smart guy gets
after a few words with a smart lady.

entangled

himself

(CISSIE) LOFTUS (792) in "Famous ImpersonaScene:
Drawing room.
Imitation
of
Sophie
and others.
Numbers:
Get a Girl"
a. "Gonna
b. "Mama Goes Where Papa Goes"; c. Yiddish version of
"Mama Goes Where Papa Goes."
RED ARDATH (785) in "The Singing Bee," rustic comedy.
Scene
Rustic home.
Was rube comedian of the Follies.
Numbers:
a. "I
Pagliacci"
b. "Finiculi-Finicula"
c.
"Bring Back My Bonnie to Me."

ECILIA
tions."

Tucker

:

;

:

*LM

BEACH

FOUR.

Scene:
Garden.
Deauville.
and

Day";

Sweet

b.

THE:

night

(794).

club

quartet.

Stars of Helen Morgan
Club, Club
European clubs.
Numbers:
a. "Some
"Poo-Poo-Paroop"
c. "Nobody's
Fault
;

But Your Own."

WHITE AND

HIS MONTREALERS (791) in a
number from his own act at the Frivolity Club.
Scene:
iNight club.
His own orchestra and two pretty accompanists.
Numbers:
a. 'I'm Karazy for You"; b. "Mean
to
Me"; c. "Goodbv Broadway; Hello Montreal": d.
"Finiculi-Finicula";
e.
"Laugh,
Clown Laugh": f. "I

CK

Pagliacci";

g.

"Over There";

h.

"Anvil Chorus";

i.

No Man's Land."
)BBY FOLSOM (788).

"Rose

of

"Tess";

c.

"I Lost

NY TOWN REVUE
the

My

(74).

Stockings."

Scene:

Stage

set.

A

Lilliputians.

Walk."

£ERT SONG OVERTURE

(2930).

symphony Orchestra.
»J

Played by Vitaphone

STUFF:

symphony
ttels

1

Score (31S1-S8).
Svnchronized bv Vitaphone
Orchestra.
Numbers 3181 to 3188, inclusive,
to 8.
A First National-Vitaphone talking pro-

luction.

'USE OF
itapnone

-

nclusive.

HORRORS:

Score

(3161-07).

Svnchronized bv

Symphony Orchestra.

Numbers

Reels

National-Vitaphone

ng production.

1

to

SERT SONG. THE:

7.

First

3161

to

3107.
talk-

Score (3141-54).
Synchronized by
Orchestra,
including
exit
march,
mmbers 3141 to 3154. inclusive.
Reels 1 to 13.
3154 Is
wt march.
itaphorie

r

Symphony

show

Trailer (2098).
Grant Withers,
this Maxwell Anderson picture.
scenes.
First National-Vitaphone

some

Trailer (2977).
Billy Bakewell, juvenile lead,
Alice White and Louise Fazenda tell about this
First National-Vitaphone production.

and

picture.

WHY

BE GOOD:
Trailer
(2900).
Jack Mulhall gives
glimpses of this Colleen Moore picture.
Flashback shown.
First National-Vitaphone production.
FROM HEADQUARTERS:
Trailer
(2867).
Henry B.
Walthall, in jungle hut and wearing TJ. S. Marine uniform,
explains situation and introduces Monte Blue, star.
ROBERT EMMETT KEANE (2849-50) in "Gossip." Scene:
Hotel parlor.
Star of legitimate stage is supported by
John Miljan, Warner Brothers player, and Claire Whitney,
screen and stage player.
(2790) in "Here Comes
Showboat. "
Scene
Showboat.
Numbers
a.
'Here
Comes the Showboat"; b. "Oh. You Have No Idea": k.
"High, High, High Up on a Hilltop"; d. "Constantinople."

:

OF AVENUE A:
Trailer
(2718).
Grant
Withers, male lead, as master of ceremonies introduces
Dolores Costello, Louise Dresser and other featured players.
Shows one of the sets in reproduction.

RUDY VALLEE AND

HIS CONNECTICUT YANKEES (771).
Numbers
radio band.
a. "Down
"Deep Night"; c. "Cutside."

Vallee's

Field";

b.

:

CLARENCE TISDALE

(760).
Southern plantation.
Scene:
negro singer, presents these numbers:
a. "The
Sweetness of Your Song"; b. "Bye and Bye"; c. "Oh,
Didn't It Rain."
HARRY HORLICK AND GYPSIES (763). Scene: Band
set.
Horlick and his A. & P. Gypsies, are on a national
radio
hook-up weekly.
Numbers:
a. "Two
Guitars"
b. "Black
Eyes";
c. "Chiquita";
d. "March
of
the
Toys"; e. "Gypsy Love Song."

Tisdale.

RAYMOND HITCHCOCK
with Hitchy."

(700)

"An Evening

in

Living room.

Srene:

Home

at
a.

Number:

"Here

Comes the Groom."

CUMMINS

BERN) E

AND

Biltmore

his

(752).

Scene:

orchestra

present

Numbers:
a. "Come
On Baby"; b. "If
I Had You"; c. "Here Comes the Ball and Chain."
MAX SCHMELING (745). Scene: Gymnasium. Heavyweight
champion of Germany skips rope, shadow boxes and ensongs.

gages in one-round bout.

TREMAINE

PAUL
Band

AND

ARISTOCRATS

Scene:

(742).

band of variety stage.
Numbers:
a.
"I've Been Working on the Railroad"
b. "On the Road
to Mandalay": c.
"Chinese Dream": d. "Fanfare"; e.
"Here Comes the Showboat" f. "Medley."
Jazz

set.

;

;

FANNIE WARD

(721).
Scene:
year old flapper in two numbers:

Living

room.

Sixty-two

"Flapper Fannie";

a.

b.

"Radio Widow."

THREE BROX SISTERS. THE
Scene

Numbers:

a.

"Doin'

in "Headin' South."
Harmonizing of Southern
Raccoon"; b. "Imagina-

(2888)

the

"Way Down South."
ELEANOR PAINTER (746). Scene:
c.

musical

of

"Love

comedy

and

Salon.
Lyric soprano
Presents these numbers:

opera.

Is Best of All"; b.

"Habanera";

c.

"How About

Me."

WHITING AND BURT

(741). in "Song Sayings. *
Scene:
Vaudeville and Ziegfeld's Follies players.
Assited at the piano by Edmund J. Weber, composer,
who arranged act. Numbers: a. "What Did You Say";
b. "The Frog Song": c. "That's My Idea of Heaven."
HOPE HAMPTON (740) in the Fourth Act of Massenet's
Former motion picture
Opera. "Manon."
Scene:
Salon.
srar is assisted bv four principals, chorus and the Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
MISS MARCELLE (716). Scene: Drawing room set. Vaudeville comedienne, in brown-face makeup, renders syncopated
songs in southern dialect.
Numbers: a. "Shine" b. "If
I Never See You Again"; c. "My Troubles Are Over."

Drawing room.

;

LOVE AND THE DEVIL:

Synchronized
Numbers 3111 to 3117
by Vitaphone Symphonv Orchestra.
inclusive.
Reels 1 to 7.
First National-Vitaphone producScore

(3111-17).

tion.

DAVE BERNE
d.

Drawing room set. Directs
Scene:
Numbers: a. "Happy-Go-Lucky Lane"; b.
Sun Goes Down"; c. "St. Louis Blues";

(2707)

own orchestra.
"Down Where

.

the

"San."

HOLLI NGS WORTH

AND CRAWFORD (2753). in "BedScene:
The family boudoir.
Short sketch of
husband and nagging, jealous wife.
TAL HENRY (732). Scene: Band set. With His North
Carolinians Orchestra.
Has played at college proms and
over the radio.
Renders these numbers:
a. "Come
On
Baby": b. "Shame On You"; c. "Milenberg Joys."
time."

sleepy

MAL HALLETT
program
bers:

a.

Scene:

(730).

with his
"Lots of

Band

set.

Furnishes

jazz

"Way Down East Orchestra." NumMama": b. "Mother Machree"; c. "War

(710).
Band set.
Scene:
Century Faydetts" from vaudeville.
a. "Because My Baby Don't Mean Maybe Now";
Mystery of Life"; c. "Changes."

Twentieth

"Green's

Numbers:
b. "Sweet

RITZ: Score (3071-77). Synchronized
score by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3071
to 3077. inclusive.
Reels 1 to 7.
First National-Vitaphone
production.

DEIRO

accordionist

in

(2968).
Scene:
these numbers:

room.

Piano-

"Romeo and

Juliet";

Living
a.

"Drigo's Serenade."

DIVINE LADY, THE:

Trailer (2967).
Milton Sills makes
introductory remarks and shots from the picture are shown.
Oorinne Griffith, the star, also speaks.
First NationalVitaphone production.

LOVE

AND THE

DEVIL:

Trailer

(2959).

Milton

Sills

introdu'-es Maria Corda
First National-Vitaphone

and scenes of Venice are shown.

WOMAN:

Trailer (2949).
Frank Reicher
and the latter presents Dorothy
courtroom.
First National-Vita-

HIS CAPTIVE

introduces Milton
Mackaill.
Locale
phone production.

Sills
is

a

production.

"Precious Little Thing Called Love."
ARDATH (720), in 'The Corner Store. ' Scene
store.
Ardath is supported by Claude Allen of
comedy stage. Cole Carrol and Klar Magnus.
Numbers:
a. "Sipping Cider Through a Straw"; b. "The
Swiss Yodeling Song";
c. "Oh
Mollv the Cuckoo Is
Calling Me"; d. "Rock Me to Sleep."
TAJADO'S TIPICA ORCHESTRA (706). Scene: Band set.
Official orchestra of Mexican government gives these numbers:
a. "Dansa Tipica"; b. "Amapola
del Camino"; c.

relates

highlights

of

story.

Trailer

(2929). Creighton
Flashbacks.
First Na-

tional-Vitaphone production.

FROZEN RIVER:

Trailer (2792).
Raymond
story which introduces dog star Rin Tin Tin.
Rinty and David Lee.

FANCY BAGGAGE:
troduces
backs.

'

'

"Gao Monter."
RITZ: Trailer (2950). Jack Mulhall
and Dorothy Mackaill.
First National-Vitaphone produc-

CHILDREN OF THE
tion.

BORN AND

LAWRENCE

(2920)

"The

in

Scene:
Drawing room.
Musical comedy
dances and jokes.
Numbers
a.
'Dear
'Humore&que.
'

:

'

BEN BARD

(

Exterior of golf
the pariety stage,

Shadow";

in
club.

how

'

FOUR SYNCO-PETS, THE
Scene:

b.

"My Mammy."

c.

Conrad

Trailer
(2719).
his way through bullets,
they talk about the picture.

bumps

fighting

and

in

to play golf.

"Sleep";

b.

;

'The

GLOVES:

KID

stars

Girl"

(2800) in "What Price Burlesque."
Scene:
Imitations.
Numbers:
a. "Me
and My

room.

Living

Old

Champion Golfer. "
Scene
Bard teaches Hobby Callahan, of

2910)

SAMMY COHEN

Show."

Side
stage

Drawing room.

(731)

Keith

a. "Indian
Dawn";
"Sweet Mystery of Life";
"I'll Never Ask for More."

bers:

blithely

Wilson

"Musical

in

present

artists

"Neapolitan

Moment."
these num-

Nights";

c.

"The Fortune Teller";

e.

b.

d.

Nagel,
into Lois

MAL HALLETT

(729).
Scene: Band set.
Mai HaUett and
Entertaining
Orchestra
are
well
known to prom
at Eastern universities and night clubs.
Num-

his

crowds
c.
f.

a.
"Doin' the Raccoon"
b.
"Tin Pan Parade"
"Bugle Call"; d. "Yankee Doodle"! e. "Harbardiana"
"Come, Let's Take a Stroll"; g. "We Love the College
;

Girls."

ST E L LA
Scene:

W

HAYH E
(728)
in
"The Hallelujah Lady.
Living room.
Star of "Hit the Deck" sings three

darky songs:
"Feet."

"Comfort";

a.

"Judgment

b.

Day";

c.

FRANK CRUMIT

(727) in "The One Man Glee Club."
singing
his
own compositions.
Living
Scene:
room.
Numbers: a. "The Song of the Prune"; b. "I Miss You
Lize" ; c. "Little Annie Rooney" ; d. "In the Shade of
the Old Apple Tree": e. "A Bird in a Gilded Cage";
f.

h.

"Bedelia"; g. "She Was Happy
"The Preacher and the Bear."

BAKER

(725)
arena.

Exterior of
three assistants.

JAY

VELIE

Star
in

(717),

Drawing
room.
"Vienna Maid";

the

in

of

"A

Journey

comedy

Musical

"When

b.

Met Me";

She

'Til

"In Spain."
Scene:
Shubert musical shows has

farce,

Irish

of Songs."
Scene:
tenor
presents:
a.

Eyes Are Smiling";

c.

"Italy."

ARTHUR PAT WEST

"Ship Ahoy." atmospheric
comedy in which Pat West appears as able-bodied seaman.
Scene:
Deck of yacht.
Numbers: a. "La Paloma"; b.
"She's
My Sweet Dumb, Dumb Dora"; c. "Sweet
(2919)

in

Senorita."

BRUCE BOWERS
tions

Jewish

(3870) in "Artistic Mimicry", with imitaincluding one of little boy making radio debut and
lady preparing for swim.
Scene:
Draped set.

SERENADERS,

THE

(2814),

in

"Red

Hot

Harmony."

Scene:
Fire station house.
Double quartet of male voices
with these numbers: a. "It Goes Like This"; b. "Stais
and Stripes Forever": c. "You Tell Me Your Dreams"; d.
"Every Sunday Afternoon."

AND LAWRENCE (2640). in "The Aristocrats."
Scene: Drawing room.
Comedians of variety stage in pantomime and songs.
Numbers: a. "I Wonder What's Beoomo of Sally"; b. "Down By the Old MilLstream"; c.
"Wobbly Walk."

BORN

DOROTHY AND ROSETTA RYAN

(726)
in
"Mirth and
Melody."
Scene:
Living room.
Stars of Keith Circuit
accompany themselves with guitars.
Numbers: a. "I Love
You. Sweetheart of All My Dreams" ; b. "Scups of
Coffee"; c. "Just Like a Melody."
PHIL BAKER (724), in "A Bad Boy From a Good Family "
Scene:
Drawing room.
Comedian of Broadway and
Keith Circuit with his accordion.
Numbers: a. "Baker
Blues"; b. "Big Butter and Egg Man From the West":
"How About Me"; d. "I'll Get By."
c.
STANLEY AND GINGER (714) in "A Few Absurd Moments."
Song and dance team of vn riety stage.
Scene
Living room.
Numbers: a. "That's Mv Weakness Now"
b. "Just Like a Melody Out of the Sky."

MEXICAN ORCHESTRA (705).
S~ene:
Orchestra set.
Mexican band under Lerdo. composer and
musician, has toured TJ. S. on Keith Circuit.
Number*-:
a. "Celito Lindo"; b. "Rancho Grande"; c. "Patria Mia.

members

'

LAWRENCE (2940) in "Pigskin Trouhles."
Exterior of gymnasium.
Act is staged on colleg;"
and includes shots of football crowds
Numbers:
and My Shadow"; b. "Dirty Hands Dirty Face."

BORN AND
Scene:

campus

"Me
PARAGONS, THE
a.

—

.

"In the Tropics."
Scene:
Tropical barroom.
Quartet seen on Keith Circuit is assisted
by Doris Walker.
Numbers: a. "Happy Days and Lonely
Nights"; b. "Come On Baby"; c. "Winter Song"; d.
"Kentucky Babe"; e. "Happy (My Baby Just Said Yes)."
LITTLE BILLEE (2869). in "The Flaming Youth." Scene:
Reception hall.
Midget star of variety stage gives original
songs and tap dancing.
Numbers: a. "Wonderful Wife":
b. "Down On 33d and 3d"; c.
"Sweet Georgia Brown":
d. "Anything You Say."
(2883),

in

JOE LEWIS

(2808).
Scene:
Night club.
Lewis of Parody
Club acts as master of ceremonies.
Numbers: a. "Chicago"
b.
"Oh Gussie"; c. "Sonny Boy"; d. Original
:

selection.

BOBBY FOLSOM

(2839), in "A Modern Priscilla."
Scene:
room.
Broadway show girl tells story of Puritan
Priscilla and the same girl of modern times in narrative
song.
Number: "Priscilla of the Puritan Days."

Living

SEVEN FOOTPRINTS TO SATAN:
Hale

in

LERDO'S

Medley."

GREEN'S FAYDETTS

b.

(733).

Grocery
musical

PHIL

l*ullman drawing room.

:

songs.

tion";

CRUMIT

c.

bers:

ORCHESTRA

Cummins and

set.

modern

FRANK

FRED

MADONNA

the

AND

"Words of Love." Scene: Living room. Julia Sanderson
and Crumit, co-starred for ten years in musical comedy,
render these numbers written bv Crumit: a. "No Wonder
You're a Wonderful Girl": b. "I Can Live Without You";

'

set.

SANDERSON

JULIA

:

:

Band

Living room.

Bennett

extra.

DAVE BERN) E AND ORCHESTRA
the

(736).

They offer three vocal numbers and
gives dramatic impersonation of Hollywood
Numbers:
a. "Sleep.
Baby, Sleep"; b. "Boy of
Mine"; c. "Hollywood Parade"; d. "Kentucky Home."
JUNE (735).
Scene
Drawing room.
English musical
comedy star recently starred by Arthur Hammerstein is
assisted by John Hundley.
Numbers:
a. *Me
and the
Man in the Moon"; b. "My Troubles Are Over."
Scene:

Miss

production.

HOT STUFF:

63

PAUL CUNNINGHAM AND FLORENCE BENNETT

on

discourses

lead,

Flashbacks

GUIDDO
pageant

Dancing and singing by midgets.
Numbers: a. "Tiny Town Opening": b. "The Only One to
Be"; c. Miss Annabelle Lee": d. "I Scream, You Scream,
We All Scream for Ice Cream."
:0RGE BROADHURST AND COMPANY (780), in 'Three
/Clock in the Morning."
Scene: Cabaret. Drunken sailor
n night club.
Numbers: a. "Anvil Chorus"; b. "Wobblv

of

male

CHILDREN OF THE

in "Typical Types."
Scene: Drawing room.
Ziegfeld beauty and leading ladv of variety
nage. doin-; imitations.
Numbers: a. "Two Little Girls";

b.

star.

SATURDAY'S CHILDREN:

a.

Two comedy

,

Trailer 12990). Louise Fazenda and
Conklin at ouija table in spooky looking house.
National-Vitaphone talking production.
DIVINE LADY: THE: Score (3031-40). Synchronized score
played by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3031
to 3040 inclusive.
Reels 1 to 10.
First National-Vitaphone production.
SONNY BOY: Trailer (3000). Presents Davey Lee, juvenile

Chester

Band

"Baltimore."
cert

HOUSE OF HORRORS:
First

BABY ROSE MARIE

BLUE

'::
:
;
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BOBBY GILLETT
McKee

tells

Shots show

Trailer (2701).
Hallam Cooley Inof cast as they board yacht.
Flash-

(2839), in "Syncopated Breezes."
Scene:
Living room.
Banjoist is assisted by Doris Walker, who
sings introductory number.
Numbers
'Ha ppv Days
a
and Lonely Nishts"
b.
"The Rosary"
c.
"St. Louis
Blues"; d. "Ida (Sweet as Apple Cider)."
'

:

;

HUGHES AND PAM
Living room.

.

;

(2837), in" "The Fall Guy."
Scene:
Interspersed with falls are funny stories.
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SERVICE TALKS
Incorporated in this department of the Herald-World, which is a department containing news, information and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture World department, "Through
the

M

"HONKY TONK"

Box

By

Window"

Office

Bessie Love

T. O. Service

AYBE

you saw Texas Guinan in "Queen
of the Night Clubs." Surely you saw Al Jolson
in "The Singin' Fool."
Well, you ain't seen
nothin' yet.
Get a load of Sophie Tucker in
"Honky Tonk."
Not (don't misunderstand me) that "Honky

Tonk"

"The Singing Fool." Nor,

better than

is

on the other hand, that it is in any sense fair
merely that it is better than "Queen of
the Night Clubs" it's so many thousand times
better.
But that "Honky Tonk" is in every
sense a feminine parallel to "The Singing Fool"
and it's a good thing for Al that he got his
picture out ahead of Sophie's.
to say

ond biggest success Warners have put over, and
second only because "Singing Fool" came first

(NOTE TO EDITOR:

know I'm

I

supposed

not

go

to

Yes,

into

these

good at any point in
is at any point in his, and
point for point average.
She is

better as to

as

never the extremist Jolson
sings about as

but she

is,

becomes

the song-shouter he

many

at his

songs, she

is

is

always

She

best.

every bit as

he is in the considerably less exaggerated emotional high points, and when she
sings "Some of These Days" she has everything

effective as

Jolson has singing
tage

being

of

a

"Mammy,"

who

gal

knows her slurs and topnotes at least as well
as Al knows his knee-drops and sob-stops. (No
comparing the picture with Texas
Guinan's; it's almost identically the same story,
but this time it comes across.)
point at

I
is

all in

suppose you'll care to know that Lila Lee

the star's daughter in the picture, that

lon Hamilton

Mamma

has

is

the reliable

made

male

a lady of the girl

bum of herself and
Mamma. But that's
a

the
just

Mah-

by making

cast

and story

may

violate the

like.)

is

Not even

"Birth

second

seem

Mack

nor

"Mickey."
to

of

indicate

a

another

with

Sennett
Griffith

could put over a

Which would
Warner Brothers can

Nation."

that

hardly be expected to shove across a second

"Singing Fool."

But

that's just

dope;

guessing, that

have

or any other kind.

no faith in dope of
Wherefore I should guess, were
this

I

"Honky Tonk"

will

I

given

be the

to
sec-

There

almost

complete performances
"Uncle Tom's Cabin," each funnier than

and

other,

W^HEN

guy

a

gets

good

as

break as

a

Warner Baxter had in "In Old Arizona" he
ought to be given more and better ones until

everything else in the

there's

the last full measure of that initial success can
be extracted from his castings. He ought not
to

be

For "Behind That
Curtain" is about as bad a picture as I'd knowingly wish upon the worst actor in Hollywood.
(Of course it probably wasn't knowingly done.)
That

bit

of

boards.

Love is charming of course, and
and everything else she ought to

Miss

None

for the job in hand.

The

rans.

be put into the position of seeming

the sole reason for manufacturing a picture like

"Behind

a

that

pic-

concerning backstage folks is regarded
as highly meritorious entertainment by the
people who put up the dough for the paste-

actress,

to

of

the

fiction

"BEHIND THAT CURTAIN"

the

first-line

a delight.

is

an
be

also-

Eva

The

Tom-show slanguage has been modernized

Curtain."

bit,

the

but not enough to spoil the
dog,

the

as

is

is

said

perfect.

Old enough

to get that

kick out of a picture which comes,

extra

the classifications of folks

who

a

And

illusion.

play-reporter

classic

never to have omitted saying,
Yes, I'm getting old.

"Behind That Curtain" starts out to be good.
is good for quite a spell.
Then it jumps
from England to the Persian desert. This section, in itself, isn't so bad either.
But just as
there seems to be nothing to do but bring on
the clinch and end the thing, everybody's
jerked suddenly to San Francisco and a lot of

of

sister

little

of the cast are

(Nanci something or other)

It

in

classify things

under the head of "recognition." For
which passage of turbulent and not otherwise

like this,

profitable years

I

thank a gracious God.

"THE ARGYLE CASE"

meaningless running about

is indulged in for
the benefit of the Chinese vote, the chamber

commerce or some equally

of

not

Certainly

tion.

which

for

irrelevant institu-

But

quite

is

finally

and

utterly

actor

who

big one.

And

a picture

as

an actor like

bad

worth
break and a
is well worth

the messy rest of

all

This fellow should get a

while.

murder

this

it

"Behind That Door."

as

I

I

as crazy

about

GUESS

care to witness,
library

of

find in fiction

the

office,

Show" before

think

it's

Some of the young
who caught "The Girl in

I'm getting old.

the

in

did, tell

I

Further,

great.

I

me

it's

punk.

I

think these young
they had been

would think
when the Tom-show was an inescapable, beloved staple of American showfolks

on

it

is

great

if

deck

business.

deck

at

And

I

think so

that time

—

,

many

of us

but no matter.

were on

for

age,

do

not

instance.

consider this a

and pictures

it,

perfect

like

it,

as

it

be
tht

Look at the thing:
a murder as you can possibl)
a nice old guy bumped off ir
Here is Mr
his big house.

wide world seems
Here is as good

to be.

good

as

and

a detective as you'l

a lot better

elsewhere, and wait

\

Take,

I

I

Thomas Meighan,

folks

me why

can find absolutely wrong with
can find a dozen reasons why I ought to

the

"THE GIRL IN THE SHOW"'

to

mysteries.

"The Argyle Case."
example.

enacts a Scotland Yards detective in this pic-

makes

you, too, are getting well past voting

like

there's a long, lean, English

ture that

If

perhaps you can explain

the

of

benefit

the

ruined in this sequence.

department which bans discussion of box-office
dope en toto, I will remark that Paramount
never quite got away with a second "Covered

Wagon,"

two

on the currently sound theory

picture,

self-made rule of this

a mortician who

wedding.

fast

ture that ought to be in a production based

—

If I

almost gets away with a

"Honky Tonk"

stuff.

The crux of the picture is Sophie and "if you
knew Sophie, like I know Sophie " but that's
somebody else's song, isn't it? (Kantor's?) But
you will know her as I know her if you see
"Honky Tonk," and if you don't see "Honky
Tonk" it's your funeral, not mine.

the

is

be

I

first

are

friend, that

lady don't thank

little

Charles?)

(can

name as
Legree, and Eva's boy friend.
his

The show goes broke. There's

plus the advan-

good-natured

big,

remembering

in

the man-

is

and you know as well as I do that I
don't believe in them any more than you do;
but there's no other way to tell the folks what
things,

—

Because Sophie is
her picture as Jolson

correct

Tom-show

a

This young Hackett fellow

ager.

in point of time.

Eva in
Ford Sterling

the Little

is

playing the sticks.

till

than you'll

you hear

Tom

fin<

speak

Here is, too, as complete a set of character
you need for any murder, Lila Lee as th>
sweet young suspect, H. B. Warner as the glu"

as

the late Gladys Brockwell as his co
worker and Bert Roach as the indispensabl
devil,

flatfoot.

And

here

is

perfect sequence, perfet
false

an

array

of

clues,

otherwise, not to mention

all

the other thing

dialogue, a

you need

to

perfect

produce

a perfect

murder

myster;

:
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MUSIC AND TALENT
What

Am

I

Bid?— Do

Hear Three?
Auction (Sale,
Not Bridge) Is
New Herman Act

Jay Mills

Money
Theme Song,

Theatre
In

I

Says Rob bins

I? Announced
By an Expert on

Exploitation Novelty

That Popular
Holds
'ublisher
Airs Will Help Build
Patronage

By

Promotion

By W.

DOUGLAS HODGES

the advisability of the

theme

ng-

argumentative state,
open open to argument.
those who contend that the theme

Because of
e

question

this

is

and Gentlemen, what am I bid? ....
the gentleman over here says a dollar
.... do I hear two? .... ah! the
lady bids two .... do I hear three

—

There are
must pass from the picture; that it hurts
s ret
music sales; that it eventually hinders
l?
picture's popularity; that it
sure, you
ght go on infinitely, but why?
;ig

n

—

All of which may sound out of order
But
in a motion picture trade paper.
it's not.

i

i

The fact is the theme song has been wrongIy maligned.
few weeks ago we stated

A

much, we restate it now and to J. J. RobRobbins Music Corporation, goes the
bior of restatement.
Mr. Robbins, however,
els it "popular," rather than "theme," song.
'.et Mr. Robbins speak:
s

ts,

1

In the

last

few months the

sale

of the

song has taken a decided turn upvds," says Robbins.
'It is significant that
tl;e songs coming from picture productions
p ure

the real hits.
Proving that the countless
tljsands of movie-goers are interested in
5'gs and are purchasing them freely.
As
P sf of this statement we find that our sales
s greatest in towns where a picture with a
g«d melodic song has played.
Take 'Pagan
L e Song" as an example.
It is the outst.ding song success of the year.
Its sale
n; been tremendous, and the pro-rata sale
been greater in towns where theatres are
w :d than in the unwired theatre towns.
rhis proves that if a picture can sell a
sc;, a song likewise can sell a picture.
It
>s 'orth bearing in mind,
too, that song expl ation is the most inexpensive and positive
ici of selling pictures to the public that is
lawn.
It is not necessary to conceive fan:ac and expensive methods of exploitation
:thods which may or may not bring resu'.
To begin with, radio has proven it»e a ready and
highly effective medium,
orbing the song and the title of the picture
wi which it is associated, into every home.
Lc.J radio stations in this way amplify the
namal hookups where selections are rendered
ovhe best vocal and instrumental talent in
hi and.
'econdly, phonograph and music
stores
a

s "i

in

the

sheet music and
to songs being
current picture attractions.
At

(Continued on next page)

by way of explanation, introducing a
novelty promotional stunt announced by
Sam Herman, an expert in business builders
for the theatre.
It is,

Jay was originally a protege of Paul Ash.
1926 Jay made a personal appearance at
the
Oriental
theatre.
and
Chicago.
Ash
thought Jay had good possibilities as an
M.
so much so that he was sent to the
Fort Armstrong theatre. Rock Island, 111., to
try out.
In three months' time he was transIn

C

fered

a

to

larger

theatre,

at

Waterloo,

where he stayed for three more months.
popularity increased so
given a class A, deluxe

much
house

la.,

His

that he was
then.
This

was the Capitol, Des Moines, where he stayed
for eight months.
He was then transferred
to

a

still

larger

house,

the

Riveria

theatre,

Omaha, Neb., where he worked for nine
months, the former producing manager for
Stanley Corporation, Harry W. Crnll. saw
him and brought him to the Stanley theatre.

new

Here briefly, is the novelty "Auction Sale,"
which Mr. Herman describes as "the biggest,
cleanest

money

getter in the country"

Every patron of a theatre is presented with
An accumulation of this
theatrical money.
pseudo legal tender

is

then used by the patron

to participate in the theatre's "Auction Sale."
at which valuable articles are put on the block.

The "Auction Sale" is a business
Xot only has it proved a builder. It

builder.

likewise

has maintained patronage over an extended
period.

One has only to attend a real auction sale
to appreciate the appeal that it holds for the
great majority of

human

beings.

Wally Vernon, M. C, Back

To

St.

Louis Stage

Gravois and Lindenwood
avenues, the de luxe house of the St. Louis Amusement Company's chain, on August 24. celebrated
the return of Wally Vernon as master of ceremonies.
A street parade through the neighborhood and a public reception was staged to help enliven the welcome
to Wally.
Frank Masters who has been the M. C.
at the Granada has been transferred to one of Warner Brothere Pittsburgh houses.
The Grand Central theatre operated by the War-

The

—

gUy cooperate displaying
pkng recordings relative

RUSSELL

ladies and gentlemen, I am
offering here a fine piece of merchandise.
This valuable little item, ladies
and gentlemen, would be of infinite
value in any home. And now, Ladies

There has been no end of argument
to

S.

"Now,

Granada

theatre.

ner-Skouras interests on

"The Man

Who

Put Community

Singing on the

Map"

August

24.

inaugurated a

11:30 p. m. show and in the future similar shows
will be given each Wednesday and Saturday night.
The midnight show terminates, about 1:30 a. m.
Hie usual admission charges prevail. If the plan
proves successful it may be taken up by the Missouri and Ambassador theatres which are also operated by the same interests.
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(Continued from preceding page)

time songs from 'Broadway
Melody' and 'Hollywood Revue,' are among
the most popular songs featured.
"With these two mediums radio and music

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

New York Paramount

theatre.
Ash and his
Merry Mad Gang are to return to the Paramount
theatre in Brooklyn.
Harry Rose, after sub.
stituting for Paul Ash during Ash's vacation, has
been signed to rotate for the next five weeks between
the Paramount theatres in New York and Brooklyn.
.

.

.

.

and

Dorothy Sheridan, former blues singer for KMOX.
Chick Castle, broadcasted over
Friday and Saturday.
She

lately protege of
last Tuesday,

WCFL

featured all Robbins' songs, and in particular their
new song, "'The One In the World."
.
Gus C.
Edwards has informed me that he has secured the
contract for the orchestra for the Food Show, to be
announced soon.
Edwards also books the Terrace
Gardens orchestra and acts.
The orchestra, under
the direction of George Deveron, broadcasts over
every night, and of late has been featuring
Robbins' Dream Girl.
Jack Lavin left last week
on an urgent trip to the coast on business.
Bob
Schacfer will broadcast soon over
he is known
;
as the Gold Medal Radio artist of New York City.
"Some Sweet Day" is really getting a good plug
around town on the radio along with "Miss You"
and "Still Caring."
Bernic Grossman, of the
music publishers Lewis and Grossman, is now on
the West Coast writing theme songs and free lancing.
Lewis is here in Chicago keeping the home fires
burning and getting plugs on their new numbers.
"We're Lonesome for Someone Like You" and "Just
Like a Rose." both are very good numbers and looks
like the future for them will be very bright. .
Sam Herman has started to work on his new novelty,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WGN

.

A

not
in

proclaiming that
a picture may be

glance at the

list

of the

among them, proves that such
songs must have quality a significant reason
for being in the picture and most important of
all, an important spot in the picture.
"Ramon Novarro, singing 'The Pagan Love
Song,' did more for the picture and the song
than any other artist could have accomplished,
simply because the song had a rightful place
in the production rather than being inserted

of the real hits

—

On

his way home.
J. J. Robbins (left) of
Robbins Music Company, New York,
snapped in Chicago by the HERALD-WORLD
photographer as he arrived from the Coast,
accompanied by his wife.
With him is
shown his Chicago manager, Chick Castle.

aimlessly.

new order

"The

of

the

has brought
The ones most

things

about a change in song style.
in favor at present are the smooth patterned,
The
sentimental, romantic lyric and music.
'hot' peppy numbers, although the vogue in
certain spots, are less popular with the large
proportion of movie audiences.
"One of the changes brought about by this
condition is the development of a new technique of song-writing.
In the future songs
will have to fit the story and character singThus the song writer will have to
ing it.
understand the psychology of the movie audience as does the scenario writer and the di-

.

.

3

in

year old daughter is also a star (she ia the
Eddie Leonard's picture, "Melody Lane").

much thought

given to the writing of the
any other part of the production.
Now all that is necessary is to have the
exhibitor take advantage of the plans made
for him, and the benefits are his in a large
measure."
is

song as

Dontellas
Their
Madame

Senor and
act,

bal

Lewis Records Warner
Brothers Hits from "Is

"At the present time everything in the studios is being done to make the song as important as any other factor in the picture. As

Now Feature
Own Act
own
now touring

Dontella, featured in their

"The Carnival of Venice." which

is

K

the R
O circuit, have been in the show business
They met in a little town in
for the pa6t 25 years.
Senor Dontella was learnItaly, about 30 years ago.
ing to play an odd instrument called a Shepard's

Horn, which had been handed down from two genera-

Madame Dontella was then featured as a
Tambourine player and dancer in the town's leading
theatre.
They became attracted to each other and
finally married.
They continued in show business in
Europe for a while, then came to America, where

tions.

Their act
they raised a family of four boys.
consists of three of the boys, while the other

Mabel

Everybody Happy?"
principal song hits from Warner Brothei
Vitaphone production, *'Is Everybody Happy?" ha
been recorded by Ted Lewis, the star, for the C
lumbia Phonogaph Company, which will coo pen
with exhibitors in exploiting the numbers in th<
These two songs i
agencies from coast to coast.
"Wouldn't It Be Wonderful?" and "I'm the Medici
Man for the Blues." Both compositions are by Gn
Clarke and Harry Akst. The sheet music will
be published by M. Witmark & Sons.

The two

Seven Numbers to Be Sun
by Vallee in "Vagabond Lover"
Seven new numbers will be sung by Rudy Va
when she goes into production with his Connect!

RKO

Yankees at the
Studios in Hollywood, to r
the star role in "The Vagabond Lover," Radio ]
This will
tures forthcoming jazz-band romance.
Vallee's first feature length picture.

now
has

11,000 Yards of Ruffles
Finale at Capitol
Robert Stevenson, designer for Mahieu, who
costumes for the Capitol theatre stage
ductions, wishes to swear out an affidavit to
effect that there are no less than 11,000 yard.'
coral-pink ruffling used in the 24 costumes w
decorate the unusual finale of "Cameos," the Ch<
Hale stage presentation current at the Capitol the
We hope Mr. Stevenson didn't hav
this week.
do all the measuring himself, but we'll take his
plies all

WALZER
Eddie

DYER

.

.

gained renown for his fine accordion playin
and "leg mania" dance. He was formerly known e
"Jerry" when he played the Publix circuit. He
now known as Jerrie Coe and is one of the principa
in John Murray Anderson's "Almanac." Jerrie's litt

also

rector.

.

called

many

theme songs published, and a careful estimate

.

WBBM

.

we. are

course,

exploited.

.

.

.

"Of

any and every song used

.

.

the

stores as a means of exploitation, the exhibitor has a convenient channel for publicizing his theatre and its attractions.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1929

present

—

.

31,

The Theme Song
the

Eddie' Pea body, the banjoist
On with the News.
supreme, has been making a personal appearance at
theatres
this
His Vitaphone
last week.
the Fox
shorts have preceded him here and made many
friends for him, but his appearing here in the flesh
has really added a host of admirers to his already
Jimmy Kerrigan and his orchestra, we
long list
understand, will supply the music for the new Via
Lago or the old Alamo cafe as it were. The cafe
will be managed by Harry Chan, manager of the
famous Uptown Village, with the same cuisine.
Dell Coon and his orchestra, now playing at the
Miralago ballroom in No Man's land, will, in the
future, broadcast every night except Monday over
WIBO.
Walt Roesner will return to the Capitol
theatre in New York, after an absence of nearly
three months, as director of the famous stage band,
Walt Roesner was loaned to
the Capitolians.
the management opening the new* Fox theatre in San
After an engagement of eight weeks it
Francisco.
Dave
is with regret the audience see him go.
Schooler, who has been pinch hitting for him at the
Capitol, will open the new Loew's Paradise theatre
Roesner will begin
on the Grand Concourse.
The
his engagement at the Capitol September 7.
Capitol will also open on a Friday instead of Saturday, as heretofore.
Leon Leonidoff, production assistant to S. L. Rothafel "Roxy," has just
returned from a visit to the theatrical centers of
Europe. This was his third annual trip to England
and the Continent for the purpose of studying the
trends of popular entertainment on the other side of
the Atlantic.
Charles Wakefield Cadman, one
of America's few composers of opera, is now under
write
contract to
for Fox Movietone, has composed
a song for the picture of war-time raids, "The Sky
Hawk."
Another song writer from Broadway
breaks into print, he is none other than Walter
O'Keefe, song writer and master of ceremonies who,
by the way. is the first of the army of tune tinklers
who have invaded Hollywood to break into the acting
end of the business.
The vehicle he has been cast
for is Pathe's "Red Hot Rhythm."
The old North
Centre theatre has been reopened by the LublinerTrinz people under the new name of the Centre
theatre.
The console will be presided over by Louis
Lohman, who has been guest organist for Publix for
some time past. Lohman will broadcast over WON
along with Victor Young and his forty-piece orchestra.
Virginia Merceau, woman's champion
wrestler, made an appearance last week at the Belmont theatre.
Sophie Tucker also made a personal appearance last week at the Oriental theatre
in a revue called "Honky Tonk" in conjunction with
her picture of the same name.
Abe Lyman and
his Californians are booked to follow Paul Ash into

August

\

for

Tliis

"Auction Night,"

"Circus Cabaret"
Week— Aug. 24. Indianda,
Indianapolis

Next

Week— Aug.
St.

Direction

31.

Ambassador

Louis

Wm.

Morris Agency

anyhow.

Chester Hale Appears
Sound at Capitol

Featured Comedians in the
Publix Unit

.

it

i

Chester Hale, ballet master at the Capitol the
in conjunction with Arthur Knorr, art dire
is also the producer of the stage revues at this
atre, is seen on the talking screen this week a'
Capitol in the Fox Movietonews selecting girh
The pi
one of his forthcoming productions.
shows the girls in rehearsal on the roof of the

who

tol

theatre.

i

August
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STAGE SHOWS
Kansas City Mainstreet
Week Ending August

24

The Mainstreet stage program switched from the
k-audeville policy to the master of ceremonies presenMaster of
tation this week, but only temporarily.
presentation
first
was introduced in
fceremonies
Kansas City at the Mainstreet.
Included in the cast of what was billed as a
I
['stupendous New York Night Club Revue." were

Umatole Friedland, composer, producer and a pioneer
In night club entertainment, and Ben Bard, well

There also was Bobby
stage and screen star.
Callahan, who was classified on the program with
Any Moment." Then there were LeBlanc and
|" At
OnCharm. Lucille Hayes and Al Jockers, plus a
liberal number of girls who really were pretty.
The presentation clings pretty much to the well
cnown night club style of entertainment. It is fast
moving and has a large number of good songs, many
ones of genuine humor and some dancing that would
latkfy the most skeptical dance fan. Mr. Bard acted
Is master of ceremonies and did a good job of it.

known

i

I

i

San Antonio Texas
Week Ending August
Paramount

"Charming Sinners"

Student Prince," "Faust." "New Moon." "Cavalleria Rusticana," "The Overture 1812." "The Volga

Boatman" and

23

is

I

that

22

farewell week for Walt Roesner at the Fox
and Walt speaks a few words of farewell
?fore the opening overture is played.
This overture
a medley of the most popular numbers presented
iring -the eight weeks that Walt has been director
*re and that is since the opening of this fine playThe selection contains excerpts from "The
>uee.
(

This
eatre

is

i

SAM

HERMAN
is

with his

off

again

new novelty for Theatres

AUCTION
SALE
The

Biggest. Cleanest

the

we now want

scenes that syncopate.

The

Country Todav

BOOK THEM BEFORE YOUR COMPETITOR DOES

*BLUE HAWAII

aav

Y'NobodyS

r/I Fault But
DEAR
1 your Own

"MY MOTHER 'S EYES

dance while in the background and above the orchesare groupings of the Beauties in a gorgeous

tra

JWEI

butterfly setting.

f\

Minneapolis Minnesota
Week Ending August

23

"Pearl 5 of Bagdad" occupies the stage this we*k
at the Minnesota theatre.
Though shorter than the
usual bill, it is mighty good fare.
Arch Cannon, tenor, opens with a song, "Tn Baedad." The scene is the street of an oriental town,
lined with bazaars and thronged with passers-by.
After Mr. Cannon finishes his first number he retires to a bazaar at the side of the stage.
The Persian ballet gradually forms from the women
who are walking along the street sn-i shopping.
First one comes forward, she is followed by five more
and finally the other six fall into order for an oriental dance.
The girls are dressed in long fuM
skirted dresses, plentifully spangled, and wear ankle
length veils.
The Hot-Foot boy*. Boyce and Evans, are on next.
Boyce comes in on a solo for the opening.
He is
extremely agile but not particularly original. He is
followed by his partner, Evans, a small slim-built
man in a riotuous black and white *uit. His pantomimic gestures raise many a laugh in the audience.
The pair close the number with a double dance.
Alice and Vivian, two little girls in blue, sing a
couple of songs and do a few dance stens as the
next number.
Their dancing Is considerably better
than their singing.
Murray and Alan, billed as Jesters of 3,000 Years
Ago, steal most of the laughs of the show and deserve them.
Their number is replete with nonsense
but it is the kind of nonsense that makes for one
continual laugh.
The pair comes out on the stage
dressed in long brown robes, reminisient of the capuchin habit, and carrying harps.
They sing "Guess
What We Are." and wind up trying to outdo each
other in telling the biggest lies.
Their second appearance on the stige finds them garbed in costumes
of King Tut vintage, with a new round of nonsensical
songs embodied under the one title. "Three Thousand

Detroit Capitol
Week Ending August

'PLEASE l£T ME DREAM

T«™
MVT
ESPECIAUn
"AND

„»

SONG OF THE BAYOU*

EYEFUL
OF YOU'
'CANOE DIE OODLE ALONG

LOVE WILL FIND YOU

SIBONEY
15

Henry Santrey brought his Soldiers of Fortune to
the Capitol this week and proved conclusively that
he has a jazz band which rates away up near the

•

YOU CAN'T GO WROXG,
WITH ANY FEIST' SONG

girls

Years Ago."
Jacques Carrier, acrobatic dancer, features the next
number. He is brought in on a litter by four carriers and accompanied by the chorus.
The girls are
dressed in angle length, lace pantaloons and silver
jackets. They do their dance and then retire to background while C^rtier occupies the center of the stage
with an acrobatic number.

MONEY GETTER
in

.

step out of their old-fashioned togs and the curtain
carries these costumes into the wings.
The girls

rogra

>an Francisco Fox
Week Ending August

others.

On the stage the Fanchon and Marco Idea opens
with a cake and cookie scene. Walt introduces the
Sweet Cookie Beauties, who range from Vanilla
Wafer to plain Soda Cracker. There are twelve deliAs the maidens step
cious varieties to choose from.
out from behind their cookie screens and are joined
by twelve Sweet Cookie Beauties, they dance and
Jack
sing a number that is called "Sweet Cookie."
Hanley, as the cook, dances out in a bright red costume with a white cap and a white apron and does a
fast dance around and with the different girls.
A back curtain rises to the announcement that a
piece of cake is being cut and the orchestra is reWalt and the orchestra render "Outside"
vealed.
and "Side By Side."
In the latter selection Walt
and a member of the orchestra don top hats and
sing and dance the number as they did two years
This was by request and went over big.
ago.
The next is a Ginger Snap number featuring
Bobbie Tomson, who sings and dances, and Dolly
and Marie, who exhibit some lively steps. The Sweet
Cookie Beauties assist in the finale and there is
plenty of ginger for all.
Lew Brice follows with a song and dance. He also
gives an impression of Fannie Brice in "The Spring."
Jones and Howell, two dapper cake eaters, give an
acrobatic dance followed by some light patter and
6ongs.
The final setting reveals a group of the Sweet
Cookie Beauties in costumes of yesterday.
Bobb e
Tomson enters and criticized the out-of-date saying
:

the screen feaure at the Texas theatre this week.
Ruth Chatteron. William Powell. Mary Nolan and Clive Brook are
he stars in this all-talking production.
On the stage ie presented "Happy Go-Lucky" by
ne popular m. c. "Vic" Insirilo.
Ernest Hzoser is
Dnducting the Texas Grand Orchestra.
Earl Abel
ae an unusual surprise for the organ "fans."
A s:
snappy comedy and a newsreel complete the
&
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"SONG of the

top.

NOW
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THE TIME!

Call.

Write or Wire

SAM HERMAN
1001

Woods Theatre Bldg
W. Randolph St.
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In fact, it is this reporter's humble opinion that
Santrey's outfit is surpassed only by Waring's Peinsylvanians. and is better than the far famed Paul
Whiteman organization. But then, this scribe never
could see Whit era art's band.
Santrey started in by singing a little ditty about
how foolish are the lyrics of most of the modern
songs, pointing out that anyone would be silly in-

WEST

F El XT,
LEO.
231-5 w. 40^
NEW YORK

ST.,

g.

CITV, N.V
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deed to go strolling with a rainbow around his
shoulder or to put in a hard day doing nothing but
forever blowing bubbles.
Jack and Bob Gordon, a couple of the bandsmen,
stepped out to demonstrate some fast and furious tap
dancing.
Santrey next played "I Can't Give You Anything
But Love, Baby," as a symphony orchestra might
play it. Santrey went through all the motions of a
leader and if one Maestro Edward, who
began spelling his name with a "u" when his orchestra reached 50 pieces, could have seen it he
would have been fit to be tied.
Helen Maycox was next with a decided little
novelty.
One of those miniature stages used for
Punch and Judy shows was moved on stage, the

symphony

At least
curtain went up and there was Helen.
her head appeared in the opening, forming the head
of a puppet dressed as a doll.
Helen sang "I've Got a Feeling I'm Falling in
Love With You." The next puppet represented a
Scotchman, and Helen sang "I Love a Lassie," a la
Sir Harry Lauder.
Then she came out from behind
the puppet show in some cute blue panties and a
pink blouse, and proved that she could dance as
well as she could sing.
Ray and Skeeters were next in a comedy rough
and tumble dance. Then the band played "Broadway Melody," and "I Kiss Your Hand, Madame."
Santrey, who has a very nice voice, sang the chorus
of the last named.
The harpist of the outfit played "Wedding of
the Painted Doll" as a solo, and then a trio comprised of piano, steel guitar and vibraphone played
"The Rosary."
The rest of the program harkened back to the
gladsome minstrel days of Primrose and West. Tie
bandsmen donned blackface, with the Jordon Brothers as end men and Santrey as interlocutor.
Miss Skeeters came back in absurd yellow costume, reminiscent of a one piece bathing suit, ami
did one of those burlesque dances heralding the
coming of Spring.
Santrey had a patter song about the troubles that
Miss Piano got into with Mr. Saxophone and how
Senor Guitar, Monsignor Lute and John W. Drum
helped get her out.
entire company was on stage for short specialat the finale.
Just before the last curtain, the

The
ties

backdrop went up and there was a huge cut out of
Inside it
a comedy negro, his mouth wide agape.
were two little pickaninnies eating watermelon just
as fast as they could.

And

it

was

real watermelon,

too!

San Antonio Aztec
Week Ending August

23

Billie Dove in "Her Private Lite" is featured on
the Aztec screen this week.
Ralph Pollock and his stage band have a very
suitable presentation to offer the patrons. He also is
conducting the Symphony Orchestra.
L. J. Pico the "pep" organist at the wondrous
Robert- Morton, a good comedy and a newsreel featuring scenes of the Graf Zeppelin in its round the
world flight conclude the program.

Philadelphia Fox
Week Ending August

17

Jeno Donath and the Fox Orchestra present a delightful overture, "Memories of the Past," and the
stage

show

is

both varied and interesting.

Mercedes and Ferris next appear in a song and
dance number.
Miss Mercedes depends to a large
extent upon her beautiful gowns for the success of
the act.
Her first is of violet and pale green taffeta of the latest Parisian style and covered with
tiny ruffles.
Later she wears a white feather cos-

tume with flowing train and huge feather headdress.
Mr. Ferris and Miss Mercedes sing, "Honey."
Little Bobby Gillion, a young lady of color, dances
Irving
a buck rhythm dance with lots of spirit.
Grossman sings "Some Sweet Day," and "I'll Always Be in Love With You." He tries to be very
dramatic in his "Old Fashioned Lady," but he is
not entirely convincing.
Murray and Oakland.
Miss Oakland, of "The
Time, the Place and the Girl" company, a tall
blonde, wearing rose, sings "Honeymoon." Mr. Murray and Miss Oakland together burlesque a mystery
play, also a French play, called "A Slice of Life."
They do this with an individuality that makes the
interpretation thoroughly humorous and unusual.
AI B. White and His Night Club Entertainers produce the usual line of dancing, singing and jokes.
The stage suggests a night club with the orchestra
in the rear and the performers in evening dress
seated at small tables across the front of the stage.
Al introduces Maria Kern, dancer, Doris Ellingson,
soprano, and Maxine Stolt, dancer, with a jest and
a few appropriate words and helps on the comedy
between the performances.
Bebe Moffitt is a contortionist of unusual ability.
It is hard to believe that her slender, graceful body
can be literally tied in knots without injury but she
does just that and is stormed with applause.
Maxine Lewis sings, "Am I Blue," and carries on
a little comedy with Al White as well. Al sings "At
the End of the Road."
Lawrence Vale and Walter
Stewart add variety to the program with a good soft
shoe dance turn.
Maria Kerns and Maxine Stolt enter a kicking contest with the audience for judge.
It is hard to say
who wins the contest for the applause for both is
very gratifying and they surely can kick.

Portland Fox Broadway
Week Ending August
The

14

program was exceptionally good entertainment.
The honors, however, must go to the
Fanchon and Marco stage revue. There is a life and
entire

personality to their "Bizarre" idea, which places it
well above many of their others.
The showing here
also was the first this unit has ever made, originating
in Portland, and is headed east.
The chorus of 16 girls were especially good looking with several good voices.
Another bright spot
was the good work of an adagio team in the finale.
These dancers have that quality known as class, and
no mistake.
Douglas Fox a Portland boy, offered a dance exposition, which was especially well received.
Bobby
Jones, introduced by Sam Jack Kaufman, as the
tenor and not the golfer, made a decided hit with
his Irish songs.
In the last analysis Norma Shearer
makes the film. "The Last of Mrs. Cheyney" good
entertainment.

Milwaukee Wisconsin
Week Ending August

23

"Eddie Peabody's Fiesta" is this week's Fanchon
Marco's offering and it is a knockout. After an
opening number by the Joyboys, all prettily draped
in Mexican costumes in a setting smacking of a
Spanish patio. Al Lyons introduces the man of the
week, little Eddie.
Eddie immediately starts things agoing with a
snappy costume Spanish tango by members of the
chorus including the Romeros.
This number is interspersed with some fine singing by a male member
of the company and is beauitfully done.
An imitation of an old fashioned church organ, the
recitation of "Mary Had a Little Lamb," is all pie
for Eddie, done as neat as you please on the violin.
"Listen to the Mocking Bird" with the pianist ac-

&
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BERNARD COWHAM
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companying completes Eddie's first episode, which is
accepted with much gusto by the audience.
The Romeros, two handsome youngsters, next stage
a clever tap dance to "Broadway Melody," by the
Joyboys.
They are followed by Armanda Chirot,
famous Mexican opera star, who offers an operatic
number. She has a very fine voice and draws big
applause.
One of the Romeros and his two sisters stage a
novel dance number to one of Victor Herbert's
marches.
In exotic costumes and with mechanical
movements, the three dancers make a big hit.
Eddie Peabody then proceeds to show what he can
do with the banjo, singing a number of the selections in addition to playing them.
His strumming
calls for a number of encores and his numbers include, "Rhapsody in Blue," "Pagan Love Song,"
"Am I Blue," "St. Louis Blues" and "Blue Skies."
Eddie goes over so big that he has a hard time stopping the applause and finally calls upon the orchestra
to aid him.
The closing dance number by the chorus features
June Worth a young miss who is perhaps one of the
limberest dancers that ever graced the Wisconsin
stage.
The way she turns cartwheels, handsprings
and moves about with plenty of grace and vigor is
just too bad.
The entire company is out on the
stage doing its stuff as a large Mexican eagle and
flag is lowered behind the band.
And the audience
exclaims with enthusiasm, "Well done little Eddie,
well done."

Salt

Lake City Pantages
Week Ending August 17

"Collegiate Nights" is the headline attraction o
the vaudeville bill offered at the Pantagee theatre o
The act is full of livel:
Salt Lake City this week.
dancing and musical numbers presented in an en
tertaining manner by several talented artists.
Other numbers on this week's bill include: "Com
ing Across," a comedy skit by the Misses Ver

Thomas and Denise Raye; Alma and Duval

is

classical dance offering, and the Visser Trio, with a
athletic balancing act filled with suspense and thrill
completing the stage acts.
The picture presentation this week in conjunctio
with these acts, is Lon Chaney in "Thunder," an

satisfactory houses have been the rule.

San Antonio Texas
Week Ending August
"The Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu,"

is

16

the screen a

The pi
traction at the Texas theatre this week.
Warner Oiand, Neil Hamilton, Jea
ture
stars
Arthur and O. P. Heggie.
On the stage is offered "Bubbling Over." a re
classy presentation staged by the popular m. c. "Vii
Insirilo.

squeezing tunes from the Wurlitzer for the entertain-

Still

August

Frank Cambria's "Creole Nights" Unit
Dir. Mrs. Bendix
Steinway Pianos Exclusively

Among those featured are Boyd Senter, Victor r
cording star Markell and Faun, "The Pantomimic*'
Dolan and Gale, singers, and the Gamby-Hale Ball<
Other features are Earl Abel at the organ, Erne
Hauser, conducting the Texas Grand orchestra, a
Paramount's sound news.
;

Brooklyn Paramount
Week Ending August

23

The Publix "Creole Nights" unit produced
Frank Cambria opens to a French quarter 6cene
old New Orleans.
Marjory Hays offers an acroba
specialty as the Dorothy Berke dancers assist in
novel routine.
The Three Rolling Stones (boys w
dance as one) follow with a well routined, "Swar
River" soft shoe dance that starts them off w
with the audience. They next do a buck and wir
injecting some comedy steps which ends with
B«
clever and most realistic slow motion fight.

Valee introduces the Chantal Sisters and their Ste
way grand pianos. These young ladies play a bei
tiful duet opening and closing with the "Sect
Hungarian Rhapsody."
Their other numbers a
With You," "Wedding
"I'll Always Be in Lov(
the Painted Dolls," and 'Rhapsody in Blue." Th
popular numbers are played in the classical ve
more so than the straight "hot" and from
amount of applause they receive, it is readily »
that the audience appreciate their fine playi
Vallee next introduces Eddie Quillan. 6tar of n
week's picture "The Sophmore," and many ot
Quillan is far different than the aver:
pictures.
screen star making personal appearances, he re)
does things.
He starts with a personal talk, a i,
gags, then one of the funniest eccentric dances e
Eddie is new to stardom, and
witnessed here.
mentioned the fact that he came to New York
to make new friends (I for one can say, if he i
not make many friends from his picture, but he »
his dancing alone will make him many friends he
He is forced to take three encores and when
;

audience were reluctant to b
The Dorothy Berke Girls, as Cotton
go.
t
tures, follow with a snappy tap routine which
finally did leave, the

him
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Harry
on boxes that resemble bales of cotton.
jtat, as the big Cotton Buyer from the North, enters
His introduction of his part.nd gags with Vallee.
ler. Miss Haley, to Vallee has the audience hilarious,
•ifter this comedy hit, Miss Haley 6ings, "When the
Evening Sun Goes Down" with Lang doing a fine
lo

•

accompaniment.

histling

They are very well

re-

eived.

Rudy Vallee and His Connecticut Yankees offer
singing.
First a
heir specialty of playing and
horus played instrumentally then a chorus sung by
Inasmuch as this is Vallee's last week (pre'allee.
aratory to going to California to be featured in an
K O motion picture) he made a short and well
"Reminded Of
-ordtd speech just after singing.
:

This appropriate tune is preceeded by "A
Kiss Each Morning" and "Believe It Or Not."
udy's little speech and beautiful singing troubled
)me of his admirers so much that one could see
andkerchiefs daubing at eyes in many parts of the
The audience are reluctant to have him leave,
3 use.
he orchestra continues on stage as the Dorothy
Girls,
assisted by the Three Rolling Stones, do
erke
jazz routine for the finale.

"on."
.ittle

Chicago Sheridan
Week Ending August

eased the audience.
Two boys, part of the Romeros, staged a clever tap
nee that was well received as evidenced by the apause that followed.
Eddie Pea body next offered an
itation of an old fashioned church organ and the
citation of "Mary Had a Little Lamb" with the
his violin.
Eddie then played "Listen to the
1 of
xking Bird" with the pianist accompanying him
d won the hearts of the audience immediately.
Armanda Chirot, famous Mexican opera star, next
ered an operatic selection and with her fine voice
nt over nicely.
One of the Romeros with his two
ters staged a novel dance to one of Victor Herbert's
trches.
The mechanical movements of the three
ike quite an impression with the audience.
Sddie Peabody again takes the stage and offers the
haposdy in Blue" on his banjo that tears down the
this

ig."

"Am

number
I

course,
closing

is
followed by "Pagan Love
Blue" and "St. Louis Blues." these

encores.
Cne
number features June Worth both a
'itorsionist and an
acrobatic dancer that draws
;nty af applause from the audience.
The finale
participated in by the entire company and closed
id much applause.
of

•.

all

i

'alias

Greater Palace

Week Ending August

pole is lowered and the girls then take rifles and
shoot at the various targets which light up when hit
and ring a certain pitch of bells in accompaniment
Jean Boydell entertains with a
to the stage band.
number of very eccentric dances and gets real applause on her spring dance burlesque and the dance
of the wooden soldiers.
Jimmy Ellard then proceeded to render the song
hit "My Stairway of Dreams" which was written
especially for him by the composers Sam Cos low and
Richard Whiting and bears his picture on the front
Whenever Jimmy sings in Dallas, that
of the sheet.
means that the audience is being entertained and
their applause never leaves any doubt of the fact.
After three encores he balked and presented Osman
and Schepp the recording banjoists in an unusual
rendition of "Girl of My Dreams" which won a
good applause and two encores.
The finale presented the Gluck Sorrell Girls in
spangled sheerness with gorgeous feather blankets at
all elevations and ensconced among the head feathers
of a huge Indian head which was lowered slowly from
the top.

25

Fanchon and Marco's Fiesta Idea with Eddie Peathis weeks offering at the Sheridan and it
eased any and everybody who saw it.
Pea body
«ps the show going at a fast clip and starts the
ow off with a snappy Spanish tango with the
ores including the Romeros.
The singing was
pplied by a male member of the company which

dy was

jse.

with orange backs stage a novel pistol
dance and stress the chorus of the song by firing
their pistols in time with the music.
A drop of
Totem Poles with several targets mounted on each
pantalettes

Boston Metropolitan
Week Ending August

28

Jack Partington's "Five and Ten Follies" contains
some marvellous sceneic effects, including a garden
made of shining tinware and another scene made of
colored crepe paper. Roy Sedley, acting as master of
ceremonies, is the star of the act.
The revue throughout is a novel affair, peppy and
Some clever dancing occurs throughout
by a mixed ensemble. Six young men are clog dancers of the highest order while the 6ix young girls
were not far behind in ability.
fast moving.

Roy Sedley, with his comedy patter and eccentric
dances, and rapid change of costumes, is the center
of attraction throughout.
He has able assistance in
Philip Arnold, Wenda Winn, June Carr, L. LaGrande, and the Sorrell Steppers.
June Carr and LaGrande contribute some original
tap dancing which received a fine hand from the
patrons.
Philip Arnold at the piano makes a decided hit.
The feature picture was "Smiling Irish Eyes,"
starring Colleen Moore.

69

good, but Al Wood, in his collegiate dancing and
tumbling, received the greatest applause.
Before a red drop curtain six girls, wearing long
circular skirts of yellow satin, dance a slow and
dignified dance, which is quickly transformed into a
quick, snappy one, as strings are drawn making
short, puffed skirts of the long ones.
Harris and Raddiffe, two colored entertainers,
bring down the house by just being natural, or by
typifying the average slow, easy going gentleman of
color having a tendency to use long words whose
meaning is only guessed at. Their act is one big
laugh from beginning to end. They close their act
with some snappy tap dancing up and down six

wooden

steps.

Horace Heidt and His Califomians are the hit of
the evening.
They are so loudly applauded that the
leader has to wait several minutes before he can
make himself heard.
The boys do anything and
everything dance, sing and play with so much
spirit and enjoyment that it is refreshing just to 6ee
them. One of the boys does a very clever skating
dance.
Dressed in a tight cap and a scarf he glides
across the stage in long swinging strides as if he
were skating.
Pictures of a battle are thrown on a thin drop
curtain in front of the stage while Lee Lykens sings
"Boy of Mine." Two of the boys play two pianos
with one hand on each piano, four play two pianos
and one plays a trumpet solo. They dance and sing
to "Broadway Melody," they all sing "Aloha," they
dance in caricature costumes, and to cap the climax.
Bo bo, their trained German police dog, captures
everybody's heart with his intelligence.
He appears
to understand every word that Clarence says and
obeys better than most children.
In short, the boys

—

—

offered a complete show of their own, and it has
been some time since the Fox resounded with such
thunderous and well-deserved applause.
It wouldn't
be surprising if they are held over for a second
week.

Indianapolis Indiana
Week Ending August

28

"The Theme of Love," the Publix stage show this
week is a musical comedy in four acts, with Charlie
Davis and his orchestra, assisted by a group of
talented stars.
The show is better than the average and there are those who say the stage show
such as is on this week, will spell the decline eventually of the talking picture, for the show is drawing
a crowd.

Philadelphia Fox
Week Ending August
Fox

Something new is that the "Theme of Love" has
story and plot running through it on the same
style as Broadway revues.
Don Barclay, former Zeig-

a

24

building a reputation for putting
on good stage shows and this week's offering is entirely up to par.
Drigo's "Serenade" makes a delightful overture.
The Kathryn Rose Revue offers a great variety of
dancing soft shoe, buck and wing and tap all
certainly

is

—

—

feld comedian, is stared.
Others in the cast are
Lillian Drew, acrobatic dancer ; Johnny Dale, the
John
dancing director
Lillian White, the vamp
:

;

Walsh the composer Nita Cirol, the ingenue, and the
famous Gamby-Hale ensemble of boys and girls. The
performers are high class and offer good enter:

tainment which rings the

bell.

23

Publix presentation at the Greater Palace this
Dave Gould's elaborately staged "Rainbow
The opening curtain discloses an artistic
rac background which affords a resting place for
aew of the Sorrell Girls who are reclining among
t
rocks while the "Bachelor Trio" is seated at the
f it of the stage with the rest of the girls standing
o either side. The Greater Palace stage band garbed
ii;owboy attire with Hyman Chirninsky directing
it n
full blast with the "Bachelor Trio" and the
S ell Girls in song.
The western atmosphere is
died out by the snappy cowgirl dress of the Sorr« Girls
and the Bachelor Trio.
A lone Indian
sl ly paddled his canoe along the rock bound stream
a he back of the setting and disappeared.
At the
elusion of the 6ong the belated Jimmie Ellard
dised in yellow shirt, white wooly chaps and red
kianna arrives astride a Shetland pony and cre»> a real laugh.
Ellard then assumed his usual role
at and leader and director of ceremonies.
irie Devereaux in pink ballet dress offers a real
tcdance under the spot and receives a well earned
»I ause when she demonstrates the art of continual dancing on the toes of one
foot and then standin motionless on the toes.
The Gluck Sorrel Girls
th give a Jesse James song and dance which is
"he

'k
1

or

The Versatile

is

U."

fair.

Carlell then makes his appearance by throwa lasso from one of the wings around Jimmie
H-d's neck.
He then offers wise cracks while
id

's

de mstrating

some difficult rope tricks, and does a
dance with his rope in action which earns a
oiipplause as does his feat of tying various knots
oy arising and twisting the
rope with one hand. His
ig feature was the manipulation of five lassoes
at ie time with one on each hip, one
in his mouth
an one in each hand.
ta

e

Gluck

Sorrell

Girls

dressed

INFORMS

in

white
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ORGAN SOLOS

UP^ DOWN

SID SAYS

ALLEY

afiout

SONGS
BEST SELLERS
Week Ending August 24
No. i
"Pagan Love Song" (Robbins Music

—

Corp.).

Russ Kershner (Pottsville, Pa., Capitol) used as a
departure from his usual elide presentation, an original novelty which he called, "A Theme-song Guessing
Bee." Before playing, Kershner addressed his audience thus
"Ladies and gentlemen:
How would you all like
to play a game?
We'll call this game a theme-song
guessing bee, and the idea is to remember the name
of the theme song and the picture in which it was
used.
To see who has the better memory, we'll
divide the audience i*nto two groups, the women on
Although I think
one side, the men on the other.
a lot of you men, I'll lay you a little wager that
Girls I'll need
the women win this guessing bee.
it's
your help. Well here's the first theme-song
remember
it.
I'm sure. (Exan easy one
you all
cerpts
were used from the following numbers
"Precious Little Thing Called Love," "Sonny Boy,"
"I Loved You Then," "Weary River," "Diane," "I'll

—

.

.

No. 2
"I'm Just a Vagabond Lover"

— (Leo

Feist).

Blue?"—(Witmark

I

.

.

.

Always Be in Love With You," "You Were Meant
The
for Me." "Marie." "Sally of My Dreams.")
audience entered enthusiastically into the spirit of the
guessing bee and registered their approval and pleas-

No. 3

"Am

.

ure at

& Sons).

its

.

.

with Milton Weil, Chicago's own music pubbut is now in the sales and promotional department of DeSylva, Brown and Henderson.
Then I met Larry Spier, of Spier and Coslow, who
had in tow one of Chicago's masters of ceremonies
and his wife (Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Meroflf).
Two minutes later I ran into little Benny Sands, formerly the prize piano player in Al Kvale's orcheetrabut lately of the motion picture favorite, Budd>
Rogers' act, which has been playing all Chicago ant
Detroit houses for Publix.
Benny has beer
vacationing in the Catskill Mountains and is now
going back in Kvale's band.
The rest of th«
people were actors I had known out west.
affiliated

lisher,

.

.

No. 4

"Wedding of
(Sherman Clay).

Painted Dolls"

the

—

(Irving Berlin).

—

"Moonlight March" (Milton Weil).
"Sleepy Valley" (Harms, Inc.).

—

of the Nile"

— (Witmark &

Son).

No. 5

When

"I Get the Blues
(Forster).

—

"Honey" (Leo
"I'll Always Be

It

Rains"—

With You"

—

"Louise" (Reinick Music Corp.).
"Desert Song" (Harms, Inc.).

—

—
—
—

&

—

Music Corp.).
No. 7

— (Donaldson, Douglas &
Gumble).
"This Is Heaven"— (Ager, Yellen &
Bornstein).
"True Blue Lou"— (Spier & Coslow).
"Spos'in' — (Triangle).
"Junior"

&

"That's

— (DeSylva,

You Baby"

Brown

&

— (DeSylva, Brozvn

Henderson).

—

"THROUGH" (How can you say we're through?)
(Donaldson, Douglas & Gumble) This combination
time was an outstanding success, and this
eong will no doubt bring them back in the running.
A beautiful melody with a great lyric that hae all
the earmarks of a real hit. Lyrics by Joe McCarthy.
Music by Jimmie Monaco.

—

at one

*

*

*

DAY AWAY FROM YOU"— (Shapiro,

"EV'RY

&

—A

pretty fox trot ballad about a
love-sick Komeo.
Every day away from her seems
like a year.
That's real love.
Looks commercial.
Lyrics by Charles Tobias. Music by Mills.

Bernstein

Co.)

•

*

•

"WHERE THE SWEET FORGET-ME-NOTS
MEMBER" — (Remick Music Corp.) — A type of

this

Paramount) played
an original solo which he called "School Days" for
Opening
his ever-increasing admirers this week.
with special lyric choruses on "School Days" and
"Old Oaken Bucket" and comedy gag slides that
enthused the audience right away. West then, orally,
told the audience that they would play school (he the
the

(Brooklyn.

audience

N.

the

Y.,

pupils).

numbers,

His

which the pupils sang, were "Honey," "Let

Me

Call

You Sweetheart" and "Pagan Love Song."

A

lisp-

RE-

Bill Meeder (Richmond Hill, L. I.. Keith) offered
a pleasing and well played solo this week, opening
with a chorus of "Baby, Where Can You Be?" then
introducing, orally, "Out Where the Moonbeams are
Bill played the first chorus without slides,
Born."
just to introduce the number, the second chorus,
with slides, had the entire house singing as if it were
an old favorite. He followed with "Moonlight and
Roses" (no slides, but the audience singing nevertheless), "Am I a Passing Fancy," "Sweetheart's
Holiday" and a final chorus of "Out Where the Moonbeams are Born." Bill has gained much popularity
since he has been at this house and it looks as if
he is "set" here.

I

.

THEME SONGS
The featured song number in Warner Bros, biggest
Vitaphone special, "Show of Shows," will be "Lady
Luck," an announcement this week from the Warner Studio says.
Ray Perkins, head of the studio's
theme song department, is the composer of the number which will be sung by several of the hundred
stars in the revue.
When "Show of Shows" is ready
for release, "Lady Luck" and the other pieces in its
score will be published by M. Witmark & Sons.

Three songs are sung during the screening of
"Hook, Line and Melody," the latest Sound SportThese numbers are a special
light released by Pathe.
anglers' song, "Love's Old Sweet Song," and "Lindy."
Jim Stanley, Canadian sportsman and Dave Newell,
author, artist and sportsman are shown prominently
in this reel which was photographed on and about
Algonquin Park, Ontario, Canada.

song

— (Villa

—

.

.

.

.

.

is

nov

writtei
title

—

i

Tomm;
Jones.'

of

thi

number.
*

*

*

Domcnico Savino, world-famed music arranger

an-

authority, and for the past several years music edito
for the Bobbin Music Corp., sailed last Saturday fo
Mr. Savin
Italy, bound for his annual vacation.
has had a strenuous and successful season, his man
noteworthy achievements including the musical scor
for Earl Carroll's "Sketch Book," as well as "Fit
retta."
He also scored the Tito Schipa operatt
"Liana," which is currently being heard in Rom<
Mr. Savino's first port of call.
*

*

*

J

Septen

ber 8, will feature for the first time Santly Brother
latest number, "Lovely Troubadour," written by Joh
Klenner.
Santly s expect to concentrate heavily 0

number and
Where You Come

this

also
In,"

two other new

"That

ones,

by Irving Kahal and Russe
Robinson, and "Dancing Doninos," by Joe Z'mroe

man.
*

*

*

i

Harry Link of Santly Brothers is to arrange tl
studio pogram every day for the opening week of tl
Columbia Broadcasting Company's new studio. Tl
opening night of the studio Harry Link and J'
Santly sang, for the first number from this studi
Harry's own number, "I've Got a Feeling I'm Fa
*

*

Joe Denton, of Denton and Haskins, is quit e
thusiastic over their latest numbers, "Louisian:
Bo Bo" and "Call Your Shots." This firm conce
t rates
on "Hot" tunes only, and their title she*
read "Hot Tunes— They Can't Be Blown Cold."
*

*

»

Donaldson, Douglas and Gumble are publishing
tune by Eugene West and Albert Guml
called "Dreamy Honolulu."
This number has one
Sper
the "sweetest" melodies I have ever heard.
ing of this firm reminds me that Walter Donalds
called on the telephone all the way from the Bevei
Hills County Club. Hollywood. Cal., to tell "Unci
Mose Gumble that he had broke a 40 for 9 holes
a game of golf.

beautiful

.

.

.

Shapiro-Bernstein announce that Jack Clark, poi
radio entertainer and dancer, has been sigr
on a long term basis by the American Sound Reco
ing Studios, to stage the dances used in the ser
of production for which Shapiro-Bernstein is f
nishing the musical arrangements and songs,
is already working on "Happy Days," the series
twelve two-reel musical comedies.
Ed. Hurley is
directing with Jack Noble,
lar

George and Arthur Piantidosi are publishing
Sammy Lerner and Al Hoffman. call#
"Slow Caravan." This number has a slow orier
rhythm that is sure to make it popular. The
is planning a tremendous advertising campaign.
other song by

*

fi

a little bitla

io&

Morct) One of our local band leaders
has written both the words and music to this song.
It's written up well and with this band to start it
off should sell.
By Joe Sanders.
girl)

.

*

Did you know that Tommy Christian, who
directing his band at Palisades Park, has
The
a novelty song with Arthur Daly ?
"Gunner Jim" and it is expected at least
his
expects
brain child to be a second "Casey
M. Witmark & Sons are the publishers

*

Music by Harry Warren.

"GOT A GREAT BIG DATE"— (With

.

ing."

Two
that this firm has been very successful with.
well known writers have in this an excellent song
that might develop into a big hit.
Lyric by Mort
Dixon.

*

.

.

Wendall Hall's "Majestic Radio Hour," on

No. 6
"Miss You" (Santley Bros.).
"Carolina Moon"- (Joe Morris).
Pal" (DeSylva, Brown
Little
Henderson).
"You Were Meant for Me" (Robbins

"Breakaway"Henderson).

Bob West

of

ing chorus to the tune of "Smiles" had the audience
His gags (oral and slide) are helping
in an uproar.
to increase his large following.

( Shapiro-Bernstein).

—

Newark (Jay Mills).
Yates' fine playing
number gained him a very good reception.

teacher,

Feist).
in Love

*

his

by the master of ceremonies at the Branford theatre.

"When My Dreams Come True"—

"My Song

Warren Yates (Paterson, N. J., Fabian) offered for
"Houselight Solo" this week "Every Day Away
From You." Incidently this number was just written

n

Hello, Everybody!
This is an awful small world
after all, just think, walking down the "alley" the
other day 1 met fourteen people I had known out
west.
Marvin Lee is one.
He was formerly
.

.

close.
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten
$1.00.

Minimum charge,
Ad Dept.

cents per word, payable in advance.

Copy and checks should be addressed

Classified

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn

St.,

Chicago,

111.

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium
Managers' Schooh
THEATRE EMPLOYEES— Modern Theatre

lamp S125.00. 1 small projector, motor driven, fine
condition $75. Address The Theatre Seating Company. 845 South State Street. Chicago. Illinois.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT,

Man-

agement training will help you to better positions.
Complete training at home. Send for your free Copy
Address Moving Picture Theatre Mand£ catalog H.
agers Institute, Elmira, New York.

new and

Opera

used.

chairs, projectors, screens, generators, rectifiers, reflecting arc lamps, etc.
Write for bargain list and
catalogue.
Address Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,

[

HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chairs,
projection machines, etc. Address Movie Supply Co.,
S44 Wabash. Chicago.
Used velour eye. Give price, size and
color in first letter.
Address Metropolitan theatre,

WANTED—

Owatonna, Minn.

Chicago.

1UK jALt— Kenector

Arc Lamp, ana accessories,
guaranteed rebuilt Powers 6-A arM 6-B and SimWrite Joseuh Spratler,
Best Prices.
12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago, IU.

Attention Theatre Managers
OUT NOW! F. H. RICHARDSON'S BOOK ON

also

plex Heads.

Position U anted
ORGANIST — Experts thoroughly trained

in showmanship available at all times for first-class positions
Men and women. No struct charge. Write full information concerning salary, organ, hours, etc.
Adiress Vermond
Knauss School of Theatre Organ
p 'aviie. 210 N. 7th St.. Allentown. Pa.
HIGHLY TRAINED ORGANIST-PIANIST. ExAddress
jerienced, young, Vitaphone cause of ad.
Rudolph Wolf. Mechanic Street. Marion. 111.
POSTER ARTIST. Reliable. Six years experiReferences. Address Lou Jones, Clifton Apts.,
ence.
'

'Nashville,

Tenn.

Theatre for Sale
FULLY EQUIPPED
sed but

few months.

Scranton.

^ns.

eight

Pa.

on

For information, prices and literature
merchandise, write Illinois Theatre Equip12-14 East Ninth street, Chicago, Illi-

our

ment Company,
nois,

THEATRE
Pa.

ille.

uphol-

made by the Heywood- WakeUpholstered in imitation Spanish
leather, at very reasonable prices.
500 upholstered
theatre chairs, back and seat covered in broadcloth.
1,000 upholstered seats covered in Spanish imitation
leather.
Veneered back and squab seats, very reasonable.
1,000 heavy 5-ply veneer chairs, £2 in. back.
1.500 light 5-ply veneer chairs at very reasonable
Also a
prices.
300 folding chairs in sections of 2.
large stock of chair parts to match any style seat.
We assure you
In fact, everything for the theatre.
chairs,

company.

field

great savings.

hundred chair theatre
Address Reding-

Cost $8,000.

in small Pennsylvania town.
Fully
quipped for good sound.
700 seats. Money maker,
address Daniel Katlin, 227 Bridge street, Phoenixi

Chairs for Sale
HIGH GRADE, spring constructed

1,600
stered theatre

-

THEATRE SEATING

Population 900.
Bisrawing.
Bargain for
Have other business,
'.ddress Pastime theatre, Loreauville, La.
300.
cash.

BIG BARGAIN
844

Wabash

used Opera chairs. 600 upholAddress Movie Supply Co.,

Ave.. Chicago.

W anted

seating 400, county seat,

in town.
Wish to sell movie equipment,
'duress Miller Theatre, Napoleon, N. D.

bhr theatre

111.

2500 USED 5 PLY VENEERED theatre chairs in
Immediate delivery$1.00 each.
good condition.
Address Illinois Theatre Equipment Company, 12-14
East Ninth street, Chicago, 111.

Theatre for Rent
THEATRE FOR RENT,

in

Veneer.

800

stered.

to

Lease

equipped for operation in town of 1,500 to
Prefer Central states.
Give details in first

fully
3,000.
letter.

TWO POWERS

6A machines

er.

as good as

new with

DeLuxe, also 150
Address L. E. Pai-

Pipe Organ.
Al condi5n.
S500.
Address Victor Theatre. Hartland. Wis
BIG BARGAINS in rebuilt Simplex Powers 6-B
|d 6-A motiograph machines, all motor driven, in
.aranteed condition, as well as used low intensity
c reflector lamps,
with or without machines at
asonable prices.
Big stock of rebuilt exhaust and
(dilating fans for AC and DC current.
Generators,
makes, ticket selling machines, film containers, all
bargain prices for immediate shipment.
Write for
rgain list.
Address Illinois Theatre Equipment
mpany. 12-14 East Ninth street. Chicago. Illinois
roll

.

VENEER

520-18 INCH
CHAIRS SI. 30: 270-15
lh_ veneer chairs $1.20; 320-1S inch veneer chairs
'23: 475-20 inch veneer chairs $1.65:
like new:
inch new upholstered chairs $4.95.
Also 2

M9

100-2E Motor driven Motiograph machines comFine condition $450.00 for the two. 1 SimJte.
fc motor driven type S lamphouse and Peerless
•t

i

control $300.00.
$235.
1 new

ven

Powers 6B complete motor
1
DeVrie Portable extra lens and

Your

Richardson's Handbook of
1
and 2. Price $6.20 postpaid
A.,
and Canada. $7.00 foreign countries.
Certified
check or money order must accompany all orders. Address Herald-World Bookshop. 407 South Dearborn street. Chicaeo. Illinois
Projection

U.

in

— Volumes

H.

S.

—

FOR ;AL£ Harry and Sargent s "Building
Theatre Patronage." Price $5.20 postpaid in U. S
A., and Canada.
Certified
$6.00 foreign countries.
check or money order must accompany all orders.
Address Herald-World Bookshop, 407 South Dear
born street. Chicago. Illinois
FOK SALE "'Motion Picture Trade Directory "
Comprehensive book pertaining to all branches of
Eleven hundred pages in size. Price
the industry
$11.00
$10.00 postpaid in U. S. A., and Canada.
Certified check or money order
foreign countries.
Herald-World
all
orders.
Address
accompany
must
Bookshop, 407
South Dearborn street, Chicago.

—

Cameras for Rent
AKELEY: BELL-HOWELL (professional)

Rent

Address Wood, 204 Inland Bank, Indian-

apolis, Ind.

Postville. Ia.

REPRODUCO— hour

Books
FOR SALE— F.

anywhere.

Equipment for Sale
motors.
Also Monograph
jneered chairs and two pianos.

cago, Illinois.

Illinois.

WANT TO LEASE MOVIE THEATRE

Address Box 430, Exhibitors Herald- World, 407 South
Dearborn street, Chicago, 111.

bw

SOUND— VOLUME

3.
Thousands have already or
dered and received this up-to-date useful book deal
ing witn and pertaining to all branches of sound
The price is $3.20 postpaid in U. S. A., and Canada.
$6.00 foreign countries.
Certified check or money
order must accompany all orders. Address Herald
World Bookshop, 407 South Dearborn street, Chi

For Sale
OPERA CHAIRS,
five ply.

used
chairs.
Scranton. Pa

FILANIZE
film.

Address

Stationery
"NEARGRAVURE" ("Neargravuremboso"

plate-

Special Neargravure 250
embossing) processes.
envelopes. 500 S l/$x.7'4" letterheads $3.33, or 8*4x11*
less

your motion picture screen with liqua-

Better than a

notice.

seats and backs for all makes,
you money. Jobs in new
Address Redington Company,

at prices that save

and

new screen. Projectionists, take
Filanize,
299
Autumn avenue,

$4.44, postpaid.

Sollidavs,

EXH-124, Knox, Indiana.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Projector Repairing
SKILLED MECHANICS,

Equipment Wanted
WANT SEVERAL MERCURY

RECTIFIERS,

good, bad or incomplete, cheap.
Address
188 Golden Gate Ave.. San Francisco. Cal.

Preddey,

WANTED —

2 Peerless or Simplex projectors, also
Strong reflector arc lamps.
State price, condition
Will pay cash, or one
and number of machines.
Address Box 337
third down and balance C.O.D.
Exhibitors Herald- World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chi-

cago,

Ad

Will

Do

and a

largest houses.
Relief equipment furFor results bring your work to Joseph
Spratler. 12-14 E. Ninth St.. Chicago, 111.

some of the
nished free.

BEST SHOP
Prompt

service,

for repairing projection machines.
Address Movie
reasonable prices.

Supply Co., 844 Wabash, Chicago.

111.

Classified

specialized tools,

shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I
have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
One
of your motion picture machinery equipment.
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving

the

Work

Exhibitors Herald- World has helped hundreds of Theatre owners in solving many a problem.
The classified advertising
department has placed organists all over the country, has helped in obtaining equipment, in selling equipment, and in
solving many another problem that seemed difficult.
The rates are but 10c per word payable with order, 10% discount
if run for 3 insertions.
See this week's classified pages. Maybe you are in need of something that is being advertised this
week. The cost is small, the results are great.
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LIGHT FINGERS:

THE VOICE OF THE INDUSTRY
LETTERS FROM READERS
HAVE BEEN TRAVELING AROUND

this part of the country for the past eight
weeks, visiting not only theatre managers,
but calling on other business men and

women.

tell

me

it

dying down.

is

Seventy-

feent of the people I talked to tell
that they are all caught up on talkies;
they like a good silent picture better.

five

per

me

Northwest Exhibitors
Have Big Day on Links;
Ed Fautz the Champion
(Special to the Herald- World)

A

many

had seen the pictures
"Broadway Melody," "The Singing Fool"
and other big talkies and enjoyed them, but
have enjoyed silent pictures as well and
great

of these

better.
Sixty per cent say it is more or
less a strain to look and listen to get all
enjoyment there is in a talkie; silent pictures are more restful.

my

theatre is better this sumhas been for the past three
it
years.
Of late I have been drawing people from nearby towns where the houses
are wired, have made it my business to ask

Business
mer than

at

them

their opinion about sound and silent
pictures, and they want good silent pictures
and will continue to patronize
theatre
as long as silent pictures are shown.
honest opinion is that the talkies are
going to ruin the show business in the
small town. Big talkies will be shown only
in large cities where they can afford to add
the new improvements to the already

my

My

expensive

So

TYPE AND

*

*

*

FAST LIFE:

First National drama with Loretta
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Chester Morris.
William Holden, Frank Sheridan, Ray Hallor and

Young,

My idea was to find out how the showgoing public was taken up with the talkies.
Most of the managers who have installed
sound

first
The additional
of August.
property acquired is assessed at $180,000.
With the present overseated condition in
downtown Philadelphia, the erection of another theatre of this size is viewed with
alarm by local exhibitors.

on the

Best B. O. ivith Silent
I

Columbia melodrama with Ian
Keith, Dorothy Revier, Carroll Nye, Ralph Theodore,
Tom Rickett9, Charles Gerrard and Pietro Soso.
Directed by Joseph Henaberry. Sound or silent.
THEME: Light Fingers, a celebrated crook, plans to rob Edward Madison, who
lives with his ward and her brother.
His plans
are discovered by Dorothy, the ward, and he warns
the gang that the robbery is called off. The gang
does not heed his warning and are about to be
captured by the police when Light Fingers takes
the jewels and tries to escape.
He is caught.
Dorothy leads the police to believe that Light
Fingers is really saving the jewels and is in no way
connected with the gang. Dorothy forgives Light
Fingers and confesses her love.

outfits.

closing will say that I will not
wire my house as long as I can get enough
good sdent pictures to show. Nuff said;
wait and see. C. W. Docter, May theatre,
in

—

Mayville, Wis.

SEATTLE,
successful

Northwest was that held for exhibitors at
the Everett Golf and Country Club.
Immediately following the morning play was
a chicken dinner at the club.

Impeach Judge

(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTSMOUTH,

O, Aug. 27.— In a decihanded down by Judge Will P.
Stephenson in the court of common pleas,
following a lengthy hearing on charges to
impeach municipal
Judge William R.
Sprague, the defendant was freed from the
charges and will resume his position on the
sion

municipal court bench.
The attempt to impeach Judge Sprague
grew out of the fight to give Sunday exhibitions in two of the
atres in Portsmouth.

moving picture theThe charges were

brought by two clergymen, Rev. Arthur
Staple? and Rev. H. Stewart Tillis.

Rumors Fox

Will Build
5,500 Philadelphia House
(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, Aug. 27.— Fox is
again reported to be going ahead with
plans for a 5,500 seat theatre, representing
a total investment of $16,000,000, located
less than a block from the present Fox theatre.
Newspapers have carried a story to
the effect that title to three properties has
been acquired by the Market-Seventeenth
St. corporation, which already holds title to
the adjoining properties, the site for the
new theatre, permit for which was issued

The

results

were as follows:

Ed Fautz

W. Harden,
of

Tacoma

of Portland, champion; Charles
runner-up; Miss Bille Bilger
winner of women's division;

Ross Baldwin, putting champion; Ed Fautz
winner of the long driving contest.
In
the putting contests first honors went to
Maurice Segal for the men, and Mrs. T.
Gamble for the women.
Frank Stannard
turned in the best handicap score. Others
in the tournament were:
George Stannard, W. McNeish, Sr., C.
Brink, M. McKinnell, A. A. Miller, R.
Baldwin, J. Green, Ted Gamble, C. Anderson, M. Deleo, G. Ballantine, Buddy McNeish, F. Hargreaves, Walt Hendrix, Harold Harden, D. J. McNerney, H. Helmbold,
Mrs. J. H. Green and Mrs. C. J. Miller.

Spearman Appointed
General Manager of
Pathe International

Blue Sunday Agitators
Fail to

27.— Perhaps the most
tournament in the Pacific

Aug.

golf

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Aug. 27.— H. E. T. Spearman has been appointed general European
manager of Pathe International, according
to an announcement coming from Frank
Shea, general manager of Pathe International.

He will have supervisions over all the
business affairs of the company throughout
the
whole continent of Europe, Asia
Minor and Russia.

K. C. Exhibitors See
"Bulldog Drummond"
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS

CITY, Aug. 20.—All exhibitors in the Kansas City territory, through
the courtesy of H. H. Maloney, manager
of the Midland theatre, Kansas City, and
the Kansas City United Artists exchange,
were admitted free all week to the showing
of "Bulldog Drummond," Ronald Colman's
first

audien.

Installs

Cooling Plant

(Special to the Herald-World)

GALLATIN, TENN.,
Palace

Aug. 27.— The new

theatre has recently installed the
new noiseless Arctic Nu Air cooling system, and, according to W. R. Roth, his
worries are all over now.
Sound equipment also has been installed.

John St. Polis. Directed by John Franci3 Dillon.
TYPE AND THEME: Doug Stratton and Pat
Mason have been secretly married and are living
together in an apartment. One night after a studio
party they are discovered going into the apartment,
by Rod, a friend of Pat, who under the influence
of gin thinks that he will save Pat from scandal.
Doug and Pat explain their secret marriage and
are not believed; a fight follows and Rod is mysteriously shot.
Doug is convicted of the crime.
Just as he is about to be executed, Paul, another
friend, appears and confesses to the crime.
After
his confession he kills himself rather than stand
trial

for murder.

MARIANNE:

MGM

»

•

•

comedy drama, with Marion
Davies, Oscar Shaw, Robert Castle, Scott Kolk. Emil

Chautard, Mack Swain, Oscar Apfel and Robert
Ames. Directed by Robert Z. Leonard.
TYPE AND THEME: Marianne, a French peasant girl, cares for a brood of war orphans and
looks after the A. E. F. doughboys quartered in
her barnyard. After the Armistice she meets Stagg,
Andre,
a buck private, who promises marriage.
her French sweetheart, returns blinded and Marianne rejects Stagg in order to take care of Andre,
who senses her feelings toward the American
soldier.
Andre finally convinces Marianne that he
does not love her and wiU not accept her help, and
sends her away with Stagg, who is sailing for the
United States.
*

GIRL OVERBOARD:

*

•

melodrama with
Philbin, Fred Mackaye, Otis Harlan, Francis
MacDonald, Edmund Breese and Wilfred North.
Directed by Wesley Ruggles.
TYPE AND THEME: Denton Ford, Jr., is reUniversal

Mary

from prison

leased

attend the funeral of

to

his

father, who has left a note thanking his son for
assuming responsibility for one of his crimes. After
the funeral Denton is given a parole and later finds
that it is a hard matter to make a living as a
One night near the docks he
paroled convict.
saves a homeless girl from drowning and they decide that they will start life over again together.
violates his parole and marries the girl and
then follows a month of hardships until the parole
officer finally frees Denton and gives him a start.

Denton

*

MELODY LANE:

•

•

musical with Eddit
Leonard, Josephine Dunn, Huntly Gordon, Georgi*
and Rose Coe. Directed by

Universal

Stone, Jane LaVerne
Robert F. Hill.

TYPE AND THEME:

Des Dupree and

his wife

Dolorei
Dolores, are a vaudeville dancing team.
takes her 2-year-old daughter and deserts Des because she can see no future for the baby ana
does not want her to grow up in the influence ol
cheap vaudeville theatres. Three years later Dolorei
ant
is a successful dramatic star and Des is down
out.
The baby is hurt in a fall. Des goes to sei
her and through the child's love for her father tht
three become united again.

Churchmen Lauded for
Decision Not to Seek
Censorship of
The

Picturei

decision not to ask for censorship

o

motion pictures, made public by the Federa
Council of Churches of Christ in America,
commended editorially by the Chicago Herah
and Examiner in an editorial last week.
i

"Instead of bemoaning and wringing thei
hands," says this paper, "churchmen have decided to try and find out something good abou

motion pictures.
"Censorship, of course, is repugnant to mos
want to be free to decide for our
of us.
selves what to read and what to see on scree
and stage. It is a forfeiture of self-respec
in a sense, to have someone eternally sayin
thou shalt not do this and that."

We

—

——
August
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PICTURE DID FOR ME

Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor
Copyright, 1929

AT — All

Talking;

means the picture

T — Talking
is

—

M—

Sequences:
Music (synchronous) ; E Sound Effects. (Example: ATM,
and has a synchronized musical score. In the same way all other symbols
may be combined.)

all-talking

MANHATTAN COWBOY:

—

Bob Custer—August

YELLOW

With Sound Or Not?

10.

average Western, and if anything, a little under
average.
Five reels. G. W. Wooten, L'Arcade
heatre, Yorktown, Tex.
Small town patronage.

silent picture
THE
Product now being

—

le

is

—

SATURDAY'S
ugust

is

Jack Holt—A very interesting

SUBMARINE:

went

which

over in excellent shape.
Jack Holt was as hot as he nearly always is,
according to our patrons.
Nine reels. Giacoraa
theatre,,
Brothers, Crystal
Tombstone, Ariz.
General patronage.

—

RUNAWAY

Shirley Mason—August 8.
program picture. Story fair and
Seven
reels.
G.
W. Wooten,
Yorktown, Tex. Small town pat-

GIRLS:

an ordinary

ust

—
—

average.

:ting

Arcade theatre.
mage.

First National
YOUR

DO
DUTY: Special cast— Yes. this one
our patrons but we had to buck a Chautaqua,
id with the citizens behind it.
Boy, oh boy, it's
ird to get even film rental out of a good picture unir those conditions!
Give this picture any kind of
lance and it will go over.
W. J. Shoup. DeLuxe
eatre.' Spearville. Kan.
General patronage.

leased

—

11.

iven

reels.

—

CHILDREN:
Corinne Griffith—
Good entertainment.
Patrons pleased,
A. Swuercinsky, Majestic theatre,
Kan. General patronage.

—C.

"ashington.

SATURDAY'S

off.

CHILDREN:

we

in

N

how they eat up this picture!
Maynard go they took the bread and
small town theatres.
Expect to
FN when these pictures are all used up,

let

their

th
ey give

When

—

August

Milton

Ken Maynard— Pretty good

patronage.

Milton Sills—July 29-30.
Spendid
*ure, but scenes were too dark and far away.
J. Shoup. DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.Gen-

—

1

patronage.

THE CRASH:

Milton Sills—August 8-9. An ex-good picture.
Plenty of good comedy and lots of
ion.
Away above the average for a picture.
ie & Goetz, Gem theatre. Canton, Mo.
Small town

—

1

ronage.

'HE

NOOSE

:

y good picture.

Richard

No

—

Sabin,

town patron-

age.

—

Barthelmess—

Richard

Not

so good as some of his other pictures, in my estimation, but some liked it better,
Good print and photog6o guess it was all right.
raphy. Robert K. Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield,

—
— General patronage.
FOR THE LOVE OF MIKE: Special cast— A good
picture— and good for any town.
old but good.
Can be bought at a very low
A very good
Seven
price.
—Alfred Lundquist, Palace theatre, Grand Marais, Mich. — General patronage.
Mo.

It

is

cast.

THE CRASH:

1

— Frank

Will keep 'em on edge.
he's perfect.
Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont. Small

July 29-30,

day Western picture of the building of the
telegraph line through the West.
Lots of hokum
i unreasonable stuff in it, but we have a class
»t like it, and of course we must please them once
awhile.
Six reels.—W. J. Shoup. DeLuxe the-

— General

Barthelmess— August

Fitchit stole the picture, all right.
Disc
service shipped with the picture terrible, but the exchange sent us another set of discs that were okay
but too late to help the business. If they are out of
Every one makes
6inc at the opening, good night!
a business of telling hi6 neighbors how bad it was,
and you are sunk. No excuse goes with the public
now. Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,

Stepin

—
—General

patronage.

Mich.

Madge Bellamy—August 2. An orprogram offering.
Six reels. Parkside theatre, Lyons, la.— General patronage.
THE RIVER PIRATE: Victor McLaglen—August

FUGATIVES:

—

dinary

A

13.

front.

Mo.

ton,

good picture of life along the river
quite as rough as most of these pictures
Page & Goetz, Gem theatre. Can-

very

Not

—
— Small town

along this

line.

patronage.

Gaynor-Farrell—August 8. A
very good picture, but at advanced prices, failed to
draw film rental. People here will not stand for
Nine reels. Mrs. Hulda J. Green,
raised admission.
Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. General patron-

STREET ANGEL:

—

—

age.

OUT OF THE RUINS:

ly

Kan.

to

—GEORGE SCHUTZ.

—

—

Spearville.

impossible

THE GHOST TALKS: (T) Special cast— August
11-12-13.
A very funny picture. Splendid cast.

PLASTERED IN PARIS: Sammy Cohen—July

27.

If they would cut this down to make a comedy
there would not be enough left to start a fire
Six reete. Parkside theatre, Lyons, la. Genwith.
eral patronage.

Poor.

of

it,

—

—

10-11.

st

2,

|

Chester Conklin— August
Old picture, but it is very good. There are
6ome good laughs in it. Every one liked it. Nine
Grand
reels.
Alfred
Lundquist,
Palace
theatre.
Marais, Mich. General patronage.

Here's a real picture and some real
.-ntertainment.
One of the best we have run in
luiit- awhile.
As good silent as in sound. They
will all like it, so step on it with both feet.
Eight reels.
G. W. Wooten, L'Arcade theatre,
>'orktown, Tex.
Small town patronage.

3LORIOUS TRAIL:

Fox

WILDERNESS WOMEN:

Sills-

6-7.

—

Print and photography fair. Seven reels.
D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.
General patronage.

unless

—

WOMAN:

CAPTIVE

drawback.

blanks.

be out

tantom City.'' was what I call
re, but they want to see them
and we want to
ow what they want to see. W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe
?atre. Spearville.
Kan. General patronage.

HIS

the

butter

it

Constance Talmadge— July

—R.

proper informa-

Thi6 picture, "The
a cheap class pic-

Maynard.

us another

make

patronage.

24-25.
Entertaining comedy-drama that pleased and
did average business.
Miss Talmadge takes the part
of a thief who is reformed by the rich American,
Tony Moreno. The title was the picture's greatest

properly
reports and also deprive
classify the
other exhibitors of the full value of the
reports.
Contributors
therefore
are
asked to be sure that all reports specifically say whether or not the picture
was run as a silent or with sound, and
if the latter, then
the extent and nature of the sound, as provided for in

Ken Maynard—August

Oh, boy,

1.

Dm

the

—
—General

VENUS OF VENICE:

agree, are not desirable, since

all will

they

—
—

THE PHANTOM CITY:

Mo.

been missing have been very,
very few, but even a few such occasions,

Mostly

11-12.

They marry

5-6.
The poorOH KAY: Colleen
Colleen Moore picture we ever ran, and didn't
draw so good. Firet night was normal, but second
fell away off.
It was too much slap stick.
Seven
reels.
Robert K. Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield,

est

tion has

Corinne Griffith—
eight reels of married life
the first reel, fight until the
xth, separate in the seventh, and go back together
the eighth.
There you have the whole story,
ould have been a pretty good two-reel picture.
Miss
iffith's acting up to par, but she should get that
ur look off now and then, anyway.
If they like
•iffith.
I
suppose they will like this one, maybe,
ght reels.
G. W. Wooten, L'Arcade theatre. Yorkwn, Tex. Small town patronage.

ugust

—
—
Moore—August

essential.

The times when

—

LILY: Clive Brook—August 10.
THE
You'll lose your shirt on this one.
Just a lot of
posing, and poor posing at that. Frank Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont.
Small town patronage.

with us.
played is yet
still

divided into two classes, silent and
sound. Now, we are not under the impression that this information will prove
astounding to exhibitors.
Indeed, we
are practically positive that they are extremely aware of the differences here
pointed out. Then (you doubtless ask)
what are we driving at? Ahem, 'tis this:
Recently a few reports, particularly on
short subjects, have not contained the
information which this division of product makes absolutely necessary. We have
not been told whether or not the picture
reported on was run silently or audibly.
Sometimes we could guess at it from the
nature of the comment, but not always,
and when we could, we were not sure.
The blanks have spaces for every bit of
information necessary, and every single
bit of information that is provided for,

picture

—

Ten reels. R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre,
draw.
Kilmarnock, Va. General patronage.

Columbia

3.

question about Dick's acting.

reels.

LILAC

TIME:

Colleen

Moore— July

15-16-17.

Fine, superfine. Best war picture since "Four Horsemen," and in point of entertainment, better than
"Four Horsemen." Good, clean, well balanced 6tory,
with tender love appeal. Well made and well played
Gary Cooper fine, Colleen Moore most exby all.
She is an artist of the very best and knows
cellent.
just how much, and what kind of spirit to put in
"Lilac Time" is bound to please and
her pictures.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

—

THUNDER:

Lon Chaney August 5-6. Mr. Servany other penny-a-line "yes men" can find
some glaring spots in this at which to 6hoot their
This is not a "Chaney"
Halsted Street vocabulary.
picture, but, boys, it will make you proud you are
showing it. Go after your customers who do not like
Chaney as a rule and have them see this picture.
They
It is clean throughout, full of human interest.
will shed a tear with Chaney, and smile with Haver.
Not a dress suit, not a drunk, not an oath in the
And boy, how it did
whole picture. Imagine that
draw!—J. S. Walker, Texas theatre, Grand Prairie,
ice

or

!

Tex.

— General

patronage.

THE LAST OF MRS CHEYNEY:

—

(AT):

Norma

Shearer Eleven reels of absolutely nothing. A bunch
of would-be Englishmen and women stagger through
Service Talks rates this one
eleven reels of nothing.
high, too.
He should get the office boy to review
these pictures; he might have some sense about what
Disc recording
the public likes in the small towns.
very bad, story punk.
It will ruin your business to

^

—

—
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bore your audience with it. Lay off, brother. E. N.
Star theatre, Humble, Tex. General patron-

—

Collins,

NAMES FOR
CAR

THE LAST OF MRS. CHEYNEY: Norma Shearer
A handful of nothing bolstered with
12-13.

"JAYSEE'S"

—August

plenty of words. It will take more than press agents
and publicity men to keep stuff like this going. The
Seven
silent version is much the better of the two.
J. S. Walker, Texas theatre, Grand Prairie,
reels.

—
— General

The following names have been suggested for J. C. Jenkins' new car, now
taking the place of Nancy, retired:

ALICE

patronage.

THE BROADWAY MELODY (TME)

—July

Bv Mrs. Cres

Special

:

Why

theatre,

Kilmarnock,

IRENE
By Miss Ashbv

cast— August

Bv Mrs.

—

—

6.

A

—

Here's one you should all play.
It's got pep
the way through and kept the audience in good
humor throughout. Haines is sure a goof in this and
It's got everything in
is ably supported in this one.
More power to you, Haines.
it to make a fast mover.
C. E. Robinson, Town Hall, Carmel, Me.
Small
town patronage.
all

—

ronage.

John Gilbert—July 25. Good
picture of the diamond mines and a robbery of a
lot of diamonds, lots of desert 6cenes and suffering
We had a number of favorable comments
for water.
on this picture. Seven reels. W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe
theatre, Spearville, Kan.
General patronage.
DESERT NIGHTS: John Gilbert—July 23. "Excellent" suits this one so far as I can see from all
points of view.
Of course there is the usual losing
water in the desert and staggering to find some, but
the acting of Torrence and Gilbert offset this. C. E.
Robinson, Town Hall, Carmel, Me. Small town pat-

—

—

ronage.

SPITE MARRIAGE:

Buster Keaton—Keaton sure
a good star.
This entertainment was okey all
around.
We always use short talking subjects with
silent features and find that our patrons like this
plan real well.
Seven reels. Clark and Son, Moon
theatre, Holstein, Neb.
General patronage.
is

—

SPITE MARRIAGE:

Buster Keaton— August 7.
Lots of fun for all, got a greater kick out of "The
Cameraman" however. Frank Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont.
Small town patronage.

—

THE FLYING FLEET:

Ramon Novarro— July 9.
nine clean picture. Novarro is good in this one,
and your patrons can't help but enjoy every minute
of it. C. E. Robinson, Town Hall, Carmel, Me.
Small town patronage.

A

—

THE DUKE STEPS OUT: William Haines—
August 14-15. Very good. This one actually stepped
out and dragged a few in that we have not 6een for
quite a while.
la.

— General

Eight reels.
patronage.

— Parkside

THE DUKE STEPS OUT:

Monl.

30.

DESERT NIGHTS:

—

—

theatre, Lyons,

William Haines— July

( tell

em

—

TIDE OF EMPIRE: Special cast— July 2. A very
good story by Peter B. Kyne, which pleased my audience greatly. A good drawing card to attach Kyne's
name. C. E. Robinson, Town Hall, Carmel, Me.
Small town patronage.

—

THE LADY OF CHANCE:

Norma ShearerTook this in place of "The Single Standard," said to have been temporarily banned by cenAugust

11.

It's a pretty good picture, but we played it
too 60on after "The Last of Mrs. Cheyney" and our
business was very poor. Miss Shearer does not seem
to ring the bell here. Took in 55 cents less than the
poorest Sunday previously recorded here.
Eight
reels.
O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.

sors.

—
— Small

town patronage.

THE TRAIL OF

*98:
Dolores Del Rio— July 16.
exceptionally good picture of the gold rush to
the Klondike. The only fault my audience found with
it was that it could have been cut in half and got
it all in.
C. E. Robinson, Town Hall, Carmel, Me.
Small town patronage.

An

—

—

A MAN'S MAN: William Haines— August 10.
Most exhibitors have been knocking this, but our
crowd liked it. Don't think Bill Haines could make a
bad picture. Had a storm and the lights went out
twice, but the crowd was quiet and stayed, so guess
it's a good picture.
Eight reels. Robert K. Yancey,
Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo. General patronage.
VOICE OF THE CITY (AT): Special cast— Fair.
Recording pretty good.
Reel two of print we got
was out of sync, but would Metro make an adjustment? You ask 'em! E. N. Collins, Star theatre.
Humble, Tex. General patronage.

—

—

WHITE
Monte Blue

—August

—

—

SHADOWS

IN

THE

SOUTH

SEAS:

Playing this so old, it is
hardly necessary to comment on the quality of the
picture.
Suffice it to say that with the aid of a

Special cast

Record-

—

A very good picture. Cooper is a great actor and is
getting quite a following here. Page & Goetz, Gem
Small town patronage.
theatre, Canton, Mo.

—

—

WOLF

SONG: Lupe Velez— July 27. Did
THE
not please over 40 per cent of my audience. A little
Still,
it's
very fair. C. E. Robinson,
slow, too.
Town Hall, Carmel. Me. Small town patronage.

—

18.

BETRAYAL:

THE

Jannings

Emil

—August

L

Well, this is the last of Jannings pictures we have
bought, and I learn that he is going back to Germany.
Personally, I think he is a wonderful
Glory be!
actor and I like to see him in such as "The Last
Command," but my patrons don't like him, and while
I pay more money for his pictures, they draw less at
the box office. W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, SpearKan. General patronage.
ville,

—

—

THE STUDIO MURDER MYSTERY
cast

— Lots

of

walkouts on

and picture not much.

(AT): Special
Recording terrible
you have a disc

this.

Lay

off

if

Service Talks boosts this one, but he
machine.
doesn't know anything about it, and I'll bet him a
dime
he gets more knocks on this than he
a
dollar to
gets boosts. E. N. Collins, Star theatre. Humble.

—

Tex.

— General

patronage.

THE MAN

Special cast—This proI LOVE:
When you can give
just wonderful.
your patrons pictures like this they will never
We
turn you down and go some other place.
used a short talking subject with this, and even
though we had a chautauqua to buck, we just the
same had a fine business. Walter C. Schultz,
Walt's theatre, Kenesaw, Neb. General patron-

gram was

—

—

age.

NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH

(AT):

— The

Richard

only Paramount talker we have played
Recording okey and picture
that we consider good.
entertaining. E. N. Collins, Star theatre. Humble.
Tex. General patronage.

Dix

—

—
THE WOLF
croft — July 20.

OF WALL STREET:

George Ban-

George goes good in this one. Lots
A good program picture. C. E.
of good acting.
Town
Hall, Carmel. Me. Small town patRobinson,

—

—

ronage.

CLOSE HARMONY (AT):

Special cast— Had to
and close the show. I have yet to hear
of anyone who could run the disc version of this.
It would have been pretty good if the discs had not
been imperfect. Something went wrong in the foundry where they made the records, and they won't
E. N. Collins, Star theatre, Humble, Tex.
track.

take

off

it

—

—General

patronage.

Clara Bow— August 10.
Clara draws
Very good.
a fast mover.
them in for me. Box office value here 100 per cent.
C. E. Robinson, Town Hall, Carmel, Me.— Small,
town patronage.
FORGOTTEN FACES: Clive Brook— August U.
A heavy dramatic production that pleased very wel

THE WILD PARTY:
is

—
with TRAILERS

NATIONAL sa&

SELLS

fair.

THUNDERBOLT: George Bancroft—August 7-8.
Here we have the doubtful pleasure of spending our
time in the death ward of the jail and see our hero
with a deadly punch (poor Tom Mix) the mighty
Bancroft whose outstanding virtue is that with one
blow from his right fist he can slap 10,000 Philistines.
God in Heaven, what next!— J. S. Walker, Texas
General patronage.
theatre, Grand Prairie, Tex.
THE WOLF SONG: Gary Cooper—August 15-16.

Clara

GTi^IL

—Just

— Fair.

(AT):

—

—
—

—

Belt,

but of a type

—

THE DUMMY

—

Lewis Stone-

which appeals mostly to the better class of people
and for that reason will not do so good in small
towns like Nevada. Don't be fooled by the paper
on it, which looks rather hot; it isn't that way
Peggy Wood is one stage star who gives
at all.
a fine performance on the silver sheet. Picture is
a little long, and the hoi-polloi will get restless,
but the "quality folks" will hand you a bouquet.
Fine photography.
Ten reels. O. B. Wolfe,
Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. Small town pat-

—

Shearer

in the dickens wants

•

By Mrs. Raymond Robbins,

Cast, acting
very good picture of the South Seas.
and photography good, with some excellent scenes.
Nine reels. C. E. Robinson, Town Hall, Carmel, Me.
Small town patronage.

THE WONDER OF WOMEN:
August 14. A very fine picture,

okey, but

ing good. E. N. Collins, Star theatre. Humble, Tex.
General patronage.

All those caring to submit names are
invited to do so, provided they are connected with the motion picture industry
by either employment or kinship. An
award of one year's subscription to the
HERALD-WORLD will be made to the
person submitting the chosen name.

—

—August

111.

ELMER
ELMERITA
MABEL

Special cast Good interesting picture and no smut in it, as so many people supposed it to be. W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre,
General patronage.
Spearville, Kan.

—

is

Paramount

C. Mullens. Hettick,

C. R. Grimes, Acklev, la.

Kids won't care for it. Frank Sabin, Majestic theSmall town patronage.
atre, Eureka, Mont.

Ramon Novarro

This

—
—

POLLY
LUPE

Had 'em all guessing who
It's a great picture.
14.
Don't be afraid to tell them to come.
killed Mimi.

—

Norma
who

ACTRESS:

COLLEEN
By Mrs. H.

—

THE PAGAN:

3.

it

By Miss Orva Worman, Ogden, Utah.

—

—

Dane-Arthur— August

wasn't much funny. Seven reels.
Robert K. Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo.
General patronage.
pass, but

anybody dressed up in hoop skirts? The only
thing that saved our life was the short talking subWalter C. Schultz, Walt's theatre. Kenesaw,
ject.
Neb. General patronage.

LUCHADOR

THE IDLE RICH (T) : Special cast A good picture with fair recording. Not as good as expected.
M. W. Mattecheck, Lark theatre, McMinnville, Ore.
General patronage.

THE BELLAMY TRIAL:

—

General patronage.

THE

LADY

patronage.

nice crowd

to see

PRISCILLA

—

a

14-15.
A good picture in it's class, but it will never
please everyone.
It is not good for a town of this
All right for large towns.
Eight reels. Alfred
Lundquist, Palace theatre, Grand Marais, Mich.

Norma Shearer

PILGREE

A

Special

Me.

Tibbetts. Bethel.

PILL

patronage.

in

—

—

will

PAT

Special cast—
(T) :
good picture and recording excellent. Lost money
Metro got more rental than we grossed.
on it.
E. N. Collins, Star theatre. Humble, Tex. General

we brought

broadcast,

1929

and pleased them well. The beautiful photography
which so many reports have mentioned was there all
right, but was seriously marred by the condition of
the print, which was smeared with oil and dirt and
badly chopped up. Well, glad we showed it, anyway.
Nine reels. O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada,
O. Small town patronage.
MASKS OF THE DEVIL: John Gilbert-August

CHINA BOUND:

PRUDENCE
HIRAM

THE BROADWAY MELODY

THE BELLAMY TRIAL:

mail

31,

size.

Bv Mrs. G. V. Hispins, Crawford. Neb.

can't

—
Va. — General

Swails, Clay Center, Neb.

BETSY

29-30-31.
Fine, real entertainment.
they give us more like this one?
Bessie Love did splendid work in this picture.
The wedding of the
Music and dancing good.
Film, phopainted doll in color was beautiful.
tography and recording all good, except for No.
3 record, which went bad, but they sent in another as soon as possible. R. D. Carter, Fairfax
cast

August

direct

age.

Tex.

—

SEATS

\

X-W

The stars fairly lived their parts in this on<
and are worthy of the praise that was brought fortr
Eight reels. Parkside theatre
from our patrons.
here.

Lyons,

la.

— General

—

patronage.

THE CANARY MURDER CASE:

William Powel

[Continued on page after Jaysee]

—

:

August

J.

31.

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

1929

79

His Colyum

C. Jenkins

GREEN RIVER. WYO.
August

13, 1929.

DEAR HERALD-WORLD
Speaking of highways, if they would take this Lincoln Highway
and cut it up into washhoards, they could ?upply the entire world
and have enough left to wreck the religious disposition of the most
Had Abe known they were going to link his name
devout saint.
with this highway he would have been awfully sore about it.
They named this town Green River, but where they got this name
We have driven 500 miles in the last two
is clear over our head.
days over these sagebrush plains and haven't seen enough green vegetation to make a Kansas grasshopper a dippeptic lunch. It's no wonder the hopper? all left here and went to Kansas.
Today we drove through Rock Springs, and it s the only town we
ever -aw that was only 27 feet wide and 6 miles long.
It is longer
and thinner than Relleville. III., and that's a pretty long, thin town.
Rock Springs is noted for three things, she mines the best coal on
earth, has the Rialto theatre, which is a pippin, and Theodore Berta,
who manages the house. Any one of these three is sufficient to keep
Rock Springs as the big black -pot on the map of Wyoming. We had
a fine visit with Mr. Berta. and our conversation led us back to the
He has been in continuous operaearly day- in the ^how business.
tion of a Rock Springs show house for 21 years, and one doesn't
have to a-k if he has made a success of it. for that is in evidence on
every hand. He has Western Electric installation and is well satisfied
with results obtained, but when it comes to prices of sound service
We hope to go back
well, we'll let Mr. Berta finish that subject.
and -ee him again sometime when we can stay longer.

—

*

*

August 14. 1929.
We came out of Wyoming today and slipped into Utah before the
authorities got wise to it. The more we drove Wyoming, the more we
were convinced that the Indians got the best of the deal when the
•
trade was made.
*

*

*

commercial club we have
ever come in contact with. It has got this town billed for 300 miles
along the highways in every direction, and the minute you get in
town you have a feeling that the dead have all moved out. It claims
Maybe it has. Anyhow, there
the town has a population of 40.000.
is no harm in making claims, but judging from what we have seen
of the place we doubt if it has missed it very much.
town of Ogden has got the

at

Brigham, Utah,

to

call

on Mr. Ryan, who

We

don't know, but we presume the
town of Brigham was named for that famous old patriarch who. it
has been said, bulled Utah's matrimonial market up 19 points and
thereby made it pretty tough on the rest of the boys.
don't
know how Mr. R>an came to name his theatre Elberta, unless it was
because Brigham is located right in the Elberta peach di-trict.
Mr. Ryan has not yet put in sound and he says that's only just
part of it. He got in the car with us and we went down to Tremonton.
to call on B. Winzler of the Liberty theatre, then the three of us had
lunch together and went on down to Downey to call on H. L. Wright
of the Rex. and that's what we call service.
Mr. Wright has had
?ound in his house for only about ten days and he has started scratching his head already he'll be baldheaded inside of 30 days!', but
he renewed his subscription to the
in order, as
he said, to find out whether we were goofy on this sound stuff or
ju.-t plain crazy.
That's an awfully good way to find out.
Just out from Brigham about three miles is the largest bird sanctuary in the L nited States, where ducks breed by the million. The
lake and salt marsh is one arm of the great Salt Lake, and it is an
Mr. Ryan and Mr. Winzler
ideal breeding ground for small game.
invited us back there when the season is open, to go duck hunting
with them, and that fixed "em 100 per cent with us. But what would
become of this magazine while we were out in the duck marshes?

We

—

t

*

OGDEN. UTAH.

TliL*

Today we stopped

operates the Elberta theatre.

livest

We have just come from having a very delightful visit with Mr.
R. C. Gla--man. assistant manager of the Orpheum. and Mr. H. W.
Perry, who manage- the Egyptian, and if these two gentlemen are a
and there can be no doubt
fair -ample of Ogden's business men
about that >. it is no wonder that Salt Lake City keeps both eyes on
Ogden. Not only that, but she'd better come up to Ogden and get
some press agents!
Mr. Perry a?ked us to stay over tomorrow and said he would show
us around the city so that we might get an idea of what Ogden really
is, which was very nice of him. but we are in a hurry to get farther
away from thu-e sagebrush plains where gas is 31 cents per gallon
and where they are still chewing the rag over the Teapot Dome
are
and putting the price of gas up a little higher every day.
going back by way of Wichita. Kan., where we can buy gas at 11
cents, b'gosh.
I

We

HERALD-WORLD

*

*

*

TWIN FALLS. IDAHO.
August 16. 1929.
Should you stop at Twin Falls and want to find the manager of the
Idaho theatre, don't inquire for Joe Koehler, for nobody will know
whom you are talking about. But if you a-k for -Joekay,"" every kid
Joekay
in town who has been weaned will know whom you mean.
i- the oldest theatreman in point of -ervice we have yet run across.
Joekay showed the first moving pictures ever shown in Canada. He
bought 50 reels of pictures and took an old machine and went up
there and opened a theatre. There was no money up there, but he
If a man
accepted all kind* of skins for tickets to the theatre.
brought him a fox skin, he gave him his change in mu-krat hides.
Two reels constituted a show, but he also gave them some illustrated
songs as an added attraction, he said and that "IN THE SHADE OF
THE OLD APPLE TREE" was their favorite, and that he sang that
song so many times that after he got back to the States he couldn't
look a crabapple in the face.
From Canada he went to El Paso, Tex., and opened the first picture
-how in that town. He had one comedy reel that took Chinatown
by storm. It showed a couple of fellows fishing, and they hooked
several fi-h. but the man handling the landing net always missed
setting the fish, and finally the other one got sore and pushed him
out of the boat into the water. This was duck soup for the Chinks.
As soon as one show was out, they would go right out and get into
the line and come back for the next one.
Joekav's pioneer -how experience would read like a dime novel.

savs he bought several faro banks but never got title to "em. An
hour with Joekay is worth months with a lot of people we know,
because he can tell you something, and besides that. he"s a swell guy.
We also had the pleasure of meeting Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Hedstrom,
who operate the Orpheum. and we wish to congratulate Twin Fallfor having their theatres in such capable hands as those of the Hedstroms and Joekay. Nothing further could be asked for. and Twin
Fall- has a right to ask for a lot. for it is the garden spot of Idaho
so far as we know, but maybe we don't know much. However, this
much we know we are going to stop right here and hit the hay.
J. C. JENKLN'S,
The HERALD-WORLD man.
P. S. -The HERALD WORLD COVERS THE FIELD like an April

He

—

shower.

—

—August

A

mystery play, but not so mysDid not please, though, as much as
would. C. E. Robinson, Town Hall,
Small town patronage.

3.

fair

terious at that.

thought it
Carmel, Me.
I

—

—

IN: Clara Bow— July 10-11. The
and how! But at that they did not
round up any extra cash at our box office. All of
our patrons who attended this liked it, and you can't
blame 'em, for Clara is a treat for the eyes any day.

THE FLEET'S
was

—Parkside

theatre,

Lyons,

la.

—General

MORAN OF THE MARINES:

Richard Dix— July
18-19.
Very good entertainment.
Comedy, thrills
and romance, all to be had in this picture of a marine in China.
Film, print and photography all
good. Six reels. R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va. General patronage.

—

—

Richard Dix—
very good program picture. No special
at all, but a picture that pleased.
Seven reels.
Page & Goetz, Gem theatre, Canton, Mo. Small
town patronage.

A

6.

—

THE SUNSET LEGION:

Fred Thomson— July 6.
very good picture by Thomson.
Cast good and
plenty of action. C. E. Robinson, Town Hall, Carmel, Me. Small town patronage.

—

—

AVALANCHE:
as usual Holt's,

Robinson,
ronage.

Town

Seven

reels.

— Clark

and Son,

—General patronage.
CELEBRITY: Special cast-^Iuly
JuBt another
day wasted away.
Seven
—Parkside theatre,
Lyons,
— General patronage.
Moon

theatre, Holstein, Neb.

1.

August

Jack Holt— July
but

it

13.

Not as good

goes off very nicely.

Hall, Carmel, Me.

— Small

— C.

E.

—

—

reels.

la.

SHOW FOLKS:

cast— Our patrons

Special

Pathe sure

just fine.

is

—

—

United Artists

liked

treating us okey.
In
connection with the feature we used a short talking
subject, and of course everybody went home happy.
We find that since installing our sound equipment
that our business has increased wonderfully, and we
are looking forward to a very good fall and winter
business.
Seven reels. Clark and Son, Moon theatre,
Holstein, Neb.
General patronage.
this

THE FORBIDDEN WOMAN:

Special cast— July
Ju6t program stuff. If you have it bought, play
if not,
it
pass it by, for Pathe has many others
much better. Had more walkouts on this picture
than any for a long time yet some said it was a
fine picture.
Six reels. R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.
General patronage.

THIS

ending.
However, some said they liked it.
Print and photography not so good.
Eight reels.
R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.—
General patronage.

tragic

THE FLYING FOOL:

Special

cast— This

is

we have

one

ever shown.
We
used Pathe News in sound. We would quit the show
business if we had to get along without the sound
of the best pictures that

—

—

:

GERALDINE:

Special cast— This is really one of
family pictures that we have ever
showed
We
a short talking subject with this
fine feature and we had one of the largest Wednesday night crowds that we ever had. Walter C.
General patSchultz, Walt's theatre, Kenesaw, Neb.

the

finest

little

shown.

—
—

ronage.

Rayart

(ME): Vilma Banky— Very
ordinary.
Judging it by the price I paid for it and
the business it did, I would say this is Hell.
M. W. Mattecheck, Lark theatre, McMinnville,

— General

Robert Frazier—
August 10.
Fine.
Played it on Saturday and it
pleased the hard-boiled fans much better than I
thought it would.
Come on Rayart. Seven reels.—
Sammie Jackson. Jackson theatre, Flomaton, Ala.
General patronage.

Helen

Foster—

very good picture that pleased most of them.
I
advertised this with a sentence like this, "Children
under 14 years should not see this," and did it
work ? Try it and see
Men and women, too, came
to see this that have never been to my theatre beSeven
Nothing
very
suggestive
fore.
in the picture.
reels.
Sammie Jackson, Jackson theatre, Flomaton,
Ala. General patronage.

Ariz.

patronage.

Universal
:
Special cast—August 9.
a good program picture. The star and cast
talking there was, was poor, and very
little talking in the picture.
I call them voiceless
talkies, just enough speech to raise the rental and
talking
picture in small
sell the discs and ruin the
towns.
When you advertise talking pietures and
don't show them at least 50 per cent talking, you
We
better play them silent you will last longer.
know. Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
General patronage.

This

Buzz Bartonmighty good little Western picture
Frankie Darro is a great
with plenty of action.
They are a good team
help to the Tyler pictures.
and go good here. Page & Goetz, Gem theatre. CanSmall town patronage.
ton, Mo.

—

—

IDAHO RED: Tom

HEALTH WATERS
Visitors to this finely appointed, luxurious hotel acclaim it
one of the finest resort hotels

in America. Refurnished, redecorated and equipped with

unsurpassed elegance.TheElms
will appeal to the most fastidious or most critical geust.

Here you can tone up your
system, regain your health with
our world famous mineral waters and baths and if you wish,
enjoy all the pleasures of resort
golfing,

swimming, horse-

back riding, boating, tennis,
etc. For reservations or beautifully done book, fully illustrating the beauties of The Elms
and Excelsior Springs, write,

Good Western
different, for the bad

Tyler—July 27.

A little
with some comedy.
men in this one make trouble with counterfeit
Five
money. Ends with good fight and a laugh.
reels.
R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock,
Va. General patronage.

—
—

CAPTAIN CARELESS:

Steele— August

Bob

10.
The very best Saturday night picture we
have run in a long time. Bob Steele is a good
star, and we are always glad to get one of his
pictures.
Page & Goetz, Gem theatre, Canton,
Mo. Small town patronage.

—

—

SYNCOPATION

(AT) : Special cast— Almost as
good as "Broadway Melody" and took in as much
money at a much less rental. Recording okey.
E. N. Collins, Star theatre, Humble, Tex.— General
patronage.

SYNCOPATION (TME)
Poor

should

in

be

:

Special

cast— Terribly

jail,

M. W. Mattecheck, Park

—

SALLY'S SHOULDERS:

Lois Wilson—August 16.
Seven
Not so bad, most of our patrons liked it.
General patronreels.- Parkside theatre. Lyons, la.
age.

—

—

LIGHTNING SPEED: Bob
good

Steele—August

Bob

17.

A

wire or phone F. F. Hagel,

Steele goes good here.
Steele picture.
Wish we could get more of his pictures. Page &
Goetz, Gem theatre, Canton, Mo.
Small town pat-

Managing Director.

ronage.

The Elms

is only 28 miles from Kansas
nestling amid surroundings of
natural beauty,

City,

u/ith paved
highways lead-

—

—

—

—

—

—

age.

THE LAST WARNING:

Special cast—August
sure a very good mystery picture.
The first picture I have ever seen that one cannot figure the mystery out until the last reel.
The price of the picture is high. Eight reels.
Alfred Lundquist, Palace theatre, Grand Marais,
Mich. General patronage.

This

17-18.

is

—

of the best Gibson pictures we've run.

10.

Started

"Tarzan the Mighty" with this and had a full
Took in twice the" amount we did on "Street
Six reels.—
Angel" and used regular admission.
Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem thearte, Greenriver, Utah.
house.

—General

patronage.

HIS LUCKY DAY:
Denny means but little

Denny—July

Reginald

26.

and a few
at the ticket
more like this and he
window. Now, he can make good pictures we know,
because we have shown some good ones. Six reek.
W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan.—
to our box

mean

will

office,

less

—

General patronage.

SMILIN* GUNS:

Hoot Gibson—August

17.

Just

another Gibson Western, so use your own judgment.
Fair enough picture and seemed to be very well enWestjoyed, but business was just a poor ordinary.
erns don't do the business with us that they used
Nice photography. Six
to in the dear old days.
O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, 0.
reels.
patronage.
Small town

—

—

Warner Bros.
Monte Blue—Well, we
picture booked for two nights showing,
but the musical score was not satisfactory, and the
it
picture was of a rough nature, so we returned
There is not a man
after the first night's showing.
had this

HIS LAST HAUL: Special cast— July 15. Good,
but nothing big. Our patrons liked it, so that makes
things satisfactory, so far as our patrons are concerned.
Seven reels. Parkside theatre, Lyons. Ia.
General patronage.

—

the talkies today

star in

whom

I

like

better than

Monte Blue, if they will 6how him natural. Why,
in
he was made to handle the sympathetic parts

He is a man who handles his defense by
He is full of
wonderful voice and expression.
man power from head to foot. Seven reels. Walter
Odom & Sons, Dixie theatre, Durant, Miss.—General
pictures.

his

—

patronage.

FROM HEADQUARTERS:

— C.

Monte Blue— August

A. Swiercinsky, Majestic
Washington, Kan.— General patronage.
Fair.

Six reels.

NOAH'S ARK (TME):

Special

cast—A

13.

theatre,

spectacu-

but did not make me money. Cost
McMinntoo much.— M. W. Mattecheck, Lark theatre,
General patronage.
ville, Ore.
lar production,

—

Rin-Tin-Tin—August 13-HRIVER:
Drew a little more business on account of

FROZEN

tions.

Tiffany-Stahl
MOLLY AND ME (TME): Belle Bennett—August
7-8.
A very ordinary program picture. If it had

Tamous Mineral
Springs Hesorls!

—

THE LARIAT KID Hoot Gibson—August 10. A
mighty good Western picture with plenty of good
comedy.
Better than the average Western picture.
Page & Goetz, Gem theatre, Canton, Mo. Small
town patronage.
THE BORDER WILDCAT: Ted Wells—August 10.
A very good Western picture. Star fine, story good.
Pleased a Saturday audience. Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. General patron-

ing in all direc-

of theHforldb Most

—

—

FROM HEADQUARTERS:

recording.
Some film salesmen
while others should be shot.
theatre, McMinnville, Ore.
General patronage.

overated.

What

One

A

17.

is

fine.

KING OF THE RODEO: Hoot Gibson—August

TRAIL OF HORSE THIEVES:

August

Om

—
— General

COME ACROSS (TME)

!

RKO

NATURE'S GREATEST

John Barrymore—Pleased some

and some did not like this type of picture. Nine
reels.
Giacoma Brothers, Crystal theatre, Tombstone,

—
—

Where You Can Enjoy

Ore.

patronage.

THE TEMPEST:

:

CITY OF PURPLE DREAMS:

SHOULD A GIRL MARRY?

Pathe

life,

HEAVEN

IS

26.

town pat-

LOVES OF AN ACTRESS: Pola Negri—July 22An average picture. A drama with a rather
23.

1929

31,

should be happy you have not seen anything yet.
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville. Mich.
General patronage.

:

MORAN OF THE MARINES:

August

equipment we have.

in

Eight reels.
patronage.

A

——

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

80

fleet

—A

not have been for Joe Brown's comedy I would reBui Brown's acting
port it poor satisfaction here.
was all that got us a soul the second night. We
played the picture two nights to $50 less than the
That is going some, even in
film rental cost us.
You fellows that have not got talkies
these times.

Good.

—

Davey in it. Six reels. C. A. Swiercinsky. Majestic
General patronage.
theatre, Washington, Kan.

—

RINTY OF THE DESERT:

A

fair picture,

Rin-Tin-Tin—July 20.
and while we did not think it quite as

good as some of the other Rin-Tin-Tin pictures, it
Film in
pleased everyone and did extra business.
Five
poor condition, print and photography fair.
Kilmarnock,
theatre.
R. D. Carter, Fairfax
reels.
Va. General patronage.

—
—

)

)

August

31,

——

)

—
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Serials

NAMING

TARZAN" THE MIGHTY:

(Universal) Frank MerOff to a very good start, hope we get the same
rill
Two reels. Mrs. Hulda J. Green.
every Saturday.
Gem theatre, Greenriver. Utah. General patronage.

—

—

supply a name
for I. C. Jenkins' new car, successor to the retired \ano-.
The names have been added!
to the standing list published elsewhere in this department, and below are the "speeches
of
nomination" which accompanied them, one of which gives us some interesting lowdoicn
on one Mr. Elmer Gailey.

—

Short Features
rSlLEMj

with all the smut imaginable.
Better tell them to keep this comedy, and also to
keep Dorothy Devore in the can for we don't want
(W. J. Shoup. DeLuxe theatre, Spearville,
her.
Kan. General patronage.)

my noble sconce and these brainy ideas have peeped forth. Call her Pat.
snappy name for a four-cylinder tub in this six-cylinder day. Or Jaysee, after the
lord and master. Try Pill or Pilgree, short for Pilgrim, which a prim, sedate lady with a
surname of Plymouth must be. How about Lady, a fitting title for the mistress of a personage like Mr. Jenkins. Try Priscilla. after the prim Pilgrim. Or, if you want her to be
steal-proof, name her Luchador. Anything with a name like that will be safe anywhere.
I hope I get a picture, anyhow!
a short

Boys." Good
A. Swiercinsky, Majestic
Kan. General patronage.)

laughed.

(C.

Washington,

theatre,

—

MERMAID, 2.—This

picture caused a lot of laughs
when our house was full of people but when only a
few were in the house we never got a giggle. For a
wonder nobody lost their pants, but oh, boy, how
the shirt tails did fry, more shirt tails pulled out
than ever before.
Even the dignified minister who
was performing the marriage ceremony got to pulling
out the bridegrooms shirt tail.
(W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville. Kan. Genera patronage.!

*

Dear Mr. Jenkins

—General

*

Dear Mr. Jenkins:

am

—

Max

theatre.

Spearville,

Kan.

—

LAUREL-HARDY
Down."

Good.
patronage.

COMEDIES.

2.— "We

Faw

(Parkside theatre. Lyons, la.

take

the

sending

a

*

-ame bright lights that those eyeyon will never be alone on any

*

will put her in a class

*

by

meet

herself, for she will not

*

ROBBINS. PALACE THEATRE CIRCUIT. BELT. MONT
you desire names for your new coupe and that the ladies are
Also that we are to be connected with the industry — and how!

see

I

supposed to submit them.
Aside from being the wife of the owner and manager of the Palace circuit in Montana. I
am guilty of having played "movie" piano for some 15 years plus. I do not like to get
right down to facts in regard to time. No woman ever does. Anyway, I was playing piano
at Ike Wolfs show house in Elgin, Neb., when Elmer Gailey of Wayne was a nice fat boy
coming to the picture show.
You see, Elmer's father had been the proprietor of a store and someone said the candy
buckets were not closed to Elmer. Anyway. Elmer was nice, and I see no reason why
your new buggy couldn't be called Elmer. If, however, yon insist on referring to your
new trouble and expense as "she," I think Elmerita pronounced Elmer-ee-ta would be

IW. J. Shour.
General patron-

age.)

eral

am

I

RAYMOND

From MRS.

Dear Mr. Jenkins:

—

De Luxe

suggesting Polly,

*

Davidson comedies sure go over big with me. Please
100 per cent.
(C. E. Robinson. Town Hall, Carmel.
Me. Small town patronage.)

DO GENTLEMEN" SNORE?—Good.

So

C. R.

Or you might call her Lupe, which
many of that name and popularity.

METRO-GO LDWYN-MAYER
These

course we

GRIMES. PLAZA THEATRE. ACKLEY. IA.
I have been reading that you are hunting a name for your car.
I
for who makes us happy and smile any oftener than Polly Moran.'

From MRS.

STAGE FRIGHTS, 2.—Fairly good comedy. (C.
A. Swiercinsky, Majestic theatre, Washington, Kan.
General patronage.

2

*

for your new car.
Colleen is just the name, for I know that car has the
of hers have.
And, oh, boy, those winning ways! So
lonesome road if you will just call her Colleen.

patronage.)

MAX DAVIDSON* COMEDIES.

*

From MRS. H. C. MULLENS, HETTICK, ILL.
We own a theatre in Palymyra, 111., and of
And your Colyum is the first page we turn to.

name

SOCIAL PRESTIGE. 2 Lots of pie throwing, etc..
but nobody lost his pants, for a wonder.
Severa!
almost did loose them, but hitched them up before
they quite lost them.
(W. J. Shoup. DeLuxe theKan.

:

HERALD-\CORLD.

—

atre, Spearville.

—

without calling.
I have racked

MERMAID COMEDIES. 2.— "Whoopee
all

—

I

|

—

and they

UTAH

CIRCUIT, OGDEN.

—

"Auntie's

2

in the contest to

Dear Mr. Jenkins: I am anxious that your new Plymouth be named properlv. And
how!
are a family of exhibitors
all five of us at the trade
and a Plymouth -»-dan is
one of our five chariots, W> do not rail her or him anything he. she or it. comes

Rotten,

Mistake."

ORVA WORMAN, WORMAN

From MISS

EDUCATIONAL
DOROTHY DEVORE COMEDIES,

NEW CAR

JENKINS*

J. C.

Here are a few more of the suggestions which have arrived

—Gen-

OCR GANG COMEDIES, 2.—"School Begins."
Good comedy only the print was very foggy in spots.
(Parkside theatre, Lyons. Ia. General patronage.)
"The Spanking Age." Very poor, and wonder why
they don't make any more real Our Gang comedies ?
These are only a shadow of the Gangs we used to
get from Pathe.
(W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre.
Spearville. Kan.
General patronage.)

—

1

I

awfully nice.

On

second thought

—

you prefer

if

a girl's

—

\ou know

name, why wouldn't Mabel do?

certain prohibition lady who is much in the public eye right now is named
that wouldn't do either
you don't want this new coupe spilling the beans.
Guess maybe you better stick to Elmer.

Mabel

a

Maybe

—

THIN* TWIN'S, 2.—Good silent comedy, a relief
from the so called talkie funnies.
(Bert Silver. Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
General pat-

—

ronage. )

DAYS OF DARING,

2.

applesauce any way
(Parkside theatre, Lyons.

—

A

Just

—Ju3t

you want to look at it.
Ia.
General patronage.)
feature cut

(Parkside theatre.

down

Lyons.

to

Ia.

two and

—General

Fury."

that's that.

patronage.)

ARTHUR LAKE COMEDIES. 1.—"Cleaning

Nevada,

BUSTER

O.

—Small

town patronage.)

BROWN COMEDIES.

2.— "Watch

—

COLLEGIAN'S.

—

RK0
CURIOSITIES.

2.— Wonderful,

wonderful.
patrons are always
(Walter C. Schultz.
General patronage.)
—Wonderful. Two reels of "Collegians" and a good
silent feature and that's
all you need.
(Clark and
3on. Moon theatre, Holstein. Neb.
General patron-

MICKEY

lease."

Average comedy offering.

—General

(Parkside the-

patronage.)

NEWLYWEDS COMEDIES, 2.—"Newlywed's
l*y."

heatre.

The average newlyweds comedy.
Lyons, Ia.—General patronage.)

lings."

—

Good.
(Mrs. Hulda J. Green,
Greenriver, Utah. General patronage.)

—

the

Gem

A

good comedy, of the slapstick type.

Dumptheatre.

GIRLS WILL BE BOYS.

nese cartoons are always good
for a few
rarkside theatre. Lyons. Ia.—General
patronage,
-'^en Fruit." As usual. Oswald brings down the
ouse
These are always good, and this one is bet'-er yet.
(O. B. Wolfe. Screenland theatre. Nevada.
i

—

all,

Park-

—

RAYMOND McKEE COMEDIES.

HARD BOILED HAMPTON, 2 A splendid comjust full of laughs.
The life of the program.
(M. W. Mattecheck, Lark theatre, McMinnville. Ore.
General patronage.)

—

2.— "Should Second

2.— "Rodeo."

An

extra good, funny comedy.
Silent, and that's what
makes it funny. I have never seen a talking comedy yet that got as many laughs out of our patrons
as a good silent comedy, but they get more rental
Ben
out of the exhibitors.
That's interesting.
Mich.
Silver.
Silver Family theatre. Greenville,
General patronage.)
|

SMITTY COMEDIES, 2.— "Tomato

Omelet."

A

good comedy of the slapstick type.
And after all,
the old slapstick is the stuff, for it gets the laughs.
(R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre. Kilmarnock. Va.
General patronage.)

BILLY

PARAMOUNT
DOOLEY COMEDIES. — "A

She
Going
Sailor." A very funny comedy.
(R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va. General patronage.)

—

JACK DUFFY COMEDIES.— "Lay

on McDuff." A
very funny comedy.
(R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre,
Kilmarnock, Va. General patronage.)

—

KOKO CLEANS

UP,

% —Very

(Parkside theatre, Lyons, Ia.

Sportlights
(Parkside theatre.

edy,

MAX DAVIDSON COMEDIES.

i

)

We use this news
in every way.
every week and we find that our patrons
is wonderful.
(Walter C. Schultz. Walt's
General patronage.)
theatre. Kenesaw, Neb.
it

1.— These

add pep to any program.
Lyons, Ia. General patronage.)
will

Fools."
laughs,

And, after

the old slapstick is the stuff, for it gets the laughs.
(R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre. Kilmarnock. Va.
General patronage.)

Holi-

Very, very good.
patronage.

—General

service

thing

PATHE
ALICE DAY COMEDIES, 2.— "Pass

(Parkside

OSWALD THE RABBIT, ^.—"Fishing

'

2.— "Mickey's

COMEDIES,

BILLY BEVAN* COMEDIES, 2.—"Pink Pajamas."

AND IKE COMEDIES, 2.—"This Way

Lyons. Ia.

atre,

McGUIRE

—

•ge.)

MIKE

interesting.
A.
<C.
theatre. Washington, Kan.-

Rivals." The kids like these, but they are not much
for the adults.
Even at that they are a lot better
than some of the others we have run.
(Parkside
theatre, Lyons, Ia.
General patronage.)

—

^

—Very

Swiercinsky, Majestic
General patronage.)

These are certainly fine.
Our
asking for more "Collegians."
Walt's theatre, Kenesaw, Neb.

—

1

Husbands Come First?"
side theatre. Lyons. Ia.

NEWS. — Okey

Business."

didn't do it this time.
Just an ordinary
more or less half witted number of this series. Bum
photography.
(O.
B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre,
Nevada, O. Small town patronage.)

the

Not any comedy that you would remember.
get by.
(W. J. Shoup. DeLuxe theatre.
Spearville, Kan.
General patronage.)
Birdie*."

Just did

THE

SAYLOR COMEDIES, 2.—"Private

SID

Up."

Pretty good single reeler.
Humor not as spontaneous
as might be.
Good print and photography, and
with a good subject.
(O. B. Wolfe, Screenland
theatre.

—

Luck."
theatre,

George

ART A CORD COMEDIES, 2.—"Fighting
five reel

—

— Small

town patronage.) "Ice Man's
dandy.
(Walter C. Schultz, Walt's
Kenesaw, Neb. General patronage.
O.

UNIVERSAL

good Koko cartoon.

—General

patronage.)

'SOUND,
COLUMBIA
JAILHOUSE
Very poor
berries.

BLUES,

singing.

W.

(M.

Minnville. Ore.

1
Very poor recording.
Very poor all around. Just the
Mattecheck, Lark theatre. Mc-

— General

patronage.)

{Continued on next page

i
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WHAT THE PICTURE
DID FOR

ME

{Continued from preceding page)

EDUCATIONAL
LUPINO LANE COMEDIES, 2.—"Ship

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

A

comedy,

talking

fine

certainly

Mates.
rare specimei

a

funny and speaking plain, and real entertaii
ment.
Lane and whole cast actors.
(Bert Silve
Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
General pa

It

13

—

By JOE FISHER

ronage.)

TALKING COMEDIES.—Have
them

ONE

Chicago's neatest neighborhood houses, the Music Box, had its
grand opening last week, and both the theatre and the attending premiere
were a credit to their sponsors, Jacob Lasker and Sons.
The Music Box is not a big theatre (it seats between 800 and 1,000), but in
many respects it is outstanding. It is atmospheric in interior design and decoIt is claimed
ration, and above all it was built as a sound projection theatre.
that it is the first Chicago house treated in its original construction for the talkies.
of

(

WE

will make no effort here to describe the
house in detail, for this will be attended
to in a forthcoming issue of Better Theatres.
However, we must again comment on the
very fine advance promotional work for the
opening. The theatre is in the 3800 block in
Southport, and in the opening campaign the
theatre men had the full support of the South-

He

new

reports several

territory, the

installations

in

that

Vonritz at Bedford, Crawfords-

The mother of Henri Ellman, division manager of Tiffany-Stahl, was buried Monday,
August 19. She was 62 years old when she
died.

was an

invitation affair on the night

we

attended, and business men of the district and
film men filled the auditorium to view the
Radio Picture, "The Street Girl." The lobby

promenade were banked with floral
from well-wishers.
The Music Box will play neighborhood first
run pictures from the leading companies.
Another opening of the week was the Ramova theatre at 35th and Halsted, another
house erected especially for sound pictures.
Warner Brothers' "The Desert Song" pro-

and

Western

Mack

of Filmack was in St. Louis
last Thursdav and says our 93 in the shade

Irving

stalled

in

*

*

the Lido and
Strand theatres in Freeport, stopped in Film
Row en route to Detroit. Says he has heard
all about this new product called sound.
* * *

The

have taken over the
Peoples theatre at 47th and Ashland, a 2,000seat house, and will reopen it the first of
September with an all-sound policy.
This
gives them a total of seven houses in ChiSchoenstadts

cago.

atres

was cool
wilted

in

*

*

garden even unto Chinese ushers and doormen. F. A. Mindlin, formerly manager of
the Playhouse, will manage the house and
states that coffee and cigarets will be served
to the patrons.
He followed this policy at
the Playhouse, but this
first

comparison to Olive Street.
and is sporting some
*

RKO
of

Panorama

will be the
such a policy.

suburban house

The house

to have
will be called the "Little

Art

the-

atre."

*

*

*

Bert Rosenberg, General Talking Pictures'
representative in Chicago, attended the exhibitors' convention in St. Louis last week.
He gave a talk on DeForest sound equipment.

*

PATHE
We find this

carpenters

windows (and

WARNER

very good entertainin
(Bert Silver, Silver Family theatr.
subject.
General patronage.)
Greenville. Mich.

short

St.

the hands
New front

trademark, are being installed.
*

*

the Glen

Armitage Avenue.
*

*

*

Radio Pictures' "Street Girl" goes
State-Lake September 7.
*

—

He

in

Henry Lee Mays has taken over

BROS.

A

2562

— take

any honors
Dubin's suspenders!)

suming

*

now

(Wa
Kenesaw, Neb. —Get

certainly fine.

—

VITAPHONE ACT

and decorators.
curtains), with Radio Pictures
*

fables.

*

headquarters are

(Bei

—Gel

patrons sure do lil
(Walter C. Schultz. Walt's theatn
Kenesaw, Neb. General patronage.)

Louis toggery.

*
*

—

AESOP FABLES, 1.—Our

these

all

all his collars

Companv.

The Panorama theatre is being remodeled
and when finished will represent a Chinese

—

47, 1.
A very good singing act.
Silver Family theatre. Greenville, Mich.

SPORTLIGHT, 1.— This was

Film Row will miss Dave and
wish him well.

theatre, 2852

A. Boyd, formerly in the employ of the
United States government, is now head of
the auditing department of the Essaness The-

really

ter C. Schultz, Walt's theatre,
eral "patronage.)

*

owner of

Th
one of the finest talking comedies that w
have ever heard. (Walter C. Schultz, Walt's theatr.
Kenesaw, Neb. General patronage.)

is

—

nine years and has served as branch
manager for the past five. No announcement has been made concerning his successor nor has the exact
time of his leaving been set.

.

Diddman,

METRO-GO LDWYN-MAYER
OUR GANG COMEDIES, 2.—"Small Talk."

short talking an
is taking very well with our patron
shorts.
(Clar
talking
features
with
use
silent
We
and Son, Moon theatre, Holstein, Neb. Generi
patronage.)

Dave has been with Educational

Jake Rosenthal, from Dubuque, Iowa, paid
the "Film Boys" a visit last week.

education:

subject for general exhibition.
The Big Ditch, bot
during construction and after completion. Not a b
technical.
Print and photography could have bee
better.
(O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevadi
O. Small town patronage.)

sound subject

Publix.

D. Frisina and J. B. Giachetto, operators of
the Frisina Amusement company, with houses
in Springfield were seen in the Row this week.
They have recently taken over two houses in
East St. Eouis.
&
%

John

GENERAL ELECTRIC
THE PANAMA CANAL, 1 Very nice

SOUND NEWS

Dave Dubin, branch manager of the
Chicago Educational exchange, announced today that he has resigned
and will accept a position with

in-

!

—

eral patronage.)

Dave Dubin Resigns
As Educational Manager

*

*

patronage.)

COMEDIES Most of them are good. The r.
cording is nice and clear, but some of the recon
are too soft and break down.
(E. N. Collins, St«
theatre. Humble, Tex.
General patronage.)

ACT A

both houses.
*

— General

Silver,

initial bill.

equipment has been

Electric

rui

them

Mr. Shaver, exhibitor from Kewanee and
Henry, 111., was on the Row last week.

baskets

vided the feature of the

could not

on account of discs. Could not get or kee
in sino.
Returned to the exchange not playe<
(Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Micl

this act

—

port business association.
It

fir

—

FOX
STAR WITNESS.— Chic Sales. We

and Greencastle, Ind.

ville

run several and

to be the best on the market.
(E. N. Collin:j
Star theatre. Humble, Tex. General patronage.)

into the

Hollywood may set the styles in wearing
apparel, but Henry Salkin claims to have established himself as a model in two-toned foot
wear.
(Henry, you had better go slow in as-

look

at

Dav

*

RKO

office held its an
nual office golf tournament at Herb Wash
I
burn's "country estate" at Lake Marie.
was Eddie Phelps' second try at golf. Eddi'
plowec
Roscan talked a good game while he
Sam Gorlick handlei
dirt in the sunshine.
(The abov
all the bets on a percentage basis.
are reports from thoroughly unreliable source;

Last Saturday, the

however.)

Frank Ishmael

*

*

a

M

* * *
will celebrate his eighth an

G M, together with his
niversary with
wedding anniversary, on August 30.
*

*

silve

*

Columbia's Talking Snapshots
Four Feathers" program at the

is

on "Ttn

McVicker:

theatre.

*

Photophone Establishing
Chicago Service Station

RCA

Photophone

a service station in

is

establishing

Chicago with ac-

commodations for spare parts and
equipment under the direction of O.
V. Swisher.

Miss Rudoy
lumbia office.

is

the

*

*

*

new
*

"steno"

in

the Co-

M

*

Steve Montgomery, who headed the Dail)
News Newsreel, is now handling short subjects for Columbia.
*
Cecil
state.

*

I

*

Maberry spent part of

last

week down-
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WurliIzer Organ

33

an indispensable
attraction in every
motion picture theatre,
and provides the perfect musical balance
for a sound programme.
is

The Rudolph Wuelitjer Company
FACTORIES:
BUFFALO
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI

NORTH TON A WANDA,

DETROIT
CLEVELAND
KANSAS CITY

LOS ANGELES

ml
mi

N. Y.

NEW YORK

PITTSBURGH
SAN FRANCISCO

PHILADELPHIA

ST.

m

LOUIS

"k

imiTTTTTT
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DON'T LET YOUR AUDIENCES
TALK LIKE THIS!
TIE manager stood at one

of the exits, and

stened to the comments of his patrons,
fin&fter

another came out with a half-hearted
the show. All admitted the

feor/liment for

jic^ewas good. But few enjoyed it— because
the >ices came to
fcy'

them umbled and distorted
j

Acousti-Celotex

They have used

lout pictures with the finest reproduction
aajmplification are doing a small fraction

— simply because

jpoicoustics are allowed to destroy the pleas-

its

value.

to correct acoustics in audi-

pitals

and

and

to quiet noise iq hos-

offices.

easy to subdue

all

distorting reverbera-

tions with Acousti-Celotex.

i Tbusands of theatres offering splendid

if tl business they should

it

well as theatres,

It's

strain to understand,

not new. Architects and

toriums, churches, schools and colleges as

tigering echoes" or re verberalions so that

fcw a constant

is

builders everywhere have proved

tiles

come

For these

fibre

in single, finished units quickly

installed in buildings

new

decorative adaptability

is

or old.

And

their

important. Acousti-

The

acoustical

engineers

of

Company work with definite
definite results.

treatment
effect,

is

When

needed

they

The Celotex

figures to secure
tell

you a certain

to secure the desired

you can positively rely upon

their rec-

ommendation. For their accuracy has been
proved in thousands of actual installations.
Simply submit your acoustical problems

to

them, and receive their advice promptlv and
without further obligation.
Fill

out and mail the coupon below for fur-

Celotex harmonizes with any architectural

ther information on the correction of theatre

treatment or decorative scheme.

acoustics with Acousti-Celotex.

ire 1 their audiences.
•

Stheatre owners are protecting their in-

festjent in

sound equipment by correcting

^oitics with

wscbing fibre

Acousti-Celotex, the echotile,

applied to their walls or

No

careless painter can ever destroy the

efficiency of your acoustical installation.

Acousti-Celotex

is

fool-proof.

It is

For

Irjhis

way they make absolutely sure

that

acoustical material that can be painted and

without impairing

its

919 North Michigan Avenue

the only

repainted, even using lead and oil paints.

1

THE CELOTEX COMPANY

acoustical value.

Chicago, Illinois
Mills:

New

Orleans, Louisiana

Offices in many principal cities
(See telephone books for addresses)

Branch Sales

In Canada: Alexander Murray

&

Co.. Ltd.,

Montreal

jpcnpoken word and note of music travels
SeaLnd distinct to the farthest seats
that

—

Cee.<d>teX

<pcbatron leaves with an active enthusiasm
;

Wt tfcir sound programs.

9

. O. S.
Pat. Off.)
tb« trademark of and indicates
manufacture by
The Celotex Coma
SDany

Chicago

.

Ill'

A cousti — H elotex
FOR LESS NOISE
lied

by

-

E H W.

919 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.
Gentlemen: Please send me further information on the value of
Acousti-Celotex in the presentation of good pictures.

Name

..

BETTER HEARING

Approved Acousti-Celotex Contractors

&-31-29

THE CELOTEX COMPANY,

City..

State
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For You ...the facts
on how seating
affects sound!
I

A

HE

"American" organization now has available

scientific facts

concerning the influence of seating

on sound control, as practically applied to projection
of sound pictures. It has, through its engineering and
research department, thoroughly studied acoustics and
acoustical control entirely from a technical standpoint.

Under the supervision of an acknowledged authority
acoustics, extensive laboratory tests have been made.
Intelligent study of the showman's problem in projecting
perfect sound pictures proved that proper seating induces better sound reception in many theatres and is

on

an important factor

W

in all theatres.

rite for the facts!

This information as well as other facts relating to
reseating problems are available to you. Write now
just ask for Acoustical and Reseating facts.
.

X

American Seating
14 East

.

.

Company

Jackson Boulevard

Chicago, Illinois
Nationally Organized for Seating Service
Sales

and

Service Organizations in all Principal Cities

THEATRE CHAIR BUILDERS TO THE AMERICAN PUBLIC FOR OVER 50 YEARS

Another Theatre
is Scientifically

Altered for sound films

The Johns- Manyille Method of Acoustical Control is
this

a Complete

Success in

Portsmouth, Ohio, House

WHEN
cided

the Schine Enterprises, Inc., deremodel the Columbia Theatre
at Portsmouth, Ohio, they wisely went at the
job in a scientific way. They appointed Mr.
Victor A. Rigaumont, an architect who
specializes on theatre design, to plan the
work and they approved Mr. Rigaumont's
selection of the Johns-Manville Method of
Acoustical Control.

As

to

a result, this theatre is

now

actually

sound film. Read what
Mr. Victor A. Rigaumont, Registered Architect, wrote to us about this installation.
suited to the use of

"The Columbia Theatre at Portsmouth,
Ohio, which was remodeled under my super-

vision for the Schine Enterprises, Inc., has
been successfully treated with your acoustical
materials.

"Sound pictures are heard clearly and
pleasantly, without distortion, in all parts of
the Theatre.
"It is my opinion that the Acoustical
Properties of Theatres, old or new, should
be surveyed by an expert, so as to obtain the
intended faithful reproduction of sound pictures equipment."

Johns-Manville engineers have been sucworking with acoustics of auditoriums since years before sound films were
invented. They can, without question, make
your theatre ready for sound films, and can
end all excessive noise and reverberation.
cessfully

You incur no obligation by asking us to
have a J-M Acoustical Engineer discuss with
you problems of the acoustics of your
theatre.

JOHNS-MANVILLE CORPORATION

New York

Johns-Manville

I

am

San Francisco
Cleveland
(Branches in all large cities)

Chicago

interested in acoustical correction of

ACOUSTICAL AND SOUND

CONTROL TREATMENT

AddresiSeating Capacity a/ Theatre-

my

theatre.

Toronio

1
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^rmyison the Ma rchl

"Hartford-Saxony" Pattern 20428-48

.

.

.

marching into your theatre.

seven

A

.

.

.

eight

.

.

gruelling test

.

times a day

for carpets

.

.

.

Stamping through the lobby

.

:

.

seven days

a

week

a

.

.

.

design

a

.

.

.

century."

.

.

.

Our

as well

.

down

the aisles

.

.

way

.

into the seats.

.

.

Contract Department

terior decorating counsel, as well as the

.

.

.

.

quiet

.

.

This challenge

and the utmost

in

smart appearance.

Up-to-date

they are products such as you would expect from "weavers

will

name

gladly help

you

.

theatres the country over, they are standing up umr

In

.

Six

across your floor coverin

challenge which only a quality floor fabric can survive.

providing comfort

extremely practical

.

stamping, tramping their

being successfully met by Bigelow- Hartford theatre carpets.

the grind of theatre use

.

in

for

more

i

1

the choice of the proper carpet for your theatre.

of your nearest Bigelow-Hartford dealer, will

be provided upon

requ

BIGELOW-HARTFORD
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—
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—
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A
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WHAT CHIEFLY
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By
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successful theatre today

one

that

its

pays

is

By

2

the
to

trons demand more than pictures.
They must be given every degree of

and

convenience

atmos-

phere.

To

By Frank Cambria

E. N. Frost

DIAGNOSING ACOUSTICAL AILMENTS
By

R. L. Lindahl

Cinema pa-

physical features.

comfort,

THEATRE SHOULD BE A PALACE OF DREAMS

MODERN STAGE LIGHTING

attention

strict

THE THEATRE

8-10

C.

The

IN

By Al Melgard

Raymond

1605

THE PLACE OF REAL MUSIC

REMODELING THE MOTION PICTURE THEATRE
The Richmond. Alexandria. Va.

the enterprising exhibitor Better

Theatres each issue presents numerous ideas and suggestions for increasing profit through better public service and management.

RATES

SUBSCRIPTION

United States and its possessions,
Canada and all countries of the
Americas
$3.00 per year

PROJECTION ROOM PLANS
Layout for Motiograph Projectors

THE CREATIVE POSTER
By Nat Karson

—

Great Britain and

its

colonies

£1

per year

Other foreign countries

THE SEVILLE AT MONTREAL
By W. M.

Gladish

$5.00 per year
Single copies. 25 cents

Advertising rate cards and Audit
of Circulations statements

Bureau

furnished

upon

application.

[The editors are not responsible for literary material or pictures, either
in their hands or in transit, unless specifically ordered by them.]
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FACTS
When

an advertiser buys advertising

he

space,

he

is

is

not buying white paper

buying circulation.

Exhibitors Herald-World has the greatest circulation

which has ever existed

motion picture industry.

in the

The Herald-World

is

the only motion

picture trade publication which

member

of the Audit

is

a

Bureau of Circu-

lations.

no substitute for

There

is

Nor

there any substitute for an Audit

is

circulation.

Bureau of Circulations statement.

Write The Editor, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago, for the booklets, "Audited Circulations" and "The Circulation of Exhibitors Heraldill
World." Both
be sent without charge.
if
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Safeguard patrons
protect profits
with Exide Emergency Lighting

Modern theatres
everywhere are guarding
igainst power failure with
eliable Exides

CONSIDER

0

the consequences of

sudden darkness in your theatre.

Confusion

.

.

.

danger

.

.

.

refunds

.

.

.

of good will might easily be the

)ss

:sults.

That's

why up-to-date

theatres

rerywhere are protecting their patrons
id their profits with dependable Exide

mergency Lighting Batteries.
If the

normal current should

e batteries instantly

B. F. Keith Theatre, Boston.

sudden darkness. Thomas

and automatically

without a hand touching a switch

.

irthermore
:tor

you can operate your pro-

on the battery current, eliminating

It".

Mass. 6o

cell

Exide Battery protects

Lamb, New York,

No

operation.

knowledge

is

expert electrical

necessary

.

.

.

your

this theatre

against

architect.

present staff can easily attend them.

need of refunding for tickets.

<lly

control and charge these reliable

tteries

are simple

and foolproof

Exide Emergency

come

in a

in

£xt6e

EMERGENCY LIGHTING

Lighting

wide range of

He

one of our

Batteries

sizes to suit

your needs and your budget.
will bring

The devices necessary to automati-

1

MAIN FOYER of beautiful New

and hazard lights are switched to

rit

e

fail,

A

letter

representatives.

will be glad to consult with

you

lems.
tion.

Consultation entails no obliga-

Write today.

BATTERIES
THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY, Philadelphia
Exide

Batteries,

of Canada, Limited, Toronto

at

any time on emergency lighting prob-
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Cutler 'Hammer
"Simplicity" Dimmers are installed

in the Colorado
Theater Denier,
,

Colorado.

Where Experienced

Showmen Agree
TN

the matter of good lighting control, experienced showmen all agree. They
have learned that the dimmer plates behind their switchboards determine
whether their lighting will be "spotty" or smooth.

They have

learned, too, that it requires experience in the making of dimmer
them against the danger of burn-outs ... to give them velvetsmooth blends of light. A sweeping percentage of them trust only Cutler-Hammer's
quarter century of experience.
plates to insure

Unparalleled experience has enabled Cutler-Hammer to set the pace in dimmer
design and construction continually improving and perfecting to obtain the
best in theatrical lighting control. Only ripe experience made possible the extreme
simplicity of C-H Dimmer construction. C-H "Simplicity" Dimmers have been,
for this reason, the choice of leading showmen for over a quarter century.

—

Special base construction to eliminate danger of burn-outs
double the usual
direct rack and pinion
to insure soft, even blends of light
these advantages alone justify the selection
drives to prevent play or backlash
of C-H Dimmer Plates for any theater regardless of its size or decorative scheme.
.

number of contacts

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

C-H "Simplicity" Dimmers can
C-H

Simplicity

Dimmer

Plates are supplied by leading

switchboard manufacturers
with the board they install.
Fig. 1 shows the front of a
typical board. Fig. 2 the rear
view showing C-H plates and
Fig. 3 a single plate. Dimmer

plates are the heart of any
lighting control board. Make
C-H trade-mark is on
your plates for long life, smooth
lighting control and low main*
tenance.
sure the

as easily

easily be installed in your theater and
be adapted to your future needs.

Ask your electrician or architect about C-H Dimmers.
booklet "Illumination Control for the Modern Theater"
about them. Write for it.

—

CUTLER-HAMMER,

The C-H

—

tells

all

Inc.

Pioneer Manufacturers of Electric Control Apparatus

1254

St.

Paul Avenue

-

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

CUTLER HAMMER
tPerfect Illumination Control for the

Modern

Theater

DESPITE

the fact that the era in
which we are living is called the
or. perhaps, be'"mechanistic age"
I believe that never because of it
fore in the entire history of the world has
there been a more definite and universal
yearning for romance than at the present
And inasmuch as the theatre, since its
time.
beginnings, has been the commonly
first
designated "land of make-believe," it, more
than any other modern institution, should reflect the trend of the times and incorporate
the very essence of Romance.
That, in my estimation, is the purpose fulfilled by the successful theatre, and it should
be built definitely to serve that purpose.
theatre is not intended to be a university
lecture hall or an accurate exemplar of clasIt should be a palace of
sical architecture.
dreams to lift one into the unreal.
Naturally, there are limitations to the
amount of fantasy which a designer may infantastic
ject into the decorative scheme.
effect can be overdone to the point of cheapThis apness and elaboration that tires one.
plies to any style of architecture.
The size of the theatre has much to do
Certain styles
with the style of decoration.
require intimacy to make their best impresother hand,
theatres,
on
the
Large
sion.
In
permit of more flamboyant treatment.
any event, it is essential that a theatre have
warmth and intimacy as well as perfect harmony, both in plastic decoration and in color.
This, too, is true of any style of architecture.
Modern art, as we understand it today, if
used at all. is typically suited to smaller theatres or for certain portions of large theatres,
Its simsuch as the women's rest rooms.
picity would give an almost barren effect in
an auditorium of four or five thousand seats,
unless it were influenced by some other style.
The passer-by judges a theatre by its enConsequently, it is imtrance and lobby.
portant that these be made as attractive and
inviting as the ingenuity of the architect can
m?ke them. In the corridors and rest rooms,
the slightest suggestion of coldness or formality should be scrupulously avoided
Lighting plays a very important part in
the scheme of architecture and decoration of
an up-to-date theatre. Poetry and drama can
be woven out of the varying nuances of colored light. Regardless of the style of archi-

—

—

A THEATRE SHOULD BE
A PALACE OF DREAMS

A

A

-

very

tecture,

novel

and

interesting

effects

may be

created with colored lighting which
will bring out the outstanding features of
that particular style.

My

experience has been that the successshould be a veritable dream castle.
should be an escape from the dull, drab
routine of every day life: a place where, after
ful theatre

It

the daily

toil

and the annoying

details of a

day at home or the office or school have been
put aside, the average man and his familycan be ushered from the din and clatter of
a mechanised 20th Century environment, into
the tranquil and colorful magnificence of a
palace
the poetic hush of vaulted arches,

—

interesting

works of

art, splashing fountains,
graceful stairways dimly lit
by a Venetian torchiere which once lighted
the crimson slippered feet of a masked carnival beauty into a waiting gondola
in a word,
a place which is permeated with the perfumed
breath of storied romance.

grilled

gardens,

—

by

FRANK CAMBRIA
Thin

statement by an eminent theatre executive

is

the fifth of a series

on

"Theatre

Architecture

of

the

Future as

Indicated

in

Current

Tendencies." ]

.
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magnificent Toledo Paramount joins the big
lix houses seated by Heywood-Wakefield.
.
.
.

list

of Pub-

Two

years

ago, Publix officials, engineers, chemists, and maintenance

made an

exhaustive study of theatre chairs.

It is significant,

men

there-

Heywood-Wakefield chairs were
house that has been erected or reseated.

fore, that, since the investigation,
installed in every Publix

Publix has been pleased with the

style,

the quality, the speedy, flaw-

and the box office appeal of Heywood-Wakefield
they show their approval by awarding a contract
for 40,000 more H-W chairs.
Pantages, Balaban & Katz,
Orpheum Circuit, Warner Brothers, and many other prominent
showmen are using Heywood-Wakefield chairs for good, moneymaking reasons. Let us tell you and show you why. A line to the
less installations,

theatre seats.

And

.

nearest

H-W

.

.

bring detailed information on the
advantages of reseating.

sales* office Mill

HEYWOOD ^WAKEFIELD
Theatre Seating Division

1929

Vol.

A
to

96,

August

No. 9
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Weeks

and Devoted
the Design, Construction, Equipment and Operation of the Motion Picture Theatre
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Published Every Four

Modern Stage Lighting
When one

considers the importance of lighting effects to the success of the perform-

ance,

apparent that the exhibitor and architect must prepare well for them. The
is a practical one, the aut hor being experienced in the field as a

it is

discussion here

member

of the engineering staff of the

By

E. N.

Hub

Electric

Company, Chicago

FROST

Electiicul Illumination Engineer

GOOD
an audience

lighting has the power to attract
of differing tastes who
might not otherwise attend the theAn act can be put across with big
tre.
esponse when the proper lighting is used,
n a spectacular number in which there are
nany groups of people on the stage at one
ime, what means have we of centering
he attention of the audience upon any one
roup or stage area, other than lighting?
!y intensifying the light, by moving it, or
y contrasting the color, the point of invest can be indicated and changed at will.
!y so doing, dramatic proressions may be worked out
'hich end in climaxes
artain of applause.

There are

almost

elongine to a different class
f
entertainment that are
ased entirely on lighting,
uch a man as William Fox
is paid tribute to the value
id art of lighting by havFox
the
in
g installed

mphonic

a

certain rhythmic variety must exist within
the act itself; continuously, though subtly,
changing the aspect of the scene, to add
further expressiveness to music and dance
and to anticipate the mood of the audience.
Only so will it be possible to hold the attention of a large and worldly crowd and
to avoid its impatience and displeasure. By
means of light, a simple setting may be
made as fascinating as a kaleidoscope, and
as magnetic.
Lighting is due to play a most important
Certain impart in the theatrical world.
are
developments
portant

now

number

produce

compositions

of

>lored light in indescribable

in

progress which will

revolutionize stage presentation.

many numbers

rooklyn theatre
organs which

carries over the footlights and gains an
appreciative response from the audience.
With such mediums of color and texture
the operator paints his picture.
Beams of
light are directed upon the scene from
many sources, on and off the stage. Areas
of rich pure color take on varied shapes,
dimming or brightening, blending with one
another or sparkling in crisp contrast.
Light infuses the stage setting with a subtle magic.
Someone may try to tell me
that I am looking at a common back drop,
a few flimsy pieces of scenery and some

It will

mean an

initial

expenditure for equipment, to
be sure, but this will prove
itself a good investment

when one realizes how much
less money need be spent on
the actual setting

and what

an infinite variety of effects
are possible.

We

must not overlook the

fact that the physical structure of every theatre makes
its

own

peculiar

demands on

theatrical production. Turnnsidered pure art, as it is
ing for a moment to the arexpression of light for its
chitect and his methods of
vn sake; it proves as thrillwork, we note that he never
repeats himself exactly. Pe? and enjoyable an attracm as a musical program.
culiarities of location alone
A reliable method of judgmake it practically impossicomparing and assemble to duplicate a design;
ng lighting apparatus is of
moreover, building specificaScene of a dramatic performance, treated in the expressionistic
most importance if a fair
tions
identical.
are
rarely
manner. The lighting used for this set was incandescent.
nfit is to be realized.
Outside influences are often
Let
note some of the demands
brought to bear: these have
Mch will be made upon the equipment:
gaudy specimens from the costumer's trunk.
to do principally with the amount of money
^irst, rapidity and smoothness of operNot at all. I am so bewitched that for
available for the purpose and with the lim:£m should be considered.
No musician the moment I see against a background of its imposed by municipal regulations rela1
uld tolerate an instrument which did not
cool stone or dark rich wood the gleam of
tive to the height, size and general charpond easily to his touch, because it
satin, the flash of metal, the glitter of
acter of buildings. Aesthetic reasons, also,
\ uld
not do justice to his technique and
jewels.
cause the architect to approach each prob5 lity.
The manipulation of lighting conOnly through ever-changing novelty is lem individually, working the existing pet Is is
no less an art than playing the pipe
the interest of the public held. This means
culiarities of the situation into a consistent
c :an.
The skillful operator takes fully as
that the stage presentation must be of the
scheme of development, giving not only an
r ch
pleasure in his work as the organist.
unusual type and that the same bill can
individual but also a personal touch.
I both
cases that certain spark of genius
never run for long. It means also that a
The problems which confront the archi-

langing

1

i

i

shapes.

This

is

1
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will operate easily and without friction
by means of its adaptability it is capable
of emitting, from any source, either a con

it

centrated beam of light or a diffused enve
lope of color.
In order to achieve such effects, convert
ible mechanism is necessary.
Individua
pieces of apparatus can be so designed a
to fit together, forming groups or "banks'
of lights.
These banks, in turn, can b<
made to function as units, if desired. Th<
separate units which comprise the grouj
can be alike in every respect; for exampk
in regard to lamps, hangers or housings
Although less similarity prevails betweei

groups differing from one another in type
certain consistency can be maintained
The housings may be similar, but the lamp
can be different in wattage size. This forn

a

standardization reduces confusion an'
expense and makes for flexibility.
The matter of flexibility is one whic
has been sadly neglected in the practice
stage lighting. This state of affairs is du
in part to two popular misconceptions ha\
ing their roots in the old established com
of

i

A
tect

are

in

bank of border
the

main

equipment engineer.
exact

lights

those,

above the stage of the Roxy theatre,

also,

of

Here again we

—

the
find

duplication in this case, of
is rather impossible or
inadvisable.
In the case of an old stage, a
certain structural form already exists which
determines in some measure the number
and position of lighting units, as well as
their size.
Even with a stage in the process of construction, the equipment engineer
must be governed by a variety of demand*
which may be made upon the stage space.
good engineer should also ask himself
certain questions of a semi-psychological
nature with regard to the building upon
which he is working: Is its general style
historical or modern, stately or frivolous,
conservative, solid, quaint or bizarre? What
are the personal traits and preferences of
its clientele?
Does this theatre specialize
in elaborate productions, or do its programs tend toward the more delicate dramatic forms, the problematic, or the expressionistic ?
For each of these questions
there will be found an answer in terms of
equipment; each resulting layout will have
certain features which will absolutely distinguish it from all others.
Therefore, as
with the architect, each commission presents itself to the engineer as a new and
particular problem to which he must give
his most careful, personal attention.
Modernist designers of architecture and
that

equipment layouts

—

A

have evolved a style which is
startlingly new and perhaps at first incomprehensible. Their creations grow in appeal
for us, however, when we realize that they
are founded not on chance inspiration but
on a careful study of the purpose for which
they were intended, and of the methods of
construction and material involved.
This
is likewise a governing factor in the planning of equipment layouts.
Undoubtedly the greater part of the theatre-going public thinks of light in terms
of natural phenomena; they therefore expect to see upon the stage a natural treatment of light, such as a sunset, moonlight,
gray day, etc.
These representations of
nature are interesting and novel for a time,
but why stop there? Just as in architecture, we have gone through a period of
copying the classics, only to discover that
they cannot be appropriately fitted into the
functional purpose of modern building, so
we find that stage lighting is a medium of
expression quite independent of nature and

New

York

capable of producing individual

effects of
of lighting are:
(1) The envelope (or general diffusion)
of colored light, (2) beams and streaks of
light,
(3) luminous surfaces, (4) areas or
pools of local light, and (5) studding of small
lamps (visible to the audience).

its

own.

The elements

These elements may be manipulated and
on various parts of the stage, in
many ways. Here is a medium, distinct ill
utilized

capable of artistic expression sufto make it an important factor in
theatrical practice.
One of ihe principles of good design is
unity -unity of construction, relationship
of the parts to each other and to the
whole. To ihe casual observer a layout of
stage lighting apparatus may appear very
much the same . whether it be carefully
planned or not. The difference is soon noticeable, however to the user.
If the parts
are scientifically interrelated, any desired
effect can be obtained; without this relation,
the range of possibilities in performance
will be more limited. Experience has shown
that a thoroughly unified equipment will
produce results; it will function as a whole;
itself,

ficient

—

mercial theatre. These are'(l) that shiftin
of apparatus should be reduced to a min
mum in order to effect a saving of labo
and (2) that the equipment should not b
moved out of the theatre.
The fallacy of this practice was first den
onstrated when road shows, in response t
a definite need, began to introduce corr
pletely portable equipment which could b
set up in the same manner as scenery. Th
method has come into common practice j
far as spotlights and floods are concernei
it has proved
convenient and fully as ec(
nomical as the old system.
If some
the bulkier pieces of apparatus, such ;
border lights, were to be made in section
i

certain very definite advantages would I
gained.
The position of the entire equi|

ment could be changed about

to

suit

wherever needed. Wit
such an arrangement a sudden call to mo\
the entire equipment out of the buildir
need not cause consternation; it can
handled almost as part of the regular roi
>tituted for another,

1

The more

tine.

less of

it

is

flexible the apparatus, tl
This results in a dire

needed.

saving.

There is room on any stage for a nun
ber of short range spots, capable of suppl
menting and even of supplanting the co
ventional foots and borders. These piec
(Continued on page 62)
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requirements of each separate producti<
and allow for greater freedom in the plan
ment of scenery. The units need not alww
be used in the same way, nor for the sarr
purpose; one type of apparatus may be sul

ik

Typical riser diagram for a small theatre, amperages

to

be

filled in

according

to installation
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The Creative Poster
As

motion

hare

pictures

progressed far

By

beyond the came-the-

NAT
KARSON

progressed the poster

dawn
which

so

film,

sells

has

pictures.

The modern poster
creative

South gate of an
rHE
ancient walled city

—

it

is

art

is

in

Northern Africa
opened on the Sahara,
was a gate so narrow
had been named
at it
Only
'he Needle's Eye."
e laden camel at a time
uld pass through it.

the region grew more
and as trade exnded, the caravan traffic
became greatly
gate
this
Sometimes it
ngested.
ok a whole afternoon to

As

'.pulous

•ss

:o

the waiting
the desert.

caravans

Merchants saw the opporThey opened shops

The author defending himself against

a giant of his

oii'/i

making

nity.

t

d

reproduction being done on

The caravaneers bought

;rits.

ist

And

setting
their wares, cried their
gate.

the

The

idlers

—

The merchants at
sightseers bought,
prospered
the more agressive of them

—

eatly.
I am going to do just what you have
pected me to do since at least the second
am going to turn our little
ragraph.
I
sode. in ancient Africa into an analogy of
idem America, with the motion picture theaas the subject thereof.
The theatre front is like this gate the

Now
.

•

"The Needle's Eye." It is the
ck of the sales bottle. It is the critical point

;cients called

show to the public. Here, if
;ywhere and there must be somewhere is
point where advertising emphasis is of
the sale of the

—

—

:

•iximum value

and

effect.

Elsewhere the

be "sold," but the means of selling
operating at a
iffers the disadvantage of
ne and place in which the public cannot buy.
must wait, postpone whatever action the
blic

•ling
I'ppen

may

medium prompts

it

wasn't a poster, but merely
a
sign.
The decoration
usually consisted in a border
or some sort
of
floral
decoration.
With the advent of the
socalled deluxe houses in
about 1915, the real poster,
as we have come to understand the meaning of the
word, made its debut. However, it was only an elaboration of the earlier show
card, or sign. Even at that,
it
carried a half-hearted
attempt at portraiture of
motion picture stars, the

to take.

A

lot

may

thus
"sold" and the time
it can purchase. But
when the public is

between the time the public

is

persuaded to buy
entertainment at the
theatre

door,

the

wares are at hand.

There

is

no postponement.

He

chooses and

acts.
It is this fact which makes the poster the
He plus ultra of selling media for theatrical
purposes. Should it not therefore be the best
that can be obtained in poster art?
Agreed, as it must be, that every' attempt
should be made to have the most eye-arresting,
pedestrian-stopping,
show-selling poster in
front of one's theatre, the question logically
arises: What constitutes such a poster?

There are doubtless many poster artists and
theatre managers who have a variety of ideas
with which to answer that question. I know
from years of observing posters that some of
them, at least, will think my ideas in error.
Either that, or the posters I have observed
were not an expression of their desires. However, anyone must expect a clash of ideas
now and then, but if one has enjoyed a
measure of success in the field of which he
speaks, he may yet present his ideas with

some confidence.
I

should like to go back to the early days

of the motion picture theatre and sketch the
development of poster art, as applied to the
selling of shows, up to recent years.
During the days of the nickelodeon, all that
was required of a poster was printing and a
little colored decoration.
Strictly speaking, it

A

variety of poster types done by the

author for theatres.

a colored sheet in a simple line technique.
Simple, and often crude, as this near-poster
was, it yet represented a beginning and pointed
the way to the application of creative art to
salesmanship.
From this point on, development of the
Theatres themtheatrical poster was rapid.
selves were growing larger and more beautiful.
Prices
Performances became more costly.
It became necessary to have a huge
number of patrons weekly. The better poster
grew in response to this need.

went up.

&

recall the first attempts of Balaban
Katz
finer, more striking
and persuasive poster.
That was in 1918,
when this company, now so mighty, initiated
I

in

Chicago to realize a

modern type of deluxe show at its Central
Park theatre out on the West Side. During
the following period, the poster emerged from
the sign class and rose to a fairly high artistic
level.
A new note was introduced to aid

the

The "art for art's sake" spirit
injected into the work.
Portraits of motion
picture
stars
were painted with a
studied regard for
color and drawing.
salesmanship.

was

Composition became

more

striking.

It
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The Growth of the Poster has been Towan

;nCrOft

THE DOCKS

|fonfidef

of NEW YON
GaSfBanobfl

Poster in brown shades

MTTT COMMON
tACLANOVA

and blue to express ships
and brawn.

Above:

Poster
painted
for
"Metropolis," modernistic Ger-

man

Hence,

film.

the

Poster using greys an
for night marii
atmosphere.

blues

cubist

treatment to denote action, excitement, etc.
Right: A panel
poster with an expressionistic
portrait in soft colors.

was no longer the kind of work that
could be done by the sign maker of
Rather suddenly, the

poster
a definite desire to be
something of importance a deserving object of public admiration and
a worthy subject for the talents of
old.

exhibited

genuine

—

artists.

The

event which gave new impetus to poster art, sending it
into a new era of development, was
doubtless the inauguration of stage
presentations on the grand scale.
This new type of performance
necessitated something more striking than reproductions of the portraits of
motion picture players.
The thing to sell became not so
much the popularity of certain
stars,
but ideas, moods, fancies.
The theme and nature of the presentation performance had to be
expressed, and the public had to
be imbued with the spirit of what
was offered. Such an effect could
The
not be achieved by copying.
poster artist had to feel the nature
of the performance, then recreate
his

feelings

in

form

and

h
AH REVO!

Sousa poster, utilizing American flag, i^ith the band forming red
stripes and Sousa on the blue starred
background.
Right: Portrait poster.

Above:

color.

Thus began

the "creative poster."
This takes us to the period when the new
type of motion picture palaces began to spring
up everywhere, in neighborhoods as well as
business sections. Both the "straight" and the

And when
decorative poster were in vogue.
the policy of long-run pictures was begun, the
attention
to
the superior
need for attracting
merits of these special pictures brought about
the elaborate display, in lobbies and atop
marquises.
At the outset, these displays consisted in a
few extra posters and cards. Then gradually
came the idea of atmospheric displays and
transformation of theatre fronts to harmonize,
This
in theme and spirit, with the picture.
was pretty concentrated exploitation, and the
complexity of the art work involved, made it
the subject of a great deal of study.

As time went on, the displays became larger,
more detailed, more beautiful. And then came
the mechanical displays, which lent action to
the posters.
One of the most striking mechanical displays was the one I helped create at the
Balaban & Katz studios.
It
represented a
Yersaille Garden scene in which we utilized a
cylindrical mirror.
The figures in court costume moved, and as they moved, reflected a
gorgeous court scene.
This display carried
out the theme of the Yersaille Hall of Mirrors.
This sketch of the development of the modern theatre poster shows, I think, one thing

very clearly. That is this
Growth has been
toward imbuing the public with the spirit of
:

the attraction advertised. To make the public
"feel" the picture or stage show, that is the

object of the modern poster.
It is a sound principle of advertising, aill
advertising experts have found out. A gl-f
at the modern magazine will show how ic
"emotionalizing"
of
advertising has
^
sought.
For the average person is persu A
more rapidly and easily through his feel 1
Do you want speed in vour motor car? ^°
it
will be far more difficult to sell yoi> n
"
automobile by merely saying beneath a pi 5
graph of the car, "This automobile cat !°
70 miles an hour," than by a drawing slM
ing the car on the open road with the )' s
seeming to be whizzing by.
You fee' '*
speed.
And that's the way you want to d
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taking People Feel the Spirit of the Show

Uivc

[yooh

EMIL JAN KINGS
•rtrait

Emil

of

Panel poster expressing
the sensuous luxury of
an oriental show.

Jan-

Above: Poster in an
world display, painted

ugs, with children for
simple contrast.

underin

dull

yellow tones to get the effect of
gas light. Left: A panel poster
in sharp contrasts expressing a

abandoned clown theme

gay,

in

modernistic "jazz" technique.

the display should be evident at a
glance is about all the
glance.
average passerby has time for at
least, so he thinks, which brings the
same result. The display should appear as one huge design from a
Upon closer inspection,
distance.
the big unit of design dissolves itself into a series of smaller units,
relative in shape and color to the

A

frl

—

main mass.
Craftsmanship plays an important
part

in

the

painting

of

posters.

The artist chooses the medium to
work in. The early posters were
H.l.l.k.RIM«
•

••

.fin

..-t

in

rnp

iK*n

painted in either opaque or tempera
But as different styles and
techniques appeared on posters, the
search for the unusual prompted
the use of oils, crayons, water
colors and various other media.
An artist should never lose his
identity in the designing of posters.

)

/

colors.

-v

He should adopt one method, one

Above: Poster using semi-realistic head
and caricature figure with the band
Left: A
done in blues and magenta.
"Way Back When" theme.

and stick to it, after experimentation, rather than be dabbling
in all and being known as "just
another poster painter." He should
have a little of "art for art's sake"
style

in

—

i' automobile
ycu intend to buy.
b emotionalization, moreover, there is a
l>ovv-ful source of
suggestion, and even if
the rospective patron has no definite desire
tor ie attraction offered, the creative poster

"i

can

nbue him with

mood, and becoming

its

ineit)re in emotional harmony
Iracpn, he begets a desire for

with the

at-

it.

now, with the reader's permission, I
Bq some of the ideas on poster making
Wml were referred to as possible contradiction to the ideas
of other artists and, apParjtly, certain managers.
All managers will
Ail

J Kr«

mus

to

this,

however

:

as the advertising

The

finished

department

work

dictates,

be "box office" that is to say, the poster must
not only attract attention, but it must sell.
It must carry enough of the story to incite
When it does that,
the passerby to come in.
it is deserving of the title, "Good Poster," no
matter what anyone's ideas may be concerning the methods to be employed.
In creating a poster or display, the mood
of the picture or presentation should be conFor instance, when I
veyed in the work.
created the display for "The Covered Wagon,"
I used a wood cut style to conform with the
When
art of "The Covered Wagon" period.
a Paul Whiteman display was made, I conveyed the mood by the use of contrasting
color and modernistic decoration the spirit
of jazz.
In masking a theatre front, the theme of

—

mind

to

make

his

work

distin-

guished, rather than be thinking only of the
pecuniary character of the work.
The value of experimentation, however,
should never be slighted. I have gained my
most successful style by a mere urge to "play"
I
have
with my medium and with colors.
found that opaque is one of the hardest media
to work in, and for this reason, many good
artists are loathe to paint posters for the
theatre.

Ordinarily, opaque color is used to obtain,
parlance, a flat effect.
Above all, the artist must remember these
three things in designing posters:
(1) Make them attractive.
(2) Conform to the theme of the picture or
presentation.
(3) Make them have box office appeal.
in the art
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of

Rehearsing

AMANAGER

sound picture theatre recently noticed
performances of his pictures failed tc
click. More complaints were reported to him by his usher*
on the first showing than at any other subsequent perform
ance, yet to him his first performance was most important
Newspaper critics invariably caught the first show. Firsi
audiences, he knew, could almost make or break the pic
ture by their word of mouth advertising.
This manager looked up the critics' reviews. He noticet
that time and again the critics complained of poor sound
It seemed that all the pictures were either too loud or
low the dialog was lost. These criticisms checked with th<
complaints of first audiences. But he noticed that afte
the first few performances few patrons complained of th
that the
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The trouble was obvious. His projectionists
know how to control the volume on the pictures

did no

and

onl

learned after they had projected them several times. Th
manager ordered that rehearsals be held for every ne
show. Since then he has had few complaints about th
sound from critics or first performance patrons. His bus
aess his actually shown a good increase.
The chief projectionist of one of the largest theatres i
the country has stated that his projectionists would
lost on the first show if they did not rehearse each pictun
"It is absolutely impossible to project a show proper!
without a rehearsal," he said. "In our rehearsal, we ehec
every change in volume as carefully as possible and the
make up a cue sheet for the picture. This cue sheet
adhered to in every performance."

1

Lighting: Decoration, Actor

Setting— Music

WHEN

one speaks of lighting, one commonly creates
mind of one's auditor an image of a room
ablaze with electrical illumination commensurate with
daylight and maybe brighter still. Lighting has been so
long a means of seeing at night. It is not necessary, of
in the

—

course, to point out that modern lighting goes beyond that
service.
Yet the true meaning of electrical lighting, particularly for public buildings, is not. it would seem, always
prominent in the consciousness of those who cause to be
built and those who design such buildings.
For the motion picture theatre, lighting is several things

besides an obliterator of darkness. It is a decoration, a
performer, a setting it is music. At least, those things it

—

may

be,

and should be, where possible.

To make

it

less,

make

use of a powerful, never monotonous
medium of beauty and entertainment. The use of colored
lighting in this manner has increased rapidly in just a few
years.
Thus our modern stage settings have ceased to be
mere backgrounds, but now beat the "rhythm" (to quote
Mr. Frost in his article in this issue of the act itself, "continuously, though subtly, changing the aspect of the scene,
to add further expressiveness to music and dance and to
anticipate the mood of the audience." In the auditorium,
lighting effects contribute greatly to the decoration, capable of changing the spirit of the environment to fit the
mood of the performance. Though this use has not been
made of lighting very widely as yet, there are theatres with
exterior designs and decorations importantly contributed
to by the glow and blend and changing hues of colored
is

to fail to

I

light.

a

Still, one hears criticism from designers who have gained
European background, that despite our advanced knowl-

edge of lighting technique, we have not applied it as much
as in Europe.
That criticism may be just another way of
expressing the travelled American's superiority over his
untravelled brethren. Suffice it to say that artists, in both
lighting and theatre design, have in several places in the
world, gone farther, and achieved more wondrously, in the
art and science of theatre lighting than is common among
our large houses. There are always some more advanced
than the majority, of course too far advanced, the rest
of us sometimes think.
That lighting is to continue its
rapid growth in all its possibilities is to be taken for
granted, and what may be called advanced today, is quite
likely to be the common thing before very long.

—

li

A rehearsal costs money, it is true. It means addition;
work and bother, but it will more than pay for itself
increased patron enjovment and box office returns.
i

AAA
Audiens Are Made in Theatres
As Well As Studios

THE

novelty of sound has passed as definitely as la
Sound is drawing today simply becau
a talking picture is inherently better entertainment than
But a talking picture is better entertai
silent picture.
nient only so long as it is shown in the theatre as a faithf
reproduction of the original sound and scene.
This can be accomplished only when the talking pictu
That the b>
is reproduced over competent sound devices.
office success of a talking picture depends upon the quali
with which it is reproduced, has been definitely proved
the sound survey conducted by the Herald- World.
The past year has strikingly demonstrated that the b
office success of the talking picture depends upon thr
things: quality reproducing equipment, proper installati'
of this equipment in the theatre, and the efficient projt
tion of the picture.
Where these three factors have affected the success
the talking picture in the past, they will determine abi
finely the success now and in the future.
year's snows.

1

AAA
'

Better Theatres" Welcomes
These New Advertisers

Walker Screen Company, 85

Thirty-fifth street, Brookh

N. Y.

The Walker Sound Screen
marketed by this firm.

is

the product

Webster Electric Company, Racine, Wis.
Manufacturers of the Webster Electric

b>'\

Pich-i
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REMODELING THE MOTION PICTURE THEATRE — A SERIES

to

THEATRE REMODELED FOR

n
n

Sidney Lust Circuit

a*

n
n

Harry Brand, Architect
REMODELING

has

made

—

of the

Richmond

theatre in Alexandria, Va., a

modern

motion picture house modern in both utility and appearance. The Richmond is one of the Sidney B. Lust theatres. W. Harmon Reed is president
and manager, and Lust is supervising director.
The modernized Richmond is of Spanish design. The color scheme is dominated
by azure blue and gold. The seats, of which there are 800, are upholstered in dark
red Spanish leather. The interior is rather elaborate in style, with blue velvet and
blue and gold brocades in hangings and draperies augmenting the fixed decorations.
The Spanish character of the design is emphasized by high casement windows with

«
B
«
B
B

n

grilled balconies.

The wainscoting is of imitation stone blocks. The walls are of stone, on which
have been superimposed large panels tinted in blue.
The lobby stairways are of metal, dull gold in hue, with treads of slate. The stairways lead to a promenade, which is well furnished with benches upholstered in Spanish mission leather, a table, chairs and floor lamps, all set in frames formed
by draperies.
From the promenade, a passageway leads to the balcony. To the balcony was
added a section of loges across the front. Looking down toward the proscenium arch
from this point (as shown in one of the pictures presented), one observes large velvet curtains, spangled with crystal borders and with a gold and blue brocade draped
above, as stage decorations. Large panels at each side of the stage and reaching to
the vaulted ceiling, represent windows and are curtained in blue velvet and brocade.
Behind them is the cooling system. The ceiling was considerably raised, and this
feature is a decorative result. Colored lighting effects, emanating from the ceiling,
may change during the progress of the performance, and there is a dome with fur-

We

ther lighting effects in color.

W
m

The casement windows have grille work in gold, and over them are banners of
velvet with coat3 of arms. In the balconies in front of the windows are concealed
lights reflected upward and capable of changing color.
Besides these decorative changes, which have made a theatre of another day capable of attracting audiences under present conditions of competition, the remodeling made the Richmond modern in construction and equipment as well.

!

B
B
^

Richmond

[Pictures of the
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Law for the Theatre
Owner and Employe

Important
Express company

s

liability for loss

Firm's liability for agent's statements

Theatre owner's

liability for injuries

Effect of carelessness in bankruptcy

When

By LEO
NCE many amusement park owners
£ contemplate
leasing municipal prop^
v. erty for the purpose of establishing
operating amusement parks, the recent
of City of Detroit (225 N. W. 498)
pn :nts unusually important legal informain-

o

e facts of this case are that the city of
Deoit condemned an amusement park for
The owner of the park held a
uses.
on the property for 24 years and the
of $43,000 each
:iess netted a profit
The amusement park owner sued the
Bit It o recover the value of the buildings
lanchhe anticipated profits from the busie<
for the remaining 24 years' term of
'

theease.
\

wever,

it

is

interesting to observe that

the.ourt held the amusement park proprier ntitled
to recover $280,000, the value

T.

PARKER

or destroyed in transportation, although the
shipper signs a contract relieving the carrier from liability for its negligence.
However, the recent case of Coos Bay

Amusement Company

v. American Railway
Express Company, 277 Pac. 107, is unusually important, because the court clearly
explained the circumstances under which a

owner is not entitled to full value of
shipped goods lost by the carrier as a result
of its negligence.
In this case it was disclosed that a motion picture renter shipped
via express a motion picture film to a theatre owner. The shipper signed a "uniform
express receipt" in which he declared the
valuation of the film at $50, and which contained the following clause:
"In consideration of the rate charged for
carrying said property, which is. dependent
upon the value thereof and is based upon
theatre

leasehold, but not entitled to recover
of the business. This

-

the nticipated profits

said:

cou'
"

statute of limitation fails

view of the plain and unambiguous
age of the stipulation, we must assume
tha the lessee settled with the lessor for
isehold interest, and received therefor
the ;um
The question is
of $280,000.
'ier it is entitled to recover damages
r usiness
losses in addition to the value
leasehold estate.
It is here seeking
cover its prospective profits for the
ineiired term of the lease.
These profits
e uimated from the net
profits for the
isfive years, which the testimony shows
iveijed $43,000 a year. ... In a condem•atii proceeding, the general rule as to
larr^es for the taking of an entire leasetoknterest is the fair market value of the
eas Loss of profits and injury to business
re jt recoverable. ... In estimating the
'alu it is proper to consider the location
t; premises,
their special adaptability
0 t business there being conducted, the
eng of time it has been established, its
gs and profits, the unexpired term of
ase, and every other fact that may
ffec its value.
All of these matters go to
nhj;e the value of the lease. ... In the

Ian

an agreed valuation of not exceeding fifty
dollars
unless a greater value is declared at the time of shipment, the shipper
agrees that the company shall not be liable
in any event for more than 50 dollars for
Unless a greater value
any shipment.
is declared and stated herein the shipper
agiees that the value of the shipment is as
.

.

.

.

last

the

above

.

.

set out and that the liability of
shall in no event exceed such

company

value."

The

make

carrier failed to

delivery of the

and the theatre owner sued the carrier
for $237 damages, which he sustained as
film,

a result of not receiving the film for exhibition purposes.
It is important to know that the instant
a shipment is consigned to a theatre owner
without restrictions, the legal title to the
goods is in the latter, and therefore he is
the proper party to sue to recover for loss
or injury to the shipment. Because of this
established law the carrier contended that
its liability should not exceed $50, since it
had based its rates for transporting the
films upon the reduced valuation. The theatre owner argued that since he had not
signed the receipt, he was not bound by its
terms and therefore was entitled to collect
full

damages.

However,

it

is

interesting to observe that

court held the theatre owner bound by
reduced valuation agreement signed by
shipper, and in holding the carrier liable
only $50 damages, said:
"The sole question for consideration is
whether the receipt or bill of lading issued
by the express company and signed by the
shipper determines the extent of liability
When a shipper
for failure to deliver.
delivers a package for shipment and declares a value, either upon request or volthe
the
the
for

.

.

.

untarily, and the carrier makes a rate
accordingly, the shipper is estopped upon
plain principles of justice from recovering,
in case of loss or damage, any greater

amount."

Not Liable for

case, the lessee (owner of amusepark) stipulated that the value of its
;as<old interest was $280,000.
The profits

Agent's Statements

business
are included in the
''Pi|ted value of the leasehold for which
h
received payment from the lessor
-it>
The only other claim of dam?e ,^t it could properly urge would be
>r
b value of its lease, and for that it
as :tled.
It follows that there can be no
ico'ry in this case."

tion

istst

ien

1

t;

.

.

.

It

.

'

Ge

>.r

Liability

Shipment

speaking, a common carrier is
ibh or the full value of merchandise lost
rally

its stock,
of fraudulent

Tower and
tre,

entrance, Pickwick thea-

Park Ridge,

III.

Zook

Caughey, Architects.

&

Mc-

by an

individual, as a

statements authorized
by its officials, or appearing in its literature.
However, generally the corporation is not
liable for fraudulent statements made by a
salesman of the stock who has no authority
Moreover, false
to make such statements.
statements made to persons other than the
person who purchased the stock are not
chargeable against the corporation.
result

.

ost

important to know that a corporabe required to refund money in-

vested in

:

«n

is

may

For

illustration, in Kussmaul v.
(Continued on page 63)
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DECORATIVE DESIGNS FROM OLD CATHAY
FOR NEW ENGLAND
Netocds

second

Massachuseti

house of Chinese motif, the Or
ental now under construction i
Mattapan,

Mass.,

designed

b

Krokyn & Brown, the architect
and Arthur Rosenstein, associai
were made in the plans thcmselvc
The design is elaborate in its adaptatii

turcs,

of

Chinese

and

architectural

decorati

Models were taken from Tao
temples and other Chinese sources to reci
ate an atmospheric theatre redolent of C
Cathay. The auditorium is designed to
semble the gardens of the former
perial palace in Peking.
The illusion will be heightened by ligi
ing effects, including an electrical sky w
moon and stars. Oriental shrines, ru
and draperies figure importantly in Ij
decorative scheme.
styles.

i

i:

Entrance to the Grand Foyer is effecl
through a lobby 75 by 23 feet, and a veil'
bule 22 by 32 feet. The auditorium, wh:
is of the stadium type, is 92 feet wide a
158 feet

from the stage

to

the back

yrc

allowing more room back to back for if
2,500 seats than is specified by the Mas)
chusetts building code. The stage is 25 f
deep, with a width of 82 feet, and w

proscenium opening of 45 feet. 1
was planned to take care of
future enlarging of the motion picture screen.
A refrigerating and air filtration system will assun
temperature of between 65 and 70 degrees when
thermometer registers 90 degrees outside.
Organ
orchestra pits will be on separate lifts.
An outdoor garden and promenade, with fountains
appropriate statuary, will adjoin a parking space la
enough to accommodate several hundred cars.
The accompanying sketches by the architects give scl
a

Design for
End Wall of
Main Foyer

THE New

latter

England Theatre's Operating Corporation

has begun construction in Mattapan, Mass., of its
second theatre of Chinese design in New England.
be called, like its predecessor in Waltham, Mass.,
the Oriental. The architects are Krokyn & Browne, with
Arthur Rosenstein as associate architect.
The Oriental was planned definitely with the requirements of sound pictures in mind. The architects called
in acoustical engineers and engineers of Western Electric,
whose equipment was to be installed, while the theatre was
still being put on paper.
Provisions for acoustical conditions and allocation of equipment favorable to sound picIt is to

Below:

;

;

;

idea of the beauty of the new theatre.
The entire pij
with the stores and offices, represents a real est
development reported to involve $2,000,000.
ect,

Longitudinal section, showing decorative arrangement of the auditorium.

4igust 31,

1929

Principal wall of

25

women's lounge. Designed by Krokyn & Browne, Architects. A. Rosenstein, Associate.
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THE SMALL TOW]

IN

The Use of Paper
By
I

HAVE

endeavored, as I have traveled
through the States, to collect information
and data which might be of some benefit

to exhibitors.

There is no doubt that statistics are an evasive sort of thing, yet in my years as a theatre
owner I always found them of intrinsic value,
and for that reason I have always urged the
exhibitor to provide me with such information
on the understanding that in its presentation

J. C.

JENKINS

would be anonymous, as he usually prefers it.
Last month through statistics published in
Better Theatres, I presented a survey of operating conditions with the newspaper space
required to promote both specials and program
it

pictures.

In this issue

I

want

to discuss the

paper requirements for both types of pictures
specials and programs.
Please remember my statement that statistics
are an evasive sort of thing. They are. How-

—

ever,

am

I

convinced that the averages

givi

and the individual cases cited should offer
working basis for those who are striving
find a solution of the exploitation problem.
Another thing to keep in mind is that r
data has been collected almost entirely frr
theatres using some type of sound equipmei
either synchronous or non-synchronous. T
following tables show my findings on the u
of paper:

CHART OF AVERAGES
OPERATING
CONDITIONS
Seats

Popula-

BILLING
Radius

Popula-

2,660

1-Sheets

3-Sheets

6-Sheets

12-Sheets

1-Sheets

3-Sheets

6-Sheets

9

3

*A

y

3

1

1/12

12-Shee

tion

tion

367

PROGRAM PICTURES

SPECIALS

20

8,958

2

0

CHART OF INDIVIDUAL CASES
OPERATING
CONDITIONS
Seats

Popula-

BILLING
Radius

Popula-

250

500
2,500

260

5,500

300

900

350

1,600

350

1,424

350

1-Sheets

3-Sheets

7,000

30

15

8,000

2

6

15

10,000

15

10

20

4,500

12

2

20

4,000

4

20

4,000

6

2

3,000

50

25,000

1

6

400

3,000

15

10,000

2

400

2,900

20

8,000

15

425

2,600

15

10,000

5

476

5.000

15

10.000

600

3,000

15

7.000

15

You can see from the foregoing tables that
arriving at a definite conclusion is difficult.
Take, for example, the theatres seating 250
The populations of the towns vary, and in
that respect the extent of the paper exploitation must vary. Because of the extent of this
variance I have given both the average and
the individual promotional plans.
It

seems

to

me,

6-Sheets

12-Sheets

1-Sheets

3-Sheets

6-Sheets

12-Shee

tion

tion

250

PROGRAM PICTURES

SPECIALS

and

I

have

found

this

policy workable though not foolproof, that
the exhibitor can arrive at a fairly definite
conclusion as to the paper accessories he
should buy by referring to the foregoing data.
Another thing to note in the foregoing
chart is the variance of city population and
that of the district billed.
For instance, there
is a town of 3,000, which bills only to 7,000
persons in a radius of IS miles, whereas there

2

1

10

2

7

3

1

1

'

1

1

I

1

2

6

1

1

3

>

2

2

1

4

5

3

3

5

15

2

another town of 3,000 with a billing of 50
miles radius and 25,000 population.
Figures such as that are what make you
undetermined as to the policy which you
should follow, and for that reason you must
study every case presented, and when possible
take the average as the basis of your operation.
As I said before, sound in some form enters
It may be
into practically every case given.
synchronous or non-synchronous. Neverthegiven
incentive
for a new
sound
has
some
less,
You will find that in
policy in advertising.
most instances those theatres in which sound
has been installed are stressing their programs
with additional use of paper.
It seems to me that such should be the case
if the exhibitor can afford it.
And can he
not afford to do so? Some manager of a big
is

1

1

city theatre said one time when sound
came out, that sound pictures would reqs
more advertising than silent. City houses
small town theatres haven't every thing in c

'

J

I

a long ways, but it is my observa
that that statement is just about correct
in the small places.
For one thing, there is more expense i|

mon by

1

<

sound pictures, which means that the pe :
have got to be stirred up more about tlAt least that is one reason, and I have
covered that because it is more necessary U
ever now to go out and get them int
theatre, small town exhibitors are giving n
attention to putting paper over a big area
in larger quantities.
This costs money,
but if it is the way to get them into
theatre, it has to be done.

•

I

•
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ROOM PLANS

PROJECTION

[The fourth of a series of layouts by projection engineers]
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F4* Is

Models "F" or "H"
Effect

Machine
and

Brenkert 3-C Spot
Data regards projection equipDimensions are
ment only:
based on the use of tuo Motiograph projectors. Models "r
or "H," Brenkert ¥-7 effect machine for F-6 slide projector),
and Brenkert C-3, or equal,
Motor generators:
spotlight.
Loic intensity, R. A., 40-80

minimum amperage
h. p.;

160

output.

8

high intensity, R. A., 80-

minimum amperage

out-

Scale: 5 16 in.
16 h. p.
(Plan through
equals 1 ft.
courtesy of yational Theatre
put,

Supply Company.)
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'AUDAK

PICKrUP

What

kept folks from becoming dyed-inthe-wool picture "fans'' in the pioneer days
of the industry? Faulty photography, development and projection. People went once
for a novelty, but they wouldn't go again and
again.
Remember this in planning your

up, the heart of any sound-on-record system,

must

interpret

distortion

.

.

the
.

detail of those fine

human
must

voice

without

reproduce

every

chromatic shadings with-

out which there can be no real music. The
PICK-UP, preferred by

sound installation! What the public demands
is something approaching perfection in sound

Electro-Chromatic

machine and radio producers,

as well

reproduction, as they demanded near-perfection of the moving picture itself. Your pick-

by your own confreres, is the one
ment that fills this big important bill.

instru-

The

AUDAK COMPANY,
IN

talking
as

565 Fifth Avenue,
—

CANADIAN NATIONAL CARBON CO. LTD. TORONTO
Creators of Electrical and Acoustical Apparatus Since 1915

CANADA

.

.

.

New York

31,
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THE THEATRE

IN

Diagnosing Acoustical Ailments of
Motion Picture Theatres
In this

article, in

acoustics

which the author continues

his discussion of

begun in the last issue, is considered the methods employed
what is ivrong and what treatment to apply

By

R. L.

PREVIOUS

article explained the four
considerations for satisfactory
theatre,
in
a
conditions
» acoustical
narly, the size and shape of the auditorium,
thoiidness of the original sound, the amount
anciature of extraneous noises present, and
thetngth of time sound lasts after its source
has eased. The last consideration is the one
whm usually requires adjustment in over 90
perent of acoustically poor rooms. It is the
pur se of this article to give an example of

major

calculations followed by an

acotical -engineer in determining the length
of ie sound lasts in a room, or more technic:^ speaking, "the

period of

and

to illustrate
the Methods used to adjust the
to
reverberation
pern of
rev aeration,"

i

to

'|

satisfactory.

explain
sound,
made at a

ijmay be well to
i

aga

the

Whi

a

action

sound

is

of

a room, sound waves
spnii out from that point at
a sjed of about 1,100 feet a
seccjd, and very quickly strike
the
the interior surfaces of
roo::
When a sound wave
hits|a
surface, part of its
ene:y is transmitted through
the material
composing the
surlj;e, part is absorbed in the
imatial, and the remainder is
ireflued from the surface back
i

poii in

I

i

The reflected
the
wave then
Itravs through the air until it
I hits tiother surface,
where the
prods of transmission, ab[sorrbn and reflection again
lintottte
i

Company

source has ceased, "V" is the volume of
the room in cubic feet, and "a" is the total
absorption in sound absorbing units.
sound absorbing unit, taken as the standard of measurement of all acoustical materials,
is the amount of absorption afforded by .i
square foot of material which absorbs all of
the sound that strikes it. Such a material has
syllable is audible for several seconds, there
a sound absorption coefficient of 1.00, or 100
is an overlapping of sounds which makes it
percent, as all the sound is absorbed, leaving
extremely difficult for his listeners to disnone to be reflected.
tinguish separate syllables.
Instead of the
dialogue being a succession of meaningful
An open window is often used as an
words, it becomes a muddle of unintelligibility,
example of 100 per cent absorption, although
As
which the audience can hear but not interpret.
it is actually 100 per cent transmission.
far as the reverberation in a
room is affected, however, the
result is the same if the sound
be either transmitted or absorbed.
material having a
sound absorption coefficient of
.10 absorbs 10 per cent and reflects 90 per cent of the sound
which strikes it, and to obtain
one sound absorbing unit ten
square feet of such a material
must be used.
To determine
Pi_<?<?e Plan
the absorption added by any
one material in a room, its
area in square feet is multiplied
by its absorption coefficient.
The calculations for
j.
I—r
w
this theatre are as follows

standard uniform intensity to become inaudible
in a room is "the period of reverberation" of
that room.
One can easily see how excessive reverberation in a theatre causes unsatisfactory hearing conditions.
If a speaker utters from
three to five syllables a second, and each

IT

1
Section

5c» L t

:

enerated, so that at any instant there is
a mass of sound composed of all the
:

igth of

^

57 ab. un.

144 ab. un.

sq. ft.

Stage hanging, screen
and miscellaneous
absorption

tion,

Fig.

Similarly in music, each note lasts so long that
blurs the succeeding notes, so that the whole

sounds harsh and jumbled.
Taking a typical motion picture theatre, of
which a floor plan and section are shown in
Figure 1, the period of reverberation can be
calculated by the Sabine formula.
This for-

mula

is,

t

=

is called reverberation, and
time required for a sound of

V

.05

,

where

"t"

is

the time in

a

seconds which

empty room

214 ab. un.
114 ab. un.

=

60 ab. un.

it takes for a sound of standard
uniform intensity to become inaudible after

j89 ab. un.

gives the natural absorption of the empty room as
With an audience,
589 units.
however, there is more absorption, due to the
absorbent clothing which is exposed to the
action of the sound waves. It has been found
that each person furnishes about 4.7 sound
absorbing units, but this cannot all be added,
since the seat occupied is no longer exposed
to the sound waves and ceases to be effective.
Thus the net added absorption per person is
4.7= .2 units, or 4.5 units, the difference of the
absorption per person and the seat occupied.
To obtain the periods of reverberation for
the empty house and with varying crowds, we

This

1.

it

sounds in various stages of decay.

Hus rolongation
'he

sq. ft.

ceiling,

Total natural absorp-

•,

nd'\ ual

floor,

@ .015
@ .033
walls,
sq. ft. @ .033
Wood opera seats,
570 @ .2

of

Ifie sound waves strike the
com an interior surfaces, as
plas
wood, glass and cement,
but om \ l/2 per cent to 5 per
cent >f the energy of each wave will be
absoed, leaving 95 per cent to 98^2 per cent
o
reflected,
almost
undiminished -in
trei th.
It can be easily seen that it may
"equ
several seconds for a sound wave to
ose iough of its energy to become inaudible.
iJurir this interval many other sounds have
audi

A

3,780
Plaster
4,350
Plaster
6,500

takejplace,
-

its

Concrete

room.

pori)n

determining

A

which have been found

valijs

in

LINDAHL

Acoustical Engineer, The Celotex

the lathematical

motion picture theatre

u
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shall calculate the reverberation with

BERATION
SECONDS

AUDIENCE
.05

Empty

0

they are operated with almost the entire range
of audiences, from the handful of children and
housewives at the opening of a weekday mati-

a zero,

and maximum audience.
REVER-

one-third, two-thirds,

X

81,400

t

—=

nee, to the capacity

190

1/3

t

=

380

2/3

t

=

Maximum

570

t

+

X

.05

X

X

380)
81,400

(4.5

ing picture.

•

1

589

+

(4.5

X

Saturday night.

acoustical condition of the empty room approximate closely enough that of the occupied
room for a satisfactory rehearsal of the talk-

X

190)
81,400

(4.5

•

589

=

X

81,400
2.8

+
.05

589

a

This requires the acoustical condition of the
house to meet very exacting requirements,
more stringent, perhaps, than any other type
of auditorium.
It is even necessary that the

6.9

589
.05

crowd on

1.3

5.70)

It has been found that the optimum, or most
favorable period of reverberation for a room
This value
of this volume, is 1.3 seconds.
represents the length of time sound should
last in the room to give the auditors the best
hearing conditions for speech and music, and
has been taken from the data of Professor

In order to introduce absorption into the
room, there was installed in panels upon the
rear and side walls 3,600 square feet of an
acoustical material of 47 per cent efficiency.
This material was in the form of a square
tile,
12x12 inches, composed of sugar cane
fiber, 13/16 inches thick and perforated with
441 holes per tile, to permit the sound waves
to reach and become absorbed in the inner

Shewing

dw

-

August
2,162

Maximum

570

t

.05

=

2,162

+ (4.5

X

X

31, 19
380)

81,400

+ (4.5

for the

X

= 0.9

5.70)

untreated

Plotting the values
treated rooms as shown in Figure 2, give;
a graphical illustration of the variation
absorption due to the audience and the et
of the installation of the acoustical mate
It is seen that in the treated room we
attach the optimum period of reverbera
with about 200 people present, and in ei
the empty or filled room, the deviation f
This is
the optimum is but .6 seconds.
allowable variation, and the acoustical co
tion of the room is now almost constant,
stead of being sharply influenced by a si
change in the size of the audience pre;
Hearing conditions are satisfactory with
small crowds as well as when the roor

and rear walls,

10 3lZ£

Audience

f

1.

y
n
r

n
n
iiit
t

is

This theatre is an example of an ave
small house. The absence of curved surf
eliminated the possibility of any focn
action, and the size and shape were in ger
satisfactory for an even distribution of so
The sloping floor aided in providing
auditors with a direct line of sight and heai
a desirable feature.

ul

IN EELATI<?N

1

s

:t

filled.

O

I

—

d

i

The location of a sound absorbing mat
does not influence its efficiency, as a rul
it is exposed to the action of the sound wi
In this theatre, placing the material upon
back and side walls enabled the materia
be installed without disturbing the no
operation of the house, for there was but
scaffolding required in comparison to
would have been needed for a ceiling inst
tion, and this scaffolding was not in the
Since the
during the performance.
speakers are often pointed toward the
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is
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le

sometimes preferabl

to

place the absorbent material there. This
tributes the obsorption fairly evenly in
room, leaving no parallel reflecting surl
opposite each other.

01
ui

a

it

a-

I —*

s-

le

es

calculations did not include

ne

volume of the stage house in the effe
volume of the auditorium, but gave a
efficient to the screen and hanging, in
proscenium opening, for it was assumed

vc
o-

he
at

these entirely isolated the stage space :'m
the main auditorium.
It frequently hap; is,
however, that the stage is partially open, v ch
I «
is in general an undesirable condition.
daily in theatres formerly used for vaudf lie
and stage productions, which upon char ng
to talking pictures eliminated all the absoi nt
hangings and drapes in the stage loft, is ifficulty experienced with sound ascending to
a
the bare upper stage house, reverberating
few seconds, and then issuing forth intc he
auditorium long enough after the ori lal
sound to cause confusion. If the volurr of
the stage is effectively cut off from the tin
auditorium, this difficulty is overcome. \ile
ild
it may not be possible or necessary to
'

\o0

zoo

zoo
5iz.e.

500

aoo

600

loo

of Audience.

a rigid partition, drapes and hanging ca be
used upon the sides and in back of the si en
with satisfactory results.

Fig. 2.
F. R.

Watson of the University of Illinois.
Professor Watson is a leading acoustical

The material was apfibers of the material.
plied over plaster walls, so the absorption of

authority and consultant, and has done considerable research work in determining the
optimum periods of reverberation for rooms
of varying sizes and uses.
Our calculations show that the optimum
period of reverberation is reached in this room
with a maximum audience, and good hearing
conditions may be expected with very large
crowds, since it is possible to deviate slightly
from the optimum value without a very discernible decrease in the quality of audition.
With small audiences, this theatre is extremely reverberant, and audition is almost
impossible. The excellence of hearing conditions in this room are dependent upon the
size of the audience, which is undesirable, for
it is necessary that the acoustical condition of
the room be satisfactory with a very small
audience as well as when the theatre is filled.
Motion picture houses are peculiar in that

the plaster was lost, leaving the net added
absorption per square foot .47
.033, or .437.
Calculating the sound absorption furnished
by this material and adding it to the natural
absorption found above, gives us the new value
for the empty room.

—

Absorption added, 3,600
Absorption present
Total

absorption

sq. ft.

@

.437

treatment

after

1,573 ab. un.
589 ab. un.

= 2,162

ab. un.

Again calculating the periods of reverberation,

we

obtain the value for the treated audi-

torium.

REVER-

BERATION
SECONDS

AUDIENCE
Empty

0

t

=

.05

X

81,400

=1.9

2,162
.05 X 81,400

1/3

190

+

.05

2/3

380

=

•

2,162

X 190)
81,400

1.3

(4.5

X

•

= 1.1

Every theatre experiencing

acoustical

,&>

A|no
requires individual treatment.
two human beings are alike, so are thei'tio
two theatres which are of the same size, |irnishings and usage. An individual analy >•
required to accurately determine the rem ial
treatment and to give each factor its just nTo correctly evaluate the va us
sideration.
needs and ascertain the proper corre ve
measures requires judgment and previou: *Competent consulting servic is
perience.
available to theatre owners and architec by
recognized independent authorities anc by
"
the service departments of reputable n
facturers of acoustical materials. Such tr.uor
f acturers offer their services without fe
Stringing wires, hanging m e<obligation.
laneous pieces of material of doubtful ab T"
ke
tion in conspicuous isolated places, and
measures will never achieve a correctic m
>s*
an acoustically poor theatre, while it is
on
sible to be certain of a satisfactory corre
by following an expert's recommendation

culty

-

.
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PHOTOTONE

TALK AFILM
Sound on disc and film perfected

at

reasonable cost.

The coupon

will bring information as

to the nearest point at

which you can

see and hear this most modern theater
equipment — its superiority talks for
itself.

Can be

your theater as a
combination of sound on disc and sound
on film — or as separate units.
Installation made by expert and reliable factory men. A dependable job
throughout. Write for prices and terms.

H

installed in

MAIL THIS COUPON FOR PRICES AND TERMS
PLATTER CABINET COMPANY
North Vernon. Indiana
me prices and terms on your Phototone-Talkafilm equipment
Tell me tvhere I can see and hear your newest, product.

Gire

SIGNED BY
NAME OF THEATER
CITY AND STATE
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Tinted Films for

Sound Positives
This discussion

only reported on when

teas

it

ivas

LOYD

Of

POSITIVE

motion picture

the

film

A.

JONES

material which imparts a pleasing and variable
color to the screen adds to the beauty of the
production, breaks the monotony of looking
for long periods at a plain black and white
picture, and softens harsh outlines which otherwise may produce unpleasant impressions.
But of much greater importance than these

on tinted

Two MELLAPHONE

Products

of Merit
Speedometer

defined.

It

is

entirely possible,

and

in

fac

probable, that careful study and experimenta
tion may lead to the development of this lan
guage or symbolism into a powerful emotiona
tool in the hands of the master motion pictur
dramatist.

Recent
sible the

scientific

advances have made pos

reproduction of sound along with

th

motion picture, the sound record, consistin
of a series of photographic images varying
i

either density or width, being carried on th
edge of the positive film band. Although thi
has added enormous possibilities to the drs
matic power of the motion picture, it has mad
it impossible to continue the use of the tinte
positive films which have been employed dm
ing past years. The recorded sound is reprc
duced by the action of light which pass(
through the record on the positive film an
The majority c
excites a photoelectric cell.
dyes used in making these tinted bases absor
strongly those wave-lengths of radiation
which the photoelectric cell is most sensitiv
Hence the response of the cell is so reduce
in magnitude that high amplification of tl
photoelectric currents is required to obta;
t

A necessity for proper sound projection.
Easily installed.

Complete with mounting bracket and

shaft.

Special discount to projectionists.

$15.00 each

contributions oi
esthetic
rather incidental
color is its great potential power to enhance
by either objective or subjective association
the emotional significance of the scene wit!
which it is associated. It must be admittec
that the language of color the more or les:
precise evaluation of the emotional value o
the various hues, tints, and shades is a
present in a very rudimentary stage of evolu
Correlations are in many cases sub
tion.
consciously felt without being conscious!

—

given before

Eastman Kodak Company

support has been available for many years.
It has been used extensively; in fact during some periods within the past few years
eighty to ninety per cent of the total production has been printed on tinted positive film.
There is little doubt that the employment of

1929

31,

—

the Society of Motion Picture Engineers. Here the treatise itself is given, with only parts of least general interest deleted.

By

August

This high ampl
sufficient volume of sound.
fication may increase unduly the inherent ce
noises and microphonic disturbances in tl
amplifier so that the reproduced sound is c
intolerably poor quality. As a result, the
of tinted film has been entirely discontinued
the production of positives carrying a phot<
There is little dou'
graphic sound record.
that this absence of color from the scree
constitutes a serious impairment of the beau
and dramatic power of the screen productio
It is desirable, therefore, that a means
found for producing a tinted positive fil
:

1

Record Cabinet

Contains

which, when used in making sound positive
will not interfere with the satisfactory repn
duction of the sound record carried thereo
This problem can be solved provided colo
ing materials can be found which, while a
sorbing a relatively small amount of that r

0 felt lined shelves, built to fit
6 inch discs. Green enameled heavy
gage steel. Top space for Carbons, Tools, etc.

standard

1

diation to which the photoelectric cell

1

is

mo

by selectively absorbii
the radiation to which the eye is sensith
colors or tints of the desired hue and br
sensitive, will produce,

liance.

Mellaphone Corporation

These dyes, or carefully

determin'

combinations of dyes, can be applied

to

film base in the usual manner
the manufacturer to offer a

enat

and thus

t'

product at
greater cost than the regular clear base po:

Box 485

i

tive film.

Rochester, N. Y.

$35.00 each

Another solution of the problem lies
applying the tinting dyes to the film band
such a manner as to leave untinted a narrc
strip of proper dimensions and position on t
The sound record can then
film band.
printed on this uncolored area and the sou;
will be satisfactorily reproduced without
Unfc
terference of the tinting material.
tunately this method involves a greater cc
mil
dyes
of manufacture, since the tinting
be applied to the individual 35 mm. strip aft
the base has been emulsion coated and cut in
narrow widths. It is obvious that technica
this represents the most satisfactory solutic
This was recognized by us some consideral
time ago and applications were made for p;
cnts to cover the idea. Methods and machin
for accomplishing this have been devis
which give very satisfactory results and it.
probable that this material will be availal
in the near future.
The first solution suggested, namely, the u
of dyes or other coloring materials appli
over the entire area of the film and so a
justed spectrophotometrically as to transn
i

Walt's Disc Talking Equipment
Pat.

Applied For

$115.00 buys everything for one projector complete
ready to attach to either side.

Adjustable steel head construction with steel
pinion with bronze gear mounted on high grade
ball bearings.

Very simple universal connection.
Can be used with any good amplifier and speakers.
Prices on amplifiers and speakers on request.

"Perfect Timing Guaranteed"

WALT'S THEATRE CO.
Kenesaw, Nebr., U.

S.

A.

freely the radiation to which the photoelecti
{Continued on page 36)
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outrtanclbicj feature

W ebster Theatre Pick-up possesses
THE
MASTERFUL REPRODUCTION OF

this

one great

essential:

of tlie

THROUGH

SOUND. MUSIC. AND
SATISFIES .AND PLEASES THEATRE PATRONS:

V OICE.

this

is

the

^Webster ^Pick-it

ITS
IT

Theatres of every size are finding that this new-type pick-up meets ALL requirements.
of tone is retained through every recording. It brings out the faintest whispers
it carries the strongest volume of sound.

Its clarity

—

in clearness of articulation. Webster reproduction is supreme.
It faithfully reproListen for the
duces the higher frequencies in which are found the S's. C"s and K"s.
S's in comparing the Webster with ah' other Pick-ups!

And

The features presented by the Webster Theatre Pick-up have been developed by ^ ebaer engineers through years of experience. If your supply house has not stocked the
Webster Theatre Pick-up. write direct for complete details.

WEBSTER ELECTRIC COMPANY

y^Tlectric Tick-up
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edge, however, there are only two types of
used extensively in commercial installations for the photographic reproduction of
sound.
One of these, manufactured by the
Western Electric Company and used in the
equipment installed by the Electrical Research
Products Incorporated, is of the potassium
gas-filled type.
The other, used in the equipment installed by the Radio Corporation of
America, is of the caesium type.
The eye is a receptor of the synthetic type
and does not analyze a heterogeneous radiaThe sensation
tion into its component parts.
arising from the impingement of heterogeneous radiation on the retina has a single hue
characteristic, and identical sensations of hue
may be excited by heterogeneous radiations
differing very widely in actual spectral compositions as determined spectrophotometrically.
It is evident, therefore, that there is a possibility of obtaining a desired color by several different types of spectral absorption
curves. Since the radiation required to actuate

(Continued from page 34)
cell

is

sensitive,

seemed worth further study,

cells

and after a rather lengthy series of experiments a number of satisfactory tints have been
These represent the entire gamut
obtained.
of hue and, in our opinion, are of the most
satisfactory depth or color saturation for use
in applying color to the motion picture screen.
In approaching the problem of selecting
dyes for this purpose it is necessary, first of
all, to determine just what wave-lengths of
radiation most strongly excite the photoelectric cell with which the tinted material is
It is necessary, therefore, to deto be used.
termine the spectral sensitivity of such cells.
Photoelectric cells may be made by using any
one of several different materials, such as

potassium caesium, sodium, and other alkali
metals. These may be of either the evacuated
or the gas-filled type.

The

spectral sensitivity

depends upon many factors and as a result
cells differing enormously in spectral sensitivity are available. To the best of our knowl-

The "Talkies" can be no better
than the speakers thru which

they are heard.
Install
in

ERS

They

KERSTEN SPEAKYOUR THEATRE.
convert

faithfully

elec-

energy into sound waves.
Ten years of constant development results in Kersten leadership in many industries.
This
is your proof that you can put
trical

faith
in
KERSTEN THEATRICAL SPEAKERS.

Before

came

Radio

Kersten

was the large horn builder.
The choice of the large radio
set builders was for Kersten-

built speakers.

Install

Kersten Speakers in
and know

YOUR THEATRE
that your stage

is

right.

With

KNOW

NO. 5301

One

of

Sixty

Models

makers of Electro-dynamic
Units—Both D.C. and A.C.

Also

these speakers you
that
you are getting all that is possible from the records or film
and the electrical circuit you
are using.

KERSTEN SPEAKERS

Install

in

YOUR THEATRE.

Reap the box office benefit that good talkies will bring to you.
The talkies can be no better than the speakers thru which they
are heard.

When

buying talking equipment
present equipment

To improve

DEMAND
INSTALL

Kersten Speakers.
Kersten Speakers.

Kersten Radio Equipment, Inc.
1400 Fulford

St.

KALAMAZOO, MICH.
"A

SPEAKER FOR EVERY PURPOSE"
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in

a very

localized

wave-length region, it follows that the
course to be pursued in the solution of the
problem in hand is to select absorbing madefinite

which most efficiently transmit these
vvave-lengthS and at the same time most completely absorb those wave-lengths which, wher
subtracted from white light, operate mosi
efficiently toward the production of a coloi
having the desired hue and saturation characteristics.
In order to proceed most directlj
terials

and

logically in

this .direction,

knowledge

o)

the visibility of radiation is of considerabli
importance.
By judicious choice of dyes and dye mix
tures which give spectral absorptions correctb
adjusted with respect to the photoelectric re
sponse and to the retinal sensitivity, it ha:
been found possible to produce a series o
colors having hues distributed throughout fh'
entire hue scale and at the same time havinj
relatively low densities as measured witl
either the potassium or the caesium photo
electric cell-tungsten lamp combination.
As a preliminary to this work a carefu
spectrophotometric analysis showing the se
lective absorption characteristics of severa
hundred available dyes was made.
It wa
soon found that it would be quite impossibl
to produce colors of the red-orange-yello\
group without absorbing some of the radiatio
to which these photoelectric cells are mos
sensitive.
The question then arose as to th
absorption permissible in practice. There ar
really two phases to this particular problerr
one involving a determination or decision a
to the magnitude of photoelectric absorptio
for which satisfactory compensation can b
made by increasing amplification without er
countering serious electrical difficulties o
sacrifice of quality in the reproduced sounc
The other involves a consideration of th
volume change which takes place in passin
from one color to another when these ar
assembled consecutively in a reel of soun
positive.

A

large number of experiments were mad
laboratory to gather information upo
which a rational decision relative to thes
points could be made.
After having reache
conclusions as to satisfactory values for max
and minimum photoelectric densil
values, the matter was discussed with sever,
authorities in the field of photographic soun
reproduction, communicating engineering, an
acoustics. The opinions from these individua
corresponded surprisingly well with tho;
in this

mum

based upon our experimental results. Thei
seems to be no difficulty encountered in ii
creasing amplification to compensate a photi
electric density of 0.3.
This photoelectr
density can be looked upon as equivalent to
certain loss of volume.
Thus, the use of
tinted film base having a density of 0.3 w
necessitate advancing the volume control t
either 2 or 3 steps.
This represents a re!
tively small percentage of the total amplific
tion, and there seems to be Uttle doubt th
the required increase in amplification can
obtained satisfactorily.
The permissible chanee in volume occurrir
in passing from one tint to another is, in tl
I

last

analysis,

dependent upon the

sensitivi

of the ear to changes in volume. Under ide
conditions of observation, the change in loir
ness corresponding to a volume change pr
duced by one decibel variation in amplificatk
is just perceptible.
It should be rememben
that this change is perceptible only under ide
conditions.
The situation is similar to th
which exists relative to photometric sensitivit
that is, the sensitivity of the eye to differenc
in brightness.
It is felt that volume chang
of certain small magnitude are entirely neg
gible in practical work, especially since .
change from one tint to another usually occu
with a scene change at which point a slig
volume change may logically be expected.
The literature pertaining to the langua?
symbolism, and emotional effects of cole
though scattered and fragmentary, exten<
over the entire period of recorded histor
Mythology is replete with the symbolism
1

^

>
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THE

SUPER MELLAPHONE
Talking Picture Equipment
Featuring:
Triple guarantee against flutter or sound vibrations, assured

by

MELLAPHONE EQUALIZER, BALANCED FLY

WHEELS,

especially cut Gears.

Resynchronizer.

Does not connect

New

type

ing for

all

to the Intermittent.

Tone Arm and Pick

Up

insuring perfect track'

records.

may be

Leveling screws on the pedestal so the disc
rately leveled in a

accu'

few moments.
Absolute synchronization guar

Ball Bearings throughout.

an teed.
All these features contribute to maintaining a smooth and
constant pitched tone and finest quality reproduction.

r\r\ Buys

TWO Super MELLAPHONE Turn

$500 •V/V/ Tables with Pick'Ups, Fader and connec
tions for

any Projector.

r\(\ Buys the above complete with Amplifier

$775 vv and Speakers.
Over 250

Certified Installations, Including Australia, Holland, Belgium, France, England,

Write,

Wire

or

Cuba

Phone for Complete Details

MELLAPHONE CORPORATION
Pennsylvania and Ohio Distributors:

M.

S.

1025 Forbes

ENGLAND
St.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Keith Albee Theatre Bldg.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

CO.

Fla.

Northwestern:

2490 University Ave.,

Scranton, Pa.

St. Paul,

Minn.

Canada:

MASTER SOUND EQUIP.

A. E. KLEIN,
Cleveland,

Tampa,

ELEC-TRO-FONE CORP.

AMERICAN AUTO SUPPLY CO.
jU

Southern:

AMUSEMENT SUPPLY

Montreal

Ohio
in All Leading Centers
Territory Available

Other Distributors

Some

CO.
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Racon Horns

labels.
Racon
carry
All others are imita-

The only

perfect

way

Horns

—the

famous orthrough Racon

to enjoy

chestras and stage dramas

is

world's best.

Their magic holds millions enraptured with
those clear, natural tones so lacking in
other reproducers.

all

Racon-equipped theatres steadily draw the
Owners who have disaudiences.
carded the imitations know that non-porous,
non-vibratory material and one-piece conlargest

struction place

highest

class

Racon Horns alone

—the

in

the

reproducers

perfect

Racon Giant
Electro-Dynamic Type
Horn Unit
U. S. Pat. No. 1.711.514
supplied with A. C.
operated Field Exciter, guaranteed without a hum.

Can be

of

music and speech.
Protect yourself against patent infringe-

ment suits by using Racon Products, Racon
Horns and Units fully protected.

—

New Racon
Air

Column

10

feet

Depth 34 inches

Bell

40

in.

by 40

Specialists

in.

Weight 45 pounds

Factories

:

18 to 24

in

Acoustic Chambers

New York

Washington Place,

Slough, Bucks, England, and 3 Mutual

St.,

Junior

Electro-Dynamic Type
Horn Unit

Toronto, Canada

WRITE FOR CATALOG

On the Greek stage the colors of the
costumes were adjusted to the mood of the
action. Color is intimately associated with the
entire history of the Christian Church and a
very definite color symbolism has developed.
Color has been so inseparably linked with
sensory experience throughout the evolution
of mankind that it has acquired by objective
and subjective association definite and im-

color.

portant emotional value.
No attempt can be made within the confines
of this paper to give anything approaching a
complete bibliograhy of the subject. One or
two references, however, may be valuable to
those interested.
Field in his "Chromatography" discusses various colors from the
standpoint of their emotional value and gives
numerous references tending to show general
agreement as to the character of such effects.
quotation given by Field from Opie, an
English artist of the late 18th Century, is of
particular interest.
"Every passion and affection of the mind
has its appropriate tint and coloring, which if
properly adapted, lends its aid, with powerful
effect, in the just discrimination and forcible
expression of them; it heightens joy, warmslove, inflames anger, deepens sadness, and adds
coldness to the check of death itself."
The most recent complete, and by far the
best publication on this subject is that by
Luckiesh. This is a carefully considered conservative
treatment
in
which are given
numerous data collected from many fields
along with the valuable contributions of the
author to this subject. The book will repay
careful study and is earnestly recommended to
the attention of those interested. The following quotation is of interest, as it indicates the
attitude of the author toward the subject and
is an admirable statement of the point of view
which should be taken by any investigator in
a little known field.
"It would be unscientific to deny the existence of a language of color because we do
not understand it thoroughly at present and

A

quite unprogressive to reject the possibility of
finally completing the dictionary of this lan-

guage.
tricate

Color experiences are indeed very
at present but

it

is

likely that

this

inis

due to our scanty knowledge of the elements
and processes involved in the emotional appeal
of colors, and to our inability to interpret and
properly

various factors.
unearthed before a
rudimentary dictionary of this language is
available but first the scientific attitude should
admit the possibility that the language of the
group of experiences associated with color
eventually will be understood."
In considering color from this point of view
to

correlate

the

Much knowledge must be

must be remembered that we are now dealing with color as it appears, that is, the sensation evoked in consciousness, rather than
with the objective character of color as determined by its physical characteristics. All
of the various factors, therefore, which determine the character of the subjective reactions,
such as simultaneous contrast, previous retinal
excitation, and many others must be considered in attempting to define the emotional
reaction that may be induced by subjecting
the 'eye to stimulation by radiation of known
physical composition. Moreover, a color may,
just as a word or phrase, have more than one
emotional value or significance; and, as in the
case of the spoken language, the intended
meaning must be determined by the contextual
factors such as general character of the scene
structure, subject matter of preceding sequences, type of dramatic action, etc.
For
instance, a green matching in hue and saturation characteristics the color of spring foliage,
may connote by direct subjective association,
springtime, trees, grass, gardens, etc. Used on
radically different types of scenes, however,
such as interiors, it mav be found particularly
valuable for suggesting by indirect or subjective association certain more abstract concepts, such as youth, freshness, hope, aspiration, and those moods closely linked in our
consciousness with the springtime of life
it

A

rather careful analysis of the admitted

rudimentary color language indicates that tl
great majority of existing connotations mr
be

classified

which

may

in

be

two

rather distinct grouj
dire
designated as
(a)

objective association and (b) indirect subje*
It is relatively easy to quo
tive association.
correlation
many examples of the class
For instance, sunlight is quite definitely sui
gested by yellow. Now, as a matter of fac
sunlight is not yellow, and it has been show
definitely that when the retina is excited
sunlight or by radiation of identical spectr
composition in a visual field from which s
possible contrasting areas have been remove
the sensation evoked is hueless, that is, co
white objec
responding to gray or white.
however, illuminated by sunlight under
It seems qui
clear blue sky appears yellow.
evident, therefore, that through centuries
evolution a definite conscious or subconscioi
relationship between sunlight and yellow h
been so established that under artificial com!
tions yellow almost invariably suggests su
light.
Thus a motion picture scene print*
on yellow base, such as tint No. 6 (Sunshine
should definitely suggest sunlight illuminatii
whether it be an exterior flooded with Iig
from the sun or an interior into which lig
is streaming through open doors or window

A

1

A

(

In a similar manner there seems to be
very definite relationship between other colo

and the well-known artificial sources of he
and light. Artificial illumination of interio
by a color which
is definitely suggested
either more saturated or has a hue somewh
more orange than the yellow suggesting su
Firelight may be suggested by a col.
light.
even more reddish in character. Such exar
pies of objective association can be multiple
almost

indefinitely.

Subjective

association

relationships are somewhat more tenuous ai
Some
difficult to establish with certainty.

these undoubtedly have been built up

sciousness

by somewhat

artificial

in co

associate

•
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colors with definite emotional
Others of these correlations may prob-

certain

>f

tates.

bly be traced to extensions of more direct
For instance, there
factors.
_ssociational
eems to be a character of warmth associated
.ith ail of the colors in the yellow, orange,

magenta category, while the remainder

ed,

impression of cold or coolness,
very probably an extension of the
lore direct associational value arising from
he color of sunlight and fire and the atmospheric conditions normally associated with
The association of color with
bldness.
ertain temperamental phases of life, such as
louth, maturity, old age, etc., can probably
to an extension of a more direct
le traced
ssociation with the seasons of the year.
Ipace does not permit us to carry this analysis
no greater detail, but a serious study of this
lbject can hardly fail to convince the fairlinded student that there are really some
;finite and psychologically sound relationships
;tween colors and emotional states. Although
great deal of the work on this subject has
?en of purely qualitative, and perhaps temramental type, there are available some
ive a definite

"his

is

ither definite

and

significant data.

For

in-

Luckiesh gives some very interesting
ita compiled by Wells relative to the general
pes or mood reactions produced by twelve
There seems to be no escape
fferent colors.
om the conclusion that yellow, orangeorange,
scarlet, and crimson have
•llow, deep
In the middefinitely exciting influence.
ectrum yellow-green, green, and blue-green,
ance,

|

em

to be definitely tranquilizing or soothing,

ue, violet-blue, violet,
•

e

or subduing.

The

and purple are depres-

student

who approaches

subject with an open mind and with the
tention of seriously searching for correlation
ctors can scarcely fail to be convinced that
re is something of a very tangible nature
lich can be ascribed to a definite psycho?ical reaction to color.
is

not desired that the reader shall gain
3
impression from this rather enthusiastic
cussron of the potential emotional value of
i.or that the lavish and unrestrained use of
or treatments is advocated.
On the coniry, it is desired to emphasize the neces.'y of
using the color accompaniment to a
l'tion picture production with care and dis( tion.
The use of too strong or saturated
cors is in general not good, since such colors
usually obtrusive and distracting and may
cieat rather than promote the attainment of
V desired effect.
more subtle method will
\lld better results.
This involves the emyment of pastel tints which may be incased in subjective strength for a brief
by the action of successional
f iod of time
citrast or juxtaposition in time.
Thus the
c
accommodated to, or fatigued by a green,
sh as Verdante, will perceive, at the beginng of the following scene done on a pink
U, a color of enhanced subjective saturation,
lis immediately fixes the mood of the scene,
&5r which the accommodational processes in
t}
retina begin to operate and cause the
e'ctive saturation to decrease appreciably.
1'js the color having fulfilled its mission,
s:ing definitely that this scene has a specific
eptional atmosphere, fades into the backgund and while continuing to make itself
!•
in the subconscious mind of the observer
b lending a warmth and softness to the scene
P iiits the action to carry forward the drat ic sequence without the unpleasant and dis» ting influence of pronounced color.
here are perhaps some who may question
>j advisability of attempting to use color on
'<
screen as an aid to the creation of an
f'ltional atmosphere on the ground that indiv: ials
react differently to the same color. Is
•t ot true
that the same musical composition
tt; excite different
feelings in individuals,

r

Ml

A

rack of Kyle reproducers, the speakers of condenser type described in a recent issue
of Better Theatres. This rack was set up for the Radio slww in Chicago in June, at
•which the Kyle reproducers were used for both entertainment and announcements.
The hook-up included three hotels. The photograph shozcs the rear side of the rack,
with the speakers so placed that they are directional both to the center and sides of
The entire set-up is only a few inches thick, about four feet high and very
the room.
light, as the speakers themselves are of extremely little iveight.

and emotional values, just as we write and
agree upon definitions of words in order that
specific ideas may be conveyed from one mind
to another by spoken and written language.
If there is in the human mind, or, more specifically, in the collective mind of the motion
picture public, a color consciousness, even
though it be at present latent or but slightly
developed, is it not worth considerable effort
in thought and experimentation to develop a
technic such that color can be applied to the
screen in such a way as to enhance the emotional and dramatic values of the motion picture of the future?

Booklet on Acoustical
Treatment Is Prepared

By W estern

Felt

Works

This all-important matter of acoustics is the
subject of a treatise prepared for the motion
picture exhibitor and architect by the Western
Felt Works of Chicago, manufacturers of
acoustical treatment material.
Although the
sponsors of the booklet have an acoustical
product to sell, the booklet appears to contain
authoritative information for the exhibitor

and

architect.

It is

"Syncrodisk"

Sound Equipment
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!

31

that the

Y'

to

same word or phrase may conminds somewhat divergent

different

'us? Perhaps it will be necessary
to spend
n h time and effort on the development of
a mguage of color,
to compile dictionaries
* definitions of the symbolical, associative,

Absolute Synchronization
Quiet Vibrationless

$500.

•

WE

specialize in the manufacture of
quality sound equipment for theatres.
were the original builders of sound
products that are now nationally known.

We

Our sound equipment has proved its merit.
More than 200 satisfactory installations.
Syncrodisk turn tables are built with
This special feature
spring suspension.
positively prevents all vibration regardless
of the condition of the projector.
"

S y n c r o di s k

"

readily attached to

turn table
all

stand-

The

price of Syncrodisk
ing pick-ups and fader.

is

$500.00, includ-
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All

ened
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installations.
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ACOUSTIC BOARD
MADE OF WASTE
FARM MATERIALS

CARBON CHLORIDE
GAS TO PUT OUT
PROJECTOR FIRE!

ANEW

AFIRE

material for treatment of acous-

faults and preparation of desirablr
acoustical conditions, has been developed.
Use may be made of it
It is called Halezite.
in the construction of theatres, of studio stages
and sets, and of furniture. It is a synthetic
lumber, made out of cornstalks, chaff, wood
shavings and other waste material.
tical

in

The

conjunction

The packing and hardening process.
The waste material is shown in a
mold which is being inserted into a

Fine veneers, as well as colored wallboard

strength and
other properties of this material, this publication turned to the report of The New York
Testing Laboratories, which was in part as
follows
the

tensile

"The composition was found to saw, plane
and file easily without splitting or excessive
tearing.
The material has about the same
holding power when nailed as the better class

inventor

is

Charles A.

Helm

of Clevt

Loew's

Alle

the device
is
intended
for general use, he
believes it particularly applicable in

desired.

investigating

appl

although

chips and the like, and subjected to tremendous pressure, produces in fifteen minutes a
synthetic lumber board in any shape or size

In

apparatus

to

land, where he is connected with
theatre.
The inventor states that

Working in a New York laboratory, two
men have developed a chemical binder which,
when sprayed over shredded cornstalks, wood-

especially desirable for theatres, studios and
the home, are an important development of
It is said to be cheaper than
the process.
Its sound-proof qualities and
natural wood.
fire-resisting qualities are more than ten times
those of wood, it is said, and it has a high
electrical resistance, thus making an excellent
insulator.

extinguishing

motion picture projectors ha
been invented to use carbon tetrachlorid
gas form as the extinguishing mediun
cable

device (Fig. 1), it
preferable to re-

press after chemical treatment, to re"as
main under pressure until hard
a board."

—

is

move the heat

shield from

PROJECTING FILMS
ON METAL PRISMS
1AMINATIONS

of gold and other metals,
together with pigments of various reflective properties are being offered as a
means of achieving a super-reflective screen.
Engineers, working for eight years in this
country and abroad, have evolved a screen
which, it is said, has reflective properties so
high that amperage, which sometimes has been
increased with sound, may now be reduced to
less than one-half and still give projection as
good as or better than before. This, at least,
is the case with the Film Guild Cinema, which
is the first New York theatre to install the

j

new screen.
"From 25 amperes, the current has been
duced to 12^ amperes," Symond Gould,
rector

of

the

theatre,

declared

to

with

sound equipment.
In mounting this

the
projector
head,
and for this, a device for volatilizing the carbon tetrachloride is substituted, the device
being of the size
and shape of the
shield.

The

volatilizing

Fig.

element comprises

1

a thin rectangularshaoed casting provided with a central ape
ture for light. This device holds a containi
for the carbon liquid, under pressure. A coi
duit extends from the container 'to an inl
in the volitilizing element and has a valve
be operated by a lever. When the film catch'
I

,

redi-

Better

"That is as low as the present
rheostat will go, but I believe that from five
to ten amperes will be sufficient for any house
up to a thousand seat capacity using this type
of screen."
three-inch strip of this surface, seen
through a magnifying glass, looks like a blaze
of diamonds.
The pigments and the metals
on its granulated face build up myriads of
prisms.
These reflect light from one to the
other.
When one considers that there are
many of them to the square inch, one may
get some idea of the highly reflective properties of the whole. The prisms give an equal
Theatres.

A

Section of a board made from cornstalks.
The reproduction shows the
surface of the board full size.

on each side.
screen is made in both perforated and
unperforated form. The saving in current, for
the smallest theatre, is said to be at least ten
dollars a day, increasing proportionately with
the larger houses.
The screen is non-oxidizing and weatherproof.
It may be washed and scrubbed.
It
won't peel and it won't turn black. As proof
of this, it is cited that a piece of it left out
of doors for years at a time, was subjected to
tests which indicated that it was just as good,
if not better, than before
better perhaps, because it has a tendency to whiten with age.
The absence of aluminum in its make-up is
called responsible for its non-oxidizing propreflection

The

of wood, with no tendency to split.
The
density and hardness of Halezite composition
fall within the range from that of soft to
hard natural woods.
It
possesses tensile
strength considerably in excess of pine or
equal to red oak when taken across the grain.

The water

absorption tests show no disinwhatsoever.
In the boiling water
tests, while the commercial ply wood joints
all opened, there was no separation of Halezite
veneer from the core, nor any blistering of
the top plies on Halezite board. Nor was the
cornstalk board affected to any extent by the
continuous boiling.
tegration

"In the fire tests, the board shows more than
200 per cent better fire-resistant qualities than
pine wood.

"We

are

particularly impressed with the
sound-proof qualities of Halezite composition.
Our tests show that the cornstalk lumber has
about ten times the sound-proof value of pine
lumber, an interesting factor to be considered
for modern building construction."

—

erties.

The

screen

is

made

in

a graded series, so

that each theatre may be fitted with a surface
having the exact reflective angle to give every

patron an evenly illuminated picture.
This
will be done with the least light waste possible.
Officials of projections de luxe, the maker,
have stated that it might be possible to install
screens for nothing and charge exhibitors, for
a certain period, just half the amount of their
savings in power.
This method has not yet
been decided on as a definite sales policy.

Fig. 2

on

a pull of the lever opens the vah
the carbon tetrachloride into the volatili
ing element, where it is vaporized by the he
created by the light, and this gas is fore
fire,

lets

upon the film and into the magazim
smothering the fire. The sketches were pr
pared for the application for patent and t
parts were therefore numbered.
Here th
are useful chiefly as indicated, the mounntn
out

of the device, Fig.

showing the entire pr
and the operating lever.'

2,

jector, the conduits

Theatres Opened
PARAGOULD, ARK. — The Capitol

theatre

1

been redecorated and reopened with audiens.

NEW

BRITAIN, CONN.—The New theatre, f
merly known as the Lyceum, is scheduled to reop
early in September.

Organ

is

being

installed.

g

;

\ugust

31,
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BETTER PROJECTION
7WHAT?
Chiefly

W

Is

—

traveling over the country, as I have
been during the past two months, one is
enabled to have a closeup view of actual
nditions, insofar as has to do with the disay of the finished product of the motion
cture industry before the buying public.

X

It is quite true that the theatre patron only
ews each item of his or her purchase after
has been duly purchased and paid for, but
e fact nevertheless remains that the excelice, or lack of excellence, of each item of
rchase has much to do with future "buys."

an obvious fact that, regardless of the
cellence of the various productions, as proctions, if the goods be displayed in the best

It is

ssible way, the pictures well timed as to
aed of action, well lighted, and in fact well

Djected,

loothly

and if the sound comes forth
and with perfect naturalness from

horns or loud speakers, then the value of
poor production as an entertainment unit
measurably enhanced, while the value of
high class production is perhaps able to
al the very best the spoken stage can or
•es produce.
Dn the other hand, if the projection be
Dr; if the lighting be dim or poorly disputed; if there be slight travel ghost, as
'•re is on a great majority of screens, so
:
:

:

nt definition

is

impared and contrast more

the speed of projection be
thus working injury to both the pice and the sound
if the sound come forth
dly and harshly, with more or less distorti; or if it come forth too low
well, gentlem, I think you must all agree that the value
( the
production will be seriously impaired,
ofar as concerns the audience present, and
I I this,
if continued, will in course of time
ret to the injury of box office receipts.
* * *
less

i

reduced;

if

'ong,
t

;

I

—

i

may not make any very
these things, or such of
be present at one show the pro:ion faults I mean.
However, if they be
c tinued over a period of time, then he or
s
will have their eagerness to spend time
" the theatre
That,
measurably reduced.
g tlemen, is a proposition on a par with the
s ement that one plus one makes two.
It is
i'isputable, though I am sorry to say my
oervations have led me to the conclusion
ut very many theatre managers do not realize
ii importance
to their box office.
v theatre patron
sious note of all

t

m

as

may

—

j

i

7,000 miles of travel I have visited
and in but very few have I

tlttres,

many
found

screen image and sound to be what might
b rated 100 per cent.
As a matter of fact
tl
number is two, though that statement
n t be tempered by the further remark that

tl

Good Production Plus
Satisfied Public Makes Money

H.

F.

RICHARDSON

in a very respectable number the results were,
while not as excellent as they might have been,
very good also in a large number they were
real good, and in some they were very bad.
In my judgment what is needed now more
than any other thing is a realization by theatre
managers and projectionists of the great value
Sound
of CLOSE attention to ALL details.
is,
I am convinced, now injured more than
anything else by either a lack of any rehearsal
by carelessness in rehearsal by an attempt to
side-step rehearsals; by "rehearsing" during
;

;

the first show and by lack of close attention to
properly made fader cue sheets.
I cannot too strongly emphasize the fact that
if shows are to have their full box office
income value they must have all dialog, singing, etc., rehearsed in the most careful, painstaking manner.
That is imperatively necessary. If it be omitted, or if rehearsal be done
than
the most careful manner,
in any other
then in course of time the box office cash
drawer will know about it to its sorrow.
*
* *

—

As

to

"rehearsing"

CAN'T BE
telling

you

on the

first

show,

it

DONE COMPETENTLY. I'm
CAN'T BE DONE WITH

it

GOOD RESULTS,

because of the fact that
the audience is then coming in gradually, and
the number of people present alters the fader
setting, so that under the first-show condition,
when you have done rehearsing and try to
use those fader settings on other shows, the
result will be far from perfect.
There is but one correct, efficient method
in which a show carrying singing, dialog, etc.,
may be rehearsed, and that is to station a
man of at least some experience, and of
average keenness of hearing, in what experiment shows to be the best position in the
auditorium, which position will ordinarily be
at about its center.
The films carrying sound then are projected
at correct speed (90 feet of film per minute)
while the man the observer listens carefully
to the sound in each scene, while the projectionist moves the fader up and down until the
best effect is secured, whereupon the observer
notifies the projectionist, who marks down the
setting on his fader cue sheet, or has his
assistant do so.
When this has been very carefully done
for each scene, the resultant sheet is the
"Fader Cue Sheet," which same must be followed with the most exact care at each
projection.
However, that is not all there is to it by a
lot.
The rehearsal cue sheet has of course

—

—

been

made

in

an empty auditorium.
condition, but

right under that
assume that the first
all

on

—and

One Plus One Makes 2 That's
Simple Mathematics, You Say

By

r

show

It will

be

few people in the auditorium, but that as the
show proceeds the seats will gradually be
filled up, until by or before it is finished, the
theatre will be well filled.
This means that many thousands of square
feet of soft clothing have been brought into
the auditorium, and soft cloth absorbs sound
waves just as a dry' sponge absorbs water,
therefore, whereas the fader settings will still
be quite all right as made, insofar as has to

do with relative loudness between
scenes,

still

as

audience

the

comes

adjacent
in the

observer, who must, for best results, remain
constantly in the theatre auditorium all the
time the show is on, from time to time direct
the projectionist to raise the fader settings
one point. As the audience gradually leaves,
that process must be reversed.
Managers may make the objection that all
this "observer" and rehearsal business costs
too much in time, money and bother, but this
is not true.
Nothing really costs money to a
theatre if by reason of the expenditure the
amount expended is returned, or more than
returned at the box office. That is an obvious
fact, and it should be almost equally apparent
to theatre managers that such work as I have
described cannot but improve the shows of
their theatre very measurably.
If that be admitted, then it also should be manifest that
the improvement cannot possibly fail to improve attendance, and therefore box office
receipts.

However, it is of course understood that
there is small use in making a careful rehearsal unless the projection staff follows the
resultant fader cue sheet exactly.
This the
manager has a perfect right to insist upon,
and must insist upon, if necessary, else his
show will suffer, with resultant loss in box
office receipts.
I say, "if necessary" because it
certainly will not be necessary to insist if
projection be in charge of an honest, competent, capable projectionist.
* * *
Gentlemen, maximum box office receipts
only be assured when everything in connection with both picture and sound reproduction and projection is done in the most careful,
painstaking manner, with full attention to
every detail which has an effect upon the result, but failure to rehearse or carelessness

may

operate to the injury of the "show," and injury to the show
will react to the cutting down of box office
receipts.
You may question or even dispute
this also you may question or dispute the fact
that east is east and west is west, but all your
questioning or disputation don't and won't
in rehearsal, will inevitably

;

we may

alter

the

will start with but

west.

I

fact

that east

have spoken

is

!

In your correspondence with this department and with "The Bluebook School of Projection,"
address, F. H. Richardson, Box 100, South Lyme, Conn.

east

and west

is
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A VALUABLE IMPROVEMENT
can be no manner
THERE
that the hand inspection of

one operation.. That is to say, the projection
ist removes the projected reel from the lowe
projector magazine, places it on the inspec

of doubt but
film heretofore

practiced in theatre projection rooms, was and
Because of the imis very far from perfect.
perfections in hand inspection, literally millions upon millions of feet of film have been
badly injured, or entirely ruined, and very
many film fires have occurred in the years that
are past and gone. Every one acquainted with
projection matters very well knows this to be
quite true.
Hand inspection of film is, for several reasons, very faulty. The chief trouble with it is
that in modern projection rooms the men are
too busy to devote the time necessary to a
To hand inspect a
careful hand inspection.
film in such manner that all the small imperfections, such as, for example, a crack between two sprocket holes, will be detected, requires very slow rewinding, and the men have
neither the time nor patience to do the job

tion machine, threads the film through to th
lower magazine reel and starts the devici
He then pays no further attention to it unt
rewinding is completed, or some film imperfei
tion in the film brings the mechanism to a sto]
whereupon he examines the defect, makes th
needed repair, re-starts the device and goc
about his business.
I
have watched this machine work. Ii
mechanism is very simple. Its adjustmeni
are under the control of the projectionis
There is nothing at all likely to get out of n
pair, and as I understand matters, the con
pany supplying the device proposes to mail
tain a service which will cause the machirK
to be inspected and readjusted by experts
;

stated intervals.

The rewinding

with failure to locate and
remedy minor mechanical defects is that at
any running, such a minor defect may suddenly become a major defect and cause the
injury or total destruction of many inches or
many feet of film or it may set up a condition which will cause a film fire, with danger to
the audience, costly destruction of film and

The

trouble

prices,

I

understand, which make
and small theatres.

resu

Another feature of real value is that th
device acts as a direct checkup against tl
condition of the projector mechanisms,
follows
The projectionist of course alwa;
knows which projector any reel being rewoui
and inspected came from, therefore, if it
found that a certain type of injury is detecti
repeatedly in films coming from, for exampl
projector No. 1, he then knows there is som
thing wrong with its mechanism, and sin
the character of the fault will pretty close
indicate where the damage occurred, he pret
well knows where to look for whatever

;

:

it

New

model inspection machine de-

veloped by the Film Inspection Machine Company, Inc., of New York.

each

adjoining sprocket holes being cracked. The
projectionist must then examine the film, determine what the fault is, make any necessary
repair and again start the device. The inspection machine occupies very little floor space.
About 18 or 20 inches square I would say, at
a guess.
Another important thing is that merely by
closing an auxiliary switch the machine may
be made to come to a stop at every splice.
This not only enables the projectionist to,

The

to sprocket holes.

available to both large

This device not only rewinds the films after
projection, but also at each rewinding
it subjects the film to a thorough inspection,
coming to a full stop when any mechanical detail, even so slight as the film connecting two

done.

well

solid

takeup pull cannot possibly work any har

possibly serious injury to the projector.
Hand inspection of film is, thanks be, no
I have recently examined
longer necessary.
a film inspection machine which has been in
use in film exchanges for three years. The
exchanges are ordering more of them and the
device is now also available in a theatre model,
at

is

1

;

and

is

from beginning to en
and that, too, without any excessive pull
the takeup. There are no sprockets, therefo:
tant film roll

perfectly.

when he

first

receives the films,

examine each

splice to see that it is not too wide, stiff or
curled, even though it be cemented tightly
throughout its length. Also when films which

work

conjunction with synchronized sound
carried on disc records are received, this
switch may be closed and the projectionist
then may be enabled to examine all splices, to
see that no film has been cut out, thus dein

stroying synchronisation.

This machine should find a place in every
It rewinds and inspects at

projection room.

wrong.
Gentlemen, this device is an excellent or
Exchanges have used the exchange model f
three years, they approve of it. It has the a
proval of this department and its editor,
would therefore advise theatre managers ai
projectionists, to write its manufacturer ai
secure full, detailed information concerning
Its use will, I am very sure, reduce accider
to film, prevent stoppages of shows, reduce fil
damage and thus lower the "overhead"
the industry, every cent of which must pe
force be paid out of box office incomes in t
form of film rentals. Not only that, but
use will undoubtedly operate to materially
i

duce film

fires.

HE APPROVES

A

PROJECTIONIST

in

New

York

arises to remark:
"I wish
other men in the industry would come out
on the front line as you have in your

State

straight-from-the-shoulder article 'Manager
Projectionist,' which appeared recently
in our department of the Herald-World.
"Many projection matters have been discussed between projectionists and managers,
such as for example, why up to date projection equipment in perfect repair is needed to
produce the best possible results on the
screen, and why such equipment pays far more
than good interest on the investment.
"However, no matter whether the projectionist is right or wrong, when he is arguing
with friend manager he always loses out.
Mostly this is because it is necessary to spend

vs.

a

little

money

to carry out the

ideas of the

projectionist."

This brother

is

entirely correct. Too
to consider the

managers seem never
sible

effect of up-to-date
in perfect repair on

projection

many

posequip-

ment
box office receipts.
Put in another way, too many managers seem
to have no conception that out-of-date projection equipment, or projection equipment in
a poor state of repair, can possibly have any
serious effect on box office receipts.
That particular error in managerial reason-

I venture the assertion, many, many
thousands of dollars a day in box office receipts loss in this country alone.
Many managers apparently have a fixed idea that the
show they put on each day is a thing apart
unto itself. That it has no effect upon the receipts of any other day, which is not the

ing costs,

right idea.

i

;

Such managers seem to have taken the
view that so long as they provide a favorite
"star," that is absolutely all that
so far as concerns the picture.

is

necessary,

That is a false line of reasoning. Granting
that a favorite player has good drawing power,
and that regardless of everything else they
will, when present on the bill, themselves bring
considerable patronage, still there are several
large sized holes in that ladder of hope, because firstly, favorite players cannot always
Secondly, the same patrons do not
be had.
favor the same players. Thirdly, a very considerable number of patrons have very few
favorites and

Looking

If those others who are not especially
terested in, or perhaps actually dislike t
particular "favorite" on tap that day, have
ways found the screen image to be well, 1
not over-lighted; if glaring lights which ht
the eyes are absent; if the picture is ro
steady; if the action is natural, being neitl
over nor under-speeded if the sound is cler
loud enough but not too loud if in fact t
show is perfectly put on the screen and (
of the horns, then it is more than likely tl
many of those who might stay home that d
or night, or go elsewhere, will come, when
had past experience taught them that th
eyes did hurt after a show at that thea
(glare spots; unsteady picture; travel ghc
etc.) ; that the picture was dim and shadov
or perhaps over-lighted in fact the sh<
poorly put on, then it is pretty nearly a cir
that those people would stay home, or go el:

some have none

at

all.

situation right smack in its
countenance, when a favorite player who has
a considerable following is "present," he or
she will draw that clientele but there are many
others, not included in his or her following,
and now we get down to brass tacks.
this

—

—

where.

And, gentlemen, a perfect show cannot

p>.

be
sibly be projected unless the projectors
perfect repair. It can't be done! And tha
Without projectors
the point I'm making.

perfect condition a perfect show cannot
Without a perfect show,
sibly be put on.

ronage

will

be

lost,

the box office to let
a state of disrepair.

pi

p

it costs monev
the projectors fall "i

hence
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TRAVEL GHOST DOES DAMAGE
DUNNMORA,

Boston, Mass., says:
argument with my
There is a small, white
rojectionists.
Ed.) upward from
:reamer (travel ghost.
white letters in black background titles.
II
can only be seen when one is near the
My projectionists claim it does no
:reen.
They say it even is good that it be
arm.
lere, since its presence means they are getng the maximum amount of light on the
Will you advise me as to just what
:reen.
They say if you say
right in this matter.
does harm they will believe it, and I am

EL.
« "I

am

of

;

belong to; their duty by you and their
by the motion picture industry they make
eir living from, they would read every word
the projection department each month,
ving due consideration to the various proction problems it presents.
They then would know that travel ghost in
iy degree is very damaging to screen results,
oreover, did they have a Bluebook of Proction and study it, they would

)ly

lty

is

so.

The streamers Friend Dunnasks
about are called
avel Ghost.
They are due to
e fact that one edge (or pos)ly both, if the blade be too
rrow) of the projector rotatX shutter master blade is not
proper position circumferenlly.
the ghost be both
If
lys, then the blade is too narw, at least for the position the
:jtter occupies.
This may be
nedied in some cases by alterthe.
distance
of
the shutter
>r
:>m the lens.
In other cases
i:annot be thus remedied, and
1- blade
must be made wider
t overcome the ghost.
t
also is not at all difficult
t understand
that if the whites
i in any degree pulled up over
Dra

which

ghost present, at

is

it

tionist is not properly attending
to his business, or else he don't

know how to
Many times

attend to

it.

ghost

I find travel

so faint that one must get within
a relatively short distance from
the screen and use an opera
glass to see it.
hat's that? No harm done?
You are in error. The harm
to picture contrast may be small,
but the damage to picture definition
sharpness of focus
is
considerable, and the two injuries may mean a decided reduction of picture beauty also
it
will set up considerable unnecessary eye strain, for lack of
perfect sharpness in definition
adds eye strain which, while if
in small amount may not appreciably affect some eyes still it
will irritate other eyes.

W

—

—

;

what travel
does, it will have a very
finite effect
in making
the
rizontal
lines
between the
tcks
and
whites
"fuzzy,"
blacks,

t

travel

necessarily true that its
presence means a minimum width of shutter
master blade, with the blade therefore cutting
the least possible amount of the light off the
screen.
It is quite true that if one edge of the
master blade just avoids travel ghost, while
there is travel ghost at the other edge, then
not only is the maximum amount of light
reaching the screen, but more than the maximum permissible amount, with damage to the
picture, as before set forth, in consequence.
However, the mere fact that there is travel
ghost at one edge of the master blade is
absolutely no proof that the other edge is in
correct position and admitting all the light
it
should admit to the screen.
In many, if not most instances,
travel ghost in one direction
only is merely evidence that the
shutter is not set right. It needs
advancing or retarding, circumferentially a bit, but the projec-

sure you have said that several times,
read the department every week. They read
only once in a while."
Had
In that last sentence lies the trouble.
>ur projectionists done their duty by themunion
presumtheir duty by the
they
lves

that

is

;

necessary, nor

lite

why

there

some degree.

Analyzing this matter we arrive at an understanding of the fact that if the ghost be, for
example, in an upward direction, and just over
a pure white spot or object in the picture is
a rather light photographic shading, it follows
that when the white is pulled up over it by
travel ghost, the shading will be either pretty
nearly or entirely obliterated, and the beauty
of the screen image thus measurably reduced.
Travel ghost is bad also it is entirely un-

:

iow that, and

theatres

least in

having an

is

S >st

of course, injure the
of the picture, and
At the Keith •Palace tlwatre, Akron, O., and its staff of motion
a thing which in any degree
CAREFUL, THORpicture sound projectionists.
Unfortunately I have the name of
d s this sets up eye strain in
only o ne of the men available.
The man on the right is Irl
WILL,
P portion to the amount of the
Gordon, tnember of S. M. P. E.
filt.
If the effect be slight,
WEEK, GO
it lay have no
FRONT, CLOSE
appreciable effect
some eyes, but it will have an effect on
SCREEN,
IT
the simple fact that if the whites be in any
ot'rs, with the inevitable result that those
SLIGHT
GHOST, remedydegree pulled up over the blacks, then the
CLOSELY FOR
th. affected
is
present.
will not patronize the theatre
any
at
all
blacks will be changed to a more or less dull
it
if
ing
as ften as they otherwise would, because "the
gray. A child might well be able to compreToo much stress cannot be placed upon
pi ires hurt my eyes."
hend that simple thing, yet it is a fact and a
proper shutter settings to get perfect definition
also is not at all difficult to understand
deplorable fact that in an amazing number
and clarity on the screen.
\

ich will,

dinition

THE
OUGHLY COMPETENT
PROTECTIONIST
ONCE EACH
DOWN
TO
AND EXAMINE

THE

—

—

SHUTTER TROUBLE
May
L. L.
ONwrote
concerning a
26,

Ball,

Abilene,

Kan.,

The

letter

trouble.

ar.ed, probably, shortly after I left on the
U<c Hike, and was not forwarded.
I just
have reached it in the stack of mail.. It

ha sufficient interest to justify publication,
«v -though the answer may not help brother
B; much.
i
says

"Well, here is an old department
«>_>spondent back again for help.
The
trt )le started
when the Simplex magazine
<io was permitted to swing
open far enough
rike the rotating shutter.
The result was
a ture with travel ghost both up and down.
e worked on the thing that afternoon,
:

1

but finally gave it up. Next morning we
several paper shutters, hut without result.
ghost still stayed with us.

made
The

"Next morning we removed the speed drive
attachment and the small shaft upon which it
fits, the gear G-112, Plate 3, Page 712, Vol. 2
of the Bluebook, was loose and had 1/16 of an

We

inch end play.
tightened nut S-209-G,
Plate 3, but the streaks still remained.

"We then removed the projector lens and
wiped the end next aperture, whereupon, upon
reinstallation of the lens the ghost vanished.
It was gone.
It had disappeared, and with a

'

final

adjustment of screw K-120-W, Plate

2,

we were

O K

again.

All

Vol. 2 of the Bluebook.
"It therefore seemed it
I

am

numbers are from

was

in the lens, but

unable to understand it. No matter what
we used the ghost remained, but by

shutter

removing the

lens,

twisting

the

barrel

and

wiping the lens off it vanished. Can you shed
light in this dark place?"
I am unable to see but one thing which
could have happened, and it seems extremely
However, while
unlikely that it did happen.
will tell you later what it was, first I want
to see if any of our readers can offer a solution.
I therefore ask that you submit your
answers as soon as you conveniently can.
I
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A POORLY CONCEIVED
RECENTLY

a projectionist, through some

error, received a shipment of films hav-

ing titles in the Chinese language. There was
a cue sheet with it, and on it at one point was
"Clumsy Son of a Pig, cut when up to
this
speed."
Now that probably was intended as a
"pleasantry," but it was in very poor taste, to
say the least. The ways of the Chinese are
not our ways, but we will do well to consider that the astute people known under that
title antedate us as a nation by many thousands
of years, and their form of civilization is
While I personally,
far, far older than ours.
like most of my countrymen, don't like it or
their ways any too well, nevertheless they
seem to suit the Chinese, and so long as they
:

"JOKE"

remain in China I see no reason why we
should either criticise or ridicule them too
much.
The Chinese, or at least most of them, in
all human probability honestly believe their
ways are better than our ways. Were they
to send missionaries over here to try to "convert" us to their ways in religion, or to alter
our ways of living, we would not only strenuously object, but also we would feel both

amused and

insulted.

might conclude

this little writing by saying
have, myself, seen more than one man
of our own nation in our own theatre projection rooms, to whom I would cheerfully and
vigorously apply the above set forth title, with
apologies to the pig.
I

that

and one

theatre

in Florida

in

Wisconsin, comes the same in"When horns are
week.
It is:

in

quiry this

dollies, which same are moved off
stage to clear it for vaudeville, can you suggest some method by means of which stage
employes may be obliged to relocate them exactly?"
Wrong relocation of horns is very
I can
bad, because of their being so directional. The
horns now in use send sound forward in an
The strongest
angle of about 40 degrees.

mounted on

be much displaced sidewise, the

dollies

effect

upon sound distribution might, and probably
would be seriously objectionable.
There
might be a fade-away at one side, or both,
with a regular billow, or maybe I would better say bellow, of sound at the rear center.
Or there might be good sound at either side,
with a fade-away at the rear center. It would
all depend upon the amount and kind of displacement.

!

sound goes forward along what may be
termed the axis of the horn. This axis might
be represented by a line drawn straight out
from the center of the horn, and approximately at right angles with its bell, or mouth.

Under

this condition

it

will readily be seen

that in a rather deep auditorium

if

the horn

31, 192!

tain throughout the auditorium.
When th
has been accomplished, drop each one of tl
aforesaid bolts down on the floor, tap its tc
sharply with a hammer, or draw a mat
around its bottom with a pencil, and the
bore a hole in the stage floor just a wee b
larger in diameter than the bolt.
Next advise the stage manager that the fir
time those horns are found in use without tl
bolts being shot home into the holes providf
for them, some one will be due for a sessic

on "the carpet."

HE HAS NOISE

I

LOCATING HORN DOLLIES
two projectionists and one
FROM
California, one
manager, one

August

First, seIt is easy to remedy this matter.
They
cure two heavy bolts for each dolly.
may be such as are used to bolt doors. Attach one of them to each of two diagonally
opposite corners of each dolly, near the bottom, so that the bolts can be pushed down
into a hole, to be provided, in the stage floor.

Next, working with the service engineer, so
locate the horn dollies that there is the most
perfect sound distribution it is possible to ob-

Paul, Minn., comes
wai
FROM
have been working with sound for
this

St.

"I

qui

a constant noise
don't seem to be able to g

a while, but lately there

is

the horns that I
Will you be good enough to advi
rid of.
me of all the various causes for this, so th
I may check up and see what is wrong."
Rather a good sized order, brother. As
matter of fact almost anything that is wro:
in sound equipment will register as noise
the horns. I could not possibly undertake
name all the possible causes. I couldn't thi
of them all to start with, and maybe I do;

even know them all.
Beginning with your batteries, dirt on th(
tops, electrolyte spilled on the battery tops ai
not wiped up, or a loose connection or co
nections will or may each one set up noise
the horns. A loose binding post connection,
loose connection between a switch blade a
its contact might set up noise.
Damage to the sound track of the film,
to the record will do it, of course.
Oil
dirt on the sound track of a film will do
Golly, man,
things.

My
fully

I

can't

think of

all

the vario

advice to you is to first of all go cai
over your apparatus and see that evei

thing is in first class condition, batteries cle;
all connections tight, etc.
Then if the no
persists, call in your service engineer and ]
the matter up to him.

HOW~H4NY

BORDER LIGHTS

PAGES
JOHN HEAGERMANN,
asks

54 Feet

In Length

—

The

extra brilliancy of Bel-

borders
an
Sun-Lite
lets
actor get the slightest bit of
mugging across to the farthest

flectors

punch
felt

Chromium reThey put a
do it.

seats.

in every scene that

clear

office.

out

to

the

is

box

Borders 54 feet long eight of them are being
shipped from the Bel-Sun-Light factory as this advertisement goes to press. In addition, there are 1 54
feet of foots.
All these lights are equipped with
chromium-plated reflectors. They will give two and
a half times the illumination the same lights equipped
with the old-style reflectors would give.
job,

no matter how small

Ask our

attention given this big one.
sentative.

Look

book of the

name

for his

cities

will receive the

same

nearest repre-

in the classified

phone

below.

"Will you advise

Ashland,

me

Mil

as to the

tc

number of pages in the three volumes of
Bluebook.
I had an argument recently c<
cerning the matter.
I said there were m
than a thousand. The other man said th
were less than that number. Who is correc
You were correct. I do not myself kn
the exact number of pages, but it is ab
The reason I don't kn
1,500 altogether.
the exact number is because in several pla
in Volumes 1 and 2 we duplicated page ni
bers. There is, for example page 492, 492a, 49

and so on up to 492h.

Without going
publication details, this was done to keep
cost down, and it did that very materia

1

i

too.
I

Your

:

have never counted up all these pages,
together with the index pages, wh

!

they,

are numbered in roman notation, run
pretty high.
I haven't a copy of Volum"
by me now, so don't know what the high
page number is. Every time I get one, sc
darned projectionist asks to see it, then s
me $5.20 and tells me to "try to get it ba('

1

I

Olivettes

j

Footlights

Belson Manufacturing Go.

Spotlights

Floodlights
Striplights

Special Lights

802 Sibley
Atlanta, Ga.
Delaware, O.
Ft. Worth, Tex.
Gary, Ind.
Houston, Tex.
Indianapolis,

Built

Ind.

St.,

Chicago,

Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Miami,

Fla.

111.

St.

Louis,

Minneapolis, Minn.
New Orleans, La.

Tulsa,

Omaha, Neb.

Tampa,

Philadelphia,

Pa.

Mo.

S.m Antonio, Tex.
San Francisco, Cal.
Seattle,

Wash.
Okla.
Fla.

Well, anyhow I'm not so much interested
pages as I am in the ability to say that eV
page in all the three volumes is filled »"*
And I can say that
valuable matter.
You'll find no "catalogue stuff" in my boo:
also you will find no matter which onb
My bo
trained engineer can understand.
are made for motion picture projection
and theatre managers, and they are wrii
so that they can understand everything c
And that's that!
tained in them.
i

—
August

31,
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VERY BAD

j

ADVICE
T HAVE HAD

several letters from the proJ[ jectionists of one great theatre chain protesting against a form
letter received by
them. The letter in question reads
"During
the past few weeks we have had considerable
trouble in regard to prints being scratched.
Would advise the following remedy of same:
"1. Loosen the tension on film pads for green
film and you can also apply a little oil on
the perforations of the film,
:

'

NOT MEANING

TO POUR IT ON.

This can be done while
the film is in motion in case of snagging while
going through the projector.
"2. Before projecting a print, kindly look
it the aperture in your machine and make sure
hat it is clean and no burr on same, which
nay be there from filing the aperture. Also
ake note that wax and emulsion sometimes

Light and
Lighting Control are

Fundamental
The
light

theater has always been a place of contrasting lights and shades and
draws the crowds brings them back. You cannot overlook light in

—

support of the rest of your program and if you agree on this you should
Major System as the proven leader of the field by hundreds
consider the
of successful installations ov er all other types.

@

We

believe in the ultimate success of theaters
wisely along these lines.

Send for

the

to these plates and leaves a trace on
he film.
This looks like a positive scratch
vhen projected on the screen.
"3. Now we have a new plate and
gate to
vatch and that is Movietone light slit aperure and Movietone gate.
These gates are
iow scratching more film than anything else
.nd should be watched at all times.
In fact,
iter each reel is run the Movietone gate

sticks

nd plate

MUST BE CLEANED,

in

@

neu edition of the

trol of

whose management thinks
book "Con-

Lighting in Theaters"

didam
&rank
ELECTRIC COMPANY

order to

Iiminate this film scratching we are getting
omplaints on."
With these instructions I most decidedly do
ot agree.
First of all, presuming we have a
•implex, "loosening the tension" every time a
reen print comes along might present coniderable difficulty.
It is hard enough to prop-

adjust

the tension correctly just once,
the duty of every projectionist to
o.
Adjusting the tension every time we get
green print well, I for one don't want the

rlv

•hich

it

is

—

bb.
A

As

—

on the perforations well,
Dodness knows we already have very much
ore than ample damage done to both sound
id silent pictures by oil on the film.
I am
terally amazed that such advice could or
to putting oil

ould be given. Had the writer said apply a
t of paraffine,
or even tallow candle, there
>uld have been no just criticism, but oil
ell, I've heard of quite some things in my
me, but it's the first time I ever knew of
ly one advising that we oil films.

Without commenting on some other things
hich, as the letter

written, are rather in•finite, may I ask just why the Movietone
und gate should be cleaned after projecting
ch reel?
It should be examined, that is
ry true, but why clean it if it is found to be
ready clean, as it will be probably at least
ree times out of every four.
is

In response to several projectionists who
ve written about this letter, I will set forth
V own ideas about scratched film.
In the
st place, the amount of tension has nothing
do with what we term "scratched film."
iat is a term applied to film which has
atches which appear on the screen. Direcns for testing and setting the tension will
found under General Instruction No. 9,
>erture Tension Adjustment, Page 636, Vol.
of the Bluebook of Projection.
Tension
ould be thus tested and adjusted, and
rould not then be again altered unless the
i-ximum speed of projection in that theatre
raised or lowered.
ivery projectionist should examine his film
Vck carefully at least once each day.
The
i gazine
rollers should be tested to make sure
t"V are revolving freely.
Make certain that
i
sediment has adhered to the magazine film
cites.
Examine all sprocket idlers to make
ctain they are rotating properly.
In fact,
c e
each day at least, carefully examine
« rything along the entire film track, from
t er to lower reel, to which it
is possible
a thing mav adhere which would scratch the
fi
If new, soft prints are

Blouer

DON'T WAIT
until the first cold snap to begin thinking about your
heating system. Service won't be so readily available
then, and those who are late are going to have some
cold nights in their theatres. You just can't keep 'em
coming into uncomfortable auditoriums.

Investigate at once

The New 1929 Supreme Combination
Heating, Cooling and Ventilating

System
Keeps your theatre warm

•

.

IMPORTANT—

Bill sez: "Don't be like that"

It

the

in

winter

many new exclusive features.
new Oscillating Air Diffuser that

has

cool in

summer

the system with
attracting attention

It's
is

everywhere.

Write right now.

Get

all

the facts.

Special low prices

now

before cold weather.

Supreme Heater

&

Ventilating Corp.

Saint Louis
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UNWISE
PROCEDURE
a motion
FROM
in Wisconsin,

picture sound projectionist

comes

this

letter:

am

"I

now

Projectionists of

Rock

Moline and Davenport at Mr. Richardson's lecture in
See story on page 42 of the HERALD-WORLD

Island,

Davenport.
in

use,

then

all

this

closely after each reel

'

must be watched very
is

projected.

The Movietone sound gate must be examined very carefully with the fingers after
each projection.
ing

to

Wipe

it

it,

off

If there

is

anything adher-

DO NOT SCRATCH

IT OFF.

with a dampened cloth or finger.

Scratching it off will roughen the polished
surface and induce further trouble of the

same

sort.

As to the projector aperture, the careful
projectionist will run his finger over both the
aperture film track and the tension shoes, and
across the upper and lower edges of the pro-

SMPE TO

jector aperture before he threads in a film, regardless of whether he is using old or new
prints.
Usually nothing will be found adhering if the prints be old, but just the same it is
a measure of safety, and a darned good habit
to form; moreover if an excess of cement is
used in making splices, there is the possibility that it will adhere to either the film track
or upper or lower edge of the aperture.
When new prints are used it is necessary to
be very careful about all this; also DON'T
use oil, but paraffine or a tallow candle if it
is found there is deposit on the aperture.
You
all

know how

MEET

THE

Society of Motion Picture Engineers
has, in its wisdom, elected to hold its fall
meeting in the city of Toronto, Ont., where
the visiting delegates may, if they so desire,
upon payment of two Canadian dollars get a
permit permitting them to purchase all the
drinkables they are able to.
However, save for a few who seem to attend the meetings for purposes other than they
are held for I have never seen, either in this
country or in Canada, any evidence of any
over-indulgence whatsoever.
The

SMPE

IN

to

do

it

I

think.

projecting sound. Up to now have had
no trouble with the equipment. The reverberation of sound in this auditorium is, however, so bad that the effect is spoiled, and 1
have been unable to get the management tc
rectify it. The walls are high and bare, which
is, I believe, the source of the trouble."
High, bare walls would have that effect al
right, particularly if they be of some hare
surface substance. Your management is ven
unwise. It should call in an acoustical engi
neer, being careful to get one who realh

knows

his

business.

Cost a lot of money? Certainly it would cost
but unless it be done you may rest assurec
it will cost the box office cash drawer a who!',
lot more.

As to what it will cost
why that would depend.

to

remedy

the trouble

It might cost a lot
might be done without any ver
alarming outlay. Be that as it may, however

then again

it

either

the
condition
should be promptl;
remedied or else the use of sound discontinue!

in that theatre.

TORONTO

There
fice,

SMPE

no possible chance of ever gettim
from sound at the box of

results

so long as such a condition obtains.

Sound productions placed before audience

men

apparently, save for the few above mentioned, attend the meeting for the purpose of
increasing their knowledge.
They attend all
sessions, listen to the papers and discussion,
and only play during play hours. And that
is no idle compliment either, mark you.
Toronto is one of the finest cities in all
North America.
Its
people are hospitable,
kindly and courteous.
I therefore strongly
advise all
men to arrange to attend
the fall meeting. I would most strongly urge
that all theatre chains be represented.

is

maximum
at

their

possible value in excellence ar
boosters.
Put 01
Put on badly, witl
reverberation, echoes, etc., well you will b
better off with the silent sort.
full

box office cash drawer
poorly— well, not so good.

ARC LENGTH
VS.

WATTAGE

THOMAS
Kansas,

The fan
Typhoon

of the
ventilat-

ing system as

it is

now developed for
air conditioning
and

cooling

ARC LENGTH
IN INCHES

in

theatres

showing

sound

pictures.

Quiet

L.
LEVINE, Leavenwortl
asks:
"Can you tell me whs
the wattage of an electric arc is at variou
lengths? What I am after is the ratio of ir
crease in wattage as the arc length is ir
creased."
Sorry, Friend Levine, but I have, after cor
siderable search, been unable to locate an
very comprehensive data. However, on Pag
Volume 9, of Hawkins Electric;
147,
2,
Guides, I find, in Figure 3,330, that, for e>
ample, a 14 ampere arc operating with cor
stant current will consume wattage as follow;

operation

was the goal
sought in designing
the
present
system.
The belt
drive nozv used on
Typhoon fans consists

in

V-shaped

composition cords
made of tire fabric

imbedded

rubber.

in

These

cords run in

V -grooved

pulleys
to
the

attached
fans and motors.

WATTS
600
645
665
720
760
800
840

.394
.788
1.182
1.576
1.970

2.364
2.758

These figures are approximate only
exact wattage

could

measurements

and

as

tl

not be ascertained e:
actly from the diagram without very carefi
calculations.

They

ar

however, very nearly correct. It is the be
If yc
I seem able to do for you just now.
care to do so and will address the engineerir
department of the National Carbon Cor
pany, Cleveland, O., I am sure you will
given exact data on any phase of the electr
1

arc you

may

desire.

SPECIAL SURFACI

AN

effort to offset any loss of sow
which may be incurred by perforatii"

the screen for the penetration of sour
made by the manufacturers of tl
Walker sound screen by surfacing the ba>
with four coats of blus pyroxylin to preve
passage of light through the screen. Elev

has been

coasts of pyroxylin are applied to the
ing side.

reflec

1

—
August
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MUSIC

F

ALL -W O F

4"

LX

THE THEATRE

IN

The Place
In the

E

of Real Music

Motion Picture Theatre

Since the advent of synchronization, music in the motion picture theatre
has become more than music

—

it's

an

issue.

Those who can discuss

it

with

understanding gained through a vast practical experience, as the author of
this article can, are well north listening to

By

AL MELGARD

Chicnzn Theatre Organist end In<truc:or

MAY

I that

I

as well star: right out by admitting
am prejudiced. Those who don't

agree with

me

will

accuse

me

of being

prejudiced, anyway.
And as a matter of

they would be
.right.
Yes, being on
side
of the fence
one
in this theatrical
music business, and
human, I don't doubt
ior a minute that my
perfaith
in
the
jmanency of organists
in motion picture thefact,

And

that, the people in the larger
in general, more discriminating
than those in towns where they have never
had the chance to get used to the best. Can
the better theatres afford to take chances with
the reputations they have built up? Many of
them, in fact, have become known for the high
class music they offer, and to that type of
music they owe a great deal of their steady
patronage. In a very large sense, the motion

places

besides
are,

indifferent skill would play the piano for
he entire show, or a mechanical organ would

picture theatre has taken the place of the
concert hall that used to be very popular. It
is
a position which has meant millions of
dollars to the motion picture industry and one
which theatres have spent millions to attain.
And the music that the public has sought at
these theatres was never that of a phonograph.
I appreciate full well the musical situation
in
the motion picture theatre at present.
Synchronization came suddenly and brought
to the screen the voices of the actors. Along
with it came the mechanical musical accompaniment and other types of mechanical
music.
But, I feel sure, it is the fact that
the actor can speak dialogue which is a part
of the story he is acting out. that has made
the synchronized picture so popular.
So far
as the musical accompaniment and musical
acts are concerned, the public right now prefers the genuine, which sounds as it was
intended to sound and as the human ear has
been trained to hear itJust now there is a tendency to play the
sound picture idea for all it's worth, and then
some more. The industry has "gone sound." I
do not believe conditions at the present time
are permanent.
Such going to extremes is
never permanent.
It almost always represents a fad which may remain in some form
and to some extent during following periods,
but in a modified form and of less importance.
Yet the fad (if I may call synchronized music that) is with us and it has created
a bad situation for musicians.
Organists, perhaps, are the ones who have
been hit the hardest, since the popularity of

used for the same purpose. For such theasynchronized pictures and even the nonynchronous machines may prove a godsend,
ince they can bring to these houses approprite music skillfully played.
The better theatres, however, have taught
ie public to expect the best of everything
nd a lot of it. Indeed, where you have many
lousands of people to attract, competition is
onnd to force up the standard of shows.

organ solos in motion picture theatres and
the adaptability of this instrument to musical
interpretation of screen stories, has resulted
in a large number of organists.
And organists have been more generally used in theatres than orchestras.
To organists I would say that the increased
use of mechanical music in theatres is only
another event in the cycle of developments,
and I think its present use is temporary.

atres is to some unknown extent due to

the pleasure that faith
gives me, and that to

think otherwise

would

court

dis-

be to

Al Mebrard

oleasure.

—

and this doubtless is what allows me
keep the faith my belief that the public
flesh-and-blood
'.vill always demand music by
nusicians, as distinct from the mechanical
and, is supported very substantially by what
",
at least, call facts.
I have been rather long
n the game. I think I know what the public
vants in the way of music in the theatre.
\nd discounting fads and considering human
patnre in general and as it functions over
ong periods, I feel free to predict that the
entire absence of real music in motion picture
looses for long would result in a very- urgent
But

!

•;o

>rotest

—

from the public

at the

box

office.

am

speaking, naturally, of the better
of theatres, and particularly of those
n the large towns and in the cities.
One
annot expect the patrons of the other types
fi motion picture houses to demand what,
iter all, they cannot expect.
Small theatres
I

'.

flasses

a little

towns have never given their patrons

luch good music.

Usually, a

young woman

f

e

res,

Audiences are already tired of the montonous atmosphere in theatres without organists
and in some cases, of those without or-

—

chestras.

Even

at present,

many

organists are meet-

new

situation by discovering ways
of working with the mechanical devices, to
the attainment of a much better effect.
As for solo work, that is the thing in which,
under present conditions, the organist can
show what a necessary part of the program
he furnishes. The organ solo is the logical
stunt with which to break up the sound picture program. That it should be broken up,
it
does not seem to me necessary to say.
Surely, no wise manager will give his patrons

ing this

nothing but mechanical music for the whole
period of the show, unless, of course, he has
Certain theatres which show nothing but
to.
a feature picture and maybe a newsreel. might
get away with it if all the pictures shown were
exceptional ones.
But I am speaking of the
usual picture house with the usual policy.
Some place in the average program, probably
between the feature and the short pictures,
there should be some relief from what comes
out of the loud speakers, and a chance for
the audience to return to the flesh and blood
and sounds of reality.
I have often been asked if I thought that
the community sing is passing and if the
classical solo would take its place.
I frankly
say that I wish the classical solo would come
in again.
But I am sorry to say that I do

not think so. Personally, I would rather play
good standard compositions if the audiences
would accept them, but I'm afraid the majority of the people who go regularly to motion picture theatres prefer "hokum," with

comic gag

A

slides,

etc

composition, of course, can be
put over successfully with a stage setting and
effects, but that's rather expensive, and the
managements will do anything rather than
let the organist go to any expense.
Still,
where such solos have been put on, they have
been very popular and proved that they had
a high entertainment value.
Perhaps if they
were done oftener, they would become regular parts of at least deluxe programs and
would show the managements that the money
spent on them drew much more money to
the box office.
Another question which I have been asked
on a number of occasions is: "Dose it pay
to broadcast an organ solo from the theaclassical
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tre?" From my own experience in broadcastOur
ing from a theatre, I would say yes.
hookups with broadcasting stations showed
In checking up the automobile
great results.
license plates, we found that we were get-

ting a lot of out of town patrons who were
interested in seeing how the broadcasting was
done.
Sometimes we broadcast the accomhad a ballot
paniment to the picture.
It is helpful to
box for request numbers.

We

August

31,

1929

the organist as well as to the theatre to have
the solo be announced every day by a popular radio station.

Perhaps the last paragraph is a digression
from my theme of real versus mechanical
music in the motion picture theatre.
But
have I not said enough about that at least
prove that my faith in the permanency
the real musician in the theatre is not
based on pure prejudice? In support of that
faith, I have given the facts as I see them.
The theatre manager, of course, may have
observed otherwise.
And, what is just as
likely, he may be drifting, just waiting withobservational faculties,
overworking
his
out
to see "what's going to turn up next."
to

of

SMPE

to

Hold Fall

Gathering in Toronto
From October 7 to 10
NEW YORK.— L. C. Porter, president of
the Society of

Motion Picture Engineers,

an-

nounces that the board of governors has decided to hold the next meeting of the society
in Toronto, October 7 to 10, inclusive.
Canadian and other members of the
have been making an insistent demand for a convention to be held in Canada,
as none has been there since the one in Ottawa in 1923.
As the spring meeting, held in New York
last May, was highly successful from every
standpoint, greatly increasing the membership

SMPE

and making the industry

better

acquainted

with the activities of the society, it is believed
that the attendance will be very large at the
coming Toronto meeting.

Film Inspection Firms
Adjust Patent Dispute

NEW YORK.—The

differences between the
Film Renovating Company of America and
the Dworsky Film Machine Corporation, relating to claims to patents on film cleaning
and processing machines, have been adjusted,

according to a statement issued here.

STAT E
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TICKEY5
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prices
N.

Ashland

Ave..

CHICAGO

—

or, for that matPictured is an operator
or "player" at the console of the
Lumitone device, by means of which

"Music" with color
ter, in color.

Shift

to Our Shoulders
exactly what is needed to make your stage
and decorations the most attractive in your

Your Stage Problems

We know
settinfjs

community.
l'lace the commission in
and your worries end then and there.

VoUand
St.

our

hands—

Scenic Studios, Inc.
Louis, Missouri

he can produce symphonies in colors,
rhythmic changes of shades in light,
which may be effected automatically
in conjunction with playing the organ,
or separately.
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MARKET

Europe as a Mart for American
Theatre Equipment
Continuing the reports from overseas representatives of the U. S. Department
of Commerce on the conditions confronting American exporters of motion
picture equipment in the countries of the Old World, as compiled

By
Assistant Chief,

(ZRMANY
.

(continued)

>m reports by Douglas Miller, assistant commercial
iche, and P. W. Buhrman, American consul, Berlin
loles

methods.

—The

American goods

i

in

usual

method of

Germany

is

sell-

to appoint

seading wholesaler or dealer in some of the
Frequently, prominent wholesale
ze cities.
1

and importers maintain their own
ssidiaries throughout Germany, as well as
the larger cities of the Continent, thus
sibling them to distribute goods over a wide

d lers

i;

a

a.

an American firm contemplates disposing
o its portable projectors in large quantities
Germany it will be necessary for it to
c duct an extensive advertising campaign in
0 er to overcome the preference for widely
a ertised
German products.
In such an
e tit it is highly desirable that all publicati is
be printed in the German language.
F thermore, in case a firm should contemp e intrusting the advertising of its goods
tc
local agent, it may become necessary for
tl manufacturer to bear the greater share of
f

ii

;

expense, since German dealers are seldom
wing to push the sale of a foreign comtl

mlity without a reasonable
di onstration allowance.
bi

cr
st

—

advertising

or

customary for German
It
ness houses of good reputation to receive
it up to 60 or 90 days, and in some inces even longer.
The matter is empha-

redit terms.

is

however, of giving credit only after a
investigation.
Credit reports may be
01 ined from American financial
reporting
agkcies which are represented in Berlin.
It
m be mentioned that favorable credit terms
si

1,

ca ful

ar

often the

of

.n

decisive factor in the placing
order where terms otherwise are subthe same.
tipping facilities.
majority of America manufacturers or exporters
ship raerchldise to Germany via the free ports of
Hbburg or Bremen. Inasmuch as German
t a ters or distributors are not always able
'o^ivest money for the maintenance of a
st(jc of goods, American exporters frequently
caj/- a stock of articles for sale in Germany
in he warehouses of
the free harbors at
thi; two ports.
In most cases a prominent
Ai rican forwarding agency, with offices in
pr::ically all of the large cities of the Conr
t.
is in a position to handle satisfactorily
n shipments of merchandise direct from the
x rter to the purchaser.
rman importers generally prefer quotac. i. f. Hamburg or other German ports.
Fothis purpose it is possible to obtain exact
r
nt rates
from American ports to the
Geian points of destination from the office
°f y of the forwarding agencies.
' 'wrt
duties.
Portable projectors, using
st;tially

—A

'

<

—

GOLDEN

N. D.

Motion Picture Section, L.

S.

Department of Commerce

films up to 35 millimeters, are assessed a dutv
of 90 marks ($21.42) per 100 kilos. However,
the German customs officers do not undertake
to determine final customs classifications of
articles in advance of the actual entry and
declaration of shipments.
Markets prospects. German dealers are interested
in
American portable projectors.
Most of them feel that American projectors
are of finer finish and better design than the
German makes. Although the American machines, after the duty has been paid, would
be more expensive than German projectors,
most dealers would be willing to receive price
quotations and credit terms.
Dealers receive
a discount of from 15 to 35 per cent on motion-picture equipment.

The Gaumont

The number

—

GIBRALTAR
From

report

by

R.

L. Sprague,
Gibraltar

American

is

the only motion-picture

of motion-picture theatres

now

thought to be ample to meet
all requirements.
No new cinemas are contemplated, and the present ones are now provided with projectors which are giving satisin operation

.

is

factory service.
Generators. One cinema is provided with a
British generator.
The other houses work
directly from the alternating current supplied,
using a small British transformer and choking coil which receives the current from the
main at 110 volts, alternating, and reproduces
it to the arc lamp at about 50 to 55 volts.
Arc lamps. Mirror-reflector arc lamps are
used, working to an amperage of about 20.
Ordinary arc lamps are also used.
Screens. Screens of ordinary plain white
calico are generally used.
Opaque and silver
screens are not used.
Visual education. Visual education in Gibraltar schools is practically unknown. One of
the schools has a Gaumont projector, but it
The schools of Gibraltar arc
is seldom used.
supervised by a board of education under the
chairmanship of the Colonial Secretary of

—

—

consul,

—

The projectors in use
four motion-picture theatres in Gibraltar include 3 of American manufacture, 4 of
French, and 1 of German.
Each house is
equipped with two machines. Theatre owners
prefer the American and the French Gaumont
projectors, since they are strongly built and
give a steady and clear picture. The Gaumont
machines are late models, while the American
projectors are older types.
Standard projectors.

Co.

equipment firm which has an agent in Gibraltar. The American machines were obtained
from American firms having branch houses
in Great Britain.

in the

—

—

Gibraltar.

GREAT BRITAIN
Trade Stimulated by
Sound in Latin America
The

of sound pictures
into Latin-American countries is expected to greatly stimulate the sale of
American-made moving picture equipment, according to a trade bulletin just
issued by the U. S. commerce department. Theatre building in these countries,

introduction

it

rapidly,

is

pointed

especially

American market for American projectors, followed by Colombia, Cuba, and
Argentina in the order named.
American manufacturers have one decided

report

by William M. Park, American trade
and Reginald S. Castleman, consul,

London
-The majority of the
motion-picture projectors in use in Great
Britain are the Ross and the Kalee (English
makes), two American makes, Ernemann, Gaumont, and Pathe. Selling prices of the above
makes are as follows: Ross, £170, Kalee;
one American make, £265, the other,
£125
Ernemann, £200 Gaumont, £127 and
£225
Pathe, £80.
(Value of pound sterling, $4.86.)
One of the deciding factors in the purchase of

Standard projectors.

advantage over their competitors

and accessories may
be obtained much more quickly from the
United States than from Europe.

—

;

;

;

out, is proceeding
in the larger com-

mercial centers, and most of these new
theatres are installing the latest type of
projection equipment, as well as up-todate ventilating and heating apparatus.
Latin American countries last year, the
report shows, bought approximately 600
motion picture projectors valued at 8112,000. Mexico seems to be the largest Latin

in that spare parts

From

commissioner,

;

equipment by British theatre owners is price.
Practically all of the theatres in Great Britain, with the exception of only the very smallest houses in towns or poorer city districts, are
The
equipped with more than 1 projector.
usual number is 2, but 3 or 4 are often found

Most of the projectors
use throughout the British Isles at present
are old models. The American projectors in
use in Great Britain are giving as good results
as any of the other makes in the market.
good market for American projectors exists,
owing to the need for replacement in many
in the larger houses.

in

A

cases where the equipment is old.
Generators. There is very little prospect
for the sale of American generator sets for
the conversion of alternating to direct current;

—

:
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the British makes have a firm hold in the
market.
Arc lamps. High-intensity and mirror-reflector arc lamps are used in all first-class
theatres in London and other large cities.
Screens. White opaque screens are almost
universally used.
education has
Visual education. Visual
taken hold in Great Britain only to a very
Agrismall extent up to the present time.
cultural institutes have made some use of it,
and a few films on educational subjects have
been exhibited by some of the principal
schools.
However, it seems certain that development of the whole idea of education by
films will be slow, due principally to the fact
that local governing authorities oppose such
practice on the basis of the fire hazard.
One
leading member of the trade gives as his
opinion that this feature is the chief drawback to the movement. There is room for
much expansion in the educational-film field

—

—

—

Great Britain.
The board of education, Whitehall, London,
is the Government body which has supervisory
control over all public education in England.
It
also maintains
facilities
for inspecting
in

those private schools which are of sufficient
importance to qualify for that service. County
and borough councils have administrative
power over the schools in their districts, since
the educational funds pass through their
hands.
Portable projectors. According to the latest
information obtained, there is a small but
continuous demand for portable projectors.
The use of such projectors in the schools is
not at present extensive.
No official funds
are available for the purchase of projectors,
and the money by subscription or by giving
a bazaar or entertainment for the purpose.
British business firms have not yet taken up
the employment of motion pictures in thenactivities, to any considerable extent.
A certain amount of demand arises from the use
of projectors in the homes of the wealthy.
The greater part of the projectors now on
the British market are of German origin.

—

There

is also one British make which competes with relative success.
few American
projectors are sold.
German and British projectors sell at approximately one-third of the amount charged

A

American profor the American machines.
jectors are sold on a quality basis.
The German and British machines now on
the market are adequate to ordinary purposes,
but they are not considered equal to American projectors.
Their prices are about £20
for the German machines and £28 for the
British. American projectors sell at about £75.
Trade preference.
siderable agitation
British goods, the

—Although
favor

in

public

is

conuse of
determined

there
of the

still

is

in its purchases by quality, when evident,
provided prices are equal.
Price considerations are, however, of great importance, and
in this respect the

American makes are

disadvantage.
Sales methods.
Motion-picture supplies and
equipment are distributed throughout Great
Britain and Northern Ireland by the agents
or branches of manufacturers established in
London. The district is compact, communication is easy, and the business is largely
centralized at London.
It is, therefore, possible for one house situated there to cover
the entire field.
Credit terms. Importers receive a 40 and
10, retailers a 33 1/3 per cent discount, with
2y2 per cent cash, 30 days.
Import duties. According to the British
customs tariff, a duty of 50 per cent ad
valorem is collected on motion-picture projectors, whether complete or without lenses,
the same duty being charged on lenses. This
duty is assessed according to the f. o. b.
English dock value. The value to which the
rate is applied includes all ocean transportation and landing expenses.

—

—

—

From

report by Erwin P.

attache,

Athens,

first

increase of 9,058,284 linear feet over
of the corresponding period in 1928.
That is to say, the United States exported
to the various markets of the world during
the 1929 period 121,810,453 linear feet of motion pictures, with a declared value of $3,331,
•

those

022, as

valued

compared with

112,752,169 linear feet
at $3,218,406 for the same period of

Positive exports amounted to 117,877,188 feet, with a value of $2,677,411.
This increase in film exports was mostly

1928.

Germany
~

Italy

United States
Other countries
Total

The

51, 192!

418
1,279
31

1,3;
81
3:

53

_

4>

3,977

value of these imports was $7,982

i

and $9,420 in 1927.
Standard projectors.

1926,

—A

great many di
ferent makes of motion-picture projectors ai
in use in the Athens-Piraeus district.
Tl
leading
makes,
however,
are
Ernemar
A. E. G., Pathe, Gaumont, and the Italicmachines Cine Meccanica and San Georgi

Only one American motion-picture project<
is represented in Greece, and it is reporti
that about 25 projectors of this make a
actually in operation throughout the countr
In addition, there are a few Serius at
Nitzsche projectors, both of German origi
in use.
However, the largest number of pr
jectors in use in Athens and Piraeus a

Ernemann, Pathe, and Gaumont, both b
cause they are lower in price and becau
these makes were the first to be introduc
into the Greek market.

Ernemann projectors retail in Athens frc
45,000 to 80,000 drachmas ($585 to $1,04(
Gaumont projectors are quoted at 35,0
drachmas ($455) retail, fully equipped. Pat
projectors retail between 25,000 and 30,0
drachmas, or from about $325 to $3'
A. E. G. projectors cost from about 35,000
55,000 drachmas ($455 to $715) in Athei
with the import duty paid. Italian projectc
are quoted at around 35,000 drachmas ($45!

American projectors are offered at 60,C
drachmas ($780), including customs duty.
There is a decided preference among
motion-picture theatre owners and operate
t

GREECE
and

Keeler, acting commercial
Charles J. Pisar, American

consul, Salonika

Greece depends entirely on foreign counsupplying its needs in motion-picture
equipment.
Projectors are imported from
France, Germany, Italy, and the United States,
in order of importance in supplying the local
demand.
According to official statistics, the importation of projectors into Greece during 1926 and
1927 has been as follows
tries for

Country of origin
France

1926
Kilos
2,196

AMERICAN FILM EXPORTS FOR FIRST
motion picture exports for
AMERICAN
the
six months of 1929 show an

at a

August

1927
Kilos
2,436

favor of the Ernemann projectors, es(
dally the latest models, known as Impera
II and Magnificenz II.
These machines i
very sturdy and embody several special f(
tures which are not to be found in off
makes. The Magnificenz II can take a 1,(K
meter reel, operates very quietly, and has
special device for regulating the speed of
projection as desired.
The only drawba
that some operators find with these projectc
is that they do not take mutilated films t
this is not considered essential, since fill
are carefully repaired before they are n
in

1

(Continued on following page)

SIX

accounted for by a rise in the demand for
positive prints in Europe.
Of the 9,000,000
feet increase in our exports, Europe accounts
for almost 8,000,000 feet. The reasons for this
are probably, first, that American distributors
are anxious to market as many silent pictures
as possible in Europe before the desire for
talking pictures becomes firmly implanted in
Europe as it has in the United States.
Secondly, our exports of talking and sound
pictures have made it necessary for American
distributors to print their talking versions in
this country, as the European printers of mo-

MONTHS OF

1929

tion pictures are not as yet equipped to pi
positive prints from negative sound films.
This is substantiated by the tremendous

crease shown in the United Kingdom's
T
ports of American motion pictures.
country, during the first six months of 19j

;

imported 11,195,243 linear feet of Ameri.
pictures as compared with 5,875,847 feet
By this incre'
the same period in 1928.

United Kingdom becomes our second lead
purchaser of motion pictures in point of fcage and, as always, remains our lead
revenue market.

|

AMERICAN FILM EXPORTS RY GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION
COUNTRIES
Europe
Latin America
Far East
Canada
South Africa
Other countries
Total

•

LINEAR
FEET

VALUE

LINEAR
FEET

VALUE
$1,327,513
939,328

29,653,847..

650,071-

32,599,943
44,014,451
27,061,817
4,308,936
2,131.310
2,635,712

$1,244,132
1,096,864
603,688
141,970
66,299
65,453

40,423,942.
39,501,876

112,752,169

$3,218.406

6,082,151..

279,449

2,435,959..

61,668

3,712,678.

72,993

121,810,453..

..$3,331,022

—

;
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31,

Gaumont

and

The Pathe

projectors

51

are

imple in construction but are not considered
Moreover, they are very
jfficiently strong.
oisy while in operation, a feature to which

perators object very much.
;count of their lower price as

However, on
compared with

projectors find a ready
the Provinces, where
ley are used in open-air cinemas during the
immer season.
The American projectors in use in Athens
id Piraeus have invariably given satisfactory
rvice, but on account of their high initial
American
>st they are not in great demand.
ojectors are generally conceded to be more
rongly built than any of the Eurooean makes
use, and to be very compact and easy to

makes,

ther

these

in

especially

larket,

>erate.

With the exception of three or four theatres
Athens which have two complete projectors,
the other theatres have only one proOne of the leading houses in Athens
ctor.
s a double-post projector which enables the
erators to run two or three reels one after
e other by shifting the projector head from

I

Two complete propost to the other.
are not necessary, because ordinarily
recess of three or four minutes is allowed
ring the performance at the end of every
during which time the reels can be
el,
e

ctors

•anged.

The equipment used by those theatres loved in the cities of Athens and Piraeus is
of the latest type, but that used in proicial theatres is generally old.
The consensus of opinion in the trade is
lit a fairly good market for American prodeveloped in Greece, providj tors might be
i;
they could be offered at $300 to $325,

:

f.

qj.

Piraeus

— in

short,

if

their prices

were

with those quoted by the
Iropean manufacturers.
and
projectors
dealers.— Motion-picture
eiipment in general could best be marketed
Greece through firms handling optical goods
a
photographic supplies.
re or less in line

i

i

Modern

Projection for

To-day's Pictures
With sound pictures, a critical
public demands higher standards

in changing arcs. And a special
winding holds the voltage practically constant over the whole
operating range a feature the

of projection. So General Electric, keeping pace with the industry, announces a new line of

—

projectionist will appreciate.

I

'irms in Athens likely to be interested in
ntion-picture projectors are G. Medallides,
4 Stadium
Street
Stamos Stamelos, 5
Cirilaou Tricoupi Street; Felix Ragnios, 12
Sdium Street; G. I. Papadiamantopoulos,
J
)lou Street; and Charalambides
Cavap kis, 36 Patissia Street.
'ealers in motion-picture supplies in Sale ka
are Cine Orient, 18-19 Palais Bourla,
R: Venizelos
Isaac Naar, 2 Rue Salamine
Sy Mallah, 3 Rue Nikis; Hero Film Co., 6
R- Vassileos Heracliou; Darto Molho, 21
R' Colombou; Salvator M. Cougno, 15 Rue
;

&

-

motor-generator sets which will
give to-day's pictures the modern
projection they deserve.

The

sets are built for 80, 90, or
100 volts, and range in size from
20 amperes to 300 amperes
and higher if desired. Write to
your nearest G-E office for
complete information.

The

sets are quiet and smooth
operation. They are compactly built. Unusual overload
capacity permits plenty of time
in

;

V

izelos

Photo

and

;

T liski.

"Kastro,"

25

—

current because it costs less and is
than the municipal supply.

\

de ndable

eqpment used

more

The

of German manufacture,
an it is not believed that American generator
sei could successfully compete in price with
Gcian generators.

made.

<c lamps.

— All

the projectors operating in

Atl ns
'an;.

H
JP

and Piraeus use mirror-reflector arc
The carbons used are chiefly 10 by
-by 9, 7 by 10, and 8 by 10 millimeters
ze, and are exclusively imported from

Gei any.

—

The type of screen used in thean Athens and Piraeus is a white sheet-

-'tens.
tres

every need
150-3
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GENERAL ELECTRIC HOUR, BROADCAST EVERY SATURDAY AT 8

P.M., E.S.T.

ON A NATION-WIDE

N.B.C.

NETWORK

GENERAL ELECTRIC
GENERAL ELECTRIC

CO.,

SCHENECTADY,

N.

T.,

obtained

are

not

The Mammoth
EV

SALES

OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

ATLANTIC CITY AUDITORIUM
"The World's Largest Stage"
Designed and Installed by

PETER CLARK
INC.

walls, but
entirely satis-

544 West 30th Street,

continued on page 67)

Fire Curtain

THE NEW

Many summer

>ng stretched
on boards.
'he es use whitewashed cement
'he esults

--fitted to

is

ie electric-current supply in the cities of
At ns and Piraeus is now being changed
ire
110 volts direct to 230 volts alternating
cui:nt, and it is expected that some theatres
wil now have to use
commutator sets for
courting alternating into direct current.
He ever, no such installations have thus far
•»ee

Motorized Power

Rue

enerators.
Practically all of the leading
m ion-picture theatres in Athens and Piraeus
h;; their own
installations for producing
el trie
current, but they also use the city
ci ent in cases of emergency.
It is underst d that theatre owners prefer to use their

New York, N. Y.
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Do you want a-

A NEW RECTIFIER
FOR AC CURRENT

motor generator for your projection machines that is
MORE Ruggedly Constructed, Vibrationless, Noiseless, Compact and Trouble-free?

ANEW

One that will maintain
throughout years of service,
constant voltage due to the
and perfect construction
and generator?
If

you

direct-current rectifier for motion
picture projectors has been brought on
the market by the Garver Electric Com-

perfect alignment
and give a more
superior design
of the motor

pany of Union

identify

Ind.,

which many

wil'

manufacturers of
National Mazda
Regulators.
It

you want none but the

do,

City,

as the

claimed

is

new

that the

recti-

produce

will

fier

from

alternating
up to 30
amperes of white,
direct current of
special adaptability
current,

low

to

arc
Send for Bulletin.

intensity

The

lamps.

which

rectifier,

registered

as'

Garver
Changer,

is

the

Kurrent
is

said to

feature beauty in
quietness
design,
in operation, and
durability.

AD SERVICE
INDIVIDUAL

FOF
FILM!

WHAT
ROTH BROTHERS & CO.
Company.

Division of

Century

Electric

1400 W. Adams
New York

Office,

50 Church

St.

Louis,

seems to be a further develrr
ment of the modern tendency to su
ply, through some service organiz

St.

Distributors in

all

the experience and talents of high
trained specialists, particularly to business'
which could not otherwise afford to enjoy tl
aid of specialists, is an advertising service c
individual pictures. This has been inaugurati
by Theatre Ad Mat Service of New York.
The plan is to provide a complete han
drawn ad, together with a mat campaign,
every feature picture released after the 25
of last March. This is in addition, of coun
to the general service, in which backgrounc
slugs, etc., to be used with the theatre's ov
copy, and also in addition to press books co
taining exploitation suggestions.

tion,

Mo.

Chicago. 111.
Export Dept. 44 Whitehall
St.,

St.,

New York

City

principal cities

Manufacturers of Emergency Light and Power Plants

<

ALL LOEW THEATRES
ARE BEING EQUIPPED WITH
THE NEW

Wrong Theatre Named

A

photograph of a theatre with gas

tu

sign equipment, illustrating the article, "Sa
ing It With Gas," in the June 8 issue, had
caption which Better Theatres, being
formed that the information supplied was

RAVEN

error, is glad to correct.
The theatre w
called the Tower in Chicago, whereas the p
ture was of the Tower theatre in Philadelph
The equipment shown erected thereon v
supplied by the Philadelphia Sign Company

FOR SOUND

CHOSEN AFTER THOROUGH COMPARATIVE TESTS
Raven Screen Corporation
1476 Broadway.

New

York, N. Y.

Theatres Opened
PENN. Morris
Roth

—

DUQUESNE,

recer,

opened the new Plaza theatre.

Motion Picture Patents

"BEST"
i

.

%i

William N. Moore
Patent Attorney
Loan and Trust Building
Washington, D. C.

•J

"4

school or lodge.

"Best" Mazda Adnp'.vr

$13.50

BEST DEVICES CO.
200 Film Bldg.

Cleveland, O.

EAST LIBERTY, PENN.—The
Specialty

PATENTS

Mazda

The leading
jjg adapter for the
.Jafl
small theatre,
1

My

The

HARRISBURG,
opened.

House has

$5.00, and I will examine the pertinent
U. S. patents and inform you whether
you are entitled to a patent, the cost
and manner of procedure. Personal attention.
Established 35 years.

Copyright your play $5.00
Trade-Mark your goods or titles $30.00

Alhambra

Brothers, has

thea'

reopei

PA.—The Rosetta theatre
seating capacity of 400.

McKEES ROCKS. PA.—The Orpheum

theatre

been redecorated and new equipment installed. Ho
has reopened under the management of Al Hendel.

SPARTANBURG,

S.

C—The

Omar

theatre

cently reopened with pictures and vaudeville, un
the management of Joe Goodenough.
TEX.—The People's theatre has

BEAUMONT,

opened with

important step is to learn
whether you can obtain a patent. Please
send sketch of your invention with
first

Warner

recently acquired by
with audiens.

pictures.

HARLINGEN, TEX.—The
remodeled and reopened.
Rubin
RUNGE,
picture house here.

TEX—

MARION,

VA—The

Rialto theatre has

Frels

recently

Lincoln

b

opened,

theatre,

cos

$150,000, has opened.

MONROE, WASH.— M.
Monroe

Beardsley has opened

theatre.

TACOMA, WASH.— Dominic
the

new Riviera

Constanti

opened

lias

ope

theatre.

PARKERSBURG, W. VA.— Davis
the Vitrolite
capacity of 350.

theatre.

&
House

Cooper 1;
has sea

—
August

31,
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DIMMER FLASHER
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vJEW

ELECTRICS

NEW

with Box Office Pull

type of Reco dimmer has been
by the Reynolds Electric
Company, Chicago. The company states
lat no longer is it necessary for a skilled
perator to be in constant attendance, for the
ew type dimmer flasher affords perfect auto-

developed

drawing
FOR
afternoon

the greatest attendance,

well as evening,

as

your theatre

into

lowest cost, use a Flex-

at

both your theatre
and current attraction more
strikingly and more continuously.
It will feature

lume.

location

Every type of illumination to choose
from
Neon tube with exclusive features for tube brilliance and long life raised glass letters for most effective day
as well as night pull spectacular exposed lamp designs with moving or flashing
:

;

;

devices; combinations of any or

all

these

types of illuminations.

and

capable of producing the
mobile color effects.
This dimmer is also for use in producing
'turning and color-blending effects in the there interior, fountains, etc.
It gradually dims
hts in 50 steps from bright to dark and
atic control,

ige's

most

ck to bright.
There is no limit to the numr of colors that may be softly, almost imrceptibly dimmed, and dissolved into one
other,

For complete

is

difficult

Reynolds declares.

sketch,

your

'phone

city,

details

the

or write

SIMPLE THING

Flexlume

office

in

Flexlume Corpora-

tion, 2042 Military Road, Buffalo, N. Y.
Sales and Service
Offices in Chief Cities

Factories at

Flexlume

Buffalo, N. Y.,

and

Toronto, Can.

of U. S. and Can.

1

and free color

FLEXLUME

EEMS A TICKET
ELECTRIC DISPLAYS!
— BUT IS IT?
is such a common article that
one seldom, if ever, gives any thought
how it is fabricated. We hardly stop to
Ink of the extreme accuracy required in
ning out a set of reserved seat tickets
r a performance, for instance, where
000 persons are to be seated without conl.ion or error.
Yet this is all a part of the

Picture 61ms vary as well as current condi ions.
projectionist can adjust his arc current to
always give you a clear, bright picture if you
equip with PERFECTION. Current saving also is
a result of PERFECTION equipment, for he need
not use full current till the actual projection is

Your

work in a ticket factory.
n this connection, it must be remembered
t.t each seat has its number, that the odd
mbers are on one side of the aisle of the
;

c
i

ly

tion,

started.

with the even on the other; that

sections are lettered, that the date is run
the ticket as well as the straight printthat the seat identification appears on
h the main portion and the stub of the

PERF^flDN

,

t

and that very frequently two colors
This requires accurate numbering
nchines which are so set as to print odd
o even numbers only, to change the row
t

KO-THwT

TILLIE THE TOILER

The Proper Control of Light
On Your Screen

I

t

|

TICKET

i

,\.

1

.

!

.'EriBUM

<et,

a used.

nnbering after the given number of seats
been printed and to change the section
hers after the given number of rows has
b,n run.
Furthermore, these tickets are
s printed that when
the run is complete,
tj)y are in the proper order
to fit into the
t] et selling rack.
All of the above operates are done in one run through the press.
he roll type of ticket which is used in

REMOTE CONTROL RHEOSTATS
Type

h

t

«icity of over 1,000,000 tickets in an eightr day.
The number on each ticket of
hs
tp roll type is
consecutive for purposes of
»<iet control and not for seat reservation.
II ticket printing
plant keeps the last num01 of every customer's order, and when
» w order is received, it begins with the
nr number after
the end of the old run.

Mastbaum

Theatre

List

—Phila-

delphia.

HIGH INTENSITY
REFLECTOR ARC
for

ion picture theatres

and similar places
o general admission, but which is printed
>r wo colors
and on both sides, numbered
0 both ends, perforated and punched, is
Pduced on an especially constructed
rc ry press at
tremendous speed. In fact,
a
of 2,000 of these tickets is printed on
'Jl
""machine in 35 seconds, which means a

An Ever Growing

H.I.R.

Motion Picture Projection

—Philadelphia
Boxy Theatre— New York
City
Paramount Theatre — New
York City
Rialto Theatre— New York
City
Rivoli Theatre— New York
City
Loew's State Theatre— New
York City
Fox Theatre— Brooklyn
Fox Theatre —
Uptown Theatre

—

Another step forward in the development of High Intensity projection.
Intensity Light,
equal in screen illumination to the older
High Intensity Lamps. Gives more and
better light for current expended.

24

&

Vandam

Connolly, Inc.
Street,

New York

City

—

lyn

Loew's
State
Newark, N. J.

Snow White High

Hall

Detroit

Fox Theatre St. Louis
Paramount Theatre BrookTheatre

of Satisfied Users:

Loew's

Theatre,

Washing-

ton. D. C.
Loew's Texas Theatre
Houston, Texas.
Loew's S6th St.— Brooklyn.
N. Y.
Loew's State Columbus. O.
Astor Theatre New York

—

——

City
Proctor's 80th
York City

— New
— New York
City
Publix Theatre — Buffalo.
N. Y.
New Capitol — Binghamton.
St.

Cohan Theatre

N. Y.
Keith's Theatre— Philadelphia
-

and many others

Sold by Theatre Supply Dealers

HOFFMAN & SOONS
Mfg. Division
387

First

Avenue

New York

—

Electrical Engineers
Moving
ture Theatre Electrical Specialists

Contracting

City
Pic-
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THEATRE PROJECTS
FOLLOWING
picture

a list of new projects in
theatre construction compiled from reports available on August
28. The list also includes remodeling projects,
and contracts awarded. An asterisk before
the item indicates that additional information
has been received since a previous report.

THEATRES PLANNED
California

LOS ANGELES.—H. W. Chotiner, 3000 West
Eighth Street, plans erection of Class A theatre on
Wilshire Boulevard, 150 by 300 feet. Estimated cost,
$500,000.

BEVERLY HILLS — Wilshire

Amusement Corpora-

C. Lee, Petroleum Securities
for eight-story' concrete theatre

has plans by S.
Building, Los Angeles,
and office building to
Estimated cost,
vard.
tion

be located on Wilshire Boule$350,000.
Perrine,
INDIO— Stone & Solt have plans by J. P. concrete
Lincoln Building, Los Angeles, for five-story
Estimated cost, $250,000.
theatre and hotel building.

Texas

Mississippi

is

motion

NEWTON—J.

T. Thrash and William Mason have
Building, Meridian,
plans by P. J. Krouse,
Miss., for two-story brick and reinforced concrete
theatre, 70 by 110 feet, with seating capacity of 600.

Estimated

M-W

$25,000.

cost,

Missouri

TRENTON.—

Reuben Josephson, 5704 Paseo Boulevard, Kansas City, Mo., has plans by Robert Bloomgarten, 306 Philtower Building, Tulsa, Okla., for
two-story brick moving picture theatre to be located
on Tinsman Avenue. Estimated cost, $100,000.

BEAUMONT— T.

Lee and M. F. Yount, car.
Yount-Lee Oil Company, plans erection of fourteen
story brick, stone and concrete theatre, and offio
building on Calder avenue. Estimated cost, $1,000,000
DALLAS Cullen F. Thomas, Dallas National Ban!
Building, and associates are reported considerin
erecting six-story theatre and studio building at Norti
Ervay and Federal streets. Theatre to have seatin;

—

capacity of

Company,
Wichita,

Company, A.

has plans by
H. C. Peterson, 425 Bankers Life Building, for onestory brick theatre to be located at 2043 Burdette
Estimated cost, $50,000.
Street.

California

ESTES PARK.—The Park Theatre will
modeled and brought up-to-date throughout.

Connecticut
Shea Theatre

NEW HAVEN—The

_

equipment has been

Street, for brick moving
theatre to be located at 151-53 East Chicago

Dearborn

and

Indianapolis,

Dyer

Michigan
Butterfield Theatres,
ExInc., W. S. Butterfield, president, 505 Insurance
change Building, Detroit, Mich., has plans by John
for
111.,
Chicago,
Eberson, 212 East Superior Street,
twelve-story brick theatre to be located on West Main
cost,
$500,000.
Estimated
Street.
S.

care F. C. Thompson, 14151
Fenkell Avenue, has plans by H. H. Payne, 405
Kresge Building, 74 West Adams Street, for twostory brick moving picture theatre and store building
to he located on Fenkell Avenue, between Cruse and
Ardmore. Estimated cost, $350,000.
DETROIT. W. B. Lorenz, 7427 Fenkell Avenue,
moving picture
is preparing plans for two-story brick
Fenkell Avenue, near
theatre to be located on
Owner withheld.
Coolidge Highway.
JACKSON W. S. Butterfield Theatre Corporation,
159 East Elizabeth street, Detroit, Mich., has plans
by M. H. Finkel, 153 East Elizabeth street, Detroit,
Mich., for three-story brick and reinforced concrete
Estimated cost, $150,000.
theatre, 72 by 140 feet.
Al Nothhelfer. 224 Walnut street, has
306 Board of Commerce
Macomber,
plans by C.
Building, for one-story brick theatre and store building
Estimated cost,
avenue.
Genesee
on
located
to be

SAGINAW—

$20,000.

in

being remodek

is

installed.

WAUKEGAN.—

Nadherny,

Indiana
improvements are

architects.

FRANKFORT. — Extensive

made

Jersey

Architect not selected.

NEWARK—Owner
Park

has plans

by H.

I.

place, for brick theatre to be located
Estimated cost, $350,000.

Sohn,

58

on Elwood

to the

the

be reopened as the Strand.

Kansas

Ohio

YOUNGSTOWN—Warner Brothers Pictures, 321
West Forty-fourth street, New York, plans erection
Estimated cost,
theatre
on Federal street.
of

Wareham Theatre

is

beii

Kentucky
LEXINGTON. Extensive improvements have bet
made to the Kentucky Theatre and house redecorate

—

Massachusetts
system has been

CAMBRIDGE.— Cooling

install,

Other
the Central Theatre, a Publix house.
provements include refurnishing and interior
in

decorated in Spanish

ii
i

effect.

FALL RIVER.— W.

J.

Dunn, 65 Academy

Buil

South Main Street, will soon take bids for
modeling one and two story brick theatre South Mai
Pleasant and Second Streets.
ing.

i

Massachusetts

$1,000,000.

NEW

Pennsylvania

—

ERIE Warner Brothers Pictures, 321 West FortyNew York, plans erection of theatre at

fourth street,

Sassafras

streets.

Estimated

cost,

$1,500,000.

WEST CHESTER— Warner Brothers, Inc., 321
West Forty-fourth street, New York, has plans by
Hoffman-Henon Company, Finance Building, 1428
South Penn square, Philadelphia, for one and twoEstimated cost,
story brick moving picture theatre.

BEDFORD—The Olympia theatre is bet
improved and modern ventilating system installed.
OAK BLUFFS—Edgartown Playhouse, Inc.,
Hall, plans alterations and added improvements to
Strand and Eagle theatres, to cost more than $150,01
t

Minnesota

MINNEAPOLIS—Finkelstein
by Libenberg

Pennsylvania

—Harris Amusement Company, D. A. Harpresident, Davis Theatre Building, Pittsburgh,

ETNA.

Pa., has plans by John Eberson, 212 East Superior
Street, Chicago, 111., for proposed brick theatre.

& Ruben have pla
for remodeling the Empn

& Kaplan

theatre.

ST.

$300,000.

ris,

the Garden

Cozy theatre has been remodel,
for the Iowa-Nebraska Amusement Company, and w

remodeled.

ing in charge, 60 Scholley Square, Boston, Mass.,
has plans by Rapp & Rapp, 190 North State Street,
Estimated
Chicago, 111., for five-story brick theatre.
cost, $500,000.

and

to

SPENCER—The

MANHATTAN.—The

York

PLATTSBURG.—W. Mayette has plans by L. L.
Wetmore, Glens Falls, N. Y., for five- story brick
moving picture theatre, store and office building to
be located at Court and Marion Streets.
STAPLETON.— Olympia Theatres, Inc., S. Whit-

Tenth

beii

tre will cost about $10,000.

avenue.

New

r

e

Conley Theatre.

Iowa
DAVENPORT—Improvements

—

CAMDEN Handle & Rovner, care Morris Handle,
Broadway and Newton street, contemplate erecting
moving picture theatre at Sixth and Federal streets.

NEEDHAM.—

—

&

New

Massachusetts

Architect
plans erecting theatre and store building.
not selected.
W. F. Alden, care William F. Alden
Company, Great Plain Avenue, has plans by Blackall,
Clapp & Whittemore, 31 West Street, Boston, Mass.,
for one-story brick theatre to be located on Great
Plain Avenue. Estimated cost, $150,000.

theatre

Twenty-sixth and Kostner Streets.
The Academy Theatre has been
modeled, sound equipment installed and glass
closure provided in balcony for smoking-room.

Architects' sketch of the exterior of
the Orient theatre building, to be
built in Chicago, with 2,500 seats.

contemplated theatre to be located at Columbia and
Streets. Estimated cost, $175,000.

103

—The Orpheum
sound equipment

CHICAGO.— Croun Theatre has plans by E. K. E'
gene, 436 East Seventy-ninth Street, for interior 3
terations_ to one-story tneatre at southeast corni

Washington

Company,

Germania theatre has been

JOLIET

Indiana

Amusement

(

Vitaphon

Illinois

FREEPORT—The

picture

Spring Street, Springfield, Mass., has plans by Mowell
21 School Street, Boston, Mass., for oneEstimated cost, $150,000.
story brick theatre.
FALL RIVER.—Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corporation,
F H. White in charge, 1564 Broadway, New York,

have been made

installed.

proved with a new front and lobby.

Avenue.

& Rand,

$25,001

CARROLLTON.— C. E. Roop and associates hav
awarded contract to Alexander A. Dearman, 68
Washington Street, for an addition and improv.
ments to two-story brick, stucco and concrete the:
tre, including interior marble and tile work; Masoi
ite ceilings; built-up roof; tile and cement floors, eti

FRANKFORT.— Columbia Theatre Corporation,&
Tames E. Burton, president, has plans by Georgefor
Zimmerman, Meyer Riser Building,

ha

Par

to

Georgia

.

CHICAGO—

—

r<

Florida

the Capitol theatre, including the interior.

T
AURORA.—Great States Theatre Corporation, J.
D. Ruben, general manager, 162 North State Street,
theabrick
three-story
Chicago, contemplates erecting
tre at 123 Main Street. Architect not selected.
United Theatre Corporation, L F.
plans
Dersch, manager, 190 North State Street, has
by Dyer & Nadherny, 38 South Dearborn Street, for
four-story brick theatre, store and apartment build123 by 170 by 180 feet, to be located at the
ing
northwest corner Ogden Avenue and Menominee
Estimated cost, $1,000,000.
Street.
Dearborn
CHICAGO.— N. C. Farr, 140 South Tilton,
12/
Street, has plans by Armstrong, Furst &

DETROIT. — Owner,

be

Company

Leonard Asheim for alterations
Improvements are estimated to cost

CLEARWATER —Improvements

E.

building.

by

plans

theatre.

E. Johnson, 1025
Broadway, have plans by F. Klein, 331 Main street,
Peoria, 111., for three-story brick theatre and apart-

BATTLE CREEK.—W.

been redecc

has

installed.

Colorado

Illinois

ATHOL. — Goldstein

Theatre

Rialto

and new equipment

NORWALK—

TAMPA—

North

Theatr
C.
Hartmar,
Brothers, 11
for brick am

J.

Boiler

Connecticut
SOUTH
The Palace Theatre will b
remodeled, new front constructed, etc.
Improvt
ments estimated to cost $100,000.

Jefferson Streets, with seating capacity of 700. Install
Lessee Mrs. J. 0. Holland.
Vitaphone.
Ike Wise has plans by Roy A. Benjamin,
Bisbee Building, Jacksonville, Fla., for proposed
theatre and store building.

ment

and

by

plans

Company

D. Smith plans erection of oneand
story stucco and concrete theatre at Lafayette

and

has

REMODELING
rated

MARIANNA. —J.

E.

$450,000.

cost,

Stockman

J.

EUREKA.—The

Nebraska

Florida

ROCKFORD— C.

H.
Kans.,

Nadeau, manager, has plans by M. Pretica, Pantages
Building, Seattle, Wash., for brick and reinforced
Estimated cost, $175,000.
concrete proposed theatre.

Reilty

Estimated

1,200.

MINERAL WELLS— Stockman-Hartman
West Tenth street, Kansas City, Mo.,
reinforced concrete fireproof theatre.

Montana

ANACONDA. —Washoe Amusement

OMAHA. — Glendale

P.

will

PAUL—Reported

be

expended

Orpheum

that

approximately

improvements

for

to

the

$100.0
Palat

theatre.

Michigan
Colonial Theatre has be
redecorated and new screen installed.

CASSOPOLIS.—The
renovated,

August
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Missouri

I

MACON—The

old

and operated as a

Grand theatre

will

be remodeled

picture house.

first-class

SPRINGFIELD.—The
redecorated

and new

Mullikin Theatre has been
cooling system installed.

New

Warner Brothers,
West Forty- fourth

theatre,
president, 321

Warner,

R.

THE SHOW MUST

Jersey

NEWARK — Mosque
H.

GO ON!

New York, have awarded contract to Strauss
k Company, Inc., 616 West Forty-third street, New
York, for alterations to theatre at 1020 Broad street.
Improvements estimated at $23,000.
street,

New York
HOOSICK FALLS—The Hoosick
me of the Lew Fischer chain,
:quipped to present audiens.

There must be no interruption

Falls Theatre,
being improved and

is

Performance.

SYRACUSE. —James

Carrigan, Hotel Syracuse, has
Angelis, 49 East Avenue, RochesN. Y., for alterations and improvements to theaon Warren Street.
Cost estimated at $70,000.

;r,

re

M.

by

•lans

De

J.

It's

—Extensive

the

first

law

improvements

are

to

and applies
the mechan-

of the stage

from the Manager down

North Carolina

RALEIGH.

in the

to

be

lade to the State Theatre.

ics of operation, alike.

Ohio

•EAST PALESTINE— A. Cohen has awarded conto the Madden Lumber & Construction Comany to remodel one and two-story theatre and erect
addition.
Improvements estimated to cost
ear

Are you safeguarded
House"?

ract

35,000.

against a

"Dark

ELMWOOD PLACE.— Morris

Epstein, 789 East
Avenue, Cincinnati, O., plans alterations to
on Main Avenue. Cost estimated at $25,000.
HAMILTON.—The Oxford Theatre will be reodeled and sound equipment installed.

[itchell

Have you

a "reserve guard" against possible current interruption?

eatre

Oregon

PORTLAND—The

Blue Mouse theatre, one of the
jhn Hamrick chain, is being remodeled.

Can you throw
instantly shunt

Pennsylvania

BANGOR. — The Music

Hall

and sound equipment

•w seats

CALIFORNIA.

— Extensive

has

been

improved,

installed.

A

improvements
have
en made to the Capitol Theatre and sound equip-

reserve Transverter
means sure protection.

ent installed.

CHESTER.

another switch and
around the trouble?
in

—

Extensive alterations have been made
William Penn Theatre.
$30,000 is being exnded for improvements to the Orpheum Theatre.
HOLMESBURG Extensive improvements are bethe

CONNELLSVILLE.—About

Permanently valuable

—

made

g

Holmes

to the

The seating capacity
1784 and new seats installed.

be increased to

11

theatre.

— ever

ready for

the crisis.

South Dakota

VIBORG—The

One "Dark Night" will cost you in prestige and seat sales many times that extra

seating capacity of the Glud theatre

being increased.

Sound equipment

will

be installed.

Texas

KINGSVILLE—The

Hall Industries, Inc., of Beele, Texas, which recently acquired the King's Inn
:atre, plans extensive remodeling to convert house
:o an attractive and up-to-date picture house.
Seal; capacity will be increased and equipment installed
r Vitaphone and Movietone productions.
LIBERTY The American theatre has been im>ved and a balcony for colored patrons constructed.
'AN ANTONIO.— The Princess Theatre will be

Transverter.
Sold in V.

—

S.

Canadian Distributors

A. by

The National Theatre Supply Co.

Perkins Electric, Ltd.

nodeled.

Washington

SEATTLE—The

Mouse theatre, one of
Hamrick chain, is being remodeled.
'Additional information since previous report.
Blue

THE HERTNER ELECTRIC COMPANY

the

m

in

5ARRON.

—The

has

been

:atre

Wisconsin
projection booth of the Majestic
reconstructed.
Sound equipment

12700 Elm wood Avenue

been installed.

1

Exclusive

Cleveland, Ohio, U. S.

A.

Manufacturers of the Transverter

Contracts Awarded
California

OS

ANGELES— W.

new

cost,

ITTSBURG
et,

y

s

et
es street.

J

— H.

Oakland,

s

s

stucco

Knight,
1819
Franklin
has contract to erect three-

C.

Calif.,

$100,000.

MONROE—P.

& C. Tornatore have awarded conDavis for erection of brick theatre, 50
110 feet, with seating capacity of 750, at Fourteenth and Adams streets.
Estimated cost, $15,000.
tract to L. D.

by

and hotel building at Seventh
and Railroad avenue for C. A. McCourt, 556
theatre

Estimated

cost, $150,000.

BEACH.— Miami

Beach Pier Corporation,

has awarded contract to
Ed
t i. Lindabury Company, 9 Bastian Building,
LinCi
Road, for erecting theatre, promenade deck and
barter, president,

b I stand.

— General

Theatre Company,

I.

W.

Rogers,

has awarded contract to A. H. Gerhardt &
633 Broadway, Cape Girardeau, Mo., for erecof three-story brick, tile and reinforced concrete
gj
tttre, 50 by 165 feet.

Louisiana
Higginbotham,

Mather Building, 917

G

—

S

—A.

Lust,

Massachusetts

giident,

ELOUSAS.

S.

Street, N. W., Washington, D. C, has awarded general contract to C. Ernest Nichols for erecting twostory concrete-block moving picture theatre, store and
lodge building on Main Street.
Estimated cost,
$60,000.

Estimated cost, $150,000.
Illinois

.^IRO.

Maryland

LAUREL.— S.

Florida

IAMI

3

Avenue, Baton Rouge, plans to start work soon on
theatre at Bellevue and Main Streets. Estimated

C.

has contract

Pennell, 804 South Verto erect reinforced con*e theatre and office building, 125 by 235 feet, on
erly
Boulevard
for
N.
Stein,
C.
Elks Club.
J
Iimated cost, $150,000.

avenue,

it

1

SALEM. Salem Realty Company, 126 Washington
Street and 85 Devonshire Street, Boston, has awarded
contract to C. S. Cunningham & Sons Construction
Company, 80 Boylston Street, Boston, for erecting
three-story brick and reinforced concrete theatre on
Essex Street.
Estimated cost, $500,000.
Michigan

969

Louisiana

•GROSSE

POINTE

FARMS

(P.

O.

Grosse

—

Pointe).
Grosse Pointe Theatre Company, A. Gardner, 1910 Buhl Building, 529 Griswold Street. Detroit, Mich., has awarded general contract to Hazleton & Clark Company, 1038 Michigan Theatre Building, 220 Gabley Avenue, Detroit, Mich., for two-story
brick, stone and concrete Punch & Judy Theatre,
store and office building, 100 by 100 feet, to be
erected at the northwest corner McKinley and Kercheval Avenues.
Estimated cost, $150,000.

DETROIT— E. S. Evans & Company, 1501 Dime
Bank Building, has awarded contract to Krieghoff
Company, 6601 French road, for erection of one and
two-story brick and concrete theatre at First and
Abbott

streets,

130

by

175

feet.

Estimated

cost,

$150,000.

New York
EAST SYRACUSE—Michael

Albanese, 212 East
street,
has awarded contract to Alibrandi
Brothers, Griffin square, Syracuse, N. Y., for brick
theatre and store building to be erected on East Manlius street.
Estimated cost $100,000.
Highbridge Realty Company, care
Loew's Theatres, 1540 Broadway, has awarded contract to Aronberg- Fried Company, 21 East Fortieth
Street, for erection of theatre and store building at
First

NEW YORK.—

4140 Broadway.

Estimated cost, $1,250,000.
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31,

Modern
Installations
The tendency among

Ask

theatres, both

throughout the
country is to modernize. Evidence
of this encouraging situation is

the Projectionist

Who

and

large

Uses

small,

found in the many installations
of equipment reported by leading

Them!

manufacturers.

SENTRY SAFETY CONTROL
CORPORATION
Fire Prevention Devices
Zaring's

STRONG

theatre, Springfield, O.
State theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
Circle theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
Claridge theatre, Montclair, N.

11 Whitehall

St.,

N«w York

City,

N.

A

Y.

THE FOTO-VOICE COMPANY
Reproducers

Strong Electrics

2501 Lagrange

theatre, Ashland, Va.
Franklin theatre, Rocky Mount, Va.
Fairfax theatre, Kilarnock, Va.

Ashland

Toledo,0.

St.

J.

Keith-Albee theatre, Huntingdon, Va.
Shirley theatre, Covington, Ky
Family theatre, Covington, Ky.
Majestic theatre, Columbus, O.

For Sale by Trustworthy Independent Supply Dealers Everywhere

<r»

Indianapoh

Fox

ARC LAMPS
e

theatre,

Board of Censors, Columbus, O.

Automatic Reflector

Export Offic.

Egyptian

Ind.
Ritz theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.
Robbins theatre, Warren, O.
Midland theatre, Newark, O.
Auditorium theatre, Newark, O.
Tivoli theatre, Lorraine, O.

TYPHOON FAN COMPANY
Ventilating

CHANNON ELECTRIC DRAW CURTAIN MACHINE
NEW INSTALLATIONS

PARAMOUNT THEATRE
MARY'S HIGH SCHOOL
FAMILY THEATRE

GARDEN THEATRE
IRONWOOD AMUSEMENT

CO.

New

York

Cii

Fox

theatre, Riverside, N. J.
Palace theatre, South Norwalk, Conn.
Capitol theatre, Danburg, Conn.
Greenwii
Greenwich theatre,

New

New

MARION, INDIANA
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

ST.

Loew's Lexington theatre,

Conn.
A

WALKER SCREEN COMPANY

MONROE, MICHIGAN
GARDEN CITY, KANSAS
IRONWOOD, MICHIGAN

Screens
theatre, Birmingham, Ala.
Rialto theatre, Denver, Colo.
Haven, Conn.
Poli theatre,
Majestic theatre, Bridgeport, Conn.
Capitol theatre, Hartford, Conn.
Palace theatre, Waterbury, Conn.
Washington theatre, Washington, D. C.
Vivian theatre, Daytona Beach, Fla.
Fairfax theatre, Miami, Fla.
Tampa theatre, Tampa, Fla.

Alabama

New

Stanley theatre,

Palm Beach,

Fla.

Howard

MAIL YOUR TRIAL ORDER TODAY

USE RECO FULL HOODS

for

New

for

COVE LIGHTING
RECO

Color Hoods with

dust-proof holder are ideal
for Cove Lighting.
Practically everlasting no
maintenance' cost.

—

Color Lighting equipment
•7 for Stage, Lobby, Foyer,
r

1

Each on heavy poster paper in
5 or more attractive colors and
airbrushed any size up to 36"xl0 ft.
Write for prices on other sizes on paper-muslin

artistically

and cards.
One Day

etc.

Service
Get the

Write for Bulletin No. 77

St.

Chicago,

Prices

Include

Best

Do Not
Pottage

They Cost Less

H. DRYFHOUT

Everything in Color for Lighting Equipment

2651 West Congress

theatre, Atlanta, Ga.
Ritz theatre, Macon, Ga.
Lucas theatre, Savannah, Ga.
Capitol theatre, Des Moines, la.
Capitol theatre, Cedar Rapids, la.
Paramount theatre, Waterloo, la.
Orleans, La.
Saenger theatre,
Park theatre, Bangor, Me.
Metropolitan theatre, Baltimore, Md.
Metropolitan theatre, Boston, Mass.
Palace theatre, Springfield, Mass.
Rialto theatre, Lowell, Mass.
Detroit theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Minnesota theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.
Capitol theatre, St. Paul, Minn.
St. Louis theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
Missouri theatre, St. Joseph, Mo.
Newman theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

III.

736 SO. WABASH AVE CHICAGO ILL,
.

Riviera theatre, Omaha, Nebr.
Stuart theatre, Lincoln, Nebr.
Mayfair theatre, Asbury Park, N.

J.

New Convention Hall, Atlantic City, N.
Amboy theatre, Perth Amboy, N. J.
Paramount theatre, New York, N. Y.
Buffalo theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

,
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August 31, 1929
Rivoli theatre, Syracuse, N. Y.
Rochester theatre, Rochester, N. Y.
Roxy theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
Ritz theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Imperial theatre, Columbia, S. C.
Alhambra theatre, Charlotte, N. C.
Imperial theatre, Asheville, N. C.
Tivoli theatre, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Tennessee theatre, Knoxville, Tenn.
Park theatre, Barre, Vt.
Hippodrome theatre, Richmond, Va.
Empress theatre, Laramie, Wyo.

~*SSO

INCANDESCENT
1*

"JQieglights
THESE

new Kliegs, in which high - candle - power
incandescent lamps are used for the light source,
furnish brilliant evenly diffused light high in actinic
qualities, permitting photography with clearness of
detail, full color values, sharp definition, and freedom

A

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
Reproducers
theatre, Baltimore, Md.
Ritz theatre, Richmond, Ind.
Broadway theatre, Danville, Va.
Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.
Rialto theatre, Hamilton O,.
Grand theatre, Great Falls, Mont.
Momort theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Gardens, L. I.
Kew Gardens theatre,
Chakers State theatre, Greenville, O.
Princess theatre, Roswell, N. Y.
Rialto theatre, Leominster, Mass.
Rialto theatre, Eldorado, Ark.
Mission theatre, Seattle, Wash.
Sheridan theatre, Chicago, 111.
Grand theatre, Salina, Kans.
Marquette theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
Madroma Garden, Seattle, Wash.
Lion theatre, Red Lion, Pa.
Majestic theatre, Corvallis, Ore.
Xixon theatre, W. Philadelphia, Pa.
Wood theatre, Stafford Springs, Conn.
Ohio theatre, Lorain, O.
Sorg theatre, Middleton, O.
Colonial theatre, Fostoria, O.
Coliseum theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Dreamland theatre, Herrington, Kans.
Galag theatre, Birmingham, Ala.
Commercial theatre, Chicago, 111.
Strand theatre, Marshalltown. Ia.
Playhouse theatre. Rye, N. Y.
jrand theatre, Salina, Kans.
Zross Bay theatre, Brooklyn, X. Y.
Vork theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.
£lks theatre, Prescott, Ariz,
^ourke theatre, La Junta, Colo.
Tones theatre, Canon City, Colo.
i?aramount-Palace theatre, Anderson, Ind.
Cennedy theatre, Kirksville, Mo.
Delft theatre, Escanaba. Mich.
iex theatre, Columbia, S. C.
iockhill theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
Delft theatre, Akron River, Mich.
3ide-A-\Vee theatre, Denver, Colo,
'ark West theatre,
York, N. Y.
'alace theatre, Leesburg, Fla.
•larlowe theatre, Ironton, O.
"entury theatre, Dowagiac, Mich.
"ictory theatre, Kemmerer, Wyo.
'iltmore theatre, Chicago, 111.
)ickinson theatre, Beloit, Kans.
'uller theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich.
•trand theatre, Dundalk, Md.
riterion theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
luxford theatre, Skaneateles, N. Y.
'aramount theatre, Newport, R. I.
astern theatre, Columbus, O.
laza theatre, Norwood, O.
astamba theatre, Shelby, O.
mboyd theatre, Fort Wayne, Ind.
mcoln theatre, Parkersburg,
Va.
irginia theatre, Wellston, O.
oosevelt theatre, Flushing, L. I.
tadrid theatre, Owensmouth, Cal.
von theatre, Chicago, 111.
rpheum theatre, Pocatello, Ida.
merica theatre, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Dunbar

from sound interference. They are absolutely noisein operation and cause no disturbance in the
recording of sound photography are efficient in light
control and utilization; afford complete command
over the direction, diffusion and divergence of the light
beam are light in weight can be easily and quickly
handled; operate on the service line, whether a. c. or
d. c.
are modern in every respect, and adapted to
present-day studio conditions.
Other Kliegl lighting
less

;

Kew

W.

IELLAPHONE CORPORATION
Reproducers
Mount Jewett,

ilace theatre,

Pa.

ew
ew

theatre, Mifflinburg. Pa.
theatre, Laurel, Md.
ise theatre, Mossbank, Sask.,
Glazer, Pittsburgh, Pa.
ate theatre, East Brady, Pa.
tie

House, Emporium, Pa.
theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Canada.

;

;

;

specialties include

jar
high'intensity
floodlighting;
one of several
different units available. Write
for Bulletin \o. 101. which
fully describes and illustrates
these new Kliegl studio lights
and explains how they are
used in motion picture and

:

Aisle Lights

Spotlights
Floodlights
Sciopticons
Footlights

Klieg'Sun:

Dimmers
Color MTheeU
Color Frames
Color Rolls
Color Boxes

Border lights
Exit Signs

—

Masic Stands
Connectors
Plugging Boxes
Floor Pockets

Color Mediums
Color Caps
Lamp Coloring
Terminal Lugs

Seenle Effects
Shatter*

Resistances
Stage Cable

For Descriptive Literature

tcrite

sound photography.

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., ino

321 West 50th Street
(JEW YORK, N. *!
5

PAINE EXPANSION SHELLS
For Anchoring Opera Chairs to Concrete Floors
Will not

come

loose

uhen properly

set

Furnished with bolts and washers ready
size shell most gento install.
erally used for repair work as well as
The most satisoriginal installations.
factory way to permanently anchor a

New

iera

57

chair to concrete.

Send for samples and prices

THE PAINE COMPANY
2951 Carroll Ave.
Type No.

Chicago,

1

SOUND

For

III.

will

Use X-Y-Z

in

The Very Best

The

where others
a perfect, pernon-buckling patch.

will stick

and

last

X-Y-Z makes

not.

manent and
Prepared in Gallons
Half-Pints

Ounce

Quarts

—Pints

Bottles.

Guaranteed to Satisfy or your Money Back
Send for Sample and Prices

Monarch Theatre Supply Co.
395

So.

Second

St.

jhis,

Te

Type No.

ACTION

Projection

FILM CEMENT
X-Y-Z

79 Barclay St.
York, N. Y.

New

ELECTRIC SIGNS

advertising value of your electric
signs can be greatly increased by the
use of the Time-O-Stat Silent Flasher.
These flashers which are made in many
models, are used on installations of all
sizes, among them some of the largest
motion picture theatres in the country.
will send us information about
sign, the size, the load, and the
flashing action desired, we shall be glad

If

you

your
to

make a recommendation.

TIME-O-STAT CONTROLS CO.
Elkhart, Ind.
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& Van Dyke

M-L Uniforms
will usher in

Sidney, Australia.

Bigger Profits

New

New

theatre, Havana, Cuba.
theatre, Bartlett, Tex.

Alamo

quietUnusually quiet

in

operation are

these units for economically chang-

ing alternating current to direct current for sound or silent projection.

Free from trouble.
thirty

Produces up to

amperes of pure-white, steady
any low intensity reflecting

light for

arc lamp.

Write today for complete information about Kurrent Changers and
National

Mazda Regulators.

CO.

Indiana

Impossible-To-Stall-Or-Jam
New-Tiffin

Curtain-Control
Starts, Stops, or

verses at

Any

—

by your

staff

depends largely on
Fine judgment is

their uniforms.

needed

to create a

uniform that

is

enough to command respect and yet ornamental enough
severe

to

your

fit

general

decorative

scheme.

Maier-Lavaty designers have

ere-

by

adopted

uniforms

ated

the

many

of the country's largest ex-

hibitors^

—who know how

their uniforms

to

make

pay a box-office

re-

turn.

Let us send you sketches, samples
of material and prices.
gation.

Grand theatre, Rockyford Colo.
Kiva theatre, Durango, Colo.
Times theatre, New York, N. Y.
Mecca theatre, New York, N. Y.

make the man. The
made on patrons

impression

Write

No

obli-

to:

Maier-Lavaty Co.
2139 Lincoln Ave., Chicago

©

1929,

M-L

Co.

Curran

Made by

GARVER ELECTRIC

/^LOTHES

Cal.

National Theatre Supply Dealers

Union City

J. C. Peck, Fenton, Mich.
F. R. Foreman, Oxford, Mich.
Clemson theatre, Brevard, N. C.
H. Rachiel, Sharpsburg, Pa.
Gem theatre, Pidgeon, Mich.
Michigan theatre, Flint, Mich.
Valatie theatre, Valatie, N. Y.
Ideal theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Peffer Music Company, Stockton, Cal.
Circle theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
H. Pridy, Pyote, Tex.
W. M. Dutton Company, Hastings, Neb.
Liberty theatre, Mexico, Mo.
A. Mitchell, Glasgow, Ky.
Capitol theatre, McKeesport, Pa.
Progressive Radio Company. Grand Rapids,
Mich.
M. Adkisson (College of Fine Arts), Denton, Tex.
Opera House, Bolivar, Pa.
Cole Theatre Circuit, Rosenberg, Tex.
Imperial theatre, Marianna, Ark.
Cameo theatre, Syracuse, N. Y.
Park theatre, Okeechobee, Fla.

Russell theatre, Somerset, O.
Peffer Music Company (2 pairs), Stockton,

Sold by

31, \92i

theatres, Wyalusing, Pa.
Victory theatre, Cleveland, 0.
East Texas theatre, Henderson, Tex.
Arcade theatre, Mt. Carmel, Pa.
Garrick theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Gaines theatre, Pineville, Ky.

Lee

CARVER

August

Re-

Point

theatre, Boulder, Colo.
Orpheum theatre, Shelby, Mont.
Panama theatre, Panama City, Fla.
Nelson theatre, Passagoula, Miss.
Lotus theatre, Sheridan, Wyo.
Nebraska theatre, Tampa, Fla.
Hollywood theatre, Hollywood, Fla.
Liberty theatre, De Leon, Tex.
Grand theatre, Phillippi, W. Va.
Liberty theatre, E. Cannonsburg, Pa.
Garden theatre, Frackville, Pa.

PROGRAMS

Opera House, Adams, N. Y.
Bessemer theatre, E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Henrv A. Lube, Exporter (10 pairs), New
York, N. Y.
New Palace theatre, Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.
Ideal theatre, Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.
Monroe theatre, Key West, Fla.

WINDOW CARDS
DODGERS

Pearl theatre, Youngwood, Pa.
Main Street theatre, Galton, Pa.

Sound

Master

Equipment

Company

Send for Samples

(5

pairs), Montreal, Can.
Scenery
Catalogue

Upon Request

Upon RequeBt

cemcSfaidioe

Opera House, Charles Town, W. Va.
Idle Hour theatre, Rochester, Mich.
Capital theatre, Clairton, Pa.
J. Popovitch, Y. M. C. A., Sharon, W. Va.
G. A. Klein, Winnebago, Minn.
Court theatre, Livingston, Cal.
Star theatre, South Range, Mich.
Buffalo Radio Eng. Company, Buffalo, N. Y.
Dixie theatre, Russellville, Ky.
Palace theatre, Crystal Springs, Miss.
Garden theatre, Lock Haven, Pa.
Penn State Amusement Co., Uniontown, Pa.
Harris-Burgess Electric Company, Elkin,

THE NATIONAL
Program & Printing Co.

729

S.

Wabash Ave.

320 W. 46th

N. C.

Motor Company, Danville, Ark.
Consolidated theatres, Denver, Colo.
Scottdale Amusement Company, Scottdale,
Pa.
Professional Radio Service, Johnstown, Pa.
Western Theatre Supply, Radville, Sask.,
Can.
Elec-Tro-Phone Corporation (7), St. Paul,
Springfield

CIRCUS HtRPLD J

PflOGRWH
DBTttPOSTtef

Minn.

Grand

EXHIBITORS
Printing Service
711 South Dearborn Street

CHICAGO,

ILL.

C.

L.

theatre, Greer, S. C.
Dowsley (5 pairs), Calgary,

BRASS

BRONZE

STEEL

RAILINGS
Ornamental Bronze Work
Wickets

Grilles

Alta.,

Can.

Essex Square

Coleman

theatre, Essex, Conn.
Electric Company, Toronto, Ont.,

Can.
Strand theatre, Rochester, N. Y.
Strand theatre, Brownsville, Pa.

ZERO VALVE &
BRASS CORP.
634 Fourth

St.

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

St.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Vugust

I
'

|
•

31.
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1929

Xorthern

X. Y.

Pearl theatre, Castle Shannon.^ Pa.

Roosevelt theatre, Flushing, L.

Falls theatre, Niagara Falls. X. Y.
Greenwood theatre, Trenton. X. J.
Rowland theatre, Philipsburg, Pa.
Madison theatre, Rochester, X. Y.
State theatre, Clymer, Pa.

Atlantic theatre, E. Rockaway, L. I., X. Y.
Irving theatre, Brooklyn, X. Y.
Fox Film Exchange, Xew Orleans, La.

H. M. Laird, Trenton, X. T.
Sparks Circus.
Arcadia theatre, Rum ford, Me.
Wm. Cox, Royalton, 111.
Codgen theatre, Ford City, Pa.
Liberty theatre, Mexico, Mo.
Giftex theatre. Clifton, Tex.
Arial theatre. Buffalo, X. Y.

theatre, Seattle, Wash.
Boyd theatre, Philadelphia. Pa.
Electrical Research,
York, X. Y.
Greenwich theatre, East Greenwich, R. I.
California theatre, Santa Barbara, Calif.
Clinton theatre, Columbus, O.
Dudley theatre. Foxbury, Mass.
Delft theatre. Iron River, Mich.
Gilham theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
Rockhill theatre, Kansas City. Mo.
Highway theatre, Brooklyn. X. Y.
Yirginia theatre, Fairmont, W. Ya.
Clifton theatre, Huntingdon, Pa.
Criterion theatre. St. Louis, Mo.
Globe theatre, Xew Haven. Conn.
Capital theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Xew

Lyric theatre, Duluth, Minn.

Fox Film Exchange, Xew Haven, Conn.
Strand theatre. Dundalk, Md.
Sorg theatre, Middletown, O.
Paramount Famous Lasky, Kobe, Japan.
D. R. Kautz Company, Xorwood, 0.

COMPANY

Xew

West

Fox

(6).

Screens
theatre,
York, X. Y.
theatre, Anderson, Ind.
Dreamland theatre, Herrington, Kan.
J
laza theatre, Xorwood, O.
-"uller theatre, Kalamazoo, Mich,
(uneau theatre. Milwaukee, Wis.
Delft theatre, Escanaba, Mich.
Colonial theatre, Fostoria, O.
-avini theatre. Peckville, Pa.
-rank Glick theatre, Forest, Miss.
7
red Querner theatre. Pittsburgh, Pa.
ommercial theatre, Chicago, 111.
3roadway theatre. Ponce, Porto Rico.
Northern Electric, Montreal, Canada (2).
Benvyn theatre. Berwyn. 111.
k'ork theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.
-larlem Grand theatre,
York. X. Y.
'ark

Montreal.

Fox Mission theatre, San Jose, Calif.
Gen. Paz theatre, Cordoba, Argentina.
Rivoli theatre, Hastings, Neb.
Ohio theatre, Lorain, O.

Liberty theatre, Olympia, Wash.
theatre, St. Louis. Mo.
Idle Hour theatre, Carthage, O.
Century theatre, Dowagiac, Mich.
Emboyd theatre. Fort Wayne. Ind.
Empire theatre, Birmingham, Ala.
Morrison theatre, Alliance, O.
Huxford theatre, Skaneateles. X. Y.
Eastern theatre. Columbus, O.
Xorwood theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Kimbal DeLuxe theatres. Wellington. X. Z.

Tivoli theatre. Spencer, Ind.
Star theatre, Poultney, Vt.
Dome theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Johnson theatre, Marmarth. X. D.
Park theatre. Lebanon, X. H.
Ismav theatre, Ismav, Mont.

Company,

Electric

Can.

American

T. H. Wiseman, Freeport, Pa.
Opera House, Berlin, Wis.
Rex theatre, Berlin, Wis.

DA-LITE SCREEN

I..
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HUB PRODUCTS FROM SERVICE TO SOCKET

-"alace

Look Before You Light

Xew

Electrical

Research

Products,

Sydney,

istralia.

£ox Film Exchange. Oklahoma City, Okla.
Elliot" theatre. Independence, Mo.
incoln theatre. Parkersburg, W. Ya.
oliscum theatre. Brooklyn. X. Y.
•iialto theatre, Eldcrado, Ark.

THE

lighting of

modern

The

as well as a fine art.

become an exact

theatres has

operator of a

Hub

•

jJiltmore theatre,

Chicago,

111.

Woman

theatre, Brooklyn, X. Y.
line Bird theatre, Denver, Colo.
vrcade theatre. Pittsburgh, Pa.
".itz
theatre, Tuscaloosa, Ala.
lusic Box theatre, Seattle, Wash.
^lue Mouse theatre, Seattle, Wash.
alace theatre, Duncan, Okla.
•rpheum theatre, Elkhart, Ind.
/orthern
Electric
Company,
Montreal.

can produce the most
a

symphony

artistic of all lighting effects

of light, shadows, and colors

produce any combination of colors from

—

science

Switchboard

—he can play

just as

an

artist

can

his palette.

For the benefit of our patrons and prospective patrons, we main-

equipped lighting demonstration studio

tain a completely

factory.

a miniature theatre in

It is

at

our

which we can reproduce

every desirable lighting effect which can be used in the largest
Mectrical

'lectrical

Here

theatre.

Albuquerque, X. M.
Research Products, San Jose

Hh, Porto Rico.
iberty theatre. Burkburnette, Tex.
hring theatre. Indianapolis. Ind.
leal theatre, Xew York, X. Y.
Jiiversal

— with

Research Products, Svdnev, Aus-

t±a (25;.
'unshinc theatre,

Film Exchange,

Xew

York, X. Y.

rand theatre. Waterloo, la.
rand theatre. Cedar Rapids, la.
Scobey, Indianapolis, Ind.
I C.
lusic Specialty Company, Union City. Ind.
merican Theatre Supplv Company. Sioux
U. S. D. (2).
eaver theatre. Mountain Home, Idaho.
t>urke theatre. La Junta, Colo.
jonderland theatre, Durham, X. C.
inula theatre, Sandpoint, Idaho.
theatre, San Diego, Calif.
theatre. Hyannis. Mass.
ayne theatre, Wayne, Mich.
'Ivin theatre, Dearborn. Mich.
^tages theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
;od theatre, Stafford Springs, Conn.
• and
theatre, Rockland. Mass.
Jl-oli theatre, Columbia, S. C.
< issbay theatre,
Brooklyn. X. Y.
- rlowe
theatre. I ronton, O.

perienced lighting engineers
effects

Hour

I'ctrical

(

Research

>ne theatre,

Products,

Ozone Park,

L.

Wellington,
I.,

X. Y.

—

a

complete program of lighting

can be worked out, and a

designed to reproduce every desired

Every theatre operator
interesting laboratory
facilities

^

of

rite for

is

as

Hub

Switchboard

cordially invited to
it

suits

specially

effect.

his

make use

convenience.

The

of this
entire

our capable organization are yours to command.

further information.

Hub Electric Ga

>sion

le

the hearty cooperation of our corps of ex-

Spot Lights

Footlights

Border Lights

Complete Theatre Lighting Equipment

Stage Pockets

Factory and General Offices

Panel Boards

2219-2225 West Grand Avenue

Usher Signals

Cove Lighting
Exit Signs

Telephone Seeley 6440-1-2

Down Town Chicago
Suite

Service Boards

—
Phone
323

Sales Offices
155 N. Clark St.
State 7966

New York

City

1457 Broadway
Phone Wisconsin 4843

Toledo. Ohio
1220 Madison Ave.

Phone Adams 551$
Milwaukee. Wis.
123 Second St

Phone Grand 1533

Directional Signs

Flood Lights
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Fox
Fox
Fox
Fox

Film
Film
Film
Film
Playhouse

Exchange,
Exchange,
Exchange,
Exchange,

August

San Francisco, Calif.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Denver, Colo.
Salt Lake City, Utah.

SELL!

theatre, Darien, Conn.
theatre, Bronx, N. Y.
Electrical Research Products, Montevideo,

brilliantly
THE
lighted Milne

Uruguay.
Dickenson theatre,

Made

Beloit, Kan.
theatre, Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.
Palace theatre, Leesburg, Fla.
Niles theatre, Mesa, Ariz.
Wilshire theatre, Los Angeles, Calif.
Paramount theatre, Newport, R. I.
Fox Film Exchange, Dallas, Tex.
Linden theatre. Columbus, O.
Strand theatre, Marshalltown, la.

sell.

your show message
the crowds that
fill your theatre.

to

The best Theatres
the country are
using MILNE Signs
because they are
in

D. R. Kautz Company, Norwood, O.
Sequoyah theatre, Tahlequah, Okla.

convinced that
"showmanship"

Sunshine theatre, Albuquerque, N. M.
Castamba theatre, Shelby, O.
Fox Film Exchange, Omaha, Neb.
Chicago,

Send us the name
your theatre and

111.

Electrical Research Products, London, Eng.
Electrical
Research
Products,
Rio
de
Janeiro, Brazil (3).
Kinema theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Vilma theatre, Baltimore, Md.
Utica theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Capitol theatre, Scranton, Pa.
Electrical Research Products, Rcsario, Argentine.
Hope theatre, Providence, R. I.
Marblehill theatre,
York, N. Y.
Playhouse theatre, Chicago, 111.
Orpheum theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich.

MILNE ELECTRIC
SIGN COMPANY
614-618 Cherry

Long Distance Phone
Grand 7666

Chicago Branch:
4352 Broadway

tralia

Walls, ceilings and windows are
cleaned much faster and better when
the Dayton Safety Ladder is used.
The workman has both hands free,

works swiftly and confidently. The
Dayton lasts longer than cheaply
built ladders; folds flat for carrying;
is

weight;

in

light

Sizes

against walls.

close

stands
to

3

1

6

feet.

Moderately priced.
Write Dept. BT-8 for complete

information

SEE OUR
EXHIBIT

to Oct. 4,

brightest

theatre,

Owensmouth,

121-123

Paramount

Street,

Changeable Letter
Marquise or Canopies

Calif.

Famous

Lasky

Corporation,

St. Louis, Mo.
Capitol theatre, Frankfort, Ky.

burglar
spending your

Strand theatre, Muskegon, Mich.
Opal theatre, Hollister, Calif.
Florence theatre, Seattle, Wash.

Ardmore

1929

Cincinnati,

on

York, N. Y.
Pauline theatre,

theatre,

Is this

Ardmore, Pa.

Portage Park theatre, Chicago, 111.
Electrical Research Products, Rio de Ja-

Safety Ladder Co.

West Third

spot

MILNE
SIGNS

Liberty theatre, New York, N. Y.
Fox Case Corporation, New York, N. Y.
Panorama theatre, Chicago, 111.
Liberty theatre, Sharon, Pa.
Harris theatre, Donora, Pa.
Fay's theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
Colonial theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
Northern Electric Company, Montreal, Can.

neiro,

The Dayton

waukee, the

"The White Way."

Saenger theatre, Mobile, Ala.
Lyric theatre, Gastor.ia, N. C.
City Hall theatre, New York, N. Y.
Strand theatre, Elizabeth, N. J.
Midwesco theatre, Elizabeth, N. J.
Plaza theatre, Northampton, Mass.
Missouri theatre, Columbia, Mo.
Republic theatre, Detroit, Mich.

Madrid

Mil-

p h e u m,

(7).

Or-

New

CHICAGO
30

The Palace

(20).

Eighteenth Annual
Safety Congress
Sept.

Graceland 4289

Fox Film Exchange, Milwaukee, Wis.

Aus-

Ohio

DAYTON
Safety Ladder
(Patented)

Stock carried by Pacific Coast Representative, BullardDavis, Inc., Los Angeles and San Francisco, and by
160 other distributors from coast to coast.

Brazil.
State theatre. Altoona, Pa.
Dixie theatre, Ocala, Fla.
Keiths State theatre, Union City, N.
Jefferson theatre, Muskegon, Mich.
Midland theatre, Coffeyville, Kan.
Unter theatre, Elks, Nev.
Corona theatre, Corona, Calif.
York, N. Y.
Lafayette theatre.
Blair theatre, Osborne, Kan.
Capitol theatre, Danbury, Conn.

money?
He

has

made another

upon Wine, Women and
Automobiles belongs to the
owner of a theatre in a town a
hundred miles away.
Will he be spending your money
ing

New

Not if you
York Burglary Chest.
next week?

New

Union Opera House, Philadelphia, O.

Fox

Studios,

Hollywood,

Calif.

Aldine theatre, Wilmington, Del.

Benn theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
Central theatre, Washington, D. C.
Workmans Circle Sanatorium, Liberty,
N. Y.
James theatre, Utica, N. Y.
Apollo theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

Park

theatre,

Austin, Minn.

successful

raid upon a moving picture
theatre. The money he is spendJ.

St.

Milwaukee, Wis.

New

Temple theatre, Alhambra, Calif.
Fox theatre, Riverside, N. J.

of
let

—

Aus-

Electrical Research Products, Sydney,

Star theatre, Binghampton, N. Y.
Electrical Research Products, Sydney,

is

us submit a colored
sketch to you
no
obligation on your
part.

tralia.

Cleaning Costs

this

built right in.

American Red Cross, Denver, Colo.

Lower Your

Electric Signs
the signs that
They shout

are

Temple

theatre,

1929

Signs That

Oxford

Avon

31,

York Safe

Lock
Company

and

York, Pa.

install a

If
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AVE YOU A LAKE

INDERNEATH YOUR
HEATRE? IF SO —

patents on the cooling and washing devices,
supervised the installation of the plant and
found it to be even more effective in operation

you a lake under your theatre?

than was anticipated.
According to the report of Strasser, the well
is a 10-inch bore, and it delivered 500 gallons
a minute during a two-week test, though but
400 gallons were needed.
The system also

Well, that's not unusual, of course,
but it still is too bad. For if you had,
u could do what the United Artists theatre
nagement did in Portland, Ore.

spray in a tank. The cooler measures eight by
nine feet.
A five-inch water supply pipe from the pump

iAVE
No?

i

—

1

includes a humidifier, which encloses the water

seems, is sitting pretty over
inexhaustible supply of cold,
This is the basis on which
esian water.
United Artists' cooling system is installed,
t
(dinarily when a cooling system is installed,
requires an elaborate refrigeration equipand water must be bought on metered
i nt,
By tapping artesian
siply from the city.
the proper low degree of temperature
\ :er,
found without installation of a special
\{s
rrigeration system, and the tapping of the
s ply from the city mains was unnnecessary.
'ortland,

jictically

it

61

basement, connects with the system and
an important part in controlling the
temperature of the air blown into the theatre.
The air passes through a miniature waterfall
and is washed and cooled at the same time.
in the

plays

The pump

in the basement forces the water
through the washer, which drops it into the
tank. The water is then pumped out into the
sewer. A feature of the system is the continuous running water from the pumps to the
washer.

an

;

A

i

R. J. Strasser, engineer, drilled the
150 feet deep and tapped the immense
r;rvoir of natural cold water that underlies
city.
It was necessary that the well be
tl
k
Mowing for some weeks in order to clear

in box office returns

ifter

v

Hidden Factor

1

i

THE

projection lens

fine

makes

itself felt in actual

highly corrected and can be brought

why

lenses without

note from you will bring full information on these perfected projection lenses.

qualification. In repeated tests before

will

experts, Cinephors have proved their

your

superiority of

definition,

illumination

field,

sharp focus with greatest

A

leading theatre operators

recommend Cinephor

to a clear,

ease.

attendance than

the best of feature films.

That's

They are

tween black

cash

returns. "Clearer pictures" and
"no eye-strain" are more important
in building sustained

and white.

soon

flatness

of

and contrast be-

Bausch

& Lomb

experts

gladly cooperate in overcoming

own

projection

difficulties.

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 652
Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.

Bausch &

St.

Lomb

CINEPHOR
Projection Lenses for

Motion Pictures

One of

the three banks of valves in
operation in the spray room, the sheet
bf water concealing the other two.
The water, as shown, is forced into
his chamber at the rate of 400 gallons
>er minute. The air is sucked through
his sheet of ivater on its way to the
interior of the theatre.

sand deposit so that the water would
With the clearing process comple 1, the outside flow was cut off and the
i el connected to the cooling and air wasting ystem, which had been completed while
lite ell was being cleared.
'juthe
iiir

freely.

1: well supplies water at a temperature of
"- 'zrees and at a rate of 500 gallons a minute, f required.
Inside the cooling and air
wa<ng chamber, there are three banks of
heads,
shooting
fen
a total of 80 square feet
of ray surface each.

LESS

ALL STEEl

HYtrack

A VALLCN PROOUCT

.

Tough this triple blanket of water, the
h"g fan sucks the air from the roof of the
ihe; e, washing it clean of impurities and
«'oolg it to any temperature desired in the
to< c.
There are devices for mixing the air
A 'tl
warmer currents, or "by-passing" it, if
gher degrees of temperature are needed.

•he

A
Pas:
'

hat

"y

1

washing and cooling chamber is
the air is sucked through another
er, in which it is dried until the humidlormal, then is launched and distributed

:r

the

T,

into ie

interior of the theatre,

Turner of the William

Turner
[Core ny, representing the American Blower
Con ation of Detroit, which holds the basic
i.

S.

Quality— Not Price;
Vallen High Speed and Junior Controls; Vallen Syncontrol;
Automatic Screen Mask; and Noiseless
All-Steel Safety Track
At the Steel Pier, Atlantic City, pressing OISE button starts, stops, or reverses* "Tl
Tl
ny of the curtains. Even the roll curtain and horns for sound are operated
by Vallen Equipment,— used exclusively to make this a complete, unique

I

'4

nstallation

!

VALLEN ELECTRICAL COMPANY,
Akron, Ohio, U.

S.

A.

INC.

I'
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MODERN STAGE LIGHTING

How

it

works,

I

factor in the field of lighting.
He can el,
press the genius of the artist. Given goJ
tools, he will be inspired to compose,
to speak, in the lighting medium, to produ
good results which are interesting, nc
varied, and pleasing to his public.

By no means

among

least

engineeri

considerations, is simplicity. Unwieldy, co
plicated mechanisms are easier to desi
than the smaller and more carefully co<
dinated forms. Complication leads to hea
expenditures.
however, essential
If,
quirements are first studied and a feeli
of unity in design is maintained, the
suits will be a set of simple workable un
whose operation and upkeep will be fou
to be correspondingly simple.
Throu
the study of basic principles of light
practice and direct methods of accompli
merit, it is possible to bring the ultim
cost of the layout within reasonable lim
So, you see, simplification and eliminat
of the unnecessary constitutes an import t
cost factor.
Providing a layout to fit within a limi
appropriation is a difficult problem. lis
often deemed necessary to resort to slitJ
Especially detrimental to the i|j
cuts.
is the practice of substituting inferior eqi -j
I

;

-

:

efficiency,

its

the results which it obtains,
Many tests can be
must all be proved.
made for the predetermination of results,
Engineerbut the best test is experience.
ing data and collected information based
on actual installations will assist in verifying many details. The equipment engineer
has such material at his command and can
make valuable deductions from it for the
benefit of the individual group.
While every producer strives for lighting
effects, he realizes at the same time that
ease in obtaining them is a vital factor in
the success of the production. The actual
displaying of the effects should be possible
with the least amount of thought and effort.
For this reason it is most important that
the control board bear an organic relation
to the lights. For example, if the apparatus
is arranged on the stage according to a defi-

31, 192

continued from page

are adaptable for use on all stages and will
eliminate much of the discomfort now experienced by many producers in their endeavors to make use of clumsy, inferior
apparatus.
In the placement of this equipment, accessibility will be given first consideration;
lights must be easy to reach for the purpose of focusing, adjusting and relamping.
If units may be raised, lowered, or freely
moved about, much valuable time and
energy will be saved. To study the problem, determine the most efficient arrangement and know the proper apparatus for
each requirement is the business of the
stage engineer.
All layouts should be based on experimental verification. The fact that a certain
grouping of units works well on one stage
does not mean that it is suited to every
situation.

August

.

economy and

i

1

ment, although

Border

and spots on 'he stage

lights

of the

Roxy

theatre,

New

York.

nite plan, the controls should be similarly
arranged. Also, if the lighting is to be of
various types (such as diffused, local, spotted, in colors selected at the controls, colors

not selected at the controls, and so forth)
it should be possible to group the controls
according to these types.
The operator is certainly a most essential

many producers

consci

-j

liously believe that this is the only pi Layc s
tical way of solving the difficulty.
may be designed to fit a wide range t
basic layout of eq> -I
appropriations.
ment is one which will produce with c
all of the elemental types of lighting r
any given scene. This layout should e
made adequate for work within certain determined limits; if consistently desig' 1,
it may then be easily enlarged should o ision require.

A

<

Operating costs and upkeep are subj ts
to be considered in a thoroughly engine
layout.
Rigidity and light weight are triors in the life of any piece of appar: s.
Accessibility of operating parts- makes S|j|
possible and also saves the operator's sposition.
Units with interchangeable \ is
may be adapted to various purposes. a
result, a smaller number will be requin
(I

—

.

SILENCE

.

-

EASE OF INSTALLATION

.

RELIABILITY OF OPERATION

consumption

Current

maximum amount

depends

of light

the wattage drawn.

Lamps

on
obtained
give out

le

m

!

ht

practically ali directions; in most ( es
onlv a very small angle is required.
highly efficient reflecting surface cait><
designed to redirect as much as possib ol
the waste light, the maximum illumin. 3'
may be obtained. Proper ventilation ar no
in

A JUNIOR CURTAIN MACHINE AT A REAL JUNIOR PRICE
Location Anywhere

— Fly

lery,

Side

Gal-

Floor
Under Stage

Elevator
Traction

lamps allows long
An approximate

Wall,

Stage

or

3'/2

Type

York

City:

Drive
Yearly
Yearly
Yearly
Yearly

up to
per Second

Speed
Ft.

life.

total cost of a large y
out is illustrated by the following esti^J
of lighting costs for the Roxy theatre :\\

Opening and Closing

'»

$33

depreciation

Schools,

90 i>
8Ci>

$23C

LIST

Now brings the advantages of Automatic
Remote Curtain Control
within
the
means of Theatres,

)

330

carrying charge
current consumption
maintenance (inc. lamps)

Lodges and Auditoriums
Everywhere

Obtainable thru Equipment Dealers

$5,00(
Yearly gross income
Yearly percentage of gross income for

operating costs, per cent

Yearlv nro rata

tier seat

and Drapery Houses

By

b TAB

I

All considered, the cost of an out
really good equipment is not great,
initial outlay is, of course, the largest

the manufacturers of

L ARC

may

usually be met
gressive installments. The upkeep

and even

MOTOR -GENERATOR

this

iii

of

'he

*
r0

of™

apparatus would be relatively low. C<
ered as an investment, this equipment
pay large dividends in versatility of""
1

AUTOMATIC DEVICES COMPANY
737

HAMILTON STREET

ALLENTOWN,

PA.

formance and satisfactory
this

best

means
shown

in
in

displays,

pleasure to theatrego

box

office receipts.

J

:
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TRADE MARK REGISTERED

NATION WIDE ENDORSEMENT OF
DA-LITE SCREENS
Was
this

fully established

during the reign of

Da-Tone

X

pictures.

silent

endorsement has become International and

Sound Screen*

all

W ith

the advance of sound pictures

but unanimous in character.

— 75c

per

sq.

ft.

Gold Fibre Seamless Tearproof Screens 50c per
Also Portable Screens
(See

list

— All

sq.

ft.

Types

of installations on page 59

THE DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY
922-924 West Monroe

IMPORTANT THEATRE
Mcon Picture Industries (145 Atl. 609), it
wadisclosed that a salesman selling stock
in
motion picture corporation induced a
too to invest $6,850 upon representations
thathe company's stock paid 12 per cent
annlly. Also, the cousin of the cook testify
that the salesman made numerous

statements regarding the stock. When
ook learned that the stock was not
pay g 12 per cent dividends, regularly, she
sue the corporation to recover the amount
whii he had invested.
However, the court
helche corporation not required to refund
the loney, stating the following important
ials

the

"

cording to several witnesses defendant' (corporation's) salesman made repreions to them that appear to have been
Jnt
but it does not appear that any such
rcpi-entations were made to plaintiff or
:hathey ever came to her knowledge.
Unf tunate as the situation of plaintiff
*PP rs to be, and regrettable as it is that

M

.

a

hd-working

ndi d by the

woman

.

.

should have been

smooth tongue of a not too

icruilous salesman to invest all her sav"tgST stock of a speculative character, we
are

able to give her relief. Courts cannot
act
guardians for the overcredulous, deplor.le
as
their
plight
may be, and
ofte is."

F'luently
:our

*en
ect.t

the question is presented a
which of the owner or hirer of equipliable

is

in

damages

for injuries

ef-

by the person who operates the
Generally if the owner hires
uipment and the driver on a daily

tqui lent.
"is

Pa>T nt

user

•"ivi

equipment

basis and the
the owner of the

directs
is

the

not

LAW

by the driver
or effected by him.
If, however, the owner of the tractor furnishes the driver and agrees to perform
certain work, and the user does not have
the right to exercise absolute control over
the driver, the owner of the equipment is
responsible for the injurious acts of the
4

driver.

For

illustration, in the recent case of

Pe-

ters v. United Studios (277 Pac. 156) it was
disclosed that the owner of equipment hired
it, with its driver, to a motion picture company. While operating the tractor it accidentally seriously injured a person who sued
both the motion picture company and the
owner of the tractor for damages.

However, since evidence was presented
showing that the motion picture company's
manager had only the right to direct the
driver of the tractor, and had no right to
discharge him, the court held the owner of
the equipment solely liable, stating the following important law
"When a master hires out, under a rental
agreement, the services of an employe for
the operation of an instrumentality owned
by the master, together with the use of the
instrumentality, without relinquishing to the
hirer the power to discharge such servant,
the legal presumption is that, although
the hirer directs the servant where to go
and what to do in the performance of the
work, the servant remains the servant of
the general employer, in so far as concerns
the manner and method of operating the
instrumentality, and the negligence of the
servant must be held to be that of the
owner and not that of the hirer of the inHowever, the general
strumentality.
employer may lend his servant together
.

with an instrumentality in such a manner
relieve the general employer from
as to
liability for the servant's negligence in the
operation of the instrumentality. ... It is
the right to exercise control, rather than
.

the

.

.

.

.

mere

fact of its exercise,

which

is

de-

cisive."

W hen City Is
Liable for Damage
The
two

duties of municipalities fall under
distinct classifications and are defined

as follows:

Governmental, which are conferred
city for the purpose of administering the affairs of the municipality and
promoting the public welfare generally; and
(2) Ministerial, which are granted for the
(1)

upon the

special benefit of the people
the corporate boundaries.

who

live

within

Acts authorized under the police power,
eminent domain, the administration of justice and the maintenance of fire protection,
fall within governmental functions, while
the care of streets and alleys, the erection
and maintenance of local improvements and
the care and protection of city property
are purely ministerial functions.

While

it

liable for

.

.

Illinois

continued from page 23

liable for the injuries received

.

Witt's Liability for
Em'oyes' Injuries

Chicago,

Street

ployes

is

true that a municipality is not
its officials or em-

negligence of

who perform governmental

duties,

yet since stoppage of leaks in water mains
is deemed a ministerial function, a theatre

owner whose property is damaged by water
leaking from city water pipes is entitled to
recover compensation from the city for his

For example, in Riegel & Company
City of Philadelphia (145 Atl. 837) it
was disclosed that a proprietor sued the
municipality for $17,128 damages sustained

losses.
v.
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Theatre Owner Not
Liable for Injury
In all litigations involving injury to e>
atre patrons, employes or other pens,
the important question for solution by it
court is: "Did the theatre owner exe se
ordinary care to prevent the injury?" 'aerally, if this question can be answere in
the affirmative, the theatre owner is ol
liable in damages for the injury.
For instance, in the recent case of rnardo v. Hoffman, (145 Atl. 884), it as
disclosed that a theatre, designed by a iitects having 30 years of experience, id
constructed upon its roof a penthouse a ut
14 by 20 feet in size, which was a pa oi
the ventilating system of the theatre, he
roof of the penthouse was constructed th
a four-foot overhang all around, perming
a severe upward pressure from the
id.
It was not anchored to the roof oi he
building, but only secured to the top o he
walls of the penthouse itself, and thiby
small bolts which proved insufficieT in
number and size to withstand unusual assure of the wind.
Moreover, the th ;re
building was one of the highest in he
vicinity, and there was nothing to brea he
force of the wind against the penthou: on
top of the roof of the theatre. One evi ng
during a wind-storm, the penthouse as
blown from the building and fell up a
pedestrian, killing him.
The dependei of
the man sued the theatre owner for mages, but it is interesting to observe lat
the court held the latter not liable, sa ig:

Decorate your

ORCHESTRA PIT
with

REISING'S
True to Nature
Art Flowers, Plants, Shrubs
and Grass Mats

\

They

are the best
for Theatres

John Eberson, Architect

REISING'S

uses

Flowers and Shrubs in

all his

ATMOSPHERIC THEATRES
Let us estimate your needs

G.

REISING

"The roof of the penthouse was )nstructed from specifications which .'re
standard. The penthouse was inspect by
the president of the company which bi
as well as by the building inspector c:he*
city of New Britain and the fire m; lial

& COMPANY

it,

CHICAGO,

227 West Austin Avenue

ILL.

Telephone : Superior 2425

result of a water main bursting and
flooding the lower floor of his building.
Evidence was introduced proving that the

as a

had been notified
several days prior to the time the main
bursted, that water was seeping from the
ground adjacent the building which was
The water company's repair
later flooded.
men examined the premises, but failed to
turn off the water until the main bursted.
In view of this testimony the higher court
city

waterworks

officials

held the city liable, saying:

"We are of opinion that there was sufficient notice given to the city prior to the
break to put it upon investigation of all
the possible sources of water leaking in the
street, including the large main, to which
its attention as a likely cause of the trouble
was specifically directed by some of the
complaints. It made no examination whatever of the large main.
The city had
ample notice that there was a leak in the
street from its water system.
In the light
of the notices received, it was its duty to
investigate all its water pipes in the street
until the source was found."
.

.

.

Debtor Not Protected

By

Statute of Limitation
Almost everyone knows that a debt is
"outlawed" and the debtor is relieved from
paying the account if the creditor permits
the debtor to delay making payment for a
period of time specified by the laws of the

which the creditor lives.
However, few persons are familiar with

state in

the fact that certain acts or statements, on
the part of the debtor, will renew the debt,
it is barred by the statute of lim-

although

instance, in C. H. Hyer & Sons
(16 S. W. [2d] 938) it was disclosed that a seller of merchandise permitted the purchaser to delay paying the
account until it was barred by the statute.
Several months after the debt became "outitation.

v.

For

Morrow

lawed" the

and pronounced

seller

manding payment.

wrote to the debtor deThe debtor wrote as

follows:

"Today

I

the penthouse

will

men who were

do not have the money. Though
shortly, because I believe in
another week I will ... do more business
than have been lately.
On 9th Dr. Harbelieve

I

.

his

operated -for

gall

.

.

stone

trouble.

On

October 25 came home and am fast improving.
For 25 years I have always
paid and I'll make it a point to take care of
your account just at earliest day, and I
thank you. Very truly, J. N. Morrow."
The seller filed suit soon afterward, contending that in this letter the debtor had
.

all right.
It also apars
that the fire chief had inspected this nthouse on several occasions. There is th-t
ing in the evidence to indicate tha thej
ted
defendant owners of
the
theatre
otherwise than reasonably in basing einconclusions as to the proper constructi 00

.

.

incurred a new obligation by promising unconditionally to pay the account, and that
for this reason the debt was renewed.
It
is interesting to observe that the court held
that the letter renewed the debt, resulting
in the debtor being bound to pay the account, stating important law, as follows:

upon the opinions

of

csa»

experienced in such ma:rst<
We do not think it could be reaso bly
held, in view of the foregoing and surr iding facts, that these defendants were jligent in the matter of the constructio; in<
use of this structure."

The Law
Of Bankruptcy
Generally speaking, any person who

el

a discharge of debts under the I ti
States bankruptcy laws, is expected tc i'
incurred the indebtedness in the orcai
conduction of a business enterprise!'
without fraudulent intent.
In other
a person, who with fraudulent intent on
tracts an obligation, cannot obtain lis
charge under the bankruptcy laws oi
;

clear, we think, that the letter ema distinct promise to pay the debt
evidenced by the open account.
'In order to remove the bar of limitation from
a barred indebtedness, there must be a new

"It

is

bodies

.

.

.

promise to pay the same, evidenced by writing on the part of the debtor. The liability
of the debtor, in such a case, depends, not
obligation, but upon the new
promise.
This new promise need not be
expressed in the writing, but may be implied from what is zvritten.
An unqualified
and unequivocal acknowledgment in writing on the part of the debtor, of the existence of the indebtedness, unaccompanied
by expressions indicating an unwillingness
to pay same, will raise the implication of
a new promise to pay the indebtedness. But
if the acknowledgment of the existence of
the indebtedness be qualified by an expressed promise to pay same conditionally,
a promise different from the one so expressed will not he implied'."

upon the old

such indebtedness.
Therefore, filin a
untrue financial statement prevents In
charge in bankruptcy.
Moreover, in Morimura, Arai & Cor my
v. Taback (49 S. Ct. 212), which vv; decided during the past few weeks, tl supreme court of the United States hel< b*t
gross carelessness in filing "a financial
ment is equivalent to fraud and pn "' s
discharge of the debtor.

>

The
ners,

facts of the case are that two irtrerfW1

Henry and Louis Taback,

an incorrect written financial statement"
lying upon this statement, various firn e>"
tended credit to the Taback partnersh fo f
purchase of material. Several months er
ward Taback Brothers became insolveiUid
were adjudged bankrupts. Suit was]**
by the creditors against the discharj n
the grounds that the incorrect Stat
'

1

<>

X.just 31,
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Moderately Priced —

THE AMERICAN SOUND SCREEN
While the American Sound Screen

is

a super-

product, constructed of the finest quality
material obtainable, finished thru an especially
jelled pyroxlin process

perfectly staggered to
it

yet

is

and with perforations
an indeed fine point-

indeed most moderately priced— for

verification, see

I

any Branch of

National Theatre Supply Co.
or write direct to —

AMERICAN SlLVERSHEEl COMPANY
SAINT LOUIS, MO., U.S.A.

led either purposely or carelessly.
testifying regarding the method used
;ining information upon which to base
:

Taback
down in

said:

ort,

r

the office and I looked
and
balance sheets in the bank
-ote out my profit what it was worth
.uary 1st. ... I looked up the unpaid
s nd I checked up and found out what
.id and unpaid, and that is what I
wn, my own figures to my best
\dge."
interesting to observe that the sui court refused to discharge the Ta:;:hus resulting this judgment remainf ever against them, saying:
t
established by the clear weight of
e knee that the written statement
it only incorrect but materially false
imhc meaning of the Bankruptcy Act;
it

1

.

.

.

.

.

it

et.vith

nt,

.

was made and acquiesced in
actual knowledge that it was

that

i

.

with

or

tual
facts,
lae source of

reckless

indifference

without

examining

knowledge which lay
1 nd with no reasonable ground
ev that it was in fact correct."

to

the
at

to

has been held that
amount of the
Is rom
the purchaser of a bankrupt
n(;.
This is true because a sale of
>€>, by
a person who realizes he is
bit and insolvent, may be set aside
th creditors, although the purchaser
s aluable
consideration for the busi-ier instances,

i

may

cr itors

it

collect the

I

c

i

idi
fi

property and was not aware of the
nt transaction, but knew of the sellUncial condition.

er ion
C> tract

well established that a coneither party who
eri!y alters it after the signatures are
ted However, this rule does not apply
he iw

it

is

made void by

For
to immaterial or slight alterations.
illustration, in Murphy v. Holliway (16 S.
W. [2d] 107) it was disclosed that a seller
of theatre chairs sent his representative to
interview a theatre owner who signed an
order for 510 chairs. The contract of sale
contained the following clause:
"It is further agreed that should there
be a decrease in prevailing price before next
June below the price paid in this case that
said decrease is to be rebated by company."
Without knowledge of the manufacturer, the
salesman had written in the order the
words, "before next June."
Later litigation developed over the payfor the chairs, and the theatre owner
contended that alteration of the contract by
the manufacturer's salesman after the manufacturer had signed the contract invalidated it. However, the court held an alteration of this kind does not invalidate a

ment

contract of sale, saying:

"Furthermore, in view of the findings that
the alteration was made without the knowledge or consent of the furniture company,
it follows that the insertion of the words,
'before next June,' constituted a mere spoliation of the instrument. A spoliation by one
other than a party to the contract does
no/ destroy the instrument, as evidence, nor
the cause of action based thereon. This rule
is applied where the spoliation is the act of
an agent, because the agent has no authority to alter the terms of the writing.
There is a distinction between an alteration
which is made fraudulently and one which
is made innocently.
Both will invalidate
the instrument as a contract, if the alteration is made by the party who is seeking
to enforce the contract as altered; but, if
the alteration is made without intent to injure or defraud, then there is no reason
why the party should be prohibited from
using the instrument as evidence in determining the nature of the obligation."
.

.

.

WHYS AND WHENS
OF FIRE HAZARD
THE

extreme necessity of safety at all
times in the motion picture theatre makes
always important a consideration of the
reasons why film may burst into flame. It is
well enough known that film will burn, and
perhaps also, when it may be set on fire. But
there doubtless are persons connected with
motion picture theatres who have not all the
information on this subject that they should
have.
An authority, namely W. J. Haggerty
of the Sentry Safety Control Corporation,
manufacturers of fire prevention devices, has
this to say on the subject:

"Commercial motion picture
standard and

is

used

in

and

all

film, which is
motion picture

of the
safety or
non-inflammable film, in its present state of
development, is not used for a number of reasons, but principally because it lacks the fine
photographic properties of the nitro-cellulose
type, and while it is much thicker, it has less
studios, laboratories
nitro-cellulose type.

The

theatres,
socalled

is

tensile strength.

"Both types will burn. Nitro-cellulose is
highly inflammable, while the safety type is
slow burning. In burning, both will give off
asphyxiating gases, the gas from the safety
type being much more deadly.
"All fire hazards on a motion picture projector using nitro-cellulose film are caused by
the stoppage or piling up of the film at or near
the aperture when exposed to the intense ray
and heat from the lamp for a period longer
than one-half of a second.
Film, when in
good condition and with the projector operating efficiently, passes through the mechanism
with an intermittent movement at a speed
of approximately 90 feet per minute. Due to
the intermittent movement of the film at the
aperture plate, the film remains exposed to

;
;

:

:
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the ray of light for one-twenty-fourth of a
This momentary exposure of the
second.
film has a sufficient margin of safety to prevent combustion or ignition of the film, which
will occur in from one-fifth or one-half of a
Heat at the aperture varies from
second.
1,000 to 1,450 degrees Fahrenheit, according
to type of lamp and amperage used.
"When, due to a variety of causes, the film
front of the
is interrupted while passing in

ray of light for a period longer than one-half
of a second, combustion or ignition occurs so
quickly that it is humanly impossible to prevent a fire of more or less serious consequences with the standard equipment furnished
with projectors.
"A fire hazard is immediately created on a
motion picture projector from the following
causes
"Jamming of the mechanism due to lack of
proper oiling, broken gears or parts, failure
of take-up mechanism; interruption of motive
power due to broken belts or chains, failure
of clutch, blowing of fuses, extreme drops in
motor supply voltage; and noor condition of
film, causing film breaks, running off sprockets,
torn sprocket holes, loose patches and improper threading."

Hertner Reports Business
Extra Good for Summer;
Orders Make New Record
CLEVELAND. — Business of an extent unusual for the summer months is reported by
the Hertner Electric Company.
"Probably the greatest number of orders in
the history of the company at any one time
is now in our plant for immediate delivery,"
states John Hertner, president.
In addition to these orders, this firm has
made the following recent installations of

Transverters

Macomb, 111.; Virginia theaWellston, O.
Regent theatre, Saginaw,
Dirigo Amusement Company, EllsMich.
worth. Me. Capitol theatre, Ansonia, Conn.
Grand theatre, Fitzgerald, Ga. -Princess
Illinois theatre,

tre,

;

;

;

;

Del Rio, Tex. New theatre, Dardanelle, Ark.
Dixon theatre, Dixon, 111. Riviera theatre, Three Rivers, Mich.
Colonial
theatre, Osage, la. Rialto theatre, Leominster,
Mass.; Ogontz theatre, Philadelphia; Desoto
theatre, Rome, Ga. Rialto theatre, El Dorado,
Ark. Victory theatre, Denver, Colo.
Mart*
theatre,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

theatre, Tipton, Ind.

Stuart theatre, Lincoln,
Neb.
Virginia State Penitentiary theatre,
Richmond, Va. State theatre, Portland, Me.
Comique theatre, Camden, Me. Lyric theatre,
Minersville, Pa.; Plaza theatre, Philadelphia;
;

;

;

;

Strand theatre,

New

Britain,

Conn.

Amusement Company, Marion, N.

Before and

after.

Yet a

little

Heywood-Wakefield

C.

;

Marion

h

HACKENSACK,

N. J.— Dr. Edward Beech
executive vice-president of the Bell
Telephone Laboratories in New York, died on
the afternoon of August 20, at his home

due

be

in a large extent

foresight and
energy of Dr. Craft
that the
Electric sound picture
system is due.
He
had been ill for sevto

months with high

blood pressure.
Dr. Craft was born

September

12,

1881,

Cortland, 0., and
entered the Western

at

Edward Bech

Cr:ifi

Electric

Company

at

Chicago in 1902. His
inventive ability early manifested itself in an
indicating' device for telephone fuses which is
still in use.
In 1907 he was transferred to
the company's engineering department in NewYork, where his career began as an organizer

By 1918 he had
become assistant chief engineer and played an
important part in the development of the dial
In 1922 he became chief
telephone system.
engineer, and with the formation of Bell Telephone Laboratories in 1925 he became its
executive vice-president.
Dr. Craft early realized that the microphone
of superior quality and the vacuum tube amplifier held possibilities for sound recording
and reproduction of an accuracy then unknown. He began a program of development
which was carried forward many years by
An early outcome of
the Bell Laboratories.
of

this

development

a

member

Institute

member

of the council of the Arm ai
of Weights and Measures, all
of the Society of Automotive gi

neers.

Dr. Craft is survived by his wife,
Richards Craft, and his daughter, Miss

n
i'n

ginia Craft.

the

Western

eral

<

National Research Council, chairman o |h
board of Engineering Societies Library, ael
low of the American Institute of Elecs
Engineers and Institute of Radio Engii n

Craft,

It is said to

|t

31,

tant part on the advisory board of the II
signal officer and became a major in the sij
corps.
He was vice-chairman of the di\ a
of engineering and industrial research o

Leader in Sound Passes
As Death Ends Career of
Dr. Edward Beech Craft

here.

August

activities.

program was the Western

Electric public

address system, and later radio was to employ
methods developed in this program.
Under Dr. Craft's direction work was pursued on wax disc sound recording and reproduction, and the results are now in the technique of the phonograph companies, as well
as in the.sound motion picture field. Dr. Craft
also promoted the work on the light-valve
method of sound-on-film recording. Besides
these sound picture devices, the program initiated under Dr. Craft's direction developed
the microphones, amplifiers and loud speakers
to be employed in sound picture recording and
reproduction.
During the war Dr. Craft played an impor-

after before, since the picture at the left shows
chairs in the J'ivola, Pttblix house in Chicago.

the

At

TOTAL SALE

(F

TICKETS SHOVN
AUTOMATIC indication of totals of
J-\ accumulating quantities

A. with the use of

is

electric

\

now
equipme

re

cently developed by the General Electric )m
pany. The equipment, originally design, foi
the totalization of electric power d' anc
originating from a large number of s( c«
can be applied to the quick and accurate tiling of units of several different nun id
values.

The totals involved may be indica If
several places, either by means of laiH
small indicators.
typical application gill
cover the sale of tickets having different >n*
tary values, from perhaps 50 different :ket
windows. Whether the sales occur succe i-rfj
or simultaneously, the totalizing equ lent
will function and correctly total all sal
Such a ticket totalling equipment ha >eeo
designed and built, and involves the us )f a
motor-driven ticket machine. A key dej
pressed in the usual manner to issue a :ket
of specified value. This starts the itor.
which runs until the ticket is cut o'aH
ejected through an opening in the to fait
plate of the machine. During this opt :ioni
an electric circuit to the totalizing rr him
is momentarily interrupted.
Each key sstf
ciated with two registers of the Veeder nter
type, one registering continuously, wh the
other can be reset to conform with tht erial

A

i

c

number of

An

tickets issued.

impulse

collecting device respo > It
the ticket machine operation and fund is tt
place an impulse in the totalizing devic Thi
impulse is registered in the totalizing :vic*
with a definite numerical value equivaitil
the ticket value.
Indication of the totals can be m or
small indoor type indicators, for totali S it
various numerical units. Indication m ala
be given on large, billboard type signs hen
the figures are formed by electric ligh ulbs

installation men actually at work, putting
right is a reproduction of the finished job.

:

Aoust

31,
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LC

European Market
p»r American Motion
Pcture Equipment

Tie

(Continued from page 51)

screens have never been
Greece.
has
education
education.
Visual
'sual
uu: very little progress in Greece, for it has
ner been widely sponsored by the Govern-

Aluminum

HLiy.
in

ns

—

From time to time, when films of
id ational interest are exhibited by motionpic re theatre, the schools arrange to have
sp- al performances siven for their students

mt

Selected as

-duced prices. This is done two or three
the performances are attin; a year, and
by students of primary' schools.

at

Standard Equipment

mkd

Athens Young Men's Christian Assoba>n has a portable projector and exhibits
of educational value whenever an oceatill
The supervision of matnic presents itself.
ter pertaining to education is conducted by
of Education and Xationa!
thi Ministries
fic.omy, the latter being in charge of all
schools.
As far as it has been
teciical
-fcfble to ascertain, no schools in Athens
'

by

e

and

FOX

motion-picture projectors.

-55

po

PUBLIX
and other

orf at circuits

UNGARY
fit report

by John H. Morgan, American vice consul

number of
Hungary is

licensed motion-picture
581, of which 501 are
ct.lly operated.
Of these 501 theatres, 89
are n Budapest and 412 in the Provinces.
Th total seating capacity of the theatres in
e total

in

Jkoi:-s

opt.tion
irr

cting

is

It Is

The Logical Choice
for

The

total number of
use is 744; 80 aro
German. 199 French, and 14

171.717.

machines

in

Your Theatre

Hurarian. 451
jaius other manufactures.

Pngarian motion-picture houses are equippec mostly
with Hahn-Goerz,
Ernemann.
Sr,p, and Gaumont projectors. The cost of
the machines ranges from $375 to $450.
Up
JO p present no other manufacturers of projec s have
made any effort to enter the
Hu arian market. The various makes of
proctors now in use differ technically very
tott
and only the most expensive, the HahnGo':. is considered notably better than the
oth?.
This projector is considered to have
bet: lenses than the others and to be more
Ma.' free from vibration.
There are in
,

Hu ary two companies which have experiwith and produced a few projectors.
*o of these projectors is used by the mo-

eid

Iwnicture theatres, but
»ch

it is understood that
been purchased by the public
American projectors are entirely unin Hungary.

have

:v

»

Is.

loicn

las been suggested by the branch offices
Jngary of American film producers and
by eral theatre owners that the best method
troducing American projectors in this
roayt would be to intrust their representa,1
0 ' oca ' en P n eers specializing in motion§
^j
^picre equipment. The following persons are
rec<fmended by the trade
Albert Colussi,
Bu< orsi ut 19. Budafok; Alexander Szekely,
''tild u. 4. Budapest; and Morris Meitner.
.JoiEf korut 21. Budapest.
n T) first-class theatres are equipped with
^••o^rojectors for ordinary use and one in
the smaller houses have only one.
^najority of the projectors used are of
est models.
I

n

.

'<

:

J

%

erators.

—Generators

and

transformers

conversion of alternating into direct
The fewft are not in great demand.
use were manufactured by the Hunfirms Ganz-Danubius & Co. and SieSchuckert Co. Their products have
good reputation in the trade, and they
1 equipped
to supply the full demand.
lamps
High-tensity and mirror-rearc lamps are used in five leading
m houses, but are not in general use.
ie

—

amps were sold in Hungary by German
acturers, and there is no present deroan for

them.

Walker
most
Corner of a lounge in Loeu/s Slate theatre,
Rapp, architects.
Providence, R. I. Rapp

&

Soundscreen

the

delivers

sound transmission ob-

efficient

tainable with

no

sacrifice

of defini-

tion or light.

—

Screens. The majority of the motion-picA
screens in use are of painted zinc.
few houses, however, have adopted the Batka
pearl screen which is a patented screen surfaced with a mosaic of oyster, clam and other
pearl-colored shells.
ture

—

Visual education- Matters pertaining to
education in Hungary are under the supervision of the Ministry of Public Education.
The chief of film education of that ministryis very much
interested in receiving catalogues and full information regarding machines from American projector manufac-

surface

30% more

efficient,

using

a special perforated pattern designed

to

prevent

proves

loss

projection

of

definition,

im-

with a brighter,

sharper, clearer picture.

Distributed by

National Theatre Supply Co.

turers.

Educational films as an additional means
of tuition have been ordered to be made a
part of the curriculum of the grammar and
higher grade schools, and their use has been
extended to the primary schools and postgraduate agricultural schools.

On August 11, 1927, the Ministry of Education placed in the hands of the Magyar Holland

A

Kulturgazdasagi

Dutch Pedagogical

R.

T.

(Hungarian

Manufactured

fry

Walker Screen Co.
85 35th

St.

Brooklyn. N. Y.

for a period of
five years, beginning with the school year
1927-28, the arrangement in systematic courses
of study and the management and exhibition
of educational films.
Attendance at exhibitions of these films was made compulsoryCo., Ltd.)

The Ministrv of

the Interior has directed

that in those places

where the schools are not

equipped with proper exhibition halls or prothe motion-picture theatre operators
must provide facilities for the showing of

jectors,

these educational films.

The

films are

shown

during regular school hours, and each pupil
is required to pay an annual attendance fee
of 2.24 pengos (approximately 40 cents, or 5
cents per film). Films were shown during the

PATENT PENDING

:
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August

Henry Coe &

Clerici,

S.

A.

31,

Piazza S.

l<(

Matte

Genoa.
Francesco Fagiuoli, Via Durini 14, Milan (10
R. Jaforte, Via Chiaia 21, Naples (7).
Ezio & Guido Kulin, Via Settembrini 60, Mil
Ing. G. Pontremoli, Via Dante 7, Milan.
Guiseppe Ratti, Via Cesare Battisti, Turin.
Societa Italiana Rappresentanze Estere Na
Esportazione, Via Durini 28, Milan (4).
Armando Valenti di Guiseppe, Via Statilia 19,
Generators. Possibilities for the sal

—

American generator

sets for the conversi
alternating to direct current are not greal
to the fact ithat the majority of the i
plants provide the necessary current.

Arc lamps.

—

High-intensity and mirn
arc lamps are not used in Italy
should find a very fine market.
flector

—

Screens. The screens are in nearly
case nothing more than whitewashed wal
the "Super Cinema," which is Rome's I;
motion-pioture theatre, an American s
was installed, but was removed becaus
trons complained that the side view of
ture was unsatisfactory.
,

—

Visual education. Visual education is
ably more assiduously exploited in Italy
in any other country in the world.
Th
a semiofficial Government organization, k
as Luce (an abbreviation for L'Unione
matografica Educativa), in charge of all
cational programs of motion pictures.

—

Portable projectors. There exists at
ent a very good demand for motion-p
projectors as a result of the great in

New

executives of the Time-O-Stat Company of Elkhart, Ind., manufacturers of
automatic controls. Henry S. Wright of Chicago (left) has been appointed vice-president and general manager, to be in charge of relations with distributors. J. C. Henry,
formerly connected with the Cities Service Corporation, is to act as contact man in
the gas burner division.
The appointments are the result of the recent merger of the
Time-O-Stat Corporation of Milwaukee, the Absolute Con-Tac-Tor Corporation of
Elkhart, the Leachwood Company of Janesville, Wis., and the Cramblet Engineering
Corporation of Milwaukee.

shown

motion-picture displays.
Th
increased in the last few yes
houses are being built. Nati
the demand for large-sized projecto
limited principally to the more importan
tion-picture houses which are being oper
the large cities, while the small-sized p
tors are installed in the theatres of small

and
year of the concession

first

170

in

communi-

visable,

turers who wish

ties.

In Tune, 1928, the Ministry of Public Education issued two decrees regulating the curriculum for 1928-29, collection of attendance
fees, compensation of theatre operators for
damages, and instruction of the school authorities to increase compulsory attendance to the
full extent permitted by the technical facilities.
By a decree of June 23, 1928, the Hungarian
Dutch Pedagogical Co. was required to provide five exhibitions per annum in the postgraduate agriculture and independent rural
agricultural schools.
Attendance was made
compulsorv by the decree, and the attendance
fee set at 1.20 pengos (approximately 20 cents,
or 4 cents per film) annually.

The managing

director of the Hungarian
Dutch Pedagogical Co., Ulloi ut 2, Budapest,
would be interested in receiving from American projector manufacturers catalogues and
detailed information.

As

stated before, there are in Hungary two
producing small projectors.
In conformity with the general Government policy
of protection of domestic producers, the
Minister of the Interior has warned all public
authorities to refrain from purchasing
foreign projectors.
It might, nevertheless, be
possible to sell American projectors to the
Hungarian Government, since the capacity of
the local producers is understood to be very
small.
If these local producers can not meet
the future demand, the Government will have
to turn to foreign products.
It is deemed ad-

firms

Theatre Equipment
NEW AND USED
Most

complete stn--k in the TJ. H.
.Moving Picture Machines,
Screens,
Booths.
Opera
Chairs,
Spotlights,
Stercontlcons.
Film Cabinets. Portable l'mjectors, M. P. Cameras. Generator Seta, Reflecting Arc Lamps,
Carbons, Tickets. Mazda Lamps and
Supplies.
Projection
Machines
repaired
and
overhauled.
Repair parts for all
makes oi>era chairs.
Attractive 3 x 10 ft. muslin banners $1.50; on paper 50 cents.
We Pay Highest Prices for Used
Projection Machines, Opera Chairs, etc.
Everything

for

Movie Supply

the

— Write

Theatre

Co., 844

for

Wabash

Catalog

"H"

Ave., Chicago

American manufacenter this market should

that

therefore,
to

furnish the Ministry of Education with full
information concerning their products.

—

Portable projectors. American projectors
for nontheatrical purposes have not vet been
few Zeiss and
introduced into Hungary.
Hahn-Goerz projectors of this type are said
The Zeiss machines
to be in use, however.
are hand-operated, and retail at 110 pengos
($19.25). Two tvpes of Hahn-Goerz machines
are sold, a hand-operated machine which retails at 500 pengos
($87.50) and a motor-

A

driven machine which retails at 1,000 pengos
understood that dealers arc
It
is
($175).
allowed 33 per cent discount from these prices.
European manufacturers allow to agents 25
per cent discount, and extend three to six

months credit.
Import duties. The Hungarian
duty, on motion-picture projectors,
without lenses, is 60 gold crowns

—

villages

or
($12.15)

in

colleges,

tional

and propaganda

reports by D. F. Spencer, assistant trade commissioner, and Homer Brett and James B. Youny,
American consuls

From

Most of the standard motion-picture projectors used in Italy are of German or French
make, while a few are American. The average selling price of the French and German
makes is around 6,000 lire, about $325. The
most desirable features of the most popular
models are price and simplicity of operation.
Most of the projectors now in use are old
models, and the majority of the theatres in
Italy have but one projector.
American projectors in use in Italy are considered to be
the most perfect projecting machines in the
country and if introduced into Italy upon a
larger scale could be sold very extensively

more favorable terms

in the Italian

to

make

market.

—

Dealers.
Large optical equipment dealers,
as a rule, sell both theatrical and nontheatrical
The foltypes of motion-picture projectors.
lowing is a list of such dealers
Pietro Arienti fu Pietro, Via N. Piccinni 25, Milan
(132).

& C, Via Cavour

58,

films.

—

manufacture. Before the war
for several years after, the Italian mark'
motion-picture projectors was entirely
hands of German and French companies
facturing both large and small projector;

Local

i

l

profitable business done by these concerr
stimulated interest in the Italian ind
which has started to improve and gradu;
increase its production. The number of
facturers has grown, and their factorie
capable of supplying the entire Italian dc
and even exporting to a small extent.

Florence.

Italian manufactu

the S. A. Cinemeccanica, of
Campania 25, Milan. It is estimated th;
company has supplied approximately 4
the 500 projectors sold in Italy during
About 40 projectors were sold by the
Italian manufacturers, such as the Offici
Prevost & C, and the Ofncine Pio Pon
The remaining p
established in Milan.
tors were supplied by foreign concerns,
cipally by the German Icon firm (Em
Zeiss, and Goerz), and by the French
mont and Pathe companies. All of the;
losing ground in Italy on account o
strong competition of the Italian mai
turers, especially of the Cinemecannica.

projectors

were American companies prepared

schools,

Motion pictures are now an importan
tor in the State's active propaganda of t!
dustrial and agricultural development of
Two institutions created and controlled 1
Government are at present installing smal
tion-picture projectors in their clubs, whii
ist in most of the Italian cities, towns
villages.
These are used in projecting e

The most important

ITALY

Riccardo Bocci

and

clubs.

i

customs
with

per 220 pounds.

E.

in

mand has
many new

is

representative of the Icon is now able
only very large projectors of this mai
the'
turer, which are still preferred to
makes, but there are few sales of such
The representative of Gaumont is plann
discontinue business with his company
about 20 years, since he can not now co
with the Italian manufactures. He IS <
opinion that in order to develop any bu
I

machi:
in Italy one would have to offer
low prices. It appears that the Italian

;

Aqust
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tr s in a position to supply any type and size
of rojectors desired, and is especially fitted to
msutacture medium-sized projectors.

—

There is no uniformity in the supirrent.
phpf electric current in Italy, although it is
alternating,
3-phase, frequencies 42
ge rally
an 50. The voltages differ greatly, from 80
obviously this fact
to 0, in the various cities
to; to increase the difficulty of selling electriequipment of foreign origin, and the instition of transformers is always necessary.
;

Milan, the electric current, which is supby two companies, is 160 volts, 3-phase,

]

pli

42 cles.

—

ode preferences and practices. The Italar Sovernment is doing much to foster the
rec;anization of commerce and industry, and
pmganda in favor of Italian as against impo: d articles is very active, the consumer bemgirged to buy goods made in Italy whentv( possible.

Furthermore, government or-

any other institutions cond by the Government, are compelled by
or

ations,

jai

tro

buy Italian-manufactured goods when-

lav o

e?f available,

and

provision would af-

this

iecthe introduction of projectors since

most

purchasers of such equipment are conneed with governmental institutions.

of

e

Gaumont

prices are higher than those
make, and Italian manufacturers
areenerally in a position to quote very much
low prices on motion-picture equipment than
7e

of e Italian

for^n firms can.
prcctors,

The

model No.

of the Eos
manufactured by

retail price

5087,

Cinneccanica is 1,350 lire, while the price
qucd for the complete equipment, including
prortor, lantern, lamp, transformer, rheostaiind motor, is 3,000 lire.
The retail price

Super- Victrola, model Xo.
projector and all the other
aliment, is 7,629 lire.
Italian manufacturers dinarily allow a discount of 33 per cent
lo
lolesalers and distributors, and from 10
of

large-sized

e

jOO including the

to

per cent to direct buyers.

1

P:es should be quoted

c. i. f. Genoa, if at
such quotations saving the impor. much trouble and therefore tending to
«al him view offers with greater favor.
If
I
quotations are not possible, prices should
be oted f. o. b. an American port and never
at irtory, since Italian
importers ordinarily
P»v.iot the facilities for ascertaining costs of
uri t to seaboard, cartage to vessel, and
athe like charges. If prices are quoted f. o. b.,
Ae rrent freight rates to Genoa should also
x sted for the information of the importer.

>ssible,

ill

i.

F<;ign firms desiring to market their prodactsn Italy generally appoint an exclusive

This immense lamp is suspended directly over one of the sacrificial stones in the Astec
theatre, San Antonio.
It is made of hammered sheet metal, and throughout its construction the figures and designs characteristic of the Aztecs were carried out. It is
18 feet in heighth. 14 feet wide at its widest point and weighs more than a ton and a
Some 75 high pothered lamps hidden in the lower portion send their rays through
half.
a multi-colored glass base and provide ample light for the whole lobby when needed.
Over 273 smaller globes on candle-like mountings diffuse a soft glove toward the high
ceiling.
Theodore Voss, president of the Voss Artistic Metal Works, San Antonio,
Texas, ivas the designer, and the zcork was done in their shop.

ago or distributor for the whole of Italv.
fne principal
agencies maintain
sufficient
>toc to supply the trade, and in the
motion?icti; projector trade it is essential
to keep
in nensive line of equipment and parts in
5tonboth for replacement purposes and to
neei.ll requests for new machines.
B«re appointing an agent or distributor,

3ou of

w.ld be advisable to ascertain first the effihis sales organization, and he should
* clsen preferably among the importers and

grant long credit terms except to concerns
which are able to furnish very satisfactory

the fixed rate of 3.67 paper lire for 1 gold lira.
Amateur apparatus. There is a fair demand

•Jstr

financial references.

for amateur motion-picture cameras, but this
demand is limited by the prices of these
The projectors on the market are
cameras.
too expensive to permit of any great demand,
but it is felt that a good projector at a lower
price could be sold. Projectors at present are
frequently borrowed by friends of owners
this solves the problem of expense in some
cases but is not wholly satisfactory.

t

n

jtors of motion-picture films established

oi

of the large cities.

:oulc>e

«}'

"e

Most of the sales
made through such distributors, since
in touch with owners of motion-pic-

ure >uses.

Ornarily, agents are unwilling to pay cash,
compelled to grant credit term;
« w.o 90 days, and in some cases even soc
•out to their customers.
The Italian com*ny inemeccanica is selling on the partialyrtt plan with title reserved until the full

<u»ceiey are

.

?yrit is effected. The representative of the
*|ttnt Co. received merchandise on con*&£nt, and at the end of each month for-

*
t

to his

,t

is

•re

company

statement of the
of the goods sold during that period,
difficult matter to find an agent who
a

]y cash, particularly since most dealers
n possessed of large means. In spite of
custom, it would be unwise to

ne Pvailing

Import duty.

—

Italian import duty on pro(with lenses or prisms and parabolic
mirrors) was increased on December 12, 1926,
from 375 to 500 gold lire per 100 kilos. This
duty is assessed on the weight of the complete set. The stand is dutiable separately unless forming an integral part of the machine

jectors

and

essential to its operation.

An

found the import duty so high

states that he
that, after sev-

eral years of experience, he has

made arrange-

importer of projectors

ments with the company he represents to ship
the various parts of the equipment separately.
In this way he is able to avoid the payment of
the higher rates of duty, the parts being assessed as follows
Lenses, 25 per cent of the
declared value scientific instruments, 300 gold
lire per 100 kilos (net).
One gold lira equals

—

With Vclland on Ycur Job
Ton can d

amiss all worries about your stage settings
ori urn hangings from
your mind.
We handle the job from start to finishIt
will be a pleasure to talk it orer with you.

and decorations and your audi

*

:

;

$0,193.

The duty

is

payable in paper

lire

at

Volland Scenic Studios,
St.

Louis, Missouri

Inc.

i

;
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new model

($400), but a
at 4,000 lats

is

now

31, 19:

being

offe

($800).

Of

the expensive projectors, the Ha
is the most popular.
The machines
said to be well constructed, easy to oper;,
and because the moving parts are mounted
ball-bearings, they are said to stand up exctionally well.
These machines are said to
especially adapted for the projection of old

Goerz

:

i

:

-

damaged films.
The extra projection head mounted on
same base, although expensive, enables tr
tres to give

;

•

an uninterrupted program, and

moves the necessity of an extra

-

projecting

-

chine.

Only a few large motion-picture theas
are equipped with more than one projector!
a great number of theatres the questior s
solved by Hahn-Goerz equipment with the All first-run theatre;
tra projection head.
the cities are equipped with modern equipm
while the country theatres have obsolete eq ment.
As there are no American-made projec s
in operation or for sale in Latvia, the gen
opinion is that American equipment is mh
:,

.1

expensive and that, in view of
market, potential profits would
the expense necessary to introc
American-made equipment. Dealers claim
to carry a stock of machines, parts, and eq
ment on a cash basis is out of the questior
Dealers. The following are the only
tion-picture equipment importers and de£
in Latvia, all located in Riga:
Am. Calits (handling mostly Ernemann prodi

more
the voorld, so it is said. It is in the lobby of the new Fox theatre
It is inlaid a half inch in a mosaic floor area with the rug design
repeated in the mosaic tile in preparation for the time when the rug may be taken up

The largest rug in
San Francisco.

in

for cleaning. The rug, which was made by the Mohawk Carpet Mills, measures 37]/i
It fits around
feet by 7.5 feet one inch in length, with one invisible seam lengthwise.

grand staircase leading into the mezzanine floor and is rounded at the opposite cornThe design is based on the Louis XV type of decoration, bat is Spanish in influers.
Thirty-two colors "were used,
ence to match the interior architecture of the theatre.
with shades of gold, ivory, blue, green, gray, rose and tan predominating. The background is "worked out in shades of rich red with a rather elaborate decorative medallion
The word, "Fox," appears four times in the figure.
in the center.
a

limited
justify

—

is

no Italian amateur motion-picture

camera, so that domestic competition is as yet
nonexistent. The motion-picture camera trade
at
present is confined almost entirely to

American-made

There

apparatus.

are

two

principal American-made motion-picture cameras on the market, and one of these practically dominates the trade.
The Pathe Baby
is also on the market, but its competition is

not keen and may almost be discounted. It is
estimated that at least 90 per cent of the amateur motion-picture cameras and projectors on
the Venetian market are American, principally of one. make.
The other 10 per cent are
French.
Preferences in the Italian market appear to
be confined to price, efficiency, and quality of
machine and projectors. Naturally, it is not
only preferred but essential that a camera be
reasonable in price and efficient in operation
and results.
It
appears that the cameras
which are operated with the lenses on a level
with the eye are preferred, since they are regarded as more accurate.
Consumers are
also interested in cutting down costs of opera-

and welcome economies in film developing
and projection, as well as in the initial outlay

tion

for the camera.

The Pathe Baby has been

selling retail

in

SOUND PROJECTION REQUIRES
GOOD FILM CEMENT

GRIFFIN FILM

CEMENT

Makes a quick dependable
patch.

Guaranteed

to

than

service

give

better

any

other

cement.
Manufactured by

F. B.

GRIFFIN

Oshkosh, Wis.
Sample

anil

pri,

upon requefl

Venice

about 1,500 lire for the camera, projector, and motor. The list price has been 650
lire for the camera, 610 lire for the projector, and 300 lire for the motor.
These prices
have recently undergone a slight change, the
camera being listed at 500 lire, the motor at
Since
300 lire, and the projector at 610 lire.
the film used by this camera is of 9 millimeters,
whereas the other makes use film 16 millimeters wide, this has been a disadvantage to
at

the French producers.

LATVIA
From

report

by

I.ee

C.

Morse, assistant trade com-

missioner, Riga

Of

e
it

-

s

),

2 Brivibas iela.

A/S. Filmu Unions A. Gutzmann (handling eproducts also). 3 Basnicas iela.
V. Needre (handling exclusively Hahn-Goerz mc v
picture equipment along with other specialties) >9
)

mann

Elisabetes

There

e
>t

iela.

Pathe-Nord (handling Pathe equipment),

17

Me

la

iela.

The

first

two dealers would be

willinj o

handle American equipment, providing J :e
and quality of the goods are really coimiImporters of German and French >tive.
tion-picture equipment are not only recei g
credit but it is understood that the manu >
turers assist the dealers to finance the

payment

t

sales.

—

Generators. German-made mercury tr sformers for converting alternating into d :t
current are used in Latvia, and are found 7
Competitive American-made ts
practical.
might interest the dealers, but no extent
business can result, since the market for is
equipment is too small.
Arc lamps and screens. All motion-pice

the 69 motion-picture theatres in Latvia
on January 1, 1928, only two theatres, both in
Riga, were able to accommodate more than
1,000 spectators.
The total number of seats
was 22,760, an average of less than 330 seats
per theatre.
Admission prices are low and taxes and operating expenses high, so that the motion-picture theatres are unable to earn large profits
in fact, it is difficult for them to do much
more than break even and, as a consequence,
practically no new theatres are being opened.
The market for new projecting equipment
is negligible, since theatre owners can not afford to replace their present equipment even
if it is worn out.
Price is the determining
factor in the sale of most of the projecting
equipment sold, the small theatres in the rural
districts using the cheapest equipment procur-

:n
picture projectors and equipment has
at
fixed in the new Latvian customs tariff at
er
per kilo, net, preferential, and 1.50 lats
Imports from the
kilo, net, general.
presifrStates pay the preferential rate upon
tion of a certificate of origin.
ecaVisual education.—The display of
hol;>n
tional films in schools has not taken
|a
Latvian educational institutions because
purchase •«
lack of funds with which to
absence
necessary equipment and also the
for the >
a Latvian motion-picture industry

able.

duction of educational films.

The

larger theatres in the principal
cities have adopted the projectors produced by
Hahn-Goerz. This is the most modern and
expensive equipment used in Latvia.
few
Ernemann projectors are in use.
Pathe machines range in price from 800 to
1,750 lats (approximately $160 to $350), depending on the type of machine and the accessories furnished.
Hahn-Goerz machines
are sold for 2,700 lats each (approximately
$550), and if equipped with an extra head, at
3,600 lats (about $720).
The price of the
Ernemann projectors in use is 2,000 lats
use.

Import

duties.

—The

import duty on mo

A

>

f

j

J

U»

—

Standard projectors. Most of the projectors in use are old machines made by Pathe
however, some of the new Pathe machines are
in

—

ie
theatres use mirror-reflector arc lamps.
ial
voltage is 120 in Riga and 220 in the
Ordinary cloth screens painted th
districts.
magnesia are generally used.

LITHUANIA
W. Heingartner, American
Kovno
There are approximately 60 motion-p"
theatres in Lithuania, and the number
creasing slowly. Theatres in the country
tricts have a very small seating capacity,
From

C'

report by R.

theatre in Kovno has 500 s
picture theatre, with a seatins
pacity of over 500 seats, was erected in Kj
early in 1929.
Standard projectors. Projectors and (
equipment used are practically all moder
the largest

One modern

—

the majority of the theatres in Lithuania
been in operation only during the last thrc

.

I

,

J

I

Uigust

31,
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3ur years. The theatres in Kovno, and the
Memel and Schaulen, are
in
irger ones
Picquipped with two or more projectors.
ire theatres in the country towns generally
ave only one projector.
Projectors of German manufacture are
sed exclusively in Lithuania. Theatre owners
aim that these machines have given satisfacThe Ernemann projector is the best
on.

Theatre

equipment.
It
would be extremely difficult
for American manufacturers to enter this
market without some form of personal representation, since the
general popularity of
German machines would adversely affect the
results of direct or newspaper advertising of
any other foreign manufacturers. Only the
theatrical type of projector is sold in Lithuania, and there is practically no market for
nontheatrical machines.

no other makes have been brought
the attention of the local purchasers and
at German projectors have therefore conmed to dominate the market. They feel
at American projectors would undoubtedly
;ate a considerable interest in the Lithuanian
irket because of the position of the United

Generators. Generator sets for converting
alternating to direct current are sold in Lithuania as a part of the equipment of the German projectors in use, and therefore the market for generators alone would be small. Direct current is used exclusively in the country theatres and 90 per cent of the time in
Kovno. All theatres in Kovno are equipped

iown and most widely used make. The folding German projectors are used in Kovno
Ernemann, Xitzsche, lea, and Aega.
itatres
:

he prices of these machines, with complete
[uipment, are Ernemann, 8,000 lits ($800),
($A50), lea, 3,000 lits
itzsche, 4,500 lits
Reflec-;300). and Aega, 4,200 lits ($420).
r

lamps are not included in the equipment
these prices.

,

owner? feel that although these
achines are popular because of their good
rvice,

i

tion-picture equipment in Lithuania, and owners of theatres buy direct from the manufacturer or salesman. The owner of one of the
larger theatres in Kovno, Judas Bach, Laisves
Aleja 39, expressed considerable interest in
American projectors when interviewed on the
subject and expressed a desire to secure a
general agency for Lithuania for one or more
makes of American projectors and other

ates in the motion-picture industry.
bales methods. There are no dealers in

—

—

with generators which were purchased

mo-

the

projectors.

with

—

Arc lamps. High-intensity and mirror-rearc lamps are used to a considerable
extent in Kovno and in the larger theatres in
other cities and towns. Mirror-reflector lamps
are especially popular.
The Ernemann projector, for example, requires 40 amperes of
current without the reflector and only 12 amperes with this accessory. Reflector lamps of
German manufacture are used exclusively in
Lithuania and cost 600 lits ($60).
Screens. The usual type of white linen silvered or gold-finished screen is used. Pearled
screens are, however, becoming popular, and
at present are used in several of the Kovno
flector

—

theatres.

JOINT award

Edward Tanner honored

to Boiler Brothers and Edward Tanner, both of
has been made by the Architectural League for
architectural design in a building completed in 1928.
The award was made for the Plaza theatre in Kansas City.
The Plaza was erected as the amusement center of a new commercial
development in an outlying section of Kansas City.
The section is
called the Country Club Plaza and features a broad commons around
which the buildings are situated.
The Plaza theatre is of Spanish architecture and decoration. The
exterior is done in buff colored brick, with a grayish cast.
Abutting

Kansas
the

best

City,

—

Visual education. The Ministry of Educahas complete charge of education in
Lithuania. Visual education has not been developed to any extent, and no educational institutions are equipped with projectors.
Educational films do not appear often at the local
theatres.
Arrangements are sometimes made
by the theatre owners, when such films are
used, for special performances for school children.
Films of a military or technical nature are also shown at special performances
for the officers and soldiers of the army. Public theatres are rented for this purpose.
One
regiment has its own projector.
tion

WINNER OF ARCHITECTURAL
Boiler Brothers and

"I

AWARD

for Plaza theatre design

is a tower rising 100 feet, designed in th: manner of a
Spanish bell tower.
Tile was extensively used in the interior, for floors and benches and
Grilles, carvings, placques, lanterns, cartouches and other
other parts.
Throughout
decorative pieces were modeled after Spanish originals.
the theatre the Spanish motif is executed in a notable purity of tone.
The theatre seats about 2,000, with 1,500 on the main floor and 500
in a balcony.
The lounges are located in the basement.
The theatre is operated by Jack F. Tru'tt under a lesse from the
C. Nichols Companies, the owners.
J.

the entrance
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THE SEVILLE

MONTREALRESIDENTIAL
Atmospheric House

o)

circuit designed

Left:

The

front

exterior,

showing the lobby. Because
no appeal was to be made to
transient trade, the designer

econotniced here, saving for
the interior.

Below:
of
the

the

The forward

showing
arch.
The

proscenium
of organ

absence

section

auditorium,

lofts

in-

spired the simple treatment
to be noted at the sides of
the arch.

By W. M

.

GLADISH
THE

Seville theatre,

Catherine
h o m e d y
Streets, Montreal, is disat

St.

and

C

tinctive for several reasons
in
that it is
indicative of the new at-

mospheric type of suburban motion picture
theatres which are
springing up in Canada
and, further, that it has
the youngest manager in
the
whole
Dominion,
Gordon Dahn. As the
name implies, this house
is of the Spanish scenic
type, the motif of the interior being particularly
and strikingly evident.
The Seville was opened
recently as the
fourteenth
theatre
owned
and controlled by the

United Amusement CorIt
was designed by D. J. Crighton
of Montreal, architect.

poration.

The primary purpose
of the Seville is to provide cinematic entertainment amid a luxuriant
structural setting at

seeking

its

Westmount

modest cost to the patron,
regular clientele in the high-class
district

and conveniently

in

which

it

is

centrally

located.
It docs not seek
city-wide patronage because there arc other
United Amusement theatres in other sections
of the city which cater to their respective
neighborhoods.
With splendid appointments,
popular prices and a careful selection of sec-

ond-run pictures, the Seville is a neighborhood
enterprise that is able to hold its own against
the downtown palaces.

Measuring local possibilities, United Amusements built a handsome theatre with a seating
capacity of 1,200, the auditorium being of the
stadium type.
to

attract

have

the

steady

The

exterior

transient.

family

is

not ornate so as

The

patronage,

would
was felt.

Seville
it

Therefore, more than usual attention was

p<

to the interior, making it as enticing, attr;
live and comfortable as possible. As a rest
here indeed is a real atmospheric creation-

reflection of Old Spain in the form of an e
quisite garden with sky overhead, passi
clouds, peeping stars, "weatherbeaten" lig'
ing fixtures of the ornamental iron type a
side walls of typical design.

August

1929

31,
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IN

BUILT FOR

A

PATRONAGE
(he

linked Amusement
J. Crighton

by D.

An

Right:
alcove in the
foyer.
In the center is a
fountain, with a basin in the
form of an ancient ship's

prow.

Here

too are canaries
goldfish.

and bowls of

Below:

A

sidewall

of the

showing the
Spanish crests, ornamental
iron fixtures, garden foliage
and a rim of the ceiling done
auditorium,

sky effect.
The pilasters
are marble with gold capitals
in

There

^spacious.

is

a di-

view of the screen
from any part of the

rect

theatre.

Illuminated cloud efpass across the

fects

sweeping

coming

sky

from

ceiling,

nowhere,

but not too disturbing or
distracting
in
their
brightness. One gazes at
the garden parapets, the
trellised
Spanish windows, the peeping shrubs
along the sides of this
setting,

but the subdued

keep

them from
becoming the absorbing
theme. After all, it is
lights

the pictorial presentation
that counts.

This is the new suburban theatre ideal in Canand it is unmistak-

ada,

in
the foyer one '^mediately
meets
^I«* af u
beaUt
^ Strai Sht ahead " the one
'li
b e staircase leading directly
to the
audltorium In ^cesses at either
si
«f a. * yCr
are massiv e fountains with
51 shinf6r
L
£V«Ming °ver rocky ledges
tesin,
Whlch
llve fish Iazil
'?
gaze at
hi.
° n ekher side y f cages
w -n hold
singing canaries. There are
the
-

Ki
t!

si

-

-

«

-h

h^"-

heavy doors leading
to the

manager

under

foot.

to the retiring

s office.

rooms and
Rich heavy
carpets are
"

Uniformed attendants direct the patron
to
the lower Hers of seats,
to the row of segregated boxes on either side of
the auditorium

entrance midway across the house
or to the
upper seats. There are many aisles,
plenty of
leg room, while the opera
chairs are soft and

ably exemplified in the
Seville
of
Montreal.
There is no attempt at
big orchestra effects, no
striking stage ensembles.
The projection has received careful consideration.
The battery of
projection machines are
located in a projection
room which extends a
short distance out from
the rear wall, but this
extension is hardly noticed because there are

,

,,
,
small
balconies on either side, reached by
sott-carpeted steps leading from the
auditorium aisles
front.
Port-holes are glasscovered.
In keeping with local practice,

m

Manager

Dahn adopted the policv of changing proS ra ms every Sunday, Wednesday and Friday
with double-feature programs
the rule
Admission prices range from 25 to 40
cents
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WHO PRESENT THEIR PRODUCT THROUGH
Better Theatres

THOSE

(If

you desire something not listed here, Exhibitors Information and Catalog
Bureau published in this issue ivill get it for you)

Alphabetical List of Advertisers
A

Company

General Electric

Company
American Cine Screen Company
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HERE'S

THE ONE
A

BIG

CHANCE YOU'VE BEEN HOPING

FIVE-YEAR FRANCHISE
Read

WITH NO

STRINGS ATTACHED

TO

FOR!

IT

this partial list of offerings for 1929-1930

"JOURNEY'S END"
From

R. C. Sherriff's sensational stage success

—a

play that

is

astounding the whole world.

A

Tiffany-Stahl-Gainsborough Production.

"THE LOST ZEPPELIN"
A

MAE MURRAY

thrilling,

up-to-the-minute melodrama with

"PEACOCK ALLEY."
"TROOPERS THREE" by Arthur Guy Empey.
"PAINTED FACES" with Joe E. Brown, Helen

Conway

Magazine

with a star cast.

From

Elliott Lester's

P'ay.

Foster and

"WOMAN TO WOMAN."

a Tiffany-Stahl-Gainsborough production
with Betty Compson, George Barraud and Juliette Compton.

Wallace MacDonald.

"DANGEROUS BUSINESS"

Tearle, Virginia Valli and Ricardo Cortez.

"THE MEDICINE MAN"

IN

from Edwin Balmer's Cosmopolitan

story.

"KATHLEEN MAVOURNEEN" with Sally O'Neill.
TWELVE ONE-REEL "COLOR SYMPHONIES" with

LEO CARRILLO IN "MISTER ANTONIO" with Virginia Valli.
"THE ENCHANTING MELODIE," all-color Technicolor feature.
ALL-COLOR TECHNICOLOR FEATURE as yet unnamed.
to follow. They are "Viennese Melody," "Songs My Mother Taught

twelve more
Me," "Minuette," "The Cossack's Bride," "The Sacred Hour," "Temple Bells," "Tales of Araby,"
King," "A Song of India," "Pharaoh's Daughter" and "In Old Madrid."

All in dialogue and sound with

RCA

"A Modern

Synchronization

Cinderella,"

"The Mountain

ptember

7,
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The QUALITY that

3

won

Instant Exhibitor Approval!

Pacenl Film
Attachment

first

Install**"

8

Proved
1

A

Sensation

.

The first installations of the Pacent Film
Attachment in the field show that Pacent
has another winner! They can't say
enough about it. The quality has never
been equalled the general performance
shattered all past standards set for Sound
on Film Reproduction.
Here is a Film Attachment that is different, far and away superior in quality.
First tests in the field settled that for
everyone who came to hear it. Variable
area and variable density methods played
with equal efficiency and the same amazing quality this feature alone puts it in a
class by itself. There are others of nearly
equal importance.
For most return per dollar spent on
sound equipment, order a combination
Pacent Reproducer System
disc and
sound-on-film. The Type 2MDA, (for houses
up to 2,000 seats) sells for $3,500 for
disc and film track reproduction. The Type
4MDA, (for houses up to 4,000 seats) sells
for $4,50O for disc and film track methods.
When purchased separately, the Pacent
Film Attachment is $750; two attachments
needed with each Pacent disc system.

—

—

—

Pacent Sound-on-Film Attachment
now operating in

Commodore Theatre — Cleveland
Stratford Theatre
Tivoli-Open-Air- Roof

— Chicago
— New

Other Installations Under

York

Way

PACENT REPRODUCER CORP.
FILM CENTER BUILDING,
Sales

and Service Representatives

in Principal

NEW YORK

CITY

Film Centers Throughout the United States

and Canada

The celebrated stage artist
and star of a score of

Broadway

successes

in her

FIRST

T

A

wT J

LKING PICTURE
hear

and

see

Jcnore
lUric
Looking

#

for

the

Right Kind

of

Man

Frozen
Presented

All Talking Fox Movietone

WILLIAM FOX

Melodrama
with

WOLHEIM

LOUIS

ROBERT FRAZER
ULLRICH HAUPT
Tom Patricola
Brendel

El

Dialog by

Owen Davis

Scenario by

Sonya Levien

Staged by Elliott

Lester

Directed by

ALLAN

DWAN

YOU'LL KNOCK 'El
THIS COLD CAS

l
Hear

her sing

that all

the.

ba

America

•

he singing

s

The RIGHT KIND of

M

L Wolfe Gilbert
and Abel Baer

by

Hear

also the songs

of gold-rush

days

sung again

—

ONLY A BIRD
A GILDED CAGE

"SHE'S
IN

"THE PICTURE THAT'S

TURNED TO THE WALI

She

left

her native husband for the cap-

tain

of

a trading ship and the dance

halls of

Nome. Although born

in

an igloo

she had hot ideas and her wildcat beauty

made

A

her the toast of Klondike

cafes.

prey to her mixed blood, framing

her passion, burning
gripping

in

in

her singing

her love making,

— she could

an ice-berg by leaning against
Lenore
first

Ulric

is

in

a revelation

in

melt

it,

this,

her

talking picture.

FpacemakerV

ol r-r.TOD rom
f

for the

gfc

*fi3

TT ILLiniTI

•

f

'

WIDL ROGERS

AN Oklahomo
and
i

oil

Paris

garage owner

his

against

family
will.

his

drag

stril $

him

the

he saw

life

o

Gold-diggd

by demi - mondaines from the

martreto

n

Latin
in

Met*

Quarlr,

Paris as

iis

seen and heard
all

with a

!o<

bankroll
a

(

b

g

he*

YOUR GUIDE TO PROSPERITY
and GREATER GROSSES

,

hey Had

to

SEE

PARIS
Talking
POX MOVIETONE COMEDV DRAM/
All

with

Owen

Davis,

Marguerite Churchill

*

Jr.

Irene Rich

Fifi

*

Adapted from

the novel by

HOMER CROY
Dialog by

OWEN

DAVIS

Scenario

SONYA
Directed

•M

nous

vc of French
Iresing
lr

and un-

wng,Will Rogers
a

his

wise-cracking

«t

No

other entertainer

I

•fcs

ah

the
his

public

today can

popularity. His

newspaper

nagazine articles alone reach
udience

greater

than

He's the box-office

any

draw

other

of America.

RELEASED SEPTEMBER I5TH

Pacemaker
for the

Industry

,

Dorsay.

by'

LEVIEN

0
'

A7

JA

B UILT

ON

TRIPLE

box-office

gags*

Girls

AND GUFFAWS!

G

•

O

E

\R

G

E

MAIRE

LE

COMEDIES
20 years

ITH

comedy pioneering on Broadway,

of

one and only George LeMaire produces and acts

George LeMaire Comedies

in

the field

— and

office pattern of

for Pathe

prepares

gags,

girls

gems on

own

his

— uses the best comic

two-reel

his

in

the

talent

the triple box-

and guffaws. Consequently

this

is

the

outstanding talkomedy series of the day. Pick up any copy of any

trade paper

—

-the

press says so by hilarious reviews. Keith-Albee,

Stanley, Butterfield,

cuits

Katz and tens of other great

Publix, Loew,

more say so with busy bookings.

gives patrons satisfaction

ALL

[

&

say so with solid contracts.

scores

it

Balaban

— ask

MUSIC

the

And

cir-

West Coast and

the returns prove

showmen who show

'em!

SOUND

AND DIALOGUE

Give

p.

Showing one of ILducATTONAX'S new Talking
ComedLies on your program is like "giving
9

99

speeds tkings up, adds a
tkrill as well as a laugh, and makes tke
wkole skowsoar to a kigker amusement level
ky leaving everykody laugking and kappy
That means tkey make money for you*
er tke gun*

It

Now Educational

launches
another great series of two-reel
talking comedy hits. The name
Tuxedo is already popular with
millions* But with talking and
sound they bring you six laughs

where one grew
In

before.

its cast* its direction*

and its

ludicrously funny society farce
story by a famous author* the
first of this series is a real
edy feature in* two reels.

com-

PrewMi

SOCIAL SINNERS
with

RAYMOND McKEE
CISSY

FITZGERALD

MARION

Adapted from the sketch

"THE BUG MAN"
hy Kenyan Nicholson
Directed

hy Charles Lamont

Recorded by

RCA Photophone

BYRi

September

7.
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Hear Universal'* ReporterDescribe theActual
NewsEvents as You SeeJhem on the Screen/
1.

Universal has perfected the

and only talking newsreel that presents

first

REAL SPOT NEWS.
2.

A newsreel

produced by a rapid-fire method that flashes the news

lightning speed, portraying the

ACTUAL NEWS EVENTS

to

you with

of the

day—not

a hodge-podge of newsless magazine shots.

A

REALLY TALKS — not

with sound accompani-

3.

newsreel that
ment.

4.

Universal's Reporter will relate to your patrons the fascinating facts on important events as the pictures themselves flash on the screen.

5.

Something brand new.

just a reel

Something entirely

different

from anything before

attempted.
6.

A

newsreel that will enthrall your patrons as no other newsreel
ever has done.

present
7.

—

TRY AND BE FIRST TO GET

m

or

IT!

First Release, Sept.
ON

TWO A WEEK

—past

23rd
DISC

NEWSREEL
Member Motion

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

— Will

H. Hays, President

RADIO'S LIGHT!
STRIKES
Comes

Like a Flashing Bolt from the Sky,

the Dramatic Message from Hollywood:

RIO RITA"
Radio's Crack

IS

Show

"IN

THE BOX

Machine..

to be the Greatest of

all

.

.

Destined

Comes

Time....*.

Through with the Mightiest Motion Picture
!

\

Ever Created by

Human Art

i

andilngenuity!

FLO RBN Z Z EG F ELD'S
I

Fabulous Operetta Smash Sensation

Bridging

for, the first

time^the gap between stage and talking

screen and blending their finest values into one overwhelmingly
magnificent spectacle of song and dance and fiery love drama
.

.

.

with' great! stars? and' a gallant i host of supernumeraries!

X7

Opening
Carroll Theatre

NewYorkCit
in October
Deluxe
Extended
Engagement

Greatest

Yet,

R K

O

is

responsible For the greatest piece of filmusical enter-

tainment produced to date.

any spot and

Observes

rates to

do

a

It's

a positive

"RIO RITA"

is

WALTER GREEN

outstanding

entertainment appeal and

(Motion

that guarantee

Picture

News.)

in

two-dollar attraction

in

smashing business everywhere.

not only a fine production
is

in

every respect;

it

is

one of those gold bonds

huge grosses regardless of opposition or condition.

w
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The
Independent
Film Trade
Paper

Home
Office:

WO R L D
IN

407

Dearborn

So.

St.

Chicago

THIS ISSUE-

LABOR SITUATION

GOLF TOURNAMENT

Musicians in Chicago Sign New Compromise
Contract, Gaining $5 Increase Over Basic
Scale While Exhibitors Win Important Points
Regarding Working Conditions Fifty Theatres at St. Louis, Most of Them Unwired, Go
Without Music As Deadlock Is Reached Injunction Hits Cleveland Sympathy Strike.

Five Thousand Invitations Go Out for Third
Annual Herald-World Film Golf Tournament on Coast, Set for September 29 at Sun-

—

—

set Hills Course in Los

Angeles

—Brandon

Hurst Again Will Head Executive Committee
More Than 30 Awards Await Players, In-

—

cluding Herald- World Cup.

COMPLETE INDEX TO CONTENTS
NEWS
J.

in

DEPARTMENTS

D. Williams resigns as executive vice president of World-Wide
order to devote entire time to forming multi-lingual produc-

company

ing

in

England.

K

exhibitors sign Allied franchise as plan with R
O and
Tiffany-Stahl is explained to gatherings of theatre owners throughout country.

Many

Latest talking pictures of Universal will be
exhibitors in New Complete Sound Service
Hatch named Educational sales manager.

made

available to
Contract Stanley

—

RKO

Nationwide campaign this month will open season for
with Radio Pictures playing important role Pathe shows large

—

The Studio

46

Short Features

53
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57

The Theatre

49
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67
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What the Picture Did for Me

63

New

68
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increase in net profits.
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F

74
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SOUND AND EQUIPMENT—Paramount,

Eastman

Ticket Register.

MUSIC AND TALENT— De

Sylva,

NEW YORK

HOLLYWOOD
Cahuenga

St.

Telephone Gladstone 2118-2119

DOUGLAS HODGES

Brown and Henderson, Leon-
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manuscripts.

No manuscripts
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authors so request.
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The extent and degree of the popularity of the audible
picture will depend in a very great measure upon the
character of the reproduction which the theatremen gives
to the public.
»

*

*

Foreign Dialog

ONE

Published Every Wednesday by

Publication

7,

reproduction. In the same way that the public formerly
was assured of good projection of silent pictures, it must
now be assured of good reproduction as well as good proNo subject, however good or great, can render
jection.
satisfaction in a theatre if its sound and dialog are not
adequately and faithfully reproduced.

Editor

Incorporating Exhibitors Herald, founded in 1915; Moving Picture World, founded in 1907; Motography, founded in 1909; and
The Film Index, founded in 1909

J.

Quigley Publishing Company
Office: 407 So. Dearborn St., CHICAGO,

September

most interesting projects developed out of
the new conditions created by dialog pictures is the
D. Williams plan for what he terms "multi-lingual"
of the

talking productions.
U. S. A.

Quigley, President
Clifford, Secretary
George Clifford, Asst. Treasurer
Member Audit Bureau of Circulations
Copyright, 1929, by Quigley Publishing Company
J.

All editorial and business correspondence
should be addressed to the Chicago office

Other publications: Better Theatres, devoted to construction, equipment and
operation of theatres; published every fourth week in conjunction with Exhibitors
Herald- World; The Motion Picture Almanac, Pictures and Personalities, published annually; The Chicagoan and Polo, Class publications.

Mr. Williams' plan is for a "master" production in Engfrom which productions in other languages will be
made. He points out various economies to be realized in
the re-use of production items originally assembled for the
"master" production. Under the plan actors of popularity
in the various foreign language countries would be used.
The director of the English version would be the master
director and on the making of the other versions he would
have associated with him directors of the foreign language
lish,

countries.

September

Vol. 96, No. 10
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The Great Question

WHAT may be regarded
during

as the gravest question facing this industry
the past few months has
been solved and in the right way. The question referred to has to do with the quality of the sound product
which will be available to the theatres during the early
months of the coming theatrical season.

—

The right solution lies in the fact that there will be
available in talking pictures this fall not only a quantity of good product but a quantity of great product.
do not say that the product called great will prove
great at the box office; that kind of a forecast comes under the heading of prophecy and this we do not care
to undertake.
But we do insist, after personal inspection of considerable of the forthcoming product, that
the producers, in many notable instances, have achieved
remarkable results. No apology or explanation will be
necessary in connection with the leading dialog pictures
this fall.
The early, experimental stage of audien production is passed; many of the forthcoming productions
will be revelations to the public as they have been to
persons in the trade who have viewed them.

We

When motion pictures ceased speaking the universal
language of pictures alone they very severely complicated
an already complicated situation. The foreign market
problem is a severe one for American producers and the
talking picture

is

say that the question of the quality of the forthjust about the gravest
issue facing the industry for the reason that, admittedly,
much of the early sound product did not impress favorThe dialog picture has been someably the public.
what on probation with the public. If results this fall
did not measure up to assurances and expectations an
exceedingly difficult situation would have been arrived at.
But the question may now be considered closed. The
new product will not only justify but will greatly exceed
expectations.
*

•

•

Reproduction

RELATIVE

however, there still rests with
the exhibitor a responsibility which must be shouldered if the fine work done by the producers with the
new medium is to be successfully displayed to the public.
to the above,

This responsibility of the exhibitor has to do with inby all possible means, adequate and faithful reproduction within his theatres.
Every effort must be bent toward standardizing good

suring,

equally

is

severe

for

foreign

a distinct contribution to the discussion of

what

is

to

be done about talking pictures in the various languages.
*

*

News Reporter

UNIVEBSAL

an interesting announcement in
connection with its plan to have a reporter describe
the news events as depicted in the forthcoming Universal
sound news.
Here, again, is opened an opportunity for a new and
The
distinct talent in connection with talking pictures.
person who impersonates the reporter describing the news
event will face an exacting task but one which, if adroitly
done, will afford fine entertainment and much valuable
information.
offers

#

#

•

Prosperity

We

coming talking pictures has been

problem

language countries which, for one reason or another, are
unable to produce domestically pictures for home consumption.
Mr. Williams' plan is a shrewd and courageous one. It

ANOTHER

indication of the industry's new era of prosperity is to be seen in the announced figures of
Paramount's increase of 39 per cent in film rentals from
domestic distribution during the first eight weeks of the
third quarter of the year as compared with receipts dur-

ing a like period last year.

»'-##

Short Subjects

THE

present significance of the short subject in its new
audible character is reflected in the announcement
of a short subject program to be offered by United Artists
corporation.

This move on the part of United Artists, which pre
had always been a distinctly quality feature con-

viously

It may be added to the other incern, is illuminating.
dications which have been accumulating, all pointing in
the direction of the short feature becoming a more important item of entertainment in all classes of houses than it
ever has been before.

—MARTIN

J.

QUIGLEY.

:
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Chicago Labor at Peace with
Houses; Deadlock in St. Louis
Musicians and Stagehands Get
$5 Raise; Theatres Win Points

A Symphony in Pink
Jack Milter, for the exhibitors:

"We

are tickled pink.

We

can hire

and fire men as they are needed, and
no specified number is required."
James C. Petrillo, for the musicians:

May

"I am tickled to death over the
The musicians are very
agreement.
happy over the terms of the new contract."

Pathe-Shubert Deal
Is Denied by Flinn;
"Oat, "Says Schenck
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

4.—While

generally understood here that the Shuberts
Sept.

make

it

is

motion picture afthrough Pathe, it was
filiation, possibly
learned today that no definite arrangements
had, as yet, been made.
Joseph M. Schenck, president of the Art
Cinema corporation, with which Pathe and
the Shuberts have been mentioned, stated
definitely that there was no possibility of
would

like

to

a combination

a

insofar as his

—

Settlement of labor differences in Chicago by the writing of new contracts
by exhibitor leaders with the musicians and stagehands over the weekend
was offset by an impasse at St. Louis which resulted in 50 independent theatres and Loew's State there going musicless, 35 of the 50 being silent houses,
and 150 musicians being out of work.
The Chicago situation was cleared by the reaching of a compromise of
S5 a week increase over the basic scale for both musicians and stagehands.
The musicians had demanded double that amount. At the same time, the
exhibitors claimed considerable gains in working conditions, as reflected by
the statement of Jack Miller, president of the Exhibitors' Association of Chicago, that the new contract "will permit us to hire and fire the men as they
are needed."
September

first, the date of the writing of
contracts with labor organizations, in a
number of territories, brought up several important situations, including those in Chicago
and St. Louis. For example

new

SEATTLE. — The

ciation

delivered

of the proposition.

from work

was no
prospect of a settlement with musicians and Labor Day passed without
opening attractions at any of the legitimate theatres.
CHICAGO. An increase of $5 was
given musicians and stagehands, but
the exhibitors won the right of employing musicians or dropping them
as conditions warrant, and no specified number of men are required.
ST. LOUIS.— Fifty independent
houses (35 of them unwired) and
Loew's State operate without music,
while other houses continue on old
contract for two weeks' truce pending further negotiations.

RKO

—

(Special to the Herald-World)

man,

4.— Maurice Goodgeneral

counsel

of

Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corporation, has announced his retirement from the organization.
Goodman, who has been general
counsel since 1906, intends to resume private practice of law as soon as his resignation has been accepted and his successor
appointed.

CLEVELAND — Temporary

Paramount U.S. Film
Rental Receipts 39%
Ahead of 1928 Period
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

Sept.

4.— Paramount Fam-

ous Lasky corporation's receipts from
United States film rentals for the first eight

weeks

of the third quarter,
1929, were 39 per cent

commencing

ahead of the
receipts for the corresponding period of

July

1,

1928.

-

California Exhibitor Dies
(Special to the Herald-World)

FAIRFIELD, CAL., Sept. 4.—James A.
Mclnery, proprietor of the Soalo theatre, and
well known as an exhibitor in northern California, passed away last week, following an
illness of several months.
For a time he was
in a San Francsico hosiptal, but was removed
to his

home

at his

own

request.

in the houses.

PHILADELPHIA.— There

Goodman Resigns as
Vice-President and
Counsel for
Sept.
vice-president and

Musicians' Assoan ultimatum to

twelve suburban theatres to employ
at least one union organist each, according to the two-year agreement
signed in September of 1928, or all
other union men would be barred

organization

was concerned, while John Flinn, vicepresident of Pathe, said that he knew nothing

NEW YORK,

—

"Hire and Fire Men as Needed" Seattle Owners
Given Ultimatum Impasse at Philadelphia

in-

junction

restraining
projectionists
from striking in sympathy with
stagehands.
Terms for latter and
musicians still unsettled.

At Seattle the twelve suburban houses affected by the union ultimatum had dispensed
with organists on installation of sound equipment. Ten other theatres are holding to the
agreement of 1928.

Terms of Chicago
Musicians' Contract
Following are the terms of the contract
agreed upon by the Chicago exhibitors and
the musicians' organization, signed by James
president of the musicians, and
Benkert, recording secretary, and
by E. D. Jack Miller, for the exhibitors. The
terms are for theatres in classes 6, 7 and 8A.
Class 6 includes houses showing seven nights
and two matinees at an admission price of 50
cents or less class 7, seven nights and seven
matinees and a minimum of 43 hours, with
admission of 50 cents or less; class 8A, seven
C.

Petrillo,

Edward A.

;

nights and seven matinees and admission price
above 50 cents. The terms
Musicians are to be paid at the end of the fiscal
week.
Men engaged for less than fonr weeks shall be eonsidered as extra and be paid S2 extra a day.
In all classes the basic scale shall be increased
S3 a week.
For midnight shows and vaudeville there shall be
a minimum payment of $12 per man for a maximum
of three consecutive hours.
A relief organist shall be paid $4 per hour and no
session shall be less than two consecutive hours.
For houses in classes 4, 5, 6, 7, 8A and 9 (4, S
and 9 are vaudeville houses) desiring an orchestra
for less than a full week, the wage scale shall be set
by the board of directors of the musicians' association.
Days of matinees must be stipulated in the contract
and for occasional extra performances the pay shall
hours or less.
be $6 for
Playing for film companies, not over three hours,
the pay shall be $10 a man, and the contractor of
leader SI a man, overtime $1 a half-hour or fraction
thereof per man.
In class 8A, motion picture theatres, the present
maximum admission price of 75 cents shall be in_'

1

creased to 85 cents.
Four weeks' notice
in

aU

shall

be given instead of two

classes.

houses are to have a minimum of 42
work hours per week and six hours daily. Any time
not used on one day cannot be applied to any other
Vaudeville

day.

terminates August 31, 1930.
basic scale for Chicago musicians

This contract

The new

thus becomes $97 a week.

B. O. Holds Up Despite
Action of Musicians
(Special to the Herald-World)

ST. LOUIS, Sept. 4.— About 50 independently owned motion picture theatres, including
35 unwired houses, and Loew's State are operating without music because the musicians'
union refused to eliminate the minimum orchestra clause from the working agreement.
About 150 musicians have been thrown out
of work, as the old contract expired at midnight, August 31.
Skouras, Warner Brothers,
Ambassador, Missouri and Grand Central and
St. Louis Amusement Company and 25 neighborhood houses also owned by Skouras Brothers and Fox Theatres have continued on the
old contract for two weeks pending further
This temporary
negotiations with musicians.
truce was arranged at a conference between
the musicians' board of directors and Charles
P. Skouras, president of Skouras Brothers Enterprises, on August 31.
The St. Louis and Grand Opera House and
local Radio-Keith-Orpheum houses continue
music, as they operate under vaudeville house
agreement. Independent houses now operating
without music report that business on Sunday
and Labor Day apparently was little affected
by the action of the musicians.
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K. 0. Shorts from

September

7,

1929

RKO

T£ NOCKOUT short features from the RCA Gramercy studios, to be released
by R K 0 productions, will figure prominently on many programs throughout
Warner Color Triumph

WARNERS

crashed through with an

all-

color picture last week which made its
other efforts along similar lines rather pale
by comparison. "The Gold Diggers of
Broadway" is pleasing entertainment. And
the hard boiled, and completely delightful
Winne Lightner, inimitable product of the
three-a-day, is the best part of it.
*

A
of
ONE
rious

the

the country.
Such players as Alexander Kirkland, Vera Teasdale, Nat Carr, Marc
Connolly, Bessie Smith, Jimmy Mordecai, Isabell Washington and Jimmy Johnson's
orchestra will be featured in a series of short dramatic features and musicals. Leo
Meehan and Marc Connolly are directing this series.

*

*

Timely Article

many

indications of the se-

which motion pictures
(and by that I mean sound and talking pictures) are making on the minds of those
interested in tlie theatre is to be found in
the current issue of the Theatre Arts
Monthly, an issue devoted entirely to the
imprint

screen.

The first hysteria of the legitimate producers has vanished. The fear that they
and they their art would become even as
blooded stock, the pride and the plaything
of the wealthy and, possibly, the discerning,
has, allegedly, evaporated. They think now
that they will hold their place, that theatrical talent will continue to fluctuate between
New York and California, that it will
"achieve its artistic and creative satisfaction
in the plastic and relatively unfettered precincts of the stage, and later will go west
to reap its golden reward for having a good
voice."
It is nice to know that the theatre is so

easy in

its

mind.

theatre man, however, realizes the
possibility that the cinema may one day
arrive at a dramatic form greater than
either it or the stage knows at the present
time. It is during this present period of
transition that we are presented with both
a record and a prophecy.
Of the two the record, is, perhaps, the
more inspiring. It calendars the progress of
the motion picture from "The Great Train
Robbery" to "The Letter," a compilation
which is worth the consideration of all
those who are interested in the motion picture as an art, as a reflection of a trend of
thought and of a civilization as well as an
essentially money-making proposition.
The contributions, largely by gentlemen
of your acquaintance who know what they
are talking about, are well worth your time.
Terry Ramsaye discusses the industry
which he knows from top to bottom. Warren Nolan bewails the departure of the
lusty Barnums of the trade and the advent
of the tea-talking publicity purveyors in
pleasantly amusing fashion. He is a pretty
good tea-talker himself. Monta Bell makes
frank admission of the present day perplexities of the director who feels like "an
amateur in his own business." John Cohen
and Richard Watts are sufficiently critical.

The

A

scene from

"Two Gun Ginsburg"

H. Cameron Menzies opens your eyes to
the problems and the beauties of cinema
design.

The
the

talking picture

world.

Color

is

on the tongues of

pictures,

three-dimen-

sional pictures, multi-lingual pictures, pictures of opera on a Gargantuan scale are
things of the present and the very near
future. Changes come like bombshells. Be-

cause these changes are with us at the
present time, because of the essential transition that is an inherent quality of our business, because exhibitors and producers alike
are interested in the facts of their own vocation, the current issue of the Theatre
Arts Monthly is more than timely. D. F.

—

Alexander Kirkland

in

"Hunt the Tiger"

)
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Herald-World Golf Tournament
On Coast Is Set for Sept. 29
Is

General Sales

Are Invited to
Third Annual Playing for Cups
Brandon Hurst Again Heads Executive Committee —

5,000 Players

Appointed
EducationaVs New

Hatch

Head

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

Sept.

4— Stanley

been appointed general sales
Film exchanges, according
E. W. Hammons, the
president of Educa-

fias

iducational

to

tional.

For the

last

eight

Hatch has been

ears

with
the
department of

onnected
ales

National, located
New York
the
•tfices
and prior to
"irst

n

hat he was
t the First

manager

National
in Kansas
and then general

ranch
:ty

with

W. Halrh

Stanley

the

when he took
General Film
with Yitagoing
Sees in Cincinnati, later
aph and finally to Detroit for Metro.
Hatch will headquarter at Educational's
)me office in New York but is so organizing
s work that he may spend considerable time
the field and in contact with Educational's
management of

the

the

branches. He comes from the state of New
ampshire and was reared and educated in
jlumbus, Ohio.

Smith Purchases

'axle

Edison Studio for Audiens
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

Sept. 4.— Earle Smith, inpendent producer, has boueht the largo
lison Studio at 2826 Decatur avenue, the
onx, for the production of 13 talking leases and 52 sound shorts within the year,
announced today. Work has been under
\y for the past ten days in soundproofir the building and
installing recording
uipment. Both the film and disc systems
\
be used. This is said to be another
ication of the impetus which sound and
clog pictures have given to production in
1

i

East.

•-

Sheer Is Dead;
°ioneer Eastern Exhibitor
Special
the Herald- World
>"EW YORK, Seot. 4—Daniel Sheer,
an'xel

(

to

pneer motion picture theatre owner, died
JTterday at his home in Elmhurst, Queens.
> er opened one of the first film houses
"Queens and later established houses in
Eihurst, Forest Hills, and Long Island
\ ;. Four years ago he sold out and re-

He was born

told.

in

Germany

in

funeral will be held :
J:
ires a widow and seven children.

Vomer's

.

1880.
H-r

Open House

to

OS

ANGELES.

^Iiing of
th tre

Sept.

Warner

4.— The

Brothers

official

Downtown

has been announced for September
be a gala one, seats
The feature chosen

-5 The occasion will
to ist $3.00 a person.
'o
Sr

the
5,"

openine

will

starring Al

Sept. 4.

DOUGLAS HODGES

—The

its

being assisted in his efforts byStrickling, Jack Boland, Georee
Marshall, Milt
Howe, A. H. Painter,
tourney director, and Alfred A. Cohn.
The executive committee will have full
charge of all affairs concerning the tournament. They will handle the finances, enter
the handicaps, fix starting time, supervise
the awarding of trophies and judge disqualifications.
Huge Cup for Winner
The big award of the tournament is the
huge silver loving cup donated by the
Quigley Publishing Company. It is a leg
is

be

Tolson.

"Sav

cup which must be won three times before
the winner gains permanent possession of
it.
It is the low gross award.
The second award is the silver cup donated by First National.
It is likewise a
leg cup. It is held at the present time bylean Hornbostel.
The Herald- World cup was won in 1928
bv John J. Mescal and in 1927 by George
Marshall.

There will be approximately 30 other
awards offered for the less skillful golfers.
For the expected 150 players there will be
about a valuable trophy for every one out
of five players entered.

Additional Trophies Offered
date trophies have been offered by
Pathe Studios, Joseph Schenck, Roosevelt
Hotel, Hollywood Plaza Hotel and a number of Hollywood merchants.
The entry' fee is $5, which includes all
costs. Luncheon will be served to the play-

To

between

ers

11

a.

m. and 3

p.

foursome, will get away- at 8
others will leave at 15 minute
until early afternoon.
first

The
played

m. The
m. and

a.

intervals

tournament will be handled and
under the rules of the Southern

California Golf Association.

medal play at handicap.
Immediately after the

last

It

It

With

returned, trophies and medals will be distributed to the winners.
The course is one of the choicest in
Southern California. It is a short distance
from Hollywood and within a few minutes
of Culver City and Beverly Hills.

"The Singing Fool"
Takes In $2,500,000

At

is

18-hole

foursome has

British Theatres
(Special to the

NEW

Herdd-World)

YORK,

Sept. 4.— The London Express has published a survey of the boxoffice figures achieved by Al Tolson in "The
Singing Fool" during its British presentation.
The picture has already taken in
five hundred thousand pounds, or 32,500,000
at British box-office.
The Reader's library, which has issued
the novel version, has broken all records
for book sales with it, one store in Liverpool disposing of 10,000 copies in one week.
Campbell Connolly, who owns the English
copyright to the theme song. "Sonny Boy,
reports that two million records of the
piece have been sold.
quarter of a million copies of the sheet music have been
also purchased by the public.

A

Bandits Secure $700
At Lane Court Theatre
Three
Schmidt,

men held
the office of the

holdup
in

up Frank
Lane Court

and forced him

to open the safe
and then turn over the $700, which represented the Labor Day receipts.
The trio entered the theatre early in the
morning, tied up Albert Simpson, the janitor, and calmlv waited four hours.

theatre,

R. F. Woodhull Joins General Talking
Pictures; Lightman May Head

MP TOA

(Special to the Herald -W arid)

M

NEW

YORK, Sept. 4.—R. F. (Pete) Woodhull, former president oi the
P
has been appointed executive vice-president of General Talking Pictures
Corporation, that organization announced yesterday at a luncheon which it gave
at the Savoy Plaza in celebration of its first anniversary.
M. A. Lightman, of
Memphis, Erst vice president of the
P T 0 A, is understood to have been
chosen to succeed Woodhull as president of the exhibitors organization.
General Talking Pictures also announced that Robert Eaton Saunders, international banker, has been appointed as secretary. Saunders has been a&liated with
the National Bank of South Africa, recently merged with Barclays.
T O A,

(Special to the Herald-World)

— Sunset Fields Chosen

HeralxhWorld today launched its planThird Annual Motion Picture Golf Tournament. It set the date for
September 29. The tournament will be held at Sunset Fields.
Entry blanks and announcements today went out to more than 5.000 golfers
in the West Coast territory.
Brandon Hurst took up his official duties as chairman of the executive
committee which is managing the meet. It is his second term in this capacity.
It was Hurst who headed the committee that put over the first golf match
under the auspices of Exhibitors Herald in 1927.
ter

Hurst

lotion picture industry- in 1913.

ver

By

LOS AXGELES.

Howard

representative
:>r the same company.
Hatch first became
eld

filiated

More Than 30 Awards

Hatch
manager of
\V.

M
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en Points
No. 8: Exhibitors Herald-World Reaches
the Greatest

Number

of Houses

As Yet

Silent.

The Herald-World Has Always
Championed the Cause of the IndepenProof:

dent Exhibitor.

Ten Points
No.

I:

THE GREATEST

PAID CIRCULATION
No. 2: THE ONLY GUARANTEED CIRCULATION
No. 3:

THE DOMINANT

ADVERTISING MEDIUM
No. 4: THE MOST ECO-

NOMICAL BUY.

QUICKEST AND
MOST DIRECT DISTRIBUTION
No. 5:

No. 6:

UNRIVALLED

READER RESPONSIVENESS
REACHES GREATNUMBER OF WIRED

No. 7:

EST

HOUSES
REACHES GREATNUMBER OF SILENT
HOUSES

No. 8:

EST

7, 192!
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Williams Forming Huge British
Unit for Multi-Lingual Audiens

The Williams Plan
For World Studios
Multi-lingual British producing company will start building 20 or more
sound stages within two months near
London.
Will supply talking pictures in six
languages at 200 per cent reduction from
present audien cost.

Best
in the

artists,

technicians

and

Resigns as Executive \ ice President of World Wide to Organize
Producing Company to Start Building 20 or More Sound
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

will be made first in Engwith foreign producers and directors
watching. Every set will be built. Costly

be same for all versions. When
British are through, other companies will
go ahead in turn and make their own
shots will

stars

American market

same

the

will be first objective.

to other

companies.

for

Hold Future
Of Drama and Opera:
Kahn and Samoiloff

\udiens

IT ill

Create Mass Apprecia-

tion of Operatic Music
Otto H. Kahn, New York financier and
itron of the arts, arrived in Chicago last
iturday to attend the performance of "La
ondine" at Ravinia and indicated that the
idien opera was not far off.
In commentg on the talking pictures he stated:
"The talkies may be destined to populare opera and create a mass appreciation of
jeratic music," he said.
Mr. Kahn pre|rred not to be definitely expectant of the
lkie-opera, but by inference at least he in-

— In

audiens lies the fure not only of the drama but of the opera
well.
This was the opinion voiced here by
S.

Sept.

4.

Samoiloff,

internationally

known

cal instructor.

"Of course,"

he

said,

"the

recording

jchinery has not yet been perfected, but
at is coming fast
and when the 'talkies'
n no longer be described as the 'squakies'
ey will come into their own."
Samoiloff
so convinced of the future of sound pic"es that after twenty-two years of teachX in New York, he has turned to voice
'lture for the talking pictures.

—

20,000 Fire Damages
Theatre; Manager Hurt
(Special to the Herald-World)

3TTAWA,

—

Sept. 4. The Iroquois theatre
Peterboro, Ont., was severely damaged by
K and the manager, A. C. Stock, was paininjured while assisting the fire brigade
jjjy
i battling
the flames. The interior was prac' illy
gutted and the loss was $20,000.
The
started

0 a.

m.

ment

in

On

announceLondon.

the

organiza-

directorate,
which will always
British
mahave a
appear
will
jority,
the names of men
tion's

who

have
themselves

"Jaydee" Williams

made

finance.
felt
in international
of the company itself, for incorporation reasons, is being wi thheld till

The name
this

announcement.

It

is

being

under

organized

what

from an undetermined cause

at

"Suppose the first picture costs $200,000.
Sixty per cent of that money goes into sets,
costumes, the technical end, stuff that can
be used again without any extra cost.
Divide the lump sum into six parts. Now
you see how we reduce the cost?
Multi-Lingual Copies
"The Williams Plan is really a plan for
making multi-lingual copies of English pictures.
Every country has its own stars, its
box office favorites. These can be the stars
the
of
multi-lingual films, each drawing the
thousands of his adherents in his own
country.

is

"As

said.

I

America

And, while
as the Williams Plan.
it will
produce for the world market, its
motion
American
chief target will be the

always

picture

artists, the best

known

field.

,

SEATTLE,

-

official

tors on the sidelines seeing how it is done.
Distance shots, atmospheric shots, crowds,
spectacles, the things that cost money, will
be the same for every version of the picture.
They won't have to be made twice.
Costumes and sets will be the same. When
the British company is through, the other
companies will go right ahead in turn and
make their versions with the same story,
same everything except the stars and

language.

ten
the

silents.

talkies."

h

make

to

sail

(Special to the Herald-World)

course, opera is such a cumbersome
ing in point of the accessories it requires
it can reach the masses only through

at

izard

days

in

Samoiloff in Seattle

|"The talkies at least will permit the indicating of the idea underlying opera and
>eratic music,"
he declared.
"There is
>und to be some benefit from that.
And

e

England

World Wants Talking Pictures
Last week Williams leaned back in his
chair, puffed on a cigaret, considered the
Williams Plan.
"Silent pictures sold the world," he said.
Their market was
"Talkies came along.
from 75 to 80 per cent English speaking.
The rest did not count for much. But the
rest of the world also wants talking pictures in its own particular tongues if these
pictures can be bought at a fraction of their
original cost as was the case with the old

much.

cated as

J.

Pictures.

new company

the world.
will
Jay-dee

ludiens

—

to resuscitate the British film trade and,
eventually, to establish London as one
of the leading production centers of

of

Europe will
matter of few hours

4.

Williams, who, among other things, organized First National Pictures, expects

except

London to Continental
make studio distance only

ISearness

Sept.

World Wide

president of

Pictures

everything
and language.

YORK,

D. Williams has resigned as executive vice
He remains a director.
He is formulating plans for a multi-lingual British producing company
which, within two months, will start erecting 20 or more sound stages near
Elstree, twelve miles north of London.

directors

lish,

with

London Within Two Months

Stages Near

world will be engaged.

versions,

25

still,

this is entirely

The plan renders a service the
feasible.
necessity for which is unquestioned. It will
supply talking pictures in six languages.
And it will supply them at a 200 per cent
reduction of the present cost of talking;

good entertainment. With the best
directors and sound men.
the best recording equipment (American)
the world,

we can

give it to them.
British Industry
"And the simple thing about it is that
they can get to London so quickly.
As
soon as the British company is through,
the French can step in, then the Spanish,
the German, the Swedish, etcetera.
All
they have to do is hop on a boat or an
airplane."
Williams added that so large a studio
would require an adequate resident staff
in

Sees

New

Sees Quantity Production

means

that the British theatres will
stay in business; that the British producers
will stay in business.
It means quantity
Ten or twelve
production for England.
pictures a year won't make a dent in any
market.
Quantity production is the only
thing that can save England.
"The best artists, technicians and directors in the world will work under the Williams Plan, which can succeed only in England because of its strategic location. London is an overnight trip from the capitals
of the Continent.
Hollywood is a thirty

day journey.
First in English

pictures will be made first in Engthen in the other languages. Suppose

"The

He saw

in

it

of a new British industry, emfor hundreds of Britons, a new
source of revenue for England, a rapidly
mounting business, artistic and cultural
prestige for London.

the birth

ployment

The

which the new company
American producers are sev-

factilities

will offer to

films.

and probably

novelty,

which would gradually grow.

"Under the Williams Plan

"It

ing

is

will be, the largest market for talkpictures.
Americans want variety,

eral.
For one thing, the necessary quota
pictures can be made there as can the
multi-lingual copies of any American hit.

Will Help Independents

Through

it
British distributors can import the feature pictures of an American
company and handle them so as not to interfere with the regular pictures of that
company also being distributed in England
and on the Continent.
It will give independent producers every
assistance. Their success will aid the com-

pany

itself

and vice versa.

The new company, with English backing, will
will be

be headed by an Englishman and
composed mainly of Englishmen.

we were making Carmen. Every set will
be built. The studio has to be large enough
for that. The British company will go into

Williams and E. Bruce Johnson, formerly
of First National, will have large fingers in
the pie.
From an unofficial source it was
learned that the equipment of the twenty
sound stage studio would be of the R C A

action with the foreign producers and direc-

Photophone

lish;

variety.
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At the New York
Theatres
NEW FILMS

MOTION PICTURE FINANCE

PARAMOUNT— "Woman

Trap,"
Paramount all
Hal Skelly, Evelyn Brent and Chestei

talker with

STRAND — "The
Morris.

Argyle Case," Warner talker
Lila Lee, H. B. Warner,

witl

Thomas Meighan,

and Bert Roach.
ROXY — "The Girl From

Zasi

Pitts

Selling Tendencies Accelerated
By

NEW

YORK,

LAURENCE STERN

4—Although

the stock market has provided little
far as the motion picture shares
are concerned, there has been no lack of significant financial developSept.

of interest during the last

ments

the

more prominent amusement

Thus Radio, Parawick-Balke-Collender.
mount and Fox are competing with each
other for leadership in the broad field of
visual and audible entertainment.

issues had enjoyed especially good buying in the preceding week, subsequent
profit-taking and moderate decline can be
In addition, selling
accepted as natural.
tendencies were accelerated at the close of
the week by an unfavorable brokers' loan report and by the three-day Stock Exchange

Radio has been an exception, continuing
meet with strong demand. With the
approach of the company's best business
period, the stock appears to be resuming
something of its former market leadership.
Paramount's domestic film rentals during
the last two months have increased nearly

BERLIN,

Pictures for 1929-30
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

pending
Fox reorganization will involve formation
of a company matching Radio in scope.
3.400 In
line
with Paramount's recent affiliation
with the Columbia Broadcasting System,
is

talker,

reliably reported that the

more

YORK.

Sept.

4.—The

two

titles of

Vitaphone specials for 192930 were announced this week by Warner
Brothers.
"The Agony Column," by Earl
Derr Biggers is one and "Dumbells in
Ermine" is the other. Pictures comprising

Fox

interests are negotiating for a chain
radio stations.
In addition they are
dickering for a phonograph company, either
Columbia Phonograph Company or Bruns-

of the 35

three-fourths of the new Warner schedule
are either already complete or underway at
the company's studio.

of

With

It

opened August

Warner

Songs,"

RIVOLI — "The Dance
opened August

of Life," Paramount

American

Seating
_
Brunswiek-Balke-CoIIender
Consolidated Film, pfd
Do. pfd
Ear.tman Kodak rts
Do. rts
_
Do. pfd

Fox

Film

Metro-Goldwyn-Maycr. pfd
Motion Picture Capital

Paramount
Pathe Exchange
Do.

Radio

_
::

_
_

30
33.700
300
200
10,900
100
300
200
3.400
103.900

34%

673,100
400

Low
32

38

36%

24%
25%

23
25

213%

Close
32
38
23
25

214%

6%

6%

6%

125%

125%

125%

98%
35%
112

UFA

revival.

CAPITOL—
— "Broadway
RIALTO

Melody,"

MGM

93%
35
111

97%
35%
112

p.

WINTER GARDEN— "Gold
Warners

all-talker,

Busy

Preparing Production
Of Six Dialog Film
(Special to the Herald-World)

NAPLES,

Aug.

24.— (By

Mail.)—Th

Italian studio, Cines of Rome, is busy pre
paring for the production of six importan
Thes
pictures for the coming season.
films will be talking, singing and dancin
productions and are under the supervisio

of Stefano Pittalugo.
six subjects on their new prograi
"Caesar Augustus," "King's Daughter,
"Italian Opera," "Catacombe," one subjei
dealing with the glory of Fascist Italy an
a comedy drama.

The

are,

A number of short subjects will also b
made and will include sports, comedies an
monologues.

„

900
550
100

pfd.

...

Prod
Columbia Pictures
Acoustic

90
98
25
48
73

90

90

Film

96%
24%
45%
69%

96%
24%
45%

Fox Theatres "A"
General Theatre Equipment

71V.

Loew's rts
Do. war
National Screen
National Theatre Supply
Sentry Safety

54%

18%
92%
53%

77

76

36%

34%

100

100
54
76

36%

45
40

43
39

71%
61%

69%

54

52%

22
23

18
23

NEW YORK CURB

60%

10%
19%

800
90
80
6.800

59%

9

rts

_

Mch

International Projector

Universal

Pictures

-

..

Trans-Lux

al

30.

59

CHICAGO STOCK MARKET

Insp.

all-talke

Diggers of Broadway,

opened August

Italian Studio

Stanley Company
Universal Pic. 1st pfd..
Warner Brothers "A"...
Do. pfd

Kodak

Janning

p.

31

Eastman

all-talke

"Bulldog Drummond," United Artists

talker,

Theatres

Marks Brothers,
Morgan Litho.

openel
pictur

Third week.

HIPPODROME— "Half Marriage," Radio
Second week.
FIFTH AVENUE— "The Last Laugh,"

62%

10%
21%

"A"

Corporation
Do. pfd. "A"
Do. pfd. "B"
_
Radio Keith Orpheum

High

227%

"A"

Keith Albee Orpheum
Do. pfd
Loew's. Inc
Do. pfd. n. w
Do. pfd. w. w

Sales
1,100
3,700
2,800

_

Shubert

all-talke:

16.

7,400

Week Ending August

all-talke

15.

SECURITIES PRICE RANGE
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET

all-talke

COLONY— "Broadway," Universal all-talker.
EMBASSY — "Hallelujah," MGM all-talker,
August 20.
CAMEO — "Wrath of the Seas," silent British
opened August

al

6.

ASTOR— "Hollywood Revue," M G M
opened August 14.
CENTRAL— "Fast Life," First National

Phoebus Film A. G. The Phoebus company, however, is controlled by the Emelka
which is in the possession of practically the
entire issued capital.
All the theatres of the Emelka concern will
now be managed by the Phoebus Film, while
the production side of the business will continue to be handled, as heretofore, by the
Bayerische Filmgesellchaft m. b. H. in Emelka-Kozern. It is proposed to change the name
of Phoebus into Emelka-Theatre A. C. It has
further
been decided to invite Wolfgang
Abshagen as director of Phoebus in addition
to Dr. Whilhelm Resenthal and KommerzienThe gentleman in quesrat Wilhelm Kraus.
tion is reported to have a sound reputation in
trade circles.

W B Announces 2 More

silen,

July 30.

WARNERS— "Say

to the

Radio-Keith-Orpheum persists in 31.600
disappointing its market sponsors. The 18,000
official
earning statement, showing a deficit of almost $500,000 for the first six months,
should not be taken at face value since
this in reality covered a period of reorganization by the Radio interests.
The company is now on a paying basis and is 2.800
pushing an ambitious program of expansion. As
pointed out in these columns some time
The
ago, its first aim is theatre acquisition.
next move in this direction probably will
be a close affiliation with Allied States As59,900
sociation of Motion Picture Theatres comprising approximately 3,000 houses.

Temptation,"

of

film.

GAIETY— "The Black Watch," Fox, all-talke
opened May 22.
CRITERION— "The Four Feathers," Paramoun
opened June 12.
GLOBE —"Street Girl," Radio all-talker, opene.

to a statement issued by the Emelka, all the
theatres of that company are to be turned over

40 per cent above those of the corresponding period of last year, but publication of
11.800
this news failed to influence the issue.

all-talke

HELD OVER AND REVIVED

4.— (By Mail).— According

Sept.

AVENUE— "City

European

(Special to the Herald-World)

to

It

FIFTH

Phoebus Company Will
Operate Emelka Houses

holiday.

Fox

CINEMA—

and Joan Jay.

week so

in this field.

SINCE

Havana,"

with Paul Page and Lola Lane.
GUILD
"Richthofen, The Rec
Knight of the Air," German silent film based 01
exploits of world's greatest ace.
LITTLE CARNEGIE— "The Silver King," silen
British picture with Percy Marmot, Bernard Nodel

FILM

-

12,400
3.700
71,600
200
95.100
20,400
400
500
900
400
300
3,500
12,500
300

5

4%

32%

30

29%
36

27
34

25

21%

7%

6%
2

6%

6%

27%
24%
18%

26%
24%
17%

19%

19%

9%

9%

September

Film
in

7,
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PICTORIAL SECTION

JVeutf

Pictures

Stories Told
by the Camera

Harding, distinguished stage star who
was recently seen and heard in "Paris Bound."
a Pathe audien which recently finished a
long run at the Studebaker theatre. Chicago.
In the cast are Frederic March. Leslie Fenton
and Carmelita Geraghry. Ann. don't make
us wait too long for another

Ann

Edwin Carewe

is

recently presented

Hal
Roach-M G M
Oliver
Hardy.
comedy star, as he appeared at the recent Hal Roach studio golf tourna-

shown with the cup
him by the populace

of Spain for his direction of "•Resurrection," which they consider one of

ment, at the Riviera Country Club in
Maybe it's a
Santa Monica canyon.

the finest contributions to screen art.
The picture was made in 1917.

'Points West." the B. M. Bower novel, is
low being made into a picture by Hoot
jibson.
In this Universal production the
owboy star has one of his finest roles,
not forgetting that it is an audien.

comedy

Whiteman is preparing for the firing
squad and aids the cause by showing the
Paul

—

location of his heart, for a sure hit
don't
get me wrong
Universal cameras will
soon start shooting "The King of Jazz."

—

—

try

and

find the ball.

Day figures prominently in two
new productions coming soon from the
Warner Brothers studio. She plays with
Ted Lewis in "Is Everybody Happy?" and
with Monte Blue in "Skin Deep."

Alice
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Estelle Bradley, leading lady in many of Educational's most popular comedy series, has been cast
for her first talking role in the Tuxedo Talking

comedy, "Don't Get Excited." Charles Lamont
is the director and in the cast are Harold Goodwin, Addie McPhail and Lloyd Ingraham.

Winfield Sheehan, vice president and general manager
of Fox Film corporation, is conferring with the Fox
aces of songland. Left to right: Winfield Sheehan,
Buddy DeSylva, Lew Brown and Ray Henderson. DeSylva, Brown and Henderson have just completed their
original Fox-Movietone musical, "Sunny Side Up."

is said to have the greatest romantic role
of his screen career in "His Glorious Night," an all
talking production directed by Lionel Barrymore and
here he is seen with Catherine Dale Owen, his new
leading lady.

John Gilbert

"A

every port," and ain't it the
evidence to this terrible truth and also explains
The parrot is the secret. Here is George Cooper.
Alan Hale and Sally Eileers in a scene from Pathe's "Sailor's Holiday," written
by Joseph Franklin Poland and directed by Fred Newmeyer.

There

is

an old saying,

The above picture
how and why it is possible.

truth?

is

sailor has a girl in

September 7, 1929
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Being air minded, Henry D. Meyer and Nat Corddecide to make a selling tour via airplane.
Here they are about to embark for New York
where they will arrange for a first run showing of
"The Great Gabbo," James Cruze's latest production starring Betty Compson.
isfa

"I have sure been up in the air and seeing New York via airplane is a heightening
sensation," says Eddie Quillan, star of Pathe's "The Sophomore."
Eddie is now
making personal appearances in conjunction with the showing of his latest picture
in the New York and Brooklyn Paramount theatres and here he is shown making a Pathex "movie" of "Dad" Quillan from a
plane while pilot A. R.
McDonald looks on.

TAT

ilome, a 1929 model, as played by Joyzelle,
e dancer, in Universal's all talking comedy

ama entitle "One Hysterical Night." Regdd Denny is the star of this production,
which is. of course, an audien.

picture gives one an idea of the mammoth size of a modem morion picture
is well under way on the new
studio at Culver City and this is
one of the seven new stages now under construction, and when finished will be one
of the most complete modem studios in the world.
Included in the new studio will
be a 1,500 seat private theatre for screening pictures.

The above
studio.

Work

MGM

—

—
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Astor.
When they have it, it costs a doll;
a head. "But we'd rather not have it at all
Miss Niles maintains. "People don't like
stand.
Sometimes they get tired of it an
want their money back. Of course, we give
to them.
would rather they come bac
some other time when they can see the piij
ture in comfort.

A He-Man Woman Manager

1

We

Patience and Courtesy Are the Secrets of Successful Operation of a Theatre, Says
Miss Grace Niles of the Astor Theatre, One of Broadway's Two Women Managers
And When an Irate Male Patron Strides Into the Office and Finds Feminity Is Boss
well, read the article below.

—

Courteous Treatment First
"Audiences arc usually fairly easy
1
handle.
If you treat them courteously it w:
help you and your house. People," Miss Nili
says, "are always calling up the box offic
They want to know if John Jones played
minor part in 'The Big Parade' three or foi
years ago.
They announce that they're tl
fourth cousin of a star in another pictu
which never played your theatre but that sa
star would be very pleased if he knew h
cousin (sic: the caller) had been taken ca
of by your house.
"We always try and answer all questioi
even if it does put us to extra work,
spreads good will. The people who are moi
1

By

N

EW

YORK,

DOUGLAS FOX

4.— "I want

W

hat exhibitor
to see the manager."
not familiar with that phrase ? It means anything from an argument
and a careful soothing of the offended patron to a tistfight and the
patron's ejection upon his tin ear. Its connotation is almost always trouble.
Sept.

is

|

when the
BUT
young woman

irate one is confronted by a
quiet, determined, but not

—
upon — his

hard to gaze

immediate reaction is
almost always to do

an about-face, to

smirk

ingratiatingly

say, "So sorry I
troubled you."
That, at least, has
been the experience
of Grace Niles, manager of the Astor

and

theatre,

jA

H

Broadway

and 45th street, New
York. Miss Niles is
one of the two wom-

I

^^^fc

^pfci

Miss Grace

ISiles

en managers on
Broadway.
For two
years, when she held
sway at the Embassy

across the street, she
was the only one on the Main Stem. Now
that she has gone to the Astor, Miss Elizabeth
Dove has taken her place at the smaller house.
"Patience is the secret of it," Miss Niles
told this paper.
"Patience and an infinite
capacity for detail are a woman's major qualifications for success in managing a motion
picture house.
It is really too monotonous
for a man."

Keeps Theatre Spic and Span
Miss Niles drew a parallel between her home
and the theatre. The same instinct which compelled her, when at home, to dust off the table
tops and *ejj that the flowers were suitablyarranged, saw to it that she kept the thousand
and one fixtures and gadgets of the theatre
both in order and looking nicely. The Astor
is her second home.
She spends more time
there than she does in her apartment and, in
a way, prefers it.
She likes theatres, h*as always liked them.
Ten years ago she started out as an usher at
the Fox Ridgewood in Brooklyn.
Then she
took up box office work and stuck to it for

that they made little fuss, were easily mollified.
The women were impressed with the achievement of one of their own sex. They found
her reasonable, willing to listen. They went
away feeling that the Embassy was a pretty

progressive house.
Miss Niles explains in one sentence. "Women do not antagonize people so much as men,"
she says.
Rather a doubtful statement, the average

male will say. Perhaps it is. At any rate, it
seems to work in her case.
It's Same with Employes
And this same statement, she says, applies
to the people who work for her around the
The
theatre.
"I've never had any trouble.
men do not seem to mind having a woman
over them.

I

never

try'

to

be overbearing.

I

feel that they are more responsible
for the success of the house than I am,
And
which, as a matter of fact, they are.
so I find that they are always willing to cooperate with me. I spend most of my time
Always get there by one and
at the theatre.
When
never leave till after the last show.
we're rehearsing I'm there from eight in the
morning till four the next morning.
"Rehearsals," Miss Niles will tell you, "are
very trying. It takes us two and three days
In our present
to perfect our fader cues.
picture, 'The Hollywood Revue,' we have more
than 400 cues, sometimes as many as twenty
in one little sequence.

make them

Sound Keeps 'Em on Toes
one man at the fader all the time.
The other evening our sound died with that

"There

is

theatres.
to Miss

horrible diminishing grate which strikes terror
into the heart of every theatre person. Luckwere playing the
ily, the show was over.
There wasn't a thing wrong in
exit march.
It seems that they were a little
the booth.
slow in the power house when they made their
Of course the sound
evening changeover.
picked right up again.
"There is that about sound. It keeps you
on your toes, keeps you with your fingers
crossed.
It's so delicate that you never can

Dove

tell

seven

or eight years in a number of Loew
At the American she was assistant
Dove, treasurer. Now she and Miss
are the only women managers on

We

what

happen."

Audiences Change, Too

Broadway.
Thrill of a Lifetime
Two years ago she was given the reins at
the Embassy. It was the biggest thrill of her
life.
People in the trade would come in and
ask for the manager. "I don't want to talk
to you," they said, "I want to see the manager."
She had long arguments convincing them that
she was the person they were after.
They
couldn't figure it out.
Somehow a woman
didn't belong in that capacity on Broadway
they thought.
But the offended patrons. The males were
so overcome by finding the manager a woman

will

Audiences change with pictures, Miss Niles
sa\ s.
When "Submarine" was being played at
the Embassy, men came in in dungarees and
shirt sleeves.
With the "Hollywood Revue,"
the audience is a mixed one.
Every type of
person seems to like a musical show. Matinee
audiences are better than evening audiences,
usually women and children prepared to be
amused. Saturday nights bring the sophisticates,
the
intellectually
hardboiled crowd.
Your picture has to be good to please them.
Miss Niles likes a reserved seat house.
There is seldom any standing room at the
r

What

Exhibitors Are Saying
About Exhibitors Herald-World
"The Herald-World
waul

to."

is

the only trade paper
Greenriver, Utah.

— George L. Green,

we

take and the only one

we

insulted are those whom we catch crashii
the gate. They have no tickets and are furio
when ejected. Occasionally people lose th(
seat stubs.
I can usually tell by their maun
if they are honest or not.
If I think th
are telling the truth I seat them somewhere
I can.
I'm always willing to help any patro
That's a part of my business.
"I like people.

home and

I

I

think

I

know they
know how

like to feel

to

make

the

way.

feel that

Inspects Theatre Daily
think I'll stick to my job indefinitel.
Certainly.
I could never think of doing an
tiling else.
I like to see that the paint is frc
it's a part of my existence to inspect
theatre before every show, to be in the lob
when patrons are coming in and wonderii
about the quality of the performance, to
there when they leave and hear their remar
about it, to be on the job chasing speculato
away from the door. Naturally, we don't e
courage speculation. Tickets are available
all agencies as well as the box office.
At t
present moment we're sold out for more th;
a week ahead.

"Do

I

—

t

"It's a business that I enjoy.
I like
detail, the responsibility, the feeling that

t

y

never can tell what will happen next, whi
for me, kills the monotony of little thin
which is always so tough for a man. Abo
like people. And in this business
plenty of them, too."

all, I

I

m(

Miss Niles works seven days a week. Sin
the opening of the "Hollywood Revue," s
has not taken a day off and some of her da
have been long. She doesn't complain. S
likes it.
It's in the game, she says.

London Musical Comedy
Star Signed for Role
In U. A. Musical Fill
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Sept.

don musical comedy

4.— Evelyn

Lave, Lo

has been signed
a role in a musical film, to be produced
Samuel Goldwyn and Florenz Ziegfield. M
Laye has been appearing in London in "T
New Moon" and will sail for America in
few days to fulfill her contract, which ca
for ten weeks of her services.
star,

f

Miss Laye scored her first success at Dal
London as Sonia in the revival
"The Merry Widow" and was starred for
first time in the same part, which Hope Han
ton played in America, of "Madame Pom] "
dour."
She also sang the leading role
"Princess Charming."
Tames Gleason and Robert Armstrong ha
also signed contracts to appear in Harry R'<
man and Fannie Brice pictures for Unil
Artists.
Gleason will support Richman
"Play Boy," the new title for "Song of Bro;
theatre in

t

way."

Armstrong will play
"The Champ."

fighter in

the part of a pr

:

;

September

7,
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Many

College Professor Aids
Installation

Engineers
Sept.

4.— The

Sign Allied Franchise at

Series of

(Special to the Herald-World)

MONTREAL,

Unit-

ed Amusement, Limited, Montreal,
operating
14 attractive houses in
Montreal and vicinity, has called in
a University professor
to make a
scientific calculation for sound installation in the matter of accoustics
for its latest theatre in Montreal.
This savant is Professor H. E.
Reilly of the department of physics,
McCill University, who was associated with Daniel J. Crighton, the architect, during its construction.
The new United theatre is scheduled to open next January.
It will
cost S350.000 and will seat 1,500.

TS and RKO Sessions
—

Cole Speaks at New Orleans
Steffes at Kansas City with Producers"
Representatives
Georgia's New Organization to Consider
Plan Three Meetings in Ohio

—
—

Exhibitors throughout the country are getting firsthand information regarding the Allied States five-year franchise plan with Tiffany-Stahl and
through a series of meetings at which leaders of the exhibitors' organization
and of the two producing companies, as well as representatives of
Photophone, are explaining the terms of the agreement. Reports from the
various key centers where the theatre owners are convening also indicate a large
number of exhibitors are signing the franchise contract.

RKO

RCA

Besides the Chicago, New York and OklaCity meetings, reported in detail in last
week's issue of the Herald- World, there were
sessions later in the week at New Orleans,
Kansas City and Detroit. This week the plan
is being launched at Minneapolis, Dallas, Atlanta, Cleveland, Columbus and Cincinnati.

homa

Michel Named Assistant
Treasurer of Paramount
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Sept. 4.— A. John Michel,
who for the past ten years has been general
auditor of the Paramount Famous Lasky

Corporation, was appointed assistant
treasurer of the com-

pany

at

held

last

a meeting
week.
In
on this
appointment,
Ralph
A. Kohn,
treasurer

At Kansas City, where a number signed, a
rating committee was to be appointed by R. R.
Biechele, president of the
PT
of Kansas-Missouri, who a week earlier at a St. Louis
convention had advised the exhibitors against
joining the Allied States organization. As at
the Chicago meeting, the franchise was the
chief subject of discussion of all the sessions.

M

Cole at

commenting

of

the
stated

NEW

"The promotion of
Michel was in keeping with the long established
policy
of
promoting to executive positions, when
opportunities arise,
A. John Michel
men in the ranks of
the company, who have shown their ability
and their loyalty to it. In his new capacity,

Michel will have full charge in my department
of the accounting and auditing of the company and all of its subsidiaries."

Nathan, Loeb, Levy
Pass Away on Coast

houses have closed because audiens have cost

from three
pictures.
tion made

'age of 57.

Against Miss Barrymore
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW" YORK, Sept. 4.—The Actors'
Equity Association
failed to
take action
against Ethel
Barrymore and Margaret
Anglin at its five-hour session yesterday.
The case resulted in the actions of Miss
Barrymore in the recent battle to organize
:he studio workers and Equity claims that
ormal

charges

have

not

been

entered

to five times as much as silent
said, "The Allied States Associa-

the Tiffany-Stahl people by
which the smaller houses may obtain talking
films from these companies at a rate of from
50 to 60 per cent less."
Another meeting is to be held today and
100 owners of smaller theatres are to attend.

Many

Sign at Kansas City

(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS

CITY, Sept. 4.— A number of exof this territory signed the Allied
with Tiffany-Stahl and
last
week following a meeting at which 25 theatre
owners were addressed by W. A. Steffes, president of the Northwest Exhibitors' Association
Henri Ellman, division manager for TiffanyStahl
Oscar Hansen, sales manager
Roy
Churchill, Kansas City
branch manager, and R. R. Biechele, president of the
P T O Kansas-Missouri.
committee is to be appointed by Biechele
for the rating of all exhibitors in the territory.
A number of the exhibitors expressed the
hibitors

M

RKO

A

Adler Theatre Opens

opening of the new Alder
heatre, the third of the Consolidated Theatres of
'ortland, was held Aug. 30.
At a cost of $150,000
has been entirely remodeled.
The opening play
as Billie Dove's "Her Private Life."
The theatre
>
under the personal manaeement of Charles E.
ouche.

Theatre Owners and Managers, which is to
be held at Columbus, Ga., September 8 and 9,
will be largely attended, according to Love B.
Harrell of Waycross. secretary and treasurer.
Col. H. A. Cole of Texas and W. A. Steffes
of Minneapolis will speak at the civic banquet
Sunday night in the Ralston hotel. Affiliation
with Allied and a sound equipment proposi-

major subjects of discussion.

association, although less than
four months old, has been decidedly active
The officers are George E. Ricker of Fitzgerald, president O. C. Lam of Rome, vice-president, and Love B. Harrell of Waycross, sec;

retary-treasurer.

Exhibitors Meet at Dallas
(Special to the Herald-World)

DALLAS,

;

—

Sept. 4. At a mass meeting of
exhibitors from all parts of Texas yesterday
the
and Tiffany-Stahl franchise with
Allied was discussed. Preceding the convention, the board of directors of the Texas Exhibitors' Association met to work out new
rental prices for every" situation in Texas.

RKO

Three Meetings

in

Ohio

(Special to the Herald-World)

COLUMBUS, OHIO,
including one

Sept.

4.—Three meet-

the Hotel Statler in
Cleveland last night, have been called by the
P T O of Ohio to consider the Allied plan
with Tiffany-Stahl and
O as well as the
Photophone sound equipment. The
new
Columbus meeting will be held at the DeshlerWallick next Monday and the third will be at
Cincinnati September 11. All sessions start at
12 :30 noon.
ings,

M

at

RK

RCA

Cleveland Endorses Plan
(Special to the Herald-World)

Sept. 4— One hundred theaowners of Cleveland and vicinity last night
unanimously endorsed the allied franchise
plan. Chief speakers were H. M. Richey, William James, T. T. Harwood, Carl J. Goe, assistant sales manager of T S, and Col. E. P.
Hawkins, sales promotion manager of
Photophone, and Al Mertz. local
branch manager. J. T. Harwood has been appointed chairman of the local board of appeal.

CLEVELAND,

tre

RCA

RKO

Pathe Exchange, Inc., Reports Net Profit
Of $524,336.65 for First 28 Weeks
(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTLAND— Formal

I

4—

From the numGA.. Sept.
ber of inquiries received, indications are that
the convention of the Georgia Motion Picture

RKO

contract

fgainst her.

New

(Special to the Herald-World)

WAYCROSS,

an oral agreement with Radio-Keith-

;

Equity Waives Action

Georgians Meet September 8

Orpheum and

4—

SAX FRANCISCO, Sept.
Milton A.
Nathan, one of the organizers of the Film
Board of Trade passed away last Saturdav,
following a heart attack.
Louis Loeb, an
:Old-time member of the film industry, died
Hast week.
Edward Levy, well-known in
;the amusement world, passed awav at the

He

saver."

The Georgia

4— A

ORLEANS.

opinion that the franchise plan will be a "life

tion will be

Orleans

Sept.
meeting of
owners of small motion picture houses in NewOrleans and the country districts of Louisiana
w as conducted last Wednesday at the Marberc
hotel by Col. H. A. Cole, national director of
Allied States and president of the Texas exhibitors' association. The purpose of the meeting, Col. Cole said, was to "tell proprietors
of the small type of houses how they can
obtain the talking type of films at a lower
rate than they have been paying before."
According to Col. Cole, numbers of small

(Special to the Herald-World)

•

New

O

(Special to the Herald-World)

company

31

NEW

YORK,

—Pathe

Exchange, Inc., reports net profits for the first
two quarterly periods of this year, being 28 weeks ending July 13, of $524,336.65.
This compares with a loss of $350,050.96 in the comparable periods last year.
These figures are after all charges, including provision for depreciation, interest
and amortization of discounts, etc., and after charging certain estimated excess
production costs on pictures in production prior to April 21. 1928. to special
Sept.

4.

reserve previously established or to surplus.
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of exhibitors and exchangemen uho attended the allied franchise meeting on Tuesday, Aug. 27. Principal speakers were Jack Milpresident of the Chicago Exhibitors' Association; Col. E. P. Hawkins. W. A. Steffes, Oscar Hanson and H. M. Richey. Second from the
A. Steffes and behind him, against the wall, is Oscar Hanson, general sales manager of Tiffany-Stahl
left is

The group
ler,

W

.

Universal Places Newest Dialog Films
In Complete Sound Service Plan
Includes Weekly Show, Feature and Assorted Short Subjects, on Fixed
Weekly Rental Fulfills Laemmle's Pledge

—

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

—

4.
The newest sound and dialog pictures of Universal will be included in the company's new Complete Sound Service
plan, announced to the trade last week by M. Van Praag\ general sales

Sept.

manager. The Universal Complete Sound Service plan consists of a weekly
show, feature and assorted short subjects, week in and week out on a fixed
weekly rental basis.
product available under the conwould help them to stay in business.

THE
tract

includes such pictures as three
with Laura La Plante, two with
John
Boles, three with Joseph Schildkraut, two
with Reginald Denny, four with Mary
Nolan, three with Glenn Tryon and Merna
Kennedy, two with George Lewis and Barbara Kent, five all-star features and a group

In an explanatory letter sent to exhibitors with the pledge, Laemmle stated:
"I realize that possibly you have been
hesitating to install sound equipment be-

made by

a silent exhibitor.

two Western stars, Hoot Gibson and Ken Maynard.
It also includes
Universal's new sound and dialog serials,
the Sunny Jim Comedies, and much other
the

short product.

Sees Benefit for Small Houses.
sales conferences last week, one
in the Universal home office and the other
at th Stevens hotel, Chicago, the new plan

At two

was made known to the company's salesmen. (It also was announced at the meeting of exhibitors in Chicago last week at
which the Allied franchise was explained.)
The sales conferences followed a cable
from Carl Laemmle in Europe to Lou B.
Metzger.

Pointing out that 5,000 exhibitors are
beneficiaries of the Universal flat rental
system for silent pictures under the ComService
plan
on silent pictures,
plete
launched five years ago. Universal predicts
a similar benefit for independent and small
theatres under the Sound Service arrange-

ment.
Fulfills

The

new

Laemmle's Pledge.

fulfillment
plan is
in
of
Laemmle's recent pledge made to exhibitors signing for Universal's silent pictures,
but leaning toward sound, that in the event
their houses installed sound they would get
Universal sound pictures on a basis that

cause you have been worrying about what
sound pictures will cost you and also possibly you are worried about your status as

Live-and-Let-Live Basis.
have battled ever since the Patents
Company difficulty and I am not going back
on you at this stage of the game. To my
mind, the small theatre is just as essential
to a small community as the grocery store
and the corner drug store, and I will leave
no stone unturned, even if it means a financial sacrifice on my part, to keep bat"I

and to help you stay in business.
go on record here and now and pledge
you my personal and business word that
if you install sound equipment, I will guarantee you the finest sound pictures on the
market on a fair and square, live-and-letlive basis to you and me.
I have instructed
my sales manager and the exchange mantling
"I

Monosson Sails; Plans
To Import 24 Pictures
president

(Special to the Herald-World)

YORK,
of

the

Sept.

Resent Tardiness of

Equipment

Deliveries

(Special to the Herald-World)

—

OTTAWA,

Several independent
Sept. 4.
theatre owners in various parts of Canada are
complaining because of the tardiness on the
part of sound picture equipment agencies in
audien installations on which a substantial deposit has been paid.

Several cases have been reported where
scheduled dates for wiring have long since
passed and the deposits have not been returned
when demanded. The exhibitors are further
restless because rival houses, fully equipped,
have been enjoying phenomenal business during the summer months.

Dickinson Chain Buys
Blair Circuit; Will

Remodel Macon House
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS

CITY, Sept. 4.—The Glen W.
Dickinson Theatres has closed a deal whereby the Blair houses will be added to the circuit, according to Chester Bell, general manager of the Dickinson interests.
This deal gives Dickinson houses in BelleSam
Mankato, Osburne and Clyde.
ville,
Blair will be retained as district manager of
the western division and will retain a small
interest in four of the towns.

The Opera House

at Macon, Mo., has also
will be completely remodeled to the extent of about $40,000.
sound equipment will be installed.

been

acquired

and

RCA

Home
Of I ATS E Official

Fire Destroys

(Special to the Herald-World)

OTTAWA,

ager along these lines."

NEW

Canadian Exhibitors

4.— L.

Amkino

I.

Monosson,

Corporation,

left

August 16 on a business trip to Moscow,
U. S. S. R. Monosson will discuss with the
different officials of the Russian producing
companies the plans for importing to the
United States about 24 full-length features.

Sept. 4.— But for the awakening of Yildid Covert, 18-year-old daughter of
William P. Covert, international vice president
T S E, a disaster might have overof the I
taken his family at their home at Colpoy's
Lake, near Wiarton, Ontario, when fire started from an unknown cause in the early

A

morning.
Mrs. Covert and her six sons and daughters leaped from the upper windows a few
moments before the roof collapsed and none
Covert was not
received more than bruises.
at home, being on a business trip.

—
September

7,
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British Studios

RKO Starts Year September 7

Cut

Production Force;

With Coast to Coast Campaign

Bromheads Replaced
Economy Move Will Not

Affect Production Activities at Elstree
(Special to the Herald-World)

LONDON,

Aug. 23

— (By Mail.)—The trade

startled at the news that British International is applying the economy ax somewhat violently in its production departments.
Over 100 technicians, including art directors,

here

is

mechanics, carpenters and supply men, have
been dismissed from the Elstree studios. T. F.
C. Carpenter, director of publicity, has resigned, and publicity for all British International productions will, for the time being, be
handled from the company's West End offices.
It is understood that this is merely a part of
the process of rehabilitation after the somewhat hectic transition from silent to sound.

Bromheads Replaced
Since the great Bromhead landslide which
resulted in the resignations from GaumontBritish of every member of the Bromhead
family numbering some four or five who
were in sympathy with the two brothers,
Colonel A. C. and Reginald Bromhead, drastic
alterations affecting personnel have been going on at the Gaumont-British headquarters.
Chas. M. Woolfe of the VV. & F. Film Service,

—

who

is

—

now deputy chairman and

joint

man-

aging director with Will Evans of the whole
of the Gaumont-British corporation, is applying himself to an entire reorganization of
staff.

In addition to the resignations of the

Brom-

head brothers and relatives, it is reported
that P. C. Stapleton, for many years secretary
of Gaumont-British, has resigned, and that Mr.
Rogers, for some time C. M. Woolf's own
company secretary, will leave W. & F. to succeed Stapleton.
Production activities, it is believed, will
shortly be placed under the control of Michael
Balcon, at present managing director of Gainsborough, which, with W. & F., is subsidiary
to the Gaumont corporation, and it is believed
that the Shepherd's Bush Studios will be improved with a view to a general speeding up

on the Gaumont production side.
C. E. A. Heads Resign
Hie fact that three important members of
the Cinematograph Exhibitors' Association
F. H. Cooper, its president. Alderman E.
Trounson, past president, and F. W. Morrison,
a member of the general council have joined
British Masterpiece Films, Ltd., as directors
gives rise to the question as to whether this
does not mark a preliminary break into production with the ultimate view of a definite,
though perhaps not direct, link-up between the
C. E. A. as an organization and the production

—

side of the industry.
It

stated that a
build studios will be
is

subsidiary

company

to

formed and that in the
meantime production will start at a studio in
Hollywood. Beyond announcing the names of
producers, scenarists, art directors,

etc., with
arrangements have been made to secure
services, there is no definite information
any definite contracts.

whom
their
as to

Acquire Audien Rights
Talking film rights in half a dozen stories
and 12 completed silent films, the titles of
which are not announced, are said to have
been "acquired by the company, which has entered into a distribution contract with the
Amer-Anglo Corporation of New York. Finance is said to have been put up privately,
but by whom is a jealously guarded secret,
which fact adds color to the suggestion that
m this company may ultimately be found the
realization of the plans which Cooper outlined
to his general council some
months ago.

With Pathe

NEW YORK— L.

21 Years

Franconi, film librarian of
is celebrating his 21st year as an employee
of
C0 m P an yHe worked up through the studio,
iroduction and sales department and plaved an important part in the establishment of Pathe News, and
or four ye3rs was its editor.

loathe,

.

E.
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Radio Pictures Will Play Large Part in Nationwide Drive That
Marks Consolidation of Circuits, Addition of Houses,
and Welding of All Entertainment Branches
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Sept.

inaugurated Saturday,

— Radio-Keith-Orpheum'5
show season will be
Sept.
with a Coast to Coast celebration, using the
R K O — Let's Go
Radio Pictures will play a large
4.

first

7,

!"
campaign slogan, "It's
part in the observance.
The occasion also will signalize the entrance of
throughout the United States and Canada into the

newly acquired theatres

RKO

officially

known

RKO

as

houses, which will be labeled

RKO

of the year, when
S. Brown
became president,
made rapid and significant strides.

Since the

first

Proctor Theatres.
Hiram theatres of the Century

RKO

has

East and West Welded.
of the Keith-Albee Circuit
in the Eastern states with
the Orpheum
chain of the Western half of the United
States and Canada, was the first step which
brought about the basic structure of the
present
all-embracing
Radio - Keith-

The welding

Orpheum

chain, the new organization that
has brought together the entire American
amusement territory; major vaudeville and
other entertainment factors and facilities
signalized by the advent of David Sarnoff
as chairman of the board, and through R
O's subsequent affiliation with the scientific-art amusement devices of Radio Corporation of America's subsidiaries, the Na-

K

Broadcasting Company's radio, the
Radio-Victor talking machine, the
Photophone, and other proved methods for
ultra-modern electrical amusement. Added
to all these is the direct association with
Productions, producers of Radio
Pictures,
and the interesting promises
which come through its announced 1929-30
program of these feature films, together
with other feature sound pictures available
now and exhibited in many cities and
towns for the first time on the opening
tional

RCA

RKO

date.

In addition to the almost unbroken chain
of vaudeville theatres of the Radio-KeithOrpheum Circuit at the beginning, there
were added this summer the entire list of
F. F. Proctor houses
more than a dozen

—in

—

organization, to be

theatres, with the exception of the F. F. Proctor

and about New York; the Western
vaudeville and picture theatres of the Pantages Circuit in San Francisco, San Diego,
Salt Lake City, Portland, Spokane and Tacoma.
Canadian Additions Planned.
These reinforcements were strengthened
in midsummer by the formation of RadioKeith-Orpheum
Canada,
which
Ltd.,
brought into the grand circuit the cities and
provinces of Toronto, Winnipeg, Ottawa,
Vancouver, and which now contemplates
the addition of the Canadian maritime centers of Montreal, Quebec, St. John (New
Brunswick), Halifax and even Prince Edward's Isle and Newfoundland. To these
additions are now to be added also the

Circuit,

which

re-

cently became an affiliation of R K O and
brings 28 additional playhouses, located in
Brooklyn, Queens, and Nassau counties in
Greater New York, into a working agreement with the nation-wide chain.
President Brown has rejuvenated the entire organization of vaudeville, which has
eased into its newly broadened field, under
a progressive policy, with every indication
that a new and eventful epoch is about to
open.
The entire program for all theatres starting this week will be booked through one
central office. The vaudeville bookings are
in general charge of George Godfrey. All
the sound pictures, feature films and screen
accessories are similarly provided from the
New York headquarters under the general
direction of Juls Levy, head of the
film booking department.
Joseph Plunkett, general manager of
theatre operations, has instituted a new and
comprehensive managerial plan in opera-

RKO

tion,

which divides the giant

circuit

into

twelve zones, each under the supervision of
a divisional executive.
Enlarged orchestras are planned in many
of the theatres and all houses have been
completely renovated.

Publisher Lists 24

Books from Pictures
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Sept. 4.— Ferus & Bennett,
publishers, lists 24 books taken from motion
picture stories, for the coming year. The first
include Warner
titles
to be selected will

Brother's "Gold Diggers of

Broadway" and

From First National
will be "Fast Life," "Footlights and Fools"
and "Lilies of the Field."
"Is

Everybody Happy."

Fox Buys Three Houses
(Special to the Herald-World)

VANCOUVER,

4—The

Spt.

three

first-

run houses here, the Castle, the U. S. A.
and Liberty, which have been operated by
Mayor John P. Kiggins, will shortly be under the management of the Fox film organization.

The

Castle

was recently opened

with talking equipment.

Bomb Damages Crystal Lake Theatre
After New Raids; Labor Trouble Blamed
The EI Tovar theatre at Crystal Lake, 111., was damaged by a bomb early Monday morning to the extent of about $5,000. The bombing is said to be the outcome of the employment of non-union projectionists and is a followup of recent
stench bombings.

The house was just recently completed at a cost of $150,000 and is a community
enterprise, with most of the residents being stockholders. Since its opening, nonunion projectionists have been employed. The bomb was so placed that part of
the canopy was torn away and considerable damage done to the lobby.
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26 Novelty Shorts on

Time on

Killing

the

Train

Photocolor Schedule
Fo r Colum bia Release
(Special to the Herald-World)

But Before They Reach Destination, Herbert M. Woolf of Kansas City Has Decided
to Invest in M. B. Shanberg's Theatre Project, and Now They're Executives in the
Midland Circuit of 75 Houses— And Woolf Tells Why the Small Town Theatre Must
Attain the Ideals of Its Big Brothers on the Big Time.

NEW

(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS
M. Woolf,

CITY,

who

is

—

4.
How are theatre circuits formed?
associated with M. B. Shanberg in the

Sept.

Herbert
Midland

Circuit of Theatres, Inc., which has 75 theatres under its control, told
a story in his Kansas City office the other day which sounded like a novel.

T WELVE

years ago

Woolfrushed

into the

at Kansas City with a diswas
tasteful business trip ahead of him.
going to Junction City, Kan., to consider the
store
his
clothing
establishment of a branch of
Many things were on his mind.
there.

union station

He

He

hoped he would be able to transact the business quickly and get back to Kansas City. If
anyone had told him then he was stepping into
the gate of a new business career he would
have laughed. Another man was rushing to
That was Shanberg,
catch the same train.
who then was a theatre owner. He was going
to Junction City to see if it would pay to build
a theatre there.
By coincidence the men sat near each other
on the train, exchanged comments and cigars.
They gradually drifted into topics closer to
their

own

interests.

Woolf mentioned

his

plans and Shanberg revealed his.
"But do the small town movies pay?" questioned the wealthy merchant.
Then Shanberg began to talk. He told of
an amusement-hungry public in the small
towns, of the drawing power of the screen, of
the popularity of its stars and the eagerness
with which this form of entertainment was
awaited by those who lived in the small towns,
When the two men got off at Junction City,
Woolf not only was a merchant, but he was
a theatre man, having agreed to invest in
Shanberg's theatre project. That was the beginning of an association which today finds
Woolf president and Shanberg vice president
of one of the strongest theatre chains in the
middlewest.

Small Towns All Big
"The growth of this

Towns

in Wants
theatrical enterprise
is reflective of the rapid changes in what formerly was considered rural America," Woolf
said.
"The increased number of publications

and improved forms of rapid transportation
have instructed those persons living in small
towns and on farms of the vogues in entertainment almost as rapidly as they are created
by their metropolitan neighbors. Persons living in small town no longer are satisfied with
the tank troupe in the local opera house. They
no longer are satisfied with the old type of

made motion pictures they used to
see in storeroom theatres while sitting on
chairs rented from the local undertaker. Their
ideas are identical with the ideas of those
living in the large cities, insofar as quality is
cheaply

concerned.

Now

Audiens Accepted Form

YORK,

Smith

Basil

We

Not long ago Woolf

told Shanberg he would
build a huge deluxe theatre in Kansas City like the Capitol in New York or the
Chicago theatre in Chicago. Shanberg urged
him to go to New York and talk it over with
like

to

New

producers there.
In
York Woolf ran
into a stonewall of discouragement.
He was
just about to return to Kansas City when
Samuel Goldman introduced him to the late
Marcus Loew. Loew evinced instant interest
in the project. They talked for two hours, at
the conclusion of which Loew pressed a button under his desk and rang for his secretary.

"Have my lawyer come down

to

draw up

a contract," he said.
"But, Mr. Loew," smiled Woolf, "how do
you know I'm telling you the truth about conditions in Kansas City? You don't even know

me."
"It

doesn't

take

me

long to

make up my

mind about a man," responded Loew. "We
won't worry about that. All we must do now
is make plans for our theatre."
And today Loew's Midland theatre, seating
4,000, stands as a monument
that two-hour conversation.

in

memory

of

Georgia Assembly Passes Seat Tax
And Income Assessment; Film Levy Out
(Special
the Herald-World)
ATLANTA, Sept. — Two tax measures affecting motion picture theatres were
to

4.

passed during the closing hours of the Georgia General Assembly which adjourned
last Saturday. One is the Key gross sales tax calling for a levy of three mills on
the gross ticket sales and allowing an exemption of $30,000, which exemption will
spare many of the smaller theatres entirely. The Key bill was introduced as an
emergency measure and automatically expires within two years from the date of
enforcement. The other is the Boykin income tax measure which will levy onethird the amount called for in the federal income tax and grant the same exemptions. It is to be permanent.
Three other measures affecting amusement enterprises were defeated outright
and one amendment never got into the records: The bill by Representative Gullatt
calling for a five per cent admission tax on theatres; the bill by Representative
Stewart proposing a 10 per cent tax on all places of amusement ; and the resolution
to investigate sound theatres throwing people out of work.
Representative Gullatt's "joker" amendment which proposed a tax of $1.00 a reel
on motion picture film was never read into the records.

directing.

is

Theatre Employes and
Legion Members Freed
Of Blue Law Charges

"An

instance of this fact is evident in the
'talkie revolution' which has hit the motion
picture world.
The smaller towns at once
became 'talkie conscious' and demanded this
form of entertainment. The result is that
most of our houses either are already equipped
or are being equipped for sound.
It took
courage to do this costly piece of pioneering
in the small towns as we did, at a time when
the astute theatre men still were questioning
the permanentness of the audible films even in
the big cities.
find, however, that the
talkies now are the accepted form of entertainment in the small towns."

4.— Harry Rathner,

Sept.

production manager of the Photocolor corporation, announced today that his organization was making 26 single reel all-color
talking, singing and dancing novelties for
distribution by Columbia.
Production has been under way for two
weeks at the General Talking Picture
studios here and color processing has been
done at the Photocolor plant at Irvington
on the Hudson. Dance numbers have been
supervised by Leon Leonidoff, master of
the ballet; stage designs by Clarke Robinson music and stories by Augustus Barratt.

(Special to the Herald-World)

GULFPORT,
members

MISS.,

of the Joe

4.— Three

Sept.

Graham American

Le-

gion Post and two employees of the Saenger Strand theatre were freed in the Harrison county court last week from the city
police court on charges of violating the
Sunday law in connection with the showing of films under the auspices of the
American Legion. Acquitted by the jury
after a five minutes deliberation were Ray
Peterson, manager of the Strand theatre;
John S. Cabibi, Charles C. Carhart and
Joseph W. Gentile, legionnaires; and William E. Sexton, projection booth operator.

The defendants had appealed from

the

court, wherein Peterson was fined
fifty dollars, and the other four ten dollars
This verdict is believed to end the
each.
opposition to Sunday exhibitions in this
section.

police

Spearman Named
P D C Manager in Europe

H. E.

J.

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Sept.

4.— H.

E.

Spear-

J.

man

has been appointed general manager
of Producers Distributing Corporation in
continental Europe, according to announcement by J. Frank Shea, general manager of

company.
P D C is distributors for
Pathe (American) pictures. Spearman was

the

until recently
of P
C.

manager

of the Berlin

office

D

Another announcement

is

made

to

the

that Charles Roberts is now manager of the Paris office of PDC. He had
previously been the company's representaeffect

Vienna.

tive in

MacFayden Signs Long
Term Contract with "U"
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Sept. 4.— Harry MacFayden, noted stage director and dramatic expert, has been signed on a long term contract by Universal and is now on hfs way
to Universal City, California, where he will
handle the rehearsal for staging of dialog
scenes in forthcoming Universal pictures

many stage hits
directed
are
"The Pearl of Great
"Nobody's Business," "Service for*

MacFayden
among them
Price,"

Husbands" and "The Nut Farm."

Panama Manager

NEW YORK — Harry

Visits

Novak.

PFL

Paramount

branch

Zone, arrived in
"
this week for a conference with JSeidelman, assistant general manager of Paramount a
foreign department, regarding distribution plans for
the new season in his territory and for a visit witn

manager at
New York

relatives.

Cristobal.

Panama Canal

;::

September
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Forum on Sound

Exhibitor's

Below and on succeeding pages are printed further reports from theatre owners and managers in the
Herald-World's survey on sound. A complete summarization of the reports on all phases of the questionnaire is now in preparation and will appear in an early issue.

ARKANSAS

Changes of program weekly

480.
Seating opacity:
250.
Have you sound equipment: No.
Synchronous
No.
My patrons do NOT like: I do not think any of
them ever heard sound pictures.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre:
No.
picture going to disappear
Is the silent
I
don't
Population:
:

:

think so.

Have you raised admission prices

Top

No.

:

AAA
:

:

AAA

Synchronous
Yes.
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Both disc and sound-on-film: Yes.
Name of sound equipment Klang.
Remarks: The equipment will be ready next month.
:

:

:

:

:

1,300.

:

:

:

:

draw

:

Vitaphone.
as follows:

;

First, sing-

;

dialog or singing).
the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order:
First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without

to

third,

part

:

No.

My

:

is

no good.

many

slick

tongue salesmen.

...

VIRGINIA

Does
answer.

there silent shorts and talkie feature, also
vice versa, don't know which is best as only just
started.
"The Singing Fool" at one of our theatres

grossed about

9,000

AAA

Seating capacity :
Have you sound equipment
Yes.
Synchronous
Yes.

650.

:

:

Non-synchronous
No.
Only disc:
Yes.
Film track will be installed.
Name of sound equipment: Pacent.
:

My

patrons' preferences are as follows:

They want

of them, but must come in diversified form.
They want clean pictures.
My patrons do NOT like:
Smutty, profane, or
drinking scene pictures.
Suggestiveness someall

times kills pictures here also,
the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order: First, all
talking and singing and instrumental music; second, all talking without singing and without instrumental music.
B sound drawing better than
silent:
Yes, but not
in proportion to increase of rentals for sound.
>oes a program entirely of sound subjects draw best
Yes, we use no silent pictures except newsreels.
*oes the public want talking Westerns:
would
I
think so if logical and if not too wild as Westerns are a good draw anytime,
s the silent picture going to disappear
I think we
in the small towns will either have to run silent
pictures in the winter or shut down as rentals
are too high with roads blocked with snow,
ave you raised admission prices:
Yes.
Top price.
25 and 50; low price. 10 and 35.

^s

Synchronous
Yes.
No.
Non-synchronous:
Both disc and sound-on-film
Name of sound equipment

to

you have matinees

:

Two

a week.

Seating capacity:
2,275.
Yes.
Yes.
are operating a municipal theatre air

40,000.

Non-synchronous

Remarks:

We

dome.

All

Population

:

No.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
:

350.

No.

:

patrons' preferences are: Westerns, musical comedy, singing and dialog.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons*
preferences are: All talking and singing and instrumental music ; part talking and singing.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre:
Slightly.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.

Have you

raised your admission
25; low, 15.

prices:

No.

Top

AAA

Two.

FLORIDA
Seating capacity:
400.
No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Have you raised your admission prices
No.
Top
price, 30
low price, 30.
Yes.
Do you have matinees
Changes of program weekly: Six.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks: There have been a few patrons to ask
when we would put in talking pictures. I am
convinced that they will not pay in a town this
size, especially at the present cost to entertain with
sound.
The installation charges and the additional
We have not
overhead is not to be sneezed at.
promised talking pictures any time soon.

Population :

1,920.

Have you sound equipment

:

Is

:

;

:

talking

Westerns:

Cannot

No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price.
35; low price, 15.
Yes.
Do you have matinees
Organist: Yes.
have sound in one house, one house
Remarks
I
Synchronized with music
silent and one closed.
does not add to receipts to overcome extra cost.
:

:

Sound and talking pictures must come down in prices
or the smaller town will be compelled to close or continue silent pictures, if enough good ones are made.
In my town it seems as though there is only a certain amount of money spent in amusements, or, that
they have only a certain amount to spend for
is,
amusements and they can spend it in two days or six
davs. and if a big special packs them in two days,

the following days will fill off until Saturday or payproducer will play you a percentage picture
day.
on two days, one of their big specials, and take away

A

practically all the amusement money for the week,
and the exhibitor holds an empty bag for the balance
of the week, playing pictures that he pays rental
If they are going to percentfor to empty houses.
age the big ones, let them percentage the little ones
fair basis would be to allow the
and vice versa.

A

exhibitor his overhead money first and to percentage
the balance of the receipts on terms agreeable to both

...
ALASKA

Population:

Seating capacity :

My

Royal Amplitone.

amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
talking and singing and instrumental music;
part talking and singing.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best

parties.

300.

Have you sound equipment

:

Yes.

:

all

Yes.
best
the public want

AAA

free.

to the

draw

:

KANSAS

price,

:

'o

Population:

Have you sound equipment:

:

:

As

tell

AAA

No.
Do you have matinees
Changes of program weekly

:

:

MINNESOTA
3,388.

:

l.OOO.

Seating capacity:
Yes.
:

5,000.

shown

:

has

comes from I can easily
comes from the small exhibitor.

their profit

it

FLORIDA
will

we want, without signing up and being bothered with
so

Population:

Population

know where

I

Have you sound equipment

season

Asked them to take a 50 per cent
on pictures that did not pay and they answered
that the 50 per cent was only a partnership when
a picture made money.
If the distributors want to

Very few

variety.
Too much of
believe eventually sound and
talking will take place of silent. I believe that when
we can get sound and talking pictures at twice in
place of five times the rental price of silent pictures,
The exthe small town exhibitor will make money.
changes could also make money and not have trouble
with the small town exhibitor if they would cut out
the salesmen and let us go to the exchange, get what

singing.

of

Warner Brothers.
loss

No.

Organist
patrons like

sound drawing better than silent:
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns:
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Yes.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price.
4 shillings, 6 pence; low price, 1 shilling.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly: Seasonal.
Orchestra
No. Organist
No.
Remarks: Have circuit of 10 theatres, only 2 wired
so far.
One holds 2,500 (largest in this country)
and is atmospheric.
Above remarks also apply to
it,
but we retain large organ and orchestra.
Have

week

subjects

matinees:
No.
Changes of program weekly: Four.
Orchestra:
No. Organist: Yes.
Remarks:
Find that price of talking and sound
are too high for theatre of this size.
We are
using Warner Brothers pictures. They forced us to
a five years* contract, prices unreasonable for a
small town. Contract reads: **50 per cent split over
They claim that the theatre is a partner to
S500."

them that

want talking Westerns:

and

talking

Is

seventh
pounds.

No.
silent

Yes.

Yes.
the silent picture going to disappear:
Y«e, but
raised admission prices:
lower again. Top price, 35; low price, 25.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Three.
Changes of program weekly

Remarks:
same

and dialog
second, comedy
third, drama
fourth, melodrama.
My patrons do NOT like: Synchronization (with no

in

:

:

Do you have

:

:

:

Movie-Phone.
Westerns,

:

preferences are as follows

patrons'

and operettas, 25 per cent.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Does a program of both sound and

Orchestra

:

music ;

:

My

,

Is

180,000.

instrumental

Yes.
Have you sound equipment
Synchronous: Yes.
Yes, Phototone.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Only disc
Name of synchronous equipment

Have you

Seating capacity
Have you sound equipment
Yes.
Synchronous:
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Yes.

As

500.

Seating capacity:

1,200.

patrons' perferences are in the following order:
comedy-drama; second, musical comedy;
comedy; fourth, singing and dialog.
As to the amount of synchronization my patrons
First,
preferences are in the following order:
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental, but not talking; fifth, sound effect only.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Yes.
Have you raised your admission prices
No.
Top
price, 50; low, 40.
First,
third,

want Westerns.

AAA

NEW ZEALAND

ing

GEORGIA
Population:

My

:

BOO.
Yes.
:

Have you sound equipment:

best
Does the public

Changes of program weekly
Three or four.
Orchestra:
No.
Organist:
No.
Remarks: Sound too high for small theatre.

Name of sound equipment:
My patrons' preferences are

five

AAA

:

:

or

SWEDEN
Seating capacity

OKLAHOMA
Population :
500.
Seating capacity:
340.
Have you sound equipment
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Yes.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
draw best
Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
25; low price. 10.
Do you have matinees: No.

Population

four

No. Organist: Not now.
Remarks: It seems producers are trying to chase
independent exhibitors out of business as rentals
and sound fees are exorbitant. A few months with
rentals and sound fees as in the past will bankrupt
most of us.
Some way may be devised to provide
a rental for a picture that will leave an exhibitor
a living, but it must be done at once.

price.

20; low price. 10.
Changes of program weekly: Two.
Orchestra:
No. Organist: No.
Have not thought much of talking picRemarks:
tures as I cannot afford the price they are now.
Personally I like them and would like to wire for
them, but it would not pay me now.

Three,

:

times.

Orchestra:

3,000.

Seating Capacity:
Yes.
:

Have you sound equipment

Yes.
Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Name of equipment: Western F.lectric.
:

:

:

750.

AAA
OHIO

500.
Population
5,000. Seating capacity:
Have you sound equipment: No.
following
order:
the
preferences
are
in
patrons'
My
Westerns, third,
First, comedy-drama; second.
:

drama; fourth, comedy; fifth, melodrama.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Have you raised your admission prices: No. Top
Is

price,

20; low, 10.

Do you have matinees:

Yes.

Changes of program weekly:

Two.

No.

Pianist: Yes.
Remarks: We are situated midway between
to our
all of easy access
and
patrons and we are being urged by hundreds of them
there
is no
first
place,
In
the
sound.
not to install
need of them; the smallest child gets it all through
And in the second place a
a few well placed titles.
large percentage of the people have defective hearing and to these a dialog picture means nothing.
I consider it the worst thing that has happened to
the industry and if there wasn't so much money inI have
vested, it would have not lasted this long.
seen some mighty good pictures ruined with it.

Orchestra:

,

,

—

;
:
::
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36
KANSAS
Population:

MINNESOTA
300.

Seating capacity:

1,400.

Have you sound equipment

Population:

xes.

:

patrons' preferences are in the following order:
First, comedy; second, musical comedy; third,
meiodrama; fourth, singing and dialog; fifth,
comedy-drama ; sixth, drama; seventh, operetta;

eighth, Westerns.
patrons do NOT like: Drama.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
draw best: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Have you raised your admission prices: Yes. Top

My

:

:

increased the number of regulars to any extent. For
first few weeks had plenty of non-theatre goers but
they failed to repeat.
Talking acts, while they add much to the program,
do not have sufficient drawing power to swell the
box office in proportion to added expense.

AAA

MAINE
175.

Seating capacity:

600.

Population:

Have you sound equipment:

No.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Two.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Pianist: Yes.
:

:

AAA

Population:

24,000.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

2,100.

:

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Yes.
Name of equipment
Western Electric.
My patrons' preferences are in the following order:
First,
comedy-drama; second, drama; third,
comedy.
:

:

Do you have matinees

patrons do

NOT

Many

like:

of the sound, vaude-

the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order:
First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best

Never run this way.
Does a program of both sound and silent draw best
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised your admission prices
price, 50 ; low, 15.
Do you have matinees : Yes.

:

:

No.
No.

Some

Remarks:

of

my

who have been

price, 20

;

low, 10.

Do you have matinees

No.
Changes of program weekly
:

One.
No. Organist
No.
Remarks
This is only a small theatre operating
silently once per week, and not able financially
to install sound equipment.
Orchestra

:

:

:

:

Seating capacity:

250.
No.
My patrons' preferences are: Anything tha* talks.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
It has here.
Have you raised your admission prices
No.
Do you have matinees
No.
Remarks: I have been running a show in this town
:

for sixteen years, silent pictures, at a fair profit.
business. This is my last
week. I'm putting a pool room in the show house.
I think the talkies are here to stay and are too expensive for the small town, especially on good roads.
I'm thinking of baying in a larger town.

AAA

4,000.

Seating capacity:

640.

:

:

:

:

:

Phototone.

My

patrons' preferences are:
erns.

My

patrons do

NOT

accompaniment

:

1,000,000.

Sealing capacity:
Yes.

1,500.

dialog.

My
As

patrons do NOT like:
All-talking, especially
English dialect.
the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order:
All
talking and singing and instrumental music, part

to

talking and singing.
sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns:
Like "In
Old Arizona."
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
God knows!
Have you raised your admission prices: No. Top

:

:

:

No.

installed we plan to have
and to increase the price

No.

:

Remarks:

Organist

As

:

sound drawing better than silent: Slightly.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
Is

Does the public want talking Westerns:
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised your admission prices:
40

price,

;

a favor and run a special column
or publish a booklet for managers on "Sound
How to Adjust Echo Remedy." A booklet all on
pointers for managers will be a welcomed thing.

—

The operators sure know very

little

about

it.

Remedy

AAA
MICHIGAN

Population:

800.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

275.

Have you sound equipment:

Non-synchronous
Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes, some.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Have you raised your admission prices: No. Top
:

:

price, 25

;

Top

Do you have

Saturday and Sunday.
matinees:
One talking and silent.
Changes of program weekly
No.
No. Organist
Orchestra
Unless talking pictures come down we
Remarks:
The
will have to close up in the small towns.
producers are all wet about the amount of money
we can get out of the small towns. I have not made
a dime on talking pictures and have lost plenty. The
producers get the money and I get the experience.
:

:

:

AAA

NEW JERSEY
Seating capacity:
Yes.

28,000.

1,000.

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Name of equipment: Western Electric
patrons' preferences are in the following order:
First, melodrama; second, musical comedy; third,

singing and dialog.
patrons do NOT like: Westerns and long drawn
out dramas.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
Part talking and singing.
preferences are:
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:

My

Yes.

Does the public want talking Westerns
raised your admission prices

No.

:

Have you

price, 50; low,

Do you have

:

Yes.

Top

25.

Yes.
matinees
Two.
Changes of program weekly
No. Organist: No.
Orchestra:
:

:

AAA

IDAHO

No.

Do me

of echoes, etc.

best:

Yes.
Yes.
Yes.

low, 25.

Three.

:

:

orchestra

:

Pacent.
patrons' preferences are in the following order:

Orchestra

patrons' preferences are in the following order
drama; second, comedy-drama; third,
First,
comedy; fourth, operetta: fifth, musical comedy;
sixth, singing and dialog; seventh, melodrama;
eighth. Westerns.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
Yes.
best
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
No.
Is the 6ilent picture going to disappear:
Will raise
Have you raised your admission prices
them five cents. Top price, 30; low, 30.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Four.
Changes of program weekly

symphony

Brothers and they
don't
to say so.
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music.
fail

My

Changes of program weekly

My

Comedy-drama, West-

The
like:
of Warner

price, 35; low, 10.

Non-6ynchronous
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film:
Yes.
Name of equipment: Western Electric.

three changes weekly
from 30 top to 35.

Synchronous
Yes.
Yes.
Only disc
Name of equipment:

:

Is

844.

350.

Sealing capacity:
Yes.

Have you sound equipment:

Have you sound equipment:

Melodrama, comedy, musical comedy, singing and

:

is

AAA

1,500.

Population:

OHIO

:

Organist:

ILLINOIS

:

Population:

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Changes of program weekly
Four.
Organist
Yes.
Remarks
I
believe that sound equipment for the
theatres is due for radical changes and improvements.
At the present time, with the added cost
of sound product and the uncertainty of the equipment becoming obsolete in six months, I believe if
the small town can hold on silent for another six
months it will be to their advantage, as product and
equipment will be most improved at that time.
Is

725.

MASSACHUSETTS

:

Yes.

INDIANA

My

Population : 4,500. Seating capacity:
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Synchronous: Yes.

Three.

:

AAANo.

Organist

Our experience with talking equipment,
while unfavorable so far, has not been extensive
enough to pass judgment. But I do warn all small
town exhibitors to refrain from entering into
any contracts except on trial and not to close contracts for talking pictures prematurely and until well
satisfied that the equipment which they install will
Running a theatre with silent picbe satisfactory.
tures is child's play compared with the troubles and
staggering expenses of the talking picture.

:

:

AAA

No.

:

program weekly
No.

:

Remarks:

:

Population:

No.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Admission prices: Top price, 30; low, 10.
Do you have matinees
No.
Five.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra:
No. Organist: Yes.

of

OKLAHOMA

Have you sound equipment:

Have you sound equipment:

When sound

price, 25.

Do you have matinees

Population:

:

Seating capacity:

350.

:

AAA

1,000.

Sealing capacity:
Yes.

1,800.

:

WEST VIRGINIA
Population:

af-

ad-

and

village

Synchronous: No.
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Have you raised your admission prices: No. Low

200.

Seating capacity:

No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Have you raised your admission prices: No. Top

Can't

mill

AAA

Have you 6ound equipment:
Is

cotton

is

Have you sound equipment:

Orchestra

Synchronous
Yes.
Only disc
Yes.
Name of equipment:

AAA

3,000.

this

MICHIGAN

Changes

GEORGIA
800.

as

Population:
to

AAA

Have you sound equipment:

GEORGIA

No.

pairons

the talkies in adjacent towns are not wildly enthusiastic over this new form of entertainment and
not returning regularly to see and hear the screen.
I
have $2,500 to invest in a machine when I am
convinced of the necessity to make installation and
increase my present overhead.
Personally, I do like
the talkies and synchronized effects, but the net
profit is what I am chiefly interested in.

2,500.

and patrons cannot afford advanced

it

prices,

and

AAA

:

Remarks:

violin

piano.

Top

Changes of program weekly
Two.
Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes.

Orchestra:

Four.
No.
Only

:

:

ville acts.

to

Population:

ford

wages small.

No.

:

Changes of program weekly
No.
Organist:

Orchestra:

:

As

AAA

it.

Population:

mission

low, 25.

;

:

My

see

Have you sound equipment: No.
Remarks:
Have no talking equipment.

The talking has ruined my

MASSACHUSETTS
Have you sound equipment

I

GEORGIA

:

price, 30

Population:

No.
Organist
No.
Remarks: At present am playing one talking picture
each week and for small towns think this is
good policy as can get increased admission and
Business on silent
novelty of talking still holds.
In fact,
holds up much better than had expected.
do not think the public is much excited over sound.
Film rentals are too high and must come down or
Sound has not
I for one will go back to all silent.
No.

way

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
No.
Does the public want talking Westerns:
No comment.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Have you raised your admission prices
Some. Top

50; low, 25.

Do you have matinees:
:

1929

:

:

price,

7,

talking pictures is too high for profit in small
towns, but we must come to it or quit business the

No.

Is

:

Orchestra

September

of

300.

Seating capacity:

1,500.

Have you sound equipment:

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Yes.
Only disc
Name of equipment: Royalton.

My

:

low, 10.

Changes of program weekly
Four.
No. Organist: No.
Remarks: I have no talking equipment as yet sc*
cannot answer all the questions.
The patrons
:

Orchestra:

that hive been away to see some, prefer all-talking.
Talking pictures have taken some of my business.
However, they have to drive 45 miles to same.
I
am putting in synchronous equipment to try and
hold my patrons from going elsewhere.
The price

Population

:

9,500.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

526.

Have you sound equipment:
Synchronous
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film
:

:

Yes.

Name of equipment: Western
My patrons' preferences are in

Electric.

the following order
First, musical comedy; second, singing and dialog; third, comedy-drama; fourth, comedy; fifth,
Westerns; sixth, drama; seventh, melodrama.
My patrons do NOT like: Just a music score. patrons
As to the amount of synchronization, my
First,
preferences are in the following order:
all talking and singing and instrumental music:
without
and
singing
second, all talking without
^
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Have you raised your admission prices: Yes. loo
price, 50 ; low, 10.
Yes.
Do you have matinees
Changes of program weekly: Two, three and lour.
:

:

I

:; ::

:

September
No.

Orchestra:

7,

in

Yes.

Organist:

We

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

1929

pretty dense!
That is the reacan't understand just why the film
companies come into the town with the so-called special demand, a big guarantee with a split over double
the guarantee and then have the guts to also demand a recording fee. To us this is a "Chautauqua
stand off." Then we read the trade journals and sse
the wonderful things that the different film companies are doing for us exhibitors, with pictures showing us wearing out our energy carrying the receipts
to the bank, and then we change our mind about

Remarks
son

:

are

are

with just

"Big hearted Jim! How
to ourselves:
it,
and with eggs at 20 cents a dozen."
wonder how the hens can stand the wear and

The stage show and orchestra

Is the silent picture

AAA

Have you

talkies.

the big things.

still

why we

Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly

Sealing capacity:
400.
Yes.
Yes.
patrons' preferences are in the following order

Population:

2,000.

My

AAA

in

the fall.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

600.

Population:

them and say

250.

can he do

Have you sound equipment:

We

Non-synchronous
Ves.
Name of equipment: Pianotrope.
My patrons' preferences are: Singing and dialog.
My patrons do NOT like: All talkies say too slow.

tear at that price.
They don't
Jesse James lived 45 years too soon.
use a six pistol nowadays, but we are glad he and
his gang are not living today engaged in the film
business, for there are no places there for pikers.
Paramount is the fairest company we deal with.
Play us on a percentage to a good per day average

and then split, and we don't mind paying them a
recording fee because they allow us to make money
with their product.

ARIZONA
Population:

—

As

my

the amount of synchronization,
All talking and
preferences are
instrumental music.

to

patrons'

singing

:

and

sound drawing better than silent: We are drawing from towns equipped with talkies.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best
Don't know.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
No.
your theatre
No.
Does the public want talking Westerns
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Top
No.
Have you raised your admission prices
Is

:

:

350.

Seating capacity:

4,000.

:

:

:

Have you sound equipment

Yes.

:

:

Yes.
Synchronous
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Yes.
Only disc:
Phototone.
Name of equipment

Do you have matinees
Changes

:

Comedy-drama.
preferences are:
Society and triangle
patrons do NOT like:
themes.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order: First, all
talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and sing-

My
My

patrons'

ing.

Yes.
sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best
Is

Yes.

Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Yes, on
Have you raised your admission prices
sound. Top price, 50 low 25.
Yes.
Do you have matinees
Four.
Changes of program weekly
Organist:
No.
No.
Orchestra:
Remarks: Increase in business with talking pictures
In the hottest months of
has been remarkable.
the year and in spite of the extra tariff we have
made money. However, we believe in our case and,
no doubt in many other similar situations, the increase is partly due to the novelty and is abnormal
patrons' spending capacity.
with respect to our
That it is more than they can afford as a steady
thing.
We fear that as many of our patrons scrutinize their amusement expenditures as against their
:

:

for

new equipment.

AAA

MISSISSIPPI
Population:

Seating capacity:

3,000.

Have you sound equipment:

500.

Yes.

Synchronous
Yes.
Only disc: Yes.
Name of equipment: Pacent.
singing and instruRemarks:
I like talking and
mental music.
Piano with songs, love scenes
with touchy songs, dancing in big society scenes.
No
Give
underworld dialog roughs and toughs for me.
me laughing, singing, music, dancing, talking. Comedy pictures like the "Singing Fool" will please for
all time to come.
Well. I want to put in my comment.
There is enough of hard luck stories and
enough about the prices for the talking equipment
that everybody understands now. What we must have
:

better

is

because

prices,

and

we cannot

I

am

we

sure

without
AAA

live

will

get

them

them.

NEBRASKA

250.

:

My

Heavy drama or costume

patrons do

NOT

like

:

No.

—
:

:

believe that the silent picture will come
back with a bang next year and that the producer who is smart enough to film a goodly number
tvill
get a big play this year.
Have been noticing
the larger situations and they are not packing them

Remarks:

I

:

:

30; low, 10.

No.
Three.
Changes of program weekly
No.
Orchestra:
No. Organist
Remarks: I am fifteen miles from a town that has
Western Electric sound and it is hurting business here.
I cannot install sound until prices come
down to reason. My programs cost me an average
When I can get
of ten or twelve dollars at present.
sound pictures for fifteen dollars and equipment for
:

sound drawing better than silent: After second
week back to normal business.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
Liked best.
draw best
No.
Does the public want talking Westerns
I doubt it.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised your admission prices: Yes. Top
Is

$800

I

put

will

:

:

50

price,

;

low, 35 for talkies, 30 for silent pro-

gram.

Changes

of

:

Yes.

program weekly

Population

AAA

NEBRASKA
Seating capacity:
Population:
1,000.
Yes.
Have you sound equipment
Yes.
Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Only disc: Yes.

300.

Name of equipment: Movie-Phone.
My patrons' preferences are in the

NOT

following order

like:

Tragedies,

underworld,

too much sex.
to the amount of

synchronization, my patrons
First,
preferences are in the following order:
all talking and singine and instnimentil music:
second, part talking and singin-r; third, all talking without singing and without instrumental
music.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best
great
I cannot use
so
expense
is
Yes, but the

As

this.

Does the public want talking Westerns:

1

75.

:

:

AAA

NORTH CAROLINA
Seating capacity:
Population :
IjOOO.
Have you sound equipment: Yes.

150.

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Only disc: Yes.
Name of equipment: Own make.
:

:

patrons' preferences are in the following order:
singing and dialog; second, melodrama;
comedy; fourth, comedy-drama;
fifth.

First,
third,

My

Westerns; sixth, drama.
Heavy drama, fluke compatrons do NOT like:
edy stuff in full length features that should be
They do not
not more than one or two reels.
like so much
mushy sickening stuff, such as

Menjou pulls.
As to the amount

of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking and sound effects only.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best*
all

Depends on program.
Does the public want talking

Westerns:

I

don*'

think so.
Is the silent picture

going to disappear: No.
Have you raised your admission prices: Yes. Haj
to do it.
Top price, 50-35; low, 20-10.
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly: Two.
No.
Orchestra
No. Organist
I am only sixteen miles from one town
Remarks
that has two Western Electric installations, put
them in last fill. This hurt me terribly. I have
never felt that I cou'd afford to put in sound. However, I devised an installation of my own and am
using it very well.
If film rental was down where it should be and
where it will be in two or three more years, then we
For me.
all could m-ke some money out of sound.
now, it is a proposition of just breaking even and
sometimes I do not even do that. It is not easy to
plank down three or four times as much film rental
as the silent film costs and then take in enough at
I believe the new
the box office to m^ke up for it.
product will be cheaper. In fact, I know it will be
cheaper in my town if there is any sound run here.
I am the one who has to put his name on the dotted
line and I am going to be the one to know that I
am not paying prices that I cinnot afford.
The thing that gets my goat is that you have to
:

comedy-drama; second. Westerns; third,
fourth, singing and dialog.
musical comedv
patrons do

Seating capacity:
Yes.

:

:

:

First,

My

354.

:

Synchronous
No.
Non-synchronous
Yes.

Orchestra:

picture made in a silent and talkie version, unless
more
it is especially adapted to dialog, is worth no
to the sound houses than the old silent price, plus the
down,
battered
be
must
prices
Film
score charge.
for it does not seem fair nor just nor right that a
theatre previously operating silent showing a reasonable profit month after month, when turning to
sound due to popular request, should be compelled to
take a loss three out of every four weeks, in spite
of a 30 per cent increase of business over a corresponding period. We are giving the public what they
want but so far it has proved to be a costly proposition for this exhibitor.

sound.

Have you sound equipment

My

Three.

:

Not since sound.
Organist:
No.
Remarks: After it is all said and done, the poor
people or rather the working class and the farmers are the ones who support the theatres of towns
of this size, not those who have been clamoring for
sound in your town and when installation was made
were quick to criticize unless each and every word
We have a good
stood out like a picture on a wall.
The ordinary program
installation, acoustics good.

in

MINNESOTA

:

Do you have matinees

:

:

:

patrons' preferences are in the following order:
First, musical comedy; second, singing and dialog; third. Westerns; fourth, melodrama; fifth,
comedy-drama ; sixth, drama ; seventh, comedy.
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
all talking and singing and instrumental music
second, part talking and singing; third, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fourth, sound effects only: fifth, all talking
without singing and without instrumental music.

;

sound drawing better than silent:
Don't know.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes some.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Admission prices:
Top price, 25; low, 10.
Do you have matinees
No.
Changes of program weekly
Three and four.
Pianist:
Yes.
Is

:

price,

:

As

230.

Synchronous: No.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Name of equipment Home-made.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
Yes.
your theatre:
I think not.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Top
Have you raised your admission prices

Do you have matinees

:

My

Seating capacity:
Yes.

800.

Population:

Have you sound equipment:

:

pictures.
Is

410.

Seating capacity:
Yes.
:

Synchronous
Yes.
Y'es.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Only disc
Film-O-Phone.
Name of equipment

:

Seating capacity:

1,600.

2,000.

Have you sound equipment

:

KANSAS
Population:

—

WASHINGTON

:

Have you sound equipment

—

AAA

AAA

:

budgets, we will feel a reaction.
As pointed out in a recent trade journal editorial,
exhibitors are paying twice for the same thing;
synchronization in that they are paying
i.
e., the
two or more times the silent rental for the same
film with sound, and then a score charge in addiThis is a condition that is due a radical retion.
adjustment to an average that will provide entertainment at a cost that the public can absorb steadily and still leave the exhibitor an increased margin
of profit with which to amortize his heavy invest-

silent special which would net me more money.
I
said net
The prices on features, also
not gross.
the score charges will have to be cut in two at least
If you have not bought yet, don't
if I bite any more.
get excited but buy a few and try it out.
But hit
the first salesman who wants to sell you all the features, all the acts, all the comedies, also the talking
news. Take a pencil and figure it out what you can
get out of your town and leave you a profit.

:

Population:

late

No.

Organist:

No.

am

I

Two.

:

Would not take sound equipment as a gift
at present prices of talking films and score. Most
of the theatres in towns of 3,500 and less in Eastern
Washington report losing money on talking pictures.
Having good patronage this season.

;

:

No.

:

program weekly

of

Orchestra:

Remarks

:

ment

low, 10.

35;

price,

:

Top

No.
Organist:
with this but I wanted to try
out the sound further before reporting on it.
I
am like a lot of others, got all het up and made a
fool of myself, not by putting in the sound but by
letting the high powered salesmen oversell me.
I
would not take the sound out but when I buy more
pictures believe me I am going to buy what I want
and as many as I want or they can all go to the
climate where I will be until I get the high priced
pictures used up which I have purchased. If I cannot
break even, my credit is still good at the bank and
there will be no forgetting done when the time comes
more pictures from the companies which
to buy
charged me four prices and made me like it.
The
score charges are outrageous or were when I bit.
I pay more for the Vitaphone score charge on some
First National specials than I used to pay for the

Remarks:

WASHINGTON

Yes.

No.

Orchestra:

:

No.
:

Two.

:

Have you sound equipment:

Comedy, comedy-drama.
Remarks: Will install sound

going to disappear :
raised your admission prices
40; low, 25.

price,

LOUISIANA
Non-synchronous

37

Yes.

%ere isno substituteforCira/kion/

:

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

38

the life out of the salesman to get him down
He will sell the town next to me at lower
earth.
I have found that out
figures than they will to me.
in one or two cases, and the result is that I bought
a silent serial only yesterday cheaper than there has
From now on
ever been sold in this town before.
am going to act hardboiled, and I think out of
I
nearly 500 pictures to be produced this season that I
will be able to buy enough to keep my theatre open.
The ordinary $7.50 picture silent should not be more
than $12.50 or $15.00, including the score, if it is
bought as 100 per cent talkie. I am glad you are
I am learning a lot from it
conducting this poll.
and I believe every exhibitor in the United States
will if he reads and studies the results each week
Best wishes to the HERALDas I am doing.

hammer
to

WORLD.

Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
Don't believe in sound.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects

draw

best
1 think so.
Is sound in adjacent towns
:

drawing patronage from
your theatre: No. Too far away.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Believe they
would like them.
Not for a
Is the silent picture going to disappear
:

while.

Have you raised your admission prices: No, but
will when I'm wired.
Top price, 50 low, 15.
Do you have matinees: No.
Four.
Changes of program weekly
;

:

Organist:
No.
not wired yet but
for disc only by September.

No.

Orchestra:

Remarks

am

I

:

MISSOURI

ALASKA
Population:

:

:

First,

comedy;

second,

comedy-drama;

My

Orchestra:

50

;

low, 35.

Four.
No.

program weekly:
Organist:

No.

is

I figure to put in talking because the film
too high yet and I hope it will come down.
the population of this town is too small
guess the people will like it. Can you recomwhat kind of talking outfit will be the best

You know
I

mend

AAA

and cheapest?

ARKANSAS
Population:

230.

Seating capacity:

1,000.

Have you sound equipment

Yes.

:

Yes,
Non-synchronous
Only disc: Yes.
Name of equipment: My own make.

My

:

price,

going to disappear:

Have you

raised admission prices:
25; low, 10.

price,

AAA

it.

Seating capacity:

800.

Population:

Have you sound equipment

My

patrons do

25;

NOT

like:
pictures.
raised admission

made
Have you

low,

500.

No.

:

Costume
prices

:

pictures, foreign

Population:

1,000.

300.

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment

No.

:

patrons' preferences are in the following order:
Westerns; second, comedy-drama; third,
comedy; fourth, drama.
Costume and foreign piclike:
patrons do
First.

No.

Top

NOT

:

:

:

:

group of strictly silent picthey would have no trouble
tures with good
in finding a readv market even from some of the
offer a
stories

theatres already wired that

I

know

AAA

of.

WISCONSIN

:

AAA

girls.

Population:
380.
1,500. Seating capacity:
Have you sound equipment
No.
My patrons do NOT like: Talking pictures.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
:

your theatre: No.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top

price.

Yes.

:

Changes of program weekly
No.

Three.
Organist: Yes.
ago we thought
:

months

sound installation
imperative, and seriously considered
doing so. We are near three large towns. None of
our patrons are now asking for sound pictures, but
ask that we remain silent.
Our business is increasing: are drawing from the towns where sound installations have been made.
We shall not make
installation
so long
as
we can get good silent
Six

AAA

pictures.

NORTH DAKOTA
Population

:

1,425.

Sealing capacity:

Have you sound equipment:
Synchronous:
Yes.
Only disc
Yes.
Name of sound equipment:

350.

:

:

:

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Only disc: Yes.
Name of sound equipment
:

patrons' preferences are as follows:

My

edy-drama; second, drama; third, musical comedy
fourth, Westerns.
patrons do NOT like: Slap-stick comedy.
to

:

all

AAA

INDIANA
Population

:

No.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,
50; low, 35.
Do you have matinees
Yes.
Changes of nrogram weekly: Two.
Orchestra
No. Organist
No.
Remarks: Talking pictures do not seem to take effect as so many other exhibitors have raved
about.
With exorbitant film rentals and overhead
as they are, the independent exhibitor will soon be
:

AAA
MISSOURI
Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment:

Seating capacity:
Yes.

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Only disc: Yes.
Name of sound equipment:

504.

:

Movie-Phone.

My

patrons' preferences are as follows:
First, singing and dialog ; second, Westerns ; third, comedy ; fourth, comedy-drama; fifth, drama; sixth,
melodrama; seventh, musical comedy; eighth,
operetta.
My patrons do
Vitaphone acts or sound
like:
productions.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
50; low, 35.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly: Three.
:

:

Orchestra

Organist

No.

:

We

:

No.

:

are in the same boat as everyone
prices for pictures and scores must

AAA

Pacent.

Melodrama and drama.
patrons do NOT like:
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons*
preferences are in the following order
First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
No.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best

1,000.

3,500.

:

Have you sound equipment:

The
come down.

and dialog.

Population:

com-

the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order
First,
talking without singing and without instrumental music; second, all talking and singing
and instrumental music.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: It was.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Don't know.
Have you raised admission prices: At times. Top
price, 50; low, 25.
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly: One and two.
Yes.
Orchestra: No.
Organist:

As

else.

My

run into the rocks.

First,

;

MONTANA

patrons* preferences are as follows:
First, comedy. Westerns, musical comedy; second, singing

:

Homemade.

:

My

Remarks

Yes.

:

My

300.

Yes.

:

NOT

35; low, 15.

Do you have matinees
Orchestra:

Seating capacity:

:

NORTH CAROLINA

:

242.
Sealing capacity:
Population:
950.
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Synchronous: No.
Yes.
Non-synchronous
My natrons' preferences are in the following order:
secFirst, comedy-drama and singing and difiln-r
ond, comedy and musical comedy: 'bird. Westerns
melodrama:
fifth,
drama.
fourth,
operetta:
and
My patrons do NOT like: Dostum" pictures, pictures
with poor plots or underworld pictures.
As to the amount of svnehrnnizfltion. nv paeons'
First,
preferences are in the following order;
t^lkin"
all
part talking a"d singing: second
and singing and instrumental mu«ic third, a'l
talking without sinking and without inst-umont<»l
music: fourth, synchronised singin" >-nd instrumental but not talking- fifth, sound -Pferts onlv.
Cannot say.
Is sound drawing better than silent:

800.

Have you sound equipment

price.

:

tures.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Top
Have vou raised your admission prices
price, 25 ; low, 10.
No.
Do you have matinees
Three.
Changes of program weekly
Yes.
Organist:
Orchestra: No.
Remarks: It is my honest opinion that talking pictures are not for the small towns as yet and
will not be until the equipment is simplified so dumb
operators can operate them successfully and the price
of talking pictures come down within the range of
what silent pictures are now, as we are paying every
I believe if some
dime we can possibly pay now.

AAA

ILLINOIS

15.

No.
Changes of program weekly: Three.
No.
Organist
No.
Orchestra
We have an orchestra of school boys and
Remarks

Remarks:

MISSOURI

:

Do you have matinees:

:

AAA

company would

Top

:

:

:

Possibly.

:

No.

:

:

My

No.

One.
Changes of urogram weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes.
Remarks: We are too small to get in the big noise
just now.
Are waiting until they get down to
our size town, but believe if they ever get equipment
and film rentals down where we can handle them,
I
will be the salvation of the small town theatre.
am impressed with the idea of having a large orchestra accompany the picture properly cued, as beLarge theing the best part of the whole thing.
atres have had this for a long time, but small towns

:

30; low, 10.

No.
Do you have matinees
Two.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
In regard to the above question "Is the
Remarks
At the pressilent picture going to disappear?"
ent price of good sound equipment and necessary
changing of small houses, and present film rental
on sound pictures, there is not a chance of the small
exhibitor installing sound equipment and making expenses.
I do not think the producers will discontinue making silent pictures until most all small
houses can install sound equipment and that depends
on how quick the prices of talking equipment decline.
The material is not there to justify such high
prices and I think it is only a matter of time until
sound equipment can be purchased right.

My

Yes, some-

time.

patrons' preferences are in the following order:

First, drama; second, comedy; third, Westerns.
Don't know.
sound drawing better than silent:
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
do not
I
Does the public want talking Westerns:
know.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Top
No.
Have you raised your admission prices

best :

:

imagine.
Is the silent picture

ARKANSAS

Is
Is

draw

Population:

cannot afford

:

1929

Does the public want talking Westerns: Our patrons
do not make any request for talking pictures.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No, I do
not feel the public will stand for it.
That is up
to the exhibitors to prevent by giving voice
through their patrons* votes.
Top price, 20; low, 10.
Admission prices:
Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly
Three.
Orchestra:
No.
Organist:
No.
Remarks: Talking devices are all too outrageously
high in price for us to consider any of them
now. We use Wurlitzer Orchestra (player piano) at
both theatres and have $3,000 invested.
If we installed two talking equipments, the total investment
for musical equipment would be $6,000, with our
towns not large enough to play to exceed one talking picture per week and a grave doubt about our
being able to get 40 cents admission with the added
business we would need to come clear on expense.

places.

Do you have matinees

Remarks:

:

7,

Does a program of both sound and silent subjects

or dislikes of my people are, except what
hear them say of what they hear and see other

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Some, not as much as you would

Is

:

of

like

No.
cannot say what the
I

:

September

likes
I

:

price,

NOT

patrons do

250.

Seating capacity:

32ft.'

Have you sound equipment

third.

Westerns.
Can't tell.
Is sound drawing better than eilent
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
know.
don't
your theatre: I
I guess so.
Does the public want talking Westerns
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Have you raised your admission prices: Yes. Top

Changes

wired

be

will

AAA

...

600.
1,500. Seating capacity:
Population
No.
Have you sound equipment
My patrons' preferences are in the following order:

and

;

Population:

5,000.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

600.

Have you sound equipment:
Synchronous: Yes.
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Both disc and sound-on-film
Name of sound equipment:
:

My

Yes.
Photophone.
First, singpatrons* preferences are as follows:
ing and dialog ; second, musical comedy third,
comedy ; fourth, comedy-drama ; fifth. Westerns
:

RCA

;

melodrama.
patrons do NOT

sixth,

My

Costume, heavy,

like:

sordid

to the amount of synchronization, my Patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
music:
all talking and singing and instrumental
talkall
third,
singing;
and
second, part talking
ing without singing and without instrumental
instruand
singing
synchronized
fourth,
music;
mental but not talking.
No.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
draw
Does a program entirely of sound subjects
Yes.
bej^t
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns:
Yes.
Ik the silent picture going to disappear
Yes. Top pnef.
Have you raised admission prices

As

*

500.

Yes.

Non-synchronous: Yes.
Name of «ound equipment: Made double action or
two nhonograph heads and amplify with radio
for nlaving Graohophone records.
Is sound drawing better than
silent:
From other
houses I have visited, crowds were so small I
do not see how they can pay expenses.

:

:

50.

Do you have

matinees:

Yes,

Three.
Changes of program weekly
No.
Organist
No.
Orchestra
,
Remarks: Give us good, clean, musical instrumental
sordid
and part dialog shows. Don't want heavy
shows with unhappy endings.
:

:

:

_

-

MINNESOTA
Population:

1,000.

252.

Seating capacity:

Yes.
Have you sound equipment
No.
Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Mela-Tone.
Name of sound equipment
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
Some.
your theatre
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices: Only on certain
:

:

:

:

:

and after a period of three weeks, I am no further
towards a reduction than I was at the beginning,
but I am playing silent, and after once playing talking pictures and going* back to silent, you have an
uphill pull, as some of your patrons will come up to
the box office and ask if it is a talking picture.
If
you tell them no, they will turn around and walk
away.

AAA

:

Top price. 50 low price.
pictures.
No.
Do you have matinees
Two.
Changes of program weekly
Organist
No.
No.
Orchestra

25.

;

Population:

550.

AAA
:

:

Seating capacity :
276.
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Yes.
Synchronous
Yes.
N on- synchronous
Yes.
Only disc
Bestone.
Name of sound equipment
First, comMy patrons' preferences are as follows
edy-drama; second. Westerns; third, singing and
dialog; fourth, melodrama.
Burlesque.
like:
My patrons do
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order:
First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent
No.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
draw best: Yes, only under extra exploitation.
Does the public want talking Westerns:
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,
Program price on sound, 15-35.
50; low, 10.
Yes.
Do you have matinees
Changes of program weekly
Three.
No. Organist
Orchestra
No.
Remarks
My opinion is if we cannot get more
good dialog pictures, the small exhibitor is as
zood as gone.
The price at this time is prohibitive
>n synchronized pictures for towns of 2,000 or under.
The resolutions adopted at our M. P. T. O. Contention at Omaha. Nebraska, are a true barometer
>f
the feeling of the exhibitor in Nebraska and
Western Iowa.

My

:

:

:

:

:

NOT

:

patrons do NOT like: Underworld pictures. They
They want comedy,
did not care for "Coquette."
like "Broadway Melody."
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order
all talking and singing and instrumental music,

My

TEXAS
Population:

:

Hard to tell in so short a time.
program entirely of sound subjects draw

weeks.
best

Yes.

:

want talking Westerns:

I

don't

going to disappear: I hope not.
Yes, on talkies
Have you raised admission prices
from 30 to 40.
Six silent or four
Changes of program weekly:
Is the silent picture

:

:

:

:

:

talkies.

Orchestra

Remarks:

•

:

My

:

»ly

•ly

edy,
singing and dialog; second,
third, comedy-drama.
patrons do
like:
Synchronized

commelodrama;

NOT
music only,
asnon-synchronous music properly cued is better.
They do not care for straight drama but want
either good melodrama with a touch of comedy
and pathos properly placed.
Good singing and

patrons do

As

tion.
to the

:

First,

all

a program entirely of sound subjects draw
No.
a program of both sound and silent subjects
draw best: Yes.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from

>oes

your theatre:

Yes.

the public want talking Westerns:
Have not
played any.
;
the silent picture going to disappear
I
should
say not.
'ave you raised admission prices:
Top price.
Yes.
50; low price, 40.
0 you have matinees:
No.
hanges of program weekly: Three,
rchestra
No. Organist
No.
emarks:
It
seems that the distributors ask so
much for their synchronized product that it is
-.possible to come out at the box office.
I operated
and for 9 weeks and failed to show a profit, so
irt discontinued until they give me a reduction in
ice.
It seems that they plan on cutting most of
ie
small towns out of business if they can.
desman for one of the large companies told me
st week that within the next year they expected to
e
of the theatres now in operation closed on
count of not being able to operate and pay the
ice demanded of them for product, but that they
>u!d get more out of the larger towns to make up
r the towns they
had closed.
1
made my own synchronized outfit at a small
st and get better reproduction than obtained from
ost machines selling for S3. 000, and
I
would
if
ive bought
a machine and paid from 51.000 tn
.000 for some of the jokes on the market today and
pected to pay for it out of profits, I would have
en sadly disappointed, as at the present time all
0 receipts of the box office go to the distributor.
>u will find that when you are ready to buy sound
oduct, they are all after you to try and sell you
product with all kinds of promises, but once you
your name on the dotted line and show at a
*. they stay away
and forget all about what they

•oes

:

:

:

A

^

No.
sound drawing better than silent
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
No.
best
Does a program of both sound and silent draw best
:

Do

New

York, but always there was some excuse

:

50: low. 25.
you have matinees:

My

:

....

Yes.

AAA

SOUTH CAROLINA
Population:

5,000.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

Have you sound equipment
Synchronous: Yes.
Yes.
Only disc
Name of sound equipment

600.

:

My

:

Movie Phone.

First, singnatrons' preferences are as follows
ing and dialog; second, drama: third, musical
:

comedy.
patrons do NOT like: All talking pictures without a musical background, and have had enough
trial and court room stories.

the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
all talking and singing and instrumental music,
and part talking and singing.
About the same.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Entirely depends on the quality of entertainment
stars.
of
and popularity

As

like

Heavy drama.

:

:

:

Have you

raised admission prices

:

Top

No.

price.

20: low price. 10.

Do you have

Yes.
matinees
Changes of program weekly: Two.
Orchestra
No. Organist
Yes.
Remarks: Impossible and arbitrary union demands
will go farthest in finishing the small theatre
when sound is installed. Open shop must be put
:

:

:

AAA

into effect.

ILLINOIS
Population:

3.000,000.

Have you sourd equipment
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Name of sound equipment:

NOT

:

TOO.

Sealing capacity:
Yes.

Phototone.

patrons do
like
Sound pictures.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
No.
Is 'the silent picture going to disappear:
:

I

don't

raised admission prices: No. Top price. 25.
Changes of program weekly : Six.
Organist : Yes.
Remarks: Sound pictures are not getting a dime.
Talking pictures may.

AAA

OREGON
Population:

Seating capacity:
Yes.

15.000.

300.

Have you sound equipment:
Synchronous
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Name of sound equipment
:

Yes.
:
Pacent.
:
patrons' preferences are as follows :
First, melodrama, comedy, operetta, musical comedy, singing
and dialog; second, drama, comedy-drama.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order :
First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent :
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
Yes.
best
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Yes.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price.
50 ; low price. 25.
Yes.
Do you have matinees

My

:

:

One.
Changes of program weekly
No. Organist No.
:

Orchestra

AAA

:

:

SOUTH DAKOTA
Population:

575.

225.

Seating capacity:
Yes.
:

Have you sound equipment
Synchronous
Yes.
Yes.
Only disc
Name of sound equipment
:

:

My

comedy

My

:

Synchrotone.

First, compatrons' preferences are as follows:
edy-drama, singing and dialog; second, musical
;

third,

patrons do
tive love

drama.

Gruesome drama — sugges— wholesale
murders and

NOT

like

:

scenes

killings.

the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the follow-ing order :
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
Yes.
best :
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Was until I installed.
Haven't
Does the public want talking Westerns
used any.
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,
50; low, 15.

As

to

:

:

:

My

NOT

to the

:

One.
Organist: Yes.
Remarks: Audiences have become super-critical since
installation of sound, and former patrons have
been split. Talking pictures at the best only a 50-50
proposition, one-half the patrons being enthusiastic
about them, the other half openly adverse to talking
Whereas patrons a year or six months ago
subjects.
were unanimous in their approval of a good picture,
since the advent of talking pictures we never have
vet run a feature subject that would please more
Six out of every
than .50 per cent of the patrons.
dozen who come make it known at the box office
that they did not like the picture and when asked
why, invariably remark, "Oh, we don't like talking
We continue to hope that the producers
pictures."
will make a group of outstanding silent smash hits
The difficulty with running
watch
the reaction!
then
a silent picture now is that the public has come to
expect that all new pictures are talking pictures and
So we repeat:
if it doesn't talk, it's an old picture.
Well advertised silent hits with Broadway run is the
solution at the box office.
Orchestra:

patrons do

amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order
First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, part talking and singing.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects drawbest
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Yes.

As

:

Yes.

Changes of program weekly

1

h

of telling.

No.
Does the public want talking Westerns
Hope not.
the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
Is

raised.

notified the exchanges that I was taking out
ind and going silent as it was imnossible to conue at the prices that I was paying and unless
y gave me a cut I was going to play silen*. Made
eral trips into Kansas City to get a reduction.
they said it was un to the salesman to re com
nd the reduction or they would have to take it up

:

:

m
:>

amount of synchronization, my patrons'

No way

:

drama.

Westerns of any descrip-

like:

Is

:

>oes

:

First,
preferences are in the following order:
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
without
singing
and
without
talking
second, all
instrumental music: third, part talking and singing; fourth, sound effects only; fifth- synchronized
singing and instrumental but not talking.

patron-'

talking without singing and without instrumental music, all talking and singing and instrumental music; second, part talking and singing.
sound drawing better than silent:
Some.

NOT

patrons' preferences are as follows
First, melodrama; second, musical comedy; third, comedy-

know.

Yes.
patrons' preferences are as follows: First, drama,
second, singing and dialog; third, melodrama;
comedy-drama; fifth, comedy; sixth,
fourth,
musical comedy; seventh, operetta: eighth. Westerns.

My

472.

Have you

:

of sound equipment:
Dyna-Phone.
patrons' preferences are as follows:
First,

dialog pictures are also well liked.
to the amount of synchronization, my
preferences are in the following onier

l.OOO.

Sealing capacity:
Yes.
:

My

:

Yes.
Synchronous
Both disc and sound-on-film

:

Synchronous: Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Yes.
Name of sound equipment: DeForest.

My

Seating capacity:
Yes.

145,000.

Have you sound equipment

same

3

AAA

talkie.

Population:

400.

:

best

:

MASSACHUSETTS

Population:
J, 700.
Seating capacity:
iave you sound equipment
Yes.
Synchronous
Yes.
son-synchronous
Yes.

s

No. Organist Yes.
I have not had my sound in long enough

They don't like the
to give a fair opinion yet.
raise in admission on the talkie, but cannot give them
Personally, as I see it, my
talkies for 30 cents.
trade say they had rather come into a silent show
Of course the prices are so prothan the talkie.
hibitive on talkies now, it cannot be put over in a
small town. Just run a talkie two days, Monday and
Tuesday, and Wednesday I run a silent show. I did
more business on one night silent, than two days of

KANSAS

Vs

:

160.000.

Have you sound equipment

:

:

:

:

:

and part talking and singing.
I don't think
sound drawing better than silent
so.
So far have only had talkies about three

Does the public
know.

draw

subjects

We find pictures with about 40 per cent
dialog and a satisfactory score with effects,
with the dialog inserted properly, is by far the most
satisfactory, and an all singing, talking, dancing attraction about once a month is enough.
The short
subject problem has not been solved by us as yet.
We don't know what they prefer acts, silent comedies, or dialog shorts.

Biophone.

:

dialog.

a

sound

:

Melodrama,
comedy, comedy-drama, musical comedy, singing

Does

of

:

patrons' preferences are as follows:

and

Is

entirely

Yes.

:

AAA

:

1,600.

:

program

a

best

—

:

IOWA
Population

Synchronous
Yes.
No.
Non-synchronous
Only disc
Yes.
Name of sound equipment

Yes.

:

Does

Does the public want talking Westerns
No.
Admission prices: Top price, 40; low price, 10.
Do you have matinees
Yes.
Changes of program weekly: Two sound, two days
each; two silent, one day each.
Orchestra
No. Organist
No.
in

Seating capacity:

5,000.

Have you found equipment

:

39

Remarks:

MASSACHUSETTS

:

:

:

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

[.tember 7, 1929

\»

:

to

:

No.
Do you have matinees
Changes of program weekly: Two
:

or three.

Yes.
Remarks
I have, I think, one of the smallest towns
I put
in the country with a sound installation.
in Synchrotone equipment made at Duluth. Minnesota, and you can tell the sound troubled exhibitors
of the U. S. that if they will invest $1,150 in SynchroIt is the simplest,
tone, their troubles will be over.
most durable, and sweetest reproducing outfit I have
seen and I've investigated plenty of them.

Orchestra

:

:

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

40
NEW MEXICO

Does
190.

Sealing capacity:
Yes.

500.

Population:

Have you sound equipment

Yes.
Synchronous
Yes.
Only disc
Electrograph.
Name of sound equipment
My patrons do NOT like: Noise; they want sound.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
:

:

best

Yes.

:

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
No.
your theatre
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No. Top price.
Have you raised admission prices
:

:

:

sound

of

entirely

subjects

Population:
:

Top

Changes

of

price,

Orchestra

Yes.

:

program weekly
No.

:

Four.
Yes.

Organist
Remarks: Due to higher film rental we found it
necessary to increase admission prices to 50 cents
from 25 cents, of course, cutting down our total attendance. When small town exhibitors can buy film
at prices to show pictures at 10-25 cents, we can say
sound is a success, but not until then!
:

:

Yes.

:

OKLAHOMA

Two.

Changes of program weekly:
Organist:

AAAYes.

No.

Population:

Population:

7,000.

Yes.
patrons' preferences are as follows:

dialog.
to the

:

F' r

comedy,

musical

drama,

?

1

'

melo-

and

singing

of synchronization, my patrons'
First.
are in the following order:

amount

preferences
talking and singing and instrumental music,
part talking and singing.
Not much.
Is sound drawing better than silent
all

:

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
Yes.
your theatre
Does the public want talking Westerns: Don't know.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Top price,
Yes.
Have you raised admission prices
Is

:

:

40; low, 20.

No.
Changes of program weekly

Do you have matinees

:

Three.

:

767.
Sealing capacity:
80,000.
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Synchronous: Yes.
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Name of sound equipment: Western Electric.
My patrons' preferences are as follows: First, musical comedy; second, singing and dialog; third,
drama; fourth, melodrama.
100 per cent talkies withlike:
My patrons do
out music.
synchronization,
my patrons'
As to the amount of
First,
preferences are in the following order:
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, part talking and singing ; third, all talking without singing and without instrumental
music; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than silent :
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
Yes.
best
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns :
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,
50; low, 25.
Yes.
Do you have matinees

Population:

:

:

NOT

:

:

:

of

program weekly:
Organist:

No.

Orchestra:

AAA

Population:

200,000.

draw

1,350.

Western

NOT

:

:

best : Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns:
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Yes.
Have you raised admission prices
14/-; low, 6d.
Yes.
Do you have matinees
Changes of program weekly: No change.
:

I

was

silent.

?

AAA

the

As
Is

sound drawing better than silent: Yes.
Does a program of both sound and silent subject.
draw best
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Yes.
Have you raised admissed prices: Ten cents. Tor

AAA
3,500.

:

:

:

AAA

3,200.

silent:

No.

two men

AAA

in booth.

MISSISSIPPI
Population:

Synchronous: Yes.
Yes.
Only disc
Name of sound equipment
:

My

:

dialog.

My

NOT

Sound pictures. I see no»
like:
mistake by putting in talking mapatrons here like silent pictures only.
amount of synchronization, my patron's
As
First
preferences are in the following order:
synchronized singing and instrumental but not
talking; second, part talking and singing.
No.
Is sound drawing better than silent
patrcis do

we made

chine.
to the

a

My

:

Does

program

a

entirely

600.

Ampliphone.

amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order:
First,
talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
program

best :

Yes.

entirely

than
of

silent:

sound

Not much

subjects

draw

Do you have matinees

50; low. 35.

Do you have matinees:
of

No.
program weekly:

:

:

We

AAA

WASHINGTON

Not
for film and records.
business to pay high cost of film
all

300.

Seating capacity:
Population:
365,000.
Have you sound equipment: No.
Yes.

patrons do NOT like: Westerns.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Top price admission 15.
No.
Do you have matinees:
Four.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Is

:

:

AAA

CANADA
Population:

Seating capacity:

500.

150.

No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Nearest 600 miles away.
I hope nol
the silent picture going to disappear:

Have you sound equipment:
Is
Is

for some time as far as
No.
Changes of program weekly

I

am

concerned.

AAA

Two.

ALASKA
400.

No.
Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
:

My

First, compatrons' preferences are as follows
edy; second, comedy-drama; third. Westerns;
:

fourth, melodrama; fifth, drama; sixth, singing
and dialog; seventh, musical comedy; eighth
operetta.

patrons do NOT like: My patrons seem to liKe
anything that comes along, so it is hard to say
what they don't like.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons
F |rst
preferences are in the following order:
sound effects only; second, synchronized singing
and instrumental but not talking.
Yes. for a time.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw

My

'

No.

Does a program of both sound and

_

silent

subject*

"
Yes.
trom
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage
No.
your theatre
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
No, tney
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
will be the best.
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
75; low, 50.
No.
Do you have matinees
Seven.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
(Continued on page 73)

draw

best:

:

.

Two.

No.

Organist: No.
Remarks: Cannot operate very long, due to high
cost of film and record charge. They are getting
it

3oc.

No.

:

Four.
of program weekly
No. Organist : No.
Orchest ra
have electric organ.
Remarks:

Changes

best:

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Other towns not equipped.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Yes.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,
Is

Orchestra:

Haven'i

No.
the silent picture going to disappear:
Have you raised admission prices: From 25 to

:

a

Changes

draw

subject:

:

all

better

subjects

:

eretta.
to the

drawing

sound

of

No.

:

Population:
1,600. Seating capacity:
Yes.
Have you sound equipment

patrons' preferences are as follows:
First, singing and dialog; second, Westerns; third, comedy;
fourth.
drama: fifth. comedy-drama;
sixth,
musical comedy; seventh, melodrama; eighth, op-

sound

Movie Phone.

:

First, compatrons' preferences are as follows
edy-drama; second. Westerns; third, singing anc

350.

Yes.

:

As

475.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

2,500.

Have you sound equipment:

:

Seating capacity:

Yes.
Synchronous
Only disc
Yes.
Name of sound equipment:

Yes.

Film rentals and score changes are pro
hibitive.
Unless some change is made in selling
next season's product, it is my opinion that man}
theatres will close.
One of ours is closed now, an.
other is closing, another will close later unless w<
can buy product so we can live. In one theatre out
film rental this week is $1,475 for two little prograir
pictures and two comedies.
Same pictures a yeai
ago could have been run for $500.
In addition ti
film rental, there are Western Electric payments, in
creased stage hands, operators more than double wit!

Do you have matinees:

MISSOURI
Have you sound equipment:

Two.

:

Remarks:

:

Population:

Yes.

Organist:

My

better.

Pacent.
First, compatrons' preferences are as follows:
edy, singing and dialog.
Part talking pictures.
natrons do NOT like:
They want them either silent or all talking.
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
all talking and singing and instrumental music.

Yes.

Non-synchronous:

Population :
l,20O. Seating capacity:
250.
Have you sound equipment
No.
Admission prices: Top, 50; low, 25.
Do you have matinees
Yes.
Changes of program weekly
Four.
Orchestra
No.
No. Organist
Can't afford sound.
Remarks
Believe it will draw
big for a few times, then business will go back
to usual run here.
People won't pay 50 cents for
every show given day by day, they can't afford it.
Also believe people will get awfully sick of it for
steady diet, unless tremendously improved. Good silent
pictures will please here if they are good and because they are silent.

Is

:

Orchestra:

Is

AAA

Does

Seating capacity:
Yes.

sound drawing better than

Yes.

:

:

:

:

:

533.

Synchronous
No.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Only disc: Yes.
Name of sound equipment: RCA.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre:
Yes, on "The Singing Fool."
Nothing else draws.
Changes of program weekly: Five.
Orchestra:
No. Organist: No.

first

Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous: No.
Only disc: Yes.
Name of sound equipment:

My

:

:

Sealing capacity:

943.

Have you sound equipment

price,

Organist:

Have you sound equipment

My

dialog.

Does a program of both sound and silent
No.
draw best
Does the public want talking Westerns
tried any yet.

MISSISSIPPI
Population:

My

Yes.

Top

MISSISSIPPI
Population:

patrons do NOT like: Silent or synchronized.
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons
preferences are in the following order
First
all talking and singing and instrumental music
second, part talking and singing.

As

best

:

No.
suburban cinema to run
talkies, and turn people away daily.
I opened
February 4th, 1929. the only talkie house in this district.
I may say that the remaining cinemas in this
district have all had to install talkies (opening in
August). The business is with the talkie houses, not

Remarks:

subjects

50; low, 10.
Do you have matinees Yes.
ThreeChanges of program weekly
No.
Orchestra: No. Organist:
Remarks: There have been too many underworld and
The producers are frantic to get
trial pictures.
dialog in pictures.
They will eventually make pictures with entertaining qualities having talking and
singing where needed.
It reminds me of the early
days when anything showing motion satisfied the public.
Now anything that talks has run its course.
There's got to be entertainment in a picture to do
any business. Film rental is entirely too high; must
come down or on percentage basis. Some houses in
this territory have torn out their sound equipment
to keep from going broke.

:

No.

silent

Yes.

:

:

Electric.
First, singas follows:
ing and dialog; second, comedy-drama; third,
drama; fourth, melodrama; fifth, comedy; sixth.
musical
comedy;
eighth,
seventh,
Westerns,
operetta.
Part talkie.
like:
My patrons do
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First, all
preferences are in the following order
talking and singing and instrumental music; secsinging
and
without
inond, all talking without
and
talking
third,
part
strumental
music;
singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Yes.
Is sound drawing better than 6ilent
Does a program entirely of 60und subjects draw

Orchestra:

best:

Does the public want talking Westerns: Don't know.
Is the 6ilent picture going to disappear:
Yes.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price.

IDAHO

Seating capacity:
Yes.
Yes.

Name of sound equipment:
My patrons' preferences are

:

No.
Does a program of both sound and

One.
No.

ENGLAND
Have you sound equipment:
Both disc and sound-on-film

Royaltone.
My patrons' preferences are as follows: First, comedy-drama; second, singing and dialog; third,
musical comedy.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order:
First,
part talking and singing: second, all talking and
singing and instrumental music.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:

:

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Changes

Electric.

My

Changes of program weekly

:

AAANo.

Organist:

No.

Orchestra:

Western

patrons' preferences are as follows:
First, com
edy-drama; second, comedy; third, singing anc

Do you have matinees:

:

:

As

Yes.

:

My

price, 50; low, 10.

:

:

Yes.
Synchronous
Both disc and sound-on-film

Yes.

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Only disc: Yes.
Name of sound equipment:

600.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

Have you sound equipment

drama,

1,400.

:

600.

Seating capacity:

4,200.

Have you sound equipment:

WEST VIRGINIA

My

Seating capacity:
Yes.

Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film
Name of sound equipment:

Is

35; low, 15.

Do you have matinees
Orchestra:

50,000.

Have you sound equipment:

No.
No.

50; low, 15.

Do you have matinees

1929

7,

KANSAS

draw

Yes.

:

Does the public want talking Westerns:
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices: Yes.

:

Is

program

a

best

:

September

enough increase in
and records.

:

:

September

7,
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SECOND

THE

SERIES

ON

REPRODUCTION

QUALITY

We

WESTERN

ELECTRIC

have mastered
99

Sound

in

Reproduction
rpHE WESTERN ELECTRIC SOUND SYSTEM
delivers sounds in naturakundistorted tones.
It

reproduces faithfully the range of sound

fre-

you hear no "boom. "The harpist plucks his bass
strings;

The

you

fail to

hear their resonant notes.

piccolo, violin, tuba, clarinet

and other

quencies which give instruments and voices

instruments are seen in the orchestra, but

their distinctive qualities.

their

What happens when speech

is

duced? ^ oices sound thin and
"go bass," destroying

all color,

poorly reproshrill or

a lisping, dull

"Mississippi,"

and quavering
it

lines in

voice. If she says

sounds like "Mithithippi."

Other annoying and ridiculous sounds replace

of sound pitch of

What happens when an
is

orchestra in a sound

reproduced over poor equipment?

drummer

all

speech and musical instru-

ments have been studied and determined accuratelv.

The

results of these investigations are

the basis for the design of all Western Electric

equipment.
PracticaDy all of the sound pictures scheduled

The Western Electric
Sound System reproduces these pictures with
the faithfulness demanded by a qualitv-conare 100 per cent dialogue.

appeal are destroyed.

picture

thin and distorted or not heard

In the BellTelephone Laboratories the ranges

the clear, perfect speech. Illusion and box office

\o\i see the

is

at all.

they

timbre, charm

and personality. The actress speaks her

music

hit his bass

drum, but

scious public.

For full range reproduction

the only

System

is

WesPen

Electric

SOUND

SYSTEM
Distributed by

Electrical Research Products Inc.
250 West 57th Street,
Member

New York, N. Y.

of Motion Picture Producers and Distributor: of America. Inc.— Will H. Hars, President

the
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SOUND PICTURES
The

BLUEBOOK

School

—

QL ESTION No. 17. How many possible variations in frequency are there between the highest and the
lowest sound? As frequency is raised or lowered, what is the effect upon sound? What frequency would
you consider as producing a tone of moderate quality.''
NOTE: I make absolutely no apology for possible repetition in the subject matter of questions. It is well
that certain things be understood clearly, hence the same thing may be asked in different ways, to the end
that we make sure you all understand it. It must be remembered that men of many grades of mental capacity and power are projecting pictures. Things which may appear very simple to some may be very difficult
of understanding to others.

WHAT

IS

YOUR IDEA

OF THIS?
By
answering Question No. 7, of
INbook
School, Karl Freidrich,

the BlueRichelieu

theatre, Bellefonte, Pa., whose answers to
questions have been excellent, says: "Thus
have not handled batteries long
far I
enough to really feel able to say what constitutes good care. For that reason, until I
have better information, I proceed about as
follows:
"Take hydrometer readings daily. When
a battery is near end of discharge I take
reading more often. Never permit the battery to fall below 1190 or to go above 1280,
except when I give the battery its monthly
over-charge.
"I

use one

cell

in

each set of batteries as

F.

a pilot cell,
I

inspect

H. Richardson

changing the pilot cell monthly.
cell weekly for electrolyte

each

and specific gravity. When necessary
add water before placing the battery on

level
I

charge.

I

keep a bottle of diluted ammonia

and rags suitable for wiping off battery
tops, using each rag but once for the purpose. The rags are only about three or
four inches square. They are used as soon
as a battery shows the slightest sign of

being wet with electrolyte.
"Once each month each battery gets an
over-charge, which means that I charge it
until the specific gravity will rise no further, then I continue charging about five

hours longer.
"This serves to equalize the various

cells.

Take a hydrometer reading of each ce
both before and after the over-charge, log
ging the result for future reference. Ex
cept when this monthly over-charge da;
comes, it requires only about an average o
five minutes a day to keep the batteries
i;

class condition, including the item o
cleanliness."
first

New, gentlemen, I am not going to com
ment on this answer at all. Instead I asl
that our readers set forth their own view
as to its excellence, particularly with re
gard to the over-charge. Come on now

men, let's hear from a lot of you. Ther
should be at the very least 5,000 answerGet busy!

HE LAUDS BLUEBOOK SCHOOL
DAUL
t

E. SMITH, Butler, Pa., says:
"I
want to express my appreciation of the resumption of the Bluebook School in the Herald-World, as well as of your department in
Better Theatres. I was a close student of
the Bluebook School in the Moving Picture

World.
"I will endeavor to, from time to time, send
answers to the Bluebook School questions.
Even though they be wrong in every instance,
still
I
will be able to read the correct answers to them in the Herald- World, learn
wherein
was wrong and thus get the correct
1

information.

"The

Bluebook School lessons are very
even to the novice.
This is because of the fact that it requires both thought
and real application to determine in one's own
mind just what the proper answ er is, and the
knowledge obtained in such a way is of a more
permanent nature than is information gained
by more or less hastily reading an article on
beneficial,

:

the subject.
"In closing I wish to you continued health
and happiness, and for the School continued
success.
I wish also to add my name to those
thousands of projectionists who feel you to
be responsible for whatever progress they

have made."
Brother Smith

Be Careful

400 South Washing
His view that knowl

lives at

ton street, Butler, Pa.

edge

About Dirt
The sound band and sound record and dirt are, as I have before
told you and as you should know,
deadly enemies.
It should be a matter of professional pride and honor to the projectionist to protect the films and
records placed in his keeping, so
far as it is humanly possible to do
so,

from

oil

and

dirt.

The man

who. through carelessness or because he is just plain too lazy to
do his work right, permits dirt or
oil to get

sound

on

film,

ful thing.

film,

and particularly

has done a disgrace-

gained through studying the variou
questions propounded in the Bluebook Schoo
trying to answer them, and then finally, afte
the effort is made, being able to ascertai
whether or not their ideas were right o
wrong, is of far more permanent value tha
is the knowledge gained without real effor
and study. That is the real purpose of th
B B School, as I have many times told yoi
The very best of our Broadway men migh
gain real benefit by following the Schoo
trying to answer the questions, to find out
the end how many times they might fail par
tially, or even occasionally entirely.
ii

I
I

thank Brother Smith for his good wishes
indeed glad that he has found my won

am

Herald- World beneficial.
might add that a very great number o
department readers put up a more or les
strenuous kick when the School was discon
tinned at the time the Herald and Wow.
merged. However, they made their kick
me, instead of to the publisher, or at least
great many of them did, and it is not I wh<
in the
I

ti

i

determines such matters.

",
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WRIGHT DeCOSTER
REPRODUCER
^Tht Speaker of the

if

ear

Realizing the sound equipment
can be only as good as its speaker,
the leading manufacturers are now
standardizing on Wright DeCoster
Reproducers.

When

sound in your
pay you to investi-

installing

theatre,

will

it

gate the speaker to be used.
Write Department B for descriptive matter and address of nearest district sales
office. If you are in a hurry for a sample
speaker order one at the same time.

WRIGHT DeCOSTER,

INC.

AND FACTORIES
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA
MAIN" OFFICE

VOICE CONE

inderson Appointed to
Direct Sales of Pathe

Sound News, Review
Richard V. Anderson has been appointed

News and

ales director for Pathe Sound
'athe Reviews, according to a report

com-

New

ig from the
"ork office of Pathe.

Anderson

well

is

to the trade
nd entered the film
usiness in 1913 with
ne General

Film

ompany
to

iter

at Atlanta,

«7

become

ranch manager for
'athe. in that city.
Ie

remained

inta

At-

at

until

1915,

hen he went with

American Film
ompany to handle

30-episode
Richard V. Anderson
:rial,
"The Diaond from the Sky," in eight Southern
tates.
At this time he was nicknamed
Oiamond Dick.' because of his great rec-

d in selling this serial.
that

he went with

Universal as
Charlotte, and then

anch manager at
ined Pathe, managing the newly opened
»arlotte branch, where he helped to put
larlotte at the head of the country in
this record was later
iplicated at Atlanta. This successful newsel selling brought him the post of general
les manager for International, where he
-nained until May, 1929. During the past
ree months Anderson has been with Conbia as Southern district manager.

wsreel

sales,

and

he

have the feeling that they are talking about
us, and that so seldom happens," he said.

"Any person whose voice can be understood
over the telephone can become a successful
player in talking films, provided, of course,
Estabthat he has the added ability to act.
lished and experienced screen players are more
players
drafted
talking
than
adaptable to
films

Sutherland, because of his beliefs, is directing Miss Bow in her scenes for "The Saturday
Xight Kid," as though the microphone were

from the

ity to

first

After

A. Edward Sutherland, director on the Paramount lots, believes that any person whose voice can be understood over the telephone can become a successful
player in talking pictures, provided that he has the added ability to act. He
also considers dialog secondary to the action and is carrying out this thought in
his latest picture, 'The Saturday Night Kid," with Clara Bow as the star.

stage.

The

dialog and pictures

picture on the

enunciate correctly."

Sutherland previously was co-author with
Cromwell of "Close Harmony," with
Charles Rogers and Nancy Carroll, and of
"The Dance of Life," Paramount's de luxe

John

screen adaptation of the stage hit, "Burlesque."
The latter film is now at the Rivoli.

Sutherland's unbending belief in the primary
importance of the projected image of the player, rather than the projected sound of the
voice, is founded upon his idea that sight is
the leader of the senses and that sound

an agent of

is

but

sight.

"Sound makes us

curious." Sutherland de"Sight satisfies that curiosity.
hear a noise behind us and immediately we
turn to see what caused it. if the sound was
unfamiliar.
On the other hand, if at a long
distance we see two people talking we are not
interested in what they are saying, unless we
clares.

First, he is satisfying his
never present.
cameras, to which he considers the microphones as an accessory.

screen

Dialog is
remains of primary importance.
secondary to the action. Possession of the art
of pantomime is more necessary than the abil-

ie

ie

Telephone Serves as Voice Test
For Players, Says Sutherland

In commenting on

nown

VOICE & ML SIC CONE

We

Helig, ''Legit' Theatre at

Portland Remodeled

to

Show Paramount Audiens
(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTLAND,

ORE.,

Sept.

4.—Another

$75,000 will be expended on the Helig theatre here in preparation for opening the
wellknown house for part-time talking picDuring the bulk of the
ture presentation.
coming season the house will show Paramount releases, by a deal just closed
whereby the house will not "go dark," as
has been the case for some months past.
The Helig has housed legitimate roadshows for many years and will continue to
do so, but Paramount has agreed to use
the house for some of its best first-run
offerings, whenever the house is not in use
for the staging of legitimate drama.
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Owen McKivelt

7,

1929

standing beside one of

the carnival trucks which carried a banner exploiting, "Mother's Boy." How he
made use of carnival competition to aid
his theatre attendance is told in the ac-

companying

story.

McKivett Uses Carnival
Parade Trucks to Boost
''Mother's

A

Exploiting Alice White in First National's, "Broadway Babies," at the Teatro Prado,

Havana, Cuba.

250 Electrical Engineers Solve
W.B. Vitaphone Sound Problems
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

Sept.

4.

— On

Warner Brothers

the technical staff at

studio are

250 electrical engineers who aid in solving the problems of sound productions,
and it has been through the efforts of this staff that many of mechanical limitations have been overcome.
Today Vitaphone productions nearly every flexibility that

A

was possible in the making of

movable camera was

helpful

devices

worked

one

out.

of

the

first

The movable

microphones followed and next the recording
apparatus was removed from the individual

was housed in one central buildwhich served the entire studio.
Next came the development of portable recording apparatus which made it possible for
outdoor scenes and distant location shots to
be made. In the filming of "Conquest" outdoor shots were recorded by remote control,
but this proved unsatisfactory and it is bestages and
ing,

cause of the portable recorded that Warner
Brothers have been able to film "Song of the
West," an outdoor epic picture.
Another technical improvement has been the
elimination of the studio camera-booth
favor of the more compact camera-cloak.

silent pictures.

These the

passed out to their friends and
week in advance.
The copy used on the cards was very simple, just as if two persons were talking to
each other, and looked more personal than a
long-winded sales argument through the same

medium.

other advances have been made by
this technical staff and through the continued
efforts of these men, Warner Brothers expect
to offer in the future many more productions
innovations that will hold for them their
standing of Vitaphone pioneers.

400 Personal Indorsement
Given Members of Staff
To Spread News of Film
Bob Kelley of the Texas district office of
Publix used an old gag to good results on
"The Last of Mrs. Cheyney" when that attraction played the Greater Palace in Dallas.
All members of the staff of the theatre were
given 400 cards with their personal indorsement on it, after the picture was screened.

calling attention to the picture and emphasizing the talking angle, were fastened to the
sides of a number of the large carnival trucks
The stunt came in for a lot of attention as the
carnival proceeded through the city anc
parked near the outskirts of the town foi
several days. The banners were in prominence
throughout the carnival's stay in Racine.

In addition to this unusual tie-up, a scrambled ad contest was staged in connection with
a local paper. For seven days the paper featured a front page box calling attention to th:
picture which was to appear at the Venetiai
and the contest which was staged in connec
tion with the picture. In addition to the fron
page publicity given the event, a banner head
line across the classified page of the news
paper called attention to the contest.

A box on this page carried words and line:
from advertisements appearing on the page
the purpose of which was to assemble thesi
scrambled

bits into a complete advertisement
contest came in for considerable attentioi
the result that the picture enjoyed
good business on the three days of its appear
ance at the Venetian.
The front page bo:
announcing the contest featured a "still," fron
"Mother's Boy," attracting more attention thai
an ordinary box.
Contest winners wer
awarded free admission tickets to see th
picture at the Venetian.

The

with

Four Cities to Hear
Sound for First Time
With DeForest Outfit

;

(Special to the Heruld-World)

in

Many

staff

business associates a

Boy" Pictun

appearing in Racine helpec
Owen McKivett, manager of the Milwaukee
Theatre Circuit's Venetian theatre in that city
to successfully ballyhoo "Mother's Boy" which
was appearing at his theatre. Large banner;
carnival

NEW

YORK,

hear sound

for

Sept. 4.— Four cities are to
the first time very shortly.

These are Hobart, Indiana; Gilmer, Texas;
and Sandpoint,
Idaho.
Hereford, Texas,
DeForest equipment is now being installed in
the theatres and will be shortly ready for
In each instance the insound programs.
stallation
taking on the nature of an
is
important civic event, with the newspapers and
local merchants tieing in with a general exploitation campaign.

Installs

Earphones for Deaf

(Special to the Herald-World)

w.

B. Announces Novel and
Serial Story of Jolson Filn

Jolson's latest Warner Bros. Vita
phone production, "Say It With Songs" wil
be the basis of a novel and serial both o
which will be splendid exploitation for the
atres showing this attraction. The text o
the novel and serial version has been writ
ten by Arline de Haas.
Grosset and Dunlap will publish the noveand the serial will be syndicated by Warne
Brothers to more than five hundred news

Al

Sept. 4.— Lee and
Van Dyke, owners of the New Wyalusing
theatre, have recently installed earphones
in
one section of the theatre for deaf

papers.
It will soon appear in thirty in
stallment in the New York Evening Work
in connection with the world premiere en
gagement of the new Jolson production a

persons.

Warner

SCRANTON, PENN.

Bros. Theatre on Broadway.

September

7,
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Increase of Wirings
Predicted by Lesser:
DeForest Sales Gain
(Special to the Herald-World)

—

NEW YORK,

Sept. 4. All indications
point to a large increase in sound equipment sales, said Irving Lesser, general manager of the DeForest Phonofilm. Many of
the theatres have been closed for the summer and for reopening will have installed

sound.

From

the

more recent orders received
equipment it would seem

DeForest

for
that

the trend is towards sound-on-film
apparatus and the following new installations include both disc and film methods
of reproduction.
Recent orders to be recorded for the

Smalley theatre,

DeForest machines are;

Hamilton, N. Y., State, E. St. Louis, Mo.,
Towers, Louisville, Ky., Luna, Lafayette,
Ind., Kaufman, Montpelier, O., Grand, McCam'ey, Texas, Strand, Rumford, Me, Playhouse, Montpelier, Yt., Newport, Norfolk,
Va., Ashland, St. Louis, Mo., Rose, Colfax,
Washington, Oriental, Montrose, Calif.,
Egyptian, Denver, Colo., National, Boston,
Mass., Auburn, Auburn, Me., Riviera, Niles,
Mich., Union, Attleboro, Mass., New Symphony Chicago, 111., Dazzleland, Philadelphia, Pa., State, West Frankfort, 111., and
the State, Trenton, N. J.

L

"Mickey Mouse" cartoon characters created by Wall Disney and are the animated
stars of the neic series of 18 subjects to be produced for the 1929-30 season.

"His First Audien" Campaign
Holds Picture for Extra Week
A number of unusual exploitation stunts by Harry Wren, house manager of
the Milwaukee Theatre Circuit's Alhambra theatre, downtown Milwaukee house,
which Fred S. Meyer is managing director, helped hold Ronald Colman's
audien, "Bulldog Drummond" over for an extra week.
All exploitation
and advertising of the picture stressed the fact that this was Ronald Colman's

of

Trent

Carr

to

Produce

All-Talking Series for
Continental Pictures
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK

Sept 4.—Trem Carr, well
known West Coast producer, has contracted
to

produce for Continental Talking Pictures

corporation, a series of eight all talking pictures,

produced

on

the

RCA

Photophone

system.

For the first picture of the series Carr is
using a story published in book form called
"The Phantom in the House," by Andrew
Soutar.
An excellent cast has been secured, headed
by Ricardo Cortez, supported by Henry B.
Walthall, Jack Curtis and Nancy Welford,
Broadway musical comedy favorite who is
featured in the new Warner picture, "Gold
Diggers of Broadway."

Columbia Shorts Booked
In Many Canadian Houses
Columbia short subjects, known as the
"Prosperity Group" have been booked in
many of the Canadian houses and in several
cases have been given long runs.
Among the list of theatres playing the
Columbia shorts are Uptown, Pantages,
Tivoli and Hippodrome in Toronto; the
Capitol, Palace and Loew's Princess in
Montreal; the Imperial Regen and Keith
in Ottawa; the Tivoli, Capitol and Pantages
in

Hamilton.

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK

all-talking attraction.

first

Among

Wren had a tieup with all the sheet
in town and a department store,
for the featuring of the theme song of the
picture, together with hand made window
cards of the star.

the features of the exploitation camnewspaper advertising
was a tieup with the
and
Radio Specialty company, Atwater Kent radio
distributors. In return for a special lobby display in the Alhambra, showing the latest
Atwater Kent models, the Radio Specialty
company gave the theatre newspaper advertising as well as window displays in 100 radio
The
dealers' shops throughout Milwaukee.
window displays featured cutouts of Ronald
"BullAlhambra
in
Colman, appearing at the

picture,

dog Drummond."
Features Radio Star
Newspaper advertising by the radio company
featured a cut of Donald Novis, winner of
the 1928 Atwater Kent radio audition, and
singer of the theme song in "Bulldog Drummond." This advertisement was not run on
the amusement page and was two columns in
width and seven and one-half inches deep. It
called attention to the fact that Novis was

lowing: "Just as Ronald Colman's new motion
picture masterpiece 'Bulldog Drummond' nowplaying at the Alhambra theatre is a 100 per

in addition to
street car cards,

paign,

appearing

in

"Bulldog

Artists all-talking
theatre.

Drummond," United

picture

at

the

Alhambra

In addition, one of the dealers who had a
with the Milwaukee Journal's radio
station, WTMJ, arranged to have an announcement made over the air relative to the appearance of Novis in "Bulldog Drummond."
Besides 75 eight sheets out advertising the
tieup

music dealers

Hotel and Laundry Tieup

A

was also arranged with the SunLaundry whereby several thousand twopage folders, measuring approximately five by
six inches were inserted in all laundry- bags.
tieup

shine

The back cover of

the folder carried the fol-

cent talking picture, so is Sunshine Laundry
and its service a 100 per cent topic of conversation among the people of Milwaukee."

Another feature of the campaign was the
distribution in all the hotels in the city of
several thousand cards, three and one-half by
two inches in size, carrying the following
inscription : "I called you 'It's an old Spanish

—

Custom.' Ronald Colman, Alhambra Theatre."
These cards were left in the key boxes in the
various hotels and given the guest when he
received his key from the clerk. The size of a
calling card, neat in appearance and printed
in blue ink, these tokens made fine mediums
for advertising the theme song of the picture
as well as the picture itself.

Fettifone Synchronizer

6 Audiens Scheduled on
Asher & Rogers Program
.

first

Sept.

4—

Six audiens will be
Rogers, according to

produced by Ashers and
Eph Asher, who is now on the West Coast
arranging for studio

facilities.

Two pictures now ready for casting are
"Carni'Carnival" and "The Cabaret Boys."
val" is taken from a stage play by William R.
oyle and the latter is by Sam Shipman and
!ohn B. Hymer.

It

seemed too good to be
would stand the acid

that

We now

A

synchronizer
$125.00.
have a Fettifone installation near you.
true.

test for

Write for circular.
Give make and type of your projector.
We recommend our amplification system
$150.00.

at

NATIONAL MOTION AD CO.
2448

Prairie

Ave.

'hicago,

111.

—

:
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THE STUDIO
Roach Busy After Shut Down;
Warners Revue Masses Talent
Eight Units
Roach Will Each Make Four
and
—
Pictures

at

Stars

Featured Players Sign for "Show of Shows"
Paramount Plans Revue

By

HOLLYWOOD,
begun

for 1929-30.

distribution

Sept.

DOUGLAS HODGES

MG M

4.— The Hal Roach
made

Silent versions will be

and unwired theatres

in the

comedy program has

of all pictures for foreign

United States.

stars to the list of names
already under contract for the elaborate "Show of Shows."
Arrangements are under way at the Paramount studios for production of
a massed talent revue to be called "Paramount on Parade."
Nights," starring Norma Talmadge and diRoach studio opened its gates this week

Warner Brothers have added

13

more well known

following the annual studio vacation of one
month. The four units on this season's program include Laurel and Hardy, Charley
Chase. Harry Langdon and the Our Gang comedies.

Laurel and Hardy will be directed by James
Parrott.
Warren Doane will direct Charley
Chase and Harry Langdon will be directed by
Charles Rogers. The Gang comedies will be
made under the supervision of Robert McGowan, with the assistance of Anthony Mack.
Thelma Todd is under contract for leading
woman with the various comediens. Ed Kennedy, character comedien, will be featured as
Kennedy the Cop in the Gang comedies. All
dialog as well as the

titles

for silent pictures

being done by H. M. Walker. Film editing
is under the
direction of Richard Currier.
Agnes O'Malley will handle all publicity for
is

the

Roach

studios.

Caddo Will Spend $500,000
It

is

reported

that

Howard Hughes

will

spend an additional $500,000 on "Hell's Angels."
The picture was started before the
advent of dialog films, and to protect his investment Hughes plans to convert it into an
audien.

Howard

Estabrook, Paramount scenarist, is
to write the talking version, and Tony Gaudio,

cameraman,

photograph the new seProduction estimates reveal that the
will

quences.
sound version will entail a financial outlav of
not less than $500,000.
The Caddo staff is engaged making preparations to renew their efforts in making this
an epochal screen feature.
Production will
be resumed on September 10.

Buys Milestone Story

United Artists have purchased an original
story by Lewis Milestone and Max Marcin
called "The Pedestal." The story is slated as
an all-star feature and will have an early
production.
United Artists will soon start production on
pictures.

porarily titled

man

production "Lummox," "Three Live Ghosts"
and "The Locked Door."

Mel Brown Directing

at

RKO

Fortifying himself with a cast of his own
selection, Mel Brown has started work on his
This picture is
debut production for
tentatively titled "Jazz Heaven."
Johnny Mack Brown has been secured for
the male lead from
G M. Sally O'Neil will
have the feminine role. Clyde Cook will lend

RKO.

M

the

comedy

interest.

Oscar Levant and Sidney

Clare are to write the music.

Revue Gets 13 More Names
may be unlucky, but Warner Brothhave no scruples at this point when it
comes to annexing talent for their elaborate
revue, "The Show of Shows."
Darryl Zanuck, who is producing the show,
announced the addition of 13 well known
Thirteen

ers

The Fannie Brice comedy tem"The Champ" and Harry Rich-

"The Song of Broadway." Billy Rose,
husband of Fannie Brice, is writing the songs
for "The Champ."
Irving Berlin wrote the
original story of the Harrv Richman vehicle.
The Richman picture will be directed by Tay
in

Garnett.

Recently completed pictures are

"New York

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept. 4.— When
ring opponents work
on your beak the old beezer is bound
to deteriorate.
Georges Carpentier, former boxer
and now under contract to Warner

some 200 prize

Brothers, has had his proboscis lifted.
The operation took only 45
minutes. Removing a piece of cartilage from the boxer's right ear, the
doctor transplanted it to the nasal
bridge and tilted the end. That's all
there was to it.
Carpentier claimed the fractured
nose impaired his breathing.

Equity-Tully Marshall Suit
Delayed; Claim Conspiracy
In

Weakening Organization
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,
injunction

4— The

Sept.

hearing on

brought by Equity against
Warner Brothers and Tully Marshall has been
continued until September 11.
Equity alleges that Marshall and Warners
conspired against it when he signed a film
contract, weakening their organization.
The
postponement was the request of Marshall's
attorney, who started that he wished to obtain
affidavits concerning his client's standing in
suits

Equity.

The injunction would restrain Marshal!
from working for Warner Brothers on the
grounds that he violated a contract with
Equity.
Marshall declares he had resigned
from Equity and hence had not violated hi;

of stellar
are
Richard Barthelmess, Jack Mulhall, H. B.
Warner, Grant Withers, William Collier, Jr.,
William Bakewell, Chester Morris, Sojin,
Chester Conklin, Gertrude Olmsted, Edna
Murphy, Pauline Garon and William Courte-

contract.

nay.

Sept. 4.— Universal ha;
screen tests of 325 high schoo
students in search of types for the new "Sport
ing Youth" series. There were two boys anc
two girls chosen.

names to the already elongated
personalities in this production.

list

They

Barthelmess will perform as master of ceremonies on the act in which 16 real blood sisters appear.
Among them are Helene and
Dolores
Costello,
Alberta
and Adamae
Vaughn, Sally O'Neil and Molly O'Day, Lor:

etta Young and Sally Blane, Marion Byron
and Harriette Lake. John Adolfi is directing
the number, which is being staged by Larry

Ceballos.

UA

two

rected by Lewis Milestone, Herbert Brenon's

Carpentier Gets
Proboscis Lifted

ParamounCs Revue

High School Students Get
Tests for

New U Series

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

conducted

The series will consist of 12 pictures in dia
log and sound. Ben Holmes will direct undei
the supervision of William Lord Wright. Eacr
picture will be a complete story in itself alonf
the lines of the "Collegian" series.
No col
lege atmosphere will be used.

It has been announced that Paramount will
produce an elaborate revue to be called "Paramount on Parade." No preparations have been
made as yet, except for the music. Jack King,
who wrote "How
I to Know," is writing
the song numbers.

Marilyn Miller Leaves to
Open N. Y. Ziegfeld Shou

Hoot Gibson

has completed the

Am

Starts

Hoot Gibson began production

this

week on

"Courtin' Calamity," at Universal.
Eugenia
Gilbert plays the part of leading lady. Others
in the cast are Harry Todd, Joseph Girard,
Monty Montague and John Oscar. The picture
is based on a Salurdav / retting Post story.

Jerome Storm

is

directing.

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

4.— Marilyn

Sept.

Mille'

scenes of her fir?
audien. She leaves this w eek for New Yorl
to open her next Ziegfield show, which wil
be "When Knighthood Was in Flower."
final

:

Alexander Gray, w ho played opposite
r

thi

the Broadway "Sally." is the leadini
man in the film. "Sally" will be released a:
a road show special by First National.
star in

—
September

7,
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Facts of Herald-World Golf Tourney
The Third Annual Motion Picture Golf Tournament

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 4 — BETTY BRON-

will be playi'd at Sun-

Los Angeles. September 29. (See story on page 23.)
Five thousand golfers received entry blanks and announcements.
More than 30 au ards au ait players.
Brandon Hurst again is chairman of the executive committee, assisted by
Houard Strickling. Jack Boland, George Marshall. Milt Hone. A. H. Painter,
and Alfred A. Cohn.
The Herald-World cup. icon in 1928 by John J. Mescal and in 1927 by
George Marshall, again will be offered.
set Fields,

SON

has returned to Hollywood. The
actress spent three months in Europe with
her brother. Following a few days rest she

resume her motion picture activities.
has assembled his cast
for the Warner Brothers picture, "Hold
E%-erything," which he is directing. The
picture is based on the New York stage
success. Del Ruth also directed the "Deswill

ROY DEL RUTH

Song."

ert

GRUBB ALEXANDER, who

wrote the
and dialog for the John
Barrymore production, "General Crack,"
has augmented the writing staff at First
J.

;

picture version

Move Is Now Definite;
Kane to Make Foreign Audiens

Pathe's

National.

LUCIEN PRIVAL, who

plays the heavy

lead in "Hell's Angels," has been signed
for an important role in Eddie Cline's latest
First National picture. It is called "In the

Next Room." Jack Mulhall and Alice

Day

are co-featured.

FRANKIE DARRO

has been placed under
term contract by Sono Art. He
be starred in a picture as yet untitled.
T. Hayes Hunter has been engaged to direct. Darro won the contract because of his
a long

Quigley of Vitaphone Announces That Company Will Produce a
Series of Intimate Revues at Its Studio in Brooklyn
Eastern Plants Remain on Active List

will

work

excellent

in

"The Rainbow Man."

LILY DAMITA, Sam Goldwyn
left

On

Paris for Hollywood.

of her role in

has
completion
star,

"The Cockeyed World," Miss

Damita was given a six weeks' vacation.
She immediately left for Paris.
LUCIEN LITTLEFIELD and Dave Marcus have signed for roles in the Universal
audien, "La Marseillaise." John Boles has
the starring role.
Production will begin
soon under the direction of Paul Fejos.
NICK MUSURACA is photographing the
R K O picture, "Tanned Legs." He is
using a lightweight rubber compound cap
which fits over the cameras shutting out
noise.
This method is used as a substitute
for the cumbersome
camera sound-proof
booth.

LAWRENCE

TIBBETT,

Metropolitan
opera star, was born on a ranch in Bakersfield, California. The singer is appearing
in the
G
picture, "Rogues Song,"
which is directed by Lionel Barrvmore.
JULIAN ELTINGE will have the starring
role in a series of four pictures to be produced by Jesse Weil. The company has
taken offices at the Metropolitan studios.
Production will begin shortly.
VIRGINIA BRUCE, proteg'e of William
Beaudine, has been cast for an important
role, "Lilies of the Field."
Corrine Griffith
has the starring role in this production for

M

M

First National.

ALAN CROSLAND,

director of "The Jazz
Singer" and "General Crack," will soon
start production on "Furies" at First National.
Lois Wilson and H. B. Warner
will have the leading roles.
has arrived in Holly-

RUDY VALLEE
wood

to start production
bond Lover" for
O. It

R K

> allee earns close to $8,000
ing his orchestra.

on "The Vagais

a

reported that

week

direct-

ROBERT ARMSTRONG

will
plav the
lead opposite Fannie Brice in the United
Artists production, "The Champ."
Arm-

strong played the fighter in the James Gleason stage success, "Is Zat So."

By

.

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 4.— "Resurrection,"
nade two years ago bv United Artists, is to
>e
refilmed by Tiffany-Stahl, it is reported.
Ihelnited Artists' production of "Resurrecion was directed bv Edwin
Carewe and feaured Dolores Del Rio.
Rod La Rocque had
ie male lead.
'

—

NEW

RCA

YORK, Sept. 4. Pathe's move from Sound Studios to
Photophone's Gramercy studio is now definite and will take place on September 12.
In the Gramercy plant, where the rooster contingent is renting space, will be
made LeMaire, Bostock, Maddock and Delmar comedies, as in the past, plus
two or three feature pictures, the Herald-World learned today.
FitzGibbons, studio manager of the uptown studio, will be in charge of
Pathe production on Twenty-fourth street. Robert Kane, Pathe producer, will
not go to Gramercy. It has been definitely decided that he is to make foreign
language pictures. Where he will make them is another question. Probably,

New York.
moment George LeMaire is making
his last two reeler at the Sound Studios set.
It is called "A Trip to New York" and resomewhere about
At

the

good time Charlie
Hearn, who has
been in all the recent LeMaire affairs takes the
Lepart of the happily disposed Charlie.
Maire directs. He collaborated with Hearn
on the writing. Evelyn Knapp furnishes the
S. A. And by that we don't mean apple sauce.
Terry Carroll, in the supporting cast, is a
lates the experiences of
in a Manhattan cabaret.

Lew

sister

of Xancy Carroll, featured

Brook Stays

star.

in East

W ith

"The Return of Sherlock Holmes" in
the can, Donald Crisp and Phillips Holmes
Good
went back to Hollywood last week.
actors, in New York they played the part of
wedges in opening the Equity closed door.
Give Brook remains to play opposite Jeanne
Eagels in "'The Laughing Lady."
A short with O'Donnel and Blair was the
chief accomplishment
ern studio last week.
ers." Needless to say,
gets plastered.

of
It's
it's

Paramount's Eastcalled

"The PlasterEveryone

under the direction of Harold Levey, protege
of Victor Herbert and student of Henry
Hadley.
j
Via Vitaphone Milton C. Work, authority'
on bridge, auction and contract, will tell house-'
wives the country over what to bid and why.

Owing

to increased production at the Vitaoffice for acts has

phone plant the booking

been established at the studio under the
direction of Stuart Stewart and Richard Foy.
Those who have completed shorts there in the
Clifford and Marion
past few days include
Eddie Moran, Beth Challis and companv in
"Shake It Up"; Eddie Miller in "The One

now

:

Man Quartette" Roger Williams in "Moments of Mimicry." Other players who have
signed Vitaphone contracts are Flo Lewis.
Harrv I. Conlev, Harry Tans and Harold
Whalen.
Powers Cinephone has completed its newsJohn Xoble is turning out a
reel burlesques.
number of "Schoolday Frolics." The New
;

York production hive

is

plenty

busy.

probably be in a frenzy for lack of space
winter comes along.

It'll

when

slapstick.

David Bennett has been engaged to superall Paramount dance numbers in Eastern
dialog work. Betty Lawford, of the Sherlock
Holmes cast, has been handed the lead in "The
Big Pond."
She plays opposite Charles

vise

Ruggles.

Victor Schertzinger, in case you've

forgotten,

is

IT ill

Tiffany-Stahl to ReRlm
Tolstoy's "Resurrection"

DOUGLAS FOX

directing.

Produce Intimate Revues

George Quigley, of the Vitaphone Corporation, announces that in the middle of September the company will start to produce a number of intimate revues. Fred Keating, M. C.
for John Murray Anderson's "Almanac." will
do the same job for the revues intimes a la

Vitaphone.
Music, of the Warner variety, will be furnished by the permanent Vitaphone orchestra
which has recently been organized at the
Brooklyn talking picture factory. It will be

Leon Abrams Signed as

New

Story Editor at

U

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD.

Sept.

4— Leon

Abrams,

and

producer, has been
signed by Universal as story editor. Alirams
was formerly with
in an executive
G

executive,

director

M M

capacity.

"Hell Harbor Next King;
Velez, Hersholt in Lead
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD.
the

title

of

Sept. 4.— "Hell Harbor" is
Henry King's first audien. Lupe

Velez and Jean Hersholt are to play the leading roles, the balance of the cast will be an-

nounced soon.
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New York Showings
GOLD DIGGERS OF BROADWAY

NEW

YORK,

the

4.— Hereafter, when
crowded house that saw Messrs.
Sept.

Warners' premiere of the "Gold Digger of
Broadway" last week in the Winter Garden,
that gaudy reminder of the end of the
mauve decade, thinks upon gold diggers,
it will be in the terms of Winnie Lightner.
Miss Lightner ran away with a colorful
show.
This picture, far beyond "On With the
Show," is beginning to demonstrate what
the Warners can do when they set their
minds to it. If it had not been for too
much singing on the part of Nick Lucas,
capable tenor of the Broadway variety, it
would be possible to call the film 100 per
cent entertainment.
Lucas palled.
Even
then the audience, people who had stayed
in town over the beginning of the holiday
to be present at the opening, perked up and
clapped when he moved into his best number, a happy little song entitled "Painting
the Clouds With Sunshine."

The other songs
"Gold

failed to

make

the grade.

Broadway" is a
triumph
Some of the sets
were stunning. Stage effects were swell.
The story was just about as flimsy as any
motion picture fancy can be. But it was
pleasant and light hearted.
You left the
theatre with a good taste in your mouth.
A state, paradoxically enough, brought on
as much by the delightfully broad humor
of

Diggers

of
for technicolor.

Miss Lightner as anything

else.

Nancy Welford, new to the screen, justified the taste of the people
picked her
for the lead. She's a very appealing young

who

woman.
formances

Others
were

who gave
Albert

excellent

Gran,

per-

Conway

Tearle, and Lilyan Tashman. Fairly pleasing to the eye were Ann Pennington, Helen
Foster, Gertrude Short and William Bakewell.

Color, as previously stated,

was

excellent

throughout, except, that we never saw a
chorus girl's apartment so colorful as that
of Miss VVelford's.
Warners have, indeed,
glorified the gold digger.
"The Gold Diggers of Broadway" has a
pretty high average of entertainment.
If
the "Show of Shows" is as great an improvement over it as the present picture is
over its most recent predecessors Warner
Brothers should be sitting on top of the
world.
At the present moment they are

and

typifies that spirit of the Negro which
best reflected in his jazz.
There is an
all negro cast of 75 dancers and singers.
Bessie Smith, blues singer and Columbia recording artist, is featured in the part of
Bessie.
If you care for the atmosphere of
the blues type of music you will like this
is

picture.

— D.

C. F.

.

coming

right along.

— D. C. F.

ST. LOUIS BLUES
<<T>ULLDOG DRUMMOND,"

for

the

-tJ first

time at popular prices, is packing them in at the Rialto.
On the same
bill is a Radio short subject which deserves
mention with the feature.
This short, "The St. Louis Blues," made
not long ago at the Gramercy
Photophone Studios here, can take its place
alongside any feature production. Adapted
from the song hit of the same name, conceived and executed by Dudley Murphy, it
takes you to the fly specked lodgings of
New York's black belt, shows you how the
St. Louis woman took Bessie's man whereat Bessie leans on the bar of a Harlem
speakeasy, bewailing the loss of her money
and her man (for she kept her man) and
expresses herself with a moaning rendition
of "The St. Louis Blues."
It is a beautifully executed piece of work

RCA

SHORT FEATURES
EDUCATIONAL previewed four
subjects at the Radio 411
studios last week.

short
Fifth avenue

The Coronet talking comedy, "Prince
Gabby," with Edward Everett Horton in
the leading role, took the prize in spite
of the fact that the lines, Horton's chief
The
asset, were by no means up to snuff.
picture, based on a short story by Edgar
Wallace, depicts a burglar in evening
clothes caught at the scene of his depredation.
He talks and he talks amusingly.
And that's that. Naturally, he gets away
scott free plus an assignation with his capAmusing.
tor's wife the following day.
Mack Sennett's "The Lunkhead," seems
to be one of the better pictures in the
Harry Gribbon and Andy Clyde series.
Andy Clyde would be marvelous if they
gave him decent lines. In one of the sequences of Sennett's recent feature length
comedies, rebuking himself in a mirror, the

man

really showed what he could do. For
a few minutes he was priceless.
The Jack White production, "Social Sinners" with Raymond McKee, were good slap-

Lyman

stick.

"Hodge-Podge"

Howe's

as

usual affords pleasant entertainment.

— D. C.

F.

Studio Preview
OH YEAH?
TJ OLLYWOOD,

Sept. 4.— Pathe has another fine piece of work in "Oh Yeah?"
a feature that has Robert Armstrong and
James Gleason in the lead roles. It's fine
because it strikes me that it is a thing that
everybody enjoys.

Withal

its

comedy

it

tells

a

darn good

pointedly. You have two
at the beginning. They
are as typical as they would be had the
director taken any two boomers directly
off the caboose of a Rock Island freight

story and

tells

it

boomer brakemen

train.

They fall
who work

boose overcomes the runaway and he and
Armstrong apply the brakes of the caboose
and slows down the speed just as the fast
express hoves into view. The tragedy has
been avoided, however, when Miss Pitts
throws a number of switches and instead of
helping affairs she derails the caboose and
breaks a few brakemen's legs.
The dialog is brilliant and the comedy
construction is of the Harold Lloyd class.

The

credit for everything practically except
the acting itself goes to Tay Garnett, the
director.

He

has breathed into this picture that
humanness that characterizes all
his work. But he has something additional
in this. He has in parts of the comedy a
definite pathos.
D. H.
spirit

in

for

love with a couple of girls

One is Patricia
ZaSu Pitts. The latter im-

the

road.

Caron, the other
mediately joins Gleason and Armstrong in
their comedy.
Both girls attempt to teach
their lovers the virtue of economy, regular
habits and honesty.
A robbery is pinned on Armstrong. Circumstantial evidence is strong against him.

He and his pal hop the first train and find
that the men who staged the robbery are
on the train crew.
car is cut off at the
top of a long grade and the two heavies
attempt to stop it but can't. Armstrong
boards the car as it passes him. Gleason
cuts off the caboose and starts after the
runaway. The freak chase is a wild one and
is filled with thrills.
When Gleason's ca-

A

of

fighter.
The speedy result is that he cops
every kind of honor medal the army has to
offer.
He also is advanced to major and wins

praise

from

nation's press.

His return

to this

country finds him the center of attention and
adulation.

Instead of returning to his haunts he accepts
a position with a metropolitan board of public
works. He is told to clean up the city.

His old gang turns on him. Out of its attempt to doublecross him comes his heroic
triumph in driving out all the crime rings in
the city and his success with the hand of a
Esther Ralston is the young
beautiful girl.

woman.
Although the story is trite the production
is
so well done that its triteness is

itself

harmless.

Bancroft's acting

is

excellent.

He

THE MIGHTY
tfPHE MIGHTY" stars George

Bancroft
he has had since "Underworld." There are those who even say that
"Mighty" is a greater picture than "Underworld."
It could be.
It has something of
the same atmosphere, although a different
in the best role

story.

scruples and ideals.

Raymond Hatton has
role.

an underworld story with the big
enacted by Bancroft. His gang is one
of the worst in a city presumably Chicago.
War claims his services. He is a natural born
It

has a role in which he uses a gun to
brilliant advantage and is the fairy tale hero
in every scene.
He has the disadvantage of
being cast originally as the villain. In order
to put over his part he is obliged to build up
sympathy and virtue in his character. By
various fine touches of drama he converts
himself into a fighting hero with principles,

is

gunman

He

the second best male

good performance. He
steal a thing from Bancroft.

gives a very

doesn't attempt to
Rather as a matter of fact he does what he
can to add to the star's performance.

September
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THE THEATRE
Canadian Clinic Prescribes B. O. Pills
To Pep Up Summer Attendance
Canadian exhibitors clinic, meaning
THE
exhibitors from the various sections of
Canada, have been responsible for a variety
of special

feats,

stimulating

in

which have been

effective

summer attendance and

in

formidable outdoor competition.
Herein are a few of the "pills"
which are prescribed by this clinic as box
counteracting

the

stimulants.

office

HARVEY

WILLIAMS, manager

of the
Toronto, and formerly
a pitcher of the St. Louis Cardinals, showed
ihis continued interest in baseball in another
way by distributing cards at games of a
Toronto league bearing the baseball schedule and also giving a list of the audien atractions at the theatre for the coming
nonth. The card also invited ball patrons
o take in the second show at the Beach
it 9 P. M., after the game.

Beach

theatre,

PARTY of 50 blind persons of Hamil* ton, Ontario, were the guests of manager Knevels at the Capitol for the prestation of a talking picture, after which
he sightless guests were interviewed by a
eporter of The Spectator as to their impresions and an interesting report appeared in
A

Arthur Frundenfeld. manager of the St. Louis theatre, St. Louis, took advantage of the
air-minded city, during the endurance flight of O'Brine and Jackson and created
capacity business with Pathe's. "The Flying Fool." uith an air ticket distribution
stunt.
He also used a special display, in the lobby as shoun in the above picture.

-

he newspaper.

AAA

\X

echo of the Old West was heard at
[» Moose Jaw, Sask., when manager E. P.
r
ields erected a hitching post in front of
he Capitol for cowboys and cowgirls and
ree oats, hay and .vater were provided at
idewalk stalls.
More than 40 saddled
orses were fed while the owners saw the
how.

AAA

^OR

"The Rainbow Man" at the Capitol,
Montreal, manager Harry Dahn organ-

ed an old-time minstrel parade with local
alored musicians who marched the streets
)llowed by theatre banners.

PO

brighten his theatre front, manager
Charlie Querrie of the Palace, Toronto,
aced a row of ornamental bushes along
le edge of the sidewalk in front of the
Duse.
The painted tubs each bore a word
id the sequence read as follows
"Palace,
here the Screen Speaks."

L

introduce a
TOBrockville,
Ontario,

serial

the

at

Capitol,

Manager McLennan

distributed special cards among the boys
and girls of the town. The card bore an
announcement of the serial, together with

spaces for the signatures of 20 adults. The
boy or girl getting 20 people to sign the
card after reading it was entitled to admission to the opening performance of the
serial with a companion for the price of one
juvenile ticket.

TV/TANAGER

"1

AAA
T.

FORHAX

of the Capitol,

Welland, Ontario, had the whole town

recently when he displayed a jar
of beans in a local drug store.
Each bean
represented a performance played in

guessing

Xew

York City by the Vitaphone feature which
was the opening audien attraction at the
Welland theatre. The one who made the
best guess as to the number of beans was
presented with a silver trophy.

AAA

:

TT'OR

the introduction of audiens at the
Capitol,
Moose Jaw, Sask., manager
E. P. Fields emphasized the importance of
quietness on the part of patrons by erecting a large illuminated sign over the theatre entrance which read:
"Please Silence
Please."

*

XT'HEN

telephone number of the
Hamilton,
Ontario,
was
langed, manager H. E. Wilton wanted to
lpress the new number on the minds of
itrons.
So he offered a prize of $5 to the
»

the

Strand,

name of the theatre and
telephone number the greatest number
times on the back of a regulation Govnment postcard. An avalanche of cards

—

—

AAA

rson writing the

e

suited.

TV/TANAGER JOHN HAZZA

of the CapiCalgary, Alberta, hooked up with
the parade of the annual Calgary Stampede
by entering a handsome street float adver-

LVJ.

tol,

tising the theatre.
Of course there was a
pretty miss on the float, which was flanked
by theatre ushers in their regulation uniforms.

AAA

\17HEN

the annual fair at Ottawa, On»» tario, featured an Indian Village, manager P. J. Nolan of the Avalon booked "The
Redskin" and invited the "Exhibition Indians" to attend the theatre in a body as
his guests.
Ambrose Nolan, assistant manager of the
Avalon, Ottawa, grabbed a fine bit of the
limelight in connection with the outboard
motorboat championships at the Canadian
Capital on August 23 and 24 when he drove
one of the speedcraft, his own, entered as
the "Avalon."
The name on each side of
the boat could be read a mile away.

AAA

pXHIBITORS

of Ottawa presented carefully selected features for the week of
the annual Ottawa Fair in an effort to meet
the
counter-attraction,
the
experience
in
previous years being that local theatres did
not do so well during the exhibition rush.

Manager Ray Tubman presented "Dangerous Curves" at the Regent, which, in addition to starring Clara Bow, had a circus
theme which was appropriate for the midway enthusiasm of the week. Manager
Joe Franklin of B. F. Keith's theatre made
sure that he got an all-talking feature, "The
Man I Love," for the benefit of rural visitors who had yet to take in their first synchronized picture.
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Guessing Contest Is
Feature of Fox-Gem
Razor Company Tieup
David Flam, director of publicity and advertising for the Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, has completed a deal whereby the

American Safety Razor company, makers
of the Gem blades, have purchased and paid
for an initial order for 10,000 Fox Thrift
Books and will back a novel guessing exploitation campaign with considerable advertising.

Every neighborhood druggist

will devote
display to the Gem blades and the
Thrift Books. In each window will be a
bowl filled with razor blades and the person guessing the nearest number of blades
in the bowl will be given a Thrift Book.
These books are tickets to the Fox playhouses and represent $2.50 in admissions.
a

window

Each of the Fox houses will cooperate
campaign by running a talking trailer
which explains the details and advantages
in the

of the campaign.

Victor

and Sheet Music

Tieup Boosts Downey's

Film

Chicago Loop

in

During the recent run of "Mother's Boy,"
Pathe's singing, talking feature with Morton Downey, at the State-Lake in Chicago,
the Victor and sheet music tieups on hit

numbers were used advantageously by the
management.
Through this tieup, the Victor Talking
Machine company displayed 500 window
cards featuring the picture and the Victor
records, with a photograph of a scene from
the
picture,
in
five
hundred windows
throughout the loop and in the outlying
In addition to this, an oversize
panatrope was installed in the lobby and
Victor records of the songs sung by Morton
districts.

Downey were

played.

Representatives of Green & Stept, music
publishers, placed specially prepared window cards with photos of scenes from the

Here are some samples of the excellent advertising copy that is being concocted by the
publicity department of Marks Brothers. Chicago, under the direction of Jack Baker, who
succeeded Jack Hess as director of advertising and publicity when the latter joined RKO.

Refreshing Outdoor
Display Advertises
House Cooling Plant
As a means for the stimulation of summer
business through the promotion of cooling
plants, the Greater Palace in Dallas has used
this summer around their lobby frames displays which suggest in a subtle manner that
the theatre is cool, rather than displays which
come out in the hackneyed fashion and state
that it's twenty degrees cooler on the inside.
The logic of this new idea in selling the cool
atmosphere is demonstrated
matinee business done all

in the

tremendous

summer by

the

theatre.

The photograph on

this page shows the latdisplay around the frames
the bottom
panel is a light sky blue.
The pillars running up each side are done in textorie, sprayed
in lavender and light blue; the top piece, with
a green star, is done in a darker blue, textoned, and sprayed with white.
The entire
background is light blue with a cloud effect.
The program display panels are made up each
week and inserted over the background. Each

est

;

of these displays lives for a period of six
weeks, and adds color and life to the theatre
which cannot be done through standard lobby
display frames, at a nominal cost.

Classified

Ad

Contest

Makes 'Em Read the Papers
William Watson, manager of the Hippodrome, Cleveland, put over one of the most
interesting and also one of the most successful
recently staged in Cleveland,
connection with "Lucky Star," the first of
the new Fox pictures to be released locally.
Watson staged a contest in connection with
the classified ad department of the Plain
Dealer.
Scattered through the classified ad
section of the paper for five successive days
appeared five sentences daily which, when
properly assembled, told the story of "Lucky
publicity stunts
in

Star."

The

sentences were mixed up in the regular
classified announcements, and they appeared
out of order, so that the contestant could not
put them together until the contest was
finished.
It necessitated reading the classified
sections of the paper through item by item
every day for five days. $20 in cash prizes
were awarded, and passes were given for
subsequent prizes.

picture in fifteen music house
the loop.

windows

in

Date Night "A la Mode"
Attracts Young People
George Baker, manager of Publix' Melba
theatre in Dallas, has inaugurated a "date
Every
night" policy for that showhouse.
Wednesday night is dedicated to the boy
devised
friend and girl friend, and Baker
a campaign which has the people of Dallas
talking.
The campaign started off with
newspaper stories and a trailer on the
screen in advance. Then a tieup was made
with a local ice cream manufacturer to
furnish a special "Melba Slice" to each
attendant of the mezzanine between eight
and nine-thirty on Wednesday night. This
firm ran newspaper ads on the stunt. A
number of window displays were secured
in downtown locations, calling to the attention of the boy friend that he would be
able to get the girl friend easier if he wore
one of Blank's cravats or took her so-and
so's flowers, for "Date Night at the Melba."
The girl friend is advised that her attendance on date night will be momentous
if she wears one of Sophie Glutz Company s

—

new ensembles,

etc.

Attendance on the Wednesday night performances is beginning to pic)' ap, with
Baker attributing it to the Date Night
campaign.

6
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cast of the

Cynthin Milk Fund Shnic. "Carry On."

Do You

Hoitz Signs
the Dotted Line

C. T.

On

C. T. Hoitz, of the

Del Paso

AND

Brother Hoitz. "The Theatre" and
members of the H. O. E. icelcome you
and ue shall expect a snapshot of your-

and theatre in short time.

Yovel Exploitation
Stunt Put Over Using
Match Boxes; Candles
Quite a novel exploitation stunt was
taged recently by the Cameo theatre, West
illis, Wis., when it was under the direction
f Community Theatres, Inc.
The managelent of the theatre purchased 2,000 of
enny boxes of safety matches.
sticker
as then pasted over the entire box and a
Tiall wax candle inserted under the sticker.
The printed matter on the sticker read:

A

"NEVER-FAIL-LIGHTER."
Directions

Take lighter in left hand, open box
and remove match strike same on
box and light candle throw match
away and light cigarette with candle.
Blow out candle before placing in

—

pocket.

"On the opposite side of the sticker was
i advertisement
of the picture which was
lowing at the Cameo at that time. This
unt created a lot of attention as boys
ere sent through the streets passing out
e

boxes.

me
eir
e

The people who received them

plenty of laughs and also had
attention directed to the attraction at
in for

Cameo.

in

Memphis.

Superstition,

DON'T FORGET THE SNAPSHOTS.

—

Orpheum

Story in

last

week's "The Theatre.'

Believe in Signs? Forget

theatre,

Sacramento. Calif., has signed his name
on the dotted line of the H. 0. E. enrollment blank. He swears that he will
abide by the rules and regulations of the
exchange, so let's give him the works.
Get your copy in the next mail

self

at the

51

Pep Up Attendance

Some people do not believe in signs and especially some exhibitors, who.
from superstition or some other cause believe it sacrilege to mar the beauty
of their theatres" classy fronts with anything as plebeian a? a sign. But this doe>
not apply to Nat Holt, manager of the California theatre. San Francisco, who
feels that an attractive streamer across the front of his handsome house is as
much in place as the diagonal sash across the proud chest of a French diplomat.
Both are intended to attract attention and both get it. \^ hen all business houses
make use of banners in advertising. Nat will be working on some new dodge.

—

Xat is a great believer in signs and since
taking over the management of the California,
he has been doing some very" effective work
with banners and painted signs. Of late, he
has been making quite a wide use of the
painted banner on the sides of the theatre
building and on the two marquees, but this
is not the only type of sign employed.
When
the regular marquee illuminated signs seem
insufficient,
larger electric signs atop this
structure are used.
An innovation in signs has been designed
by Nat Holt and is proving very successful
at the California.
Long narrow signs hung
underneath the marquee have been used for
some time, but these have been made animate
by the simple expedient of cutting out a section in the middle, adding a vane on either
side, and installing a pivot at top and bottom.
There is almost always a draft under a marquee, so the central section revolves much of
the time.
The large space on either side of
the moving section is used for the name of the
attraction, while the stars, or other features,
are enumerated on the eight sides of the wind
wheel.

Telegram from Jolson
Aids Exploitation of
Say It with Songs"
6

A novel exploitation stunt was used to
boost Al Jolson's "Say It With Songs,"
when that picture played the Boyd theatre,
Philadelphia.

A telegram was received from Al Jolson
addressed to the manager which reads as

—

follows: "Glad to hear that my latest picture, 'Say It With Songs,' is now playing
at the Boyd theatre. You can tell all your
patrons that I sing seven song hits and that
'Say It With Songs' tops my last two picAlso tell them that Davy Lee is a
tures.
great 'little pal." Best regards. Al Jolson."

In a tieup with the Underwood Typewriter company the above telegram was
forwarded to their Atlantic City office and
a copy made on the giant Underwood typewriter 21 ft. wide by 18 ft. high on exhibition at the Garden Pier. This huge telegram
is on display in the window of the local

Underwood Typewriter office.
Tieups were made with 200 Victor dealers
and 150 Brunswick dealers for window pews
and with numerous music dealers
the central part of the city where 20
counters and 18 windows are devoted to the
flashes
in

It With Songs" display.
The "Say
With Songs" campaign opened with a

"Say
It

midnight

premiere on Saturday night,
This show began immediately
performance of "On With the
Show," which had established new records
At the midnight show, which
at the Boyd.
was offered to the public without any newspaper advertising, through the sale of

August

17th.

after the last

tickets at the

box

offices of centrally-located

Stanley theatres and a number of key
houses in the outlying districts, the full seating capacity of the Boyd, 2,500, was sold.
While no seats were reserved, every ticket
at $1 entitled the purchaser to a seat. "Say
It With Songs" opened regularly at the
Boyd on Monday, August 19th, with crowds
storming the doors and overflowing into
Chestnut street for half a block on either
side.
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"Know Your Aviation "
Contest and Ballyhoo
Exploits Boyd Film
5

"Know your aviation" was the theme of an
exploitation campaign used by L. R. Pierce,
manager of the
Orpheum, Memphis,
to put over William Boyd in Pathe's "The
Flying Fool." The tieup was made with the
local Universal aviation school and prizes were
offered to the person submitting the longest
list of aviation terms.

RKO

A

fleet of training ships were mounted in
the inner lobby of the theatre, together with
a miniature fleet of planes, Zeppelins and
extra propellers and plane parts completed the

atmosphere. A pilot, dressed in flying togs,
was on duty during the show hours to give
information regarding aeroplanes and aviation.
A free plane cruise over the city was given
every night at the nine o'clock show and every
patron winning a free ride was at the air field
the next day.

Another feature of the campaign was a

This is the manner in which L. R. Pierce, manager of the Orpheum theatre in Memphis, dressed his lobby for the showing of Pathe's, "The Flying Fool." The story of
his "Know Your Aviation" contest is told in an accompanying story.

Johnson served with Gus Edwards as one

tieup

with the "Model Aeroplane Club." This club
furnished models for the lobby display and
several newspapers featured this angle in daily
write ups. This campaign combined with interest creating material planted in the newspapers and a general billposting coveraged, resulted in one of the theatre's largest attendance
weeks since its opening.
W. W. Dailard,

director of R K O
and
Aero Hoop Race Used
DeMille, director
of the judges and Cecil
Pierce.
of the production, awarded the prizes.
To Exploit "Dynamite 99
Taylor Holmes Signed
Premiere in Los Angeles Ear Wiggling Contest
An aero hoop race was used to exploit
For Christie Audien
B.

Los Angeles premiere of M G M's
"Dynamite" at the Carthay Circle theatre.

Boosts "Buster Brown"

The novelty

Manager H.

the

of the stunt plus the fact that
the screen players would be the contestants
succeeded in drawing a crowd of spectators
which equaled the crowd that attended the
unveiling of the human billboard.

The

stunt was simple.
Six girls from
the
studios, the same ones who participated in a similar race in the screen
production, were fastened in great rolling
hoops and raced down the boulevard. Players from the cast of "Dynamite" acted as
officials.
Basil Rathbone was timer, Kay

MGM

E. Henderson of the Morrison
theatre, Alliance, O., turned an old school boy
trick into an exploitation stunt when he staged

an "Ear Wiggling Contest" to exploit Universal's "Buster Brown" Comedy.
The contest was announced through the theatre news
sheet.

The

lure

of

a

publicity

advertising

assisted

couple

of

baseballs

brought about one hundred kids in front of
the theatre on the opening date of the comedy and their efforts to wiggle their ears created a lot of fun and comment, and an
unusually large matinee patronage.

Taylor Holmes is the latest star signed
to appear in the Christie-Paramount audiens. His first talking play will be a comedy
written by Wilson Collison entitled, "He
Did His Best."

Holmes, who has been starring on the
stage and who is now starring in "The Sap"
at the President theatre in Los Angeles,
will be under the direction of A. Leslie
Pearce and will be supported by a large
group

of

prominent

stars

and

feature

players.

George Holwager

Sound

in

to Install

Second House

(Special to the Herald-World)

MADISON, IND., Sept. 4.— George Holwager, manager of the Grand theatre here, has
announced that equipment for talking pictures
will be installed there and ready for operation
by the middle of September. Holwager also
owns

the Little

Grand

here,

which already

has

been equipped with such equipment. He has
purchased the 1929-30 group of Paramount
talking pictures.

RCA

Engineer in Hollywood
(Special to the Herald- World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept.
4.—Julius Weinberger, engineer in charge of the research de-

RCA

is spending two weeks in
partment of
O studios studying the
the Hollywood R
conditions applied to sound recording. He is
also making an analysis of the camera problems confronting the technicians.

K

Five Install Pacent
(Special to the Herald-World)

CLEVELAND,

Here

is

shown the manner

in which the lobby of the Astor theatre in
was dressed for the showing of
G M's "Hollywood Revue."

M

New York

Sept. 4.—The Capitol, Delphos, O.; Rhos,' Cythiana; Rialto, Kenmore,
Ky., have recently installed Pacent reproducGrand, Massilon and Virginia at Somerset,
ing apparatus.

—
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Newspictures
NEWS

'ATHE

NO. 72.—U. S. liner rescues crew of
at sea
Explodes coal dust in Virginia
safety
test
U. S.
mermaid captures
$15,000 prize in Canadian race
Senator Edge to
be new envoy to France
Speed boat clips gold cup

—

burning

ship

mine

—
—

in

—

record.

NIYERSAL NEWSPAPER NEWSREEL XO. 69.
—Thousands march in New York as protest over

——

Palestine clashes
Sweden's King sees his grandson
win horse race Atlantic fleet visits New York
Pittsburgh girl wins air derby Aerial acrobatic
stars thrill 40,000 at national meet
U. S. stars try

swimming championship.

for

M INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL

G

I

—
—

—

NO. 4.—

Hard wallops struck in queer Jap duel Pat Ryan
captures Dixie diving crown
Santa Barbara greets

——

—

first train adain
Tito Schipa's daughter stars
motion pictures Nervy steel workers perch on
lowers to speed work on Hudson River bridge
Mrs. Coolidge is guest at New England fete.

its

in

M INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL

G

t

NO. 5.—

Speed records broken in gold cup motor boat classic
Helen Wills conquers English girl in tennis
match Blackbeard's pirates capture Wilmington,
X. C.
Chicago police in snappy review and tame
wild motorcycles
Fancy flying opens national air
circus
Bobby Jones attracts large crowds to golf

—

—
—
—
game.

—

INOGRAMS NO.
of

their

——
new

5529.
Germans mark tenth year
constitution Army's flying box teaches

—

pilots
The
all
metal dirigible
at Detroit
Duce causes Italy's lads
perils and emotions of flying.

new
test

—

— —Graf
—
—
—

INOGRAMS

NO.

5531

on
to

Zeppelin

first

learn
circles

three weeks
Monster railway guns to
guard our coasts U. S. athletes capture prizes on
German track Lindy thrills crowds at Cleveland
air meet
Harbor Day parade stirs San Francisco.
INOGRAMS NO. 5530.-5,000 Jews march in New
York as protest to Palestine trouble -Doesn't have
to wear silk hat for one
month. President von
Hindenberg takes a vacation 6,000 Indians in
pageant at Albuquerque,
N. M.
Scandinavians
cherish their old folk dances.
NO. 7.— New airplane shown
that lands straight down
German republic celebrates its birthday
English pilots fly 5 miles a
minute Scenes from Atlantic City beach Race for
Gudrun cup.
NO. 8 "Imp" wins gold cup
in New Jersey races
Helen Wills retains tennis
championship Arabs war on Jews Graf flies Paglobe

in

—

—

ARAMOUNT NEWS

—

—

\RAMOUNT NEWS
cific

G

—Women—man

—

—

Only Cameraman to Fly Around
World Tells Story of Zeppelin
The only newsreel cameraman who ever
same world, but he"s telling

to tell that

Hartman

— with

—

when he is at home
and daughter, but he has not

lives in Berlin

his wife

been home much in the past fifteen months.
In May, 1928, the Hearst Xewsreels sent him
to Spitzbergen to cover the ill-fated flight of
He arrived at
Nobile to the North Pole.
King's Bay far in advance of the explorer

and before he got away he consumed more
than his share of seal blubber and fish.
Put Off of Nobile's Plane
When Nobile reached King's Bay, Hartman
talked the Italian explorer into promising to
take him along to the North Pole.
On the
day the Italia took off, Hartman and his
camera were aboard but the Italia was overloaded and they put Hartman off. That probably saved his life. He took pictures of the
Italia's departure
then smuggled the pictures

—

—

Norwegian destroyer which took

He remained in King's Bay eating his seal
blubber and making pictures of the rescue
parties and all the exciting incidents up to
the return of Nobile. He effected his return
by going aboard a 64-ton fishing tug that
tossed through stormy seas for six days before covering the comparatively short run to

Tromso.

From Tromso to Oslo Hartman travelled by
sled and thence by train and airplane to
suffered many hardships but he
Berlin.
got his pictures and got them through first.
dog

He

He

Only 10 Days at Home
down to the quiet life

settled

in Berlin,

but ten days after his return he was en route
to Friedrichshafen to cover the Zeppelin assignment.
the

huge

dirigible

in the air; the test

circling flight.

Chinese boats.

NO. 6.—

The motion

meet —-Gale

pictures which

Hartman made

of that first trans-Atlantic flight which apNews, as did those of
G
peared in the
other exploits, are particularly vivid
his
From on board the Graf Zepmemories.
pelin he recorded in pictures the entire story*
of the trip, over the cities and villages of
Europe, the Atlantic, the Azores, and through
the terrific hurricane that all but brought
disaster.
Hartman risked his life to climb
to the top of the ship to make pictures while
the members of the crew were engaged in
their heroic task of repairing the damaged
fin.
His pictures included the first glimpses
of the American coast from the air, the various Eastern cities sighted on the way to New
York and finally the tumultuous reception
accorded the ship at the metropolis and at
Lakehurst.

— —

M M

in

Pathe.

•

a

to civilization.

over England and the continent, the
trans-Atlantic flight and return, the flight
to Egypt, and last the unprecedented globe-

Edouarde to Direct
Music for Sound Fables
now

them

first

wellknown musical direccharge of the synchronizam of Aesop's Sound Fables, the Van
:uren corporation short subjects released
is

aboard

flights

—

Carl Edouarde,

r,

He"s a modest, silent

Hartman has been on
moment it has been

scenes.

arl

in pictures.

every

Lindy thrills crowds at national air
tosses yachts in thrilling race
Society riders take
risky jumps at Warrenton exhibition
Blaze sweeps
big ship at dock in
Scotland -Hearst Zeppelin
flight

it

M

—

—

flew around the world has a real story

young man. and the screen will speak for him, as he has made that possible. He
is Robert Hartman, representative in Berlin of the Hearst Newsreels, M G
international Newsreel and the Hearst Metrotone News, who made the trip
on the Graf Zeppelin. It is the same Robert Hartman who was the only cameraman on board the ship when it made its first trans- Atlantic flight and return
as well as its epochal voyage to Egypt prior to the world flight just consummated.

—

M INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL
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Releases

Only Cameraman Aboard
OF SEPTEMBER
'IVERSAL— "Permanent Wave,"
**"EEK

29
Snappy comedy,

Throughout the history-making world flight
of the Graf Zeppelin just completed, Hartman
was the only cameraman on board the ship.
His exclusive pictures of the first leg of the
journey from New York to Friedrichshafen

Oswald Cartoon, one reel; "Ace of Scotland Yard"
^o. 1, "The Fatal Circlet," featuring Craufurd
sent. Adventure Picture, two; "The Royal Pair,"

pedal, with Rooney Family (sound version only),
wo; "Income Tact," Special, with Benny Rubin
sound version only), one; "Waif of the Wilderiess," Western Featurette, Bobbie Nelson, two.

•

WEEK OF OCTOBER 6
TVERSAL— "Going South," Snappy comedy

M

have already appeared in
G If International
Newsreel. His succeeding pictures of the flight
across Europe and Asia, the history making
conquest of the Siberian wilds, the triumphant
landing at Tokio, the unprecedented flight over

(re-

Neely Edwards, one reel; "Ace of Scotland
2, "A Cry in the Night," Craufurd Kent
silent and sound), two; "Whose Wife," Universal
omedy, all-star cast (silent and sound), two; "Blue
>.in£§ Revenge," Western Featurette
(reissue),
n E. Lawrence, two.

5sue),

^ard" No.

.

the

HARTMAN BOARDING PLANE

Pacific,

the

soul-stirring

arrival

at

Los

Angeles and on across the United States to
New York comprise the final graphic chapters
of the greatest flight in historv.

-
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THE ARGYLE CASE:
speaks and

Metro Movietone Acts
GEORGE LYONS

Numbers:

(70).

For

feet.

August

release

SOUND ACT

"Beloved": b. "Ah.
d.
That

«.

Mystery of Life": c. "Don"! Be Like
Louis Blues": e. "Rainbow 'Round My

Sweet
•St.
646

:

Shoulder.

1929.

3.

Number: "His
(8(1).
For release August 10. 1929.
One That I
"The
a
Numbers:
(81).
PRICE
GEORGIE
714
Love Loves Me": b. "I'm Marching Home to You.
For release August 17. 1929.
feet.
(82).
Orchestra
Pennsylvania
His
and
PHIL SPITALNY
Fareb.
Numbers: a. "Medley of Musical Comedy Hits
For release August 24. 19.29.
701 feet.
well Blues."
Tou
How
'"That's
»•
Numbers:
VAN AND SCHENCK (83).
Can Tell They're Irish": b "Rainbow Round My ShoulSiiS
"Ramona": d. "The Dixie Troubadours.
der"
e.
For release August 31, 1929.
feet.
"Just
a.
GEORGE DEWEY WASHINGTON (84). Numbers:
Sugar
Be a Builder of Dreams": b. "Down Among the
For release September 7. 1929.
632 feet.
Cane."
TITTA RUFFO (8S) in "Credo" from "Othello" 525 feet.
For release September 14. 1929.

CECIL LEAN AND CLEO MAYFIBLD
Lucky Day."

HONKY TONK:

Trailer (3049).
Sophie Tucker croons
few bars from several of the "Honky Tonk" song hit
Sophie and entire cast shown in night club scene.
Warn
Bros. Vitaphone talking picture.

THE HOTTENTOT:

RELEASES

1.735 feet.

exact

date of release

For release September

MADAME

(87).

:

Rose of Summer."

September

2S.

1929.

KELLER SISTERS AND LYNCH
D'Ya Do":
727

"Ka Krazy

b.

Numbers:

(88).

You":

for

"If

c.

"How

a.

Had

I

You.

For release October 5. 1929.
Numbers: a. "Paradise Lost": b.
(89).
"The Parting." 713 feet. For release Octo-

feet.

RUGEL

YVETTE

"Marie";

c.

ber 12. 1929.

BILTMORE TRIO

8C0

"Jail Birds."

Number:

(90).
release October 19.

For

feet.

1929.

Saxophone act. Numbers: a. "Saxo(91).
phone March"; b. "Sunny- South": c. "Technicalities";
For release Octo795 feet.
d "Bve. Bve. Sweetheart."

CLYDE DOERR
1929.

ber 20.

Numbers: a. "Glad Rag Doll": b
(92).
565
c. "I'm Marching Home to You."
For release November 2. 1929.

TOM WARING

"Just a Garden";
feet.

RUFFO

TITTA
For

Number!

(93).

November

release

"L'Africaine."

520

feet.

1929.

9,

Numbers: a. "La Spagnola"; b.
"Blue Hawaii"; d. "Just a MelFor release November 10. 1929.
ody." 700 feet.
DUCI DE KEREKJARTO (95). Numbers: a. "Serenade"; b.
For release November 23.
622 feet.
"Witches' Dance."

EARL AND BELL (94).
"Kiss Me Again": c.

1929.

IRVING AARONSON'S COMMANDERS
"She's Nobody's Sweetheart Now"; b.
696 feet.
heart"; c. "I'll Get By."
ber 30. 1929.

JIMMY HUSSEY
For

For

Novem-

release

841

feet.

1929.

7,

EVANS

ROY

a.

"The Sailor's Sweet-

Number: "Uneasy Street."

(97).

December

release

Numbers:

(96).

comedv

compiled

is

in

HARRY TATE

THE ISLE OF LOST SHIPS:
Jason Robards
Lost Ships."

"The

First NationM-Vitaphone

Isle

of

produc-

talking

tion.

SO LONG

LETTY:

Charlotte Greenwood
"My Strongest Weakness Is You.' and Grant Witters and Marion Byron follow with some vo-do-deo-do harmony.
A Warner Brothers-Vitaphone talking picture.
Trailer

(3090).

sings

IT WITH SONGS: Trailer (3008).
Al Jolson gives a
monologue.
A Warner Brothers-Vitaphone talking picture.
CARLENA DIAMOND (864). Scene: Drawinc room. Carlena Diamond sings", dances and plays the harp, and climaxes her act by doing all three at the same time.
Numbers: a. "Tura Lura iAira"; b. "Mighty Lak a Rose";
c.
"Doll Dance": d. "Nola": e. "Harp Dance."
MILLER AND LYLES (862) in "They Know Their Groceries."
Scene
Grocery store.
Numbers
a.
"Shuffle
Along": b. "Rang Tang"; c. "The Great Temptations"
and "Running Wild."
KRAFT AND LA MONT (847) in "Rarin to Go." Scene:
Ranch. Jack Kraft attempts some rope throwing and Elsie

SAY

:

Lamont
Get

:

dances.

Together

in

Numbers:
a. "Cowboy":
the
Moonlight";
c.

"When We

b.
'

I'm

Not

a

Romeo."

FRANCES SHELLEY

THE FOUR ETON BOYS

and

(846).

Drawing Room. Frances Shelley, known in musi :
cal comedy and on the radio as "The Girl With the Guitar," does her best vo-do-deo-dning with "If I Were You,
I'd Fall in Love With Me."
The Eton boys assist her in
songs, a. "Finding the Long Way Home":
b. "If I Wero
You, I'd Fall in Love With Me";
c. "Am
I Blue."
Scene

EDISON AND GREGORY

(845).
Scene:
Roadway. Edison
and Gregory are the college boys who coax tunes from
automobile tires, saws, balloons' and pumps.
They've ap-

Numbers: a. "I'm Looking Over
(99).
"Breezing
c.
a Four Leaf Clover"; b. "Rose of Waikiki"
Along With the Breeze." 607 feet. For release December

JACK WHITE and HIS CHATEAU MADRID CLUB ENTERTAINERS (844). Scene: Band Set. Jack White with
His Chateau Madrid Orchestra and Jeanne Fayal.
Num-

in

1929.

14.

THE REVELLERS

:

21.

1929.

MADAME MARIA KURENKO
Song" from "Dinorah";
For release December 28.

WALTER

KELLY

C.

For

feet.

Going

ding of the Painted
"Original Music." 572

Doll":

RKO

January

"If

I

a.

Had

Romeos."

11.

"WedYou"; c.

Numbers:

release January

"College

in

"Everything's
Nothin' Now";

release

act.

b.

For

feet.

(104)

For release January

808

a.

Got

b. "Ain't
For
feet.

Saxophone

(103).

BILTMORE TRIO

Numbers:

(102).

Be All Right":
Louis Blues."
799

CLYDE DOERR

feet.

1930.

4.

to

"St.
1930.

c.

714

"The Virginia Judge."

in

(101).

VAN AND SCHENCK

"Shadow

a.

India."

of

1929.

January

release

Numbers:

(190).

"Song

b.

1930.

18.

853

feet

1930.

25.

All-Talking Shorts

RCA

Shorts
Sept.

Two

1929.
8.

Reels.

1929.

Two

Two

Released

(0803).

Oct.

13.

1929.

reels.

Record Breakers
THE CAPTAIN OF HIS ROLL
Cooke.

(0G01).

Two reels.
Released Sept. 8. 1929.
IT (0602).
Alberta Vaughn-AI Cooke.

AS YOU MIKE
leased Sept.

22,

Two

1929.

MEET THE QUINCE

(00(13).

Re-

reels.

Alberta Yaughn-Al Cooke.

Re-

MICKEY'S MIDNIGHT FOLLIES (0701). Mickey McGuire.
Released Aug. 18. 1929. Two reels.
MICKEY'S SURPRISE (0802). Mickey McGuire. Released
Sept. 15, 1929.
Two reels.
MICKEY'S Mix-up (0703). Mickey McGuire. Released Oct.
13, 1929.
Two reels.
Novelties

RCA

Released Sept. 15. 1929.
One
N. B. C. ORCHESTRA

(0901).

reel.

GODFREY LUDLOW AND
1929.

10.

RCA
THE TRAVELER

One

(0902)

Aug.

Released

1929.

Two

1929.

Two

reels.

THE BRIDEGROOM

(0908).

Released Oct.

13,

"Then

"Don't Get

in

"Hello

a.

Sunshine.
Scene:

(840).

Nervous."

Scene:

Hello";

"Sweet-

b.

Full stage.

Tiny and

Jack Waites, Elsie Thiel. Charlotte Conrad. Edna Howard
and Ben Wise present a song and dance revue. Numbers:
"Broken Hearted Blackbird"; b. "Prelude in C Sharp
a.
Minor"; c. "Doin' the Raccoon."
place

MAN

Scene:

(839).

Husband takes

Kitchen.

home.

at

THE INTERVIEW

Hugh

Three Scenes.

as the veteran
presents the second
sketch in the Russell Crouse newspaper series.

and HIS

O'Connell,
serio-comic

BATH AND TENNIS CLUB
Band

set.
Harry Rosenthal,
tango dancers, Ziegfeld
Cornel Smelser, accordionist, and the Bath and
Tennis Club Orchestra present songs and dances. Numbers:
"Twelfth Street Rag";
a. "Wag It Love"; b. "Ida"; c.
d. "If I Could Get a Break With You."

Dare

Scene:

and

Belmonte.

beauties.

"SWEDE"

Scene:

Hotel

HALL

Lobby.

&

CO.

(835)

in

"HILDA."

THE OPRY HOUSE

a

Scandinavian

Scene:
Theatre.
featured player in

Lew Hearn.

Billy

(834).

impersonates

Broadway comedian and
"The Royal
Box"; Doris Walker, vaudeville and Vitaphone songstress;
and The Mound City Blue Blowers, phonograph, radio
and musical comedy stars.
Numbers: a. "I Ain't Got
Nobody"; b. "Let Me Call You Sweetheart": c. "Mv
Gal Sal."

CORA GREEN

Drawing Room. Cora Green
(825).
Scene:
"Travelin'
"Brother-In-Law Dan"; b.
All
Alone": c. "I'll Tell the World."
Club Room.
CHARLES C. PETERSON (815).
Scene:
Charles Peterson's magic cue performs billiard miracles.
ALBERT SPALDING (797). Scene: Drawing Room. Albert Snalding. violinist, playing a. "Ave Maria": b. "Waltz
singing

In

a.

A."
(786) in "These Dry
as a happy vagabond,

HAYAKAWA

SESSUE

(761-762)

Days." Scene: Park.
roaming the highways.
in

"The

Man

Whn

Sessue Hayakawa in a
Five scenes,
Last."
fast-moving drama of Oriental love and vengeance in "The
Man Who Laughed Last", by Edgar Allan Wolf.

Laughed

SMILING

Universal

Released Sept. 30.

Sound and
"Cry

Two

reels.

the

in

Released Oct.

No. 2 (A 2202). Adventure pi
Two reels.
Night," Croufurd Kent.

7.

(A 4643),

Universal

comedy.

HER PRIVATE
Private Life."

All-stnr

cast.

LIFE:

Trailer

Billie Dove.

r

Moore's

Colleen

songs,
first

Vitaphone talking pro-

HOWARD (722-723) in "The Mus
Music salon.
Former musical come
two reel comedy.
Willie gives
famous imitations of Al Jolson. Eddie Cantor and Gallagh
and
Shean.
Numbers: a. "Gallagher and
Shean";
"It's Ray Ray Raining"; c. "Baby Curls."
CARELESS AGE: Trailer (3079).
Holmes Herbert,
master of ceremonies, introduces Douglas Fairbanks, J
Loretta Young and Carme]
Myers.
Miss Myers sin
"Melody Divine" the theme song.

WILLIE AND EUGENE
Makers."
stars

Scene:

their

in

first

fc

HARD TO GET:

Trailer (3078)
An introductory pla
followed by a scene in a night club with vocal ai
renditions of the theme song. Dorothy Mackai
Louise Fazenda, Charles Delaney, Jack Oakie and Edmui
Burns head the cast of this all-star trailer.
THE
AND THE MOMENT: Trailer (3069) BiB
Dove and Rod LaRocque tell about this picture with t;
theme song "Just a Lucky Moment" sung a3 a music
.

let

orchestral

MAN

background.

HARRY FOX AND BEE CURTIS

(829). in "The Fox ai
Of musical comet
the Bee."
Scene
Drawing room.
stage.
Harry Fox has an excellent foil for his lightnin
Dan
like chatter in Beatrice Curtis, beautiful suntrstress.
Numbers
"Underneath ti
interlude by Miss Curtis.
a
:

:

Wabash Moon."

.

"Love Baby."

b.

HARRY FOX AND HIS

AMERICAN BEAUTIES

SIX

(828

Scene
Star funster of musical comei
Drawing room.
with his six ludicrous chamber maids in a piece of traves
Musical numbers and bree
on the modern chorus girl.
monologue bv Fox. Numbers: a. "Half Way to Heaven'
b. "Belles of Hotels."
NORMAN THOMAS QUINTETTE (827). in "Harlem Mania
Scene:
Drawing room.
Colored entertainers singing ai
a. "Slee
Numbers:
dancing.
Also acrobatic drummer.
Baby, Sleep"; b. "Listen to the Mocking Bird";
:

in

F."

SEGAR ELLIS AND HIS EMBASSY CLUB ORCHESTR
(823).

Scene:

record

"name"

Band
is

Night

set.

star

the

and instrumental numbers,

of

this

club entertainer ai
combination of voc

Ea<
by orchestra.
player contributes a snappy solo bit in novel arrangement
I
Blue" the song hit from "On With the Show
I Blue'
Numbers: a. "How Can I Love Again": b.
c. "I've Got a Feeling I'm Falling."

supported

"Am

"Am

Dm

GUY ROBERTSON

Scene:
(813). in "High Water."
ing room.
Known as Broadway's "hit maker." Offerii
a rendition of a song poem of the floods that devasta

Flood
the southland.
over the artist's figure.

THE GAY NINETIES

scenes

or

have

been

double

expos<

"The Unfaithful Husband"

(811

Burlesque of the plays
Living room and cafe.
Numbers: a. "McSorley's Twins":
"gay nineties."
"We Never Speak as We Pass By"; c. "Up in a Balloon

Scene:
the

Hugh O'Connell

with

Seen

(807).

Atmosphere of raetr
Newspaper office and speakeasy.
politan newspaper office, with disgraced reporter winnti
fame and fortune through the accidental capture of
Story from the pen of Ruw
notorious bank robber.
known columnist and players picKi
Crouse.
national
from casts of current Broadway shows.
ALBERT SPALDING (798). Scene: Drawing room. Tv
Number
performances from this master of the violin.
"Liebesfreud"— Kreisk
"Minuet in D" Mozart, b.
a.

—

THE OUT-LAW IN-LAW

Comedy of mother-in-la'
(782).
hectic time with "mother" staying at tl
house, until he hires a circus strong woman to act as
antidote.
Speedy farce with a cast of featured play?

Hubby having

a

;

and directed by Bryan Foy.

BROADWAY BABIES:

Synchronic
(3351-3359).
Score
Number* 3351 to 33
by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
First National Vitaphone tal
inclusive.
Reels 1 to 9.

ing productions.

ON WITH THE SHOW:
bv

Vitaphone

CAREERS:
Symphony
1 to

10.

1

to

Synchrony
(3321-3332).
Numbers 3321-33Orchestra.
Warner Bros. Vitaphone tall

Score

Svmphonv

inclusive.
Reels
ing picture.

12.

Synchronized by Vitaphoi
Score (3311-3320).
Orchestra.
Numbers 3311 to 3320 inclusive. Ret
First National Vitaphone talking productions.

Score (3301-33^
IN THE GLASS CAGE. THE:
Numne
Synchronized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
First National Vit;
Reels 1 to 8.
3301 to 3308 Inclusive.
phone talking productions.
DRAG: Trailer (308). S-ene from the musical show ff.tl
tured in the picture and cast sines "My Song of
Richard Barthelmess then apnea
Nile" the theme sonc.
First National Vitaphone talKii
to introduce the cast.

GIRL

A

National Vitaphone talking production.

Double exposure picture
DARK STREETS: Trailer
with Jack Mulhall in two roles, gangster and policeman,
seen and heard talking In the s ime scenes in fact, two
National Vitaphone
characters engage in dialog.
F irst
(3349).

—

talkinft

production.

(824) in "Dooley's the Name." Seen
Winter Garden stars in gay presentatw
Drawing room.
of mirth and melody, deliver rollicking repartee and 1»«J
Numbers: a. On, u
able songs, plus a dance interlude.

DOOLEY AND SALES

I

'

glimpse of "Her
Pidgeon. Montagu Love,
enacting several thril'-

(3 165).

Walti

Irish

(3410).

Thelma Todd and Holmes Herbe rt
Outdoor scenes, dramat c
ing moments from the picture,
sequences, romance and a song ni imber by Walter Pidgeon.
First

Silent

ACE OF SCOTLAND YARD

WHOSE WIFE

Trailer
IRISH EYES:
scenes and an Irish Fair.
talking appearance.
First National
duction.
Irish

Sound Version Only
THE ROYAL PAIR (A 204). Special, witli ltooney Family.
Two reels. Released Sept. 30.
INCOME TACT (A 102). Special, with Benny Rubin. One

ture,

story of an actor wi
has to choose between his Ghetto friends and Broadw;
stardom.
Numbers: a. "The Volga Boatman"; b. "Br
c. "My People."

production.

reels.

reel.

(750-751) in
My p e
songs and dances work-

Grass";

THE FAMILIAR FACE

(838).
reporter,

HARRY ROSENTHAL
ORCHESTRA (836).

WILLIE AND EUGENE HOWARD
Five scenes.
pie."
Two reels of
into a powerful human interest

"Melody

heart's Holiday."

THE BIG PARADERS

Fred Ardath,
18.

(841)

Numbers:

ing.

FRED ARDATH

reel.

Marc Connelly's

(0907).

c.

"Senorita."

NEIL O'BRIEN

chambermaid.
Cooke.

Mickey McGuires

Released Nov.

d.

Vitaphone Studio.
Georgie Price of "Artists and Models."
"A Night in Paris," "The Song Writer," "A Night In
Spain," and Victor records, in the role of a camera-shy
actor in the screening of a Vitaphone picture in the mak-

BILLY

leased Oct. 6. 1929.
Two reels.
LOVE'S LABOR FOUND (0604). Alberta Vaughn-AI
Released Oct. 20, 1929.
Two reels.

HEADWORK

GEORGIE PRICE

composer.

Alberta Vaughn-AI

"Kansas City Kitty";

b.

(842). 'Scene:
Drawing Room.
James J. Corbett, professional of *he
prize ring.
Has been starred in Ziegfeld's "Follies." Winter Garden Revues, musical comedy and vaudeville.

wife's
11.

reels.

TWO GUN GINSBURG

bers:
a. "Am I Blue";
We Canoe-dle Ooodle";
JAMES J. CORBETT &

JUST LIKE A

THE BURGLAR (0801). Released Aug.
Released
ST. LOUIS BLUES (0802).

Gara

sketch.

Virginia ValU.

Trailer (33G3).

Noah Beery introduce

and

A

clowns

For release

(98).
(assisted by Al Belasco)
Exclusive Columbia artist.
795 feet.

December

in "Selling a Car." Scene:

(778-779)

(754-755) in "Motoring."
Scene:
Count
Harry Tate, assisted by his company of boisterio
in a burlesque on motoring.
Two reel come<

road.

peared with Sousa's Band, Paul Whiteman and Ted Lewi*;.
Numbers: a. "Stars and Stripes:'; b. ".Together"; c. "Let
a Smile Be Yeur Umbrella": d. "Sweet Adeline."

sketch.

c

HARRY TATE

Vitaphone Acts

(86).

Numbers: a. "The
The La.*
c.

.

Faust, b. "II Bacio"
For release
840 feet.

from

acts

of

Hen-pecked husband

Five scenes.

(803).

exterior.
Harry Tate gives an exhibition of his come*
power in this two reeler, with an equally talented suppor
ing cast.

1929.

21,

KURENKO

MARIA

Song."

Jewel

Broadway"

of

list

electric

on a spree despite orders of the "ball and chain."
night of wine, women and whoopee ends with hubby
a hospital cot as his wife and his sweetheart wreak the
vengeance.
Succession of hilarious situations.
Cast headc
by Hobart Cavanaugh, Regina Wallace. Harry Shann*
and Wynne Gibson, who played with Richard Dix
"Nothing but the Truth."

not

is

order of release, the most recent release
being listed first. Number of release follows name of act.]

;

METRO MOVIETONE REVUE— "Bits

the

an

struggles with
opposite him.

:

stated,

Trailer (2269).
Comedy sketch in I
Everett Horton
In
extremely funi
horse and Patsy Ruth Mill
Warner Bros. Vitaphone talking picture.

Edward

with

self

SYMPATHY

[Where

Trailer (3059).
Thomas Meigha
the public.
Warner Bros. Vitaphone tall

sells

picture.

ing

Dooley":

b.

"Polly-Molly-O."

SeenSILK (819) in "The Man About Town*' vauaTramp comedian of burlesque and
Clever monologue with droll songs put over
The Millionaire Song
Numbers: a.
excellent tenor voice.
b. "Oh! Oh! OH! What a Nicht."
A
set.
ALL GIRL REVUE. THE (818). Scene: Band Betty
Cast includes
singing and all dancing show.
Webb, a Paul Ash discovery: Lillian Price, the comedienn.
aan<
Ellen Bunting with DePaco and Kazviki, acrobatic
NumDen
ers; and Jean Rankin's Bluebell's orchestra.

FRANK

X.

Drawing room.
ville.

'

w

"

September

Now":

"That's Her

a.

d "Mr

themums":

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

1929

7.

b.

"I'm an Indian";

DESERT SONG OVERTURE

"Chrysan-

c.

HOT STUFF:

Synchronized by Vitaphone
Score (3181-88).
Numbers 3181 to 3188. inclusive.
Symphony Orchestra.
Reels 1 to 8.
A First National-Vitaphone talking production.
HOUSE OF HORRORS: Score (3161-67). Synchronized by
Numbers 3161 to 3167,
Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
First National-Vitaphone talkinclusive
Reels 1 to 7.
ing production.
DESERT SONB. THE: Score (3141-54). Synchronized by
Symphony Orchestra, including exit march.
Vitaphone
Numbers 3141 to 3154. inclusive. Reels 1 to 13. 3154 Is

Offers red
Drawing room.
Scene:
S171.
Known as The Songbird
hot songs with a red hot voice.
" Numbers: ». "Carolina Moon": b. "Bless
of the South
You. Sister."

KATE SMITH

rottage.

Ertenor of

IS1CI

DeviL"

"He's a

in

known

Well

Scene:

Raj

team.

vaudeville

doing rube characterizations.

and His Bodeo Do Flappers.
Drawing room. Bob Albright, baritone, assisted by
Rodeo Do Flappers who sing and dance with him. Num-

OKLAHOMA BOB ALBRIGHT
Scene*

•

"My Pony Boy";

a.

bers:

"Chloe";

b.

c.

"Lodel":

<L

HOUSE OF HORRORS:

"The Patent

I7S7) in

Trailer (2990). Louise Fazenda and
Chester Conklin at ouija table in spooky looking house.
National-Vitaphone talking production.
DIVINE LADY: THE: Score (3031-40). Synchronized score
Numbers 3031
played by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
First National-Vitato 3040 inclusive.
Reels 1 to 10.
phone production.
SONNY BOY: Trailer (3000). Presents Davey Lee. Juvenile

Scene: Office.
bis troupe of

Office."

Harry Tate and
laughing fooL
makers in comedy riot.
Drawing room. Four
Scene:
(809).
a. "Heigh Ho": b.
rear old child singing these numbers:
Who Wouldn't Be Jealous of You": c. "Don't Be Like
England's

First

fun

BABY ROSE MARIE
•

That."

RIDGERS

(7951.
Mayberry
Cordelia
with
Four mountaineers
mountain cabin.
county" sing, dance and play
country
of
mountain
the
the
as it
of the Lonesome Pine"; b.
a. "Trail
Numbers:
Sooth.
•Oh Susanna": c "Medley."
EL BRENDEL AND FLO BERT 17891. in "Beau Night"
Comedian of "Wings." "The
room.
Living
Scene'
Campus Flirt" and other stage and screen successes in

BLUE

THE

star.

th' feud
exists in

from

"gal
syncopation

SATURDAY'S CHILDREN:

of

Interior

Scene:

an a

male

I'roduction.

Billy Bakewell. Juvenile lead,
Trailer 12977).
Alice White and Louise Fazenda tell about this
First National- Vitaphone production.
Jack Mulhan gives
BE GOOD: Trailer (29G0).
Flashback shown.
glimpses of this Colleen Moore picture.
First National-Vitaphone production.
12867).
Trailer
Henry B.
FROM HEADQUARTERS:
Walthall, in Jungle hut and wearing U. S. Marine uniform,
explains situation and introduces Monte Blue. star.

and

picture.

WHY

First National-Vitaphone talking production.

A

SQUALL. THE: Score (3251-32611. Synchronized by Yi:aNumbers 3251 to 3261 inpbone Symphony Orchestra.
Reels

-luaiTe.

National-Vitaphone

First

11.

to

1

ROBERT EMM ETT KEANE (2849-50) in "Gossip." S?ene:
Star of legitimate stage is supported by
Hotel parlor.
John Miljan. Wamer Brothers player, and Claire Whitney,

talk-

ing production.

Reels

3214

inclusive.
talking picture.

to

Bros. -Vitaphone

to

1

"Here Comes
Numbers:
a.
"Here
the Showboat."
Scene: Showboat.
Comes th- Si-wboa:": b. "Oh Tri Have No Idea": e.
"High. High. High Up on a Hilltop": d. "Constantinople."
Grant
MADONNA OF AVENUE A: Trailer (2718).
Withers, male lead, as master of ceremonies introduces
Dolores CosteUo. Louise Dresser and other featured players.
Shows one of the sets in reproduction.
RUDY VALLEE AND HIS CONNECTICUT YANKEES T71
Down
Vallee's radio band
Numbers:
a.
Band set.
the Field"; b. "Deep Night"; c. "Cutside."

ON WITH THE SHOW:

Initial all-color,
Trailer (3060).
Sam Hirdy
all-dancing trailer.
all-talking,
Warner Bros.-Vitaphone talkintroducing stars of picture.
all-singing,

picture.

ing

BROADWAY BABIES:

Alice White singTrailer 13008).
Also Broadway Babies
the picture.
First National-Vitaphone talking pro-

ing a number from
strutting their stuff.
duction.

mmn

CLARENCE TISDALE
Tisdale,

Trailer

is

husband's

advance

ture.

THREE (804) in "Blue Streaks of
Scene: Drawing room. Phonograph and vaudeBabe. Bob and Jack Ha user singing and
ville
stars.
What I Call Sweet
a.
That's
dancing
Numbers:
Music": b. "I Used to Love Her in the Moonlight": cBaltimore."
VLBERT SPALDING (801). Scene: Drawing room. Concert hall violinist playing his own composition "Alabama"
Flat" by Chopin.
ir*t time on screen, also "Valse in
VARSITY

THE

Rhythm."

G

AND FRANK RADCLIFFE

3UD HARRIS

Scene:

the Parry."

Numbers:
iIRL IN

"SL

a.

(7S3)

Negro melodies and comics.
Louis Blues"; b. "She's Mine."
Street.

THE

(2989).
GLASS CAGE.
Loratta Young plays the girl in a motion picture
and Carroll Nye is her chatty boy friend.

Trailer.

box

office

(796).
ceremonies, assisted by
Smith, eccentric
Billy

Sedlev as master of
Beth Miller, bines singer, and
Numbers: at "Blue Grass*
dancer.
Scene:
Night club.
b. "I Ain't Takin' Orders from No One": c "Sonny Boy"
IR. AND MRS. JACK N0RW0RTH
787) in "Odds and
Norworth of musical
Drawing room.
Ends."
Scene:
comedy fame and Dorothy Adelpbi. his wife, in patter and
:

Numbers:
a.
Nonhworth's own composition
Honey Boy"; b. "The Man and the Monkey": c. "My

songs

of

Boy."

RENE FRANKLIN

"The American Comedienne.'
(777).
Restaurant and
Scenes:
characterizations.

Two comedy

Numbers:
a.
The Waitress"; b. "The Flapper
Mammy's Lullaby."
Comedy.
INETY- NINTH
AMENDMENT... THE 1776):
Three Broadway stars. Charles Bichman. Veree Teasdale
and Hugh McConnell appear as supporters of an antinursery.

gambling amendment.

Living room.

Scene:

E0 REISMAN AND HOTEL BRUNSWICK
Band set.
770) in "Rhythms."
Scene:
1

Mooche";

4

with

synchronized

silhouettes
b.

music.

ORCHESTRA
Shadowgraph
Numbers:
a.

Had Tou":

"Waters of Perkiomen": c "If I
Blues": f. "Lonely":
e. "Mllenberg

"Hyo Mio":

'Some of These Days."

ACK AND PURDY

(2795)

in

A

L0FTUS

ICILIA (CISSIE)

Occurrence
himself entangled

"Famous Impersona-

in

Imitation of Sophie
Drawing room.
Tucker and ethers.
Get a Girl":
Numbers:
a. "Gonna
fja. **lfazna
Goes Where Papa Goes" c. Yiddish version of
Mama Goes Where Papa Goes."
iEO ARDATH (785) in "The Singing Bee." rustic comedy.
Scene:
Was rube comedian of the Follies.
Rustic home.
'

|

(792)

g.

"

"An Everyday

Scene:
Parkway.
smart guy gets
after a few words with a smart lady.
liana."

Scene:

:

c.
Numbers:
b. "Finiculi-Finicula"
a. "I
Pagliacci"
Bring Back My Bonnie to Me."
iLM BEACH FOUR. THE: (794). night club quartet.
Scene:
Club, Club
Garden.
Stars of Helen Morgan
;

:

Deauville.
and
5weet
Day": b.

3ut

Tour Own "

a. "Some
Numbers:
European clubs.
"Poo-Poo-Paroop": c. "Nobody's Fault

HIS MONTREALERS '791) in a
own act at the Frivolity Club. Scene:
own orchestra and two pretty accomMean
a. "I'm Karazy for You": b.

WHITE AND

CK

lumber from his

'Gght club.
His
*nists
Numbers:

Me":

Broadway: Hello Montreal": d.
Finiculi Finicula":
Clown Laugh": f. "I
e. "Laugh.
'agliacci": g. "Over There"; h. "Anvil Chorus": i. "Rose
No Man's Land."
BBY FOLSOM (78S). in "Typical Types." Scene: Drawng room.
Ziegfeld beauty and leading lady of variety
tage. doing imitations.
Numbers: a. "Two Little Girls";
o

c.

'*»";

iY

c.

"Goodby

"I Lost

TOWN REVUE

My

(74).

Stage

A

set.

pageant

the Lilliputians.
Dancing and singing by midgets,
'umbers: a. "Tiny Town Opening"; b. "The Only One to

f

e";
*e

e.

All

')RSE

Miss Annabelle Lee":

Scream

for

Ice

d.

"I Scream.

You Scream.

Cream."

BR0ADHURST AND COMPANY

Clock in ihe Morning."
night club.
Numbers:
att."

(780).

Scene: Cabaret.
a.

in

"Three

Drunken sailor
b. "Wobbly

"Anvil Chorus";

presents

Song";

these

"Bye

b.

Numbers:
radio
hook-up weekly.
c. "Chiqulta";
b.
"Black
Eyes";
Toys"; e. "Gypsy Love Song.

RAYMOND HITCHCOCK
with Hitchy."

Comes

Southern plantation.
numbers:
a. "The
and Bye"; c "Ok.

(760)

Guitars":

"March

Number:

Living room.

Scene:

of

the

at

Home

a.

"Here
Scene:

(752).

Cummins and

his BU'more orchestra present
a. "Come
On Baby": b. "If
Numbers:
"Here Comes the Ball and Chain."
MAX SCHMELING (745). Scene: Gymnasium. Heavyweight
champion of Germany skips rope, shadow boxes and en-

Band

set.

modem songs.
I Had Tou";

c.

gages in one-round bout.
Scene:
PAUL TR EM Al N E AND ARISTOCRATS (742)
Numbers:
a.
Jazz band of variety stage.
Band set.
"I've Been Working on the Bailroad": b. "On the Road

Mandalay": c. "Chinese Dream": d. "Fanfare":
"Here Comes the Showboat": f. "Medley."

FANNIE WARD

e.

room.
Sixty-two
"Flapper Fannie": b.

Living

Scene:

(721).

year old flapper in two numbers:

a.

"Radio Widow."

THREE BR0X SISTERS. THE

in "Headin' South."
Pullman drawing room. Harmonizing of Southern
Numbers:
a. "Doin' the Raccoon": b. "Imagina-

Scene:
songs.

a.

c.

musical

of

"Love

and

<*omedy

Lyric soprano
Salon.
Presents these numbers:

Scene:

opera.

of All"; b.

Is Best

(288S)

"

"Way Down South
ELEANOR PAINTER (746).
tion":

"Habanera":

c.

"How About

Me."

WHITING AND BURT
Drawing room.
Assited

at

the

(741).

"Song Sayings.'

in

and

Vaudeville
piano by

Scene:

Ziegfeld's Follies players
J
Weber, composer,

Edmund

Numbers: a. "What Did You Say":
act.
"The Frog Song": c "That's My Idea of Heaven."

who arranged
b.

HOPE HAMPTON
Opera.
star

'

is

in the Fourth Act of Massenet's
Former motion picture
Scene:
Salon.
assisted by four principals, chorus and the Vita-

(740)

Manon."

phone Symphony Orchestra.

MISS MARCELLE

VaudeScene: Drawing room set.
ville comedienne, in brown-face makeup, renders syncopated
Numbers: a. "Shine": b. "If
songs :n southern dialectOver."
Are
I Never See You Again": c "My Troubles
LOVE AND THE DEVIL: Score (3111-17). Synchronized
Numbers 3111 to 3117
by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
First National-Vitaphone producinclusive.
Reels 1 to 7.
(716).

tion.

DAVE BERNE (2797). Scene: Drawing room set. Directs
own orchestra. Numbers: a. "Harpy-Go-Lucky Lane": b.
"Down Where
d-

the

Sun Goes Down":

c.

"St.

Louis Blues":

"San."

AND

HOLLINGSWORTH

CRAWFORD

The family

Scene:

time."

(2753).

boudoir.

husband and nagging. Jealous

sleepy

Short

in "Bedsketch of

wife.

TAL HENRY

(732).
Band set. With His North
Scene:
Has played at college proms and
Carolinians Orchestra.
a. "Come Or
Renders these numbers:
over the radio.
Baby": b. Shame On Yon": c. Milenberg Joys."
MAL HALLETT (730). Scene: Band set. Furnishes Jazz
Numprogram with bis "Wav Down East Orchestra."
'

bers:

a.

"Lots of

Mama":

b.

"Mother Machree";

c "Wat

Medley."

introdu-es Milton
Locale
Mackaill.
phone production.

Trailer

a

is

(2949).

and the

Sills

SEVEN FOOTPRINTS TO SATAN:
Hale

highlights

relates

Trailer (2529). Creighton
Flashbacks.
First Na-

story.

of

Frank Re;:her

presents Dorothy
First National- Vita-

latter

courtroom.

tional-Vitaphone production.

FROZEN RIVER:

Trailer

Raymond McKee

(2792)

FANCY BAGGAGE:
members

troduces
backs.

Trailer '2701).
Haliam Cooley Incast as they board yacht.
Flash-

of

PAUL CUNNINGHAM AND FLORENCE BENNETT
Miss

They

Living room.

Scene:

Bennett

John

Man

Moon":

the

(736).

numbers and

vocal

starred

recently

b.

English

room.

musical

Arthur Hammerstein is
Numbers:
a.
Me and the
Troubles Are Over."
by

-

Hundley.

"My

FRANK

AND

SANDERSON

"Kentucky Home."

d.

Drawing

Scene:

(735).
comedy star
assisted by
in

three

impersonation of Hollywood
"Sleep. Baby. Sleep": b. "Boy of

Numbers:
a.
c. "Hollywood Parade";

extra.

Mine":

JULIA

offer

dramatic

gives

JUNE

tells

Shots show

story which introduces dog star Bin Tin Tin.
Rinty and David Lee.

CRUMIT

(733).

in

"Words of Love." Scene: Living room. Julia Sanderson
and Crumit. co-starred for ten years in musical comedy,
render these numbers written bv Crumit: a. "No Wonder
You're a Wonderful Girl": b. "I Can Live Without Tou":
"Precious Little Thing Called Love."
ARDATH (720). in "The Comer Store." Scene:
Grocery store.
Ardath is supported by Claude Allen of
musical comedy stage. Cole Carrol and Klar Magnus.
Numbers: a. "Sipping Cider Through a Straw": b. •The
Swiss Todeling Song": c. "Oh Molly the Cuckoo Is
Calling Me": d. "Rock Me to Sleep."
TAJADO'S TIPICA ORCHESTRA (706). Scene: Band set.
Official orchestra of Mexican government gives these numbers:
a. "Dansa Tipica"; b. "Amapola del Camino"; c.
c.

FRED

"Gao Monter."

CHILDREN OF THE RITZ:

Trailer (2950).
Jack
First National-Vitaphone

MulhaJ
produc-

tion.

LAWRENCE

AND

BORN

(2920)

"The Side Show"
comedy stage stars in
"Dear Old Girl": b.

in

Scene:
Drawing room.
Musical
dances and jokes.
Numbers:
a.
"Humoresque."
BEN BARD (2910) in "The Champion Golfer" Scene:
Exterior of golf club.
Bard teaches Bobby Callahan, of
the variety stage,

SAMMY COHEN
Living

room.

Shadow":

how

to play golf.

(2800) in "What Price Burlesque."
Scene:
Imitations.
Numbers:
a. "Me
and My

"Sleep";

b.

c.

"My Mammy."

GLOVES: Trailer (2719).
fighting his way through bullets,
and they talk about the picture.

KID

Conrad

bumps

Nagel. blithely
into Lois Wilson

F0UR SYNC0-PETS. THE

(731) in "Musical Moment."
Keith artists present these num"Indian Dawn"; b. "Neapolitan Nights": c.
"Sweet Mystery of Life": d. "The Fortune Teller"; e.
"I'll Never Ask for More."
MAL HALLETT (729). Scene: Band set. Mai HaUett and

Drawing room.

Scene:
bers:

a.

Entertaining
Orchestra
known to
are well
at Eastern universities and night clubs.

his

crowds
c.
f.

prom

Num-

"Doin' the Raccoon": b. "Tin Pan Parade":
"Bugle Call": 4 "Yankee Doodle": e. "Harbardiana"
"Come. Let's Take a Stroll": g. "We Love the College
a.

Girls.

•

HAYHEW

STELLA

(728)
in
"The Hallelujah Lady ."
Scene:
Living room.
Star of "Hit the Deck" sings three
darky songs: a.
"Comfort"; b. "Judgment Day"; c.
"Feet."
FRANK CRUMIT (727) in "The One Man Glee Club."
own compositions.
Living
singing
his
Scene:
room.
Numbers: a. "The Song of the Prune"; b. "I Miss You

"Little Annie Rooney": d "In the Shade of
Apple Tree": e. "A Bird in a Gilded Cage":
"Bedelia": g. "She Was Happy 'Til She Met Me":
"The Preacher and the Bear."
PHIL BAKER (725) in the farce. "In Spain." Scene:
Exterior of arena.
Star of Shubert musical shows has
Lize"': c
the Old
f.

h.

three

JAY

assistants.

VELIE

in

(717).

Drawing
room.
"Vienna Maid":

"A

Musical

"When

b.

Journey

of

comedy

tenor

Irish

Songs."

Eyes Are

Scene:

presents:

a.

Smiling";

c.

"Italy."

ARTHUR PAT WEST

"Ship Ahoy." atmospheric
comedy in which Pat West appears as able-bodied seaman.
Scene:
Deck of yacht.
Numbers: a. "La Paloma": b.
"She's
My Sweet Dumb. Dumb Dora": c. "Sweet
(2919)

in

Senorita."

BRUCE BOWERS
tions

Jewish

(3870) in "Artistic Mimicry", with imitaincluding one of little boy making radio debut and
Scene:
Draped set.
lady preparing for swim.

SERENADERS,

THE

(2S14).

in

"Red

Hot

Harmony"

Double quartet of male voices
Scene:
Fire station house.
with these numbers: a. "It Goes Like This": b. "Stai.
and Stripes Forever": c. "Tou Tell Me Your Dreams"; d"Every Sunday Afternoon."

AND LAWRENCE (2640). in "The Aristocrats."
Comedians of variety stage in pap
Scene: Drawing room.
Numbers: a. "I Wonder Whai s Betomime and songs.
come of Sally": b. "Down By the Old Millstream" c.
"Wobbly Watt"
DOROTHY AND R OS ETTA RYAN (726) in "Mirth and
Stars of Keirh Cin-nit
Living room.
Scene:
Melody."
Numbers: a. "1 Lovaccompany themselves with guitars.
You. Sweetheart of All My Dreams"; b. Soups of
Coffee"; c "Just Like a Melody."
"
PHIL BAKER (724). in "A Bad Boy From a Good Family
and
Drawing room.
Comedian of Broadway
Scene:
Numbers: a. "Baker
Keith Circuit with his accordion.
From the West ";
Blues": b. "Big Butter and Eeg Man
c "How About Ms"; d. "I'll Get By "
Few Absurd Mo"A
STANLEY AND GINGER (714) in
Scene:
Song and dance team of variety stage.
ments."
Numbers: a. "That's My Weakness Now":
Living room.
b. "Just like a Melody Out of the Sky."

BORN

:

Scene:
OrMEXICAN ORCHESTRA '7051.
Mexican band under Lerdo. composer and
set
Numbers;
musician, has toured TJ S. on Keith CircuitMia.
"Patna
c.
a. "Celito Lindo": b. "Rancho Grande";
Troubles."
BORN AND LAWRENCE (2940) in "Pigskin
Act is staged on college
Exterior of gymnasium.
Scene:
Numbers:
campus and includes shots of football crowds
Dirty Fare-'
a. "Me and My Shadow"; b. "Dirty Hands—

LERDO'S

GREEN'S FAYDETTS

(710).

Scene:

Band

set.

"Green's

Numbers:
Centurv Favdetts" from vaudeville.
a. "Because My Baby Don't Mean Maybe Now": b. "Sweet
Mystery of Life": c. "Changes."
CHILDREN OF THE RITZ: Score (3071-77). Synchronised
Numbers 3071
score by Vitaphone Svmphony Orchestra.
Reels 1 to 7. First National-Vitaphone
to 3077. inclusive.
Twentieth

production.

DEIRO

accordionist
b.

WOMAN:

HIS CAPTIVE

bers:

ORCHESTRA

CUMMINS AND

BERNIE

d.

on a national

"An Evening

in

Baud

Scene:

"Two

a.

Groom."

the

GUIDDO

Stockings."

Scene:

Scene:

(766).

singer,

to

REVUE

NIGHT CLUB

HIS

Roy

with

.

THE

SEDLEY AND

'0Y

"At

in

in

HARRY HORLICK AND GYPSIES <753>.
set.
Horlick and his A. & P Gypsies, are

GAMBLERS. THE:
this

negro

Sweetness of Your
Didn't It Bain."

National-Vitaphone talking production.
Entire cast talks in
Trailer (2970).
agent.
Wamer Bros. -Vitaphone talking pk-

First

(2796)

'

Entire east discusses whether a
(2980).
justified in ruining her reputation to aid her
career.
Billie Dove speaks from the screen.

CAREERS:

33

and Dorothy MackailL

player.

DAVE BERNIE AND ORCHESTRA

Warner

7.

and stage

screen

THE TIME. THE PLACE AND THE GIRL: Score (3208Synchronized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
3214).
Numbers 32*8

National-Vitaphone

First

HOT STUFF:

Patsy Burn
Jack MulhalL
Trailer (3020).
and Zasu Pitts Introduce picture in novel bedroom

scene.

this
scenes.

some

show

(2998).
Grant Withers,
Maxwell Anderson picture.

Trailer

on

discourses

lead,

Flashbacks

ion sketch.
TWIN BEDS:
Miller

march.

exit

Dog."

Salter

HARRY TATE

Played by Vittphone

(2530).

Symphony Orchestra.

Pet."

RAY AND DOT DEAM

:

in

Scene:
(296S).
these numbers:

room.

Piano-

"Romeo and

Juliet";

Living
a.

"Drigo's Serenade."

Milton Sills makes
Trailer (2967..
introductory remarks and shots from the picture are shown.
First NationalCorinne Griffith, the star, also sreaks.
Vitaphone production.
THE DEVIL: Trailer '2959). Milton Sills
LOVE
introduces Maria Corda and scenes of Venice are shown.
First National-Vitaphone production.

DIVINE LADY. THE:

AND

chestra

.

PARAGONS. THE
Tropical barroom.

Scene:
in "In the Tropics."
Quartet seen on Keith Circuit is assisted
(2883).

Numbers: a. "Happy Days and Lonely
by Doris Walker.
d.
Nights": b. "Come On Baby": c. "Winter Song"
"Kentucky Babe": e. "Happy (My Baby Just Said Tes).
:

Tooth." Scene:
LITTLE BILLEE (2869). in "The Flaming
Midget star of variety stage tires original
Reception halL
Wonderful Wife
Numbers: a.
songs and tap dancing.
"Sweet Georgia Brown
b. "Down On 33d and 3d"; c.
d. "Anything You Say."
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SERVICE TALKS
Incorporated in this department of the Herald-World, which is a department containing news, information and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture World department, "Through

Box

the

COMPANY"

"FAST

T.0
many

begin with

you

of

baseball.

By

dislike, I don't care

Neither do

who wrote "Elmer

I

much about

care for Ring Lardner,

Great," which

the

the

is

But I do care,
original of "Fast Company."
and plenty, for "Fast Company," for Jack
Oakie as the great Elmer, for Skeets Gallagher
as the scout who signs him for the Yankees
(a ball team I don't care for either) and for
Evelyn Brent

much

as to

hope

I care so

For these

as the girl.

that "Fast

Company"

be

will

the only baseball picture this year; because I

doubt that another baseball picture can be

making

ter and, therefore, what's the use of

Oakie fellow comes

This

to

in

bat

less

Company"

and

added, expertly, that it couldn't have been onetenth so good with anyone but Jack Oakie as
Elmer and anyone save Skeets Gallagher as the

opinion ride double. And I
raise a bleachersful of cheers for the big boy
with the homerun wallop (film and fiction)
scout.

that

I

nets

be the better for

pennant for the Yankees

and

M

in

any other player.

To

me

Mr. Oakie

not handsome, but he is the
Mr. Oakie talks as well as he

is

athlete type.
bats,

an

asset

uncommon

to

athletes,

They

over Labor Day.

and Mr.

told

me

to see

of pictures

they'd seen in their remote hamlet, which gets

ture

does,

and they raved of
saw the pic-

So, since I

St.

who own and rent to me the home wherein
lay down at night my picture-weary head.
And so has a young lady whose last name is
Komegor and whose taste in music and fic-

I

more sentimental trend

tion of the

keen but

cutting.

Wherefore

I

is

not only
that

gather

you

this varied

testimony for a num-

ber of reasons. One is that I think Colleen
Moore is about the best of the stars, past, present or future. Another is that I have unlimited
screen

John McCormick's okay on

do him the most good. And it is,
one about the basescout who keeps the kid hitting by devices
to

in scarcely less degree, the

ball

"THE AWFUL TRUTH"

I NA

CLAIRE'S

comedy

edy of the talking-picture

now

from

transition

sra:

(Mr. Douglas F

batting for T. O. Service,

more

the

of the speaking stage to the smart co

who

will ha

add at a later dale) has been succe
and auspiciously accomplished.

to

T

fully

a

A

I

may

to

or
in

moments

many years. And the fifth is
may not be the only picturethe world who doesn't hesitate

The

now

artistry

left;

as

gracefully at

as she has

Where

comes

home

been upon the

is

talking-pictu

in

stage.

smart, intelligent pictures are wan

no doubt about the reception that
be accorded "The Awful Truth." As in
there

I

c>

great perform

a

is

as

Claire's

into play, there

Miss Claire

1

is

1

v
t

whoop

"The Last of Mrs. Cheyney," there may
some doubt as their being widely received
box office wows, but for what "The Aw

for "Smil-

To me Miss Moore was

al-

out of

Hall was out of stride in echo

of her discomfort.

doubt

way, and as Miss

1

j

in

case of other fine pictures, like, for instan

the story was dull, old fashioned,

To me James

summate

of the production, but

its

ii

perhaps, be

sixth reason being, as you've

guessed, that I didn't care a

To me

One may,

apprehensive as to the outcome

a trifle

weaves

I

admit himself dead wrong in his estimate

of a picture.

admirably suited vehicle for her advent

story

that

true piece

furnishes Miss Claire with

talking-pictures.

early

is

for these

commentator

stage material,

have

third

legend furnished in great detail by a mother
and grandmother who knew the place firsthand.
A fourth is that I've been "fed up" on Irish

romance

comedy roles.
"The Awful Truth," a tried and

continuous serenade of Irish

production.
to

a

her element, beyond her depth, a very unhappy
young actress acting with her fingers crossed.

moment

tl

ers of smart

give

I

Oakie than I can hope to write. The justly
famous Paramount discernment wdl do the rest.
about the rookie homerun hitter with a bump
of conceit exceeded only by two or three other
bumps that crop out at precisely the proper

in

street, to suspect.

most stupid.

the one

fellows

its

And, most importantly, tl
Miss Moore is too good an actress, too rare
talent, to be thrown into even partial eclip
by the subject matter of her own picra
Please, let's not do it again.

Awful Truth" places its stellar player definiti
in that small and select group of thorougl
intelligent and thoroughly competent portr;

why go on? "Fast Company" is a better tribute to and argument for the featuring of Mr.

is

ai

"Smiling Irish Eyes" must be a good picture in
a good many more ways than I was led by its
exhibition at the Oriental theatre on Randolph

ing Irish Eyes."

you probably know,

That Erin

the worshipped feature

of fiction.

field

Lawrence,

Oakie reaches out and ties sweet knots in the
But
of auditorium femininity.

story, as

is

the Smiths of 83rd street and the Lundquists

heart-strings

The

Moore

four nights ago, have the O'Donnells of

Cornell avenue, the Cohens of

that

wit:

f

not Colleen

and Mother were in town

grown up

had

as a foregone,

it

tion.
Not that an Irish theme isn't okay
American consumption, for the box office n
ords show that it most emphatically is, b
that it is the theme rather than the star tl

"Smiling Irish Eyes" and

Y Dad

,

do go so far as to point out to Paramount that in Mr. Oakie they have a better
man for a series of sports comedy-dramas than
JVlGM ever had in Mr. Williams Haines or
else ever

take

I

But I do hope that John and Colleen sele
other than an Irish theme for their next prodt

clicks in a picture of this kind.

respect for Mr.

anyone

and the picture will

it

"SMILING IRISH EYES"

Paramount. While I don't go so far as to adseavise the former to sign him up for next
son, I

you, because

tell it to

conclusion that you'll see "Fast Company."

let this

the

that.

them before Chicago

"Fast

wow

a

not

I'll

you may have forgotten

"Smiling Irish Eyes."

than nothing about base-

ball, pronounced "Fast

golden purpose.

it?

with a ehestful of metaphorical medals.
lady who goes to the shows with me, and

The
who knows much

salvaged only by their intent and the scout's

bet-

Company" not only literally, as the homerun
hitter who admits he's perfect, but as the talking-picture actor who batted out a number of
clean base hits in half a dozen bits given him
in other actors' pictures before sliding home in
this

ion, the O'Donnell vote, the Cohens, Smi
and Kornegor divisions, are correct.

T. O. Service

pronoun so

personal

the

Window."

Office

And

to

me

the theme-song

of the picture, "Smiling Irish Eyes,"

was

just

another ballad from Tin Pan Alley and not

worth the repeated emphasis

it

drew.

But

re-

member, I know as well as you that I'm dead
wrong about all of this and the parental opin-

Truth" is intended
complishment.

to

be

it

is

a beautiful

Marshall Neilan may be called forward
bow on this production. The difficulties

•

his

encountered, with star and story, are obvi<
enough. To those who believe and there

—

—

i

them that M. Neilan, given the ess
with, can turn out a sterling p
to
work
tials
pie
duction, "The Awful Truth" will afford a
a lot of

ing bit of evidence to inspect.

:
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MUSIC AND TALENT
M. C.

Draw Demands Recognition

STAGE SHOWS
Dallas Majestic
Week Ending August
1

Del Delbridge

Personality

Unique Entertainment Has Built
America's and the World's
Greatest

By W.

:'

?Uo," which

seems to be to the patrons' liking.
Fred Lightner, assisted by Rozelle, who incidentally
a former Scandals beauty, then take charge ar-d
•h out some real laughs.
Lightner's maniac songs
the funny spot, as do the gags of the two, and
S audience let them know that they are appreciated,
ghtner's 6pring dance burlesque and the concludr song and dance of the two thoroughly wakes the
;

Del Delbridge. formerly of the Capitol theatre
in Chicago, has be«n one of the few >L C.*s,
who have been engaged by Publix after playing for a competitive concern.
After his
resignation was sent in to National Playhouses
he was engaged as M. C. for the Publix
Michigan theatre in Detroit. He met with such
success at that house that when the Capitol
theatre in the same town started to fall off
at the box office, he was sent there to build it
up and he has made a success of it. Personally I attribute his success to a story told
to me by Del himself two years ago.
He told
me that if he could not be a success by just
acting and being himself he would go back to
playing a piano.
That was two years ago.
Now he records, both vocally and with his
band for one of the leading talking machine
companies.

Another
Year

"rabelle's

harmony and the act ends with Frabelle jumpa dummy horse which is held across the tight
e on which he is performing.

:<i

;

For another year, at least, the contractual situation between musicians
and exhibitors has been agTeeably
settled insofar as Chicago is concerned.

ew Orleans Saenger
Week Ending August
VTiile
1

'

t

rinet.

29

Boyd Senter, who coaxes music out of
saxophone, comet, piano, violin and
it mighty well, is advertised as
Publix Unit "Bubbling Over."
(Continued on next page)

ms. and does
iliner of the

the
the
the

AI

audience.
In elbowing crowds on our way to
this theatre one fact was impressive
Even.- motion
picture
theatre we
passed (and they were in the majority)
told a story.
Theatres with
masters of ceremony and stageshows
were making it difficult for the pedestrian, while those without these supplements were taking the overflow. As
is always true, there were exceptions.
This leads us to the subject of Masters
of Ceremony and Stageshows.
There has been a tendency recently to
slight the Master of Ceremony in theatre
promotion.
To many this policy would
seem to be one of shortsightedness. To
others, that which has prompted this policy
is

obvious; nevertheless shortsighted.

The master of ceremony, in various disguises, has become a decidedly important
phase of de luxe entertainment. Wise show-

men

realize this, but for reasons beyond,
their control, they have had to perform a
sleight-of-hand act
The master of ceremony, despite his draw, has not been ac-

corded the newspaper display space which
he rightfully deserves.
Again, it is a short-sighted policy.
Our great showmen, which means the
greatest

iience up.

Frolics conclude the bill, and is espelly notable for the antics of the Frabelles on a
ht rope, as they seem to be able to dance as well
a tight rope as others are on the floor.
The
'erie Sisters get their part of the applause by their

Showmen
RUSSELL

—

A

A

S.

Last night I attended a show not a
motion picture show.
There was a good house and, if we
may be excused, a fine and responsive

i

i

Is

Shortsighted

23

Michel, the dancing xylophonist, opened the Interstate bill at the Majestic this week and succeeded
His
in winning hie audience with the first number.
second number wa3 a six hammer novelty and was
an adaptation from "My Little Gypsy Sweetheart,"
which won real approval from the audience. He then
ielved deeper and rendered the '"Riondo Capricio,"
An encore was rewarded by the offering of "My
5in Was Loving You" and "I Got a Misery." which
le played while executing a genuine dance, and was
•ewarded by a good well earned applause,
Jsqae Hayes and Irene Cody (the fat and the slim)
hen proceeded to entertain with their gags ridiculing
he physical make-up of each other which seemed
Jaque
0 be of real amusement to the audience.
iayes then bursts forth in song with the number
Hear You Calling Me," which was not so good
1
nd failed to get the applauee. Irene Cody, the fa"
ady in question, then appeared garbed in white
ompers, which produced a good laugh. Jaque Hayes,
reesed in a like manner, soon joined her and the
air offered a few more wise-cracks,
which were
elow par.
song and dance by the two concluded their act, and received a good appreciation
rom the patrons.
The Keller Sister and Lynch, radio stars of WEAf.
eadlined this week's bill, and their harmony and
ancing was all that could be expected.
Their act
pened with the screening of a short film explaining
ist who they were and what they had done.
They
re then presented behind a veil curtain on dark
.age singing into a small spotliiht. which is star.
ig immediately in front of them and gives the effect
a radio microphone.
Harold Chase accompanies
ie trio on the piano.
Their next song is offered
ont stage with the Keller Sisters seated and Lynch
anding behind and is a clever harmony rendition
"Pagan Love Song." which fails to get much
sponse from the patrons.
comical song "I'd
Jther Be a Milkman" and the next "The Raccoon,"
Mowed by a dance of the trio, gets a good applause,
iddie Lynch then dances alone, but is not so good,
arold Chase then entertains with a piano solo,
lich is a dreamy offering of "Carolina Moon," and
od.
The end of the act finds the trio dressed in
ngnam dresses with Lynch in overalls before a
uthern wharf scene drop singing "Hello Suwannee.

i

Playing Down of

The spirit of fairness which prompted the signing of new contracts at the
final sessions between contending factions is to be commended. Especially
is this true when it is considered that
a suspension of musical entertainment
was averted.

showmen

in the

world, built pres-

through originality, and business acumen.
They realized the value of that

tige

elusive thing called "unique." They created
the master of ceremony and the stageshow and these in turn created a public
demand for such entertainment.
Slighting such entertainment in the promotional material, and in the black and
white of the newspaper ads, can result only
as a boomerang.

Man wears trousers because someone
sometime conceived them. They have, we
might say, proved a success. And. likewise,
someone conceived the master of ceremony,
an entertainment which has proved a success. Slighting one would be as disastrous.
as slighting the other.
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RUSSELL
SAYS
Here's some of the latest news. . . . Walter Hirsch,
the song writer, will soon open offices in the Woods
theatre building as Chicago's manager for the music
publishing company of Davis, Coots and Engle. I
might add that this music house is also a Warner
Brothers unit, and that they have selected a capable man as their Chicago representative. . . . Mr.
Bernstein, of the firm Shapiro and Bernstein, will
pass through Chicago in the next ten days on his way
to the coast.
.Shapiro and Bernstein have two songa
in the current picture playing at the Castle theatre
.

.

this week, namely. It's
College, the picture is

You and How

We

Love Our

Love.

College

called

.

.

.

They have also secured the services of Billy Moll to
write exclusively for them, he is the composer of
Walter Donovan tells me two of
Collegiate.
their new numbers were broadcast last week by Ben
.

.

.

Martin Hurt, Bud Van Dover and Gordon Van
.
Dover known as Tom, Dick and Hairy on WGN are
now broadcasting over NBC on Wednesdays and
Fridays.
Dhe boys receive enough fan mail to
.

.

.

.

assure their staying there for a long time, they also
have other accounts in view. ... A new 60ng published by Donaldson Douglas and Gumble called Can't
You Understand was written by Victor Young and
Jack Osterman. Victor Young now at
played
the number the other evening.
The Granada will
open early in September and will feature Ted Weems
who if I am not mistaken has not played Chicago
for a long time.
.
Another opening of interest will
be at the Oriental Room in the Davis Hotel, Ray
Miller it is rumored is slated for the orchestra.
Jimmy Carins expects a visit from his boss Joe
Santly shortly. ... I am told that Chicago music
publishers will send a number of representatives to
the opening of Guy Lombardo at the Roosevelt hotel
in New York City in September. ... I noticed Rob
Reel editor of the Movie section of the Evening
American devoted a few inches to moving picture
theme songs. This was in the form of answers to
queries from readers and had the title across the
column. About Movie Theme Songs. One query was for
Louise and the other for I Love You I Hate You and
mentioned Witmark and Sons as the publisher. . .
Lucille Carewe artists' representative has an office in
the Butler building that would be fit for a president.
I might also add that she is personal manager for Jack
Hoxie the motion picture star now appearing with

WGN

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the 101 Ranch. Looking for work? Drop up and see
her.
.
George Givot's talkie picture shorts received quite a nice mention by Rob Reel in the
American last week. His first College Humor and
second The Musical Revue were very successful.
Lou Bring acted as master of ceremonies last week
in the absence of Schooler while awaiting the arrival
of Walt Rosener from San Francisco by way of
plane. Lou has been pianist for the Capitolians for
the past two years. . .
John Hammond, organist in
New Orleans presented a recital in the music temple
under the auspices of the Grand Lodge of Louisiana,
it was broadcast over WJBO. .
.
Preston Sellers is
playing an engagement this week at the Paradise
theatre, one thing nobody can say about Sellers is
that he does not make a hit with any audience. I
have yet to witness a solo of his that did not receive
Lou Kosloff it is understood will
a good hand.
follow Verne Buck into the Uptown theatre. . . .
Incidently, with the impeding walkout expected. Balaban and Katz presented an Orchestral Vogue at the
Uptown theatre last week that has met with success
at all their other theatres, an explanation of this
musical treat as it has been called by B & K will
appear shortly in these columns.
.Earl LaVere the
.

Year with Skouras
Milton Slosser, who has served at various Skouras
houses for quite a lengthy period, is about ready to
observe an anniversary all of his own. Slosser next
week will have passed his seventh year as organist
and community singing director at the Missouri
Theatre.
Slosser has some interesting audience psychology
data.
He has found for example that sentimental
songs of the type of "Vagabond Lover" and "Pagan
Love Song" find instant appeal, whether in St. Louis
or in other cities where he has appeared as guest
organist. He points out that the patrons are anxious
to "explode," especially in an all-sound house and
find this opportunity during his numbers.
Slosser devises all his own specialty numbers and
possessing a pleasing enough tenor voice joins with
the audience via a wiring arrangement.
And while on the subject of musicians Slosser
comes under that head as an organist if not as a
tenor it might be remarked that David Pesetzki, long
the conductor at Loew's Theatre, has gone away from
here. He left St. Louis last night to take charge of
the 45-piece orchestra which will open the new King's
Theatre out in the Flatbush sector in Brooklyn.

—

—

Major Bowes Leaves

for

Coast
Major Edward Bowes,

Managing Director of the
Theatre, vice-president of Metro-GoldwynMayer picture corporation and Father of the Capitol
radio "Family" leaves today (Friday) for a month's
business and pleasure trip to the coast where he
expects to join Mrs. Bowes (Margaret Illington) who
has been in California for the past several weeks.
He will be equipped with a portable radio during his
trip West in order to listen-in to the "Family"
Capitol

programs.

John

S.

Young,

well-known

announcer

of the National Broadcasting Company will pinch-hit
for Major Bowes during his absence, at the Sunday
evening concerts of the "Family."

"Show

Shows" to Have
Many Song Hits
of

The fourteen celebrities of Tin Pan Alley who form
the nucleus of the song writing department at the
Warner Studio are still occupied with putting the
finishing touches on several new numbers that will
be heard for the first time in the Vitaphone superspecial, "Show of Shows." A few of the many compositions to be introduced in this ambitious musical
extravaganza are "Lady Luck," "I've Got a Masculine Complex." "I Wish I Could Love Like I Can
Fight." "Singing in the Tub." "Meet My Sister"
and "Li Po Li." These and the other songs from
"Show of Shows" will be published and marketed by
M. Witmark & Sons.

.

.

.

.

.

Star to Sing

Theme Song in

"The Sacred Flame"
Picturegoere will hear Conrad Nagel sing in
Warner Bros, forthcoming Vitaphone production,
"The Sacred Flame" starring Pauline Frederick. The
composition he will introduce is the theme song which
carries the same title as the picture itself. The number is the result of collaboration between Grant
Clarke and Harry Akst who wrote the Music for "On
With the Show." "Weary River." "Is Everybody
Happy?" and other Vitaphone attractions.

.

—

—

real life, say in 1940, it will be necessary tc
procure for the officiating clergyman, blinders, lib
old Dobbin used to wear to keep from shying at unusual sights, supplemented with smoked glasses, for.
now listen Here is the bridal costume shoes, waist
trunks, bridal veils, and plump, bare legs.
Weli
anyway, this is an improvement over the days of
granddad the poor old boy trusted to luck. The
entertainment pleased and all artists received libera
in

—

:

applause.
Ray Teal and His Stage Band comes in for a shar<
of publicity and they are justly entitled to it.
In
dividual numbers were given by Albert Kirst at th<
piano and Johnny DeDroit on the saxophone. whil<
Ray is proving himself one of the most populai
leaders at the Saenger.
Wesley Lord at the organ played "My Song of thi
Nile," while Castro Carazo and the Saenger Granc
Orchestra entertained.

Kansas City Pant ages
Week Ending August

31

All stage numbers were given an even break in thi
billing at the Pantages, there being no headlini
attractions, but the program proved an exceptional!;
entertaining one.
Caesar Rivoli, in "Memories of the Opera," offeret
a varied selection of vocal numbers based upoi
operatic selections.
The manner and ability witl
which they were presented won the approval o

audiences

all

week.

Hack and Mack were seen and heard in a
skit,
titled "Wait for the Finish," which

corned:

provei

productive of as many laughs as one could desire ii
one act. Both are clever.
Levan and Bernie, who were billed as "Jus
Dancers," proved to be much more that that, as the.
are exceptionally clever dancers and offer a variatioi
of steps which forced them to appear for man:
encores during the week.
Gordon and Healy were billed as an added attrac
tion in a little skit titled, "Suite 16," which ha
plenty of real humor and entertainment in it.
Louis Charninsky and his Pantages orchestr
offered popular selections as the overture.

New York Paramount
Week Ending

September

6

The Publix-Jack Partington unit, "5 and 10 Fo
lies" featuring Al Mitchell as guest M. C. opens to
scene in one in which Roy Sedley, making a humoi
ous appearance in a fur coat and straw hat, gag
w-ith the audience and then explains that the fo
lowing scene

is constructed entirely of pots, pan.
forks and spoons, all bought at Woolworth
parts, disclosing a surprisingly beautifi
scene of a tree that is hard to believe could be mac
from the aforementioned articles.
The Felicia Sorel Steppers (6 boys and 6 girls)
old fashioned costume do a pleasing routine and ai
followed again by Sedley, who, after a few moi
gags, introduces Al Mtichell, who in turn introduct
Phil Arnold.
He sings, "Bashful Baby" pleasinfl
to June Carr.
After this number they both do
clever and well done "collegiate tap" dance whic

Roy Sedley
»

in

Sound and Unsound

i

.

.

.

(Continued from page 57)

and Gay Faun smear it all over their coworkers in an eccentric dance which is new, novel,
clean as a hound's tooth and as entertaining an act
as one would wish to witness.
Dolan and Gale, vocalists, assisted by a world of
lights, the Gamby-Hale Girls in a rhythm of drilb
with gorgeous wardrobe put their act over big—but
they could have never done it without the accessories.
Speaking of the Gamby-Hale Girls this particular
shipment as there seem to be dozens of them, did
wonderful, especially when they were called upon tc
form a background for the greatest of all war songs,
"Here Comes the Bride." The producer must have a
wonderful imagination and if such proceedings occui
Markell

knifes,

.

accordion comic is again making an appearance at
Frank Jenks is
the Capitol theatre this week.
again back at the Sheridan theatre after a week at
the Wisconsin theatre in Milwaukee.
Rudy
Vallee favorite of the east passed through Chicago
last week on his way to the coast. He did not seem
to rate so well with the local critics but a man that
has been on Broadway won't worry about what a few
Tom Waring is
people think or say about him.
still doing three shows a day at the Marks Brothers
houses and with that voice of his should just unpack his things and stay awhile.
.

STAGE SHOWS

The curtain

.

.

1929

.

.

.

7,

—

.

Poll.uk
over
NBC.
.
.
Pollack
also
recorded
the same numbers for the Victor people, the numbers are Bashful Baby and In the Hush of the Night.
.

Slosser Fetes Seventh

September

.

.

earns them a very good hand.
Roy Sedley agai
enters and has the audience hilarious at his funr
antics and clever jokes. Louis La Grand follows wil
one of the most novel piano novelties seen in th
house.
He plays everything from opera to jazi. b'
in the most unique manner (while perched on top
the piano, under it and sitting with his back to keboard).
His reception is very good. Sedley ente
and explains that the next scene is construct!
of canned goods.
This scene is of two cannons ai

Touring Publix

.

in the
'5

and 10c

Follies"

1

.

Now

at the

PARAMOUNT THEATRE
New York

City

IVr-onal Direction of Tony Shayne

rolls of 6hells.
The Sorel Steppers in uniforn
then do a well routined military tap dance.
Sedley, in police uniform, and Phil Arnold C
many laughs for their comedy story. Mitchell thi
leads the orchestra in the theme song of this un
"Your a Million Dollar Baby in a 5 and 10 Ce

two
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7,
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One of the boys of the orchestra offers a
Store."
pleasing vocal chorus which gets a good hand.
Phil Arnold and June Carr next offer a pleasing
and well done comedy routine that is very well received.

Roy Sedley (entering to a good hand) tells a few
more stories then pleasingly sings a comedy number, followed by a good comedy dance.
Sedley, beside being versatile in 6inging and dancing, seems to
possess an uncontrollable passion for telling stories
and making people laugh, but that is more to his
The audience are reluctant to have him go
credit.
and they continued to applaud him to the finale. The
finale, Roy explained, is made entirely of crepe paper,
Sedley. Arnold and
even to the ballet costumes.
June Carr assist the ballet in the closing routine.
Observation. This is one of the speediest of shows,
well cast and well put on.

San Antonio Majestic
Week Ending August

30

The stage show at the Greater Majestic theatre
week is one of the best since the opening of San
Antonio's most beautiful playhouse. The Keller Sisters and Lynch are the headliners,
famed radio
this

This act is in a class by itself in the line of
radio turns and is more than pleasing the many
patrons of this house.
Other acts on the program are Fred Lightner,
musical comedy star, with Rozelle in "A Fool There
Is" ; Frabelle's Frolics with the Margie Hoey Cherie
stars.

Sisters in

songs and dances

Cody in "The

;

Jacque Hayes and Irene

Two Extremes"

;

Michel, "The Dancing

Xylophonist."

Lake City Pantages
Week Ending August

14

An

exceptionally entertaining vaudeville bill is being offered at the Pantages theatre this week, headed
by the presentation, "Memories of the Opera," in
which a group of artistic singers render sweet
strains of music from the masters of opera, while
"aesar Rivoli, with his realistic impersonations does
lis share toward making one feel that he is living
n a past century watching famous composers conduct
vith all their characteristics, the beloved operas.
Gordon and Healy, with Tom Harris and the Kahn
iisters in a snappy miniature musical comedy aptly
lamed "Suite Sixteen," produce plenty of laughs in
resenting a "take-off" on the otherwise serious step
>f
getting married.
Hack and Mack put on acrobatic stunts that call
or a good deal of applause and when Hack takes a
0-foot dive onto Mack he brings a splendid act to
fitting climax.
The heel and toe work of Levan
nd Bernie, is of a class that put them on Broadway,
nd deliver a full measure of entertainment.
The picture presentation in this connection is
The Single Standard" with Greta Garbo and Nils
sther. and is very well received in conjunction with
le stage acts.

famaica, N. Y., Valencia
Week Ending August 29
An

overture, arranged

week's show.

iens

this
elodies,"

and conducted by Don Felice.
The title is, "Neapolitan

and in it this fine orchestra offered everycomedy number to opera. Don Felice'
arrangements of all the numbers and

ing from a

m

special

masterful conducting deserve special praise.
The Loew production,
"Bagdad" (devised and
iged by Arthur Knorr, under the personal superlion of Louis K. Sidney) opens to a curtain drop
front of which, Bobby Gillette, the popular M. C.
d the Chester Hale Ballet sing and dance the induction of the show.
The second act. a beauti»

oriental

setting,

Omaha Paramount
Week Ending August

29

"Laces and Graces" was the John Murray Anderstageshow at the Paramount this week, vastly
different in setting from anything that has ever
appeared.
Versatile Al Morey, stagemaster, called
son

forth to entertain the 12 Gamby-Hale Girls, who
constituted the graces of the title. The Rio Brothers,
eccentric dancers, although seen before, had changed
their act so completely and are so clever that they
were the hit of the evening. Llora Hoffman, dramatic
soprano, was all that the press agents had promised
the Tommy Atkins Sextet sang and danced pleasingly ; Nell O'Day was a dainty stepper and Eleanor
Wolff, Omaha product, did herself justice before her
fellow citizens in song with Al Morey.
Harry Brader, pit orchestra leader, played a Wagnerian program, while Herbie Koch, popular organist,
persuaded the audience to sing and whistle. Herbie
sometimes calls upon his better half. Mrs. Koch, for
organ duets, the Koch family being the result of an
organ romance with both equally proficient at the
organ.
The feature film was the all sound "The
:

Greene Murder Case."

Vernon Geyer is at the organ and Eddie Saner is
conducting the Greater Majestic Orchestra.
On the screen is shown the all-talking feature,
"Words and Music with Lois Moran, Tom Patricola,
David Percy and a number of Broadway's stars. It
is
a fast-moving college story filled with snappy
wise-cracks, chorus girls, road-houses and possesses
beautiful scenes that assume musical comedy proportions. A Fox Movietone News and Aesop's Fables
complete the show.

Salt

ence was not interested enough to get some of the
fine points of their work.
Some of it is cleverly
done and deserved more than it received.
The Chester Hale Ballet in beautiful oriental costumes enter and do a pleasing routine. This is followed by Dolores, Eddy and Douglas who offer a
sensational adagio routine for the finale.
Their reception is very good as is the reception for the entire
6how.

in

which

Gillette

leads

his

Dallas Greater Palace
Week Ending August 30
The Greater Palace stage offering for the current
week is "Bright Lights" which is staged by C. A.
Niggemeyer. This presentation seemed to click from
the start and was well received by local audiences.
The opening setting was in front of "The Ace of
Clubs" night club, which was depicted by a black
drop with a large half circle of orange in the center
at the bottom surrounding the entrance door to the
club.
On the curtain backing the door was a large
ace of clubs and the name "The Ace of Clubs" was
inscribed above the entrance.
The Gamby-Hale Girls
were the first to appear on the scene and were
dressed in black velvet trimmed in white fur. They
were soon joined by the Dave Gould Sextette who

the night club playing with Jimmy Ellard
and patrons seated at the two tables wining and dining. The stage band then poured forth
a novelty "Signs of the Highways" and Jimmy Ellard and orchestra then sang it and received a big
applause for their efforts.
The song consisted of a
number of national advertisements and slogans connected in a very humorous manner and was probably
the most pleasing act of the entire bill.
Jimmy then starts to introduce the person in the
next act (Helen Kennedy) but before he has the
chance to finish what he is saying the lady appears on
the scene and Jimmy looking surprised informs her
that he has not had the chance to tell it to the audience yet and if she wilt step off the stage a moment
he will introduce her and then she may come out.
After starting off stage a number of times and wise
cracking with Jimmy about it she finally makes herself at home and sings "Take A Look At That Baby"
which gets over in a nice way.
The Gamby-Hale
chorus then returns with plumed turbans and vari-

band
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assisted them in offering a novelty night club song.
The Gamby-Hale Girls then shed their capes and offered a dance which received a fair applause.
Following this the drop was raised disclosing the stage

or-

a few "hot" numbers, and a closing chorus
"Every Little Movement" which all the musicians
istle.
Gillette next plays a violin solo with ease,
feet diction and showmanship for which he reves a very good hand.
tock North is next introduced as the Traveling
nstrel.
Jack's singing and fine banjo playing
'e the
house for him.
His comic facial expres'ns and odd manner of singing some of his nums had the audience in a continuous uproar, and
ned him a fine reception.
Christy and Nelson
ledy acrobats, slowed up this otherwise speedy
1 w with
a lot of unnecessary talk that could have
l
left out and never missed.
When they finally
(
do their specialty of comic acrobatics, the audi-
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and studied awkwardness keep the audience applauding.

Jimmy Dunn contributes the wise-cracking act of
the evening and at intervals carries on a dialog
with Stuart Barrie, who acts as master of ceremonies.
Dunn has a pleasing personality and the audience
gives him a good hand, apparently liking his broad
comedy.
At Dunn's request Stuart Barrie and the
stage orchestra play selections from the "Unfinished
Symphony" and the familiar march from "Aida."
During the playing of these selections a vignette of
the composer i6 shown in a frame in the background.
Then also at Dunn's request Barrie at the organ
and the orchestra, assisted by the singing ensemble,
give Victor Herbert's "Sweet Mystery of Life," which
went over big.

St.

Louis Fox
Week Ending August

23

Chic Sale, the popular motion picture artist, appeared in person and presented some of his rural
travesties.
The stage bill also included a Fanchon
and Marco show, "Bows and Beaus," the Agemos
and the Jazzmanians.
The singing and dancing turns featured Stanley
Chapman, Betty Wayne and Stephen Moroni, while
the two Swiss aerialists performed some real acrobatic stunts

A

part of the crowd which gathered at the Union Station, Chicago, to welcome Rudy Valee, enroute
to the West Coast to start production on "The Vagabond Lover," for
The party was staged
by J. J. Hess, divisional director of publicity and advertising for
houses.
Rudy is that tall,
young man on the left, on the observation platform, and on his left is his mother

RKO.

RKO

colored plumes on their hips and the Gould Sextette
with hip:h hats and two color dress suits, all of which
is well received.
Jimmy Ellartl then signifies his intentions of singing a few numbers himself which brings forth the
usual outburst of appreciation from the audience. His
first song is a novelty "I Can Get It For You Wholesale" followed by "True Blue Lou." After the storm
had subsided Jimmy attempted to announce the next
act with the usual success and compromised by an-

in

the foreground and the stage lighted with scores

Japanese

for

forming a

lanterns,

geisha

the

and fluttering

girls

fans.

in

their

The

delightful setting
gayly-colored kimonos

ballet,

also

in

Japanese

costumes with fans dances charmingly.
A male
tenor in mandarin costume sings very effectively, but
the singing of the ensemble seems to lack its customary spirit, which also applies to the playing of the
orchestra under McConnell's leadership.
A geisha
girl in richly embroidered kimono of pale blue and
rose dances a typical Japanese dance.
The scene
of the geisha girl and the naval officer is received
with applause and the whole act is well staged and
entertaining.

swering two encores with "Mean To Me" and "Lonesome Road."
Richard "Limberlegs" Edwards then demonstrates
some real "Hmberleg goofy" dancing in a loose dress
suit and extra large horn rimmed glasses and red
bow tie. He is well rewarded by the following applause and then offers some more of his very entertaining dancing and answers the second encore with

Stuart Barrie conducts another of his informal conchoosing as the song of the evening "To Be In
Love, Especially With You," introducing as a novelty
a version of the song as sung by a person with a
lisp, which everyone was asked to join in singing.
certs,

goofy looks only.

Jack Goldie, Vitaphone artist, greets the audience
black face make-up and wearing a fur coat and
Jimmy this is because he has always heard
that Dallas audiences are so cold.
Goldie then proceeds to read from his diary and gets real laughs on
his diary gags.
Offers silly song "Softly in the
Moonlight" and then "From Sunrise to Sunset" and
whistles the chorus.
He follows this with bird imitations while the stage band continues playing, which
gets over fine with the audience.
Jimmy then asks
him to sing that song he sang for Vitaphone and
he obliges with "Weary River" which is good but the
finish of the act is weak.

The Warner-Publix stage show "Pirates of Melody,"
opens with the stage band behind scrim.
Shots are
heard and four officers arrest a man who confesses
that he is a "pirate of melody," and that he has
jazzed classic music.
He is quickly surrounded by
the Gam by-Hale Girls strikingly dressed in black
velvet trousers and pink shirts, with hands and

in

informs

linked together in "pairs by silver chains.
Still
linked together with chains in pairs, the girls do a
clever dance to the strains of a syncopated version
of "Song of Love."
This dance requires skill and
careful training and makes a great hit with the
feet

audience.

Jue Fong, Oriental tenor, in mandarin robe of
blue and gold, sings Kipling's "Road to Mandalay"
in vigorous style.
He has a voice of exceptional
clarity.
Discarding his Japanese costume, he appears
in conventional blue coat and white trousers and
sings "When Irish Eyes Are Calling," which is also
well received.
Smith and Hadley, comedy dancers, in loose fitting
suits, stroll on to the stage and put over an eccentric
dance in a style all their own, following it with tap
dancing and individual stunts.
Their clever antics

Philadelphia Mastbaum
Week Ending August 31
The musical spectacle, "A Japanese Romance,"
Charles Previn's own composition, at the Mastbaum
week is an elaborate and colorful feature of the
program, with John McConnell conducting the orchestra in Previn's absence.
As the cuilain rises a picturesque scene is revealed with Fujiyama in the background, rustic bridges and blossoming cherry trees
this

Community Organ

LEONARD

Novelties

SALVO

M.

Featured Organist

GATEWAY THEATRE, KENOSHA, WISCONSIN
"THE TAPPING FLAPPER AND THE TWISTING FLIPPER"

PAUL and FERRAL
IN

THIS WEEK

PUBLIX "RADIO ROMANCE" UNIT
BUFFALO. N. V.
NEXT WEEK— PARAMOUNT,

—BUFFALO,

FORMERLY WITH

S HUBERT'S

"NIGHT IN SPAIN"

TUANX TO WM. MORRIS

-

San Francisco Fox
Week Ending August

1

of

"NIGHT IN VENICE"

and were well received.

29

Max Dolin, record and radio star, and popular
orchestra director, is guest conductor at the Fox
this week, moving up from the Warfield down the
street.
He directs the orchestra through a brilliant
reading of Elgar's "Pomp and Circumstances," in
which the chorus and the orchestra join, but audiences miss the fine solo work which usually marks
his public appearance.
The stage presentation is Fanchon & Marco's idea
of "Speed" and some fast work is in evidence. The
curtain goes up on the orchestra in action in a setting
representing the paddock of a racing course, with
Jay Brower as director and master of ceremonies.
The Sunkist Beauties parade with Cal Norris' greyhounds and the dogs do their stuff by leaping over
The girls then
barriers of extraordinary height.
dance before a speed curtain on which are decorative
motif6 of automobiles, airplanes, horses and dogs.
The Black Kat Four sing "Happy Old World" and
dance to the music of "Doll Dance." Each then do
a solo number to display their versatility. The girls
return and offer a novel dance, one pair of red
trousers sufficing for two girls. Some unusual effects
are achieved.
Helen Burke offers a solo dance and then Parker
and Mack are introduced as the original Speed Boys.
They stroll on the stage in golf attire and go through
some slow motion athletic work, featured by some
They succeed in injecting some
difficult balancing.
comedy and the act is one of the best in the show.
Jay Brower dons a straw hat and gives a gorx
imitation of Maurice Chevalier, singing "It's a Habit
of Mine," with a glittering chorus in the background
The world's laziest man is introduced and this
proves to be Stephen Fetchit, the elongated, 6olemr
visaged colored gentleman made famous by audiens
He sings "Lonesome Road," tells a story or two am
does some tap dancing, but keeps his real talent:
under cover. He receives a great reception, but wha'
a show he could put on if he really tried.
A hurdling act in which girls go through theii
paces as equines wins applause through its novelt}
and Dorothy and Leona follow with an acrobati'
dance.
back curtain rises and some of Cal Norris' grey
hounds are revealed racing at breakneck speed on
The entire show ensemble fills th'
treadmill device.
stage and a final glimpse is given of the speedies
specialties as the act comes to a close.

A

;

Dallas Majestic
Week Ending August

30

The opening act on the Interstate bill at th
Majestic this week is Lloyd Nevada & Co's. "Hou/s
of Mystery" which is a very cleverly presented magi
act and starts with white robed figures coming in an>
going out of the "Spook House" which gets th
laughs. The entire act is on dark stage with th
necessary lights in the center to partly blind th
audience. A headless body floats by, tables jump an
a very clever dance is exe:uted by two dolls, each o
a small table to itself. The dolls feet keep perfei.
time with the orchestra and this gets a good applaus
from the patrons. The final apparation is a sma
airplane circling through the air and then a lighte
makes its appearance and the plan
Zeppelin
promptly brings it down in flames. The act
cleverly staged and is well received by the audienc(
Joe McGrath and Elsie Travers offer some gag
1

TOLEDO

and dances for their part of the bill.
comes out drunk with some fair gag6 and a
songs

J<
rei

;

September

7,
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hiccough and is followed by Elsie who shows how a
dance with a Spanish shawl can really be done. Her
act is branded good by the audience. The two then
offer a sketch "Seventy Years From Now" with Joe
portraying the fact that men would be underdogs
then and he proceeds to give vent to his mistreatment
and his ills, all of which is real amusement and gets
appreciation from the audience. Joe then sings "If
You Want the Rainbow You Must Have the Rain"
which demonstrates the fact that he can warble and
also earns him a nice applause.
Billy Kelley and Warren Jackson offer a fun frolic
"Oh May" which shows the trials and tribulations
The first part of
of making love to the same girl.
the act is a drug store scene with Kelley and Jackson
sitting at a table and Jackson talks Kelley into going
The next scene shows a small cottage
to see May.
with a rock wall on one 6ide and Kelley arriving
The hard
with a jug of gin, flowers and candy.
boiled gardener makes things tough for Kelley and

Jackson who soon arrives. Jackson gets the girl
*hen it is discovered that Kelley is her long lost
Kelley's dancing and Jackson's 6inging is
brother.
lot so good and does not get much of a reception.
Eva Clark, late prima donna of the St. Louis
Municipal Opera was the headliner on this week's bill
>ut she failed to get next to the audience and apAfter
)lause was rather scarce throughout her act.
wo songs she offered a recitation on "Love" which
vas not so bad and brought forth a little applause.
Vs a whole her act received less applause from the
udience than any other on the bill.

also

La Belle Pola, the dancing monkey won instant
pproval with the audience by demonstrating just how
This was followed by a
he Charleston is done.
emonstration of how the Varsity Drag is done in
This is one of
le jungle and was more than good.
ie best animal acts seen in Dallas in a long time.
Tie jungle drops are unusually good and give a real
The monkey renders
ingle atmosphere to the act.
The Last Rose of Summer" and "Old Black Joe" on
The "Jungle
small organ which is fairly good.
and" consisting of three monkeys receive a fair
and from the audience.

Louis Fox
Week Ending August

>t.

30

"Wheels," a Fanchon and Marco, topped the stage
Fuzzy Knight was the principal
went over big.
Joe and Jane
cKenna, Coscia and Verdi and the Fox Jazzanians completed the stage offerings.
Tom Terry was at the organ.
Vince Silk served as master of ceremonies for the
age shows.
"Wheels" featured very clever girl cyclists.
It
is very spectacular.
The McKennas are comedians
r above the average run.
The ability of Coscia
d Verdi with the violin won them continued apluse at each appearance.

tow for this week.
•median and he

Louis Loew's State
Week Ending August 30

t.

Jackson and Forest O'Brien, the co-pilots of
Louis Robin, the world's champion endurance
.ne, were the chief stage attractions of the week.
They gave their personal impression of their now
nous flight and also paid a tribute to Col. Charles
Lindbergh, the pilot of The Spirit of St. Louis.
*o is the only man who ever flew across an ocean
)ale

St.

•

•

ine.
'hester
dialect

1

Gruber entertained the audiences with
humor.

J.

HEME SONGS
our new songs by Grant Clarke and Harry Akst
he been added to the original stage score of
lden Dawn," now being transferred to the screen
a he Warner Studio as a Vitaphone operetta. The
P es composed for the film version are "My Heart's
Le Call" to be sung by Walter Woolf. "Africa
S les No More" to be sung by Alice Gentle,
" oda's Song"
to be introduced by Miss Gentle and
V enne Segal, and "In a Jungle Bungalow" which
w bring Lupino Lane's voice to the screen.
.olden Dawn" was one of the last season's outst ding operetta
successes on the New York stage.

T.play and lyrics were written by Otto Harbach
a Oscar Hammeretein, 2nd.
>

)

less

"> score

than thirty-two musical numbers make up
of "Sally," which is now in production

INIFORMS

FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

61

at the First National-Vitaphone Studio, and in which
Marilyn Miller will 6tar as she starred in the
original stage version of the famous musical comedy.
In addition to the old favorites, such as "Look for
the Silver Lining," "Wbippoorwill" and "I'm a Wild,

Wild Rose," many new songs and dance tunes have
been specially composed for the new "Sally" by Al
Dubin, Joe Burke and other Broadway song writere
who now have their headquarters in Southern Cali"Sally" will be

fornia.

made

entirely in technicolor.

Hollywood Tunes
HOLLYWOOD

Sept. 4.— Song hits in musical comedies are judged by their direct appeal to the audience.
If the crowds leave the theatre whistling one
or more of the melodies, the songs are classified as
"whistling tunes."
There are therefore recognized
hits.

Working

conjunction with Joe McCarthy. Harry
Tierney has turned out two new songs for "Rio
Rita." Florenz Ziegfeld's musical now in the last
stages of filming and recording at the R K O studios
in

in

Hollywood.

The two songs are "Sweetheart, We Need Each
Other" and "You're Always in My Arms."
The
songs of the 6tage version, "Rio Rita,"
"Following the Sun Around." "If You're in Love
You'll Waltz," are being retained as is the famous
"Kinkajou" song.
Bebe Daniels, according to reports, has come
through with flying colors as the singing heroine.
Rio Rita, with John Boles doing the tenor lead.
Others in the cast under the direction of Luther
Reed are Bert Wheeler, Bob Woolsey, Helen Kaiser,
Raymond Maurel, Dorothy Lee. Nick De Ruiz, Eva
Rosita. Fred Burns, Sam Nelson, Charles Stevens
principal

With this idea in mind, Darryl Zanuck of Warner
Brothers, has combined the entire song writing force
of the studio in composing melodies and lyrics for
"The Show of Shows."
»

#

*

seasons

is

to the effect that they are issuing a series

Ted Lewis' modernistic melody arrangements of
famous orchestra successes. This is to be known as
the Ted Lewis Jazz Master Series and is to feature
recording orchestrations arranged by Lewis in his

of

own

inimitable style.
The series includes:

"There'll

Be Some Changes

Made," "My Little Dream Girl," "Blues My Naughty
Sweetie Gives to Me," "Montmartre Rose," "Tishomingo Blues." "Play That Barber Shop Chord," and
"Down in the Old Neighborhood."
Of these, "Blues My Sweetie Gives to Me" and
"Tishomingo Blues" are famous "hot" numbers.
"There'll Be Some Changes Made" is famous as a
song as well as a dance number and "Play That
Barber Shop Chord" was one of the numbers introduced by Bert Williams.
"My Little Dream Girl"
and "Montmartre Rose" by L. Wolfe Gilbert and
Tommy Lyman, respectively, are melody fox-trots
while "Down in the Old Neighborhood" is the only
waltz in the series.

Tom

Charles,

*

*

of the
his talking

organist

here,

is

Paramount

the-

Madgson and Washington.

It

is

said that he might

desert the theatre in favor of a permanent film career.

Ann Greenway, whose "voice o' gold" has recently
blase Hollywood "sit up and listen," has
been engaged by Harry Carroll to appear in his revue opening at the Hollywood Music Box soon.
made even

*

»

M

G M's "standard bearer of
Dimitri Tiomkin.
the moderns" in music, contributed one feature song,
Swan"
as well as two ballet
the
"The Legend of
numbers to the musical menu of the Lawrence Tibbett
production, "The Rogue's Song."

MADAME OCTAVE.

TED MEYN
"the

name

is

MINE"

organist

Terry Entertains

originality

When Organ Jams
Recently the audience at the Fox theatre, St. Louis,
to a program that was not on the
bill, and for almost three hours Tom Terry,
organist, was forced to continue playing because the
organ jammed in its elevated position, hiding the
Terry's half -hour
screen and center of the stage.
was started as per schedule at 12:15 noon, but when
he was through the organ lift refused to work.
Tom was equal to the occasion and continued to
play until well after 2 p. m., the audience joining
in the entertainment, shouting suggestions to the
carpenters and electricians who were trying to get
the organ back into its well.
Three singers tried to lift their voices above the
Then Chic
din of repairs with more or less luck.
Sale appeared with make-un and offered his services
as a carpenter with a line of improvised chatter. He
then led the orchestra in several numbers which it
About 4 p. m.
played on the stage standing up.
the organ sank to its proper place and the regular
program was resumed.
A mechanical defect had
caused the screw which raises and lowers the organ
to jam, necessitating an improvised connection with
another elevator.

*

picture debut.
to make
Charles has signed for an important role in "Lillies
He will
of the Field," which stars Corinne Griffith.
sing two songs in this production written by Clary,
atre

The most important announcement to emanate
from the Edward B. Marks Music Co. in several

»

star.

Milton

Issuing Lewis' NewMelody Series

*

Al Christie has discovered the "mother" of all the
theme songs. It is that good old refrain, "Hearts and
Flowers," keyed so plaintively on the tiny piano of
many a nickleodeon in the "good old days." It is
used as the theme song of "Faro Nell or In Old
Californy," the travesty revival of an early Western
which Christie produced with Louise Fazenda as the

and Don Alvarado.

Marks

»

Vincent Youmans has written two new songs for
the R K O picture "Hit the Deck."
Youmans composed the score for the famous stage success, and the
two new selections undoubtedly will prove as popular as "Hallelujah," "Sometimes I'm Happj*," and
other melodies from that show.

showmanship

virtuoso

was treated
regular

serving time with

LOEW'S

Ben Ross on Vacation
Ross, the popular Master of Ceremonies at
the Stanley theatre. Jersey City, N. J., has left for
a two weeks vacation to be spent, "down on the
farm." While he is gone, Charley Melson, formerly
of this house, but lately of the Stanley, Pittsburgh,
Melson will continue at this house
is officiating.
Ross will go to the Branford, Newark, N. J., and
Jay Mills, who is now at the Branford will open and
conduct a new policy of stageshows at the Ritz,

Ben

INC.

presenting

Original Creations
featured
at

LOEW'S MIDLAND

THEATRE
Kansas City

Elizabeth, N. J.

COSTUMES

FOR STAGE
PRESENTATIONS

BROOKS

1437 B'way
N. Y. City
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ORGAN SOLOS

SIDSAYS
O&out

Ted Meyn

(Loew's State, Cleveland). Meyn asks
audience to judge the popularity of the three
he plays, "Am I Blue?" and "Let Me
Have My Dreams" from "On With the Show" and
"Song of the Nile" from "Drag." "Am I Blue?"
won out, though we are still in the dark as to how
the fellow who makes the slides knew in advance
that it would. One of those happy and intimate programs that will make a lot of new admirers for this

SONGS

the

selections

BEST SELLERS
Week Ending August 31

hustling young organist.

Wild

(Jamaica, N. Y.. Loew's Valencia).
Lloyd Hill, popularly and professionally known as
Wild Oscar offered one of his own original organ
novelties, which he called, "Let's Sing Opera." Hill
first used a title slide which
read, "Wild Oscar's
School of broadcasting, Station L-O-E-W."
Orally
through a "mic" attached to the organ, he announced
that the Valencia Mixed Chorus would broadcast,
"My Song of the Nile." Hill, or as he is better
known, Wild Oscar, enacts the triple role of organist,
chorus leader and announcer. He is very clever at
this, having received his training as radio organist
and announcer, at station WFAA, Dallas Texas.
Oscar makes all his announcements via the mic,
this time announcing that jazz music was allright
but that they would sing an opera, "The Soldier's
Chorus, from Faust." The closing number, as nearly
all
of his closing numbers are, is an old time
favorite. This one is, "Meet Me Tonight in Dreamland." His unique specialty is being copied by many
other organists throughout the country, but Hill has
the distinction of originating this stunt as far back
as 1926.
His fine playing and genial manner have
earned him a great following, and he is really a
sensation at this house.
His receptions from the
audience, not only at the show caught, but all shows,
have been mighty fine ones.

No. i
"Pagan Love Song" (Robbins Music
Corp.).

No. 2
"I'm Just a Vagabond Lover" (Leo

—

Feist).

"Am

I

No. 3
Bine" (Witmark

&

Sons).

No. 4

"Wedding of

man

the Painted Doll" (Sher-

Clay).

No. 5
"Moonlight March" (Milton Weil).

"My Song

of the Nile" (Witmark

&

Sons).

No. 6

"When

My

Dreams

Come

True"

(Irving Berlin).
"I Get the Blues When It Rains"
(Forster).
"Sleepy Valley" (Harms, Inc.).

No. 7
"Louise" (Rcmick Music).

&

Eddie Ford (North Bergen, N. J., Embassy) offered
an original E. Ford organ novelty which he titled,
"It's Not So Much Fun to Be an Organist."
Ford
used some very clever special lyrics to explain the
"why and wherefor." This is sort of a demonstration stunt in which Ford incorporates some cleve,r
and original angles. He played "The Mocking Bird"
as a trumpet and violin solo, "Somewhere a Voice
Is Calling," as a symphony orchestra would play it

Hen-

derson).

"Desert Song" (Harms, Inc.).
No. 8
"Junior" (Donaldson).
"My Sin" (DeSylva-Brown

&

(surprisingly like

Hen-

"Carolina Moon" (Joe Morris).
"Let Me Have
Dreams" (Witmark
Sons).

My

"Breakaway"

(DeSylva

-

Man

"You Were Meant for Me" (Rob-

his

Music Corp.).

CLOSE TOUR EYES AND MAKE BELIEVE IT'S
ME— (Donaldson-Douglas-Gumble) —A Foxtrot ballad
that

is

already getting a big orchestra play. Looks
Lyric by Irving Kahal, music by Jimmie

like a seller.

Monaco.
*

•

*

— (M.

—

SMILING IRISH EYES

Witmark & Sons)
The hit song of the new Colleen Moore picture of the
same name. A pretty Irish ballad and a cinch to
sell.

Lyric by

Herman Ruby, music by Ray
«

*

Perkins.

*

PAL— (DeSylva-Brown & Henderson)—
The big song of the new Al Jolson picture "Say It
With Songs." (A Warner Bros, picture.) The lyric
is a masterpiece and the tune grows on
you. Can't
LITTLE

miss with this picture already predicted to be Joleons
best. Songs by Al Jolson. B. G. DeSylva, Lew
Brown
& Ray Henderson.
*

*

*

SWEETHEARTS HOLIDAY — (Santly Bros.
—A great thought with an excellent
melody.

Inc.)

Ought

to be a great dance tune and also a singable
song
for acts. Lyric by Irving Kahal. music by J.
Russell

Robinson.
*
I

WAS NOT

—

*

4

SO PARTICULAR— (TIC-TIC-U-LIC-

U-LAR) (Green & Slept)- These writers have been
specializing in theme songs bjt found time to write
this novelty song without it being in a picture.
It'6
very clever and with a good plug should be heard
from. By Jack Val. Bud Green & Sam H. Stept.
•

&

*

YOU— (George

Arthur Piantadosi. Inc.)— This new firm (a Warner subsidiary) is publishing a very good catalogue.

A

pretty foxtrot ballad that looks like a seller.

Ted Koehler and Frank Magine.

He

closed his clever stunt

Pie-Eye" and "Miss You."

own

inimitable

manner

Crawford played

By

in

to his usual fine reception.

Ray Schneider (Loew's Park, Cleveland). The title
"Dream Places." and opens with a chorus of
is

Wake Me Up, Let Me Dream," going into the
verse and chorus of Feist's latest, called "Please
Let Me Dream in Your Arms." From that into the
verse and chorus of the theme song "When My
Dreams Come True." The original words of these
two 6ongs blend perfectly.
Ray Schneider then plays a beautiful solo of Victor
Herbert's "Dream Melody" with blue tinted slides
depicting a dream castle floating on the clouds, and
the title "Dream Melody" super-imposed upon the
castle, with special blue stage lighting effects by Lou
Mumaw. Ray then finishes with the theme song of
the picture, "Cocoanuts," "When My Dreams Come
"Don't

True."
Eloise
Rowan (Minnesota, Minneapolis) offered
contest to decide who has the best singing
voice
for
th e talkies.
Her novelty is entitled
"Theme Songs of the Talkies."
The first tryout is for the girls who are to sing against Buddy
Feeling
I'm Falling." Rogers'
Rogers in "I've Got a
picture is flashed on the screen back of the words to
the song. Men come next with "I'd Do Anything for
You," with Clara Bow as a foil. For the sake of
variety the third number is a whistling-singing combination. "Am I Blue" is flashed on the screen in
red and white printing. The white words are to be
sung and the red whistled. Maurice Chevalier is the
smiling background for the concluding number, "Louise," which everyone sings for the finale.

a

Marsh McCurdy (New York Lexington)

*

MOONLIGHT, A LOVE SONG AND

»

Cliff

R K O

*

4

Hess of Remick's has assisted Megley <
in producing a new unit show called "Dix

The unit

Follies."
Circuit.

•

Harry

Blair, of the

Shapiro-Bernstein,

sand Islands.

tour

will

is

*

the

entire

R K

•

organ and slide department c
on a fishing trip at the Tho\

Hope he brings me back a

big Cans

dian trout.
«

*

*

Jack Coombs is in charge of the offices of Jc
Morris in Archie Fletcher's absence.
Arch
Lloyd, formerly of Remick's. Feist and Wateraon'
is in charge of the professional department of Jc
Mr. Morris the other day was lookin
Morris.
through their safe, and ne found a number by Pett
DeRose and Joe Trent that he had been savin;
While I was there he had it played and, believe m
it is another
"Muddy Water."
It is calle
"Georgia Pine."
Another number of their's
"Sympathy," by Joe Burke and Benny Davis.
This firm is contemplating a lot of businei^ from no
on, because they are enlarging their offices and no
have the entire Broadway front of the building
.

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

!>•

sides half of the side street.
•

•

«

Mills Music are taking advantage of this "pajams
craze that has hit the town.
They are releasir
a new novelty number called "Put On Yoi
.

.

.

Pajamas," by Steve Nelson, Ed. Nelson and Mo
Browne. Aside from the pajama fad being current
popular, and in that way helping the song, tl
melody and lyrics are catchy in themselves and star
a good chance of surviving long after the craze hi
died out.

Henderson).
bins

too).

Jesse Crawford (New York Paramount) offered his
usual Jesse Crawford Organ Concert.
This week he
featured three numbers, "My Song of the Nile" "Old

&

Brown

it

with "The National Emblem" as Sousa's band would
play it. Ford's novelty went over very well and his
reception was a very good one.

derson).

&

—

Hello, Everybody.
Everyone knows Billy Berke
the big organ and slide man of Remick's, well Bill
is becoming known as "The Fixer."
Practically an;
thing, politically or professionally, can be "fixed
by Berkes, so if there is anything you want fixe*
I'm sure Billy will be happy to accommodate yoi
so call on "Billy Berkes The Fixer."

.

"Miss You" (Santly Bros., Inc.).
"Honey" (Leo Feist).
"I'll Always Be in Love With You"
(Sliapiro Bernstein).
"Little Pal" (DeSylva-Brown

Oscar

offered

a

"Carmen."
spotlight solo of the opera,
playing was masterful and very well done.
He played the entire opera, which took up about ten
minutes, opening with the "Toreador Song" which
he played in modulation, then all the other parts to
the opera, then as a final punch, he closed with
"Toreador" with full organ on. The audience really
appreciated this fine solo and proved it by their
good reception.

straight

Mac's

•

Rudy

«

Vallee, the popular

*

M.

C. of the

Paramou

Brooklyn and New York, is leaving short
West Coast to play the lead in the R K
"Vagabond Lover." He is taking Spier Bi
Coslow's "Believe It Or Not." two other unpublish'
songs and Feist'6 "Vagabond Lover" with him.

theatres,
for the
feature,

«

•

•

Irving Berlin, who has just returned from abroa
leaving shortly for the West Coast to write son
for one of Al Jolson's forthcoming pictures.
is

•

*

•

Nacio Herb Brown and Arthur Freed are not re
ing on their laurels with the four big hit 6ongs th
"Broadw
have had in the past four months:
Melody," "You Were Meant for Me," and "Weddi
of the Painted Doll" in "The Broadway Melod)
and "Singin' in the Rain" from "The Hollywc
Revue." They have just completed six new numlx
for "Lord Byron of Broadway," the romantic come
of the song-plugger which William Nigh is to sti
shortly for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
•

*

*

Have just received a novel as well as clever
ploitation 6tunt from Sam Serwer, of Witmark's.
is a postal card, with the correspondence space fil
with the following words. "Tip-Toe to the Win
Garden and marvel at Warner Bros. 100% talki
and singing picture in natural color, "The G
Diggers of Broadway." You will feel like "Painti
the Clouds with Sunshine" after hearing its cat<
tunes Don't Miss It. Yours The picture side has
title sheet of the songs and also parts of choru
of two of the numbers, "Painting the Clouds w

<

—

—

Sunshine" and "Tip-Toe Thru the Tulips With M
rest of the numbers are. "Song of tire G
Diggers," "In a Kitchenette," "Go to Bed
•
"What Will I Do Without You." The numbers
written by Al Dubin and Joe Burke, and are
published by Witmark's.

The

'
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QUICK REFERENCE PICTURE CHART
Amkino
FLAMES ON THE VOLGA,
(L)

Teroslavtsev.

or

(B)

7000f.

Feb.

(K)

«800f.

1929.

9.

Kutusow. (B) Apr.
(B)

Oct.

A

(Travelooue)

:

TMOf.

(L)

(B).

Oct.

Olga Tretia-

1928.

(B) Oct. 13.
F. E. SamytschkowBky.

(L)

kova.

cast.

W——Western

6000f.

(L)

6500f.

(B) Feb.

(L)

6600f.

(B)

AT

M

—

YELLOW PASS. THE:

Anna

Stenn.

Dec.

1928.

8.

O Operetta
—Mystery

UNMASKED

(D AT):

Warwick,

Bobert

Sam

Ash.

Krims. Lyons Wickland. Susan Corroy. William Corbett.
Charles Slattery. Kate Roemer, Waldo Edwards. Itoy Byron.
(L) TalkClyde Dillson, Helen Mitchell. Marie Burke.

My

Talking
Musical Score

— Sound

E

Effects

(NP) June

1928.

Pictures

(D-Dnderworld)

Barbara Worth,

:

Leigh, J. P. MacGowan. Walter Merrill, Arthur
Rankin, Virginia Sale, "Tiny" Ward. Lou Gory, Fred
(L)
Walton. Bill Patton. Charles Hickman. Mike Donlin.
6500f.
(B) May 1, 1929.
JAMPUS KNIGHTS (CD): Baymond McKee. Shirley Palm(B) June 15, 1929.
er, Marie Quillen. Jean Laverty.

Frank

EVIDENCE:

CIRCUMSTANTIAL
Alice

6200f.

(B)

Lake,

Keefe,

Jan.

Helen

Oerrard,

Charles

(NP) Mar.

1929.

15.

Foster. Cornelius
Hallor.
(L)
1929.

Ray
23.

SHAME

(D): Crelghton Hale. Virginia Brown
Falre,
Lloyd Whltlock, Florence Dudley. Fred Walton.
(NP)
Carlton King.
(L) 6300f.
(R) Sept. 15. 1928.

HOUSE OF
Oct.

1928.

13.

BROADWAY

UST OFF

(M)

:

Larry Steers. DeSaola Mooers,
Beryl Roberts. Albert Dresden.
1929.
(NP) Mar. 2. 1929.

Donald Keith, Ann Christy,
Jack Tanner, Syd Saylor.
«200f.

(L)

(B)

Feb.

15.

:

Jamas. Datld Flndlay, James Wilcox, Fred Malatesta. Alice
(R) Mar.
(L) 5800f.
Tru«. Spencer Bell. John Fewler.

(NP) Mar.

1929.

PANAMA

•OUTH OF

23. 1929.

(D)

gent. Phllo McCullough,
singer,
Carlton King.

Walton.

(L)

Carmellta Geraghty, Lewis Sar:
Edouardo Baquellu, Marie MesHarry Arras. Joe Burke, Fred

(R) Nov. 16. 1928.

6800f.

Nye. Ralph Theodore. Tom Rickets.
(R) July 29. 1929.
(NP) Aug. 31.
(L)

(R)

6214f.

Jan.

and Olmstead.

1929.

13,

Forthcoming 1929 release.
Jacqueline Logan. Theodor
(CD):
von Eltz, Bryant Washburn, Jane Winton, William Irving.
(NP)
Edythe Flynn.
(L)
6701f.
(R) Nov. 6. 1928.
Mar. 9. 1929.
OBJECT ALIMONY (D) : Lois Wilson, Ethel Grey Terry.
Douglas Gilmore, Roscoe Karns, Carmelita Geraghty, Dickey
(L) 6266f.
Moore. Jane Keckley. Thomas Curran.
(R)
Dec. 22. 1928.
(NP) Jan. 12. 1929.
POWER OF THE PRESS, THE (D): Douglas Fairbanks.
Jr..
Jobyna Ralston, Mildred Harris, Philo McCullough.
Wheeler Oakman, Robert Edeson, Edward Davis. Del
6465f.
Oct.
81.
Henderson, Charles Clary.
(L)
(E)

(NP) Mar.

THE

QUITTER.

1929.

9,

Ben Lyon. Dorothy Revier, Fred
Kohler. Charles McHugh, Sherry Hall, Jane Daly, Henry
(NP) Mar.

:

McDowell.

Claire

Otto.

(D)

9.

(L)

(R)

B671f.

Apr.

Dec.
tle

Ralph

Forbes,

Mary Mabery, Gordon

Trevor. Robert Ellis,
(L) 6085f.
22. 1928.

Watson.

Coy

1929.

1.

1929.

REDEMPTION: Forthcoming 1929 release.
RESTLESS YOUTH (D): Marceline Day.
Norman

(B)

Nov.

Elliott,

1928.

30,

(NP)

:

(L)
Bert Price. Chester Morton. Jacques Ray.
(B) Deo. 11, 1928.
(NP) Feb. 16, -1929.
SINNERS PARADE (M)
Victor Varconl. Dorothy Revier,
John Patrick, Edna Marion, Marjorie Bonner, Clarissa
Selwynne, Jack Mower.
(L) 6616f.
(R) Sept. 14. 1928.

Dismute,

Forthcoming 1929 release.
Margaret Livingston, Warner Rich.PACHE, THE (D):
mond. Dan Alvardo. Phil McCullough.
(L) 6818f.
(R)
Nov. 19. 1928.
(NP) Mar. 2. 1928.
ACHELOR GIRL. THE (D-TME)
William Collier. Jr..
Jacqueline Logan, Edward Hearn. Thelma Todd.
(R) May
3.1929.
(NP) June 22.
(L) Talking, 6967f ; silent, 6245f.
EHIND CLOSED DOORS (My): Virginia Valii. Gaston

5999f.

:

(NP)

Oct

20.

1928.

:

Andre De Segurola, Fanny Mldgley,

Otto Matiesen,

Glass.

Meyer, Broderick O'Farrell, Otto Hoffman.
58»7f.
(NP) June 15. 1.
(R) Feb. 24. 1929.
ROADWAY HOOFER, A: Forthcoming 1929 release.

Torben

OLLEGE COQUETTE (CD-AT)
William Collier.

land,
Jr.

and

Talking.

(L)

Ruth Taylor. John HolJobyna Ralston, Edward Piel,
Recording on film
5860f.
:

6275f; silent.

(R) Aug.

disc.

Jr.,

(L)

5.

1929.

ONOVAN AFFAIR, THE (D-AT)

:
Jaek Holt. Agnes Ayres.
William Collier. Jr.. John Roche. Fred
Wheeler Oakman, Virginia Brown

Re tier,

Dorothy

Hank

Kelsey,

Mann,

Alphonse Ethier, Edward Hearn, Ethel Wales. John
Wallace.
(L) Talking, 7140f; silent. 7189f.
(R) Apr. 11.
Falre,

1929.

RIFTWOOD
Roscoe.

(D):
Don Alvarado. Marceline Day. Alan
Johnson. Fred Holmes, Fritz! Brunette,
Mack.
(L) 6267f.
(R) Oct. 15, 1928.

W.

J.

Nora Cecil,
(NP) Nov.

Joe
17,

1928.

WOMAN.

TERNAL

THE

(D):
Olive
Borden.
Balpb
Graves, Ruth Clifford. John Miljan. Nena Quartaro, Joseph
Swlckard. Julia Swayne Gordon.
(L) 6812f.
(R) Mar. 18,
1929.
(NP) Apr. 6, 1929.
Jacqueline Logan, Charles Delaney,
(D):
Warner Oland. Charles Hill Mailes. Gaston Glass, Flora
Finch, David Mir. Lon Poff. Fred Kelsey.
(L) 6651f.
(B) Jan.

2,

(NP) Feb.

1929.

9.

1929.

EVE, THE (CD-AT): Patsy Ruth MiUer. Ford
Jed Prouty, Gertrude Astor. Arthur Rankin, Betty
Harrington, Fred Kelsey.
(L) Sound, 6245f.
(B) June,

VLL OF
Sterling,

(NP) July

(D-AT): Jack Holt. Dorothy Bevler.
Selene Chadwick. Mickey McBan. Wheeler Oakman.
(L)
talking, 6765f; silent. 6310f.
(B) Apr. 22. 1929.
(NPj
May 18. 1929.
•YING MARINE, THE (D-TMB)
Ben Lyon. Shirley
Mason, Jason Bobards.
(NP) June 29. (L) Talking. 6981f;
:

dlent,

Wllber, Clarence Burton.
(NP) Nov. 17. 1928.

STREET OF ILLUSION

5736f.

>EEN EYES:

release.

<B)

6792f.

(D)

Hill, Robert
2S, 1928.

Oct.

:

WICKED ANGEL. THE: Forthcoming 1929
YOUNGER GENERATION, THE (D-TM)

release.

Jean Hersholt.
Lina Basquette, Rosa Rosanova, Ricardo Cortez, Rex Lease,
Martha Franklin, Julanne Johnston, Jack Raymond, Sydney
Crossley. Otto Fries, Julia Swayne Gordon. Donald Hall.
Bernard Siegel.
(L) Synchronized. 7866f; silent, 7246f.
(TOS) Apr.
(R) Jan. 24, 1929.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
:

13,

1929.

BROKEN BARRIERS:
Dec.

1,

CLEAN
Jan.

THE:
10.

5074f.

(R)

Delaney and Blake.

(L)

5660f.

(B)

Helena Chadwick.

(L) 8047f.

1928.

DREAM MELODY:
Jan. 20,

(L)

1929.

CONFESSIONS OF A WIFE:
Dec.

Costello.

1928.

UP,

25,

Helene

Rlche and

Thelby.

(L)

6050f.

(R)

1929.

DAVID VALLORY:

(R)

20,

1928.

^ lm

Ken Maynard. Dorothy Dwan
C. E. Anderson. Fred Bums.

:

(L)

(NP) Apr. 20. 1929.
Antonio Moreno, Thelma
Holmes Herbert, Carmel Myers, Robert
8435f.
(R) June 2. 1929.
(NP) June

Buiie Dove

-

(CD): Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.. LorYoung, Carmel Myers, Holmes Herbert, Kenneth ThomGeorge Baxter, Wilfred Noy, Doris Lloyd. Ilka Chase,
Raymond Lawrence. (NP) Aug. 17.
CH v! LD ,R, EN P, F THE RITZ (CD-ME)
Jack Mulhall. Dorothy Mackaill.
(L) 6565f.
(R) Mar. 3. 1929.
»»»~#
(TOS)
Mar. 2. 1929.

COMPANIONATE MARRIAGE

(D)
Betty Bronson. Alec B
Francis. William J. Welsh, Edward Martlndel. Sarah Padden, Hedda Hopper, Richard Walling. Arthur Rankin. June
Nash.
(L) 6227f.
(B) Oct. 21. 1928.
(NP) Mar. 16,

CRASH, THE (D-M)

:

Milton Sills. Thelma Todd Wade
William Demarest, Fred Warren, Sylvia Ashton,
DeWitt Jennings.
(L) 6225f.
(R) Oct 7, 1928.
(NP»
Sept. 29. 1928.
(TOS) Nov. 24, 1928.
DARK STREETS (D-AT): Jack Mulhall, Lila Lee, Aggie
Herring, Earl Pingree, Will Walling, E. H. Calvert, Maurice
Black.
(NP) Aug. 10.
:

Boteler.

DIVINE LADY, THE

(D-TME): Corinne Griffith. Victor
Varconi. H. B. Warner. Ian Keith. Marie Dressier. Dorothy Cummings, William Conklin, Montague Love. Julia
Swayne Gordon. Michael Vavitch.
(L) 9035f.
(R) Mar
31. 1929.
(NP) Apr. 6. 1929.
(TOS) May 11, 1929.

DO YOUR DUTY

(CD): Charlie Murray. Luclen Idttlefleld.
Doris Dawson. Charles Delaney, Ed Brady. Washington
Blue, Aggie Herring. George Pierce.
(L) 6027f.
(R) Oct.
1928.

14.

(NP) Oct

13,

1928.

DRAG (D-TME):

Richard Barthelmess, Lucien Littlefleld.
Katherine Ward. Alice Day. Tom Dugan. Lila Lee. MarFielding.

(L)

(R)

7642f.

July

(NP)

1929.

21,

July 13.

FAST LIFE (D-AT):

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Loretta Young
William Holden, Frank Sheridan, Rav

Chester Morris,
Hallor, John St. Polis.

(L)

Talking, 7541f.

(R) Sept. 29,

1929.
(NP) Aug. 31.
IN THE GLASS CAGE. THE (D-TME)
Loretta
Young, Carroll Nye. Matthew Betz. Lucien LitUefleld. Ralph
Lewis. George Stone, Julia Swayne Gordon, Majel Coleman,
Charles Sellon, Robert Haines. (R) June 22, 1929
(NP)
June 15.
(L) Talking, 7159f; silent. 6705f.

GIRL

:

GLORIOUS TRAIL, THE (W)

Ken Maynard, Gladys Mo-

:

Connell. Frank Hagney. Les Bates.
Billy Franey. Chief Yowlaohe.
(L)
1928.
(NP) Sept. 29. 1828.

James Bradbury.
6886f.
(R) Oct

Jr.,

U

HARD TO GET

(CD-AT): Dorothy MaokaiU. Jinunle MnLouise
Fazenda, Jack Oakie, Bdmund Bums,
Selwynne, Charles Delaney.
(NP) Aug. 10.

layson,
Clarissa

HAUNTED HOUSE, THE (MY-MB)

Lam

:
Chester Conklin.
Kent, Thelma Todd. Montague Love. Flora Finch. William
V. Mong, Barbara Bedford. Eve Southern, Edmund Braes*
(L) 5755.
(R) Nov. 4, 1928.
(NP) Oct. 27. 1928.

WOMAN

HIS CAPTIVE

(D-TME): Milton Sills, Dorothy
Mackaill.
Gladden James, Jed Prouty, Sidney Braoey.
Gertrude Howard, Marion Byron, George Fawcett. Williani
Holden, Frank Relcher. August Tollalre,
(L) 8305f.
(B)
Apr. 7. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 2. 1929.

HOT STUTF

(CD-TME) : Alice White, Louise Fazenda.
William BaJtewell, Doris Dawson. Ben Hall. Charles SelBeddy Messingex, Andy Devine. Larry Banthim.
(L)
6774f.
(R) May 5, 1929.
(NP) Mar. 23, 1929.
HOUSE OF HORROR (MyC-ME): Louise Fazenda. Chester
Conklin, James Ford, Thelma Todd, William V. Mong,
Emile Chautard. William Orlamond, Dale Fuller. Tenan
lon,

(L)

<R(

5S19f.

Apr.

LAWLESS LEGION, THE (W)
Paul Hurst

J.

Tarzan.

dell.

P.

1929.

28.

(NP) Apr.

IS.

Ken Maynard, Nora Lane.
MoGowan, Frank Bice. Howard Trues-

(R) Max.

8,

:

1929.

(NP) Mar.

9.

1929.

LILAC TIME (D-ME):

Colleen Moore. Gary Cooper, EuBesserer, Burr Mcintosh, Kathryn McGuire, CI eve
Moore, Jack Stone, Emile Chautard. Arthur Lake.
(L)
8967f.
(R) Nov. 18, 1928.
(NP) June 2. 1928.
(TOS)
Aug. 18. 1928.
genie

LOVE AND THE DEVIL (D-ME):
Forthcoming 1929

Corda,

release.

6431f.

FANNY HAWTHORNE: Forthcoming 1929 release.
HEARTS AND MODELS: Forthcoming 1919 release.
Oct.

Sojin.

Holtz.
1929.

Excellent

LIFE'S CROSSROADS:
Forthcoming 194S

(L)

Virginia Valll, Ian Keith,
Harry Myers, Kenneth Thomson.
(L) 6988f.
(B) Sept.
3. 1928.
(NP) Mar. 2. 1929
SUBMARINE (D-ME): Jack Holt. Dorothy Revier, Ralph
(L) SynchroGraves, Clarence Burton, Arthur Rankin.
nized, 8374f; silent. 8192f.
(NP)
(R) Nov. 12. 1928.
Mar. 9. 1929.
(TOS) Deo. 1. 1928.
TRIAL MARRIAGE (D-ME): Norman Kerry. Sally Filers,
Jason Robards. Thelma Todd, Charles Clary, Naomi Childers. Rosemary Theby. Gertrude Short.
(L) Talking, 6639f:
silent. 6506f.
(R) Mar. 10. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
(TOS) Apr. 20. 1929.

(R)

20.

KTHER AND SON

Olive Borden, Charles Delaney, Lucy

:

Beaumont, Louis Natheaux, Ernie Adams, Al

THE

kKER,

1929.

STOOL PIGEON (M)

^

*

-

etta
son.

garet

(D)
Marie Prevost, Ralph Graves. "LitAlan Roscoe, Pat Harmon, Texas Madesen.
McGruger. Esteban Clemento, Janet Ford. Paul

Billy."

Martha

CQUITTED:

Charles

:

Lytell

LOVE CAPTIVE, THE:
NOTHING TO WEAR

SIDESHOW, THE

Columbia

:

White,

CARELESS AGE, THE
release.

(L) Talking. 6700f.

roll

Alice

:

a e
I
ee
,? S? - Paul Hurst.
(L) 6446f.
(B) Apr. 7. 1929.

r, f

Ian Keith. Dorothy Revier. Car-

LONE WOLF'S DAUGHTER (TME)

:

CALIFORNIA MAIL (W)

Release
T. O. Service

GREENWICH VILLAGE: Forthcoming 1929 release.
HURRICANE: Hobart Bosworth. Forthcoming 1929
LIGHT FINGERS (D-AT):

1928.

Luclen Preval, Dorothy Dwan.
'EACOCK FAN. THE (M)
Tom O'Brien. Rosemary Theby, Carlton King, Gladden
15.

2^ 192

(TOsfluly

—
TOS—
R

Frazer,

1928.

9,

BELOW THE DEADLINE

release.
1929.
release.

JFred Kohler,
Tom Dugan, Bodil Rosing, Sally
Marion Byron, Jocelyn Lee. Louis Natheaux, Maurice
Black.
(L) 8067f.
(R) June 30. 1929.
(NP) Juno 22.
BUTTER AND EGG MAN. THE (CD): Jack Mulhall. Greta
eI
m Hardy. William Demarest. Gertrude Astor.
,,'f L\™
S Dt
,
8°

Todd. Noah Beery,

:

15.

.tilers,

Chesterfield
(D)
Lila Lee. Cornelius Keefe, Burr
Mcintosh, Reginald Sheffield. Qladden James, Harry Allen,
(R) Aug. 15.
(L) 6400f.
Alice Knowland. Virginia Lee.

Apr.

(M-TME)

n°„^
Delney,

OTHER ABBREVIATIONS
L—— Length

DWAX„, JBA B Lf S

B

CA^REER ?, <D " AT):

ADORABLE CHEAT

(R)

Milton Sills, Douglas Fairbanks.
r
ll" 9?? K e Cooper. John Erwin, S. S. Simon, Dorothy
Mackaill,
Betty Compson, Sylvia Ashton.
(L) 7137f.
(B)
Dec. 30. 1928.
(NP) July 14. 1928.
(TOS) Dec. IB.

Sequences

Talking

The foregoing abbreviations follow immediateafter the title.
ly
Ae an example, CD-TME
signifies "comedy-drama with talking sequences,
musical score and sound effects.*

—New

1929
(id'

First National

Singing

S

NP

Forthcoming 1929

Forthcoming 1929

BARKER. THE (D-TME)

SOUND
T

54491'.

ing.

1.

Comedy

All

Milton

May

(R)

Noah Beery and Olmstead.

1928.

20.

WRECKERS. THE:

1

Artclass

Oct.

ROSES OF PICARDY:

M— Melodrama

1929.

1,

— Farce

F

1928.

13.

THREE COMRADES AND ONE INVENTION:

TWO DAYS:

cast.

Special

(B)

5100f.

—Drama
Romance
MC—

D
R

Viola Dana.

PASSION SONG, THE:

PENNY PRINCESS:

C—Comedy
Musical

Special

ONE SPLENDID HOUR:

Abbreviations

1928.

13.

DAYS THAT SHOOK THE WORLD:

TEN

N.

1929.

13.

DOCUMENT,

6000T.

(L)

Tschechowa.

Knipper.

O.

MASQUERADE MARRIAGE: Forthcoming 1929 release.
MELLOWING MONEY: Forthcoming 1929 release.
ORCHID WOMAN. THE: Forthcoming 1929 release.

to

7000f.

PRISONERS OF THE SEA:

8HANGHAI

Anna Wozjik.
Bulat Batyr:
Mar. 30. 1929.
(K) Feb. 19. 1929.
Kachalov, Meyerhold. Stenn.

KRASSIN: Special cast. (L)
LASH OF THE CZAR, THE:
(L)

Key

HuletU and Hamilton.

(L)

Milton Sills. Maria
Nellie Bly Baker. Amber Norman.
(L)
(B) Mar. 24. 1829.
(NP) June 29.

Ben Bard,

MAN AND THE MOMENT. THE
Rod LaRocque. Gwen
53551.

23.

1929.

(D-TME):

Billle

Dove.

Lee. Robert Schable. Charles Sellon.
(L) Talking. 7086f; silent. 6539f.
(R) June
(NP) Mar. 23. 1929.

George Bunny.
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NAUGHTY BABY (CD-ME):

Alice White. Jack Mulhall.
Natalie
Fori,
James
Dawson.
Doris
Todd.
Frances Hamilton, Fred Kelaey. Bose Dione. Fanny
Mideely. Benny Rubin. Andy Devine. Georgie Stone. Raymond Turner. Larry Banthlm. (L) 64061. (R) Dec. 16.
<TOS) Feb. 9. 1929.
(NP) Dec. 8. 1928.
1928.
Paul LukM.
NIGHT WATCH. THE (D-ME): Billie Dove, Bela.
George
Donald Reed. Nicholas Sousaanin, Nicholas
<L) 66121.
(B)
WiUiam Tooker. Gus Partos.
Periolat

Thelma

Joyce.

Sept.

(NP) Oct.

1928.

9.

1928.

13.

Corinne Griffith. James Ford. Edmund
Lowe. Huntly Gordon. Kathryn Carver, Louise Fazenda
Sam Hardy. Patsy O'Byrne. Lee Moran. (L) 66221. (R)
(TOS) Deo. 1.
(NP) Oct. 27. 1928.
1928.
Nov. 11

OUTCAST (D-ME)

:

PRISONERS (D-TME):

Corinne

Griffith.

James Ford. Bela

Lugosi. Ian Keith. Julanne Johnston. Ann Schaeffer. Baron
(R)
(L) 7800f.
Otto Matieson, Harry Northrup.
May 19. 1929. (NP) July 20.
(B)
6957f.
ROYAL RIDER, THE (W) Ken Maynard. (L)

Hesse

:

May

1929.

5.

(D-TME):

SATURDAY'S CHILDREN:

Corinne

,_

.

Griffith.

Grant Withers. Albert Contl. Alma Tell. Lucien Llttlefleld.
(L) 7950T.
Charles Lane. Ann Schaeffer. Marcia Hims.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
(R) Apr. 14. 1929.

Betty
Richard Barthelmesi.
Compson. Loretta Young. James Bradbury, Sr.. Jack CurKnute Erickaon. (L) 8237f. (R) Dec. 9. 1928. (NPi
tis
(TOS) Feb. 2. 1929.
Dec. 1. 1928.

SEAS

SCARLET

(D-ME):

(MY-ME)

Creighton
Lewis. WilHale. Thelma McNeill. Thelma Todd. Sheldon
liam V. Mong, Sojin. Laska Winters, Ivan Christy. DeWitt Jennings. Nora Cecil, Kala Pasha. Harry Fitzgerald.
(R) Feb.
(L) 5405f.
Alonzo ltositto. Harry Teubrooke.

(NP) March

1929.

17.

SATAN

FOOTPRINTS TO

SEVEN

SHOW GIRL

9.

(CD-ME):

:

1929.

Donald

White,

Alice

Lee

Reed.

Moran, Charles Delaney, Richard Tucker. Gwen Lee.
Jimmie Finlayson. Kate Price. High Roman. Bernard Ran(NP) Sept. 15,
(R) Sept. 23. 1928.
(L) C133f.
dall
(TOS) Dec. 15. 1928.
1928.
Hall.
SMILING IRISH EYES (D-TS) Colleen Moore, James Betty
Claude Gillingwater. Robert Homans, Aggie Herring.
Francisco. Julanne Johnston. Robert O'Connor, John Beck,
Otto
Kelsey.
Edward Earl. Tom O'Brien. Oscar Apfel. Fred
(NP) July 27.
(R) July 31. 1929.
(L) 8550f.
Lederer.
Myrna Loy, Alice Joyce, Richard
SQUALL, THE (D-AT)
(B)
9G29L
(L)
Tucker. Carroll Nye, Loretta Young.
:

:

May

1929.

26.

,

Colleen Moore. Antonio Moreno.
Kathryn McGuire. Edythe Chapman, Montagu Love, Gertrude Astor. Gertrude Howard, Ben Hendricks, Jr., Ray(NP)
6852f.
(R) Jan. 6, 1929.
(L)
mond Turner.
Mar. 2. 1929.
TWIN BEDS (C-AT): Jack Mulhall, Patsy Ruth Miller,
Edythe
Erickson.
Knute
Armond Kaliz. Gertrude Astor.
Chapman. Jocelyn Lee. Nita Martan. ZaSu Pitts. Eddie

SYNTHETIC SIN (D-ME):

Gribbon. Ben
Bert Roach.

Levinnes. Alice Lake.
(L)
(NP) July 20.

Hendricks. Jr.. Carl
(R) July 14. 1929.

7266f.

Talking,

Dorothy Mackalll. Jack MulGertrude Astor, Jimmy Finlayson. Kate Price. Jed
Eddie Gribbon. Dixie Gay. Gertrude Messinger.
Prouty
(NP) May 11. 1929.
(R) May 12. 1929.
(L) 8017f.
Rome. Betty Rome, Ian
WARE CASE, THE (MD) Stewart
Patrick
Wellington Briggs, Cynthia Murtagh.
Fleming,
(L)
Stewart, Cameron Carr. Syd Ellery. Patrick Ludlow.
(NP) Mar. 3. 1929.
(R) Nov. 25, 1928.
6185f.
Jack Mulhall.
WATERFRONT (CD-ME) Dorothy MackaiU, Hendricks.
Jr..
James Bradbury, Jr.. Knute Erickson. Ben
(K)
(L) 6142f.
William Norton Bailey. Pat Harmon.

TWO WEEKS OFF (CD-TME)

:

hall

:

:

Sept.

(NP)

1928.

16,

Sept.

(TOS)

1928.

22.

Oct.

6.

September

Charles Morton. Leila Hyams.
Ulrich Haupt, Stanley J. Sandtoid. Warren Hymer, Arthur
Stone, Charles Middleton, Pat Hariigan, Ivan Linow. Dan
Wolheim. Randolph Scott, Charles Gorman, Bernard Siegel,
(L)
Willie Fung. Harry Gripp. Frank Chew. Sam Baker.
Sound. 5313f; silent. 5285f.
(NP)
(R) Apr. 28. 1929.

SPEAKEASY (CD-AT):

June

STRONG BOY (D-M):

FAR CALL, THE (D-ME)

1.

Charles Farrell. Greta Nissen, Mae Busch.
Tyler Brooke. Eddie Sturgis, Josephine
Borio, John Boles, John T Murray, Erville Alderson, Dale
Fuller, Hank Mann.
(NP)
(L) 7217f.
(R) Sept. 9. 1928.
Mar. 9. 1929.
(TOS) Dec. 1. 1928.

FAZIL (RD M):
Vadim Uraneff,

FOUR

DEVILS

(D-TME):

Janet Gaynor. Mary Duncan.
Charles Morton. Barry Norton, Farrell MacDonald, Nancy
Drexel.
(L) 6500f.
(NP) July 20.
FOUR SONS (D-ME): Margaret Mann. James Hall. Francis
X. Bushman, Jr.. Charles Morton, George Meeker, June
Collyer, Wendell Franklin. Earle Foxe, Albert Gran. Augutt
Tollaire. Frank Reicher. Jack Pennick, Hughie Mack. Ruth
Mix.
(L) 8962f.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
(R) Sept. 2, 1928.

(TOS) Jan.

12,

1929.

FOX MOVIETONE FOLLIES (MC-ATS):

Lola Lane, Frank
Dixie Lee, David

David Percy, Sue Carol,
Sharon Lynn, John Breedon. Stepin Fetchit.
(L)
May 25. 1929. (NP) June 15.
FUGITIVES (JID-M): Madge Bellamy, Don Terry. Arthur
Stone, Earle Foxe, Matthew Betz. Lumsden Hare. Hap
Ward. Edith Yorke, Jean Laverty.
(L) 5356f.
(B) Jan.
27. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 16, 1929.
GHOST TALKS, THE (My-TME)
Special cast.
(B) Mar.
Richardson.

Rollins,

8291C

(B)

:

1929.

30.

GIRLS GONE

WILD (CD-M):

Sue

Carol. Nick Stuart,
Russell,
William
Roy D'Arcy. Leslie Fenton. Hedda
Hopper. John Darrow, Matthew Betz. Edmund Breeze.
Minna Ferry, Louis Natheaux. Lumsden Hare.
(L) Talking. 5332f.
(R) Feb. 24. 1929.
(NP) March 23, 1929.

GREAT WHITE NORTH, THE (D-M):
Snow's Arctic expedition.
(L)
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
IN DIXIE (TME) :

5500f.

HEARTS

Feb.

(B)

H. A. and Sidney
(B) Dec. 30. 1928.

Special

(L)

cast.

(F):
Sammy Cohen. Harry Sweet. Marjorie
Henrv Armetta. Pat Harmon.
(L) 5153f.
(E)

Beebe,

Baxter.

(TOS)

:

1929.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
George O'Brien. Nora Lane.
MacDonald. David Sharpe. Edward Peil. Sr.. Frank
Hagney.
(R) May 19. 1929.
(NP) June 15.
(L) 5419f.
MASQUERADE (CD): Alan Birmingham. Leila Hyams, Clyde
Cook. Farrell MacDonald, Arnold Lucy, George Pierce, Rita
Le Roy, John Breeden. Jack Pierce, Pat Moriarity. Jack
Carlisle. Frank Richardson.
(N) July 27.
(L) Talking,

Feb.

10,

:

Farrell

Compson.

Raymond Turner. Robert O'Connor.
10.

(NP) Mar.

1929.

9.

(L)

7976f.

Feb.

(R)

1929.

Dorothy Mackalll. Ralph Forbes.
Lowell Sherman. Albert Gran. Marc
(L) 6058f.
(R)
McDermott, Lou Payne, Arthur Clayton.
(NP) July 14, 1928.
Sept. 30, 1928.
BE GOOD (CD-ME): Colleen Moore. Neil Hamilton,
Bodil Rosing. John Salnpolis, Edward Martindel, Eddie
Clayton. Lincoln Stedman. Louis Natheaui, Collette Merton.
(NP) Mar.
(R) Mar. 17. 1929.
(L) 7607f.
Dixie Gay.
(TOS) Mar. 30, 1929.
9. 1929.

WHIP,

Anna

THE (D-ME):
Nilsson,

CI.

WHY

Fox
AIR

CIRCUS,

Lake,

THE (MD-TME):

David

Rollins,

Arthur

Charles Delaney, Heinie Conklin. Louise
(R) Sept. 30. 1928.
Robinson.
(L) 7702f.

Sue Carol,

Dresser. Earl
(NP) Oct. 20,

(TOS)

1928.

Jan.

5.

BEHIND THAT CURTAIN (My-AT)

:

1929.

Warner Baxter, Lois

Moran. Gilbert Emery. Claude King, Philip Strange, Boris
Jamiel Hassen. Peter Gawthorne. John Bosers.
Karloff,
Montague Shaw. Finch Smiles, Mercedes De Valasco. E. L.
(NP) July 6.
Park.
(L) 8300f.
(R) June 30, 1929.
BLACK MAGIC (D-ME): Josephine Dunn, Earle Foxe. John
Holland, Henry B. Walthall, Dorothy Jordon. Fritz Feld.
(L) 5S35f.
Sheldon Lewis, Ivan Lindow. Blue Washington.
(NP) Aug. 3.
(B) June 2, 1929.
BLACK WATCH, THE (R-AT): Victor McLaglen. Myrna
Loy. David Torrence. David Percy, Joseph Diskay, Joyzelle,
David Rollins. Lumsden Hare, Roy D'Arcy. Mitchell Lewis.
Cyril
Chadwick. Francis Ford. Walter Long, Frederick
Sullivan. Richard Travers. Pat Somerset, Claude King.
(NP) June 15.
(R) May 26. 1929.
(L) 8487f.
BLINDFOLD (DM): Lois Moran, George O'Brien. Earl
Foxe. Don Terry. Maria Alba. Fritz Feid, Andy Clyde.
Craufurd Kent. Robert E. Homans, John Kelly, Phillips
(NP) Dec. 8.
(R) Dec. 9. 1928.
Smalley.
(L) 5598f.
1928.

BLUE SKIES (CD-M):

Helen Twelvetrees. Frank Albertson.
William Orlamond. Claude King. Carmencita
Freddie Frederick, Ethel Wales. Adele Watson.
(NP)
(B) Mar. 17. 1929.
Eddy.
(L) 6232f.

Rosa Gore,
Johnson,

Jerome
Apr.

6.

1929.

CAPTAIN LASH (D-M)
Arthur

Stone.

Frank Hagney.
(R)

Jan.

6.

Victor McLaglen, Claire Windsor,
Albert Conti. Clyde Cook, Jean Laverty.
(L) 5453f.
Boris Charsky. Jane Winton.

1929.

:

(NP)

Mar.

9.

1929.

June Collyer. Don Terry. Anders
RandofI, Stella Bandoff. Al Hill, Burr Mcintosh. Walter
James, Gustav Von Seyffertitz, Herbert Ashton, Harry
Cattle, Joe Brown, Arthur Stone. Nigel De Brulier. Carol
Lombard, Bob Percy.
(L) 6042f.
(B) Oct. 14. 1928.
(NP) Nov. 3. 1928. (TOS) Dec. 8. 1928.

Sue Carol, Nick
Gustav von Seyffertitz, Gavin Gordon, E. Alyn
(NP) Aug. 10.
(R) June 9. 1929.
CHRISTINA (D): Janet Gaynor. Charles Morton. Rudolph
(L) 6955f.
Scliildkraut. Lucy Dorraine, Harry Cording.
(NP) Aug. 3.
(R) Mar. 30. 1929.
COCK-EYED WORLD. THE (D-AT): Lily Damita, Victor
McLaglen. Edmund Lowe. Leila Karnelly, Bobby Burns,
(L) lO.Gllf.
Jean Bary. Joe Brown.
DRY MARTINI (D-M): Mary Astor. Matt Moore. Jocelyn
Lee. Sally EUers. Albert Gran, Albert Conti, Tom Ricketts,
Hugh Trevor, John T. Dillon. Marcelle Corday. (L) 7176f.
(TOS) Dec. 1.
(NP) Mar. 16, 1929.
(R) Oct. 7, 1928.
Stuart,

Warren.

Madge Bellamy, Louise
Gran, Joy Auburn, Stuart
Edwin. Lucien Littlefleld, Dawn O'Day, Annette De Kirby.
Aaron De Kirby.
(L) 10.116f.
(E) Oct. 28. 1928.
(NP)
Nov. 17. 1928.
(TOS) Nov. 3. 1928.
MOTHER MACHREE (D-M): Belle Bennett. PhiUippe De
I^acy,
Pat Somerset, Victor McLaglen. Ted McNamara,
Eulalie Jensen, Constance Howard,
Eodney Hildebrand.
Neil Hamilton, William Piatt. Ethel Clayton. Jacque Rollens. Joyce Wirard.
(L) 6807f.
(R) Oct. 21. 1928.
(NP)
Dresser,

Mar.

9,

Barry Norton,

Sue Carol,

Barry

Norton, Irene Rich. Albert Conti, Sylvia Field. Stuart
Irwin, Lawrence Grant. Charles Clary. Michael VlsarofT. Don
(NP) June 22.
(R) May 26. 1929.
Allen. Landers Stevens.
(L) 6806f.

:

Albert

1929.

(TOS) May 4, 1929.
1929.
(D-M):
George O'Brien. Janet Gaynor, Bodil
Margaret Livingston. Farrell MacDonald. Ralph
Sipperly, Jane Winton, Arthur Housman, Eddie Bound
(NP) Mar. 9, 1929. (TOS)
(L) 8393f.
(B) Nov. 4. 1928.

Mar.

(D-M):

Mary

Astor. Charles Morton,
Freddie Frederick, Florence
Lake, Sumner Getchell. Virginia Vance. Stuart Erwln.
(NP) Mar. 16. 1929.
(R) Feb. 24, 1929.

Arthur

Stone,

Helen

Ware.

NOBODY'S CHILDREN (D-M):
10.

Special

cast.

(B)

Mar.

1929.

QUITE DECENT (D-TM) :
June Collyer, Louise
Dresser, Allan Lane, Oscar Apfel, Paul Nicholson, Marjorie
Beebe, Ben Hewlett. Jack Kenney.
(L) Talking. 4965f;
silent, 4653f.
(NP) May 18, 1929.
(E) Mar. 24. 1929.

NOT

WOMAN

IDEA. THE (D-ME):
Rod La Rocque.
Marceline Day, Sharon Lynn, Sally Phipps, Shirley Dorman.
Ivan Lebedeff. Douglas Gilmore, Gino Corrado, Joseph W.

ONE

Arnold Lucy, Frances Rosay, Guy Trento, Daniel
Tom Tamarez. Coy Watson. (L) Talking. 61111;
(E) June 2, 1929.
(NP) June 22.
With Cohen, Pennicls and
PLASTERED IN PARIS (C-M)
Girard,

Hasson.
silent.

6106f.

Linow.

(L)

:

(E) Sept. 23, 1928.

5640f.

July

(D-AT): Marguerite Churchill. KenDorothy
Burgess,
Gullan,
Macenna,
Campbell
Douglas Gilmore, Henry Kolker, Frederick Graham, Bex
Bell. Charlotte Merriam. (B) July. 1929. (NP) July 20.

neth

Talking.

5560f.

PREP AND PEP (CD-M):

David Eollins. Nancy Drexel.
John Darrow. E. H. Calvert. Frank Albertson . (L) 6086f.
(NP) Nov. 3. 1928.
(E) Nov. 18. 1928.
Dolores Del Rio, Charles
RED DANCE, THE (MD-M)
Farrell. Ivan Linow, Boris Charsky, Dorothy Revier, Andre
:

Segurola.

Dimitri Alexis.

(L)

92501.

(R)

Dec.

2.

1928.

(TOS) Mar. 9. 1928.
RED WINE (CD-M): June Collyer. Conrad Nagel. Arthur
Stone. Sharon Lynn. E. Alyn Warren, Ernest Hilliard.
Ernest Wood. Marshal "Babe" Ruth. Dixie Gay. Margaret
(NP) Mar.
(R) Dec. 23. 1928.
(L) 6194f.
La Marr.
1929.
(TOS) Jan. 26. 1929.
9.
RILEY THE COP (CD-M): J. Farrell MacDonald. (L>
22.

1928.

Nov. 25. 1928.
Charles Farrell. Mary Duncan, Ivan
RIVER. THE (D)
(NP)
(L) 7313f.
Linow. Margaret Mann. Aldredo Sabato.
July 20.
ROMANCE OF THE UNDERWORLD (D-M): With Astor
(TOS) Jan.
(E) Nov. 11. 1928.
(L) 61621.
and Boles.
G132f.

(R)

:

1929.

SIN SISTER.

1928.

21,

TAKING A CHANCE:
Nov.

THE (CD-M):

Nancy

Carroll.

With Rex Bell

(L)

4876f.

(B)

1928.

18.

THROUGH

DIFFERENT

EYES

Edmund Lowe. Warner

Mary

(D-AT):

Duncan,

Baxter, Earle Foxe, Donald Gal(R) Apr. 7. 1929.
(NP) May 11,

lagher. Florence Lake.
1929.

Eaymond Griffith. RayTRENT'S LAST CASE (My-M-M)
mond Hatton. Marceline Day. Donald Crisp. Lawrence
Gray, Nicholas Soussanin, Anita Gravin, Ed Kennedy.
(NP) May 18, 1929.
(E) Mar. 31, 1929.
:

TRUE HEAVEN

(D-M): George O'Brien, Lois Moran, Philli
Smalley, Oscar Apfel, Duke Martin, Andre Cheron, Doa(L) 55311.
aid MacKenzie. Hedwig Belcher. Will Stanton.
(TOS) Apr.
<R) Jan. 20, 1929.
(NP) Mar. 16. 1929.
6.

1929.

VALIANT, THE (D-AT)
Apr.

Paul Muni and ChurchilL

:

(B)

1929.

21.

VEILED WOMAN, THE (D-M):

Lia Tora, Paul Vincent!

Walter McGrail, Josef Swickard, Kenneth Thompson, Andn
Cheron. Ivan Lebedeff. Maude George.
(B) Apr. 14
1929.
(NP) Mar. 23. 1929.

BACHELORS CLUB, THE

(D): Richard Talmadge. Barban
Worth, Edna Murphy. Edna Ellsmere. V. Talbot Henderson
Herbert Hayes. Barry Palmer. (NP) June 15.

Gotham
FATHER AND SON
Forthcoming 1929

Lawrence Gray

Josephine Dunn, Myrtle Stedman, Anders Randoif, Bicnard Alexander, Frederick H. Graham, George Davis, David
(NP) Mar. ».
(E) Feb. 3. 1929.
Callis.
(L) 60721.
1929.
(TOS) Apr. 27. 1929.

Noah Beery. Noah

(AT):

October.

(El

6250f.

Jr

Virginia Lee Corbin.

(LI

1928.

KNEE HIGH: Virginia Corbin. (R) October.
MODERN SAPPHO, A (Tl
Betty Bronson.

1929.

(R)

:

ber.

Beery.

release.

HEAD OF THE FAMILY. THE:

Septem-

1929.

RIVER WOMAN, THE (D-ME):

Jacqueline

Logan.

Llone

Barrymore, Charles Delaney. Harry Todd. Mary Doran
Sheldon Lewis.
(L) 8 reels.
(R) April. 1929.
(NP)
Mar. 30. 1929.
TIMES SQUARE (CD-T): Alice Day. Eddie Kane. Emilc
Chautard. John Miljan. Natalie Joyce, Joseph Swickard
(L) 10.500f.
(E) March. 1927.
(NP) Mar. 30. 1929.

THROUGH THE BREAKERS:
(B)

6420f.

Livingston and Herbert.

(Lj

September, 1928.

Ernest Mattsson
IN

DALARNA AND JERUSALEM

(L)

Forthcoming 1929

14,000.

(D)

Hanson and

:

Veldt

release.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE (M-TME)
Lionel Barrymore.
shall,
8.000f.

Mar.

:
William Haines
Tully Mar
Billy Butts, Evelyn MlUs.
(L!
1929.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
(TOS

Hyams. Karl Dane,

Leila

Howard Hickman,
(B)

Jan.

26.

1929.

9,

ALL AT SEA

(C): Karl Dane. George K. Arthur. Josephine
Dunn. Herbert Prior. Eddie Baker.
(L) 5345f.
(E) Feb
9. 1929.
(NP) Feb. 23. 1929.

BELLAMY
Bronson.

THE (D-TME):

TRIAL,
(L)

(E)

75241.

(TOS) Apr.

Mar.

Roy

D'Arcy,

Russell.
18, 1928.

Polly

(L)

Leatrlce

Joy.

(NP)

1929.

2.

Belt

Sept.

2D

1929.

13.

BEYOND THE SIERRAS

Tim McCoy. Sylvia
(W)
Moran, Richard B. Neill. J.
:

(R)

5896f.

Sept.

Beecher
Gordoi

(NP)

1928.

15.

BRIDGE OF SAN LUIS REY. THE (D-ME):

Lily

Au|

DamlU

Ernest Torrence, Raquel Torres. Don Alvarado, Duncan Rl
naldo. Henry B. Walthall, Mikhail Vavitch, Emily Fitzroy
(NP
Tully Marshall.
(L) 78801.
(R) Mar. 30, 1929.

May

1929.

18,

BROADWAY MELODY, THE (MC-TSM)

:

Anita Page. Btt

Charles King, Jed Prouty, Kenneth Thomson, Ed
ward Dillon. Mary Doran. Eddie Kane. J. Emmett Beck

sie Love.

Marshall Ruth. Drew Demarest.
(B) Mar. 9. 1929. (NP
Mar. 30. 1929.
(TOS) Apr. 20. 1929.
BROTHERLY LOVE (C-TE)
Karl Dane. George K. Ar
thur. Jean Arthur, Richard Carlyle. Edward Connelly. Mar
(NP) Oct
cia Harris.
(L) 6053f.
(E) Oct. 13. 1928.
:

13,

PLEASURE CRAZED

(L)

16,

Rosing,

1928.

NEW YEAR'S EVE

19.

1928.

:

MOTHER KNOWS BEST (D-TME)

(NP) Sept.

CHASING THROUGH EUROPE (D-TME):

EXALTED FLAPPER. THE (CD-ME):

GANGSTER (D-M)

ME,

Slim

SUNRISE

5643f.

Richard Barthelmess, Betty
George Stone. William Holden. Louis Natheaui.

(MD-TME):

RIVER

Wt^ARY

1929.

27.

Victor McLaglen. Leatrlce Joy. FarSummerville. Kent Sanders, Tom
David Torrence,
Wilson,
Jack
Pennick,
Eobert Byan,
Dolores Johnson.
(L) 5567f.
(E) Mar. 3, 1929.
(NP)

MacDonald,

rell

23.

Nick Stuait, Rex Bell.
Jose Crespo, Dorothy Ward. Ada Williams. Maria Alba.
Sally Phipps, Florence Allen, Mabel Vail. John Breedon.
(R) Apr. 7. 1929.
(NP) May 11. 1929.
LUCKY STAR (D-T)
Charles Farrell.
Janet
Gaynor,
Hedwiga Reicher. Guinn (Big Bov) Williams. Paul Fix.
Gloria
Grey.
Sarno.
Talking.
Hector V.
(L)
8895f;
silent, 8725f.
(R) Aug. 18. 1929.
MAKING THE GRADE (CD-M): Edmund Lowe. Lois
Moran. Albert Hart. Lucien Littlefleld. James Ford. Sherman Ross. John Alden. Gino Conti, Rolfe Sedan. Lia
Tora. Mary Ashley.
(L) Talking. 5903f: silent, 5024f.
(R)
Lois Moran.

MASKED EMOTIONS (D-TME)

(TOS) Apr.

1929.

6.

Edmund
Mar.

1929.

JOY STREET (CD-M):

Sharon

General Pictures

HOMESICK

Dec. 16. 1928.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
IN OLD ARIZONA (D-TME):
Warner
Lowe.
(L) 8724f.
(B) Jan. 20. 1929.

Paul Page. Lola Lane. Henry B.
Helen Ware, Warren Hymer. Stuart Ervnn.
Lynn. Erville Alderson. James Gullfoyle. Helen
Beebe,
Sailor Vincent, Joseph Cawthorae,
Lynch, Marjorie
(NP) Apr.
Ivan Linow.
(L) 57751.
(B) Mar. 24. 1929.
Walthall,

6444f.

1929.

24.

1929

7,

1928.

CAMERAMAN. THE

Buster Keaton, Marceline Dai
(C) :
Harold Goodwin. Sidney Bracy, Harry Gribbon. (L) 69951
(NP) Sept. 15. 1928.
(E) Sept. 15. 1928.
CHINA BOUND (CD): Karl Dane. George K. Arthur. Jose
phine Dunn. Polly Moran, Hatty Woods. Carl Stockdale
(L) 6000f.
(B) May 18. 1929.
(NP) May 11, 1929.
DANCING DAUGHTERS (D-M): Joan Crawford. (L) 7653
(NP) June 30. 1928. (TOS) Sept. 22
<E) Sept. 1. 1928.
1928.

DESERT NIGHTS
Nolan.
1929.

(L)

(D)

John Gilbert. Ernest Torrence, Mar
(NP) D*ir. "
Mar. 9. 1929.

:

(B)

6177ft

(TOS) Mar.

16.

1929.

DESERT RIDER. THE (W)
Bert Boach.

Edward

May 11. 1929.
DREAM OF LOVE
(E)

:

Tim McCoy.

Connelly.

(NP) June

Baq'iel Torre;
Jea» Cavu

Harry Woods22.

Joan Crawford. Nils Asthei
(D):
Aileen Pringle, Warner Oland. Carmel Myera. Harry Bern.
hardt. Harry Myers, Aiphonse MarteU. Fletcher Nortoi
(NP) Dec 22 1928. (TOS
(L) 7987f. (E) Dec. 1. 1928.
Dec. 8. 1928.
Halna
DUKE STEPS OUT, THE (CD-TME): William
Nujcnt
Joan Cawford. Karl Dane. Tenen Holtz. Eddie
Fnoi
Jack Eoper. Delmer Davis. Luke Cosgrove, Herbert
(R) Mar. 16. 1929. (NT
Sound-6206f.
(L)

Silent-6210f.

Mar. 30. 1929.

EXCESS BAGGAGE

(D-ME):

Dunn. Neely Edwards. Kathleen

William

Haines

JosepbW

Clifford. Greta Grandsteat

<R> Sept.
(L) 71801.
Rlcardo Cortei. Cyril Chadwick.
(TOS) Sept. 8. 1928.
(NP) June 23. 1928.
1928.

»

.

September

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

1929

7,

Ramon Novarro. Ralph
FLEET. THE (D-M)
Anita Page. Edward Nugent. CarroU Nye. Sumner
(B)

FLYING

(L) 9044f.
Getchell, Gardner James. Alfred Allen.
(TOS) Jan. 19.
(NP) Feb. 9. 1929.
Jan. 19. 1929.

HALLELUJAH

(D-ATS):

Mae McKinney.

Nina

1929.

William

Fountaine. Daniel L. Haynes. Harry Gray. Fannie Bell
De Knight, Everett McGarrity. Victoria Spivey, Milton
Dickerson, Robert Couch, Walter Tait. Dixie Jubilee Singers.
(L) Talking, 9650f.
HOLLYWOOD REVUE, THE (MC-ATS) Bessie Love, Charles
King, Marion Davies. Norma Shearer, William Haines, Gus
Edwards, Joan Crawford, John Gilbert, Marie Dressier,
Polly Moran, Brox Sisters. Anita Page. Buster Keaton. Al(L) Talking. ll,6G9f.
bertina Ballet.
HONEYMOON (CD): Polly Moran. Eddie Gribbon. Bert
(NP) Mar.
(L) 4823f.
(R) Dec. 22, 1928.
Roaoh. Flash.
:

9.

1929.

Conrad Nagel. Bessie Love.
RICH, THE (D-AT)
Hyams, Robert Ober, James Neill. Edythe Chapman.
(L) 7351f.
(R) June 15.
Paul Kruger, Kenneth Gibson.
(NP) June 8.
1929.
LADY OF CHANCE. A (DM): Norma Shearer. Lowell
Sherman, Gwen Lee. John Mack Brown, Eugenia Besserer,

IDLE

:

Leila

Buddy Messinger.
Mar.

(L)

(R)

7126f.

Dec.

(NP)

1928.

22.

LAST OF MRS. CHEYNEY, THE (D-AT):

Norma

Shearer.

Basil Rathbone. George Barraud. Herbert Bunston, Hedda
Hopper. Moon Carrol, Madeline Seymour, Cyril Chadwick,
George K. Arthur (in sound print only). Finch Smiles.
Maude Turner. (NP) July 20. (L) Talking, 865if; silent,

CASANOVA

Ivan Mosoujkine. Diana
Kerenne. Suzanne Bianchetti, Jenny Jugo, Rina de Liguoro,
Nina Kochitz. Olga Day, Paul Guide. Decoeur, Bouamerane.
(R) Feb. 16. 1929.
(NP)
(L) 6179f.
Rudolf Klein-Rogge.
Mar. 9. 1929.
MADAME X (D-AT): Lewis Stone. Ruth Chatterton. Raymond Hackett, Holmes Herbert, Eugenie Besserer, John P.
Edington, Mitchell Lewis, Ulrich Haupt. Sidney Toler.
(L) 8806f.
Richard Carle, Claud King. Chappell Dossett.
(NP) Jnne 29.
MAN'S MAN. A (CD-ME) William Haines. Josepbine Dunn.
Sam Hardy. Mae Busch. (L) 6683f. (R) May 25, 1929.
(NP) June 22.
MARIANNE (CD-AT): Marion Davies, Oscar Shaw, Robert.
Scott Koilt, Emil Chautard, Mack Swain, Oscar
Castle,
Recorded on film and disc.
(R) July
Apfel. Robert Ames.
(NP) Aug. 31.
20, 1929.

OF

(D)

:

:

MASKS OF THE DEVIL, THE (D-M):

John Gilbert. Alma
Rubens. Theodore Roberts, Frank Reicher, Eva Von Berne.
(L) 6575f.
Ralph Forbes. Ethel Wales, Polly Ann Young.
(TOS) Nov.
(NP) Nov. 17. 1928.
(R) Nov. 17. 1928.
1928.

MORGAN'S LAST RAID

Tim McCoy. Dorothy Se(W)
Wheeler Oakman, Allan Garcia, Hank Mann. Mon(NP) Mar.
(R) Jan. 5. 1929.
Shaw.
(L) 5264f.
:

bastian,

tague
9.

1929.

NAPOLEON

Waldlmlr Roudenko. Albert
(D):
Alexandre Koubltzky. Harry Krimer. Edmond
Anton in Artaud, Gina Manes. Nicholas Koline.
Oct.

(R)

(NP) Oct

1928.

27.

27.

OVERLAND TELEGRAPH, THE (W)

PAGAN, THE
Dorothy

(D-SME)
Apr.

SHOW PEOPLE

27.

Daele.

(L)

6893f.

1929.

Tim McCoy. Doro-

:

Ramon

:

Novarro.

Renee

Adores.

Sound-

Donald

Janls,

(R)

7359f.

Dleudonne.

Van

Lawford Davidson. Clarence Geldert.
(NP)
4815f.
(R) Mar. 2. 1929.

thy Janis, Frank Rice,
(L)
Chief Big Tree.
Mar. 16. 1929.

(L) Silent-7250f.
Crisp.
(NP) May 25, 1929.
1929.

Marion Davies, William Haines.
Dell Henderson, Paul Ralli, Tenen Holtz. Harry Gibbon.
(L)
7453f.
Sidney Bracy, Polly Moran. Albert Conti.
(TOS) Oct.
(NP) Sept. 29, 1928.
(R) Oct. 20. 1928.
27.

(CD-TE):

1928.

SINGLE MAN, A (CD): Lew Cody. Aileen Pringle. Marceline
Day. Edward Nugent, Kathlyn Williams. Eileen
Manning.

Jan.

(R)

5596f.

(L)

1929.

12.

(NP) Feb.

9.

1929.

SINGLE STANDARD. THE (D)
John Mack Brown, Dorothy

Greta Garbo. Nils Asther,
Sebastian.
Lane Chandler.
Robert Castle, Mahlon Hamilton, Kathlyn Williams, Zef(NP) Aug. 17.
fle Tibury.
SIOUX BLOOD (W): Tim McCoy. Robert Frazer. Marlon
Douglas. Clarence Geldert. Chief Big Tree. Sidney Braoy.
(NP) Apr. 27. 1929.
(L) 4811f.
(R) Apr. 20. 1929.
SPIES (M): Rudolph Klein-Rogge. Gerda Maurus, Lien
Deyers, Louis Ralph, Craighall Sherry, Willy Fritsch, Lupu
(NP) June 15.
Pick. Fritz Rasp.
Buster Keaton. Dorothy SeSPITE MARRIAGE (CD-M)
:

:

Edward

bastian.

Hyams.

Leila

Earle.
(L) 7047f.

John Byron.
27.

(R)

Apr.

6.

William Bechtel.
1929.
(NP) Apr.

1929.

THUNDER (D-TME):

Lon Chaney. James Murray. Phyllis
Haver, George Duryea, Francis Morris, Wally Albright.
(NP) Aug. 3.
(L) 7783f.
(R) June 25. 1929.
TIDE OF EMPIRE (D-M): Renee Adoree and Duryea. (L)
6552f.

TRAIL OF

'98.

Forbes. Harry
Holtz. Russell
Cooper. John
Jan. 5. 1923.

Mar.

(R)

23.

THE (D-ME)

1929.

Dolores Del Rio. Ralph
Carey. Tully Marshall. Emily Fitzroy, Tenen
Simpson. Karl Dane. Cesare Gravina. George
(L) 8799f.
(B)
Down. E. Alyn Warmer.
(TOS) Mar. 23.
(NP) Dec. 29. 1928.
:

1929.

Donald Crisp, Pauline Starke,
THE (D-ME)
LeRoy Mason, Anders Randolph, Richard Alexander, Harry
Lewis Woods, Albert MacQuarrie. Roy Stewart, Torben
(NP)
Meyer, Claire MacDowell. Julia Swayne Gordon.

VIKING,

:

Mar 9. 1929. All In technicolor.
VOICE OF THE CITY, THE (D-M):

Robert Ames. WUlard

Sylvia Field. James Farley. John Miljan. Clark
Marshall, Duane Thompson, Tom McGuire. Alice Moe.
Beatrice Banyard.
(R) Apr. 13. 1929.
(L) Sound-7427f.
(NP) Apr. 27, 1929.

Mack,

WEST OF ZANZIBAR (D-M):

Lon Chaney. Lionel Barrymore. Warner Baxter. Mary Nolan. Jane Daly. Roscoe
Ward. Kalla Pasha. Curtis Nero.
(L) 6150T.
(R) Not.
24. 1928.
(NP) Dec. 8, 1928.
WHERE EAST IS EAST (D-TME): Lon Chaner. Lupe
Velez, Estelle Taylor. Lloyd Hughes,
Louis Stern. Mrs.
Wong Wing. (L) 6500f. (R) May 4. 1929. (NP) June 22.

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS (M-ME)
(R) Sept. 29. 1928.

7448f.

WHITE SHADOWS OF
»

:

(TOS) Oct.

THE SOUTH

Lon Chaney
20.

(L)

1928.

SEAS

(D-TME):

Monte Blue. Raquel Torres, Robert Anderson.
(L) 7968f.
(R) Nov. 10. 1928.
(NP) July 7. 1928.
(TOS) Dec. 1.
1928

WILD ORCHIDS
(L)

ther.

(TOS)

(D): Greta Garbo. Lewis Stone. Nils As(NP) Mar. 2. 1929.
9235f.
(R) Feb. 23, 1929.

Feb.

23.

1929.

WOMAN OF AFFAIRS
(L)

IRISH

ROSE -(CD-TME)

Jean

Carroll,

Gorcey.

Hersholt.

:

Charles

Nancy

Rogers.

McDonald.

Farrell

J.

Bernard

Nick Cogley,

Ida Kramer,

Camillus Pretal. Rosa
(L) Silent-10.187f.
Sound-10,471f.
(R) Jan.
5. 1929.
(NP) Nov. 3. 1928.
(TOS) Feb. 2. 1929.
AVALANCHE (W) Jack Holt. Doris Hill. Baclanova. John
Darrow. Guy Oliver. Richard Winslow.
(L) 6099f.
(NP)
Dec. 1. 1928.
BEGGARS OF LIFE (M-ME): Wallace Beery, Louise
Brooks, Richard Arlen, Edgar Blue Washington. H. A.
Morgan, Andy Clark, Mike Donlin. Roscoe Karas, Robert
Perry, Johnnie Morris. George Kotsonaros, JacQue Chapin,
Robert Brower, Frank Brownlee.
(L) 7805f.
(R) Sept.
15. 1928.
(NP) July 7. 1928.
(TOS) Oct. 20, 1928.
BEHIND THE GERMAN LINES (D)
Foreign cast.
(L)
Sound-8254f.
(K) Jan. 12. 1929.
BETRAYAL (D-ME)
Emil Jannings. Gary Cooper, Esther
Ralston. Jada Weller, Douglas Haig, Bodil Rosing.
(L)
Silent-6492f.
Sound-6614f.
(R) May 11. 1929.
(NP) Apr.

Rosanova.

:

:

:

27,

1929.

CANARY MURDER CASE. THE

(My- AT) : William Powell.
Hall. Louise Brooks, Jean Arthurs,
Gustav von
Charles Lane, Eugene Pallette, Lawrence Gray.
Ned Sparks. Louis John Bartels. E. H. Calvert. (L) Talking, 7171f ; silent. 5943f.
(R) Feb. 16. 1929.
(NP) June 15.
CASE OF LENA SMITH, THE (D): Esther Ralston. James
Hall, Gustav von Seyffertiz, Emily Fitzroy, Fred Kohler,
Seyffertitz,

Aho, Lawrence Grant. Leone Lane, Kay DesLys.
Alex Woloshin, Ann Brody. Wally Albright. Jr., Warner
Klinger.
(L) 7229f.
(R) Jan. 19, 1929.
(NP) Mar. 16.
1929.
(TOS) Jan. 26. 1929.
CARNATION KID. THE (C-AT)
Douglas MacLean. Francis Lee. William B. Davidson. Lorraine Eddy. Charles Hill
Mailes. Francis McDonald. Maurice Black, Bert Swor, Jr..
Carl Stockdale.
(L) Sllent-6290f.
Sound-7267f.
(R) Feb.
23. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 16. 1929.
Betty

6484f.

LOVES

24.

ABIE'S

James

1929.

9,

INNOCENTS

Paramount

:

Graves.

8319f.

(R)

(D-M):

Dec. 15.

1928.

WONDER OF WOMEN (D-TME):

Greta Garbo, John Gilbert.

(TOS) Feb.

16.

1929.

Lewis Stone. Leila Hyams,
Peggy Wood, Harry Myers, Sarah Padden, George Fawcett,
Blanche Frederici, Wally Albright, Jr., Carmencita Johnson.
Anita Louise Fremault. Dietrich Haupt, TJllric Haupt, Jr. (L)
Talking. 8796f; silent, 6835f.
(NP)
(R) July 31. 1929.
July 27

:

CHARMING SINNERS (D-TME)

:

Ruth

Chatterton.

Clive

Brook. Mary Nolan. William Powell, Laura Hope Crews,
Florence Eldridge. Montagu Love, Juliette Crosby, Lorraine
Eddy. Claude Allister. (L) 6164f. (R) July 6, 1929. (NP)
Aug. 10.
CHINATOWN NIGHTS (D-AT): Wallace Beery. Florence
Vidor, Warner Oland. Jack McHugh. Jack Okie. Tetsu
Komai. Frank Chew, Mrs. Wing. Peter Morrison. Freeman
Wood.
(L)
Sound-7081f.
(R) Mar. 23.
Silent-7145f.
1929.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
(TOS) Apr. 6. 1929.
CLOSE HARMONY (CD-AT): Charles Rogers. Nancy Carroll, Harry Green, Jack Oakie, Richard (Skeets) Gallagher,
Matty Roubert, Ricca Allen. Wade Boteler. Baby Mack.
(L) SoundOscar Smith. Greta Grandstedt. Gus Partos.
(TOS)
6271f.
(NP) Mar. 30. 1929.
(R) Apr. 13. 1929.
Apr. 13. 1929.

COCOANUTS. THE (MC-ATS):

Four Marx Brothers. Mary

Eaton, Oscar Shaw, Katherine Francis, Margaret Dumont,
Cyril Ring, Basil Ruysdael. Sylvan Lee, Gamby-Hale Girls,
Allan K, Foster Girls.
(R) May 23, 1929.
(L) 8613f.
(NP) July 13.

DANCE OF

LIFE. THE (D-AT):
Dorothy Ravier. Ralph Theador.
John, May Boley. Oscar Levant,
Quinn, James Farley. George
(NP) Aug. 3.

DANGEROUS CURVES

(D-AT):

Nancy

Carroll.

Hal

Skelly,

Brown. Al St.
Gladys DuBois, James T.
Talking lO.GlDf
Irving.
Charles D.

Clara Bow. Richard Arlen.

Kay Francis, David Newell. Anders Randolph, May Boley.
Roy Barnes, Joyce Compton, Charles D. Brown, Stuart

T.

Erwin. Jack Luden.

(R) July 13.
(L) Talking. 7278f: silent, 6539f.

(NP) Aug.

1929.

3.

DANGEROUS WOMAN, A

(D-AT): Baclanova. Clive Brook.
Neil Hamilton. Clyde Cook. Leslie Fenton. Snitz Edwards.
(NP) Mar. 11.
(L) Sound-6643f.
(R) May 18, 1929.
1929.

Douglas MacLean, Marie
Frances Lee. Dot Farley. Jack

Prevost, Johnny Arthur,
Duffy. Buddy Watles. Hal Wilson.
(R) July 6. 1929.
(NP) July 13. (L) Talking. 5386f; silent. 5270f.
YORK. THE (D): George Bancroft. Betty
DOCKS OF
Compson, Baclanova, Clyde Cook, Mitchell Lewis, Gustav
von Seyffertitz, Guy Oliver. May Foster. Lillian Worth.
(L) 7202f.
(R) Sept. 20. 1928.
(NP) Mar. 16, 1929.

NEW

Oct.

27,

1928.

DOCTOR'S SECRET. THE (D-AT):

Ruth Chatterton. H. B.
Warner, John Loder, Robert Edeson. Wilfored Noy, Ethel
Sound(L)
Wales, Nancy Price, Frank Finch-Smiles.
(NP) Mar. 16. 1929.
(TOS) Feb. 16. 1929.
5832f.
DUMMY. THE (D-AT) : Ruth Chatterton. Frederio March.
John Cromwell. Fred Kohler, Mickey Bennett, Vondell
Darr. Jack Oakie. Zasu Pitts. Richard Tucker. Eugene
Pallette.
(L) Sound-5357f.
(R) Mar. 9. 1929.
(NP)
Mar. 16. 1929.
(TOS) Mar. 6. 1929.
FASHIONS IN LOVE (D-AT): Adolphe Menjou, Fay
Compton, Miriam Seegar. John Miljan, Joan Standing,
Jacques
Robert Wayne.
Blllie
Bennett,
Russ Powell.
Vanaire.
(L) Talking, 6325f; silent. 6024f.
(R) June 29,
1929.
(NP) July 13.
FIRST KISS. THE (D)
Fay Wray, Gary Cooper, Lane
Chandler. Leslie Fenton. Paul Fix. Malcolm Williams.
Monroe Owsley.
(L) 6134f.
(R) Sept. 25. 1928.
(NP)
Aug. 4, 1928.
(TOS) Sept. 1. 1928.
FLEET'S IN. THE (CD): Clara Bow. James Hall. Jack
Oakie. Bodil Rosing.
(R) Oct. 13, 1928. (NP)
(L) 6918f.
Sept. 22. 1928.
(TOS) Sept. 15. 1928.
Clive Brook. Mary Brian, Olga
FORGOTTEN FACES (M)
Baclanova. William PowelL Fred Kohler. Jack Luden.
(NP) Aug. 4, 1928.
(L) 7640f.
(R) Sept. 11. 1928.
(TOS) Aug. 4. 1928.
GENTLEMEN OF THE PRESS (D-AT): Walter Huston.
Katherine Francis, Charles Ruggles, Betty Lawford, Nor(L)
man Foster, Duncan Perwarden, Lawrence Leslie.
(NP) Apr. 13. 1929.
Sound-7176f.
(R) May 4. 1929.
GREEN MURDER CASE. THE (My-AT): William Powell.
Eugene
Florence Eldridge, Ullrich Haupt, Jean Arthur,
Pallette, E. H. Calvert, Gertrude Norman. Lowell Drew.
Morgan Farley, Brandon Hurst, Augusta Burmester, Marcia
Hariss, Mildred Golden, Mrs. Wilfred Buckland, Helena
Phillips. Shep Camp. Charles E. Evans.
(NP) July 20,
:

:

(L)

1929.

Talking,

6383f.

IN THE WALL, THE (MyM-AT): Claudette Colbert.
Edward G. Robinson, David Newell, Nelly Savage, Donald

HOLE

Meek, Alan Brooks, Louise Closser Hale, Katherine Emmet, Marcia Kagno, Barry Macollum, George McQuarrie.
(R) Apr. 27. 1929.
Helen Crane.
(L) Sound-5850f.
(NP)
Apr.

G,

1929.

HOMECOMING
Frohlich.

(L)

(D)

:

8156f.

Lars
(R)

Hansen.
Feb.

OF PARIS (R-ATM) :
Maurice Chevalier.
Sylvia Beecher. Russell Simpson. George Fawcett. Mis.
George Fawcett. John Miljan, Margaret Livingston. David
Durand, Johnny Morris.
(L) Silent-7816f.
Sound-6148f.
May

(R)

16.

HUNGARIAN RHAPSODY (D-TME):

Dita

Parlo.
Gustav
(NP) Feb.
1929.

A

Ufa

picture.

Lll

Dagover. Willy Fritsch, Dita Parlo, Fritz Greiner, Gisella
(NP)
Bathory. Erich Kaiser Tietz, Leopold Kramer.
Aug. 3.
(L) 6165f.
ILLUSION (DAT): Buddy Rogers, Nancy Carroll. June
Collyer. Knute Erickson. Eugenie Besserer, Kay Francis.
Maude Turner Gordon. Regis Toomey. William McLaughlin,
Katherine Wallace, William Austin, Frances Raymond.
Eddie Kane, Michael Visaroff. Bessie Lyle. Emelie Melville.
Carl Lukas, Col. Q. L. McDonnel. (NP) July 27.

(NP) May

1929.

25.

1929.

4.

INTERFERENCE (D-AT):

William PoweU. Evelyn Brent,
Doris Kenyon, Tom Rlcketts, Brandon Hurst,
Louis Payne, Wilford Noy. Donald Stuart. Ravmond Lawrence.
(L) Stlent-6643f.
Sound-7487f.
(R) Jan. 5. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 16. 1929.
(TOS) Feb. 9. 1929.
KIBITZER (CD): Harry Green. Mary Brian. Neil Hamilton, David Newell. Lee Kohlmar. Henry Fink, Tenen Holtz.
Guy Oliver. Albert Gran, Eddie Kane. (NP) Aug. 17.
LETTER. THE (D-AT):
Jeanne Eagels. O
H. Heggie.
Reginald Owen, Herbert Marshall, Irene Brown, Lady
Tsen Mel. Tamaki Yoshiwara.
(L) Silent-5490f.
Sound5778f.
(R) Apr. 13. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 16. 1929.
Clive Brook,

LOOPING THE LOOP (D-ME)

Werner Kraus. Jenny Jugo.
(L) Silent-667Gf.
Souna(NP) Mar. 16. 1929.
LOVE PARADE, THE (CD): Maurice Chevalier, Jeanette
MacDonald. Lupino Lane. Lillian Roth. Edgar Norton.
Lionel Belmore, Robert Roccardi. Carleton Stockdale. Eugene

Warwick Ward.
6769f.

(NP) Aug.

1929.

16.

Russell

Pallette.

:

Gina Manes.

Mar.

(R)

Margaret Fealy,

Powell.

Virginia

Bruce.

3.

LOVES OF AN ACTRESS (D-M):

Pola Negri. Nils Asther.
Mary McAlister. Richard Tucker. Philip Strange. Paul
Lukas. Nigel de Brulier. Robert Fischer. Helene Giere.
(L) 7434f.
(R) Sept. 18. 1928.
(NP) June 23. 1928.
MAN
LOVE, THE (R-AT)
Richard Arlen. Mary Brian.
Baclanova. Harry Green. Jack Oakie, Pat O'Malley. Leslie
Fenton. Charles Sullivan, William Vincent.
(R)
Map
I

25,

:

(NP) Apr.

1929.

1929.

6.

MAN MUST

FIGHT, A (D-AT): Chares (Buddy) Rogers.
Mary Brian. Junn Collyer. Henry B. Walthall. Wallace
Fred Kohler. Natalie Kingston. Walter McGrail.
Anderson Lawler. Mrs. George Fawcett George Reed. (NP)
June 29.
MAROUIS PREFERRED (F): Adolphe Menjou. Nora Lane.
Chester Conklin. Dot Farley. Mischa Auer. Alex Melesh
Michael Visaroff.
(L) 5506f.
(R) Feb. 2. 1029
(NP)
Mar. 16. 1929.
Beery.

MODEL FROM MONTMARTE. THE
Petrovitch. Louise
5941f.
(R) Sept.

LaGrange.
22.

Elder.

(L)

(R)

5444f.

(D)

Nita Naldl. Ivan

:

Maurice de Cononge.
(L)
(NP) Sept. 15. 1928.
(CD):
Richard Dix. Ruth
27. 1928.
(TOS) Oct. 20.

1928.

MORAN OF THE MARINES
Oct.

MYSTERIOUS DR. FU MANCHU. THE (My-AT): Warner
Oland, Jean Arthur, Neil Hamilton, O. P. Heggie, William
Austin, Claude King, Charles Stevenson. Noble Johnson.
Evelyn Selbie. Charles Giblyn. Donald Mackenzie. Lawford
Davidson. Lask Winter, Charles Stevens. Chappel Dosset
Tully Marshall.

(NP) July

(L)

27.

Talking. 7663f.

NOTHING

BUT THE TRUTH (CD-AT): Richard Dix
Berton Churchill. Louis John Bartels. Ned Sparks Wynne
Churchill.
Helen Kane. Dorothy Hall. Madeline Grey
Nancy Ryan. (L) Sound 7256f. (R) Apr. 20. 1929
(NP)
Apr. 20. 1929.
(TOS) Apr. 27. 1929.
PATRIOT. THE (D)
Emil Jannings. Florence Vidor, Lewis
Stone, Vera Voronina, Neil Hamilton. Harry Cording
(L)
10.172f.
(R) Sept. 1, 1928.
(NP) Sept. 8. 1928.
(TOS
:

Sept.

1928.

22.

RAINBOW MAN. THE

(SR-TS): A Sono-Art picture. Eddie
powling. Marian Nixon, Frankie Darro. Sam Hardy Lloyd
e
ay
<L
<K »
"r
'
iSTim' fNpf jSi e l2.
REDSKIN (R-ME): Richard Dix. Gladys Belmont. Jane
Novak. Larry Steers. Tully Marshall, Bernard Suegel, George
Rigas, Augustina Lopez. Noble Johnson. Joseph
Girard
Jack Dunne. Andrew J. Callahan. Philip Anderson LoRitf r0 -„ eor 8? Walker.
(L) Silent-7204f.
SoundIJ'.'i?
?

^

M

W

1M9-

Feb

DIVORCE MADE EASY (CD-AT):

(TOS)

65

<NP) Feb

1929

2

16

'

1929

'

(T0S)

'

RIVER OF ROMANCE, THE (CD-AT):

Charles (Buddy)
Rogers, Alary Brian. June Collyer, Henry B. Walthall
Wallace Beery. Fred Kohler, Natalie Kingston. Mrs. George
Fawcett. Anderson Lawler. George Reed.
(L) Talking
7009f; silent, 7082f.
(R) July 20. 1929.

SHOPWORN ANGEL (CDS):

Nancy

Carroll. Gary Cooper.
Sound-7373f.
(R) Jan
(TOS) Jan. 19. 1929.
SINS OF THE FATHERS (D-M): Emil Jannings, Ruth
Chatterton, Barry Norton. Jean Arthur. Jack Luden Zasu
Pitts
Mattbew Betz. Harry Cording. Arthur Housman.
Frank Reicher.
(L) 7761f.
(R) Dec. 29. 1928.
(NPi

Paul
12.

Oct.

Lukas.

(L)

Silent-7112f.
9. 1929.

(NP) Feb.

1929.

1928.

20.

SOMEONE TO LOVE

(CD):
Charles Rogers. Mary Brian
William Austin, Jack Oakie. James Kirkwood. Mary Alden'
Frank Reicher.
(L) 6323f.
(NP) Dec. 29. 1928
(TOS ;
Dee. 22. 1928.

OF SAND

STAIRS
Phillips

Holmes.

R.

(R)

(W)
Wallace Beery. Jean Arthur,
Fred Kohler, Chester Conklin. Guy
L. Sherwood
:

Lillian Worth. Frank Rice. Clarence
June 8. 1929.
(NP) May 18. 1929.

Oliver.

STUDIO MURDER CASE, THE (My-AT):

Neil

Hamilton

Warner Oland. Frederic March. Florence Eldridge Doris
Hill.
Eugene Pallette. Chester Conklin. Lane Chandler.
Gardner James, Guy Oliver. E. H. Calvert. Donald Mackenzie.

(L)

Talking, 6500f; silent, 6070f.

(NP) June

(R) June

1

1929

8.

SUNSET PASS

(W):

Jack Holt, Nora Lane, John Loder
Pee Wee Holmes. Chester Conklin'

Christian J. Frank,
Pat Harmon. Alfred Allen. Guy

Oliver.

(L)

5862f

(R)

(NP) Feb. 23, 1929.
(CD):
Nancy CarroU, Stanley Smith. Helen
Kane, Joseph Depew. Jack Oakie, William Austin, Stuart
Erwin, Wallace MacDonald. Aileen Manning. (NP) Aug. 17.
THREE WEEK ENDS (CD): Clara Bow, NeU Hamilton
Harrison Ford. Lucille Powers. Julia Swayne Gordon.
Jack Raymond. Edythe Chapman. Guy Oliver, William
Holden.
(L) 5962f.
(NP) Dec. 22. 1928.
THUNDERBOLT (D-AT): George Bancroft. Richard Arlen.
Fay Wray, Tully Marshall. Eugenie Besserer. James Spottswood. Fred Kohler, Mike Donlin. S. S. R. S. Stewart
George Irving, William Thorne, E. H. Calvert. King Tut
(L) Talking. 8571f; silent. 7311f.
(R) June 22, 192°'
(NP) June 1.
VARSITY (CD): Charles Rogers. Mary Brian. Chester
Conklin. Phillips R. Holmes. Robert Ellis. John WestFeb.

9.

1929.

SWEETIE

wood, Princeton university undergraduates.
(L) 6349f. (R'
Oct. 27. 1928.
(NP) Aug. 4. 1928.
(TOS) Nov. 3. 1928.

VIRGINIAN. THE (D-AT): Gary Cooper, Walter Huston.
Richard Arlen, Mary Brian, Chester Conklin, Eugene Pallette, E. H. Calvert. Helen Ware. Victor Potel. Tex Young.
(NP) July 20.
Charles Stevens.

WEDDING MARCH, THE

(D)

:

George

Fawcett,

Maude

George, Erich von Stroheim, George Nichols. Zasu Pitts.
Hughie Mack. Matthew Betz, Cesare Gravina, Dale Fuller.
Fay Wray, Syd Bracey.
(L) 10.400f.
(R) Oct. 6. 1928.
(NP) Oct. 27. 1928.
(TOS) Jan. 26, 1929.
WHAT A NIGHT (CD): Bebe Daniels. Neil Hamilton. William Austin. Wheeler Oakman, Charles Sellon, Hill Mailes,
Ernie Adams.
Oct.
6.
1928.
(NP)
(L)
5378f.
(R)
Jan.

12,

1929.

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

66

Richard Dix. Esther
LIFE. THE (DAT):
Ralston. O. P. Heggie. Arthur Hoyt, Miytle Stedman.
(R) June
Larry Steers, Regis Toomey. Nigel de Brulier.
(NP) Apr. 27. 1929.
22. 1929.
March.
WILD PARTY, THE (CD-AT): Clara Bow. Frederic
Marceline Day. Shirley O'Hara. Jack Luden. Jack Oakie.
Arthur Rankin. Lincoln Stedman. Joyce Compton, Ben
LorJean
Dore.
Adrienne
Hendricks, Jr.. Jack Redmond.
raine. Virginia Thomas, Kay Bryant, Alice Adair. Amo
(L) SilentIngram. Renee Whitney, Marguerite Cramer.
(NP) Mar. 23.
(R) Apr. 6. 1929.
Sound-7167f.
6036f.
(TOS) Apr. 18. 1929.
1929.
_
George BanWOLF OF WALL STREET, THE (D-AT)
Baclanova. Paul Lukas. Nancy Carroll. Lane Chandcroft
(L)
Kent.
Craufurd
Guertsman.
Paul
Hurst.
Brandon
ler
(NP) Mar.
(R) Feb. 9. 1929.
Sound-6810f.
Sllent-6396f.
(TOS) Mar. 16. 1929.
9. 1929.
Cooper. Louis
WOLF SONG (R-TM): Lupe Velez. GaryVavitch.
Russell
Wolheim. Constantine Romanoff, Michael
(L) Silent-60<50f.
Colombo, Augustine Lopez. George Rigas.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
(R) Mar. 30. 1929.
Sound-6769f.
(TOS) Apr. 6. 1929.
„
vT
FROM MOSCOW. THE (D-ME): Pola Negri, Norman Kerrv, Otto Matiesen. Lawrence Grant. Maude George,
Paul Lukas. Bodil Rosing. Mirra Rayo. Martha Franklin,
(R) Nov. 3. 1928.
(L) C938f.
Jack Luden. Tetsu Komai.

WHEEL OF

:

WOMAN

(NP) June

1928.

19,

WOMAN TRAP

(M-AT): Hal Skelly. Evelyn Brent. Chester
Leslie Fenton. Effle Ellsler, William B. Davidson,
(NP) July 20.
Oliver, Charles Giblyn. Wilson Hummell.

Morris.

Guy

June

(NP)

22.

Nov.

Allan. Brown. Loff.

(CD-T):

(L)

(R)

7008f.

Robert Armstrong. Carol Lombard.
My- AT)
BIG NEWS
Tom Kennedy, Warner Richmond. Wade Boteler, Sam
(L) Talking. 6028f.
Hardy, Charles Sellon. Robert Dudley.
(R) Sept. 7, 1929.
Recorded on film and disc.
Don Coleman. (L) 6722f. (R)
BLACK ACE. THE (W)
(

:

:

Sept.

1928.

2.

BORDER PATROL

Harry Carey.

(W):

(L)

(R)

4598f.

Sept.

Harry Carey.

:

Richard
(R)

(L)

(R)

4846f.

1928.

30,

CAPTAIN SWAGGER (D-ME):
Tucker.

Oot.

Potel.

Rod La Rocque. Sue
16.

Armstrong.

(D):

Haupt.

Ulrich

(NP) Mar.

1928.

14.

CELEBRITY

Victor

(L)

(L)

1929.
6145f.

(R)

Carol,
6312/.

Oct.

7.

1928.

FLYING FOOL, THE (D-AT): William Boyd.
Tom O'Brien, Russell Gleason. (L) Talking.
(NP) July

6700f;
Oct.

(D)

Damita.

(L)

6787f.

(R)

1928.

28.

Loff.
1929.

Lily

:

(NP) Mar.

16.

1929.

(CD-TME):

(D-TME): Una Basquette, Marie
George Duryea. Noah Beery, Eddie Quillan, Mary

Prevost,
Jane Irving.

Julia Faye. Viola Louie. Emily Barrye. Clarence Burton. Dick Alexander. Kate Price. Hedwig Reicher.
(R) Mar. 31. 1929.
(L) Talking. 9328f; silent. 9019f.
1.

Allene Ray. Robert Chandler.
OF THE HILLS (W)
Jack Ganzhom, Frank Lackteen. Paul Panzer. Wally Oettel, Harry Semels. Walter Miller, Jack Pratt, Parks Jones,
Chief White Horse
Prince,
Frederick Dana, John T.
(L)
George Magrill, Evangeline Russell. Chief Yowlache.
(NP) Mar. 10. 1929.
(R) Mar. 17. 1929.
4840f.
HIGH VOLTAGE (D-AT): William Boyd. Owen Moore.
Carol Lombard. Diane Ellis. Billy Bevan. Phillips Smalley.
:

(NP) June

29.

H. B. Wamer, Jacqueline Logan, Dorothy dimming, Ernest Torrence, Joseph Schildkraut, Robert Edeson, Sidney D'Albrook, Rudolph Schlldkraut. Sam DeGrasse. Victor Varconl, William Boyd. Matt
(L)
Moore. Julia Faye, Kenneth Thomson, Alan Brooks.
(TOS) Mar. 10. 1928.
13, sour.
(R) Sept. 30. 1928.
William Boyd. Alan Hale.
LEATHERNECK, THE (D-T)
Robert Armstrong, Fred Kohler. Diane Ellis, James Aldlne.
Paul Weigel, Jules Cowles, Wade Boteler. Philo
(L) 6898f.
McCullough. Joe Glrard. Michel] Lewis.
(R)
Feb. 24. 1929.
(NP) Apr. 20. 1929.
LOVE OVER NIGHT (CD): Rod La Rocque, Jeanette Loff.
(L) 7630f.
Richard Tucker. Tom Kennedy, Mary Carr.

KING OF KINGS (D-ME):

:

(NP) Sept. 8. 1928.
LUCKY IN LOVE (D-AT): Morton Downey, Betty Dawford.
Colin Keith-Johnson, Halliwell Hobbes, J. M. Kerrigan.
Richard Taber, Edward O'Connor, Mary Murray, Mackenzie
Ward, Louis Sorin, Sonia Karlov, Tyrrell Davis, Elizabeth
(NP) July 27.
Murray.
(R) Aug. 17, 1929.
Nov. 25, 1928.

MARKED MONEY

(D)

:

Coghlan.

(L)

6606f.

(R)

Nov.

1928.

MAN-MADE WOMEN
(R)

(L)

Faire.

Sept.

9.

(D):

Leatrice

Joy.

(L)

5762f.

Morton Downey, Beryl Mercer,

T. Doyle. Brian Donlevy, Helen Chandler, Osgood
Perkins, Lorin Raker, Barbara Bennett. Jennie Moskowitz,
Jacob Frank. Louis Sorin. Robert Gleckler, Tyrrell Davis.
(NP) Apr. 6. 1929.
Allan Vincent. Leslie Stowe.
(D-ME): Irene Rich.
(L)
NED McCOBB'S
(R) Dec. 2. 1928.
6070f.
NOISY NEIGHBORS (CD-TME): Eddie Quillan. Alberta
Vaughn, Quillan Family, Theodore Roberts, Ray Hallor.
Russell Simpson, Robert Perry, Mike Donlin. Billy Gil(NP) Mar. 16.
bert.
(L) 6737f.
(R) Jan. 27. 1929.
1929.
(CD-TME) : Phyllis Haver, Leslie FenOFFICE
ton, Raymond Hatton, Margaret Livingston, Jimmy Adams.
(R) Mar. 3, 1929.
(NP)
(L) 6511f.
Jimmy Aldlne.
May 25. 1929.

John

SCANDAL

PARIS BOUND

(D-AT): Ann Harding. Frederic March.
Fenton.
Hallam Cooley. Juliette
Irving.
Leslie
Crosby, Charlotte Walker. Carmellta Geraghty, Ilka Chase.
(NP) July 20.
(R) Aug. 3. 1929.
(L) Talking. 6.684f.
POWER (CD): William Boyd, Alan Hale. Jacqueline Logan.
Jerry Drew. Joan Bennett, Carol Lombard, Pauline Cur(NP) Oot. 18.
(R) Sept. 23. 1928.
(L) 6092f.
ler.
George

1928.

Nov.

(D-T):

Phyllis

Haver.

(L)

6804f.

1928.

11.

SHADY LADY, THE

(D-TME): Phyllis Haver, Robert
(L) Talking.
Armstrong, Louis Wolheim, Russell Gleason.
(NP) June 1.
(R) Jan. 20, 1929.
8HOW FOLKS (CD-T): Eddie Quillan. (L) 6681f. (R)
61S2f: sllint. 5808f.
Oct.

SIN

ii.

ira.

TOWN

Jack Oakie.

(CD):
(L)

Feb.

:

June
Bedford. Frazer.

Santschi,

(D):

Brown

(L)

Irene Rich.

Connor.

6639f.

(R)

Universal
BODY PUNCH, THE

(D) : Jack Dougherty. Virginia Brown
Faire. George Kotsonaros, Wilbur Mack, Monte Montague.
(L) 4786f.
(R) July 14. 1929.
(NP) July 27.
(D-AT): George Lewis. Eddie Phillips.
Dorothy Gulliver, Churchill Ross, Hayden Stevenson. Sumner
GetcheU.
(L) Talking, 6864f.
(R) July 7. 1929.
(NP)

1.

COLLEGE LOVE

:

July 27.

COME ACROSS (M-TME):

1929.

SHOULD A GIRL MARRY? (D-TME):
November, 1928.
EVE (D): Mae

Foster. Keith.

Busch.

<L)

6676f.

(R)

5330f: silent,

1928.
(D):
Mary Carr. Jason Robards.
(L)
Ralston, M. A. Dickinson. Henry Barows.
6901f.
(R) Feb. 15, 1929.
SISTERS (D): Viola Dana. Rex Lease, Claire DmBrey. Irving Bacon, Boris Karloff. Tom Llngham, Thomas
(R) Apr. 1. 1929.
(L) 5161f.
A. Curran. Adalyn Asbury.

Talking.

Aug.

HIS

TWO

THE

LEGION.

(R)

Jan.

:

Elinor Fair. Ivan Lebedeff. Hugh Allan.
(NP) June 1.
(R) Jan. 28. 1929.

4554f.

/

Lyon.

Antonio

AMAZING VAGABOND. THE

Moreno.

(L)

6361f.

:

1929.

AVENGING RIDER, THE (W)
(L)

(R)

4808T.

Tom

Tyler.

Florence Al-

Bob Fleming, Arthur
1928.
(NP) Mar.

Oct.

7,

1929.

16,

BIG

:

FranMe Darro, Al Ferguson,

len.

DIAMOND ROBBERY, THE

BLOCKADE
(R)

May

(R)

6114f.

Jan.

(D)
30.

:

13.

1929.

Anna

Q.

(W):

Tom

Mix.
(L)

(L)

6409L

Francis X. Bushman,
(M)
Jacqueline Logan, Guido Trento, Paul Ellis, Henry Kolker
Charles Hill Maiies. John Hopkins, Charles K. French.
Olive Hasbrouck.
Mathllde Comont. Jack Ponder, Life
Conley. Gino Corrado, Frank Hagney.
(L) 5548f.
(R)
Sept. 16. 1928.
(NP) Sept. 15. 1928.
DELIGHTFUL ROGUE. THE (AT): Rod La Rocque, Bebe
Daniels.
Serial number. 0203.
(R) Sept. 22. 1929.
HALF MARRIAGE (D-AT): Olive Borden, Morgan Farley.
Ann Greenway. Sally Blaine, Ken Murray, Anderson Lawlor, Hedda Hopper, Richard Tucker.
(L) Talking, 64811.
Oct.

13.

i

ove,

WOMAN AND WIFE

MAN.

:

1929.

PAWNEE (W)
Tom Tyler. Frankie Darro.
Ethlyne Clair. Barney Furey, Jack Hllliard, Lew Meehan.
Jimmy Casey. (L) 4750f. (R) June 9. 1929. (NP) June 22.
RED SWORD. THE (D): Marion Nixon. William Collier. Jr..
Carmel Myers. Allan Roscoe.
(L) 6243f.
(R) Feb. 17.
PRIDE OF

(NP) June

:

Bebe Daniels, John Boles.
(R) Sept.
number, 0102.
(D AT):
Tom, Matt and Owen Moore,
Kathryn Perry, Emma Dunn, Frank Sheridan.
(L) TalkSerial number. 0202.
ing. 6965f.
(R) Sept. 8. 1929.
STREET GIRL (CD-ATS) : Jack Oakie. Ned Sparks. John
Harron, Joseph Cawthorn, Betty Compson,
(L) Talking.
Serial

1929.

STREET

(R) Aug.

11.

1929.

VERY

IDEA. THE (AT):
Frank Craven. Hugh Trevor.
Theodore von Eltz. Olive Tell, Doris Eaton, Adele Watson.
Oeanne de Bard, Allen Kearns. Sally Blane.
(L) TalkSerial number, 0503.
ing, 6139f.
(R) Sept. 1. 1929.

Kerry,

MELODY LANE

Eddie Leonard, Josephine Dunn.
(ATS):
George Stone. Huntley Gordon.
(L) Talking.
(R) July 21. 1929.
(NP) Aug. 31.
MODERN LOVE (CD-AT): Charley Chase. Jean Hersholt.
Kathryn Crawford. Edward Martindel.
(R) July 14. 1929.
(NP) June 22.
(L) Talking. 6501f; silent. 5730T

Rose Coe.
G350f.

Charles

Byer,

Thomas

Hector

Reginald Denny, Alice Day.
De Witt Jennings, Fritzi

Ricketts,

V.

(NP) June

1929.

Sarno.

(L)

(R)

6621f.

Jan.

27.

29.

RIDIN' DEMON, THE (W)
Ted Wells. Kathleen Collins,
(L) 4380f.
Lucy Beaumont. Otto Bibber.
(R) Aug. 18.
1929.
(NP) Aug. 3.
TIP OFF, THE (W): William Cody. George Hackathorne.
Duane Thompson, L. J. O'Connor. Jack Singleton, Robert
Bolder, Monte Montague, Walter Shumway.
(L) 4109f.
(NP) July 13.
(R) June 2. 1929.
SHOW BOAT (D-T): Laura LaPlante, Joseph Schildkraut.
Emily Fitzroy, Otis Harlan, Helen Morgan, Jane LsVerne, Alma Rubens, Jack McDonald. Neely Edwards.
SMILING TERROR, THE (W): Ted Wells. Derelys Perdue.
(L) 4525f.
Al Ferguson, Bed Osborne.
(R) June 30 19M.
(NP) July 13.
WINGED HORSEMAN, THE (W): Hoot Gibson. Ruth Elder.
:

Charles
5544f.

N. Schaeffer, Allan Forrest, Herbert
(NP) July 13.
(R) June 23. 1929.

Warner

RIO RITA (O ATS):
15.

Norman

29.

1929.

SilDE

(D-TME):

Pauline Starke, Marian Nixon, Kenneth Harlan, Craufurd
Kent, Byron Douglas.
(L) 6689f.
(R) Jan. 13. 192D.

Ridgeway.

1929.

LoBayne

THE (M-TME): Laura La Plante,
John Boles, Roy D'Arcy, Bert Boach, MarMack Swain, Burr Mcintosh, Carry
Daumery. George Summervilie, Torben Meyer, D'Arcy Corrigan. Bud Phelps,
Charles French. Fred Kelsey
Tom
O'Brien. Harry Northrup.
(L) Talking. 7980f; silent. ?731f.
(R) Jan. 6, 1929.
(NP) June 29.
I

RED HOT SPEED (CD-TME):
NUsson. McDonald.

CHARGE OF THE GAUCHOS

(R)

,

I

(M)
Bob Steele. Tom Lingham, Jay Morley. Perry Murdock, Lafe McKee, Thai ma
Daniels.
(L) 5081f.
(NP) Apr. 8.
(R) Apr. 7. 1929.

Denny.

Livingston,

garet

Ben

(D):

(NP)

1929.

28,

Reginald

:

WARNING,

LAST

Montagu

Sleeper, John Gough, Colin Chase.
(NP) Jan. 12. 1929.
6. 1929.

July

(R)

75311'.

silent,

:

Helene Costello. Bex
(D)
Lease. Claire McDowell. Ernest Hilllard. Emmett King,
George Periolat. Danny Hoy, Buddy Brown, Ranger, Rags.
(NP) Feb. 16. 1929.
(R) Jan. 16. 1929.
<L) 6242f.

Martha

7391f ;

31.

LUCKY DAY (CO-TME)

Duval, Otis Harlan. Eddie Phillips, Cissie Fitzgerald, Harvey
Clark. Tom O'Brien.
(L) Talking. 6731f; silent, 5630f.
(R) June 30. 1929.
(NP) June 22.
LARIAT KID. THE (W)
Hoot Gibson. Ann Christy. Cap
Anderson. Mary Foy. Francis Ford, Walter Brennan, Andy
Waldron, Bud Osborne, Joe Bennett, Jim Corey. (L) 52471.
(R) June 23, 1929.
(NP) June 15.

1929.

RKO

55931.

GIRL OVERBOARD (D-T): Mary Philbin. Fred Mackaye.
Otis Harlan. Edmund Breese,
Francis McDonald.
(Ll

September,

WHEN DREAMS COME TRUE

Reed Howes.

Flora Finch, Craufurd Kent, Gustav von Seyffertitz. Clarissa
Seiwynne.
(R) June 30, 1929.
(NP) July 27. (L) Talking.

Jobyna

23.

Llna Basquette.

(L)

SOME MOTHER'S BOY

(NP) May

Constance Talmadge, Andre Boanne. Jean
Fils and Jean Mercanton.

1.

(L)

Mar.

Jacqueline Logan. Sojln.
(M)
Jack Mower, Andy Clyde, Arthur Rankin, Glen Cavender,
Thomas A. Curran. Frank Lanning, J. P. McGowan. Frank
(NP) Mar. 23.
Moran.
(L) 5940f.
(R) December, 1928.

(R)

:

Max Maxudian, Baron

(NP) June

1929.

6525f.

DamlU.

Lily

1929.

1,

VENUS (D-ME):
Murat.

C. Keefe. Virginia
15, 1929.

1928.

SHIPS OF THE NIGHT

CONQUEST

Bros.

Monte

(D-AT):

Warner. Tully MarshaR
(NP) Aug. 3.

Blue,

(L)

DESERT SONG. THE (TMS)

(L)

Prior.

4706f.

Lois Wilson, H. B.
(R) Jan. 19. 1929.

John Boles. Carlotte

:

King.

Edward Martindel. Jack Pratt, Otto HoffElliott. Myrna Loy.
(L) Talking.

Louise Fazenda.

man, John Milian. Del

11.034f.
(R) May 11, 1929.
GAMBLERS. THE (D-AT): Lois

Wilson. H. B. Warner.
Robards, George Fawcett, Johnny Arthur, Frank
(L) Talking.
Pauline Garon. Charles Sellon.
Recorded on disc. (R) June 29. 1929.
MADONNA OF AVENUE A (D-ATM) Dolores Costello. Grant
Withers, Louise Dresser, Douglass Gerard. Otto Hoffman.
(R) June
Lee Moran.
(L) Talking, 6461f: silent. 5294f.

Jason

Campeau.

6611f; silent, 4844f.

:

DAUGHTER

(R)

THE

October.

SHANGHAI ROSE:

8188f.

1928.

MOTHER'S BOY (D-TME):

BAL OF 8INGAP0RE

(R)

6092f.

1928.

Mar.

(R)

5451f.

(R)

Thalasso.

HAWK

4.

September.

DEVIL'S CHAPLAIN, THE (D)

AIR
Quillan. Marian Nixon.
(R) Jan. 20. 1929.
(L) 6587f.

Eddie

(NP) May 26, 1929.
GODLESS GIRL. THE

(NP) June

(L)

Keefe.

Bedford.

:

(R)

5937f.

Colman.

:

(D)

:

Albert Gran, Gaston Glass.

(E)

1929.

16.

1929.

15.

Don Coleman, Ben Corbett. Al
Edward Jones, Duke R. Lee. Floyd Ames. Jeanette
(R) Feb. 17.
Murdock MacQuarrie. Orrin Jackson.

GERALDINE

:

i

CALIBRE WAR (W)

Hart,

6.746f; silent.

27.

FORBIDDEN LOVE
.46

Marie Prevost,

WAR

Lila Lee. Ray Hallor. Carlton Stockdale, Thomas Curran. George French. Howard
Lorenz, Sybil Grove, Baldy Belmont, Adele Watson. Lew
(NP)
Short. Art Rowlands.
(R) Jan. 1. 1929.
(L) 5261f.

SISTERS OF

Dee. 23, 1928.

BURNING BRIDGES (W)

Rayart

Mar.

Ronald

Alfred Hickman, Theodore von Eltz, John Davidson, Phillip
Strande, Bernard Siegel. Sojln, Harry Cording. Laska
Winters, Duke Kahanamoku, Louis Morrison, George Rigas,
Christopher Martin.
(L) Musical, 7980f; silent, 7910f.
(Bl
Jan. 12. 1929.
(NP) June 15.
SHE GOES TO
(D-TMS)
Eleanor Boardman. John
Holland, Edmund Bums. Alma Rubens, Al St. John. Glen
Waters, Margaret Seddon, Yola D'Avril. Evelyn Hall.
(L)
8864f.
(R) July 13. 1929.
(NP) June 1.
THIS IS HEAVEN (D-TME): Vilma Banky. James Hall,
Fritzie Ridgeway, Lucien Littlefield, Richard Tucker.
(L)
7948f.
(R) June 22, 1929.
(NP) June 1.
THREE PASSIONS, THE (D-M) Alice Terry. Ivan Petrovitch,
Shayle Gardner, Leslie Faber, Andrew Engelnun.
Claire Eames.
(b) Talking. 66401'; silent. 7570f.
(B)

(D) : Shirley Mason. Jack Mower.
James Bradbury. Jr., Isabel Keith, Thomas A. Curran,
Henry Roquemore. Belle Stoddard. Bill Franey. (L) 5732f.
(R) Apr. 15. 1929.
(NP) June 29.

6800f.

1928.

18.

RESCUE.

ANNA AGAINST WORLD

BROTHERS

(NP) June 15.
THE (D-ME):

1929.

Andre Beranger, Otto Matieson.
(L) Talking, 7099f;
6134f.
(P) June 1.
(R) Mar. 31. 1920.

silent.

ISLE OF LOST MEN.

Pathe
ANNAPOLIS

(D-AT) : Lee Patrick. June Nash. George
Barraud. Kyrle Bellew. Russell Gleason. Frank Reicher.
Claude King, Ned Sparks, Josephine Brown, Charles Hamil-

(L)

(Animal Picture):

John Barrymore. Camilla Horn.
Victor Varconi, Hobart Bosworth, Bodil Rosing, Moua Rico,
Evelyn Selbie.
(R) May 11. 1929.
(NP) June 16.
(D-ME): Dolores Del Rio. Roland Drew.
Alec B. Francis, John Holland. James Marcus. Pali]
McAlister. Lawrence Grant, Bobby Maok, George Marlon.
(L) 8268f.
(NP) June 1.
IRON MASK. THE (D-TME): Douglas Fairbanks. Bellt
Bennett, Marguerite de la Motte, Dorothy Rariar, Vera
Lewis, Rolfe Sedan. William Bakewell, Gordon Thorpe.
Nigel de Brulier, Ulrich Haupt, Lon Poff, Charles Stevens,
Henry Otto, Leon Barry, Standley J. Sandford, Gino Cerrado.
(L) Talking, 88551; silent. 8659f.
(R) Mar. I.

STRANGE CARGO

BLACK PEARL. THE (My-M)

1929

EVANGELINE

:

ton,

7,

ETERNAL LOVE (D-ME):

Eddie Quillan, Sally O'Neil.

Stanley Smith, Jeanette Loff, Rus-.ell Gleason, Sarah Pad(L) Talking 6526?.
den. Brooks Benedict. Spec O'Donnell.
(R) Aug. 24, 192'J.
<L)
SPEILER, THE (D-T): Alan Hale, Renee Adoree.
5816f.
(R) Dec. 30. 1928.
(TOS) Mar. 9. 1929.
Louis Wolheim. Junior
SQUARE SHOULDERS (M-TME)
Anita Louise. Montague
Coghlan.
Philippe De Lacey.
Shaw, Johnny Morris, Kewpie Morris. Clarence Geldert.
(L) 6477f.
(R) Mar. 81, 1929.
(NP) Mar. 80. 1929.

CITY OF PURPLE DREAMS, THE (D):

Parthenon
WILD HEART OF AFRICA. THE

SOPHOMORE, THE (OD-AT):

September

Tiffany-Stahl
MIDSTREAM

(D-TME)

Montagu Love.
Alvarez, Leslie
(L) 7353f.
Belle Bennett. Joe E. Brown.
Russell Simpson.
Joan Standing. Billie
(L) Talking, 7948f.
June 15.
:

Alma

Bennett,
Bennett.
(NP)

(D-TME):

NEW ORLEANS (D-TME):
(L)
Cortez. Alma Bennett.
TWO MEN AND A MAID
Alma

Bennett,
Talking. 6423f.

Windsor,
Eddy, Louis

Claire

Larry Kent. Helen Jerome
Brigham. Genevieve Shrader.

MY LADY'S PAST

William
67651.

(D-T)

Eddie Gribbon.
(R) Aug. 1. 1929.

Collier, Jr., Ricardo
Aug. 1. 1929.
William Collier, Jr..
George E. Stone.
(L)

(R)

22,

1929.

MY MAN

(CD-AT): Fannie Brice. Gulnn Williams. Andre
de Segurola. Ann Brody, Richard Tucker. Billy Sealy. Edn«
Murphy, Arthur Hoyts.
(NP) June 29.
NO DEFENCE (D-AT): Monte Blue. May McAvoy. Lee
Moran, Kathryn Carver. William Tooker. William Desmond,

Bud

Marshall.

Apr.

6,

1929.

SAY

IT

United Artists
ALIBI !M-AT): Chester

Morris. Pat O'Malley. Harry Stubbs.
Busch, Eleanor Griffith. Irma Harrison, Regis Toomey,
Al Hill. James Bradbury. Jr.. Elmer Ballard. Kerman
Cripps. Pumell B. Pratt. DeWitt Jennings, Edward Brady.
(NP) June 1.
(L) Talking. 8167f.
(R) Apr. 20. 1929.

Mae

Bennett,

DRUMMOND
Lilyan Tashman,

(D-AT):
Ronald Colman. Joan
Montagu Love, Lawrence Grant,

Wilson Benge, Claud Allister. Adolph Milar. Charles Sellon.
Tetsu Komal.
(L) Talking. 82561.
COQUETTE (D-AT): Mary Plckford. John Mack Brown. Matt
Moore. John Salnpolis, William Janney, Henry Kolker.
George Irving, Louise Beavers.
(NP)
(H) Apr. 12, 1929.

June

I.

5558f;

silent.

4712f.

(E)

13.

WITH SONGS (D-ATS):

Marian Nixon.

STOLEN KISSES

BULLDOG

Talking,

(L)

(NP) July

:

(L)

Al Jolson, David Lee

8.324f.
(R) Aug. 24, 1929.
Claude Gillingwater, Hallen CooReed Howes, Arthur

Talking.

(C-T)

:

May McAvoy. Edna Murphy.

ley,

Hoyt.

(L)

Talking,

STARK MAD (M-AT):

6273f;

silent.

Louise

56S3f.

Fazenda.

(R)

Claude

Apr.

13,

Gilllni-

B. Warner, John Mlljan. Jacqueline Logan.
water. H.
B. Walthall. Andre Beranger, Warner Richmond.
(L) Talking, 66811;
Lionel Bclmore, Flovd Schackelford.
silent, 4917f.
(R) Mar. 2. 1929.

Henry

World Wide
(D):
TRIUMPH OF THE SCARLET PIMPERNEL. THEH"*"™

Lang,

Matheson
Mason. Juliette
IL)

6490f.

Margaret Hume. Nelson Keys.
Compton. Douglass Payne. Harold Bn»-

(R) June 22, 1929.

-
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Minimum charge,
Ad Dept.

Ten cents per word, payable in advance.
$1.00. Copy and checks should be addressed

Classified

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn

St.,

Chicago,

111.

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium
THEATRE EQUIPMENT,

Managers' Schools

—

THEATRE EMPLOYEES Modern Theatre Management training will help you to better positions.
Complete training at home. Send for your free Copy
Address Moving Picture Theatre Manof catalog H.
agers Institute, Elmira, New York.

new and

Chicago.

color

FOR SALE—

Reflector Arc Lamps and accessories,
also guaranteed rebuilt Powers 6-A and 6-B and Simplex Heads.
Best Prices.
Write Joseph Spratler,
12-14 E. Ninth St.. Chicago, 111.

ANALYST-

will put your theatre over the top.
\ddress Dan France, Corni--" 1, 1_v
patronag
"""

—Go

COURT MARTIAL:

Jack Holt— A dandy litf,
Nothing to get excited about, but it Batisfie
Franke, Humota theatre. Humboldt, Ia.Small town patronage.
|

B.

-1APuoil*.
confidence anA" .,<;*
l\"atinnal
onnection; commission a.. ^ 1
•ith
tjr,

Exhibitors Herald-World,
"hicago, Illinois.

—its
organists

silent

—August

form.

In

oadway Melody,

Vermond Knauss School

of ,|j e good stuff
210 North 7th street, Allentown,,,. , act i ng

otice.
'laying,

HIGHLY TRAINED ORGANIST-PIANIST.

"Ex-

Address
young, Vitaphone cause of ad.
udolph Wolf, Mechanic Street, Marion, 111.

erienced,

POSTER ARTIST.

Address Lou

References.

ice.

Reliable.

spring

made by

constructed
the

uphol-

Heywood- Wake-

imitation Spanish
in
leather, at very reasonable prices.
500 upholstered
theatre chairs, back and seat covered in broadcloth.
1,000 upholstered seats covered in Spanish imitation
leather.
Veneered back and squab seats, very reasonable.
1,000 heavy 5-ply veneer chairs, l/$ in. back.
1,500 light 5-ply veneer chairs at very reasonable
prices.
300 folding chairs in sections of 2. Also a
large stock of chair parts to match any style seat.
assure you
In fact, everything for the theatre.
_reat savings.
For information, prices and literature
on our merchandise, write Illinois Theatre Equipment Company, 12-14 East Ninth street, Chicago, Illinois.

Upholstered

We

White

Alice

ORGANIST —Graduate

chairs,

company.

field

show.

—W.

HIGH GRADE,

1,600
stered theatre

Six years experiJones, Clifton Apts.,

BIG BARGAIN
stered,

844

used Opera ciairs, 600 upholAddress Movie Supply Co.,
Ave., Chicago, 111.
in

Veneer.

800

Wabash

PLY VENEERED

2500 USED 5
good condition.

$1.00

each.

theatre chairs in

Immediate delivery.
Company, 12-14

Address Illinois Theatre Equipment
East Ninth street, Chicago, 111.

Tenn.

ashville,

Wanted

Theatre for Sale
Syn-

ronous and non synchronous equipment in perfect
At the present time doing a good business,
This is well worth
sell quick sale for $10,000.

ndition.
'ill

Dearborn

street,

Chicago,

small

fully

five

FILANIZE

MOVING PICTURE MACHINES,
E Stand and

ctor lamps, Powers
th color frames, spot

2 Peerless rehead, 2 Olivetts
condition. Bar-

lamp. Good
Address Pla-Mor Ballroom, Kansas City,

REPRODUCO— hour
3IG

BARGAINS

6-A

Richardson's Handbook of
2.
Price S6.20 postpaid

and

S.

FOR SALE— Barry and Sargent's "Building
Theatre Patronage." Price $5.20 postpaid in U. S.
and Canada. $6.00 foreign countries. Certified
check or money order must accompany all orders.
Address Herald-World Bookshop, 407 South Dearborn street. Chicago. Illinois.
A.,

FOR SALE— "Motion Picture Trade Directory."
Comprehensive book pertaining to all branches of
Eleven hundred pages in size. Price
the industry.
$11.00
$10.00 postpaid in U. S. A., and Canada.

Illinois.

Cameras for Rent

in

rebuilt

Simplex Powers 6-B

monograph machines,

iranteed

Your

Rent
(professional).
Address Wood, 204 Inland Bank, Indian-

apolis, Ind.

seats and backs for all makes,
you money. Jobs in new
Address Redington Company,

Stationery

film.

"NEARGRAVURE"

your motion picture screen with liqua-

Better than a

Address
Brooklyn, N. Y.

notice.

new screen. Projectionists, take
Filanize,
299 Autumn avenue,

("Neargravuremboso"

Projector Repairing
SKILLED MECHANICS,

Equipment Wanted
WANT SEVERAL MERCURY

RECTIFIERS,

good, bad or incomplete, cheap.
Address
188 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

Preddey,

WANTED — 2

Peerless or Simplex projectors, also
Strong reflector arc lamps.
State price, condition
and number of machines.
Will pay cash, or one
third down and balance
D.
Address Box 337
Exhibitors Herald- World, 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Classified

CO

Ad

Will

Do

specialized tools, and a
shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I
have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
One
of your motion picture machinery equipment.

of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving
some of the largest houses. Relief equipment furnished free. For results bring your work to Joseph
Spratler. 12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago. 111.

BEST SHOP
Prompt

service,

for repairing projection machines.
Address Movie
reasonable prices.

Supply Co., 844 Wabash, Chicago.

the

Work

Exhibitors Herald- World has helped hundreds of Theatre owners in solving many a problem.
The classified advertising
department has placed organists all over the country, has helped in obtaining equipment, in selling equipment, and in
solving many another problem that seemed difficult.
The rates are but 10c per word payable with order, 10% discount

run for 3 insertions. See this week's classified pages.
week. The cost is small, the results are great.

if

plate-

Special Neargravure 250
less embossing) processes.
envelopes, 500 8^x7!4" letterheads $3.33, or 8H*11"
Sollidays, EXH-124, Knox, Indiana.
$4.44, postpaid.

Mo.

Pipe Organ.
Al condiAddress Victor Theatre, Hartland, Wis.
roll

all motor driven, in
condition, as well as used low intensity
reflector lamps, with or without machines at
sonable prices.
Big stock of rebuilt exhaust and
illating fans for AC and DC current.
Generators,
makes, ticket selling machines, film containers, all
bargain prices for immediate shipment.
Write for
gain list.
Address Illinois Theatre Equipment
'npany, 12-14 East Ninth street, Chicago, Illinois.
1

1

A.,
and Canada. $7.00 foreign countries.
order must acCertified check or money
company all orders. Address Herald-World Bookshop. 407 South Dearborn street. Chicago. Illinois.

U.

in

ply, at prices that save

chairs.
used
Scranton, Pa.

Equipment for Sale

$500.

— Volumes

Projection

H.

111.

For Sale
OPERA CHAIRS,
and

n.

Books
FOR SALE— F.

AKELEY: BELL-HOWELL
in

Pa.

n.

cago, Illinois.

anywhere.

Fully
Pennsylvania town.
uipped for good sound.
700 seats. Money maker.
Idress Daniel Katlin, 227 Bridge street, Phoenixlle,

RICHARDSON'S BOOK ON

H.

F.

3.
Thousands have already ordered and received this up-to-date useful book dealing witn and pertaining to all branches of sound.
The price is $5.20 postpaid in U. S. A., and Canada.
$6.00 foreign countries.
Certified check or money
order must accompany all orders. Address HeraldWorld Bookshop, 407 South Dearborn street, Chi-

equipped for operation in town of 1,500 to 3,000.
Prefer Central states.
Give details in first letter.
Address Box 430, Exhibitors Herald- World, 407 South

vesti gating.

THEATRE

Attention Theatre Managers

Certified check or money order
foreign countries.
must accompany all orders. Address Herald-World
South Dearborn street, Chicago,
Bookshop, 407

to Lease

WANT TO LEASE MOVIE THEATRE

TIVOLI THEATRE, Montgomery, Alabama.

Give price, size and
Address Metropolitan theatre,

velour eye.

letter.

first

SOUND— VOLUME

Chairs for Sale

MANAGER
town

in

Owatonna, Minn.

OUT NOW!

Wanted
EXPERIENCED SHOWMAN

RIPE

WANTED — Used

for used opera chairs,
Address Movie Supply Co.,

paid

projection machines, etc.
S44 Wahash. Chicago.

Position

'

HIGHEST PRICES

Opera

used.

chairs, projectors, screens, generators, rectifiers, reflecting arc lamps, etc.
Write for bargain list and
catalogue.
Address Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,

Maybe you

are in need of something that

is

being advertised

this

—

!

!

'
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NEW
PICTURES
HANDCUFFED:

THE VOICE OF THE INDUSTRY
ate

VERY

NOTE THAT

T. O. SERVICE IS
much in love with the talkies and he complains bitterly about the Chicago and Oriental
theatres showing a week of silent pictures.
are not exactly foolish and the manner
B &
in which our Swedish sister, Garbo, cleaned up
the jack for that particular week should mean
something to T. O. Service and set him to
thinking about the drawing power of the
"silents" even if they are just a pain in the
neck to him.
I

K

A

silent picture may put
will guarantee that he will

him

to sleep, but I

never go to sleep at

Where they corral all the infernal sounds and noises hashed up for public
approval in the average sound picture is beyond me. Practically everytalkie must have
its moments
of prolonged, iron-handed applause, most af it for no good reason, as I
heard
the flesh and blood audience
never
have
out in front join in with the synthetic variety
generated by the loud speakers. And the sobs
After watching the gal
of the heroine
through the first three reels, we like to believe
she is just as modest and refined as can be,
a "squawkie."

!

melted and gooey, but at
this crucial moment she pulls a series of sobs
that sound exactly like the exhaust of a mountain locomotive pulling a ten-coach train over
the Continental Divide Busted illusions Who
would ever imagine a cute little girl could
vent her grief with such weird, terrifying
sounds? They only do it in the talkies, thank

our emotions are

all

!

!

really

for

must

old outlaw,

J.

tell

you something about

C. Jenkins.

When we

this

got to

Denver, I suggested a bath, but he insisted
that he had taken a bath in Milwaukee four
months ago and he'd be darned if he'd take
another bath until the Jewish Passover, which
was his regular bath date. We got the house
detective and the captain of bellboys to help us
and threw him in the bath tub, but J. C. is
still crabbing about the criminal waste of soap
and water. Another thing, J. C. had a funny
looking bottle on his desk and upon being
asked what it was he replied that it was "typewriter lubricant." Now this may be true, but
it had the most pleasing, familiar odor of a

bygone day and

I

am wondering

yet.

I

am

willing to take J. C.'s word for most anything,
but if that was typewriter lubricant, then I'm
the Emperor of the South Sea Islands. Anyway, after reading what he wrote about our
trip to Denver, I think that perhaps this lotion
was "banana oil." I suggest that an appropri-

Jenkins'

Sprague, Sherman

new

car

TYPE AND THEME: Gerald Morley. arriving
home, finds that his father has committed suicide
after leaving a note saying that John Randall, a
former judge, has caused him to lose his fortune.
Gerald plans to revenge his father's death and goes
to see Randall and accuse him of murder. Bennett,
just got out of prison, also calls on Randall.
A
quarrel follows; Bennett shoots Randall and fixei
the blame on Gerald. Gerald is sentenced to priton
escapes and finally proves Bennett the guilty one.

would be

—

devil is full of it.
E. E.
theatre, Goodland, Kan.

He

Whoa, Jay see! Um-m-m!
NOTICE IN THE AUGUST 24TH ISSUE

also marries Randall's daughter, Gloria.
*

LOVE TRAP, THE:
drama

Laura

with

*

*

Universal

all-talking comedy
Plante.
Neil Hamilton

La

Robert Ellis, Norman Trevor mc
Clarissa Selwynne.
Written by E. J. Montague
Directed by William Wyler.
TYPE AND THEME: Evelyn Todd, a ehorut
girl, is fired because she is unable to do a neu
dance step.
Her friends persuade her to go on a
party where she meets Guy Emory, who makes loot
to her. She resents Emory's advances. She is sect
coming out of his room by Judge Harrington
who later causes her to be put out of her apartment. The judge's nephew rescues Evelyn and thei
are married. The judge finds out and bribes her it
Jocelyn

Lee,

of the Herald-World that J. C. Jenkins is
asking whether the melons and peaches are
ripe in Utah and Idaho. We want to tell him
that here in Greenriver we are raising the best
cantaloupes and watermelons in Utah and if
he wants some good melons to be sure and
drop in here if he wants to taste a real melon.
This year we are putting on the Fifth Annual
Melon Day, in which we give tons of melons
leave bv* the '•onmnees him that she is a gooi
away.
"ruLiwii, 73911
^
1929.
enm
Have not put sound equipment in and do not Aug. 31.
L U<
Y D/ Y (CO-TME): Reginald Denny. LoRayne
think we will. In fact, we know we won't
i?„„
n \
Sound equipment has been placed in theatres
in two towns 50 and 65 miles away but few
ARIAT KID THE (W): Hoot Gibson. Ann Christy
Ob
people, if any, have been attracted to them.
Bud Osborne. Joe Bennett. Jim Corey ir,
I?
The Herald-World is the only trade paper Waldron.
(R) June 23. 1929.
(NP) June 15
we take and the only one we want to. George\ AST WARNING, THE (M-TME)
•
Montagu I ove. John Boles. Roy r*'
L. Green, Greenriver, Utah.
garet
Livingston.
Mack Swr
LW
P. S. My mother, brother and myself run, Daumery. George Summerri'i.
„„ w tthrir
J,"
ie"r <rtcr
"
rigan.
Bud Phelps. Cha"
;
J
the theatre with another brother and two sisirlasting
struggle
of
O'Brien. Harry Northr—
intermingled
(It)
Jan.
with
th
ters to help us. How's that for a family show ?
6. 1929.
MAN, WOMAN A
,,tary war in Russia.
Afte
Pauline Starke^
and
the troops sail for homt
v
;

'

£

l

,

A

.

•

—

'

.,

<i

,

-

.

Kent,

Postpone Fox Theatre
Case; Publix House Opens
Sept.

4.— Action

ibCarts behind, their personal bat

ilea

before

the

Supreme court relative to the proposed site
for the new Fox theatre and office building of 22 stories and to cost $15,000,000,
has been postponed to September 24, by
agreement of counsel. Fox has stipulated
as a condition on his options to the property at Tremont and Boylston Streets, that
he be allowed to close Tamworth Street
and Lowell Court. The question relative
to Lowell Court involves a deed given in
1848.

Boston's newest motion picture theatre,
the Uptown,
opened recently with Universal^ "Show Boat."
This theatre, formerly the St. James, was purchased by
Publix from Radio-Keith-Albee, and $500,000 has been spent in remodeling and refinishing the theatre, although a large sum
had been spent by the Keith-Albee interests in similar work only three or four
years ago. Publix will operate the theatre
as a first run theatre, giving the Back Bay
district of Boston two first run houses.

ad end in a draw.

LbAbal.

*

BIG

NEWS:

*

*

Pathe all-talking newspaper

Richmond,

Wade

story wit

Tom

Robert Armstrong. Carol Lombard,

Warner

(Special to the Herald-World)

BOSTON,

Heaven
I

name

"Bushwah." That old

all-talking mystery

first

rell,

LETTERS FROM READERS
Says Sprague

Rayart's

with Virginia Brown Faire. Broderick O'FarWheeler Oakman, Dean Jagger, James Harrison, Frank Clarke and Charles West.
Written
by Arthur Hoerl. Directed by Duke Worne.
story,

Boteler,

Sam

Kennedj
Hardj

Robert Dudley, Louis Payne, James Donlan, Cupi
Ainsworth. Fred Behrle, Gertrude Sutton. Colvi
Chase and Charles Sellon. Taken from the stor
by George S. Brooks and directed by Gregory L
Cava.
TYPE AND THEME: Steve Banks, neu-spape
reporter, is found asleep in his office and is fire
by the advertising manager on the ground? that h
is drunk.
Added to his troubles is the threat
his wife to obtain a divorce, and the underworl
is trying to frame him.
After a series of narro.
<

escapes from the gang and after being accused

<

murder, he finally vindicates himself and is give
back his job on the paper. His wife returns to hin
*

*

WORDS AND MUSIC:

*

Fox musical,

singing an

dancing revue with Mary Brown, David Perc:
Helen Twelvetrees. William Orlamond. Elizabet
Patterson,

Duke Morrison, Frank

Albertson, Toi

and the Biltmore Ouarte
Direct*
Written by Frederick Hazlitt Brennan.
James
Tinling.
by
Patricola. Bubbles Crowell

TYPE AND THEME:

The story of college rira
are engaged in furious competition for t!
love of the campus belle and also for the $t,5t
prize for the best musical comedy number writtt
by a collegian.

who

*

SALUTE

:

Fox

*

*

all-talking story of

West Point

cade

with George O'Brien. William Janney. Frank A
Helen Chandler, Jovce Comnton. Cliffoi
Dempsey Lumsden Hare. Stepin Fetchit. Dav
Written
Butler. Rex Bell and John Breeden.
Directed
Tristram Tupper and John Stone.

bertson,

J
'

FitzPatrick Pictures
Opens Buffalo Branch
(Special to the Herald-World)

THIS £XNIBITOR

SIGN ON TIM9

2.

DIDNT

FOR

A

TIFFANY STAHL

FRANCHISE-

YORK, Sept. 4.
FitzPatrick
Pictures announces the opening of its
Buffalo exchange under the management
of R. C. Fox.
This is the second step
within two months in the organization of
branches which FitzPatrick plans to open
during the coming season.
These exchanges will distribute the FitzPatrick "Quality 48" sound shorts in addition to other independent products. These
48 shorts include 12 Traveltalks; 12 Movie
Horoscopes;
Masters.

TYPE AND THEME:

rivalry of tiro

brothers,

story concerns 0
one a West Point cad

The

and the other an Annapolis midshipman. The fta>
to win the same girl comes to a climax in an am
and navy football game.

—

NEW

PADDEO CELL NO.

John Ford.

12

Holidays

and

12

Music

AWFUL TRUTH, THE:

Pathe all-talking dran
with Ina Claire. Henry Daniel. Theodore Von Elt
Paul Harvey. Blanche Frederic. Judith Vosselli »'
John Roche. Written by Arthur Richman. I,
rected bv Marshall Neilan.
TYPE AND THEME: Norman Warriner <W
rets with his wife, Lucy, and finally an interior
Lucy is real
tory degree of divorce is granted.
very jealous of Norman and is innocent of j
charges of flirtation of which she is accused. Aft.
the degree is granted Norman hears of Vtiey* <
gagement to another and tries to make ameiu

Lucy

really loves

Norman and

finally

arranges

convince him of that fact, after which they
married and sail for Paris on their second

are

'

none

—
September

7,
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PICTURE DID FOR ME

Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor
Copyright. 1929

AT — All

Talking:

means the picture

T — Talking Sequences:
is

all-talking

and has

a

M — Music

—

synchronous : E Sound Effects. (Example: ATM.
synchronized musical score. In the same way all other symbols
mav be combined.)
i

i

atre,

Columbia
THE FLYING MARINE:
attraction.

Hedberg,

Pretty

Amuse-U

SOUND ON FILM
OR ON DISC?

Ben Lyon— Good grind

—

well acted.
Six reels. H. H.
theatre.
Melville.
La.— Mixed

patronage.

—

town

—

COURT MARTIAL:

Jack

Holt— A dandy

Nothing to get excited about, but it satisfies.
Franke, Humota theatre. Humboldt. Ia.
Small town patronage.
show.

—W.

B.

make the reports be of utmost
The blanks have been made out
simply so that they may be filled out
conveniently and quickly.
We hesitate
in adding a whit to the amount of time
and thought now required for the writing of a complete report.
And some
exhibitors may not see that value of distinguishing between film-sound and discsound, since after all, sound is sound,
and both methods are widely used with
probably the same general results.
It is proposed, however, that if you

THE PHANTOM CITY: Ken Maynard—August
'17.
A good, satisfactory silent Western. Satisfied

—

our Saturday patrons and drew a lot of people that
don't like or don't come to the talking pictures.
Bert Silver. Silver Family theatre. Greenville, Mich.
General patronage.

—

mystery enough to keep a house full of farmers in
i high state of excitement.
Print and photography
exceptionally good from First National.
I
would
ike to have 52 like this to run next year, but can
ee only 16 in the future. Six reels. Ray W. Mus•elman.
Princess theatre,
Lincoln,
Kan. General

THE DIVINE LADY

'

—

case

may

^

fine picture.
Still
not bring in the public.
Mighty fine treatment
rom First National makes it hard to condemn one
•f its pictures by saying it didn't
get the jack, but
uch is the case.
Carl Veseth, Palace theatre, Malta,

rotten.

race,

B.

on

Billie

Dove—August

8.

one.
Some said dandy,
Bishop, Terrace theatre, TerCanada. General patronage.

fifty-fifty

—F.

C.,

this

C.

—

SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS:

Special cast12.
Our theatre is still silent, but I'm so
of sound that I've got to broadcast in praise
of Universal's "Tarzan the Mighty" and First National pictures.
"Shepherd of the Hills" is a splendid production, and these two attractions boosted
our attendance higher than it's been in about two
years.
If this country of ours wasn't dry (???) I'd
sure celebrate.
I feel so good.
Eight reels. H. B.
Grice, Aiken Mills theatre. Bath, S. C.
Small town
patronage. [Editor's Note: Whadya mean, dry? Go
full

—

be.

—celebrate

on

—

!]

—GEORGE SCHL TZ.

Griffith— July 6.
this old fashioned stuff

really

About
some

August

you will be encouraging others to
do so, to your benefit. Just say somewhere in the comment, preferably at the
end, "Sound on film," or "Disc," as the

Corinne

:

THE YELLOW LILY:

self,

>atronage.

—

—

desire to know whether the sound is on
disc or film, you put such information
in your reports, for if you do that your-

THE PHANTOM CITY: Ken Maynard—August
A very good Western with action, comedy and

16-17.

—

how old the picture is. if practically all your
fellow exhibitors rave over it in their reports,
buy it.
I
prefer old pictures that have been
tried and reported on any time to a new picture not reported on.
Attendance still well
above average. Seven reels. H. B. Grice, Aiken
Mills theatre, Bath, S. C.
Small town patronage.
ter

service.

—

patronage.

THE LOVE MART:

Billie Dove—August 5.
humdinger!
One of those pictures that are
"one of the best I've ever seen."
You know
what I mean. Take a tip, fellows, and no mat-

A

sary to

sound it should be another "Broadway Melody."
It goes to prove that they can make good stuff
for sound and silent pictures.
Good acting,
good story, good all the way around.
Carl
Veseth, Palace theatre, Malta, Mont.
General
patronage.

—

—

—General

considerably to give this information.
It is precisely contrary to our desire to
ask for more information than is neces-

First National
BROADWAY BABIES: Alice White—August
18-19.
A good picture in its silent form. In

—

THE HAUNTED HOUSE:
Chester ConkJin—
August 20. This is another that everyone ha6 panned,
and the only comment we got last night was from
a woman who said it was rotten.
Why expect a
great deep plot from a comedy of this type? It is
only meant to thrill and amuse, and it does it. Seven
reels.
Robert Yancey, Bonny theatre. Mansfield. Mo.

At least several exhibitors have so
wondered, for they have told us so. We
thus are led to believe that it might increase the helpfulness of this department

little

25.

A

—

or film?

patronage.

patronage.

Johnny Hines—July

is a dandy if you like comedy.
good, clean
cut comedy. Step on the advertising. Paper kind of
poor for class of show. F. C. Bishop, Terrace theatre, Terrace, B. C, Canada.
General patronage.

TO

Special cast— Very weak,
at least as a silent picture, and I think it would
take an awful lot of noise to make it a show.
W.
B. Franke, Humota theatre, Humboldt, la.
Small

—General

This

what extent have you wondered,
when reading a report on a sound
picture, whether the sound was on disc

THE FLYING MARINE:

Mansfield, Mo.

THE WRIGHT IDEA:

Fox

loes

lont.

— Genera]

—

—

THE GIRL IN THE GLASS CAGE:

—

Loretta

oung August 7. Fair program show. Poor story,
nd that is about all.
Six reels. W. T. Biggs,
dair theatre, Adair, Ia. General patronage.

—

CAREERS:

Billie

—H. H. Hedberg.
— Mixed patronage.

Amuse-U

reels.

La.

HEART TO HEART:

patronage.

THE SQUALL : Alice Joyce—August 11-12. Not
luch to this.
And being 6old as a special, it makes
he milk of human kindness that usually flows in a
ellow's veins get all cheesed up when your patrons
ell you what they think
of it.
They want enterainment, not junk like this. Carl Veseth, Palace
leatre, Malta. Mont.
General patronage.

—

THE VEILED WOMAN:

Dove—Punk.

—

A

rotten story of

diplomatic chief whose methods of promoting injriors was not a fit subject to be thrown on the
:reen for the entertainment of ladies, gentlemen
ad children.
Seems that the producer is trying to
in Billie Dove off the silvereheet, as each of her
ctures seems to get worse.
Advance reports on
Man and the Moment" with this pretty actress incate another "low-life" feature on the way.
Seven

theatre,

Melville,

Hughes-Astor—August

19.

An

absolute gold mine for any exhibitor, especially
the small town theatre.
It is a "Big Parade of

Laughs" from

start to finish.

Play

it

by

all

means.

Pictures may be as good as this one. but not better.
Six reels. H. B. Grice. Aiken Mills theatre. Bath.
S. C.
Small town patronage.

—

—

THE GLORIOUS TRAIL: Ken

Maynard-^Iuly 29.
most entertaining (what if it's not logical!) pictures Maynard ever made.
Fourth episode
of "Tarzan the Mighty."
Result:
Took in 10 cents
more than on last episode. Guess we've reached the
peak now, but if the present attendance keeps up,
this serial and First National pictures will make us
glad we're still silent. Six reels. H. B. Grice, Aiken

One

of the

Special cast— A young
is brought into a cafe by a "feller" who goes
upstairs to arrange for a room.
While he is absent
the veiled woman tells the girl her life story, which
proves the young "villyun" to be very villainous as
far as females are concerned.
The girl is 6aved.
That's all.
Six reels.—H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U
theatre, Melville, La.
Mixed patronage.
girl

—

MOTHER MACHREE Belle Bennett—August
7-8.
A wonderful picture, and they will com:

pliment you for showing

it.
I enjoyed every foot
of it and believe that the patrons were just as
enthusiastic.
Young and old were strong for it.
and the picture did a good business without much
extra advertising.
Ray W. Musselman, Princess
theatre, Lincoln, Kan.
General patronage.

—

JOY STREET:

—

—

A

Good program feature
that pleased the few who came out to see it. H. H.
Hedberg, Amuse-U theatre, Melville, La. Mixed patronage.

dandy good Western.
Had better than the usual
Tuesday night crowd, and they sure enjoyed it. We
are still silent, and our crowds have been good all
summer. Seven reels. Robert Yancey, Bonny the-

SUNRISE: Janet Gaynor—August 12-13. Some
wonderful acting and photography.
Storm scenes
very realistic, and while the picture was different,
it wasn't the knockout that they would like to have

Mills theatre, Bath, S. C.

GUN GOSPEL:

— Small

Ken

—

—

town patronage.
Maynard—August 13.

Special cast

—

—

—A
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NAMING

NEW CAR

JENKINS'

C.

J.

suggestions have arrived in the contest to supply a name for J. C. Jenkins' new
car, successor to the retired Nancy.
The names have been added to the list, which is
published elsewhere in the department. Below are the "speeches of nomination" which

More

From MRS. FRANCES ESTEE, ESTEE THEATRE, PARKER,
Dear Eagle Eye Joe: As Mr. Jenkins is looking for a name

My

new

for his

think

car, I

I

one or two.

(Bonner), seeing it was of Plymouth origin.
and that is Polly Moran. Now, if this car is
docile, meek and mild, call it Priscilla, but if full of pep and on the job, call it Polly.
We enjoy the "What the Picture Did for Me" department and, of course, always read
the famous Colyum.
thought was to

first

There

is

another

call

like

I

Priscilla

it

much

better,

*

From W.

E.

*

In looking over the August 17 issue of your valuable publication, I notice
C. Jenkins is desirous of finding a suitable name for his new car. If not too late, may I
suggest one of the following:
Aussie, Juanita, Sheba, Ina.

The old sly fox knew he would not have a chance in Colorado and Wyoming with a
wreck like Nancy. That's why he made the dollar down payment on the Whoopee Car.
I see he is spending quite a little time in Wyoming, especially in Thermopolis, and there's
a reason.
You see, the city of Thermopolis has ruled that if the bathing beauties have
one-half of one per cent of their anatomy duly covered, they are sufficiently dressed.
I
bet he already has 47 varieties of perfumes in that new boat.
My hat's off to J. C. He covers the field like a New Mexico sand storm.

Dix—August

The

9.

beet

—

REDSKIN: Richard Dix—August 25-26. A
picture, photographed in technicolor
and wonderful scenic effects. Dix always does a
good business for us. If you can buy it right,
play it.
It should make you money.
C. E.

beautiful

Mosher, Orpheum theatre, Rockford, la.
patronage.

Gentlemen:

J.

patronage.

Richard

—

D.

S.

—General

colored film I ever had and a whale of a show. If
you have it bought, boost it, for it will more than
please.
If you did not buy it, do so and do not be
afraid of the colors, as it is wonderful.
Eight reels.
W. T. Biggs, Adair theatre, Adair, la. General
patronage.

*

DICKSON, ARISTO THEATRE, LEMMON,

1929

—
—

REDSKIN:

D.

S.

7,

LOVES OF CASANOVA: Special cast—If you
wonder why they shot Lincoln, look this one over.
This is one of those that makes exhibitors walk the
backway home. W. B. Franke, Humota theatre,
Humboldt, la. Small town patronage.
SOMEONE TO LOVE: Buddy Rogers—August
15.
Good little picture that drew well. Seven reels.
Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre. Green River,
Utah.

accompanied them.

will suggest

September

—
— General

LOVES OF AN ACTRESS:

Pola Negri— Auguit
Divided opinion on this picture but we thought

17.

was good. Ran 6econd chapter of "Tarzan the
Mighty" and we had a very good crowd out. Eight
reels.
Mrs. Hulda J. Green. Gem theatre, Greenit

—

Utah.

river,

—General

patronage.

Pathe
LUCKY
Nice
a

Morton Downey—August 20.
picture. Recording good. Some Irish lingo
hard to understand. Downey has a fine voice.

ltitle

little

—M.

IN LOVE:

Kanawha,

B. Quire, Star theatre,

la.

— General

patronage.

you think

is.
Didn't make a dime on it and am
over.— Ray W. Musselman, Princess the-

it

glad

it

atre,

Lincoln, Kan.

is

—General

patronage.

THE LAST OF MRS. CHEYNEY: Norma Shearer
11.
The first Shearer I have had for a
long time, but well worth waiting for. It pleased
and is good. Seven reels. W. T. Biggs, Adair theatre, Adair, la.
General patronage.

—August

—

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

CHINA BOUND:

A

THE IDLE RICH (T) : Conrad
Talking
Another darn good picture from M G M.
good, and they walk out with a smile. J. G. Fair,
Elite theatre, Laurens, la.
Small town patronage.
Nagel— July 21-22.

Eight
Scenic theatre, Rolfe, la.

up the

author, Thornton

Special cast
Wilder, and get a

tie-up with some Catholic organization and you can
cover the overdraft. -W. B. Franke, Humota theatre,

—

Humboldt,

la.-

— Small

THUNDER

town patronage.
(ME): Lon Chaney—August

Cannot say too much for
and push it.
Sure good.
Fair,

Elite

this

picture.

Eight
Laurens, la.

theatre,

reels.

Play

—

— Small

it

G.

J.

town

patronage.

WHERE EAST

EAST:

IS

Lon Chaney—August

16-17.
I didn't like this so well as "Thunder," but
It takes all kinds to
others said it was better.
please the multitude. What one likes another thinks
I notice T. O. Service panned "Thunder,"
is awful.
and we thought it about perfect. It seems to me as
long as we all like such different things that these
know we have liked
reports don't help much.
I
pictures (and so have our audiences) that others
Seven reels. Robert
unmercifully.
have panned
Yancey, Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo. General pat[Editor's Note:
Please see Brother Grice's
ronage.
report on First National's "The Love Mart" and

—

SPITE MARRIAGE:

:

Records on last four reels very
M. B. Quire, Star
poor. Had to ride them through.
General patronage.
theatre, Kanawha, la.

—

—

WILD ORCHIDS

A

(ME): Greta Garbc—August 16.
very good program picture that doesn't talk. Syn-

chronized music enough to raise the film rental and
get the disc charge and make the poor cuss who
runs it lose money. Bert Silver, Silver Family theGeneral patronage.
atre, Greenville, Mich.

—

at this
long time.

had for a
Humboldt,

Give us more
and our competitors
per

cent

la.

—

Kan.

Lincoln,

theatre,

THE TRAIL OF

—General

patronage.

—

Dolores Del Rio August 15.
A very good picture, everybody liked it. Ten reels.
theatre,
Winsted, Minn. General
Fred Roufs, Joy
patronage.
'98:

—

—

—

RIVER OF ROMANCE:

Buddy Rogers— August

A

—

—

THE WOLF OF WALL STREET (T) : George
Bancroft August 18-19-20. A mighty good picture.
Gave
Story extra good, star great and cast good.
Very good disc service.
I call
good satisfaction.
Bert Silver,
it a real special as an entertainment.
Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. General
patronage.

—

THE DANGEROUS

WOMAN

(TME)

—

Special cast
August 19.
The poorest picture I ever played.
This kind will ruin the talkies. Eight reels. C. G.
Haryman, Isis theatre, Augusta, Kan. General pat:

—

ronage.

OPEN RANGE: Special east— Better than the
usual Western pictures and has very good drawing
power. F. H. Babbs, Stockton theatre, Stockton,
Mo. General patronage.

—

—

THE LETTER
This

is

Jeanne Eagels—August 14-15.
a strong picture. Great acting by the star
(T)

:

and

Satisfaction 50 per cent.
cast.
Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

— Bert Silver,
—General pat-

ronage.

Clara Bow—June 29.
snappy, interesting picture that is sure to please.
Here Clara certainly has the "it" at the box office,
compared to some of the other stars I have. F. H.
Babbs, Stockton theatre, Stockton, Mo. -General patronage.

LADIES OF THE MOB:

/

NOW/

Special cast— August 10. The
steady tramp of feet towards the exit doors all
during this show proved that I had been slipped another lemon. Carl Veseth, Palace theatre, Malta,
Mont. General patronage.

—

—

KING OF KINGS:

H. B.

A

—

—

Warner—Greatest

draw-

ing card we have played this season, and the pretty
part of it is that it pleased 100 per cent with its excellence.
A perfect cast, a great story directed by a
master of the cinema art, make this a worthwhile
production for any house in the land.
Due to its
religious theme, it can be shown at any time and
will never get out of date.
The exchange furnished
us a good print.
Twelve reels. H. H. Hedberg.
Amuse-U theatre, Melville, La. Mixed patronage.

—

—

Leatrice

Joy— August

18.

so much.
A good
them to work in.

cast but not much of a story
Not up to Pathe's standard
on their other productions. Didn't click at the box
office.
Six reels. C. E. Mosher, Orpheum theatre.

Rockford,

la.

—
—General

patronage.

RKO

—

—

BALL

—

for

18.
very good show of the old South. Gave me a
very nice Sunday bill.
Eight reels. W. T. Biggs,
Adair theatre, Adair, la. General patronage.

First

16.

THE RED MARK:

MAN MADE WOMEN:

—

PLAY

—

Boyd—August

William

time I have ever shown Boyd, and he took well.
His next appearance ought to pull them in.
F. C. Bishop, Terrace theatre, Terrace, B. C,
Canada. General patronage.

Not

Paramount

—

Special cast— August 18.
A very
everybody liked it.
Seven reels.—
Joy theatre, Winsted, Minn. General

POWER:

reels.

—
— Small

picture,

Roufs,
patronage.

— W. M. Obrecht,
— General patronage.

Buster Keaton—Our crowd
one than anything we have
W. B. Franke, Humota the-

William Boyd—
Seven reels.—C. G.
Kan. General pat-

GERALDINE:
good
Fred

"talkies."

town patronage.
OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS: Joan CrawfordJust as good as they say it is. Old, I know, but it
sure is a great feeling to know that you have a
number of good silent pictures under contract. They
are all new until you have shown them.
Might get
a few more paid admissions, but then it pays sometime to have a few boosters around town on those
Eight reels. -Ray W. Musselman, Princess
old ones.

—

own on "The Haunted House."]
Special cast—August
TIDE OF EMPIRE (ME)
Good picture.

4-5.

—

your
19.

more

laughed
atre,

11-12.

this type,
their 100

welcome to
Attendance good.
are

THE BRIDGE OF SAN LUIS REY:

— Play

Dane-Arthur—August

very pleasing silent production.

silent pictures of

—

—

—

THE FLYING FOOL (TME):
nice picture, with perfect dialog.
Haryman, Isis theatre, Augusta,
ronage.

THE BIG DIAMOND ROBBERY:

Tom Mix— It's

a Mix picture, rough stuff and all. and that is what
the fans want.
However, this is not up to Mix'
standard.
Barney Fury as Tom's sidekick brought
out gales of laughter. Seven reels. H. H. Hedberg,

—

Amuse-U theatre, Melville, La. —-Mixed
THE BIG DIAMOND ROBBERY:
August

patronage.

Tom Mix-

As good

a picture as one would care to
see. but Thursday night is our off night, grossing
only 53 per cent against 80 per cent Monday night.
Six reels. H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills theatre, Bath,
Small town patronage.
S. C.

—

1.

—

SALLY'S SHOULDERS: Lois Wilson— Very pleasing.
Seven reels. Sammie Jackson, Jackson theatre,
Flomaton, Ala. Small town patronage.

—

SHOULDERS:

SALLY'S
terrible.
sister and

—

No

one pleased.

ungrateful

Special

A

cast^-It

was

drama of the good
Aunt Emily was »

family.

—

Eight reels. B. S. Baker,
feeble attempt at humor.
Grand theatre, Grand River, la. General patronage.

—

TROPIC MADNESS:

Leatrice

Joy—June

15. Just

Nothing to cause
good program picture.
very much comment for or against it. F. H. Babbs,
Stockton theatre, Stockton, Mo. General patronage.

a

fairly

[Reports continued on page following Jayse*}

—

—

•

—

:

September

J.

7,

—
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His Colyum

C. Jenkins

SPOKANE, WASH.,
Aug.

24,

1929.

DEAR HERALD-WORLD
yon can appreciate how the Children of Israel felt when Moses
them ont of the Masaba Range country at Nashwauk, Minn.,
down into Nebraska, yon can realize how we felt when we left behind us the sagebrush plains of Wyoming and Idaho and landed here
in Spokane at the home of our old friend, Prof. George Larkum
There are a few who
Scott. Maybe you don't know George Larkum.
George Larkum is the man who directs the
don't but not many.
Elks band, several choirs and a symphony orchestra, teaches the youth
of Spokane how to make harmonious sounds and commits homicide
If

led

on anyone heard playing a jazz note.

Should we remain here for three or four days it will be due to the
George Larkum and we are recounting many of the escapades
we were engaged in back in the days subsequent to the SpanishAmerican war when we played end men on the home minstrel shows
and otherwise placed Neligh. Neb., on the theatrical map as the
breeding ground for theatrical talent. It was at the Jenkins wigwam
that George Larkum, cultivated a ravenous appetite for sowbelly and
beans, and on that diet under our instructions, he developed into
what he is today, SOME musician. He has a lovely home up on the
side of the mountain overlooking the city of Spokane, and just how
long we will have the nerve to remain here and enjoy the hospitality
of our good friend ^nd his wife is purely a matter of speculation.
Nobody knows, and we are not going to even guess.

fact that

•

•

*

visited Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Hughes of the Ritz
theatre, and spent a couple of very delightful hours with them. They
were just installing a sound device and were commencing to wonder
just what the outcome would be.
hope it will be satisfactory.
These delightful folks have a very fine theatre, and Payette being
ought
a live town, it would seem that sound
to go there, if anywhere.

At Payette,

Ida.,

we

We

W. Weidner, who is the man who made the
'-'DOWN THE RIVER OF NO RETURN," and through the
courtesy of Mr. Weidner we had a chance to view the picture. The
At Pavette we met H.

picture,

picture consists of seven reels, two of which are snap shots of various
scenes of Idaho and with five reels of the Salmon river and the
-cenic beauty through which this famous river runs.
It is

said that Mr. Weidner
are known to have

his boat crew are the only white
gone down this river and come out

and

men who
alive.

*

*

*

Did you ever make a study of high finance? It's a great study
the more you get into it the simpler it is.
There are two kinds
of high finance, one where a bobtail flush beats your four aces, as
practiced on Wall Street, and the other is where you put up the
dough, and the other fellow takes the title, as is practiced by certain
theatre chains.
Within the past few days we have come in contact
with this latter variety.

To

illustrate:

BiM Johnson owns a nice theatre in a fairly good town and is
making a little money and is contented and happy there are not

waste his life in that little dump and that his company needs just
such as he in its organization, that he ought to be sitting in with the
big boys down in the city where he would have an opportunity to
expand and where his exceptional talents would be appreciated, and
that he
the h.p.m.
has been sent there to extend Bill a special invitation to come into the big organization.
Then Bill begins to
wonder why he bought a hat that was two sizes too small for his
head. The high pressure man then asks Bill to put his theatre into
the big organization and to become part of it and that it will take
51 per cent of the stock in the theatre, and Bill can retain 49 per
cent, but it must be with the understanding that Bill is to manage the
house at a stated salary as will be agreed upon. Bill is to receive
stock in the big organization for the 51 per cent.
i

I

Bill falls like an over-ripe prune, and the deal is made.
The next
day Bill sees by the stock report that X. Y. Z. stock went up two
points and he asks everybody he meets on the street if he saw what
X. Y. Z. did. They didn't, for they had never heard of X. Y. Z. Then
the X. Y. Z. company buys the service for Bill's theatre and loads it
down with the cost of the service it is using in theatres in which it
owns the entire interest, and Bill's theatre fails to show a profit. The
chain didn't intend that it should. Then one of the big boys writes
Bill and tells him he must cut down his overhead, which "overhead"
means salaries, and he suggests that he trim $25 per week off of his

own

salary as a starter. Bill finally writes in to know when the chain
going to pay a dividend on his stock, and the big boy replies that
on account of adding to its holdings, it is passing up a dividend for
the present, and if he is unable to make his theatre pay, it will be
under the painful necessity of relieving him of his duties as manager.
is

Then Bill goes into his office and sits down and takes an invoice
of himself.
He finds that he is subject to dictation, by every Tom,
Dick and Harry in the big office and that he is only a hired man in
his own theatre and that before he can replace a broken glass in the
box office window he must get the approval of the "home office."
Then he starts in to cuss everybody in the business but himself. He
mentions the "sharks," the "cutthroats," the "highwaymen," but never
?ays a word about the idiots, when the brush is full of 'em.
The only reason
tion for this

for mentioning the above case

is

to lay a founda-

remark:

I

many

of 'em, but there are a few). Then the X. Y. Z. theatre chain
eye on Bill's theatre and they send their high powered man
in to interview Bill.
He tells Bill that it is just too bad for him to
get- its

YOU ARE GOING TO SELL A CONTROLLING INTEREST
YOUR THEATRE, GET THE CASH FOR THE WHOLE WORKS
AND THEN HAND OVER THE KEY.
IF

IN

AUGUST

25.

Today we

This is a lovely town of
visited Coeur D'Alene City.
something like 8,000 people and is located at the North end of Coeur
D'Alene lake, a beautiful lake about 30 miles long and surrounded
by snow capped mountains. There are two theatres in this city, the
Audean, managed by K. C. Church, and the Liberty, managed by
Both of these theatres are using sound programs, and
C. T. Moe.
we understand they are doing a very good business since sound
service has been materially reduced in price.

At Opportunity we had the pleasure of meeting

J.

G. Heatherby,

Appleway theatre of that place. Mr. Heatherby is
an oldtime showman, having been engaged in the business in Canada
He says he
for about 16 years previous to coming to Washington.

who

operates the

has been a subscriber to the EXHIBITORS HERALD ever since its
first publication, which of course makes it unnecessary to furnish
any further proof of his qualifications as a showman. Sorry we didn't
have more time to visit with him, for he rates with us as ace high.
J.

P.

S.—The

SHOWER.

HERALD-WORLD

covers

C.

JENKINS,

HERALD-WORLD man.
the field LIKE AN APRIL

The

—

—

-

)

)
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WITH AN

AN INVITATION TO "JAYSEE"
"Why

don't you send old

Give him

Colyum.

his

J. C.

—

—
—

THE CIRCUS

KID.

Joe

Brown—August

8.

A

most entertaining picture of circus life, with Helene
Costello and Frankie Darro to help Joe Brown put
Seven reels. H. B. Grice, Aiken Mille
it
over.
Small town patronage.
theatre, Bath, S. C.
LAUGHING AT DEATH: Bob Steele—This was

—

—

—

good but why in Sam Hill did they take this
popular young star out of the Westerns ? Fans always want to know when he will appear in Westerns again, and I am too chicken-hearted to tell
them the truth that Steele is out of Westerns for
Some good action in "Laughthe coming season.
ing at Death" after it once gets started, which takes
some little time. Six reels. H. H. Hedberg, Amuse-U
Mixed patronage.
theatre, Melville, La.
fairly

—

—

—

—

FRECKLED RASCAL: Buzz Barton Buzz is not
so strong with the adults, but the kids adore him.
This number was not as good as some of his previous efforts, but it was strong enough to make the
young 'uns let out a cheer or two before it was all
over.
Six reels. H. H. Hedberg. Amuse-U theatre,
Mixed patronage.
Melville, La.

—

—

Colman-Banky—August

15.

Static drowns out any noise I could make about this
picture.
The picture is all right, a good picture, but
it played to a 34 per cent house, against an 88 per

Monday night when we had the "Tarzan"
And so we lost
serial and "Shepherd of the Hills."
money on "A Night of Love." Oh, well, we can't
cent house

have a packed house every night. Eight
Grice, Aiken Mills theatre, Bath, S. C.

—Jack Prendergast, Rialto
reels. — W. M.
Obrecht,
—General patronage.

Six

fair.

Rolfe, la.

LUCKY DAY

—H. B.
— Small town
reels.

patronage.

RESURRECTION: Dolores Del Rio—August 22.
No doubt a wonderful production, but it didn't
register here.
Entirely too sad, absolutely no comTen reels.
edy relief, too much loving, too long.
Small
H. B. Grice, Aiken Mills theatre, Bath. S.

—

C—

town patronage.

SCANDAL:
much

to

— Small

it.

—J.

:

Universal
Rex—Did very well for a
Friday and Saturday. Used a comedy and cartoon to
build up the program, and it satisfied.
Plenty of
action and a pretty good chance for Rex to get in
action.
Five reels. -Ray W. Musselman, Princess
theatre, Lincoln, Kan.
General patronage.

—

Hoot Gibson— August

1.

Usual Hoot. He is always a drawing card for me,
but this night the weather was very juicy and kept
Those that saw it raved anyway.
a lot away.
F. C. Bishop, Terrace theatre, Terrace,
B. C,
Canada. General patronage.

—

4-5.

Not

Hoot Gibson—August

patronage.

THE GATE CRASHER:
Was

Tryon—August

Glenn

—

Clever."

—

OUT ALL NIGHT:

Reginald Denny— August 12.
Usual scream for Denny. F. C. Bishop, Terrace theGeneral patronage.
atre. Terrace, B. C, Canada.

—

—

UNCLE TOM'S CABIN:

Special cast— This cercame nearer pleasing every

a special and

is

crowded house I had than any picture I've ever
shown. Play it, you won't regret it. F. H. Babbs,
Stockton theatre, Stockton, Mo. General patronage.
UNCLE TOM'S CABIN: Special cast—Pleased
Did not draw very strong.
about 75 per cent.
Eleven reels. Sammie Jackson, Jackson theatre,
Flomaton, Ala. Small town patronage.
BURNING THE WIND: Hoot Gibson—August 2-3.
A good Western, as are most of Hoot's. Sure am
glad to hear that he will make eight more for UniSound or silent, he will make
versal next year.
money for me, and that is more than a lot of these
Six reels.
big hot shots from Broadway will do.
Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.

— General

Serials
TARZAN THE MIGHTY: (Universal)

— This

—

WHAT A

Terrace theatre,
General patronage.

Terrace,

filler.—F.

C.

C, Canada.—

B.

WINGED HORSEMAN: Hoot Gibson16-17.
A good picture, a little different from
Six reels.

— Small

—J.

Stockton theatre,

Stockton,

THE MICHIGAN KID:

—

—

Mo. General patronage.
Conrad Nagel—August 1.

By no means the special
Just a program picture.
Will please those who
that Uncle Carl sold it for.
Didn't draw for
like action and plenty of fighting.
paid
what
price
I
Seven reels.
me, and oh,
a
C. E. Mosher, Orpheum theatre, Rockford, la. General patronage.
!

—

—

— General

POINTS WEST:

patronage.

Hoot Gibson—August

23-24.

A

Gibson production which pleased our patrons.
Small towns need good action pictures. Attendance

THE MILLION DOLLAR COLLAR (ME):

—

Rin

ReGood Saturday picture.
Tin Tin August 13.
cording fine. M. B. Quire, Star theatre, Kanawha,
General
patronage.
la.

—

—

BRASS KNUCKLES:
like

most of Warners'.

Monte Blue—June 26. Fair,
Not enough pep. F. H.

—

Babbs, Stockton theatre, Stockton, Mo.
ronage.

—General

pat-

WOMEN THEY TALK ABOUT:

Irene RichPretty good but nothing to denote where
A story of politics, and you
they got the title.
know the rest. All got elected when the families
Six reels. Ray W. Musselman, Pringot together.
General patronage.
cess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.

August

HOUXE

DJP -TIGN FOfJ

a

TIFFflMY-/TflHL

FRENCH If E->

—

—

—

TARZAN THE MIGHTY:
Merrill

— On

(Universal)
Frank
second chapter and not as many kids as

on the opening night, but more adults.
Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre,
Utah. General patronage.

—

—

Two

reels.

Greenriver,

Short Features
(SILENT)

CHARLIE
Squawk."

Big

Recording good. Sev(M. B. Quire, Star theatre,
General patronage.)

Very good comedy.

good

eral

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
CHASE COMEDIES, 2.— "The

Kanawha,

laughs.
la.

—

good silent comedy.

Freight."

A

(Bert Silver, Silver Family the"Railatre, Greenville, Mich.
General patronage.)
roading."
Recording poor. Had to
Picture good.
be a jockey to get it through.
(M. B. Quire, Star
theatre, Kanawha, la.
General patronage.)

—

—

PARAMOUNT
BILLY DOOLEY COMEDIES, 2.—"Easy Curves."
Paramount comedies are
a bunch of bunk.
far from being what I call a comedy.
I believe a
comedy should make the audience laugh. I've played
24 Paramount comedies and have heard nearly that
many laughs from my patrons. (C. E. Mosher, OrJust

—

pheum

theatre, Rockford, la.
General patronage.)—
"Oriental Hugs." Very good comedy.
(Mrs. Hulda
J. Green, Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. -General
patronage.

—

AESOP'S FABLES, 1.—"War

Warner Bros.

fair

THLf

U

PATHE

A

Kan.

it

TARZAN THE MIGHTY: (Universal) Special cast
Every night a better
it sure has a kick.
crowd.
If you're getting down low, play it, by all
means.
It's a go-getter for poor business.
F. H.
Babbs, Stockton theatre, Stockton, Mo. General patronage.

G. Fair, Elite

town patronage.
George Sidney^Iune 29.
GIVE AND TAKE:
Bought this for a comedy but failed to find any comI'd call it plain punk.
F. H. Babbs,
edy in it.
la.

Special cast

times that

OUR GANG COMEDIES, 2.—"Fast

NIGHT, 1.—Just a

Bishop,

many

— Boy,

—

Lincoln,

has been reported on so

an old story, but, fellows, if you have a sick house,
buy this, exploit it and give it a big opening and
you can't keep them away. W. B. Franke, Humota
theatre, Humboldt, la.
Small town patronage.

patronage.

GRIP OF THE YUKON:

Special cast—August
14.
very good Northern picture and drew well.
Made a mistake in running it just one night, as I
believe that it would have stood a two-night run.
Seven reels. -Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre,

—

—

—
—

THE

the-

Special cast— I suppose
the best thing would be to keep quiet after you've
been a sucker, but the Warner pictures surely are
a bum outfit. F. H. Babe, Stockton theatre, Stockton, Mo.
General patronage.

—

17.

sent to me instead of "The Kid's
Six reels. Sammie Jackson, Jackson theatre, Flomaton, Ala.
Small town patronage.

Good.

OH,

—

DOMESTIC TROUBLE:

24.

A

it.

—
—General

tainly

Seven reels. Walter Odom & Sons, Dixie
Durant, Miss. General patronage.

G. Fair, Elite theatre, Laurens, la.

real honest^to-goodness picture,
picture that everyone will like.
Chicago Rodeo scenes give plenty of punch. Slim Summerville and Pee Wee Holmes get plenty of laughs.
Six reels. C. E. Mosher, Orpheum theatre, Rockford,
la.

—

etc.

Hoot ever made a

this is

him drunk, then read

town patronage.

KING OF THE RODEO:
If

1929

York, England.

atre,

—
Plant*— August

Laura La

the ordinary Western.

THE RAWHIDE KID:

(ME)

age.

theatre, Laurens,

PLUNGING HOOFS:

theatre,

7,

ILLICIT SUGGESTION

I'd like to get

theatre,

Reginald DennyAugust 11. Fair picture.
Recording good. M. B.
Quire, Star theatre, Kanawha, la. General patron-

HIS

August

—

Scenic

—

United Artists
A NIGHT OF LOVE:

Jenkins over here for his holidays.

my best wishes."

(Continued from page 70)
Leatrice Joy Hum. Nothing
Seven reels. Sammie Jackson, Jackson theextra.
Small town patronage.
atre, Flomaton, Ala.

TROPIC MADNESS:

September

—

George Jessel—A very
poor picture, as most of Warners' pictures have
been so far. Hope the others show considerable improvement. F. H. Babbs, Stockton theatre, Stockton, Mo.
General patronage.

GINSBERG THE GREAT:

—

—

THE LITTLE WILDCAT (TME)

—

:

Audrey Ferris

It's a comedy talking picture, with splendid music,
One part of this picture which
airplane noise, etc.
we all would have enjoyed, was cut short. It was
the song with piano accompaniment. Nothing seems
to please in my theatre more than good songs and
piano music.
Cut this hard boiled dialog argument
out of pictures, such as you will see in this one, and
give them a chance to say it with songs, music, love,
•

fillers

(F.

C.

Canada.

—General

These make

C

patronage.)

BUTTON MY BACK,

2

A

good

silent

comedy.

(Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
General patronage.

—

NEWS, NO. 46.—Canadian Edition. Photography
good for newsreel, but not as good as International
(F. C. Bishop. Terrace theatre, Teron the whole.
General patronage.)
race, B. C, Canada.

—

15.

—

Bride."

for the kids, but "Oswald" has them beat.
Bishop, Terrace theatre, Terrace, B.

good

RKO
1.— "Cleanings."

Very good.—
CURIOSITIES.
"Far and Near." Fine. These Curiosities are worth
buying. "Here and There." Good Curiosity. "Cash
and Carry." Another good Curiosity. (Sammie Jackon, Jackson theatre, Flomaton, Ala. Small town

—

—

—

patronage.)

SERIES, 2.— "T-Bone Handi(Sammie Jackson. Jackson theatre,
Flomaton, Ala. Small town patronage.)
MICKEY McGUIRE COMEDIES, 2.— "Mickey's
Brown Derby." The best comedy I've had from RKO

BARNEY GOOGLE

cap."

Fair.

—

(F. H. Babbs. Stockton theatre,
Mo. General patronage.) "Mickey's Initiation."
Very good for Mickey. (Sammie Jackson,
Jackson theatre, Flomaton, Ala.— Small town patin

six

months.

Stockton,

ronage.)

—

—

J

—

)

September
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7,

UNIVERSAL

films

NAMES FOR
"JAYSEE'S" CAR

Only

fair.

Very

Year."

Redskins."

vs.

satisfactory.

By Mrs. Cres

OSWALD THE RABBIT, Cartoon, 14. "Poor
A little short
Papa." This one sure is a scream.
(F. C. Bishop, Terrace
but worth buying at that.
Canada.
General patronage.)
theatre. Terrace, B. C,

By Mrs.

W. Broman, Ismay

theatre, Ismay,

Silver

LAUREL-HARDY COMEDIES, 2.—"Men
Another good comedy that acts and talks.
(Bert Silver, Silver

—General
seen

theatre,

By Mrs.

Mich.—

ELMER

WASHINGTON

Fair
Don't buy them.

These acts give me a pain.
good talking comedies.
They please.

Kanawha,

la.

—General

WARNER

By

AUSSIE

Use

(M. B. Quire,

By W.

patronage.)

—

short

act.

3reenville,

(Act 2338).—Just a fair

(Bert Silver, Silver Family
Mich. General patronage.)

—

:

E.

:

Dickson, Leramon,

1)

S.

All those caring to submit names are
invited to do so, provided they are connected ivith the motion picture industry
by either employment or kinship. An
award of one year's subscription to the
HERALD
will be made to the
person submitting the chosen name.

BROS.

LYMAN'S ORCHESTRA

:

:

1).

S.

JUANITA
SHEBA
INA

subject.
ville,

:

Mrs. Frances Estee, Parker,

act.

—

2574.

Mont.

POLLY

Eddie Quillan. A very ordinary short
(Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, GreenMich. General patronage.)

ACT

Belt,

PRISCILLA
Very good. In
Have so
W. Broman, Ismay

—

Star theatre,

:

By Mrs. Raymond Robbins,

solos.

WORLD

theatre,

IDAHO
300.
Seating capacity:
600.
Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Synchronous
No.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Brunswick Panatrope.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
No.
your theatre
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No. Top price,
Have you raised admission prices
25 and 50c; low, 15 and 35c.
No.
Do you have matinees
Changes of program weekly: Three.
Yes.
Orchestra
No. Organist
Remarks: Many of my patrons who see and hear
talking pictures on the outside advise me they
like them as a novelty but as a regular diet still

Population:
:

MABEL

It pleased.

nothing better.
(R.
Ismay, Mont. General patronage.)

DEWEY

AAA

ELMERITA

0' War."

Metro sound shorts are good.

GEORGE

111.

C. R. Grimes, Ackley, la.

patronage.)
of

all

far

C. Mullens, Hettick,

POLLY
LUPE

Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.

VINCENT LOPEZ.—Piano
fact,

By Mrs. H.

Mont.

patronage.)

General

Utah.

COLLEEN

(Act 51).—One
(Bert

subjects we have played.
Family theatre, Greenville,

the best short

Silver,

By Miss Orva Worman, Ogden,

sing-

patronage.

KELLER SISTERS AND LYNCH
of

:

:

LUCHADOR

a hit

the silent picture going to disappear:
Yes, in
time.
Have you raised admission prices :
No, not yet.
Top price, 35; low, 25.
Do you have matinees
Yes, on Saturday.
Changes of program weekly
Four.
Orchestra:
No. Organist: Yes.
Remarks
I might put in sound if the cost of films
and disc, etc., ever come down to where I can
afford it.
At the present prices they are asking for
film and disc service, there would be nothing left for
me. I doubt if I could even break even. Can't see
how I could possibly make anything. They have got
to come down on their films and disc service, or they
will run all the small show houses out of business.
They can't exist at such prices.
:

PRISCILLA

—

age.)

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
May draw some away.
your theatre
:

LADY

subject as I have ever seen.
All in
technicolor, with songs and dances.
(R. W. Broman. Ismay theatre, Ismay, Mont. General patron-

(R.

WASHINGTON
Population :
300.
1,500. Sealing capacity:
Have you sound equipment: No.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Have silent

Is

Me.

Tibbetts, Bethel,

PILGREE

beau-

500.

Seating capacity:

only.

PAT

a short

ing.

150.000.

AAA No.

Is

PILL

JAN GARBER'S BAND.—This subject made
my patrons. Clever orchestra, with some

Population:

Have you sound equipment:

IRENE
By Miss Ashby

with

AAA
CALIFORNIA

Swails, Clay Center, Neb.

PRUDENCE
HIRAM

(SOUND)

—General

us to install expensive equipment and. present a number of unsatisfactory pictures, no matter what the

G. V. Higgins, Crawford, Neb.

—

METRO-GO LDWYN-MA YE R
GUS EDWARDS' "SONG OF ROSES." —As

many

cost.

BETSY

—

If this happens, we
to equip for sound.
But
it seems foolish for

be rented cheaper.

the present stage of affairs,

ALICE

(Sammie Jackson, Jackson theatre, Flomaton, Ala.
Small town patronage.)

tiful

at

The following names have been suggested for J. C. Jenkins' new car, now
taking the place of Nancy, retired:

—

THE COLLEGIAN, 2.—"Calford

will

imagine there will be

Sid Saylor, 2.— A little better
When Uncle
than Universale usual run of shorts.
his
departure
announced
into the short subject
Carl
field he said, "My comedies are nothing to laugh at."
For once a producer didn't misrepresent his product.
Gen(C. E. Mosher, Orpheum theatre, Rockford, la.
eral patronage.)

CLOSE SHAVES,

— "Junior

73

:

AAA

prefer the silent.

KANSAS
325.

Seating capacity:

800.

Population:

Have you sound equipment:

No.

patrons do NOT like: Silent versions of talkies.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
Yes, if
Is the silent picture going to disappear
only silent versions.
No.
Do you have matinees
Four and six.
Changes of program weekly
No.
Orchestra
No. Organist
We do not have talkies and probably won't
Remarks
until rentals are lowered.
This town won't support one with outside patronage and other towns near
have thein and are making expenses and more.

My
Is

:

:

:

:

EXHIBITORS'

FORUM

ON SOUND

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
going to disappear: Yes.
Yes. Organist
No.
Orchestra
Remarks: My house not wired for talking pictures
on account of the excessive price for installing
and the tremendous rental for talking pictures. Think
they are the coming thing, and the house with silent
pictures will have to close.

Is

Is the silent picture

:

:

{Continued from page 40)

AAA

SOUTH CAROLINA
Population:

2,500. Sealing capacity:
240.
you sound equipment: No.
patrons' preferences are as follows
First, Westerns: second, musical comedy; third melodrama.

ly

first

if

we were

wired.)
ly

Population: 250

:

(Singing and dialog would be
patrons do

NOT

Drama.

like:

s to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order:
First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music ; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
oes the public want talking Westerns
Yes.
the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
ave you raised admission prices
No. Top price,
35; low, 10.
Regular admission 10 and 20c.
y you have matinees
Yes.
langes of program weekly
Four.
rchestra
No. Organist
No.
amarks:
We will be forced to install sound or
close the doors.
We intend running one alllking program weekly with silent pictures and talkg comedies balance of week.
We will install the
sc equipment only.
We are holding off installing
uipment until film rental comes down in reach of
e small town theatre.
We find that a lot of our

i

:

:

:

picture and can still make
silent programs.
I don't think
ever entirely replace the silent pictures
•^mall towns.
Personally, I like some pictures with
and, but think most pictures are better silent.
We
ve sound houses 12 miles with paved roads and
ey draw some of our upper class patronage, but
is class would patronize
the city theatres regardless
our equipment.
We are referring to the 15c miln aires.
ople

e

prefer the silent

talkies will

AAA

SOUTH DAKOTA
Population:

419.

Sealing capacity:

ve you sound equipment

:

No.

250.

350 summer.
125*

First, compatrons' preferences are as follows
edy, comedy-drama; second, drama; third, melodrama; fourth, Westerns.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,
50; low, 10.
:

Do you have

No.
matinees
Two.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra
No. Organist
No.
:

500.

No.

patrons' preferences are as follows : First, Westcomedy; third, comedy-drama;
erns;
second,
fourth, melodrama.

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
No.
your theatre
Do not
Does the public want talking Westerns:
know.
No.
silent
picture
going
disappear:
Is the
to
Have you raised admission prices
No. Top price,
Is

:

20; low, 16.

Do you have matinees:

No.
Three.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes.
:

AAA
IOWA

Population:

350.

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment
Non-synchronous

:

:

200.

Yes.

Yes.

Since we only have non-synchronous, we do
not feel we are qualified to give information of
any value. Yet our outfit, well managed, has helped
business with two wired houses twelve miles away.

Remarks

:

:

Seating capacity:

:

No.

:

My

:

AAA

:

OREGON

:

me money on good

tcinter.

2,000.

Have you sound equipment:

My

Seating capacity :

Have you sound equipment

:

:

MAINE
Population:

CALIFORNIA

lave

:

:

Population;

1,200.

Seating capacity:

345.

Have you sound equipment:

No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Some, 60 miles too far to go.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
?
Four.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Pianist: Yes.
Remarks
If film rentals and score charges were
within reason, we would install some one of the
lower priced sound machines, but under present conIs

Mo

:

:

ditions,

we

are

much

better off without sound.

AAA

NEW YORK
Population :
750.
1.60O. Seating capacity:
Have you sound equipment: No.
Remarks: We think majority of our audience enjoys
silents best, but wc are resting on oars to sec
what the outcome is liable to be. We are inclined to
think the talking pictures will be perfected materially,
that apparatus will be reduced in price, and that

Losses in the Box Office
H

:

Seal

lid £i£Cr/?/c
TTICKET
REGISTERf
I

Automatic Ti ck et

Register Corp.
723 Seventh AveNew York

TuCRETS^r Every Purposes. LOWEST

Market Prices
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
By JOE FISHER

ONCE

more the members of the Exhibitors Association of Chicago are
congratulating themselves on having Jack Miller as their president.
Settlement of the organized labor problem for another year was accomplished over the week end, and this time without a period of walkout, as occurred last September. To Jack, of course, go most of the bay leaves for the
opening of the fall season in the theatres this year with the labor matters at
ease.
When Jack was re-elected president of the Chicago Association at the
meeting last week on the Allied franchise, it took about one minute and a half
to cast the formal vote for his re-election.
But even that minute and a half
was needed.

scarcely

They're

all

for

him

— and

makes

that

it

unanimous

Here's

the office force of Security Picled by Irving Mandel, manager.
Slwtvn, left to right, are: L. Schutt,
booker; Ben Schedel, head of the shipping department; Max Dreifuss, salesman; Maurice Godshaw, salesman, and
Irving W. Mandel, manager.
(HeraldWorld photo.)
tures,

working

cial representative,

*

HARMS, popular exhibitor
GUS
and owner of the Manafer and

in

Omaha
Uptown

theatres, reports the death of a son, who died
Deepest sympathy is exshortly after birth.
tended Gus from all his friends.
* * *
Bill

York

Brumberg made
last

a business trip to

New

week.
*

Tom

*

*

North announced that Carl Edouarde

orchestra director, has been signed by the Van
Beuren corporation to handle the sound and
musical effects of all the Sound Aesop Fables.

Eddie Grossman has been "signed" to direct
the farewell activities which are to be staged
in the honor of Dave Dubin, recently resigned
Educational branch manager. Eddie has not
announced any of his plans but we learn that
he will sing several "theme" songs of his own
composition.
*

The Mishawaka

*

Mishawaka,

Ind.,

under the management of a company headed bv Louis Chokovetv of South
Bend.
*

RKO
RCA

projection room of the
exchange
reproducing
will soon be equipped with
apparatus,
according to Herb Washburn,

manager.
*

of the

*

*

Sidney Spiegel of Essaness Theatres corporation returned from New York last week.
*

*

An

attempt was made to rob the safe at the
Prairie theatre one night last week. The robbers were unable to get into the strongbox
but succeeded in hammering off the combination.
The house is owned by Ludwig Seigel.
*

*

*

Harry Beaumont and Louis Newhafer have
taken over the Colony theatre, located at 59th
and Kedzie. The house has been under the
management of National Playhouses. Newhafer was formerly general manager of the
Ascher Brothers' circuit.
*
* *

Oscar Hanson, general

sales

manager of

Tiffany-Stahl, arrived in Chicago last Friday
from Detroit, on his way to Minneapolis. He
made the Detroit-Chicago trip by airplane.
*

*

five-

*

over the U. S

Gus Trulick is
Over Now."

sure singing the blues, "It's
Yeah he missed the Zep
last week.
That's all right, Gus it was limited and didn't stop here anyway.

—

;

*

*

*

Speaking of the Zep reminds us of the fact
that several of the boys in Film Row are still
taking a daily message for a stiff neck and
in a still way we might mention that "one" is

from acute indigestion, caused from
swallowing some new dental work. One is
credited with the remark, "It's sure some
'Show Boat.' " He may have been from the
Universal exchange.

*

theatre at Fullcrton and Robey
will open September 10 with Western Electric

The Vitagraph

*

*

theatre

is

being dismantled

to make way for another building. This house
was formerly owned by the L & T circuit and

recently has been operated by the Claraphone
corporation.
* * *

Mrs. Ezra Rhodes, well known exhibitor of
South Bend, died a few days ago.
*

*

from

New York

*

The Madeline
with

RCA

*

*

Fox manager,

Eckhardt,
last

*

Griever Productions has taken over the distribution of International Photoplays for this
territory.
These pictures produced by the
DeForest organization.
* * *
All

Clyde

*

Irving Mack and a party of friends have
been on a vacation trip and spent the time
fishing but from the "grapevine" system of
secret information we learn that part of their
equipment consisted of a pinochle deck. He
could have at least had a snapshot for proof.
* * *

*

United Artists Chicago exchange and recently
working out of the New York offices of Universal as assistant general sales manager of
short subjects, is the newly appointed manager
of the local Tiffany-Stahl branch, under Henri
Ellman, district manager.

*

*

new

RKO.

TS

*

Jimmy Ambrose, formerly manager

*

Cuser, who has signed the
and
year franchise with

Andrew

suffering

*

*

The

*

sound equipment under the management of

*

theatre,

will reopen

The Webster

all

for Tiffany-Stahl.

here, too.

returned

Friday.
* »

theatre opened Friday nigh

sound equipment.
*

*

*

soon have its entire,
equipchain of six houses wired with
ment. Other new installations of this device
Cicero,
Prairie,
Lexington
are at the Grant at
Garfield and Bugg.

Bland Brothers

will

*

*

RCA

*

you haven't heard all about the "big robbery" at the Warner Exchange, read this (just
another version without any heroes). Bandits
obtained approximately $2,500, the payroll oi
If

Warner exchange. Shortly before the
event two men were noticed loitering about ir
the waiting room of the exchange and as
William Lyman, cashier, came in with the
money, one of the men followed him through
the general offices to his private office and ai
the point of a gun forced him to take the
money from the safe. In leaving he warned
the girls in the outer office against making
any outcry, "if they wanted to be safe" and
then walked out.
The holdup occurred sc
quickly that it was over before anyone realizec
the

what had happened and by the time ar
alarm was given the men had made a getaway. It is thought that the two men hac
another stationed in the stairway as a lookout
just

*

*

*

On August

20 the "Boys" of Film Row
staged their annual Frolic at Crystal Lake anc

was the featured attraction. Prizes were
awarded as follows: Jack Miller, $150; Harn
Lorch, golf hose and tie for an honest score
Joe Pastor, golf hose and ties for the highesi
number of strokes Teddy Mendelssohn, $30
and Felix, his father, the booby prize. Others
attending were Oscar Florine, George Miller
Dave Dubin, Bill Brumberg, Tommy Greenwood, Len Ullrich, Herb Washburn and Vernf
Langdon. Oscar was not mentioned as a prize
winner but private investigations revealed the
fact that his presence was severely felt b>
golf

;

W.

F. Dagon, of Springfield,
visiting in the city.
*
*
*

111.,

has been

All Film Row extends sympathies to Eddie
Brichetto and his son.
Mrs. Brichetto died
last week after a sudden attack of
acute
indigestion.
*

Tom

*

*

several.

North,

special representative in the
Midwest division for the Van Beuren corporation, is back from a trip to
York.

New

While

the East he had a conference with
Van Beuren, McDonald and Phil Reisman,
relative to the fall selling of the Van Beuren
products, Sound Fables, Sportlights and Topics
of the Day.
*
* *
in

Added

the Tiffany-Stahl staff for the
the new
franchise are Carl
Steve
Montgomery,
Ben Ross,
Charles Lindau, Harold Wise and Charles
Miller.
Kraker, formerly manager of the
Milwaukee Paramount exchange, will be spe-

handling

to

of

They say

that plans

are being

mulated already for another Frolic next
*

*

for-

year

*

The Diversey

theatre is going back to
vaudeville and picture policy, offering five
acts and sound pictures, with three change
per week, Sunday, Monday and Thursday.
'<

*

*

*

Carl Leserman, branch manager of Firs
National, has returned from a business tnt
to

New

York.
*

Harthill,

*

*

Joe Fisher, Film Row "News Hound"
returned from his vacation, all hot for
latest news.
B. E. W. Batting.

ha:
th<

—

I
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AIN'T WE
AIN'T YOU
vh not!

Was

there ever a season in

all

GOT FUN!
GOT HITS!
the glorious history of

M-G-M

that started

MODERN MAIDENS"

many hits— "OUR

(Joan Crawford) knocking'em
"ie dough in Detroit, Los Angeles, Des Moines, Louisville, everywhere.
Another
Dating Daughters" sensation.
REVUE repeats Astor, N.Y. and
uman's Chinese. $2 selLout record at Tremont, Boston. Opens soon Philadelphia,
so

it!

HOLLYWOOD

ago, Frisco.
>ld

sell-out.

IANNE
n't

you got

HALLELUJAH at two $2 N.Y. houses, Embassy and Lafayette, is
DYNAMITE continues merrily at $2 Carthay Circle, Los Angeles.

(Marion Davies) opens $2 run

at

Mayan,

L.

A.

Ain't ive got fun!

hits!

VIETRO-GOLDVm-MAYER
Iwys there with the goods!

||
Mn
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Ask
about the twelve

UNITED
ARTISTS
Featurettes
The

I

greatest feat in

SHORT FEATURE
Production

this industry

has ever seen

j

]

Musical dramas, classic and modern sensations.
Every release a startling story of intense interest.
Every release a feature for box-office advertising.

=

N27 22
MR P

E

F

I

NEV,YCRK NY

MEYER

630

1205P

AUG 30 1529

CARE TIFFANY STAHL PROD

=

NINTH AVE NY.

YOUR NEW FRANCHISE

PLAN

GREAT WANT TO SIGN

FIVE YEARS

|C.

B.

Howell, an

independent exhib-|

WASHINGTON AND DOVER RIGHT
ASSISTANCE TO
C B

HOWELL

I

AWAY

CONGRATULATIONS

NDEPENDANT EXHIBITCR=

ON

itor at

REAL

Washington|

nd Dover. N. J.,
lis one of hundreds!

'

Iwho already havel
Is i g n e d
for al
|Ti i I a n y-S t a h l|

=

Franchise.

I

Tiffany-Stahl Franchise will bring you
"JOURNEY'S END," Tiffany-Stahl-Gainsborough. the play York the whole world talking

A

that set

Now

Directed by

month at the Henry Miller Theatre, New
also direc ted the Lond orrV New York and Chicago stage productions.

in its sixth

JAMES WHALE, who

For Early Release

LEO CARRILLO

"MISTER ANTONIO," from Booth

Tarkington's stage play.
Tiffany-Stahl-Gainsborougfi, with Betty Compson, George Barraud and Juliette
"THE LOST ZEPPELIN," with Conway Tearle, Virginia Valli and Ricardo Cortez.
"PAINTED FACES," with Joe E. Brown. Helen Foster and Wallace MacDonald.
in

"WOMAN TO WOMAN,"

To Follow
Mae Murray

C*l\

'Troopers Three" by Arthur Guy Empey
"Kathleen Mavourneen" with Sally

"Peacock Alley"
"Danger ous Business" from Edwin
in

From Dion Boucicault's
famous stage play.
"The Enchanting Melodie," all-color

story.
Balmer's
A Halperin Production

O'Neill.

"The Medicine Man" from
Elliott Lester s stage

Technicolor

play

feature.

All-Color Technicolor Feature
Twelve One-Reel "Color Symphonies"
as yet unnamed.
with Twelve more to follow.
These are the high spots more to come. All in dialogue
and sound with RCA Synchronization.

—

Compton.

—
FIVE BIG
season

ONES

-,

and

ANN HARDING

the

"PARIS

has only just started!

BOUND"
niih

Frederic March

ami Leslie Fenton

From

the stage play by Philip
Barry, produced by Arthur
Hopkins, Supervised by Maurice
Revnes, Directed by Edward

H.

Griffith,

Adapation

by

H o race Jackson.

mak

while others

PATH
Ann
by

HARDING

PARIS

in

storm during the showing

claimed

by

critics

and public

BOUND

a

PARIS

BOUND

EDDIE QUILLAN
dous business

NEWS"
with

Robert Armstrong

nn d

From

Theatres in

by Qeorge

the

picture

its

Chicago success.

day and date showings

and

and Brooklyn.

placed

surp;>

At the Fisher Theat

THE SOPHOMORE

New York

to

-

Eddie on

played to trem
at

The
a

the

Paramoi

reviewers

ra>

plane as high

t

1

s

Harold Lloyd.

Carol Lombard

the story

over

in

in

duplicated

destined

star

even her brilliant career on the stage.
Detroit,

took Chica>

Studebaker, and was

at the

as

literally

I

5.

Brooks, Screen play by Walter

de Leon, adapation by Jack
Jungmeyer. Directed by Gregory
La Cava. '

coming wiv

Other great

ones

All Music

Sound

t

t

Dialogs

—
INA CLAIRE

"THE

SOPHOMORE"

AWFUL

"THE

with

TRUTH"

Eddie Quillan

Sally O'Neil, Jeanette Lofff

From

Story by Arthur Richman,
Directed by Marshall Neilan,
Supervised by Maurice Revnes.

the story by Cory

Ford

Supervised by William Consel-

man. Directed by Leo McCarey.

Dialogue directed by RoUo
Lloyd. Adapation by Arthur
Richman. Horace Jackson.

Adaptation by Joseph Franklin
Poland.

pictures

RECO

lakes

iii

I

A CLAIRE

THE AWFUL TRUTH,

in

ous power and appeal,

is

rated

come

dtinctive personality that has

aioteworthy addition to

B3

NEWS

with

BRD

is

riioan

story of

;ing,

auience

to

reviewers
the

classed

by

foremost

newspaper

all-talking

with

life

critics

as

woomost

screen

Hollywood.

and

CAROL LOM-

the

most

realistic,

ever filmed.

MORTON DOWNEY

sensation;

as the

talking

the stellar ranks of

ROBERT ARMSTRONG

LCKY IN LOVE
5i

by

a production of

is

an

all-

"LUCKY IN
LOVE"

novel, fascinating, with sure-fire

Morton Downey
Betty Lawford

appeal.

Story

1]

PAT H E

and

dialogue by G.eue

Markey. 'Original songs by Bud
Green and Sam H. Slept. Musical Director Sacha Buncbuk.
Directed by Kenneth Webb.
Supervised by Robert Kane.
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A

Service
That Consistently Makes Friend;
RCA

Photophone, Inc.

is

in the business of

manu-

To

committed

this end, it is

to giving the highes

facturing and marketing motion picture sound

possible value, plus a quality of cooperation

recording and reproducing equipment only.

service that goes

Fairness to

sincere in-

The

believes

friends

all is its

tent, its creed.

It

cardinal tenet

plays

no

.

favorites.

.

.

It

its

beyond the

result is that

among

letter

the industry as a whole are served. Its goal

is

theatre add to

make

— to

the servant of the entire industry

serve the exhibitor every step of the way.

qualities
it is

its

4-11

£TL.\nrA:

lOI

MARIETTA STREET

CHICACO'. tOO W.

l\V

FIFTH
MONROE

STREET

it

friends through

will help ever

its

superior ton
insta)

to prove this.

HAIHO

AVENUE

makin

and dependable performance. To

RCA PHOTOPHONE
CORPORATION
SIHtSIIHAKY

is

exhibitors of every affiliation in ur

precedented numbers. Likewise

itself

of the contracl

RCA Photophone

interests are served best only as the interests of

to

an<

r

Inc.

i\V AMKRTTTTfl

-

NEW YORK

KANSAS CJTY,MO' DAVIDSON BLOC.

CITY

OENVERt 8I7-I7TH STREET

SAN FRANCISCO.' 23S MONTGOMERY

STRE

!
September
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A Universal

Now You Can Have

Complete Service Contract in

Sound

{No. 655 Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmle,
President of the Universal Pictures Corporation}

NOW YOU CAN

HAVE GUARANTEED PRODUCT AND GUARAN-

ed protection for your playing time, whether your house

LAST JUNE,

who

(hibitors

NOW

I

is

HERE'S

wired or not.

YOU

MADE A

LIVE-AND-LET-LIVE PLEDGE TO ALL SMALL
were about to install sound equipment.

NEW

COMPLETE SOUND SERVICE
ONTRACT CONCRETE EVIDENCE THAT THAT PLEDGE IS ABOUT
I

YOU

GIVE

I

IN THIS

BE FULFILLED.

1)

c

TOOK MANY A WORRYING

IT

th first
IT

time

in

IT'S

A

dily

\UD

A GOD-SEND!

That was the trend of the

NOW YOU CAN
with

duct lineup

plte

IT'S

IT'S

letters

A BOON TO SMALL

programs

.

.

.

for

feature pictures

each week

in

.

.

serials

.

the year ...

.

.

all

comwith sound

shorts

.

.

.

.

.

.

TWO

OMD
HI.PED

N

6 PAT ROONEYS
10 SUNNY JIMS
10 ALL-STAR

YOU GET IT ON THE SAME LIVE-AND-LET-LIVE BASIS THAT
KEEP THOUSANDS OF INDEPENDENT EXHIBITORS IN BUSI-

SINCE THE INCEPTION OF COMPLETE SERVICE IN 1924
0 THE BASIS OF "WHAT CAN THE EXHIBITOR AFFORD TO PAY"
>S

.

.

.

.

NOT "HOW MUCH PROFIT CAN WE MAKE?"
IOW YOU CAN TAKE IMMEDIATE ADVANTAGE OF

pr:edented and most unique plan with
plying time is protected.

full

THIS UNassurance that your

IOW YOU CAN LOOK THE FACTS STRAIGHT

Serials:

ACE OF SCOTLAND YARD

TARZAN THE
THE JADE

FACE WITH

knowledge that every cent you pay out for sound equipment will
£P_ e back many fold because you have Universal's most outstanding
prduct sewed up and safe in the most sensational motion picture
coiract you ever heard of, BAR NONE!
ful

TIGER

BOX

THE LIGHTNING EXPRESS
TERRY OF THE TIMES
ONE

REEL

7 BENNY RUBINS
26

IN THE

REELS

12 SPORTING YOUTH
12 FOURTH COLLEGIANS

on either Film or Disc!

al

THE OPERA

SHORT SUBJECTS

pictures on Universal's greatest
.

OSWALD CARTOONS
SILENT
TWO REELS
10 SID SAYLORS

10

ARTHUR LAKES

52 ACTION WESTERNS
ONE

REEL

26 CREAM of the COMEDIES
(REISSUES)

Foi/ard

March with Universal's Complete Sound Service Contract
Member Motion

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

—Will

3

(REISSUED'IN SOUND)

HAVE A COMPLETE SERVICE CONTRACT
new

IN 4

THE DEVIL'S PIT

PHANTOM OF

the wonderful

all

IN 2

GEORGE LEWIS and
BARBARA KENT IN 2
THE DRAKE CASE
GIRL OVERBOARD
BRAWN OF THE SEA
THE CLIMAX
SHE BELONGS TO ME

and telegrams received

from thankful exhibitors.

IhSOUND
pi

WAS

BEFORE THERE

an aching void.

LIFE-SAVER!

e iibitors."

OUT OF THE RED FOR

GROW WHERE

IN 3

GLENN TRYON and
MERNA KENNEDY IN

years.

MADE BANK BALANCES

nrhing but

EXHIBITOR

LAURA LA PLANTE

MARY NOLAN

houses.

ding

1929-30 PRODUCT

JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT IN 3
REGINALD DENNY IN 2

GAVE RENEWED HOPE AND ENERGY TO THOUSANDS OF

IT

GET!

JOHN BOLES

THE ORIGINAL COMPLETE SERVICE CONTRACT WAS ANunced more than five years ago, it fell on the overloaded shoulders
thousands of independent exhibitors like a mantle from Heaven!

WHEN
r

WHAT

H. Hays, President

:
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CONDOR*

For Houses up to 2,000 Seats : Type 2MDA, Synchronous Disc and Sound on Film $3,500 ; Synchronous
Disc Only $2,500 .... For Houses up to 4,000 seats : Type 4MDA, Synchronous Disc and Sound on Film
$4,500 ; Synchronous Disc Only $3,500 .... The Pacent Film Attachment when sold separately is $750.
Two Attachments needed with each Pacent Disc System.

PACENT REPRODUCER CORP.

Film Center Bldg.

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

192^
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The Industry 's Merchandising Magazine

THE FALL BUYERS NUMBER
of

Better Theatres
Will be Issued

OCTOBER

This will be another
It" is,

DeLuxe Edition

26th, 1929

of Better Theatres

however, one of the thirteen regularly scheduled issues, to which
of special and important features.

Among

editorial features
the following:

special

number are

for

The Spring and

this

added a number

Buyers Numbers of

Better Theatres will contain a wealth of

Names and

reference and informative material that

addresses of active theatre
architects, with pictures and details of
their

Fall

is

is

invaluable to the theatre architect, contrac-

handiwork.

tor>

A

complete list of dealers and distributors of theatre supplies and equipment.

en gi neer; electrician, manager, projec-

tionist,

purchasing agent and the owner,

The Buyers Numbers of Better Theatres

Personnel of firms supplying theatre
products and services.

are the most complete, most up-to-date and

Up-to-date and authoritative stories
covering the installation and operation
of modern sound equipment.

most valuable aid available for the selection
and purchase of all products for the theatre,

Informative stories on theatre products,
with alphabetical list of manufacturers.

The importance and unusual value of

Other constructive features conducive
to judicious

the

Buyers Number warrants the careful
consideration of all manufacturers and disFall

tributors of theatre products.

buying.

October 26th is the Publication Date
October 16th is the Closing Date
for

THE FALL BUYERS NUMBER
of

BETTER THEATRES
i

ltUllbflx:il III x^UriJUflCllUll It till

IZj

ArllBl HJJKS X1.L1yA.LD-

Quigley Publishing
407 South Dearborn Street,

The Industry 's Merchandising Magazine

W OK.LD DV

Company

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Better Th eatreS

/tood
them
up at
the
Emprejf

•

Oklahoma
CitM

88BS

v^earS

•

i
il

the

regi.tered

trade

mark

of

the

Vitaphone Corporation designating

it»

pi

i

d u

e

t

«•
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407
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Chicago

THIS ISSUE —

IN
SOUND PRODUCTION

MORE MERGERS

Recording of Sound Is Not Perfect rut Is
Steadily Improving. Exhiritors in Key Cities
Find, After Allowing for Local Factors Such
as Faulty Acoustics and Reproduction
Suggestions Include More Careful Study of Recording Qualities of Instruments and Empha-

William Fox Gets Large Interest in the
General Theatre Equipment Corporation in
Deal Affecting Eight Large Supply Companies Sono-Art and World Wide Pictures
Consolidate in Producing and Selling Unit
and then announce acquisition of j ames

—

sis

on Quality Over Quantity.

—

Cruze Productions.

COMPLETE INDEX TO CONTENTS
NEWS
»ay after discussion of

DEPARTMENTS

committeemen
plan> by executive group led by Brandon

The Studio

campaign in Metropolitan New York
under agreement with Allied States.

The Theatre

Herald-World golf meet

is

headed

for

success,

Hurst.
Tiffany-Stahl launche?
-rl\ five-year franchise

Two new
leans

is

— New

exhibitor units are formed by independents
scene of Louisiana meeting Oklahoma group

—

to

Classified Advertising

Or-

affiliates

with Allied.

Quick Reference Picture Chart
What the Picture Did for Me
Pictures
Chicago Personalities by

—

FEATURES
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Motion
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22

Service
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64
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FILM.
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British union asks Government to require that theatres with
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40
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Short Features
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"Substitutions"
important decision of the New York Film
distributor was favored with the verdict in
a case involving the question of substitution.
This particular case hung on the issue of whether or not the
work sheet is to he considered part of the contract. The
Film Board decided in the negative. This decides a technical question about which there has been much con-

a recent
INBoard
the

may be

taken as the occasion for further
reference to the so-called question of substitution. It is an
unfortunate fact that too often this question of substitution is brought up by the buyer more for the purpose of
trading on the contract than because any legitimate
grievance has been created.
We will acknowledge
quickly and without further argument that there have
been outrageous cases of substitution in which a decidedly
inferior subject has been offered in place of one which has
been held out for purposes best known to the distributor.
But we insist these cases are few and far between and that
the practice more characterized the methods in vogue in
the business a few years ago than they do the current
methods.

—

Trouble-makers in the industry have placed undue emphasis on the question for the usual purpose of creating
discontent and suspicion. The exhibitor who is looking
for a fair deal must be willing to accord to the distributor
the same kind of a deal. The well-informed theatreman.
realizing the manifold difficulties which surround a producer in making up an advance list of product, must appreciate the fact that only a miracle will prevent a certain

amount

of substitution.

Players and directors originally planned upon may be
found unavailable: changes in the attraction value of stars
may insist upon altered plans: legal difficulties as to the
rights for the performance of certain subjects may crop
out a thousand and one things may happen which leave
the producer « ith no choice other than to plan a production involving elements other than those originallv contemplated.

—

There need be and should be no compromise on any
real case of deliberate substitution in which a distributor
-witches in an inferior subject and seeks to make other
-filing

But when the fortunes of production create the neceschange it is neither fair play nor good business
for the exhibitor to react as if a serious grievance had been
deliberatelv worked upon him.
•

*

•

Music Costs

RECENTLY

several important labor disputes in the
industry have been settled in the usual way by the
acceptance on the part of the employer of a schedule of

—

higher wages.
The musicians in Chicago have gained a substantial increase, bringing their present cost to a point at which
most exhibitors will realize that the day for complete reliance upon reproduction devices for music in their theatres
is rapidly approaching.
Although the musicians seem quite able to look after
their interests without outside advice, still the word may
be offered that with the developments that have taken
place, and are taking place, in connection with reproduction in the theatres, the present does not seem to us to be
a verv favorable moment for exacting the last pound of

Complete Service

UNIVERSALIS

Complete Service in Sound, which follows the precedent which has been in vogue by thi;
company for several years under which it offers to exhibitors programs for complete shows at a flat rental figure,
will be hailed with considerable satisfaction by a large

number of exhibitors.
The original silent program has been

frequently referred to by many- operators of smaller houses as a lifesaver for their businesses. The new sound service, adapted
to current requirements, should do much toward relieving manv pressing exhibition situations.
»

»

*

Stockholders

AN

troversy.

This incident

1929

flesh.

Other publications: Better Theatres, devoted to construction, equipment and
operation of theatres; published every fourth week in conjunction with Exhibitors
Herald- World; The Motion Picture Almanac, Pictures and Personalities, published annually; The Chicagoan and Polo, Class publications.
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sity for a

WORLD
Martin

September

arrangements on the better pictures withheld.

encouraging development, in keeping with the practice of other great businesses, is Paramount's employes stock participation plan which, according to recent
announcement, is immediately to be put into effect.
In the usual case, when an employee becomes stockholder as well as employee he experiences certain changes
in viewpoint which are commonly beneficial to both the
individual and the company. The Paramount plan doubtlessly will be an influence for better personnel and more

permanent personnel.
*

*

*

Plain Language

HAROLD FRANKLIN,
MR.agers
West Coast
of
to the greatly

in instructions to mantheatres, does a kindly service

overworked term, "deluxe." Hereafter, according to Mr. Franklin's instructions, the theatre is to
be referred to as "a Fox theatre" and the programs as
"Fox entertainments." DeLuxe theatres and DeLuxe programs, as far as terminology is concerned, are to be given
a rest.

The very elaborate and superlative phraseology, so frequently indulged in in all branches of the show business,
perhaps well enough suits the purpose of a circus which
makes an annual visit to a town. But for a motion picture theatre, with its day in and day out appeal to it?
public, these grand terms and dizzy superlatives gel
pretty tiresome.

We

will have
to plain language.
*
•
*

hope Mr. Franklin

move back
•

much company

in lu-

THE
the

great journalist, Mr. Arthur Brisbane, refers to
influence of talking pictures upon current speech.
Hi consideration of the subject is interesting but his personal observation of the New Screen is somewhat called
into question when he refers to Miss Pickford's '"curls.
-

—MARTIN

J.

QUIGLEY.

September

14.
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Sound Recording Is Improving,
Say Exhibitors in Key Cities
EXHIBITORS OFFER
SUGGESTIONS FOR
IMPROVED AUDIENS
"A constant study of
should be maintained"

"More

careful

sound technic

-tudy of the recording

band and orchestra instruments should be made. I have noticed
qualities of all

number

a

in

orchestra

of

pictures

that

certain

do

not

record

instrument*

well."

"Sound should never be recorded on
and then transferred to disc."

film

A

my

belief that the
nization of such picture? iequipment in the studios."
'"It

U

is

We

have been able

poor synchrodue to cheap

to eliminate prac-

by increasing
or decreasing the sound volume."
A

"Better equipment could be installed
in the studios which would improve the

many

More Careful Study
ments Is Urged

Recording Qualities of
—ofQuality,
Not Quantity, Asked

Instru-

Sound production

at the studios is not perfect but it is steadily improving,
the majority opinion of representative exhibitor leaders in all parts of
the country.
The comment and suggestions for betterment come to the
Herald-World from managers of large chain theatres, from executives of exhibitor organizations, and from owners of small theatres.
Their opinions,
reached after careful elimination of the factors peculiar to the theatres themselves, such as acoustics and projection, provide an index of what has been
done and what can and should be done in the making of sound pictures.
that my house has a troublesome echo, which
These suggestions, summarized elsewhere
on this page, vary from the belief that better
I attribute to the construction and hard finish
in

equipment should be installed in the studios
to a recommendation that the recording quali-

tically all of these defects

quality of the -ound in

Suggestions Are Offered for
Better Production at Studio

of musical instruments be given greater
study because "certain orchestra instruments

ties

the following reports to the HeraldWorld, the identities of the writers are withheld at their request for obvious reasons.

to you.
try,

tures.

Crosses His Fingers
"Sound can be perfected
tise

a great deal as yet
hate like the deuce to advera picture as the perfect recording, like
I

will

to, when something undoubtedly
go wrong to make the thing a boomerang

I think every manager in the counalthough liking talkies, crosses his thumbs
nervousness throughout the picture hoping
the sound will be satisfactory"

in

Musical Instruments

(Specie

the Herald-World)

DEL., Sept. 10.—
The Vitaphone
Corporation
and
Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc.. todayfiled a bill

of complaint in the United

States district court here for an in-

junction against Electrical Research
Products, Inc., Western Electric and

American Telephone and Telegraph
to prevent them from interfering with
the use by the plaintiff of sound reproducing equipment.
The Warner Brothers contend that
in the past three years they have spent
approximately $15,000,000 for performances, picture making, dramatic
and musical talent, and that friction
arose between plaintiffs and defendants endangering the contract between
the two whereby the defendants were
to manufacture equipment for making
sound pictures and the plaintiffs the
right to use them.
The plaintiffs ask that a temporary
injunction be filed restraining the defendants from further legal proceedings and other cases pending and that
an injunction be granted preventing
:he

defendant from interfering with

by the plaintiffs of the sound
reproducing equipment.
the use

Transferring to Disc

is my opinion that the producers are doeverything in their power to produce
sound pictures as well as they can be produced.
Sound pictures are far from perfect
at the present time as they are still in the
experimental stage but the newer pictures
show a wonderful improvement over the earlysound pictures.
This in itself shows that
everything is being done to better sound pic-

they want you

WILMINGTON,

On

In

in the studios.

Interference

AAA

do not record well."

instances.'

Warners Sue
WE; Charge

of the walls.
I am experimenting to overcome this echo, and hope to be able to do so
by means of drapes. Only once in my experience has the needle ever jumped."

"I believe that the synchronized part of motion pictures is being produced as well as it
can be at the present time. I also believe that
every synchronized feature picture shows an
improvement over the preceding one. This
shows that constant improvements are being
made and that no effort or expense is being
spared to make synchronized pictures as
nearly perfect as possible.
"One suggestion I have to make concerning
the better production of sound itself at the
studio is that a more careful study of the recording qualities of all band and orchestra

instruments should be made. I have noticed
in a number of pictures that certain orchestra
instruments do not record well and spoil a
large part of the music.
I
believe that in
the near future research will disclose the instruments responsible, just which instruments
are guilty, and that they will be eliminated.
I have had several complaints from patrons
regarding sound in talking pictures which I
I

AAA

Room

for

all

AAA

Has Some Trouble
"I have
disc but

had some trouble with sound on

my

principal source of complaint is
with the protection demanded by the large
circuit in this locality."

AAA

Synchronization Difficulty
"Synchronization

is

the big difficulty with
The tone quality

sound pictures today.

the

and all the rest of it is good. In some pictures the synchronization is good ; in others

Improvement

my

personal opinion that talkies have
Naturally there
silent pictures.
is room for improvement in the industry', but
for my part I find no complaint to make of
any of the pictures we have had. All of the
pictures we show are run at least once in a
preview.
Then if there is any rattle in the
film itself, we get to work to adjust it.
have the best equipment obtainable and make
the most of it."
"It is

it

"The only suggestion that I would make for
better production of sound in the studios is
that the sound never be recorded on film and
then transferred to disc. This practice is condemned by the majority of exhibitors and is
certainly not satisfactory.
I also think that
sound recorded on disc is clearer and more
satisfactory than when sound is recorded on
film.
I have had a number of complaints regarding sound in talking pictures but I could
not say that it was due to the production end
as I generally find the trouble in my own theatre, although there have been times that
I have been unable to locate the trouble.
I
have never found a single instance where I
was certain that it was the fault of the producers, and the constant improvements in my
theatre have improved the sound qualities to
a large degree."

am

certain were due to
faulty production and not the result of faultyscreening or acoustics in the theatre."

have shown, that

"It

ing

over the

We

AAA

Drapes to Shush Echo
"I have had few complaints as to sound
either on film or disc, rav only trouble being

it

is

terrible.

"We

played a film last week which had both
orchestral music and vocal parts.
The orchestral part was splendid but when the artist
came into the music and sang, while her
voice was good and the tone good, her mouth
was saying things a couple of beats ahead of
or behind the words. I remember one place
where she was so far ahead of the synchronization that it caused a titter of laughter in
the audience.
I finally pulled the plug when
we reached that part of the program during
subsequent showings of the picture.
"I have shown other sound films where the
same thing happened, sometimes not so bad

i
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Publix Rules
Against Interviews

AAA

Better Synchronizing

Now

synchronization, generally
speaking, has shown considerable improvement during the past six months. The people
are now looking for better synchronization
and they are getting it.
"There are two matters, however, that are
'not so good.'
One is the sudden interjection
of talking parts into a synchronized feature
and the other problem is censorship. For instance, 'Noah's Ark,' which I have just played
to big business
had a number of talking sequences that did not mean a thing. It looked
as if they had been stuck in just to make it
possible to say there was talking in the feature.
The talking in 'Noah's Ark' did not
add to the dramatic effect and the synchronization might as well have been all music.
I
think it is a mistake to produce a picture in
which the characters start out silent, then suddenly begin to talk, then their lips go silent
again and perhaps, after a while, the picture
suddenly breaks into talking once more. This
is not the actual case in any one picture because I am speaking generally.

In this survey

become

drew big crowds largely bewere excellent and the story

good. The English actor who played the Scotland Yard Inspector was a hit because his
voice was natural.
I
am citing this as an
example.
"One of the best sound effects I have heard
was the noise of the airplanes in 'The Flying
Fleet' because it was faithfully reproduced

and added much to the realism. Another fine
it
was the railway train in 'Four Sons,' but
sound effects do not make a nicture. As a
l

and presents

Sees Constant Improvement
"The latest releases have it on the older
synchronized pictures in the matter of dialog,
sound and music. Some voices are much better than others and it may be a matter of

whose voices register well.
"The censoring of disc pictures is a troublesome matter and when deletions occur in this
type of production, the crowd does not like it.
selecting those

faction of patrons."

difficulty

to

it

the satis-

AAA

herewith.

AAA

and the synchronization was bad. On
another picture we had to get the film, as
the disc was off so bad that we couldn't
use it.

"One thing is certain and that is, if sound
made on film and then transferred to disc
you may be sure that the result will be very
poor in practically all cases.
I
have had a
number of complaints on sound in different
pictures that I am sure were not caused by
is

have

few,

study to their work, sound pictures as made
today are practically perfect whatever the

equipment and whether the sound

is

is

with the cheaper

AAA

Quantity or Quality?
do not believe that the synchronization of
pictures is being produced as well as it should
and can be at the present time, due to the rush
to produce quantity in order to meet present
demand. I have no suggestions to make for
better production of the sound itself at the
"I

studios as this would require a study of conditions at those places. I have had many com-

from patrons regarding sound

in talk-

ing pictures which I am sure were not due to
any fault in screening the picture in my the-

AAA

atre."

Remember

AAA

Synchronization Pranks
"In a theatre as large as this one, synchroniztion plays some queer pranks.
I have
known bad synchronization to improve a picture to some patrons of the theatre and almost
perfect synchronization to be criticised as
faulty.
"If, for example, you are sitting in
back row of seats and the music of a

this

disc

and

film.

"People

are, as a rule,

Seats

seeking seats as near

center of the floor as possible and the
reason is that people who go regularly to the
theatre find that they secure better synchronization at the center than either far front or
far back.
In the silent pictures, before we
installed sound equipment, people were as well
pleased to sit in the balcony as on the floor.
the

Today

the demand for the floor seats is larger
proportion.
I attribute this to better synchronization at the center of the theatre.
"We have had people tell us thev like the
sound equipment in such a theatre better than
ours.
In every instance they have referred
to some small theatre.
In some instances the
equipment was the same as we operate. I
have personally visited some of these theatres
and have found sound equipment giving better satisfaction than we get in a big theatre.

A Real Problem
"There are probably other reasons. Some
theatres are constructed in such a manner that
sound will carry better than in others, or will
be more sharp-cut. I do not believe such conditions can be remedied by the operator or at
the studios and it will take a better engineer
than

I

am

crease the

500th Auto?

However,

phase of the industry

the
film,

or the action of a film, is a fraction of a
second ahead of the sound, that fraction of a
second will be increased before the sound
reaches your ears. If, on the other hand, the
voice is just that fraction ahead of the action,
by the time the sound reaches your ears the
action will be seen by your eyes and they
will appear as perfectly timed.

to

tell

how

the theatre

going to overcome these variations.

"Concerning the quality of production of the
synchronized pictures, I think the fault at
times can be found in the theatre's equipment;
at other times in the product itself, both in
the

the

in

reproducing machines."

plaints

being

the better production
studios is that a constant study of sound technic should be maintained.
I cannot
say that the complaints we
have had on sound pictures are due to imperfect production in the studio."
in

Want Center

Blames Cheap Equipment
"Most of the trouble

to

would make for

I

sound

of

Overcomes Defects

AAA

as

produced as well as they can be at present,
as each super-production shows an improvement over the previous one. The only sugges-

"We

have had a few complaints regarding
sound in talking pictures that were due to
faulty production, but we have been able to
eliminate practically all of these defects by
increasing or decreasing the sound volume.
There have been no instances of where a
censor has ruined a picture by cutting, and
this is not very likely to happen in the near
future as Dallas has no city censor board."

complaints

AAA

on film

or disc. Of course, there are exceptions, one
of them being Paramount's 'Wild Party,' with
Clara Bow, which was miserably recorded
both on film and disc, so that it could not be
properly reproduced no matter how perfect
the equipment.
"The sound situation has improved vastlv
within the past two years and I believe that
within the next two years the film industry
will be further revolutionized, with pictures
in natural colors and with the third dimension
as common as sound is today.
"Producers should make an effort to eliminate the scratching of the film sound tracks
which cause noise and scratching to be amplified in reproduction."

any,

if

Urges Study of Technic
my opinion, sound pictures are

"In

tion

was one of the first here to instal'. sound
equipment and believe that if the men in the
booth are conscientious and apply intelligent
"I

"I

here,

AAA

He's Satisfied

the faulty acoustics of the theatre or to the
screening of the picture. It is my belief that
the poor synchronization of such pictures is
due to cheap equipment in the studios."

Blames Cheap Equipment
do not believe that the synchronized part
of motion pictures is being produced as well
as it should and can be at the present time
due to the efforts of producers to produce
them as cheap as possible and turn out a
quantity of pictures that have sound and not
watching the quality side as much as they did
in the silcnts.
For instance, on the picture
'Coquette' we had trouble in practically all of
our houses. I know that the acoustics in this
theatre are good and we had the same trouble

"Some of the first sound pictures were
but said that was to be expected in
something new.
Al Jolson can be blamed,
not because Jolson was bad, but because he
was so good that the entire motion picture
industry jumped into sound without being prepared.
Hence the chaos. However, sound
films now are as good as could be expected
of something comparatively new, and, when
theatre equipment is good, reproduce satisfactorily.
These are the views of both patrons
and small town exhibitors."
terrible,

"I

This point stands against the sound-on-disc
type of feature because it is practically impos-

overcome the

AAA

"Terrible" at First

sound."

general rule, the voices of men are better in
pictures than those of women or children.

to

it

Warns Against Scratching

absorbed in the screen
story and if the characters suddenly start to
talk it must disturb the minds of the patrons
for a while.
If the picture goes back to subtitles again, the people are inclined to watch
the silent lips of the players and it becomes a
matter of seeing rather than hearing the dialog once more.
"Frankly, o.ur patrons like the screen voices
of English players.
Take the Fox picture,
'Behind That Curtain.' That was a popular

sible

representa-

both owners and manhas been learned that
managers of Publix houses are
asked to refrain from interviews.
Though the accompanying survey is of industry-wide importance, it has been difficult to
assemble the desired information.
However, on the promise of confidence, the Herald- World has
received the necessary information
agers,

Change Distracting

picture and we
cause the voices

among

cluding

—

"People

such an experimental stage that it would be
unfair to offer any criticism until there has
been more time in which to perfect the product.
Remember the 500th automobile that was
put upon the streets? That explains my point
of view."

tive exhibitors of the country, in-

picture

Calls

1929

14.

in

and other times just as bad and even worse.
Now I watch every film for just such difficulties and when they occur, I leave orders to
have the plug pulled before they are reached."

"Moving

September

is

I

so

believe

that

young and

number of

outlets

itself

If

we

is

in-

or place them

at different points in the theatre, the tendency
might be to muffle the clearness of the voice
or musical notes.
It will probably need a lot

of experimenting before a solution is found.
"On the whole, listening to a sound film
from the center of our theatre, the results
{Continued on page 26)
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William Fox Buys Large Holding
In General Theatre Equipment
Eight Big Supply Companies

No

Bandits Union in
Involved in Latest Purchase
San Francisco; Show
Big Profit on Holiday Minority Stockholders Ask Court Inquiry of Fox Acquisition of

(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO,
bandits and cracksmen
holiday, two robberies

Sept. 10.— Theatre
were active over the

and an attempted
holdup being reported to police.
Manipulating the combination of the safe
of the Granada theatre, a Publix house,
robbers made away with $10,000 in currency, leaving or overlooking nearly $2,000

in silver.

While crowds passed on Market street, a
seventeen year old youth walked up to the
box office of the Strand, covered Irene
Brooks, the cashier, with a gun and made
away with $68. He was trailed to a nearby
hotel and was arrested in his room a half
an hour later counting the money.
When a well-dressed youth stepped up
the window of the Royal Theatre on
Polk street and passed a slip of paper
through with a message demanding the
handing over of the cash on hand, at the
same time drawing a revolver, Miss Laura
Frahm, the cashier, obeyed the first impulse and let out a lusty scream. The manager rushed out but the would be robber
had disappeared in the crowd.
to

Kunzmann Appointed
Chairman of

SMPE

Fall

Convention Oct. 7 to 10
/Special
the Herald- World)
NEW YORK, Sept. 10.— W. C. Kunzto

mann

Cleveland, Ohio, has been appointed chairman of the fall meeting of
Society of Motion Picture Engineers at the
of

Roval York hotel, Toronto, Canada, October 7 to 10. He will be assisted by W. C.
Hubbard. Hoboken, New Jersey, and M. W.
Palmer, Long Island, New York.
Others to take hand in the meeting are:
Reception committee, W. C. Hubbard. W. C. Kunzmann, G. E. Patton, M. W. Palmer, B. E. Norrish,
X. T. Cowling and F. C. Badgley.
Registration. W. C. Kunzmann and S. Renwick;
Mrs. B. E. Xorrish, assisted by Mrs. G. E.
Patton, Mrs. William Redpath and Mrs. H. B. Morphy: banquet. W. C. Hubbard: master of ceremonies
at banquet. Dr. Kenneth Hickman; press and bulle-

hostess,

tins,

A.

P.

McGuire.

photographer. Irl Gordon: sound and proequipment. Charles Dentelbeck and Lewis
Townsend; entertainment and amusement, B. E. Norrish, F. C. Badgley, G. E. Patton and William Redpath; transportation of convention material and apparatus from U. S. A. into Canada, J. I. Crabtree,
H. Griffin and G. E. Patton.
Official

jection

Columbia's "Flight" Film

Opens Extended Run at
Geo. M. Cohan Theatre
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Sept. 10.— "Flight," Columall-talking roadshow picture of the
season, will have its world premiere at

bia's first

new

George M. Cohan theatre on Sept. 13,
it will commence an extended
Broadway run.
"Flight" Presents Jack Holt and Ralph
Graves in "buddy" roles. Over $500,000 were

the
at

which time

expended in bringing "Flight" to the screen
and every foot of film was supervised and
passed by an expert from the Marine Corps
especially assigned to the task bv the government.

The

picture

was

in

making nearly

a year.

Majority Stock of Loew's, Inc.
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

—

September 10. W illiam Fox, by acquiring a large interest
in The General Theatre Equipment Corporation last week, achieved relatively
the same position in the motion picture industry as Henry Ford occupies in

YORK.

the automobile business.
The only thing- that Fox now lacks, to run an industry of his own, is the
raw him. That he still has to buy. Theatres, theatre equipment, manufacturing concerns, studios, studio equipment companies are now his. He can run
He has everything that goes into the production, distribution
his own show.
and exhibition of motion pictures except the actual stock.
While the Fox purchase included a large
in the equipment corporation, it apparently did not include control of the company. Walter E. Green, vice president of The
General Theatre Equipment Corporation, deinterest

clared

:

"General

is

in

the

business

to

serve

the

entire industry."

The

General

Theatre

Equipment

Cor-

poration is a holding company recently
organized to take over the following units:
National Theatre Supply Company with 30
retail equipment branches throughout the
Intercountry;
Grandeur
Film,
Inc.;
national Projector Corp.; Ashcraft Automatic Lamp Co.; J. E. McAuley Manufacturing Co.; Hall & Connolly, Inc.; The

Hertner

Electric

Company; and Theatre

Equipment Acceptance Corporation.
Everything

Down

to Tassels

These companies supply him with every
cinematic and electrical device that is used
in a motion picture studio, everything down
gold tassel that goes into the
furnishing and decoration of a theatre. The

to the

Theatre

last

Equipment

Acceptance

Corporation is a finance company for the acceptance
of commercial paper taken for theatre equipment and secured by contracts of conditional sale, chattel mortgages and the like.
Not the least important of the units afby this latest Fox acquisition is
fected

Grandeur Film, the method of producing
talking pictures in 70 millimeter film which
may be projected on a screen from 60 feet
wide and 30 high to any other width and
proportionate height suitable.
The sound
track on Grandeur Film is a quarter of an
inch wide as compared to the tenth of an
inch sound track in general use. The screen
is twice as long as it is wide instead of
being on the four by five scale as is the
standard screen. An increasing number of
Fox pictures, it was learned today, will be
made by the Grandeur method, their number
increasing in proportion to the number of
theatres equipped for showing them.
First Appears Monday
The first one comes to New York next
Monday at the Gaiety, Fox Broadway theatre.
It's a wide film version of "Fox Movietone
Follies."
Fox subordinates were
anxious to make the point today that it

was not an enlargement of ordinary film,
that the picture was actually shot by the
Grandeur method as well as on the standard celluloid. Fox officials also claim that
the Grandeur film produces a three dimensional effect which is achieved by the size
of the screen and not because of a bifocal
or stereoscopic camera as is the case with

the

Spoor-Berggren method on which
Photophone now has an option.

RCA

Minority Investors Ask
Quiz of Fox-Loew Deal

NEW

(Special to the Herald-World)

—

YORK, Sept. 10. While the
William Fox organization was preparing to
reach an understanding with the stockholders of Loew's, Inc., and Fox Theatres
last week as a prelude to the merger of the
three companies, an action was started in
the New York County Supreme Court to
inquire into the manner in which the Fox
Theatres Corporation recently acquired a
majority stock interest

The

plaintiff

Plandome,

is

Long

in

Loew's.

Edwin M. Stanton,

He

of

a
minority stockholder and represents other
Loew shareholders of the same class. He
names as defendants Nicholas M. Schenck,
David Bernstein and Arthur Loew, presiIsland.

acts

as

dent, vice president and treasurer, respectively of Loew's, Inc.
Stanton declares that the defendants were

instrumental

preventing the control of
R K O or
Brothers before it passed to the
in

Loew's from being sold to either

Warner
Fox organization.

In filing the affidavits
of his charges, Stanton
makes a motion that the following persons,
interested in the first two offers and in the
final Fox-Loew deal, be examined:
William Fox, Saul Rogers, president and vice
president of the Fox Corporation; Leopold
Friedman,
secretary
of
Loew's;

bearing

the

gist

David

Warfield and Lee Shubert, diof
Loew's;
Joseph
Schenck,
Bertram Nayfack, Attdio Giannini, banker;
Charles E. Curtis, vice president and cashier
of the Bank of American National Assorectors

ciation; David Sarnoff, chairman of the
board of directors of R K O; Hiram Brown,

RKO;

president of
Harry M. Warner,
president of Warners; Waddill Catchings,
director of Warners; Louis F. Rothchtld
and Alphone Shelare, stock brokers. The
motion will be argued on Sept. 13.
In effect Stanton charges that the defendants induced a number of common stock
holders in Loew's to accept $102.50 a share
for stock that had been varying between
50 and 60 on the New York Exchange and
then transferred it to the Fox Theatres
Corporation at $125 a share, "from which
it is apparent
that in paying $125 a share
for the block so delivered the said Fox
Theatres Corporation was paying for the
control of the Loew's Corporation."
Friedman, secretary of Loew's, stated

week that nothing had been done which
should not have been done.
last
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World Wide and Sono-Art Join
In Producing and Selling Unit
Negligible Gentlemen
Of the Fourth Estate
Something ought to be done about
We're fairly well atthis, folks.
tuned to the society editor's sideswiping of the bridegroom by casually and even begrudgingly mentioning him as "also present" at the
wedding. But
The Medinah Scimitar, house organ of the Medinah Club, Chicago,
has a word or two to offer regarding
the tea given to the press by Estelle
Taylor, duly and gladly attended and
recorded by your correspondent in

—

August 31 issue.
But list to this "cut"

the

in the Scimi-

tar:

"Estelle Taylor (Mrs. Jack Dempsey) entertained at luncheon a party

LADIES

Hammons Announces Deal Massing

in

the

Formal Dining

First

(Special to the Herald-World)
Sept. 10.— Sono-Art--World Wide Pictures, Inc., today
announced acquisition of James Cruze Productions, Inc., the first product
of which, "The Great Gabbo," opens at the Selwyn Thursday night. Principals in the deal are Henry D. Meyer and Nat Cordish, financial sponsors
of James Cruze Productions; Harry R. Thomas and Samuel Zierler, in
charge of Cruze world distribution rights; and George W. Weeks, executive vice-president of Sono-Art— World Wide.
Thomas and Zierler will join Sono-Art— World Wide and will supervise
sale of the seven to nine pictures which Cruze will direct in the 1929-30
season. Sono-Art— World Wide will handle 25 to 30 all-talkies.

NEW

YORK,

By PETER VISCHER

NEW

Anti-American

Resolutions

Adopted

By German

Exhibitors

Scheer Stresses Centralized Censorship Bill Now Before the
Reichstag
(Special to the Herald-World)

BERLIN, Aug. 31.— (By Mail.)— The annual meeting of the German exhibitors' association was held last week at Stuttgart,
in which nearly 600 theatre owners attended.
Commercial Councellor Scheer, the newly
elected president of the association, had
charge of the meeting and was the principal
speaker.
The Stuttgart conference met at a time
when the entire German industry is in a
turmoil and the exhibitors are very much
concerned as to the outcome of talking picThe Klangfilm-Tobis company is
working for a monopoly of the continental
markets for sound apparatus and are trying to ban the American-made devices. The
exhibitors agreed that sound pictures are
not a problem for them to take up at the
present time and that stricter regulations
are necessary in governing the production
tures.

of them.

For the first time an European exhibitors'
association adopted a resolution which is
decidedly anti-American.
Klangfilm-Tobis showed several American and German-made sound pictures, and
Fox Films announced that F. W. Murnau's
"Four Devils" would be shown in Berlin
at the Ufa Palast.
Klangfilm also announced that a contract had been signed
whereby they would wire 22 of the Emelka
houses.
Scheer stressed the support of the centralized censorship bill which is now before
the Reichstag.
This bill would replace local censor boards and their decision on pictures would be binding for the
whole

'country.

This was put before the associa-

tion as a resolution

and was adopted.

D & R Amusement Company
CHARLOTTE,

C—

Financial Strength

with Powerful Theatre Affiliations

Room

on August 23rd."
Anyway, we ate, men.

Make

12 All-Talkers for New Concern

—

—

of

British International to

Incorporates

N.
The D & R Amusement
Company, which proposes to deal in moving picture?,
films, etc.. has been incorporated here with an authorized capital stock of $50,000. of which $'.000 has
been subscribed by E. F. Dardine, J. A. Reynolds,
Amelia J. Dardine and others, of Charlotte.

YORK,

Sept.

10.— World Wide Pictures and Sono-Art Productions

have been merged, with ambitious plans laid out for the future of the new
The new company, to be known as Sono Art-World Wide
Pictures, Inc., will be an international producing and distributing unit, with
the massed financial strength of several members, and powerful theatre
organization.

affiliations.

Announcement of the merger was made here by Earle W. Hammons, on
behalf of World Wide Pictures, Inc.. and O. E. Goebel and George W. Weeks,
on behalf of Sono-Art Productions. Inc.
Weeks will become vicepresident
and general manager of the new concern.
Incidentally,

the

present

World Wide

company's entire organization, personnel,
and offices at 130 West 46 Street, in New
York, will be retained.
"The advantages of a union of the
affiliations and resources of the two companies," said Weeks, "and a merging of
their activities in an international producingdistributing unit,
having behind it the
massed financial strength of its several
members, was so apparent to the banking
interests and operating executives involved,
that once the idea was suggested, the joining of the two companies was inevitable.

"The new companies will bring about a
British
concert of the following forces:
International Pictures, Ltd., John Maxwell,
managing director, is Great Britain's strongest producing company, and also has extensive theatre holdings, world wide distribution and international theatre affiliations.
This company will contribute at least twelve
all-talking productions of a high order durMr. M. A. Dent,
ing the coming season.
in charge of British International Pictures,
Ltd., distribution, is now en route from

London

to complete details.

"Sono-Art

Five

Productions,

Inc.,

O.

E.

Boy Bandits Raid

Goebel, president and George W. Weeks,
and general manager, Thomas
Lynn, secretary and treasurer, are producers of the Eddie Dowling Series, whose
forthcoming release will be 'Blaze O'Glory.'
This company scarcely a year old, has
already released Eddie Dowling's successful 'The Rainbow Man,' through Paramount.
Other important American stars, soon to be
announced, will give us ten or twelve SonoArt productions yearly. Sono-Art also has
contracted to produce six pictures for Gainsvice president

borough Pictures, Ltd., of London, three of
which will be made in America, and three
These will be produced under
in London.
my personal supervision. Mr. Goebel will
remain active in productions and as an
Claude Macofficer of the new company.
Gowan, formerly of Sono-Art, joins the new

company as assistant to the vice president.
"The original World Wide company's
contribution to the new enterprise consists
national sales organization, with physdistribution through Educational Film
Exchanges, and its exceptionally stable

of

its

ical

financial backing.
Alexander Aronson remains as general foreign representative, and
Joseph S. Skirboll as sales manager of the
new company.

B&K

Chicago
Theatre; Bind Employes; Get $1,890

Five boy bandits made a raid on the Chicago theatre, B & K's ace loop house,
on Sunday morning, September 8, just before the house opened for business, held
up Ambrose Conroy, assistant manager, and forced him to open the safe. As
Conroy was complying with their demands, two ushers and a negro porter passed
in the hall and before they could spread the alarm they were forced to enter the
office and were bound with Conroy with neckties taken from a locker.
In making their getaway the bandits showed considerable knowledge of the
theatre by leaving the building through a coal chute to the alley, where a tar>i
colored sedan was waiting. Since the theatre was robbed of $6,400 on October 7,
1928, it has been a practice to bank most of its receipts Saturday evening and
thus was a greater loss avoided.

:
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TT AROLD LLOYD

BYland

the time this appears in print, the broad

probably be under a foot of
drenched in rain. At the
moment it has been hot since the day before
Labor Day, and hot that's hot. Metro closed
its offices early three times last week, which
makes news.
The hot weather and the holidays haven't
will

snow, or

in

"W elcome Danger"

his first

least

at

done the Broadway cooling plants any particular damage.

Slang

TALKIXG

pictures are bringing a
to the picture industry.

slanguage

new-

The

number of new terms cropping up is extraordinary and some of them show signs of staying around for some time.
Here is a list of new ones, for which I am
indebted to Edmund Joseph, dialog writer for
Yitaphone short subjects at the Warner
Brothers Eastern Studios. He was for many
years on the West Coast and is now in the
East with Murray Roth, director-in-chief.
Take a look at some of the more picturesque
terms and phrases
Play Back. Playing the rehearsal recording
of a scene from wax disc so director and
actors can hear how the scene will sound.
Patter Blended. One who writes the ad-lib
talk or patter which gets the actor into his
song.
Footage Eater. An actor who does a lot of
talking before the microphone, "eating up"
many feet of film.
Grief.
(Or a lot of grief) shooting a lot
of stuff that probably will be cut out and

—

—

—

—

which means little.
Wild Shots. Action without a "mike."
Shorts. Short sound pictures.
Mixer. Man who controls by means of
dials, the volume of sound as it comes through
the "mike" on to the waxes.
Studiopidity.- Stupidity of someone on the
stage which spoils a "take."
Broad
(Or broadside) lamps with two

—

—
—

Harold get

a

message from Barbara

—

—
Rifle. — One bulb lamp.
Nigger. — (Or Gobo) shade for
Floorlight. — Sufficient amount

bulbs.

focus with.

To Flood 'em or Hit
on.

'em.

the lens.
of light

—To

to

turn lights

—

To Kill 'em. To turn lights off.
Take Silks Off That Broad.—Take

diffuser

off the light.

— Electricians to come down
Inkies. — Incandescent lights — which are used
talking pictures.
To Kill the Exhaust. — To stop the ventilating system.
To Mask the Mike. —To prepare a camouflage that blends the mike into the background.
Cativalk. — Overhead bridge where the mikes
are hung.
Lock 'em Up. — Referring to the soundproof
Hit the Deck.

from the overhead

lights.

in

booths

or

the

booth.

To Load

'em.

camera

—To

motors

place

the

inside
film

the

on the

cameras.

World Wide Plans

WIDE'S new
WORLD
a merger with Sono-Art,

which include
bring this amthe motion
picture headlines. Acting in cooperation will
be the important British International Pictures organization,' with all its theatre holdplans,

bitious

ings,

company once more

into

world-wide distribution, theatre

affilia-

tions.

Here

is

a

reorganization

that

will

bear

watching.

PETER YISCHER.

14,

1929

no way fears the dangers of sound picture apparatus and in
audien under the Paramount banner, we shall have
further evidence of this fact. Miss Barbara Kent shares the dangers with Lloyd in
this forthcoming: piciun and Clyde Bruckman, director, has skillfully handled the
"naming'' lights.
JLM.

Weather

September

Harold and members of the recording crew

September

14,
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Proctor Dead;

F. F.

From
Small Albany House
Built Circuit

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Sept.

10.— Frederich

Francis Proctor, veteran vaudeville operdied Sept. 4 at his home in Larchmont, N. Y. He was 78 years old and his
death was due to a congestion of his lungs.
He was one of the first to correlate
vaudeville and motion pictures in the same
theatre; starting with a small house in Albany in 1886 he built up a chain of 20
O.
houses, which he sold last May to R
Proctor started his career as a circus
performer, working under the name of
Levantine and toured the United States and
Europe. Returning from his European tour
he took his savings and bought the Green
Street theatre in Albany.

Herald-WorldGolfMeetHeaded
For Success, Committeemen Say
Hurst Calls Meeting of Executive Body; Danzinger Host
eon at Hollywood Plaza When Plans Are

250,000 Shares of
PF L Stock Offered

Paramount Employes
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Sept.

10.— Two hundred and

thousand shares of

fifty

P FL

ing offered the employes of
organization,
according to
president.

stock are bethe Paramount

Adolph

Zukor,

At the annual meeting of the stockholders
last March, resolutions were passed setting
aside the stock at a price to be set by the
board of directors but not to be less than
$50 per share.
Under the plan approved by
the board last week each department head of

company will select employes who by their
length of service, their record and likelihood
of future worth to the company might be
entitled to subscribe to stock.
After such
employes have been approved by the board of
directors the 250,000 shares of stock will be
allotted to those chosen at the rate of $52 a
share, and they will be allowed to pay for the
stock over a period of one year beginning next
Oct. 15 at the rate of $1 a share per week.
the

In announcing the plan of employe stockparticipation, Mr. Zukor pointed out that the

Paramount plan was not only in pursuance
of the company's policy toward its employes
but also was in line with the action of a large
number of the more progressive industrial
organizations.

Show William T. Whalen
Sound Film at Banquet
(Special to the Herald-World)

at

Lunch-

Discussed for Tourney

ator,

K

19

(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS AXGELES,

—

10.
The executive committee held its first meeting today to discuss plans for the third annual Motion Picture Golf Tournament under the auspices of the Herald-World.
Brandon Hurst presided over the meeting. He announced that trophies are
coming in daily and that within another week or two there will probably be
50 contributions from stars, merchants, directors and studios.

Sept.

Others
attending
the
meeting were
Huntly Gordon, Milt Howe, Alfred A.
Cohn, George Marshall, Gil Wright, Jack
Boland, Howard Strickling, Harold Lloyd,
A. H. Painter and six Los Angeles newspapermen. All except the press are active
members of the committee. Charles Danzinger, proprietor of the Hollywood Plaza
hotel, was host to the film men.

Widely Publicized Already
that the tournament
has got well under way. Comments from

The meeting showed

each one present indicated that the wide
publicity campaign that has been started
has had a great effect on the public interest.
Each member of the committee asked
for 30 entry blanks that he may distribute

among

his friends.

There is more interest created in the
forthcoming tournament than was noted
even in any of the previous tournaments.

The

talking about it.
The
is attributed to the fact
that both tournaments of previous years
were carried on very successfully and satisfilm

capital

the Lakeside, boasts probably the highest
number of film members of any of the
local

said at the meeting today
"highly pleased with the manner in which everyone is pitching into the
job of putting on the third annual tourney."
He added: "I was chairman of the first
of these matches and I can easily note the
way in which the idea of a motion picture
golf tournament each year has taken hold
also want it
I
with production people.
known that there will be trophies enough
that

who

played

in

them.
:

tres.

The course at Sunset Fields will be
turned over to all of the tournament players Sept. 29. Arrangements are being made
to allow men who have not played the
course recently to have a practice play a
few days before the meet.
Hollywood's Choice Course
is

a

is

Lightman Introduced
As Next MPTOA Head;

AMPAS

is

Donors of prizes so far are
HeraldWorld, grand prize; First National Studios,
low net trophy, Roosevelt Hotel, Joseph
Schenck, Pathe Studios, He-Hannessy Art
Company, Montmartre Cafe, Henry's Cafe,
United Studios, Schwabs, Louis B. Mayer,
Vine Street theatre and West Coast Thea-

It

he

for everyone.

popular course and, aside from

Honor Turpin

(Special to the Herald-World)

increased interest

factorily to all

clubs.

Brandon Hurst

NEW

YORK,

Sept.

10.— At a luncheon

Ampas, held September 5, R. F.
Woodhull, recently resigned president of
the M P T O A, introduced M. A. Lightman
of

of

M

the

Memphis as the prospective head of the
P T O A. Following a short speech by

Joseph Walsh, president of the
Michael J.
Connecticut,
of
O'Toole and Clinton Meyer were presented.
Ben Turpin was a guest of honor at the
luncheon and entertained by relating his exTurpin was
periences in making pictures.

Lightman.

MPTOA

in

New York

for a vaudeville

engagement

R K O time and his appearance at
the Ampas was sponsored by Rutgers NeilHe was accompanied by Bart Leighson.
on the

ton of the Fabian theatres, Hoboken, and
Robert Sylvester of Mark Leuscher's R K O
press department.

NEW YORK, Sept.
n honor of W illiam

10.—At a banquet given
T. Whalen, vice presiand
dent
general manager of General Motors
-xport Company, who has just been ap>ointed vice president and general manager
the Fokker Aircraft Corporation, a sound
:1m entitled, "The Uns and Downs of Bill
\halen," was presented.
The film was prouced by Earle Meyer, of the General Motors
.Xpert publicity division.
It was synchron;ed by the Stanley Recording Company of
>t~

[imerica.

Wacaulay

T

Company

to

Publish Crooker Novel
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Sept.

10.— Herbert Crooker.

psistant director of advertising and publicity
First National Pictures, will have his novel
\

The

Hollywood Murder Mystery," published
Macaulay Company this Fall. Crooker
been a newspaper man and has been con-

the
•

"

s

cted with the picture business for the
years.

past

Fox Acquires Principal Theatres Chain;
WB Buys Hoffman; B&K Builds in Chicago
Fox has purchased 51 per cent of the Principal theatres, according to Harold B.
Franklin, president and general manager of the Fox West Coast circuit.
The
Principal theatres will be operated as a Fox subsidiary of Fox West Coast and'
will be under the direct supervision of Mike Rosenberg.
The circuit consists of
21 houses located in California and were formerly owned by Rosenberg and Sol
Lesser, who still retain a substantial interest.
Warner Brothers have purchased the Hoffman chain in Connecticut, which comprises 19 houses.
They have recently acquired a chain of 13 houses in that territory and are understood to be negotiating for a third group.
Coincident with the Warner Brothers deal,
announced its plans for a
2,500 seat deluxe house on north side Chicago at Lawrence, near Milwaukee avenue, to be known as the Gateway. This house is the first large house to be erected
in Chicago since the advent of sound and will embody several new features in.
acoustics. Rapp & Rapp are the architects and plan to have the house ready for
operation March 1, 1930.
Following the signing of the new contract with the musicians union in Chicago
which permits a maximum admission price of 85 cents without weekly increase in
musicians' salaries,
last week established an 85 cent charge at its five Loop
theatres for Saturdays (after 1 p. m.), Sundays and holidays.

B&K

B&K
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M.

Steele Appointed
Comptroller of Tiffany;
S. F. Juergens Resigns

C.

(Special to the Herald- World)

NEW

YORK,

Sept. 10.— Charles M. Steele
has been appointed comptroller and assistant
treasurer of Tiffany-Stahl, according to an

announcement
coming from Grant L.

Cook executive

vice

1^

president.

Born

Decatur,

in

Steele began his

111.,

business
Chicago,

career

and

became

in

finally

associated

with

the Oliver
Typewriter Company

LAYING PLANS FOR TIFFANY-STAHL FRANCHISE DRIVE. Franchise committee of
MPTO of New Jersey confers with sales executives at Hotel Astor luncheon September 6.
Top row, left to right: Bert Freese, New Jersey sales manager, Tiffany-Stahl Jack Bennis,
Bayonne, N. J.; Irving Hanover, salesman, New York branch; Carl J. Goe, assistant general
sales manager; Jack Farkas, New York salesman; Harry Suchman, director of franchises,

where he worked up
to a responsible posistarted in
tion.
motion
pictures
in

;

He

Bottom row, left to right: Leon Rosenblatt, Bayonne, N. J.; E.
Metropolitan Division.
Thornton Kelly, Leonia, N. J.; Phil Meyer, Metropolitan Division manager; Joseph Seider,
Sidney Samuelson, Newton, N. J.; Jacob Fox, Burlington
president, New Jersey
and Riverside, N. J.; Frank Warren, Princeton, N. J.

MPTO;

Tiffany-Stahl Launches Franchise
Drive in Metropolitan Area
Oscar Hanson, General Sales Executive, and Branch Managers Throughout Country Report Enthusiastic Response
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Sept.

10.

— Sale

of the

new

American Producers

Renew

Protests on
French Import Quota

is

AT

Tiffany-Stahl was announcing that the
sales plan is being received with enthusiastic response in all parts of the country,
as reported by the branch managers, as
well as by Oscar R. Hanson, general sales
manager, who is making a three-months'
tour of conferences with exhibitors.

More Meetings This Week
latter part of last week
week included the following: DenWednesday; Scottsbluff, Friday; Cas-

Meetings held the

and

similar capacity.
Steele served as chairman of the building
committee that arranged for the erection of
the Film Centre Building in 9th Avenue, and
worked actively in bringing about the completion of that big project.
With TiffanyStahl he succeeds S. F. Juergens, resigned.

five-year franchises of Tiffany-

on in full force in the Metropolitan Division. The campaign
was launched yesterday by Phil Meyer, Metropolitan Division manager, carrying out the announcement he made at a luncheon meeting of the
franchise committee of the New Jersey Motion Picture Theatre Owners Association at the Hotel Astor last Friday.
trading parties, the Tiffany-Stahl franchise
the same time the home office of
Stahl

1916 as comptroller
for the World Film
Charles M. Steele
corporation and afterward served as supervisor of exchanges
for First National, having charge of the entire system of domestic exchanges.
This position he held for six years and was then
connected with Universal for a time in a

this

ver,
per, Wyo., yesterday; Albuquerque, Sept.
13; Bay City and Jackson, Mich.; Petoskey,

12; Cincinnati, tomorrow; Columbus, yesterday and Sunday; and sessions also were scheduled this week.
The meeting last Friday with the New
Jersey exhibitors' committee was called by
Meyer for the purpose of discussing with
the committee all phases of the franchise.
"The whole thought behind the franchise," he said, "is that of 'live and let live.'
No attempt has been made or will be made
by Tiffany-Stahl to take advantage of the
exhibitor.
There will be no sharp turning
of corners.
If ever a business proposition
depended for its success upon complete
mutual understanding, mutual sympathy
and through cooperation between the con-

September

W hat

does.'.'

Not a Philanthropic Society
Tiffany-Stahl is not a philanthropic sociare giving nothing for nothing
ety,
and we expect the same. It is the company's desire to walk hand in hand with
the exhibitor to the mutual benefit of both.
"Let me make it clear here and now that
in this franchise proposition Tiffany-Stahl
It is
stands squarely upon its own feet.
in no way involved with any other company.
The franchise will be sold by Tiffany-Stahl and is backed by Tiffany-Stahl
and its product.

We

Up

to the Exhibitors
"It lies wholly within the hands of exhibitors whether this proposition succeeds
or fails.
Exhibitor support is the barometer of its success. If by your support you
indicate to us that you want the best product the industry can provide at prices that
will permit us to provide such product and
still assure you of a fair profit, I can guarantee that such product will be given you
On the support given by the independent
exhibitors rests the future of the franchise.

Meyer introduced Harry Suchman,

re-

cently appointed director of franchises for
the Metropolitan Division.

Exhibitors Are Saying
About Exhibitors Herald-World
"We

cannot see how any exhibitor can get along without this magazine.
It is a great, help to them in many ways.
The writer would just as soon do
without his daily paper as the Herald- World." J. H. Sanders, Manager.
Columbia theatre, Morganza, La.

—

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

Sept. 10.— The American moproducers continue to protest
French controversy in regards to their
import quota of 3 to 1. Last week Francois
Poincet received Will Hays' representative
who outlined the American producers refusal
to accept the contingent system and its preference for tariff and censorship measures.
The proposal which has been formulated by
the French Chambre Syndicate for a custom;
comprise has been shelved by the government
because at the last moment leaders of the

pictures

tion
the

French industry withdrew their support tc
measure.
There remains a proposal for continuing
under the present seven American films sold
in France to one bought for America instead
of the 3 to 1 which the French demand. The
that

American producers are not

willing to sigr

agreement unless they are assurei
that the situation will not be altered by ansuch an

other

new

ruling within a short time.

Mayer Pays

Visit to

White House;

Of

Is Guest
President Hoove)

(Special to the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON,

10.— Louis B
Sept.
Mayer, vice-president of Metro-Goldwyn

Mayer became a guest of the
White House last week.

the

President

Mayer
spend the week-end at

a

hat

th<
been invited to
presidential Summer camp at Rapidan, bu
the visit was canceled, as Mr. Hoover de

cided to remain in Washington to consul
with members of the Republican nationa*
committee who arrived Monday. Maye
then stayed at the White House as gues
of the President's.

After spending the night at the Whiti
House, Mayer left for Atlantic City. Durin
(

his visit Mayer was entertained at a rount
of social functions by members of th<
diplomatic corps, congress and high gov

ernment

officials.

—
September
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National Accord on

Independent Exhibitors

Labor Issue Asked;
Late News in Brief
SAN FRANCISCO,

Sept. 10.— Effective the
projectionists and many
other workers in local theatres will find an
additional sum in their pay envelops as the result of the sliding schedule adopted when the
present contract with thatre owners was
signed two years ago. This will be the last
increase to be made before the expiration of
the contract Aug. 31, 1930.
"The present wage scale and working
first

many

a

is

complicated

affair,

with

Thomas D. Van
Allied Amusement

classifications," said

Osten, secretary of the
Industries of Northern California.

Urges National Agreement
"The need for a national agreement, ininnumerable local agreements, is
becoming more and more apparent, and
with the building up of great circuits this
is rapidly coming into the realm of possistead of

A day's work in a theatre in New
York, Chicago or Kansas City is no different from one in San Francisco and there
is
no reason why working agreements
should not be uniform."
Seattle Situation Acute
bility.

(Special to the Herald-World)

SEATTLE,

10.— The

local music
more acute as the time
contracts draws near.

Sept.

situation becomes
for signing
new
Managers seem to be standing pat on current conditions, some even going so far as
to battle for entire elimination of orchestras
and for drastic reductions in scale for pro-

Suburban houses, particularly
Universal and Finkelstein and
Rosenberg, are operating without organists.
Unions are making some new demands in

jectionists.

those

the

Two New
New

of the month,

agreement

of

way

of salaries

and working conditions,

which appear to have much opposition.
Union officials claim they will have no
trouble, while some managers are reported
to be expecting plenty.
Declares Open Shop
(Special to the Herald-World)

OTTAWA,

Sept. 10.— Open Shop has
seen declared by Manager Don Stapleton
jf the Centre theatre, one of the downtown
louses, following a disagreement with the
officials of the local Operators Union on
he new year's contract, which had been
accepted by other Ottawa exhibitors.
As
he Centre theatre is wired, the decision
oncerned only the operators. The orchestra
vas discontinued several months ago.

No Change

at

Sept.

10.— There

will

be

no

hange in the prevailing wages granted
nembers of the projectionists union in
Vlbany and Troy. The union scale will run
ntil September, 1930, in accordance with
n agreement signed a year ago.
Crisis at Danville, Va.
(Special to the Herald-World)

DANVILLE,

VA., Sept. 10.— Differences

etween projectionists and Danville Theares, Inc., which operates all of Danville's
layhouses, have reached a crisis.
The
nion projectionists declined to man the
ooths and non-union men brought here
ndertook to operate them.
Settle at Cincinnati
(Special to the Herald-World)

Sept. 10.— After a series
meetings extending over ten days, a comlete settlement was effected between Cinnnati exhibitors and projectionists.
Both
des withheld information pending a workig out of the full agreement in a week or
n days. It is claimed, however, that

lburban houses equipped with sound must
sreafter employ two operators.
Exhibitors at Covington, Newport, Dayn and Bellevue, Ky., just across the river
om Cincinnati, refused to sign, or to grant
e demands of the operators, and are mainining an open shop policy.

State Associations

Orleans Meeting Elects A. J. Bethancourt as President
A. B. Momand Heads Oklahoma Organization, Voting to
Join Allied Indiana Owners Pick Directors

—

:

RCA

also received considerable attention.

Independents Organize

Louisiana Exhibitors
Form New Association

Oklahoma Association

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

ORLEANS,

—

Sept. 10.
Twenty
motion picture exhibitors of New Orleans
and Louisiana organized the Independent

Southern Exhibitors Association, which
be open to exhibitors throughout
Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama, at a
meeting last Wednesday at the Marbec

will

Presentation of the Allied States
franchise plan with R K O and TiffanyStahl was an important business of the
hotel.

gathering.
A.
Bethancourt,
of
Houma, was
J.
elected president.
Other officers chosen
were: Edward C. Hunt, New Orleans, vice
president; E. Berenson, Bogalusa, second
vice president; Ben Halperin, New Orleans,
secretary-treasurer.

Cole Speaks on Franchise
Directors in addition to the officers are:
R. L. Bailey, Bunkie; R. J. Brunet, New
Orleans; D. H. Sutter, Natchitoches; Albert
E. Gross, and J. A. Dicharry, both of New
Orleans.
Organization of the independent exhibitors unit followed an address by Col. H. A.
Cole, of Dallas, Texas, president of the
Texas Association and a director of Allied
States.
at

The meeting was opened with a banquet
which Col. Cole was a principal speaker.

After tracing the steps in the formation
new Allied States organization, Cole
explained the franchise adding:
of the

"There

many in the induscriticized this franchise.
I
find an argument against it

are, of course,

who have

have yet to
except the old argument that you are tying
yourselves up for five years. You are, but
you are trying yourselves up with a flexible
contract, with the safeguarding of your
product, high grade product, at so much
lower prices. The price you will figure is
the price you will have to pay.
PhotoCole said 24 of the $2,995
phone equipments already had been sold

RCA

in

Texas.

(Special to the Herald-World)

OKLAHOMA

Sept. 10.— A newindependent theatre
owners was formed Friday at a largely atA. B. Momand of
tended meeting here.
state

CITY,

association

of

Shawnee was named president and was
authorized to appoint a board of directors
and a secretary.

The organization voted

to

affiliate

with

Allied States and to encourage the purchase
and
of five-year franchises from R
Tiffany-Stahl.

KO

The meeting was addressed by

Col.

H.

W.

A. Steffes of Minneapolis, Oscar R. Hanson, general sales manager of Tiffany-Stahl, and Sam Benjamin,
head of the Oklahoma City office of R K O.
A. Cole of Dallas,

Indiana Board

Named

(Special to the Herald-World)

—A

new board of
INDIANAPOLIS.
directors of twenty members was elected
here at the annual meeting of the Associated
Theatre Owners of Indiana. The sessions
were held at the Spink-Arms hotel. Elected
to the directorate are Charles R. Metzger
of Indianapolis; A. C. Miller of Brazil,
Percy Dickson of Wabash, Oscar Fine of
Evansville, Harry Markum of Indianapolis,
H. E. Hart of Auburn, Sam Carlton of
Frankfort, A. W. Howard of Monon, Jean
Marks of Indianapolis, Sam Neall of
Kokomo, A. C. Zaring of Indianapolis, H. P.
Vonderschmitt of Bloomington, Walter
Easley of Greensburg, William Brenner of
Winchester, R. R. Bair of Indianapolis, Carl
Kleihege of Hammond, Alexander Manta
of Indiana Harbor, Peter Mailers of Fort
Wayne, A. J. Juks of Ligonier and A. M.
Lyons of Vincennes.
The directors
elect officers.

will

meet

in

October

to

At the morning session members voted
to "continue outside arbitration with producers and distributors until more equitable
film contracts and improvement in rules of
arbitration are assured."
H. M. Richey spoke on the Allied franchise.

Arbitration System Wins Decision
In Texas; Court Dissolves Own Writ

CINCINNATI,

f

Form

Independent exhibitors formed new organizations in two states last week.
At New Orleans A. J. Bethancourt of Houma, La., was chosen president
at Oklahoma City A. B. Momana was named leader. A new board was elected
by the Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana at a third exhibitor meeting.
The Allied States franchise arrangement with R K O and Tiffany-Stahl was
explained at each of the three conventions by representatives of Allied and
of the sales organizations, and the new $2,995
Photophone equipment

try

Albany

(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBAN'Y,

21

(Special to the Herald-World)

DALLAS,

—Dissolving

his own injunction which restrained the members of the Film Board of Trade from exacting deposits from exhibitors affiliated
with the Texas theatre owners' association who refuse to agree to arbitration or
to comply with its awards, Judge Claude McCallum of the 101st district court
handed down a decision last week which is hailed by the distributors as a distinct
victory for the arbitration principle. They believe the ruling will have a sweeping
effect on any similar injunction actions in other territories where units of Allied
plan to fight arbitration.
The board, through its counsel, presented a motion to increase the injunction
bond from $1,000 to $100,000, and when counsel for Col. H. A. Cole, president of
the exhibitors' organization, stated that the latter could not make a larger bond,
the judge rejected the motion.

Sept. 10.
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1925

14,

At the New York
Theatres

NEW FILMS

MOTION PICTURE FINANCE

PARAMOUNT — "The

Lady

Lies,"

Paramount

all

with Walter Huston, Claurlette Colbert am
Charles Ruggles, directed by Hobart Henley.

talker

M

CAPITOL— "Our

M

Modern Maidens,"
G
all-talke
Joan Crawford, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Ko'
Rocque, Anita Page, Edward Nugent an
Josephine Dunn, directed by Jack Conway.
STRAND "The Hottentot," Warners, all-talker, wit'
Edward Everett Horton and Patsy Ruth Miller.
"Big Time," Fox all talker with Lee Tracy
Mae Clarke, Josephine Dunn and Stepin Fetchit
directed by Kenneth Hawks.
CAMEO "Seeds of Freedom," Silent Amkmo film
LITTLE CARNEGIE "Spy of Madame Pompadour,
silent German picture with Liane Haid and Frit
Kortner, directed by Karl Grune.
HIPPODROME— "Side Street," Radio picture wit
with

Peak Prices

Fail to Better

La

—

LAURENCE STERN

By

KOXY—

—

NEW YORK,

With an air of cautious doubt pervading the
Sept. 10.
stock market during the last week, the motion picture and amusement shares have failed to better their recent peak prices. Several
leading issues, however, including Fox, Paramount and Warner, have continued to meet with good buying. The rather severe mid-week break in the
general market and the subsequent irregular recovery have had no very striking effect on the

amusement

with

Moore Brothers,

"The

Direct "Journey's

NEW

YORK,

has been
for

named

Sept.

Holt,

Columbia all talker with Jac
Ralph Graves, Lila Lee, directed by Fran

Capra.

HELD OVER AND REVIVED
GAIETY— "The

to

May

opened June

to

End"

an

opened August

an-

August
talker,

"If

all-talker,

p.

Warners

German

'

opene

Artists

al

i

p.

all-talker,

Diggers of Broadway,

opened August 30.
Knight of

FILM GUILD— "Richtofen, Red

now on

all-talkei

all-talker.

Drummond," United

WINTER GARDEN— "Gold
film.

the Air,

Second week.

Declares 50c Dividend

On

Loew's

Common

Stocl

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

on "Journey's End."

10—

of Life,"

20.

RIALTO— "Bulldog

Whale

Sept
Net profits of
$1,076,376 during the year ending June 30,
have been declared by Shubert theatre cor-

Paramount

EMBASSY— "Hallelujah," M G M

The

to Hollydirect the
dialog
"Hell's
for
Angels," after which
he will return to
New York and start

(Special to the Herald-World)

15.

opened August 16.
COLONY "Broadway," Universal

picture
will be released as a
Gainsborough p r induction.

$5.33 Profit on Shubert

—"The Dance
—

executive vice presid e n t of Tiffany-

is

al Malice

Paramoun

12.

RIVOLI

Whale
his way
wood to

Fox,

Feathers,"

nouncement coming
from Grant L. Cook,
Stahl.

such sponsorship, Warner will not easily relinquish its favored position in an industry
whose watchword from the earliest days has
been "Survival of the Fittest."

Watch

Four

al

10.— James Whale

according

Black

22.

GLOBE— "Street Girl," Radio all-talker, opene
July 30.
WARNERS— "Say It With Songs Warner
talker, opened August 6.
ASTOR— "Hollywood Revue," M G M all-talke
opened August 14.
CENTRAL— "Fast Life," First National all-talke

End"

to direct "Journey's

Tiffany-Stahl,

Gabbo," James Cruze al
von Stroheim and Betty Compsoi

COHAN — "Flight,"

(Special to the Herald-World)

imburse the company's treasury for previous
expenditures on account of expansion and to
provide for additional expansion. It is worth
noting that the underwriting of this issue is
being handled by Goldman, Sachs & Company,
one of the strongest and most aggressive
banking firms in the country. This affiliation
is important.
Warner Brothers were the first
to test the possibilities of sound films.
Since the conversion of the industry to a
sound film basis has required enormous capital expenditures, it is obvious
that strong
banking sponsorship is now the prime need of
almost every motion picture company.
With

fib

Silent Russian film.

Story by Ben Hecht.

opened

much of its gain.
Announcement of a $20,000,000 debenture
issue by Warner Brothers is extremely interesting.
The proceeds will be used to re-

and Kathry

Great

talker with Erich

CRITERION— "The

James Whale Named

Emma Dunn

Loves," Silent German

AVENUE—
"Honor,"
—

SELWYN

poration.
These net profits are equivalent
to $5.33 a share on the 201,975 average number of shares outstanding during the period,
or $5.03 a share on the 213,160 shares outstanding June 30. This compares with net
profits equivalent to $7.53 for the year ending June 30, 1928, on the 180,000 shares then
outstanding.

— "Three

Kortner.

Fritz

FIFTH

of the Radio Corporation of
America, which now must be regarded essentially as an amusement enterprise, have
demand in many
enjoyed
the
strongest
months. Although the company is approaching its season of largest sales, so far as can
be learned there is nothing new in its affairs
to account for the stock's sharp advance.
Since the issue has been a bear target for
many months, the suspicion arises that a
"squeeze" of the shorts is responsible for

YORK,

three
Perry.

—

55TH STREET

list.

SHARES

NEW

—

Jam..- whale
directed the
original stage production of this show, which played at the
Stage Society's theatre in London and
later produced the same show in New York.
The screen version will follow the original
as closely as possible and will not have any
female characters appearing.

YORK,

Sept.

10.— At a meeting

o

the Board of Directors of Loew's Incor
porated, held last week, a quarterly divi
dend of 50 cents per share was declared o;
the outstanding common stock of this com
pany, payable on September 30, 1929, I
stockholders of record at the close of busi
ness on September 15, 1929.

SECURITIES PRICE RANGE
Week Ending September
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
American Seating
Brunswick-Balke-Collender
Consolidated Film
Do. pfd

Eastman Kodak
Do. pfd

Fox Film

"A"

Keith Albee Orpheum
Loew's, Inc
Do. pfd. w. w

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, pfd
Motion Picture Capital

Paramount
Pathe Exchange
Do.

"A"

Radio Corporation
Do.
Do.

pfd.
pfd.

"A"

"B"
Radio Keith Orpheum
Shubert Theatres
Stanley

Company

Sales
2,100
4,800
4,900
2.400
16,400
30
28,800
_
100
19,700
100
1,100
7,400
140.200
32.400
5,500
1.462,000
300
11,500
117,400
600
30

High

31

38

36%
22%
24%

23%
25%
216%
123%

Close
31
37

22%
25

123%

208%
123%

94%
35%
60%
96%

96%
35%
60%
96%
25

73

25
42
70

11

9

99%
35%
62%
96%
25%
45%
21%
113%
.

Low

32%

202

18%
98

42%
70%

9%
19%
110%

54

53%

53%

78

75

76

38%
48%

35%

37%

44

35

35

46
35

7
190
105,500
600

Universal Pic. 1st pfd
Warner Brothers
Do. pfd

72

69

62%
54

57%
53%

80

78

18%

18%
20%

CHICAGO STOCK MARKET
Balaban

& Katz

Marks Brothers,
Morgan Litho

cvt.

-

p

700
100
300

NEW YORK CURB
Acoustic Prod
Do. its
Columbia Pictures
Con. Theat

Mch
Fox Theatres "A"
Film

Insp.

General Theatre Equipment
International Projector
Loew's rts
Do. war
National Theatre Supply
Sentry Safety

Trans-Lux
Universal Pictures

14.200
14.100
100
100
300
13.000
19.900
600
200

200
700

6

%

4%

31

31

18%

18%

9

is 1,
21 !

2

31

H'
2

28%

26

27'

38

34%
33%
22%

38

34%
24
7

6\

24
7

24%

24«

1.600
8.500

20

17

19'

400

20

9%
20

3

34'

25%
14%

I

14'

20
If

September
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News

"Urn
i

14,

23

PICTORIAL SECTION

Pictures

Stories Told
by the Camera

Nancy Welford in a scene from "The Gold
Diggers of Broadway," a Warner Brothers Vitaphone all color special featuring Ann Pennington, Winnie Lightner, Lilyan Tashman and
others.
The picture is now playing on Broadway and is acclaimed by the critics.
Mary Nolan, Universal star who
has just started work on her first all
talking

"Shanghai Lady."
play the male
John Robertson is the

picture,

James Murray
lead

Dolores Costello as she appears in
Warners' "Hearts in Exile." In this
Vitaphone production George Fawplays an important role and
cett
Dolores displays several gorgeous
gowns, one of which is shown.

and

will

director in charge.

oodbye

Paramount and Hello Radio,
Richard Dix as he climbs the fence
his new job under his original screen
Wilbam Le Baron, vice president

ys

of

RKO

productions.

Robert Frazer, who will soon be seen and
heard in a strong role as defense counsel
in "The Drake Case," a Universal audien
which is the lead-off picture of their new
season's product.

Tom

Barry, author of the story and dialog of John McCormick's first audien for
Fox Films. The picture, not yet titled,
will be directed by Frank Borzage and
McCormick will sing about a dozen songs.

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD
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September

Here is one kitchen that was never intended
believe in dieting
it is the kitchen of Sally
Picture starlet and so equipped that she can take a
many labor saving devices do the work. Electric
Left:

—

who

—

14,

192?

to serve those
Blaine, Radio

nap while the
stove, electric

dishwasher and motor driven mixing ladles what's the use, this
picture was taken on Labor Day.

A

birdseye view of the Universal studios, taken from the top of a
In the left and center foreground are the new sound stages and
Universal studios are now in the
the silent stages are to the right.
midst of a heavy production schedule which includes several outdoor
pictures, all with dialog.
Ken Maynatd has recently finished a dialog
western which is now being offered to the trade.
hill.

Lee as she appears opposite Thomas Meighan in
Case," a Warner Brothers mystery play.
This is Meighan's first audien picture and brings back
memories of the "old days" when he and Lila appeared
together in several pictures under the Paramount banner.
Tom makes a real "Cop."
Lila

"The Argyle

M

Joyce Murray and Phyllis Crane, two members of
G M's stock
company, imagine themselves back in their childhood by climbing up on some of the Gargantuan furniture erected for one of
the scenes of the "From Broadway to Heaven." Nearly every
player and star

on the

MGM

lots have a part in this "colortone" revue.

A

scene from "Little Johnny Jones," a First National Vitaphone production in
which Eddie Buz/ell, Alice Day, Robert Edeson and Edna Murphy are appearing under the direction of Mervyn Le Roy. This is one of the several big

on the First National lineup for fall release as well
Left to right are
Buzzell's, legitimate stage star, first audien.

pictures

Eddie Buzzed and Alice Day.

as being Eddie

Robert Edeson,

September

14,

1929
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—

"Big News" don't know what it is all about but anyway it's a scene from Pathe's
"Big News" and Robert Armstrong is talking the matter over with Carol Lombard;
what "matter," we cannot say but perhaps it's a scoop. Robert's pose might indicate that he was the subject in question and again, Carol's right hand is an indicator
we'll see the picture and find out.
I got it
to something which is not to be seen.

—

Wesley Ruggles believes in taking it easy after a
hard day's work out on the United Artists lots.
Here he is in the library of beach home at Malibu.

He

has just recently finished

Ronald Colman and

"Condemned"

Ann

with

Harding.

There

is an old saying that a camera never
but that is only half of the story. Here we
find a cosmetic expert giving the finishing
touches to the grotesque make-up which distorts the handsome features of Monte Blue,
who will soon be seen in Warner Brothers'

lies

"Skin Deep."

Making whoopee between scenes of a new Educational-Tuxedo Talking comedy, but
we'll say no to the harmony with drums as accompaniment.
But as long as the music
is for their own pleasure, nobody cares and everybody wishes them well, except the
"mikes."
Left to right are Raymond McKee, La Rayno Du Val, Charles Lamont
(director)

and Eleanor Fredericks, who are of the opinion that the picture
suitably labeled, "Hunt the mistakes and check 'em. Win a prize."

might be
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Union Asks Government

British

To Force

Hiring of Orchestras

Musicians Picket Sound Theatres, Issue Manifestoes, Stage Outdoor
Meetings and Make House to House Canvass But

—

September

is proving very satisfactory but
there
are numerous complaints about the sound discs
of the smaller companies, due probably to the
fact that these companies first make the sound
on films and then reproduce it on discs so
that some of the effect is lost in the process
of reproduction."

discs

AAA

Very Few Complaints

[By London Correspondent of the Herald-World]

—

August 30 [By mail]. An example of trade unionism gone mad
provided by the action of the Musicians Union, which has just tabled a
resolution to go to the Trades Union Congress at Belfast, Ireland, next week,
"calling the attention of the Government to the serious effect on musicians
and the practical art of music, caused by the introduction of sound films and
other kinds of mechanical music, which have resulted in considerable unemployment and degradation of the art."'
The musicians ask the Government "to make it compulxirv that, in any
place of entertainment where such films of mechanical music are presented,
a substantial part of the program shall be accompanied by a human orchestra."
and dialog, to the total cost value of
Although the Government is a Labor
$1,500,000, and is going to work only two
one, it is unlikely that it will take up such

—

*

*

*

British Production Slows Down
Although to counteract the effect of their
dismissal of nearly 100 executives, technicians and workmen from the Elstree
studios,
British
International
issued an
official statement that their action was due
merely to the fact that they had now finished sufficient films to meet immediate
demands, the fact that such a complete
sweep has been made creates much disquiet throughout the industry, and among
speculators.
Further Capital Issues Hit
It undoubtedly has wrecked the possibility
of further capital issues to finance
British production companies, at any rate
for a time, and has reacted on issued film
stocks, though not to any disastrous extent.
British International now has on the shelf
just

over a dozen

films,

mostly synchronized

units at a time until these are marketed,
and, one assumes, returning money.
The following British companies are the
only ones working at all at the present
time: British International Elstree, Gainsborough Pictures
to
Gaumont
(allied
British
Talking Pictures (just
British),
making its first full length dialog subject),
British
and Dominions (using Blattner
Studios temporarily), and Nettlefold (first
recorders in this country of Powers Cine-

New Era

phone).

is

about to start

its first

"The Co-optimists."
Juvenile Lead Discovery
Undoubtedly the most interesting

talkie,

British

production at the moment is the
first full length talkie to be made by British
Talking Pictures (De Forest Phonofilm
Titled "Dark Red Roses," it is
system).
film

have had very few complaints in regard
to sound, except in the case of 'Wild Party,'
with Clara Bow, which was very unsatisfac"I

is

an extreme legislative scheme, even if the
proposal gets the sympathy of the Trades
Union Congress, which is of course the
united body of all the Trade Unions.
Musicians Picket Theatres
In some towns the M. U. is causing
sandwich men to parade the streets outside
audien theatres, with boards calling on the
public to boycott shows where no human
orchestra is employed, and in various ways
such as in manifestoes, public outdoor meetings, and by house to house canvass, the
same urge is being made with little effect,
it would appear from the enormous crowds
which are to be found outside all the West
End theatres, and most of those in the
provinces, where talkies are being shown.
In some houses where a compromise is
thought to be desirable the theatre owners
are ridding themselves of the orchestras and
putting in organs. Several important West
End supers have cut down the orchestra by
half, many have reduced the salaries of
musicians under threat of complete withdrawal, and others are considering dispensing with all musicians.
Tivoli Drops Orchestra
At the Tivoli, where Ronald Colman's
"Bulldog Drummond" has been running to
big business for the past 11 weeks, there is
no orchestra at all; at the Empire Leicester
Square, running roughly on weekly change,
the original symphony orchestra engaged
100 strong last November for the opening
of the house has been more than halved,
and was served with notice to quit altogether the week before last. Some of the
notices were withdrawn, but the members
there now are expecting to go any day.
All through the country where installations are made musicians are being paid off
wholesale, and the out-of-work roll of the
M. U. is said to give rise to grave anxiety
at union headquarters.

AAA

tory."

Sounds Manufactured
"I think there can be some improvement in
sound films turned out by studios. In many
instances, even on good equipment, the sounds
are more or less manufactured and sound
that way.
Improvement the last few years

has been rapid, but more will be coming."

AAA

Tremendous Improvement
"With present day equipment, sound pictures are as satisfactory as can be expected.
There has been tremendous improvement and
undoubtedly there will be more improvement."

AAA

Favors Sound on Film
do not believe that best results are obfrom sound on disc. At intervals I
have had complaints from patrons on sound,
but sound and pictures are improving."
"I

tained

AAA

"The average production of sound

is none
too good, and the quality of the best productions proves that the average can be raised.
I have had complaints against conditions that
must be traceable to the studio."

AAA

in

of

particular

film

in

interest

which

as

Russian

the first British
Ballet has been

introduced.
The principal roles are played by Stewart
Rome (the husband), Frances Doble (the
wife),

and a new

talkie discovery

—whose

voice according the rushes I have heard is
likely to put him ba-ng into the front rank
among dialog artists Hugh Eden.

—

Sound Is Improving,

Key Exhibitors Find;
Offer Suggestions
(Continued from page 14)

are remarkably good.
I wish I could say as
much in favor of the way-down-front or the

wav-up-back

Calls

seats."

AAA

Equipment Obsolete

"I do not believe that synchronized pictures
are being produced as well as they can be and
should he at the present time, and I believe
this is due to the fact that the originally in-

sound equipment is somewhat obsolete.
However, the studios probably do not feel
equipment or making extensive improvements due to the exorbitant costs and the fact that the equipment is
stalled

justified in discarding this

practically new, considering the length of time
it has been installed.
I do believe that better
equipment could be installed in the studios
which would improve the quality of the
sound in many instances."

AAA

Outlook Encouraging
"The sound situation is steadily improving
and the outlook for next year is very encour-

My

experience has been that there are
no complaints about sound in theatres with

aging.

1929

good equipment and many operators are making arrangements to take out cheap installations.
Warner and First National sound on

Crowds Jam Houses Anyway

LONDON,

14,

Want

All-Talking

"The people want

all-talking pictures and
All-talking features draw far better than those with sound effects and music
only. Our patrons have long since passed the
stage where they are interested in the blowing
of a whistle or the throbbing of an engine.
They have learned that it can he done and so
there is no more thrill in ordinary mechanical noises.
What they want is dialog which,
of course, tells the story, the other things
being merely incidental now.
"One of the worst things is voice-doubling.
The people seem to be quick in catching this
trick.
If they think that someone else is
singing for the person appearing in the picture, the patrons immediately lost interest
It is something that should not be tolerated.
Moving picture patrons have been educated to
expect realism in synchronized productions
and they are not satisfied with anything that
does not sound just right. They are not interested in pictures which have only musical
scores because they can get music on a phonograph.
They want life representation on the
screen.
"A wonderful difference can be seen already in synchronized pictures w hether on film
or on disc. Anything that sounds scrapy or
mechanical is already a relic of the past. A
marked change is to be found in the latest
comedies and, in some of these, the voices are
even better than in feature-length productions.
The producers should do something, however,
in the matter of improving comedy standards
with regard to themes.
talking comedy of
the slap-stick type is terrible often just a
lot of noise that quickly tires the average
patron.
A talking comedy really has to be
clever or it won't get by.
"Sound-on-film pictures are preferable to
disc pictures when censorship matters are
considered. With the discs, a deletion causes
a lot of trouble and disturbs the patrons.
They are inclined to blame the projection unsound-onless they are told otherwise.
film feature can be changed and the people
mav not detect the difference."
little

else.
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Forum on Sound

Exhibitor's

Below and on succeeding pages are printed further reports from theatre owners and managers in the
Herald- orld's survey on sound. A complete summarization of the reports on all phases of the questionnaire is now in preparation and will appear in an early issue.

NEW YORK

TEXAS
Population:

Seating capacity:

2.500.

300.

My

:

patrons* preferences are as follows:
First, comedy-drama; second. Westerns; third, comedy;
fourth, drama; fifth, melodrama; sixth, musical
comedy; seventh, singing and dialog; eighth,
operetta.
patrons do
like:
Sound noises or part talking.
Nine out of ten who hear talkies in the
cities eoine back and cuss them to me.
They go
out of curiosity and not an
awful lot go at
that.
Will they keep going- after curiosity is

NOT

:

:

:

amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order: First, all
talking and singing and instrumental music
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent
No.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
No.
your theatre
Yes.
Doe* the public want talking Westerns:
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.

:

Population

:

:

Have you raised admission prices:

Top

No.

price,

35; low, 25.

Yes.
Do you have matinees
Change of program weekly

My

As

tures,
to the

:

:

No.

All
shows every

Five.

IDAHO
Seating capacity:

2,900.

:

Have you sound equipment

470.

Yes.

:

following order:

the

First,

all talking and singing and instrumental music.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,

Is

:

low,

;

Synchronous
No.
Only disc
Yes.
Name of sound equipment:

No.
Do you have matinees
Changes of program weekly:
Pianist

One.

fifth,

comedy-drama.

NOT

500.

200.

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment

No.
sound drawing better than silent: Believe so.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best
:

Is

No

idea.
Is sound in adjacent

towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Does the public want talking Westerns
No idea.
Don't beIs the silent picture going to disappear:
:

lieve

NOT

As

the amount of synchronization, n:y patrons"
preferences are in the following order
First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, part talking and singing; third, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking;
fourth, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; fifth, sound effects only.
Is- sound drawing better than silent :
Yes, a little.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best:
No.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
draw best: Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Have you raised admission prices
Yes, for sound.
to

:

Orchestra

UTAH
Population:

so.

Two.
Changes of program
No.
No.
Organist
Remarks: Tried a traveling show that had two reels
of three acts each of singing, drew a full house,
but of course we didn't expect much from the films.
Divided opinion.
But if we could get a good film
and equipment, it would please them we believe.
:

Orchestra

:
Foto- Voice.
patrons' preferences are in the following order:
First, singing and dialog; second, musical comedy; third, comedy-drama; fourth, comedy; fifth,
operetta
sixth,
melodrama ; seventh, drama
eighth. Westerns, silent.
patrons do
like:
Talking pictures better
than silent nor do they like historical costume
;

My

:

:

No.

Organist

patrons do

like:

:

—

AAA

etc.

:

500.

:

AAA
WEST VIRGINIA

Layne Synchrophone.

:

1,200.

:

Seating capacity

:

450.

Have you sound equipment: No.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes. to some extent.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Changes of program weekly
Three.
:

:

Orchestra:

No.

Organist:

No.

AAA

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Population :

2,000.

Seating capacity

:

350.

Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Name of sound equipment
Cinetone.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
:

:

your theatre:

Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Admission prices: Top, 20; low, 10.

:

No.

Do you have matinees
No.
"hanges of program weekly
Four.
Orchestra
No. Organist
No.

sound effects only.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Changes of program weekly
Three.
Orchestra:
No. Organist: No.
just ten
Remarks: There is a small city of
miles from here on the pavement with two theatres,
the larger with Western Electric equipment.
They advertise here all the time and since they have
installed their sound equipment I cannot tell any difference in our box office receipts.
If anything, we
have a slight increase.
From what I can gather
from our patrons, the talking and sound pictures do
not justify the slight raise in admission, and many
of them declare they had rather see the silent ones.
As for myself, I think the talking and sound pictures are here to stay, but the film companies will,
be forced to come down on their charges on this
kind of stuff, which is four and five times what it
was.
There are many theatres in small towns near
here that are losing all kinds of money and will soon
have to close up unless the film companies bring
their prices down.
Some of them are already closed.

As

:

for us,

we are

,

sitting tight until the prices adjust

themselves.

:

:

:

ILLINOIS

WEST VIRGINIA
Population

t

500.

Seating

Population:

capacity :

225.

1,000.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

Have you sound equipment

325.

:

Synchronous
No.
Non-synchronous
YesOnly disc: Yes.
Name of sound equipment:
:

lave you sound equipment
No.
s sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
the silent picture going to disappear :
No.
lave you raised your admission prices
Top
No.
price. 30; low price, 20.
:

:

My

Electrograph.
patrons' preferences are as follows: First. Westthird,
drama
erns ;
second,
comedy-drama

My

patrons do

:

you have matinees: No.
hanges of program weekly
Three,
•rchestra:
No. Organist: No. Only player piano.

*>

:

Is

the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in. the following order:

to

—

;

fourth, melodrama.

NOT

Sea pictures, foreign, war.
Changes of program weekly: Three.
Orchestra:
No. Organist: No.
like:

170
No. Don't be silly.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
Positively.
Our best estimate
shows 20 per cent to 30 per cent of our natural
patrons have practically deserted us. and our
TOO.

Seating capacity:

Have you sound equipment

:

:

Population

OHIO
Population:

:

As

:

—

OKLAHOMA
Population
Seating capacity
1,000.
Have you sound equipment
Yes.
Synchronous
No.

Non-synchronous
Yes.
Name of sound equipment

pictures.

No.

Pianist :
Yes.
Remarks: Just how much the novelty of sound, etc..
is responsible for the increase in business, is very
hard to estimate. It is all so new, and so imperfect.
However, I have had more of my patrons tell me they
liked the silent pictures better than any of the sound.
This much I do know absolutely that producers and
distributor have their prices far too high on all types
of sound pictures and music scores.
With them it's
just a game of "heads I win
tails you lose."
If we take in more on sound pictures, most of it
goes back, so we are no better off.
There is very
little left to help out on the added expense of the
installation, and the many other extra costs.
It looks
very much like the producers saw a good chance to
grab off a lot of extra money with this sound racket.
Believe it or not, they don't forget to grab.
Then,
too, 'he quality of the sound pictures is no better
than that of the silent.
Give us more good silent
pictures, with a few good talking, singing and dancing pictures, and all is well.
Sound and talking
shorts have not been worth an extra penny to us.

:

Light society dramas.
Remarks:
have no talking device and I do not
I
want one at present. Three months ago I was
ready for sound, but I have changed my mind.
I am
satisfied that it would be a losing game at the present
price of equipment, film rental, music score, service,

My

:

;

drama;

My

:

:

AAA

Yes.

:

:

Victor Electrola,
patrons' preferences are as follows
First. Westerns second, melodrama; third, comedy; fourth,

:

:

Top price, 50; low, 15.
Do you have matinees: Only on big
Change of program weekly
Four.

:

My

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Only disc
Yes.
Name of sound equipment

:

15.

-

AAA

Population

amount of synchronization, my patrons*

:

:

little

:

:

rough pictures.

preferences are in

nearbr

Have you sound equipment:

:

My

25

Organist
No.
towns have people who go to
time they go to cities, but never go
to a show at home.
These people are going to city
shows a little more than usual, but this does not
hurt me, as they never or very seldom come to my
show, sound or silent. A few of my regular patrons
go occasionally, but not much more than they would
go to silents.
Sure business is bad, but why lay it
Hardly a merchant of any
on t» sound pictures?
kind in our town is making a cent.
Times are hard,
everyone here is broke and sound pictures would not
put money in their pockets, so they could not put it
in my pockets either, unless I could buy them at a
fair rental, so I am staying silent until I can buy
them fair.

Remarks

300.

:

No.

:

First, compatrons* preferences are as follows:
edy; second. Westerns; third, comedy-drama;
fourth, drama ; fifth, melodrama.
War pictures, sex picpatrons do NOT like

:

Orchestra

Seating capacity

1,600.

:

dratc of 6O0 from
Seating capacity :
408.
Yes.
urith

drama.

CONNECTICUT
Have you sound equipment

400,
places.

:

to the

:

Population:

No.

:

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Do you have matinees
Four.
Changes of program weekly
Yes.
Orchestra
No. Organist
cannot see my way clear to pay the
Remarks
I
advanced price of sound film and accessories in
as small a town as this, but I believe that if the
producers will give us good silent pictures, we can
still do a good business.

satisfied ?

As

VIRGINIA
450.

Seating capacity:

1,300.

Is

:

My

Population:

Have you sound equipment

Have you sound equipment: Yes.
Synchronous:
No.
N#n-synchronous
Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Homemade.

:

:

out-of-town trade has fallen off 90 per cent.
the 6ilent picture going to disappear
Not entirely, but present indications are that it will
fade far into the background and commercially
will be a very minor matter to most producers.
Have you raised admission prices: No, lowered it.
Is

:

Top

price,

15-35; low, 2 for 25.
Seasonally.

Do you have matinees
Changes

:

program weekly:

Three or four.
Now using straight Orthophonic
No.
Victrola.
Discarded combination R C A-Victrola
outfit with electric reproduction, on account frequent trouble.
Remarks: Plenty! Chiefly in Biblical terms. We
find sound affects us in three ways.
Numerous
easily accessible sound houses rob us of a profit-paying percentage of our natural home-town patrons;
expense of effective advertising to hold the remainder
is
more than doubled, and producers' stampede has
materially lowered the quality of the product we use
and the service we get on it, thus adding to the difficulty of holding what patrons we have left.
I think most small exhibitors who are kicking over
the traces are only fooling themselves and will wake
up broke.
I
believe that, generally speaking, the
movie game has gone to sound to stay, and if the individual exhibitor cannot see his way clear to join
the mob, the quicker he makes arrangements to get
out of the racket the better off he will be. Producers
were stampeded into being taken for 100 per cent of
their all, and now they and the electric combine cannot afford to let the public tire of sound, and a huge
campaign will be waged to keep the ball rolling until
silent will be as out-of-date as buggy-riding.
We are one of the small ones who can scarcely
go to sound under any consideration, and are taking
our own advice by contracting no more pictures and
looking forward to the holidays as a permanent
of

Orchestra:

closing date, unless some radical
change takes place before that.

— very

radical
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OKLAHOMA

INDIANA
Population: 2,678. Seating capacity: 372
In answer to these questions will say that
I am still running silent pictures, and expect to
so long as the exchanges expect to hold us up on
the talking pictures, rental on discs, etc.
My business holds its own just about as well as it did before
the talkies came in, so why let the film companies rob
us in broad day light and in a very few months put
us out of business?
I am satisfied to let things go
as they are until we can buy our pictures at a reason-

Remarks

:

AAA

able price.

JAMAICA, WEST INDIES
Remarks

In reply to above queries, I regret to say
at the moment it is impossible to answer, as I
am not equipped for sound. At present there is only
one theatre in Jamaica equipped and this has only
been installed within the last two weeks. I went up
last week and heard "The Singing Fool" and "Martinelli."
My humble opinon (for what it is worth)
is that as far as talking goes, there is a long way
The reproducto go before perfection is reached.
I fear it will
tion of music and singing is excellent.
be some time before we in the small towns in the
Island are able to install equipment.
:

—

Population:

Synchronous
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-films: Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Vitaphone-Movietone.
:

My

Population:

comedy.
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order :
First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing ; fourth, sound effects only ; fifth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
little.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
I believe so.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,
50; low, 40.
Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly : Three.

:

:

:

No.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Did, but was
Have you raised admission prices
compelled to reduce them again. Top price, 25
:

:

low, 10.

AAA

AAA

:

:

No.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
draw best
No.
Does the public want talking Westerns: I think so.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Not for
:

:

Yes.

:

:

:

:

AAA

I

price,

did, they will find out they are.

AAA

750.

:

Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes,
Both disc and sound-on-film
Yes.
Name of sound equipment Western Electric.
:

:

:

My

patrons' preferences are as follows
First, comedy ; second, singing and dialog ; third, comedydrama; fourth, melodrama; fifth, musical comedy.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order :
First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music
and part talking and singing. They do not like
synchronized singing and instrumental but not
talking or sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent
Yes.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best
Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Downtown houses drew until we
put in sound.
Does the public want talking Westerns
?
Is the Eilent picture going to disappear
No.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price.
35; low, 35.
:

:

:

:

:

Three.

No. Organist: No.
Patrons complain about too many feature*
Remarks
being hard to understand on account of the extreme accents used, as English characters in "Strange
Cargo," "The Black Watch." Another fault is carrying the music score along when there is talking going
nn.
Very hard to get the full dialog.

Population:

500.

Seating capacity:
Yes.

AAA

35; low, 20.

:

Remarks:

:

:

Three.

is

on an island,

Yes.

As my

theatre

no competition.
ronage coming from
people certainly

This

is

a

summer

I

resort,

have
pat-

New York and Boston, and these
patronize my theatre in goodly num-

Consequently, I believe the silent picture is still
popular. Although if the sound becomes more popular, I think I shall put in sound equipment.
ber.

AAA

Seating capacity: 1,132
Have you sound equipment : Yes.
Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous : Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film : Yes.
Name of sound equipment : Western Electric
My patrons' preferences are as follows: First, melodrama; second, comedy-drama; third, comedy;
fourth, singing and dialog; fifth, drama; sixth;
musical comedy; seventh, operetta; eighth. Westerns.
My patrons do
Costume period produclike:
tions or society dramas.

NOT

286

:

Have you

raised admission prices:

Top

No.

price,

15; low, 10.

Do you have matinees

:

Yes.

Changes of programs weekly: Seven.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.

Remarks

The other theatre here runs talkies and I
silent.
Have installed Russell Movietone and
business is just fine for this time of year. Instead of falling off it has increased.
:

run

my

AAA

WEST VIRGINIA
Population: 200
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
To very small extent.
Does the public want talking Westerns: They want
a fair share of action pictures, either silent or
:

talking.
the silent picture going to disappear:
ultimately.
Changes of program weekly : Three.

Is

Organist:

Very

likely,

Yes.

am

keeping in touch with sound

pic-

I have been keeping in close touch with movie
patrons.
Conclusions: Business does not justify installing
They are being persound pictures at this time.
fected and made cheaper in price every month.
Sound pictures are preferred if the sound is good,
but poor sound will ruin an otherwise good picture.
Without exception, patrons have stated they much
prefer a good silent to poor sound picture.
The tendency will be for producers to force the exhibitors to install sound apparatus because of higher
rental for pictures and less production. If producers
will not let down in the quality of silent pictures,
there is still plenty of room for them.
My greatest concern is to get clean pictures of
merit.
The continual flaunting of gang, thug, nightclub, harlot, rough-neck pictures before the American
public is going to bring a day of reckoning. And
then won't we see the subsidized picture magazines
screaming about the "Blue Noses."

—

AAA

MISSOURI

35,000.

:

Seating capacity:

:

NEW YORK
Population:

4,097.

Have you sound equipment: Yes.
My patrons do NOT like: Talking pictures. Some
do and some do not.
No.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best
No.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
draw best: No.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No. I do not have sound.
No, they
Does the public want talking Westerns
want Westerns.
No, I don't
Is the silent picture going to disappear

tures.

:

Pianist

CALIFORNIA
Population:

large city and

200

Synchronous: No.
Non-synchronous: Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: No.
Does the public want talking Westerns
Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Have you raised admission prices: No. Top price,

No.
Changes of program weekly

Three.
Yes.

:

Have you sound equipment:

Do you have matinees

:

:

:

No.

:

No.

:

Changes of program weekly
Orchestra
No. Organist

Remarks
The coal business is very quiet and this
town is a coal mining center. I am close to a

MAINE

WASHINGTON
Population: 315,312. Seating capacity:
Yes.
Have you sound equipment

First, melo-

think so.

Top

No.
Changes of program weekly
Four.
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Remarks: I have discontinued sound as I have lost
too much money owing to high film rental and
no bigger crowds.
I don't think you can put this
sound business down the farmers* throats, as they
don't seem to want it. They like the old type silent
action pictures with non-synchronous sound effects,
and since I have discontinued sound on Sundays my
crowds are remaining the same, even though they can
go 16 miles to another town and 25 miles to a nearby city and hear sound. If they ever get good stories
on sound and good comedies and Westerns, I think
it would go over in the small town, providing we can
get low enough rental, like we have on silent features now.
There is no use of the small town man
kidding himself into believing he is making money
on sound, as I think the average person is losing on
it and I think if they dig down in their books, like
:

:

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Seating capacity:
500
Population:
1,935,
No.
Have you sound equipment
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
No.
your theatre
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
Three.
Changes of program weekly
No. Organist: Yes.
Orchestra:
Have only had four requests to hear
Remarks:
"talkies."
Several impressions of talkies obtained by my patrons from visiting other theatres
was "I don't care for this type of entertainment.
When I want dialog I much prefer a legitimate play
and insofar as the music goes, there is no comparison to this canned music and an organ or orchestra."
From an entertainment standpoint, I cannot see where
the "talkies" are going to improve box office receipts
in future.
This is a long subject and an interesting
one.

No.

:

the silent picture going to disappear

Do you have matinees

NOT

Do you have matinees

300

Seating capacity:

patrons' preferences are as follows:

drama and comedy-drama.
Is

Film-O-Fone.

:

patrons' preferences are as follows
First, Westerns ; second, comedy-drama and singing and dialog ; third, comedy ; fourth, musical comedy
fifth, drama; sixth, melodrama; seventh, operetta.
My patrons do
like: All talking.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order ;
First,
synchronized singing and instrumental but not
talking; second, part talking and singing; third,
all talking and singing and instrumental music:
fourth, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; fifth, sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent
No.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best

prices
40 and 20; low, 25 and 10.

:

564.

Population:

Have you sound equipment

My

some time.
Have you raised admission

Sunday only.
Five.
Changes of program weekly

Do you have matinees:

:

NOT

273

Seating capacity:
Yes.

:

:

As

:

Movie-Phone.
First, singpatrons' preference are as follows
ing and dialog; second, melodrama; third, drama;
fourth, musical comedy; fifth, comedy-drama;
sixth, comedy.
My patrons do NOT like: They like good silent
pictures the best and so do I.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order
all talking and singing and instrumental music.
No.
Is 6ound drawing better than silent
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best

Orchestra:

My

patrons' preferences are as follows: First, comedydrama; second, melodrama; third, comedy;
fourth, drama; fifth, singing and dialog; sixth,
musical comedy; seventh, operetta, eighth, Westerns.
patrons do
like:
Costume period productions or society drama.
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order :
First,
all talking without singing and without instrumental music; second, all talking and singing and
instrumental music.

NEW JERSEY

My

Do you have matinees
No.
Changes of program weekly

My

AAA

:

Yes.

My

Yes.

:

No. Organist: No.
Increased cost of sound makes our overhead greater than increase in business.

1,100.

1,457

:

Remarks:

Population:

Seating capacity:
Yes.

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Both disc and sound-on-film: Yes.
Name of sound equipment: Western Electric.

Orchestra:

Synchronous
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Only disc: Yes.
Name of sound equipment

:

:

35,000.

Have you sound equipment:

A

Have you sound equipment:

772,897

Synchronous: Yes,
Yes.
Non-synchronous
Only disc: Yes.
Name of sound equipment:

Orchestra

AAA

NEW YORK

NEBRASKA

MISSOURI
Have you 60und equipment:

to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order
First,
all talking without singing and without instrumental music; second, all talking and singing
and instrumental music.

patrons' preferences are as follows: First, drama;
second, comedy-drama; third, melodrama; fourth,

As

1929

14,

:

Have you sound equipment:

AAA

Population:

As
1,100

Seating capacity:
Yes.

16,000.

September

Population: 630. Seating capacity: 300
pound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Not that I can see.
Two.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist: Yes.
No sound installation in our theatre.
Remarks
Is

:

:

AAA

PENNSYLVANIA
Population:

Remarks

:

3,094

No sound equipment

at present.

(Continued on page 46)
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SOUND PICTURES
WHY
By
"C^ROM Crawford and

Son, owners of the
Schoolcraft, Mich., comes

* Opera House,

"We have been following your
department in the Exhibitors Herald- World
for some time and have derived much benenow are having trouble and want
fit.
this letter:

We
your advice.
We have

W

T

right De Coster speaker,
a
with a Silver Marshall amplifier. The pitch
of the amplifier seems to be too low for the
synchronized sound, whereas it is fine for
Will you tell us how to
the phonograph.
this? The amplifier consists of one
stage 2 to 1 audio 226 and one stage 210

remedy
in

push

pull.

We

believe the drop in pitch is caused
by difference in speeds of the phonograph
and talkie turntables, and are at a loss to
know how to overcome it."
Gentlemen, your description is too vague.
Presumably you have a Wright De Coster
synchronized sound outfit and a "non-sinc"
"Phonograph" is a bit indefinite,
outfit.
though as a matter of fact, after all the nonsinc outfit is nothing more than a duplex

phonograph.
However, if one may hope
diagnose trouble at a thousand-milesaway distance, one must at least know preto

ON FILM

OIL

H. Richardson

F.

equipment consists of.
Another thing: Readers of this department must not expect me to diagnose
troubles merely by telling me which one
cisely w-hat the

of the now great number of outfits he has.
It can't be done, for the simple reason that
I don't believe any living man has seen and
examined them all. Certainly I have not.
And now comes the sticker: If these
gentlemen mean just what they have said,
namely that the pitch of the sound is too

low with the synchronized

outfit,

then

it

may be

that the projector is running below
90, or that the turntable is not properly
geared to the projector, and therefore is
running at a too-low rate of speed.
This may easily be tested, as follows:
First, watch the projector crank shaft and
see if it makes precisely 90 revolutions per

minute when synchronized sound is "on."
If it falls below that, then increase the
projector speed until it does.
If you find the projector speed is O. K.,
then count the revolutions per minute that
the synchronizing turntable makes, which
should and must be exactly 33 1/3 per minute when the projector is running at 90. If
this is not so, then the gearing of the turn-

to the projector is not in correct
proportion.
On the other hand, if the projector and
synchronized turntable are found to be
O. K., then test the non-sinc turntables,
and see that they are not rotating at a tooThe non-sinc tables should
high speed.
rotate at 78 revolutions per minute. If the

table

speed is incorrect, I cannot tell you how to
reduce it, not knowing the peculiarities of
the outfit you have.
However, the question

arises, do these
gentlemen really mean pitch of sound,
which is one thing, or volume, which is
quite another. If it is volume, then I would

them

advise

to

consult the

maker

of the

equipment.

When men

wish to consult me concernshould always be very
careful to set forth full, complete data,
including the name and address of the manufacturer of the equipment, and all data on
the name plate of the equipment, if any
such plate there be. All this is more or less
new anyhow, and it is hard enough to give
real aid, even when all data is in hand.
Without full, complete data it is very difficult, and more or less guess work.
they

ing trouble,

SOUND TROUBLE
"V[

O

one possessed of even ordinary intelligence wpuld presume to question the fact
that oil on film does great harm to even the
silent picture.
That it does so is a recognized
fact.

certainly any court
promptly allow.

in this

broad land would

Either of those two things, provided managers had enough stay-with-it to carry it

Now

that the films also carry the sound
the resultant damage is many times

record

Yet so indifferent are theatre managers, or

nuisance, to say nothing of seeking
elimination.

total

no reasonable reason for oil on
There is no reason on earth why it

Yet there
film.

its

is

should not be kept off film. If projectionists,
taken as a whole, had that pride in their profession which they should have, oily film
would disappear totally in two days' time. If
exchanges, taken as a whole, conducted their
business intelligently,
disappear, and quick

oil smeared film would
would be the disappear-

ance thereof.
Is it as

easy as

all

that?

Theatre managers could
stop it by refusing, wherever possible, to receive and use oily film, or if circumstances
prevented them from refusing to receive and
use it, then they could stop it by making a
claim upon the exchange for compensating
damages, which, if it came down to that, most
Certainly

it

is

!

How

could exchanges do that?

Very
deed

simple,

my

boy.
Werry simple inat least could send out

They would, or

!

oil, beginning on any set
from any given theatre the
were returned with oil on them well,
exchange would clean the oil off,

only film free from
date.
films

greater.

so totally lacking in even the most elementary
knowledge of such things, that up to this time
no real effort has been made to even abate the

through, would oblige the exchanges to put a
stop to it.

Political

Candidates

the

To Make Talking Films
(Special to the Hcrald-lVorld)

ALBANY,
political
distant,

10.— With the
campaign only a few weeks
Albany is taking
official
Sept.

cognizance

these

that talking

movies

days

of

the

fact

offer an unusual

opportunity for the candidate seeking
present his campaign arguments to crowds throughout his district and without the necessity of a
personal appearance.
In Syracuse, one candidate seeking
high office has already contracted for
a series of talking pictures which
will be shown at various theatres as
well as political gatherings in halls
office to

and similar places.

While

New

York

State does not elect a Governor this
year, it is quite probable that before
another year rolls around talking

movies will be employed by many a
political candidate in this as well as
other states.

Then

if

—

CHARGE THE COST OF CLEANING TO
THE THEATRE, and send the bill to its
manager immediately, with suggestion
projectionist-at-fault be invited to

Wow,

that the

pay

it.

row But
manager would make im-

but there would be one big

!

same the
mediate and very pointed inquiries concerning
It might
the matter from his projectionist.
require two or three bills and quite some

just the

scrap to get the thing stopped entirely, but if
exchanges took the same course, it would

all

be stopped allright allright!

What's that?

Too many

ifs?

Yes, that's true, but you will observe that
if that really amounts to much is "if"
exchanges follow the same course, and
surely exchanges are not so completely dumb
that they cannot get together on a proposition
that is injuring their film, injuring the shows
and, in addition, everything and everyone concerned. And if the exchanges are too stupid

all

the

all

to take action for their

the theatre

fore

own

benefit,

managers compel them

set forth.

why

to,

not

as be-
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WAY TO YOll!

Western

SOUND

VOICE
OF

ACTION

Electric

SYSTEM

Distributed by

Electrical Research Products Inc.
250 West 5 7lh Street. New York. V Y.
MEMBER OK MOTION PICTURE PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS OY AMERICA.

INC.

WILL

II.
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Gloria Swanson 's Voice Radioed

Over Sea and Recorded by

R CA

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

—A

new triumph for the motion picture has been
written in the rapidly turning pages of cinema science, and radio again wields
the pen. Gloria Swanson's singing voice was carried through the air from
London

to

Sept.

10.

New York

last

RCA

on the
More than
maze

of

Thursday, rebroadcast and simultaneously recorded

Photophone talking
100 engineers manned

international

film.

declared E. E. Bucher, executive vice president of
Photophone, Inc., "is convincing proof that the talking picture, a

the
required

circuits

RCA

the feat of bringing Miss Swanson's
voice from the London broadcasting studio
to sound motion picture recording equipPhotophone
ment at the offices of
here in New York, where the screen star's
talk and song were recorded.
The event
for

of American radio dewill
have new international
fields opened to it; opportunities for interchange of thought and expression at moment's notice, by apparatus that will record
a permanent film record of a voice at no

velopment,

RCA

was

new

in

connection

with

Miss

Swanson's

all-talking United Artists picture,

RCA

recorded by
phone for Joseph P. Kennedy.
Trespasser,"

"The

matter what distance the speaker or singer
may be from the recording equipment."
The cooperation of M. H. Aylesworth,
president of the National Broadcasting
Company, was instrumental in bringing
about the rebroadcast.

Photo-

May Use Radioed Sound
The combined facilities of R C A Photophone, the British Broadcasting Corporathe National Broadcasting Company

tion,

— and

it

wears

longer

Stations in America which joined in the
of New York,
Boston,
of
Chicago,
of
of Providence,
of Hartford,
of Portland (Me.),
of Washington,
of Pittsburgh, WSAI of
of
Cincinnati,
of St. Louis,
of
Davenport,
of Omaha,
of
Philadelphia,
of Akron,
Worcester,
of Schenectady.

and the Radio Corporation of America were
used.
Heretofore, speech had been recorded over a distance of 900 miles from the
Kentucky Derby this year to Photophone
recording equipment in New York, and the
radioed sound utilized in a Pathe Sound
Newsreel. Miss Gloria Swanson's voice is
the first to bridge the Atlantic and be captured simultaneously on the talking Photophone film over a distance of more than

achievement were

KYW

WJAR
WCSH

work, but it lasts many times longer
It has
than cheaply built ladders.
a folding auxiliary step for extra
height when needed; is light in
weight, permits close work against
walls.

Made

in sizes 3

to

1

6

feet.

Moderately priced.

EHW-9

for complete
information

Write Dept.

SEE OUR
EXHIBIT
Eighteenth Annual
Safety Congress

CHICAGO
Sept.

30

to Oct. 4,

1929

121-123

Safety Ladder Co.

West Third

Street,

WEEI
WTIC

WRC

WCAE

WOC
WLIT
WTAG

WOW

WFJC

WGY

3,000 miles.
In the broadcast Miss Swanson sang a
song which she offers in her picture. So
perfect was the transmission and recording here in New York, that
Photophone engineers may use the radioed sound
for the picture instead of the originally

Dan Weinberg, of the Strand and New
theatres, Staunton, Vav, took advantage of

recorded sound, it was said.
Short Wave Station Used

boost

New

Broadcasting Company's headquarters at
711 Fifth avenue in New York City, and
thence by special wire to the
Photophone headquarters at 411 Fifth avenue,
where the sound impulses that had traveled
3,000 odd miles over a network of interlocked radio and wire links were photographed on R C A Photophone film.
This is the first appearance of Miss Swanson before a radio audience, and also the
first time a native entertainer has addressed
American audiences over a channel from
London to America.
Sees New International Fields

by the world's
leading radio and electrical organizations,"

New

the

To

(Patented)

Stock carried by Pacific Coast Representative, BullardDavis, Inc., Los Angeles and San Francisco, and by
160 other distributors from coast to coast.

at

theatre.

enforce

the

new parking

rule,

the

the "Trial of Mary Dugan." The stunt got
a lot of laughs and the theatre enjoyed
heavy attendance. The daily paper also
played up the stunt.

Kansas City and Beloit
Theatres Install Sound
(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS

Sept. 10.— The Globe
City, downtown house,
has reopened with Western Electric sound
disc type
new Pacent 2
apparatus.
machine has been installed at the Mainstreet theatre, Beloit, Kan., of which B. R.

CITY,

theatre of Kansas

MDA

A

Werts

manager.

is

Cincinnati, Ohio

DAYTON
Safety Ladder

to

city police issued bright red tags, which
notified the violators when they should appear in the police court; the theatre issued
a similar ticket, of the same color, and
taged all parked cars, a summons to attend

RCA

of this effort

Parking Ordinance
Aids Mary Dugan Film

new parking ordinance and played it
M G M's "Trial of Mary Dugan,"

a

Technically, the feat was carried off by
transmitting Miss Swanson's voice from a
London studio to Chelmsford, England,
where the powerful short wave station,
5SW, shot it across the ocean. The radioed
speech and song were picked up at special
receiving stations in Riverhead, Long Island, transmitted by wire to the National

"The success

The Dayton

WEAF

KSD

RCA

The Dayton Safety Ladder not only
reduces accidents and speeds up

outgrowth

direct

Fettifone Synchronizer
seemed too good to be true.
stand the acid test for $125.00.
No Waver No Vibration.

It

A

synchronizer that would

—

We now

have a Fettifone installation near you.

Write for

circular.

Give make and type of your projector.
We recommend our amplification system

at $150.00.

NATIONAL MOTION AD
2448

Prairie

Ave.

CO.

Chicago,

III.
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Celotex Completes
Installations

New
for Two

Audiens Will Bring Art of
Song to Public, Says Tibbett

Theatres in Altoona
The Celotex Company of Chicago, manufacturers of Acousti-Celotex, have just completed acoustical installations in two theatres
Altoona, Pennsylvania.

in

Both houses, the Olympic and the Capitol,
are owned by A. Notopoulos and seat approximately 1,400 each. About 9,000 square feet of
Acousti-Celotex were installed in the theatres,
and the owner, and also several patrons, have
reported that the sound reproduction is about
as near perfect as could be imagined possible
The theatres are equipped with
Photophone, and the acoustical engineering
and installation was done by George P. Little
Company, Pittsburgh office, in the charge of
R. B. Goble, approved contractors for Celotex
The Celotex Company have been manufacturing Acousti-Celotex for a number of years
and have been very successful in sound control work in schools, churches, auditoriums,
With the increasing importance of sound
etc.
and hearing conditions in connection with motion picture theatres, they have now turned
their attention to that field and have already
achieved signal results in a number of houses
over the country.

RCA

Dimitri Tiemkin Signed

To Write Music Scores
For
Productions

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK, Sept. 10.—"The
talking picture will enable the public to see, for the £rst time in history, all that there is in the art of
song," declared Lawrence Tibbett,
Metropolitan operatic baritone, who
makes his debut in talking pictures,
in
"The Rogue's Song" at the

MGM

"The
bett,

studios.
£rst test I

"disclosed the possibilities of

hundreds of subtleties in singing
which, on the stage, would be utterly
lost.
The fact that the camera
really places the singer under a microscope, as the ampliGer does not
voice, makes possible the registering of the smallest details, slightest
mannerisms and most delicate inflections."

Buys Story for Rogers
NEW YORK.— "Here Comes the Bandwagon,"

by
Henry L. Gates, has been bought by Paramount and
will be :he next starring vehicle for Charles

known

MGM

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Sept. 10.— Audien picture
fans will be allowed to go on the forbidden
sound stages and see how the motion pictures of today are made. This opportunity
is
furnished by Paramount's "Behind the
Make-up" which has a motion picture se-

quence

in

it.

This occurs when Hal Skelly, who plays
the part of "Hap" Brown, comedian, finds
himself down on his luck and unable to put
his act on the boards.
As the theatrical
agents refuse him, he turns to being a motion picture extra.
During these shots the
audience will go with Skelly through the
thick, double doors of the sound stages on
the Paramount lot and for the first time,
since the introduction of sound to the
screen, the operations, which have been
carried on behind closed doors, will be
of the theatre see
the set-up, but they will also hear the signals and calls used in making sound pictures, such as "red light," "turn 'em over,"

and "Synchronize."

SUPERIOR SOUND EQUIPMENT $500
INCLUDING

2 PICK-UPS, 2 TURNTABLES and
any make of Projector.

FADER.

Easily attached to

Heavy spring hung and floated turntable

10.— Dimitri Tiemhas been signed
by
to write original music compositions for forthcoming pictures.
Tiemkin recently won considerable praise
over the compositions, "The Heart of the
Dancing Doll" and "Sax Appeal," used by
the Albertina Rasch Ballet in their all color
spectacle, "The Shooting Gallery."
As a pianist, Tiemkin won first fame on
well

"Buddy"

Rogers.

(Special to the Herald-World)

kin,

Production of Sound Films
Will Be Shown to Audiences
In "Behind the Make-Up"

made public.
Not only will patrons

PFL

MGM

NEW YORK,

made," said Tib-

33

Sept.

pianist,

Lamp and shade
Nickeled'record neight

Adjustable Counterweight

«— Boll bearing- head

Rubber cushion
Guard

rail

around
table

Connects direct to head

concert stage with his compositions.
His music in "Moulin Rouge Revue" in
Paris was a sensational hit and he also

the

Gears run

in oil

Shelf

composed the music for Morris Gest's "Ah
Ha," which opens next season in New York.

with needle cups

Adjustable height column

Rubber floated
universal joint

Richard Wagner Overture

For Sound-Film Company
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Sept. 10.— Richard Wagner's overture, "The Flying Dutchman," is
the first of a series of famous screen overtures to be produced by Robert B. Nixon

and

Henry Bollman

for

Sound-Films Dis-

tributing corporation.

These overtures are being produced with
and are so arranged to appeal to the
general audiences and not strictly to those
iducated in music of the higher type. Each
vill run about one reel in length.

Screws

HUNDREDS
IN

USE

:olor

for leveling fable

With these turntables you can
up your own Talkies

rig

WALTER G. PREDDEY
188 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco

MUSICAL DISCS
AN OVERTURE

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES

SUGGESTIONS
No. 1254

— LIGHT

and an EXIT MARCH on each 16" 33 1/3 R.P.M. Record
Use on any Sound on Disc Equipment

CAVALRY OVERTURE

No. 1261

STARS AND STRIPES FOREVER
No. 1260

BLUE DANUBE
AIDA GRAND MARCH

SONG AND ID
CORONATION MARCH

I

— HUNGARIAN

RHAPSODY

No.

2

LIGHTS OUT MARCH

—BEAUTIFUL

No. 1262- -SPRING

SUGGESTIONS

No. 1259

LI O

No. 1282

SUITE 1100
1841

A SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

— POET and

PEASANT OVERTURE
WASHINGTON POST MARCH

—BADINAGE

and AL

FRESCO

THUNDERER MARCH

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

IN

YOUR THEATRE THE YEAR ROUND
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Masterphone Severely Tested
At Empty Hippodrome on Coast
(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTLAND,

ORE., Sept.

10.

—After

a

number

of successful installations and

the Pacific Northwest, Masterphone recently was demonstrated under
most difficult conditions. The theatre is one of the largest, The Hippodrome,
It has a capacity of 2,200 mostly on the main floor.
It is exin Los Angeles.

tests

in

ceedingly wide, steep and deep, with a low overhanging balcony. The demonstration was made at midnight with the house empty, and with but a half dozen
present.
70 to 117.
The job is particularly well
tooled and makes a neat appearance in the
projection room.
The sound track is attached in the usual manner and for it some
patent features differing from others now
in use elsewhere are claimed.
The fader gives a wide range of power
from 1 to 15 but sufficient volume was
brought into this test in a large theatre
with the indicator at 4.
It was stated that regular performances
will commence at the Hippodrome in September, and in the meantime Charles W.
McKee of Portland, who put on the test,
will make others at the convenience of the

First was a short subject on film track
which included talking, tap dancing, singThe music
ing, piano and ukulele playing.
filled the auditorium without the semblance

mush tone or echo, but with a
sweet soft melodious quality which created
of a buzz,

a perfect illusion.

Evenly Distributed
Also, if one walked across the house
from wall to wall, back under the balcony
and down to the orchestra pit throughout
the house the sound was
evenly dis-

—

—

tributed, seemingly not too loud down in
front nor yet too piano in the rear.
In

there was no difference in amplification detectable anywhere in the auditorium.
From the standpoint of reproduction a
more perfect sound effect could not be
asked.
fact,

trade.

advertisements,

each of the circle boxes stood out very
plainly without any trace of optical

Commerce)

confusion.

(Special from Department of

Sept. 10.— On August
3 the first all talking feature picture shown
in Switzerland was run at the Alhambra
theatre in Geneva. This house, seating 1,300
and the second largest in the city, was
crowded to the doors, according to Assistant Trade Commissioner Kenneth M. Hill,
Berne, Switzerland.
An American picture
was given a tremendous ovation despite the

Screen

the stage the six horns are enclosed
in a sound box which completely fills the
screen.
They are so arranged that each
section of the theatre has a horn angled
to it of proper frequency to handle the
high, low and speaking tones.
A large
amount of credit for the perfection of the
reproduction should go to the engineering
of the installation, done by E. M. Jensen,
Masterphone's chief engineer.
In the projection room the amplifier is
contained in a large panel which contains
the double channel amplification system
control cabinet with independent control of
each of the three types of horns, permitting the cutting off of those not in use
when conversation is being projected and
using them all for orchestral and singing
number?.
The tubes can be tested and
changed without interrupting the performance in the event of a blow.
The turntables are arranged with synchronous motors, one feature being the
speed control which permits a speed from

language

overcome

difficulties.

These

to a certain

difficulties

were

extent by inserting

brief explanations in French from time to
time on the border of the film.

"Hollywood Revue" Opens
Boston Tremont at $2 Top
(Special to the Herald-World)

BOSTON,

Sept. 10.— The Tremont theaextensively remodeled, refurnished and
equipped with sound, has reopened with
G M's "Hollywood Revue," playing at $2
top.
This is the season's first road show
and is establishing a new high record for
the Tremont.
tre,

M

(Special to the Herald-World)

SHAWANO,

WIS., Sept. 10.—The Crescent

theatre has been wired for sound. Mrs. A.
Nagle is the owner and manager.

Pat.

Applied For

$115.00 buys everything for one projector complete
ready to attach to either side.

Adjustable steel head construction with steel
pinion with bronze gear mounted on high grade
ball bearings.

Very simple universal connection.
Can be used with any good amplifier and speakers.
Prices on amplifiers and speakers on request.

"Perfect Timing Guaranteed"

WALTS THEATRE
Kenesaw, Nebr., U.

S.

A.

CO.

Victor Dealers Offer
Exhibitors Cooperation
On Morton Downey Film
Victor dealers throughout the country are
displaying a special one-sheet poster on
Morton Downey and "Lucky in Love," his
latest singing production through a tieup
effected by Pathe and the Victor Talking

Machine Company.
Two song hits from "Lucky in Love"
have been recorded on a Victor record by
Downey, and the poster features the "see
the picture at the theatre and have the
Exhibitors
record in your home" idea.
playing the new Pathe singing, talking picture can feature this record on an electrola
in the lobby before and during the engagement of the picture. Dealers will cooperate
in the display of stills in their windows for
local

engagements.

Mickey McBan Contest

Crescent Installs Device

Walt's Disc Talking Equipment

-

attractive

in Switzerland

WASHINGTON,

On

C?

the

six of their houses.
The advertisement as it appeared in the paper was 3
inches
deep and
columns wide and 8^4

Audien

Shown

the sound track to a disc number.
Again,
not the slightest scratch or foreign sound
could be heard. On the disc an orchestra
played, and every instrument could be
heard at its true value. A marimba band
was particularly effective with the overtones and deep vibratory notes maintaining their dominance without distortion.
Fills

of

used by the Milwaukee Theatre Circuit
to exploit the opening of sound pictures
in

First Feature

The demonstration was switched from

Sound Box

One

W.

Boosts "FatJier and Son"
Ask most any boy of Oakland, Cal., the

"Who looks like Mickey McBan?" and the answer will be "I do." No
wonder, for the Grand Lake theatre is offer-

question,

ing $100 in gold for youngsters who most
resemble Mickey. The boy, whose picture
mostly resembles Mickey, will receive $50,
second choice will receive $25, and five

others will receive $5 each.
The Oakland Post-Enquirer has been
pressed into service to assist in spreading
the good news about the contest and the
only requirement, other than a photograph,
is that father and son must attend the Grand
Lake to see "Father and Son," a Columbia
audien.

Sound

Installation Race

(Special from Department of Commerce)

Sept. 10.— Two Manila
theatres are having a race to see which will
be the first to get their sound equipment in
operation, according to Trade Commissioner
G. C. Howard. The Rialto and Majestic arc
the theatres putting in the equipment.

WASHINGTON,

:

September
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New Bell Telephone Laboratory
Devoted Entirely

to

(Special to the Herald-World)
\ ORK, Sept. 10. Bell Telephone Laboratories, subsidiary of Western
Electric, today announced the opening of a new laboratory to be devoted en-

—

NEW

Need

for the building,

which

development of the
-truction were drawn.
practical

is

said to be the only one of

\^

estern Electric

are

some time ago and the necessary equipment
A program of research and deinstalled.
velopment is expected to be inaugurated

develop.

week.
Necessitated by

World Demand

equipment.
The new
continue a comprehensive
program of investigation of sound recording and sound reproduction, fulfilling the
promises made to exhibitors by Electrical
Research Products, Inc., in the distribution
and servicing of the Western Electric
Sound System.

sound

picture

laboratory

will

Among

the features of the new laboracarry out this work, will be a review
room, an experimental sound stage, a monitoring room, dressing room for artists and
a photographic laboratory.
tory, to

For Disc and Sound-on-Film
The equipment will provide for the disc
and film methods of sound recording and
film

[for

for

its

The sound

stage and monitoring room
acoustically treated according to the

latest scientific advances, allowing sufficient
leeway for any changed conditions that may

This new laboratory is believed to be the
one constructed in the world to be
devoted exclusively to research and development work of sound pictures.

processing.

Hotel and Theatre Work
Together in Exploiting
"Fox Movietone Follies'
The management of the Palace Hotel, San
Francisco, recently cooperated with the management of the new Fox theatre by putting on
a Fox Follies Night during the engagement of
the "Fox Movietone Follies."
In its advertising the hotel featured itself
as the "hotel of the stars" and the Fox as
the "world's finest theatre.*'
It promised patrons the presence of Fanchon & Marco Sunkist Beauties and innovations in music by
Jesse Stafford and his Brunswick orchestra.
The music featured was rhythmic hits from
the

"Fox Movietone

Follies."

Western Electric Installation
Total Now Reaches 2,398 Mark
(Special to the Herald-World)

>E W YORK,

Sept. 10.

—The

The following

total

the installations since
report and includes four

list

is

he last published
Fox, three Paramount and one Universal film
exchanges

Seats
Chicago, 111., Music Box
Chicago, 111., Ramova
St. Louis,
Mo., American
-awton, Okla., Lawton
3aton Rouge, La., Louisiana
.Vhite Plains, N. Y., Strand
ersey City, X. J., Cameo
<ew York, X. Y., Lafayette
laltimore, Md., Forest
Cmporia, Kan., Strand

770
_

_

_

668
1,145
1,435
1,412

662

_

981

,'olumbia. Mo., Missouri
Jedfield, S. D., Lyric
lesa. Ariz., Nile

•cranton. Pa., Capitol
pringfield, Mass., Phillips
-os Angeles. Cal., Wilshire
'olumbus, O., Linden
Jtica,
N. Y., James
olumbus, O., Clinton
avenna, O., Ravenna

1,158
2,079
1,142

1,523

487
762

_

1,796
1,200

892
662

„

_

763
867
885
832
830

_

Nev., Hunter
inghamton, N. Y., Star
exarkana, Tex., Strand
Iko,

Wash.,

idianapolis, Ind.,

ockford,

111.,

_

Florence

rovidence, R. I., Hope
etroit, Mich., Republic
'earborn, Mich.. Calvin
iand Rapids, Mich., Kent

711

454

_

_

1,137

416
„

_

Zaring

Orpheum

_

_

oxbury, Mass., Dudley
hicago,

III.,

uffalo,

N. Y.,

ane.
ilt

ilt

Pa.,

Madlin

794

Elmwood
Temple_

1,610
1,212
1,928

Lake City, Utah, Capitol
Lake City, Utah, Paramount

*borne, Kan., Blair
ncoln. Neb., Lincoln

ilwaukee,

Wis.,

Fox Film Exch

1,499
1,057
1,077
1,000
1,966

_...1,465

635
_

1,515
15

San Francisco,

Fox Film Exch
St. Louis, Mo., Fox Film Exch
Seattle, Wash., Fox Film Exch
Astoria, L. I., Paramount Fam. Lasky
Astoria, L. I., Paramount Fam. Lasky
Astoria, L. I., Paramount Fam. Lasky
Chicago, 111., Universal Film Exch

25

Cal.,

Beverly, Mass., Ware
_
Boston, Mass., Loew's Columbia
Danbury, Conn., New Capitol
Everett, Mass., Rialto

....

1,221

1,648
1,499

712
577
508
512
700

_

Boston, Mass., Broadway
Bridgeport, Conn., Globe
Corona, Cal., Corona,
Fall River, Mass., Durfee
Grand Island, Neb., Majestic
So.

Philadelphia, Pa., State
Riverside, N. J., Fox
Missouri Valley, la., Rialto
Palisades Pk., N. J.. Park

1,803
_

800
2,100

3,050
1,158

400

_

Lane

Does not connect

to Inter-

mittents.

Equipped with Resynchronizer and exclusive features
which maintain a smooth, constant pitched tone and finest
quality reproduction.

$500.00 per pair complete
with Electrical Research Laboratories Pick-ups, Fader

and

1,450

necessary Projector connec-

1,234

tions.

503
3,050

874
700

Mayan

1,492

Teannette, Pa., Eagle..._

447
840
528

Kansas City, Mo., State
Orono, Me., Strand
Mich., State
Rockland, Me., Park

1,251

Brnoklyn, N. Y., Walker
Union Hill, N. J.. Keiths State
Brooklyn, N. Y., Kinema
Brooklyn, N. Y., Highway
New York, N. Y., Jewel
Chicago, 111., Adelphi
_

2,300
1,410
1,180

Pontiac,

Columbia

especially cut gears.

783

Philadelphia, Pa., Circle
Va., Attucks
Waverly, Mass., Strand

Cal.,

Balanced Fly Wheels,

888

Norfolk,

Cal.,

sound vibrations assured

by Mellaphone Equalizer-

808
_

Englewood, N. J., Plaza
New York, N. Y., Liberty
Detroit, Mich., Globe
Clay Center, Kan., Rex
Asheville, N. C, Strand
Connersville, Ind., Vaudette

San Francisco,

ter or

flut-

12

Ft.
Dodge, la.. Strand
Washington, D. C, Booker T
Washington, D. C, Broadway
Darien, Conn., Playhouse

Los Angeles,

Triple guarantee against

Filter,

number

of installations of Western Electric sound systems in theatres of the United States now total 2,398, according
to the latest report of the installation department of Electrical Research.

eattle,

Equipment

con-

first

The construction of a separate building
for this work has been necessitated by the
enormous world demand for sound pictures
and

type extant, was

Sound System, plans

Work on the laboratory, a three-story
brick structure on Bank Street, adjacent
to the main laboratories, was completed

I

>

it-

sound and talking pictures and. shortly after the

seen with the introduction of

this

MELLAPH0NE
Talking Picture

sound pictures.

tirely to

SUPER

Sound Film

827

-

940
746
1,202
1,719

Mellaphone
Corporation
Rochester, N. Y.
Some

territory available
for dealers.
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THE STUDIO
Studios Straining with Weight
Of Production; O'Brien Starts

Record Sound on
Street Car

Moving

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

—

Fox Reaches Halfway Mark in 1929 Schedule Lois Moran Will
Have Lead in Jolson Audien Warners Will Produce 382
Butler Finishes "Sunny Side Up"
Short Features

—

—

Sept. 10.

This difficult feat was accomplished
by Paramount technicians in making
scenes for "The Saturday Night
Kid." The scene shows Clara Bow
and a party of friends enroute to
work in the business district of a
large city.

—Studios are under a heavy strain this week

with exceedingly large production programs demanding considerable time
effort.
The charts show 47 feature companies working and a great
This number is greater than it has been
list of short features shooting.
during the past several months.

and

By DOUGLAS

LOS ANGELES,

—With

HODGES

the Fox stars working this week, the
has just reached the halfway place in its production

Sept. 10.

Arizona.

Warner Brothers will produce 382 short
features, divided into featurettes, comedies,
playlets and one reel dramas.

Fox

Activities

With

eight productions in actual shooting, four ready to start and 18 completed,
the Fox studio is far into its program, but
this does not include an almost equal number of silent versions of audiens already

completed.

O'Brien in Arizona
More than 100 players and members of
the production staff of "Lone Star Ranger"
are in Arizona. A. F. Erickson is directing,
and the featured players are George O'Brien
and Sue Carol.
The trip is unique in that there is no
definite location.
The unit will be 24 days
in the Apache State and will be constantly
moving as per the requirements of the story.
Warner Brothers

produce 382 short
features on the Vitaphone short reel program. Two have started. The productions
will

will incorporate virtually

every type of entertainment. The productions have been divided into 52 one reel comedies, 52 one reel
dramas, 26 two reel dramas, 26 two reel
comedies, 12 two reel playlets, 12 J. P. McEvoy playlets (the first is the "Potter" series).

There

be 26 novelty featurettes, including orchestra numbers and singing and
dancing revues, using 150 vaudeville acts
and outstanding headline talent from leading variety stages.

Lois
Lois

will

Moran
Moran

in

"Mammy"

have the featured feminine role in Al Jolson's next picture for
Warner Brothers, titled, "Mammy." Miss
Moran and Louise Dresser are the only two
of the cast to be signed. The young actress
has been borrowed from Fox for the imporwill

tant role.

Louise Dresser will play the part of Jol-

"mammy"

son's

in

the picture.

It

is

re-

ported that Jolson will leave out the "sob
stuff" and inject many wisecracks and much
Production will start within a
comedy.
week.

Two

productions finished

shooting this

com-

studio. Lewis Seiler
scenes on the racetrack
of Kentucky." Lois Moran
and Joe Wagstaff have the featured roles.

week

pleted

at the

Fox

the

final

Named

Assistant to Chief of
C. C. Burr Comedies
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Richard

Sept.
10.—
Pearl was named assistant to the president
of the C. C. Burr Comedies, Inc., this week,
according to the
announcement of

Charles Burr.
For several
months

has

he

held the position

Seiler Finishes

story,

382 Short Features

Richard Pearl

all

studio announced it
program for 1929-30.
George O'Brien is starring in a big Western role. It is the Zane Grey story,
"The Lone Star Ranger." Production began with the company on location
in

10.—Sound

street.

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept.

sequences have been successfully recorded and photographed on a street
car running at high speed on a city

"A Song

Production began on August 6.
David Butler has completed the direction
of the musical comedy, "Sunny Side Up."
The story was written by DeSylva, Brown
and Henderson. Charles Farrell and Janet
Gaynor are co-featured. Farrell and Butler
have departed for a sailing cruise to Honolulu.

of sales manager
for the company
as well as sales
manager for the

Burr &

Hines

Enterprises.

The change

in

his
duties takes
effect i
ately.
His office
will
be on the

mmedi-

Tec Art

Richard

Peai-l

lot.

Pearl has followed an interesting career
industry for the past four and a half
years. He began as an office boy in James
R. Grainger's office.
Grainger advanced
him rapidly until he was handling a responsible position at the age of 17.
in the

300 in Revue
The

largest chorus ever to appear in a
production is engaged in a revue
number in "The Show of Shows." Monte
bugle
Blue is featured in the number.
and drum corps of 50 are also in the scene.
Jack Haskell is staging the number.
single

A

Hersholt in Florida
Jean Hersholt and the Inspiration company left for Florida, where exterior scenes
for "Hell Harbor" will be filmed. An entire
town is nearing completion at Tampa, and
with the exception of a few settings the
major part of the picture will be made
there.
Hersholt is sharing honors with
Lupe Velez. Director Henry King will finish with Hersholt's services in six weeks.
The actor will then return to Hollywood.

Considine Turns Author
One of the best known film

executives
has turned author and launched plans for
the first dialog sea picture. The writer is
John W. Considine, Jr., and his original
story is "Sea Tang."
Considine has selected William Anthony
McGuire to prepare the dialog and assist in

the filming of the salt water audien. While
no announcement is made of who will play

"Sea Tang," it is understood that it will
be an all star special. It will be produced
by the Joseph M. Schenck organization.
in

U niversal Busy
Universal has five companies working and
ten that are to start.
There are three in
the cutting rooms. Plans are being rushed
for the Paul Whiteman film scheduled to
start next

month.

Tiffany-Stahl

Program

its schedule with Mae
"Peacock Alley," "Painted
Faces" with Joe E. Brown, and Arthur Guy
Empey's war film, "Troupers Three."

Tiffany-Stahl starts

Murray

Betty

in

Compson

starring role in

recently completed

"Woman

to

the

Woman"

is back at R K O, where she is
another picture on her long term

and
preparing
contract.

EXHIBITORS HEULC-WOFLL

September U.

Multi-Lingual Films Are Given

News Notes
HOLLYWOOD,

MONTE

Sept. 10.

BRICE, director, is to publish a
book. The stories will be from the pens
of Jack Dempsey, Charlie Chaplin, Irving
Berlin, Peggy Joyce, Wilson Mizner and
many others. About 20 yarns will be in the
volume.

JOAN MARSH,

eyed and
Uni-

blue

blonde,

15 years of age, has been signed by
Her features are said to be a
sersal.

com-

posite of those of three of the most beautiful screen stars, Dolores Costello, Anita

Page and Esther Ralston.

EDWARD HALPERIN

has returned from
York, where he was negotiating with
Tiffany-Stahl for the release of a series of
features which he is planning to produce.
The first of the series will be "Dangerous
Business" and will be produced at the Met-

New

ropolitan studios.

RALPH SPENCE,

working
on the dialog of the new Raoul Walsh
writer,

title

is

Production will begin
Fox.
soon with Victor McLaglen as the star.
Walsh,
who recently comstory
is
by
The
for

picture

"The Cock Eyed World."

pleted

directed Richard Dix in the Paramount picture, "The
Love Doctor," was associated with Charles
Chaplin in the production of his war comBrown is directing
edy, "Shoulder Arms."
"Jazz Heaven" at

RKO.

.

I

preparing "All
Quiet on the Western Front" at Universal.
Del Andrews, scenario writer, is assisting Maxwell Anderson on the story.
Anderson is the co-author of "What Price
is

VIRGINIA SALE

has signed with Reid
Broughton Kent Productions to play a

comedy

character

role

"The

in

Dude

Wrangler." Miss Sale is completing an important role in "Loose Ankles" at First

Ted Wilde

is

directing.

JOAN CRAWFORD

and Douglas Fair[ banks, Jr., are back from their delayed
honeymoon.
It was a two-day trip to
Fresno, where Warner Brothers opened
:heir

new

theatre last week.

DOROTHY MACKAILL

will make "The
Queen" as her next picture for First
National.
Gene Towne and Ray Harris

Jazz

vrote the story. William Seiter will direct,
vliss Mackaill recently finished "The Love
Jacket."

40NTE KATTERJOHN

is

writing the

"Dangerous Business," which
be produced by Victor and Edward

scenario for
«1I

ialperin
tory is
Led

for

Tiffany-Stahl

release.

by Edwin Balmer,
Book Magazine.

'ERA GORDON,

character

The

editor of the

actress,

has

arrived in Hollywood.
She plans to reame her film career after a successful sea3n at the Paladium theatre in London.

•LIVE

BORDEN,

will

K

start

work

at First National.

EORGE BARRAUD,

English stage star,
will have the lead opposite Mae Murray
"Peacock Allev." Barraud has been bor-

wed from

MGM

by Tiffany-Stahl. No
Produc-

rector has been signed as yet.
will start shortly.

m

DOUGLAS FOX

By

NEW

YORK,

—

Joseph P. Kennedy's current trip to Europe and
his contact making with Continental producers and distributors is an indication of how seriously Pathe, as well as other companies, is going to go in
tor the foreign language production of talking pictures.
It is, at the moment a toss up whether the larger part of Pathe's multilingual picture making will take place here or abroad. Work done here will
be under Bob Kane. Work done abroad is still in the embryonic stage.
Studio space, however, will be available for the company on the lots of the
European organizations with which it is at present making a connection.
The Recording Laboratory of America Hall, Xat Pendleton and Xedda Harrigan.
last week turned out three Spanish one
Miss Eagels, as you doubtless know, has
and
was
The pictures are being made by

reelers

in

former

film

featured.

Sept. 10.

which
star,

the

radio

Dolores

singer

Cassinelli

Claude MacGowan, independent producer.
Xext week Molly Picon, Yiddish comedi-

make two more versions of the
"Yiddisher Baby" series; one in English
and the other in Jewish another indication
R L A.
of the present multi-lingual tend.
among other things, has been invading the
commercial film field and has made pictures
for the Stanley Advertising Company, and
the Texas Oil Company among others.
enne, will

"Hello Broadway" in Production
The Raytone all singing, dancing seven
reeler,

"Hello

Broadway,"

with

Tommy

Christian and his band, has been in production at Fort Lee for a week.

Last week Louis Brock and Mark Sandmade another Ginsberg two reeler,
"General Ginsberg," with Xat Carr at the
Gramercy studio. Production there, for an
unusual reason, will be somewhat inactive
for the next few day?.
Leo Meehan and
Richard Currier will cut the picture "Campus Sweethearts" with Rudy Yallee, which
was made by the Spoor-Berggren wide-film
method as well as on 35 millimeter film.
In cutting they will have to utilize the 52

by 30 foot screen, which takes up the whole
The throw will
of one end of the studio.
be from the other end of the main stage.
While the cutting is in process, production
will have to be confined to the upstairs
stages, where, among other pictures, "St.
Louis Blues" was conceived and skillfully

executed.
The large Edison studio in the Bronx,
recently purchased by Earle Smith, independent producer, once affiliated with American Sound Studios, is still in the process
Within a year, Smith told
of renovation.
this reporter, he will make 13 features and
52 short subjects, as well as lease space to
other independent producers. Perhaps that
is the place which Pathe will choose for
some of its foreign language production.

Schertzinger Directing Eagels
"The Laughing Lady." with Jeanne Eagels, went into production at the Paramount
Astoria plant yesterday. Yictor Schertzinger is directing.
The cast, to date, includes Dan Healy, Hubert Druce, Dorothy

just

been pardoned by the ever magnanito work on

mous Equity and may now go

the legitimate stage if she so chooses. So
"The Laughing
far, she has not chosen.
Lady" is the last of the pictures for which
she was under contract by Paramount.
Later in the week Hobart Henley expects
to start rehearsing his cast in "The Big

Pond,"

in

the lead.

which Wesley Ruggles will have
Henley directed "The Lady Lies."

His assistant directors, young men who are
already showing considerable promise, will
be Frank Cavett and Mark Howe.

Opera Star
At

in

Foreign Film

Yitaphone studio in Brooklyn,
Josef Kallini, Manhattan Opera Company
tenor, has completed a short program of
songs in foreign languages under the direction of Arthur Hurley. This is still another
the

finger, albeit a tiny one, pointing in the
direction of American multi-lingual film production.
Kallini sang in Italian, German.
French and Spanish. He was born in Mos-

cow, received his musical education in Russia and France.
Others who have made
Yitaphone shorts recently are George Burns
and Grace Allen, vaude headliners; Ruth
Etting. Ziegfeld

"Whoopee" show

has taken the lead in
another of the newspaper shorts written for
the Yitaphone
Corporation by Russell
"Buck" Crouse of the New York Evening
Post. It's called, "Dead or Alive." O'Connell,
as a gin soaked newsman, is assigned to
interview a Wall street banker, "dead or
alive."
By all accounts, it was not a dead
assignment.
In the supporting cast are
Irene Shirlev, Granville Bates, Harry Beck,
William Shelley, Milton Singer and Lex B.
Luce.

Patsy Ruth Miller
Director

Tay Garnett

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept. 10— Patsy Ruth
Garnett. director, were married last Sunday at the St. James Episcopal

Miller and

Tay

The ceremony was attended by
of the screen notables and was followed by a lawn dinner at the bride's home.
George Green was best man and Mrs.
William Russell was maid of honor.
Church.

many

Educational Director

Has Completed "Don't Get Excited"

Two

Weds

(Special to the Herald-World)

CHARLES LAMONT
All Dialog

girl.

Hugh O'Connell

on

"Dancehall" at R
O shortly. Miss Bor"n is completing her role in "The Dark

wan"

Cassinelli

Picture Goes into Production at Paramount Eastern Studio

rich

Glory."

[National.

at

—

MELVILLE BROWN, who

LEWIS MILESTONE

Impetus by Sailing of Kennedy
Three Spanish Single Reeler? Are Completed
Recording Laboratory of America, with Dolores
— New Jeanne Eagels

Reel

Comedy
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Brown and Freed

to

14,

1929

Open

Coast Publishing House;
Branches in Key Cities

Hollywood Showings

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept.

10.— Nacio Herb

Brown and Arthur

"Marianne"

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept. 10.— The Marion
picture,
singing
and
talking
Davies
"Marianne," opened at the Mayan theatre,
a stage show house, this week to a highly
receptive audience.
It was a triumph for
Davies. It proved her a great actress more

than anything she has ever done.
A picture with very little story to go on,
it
is nevertheless a fine piece of entertainment and tells old incidents in a brand new
way. Robert Z. Leonard has started with

Europe on August 3, 1914, and in two and
a half minutes told the story of the world
war, the coming of the Yanks and the
Armistice, very completely. Then he begins
telling
about Stagg, a doughboy, and

Marianne, a French girl. For an hour and
a half he gives you their history and their
courtship.
When the picture had ended the audience
thundered its approval and continued to

applaud when William Randolph Hearst
stepped before the footlights to master the
ceremonies. He made a brief introductory
address in which he said that the reason
he was on the stage is that he is financially
interested in the picture, "Marianne."
He
introduced Ambassador Alexander Moore.
Lawrence Gray, the doughboy, Robert Z.
Leonard, the director, Marion Davies, the
.star, Cliff Edwards and Benny Rubin were
introduced to the audience.
The picture is comedy throughout. A
French girl is betrothed to a young French
soldier.
Before he returns she meets the
young American who is billetted with his
company on her farm. She falls in love
but will not give him her hand because of
her promise to her betrothed.
The Yank
returns to America and soon a letter comes
telling him that his sweetheart has gotten
her release from her promise to wed the
French soldier.
She comes to America.
The pig sequence builds the story up in
fine form.
Gray steals the pig and away he
runs.
The pig is a pet that has been sacrificed to the board of the general of the
American troops. Davies sells it in hope
of buying clothing for French orphans.
Gray is apprehended and thrown into the
calaboose.
Davies
imitates
French
a

funny enough and these actors have every
laugh mounted in a golden frame.
There is comment on it immediately upon
its showing.
That is that it is not a great
vehicle for Fairbanks himself.
won't
It
hurt him, but it will do him little good. He
couldn't have performed in a way in "Taming of the Shrew" that would have made
him a bigger star than he was before. It
is trade knowledge that he needs a good
strong picture. "Gaucho" and "Iron Mask"
do not come up to "Mark of Zorro." Pickford is in a different position.
She can
afford to produce a couple of indifferent
ones following her recent successes.
W hen you see "Taming of the Shrew,"
you will see 80 per cent pantomime and
20 per cent dialog.
You will hear less
dialog than that. The words are enunciated
poorly.
But the pantomime is so clever
and so complete that dialog or titles are
not entirely necessary.
When the horsebalks and throws Miss Pickford into a pig
sty that is mushy with dirty water no words
are needed to complement the si'uation.
When she cracks him over the head with a

would be superfluous.
two-thirds as much of
this as you do in a regular

chair, conversation

You

see

only

Fairbanks in
Fairbanks picture. You see the same amount
of Pickford as you would in a Pickford
picture.
Pickford's work is not of the kind
she has done in anything previously.
She
proves an actress of great ability in this
kind of part however. She is the scheming
furious "shrew" who breaks mandolins over
the heads of suitors and who throws
kitchen stoves at her father. She is unconquerable, and as such she is convincing and
*

*

"Mickey's Surprise"
Larry Darmour has produced a two reel
comedy called "Mickey's Surprise" that is
to my mind one of the most entertaining
things of its kind I have ever seen. It is a

Mickey
that

(Himself)

talks

McGuire short feature

and sings and plays and does

about everything else that means entertainment.

room theme

one

It

is

a

Metro-Goldw yn-Mayer
*

"Taming

*

release.

*

of the

Shrew"

The Pickford-Fairbanks team has completed
It is

its first

and probably

Wiliam Shakespeare's

its

last picture.

original,

"Tam-

ing of the Shrew."
It is riotously funny and the people attending the preview at the Belmont theatre
expressed themselves definitely on that
Fairbanks clowns the part until the
point.
audience
drowns out his words with
laughter.
Pickford gets fewer laughs but
Fairbanks'
she
feeds
gags
with
her
sincerity.

with a wonderful box office
opportunity, I suppose, and with names like
Pickford, Shakespeare and Fairbanks it is
hard to believe that it could lose any money.
It is fine enterIt also has other assets.
tainment.
It is well made.
It is probably
•vcrything that "Taming of the Shrew"
^i(H>e on the talking screen. The story is
It is a picture

It

is

a

saves

court

himself

from

offices in

leading

cities,

they said today.

The firm will function at the expiration
of their contract with
G
at the end of
this year.
In addition to themselves, there
will be several other well known song composers writing for the concern. Following
a smash hit called "The Doll Dance,"

M

M

Brown and Freed wrote the "Broadway
Melody" songs. Then followed the "Pagan
Love Scmg" and the numbers from the
"Hollywood Revue."

U

Prefers Originals to

Stage Plays; Branch to
Get $15,000 for Story
HOLLYWOOD,

picture.

his release.

songs and Davies' mimicking
throughout the picture are the strongest
parts in it. That chap can sing better than
he ever could act. Davies has found in the

wood, with branch

Arthur Freed

(Special to the Herald-World)

*

past two or three pictures that her art of
imitating is her great forte and she is
utilizing it to great advantage.
It
probably Bob Leonard's greatest
is

and obtains

Gray's

\acio Herb Brown

beautiful.

the most
Mickey is representing a colored
part.
charged
with
stealing
boy
a dog. While the
darky is on the stand a chicken jumps out
Mickey is about to lose his
of his shirt.
case when the complaining witness calls
and the dog comes to him.
But then
Mickey throws water on the dog and it
changes color. He shows the court that the
complaining witness is actually guilty of
false testimony and fraud.
But the guilty

officer

Freed, song writers, will
open a music publishing house in Holly-

in

prosecution

by

offering his mother's fine home for a place
to stage Mickey's circus.
The circus gets under way and the show
is on at top speed when the host's mother
crashes in and breaks up the entertainment.
It is a smooth, well produced comedy
that is filled with laughs and is a youngster's paradise.
The gags are funny and
R
will rethe music is excellent.
lease it.

KO

—HODGES

Paul Leni, Director, Dies

Sept. 10.— The advent
of the talking picture coupled with producers' avid search for stage plays seems
to have had a harmful effect on original
screen writers. Carl Laemmle of Universal
has announced that his company is and will
always be in the market for original stories
that lend themselves to the screen.

Immediately following this welcome statethat Houston Branch,
scenario writer, has sold his original story
for the film and dialoe rights to Universal

ment comes the news
for $15,000.

Investigation revealed that every prominent producer feels that the future of the
talking picture industry depends not on the
Eastern playwright but on the original
story writer familiar with screen technique.
Stage plays have to be rewritten, while the
original story lends itself immediately to
filming.
Branch has been placed under
contract.

Taylor Signs to Direct
Mary Pickford Pictures
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

10.— Sam Taylor
Sept.
signed a contract with United Artists before
leaving here for Europe Saturday. The contract provides he will direct Mary Pickford
and will receive 25 per cent share in the profits
of the pictures.

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept. 10.— Paul Leni,
Universal director, died here this week of
blood poisoning.
He had been ill four
months.
Leni came to Hollywood three
years ago from Berlin. While with Universal he directed "The Cat and the Canary,"
"The Man Who Laughs" and "The Last
Warning." His widow survives him.

Lamont Film

Finished

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept.

10.— Charles La-

mont has completed "Don't Get Excited"
It is a dialog comedy that
at Educational.
Ingraham and Estellc
features
Lloyd
Bradley.

.
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Herald-World's Production Directory
BRAND

CHIEF

DIRECTOR

STORY

NAME

PLAYERS

STARTING

DATE

STORY

DIRECTOR

Columbia Studios
Sam Hardy

Frank Strayer

-Acnoitted"

Sept. 3

"Red Hot

Did

His

Leo McCarey

August

21

"Night Parade"

'Tanned Legs"

Mai

Clair

St.

Marshall Neilan

Educational Studios
"Jazz Heaven"

Mel Brown

the

Dark
Swan"

•The

Ankles"

"Loose

"In the Next

Alexander

July 29

"The Hoosegow'

James Parrott

Littlefield

August

12

August

12

Star
A. F. Erickson
Ranger"
"Sonny Side L'p" David Butler

'Lone

Lew

Laurel and Hardy

August

3(

Marjorie

Bee be

Sept-

6

Harry Gribbon

August 15

George O'Brien
Sue Carol
Janet Gaynor

Blystone

Seller

Ken rocky"
"Romance of the Al Santell
Rio Grande"
"Hardy Gardy
Wm. K Howard

Tiffany-Stahl Studios

August 23

Joe

"Painted
Faces"

Al Rogell

'Love

Dallas
Fitzgerald

June

24

Harmony"

John Garrick
Robert Emery
Daphne Pollard
Joe Wagstaff

August
August

George Jessel

August 15

Louise Dresser

August 15

t

The! ma Hill
Ethlyn Claire

Exehone

Productions

I

Lee Moran

6

Moran
Warner Baxter
Mary Duncan

Brown

Hugh Alan

July 15

Helen Chandler

E.

Tec-Art Studio;

Sept. 3

Charles Farrell

of

August 26

H. B. Warner

Fox Studio;

"A Song

S

Andy Clyde

Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.
Loretta Young
Alice DayJack Mulhall

Eddie Cline

Hawk" John

Mack Sennett

Untitled

Lois Wilcon

Room"

"The Sky

August

Sennett Studios

Korda Corrine Griffith
Eve Southern
Ralph Forbes

William
Beaudine
Ted Wilde

c

Roach Studio;

Zasu Pitts
"LUlies of
Field"

Auzms;

Jchnny Mack Brown

Badger Be mice Claire
Alexander Gray
Louise Fazenda
Lucien

Marie Prevoet
Dorothy Gulliver

Hugh Trevor
Ann Pennington
Edmund Bums
Sally O'Neil

First National Studio;
Clarence

Studio;

Arthur Lake

NO PRODUCTION

"No, No,
Nanette"

August 8

All Star Cast

RK0

Taylor Holmes

A. Leslie
Pearce

DATE

Rhythm"

Christie Studios

Best"

STARTING

NAME

Pathe Studios

Lloyd Hughes
Margaret Livingston

"He

BRAND

CHIEF

PLAYERS

Lnited Artists Studio;

Lois

10

NO PRODUCTION

Man"
"The Three

Paul Sloane

Lniver;al Studio;

Siaters"

"Wild West

Metro-Goldwvn-Maver Studios

Harry

J.

Brown

A

Ken Maynard

-~i

: 3

Gladys McConnell

Show"

Otis Harlan

"Road Show"

Charles Reisner

Bessie Love

July 22

"Shannons of
Broadway"

Emrrett Flynn

May

"Three
Godfathers"

William

Charles King
"Trader Horn"

W.

S.

Vandyke

'Cotton and Silk" Sam Wood
"Rogues Song"
Lionel

"The Bishop
Murder Case"

Barrymore
Nick Grinde

Harry Carey
Edwina Booth
Duncan Sisters
Catherine Dale

Owen

Lawrence Tibbett
Ba^il Rathbone
Lelia

7

August IS
August 23
August 28

Hyams

August 12

James Gleason
Gleason
Charles Bickforth

Lucille

Wyler

.V:r-= "

-

Fred Kohler

Raymond Hatton
"Skinners Dress

William Craft

Suit"
"Courtin*

Jerome Storm

Calamity"

August 20

Glen Tryon
Merna Kennedy
Hoot Gibson
Eugenia Gilbert

August

"2o

Alec Francis
Devil

May

Care"
Their Own
Desire"

Sidney
Franklin

Mason
Hopper
James Forbes
E.

Ramon Novarro
Dorothy Jordan
Norma Shearer
Robert Montgomery

August

15

Warner Brother; Studio;

Sept. 3

"Show of
Shows"
Golden

Dawn"

Star;

Direction

Ray Enright

Angels-

Howard Hughes Ben Lyon
lames Hall

Ca~

July 11

Frank Fay

July 29

Vivienne Segal
Noah Beery

Metropolitan Studios
Hell's

All-star

Alice Gentle
Sojin

Nov. 1927
Caddo Prods.
(Talking Sequence s)

Lee Moran

Marian Byron
"She Couldn't

Paramount Studic S
Sweetie"
Medals"
The Children"

Frank Turtle

Richard Wallace
Lothar Mendes
Vagabond King"Ludwig Berger
Here Comes the George Abbott

Bandwagon"

All-star Cast

Gary Cooper
All

star

cast

Dennis King
Charles Rogers

Lloyd Bacon

Winnie Lightner

Say No"

"Wide
July

Open"

Archie

Mayo

6

August 20
August 20

"Isle of

Escape"

Sept. 9

Howard
Bretherton

July 2T

"The Flattering
World-

Bryan Foy

Edward

E. Horton

Sept. 3

Patsy Ruth Miller
Lloyd Hamilton
Monte Blue

Sept.

Z

Myrna Loy
Harrison Ford

John

Litel

(Short Subject

I

Sept. 7
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THE SHORT FEATURE
Cameraman

Releases
WEEK OF SEPTEMBER
UNIVERSAL— "Permanent Wave,'"

29
Snappy comedy,
"Ace of Scotland Yard"

Oswald Cartoon, one reel;
No. 1, "The Fatal Circlet," featuring Craufurd
Kent, Adventure Picture, two; "The Royal Pair,"
Special, with Rooney Family (sound version only),
two; "Income Tact," Special, with Benny Rubin
(sound version only), one; "Waif of the Wilderness," Western Featurette, Bobbie Nelson, two.

WEEK OF OCTOBER 6
UNIVERSAL—"Going South," Snappy

comedy

(re-

Neely Edwards, one reel; "Ace of Scotland
2, "A Cry in the Night," Craufurd Kent
(silent and sound), two; "Whose Wife," Universal
comedy, all-star cast (silent and sound), two; "Blue
Wing's Revenge," Western Featurette (reissue),
W. E. Lawrence, two.

Risks Shooting
To Shoot War; He's Arrested

Recording a Chinese war, despite every handicap, is a feat which involves
every hazard and even after permits had been issued from both the American
and Japanese consulates, the Chinese refused to allow Henry Kotani, Paramount
news cameraman to proceed to Manchuli, uidess they had the assurance that his
camera equipment was for non-military purposes. In a letter Kotani tells of his

and in

difficulties

part, reads as follows:

issue),

Yard" No.

WEEK OF OCTOBER 13
UNIVERSAL— "Cold Turkey," Oswald

comedy, one;

"The Delicatessen Kid," Benny Kubin, one; "Love
Birds," Rooney Family, two; "Man of Daring,"
Western Featurette, Carson, two.

Six Two-Reel Audiens on

Schedule for
September and October

Christie's

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept. 10.— As the releasing season for new Paramount talking
short features starts in September, the
Christie organization will furnish six new
all-talking two-reel plays for first run showing during the months of September and
October. This is a faster delivery schedule
than was in effect when the Christie
audiens started, and is owing to the demand
for more product than was issued from this
organization last winter when the talking
short subjects started.

got to Manchuli and immediately went to Japanese Consulate to inquire. They informed me that the Chinese
authorities would not allow any photographing in the city. I took my interpreter
to the Chinese Army Headquarters and applied for permit to photograph soldiers in
the field, but 'nothing doing' as usual. The
high officers did not want their coolie soldiers, who wore all sorts of uniforms, filmed
and shown. They claim that to let me film
the soldiers is like giving information to
the Russians and absolutely barred me from
carrying a camera near them!
"The only thing I could do was to take
a chance and shoot anyway and if they did
catch me, well, all they can do is detain me.
I knew they would not shoot me.

"At

last I

had predicted they pinched me and
my camera. I had an awful time
getting it back so you can well imagine the
delay in sending my films in! Later they
attached a guard with my camera, so it
comes easy, as far as shooting from the distance was concerned, for all I had to do
was to bribe the soldier boy.
"As soon as I finish I intend to go in to

"As

I

took away

Moukden to get close-up of
Hueng Ling and his men."

General Chang

13KrazyKat Cartoons
On Columbia s Lineup
Of 116 Short Subjects
9

Three out of the thirteen popular "Krazy
Kat" Sound Cartoons to be released by
Columbia Pictures this season are already
completed.
They are entitled, "Ratskin,"
already released; "Canned Music," and
"Port Whines."
For several seasons this
short subject has proved one of the most
popular on the market and has been booked
all the large circuits and in the principal first-run houses throughout the United
States and Canada.

by

With

the

introduction

of

talking

and

sound effects, "Krazy Kat" has taken on a
new importance in the film world. The
series will alternate with the Disney Silly
Symphonies, thus providing a diversified
entertainment.

will

In addition to the Krazy Kats and Disney

Raymond Griffith in "The Sleeping
Porch" by Mann Page and Albert Cowles;
Charley Grapewin and Anna Chance in

Symphonies, Columbia is also releasScreen Snapshots, ColumbiaVictor Gems, 26 single reel color sensations
produced by Photocolor, and a series of
12 two-reel Premier comedies, making a

In

the

order

of

release

Christie

Silly

present

Choice;" an all-colored cast in
Octavus Roy Cohen's "The Lady Fare";
Louise Fazenda in "Faro Nell, or In Old
Calirforny," by Willis Steell; Johny Arthur,
Frances Lee, Adrienne Dore, and Geneva
Mitchell in "Adam's Eve," by Florence
Ryerson and Colin Clements; and «Ford
Sterling, Bert Roach and Will Kind in
"The Fatal Forceps," by C. V. L. Duffy.

ing Talking

Newspictures

"Ladies'

PAT HE NEWS NO. 74.— Scotland
premier — New York acclaims Graf
yachts race for royal trophy
—
New York swimmer wins
salmon

at

honors

British

— Baby
Plymouth, England
$25,000 race — Open
Zepplin

season with record catch at Ilwaco, Washington 20,000 legionnaires step in same parade at
Scranlon, Pa.
Foreign war vets open encampment

—

—

at St. Paul.

UNIVERSAL NEWSPAPER NEWS REEL NO.

71.

—
New York's millions
Eckener and crew on
way back home— Hungary honors memory of HolyKing— Society fans crowd Belmont
Fall opening
—Records
shattered
A. A. U. swimming meet
Atlanta, Ga. — 100,000 cheer marching
laddies
Washington, D.
hail

Noted Vaudeville Team in
New P F L Comedy Audien
O'Donnell and Blair have just completed
"The Piano Tuner" as an all-talking, onereel short feature at the Paramount Long
Island Studio.
The team are vaudeville
headliners whose slapstick comedy has been
featured in a variety of acts in numerous
revues and over all of the important vaudeville circuits of the

country.

O'Donnell, the male member of the team,
appears as the piano tuner, and Blair, the
feminine half of the skit, is owner of the
piano. O'DonnelPs comedy is absurd foolery that ends in the complete dismantlement of the instrument he is supposed to
tune.

at

at

at
at

total of 116 short subjects to

be issued

dur-

ing the year.

Stanley Crandall Buys
Universalis Newsreel

For Entire Circuit

fire

C.

PARAMOUNT NEWS
turns

crowd

No. 10.— Graf Zeppelin rehome amid cheering crowds Lindy thrills
at

—
Cleveland with airplane stunts — Plane
dirigible at Cleveland —New York lad
race
Toronto
perish

hooks to
wins $25,000 swim
at
shipwreck off Santa Cruze, Cal.

— 72

KINOGRAMS NO.

in

5532.— New York acclaim men
who flew Zeppelin around the world Gas greyhounds race in "The Hopeful Stakes" at San Jose.

—

—

Cal.
Portuguese schooner wins fisherman's race at
Gloucester, Mass.
Old time pomp marks Hungary's
17 year old boy wins Lake Michigan

day of days

—

—

swim.

M G M INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL

NO. 7.—

New

York! ZeppeRousing ovation for Eckener in
World's speedlin leaves after flight around world
iest motorboat captures trophy for America at DeEdward F. Keating wins $25,000
troit, Michigan

—

—

—

chilly lake
Pacific ocean
disaster survivors brought in by tanker that sank
liner
St. Louis kids seek pole-sitting laurels.

marathon swim, 238 brave

—

The Stanley-Crandall

circuit of Washington
has booked the Universal Newsreel for all its
houses, according to John J. Payette, general
manager of the Stanley-Crandall interests.
The newsreel is known in the Washington

as
"The Evening Star-Universal
Newsreel" and is one of the 44 units in this
—
new newspaper newsreel combine

district

"

:

-

The

theatres in the Stanley-Crandall circuit
which are starting the newsreel include the
Ambassador, Avenue,
Earle,
Metropolitan,

Grand, Apollo, Colony, Central, Chevy Chase.
Empire, Home, New Savoy, Tivoli, York, of
Washington, the Opera House and Tivoli
of Frederick, Md., and the Central and Apollo
of Martinsburg. W. Va.
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THE ARGYLE CASE:

Metro Movietone Acts
GEORGE LYONS

Mystery
Louis Blues":

Sweet

"Sl

MS

(79).
Numbers:
a.
of Life": c. "Don't

"Bainbow

e.

For release August

feet.

speaks and

'Round

My

Shoulder."

AND CLEO MAYFl ELD

CECIL LEAN

'SO).
Number: --His
For release August 10. 1929.
Numbers: a. The One That I
Lore
b. "I'm Marching Home to Ton."
714
feet.
For release August 17, 1929.
PHIL SPITALNY and His Pennsylvania Orchestra (82).
Numbers: a.
Medley of Musical Comedy Hits": b. "Farewell Blues."
701 feet.
For release August 24. 1929.
VAN AND SCHENCK (83). Numbers: a. That's How You
Can Tell They're Irish": b "Bainbow 'Round My Shoul-

Lucky Day."

(81).

-

[Where

der";

"Bamona":

c.

For

feet.

Be

a

Cane."

Troubadours."

Dixie

•The

d.

August

release

stated,

838

1929.

31,

GEORGE DEWEY WASHINGTON

Numbers:

(84).

"Just

a.

Trailer (3049).
Sophie Tucker croons a
few bars from several of the "Honky Tonk" song hits.
Sophie and entire cast shown in night club scene.
Warner
Bros. Vitaphone talking picture.

THE HOTTENTOT:

list

Builder of Dreams": b. "Down Among the Sugar
632 feet.
For release September 7. 1929.
(85) in "Credo" from "Othello."
525 feet.

TITTA RUFFO

KURENKO

MARIA

(86).

Numbers:

(87).

a.

"Th=

Faust, b. "II Bacio"; a "The La^t
840 feet.
For release September 28.

Jewel Song." from
Rose of Summer."

a. "How
Had You."

Numbers:
"If I

c.

For release October 5. 1929.
YVETTE RUGEL (89). Numbers: a. "Paradise Lost": b.
•Marie": c. "The Parting."
713 feet.
For release Octo727 feet.

ber 12, 1929.

81

LTMORE TRIO

Number:

(90).
19.

For release October

CLYDE DOERR

"Jail Birds."

860

feet.

1929.

Saxophone act. Numbers: a. "Saxophone March"; b. "Su n ny
South": c. •Technicalities":
"95 feet.
d.
"Bye, Bye. Sweetheart "
For release October 26.

(91).

1929.

TOM WARING

Numbers: a. "Glad Rag Doll": b.
"I'm Marching Home to You." 565

(92).

"Just a Garden";

c.

For release November

feet.

RUFFO

TITTA

1929.

2,

Number:

(93).

For release November

"L'AlWcaine."

520

feet.

1929.

9.

EARL AND BELL (94). Numbers: a. "La Spagnola": b.
"Kiss Me Again": c. "Blue Hawaii"; d. "Just a Melody."

700

For release November 16. 1929.
(95).
Numbers: a. "Serenade";
622 feet.
For release November

feet.

OUCI DE KEREKJARTO
Dance."

"Witches'

sketch.

THE ISLE OF LOST SHIPS:
Jason Robards
Lost Ships."

AARONSON'S COMMANDERS

Numbers:

(96).

a.

"The Sailor's Sweet-

For

Novem-

release

ber 30. 1929.

JIMMY HUSSEY

Number: "Uneasy Street."

(97).

For release December

(assisted by Al Belasco)
(98),
Exclusive Columbia artist.
795 feet.

December

841

feet.

1929.

7,

EVANS

sketch.

In

comedv

For

release

1929.

14.

THE REVELLERS

(99).
Numbers: a. "I'm Looking Over
a Four Leaf Clover"; b. "Rose of Waiklki": c. "Breezing
Along With the Breeze."
607 feet.
For release December

H.

1929.

MADAME MARIA KURENKO

Numbers:

(100).

Song"

from "Dinorah"; b. "Song
For release December 28. 1929.

WALTER

KELLY

C.

VAN AND SCHENCK

"Shadow

a.

India."

of

714

"The Virginia Judge."

in

(101).

For release January

feet.

feet.

803

1930.

4.

Numbers:
a. "Everything's
Going to Be All Bight"; b. "Ain't Got Nothin' Now":
c. "St
Louis Blues."
799 feet.
For release January 11.
(102).

1930.

Saxophone

(103).

Numbers:

act.

a.

"Wed-

Painted Doll": b. "If I Had You": c.
"Original Music." 572 feet For release January 18. 1939.
81 LTMORE TRIO (104) in "College Bomeos."
853 feet
For release January 25. 1930.
ding

the

of

RKO

All-Talking Shorts

RCA
THE BURGLAR

(0S02).

reels.

TWO GUN GINSBURG
Two

Released

(0803).

Oct.

1929.

13.

reel?.

Record Breakers
THE CAPTAIN OF HIS ROLL (0601). Alberta Vaughn-Al
Cooke.
Released Sept. 8. 1929.
Two reels.
AS YOU MIKE IT (0602). Alberta Yaughn-Al Cooke. Released

Sept

leased Oct.

Two

FOUND

-OVE'S LABOR

reels.

Alberta Vaughn-Al Cooke.

(0603).

1929.

6.

Two

1929.

22.

MEET THE QUINCE

Alberta Vaushn-Al Cooke.

Two

reels.

Mickey McGuires
illCKEY'S

MIDNIGHT FOLLIES

Released Aug. 18. 1929.

rflCKEY'S
Sept.

15.

SURPRISE
Two

1929.

MICKEY'S Mix-up
13. 1929.

Two

Two

Mickey McGuire.
Beleased

Mickey McGuire.

Beleased Oct.

reels.

Novelties
One

1929.

10.

RCA
HE TRAVELER

Sept. 15. 1929.
One reel
B. C. ORCHESTRA (0902)

Warner Brothers-Vitaphone talking picture.
SAY IT WITH SONGS: Trailer (3068). Al Jolson gives a
monologue.
A Warner Brothers-Vitaphone talking picture.
CARLENA DIAMOND (864). Scene: Drawing room. Carlena Diamond sings, dances and plays the harp, and climaxes her act by doing all three at the same time
Numbers: a.
Tura Lura Lura": b. "Mighty Lak a Bose"
c. "Doll Dance"; d. "Nola": e.
"Harp Dance."
MILLER AND LYLES (862) in -They Know Their Groceries."
Scene: Grocery store.
Numbers: a. "Shuffle
Along"; b.
'Bang Tang"; c. 'The Great Temptations"
and "Bunning Wild."
KRAFT AND LAMONT (847) in "Rarin to Go." Scene:
Ranch.
Jack Kraft attempts some rope throwing and Elsie
Lamont dances.
Numbers:
a. "Cowboy";
b. "When
We
Get
Together
in
the
Moonlight";
c. "I'm
Not a
"

FRANCES SHELLEY

and THE FOUR ETON BOYS (846).
Drawing Boom. Frances Shelley, known in musicomedy and on the radio as "The Girl With the Guitar." does her best vo-do-deo-doing with "If I Were You
I d Fall in Love With Me. "
The Eton boys assist her in
songs, a. "Finding the Long Way Home";
b. "If I WerYou. I'd Fall in Love With Me";
c. "Am I Blue."
EDISON AND GREGORY (845). Scene: Boadway. Edison
and Gregory are the college bovs who coax tunes from
automobile tires, saws, balloons and pumps.
They've appeared with Sousa's Band. Paul Whiteman and Ted Lewis
Numbers: a. "Stars and S'ripes"; b. "Together"; c "Let
a Smile Be Yeur Umbrella"
d.
"Sweet Adeline."
JA C
W H.'I E„ and HIS CHATEAU MADRID CLUB ENT
Ji-r
TERTAINERS
(844).
Scene: Band Set. Jack White with
His Chateau Madrid Orchestra and Jeanne Fayal.
Numbers:
a.
"Am I Blue"; b. Kansas City Kitty"; c. Then
scene:

;

.

We Canoe-dle Ooodle":
JAMES J. CORBETT fc

"Senorita."

d.

NEIL

(842).

Scene:

GEORGIE PRICE

(841) In "Don't Get Nervous."
SceneVitaphone Studio. Georgie Price of "Artists and Models "
"A Night in Paris." ""The Song Writer." "A Night in
Spain.
and Victor records, in the role of a camera-shy
actor in the screening of a Vitaphone picture in the making.
Numbers:
a. "Hello
Sunshine. Hello": b "Sweet-

Released

(0908).

Aug.

Beleased Oct.

18.

1929

Two

13.

1929.

Two

reels.

(A 204). Special, with Rooney Family.

Released Sept. 30.
ACT <-* 10 2>. Special,
r>T
Released Sept. 30.

Sound and

0F SCOTLAND YARD
.

Cry

m

teleased Oct.

WIFE
reels.

the

with

Benny Rubin.

One

Silent

7.

Universal

place

MAN
at

(839).

Scene:

Husband

Kitchen.

takes

home.
(838).
reporter,

Scenes.
Hugh OConneU.
presents the second serio-comic

Three

as the veteran
sketch in the Russell Crouse newspaper series.

HARRY ROSENTHAL
ORCHESTRA (836).

and HIS

BATH AND TENNIS CLUB

Scene: Band set.
Harry Bosenthal
Dare and Belmonte. tango dancers, Ziegfeld
Cornel Smelser. accordionist, and the Bath and
Tennis Club Orchestra present songs and dances. Numbers
a.
"Was It Love"; b. "Ida": c.
Twelfth Street Bag";
d. "If I Could Get a Break With You."
composer.

beauties.

"SWEDE"

HALL

Scene:

Hotel Lobby.
chambermaid.

THE OPRY HOUSE

4.

Billy

(834).

CO.

(835)

impersonates

in

a

Scene: Theatre.
featured player in

"HILDA."
Scandinavian

Lew Hearn

Broadway comedian and
"The Boyal
Box": Doris Walker, vaudeville and Vitaphone songstress;
and The Mound City Blue Blowers, phonograph, radio
and musical comedy stars.
Numbers: a. "I Ain't GoNobody": b. "Let Me Call You Sweetheart": c. "Mv

CORA GREEN

in

A."

(786) in "These Dry
Ardath. as a happy vagabond,

SESSUE

Days." Scene: Park.
roaming the highway?.

H AYAKAWA

(761-762)
in
"The Man Wh->
Last."
Five scenes.
Sessue Hayakawa In a
fast-moving drama of Oriental love and vengeance in "The
Man Who Laughed Last", by Edgar Allan Wolf.

Laughed

comedy.

All-star

cast,

HER PRIVATE

LIFE: Trailer (3365). A gliropse.of "Her
Private Life" Billie Dove. Walter Pidgean. Montagu Love
Thelma Todd and Holmes Herbert enacting several thrilling moments from the picture.
Outdoor scenes, dramatic
sequences, romance and a song number by Walter Pidgeon.

DARK STREETS:

Trailer (3349).
Double exposure picture
with Jack Mulhall in two roles, gangster and policeman,
seen and heard talking in the same scenes in fact, two
characters engage in dialo:.
First
National Vitaphone

—

talking production.

(750-751) in "My Peosongs and dances worked
story of an actor who

has to choose between his Ghetto friends and Broadway
stardom.
Numbers: a. The Volga Boatman": b. "Bin?
c. "My People."
"

Grass";

WILLIE AND EUGENE

HOWARD

(722-723) in "The Music
Music salon.
Former musical comedy
Willie gives his
two reel comedy.
famous imitation? of Al Jolson. Eddie Cantor and Gallagher
Shean.
Numbers: a. "Gallagher and
Shean";
b
and
"It's Bay Ray Raining"; c. "Baby Curls."

Makers."
stars

Scene:

their

in

CARELESS

first

AGE:

Holmes Herbert, as
Trailer
(3079).
ceremonies, introduces Douglas Fairbanks. Jr..
Miss Myers sings
and Carmel Myers.
"Melody Divine" the theme song.
HARD TO GET: Trailer (3078). An introductory playlet followed bv a scene in a night club with vocal and
orchestral renditions of the theme song. Dorothy Mackaill.
Louise Fazenda. Charles Delaney. Jack Oakie and Edmund
Bums head the kmc of this all-star trailer.
THE MAN AND THE MOMENT: Trailer (3069). Billie
Dove and Bod LaRocque tell about this picture with the
theme song "Just a Lucky Moment" sung as a musical
master

of

Young

Loretta

background.

HARRY FOX AND BEE CURTIS
the

Bee."

Drawing

Scene:

(829).

in

Of

room.

"The Fox and
comedy

musical

Harry Fox has an excellent foil for his lightningstage.
Dance
like chatter in Beatrice Curtis, beautiful songstress.
Numbers: a. "Underneath the
interlude bv Miss Curtis.

Wabash Moon."

b.

"Love Baby."

HARRY FOX AND HIS SIX AMERICAN BEAUTIES

(828).

Star funster of musical comedv
Drawing room.
Scene:
with his six ludicrous chamber maids in a piece of travesty
on the modern chorus girt. Musical numbers and breexy
monologue by Fox. Numbers: a. •Half Way to Heaven";
b. "Belles of Hotels."

NORMAN THOMAS QUINTETTE

"Harlem Mania."

(S27). in

Drawing room.
Colored entertainers singing and
Scene:
a. "Sleep.
Numbers:
dancing.
Also acrobatic drummer.
o.
Baby. Sleep": b. "Listen to the Mocking Bird":

SEGAR ELLIS AND HIS EMBASSY CLUB ORCHESTRA

entertainer and
of vocal
Each
orchestra.
player contributes a snappy solo bit in novel arrangement of
Show."
the
With
"On
I Blue" the song hit from
(823).

Scene:

record

"name"

Band

is

the

Night

set.

star

of

this

club

combination

and instrumental numbers, supported by

"Am

Numbers: a. "How Can I Love Again"; b. "Am I Blue";
"I've Got a Feeling I'm Falling."
GUY ROBERTSON (813). in "High Water." Scene: DrawKnown as Broadway's "hit maker." Offering
ing room.
a rendition of a song poem of the floods that devastate
Flood scenes have been double exposed
the southland.
c.

over the artist's figure.
or "The Unfaithful Husband" (811).
Burlesque of the plays of
Living room and cafe.
Scene:
Numbers: a. "McSorley's Twins": b.
the "gay nineties."
We
Pass By"; c. "Up in a Balloon."
Never
Speak
as
"We
THE FAMILIAR FACE with Hugh O'Connell (807). Scene:
Atmosphere of metroNewspaper office and speakeasy.
politan newspaper office, with disgraced reporter winning
fame and fortune through the accidental capture of a
Story from the pen of Busse!
notorious bank robber.
known columnist and players picked
national
Crouse.
from casts of current Broadway shows.

THE GAY NINETIES

ALBERT SPALDING (79S). Scene: Drawing room. Two
Numbers:
performances from this master of the violin.
"Liebesfreud" — Kreisler.
"Minuet in D" — Mozart, b.
a.
mother-in-law.
THE OUT-LAW IN-LAW (782). Comedy of
Hubby having a hectic time with "mother" staying at th?
house, until he hires a circus strong woman to act as an
antidote.
Speedy farce with a cast of featured players
and directed by Bryan Foy.

BROADWAY BABIES:

Synchronized
Score (3351-3359).
Numbers 3351 to 3359
by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
First National Vitaphone talkinclusive.
Beels 1 to 9.
ing productions.

ON WITH THE SHOW:

Scene:
Drawing Room. Cora Green
singinz
a.
"Brother-In-Law Dan": b.
"Travelin'
AU
Alone": c. "I'll Tell the World."
CHARLES C. PETERSON (815). Scene: Club Boom.
Charles Peterson's magic cue performs billiard miracles.
ALBERT SPALDING (797). Scene: Drawing Boom. Albert Spalding, violinist, playing a. "Ave Maria": b. "Waltz
(825).

First National Vitaphone talking production.

No. 2 (A 2202). Adventure picNight." Craufurd Kent.
Two reels,

(A 4643).

wife s

IRISH
EYES:
Trailer
(3410).
Irish
songs.
Irish scenes and an Irish Fair
Colleen Moore's first
talking appearance.
First National Vitaphone talking production.

Sound Version Only
HE ROYAL PAIR

(840).
Scene: Full stage.
Tiny and
Jack Waites. Elsie Thiel. Charlotte Conrad. Edna Howard
and Ben Wise present a song and dance revue. Numbers:
a.
"Broken Hearted Blackbird": b. "Prelude in C Sharp
Minor"; c. "Doin' the Raccoon."

SMILING

Universal
SSL E

heart's Holiday."

THE BIG PARADERS

THE INTERVIEW

WILLIE AND EUGENE HOWARD
Five scenes.
ple."
Two reels of
into & powerful human interest

"Melody in F."

O'BRIEN

Drawing Boom.
James J. Corbett. professional of 'he
pnze rinz. Has been starred in Ziegfeld's "Follies." Winter Garden Revues, musical comedy and vaudeville.

Fred

Marc Connelly's

(0907).

HE BRIDEGROOM

iwo

A

mony.

FRED ARDATH

reel.

reels.

•JOSE

of

talking produc-

Gal Sal."

Mickey McGuire.

reels.

(0703).

RCA
Released Nov.

(0701).

reels.

(0802).

IEADWORK (0901). Beleased
0DFREY LUDLOW AND N.

;f»
ure.

First National- Vitaphone

Isle

SO LONG LETTY: Trailer (3090). Charlotte Greenwood
sings "My Strongest Weakness Is You." and Grant Wither and Marion Byron follow with some vo-do-deo-do har-

BILLY
Be-

reels.

(0004).

Released Oct. 20. 1929.

~.

A

"The

tion.

JUST LIKE A

Shorts

Released Aug. 11. 1929. Two Reels.
Released Sept. 8. 1929.
Two

(0801).

LOUIS BLUES

reel

Virginia Valli

'

CLYDE DOERR

ST.

Trailer (3363).

and Noah Beery introduce

cal

"She's Nobody's Sweetheart Now"; b.
heart"; c. "I'll Get By."
696 feet.

ROY

clowns

Borneo."

b.
23.

1929.

IRVING

it-

(754-755) in "Motoring."
Country
Scene:
Harry Tate, assisted by his company of boisterious
Two reel comedy
in a burlesque on motoring.

road.

Vitaphone Acts

1929.

KELLER SISTERS AND LYNCH (88).
D'Ta Do"; b. 'la Krazy for You";

sketch in

HARRY TATE
Broadway"

of

For release September 21. 1929.

MADAME

Comedy

ing cast.

For release September 14. 1929.

METRO MOVIETONE REVUE — "Bits

(2269).

Everett Horton
in
extremely funny
an electric horse and Patsy Buth Miller
Warner Bros. Vitaphone talking picture.
SYMPATHY (803). Five scenes. Hen-pecked husband out
on a spree despite orders of the "ball and chain."
A
night of wine, women and whoopee ends with hubby in
a hospital cot as his wife and his sweetheart wreak their
vengeance.
Succession of hilarious situations.
Cast headed
by Hobart Cavanaugh, Begina Wallace. Harry Shannon
and Wynne Gibson, who played with Richard Dix in
"Nothing but the Truth."
HARRY TATE (778-779) in "Selling a Car." Scene: Garage
exterior.
Harry Tate gives an exhibition of his comedy
power in this two reeler, with an equally talented supportstruggles with
opposite him.

exact

the

Trailer

Edward

with

self

date of release is not
of acts is compiled in
order of release, the most recent release
being listed first, \umber of release follows name of ac/.]

•

Trailer (3059).
Thomas Meighan
the public.
Warner Bros. Vitaphone talk-

sells

picture.

HONKY TONK:

RELEASES

1.735 feet.

PRICE
Lores Me":

GE0RG1E

ing

SOUND ACT

••Beloved": b. "Ah.
Be Like That": d

1929.

3.

41

bv

Vitaphone

CAREERS:
Svmphony
1 to 10.

1

to

Synchronized
(3321-3332).
Numbers 3321-3332
Orchestra.
Warner Bros. Vitaphone talk-

Score

Symphony

inclusive.
Beels
ing picture.

12.

Synchronized by Vitaphone
Score (3311-3320).
Orchestra.
Numbers 3311 to 3320 inclusive. Beela
First National Vitaphone talking productions.

Score (3301-3308).
IN THE GLASS CAGE. THE:
Numbers
Synchronized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
3301 to 3308 inclusive. Beels 1 to 8. First National Vita-

GIRL

phone talking productions.
Scene from the musical show feaTrailer (308).
tured in the picture and cast sings "My Song of the
Richard Barthelmess then appears
Nile" the theme song.
First National Vitaphone talking
to introduce the cast.

DRAG:

production.

DOOLEY AND SALES

(824)

in

"Dooley*s the

Name." Scene:

Drawing room.
Winter Garden stars in gay presentation
of mirth and melody, deliver rollicking repartee and laughable songs, plus a dance interlude.
Numbers: a. "Oh. Mr.
Dooley": b. "PoUy-Molly-O."
FRANK X. SILK IS19I in "The Man About Town." Scede:
Drawing room. Tramp comedian ef burlesque and vaudeville.
Clever monologue with droll songs put over in
excellent tenor voice.
Numbers: a. "The Millionaire Song";
b. "Oh! Oh! OH! What a Night"

ALL GIRL REVUE. THE

(818).

Scene:

Band

set.

All

singing and all dancing show.
Cast includes Betty Lou
Webb, a Paul Ash discovery; Lillian Price, the comedienne:
Ellen Bunting with DePaeo and Kazviki. acrobatic dancers; and Jean Rankin's Bluebell's orchestra.
Numbers:

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

42
Now";

"That's Her

a.

themums";

"My

d.

KATE SMITH

"I'm an Indian";

b.

DESERT SONG OVERTURE

"Chrysan-

c.

Drawing room.
Offers red
Scene:
Known as "The Songbird
hot songs with a red hot voice.
of the South."
Numbers: a. "Carolina Moon"; b. "Bless

You, Sister."

RAY AND DOT DEAN

(81G)

"He's

in

known

Exterior of cottage.
Well
doing rube characterizations.

OKLAHOMA BOB ALBRIGHT

Scene:
Devil."
Ray
team.

a

vaudeville

and His Rodeo Do Flappers.

Scene: Drawing room.
Bob Albright, baritone, assisted by
Rodeo Do Flappers who sing and dance with him. Numbers: a.
"My Pony Boy" b. "Chloe" c. "Lodel" d.
"Salter Dog."
HARRY TATE (767) in "The Patent Office." Scene: Office.
England's laughing fool.
Harry Tate and his troupe of
fun makers in comedy riot.
BABY ROSE MARIE (809). Scene: Drawing room. Four
a. "Heigh Ho"; b.
year old child singing these numbers:
"Who Wouldn't Be Jealous of You"; c. "Don't Be Like
;

;

;

That."

THE

BLUE

RIDGERS

Mayberry
(795).
Four mountaineers
an a "gal from th' feud county" sing, dance and play
syncopation as it exists in the mountain country of the
South.
Numbers: a. "Trail of the Lonesome Pine"; b.
"Oh Susanna"; c. "Medley."
EL BRENDEL AND FLO BERT (789). in "Beau Night"
Scene:
Living
room.
Comedian of "Wings," "The
Campus Flirt" and other stage and screen successes in
Scene:

short

Interior

with

mountain

of

Cordelia
cabin.

sketch.

TWIN BEDS:
Miller and

A

scene.

Jack Mulhall.
Patsy Ruth
introduce picture in novel bedroom
Fisst National- Vitaphone talking production.
Trailer

Zasu

SQUALL, THE:

(3020).

Pitts

Synchronized by Vita(3251-32G1).
Numbers 3251 to 3261 inphone Symphony Orchestra.
clusive.
Reels 1 to 11.
First National- Vitaphone talking production.
Score

THE TIME. THE PLACE AND THE GIRL:

Score (3208Svnchronized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Warner
Numbers 3208 to 3214 inclusive. Reels 1 to 7.
Bros. -Vitaphone talking picture.
3214).

ON WITH THE SHOW:

Trailer (3060).
Initial all-color,
all-dancing trailer.
Sam Hardy
all-talking,
introducing stars of picture.
Warner Bros. -Vitaphone talking picture.
all-singing,

BROADWAY BABIES:
ing a number from
strutting their stuff.
duction.

Trailer (3008).
Alice White singthe pirture.
Also Broadway Babies
First National-Vitaphone talking pro-

CAREERS:

Trailer (2980).
Entire cast discusses whether a
ruining her reputation to aid her
is justified in
husband's career.
Billie Dove speaks from the screen.
First National-Vitaphone talking production.

woman

GAMBLERS. THE:

Entire cast talks in
(2970).
Bros. -Vitaphone talking pic-

Trailer

Warner

advance agent.

this
ture.

804
in
"Blue
Streaks
V A RS T Y THREE
of
Rhythm." Scene: Drawing room. Phonograph and vaudeville
stars.
Babe, Bob and Jack Hauser singing and

THE

(

I

)

Numbers:
a. "That's
What I Call Sweet
Music"; b. "I Used to Love Her in the Moonlight"; c.
"Baltimore."
ALBERT SPALDING (801). Scene: Drawing room. Condancing.

violinist playing his own composition "Alabama"
time on screen, also "Valse in G Flat" by Chopin.

hall

cert
first

BUD HARRIS AND FRANK RADCLIFFE
the

Scene:

Party."

Numbers:

GIRL

THE

IN

In "At
comics.

(783)

Negro melodies and
Blues"; b. "She's Mine."

Street.

Louis

"St.

a.

THE

CAG E,

G LASS

2989)
Trailer.
Loretta Young plays the girl in a motion picture box office
and Carroll Nye is her chatty boy friend.

ROY SEDLEY AND

(

NIGHT CLUB

HIS

.

REVUE

(796),
ceremonies, assisted by
Billy
Smith, eccentric

Roy Sedley as master of
Beth Miller, blues singer, and
dancer.
Scene:
Night club.
Numbers: a. "Blue Grass t ';
b. "I Ain't Takin' Orders from No One"; c. "Sonny Boy."
with

MR.

AND MRS. JACK NORWORTH

Scene
Drawing room.
comedy fame and Dorothy Adelphi,
Ends. "
songs

:

of

(787) in "Odds and
Norworth of musical
his wife, in patter and

own composition.
Numbers:
a.
"The Man and the Monkey": c. "My

Northworth's

"Honey Boy";

b.

Boy."

Numbers:

Mammy's

Lullaby."

Broadway

Three

a.

"The Waitress";

Synchronized by Vitaphone
Score (3181-88).
Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3181 to 3188, inclusive.
Reels 1 to 8.
A First National-Vitaphone talking production.

HOUSE OF HORRORS:

Synchronized by
(3161-67).
Numbers 3161 to 3107,
Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
inclusive.
Reels 1 to 7.
First National-Vitaphone talking production.

stars,

Scene:

Comedy.

(776):

Richman.

Charles

Hugh McConnell appear

gambling amendment.

"The Flapper

b.

Veree

supporters
Living room.

as

Teasdale

an

of

anti-

LEO REISMAN AND HOTEL BRUNSWICK ORCHESTRA
(770) in "Rhythms."
Scene:
Band set.
Shadowgraph
Numbers:
a.
"Mooche"; b. "Waters of Perkiomen" c. "If I Had You";
"Hyo Mio"; e. "Milenberg Blues"; f. "Lonely"; g.
d.
"Some of These Days."
MACK AND PURDY (2795) in "An Everyday Occurrence"
synchronized

silhouettes

with

music.
;

Parkway.
A smart guy gets himself entangled
words with a smart lady.
CECILIA (CISSIE) LOFTUS (792) in "Famous Impersonations."
Scene
Drawing room.
Imitation of Sophie
Tucker and others.
Numbers:
a. "Gonna Get a Girl";
b. "Mama Goes Where Papa Goes"; c. Yiddish version of
"Mama Goes Where Papa Goes."
FRED ARDATH (785) in "The Singing Bee/* rustic comedy.
Scene:
Rustic home.
Was rube comedian of the Follies.
Scene:

after a few

:

Numbers:
a. "I
Pagliacci"; b. "Finiculi-Finicula"
"Bring Back My Bonnie to Me."

PALM BEACH FOUR, THE:

(794),

night

;

c.

Synchronized by
Score (3141-54).
exit
Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra,
including
march.
Numbers 3141 to 3154, inclusive. Reels 1 to 13. 3154 is

club quartet.
Club, Club

Deauvllle.

;

WHITE AND

HIS MONTREALERS (791) in a
own act at the Frivolity Club.
Scene:
own orchestra and two pretty accompanists.
Numbers:
a. "I'm Karazy for You"; b. "Mean
to
Me"; o. "Goodby Broadway; Hello Montreal"; d.
"Finiculi-Finicula";
e. "Laugh,
Clown
Laugh"; f. "I

JACK

march.

exit

HOUSE OF HORRORS:

Trailer (2990). Louise Fazenda and
Chester Conklin at ouija table in spooky looking house.
National-Vitaphone talking production.
DIVINE LADY: THE: Score (3031-40). Synchronized score
Numbers 3031
played by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
to 3040 inclusive.
First National-VitaReels 1 to 10.
phone production.
SONNY BOY: Trailer (3000). Presents Davey Lee, juvenile
First

star.

SATURDAY'S CHILDREN:
male

show

some

HOT STUFF:

Trailer (2977).
Billy Bakewell, juvenile lead,
Alice White and Louise Fazenda tell about this
First National-Vitaphone production.

and

picture.

WHY

(29GD).
Jack Mulhall gives
BE GOOD:
Trailer
glimpses of this Colleen Moore picture.
Flashback shown.
First National-Vitaphone production.

FROM

HEADQUARTERS:
(28G7).
Henry B.
Trailer
Walthall, in jungle hut and wearing TJ. S. Marine uniform,
explains situation and introduces Monte Blue, star.

ROBERT EMMETT KEANE

(2849 50) in "Gossip."
Scene:
parlor.
Star of legitimate stage is supported by
John Miljan, Warner Brothers player, and Claire Whitney,

Hotel

and stage

screen

player.

DAVE BERNIE AND ORCHESTRA

(2796) in "Here Comes
Showboat. "
Showboat
Numbers
a. "Here
Scene
Comes the Showboat"; b. "Oh. You Have No Idea": u.
"High, High, High Up on a Hilltop"; d. "Constantinople."
MADONNA OF AVENUE A: Trailer (2718). Grant

the

:

RUDY VALLEE AND HIS CONNECTICUT YAN KE1S
Band

Vallee's

set.

the Field":

CLARENCE TISDALE

RAYMOND HITCHCOCK
with Hitchy."

Band

"Rose

BOBBY FOLSOM

(788). in "Typical Types."
Scene: Drawroom.
Zlegfeld beauty and leading lady of variety
doing imitations.
Numbers: a. "Two Little Girls";
b. "Teas"; o. "I Lost My Stockings."
TINY TOWN REVUE (74). Scene: Stage set. A pageant
of the Lilliputians.
Dancing and singing by midgets.
Numbers: a. "Tiny Town Opening": b. "The Only One to
Be"; c. Miss Annabel le Lee"; d. "I Scream, You Scream.

ing

stage,

We All Scream for Ice Cream."
GEORGE BROADHURST AND COMPANY
o'clock In the Morning."
in night club.
Numbers:
Walll.'*

(780).

in

"An Evening
Number:

Home

at

ORCHESTRA

"Here

a.

Biltmore

his

Scene:

(752).

orchestra

present

Numbers:
a. "Come
On Baby" b. "If
"Here Comes the Ball and Chain."
MAX SCHMELING (745). Scene: Gymnasium. Heavyweight
champion of Germany skips rope, shadow boxes and ensongs.

c.

"Three

Scene: Cabaret. Drunken sailor
a. "Anvil Chorus"; b. "Wobbly

introduces Milton
Mackaill.
Locale
phone production.

AND

TREMAINE

ARISTOCRATS

Scene:

(742).

Band

set.
Jazz band of variety stage.
Numbers:
a.
Been Working on the Railroad"; b. "On the Road
Mandalay"; c. "Chinese Dream": d. "Fanfare"; e.
"Here Comes the Showboat"; f. "Medley."

Hale relates

Living
a.

room.

(2888) in "Headin' South."
Pullman drawing room. Harmonizing of Southern
Numbers:
a. "Doin' the Raccoon"; b. "Imagina-

Scene:
songs.

tion";

"Way Down

c.

ELEANOR PAINTER
a.

musical

"Love

South."

comedy

"Habanera";

c.

"How About

Me."

WHITING AND BURT
Assited

at

the

who arranged
b.

(741),

Vaudeville
piano by

HOPE HAMPTON

c.

(740)

a.

"That's
in

Ziegfeld's

Edmund

Numbers:

act.

"The Frog Song";

"Song Sayings.'

in

and

Follies

Weber,

J.

composer,

"What Did You Say";

My

Idea of Heaven."
the Fourth Act of Massenet's

"Manon." Scene: Salon. Former motion picture
is assisted by four principals, chorus and the Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
MISS MARCELLE (716). Scene: Drawing room set. Vaudeville comedienne, in brown-face makeup, renders syncopated
songs in southern dialect.
Numbers: a. "Shine"; b. "If
I Never See You Again": c. "My Troubles Are Over."
LOVE AND THE DEVIL: Score (3111-17). Synchronized
by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3111 to 3117
inclusive.
First National-Vitaphone producReels 1 to 7.

own
d.

Drawing room set. Directs
Scene:
a. "Happy-Go-Lucky Lane"; b.
Sun Goes Down"; c. "St. Louis Blues";

(2797).

Numbers:

orchestra.

"Down Where

the

Mine";

MAL HALLETT
a.

Scene:
(730).
his "Way Down

Mama";

GREEN'S FAYDETTS

(710).

b.

Band
East

Furnishes jazz
Orchestra."
Num-

set.

"Mother Machree";
Scene:

Band

set.

c.

"War

"Green's

Century Faydetts" from vaudeville.
Numbers:
"Because My Baby Don't Mean Maybe Now"; b. "Sweet
Mystery of Life": c. "Changes."
CHILDREN OF THE RITZ: Score (3071-77). Synchronized
score by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3071
Reels 1 to 7.
First National-Vitaphone
to 3077, inclusive.
Twentieth

a.

production.

GUIDDO

DEIRO

accordionist
b.

in

Scene:
Living
(2968).
room.
these numbers:
a. "Romeo
and

John

Man

Moon";

AND THE

the

in

by

starred

"My

b.

English musical
room.
Arthur Hammerstein is

Numbers:

Hundley.

'Me

a.

and

the

Troubles Are Over."

FRANK

AND

JULIA SANDERSON
"Words of Love."

CRUMIT

(733),

In

Julia Sanderson
Scene:
Living room.
co-starred for ten years in musical comedy,
render these numbers written by Crumit: a. "No Wonder
You're a Wonderful Girl"; b. "I Can Live Without You";
c. "Precious Little Thing Called Love."
FRED ARDATH (720), in "The Corner Store." Scene:
Grocery store.
Ardath is supported by Claude Allen of
musical comedy stage. Cole Carrol and Klar Magnus.
Numbers: a. "Sipping Cider Through a Straw"; b. "The
Swiss Yodeling Song"; c. "Oh Molly the Cuckoo Is
Calling Me"; d. "Rock Me to Sleep."
TAJADO'S TIPIOA ORCHESTRA (706). Scene: Band set.
Official orchestra of Mexican government gives these numbers:
a. "Dansa Tipica"; b. "Amapola del Camino"; c.

and Crumit,

"Gao Monter."

CHILDREN OF THE

RITZ: Trailer (2950). Jack Mulhall
First National-Vitaphone producand Dorothy MackailL
tion.

LAWRENCE (2920) in "The Side Show."
Musical comedy stage stars tn
Scene:
Drawing room.
Old Girl"; b.
Numbers:
a. "Dear
dances and jokes.
'Humoresque.
BEN BARD (2910) in "The Champion Golfer." Scene:
Exterior of golf club.
Bard teaches Bobby Callahan, of
the variety stage, how to play golf.
SAMMY COHEN (2800) in "What Price Burlesque." Scene:
Numbers:
a. "Me
and My
Imitations.
Living room.
Shadow"; b. "Sleep"; c. "My Mammy."
Trailer
Conrad Nagel. blithely
KID GLOVES:
(2719).
fighting his way through bullets, bumps into Lois Wilson
and they talk about the picture
BORN AND
'

FOUR SYNCO-PETS, THE

(731)
in "Musical Moment."
Keith artists present these num"Indian Dawn"; b. "Neapolitan Nights"; p.
"The Fortune Teller" e.
"Sweet Mystery of Life"
d.
"I'll Never Ask for More."

Drawing room.

Scene:
bers:

a.

;

MAL HALLETT

;

Mai Hallett and
Scene: Band set.
well
known to prom
are
Entertaining
Orchestra
his
Numcrowds at Eastern universities and night clubs.
Pan Parade";
"Tin
Raccoon";
b.
a.
"Doln'
the
bers:
"Bugle Call": d. "Yankee Doodle") e. "Harbardiana";
c.
f.
"Come, Let's Take a Stroll"; g. "We Love the Coilefe
(729).

Girls.

HAYHEW

STELLA

"The Hallelujah Lady."
in
Star of "Hit the Deck" sings three

(728)

Living room.

Scene:

darky songs:
"Feet."

"Comfort";

a.

"Judgment

b.

Day";

c.

in "The One Man Glee Club."
Living
room.
Scene:
own compositions.
singing
his
Numbers: a. "The Song of the Prune"; b. "I Miss You
Lize" : c. "Little Annie Rooney"; d. "In the Shade of
the Old Apple Tree" ; e. "A Bird in a Gilded Cage":

FRANK CRUMIT

(727)

"Bedelia"; g. "She Was Happy
"The Preacher and the Bear."

f.

h.

BAKER

PHIL

Exterior of
three assistants.

V ELI E

JAY

"A

in

(717).

room.
Drawing
"Vienna Maid";

She Met Me";

'Til

Scene:
the farce, "In Spain."
Star of Shubert musical shows has

in

(725)
arena.

Journey

comedy

Musical

"When

b.

*

Scene
Songs.
presents
a.
tenor

of

'

:

Eyes Are Smiling"; c

Irish

"Italy."

ARTHUR PAT WEST
comedy
Scene:

"She's

(2919) in "Ship Ahoy." atmospheric
which Pat West appears as able-bodied seaman.
Numbers: a. "La Paloma": b.
Deck of yacht.
My Sweet Dumb, Dumb Dora"; c. "Sweet
in

Senorita."

BRUCE BOWERS

(3870) in "Artistic Mimicry", with imitaincluding one of little boy making radio debut and
Draped set.
Scene:
lady preparing for swim.

tions

Jewish

THE

SERENADERS,

(2814),

"Red

in

Hot

Harmony."

Double quartet of male voices
Scene:
Fire station house.
with these numbers: a. "It Goes Like This"; b. "Star-;
and Stripes Forever"; c. "You Tell Me Your Dreams": 0.
"Every Sunday Afternoon."

AND LAWRENCE (2640). in "The Aristocrats."
Comedians of variety stage in panScene: Drawing room.
Numbers: a. "I Wonder What's Betomime and songs.
come of Sally"; b. "Down By the Old Millstream"; c.
"Wobbly Walk."

BORN

DOROTHY AND ROSETTA RYAN

(726) in "Mirth and
Stars of Keith Circuit
Living room.
Scene:
Melody."
accompany themselves with guitars. Numbers: a. "I L<w
You, Sweetheart of All My Dreams"; b. "Scups of
Coffee"; c. "Just Like a Melody."

PHIL BAKER

"A Bad Boy From

(724), in

a

Good Family."

Comedian of Broadway ana
Drawing room.
Scene
Numbers: a. "Baker
Keith Circuit with his accordion.
From the West
Blues"; b. "Big Butter and Egg Man
c.
"How About Me"; d. "I'll Get By "
MoSTANLEY AND GINGER (714) in "A Few Absurdacene.
Song and dance team of variety stage,
ments."
Numbers: a. "That's My Weakness >ow
Living room.
b. "Just Like a Melody Out of the Sky."
:

;

.

L

chestra

set.

musician,
a.

ORCHESTRA

MEXICAN

ER DO'S

Mexican

band

has toured U.

Undo";

"Celito

b.

S.

(705).

Or-

under Lerdo, composer ana
Numbers,
on Keith Circuit.

"Rancho Grande";

LAWRENCE

Scene:

o.

"Patna

Mia.

"Pigskin Trouble*.
Act is staged on college
Exterior of gymnasium.
Scene:
Numbers:
campus and includes shots of football crowds
Fate.
a. "Me and My Shadow"; b. "Dirty Hands—Dirty

BORN AND

(2940)

in

.

PARAGONS, THE

Juliet";

Tropical barroom.
by Doris Walker.

Trailer (2967).
Milton Sills makes
introductory remarks and shots from the picture are shown.
Corinne Griffith, the star, also speaks.
First NationalVitaphone production.
LOVE
DEVIL: Trailer (2959).
Milton SUli
introduces Maria Corda and scenes of Venice are shown.
First National-Vitaphone production.

(736).

"Kentucky Home."

d.

Drawing

Scene:
recently

Piano-

"Drigo's Serenade."

DIVINE LADY, THE:

tells

Shots show

Trailer (2701).
Hallam Cooley incast as they board yacht.
Flash-

of

(735).
star
assisted by

comedy

"San."

AND CRAWFORD (2753), in "BedScene:
The family boudoir.
Short sketch of
husband and nagging, jealous wife.
TAL HENRY (732). Scene: Band set. With His North
Carolinians Orchestra.
Has played at college proms and
over the radio.
Renders these numbers:
a. "Come
On
Baby": b. "Shame On You"; c. "Milenberg Joys."

Raymond McKee

(2792).

"Hollywood Parade";

c.

JUNE

HOLD NGS WORTH
time."

Creighton
First Na-

:

tion.

DAVE BERNE

(2929).

Flashbacks.

Scene Living room.
They offer three vocal numbers and
Miss Bennett gives dramatic impersonation of Hollywood
extra.
Numbers:
a. "Sleep.
Baby, Sleep"; b. "Boy of

Opera.
star

Trailer

story.

PAUL CUNNINGHAM AND FLORENCE BENNETT

Scene:
players.

members

troduces
backs.

Scene:
Salon.
Lyric soprano
(746).
and opera.
Presents these numbers:

Is Best of All"; b.

of

Trailer

FANCY BAGGAGE:

b.

THREE BROX SISTERS, THE

latter

story which introduces dog star Rin Tin Tin.
Rinty and David Lee.

Sixty-two

"Flapper Fannie";

"Radio Widow."

Frank Reicher
presents Dorothy
First National-Vita-

(2949).

courtroom.

highlights

FROZEN RIVER:

"I've

Scene:
(721).
year old flapper in two numbers:

a

is

1929

14,

tional-Vitaphone production.

to

FANNIE WARD

Trailer

and the

Sills

SEVEN FOOTPRINTS TO SATAN:

gages in one-round bout.

PAUL

WOMAN:

HIS CAPTIVE

;

Had You";

"Lots of

No Man's Land."

in

Living room.

AND

Cummins and

set.

modern

I

with

of

(760)

Scene:

CUMMINS

program

i.

plantation.

Comes the Groom."

BERNIE

bers:

"Anvil Chorus":

'Down

:

Medley."

h.

(771).
'

negro singer, presents these numbers
a. "The
Sweetness of Your Song"; b. "Bye and Bye"; o. "Ok,
Didn't It Rain."
HARRY HORLICK AND GYPSIES (763). Scene: Baud
set.
Horlick and his A. & P. Gypsies, are on a national
radio
hook-up weekly.
Numbers:
Guitars"
a. "Two
b. "Black
Eyes";
c. "Chiquita";
of
d. "March
the
Toys"; e. "Gypsy Love Song."

His

"Over There";

(760).

a.

:

"Cutside."
Southern
Scene:
c.

Tisdale,

his

g.

Numbers

band.

radio

"Deep Night";

b.

Night

Pagliacci";

:

.

Withers, male lead, as master of ceremonies introduces
Dolores Costello, Louise Dresser and other featured players.
Shows one of the sets in reproduction.

number from
club.

Grant Withers,
Trailer (2998).
this Maxwell Anderson picture.
First National-Vitaphone
scenes.

on

discourses

lead,

Flashbacks
production.

sleepy

Garden.
Stars of Helen Morgan
and European clubs.
Numbers:
a. "Some
Day"; b. "Poo-Poo-Paroop"
c. "Nobody's
Fault
But Your Own."
Scene:

Sweet

Score

DESERT SONG, THE:

Drawing room.

AMENDMENT,.. THE

NINETY-NINTH
and

HOT STUFF:

of

IRENE FRANKLIN (777), "The American Comedienne.*
Two comedy characterizations.
Scenes:
Restaurant and
nursery.

Played by Vitaphone

(3*930).

Symphony Orchestra.

Pet."

(817).

September

Nights";

b.

Scene:
in "In the Tropics."
Quartet seen on Keith Circuit is assists
Numbers: a. "Hapny Days and J^neiy

(2883).

"Come On Baby": o. "Winter Sons': a.
Tesj.
e. "Happy (My Baby Just Said

"Kentucky Babe";

Scent:
(2869), in "The Flaming Youth."
Midget star of variety stage gives original
Reception halL
Numbers: a. "Wonderful wue^
songs and tap dancing.
Brown
b. "Down On 33d and 3d"; c. "Sweet Georgia
d. "Anything You Say."

LITTLE BILLEE

,

<

September

14,
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THE THEATRE
Feature-Type Exploitation Emphasizes
Importance of Short Subjects
FEATURE-TYPE

exploitation

to

empha-

importance of short subjects is
being inaugurated by Pathe.
This campaign
is behind the two-reel talking comedies on its
Silver Jubilee program and covers all eight
brands, being released
namely, the George
LeMaire, Checker, Manhattan, Golden Rooster.
Melody, "Buck and Bubbles," Folly and
size

the

;

Variety series.

The campaign includes all nature of tieups
and ranges from theme songs to automobile
parades, all of which have been prepared by
the Pathe advertising and publicity department. The important feature of each of the
campaigns are the specially prepared posters
which tieup the subjects with national advertised commercial products.

George LeMaire's

three

effectively

Xew York

Evening Journal in Brooklyn
and the Times-Star in Cincinnati and plans
are under way for portraits of beauty winners,
the

"The Theatre":
Please enroll me as a member of The
House Organ Exchange. I will exchange
house organs and photographs with other
members.

various sections of the country, to be published on the title page of the songs distributed in the various territories.
in

LeMaire and Evelyn Knapp. contract leading lady, are being featured in special displays and booklets by the Latherizer corpora-

edy featuring Frank T. Davis, is being exploited by a national tieup with the Studebaker corporation or America who are issuing
a half -sheet poster tor use in dealer-theatre
cooperation.
This tieup affects all comedies
featuring Davis and the Folly comedies directed by him.
The first theme songs to be used in two-

Same

reel tabloids are being presented in the Follyseries, directed by Davis.
"Fancy That" features "Dearest One" and "So This Is Marriage" offers "After You Say I Love You."

Theatre

who

Both
Address

"The Garden of
comedy featuring

Specially posed pictures of LeMaire
with scenes from "The Barbers College"
comprise a special tieup poster which will be
sent to barber shops.
Miss Knapp's pictures
will illustrate a special beauty booklet and
appear in the October issue of the Beautician
tion.

Large photographs of both Pathe

magazine.

are published by Shapiro. Bernstein
are "getting behind" the numbers addi-

tional advertising.

brands,

the first
exploited
through local "Pathe Pretty" contests and a
special song, "I'll Say She's Pretty."
Two
outstanding contests have been conducted with

named above, are being

Exhibitors Herald-fTorld.
407 S. Dearborn St.,
Chicago. III.

personalities dominate the display of the Latherizer corporation at the annual convention of
the Xational Beauty and Barber Supply Dealers Association, at the Hotel Stevens in Chicago, which started September 9.

"The Salesman," a LeMaire-directed com-

Eatin'." a Golden Rooster
the Gleasons. has as its
number called "Pouring

featured tune a
Rain," published by Spier and Coslow,
which is being used for promotion.

Down

"Cock-A-Doodle-Oodle-Oodle-Oo," the song
is being used as a
trademark number to open the comedies, being interpolated by the actual crowing of the
rooster as the title and credits are being
dedicated to "Mr. Pathe."

screened.
The tune was first recorded for
"Fifty Miles From Broadway." a Golden
Rooster comedy produced by C. B. Maddock.

The above-mentioned
those

being

developed

Pathe talking comedy

tieups are typical of
for the rest of the
product for 1929-30.

ENJOY Umm SHAVE
a LatheHze? Shoue toJau, fi-TiipperusiiF comedian

Dearest One
Theme Sony

Fancy Jhart

Se
SETTEE tem?£ ©LIEGE"AT YOIS F&ORITE
GET YOUTl

7^1 sr

y

TKEffilE

SHAVE
LATHERIZER
HERE,'
"The Garden of Eatin " poster with the
Gleasons which exploits the theme sone.
"Pouring Down Rain." published by
Spier and Coslow.

A

special poster which

will be sent by
barber shops in a tieup with
the Latherizer corporation. Scenes from
"The Barbers' College" are used.

Pathe

to

A

poster exploiting "Dearest One." the

theme song of "Fancy That" which

exploits the tabloids presented in the Folly
series, directed by F rank T. Davis.
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Good Morning!
Your car fare
SID M.

on me!

is

HENRY-

Manager
Majestic Theatre

Bring this card to the MAJESTIC
1 IIEA1 RE any day or night of this
week, buy an adult ticket, and your
car fare will be refunded.

Here's your chance to see

KELLER

SISTERS AND LYNCH, those harmony singing stars; FREDDIE

LIGHTNER. comedian with RoFRABELLE'S FROLICS, a

zelle;

pretty song and dance act;

AND CODY,

HAYES

comedy and MICHEL,

the dancing xylophonist.

On

the screen an

ALL TALKING

FARCE COMEDY.

Park your auto at home,

ride the
street cars at our expense and with
the compliments of the MAJESTIC

THEATRE.

This unusual and striking display tieup was arranged by Universal in the windows of
Robertson's stores on Hollywood Blvd. The display in the window is a model of the street
facade used in the Carl Laemmle, Jr., special picture "Broadway." Glen Tryon and Merna

Kenned}

'trr

the stars

in

Sincerely,

Sid M. Henry,

Manager.

"Broadway."
Starting

next

Saturday,

CLARK,

"The Very Idea" Wins
Unique Publicity in

RKO Brooklyn Theatre
RKO

"The Very Idea," an
picture, resome unique publicity when it played

ceived
the

RKO

Albee theatre in Brooklyn.
the aid of social welfare workers,
babies were offered for adoption, under the
direction of Princess Frances Clan-Calla
and a group of Brooklyn women, interested in social welfare work.
The babies
were arrayed in bassinets and tiny chairs
in the grand hall of the E. F. Albee theatre,
Albee Square, where the feature picture,
"The Very Idea," which advances the
theory of eugenics and the proper parentage for the coming generation, was playing.
Although it is impossible for the adoption
proceedings to be legally handled at the
Albee, suitable parents enter in the competitive bidding for the youngsters.
Princess Clan-Calla insisted upon full investigation of both the prospective parents and the
antecedents of the children.
The babies were carefully selected by the
Princess and her associates from homes of
the needy and willing families.
Similar
adoptions and campaigns carried on in
Chicago and the Middle West by Princess
Clan-Calla have proven most successful.

Through

"Keep Cool Dress and
"Four Feathers"' Front
Makes Hot Nights Cool

The

theatre, like all the

downtown F & R

and Publix houses

is cooled artificially and in
order to bring this fact more forcibly to the

attention and, at the same time, do
some boosting for "The Four Feathers," Don
Alexander, director of publicity, had a front
constructed on the State theatre for which he
employed evergreens' very plentifully.
The
side posts draped heavily and entire ceiling of
the extension over the sidewalk was covered
with the greens, creating the atmosphere of a
public's

forest.

The box office was covered with beaver
board on which was painted a huge hippo
emerging from the river. The opening was
made to represent the open mouth of the
animal. Needless to say, with the evergreens,
the animals, and the "keep cool" signs, the
public was convinced.

M.

Shanberg of the City Theatres,
Kansas City announces that the
Plaza, Uptown, Isis, Apollo, Linwood and
Madrid will be known as the "Friendly
Theatres" and that every effort, will be
used to make them live up to their name.
"The suburban is, in reality, a community
center," said Shanberg. "It should be mindful

B.

of its

institutional

responsibilities.

selected series of programs drawn
from all the producing groups," he said.
of

a

Refund

Idea Builds Attendance
Frank O. Starz, director of publicity for
the Interstate Circuit put over the following
stunt with good results.
One hundred
thousand cards measuring 3^x5^4 inches
were handed to Dallas streetcar motormen
and conductors to be distributed to streetcar patrons. As each person paid his carfare, he was given one of the cards on
which the following message was printed
Your carfare is on
me.
Sid M. Henry, Manager of Majestic
theatre.
Bring this card to the Majestic
any day or night of this week, buy an adult
ticket, and your carfare will be refunded."
(The current vaudeville and film bill was
then given in detail and at the bottom of
the card this message):

"GOOD MORNING.

John Held, Jr., to Design
Campaign for M G M

In

We

Streetcar Fare

Starz reports that the response to this
stunt was unusually good and caused favorable comment from the streetcar officials.
On the first day this stunt was tried out in
San Antonio, 500 of the cards were turned
in at the box office.
Starz also used a tieup
with a local coffee company, in which
tickets to the Majestic were packed in cans
of Honest Coffee.
The coffee companv
officials apparently thought the stunt a good
one as they put out circulars and banners.

of

a sense it is similar to the church because
it is there a neighborhood gathers to enjoy
mass entertainment and every neighborhood
moulds its character in its mass relationships.
aim to give each of our nouses
the best of second-run pictures. Our booking facilities permit us to assure our patrons

A picture of the card which Sid M.
Henry, of tlie Majestic, Dallas, Texas,
used in a tieup with the street car company. The campaign is told in an accompanying story.

"Park your auto at home, ride the streetcars at our expense and with the compliments of the Majestic theatre. Sincerely,
Sid M. Henry, manager."

Friendly Theatres"
Is Title Given Group
Of Shanberg's Houses
Inc.,

AND

sation.

Hot weather, instead
became an asset to the

of being a drawback
State theatre, Minneapolis, in putting over the campaign for "The
Four Feathers." During the two weeks the
picture showed at the theatre, Minneapolis
went into a long siege of 90 degree and better
weather.

EVA

operatic prima donna and
On the screen, WORDS
MUSIC, singing, talking sen-

other acts.

'

Here is a picture of the opening of "Fox
Movietone Follies" at the new Fox theatre, San Francisco.
Special attention was
given the marquee on which was placed
on three sides special constructed neon
signs.

Film]

creator of "Merely Margy,"
"Sentimental Sally" and other comic creations
and internationally-known delineator of youth,

John Held,

Jr.,

been commissioned by Metro-GoldwynMayer to design the entire advertising campaign for the new Marion Davies talking pichas

ture,

"Marianne."

Ill
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14,
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STATE

REGISTER

THE STATE REGISTER WILL PRINT IN THE DIFFERENT CLASSIFICATIONS ON THESE PACES THE NAMES
OF 10 PERSONS CHOSEN AT RANDOM FROM THE CITY DIRECTORY. PARTIES WHOSE NAMES APPEAR
BRING CLIPPING TO THE CLASSIFIED DEPT. BETWEEN THE HOURS OF 8 A. M. AND S:30 P. M. AND
RECEIVE TICKET GOOD FOR TWO PEOPLE.

ZtAlL"

.
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TO THE SENA TE THEATER
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MERCHANDISE
C »o<h

S3

C 7 L:::s

Buy

Ste^rT !£=*«• "lerricf
laj EsuK Trusicn

?;:::

Ynr

Ci_^:5;l Ad

tc

the reproduction of the top of the classified page of the Illinois State Register. Springfield, 111., which clearly illustrates the cooperais offering the Senate theatre in putting over a hidden name contest, which was described on page 59 of the Aug. 31 issue
Such tieups work both ways, for the theatre and for the newspaper and the above is further evidence of the
of the Exhibitors Herald- World.
The Senate is owned by Kerasotes Brothers and is equipped with
value of such advertising which "The Theatre"' has stressed for some time.
sound system.

Above

is

tion this

newspaper

RCA

Classified Newspaper

Tieup Tells Madison
99
All About "Twin Beds
L. K. Brin,

manager

of the

Parkway

the-

Madison, Wis., may be credited with
very effective exploitation stunt for the
production of "Twin Beds," a First Na-

atre,

a

Vitaphone audien.
Brin tied up with the Wisconsin State
Journal in a contest that brought hundreds
of replies and played a large part in arousing interest in the picture during its engagement at the Parkway. Tickets to the
theatre were offered by the State Journal
to the first ten readers who returned correct answers to the questions relative to
"Twin Beds" found in the classified ad section of the Journal.
The four questions were:
Why did Jack Mulhall and Patsy
Ruth Miller choose twin beds?
Who wrote the original stage farce?
Where was Jack Mulhall born?
Where was Patsy Ruth Miller
tional

born?
Answers

these questions were to be
found on the classified ad page. But they
were so well hidden that a careful reading
of the advertisements was necessary.
The
contest proved to be highly beneficial
to the newspaper as well as the theatre.
to

Orowitz

to

Direct

RKO Exploitation
Coast
Eli
City,

to

Coast

M. Orowitz, who came to New York
June 10 to handle exploitation for

RKO

theatres in the Metropolitan district
has been promoted by Joseph Plunkett,
general manager, to head the newly organized national exploitation department, functioning in the capacity of exploiting vaudeville acts and all pictures playing the
circuit from coast to coast.
Orowitz comes
from Philadelphia where he was known as
because of his radio activities in
addition to specializing on exploitation for

RKO

EMO

Paramount and Stanley Company.

Petition for 'Half Marriage 'Puzzles
City License Clerk: Boosts Picture
An

unusual and rather daring idea was used by Charles Winston, divisional
of
theatres, to exploit the Radio Picture. "Half Marriage," when
that picture played the Albee in Boston.
The stunt was very simple and the
newspapers played the story on their front pages along with photographs, which
gave the theatre and its current attraction an unusual amount of publicity.
Gordon Carter and Gladys Holt, both
A hurried search of pockets and
ages.

RKO

manager

RKO

playing at the local

theatre decided
get married and applied to Joseph A.
Calahan, the license clerk, for a "half marriage" license.
The request was puzzling
and to make the matter more complicated
the young couple presented their own ritual
for substitution for the usual "love, honor
to

and obey" clause.
The Boston American wrote the following story, with photos, of the affairs and
is

a half marriage,"

rubbed
head and was

hearts,

they said

to

way.

Have Their Own Rules
"Marriage under the present system isn't
exactly right to our way of thinking. Divorce is so involved and so embarrasing
to the parties concerned that we have
formulated a set of rules to govern our
married life. Haven't we, dear?"
Clerk Calahan was plainly puzzled. He
thumbed numerous volumes and consulted
various department officials.
At the end
he said that marriage was a sacred institution in the United States and especially in
the city of Boston and it looked for a time
as though love's young dream was due to
be rudely shattered. But a hurried consultation with more mature advisers brought
the couple to the conclusion that their set
of rules were for the eyes of a minister
and not for city officials, and so with the
seriousness commensurate with the step,
they set about filling in the imposing document that is the first step toward martial

Run Full Page Ads on
Jolson

9

s

New

will release 107 full
page advertisments to that many newspapers in 87 of the largest cities to announce Al Jolson's latest picture, "Say It
With Songs," as it is booked to play the
first run houses, from coast to coast.

estimated that these 107 papers have
reader circulation of nearlv 20.000,000.

It is

honor you only when you

I

will

my

honor.

obey you only when your

command

for obedience suits

my

con-

science.

ask of you in return the same.
leave you free to gaze upon other
women (men) of the world without
causing jealousy in me.
This I do for our mutual benefit,
that when your fondness for me disappears we may go our separate
ways.
"Understand," said both in chorus, "ours
isn't going to be a trial marriage or a comIt's going to be the
panionate marriage.
real thing.
But when love dies if it ever
does, we are to go our separate ways.
will agree together on the terms of our

it

I

We

separation."

Neiuspapers Laud Manager
For Benefit Fund Previeu
The entire receipts from last Wednesday
night's preview of "The Dance of Life" at
the Newman theatre, a Publix house of
Kansas City, went to the benefit fund for
the families of firemen killed in an exploThree men are
sion in a drug store fire.
being held by the police on charges of
plotting the explosion to collect insurance.
The Kansas City newspapers lauded Holden
Swiger, manager of the Newman, for his
generous

act.

Picture

Warner Brothers

a

License Is Held Up
was all over and sworn to Clerk
Calahan asked for some proof as to their

When

will

I

Gladys and I have been
in Ken Murray's Revue
for almost a year now. We love each other
and we want to be married. But we have
our own ideas about it.
"It's this

working together

bliss.

107 Daily Papers

I

prove deserving of

affair of other person's
his eyes and scratched his
at a loss for words.
Carter

explained:

you only so long as I
sure that you love me.

I will love

am

many

in

to

and obey."

and Calahan, who has played

unison

Cupid

failed

So the marriage

papers.

as follows:

"We want
in

disclose the necessary
license was held
up pending the presentation of proof that
both are of legal age.
After the ordeal was over the couple had
time to explain their unique plan for marriHere is the ritual that they hope to
age.
have substituted for the usual "love, honor

handbags

UL€«

(tell

em with

trailers _\

?eM1PW

nati
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(Sound Survey continued from Page 38)
MAINE
Population:

Have you sound equipment:

750
No.

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
No.
No.
Remarks
We show pictures only one night a week
for the full year, with the exception of three
months in summer, when we have two shows per
Is

:

Do you have matinees:
:

week.

AAA

Have you sound equipment
No.
Remarks
The talkies are here
:

:

to stay,

but

it

is

a

AAA
540

Seating capacity:

2,470.

Have you sound equipment: No.
Have you raised admission prices:
Do you have matinees: Yes.

No.

Five.
Organist: Yes.
theatre is not yet equipped with any
kind of sound device as yet, but from what I
hear from patrons, they prefer talking rather than
just sound.

No.

AAA
OHIO

Population

Seating capacity:

1,200.

:

Have you sound equipment:

Is
Is

ISO

No.
patrons do NOT like:
Talking pictures, and I
have heard quite a few say that the sound de-

My

tracts from the picture.
sound drawing better than silent
No.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
No.
:

:

Is the silent picture to

disappear:
Have you raised admission prices
25; low, 15.

Changes of program weekly
Orchestra:

No.

:

Organist:

?
:

No.

Top

price.

No.

are charging for the film rental, then add the charges
for the discs and you can plainly see why silent pictures will disappear.
But the large producing companies will also get up against a stump within the
next two years.
Time, sound and talkies have established wonderful records.
Why? My dear brother, that is as
simple as the nose on your face.
This is a curious
world. The people are all ready to try anything once.
You have heard the old saying that curiosity killed
the cat.
Well, the public are the same as the cat.
They are willing to see and hear for themselves.
But I have heard so many say that they did not like
the talkies that I have come to the conclusion that
as long as it will be possible to give my patrons good
old silent pictures, I shall not worry much.
I started
in the exhibition game in 1909, and in 1910 I leased
a room in a small town and set sail for myself.
I
have been in quite a few different towns and states
and I have had a mania to go in where others had
failed and I always came out smiling.
People are
pretty much the same from Michigan to Florida.
At least I have found them to be just human. Pick
a good story and give them good projection and greet
them with a smile at all times on the street. If they
come in, same old smile. When they go out try and
make them glad they came to see not only the picture, but the manager.
It
don't take long in a
strange town to get acquainted, and if you will observe just a little, you soon find out what kind of
personal attention each individual requires.
Some
like

some

radio,

and others
well

I

baseball, some golf, some hunting,
fishing.
Just a few comments in their
have found out.

remember when

the Great Triangle Film Co.
was organized. I tried to get on their service. At
the time they wouldn't consider me. However, about
a year later I happened to run their service, all of
it.
Just think, they had the best in actors, actresses
and directors that were to be had. But where arc
they today?
Gone in 1912.
had talking onereelers with a phonograph and a red and blue lieht.
When we were going at the proper speed the blue
light would burn ; too fast or slow and the red came
on, but we did not have the dynamic loudspeakers
then.
Well, the larger they are and the higher up
they go, the harder they fall. «o I think I will quit.
I

We

AAA

NEW YORK
Population.-

5,073,356.

Have you sound equipment:

Seating capacity:
Yes.

4,000

Synchronous: Ycr.
Both disc, and sound-on-film
Yes.
Name of sound equipment Western Electric.
:

My

Ae

Yes.

Once.

Organist:

Remarks: I think there, is
showing silent pictures

Yes.

open for theatres

a field
only.

draw

:

patrons' preferences are as follows: First, drama;
second, melodrama; third, comedy-drama; fourth!
comedy; fifth, musical comedy; sixth, singing
and dialog; seventh, operetta; eighth. Westerns.
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order:
First,
all talking without singing and without instrumental music; second, all talking and singing and

best

Yes.

:

sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Yes, for novelty.
Does the public want talking Westerns
No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Have you raised admission prices: No admission.
Changes of program weekly
One.
Orchestra
No.
Remarks: Thus far our best judges seem to be disappointed in sound productions.
"The Singinc
Fool" seems to be the only one that has received
favorable comment.
Voices not yet good on most
Is

:

:

:

:

pictures.
We shall
if possible.

continue

time

AAA

16,923.
:

Synchronous: Yes.
Non-synchronous
Yes.
Only disc: Yes.
Name of sound equipment:

Phototone.
patrons' preferences are as follows:
First, comsecond, comedy-drama; third, melodrama;
fourth, singing and dialog; fifth. Westerns.
My patrons do
like:
Slow padded out musical
comedies.
As to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
preferences are in the following order:
First,
all talking and singing and instrumental music;
second, all talking without singing and without
instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
Draws better,
but does not pay the difference in film rentals.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw
best
No.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects
draw best
I think so.
Does the public want talking Westerns: Yes.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
No.
Have you raised admission prices: Yes. Top price,
30; low, 15.

Population:

1,200.

Four.

No. Organist
Yes.
Remarks: Synchronized films are too high for the
small theatre. Unless prices come down on these
shows, the small theatre will be a thing of the past
in

:

two years.

AAA

Population!

1,000.

Seating rapacity:
Yes.

ISO

Have you sound equipment:
No.

Non^ynchronous:

Yes.

Name

Phototone.
of sound equipment:
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
Yes, some.
your theatre
No.
Do you have matinees
Three.
Changes of program weekly
Orchestra: No. Organist: No.
Is

:

:

:

AAA

NEW YORK
Seating capacity : 400
Have you sound equipment": No.
Those
I find my patrons' preferences are as follows
who have heard sound productions like musical
:

comedy and singing and

My
As

dialog.

patrons do NOT like: Westerns.
to the amount of synchronization, my patrons'
First,
preferences are in the following order:

THANKS! KEEP UP

THE GOOD WORK!
Exhibitors throughout the country join
with the HERALD-WORLD in thanking
til! those ivho cooperated in this survey

on sound by sending

in

reports.

The

unquestionably hus been the
greatest ever accorded a questionnaire in
the annals of the trade.
In these three
closing pages of reports alone there are
reports from exhibitors in 22 states, from
response

Canada and from the W est Indies. Keep
up the good ivork and continue to make
the
HERALD-WORLD your clearing
house.

We

270,

to close if

it

does.

AAA Four.

KANSAS
4 theatres

in

Have you sound equipment:

My

patrons do

NOT

3 cities
No.
patrons

My

like any good
I have heard plenty of those, of whom
have inquired, say that they do not like the
talkies after hearing a few.
But they say they
do like the all-musical shows like "Broadway
Melody," "Syncopation," and the like.
There's
your answer to the future of talkies. The musical shows, and those with novelty vaudeville acts,
will grow in popularity, no doubt.
But the noisy
features arc already proving tiresome to many
who at first thought they might like them.
sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Have compared my business with
same month last year, and so far see no difference in average gross.
And where there is a

like:

pictures.

I

Is

difference,
trouble.

other

causes

are

at

the

root

of

the

Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Most surely
NOT. If necessary, thousands of we exhibitors
in small towns will pool our capital, like First
National once did, and get busy to produce pictures.
Have you raised admission prices
Same prices.
Changes of program weekly: Three to four.
Organist:
Organist in one town, and player automatic piano or organ in the others.
Remarks: I have four theatres in three towns. In
town of 4,000 population one theatre seats 520
and another 380. Another town of 1,500 population,
theatre seats 650.
In town of 5,000 population,
theatre seats 790. Not half a dozen of my patrons in
any town have even asked me about talking pictures.
:

LOUISIANA
Synchronous:

some

Changes of program weekly:

:

:

for

Non-synchronous: Yes.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre: Not to any extent.
Is the silent picture going to disappear:
Will have

:

:

Seating capacity:
Yes.

Have you sound equipment:

NOT

Orchestra

films

OHIO
lOO

rapacity:

Seating
Yes.

silent

AAA

NEW JERSEY
Population:

Have you sound equipment

Do you have matinees: No.
Changes of program weekly

Two.

Remarks: Is the silent picture going to disappear?
Answer:
The producer will drive the silent
picture off the market because there is a great chance
to make more money with sound.
Just stop and think
what enormous prices they are able to charge us
poor independent exhibitors for a hand full of radio
equipment. It is simply an enormous outrage.
Besides, talk to some exhibitors and find out what they

line pays,

Do you have matinees: Yes.
Changes of program weekly:
Orchestra:

edy;

My

Remarks:

low, 40.

;

all talking and singing and instrumental music
and part talking and singing.
sound drawing better than silent: Probably.
Does a program of both sound and silent subjects

Is

My

Changes of program weekly:

Orchestra:

About the

:

MICHIGAN
Population:

best:

:

1.00

problem for the small theatre on account of
expensive machines and high rental charge on sound
pictures and records.
On that account thousands of
them will go out of business unless a remedy will
be found, for today they are living on hopes and not
on profit.
It is my idea that if the producers have any interest in the existence of small exhibitors, they must
get busy.

draw

silent subjects

:

300

Seating capacity:

1,500.

sound and

same.
Is sound in adjacent towns drawing patronage from
your theatre
Yes.
Does the public want talking Westerns: No.
Is the silent picture going to disappear
No.
Have you raised admission prices
No. Top price,
:

PENNSYLVANIA
Population:

instrumental music; third, part talking and singing; fourth, synchronized singing and instrumental but not talking; fifth, sound effects only.
Is sound drawing better than silent:
No.
Does a program entirely of sound subjects or both

pass on to you the suggestion

made

by a number of exhibitors that the theatre
owner will do well to save all the pages
of reports since the printing of the survey
results began in the issue of June 8. They
tire finding in the reports the ansuers to
the problems faced in their own theatres.
And tvatch for the summarization of
the reports, coming in an early issue.
There you will find the information presented in graphs and tabulations that will
present the entire, situation at a ghmce.

The ones who have asked are the same ones who

have
heretofore driven to a nearby city to see road shows
or vaudeville.
Those who put out the bunk every day that the
"silent houses are doomed" are "all wet."
Fiddlesticks!
Might as well tell the small-town newspaper
man that he is "doomed" unless he runs Associated
Press news. The eleventh commandment is: "Blessed
is he who realizes his limitations."
And the smalltown exhibitor, who has sense, will realize that he
cannot compete with the big city houses, either in
music or presentation, and small-town residents do
not expect him to do so. Moreover, millions of patrons go to picture shows to enjoy the action of the
pictures, and the silence of the pantomime is actually
restful to them.
This market will always exist.
Producers and manufacturers of sound apparatus
are trying to stampede the whole bunch of exhibitors
into making impossible investments, assuming inv
possible film rentals, impossible cueing and service
charges.
Even when these costs come down, there
still remain the fact that half the small-town houses
could not successfully reproduce sound because thv
houses are not acoustically fit, and exhibitors could
not rebuild them.
Also, small town projectionists
would not be able to successfully operate the complicated apparatus in the booth, so as to get good
results.
The talkies are so crude yet that the public
which even now likes them, are getting rapidly disgusted.
The part-talkie is only an aggravation. And
the dialog talkie is a pitiful thing, without action.
Pretty soon you will have the smutty dialog, and
this is another reason the small-town exhibitor can
never run them.
He would be ostracised if he did.
The smutty dialog, which the producers will insert
(because they think the sophisticated city folks want
it)
will probably soon provoke federal censorship
and then where will we all be?
Summing up, my opinion is there will soon be
two distinct classifications of movies.
The silent
houses will combine to start producing pictures, with
the best stars that the past has developed, and
are now being released, and the small towns rill
have better choice of pictures than they did b«
The talkies will probably be given chiefly in the b'tf
cities, where the patrons will not kick abou
higher prices, and where they have been used t<
ing fine music accompaniments.
Two people in a moving picture cannot gt
And that's all you've got in a talking-picture juvi
two people talking in a dialog most of which
sipid and scarcely understandable, with the women'*
voices sounding just like the men!
That's the way
they are all over this part of the west.
Gosh, it's awful!
Old man Jenkins (who isn
and whom I know well) hasn't dared to write half
the truth.

—

—

<
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SERVICE TALKS
Incorporated in this department of the Herald-World, which is a department containing news, information and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture World department, "Through

Box

the

"SPEEDWAY"

T

HIS. my dear friends,

J_

By

pattern.

one wherein
does all the
part of

first

toward

the

that

mean

I

that

William Haines
the pattern I mean, a.- you do, the
the wisecracking young man who
unpardonably wrong things in the
the picture does one right thing
end and makes everybody love

another picture

yet

i-

1

in the

him.

Thi* time the sport in hand, practically

one-man sports having been utilized

of the

viously,

The Indianapolis

auto-racing.

is

all

pre-

race

be won and of course it is, although the car is driven in turn by Karl Dane,
William Haines and Ernest Torrence before the

one

the

i-

to

On

miles are victoriously negotiated.

.500

j--et

the

you count these things as assets,
is the one used for the
thank-you caption says that famous

side, if

the Indianapolis track
-etting

and

racing

drivers

a

well believe

named, but you might

is

because

it,

it"s

it

don't

I

know

complaint

for

this

pattern?

work

for their living?

And

the answers.
if

money can

wear-ever patterns and we'll

no time

But please,
things, let's

if

quit

Frankly,

no cause

be made out

still

if

Give us half a dozen equally

be the case.

thieves in

I've

Indeed, I'm glad

of pictures in this pattern.
this

I

portion of

But

this

to

the

all

many

all

become

rich as

at all.

we must have more
giving

them fancy

of these
titles

-d

collection that

r<

is

concerned.
a

is

is

noted, for instance,

I

names

large one containing

whom we

it

ledger so far as

of the

side

right

have of

I

know

be excell< nt.
I noted, too, that the ending seems to
indicate that a great deal of action has been
pictured and a good deal of suspense has been
maintained. And I noted, in the behavior and
whispered comment of those about me, that to
those whose addiction to the talking-picture has
not totally unfitted them, as it has me, for attendance upon the silent drama, the picture is
eminently satisfying and in several aspects ex-

of

players

all

to

ceptional.

and

ON THE STAGE
job. of course, to speak of things

exhibitors

that

upon

set

picture exhibitions.

may

I

or

between

stage

their

may

know

not

good singing, dancing, acrobatics, juggling, etc.,
and that, too, is beside the point of this page.
But I do know, I think, a dash of burlesque
when I see it, and when the dash of burlesque
is bad enough I do know that a theatre so notable as the Chicago ceases then to be the theatre to which I care to take my wife, my
daughter, my cousins from Iowa or myself.
I hope my typewriter may be blessed this
morning with delicacy adequate to polite narration of two sub-burlesque bits I have been sub-

jected

to

at

this

theatre

in

them from no motive of

narrate

weeks.

recent

effecting

I

man-

Ping Pong."'

This sort of billing will notify

rverybody clearly as to what they
see;

to

those

who

expect

care for these things will

be sure not to miss a

one of them, and those

who do not care for them
into

may

will

not be misled

^.JnLIKE

the

common

or garden variety of

would rather be honest than
Wherefore I do not hesitate to say-

ucture critic, I
><>pular.

hat this

f the

morning,

•

all

days after seeing a part

and a part of the last of "Four
have a very hazy idea as to what
about.
For the reason that it doesn't

first

eathers." I
t

five

spotted with

name might

as his attitude at

made it impossible
could never be Dorothy.
Sweet,

of address has
it

I

itn't it?)

This fellow

dog

trainer.
Theatre manought to know better.
In fact, a comforting majority of them do. Not,
however, the one who permitted this, for two or

a

is

now, well

cg: rs,

— they

we come upon

three weeks later

lower

of vulgarity on the

bit

somewhat

a

stage.

To

an eccentric pianist

who

same

wit:

This time the act

works with

a

is

He

partner.

can play well
She can sing well but doesn't.
girl

but doesn't.

He, too, has a voice, and a good one. But he
off the stool, breaks his accompaniment
w ith well-fingered atonal w isecracks, etc., finally

falls

and other reasonably inoffensive

agers

of less

this

who might

impeccable theatres,

weak moment be constrained

a

in

but rather as an object lesson for man-

theatre's

usually excellent

follow

to

example.

I'll

He pantomimes

ments.

They do not come

He

loose.

gar-

for his trousers.

but they

off,

pretends intent

times.

Finally he drops

the discharge, and the
in

to

become

very-

shoot the lady

it, the drummer fakes
man comes to his feet

panic, swiftly but

a

carefully

several fingers to see that

counting his

none have been shot

This count complete, he grabs the waist-

off.

band of his nether garment and holds it from
him to pursue his investigation beyond the
limits

Mutual burlesque and even the

of

stretched

known
he

radius

in

war-warped

my

hope

this

as

civilization.

farit

is

Then

typewriter has been blessed with

the delicacy which
of

common decency

and comes back for three bows.

exits

I

this

of

item.

I

begged

Whether

in

has

it

the beginning

or

not,

these

are incidents observed on the stage of the larg-

and

est

many

in

respects best motion picture

theatre in Chicago.

try:

fear

with an ancient musket, repeating this several

agerial

Chicago, as you know,

is

the largest city in the United States safeguarded

animals were terriers, and well trained.

The
The

theatre was full to

Few

The board has no power
formances. Here is plain

The

believing they are to be entertained.

"FOUR FEATHERS''

mistake,

his shirt

my

not

is

fallible,

instance,

is

about the stage again and again in various contortions that beget laughter. His clothing is tramplike; his partner takes from him

reformation in the theatre named, for
the management of this theatre is famously in-

for

and the house

because the dog's

falling

them numbers instead.
Let's advertise,
"William Haines Pattern Pantomime No. 32. Not a Talking Picture. Subject:

•iive

moment

the
to

hazy

the cast

that

soundly through the middle

it.

the picture

TT

probably true.

can be used forever?

picture players

snooz

as

Is it so good
Does no one but
And has
the oversigned ever grow weary of it?
Mr. Haines no sense of shame, that he can go
on doing this for ever and ever, while other

But what about

that

girlish laughter

be Tom, Dick or Harry but,
and

talk

seen in action during the

are

None

picture.

there. Dorothy,"

Service

T. O.

another of those

is

By

William Haines things.
1

By

Window."

Office

first

incident occurred in a dog-act.

5,000-seat capacity.

its

children

come

any

but the crowd

rate,

feminine.
to

One

here, for the evening

show

at

probably 60 per cent

is

of the dogs

had been trained

go through his paces very slowly, despite

urgent promptings of

its

wise-cracking trainer.

Well, toward the end of the
this

slow dog through

slower than ever.

The

its

act,

he

paces.

trainer says,

is

urging

The dog

is

"Hurry up

by

board of motion picture censorship.

a local

ever

made

compare

tions.

censor stage per-

attained this depth.

incidentally, to
to

to

error; for no picture

this

performance with their produc-

In justice to that not very highly lauded

branch of American show business,
that

apologize,

(I

Mutual Burlesque, for seeming

I've

never seen

Mutual show.)

this

type

of

I

must add
dirt

in

a
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MUSIC AND TALENT
Loew Opens New Stageshow Houses
Paradise and
Kings Added to
Great Circuit

Head New Loew Houses

Brooklyn Loew's Kings
Week Ending September
The opening program

Masters of Ceremony at
These Theatres

NEW

E. T.

DAWSON

YORK,

Sept,

10.— Loew's

has just added two great presentation

world-wide chain.
With Brooklyn officials and community leaders imparting by their
presence an aspect of civic importance to the event, the palatial Loew's
Kings theatre, Flatbush, opened its
theatres to

September

7.

A

4,000 seat house executed in lavish
Italian architecture, this costly structure
is a neighborhood house operated on the
de luxe plan.
The fast-growing Flatbush district thus gains a first-run house
with stage presentations identical with
the Capitol theatre in Manhattan.
New Step in Expansion
The Loew's Kings policy, bringing Broad-

way entertainment

to a

neighborhood

JERRY DE ROSA
Here are the men upon
bility

Miss Del Rio was given a rousing ovation
by the throngs which filled the vast house
throughout the continuous performances from
a.

m.

The presence

whom

the responsi-

rests for the successful operation of the

new Loew

theatre, the Paradise and the Kings,
neighborhood
houses
in
New York City
boroughs.
DE ROSA is directing manager
of the Paradise, located in the Bronx, while
DOUGLAS is manager of the Kings in Flatbush.
These houses bring to neighborhoods
in

New York Broadway

de

luxe

entertain-

ment. The Capitol theatre entertainment, or
entertainment on a par with the shows of
that house, will be presented at these two
new houses. The story of the opening of
these houses, and reports of the premiere
stageshows are published on this page.
Architectural details of construction will appear
in a forthcoming issue of BETTER THE-

ATRES.

is

11

EDW. DOUGLAS

district,

a radical departure from the long established operating plan of Loew's Theatres, and
is one of the steps in the new expansion program of that organization.
Featuring the inaugural film program was
Dolores Del Rio, appearing in person with
her latest United Artists release, "Evangeline."

The

ALMANAC

ALMANAC,

the HERALD-WORLD'S annual
personalities in all branches of the motion
industry theatre, distribution and production
will be published January 1.
Space reservations for this valuable book, which goes to the industry and to the public, are now being accepted.

The

^ruide to

picture

—

—

Teddy Joyce followed with a cleverly done silhouette
which he did in front of a large white

dance,

Following this with a very well done conscreen.
tortion, or eccentric dance that gained him a fine
reception.
In honor of Miss Del Rio, the orchestra, led by
Wesley Eddy, played the theme song, "Evangeline,"
as the C. H. Girls and Nina Oginska offered a pleasDolores, Eddy and
ing and well done toe routine.
Douglas followed with a very spectacular and well
finish
of
which
the entire comdone adiago routine,
pany assembled for the finale. The feature picture,

"Evangeline," followed.

Week Ending September
The inaugural program

Louis K. Sidney.

(Continued on next page)

Eddy sings. "If I Had You" and interpolates,
"It All Depends on You." Eddy, though a newcomer
here, seems to have clicked with this audience, for
they gave him a very fine reception.
Eddy finally
introduced Jack North, who succeeded easily in pleasing the audience with his comic singing and fine
banjo playing. Christy and Nelson, comic acrobats,
had the house in an uproar with their funny antics.
Nina Oginska, internationally famous ballerina, offers
her specialty of toe work in front of the Chester
Hale Girls, who are dressed old-fashioned and with
Mile. Oginska
grotesque baby masks on their faces.
Teddy Joyce, master of cereis very well received.
monies at the Penn, Pittsburgh, is a guest artist
on the inaugural bill. His introduction of Dolores
Miss Del Rio, enters
Del Rio is very praiseworthy.
to a tremendous reception which was only climaxed
by her telling them that she was happy to be there
She
and of a short speech of her new picture.
shtopped the show cold and she was forced to encore
at least six times.

New York Loew's Paradise

in person of the star

added to the photographic grandeur and dramatic effectiveness of Edwin Carewe's picturization of the memorable Longfellow poem.
Presiding over the first stage revue, coming
from the Capitol theatre, Manhattan, was
Wesley Eddy, well known throughout the East
as a master of ceremonies.
The stage presentation was "Frills and Fancies," an Arthur
Knorr production personally supervised by

Presents Stellar Artists
After introducing Miss Del Rio, Eddy presented his Kings of Syncopation in a scries
of musical novelties which served as interludes for the appearances of such stellar
artists as Teddy Joyce, Jack North, Christy
and Nelson, Dolores Eddy and Douglas, Nina
Ogenska, and the lilting ensembles of the
Chester Hale Ballet.
Conducing the Kings Symphony Orchestra

13

house is identical
opened simultaneous

this

voice,

its

doors in a blaze of glory Saturday,

of

with Loew's Paradise, which
with this house, with the exception that the stage
presentation was an Arthur Knorr production called,
"Frills and Fancies."
This fine show opens to a
scene of silken beauty, in which the Chester Hale
Ballet, in old-fashioned lace costumes, offer a well
done routine, in front of an enormous box, lid of
which rises, disclosing the orchestra seated inside.
Wesley Eddy, M. C., enters to a very fine hand and
says an introductory speech, then leads his orchestra
in a medley of popular numbers.
In a clear, fine

Wesley Eddy and Dave Schooler

By

STAGE SHOWS

of this beautiful

13
new

house
ise

opens with orchestra playing "The Star Spangled
th
Banner," everyone standing and many singing with
Louise Bave, soloist.
Unit 2 is an overture, led by
AlDon Albert, of "Divertissement Musicale." Don
bert's masterly manner of leading this very fine
orchestra proves his ability and the applause proves
Unit
the audiences' acceptance as one of their own.
Unit 4,
3 is a dedication trailer by the management.
a special Movietone greeting made by all of the
G M News and Fox MovieM G M stars. Unit 5
Unit 6. organ solo (report in the
tone New6.
Organ Solo Column of this issue). Unit 7, stages
A Chester Hale production called.
presentation.
"Cameos," is the inaugural stage presentation, anc
it features Dave Scholer and His Paradise Serenaders.
This fine show opens to a scene of a silken drap<
with a living "cameo" suspended from the fly gal
Fourteen Chester Hale Girls in Grecian cos
lery.
tume offer a graceful routine as Aileen Clark singi
Curtain then rises to a seem
a classical number.

M

"The Man

Who

Put Community

Singing on the

Map"

(Continued on page 50)
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Loew Houses Open
was David Pesetzki, a music master of ability
and imposing appearance.
He comes from
St. Louis, where he has, for several years
been prominent in film houses, and was a year
with the St. Louis Symphony.
The organ
supplement to the musical program was pro-

I

h
J

L
I

,

vided by "Singing
The Rialto's News.

...

Hess has consistently
been putting the State-Lake and Palace theatres more
before the public than any of his predecessors.
Under his direction both theatres are becoming more
and more popular with the theatregoing public. Last
week his four page insert in the "Sunday Herald
and Examiner" caused no small amount of excitement with the public as well as the competitive

The exploitation

chains.

J. J.

of "Street Girl" will with-

out a doubt be one of the most pretentious ever
attempted for one picture.
.
The greater R K O
season being exploited throughout the country opened
at the Palace with Ted Fiorito and His Edgewater
Beach Hotel orchestra and John Steel, famous tenor,
ringing the outstanding hit of the season. Robbins
.

"Pagan Love Song."

.
Harry Fink of Sherman
has taken his vacation, and I sincerely hope
he has good weather and enjoys himself.
Earl
.

.

.

.

.

one of Chicago's oldest

cafe bands, has
the Frolics cafe.
Earl.
I believe, holds the longest record engagement in one
cafe.
Incidentally the Green Mill held its fall
opening Wednesday. September 11. the features being
Verne Buck and Joe Lewis, along with a supporting
floor show.
The Club Royale will hold its fall
opening September 15, with Austin Mack and His
Century Serenaders furnishing the music.
With
all
these openings business should pickup.
Here's
another event that happened last week. Charley
Pierce opened the Pershing Ballroom with hie orchestra with Al Kvale putting the finishing touches
on the last part of the evening as guest conductor.
Frankie Masters will follow Al into the ballroom next Saturday evening.
Jose Novelle of
the famous
Novelle Brothers, pantomime artists,
adopted a little boy 6 years old last week.
Jose is
one of the finest and best performers I know and
will make a fine daddy for the boy.
Wells and
Winthrope, nifty steppers, were at the Avalon theatre last week and went over big.
They are the
dancers Balaban & Katz billed so big here when
stageshows first came into their own.
They toured
replaced

.

Wagoner

Sol

.

at

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the Balaban & Eatz circuit possibly more than
other team of dancers ever booked by B
K.

&

any
.

.

.

Louis Adrian was creator of the Orchestral Vogue,
used it at the Tivoli theatre, and it was acclaimed
a success by the rounds of applause that concluded
each performance.
Dave Rubinoff replaces Gene
.
Rodemich as master of ceremonies at Publix Metropolitan
theatre in
Boston.
He also broadcasts
weekly over
and WBZA. . .
Shapiro, Bernstein controls all the music for the Harry Carrol revue scheduled to open in Hollywood September 15.
It is believed the entire revue will
be sold to a
picture producer. . . . Pathe and Paramount have
already signed up for theme songs for Pathe's feature, "Oh, Yeah." and a Paramount feature not yet
titled.
The music will be published by Shapiro.
Bernstein.
Art Hays, formerly organist at the
Orpheum theatre in Memphis, is now presenting organ novelties each week at Loew's Palace.
Hays
is
known to many due to his broadcasting over
WMC. . Speaking of broadcasting. Lew Lewis and
His Royal Vagabonds broadcast nightly over
Air theatre directly from the Garden of Allah. . .
Bennie Krueger, formerly popular Chicago stagehand
leader, broadcasts a program on the Gold Seal hour
over the NBC. . . . Maurine Marseilles will sing
"Rhythm of the Tambourine," written by Dave
Franklin, a novelty sensation in the picture, "Broadway Scandals." . . . Hermie King will preside as
master of ceremonies at the San Francisco Fox theatre for a time, being succeeded by
Rube Wolf,
brother of
Fanchon and Marco.
Wolf has the
title of being the most popular master of ceremonies
an the staff of the Fox West Coast theatres. . . .
see where Balaban & Katz again contributed some
(
noney
to
Chicago's
gangleaders.
The
boys
ather surprised the manager at the Chicago theatre
ast week with their informal demand for the theitre's receipts.
Lucky they bank on Saturday eveling or their loss would have been considerable more,
s*. . I wonder if Mr. Lustgarten has ever been asked
o raise his hands. You know he is now manager of
ae Paradise theatre.
I'll
ask him and let you
;now at a later date. . . .
.

WBZ

.

.

.

and bold baroque manner.
is exceptionally wide, and
on the ground-floor style, there
being only a short upper mezzanine.
Screen Is Innovation

The auditorium

is

essentially

In appointments the theatre reflects taste,
magnificence and a total disregard of cost.
There are promenades sumptuously furnished
and ornamented on both ground and mezzanine floors, with lavish rest salons for both
men and women on both levels.
Among the innovations in construction are
a Transtone Enlarging Screen, a modernistic
cosmetic room, an outer lobby whose ceiling
is copied in detail from the famous Riccardi
Palace, Florence, Italy, and a 400-foot well

from which the theatre draws

its

own water

.

.

.

Bill."

Architecturally, the new Loew's Kings is
comparable in lavishness to any of the major
film palaces in the United States.
It is lavish
in style, with a color scheme dominantly red,
and the decorative effects are in the intricate

.

Clay,

Hoffman,
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WBBM
.

supply.

Edward Douglas,

for the past 10 years idenwith the management of the Capitol theatre, New York City, has gained one of the
plums in the managerial departments of the
It is he who is
great Loew organization.
now the managing director of the New Kings.
The Loew's Paradise theatre, on the Grand
tified

Concourse at 188th street. New York City, is
the other house to bring Broadway to a neighThis beautiful house also
borhood house.
opened its doors Saturday, September 7.
An assemblage which also included civic,
theatrical and Broadway notables was excited
to gasps of delight and astonishment by ornate
and colorful lavishness of this atmospheric
theatre, which its famous creator, John Eberfrankly proclaims his masterpiece.
is a reproduction of an Italian garden, the walls of
which abound with massive carvings, statuary
and landscaped vistas, beneath a starry, cloud
The intricate, colorful
swept sky of blue.
treatment is breath-taking and beggars deson,

The Loew's Paradise auditorium

though an effect of warmth and intimacy is achieved despite the vast dimensions
of this 4,000 seat house.
Opening simultaneously with the Kings in
Brooklyn, the new Paradise is being operated
under the same deluxe policy of continuous
performances of latest release talking pictures
and elaborate stageshows from the Capitol,
scription,

New York

City.

Schooler Comes from Capitol
The inaugural picture is "The Mysterious
Dr. Fu Manchu,' an all-audien thriller whose
effectiveness was heightened by projection on
the new Transtone Enlarging Screen, Loew
controlled patent.
The importance of the new Paradise in the
Loew's entertainment scheme of things is indicated by the bringing of the popular Dave
Schooler direct from the Capitol to preside
as Master of Ceremonies and leader of the
The opening day's
Paradise Serenaders.
crowds gave evidence that Schooler will be
a strong drawing card.
Schooler made his bow at the head of a
glittering stage revue, "Cameos," which had
its birth at the Capitol theatre.
It is a Chester
Hale production, and features the sensational
Quartette,
the Ritz
Adiago
Stone-Vernon
Brothers, Aileen Clark, Karavieff and the impressive Chester Hale dancing chorus.
At the head of the Paradise Grand Orchestra is Don Albert, while Harold Ramsey is
The manager is
at the console of the organ.
Jerry De Rosa, who has been in the business
for the past twenty years.

LEO. FEIXTihc
231
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MUSIC CORP
Presents the Following Hits

WHERE THE
SWEET
FORGET-ME-NOTS

REMEMBER
BY THE WAY
LL CLOSE

MY

EYES
To

World

the rest of the

THEN YOU'VE
NEVER BEEN BLUE
RED HAIR AND
FRECKLES
ISABELLA

THERE WAS
NOTHING ELSE
TO DO
SOFT HEARTED
AND
HERE

WE

ARE

LOUISE

SOME SWEET DAY
The new

and Lew Calabrese,

Cacherdo."
(Dave's wonderful playing earned him
the best hand of this very fine show.)
Schooler
then introduced the Three Ritz Brothers, who offer
their specialties of singing, dancing and hokum gags.
Their dancing gained them their best hand.
The
finale.
"A Cameo Fantasy," featured the Chester
Hale Girls in an old-fashioned dance routine and
the Stone-Vernon Adiago Quartette, who offer some
of the most sensational adiago work witnessed anywhere. Their work -is smoothly done, all four working in perfect unison, and grace.
Unit 8, "The
Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu."
Unit 9, recessional,
featuring the song hits from "Broadway Melody."

Kansas City Pantages

Milwaukee Wisconsin
Week Ending August

This week's presentation at the Wisconsin .sees Al
Lyons back from his vacation.
California Capers
is the name of the offering of Fanchon and Marco.
We have a horn of plenty and near tt is the orchestra
and small latticed arbors on both sides of the stage.
"I Want to Meet You Some Day in California" is
sung by Francis White, leading lady.
The chorus
is
hiding behind square, yellow, ruffled umbrella.
They dance and sing, with leading lady carrying on
the song. They look snappy in their green and gold,
old fashioned dresses.
Al Lyons and the boys then play "Words and
Music," theme song of the picture by the same
name.
Al plays the piano.
Francis White then
sings "Walking Around in a Dream."
The dreams
are presented by different drop curtains which are
pulled across the stage by dancers in several groups
who are dressed accordingly. It Ls well done and
the audience enjoys it a great deal. The first curtain
represents fruit, the second a rainbow and mountain stream, the third a. sunlit landscape.
George Levine then plays a harp, bringing in some
of the classical numbers as well as jazz.
The crowd
likes it fine because it doesn't get too much harp
music.
Alfred Brown then does a little dancing.
Chorus
carries out organ trees and ladder and gates of
silver.
They do a tap dance on ladders.
The curtain behind the orchestra then drops. Wide
rope ladders are hanging down.
The chorus girls
ascend the ladders and when they turn and spread
their capes they look like butterflies.
This makes a
rather dazzling finale and the crowd appears to like
it very much.

"Romance

sponsored

by

The Non-Skid Banana Company

now ready. It features the above
HITS Great for Organists who

—

use the "mike."

Write for the above to
Cliff Hess, Mgr.,
Special Service Dept.

Remi'ck Music Corp.

W-

46th

St.

New York City
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Niggemayer production
featuring Paul Ash, opens to an "inn" setting in
which a male singing chorus offer a "drinking"
song.
The Prince (Woods Miller) hearing that the
Lsle."

a

C.

A.

Princess (Sylvia Miller), whom he is to marry, is to
stop at the inn for the night, explains that he is
to be known as Mr. Smith while she is there.
He
sings to her. "If I Had My Way," with the ballet
following with a singing chorus and the male chorus
also.
In the first five minutes of this show, this
song is sung at least six times, three choruses could
have been left out nicely.
Paul Ash, entering to a fine hand, with Ginger
Rogers and Paul Small work in front of curtain drop
as they offer a little skit with Ginger and her
"amunils." Their first two or three minute skit had
more entertainment value than the entire first 6cene.
The curtain then rose to a beautiful scene of a
palace in which the orchestra, led by the incomparible Paul Ash, played a waltz as the Gamby-Hale
Hnl let
in beautiful costume, danced.
Sylvia Miller,
in regal robes, enters and in a very good voice sings
some pleasing classical number.
Ash next led his orchestra in a special arrangement of "Baby, Where Can You Be." The reception
accorded him and the band is very fine. Paul Small
,

soloist

a fine share of applause.
(linger Rogers, in her

and

cornetist,

came

pleasing baby

voice,

in for

sings

Ash. Her number is "To Be in Love," for which
she earns an ecore, this time Ash talks a chorus
with Ginger following with a vocal chorus.
Bob Bor nil) offers his ,songs and dances that are
well done and please the audience to the extent of
earning him an encore. Tom and Ed Hickey, former
vaud. stars, offer their original routine of gags,
dancing, burlesque mind reading and songs which
earn them a good hand and an encore. The ballet
and male singing chorus, led by Woods Miller and
Sylvia Miller, close the presentation with a few
more choruses of "If I Had My Way."
to

Week Ending September

6

The Pantages .stage program included two skits
which would prove an asset to any theatre. Ashley
and Sharp have a number that critics asserted belongs on the "big time." It demonstrates how married men happen to buy motor cars when they don't
expect to.
Both performers have a good sense of
comedy and always are deft in the way they present
the husband who desires to save and the wife who
desires to spend.
Nile and Mansfield also have a laughable skit concerning the efforts of accident victims to cheat insurance companies. They conclude their comedy with

some songs that are good.

30

Week Ending September
slide-novelty

radio-program

219

of a Grecian garden in which the orchestra is seated.
The entire stage is a mass of pastel colors. Dave
Schooler, entering to a very fine reception, announces his appreciation and then introduces the
only Russian tap dancer in this country, Karavieff.
Karavieff dancing Is a pleasure to see and the audience accepted him and forced him to encore.
Dave Schooler then tells of the history of "Cameos"
as the band plays many old-fashioned songs.
The
Florodora Sextette, played by six boys of the band,
have the house uproarious with their comic dance.
Twenty C. H. Girls follow with an old-fashioned
dance that is done as it should be done and very
well received.
Schooler then offers his specialty, piano playing.
He playn a selection entitled, "Lizt's E Flat

Brooklyn Paramount

LET'S LISTEN IN
A

1929

14,
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Marie Allyn &
and dances that

who has a

Company present revue of songs
is pleasing.
Madeline is a singer
voice that may be heard from in the

future.

The Australian Bird Circus offers some military
cockatoos which, despite an English trainer, march
with a goose-step.
Two of the birds have enough
mathematical ability to turn in an income tax report.

Louis Charnisky and his Pantages orchestra render
popular selections as the overture.

Pittsburgh

Warner's Enright
Week Ending September 6
Dick Powell, m. c,

calls

his stage act

this

week,

"The Black and White Revue," and it Ls an exceptionally pretty and fast-moving offering.
The hit of
the show in Dick's telling of the "Cinderella" story,
with the stage band helping out with effects.
This
offering is really funny and goes over big.
A beautiful production number scores heavily.
With Sylvia Schneider singing "Lovely Little Silhouettes," the girls go through a routine with the
lights so arranged that their shadows only can be
seen.
Incidentally, the entire -setting is black and
white, showing a modernistic view of a rural scene.
In the finale the girls have novel costumes, the
fronts of which are black, and the backs in white.
They wear false faces on the back of their heads,
and do a whirlwind number alternately reversing

which

is

very effective.

The Enright "stock company," (Dick and Karl, the
drummer) put on a little skit, a takeoff on newsThe stage
paperdom, which gets a grand laugh.
band with "Some of These Days." in which each

member

does an eccentric solo, clicks as usual.
Virginia Bacon, toe dancer par excellence, is the
Her dancing is
seen here in a long while.
The Nathano
exceptionally speedy and dignified.
Brothers, on roller skates, perform many difficult and
funny tricks on their skates and get a big hand.
Frank Roberts, new organist, sold himself completely with his "getting acquainted" offering.
best

San Francisco Fox
Week Ending September

S

There has been quite a run of negro numbers on
the stage of the Fox theatre in recent weeks, bul
did not detract from the attractiveness of this
week's Fanchon and Marco Idea, "Sunny Southland.'
starring Ted Ledford, Vera Knight and Georgi
Jager.
The musical offering by the Fox orchestra anc
Simondet chorus, directed by Jay Brower, maintain
the dignity established during the first two month:
this

and gives no hint of the frivolities to follow. I
made up largely of excerpts from the better knowi
works of Anton Rubinstein, including "Melody in F
melody bj
with
a
Ostrow,"
"Kamenoi
and
Tschaikowsky added.
Following the concert from the moveable pit, th
is

1

—
September

14,
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curtain rises on a typical Southern scene, with th?
orchestra seated inside a huge watermelon in natural
A mixed chorus sings "Hot Footin* It" and
colors.
illustrates the song with some rather torrid pedal
manipulations, going through the gamut of Charleston, Varsity Drag and similar steps.
Jay Brower announces a world tour on the Graf
"new national anthem."
playing
the
Zeppelin,
This is first played in its
"Pagan Love Song."
original form and then as it might be played in
Germany and Russia and finally as John Philip
Jay makes a quick change in
Sousa would play it.
costume for each different interpretation and the
offering goes over good.
Do We Do
Four college boys sing "Everything
for You" and "Singing in the Rain." concluding
The Sunwith a comedy number, "Is That So ?"

Reider Drawing Card
at Newark Theatre
One

of

the

reasons

Newark

theatregoers

have made the Branford a "habit" is Harold
Reider— and a good "enuf" reason it is. Full
of originality in his organ presentations, plus
a

genial

that's

him steppin' an-

keeps

personality

swering fan mail.

Harold

is

just "different"

all.

We

Beauties, in voluminous attire of Civil War
kist
days, do a colorful dance as a couple warble "Sing
a Little Love Song."
Mammy and her Picks offer some rapid fire dancing and are called back several times, proving the
A colored gentleman sings
real hit of the show.
"End of the Road" and the chorus comes on in
A back
carnival attire suggestive of New Orleans.
curtain goes up and a chorus is revealed away up
in the heavens plunking away on banjos, instead of
golden harps, and in a twinkling the Sunkrst Beauties
on the stage don black-face masks and start off with
theii liveliest steps to bring the act to an end.

Salt

Lake Pantages
Week Ending August

31

Pantages patrons here this week are enjoying an
exceptionally pleasing bill which includes the "Australian Bird Circus" showing trained birds performing
"Madeline," a little girl with a
remarkable tricks
Niles and Mansfield, offering "The Man
big voice
Said." a playlet which receives a good deal of ap;

;

plause.

Ashley and Sharp appear in a comedy skit which
to be highly amusing and entertaining with
intermingling of musical numbers.
"Originalities
of 1929," featuring Marie Allyn, closes the bill with
song and dance offerings of a refined nature.
An added attraction is the beautiful swimming and
diving picture "Crystal Champions." showing four
of the world's champions at thei«- best in transparent
waters at Crystal Springs, Florida.
It has a synchronized musical score and explanation.
The feature picture this week presented to Pantages theatre patrons is the comedy, "China Bound"
with Karl Dane and George K. Arthur.
Very good
attendance has been the rule.
proves

ORGAN SLIDE SETS
number

Jimmy

Ellard

not in evidence yet.
Olive Faye and Morton Rowe then make their appearance and Rowe offers "Mean to Me" as his first
number, followed by Olive Faye who demonstrates
to the patrons how "I Want to Be Loved by You"
can i*eally be sang by some one who knows how.
Olive wins instant favor with the audience and is
able to hold it through the entire show.
Jimmy Ellard then "drifts" in, clad in black
sweater and black and white checked knickers and
receives his usual salute from the audience.
He is
accompanied by Cliff Crane who is wearing a pair of
"loud" red checked knickers which are several times
too large for him and carrying a golf bag full of
clubs which is about ten times the size of the normal
Crane then proceeds to carry on a wisegolf bag.
cracking conversation with Jimmy and Olive, but
Olive
this fails to arouse the audience very much.
Faye then offers some harmony while strumming her
guitar and follows with a dance which brings real
applause from the audience.
Cliff Crane takes charge of the stage band while
the individual members offer a number of ridiculous
solos which get the laughs.
Crane follows this with
a few more wise cracks and some comic dances that
seem to please. Olive Faye and Morton Rowe then
take over the spot with more harmony, assisted by
the Albertina Rasch Ballet who appear dressed in
wide leghorn hats and soft pink evening dresses, all
of which seemed to be to the liking of the patrons.
Jimmy Ellard then starts with his regular offering
as

Chicago Chicago

Jazz Collegians.
The writer arrived at the theatre at such a time
as to see the complete feature, "Words and Music,"
a Fox picture with Lois Moran.
Really a splendid
picture and certainly one worth billing for B & K's
September month, or any other month.
It created
just the right atmosphere for a musical stage show
but I am sorry to say that in comparison "The Theme
of Love" was like a case of bad indigestion after a
hearty meal at mother's.
Kvale and his band nobly
did their parts but must suffer because so few of
the patrons noticed that the show was credited to

John Murray Anderson.
"Theme of Love" is a four scene story of a girl
a boy- -breaking into moving pictures.
Act I.
Publix Studio— Act II.— Inside Studio.
Act III.
Lobby of a Publix Theat re and Act IV. Inside a

—

wise cracks.
This show opened last Friday and the slim attendance, on Monday, was mute evidence that many
will miss a good picture, "Words and Music."

(By

with

Featuring

AM

BLUE?
FOUR SWALLOWS
I

(By Billy Curtis and Jimmy Clark)
Introducing a Medley of Popular

Songs and

Smart Theme Song
Hits

SMILING IRISH EYES

HARD TO GET
YOU WERE MINE
WHERE THE

IF

BUTTERFLIES KISS
THE BUTTERCUPS

GOODNIGHT

A SONG
DERBY
BY TED KOEHLER
FEATURING

(You Made Me Love You)

WHY DID YOU?
AM BLUE?
LET ME HAVE MY
I

DREAMS

SMALL SETS
SMILING IRISH EYES

MY SONG OF THE
I

NILE

GYPSY CHARMER
LOVE YOU-I HATE YOU
IF YOU WERE MINE

MAYBE - WHO KNOWS
MY MOTHER'S PHOTOGRAPH

WHERE THE
BUTTERFLIES KISS

THE BUTTERCUPS
GOODNIGHT

MY SONG OF THE

NILE

GYPSY CHARMER
ON WITH THE SHOW
Medley

12

The Chicago orchestra offered selections from Mendelssohn for their overture, playing the "Italian Symphony Overture," "Spring Song," "Wedding March."

Dallas Greater Palace
Week Ending September 6

"On Wings of Song," "Midsummers Night Dream"
and "Rondo Capriccioso" featuring Rudolph Wagner
Leopold Spitalny directed and received
at the piano.

The Greater Palace's presentation for this week is
"Fore" which is staged by Boris Petroff and is a
musical comedy with the atmosphere of golf predominating throughout.
The Albertina Rasch Ballet, twelve in number,
Jipen with a golf song and dance.
The ballet was
dressed in cream colored knickers with large red
plaids, red velvet jackets and red velvet tarns.
The
novelty song had golf as the theme and each girl
carried a golf club which was used effectively in accepting the golf theme in both song and dance.
The drop portrayed the fairway of a golf course
with the clubhouse at the left wing.
The Greater
Palace Stags Band offers a study in black and white
flannels which gives more than a pleasing effect.
Hyman Charninsky directs the band during the first

a big hand.

The stage
turing Boyd

attraction was billed as "Cheerio," feaSenter, Al Trahan, Kirtley and Rankin
and Frankie Masters as guest conductor of the stageband.
Masters opened the show singing "Cheerio,"
was followed by the ballet in a routine dance number and then the band played "To Be in Love."
Kirtley and Rankin gave a dance speciality and
were followed by Boyd Senter. who received a big
hand with each number he played.

Masters featured "The Pagan Love Song" in a
short production number and with change of drops
Al Trahan, assisted by Marie DuVal, got the laugh.;
of the evening, with songs, gags and foolishness.
The entire cast worked with a beautiful finale setting.

Billy Curtis)

the World
the Zeppelin

of this

Week Ending September

Musical Aer-o-log~ue

Around

harmony and his first number is "Baby, Oh
Where Can You Be," which gets the lion's share of
applause as usual. The stage band answers the encore
with "Down Among the Sugar Cane" with Jimmy
and the band singing part of the song. The saxo-

The whole affair is further agonized by the showing of an antiquated picture, some 20 years old,
with a spieler, spieling a line of more or less smutty

12

A

of

Publix theatre.

Week Ending September

The Oriental offered as their stage attraction "The
Theme of Love," with Don Barclay and Al Kvale's

SPECIALS

is

phone, cornet and trombone solos are the high lights
number and earn a good applause which they
more than get.
Alex J. Morrison, trick-shot golfer comes next
and with the members of the ballet as a gallery he
attempts to show Olive Faye just how the game
should be played.
He demonstrates how easy it is
to drive a golf ball from the top of a panama hat
He prevails upon Cliff
without injuring the hat.
Crane to give him his hat for a second demonstration of the trick but something seems to go wrong
with his second attempt and the result is that
Crane's hat is distributed over the stage in small
Morrison then induces Crane to let him
pieces.
place three golf balls one above the other on Crane's
head and he drives two of them off but Crane ducks
when it comes to the last ball. Morrison's final stunt
is driving golf balls off an improvised tee as fast as
Crane drops them there. This gets a fair applause
but as a whole the patrons fail to see where Morrison was any champion trick-shot golfer.
The final number of the presentation was a song
by Faye and Rowe with the members of the ballet
building a cottage for them in the rear and upon
completion of the song and the cottage a drop of rose
streamers and three large heart cut-outs was lowered
around the songsters.

Chicago Oriental
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Artists Copies

on

All Popular Songs and Theme
Songs for Organists
Write

for Slides

and Information

to

JIMMY CLARK
Special Service Manager
321 West 44th Street, New York
"VITAPHONE" REC'D TRADEMARK
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Mendoza

to

Be Director

and

Songs of

Paramount-Publix
Air Orchestra

dous following as conductor of the Capitol theatre
orchestra in New York, and through his radio acwill assume his new duties at the initial
broadcast of the Paramount-Publix program, September 21, over the national network of the Columbia
Broadcasting System.
He will then conduct the
Paramount orchestra every Saturday evening thereafter as a part of the program which is to feature
screen stars from the Paramount studios in New York
and Hollywood, artiste from Publix theatres, and
wellknown radio entertainers.

tivities,

of the featured songs in the mammoth new
film spectacle now being "shot" at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios in Culver City, and which bears
the title "Road Show," is called "Love Ain't Nothin'
but the Blues." and is a Robbins Music Corporation
publication.

One

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept. 10.— At the gala opening
of "Marianne," everyone was in evidence, including
a host of song writers.
The reason is that music
is playing a big part in this production.
"Blondy,"
by Brown and Freed, is a sure hit, and "Hang on
to Me" by Greer and Klages is another.
#

*

#

Abner

Silver recently arrived here for a vacation.
But he was not permitted to rest long. The writer
of "Rock-a-Bye Baby Days" and the Rudy Vallee
hit
I a Passing Fancy," has signed with Tiffany-Stahl.
He will compose the songs for "Peacock
Alley," the Mae Murray picture.
Silver has already
completed two of the numbers, they are "In

"Am

The song, which film and music folk alike are
unanimous in declaring a potential "hit" of great
proportions, has a lyric by Joe Goodwin and an intriguing melody by Louis Alter.
The title is Jo'

Dreams

You'll Still
Everybody's Gal."

up

line

a

new

"Road Show" is labelled
"Dynamic Personality," the joint work of Fred
Fisher. George Ward and Reggie Montgomery.
Another Robbins song

in

"She's

The success of that singing organization, "The
in the "Hollywood Revue," has caused
the spotlight of attention to fall upon individuals of
this quartet.
Dudley Chambers, leader of the group,
has signed with
for an important role in the
Duncan Sisters picture, "Cotton and Silk."

M GM

Grey,

Clifford

who wrote

the

lyrics

"The

for

Three Musketeers" and "Hit the Deck." wrote the
music for the Ernst Lubitsch production, "The Love
Parade."

It is a

Paramount
*

»

stayed

«

*

Hanley has been engaged
Eddie

Dowling's

next

among

to write thepicture, "Blaze

the best sellers to date.

Hanley wrote the numbers

Week—Uptown Theatre, Chicago
Next Week — Tivoli Theatre, Chicago

This

Direction Win. Morris Agency

Greetings in general from
Australia* and in
particular from

many

others.
*

Theatre

MELBOURNE
4 continent in the southern hemisphere inhabited by kangaroo*, orpanihts and other queer
creatures. Natives utter peculiar cry, "Shoutanpot," ichich translated means "/'// buy a
drink."
E. F.

#

»

Greer have

Jesse

written

three

for
the Universal
picture,
"Shannons of
Broadway." The theme song is "Someone to Love
Me." "Get Happy," will be sung by a chorus of

songs
30

girls

Riley"

Howard Jackson has written a number called
"Lazy Rhapsody." It is in the same category as
Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue." The Robbins Company

publish

will

Frank

it.

—MADAME

Siegrist,

Frank
Frank

OCTAVE.

Whiteman

Solo Trumpeter,
Director

Now

Goes to Granada, San Francisco
who won his first fame as a cornet
San Francisco, and who was with Paul
Whiteman for six years, is back in the old home town
and is now musical director at the Granada theatre,
Siegrist

Siegrist,

the deluxe Publix house.
When telegrams began to
roll in from all parts of the country congratulating

him on

his appointment, house manager Leon Levy decided that it was time to cash in on this evidence of
popularity.
Accordingly a huge easel stand was
placed in the lobby and the telegrams were placed
on public view as they arrived. A popular musical
director isn't a bad asset at all.

Marks Imports Two

From Europe

the theatre finale.
"Living the Life of
the title of the third song and it will be
in the opening the-

in

is

The acquisition of Europe's greatest song successes has recently be^n announced by the Edward
B. Marks Music Company, a concern long noted for
its foreign connections.
The two songs in question
Margot" and "Won't You Give In?"
known as "Fraulein Pardon") which
were secured by Edward B. Marks personally on his
"Hello,
(originally

are

to Europe.
It is probable that they will
than duplicate the success of other foreign
songs over here.
The English lyrics were entrusted
to a newcomer to commercial song-writing, Milton
Pascal, whose work for recent Columbia Varsity
shows, however, had brought him strongly to the

*

•

more

notice

One

of the interesting

*

Lowry

*

news

bits of the

week

is

the

proposed song publishing house that Brown and
Freed are to organize. The main office will be in
Hollywood with branch offices throughout the coun-

and PARAMOUNT
PHONE SHORT FEATURE

PUBLIX UNIT

\>T)

provided

to

Crown Queen

of ceremonies at the Ambassador
St. Louis, on September 17, will present a
gold and jeweled crown to "Miss Queen Majestic.
In addition to her crown the lucky girl will receive
a de luxe model of a popular radio and free trip
to any city in the United States that she may choose,

expenses being paid.
Other gifts will also be
showered upon her.
The coronation of the queen
will climax the popularity contest being conducted
by the Skouras- Warner theatre, including the St.
all

Amusement Company,

in conjunction with the

managers

been

divided

winner

will

of the radio company.
into 12 districts and
receive a radio.

The
each

city

has

district

Lowry Nears Record
At Ambassador
Two

years ago last Spring when Brooke Johns
the height of his popularity at Skouras
Missouri theatre, St. Louis, and Herbert
Rawlinson had proven a flop as a master of ceremonies at the Ambassador theatre, the Brothers
Skouras took a long shot by bringing a London entertainer to St. Louis to take over the Ambassador
The big guess proved none other than Ed
job.
Lowry who this week is putting on his 3.000th
consecutive performance, almost a world's championship endurance mark for masters of ceremonies. Although new to the bandshow type of show Ed
clicked from the outset and seems to be going bigger

was

in

Brothers

VITA-

— STATE. CLEVEI.
—OHIO. COLUMBUS
DIRECTION — WSt. MORRIS 4CE\CY
WEEK

NEXT WEEK

are also

theatre,

JACK PARTINGTON'S

"OVER THE TOP"

copies

In St. Louis

local

DORIS ROCHE

The

Ed Lowry, master

Louis

"THE PRIDE OF THE RECIMENT'

THIS

publishers.

of

with excellent French lyrics by the well-known Louis
R. Beaudry of Montreal. Joseph Nussbaum arranged
the dance orchestrations.

*

Irving Berlin is back in Hollywood to inject tuneful
melodies into Harry Ricliman's first picture.
"Play Boy." Berlin came direct from Europe where
lie had been vacationing with his family.
*

trip

last

sung and played by the Gleasons
atre sequences in the picture.

Featured in

EDDIE FITCH

"Honeymoon Lane"

the

Ray Klages and

"Circus Cabaret"

for

1926 "Ziegfeld Follies."
He also wrote
"Just a Cottage Small," "Little White House" and

and

Eddie

Featured Comedians in the
Publix Unit

»

picture.

Hanley wrote the lyrics for "The Rainbow Man." His theme song, "Sleepy Valley," has

DYER

*

Irish Eyes," written by Ray Perkins
the lyrics by Herman Ruby, is going over
strong.
It
is
a lively tune played consistently
throughout the picture.

*

Moran and Mack's first starring picture, "Why
Bring That Up," has three original songs.
They
"The Early Bird," "Do I Know What I'm Doing?" and "Shoo Shoo, Bogey Boo."
These numbers were written by the members of the Paramount
song writers staff.
music
O'Glory."

WALZER

#

"Smiling

with

are

*

m

Me" and

Rounders,"

F.
for

Mabel

Word from New York at the opening of "Gold
Diggers of Broadway" hails the tunes in that pic.
some of the best ever made. The numbers
work of Joe Burke and Al Dubin who are
now writing the score for "Hold Everything," a
Warner Brothers picture.

player in

James

Solo Organist —Regent

to

of lyric writers and many
Warners and Paramount.

staff
at

changes are expected

Trent's conception.

The photoplay "Road Show," is one of the most
ambitious efforts ever undertaken by the vast M G M
organization.
Featuring Bessie Love, Charles King
and a host of other favorites, its premiere is being
eagerly awaited everywhere.

Belong

With the sale of Harms and affiliated companies
including DeSylva, Brown and Henderson, to Warner Brothers, comes many changes of the song writers in the studios.
It appears that Fox will have
to

it

ture as
are the

My

Robbins Song Is One of
"Road Show's" Features

1929

Pete Wendling and Jack Mescill have been assigned by Ray Perkins, head of the First National
and Warner Brothers song departments, to write the
score for "Loose Ankles."
The picture has started
production.

Hollywood

David Mendoza, popular Broadway maestro, has
been selected conductor and musical director of the
Paramount-Publix radio orchestra, according to an

14,

Tie ups are expected with several of the studios
looks very promising for the film city.

try.

of

announcement from the Paramount Famous Lasky
Corporation.
Mendoza, who has built up a tremen-

September

than ever.

UNIFORMS

FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

COSTUMES

FOR STAGE
PRESENTATIONS

BROOKS

1437 B'wmy
N. Y. City

September
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ORGAN SOLOS
Henri
played

Keates

(Chicago,

and pleasing

solo

received by his audience.
and Other Diseases."

—

Hello Everybody All of you know how genial Ben
Bloom at Irving Berlin's, well he has been appointed
general sales manager for the firm, since the resignation of Harry Engel.
Ben's host of friends who do
not know, will undoubtedly be glad to hear of this.
take this opportunity to congratulate him and
I'll
wish him every success.
*

#

•

Irving Berlin, just having returned from Europe,
has left his home town again.
This time he is on
his way to the west coast to write the score and
songs for a forthcoming AI Jolson- Warner Bros,
picture.
*

*

*

known and well liked proHarms has left with Rudy

Will Rockwell, the well

manager

fessional

of

Vallee and his orchestra, bound for Hollywood, in
the interests of Harms, Inc.
Harms will publish
the entire score of the R K O picture, "The Vagabond Lover," which is to star Vallee and His Connecticut Yankees.
While on the subject of Harms,
let me tell you that they have an enviable catalog.
They are the publishers of "Sleepy Valley," "I Kiss
Your Hand, Madame." the R K 0 "Street Girl"
numbers, also "Lovable and Sweet." "My Dream
.

.

*

*

A

unique publicity stunt
Detroit, Mich., during the

the

at

run

Capitol

of

theatre.
Warner Bros.'

"On With The Show," was the chance discovery by
the management which brought a quartette of their
ushers to the fore. Stepping out of their guise, so
to speak, John Marshall, Leo Dykes, Charles Manning and Augustine Bell, gave commendable per-

formances by
organ, the two

proved

harmonizing

conjunction

with the
I Blue."
audience appleasing voices, and applauded the
enterprising managers are rendering

Witmark

hit

in

numbers,

"Am

Me Have My Dreams." The

and "Let

their

novelty.
Now
auditions to their ushers.
*

I

Shapiro,

Bernstein

*

*

have

accepted and published
"Lonesome Little Doll," the theme song of the Publix
"Snap Into It" unit. Rubey Cowen and Phil Bouteljou

are the writers.

Over station WABC the other night, on the "MaHour," the new firm of Davis, Coots and
Engle personally sang their forthcoming catalogue.
Their songs were "Two Pretty Eyes I Love," "Making Believe." "Collegiate Sam," "To Be With You."
The dynamic red head. Wendell Hall, sang "Pal of
Sweetheart Days" and Arnold Johnson and his orchestra played. "Flappers on Parade."
jestic

*

*

s

De Sylva, Brown and Henderson, Inc., are making
an important announcement to the buying public in
general and to the music trade in particular. They
are adopting a policy of printing only 6uch songs as
'are given prominence in a production.
In the case
of their latest numbers in a production, "Words and
Music." the outstanding numbers, that is the songs
which get a plug that will no doubt result in great
sales, are "Steppin' Along" and "Too Wonderful for
Words." by William Kernell and Dave Stamper and
Harlan Thompson, respectively.
"Little by Little." published by this same firm and sung by both
Eddie Quillan and Sally O'Neil in the Pathe production. "The Sophomore." sounds like it were in
.

for "the

.

.

money."
*

*

•

Leo Feist, Inc., are publishing a theme song that
an entire new angle, it is "Adios" the "theme"
song of the popular novel, "Adios.' I'm sure no
one has written a "theme" song for a book, before.
I do»'t know the connection
but they are advertising
it
that way.
We have all heard of musicians, orchestra leaders and masters of ceremonies writing
ongs. but I think Buddy Rogers, Paramount picture
>tar, has the distinction of being the first picture
Star to write a successful song.
He has written
"My Book of Broken Dreams" and Feist have

•has

published

The

offered

a

well

week that was well
was called "Love

solo

Among

the

songs

featured

were "I'll Always Be in Love with You," "Get Out
and Get Under the Moon." "My Song of the Nile."
"Vagabond Lover," "Miss You," "I've Got a Feeling I'm Falling" and "You Were Meant for Me."
Russ Wiley and Jules Neville sang "Miss You" and
"I've Got a Feeling I'm Falling" from the main
floor in front the rail around the pit.

BEST SELLERS
Week Ending September

7th
No. i
"Pagan Love Song" (Robbing Music

Harold Ramsey (New York Loew's Paradise).
This house opened simultaneous with the Loew's
Kings in Brooklyn and Ramsey offered the same
organ solo that Bill Zukor did.
Ramsey speaking
over the mic and his pleasing appearance and easy
manner will undoubtedly gain him a great popularity
at this beautiful theatre.
Ramsey opened with "I've
Got a Feeling I'm Falling." then played, "Sweet Adeline" and closed with "You Were Meant for Me."
These "Schools of Broadcasting" that both Ramsey
and "Singing Bill" have inaugurated are the original
work of "Wild Oscar," the featured organist at
Loew's Valencia.
Ramsey's reception at this house

—

Corp.).

&

Sons).

"I'm Just a I'agabond Lover"

— (Leo

"Am

Blue"—(M. Witmark

I

No. 2
Feist).

No. s

"When My Dreams Come True"—
lining Berlin).

&

was very good.

"My Song

of the Nile"

— (M.

Witmark

Sons).

No.

4
— (Santley

.

Memory" and "Broken Up Tune" and the "Desert
Song" and "Show Boat" hits.
«

Norshor)
this

"Miss You"

"Singing Bill" (Brooklyn Loew's Kings). For professional reasons Loew's are bringing a closer contact between their organists and their audiences,
therefore the "Singing Bill."
His real name is Bill
Zukor.
Bill opened proceedings with an oral talk
over a "mic" attached to his organ.
When Bill
suggested they start an organ school of broadcasting,
the audience shouted and applauded their acceptance.

"Moonlight
"Little

"Wedding of
(Sherman Clay).

the

"I Get the Blues
(Forstcr).

—

Painted

When

It

Dolls"

—

Rains"—

— (Triangle Music Co.)
No. 6
—
"Junior"
(Donaldson. Douglas &
Gumble).
"Breaka-way"— (De Slyz-a, Brown &
"S'posin"'

Henderson).

Always Be

"I'll

in

Love with You"—

(Shapiro, Bernstein).

Bob West

:

&

Pal"—(De Sylva Brown

Henderson).

Bill announced they must first have a name, then
a chorus, he suggested "The Kings Mixed Chorus."
It took like wild fire, and when Bill played his first
number. "Heigh Ho Everybody, Heigh Ho" every
one sang.
Bill has a pleasing voice and he leads
the audience in all numbers. The next number was,
"I've Got a Feeling I'm Falling," then a final chorus
of "Sweet Adeline," with everyone singing.
Bill's
applause was tremendous, and from this, it can
easily be seen that he will be the neighborhood's
favorite in a few weeks.

(Brooklyn, N. Y., Paramount) offered
as his solo, another original song-fest which he
called, "Married vs. Single."
Opening with special
slide lyrics of a conversation between Paul Ash and
himself to the tune of "Gallagher and Shean," which
was chock full of smart lines. West then orally
told the audience that they would have a contest
between the married folk and the single ones. The
married folk first sang (and how they sang) "Sweetheart of All My Dreams." and "Let Me Call You
Sweetheart."
Bob used clever gag lines throughout
his solo, between each song.
Here is one
Ash
"Do married men live longer than single ones."
Bob answers: "It just seems longer."
"S'posin*,"
and "I'll Always Be in Love with You" by the single
ones and both, completed West's pleasing solo.
As
usual his reception is tremendous.

Bros.).
— (Harms,
Inc.)
No. 5
March"— (Milton Weil).

"Sleepv Valley"

"Let

mark

Me Have My Dream"— (M.

&

Wit-

Sons).

—

"Louise" (Remick Music Corp.).
"Ain't Missbchavin'
(Mills Music
Co.)

—

—

"Desert Song" (Harms,
"True Blue Lou" (Spier

—

Inc.).

&

Coslow).

"WAITING AT THE END OF THE ROAD"
Berlin)— The theme song of Hallelujah picThis writer, who is at the top of his class,
has turned out a great song, and with this picture
to help it should become a big hit.
Words and music
by Irving Berlin.
(Irving

ture.

"OLD

MOON" —

VIRGINIA
(Milton Weil)
This
publisher has a pretty waltz in this number.
Two writers very well known and one capable of
giving this song a big start should start this on its
local

THEME SONGS

Words by Gus Kahn.

way.

Music by Jesse Craw-

ford.

The two principal song: hits from Warner Bros.
Vitaphone production, "Is Everybody Happy?", have
been recorded by Ted Lewis, the star, for the Columbia Phonograph Company which will cooperate with
exhibitors in exploiting; the numbers in their agencies
from coast to coast. These two songs are "Wouldn't
It Be Wonderful?" and "I'm the Medicine Man for
the Blues."
Both compositions are by Grant Clarke
and Harry Akst. The sheet music will soon be published by M. Witmark & Sons.

Warner Bros, leading; team of songwriters, Al
Dubin and Joe Burke, are composing- an original
melody entitled, "A Darn Fool Woman Like Me."
which will be the principal number that Winnie
Lightner will sing in her Vitaphone starring vehicle,
"She Couldn't Say No."

'cmrfeu.
\ (Jtuatos
SlWDandolph St

it.

A/cyou
Uottiy

RUMORS

Getting
ftfcVao (br He.

O^H

"MY BOOK OF GOLDEN DREAMS"— (Leo

— This

Feist)

moving picture star has proven himself very
Aside from the many things he can do in
pictures and on the stage he has proven a good
writer.
This song is really good and should become
a big seller. By Buddy Rogers.
versatile.

"TRUE BLUE LOU"— (Spier &

&Coslow.

The theme song of the Paramount
Dance of Life." This song is quite

—

Inc.)
picture, "The
different.
It's

written as a tough song, but still looks very commercial.
Music and lyrics by Richard Whiting, Sam
Coslow and Leo Robin.

"SONG OF THE ISLANDS '— (E. B. Marks Music
Co.)
This is considered one of the best Hawaiian
songs ever written.
Practically new around here
but has been very popular on the coast for some
time.
Originally published in Honolulu.
Words and
music by Chas. E. King.

—

*

*

«

"I'M IN SEVENTH HEAVEN"— (De Sylva. Brown
& Henderson)— Another hit from Say It With Song,
with Al Jolson singing it and a prison scene for
atmosphere, its success is assured. Words and music
& Henderson.

by Jolson, De Sylva, Brown
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September

1929

14,

QUICK REFERENCE PICTURE CHART
Amk mo
FLAMES ON THE VOLGA,
Y'aroslavtsev.

(L)

or Bulai Batyr: Anna Wozjik.
(R) Mar. 30, 1929.
7000f.
(R) Feb. 19. 1929.
Kachalov, Meyerhold, S;enn.

700f.

KRASSIN: Special cast.
(L)
LASH OF THE CZAR. THE:
(L)

(R)

6800f.

Feb.

1929.

9.

PRISONERS OF THE SEA:
Kutusow.

(R)

SHANGHAI
(L)

Apr.

DOCUMENT.
(R)

5000f.

Oct.

A

Tschechowa.

Knipper.

O.
1929.

13.

(Travelogue):

Special

TEN OAYS THAT SHOOK THE WORLD:
(L)

(R)

70001.

Oct.

(L)

TWO DAYS:

MC

Musical

Special

cast.

AT
M

Olga Tratla-

Anna

Talking
Score

All

Stenn.

(I.)

G500f.

(R)

F,b.

GGOOf.

(R)

Dec.

1928.

1929.
release.

1928.

BABIES

(M-TME):

White.

Alice

I

Fred Kohler. Tom Dugan. Budil Itosing. Sallv
Marion Byron. Jocelyn Lee, Louis Natheaux. Maurice
Black.
(D 8067f. (R) June 30, 1929. (NP) June 22.
BUTTER AND EGG MAN. THE (CD): Jack Mulhall, Greta
Nissen. Sam Hardy. William Demarest. Gertrude Astor.
(L)
G457f.
(R) Sept. 2, 1928.
(NP) June 30. 1928.
(TOS) July 28. 1928.
CALIFORNIA MAIL (W)
Ken Mavnard. Dorothv Dwan.
Lafe -McKee. Paul Hurst. C. E. Anderson
Fred Burns.
(L) 5446f.
(NP) Apr. 20. 1929.
(R) Apr. 7. 1929.
CAREERS (D AT): Billie Dove. Antonio Moreno. Thelma
Todd. Noah Beerv, Holmes Herbert. Carmel Myers. Robert
Frazer. Sojin.
(L) 8435f.
(R) June 2. 1929.
(NPl June
Eilers,

OTHER ABBRE VI \TIONS

:

R

Release
TOS T. O. Se

Picture

Millon Sills. Douglas Fairbanks.
John Erwin. S. S. Simon, Dorothv
Compson, Sylvia Ashtnn. (L) 7137f. (Rl
(NP) July 14, 1928.
(TOS) Dec. 15.

1928.

54491'.

ins,

HURRICANE: Hobart Bosworth. Forthcoming
LIGHT FINGERS iD-ATi: Ian Keith. Dorothv

Chesterfield

Nye. Ralph Theodore. Tom Rickets.
(Rl July 29. 1929.
(NP) Aug. 31.

roll

ADORABLE CHEAT

Lila Lee. Cornelius Keefe. Burr
(Dl:
Mcintosh. Reginald Sheffield. Gladden James. Hairy Allen.
Virginia Lee.
(L) 5400f.
(R) Aug. 15.

Alice Knowland.

(NP) June

1928.

1928.

9.

BELOW THE DEADLINE

(D-Cndei world
Barbara Worth.
Leigh. ,T. P.
MacGowan, Walter Merrill. Arthur
Rankin. Virginia Sale. "Tiny" Waid. Lou Gory. Fred
Walton. Bill Patton. Charles Hickman. Mike Donlin.
(L)
5500f.
(R) May 1. 1929.
:

I

Frank

CAMPUS KNIGHTS
er.

Apr. 15.

(I!)

Forthcoming 1929

Delaney,

after the title.
As an example. CD-TME
"comedy-drama with talking sequences,
musical score and sound effects.*'

New

(I.)

Cooiier.

Betty

BROADWAY

Effects

ly

L— Length

George

Jr..

The foregoing abbrev iatlon- follow immediate-

VP

lead

(i

release.

First National

Sequences

Talking

E—Sound

Mu-ical

Artel ass
iD ATI:
Robert Warwick. Sam Ash. Milton
Krinis, Lyons Wickland. Susan Corroy. William Corbett,
Charles Slattery. Kate Roemer, Waldo Edwards, Rov Bvron.
Clyde Dillson. Helen Mitchell. Marie Bmke.
(I.)
Talk-

and

BARKER. THE (D-TME):

signifies

UNMASKED

Been

Forthcoming 1929

ROSES OF PICARDY:

S^Singing

(L)

Noah

1928.

20.

WRECKERS. THE:

Mackaill.
Dec. 30.

SOUND
T

1928.

13,

Samvtschkowskv.

F. E.

PASS. THE:

R

Oct.

F

cast.

1929.

1,

YELLOW
8,

Oct.

(R)

eOOOf.

D

THE:

SONG.
(R)

5100f.

PENNY PRINCESS:

— Faree
M Melodrama
W — Western
Comedy
O— Operetta
My — Mystery

Comedy
Drama
Romance

C

1928.

13,

THREE COMRADES AND ONE INVENTION:
kova.

N.

to

Abbreviations

1928.

13.

PASSION

Key

(CD): Raymond McKee. Shirley PalmMarie Quillen. Jean Laverty.
(Rl June 15. 1929.

CIRCUMSTANTIAL
Keefe,

EVIDENCE:

Foster. Cornelius
Gerrard. Rav Hallor.
(L)
(XI') Mar. 23. 1929.

Alice Lake, Charles
(R) Jan. 15. 1929.

0200f.

Helen

HOUSE OF SHAME

(D):
Creighton Hale. Virginia Brown
Lloyd Whit lock. Florence Dudley. Fred Walton
King.
(L) 5300f.
(R) Sept. 15. 1928.
(NP)

Faire.

Carlton
Oct.

1928.

13.

BROADWAY

JUST OFF

DeSacia

Steers,

I*arry

(NP) Mar.

1929.

SOUTH OF PANAMA

(L)

(R)

6214f

Jan.

Lytell

:

1929 release.

Car-

Revier.

Talking. 5700T.

Olmsl ad

fuel

1929.

13.

LOVE CAPTIVE. THE: Forthcoming 1929 release.
NOTHING TO WEAR (CD): Jacqueline Logan.

Theodore
Eltz. Bryant Washburn, Jane Winton, Willliam Irving,
Edythe Flynn.
(L)
Nov. 5 192S.
5701f.
(R)
(NP)
Mar. 9. 1929.

Von

OBJECT ALIMONY

(D)
Lois Wilson. Ethel Grev Terrv.
Douglas Gilmore, Roscoe Karns, Carmelita Geraghtv, Dickey
Moore. Jane Keckley. Thomas Curran.
(LI 62i:Gr.
(R)
Dec.

(NP) Jan.

1928.

22.

:

12,

1929.

POWER OF THE PRESS. THE

1929.

23,

:

Camielita Geraghty, Lewis SarMarie Mes-

(Di:

gent. Philo McCullough. Edouardo Raquello.
singer. Carlton King. Harry Arras. Joe Bmke.
ton.
(L) 5800C.
(R) Nov. 15, 1928.

Fred Wal-

:

Dec.

1928.

22.

tle

(D): Marie Prevost, Ralph Graves. "LitAlan Roscoe, Pat Harmon, Texas Madesen.
MoGruger. Esteban Clemento, Janet Ford. Paul

Billy."

Dismute, Bert Price. Chester Morton. Jacques Rav.
(L)
5999f.
(R) Dec. 11. 1928.
(NP) Feb. 16. 1929.
SINNERS PARADE (M)
Victor Varconi. Dorothy Revier.
John Patrick. Edna Marion. Marjorie Bonner, Clarissa
Selwynne. Jack Mower.
(L) 5G16f.
(R) Sept. 14. 192*.
:

Columbia
ACQUITTED
Forthcoming 1929
APACHE. THE (D)
Margaret

release.

:

Livingston, Warner Rich(L) 5818f.
(R)

:

Dan

mond.
Nov.

Alvardo.

Phil

(NP) Oct.

McCullough.

(NP) Mar. 2. 1928.
BACHELOR GIRL. THE (D-TME): William CoUier. Jr..
Jacqueline Logan. Edward Hearn. Thelma Todd.
(R) Mav
3. 1929.
(NP) June 22.
(L) Talking. 5967f; silent, G245f.
1928.

19,

BEHIND CLOSED
Glass,

Torben
589/f.

DOORS (My): Virginia Valli, Gaston
Otto Matiesen, Andre De Scgurola. Fannv Midglej
Meyer. Broderick O'Farrell. Otto Hoffman.
(L)
(R) Feb. 24. 1929.
(NP) June 15. 1929.

BROADWAY HOOFER.

A:

Forthcoming 1929

COLLEGE COQUETTE (CD-ATI
William

land.
jr.

(L)

and

disc.

Collier.

Jr.,

Taylor. John
RaLstou. Edward

HolP.el

Recording on film

5860T.

DONOVAN AFFAIR. THE

(D AT): Jack Holt. Agnes Ayres
Rcvier, William Collier. Jr., John Ruche. Fred
Kelsey, Hank Mann. Wheeler Oaknian.
Virginia
Brown
{aire. Alphonse Ethier. Edward Hearn. Ethel Wales, John
Wallace.
(L) Talking, 7140f; silent. 7189f.
(R) Apr. 11.
Dorothy

DRIFTWOOD

(D):
Don Alvarado. Marceline Day. Alan
Roscoe, J. W. Johnson, Fred Holmes, Fritzi Brunette
Nora Cecil. Joe Mack.
(L) G2G7f.
(R) Oct. 15. 1928
INP) Nov. 17. 1928.

ETERNAL

WOMAN.

THE

(D):

Borden.

Olive

THE

(D)
Jacqueline Logan. Charles Delaney
Warner Oland, Charles Hill Mailes. Gaston Glass. Flora
Pinch. David Mir, Lon Poff. Fred Kelsev.
(I.)
r.il.llf
IB) Jan 2. 1929.
(NP) Feb. 9. 1929.
:

FALL OF EVE, THE (CD-AT)
M-rlilig.

.I'd

Faniligton.
1929.

Patsv Ruth Miller, Ford
Gertrude Astor. Alihui Haul. in Hetty
Kelsey.
(I.)
S mild. r.245r.
It
Jon-'

Fred

(NP) July

llelene

Talking.

:

I'routi,

I

Chadwiek,
liTCol

;

(D AT):

Jack

M(cke>

silent.

May 18. 1929.
FLYING MARINE.

I

20.

FATHER AND SON

M'liall,
GUlOf.
(Ill

THE

Mason. Jason Robards.

Holt.

Wl

Dorothy

Icr

Apr.

22.

Oakman
1920.

STOOL PIGEON (Ml:

Wilber. Clarence Burton.
(NP) Nov. 17. 1928.

STREET OF ILLUSION

June

29.

Ben

It

vi,

release.

(R)

5792f.

Lucy

(D):

Hill. Rob?rt
Oct. 25. 1928.

Ian

Valli.
5988f\

Keith.

(R)

Sept.

SUBMARINE (D-ME):

Jack Holt. Dorothy Revier. Ralph
Graves, Clarence Burton. Arthur Rankin.
(Ll
Synchronized. S374f; silent. 8192f.
(Rl Nov. 12. 1928.
(NP)
Mar. 9. 1929. (TOS) Dec. 1. 1928.

Norman Kerry.

Sallv

Eilers.

Jason Robards. Thelma Todd. Charles Clarv. Naomi Childers.
Rosemary Theby, Gertrude Short.
ILl Talking. 6639f:
silent. G506f.
(R) Mar. 10, 1929.
(NP) Mar. 9, 1929.
(TOS) Apr. 20. 1929.
WICKED ANGEL. THE: Forthcoming 1929 release.
YOUNGER GENERATION. THE (D-TM)
Jean Hersholt.
Lina Basauette, Rosa Rosanova. Ricardo Cortez, Rex Lease.
Martha Franklin. Julanne Johnston. Jack Raymond. Svdnev
Crossley, Otto Fries. Julia Swayne Gordon, Donald Hall.
Bernard Siegel.
(L)
Synchronized, 7S6tif: silent, 72461'.
(R) Jan. 24. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
(TOS) Apr.
:

13.

(I.)

(NP)

1929.

CRASH. THE

William

DeWitt

Jennings.

29.

1929.

Jack Mulhall. Lila Lee. Aggie
Herring. Earl Pingree. Will Walling. E. H. Calvert. Maurice
(NP) Aug. 10.
Black.

DIVINE

BROKEN BARRIERS:
UP.

THE:

Helene

Costello.

and

Delaney

Blake.

(1,1

(R)

5!>74f.

(L)

(R)

5G60f.

Jan. 25. 1929.

CONFESSIONS OF A WIFE:
(Rl
Jan.

Helene Chadwiek.

6047f.

(I.)

Dec. 10. 1928.

DREAM
20.

MELODY:

Riche

and

Thelby.

(L)

(R)

5050f.

1929.

DO YOUR DUTY (CD):

Charlie Murray. Lueien Littlefleld.
Doris Dawson. Charles Delaney. Ed Brady. Washington
6027f.
(Rl Oct.
(I.)
Blue. Aggie Herring. George Pierce.
14.

(NP) Oct. 13, 1928.
Richard Barthelmess. Lucien Littlefleld,
Ward, Alice Day, Tom Dugan. Lila Lee. Mar(XP)
Fielding.
(L)
7642f.
(R) July 21. 1929.

1928.

DRAG

(D-TME):

garet
July 13.

FAST LIFE (D-AT):

Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.. Loretta Youns.
Chester Morris. William Holden. Frank Slier, dan. Ray
(R) Sept. 29,
(L) Talking. 7541f.
Hallon. John St. Polis.

1929.
(NP) Aug. 31.
(D-TME): Loretta
IN THE GLASS CAGS. THE
Young, Carroll Nye, Matthew Betz. Lucien Littlefleld. Ralph
Lewis, George Stone. Julia Swavne Gordon. Majel Coleman.
IXP)
(R) June 22. 1929.
Charles Sellon, Robert Haines.
June 15. (LI Talking, 7159f: silent. 6705f.
Ken Mavnard. Gladys McGLORIOUS TRAIL. THE (Wl
Cnnnell. Frank Hagney, Les Bates. James Bradbury. Jr..

GIRL

:

Forthcoming 1929 release.
Forthcoming 1929 release.
LIFE'S CROSSROADS: Hulette anil Hamilton.
(L)
HEARTS AND MODELS: Forthcoming 1929 release.

(NP)

May

1,

(R)

585Gf.

53551

2S.

Edmund Burns
Oakie.
Jack
Louise
Fazeuda.
(NP) Aug. 10.
Selwynne, Charles Delaney.
Chester Conklin Larrj
Kent. Thelma Todd. Montague Love. Flora Finch. William
V. Moil". Barbara Bedford. Eve Southern. Edmund Breese.
(NP) Oct. 27. 1928.
(L) 5755.
(R) Nov. 4. 1928.
Milton Sills. DorOthl
HIS CAPTIVE WOMAN (D-TME)
James.
Gladden
Jed Prouty. Sidney Bracey.
Mackaill.
Gertrude Howard, -Marion Byron. George Fawcett. William
(R)
(L) 8305f.
Holden. Frank Reicher. August Tollaire.
:

:

Apr.

HOT

(NP) Mar.

1929.

7.

STUFF

2.

1929.

LouLse Fazenda.
Alice White.
Doris Dawson. Ben Hall. Charles Sel(L)
Messinger. Andv Devine. Larry Banthini.

(CD-TME):

William Bakewell.
lon.

Reddv

May

(R)

6774f.

5.

(NP) Mar.

1929.

HOUSE OF HORROR (MyC-ME)
James

Ford.

(L)

(R)

5919f.

:

Orlamond.
Apr.

23,

1929.

Fazenda. Chester
William V. Mone.
Dale Fuller. Tenan

Louise

Thelma Todd.

William

Chautard.

28.

(NP)

1929.

Apr.

13.

LAWLESS LEGION. THE (W): Ken Mavnard, Nora Lain
Paul Hurst, J. P. McGowan. Frank Rice. Howard Trues(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
(R) Mar. 3. 1929.
deU. Tarzan.
Colleen Moore. Gary Cooper. EuLILAC TIME (D-ME)
Kathryn McGuirc. Oleic
genie Bessercr. Burr Mcintosh,
(LI
Moore. Jack Stone. Emile Chautard. Arthur Lake.
(TOS
(NPl June 2, 1928.
(R) Nov. 18. 1928.
8967f.
Aug. 18. 1928.
:

I

LOVE AND

THE

Ben Bard.
(R)

Mar.

Rod

Laltocque.

George Bunny.

1929.

Oct.

Dorothy Mackaill. Jimmic Fm-

(CD-AT):

lavson.
Clarissa

6431f.

MASQUERADE MARRIAGE: Forthcoming 1929 release.
MELLOWING MONEY: Forthcoming 1929 release.
ORCHID WOMAN, THE: Forthcoming 1929 release.
(R)

(L)

Y'owiache.
1928.

29,

HAUNTED HOUSE, THE IMY-ME)

23.

Viola Dana.

Sept.

DEVIL

(D-ME):

Nellie Blv
1929.

24.

Baker.

Milton

1929.

Gwen

Maria.

Sills,

Amber Norman.

(NP) June

(LI

29.

MAN AND THE MOMENT, THE (D-TME):

1928

ONE SPLENDID HOUR:

Chief

Franey.

Billy
1928.

Corda.

DAVID VALLORY:

Oct. 20.

Corinne Griffith. Victor
Warner, Ian Keith, Marie Dressier. Doro-

William Conklin. Montague Love. Julia
(R) Mar.
(L) 9035f.
Swayne Gordon. Michael Vavitch.
(NP) Apr. 6. 1929. (TOS) May 11. 1929.
31, 1929.

Holtz.
1929.

1928.

1,

THE (D-TME):

LADY,

Varconi. H. B.
thy Cunimings.

Emile

Dee.

1928.

DARK STREETS (DAT):

Conklin.

Excellent
CLEAN

Milton Sills. Thelma Todd. Wade
Demarest, Fred Warren. Sylvia Ashton.
(XP)
(R) Oct. 7, 1928.
(L) 6225f.
(TOS) Nov. 24. 1928.

(D-M):

Boteler,

HARD TO GET

FANNY HAWTHORNE:

i

Lyon
Shirlev
(Li Talking. 5951f-

GREEN EYES: Forthcoming 1929 release.
GREENWICH VILLAGE: Forthcoming 1929

(L)

Virginia
Harry Myers. Kenneth Thomson.
(L)
3. 1928.
(NP) Mar. 2, 1929.

(R)

(D-TME).
(NI'i

silent,. 573iif.

Olive Borden. Charles Delaney.

Beaumont. Louis Natheaux. Ernie Adams. Al

Ralph

Graves. Kuth Clifford. John Miljan. Nena (Jua'taro. Jos ]m
Swickard, Julia Swayne Guidon.
(I.) 5si2f.
(Itl
Mar 18
1929.
(NP) Apr. G. 1929.

FAKER.

1928.

TRIAL MARRIAGE (D-ME):

release.

Ruth

:

Jobyna

Talking. 6275f; s.lent.
(R) Aug. 5, 1929.

20.

(CD): Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.. LorYoung. Carmel Myers. Holmes Herbert. Kenneth ThomGeorge Baxter, Wilfred Noy. Doris Lloyd, Ilka Chase,
Raymond Lawrence. (NP) Aug. 17.
CHILDREN OF THE RITZ (CD ME): Jack Mulhall, DoroMar. 3. 1929.
(TOS)
thy Mackaill.
(L)
6565f.
(R)
Mar. 2. 1929.
COMPANIONATE MARRIAGE (D): Betty Bronson, Alee B
Francis, William J. Welsh, Edward Martindel, Sarah Padden. Hedda Hopper. Richard Walling. Arthur Rankin. June
(NP) Mar. Hi,
(L)
6227f.
Nash.
(R) Oct. 21. 1928.
etta
son.

Katherine

SIDESHOW. THE
Martha

CARELESS AGE. THE

Sept.

(D)
Dougla* Fairbanks.
Jobyna Ralston, Mildred Harris, Philo McCullough,
Wheeler Oaknian. Robert Edeson, Edward Davis. Del
Henderson. Charles Cl«rv.
(L)
G465f.
(11)
Oct.
31.
1928.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
QUITTER, THE (Dl
Ben Lyon. Dorothv Revier. Fred
Kohler. Charles McHugh. Sherrv Hall. Jane Dalv, Henrv
Otto. Claire McDowell.
(L) 5fi71f.
(R) Apr. 1. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
REDEMPTION: Forthcoming 1929 release.
RESTLESS YOUTH (D)
Marceline Day. Ralph Forbes.
Norman Trevor. Robert Ellis, Marv Maberv. Gordon Elliott.
Coy Watson.
(L)
6085f.
(R)
Nov. 30. 192S.
(NP)
Jr..

:

Donald Keith. Ann Christy,
Mooers, Jack Tanner, Svd Saylor,
(M):

Beryl Roberts. Albert Dresden.
(L) C200f.
(Rl Feb. 15
1929.
(NP) Mar. 2. 1929.
PEACOCK FAN. THE (M): Lucien Preval. Dorothy Dwan
Tom O'Brien, Rosemary Theby. Carlton King. Gladden
James, David Findlay. James Wilcox. Fred Malatesta. Alice
True. Spencer Bell. John Fowler.
(L) 5300f.
(R) Mar.
15.

LONE WOLF'S DAUGHTER (TME)

ILl

Billie

Dove,
Sellon.

Lee. Robert Sellable. Charles
(R) Jum'
(L) Talking. 7086f; silent C539f.
23. 1929.

(NP) Mar.

NAUGHTY BABY (CD-ME)

Alice White. Jack Mulhall.
Thelma Todd. Doris Dawson, James Ford. Natalie Joyce.
Frances Hamilton. Fred Kelsey. Rose Dione. Fanny Midgcb
Bennv Rubin. Andy Devine. George Stone. Raymond TurDec. lfi. !*»
6406f.
ner.
Larrv Banthim.
(L)
(R)
(NP) Dec. 8. 1928. (TOS) Feb. 9. 1929.
:

.

September

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

1929

14,

NIGHT WATCH, THE (D-ME):
Donald

BiUie Dove. Paul Lukas.
Nicholas Sousanin. Nicholas Beta, George
William Tooker. Gus Partos.
IL)
6612f.
(R)

Keed.

Periolat.
Sept. 9.

INP)

192S.

13. 1928.
Griffith.

Oct.

OUTCAST iD-ME):

Corinne
James Ford. Edmund
Gordon. Kathryn Carver. Louise Fazenda
Lee Moran.
(Li 6C22f.
(Bl

Huntly

Lowe.

Sam Hardy.
U.

Patsy O'Byrne.

(NP)

(TOS) Dec. 1. 1928.
Corinne Griffith. James Ford. Bela.
Lugosi. Jan Keith. Julanne Johnston. Ann Schaeffer. Baron
Hesse. Otto Matieson. Harry Northrup.
(L) 7800f.
(K)
May 19. 1929. (NP) July 20.
ROYAL RIDER. THE (W) Ken Mavnard. (L) 5957f. (B)
Nor.

1928.

Oct.

192S.

27.

PRISONERS (D-TMEl:

:

May

1929.

5.

CHILDREN ID-TMEl:
Corinne
Griffith.
Grant Withers. Albert Conti. Alma Tell. Lucien Littlefleld,
(L) 7950f.
Charles Lane. Ann Schaeffer. Marcia Harris.
(B) Apr. 14. 1929. (NT) Mar. 9. 1929.
Betty
Barthelmess.
SCARLET SEAS (D-MEl:
Bichard
Compson. Loretta Young. James Bradbury, Sr.. Jack CurSATURDAY'S

tis.

Dec.

Knute Erickson. (L)
(TOS) Feb.
1. 1928.

SATAN

FOOTPRINTS TO

SEVEN

Dec

6237f.
(B)
2. 1929.

(NP)

192S.

9.

(MT-ME)

Creighton

:

Thelma McNeill. Thebna Todd. Sheldon Lewis. William V. Mong. Sojin. Laska Winters. Iran Christy. DeWitt Jennings. Nora Cecil. Kala Pasha. Harry Fitzgerald.
(B) Feb.
(L) 5405f.
Alonzo Rositto. Harry Tenbrooke.
(NP) March 9, 1929.
17. 1929.
SHOW GIRL (CD-MEl: Alice White. Donald Keed. Lee
Hale.

Moran.

Bichard

Delaney,

Charles

Jimniie Finlavson,
daa (LI 6133f.
1928.
(TOS) Dec.

Gwen

Tucker.

Lee.

Price. High Boman. Bernard Ban(NP) Sept.. 15.
(B) Sept. 23. 1928.
15. 1928.

Kate

SMILING IRISH EYES iD-TS):

Colleen Moore. James Hall.
Claude Gillingwater. Kobert Homans, Aggie Herring, Betty
Francisco. Julanne Johnston. Bobert O'Connor. John Beck.
Edward Earl. Tom O'Brien. Oscar Apfel. Fred Kelsey. Otto
(NP) July 27.
Lereder.
(L) 8550f.
(B) July 31. 1929.
SQUmlL, THE (D AT): Myraa Loy. Alice Joyce. Bichard
(L)
9629f.
(B)
Tucker. Carroll Nye. Loretta Young.

May 26. 1929.
SYNTHETIC SIN iD-MEi:

Colleen Moore. Antonio Moreno.
Kathryn McGuire. Edythe Chapman. Montague Love. Gertrude Astor, Gertrude Howard. Ben Hendricks. Jr.. Ray(NP)
1929.
Jan.
6.
(L)
6852f.
(B)
mond Tucker.
Mar. 2. 1929.
TWIN BEDS IC-AT): Ja.-k Mulhall. Patsy Kuth Miller.
Kaliz. Gertrude Astor. Knute Erickson. Edythe
An:
Chapman, Jocelyn Lee. Nit a Martan. ZaSu Pitts. Eddie
1

Gribbon. Ben
Bert Boach.

Lerinnes. Alice Lake,
(L)
(NP) July 20.

Hendricks. Jr.. Carl
(B) July 14. 1929.

Talking. 7266f.

TWO WEEKS OFF (CD-TMEl:
Gertrude

hall.

Dorothy Mackaill. Jack MulFinlayson. Kate Price. Jed
Dixie Gay. Gertrude Metsinger.

Jimmy

Astor.

Prouty. Eddie Gribbon.
(B) May 12.
(L) 8017f.

WARE

(NP) May

1929.

11.

CASE. THE <MDi:

1929.
Borne.

Ian
Stewart Borne. Betty
Murtagh. Patrick
Briggs.
Cynthia
iL)
Stewart. Cameron Carr. Syd Ellery. Patrick Ludlow.
(NP) Mar. 3. 1929.
6185f.
(R) Nov. 25. 1928.
(CD-MEl: Dorothy Mackaill, Jack Mulhall.
Hendricks.
Ben
Jr..
James Bradbury, Jr., Knute Erickson.
(R)
(L) 6142f.
William Norton BaileT, Pat Harmon.
(TOS) Oct. 6.
(NP) Sept. 22, 1928.
1928.
Sept.
16.
Wellington

Fleming.

WATERFRONT
1928.

WEARY RIVER (MD-TMEI:

Bichard Barthelmess. Betty
Compson. George Stone. William Holden. Louis Natheaux.

Raymond Turner. Robert O'Connor.

(L)

797Cf.

(R)

Feb.

(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
WHIP. THE (D-ME): Dorothy Mackaill. Balph Forbes.
Anna Q. Nilsson. Lowell Sherman. Albert Gran, Marc
(L) 605Sf.
(B)
McDermott. Lou Payne, Arthur Clayton.
(NP) JJuly 14. 1928.
Sept. 30. 1928.
10. 1929.

WHY BE GOOD

Colleen Moore. Neil Hamilton.
Bodil Rosing, John Sainpolis. Edward Martindel. Eddie
Clayton. Lincoln Stedman. Louis Natheaux. Collette Merton.
(NP) Mar.
(R) Mar. 17. 1929.
Dixie Gay.
(L) 7507f.
9.

(CD-ME)

(TOS) Mar.

1929.

:

1929.

30.

Hank Mann. (L) 7217f. (R) Sept. 9. 1928. (NP)
(TOS) Dec. 1. 1928.
9. 1929.
DEVILS D-TME)
Janet Gaynor. Mary Durtan.
Charles Morton. Barry Norton. Farrell MacDonald. Namv
Drexel.
(NP) July 20.
(Ll 6500f.
Fuller.

Lake,

Mix.

(TOS) Jan.

David

Arthur

Rollins,

Sue Carol. Charles Delaney. Heinie Conklin. Louise

(L) 7702f.
(R)
Dresser. Earl Robinson.
(TOS) Jan. 5. 1929.
(NP) Oct. 20. 1928.

BEHIND THAT CURTAIN (My-ATJ

:

Sept.

30.

1928.

Warner Baxter. Lois

Moran. Gilbert. Emery. Claude King. Philip Strange. Boris
Jamiel Hassen. Peter Gawthorne. John Rogers.
Montague Shaw. Finch Smiles. Mercedes De Valasco. E. L.
(NP) July 6.
Park.
(R) June 30. 1929.
(L) 8300f.
BLACK MAGIC (D-ME): Josephine Dunn. Earle Foxe. John
Holland. Henrv B. Walthall. Dorothy Jordon, Fritz Feld.
Sheldon Lewis. Ivan Lindow. Blue Washington. (L) 5835f.
(NP) Aug. 3.
(R) June 2. 1929.
BLACK WATCH. THE (RAT): Victor McLaglen, Mnna
Loy. David Torrence. David Percy. Joseph Diskay, Joyzelle.
David Rollins. Lumsden Hare. Roy D'Arcy. Mitchell Lewis.
Francis Ford. Walter Long. Frederick
Cyril Chadwick.
Pat Somerset. Claude King.
Sullivan. Richard Travers.
(NP) June 15.
(L) 8487f.
(R) May 26. 1929.
BLINDFOLD (D-M): Lois Moran. George O'Brien. Earl
Foxe. Don Terry. Maria Alba. Fritz Feld. Andy Clyde.
Craufurd Kent. Robert E. Homans, John Kelly. Philips
Karloff.

Smalley.

(L)

(R)

5598f.

Dec.

9.

(NP)

1928.

Dec.

8.

1928.

Rosa Gore.

Twelvetrees.

Frank Albertson.

Claude King. Carmencita
Ethel Wales. Adele Watson.
(NP)
Mar. 7. 1929.
(R)

Orlamond.

William

Johnson. Freddie Frederick.
5232f.
Jerome Eddv.
(L)
Apr. 6. 1929.

Victor McLaglen. Claire Windsor.
Albert Conti, Clyde Cook. Jean Laverty.
(L) 5453f.
Boris Charskr, Jane W*inton.

CAPTAIN LASH (D-M):
Arthur

Stone,

Frank Hagney,
(R)

Jan.

6.

1929.

(NP) Mar.

9.

1929.

CHASING THROUGH EUROPE (D-TME):

Sue Carol. Nick
Gordon. E. Alyn

Stuart.
Gustav von Seyffertitz. Gavin
Warren. (R) June 9, 1929. INP) Aug. 10.
CHRISTINA (D): Janet Gaynor. Charles Morton. Rudolph
Harry Cording. (L) 6955f.
Schildkraut, Lucy Dorraine.
(NP) Aug. 3.
(R) Mar. 30. 1929.
COCK-EYED WORLD. THE (D AT): Lily Damita. Victor
McLaglen. Edmund Lowe. Lelia Karnclly. Bobby Burns,
Jean Ban-. Joe Brown.
(L) 10.61K.
DRY MARTINI (D-M): Mary Astor. Matt Moore, Jocelyn
Lee Sallv Eilers. Albert Gran. Albert Conti. Tom Rickets.
Hush Trevor. John T. Dillon. Marcelle Corday. (L) 7176f.
(TOS) Dec. 1.
(NP) Mar. 16. 1929.
(R) Oct. 7. 1928.
1928.

THE

EXALTED

(CD-MEl: Sue Carol. Barry
FLAPPER.
Irene Rich. Albert Conti. Sylvia Field. Stuart
Irwin. Lawrence Grant. Charles Clary. Michael Visaroff. Don
Allen. Landers Stevens.
(R) May 26. 1929. (NP) June 22.
(L) 5806C
FAR CALL.
(D-ME)
Charles Morton. Leila Hyams.
Norton.

*

L

THE

:

Ulrich Haupt. Stanley J. Sanford. Warren Hymer. Arthur
Stone. Charles Middleton. Pat Hartigan. Ivan Linow. Dan

Wolheim. Randolph S"Ott. Charles Gorman. Bernard Sieg-1.
(L)
Willie Fung Harrv Gripp. Frank Chew. Sam Baker.
Sound. 5313f;
June 1.

silent.

5285f.

12.

1929.

FOX MOVIETONE FOLLIES (MC-ATS):

Lola Lain. Kians

Richardson. David Percy. Sue Carol. Dixie Lee. David
Rollins. Sharon Lynn. John Breedon. Stepin Fetchit.
(L)
8291f.
(NP) June 15.
(R) May 25. 1929.
FUGITIVE (MD-M): Madge Bellamy. Don Terry. Arthur
stone, Earle Fox. Matthew Betz, Lumsden Hare. Hap
Ward. Edith Yorke, Jean Laverty.
(L) 5356f.
(R) Jan.
27. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 16. 1929.

GHOST TALKS. THE (My-TME)
30. 1929.
GIRLS GONE WILD (CD-M):

Special cast.

:

(R)

Mar.

Sue Carol. Nick Stuait.
William Russell. Roy D'Arcy.
Leslie
Fenton.
Hedda
Hopper. John Darrow, Matthew Betz. Edmund Breez.-.
Minna Feny, Louis Natheaux. Lumsden Hare.
(LI Talking. 3332f.
(R) Feb. 24. 1929.
(NP) March 23. 1929.
GREAT WHITE NORTH, THE (D-M): H. A. and S.dn.v
Snow's Arctic expedition.
(L) 5560f.
(R) Dec. 30. 1928.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
HEARTS IN DIXIE (TME): Special cast.
(L)
0444X.

(R)

Apr.

FA21L (RD-M): Charles Farrell. Greta
Vadim Uraneff. Tyler Brooke. Eddie

28.

Nissen.

1929.

(NP)

Mae Busch.

Sturgis.

Josephine

Bono. John Boles. John T. Murray, Erville Alderson, Dale

Anita

May

TRUE HEAVEN iD-M):

Ed

Gravin.

Kennedy.

1929.

18.

George O'Brien. Lois Moran. Phillip
Smalley. Oscar Apfel. Duke Martin. Andre Cheron. Donald MacKenzie. Hedwig Reicher. Will Stanton.
IL) 5531f.
(R) Jan. 20. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 16. 1929.
(TOS) Apr.
1929.

6.

VALIANT. THE
Apr.

i

D-AT)

Paul Muni and Churchill.

:

(R)

1929.

21.

VEILED WOMAN. THE iD-M):

Lia Tora.

Paul Vincenti.
Walter McGrail. Josef Swickard, Kenneth Thompson. Andre
Cheron, Ivan Lebedeff. Maude George.
'Rl Apr. 14. 192U.
(NP) Mar. 23. 1929.

General Pictures
BACHELORS CLUB. THE

(Di: Richard Talmad^e. Barbara
Worth. Edna Murphy. Edna Ellsmere. V. Talbot Henderson,
Herbert Hayes. Barry Palmer.
(NP) June 15.

Gotham
FATHER AND SON (AT): Noah Beery. Noah Beerv.
Forthcoming 1929 release.
HEAD OF THE FAMILY. THE: Virginia Lee Corbin.
625'Jf.
(R) October. 1928.
KNEE HIGH: Virginia Corbin. (R) October. 1929.

MODERN SAPPHO. A
ber.

Betty Bronson.

(T):

(R)

Jr.

(L)

Septem-

1929.

IR)

RIVER WOMAN, THE (D-ME):

1929.

Barrymore. Charles Delaney. Harrv Todd. Marv Doran.
Sheldon Lewis.
(L) 8 reels.
(R) April. 1929.
(NP)
Mar. 30. 1929.
TIMES SQQUARE iCD-T): Alice Day. Eddie Kane. Emile
Chautard, John Miljan, Natalie Joyce, Joseph Swiekard.
(L) 10.500f.
(B) March. 1927.
(NP) Mar. 30. 1929.

Feb. 24. 1929.
(Fi:
Sammy Cohen. Harry Sweet. Marjorie
Beebe. Henry Armetta. Pat Harmon.
(L) 5153f.
(Rl
Dec. 16. 1928.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
IN OLD ARIZONA
Warner Baxter. Edmund
D-TME)
Lowe.
(L) S724f.
IR) Jan. 20. 1929.
(TOS) Mar. 23.

HOMESICK

:

l

JOY STREET (CD-M)

:
Lois Moran. Nick Stuart. Rex Bell.
Jose Crespo, Dorothy Ward. Ada Williams. Maria Alba.
Sally Phipps. Florence Allen. Mabel Vail. John Breedon.
(R) Apr. 7. 1929.
(NP) May 11. 1929.
LUCKY STAR (D-T): Charles Farrell. Janet Gaynor.
Hedwiga Reicher. Guinn (Big Boy) Williams. Paul Fix.
8895f:
Talking.
Gloria Grev.
Hector V.
Sarno.
(L)
silent. 8725f.
(R) Aug. IS. 1929.
MAKING THE GRADE iCD-M): Edmund Lowe. Lois
Moran. Albert Hart. Lucien Littlefield. James Ford. Sherman Ross. John Alden, Gino Conti. Rolie Sedan. Lia
Tora. Maty Ashley.
(L) Talking. 5903f; silent. 5"24f.
(E)
Feb. 10. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
MASKED EMOTIONS ID-TMEl George O'Brien. Nora Lan".
Farrell MacDonald. David Sharpe, Edward Peil. Sr., Frank
Hagney.
(R) May 19. 1929.
(NP) June 15.
(L) 5419f.
MASQUERADE (CD): Alan Birmingham. Leila Hvams.
Clyde Cook, Farrell MacDonald.
Arnold Lucy. George
Pierce, Rita Le Roy. John Breeden. Jack Pierce. Pat
Moriarity. Jack Carlisle. Frank Richardson.
(N) Julv 27.
(L) Talking. 5643f.
ME, GANGSTER ID-M): June Collyer. Don Terrv. Anders
Randoff. Stella Randoff. Al Hill. Burr Mcintosh. Waltrr
James, Gustav Von Seyffertitz. Herbert Ashton. Har 7
Cattle. Joe Brown. Arthur Stone. Nigel De Brulier. Carcl
Lombard. Bob Percy.
(R) Oct. 14. 1928.
(L) 6042f.
(NP) Nov. 3. 192S. (TOS) Dec. 8. 1928.
MOTHER
BEST (D-TME): Madge Bellamy. Louise
Dresser. Barry Norton. Albert Gran. Joy Auburn. Stuart
Edwin. Lucien Littlefleld. Dawn O'Dav. Annette De Kirbv.
Aaron De Kirby.
(L) 10.116f.
(R) Oct. 2S. 1928.
(NP)
Nov. 17. 1928.
(TOS) Nov. 3. 1928.
MOTHER MACHREE ID-M): Belle Bennett. PhUlippe D.?
Lacy. Pat Somerset. Victor McLaglen. Ted McNamar;
Eulalie Jensen. Constance Howard. Rodney Hildebrand.
Neil Hamilton. William Piatt. Ethel Clavton. Jacque Ro!lens. Joyce Wirard.
(L) 6S07f.
(R) Oct. 21. 1928.
(NP)

THROUGH THE BREAKERS:
(R)

6420f.

Jacqueline

Logan.

Laon;l

Livingston and Herbert.

(L)

September. 1928.

Edward
ADVENTURES OF MAYA:

L.

Klein

(L)

Silent.

iR)

5*00f.

Apr.

1929.

28.

Ernest Mattsson
DALARNA AND JERUSALEM

IN

(L)

14.000.

Forthcoming 1929

(D)

Hanson and

:

Veidt.

release.

:

KNOWS

.

Mar.

1929.

9.

NEW YEAR'S EVE
Arthur

(D-M):

Helen

Stone.

Ware.

Astor. Charles Morton.
Freddie Frederick. Florence

Lake. Sumner GetcheU, Virginia Vance.
(R) Feb. 24. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 16. 1929.
Special

Erwin.

Stuart

(Rl

cast.

Mar.

1929.

QUITE DECENT ID-TM):
June Collyer. Louise
Dresser, Allan Lane. Oscar Apfel. Paul Nicholson. Marjorie
Beebe. Ben Hewlett. Jack Kenney.
(L) Talking. 4965f;
silent. 4653f.
(NP) May 18. 1929.
(R) Mar. 24. 1929,

ONE WOMAN

IDEA. THE (D-MEl:
Rod La Rocque.
Marceiine Day. Sharon Lynn. Sally Phipps. Shirley Dorman.
Ivan Lebedeff. Douglas Gilmore. Gino Corrado. Joseph W.
Girard. Arnold Lucy. Frances Rosay. Guy Trento. Daniel
Hasson. Tom Tamarez, Cov Watson.
(L) Talking. Glllf;
silent. 0106C
(R) June 2. 1929.
(NP) June 22.
PLASTERED IN PARIS (C M): With Cohen. Pennick and
Linow.
(L) 5640f.
(R) Sept. 23. 1928.
PLEASURE CRAZED (D AT): Marguerite Churchill. Kenneth Macenna. Dorothy Burgess. Campbell (Julian. Douglas
Gilmore. Henry Kolker. Frederick Graham.
Rex Bell.
Charlotte Merriam.
(R) July, 1929.
(NP) July 20.
(L)
Talking. 5560f.

PREP AND PEP ICD-M):
John Darrow. E. H.

Calvert.

David Rollins. Nancv Drexel.
Frank Albertson.
(L) 6086f.

(R) Nov. 18. 1928.
(NP) Nov. 3. 1928.
(MD-M): Dolores Del Rio. Charles
Farrell. Ivan Linow. Boris Charsky. Dorothy Bevier. Andre
Segurola. Dimitri Alexis.
(R) Dec. 2. 1928.
(L) 9250f.
(NP) Sept. 22. 1928. (TOS) Mar. 9. 1928.
RED WINE (CD-M) : June Collyer. Conrad Nagel. Arthur
Stone. Sharon Lynn. E. Alyn Warren. Ernest Hilliard.

RED DANCE, THE

Emest Wood. Marshal "Babe" Ruth. Dixie Gay. Marsar.t
La Marr.
(L) 61941.
(Rl Dec. 23. 1928.
(NP) Mar.
(TOS Jan. 26. 1929.
9. 1929.
iCD-MI:
Farrell MacDonald.
J.
(L)
I

RILEY THE COP
6132C

Nov. 25. 1928.
RIVER. THE iD): Charles Farrell. Marv Duncan. Ivan
Linow. Margaret Mann. Aldredo Sabato.
(L) 7313f.
(NP)
July 20.
(R)

ROMANCE OF THE UNDERWORLD
and
19,

Boles.
1929.

(L)

6162f.

(R)

Nov.

(D-M):
11.

1928.

Witl A
(TOS) Jan.

SIN SISTER. THE (CD-M): Nancy Carroll. Lawrence Grav.
Josephine Dunn. Myrtle Stedman. Anders Randotf. Richard Alexander, Frederick H. Graham. George Davis. David
(LI 6072f.
Callis.
(R) Feb. 3. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 9.
(TOS) Apr.

1929.

27.

SPEAKEASY (CD-AT):

1929.

Paul Page. Lola Lane. Henry B.
Helen Ware. Warren Hymer. Stuart Erwin.
Sharon Lynn. Erville Alderson. James Guilfoyle. Helen
Lynch, Marjorie Beebe. Sailor Vincent, Joseph Cawtliorne.
Ivan Linow.
(L) 5775f.
(R) Mar. 24. 1929.
(NP) Apr.
(TOS) Apr. 27. 1929.
6. 1929.
STRONG BOY (D-M): Victor McLaglen, Leatrice Joy. Farrell MacDonald.
Slim Summerville. Kent Sanders. Tom
Wilson.
Jack Pennick,
David Torrence.
Robert Ryan.
Dolores Johnson.
(L) 5567f.
(R) Mar. 3. 1929.
(UP)
Mar. 16. 1929.
(TOS) Mav 4. 1929.
SUNRISE (D-M): George O'B'ien. Janet Gaynor. Bodil
Rosing. Margaret Livingston. Farrell MacDonald. Rilph
Sipperly. Jane Winton. Arthur Housman. Eddie Boland.
(L) 8393f.
(R) Nov. 4. 1928.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
(TOS)

W althall.
T

July

21.

1928.

18.

1928.

TAKING A CHANCE:
Nov.

THROUGH

DIFFERENT

Edmund Lowe. Warner
lagher.
1929.

Florence Lake.

With Rex

EYES

Bell.

(D-AT):

(L)

4876f.

Mary

(R)

Duncan.

Baxter. Earle Foxe. Donald Gal(NP) May II.
(R) Apr. 7. 1929.

TRENT'S LAST CASE (My-M -Ml
Raymond Griffith. Raymond Hatton. Marceiine Day. Donald Crisp, Lawrence
:

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
ALIAS JIMMY
shall.
S.OOOf.

Mar.

VALENTINE IM-TMEI:

Barrymore.

Lionel

Leila

Howard Hickman.
(R)

Jan.

William

Haines.

Hyams. Karl Dane. Tullv Mar-

Billy Butts. Evelyn Mills.
1929.
(NP) Mar. 9, 1929

26.

(L)

(TOS)

1929.

9.

ALL AT SEA id:

Karl Dane. George K. Arthur. Josephine
Dunn, Hcrbeit Prior. Eddie Baker.
(L) 5345f.
(R) Feb
1929.

9.

BELLAMY
Bronson.

(NP) Feb. 23. 1929.
TRIAL. THE iD-TME):
(L)

Mar.

(R)

7524f.

(TOS) Apr.

1928.

13.

BEYOND THE SIERRAS

'

2.

Leatrice

Jov.

Betty

(NP) Sept.

1929.

29.

1929.

IW): Tim McCoy, Svlv;a Beecher.
Roy D'Arcy. Polly Moran. Richard R. Neill. J. Gordon
Russell.
(L) 5896f.
(Rl Sept. 15. 1928.
(NP) Aug.
1928.

18.

BRIDGE OF SAN LUIS REY. THE (D-ME):

Lily Damita.

Ernest Torrence, Raquel Torres. Don Alvarado. Duncan Rinaldo. Henry B. Walthall. Mikhail Vavitch. Emilv Fitzrov.
Tully Marshall.
(L) 78S0f.
(R) Mar. 30. 1929.
(NT)

May

18. 1929.
(MC-TSM): Aiuia Page, I).
Love. Charles King. Jed Prouty, Kenneth Thomson. Edward Dillon. Mary Doran. Eddie Kane. J. Emmett Beck.
Marshall Ruth, Drew Demarest.
(R) Mar. 9. 1929.
(NT)
Mar. 30. 1929.
(TOS) Apr. 20. 1929.

BROADWAY MELODY. THE
sie

Mary

NOT

(MD-TMEI:

BLUE SKIES (CD-M): Helen

Mar^aiet Mann. James Hall. Francs
Jr., Charles Morton.
George Meeker. June
Wendell Franklin. Earle Foxe. Albert Gran. August
Frank Reicher. Jack Pennick, Hughie Mack. Ruth
(L) 8962f.
(R) Sept. 2. 1928.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.

Bushman.

X.

Collyer.
Tollaire,

NOBODY'S CHILDREN (D-M):

Fox
THE

CIRCUS.

:

i

FOUR SONS (D-ME):

10.

AIR

Gray. Nicholas Sou&sanin.
IR) Mar. 31. 1929.
(NP)

Mar.

FOUR
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BROTHERLY LOVE

Karl Dane.

(C-TE):

George

K.

Ar-

thur. Jean Arthur. Richard Carlyle. Edward Connellv. Marcia Harris.
(L) 6053f.
(R) Oct. 13. 1928.
(NP) Oct.
13. 1928.
THE (C): Buster Keaton. Marceiine Day.
Harold Goodwin. Sidney Bracv. Harry Gribbon.
(L) 6995f
(R) Sept. 1.5. 1928.
(NP) Sept. 15. 1928.
CHINA
(CD): Karl Dane. George K. Arthur. Josephine Dunn. Polly Moran. Hattv Woods. Carl Stockdale.
(L) 6000f.
(R) May IS. 1929.
(NP) May 11. 1929.
DANCING
(D-M): Joan Crawford. (L) 7652f
(R) Sept. 1. 1928.
(NP) June 30. 1928.
(TOS) Sept. 22.
1928.
DESERT NIGHTS (D): John Gilbert, Emest Torrence. Mary
Nolan.
(L) 6177f.
(R) Mar. 9. 1929.
(NT) Mar 16
1929.
(TOSI Mar. 16. 1929.
DESERT RIDER. THE (W): Tim McCoy. Raquel Torres.
Bert Roach. Edward Connellv. Harry Woods. Jess Cavin
(Rl Mav 11. 1929.
(NT) June 22.
OF LOVE (D): Joan Crawford. Nils Asiher. Aileen
Pringle. Wamer Oland. Carmel Myers. Harry Reinhardt.
Harry Myers, Alphonse Martell. Fletcher Norton
(L)
7987f.
(R) Dec. 1. 1928.
(NP) Dec. 22. 192*.
(TOS)
Dec. 8. 1928.

CAMERAMAN.

BOUND

DAUGHTERS

DREAM

DUKE STEPS

OUT. THE (CD-TME):
William Haines.
Joan Crawford. Karl Dane. Tenen Holtz. Eddie Nugent.
Jack Roper. Delmer Davis. Luke Cosgrove. Herliert Prior
(L) Silent-G210f.
Sound-6206f.
(R) Mar. 16. 1929.
(NP)
Mar. 30. 1929.
EXCESS BAGGAGE (D-ME): William Haines. Josephine
Dunn. Neely Edwards. Kathleen Clifford. Greta Grandstedt
Ricardo Cortez. Cyril Chadwick.
iL) 71801.
(R) Sept 8
1928.

(NP) June

23.

1928.

(TOS)

Sept.

8.

192S.

FLEET. THE (D-M):
Ramon Novarro. Ralph
Graves. Anita Page. Edward Nugent. Carroll Nve. Sumner
GetcheU. Gardner James. Alfred Allen.
(L) 9044f.
iR)
Jan. 19. 1929.
(NP) Feb. 9. 1929.
(TOS) Jan. 19. 1929

FLYING

HALLELUJAH

(D-ATS)

:

Mae McKinney.

Nina

William

Fountaine. Daniel L. Haynes. Harry Gray. Fannie Bell
De Knight. Everett McGarrity. Victoria Spivev. Milton
Dickerson. Robert Couch. Walter Tait. Dixie Jubilee Singers.
(L) Talking. 9650f.
HOLLYWOOD REVUE. THE (MC-ATS): Bes.ie Lore,
Charles Ki n g. Marion Davies, Norma Shearer, William
Haines, Gus Edwards. Joan Crawford. John Gilbert. Marie
Dressier. Polly Moran. Brox Sisters, Anita Page. Buster
Keaton. Albertina Ballet.
(L) Talking. 11.669f.
HONEYMOON (CD). Polly Moran. Eddie Gribbon. Ben
Roach. Flash.
(L) 4823f.
(R) Dec. 22. 1928.
(NP) Mar.
9,

1929.

RICH, THE
D-AT)
Conrad Nagel. Bessie Love,
Hyams. Robert Ober. James Neill. Edvthe Chapman.
Paul Kruger. Kenneth Gibson.
(L) 7351f.
(R) June 15.
1929.
(NP) June 8.

IDLE

I

:

Leila

LADY OF CHANCE. A (D-M)

:

Norma

Shearer.

LowrU

Sherman. Gwen Lee. John Mack Brown. Eugenia Besserer.
Messinger.
(L) 7126f.
(R) Dec. 22, 1928.
(NP)
Mar. 9. 1929.
LAST OF MRS. CHEYNEY. THE (D AT): Norma Shearer.
Basil Rathbone. George Berraud. Herbert Bunston. Hedda
Hopper. Moon Carrol. Madeline Seymour. Cyril Chadwick,
George K. Arthur (in sound print only). Finch Smiles.
Maude Turner. (NP) July 20. (L) Talking. S651f; silent.

Buddy

6484f.

Ivan Mosoujkine. Diana
OF CASANOVA (D):
Kerenne. Suzanne Bianchetti. Jenny Jugo. Rina de Liguoro.
Nina Kochitz. Olga Dav. Paul Guide. Decoeur. Bouamerane.
Rudolf Klein-Rogge.
(R) Feb. 1G. 1929. (NP)
(L) 6179f.
Mar. 9. 1929.

LOVES

EXHIBITORS H ERALD -WORLD
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MADAME X

CARNATION

ID-AT): Lewis Stone. Kutli Cliatterton. Ruyniond Hackett, Holmes Herbert, Eugenie Besserer, John P.
Edington, Mitchell Lewis. Ulrich Haupt, Sidney Toler,
Richard Carle. Claud King. Chappell Dossett.
(L) S806f.

(NP) June 29.
MAN. A (CD-ME):
William Haines. Josephine
Dunn, Sam Hardv. Mae Busch.
(H) May 25,
(L) C6S3f.
1929.
(NP) June 22.
MARIANNE (CD-AT) Marion Danes. Oscar Shaw. Robert
Castle. Scott Kolk. Emil Chautard. Mack Swain. Oscar
Apfel, Robert Ames.
Recorded on film and disc.
(R) July
20, 1929.
(NP) Aug. 31.
MASKS OF THE DEVIL. THE (D M): John Gilbert, Alma
Rubens. Theodore Roberts, Frank Reicher. Bra Von Berne.
(L) 6575f.
Ralph Forbes. Ethel Wales. Polly Ann Young.
(TOS) Nov.
(R) Nov. 17. 1928.
(NP) Nov. 17. 1928.

KID, THE (C AT)
Douglas MacLean. FranLee, William B. Davidson, Lorraine Eddy. Charles Hill
Mailes. Francis McDonald. Maurice Black. Bert Swor. Jr.,
Carl Stockdale.
(L) Silent, 029uf: sound. 72G7f.
(R) Feb.
23, 1929.
(NP) Mar. 16, 1929.

MAN'S

CHARMING SINNERS

:

1928.

24,

MORGAN'S LAST RAID (W)

Tim McCoy. Dorothy SeWheeler Oakman, Allan Garcia. Hank Mann. Mon(NP) Mar.
tague Shaw.
(L) 52G4f.
(R) Jan. 5. 1929.
:

bastian.
9.

1928.
(NP) Oct. 27. 1929.
(W): Tim McCoy. DoroFrank Rice. Lawford Davidson. Clarence Gelden,
(NP)
Chief Big Tree.
(L) 4S15f.
(R) Mar. 2. 1929.
Oct.

thy Janis,
16,

1929.

PAGAN. THE (D-SME)

Ramon

:

Renee

Novarro.

Adoree.

SoundDorothy Jams. Donald Crisp.
(L) Silent-72501.
(NP) May 25, 1929.
(H) Apr. 27. 1929.
(CD-TE): Marion Davies. William Haines.
Dell Henderson, Paul Ralli. Tenen Holtz. Harry Gibbon.
(L)
7453f.
Sidney Bracy, Polly Moran, Albert Conti.
(TOS) Oct.
(R) Oct. 20. 1928.
(NP) Sept. 29. 1928.
7359f.

SHOW PEOPLE
1928.

27.

SINGLE MAN, A (CD):

Aileen Pringle. MarNugent. Kathlyn Williams, Eileen
(NP) Feb. 9.
(R) Jan. 12. 1929.

Day. Edward
Manning.
(L) 559Gf.
celine
1929.

Greta Garbo, Nils Asthe-,
(D)
Dorothy Sebastian, Lane Chandler,
Robert Castle. Mahlon Hamilton, Kathlyn Williams. Zeffle Tibury.
(NP) Aug. 17.
SIOUX BLOOD (W): Tim McCoy. Robert Frazer. Marion
Douglas. Clarence Geldert, Chief Big Tree, Sidney Bracy,
(L) 4811f.
(R) Apr. 20, 1929.
(NP) Apr. 27. 1929.
SPIES (M):
Rudolph-Klein-Rogge. Greda Maurus. Lien
Deyers, Louis Ralph, Craighall Sherry, Willy Fritsch, Lupu
Pick. Fritz Rasp.
(NP) June 15.
SPITE MARRIAGE (CD-M)
Buster Keaton. Dorothy Sebastian, Edward Earle, Leila Hyams, William Bechtel.

Mack

(L) 7047f.

(R) Apr.

C.

(NP) Apr.

1929.

27.

1929.

THUNDER

(D-TME)
Lon Chaney, James Murray. Phyllis
Haver, George Duryea. Francis Morris, Wally Albright,
(L) 7783f.
(NP) Aug. 3.
(R) June 25, 1929.
TIDE OF EMPIRE (D M): Renee Adoree and Duryea. (L)
0552f.
(R) Mar. 23, 1929.
Dolores Del Rio, Ralph
TRAIL OF '98, THE (D-ME)
Forbes. Harry Carey, Tully Marshall, Emily Fitzroy, Tenen
Holtz. Russell Simpson. Karl Dane, Cesare Gravina, George
(L) 8799f.
Cooper. John Down. E. Alyn Warmer.
(R)
(TOS) Mar. 23.
Jan. 5. 1923.
(NP) Dec. 29. 1928.
:

:

1929.

VIKING, THE (D-ME):
Donald Crisp, Pauline Starke,
LeRoy Mason. Anders Randolph, Richard Alexander, HamLewis Woods, Albert MacQuarrie. Roy Stewart, Torbcn
Meyer, Claire MacDowell. Julia Swayne Gorden.
(NP)
9.

All in technicolor.

1929.

:

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS (M-ME):
(R)

Sept.

29,

1928.

Lon Chaney

(TOS) Oct.

WHITE SHADOWS OF THE SOUTH
Monte Blue
(R)

Nov.

10.

20.

(L)

DANCE OF

LIFE. THE (D-AT): Nancy Carroll. Hal Skelly,
John. May Boley, Oscar Levant. Gladys DuBois. James T.
Dorothy Ravier, Ralph Theador, Charles D. Brown, Al St.
Quinn. James Farley, George Irving.
(Talking, 10.619f.
(NP) Aug. 3.
DANGEROUS CURVES (D-AT): Clara Bow. Richard Arlen.
Kay Francis, David Newell, Anders Randolph. May Boley,
T. Roy Barnes, Jovce Compton. Charles D. Brown, Stuart
Erwin. Jack Lude.
(R) Julv 13. 1929.
(NP) Aug. 3.
Talking. 7278f; silent.

(L)

6539f.

DANGEROUS WOMAN. A

Baclanova. Clive Brook.
(D-AT)
Neil Hamilton. Clyde Cook. Leslie Fenton. Snitz Edwards.
(L) Sound. 6643f.
(NP) Mar. lli.
(R) May IS. 1929.
:

1929.

DIVORCE MADE EASY (CD-ATI:

Douglas MacLean, Marie

Prevost, Johnny Arthur. Frances Lee. Dot Farley, Jack
Duffy, Buddv Watles. Hal Wilson.
(R) Julv G, 1929.
(NP) July 13.
(L) Talking. 53Sfif; silent, 5270f.

DOCKS OF NEW YORK. THE

George Bancroft. Betty

(In

Compson. Baclanova. Clyde Cook. Mitchell Lewis, Gustav
von Seytfertitz. Guy Oliver, Mav Foster, Lillian Worth.
(L) 7202f.
(R) Sept. 20, 192S.
(NP) Mar. 16. 1929.
(TOS) Oct. 27, 1928.
DOCTOR'S SECRET. THE (D-ATl: Ruth f'hatterto i. H. B.
Warner, John Loder. Robert Edeson, Wilfored Noy. Ethel
Wales. Nancy Price. Frank Finch-Smiles.
(L)
Sound.
5823f.
(NP) Mar. 16, 1929.
(TOS) Feb. 16. 1929.
DUMMY, THE (D-AT): Ruth Chatterton, Frederic Marcn.
John Cromwell, Fred Kohler, Mickey Bennett, Vondell
Darr. Jack Oakie, Zasu Pitts. Richard Tucker. Eugene
Pallette.
(L) Sound, 5357f.
IR) Mar. 9. 1929.
(NP)
Mar. 16. 1929.
(TOS) Mar. 6, 1929.
FASHIONS IN LOVE (DAT):
Adolphe Menjou. Fay
Compton. Miriam Seegar, John Miljan. Joan Standing,
Robert
Wayne. Russ Powell. Billie Bennett. Jacques
Vanaire.
(L) Talking. 632of; silent, G024f.
(R) June 29,
1929.
(NP) July 13.
FIRST KISS. THE (D) : Fay Wray. Gary Cooper. Lane
Chandler. Leslie Fenton. Paul Fix. Malcolm Williams
Monroe Owsley.
(L) G134f.
(R) Sept. 25, 1928.
(NP)
Aug. 4. 1928.
(TOS) Sept. 1. 1928.
FLEET'S IN. THE (CD|
Clara Bow. James Hall. Jack
Oakie. Bodil Rosing.
(L) 6918f.
(R) Oct. 13. 1928
(NP)
Sept. 22. 1928.
(TOS) Sept. 15. 1928.
FORGOTTEN FACES (M)
CUve Brook. Mary Brian. Olga
Baclanova. William Powell. Fred Kohler, Jack Luden
:

(D-TME):

Raquel Torres, Robert Anderson.
(L) 7965f.
1928.
(NP) July 7. 1928.
(TOS) Dec. 1.

R

iTOSriug.

ePt
-

192f.

4!

1928

AUg

<N1>)

W2S

-

'

GENTLEMEN OF THE PRESS

(D AT):

-

Walter

Huston
NorLawrence Leslie.
(L)
(R) May 4, 1929.
(NP) Apr. 13. 1929.
GREEN MURDER CASE, THE (My-AT): William Powell.
Jlorence Eldridge. Ulrich Haupt. Jean Arthur,
Eugene
Pallette. E. H. Calvert. Gertrude Norman. Lowell
Drew
Morgan Farley. Brandon Hurst, Augusta Burmester, Marcia'
Hariss
Mildred Golden. Mrs. Wilfred Buckland. Helena
h
e3 E
B
Evans
(NP) July 20 Katherine Francis.

man

Charles

Duncan

Foster.

Ruggles.

Betty Lawford

Perwarden,

Sound. 717Gf.

H

192S.

SEAS

1928.

\^\u ™$£ \^

-

-

E
WALL THE <MyM-AT):
£h
J HERobinson,
Edward G.
David Newell,

Claudette Colbert.
Nelly Savage. Donald
k '-« Alan Brooks Ionise Closser Hale. Katherine
Em.
met. Marcia Kagno. Barry Macollum. George McQuarrie
Sound 5850f. (R) Apr. 27, 1929. (NP)
Apr 6 1929
'

,

*

-

WILD ORCHIDS

(D):

(L)

ther.

TOS)

9235f.
(R)
Feb. 23. 1929.

WOMAN OF AFFAIRS
(L)

Cyril

:

Robert Ames. Willard
VOICE OF THE CITY, THE (D-M)
Mack, Sylvia Field, James Farley, John Miljan. Clark
Marshall. Duane Thompson. Tom McGuire, Alice Moe,
Beatrice Banyard.
ID Sound-7427f. (R) Apr. 13. 1929.
(NP) Apr. 27. 1929.
WEST OF ZANZIBAR (D M): Lon Chaney, Lionel BarryMore. Warner Baxter, Mary Nolan, Jane Daly, Roscoe
(L) 6150f.
Ward. Kalla Pasha. Curtis Nero.
(R) Nov.
24. 1928.
(NP) Dec. 8. 1928.
WHERE EAST IS EAST (D-TME): Lon Chaney. Lupe
Velez, Dstelle Taylor, Lolvd Hughes, Louis Stern, Mrs.
Wong Wing. (L) C500f. (R) May 4. 1929. (NP) June 22.
7448f.

Four Marx Brothers. Mary
Oscar Shaw. Katherine Francis, Margaret Dumont,
Ring, Basil Ruysdael. Sylvan Lee, Gambv-Hale Gills-.
Allan K. Foster Girls.
(R) May 23. 1929.
(L) 8613f.
*
(NP) July 13.

Eaton,

:

:

Mar.

COCOANUTS. THE (MC-ATS):

Brown,

John Byron.

I

Wallace Beery.
Florence
(D AT):
Warner Oland. Jack Mi-Hugh, Jack Oakie, Tetsu
Komai. Frank Chew, Mrs. Wing. Peter Morrison, Freeman
Wood.
(L) Silent, 7145f; sound, 7081f.
(R) Mar. 23.
1929.
(NP) Mar. 9, 1929.
(TOS) Apr. 6. 1929.
CLOSE HARMONY (CD-AT): Charles Rogers. Nancy Carroll, Harry Green, Jack Oakie, Richard (Skeets) Gallagher.
Matty Roubert. Ricca Allen. Wade Boteler. Baby Mack.
Oscar Smith, Greta Grandstedt. Gus Partus.
(L) Sound.
6271f.
(R) Apr. 13. 1929.
(TOS)
(NP) Mar. 30, 1929.

Lew Cody,

SINGLE STANDARD. THE
John

MODEL FROM MONTMARTE. THE

10.

Vidor.

27.

OVERLAND TELEGRAPH. THE
Mar.

(NP) Aug.

Apr. 13, 1929.

ID):
Waldimir Roudenko. Albert Dieudonne.
Alexandre Koubitzky. Harry Krimer. Edmond Van Daele.
(L) 6893f.
Antonin Artaud, Gina Manes. Nicholas Koline.

Greta Garbo. Lewis Stone. Nils AsFeb. 23. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 2. 1929.

H0

(D-M):

"'
f ^?'
HUNGARIAN RHAPSODY (D-TME):

8319f.

WONDER OF WOMEN

(D-TME) : Lewis Stone. Leila Hyams.
Peggy Wood. Harry Myers, Sarah Padden. George Fawcett.
Blanche Frederici, Wally Albright, Jr., Camencita Johnson,
Anita Louise Fremault, Dietrich Haupt, Ullric Haupt. Jr.
(L)

Talking.

(NP) July

8796f;

^10

MINGT

la TS

(D):

uf°..

-

Hansen.

Fe

<R>

f

'

Greta Garbo. John Gilbert.
(R) Dec. 15. 1928.
(TOS) Feb. 10, 1929.

Silent,

(R)

6835f.

July

31.

1929.

Dita

-

A

Ufa

SI0N

,y.,
»! 11

R°frers.
Nancy
^ (D ATErickson.
AL BuddyEugenie
^- K^u'e
Besserer.
,

Carroll,

ROSE (CD-TMB):

Charles

Rogers.

Nancy

Jean Hersholt, J. Farrell McDonald, Bernard
Ida Kramer, Nick Coglev, Camillus Pretal. Rosa
(L) Silent. 10.187f.
Sound. 10.471T.
(R) Jan.

Itosanova.
5. 1929.

(NP) Nov. 3. 1928. (TOS) Feb. 2. 1929.
AVALANCHE (W): Jack Holt. Doris Hill, Baclanova, John
Darrow, Guy Oliver, Richard Winslow.
(L) 6099f.
(NP)
Dec.

1,

Feb

'

Lil
Gisella

(NP)

Carroll.

Kay

June

Francis

m

1928.

BEGGARS OF

LIFE (M-ME):
Wallace Beery. Louise
Richard Arlen. Edgar Blue Washington, H. A
Morgan. Andy Clarke, Mike Donlin. Roscoe Karns, Robert
Perry, Johnnie Morris, George Kotsonaros, Jacque Chapin,
Robert Brower. Frank Brownlee.
(L) 7805f
(R) Sept
(NP) July 7. 1928.
15, 1928.
(TOS) Oct. 20. 1928.
Brooks,

BEHIND THE GERMAN LINES

(D)
Foreign cast.
(L)
(R) Jan. 12, 1929.
BETRAYAL (D-ME)
Emil Jannings, Gary Cooper, Esther
Ralston. Jada Weller. Douglas Haig. Bodil Rosing
(L)
SHeiU.^MWf sound. 6G14f. (R) May 11, 1929. (NP) Apr.
:

Sound. 8254f.

:

;

n«°*

'

J^™>

Fawcett. John Miljan.
hn y MoI
(I)

.Margaret

Livingston

Dartri

Sound-6148f
B?; May Silent-7816f.
(NP)
4. 1929.
INTERFERENCE (D-AT): William Powell, Evelyn Brent.
Clive Brook. Dons Kenyon, Tom Rickets,
Brandon Hurst
Louis Payne Wilford Noy, Donald Stuart.
Raymond Lal(L) Silent-6643f.
Sound-7487f.
(R) Jan 5 1929
?S£f(NP) „Mar. 16. 1929. (TOS) Feb. 9. 1929
K
T E
D,;
(
trry G r n
BriM>. NeU Hamilt™ David
r, ,L Newell.
M ,, HTLee
^ v P Mary
ton.
Kohlmar.
Henry Pink Tenen Holtz
Guy Oliver. Albert Gran. Eddie Kane. (NP) Aug
17
LE TER '„. THE < D " A T): Jeanne Eagels.
O.
H. Heggie
J
He rt Marshall. Irene Brown. Lady
; 0 , wara u '> Silent-5490f.
T amaIK Y
Soun£
?^?f
mi Apr.
A
?,
,
57i8f.
(R)
13, 1929.
(NP) Mar. 16 1929
L
N
>
Werner Kraus. Jenny Jugo.
°w^ 1 T E „L0 <2?1 na< DC,ME
anes
,LI
Silent-6676f.
Soundo
,„ ,
6769f.
(R) Mar. ?
16. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 16 1929
L
E PA ,ADE THE (CD): Maurice Chevalier.
Jeanette
1Y
^ !
MacDonald.
Lupino Lane. Lillian Roth. Edgar Norton
e 1 Bl
10re Ko bert
0(
rdi CarletoS Stockdale. Eugene
'>,
P„1?e f «
T7
„
,? 5?
Margar t Fealy Virginia Brace
fxP) Aug

?n
(R) May

i°r
25,

?
on
1929.

'

te°M,°r'
&

Jtf'

h

^

M

-

:

-

'

CANARY MURDER CASE. THE

(My-AT):

James

William Powell

Hall.
Louise Brooks. Jean Arthur. Gustav von
Charles Lane. Eugene Pallettc. Lawrence Gray
Ned Sparks, I/juIs John Bartele, E. H. Calvert. (L) Talking. 71711; silent. 5943f. (R) Feb. 16, 1929. (NP) June
15.
.Siyflertltz.

CASE OF LENA SMITH. THE

(D)

:

Esther Ralston. James

Hall. Gustav von SeyfTcrtitz, Emily Fitzroy, Fred Kohler,
Hetty Alio.
I^awrenee Grant, I.eono Lane. Kay Dcsl.vs
Woloshin, Ann Brody, Wally Albright. Jr.. Warner
Kllnger.
(L) 7229f.
(R) Jan. 19, 1929.
(NP) Mar 16.
1929.
(TOS) Jan. 26. 1929.

Alex

'

l

,

V

'

*'

'

-

LOVES OF AN ACTRESS (D-M):
May McAlister. Richard Tucker

Pola Negri Nils Asther
PWlip Strange
Paul

I'"kas
Nigel de Brulier. Robert Fischer, Hekne
Giere
(L) 7434f.
(R) Sept. 18. 1928.
(NP) June 23. 1928

^atlanoTfiarry^rKck

u^'f^MaS

Chester

Conklin.

(L)

Adolph Menjou Nora Lane
Mischa Auer. Alex Meleau'

:

Sept.

5506f.

(it)

Feb.

(D)

:

2,

(531

1929.

Nita \ il
de Cononge.

,u

1

l

LaGrange, Maurce
(L)
1928.
(NP) Sept. 15. 1928.
(CD):
Richard DiX, Bali
(R) Oct. 27. 1928.
(TOS) Oct. Ng

Louise

Uetrovitch,
5941f.
(R)

(F)

Dot Farley,

Michael Visaro£f.
Mar. 16. 1929.

22,

MORAN OF THE MARINES
Elder.
1928.

(L)

5444f.

MYSTERIOUS DR. FU MANCHU. THE (My-OT)

Warner

:

Oland. Jaau Arthur, Neil Hamilton, O. P. Heggie, William
Austin, Claude King, Charles Stevenson. Noble Johnson.
Evelyn Selbie, Charles Giblyn. Donald Mackenzie, Lawful
Davidson. Lask Winter. Charles Stevens. Chappel Dosset.
Tully Marshall.
(NP) July 27. (L) Talking, 7663f.

NOTHING

BUT THE TRUTH (CD-AT): Richard Dn.
Berton Churchill, Louis John Bartels. Ned Sparks, Wynne
Churchill,
Helen Kane. Dorothy Hall. Madeline Grey.
Nancy Ryon. (L) Sound-725<;f. (R) Apr. 20. 1929. (NP)
Apr. 20, 1929.
(TOS) Apr. 27, 1929.

PATRIOT, THE

(D)

:

Emil Jennings. Florence Vidor. Lewis

Vera Voronina. Neil Hamilton. Harry Cording.

Stone.

10.172f.
(It)
Sept.
Sept. 22. 1928.

(NP)

1928.

1,

RAINBOW MAN, THE

Sept.

8,

1928.

(L)

(TOS)

(SR-TS)
A Sono-Art picture. Eddie
Dowling. Marian Nixon, Frankie Darro, Sam Hardv, Lloyd
Ingraham. George Hayes.
(L) Talking. 8500f.
(R) May
18. 1929.
(NP) June 22.
REDSKIN (R-ME): Richard Dix. Gladys Belmont. Jane
Suegel,
Novak, Larry Steers. Tully Marshall. Bernard
George
Rigas, Augustina Lopez, Noble Johnson, Joseph W. GirarU.
Jack Dunne, Andrew J. Callahan. Philip Anderson, Loraine. Rivero, George Walker.
(L) Silent-7204f.
Sound7643f.
(NP) Feb. 16, 1929. (TOS)
(R) Feb. 23. 1929.
Feb.

:

1929.

2.

ROMANCE, THE (CD-AT): Charles (Buddy)
Mary Brian, June Colfyer, Henry B. Walthall.
Wallace Beery, Fred Kohler, Natalie Kingston, Mrs. George
(L)
Talking.
Fawcett, Anderson Lawler, George Reed.
7009f; silent. 7082f.
(R) July 20, 1929.
SHOPWORN ANGEL (CDS): Nancy Carroll. Gary Cooper.
Sound-7373f.
(R) Jan.
Paul Lukas.
(L) Silent-7112f.
(NP) Feb. 9. 1929. (TOS) Jan. 19. 1929.
12. 1929.
SINS OF THE FATHERS (D-M): Emil Jennings, Ruth
Chatterton, Barry Norton. Jean Arthur, Jack Luden. Zasu
Pitts.
Matthew Betz, Harry Cording, Arthur Housman.
RIVER OF
Rogers.

Frank
Oct.

Reicher.
1928.

(L)

(R)

7761f.

Dec.

29.

(NP)

1928.

20.

SOMEONE TO LOVE

Mary Brian.
William Austin. Jack Oakie. James Kirkwood, Mary Alden,
(NP) Dec. 29, 1928. (TOS)
Frank Reicher. (L) 6323f.
Dec 22 1928
STAIRS OF SAND (W): WaUace Beery, Jean Arthur,
Phillips R. Holmes, Fred Kohler, Chester Conklin, Guy
Oliver, Lillian Worth, Frank Rice, Clarence L. Sherwood.
(NP) May 18. 1929.
(R) June 8, 1929.
STUDIO MURDER CASE. THE (My-AT): Neil Hamilton.
Warner Oland, Frederic March. Florence Eldridge. Doris
Hill.
Eugene Pallette. Chester Conklin. Lane Chandler.
Gardner James, Guy Oliver, E. H. Calvert, Donald Mackenzie.

(CD):

Charles Rogers.

Talking, 6500f; silent, C070f.

(L)

(NP) June
Christian

(R) June

1.

1929.

8.

SUNSET PASS
J.

Pat Harmon.

(W):

Jack Holt. Nora Lane, John Loder,
Pee Wee Holmes. Chester Conklin.

Frank.
Alfred AUen.

Guy

Oliver.

(L)

5862f.

(It)

(NP) Feb. 23, 1929.
(CD): Nancy Carroll, Stanley Smith. Helen Kane.
Joseph Depew. Jack Oakie. William Austin. Stuart Envin.
Wallace MacDonald, Aileen Manning. (NPj Aug. 17.
THREE WEEK ENDS (CD): Clara Bow, Neil Hamilton.
Feb.

9.

1929.

SWEETIE

Harrison Ford, Lucille Powers. Julia Swayne Gordon,
Jack Raymond. Edythe Chapman, Guy Oliver. William
Holden. (L) 5962f. (NP) Dec. 22. 1928.
THUNDERBOLT (D-AT): George Bancroft, Richard Arlen,
Fay Wray Tully Marshall, Eugene Besserer, James Spottswood, Fred Kohler. Mike Donlin. S. S. R. S. Stewart.
George Irving. William Thome. E. H. Calvert, King Tut.
(R) June 22. 1929.
(L) Talking. 8571f; Silent, 7311f.

(NP) June

1.

Mary Brian. Chester
Charles Rogers.
(CD):
Conklin. Phillips R. Holmes. Robert Ellis. John Westwood Princeton university undergraduates. (L) 6349f. (R)
(NP) Aug. 4, 1928. (TOS) Nov. 3, 1928.
Oct. 27, 1928.
VIRGINIAN, THE (D-AT): Gary Cooper. Walter Huston.
Richard Arlen. Mary Brian. Chester Conklin, Eugene Pallette, E. H. Calvert. Helen Ware, Victor Potel. Tex Young.
(NP) July 20.
Charles Stevens.
George Fawcett. Maude
WEDDING MARCH, THE (D)
George, Erich von Stroheim. George Nichols, ZaSu Pitts.
Hugie Mack, Matthew Betz, Cesare Gravina, Dale Fuller.
Fay Wray, Syd Bracey. <L) 10.400f. (R) Oct. 6. 1928.
(TOS) Jan. 26. 1929.
(NP) Oct. 27. 1928.
A NIGHT (CD): Bebe Daniels, Neil Hamilton. William Austin, Wheeler Oakman, Charles Sellon, Hill Mailes.
(NP)
1928.
Oct.
6.
(L)
5378f.
(B)
Ernie Adams.
Jan. 12. 1929.
Esther
WHEEL OF LIFE. THE (D-AT): Richard Dix.Stedman.
Ralston. O. P. Heggie, Arthur Hoyt. Myrtle
(R) June
Larrv Steers. Regis Toomey. Nigel de Brulier.
(NP) Apr. 27, 1929.
22. 1929.
WILD PARTY, THE (CD-AT): Clara Bow. Frederic March.
Marceline Day. Shirley O'Hara. Jack Luden. Jack Oatae.
Arthur Rankin, Lincoln Stedman. Joyce Compton. Ben
Hendricks. Jr., Jack Redmond, Adrienne Dore. Jean Lorraine, Virginia Thomas, Kay Bryant, Alice Adair, Amo
(L) SilentIngram, Renee Whitney. Marguerite Cramer.
(NP) Mar. 23.
(R) Apr. 6, 1929.
Sound-7167f.
6036f.
1929.
(TOS) Apr. 13, 1929.

VARSITY

:

picture.

a
ce
lUlam Austin. Frances Raymond
Frtrt?0 r?L
» t"\ ', 5?
Eddie
Kane. Michael
Visaroff. Bessie Lyle, Emelie Melville
" v,ue
Carl Lukas, Col. G. L. McDonnel.
(NP) July 27
IN
EN
F
ARI
Maurice
Chevalier.
s^h?a Beecher.
,?ec.,°
£ ,? Simpson. George Fawcett. Mrs
Sylvia
Russell
.

Paramount
Goreey.

(NP)

W

27.

ABIE'S IRISH

Gustav

Parlo.

1929

16 '

Dagover. Willy Fritsch. Dita Parlo. Fritz Greiner.
Bathory. ^Ench^ Kaiser Tietz, Leopold Kramer.

IL

FIGHT, A (D AT): Charles (Buddy) Rogers
Mary Brian. June Collyer. Henry B. Walthall. Wallace
Fred Kohler, Natalie Kingston. Walter MiGrail
Anderson Lawler. Mrs. George Fawcett, George Reed. (NP)
June 29.

Beery.

MARQUIS PREFERRED

:

14, 1929!

MAN MUST

Ruth Chatterton. CUve
(D-TME*)
Brook, Mary Nolan, William Powell, Laura Hope Crews,
Florence Eldridge, Montagu Love. Juliette Crosby, Lorraine
Eddy. Claude Allister.
(R) July 6, 1929.
GlG4f.
(L)

CHINATOWN NIGHTS

1929.

NAPOLEON
(R)

:

cis

September

Effi

WHAT

WOLF OF WALL STREET, THE
Baclanova.

Paul

Lukas,

Nancy

(D-AT): George Bancroft.
Carroll, Lane Chandler.

Hurst, Paul Guertsman. Craufurd
(R) Feb. 9. 1929.
SUent-6396f. Sound-6810f.

Brandon
9.

1929.

(TOS) Mar.

16,

Kent.

(L)

(NP) Mar.

1929.

WOLF SONG

(R-TM): Lupe Velez. Gary Cooper, Louis
Wolheim. Constantino Romanoff, Michael Vavitch. Russell
Colombo. Augustine Lopez, George Rigas. (L) Silent, G060I:
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
(R) Mar. 30, 1929.
sound. 6769f.
(TOS) Apr. 6. 1929.
WOMAN FROM MOSCOW, THE (D-ME): Pola Negri. Norman Kerry, Otto Matiesen. Lawrence Grant. Maude George.
Paul Lukas, Bodil Rosing, Mirra Rayo, Martha Franklin.
Jack Luden, Tetsu Komai.
(L) 6938f.
(R) Nov. 3. 192S.
(NP) June 19. 1928.
WOMAN TRAP (M-AT): Hal Skelly. Evelyn Brent. Chester
Morris. Leslie Fenton. Effle Elisler. William B. Davidson.
Guy Oliver, Charles Giblyn. Wilson Hummell. (NP) July 20.

Parthenon
WILD HEART OF AFRICA, THE
June

22.

\Quirk Reference Picture Chart continued
on Page 65]

(Animal Picture):

(NP)

September

EXHIBITORS H ERALD -WORLD

1929

14,

CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten cents per word, payable in advance.
Copy and checks should be addressed

S1.00.

Minimum charge,
Ad Dept.

Classified

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn

St.,

Chicago,

111.

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium
Managers' Schools
THEATRE EMPLOYEES— Modern

Theatre Man-

agement training will
you
Complete training at home. Send
Address Movinz Picture Theatre
of catalog H.

positions
to
for your free Copy

help

aeers Institute. Elmira,

better

New

Man

York.

—

MANAGER WANTED Good opportunity for one
Married man
who can make good in town 5,000.
Don't
Saturday matinee.
from the East preferred.
State age,
write unless you can stand investigation.
nationality, married or single, experience, qualifications, etc.
If you have written before and can make
good,
write
again.
Refowich Theatre
Company,

—

Mahanoy

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S.
cago.

HIGHEST PRICES

new and

Opera

used.

chairs, projectors, screens, generators, rectifiers, reflecting arc lamps, etc.
Write for bargain list and
catalogue.
Address Movie Supply Co.. 844 Wabash.

Chicago.

FOR SALE— Reflector

Arc Lamps and accessories
and Sim

also guaranteed rebuilt Powers 6-A and 6-B
Write Joseph
plex Heads.
Best Prices.

12-14

E.

Ninth

Chicago,

St.,

Attention Theatre Managers
F. H. RICHARDSON'S BOOK ON
3.
Thousands have already ordered and received this up-to-date useful book dealing wnn and pertaining to all branches of sound.
The price is $3.20 postpaid in U. S. A., and Canada.
Certified check or money
$6.00 foreign countries.
order must accompany all orders. Address HeraldWorld Bookshop, 407 South Dearborn street, Chi-

OUT NOW!

SOUND— VOLUME

cago, Illinois.

Spratler,

111.

Books

MANAGER —

PROJECTIONIST— SOUND—Just
Richard

Address

house.
Single.
Lake, Iowa.

closed

summer

Leonard,

Spirit

THEATRE MANAGER— Experienced
dress

to

Box

Dearborn

make permanent connection
434,
street.

sound.
in
at once.
Ad-

Exhibitors Herald- World, 407
Chicago, Illinois.

South

NON-UNION PROJECTIONIST.

Several years'
spots.
Married, go anyExhibitors Herald- World.
407 South Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois.
experience.
Silent, sound,
where. Address Box 431,

ORGANIST —Graduate
notice.

organists available at shor:
of Theatre Organ
Allentown, Pa.

Vermond Knauss School
North 7th

Playing, 210

street,

NEW

Chairs for Sale
SPRING CUSHION UPHOLSTERED

CHAIRS. Almost at half price. Don't miss this
exceptional rare opportunity.
Write today for exact
photograph.
Address C. G. Demel, 845 South State
street, Chicago.
275

Box

GOOD USED CHAIRS

for jJOC cash.

Address

174, Peebles, O.

HIGH GRADE,

1,600
stered theatre

chairs,

company.

spring

made by

constructed
the

uphol-

Heywood-Wake

Spanish
imitation
in
leather, at very reasonable prices.
500 upholstered
theatre chairs, back and seat covered in broadcloth.
1.000 upholstered seats covered in Spanish imitation
leather.
Veneered back and squab seats, very reasonable.
1,000 heavy 5-ply veneer chairs, 14 in. back.
1,500 light 5-ply veneer chairs at very reasonable
Also a
prices.
300 folding chairs in sections of 2.
large stock of chair parts to match any style seat
assure yov:
In fact, everything for the theatre.
great savings.
For information, prices and literature
on our merchandise, write Illinois Theatre Equipment Company, 12-14 East Ninth street, Chicago, Illi
nois.
field

Making
Suburban, large thickly settled territory.
AdSix thousand cash.
money. Sacrifice sickness.
Sun theatre, 7106 Prospect, Kansas City, Mo.

dress

Upholstered

THEATRE
Money maker.

250 seats.
small Illinois town.
Have other business. Address Dream-

in

land theatre, Hanover, Illinois.

Theatre for Sale or Lease
NEW MOTION PICTURE THEATRE,

BIG BARGAIN
844

Veneer.

800

stered,

Wabash

used Opera chairs, 600 upholAddress Movie Supply Co..

Ave., Chicago.

111.

silent

OPERA CHAIRS,
five

ply,

for Sale
Mazda Lamphouse

and speed indicators; 2 Powers machines with GE
Mazda Lamphouse; 2 DeLuxe Motiograph heads.
Address Box 435, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407
South Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois.

and

Canada.

—

FOR SALE Barry and Sargent's "Building
Theatre Patronage." Price $5.20 postpaid in U. S.
and Canada. $6.00 foreign countries. Certified
check or money order must accompany all orders.
Address Herald-World Bookshop, 407 South Dearborn street. Chicago. Illinois.
FOR SALE— "Motion

Picture Trade Directory."
book pertaining to all branches of
pages in size. Price
hundred
Eleven
the industry.
$11.00
$10.00 postpaid in U. S. A., and Canada.

Comprehensive
foreign

countries.

Certified

chairs.
used
Scranton, Pa.

or

money order

Illinois.

Cameras for Rent
AKELEY: BELL-HOWELL
anywhere.

Rent
(professional).
Address Wood, 204 Inland Bank, Indian-

Stationery
("Neargravuremboso"

seats and backs for all makes,
you money. Jobs in new
Address Redington Company,

plate-

Projector Repairing
SKILLED MECHANICS,

WANT SEVERAL MERCURY

RECTIFIERS,

Address
good, bad or incomplete, cheap.
188 Golden Gate Ave.. San Francisco, Cal.

Preddey.

WANTED— 2
down

Classified

Peerless or Simplex projectors, also
State price, condition
Will pay cash, or one
Address Box 337
and balance C O.D.

Ad

Will

specialized

tools,

and

a

shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I
have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
One
of your motion picture machinery equipment.
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving
Relief equipment furlargest houses.
For results bring your work to Joseph
Spratler. 12-14 E. Ninth St., Chicago, 111.

some of the
nished free.

Strong reflector arc lamps.
number of machines.

and

third

check

must accompany all orders. Address Herald-World
Chicago,
407
South Dearborn street,
Bookshop,

at prices that save

and

Equipment Wanted

Your

1

and

Special Neargravnre 250
less embossing) processes.
envelopes, 500 8J4x7!4" letterheads $3.33, or 854x11"
Sollidays, EXH-124, Knox, Indiana.
$4.44, postpaid.

For Sale

Illinois.

with

— Volumes

A.,
S.
Certified

apolis, Ind.

.

SIMPLEX MACHINES

U.

H.

"NEARGRAVURE"

466 new upholstered seats, modern
room, new Powers B. projectors equipped with Strong
Arc lamps, automatic shutter control. Arctic-Nu-Air
cooling system. Modern musical equipment. Central
southern college town, population seventeen thousand.
Terms to
Ideal corner location in business section.
Address Box 436, Exhibitors
responsible
party.
Herald- World, 407 South Dearborn street, Chicago,

Equipment

Richardson's Handbook of
Price $6.20 postpaid
2.
$7.00 foreign countries.
check or money order must accompany all order§. Address Herald-World Bookshop. 407 South Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois.
Projection

in

2500 USED 5 PLY VENEERED theatre chairs in
Immediate delivery.
good condition.
$1.00 each.
Address Illinois Theatre Equipment Company, 12-14
East Ninth street, Chicago, 111.

projecting

house.

in

FOR SALE— F.

A.,

We

Theatre for Sale

2

for used opera chairs,
Address Movie Supply Co.,

City. Pa.

Young, married, exPOSITION AS
perienced in buying. Silent and sound, house routine,
ad writer.
Personality, sober and reliable.
Address
Box 433, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 South Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois.

Wishes

Chi-

paid

projection machines, etc.
844 Wabash, Chicago.

makes, ticket selling machines, film containers, al!
Write for
at bargain prices for immediate shipment.
bargain list.
Address Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company. 12-14 East Ninth street. Chicago. Illinois

Dearborn St

111.

all

THEATRE EQUIPMENT,

Wanted

Position

BIG BARGAINS in rebuilt Simplex Powers 6-B
and 6-A motiograph machines, all motor driven, in
guaranteed condition, as well as used low intensity
arc reflector lamps, with or without machines a:
reasonable prices.
Big stock of rebuilt exhaust and
Generators,
oscillating fans for AC and DC current.

Do

BEST SHOP
Prompt

service,

for repairing projection machines.
Address Movie
reasonable prices.

Supply Co., 844 Wabash, Chicago.

the

Work

Exhibitors Herald- World has helped hundreds of Theatre owners in solving many a problem. The classified advertising
department has placed organists all over the country, has helped in obtaining equipment, in selling equipment, and in
solving many another problem that seemed difficult.
The rates are but 10c per word payable with order, 10% discount
See this week's classified pages. Maybe you are in need of something that is being advertised this
if run for 3 insertions.
week. The cost is small, the results are great.
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Future of Pictures
Depends on Youth in
Opinion of Franklin
(Special to the Herald-World)

SEATTLE,

THE VOICE OF THE INDUSTRY
LETTERS FROM READERS
Local Shot Help

FIRST

MAY

I

ENCLOSE CHECK FOR

$5.20 with the request that you send me
once a copy of Volume 3, Richardson's
book on sound.
have the rest of his
works and they have been nearly indispensable to us, located as we are in a small
town 250 miles from our exchange center.
Notice that Albert Knopp of Fredericksburg burst into the M. B. I. column and I
at

We

congratulated him last Sunday when I was
in his town taking some pictures of their
local fair.
I might say that the nearest
thing I can claim for a summer idea is the
purchase of a movie camera and the showing of local shots with our news each week.
The cost is not great and it certainly creates interest and local comment. I made a
1,000-foot picture of a local polo meet and
race affair this summer, including local interest shots from other towns participating,
cued it on non-sync records and it has played
a total of three weeks in West Texas with
most satisfactory results from the exhibitors and our own chamber of commerce.
As for our own local stuff, I take two or
three shots a week, about 90 feet, have a
nice little local title that we put right in the
news, they see us take it and everybody seems
to get a kick out of it.
figuring
Sound what's it all about?
heavily but will not dive in until I know
just where I stand.
After all the noise
about the new
plan, if you figure the
socalled "service charges" where are you?
It comes to just exactly $10,000 in the tenyear lease and what in the world will this
game be ten years from now?
all
know what happened in the three years
since "Don Juan" started and Jolson actually made the present chaos.
not sending a photo. You have published mine twice and must have it on file
somewhere. The grey hairs are accumulating and I have no desire to record them
for posterity or until the next issue of the
Herald- World is out and piled in the corner.

—

Am

RCA

We

Am

We

it in heavily against J. C,
up last year with that 100mile alibi.
What's a hundred miles in
Texas and we have the best cellar in this
town, too. Oh, ho!
The old man's getting old, the old man's getting grey!
Glad
to see renewed interest becoming apparent
in "The Theatre" section.
It was stagnant

still

the right thing to hear them, they fit in perfectly.
This is not true of talking on the
screen.
Of a necessity, talking slows up action, leaves little to the imagination and destroys the sprightly snappiness which is the
life of the motion picture.

the silent picture had not been all suffihow is it that the industry has grown
from the cheap little nickelodeon to the beautiful palaces of today?
From the nameless
players to the oft repeated names of the many
big stars? If this is not progress, what is it?
If the producers had kept up the quality of
all types of the silent pictures, there would
not be any lack of interest at any time in motion pictures.
If

cient,

The

talking picture craze

a wild fire that
motion picture.
Let us get back to sanity, to the snappy,
quick, moving silent picture, using for sound
is

will injure, if not destroy, the

only good music and song and not too
of this. R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre,
Kilmarnock, Ya.
relief

—

much

Exhibitor Fined $35

For Operating Sunday
(Special to the Herald-World)

DALLAS, TEXAS, Sept. 10.— John M.
Sayeg, who was convicted and fined $35 for
operating a motion picture show on Sunday, has filed an appeal in the Court of
Criminal Appeals at Austin, Texas. Sayeg
charged no admission to the Sunday show,
but placed a box in the theatre so that any
of the patrons who cared to make a donation might do so.
This exhibitor is attacking the law on the ground that it discriminates against motion picture theatres
while other businesses are allowed to remain open on the Sabbath, and that the
law is indefinitely framed and of such
doubtful construction that it can not be understood.

have

for passing us

for a while, too much sound, I guess. Don't
forget •.ve use the Herald- World in the small
towns more than the big boys do.
Good luck and cordially yours. Henry

Reeve, Mission theatre, Menard, Texas.

Beats Hog Killing
THERE ARE QUESTIONS, I BELIEVE, A
very great many who are in any way connected with motion pictures, are asking.
Is the public satisfied with talking pictures

— will

and playing musical instruments on the screen
more natural when heard. It seems just

are

talking pictures

make them

dissatisfied

with silent pictures, thus making both forms
of motion picture entertainment uncertain
is "the last state of that man worse than the

Permit Issued for
Erection of

Fox House

(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA, Sept. 10.— Permit has
been issued for the erection of the new
Fox theatre at 17th and Market streets, less
than a square from the present Fox theatre.
It is

reported that the seating capacity will

be 6,300 and that the new theatre will be
the ace house in the Fox Circuit.

Grover C. Parish Dies
(Special to the Herald-World)

INDIANAPOLIS,

Sept.
10.— Grover C.
Parish, 42 years old, widely known in Indiana
to the motion picture industry, died in a
hospital here of heart disease. For the last
ten years
he had been
connected
with
as sales and office manager of the
local branch.

M G M

first?"

Since the introduction of sound and talking
pictures, I have heard more fuss and awful
noise than you would hear at a big "howg"
killing down in Dixie.
Song and music seem
to belong to the screen naturally.
Singing

Mullins Lauds Campaigners

NEW

—

YORK. Father Mullms, chaplain and
founder of the Catholic Motion Picture Guild, lauded
the membership campaigners for their active interests
displayed in the drive for new members.

Sept. 10.—The future of the
motion picture industry rests on youth and
vouthful actors, according to HAROLD B

FRANKLIN,

president of

Fox

\V est Coast

motion picture company, while on an

in-

spection trip this week looking over the
theatres operated by his company.
"A picture without youth is doomed before it goes to the audience," he said. "Middle age and old age are carried back to
their youth by youthful pictures. The young
folks seem themselves as the actors. Youth
is
the
meeting ground of all picture
audiences."

Coming pictures will be made to appeal
to a youth-loving country, he stated, and
will include innovations in sound, color and
photography that have seemed impossible
heretofore.

Two More
Planned

Little Theatres
in Philadelphia

(Special to the Herald-World)

PHILADELPHIA,

Sept.

— Philadel-

10.

phia will soon have two more "Little
Theatres."
The Cinema Art Guild's Film
Guild
Cinema
(formerly
the
Regent)
which opened in March, 1929, has been so
successful that plans are under way for the
construction of a new house seating 300,
with a policy similar to that of the downtown little theatres. Plans are also being
prepared for the Motion Picture Guild's
new theatre to be located in Germantown,
which will have a seating capacity of 202
and will be the smallest regularly-operating theatre in Pennsylvania. It will be the
first theatre in Philadelphia to be equipped
with individual chairs instead of rows of
seats. Both of the new "little theatres" will
have the usual adjuncts, including spacious

lounges where coffee and cigarettes
served free of charge.

Rebels Against Film
Depicting Mexican

will be

War

(Special to the Herald-World)

GEORGE WEST, TEXAS,
When

Sept.

10.—

show was showing a film depictMexican revolution a demented sympa-

a tent

ing the
thizer of that nationality joined the mobilization, yelling, wielding a stiletto, and
making other scary gesticulations as he
leaped over grown-ups and the children in
his dash for the screen.
The Mexican
stopped the show for a time but the sheriff
soon had him in the jail, thereby stopping
the one-man rebellion.

Cinematograph Society
Honors Albert Howell
"In recognition of your great contribution
advancement, perfection and standardization of cinematography, the American Society of Cinematographers has unanimously
elected you to an honorary membership in its
organization." This was an extract from a
letter received recently by Albert S. Howell
of Chicago from the American Society of
Cinematographers, Hollywood.
to the

Open Anderson Paramount
(Special to the Herald-World)

ANDERSON,

IND., Sept. 10.— The new
Paramount theatre, one of the finest in this
section, was opened recently to an enthusiresident
audience.
O'Rourke,
Jack
manager, and Harry Muller, assistant manager, supervised the arrangements.
astic

—
September

14,

—
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WHAT THE

PICTURE DID FOR ME

Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor
1929

Copyright.

AT — All

Talking;

means the picture

T

— Talking Sequences: M — Music
all-talking

is

(synchronous)

and has a synchronized musical

E

:

score.

— Sound

Effects.

way

In the same

ATM.

(Example:
all

other symbols

may be combined.)
Seven

Columbia

field.

NAMES FOR
"JAYSEE'S" CAR

drew them

The following names have been suggested for J. C. Jenkins' new car. now
taking the place of Nancy, retired:

patronage.

THE FAKER:

Special cast— August 18-19. A good
picture but not as (rood as most of the other
Columbia pictures I played.
All of the Columbia
pictures I have played so far were good.
All you
exhibitors who are not playing Columbia pictures
are missing a good bet.
Print and photography
good.
Six reels.
P. G. Held. Strand theatre. Griswold. Ia.
General patronage.
little

—

—

TRAJL MARRIAGE: Sally Eilers—August 27-28.
Very good picture with a good moral. Photography
and print good.
Seven reels. P. G. Held. Strand
theatre. Griswold, Ia.
General patronage.

—

—

Lya De Putti— Good phogood shape, acting satisfactoi"yBut, oh. such a thread worn plot.
Old as the hills
and then some.
The plot has been used so often
reels

IRENE

PRUDENCE
HIRAM
By Miss Ashby

that our audience fairly reeled with that tired feeling
and quite the contrary when a picture is very inter-

Long before the

esting.

finish

en masse for the doors.

Not

Crystal
patronage.
Bros.,.

Tombstone,

theatre.

—
Ariz. — General

THE COLLEGE HERO: Bobby Agnew — August
A good

27.

college comedy that seemed to please,
although these college pictures don't draw well here.
Good film and photography.
reels.
Robert
Six
Yancey. Bonny theatre, Mansfield, Mo.
General patronage.

—

BEHIND CLOSED DOORS:

A

MO.

Special

—

little

—

—

THE BLOOD SHIP: Hobart Bosworth— August
J3-24.
A good sea drama. Well acted, but rather sad
ind

Photography

good.
Film in terrible
should constitute a crime to send out
film in the condition this was in and charge for
t.
We had this for a special show. Had 500 herdds printed and advertised the whole county and
hen to get a film like that.
Bight reels. Robert
fancey. Bonny theatre, Mansfield. Mo.
General patbrutal.

'ondition.

C. Mullens, Hettick,

CAREERS

(AT):

Billie

linnville.

Dove— August

Recording

— M. W. Mattecheek,
Ore. — Local patronage.

me.

18-19-20.

Did no busiLark theatre. Mc-

BROADWAY

BABIES:
Alice
White— August
This was well received, the best Alice
picture of the series.
underworld
An
and
ack-stage slory that
is
real
interesting.
Fred
ohler stands out as a gangster.
Seven reels.
B. Kennedy. Central theatre, Selkirk, Man., Can-

4-30-31.
ifhite

3a.

—General

patronage.

BROADWAY BABIES

(TM) : Alice White— AuGood production. Good recording and
pleased.
M. W. Mattecheek, Lark theatre,

ust 25-26-27.

cture

cMinnville,

—
Ore. — Local

HOT STUFF
lie

plicture,

patronage.

Alice White— August 20-21.
Nice
pleases young folks.
Seven reels.
:

—

—

WATERFRONT:

Mulhall-Mackaill— July 18. Rather
slim picture, but got by.
Half the picture was the
wisecracks in the sub-titles.
Seven reels. Avard J.
Sloat,
Roseland theatre. Pleasant View. R. I.
Summer resort patronage.
Charles

Belt,

Mrs. Frances Estee, Parker,

Mont.

S.

D.

a

of

R.

I.

PROTECTION:

Lemmon,

S.

This is
Special cast— August 2-3.
Some of the acting was pretty
a pretty good picture.
good for amateurs, not much for professionals. Story
wakes well and people enjoy it. Seven reels. G. H.
Wright, Jr.. Star theatre. Wendell. N. Car.— Small

—

D.

town patronage.

Neillsville,

denizen of

—

View,

Fox

JUANITA
SHEBA
INA
Dickson,

Fairly

Seven
Pleasant

Johnny Hines— July 13.
Avard J.
reels.

Flopped badly. Picture fair. Seven
Sloat.
Roseland theatre. Pleasant
Summer resort patronage.

AUSSIE

E.

3.

to get by okey.

I.

WHITE PANTS WILLIE:

POLLY

By W.

Murray—July

Seemed

— Avard J. Sloat, Roseland theatre.
View, R.
— Summer resort patronage.

PRISCILLA

and now

fair.

—

reels.

By Mrs. Raymond Robbins,

By Trag, formerly

e6S for

Billie Dove— July 9.
Not
Eight
although a few said they liked it.
reels.
Avard J. Sloat, Roseland theatre. Pleasant
View, R. I. Summer resort patronage.

good program picture.

ELMER
ELMERITA
MABEL

WHIFFLEPOOF

lothing to rave about.

this

when they came

DO YOUR DUTY:

C. R. Grimes, Ackley, Ia.

onage.

First National

lobby

—

111.

POLLY
LUPE

i

—

Utah.

COLLEEN

It

—

Corinne Griffith— August 17-18-19.
on a Sunday matinee and I was not
out because I thought it
was terrible, but they seemed to like it so I was
satisfied.
Did a good business on it. Eight reels.
E. A. Reynolds, Strand theatre, Princeton, Minn.
Small town patronage.

opened

—

LUCHADOR
By Miss Orva Worman, Ogden,

By

PRISONERS:

in

Milton Sills-July 23.
Not much.
Press sheet shouted about "head-on collision between
two trains." but in picture a landslide (and not a
Seven
very good one) furnished the only crash.
reels.
Avard J. Sloat, Roseland theatre. Pleasant
View, R. I. Summer resort patronage.

LADY

By Mrs.

—

THE CRASH:

PRISCILLA

cast— August

mystery drama. Print and photography good.
Seven reels. P. G. Held, Strand
iheatre, Griswold. Ia.
General patronage.
good

Me.

Tibbetts, Bethel,

PILGREE

By Mrs. H.

—

THE NIGHT WATCH:

PILL

little

in.

so good,

PAT

the audience started
that it was bad, but

they wanted fresh air after being pinned down by
such an old thread worn plot, so simple that a fouryear could guess the answer the second minute after
the first reel was flashed.
Seven reels. Giacoma

Swails, Clay Center, Neb.

G. V. Higgins, Crawford, Neb.

in

Mans-

theatre.

Special cast— July 27.
Title
but picture is a lot of hooey and cusBig Boy in "Shamrock Alley"
tomers told us so.
saved the day.
Seven reels. Avard J. Sloat. RoseSummer resort
land theatre. Pleasant View, R. I.

I

BETSY
By Mrs.

Bonny

HAUNTED HOUSE:

ALICE
By Mrs. Cres

THE SCARLET LADY:

tography,

—Robert Yancey,
— General patronage.

reels.

Mo.

New

Wis.,

York.

All those caring to submit names are
invited to do so, provided they are connected ivith the motion picture industry
by either employment or kinship. An
award of one year's subscription to the
HERALD
will be made to the
person submitting the chosen name.

WORLD

TRUE HEAVEN:

Good
Special cast— August 12.
Seven reels. Mrs. Hulda J. Green.
picture, no kick.
Gem theatre. Greenriver. Utah. General patronage.

BLACK MAGIC:
Nothing to rave
weird, gruesome

VERY
An

Josephine
but

it

that
theatre. Princeton.

affair

CONFIDENTIAL:
excellent

Dunn— August

little

11-12.

did get over.
pleased a few. E.

about,

Reynolds, Strand
town patronage.
4-5.

—
—

A

— A.
— Small

Minn.

cast August
comedy picture.
Good for Sun-

Special

program

town

Better than many so-called specials.
day.
Print and photography good. Six reels. P. G.
Held. Strand theatre, Griswold, Ia. General patronage.

Alice White— August 30-31.
Another good little college picture with Alice White in
the stellar role.
Believe she will come to be real
popular. The young people were all out to tee this
one and, from the laughs, guess they enjoyed it.

Fox
23-24.
pulled a good stunt on this one.
sent us "Sunrise" by error and we didn't learn
better until about show time on the first night.
I called up the exchange in Charlotte and the manager promised me "The Red Dance" for Saturday

C. R. Grimes, Plaza theatre. Ackley.
patronage.

HOT STUFF:

Ia.

—Small

—

THE RED DANCE:
We

Dolores

Del

—

Rio— August

%ewisnosubstituteMra/htionf

EXHIBITORS HI ALD-VVORLD

September

I

night.

Roseland theatre. Pleasant View, R.

day

sort patronage.

Therefore I gave everybody who came Frinight a ticket good for Saturday night also.
This proved to be a grand stunt, and as a result we
had a packed house Saturday night and also the best
"The Red Dance" is okey.
gross since spring.
Fox is okey also. Ten reels. G. H. Wright. Jr.. Star
Small town patronage.
theatre, Wendell, N. Car.

—

A

Ramon Novarro— July

6.

Pleased every one. Plenty of action
and thrills. Great airplane scenes. Eleven reels.
Avard J. Sloat, Roseland theatre. Pleasant View.
R. I. Summer resort patronage.
fine picture.

—

THE FLYING FLEET (ME): Ramon Novarro—
23-24.
Synchronized sound but no talking.
Gave 100
of the best pictures we ever played.
Pictures of this type do not
per cent satisfaction.
They are real enneed talking to put them over.
tertainment, and that is what people are hungry for.
They have been kidded enough. Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. General patron-

August

One

—

—

age.

TIDE OF EMPIRE: Renee Adoree—July
the picture
to

is

26.

Nine

reels.

While

Ten

—

—
—

THE TRAIL OF

'98:

Dolores Del

Rio— July

10.

it.
Not enough came to 6ee
Paid special price for this and it wasn't worth

Pleased those that saw

Funny in
Doug used to be

TRAIL OF

—

'98:

—
—

THUNDER: Lon Chaney—August 25. A darn
good picture and best business we've had for six
weeks. Lon always gets us into the money. Everything fine, including the print and photography, but
I wonder when the old Northwestern changed from
left hand to right hand.
Leave it to an exhibitor to
find fault, huh?
Nine reels. O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. Small town patronage.

—

MARRIAGE:

Keaton^Iuly 29.
"The Camera-

Buster

excellent, but not as good as

—

—

THE LAST OF MRS. CHEYNEY: Norma

Shearer
Here's a smooth London society
class.
Norma makes an entrancing lady crook who just wasn't 60 crooked. This
girl can sure wear clothes, and how.
Seven reels.
S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre. Selkirk, Man., Canada.
General patronage.

—August

22-23-24.

drama that has

real

—

DESERT NIGHTS: John Gilberts uly
J.

Fair
24.
Sloat, Roseland
resort patron-

THE OVERLAND TELEGRAPH:

Tim McCoy-

picture. Seemed to please.
theatre. Pleasant View, "R.
age.

July

19.

R.

in America. Refurnished, redecorated and equipped with

Pleased our audience.

critical geust.

Here you can tone up youc
system, regain your health with
our world famous mineral waters and baths and if you wish,

Avard
I.

J.

—Avard
I.

—Summer

Good Western which pleased. Six reels.
Sloat, Roseland theatre, Pleasant View,

Visitors to this finely appointed, luxurious hotel acclaim it
one of the finest resort hotels

most

Seemed to get by.
J. Sloat, Roseland theSummer resort patronage.

places.

— Avard
I.

—

Esther Ralston—
Just another Paramount lemon, guess it
is about along the average for Paramount this year.
I get about one good picture from them for about
four lemons.
I don't know what has come about in
the Paramount studios, they haven't got the old punch
that they used to have.
Eight reels. G. H. Wright.
Jr.. Star theatre. Wendell, N. C.
Small town patron-

Dolores Del Rio— August 6-7-8. A
Did a little business on this one.
You cannot advertise this one too much and every
one was pleased. Just enough Karl Dane in this one.
Ten reels. E. A. Reynolds, Strand theatre, Princeton, Minn.
Small town patronage.

is

— Summer

5-6.

—

Tim McCoy—July

R.

I.

— Summer

resort patronage.

—

Flash-July 15.
Kids thought it was
Everyone pleased. Avard J. Sloat, Roseland
Pleasant View, R. I. Summer resort pat-

Better than usual dog picture.

—

Dix—August

3.

Small town patronage.

THE FIRST

KISS: Gary Cooper—August 24. Dandy
picture to slightly better business than we have
Wish I had a girl like Fay Wray.
been having.
Nice print, excellent photography and everybody feeling good.
Six reels. O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.
Small town patronage.
little

—

—

THE LETTER: Jeanne Eagels—August 25-26.
The acting by Jeanne Eagels wonderful. This is a
foreign made picture and it is only natural that it
wouldn't click at the box office.
One thing I liked

—

theatre, Pleasant View, R. I.
Summer resort patronToo many of our American made pictures have these
long slobber kissing scenes in them. Nine out of ten
of the picture patrons do not like kissing scenes in
pictures.
Seven reels. P. G. Held, Strand theatre.

Griswold, Ia.

—
—General patronage.

DANGEROUS CURVES:

Clara

Bow—August

11-

Very good. Clara is still a good drawing card
at the box office. Print and photography good. Seven
14-15.

Strand theatre,

reels.— P. G. Held,
General patronage.

Griswold, Ia.—

THE WHEEL OF

LIFE: Richard Dix—August 1213.
Another Paramount, that's enough bad to say
about any of them.
Paramount has fallen from
grace.
This picture was made from a sound-on-film
negative and instead of the sound track there was a
black space down the side of the picture. Shows up
bad. and the acting clearly shows that there should
be dialog.
This class of picture is what is ruining
the silent house. We have a few more Paramount!
G. H. Wright.
left and then we are off them for life.
Star theatre. Wendell, N.
ronage.
Jr.,

C.

—
—Small

town

Thomson—August

Fred

pat-

A

17.

picture that pleased everyone present. Quite a number of favorable comments. F. H. Babbs, Stocktor
theatre, Stockton, Mo.
Small town patronage.

—

—

THE LAST COMMAND:

Emil Jannings-July 21
wonderful picture with some A No. 1 acting
Rather deep, but Jannings puts out a brand of act
ing that holds them, even in small towns. Nine reels
F. H. Babbs, Stockton theatre, Stockton, Mo.—Smal

—

—

town patronage.

ronage.

THE DRAG NET:

ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE:

Richard

nice peppy comedy, with plenty of funny situations.
F. H. Babbs, Stockton theatre, Stockton, Mo.—

A

SHADOWS OF THE NIGHT:
great.
theatre,

EASY COME, EASY GO:

A

KIT CARSON:
4.

Nothing great but had good
story and held attention.
Six reels.
Didn't draw.
Avard J. Sloat, Roseland theatre. Pleasant View,

—

age.

resort patronage.

BEYOND THE SIERRAS:

Ia.

Douglas MacLean— July

THE CASE OF LENA SMITH:

August

Pulled good and satisfied.
Laughter raised
our roof a foot. Nine reels. Avard J. Sloat, Roseland theatre. Pleasant View, R. I. Summer resort
patronage.

ious or

several
good.

View, R.

atre, Pleasant

very good picture.

man."

unsurpassed elegance,TheElms
will appeal to the most fastid-

G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold.
patronage.

20.

a cent more than program. Eleven reels. Avard J.
Sloat. Roseland theatre, Pleasant View, R. I.
Sumresort patronage.

SPITE

HEALTH WATERS

—P.

THE CARNATION KID:

mer

This

NATURE'S GREATEST

Emil Jannings—August

—

—

Where You Can Enjoy

reels.

— General

I.

—

—

6-7-8.
Very good picture. Jannings is a wonderful
actor.
The only trouble with his pictures they don't
click at the box office.
Print and photography good.

—Avard J. Sloat,
— Summer reR.

TIDE OF EMPIRE: Renee Adoree— August 16-17.
Eight
Better than average Western.
Extra good.
C. R. Grimes. Plaza theatre. Ackley. Ia.
reels.
Small town patronage.
TIDE OF EMPIRE: Special cast— August 9-10. I
can give the same report on this one that I give on
Excellent.
all Metro pictures I have run this season.
I made a little money on this picture, something ungive
plenty
usual down here. Most any audience will
good reports on this one. G. H. Wright. Jr., Star
Small town patronage.
theatre. Wendell, N. Car.

re-

Paramount
SINS OF THE FATHERS:

very good program didn't draw enough

make expends.

Roseland theatre, Pleasant View,
sort patronage.

it.

—

of three Ottawa theatres, was notified late at night that there was
trouble at the Columbia theatre he
received a real surprise. On arriving
at the theatre he found that a crowd
had collected and police officers were
in evidence.
He was hustled inside,
where he discovered that "intruders"
had decorated the premises. A spotlight revealed a tastefully decorated
table on which reposed a big birthday
cake, to which Nolan was given the
familiar college rush, after which D.
Ross, in behalf of the employes of
the theatres, presented him with a
gold watch as a memento of the anniversary of his birth.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
THE FLYING FLEET:

—Summer

ALL AT SEA: Dane- Arthur—July 12. If continued laughter from audience is any indication, the
picture must be good.
Six reels. Avard J. Sloat,
Roseland theatre. Pleasant View, R. I. Summer resort patronage.

Midnight Call to Theatre
Proves Pleasant Surprise
When P. Ambrose Nolan, manager

—

I.

1929

14,

William Haines—

Special

cast—August

10.

I

back riding, boating, tennis,
etc For reservations or beautifully done book, fully illustrating the beauties of The Elms
and Excelsior Springs, write,

played so far this
summer.
Drew good house and pleased them all.
Eight reels. Avard J. Sloat, Roseland theatre, Pleasant View, R. I. Summer resort patronage.

your patrons like underworld stories, be sure to sho\
this one.
An extra good story with wonderful actin
by entire cast. Well directed, a No. A-l picture
Eight reels. F. H. Babbs, Stockton theatre, Stocl
ton, Mo.
Small town patronage.

THE BELLAMY TRIAL: Leatrice Joy—July 8.
Good picture. Pleased. Eight reels. Avard J. Sloat.
Roseland theatre. Pleasant View, R. I. Summer re-

A

wire or phone F. F. Hagel,

sort patronage.

where.

enjoy all the pleasures of resort
life,

golfing,

swimming, horse-

Managing Director.
The Elms

is

only 28 miles from Kansas
surroundings of

nestling amid
natural beauty,
City,

with paved
highways lead'
ing in all directions.

July 22.

The

best picture

—

we have

—

—

—

THE CAMERAMAN:

Buster Keaton— August 26.
Some good comedy and a fair etory. Ran with a
local style show and the promoter wanted a comedy,
so got this one.
Not much of a style show picture,
but will please most any audience. Buster puts on a
few exhibitions of his athlet'c prowess that are good.
Eight reels. Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre,
Lincoln, Kan.
Small town patronage.

—
—

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS:

Lon Chaney—July 2.
Very good picture. Contains plenty of action and
thrills.
Pleased everyone.
Nine reels. Avard J.
SumSloat, Roseland theatre, Pleasant View, R. I.
mer resort patronage.

—

One of the Worlds Most

famous Mineral
Springs "Resorts!

SPIES:
but

women

Foreign cast
didn't.

—July

Nine

17.

reels.
[

—

The men

— Avard
Reports

J.

liked it
Sloat,
lie

—

—

IN: Clara Bow—August 19-20-21
Clara sure has the old "it" stuff workin
The title explains the story. Good anj

THE FLEET'S
dandy.

in this one.

Seven

WHAT A

— B. Kennedy, Central
—General patronage.

reels.

Selkirk, Man., Can.

NIGHT:

S.

theatri

Bebe Daniels—August

22.

very good picture with Bebe as a cub reporter.
Will please most an
little comedy and fair 6tory.
audience. Seven reels. Ray W. Musselman, Prince,
theatre, Lincoln, Kan.—Small town patronage.

-

—

WHAT A

NIGHT:

a good house and

Bebe Daniels-July

satisfied

them.

Picture

is

16.

Dre

short

bi*

—Avard J. Sloat, Roselsr
— Summer resort patro

Six reels.
to the point.
theatre. Pleasant View, R.
age.

I.

AVALANCHE: Jack Holt—August 11-12. On
Zane Gn
a good Western that costs too much.
doesn't mean a thing any more at the box offit
Seven reels.— P.
Print and photography good.

on paee

'

folio

rig

Jaysee]

September

14,
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31, 1929.

DEAR HERALD-WORLD:
Yesterday we crossed the Columbia river at Pasco. The thermomat Pasco are two feet longer than they are anywhere else in
the United States, they have to be to give the mercury room to
spread itself.
It was sodam hot down there that they had to keep wet blanketaround the standpipe to keep it from catching afire. When you
get sore at a fella and want to tell him where to go to. don't tell
him to go there, just say "you go to Pasco,"' and that will be worse
All along the highways you can see these signs "Watch Pascn
yet.
Grow," but we didn't wait to see her grow, in fact, we have no
About the only thing around there we
interest in her growth.
could enthuse over is the Columbia river, and she's SOME brook,
and probably the reason why this rivulet appealed to us is that it
is up this stream that the salmon run and we would like to be there
eter;

when thev

run.
*

*

*

leaving the Columbia river valley we entered the
Yakima valley and things began to have a different look. We understand that Florida grows some fruit, and California claims some
prominence in that line: we have seen the southern Michigan
orchards, the Payette valley fruit in Idaho, the orchards of northwest Missouri and the Salt Lake fruit country, but the Yakima valle>
has more apples to the barreL more barrels per acre, more acre?
to the section and more sections in the state than any country this
side of the Blue Ridge mountains, what's east of there we don't know,
in fact, the Yakima valley grows all the apples, peaches, pear-,
plums and grapes there is any sense of any country growing.
One man told us that Yakima City had a population of 20,000, but
he is a poor guesser, we saw 65,000 out on the streets last night
and they were mostly apple pickers, the rest of the folks had gone
The Yakima Indians used to own thito the mountains fishing.
country but Uncle Sam made some kind of a deal with them in
which they got the worst of it and he turned the valley over to a lot
of enterprising farmers and they have been making applejack
They have also made some jack with the apple and
ever since.
without the apple, as is evidenced by the beautiful homes all alone
the highway. That's the Yakima valley, and Yakima City is located
at the upper end of the valley right where the Yakima river comes
out of the mountains, and that was the proper place to locate it.

Soon

after

*

»

»

Tomorrow we

are going to climb the Cascade mountains, and if
everything works well, about noon we will start slipping down the
sunset slope where the salty zephys will fill the nostrils and rust the
nickel off the radiators.
The smell of the Puget Sound reminds one of the odors that
rise from the salt mud flats at Lincoln, Nebraska, it's fine when
you get used to it.
It is a pleasure to note that the ladies are coming to our assistance and are sending in names for our car.
don't know at
this time just what the final result will be, but so far "Betsy" sounds
good to us although it doesn't follow that she will be adopted into
the family regardless. You know, it was Betsy that formulated the
Stars and Stripes that stand as an emblem of liberty to those who
obey the law (and the 18th Amendment), and we knew a tall blonde

We

Indiana by the name of Betsy who could run faster, jump
and place her toe mark higher on the door than any other
Hoosier in the state, and quite naturally the name of Betsy appeal?
to us for that reason.
However, it is far from settled, there may be
a dozen other names that are more appropriate, who knows, better
get your name in right away, the time is short, we MUST have a
name soon. We haven't heard a word from Polly Moran or any

back

in

farther

of the other girls yet, but

we

are expecting a flood of letters >oon,
real publicity, here's your chance.
Today we drove through a tunnel in the mountains and afterwards
we entered "a narrow defile in the hills."' but there were no "Robbers" or Film Hounds there, for which we were thankful, and a lot
of you boys will know what we are talking about, some won't, and
if we could only find a Good Samaritan who would take us out and
show us this town by moonshine it would remove a bad taste in our
so.

girls, if

you want some

mouth and quench our thirst to see "The Cocoanuts," which is to
be shown at one of the theatre* here soon. This picture is said to
be a mirth provoker that has no equal, and if there is anything on
earth we want more than a T-bone steak right now it is to laugh.
Our good friend up at Omak ( did you ever hear such a name for
Sounds like Eskimo will no doubt wonder
a town in your life?
why we didn't drive up there to *ee him. We have located the place
on the map and it is up among the jungles and huckleberry bushes
and we are afraid to go up there for fear we might get caught in a
snowstorm and wouldn't get out until spring. Omak is the town
where one of her citizens told the scalper at the filling station to
fill his tank with red gas, and when asked why he wanted red gas
he said, "Why, my tail light is out." Of course they are not all
like that up at Omak, some are like that bullhead fisher at Wayne,
Nebraska, when his wife told him to bring her a casserole from the
hardware store to cook with and he went into the store and told
the clerk that his wife wanted a camisole to cook beans in.
Yesterday we saw a sign in a Yakima dry goods window which
read, "Ladies' Transparent Dresses." and now, by gosh, if they are
going to force that onto us masculine gender men after all we have
had to put up with with these shoulder straps and surcingles, we
are going to head for the South Sea Islands, where they wear nothing
but bullrushes, "tain't fair, that's just what 'tain't.
I

We

saw a girl out in the breeze
She was built just like a mink
Her dress was cut above the knees
Her socks were sky blue pink.

You

boys can judge us as you choose
But it's the proper thing to say,
That when she stooped to lace her shoes
We looked the other wav.

There are about seventy-five hundred of you birds who think
you have a good and valid reason for not sending in reports to the

"WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR ME"

department.

We

can guess

you would get sore about it if we did,
you want George to do it, and George has been doing it for a long
Don't
you
think
you
are
overworking George a little? Look
time.
over the reports in that department and you can readily pick out the
Whenever we run across a boy who is a regular contriblive ones.
utor to that department we always find him right up to snuff and on
the job, he's got his mind on the race, and he's the chap they don't
fool very much. If you have never tried it better start in right now
and you will be surprised at the results. There is a fellowship
about that department that won't hurt anybody. Well, anyhow, don't
the reason in one guess, but

foraet to put the cats out.
J.

The

THE HERALD-WORLD

covers

THE

C.

JENKINS,

HERALD-WORLD

field like

man.

an April shower.
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It's

Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.
age.

No Joke When

HIS LAST HAUL:
fair
cent.

Bandit Pulls Pistol
(S fecial

to the

COLUMBUS,

Herald World)

10.— What she
thought was merely a joke
proved to be an honest-to-goodness
holdup with Miss Doris Sponsler,
cashier at the Majestic theatre, one
of the leading moving picture theatres of Columbus, last week. She had
just left the cashier's cage at 9:30
p. m. and was walking towards the
manager's office, accompanied by
Harry Cross, assistant manager, when
one of the two men who had been
loitering in the lobby approached
Miss Sponsler and in a soft voice
said, "Wait a minute."
"I thought it was a joke for a minute, but when he displayed a large
pistol I changed my mind," she said.
He said, "Stick 'em up," and then
seized the cash box, containing $151.
The two men backed out of the lobby
and ran to the rear of the Neil House
Sept.

first

hotly pursued.
As it grew warmer
they threw aside the loot and were
later caught and are held on the
charge of highway robbery.

—

program

— F.

— Small

Possibly

please

will

16.

75

Raps Companies for
Myriad Credits on Film

A
per

H. Babbs, Stockton theatre, Stockton, Mo.
Small town patronage.

HIS LAST HAUL:
Ala.

(Special to the Herald-World)

Tom Moore— Not much.

— Samuel Jackson, Jackson
— General patronage.

reels.

1929

14,

town patron-

Owen Moore—August

picture.

September

iheatre.

Seven
Flomaton,

INDIANAPOLIS,

— The Indianapolis

IND., Sept.

10.

Star here recent-

ly took an editorial slap at film producers for consuming a lot of feet of

Tiffany-Stahl

film in

LUCKi' BOY (AT): George Jessel— August 21-22.
This I call a good picture. Star very good. He can
sing with any of them. But the picture did not draw
film rental and gave about 50 per cent satisfaction.
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
General patronage.

naming about everybody who

had anything
tion

of the
said in part:

to

do with the produc-

The editorial
"The average movie fan
picture.

must wonder how long the producing
companies will continue the practice

—
—

of flashing before the audience the

names of every individual who took

United Artists

even a trivial part in the preparation
of the film. It is reminiscent of the
early days of the graphophone, when
the wax cylinders informed the operator that the selection was record-

COLLEGE:

One of
Buster Keaton— August 2-3.
the best Keaton feature comedies I have played. You
can't go wrong by booking this.
Old but always
good.
Print and photography good.
Seven reels.
P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold, la. General
patronage.

—

company 'of New
The theatre patron
doesn't care who turned the crank
ed by a certain

York

TWO ARABIAN KNIGHTS: William Boyd— Fine.
Give us more with William Boyd and Louis Wolheim.
reels.
Samuel Jackson, Jackson theatre, FlomaGeneral patronage.
ton, Ala.

or arranged the sets, prepared the
costumes, swept the floor or did other
numerous odd jobs in the process of
transferring a scenario to thousands
of movie screens."

—
—

Ten

STEAMBOAT BILL, JR.: Buster Keaton—Good,
clean entertainment, not too long and gave general
Photography good and reels in good
Giaeoma Bros., Crystal theatre,

satisfaction.

Six

shape.

—
— General

City.

reels.

Tombstone. Ariz.
(Continued from Page 60)
Held, Strand theatre, Griswold. la. General patron-

patronage.

HOME, JAMES:

11.

Laura La Plante— Good. Far
Seven reels. Samuel Jackson. Jackson theatre, Flomaton, Ala. General patronage.

Richard Dix— July 25. This is a real
are wonderful.
First picture this
on.
Drew a good house and

Fair Denny picture.
Little better than "The Night
Bird." Six reels. Avard J. Sloat, Roseland theatre.
Pleasant View, R. I. Summer resort patronage.

August 21. Well, we got away with this without anybody taking a poke at us. That's about all that can

sure satisfied the customers.
If we could play six of
these a week we could make a little profit.
Nine
reels.
Avard J. Sloat, Roseland theatre. Pleasant
View, R. I. Summer resort patronage.

Reginald Denny— August
Great subject for use in institutions for
the slightly dippy!
How Universal expects to get
anywhere with such terrible junk as this is more
than I 6avvy. Wonder if Denny really enjoys doing
Business subnormal, which we
this sort of thing.
expect now when running a Denny picture. Six reels.
O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.
Small town patronage.

Universal

—

age.

REDSKIN:
picture.

CLEAR THE DECKS:

Colore

summer we made money

—

—

THE WOLF OF WALL STREET:
croft

—August

George BanAnother reconstructed talking

19-20.

turned silent.
This is the best Paramount
has done for us in some time. Bancroft is a favorite here with some.
We got by all right. G. H.
Wright. Jr., Star theatre, Wendell. N. Car.—Small
town patronage.
picture

—

INTERFERENCE:

Special cast—July 29-30. Very
good picture. Came to me well advertised and that
put it across all right. G. H. Wright. Jr., Star theatre, Wendell, N. Car.
Small town patronage.

—
—

BETRAYAL:

Emit

Jannings—August

13-14-15.

This is an Emil Jannings town and did a fair business on this one, but personally didn't care much for
it.
It gives Jannings a good part but that's all.
E.
A. Reynolds, Strand theatre. Princeton, Minn. Small
town patronage.

—

—

OLD IRONSIDES:

Special cast^Iuly 28.
A picture that has something to it besides a lot of bunk.
It will send your patrons away satisfied.
Believe
every theatre should show it. Not all history, as one
would expect. An extra good picture. Eight reels.
F. H. Babbs. Stockton theatre. Stockton, Mo.—

—

Small town patronage.

MORAN OF THE MARINES:
August 26-27-28.

An

Richard

Dix—

average Dix picture that seemed

to satisfy.
Plenty of action though a little far
fetched.
Miss Elder has a lot to learn about acting.
Seven reels. S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre. Selkirk,

Man., Can.

—
— General

patronage.

THE CANARY MURDER CASE: Special castAugust 20-21-22. One of the best criminal mystery
dramas that I have played since I am in the business.
Acting and directing pretty good.
Eight reels. P.
G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold,
ronage.

la.

— General

—

pat-

Pathe
ANNAPOLIS:

John Mack

Good.
Average crowd.
Plaza theatre, Ackley,

—

from her

Reginald

Denny— July

—

CLEAR THE DECKS:

—

Fine!

28.

—

SHOW BOAT

(TME)

Laura

:

—

Ore.

ville.

— Local

patronage.

Good

picture.

—C.

R. Grimes,
Small town patronage.

Sally O'Neill— August
Paid too much for it. Eight
Plaza theatre, Ackley, la.

THE NIGHT BIRD:

Reginald

Denny—July

—

THE GATE CRASHER:

—Samuel Jackson,
— General patronage.

reels.

Glenn Tryon— Good. Two
Jackson theatre, Flomaton,

FREEDOM OF THE PRESS:

cast— August

Special

A very good picture. Ran third chapter of "Tarzan the Mighty" and had a nice crowd out. however,
not as good as the two preceding Saturdays. Mrs.
Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre. Greenriver, Utah.
General patronage.
24.

—

Brown—August

—

23-24.

—

RKO
Leatrice Joy— August 16-17.
picture, nothing special.
G. H. Wright,
Jr., Star theatre, Wendell, N. Car.
Small town pat-

—

—

ronage.

SON OF THE GOLDEN WEST:

Tom Mix-

August 23-24. Real action from the start of the first
reel and it never slows up.
Tom and Tony satisfy
most of the time and they still draw the business for
me. I.lhought this was a very good offering for a
Western and without the barn pulling episode would
have been great. Seven reels. Ray W. Musselman.

—

POINTS WEST: Hoot Gibson— August 23-24. Very
good comedy Western that was well liked by my Saturday night crowd.
Print and photography good.
Six reels.— P. G. Held, Strand theatre, Griswold. Ia.
General patronage.

—

Warner Bros.
THE MILLION DOLLAR COLLAR:

— August

Only a

Rin-Tin-Tin

dog picture that did not
box office. It seems as if Warners' pictures don't make any money for me.
Print and
photography good.
Six reels. P. G. Held, Strand
16-17.

fair

—

theatre,

Griswold, Ia.

— General

patronage.

Special cast— August 21.
I've panned so many Warner pictures lately. I'm
ashamed to report on this one, but it's about the
poorest excuse for a picture I've shown lately. Surely
I'm due for something better. F. H. Babbs, Stockton
theatre, Stockton, Mo. Small town patronage.

—

—

BEWARE OF MARRIED MEN:

Special

cast-

July 24.
I
wouldn't advise showing it, as there's
nothing to it, unless you have it on a contract.—
F. H. Babbs, Stockton theatre. Stockton, Mo.— Small
town patronage.

RACE FOR A LIFE:

Rin-Tin-Tin—July 31. A
your patrons care for animal picwill please.
Five reels. F. H.
Babbs, Stockton theatre, Stockton, Mo. Small town
patronage.
THE DESERT SONG (TE)
John Boles—August
22-23-24.
A splendid production and one that will
draw and please. Splendid comments. Splendid recording.
M. W. Mattecheck, Lark theatre, McMinnville. Ore.
Local patronage.
good dog picture.
tures,

show

—

Canadian Independents
Staging Building Race

If

this, as

it

—

—

erected by

house
J. J.

which

being

is

McCabe

at Parliastreets,
the
costing $40,000. A

ment and Winchester
structure proper

few doors away the Bloom and Fine
Syndicate, operating a group of suburban theatres
ing the
house.

in

Toronto,

construction

of

a

—

HUSBANDS FOR RENT:

OTTAWA, Sept. 10.— A building
race is taking place in the East End
of Toronto, Ontario, with two moving picture theatres in course of construction at top speed.
One is an
independent

TROPIC MADNESS:

Good average

be said for it.
Very small picture.
Five reels.
O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.— Small
town patronage.

:

(Special to the Herald-World)

Eight reels. C. R. Grimes,
la.
Small town patronage.

Cody-

PAY AS YOU ENTER:

5.

Seemed to
Rather dragged out and slow in action.
Denny picget by without any adverse comments.
tures are expected to have more comedy and speed
than this one has. Didn't draw. Seven reels. Avard
J. Sloat, Roseland theatre. Pleasant View, R. I.
Summer resort patronage.

Ala.

Bill

click at the

GIRL ON THE BARGE:
18-19.
reels.

—

EYES OF THE UNDERWORLD:

LaPlante— August

15-16-17.
A fairly good attraction but not outstandRecording fair. Prologue fair. Voices very ining.
distinct.
M. W. Mattecheck, Lark theatre, McMinn-

—

best.

rushsimilar

is

Special cast—July 17.
Just another gob of bunk. If Warner Brothers has
a good picture I'd certainly appreciate having one.
F. H. Babbs, Stockton theatre. Stockton, Mo.— Small
town patronage.

THE LITTLE SNOB: Special cast—August 7.
best Wamer picture I've had for two months. A
good story, with some good acting. F. H. Babbs.
Stockton theatre, Stockton, Mo. Small town patron-

The

—

—

age.

ONE STOLEN NIGHT:

Special cast—August 21.
and sure shows it. Too slow, and
then every title was spliced in and misframed. Wore
out my framing lever and one good arm trying to
keep this on the screen. Believe that it would have
been a fair talkie, but silent it was the bunk. Six
reels.
Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln.
Kan. Small town patronage.
ONE STOLEN NIGHT (TM) Special cast—Parts
in this picture were well done, but the Arabian desert

A

cut

down

talkie

—
—

:

J

)

—

)

September

EXHIBITORS H ERA LD -WORLD

1929

14,

—

Summer resort patronage.) "Papa's Boy."
comedy.
Lloyd usually satisfies.
(Avard J.
Sloat.
Roseland theatre, Pleasant View, R. I.
R.

I.—

Good

Patrons' Groans Augment
Score of Censored Film

one

Sept. 10.— The patrons
of the Imperial theatre, Ottawa, tried
to improve the musical score of "The
Pagan" by groaning their disapproval
of the cuts made by the censors. The
picture had been patched with extra
length sub-titles and one scene was

He

a series.

Sis-

poor
should give to feature producers

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept. 10.— Roy J.
director, addressing members of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, told ths 61m
industry that each motion picture

Kennedy. Central theatre. Selkirk,
Man.. Canada. General patronage.)
"Buying a
Gun."
Duped sound and a
Rotten recording.
swindle.
Not worth a dime.
(M. W. Mattecheck.
Lark theatre. McMinnville, Ore. Local patronage.)
"Good Night Nurse."
Good comedy, mostly slapExstick, but okay for Sunday and full of laughs.
cellent print and photography.
Our first from Educational and if we never get a worse one we'll be
plenty satisfied.
(O. B. Wolfe. Screenland theatre.
Nevada, O. Small town patronage.) "Some Scout."
Fair.
Didn't register so good with our audience.
(Avard J. Sloat. Roseland theatre. Pleasant View,
his secret.

(

S. B.

Pomeroy,

—

—

follow

to

in

Negative Waste Means
Millions, Says Director

resort patronage.)

LUPINO LANE COMEDIES, 2.—"Battling
ters."
How does this boy keep it up. Not a

(Special to the Herald-World)

order

—

Summer

OTTAWA,

repeated twice in
synchronization.

scene filmed uses one-third more negative than is necessary. Millions of
dollars are being wasted annually by
Sim producers by not photographing
and projecting talking pictures at the
old-time speed of 60 feet per minute
instead of the present ratio of 90 feet
per minute, he said.

—

with their old camels and old historical drees,
not go over in my theatre.
People come
to my show house to see our nationality on the screen.
In closing will say the music and songs in this picture are excellent.
Six reels.— Walter Odom & Sons,
Dixie theatre, Durant, Miss. General patronage.
villain*

will

etc..

—

TENDERLOIN" (AT)

Dolores Costello— August 2526.
A very good picture. About 40 per cent talking.
A very good story. Gave fair satisfaction. Film and
disc in good condition.
Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre. Greenville, Mich.
General patronage.

R.

ACROSS THE ATLANTIC: Monte Blue— August
A very good program picture. Everyone was sur-

15.

ae they weren't expecting this picture to be
the kind it was.
certainly glad Warners have
sent me a good picture.— F. H. Babbs. Stockton theprised,

— Summer

—Small

town patronage.

RACING MAD. Al St. John. 2.—Very good.
(Avard J. Sloat, Roseland theatre. Pleasant View,
R. I. Summer resort patronage.)
RED HOT BULLETS, Eddie Quillan. 2.—Fair.
War comedy that didn't go so good. (Avard J.
SumSloat, Roseland theatre. Pleasant View, R. I.

—

—

mer

resort patronage.)

SCARED SILLY, 2.— Dandy
Sloat,

(Avard

Rooney"— They

make them

don't

theatre,

—

MGM
JAN GARBER'S BAND, Metro Act. 1.— Just fair.
Fair recording.
(M. W. Mattecheck. Lark theatre.

— Local

patronage.)

WARNER

R.

I.

J.

LYING.

2.— Can't

say

Doner

Revue."
Very
good revue.
Bert Silver. Silver Family theatre,
Greenville, Mich.
General patronage.) Herbert Pam
& Kinney in "Realization." One of the best talking
sketches we have played.
Bert Silver. Silver Family
theatre.
Greenville,
Mich.
General
patronage.)
"Eddie Peabody. Banjoist."
Very satisfactory act.
A real artist. (Bert Silver. Silver Family theatre.
Greenville. Mich.
General patronage.)

much

for

Pleasant

Sloat, Roseland theatre.
resort patronage.)

— Summer

this.

View,

EduHad compliments on it
cational and interesting.
from the bette.' class of patrons. Good print and
Wolfe. Screenland
B.
photography.
O.
Nevada, O. Small town patronage.)

—

theatre,

(

Nice print.
(O. B. Wolfe,
subject but a little dry.
Screenland theatre, Nevada. O. Small town patron-

—

age.)

I

—

—

(SILENT)

COLUMBIA

WHOOPEE BOYS,
whole

reel of shirt pulling.

G.

Held.
patronage.
(P.

Too

2

for anyone.

One

don't call this comedy.

Strand theatre, Griswold.

Ia.

—General

EDUCATIONAL
BEAUTIES BEWARE. 2.— Fair.
Strand

theatre,

Griswold,

Ia.

(P.

— General

G. Held.
patronage.)

BOY COMEDIES. 2.— "Chilly

BIG
comedy

that pleased.
(Avard
Pleasant View. R. I.

—

J.

Days."
Good
Sloat, Roseland

Summer resort patronage. )
"Follow Teacher." Very good comedy with
plenty of laughs.
(P. G. Held. Strand theatre, Griswold. Ia.
General patronage.)
'Shamrock Alley."
theatre.

—

Went over good.

Plenty

A

pants off
in the last scene.
(Avard J. Sloat, Roseland theatre, Pleasant View, R. I.
Summer resort patronage.)
laughs.

of

—

CAMEO COMEDIES, 1.— "Lucky

—
—

DREW COMEDY,

JERRY

I

2.— "High

Strung."

Some excitement in last five hundred feet. Rest not
much.
(Avard J. Sloat. Roseland theatre. Pleasant
m View,

R.

I.

— Summer

resort patronage.)

LADIES PREFERRED. 2.^Just
Sloat.

mer

(Avard
I.

J.

— Sum-

LLOYD HAMILTON COMEDIES, 2.—"Almost a
Gentleman."
Pretty good.
Got a few laughs.
Avard J. Sloat, Roseland theatre. Pleasant View,
ISummer resort patronage.) "New Wrinkles."
This if good.
Audience laughed from start to finish.
(Avard J. Sloat, Roseland theatre. Pleasant View.

—

:

fair.

Roseland theatre. Pleasant View, R.
patronage.

resort

•

bad.

Semi-his-

—

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
CHARLEY CHASE COMEDIES, 2.— "All Parts."
(Avard J. Sloat. Rosethis was good.
land theatre, Pleasant View, R. I. Summer resort
patronage.)
"The Booster." This one brought lots
of laughs.
Good one for Charley. (Avard J. Sloat.
Roseland theatre. Pleasant View, R. I. Summer resort patronage.)
"Chasing Husbands." After reading a report on this thought I would have to leave
town after showing this but to the contrary went
over good and pulled as many laughs as any comedy
we have shown this 6ummer. (Avard J. Sloat, Roseland theatre. Pleasant View, R. I. Summer resort
"Imagine My Embarrassment." Charley
patronage.)
Chase doesn't seem to click like the other Metro
comedies do.
(Avard J. Sloat, Roseland theatre.
Pleasant View. R. I. Summer resort patronage.)
(Avard J. Sloat.
Good.
"Is Everybody Happy."
Roseland theatre. Pleasant View. R. I. Summer reVery good. (G. H.
sort patronage.) "Off to Buffalo."
Small
Wright. Jr.. Star theatre. Wendell, N.

—

—

—

—

—

C—

—

Fair comedy.
P. G. Held.
Strand theatre. Griswold, Ia. General patronage.)
2

-Not

Break."

Good.
(P. G. Held, Strand theatre. Griswold. Ia.
General
patronage.)
"Rubbing It In." Good. (P. G. Held.
Strand theatre. Griswold, Ia.
General patronage.)

GOING PLACES,

1.

treatment of development of navigation. Has
a couple of hundred feet of animated diagrams that
are pretty dry.
Will fill.
(O. B. Wolfe. Screenland
Small town patronage.)
theatre. Nevada. O.
torical

For a Chase,

silly

I

QUEEN OF THE WAVES,

Believe It or Not
Figures Don't Lie
According

to

Roseland theatre.
resort patronage.)

LAUREL-HARDY COMEDIES,
Not as
(Avard

good

as

usual

but

I.

— Sum-

"Early to Bed."

2.

reported

fairly

well.

Roseland theatre, Pleasant View,
R. I. Summer resort patronage.) "Habeas Corpus."
Good comedy.
Pleased.
(Avard J. Sloat. Roseland
theatre. Pleasant View, R. I.
Summer resort pat-

—

J.

Sloat,

—

ronage.)
"Liberty."
Excellent.
Went over fine.
These boys always good.
(Avard J. Sloat. Roseland
theatre. Pleasant View. R. I.
Summer resort patronage.)
"Should Married Men Go Home."
Went
over good. This comedy had about 200 feet missing
which spoiled the action. It's a good thing we had
a stock title ready "the end."
Our comedies don't

—

(Avard J. Sloat. Roseland theatre.
them.
Pleasant View, R. I. Summer resort patronage.)
Tars."
This is a riot.
Best yet from these
(Avard J. Sloat, Roseland theatre. Pleasant
boys.
View. R. I. Summer resort patronage.)
"We FawDown." The first reel was only half a reel, the
other half was missing. A patch to every part. Cut
up so bad no one could tell what it was all about.
Second reel okay.
Might have been good if we
(Avard J. Sloat. Roseland
could have seen it all.
Summer resort pattheatre. Pleasant View, R. I.
ronage.)
have

—

—

Terry Ramsay e, ed-

each second of screen
time of Pathe Sound News repre
sents 44.63 ton-miles of haulage of
The amount of
the recording unit.
film used by a projector in one second weighs 0.168 ounce, then by a
simple calculation we find that 6,000
miles is the answer to 7 minutes of
President Hoover's voice. Or what

MAX

DAVIDSON

2.— "The

COMEDIES.

Boy

Friend."
Max always goes over
Good comedy.
good.
(Avard J. Sloat. Roseland theatre. Pleasant
View, R. I. Summer resort patronage.) "Feed 'Em
and Weep." One of the best. This is a real comlaughter.
edy.
ThLs
Davidson
guy sure pulls
(Avard J. Sloat, Roseland theatre, Pleasant View,
"Going Ga Ga."
R. I. Summer resort patronage.)
(Avard J. Sloat.
Another good one from Max.
Roseland theatre. Pleasant View, R. I. Summer re"Do Gentlemen Snore." Very good,
sort patronage.)
(Avard J. Sloat, Roseland theatre.
as Max would be.
Pleasant View. R. I. Summer resort patronage.)
"That Night." Dandy. Plenty of action and comedy.
(Avard J. Sloat, Roseland theatre. Pleasant View,
R. I. Summer resort patronage.)

—

—

—

—

—

COMEDIES, 2.— "Election Day."
(Avard J.
Plenty of action in this.
SumSloat. Roseland theatre. Pleasant View. R. I.
Good.
"Growing Pains."
mer resort patronage.)
Our Gang comedies seem to be growing wild, yet
(Avard J. Sloat. Roseland theathey seem to please.
Summer resort patronage.)
tre. Pleasant View, R. I.
"Noisy Noises." Good comedy but film was so cut up
with inserts blank film (synchronized print) that the
Pants came off in the last
screen effect was poor.
(Avard J. Sloat, Roseland theatre. Pleasant
scene.
View, R. I. Summer resort patronage.) "Old Gray
Hoss." Fair. Not as good as if we got two full reels.
About 200 feet missing which made an abrupt ending.
(Avard J. Sloat. Roseland theatre, Pleasant View.
Summer resort patronage.) "School Begins."
R. I.
Brought plenty of laughs.
Good Gang comedy.
(Avard J. Sloat. Roseland theatre. Pleasant View,
"Spanking Age."
patronage.)
resort
R. I. Summer

OUR

GANG

Very good.

—

—

—

—

—

Another Gang comedy that pleased.
Roseland theatre. Pleasant View.

I

Avard

R.

I.

J.

Sloat.

— Summer

resort patronage.)

PATHE

itor-in-chief,

have you?

Pleasant View, R.

Sloat.

mer

another
(Avard J.

is

—

1.— Good informative

I

—

town patronage.)
"Ruby Lips." This
good Chase comedy. Brought the laughs.

"Two

GENERAL ELECTRIC
CONQUEST OF THE FOREST. 1.—Good.

MAKING MAZDA LAMPS,

BROS.

VITAPHONE ACT— "Ted

I.

is

—

WHO'S

better.
(Bert Silver. Silver Family
Greenville. Mich.
General patronage.)

Ore.

all

Plenty of
good.
mystery and laughs. (S. B. Kennedy, Central theaGeneral patronage.)
tre, Selkirk. Man.. Canada.

FOX

McMinnville.

were
(Avard

If

View, R.

Pleasant

Roseland theatre.
resort patronage.)

STAGE FRIGHTS, 2.—This

(SOUND)

any

comedy.

as good as this, everything would be okay.
J.

Short Features

"Pat

"Sword Points."

—

Summer

FOX ACT,

resort patronage.)

—

Am

Mo.

I.

These costume comedies of Lupino don't get many
(Avard J. Sloat, RoseFair comedy.
laughs here.
land theatre. Pleasant View, R. I. Summer resort
Fair.
Nothing to
"Wildcat Valley."
patronage.)
(Avard J. Sloat, Roseland theatre.
get excited over.
Pleasant View, R. I. Summer resort patronage.)

:

—
—

atre, Stockton.

63

SMITTY COMEDIES. 2.— "Uncle's

Secret."

A

real

(S. B. Kennedy, Central theatre.
good kid comedy.
Selkirk. Man.. Canada.— General patronage.)
SMITH FAMILY COMEDIES, 2.—"Smith's Customers."
Good, but not up to some of the other
(Mrs. Hulda J. Green. Gem
comedies of this group.
patronage.)
Utah. General
Greenriver.
theatre.
Can't say much for this.
"Smith's Restaurant."
Selkirk.
Man..
theatre.
Central
(S.
B. Kennedy.
Canada. General patronage.)

—

—

TAXI BEAUTIES— Silent comedy and

a good one.

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

64
Which

Why He

Is

patronage.)
"Mississippi Mud."
The kids all ask
(Avard J.
when another Oswald will be shown.
SumSloat, Roseland theatre, Pleasant View, R. I.
Good for
mer resort patronage.)
"Sky Scraper."
(Avard J.
an entertaining ten minutes any time.
Roseland theatre. Pleasant View. R. I.—
Sloat.
"Panicky Pancakes."
Summer resort patronage.)
Ran comedy and feature and then this cartoon. This
wasn't expected and seemed to be something extra.
(Avard J.
Brought laughs and pleased the crowd.
Sloat,
Roseland theatre.
Pleasant View, R. I.
Summer resort patronage.)

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept. 10.— This
the height of something or other.

There must be

is

at least 100 stray

cats of all sizes, shapes and colors
on the lot of one of the big producing companies.
They make their
homes under the dozen or more big
stages and are allowed the freedom
of the lot as a bulwark against an
invasion of rats or mice.

j

J

A cat was needed for a scene in
a picture. The property man brought
the cat to the stage in a bird cage.
"Where
"At

Universities and medical societies and other
educational institutions are to adopt talking
The first
pictures for educational purposes.
college to try them was Columbia university
during the summer school for teachers' train-

did you get it?" he was

and dog hospital.

a cat

me have

let

Educational Purposes

it

They

for $5 a day."

ing.

(Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
General patronage.)

—

RKO

BARNEY GOOGLE COMEDIES.
Good.

2.— "Just

a Stall."

Better than previous ones.
(Samuel Jackson,
Jackson theatre. Flomaton. Ala. General patronage.)
"Sunshine's
Dark
Minute."
Trash and
how.
(Samuel Jackson. Jackson theatre, Flomaton, Ala.

—

—

General patronage.)

MICKEY McGUIRE COMEDIES, 2.—"Mickey's
Menagerie."
Better.
(Samuel Jackson, Jackson
theatre, Flomaton, Ala.
General patronage.)

—

WOMEN

ONLY, 1.—Not up

Jackson, Jackson
patronage.)

to standard.

Flomaton,

theatre,

Ala.

(Samuel

COLOR CLASSICS,
Ia.

1.— "Dreams

Held,
patronage.)
G.

IP.

— General

Come True."
Strand theatre, Griswold.

UNIVERSAL

BROWN

Buster."
Kid slapstick which drew a lot of laugh«.
(O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.
Small
town patronage.) "Have Patience." Good comedy.
Kept audience roaring all the time.
(Avard J.
Sloat. Roseland theatre. Pleasant View. R. I.
Summer resort patronage.)

—

—

THE COLLEGIANS, 2.— "Calford

in the Movies."
Jackson, Jackson theatre,
patronage.)
"Paddling Coeds."
A little better than "Calford in the Moviee."
(Samuel Jackson, Jackson theatre, Flomaton, Ala.
General patronage.)

(Samuel

poor.

Flomaton, Ala.

HORACE

—

Lake, 1. "A
razzed here.

—General

IN HOLLYWOOD SERIES,
Woman's Man." These bunk

Who

"The Man
today was

Arthur

reels get
scenes from
Laughs" and worse yet, our feature

This one

"The Man

Sloat, Roseland theatre.
mer resort patronage.)

is

half .full

Who

of

Laughs."

(Avard

Pleasant View, R.

I.

to get

1.— "Wooden

IKE COMEDIES, 2.— "Sailor Suits."
some laughs. Fair. (Avard J. Sloat.

Roseland theatre, Pleasant View, R.

I.

— Summer

re-

sort patronage.)

NEWLY WEDS
to play this, play

IN SOCIETY, 2.—The day you are
something

else.

It is terrible.

No

laughs.
(Avard J. Sloat, Roseland theatre, Pleasant
View, R. I. Summer resort patronage.)

—

NEWLY WED'S
funny.

Nevada, O.
Only."

PEST, 2.— Fair enough but

(O.

— Small

OSWALD

THE

B.

*

MIGHTY, THE:

Brown

is

to

be

*

*

Paramount

all-talking drama with
Ralston, Warner Oland,
Revier, Morgan Farley.
O. P. Heggie, Charles Sellon, E. H. Calvert and
John Cromwell. Taken from the original story by
Robert N. Lee and directed by John Cromwell.
TYPE
THEME: Bancroft, gangster, dodgrs
the draft but is caught and forced into the war,
where he finds the greatest experiences of his life.
He is discharged with honors as a major but still
considers himself a gangster. Due to his war record he is made chief of police and is then able to
carry on his trade under complete cover and security. But there is a girl who believes him a hero.
The memory of her brother, who had died in his
arms in France, causes him to become a man and
fight the underivorld to a finish.

George Bancroft,

Esther

Raymond Hatton, Dorothy

AND

*

*

*

GIRL IN THE SHOW, THE: MGM all-talking
drama with Bessie Love, Raymond Haekett. Edward Nugent. Mary Doran, Jed Prouty. Ford
Sterling, Nancy Price. Lucy Beaumont. Richard
Carlyle. Alice Moe, Frank Nelson, Jack McDonald.
Written by
Ethel Wales and John F. Morrissy.
John Kenyon Nicholson and John Golden. Directed

by Edgar Selwyn.
Bessie Love, star of Ford

"Uncle Tom's Cabin" troupe, is trying
school authorities from taking her
small sister from her. The troupe becomes stranded
In desperation she
and Sterling deserts them.
agrees to marry Jed Prouty if he will help the cast
Raymond Haekett is jealous of
to return home.

Sept.

10.— Maurice Mori-

agent of the operators' union in
East Haven, Conn., is being held by the police
for the stench bombing of the Capitol theatre.

to

keep

the

Bessie as well as flat broke, so plans to get the
troupe out of their troubles. In a benefit performance he stops Bessie's marriage, by starring her
sister in the featured role, and Bessie, who becomes
jealous, agrees to marry him,

arty, business

He

being held by the testimony of three
boys, who tells of scattering chemicals in the
houses. The trouble is believed to be the outcome of the strike of the union operators
which started some three months ago, but it
is not believed that the union is backing Moriarty in his methods of bringing about a settlement.
is

The East Haven town

court sentenced Morihim $100 An
appeal will be taken by Moriarty's attorneys.
arty to 30 days in jail and fined

*

DANCE OF

*

*

THE:

Paramount all-talking and
singing musical comedy with Nancy Carroll. Hal
LIFE.

Dorothy Revier, Ralph Theador, Charles D.
Al St. John, May Boley, Oscar Levant,
Gladys DuBois. James T. Quinn, James Farley and
Directed by John Cromwell and
George Irving.
A. Edward Sutherland.
TYPE AND THEME: Skid is fired from a burlesque show and meets Bonny, who also is looking
for a job. They team together and finally get bookWhile Bonny is
ings over small-time vaudeville.
To
sick. Skid gets his big chance on Broadway.
celebrate his good fortune, he starts drinking again.
He cannot be found opening night and finally shows
Skelly.

Brown.

He

just in time for his cue.

up drunk,

wreck his act when Bonny comes
and saves the day for both of them.
to

*

*

is

about

his rescue

to

*

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer comedy drama
William
and musical score only

SPEEDWAY:

Screenland

Wolfe.

RABBIT.

Cartoon.

satisfies.

Is

Vz-— "Bull

something difSloat, Roseland

— Small

town patronage.) "Fiery Fireman." Good.
(Avard J. Sloat, RoseKids go wild for Oswald.
Summer resort
land theatre. Pleasant View, R. I.
"Hold 'Em. Ozzie." Another good one.
patronage.)
This is one series we can depend on.
(O.
B.
Wolfe. Screenland theatre, Nevada. O. Small town

—

(Special to the Herald-World)

PORTLAND,
Portland

A

Sept. 10.—
number of the
exhibitors are greatly pleased with

the recent adjustment made by the producers
in sound film rentals and state that on the
strength of lower rental they will install

sound equipment.

theatre.

(Avard J.
ferent for a change.
Summer resort pattheatre. Pleasant View, R. I.
"Fishing Fool."
Why comment? You
ronage.)
ought to know by this time that all Oswalds are
good.
(O. B. Wolfe. Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.

—

Portland Exhibitors
Will Wire as Result
Of Rental Adjustments

not

town patronage.)

Oswald always

BUlie

married to GU Johns but regards the marriage as
sort of an adventure.
Later she meets Glenn Abbott and falls in love with him. Another girl called
Kentucky is in love with Gil. After several complicating adventures and dramatic scenes she learns
about Kentucky and goes to Abbott.
Happiness
comes to all concerned.

J.

—

extra

Union Head Sentenced
For Stench Bombing of
Non-Union Theatre

— Sum-

Soldier."
This fairy tale thing might get by at a kindergarten show but here it gets the razz.
Terrible.
(Avard J. Sloat, Roseland theatre, Pleasant View.
Summer
resort
I.
patronage.)
R.

MIKE AND

drama

with sound
Haines. Anita Page, Ernest Torrence. Karl Dane.
:

LAEMMLE NOVELTIES.

Seemed

all-talking

with Joan Crawford, Rod La Rocque, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Anita Page, Edward Nugent, Josephine
Dunn and Albert Gran. Written by Josephine
Lovett. Directed by Jack Conway.

TYPE AND THEME:

NEW HAVEN,
2.— "Knockout

COMEDIES,

OUR MODERN MAIDENS: M G M

Sterling's

(Special to the Herald-World)

BUSTER

Very

Kitson said that, beginning with the
school year, talking pictures would be
adopted, experimentally at least, by some of
the most progressive colleges and schools in
the country.
Dr.

new

— General

TIFFANY-STAHL
Very good.

It was the first of a series of exhibitions of
educational talking pictures before gatherings
of public school teachers and administrators.
The picture was filmed with the cooperation
of Dr. H. D. Kitson, professor of education
at Teachers College, as a concrete suggestion
of what Vitaphone pictures can accomplish
for the cause of education.

1929

PICTURES

TYPE AND THEME:

Universities Adopting
Talking Pictures for

14,

NEW

—

Is

Man

a Property

September

F-R and Publix House
To Open September 14
(Special to the Herald-World)

AUSTIN, MINN.,

Sept.

demands.

TYPE AND THEME: An
ture.
tried

MacDonald,

Jim
for

16

without success.
arrives with his

automobile race
veteran race driver,

pic-

has

win an Indianapolis race
Another is to be staged and Jim
new ear and mechanics Steve,

years

to

—

BUI, the later being a fresh but interLee Benny, millionaire sportsman,
crooked Jim out of a race the year before. Bcnn'i's
Jim and Bill quarrel.
friend, Patricia, meets Bill.
Benny offers BUI a job of running his auto in a
Benny kicks Bill out
race if he will tune it up.

Swede end
esting

fellow.

of the race at the last minute and runs the car
Bill, repenting his treatment of Jim, takes
himself.
the wheel of the old man's car and starts the race.
He has it won when a stone gets in his eye. Jim
takes the wheel and brings the car in a winner, his
Patricia, who
dreams of 16 years coming true.
comes to Bill, realizes that Bill made the bluff of
eye trouble just to let the old man win the race he

had long naited

for.

10.— September 14

has been set for the opening of the Paramount theatre, F-R & Pulilix house at Austin.
The theatre will be Spanish atmospheric and
has been constructed with special attention to

sound

John Miljan. Eugenie Besserer and Polly Moran.
Directed by Harry Beaumont.

Vitaphone and Movietone
will be installed.
The former theatre was destroyed about a year ago by a tornado.

Sunday Amusements Win
(Special to the Herald-World)

CAMBRIDGE, MINN.,
Amusements
of a special

Sept.

10.— Sunday

will be retained here as a result
election in which 334 voted for

and 176 against Sunday shows.

:

September

EXHIBITORS H

1929

14,

E

ALD-W ORLD

F

b5

[Quick Reference Picture Chart continued from Page 56]
STRANGE CARGO

Pathe
ANNAPOLIS iCD-T):
Net.

Allan. Brown. Loff.

iLi

(B)

700Sf.

1928.

IS,

AWFUL TRUTH. THE .DAT):
(B) Aug.

In»

ID

Claire.

Mar

iR)

Allan Hale.

1930.

NEWS

BIG

(My -AT)
Robert Armstrong. Carol Lombard.
Kennedy. Warner Richmond. Wade Boteler, Sara

Tom

:

Hardy. Charles Sellon. Bobert Dudley.
(L) Talking.
Recorded on rUm and disc
(B) Sept. 7. 1929.
THE (D-T) : (B) Nor. 30. 1929.

60281°.

THE

Sept.

(W)

BORDER PATROL
Dec

Don Coleman

:

(W)

IL)

Harry Carey.

:

Richard Tucker.
Oct.

BROTHERS

CR)

CITY OF PURPLE DREAMS. THE

CELEBRITY

(D)

Armstrong.

:

Haupt.

Clrich

(NT) Mar.

16.

Carol.

(Lj

63i2f.

1929.

(L)

(B)

Oct.

7.

192S.

CLOTHES (D-AT): Constance Bennett. IB) Feb.
CRASHING THROUGH 'D-AT): William Boyd.

1930.

15.

(B) Jan.

1930.

18.

FLYING FOOL, THE (D-AT): William Boyd. Marie Prevost.
,7-U::; iiier.:.
Tom O'Brien. Russell Gleason. >Li T.i '.-r.
-

(NP)

«700f.

July 27.
(D)

FORBIDDEN LOVE
Oct.
.45

Lila Damita.

:

IL)

(K)

67S7f.

Don Coleman. Ben

:

Corbett.

Al

Edward Jones, Duke B. Lee. Floyd Ames. Jeanette
Murdock MacQuarrie. Orrin Jackson.
(B) Feb. 17.
(NP) Mar. 16. 1929.
GERALDINE (CD-TME)
Eddie Quillan. Marian Nbton.
Hart.

Loff.
1929.

:

Albert Gran. Gaston Class.
i.VP)
May 25. 1929.

(L) 5587f.

(B) Jan. 20. 1949.

GODLESS GIRL. THE

(D-TMEi: Lina Basquette. Mane
George Duryea. Noah Beery. Eddie Quillan. Mary

Prevost.

Jane Irving, Julia Faye. Viola Louie, Emily Barrye, Clarence Burton. Dick Alexander. Kate Price. Hedwig Beicher.
Talking.

iL)

iNP) June

932Sf;

silent.

Mar.

(B)

9019f.

1929.

31.

GREENWICH VILLAGE FOLLIES (MCi: (R) Not. 2. 1929.
GRAND PARADE. THE IMC): IE) Nov. 16. 1929.
HAWK OF THE HILLS (W): Allene Bay, Bobert Chandler.
Jack Ganzhom. Frank Lackteen. Paul Panzer. Wally Octtel. Harry Semels. Walter Miller. Jack Pratt. Parky Jones.
Frederick Dana. John T.
Prince. Chief White Horse.
George Magrill. Evangeline Bussell. Chief Towlache.
(L)
4840f.
(B) Mar. 17. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 30. 1929.
Bannister.

Harding.

Harry

(B) Sept. 28. 1929.

VOLTAGE

HIGH

Ann

:

(D-AT):

William

Owen Moore.

Boyd.

Carol Lombard, Diane Ellis, Billy Bevan. Phillips Smaller.

(NP) June

29.

COMMAND

HIS FIRST

HOT AND
Mar.

(B)

Oct.

CD-AT):

Eddie

lRi

Quillan.

KING OF KINGS ID-ME): H. B. Warner. Jacqueline Logan. Dorothy dimming. Ernest Torrence. Joseph. SehildRobert Edeson. Sidney D'Albrook. Budolph SchildSam DeGrasse. Victor Varconi. William Boyd. Matt
Moore Julia Faye, Kenneth Thomson. Alan Brooks.
(L)
13.500T.
(R1 Sept 30. 1928.
(TOS) Mar. 10. 1928.
LEATHERNECK. THE (D-T): William Boyd. Alan Hale.
Bobert Armstrong. Fred Kohler. Diane Ellis. James Alkraut.
krau;.

Paul Weigel. Jules Cowles. Wade Boteler. Philo
McCullough. Joe Girard. Michel! Lewis.
(L) 689Sf.
(B)
Feb. 24, 1929.
(NP) Apr. 20. 1929.
LOVE OVER NIGHT (CD): Rod La Rocque. Jeanette Loff.
Richard Tucker. Tom Kennedy. Mary Care.
(L) 7530f.
(B) Nov. 25. 1928.
(NP) Sept. 8. 1928.
<nne.

LUCKY IN LOVE (D-AT):

Morton Downey. Betty Dawford.
Keith-Johnson. HalliweU Hobbes J. M. Kerrigan.
Richard Taber. Edward O'Connor. Mary Murrav. Mackenzie
Ward. Louis Sorin. Sonia Karlov. Tyrrell Davis. Elizabeth
Murray.
(R) Aug. 17. 1929.
(NP) July 27.
Colin

MARKED MONEY
4.

ID):

Coghlan.

(L)

(B)

Nor.

5762f.

(B)

5506f.

1928.

Sept.

(D)

Leatrice Joy.

:

(L)

1928.

9.

BOY (D-TME)

:

Jacob Frank. Louis Sorin. Bobert Glecker Tyrrell Davis.
Allan Vincent. Leslie Stowe.
(NP) Apr. 6. 1929.
"ED McCOBB'S DAUGHTER (D-ME): Irene Bich.
iL)
6070f.
(B) Dec. 2. 1928.
s

EG LI G EE (D-AT):

Ina Claire.

(Ri Jan. 4. 1930.

NEIGHBORS (CD-TME):

Eddie QuUlan. Alberta
Quilan Family. Theodore Roberts. Bay Hallor.
Simpson. Bobert Perry. Mike Donlin. Billy Gil-

Vaughn.
Russell

(L)

bert.

IL)

5737f.

(B)

Jan.

27.

1929.

(NP)

Mar.

O'BRIEN

Boyd.

cR)

Nov.

SCANDAL (CD-TME)
Raymond Hatton. Margaret
:

Jimmy Aldine.

May
)H.

William

(D-AT):

1FFICE
ton,

25.

(L)

6511f.

Phyllis Haver. Leslie FenLivingston. Jimmy Adams.
(K) Mar. 3. 1929.
(NP)

1929.

YEAH!

D-AT)

Bobert Armstrong. James Gleascn.
(B) Oct. 5. 1929.
•ARIS BOUND ID-ATI:
Ann Harding. Frederic March.
George Irving. Leslie Fenton. Hallam Coolev. Juliette
Crosby, Charlotte Walker. Carmelita Geraghrv. ilka Chase.
(L) Talking. 6.684f.
(B) Aug. 3. 1929.
(NP) July 20.
POWER (CD): William Boyd. Alan Hale. Jaqueline Logan.
Jerry Drew, Joan Bennett, Carol Lombard. Pauline Curley.
(L) 6092T.
(B) Sept. 23. 1928.
(NP) Oct. 13.
Zasu

Pi:ts.

I

:

Patricia Caron.

1928.

AL OF SINGAPORE
IB)

Not.

HADY

11.

LADY.

(D-T):

Phyllis

Haver.

(L)

6804f.

1928.

THE

(D-TME):

Phyllis Haver. Bobert
Armstrong. Louis Wolheim. Russell Gleason.
|L) Talking.
6132f; silent. 5808f.
(R) Jan. 20. 1929.
iNP) June L

HOW
Oct.

FOLKS (CD-T):
21.

Eddie Quillan.

(L)

6581f.

(B)

1928.

IN TOWN (CD): Elinor Fair. Ivan Lebedeff. Hugh Allan.
Jack Oakie.
(L) 4554T.
(R) Jan. 20. 1929.
(NP) June 1.
0PHOMORE. THE (OD-AT)
Eddie Quillan. Sally CXeil.
Stanley Smith. Jeanette Loff. Russell Gleason. Sarah Padden. Brooks Benedict. Spec O'Donnell.
(L) Talking 6526f.
IB) Aug. 24. 1929.
:

•

PEILER.

THE

1928.

1929.

SHIPS OF THE NIGHT (M)

Jacqueline Logan. Sojin.
Jack Mower. Andy Clyde. Arthur Rankin. Glen Cavender.
Thomas A. Curran. Frank Lannmg. J. P. McGowan. Frank
Moran.
(L) 5940f.
(B) December. 1928.
(NP) Mar. 23.

65251.

November.

(Bl

EVE

SISTERS OF

Foster. Keith.

:

(L)

192S

(D)

Mae

:

Buscn.

(L)

5675f.

CB.)

September. 1928.

SOME MOTHER'S BOY

(D)
Mary Carr. Jason Retards.
A. Dickinson. Henry Barrows.
(L)

M.

Jobyna Ralston.

:

(B> Feb. 15. 1929.
Viol* Dana. Rex Lease. Claire Du(D):
Brey. Irving Bacon. Boris Karioff. Tom Tjngtiam. Thrwras
A. Curran. Adalyn Asbury.
(L) 5161f.
IB) Apr. 1. 1929.
690 If.

TWO SISTERS
(XP) May

25. 1929.

WHEN DREAMS COME TRUE

Helen* Costello. Bex
(D):
McDowell, Ernest Hilliard. Emmett King.
George Periolat. Danny Hoy. Buddv Brown. Ranger. Bags.
(L) 6242T.
(NP) Feb. 16. 1929.
(B) Jan. 15. 1929.
Claire

RKO
AIR

THE

LEGION.

Martha
IB) Jan.

Sleeper.
6. 1929.

(D)

Lyon. Antonio Moreno.
Colin Chase.
(L) 636 If.

John Gough.
(XP) Jan.

1929.

12.

AMAZING VAGABOND. THE
ham.

Jay

M) : Bob Steele. Tom LingPerry Murdock. Lafe McKee. Thelma
5081f.
(NP) Apr. 6.
(B) Apr. 7. 1929.

Morley.

Daniels.
1929.

(L)

AVENGING RIDER. THE (W)

Tom

:

Darro. Al Ferguson.
(L) 48«JSf.
(Bl Oct.

Florence

Tyler.

Al-

Bob Fleming. Arthur

Frankie

Thalasso.

BIG

DIAMOND ROBBERY. THE
May

(B)

6114f.

BLOCKADE

(NP)

1928.

7.

Mar.

Tom

(L)

Q. Nilsson. McDonald.

(L) 6409f.

(W/:

1929.

13.

Anna

ID):

(K) Jan. 30. 1929.
Bushman.
Of): Francis
Jacqueline Logan. Guido Trento. Paul Ellis. Henry Kolker.
Charles Hill. Mailes. John Hopkins. Charles K. French.
Olive Hasbrouck. Mathilde Comont. Jack Ponder. Lige
(L) 554 Sf.
(B)
Conley. Gino Corrado. Frank Hagney.

X

CHARGE OF THE GAUCHOS

Sept.

16.

(NP)

1928.

Sept.

15.

DELIGHTFUL ROGUE. THE

HALF MARRIAGE

1928.

Rod La Rocque. Bebe

(AT):

Serial number. 0203.

(B) Sept. 22. 1929.

Daniels.

Morgan Farley.
Ann Greenway. Sally Blaine. Ken Murray. Anderson LawOlive Borden.

Hedda Hopper. Richard

1..t.
I

(D-AT):

B)

Oct.

Tucker.

(L)

Talking.

64Slf.

1929.

13.

PRIDE OF

PAWNEE

Tom

|W):

Tyler. Frankie Darro.
Ethlyne Clair. Barney Furey. Jack Hilliard. Lew Median.
Jimmy Casey. (Lj 4750f. IB) June 9. 1929. (NP) June 22.

RED SWORD. THE

(D) :
Marion Nixon. William Collier.
Carmel Myers. Allan Boscoe. (L) 6243f. (B) Feb. 17.

Jr..

RIO RITA (O ATS):
1929.

Bebe Daniels.
Serial number. 0102.

Alan Hale. Renee Adoree.
(X)
5816f.
(R) Dec. 30. 1928.
(TOS) Mar. 9. 1929.
QUARE SHOULDERS (M-TME): Louis Wolheim. Junior
Coghlan.
Philippe De
Laeey.
Anita Louise. Montague
Shaw. Johnny Morris, Kewpie Morris. Clarence Geldert.
(L) 5477f.
(B) Mar. 31. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 30. 1929.
(D-T):

John Boles.

(B) Sepc

STREET

(D-AT):
Tom. Matt and Owen Moor.
Kathryn Perry. Emma Dunn. Frank Sheridan.
(Li Talk-

SIDE

ing.

(B) Sept.

6965f.

8,

Harron,
818ST.

VERY

Serial number. 0202.
Jack Oakie. Ned Sparks. John
(L) Talking,
Betty Compson.

1929.

STREET GIRL (CD-ATS):
Joseph Cawthorn.
(B) Aug. 11. 1929.

Vilma Banky. James Hall.
HEAVEN D-TME)
Ridgeway. Luciea Littlefield. Richard Tucker.
ID
(B) June 22. 1929.
(NP) June 1.
THREE PASSIONS. THE (D-M): Alice Terry. Ivan Petroa-'.
vitcb.
Snayle Gardner. Leslie Faber. Andrew Eng,
(B)
Claire Fames.
(L) Talking. 66461; sUent. 7576T.
June 1. 1929.
VENUS (D-ME): Constance Talmadge. Andre Boanne. Jean
Murat. Max Maxudian. Baron Fils and Jean Mercanton.
(NP) June L

THIS

IS

1

Tiffanv-Stahl
MIDSTREAM (D-TME):

Claire Windsor. Montague Love.
Larry Kent. Helen Jerome Eddy. Louis Alvarez, Leslie
Brignam. Genevieve Shrader.
(L) 7353f.
MY LADY'S PAST ID-TME): Belle Bennett. Joe E. Brown.
Alma Bennett. Bussell Simpson. Joan Standing, Billie
Bennett.
(NP) June 15.
(L) Talking. 794Sf.
NEW ORLEANS (D-TME): William Collier. Jr.. Bicardo
Cortez. Alma Bennett.
(L) 67651.
(R) Aug. 1. 1929.
TWO MEN AND A MAID (D-T) : William Collier. Jr..
(L)
Alma Bennett. Eddie Gribbon. George E. Stone.
Talking. 6423f.
(B) Aug. 1. 1929.

'

L niversal
BODY PUNCH. THE

(Di: Jack Dougherty. Virgin.a Brown
Faire. George Kotsonaros. Wilbur Mack. Monte Momague.
(L) 4786f.
(B) July 14. 1929.
(NP) July 27.

COLLEGE LOVE CD-AT):

George Lewis. Eddie Phillips.
Dorothy Gulliver. Churchill Boss. Hayden Stevenson. Sumner
GetchelL
'NPi
(L) Talking. 6864f.
(B) Jury 7. 1929.
July 27.

Lina Basquette. Reed Howes.
M-TME
Flora Finch. Craufurd Kent, Gustav von Seyffertitx. Clarissa
Selwynne.
(NP) July 27. (L) Talk(B) June 30. 1929.
ing, 5330f; silent, 5593f.

COME ACROSS

:

i

GIRL OVERBOARD iD-T): Mary Phiibin. Fred Mackaye.
iLi
Otis Harlan. Edmund Breese.
Francis McDonald.
Talking.

7391f;

ALIBI (M-AT)
Chester Morris. Pat O'Malley. Harry Stubbs.
Mae Busch. Eleanor Griffith. Irma Harrison. Regis Toomey.
Al Hill. James Bradbury. Jr., Elmer Ballard. Kerman
Cripps. Purnell B. Pratt, DeWitt Jennings. Edward Brady.
:

(NP) June L
Ronald Colman. Joan
Bennett. Lib an Tasbman. Montagu Love. Lawrence Grant.
Wilson Benge. Claud Allister. Adolph Millar. Cahrles Sellon.
20.

1929.

BULLDOG DRUMMOND (D AT):
Tetsu

KomaL

Talking. s256f.

(L)
:

Mary

Pickford.

John

Mack Brown.

Moore. John Sainpoiis.
William Jaunty. Henry
Kolker. George Irving. Louis Beavers.
iB) Apr. 12. 1929.

Matt

(NP) June

1.

ETERNAL LOVE (D-ME)

:

(B)

7531f.

silent,

July

28.

1929.

'NP)

Aug. 3L

HIS

LUCKY DAY (CO-TMEi:

Reginald Denny.

LoBayne

Duval. Otis Harlan. Eddie Phillips. Cissie Fitzgerald.
Harvey Clark. Tom O'Brien.
(L) Talking. 6731f: silent.
(NP) June 22.
(B) June 30. 1929.
LARIAT KID. THE fW): Hoot Gibson. Ann Christy. Cap
Anderson. Mary Foy. Francis Ford. Walter Brennan. Andy
<L)
Waldron. Bud Osbome. Joe Bennett. Jim Corey.
(NP) June 15.
5247f.
(B) June 23. 1929.
LAST WARNING. THE (M-TME):
Laura La Plante.
Montagu Love. John Boles. Boy D'Arcy. Bert Boach. MarLivingston.
garet
Mack Swain. Burr Mcintosh. Carry
Daumerv, George Summerville, Torben Meyer. D'Arcy l or Fred Kelsey. Tom
rigan. Bod Phelps. Charles French.
O'Brien. Harry Northrup.
(L) Talking. 7980f : silent. 773lf.
(B) Jan. 6. 1929.
(NP) June 29.

Norman Kerry.
WOMAN AND WIFE (D-TME,
Pauline Starke. Marian Nixon. Kenneth Harlan. Craulurr"
Kent. Byron Douglas.
(L) 65S9T.
(B) Jan. 13. 1929.

MAN.

:

(NP) June

29.

MELODY LANE

Eddie Leonard. Josephine Dunn.
(Li Talking.
Huntley Gordon.
(NP) Aug. 31.
MODERN LOVE (CD-AT): Charley Chase. Jean Hersholt.
(K) Jury 11. 1929.
Kathlyn Crawford. Edward MartindeL
iNP) June 22. (L) Talking. 6501f: silent. 5730f.
RED HOT SPEED CD-TME)
Reginald Denny. Alice Day.
Charles Byer. Thomas Ricketts. De Witt Jennings. Fritzi
Ridgeway. Hector V. Sarno.
(Bl Jan. 27.
(L) 6621f.
1929.
(NP) June 29.
RIDIN' DEMON. THE (W): Ted Wells. Kathleen Collins.
Lucy Beaumont. Otto Bibber.
(L) *3*»0f.
(B) Aug. IS.
1929.
(XP) Aug. 3.
TIP OFF. THE (W): William Cody. George Haekatncme.
Duane Thompson. L. J. O'Connor. Jack Singleton. Robert
Bolder. Monte Montague. Walter Shumway.
(L) 4109f.
IB) June 2. 1929.
(XP) July 13.
SHOW BOAT (D-T): Laura LaPlante. Joseph Schildkraut.
Emily Fitzroy. Otis Harlan. Helen Morgan. Jane LaVeme. Alma Rubens. Jack McDonald. Neeiy Edwards.
SMILING TERROR. THE (W'
Ted Wells. Derelys Perdue.
Al Ferguson. Bed Osbome. (L) 4525f. (B) June 30. 1929.

Rose Coe.

(ATS)

George

i

Stone.

(B) July 21. 1929.

6350f.

:

i

:

(NP) July

13.

WINGED HORSEMEN. THE (W) Hoot Gibson. Ruth Elder.
Charles N
S.taerTer, Allan Forrest. Hc.-r-r: Prior.
(L)
:

June

IR)

(NP) July

1929.

23.

13.

arner Bros.
ID- AT
Monte Blue. Lois Wilson. H. B.
Warner. Tully Marshall.
(L) 4706f.
(Bl Jan. 19. 1929.
(NP) Aug. 3.
DESERT SONG. THE (TMS)
John Boles. Carlotte King.
Louise Fazenda. Edward Martin del. Jack Pratt. Otto Hoe(L) Talking.
man. John Miljan. Del Elliott. Myma Loy.
U.034f.
(B) May U. 1929.
GAMBLERS. THE iD-AT)
Lois Wilson. H. B. Warner.
Jason Bobards. George Fawcett. Johnny Arthur. Frank
(L) Talking.
Campeau. Pauline Gar on. Charles Sellon.
661 If ; silent. 4S44f. Recorded on disc.
IB) June 29. 1929.
MADONNA OF AVENUE A (D-ATM)
Dolores Costello.
Grant Withers. Louise Dresser. Douglass Gerard. Otto HoffiB)
man. Lee Moran.
(L) Talking 646 If; silent. 5294T.
i

:

:

:

:

June 22. 1929.
ICD-AT): Fannie Brice. Guinn Williams. Andre
de Segurola. in Brody. Richard Tucker, Billy Sealy. Edna
Murphy. Arthur Hon.
(XP) June 29.
NO DEFENCE (D-AT): Monte Blue. May McAvoy. Lee
Moran. Kathryn Carver. William Tooker. William Desmond.

MY MAN

L nited Artists

COQUETTE (D-AT)

:

Fritzie
7948f.

CONQUEST

(R) Apr.

Damita.

Lily

:
Eleanor Board man. John
Holland. Edmund Bums, Alma Rubens. Al St. John. Glen
Waters, Margaret Seddon. Tola D*AvriL Evelyn Hall
(X)
SS64f.
(B) July 13. 1929.
(NP) June L

(AT):
Frank Craven. Hugh Trevor.
Theodore von Eltz. Olive Tell. Doris Eaton. Adele Watson.
Oeanne de Bard. Allen Kearns. Sally Blane.
(LI Talking 6139f.
Serial number. 0503.
(B) Sept. 1. 1929.

(L) Taking. 8167'.

Colman.

SHE GOES TO WAR (D-TMS)

5544f.

THE

IDEA.

Ronald

:

5630f.

Ben

:

15.

THE .D-ME

Alfred Hickman. Theodore von Eltz. John Davidson, Phillip
Strande, Bernard Siegel. Sojin. Harry Cording. Laska
Winers. D-isit Ka^uu.r_:sr;. Lo'n; M:—is:- George Riga^.
Christopher Martin.
iB)
(L) Musical. 79S0f ; sUent. 7910f.
Jan. 12, 1929.
(NP) June 15.

:

1929.

16.

1929.

30.

September.

Bedford. Frazer.

5451f.

1929.

OFFICER

Pen.

(B)

6092f.
:

C. Keefe. Virginia Brown
(B) Mar. 15. 192S.
ISLE OF LOST MEN. THE (D) : Santschi. Connor.
(L)
IB) October. 1928.
5800T.
SHANGHAI ROSE: Irene Bich. (L) 6539f. (B) Mar. 1.

15.

Morton Downey. Beryl Mereer.
John T. Doyle. Brian Donlevy. Helen Chandler. Osgood
Perkins. Lorin Raker. Barbara Bennett. Jennie Moskowitz.

•J0ISY

(B)

5937f.

D

1929.

HAN-MADE WOMEN
"(OTHER'S

(L)

IS. 1929.

BOTHERED

1930.

8.

(L)

len.

William Boyd.

(D-AT):

1929.

26.

Keefe.

DEVIL'S CHAPLAIN. THE (D):

Lease.

1.

HER PRIVATE AFFAIR (D-AT)

Badford.

:

SHOULD A GIRL MARRY? iD-TME

1928.

28.

CALIBRE WAR (W)

(D)

1929.

15.

Faire.

6145f.

1929.

(K)

Kod La Rocque. Sue

Victor Potel.

1928.

14.

'

4S46f.

(NP) June

1929.

My-M) : Lila Lee. Bay Hallor. Carlton Stockdale. Thomas Curran. George French. Howard
Lorenz. Sybil Grove. Baldy Belmont. Adele Watson. Lew
Short. Art Rowlands.
(L) 5261f.
(R) Jan. 1. 1929.
iNP
16.

MASK. THE (D-TME): Douglas Fairbanks. Belle
Bennett. Marguerite de la Motte. Dorothy Bavier. Vera
Lewis. Bolfe Sedan.
William Bakewell. Gordon Thorpe.
Nigel de Brulier. Ulrich Haupt. Lon Poff. Charles Stevens.
Henry Otto. Leon Barry. Standley J. Sandford. Gino Corrado.
(L) Talking. 8S55f; silent. S*59f.
(B) Mar. 9.

IRON

RESCUE.

:

4598f.

<L)

1928.

30.

(D

Shirley Mason. Jack Mower.
James Bradbury. Jr.. Isabel Keith. Thomas A. Curran.
Henry Roquemore. Belle Stoddard. Bill Franey. (L) 5732f(B) Apr. 15. 1929.
INP) June 29.

Mar.

Harry Carey.

:

CAPTAIN SWAGGER (D-ME):
IB)

(B)

5722.'.

1928.

23.

BURNING BRIDGES (W)
Sept.

iL)

1928.

2.

i

Ravart
ANNA AGAINST WORLD
BLACK PEARL. THE

BIG SHOT.

BLACK ACE.

<

6129f.

1929.

10.

BACHELOR'S SECRET. A (CD-AT):
1.

(D-AT*: Lee Patrick. June Nash. George
Barraud, Eyrie Bellev. Bussell Gleason. Frank Reicher.
Claude King. Ned Sparks. Josephine Brown. Charles Hamilton. Andre Be ranger. Otto Matieson.
L Talking, 7099f;
silent. 6134f.
(B) Mar. 31. 1929.
(Pj June 1.

John Barrymore. Camilla Horn.

Victor Varconi. Hobart Bosworth, Bodil Rosing. Mona Rico.
Evelyn Selbie.
IB) May 11. 1929.
(NP) June 15.
EVANGELINE (D-ME): Dolores Del Bio. Roland Drew.
Alec B. Francis. John Holland. James Marcus. Paul
McAllister. Lawrence Grant, Bobbv Mack. George Marion.
(L) S268f.
INP) June L

Bud

Marshall.

Apr.

SAY

6,

1929.

Talking.

(L)

(XP) July

555*f:

silent.

4712f.

(Bl

13.

WITH SONGS (D-ATS)

Al Jolson. David Lee.
Marian Nixon.
(L) Talking. 8324f.
(B) Aug. 24. 1929.
STOLEN KISSES 'C-T): Claude Giffingwater. Hallen Cooley.
May McAvoy. Edna Murphy. Beed Howes. Arthur
IT

Hoyt.

(L)

Talking.

6273f;

:

silent.

56S3f.

(B)

Apr.

13.

1929.

STARK MAD (M-AT

i

:

Louise

Fazenda.

Claude GillingJacquhne Logan.

water. H.
B.
Warner. John Miljan.
Henrv B. Walthall. Andre Beranger, Warner ITil lllltofl
(L) Talking. 6681f;
Lionel Bel mo re. Floyd Schackelford.
silent. 4917f.
(B) ilar. 2. 1929.
TRIUMPH OF THE SCARLET PIMPERNEL. THE iD>
Matheson Lang. Margaret Hume. Nelson Keys. Hidden
Mason, Juliette Compton Douglass Payne. Harold Ruth.
(L) 6490f.
(B) June 22. 1929.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
By JOE FISHER

CHICAGO

ha? another Little Theatre. Taking over the Panorama theatre
717 Sheridan road. Fred Mindlin. who operated the Playhouse, fash-

at

i

ioned the Panorama front into that of a Chinese temple, elaborately redecorated it. and opened it last Saturday with much of the flourish that marked
the policy at the Playhouse while it was in existence.
Cigarets and coffee are
served the patrons: a mandarin stands guard at the entrance, and Chinese ushers
exhibit the traditional politeness.

CHOPSTICKS
opening, and

were

souvenirs

at

the

announced

that
the mandarin would teach patrons how to
use them, as well as how to reach the best
chow mein retreats in the neighborhood.
Likewise the trailer explained that the
Oriental potentate would fill in a fourth at
mah jong upon proper invitation.
The Little Theatre, which seats 600, has
a Western Electric installation, and the
policy calls for a program of only talking
pictures.
The
opening
offering
was

"Fashions

in

trailer

a

Adolphe

Love,"

Menjou's

Paramount production.
*

The

Allied

*

*

franchise

topic

RKO

ute of the day.
If you happen to wander
into the Tiffany office be prepared to listen
to a conversation on the new franchise.
office

is

up" and you can't

"het

all

blame them.

What we thought to be a good tieup was
put over by Harry Crawford, veteran theatre man, who by the way isn't old at all.
Crawford, who manages the Symphony theatre,
arranged
with
Manager Joe McCarthy of the Cubs baseball team to let him
have 120 passes to the Cub park last week.
Arrangements was made with three neighborhood schools to pick the 40 best pupils
in each.
Then a cameraman was hired to
take pictures of the kids at the theatre before leaving for the ball park. At the park
the management presented Cuyler, Wilson,
Malone and Bush with tokens of appreciation for their loyal work with the Cubs this
year.
The cameraman, who was right on
his toes, photographed
the entire ceremonies and then the reel was shown at
the theatre the following days. It proved a
big hit and to Crawford go the "string
beans" for the stunt.
*

"Gosh
"I've

man

WORLD

*

run

to

into
time.

some

for

a

Thursday

of

*"
"

J.

a visit

la.-t

*

*

*

UA

week bv

salesman, was paid

his

mother and dad,

at

the

Con-

U

*

*

*

Gene Cour has two sound trucks in his
midwest territory, shooting material for
Pathe Sound News. At present one sound
truck is in the Minneapolis territory and
the

other doing Chicago and vicinity.
* .*

*

Victor Newton, wellknown in the Iowa
and Nebraska territories, has been appointed
representative
for
DeForest
a

how

Charlie likes to lose a ball
good theatre patron.

A.
in the West Iowa territory.
Allen will cover the East Iowa territory.
*

*

*

to H. C. Young
Service, is flashing a
huge diamond these days. Rose is engaged
to Morey Cole.
* * *

Rose Cogan, secretary

of National

Screen

Walter Brown, district manager of R C A
Photophone, returned to Chicago this week,
after attending an Allied meeting in Des
Moines.
*

One

*

*

most

the

of

interesting

we've

witnessed in the
Western style was given by UniverThe picture was Ken
sal last week.
Maynard's talking Western, "Wagon
Master." It proved highly satisfac-

screenings

tory

to

present.
action, drama and
It ought to pull both in

the

30

exhibitors

The picture has

comedy.
and small towns. Ken Maynard
Hashes some tricky riding and possesses a fine speaking voice.
The
screening was given on the new
Western Electric installation.
city

*

Charlie

Ryan

*

will not

*

his

face on

Row" for some time. Stop! No
Charlie didn't have an accident, he didn't
go on a vacation or anything like that.
His Buckingham baseball team was defeated by the fast coming Lane Court nine

"Film

at

Lincoln Park

last

week.

And vou know

*

*

Immediately after the Dave Dubin festivities, the Chicago Film Board of Trade gave
a dinner in honor of Clyde Eckhardt, last
year president of the board.
Felix Mendelssohn,

elected

president

master of ceremonies, and
know, rs a wow as a M. C.
*

year,
Felix, as

this

was
you

*

*

DeForest Phonofilm reports the

follow-

ing installations made recently: State theatre, East St. Louis, three houses belonging to the Fourth Avenue Amusements
Company, the Tower in Kentucky, the
Lina at Lafayette, Ind., and Hippodrome,
Terra Haute. Others to be equipped with

DeForest are:
Grand theatre, Madison,
Wis; Grand, Blufton, Ind.; Granada, Racine, Wis., and Palace, Aurora.
*

*

*

Maurice Revnes, who directed the dialog
of the Ina Claire pictures as well as Ann
Harding pictures for Pathe, called on Harry
Lorch, Chicago branch manager, last week
and congratulated Harry for the splendid
showing of "Paris Bound" at the Studebaker.
Dan Roach also came in for his share of the
plaudits because Dan handled all the publicity.

*

*

*

H. A. O'Brien has been named short subject manager for Columbia, replacing Steve
Montgomery, resigned, who has joined Tiffany-Stahl to work on the franchise plan.

Montgomery was connected with Columbia
a week.
*

*

*

Phil Reisman, general sales manager of
Pathe, was in the city last week closing the
Coston Circuit with Harry Lorch on the
Pathe product.
*
*
*

The Plaza
sound

recently opened

with a

Hank Salkin is to
To which we say "Hank, go

be mar'-

theatre

policy.

ATTENTION
ried.

show

game,

like losing a

Phonofilm

my subscription has roamed away.
naturally I don't know what's what
in the industry without it."
Well, Harry,

'

week

this

A's mangress hotel.
Eddie Grossman,
ager, revealed a few tricks to be pulled off
at the banquet, as we loped to press, and
it looked like "a great time would be had
by all present."

And

Frank Young,

*

testimonial dinner for Dave Dubin, resigned manager of Educational, was slated
for

tuted Artists picture, "Woman Disputed." proved very successful.

*
*

*

A

phony

book is on its way now and you can
look at the film world with orange-covered
glasses again.

*

last,

S ht

know
Sym-

the

*

Pictured here is Eddie Grossman, neuly
appointed branch manager of the United
Artists exchange.
In addition to establishing himself in the film business as a
mnin factor, Grossman has written many
theme songs.
His theme song in the
I

Hf.rald-

since I've been transferred out to the

one time.
*

goshdarned,

You

By

from Tennessee, suh.

in

but not at least, the United Artists picture "Alibi" opened at the United
Artists theatre.
The picture was held up
by the censor board but United Artists
won a permanent injunction in a court

At

*

Crawford

darn it,"
been trying

ball at

fi

was the big

again this week.
Exhibitors on the Row,
in
the Universal lobby, and in fact all
around, could be "seen and heard'' discussing the franchise. At the
the boys
were filling their fountain pens again. According to Henri Ellman, district manager
for Tiffany-Stahl, the franchise plan drew
more than 60 contracts the first week in
the Chicago territory, with more than 100
now duly sealed and delivered. Charlie
Lindau, Harold Wise and the rest of the
T-S gang are kept on their feet every min-

The

who motored

the way Daddy Young is an ardent Cub
rooter and his main reason to visit Chicago, according to Frank, was to see the
Chicago Cubs. The entire Young family
were cracker jacks on the diamond. Frank's
older brother having played minor league

:

;

to

New

take the last look at Liberty." We
will admit all friends and enemies on the day
Hank is to be incarcerated, so have your old
film cans, reels and "theme songs" ready for
donation.
Hank promises to have a bran
new set of two-toned oxfords for th
occasion.

York and
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Ten

Points

No. 10: Exhibitors Herald-World is the
Dominant Publication of the Motion

Picture Field.
Proof: Boasting the Longest History in
the Field, Under a Single Ownership and

Editorship for Thirteen Years, the
Herald-World is Known for Permanence,
Stability, Reliability, Aggressive
Courage and Fair Play.
Ten Points
•"•

•

No.

I:

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

THE GREATEST

PAID CIRCULATION

THE ONLY GUARANTEED CIRCULATION

No. 2:

THE DOMINANT

No. 3:

ADVERTISING MEDIUM
No. 4: THE MOST ECONOMICAL BUY

QUICKEST AND
MOST DIRECT DISTRIBUTION
N o
6
UN Rl VALLE D
READER RESPONSIVENESS
No. 5:

.

No. 7:

:

REACHES GREAT-

NUMBER OF WIRED
HOUSES
No. 8: REACHES GREATEST NUMBER OF SILENT
HOUSES
EST

No. 9:

LEADS

IN

EQUIP-

MENT ADVERTISING
No. 10: THE DOMINANT
PUBLICATION

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD
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ANNOUNCEMENT!
{No. 656 Straightfrom the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmle,
President of the Universal Pictures Corporation}
ANNOUNCE THAT. WHEN YOU SIGN FOR THE UNIComplete Service Contract in Sound, you can take your choice
the number of years you want your contract to run
one

HEREWITH

I

versal

as to

.

.

.

HERE S WHAT YOU GET!
1929-30 PRODUCT

year, two years, three years, four years or five years!

LAURA LA PLANTE

YOU ARE NOT LIMITED TO ONE YEAR.
YOU ARE NOT ASKED TO TAKE TWO,

THREE,

FOUR OR

FIVE

years.

BUT

YOU

IF

FEEL

WANT

THAT YOU

solute insurance for five years,

salesman
to

it's

up

AND

PEACE OF MIND
you

to

to

tell

AB-

the Universal

so.

THERE ARE NO STRINGS TO
any Universal policy.

THERE ARE NEVER

IT.

ANY STRINGS

THE CONTRACT IS SO SIMPLE THAT IT REQUIRES NO ANALYSIS.
and simply gives you the right to any and all Universal
with
the exception of Super Specials, Laemmle Specials and
product
plainly

It

Newsreels. These are sold on a separate contract.

YOU GET FEATURE
erns on the market

PICTURES

.

.

.

.

.

you get the

.

YOU GET THE GREATEST WEST-

you get Junior Jewels
you get g-reel specials
you get single reel comedies, even
including the marvelous Oswald cartoons
you get 2-reel featurettes
get
a complete program, exactly as the name Comyou
.

.

.

.

.

serials

.

.

.

plete Service implies.

ALL THE MYSTERY
AND THE BUNK ABOUT SOUND PICTURES
and their prohibitive cost ... all these things are laid low in one full
swoop by this announcement.
UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS NEW COMPLETE SERVICE CONTRACT
in Sound, you get more than you would have had the nerve to ask
for

if

.

THE HOMICIDE SQUAD
THE DEVIL'S PIT

KEN MAYNARD IN 8
HOOT GIBSON IN 8
PHANTOM OF THE OPERA
(REISSUED IN SOUND)

SHORT SUBJECTS
TWO REELS
12 SPORTING YOUTH
12 FOURTH COLLEGIANS

6 PAT ROONEYS
10 SUNNY JIMS
10 ALL-STAR

.

you had written the contract

Serials:

ACE OF SCOTLAND YARD

TARZAN THE
THE JADE

yourself.

FURTHERMORE, THESE PICTURES ARE FURNISHED EITHER WITH
THERE NEVER

ONE

WAS SUCH A REVOLUTIONARY

STEP IN THE Busi-

came into
DON'T CARE A RAP WHETHER YOU SIGN UP FOR

ness since sound
I

or five.

That's for

TIGER

BOX

THE LIGHTNING EXPRESS
TERRY OF THE TIMES

or disc

film

3

GEORGE LEWIS and
BARBARA KENT IN 2
THE DRAKE CASE
GIRL OVERBOARD
THE LAST PERFORMANCE
THE CLIMAX

.

.

.

GLENN TRYON and
MERNA KENNEDY IN

.

.

.

.

.

IN 3
IN 2
JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT IN 3
REGINALD DENNY IN 2
MARY NOLAN IN 4

JOHN BOLES

REEL

7 BENNY RUBINS

26

OSWALD CARTOONS

it.

you

to decide.

It

all

SILENT

ONE YEAR

depends on your own par-

ticular situation.

FIVE REELS

JACK HOXIE IN 3
WILLIAM DESMOND IN

3

(REISSUES)
I

HAVE ONLY ONE WARNING NOTE TO SOUND AND THAT

—The contracts are

IF

YOU ARE PLANNING TO WIRE YOUR HOUSE, MAKE YOUR

plication for this contract
Member

NOW!

of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

Will H. l^ays. President

TWO

IS

now deluging us. If you want this contract,
you must hurry up about it. If your competition beats you to it, it will
simply be too bad, that's all.
this:

Ap-

REELS

10 SID SAYLORS
10 ARTHUR LAKES
52 ACTION WESTERNS
ONE

26 CREAM

REEL

of the
(REISSUES)

COMEDIES

A Decade
of

Accomplishmenl
tenth year.
24 Fox News will complete
ON September
has reason to celebrate the anniversary as something
th

its

It

more than a milestone of progress. It rounds out the decade securely entrenched as the world's leading newsreel.

No

other reel can boast such a remarkable record of

growth and achievement. Throughout the past ten years
it

has steadily enhanced

its

reputation with exhibitors

and

and authentic news of the
an interesting manner and

public for presenting interesting
entire world, preparing

serving

it

FIRST

OR

it

in

EXCLUSIVELY.

The Fox News staff of cameramen covering every part of
the globe has proved itself the most efficient news-gathering organization

in

the world.

Week

in

and week

out,

year after year, Fox News has supplied ALL the important
world news events and has compiled an amazing record
of scoops that were nothing less than sensational.

The public discriminates in newsreels just as it does in
newspapers. Fox News has earned public preference by
its consistent merit and dependability.
That's why Fox
News today is enjoying unprecedented bookings with discriminating showmen everywhere. It starts its eleventh
year geared for even greater accomplishments.

to

World's Foremost

Cameramen MaKe

the World's Leading Newsreel

FOX MEWS

MIGHTIES
OF ALL

I

I.

Talking

Comedy

side'"

Till th

to

'

«-h

e

i,

LEE

TRncy
Daphne

Pollard

cU-~rh pro.'"-'
humor. «» >o.ttor of

„,.

,

odents an
thai

it

^^

Tra

and *> gl^l)

mo*t
afford* a

atrr

,.

?

ab l,

entertainment
engaging
. An eoorn>ou,l>
performance b ?

a a resourceful
Tw«e
..make* Big
Tracy
Lee £a?y
le of the
»* ktab
moat likeaD
of ihe
i;

of

ie

recent

photoplay.

perform

effecuve
the mo*t
film*.
of tbe talking

h'em,
111

brilliantly acted

55

news

world
coverage
entertainment
value
Brooklyn boy throws the

would make 0

and

figuratively.

Sidney Franklin, toreador,

swell congressman.

Antarctic Penguins at

showing what's sauce

West

bull, literally

Hagenbeck Zoo, Germany, do a
for the

Point dons football togs

Dbde flappers get a

thrill

goose

is

Hoboken Daschunds have

their

goose-step

—

hash for the Penguin.

and get down

by becoming

stately

to business for the

fir.emen for

coming season.

a day.

day. Beer and hot dogs are the favorite

fruit

of

these animated sausages.
V

Long shot wins

in

Handicap on Crete,

muddy
III.,

flurry.

track.

Blackwood, 18 to

1,

captures $25,000 Lincoln

\

WILLIAM

B.

SHEARER

Briand of France,
Cecil of

On
of

pages of every newspaper, tells his side
Senate investigation on "Big Navy" propaganda.

MacDonald and Lord

England assemble with world

the front

statesmen at League of Nations conclave in Geneva.

RAMSAY MacDONALD
Premier of Great Britain, states exclusively for Movietone what he
his

American

will

discuss with President"

Hoover on

Another front page scoop.

visit.

Bobby Jones,
teur

golf

champion, bows to the new

king of the fairways, Harrison

CHARLES G. DAWES
American Ambassador

to England, talks

ment at meeting

in

ama-

four times national

R.

Johns-

ton, St. Paul, Minn., broker.

on disarma-

Scotland, a topic

which

is

on the

lips

of

the world.

War

Lord

of Manchuria, gathers his council at

Muk-

Marshal Chang Hsiao -Hang,

den and reviews troops ready to

CHINA

—

face Russia at the

Chinese troops prepare.

front.

—

JAPAN
First

and exclusive

Zeppelin arrival

ENGLAND

pictures of

Graf

Tokyo.

in

—

MacDonald

flies to

London

to discuss

Palestine trouble.

SCOTLAND

—

Dawes and MacDonald meet.

SWITZERLAND

—

League of Nations convenes.

MANCHURIA

—

MarshalChang establishes

GERMANY

—

Penguin parade.

SPAIN

—

The Brooklyn

bull

-

fighter.

martial law.

#/

"

stop
m

_

continuously

m

The

COCK EYED

WORLD
JAMMED

THE

STRAND

MILWAUKEE,
TO ABSOLUTE CAPACITY
THROUGH EVERY PERFORTHEATRE,

MANCE WITH TWO SHOWS
AFTER MIDNIGHT, LAST
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY,
BREAKING EVERY PREVIOUS

l6j

RECORD OF THE THEATRE.

u;ith

VICTOR MCLAGLE4
EDMUND LOWE
LILY DZIMITA
WILLIAM K. WElS
LAURENCE STALLIN S
MAXWELL ANDERSON-

Dialog by
Story by

We

*

twe ; tt0 r

and

Authorsof'WHAT PRICE GLOR
Directed by

VcoC^

The'

e4i

RAOUL WALSI

Film That Made Milwaukee Famous from

FOX

—
September

21,

1929
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There

is

I

no answer to

the important question

"What motion picture
trade paper

for

is

subscribed

and read by first run

theatres of the country?"

—

more conclusive than this
plain statement of fact:

the first 2,142
houses wired by West-

Of

em

Electric,

2,029

subscribe to the
Herald-World.

.
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STREET GIRL
STICKING

a

like

mustard plaster at

Globe,

New York

SECOND
and

.

Smash Month

just Starting

oecona

.

Wind

A Gorgeous

.

Big

to get

its

.

Song and

Drama Spectacle That Puts
Radio in the Show Arena
Both Feet and Tips
to Greater Things to Come!

with

The Incomparable Betty

.

September

21,

1929
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SOCKS

13

'CHI'

RADIO'S
lifts

big gross -grabber

Chicago

boot -straps

.

.

right

up by

its

smears records

.

all

over landscape at State- Lake

in

monster

Critics rave

RKO
.

.

.

campaign

Show

.

.

.

trade con-

cedes Titans "in"!

VAMPS

ATLANTIC CITY
smashing 32-year old house
record Steel Pier and leaves
ocean lonesome

as a

duck pond.

STAMPEDES

BOSTON
opening new
B. F. Keith's

on

rafters

RKO

season-

— hangs 'em

— held

neatly

second week.

AND DANCING
JOYOUS WAY TO

SINGING
ITS

ONE MIGHTY COAST TO
COAST MOP UP
RKO

DISTRIBUTING

.

CORPORATION

Black Box-office A4agic
from

Patlie

— HugPi

V^/iley

s

"Wildcat" Sto ries

BUCK AND
Hush Wiley's "Wildcat"
make black

box=office

stories in pictures!

magic

—

-

6

They

music=sound=

dialogue comedies starring the great negro team of

Buck

&

Bubbles, and each one adapted from a

Saturday Evening

Cash

in

on the

Post story which has

rising tide of

made

Hugh Wiley

millions chuckle.

audience interest in negro subjects!

PATHE

BUBBLE S
ore of Hro^i Wiley* wp^oariov*
Wildcat stories
_
..*-

-

^

FOWL PLAY

km

\

I

Pathe

posters

you MUST

H AVE

All

Ta !k r

;

C

>

TO PUT THEM OVER!

ALL MUSIC
ALL SOUNC

D1ALOCUI

ii

John McCormick,
presents

FAJT
LIFE

COLLEEN

MCCRE
/Ml LI
J\IG

z^DOUGLA^ FAIRBANKS JR..
LORRETTA YOUNG and
CHESTER MORRI/ A *

IRIIH EYE/
Most popular
as

appealing

and dances.
try after

Now

star in pictures twice

when she

Now

talks

sings,

Central at $2.00.

sweeping the coun-

hit of the year.

two months on Broadway.

key

DOVE

outstanding

Set for seventeen

showings next week.

X.REAT
DIVIDE

in

DOROTHY MACKAILL

PR.VAT,fE

Ian Keith,

Myrna Loy. Vitaphone

version of America's great stage

Cleveland

reflect

city

THE

at

THE

EILLIE

Box-office grosses

tremendous week

in its 4th

Filmed with glorious WestWith
its background.
dancing and singing chorus of 100

News

review: "Billie Dove shines
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Fox organization
shortly the

scheduled to bring to Broadpublic exhibition of its wider

film.

This exhibition doubtlessly will center attention upon
the necessity of a larger picture upon the screen to carry
adequately the content of the sound and talking motion
picture. It will stimulate other efforts in the same direction and unless good fortune intervenes the whole situation will be complicated with the appearance of larger
film in several distinct sizes.

—

We emphasize again as we have done several times
previously the necessity for standardization upon some
particular size of the wider film. A wider film must come
into general use in the industry, but it should come in one
standard size and not in many sizes.

—

*

*

*

J.

All editorial and business correspondence
should be addressed to the Chicago office

Other publications: Better Theatres, devoted to construction, equipment and
operation of theatres; published every fourth week in conjunction with Exhibitors
Herald- World; The Motion Picture Almanac, Pictures and Personalities, published annually; The Chicagoan and Polo, Class publications.
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Singers?

THERE

are good reasons for insisting that several of
the players of great reputation in silent pictures are
showing more courage than good judgment in the efforts
they are making to become singers in audible pictures.

not a damning confession for a player to acknowl-

It is

edge that he or she is not also a singer. In fact, it is far
better to make such a confession by not attempting to
sing than to have the theatres filled with the unsympa-

—

—

thetic groans of the public.

Forward
disturbing factor in
any industry. This element lias contributed its quota
of confusion during recent months in the motion picture
industry.
The severe readjustments incidental to sound and dialog created apprehensions throughout the length and
breadth of the business. The producer, struggling with
the new medium, was engulfed in difficulties. The theatre man, impressed, of course, with the novelty attraction value of talking pictures still was left wondering how
permanent would be their appeal.
At this date, however, the feeling of apprehension may
persist widely but the reasons which justified the earlier
apprehensions no longer exist.
Producers have, for all practical purposes, mastered the
technic of the new medium. They still have and will
always have; the inevitable problem of determining, as
best they can, what the public wants, but the grave and
basic perplexities of the past year are ended. They have
made and can continue to make product that is both good
and great. Any competent survey of the product now
available, in every form from serious drama to musical
comedy and straight comedy cannot help but be convincing that the industry is in a preeminently strong position
to meet the coming season.
As for the exhibitor, he need no longer worry about the
permanency of the appeal of talking pictures or about the
basic quality of pictures in the new medium. Talking pictures in fact and in vogue are as definitely fixed as the
amusement business itself.
Certain segments of the public, however, are unconvinced. The reason for this is very plain. These doubting
groups of the public have not witnessed good talking pic-

—

is

a

seriously

—

and faithfully reproduced. In this way
some harm has been done to the talking picture and added

tures, effectively

be required to erase these early, unfavorable imBut they will be erased and in their place will
appear the respect for any popularity of talking pictures
which they deserve.
It may, therefore, be suggested that what this industry
at large needs most is a correct appreciation of just how
matters stand this to be followed by the adoption, in the
studios and in the theatres, of such policies as are warranted by the existing state of affairs.
effort will

pressions.

—

1929

is

first

A.

Quigley, President
George Clifford, Asst. Treasurer
Clifford, Secretary
Member Audit Bureau of Circulations
Copyright, 1929, by Quigley Publishing Company
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Many prominent screen players have been made to look
pretty silly to their audiences on account of the sadly
deficient vocal efforts they have made in audible pictures.
Producers should put a stop to further martyrdom along
this line.

*

»

*

A pproval

THE

recent newspaper notices of Mr. Louis B. Mayer's
visit to President Hoover comprise a decidedly constructive incident for the business of motion pictures.

The newspaper stories suggesting Mr. Hoover's agreement with the theory which is a fact as well that trade

—

—

follows the film emphasized broadly the contention of
the industry at large.

And it is this fact of trade following the film which in
many circumstances and upon many ocasions entitles the
motion picture to a type of consideration which too often
and in too many places is jealously withheld from it.

A
the
ONE
season
of

Test

most interesting

facts

which the coming

will reveal will be the small town and remote
section reaction to the so-called sophisticated type of talking motion picture.

Upon

this

outcome

will

depend much.

It will deter-

mine, to a considerable extent, whether pictures will have
to be classified or whether the several types of talking pictures may be issued for general distribution.
It appears to be a fact that the more deftly done talking pictures to succeed must command a kind of understanding which was not essential in the case of the silent
picture.
In the silent picture the public could pretty
much create its own understanding and could read such

meaning as it saw fit into the action of the picture.
But in the talking picture there will be no understanding at all unless the audience has the mental equipment
and general information presupposed by the author and
director.

The

career of pictures of the type mentioned will be

watched with great

interest.

MARTIN

J.

QUIGLEY.

.
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Independent Producers Join
Distributors in National Body
Exchange Men from 19 Cities
Paramount-Warner
Film Makers

Organize with
Deal Announcement
Seen Any Moment Adolph Pollak Named President
Only Largest Product

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Sept.

17.— Negotiations be-

tween Paramount and the Warner interests
are reaching a point at which a definite an-

nouncement is expected at almost any moment,
the Herald- World learned today.
While officials of neither organization would
commit themselves with a statement on the
present status of the deal, it was understood
that they were simply waiting a propitious
moment in which to publicize the fact.

Hearst Interest in
Fox Movietone News
ToAidAudien Reels
YORK,

Sept.

17— William

Randolph
Fox Movie-

'Hearst has acquired an interest in
tone News.
"It would be more correct to state," Fox
"fficials said, "that the Fox-Case Corporation
will work in conjunction with the Hearst newsreel in producing talking newsreels. The manner in which this will he done should he ready
for publication soon."

Fox Deal

for Share in
Hoblitzelle Chain Called

In

Agreement Status

(Special to the Hcratd-World)

DALLAS,

Sept.
17.— Karl Hoblitzelle.
president of the Interstate Amusement Co..
denied that a deal had been consummated
with Fox for an interest in the Interstate
chain, following his latest New York visit.

According to all information obtained
from the general offices of Interstate and
from statements of Hoblitzelle the deal has
reached the agreement stage but no actual
transfers of any kind have taken place up
present time. Present plans call for
the purchase of a substantial block of Interstate stock by Fox but this block will
to the

not be of sufficient size to give Fox control
of the chain.
The Interstate chain operates the Majestic at Dallas, Fort Worth,

Houston, San Antonio and Little Rock, the
Palace

in

Trianon

Houston and the
Hirmingham.

Lyric, Ritz and

Be Handled

to

movement

and distribution are

to

solidify

their field.

Action to accomplish this, result was taken at a meeting held in Chicago at
the Stevens hotel, September 14 and 15.
The net results of the protracted conference of exchange men from 19 key
centers, and producers, was the "formation of a national organization to
acquire and produce outstanding product for the world market."
This company, which will be incorporated
under the laws of the state of New York, has
the following executive personnel

President: Adolph Pollak. president
of Hollywood Pictures Corpora-

New York

tion,

Further details of organization are to be
taken up in New York this week, and it is then
that the complete organization plan will be

City.

made public.
What the organization

Chicago.
Secretary: M. A. Chase, president of
Chase Pictures Corporation, Buffalo and Albany.
Treasurer: L. Korson, Master Piece

will accomplish of
encountered, is the assurance of outlet for independent producers
and product for independent exchanges, with
a world market for this product in sight.

course,

Film Attractions, Philadelphia.
The Saturday and Sunday conferences were
executive and little information seeped from
behind the closed doors.
At the conclusion
of the sessions, however, the following statement was issued
"A conference of exchange men from all of
the exchange centers of the United States was
held at the Stevens Hotel. Chicago, Illinois,

on September

13th,

14th

and

15th.

Only Largest Product
"The conference resulted in the formation
of a national organization to acquire and produce outstanding product for the world markets.
It has been decided by the corporation
that nothing but the largest product will be
handled by it and its functioning will be on a
national scope only, thereby being in a position
to furnish the market with product second
to none.
"A corporation with ample capital has been
formed and over $100,000 has actually been
raised.
The conference was a very enthusiastic one and a huge success, as the most
representative body has responded spontaneously and acted in unity."
The following exchange centers were represented
:

New York, Washington, Chicago, Detroit,
Albany, Cincinnati, Milwaukee. Omaha. Dallas,
Denver.
Philadelphia,
Boston.
Pittsburgh,
Buffalo, Cleveland, Kansas City, St. Louis.
Des Moines. Oklahoma City.

Pollak and Chase, prime movers of what
might be termed a cooperative undertaking,
were hesitant to discuss the plans of the
organization.

Vice President: Irving Mandel, president of Security Pictures Corpo-

no snag

if

is

Through this organization, the sponsors see
the independent becoming a more vital factor
in national distribution and production.
Recall Federated Convention
Last week's conferences recall the imU undent exchange meeting in Chicago in March.
1920, when
Federated Film Exchanges of
America. Inc., was formed "to assure themselves of reliable product."
[

Producers who attended these conferences
and pledged to Federated a high standard
product if organization was successful were:
Joe Brandt of Columbia. Louis Burston,
L. Chester, Murray W. Garsson. Capital
Film Company, Jack Cohn of Columbia. Harry
Sherman, Marion Kohn Productions, National
Film Corporation, A. H. Sawyer, Sidney L.
Cohen Film Corporation and Louis B. Mayer.
The independent exchange men who were
active in the formation of Federated were
J. L. Friedman, Chicago
J. E. Pearce. NewOrleans
D. J. Chatkin. San Francisco
Harry Charnas,
Samuel Y. Grand. Boston
Cleveland A. G. Whytc, New York, and Ben
C.

;

;

;

;

Amsterdam, Philadelphia. Later, as the organization developed, W. F Shallenberger was
named general manager.
Federated was a $1,000,000 Delaware corporation, and was represented in every territory in the United States.
The company
cventuallv dissolved.

Exhibitors Must Pay Installation
Sound Equipment
Costs of New

RCA

(Special to the Herald-World)

(Special to the Hcrald li'orld)

NEW YOkK,

Sept. 17.— The International
Pictures Company has been incorfor $250,000 in Delaware and will

porated
produce and distribute a series of talking features, comedies and novelty shorts. Pictures
will be made in several foreign languages and
much of the production will take place in the
Recording Laboratories of America in New

York.
Offices are at 145

Sorkoff

Chicago Meeting

in

International Talking
Pictures Incorporated
Talking

pr< (friction

ration,

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

Independent

at

is

West 45th

president.

street,

Peter F.

—

NEW

RCA

PhotoYORK. Sept. 17. Contrary to the announcement of the new
phone, for houses of 500 seats or less, as announced at the Chicago meeting in
August,
has advised the Allied States Association of Motion Picture Exhibiitors that a reexamination of the estimate discloses that the instrument cannot be
installed at the prices quoted, even in large quantities, without a severe loss.
David Sarnoff, president, and E. E. Bucher, executive vice president, have voiced
their sincere regrets that the error occurred, and Abram F. Myers, president and
general counsel of Allied, says in a formal announcement, that there is no reason
to doubt the sincerity of RCA.
The price of the Type G equipment, for use with Simplex projectors, will remain
$2,995, the only difference being that the exhibitor will assume the cost of installation, estimated at about $200.

RCA
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Enroute
ALL
"The Great Gabbo"
"The Great Gabbo," the newly-formed
Sono Art-World Wide organization has an

IN

extraordinary picture, one that should not only
interest patrons of the theatre but as well
quicken the imaginations of other producers.
This is one of those rare pictures that belongs to the new screen combining silent and
sound. "The Great Gabbo," the story of an
egotistical ventriloquist, could not have been
made silent, nor indeed could it have been
This picture, whatever
done >n the stage.
else may be said about it, marks a distinct
advance in the production of sound pictures.
Erich von Stroheim, relieved of all direc-

to

September

21,

1929

Broadway

roads lead to Chicago, so say the Hollywood celebrities as they troupe to

Broadway. This past iveek Chicago welcomed such players as Jack Holt. Ralph
Graves. George K. Arthur. Charles Farrell. Frances Lee and Harry Cohn. vice president of Columbia Pictures. Miss Lee is with Christie-Paramount. Arthur is on his
war to Paris and Holt. Graves and Cohn are on their way to attend the Broadway
premiere of Columbia's "Flight."

torial duties, gives a powerful and moving
performance. He is one of the finest actors
on the screen, a veritable Jannings in his finest mood.
He played the part of the mad
actor who finds a dummy his other self to

perfection.
I
agree with those critics who found the
picture muddled by the entry of a considerScenes
able amount of extraneous matter.
upon scenes in color, not particularly outstanding in themselves, serve not to heighten
"The Great
the picture but to retard it.
Gabbo" is an outstanding picture; it migh;
great
picture.
very well have been a

*

*

#

"Flight"
you're the sort of person who gets a kickout of seeing planes fly in perfect alignment, dive on an enemy thousands of feet
below, go through the evolutions of tail spins,
barrel rolls, Immelmans and loops, by all
means take a look at Columbia's "Flight."
It's a beautiful exhibition of stunt and formation flying. It also tells a story that will
hold your interest and give you a better idea
of thi
capabilities of Jack Holt and Ralph
Graves, the two men who starred in "Submarine." They play very well together.

IF

Graves

is

more than an

actor.

He's

an

author, too and wrote the scenario of "Flight."
picture should help in getting audiences
air-minded.
It's also swell publicity for the
United States Marines, to whom it is dedicated and without whose cooperation its production might have been impossible.

The

*

*

*

Criticisms
>
< <

T HE
4

NATION,"

one of the more lugubrious of America's thoughtful maga-

Ralph Cra\es; Fred Knispel. Columbia branch manager; Jark Holt; Harry Cohn. Columbia
president, antl Cecil Maberry. Columbia district manager.

zines, finds the ethics and standards of conduct as shown in motion pictures to be someIt makes a plea not
thing short of honest.
on behalf of the little children of the country,
whom all the self-appointed saviors are invariably striving to protect, but on behalf of
the adults.

"How can a movie which satisfies a child
of twelve be made morally safe for a man of
thirty-five?" asks this publication, and the
<|iK sti.in deserves- an answer.

PETER YISCHER.

Made
"U" Managerial Posts

Several Changes
In

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Sept. 17.— Several changes
haVe been made in the managerial posts of
Jack Osserman, forUniversal exchanges.
merly Des Moines manager, becomes manager of that company's Cleveland exchange.
At the same lime L, B. Brauer, formerly
salesman in the Dallas exchange, becomes manager of the Des Moines exchange, in place
of Osserman.

France-

Charles Farrell
All

I.ee

Photo- by Herald-World

Oeorge K. Arthur

vice

:
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Sound

statistics not covered in the charts, each based on each
In each
1,000 of theatres in the United States, as in all other computations.
case, the question asked of the exhibitors is reprinted, the first being:

Following are tabulated

''What

is

the seating capacity of your theatre?"

THEATRES HAVING NO SOUND
374
HAVING SOUND IN SOME FORM... 68*,
816
NON-SYNCHRONIZED ONLY
401
HAVING SYNCHRONIZED
AVERAGE SEATISG CAPACITY OF ALL THEATRES
S30 per 1,000 theatre*

''Have
price is

the

following

questions

you raised your admission prices?

^Low

price

regarding the effect of sound

Top

('Yes' or 'No.')

"

is

THE QUESTION:

"Have you sound equipment?

Synchronous?
(Write
Nonsynchronous?
('Yes' or 'No.')"

or

'No.')

AVERAGE ADMISSION PRICES
HIGH

LOW

IN"
IN"

THEATRES HAVING SOUND
THEATRES HAVING SOUND

HIGH IN

'Yes'

(Write
or

'No.')

45
20
30
lO

SILENT...-

LOW IN SILENT
This question also was asked:
"Is

sound drawing

CENTS
CENTS
CENTS
CENTS

better than silent?"

THE ANSWER:
THE DRAW ON SOUND PICTURES IS
HIGHER THAN ON SILENT PICTURES.

280

PER CENT

"Is Sound in adjacent totens drawing patronage from
your theatre? (ff rite 'Yes' or 'No' only in case you do not
have sound installation.)"
This question brought out the fact that >ound is drawing
patron* away from -ilent theatre*, though the majority of
affirmative replies was smaller than the early response
showed.

Two
and

were asked concerning the proportion of sound
on the theatre progTam

questions

silent subjects

"Does a program entirely of sound subjects draw best?
('Yes' or 'No')," and "Does a program of both sound and

draw best?

('Yes' or 'No.')"

THE ANSWERS:
SEVENTY SEVEN PER CENT OF EXHIBITORS
FOUND THE ALL-SOUND PROGRAM DRAWS BEST.
TWENTY-THREE PER CENT FOUND A PROGRAM
OF SOUND AND SILENT SUBJECTS DRAWS BEST.
While talking Westerns received a comparatively low ranking
in the popularity of different types of productions, as shown in the
charts, the fact that the public does want talking Westerns of high
"Does
standard was evidenced in the comment on the question:
the public want talking Westerns?"
For other subjects covered in the survey see the charts below
and on succeeding pages.

100% Oa TQTRL

TOTRL THErVTRES

Yes'

THE ANSWER:

silent subjects

THE ANSWER:
AVERAGE SEATING CAPACITIES OF THEATRES

Exhibitors were asked
ijpon admission prices:

Glance

at a

The story of sound in the theatre, as told by theatre owners of
every classification in reply to a questionnaire sent to each HeraldWorld reader, is presented on this and two succeeding pages in
charts and tables, which show the entire situation at a glance.
All data and percentages are presented per 1,000 theatres to simplify the reading and analysis of them.
In the survey, the most complete ever recorded in the history
of the trade, with articles and reports carried in fifteen consecutive
issues of the Herald-World starting with the issue of June 8,
representative replies were received from the smallest independent
houses to the largest deluxe chain theatres, from a house seating
less than 175 to the world's largest.
Replies were received from
the leading foreign countries, and even from the West Indies.
The charts and tabulations herewith show the exhibitors' conclusions in the simplest possible form, but at the same time each is a
veritable mine of additional information, worthy of the closest study
by individuals in every branch of the industry, as it has vital significance for all phases of the trade.

-II

THE QUESTION:
reproduction?
on film?

ThERTRES

IN

THE

U.S.

"If synchronous, is it only disc
Only sound
('Yes' or 'No.')
"
Both disc and sound on film?

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD
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Zoo

DEGREE

OF

ffM0 /PftffT/yf

SOUND

FGPUL/VflTY

AMONG THERTRE RUDIENCE5
100,

7^

7?

X

—&—

V
mm""

0 0 0OO o o O O O OO O Oc

Ru- \OLKlNG AN O SlNGlN 6
PhRT TrLK IN6 HMD SlNGlNG

Rll
uu*ttHi*Kitmiiiti,immtiuifii«~

^HI-KING

WITHOUT
Sound Effects

*C)\WGING

D\Rl_0G

THE

QUESTION: "As to the amount of synchronization,
after each, with No. 1 for best liked, No. 2 for second best,
music
All talking and singing and instrumental music
.'
•
mental but not talking
Sound effects only
;

;

my patrons' preferences are as follows: (Please write a number
and so on): All talking without singing and without instrumental
Part talking and singing
Synchronized singing and instru;

£00

700

900

JOOO

1100

1Z00

UOO

1400

1^6

SOUND
Silent

THE TOTAL PLAY DATE?) perWEEK«10Q0 HOUSES
AVERAGE WEEKLY CHANGE «

THE QUESTION: "How many

changes

of

program do you have weekly?"

September

21,
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COMPARATIVE POPULARITY

OF

TfPES

PRODUCTIONS

COMEDY

SINGING AND DIALOG

riUSlCRL

23

COMEDY

DRRFifl

nELODRRMfl

COMEDY

DRRMfl

WESTERNS

OPERETTA

THE

QUESTION: "I find my patrons' preferences as to the kind of talking pictures are as follows (Please
after each below, with No. 1 for the kind best liked, No. 2 for second best, and so on): Melodrama
Drama
;
"
Comedy-Drama
Westerns
Operetta
Musical Comedy
Singing and Dialog
;

;

;

In the foregoing charts there will be noted a slight variafrom present picture demands. For instance, the Musical Comedies. Westerns and Operettas had not had general
distribution when this survey was launched.
In comment
on the question, '"Does the public want talking Westerns?"
the majority opinion favored Western audiens, providing
tion

these were of the

same

caliber as "In

Throughout the complete and

final

Old Arizona."
compilation of the re-

ports, the answers bore out the conclusions shown in the
eaTlier replies and the articles which were written on the

number
Comedy

write a
;

;

;

basis of those reports.

exhibitors

who answered

It

should also be noted that

many

the questions on the basis of hav-

ing silent theatres added that they were planning to install

sound equipment.
It

is

suggested that the trade preserve these pages for

permanent files. Many theatre owners, producers and
distributors have commented upon the benefits they have
received from the information contained in the individual
reports and from the conclusions presented by them.

their
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Wide Film and Sound Problems Lead

Kann Leaves Film

—

Sept. 14.
Problems of the introduction of wide film into
motion picture production and exhibition will occupy an important
place in the addresses and discussions at the fall meeting of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, to be held at the Royal York hotel in
Toronto, October 7 to 10, inclusive.
Wider Than
m.m."
!OUND and its many phases also will take
.15

a considerable share of the convention's
time, but there still will be room for many

valuable reports on conditions in other countries on the use of sound films in surgical
and on technical subjects of
instruction,
projection.
Following is given the preliminary program
of the convention. The program of course is
subject to additions and changes.

MONDAY. OCTOBER

By

Sound Picture Production"
Inc.

Characteristics of

Sound"

motion picture lecture by Howard
Electrical Research Products, Inc.

B.

Santee,

"Cinematography in Soviet Russia"
By Leon Monosson, Amkino Corporation.

"Sound Films for Surgical Instruction"
By Dr. P. E. Truesdale, American Medical
tion

film

TUESDAY, OCTOBER
"The

A

Trail of the Microphone"
picture lecture tour

motion

Associa-

productions.

H
the

Hollywood

of Sound Recording
and Reproduction"
By Win. H. Offenhauser. R C A Photophone.
"The Principles of Sound Recording and ReproducDensity
Photographic
tion
by the Variable

D. MacKenzie. Electrical Research Products, Inc.
"A Demonstration Talking Film"
By Dr. Kingdom, General Electric Company.
"Studio Acoustics and Microphone Placement"
By J. P. Maxfield, Electrical Research Products, Inc.

Luncheon
"Theatre Acoustics"
By S. K. Wolfe. Electrical Research Products, Inc.
"The Optics of Motion Picture Projection"
By Professor Arthur C. Hardy, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
"A New Method of Blocking Out Splices in Sound
Film"
By J. I. Crabtree and C. E. Ives, Eastman Kodak

Company.
"Photographic Characteristics of Sound Recording
Film"
By L. A. Jones and O. Snadvik. Eastman Kodak

Company.
for Theatre Use"
Telephone Laboratories, Inc.

Loud Speakers
Bell

\* H)\K>I> vY.
OCTOBER 9
"Lubrication of Sound Film"
By J. I. Crabtree. D. Hindman, C. E. Ives, O.
Sandvik, Eastman Kodak Company.
"A Film Xumbering Device for Cameras and Recorders"
By M. W. Palmer, Paramount Famous Lasky
Corporation.
"Dimensional Analysis as an Aid to Miniature Cine-

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10
Rapid Method of Determining the Degree of
Exhaustion of a Developer"
liy M. L. Dundon, G. H. Brown and J. G. Capstan',

Eastman Kodak Company.
"Burn Out Phenomenon of the Tungsten Filament"
By Gordon T. Fonda, General Electric Company.
"Water Cooling of Incandescent Lamps"
By Dr. Newell T. Gordon, General Electric Com"Radiation Characteristics of Two Mercury Arcs"
By A. C. Downes, National Carbon Company.
"Some Properties of Chrome Alum Fixing Baths"
By J. I. Crabtree and J. F. Ross, Eastman Kodak

Company.
Luncheon
Open Forum.

Four Companies
In

G. F. Hutchins, General Electric Company.
Film Perforation and Means for Its Measure

"The
ment"
By W. H. Carson, Agfa Ansco Corporation.
"Camera Mechanism Ancient and Modern"
By Arthur S. Xewman, London, England.

—

.nncheon
"Early History of Motion Picture Cameras for Film

Named

New York

is.

uncertain.

General Sales Manager

Of Equipment Combine
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Sept. 17.—George DeKruif,
formerly sales manager of National Theatre
Supply Company, is now general sales manager of the newly formed General Theatres
Equipment, Inc.
The new equipment organization was formed
in a stock transfer amalgamation by National
Theatre Supply, International Projector, Grandeur Film, Inc., Ashcraft Automatic Lamp,
Hall & Connolly, Hertner Electric, ano the

McAuley Manufacturing Company.

E.

J.

$10,000,000 Combine Is
Being Formed by French
Motion Picture Leaders
Sept. 17.— (By Cable.)—The two
major groups controlling the French motion

Injunction Granted
In Neon License Action

NEW

(Special to the Herald-World)

YORK,

—

Four companies
Sept.
in an injunction granted
Light, Inc., which will halt a
$7,000,000 transaction in -the Middlewest.
The four companies named are the Federal
Electric company, Claude Xeon Federal company, Rainbow Luminous Products and the
17.

C

laude

Neon

Rainbow Light company.

The judge

the charges that the Instill interests, which
controlled the distribution rights of the Claude
Neon products had no right in disposing of
rights to the Rainbow Luminous and the Rain-

bow Light companies.
The plaintiff with

subsidiaries
and
licenses, hold the exclusive right to manufacture tubes containing purified neon and provided with internal electrodes, for illuminating
gas, under five patents, purchased from George
Claude, issued between 1915 and 1917.
its

Proposed House Merger
Represents $1,000,000
(Special to the Herald-World)
S. C. Sept. 17.— C.

SPARTANBURG,

of

a single
$10,000,000.

>affin,

Fla.,

ties.

W hat

Exhibitors Are Saying
About Exhibitors Herald-World
"Running a theatre without the HERALD-WoRLD would be like trying to
drive a ear with one wheel off."
//. V. Schoonovnr, Mazda theatre
Aurora.

organization

with

a

capital

of

It is understood that the combine has not
yet been completely' effected, but according to
one prominent man in the French industry it
will be within a month or two.

Wallace

Hamm

Heads

"Kibitzer" Chicago Unit
Wallace Hamm. widely known in motion
picture and theatrical circles, is now head of
the "Kibitzer" company playing the Wood's
theatre, Chicago.
George Sidney is starring
in the Chicago company.

Prior to returning to the theatrical field.
with Frank Pope, handled Eastern
showings of the motion picture, "Zimba," and
previous to that association he was with Joseph Plunkett as advertising and publicity manager of the Strand theatre, New York.
\\ ally,

Bader

in

Switzerland
Going Strong

And Still

E.

prominent theatre owner of Jacksonhas announced a proposed theatre
merger, representing more than $1,000,01)0 in
assels in South Georgia and Florida proper1

ville,

picture industry are reported in the trade to

have reached an agreement for the formation

acted on

1

N<-b.

capacity

Hollywood.

PARIS,

have been named

matography"

By

Inc.

"A

Method"

By

"Characteristics of

new

in

(Special to the Herald-World)
of

Sound Studios.
"Some Fundamental Principles

By D. G. Blattner.
Xo evening program

action in his

pany-.

Gold Medalist.

Get-together dinner
Preview of forthcoming sound

Coffman,

Sound Film Production"
Carpenter Goldman Labo-

(If this is the time for the banquet desigBanquet.
nated by arrangements committee.)

"Reactions of the Public to the Talking Picture"

By Harold B. Franklin, Fox West Coast Theatres.
"The Sound Film Situation in Europe"
By M. D. Golden, Motion Picture Division, Department of Commerce.

The

first official

be a visit to the studios
date of his return to

George DeKruif Named

poration
Considerations in

Luncheon

A

His
will

Company.
"The Wide Film from the Recording Standpoint"
By C. A. Tuthill, Paramount Famous Lasky Cor-

ratories,
in

By Terry Ramsaye, Pathe Exchange,

years.

By L. A. .Tones. Eastman Kodak Company.
"Wide F'ilms and Standardization"
By A. S. Howell & J. A. Dubray, Bell & Howell

By Joe W.

Committee Reports

"The Human Equation

signed from the editorship of The Film
Daily last week to assume a like position
with The Motion Picture News. Kann has
edited the Daily since 1926.
He has been
associated with the publication for ten

L.-tsky

Corporation.

"Rectangle Proportions in Pictorial Composition"

"Artistic

7

Kann, well known and equally well liked
throughout the motion picture trade, re-

"Possibilities

President's Address

"Some

Carl Louis Gregory.

and Problems of the Wide Film"
By Lorenzo DelRiccio, Paramount Famous

Daily

(Special to the

(Special to the Herald-World)

^

21, 192*J

To Assume Editorship of
The Motion Picture News
Herald-World)
NEW YORK, Sept. 17.— Maurice D.

On Program of SMPE Meeting
Preliminary Announcement Is Made of Addresses Arranged for Fall
Convention in Toronto. October 7 to 10, Inclusive

NEW YORK,

September

Dave Bader, who is traveling with Carl
Laemmlc as his personal representative, 5eUl
a card to the Herald- World this week saying
they have traveled over 5,000 miles on
Switzerland soil and still going strong. The
wine list which Rader enclosed was particularthat

ly interesting.

A. Tannenbaum Opens
N. Y. Mellaphone Office
(Special
the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, Sept. 17.— Mellaphone Cor-

J.

to

poration opened offices here at 1600 Broadway,
suite 603. J. A. Tannenbaum is in charge.

September
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Theatre Men of Country Divide
On Value of Runs on Broadway
Do

PROS AND CONS

Publicity Benefits Extend
Beyond State? Yeas Equal Nays

ON THE VALUE OF

BROADWAY RUNS

Extra Cost More Than Offset, Says One

*

*

*

"Vo Broadway run can make
nut of a poor picture, but

any

it

a success

help

icill

*

*

—

Comment

*

and the ideas and the copy in these layouts offer the theatre a chance to capitalize on the run."

"A Broadway extended run doe?
benefit the local box office, and
the picture out of circulation."

*

*

*

presented."
*

*

*

"Publicity on pictures running in NewYork does not reach the Middlewe-t.
Exploitation, wherever the picture is
playing, i- «hat counts."
*

*

intrinsic merit

warrant the additional expense."
*

*

*

"The public follows the
pictures

the

in

fan

know comparatively

New

rnn- in

talk about new-

magazines.
They
about the long

little

York."

picture shows on Broadway
can always tell our patrons
for
that we are giving them something for
"ff

hen

$2.

a

tie

nothing,

and say

it

*

in perfect faith."
*

from this that "no Broadway
run can make a success of a poor picture but

will help any theatre." to the extent "the
extra cost is more than offset by the returns
we get." The exploitation material thus provided also is commended.
it

*

"If tbey pas- the "profit and loss' account along to us in order to continue a
long run. I'll say that the extra cost is
more than off-et bv the returns we get."

never

Public

in

mv

the

obvious

and comments published in various movie
magazines of national circulation which are
for sale on the news stands and also through
the newspapers.
If a loss is incurred by a
Broadway run the publicity gained through
this showing more than compensates for the
loss.
I do not believe that a picture would

make more money

for my- theatre

have got to be advertised,
New- York or Butte. Mont."

theatre."

U
I believe it boosts the attendance on
big features such as "The Big Parade."
but I do not believe that it helps any of
the -mailer pictures which are often
given Broadwav extended run."

Few Read
"Long

did not

*

New York

*

N. Y. Papers
runs of a picture have

effect

office

receipts.

I

every hundred
attending our theatre ever reads a New York
paper or knows what picture has had a long
in

run in New York unless we mention it in
our advertising. So far as I know, only two
pictures shown by us the past year had any
mention made of New York runs and neither
of these, as I recall it. netted any more than
the customary" first run pictures which we
show."
*

*

they read about

New

"Publicity

resulting

from

extended

how

well a picture pulled

York."
*

*

*

Picture Out of Circulation
"The Broadway extended run does not benefit the local box office, and keeps the picture
out of circulation. Such runs have in no way
helped this box office.**

Plugging

*

in

*

Ads Helps

"I believe that an extended Broadway run
boosts the attendance at a local theatre if it is
plugged in the ads of the theatre when it is
billed.
The public reads a great deal more
than some people think and when they see
that a picture has had an extended Broadwayrun it arouses their interest in the picture and
the picture gains prestige which is reflected
at the box otface.
"After a Broadway run the New York layouts are sent to the various theatres over the
country" who show the picture, and the ideas
and the copy in these layouts offer the theatre
a chance to capitalize on the run and this
means more business at the box office. I think
that a Broadway- run helps some pictures a

more than

it does others, and I might saydoes not help some pictures to have a
Broadway run. Pictures like 'Four Feathers'
and "Dance of Life' do not need a Broadway
run, while a picture like The Cocoanuts' did
need it and put it over in big style."

lot

that

it

*

*

*

Factor in Tourist Season
"Occasionally I refer in my local newspaper
advertising to the fact that a feature has had
or is having a long run in a Broadway theatre,
but where the extended run of a picture in
New York City is beneficial is in the case of
people who have made a trip to New York,
have seen the picture there and come home
enthusiastic about it.
During the tourist
season, too. there are a number of visitors
who have seen a feature in New York and
mention it to their friends here.
"Extended runs in New York might help the
sale of theme song records or sheet music
more than it would the theatres.

Exploitation Easier
"There

is

no question but what advanced

price runs in
York help attendance at my
theatre.
It provides a lot of ballyhoo that is

New

caught up by everyone.
a picture much easier."
*

*

Very Decided Effect

*

It

makes exploiting

*

Quality Counts
New-

York runs
cided

of verv linle value in the Southwest."

it

could not be much greater when considered
from the viewpoint of each exhibitor. The
picture is the thing, regardless of whether it
has had a Broadway run or not, as no Broadway run can make a success out of a poor
picture, but it will help any picture."

at advanced prices has a very deeffect on pictures in some Middlewest

People who read movie fan magazines
and movie news columns in public newspapers
are verv likelv to have their interest augmented

cities.

"Extended Broadway run publicity

if

have a Broadway run as the increased rental

benefit

"An extended Broadway run is incon-equential to the attendance and profitof

for

Knows Broadway

upon our box
do not believe one person

"Picture-

reports,

picture that has had an extended Broadway run will get more business for my theatre
than a picture that has not been shown on
Broadway. The local public knows alx>ut a
picture that has held up on Broadway before
it is billed by a local theatre due to the reviews

little

whether

in

*

dlewest." and so on.
Following are representative
writers' names being withheld

*

"Broadicay
showines
neighborhood houses."

when

Yes and No
Theatre owners believing such runs are of
no value to the box office in other cities saythat they "keep the picture out of circulation."
that "Broadway showings never benefit neighborhood houses," that '"publicity on pictures
running in New- York does not reach the Mid-

"A

*

"The picture must have

of those exhibitors convinced that
run does benefit the outside

the Broadway
theatre varies

not

keeps

"The public is getting too smart for
the 'Broadicay run' gag unless it is clever-

to

Exhibitors are evenly divided in their opinions as to the value of an extended
Broadway run on a picture to the theatre owner in another city booking the
same production. This conclusion is reached from replies to a Herald-World
survey replies that represent all types of theatres, from the largest in the
large circuits to the small independent neighborhood house. Exhibitor organization leaders also participated in the survey.

picture.''

"After a Broadway run the Vetc York
layouts are sent to the various theatres
over the country who shoic the picture,

ly

Pic-

Another

tures' Circulation, Retorts
"Only two picture? »hown by u- tinpast year had any mention made of New
York run-, and neither of these netted
any more than the customary first-run
picture? which we ?how.

— Delays

"The public will go to see a quality picture
regardless of whether or not it has been shown
on Broadway or has an extended run record.
Such publicity is inconsequential in my locality.
All the Broadway runs in the world
would not help a picture if it did not have

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD
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Then,

merit.

too. the
publicity,

Broadway run

public is fed up on
do not believe, how -

New York

in price would
negligible."

be

*

A

it

did not

as this difference
so small that it would be

run

first,

*

believe that an extended Broadway run
boosts the attendance at my theatre on big
features such as 'The Big Parade,' but I do
not believe that it helps any on the smaller
pictures which are often given a Broadway
extended run.
However, generally speaking,
I would say that an extended Broadway run
helps any picture and brings more patrons to
mv theatre.
* *
*
"I

Several of the chain managers from
information was sought in the
HERALD-WORLD survey on the value
of Broadway premieres, declared thai
they dared not express an opinion one
way or the other and that they had
mailed copies of the questions to their
hindquarters.
This despite assurance
that their identities would not be revealed.
Despite such handicaps, however, a
thoroughly representative cross-section of
exhibitor opinion, from the largest circuit theatres to the small independent
houses, has been obtained and is presented herewith.

whom

*

Decided Help

" Taking everything into consideration, I am
of the opinion that the Broadway run in the
great majority of cases is a decided help to the
However, the picture must
local exhibitor.
have intrinsic merit to warrant the additional
News as to whether the picture is
expense.
good or only mediocre spreads over the country with surprising rapidity and if it was given
a Broadway showing at top prices merely for
the sake of publicity, it is not going to help
the local exhibitor a great deal.
* * *

;

No Effect Whatever
"They have no effect whatever on box
receipts at this theatre,
applies to the majority of

It Does Not
experience has been that

showings
office

at

*

Study

receipts at

my
*

It

theatres."
* *

Does Help

"An extended Broadway run

of a picture
theatre due
to the public becoming familiar with the picmagazines
motion
picture
in
the
national
ture
and other magazines such as Liberty, which
publish a review of pictures having a Broadway run. Due to this publicity the public is
talking the picture long before it comes to a
local theatre, and this is invaluable. This publicity more than compensates for the loss incurred in the run on Broadway.
* * *

docs boost the attendance at

my

nothing whatever to do with the
price I get or the attendance I get.
My own
advertising, screen and newspaper, is really
the attendance producing factor.
My patrons
do not care what the key city pays. Give us
play has

the goods and they will advertise themselves."
*

Something

*

"It is surprising how well posted small town
residents arc on New York shows more than
Part of this information
is due to the radio.
Such pictures, even at a
higher price, are worthwhile for small exhibitors, as the public wants them and is willing
to pay a higher price if necessary."

—

*

Nothing

a picture shows on Broadway for
can always tell our patrons that we
are giving them something for nothing and
Needless to say, we
say it in perfect faith.
capitalize on the Broadway runs whenever we
have the chance. Not only do we use the first
run movies but also stageshow prices. At the
present time all our ads for 'The Cocoanuts'
carry a note to the effect that the same show
played Broadway at $7.70. During the showing of Jeanne Eagels' in 'The Letter' we found

New

that stressing the fact that
Yorkers were
paying $2.00 to see the identical show had an
excellent effect in stimulating business."
*
*
*

Very

Little Difference
believe that an extended Broadway run

of a picture make:- very little difference in
the attendance at this theatre.
Extended
Broadway run publicity is of little value in
the Southwest, and does little or nothing toward boosting attendance at the theatre. I
believe that Dallas is the only city in the
Southwest where a Broadway run might bring
more attendance, and the only way that it
could boost attendance at this house would
be for it to have had an extended run at the
Roxy theatre. The reason I say this is because the patrons of this theatre are familiar
with the Roxy due to the fact that it is constantly mentioned on our screen in trailers.
*

*

*

Believes It Pays
of a picture through New
worthwhile. It pays out, and
even if it did not, it might be well to present
such pictures as indicating to the public that
they arc getting the best."
*
*
*

"Exploitation

York opening

is

Overdone,

*

ings at advanced prices never justifies the in-

Broadway showings never

creased film rentals.
benefit

the neighborhood houses."
*

*

*

Boosts Attendance

"When
$2.00, we

"I

*

"Raise Not Justified"
"The publicity gained by New York show-

*

for

*

in the larger cities.

counts."
*

*

Well Posted

Exploitation Counts
"News of extended New York runs

is not
brought before the fans in this section enough.
Publicity on pictures running in New York
Exploitation,
doesn't reach the Middlewest.
wherever the picture is playing, is what

He Says

"The Broadway run is overdone and has
lost its effect.
I
do not believe that the
Broadway run boosts my attendance. What
prices New York gets for a picture that I

*

*

Psychology

in

think there is no question but that exruns of pictures on Broadway at
advanced prices help to boost business for
exhibitors in other cities.
There are, however, several things to be taken into consideration.
When an exhibitor in the Middlewest
runs an advance trailer on a picture which
played on Broadway at $2 top it has a beneficial result upon his patrons.
There is no one
in the world who does not like to get something cheaper than the other fellow.
People
from virtually every city in the world are
visiting New York constantly.
They see for
themselves that $2 top is charged on big pictures and valuable mouth-to-mouth advertising
results from their New York visit when they
return home.
An exhibitor's patrons learn
from their own neighbors that this $2 top
advertising is not hokum that such prices
really are charged.
"I believe the price difference of film rental
of a picture w hich did not have an extended
run in New York, as compared to a picture
which did, would be almost negligible. Pictures have got to be advertised, whether in
New York or Butte, Mont. Show me the man
who does not like to see a first run for 50
cents or less when he knows New York paid
$2 to see it.
"I

New York

advanced prices do not boost box

office

and I believe this
neighborhood houses.

In fact, I doubt very much if the majority
of my patrons know anything about New York
showings."

Help—

"My

1929

;

Sotne Chain Managers
Leave It to the Boss

would make more money

have a

21,

Aids Big Features

I

1

ever, that a picture
for me due to lower film rental if

September

"I believe that a Broadway extended run
helps a picture and boosts attendance at my
theatre, especially if the run is a long one.
Broadway run benefits the box office if a manager w ill play up the run and the picture with
original lines of publicity.
The public is getting too smart for the 'Broadway run gag'
unless it is very cleverly presented. Any picture that is a good one can be put over if the
manager is a real exploitation man and will
use original copy and not the cut and dried
press book stuff. I do not believe that a picture would make more money for me if it
did not have a New York run first, as the
reduction in the rental price would be so small
that it would have little or no effect, considering the number of exhibitors that it is prorated among.
The publicity gained by a
Broadway run is of far more value than
the extra assessment tacked on to the rental."
* * *

A

.

"Not Justified"
"New York

showings

at

advanced prices do

not justify the increase in rentals."
* * *

tended

—

7

*

"The value of a long Broadway run of

"Extended

friends.

New York

a

runs

at

advanced

Sees B. O. Boosted
"I believe that an extended Broadway run
of a picture does boost the attendance at this
theatre.
If a picture has had an extended
Broadway run, the public becomes aware of
the fact through the national advertising

mediums.
Thousands of New York papers
are sold here and this is bound to boost business at this theatre on Broadway run pictures."

Not

is very great to us.
It may be stretching
a little to say that its value is almost equal
to that of our own advertising, but I doubt if
such is very far from the truth. One of the
strongest bits of advertising which we can
do is to state that such-and-such a picture is
shown in this city for the first time after
having played Broadway for six or eight
weeks, or that it is still playing Broadway at a
$2 top when one can see it in our theatres for
from 35 cents to a top of 75 cents. An extended Broadway run of a picture certainly
boosts attendance at our theatres.
"Then again, people of our city get the NewYork papers. Not everyone gets them, but
enough people get them and read the theatrical
news to pass the word along to a number of
it

*

prices have some influence on attendance at
theatres in this town.
However, people seem
to be more interested in the subject of a
picture, the flashiness of the title and the way
it is advertised.
Extended first runs on some
pictures don't mean anything to some people
in this section."
* * *

Strong Advertising
him

*

What They Want

*

*

*

in

Suburbs

"Broadway runs do not help in the suburbs.
Our rentals would be much less if they didn't
have them

"

*

*

Worked

to

*

Death

"Calling attention in newspaper advertising
to the fact that pictures running in
houses at admission prices of from 35 to 50
cents, had previously been shown in New
York to a two dollar admission price, has been
worked to death."

Public Likes Bargains
"People generally

comparison between
city prices of

bargains and whenever
do not lose sight of a
and New York

like

opportunity affords,

I

admission."

—

:

V ptember

1\
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How

to Make Pictures
Fit for Children Safe

For Adults? Asks Paper
)

<

s,

Says Editorial. Film Teachings

Are Conventional
Much So

— Too

"How can a movie which satisfies a child
oi 12 be made morally safe for a man of
35?" asks The Nation, commenting in the
September 18th issue on the recent statement
of Dr. Phyllis Blanchard of the Philadelphia
Speaking before the
Child Guidance Guild.
International Congress of Psychology at Yale
University, Dr. Blanchard said:
made by scientists have
anv appreciable contribution
to. delinquency from motion pictures, but we
do find the motion picture to be helpful in
many ways. I have sat in motion picture
theatres and marveled at the unanimity with
which the children present reacted on the side
of law and order. When the villain is caught
and punished, as is always the case under the
policy of those who make American motion
Numerous

studies

failed to establish

pictures, the applause of the children is swift-

and most enthusiastic."
Agreeing with Dr. Blanchard, The Nation
declares that it is concerned with the effect
produced upon the minds of the adults in the

est

audience, continuing
"When the motion picture producers are
compelled to choose between the moral capacities of the 12-year-old and the 35-year-old. it
appears that they almost invariably choose the
Moral problems on the screen are prechild.
sented in those simple blacks and whites which
a seventh grade pupil can grasp. Having mastered these over-simplified contrasts, the child
should pass on to more subtle discriminations
that is to say, he should pass on to life as it
is with its complex of varied impulses that are
But
neither right nor wrong in themselves.
the movies do not pass on.
They dwell forever in the stage which is designed to make
children conventional."
:

Seats

Hard? Hudson Bay

Folk Care Not as Clara
Opens Their First Theatre
(Special to the Herald-World)

WINNIPEG,

17.—Fort Churchill, up
in the Hudson
Bay country, has a motion
picture theatre at last, and its opening was
marked by an interest that every exhibitor
would envy.
Six residents, working for three months in
their spare time, had built the rough-hewn
theatre.
The seats were boards and backless.
But the whole town came out to see Clara
Bow in "Ladies of the Mob," and the receipts
were $120. (Most of the men, it is said, hadn't
seen a woman either in person or in animated
image for months.)
Late the night of the opening a violent
storm came up and badly battered the flimsy
structure.
But work started at once to rebuild

Sept.

it.

Fox Take 20-Year Lease
On Murphy Theatre, Ohio
(Special to the Herald-World)

WILMINGTON, OHIO,

Sept.
17.— The
Fox Corporation, operating a large chain of

•

motion picture theatres, has secured a 20-year
lease on the Murphy theatre owned by Charles
W. Murphy of Chicago, former owner of the
Chicago Cubs. The theatre will be equipped
with sound.
Charles H. Weidner, manager of the Majestic Theatre of Columbus, Ohio, which is
controlled by the William Fox interests and
I. Libson of Cincinnati announced that there
was positively no grounds for the rumor that
the Majestic would discontinue the showing of films and open with burlesque.
Audiens will hold sway at the theatre, it is reported.

ALL AY-OOP FOR THE HERALD-lt ORLD FILM GOLF TOURNAMENT. The

third

annual motion picture tournev in Los Angeles will be held at Lakeside instead of Sunset
Fields, the executive committee announced after going into action at a luncheon meeting
Brandon Hurst,
Tuesday. September 10. at the Hollywood Plaza hotel. Left to right:
chairman; Gilbert E. ff right. Larry L'rbach. Jack Boland. Douglas Hodges. Alfred A. Cohn.
and Maxwell Miles, golf editor of the Los Angeles Examiner.

Herald-World Golf Tourney on
Coast Moved to Lakeside Links
Two Hundred and Fifty Entrants Are Prepared For— Thirty-Four
Are on Display and More Are Likely
Merchants and Manufacturers Cooperate

Prizes Already

(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES.

Sept.

17.— The Herald-World Third Annual Motion

Pic-

A

ture Golf Tournament will be held at Lakeside. September 29.
change in
plans for the place was announced today by Brandon Hurst, chairman of the

committee.
In Lakeside the motion picture colony has one of the finest a.nd possibly
the most popular clubs in California.
It is the place where all the motion
picture men play golf.
Two hundred and fifty entrants are hem;; pany, Sedlacek & Company and Be-Hanprepared for. It is likely that entries will
be closed a few days before the tournament is played. It will be the first time
But, if
that such a situation has arisen.
entries reach 250 before the day of the
meet such a move will be necessitated.
34 Prizes Already on Display
The following men are looked to by
sports editors on the Coast as possible winners of the big trophy the

Herald-World

is

offering.

Huntley Gordon, George Marshall, ConTearle. Howard Hughes, John J. Mescal, Milton Farley, Charley Chase, Hector
Turnbull, Warner Oland, Ed Kennedy. Tom
Kennedy. Charles Delaney.
Neal Burns. Al Ray, William Seiter, E. H.
Calvert, Robert Fairbanks. Wesley Ruggles.
Kenneth Hawks, Howard Hawks, and J. G.
Knapp.
Thirty-four prizes are already on display
in the windows of Hollywood merchants
and it is likely that there will be a half
dozen more before the tournament begins.
Practically every studio has donated silver

nessy are among the wholesale firms who
have contributed.
The executive committee will hold one
more meeting this week to complete preparations for the day. The committee conof Brandon Hurst, George Marshall.
David Butler, Alfred A. Cohn, Jack Boland.
Howard Strickling, A. H. Painter and Douglas Hodges.
Entries may be made by telephoning the
Herald- World offices at Gladstone 211S-2119.
sists

way

loving cups or other trophies.
First National. Warner Brothers, United
Artists. R K O, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Fox
and Pathe were the earliest to fall in line.
West Coast Theatres has contributed the
big prize for the low gross in the exhibitors
class.

Merchants, Manufacturers Cooperate

The Montmartre, Henry's, Muller BrothSchwabs, Dyas,'
Schaefers', Alexander
ers,

Brown Derby

are

Roosevelt Hotel.
& Oviatt and the

among

the

Hollywood

merchants on the donors' list.
M. H. Cutter, Brady Manufacturing Com-

Albany Straw Votes
Favor Sunday Pictures
Herald-World)
(Special
—Residents of Albany
ALBANY, Sept.
to the

17.

probably be given an opportunity at the
November election to express themselves on
Exhibitors
the question of Sunday movies.
met last Friday at the Albany Film Board of
Trade and have asked Mayor John Boyd
Thacher to submit the proposition at a referendum. The details will be worked out by
Action on the part of
the city's attorney.
exhibitors last Friday follows a newspaper
campaign of many weeks, where a straw vote
revealed that over 90 per cent of those voting
were in sympathy of Sunday shows.
will

New

W B Manager Named
(Special to the Herald- World)

NEW

YORK,

Sept. 17.— Sam E. Morris,
vice-president of Warner Brothers, named
John Butler branch manager of the company's
in St. John. New Brunswick, Canada.
Butler succeeds William Feldstein, resigned.
office

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD
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September

At

MOTION PICTURE FINANCE

New

York
Theatres

the

COLONY— "The

NEW FILMS

Drake Case," Universal all-talker
with Gladys Brockwell, Forrest Stanley, Robert
Fraser, directed by Edward Laenimle.

HIPPODROME— "Why

By

NEW

GAIETY— "Fox

ficient of itself to

is

LAURENCE STERN

HELD OVER AND REVIVED

interesting development of the
week, not yet publicly announced at the time
of this writing, is the virtual completion of
plans for consolidation of Warner Brothers
with Paramount, establishing a giant of un-

all-talker,

6.

all-talker,

IS.

Paramount

of Life,"

16.

RIALTO — "Bulldog Drummond,"

all-talker.
all-talker,

opened

20.

talker,

p.

Warners

United Artists

all-

p.

WINTER GARDEN— "Gold

Diggers of Broadway,"

opened August 30.
Maidens,"

CAPITOL— "Our Modern
all-talker,

STRAND — "The

MGM

-dent.

second week.

West

Hottentot." Warners talker, second

week.

ROXY—"The

Black

CAMEO — "Seeds

Watch," Fox

talker,

first

time

p.p.

theatres have been acquired by W illiam
The latest acquisition, announced by
Fox.
Harold B. Franklin, takes in the Consolidated
Theatres Circuit, with houses in Colorado,
Wyoming and South Dakota. They are at
Denver, Rocky Ford, Delta, Montrose, Fort
Morgan, Sterling, Walsenburg, Boulder and
Durango, all in Colorado
Sheridan, W'vo.,
and Rapid City, S. D.

The most

all-

all-talker,

August

LI I'TLE

more

industry.

opened

Warner

Songs,"

RIVOLI — "The Dance
opgned August

17.— Twenty-eight

Sept.

Paramount,

all-talker,

COLONY— "Broadway," Universal
EMBASSY— "Hallelujah," M G M

(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES,

With

It

gnened August

opened August

William Fox Buys
Consolidated Chain;
in

Feathers,"

Radio

Girl,"

ASTOR— 'Tlollywood Revue," M G M
opened August 14.
CENTRAL— "Fast Life," First National
talker,

28 Houses

Four

12.

GLOBE— "Street
July 30.
WARNERS— "Say

step is its present proposal to increase
authorized Class A stock from 900,000
shares to 4,900,000 shares.

These issues, in speculative disfavor not long
ago, have steadily attained a higher standing
with the trading community, due partly to
publication of excellent earnings reports and
partly to recurrent merger developments striking enough to stir the speculative imagination.
As to earnings, the coming months are expected to set new high records. Merger plans
now under way will reshape the map of the

Amkino, sdent.
Madame Pompadour."

CARNEGIE —

of Freedom,"
"Spy of

German silent.
55TH STREET "Three Loves," German silent film.
FIFTH AVENUE— "Three Waxworks," foreign silent

—

picture.

SELWYN— "The

Great Gabbo," James Cruze allopened September 12.
M. COHAN "Flight," Columbia all-talker,
opened September 13.

—

talker,

GEORGE

;

Council Votes Against

Gloria Swanson Attracts
5,000 to London Theatre

questioned first rank. Barring an unexpected
hitch, formal announcement of the deal may
be made prior to publication of this article.
* * *

Repeal of Sunday Shows
(Special to the Herald- World)

KANSAS

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

CITY, Sept. 17.— Exhibitors of
Kansas City are puzzled as to what kind of a
"fast one" the ministers and city council of
Macon have put over on exhibitors of that
town. An Associated Press report this week
announced that the city council of Macon, after

YORK,

Sept. 17.— Gloria Swanson,
in person and in the United Artists picture.
"The Trespasser," attracted over 5,000 to the

It is understood that a new corporation will
be formed, probably with the name ParamountVitaphone, and that its shares will be ex-

New

Gallery

Kinema, London, September

9.

This was the world premiere of the picture.
Police were forced to use a flying wedge in
order to get Miss Swanson in the house.

changed for the existing securities of the two
component companies on the basis of one and
one-half shares of the new stock for each
share of Paramount and one and one-quarter
shares for each share of Warner.

Neilaris

hearing four ministers, voted, 5 to 3, against
the repeal of the present ordinance prohibitExhibitors recently had
ing Sunday shows.
made application to the council to operate on
Sundays. Under a recent ruling in the Missouri Supreme Court all legislation which prohibits Sunday shows and does not prohibit
the operation of other business is class legislation and is not legal.

Mother Dies

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

previously reported in these columns, Fox
in its plans for unification
The
with Loew's, Inc., and Fox Theatres.

As

is

opened June

its

presented so
It moves less than ever
cross currents.
before as a unit. Considering its discriminating character, there is no reason to regard the
recent slight declines in most film snares as
important.

The
many

CRITERION— "The

initial

lie

silent

Movetone

Follies," Fox all-talker,
wide film version of earlier picture of same name.
For two weeks only.

account for current hesitation.

near completion,
market never before has

or

Russia,"

Russian travelogue.

— The

hecn completed,
WHETHER the process has
seen.
remains to

talker

David Rollins and

Catlett,

FILM GUILD CINEMA — "Living

amusement stocks throughout the past
YORK, Sept.
week have been unable to escape the influence of the corrective adjustment which has been working itself out in the general market. It is
taken for granted in Wall Street that the remarkable summer advance is suf17.

Home." Fox

Leave

with Sue Carol, Walter
Nick Stuart.

Unimportant

Slight Declines

1929

21,

Sept. 17.— Mrs. Blanche
Neilan, widowed mother of Marshall Neilan,
died last Saturdav. She was 61 vears old.

making progress

SECURITIES PRICE RANGE
IT

eek Ending September 14

NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
American Seating
Brunswiek-Balke-Collender
Consolidated Film, pfd
Do. pfd

Eautman Kodak
pfd
Fox Film "A"
Keith Albee Orpheum
Do. pfd
Loew's, Inc
Do. pfd. n. w
Do. pfd. w. w
Do.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, pfd
Motion Picture Capital

Paramount
F'athe Exchange
Do.
Radio

"A"

Do.
Do.

pfd.
pfd.

Radio

Corporation

"A"
"B"
Keith Orpheum

Sales
3.100
21,400
23,000
6.700
8,400
10
28,200
200
500
6,100

High

Low

Close

30

30%

36%
22%
24%

24%

208%
123%

199%
123%

203%

97%
36%

92%
35%

31%
43%
25%
26%

42
25

U

123%
94

Shubert Theatres
Universal Pic. 1st. pfd
Warner Brothers
Do. its
Do. pfd

1,500
190
147.400
172.000
1,400

&

Katz

Marks Brothers
Morgan Litho

cvt.

p

114%

300

54%
77%

54
75

54%
77

Trans-Lux

39

35%

35%

Universal

1,000
4,700
135,400
14,600
1,900

5.100

/ 126.400

117

58'.,

58%

90

*!<

90

96%
25%

95

96%

25

25

43

::;->,

71
10

68%

39%
70%

20

1

K

9%

9
18 '4

18%

104%

107%

61%

%

43%
67%
56%

15%
67 >4

58

%
50%

32%

100
150
50

SO

80

18%

18%

18%

20

20

20

31

30%
18%

31
!*!»

26%
37%

27*
46%

NEW YORK CURB

36%

1,371,10(1

300
300

117

60%

70

CHICAGO STOCK MARKET
Balaban

Columbia Pictures
Con. Theat
Film Insp. Mch
Fox Theatres "A"
(ieneral Theatre Equipment
International Projector
Loew's war
National Screen
National Theatre Supply
Sentry Safety
Do. pr

117

45%

Pictures

900
300
4.000
12,500
68.300
200
100
600
800
3.300
100
5.200
200

18%

3%

3%
28

46%
34%

6%

%

34'/»

6%

6-%

34

26%

25%

25%

27

25

27

18%

16%

15
20

20

6%

6%

6V4

11%

13%

September

21,

Film News

plays the role of

"Mary"

UniversaPs all-talking picture "Tonight
at Twelve," from the stage play by Owen
Davis.
The picture is directed by Harry
Pollard and features Madge Bellamy and
Robert Ellis.
in

Rathbone scored a great hit with
in
M's "The Last of
Mrs. Cheyney" and is now playing a featured role in William de Mille's new dialog film, "Twelve Hours of Love."
Basil

Norma Shearer

29

PICTORIAL SECTION

in Pictures

Mary Doran who

EXHIBITORS H E KALD-WO R LD

1929

MG

Irene Bordoni, stage star, who makes her
audien debut in "Paris," a First NationalVitaphone production. This is an elaborate musical and is included in the list
of attractions scheduled for early fall

Marion Byron, Warner Brothers player,
who has a prominent role in "So Long
Letty,"

Craufurd Kent

as he appears in the draof Inspector Blake in Unisound and dialog chapter play,
"The Ace of Scotland Yard." This will
soon be ready for release and is said to

role

versal's

be the

first

serial

with dialog.

now

West Coast

in

production

studio.

The

at

Warner's

silent version of

was produced several years
ago. starring Walter Heirs.

this stage

release.

matic

Stories Told
by the Camera

hit

Robert Lord. Warner Brother's scenario
and dialog expert, who is preparing the
Vitaphone script for a musical comedy
that will be an all Technicolor production.
also adapted "Hold Everything" for
the screen.

He

EXHIBITORS HI

30

I

AID-WORLD

September

21,

1929

Anita has completed
at home with her parents and small brother.
"Our Modern Maidens," M G M's sequel to "Our Dancing
Daughters." and is now working in "Navy Blues" starring William Haines
Anita Page

work

in

and directed by Clarence Brown. Anita is also playing opposite Haines
"Speedway," now showing in the first run houses.

in

up and some place to go and well prepared to
meet any occasion is Bugs Baer, noted humorist, at the
G studio where he is writing dialog for forthcoming
pictures.
Just what part his collegiate trousers, silk hat
and cut-a-way coat plays, we can't guess but have a
strong feeling that they must create the atmosphere so
All dolled

M

M

necessary.

Loretta
First

Young, featured player appearing in several
Vitaphone productions. She was last
"The Girl in the Glass Cage" and will soon

National

seen in
be seen in "Fast Life," starring Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
John Sainpolis and Ray Hallor in the supporting cast.

Dancing Pathe Pretties in Pathe's all talking, singing and musical comedy,
"Syncopated Trial." Produced by Harry Delmar. This chorus of Pathe girls
Pathe is
is featured in several forthcoming audiens for 1929-30 release.
backing up their feature length pictures with a series of shorts, which are
being introduced by a nationwide cooperative advertising campaign.
1

September

21,

1929

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

".I

playing the "opossum act" on Edmund
First National s "Hard to Get," a
comedy drama with Charles Delaney, Jack Oakie and James
Finiayson in the supporting cast. William Beaudine is the
director and Mickey, his daughter, plays the part of a sister

Dorothy Mackaill

is

Burns in a scene from

to

Dorothy Gulliver and Hugh Trevor in a scene from Radio Picture's alltalking drama, "Night Parade."
The story of this audien is taken from
the popular and well known play "Ringside," which was written by Hyatt
Daab, Ted Paramore and George Abbott.
The story is full of action
interwoven about a delightful love theme and will be released in the nrst
group of 1929-30 releases.

Dorothy and

Jack.

MGM

Raquel Torres.
featured player and her friend
"Jiggs" are preparing for

"Halloween." The last picture in which Raquel appeared was "The Bridge of
San Luis Rey," directed by
Charles Brabin.

I
S)

John Murray Anderson, who has been
producing many of the Publix stage show
units and who has been signed by Universal to produce "The King of Jazz,"
starring Paul Whiteman and his orchestra.

One

MG

of the elaborate sets used in
M's "From Broadway to Heaven," a musical production in which nearly every contract player on the
This
lot will take part.
follows the "Hollywood Revue of 1929" which that company has made and is now playing
an extended engagement in the Astor theatre, New York. The picture had its premier
showing at Grauman's Chinese theatre, Los Angeles.

MGM

1
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DUAL EQUIPMENT,

1930

DELUXE MODEL POW ERS

Motor Drive Is Taken Off Pedestal and Placed on Independent Base
Amplifying System Improved All Gearing in Oil Bath

—

(Special to the Herald-U'orld)

NEW

—

Powers Cinephone announce thi> week a new
model sound reproducer, which is a radical change in appearance and
This new model will he
in operation which they first introduced.
known as the DeLuxe 1930 model and officials of the company are advertising

it

as having "eight points of superiority."

TN

announcing the new DeLuxe 1930 model
•'
especial emphasis is placed on the vital importance of quality and P. A. Powers, presi"The matter
dent of Powers Cinephone says
:

or should be, negligible in the
purchase of sound equipment. The selection
of sound equipment is now of even greater
importance than the selection of a picture program because the Sound Reproducer once
of

price,

installed

is,

becomes

a

permanent

fixture

and

every picture projected over it is helped or
hurt by the quality of the equipment."
"Sound reproducers are the personal voice
"They give the
of theatres," says Powers.
theatre a certain personality which either attracts or distracts patronage and many exhibitors have already learned this important fact
by sad experiences.

"Mistaken Economy"

"Many

theatres that installed inferior sound
equipment under mistaken ideas of economy

now

themselves with such poor patronage
cannot even pay for their cheap
equipments and are faced with the problem
of closing or discarding their present sound
reproducers at a total loss, in an effort to
rebuild patronage with proper sound reprothat

permits theatres installing only the disc equipment, to add the sound-on-film attachment at
any time, and those installing the sound-onfilm equipment maj' add the disc attachment
at any time without discarding any part of
the equipment already installed.

they

duction.

we have not tried to cheapen
( inephone
in order to reduce its
selling price, but have turned the energies of
our engineers and technical staff to improve
"iir instruments to a higher standard of quality.
The Deluxe 1930 Model represents- and
embodies many improvements devised by
sound engineers who have worked ceaselessly
to eliminate all the troublesome defects heretofore found in sound equipment."
this,

The Deluxe

poit ers

Many

radical changes are noticeable in the

1930 Model is in three separate
units:
Disc, sound-on-film, or a combination
of both systems: And one of its outstanding
features is the standardization of units which

Three Organizations
Merged; Will Sponsor
School and Church Plays
(Special to the Herald-World)

N'EW YORK,

headquarters
Association,

The gearings have been

silenced by being

This imgrease-filled housing.
also
makes lubrication entirely
automatic, insures even operation, safety, and
long life to the moving parts.
enclosed

New

Turntable

The

turntable for the disc attachment is so
designed that the discs fit down into a recess
and are so protected without the use of a

cumbersome guard rail.
The amplifiers used with

the Deluxe Model
are especially designed instruments with circuit protectors guarding all main arteries from
destructive feed-backs and voltage fluctuations.

The whole design is constructed to make
every part easily accessible so that bulbs may
be changed and the instrument cleaned without loss of time or any interruption of the
show. The new design while differing greatly
in appearance from the previous models, preserves the compact construction which has
always distinguished the Powers Cinephone in
occupying the minimum of floor space.

in

Chicago

organized

;

the

American Thcatn
headquarters

1920,

N'ew York; Church and Drama
organized 1926, headquarters

Exhibitors

From

1 to

in

in

Association,

Xew

\ork.

Have Choice
5 Fears

New Sound

in

"U"

Service Plan

(Sfccial to the Herald-World)

in

provement

17.— A merger of

of the theatre and its allied arts and the establishment of subscriptionized audiences in the
larger towns and cities of America in order
to provide these centers with the best professional productions.
The three organizations which merged were:
Drama League of America, organized 191(1.

now

The motor drive is
a separate unit devised to overcome vibrations and eliminate breakage in photo electric
Large sprockets in
cells and exciter lamps.
the sound-on-film attachment gives greater
smoothness and evenness of tone in reproduction and the simplification of all manual controls makes the new reproducers' operation
extremely simple.

Sept.

three large national organizations of playgoers into the Church and Drama League of
America is announced by the executive director, George Reid Andrews.
The new organization begins with 20.S00
members. Encouragement for better and more
plays produced professionally and through the
little theatre and other amateur movements
and encouragement for better motion pictures
will be given everywhere throughout the country.
The league also plans to sponsor playwriting contests, foreign tours for the study

new 1930 Deluxe Model.

find

"Knowing
the Powers

deluxe model

1929

21;

CUSEPHONE.

New Powers Cinephone DeLuxe
Model Includes New Features
Sept. 17.

mo

dim: equipment,

C1NEPH0NE.

YORK,

September

NEW

YORK.

17.— Carl Laemmle
Sept.
president of Universal, in a letter to exhibit
ors, made the following announcements:
"I

herewith announce that when you

sign

for the Universal Complete Contract in Sound
you can take your choice as to the numhci
of years you want your contract to run oni
year, two years, three years, four years oi
n\ e years.
You are not limited to one yeai
"The Contract is so simple that it require
no analysis. It plainly and simply gives yon
the right to any and all Cnivcrsal prodncl
with the exception of Super Specials, Laem
mle Specials and Xcws reels. These arc sob
on a separate contract."

—

Dent Theatre Opens
(Sfccial to the Herald-World)

WACO,

The entire equipment is turned out in a
harmonious and appropriate highgradc frosted-

Theatres
Thi
building is of concrete construction witl
washed air cooling system, a seating capacit)
of 1.450 and a stage 30 by 55 feet. Vitaphoni

black

and Movietone equipment have been

finish.

Inc.,

TEX.,

opened

its

Sept.

new

17.— Dent

Waco

theatre.

installed
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De Forest Firm Defendant in

Have Audiens

New Western

Hurt the Stage?
At this period in talking picture
advancement that is a good question.
George M. Cohan, featured artist
on the Majestic radio hour Sunday

Four

night, recited his opinion. He admitted that he was a fan. whether the
picture be silent or audible.
In his opinion, however, the talking picture not only will not be a
detriment to the stage, but it will act
as a promotional influence. The talking picture, as he stated it. is educating the public to again demand
the actor in the flesh and blood.

Jungle Thrills

Is Pastime Indulged
At Murchison Falls

in

—

Making a picture
Sept. 17.
on the original locales in the African jungles
is
far more arduous than simply traveling
through them, according to Van Dyke, director
the
picture and head of the safari, in which
of
Harry Carey. Edwina Booth. Duncan Renaldo
and a troupe of players are being moved from

camp to camp to film M G M's "Trader Horn."
They are now working in the heart of the
Belgian Congo.
cowl>oy-style.

crocodiles,

was

a

indulged in at Murchison Falls,
Uganda, when a pool was built on the shores
of the lake, and the "crocs" driven in by a
small army of native beaters with sticks, so
:hat a perfect shot of teaming reptilian life
could be obtained for the production.
The
same day camera boats put out on the lake,
playing in and about the huge bodies of hundreds of hippopotami, which crowd the entire
pastime

tropic lake.

The

MGM

party

moves much

like

an army

the field. Native hunters and beaters, proceed ahead driving out wild life and killing
snakes. Then come the clearers. with "pangos"
or three-foot-long knives, who cut loose all
the vegetation.
roller crew builds a road
'as they proceed for the hundred autos and
trucks carrying camp, players staff, and the
in

A

entire camera, laboratory and sound recording
plant that goes with the party.
At each camp

portions of the film are developed.

The camp

is a literal city.
Each player has
separate bungalow tent with portable wash
ptand and other comforts, and technical crew
snd cameramen are similarly equipped, with
native boys to care for their kits. The natives
throw up long khaki floored tents and portable
fnasonite buildings are put together for labo[

la

(

-atary

and camera departments.

A

complete
'ilm developing outfit is carried with the troupe
md films developed, together with sound track,
bs soon as exposed and recorded.

Damages
From Loew's Inc., Ohio

Asks $2,137

(Special to the

Sept.

an advertising contract

17— Violation

charged against
-oew's, Inc.. and Loew's United Artists, Coumlrus corporation, which operates the Broad
heatre, in a suit filed September 14 by Paul
\. '.tram.
The plaintiff claimed that on August 18, 1927. he rented an advertising space
n the drop curtain, for which he was to pay
0 per cent of his receipts and SH OO per

p)f

wnth

j

is

for a period of two years,
was discontinued without his con-nt in August. 1928.
He asks for damages
the sum of $2,137.
in addition

he space

i

W

—

named by

In general, it is said that the bills allege
infringements of the same patents involved
in the recent suits filed against Pacent, Biophone and Silverphone. relating to both recording and reproducing processes.
The
patents involved in the DeForest complaints, with the grantees and dates of
issue, are as follows:
Xos. 1.128,292 (E. H. Colpitis. Feb. 16. 1915):
1.432.022 (R. A. Heising. Oct. 17. 1922); 1,483.273
(D. G. Blattner, Feb. 12. 1924); 1,493,595 (D. G.
Blattner. May 13, 1924); 1,504,537 (H. D. Arnold.
Aug. 12. 1924); 1.544.943 (E. O. Scriven. July 7.
1925). These patents corer the push pull arrangement
of vacuum tubes to record balanced, distortionless
amplification.

Nos. 1,231.764 (F. Lowenstein. July 3. 1917):
These pat1,426.754 (R. C. Mathes. Aug. 22. 1922).
ents cover distortion prevention by control of grid
potential in amplifying vacuum tubes.
Nos. 1.329.283 (H. D. Arnold. Jan. 27. 1920):
1.349.252 (H. D. Arnold. Aug. 10, 1920); 1,398.665
<H. D Arnold, Nov 29. 1921): 1,432,863 (K. S.
Johnson. Oct. 24. 1922); 1.442.439 (R. C. Mathes,
Jan. 16. 1923); 1.448.550 (H. D. Arnold. Mar. 13.
1923); 1.520,994 (H. D. Arnold. Dec. 30. 1924). These
patents cover distortion prevention by adjustment of
electrical impedances in amplifier circuits.
Nos. 1,129,942 (H. D. Arnold. Mar. 2. 1915):
1.403,475 (H. IX Arnold. Jan. 17. 1922); 1.465,332
These patents cover multi-stage
(Aug. 21, 1923).
amplifiers.

Patent Dispute Closes
German Sound Theatres

her as a result of the exceptional work she
did in adapting "Sarah and Son" for a screen
story in which Ruth Chatterton will play the
title

role,

Lewiston Granada to

Remain Non-Union
(Special to the Herald-World)

LEWISTON,

IDAHO.

Sept.

17—The

union situation here continues to be divided,
the Liberty operating sound-on-films with two
union projectionists and an organist, while
the Granada using the disc system and getting
by with one operator and no organist. Rivers
and Jungert. the two managers, stoutly maintain their intention to remain non-union in
They
the face of arbitrary labor demands.
assert that the publicity given their side of the
case by the local press has prevented the union
from damaging business and in fact has even
helped swing the support of business men to
their house. The more conservative unionists
are also continuing their patronage at the

Granada, they believe.

17.— [By Cable.]—The-

Theatre Robbed of $625;
Bomb Destroys Another

presenting sound pictures in Berlin
have had to quit operation as sound houses
pending settlement of the dispute between
the German sound equipment pool and
Western Electric. It is also reported that
in Budapest last week, a large crowd was
turned away when authorities acting in a

CAL., Sept. 17.— A lone bandit
held up the box office of the State theatre
Saturday night and made away_with S625.
The robber approached the box ottice and instructed Miss Ina Gallagher, the cashier, to
put the currency on hand in the bag which he

( Special to the

BERLIN".

Sept.

Herald- World)

atres

by Siemens Halske seized the
Electric equipment in the theatre.
The German pool, composed of Siemens
Halske, Telefunken, the Allgemeine Elektrizitaets Gesellschaft (the latter backing
Klankfilm) and their subsidiaries, is now
waging a war on the American firm, which
had installed apparatus in prominent theatres that could not reproduce films other
than American. It has been hoped in the
trade that peace would come, but none
seems vet in sight.
suit

filed

Western

PFL

Signs Zoe

A kins

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW" YORK,

17.— Zoe Akins. noted
"Declasse/* "Footloose."
"Daddy's Gone A-Hunting" and other stage
hits, has been signed to a long term contract
by Paramount. The contract was awarded to
Sept.

(Special to the Herald-World)

FRESNO.

handed

explosion of undetermined origin, followed by fire, damaged the interior of the
State theatre. Eureka. Cal.. causing a loss estimated at $50,000. The Delano theatre, Delano.
Cal., badly damaged by fire several months
ago, has been reconstructed and reopened.
Frank Panero is the owner.

to Assume Post
At Paramount L. I. Studio

Sheldon

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Sept. 17.— E. Lloyd Sheldon,
associate producer at Paramount's West Coast
studio for the past two years, will join the
supervisorial group at the Long Island studio
next month. He will superv ise the production
of two New Show World group of all talking
screen productions.

playwright

who wrote

New

Orleans Editor Raps

Sunday

to her.

An

Hcrald-W orld)

COLUMBUS. OHIO.

\

—

Sept. 17.
General Talking Pictures (DeForest Phononlm)
the \\ estern Electric, defendant in four separate bills of complaint for alleged patent infringements.
The bills were entered by Western
Electric in U. S. district court here on Saturday. Temporary and permanent
injunctions and an accounting for damages and profits are asked for.

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

Complaint Charge Infringement of Sound Recording
And Reproducing Processes German Theatres Closed
By Patent Dispute Between
E and Combine

Bills of

NEW" YORK.

is

Keep

Fashion.

Electric Suit

(Special to the Herald-World)

"Trader Horn" Unit
From Being Lonesome
Herding Crocodiles. Couboy

Herding

53

I

Demand

Closing; Calls

It

for

"Blue Nosery"

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

ORLEANS.

—

Sept. 17. In a lengthy editorial appearing in a recent edition
The
Orleans Item," blue law advocates were severely criticized.
writer termed the advocates as "Blue Noses" and their business as "Blue Nosery."
The editorial follows the recent trial at Gulfport. Miss., in which a jury freed a
theatre owner for operating on Sunday and in part is as follows:
Christ never
"It never was Christian to compel other people to be Christians.
did it Himself. But all His commands have been broken by vain zealots."
of the

"New

»
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New

DeForest Equipment at $3,750
For Theatres Seating Under 500

Cost for Rental. Including Weekly Service Charges, Will
a Day
Can Cancel After 13 Weeks

—

Drop

to

September

Both on Monday Nights
Paramount

$1.71

MPT OA

whether or
was stated "and we
available to him at
him out of business

Costs $1.71 a

Day

On

a sliding scale, it was pointed out, the
cost for the rental, including weekly service
charges, will simmer down to $1.71 a day.
The equipment will be sold in groups of ten,
to ten theatres in a reasonably close area,
so that each of the group is within calling
distance of the serving department.
For the first four weeks, the exhibitor pays
for the next nine weeks, the
$75 weekly
rental is cut to $50 weekly.
A weekly charge
for service is only $15 for the first year, and
$12 weekly for the next two years, after
which time the service contract terminates,
despite the fact that the machine is installed
for a ten year period.
If, at the end of the first thirteen weeks of
the sound policy-, the exhibitor finds that his
house cannot make a go of it with sound pictures, the company stands ready to cancel all
further contracts and to remove the machines
from the theatre.
;

If

Credited to Full Payment
sound can make money for the theatre,

the $750 paid during the trial period is
credited to the full payment, leaving $3,000 to
be paid over a period of two years on this
basis
39 weeks at $43.85 65 weeks at $40.85
:

;

and 39 weeks at $12.00.
M. A. Schlesinger, president of General
Talking Pictures, began in this business as a
small theatre operator, and is fully cognizant
of all their problems.
This plan an explan

was

1,200.

Eleven Musicals on
Warners' Program of
35 Vitaphone Films

stated.

YORK,

-Warner

Brothers
are offering 11 musical productions on their
program of 35 Vitaphone productions for the
coming season. These musical audiens may
be classified as musical comedies, opperettas
and dramas, which will be of a musical nature.
Features in which the musical angle is
being stressed are "Show of Shows" with 100
stars,
"Gold Diggers of Broadway" with
Winnie Lightner, Ann Pennington, Al Jolson
in "Say It With Songs," Sophie Tucker in
"Honky Tonk," "Song of the West" with
Vivienne Segal and John Boles, "Golden
Dawn" with Walter Woolf, Al Jolson in
Sept.

17

"Mammy," Ted Lewis and

his band in "Is
Everybody Happy?," Frank Fay in "Under a
Texas Moon," "Hold Everything" with an allstar cast and "So Long Letty," a Vitaphone
version of that popular musical comedy.
In addition to these pictures, which are es-

of a musical character, Warner
Brothers will introduce incidental songs in
of the all-talking dramatic productions
on their current schedule.
sentially

many

Gets Budapest House
(Special to the Herald-World)

BERLIN,

Sept.

7.— (By Mail)—The Hun-

tions in

;

MP

Lightman, Installed as
TO A Leader,
Will Follow Constructive Program
(Special to the Herald-World)

M

Sept. 17.— L. A. Lightman, former vice president of the
P T O A,
was officially installed as president of the organization September 12, succeeding
the retiring president, R. F. Woodhull, of Dover, N. J.
The guest of honor at the luncheon meeting, which was held at the Hotel Peabody, was M. A. Schlesinger, theatre owner, industrialist, international banker, and
president of the General Talking Pictures Corporation of New York, who controls
the De Forest patents. Schlesinger spoke on the policies of his company and outlined the units that would be offered to the small theatres.
Woodhull pointed out that he was retiring as president in order to accept a position as vice president of Schlesinger's company. He outlined the payment program
that would be followed by that concern. Lightman, in accepting the presidency,
declared that he intended to follow a constructive program.

radio

motion pictures are
The Paramount-Publix

many

Beginning

gram

attrac-

of the Publix theatres will be

at

Times Square, the opening

pro-

take

radio listeners across the
country to Hollywood, stopping at intermediate
points to pick up bits of entertainment from
Arrangements have been
Publix theatres.
made to broadcast the street and crowd noises
of Broadway picked up from the marquis of
Following this unthe Paramount theatre.
usual opening a specially arranged overture
will be played by the combined Paramount
symphony and jazz orchestra. Then stars of
the screen who are working at the Paramount
Long Island studio will be presented to be
followed by musical entertainment from the
Paramount theatre, leader <<i the nation-wide
chain of Publix theatres.
Yesterday First National presented the first
of their weekly programs over radio station
of Los Angeles. This will be a regular Monday night feature and will go on the
air between 9 and 10 p. m.. western time.
The entire personnel of the Burbank studio
was presented. The future programs will include the song hits from thi various pictures
in production and will be so arranged that
the exhibitors will be given a big publicity
break for coming attractions.
will

KFWB

CULVER

;

17— Two new

Sept.
interests of

broadcasted.

(Special to the Herald-World)

CITY, Sept. 17— J. Charles Davis
productions will produce 26 all talking Western and outdoor pictures this year. Contracts
for the distribution of the films have been
signed with Co-operative Film Exchange, San
Francisco
Southern Independent Pictures.
Inc., Atlanta, Ga.
Big Feature Rights Corp.,
Louisville, Ky. Western Film Exchange, Denver
Home State Film Co., Dallas, Texas;
General Talking Pictures Co.. New England,
and H. H. Hoffberg, New York, the latter
company having the foreign rights.

in the

on forthcoming pictures and the stage

N

Will Release Three
Pictures in October;
"Sally" in Technicolor
(Special to the

NEW

YORK,

Her aid-World)

17.— First National
Pictures will have three outstanding productions ready for showing in the leading
theatres in October.
They are "Sally,"
starring Marilyn Miller; "Paris," starring
Irene Bordoni, and "The Forward Pass,'
with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Lorettn
Sept.

Young.
"Sally"
cial

MEMPHIS,

Start

Angeles, last night.
The Publix programs w ill include a variety
entertainment, including music, instruof
mental and singing, drama, comedy and farce;
and introduce many of the Paramount stars.
The radio audience will be taken to the studios
and will hear the stars and directors at work

For Davis Productions F

;

garian Ministry of Education has signed an
agreement with the Ufa management, placing

Will

getting underway.
radio hour will be inaugurated Sept. 23 at
7:30 p. m. over the Columbia system, this also
marks the opening of the Radio World Fair
in New York.
The hookup envolves 56
stations, throughout the United States and one
Montreal.
First
National presented its
in
entire studio personnel over KFWB. Los

Distributors Signed

;

UFA

NEW YORK,
hours

(Special to the Herald-World)

for

exhibitors, is a straightforward advance to exhibitors pressed for
information upon which they can base their
future actions regarding sound, the company
announcement said, and gives the exhibitor
an apportunity to find himself in only thirteen
weeks at a cost of approximately $1,000, it
hibitors'

of the Ufa.
The theatre, which today has a
sating capacity of 700, will be immediately reconstructed, increasing the sealing capacitv to

NEW

Broadcast

— F N Presents Entin-

Studio Personnel

—

find out

23

Sept.

(Special to the Herald-World)

September 17. A Phonofilm, Phonodisc and a n< in-synchronous device to sell to theatres seating under 500 for a total of
$3,750, and to be paid for monthly for a period of over two years,
was announced by Pete Woodhull, former president of the
and
now vice president of General Talking Pictures, to 150 theatre men here last
week, at a convention of the Tri-State M P T O.
»<\17E want to give the small theatre man the Urania theatre in Budapest at the disposal

V» an opportunity to
not he can use sound," it
want to make this plan
a price that will not put
if he guesses wrong."

1929

Paramount and F N's
Radio Hours Opening;

(Special to the Herald-World)

MEMPHIS,

21,

on

is

a Vitaphone Technicolor spc

will mark Miss Miller's debut
the screen in her most successful musica

which

comedy and

reports from the Coast studio-

state that the picture surpasses all expec
tations.
It will introduce a number o
songs that are certain to become popula
favorites. Among them are "Sally," "Loot
Castle it
for a Silver Lining," "In

My

i

Chickagovinnia" and "Wild Rose."
Irene Bordoni arrived in New York Sun
day, having completed "Paris" with Jacl

Buchanan playing the leading role in he,
A number of song hits will be

-tipport.

•

production which, on th
>tage, proved to be Miss Bordoni's mos
popular success in a full season's Broadwa.
engagement.
She is supported by Jaso
Kobards, Louise Closser Hale and Margare
Fielding. "Paris" w as directed by Clarenc
feature

of

this

r

Badger.

I

—

:

September

21,
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THOSE ATTEMDiyG THE WISCONSIN

Richer Elected Head
O;
Of Southeast
Publix Complimented

MPT

(Special to the Herald-World)

COLUMBUS,

Sept 17.—George Ricker, of
was elected president of the
Southeastern Theatre Owners' Association at
a meeting held here a few days ago. O. C.
Law, of Rome, was chosen vice-president,
and Love B. Harrell, of Waycross, secretaryFitzgerald, Ga..

treasurer.
The association,

formerly known as the
Georgia Theatre Owners' and Managers' As-

changed its name when theatre men
from Florida, Alabama and eastern Tennessee were taken into the organization.
A vote of thanks and appreciation was
given Publix for courtesies extended during
sociation,

MP TO

CO.\r'£AT/0.\

35

AT BIG CEDAR LAKE

SEPT.

10-11.

Wisconsin Joins Allied States;
Convention Picks Steve Bauer
Sound Equipment and Officials
Say 150 Theatres Have Gone Out of Business in Year

Association Denounces Inferior

—

Steffes Among Speakers
[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]
MILWAUKEE, Sept. 17. There was plenty of activity at the annual convention of the Wisconsin Motion Picture Theatre Owners Association which
was held at Gonring's Resort, Big Cedar Lake, Wis., September 10 and 11.
Those who doubt that a lot can be accomplished at a convention should look
over a list of what the Wisconsin boys did in order to get an earful. And the
directors met late at night after the convention ended and voted to join

Franchises Indorsed

—

_

the season, as well as to Willard C. Patterson,
The board of direcdistrict Publix manager.
tors will announce at a later date where the
next year's meeting will be held.

Prominent Exhibitors
Endorse Tiffany's
New Franchise Plan
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Sept. 17.—Prominent exhibover the United States are endorsing
the new Tiffany-Stahl five year franchise plan
by signing their names on the dotted line, according to information coming from Tiffany
itors all

headquarters.
One of the early signers was Fred WehrenP T O of Eastern
berg, president of the
Missouri and Southern Illinois and was followed by Charles Metzger, general manager of
the Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana.
A. C. Miller, president of the Citizens Theatre Company of Brazil. Ind., William Epstein
of the Aztec theatre, San Antonio, and William Kinkel of Pittsburgh have also signed.
Fred Wehrenberg of St. Louis wired the
following message to Oscar R. Hanson, general sales manager of T-S
"As president of Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Eastern Missouri and Southern
Illinois, wish to indorse your franchise as
being the means of relief and assistance to
the independent and small theatre owners.
Have followed my indorsement by signing
four franchises with your local branch. Heartily recommend your proposition as being most
fair and equitable deal ever offered an ex-

M

hibitor."

Janet

Gay nor

Sails for

Hawaii on Honeymoon
(Special to the Herald-World)

OAKLAND,

CAL., Sept. 17.—Janet Gaynor
and Lydell Peck, attorney, were married September 11 at
Following the
for Hawaii.

St.

Paul's

ceremony

Episcopal church.
the couple sailed

Allied States.
The association passed ten big resolutions

which will vitally affect the industry in this state.
It endorsed the Tiffany-Stahl and R
O franchise
plans and any other which would provide the same advantages to independent
exhibitors.
The convention unanimously gave the president and board com
plete power to decide whether they should join Allied or any other organization.
This was a big point, for the Badger boys had had a lot of hot fights
about this question. Steve Bauer of Milwaukee was elected president.
soon be appointed by the executive officers
Tin the third place the association memto study a plan for a budget and collect it
bers went on record as being opposed to
For the past twelve years not a single
inferior sound equipment that does not
bill inimical to theatre industry of the state
give exhibitors good service. They recomhas been passed, and exhibitors join in givmended makes of proved ability.
ing much of the credit to Henry Staab. exFinancial Program Planned
ecutive secretary"This is considered an
A fourth important step was to increase excellent
record, as ten or twelve bad bills
the board from seven members to twelve,

K

and to arrange for future appointment of a
committee which would budget the association's program and arrange for a financial program.
More than 290 theatres were represented
at this meeting, which includes over 80 per
cent of those in Wisconsin. The statement

by association officers that 150 theatres in
Wisconsin have gone out of business in the
last year because of the advent of sonnd
created a stir of excitement.
There was a great deal of discussion on
franchises and
the Tiffany-Stahl and R
most of the exhibitors seemed to be in
It remains to be seen
favor of them.
whether the exhibitors will back up their
opinions by signine franchises within the
next week. Al Steffes spoke in favor of the
franchise and so did Oscar R. Hanson, general sales manager of Tiffany-Stahl.

KO

President to Name Arbiters
Giving the president power to appoint an
arbitration board was also another step that
The presiwill have far reaching results.
dent of the Badger association formerly
had very little power. Now he and his
board of directors have plenty and no doubt
they can do much good with the use of it.
The Badger organization is credited with
accomplishing more than any other organization of its kind in the way of constructive
work, legislation, etc., but it has been badly

hampered by

finances.

A

committee

will

are introduced at each session of the legislature.

Faulty Equipment Denounced
Faulty sound equipment came in for a
lot of panning.
R. Zimmerman of the Midwest Amplifier Service stated that exhibitors should be very careful to see that they
get engineering service along with the
sound equipment they buy. The same warning was stressed by Steffes.

New

A.
officers elected, besides Bauer, include:
C. Gutenberg. Milwaukee, first vice president; Henry
Golden berg. Milwaukee, second vice president; Jack
Hickey, Xew London, third vice president; James

Bowden, South Milwaukee, secretary; Ernie Langmack, Milwaukee, treasurer; E. Accola, Prairie da
Sac. sergeant-at-arms.

Directors are J. P. Adler. Marshfield: H. T. FrttW. L. Aiesworth, Fond du Lac;
George Huebner, Oconomowoc; George Fischer. E.
Berth, Kiel; August Berkholtz, West Bend; Bert
Fischer. Milwaukee: C. Mortimer. Milwaukee: William Wiske. Red Granite: Fred S. Meyer, Milwaukee, and Sam Abrams, Racine.
gerald, Milwaukee;

The association also passed resolutions
requesting: Vitaphone to open a Milwaukee
branch,

members

declaring they could not

satisfactory service out of Chicago.
United Artists also was petitioned to open
an exchange in Milwaukee. This latter resolution was passed last year.
Colonel E. P. Hawkins, representative of
Photophone, gave a short talk on
sound equipment. Calvin Hermer, representative of the acoustical department of
the Celotex company, also gave a talk.

get

RCA
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Louis Musicians Strike
In Fight on Sound Equipment

300

St.

Go Without Orchestras Except Fox, One Small Independent House and Two
Vaudeville-Picture
Houses Unions Reject Compromise

September

—

[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]
ST. LOUIS, Sept. 17. All motion picture theatres in St. Louis, with the
exception of the Fox, one small independent neighborhood house and R K O's
two vaudeville-picture houses, the St. Louis and the Grand Opera House,
are without orchestras because the local Musicians Union has refused to

—

eliminate or arbitrate its demands that the theatres must pay a certain number of musicians whether they are used or not.
On Sunday the orchestras employed by the Skouras Super Theatres Corporation, the Ambassador and the Missouri, and the Grand Central and the
St. Louis Amusement Company's chain of 23 neighborhood houses joined
At that time 50 independently
the walkout which started September 1.
operated houses, including 35 silent picture theatres, dropped their music.
theatre has signed a new contract
its orchestra is cut from 30 to
The lone independent house to
20 players.
sign, one of the smallest in the city, also
obtained a concession as it was allowed to
drop one musician. The St. Louis and Grand

The Fox

under which

Opera House have renewed

their

last

year

contract.

Union Refuses Offer
Super Theatres Corporation was
willing to retain music at both the Ambassador
and the Missouri on the same basis as in
1928-29, but the union refused to allow music
in those houses unless the St. Louis Amusement Company signed up for all its houses.

Skouras

The union contends

that the latter company
controlled by the Skouras- Warner interests.
At the Ambassador at the afternoon performances on Sunday, a traveling union orchestra of women played with a Publix unit,
but that night G. M. Daily, president of the
Musicians Mutual Benefit Association, called
out the visitors. When the management offered
to refund the admission price to any who did
not wish to stay without a stage performance,
few took advantage of the offer. From the
outset it has been apparent that the arbitrary
stand of the union has not met with general
favor.
is

Pay

for

No Work

continue to run without until the union leaders
recede from their position.

Skouras Defends Stand
Charles P. Skouras issued a formal stateto the public in which he pointed out
Skouras Brothers has always been staunch
in its support of organized labor.
He said the
musicians at the Ambassador and Missouri
average $115 a week, and work only five hours
a day though their contracts call for seven.
Daily said the fight is against "canned
music."
He added that his union has the
backing of every labor organization.
However, neither the union projectionists nor
stagehands have quit.

ment

that

David Mendoza Added to
Paramount's L. I. Staff
NEW

(Special to the Herald-World)

YORK,

17.— Another musical
director and adviser was added to Paramount's
Long Island studio last week. David Mendoza
is the new addition, and he is well known in
Sept.

the film industry.
In addition to his studio duties, Mendoza
will be in charge of the musical department of

Paramount's forthcoming broadcast over the
Columbia System, which opens on September 21.

Louis is said to be the only city where
the union arbitrarily dictates to the theatre
owners the number of musicians they must
employ. Houses that have been equipped with
sound picture machines and which have no
need for orchestras have been forced to continue their musicians on the payroll even if
they do not play a note.
In all, about 300 musicians are on strike.
The Skouras houses, including the St. Louis
St.

Amusement

Jack Holt Signs

New

Be Utilized on
Pathe Audio Review

Will

Won't Use Strikebreakers
The Missouri has been without a stageshow
for several weeks.
The Grand Central for
more than a year hasn't used an orchestra but
on demands of the union continued to pay
seven men who occasionally filled in at the
street.

The

theatre owners will make no attempt
to use strikebreakers, but will insist that the
union must eliminate its minimum orchestra

requirement.

Fred Wehrenberg, president of the
of Eastern Missouri and Southern

MPTO
Illinois,

said the members of his association are willing
to hire union musicians under proper conditions.
He said the independent houses will

(Special to the Herald-World)

YORK,.

Sept. 17.— The Pathe Audio
Review will be issued in color, according to
an announcement coming from Terry Rameditor.
The process used will be the
Pathechrome, which was used on the silent
and is said to be an expensive process,

saye,

issues

exclusively used by Pathe.
At the Pathechrome laboratories in Vincennes, France, special machinery and newly
invented equipment is being installed to synchronize color with the sound and talk of
Pathe Audio Review.
reported expenditure of $45,000 will be necessary to achieve
this departure in the reel.

A

AMP A Elects Klein
President; Starr Vote
Makes Him Secretary

NEW

(Special to the Herald-World)

YORK,

Sept. 17.— Associated Motion Picture Advertisers met last week to
elect a new president.
Edward L. Klein
was the man of their
choice.
Klein was
elected over his
rival,

by

Don Hancock,

fifteen votes.

late

The

congratu-

to

first

Klein was Han-

cock.

Others inducted to
officialdom as a result of the election
are:
Leon J. Bamberger, vice president;
Martin J.
Starr, secretary;
Bilson,
treasurer;

George

George

Edward

L.

Klein

Harvey, Paul Benjamin, Charles Barrell, Frank Wilstach, Vincent Trotta, directors; Walter Eberhardt,
trustee; Hopp Hadley, Joe Fine, P. A. Parsons, auditors; Jack Harrower, editor of
"Bulletin"; Mike Simmons, business manager of "Bulletin"; Hyatt Daab, national
counsellor of U. S. Chamber of Commerce.
Most hotly contested was the place for
secretary between Starr and Edward McNamee; 40 favored Starr; 40 favored McNamee. Mac didn't vote. Starr voted for
himself and won by one vote.

to

lumbia was "Flight."
miere here last week.

It

had

its

world pre-

(Special to the Herald- World)

CHILLICOTHE,
voters

also idle.

Missouri across the

NEW

Contract with Columbia
(Special
the Herald-World)
NEW YORK, Sept. 17.—Jack Holt has Sunday Shows Win by
signed a new contract with Columbia calling
for four pictures.
His latest picture for Co55 Votes at Chillicothe

chain, hire .-bout 200.

Short talking pictures are being used to replace the \audeville and stageshows while the
music carried with talking pictures has filled
in very nicety.
Ed Lowry, master of ceremonies at the Ambassador, being a member of the union, is

1929

Pathechrome Process

All Theatres

RKO

21,

The Great Secret
Is

Now Hollywood's
(Special to the Herald. World)

ROME. Sept. 7.—(By Mail.)— Not
only has the American motion picture actor and actress the ex-president of Mexico to aid them in their
preparation for talking pictures, but
they have, it now appears, the help
of a method of voice culture which
had remarkable success in Italy during the 17th century.
Then Nicolas
Porpora of Naples achieved wonderful results in training voices by a
system which died with him. While
president of Mexico, de la Huerta
tried to unearth the secret of Porpora' s success, and Italians who know
of his work now in Hollywood say
that he is using the great maestro's

method.

of

MO.,
17.— The
Sept.
Chillicothe decided the Sunday
issue in a recent election. Sunday

amusement
shows won by a vote of 1,079 to 1,024. The
election was the result of a petition signed by
1,400 persons

and presented

to the city council.

"Protection" on Screen As
Fire Starts; None Injured
(Special to the Herald-World)
SHREVEPORT, Sept. 17.— Spectators
watching a picture entitled "Protection" left
the Capitol theatre without injury or confusion when fire broke out in the projecting
booth of the theatre.

New

Universal Manager
(Special to the Herald-World)

ALBANY, Sept. 17.—J. E. Garrison of Minneapolis arrived here last week as the new
manager of the Universal exchange, succeeding Nat Levey, who has been handling the
exchange for the last two years and who has
been granted a sick leave.
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Price

Should

main consideration?

be the

The Western Electric Sound
System never has been

and never

will be

on a price
IS the highest priced equipment

ITthe

market

— and

—

— offered

basis ...

now on

cedure

must

— the omission of which would be harm-

vision, a sense

producer and manufacturer.
Not only does the exhibitor profit by this

of responsibility to their patrons and the reputa-

three-fold guarantee of quality in assuring for

tion of their theatres at heart.

himself a satisfied public

appeal to exhibitors

for

reasons

who have

that

"how much

ful to exhibitor,

now

—

will

But he has the further assurance that three, five

bear"
but rather by "how well can
we design, manufacture, install and service."
The Bell Telephone Laboratories will not de-

or ten years hence he will not have an "orphan"

sign apparatus that does not give the best results

as

knowledge can produce.
The Western Electric Company will not
manufacture apparatus that does not measure up to the highest mechanical and elec-

patrons

trical standards.

System, installed

Its

the

price

is

not governed by

—

traffic

on

x

Electrical Research
its

Electric

and servicing pro-

Think of quality first.

It's

Sound

what your public demands

Wcstcn

'lectric

SOUND

SYSTEM
Distributed by

Etectrical Research Products Ittc
250 West 57th Street,
Member of American

*

and serviced in a
1000 seat house!

Products Inc. will not

installing

As few

<^rz

1

40 or 50 new
a day
will more than
pay for a Western

scientific

omit one step in

his hands.

Price?

New

York, N. Y.

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc

Will H. Hays, President

JC7
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SOUND PICTURES
Reckoning Projection Lenses E.F.

AND OTHER THINGS
The
QUESTION
why and

in

tance from

—

BLUEBOOK

No. 18 By tvhat is the force of an air ivave governed? Explain
what proportion a sound wave weakens and has less effect as the

its

source

is

F.

LIVERY

dis-

RICHARDSON

H.

THE FACTORS

DON'T FORGET

once in so often our old friend
'--'John Griffith, who shoots pictures at a
screen in Ansonia, Connecticut, and has done
so for lo these many years, wakes himself up,
gets himself busy and hands in something.
It's a long while
between drinks, but the
"drinks" are always good stuff. Here is his

Next Week

The factor
.906,

1.104 is the reciprocal of
divided by .906. Its use simthe use of the formulas.
factor .8833 in formula No. 4 is

or

plifies

The

1

1

Next week F. H. Richardson will
resume publication of Answers to

latest.

"Here are a few formulas with which the
modern projectionist should be familiar, as
well as with the use of the formulas upon

SCHOOL.

the BLUEBOOK
Question No. 15 will

be the

to

Questions

which they are based.
1

first

be discussed.

DISTANCE
E F

of projection lens, in inches,
multiplied
by width of picture, in
Multiplied by the factor 1. 104
feet.
equals projection distance, in feet.
NO. 2

by E F of projection lens, in inches,
divided by 1.104 equals width of picture
in feet.

NO.

4

TO FIND E F OF PROJECTION
LENS TO PROJECT MOVIETONE OF NORMAL WIDTH,
USING ROXIE MASK

TO FIND E F OF PROJECTION
LENS

Projection distance, in feet, divided
by width of picture, in feet, divided by
I.104 equals E F of projection lens in

E F of projection lens used
regular width picture by
Result will be E F of lens required to project Movietone (Roxie
Mask) regulation width.
Multiply

inches.

to

3

project

.8832.

TO FIND WIDTH OF PICTURE
Projection distance, in feet, divided

1

divided by
.006

.8

Example based on formula No.

in

TO FIND PROJECTION

NO.

just

increased.

By

NO.

School

4:

Projection lens to project picture of
standard dimensions is six inch E F,
then .8832X6=5.2002, or approximately
5.25 inch E F, distance in each case being of course equal.

Formula No. 4 is very handy for
calculations when Magnascope is to be
used, employing either regular or movietone masks.

We

are

indebted to brother Griffith, who
is President of the New Haven

by the way

I
would recommend that owners of
the Blubook clip these formulas out and paste
them to the inside back cover of the last
volume. I would also most respectfully suggest to brother Griffith that he stop sleeping
so long and take a greater part in the affairs
of this department. Like myself, I'm afraid
John is getting old and lazy.

local.

REAL ENCOURAGEMENT
ROM
IP

the Ritz theatre, Tiffin, O., comes a
handbill, upon the margin of which is
typewritten: "Please Note
This handbill
was made up without the knowledge of the
projection staff.
It was a complete surprise
.

.

.

to us."

The

handbill

in

question

begins

"The Ritz has the best sound
equipment that money can buy the
thus:

—

very best talking pictures that are
produced and competent projectionists to properly project sound successes, so that you can enjoy what
you hear."
That is not all of the bill, but is the part
of which I wish to speak briefly, because it
not only lays before the theatre patrons the
fact that the theatre has the best sound equipment available, which is a truly highly important item, but also that that high grade

equipment

is

under the management of com-

petent projectionists, who have ability to
reproduce and project sound at its highest
possible value in entertainment.
Now, Mr. Theatre Manager, stop and consider that proposition for a moment. Don't you
really think that the effect of such a statement
made by the theatre management would be to
encourage the projection staff to use every possible effort to live up to what had been said

about them?????

Don't you really agree with
that encouragement of that sort is likely
to be far more beneficial to picture and sound
results in any theatre than is the treatment

me

of projection as an unimportant thing, concerning which no one cares very much, except
to raise cane every time something happens
to go wrong?????
Don't you honestly believe
it
is more conducive to good results to give
projection staff a bit of PUBLIC
credit occasionally, than it is to try to place
them on a level with the janitor?

YOUR

As a matter of fact what the management
of the Ritz did in this handbill operates to
put the Ritz Projectionists on their mettle.
They have been

publicly

commended.

IT

THEN IS UP TO THEM TO LIVE UP TO
THAT COMMENDATION. Think that particular thing over, friend

Theatre Manager.

means a lot of dollars and cents to
box office.
Theatre managers ought to watch

It

YOUR
the re-

very closely, and to severely censure any
projectionist who is in any degree slovenly or
careless in his work.
That is perfectly right
and proper, PROVIDED the manager makes
sure, before he acts, that the fault, whatever
it may be, is
really the fault of the projecsults

You know faults for which the projectionist gets blamed very often are due to
failure of projection equipment caused by failtionist.

ure or refusal of theatre managers to provide
repair parts, or other needed things.

•
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SUPER

MELLAPHONE
Talking Picture Equipment

HTRIPLE guarantee against
flutter

Max

vibrations assured by Mellaphone EqualizerFilter, Balanced

C. Batsel, recently appointed chief

RCA

Photophone. He is
one of the pioneer developers of radio
broadcasting and was associated with
Westinghouse in radio developmental engineering. For the past few years he was
engaged in research development of
sound equipment at the Westinghouse plant in East Pittsburgh.
engineer of

or sound

Fly Wheels, espe-

RCA

cially cut gears.

10 Mexican Theatres
Will Install Pacent
Film and Disc Device

Does not connect
to Intermittent.

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

Equipped with Resynchronizer and

YORK,

Sept. 17.— Warren R. Scanand installation engineer for
Pacent Reproducer corporation, has left for
Mexico City where he will supervise the installation of both sound-on-film and disc re-

Ion, chief service

exclusive features

producing systems in ten houses.
These houses are owned and operated by
Jose Escheverria Cia and are the foremost
Fernando Mier, a native
nouses in Mexico.
of Mexico, has been appointed Mexican
Pacent sales representative.
The Steel Pier, Atlantic City, has recently
installed Pacent sound-on-film system and is
one of the 100 complete installations to be
made in the month of September.

which maintain a
smooth, constant

pitched tone and
finest

quality reproduction.

Halifax Theatre Reopens

W E Junior Device

With

(Special to the Herald-World)

OTTAWA,

Sept.

17.— A gala event

in

Hali-

ax was the reopening of the Community
ti
theatre
with audiens, this house having the
first
6
installation in Canada of Junior Western
Electric equipment.
The first attraction was
"The Shakedown." The Community is jointly
owned by Myer Herschorn, who is the manager, and J. M. Franklin, who is manager of
B. F. Keith's in Ottawa.
Public greetings
were extended to the Community by means of
advertisements in the Halifax Herald from
various other theatres, including the Orpheus,
Garrick and Casino.

Empire

Installs

Research Laboratories Pick-ups, Fader and
necessary Projector connections.

MELLAPHONE CORPORATION
Rochester, N. Y.

Sound

(Special to the Herald-World)

CINCINNATI,

$500.00 per pair complete with Electrical

Sept. 17.— DeForest Phonofilm has been installed in the Empire theatre.

SOME TERRITORY AVAILABLE FOR DEALERS

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD
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Suggestions for Successful Projection
Of Sound Pictures
ELECTRICAL

Research Products, Inc has
handy pamphlet entitled
"Suggestions," compiled to assist exhibitors
and projectionists and serve as guidance in
just

issued

a

STJMMARY
IxUl X
KJ

1.

I.

3.

Establish Routine Tests on
Daily Basis
The projectionists should make a thorough

daily test of the equipment before the house
opens, including a careful check of each horn,
indizridually, urith speech or music.
This is
the only certain way of detecting faulty operation in any part of the equipment, particularly
a defect appearing in one of the receivers.
This test should be made early enough to permit a defective receiver unit to be replaced
before the show opens if necessary. Either
the manager or the observer mentioned in
item 6 should listen to these tests.

3.

Give Batteries Careful
Maintenance

Storage batteries form one of the most important parts of the system but are nevertheless frequently abused.
The life of batteries
can be greatly increased by good care. Correct charging, neither too little nor too much,
lengthens their life more than any other factor.
If the gravity (charge) is allowed to fall too
low or if water is not added when needed to
offset that lost by evaporation there is danger

all parts of

projector mechan-

Establish routine tests on daily basis.
Give batteries careful maintenance.

*>.

Operate sound films at standard
speed (90 ft. p.m.) only.
Give every new program a thorough

6.

rehearsal.
Keep the

4.

sound

at

the

proper

volume.
7.

8.

Keep
Horn

a full stock of spare parts.
placements should not be

vision.

altered.

Familiarize yourself thoroughly with
the Operating Instructions.
10. Study audience reaction and constructive criticism.
11. Utilize the facilities of our Service
9.

Thorough

2.

Keep

ism clean.
2.

Keep All Parts of Projector
Mechanism Clean

cleanliness of the mechanism and
the film sound track is essential for satisfactory reproduction. The projectionists should
therefore make a thorough daily inspection.
Particularly, accumulations of dirt or hardened
emulsion on the idler rollers, light gates, tracks
of the tension pads and aperture plates must
be guarded against and removed to prevent
danger of scratching and damaging the film.
Excessive lubrication should be avoided, as it
is a prolific cause of dirty films and consequently poor reproduction.
A large quantity
of oil does not remain any longer on the wearing surfaces than does a moderate amount.
One or two drops of oil daily are all that are
necessary on small parts of type used in sound
reproduction equipment.
Smaller quantities
at frequent intervals are much better than
large amounts at infrequent intervals.

IT JJ.T

k_7

the successful operation of Western Electric
sound systems.
On the introductory page of the pamphlet
it is explained that the aim is to bring attention to some important suggestions which
have been compiled in the interest of attaining the highest practicable standards of operIt is
ation for sound pictures in the theatre.
pointed out that extensive experience in this
field indicates that a careful study and use of
these suggestions will result in a performance
of higher entertainment value and pleasure for
the patrons.
* * *

bered that the acoustic conditions peculiar to a
particular theatre may be such as to make
alterations of the fader settings advisable.
Furthermore it sometimes is possible to intensify the effectiveness of the sound considerably through slight changes in fader settings;
a change of one or two steps for a few seconds at a critical spot may change entirely the
interpretation of the music. Such cues should
of course be carefully rehearsed. Projectionists should always familiarize themselves with
the final cut sheets before opening the show.
The importance of sound to the motion picture
today is such that the manager should give
rehearsals his personal attention and super-

Department.

of their not functioning properly, and not only
interrupting the performance but damaging
the batteries as well. Troubles can often be
detected by the service engineer before they
actually develop if the battery log charts are
carefully
maintained.
The projectionists
should consequently take accurate gravity
readings each day, recording them on the
charts provided.

6.

Keep

the

Sound

at the

Proper Volume
Excessive loudness of sound pictures is one
of the most frequent causes for pronounced
audience disapproval.
have observed this
fact ourselves and it is repeatedly borne out
by the numerous criticisms directed at sound
pictures by recognized critics. Sound pictures
when operated too loud have been variously
described by these commentators as bellowing,
shrieking, harsh and blasting. Normal speaking voices should be no louder than is required
to enable a quiet attentive audience to hear
distinctly.
At the rehearsal determine, in
accordance with this standard, the correct
fader setting for every reel and either mark
it on the cue sheet or check it with the recom-

We

setting. THIS SETTING SHOULD
BE JUST LOUD ENOUGH TO ENABLE
A PERSON WITH NORMAL HEARING
TO UNDERSTAND DISTINCTLY AT
THE OBSERVER'S POSITION DURING
REHEARSAL. Give especial attention in

mended

4.

Operate Sound Films at Standard
Speed (90 ft. p.m.) Only

All sound films must be run at the same
speed at which they were recorded, namely,
90 feet per minute.
This speed is obtained
when the regulating switch on the motor control

cabinet

is

set

NOT DEVIATE

at

from

"REG."

You

MUST

any circumstances, since

this procedure under
to do so would vitally

affect the quality of the

reproduced sound.

5.

Give Every New Program a
Thorough Rehearsal

Rehearsals of new programs are well worth
while for the following reasons:
A. To arrange the proper timing of the
program. This is especially necessary because
the length of time required to run the synchronized subjects cannot be altered.
(See
Item No. 4.)
B. To check the physical condition of the
sound film in order that scratches, oil spots,
poor patches, etc., may be detected and such
conditions remedied as far as may be possible.
C. To check the synchronism of the picture
and sound. This is especially important where
prints are obtained elsewhere than directly
from the film exchanges. If patches have been
made in film used with disc reproduction the
picture will not be in synchronism, unless the
same number of frames of blank film are inserted as have been removed.
D. To see that each reel has sufficient
"leader" to permit the motor to get up to speed
before the sound begins, and sufficient "trailer" so that, in the event of the machine being
provided with a safety device, the motor will
not be stopped before the sound has finished.
E. To determine the right points for the
sound change-over between reels so that this
can be accomplished without any noticeable
break in the continuity of the sound.
F. To determine proper fader settings and
the proper cues at which to change these settings.
(See Item No. 6.)
If cue sheets come with sound films the
necessity for independent cueing will probably be eliminated, but not the necessity for
rehearsal. Although these cue sheets are valuable as a general guide, it should be remem-

—

—

—

—

—

—

rehearsal to places where a change in volume
would help realism, as for example, in changing from a "close-up" to a "long shot" Care
should be taken in making such changes, however, since if music is sometimes loud and
sometimes soft it is probably the manner in
which it was recorded and consequently the

"expression" intended by the producer. To
raise the fader setting during soft passages
for instance in an endeavor to make the volume uniform throughout, would be likely to
injure the character of the music.

The amount of sound energy required to
produce a given impression of loudness in a
theatre varies somewhat with the size of the
audience.
This is due to the fact that the
clothing and bodies of the audience absorb
more sound energy than unfilled seats. Hence
the correct fader settings for a given subject
found to be one to two steps lower for
a small audience than for a crowded house.

will be

Correct volume of sound is of the utmost
importance in contributing to the enjoyment
and satisfaction of the audience and the consequence success of your show. It is therefore essential that some competent member of
the house staff be made definitely responsible
for indicating to the projectionists the changes
required in volume of sound as soon as they
become necessary. The careful selection of
this observer will go far toward solving the
proper handling of this important problem. He
should be selected on the basis of his sense of
showmanship together with his ability to pay
close attention to the details of the program
and to the audience reaction. He should be
fundamentally ear-minded rather than eyeminded, since he may be subjected to conditions which might tend to distract his attention from the sound. Obviously he must have

good "sound" judgment, both from volume and
quality viewpoints.
It is of course essential
that he have no defects in hearing.

(Note

— Western

Electric

Audiometers for the

(Continued on page 44)
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THE COMPLETE SUBJECT OF

PROJECTION
Including Sound

By

IN

F.

H.

RICHARDSON

VOLUMES
THREE HANDSOME
Projection)
Book
(The Famous Blue

of

(over)
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PAGES

1400

More Than 400

September

Illustrations

Including Richardson 's famous question and answer form of index

The Key To Better Projection
For Theatre Managers and Projectionists
VOLUME

VOLUME

I

This volume

Into Volume I is
mentals of projection including the closely allied
incorporated

all

subjects of electricity and optics.

Like

grams

of appropriate, practical questions, together
with the folio number of the page or pages upon

of the

subjects to be found in this

are: Projection Angle, Arc Light Source,
Carbons, Condensers, Electrical Action, The Film,
Generators, Fuses, Insulation, Lenses, Light Action, Optical Terms
their meaning, Picture Distortion, Projection Room, Practical Projection,
Resistance as applied to the projection circuit,
Screens, Spotlights, Switches, Wiring, etc.

Volumes

I

&

II,

it

well

is

of

illustrated

with dia-

the

all

idea of the subject matter covered in this

Mazda Projection, Mercury Arc RectiMotor Generators, Projectors (General In-

Electric),
fiers,

structions), Projectors, Special Instructions on
Powers, Simplex Motiograph, and Baird, Reflector
Arc Lamps (Powerlight, Peerless, Motiograph,
Morelite, Strong, and Hallberg), Screen Surfaces
their characteristics, Transformers, etc.

—

fPn'ce of

I

close-ups

volume may be had from the following: Arc Controllers, Brenkert Apparatus, Bausch and Lomb,
Cinephor, and Simplex Condensers, Curtain Machines, Current Rectification, Dowsers, High Intensity Lamps (Powers, Ashcraft, H. E., General

will be found.

many

Volume
and

An

list

Some
Volume

is

equipment described.
It is also equipped with the same detailed
question and answer form of index, making possible the ready location of each subject.

Each subject is profusely illustrated with diagrams and pictures. In the front of the volume
is a unique index divided by prominent main heads
and sub-heads under which appears a generous

which the answers

VOLUME

II

devoted almost entirely to the
explanation, care and use of well known projection room equipment.

funda-

the

—

—

([Volume

$6.20 Postpaid])

The Complete

III

Volume III deals
Sound Projection.

exclusively with the subject of
It takes this new, complex
subject and makes it readily understandable to
even the most uninitiated.
Like Volumes I and II it also contains the question and answer form of index which projectionists and -theatre managers have found to be so
valuable.
In addition to giving one a thorough
grasp of this new and fascinating subject, it
describes the various popular makes of Sound
Equipment, and explains the care and attention
necessary to secure the best results with this

equipment.

Among

the subjects covered are: Sound, Record-

Sound, Arc Lamp, Disc Record Recording,
Sound Reproduction, Cleaning and Splicing Sound
Film, Photo-Electric Cell, Vacuum Tube Ampliing

and Rectifiers, Their Care, Batteries, Exciting
Lamps, Horns and Speakers Western Electric
Equipment,
The Fader, Photophone Pick-up,
Motor Control Bar, Powers Cinephone, Disc Reproduction, Non Synchronous Equipment, Pushfiers

Amplification, Cue Systems, The Projection
Room, Sound Film Inspection, Care, etc.
Volume III contains over 300 pages and is fully
illustrated.
No man who is entrusted with the
care and operation of valuable Sound Equipment

pull

want to be without this latest volume of
Richardson's 5th Edition Handbook of Projection.
will

III

Set Sent Direct to

Alone, $5.10 Postpaid}

Your Home

For The Special Price of

ONLY
Use This Form

$10.25
Order Your Set Today

to

Herald-World Bookshop
407 South Dearborn Street
Chicago,

111.

Gentlemen:
which).

— Please

send at once the following Volumes of F. H. Richardson's Handbook of Projection: (check

Volumes

COMPLETE

Volume
SET, Volumes

Name
Address

I,

and

II

III
I, II,

and III

for
"

which

I

"

"

"

"

"

_

enclose (check)
"
"
"

"

money order
"

"

"

"

for $ 6.20
"
5.10
"

„

10.25

.
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West Coast;
Will Start Production
Of Eddie Bowling Film
to

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 17.—George W.
Weeks, vice-president of Sono-Art Productions,
final

last week returned to Hollywood for
conferences with O. E. Goebel, president

of the company, and Eddie Dowling, SonoArt star, on the second feature talking picture
starring Dowling, which will be in production
within two weeks.
Weeks has been in New York for the past
month, paving the way for the merger, announced in the last issue of the HeraldWorld, of Sono-Art and World Wide Pictures. This was a logical step in the expansion
of Sono-Art which now, in consolidation with
World Wide, will have its own distribution
as well as production unit.
Physical distribution in this country of
Sono-Art and World Wide pictures will be

handled

by

Empey

Educational

Plans 12-Reel

Film

Exchanges.

Army

SAN FRANCISCO. —Arthur Guy

Picture

Empey, writer

and World War veteran, and Bud Barsky, production
manager of the Tiffany-Stahl studios, I>os Angeles,
were recent visitors to confer with Major-General
John L. Hines regarding the making of a twelve-reel
sound production to be made at San Francisco and
at the Presidio in Monterey.
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Fox Wide Dimension Film Is Given
First Public Showing in New York
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

— Fox

Film's new method for photographing and projecting sound pictures of greater dimensions will have its first public showing
tonight at the Gaiety theatre. The picture, the "Movietone Follies of 1929."

ItORK,

Sept. 17.

will demonstrate

This

new

what the Fox executives describe as the screen of the future.
is
known as the employed and sound reproduction is of bet-

process

Grandeur method. It does not necessarily
give a picture of greater size, but does give
a screening of a new size.
Scenes of the
picture were taken on a film 70 millimeters
wide as against the present standard of 35
millimeters.
When thrown on the screen,
by a special projector, pictures so produced
give the effect of third dimension and are
about twice as wide as high.
Special Screen Advisable

As

stated, the picture is not necessarily
larger, but to bring out the advantages
of the wide film a special screen is called

any

advisable, one that

is

as large as the pro-

scenium opening

A

picture

to

of this

will possibly permit.
size is a great benefit

houses of large seating capacity, especially
those houses which are very wide.
Another advantage claimed for the wider
width film is that a wider sound track is

ter quality

and of greater tonal range.

The Grandeur camera can

take a scene
four blocks in width and records in detail
objects and action at a distance of more
than a mile. It is the first device that permits the photographing of revues and other
productions using large sets and many
actors without resorting to long shots to
take in action of full stage w idth. The results of its use in the Fox studios have
been so convincing that Fox officials insist
it
is
the most revolutionary development
in the making of motion pictures since the
advent of sound.
Having carefully considered its value they
now announce their intention of equipping
all the Fox theatres with Grandeur projectors and screens, and will install Grandeur
cameras in their studios against a time,
T

not far distant, when all Fox productions
will be made in the new dimensions.

FETTIFONE TALKIE EQUIPMENT
MAKES GOOD
HERE'S THE REASON

B WESTERN UNION it™D
MONEY ORDER MESSAGE
Money Sent by Ttlcjraph

x

W~2- X. Jj3.

No Waver,

Vibration
or Projector Strain

BaticeAl Matioc

U

Co.

:

!446 Pr«lrl« AT«.

The Men*} Order paid you here* ith f rem

ratrlgt

ftntw

—included the following
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Audiens Duplicate

U. S. Success

In Europe, Says Thomson,

Home

September

—

NEW

In

commenting

sound pictures

on the popularity of
European countries, he

in the

ing films we report today, owns to having
trebled his talkings, while another in the

same

says:

"Sound pictures have taken Europe by
storm. In England more than 250 theatres
have been equipped with sound apparatus
and although English producers are only
starting to make talking pictures the exhibitors are showing as many American
made talking pictures as the English quota
allows.
To cover British regulations the
picture houses show the old style silent pictures to almost empty houses; but they play
to capacity when American sound pictures
are advertised and run.

area, after having been assured by his
patrons that sound films were an abomination, can point now to these same patrons
flocking into his house and becoming loud
in their praises

"It

way

of the innovation.

a queer

is

AAA

Of Sound Pictures

phenomenon, whichever

Asks English Editor
In an editorial appearing in the Daily Film
Renter, published in London, under the heading of "Is It Only a Novelty?" Ernest

Clayton

"France and Germany have few sound
but in theatres where the
equipments have been installed the seats are
almost always filled.
"In the Scandinavian and other Continental lands sound pictures are extremely
installations

popular

despite the fact that the dialog
is entirely in English.
It is quite conceivable that sound pictures may start a distinct

trend toward making English the universal
tongue of the world."

"Is It a Novelty?"

Fredinan, managing editor, states:

"One of the most remarkable facts in
regard to the new talking films a fact
noted both in this country and America
is that, though the individual film fan may express the utmost abhorrence of sound and
dialog on the screen, the mass of individuals

—

are

now

up for the

lining

'talkie'

theatre

manner which has surprised even the
most sanguine promoters. It is the same
story everywhere.
Those who come to
in a

remain

—

—

not to pray at least to
indulge in fervent admiration Of the entertainment provided by the new art of the
kinema.
scoff,

if

AAA

"A large number of exhibitors who confessed to considerable apprehension when
they heard some individual expressions of
opinion, have been agreeably surprised by
the box-office returns at the initial showing
of the 'talkies.' A Yorkshire exhibitor, for
instance, whose first experience with talk-

it

is

among

Named

Chief
Recording Engineer a t
Metropolitan Studios
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

(Continued from page 40)

measuring of hearing are available
for use by exhibitors in all ERPI Divisional
scientific

Offices.
7.

—

Sept. 17.
R. S. Clayton
has been appointed to the post of head of the
recording department at Metropolitan sound

if efficiently operated, in common with
mechanical and electrical equipment, spare
parts will at times be needed and the show may
be held up if they are not immediately available.
Therefore, do not fail to maintain a
complete stock of all parts recommended by
ERPI as being normally required for replacement purposes, such as fuses, vacuum tubes,
exciting lamps, etc. At the time of installation
a complete stock of such parts is left at the

trouble
all

it is announced this week by William
Holman, general manager. Clayton comes
Metropolitan studios from Electric Research Products, with which organization he
has served a year and a half and was in
charge of the installations of Western Electric
sound equipment at the Paramount,
G M and Metropolitan studios. Clayton is
one of the best known sound engineers on
the Coast and prior to joining the Erpi
organization, he was in the radio laboratories
for the U. S. Navy at Mare Island and at

Whenever trouble is encountered which
cannot be remedied by the use of spare equipment or by following the directions given in
the Operating Instructions, our Service Engineer should be called in at once.

S.

to

M

Washington, D. C.
Clayton will have as his assistant at Metropolitan another engineer, A. M. Granich, who
has also been with Electric Research Products and formerly was with the Bell Telephone laboratories for eleven years. Clayton
as chief sound engineer takes the place
vacated by Helmer W. Bergman, resigned.
Both he and Granich are thoroughly familiar
with the Metropolitan plant as they were both
on the ground for Erpi while installations
were being made and have also been closely
associated with the studio in an advisory
capacity since sound productions were started

One

November.

of the first jobs under their direct
supervision will be the completion of the
additional sound stage now under construction which is 100 by 200 feet in size.

Horn Placements Should
Not Be Altered

8.

In some theatres the horns are mounted in
mobile towers which must be removed to make

room for

stage

presentations.

If

these are

relied back into position carelessly,
distribution will result.
slight

angle will
ference in

poor sound
A
change of
frequently make a tremendous difthe manner in which the sound is

in different parts of the house. The correct positions of the towers should be plainly
stage floor so that they can be
placed accurately each time.

heard

marked on the
9.

Familarize Yourself Thoroughly
the Operating Instructions
The Operating Instruction Book supplied

With

with the equipment has been prepared with
great care on the basis of years of experience
with this class of apparatus and every point
connected with the operation of the equipment
and the handling of troubles or emergencies
is well covered, thoroughly explained and illustrated. The manager and all the projectionists
should accordingly study it with the utmost
Additional copies will be gladly furcare.
nished.
10.

studios,

there last

Keep a Full Stock of Spare Parts
While the apparatus will give very little

theatre.

regarded, cynicism or rank hosthe personal opinions, and yet
enormous crowds outside every talkie
kinema, and the massed enthusiasm increasing on all hands.
The other type of
wet blanket who prophesies that the talkies
will not outlast the welcome accorded to
them as a 'novelty,' is also likely to be
badly 'down the field.' The same thing was
predicted of the silent film, and in that case
the novelty lasted for over twenty years,
and is not dead yet. Mr. Gordon Craig,
the theatrical highbrow, looks forward
(with gloom, it is true) to 'ten years of the
talkies.'
This, we think is a moderate estimate of the length of favor they will enjoy.
But, even putting it at that, the average
exhibitor, in these days, need hardly be
anxious about the prosperity of the kinema
in 1940.
That will look after itself."
tility

1929

Suggestions for
Good Projection

(Special to the Herald-World)

YORK, Sept. 17. P. L. Thomson, director of public relations for Western Electric, has just returned from a trip to Europe where he attended the
convention of the International Advertising Association at Berlin. While visiting the various European countries he came to the conclusions that the popularity of sound pictures would duplicate the success there that they had in
America and that it is quite conceivable that sound pictures may start a distinct
trend toward making English the universal language of the world.

21,

Study Audience Reaction and
Constructive Criticism

We

believe it is possible to derive considerable benefit from the critical comments which
reach the manager either directly or indirecrly.

The importance of

this

should be impressed

on the theatre personnel and they should be encouraged to be on the alert for and to report
comments by members of the audience. Newspaper criticisms also furnish a valuable clue
as to audience reaction.

the Facilities of
Service Department

11. Utilize

Our
Our

Service Department has been organized
maximum operating efficiency of
of the Western Electric
Sound System. Trained supervision of Sound
Sjstem maintenance and close cooperation
with exhibitors is provided for this purpose.
The broad experience of this skilled organization in sound picture problems, backed by the
entire technical resources of the Bell Sys*em,
to insure the
everj installation

is

always at your disposal.

Children See "Noah's Ark"
Jake Rosenthal, manager of the Majestic
theatre, Dubuque, Iowa, received some very
commendable newspaper write-ups recently,
when he feted the orphans and crippled children at a special performance of "Noah's
A local power company furnished
Ark."
buses to take the children to and from the
theatre.

i

September

21,
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THE STUDIO
Defense Loses Round
In U. S. Action Against
West Coast j Trial Oct.

1

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept.

17.— Federal Judge

Henning denied a motion for a bill of particulars yesterday which was asked by the de-

Coast Production Hits Record
With 63 Films Before Camera
Fox,

in the

October 1st before Judge Henning.
It is
brought on charges of violations of Sherman
Anti-trust act.
Indictment was returned last
April and charges West Coast and several big
distributors had conspired in a "freeze out"
policy in and around Los Angeles.

Pathe Studios Plan First
Annual Golf Tournament
On West Coast Sept. 22
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept 17.—The Pathe West

Coast studios have announced plans for their
first annual golf tournament to be held here

on Sunday. September 22. The committee consists of Elmer Cambert, Earl Hampton, and

John J. Mescal.
Mescal won first prize in the Herald-World
tournament in 1928. He is also entered in the
Hekald- World meet this year and is considered a strong contender for first prize. There
are to date 50 entries in the Pathe tournament,

Fineman Contract Up at
Paramount; Executive on
First European Vacation
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept 17.— B.

P.

Fineman,

for the past year assistant executive to the
general manager of the Paramount studios,
has left for Europe.
It is his first vacation
in three vears.
His contract has expired at

PFL.

Movietone Studio City
Dedicates

New

Buildings

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept.

17.

— Ceremonies

the new $100,000 Laboratory of
Engineering Research and the Cafe de Paris
at Fox Movietone Studios were held this week.
The laboratory reflects the last word in up to
date equipment and the cafe will seat 500

dedicating

persons.
Dr. Robert Millikan and Lois Moran dedicated the research building and Fifi Dorsay,
French actress, dedicated the cafe.
Lois
Moran unveiled a plaque of Thomas A. Edison

and Alexander Graham

Bell.

Paramount, First National and Warner Brothers

Have Heaviest Schedules

case of the United States against
West Coast theatres and ten big distribution
companies here. The case will go to trial

fense

M G M,

—Mae Murray Picture

At Tiffany-Stahl— Goulding

Molnar Play "The Swan"
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

17.— Lillian Gish will
first audien. United
Artists will produce the picture under the
direction of Paul L. Stein. The story is from
the Molnar stage success and will begin production October 15.
Sept.

make "The Swan" as her

Starts

Pathe

(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES,

Sept. 17.

—The

pendulum swung

farther this

week and

in fact brought production to a point unsurpassed in any month in the past
Sixty-three pictures are in production now.
several years.
Fox, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Paramount, First National and Warner
Brothers show the heaviest schedules.
Dorothy Mackaill in "The Queen of Jazz."
Warner Brothers started production this
The cast includes Warner Richmond, Sidney
week on "Mammy," starring Al Jolson. The
story is an original by Irving Berlin and presents Jolson with a minstrel show background.
Joseph Jackson wrote the dialog and Michael
Curtiz is directing. The cast is not complete,
but includes Lois Moran and Louise Dresser.
With three pictures in production the
Warner short feature staff is a busy group
Bryan Foy has recently completed
this week.
He is directing another
"Finders Keepers."
"The Flattering Word," featuring
playlet,
Harrison Ford. Foy is also directing "The
Flame," a one reel drama by Arthur Caesar.
Al Cohn is directing "All Square," the third
short feature. The cast includes Janet Adair,
David Callis, Edwin Mills and Auston Jewell.
While several numbers are being filmed
simultaneously in natural colors for "The
Show of Shows," the most pretentious number
It
is an ensemble of over 300 chorus girls.
Inis being rehearsed for an early filming.
cluded in the ensemble is a chorus of over 50
negro girls. The entire number will be filmed

Mae Murray

Starts

No

portant role.

have been made.

other cast announcements
understood that Tiffany

It is

Stahl will spare no expense
picture an outstanding one.

at

in

making

the

Pathe

Edmund Goulding and Louis

Stevens have

collaborated in writing the original story and
dialog for "The Grand Parade." It will be
Goulding
piesented as a special by Pathe.
and Carl Hovey will supervise. Production
has started with Helen Twelvetrees and
(jeorge Scott in the featured roles.

Lilyan Tashman is the latest to sign for an
important role in the Harry Richman picture,
"P'ay Boy." Tay Gamett will direct. Others
in the cast are James Gleason and Joan Bennett.
Irving Berlin is putting the finishing
touches to the musical part of the story.

First National Busy
There are seven pictures
First

week.

The Alice White audien has started with
Mervyn LeRoy directing. William Bakewell,
who played opposite the star in "Hot Stuff"
has the male lead. The music for this picture
The story
is by Bud Green and Sam Stept
by Vina Delmar.
Another to start was "The Furies" with
H. B. Warner and Lois Wilson. Alan CrosNatalie Moorhead has an
land is directing.
Forrest Halsey did the
important role.
adaption from the story by Zoe Akins.
Richard Barthelmess has started production
on "The Son of the Gods." Lloyd Bacon is
is

directing.
Billie Dove will make "The Other Tomorrow" as her next audien for First National.
No cast announcements have been made.
Frank Lloyd will direct. Production will start

Ulric Starts at

Production on "Peacock Alley," starring Mae
Murray, began this week at Tiffany-StahL
George Barraud has the leading male role.
Marcel De Sano, director and associate producer at Paramount, is directing. He has been
borrowed from Paramount for the picture.
Jason Robards has been signed for an im-

Goulding

Biackmer, Mickey Bennett. Katherine Ward
Humphrey Pearson
and Julanne Johnson.
Production started this
wrote the dialog.

shortly.

in colors.

Tay Gamett Preparing

Stein to Direct Gish in

at

National.

William

in

production at

Seiter

is

directing

Fox

Lenore Ulric, who recently completed
"Frozen Justice" under the direction of Allan

Dwan, has

Dwan

started her second picture with
directing.
It
is
"South Sea Rose."
this week.

Production began

The "Lone Star Ranger" company has returned from the location in Arizona. George
O'Brien and Sue Carol are featured. Hundreds of extras, each a carefully selected type
appear in the picture. For the first time in
months, the old stage coaches are being used,
all are reminiscent of the old days when the
wild and woolly westerns were in popular
demand.

Barker Starts at

U

With James Murray and Kathryn Crawford
in the leading roles, the "College Racketeer"
has gone into production at Universal under
The supthe direction of Reginald Barker.
porting cast includes Hallam Cooley, Sarah
Padden, Frank Campeau, Robert Elliott and
Jackie Hanlon.
Barker recently completed "The Mississippi
Gambler." James Murray has completed "The
Shanghai Lady" and Hallam Cooley has finished "Tonight at Twelve." All are Universal

piciures.

Glen Tryon is completing the leading role in
"Skinner Steps Out" and will have "Paradise
Ahoy" as his next vehicle. Laura La Plante
(Continued on page 48)
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New York Showings
"THE LADY LIES"

"THE GREAT GABBO"

YORK,
NEW
Gabbo" came

17.— "The Great
Sept.
to the heart of New-

York's theatre district last week with such
few pictures have evoked. The

a fanfare as

Selwyn theatre was jammed

to

ears

the

with a smart, dressed-up crowd. The street
was packed with sightseers, so that it was
almost impossible to get to the theatre even
with the aid of police. Lights flooded the
lobby and a radio announcer stood on the
sidewalk telling a palpitating world that
Miss or Mr. So-and-So had just made a
spectacular entry.

Up Broadway

a

few blocks, a human

signboard announced the arrival of the new
screen opus. A huge spider web stood in
the glare of arcs on the top of a building
A hero of
at 45th street and Broadway.
the cinema, in the guise of a spider, occuExcited maidens climbed
pied the center.
up and down the piping just out of his
grasping reach.
It was all very exciting
and to say that Broadway was jammed to
see it all would be putting it mildly indeed.
"The Great Gabbo," bringing the screen
a fascinating performance by the extraordi-

nary Erich von Stroheim, turned out to be
an unusually fine picture. What's more, it
made use of every trick of the new medium
combining sight with sound; it was a picture that could not have been made silent,
nor could it have been shown with success
on the dramatic stage.
The story of a
maddened ventriloquist, fashioned by the
versatile Ben Hecht, was made to order for
the talking screen.

On several occasions the thread of the
story was completely dropped to bring in
a number of song and dance numbers in
color.
This was not particularly novel to
a New York audience, though it may help
in advertising the picture in other centers.
James Cruze

In this picture, "The Lady Lies," made
quite recently at the Paramount Long Island studio and now playing at the New
York Paramount, there is presented to appreciative New York audiences the most
charming personality that we have yet seen
on the screen.
Her name is Claudette Colbert. She has
long been a luminary of the legitimate
stage.
And her voice and personality are
beautiful.
She runs away with a sophisticated picture. Walter Huston, in his first
feature length picture role, gives a capable
performance and Charles Ruggles supplies
the most delightful comedy in just the right
places.
Most of the credit should go to
Hobart Henley for a masterful piece of
direction. Critics here have hailed the film
as the best to come to the Paramount in
many months. It's a smooth, sure piece of
work holding your attention from start to
finish and while it deals with a delicate sub-

which has been over-emphasized by
thousands of publicity seeking preachers
and frustrated moralizers in every corner
of the country, it is handled with a deftness which ensures its appreciation by an
audience willing to accept both intelligence
and beauty in pictures.
D. F.
ject

—

"OUR MODERN MAIDENS"
"Our Modern Maidens," M G M sequel
"Our Dancing Doughters,"

is

We

to
a holdover at

went in the morning and
when we emerged just before the lunch
hour there was not a spare seat in the
orchestra. So that while the picture cannot
the Capitol.

be said to equal its predecessor it is certainly darn good entertainment with four
stars who pack an S R O wallop. They are

Anita Page, Joan Crawford, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Rod LaRocque, listed in the
order of their excellence. Miss Crawford
has the main part in an inconsequential
jazzed-up story and plays it will. But Miss
Page sneaks in and steals the picture.
Fairbanks does some amusing characterizations and
LaRocque, while emotionally
sincere, fails to fit in an ambassadorial role.
Sets, while not so magnificent as in "Our
Dancing Daughters" are impressive in the
modern manner. And as for the parties, we
have never seen their like outside of picPerhaps, that's because we don't
tures.
know just the right people. And, by the
way, it's a silent picture packing them in

—

in spite of

it.

—D.

F.

JAL OLSEN
If you want to see and hear a swell
burlesque on the singer of "Sonny Boy"
take a look at Jal Olsen in "Dimples and
Tears." Jal is quite black and is worked by

He is one of the Gorno
under the direction of Jack

strings and such.

marionettes,
Harrison.

These Italian Marionettes whose origin
goes back to the Middle Ages are operated
by an old Venetian family whose ancestors
have been marionettes for 385 years. The
Gornos have made three pictures for Inter"Dimples and Tears"
national Photoplay.
is the latest.
The synchronization is excellent

The

the action well worked out.
of the series, "The Haughty-Cul-

and

first

been commented on

tural Quartet" has

in

these columns. The second "Allez Oop" is
"Dimples and
nothing to rave about.
Tears" is a riot. The novelty of the thing
alone, should be enough to put it over.
D. F.

—

directed.

—P.

Songs of Hollywood

V.

"FLIGHT"
The army and

the

navy

last

week

at-

tended the premiere of Columbia's "epic
of the air," dedicated to the Marine Corps
George M. Cohan theatre. Admirals
and military men were sprinkled through
the orchestra, marines lent color to the
lobby, Ralph Graves and Jack Holt attended, were not recognized by the majority of the audience, were mildly amused at
themselves upon the screen.

HOLLYWOOD,

at the

The

picture itself is notable for many
splendid flying sequences. While the story
is slender that is all it has to be.
Lila Lee
does not have a large part but she handles
what is hers in the conventionally appealing manner.

Ralph Graves gives a sincere characterization of a gawky, awkward, likeable kid
with a knack for putting his foot in the
soup at critical moments. Needless to say,
he crashes through in the final sequence.
Holt, the hard boiled sergeant, plays his
role well.
Bits of "business" between the
two are amusingly managed. "Flight" is
the best air picture we have ever seen.
The aerial photography is better than that
in "Wings," long considered the criterion
of flying films, an indication of how rapid
has been the improvement in this exceptionally
difficult
line.
Sound is good
throughout, the roar of motors very effec-

bombing and ground

straffing with
emphatically realistic.
In "Flight" Columbia has a great picture.
And much of its greatness is due to the
intelligent direction of Frank Capra. Ralph
Graves, by the way, wrote the story.
D. F.
tive,

machine gun

fire

—

Sept. 17.— Louise Fazenda sings
Warner Brothers production, "Wide

Two of Broadway's famous celebrities, Al Jolson
and Irving Berlin, occupy neighboring offices on the

Open," but she has no chance to show how well she
might do it.
It is a comedy song and has to be
sung so badly that it breaks up a party.

Warner lot. Jolson has "plugged" Berlin's songs and
Berlin has often written music for Jolson's shows,
but both are actually collaborating on a production
for the first time. Jolson is making "Mammy," from
an original played called "Mr. Bones," written by
Berlin.
Berlin will supply the songs and music for

her

in

latest

#

•

•

Marcel Silver, Fox director,

Don

of

Mojica,

Jose

Grand Opera Company.

is awaiting the arrival
singing star of the Chicago
Silver will direct Mojica in

as yet untitled.
Harlan Thompson
has written the scenario and dialog, also collaborated
with Dave Stamper on the lyrics and music. Edward
Royce will stage tie numbers.
his first picture,

*

•

•

Benny Rubin, who has been doing

all
sorts of
in pictures since he quit as master of ceremonies in Hollywood theatres, will play a comedy
baseball role in the Van and Schenck audien, "Take
It Big."
Benny will be teamed with
Dugan to
supply a hilarious background to an otherwise perfectly good baseball team.

the picture.

•

•

*

"Lord Byron of Broadway" has
at

the

MGM

started production
Charles Kaley will play the

studios.

"Lord Byron." This much discussed comedy romance
of a New York singer and song writer, beloved by
six women, is directed by William Nigh.
The voluptuous
Ethelind

"Ardis"

of

story

the

will

be

played

by

Edwards, Marion Shilling,
Gwen Lee and Mary Doran are in the supporting
cast.
The Albertina Rasch dancers will appear in
one of the big show sets of this production.
Terry.

Cliff

•

•

•

Silver, who is writing the music for Tiffanypicture, "Painted Faces," has added another
DoroIt is "Bashful Baby."
to the program.

Abner
Stahl's

number

thy Gulliver will sing

it.

Another number by Silver

"Somebody Like You."
Earl Burtnett and his
Biltmore trio have been engaged to supply the music
for the forthcoming Mae Murray audien, "Peacock
Alley."
George Waggner and Abner Silver have
written "Everybody's Gal" and "In Dreams You
is

Still

The

Belong

to

Me," which Mae Murray

will

sing.

scores for this picture will be published by Leo

Feist, Inc.

•

•

this picture.

•

things

Tom

*

John Murray Anderson, producer of the New York
revue "Almanac" and for the past six years creator
of the Greenwich Village Follies, has been signed by
Universal to build the revue for the "King of Jazz."
Paul Whiteman and his orchestra will be starred in
•

•

Gus Edwards has written two new theme songs for
M G M. They will be used in a production for which
Phillip Dunning, author of "Broadway," has prepared
The songs were written by Edwards with
the script.
They are "He's
the collaboration of Joe Goodwin.
Good Enough for Me" and "When the Roses Bloom
Again."
Sales reports indicate that Edwards has
scored another butlseye hit with his theme song for
"Our Modern Maidens." It is "I've Waited a Lifetime for You."
#

*

•

of the most versatile of writers in Hollywood
Besides being a playwright he
is J. Keirn Brennan.
He wrote many of
is one of the best lyric writers.
the songs that John McCormack made famous. Brennan collaborated with Ray Perkins on "My Sister,"
the number that the sister actresses sing in the "Show
of Shows."
On the Ted Lewis picture Brennan
wrote the dialog and worked with Ray Perkins on
"In the Land of Jazz," which Lewis is featuring in
Outside of that he has composed a song
the picture.
that Nick Lucas sings called "The Only Song I Ever

One

Knew."
*

•

•

Speaking of Perkins, his number in "Fast Life"
called "Since I Found You" is making the grade.
Another is "Smiling Irish Eyes," the theme song of
Colleen Moore's latest picture.

September
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W B to Centralize Production

News Notes
HOLLYWOOD, Sept.
REGINALD BARKER will direct

17.

"The

Pictures

College Racketeer" as his next picture for
Universal. The cast has not been selected.
Barker recently completed "The Mississippi
Gambler," starring Joseph Schildkraut.

has the leading role
opposite Evelyn Brent in her first starring
picture for Paramount. The picture will be

Gibbs

Philips

Sir

story,

"Darkened

Rooms."

BASIL DEAN,

stage director, has been assigned to direct "The Return of SherBartlett
lock Holmes" for Paramount.
Cormack, who wrote "The Racket," is writing the adaptation in collaboration with

Dean.

the Direction of

of

a

at

the

Signs

To Make Italian-American

Talkers

DOUGLAS FOX

NEW

YORK, Sept. 17.— Two hundred of the two hundred and seventyeight Vitaphone presentations to be released on the 1929-1930 schedule will
be made at the Eastern Vitaphone studio under the direction of Murray
Roth at the rate of four a week. This is an indication that the Vitaphone
shorts, which heretofore have been ground out almost at the rate of one a
day, may be of better calibre.
Mass production is all right when you are
making shoes or automobiles. It means better shoes and cars at a lower

W orking

with flesh and blood to evolve something entertaining is a
People who are hurried three hundred and sixty-five days
out of the year should not be expected to function consistently.
price.

different matter.

BESSIE LOVE

will

have the feminine lead

Van and Schenck

picture, "Take It
Big."
Production has started under the
"Bugs" Baer
direction of Jack Conway.
wrote the dialog. Miss Love has completed
her role in "Road Show."
in the

DONALD OGDEN STEWART,
will

Of Vitaphone Shorts in East
Will Be Made Under
Murray Roth
Rate
Four
Week—Earle Smith
Deal
By

NEIL HAMILTON

the

47

humorist,

make

"Dulcy,"

Marion

his talking picture debut in
the next starring vehicle for
Davies.
Stewart was formerly a

writer at

M G M.

LLOYD

King Vidor

BACON

Warner Brothers

has
picture,

is

directing.

completed the
"She Couldn't

Say No," starring Winnie Lightner. Bacon
is taking a brief vacation abroad his new
power yacht, "Mammy."

MARIE DRESSLER

has

signed

with

"The Dangerous Woman."
It is a two reel comedy
from the stage sketch by Collin Clemon and
Christie for the

title

Florence Ryerson.

role in

Production will begin

shortly.

CHARLEY CHASE

has returned to the
Hal Roach studios after a two weeks' ill-

ness.
Warren Doane will direct
his new comedy.

Chase

in

Mr. Roth's pictures will vary in length and
character and many of them will be novelties
in the presentation field.
If he is permitted
to take a little time in their production there's
no reason why they shouldn't be good. Frank
Xamczy, who is doing the art directing at the
Eastern studio should be subsidized by the
modern furniture interests. Every one of his
sets betrays the modernistic trend in color and
design. And if the screen influences the public
in the decoration of their homes as much as
it
does in the draping of their bodies it is
quite possible that, in a short period, we may
expect every house to have at least one modernistic room.
Namczy thinks so, and there's
something to the supposition.

Cantor. Athlete, Star
A man who made his debut

as a singer with
a Jewish cantor in a Detroit synagogue and
then became a professional football and basketball player has just completed a skit under
His name is
the direction of Murray Roth.
Will Aubrey and the playlet is called "A Night
on the Bowery-" Aubrey plays comedy character parts and has his own company. James
Burke and Eleancr Durkin have made a program of songs under the Roth direction.

Another Roth

effort (that

ting publicized)

is

boy

is

certainly get-

"In the Xick of Time," a

reel satire by Edmund Joseph, Vitaphone
dialoguist.
The cast includes Dorothy Hall,

two

RICHARD WALLACE, who
Gary Cooper

is

directing

in his first starring picture,

"Medals," is rabid rooter for the University
of Southern California football.
He has a
parrot that gives the Trojan

MARY NOLAN
starring

vehicle

yell.

has completed her
for

Universal,

first

"The

Shanghai Lady." She is preparing for her
next picture which will be "Ropes." Don
Douglas will have the male lead. Harry
Pollard will direct.

EDDIE QUILLAN,

under contract to
Pathe, is making personal appearances
throughout the East with his picture, "The
Sophomore." He is scheduled to return to

Hollywood September

Sidney Toler, Jimmie Dunn, Lucy Beaumont.
Howard Bouton, Andre Forrester and Bert
Wilcox, all experienced on the legitimate stage.
The Pathe move to Gramercy failed to take
place on schedule, but is expected to occur in
the near future. LeMaire and Delmar, Pathe
producers, said this week that they were not
sure where they would make their next pictures. One Pathe short subject has been made
at the Photophone plant.
Whether it's a forerunner of a great many more is a matter of
conjecture. LeMaire has six more to make of
his present contracted series, Delmar three and

Maddock three. Robert Kane is abroad again.
Both Pathe and R K O denied that he had been
signed up by the latter company for the production of French talkers.

20.

has signed a newcontract with Paramount.
Bancroft recently completed "The Mighty."
John
Cromwell directed.

Our Gang's
New Member

EDMUND GOULDING and

Gang Rascals welcomed

GEORGE BANCROFT

Louis Stevens

have collaborated on an original story for
"The Grand Parade." It will be presented
as a special

by Pathe.

SALLY BLANE,

sister of Loretta Young,
have the feminine lead in "The Vagabond Lover." Rudy Vallee is the star. Production will begin shortly at the R K O

will

studios.

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept.
a

—

17.
Our
new mem-

ber to the ranks this week. He is
not a fat boy or black boy or blonde
girl or pup.
He is Edgar Kennedy.
It was decided that the Gang
should have a cop to watch over
them.
Not the club swinging old
meanie who takes the joy out of life,
but the guardian angel type, sort of
a guide or friend.

Earle Smith, independent producer, who has
bought the old Edison studio and plans to
make thirteen features and fifty-two talking
shorts within the year, has called his organization the Famous Sound Studio Corporation
in a direct bid for prestige.
Smith said last
week that Famous Sound had closed a deal
with Golden Stars (another glittering name)
Film Producing Co., to produce a series of
Italian-American talkers.
The Golden Stars
people have under contract a complete Italian
musical comedy company as well as the exclusive services of G. Magni, Aristide Sigismonde, Nick Nesi and other gentlemen of
Italian extraction whose names are new to us.
Golden Stars claim European distribution
channels. They formerly operated the Bronx
Opera House, which may, or may not, be a
bid for fame.

Production will begin as soon as sound
proofing and interior decoration of the Edison
studio are completed.
i:

Big Pond" Delayed

"The Big Pond," last season's stage success
which was to have gone into production early
this week at the Paramount Long Illand studio
with Charles Ruggles under the direction of
Hobart Henley, has been switched to November, when Maurice Chevalier, now in France
on a vacation, will return to this country to
take the featured role. Henley, who directed
that exceptionally well done picture, "The
Lady Lies," now at the New York Paramount,
will probably be assigned to direct Ruggles
in a picture which has not yet been announced.
Ruggles was a distinct hit in "The Lady Lies."
Now they've got a personality girl on the
Paramount lot. Her name is Mesir Morris.
She's a dancer and will play the part of mistress of ceremonies in forthcoming short subjects.
Alice Hegeman, who played the comedy
lead in "The Wooden Kimono," is the latest
addition to the cast of "The Laughing Lady,"
in which Clive Brook and Jeanne Eagels are
starred.

The illness of Miss Eagels has temporarily
delayed the production of this picture. For
the past few days she has been a patient at
St.
Luke's hospital, suffering from sinus
trouble.
It was feared last week that an
operation would be necessary to save her sight.
The latest reports indicate that she is much
better and that an operation may be avoided.
"The Laughing Lady" will go into production as soon as Miss Eagels is able to return
to the studio.

Cohn Signs

Write
First National Audiens
to

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept. 17.—Alfred A. Cohn
has signed a contract to write for First National.

He

leaves the

Warner Studios where

he has directed two comedies.
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"Showy" Evening Marks Opening
Of "Street Qirl" on Coast
Rudy

Band Are a Feature

Vallee and His

RKO

By

HOLLYWOOD,
RKO

of the Impressive Premiere of
Picture

DOUGLAS HODGES

— RKO

conducted an impressive opening of
theatre here this week with a performance that consisted
the
of a feature picture, "Street Girl," and a number of stage show acts.
The big attraction of the stage show program was Rudy Vallee and his band.
The audience was in its best clothes and manners.
It was a showy evening.
Spotlights, microphones and batteries of cameras flounced the entrance.
'"PHE Vallee act was a distinct hit. Vallee sands of dollars profit. Al is very grateful
J- gave Los Angeles its second and also its
for everything.
And no piker.
Sept.

17.

of the wares he has
been selling so successfully in the East this
year. He proved a showman of a high order.
Second to his showmanship is his voice and
His rendition of these "moonlighthis band.
on-the-water" tunes deserves a superlative. It
The "I'm Just
is his music and he sticks to it.
a Vagabond Lover" song and "If You Were
the Only Girl in the World and I Were the
Only Boy" gave the audience a new thrill for
a Hollywood entertainer.

most appreciable

*

*

*

trained and seasoned. He uses
only seven pieces. He plays one of them himHe waits
self and uses no baton to direct.
for no applause and gracefully goes from one
number into another with a modesty that
smacks of Lincoln, Lindbergh and Coolidge.
It's that unique brand of showmanship.

His band

is

"Street Girl"

with

filled

is

fine

comedy

lines

and situations which altogether provide an excellent

of

piece

in

put the show
Sparks, an old hand at

a big way.

Johnny Miles
John Peere Miles

which was

the

name of an author

New

licity

work.

The war

treated him a little roughly and he
needs the California climate.
Now in order to keep his earnings at the
notch they were when he was a foreign correspondent he is turning out books for publication by the Bell Syndicate.
He can add
$1,500 to his stipend in one month's night
work.
*

*

*

Irvin Willat is writing a scenario.
He has
completed the original story and will begin
production on the picture within a few weeks.

McDermott Appointed
Associate Producer at
United Artists Studio
(Special to the Herald-World)

handle.

HOLLYWOOD,

motes a band-quartette to fame. She is the
Aragonian who dreams romantically about a
prince and finds him in real life.
But she
actually loves the piano player, John Harron,
and marries him. Ivan Lebedeff plays the role

Sept.
17.— John McDermott, scenarist of Adolph Menjou's "Evening
Clothes" and of Bebe Daniels' "Senorita," has
been named an associated producer at the
United Artists studio in .Hollywood. He will
assist John W. Considine, Jr., production ex-

of the prince convincingly.

ecutive.

Betty

Compson

is

*

the street girl

who

pro-

*

*

The music is putting these audiens over.
Compson sings and plays. Oakie, Sparks, Harron and Guy Buccola sing and play. Their
scenes with the instruments and in vocal numbers

are

most entertaining part of the

the

not a picture that has great
It lacks the menace that

picture.

It

dramatic

action.

would make
the musical
occasionally.

is

so.

it

stuff

But

it

is

breaks

unnecessary where

up

the

Max Kee is the art
He shows what can be

(Special to the Herald World)

the show.
with an eye for

*

*

Sept. 17.— The prediction
made several months ago by D. W. Griffith
and Douglas Fairbanks that William Bakewell

*

With Love and Kisses
Al Jolson and Joseph Schenck are friends.
Jolson presented Schenck with an attractive
gift last week.
It is a $30,000 Mercedes autostrings attached.

Mr. Schenck had kindly tipped Jolson off
to a good buy in the stock market, thereby
aiding Jolson to earn several dozens of thou-

Making

in

at the Studios

(Continued from page 45)

be starred in "Love and

will

Kisses" as her

next picture.

Mary Nolan will make "Ropes" as her next
audien.
Don Douglas has the leading male
role.
Robert Ellis will play the "heavy."
"Ropes" will be directed by Harry Pollard.
Edward Lowe wrote the dialog.
Production has been completed on "Shannons of Broadway" at Universal. James and
Lucille Gleason have the starring roles. The
story is from the Gleason stage success and

directed by Emmett
the cast are Mary Philbin,

was

Flynn.
Others in
Santschi, Tom

Tom

Kennedy, Slim Summerville, Kobert Haines,
Harry Tyler, John Breedon and Gladys
Crolius.

Spacious new dressing rooms, with shower
baths and rest rooms, costing close to $20,000
are now in use at Universal.
The dressing

rooms for men and women, have accommodations for more than 750 persons at one time.
The rooms are part of the large building program under way at Universal City.

Sennett Directing
Mack

Sennett has recently completed "The
starring Harry Gribbon. Production started this week on the second of the

Lucky Niblick"

Gribbon comedies titled "The Movie Star."
Gribbon will wear a six shooter, chaps, hat
and everything that makes a man of the big
open spaces. The "Movie Star" is a picture
within a picture.

Sennett

is

directing.

Academy

Directs School;
Studio Workers Enroll in
Talking Picture Classes
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,
studio

employes

17.— More than 500
commence school next

Sept.

will

week

to learn more about talking pictures.
Classes are being formed under the direction
of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences.
Lectures will be given by the heads of the
sound departments of Paramount,
G M,
Warner Brothers, Fox, Pathe, Universal and
United Artists studios.
Dr. Vern Knudsen,
professor of physics at the University of
Southern California, will be in charge.

M

Westwood

Village to Get
2,000 Seat Fox Theatre
(Special to the Herala World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept. 17.— Westwood Village, adjoining the University of California at
is the site for a new William
theatre to cost upwards of $750,000. The
theatre will probably seat 2,000 persons. The
Fox Movietone studios are also located at

Los Angeles,

Fox

Westwood.

was

potential starring material is about to he
substantiated.
It is the audience demand that
is sponsoring Bakewell in the promotion to

Bull

Montana

to

Wed

(Special to the Herald-World)

stardom.

The actor has been signed
man in the Alice White

ing

Around."

to play the leadpicture, "Playing

Production has started under the

direction of

Mervyn LeRoy.

director of

done
harmony, beauty, showmanship and art.
Wesley Ruggles directed the picture.

No

Bakewell May Be Starred;
Will Support Alice White
HOLLYWOOD,

reason not obvious to the spectator.
Pearl Eaton has a sweet looking bevy of
dancing girls, who snap up the action in
the cabaret scenes.
Miss Eaton deserves
a big hand for the manner in which she
has trained these people. They are costumed and groomed with much care.

mobile.

McDermott has directed pictures for ten
years, and then turned scenarist three years
ago.
"We're in the Navy Now," "Stranded
in Paris," "Blonde or Brunette" and other
films were based on his scenarios.

tempo so

The projection, recording and laboratory
work shows up at a disadvantage for some

Coast Production Hits
Record with 63 Films

Willat to Shoot

home

difficult to

is

who has written for
York dailies as a
special correspondent in London, Berlin, Paris
and a score of other foreign cities. He came
to Hollywood three years ago and is in pub-

with his role. Oakie
is of a younger school, but he held up admirably in a role that had much in it and
line reading, is at

*

Jack Oakie,

entertainment.

Ned Sparks and Joe Cawthorne
over

*

taste

September 21,1929

HOLLYWOOD,
41,

and

Sept.

17.— Bull

Mary Poulson Matthews,

Montana,
23, have

filed notice of intention to marry.
The date
of the marriage has not been announced. The
Bull's real name is Luigi Montagna.

Paramount Stock Sold to
Employes; $50 Per Share Caesar and Jackson Signed
(Special to the Herald World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept.

17.— Employes

of
Paramount are to have an opportunity to subscribe to 250,000 shares of company stock.
Each department head will select employes entitled to subscribe.
The price will be not less
than $50 per share.
It will be sold at the rate of $52 per share
and is to be paid for at the rate of $1 per
share per week.

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept. 17.— Arthur Caesar
and Joseph Jackson have signed with Warners
to direct and write a series of two reelers.

Moulton Joins

RKO

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,
ton joins

Sept.

Don Eddy's

17.— Herbert Moul-

staff at

RKO.

—
September

21,
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THE SHORT FEATURE
Releases
WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 29
Wave." Snappy comedy,
Oswald Cartoon, one reel; "Ace of Scotland Yard"
No. I, "The Fatal Circlet," featuring Craufurd
Kent, Adventure Picture, two; "The Royal Pair,"
Special, with Rooney Family (sound version only),
two; "Income Tact," Special, with Benny Rubin
(sound version only), one; "Waif of the Wilderness," Western Featurette, Bobbie Nelson, two.
WEEK OF OCTOBKR 6
UNIVERSAL "Going South," Snappy comedy (reissue), Neely Edwards, one reel; "Ace of Scotland
Yard" No. 2, "A Cry in tie Night," Craufurd Kent
(silent and sound), two; "Whose Wife," Universal
comedy, all-star cast (silent and sound), two; "Blue
Wing's Revenge," Western Featurette (reissue),
W. E Lawrence, two.

UNIVERSAL— "Permanent

—

WEEK OF OCTOBER 13
UNIVERSAL— "(.old Turkey," Oswald

comedy, one;

"The Delicatessen Kid," Benny Kubin, one; "Love
Birds," Rooney Family, two; "Man of Daring,"
Western Featurette, Carson, two.
WEEK OF OCTOBER 26

UNIVERSAL— "Cracked Wedding

Bells,"

Re-issue,

Chuck Reisner, one; "Too Many Women," Sid Saytwo; "A Sagebrush Vagabond," Featurette, two.
"Ace of Scotland Yard," No. 4, Kent, two.

Prominent Players, Authors Sign
For Christie's Series of 36 Shorts
With the signing this week of Buster West, Bert Roach, Will King, and Natalie
Joyce for appearances in one or more of the Paramount-Christie talking plays,
the roster of well known stars and featured players for this series of all-talking
short pictures is brought to 36, with the likelihood that there will be at least
00 prominent stage and motion picture names during the current year's product.
Bert Roach, Will King, and Natalie
Joyce were engaged to appear with Ford
Sterling in "The Fatal Forceps," by C. L.

V. Duffy.
Buster West, and his partner, John West,

appear in "The Dancing Gob,''
Vernon Smith, a novel picture which
combine West's famous sailor dancing

will

Jack White, director-in-chief of Educational
has decided that the best directors of
talking comedies are the former best directors
of silent comedies and, acting on this theory,
he is keeping his directorial roster intact. Although at the present time the activities at the
Educational studios are entirely concentrated
on audiens, the men holding the directorial
studios,

reins there are the same who were responsible
for the silent successes of last year.

Jack White, Stephen Roberts, Charles Lamont and Henry W. George are now directing
the Educational audiens just as they did the
ones, and the reason for that, explains
White, is that the real technique of motion
picture direction is still inherent in talking
pictures.
In the new Jack White series, White personally directed "Zip
Boom Bang !" and
"Lovers Delight," while Roberts turned out
"Cold Shivers," "Look Out Below" and "Hunting the Hunters."
Mack Sennett has been
personally directing all the comedies bearing
silent

!

Lis

!

name.

AAA

Christie had just finished production on
Wilson Collison's play, "He Did His Best,"
featuring Taylor Holmes.
Carmel Myers
is prominently featured with Holmes, and

A

change of type face for its printed titles
is another of the new adornments decided for
Pathe Audio Review. Terry Ramsaye, editor
of both silent and sound versions of the Review, has selected one of the newest and most
artistic types on the market to replace the
present style.
It is Kahel, an exclusive and
expensive face, designed and cut in Germany
and only recently introduced here by the Continental Typefounders Association.

Fox Leases Boise Theatre
BOISE.

IDAHO— Fox

taken a 21 -year lease
building in this city.

West Coast Theatres has

on the Egyptian theatre and

According to

Christie,

classification

of

players as to comedians or two reel stars
no longer holds good, for the way the public is taking to these short talking pictures,
their standard of quality has been raised
and many of the best stars are appearing
in both features and short pictures according to their fitting a certain piece of well
developed story or play material.
The
humor and laughs of this new type of
talkies lies in the situations and dialog and
does not depend upon the players acting
or appearing funny in themselves.

Kathryn McGuire and Harry Woods complete the quartette of players in this light
comedy sketch.

AAA

Additional stories are in prepartion for
Louise Fazenda, Marie Dressier, Charlie
Murray, and others, as well as another of
the all-colored Octavus Roy Cohen stories
of which five have been produced already
this season.

AAA

To date, the list of well known screen and
stage stars and featured players signed for
the Paramount-Christie all-talking series
includes Louise Fazenda, Taylor Holmes,
Raymond Griffith, Lois Wilson, James and
Lucille Gleason, Raymond Hatton, Marie
Dressier,
Eddie Nelson, Anna Chance,
Mabel Forrest, Carmel Myers, Will King,
Roy D'Arcy, Dot Farley, Jason Robards,
Walter Hiers, Lorraine Eddy, Charley
Grapewin, Johnny Arthur, Sam Hardy,
Ruth Taylor, Ford Sterling, Frances Lee,
Buster West, Charlie Murray, Jack Luden,
Kathryn McGuire, Bert Roach, Harrison
Ford,
Wanda Hawley, Nina Romano,
Adrienne Dore, Geneva Mitchell, James
Harrison, Barbara Leonard, Harry Woods,
and others.

Pathe Audio Review Gets
New Type Dress for Titles

act,

which has been a big hit in the "Scandals"
and in vaudeville, and a comedy story located in a theatre and on a battleship.

lor,

Directors of Silents
Best for Audiens, Is
Opinion of Jack White

by
will

from the motion picture feature

players
field-

AAA

Charley Grapewin, who has already
starred in two of the Christie series, is now
writing dialog and adaptations of short
plays and stories for coming productions.
Grapewin wrote his own stage acts for
many years and is a well known author of
vaudeville sketches. Plays not yet produced
have been secured by Christie from such
well known authors as Wilson Collison,
Florence Ryerson, Colin Clements, Howard
Green, Milton Hockey, and others. Two of
the Kenyon Nicholson plays have already
been produced, and two by Waldemar
The Christie policy during the
Young.
coming season for Paramount will continue
the securing of plays and stories of this
type and casting them with well known

Columbia Gem Booked
For N. Y. Paramount
Man

"Old

Gem

Trouble."

a

Columbia- Victor

Bledsoe, is booked into
Paramount for showing the

featuring Jules

the New York
week of September

20th.
Two weeks ago
Columbia- Victor Gem, "The Parlor
Pest," featuring Boyce Combe, showed at this
theatre and made a tremendous hit.

another

The performance

of Columbia short subthe Paramount are being duplicated
throughout the L'nited States and Canada. The
past week saw "The Skeleton Dance," a Disney Silly Symphony and the first of thirteen
to be released by Columbia during the coming
season, playing a second engagement at the
jects at

Roxy.

Newspictures
PARAMOUNT NEWS

NO. 12— Harrison (Jimmy)
Johnston wins United States amateur title at Pebble
Beach. California Party of United States engineers
Biggest
visit ancient pyramids in San Juan, Mexico

—

plane

takes

Eckener

sails

air

to

for

at

—
— Dr.

Hugo

passenger

plane

Philadelphia

Germany.

PATH E NEWS NO.

—Giant
—
—
76.

makes United States dehut--St. Paul golfer wins

national championship 200 sets of twins hold own
convention at Albany, Ore. Colonel Roosevelt returns from Asia Navy launches cruiser named for

—

Texas

M

city

M NEWS

largest plane in MaFootball waracross Atlantic
coming battles
training
for
$1,251,000 fire ruins England Castle built in 1580
Harrison Johnston beats Dr. Willing for amateur
Huston elected chairman of
golf
title—C. H.
G O. P.

G

jestic

test

riors

open

NO. 9.— World's

—

for flight
stiff

UNIVERSAL NEWSPAPER NEWSREEL

NO. 73.—

Claudius H Huston is elected G O. P. chairman
Hitchcock scores seven goals ir. Meadowhrook nolo
Giant plane from
Dr. Eckener sails for Germany

—

—

Germany makes U.

S.

debut.

N
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GRACE

Metro Movietone Acts
GEORGE LYONS
648

Numbers:

(79)

For release Aueust

feet.

1929.

3.

AND CLEO MAYFIELD

CECIL LEAN

Number: "Hit
(80).
release August 10, 1929.

Lurky Day." 1.735 feet. For
Numbers: a. "The One That I
(81).
714
Love Loves Me": b. "I'm Marching Home to You."
feet.
For release August 17. 1929.
PHIL SPITALN Y and His Pennsylvania Orchestra (82).
Numbers: a. "Medley of Musical Comedy Hits": b. "Fare701 feet.
well Blues."
For release August 24. 1929.
VAN AND SCHENCK (83). Numbers: a. "That's How Tou
Can Tell They're Irish"; b "Rainbow 'Round My Shoul838
der"; c. "Ramona": d. "The Dixie Troubadours."
feet.
For release August 31. 1929.
GEORGE DEWEY WASHINGTON (84). Numbers: a. "Just
Be a Builder of Dreams": b. "Down Among the Sugar
Cane."
632 feet.
For release September 7. 1929.
TITTA RUFFO (85) in "Credo" from "Othello." 525 feet.
For release September 14. 1929.
METRO MOVIETONE REVUE "Bits of Broadway" (86).
Fnt release September 21, 1929.

—

MADAME

KURENKO

MARIA

Jewel Song," from
Rose of Summer."

Numbers: a. "The
Baclo"; c "The Last

(87).

Faust, b. "II
For
840 feet.

September

release

28,

1929.

KELLER SISTERS AND LYNCH
D'Ya Do";
727

"Ka Krazy

b.

For

feet.

Numbers:
(89).
"The Parting." 713

c.

"If I

c.

1929.

5.

YVETTE RUGEL
"Marie";

a. "How
Had You."

Numbers:

(88).

You":

for

October

release

Lost": b.
a. "Paradise
feet.
For release Octo-

ber 12. 1929.

BILTMORE TRIO

Number:

(90).
19.

For release October

"Jail Birds."

800

feet.

1929.

CLYDE DOERR

Saxophone act. Numbers: a. "Saxo(91).
phone March"; b. "Sunny South"; c. "Technicalities";
For release Octo"Bye. Bye, Sweetheart."
795 feet.

d.

ber 26,

1929.

TOM WARING

Numbers:

(92).

a.

"Glad Rag

Home

c. "I'm Marching
For release November 2. 1929.

"Just a Garden":
feet.

RUFFO

TITTA

Number:

(93).

For release November

"L'Africaine."

700

520

For release November 16. 1929.
Numbers: a. "Serenade";
(95).
For release November
622 feet.

feet.

Dance,"

b.
23.

COMMANDERS

IRVING AARONSON'S

Numbers:

(96).

a.

"She's Nobody's Sweetheart Now": b. "The Sailor's Sweetheart"; c. "I'll Get By."
696 feet.
For release November 30. 1929.

JIMMY HUSSEY

Number: "Uneasy Street."

(97).

For release December

(assisted by Al Belasco)
(98),
Exclusive Columbia artist.
795 feet.

sketch.

December

14.

feet.

1929.

7,

EVANS

ROY

841

In

comedy

For

release

THE REVELLERS

Numbers: a. "I'm Looking Over
(99).
a Four Leaf Clover": b. "Rose of Waikiki": c. "Breezing
Along With the Breeze." 607 feet. For release December

Ed. Prinz Dancers feature.

Song" from "Dinorah";
For release December 28.

WALTER

KELLY

C.

For release January

feet.

Going

Be

"St.
1930.

c.

in

"The Virginia Judge."

803

charmer.

Southern songs featured.

1929.

15.

ding of the Painted
"Original Music." 572

Doll";

"If

b.

For

feet.

2 reels.

For release January

I

1930.

853

RKO

RCA

1929. T.vo Reels.

11.

Sept.

8.

1929.

Two

13.

1929.

reels.

Two

Oct.

THE CAPTAIN OF HIS ROLL

Alberta Vaughn-Al
(0601).
Released Sept. 8. 1929.
Two reels.
IT (0602).
Alberta Vaughn-Al Cooke. Re-

Cooke.

AS YOU MIKE
leased Sept.

22.

(0603).

Two

1929.

6,

Two

1929.

MEET THE QUINCE

LOVE'S LABOR FOUND

reels.

Alberta Vaughn-Al Cooke.

Alberta Vaughn-Al Cooke.

(0004).

Two

Released Oct. 20, 1029.

Re-

reels.
reels.

Mickey McGuires
MICKEY'S MIDNIGHT FOLLIES
Two

Released Aug. 18, 1929.
Sept.

15,

Mickey McGulre.

RCA

Released Oct.

N.

B.

C.

15.

One

1929.

reel.

ORCHESTRA

(0902).

reel.

Marc Connelly's

(0907).

(0511) Louis Simon, Veree TeasHarris.
Veree Teasdale thinks Louis Simon
is her new chauffeur, while he thinks Veree is his brideto-be.
For release May 19. 1929.
2 reels.
Averill

WHAT

A DAY: (0512) Louis Simon. Kay Mallory. What
a picnic he had when he started to take his family on a
picnic.

For release June

1929.

16,

GO EASY. DOCTOR:
George LeMaire
nut and howl

—

2

Released

Aug.

18,

Frank T. Davis sells a car to
lease July 21. 1929.
2 reels.

T.

Davis. Helyn Ebv-Rock.

Helyn Eby-Rock.

For

re-

HARD BOILED HAMPTON:

(0313) Harry Holman, Evalyn
Alice Bunn, Andy Jochim.
Hol-

Knapp, Doris McMahon,

man

is

a

hard

lease July 28.

boiled lawyer
1929.
2 reels.

BEACH BABIES:
Casey.

Charles

Charles

Keminr

with a fast

For

line.

Kemper. Evelyn Knapp,
tries

to

shine

in

the

re-

Naomi
eyes

of

Evalyn Knapp while Naomi Casey makes him appear ridiculous.
For release August 4, 1929. 2 reels.
GARDEN OF E ATI
(0501) James Gleason. Lucille Webster Gleason.
The story of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie's beanery
that tried to become ritzy and what happened when!
Orchestra plays "Pouring Down Rain."
For release Aug1

:

—

ust

11.

1029.

2 reels.

THE PLUMBERS ARE COMING:

(0504) George LeMaire
Louis Simon.
LeMaire and Simon, two burglars, trying to
act like plumbers.
For release August 18, 1929. 2 reels.

TURKEY FOR TWO:

(0532)

Frank

T.

William

Davis.

Frawley, Noel Francis.
Two escaped convicts with
ness for turkey come to a Westchester Inn at
giving.
Jack LeMaire's Golden Rooster Orchestra
"I'll Say She's Pretty."
For release August 25,

a fond-

Thanksfeatures
1929.
2

reels.

HAUNTED:

Bob

Evalyn Knapp, Charles
Kemper.
Mystery comedy embodying all the thrills of
"The Cat and the Canary." "The Gorilla." "The Bat,"
and others. For release September 1, 1929. 2 reels.
(0552)

SYNCOPATED TRIAL:
morc.
A musical mock

Mlllikln.

d>571)
trial.

Morgan

Morly.

Lew Sey-

Eddie Elkins Orchestra and

mony.

SAY

13,

1929.

Two

1929.

Two

Sound Version Only
THE ROYAL PAIR (A 204). Special, with Rooney Family.
Two reels. Released Sept. 30.
INCOME TACT (A 102). Special, with Benny Rubin. One
Released Sept.

reeL

80.

"Nola";

d.

"Harp Dance."
"They Know Their GroNumbers: a. "8huffle

e.

In

(862)

Grocery

Scene:

store.

"The Great

c.

"Rarin

Temptations'*

Go."
Seen*:
Ranch. Jack Kraft attempts some rope throwing and Elsie
Lamont dances.
Numbers:
a. "Cowboy"; b. "When We
Get
Together
in
the
Moonlight";
c. "I'm
Not a

FRANCES SHELLEY

(847)

in

to

THE FOUR ETON BOYS

and

(846).

Drawing Room. Frances Shelley, known in musical comedy and on the radio as "The Girl With the Guitar." does her best vo-do-deo-doing with "If I Were You.
I'd Fall In Love With Me."
The Eton boys assist her In
songs, a. "Finding the Long Way Home";
b. "If I Were
You, I'd Fall in Love With Me"; c.
I Blue."

"Am

EDISON AND GREGORY

Roadway. Edison
coax tunes from
automobile tires, saws, balloons and pumps.
They've appeared with Sousa's Band. Paul Whiteman and Ted Lewi*.
Numbers: a. "Stars and Stripes": b. "Together"; c. "Let
Smile
Be
a
Your Umbrella"; d. "Sweet Adeline."

and Gregory are the

(845).
Scene:
college boys who

JACK WHITE and HIS CHATEAU MADRID CLUB ENTERTAINERS (844). Scene: Band Set. Jack White with
His Chateau Madrid Orchestra and Jeanne Fayal.
Numbers:
a. "Am I Blue"; b. "Kansas City Kitty"; o. "Then
We Canoe-dle Ooodle"; d. "Senorita."

JAMES

CORBETT & NEIL O'BRIEN

J.

Room.

Drawing

Scene:
(842).
Corbett,
professional of the
J.
starred in Ziegfeld's "Follies," Win-

James

Has been

Garden Revues, musical comedy and vaudeville.
(841) in "Don't Get Nervous."
Scene:
Vitaphone Studio. Georgie Price of "Artists and Models,"
"A Night in Paris," "The Song Writer," "A Night In
Spain," and Victor records, in the role of a camera-shy
actor in the screening of a Vitaphone picture in the making.
Numbers:
a. "Hello
Sunshine. Hello"; b. "Sweetheart's Holiday."
THE BIG PARADERS (840). Scene: Full stage. Tiny and
Jack Waltes. Elsie Thiel, Charlotte Conrad, Edna Howard
and Ben Wise present a song and dance revue. Numbers:
a.
"Broken Hearted Blackbird"; b. "Prelude in C Sharp
Minor"; c. "Doin* the Raccoon."

GEORGIE PRICE

Sound and
"Cry

ture.

In the
Released Oct. 7.

WHOSE WIFE
Two

Silent

No. 2 (A 2202). Adventure picNight," Craufurd Kent.
Two reel*.

(A 4643). Universal comedy.

All-star

cast.

reels.

wife's

place

LIFE:
Score (3459-3406).
Synchronized
by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3459 to
3406 inclusive.
Reels 1 to 8.
First National-Vitaphone
talking production.
HEARTS IN EXILE: Trailer (3364). Dolores Costello,
Grant Withers, singing theme song "Like a Breath of
Springtime." scenes of hardships suffered by prisoners in
Siberia.
Warner Bros, and Vitaphone talking picture.

GOLD DIGGERS OF BROADWAY:

Trailer (3070).
Conway
Tearle as master of ceremonies, with chorus of 100 Hollywood beauties, plus songs of Winnie Lightner. dancing of
Ann Pennington, crooning of Nick Lucas, comedy of Lilyan
Tashman, Gertrude Short and Albert Gran.
100 per cent
natural color.
Warner Bros, and Vitaphone talking picture.
IN THE HEADLINES: Trailer (3010).
Edmund Breese, as
the city editor in a newspaper office, talks things over with
Grant Withers. Marian Nixon, Pauline Gardon and Frank
Campeau, who appear as reporters.
The beginning of a
murder mystery is built up and audience left in suspense.
Warner Bros, and Vitaphone talking picture.
DEEP:
SKIN
Trailer (2999).
John Davidson, as district
attorney, introduces cast as inmates of a prison.
Cast
includes Betty Compson, Alice Day and Davey Lee.
To
climax act, Monte Blue is shown in the bizarre make-up
he uses in the picture. Warner Bros, and Vitaphone talking picture.
(875).

Scene:

Comedian-musician and recent Broadway star,
producing revue for Vitaphone.
His "Russian Stars" turn
out to be Filipinos in S -otch kilties playing American
jazz.
Feminine lead, Isanelle Washington, crooning "Mean
to Me."
Numbers: a. "If I Had You"; b. "Louise";

"Mean

to

Me";

d.

"Boo Boo Blues".

Husband

Kitchen.

Hugh

takes

and HIS

O'ConneU,
serio-comic

BATH AND TENNIS CLUB

Scene:
Band set. Harry Rosenthal,
composer. Dare and Belmonte, tango dancers, Ziegfeld
Cornel Smelser. accordionist, and the Bath and
Tennis Club Orchestra present songs and dances. Number*:
"Twelfth Street Rag";
a. "Was It Love"; b. "Ida"; c.
d. "If I Could Get a Break With You."

"SWEDE"
Hotel

HALL

Lobby.

&

Billy

CO.

(835)

impersonates

"HILDA."

in

a

Scandinavian

THE OPRY HOUSE

PRIVATE

set.

Scene:

Three Scenes.

chambermaid.

score

Band

(838).
reporter,

beauties.

Scene:

DAVE APOLLON AND HIS RUSSIAN STARS

(839).

home.

at

as the veteran
presents the second
sketch in the Russell Crouse newspaper series.

BILLY

Vitaphone Acts
HER

MAN

JUST LIKE A

THE INTERVIEW

HARRY ROSENTHAL
ORCHESTRA (836).

ACE OF SCOTLAND YARD

c.

Dance";

"Doll

'

—

Frank

(0561)

Released Oct.

Universal

reels.

(0503) George LeMaire, Louis Simon.
as the bone-breaker Ixmis Simon as the
For release July 14, 1929.

THE SALESMAN:

(0908).

reels.

reels.

dale.

and Marion Byron follow with some vo-do-deo-do harA Warner Brothers- Vitaphone talking picture.
IT WITH SONGS:
Trailer (3008).
Al .Tolson gives a
monologue.
A Warner Brothers-Vitaphone talking picture.
CARLENA DIAMOND (864). Scene: Drawing room. Carlena Diamond sings, dances and plays the harp, and climaxes her act by doing all three at the same time.
Numbers: a. "Tura Lura Lura"; b. "Mighty Lak a Rose";
e.-s

ter

Novelties
One

Released Nov. 10, 1929.

AT THE

HER NEW CHAUFFEUR:

LONG LETTY: Trailer (3090). Charlotte Greenwood
"My Strongest Weakness Is You,' and Grant With-

sings

prize ring.

Released Sept.

(0901).

Released

reels.

MICKEY'S Mix-up (0703).
13. 1929.
Two reels.

HEADWORK

Mickey McGulre.

(0802).

Two

1929.

Mickey McGulre.

(0701).

reels.

reels.

(0502) George LeMaire and Joe Phillips.
Scenes:
Exterior and cabaret.
George LeMaire and
Joe Phillips take girls out for big time.
Ivan BrunneU's
Montrealers play "My Album of Dreams" and Vivienne
Johnson sings "Marie."
For release April 21. 1929.
2

tion.

SO

Scene:

Record Breakers

THE TRAVELER

DANCING AROUND:

Trailer (3363). Virginia ValU.
Jason Robards and Noah Beery introduce "The Isle of
Lost Ships."
A First National-Vitaphone talking produc-

Romeo."
Released

(0803).

reels.

THE BRIDEGROOM

DENTIST'S (0501) George LeMaire and Louis
Simon.
Scene:
Dentist's office.
Louis Simon, suffering
from a toothache goes to George LeMaire for treatment.
For release March 24, 1929. 2 reels.

;

"Cavatina".

KRAFT AND LAMONT

THE BURGLAR (0801). Released Aug.
LOUIS BLUES (0802). Released

black-

THE ISLE OF LOST SHIPS:

Along"; b. "Rang Tang";
and "Running Wild."

Shorts

Mel Klee,

Drawing room.

Scene:

(826).

ceries."

All-Talking Shorts

ST.

feet

Pathe Sound Act Releases

OAKLAND

MILLER AND LYLES

RCA

Romeos."

Frank

face "prince of wails," in offering of songs and stories.
Headlined vaudeville bills from coast to coast. Hauls off
the laugh honors with a highly spiced monologue that
winds up with a composite imitation of Al Jolson and Ted
Lewis. Numbers: a. "Rum Turn"; b. "Maybe Who Knows".
MADAME FRANCES A L D A (805). Scene: Drawing room.
Diva offers two popular selections, accompanied by Frank
Numbers: a. "The
LaForge, concert artist, at the piano.
Last Rose of Summer"; b. 'Birth of Morn".
ALBERT SPALDING (800). Scene: Drawing room. A
foremost American violinist, known for his concert work
and phonograph recordings. Numbers: a. "Liebesleid" b.

c.

reels.

GODFREY LUDLOW AND

release January 18.

In "College
25, 1930.

(104)

For release September

party

11.

a.

1929.

(0541) William Frawley, Earle Dewey. What
would look like if two hobos suddenly became
millionaires.
Frawley sings "Dearest One."
For release
September 22. 1929.
2 reels.
END OF THE WORLD: (0553) Alexander Carr, Lorin Raker,
Marcia Manning.
A wealthy Hebrew, believing the world
is about to end. gives his son thousands and his consent
to the latter's marriage to an Irish maid.
For release
September 29, 1929. 2 reels.
BIG TIME CHARLIE: (0514) Lew Hearn. Dick Lancaster,
Evalyn Knapp.
A hick comes to New York to make
whoopee on New Year's Eve. Eddie Elkins Orchestra plays
in night club sequence.
For release October 6, 1929.
2

a

"WedHad You"; c.

release January

Numbers:

act.

8,

FANCY THAT:

MICKEY'S SURPRISE

Numbers:
a. "Everything's
Got Nothin' Now";

b. "Ain't
For
feet.

Saxophone

(103).

BILTMORE TRIO

feet.

1930.

4,

All

CLYDE DOERR

714

(102).

Right":
Louis Blues."
799

to

"Shadow

a.

India."

of

1929.

(101).

VAN AND SCHENCK

Numbers:

(190).

"Song

b.

For release September

MEL KLEE

2 reels.

1929.

21.

MADAME MARIA KURENKO

Bar."
Scene:
Hurst and

the

T.
and VIVIEN
(849)
in
Satires."
Living room.
Fast moving satire on mystery
plays.
Laughing spooki and spooky laughter. Two comedy
stars of screen, stage and vaudeville.
Number: a. "Excelsior".

BLACK NARCISSUS: (0521) Buck & Bubbles. Wildcat Is
enmeshed in the wiles of a siren while try in g to rescue
his
pal
Demmy from matrimony with another dusky

leased Oct.

1929.

MURRAY

JOHN

exact

TWO GUN GINSBURG

1929.

(8C7) in "Before
of variety
stage,

Street.
Comedians
Eddie Vogt.

date of release is not
stated, the list of acts is compiled in
order of release, the most recent release
being listed first. Number of release follows name of act.]

feet.

Spagnola": b.
"Just a Mel-

DUCI DE KEREKJARTO
"Witches'

b
665

(863).

"

Where

[

1929.

9,

EARL AND BELL (94). Numbers: a. "La
"Kiss Me Again"; c. "Blue Hawaii"; d.
ody."

Doll":

You."

to

1929

AND THE INDIANA FIVE

JOHNSTON

HURST AND VOGT

RELEASES

GEORGIE PRICE

21,

Scene: Band set.
Radio star and Brunswick artist, solos,
while the Indiana Five blow hot and cold, chasing the
blues with blues.
Also quintet of jazzmaniacs who ha*e
just completed radio, vaudeville and dance palace appearances, playing the "Box Office Melody".
Numbers: o.
"Bashful Baby"; b. "Clarinet Marmalade"; c. "Glad Rag
Doll".

SOUND ACT

"Beloved": b. "Ah.
That": d.
Shoulder."

a.

Mystery of Life": e. "Don't Be Like
Louis Blues"; e, "Rainbow 'Round My

Sweet
"St.

September

(834).
Scene: Theatre.
Lew Hearn,
Broadway comedian and featured player in "The Royal
Box"; Doris Walker, vaudeville and Vitaphone songstress;
and The Mound City Blue Blowers, phonograph, radio
and musical comedy stars.
Numbers: a. "I Ain't Got
Nobody"; b. "Let Me Call You Sweetheart"; c. "My

Gal Sal."

CORA GREEN

Scene:
Drawing Room. Cora Green
(825).
"Brother-In-Law Dan"; b.
"Travelin' All
the World."
Scene:
Club Room.
CHARLES C. PETERSON (815).
Charles Peterson's magic cue performs billiard miracles.
ALBERT SPALDING (797). Scene: Drawing Room. Albert Spalding, violinist, playing a. "Ave Maria"; b. "Walti
singing

a.

Alone";

c.

in

"I'll Tell

A."

FRED ARDATH

Scene: Part
(786) in "These Dry Days."
Fred Ardath, as a happy vagabond, roaming the highways,

SESSUE

HAYAKAWA

(761-762)

In

"The

Man

Who

Laughed Last."
Five scenes.
Sessue Hayakawa in a
fast-moving drama of Oriental love and vengeance in "The
Man Who Laughed Last", bv Edgar Allan Wolf.

SMILING

songs,
Irish
IRISH
EYES:
Trailer
(3410).
Colleen Moore's first
Irish scenes and an
Irish
Fair.
talking appearance.
First National Vitaphone talking production.

HER PRIVATE LIFE:

Trailer

(3365).

A

glimpse of "Her

Private Life." Billie Dove. Walter Pidgeon. Montagu Lore,
Thelma Todd and Holmes Herbert enacting several thrillOutdoor scenes, dramatic
ing moments from the picture.
sequences, romance and a song number by Walter Pidgeon.
First

National Vitaphone talking production.

DARK STREETS:

Trailer

(3349).

with Jack Mulhail in two roles,

Double exposure
gangster

and

picture

policeman.

,

;.

September

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

1929

21,

seen and heard talking in the same
characters engage in dialog.
First
talking production.

THE ARGYLE CASE

scenes

—in

National

fact, two
Vitaphone

Trailer < 3059 )
Thomas Meighan
speaks and sells the public
Warner Bros. Vitaphone talk.

:

picture.

ing

HON KY TON K

Trailer (3049).
Sophie Tucker croons a
few bars from several of the "Honky Tonk" song hita.
Sophie and entire cast shown in night club scene.
Warner
Bros. Vitaphone talking picture.
:

THE HOTTENTOT:

Trailer (2269).
Comedy sketch in itwith Edward Everett Horton
extremely funny
self
in
struggles with an electric horse and Patsy Ruth Miller
opposite him.
Warner Bros. Vitaphone talking picture.

SYMPATHY

Hen-pecked husband out
(803).
Five scenes.
on a spree despite orders of the "ball and chain."
night of wine, women and whoopee ends with hubby in
a hospital cot as his wife and his sweetheart wreak their
vengeance.
Cast headed
Succession of hilarious situations.
by Hobart Cava na ugh. Begina Wallace, Harry Shannon
and Wynne Gibson, who played with Richard Dix in
"Nothing but the Truth."

A

HARRY TATE

(778-779)

"SeHing a Car." Scene: Garage

in

exterior.
Harry Tate gives an exhibition of his comedy
power in this two reeler. with an equally talented supporting cast.

HARRY TATE

'754-755) in "Motoring."
Scene:
Country
road.
Harry Tate, assisted by his company of boisterious
clowns- in a burlesque on motoring.
Two reel comedy
sketch.

WILLIE AND EUGENE HOWARD
Two reels of
ple."
Five scenes.
into a powerful human interest

(750-751) in "My Peosongs and dances worked
story of an actor who

has to choose between his Ghetto friends and Broadway
stardom.
Numbers: a. "The Volga Boatman"; b. "Blue
Grass"; c. "My People."

HOWARD

WILLIE AND EUGENE

"The Music
Former musical comedy

(722-723)

in

Makers."
Scene:
Music salon.
Willie gives his
stars in their first two reel comedy.
famous imitation? of Al Jolson, Eddie Cantor and Gallagher
and Sheas"; b
Numbers: a. "Gallagher
and Shean.
"It's Bay Ray Raining"; c "Baby Curls."
Holmes Herbert, as
CARELESS AGE: Trailer ( 307 9 )
master of ceremonies, introduces Douglas Fairbanks, Jr..
Miss Myers sings
Loretta Young and Carmel Myers.
Divine"
song.
"Melody
the theme
An introductory playHARD TO G ET : Trailer (3078)
let followed by a scene in a night club with vocal and
orchestral renditions of the theme song. Dorothy Mackaill.
Louise Fazenda. Charles Delaney, Jack Oakie and Edmund
Burns head the cist of this all-star trailer.

ALL GIRL REVUE, THE

Band

Scene:

(818).

All

set.

singing and all dancing show.
Cast includes Betty Lou
Webb, a Paul Ash discovery; Lillian Price, the comedienne;
Ellen Bunting with DePaco and Kazviki. acrobatic dancers; and Jean Rankin's Bluebell's orchestra.
Numbers:
a. "That's Her Now*;; b. "I'm an Indian"; c
Chrysanthemums"; d. "My Pet."
'

KATE SMITH

Scene:
(817).
Drawing room.
Offers red
hot songs with a red hot voice.
Known as "The Songbird
Numbers: a. "Carolina Moon"; b. "Bless

of the South."
You, Sister."

RAY AND DOT DEAN

(816)

"He's a DeviL"

in

known

Exterior of cottage.
Well
doing rube characterizations.

vaudeville

Scene:

Bay

team.

OKLAHOMA BOB ALBRIGHT

and His Rodeo Do Flappers.
Scene: Drawing room.
Bob Albright, baritone, assisted by
Rodeo Do Flappers who sing and dance with him. Numbers: a.
"My Pony Boy"; b. "Chloe"; c. "Lodel"; d.
"Salter Dog."
HARRY TATE (767) in "The Patent Office." Scene: Office.
England's laughing fool.
Harry Tate and his troupe of
fun makers in comedy riot.
BABY ROSE MARIE (809). Scene: Drawing room. Four
year old child singing these numbers:
a. "Heigh Ho"; b.
"Who Wouldn't Be Jealous of You"; c "Don't Be Like
That."

THE

BLUE

Scene:

RID6ERS

with

Mayberry

Cordelia

(795 )

of mountain cabin.
Four mountaineers
th* feud county" sing, dance and play
syncopation as it exists in the mountain country of the
South.
Numbers: a. "Trail of the Lonesome Pine"; b.

Interior

an 3

from

'"gal

"Oh Susanna"; c "Medley."
EL BRENDEL AND FLO BERT
Scene:

(789). in 'Beau Night"
room.
Comedian of "Wings," "The
and other stage and screen successes in

Living
Flirt"

Campus

short sketch.

TWIN BEDS:

Trailer

and Zasu

Jack MulhalL

(3020).

Patsy Ruth

introduce picture in novel bedroom
First National- Vitaphone talking production.

Miller

scene.
A
SQUALU THE:

Pitts

Score

(3251-3261).
Synchronized by VitaOrchestra.
Numbers 3251 to 3261 into 11.
First National-Yitaphone talk-

Symphony

phone

clusive.
Reels
ing production.

1

.

THE MAN AND THE MOMENT:

(3069).

Trailer

Billle

Dove and Rod LaRocque tell about this picture with the
theme song "Just a Lucky Moment" sung as a musical
background.

Bee."

the

"The Fox and
Of musical comedy

Drawing room.

Scene:

in

(829),

stage.
Harry Fox has an excellent foil for his lightningDance
like chatter in Beatrice Curtis, beautiful songstress.
Numbers: a. "Underneath the
interlude bv Miss Curtis.

Wabash Moon."

"Love Baby."

b.

HARRY FOX AND HIS

AMERICAN BEAUTIES

SIX

(828).

comedv

Drawing room.
Star funster of musical
Scene:
with his six ludicrous chamber maids in a piece of travesty
Musical numbers and breezy
on the modern chorus girL
monologue by Fox.
Numbers: a. "Half Way to Heaven":
b. "Belles of Hotels."

NORMAN THOMAS QUINTETTE
Scene

(827), in

"Harlem Mania-"

Colored entertainers singing and
a
Sleep.
Numbers
Also acrobatic drummer.
a.
Sleep"; b. "Listen to the Mocking Bird":

Drawing room.

:

dancing.

Baby.

:

"Melody

in

.

F."

SEGAR ELLIS AND HIS EMBASSY CLUB ORCHESTRA
(823).

Scene:

record

"name"

Band

is

the

club

Night

set

of

star

entertainer

and

combination of vocal
Each
by orchestra.
in novel arrangement of

this

supported

and instrumental numbers,

player contributes a snappy solo bit
"Am I Blue" the song hit from

"On With

the

Show."
Blue":

Numbers: a. "How Can I Love Again"; b. "Am I
c "I've Got a Feeling I'm Falling."
GUY ROBERTSON (813), in "High Water." Scene: DrawKnown as Broadway's "hit maker." Offering
ing room.
a rendition of a song poem of the floods that devastate
Flood scenes have been double exposed
the southland.
over the artist's figure.

THE GAY NINETIES

"The Unfaithful Husband"

or

(811).

Burlesque of the plays of
a. "McSorley's Twins"; bthe
"We Never Speak as We Pass By"; c. "Up in a Balloon."
THE FAMILIAR FACE with Hugh 0 Connell (807). Scene:
Atmosphere of metroNewspaper office and speakeasy.
politan newspaper office, with disgraced reporter winning
fame and fortune through the accidental capture of a
Story from the pen of Rusael
notorious bank robber.
known columnist and players picked
national
Crouse.
from casts of current Broadway shows.
ALBERT SPALDING (798). Scene: Drawing room. Two
Numbers:
performances from this master of the violin.
"Liebesfreud" Kreisler.
"Minuet in D" Mozart, b.
a.
Living room and cafe.
Numbers:
"gay nineties."

Scene:

—

—

THE OUT-LAW IN-LAW

f"82).
Comedy of mother-in-law.
a hectic time with "mother" staying at the
house, until he hires a circus strong woman to act as an
Speedy farce with a cast of featured players
antidote.
and directed by Bryan Foy.

Hubby having

BROADWAY BABIES:

Synchronized
(3351-3359).
Score
Numbers 3351 to 3359
by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
First National Vitaphone talkinclusive.
Reels 1 to 9.
ing productions.
ON WITH THE SHOW: Score (3321-3332). Synchronized
Numbers 3321-3332
by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Warner Bros. Vitaphone talkinclusive.
Reels 1 to 12.
ing picture.

CAREERS:
Symphony
1 to 10.

GIRL

IN

Synchronized by Vitaphone
Score (3311-3320).
Orchestra.
Numbers 3311 to 3320 inclusive. Reel*
First National Vitaphone talking productions.

THE GLASS CAGE. THE:

Synchronized by Vitaphone Symphony
3301 to 3308 inclusive. Reels 1 to 8.
phone talking productions.

DRAG:
tured

Scene from

Trailer (308).
the picture

and

in

Nile" the theme song.
to introduce the cast.

cast

(3301-3308).
Orchestra.
Numbers
First National Vita-

the
sings

Score

musical show fea-

"My Song

of

the

Richard Barthelmess then appears
First National Vitaphone talking

production.
(824)

in

"Dooley's the

Name." Scene:

Drawing room.
Winter Garden stars in gay presentation
of mirth and melody, deliver rollicking repartee and laughable songs, plus a dance interlude.
Numbers: a. "Oh. Mr.
Dooley";

FRANK

X.

b.

"Polly-Molly-O."

SILK

Drawing room.

"The Man About Town " Scene:
Tramp comedian of burlesque and vaude(819)

in

Clever monologue with droll songs put over in
Numbers: a. "The Millionaire Song";
"Oh! Oh! OH! What a Night"

ville.

excellent tenor voice.
b.

THE TIME. THE PLACE AND THE GIRL:

Score (3208Synchronized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
to 3214 inclusive.
Reels 1 te 7.
Warner
Bros. -Vitaphone talking picture.
3214).

Numbers 3208

GEORGE BROAD H U RST AND COMPANY

(780).

"Three

in

Scene: Cabaret. Drunken sailor
"Anvil Chorus"; b. Wobbly

o'Clock in the Morning."
in night ulub.
Numbers:

'

a.

Walk."

DESERT SONG OVERTURE
Symphony

Played by Yltaphoaa

(2930).

Orchestra,

HOT STUFF:

Synchronized by Vitaphone
Score (3181-88).
Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3181 to 3188. inclusive.
Reels 1 to 8.
First National- Vitaphone talking pro-

A

duction.

Symphony

Vitaphone

Reels
ing production.
inclusive.

1

to

Syi-hroniw* hr
Score <31Ri-*7V
Numbers 3151 to II If,
Orchestra.
7.
First National -Vita phons talk-

DESERT SONG, THE:

(3141-54).
Synchronized far
including
exit
march.
Reels 1 to 13.
3154 Is

Score

Symphony Orchestra,
Numbers 3141 to 3154. inclusive.
Vitaphone

march.

exit

HOUSE OF HORRORS:

Trailer (2990). Louise Fazenda and
Chester Conklin at ouija table in spooky looking house.
National- Vitaphone talking produc;ion.
DIVINE LADY: THE: Score f3031-40). Synchronized score
played by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3031
to 3040 inclusive.
First National- VitaReels 1 to 10.
phone production.
SONNY BOY: Trailer (3000). Presents Davey Lee, juvenile
First

star.

SATURDAY'S CHILDREN:
male

show

Grant Withers,
Trailer (2998).
this Maxwell Anderson picture.
scenes.
First National -Vitaphone

on

discourses

lead,

Flashbacks

some

production.

HOT STUFF:

Trailer (2977). Billy BakeweU. Juvenile lead,
tell
about thi3
Alice White and Louise Fazenda
First National -Vitaphone production.

and

picture.

WHY

Jack Mulhall give*
BE GOOD:
Trailer
(2960).
glimpses of this Colleen Moore picture.
Flashback shown.
First National-Vitaphone production.
Henry B.
FROM HEADQUARTERS:
Trailer
(2867).
Walthall, in jungle hut and wearing TT. S. Marine uniform,
explains situation and introduces Monte Blue. star.
ROBERT EMMETT KEANE (2849-50) in "Gossip." Scene:
Hotel parlor.
Star of legitimate stage is supported by
John Miljan. Warner Brothers player, and Claire Whitney,
screen and stage player.
DAVE BERNIE AND ORCHESTRA (2796) in "Here Cornea
a. "Here
Numbers
the Showboat"
Scene: Showboat:

ON WITH THE SHOW:

th* Showboat"; b. "Oh. You Have No Idea": c
"High. High. High Cp on a Hilltop"; d. "Constantrnoide."
Gran;
MADONNA OF AVENUE A: Trailer (2718).
Withers, male lead, as master of ceremonies introduces

BROADWAY BABIES:

RUDY VALLEE AND

Trailer (3060).
Initial all-color,
all-singing,
all-talking,
all-dancing trailer.
Sam Hardy
introducing stars of picture.
Warner Bros. -Vitaphone talking picture.

ing

Trailer (3008).
Alice White sinkthe picture.
Also Broadway Babies
First National- Vitaphone talking pro-

number from

a

strutting their stuff.
duction.

Trailer (2980).
Entire cast discusses whether a
is Justified in ruining her reputation to aid her
husband's career.
Billie Dove speaks from the screen.
First National -Vitaphone talking production.

woman

GAMBLERS, THE:

Trailer

(2970).
Entire cast talks is
Bros. -Vitaphone talking pic-

Warner

advance agent.

this
ture.

THREE (804) in "Blue Streaks of
Scene: Drawing room. Phonograph and vaudeBabe, Bob and Jack Hauser singing and
That's
What I Call Sweet
a.
to Love Her in the Moonlight"; c

VARSITY

Rhythm."
stars.

ville

dancing.
Numbers:
Music*': b. "i Used
•Baltimore."

'

'

ALBERT SPALDING

Drawing room. Con(801).
Scene:
playing his own composition "Alabama"
time on screen, also "Valse in
Flat" by Chopin.

hall

cert

violinist

G

first

BUD HARRIS ANO FRANK RADCLIFFE
Party."

Numbers:

GIRL

Scene:
"St.

a.

THE

IN

(783)

in

GLASS

ROY SEOLEY AND
Boy

with

Beth

THE

CAGE.

HIS

(2989).

NIGHT CLUB

as master
blues singer,

Sedl<=y

Miller,

of

and

Trailer.

*

"Blue Grass";
c "Sonny Boy-"
(787) In "Odds and
Norworth of musical

Ends.
Scene
Drawing room.
comedy fame and Dorothy A del phi. his
:

songs

own

Northworth's

of

"Honey Boy";

(796).
assisted by
eccentric

Smith,

Billy

AND MRS. JACK NORWORTH

office

REVUE

ceremonies,

dancer.
Scene:
Night club.
Numbers:
b. "I Ain't Takin' Orders from No One":
'

"At

Negro melodies and comlca.
Louis Blues"; b. "She's Mine,"
Street.

Loretta Toting plays the girl in a motion picture box
and Carroll Nye Is her chatty boy friend.

MR.

Louise Dresser and other featured
of the sets in reproduction.

Dolores Costello,

Shows one

ers.

a.

wife, in patter

and

composition.
Numbers:
a.
the Monkey"; c. "My

"The Man and

b.

Boy."

'

Southern plantation.
these numbers:
a. "The

Scene:

(766).

Tisdale. negro singer, presents
Sweetness of Tour Song": b. "Bye
Didn't It Bain."

Two comedy
nursery.

(777).
"The American Comedienne.'
characterizations.
Scenes :
Restaurant and

Numbers:

a.

"The Waitress";

Mammy's Lullaby."
NINETY- NINTH AMENDMENT... THE
Broadway

Three

stars.

and Hugh McConnell
gambling amendment.

LEO REISMAN AND

b.

"The Flapper

Numbers
radio
hook-up weekly.
c "Chiquita";
"Black
Eyes";
Toys": e. "Gypsy Love Song."

(776):

Comedy.

HOTEL BRUNSWICK ORCHESTRA

Scene:
Band set.
Shadowgraph
with
music.
Numbers
a.
"Waters of Perkiomen"; c. "If I Had You":
"Hyo Mio"; e. "Milenberg Blues"; f. "Lonely"; g.
d.
"Some of These Days."
MACK AND PURDY (2795) in "An Everyday Occurrence"
Scene
Parkway.
A smart guy gets himself entangled
after a few words with a smart lady.
CECILIA (CISSIE) LOFTUS (792) in 'Famous Impersonations."
Scene
Drawing room.
Imitation of Sophie
Tucker and others.
Numbers
a. "Gonna
Get a Girl"
b. "Mama Goes Where Papa Goes"; c. Yiddish version of
"Mama Goes Where Papa Goes."
FRED ARDATH (785) in "The Singing Bee." rustic comedy.
Scene:
Rustic home.
Was rube comedian of the Follies.
Numbers:
a. "I
Pagliaeci"; b. "Finiculi-Finicula" ;
c.
"Bring Back My Bonnie to Me."
(770) in
silhouettes

"Mooche";

RAYMOND HITCHCOCK
with Hitchy."

"Rhythms."

synchronized

:

b.

:

:

:

"Ofc.

:

(760)

Scene:
Band
on a national
'Two Guitars"
a.
of
the
d. "March
'

"An Evening

In

Number:

Living room.

Scene:

at

Home

a.

"Hera

Comes the Groom."

CUMMINS

BERNIE
Band

ORCHESTRA

AND

Cummins and

set.

(752).

orchestra

Biltmore

his

Scene:
present

On Baby"; b. "I!
Numbers:
a. "Come
I Had Ton"; c. "Here Comes the Ball and Chain."
MAX SCHMELING (745). Scene: Gymnasium. Heavyweight
champion of Germany skips rope, shadow boxes and enmodern

soDgs.

gages in one-round bout.

TREMAINE AND

PAUL

ARISTOCRATS

Scene:

(T4».

Numbers
a.
set.
Jazz band of variety stage.
Been Working on the Railroad"; b. "On the Read
"Chinese Dream"; d. "Fanfare"; e.
to Mandalay"; c.
"Here Comes the Showboat"; f. "Medley."

Band

:

"I've

FANNIE WARD

'721).
Scene:
year old flapper in two numbers:

room.
Sixty-two
"Flapper Fa nni e" ; b.

Living
a.

"Radio Widow."

THREE BROX SISTERS, THE

(2888) in "Headin' South."
Pullman drawing room. Harmoni zing of Southern
Numbers: a. "Do in' the Raccoon"; b. "Imagina-

Scene:
songs.

tion" :

"Way Down

c.

ELEANOR PAINTER
musical

of

"Love

Is

South."
Scene:

(746).

Salon.

Lyric soprano

Presents these numbers:
comedy and opera.
Best of All": b. "Habanera"; c. "How About

Me."

WHITING AND BURT
Drawing room.
Assited

Charles Richman. Veree Teasdale
appear as supporters of an antiLiving room.
Scene:

c

and Bye";

HARRY HORLICK AND GYPSIES '753).
set.
Horllck and his A. A P. Gypsies, are

a.

FRANKLIN

IRENE

play-

HIS CONNECTICUT YANKEES '7711.
Down
Numbers:
a.
Band set.
Vallee's radio band.
the Field"; b. "Deep Night"; c "Cutside."

b.

THE

the

Comes

CLARENCE TISDALE

CAREERS:

(741),

Vaudeville
piano by

the

at

in

and

"Song Sayings.'

Scene:

Follies

players.

Ziegfeld's

Edmund

J.

Weber,

composer,

Numbers: a. "What Did Ton Say";
act.
"The Frog Song": c "That's My Idea of Heaven."

who arranged
b.

HOPE HAMPTON
Opera
star

'

.

is

"Manon.

(740) in the Fourth Act of Massenet's
Former motion picture
Salon.
Scene :
by four principals, chorus and the Vita-

'

assisted

phone Symphony Orchestra.
Vaude'716). Scene: Drawing room set
vUle comedienne, in brown-face mafeeup, renders syncopated
Numbers: a. "Shine": b. "If
songs in southern dialect.
Over."
Are
Troubles
I Never See You Again"; c. "My
LOVE AND THE DEVIL: Score (3111-17). Synchronized
Numbers 3111 to 3117
by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
First National-Vitaphone producinclusive.
Reels 1 to 7.

MISS MARCELLE

tion.

DAVE BERNE (2797). Scene: Drawing room set. Directs
own orchestra. Numbers: a. "Happy-Go -Lucky Lane"; b.
Down Where the Sun Goes Down"; c "St. Louis Blues",
d.

"San."

Deauville.

AND CRAWFORD (2753), in "BedShort sketch of
Scene:
The family boudoir.
husband and nagging, jealous wife.
TAL HENRY *732l. Scene: Band set. With His North
Has played at college proms and
Carolinians Orchestra.
On
a. "Come
Benders these numbers:
over the radio.
Baby": b. Shame On You"; c "Milenberg Joys."

Sweet

MAL HALLETT

PALM BEACH FOUR. THE:

(794).

night

club

quarteL

Garden.
Stars of Helen Morgan Club. Club
and European clubs.
Numbers:
a. "Some
Day"; b. "Poo-Poo-Paroop"; c "Nobody's Fault
Own."
But Your
JACK WHITE AND HIS MONTREALERS '7?1) in a
number from bis own act at the Frivolity Club.
Scene:
Night club.
His own orchestra and two pretty accompanists.
Numbers: a. "I'm Karazy for You"; b. "Mean
to Me"; c.
"Good by Broadway; Hello Montreal"; d.
'•Finiculi-Finicula";
Clown Laugh"; f. "I
e. "Laugh.

Scene

:

Pagliaeci";

DOOLEY AND SALES

51

HOUSE OF HORRORS:

.

HARRY FOX AND BEE CURTIS

;

'

of

g.

"Over There";

No Man's Land."

BOBBY FOLSOM

h.

"Anvil Chorus"; L

"Rose

(788). in "Typical Types."

Scene: Drawroom.
Zlegfeld beauty and leading lady of variety
stage, doing imitations.
Numbers: a. "Two Little Girls";
b. "Tess"; c "I Lost My Stockings."
ing

TINY TOWN REVUE

Stage set.
A pageant
of the
Lilliputians.
Dane in- and singing by midgets.
Numbers: a. "Tiny Town Opening": b. "The Only One to
Be"; c Miss Ann a belle Lee"; d. "I Scream. You Scream,
We All Scream for Ice Cream."
(74).

Scene:

HOLLI NGS WORTH
time."

sleepy

'

with

bers:

"Lots of

a.

Band set. Furnishes Jazs
NumEast OrchesTra."
"Mother Machree"; c. "War

Scene:
(730).
his "Way Down

program

Mama";

b.

Medley."

GREEN'S FAYDETTS

(710).

Scene:

Band

set.

"Green's

Numbers:
Century Faydetts" from vaudeville.
"Because My Baby Don't Mean Maybe Now"; b. "Sweet
Mystery of Life": c. "Changes."
CHILDREN OF THE RITZ: Score (3071-77). Synchronised
Numbers 3071
score by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
First National-Vitaphone
Reels 1 to 7.
to 3077, inclusive.
Twentieth

a.

production.

GUIDDO

DEIR0

accordionist
b.

in

Living
Scene:
room.
Piano(2968).
a. "Romeo
and Juliet";
these numbers:

"Drigo's Serenade."

DIVINE LADY. THE:

Trailer (2967).
Milton Sills makes
introductory remarks and shots from the picture are shown,
Co ruin e Griffith, the star, also speaks.
First NationalVitaphone production.
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THE THEATRE
Here's Real

Campaign That Broke B.O.

Records
EXPLOITING

a picture to record breaking attendance is something of a feat,
especially in a city as large as Chicago,
where costs must be carefully watched. But
J. J. Hess did at the State-Lake, Chicago,
with R
O's "Street Girl." And how he
did put it over!

K

Before going into the details of the campaign there are several things which must
be first considered. The State-Lake theatre
was primarily intended for vaudeville and is
a leading vaudeville theatre in the city.
Vaudeville has always been first in its billing and therefore the people of Chicago
had to be convinced that the picture "Street
Girl" was the main attraction of the program. Outdoor billing was not used and
the completed campaign was staged at a
cost which did not exceed more than 2
per cent of their usual advertising and exploitation allotment.

Advance Campaign
The advance campaign started four days
prior to the opening of the picture on September 7. On September 3 a small amount
of space was used to announce the coming
of the picture and this space was increased
daily until Saturday, when a two column, 75
line ad appeared, in which in a box, it was
announced that Estelle Taylor (Mrs. Jack
Dempsey) would be on the stage to cut a

at Chicago's State-Lake
silken cord which would open the curtains
for the First Radio Picture.
On Saturday, the opening day of the picture, a four column 205 line newspaper ad
appeared featuring the first performance
of the picture and an address to be made
by Estelle Taylor.
special screening was held for the
critics
and each was presented with a
leather note book with his name stamped
upon it in gold letters and on the inside
was the following copy: "Souvenir ot Preview of Radio Picture's 'Street Girl,' their

A

first
production,
from Radio-Keith-Orpheum." With each book was a fountain
flash
pen
light enabling them to illuminate
the pages while making notes in the theatre
or projection room.

Newspaper Insert
campaign for the picture started
on Sunday, September 8, the second day of
the picture. A deal had been made with the
Herald and Examiner whereby a four page
insert was included in each Sunday paper.
The Sunday circulation of that paper is
Special

The

real

nearly 800,000.
The paper agreed to give
the theatre one page free for every three
pages of advertising that the theatre secured for them at their regular Sunday
advertising rate.
This in itself was a big
problem.
Hess went to all the concerns
with which R
O did business and sold
them the idea, not on the lineage basis but

K

simply upon a donation for a certain sum of
in return for which they would get
a story in the insert.
This donation more
than covered the cost to the newspaper and
the money left over was used to pay for a
full page of pictorial, on the picture, on the

money

"STREET
Hfl OPOB

FHE

IBN

SEItSOl

HERE

tun?

ijjjgw^^j^l^

HEBE!
HUGE CELEBHATI0I1

back page.

By
this

issuing passes to the
insert

Loop newsboys,

was put around the news

sec-

tion of the papers.

Electric Sign Ballyhoo
placards, pluggers and signs on the
marquee it was made known that Faith
Fay would live on top of the theatre sign,
which is 15 stories in the air, during the
entire run of the picture.
Miss Fay first
gained publicity in the city by being arrested for running around the top of a
building. Her contract with the theatre was
that she must remain on the specially constructed platform atop of the sign for the
entire run of the picture, day and night,
and should she step off, she forfeited the
right to collect any money.
On this platform, she was dressed in a
bathing suit and spent her time in waving,
throwing pluggers to the crowds and with
a large mirror, she reflected the sun in the
eyes of motorists and the people on the
sidewalk. Several times each day she was
the cause of stopping traffic and blocking
passage on the walks.
At night she was
illuminated with flood lights.
Her food
was supplied by a local restaurant free of
charge.
For two days, eight girls, bannered with
"Street Girl," were on the streets giving

Faith Fay, as she appeared on top of the
State-Lake sign, during the
run of
R O's "Street Girl" at that theatre. Her
contract specified that she remain there
day and night. Her food was supplied,
free of charge, by a local restaurant.

K

By

A reproduction of the front page of the
four-page insert which was placed in
each paper of the Sunday Chicago Herald
Examiner. The inside pages were
devoted to advertising news stories and
the back page carried scenes from the

&

picture.

The

cost was borne
advertisers.

by

the

away pads

of

illustration

from

matches, which carried an
the

picture,

and

pluggers exploiting Faith Fay, the

small
girl

on

the sign.

Merchant Tieups

window cards were used
all the Victor stores
displayed a three-colored poster,
with stills from the picture, in their windows. All of the outlying
theatres
ran trailers and an arrangement was made
with
the
Elevated
Railroad
company,
whereby, a "Street Girl" card was placed
over each ticket window of the entire
system.
On Wednesday, during the run of the picFive thousand

around the Loop and
in the city

RKO

it
was announced that moving pictures would be taken of the crowds in
front of the theatre and that those in the
crowd would see themselves in pictures if
they attended the theatre the following day.
This attracted an unusual number of people and another theatre company took this
film and used it in their houses as an advance trailer for the second run showing

ture,

:
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of the picture; thus "Street

Girl"

53

and the

State-Lake theatre was advertised by a
competitive company, during the first run
of the picture.
"Street Girl" broke all attendance records
of the State-Lake theatre and Sunday evening, September 8, it was necessary to close
the ticket sale at the box office, because the
sidewalk crowd was more than enough to
fill
the 2,400 seats for the balance of the

evening.

The complete campaign was carefully
worked out and required about three weeks
preliminary work.
Baclanova, the screen star, was the featured act in the vaudeville bill, which accompanied the picture "Street Girl." Second to the picture she was featured in all
the advertising in the campaign, before and
during the engagement.

'Who'll Marry Marian?"
Keeps Patrons in the Air
During the Hot Weather
The weather

is

warm

at

Sacramento

this

time of the year so Frank Burhans, manager of the Fox Senator, conceived the idea
of keeping his patrons up in the air,
figuratively speaking. Anyway, he has taken
their minds off the weather by getting them
interested in the question of, "who will
marry Marian?" A tie-up has been made
with a local paper and the Sacramento Community Players and on each Sunday for
six weeks there is enacted on the Fox
Senator stage a playlet having to do with

"Who'll Marry Marian?"

The hand

the young lady is sought
by the wealthy banker, much her elder, by
the poor, though honest farmer lad, and by
others. The proposals of marriage depicted
on the stage, are described next day in the
paper, and the whole town has become
concerned in the domestic problem. Pretty
thoughtful of Burhans.
He starts a publicity stunt that carries on right through
the warm season so he does not have to
worry at a time when worry means
perspiration.
of

A

view of the crotvds

in front of the State-Lake

ticket sale

was stopped

on Sunday night, during the time

Palace Tattler Proves
Value of Small Theatre
Owned Printing Plant

using the names of stars and
the program.

Payne Kilbourn, of the Palace theatre,
Fyote, Texas, sends to "The Theatre" a copy
of the Palace Tattler, which he edits and
prints in a small printing plant, owned by the

which

"We

Puts Over "Fast Life"
One

the quickest and most successful
campaign stunts ever carried out in Philadelphia was in connection with the showing
of "Fast Life" at the Stanley theatre.
The
picture was booked in on short notice and
given a preview showing in the projection
room of the Stanley company, at which were
present company officials, critics and musical
experts. At the conclusion of the showing all
those present pronounced it one of the best
box office pictures and one of the most color-

of

and dramatic films that has been offered.
So enthusiastic were those present that the
Stanley company for the first time in its his-

"The 'Goofey Yarn' contest aroused
considerable interest and provided some

tory officially endorsed the picture in an open
letter to the people of Philadelphia, appearing
in the leading daily newspapers the day before
the

The

opening.

effect

of

this

novel

The month's program was
and the contest was a yarn
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in the history

Management of the Dallas Melba theatre
to more than forty blind guests at a
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CRASH"
A REAL SILLS
TYPE THRILLER
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The above is a reproduction of the front
page of the Palace Tattler, the house
organ of the Palace theatre, Pyote, Texas,

The dialog of the picture "Say
With Songs" portrays the plot of the story
clearly, and together with Jolson's singing this
makes interesting entertainment even though

and printed in a small printing plant
owned by the theatre. Manager Payne
Kilbourn wants his name listed with the
H. O. E. members and is ready to ex-

the audience

is

unable to see the screen.

The Tattler is a two-page folder carrying
announcements of the current and coming attractions, news stories about pictures in the
making, and the issue from which the above
reproduction is made, is largely devoted to a
"Goofey Yarn" contest, which Kilbourn is
conducting.

Here are a few suggestions, Kilbourn, which
"The Theatre" thinks would help in the appearance of the front page. Due to the fact
that you set up your own type, the extra expense of centering the Milton Sills box and
having the reading matter run around it would
not have to be considered and the balance
would be much better, provided the heading
of the lead story was of two column width.
Each of the words in the head should start
with a capital letter and the cut-off rule at the
bottom of the left hand column is not necessary.
A little more care in phrasing and

punctuating might help the reading matter.

change copies.

when we
and

shall receive a

theatre,

which

photo of your-

will be printed in these

columns.

matinee showing of Al Jolson's latest picture
"Say It With Songs." Officers of the Council
of Jewish Women were in charge of the
matinee and escorted the guests to and from
It

negligible.

will readily see that the writer
is not a printer and a showman has to
be a little bit of everything.
I will

self

— Milton
Sills

was host

the theatre.

is

"You

time
Mrttfi

"The

Gives Matinee for Blind

town,

The members of the House Organ Exchange
welcome you and we shall look forward to the

nouncement was one of the largest openings
of the Stanley theatres.
First
National Pictures thought so much of the letter
that extra proofs were made and sent over the
entire circuit where "Fast Life" will be played.
It had the effect of extending the booking of
the film for an extra week at the Stanley.

oil

gladly exchange house organs with any
one."

"Is the enclosed house organ too small
for 'The Theatre' editor to print and to
qualify me as a member of the H. O. E.
It is printed in our own little print shop
and is as large as our press will permit.

published

Texas

from

helps a lot, since the cost of printing is
limited to the cost of paper and ink,

theatre.

copy too.

are located in a

titles

which like the nigger's face, 'Shwunk
up,' and having our own printing plant

In his letter he says

Personal Endorsement

that the

at the box-office.

Mexican Exhibitor Uses
Radio for Exploitation
Mexico is keeping step with the U. S. in
theme song exploitation, reports Pathe, in
calling our attention to notices in the Mexico
City papers announcing the radio broadcasting of "Solo Para Ti" (Only for You) theme
song of "Tres Camaradas," "The Leatherneck," starring William Boyd as advance for
the inaugural showing at the Regis theatre.
The tie-up was affected with the Ampico Hour
over Station

XEN.

H

"
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How

They Do
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Here are reproductions of three newspaper advertisements used by the Prince Edward
theatre, Sydney, Australia.
"The Theatre" thinks them "knockouts" especially since
the one on the left was a four-column full; the center, five columns full, and the one
on the right, four columns by 26^4 inches. The art work and balance is very good,
to the extent that should they appear in the paper the size they do here, they would
be outstanding on the page.

Mechanical Man Stunts

And Mysterious

Violin

Boost Combination Bill
Harry E. Billings, manager of the Riverside theatre, Milwaukee, an RKO house,
playing pictures and vaudeville,

a vershowman. Not one week passes but
what he does not stage some sort of exis

satile

In addition, the car was parked at various
spots along the route in order to allow
people to hear and see the mechanical man
perform.
Since sound has been installed
at the Riverside, the photoplay has assumed
an increasing importance on the regular
weekly program with the result that it has
been exploited more heavily than heretofore.

Another recent tieup was in connection
with the showing of Reginald Denny in "His
Lucky Day." This stunt was rather novel

ploitation stunt which attracts attention.
Located as his house is in the heart of Mil-

waukee's

downtown

district,

it

is

only

natural that his stunts should come in for
plenty of attention.
As a result there is
usually a crowd waiting to get into the
theatre.

His most recent stunt was in connection
with
Richard
Barthelmess'
latest
hit,
"Drag."
In addition to the regular billboard displays and newspaper advertising,
a person was rigged up in uniform to represent a mechanical man. This mechanical
man was driven through the downtown
streets of the city in an automobile with a

on the rear, reading, "Follow the
mechanical man to the Riverside to see
Richard Barthelmess in 'Drag.'
sign

Exhibitors Herald-World.
407 S. Dearborn St.,
Chicago. III.
"The Theatre":

Please enroll me as a member of The
House Organ Exchange. I will exchange
house organs and photographs ivith other
members.

Name
Theatre

Address

insofar as it stressed the sound angle of
the picture in a tieup with one of the vaudeville acts on the bill.
A violin used by one
of the performers was placed on a table in
the lobby in a glass case and immediately
behind it was a placard advertising the picture. The violin, according to a placard on
the table, was able to play by itself and the
public was invited to solve this mystery by
seeing the show. It also stated that it was

used by Miss So and So

Through

in

her

act.

this sort of tie-up the photoplay

received an equal amount of publicity with
the vaudeville act and both benefited. Sound
pictures have reached the stage where they
are exploited to the same extent and even
more heavily than vaudeville acts, where
both are shown in the same theatre.

Goldstein

Named

Traveling
Exploiteer for Netoco

Jack Goldstein who for over a year has been
associated with R. B. Ripley in the publicity
department at the Netoco office, Boston, has
just been appointed traveling exploiteer for
the circuit, which comprises the largest independent theatre chain in New England.
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Where Tunney and Dempsey Fought
In This Corner

In This Corner

Mark; Brothers

Publix-B

CHICAGO, famed center of many
em type, continues to be the

a battle of the more modscene of that interesting
rivalry beticeen the Publix subsidiary. Balaban
Katz. and
Marks Brothers. In the toun u here Dempsey and Tunney met
in the latest (and perhaps last J "Battle of the Century," these
two circuits are quitting for neither long count nor bell in their

&

& K

quest for motion picture patronage. Although the belligeran's
once feinted their icay into the courts, the newspapers continue
to offer the principal battleground, uith the public able to buy
ringside seals each morning and evening for the small price of
a feic pennies. Shotcn above are official fight pictures of recent
encounters, taken from the toii n's principal dailies.
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SERVICE TALKS
Incorporated in this department of the Herald-World, which is a department containing news, inorld department, "Through
formation and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture

W

Box

the

"STREET GIRL"

I ERE,

\.

By

and gentlemen,

ladies

your order.

is

You wanted a new source of film supply. You
wanted a new organization, capable of stepping
away from the hard-beaten paths of production
and bringing forth new and meritorious enterYou wanted a new salesman at
tainment.
your door, offering new products, and you
wanted that product to be good. Here you are:
Girl"

"Street
tion

and

my

(if

information

is

produc-

entirely

correct*

The

almost any studio you care to name.

anything

of

is

supposed

—promising,

to

not

but

a different kind of "first."

attain

ex-

It

is

and disbanded in despair

of.

This

is

years to
It

is

who

fact

If
is

metropoli-

a

Betty

Compson

is

the

girl,

supposedly

a

Compson

you've not seen and heard her at

Harron

is

as

all.

such

John

the

Ned Sparks

is

is

first

the clowning clari-

and only

fiddle,

any, not so good in other ways as individual

real play in the picture; he

better

is

Drew ever was and that's perfect.
The fourth member of the band is a gentleman
whose name I do not know, but he does the
than Sidney

he has to do as well as the others do
more. The band, by the way, may or
may not be doubled in the recording, as also
may Miss Compson's violin numbers, but it'll
take a better musician than you'll find among
your first thousand customers to determine for

others, but tip-top, ship-shape product all ready

consumer of eye and ear enterThat is something to cheer about.

their

for the avid

I

am

that I

not, I believe, influenced

saw "Street Girl"

by the

at the State-Lake, Chi-

(The fact is
and blocked traffic for hours.
that I saw it only after enlisting the aid of
Mr. J. J. Hess to smuggle me in past the waiting multitudes and fight my way for me to a
seat front and center; this is the only time in
the past six years I have resorted to this means
Nor am I inof seeing a motion picture.)
fluenced by the fact that this engagement was
marked by exercises seldom surpassed in even
giddy hornet's nest of exploitation; there

were speeches, cuttings of ribbons, personal
appearances of stars, newspaper tie-ups, special
I

know

not

how many

correlated

strands the campaign actually encompassed.

On

the contrary, this type of ballyhoo usually

in-

clines

me

to

expect the worst

when

I

finally

I was pretty thorget a look at the picture.
oughly convinced, in advance, that "Street
Girl" would turn out to be just another one

of those things.

Well, here's what

it

is.

It's

the story of a

befriended by four young musicians
who play jazz music while people eat. It's the
story of the girl's gratitude, the band's rise to
girl

who

sure.

The

the waiting-line that curled around the corner

sections,

top before you invite arrest.

than

is

fame under her inspiration and guidance, the
love affair that almost goes down on the rock

sex

picture has class, polish, comedy, pathos,

speed, opulence, sentiment

interest,

haps

would be

it

got.

It

dumb

hasn't

roles,

easier to tell

any dull

no jerks

spots,

what
there

wiz of a picture and, as

beginning,

it's

I

hasn't

are

no

no woozy

in continuity,

conclusions or distorted sequences.
just a

it

—per-

I

guess

And

that isn't the

the picture at

made

The primary purpose of "Alibi"
tain

and

depicts

if

to-

of

to enter-

is

doesn't I'm a kleptomaniac.

it

the

put

primary purpose

all.

of

life

a

clever and

fairly

neither

a

is

It

quite

coldblooded crook, as contrasted with the
of a policeman, and

soft

life

berth.

Most importantly, it shows what a pair of
policemen may do under certain circumstances
to

persuade a criminal

knows about
of

brutal

to

a crime.

used in

this case is

contact

with the prisoner.

part of

done
is,

if

you know

that

glad of

starvation,

degree

third

takes three or

It

And

succeeds.

the charming

although you have seen

work

will

it

you up

just as surely

in the next ten min-

you really are

a crook, you're

There's comfort in knowing

it.

it

and know where the catch

in the picture

the cops pick

stories

conducted without physical

that,

is

it

It

really

heard
of

The

them.

forget

four minutes.

what he

tell

If you've

hypnotism,

beatings,

etc.,

utes; and, unless

your order.

for going straight

the other pictures ever

all

gether.

it's

said in the

Because "Alibi"

more good reasons

discloses

torture,

fact

cago, after six unsuccessful attempts to get past

this

you cut loose with
your automatic. And if any of you think getting pinched is a joke in these blood-red days
of hootch and high bribery, take a look at
"Alibi" and be sure you're fixed way up at

doubling sax, and that sour humor of his gets

little

kind of picture the successful old-timers are
making in break-neck succession today. It is
as good as the next, better in some ways than

tainment.

get a load of "Alibi" before

the boy, incidentally the kid at the

old piano, and Jack Oakie

first

any of you have been contemplating robmurder or any of the lesser crimes,

bery, arson,

par-

the kind of

many companies have worked

in

It's

native of someplace called Aregon, and until

its

ticularly notable as finished product.

picture

blood.

modern, musical and merry motion picture
in the best current manner. And who is in it?
Look:

first

be immature,

perhaps,

and of the prince

tan,

nettist.

perimental

"ALIBI'

T. O. Service

a prince of the

also

Window."

you've seen and heard Miss

K0

all-R

first

better than the latest production from

is

it

the

is

of jealousy,

Office

that

the police don't conduct all their business on

the front pages of daily newspapers-

Looks Gift Horse in
Mouth— It Has Teeth

There are

and

(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS

CITY,

Sept.

17.

— Ap-

they haven't learned in
Macon, Mo., yet that Sunday movies
virtually are legal, following a recent
ruling of the State Supreme Court.
The other day S. E. Pirtle, owner of
the Grand theatre in Macon, applied
to the city council for permission to
operate his theatre on Sunday. Five
Macon churches immediately took
the bit in their mouths and decided
they would conduct a referendum to
find out what Macon voters think of
Sunday shows. Five members of the
ministers' group met and adopted
"The Ministerial
this
resolution:
Alliance goes on record as opposed
to the desecration of the Christian
ment."
parently

good players in "Alibi"

a lot of

a lot that are not so good.

sentially a picture of players.
a

It

is

picture of plot, of story, of point.

bang-up

man's

sized

not

es-

It is essentially

entertainment

It

and

is

a

my

humble opinion

is that it will do more toward
promoting respect for authority in these United

States

than

summoned

of

all

President

counselors

can

do

Hoover's

duly

save

their

to

several necks.

"THE DANCE OF LIFE"

I

SUPPOSE

they changed the

from "Burlesque"
billing

Dance

the

of Life"

original.
is

of

this

by stage theatres
At any rate, "The
"Burlesque" and one of the

billing difficulty experienced
in

name

to save picture theatres the

September

productions

all-around

best
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exhibition

in

don't like this kind of picture.

at

moment.
Hal Skelly, new

this

—

a chapter for

it's

histories.

looking, and she gets by in this one as well

Skelly

acter in this, nevertheless.

by performance

not bother to

I'll

the several

li-t

good

are uniformly

the works,

is

script,

and

others

who

by the written

as

but, like Miss

in support

Carroll, obscured in the ensemble.

any of you are worried about the way
your folks will take to the subject, burlesque
being a bit out of tone in a lot of places, worry
no longer. The dialog has been dry-cleaned
and the gals are dressed up. There isn't a sentence in the whole thing, nor a scene, that your
If

Aunt Nellie

will blush

And

at.

yet there

Aunt Nellie has been dying to get an
earful of these many, many years.
The music, of which there is plenty, is
snappy, uptodate, well recorded and happily
that

know

with

respect

job

the

to

"True Blue Lou"

hand.

in

I

from the stage
original, but only a burlesque comic such as
Skelly is in the picture can lie down and bellow it across the foots as he lies down and
bellows it. And so on and so on and so on.
not

is

The

new

the

girls

wrong

Because

colleges.

who

students

going

"Words and Music,"
joy unconfined.

break.

better

°— ording

is,

to

one merry round of

just

at

as possible after death. At 2 o'clock
Sunday funeral services for Maurice
Dubinsky were held and the festivity
in honor of the baby began at 5
o'clock.
However, it was a gloomy
Ed Dubinsky who attended the fes-

that's

tival.

I AM

picture

indeed.
that)

so.

not

game with Bushwah. No,
Revue (get used to

whereby the student contributing the best
get

used

his

way through

a slide

trombone or

musical number wins $1,500
too)

and can use

it

the next semester or

to

pay

buy

(

to that,

go into show-business or pay off the mortgage

on the old

Now
isn't

home

that's

it?

place.

a nice sort of college

The boys speak only

The

principal wardrobe

and the favorite diversion
of

Women

in

dressing room.

a

in

to

lustily.

know about

I

guess-

kind

this

of a picture.

TO MINE EN EMIES

must match

his production

skill

pampered son of wealth who, it
setms, writes a pretty mean lyric himself. So
they get to the night of the show and the
against

the

wealthy one has not only stolen the poor hero's
lead

(the

not at

all

gal,

incidentally

Moran, and
dance act)

Lois

incidentally a great

little

but has framed a show number that the economical Mr. Ziegfeld might be able to put on
for

$25,000

if

Mr.

brassiers gratis.
cast

It

Gossard

contributed

the

has about sixty people in

and scenery enough

to

accused,

in

letters

printed

elsewhere

baby's bank, of

home town

tough break for the

But no,

just before the hero's

boy,

ers,

number

Well,

maybe it's all true. Maybe Western
somebody is buying me diamonds.

Electric or

eh

Maybe Eve mortgaged my soul to sound. L
who battled it longer and more loudly than

to

anyone else beating a typewriter for a living
and going to theatres oftener than an exhibitor.
But I doubt it. At any rate, I have as yet
received no prize from any of the villainous
gentlemen who make millions out of my conversion, and my soul is still in good condition,

is.

and steps into the poor
hero's lead role. And has the poor hero been
Not he or
nursing his grief up an alley?
maybe he has, at that because he has no
fewer chorus men, no skimpier costumes, no
less lively and capable chorines, and he has, in
break, the gal learns

I am, say my admiring readno friend of the small-town exhibitor. I
am, they say, writing a page for the producerowned theatres. One correspondent asks that
none of his subscription money be devoted
to paying a part of my ten-dollar weekly salary.
I do not recall all of the crimes which I seem
to have committed, but it's plain that my recent
expression of the opinion that it's a good idea
to install sound equipment and run talkingpictures was not an unqualified home run.

ciackers in bed.

make John

his nails to the quick.

all

—

—

go

to,

Yes,

I

is

is

there's

guess

that's

the

big

point

of

the

thank you.

We

Dean

a catch in

it

all.

To wit:
The poor but honest boy who needs the
$1,500 to pay his way through next term (and

my

case to the

cold-

my

good

blooded figures and the charity of

you folks to read my comments. Lacking,
as you say you do, any faith in me, and regarding me as a foe within your camp, it must
require concentration to keep in touch with

of one picture?

my

enemies, the letter writers.

ginning.

do want

I

to

remark, though, that

"THE DRAKE CASE"

seditious literature.

Yes, I thank you.

I HOPE

you boys who are getting so

writing will not be too hard on

me

in your letters, or your box-office reports,

my

saying that this

is

tired of

to discover that this

me

est his

another murder-mystery pic-

ture and just about as good as the best,
better.
this

I

for

confess I don't

kind of picture.

I'll

if

not

know anything about
even confess that

I

Be-

quit mentioning

all

possibly misguided Managing Editor

my

nice

it's

of

cause the day you boys

bathing suits

tossing the

statisticians of this

The point I mentioned in the beThat we all went to the wrong colleges.
Thanks to "Words and Music," our little ones can grow up now to be great big
successful musical comedy producers without
even playing football. What more can you ask
picture.

gag-lines,

blanket or locking her in a

But

to

putting cyanide in the dog biscuit and of eating
gal)

.the girls reply with a clog-break and a wisecrack.

did cheered

hesitancy in submitting

is

the Darnell

It's

I

ment.

say

don't

they

the big event of the Darnell year

the annual football

when

what you want

need argue, however, no longer. The
worthy magazine have not
been idle. They present, on three pages of this
number, their findings with respect to the
whole subject of to-sound-or-not-to-sound. Their
information is furnished by exhibitors. I have
not seen the finished result, but I have no

—

And

like

by lovely ladies and led by faultless grooms,
and for good measure and old English coach
and four; all of which and whom combine
with the poor hero's booming barytone to win
the $1,500 and the girl and everything else
that's to be won on any mere $50,000 invest-

although

college,

thing,

scholastic

apparently,

and nights to composing music, playing music,
dancing music, singing music maybe it's a
musical

trick

addition, a half-dozen spirited hunters ridden

Instead, they devote their days

honors either.

a

is

Darnell do not strive for

Nor,

honors.

athletic

this

Here's the story:

and boys

Girls

get

Darnell

to

of course,

plot,

and I think it is a little trickier
than most. Things keep popping off into unexpected channels and it's a long time before
anybody seems guilty. And when the murderer
was disclosed the people who came to see the

win the

A

and boys, that we all went
Our hard luck, of
course, and of course we ought to be glad for
seems,

the

to

a

of these,

all

what?

JT

of

sorts

Early Sunday morning Maurice
Dubinsky, brother of Ed and for 25
years his partner on the stage and in
the management of motion picture
theatres, died at Research hospital
from malaria. Another custom of the
Jewish faith calls for burial as soon

Murray Anderson chew

'WORDS AND MUSIC

all

in this issue, of robbing the

the

good.

all

It's

if

who seems to
grudge against the poor
lady (Gladys Brockwell ) who seems to have
murdered the very rich lady they find dead
with a couple of bullets in her back.
And
a lot of expert witnesses, stupid jurors, comic
court attaches and so forth..
prosecuting attorney

villainous

have

is,

atmosphere

in both departments, a lot of the

chosen

17.—Drama,

festival.

any of the others, except her non-such
"Shopworn Angel."' But she's the second charin

as

Sept.

Sunday Dubinsky became the
father of a boy. According to the
Jewish faith the eighth day following the birth is to be marked by a

I

good, she's good-

girl is

any other and perhaps a little sooner.
There is no smart detective in this one.
There is, however, a good lawyer. And a very

last

You know how

girl.

The

about Nancy.

feel

your

the

is

But Til qualify
must see this kind of
soon see "The Drake Case"
I

if

as

both on the screen and the stage, has
played a large part in the life of Ed
Dubinsky, veteran showman of KanCity,
sas
but none reached the
emotional pitch of a chapter from
real life last Sunday.
A week ago

"The Lamb," I recall no other first picture of
a male performer so brilliantly executed.
Ed

Nancy Carroll

CITY,

that

picture I"d just as

(Special to the Herald-World)

KANSAS

by saying

that

The Curtain
Goes Up Down

to pictures, is the burlesque
comic of the picture, as he was of the play.
He may or may not be able to do anything
else for pictures, although I'm inclined to think
he can, but he certainly does a job of this
Save Douglas Fairbanks' premiere in
thing.

say

57

And

readers and

page has ceased
going out on

Em

then you'll have nothing in

reaches

of

the

HERALD-WORLD

censoring letters about.

Wouldn't

that

all

be awful?

is

going

to inter-

my

neck.

the vast
to

write
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MUSIC AND TALENT
"Orchestral Vogue" Proves Big Bet
Adrian Program
Jack Lavin
STAGE SHOWS
Come On for
Audience Sing

Is

and

Organ

San Francisco Fox
Week Ending September

Are

Personalities

Important in Success of
This Entertainment

By W.

S.

RUSSELL

A variation of the community sing,
generally considered an organ feature,
is the "orchestral vogue."
This type of entertainment is not of recent
conception, but during this last week I had
occasion to be at the Tivoli theatre, Chicago,

when

Louis

Adrian

and

his pit orchestra
received audience acclaim with their "or-

vogue"

chestral
program.

This recep-

tion has prompted me
to again stress the
value of such enter-

Love Song"

Perhaps there

is

no

way

of describ"orchestral
vogue" than to give
the procedure of the
better

the

program, which runs
close

Louis Adrian

Opens with

to

10

minutes.

Here is the program
full

:

orchestra in pit

playing selections from "The Connecticut Yankee."
A slide Sashed on the screen tells
that Eddie House, organist at the
Paradise, wants to hear the audience
sing and that he will tune in on the

Jack Lavin, popular Chicago manager for
Villa Moret Music Publishing Company, has
just returned from a trip to the West Coast
where he was informed that he had been
selected to be the firm's new general sales
and professional manager.
Lavin has been
with the firm for the last five years starting
originally as representative for the Southern
territory and finally as Chicago representative.
Jack is well known and well liked among
the performers as well as the organists and
orchestra leaders, who will all be glad to
hear of his promotion.
He left last week
for New York to handle some of the company's business and expects to be back in the
Chicago office in a week or 10 days.

radio.

with
orchestral
audience,
organist accompaniment, sings

"Vagabond Lover" and "Moonlight
March."
Then the audience hums while a
trombone player renders "Pagan

Don Cordon

Love Song."

The audience next whistles
"Louise."
Then follows Adrian with a violin
solo, "Song of the Nile."
In the closing community sing the
orchestra plays "I've Got a Feeling
I'm Falling."
Personality men in the pit, such as clowing drummer, etc., lend to the atmosphere of
the program and find a pleasant reaction with
the fans.

believed to have been the originator of this type of entertainment, when,
two years ago at the Norshore theatre, Chicago, he gave an "orchestral vogue" program.

Adrian

is

prominent.

Pittsburgh Enright
Week Ending September

The
and

is

Girls, who have appeared in the past
skaters and stilt performers, display their skill
as rope skippers and present an act that demonTwenty-four
strates what training and drill can do.
of them go through a lively act.
Charles King,
singing star of "Broadway Melody," appears in one
of his few personal appearance engagements west
of New York.
He sings "Back in My Own Home
Town," written especially for him by Gus Edwards,
"You Were Meant for Me" and "The Wedding of
the Painted Doll."
Two young chaps come on and sing a song introducing the "Dance of the Paper Dolls," which the
Sunkist Girls present in an engaging manner. The
girls wear mask faces on the back of their heads
and go through evolutions which make it difficult
to tell which is the real face and which the fake.
The act comes to a close with the entire company
on the 6tage.

The Sunkist

as

tainment.

ing

12

Hermie King, who has conducted the orchestra at
the Fox Oakland theatre since the opening of this
house, comes to the San Francisco Fox this week
as musical director and master of ceremonies to fill
in until the arrival of Rube Wolf.
The 6hows opens with the orchestra and Simondet
vocal ensemble offering a medley of Victor Herbert
numbers, in which several soloists take part. The
curtain then rises on the Fanchon and Marco spectacle, "Garden of Dreams," which is magnificently
lighted.
Vina Zolle 6ings as six classical dancers go
through steps to the music of "Dying Swan" by
Saint-Saens.
Other girls troop in over a garden
bridge to complete the picture.
Horton Spurr, the "bouncing boy of Broadway,"
does a turn that brings rounds of applause, some
of his feats being quite remarkable.
A slow motion
golf act, conceived by himself, is a novel addition.
Even the golf ball drops to the ground with much
less than ite usual speed.
Hermie King deserts the orchestra pit for the
stage and with the aid of a grand piano offers
music to fit different moods. There is music for the
serious mood, the romantic mood, the frivolous mood,
the happy mood and finally the fighting mood, the
latter being a wedding march.
He then offers a
medley of airs, with variations, in which the "Pagan

are introduced to the audience in a novel manner
with a number entitled, "Meet the Boys."
In the finale, the back curtain raises to disclose
a gigantic megaphone. The entire chorus is sitting
atop this megaphone, and each of the girls is singing through a silver megaphone.
The Dean Twins, two pretty girls of real class,
do a duet and then offer some classy soft shoe
dancing.
A pretty offering. Bobby Bonni sings a
funny song and then goes into a great eccentric
(Continued on page 60)

now

Solo Organist
Chicago Fox Theatres
Chicago

13

Dick Powell, master of ceremonies, has entitled
this week's 6tage offering "Megaphonia," and the
In
entire production is woven about megaphones.
the opening number we see and hear Dick and the
electrically
singing
through
boys in the stage band
lighted megaphones.
In a beautiful production number Dick sings "Don't
Hang Your Dreams on a Rainbow," with a scenic
rainbow rising in the background, and of course
in the center of the rainbow a scantily clad beauty
While Dick sings, the fourteen girls,
is standing.
all dressed in white, do a pretty soft shoe dance.
The band boys, who have been here about six months,

;
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.

.

Well,

.

looks as

it

though Ted Fiorito and his Orchestra along with
Dusty Rhoades. his tenor vocalist, will be elected to
supply the music for the KYW-KFKX radio stage
show, to be staged at the Chicago theatre the week
beginning Friday, September 20.
In the latest
reports Fiorito's votes equal the total of Art Kassel
and Wayne King together.
Louis Panico, who also
broadcasts over
from the Canton Tea Gardens,
rates 4, which is a very good record.
Balaban
and Katz, just to stimulate business, are giving
.

.

.

18 Chester Hale Girls

Added

.

.

twenty-five pair of tickets to this special show to
the first twenty-five letters or postcards received each
day in the mail.
Kay Ronayne, Earle Tanner
.
.
and the Tune Peddlers, duo, rank close as individual
artists who are receiving the most mail in their favor
for the Chicago theatre appearance.
However, Nubs
Allen and the Johnnie and Freddie team have not
been forgotten and their counts show good promise.
.
.
Last week, I made the mistake of quoting the
Paramount-Publix radio hour as being broadcast over
the NBC and it should have been the Columbia Broadcasting System.
Pat Barnes made a personal
appearance last week at the State-Lake theatre and
made quite a hit with the patrons with his character impersonations both serious and comic, with a
few songs interspersed. .
Lew White, popular
organist in New York, who broadcasts over NBC
every Sunday, received nice mention in the Chicago
Evening American last Friday. .
.
Have you heard
that the Beau Monde Club will open September 25
and that Sol Wagoner will furnish the music. . .
I understand Chicago's Coffee Dan's will open about
October 1, and that Frank Shaw will act as master
of ceremonies. ... It is also rumored about town
that Mann's Rainbo will be opened by Fred Mann
Ray Miller, who has been playing at the
again. . .
Trianon for the Music Corporation of America, will
C A, namely
be followed by other bands of the
Jack Crawford and Al Katz. . . . Harry Nathans'
orchestra has been furnishing the music at the LimeKeith
.
house out north on Howard Street.
Beecher is returning to the Vanity Fair cafe just
in time to celebrate the cafe's birthday with a complete change of faces in the way of talent. . . .
Willie Newberger is still supplying the music at
Lew Fink, well
Colosimos, with a good show. . .
known around Chicago, is billed as Chicago's sensational dancer, is also booked at Colosimo's. . . .
.

.

.

.

.

.

PRESENTATIONS OF

Harold Lee and his wife were dining in
Lindys with Jack Dempsey last week, I wonder if
Chick Castle
he would give a fellow a break.
must surely be very busy these days, but I'll catch
idea he's
week
get
the
latest
next
and
with
him
up
I see
been cooking up. and let you know.
where the "Melody in A Major," composed by
sales
jump
in
tremendous
taken
Dawes,
has
a
General
both in records and in sheet music in England.
This is because of his recent appointment as AmeriChicago Fox theacan ambassador to England.
tres have changed their opening dates at the SheriHereafter the
dan from Friday to Monday.
Fanchon and Marco shows will open on Friday a.
The show
the Terminal and close on Sunday night.
will then move to the Sheridan on Monday and will
and
Schoenstadt
night.
Thursday
close there on
Sons have now added the Peoples theatre to their
Lubliner and Trinz have
Chicago holdings.
taken over the Gregory and Bernasek houses and are
Henri
doing extensive redecorating in them.
Keates, who recently opened the Berwyn theatre in
sealso
been
Trinz.
has
and
Lubliner
Berwyn for
lected by them to open the La Grange theatre.
Keates, because of his popularity and drawing power,
has opened all of Balaban and Katz and Lubliner
and Trinz theatres in the last four years. ... By
the way, Keates expects to take a well earned vacaGeorge
tion after opening the La Grange house.
Givot will in the future be heard on phonograph

Heard

.

.

.

...

.

.

over the

NBC

System.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WITH ME
WHERE THE BAB,
BAB. BABBLING

ture song hits.

BROOK

Songs of

be found

this

We
will

also have

CHORUS SETS

week on page 46

&

Engel
Music Firm

Davis, Coots

New

(Goes Bub-Bub-Bubbling By)

t

Hollywood
SOyGS OF HOLLYWOOD

Were You)

FALL IN LOVE

I'D

sive recordings in the Victor Studios and include
several new musical versions of current talking pic-

SAY

;

;

Winderman. Walter Hirsch is Chicago manager, and
Ed McLaughlin Boston manager.

Jay Mills Signed by

Warner Brothers
Jay Mills, popular master of ceremonies at the
Branford theatre, Newark, N. J., has just signed
a one year contract with Warner Brothers.
Jay
has just completed a week as guest M. C. at the
Ritz theatre, Elizabeth, N. J., where he is inaugurating a stage band policy. He will be at this house
for four weeks, then will act as guest M. C. at the
Lincoln theatre. Union City, N. J., for another four
weeks.
He will then get the permanent post as
M. C. at the Mastbaum theatre, Philadelphia.

Music and Talent

LETTERS
In this open forum those interested in presenmay discuss important matters bearing
upon this phase of theatre entertainment. Only
signed letters will be published.
tation

INDIVIDUAL
for all

our songs,

including hits from

IT

WITH SONGS
and

Is

Davis, Coots & Engel is the latest firm to go into
the music publishing business.
The personnel is
composed of the following music people, all of them
in the music business for a long time:
Harry Engel,
president and general manager ; J. Fred Coots, first
vice president ; Ben Davis, second vice president
Harry Pearson, general professional manager. The
professional staff is composed of the well known
music men, Leon Flatow and Harry Kuh, professional department
Nat Chaiken and Joe Moore, orchestra men pianists. Roe Zelda, Dorothy Dale and
Martha Strauss. The balance of the staff is composed of Dorothy Grossman, Fay Lehman and Ann

.

records, the Banner record company will release the
Fred Beck, well known organist around
records.
Chicago, has replaced Nelson at the Berwyn theatre.
Beck will continue to present song tests that have
made him popular in other neighborhood theatres.
Carl Rupp, prominent Cleveland musician, is
.
to be organist at the Allen theatre in Cleveland.
was
formerly orchestra leader at the Hollenden
Rupp
Hotel and musical director of radio station WJAY.

(If I

Although their novelty dance records have earned
unique group of artists a world wide popularity
they have never before appeared before the microphone in a broadcast studio. The program selected
for the occasion is made up of their latest exclu-

this

.

.

LOVE SONG
-MY SINMEAN TO ME

Last Thursday evening millions of admirers of the
peppy dance arrangements of the Victor Troubadours
had their first opportunity of listening to this talented
organization "in person" when they were the feature
of the Victor coast-to-coast broadcast from Station

M

.

SING A LITTLE

For First Time

WEAF

ME

IN

"Sensational Ballad"

Victor Troubadours on Air

.

.

SMALL SLIDE SETS
IF YOU BELIEVED

Chester Hate offering, presented under the personal
supervision of Louis K. Sidney, was seen last week
(Friday, September 13th) and surrounds Joan Crawford in "Our Modern Maidens," her first full-fledged
starring picture for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. The girls
will appear in one of their most celebrated routines
known as "The Drums" and also in light infantry
military maneuvers.

.

.

GREAT SONGS

Chester Hale's group of dancing girls, seen every

week in the Capitol theatre's stage revues, has been
augmented in number from 42 to 60 for the new
stage revue, "Rhapsody in Red, White and Blue" a

.

.

ORGAN

Revue

At Capitol

KYW

.

to

FOX MOVIETONE
FOLLIES

SPECIALS
Medley of

SAY

IT

AL JOLSON

from

hits

WITH SONGS
Introducing

LITTLE PAL

WHY CANT YOU
USED TO YOU
I'M IN SEVENTH
HEAVEN
"Fox

Follies Chorus
Introducing

Medley"

BREAKAWAY
THAT'S YOU. BABY

WALKING WITH
SUSIE
BIG CITY BLUES
Write for All Slides and
Information to

SAM LERNER,

Mgr. of Publicity

.

MUSIC AND TALENT— To

the Editor:
Just a
Loew's theatre of
city (formerly of Diversey theatre, Chicago)
and would appreciate your mailing the "HeraldWorld" to the above address in the future. Thanking you and with very best wishes I am, sincerely
yours, Francis Kromar, Loew's theatre, Akron, Ohio.
line
this

to advise that

I

am now

at

DE SYLVA, BROWN &
HENDERSON, INC.
745 7th Ave.,

New York

City

—
;
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press agent's advance declarations and is pleasing the
audiences that daily visit this Florentine Palace of
Splendor.
Evidently the gentlemen who christens the Pullman sleepers has been pressed into service and
allowed his imagination to ran riot, for The Rainbow Trail is no more like the old or new West than
Broadway is like one of the sleepy villages in tha
south where things are done like dad used to do
Ask Dad, He Knows apologies to the gifted advertising writer of a popular cigarette.
The title. The
Rainbow Trail, strikes one teeming with cowboys,
and cowboys of the feminine gender, dolled up in
buckskin suits, ropes, shooting irons, spurs and all
that goes to make a real bad he-man and a good
she-woman.
There is nothing in it.
Instead the
cowboys of the lady end of the proposition wear
dresses that must have set the producers back a
tidy sum, for they are of filmsy material unseeable
clear through.
They carry small cap pistols that
make noise like the crackling of a bed bug against
a hotel wall, and wear hats that are wonderful
interspersed in the tableauxs are Indians, "LadyInjuns," with new clothes which make a pretty appearance, for from an artistic point of view The
Rainbow Trail is one of the most colorful of the
Publix Units seen in this city for many a month.
Bud Carlell is the bad man of the outfit he cracks
jokes, some of them new, sings songs of the ranch,
and ties knots in a rope that would make an official
hangman turn green with envy Carlell is good
and no mistake.
Jean Devereaux dances and dances well, but those
dances were never seen on a ranch they belong to
the so-called big time, althouph the Publix is putting
better material in their acts lately than the B T
and are achieving better results. Her wardrobe is
superb, that is what she has on.
Jean Boydell gives "impressions," while Ossman
and Srhepp pick the life out of their banjoes in a
manner that reminds one of the good old minstrel
days when banjo playing was playin'. They receive
many encores and responded. But the life of the
party was Ray Teal, personality leader, who, in a
typical Texas outfit, two-gallon hat and a red handkerchief around his neck, directed the stage band
with an automatic, which barked wickedly when a
false note was sounded.
It was noticed that Johnny
Detroit didn't try any of his funny tricks this week
while Albert Krist kept his eyes on the piano keyboard and left Gluck-Sorel Girls alone.
Wesley Lord, at the organ, depicted a flower garden
in the rain, the organist wasn't in the rain, but the
flowers were, while Castro Carazo, with the Saenger
Grand Orchestra, again sustained their reputation
as the greatest organization of its kind in the south.
The feature film is "Fast Life." Despite the car
6trike business has continued uniformly good.

STAGE SHOWS
(.Continued from page 58)

which

dance

sends the audience howling. Norman
Frescott does a humorous mind reading act which
scores heavily, although some of the wise cracks
get a little shady.
James Orner made his debut at the organ and
made a hit with a number entitled, "Now It's My
Turn," in which he introduced himself to the audiences.
The organists at this house alternate each
week, the other being Frank Roberts.

—

Chicago Palace
Week Ending September

14

The Palace offered a good bill this week, the
opening act was Levan and Bernie, billed as "Just
a Couple of Boys." Their dances were well executed
and difficult steps were done in a neat manner,
Maurice Colleano and Family were next on the
bill and after the two girls pleased with some clever
toe and acrobatic dancing well done, Colleano did
an acrobatic dance that I have never seen the like
of before.
They closed with the spring board and
risley

;

tricks that pleased the audience.

;

Ted Fio Rito and his orchestra open with a beautiful number and receive a wonderful hand as the
curtain parted. Dusty Rhodes stopped the show with
tenor voice and made a big hit with the audience.
Ted was forced to play a piano solo on his old
compositions such as "Laugh, Clown, Laugh" and
"King for a Day," "No, No, Nora," etc. Yet they
had to take bows and had to beg off with one other
number.
Dave Kramer and Jack Boyle, billed as a Happy
Go Lucky Pair, were highly entertaining and used
real clever showmanship, by that I mean took advantage of happenings in the audience and turned
them into quips that brought many laughs.
Lew
Pollack and Henry Dunn with two girls who supply
the dancing on the bill while Pollack the music and
Dunn the voice. Pollack plays his theme songs and
Dunn sings them, together they make a good act.
John Steele, tenor, offered old songs such as "On
the Road to Mandalay," "Roses of Picardy" and
"Marching Home."
He also offered "The Pagan
Love Song" with another number and received a
Hal Nieman, character monologuist,
good hand.
billed as One of the Four Horsemen, tied the audience in a knot with his eccentric line of patter
and songs.
The Kitayamas, oriental athletes, closed the bill,
their balancing was excellent and tumbling good.
They deserved more attention, but a late show at
night will not keep the audience in unless it's a

:

Week Ending September

headliner.

New

7

The vaudeville bill at the Pantages theatre this
week features as headliner "A Night in Greenwich

Orleans Saenger

Week Ending September

Village," and presents Billy Fields portraying in his
own inimitable way the antics of a devotee to

13

as a Rootin'-Tootin' Publix Show the curoffering at the Saenger is living up to the

Billed

rent

Lake Pantages

Salt

Bacchus.

Kennedy and Davies

Miss Kennedy.
other bright spots on the program are Relli
and Lopcll in "Just Different," and Lane and Lee
in "After the Ball," a little song and chatter in the
"wee small hours."
ful
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The picture presentation
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Publix "Radio

Romance" Unit

Weak of

Sept 21 to 28, Michigan, Detroit
Following Week, State, Cleveland

Alternating at the
Stanley Theatre, Jersey City
Branford Theatre, Newark, N. J.

Thanks

to Jack Partington Phil

and Ruby*

THE SINGING FOOL
PIANIST"
JOHNNY PAYNE
Now

Touring PUBLIX THEATRES
— William Morris Agency

Direction

this

week

in

conjunction

with the vaude offerings consists of "The Wonder
Woman," a M G M special which has been received
very well.
Good attendance has been enjoyed
throughout the week, it is announced.

Kansas City Mainstreet
Week Ending September

14

Sophie Tucker received a prominent place on the
Main.street's stage program.
Her number is similar
previous numbers characteristic of her, but, of
course, it is not a repetition.
She tells one joke
after another in rapid succession, then plunges into
a song, the words of which are productive of merriment aplenty among the audiences.
Herb Williams is seen in a comedy act, consisting
of knockabout comedy that does not grow old.
He
gets many laughs when he socks the conductor on the
head with ball bats and allows cats to jump out of
to

musical instruments.
Quayle and Kelly are two good looking young
dancers who have both nimble feet and nimble humor.
They are an exceptional opening number and newspaper critics predicted audiences might be paying
$4 or more to see them in a revue some day.
Inez and Dewyn have a dance act which provides good entertainment, as they both are clever
and have a wide variety of steps.
Fred and June Rinehart offer a blackface act that
is comprised of typical negro dialect and plenty of

humor.

San Antonio Texas
Week Ending September

13

The Publix stage show at the Texas theatre this
week is "Fore," a rollicking country club revue featuring Alex J. Morrison, America's Champion Golfer;
Crane, comedian
Olive
Faye,
Broadway's
Cliff
Morton Bowe,
blonde singer and dancer
famous light opera star and singer in the Albertina
Rasch ballet.
"Vic" Insirillo is the popular m. c. and as usual
puts the show over in great style, he is also leading
the Texas stage band, and delights the patrons with
his trumpet.
"Vic" is known as the "king" of
trumpet players in these parts.
Ernest Hauser, the "Music Master," is conducting
the Texas Grand Orchestra, and has a treat for the
;

brightest

;

music-lovers.
Earl Abel, at the organ, and a Paramount Sound
news and a good talking comedy with the feature
picture, "Our Modern Maidens," starring Joan Crawford, Doug Fairbanks, Jr., and others, complete the

program.

St.

offer a little contrast in danc-

"THE HALF PINT OF SONG"

1929

21,

ing and singing in which Miss Davies is the "big"
contrast by trying to follow the slender and grace-

On

THE SINGING
MASTER OF CEREMONIES

September

Louis Ambassador
Week Ending A ugust 29
the

stage

Ed Lowry presented

his

"Circus

Cabaret" in which he featured Walzer and Dyer,
Walter and Betty Reddick and Fink and Ayers.
The orchestral overture was "The Firefly." It was
a splendid rendition of this ever popular piece.

Boston Metropolitan
Week Ending September

18

revue, starting Thursday, was "Isle of
Melody," starring Harry Savoy, Masters and Grayce,
Irene Taylor, Birdie Dean, Erwin Lewis and the
Dorothea Berke Girls.
Alex Keese was master of

The Met

ceremonies.
The scene opened on a chorus with Erwin Lewis
as soloist.
The king, Harry Savoy, dressed in slapstick style with a slapstick line of patter entered
and delivered a monologue intermixed with clever
singing.
Masters and Grayce then put on a comedy dancing
number intermingled with singing of comedy numbers.
Irene Taylor received a big hand from the
Blue," and
patrons for her rendition of "I
pleased with another blue encore.
Birdie Dean completed an eccentric dance in which she twisted into
all sorts of shapes.
The audience was shuddering
at the contortions of her body, yet she received a
thunderous applause.

Am

Two clever dancing numbers were delivered by
Dorothea Berke Girls, the costumes playing a
major part in the effectiveness. Gold helmets, gold
spangles and gold shields were the costumes in one
the

dance, while the other consisted of plain, simple
overall effect red suit, both original ballet ensembles.
Alex Keese, as master of ceremonies, did not appear until the latter part of the program and outside of leading the orchestra on the stage, took
no active part in the revue.
Dare Rubinoff, leading the grand orchestra, was

September

21,

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

1929

"An Operatic Bouquet"
the hit of the evening.
featured, the selection including a little bit of music
all the famous operatic composers with
Rubinoff playing a violin solo. Saint-Saen's "My
Heart at Thy Sweet Voice," as the high note of the

Sam

Lerner Shows
Edelson Around

from nearly

arrangement.

The feature picture was "Fast Company,"
Jack Oakie and Evelyn Brent in the 6tar roles.

Louis Ambassador
Week Ending September

St.

Ben (Jeng) Edelson, one of Detroit's popumen-about-town and erstwhile merchant
prince of Flint, Mich., has been visiting his
Sam Lerner of De Sylva,
life long friend,
Brown & Henderson.
This was Edelson's
first visit to N. Y., and it was all Lerner
could do to keep him from taking a financial
Edelson took parflyer in the show business.
ticular delight in taking nightly excursions to
Brooklyn, thinking he was seeing the world.
One thing he will take back with him, and
that is a memory of spending a year in the
subway one day.

with

lar

5

stage Ed Lowry presented "Hollywood
new type of Publix show which had the
Featured were Don
outlines of a musical comedy.
Barclay. Lillian White, Johnny Dale and the Rockets.
Barclay who started his illustrious career as a
comedian in St. Louis was funnier than ever this
He was a scream from the time he stepped
week.
onto the stage until the curtain fell for the finale.
One of his best bits was his monologue during the
showing of a sensational one-reel film 6hot a score
In another skit he and Ed Lowry
of years ago.
staged a mind reading stunt that convulsed the
audience.

On

the
Revels" a

Omaha Paramount
Week Ending September

the stage attraction, with
"Pearls of Bagdad"
Al Morey wielding the baton. As the title implies,
the settings are gorgeous, while the acts, consisting

Boyce and Evans,
and Allen, jesters
and song Jacques Cartier, interpretative
dancer Alice and Vivian, from the musical comedy
stage, and Arch Cannon, singer, uphold their end
The Persian ballet is up to
of the entertainment.
the high standard which Publix has set in its dancof Murray
in chatter

:

;

:

ing troupes.
The pit orchestra has a new leader. Gilbert Jaffy,
Omaha conductor. Manager C. M. Pincus offers as
the feature film, "Our Modern Maidens."

their parts.

The chorus offers its next number in sports costumes which are very effective and do much to add
atmosphere to the presentation. After the number,
the chorus retires to the steps as the back of the
stage and
Prosper and Maret, the life guard element, without
which no seashore frolic would be complete, offer a
combination strong man and acrobatic act. The number belongs as much to Prosper for his exhibition of
strength as to Maret for his acrobatic prowess.
Morton and Beck, in white formal suits and collapsible stove-pipe hats, come in on a round of nonsense and go out on a wave of sentimental song.
The two clown around for a while with nonsensical
songs and chatter, and then go into the heavy 6tuff
with Al Jolson's song "Little Pal," that doubles half
the audience up in tears and nearly slays the rest.
The chorus, which has remained on the stage for
the atmosphere of the thing, comes out of retirement and does a clever drill on the steps for the
finale.

.

act is an exceptionally good one.
He then
off stage and reenters from the opposite side,
getting a laugh.
He addresses some remarks to the
Majestic pit orchestra leader who then hands him a
notice.
Edwards reads the note to the audience and
it is a notice not to ask musicians to aid actors in
carrying out their act, etc. He then offers some good
original wise cracks and every time a late patron is
seated in the audience near the stage, he pretends
that he is about to start his entire act over again,
and this gets the laughs through the performance.

next
goes

It may be a little late in the year for cavorting
on the beach, but "Seashore Frolics," at the Minnesota theatre hits the mark, despite the frosty weather.
The curtain rises partially, revealing the dancing
Later
feet of the Gould Chorus of 18 boys and girls.
the curtain goes up entirely and the chorus continues
background
its dance, with a seaside resort as the
and the Minnesota Serenaders furnishing the music.
The Darling Twins are on next with a song and
The twins are better dancers than singers.
dance.
Gene Sheldon, master of ceremonies, next leads the
orchestra in a novelty number, "Piccolo Pete," calling upon individual members of the orchestra to do

Bob and Lucy

offer a variety of gags, music
She appears in evening dress and he in
dark coat, light gray trousers, straw hat and earries
a violin case under his arm.
After a few wise
cracks, they offer some music with ukulele and
French harp under a double spot. She then strums
the uke while he executes a tap dance.
She next
demonstrates her ability as a blues singer with "I
Ain't Got Nobody," which got over good.
She followed this with another song while he demonstrated
some high kicking and then she closed the act with
some good yodeling.
Irving Edwards and the Fifteen Synco-Pettes headline the bill and they stand up to the heavy billing.
Edwards appears unannounced before a front stage
drop and reads a fictitious announcement from the

management of the theatre asking the patrons to
make themselves comfortable and stating that the

Minneapolis Minnesota
Week Ending September 20

Dallas Majestic
Week Ending September

was the placing of a four foot pole
with an artificial palm on Lucy's head, placing
whirling pans on the two ends of a brace held in
her mouth, balancing a parrot on a pole on the toes
of one foot, juggling three plates in one hand while
she balanced a pan in the other.
This was a good
stunt and received a good hand.
feat of the act

Meehan and Newman

is

batic dance.
Edwards then sings "Ain't Misbehaving." followed by the band offering "Take Good Care
of Yourself." Edna Janis reappears clad in a silver
bandeau, silver trunks and turban and offers an exceptionally good acrobatic dance under the spot which
The band
wins real approval from the audience.
then renders selections from Victor Herbert followed by a violin duet.
Edwards then entertains
with a series of crazy antics while directing the

band as

St.

Louis Ambassador
Week Ending September

with his "Second

of ceremonies celebrated his
of the Ambassador stage shows
Anniversary Revue." In his cast

he featured Gilbert Lamb, dancing saxophonist Barnett and Clark, Josephine Davis, Kay McKay, Marie
Walsh, the Gluck Sorrel Girls and the Ambassadorians.

A

war recitation based on "Marching Home to You"
and "Boots" gets over big. Playing his own accompaniment on the uke, he offers a comic song "That's
What I Call Love" and does not answer the encore.
The front drop is raised, disclosing the Fifteen SyncoPettes seated in stairstep fashion, dressed in white
waists, red satin skirts with red shoulder straps and
red bow ties, playing "Some of These Days."
Edwards with long gray wig and with his back to the
audience, is directing the lady orchestra and when he
faces the audience and takes off his wig he gets
a laugh.

Edna

Janis, dressed in red satin ballet dress,

makes

her appearance and gives a good demonstration of
baby talk singing with "Do Something." She answers the encore dressed in red satin "gob" trousers,
red sweater and red tam and executes a good aero-

It is fortunate that Ed got in this celebration as
the time when he will again walk the boards at
the Ambassador is very doubtful.
With other members of the musicians union employed at this theatre he is now on strike to force the St. Louis
Amusement Company to retain full orchestra in all
of its theatres whether their services are needed or

not.

Fox House
Bills
On September

20,

to

Change

on Fridays
Fox

the

theatre, St. Louis' larg-

motion picture house, will again change its polAs Skouras Brothers' Ambassador has been doing for many months, the Fox will start its show
on Fridays instead of Saturdays, as has been the
rule since it opened last January. The Fanchon and
Marco traveling stage shows are to be augmented
by 16 local chorus girls.
Lynn Cowan, known a3
"Hollywood's Joy Boy," is now master of ceremonies
at the Fox, opening September 14.
The orchestra
pit, which was covered over some months ago to bring
vaudeville performers closer to the audience, will be
reopened, and Bill Parsons and his musicians will
be back in their old seats.
There will also be a
stage band. Miss Gwen Evans of the Fox West Coast
studio, has been training the new chorus.
est

icy.

Lawman

Will Sing Over
National Hookup
Lawman,

Charles
radio,

will

sing "If

known lyric baritone of the
Had My Way," the number

well
I

sung by Marie Prevost in Pathe's "The Flying Fool,"
as a feature of the "Dancing Frivolities" over WJZ
and an NBC hookup on Monday afternoon, September 16th at 4 o'clock. Eastern daylight saving time.

"Evangeline" Song Is Hit
Berlin Reports
Edwin Carewe has received a report from the
Berlin Music Company that "Evangeline" will equal
the popularity of "Ramona." The song was written
by Al Jolson and Billy Rose. Brunswick, Victor and
Columbia have made recordings of the number.

MLLE.

MEEDER

LA PIERRE
FRENCH PERSONALITY GIRL

Featured

AT THE ORGAN

Personal
in

PUBLIX

13

appear first on the Majestic
vaudeville bill for the current week. Lucy enters first
dressed in a very brief black velvet ballet dress with
orange trimmings, and offers a few simple juggling
feats.
She is soon followed by Bob who is dressed
in a suit several times too large for him.
He 6its
down at one of the two tables in the night club
letting, and pulls a few trick comics that get the
laughs.
Bob leaves all of the real juggling to Lucy
and one of her offerings was the juggling of three
full lize itraight back wicker chairs.
The closing

£S

E

12

Lowry master
104th week as master

Ed

"CREOLE
NIGHTS"
UNIT

Gillette

UNIFORMS

renders a "hot" number.

it

;

and dance.

13
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THE

B.

F.

KEITH THEATRE

RICHMOND HILL
NEW YORK

COSTUMES

Direction

Sam Bramson

Wm.

Morris

Agency

Week of Sept. 16. Century, Baltimore
Week of Sept. 23, Mattbaum, Philadelphia
BE SURE TO SEE AND HEAR ME IN MY
FIRST STARR1NC-ALL-SINCINC PARAMOUNT
SHORT SUBJECT OF FRENCH SONGS

P. S.

£££i£o»

—

BROOKS

£V.Sr

A
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UP *a DOWN ORGAN SOLOS
ALLEY

Gflout

Q

—

Hello Everybody I was just looking over the last
issue of the Herald-World and on page 38 I noticed
that two very well known hit writers will open
their own music publishing firms right in the heart
of Hollywood, at the expiration of their present con-

They are
with J. J. Robins Music Corp.
Nacio Herb Brown and Arthur Freed, the writers of
at least three of the best sellers in the past six.
months.
tract

*

*

Michael H. Cleary of the combination of WashingCleary and Magidson. known as the three
musketeers, under contract to M. Witmark and Sons,
who is now in Hollywood as staff music writer and
who has just completed some special songs for
Warner Bros., "Show of Shows," and First National
songs for "Forward Pass." had what might be have
been a fatal accident the other day. Coming out of
his home and about to enter his car, a bullet from
the gun of a policeman who was chasing a mad
dog went wild and struck Mr. Cleary in the right
Herb Magidson rushed him to the hospital
arm.
•where an X ray was taken which showed no serious
complications, nevertheless he will be laid up for
several weeks.
ton,

*

•

*

beautiful Hawaiian 6ong, "The Song of the
Islands." which was written by Charles E. King,
B.
is being published and distributed by the Edward
Marks Music Co. It has a dreamy, catchy melody
that should bring it up among the best sellers.

A

*

•

*

A new number called. "Because I Found You,
Sweetheart," written and published by three newcomers, is stepping out lately. The three newcomers
are. Max Wartell, Irving Wallman and Max Kaplan.
*

*

•

Andy Razaf and Paul Denniker,

many

writers of

"S'posinV "Perhaps,"
including,
"Won'tcha" and their two latest. "That Was Yesterday" and "You'll Always Be Welcome," have just
signed an exclusive two year contract with Joe Davis,
president of Triangle Music Corp. and publishers of
popular

all

tunes,

of the aforementioned tunes.
*

*

Preston Sellers (Chicago Oriental) offered a medley
popular tunes with illustrated slides which got
him a big vocal response and a big hand. Numbers
featured were "Bridge of St. Louis Blues," "True
Blue Lou." "Am I Blue" and "I Get the Blues
When It Rains." Two parody numbers to the tunes
of "Lover, Come Back to Me" and "Vagabond Lover"
received a lot of laughs.
The trouble with Preston
is, that he don't play long enough or often enough
at each performance.
We want more.

SONGS

formerly of Feist's,

is

Witmark.

.

.

.

Pollack,

who

is

music industry, has been ap-

manager and Rice, who was
now the manager of the Boston

office.

»

«

*

Jimmy Clark, Sam Lerner and many others of the
advertising managers of music concerns have reported from time to time getting letters, not only
from organists, leaders and acts in this country
from their ads in this department, but from as far
away as Australia and India.
*

*

*

Scheduled for early release is a powerful new
ballad, written by Harry Ruby and Bert Kalmcr
and published by Harms. It is called, "Over and
Over Again." "When Niccolo Plays the Piccolo" is
this firm's latest character comedy song and their
latest instrumental number is, "Scotchie."
»

At an hour when

•

BEST SELLERS
Week Ending September 14

Eloise Rowan (Minneapolis Minnesota) keeps in
step with the times with an organ novelty, entitled.

No. i
"Pagan Love Song" (Robbins Music

"School Daze." at the Minnesota theatre.
To the
tune of "School Days," and an old fashioned cow bell.
Miss Rowan opens her presentation. A special version of the song is flashed on the screen on which is
shown the old maid school marm pointing to the
blackboard. School opens with the scales, do, re, mi,
fa, etc.
With everyone in tune, all sing "School
Days," in its original version. Then comes a song of
foreign lands, "Song of the Nile."
"Wedding Bells
Are Breaking Up That Old Gang of Mine." is the
final number of the singing class which is then dismissed for recess.

Corp.).

No. 2

"Am

"When My Dreams Come True"

"My Song

*

Broadway

was

sizzling

with

theatre bound folks a sudden and simultanoeus
loosening of some five thousand multi-colored balloons, gold and silver predominating, glided gracefully down from one of the skyscraper buildings and
from the roof of the Winter Garden, upon an expectant crowd, who just about caused a complete
Even Broadway, accustomed to
halting of traffic.
the unusual, craned its neck and scrambled for the
by myriad of lights, there is
Surrounded
balloons.
no denying it was a pretty sight and a darned
"Painting the Clouds with
good publicity stunt.
Sunshine." one of the nine hits from "Gold Diggers
of Broadway," the Warner Bros, picture that just
opened at the Winter Garden, was printed on each
This stunt was conceived by Sam Serwcr,
balloon.
of M. Witmark and Sons.

No. 4
of the Nile" (Witmark

"I'm Just a Vagabond Lover" (Leo
Feist).

No. 6
"Moonlight March" (Milton Weil).
No. 7
"Little Pal" (De Sylva-Brown
Hen-

&

West Side" as very clever special lyric slides of
places of interest were shown. For example, when a
slide of the
Battery Park was shown, Williams
played the "Sailor's Hornpipe." East side, he played
a most realistic hurdy gurdy effect of "Ave Marie."
For Greenwich Village, a Spanish classic, "The
Habanero" from Carman, was offered. For the introduction of "Am I Blue" Williams played eight
bars of "Rhapsody in Blue," following this with a
most decided contrast of "The Pilgrims Chorus"
from Tannehouser as a slide of the Metropolitan
Opera House was shown. As a slide of Harlem was
shown, he played a real hot blues offering of the
"St. Louis Blues."
A gag slide with the following
captions got a lot of laughs:
"Live and Let Live
has been my motto so I spent my last 30 cents to
help Rudy Vallee."
He then played "Vagabond
Lover." Back at the State, was the next slide, with
a caption under it stating that the audience were
to sing the sweetest song of the year, "Honey."
This was the close of this pleasing and interesting
solo.
Williams was accorded a very fine reception.

derson).

"Wedding of the
(Slierman Clay).
"I Get the Blues

Fred Fisher. Reggie Montgomery and
George Ward turned out "My Dynamic Personality"
and Louis Alter and Joe Goodwin were responsible
The song
for "Love Ain't Nothing but the Blues."
numbers are 6ung by Miss Love, King, Nita Marfan
ensemble
and Marie Dressier with spectacular
choruses.
Others in the cast are Polly Moran, Jack
Benny, Eddie Phillips, Gwen Lee, George K. Arthur
and Youcca Troubetskoy.

Here Again."

When

No. 8

Dolls"

Rains"

It

&

"True Blue Lou" (Spier
Coslow).
"Miss You" (Stanley Bros., Inc.).
No. 9
"/'// Always Be in Love With You"
(Shapiro Bernstein).
"Let Me Have My Dreams" (Witmark
Sons).
"Sleepy Valley" (Harms, Inc.).

&

No. io
"Junior"
Gumble).

Douglas

&

Music Co.).
Sylva-Brown

&

(Donaldson,

"S'posin' " (Triangle

(De

Henderson).
"Ain't Misbehavin'"

(Mills

Music

Co.).

"Desert Song" (Harms,

"Moanin'

Inc.).

Low" (Harms,
«

*

Inc.).

»

PAL OF MY SWEETHEART DAYS— (Davis,

Coots
these new firms springing
up it's tough to keep track of them. This firm already has some big connections which is the big

&

Engel, Inc.)

—With

all

thing today so will no doubt start its
prosperity.
This waltz is very pretty.
Davis and J. Fred Coots.
*

*

way on

to

By Benny

*

ON CANDLE LIGHT LANE— (Indiana

Home Again)

— (Remick

—

Wants Me

Music Corp.) The melody
writer is the well known Chicago band leader and
the lyrics written by two of the best in the business,
makes this a good song. Lyrics by Lewis and Young,
music by Ted Fiorito.
*

*

*

IS SYMPATHY— (J.
waltz by the writers of CAROLINA
and published by the same firm, might be
another one of those.
By Benny Davis and Joe
Burke.

ALL THAT

Morris)

MOON

—This

I'M

ASKING

*

Seven popular composers and lyricists have combined on the five new song hits in Metro-GoldwynMayer's big musical-movie of backstage life, "Road
Show," in which Bessie Love and Charles King are
featured under Charles Riesner's direction.
Milton
Ager and Jack Yellen contributed "We Have Each
Other." "Everybody Tap" and "Happy Days Are

Painted

(Forster).

"Breakaway"

THEME SONGS

&

No. 5

(New York Loew's State) conan original and highly pleasing organ solo
which he called "Musical Impressions of New York."
Opening with the latest offspring of Tin Pan Alley
("Am I Blue"), Williams then played "East Side,

Bernie Cowham (Flushing. Keith's) offered an original organ songfest which he called. "Flappers and
Sheiks." This was in the form of a contest between
Rising with the organ Cowham
the boys and girls.
"Heighho, Everybody, Heighho," folfirst played,
"Let
lowed by an oral explanation of the contest.
Me Call You Sweetheart" and "Vagabond Lover"
were the flappers and the sheiks numbers. Cowham
then explained that it was no more than fair to
Their numbers were,
have the older folks sing.
"When You and I Were Young, Maggie." and "Ah,
Everyone
was satisfied and
Sweet Mystery of Life."
had an enjoyable time singing these fine numbers.
The reception accorded Cowham was of the best.

(Irv-

Sons).

Charles Williams

Blues When It Rains," "Everyday Away from You,"
"Louise," and "Baby, Where Can You Be."

Sons).

ing Berlin).

ceived

Gilroy (New York Proctor's 58th) attempted
for the first time to talk to his audience, and from
the amount of applause and comments by the audience his first attempt was a success.
His original
and cleverly outlined solo opened with a title slide
on which was written, "Let's Make Whoopee." The
balance of his solo was comprised of talking to the
audience and having them sing the following songs
"I'll Always Be in Love With You." "I Get the

&

(Witmark

I Blue"

No. 3

Bill

*

Bernie Pollack and Frank Rice are the latest additions to the firm of
an old timer in the
pointed general sales

1929

21,

SID SAYS

of

*

September

*

*

CONGRATULATIONS— (Green &

Stept,

Inc.)

—

great thought written as a fox trot and already getting a big radio plug.
This is really a good song
and will be heard from. By Maceo Pinkard, Coleman Goetz and Green and Stept.
*

"TREASURE"— (Leo

•

•

—

A one word title
which adds to its commercial value. This is a good
song and is being featured by local orchestras. Words
and music by Bill and Ed Gorman and J. Oliver
Feist. Inc.)

Riehl.
*

*

—

*

"GO ONE BETTER" (Harms, Inc.)—The hit
song of the Shubert production. The Street Singer.
This 6how is now in the East and reports on same
are very good.
Lyrics by Graham John, music by
Niclas Kempner and Sam Timberg.

"

September
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QUICK REFERENCE PICTURE CHART
Amkino
FLAMES ON THE VOLGA,
L

Taroslavtsev.

Batyr: Anna Wozjik.
Mar. 30. 1929.
7000f.
(R) Feb. 19, 1929.
Kachalov. Meyerhold. Stenn.

or Bulat

(R)

7000f.

KRASSIN: Special cast.
(L)
LASH OF THE CZAR, THE:
(L)

Feb.

(R)

6800f.

9.

1929.
0. Knipper,
1929.

PRISONERS OF THE SEA:
Kutusow.
(L)

Apr.

(11)

SHANGHAI

13,

DOCUMENT.
(R)

5000f.

Oct.

A

Tschechowa.

(Travelogue):

Special

cast.

Special

cast.

TEN DAYS THAT SHOOK THE WORLD:
(L)

(R)

rOOOf.

Oct.

kova.

(L)

(R)

6000f.

Oct.

TWO DAYS: F. E. Samytschkowsky.
1. 1929.
YELLOW PASS. THE: Anna Stenn.
8.

6500f.

<L)

CGOOf.

(L)

(R)
(R)

AT

My

etta
son,

—

T Talking Sequences
F^— Sound Effects

All Talking

M— Musical

Feb.

Score
S

Dec.

—

Singing

1929.

after
signi&es

UNMASKED

the

ly

Boteler.

CD-TME

As an example,

title.

DeWitt

"comedy-drama with talking sequences,
musical score and sound effects.

Robert Warwick. Sam Ash. Milton
Wickland, Susan Corroy, William Corbett,
Charles Slattery. Kate Roemer. Waldo Edwards, Roy Bvron,
Clyde Dillson. Helen Mitchell. Marie Buike.
(L) Talk-

(D-AT):

Lyons

OTHER ABBREVIATIONS
L

5449f.

NP

New
—Length

R

Release

TOS

Pictures

O. Scrvi

T.

Chesterfield
ADORABLE CHEAT

(D)
Lila Lee. Cornelius Keefe. Burr
Mcintosh, Reginald Sheffield. Gladden James, Harry Allen.
Knowland, Virginia Lee.
(L) 5400f.
Aug. 15.
(it)
1928.
(NP) June 9. 1928.
BELOW THE DEADLINE (D-Underworld) Barbara Worth.
Frank Leigh. J. P. MacGowau. Walter Merrill. Arthur
Rankin. Virginia Sale. 'Tiny" Ward. Lou Gory. Fred
Walton. Bill Patton. Charles Hickman. Mike Donlin.
(L)
5500f.
(R) May 1. 1929.
(NP) May 25.
:

Alice

:

CAMPUS KNIGHTS

CCD): Raymond McKee. Shirley PalmMarie Qiullen. Jean Laverty.
(R) June 15. 1929.
Helen Foster, Cornelius

er.

CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE:

Alice Lake. Charles Gerrard, Ray Hallor.
(L)
(R) Jan. 15. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 23. 1929.
(D)
Creighton Hale. Virginia Brown
Faire.
Lloyd Whitlock, Florence Dudley, Fred Walton.
Carlton King.
(L) 5300f.
(R) Sept. 15. 1928.
(NP)
Oct. 13. 1928.
JUST OFF
(M)
Donald Keith. Ann Christy.
Larry Steers. DeSacia Mooers. Jack Tanner. Syd Saylor.
Beryl Roberts. Albert Dresden.
(L) 6200f.
(R) Feb. 15.
1929
(NP) Mar 2 1929
PEACOCK' FAN. THE'(M):' Lucien Preval. Dorothy Dwan.
Tom O'Brien. Rosemary Theby, Cartton King, Gladden
James, David Findlay, James Wilcox, Fred Malatesta. Alice
True. Spencer Bell. John Fowler.
(L) 5300f.
(R) Mar.
Keei'e.

6200f.

HOUSE OF SHAME

:

BROADWAY

15.

(NP) Mar.

1929.

SOUTH OF PANAMA

:

1929.

23.

(D)

Carmelita Geraghty, Lewis Sar-

:

gent, l'hilo McCullough, Edouardo Raquello.
singer, Carlton King. Harry Arras. Joe Burke.
ton.
(L) 5800f.
(R) Nov. 15. 1928.

Marie MesFred Wal-

Livingston.

Warner Rich-

Alvardo,

:

(L)
disc.

Talking. G14!)f; silent.
(R) Aug. 5. 1929.

5566f.

(D-AT):

Dorothy

(NP) May

1929.

Roscoe.

Recording on film

Nora Cecil.
(NP) Nov. 17.

ETERNAL

18.

(D):
Don Alvarado. Marcelir.e Day. Alan
Johnson, Fred Holmes, Fritzi Brunette.
Joe Mack.
(L) G2G7f.
(R) Oct. 15. 1928.

W.

J.

1928.

WOMAN.

THE

(D)
Olive
Borden. Ralph
Graves. Ruth Clifford. John Miljan. Nena Quartaro. Josopn
Swirkard. Julia Swayne Gordon.
(L) 5S12f.
(R) Mar. IS.
1929.
(NP) Apr. G, 1929.
FAKER, THE (D)
Jacqueline Logan. Charles Delaney.
Warner Oland, Charles Hill Mailes. Gaston Glass. Flora
Finch. David Mir. Lon Poff. Fred Kelsey.
(L) 5651f.
(R) Jan. 2. 1929.
(NP) Feb. 9. 1929.
FALL OF EVE. THE (CD-AT): Patsv Ruth Miller. Ford
Sterling, Jed Prouty. Gertrude Astor. Arthur Rankin, Betty
Farrington. Fred Kelsey.
(L) Sound. G245f.
(R) June,
1929.
(NP) Julv 20.
FATHER AND SON (D-AT): Jack Holt. Dorothy Revier.
Helene Chadwick, Mickev McBan. Wheeler Oakman.
(L)
Talking. G76f,f; silent, 6310f.
(R) Apr. 22. 1929.
(NP)
:

:

Mav 18, 1929.
FLYING MARINE.

THE

Mason. .Ta«on Robards.
silent.

(D-TME)
(NP) June

Ben

.

July

Sound

Lyon.

29.

1929.

(NP)

G214f

(R)

Jan.

13.

Edythe
Mar. 9.

i

Dismute.

Bert Price, Chester Morton. Jacques Ray.
(L)
(R) Dec. 11. 1928.
(NP) Feb. 16. 1929.
SINNERS PARADE (M)
Victor Varconi. Dorothy Revier.
John Patrick. Edna Marion, Marjorie Bonner, Clarissa
Selvvynne. Jack Mower.
(L) 5G16f.
(R) Sept. 14. 1928.
5999f.

:

(NP)

Oct.

Aug.

31.

(L)

Silent

5578f.

:

Lytell

and Olmstead.

1929.

Bryant Washburn. Jane Winton, Willliam Irving.
Flynn.
(NP)
(L)
(R) Nov. 5 1928.
5701f.
1929.

20.

1928.

STOOL PIGEON (M):

Charles Delaney, Lucy

Olive Borden,

Beaumont. Louis Natheaux. Ernie Adams. Al
Wilber, Clarence Burton.
(NP) Nov. 17, 1928.

(L)

(D)

Hill, Robert
Oct. 25. 1928.

(R)

5792f.

Virginia,
Thomson.
(L)
1929.
:

Valll,
5988f.

Ian Keith.
(R) Sept.

Jack Holt. Dorothy Revier. Ralph
Burton, Arthur Rankin.
(L) Synchro8192f.
(R) Nov. 12. 1928.
(NP)
Mar. 9. 1929. (TOS) Dec. 1. 1928.
TRIAL MARRIAGE (D-ME): Norman Kerry. Sally Eilers.
Jason Robards, Thelma Todd. Charles Clan', Naomi Childers. Rosemary Theby. Gertrude Short.
(L) Talking. 6639f:
silent.
6506f.
(R) Mar. 10, 1929.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
(TOS) Apr. 20. 1929.
WICKED ANGEL. THE: Forthcoming 1929 release.
YOUNGER GENERATION. THE (D-TM): Jean Hersholt,
Lina Basquette. Rosa Rosanova. Ilicardo Cortez, Rex Lease.
Martha Franklin, Julanne Johnston, Jack Raymond, Sydney
Crossley, Otto Fries, Julia Swayne Gordon, Donald Hall,
Bernard Siegel.
(L) Synchronized. 7866f; silent. 7246f.
(R) Jan. 24. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
(TOS) Apr.
13.

:

Clarence

8374f:

silent.

1929.

(NP)
(L) 7642f.
(R) July 21. 1929.
August 10.
Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.. Loretta Young.
Sheridan.
Ray
William Holden. Frank

garet Fielding.
July 13.
(TOS)

FAST LIFE (D-AT)

:

Chester Morris.
Hallon. John St. Polis.

BROKEN BARRIERS:
Dec.

1.

Franey.

Billy
1928.

Helene

(L)

5974f.

(R)

Delaney

and Blake.

(L)

56G0f.

(R)

1929.

CONFESSIONS OF A WIFE: Helene Chadwick.
(R) Dec. 10. 1928.
DREAM MELODY: Riche and Thelby. (L)
Jan.

20.

(L)

6047f.

B050f.

(R)

1929.

DAVID VALLORY:

Forthcoming 1929

Sept.

PASSION SONG, THE:
(R)

Oct.

20

Noah Beery and Olmstead.

(L)

1928.

PENNY PRINCESS: Forthcoming 1929 release.
ROSES OF PICARDY: (R) Apr. 15. 1929.
WRECKERS, THE: Forthcoming 1929 release.

(R)

5886f.

(L)

28.

Oct.

1928.

29.

(CD-AT): Dorothy Mackaill. Jimmie FinEdmund Burns
Jack Oakie.
Louise
Fazenda.
(NP) Aug. 10.
Selwynne. Charles Delaney.
HAUNTED HOUSE. THE (MY-ME) Chester Conklin. Larry
Kent, Thelma Todd, Montague Love. Flora Finch. William
V. Monc. Barbara Bedford, Eve Southern. Edmund Breese.
(NP) Oct. 27. 1928.
(L) 5755.
(R) Nov. 4. 1928.
(D-TME): Milton Sills. Dorothy
HIS CAPTIVE
Sidney Bracey.
Mackaill. Gladden James. Jed Prouty,
Gertrude Howard. Marion Byron. George Fawcett. William
(R)
(L) 8305f.
Holden. Frank Reicher. August Tollaire.
(NP) Mar. 2. 1929.
Apr. 7. 1929.
Fazenda.
Louise
White.
HOT STUFF (CD-TME): Alice
William Bakewell. Doris Dawson. Ben Hall. Charles Sel(L)
lon. Beddv Messinger. Andy Devine. Larry Banthim.
layson.
Clarissa

:

WOMAN

6774f.

May

(It)

(NP) Mar.

1929.

5.

HOUSE OF HORROR (MyC-ME)
James

Conklin.
Holtz.
1929.

Apr.

(R)

LAWLESS LEGION. THE
Paul Hurst.

J.

Tarzan.

dell,

Tenan

Fuller.

(NP)

1929.

28.

Apr.

13.

Ken Maynard. Nora Lane.
McGowan. Frank Rice. Howard Trues-

P.

Mar.

(R)

LILAC TIME

1929.

Dale

Orlamond.

William

5919f.

(L)

23.

Louise Fazenda. Chester
William V. Mong.

:

Thelma Todd.

Ford.

Chautard.

Emile

(D-ME):

(W)

:

1929.

3.

Colleen

(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
Gary Cooper, Eu-

Moore.

Besserer. Burr Mcintosh. Kathryn McGuire. Cleve
(L)
Jack Stone. Emile Chautard, Arthur Lake.
(TOS)
8967f.
(R) Nov. 18. 1928.
(NP) June 2. 1928.
Aug. 18. 1928.

genie

Moore.

DEVIL

Ben Bard,
(R)

Mar.

(D-ME):

Nellie Bly
1929.

24.

Baker.

Milton

Maria

Sills.

Amber Norman.

(NP) June

MAN AND THE MOMENT, THE

(L)

29.

(D-TME):

Billie

Dove.

Rod LaRocque. Gwen
George Bunny.
23.

(L)

Lee, Robert Schable. Charles Sellon.
(R) June
Talking. 7086f: silent 6539f.

(NP) Mar.

1929.

1929.

23.

NAUGHTY BABY (CD-ME):

(TOS) August

Alice

White.

3.

Jack

Mulhall.

Thelma Todd. Doris Dawson. James Ford. Natalie Joyce.
Frances Hamilton. Fred Kelsey. Rose Dione, Fanny Midgely.
Benny Rubin. Andv Devine. George Stone. Raymond TurLarry

ner.

release.

FANNY HAWTHORNE: Forthromin!; 1929 release.
Hulette and Hamilton.
(L) 5355f.
HEARTS AND MODELS: Forthcoming 1929 release.
(R) Oct. 20. 1928
MASQUERADE MARRIAGE: Forthcoming 1929 release.
MELLOWING MONEY: Forthcoming 1929 release.
ORCHID WOMAN. THE: Forthcoming 1929 release.
ONE SPLENDID HOUR: Viola Dana. (R) May 1. 1929.
LIFE'S CROSSROADS:

5100f.

29.

HARD TO GET

6431f.

Costello.

Yowlache.

Chief

(NP)

Corda.

1928.

CLEANUP, THE:
Jan. 25.

Sept.

(R)

Talking. 7541f.

(L)

(NP) Aug. 31.
Loretta
IN THE GLASS CAGE. THE (D-TME):
Young. Carroll Nye. Matthew Betz. Lucien Littlefleld. Ralph
Lewis. George Stone. Julia Swayne Gordon. Male] Coleman,
(NP)
(R) June 22. 1929.
Charles Sellon, Robert Haines.
June 15. (L) Talking. 7159f: silent. 6705f.
GLORIOUS TRAIL. THE (W): Ken Maynard. Gladys McBradbury.
Jr
Connell. Frank Hagney. Les Bates. James
1929.

GIRL

LOVE AND THE

Excellent

(NP) Dec.

Banthim.
8.

1928.

(L)

6406f.

(TOS) Feb.

NIGHT WATCH, THE (D-ME):

9.

(R)

Dec.

16.

1928.

1929.

Dove. Paul Lukas.
Donald Reed, Nicholas Sousanin. Nicholas Bela. George
(R)
Periolat, William Tooker. Gus Partos.
(L) 6612f.
Billie

1928.
(NP) Oct 13. 1928.
Corinne GrifBth. James Ford. Edmund
Huntlv Gordon. Kathryn Carver. Louise Fazenda.
Sam Hardy. Patsy O'Bvrne. Lee Moran. (L) 6G22f. (R)
Nov. 11. 1928.
(NP) Oct. 27. 1928. (TOS) Dec. 1. 1928.
PRISONERS (D-TME): Corinne Griffith. James Ford. Bela
Lugosi, Jan Keith. Julanne Johnston. Ann SchaefTer. Baron
(R)
Hesse, Otto Matieson, Harry Northrup.
(L) 7S00f.
May 19. 1929. (NP) July 20.
ROYAL RIDER. THE (W) Ken Maynard. (L) 5957f. (R)
Sept.

9.

OUTCAST (D-ME):
Lowe.

:

May 5. 1929.
SATURDAY'S CHILDREN

First National
BARKER. THE (D-TME)

release.

LOVE CAPTIVE, THE: Forthcoming 1929 release.
NOTHING TO WEAR (CDI: Jacqueline l.o«an. Theodore
Eltz.

:

ShirW

5700f.

LONE WOLF'S DAUGHTER (TME)
Von

Martha

Jennings.

.

(D)
Marie Prevost. Ralph Graves. "LitAlan Roscoe. Pat Harmon. Texas Madesen.
McGruger. Esteban Clemento. Janet Ford. Paul

(L) Talking. 5fl51f;

29.

HURRICANE: Hobart Bosworth. Forthcoming 1929 release.
LIGHT FINGERS (D-AT): Ian Keith. Dorothv Revier. Carroll Nye. Ralph Theodore. Tom Rickets. (L) Talking. 5700f.
(L)

1928.

573Gf.

J5REEN EYES: Forthcoming 1929 release.
GREENWICH VILLAGE: Forthcoming 1929

(R)

22.

Billy."

tle

Jack Holt. Agnes Ayres.
Jr.,
John Roche, Fred

Revier. William Collier,
Kelsey, Hank Mann. Wheeler Oakman, Virginia Brown
Faire, Alphonse Ethler. Edward Hearn. Ethel Wales, John
Wallace.
(L) Talking, 7140f; silent, 7189f.
(R) Apr. 11.

DRIFTWOOD

Dec.

SIDESHOW. THE

nized.

:

and

:

Harry Myers. Kenneth
1928.
(NP) Mar. 2.

Phil McCullough.
(L) 5818f.
(R)
(NP) Mar. 2. 1928.
BACHELOR GIRL, THE (D-TME)
William Collier. Jr..
Jacqueline Logan. Edward Hearn. Thelma Todd.
(R) May
3. 1929.
(NP) June 22.
(L) Talking. 5967f; silent. C245f.
BEHIND CLOSED DOORS (My): Virginia Valli. Gaston
Glass, Otto Matiesen, Andre De Segurola, Fanny Midgley,
Torben Meyer. Broderick O'Farrell. Otto Hoffman.
(L)
5897f.
(R) Feb. 24. 1929.
(NP) June 15. 1929.
BROADWAY HOOFER. A: Forthcoming 1929 release.
COLLEGE COUUETTE (CD-AT)
Ruth Taylor. John Holland, William Collier. Jr.. Jobyna Ralston. Edward Piel.
Jr.

Jr..

3.

1928.

DONOVAN AFFAIR, THE

22. 1928.
(NP) Jan. 12. 1929.
(D): Douglas Fairbanks,
Jobyna Ralston. Mildred Harris. Philo McCullough.
Wheeler Oakman. Robert Edeson. Edward Davis. Del
Henderson, Charles Clary.
(L)
G4G5f.
Oct.
(R)
31.
1928.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
QUITTER, THE (D)
Ben Lyon, Dorothy Revier. Fred
Kohler. Charles McHugh. Sherrv Hall. Jane Daly. Henry
Otto. Claire McDowell.
(L) 5G71f.
(R) Apr. 1. 1929.
INP) Mar. 9, 1929.
REDEMPTION: Forthcoming 1929 release.
RESTLESS YOUTH (D): Marceline Day, Ralph Forbes.
Norman Trevor, Robert Ellis. Mary Mabery. Gordon Elliott,
Coy Watson.
(L)
6085f.
(R)
Nov. 30. 1928.
(NP)

POWER OF THE PRESS, THE

SUBMARINE (D-ME)

release.

:

Dan

19.

:

Dec.

Graves,

ACQUITTED: Forthcoming 1929
APACHE. THE (D)
Margaret
Nov.

(D)
Lois Wilson, Ethel Grey Terry.
Douglas Gilmore, Roscoe Karns. Carmelita Geraghty, Dickey
Moore. Jane Keeklty. Thomas Curran.
(L) G2UGf.
(It)

STREET OF ILLUSION

Columbia
mond,

OBJECT ALIMONY

(D-M): Milton Sills. Thelma Todd. Wade
William Demarest. Fred Warren, Sylvia Ashton,
(NP)
(L) 6225f.
(R) Oct. 7. 1928.
Sept. 29. 1928.
(TOS) Nov. 24. 192S.
DARK STREETS (D-AT): Jack Mulhall. Lila Lee. Aggie
Herring. Earl Pingree. Will Walling. E. H. Calvert. Maurice
Black.
(NP) Aug. 10.
DIVINE LADY. THE (D-TME): Corinne Griffith. Victor
Varconi. H. B. Warner. Ian Keith. Marie Dressier. Dorothy Cummings. William Conklin. Montague Love. Julia
(R) Mar.
Swayne Gordon. Michael Vavitch. (L) 9035f.
31. 1929.
(NP) Apr. 6. 1929. (TOS) May 11. 1929.
DO YOUR DUTY (CD): Charlie Murray, Lucien Littlefleld.
Doris Dawson, Charles Delaney, Ed Brady, Washington
(R) Oct.
(L) 6027f.
Blue, Aggie Herring, George Pierce.
14. 1928.
(NP) Oct. 13. 1928.
DRAG (D-TME): Richard Barthelmess, Lucien Littlefleld.
Katherine Ward, Alice Day. Tom Dugan. Lila Lee. Mar-

CRASH. THE

The foregoing abbreviations follow immediate-

Artclass

ins.

(TOS) June 29.
(CD): Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.. LorYoung. Carmel Myers, Holmes Herbert. Kenneth ThomGeorge Baxter, Wilfred Noy. Doris Lloyd, Ilka Chase,
Raymond Lawrence. (NP) Aug. 17.
CHILDREN OF THE RIT2 (CD-ME): Jack Mulhall. Dorothy Mackaill.
(TOS)
(L)
6565f.
(R) Mar. 3. 1929.
Mar. 2. 1929.
COMPANIONATE MARRIAGE (D): Betty Bronson. Alec B.
Francis, William J. Welsh, Edward Martindel. Sarah Padden, Hedda Hopper. Richard Walling. Arthur Rankin. June
Nash.
(L) 6227f.
(NP) Mar. 16.
(R) Oct. 21. 1928.
22.

CARELESS AGE. THE

SOUND

Olea Tratla-

1928.

Krims.

Comedy

Musical

1928.

13,

— Farce
W—Western
O— Operetta
Mystery

M — Melodrama

1928.

13,

THREE COMRADES AND ONE INVENTION:

Paul Hurst. C. E. Anderson. Fred Burns.
(R) Apr. 7. 1929. (NP) Apr. 20. 1929.
CAREERS (D AT): Billie Dove. Antonio Moreno. Thelma
Todd. Noah Beery, Holmes Herbert, Carmel Myers. Robert
Frazer. Sojin.
(L) S435f.
(NP) June
(R) June 2, 1929.
54461.

(L)

F

—Drama
R — Romance
MC—
D

N.

Ken Maynard. Dorothy Dwan,

McKee.

Lafe

to

Abbreviations

C— Comedy

1928.

13.

CALIFORNIA MAIL (W):

Key

Milton Sills. Douglas Fairbanks,
George Cooper. John Erwin. S. S. Simon, Dorothy
Mackaill. Bettv Compson. Sylvia Ashton.
(L) 7137f.
(R)
Dec. 30. 1928.
(NP) July 14. 192S.
(TOS) Dec. 15.
:

Jr..

1928.

BROADWAY

BABIES

(M-TME)

:

Alice

White.

Charles

Fred Kohler. Tom Dugan. Bodil Rosing. Silly
Eilers. Marion Bvron. Jocelyn Lee Louis Natheaux. Maurice
Black.
(L) 8067f.
(R) June 30, 1929.
(NP) June 22.
BUTTER AND EGG MAN. THE (CD): Jack Mulhall, Greta
Nissen, Sam Hardv, William Demarest. Gertrude Astor,
(L)
G457f.
(NP) June 30. 1928.
(R) Sept. 2. 1928.
(TOS) July 28. 1928.
Delaney,

(D-TME):

Corinne

Griffith.

Grant Withers. Albert Conti. Alma Tell. Lucien Littlefleld.
(L) 7950f.
Charles Lane. Ann SchaefTer. Marcia Harris.
(TOS) May 25.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
(R) Apr. 14. 1929.
Betty
Barthelmess.
SCARLET SEAS (D-ME)
Richard
Compson. Loretta Young. James Bradbury. Sr.. Jack Cur(NP)
tis. Knute Erickson.
(L) 6237f.
(R) Dec. 9. 1928.
Dec. 1, 1928.
(TOS) Feb. 2. 1929.
:

FOOTPRINTS TO SATAN (MY-ME): Creighton
Hale. Thelma McNeill. Thelma Todd. Sheldon Lewis. William V. Mong, Sojin. Laska Winters. Ivan Christy. DeWitt Jennings. Nora Cecil. Kala Pasha. Harry Fitzgerald.
(R) Feb.
Alonzo Rositto. Harrv Tenhrooke.
(L) 5405f.

SEVEN

17,

1929.

(NP) March

9.

1929.

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

64
SHOW GIRL

(CD-ME): Alioe White, Donald Heed. Lee
Moran, Charles Delaney, Richard Tucker, Gwen Lee,
Jiinmie Finlayson. Kate Price, High Roman, Bernard Ran(NP) Sept.. 15.
dall.
(L) 0133f.
(R) Sept. 23, 1S28.

1928.
(TOS) Dec 15, 1928.
SMILING IRISH EYES (D-TS):

Colleen Moore. James Hall.
Claude Gillingwater. Robert Homana. Aggie Herring, Betty
Franciico, Julanne Johnston. Robert 0'-Connor, John Beck,
Edward Earl. Tom O'Brien. Oscar Apfel, Fred Kelsw. Otto
(TOS) Sept.
Lederer.
(L)
(R) July 31. 1929.
8550f.
7.
(NP) July 27.
SQU«uL, THE (D AT): Myrna Loy. Alice Joyce, Richard
962»f.
<R)
(L)
Tucker. Carroll Nye. Loretta Young.
May 20. 1929. (TOS) June 29.
SYNTHETIC SIN (D-ME): Colleen Moore, Antonio Moreno,
Kathryn McGuire, Edythe Chapman, Montague Lots, GerGertrude Howard, Ben Hendricks, Jr., Raytrude Axiur
.

mond
Mar.

Tucker.

(L)

Jan.

(R)

6852f.

(NP)

1929.

6.

1929.
(C-AT): Jack Mulhall. Patsy Ruth Miller,
Kalis. Gertrude Astor. Knute Erickaon, Edythe
Chapman. Jocelyn Lee, Nlta Marian, ZaSu Pitta. Eddie
Gribbon, Ben Hendricki, Jr.. Carl LeTlnnes, Alice Lake,
<L)
July 20.
(R) July 14, 1929.
(ISP)
Bert Roach.
Talking, 7266f.
OFF (CD-TME): Dorothy Mackalll, Jack MulKate Price. Jed
hall. Gertrude Astor. Jimmy Finlayson.
Prouty. Eddie Gribbon, Dixie Gay. Gertrude Messinger.
(NP) May 11. 1929. (TOS)
(B) May 12, 1929.
(L) 8017f.
2.

TWIN BEDS
Armond

TWO WEEKS
June

WARE

8.

_

THE (MD):

Stewart Rome. Betty Rome, Ian
Cynthia Murtagb. Patrick
Wellington Briggs.
Flemine,
(L)
Stewart, Cameron Carr, Syd Ellery. Patrick Ludlow.
(NP) Mar. 3. 1929.
6185f.
(R) Not. 25. 1928.
WATERFRONT (CD-ME): Dorothy Mackalll, Jack Mulhall.
James Bradbury. Jr.. Knute Erickaon, Ben Hendricks, Jr..
6142f.
(R)
(L)
William Norton Bailey, Pat Harmon.

CASE,

Sept.
1928.

(NP)

1928.

1«.

Sept.

WEARY RIVER (MD-TME)

(TOS)

1928.

22.

Oct.

6,

Richard Barthelmesa, Betty
Compton. George Stone. William Holden. Louis Natheaux.
:

(L) T970f.
(R) Feb.
Robert O'Connor.
(TOS) May 18.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
10. 1929.
WHIP, THE (D-ME): Dorothy Mackalll. Ralph Forbes.
Anna Q. Nilsson. Lowell Sherman, Albert Gran, Marc
(R)
(L) 6058f.
McDermott, Lou Payne. Arthur Clayton.

Raymond

Turner.

(NP) JJuly 14. 1928.
Sept. 30. 1928.
BE GOOD (CD-ME): Colleen Moore. Neil Hamilton.
Rosing, John Sainpolis. Bdward Martindel, Eddie
Clayton. Lincoln Stedman, Louis Natheaux. Collette Merton.
(NP) Mar.
(L) 7507f.
(R) Mar. 17. 1929.
Dixie Qay.

WHY

Bodil

9.

(TOS) Mar.

1929.

1929.

30,

GREAT WHITE NORTH. THE

(D-M): H. A. and Sidney
Snow's Arctic expedition.
(R) Dec. 30. 1928.
(L) 5560f.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
(L)
Special cast.
6444f.
IN DIXIE (TME)
Feb.
25.
(R)
24. 1929.
(TOS) May
HOMESICK (F): Sammy Cohen, Harry Sweet. Marjorie
(L) 5153f.
(B)
Beebe. Henry Armetta. Pat Harmon.
Dec. 16, 1928.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
IN OLD ARIZONA (D-TME
Warner Baxter, Edmund
Mar.
(T06)
23.
Lowe.
(L) 8724L
(R) Jan. 20, 1929.

HEARTS

:

i

JOY STREET (CD-M):

Lois Moran. Nick Stuart. Rex BeU.
Jose Crespo, Dorotliy Ward. Ada Williams, Maria Alba,
Sally Phipps. Florence Allen. MaVel Vail, John Breedon.
Sound. 5748f.
(R) Apr. 7. 1929.
(L) Silent. 5754f.
(NP) May 11. 1929.
LUCKY STAR (D-T): Charles Farrell. Janet Gaynor.
Hedwiga Reicher. Guinn (Big Boy) Williams. Paul Fix.
Talking.
8895f;
(L)
Gloria Grey.
Hector V.
Sarno.
silent. 8726f.
(R) Aug. 18. 1929.
MAKING THE GRADE (CD-M): Edmund Lowe. Lois
Moran. Albert Hart. Luclen Littlefleld. James Ford. Sherman Ross, John Aldcu, Gino Conti, Rolfe Sedan, Lta
(R)
Tora. Mary Ashley.
(L) Talking, 5903f; silent, 5024f.
Feb. 10. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
EMOTIONS (D-TME) George O'Brien. Nora Lane.
Farrell MacDonald. David Sharpe, Edward Peil. Sr.. Frank
Hagney.
(L) Silent. 5389f.
Sound. 5419C
(R) May 19.
1929.
(NP) June 15.
(L) 5419f.
(CD):
Alan Birmingham. Leila Hyams.
Clyde Cook, Farrell MacDonald. Arnold Lucy. George

MASKED

CIRCUS. THE (MD-TME): David Rollins. Arthur
Sue Carol. Charles Delaney. Heinle Conklin. Louise
(L) 7702f.
(R) Sept. 30. 1928.
Dresser. Earl Robinson.
(NP) Oct. 20. 1928.
(TOS) Jan. 5. 1929.
BEHIND THAT CURTAIN (My-AT) : Warner Baxter. Lois
Moran, Gilbert. Emery. Claude King. Philip Strange. Boris
Karloff. Jamie) Hassen,
Peter Gawthorne, John Rogers,
Montague Shaw. Finch Smiles, Mercedes De Valasco. E. L.
(TOS) Aug. 31.
Park.
(L) 8300C
(R) June 30, 1929.
(NP) JulT 6

AIR

Lake.

BLACK MAGIC (D-ME):

Joeephine Dunn. Earie Foxe. John
Holland. Henry B. Walthall. Dorothy Jordon, Fritz Feld,
Sheldon Lewis. Ivan Undow. Blue Washington. (L) 5835f.
(NP) Aug. 3.
Silent. 5855f.
(R) June 2. 1929.

BLACK WATCH. THE

(R AT): Victor McLaglen, Myrna
Loy. David Torrence. David Percy. Joseph Dlskay, Joyzelle,
David Rollins, Lumsden Hare. Roy D'Arcy, Mitchell Lewis.
Cyril
Chadwick, Francis Ford. Walter Long. Frederick
Sullivan
Richard Travers, Pat Somerset. Claude King.
(TOS)
(NP) June 15.
(L) 8487C
(R) May 26. 1929.
July 6.
Lois Moran. George O'Brien, Earl
BLINDFOLD (D-M)
Foxe. Don Terry. Maria Alba. Fritz Feld. Andy Clyde.
Craufurd Kent, Robert E. Homans. John Kelly, Philips
(NP) Dec. 8.
Smaller.
(L) 5598f.
(R) Dec. 9, 1928.
1928
BLUE SKIES (CD-M): Helen Twelvetrees. Frank Alhertson,
Rosa Gore, William Orlamond, Claude King. Carmencita
Johnson. Freddie Frederick. Ethel Wales. Adele Watson.
(R) Mar.
Jerome Eddy.
L) Silent. 5367f ; sound. 5408f.
(NP) Apr. 6. 1929.
7. 1929.
CAPTAIN LASH (D M): Victor MoLaglen, Claire Windsor.
Arthur Stone. Albert Conti, Clyde Cook. Jean Laverty,
(L) 5453f.
Frank Hagney, Boris Charsky. Jane Winton.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
(R) Jan. 8. 1929.
CHASING THROUGH EUROPE (D-TME): Sue Carol, Nick
Stuart. Gustav. ron Seyffertitz. Gavin Gordon. E.
Alyn
(R) June 9.
Warren.
(L) Silent. 5G22f.
sound. 5581f.
:

.

;

(NP) Aug.

1929.

10.

CHRISTINA

(D):.Tanet Gaynor. Charles Morton. Rudolph
Schildkraut. Lurr Dorraine, Harry Cording.
(L)
6955f.
(R) Mar. 30. 1929. (NP) Aug. 3.
COCK-EYED WORLD. THE (D-AT): Lily Damlta, Victor
McLaglen. Edmund Lowe, Leila Karnelly. Bobby Burns,
(NP) Sept. 7.
Jean Bury. Joe Brown.
(L) lO.fillf.
DRY MARTINI (D-M): Mary Astor. Matt Moore. Jocelyn
Lee. Sally Filers. Albert Gran, Albert Conti. Tom Rickets.
Hugh Trevor. John T. Dillon. Marcelle Corday. (L) 7176f.
(R) Oct. 7. 1928.
(NP) Mar. 16. 1929. (TOS) Dec. 1.
1928.

EXALTED FLAPPER, THE (CD-ME):

Sue Carol, Barry
Rich. Albert Conti. Sylvia Field. Stuart
Irwin. Lawrence Grant, Charles Clary, Michael Visaroff. Don
Allen. Landers Stevens.
(R) May 26, 1929. (NP) June 22.
(L) ssnnf.
FAR CALL. THE (D-MB): Charles Morton. Leila Hyams.
TJlrleh Haupt. Stanley J. Sanford, Warren Hymer. Arthur
Stone. Charles Middleton, Pat Hartigan, Ivan T.innw. Dan
Wolhelm. Randolph S-ott. Charles Gorman. Bernard Sieg"l.
Willie Fung Harry Gripp. Frank Chew. Ram Baker.
(L)
Sound. 8313f; silent. 5285f.
(R) Apr. 28. 1929.
(NP)
Norton.

June

Irene

1.

FAZI L (RD-M): Charles Farrell, Greta Nissen. Mae Busch.
Vad'm Oraneff. Tyler Brooke. Eddie Sturgis. Josephine
Borio. John Boles. John T Murrav. Ervllle
Fuller. Hank Mann
(LI 7217f.
<R) Sept.
(TOS) Dec. 1. 1928
Mar. 9. 1929

FOUR DEVILS (D-TME)

Aldersnn, Dale

<NP>

1928.

9.

Janet Gaynor. Mary Duncan.
Charles Morton. Barry Norton. Farrell MacDonald, Nancv
Drexrl
II.) fiSOOf.
(NP) July 20.
FOUR SONS (D-ME) Margaret Mann. James Hall, Franc's
X. Bushman. Jr.. Charles Morton. George Meeker. June
Collyer. Wendell Franklin. Barle Foxe. Albert Gran. August
Tnllalre, Frank Relcher. Jack Penni-k. Huchie Mack. Ruth
(LI 8902f
Mix.
(R) Sept. 2. 1928.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
:

:

(TOR) Jan

12

1929.

FOX MOVIETONE FOLLIES (MC-ATRI

:

lane. Frank

T/ila

David Percy. Rue Carol. Dixie Lee, David
Sharon Lvnn. John Rreedon. Rfepin Fetchlt.
(T«)
82Hf.
(NP) June 15
(R) May 25. 1929.
(TOS) June 29.
FUGITIVES (MD-M): Madge Bellamy. Don Terry. Arthur
Richardson.

.Rnltins.

Lumsden

Earle Fox, Matthew Betz,
Ward. Edith Yorke. Jean laverty.
1 929
INI'I Mar. 16. 1929.
27

8tone.

GHOST TALKS. THE (My-TME)
80.

1929.

(R)

Jan
Mar.

WILD

Hua«ell.

John

(CD-M)

Roy

Darrow.

:

Sue

Carol.

D'Arry,

l,eslle

Mntthew

Betz,

Nick

Fentnn.

Edmund
Hare.

March

(L)
23.

Stuart.

Hedda
Breeze.
Talk1929.

(D): RiBhard Talmadge. Barbara
Worth, Edna Murphy, Edna Ellsmero. V. Talbot Header-ion
Herbert Hayes, Barry Palmer.
(NP) June 15.

Gotham
FATHER AND SON (AT): Noah Beery. Noah Beery.
Forthcoming 1929 release.
HEAD OF THE FAMILY. THE: Virginia Lee Cerbin.
t)25uf.
(R) October. 1928.
KNEE HIGH: Virginia Corbin. (R) October, 1929.

MODERN SAPPHO, A

Betty Brouson.

(T):

(R)

Jr
(LI

Septem-

1929.

ber.

RIVER WOMAN. THE (D-MB)
Barrymore. Charles Delaney.
Sheldon Lewis.
(L) 8 reels.
Mar. 30. 1929.

TIMES SQUARE (CD-T)

Logan, Lioail
Harry Todd. Mary Doran.
(R) April, 19».
(NP)

:

Jacqueline

Alice Day, Eddie Kane, Emile
Miljan, Natalie Joyce, Joseph Swickard.
(R) March. 1927.
(NP) Mar. 30. 1929.
THROUGH THE BREAKERS: Livingston and Herbert. (L)
6430f.
(R) September, 1928.
(L)

:

John

Chautard,

10,500f.

:

MASQUERADE

Edward

L.

Klein

(L)

Silent,

ADVENTURES OF MAYA:
28,

Rita Le Roy. John Breeden. Jack Pierce, Pat
Moriarity, Jack Carlisle, Frank Richardson.
(N) July 27.
(L) Talking. 5643f.

MOOf.

(R)

Apr.

1929.

Pierce,

GANGSTER (D-M):

June Collyer, Don Terry. Anders
A] Hill, Burr Mcintosh. Walter
James, Gustav Von Seyffertitz, Herbert Ashton, Harry
Cattle, Joe Brown. Arthur Stone, Nigel De Brulier, Carol
Lombard, Bob Percy.
6042f.
(R) Oct. 14. 1928.
(L)
(NP) Not. 3. 1928.
(TOS) Dec. 8, 1928.

ME,

Itamloff.

Randoff,

Stella

MOTHER KNOWS BEST (D-TME): Madge

Bellamy, Louise
Gran, Joy Auburn. Stuart
O'Day. Annette De Klrby.
(R) Oct. 28, 1928.
(NP)

Barry Nortos, Albert
Edwin, Lucien Littlefleld. Dawn
Aaron De Kirby.
(L) 10,116f.
Nov. 17. 1928.
(TOS) Nov. 3, 1928.
Dresser.

MOTHER MACHREE

(D-M):

Belle

De
McNamara,

Phillippe

Bennett.

Lacy, Pat Somerset, Victor McLaglen. Ted
Eulalie Jensen, Constance Howard, Rodney Hildebrand,
Neil Hamilton. William Piatt. Ethel Clayton, Jacoue Rollens, Joyce Wirard.
(L) 6807f.
(R) Oct. 21. 1928.
(NP)

Mar.

1929.

9.

NEW YEAR'S EVE
Lake. Sumner
(R) Feb. 24.

(D-M): Mary Astor. Charles Morton.
Ware. Freddie Frederick, Florence
GetcheU. Virginia Vance, Stuart Erwln.
1929.
Sound. 5981T.
(L)
Silent.
5959f.

(NP) Mar.

1929.

NOT

Helen

Stone,

16.

DECENT

QUITE

(D-TM1:

June Collver. Louise
Dresser. Allan Lane. Oscar Apfel. Paul Nicholson. Marjorie
Beebe. Ben Hewlett. Jack Kenney.
(LI Talking, 49651:
silent. 4G53f.
(R) Mar. 24, 1929.
(TOS) June 22.
(NP)

May

1929.

18.

ONE WOMAN

IDEA,

THE

(D-ME):

Rod

Rocque.

Talking. 55G0f.

PREP AND PEP (CD-M):

David Rollins, Nancy Drexel.
John Darrow, E. H. Calvert. Frank Albertson.
(L) 6086f.
(R) Nov 18. 192S.
(NP) Nov. 3. 1928.

RED

THE (MD-M):

DANCE,

Dolores Del Rio, Charles
Farrell, Ivan Linow. Boris Charskv. Dorothy Revier. Andre
Segurola. Dimitri Alexis.
(L) 0250f.
IR) Dec. 2, 1928.

(NP)

Sept.

(TOS) Mar. 9. 1928.
June Collyer. Conrad Nagel, Arthur
Stone, Sharon Lynn. E. Alyn Warren. Ernest Hilliard.
Ernest Wood. Marshal "Babe" Ruth. Dixie Gay. Margaret
La Marr.
(L) 6194f.
(R) Dec. 23. 1928.
(NP) Mar.
9.
1929.
(TOS) Jan. 26. 1929.
RILEY THE COP (CD-M): J. Farrell MacDonald.
(L)
1928.

22.

RED WINE (CD-M):

(R) Nov. 25. 1928.
THE (D): Charles 'Farrell, Mary Duncan. Ivan
Linow. Margaret Mann, Aldredo Sabato.
(L) 7313f.
(NP)

6132f.

RIVER.

Julv 20.

ROMANCE OF THE UNDERWORLD
and Boles.

(L)

Nov.

(R)

6162f.

(D-M):

lL

1928.

With Astor
(TOS) Jan.

1929.

19.

SALUTE: (AT-D)

George O'Brien. William Janey, Frank
Helen Chandler. Joyce Compton. Clifford Dempsey, Lumsden Hare. Stephin Fetchit. David Butler. Rex
Bell. John Breeden.
(NP) Sept. 7.
SIN SISTER, THE (CD-M): Nancy Carroll. Lawrence Gray.
Josephine Dunn, Myrtle Stedman, Anders Randolf, Richard Alexander, Frederick H. Graham. George Davis. David
Callis.
(L) 6072f.
(R) Feb. 3, 1929.
(NP) Mar. 9.
1929.
(TOS) Apr. 27. 1929.
SPEAKEASY (CD-AT): Paul Page, Lola Lane, Henry B.
Walthall,
Helen Ware. Warren Hymer, Stuart Erwin.
Sharon Lynn, Erville Alderson. James GuUfoyle. Helen
Lynch, Marjorie Beebe, Sailor Vincent, Joseph Cawthorne.
Ivan Linow.
(L) 5775f.
(R) Mar. 24, 1929.
(NP) Apr.
6. 1929.
(TOS) Apr. 27. 1929.
STRONG BOY (D-M): Victor McLaglen. Leatrioe Joy, Farrell
MacDonald. Slim SummeryiUe. Kent Sanders, Tom
Wilson,
Jack Pennick.
Robert Ryan,
David Torrence.
Dolores Johnson.
(L) 5507f.
(R) Mar. 3, 1929.
(NP)
Mar. 16, 1929.
(TOS) May 4. 1929.
SUNRISE (D-M): George O'Brien. Janet Gaynor, BodU
Rosing. Margaret Livingston. Farrell MacDonald. Ralph
Sipperly. Jane Winton. Arthur Housman, Eddie Boland.
(L) 8393f.
(R) Nov. 4. 1928.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929. (TOS)
:

Albertson.

July

21.

1928.

TAKING A CHANCE:
Nov.

With Rex BelL

(L)

4876f.

(R)

1928.

18.

THROUGH

DIFFERENT EYES

Mary

(D-AT):

Duncan.
Edmund Lowe. Warner Baxter. Earle Foxe, Donald Gallagher.

Florence

Take.

(R)

Apr.

7,

1929.

(L)

5166f.

(NP) May 11. 1929.
(TOS) June 8.
TRENT'S LAST CASE (My-M-M): Raymond Griffith, Raymond TTatton. Marceline Dav. Donald Crisp. Lawrence
Gray. Nicholas Soussanin, Anita Gravin. Ed Kennedy.
(Ri

Mar.

(NP) May

.11.

18.

1919.
1929.

(L)

Silent.

6809L

;

sound,

5834f.

George O'Brien. Lois Moran. Phillip
Smalley. Oscar Apfel. Duke Martin. Andre Cheron. Donald MacKenzic. Hedwig Reicher. Will Rt-nton.
ft.) 6531f.
(R) Jan. 20. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 16, 1929.
(TOS) Apr.
6.

1929.

Apr. 21,

1929.

(L)

DALARNA AND JERUSALEM
(L)

Forthcoming 1929

14.000.

(D)

Hanson and

:

Veldt.

release.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE
Barrymore,

Lionel

(M-TMJ3)
WUliaM Hainas.
Hyams, Karl Dane. Tolly Mar-

Leila

Howard Hickman.

shall.

(R) Jan.
1929

8.0(H)f.

Mar.

9

ALL AT SEA

:

Billy Butts. Evelyn Mills.
(L)
1929.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1928.
(TOS)

26,

Karl Dane, George K. Arthur, Josephine
'(C)
Dunn, Herbert Prior. Eddie Baker.
(L) 5S451.
(R) F«b
(NP) Feb. 23. 1929.
9. 1929.
BELLAMY TRIAL, THE (D-TME)
Leatrice Joy. Betty
Bronson.
(L) 7524f.
(R) Mar. 2. 1920.
(NP) Sept- 29.
1928.
(TOS) Apr. 18. 1929.
BEYOND THE SIERRAS (W): Tim McCoy. Svlvia Berrier.
Roy D'Arcy. Polly Moran, Richard R. Neill. J. Gordom
Russell
589Gf.
(L)
(NP) Aug.
(R) Sept. 15, 1928.
:

:

18.

1928.

BRIDGE OF SAN LUIS REY, THE (D-ME):

Lily Damlta,
Ernest Torrence. Raquel Torres, Don Alvarado, Duncan Rinaldo, Henrv B. Walthall, Mikhail Vavitoh. Emily Fitzroy.
Tully Marshall.
(L) 7880f.
(R) Mar. 30. 1929.
(NP)

May

1929.

18,

BROADWAY MELODY. THE (MC-TSM)

Anita Page, Bes:
Love. Charles King, Jed Prouty, Kenneth Thomson, Edward Dillon, Mary Doran. Eddie Kane. J. Etnmett Beck,
MarsbaU Ruth, Drew Deraarest.
(R) Mar. 9, 1929.
(L)

Sound. 9372r.
Apr.

Paul Muni and Churchill.

(B)

5537f.

Lla Tora. Paul Vlncentl,
Walter MeGrail. Josef Swickard. Kenneth Thompson. Andre
Cheron, Ivan Lebedeff, Maude George
(L) Silent. 5185f.
Sound, 5192f.
(R) Apr. 14, 1929.
(NP) Mar. 23. 1929.
WORDS AND MUSIC (AT-CD): Lois Moran. David Percy.
Helen Twelvetrees. William Orlamond. Elizabeth Patterson.
Duke Morrison. Frank Albertson. Tom Patricola, Bubbles
Crowell, Biltmore Quartet.
(NP) Sept. 7.

silent.

;

(NP) Mar.

5943f.

30,

(TOS)

1929.

1929.

20.

BROTHERLY LOVE

(C-TE)
Karl Dane. George K. Arthur. Jean Arthur. Richard Carlyle. Edward Connelly, Marcia Harris.
(L) 6053f.
(NP) Oct.
(R) Oct. 13, 1928.
:

CAMERAMAN. THE

Buster Keaton, Marceline Day.
(C):
Harold Goodwin, Sidney Bracy, Harry Gribbon.
(L) 6995f.
(NP) Sept. 15. 1928.
(R) Sept. 15. 1928.
CHINA BOUND (CD): Karl Dane. George K- Arthur. Josephine Dunn, Polly Moran, Hatty Woods. Carl Stockdale.
(L) 6000f.
(R) May 18, 1929.
DANCING DAUGHTERS (D-M):

(R) Sept.

1.

(NP) May

11.

1929.

Joan Crawford. (L) 7652f.
1928.
(TOS) Sept. 22.

(NP) June

1928.

30.

1928.

DESERT NIGHTS

(D)

(L)

6177f.

(TOS)

Mar.

Nolan.
1929.

John Gilbert, Ernest Torrence, Mary
Mar. 9. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 16.

:

(R)

1929.

16.

DESERT RIDER. THE (W):

Tim McCoy. Raquel
Harry Woods, Jess

Torres.
Cavia.

May 11, 1929. (L) 4943f. (NP) June 22.
DREAM OF LOVE (D): Joan Crawford. Nils Asther.

Alleen

Edward

Roach.

Bert
(R)

Harry
7987f.

Dec

Connelly,

Warner Oland, Carmel Myers. Harry Reinhardt,
Myers, Alphonse Martell, Fletcher Norton,
(L)
(R) Dec. 1. 1928.
(NP) Dec. 22. 1928.
(TOS)

Pringle,

1928

8

DUKE STEPS

OUT. THE (CD-TME)
William Haines.
Joan Crawford. Karl Dane. Tenen Holtz, Eddie Nugent,
Jack Roper, Delmer Davis, Luke Cosgrove, Herbert Prior.
(L) Silent-6210f.
Sound-6206f.
(NP)
(R) Mar. 10. 1929.
Mar. 30, 1929.
EXCESS BAGGAGE (D-ME): William Haines, Josephlae
Dunn. Neely Edwards. Kathleen Clifford, Greta Grandstedt.
Rlcardo Cortez, Cyril Chadwick.
(R) Sept. 8,
(L) 7180f.
1928.
(NP) June 23. 1928.
(TOS) Sept. 8. 1928.
FLYING FLEET, THE (D-M): Ramon Novarro, Ralph
Graves, Anita Page, Edward Nugent, Carroll Nye, Sumner
Getchell. Gardner James, Alfred Allen.
IR)
(L) S044f.
Jan.

19.

1929.

:

(NP) Feb.

(TOS) Jan.

1929.

9.

19.

1929.

GIRL IN THE SHOW, THE (T-CD): Bessie Love, Ford
Sterling. Raymond Hackett. (TOS) Aug. 31.
(D-ATS)
Nina Mae McKlnney. William

HALLELUJAH

:

Fountaine. Daniel L. Haynes, Harry Gray. Fannie Bell
De Knight. Everett McGarrity. Victoria Spivey. Milton
Dickerson, Robert Couch, Walter Tait, Dixie Jubilee Singers.
(L> Talking, 9650f.

HOLLYWOOD

REVUE.

THE

(MC-ATS)

Bessie

:

Love.

Charles King. Marion Davies, Norma Shearer, William
Haines, Gus Edwards, Joan Crawford, John Gilbert Marie
Dressier. Polly Moran, Brox Sisters, Anita Page. Buster
Keaton, Albertina Ballet.
(L) Talking. ll,6B9f.
HONEYMOON (CD). Polly Moran, Eddie Gribbon. Bert
Roach. Flash.
(L) 4823f.
(R) Dec. 22, 1928.
(NP) Mar.

RICH. THE (D-AT):
Conrad Nagel. Bessie Lore.
Leila Hyams, Robert Ober, James Neill, Edythe Chapman.
Paul Kruger. Kenneth Gibson.
(L) 7361f.
(R) June 15.
1929.
(NP) June 8.
(TOS) June 22.

IDLE

LADY OF CHANCE. A (D-M):

Norma

Lowell
Besserer.
(NP)
1928.

Shearer.

Sherman, Gwen Lee, John Mack Brown, Eugenia

Buddy
Mar.

Messinger.
9.

(L)

(R)

7126f.

Dec.

22.

1929.

LAST OF MRS. CHEYNEY, THE (D AT)

:

Norma

Shearer,

Rathbone. George Berraud, Herbert Bunston. Hedda
Hopper, Moon Carrol. Madeline Seymour. Cyril Chadwick,
George K. Arthur (in sound print only). Finch Smiles.
Basil

Maude

Turner.

6484f.

LOVES

TRUE HEAVEN (D-M):

VALIANT, THE (D-AT):

Ernest Mattsson
IN

sie

La

Marceline Day, Sharon Lynn, Sally Phipps, Shirley Porman,
Ivan Lebedeff, Douglas Gilmore. Gino Corrado. Joseph W.
Girard, Arnold Lucy, Frances Rosay, Guv Trento. Daniel
Hasson. Tom Tamarez, Coy Watson.
(LI Talking, 6111f;
silent. G106f.
(R) June 2. 1929.
(NP) June 22.
PLASTERED IN PARIS (C-M): With Cohen. Pennick and
Linow.
(L) 5640f.
(R) Sept. 23. 1928.
PLEASURE CRAZED (D-AT): Marguerite Churchill, Kenneth Macenna, Dorothy Burgess, Campbell Gullan. Douglas
Gilmore.
Henry Kolker, Frederick Graham. Rex Bell.
Charlotte Merriam.
(R) July. 1929.
(NP) July 20.
(L)

VEILED WOMAN, THE (D-M):

Special cast.

Ferry, Louis Nathoaux. Lumsden
(NP)
5332f.
(R) Feb. 24. 1929.

Minna
ing.

(LI

Hap

(L) 6482T.

6IRLS GONE
William
Hopper.

:

Hare.
5356f
(R)

General Pictures
BACHELORS CLUB. THE

:

1929

Arthur

Fox

September 21 1929

OF

(NP) July

CASANOVA

20.

(L) Talking. 8651f;

silent,

Ivan MosouJItine. Disss
Kerenne, Suzanne Bianchetti. Jenny Jugo. Rina de Llruoro.
Nina Kochitz. Olga Dav. Paul Guide. Decoeur. Bouamerane.
Rudolf Kleln-Rogge.
(L) 6179f.
(R) Feb. 16. 1929. (NP)
Msr. 9. 1929
X ID-AT): Lewis Stone. Ruth Chatterton Raymond Hackett, Holmes Herbert. Eugenie Besserer. John P.
Edington. Mitchell Lewis, TJlricb Haupt. Sidney Taler,
(L) 880«f.
Richard Carle. Clsnd King. Chappell Dossett.
(NP) June 29.
(TOS) Aug. 17.
William Haines. Josephine
MAN'S MAN. A (CD-ME)
Dunn, Sam Hardv. Mae Busch.
(R) May 25.
(L) «683f.

(D)

:

MADAME

:

(NP) June 22.
(TOS) June 22.
MARIANNE (CD-AT): Marion Davies. Oscar Shaw. Rcbert
Castle. Scott Kolk. Emll Chautard. Mack Swain. Oscar
Apfel. Robert Ames.
Reoorded on film and disc. (R) Job*
20. 1S29.
(NP) Aug. 31.
1929.

:

September

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

1929

21,

MASKS OF THE DEVIL, THE (D-M)

John Gilbert. Alma
Bubens. Theodore Roberts. Frank Keicher. EVa Von Byrne.
Ralph Forbes. Ethel Wales. Polly Ann Young.
(L) 6575f.
Nov. 17, 1928.
(It)
(NP) Nov. 17, 1928.
(IDS) Nov.
:

1928.

24.

MORGAN'S LAST RAID (W)

Tim McCoy. Dorothy SeWheeler Oakman, Allan Garcia, Hank Mann, Mon(L) 5264f.
tit)
Jan. 5. 1929.
(NP) Mar.

bastian,

:

tague Shaw.
1929.
9

NAPOLEON

(D)
Waldimir Roudenko. Albert
Alexandre Koubitzky, Harry Krimer. Edmond
Antonin Artaud, Gina Manes, Nicholas Koline.
Oct.

(B)

:

(NP)

1928.

27.

Oct.

MODERN MAIDENS

OUR

Dieudonne.

Van

Daele.

(L)

6893T.

1929.

27.

AT-D):

La Rocquc Douglas Fairbanks, Jr..
Nugent. Josephine Dunn, Albert Gran.
(NP) Sept. 14.
(W): Tim McCoy. Dorothy Janis. Frank Bice, Lawford Davidson. Clarence Geldert.
Chief Big Tree.
(L) 4815f.
(B) Mar. 2, 1929.
(NP)
16.

1929.

PAGAN. THE

Ramon

(D-SME):

Novarro. Eenee Adoree.
(L) Silent-7250f.
Sound(NP) May 25, 1929.
SHOW PEOPLE (CD-TE): Marion Davies. William Haines,
Dell Henderson. Paul Ralli. Tenen Holtz. Harry Gibbon.
Sidney Bracy. Polly Moran. Albert Contl.
(L)
7453f.
(R) Oct. 24), 1928.
(NP) Sept. 29, 1928.
(TOS) (Jot.

Donald

Dorothy Janis,
(B)

7369f.

Crisp.

Apr. 27. 1929.

1928.

27.

SINGLE MAN, A (CD):

Lew Cody. Aileen Pringle. MarNugent. KatHyn Williams, Eileen

oeline Day,
Edward
Manning.
(L) S596f.

Jan.

(It)

12.

(NP) Feb.

1929.

9.

1929.

SINGLE STANDARD, THE (D)
John Hack Brown. Dorothy
Robert Castle. Mahlon
ne Tldbury.
(NP) Aug.

Qreta Garbo. Nils Asthe".
Sebastian. Lane Chandler,
Hamilton, Kathlyn Williams. Zef:

(L)

17.

65G9f.

SIOUX BLOOD (W):

(TOS) Aug

17.

Tim McCoy. Robert Frazer, Marion
Clarence Geldert. Chief Big Tree. Sidney Bracy,
(L) 4811f.
(R) Apr. 20. 1929.
(NP) Apr. 27. 1929.
SPEEDWAY (T-CD): William Haines. Anita Page. Ernest
Torrence. Polly Moran. Karl Dane. John Miljan.
(TOS)
Douglas.

Sept.

(NP)

14.

SPIES

(M):

Sept.

14.

Greda

Maurus.

Llea

Deyers. Louli Ralph. Craighall Sherry. Willy Fritsch.
Pick. Fritz Rasp.
(L) 7999f.
(NP) June 15.

Lupu

Budolph-KJein-Rogge.

SPITE MARRIAGE
bastian, Edward

(CD-M)

Earie.
(L) T047f.

John Byron.

Buster Keaton. Dorothy SeLeila Hyams. William Bechtel,
(NP) Apr. *7,
(E) Apr. 6. 1929.
:

19S9

THUNDER (D-TMB):

Lon Chaney, James Murray. Phyllis
George Duryea, Francis Morris, Wally Albright,
(R) June 25. 1929.
(NP) Aug. 3.
(TOS)

Haver.
(L)

7783f.

Aug.

17.

TlOE OF EMPIRE (D-M):
(R)

C582T.

Mar.

Eenee Adoree and Duryea.

(L)

1929.

23.

(D-AT)
Wallace Beery.
Florence
Warner Oland. Jack McHugh. Jack Oakie. Tetsu
Komai. Frank Cbew. Mrs. Wing. Peter Morrison. Freeman
Wood.
(L) Silent. 7145f; sound. 70811.
(R) Mar. 23
(TOS) Apr. 6. 1929.
1929.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
Charles Rogers. Nancy CarCLOSE HARMONY (CB-AT)
roll, Harry Green, Jack Oakie. Richard (Skeets) Gallagher,
Matty Roubert, Ricca Allen, Wade Boteler, Baby Mack,
Oscar Smith, Greta Grandstedl. Gus Partos.
(L) Sound.
627If.
(R) Apr. 13, 1929.
(HP) Mar. 30. 1929.
(TOS)

TRIAL OF MARY DUGAN (D-AT)

Norma Shearer, Lewis
:
Stone. H. B. Warner. Raymond Hackett. Lilyan Tashman,
Olive Tell, Adrienne D'Ambricourt. Mary Doran, Dewitt
Jennings, Wilfrid North. Landers Stevens. Charles Moore,
Claud Allister.
(NP) May 25.
(L) lO.OOOf.
(R) June 8.
(TOS) July 13.
TRAIL OF '98. THE (D-ME): Dolores Del Rio. Ralph
Forbes. Harry Carey. Tully Marshall. Emily Fltxroy, Tenen
Holtz. Russell Simpson. Karl Dane. Ceeare Gravina. George
Cooper. John Down. E. Alyn Warmer.
(L) 8799f.
(B)
Jan.
192S.
(NP) Dec. 29. 1928.
(TOS) Mar. 23.
5.
1929

THE (D-ME): Donald Crisp. Pauline Starke.
LeRoy Mason. Anders Randolph. Richard Alexander. Harry
Lewis Woods, Albert MacQuartie. Roy Stewart. Torben
Meyer, Claire MacDowell. Julia Swayne Gorden.
(L) 8176f.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929. All in technicolor.
VOICE OF THE CITY. THE (D-MI: Robert Ames. Willard
Mack. Sylvia Field. James Farley. John Miljan. Clark
Marshall.
Duane Thompson. Tom McGuire. Aline Moe.
VIKING.

Barnard.
(L) Sniind-7427f.
(R) Apr. 13. 1929.
(NP) Apr 27. 1929.
(TOS) May 18.
WEST OF ZANZIBAR [D-M): I.on Chaney. Lionel BarryMore. Warner Baxter. Marv Nolan. Jane Daly. Roscoe
Ward. Kalla Pasha. Curtis Nero.
(L) 6150f.
(R) Nov.
'NT) Dec R. 1928
24. 192R
Lnn Chaney, Lupe
WHERE EAST 18 EAST (D-TME)
Velez. TWelle Tavlor. Lolvd Hushes. Touls Stern. Mrs.
Wong Wine. (I.) G500f. (B) May 4. 1929. (NP) June 22.
(TOS) June 15
Beatrice

:

Apr.

Four Marx Brothers. Mary
Oscar Shaw. Katherine Francis, Margaret Dumont,
Ring, Basil Ruysdael, Sylvan Lee, Gamby-Hale Gills.
Allan K. Foster Girls.
(L) 8613f.
(B) May 23. 1929.
(NP) July 13.
(TOS) July 20.

DANCE OF

LIFE. THE (D-ATi
Nancy Carroll. Hal Skelly.
John, May Boley, Oscar Levant, Gladys DuBois, James T.
Dorothy Ravier, Ralph Theadrr. Charles D. Brown. Al St.
Quinn. James Farley. George Irving.
(Talking, 10,619f.

(NP)

1928

Greta Oarbo. Lewis Stone. Nils As(NP) Mar. 2. 1929.
Feb. 23, 1929.

WOMAN OF AFFAIRS (D-M): Greta Garbo.
928.
(TOS) Feb.
(7.) RS19f
(R) Dec. 15
WONDER OF WOMEN (D-TME): Lewis Stone.
1

1929.
Leila Hyams.

lfi.

Peggv Wood. Harry Myers. Sarah Padden. George Fawcett.
Blanche Frcdv-rioi. Wally Albright. Jr.. Camencita Johnson.
Anita Teniae Fremault. Dietrich Haupt. Ullric Haupt. Jr.
(T„)

Talking.

(NP) July

27.

879«f:

Silent.

(TOS) Aug.

R835f.

(R)

July

31.

1929.

17.

Paramount
ABIE'S

IRISH

ROSE (CD-TMB):

:

1929.
(TOS) May 18.
DIVORCE MADE EASY (CD-AT):

Carroll.

Jean

Rogers.

Nancy

Hprsholt.

:

Silent. 6492f: sound. 6R14f.
27 1029.
(TOS) June 1.

(R)

May

11. 1929.

(NP) Apr.

CANARY MURDER CASE. THE (My-AT):

William Powell.
James Hall. Louise Brooks. Jean Arthur. Gustav von
Seyflertltz. Charles Lane. Eugene Pallette. Lawrence Gray,
(T.) TalkNed Sparks. Touis John Birtelo. E. H C-lvert
Ine. 717tl: allent. 5943f. (Rl Feb. 16. 1929. (NP) June 15.
CASE OF LENA SMITH. THE ID): Esther Ralston. James
Hall. Gustav von Sevffertitz. Emily Fitzroy. Fred Kohler.
Betty Aho. Lawrence Grant. T.eone T.ane. Kay DesLys,
s Alex Wnloshln. Ann Brodv. Wallv Albright. Jr.. Warner
Klineer.
(T.) 7229f.
(NP) Mar. 18.
(R) Jan. 19. 1929.
1929
fTOSl Ian 26. 1929
CARNATION KID. THE (C-AT): Douglas MacLean. Francis Lee. William B. Davidson, Lorraine Eddy. Charles Hili
Malles. Francis McDonald. Maurice Black. Rert Swor. Jr.,
Carl Stockdale.
(T.) Silent. 6299f; sound. 7267f.
(R) Feb.
S3. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 16. 1929.

CHARMING SINNERS (D-TMB):

Ruth Chatterton. Cllye
Brook. Marv Nolan, William Powell. Laura Hope Crews,
Florence Eldridge. Montagu Love. Juliette Crosby, Lorraine
Eddy. Claude Allister.
(L)
6164f.
(R) July 6. 1929.
(NP) Aug.

10.

(TOS) Aug.

8.

Douglas MacLean, Marie

Prevost, Johnny Arthur. Frances Lee. Dot Farley, Jack
Duffy. Buddy Watles. Hal Wilson.
(R) July 6, 1989.
(NP) July 13.
(L) Talking. 5386f.; silent. 5270f.
(TOS)

July

6.

DOCKS OF NEW YORK. THE
Compson.

Baclanova,

Clyde

(D): George Bancroft. Betty
Cook. Mitchell Lewis, Gustav
Foster, Lillian Worth.

Oliver,
May
(R) SepL 20, 1928.
27. 1928.

yon

Seyffertit2.

(L)

7202f.
Oct.

(TOS)

Guy

(NP)

DOCTOR'S SECRET. THE (D-AT):

Mar.

16,

1929.

Ruth Chatterton, H.

B

Warner. John Loder. Robert Edeson. Wilfored Noy. Ethel
Wales. Nancy Price. Frank Finch-Smiles.
(L)
Sound.
(NP) Mar. 16, 1929.
(TOS) Feb. 16. 1929.
DUMMY, THE (D-AT): Ruth Chatterton. Frederic Marcn.
John Cromwell. Fred Kohler. Mickey Bennett, Vondell
Darr. Jack Oakie. Zasu Pitts. Richard Tucker. Eugene
Pallette.
(L) Sound. 5357f.
(R) Mar. 9. 1929.
(NP)
Mar. 16, 1929.
(TOS) Mar. 6, 1929.
FASHIONS IN LOVE (D-AT): Adolphe Menjou. Fay
Compton. Miriam Seegar, John Miljan, Joan Standing.
Robert
Wayne, Russ Powell. Billie Bennett. Jaoques
Vanaire.
(L) Talking. 6325f: silent. G024f.
(R) June 29.
1929.
(NP) July 13.
(TOS) July 6.
(NP) July 13.
5823f.

FAST COMPANY IAT-CD)
Jackie Oakie.
Evelyn Brent. Gwen Lee.
(TOS) Sept. 7.

Skeets Gallagher.

:

FIRST

THE

KISS.

Chandler.

Leslie

(D):
Fay Wray. Gary Cooper. Lane
Fenton. Paul Fix. Malcolm Williams.
(TO 6134f.
(R) Sept. 25. 1928.
(NP)

Monroe Owsley.
Aug 4. 1928.
(TOS)

Sept.

1.

1928.

IN. THE (CD):
Clara Bow. James Hall. Ja-k
Oakie. Bodil Rosing.
(L) 6918f.
(R) Oct. 13, 1928.
(NP)

FLEET'S
Sept.

(TOS) Sept. 15. 1928.
FACES (M): Clive Brook. Mary Brian. Olga
William Powell. Fred Kohler. Jack Luden.
(R) Sept, 11. 1928.
(NP) Aug. 4. 1928.

1928.

22.

FORGOTTEN
Baclanova,
(L)

7640f.

(TOS) Aug.

FOUR FEATHERS

(SE): Richard Arlen. Fay Wray. William Powell. Clive Brook. Theodore von Eltz. Noah Beery.
Zack Williams. Noble Johnson. Harold Hightower. Phillips
de Lacey. Edward RatclifTe. George Fawcett. Augustine
Symonds.
(L)
Sound, 7.472f.
Silent.
7472f.
(TOS)
Sept.

14.

GENTLEMEN OF THE PRESS

(D-AT):

Walter

Huston.

Francis. Charles Buggies. Betty Lawford. NvFoster.
Duncan Perwarden. Lawrence Leslie.
(L)
Sound. 7176f.
(R) May 4. 1929.
(NP) Apr. 13. 1929.

Katherine

man

GREENE MURDER CASE, THE

(My-AT): William Powell.
Eldridge.
Ulrich Haupt. Jean Arthur. Eugene
H. Calvert. Gertrude Norman. Lowell Drew.
Morgan Farley. Brandon Hurst. Augusta Bunnester, Marcia
Hariss. Mildred Golden. Mrs. Wilfred Buckland. Helena
Philiphs. Shep Camp. Charles E. Evans.
(NP) July 20,
1929.
(L) Talking. 6383f.
(TOS) Aug. 17.
Florence

Pallette,

E.

THE WALL. THE (MyM-AT)

IN

:

Claudette Colbert

Edward G. Robinson, David Newell, Nelly Savage, Donald
Meek.

Alan Brooks, Louise Closser Hale. Katherine EmMarcia Kagno. Barry Macollum. George MrQuarrie,
Helen Crane. (L) Sound, 5850f. (R) Apr. 27. 1929. (NP)
1929.

6.

HOMECOMING
Frohlich.

Lars

(D):

(L)

8156f.

Hansen.
Feb.

(R)

Dita

Parlo.
Gustav
1929.
(NP) Feb.

16.

1929.

HUNGARIAN RHAPSODY (D-TME):

A Ufa

picture.
Lil
Greiner, Giaella

Dagover. Willy Frltsch. Dita Parlo. Fritz
Bathory.
Erich
Kaiser Eetz, Leopold Kramer.
Aug. 3.
(L) fi165f.

ILLUSION

(NP)

(DAT):

Buddy Rogers. Nancy Carroll. June
Knute Erickson. Eugenie Besserer. Kay Francis.
Regis Toomey. William McLaughlin.
Katherine Wallace. William Austin. Frances Ravmond.
Eddie Kane. Michael Visaroff. Bessie Lyle. Emelle Melville,
Carl l.nkas Col. G. L MrDonnel.
(NP) July 27.
INNOCENTS OF PARIS (R-ATM)
Maurice Chevalier.
Sylvia
Beecher. Russell Simpson
George Fawcett. Mrs
George Fawcett. John MlUan. Margaret Livingston. David
Durand. Johnny Morris.
(I)
Silent-7816f.
Sound-6148f.
(Rl May 25. 1929.
(NP) May 4. 1929.
(TOS) June 15.
INTERFERENCE (D-AT): William Powell. Evelyn Brent,
Clive Brook. Doris Kenyon. Tom Rickets. Brandon Hurst.
Louis Payne. Wllford Noy. Donald Stuart. Ravmond Lawrence.
(L) Sllent-6643f.
Sound-7487f.
(R) Jan. 5, 1929.
(NP) Mar. 16. 1929. (TOS) Feb. 9. 1929.
KIBITZER (CD): Harry Green. Mary Brian. Neil Hamilton. David Newell, Lee Kohlmar. Henry Fink. Tenen Holtz
Guy Oliver. Albert Gran. Eddie Kane. (NP) Aug. 17.
LETTER. THE (D-AT): Jeanne Eagels. O. H. Heggle.
Reginald Owen. Herbert Marshall. Irene Brown. Lady
Tsen Mel. Tamaki Yoshiwara.
(L) Silent-5490f.
Sound5778f.
(R) Apr. 13. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 16. 1929.
(TOS)
Collyer.

Maude Turner Gordon.

May 18.
LOOPING THE LOOP (D-ME)
Warwick

Ward.

(R)

6769f.

Mar.

Glna
16.

LOVE PARADE, THE

:

Manes.

Werner Kraus. Jenny Jngo,
(L)
Silent -6fi76r.
Sound-

(NP) Mar.

1929.

(CD):

Maurice

16. 1929.
Chevalier,

Jeanette
MacDonald. Lupmo Lane. Lillian Roth. Edgar Norton,
Lionel Belmore, Robert Roccardi. Carleton Stockdale. Eugene
Pallette. Russell Powell. Margaret Fealy. Virginia Bruce.
(NP) Aug. 3.

LOVES OF AN ACTRESS (D-M): Pola Negri. Nils Asther.
May McAllster. Richard Tucker. Philip Strange. Paul
Lukas,
(L)

Cromwell.

(NP)

Sept.

Cetrovitch.
5941f.
(R)

(D):

Nita Naldl. Ivan
de Cononge.
(L)

LaGrange, Maurce
1928.
(NP) Sept. 15. 1V28.
(CD):
Richard Dix. Buth
(R) Oct. 27. 1938.
(TOS) Oct. 20,

Louise
Sept.

Morgan

Eerier,

H. Calvert. John

14.

MODEL FROM MONTMARTE, THE
32.

MORAN OF THE MARINES
Elder.
1928.

(L)

5444f.

MYSTERIOUS DR. FU MANCHU. THE (My-OT):

Warner

Oland, Jean Arthur. Neil Hamilton. O. P. Mentis. William
Austin, Claude King. Charles Stevenson, Noble Johnson.
Evelyn Selbie. Charles Giblyn. Donald Mackenxie, Lawford
Davidson. Lask Winter. Charles Stevens. Chappel Dosset,
Tully Marshall
Talking. 760Jf.
(NP) July 27.
(L)
(TOS) July 20.
NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH (CD-AT): Richard Dix.
Berton Churchill. Louis John Bartels, Ned Sparks. Wynne
Churchill,
Helen Kane. Dorothy Hall, Madeline Gr«y.
Nancy Ryon. (L) Sound-7256f. (R) Apr. 20. 1929. (NP)
Apr. 20. 1929.
(TOS) Apr. 27. 1929.
PATRIOT, THE (D): Emil Jennings. Florence Vidor. Lewis
Stone. Vera Voronina. Neil Hamilton. Harry Cording.
(L)
10.172L
(R) Sept. 1. 1928.
(NP) Sept. 8. 1U2S. (TOS)
Sept.

22.

1928.

RAINBOW MAN. THE

(SR-TS): A Sono-Art picture. Eddie
Dowling, Marian Nixon. Frankie Darro. Sam Hardy, Lloyd
Ingraham. George Hayes.
(It) May
(L) Talking. 8500f.
18. 1929.
(NP) June 22.
(TOS) June 22.
REDSKIN (R-ME): Richard Dix, Gladys Belmont. Jane
Novak, Larry Steers, Tully Marshall, Bernard Suesel, George
Rigas, Augustina Lopez, Noble Johnson, Joseph W. Girard,
Jack Dunne. Andrew J. Callahan. Philip Anderson. Leraine, Ilivero, George Walker.
Sound(L) Silent-7104f.
7643f.
(R) Feb. 23. 1929.
(NP) Feb. 16, 1919. (TOS)
Ptfb
2
1929

RIVER OF ROMANCE. THE

(CD-AT): Charles (Buddy)
Mary Brian. June Collyer. Henry B. Walthall,
Wallace Beery. Fred Kohler, Natalie Kingston, Mrs. Q«*orge
Anderson Lawler, George Reed.
Talking,
(L)
(TOSi Auk. 3.
7009f: silent. 7"S2f.
(R) July 2n. 192v.
SHOPWORN ANGEL (CD-S): Nancy Carroll. Gary Cooper,
Paul Lukas.
(L) Silent-711Jf.
Sound-7S73f.
(R) Jan.
12. 1929.
(NP) Feb. 9. 19S9. (TOS) Jan. 19. 1929.
SINS OF THE FATHER8 (D-M): Emil Jennings. Roth
Chatterton. Barry Norton. Jean Arthur. Jack Luden, Zasu
Pitts,
Matthew Betz. Harry Cording, Arthur Housroan.
Frank Reicher.
(It)
(NP)
(L) 77S1L
Deo. JO, 19»8.
Rogers,

Fawcett,

Oct.

20.

1928.

SOMEONE TO LOVE

(CD): Charles Rogers. Mary Brian.
William Austin, Jack Oakie, James Kirkwood, Mary Aldeu,
Frank Reicher. (L) 6323f.
(TOS)
(NP) Dec. 29. 19*8.
Dec.

1928.

22.

STAIRS

SAND

OF

Holmes.

R.

(W): Wallace Beery. Jean Arthur.
Fred Kohler, Chester Conklin. Guy

Lillian Worth, Frank Rice. Clarenoe
June 8. 1929.
(NP) May 18. 1929.

Oliver.

(R)

STUDIO MURDER CASE. THE (My-AT):

L.

Sherwood.

Neil Hamilton.
Bldridge. Doris

Warner Oland. Frederic March. Florenoe
Eugene Pallette. Chester Conklin. Lane Chandler,
Gardner James. Guy Oliver. E. H. Calvert. Donald Macken-

Hill,

(R)

Talking. 6500f: silent. 6070f.

(L)

zie.

(NP) June

8

(TOS) June

SUNSET PASS (W):
Christian

Holt.

Pee

Wee

Frank.

J.

June

1,

1929.

22.

Jack

Nora Lane. John Loder.
Holmes. Chester Conklin.

Harmon. Alfred Allen, Guy Oliver. (L) 5««2f. (R)
9. 1929.
(NP) Feb. 23. 1929.
SWEETIE (CD): Nancy Carroll. Stanley Smith. Helen Kane,
Feb.

Joseph Depew. Jack Oakie. William Austin. Stuart Erwin.
Wallace MacDonald, Aileen Manning. (NP) Aug. 17.
(CD): Clara Bow. Nei) Hamilton.
Harrison Ford,
Lucille
Powers. Julia Swayne Gordon.
Jack Raymond. Edythe Chapman. Guy Oliver, William
Holden. (LI 5962f. (NP) Deo. 22. 1928.
TH U N DERBOLT (D-AT): George Bancroft, Richard Arlen.
Fay Wray. Tully Marshall. Eugene Besserer, James Spottswood. Fred Kohler. Mike Donlin. S. S. R. S. Stewart.
George living. William Thome. E. H. Calvert. King Tut.
(L) Talking, 857U: Silent. 7311f.
(R) June 22. 1929.
(NP) June 1.
(TOS) Aug. 3.
VARSITY (CD): Charles Rogers. Mary Brian. Chester
Conklin, Phillips R. Holmes. Robert Ellis. John West(L) 6249f. (R)
wood. Princeton university undergraduates.
Oct. 27. 1928.
(NP) Aug. 4. 1928. (T06) Nor. 3, 1928.
VIRGINIAN. THE (D-AT): Gary Cooper. Waiter Huston.
Richard Arlen. Mary Brian. Chester Conklin. Eugene Pallette. E. II. Calvert. Helen Ware, Victor Potel, Tex Young,
Charles Stevens.
(NP) July 20.
George Fawcett. Maude
WEDDING MARCH. THE (D)
George. Erich von Stroheim. George Nichols. ZaSu Pitts.
Hugie Mack. Matthew Betz. Cesare Gravina, Dale Fuller,
Fay Wray. Syd Bracey. (L) 10.40#f. (R) Oct. $. 1928.

THREE WEEK ENDS

:

(NP)

Oct.

27.

(TOS) Jan.

1928.

26.

19».

WHAT

A NIGHT (CD): Bebe Daniels. Neil Hamilton. William Austin. Wheeler Oakman. Charles Sellon. Hill Malles.
(NP)
1928.
(R)
Oct,
6,
Ernie Adams.
(L)
6378T.

Jan.

1929.

12,

WHEEL OF

THE

LIFE,

(D-AT):

Richard

Dix.

O. P. Heggie. Arthur Hoyt. Myrtle
Steers, Regis Toomey. Nigel de Bruller.
(TOS) July 6.
1929.
(NP) Apr. 27, 1929.

Ralston.

Larry
22.

Esther

Stedman,
June

(R)

WILD PARTY, THE (CD-AT):

Clara Bow. Frederio March.
Marceline Day. Shirley O'Hara. Jack Luden. Jack Oakie.
Rankin. Lincoln Stedman. Joyce Compton. Ben
Hendricks. Jr., Jack Redmond. Adrienne Dore, Jean Lorraine. Virginia Thomas. Kay Bryant. Alice Adair, Am«
(L) SilentIngram, Renee Whitney, Marguerite Cramer.
(NP) Mar. 23.
Sound-7167f.
(R) Apr. 6. 1929.
6036f.

Arthur

(TOS) Apr.

1929.

1929.

13.

WOLF OF WALL STREET. THE

(D-AT): George Bancroft.
Paul Lukas. Nancy Carroll. Lane Chandler.
(L)
Brandon Hurst. Paul Guertsman. Craufurd Kent.
(NP) Mar.
Silent-6396f.
Sound-6810f.
(R) Feb. 9. 1920.
9. 1929.
(TOS) Mar. 16. 1929.
WOLF SONG (R-TM): Lupe Velez. Gary Cooper. Louis
Wolheim. Constantino Romanoff. Michael Vavirch. Russell
Colombo. Augustine Lopez. George Rigas. (L) Silent. 6»C0f
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
sound. 6769f.
(R) Mar. 30. 1929.
Baclanova.

(TOS) Apr.

6.

1929.

WOMAN FROM MOSCOW. THE

(D-ME):

Pola Negri. Nor-

Kerry. Otto Matiesen. Lawrence GTant. Maude George.
Paul Lukas. Bodil Rosing. Mlrra Rayo. Martha Franklin.
(R) Nov. 3. 1928.
Jack Luden. Tetsu Komai.
(L) 6938f.

man

(NP) June

19.

WOMAN TRAP
Guy

1938.

Hal Skelly. Evelyn Brent. Chester
Fenton. Effle Ellsler. William B Davidson.
Oliver, Charles Giblyn. Wilson Hummel! (NP) July 20.

Morris.

(M-AT):

I,eslle

Nigel de Bruller, Robert Fischer, Helene Giere.
(R) Sept. 18. 1928.
(NP) June 23. 1928.

LOVE. THE (R-AT)
I
Richard Arlen, Mary Brian,
Baclanova. Harry Green. Jack Oakie. Pat O'Matley. Leslie
Fenton,
Charles Sullivan. William Vincent.
(R) May
25. 1929.
(NP) Apr. 6. 1929.
(TOS) May 25.
MAN MUST FIGHT. A (D-AT): Charles (Buddy) Rogers,
Mary Brian. June Collyer. Henry B. Walthall. Wallace
Beery. Fred Kohler, Natalie Kingston. Walter McGrail.
Anderson Lawler. Mrs. George Fawoett. George Reed. (NP)

Parthenon

:

Chester

Michael
16.

WILD HEART OF AFRICA, THE
June

Conklin.
Vlsaroff.
1929.

Adolph Menjou Nora Lane.
Dot Farley. Mischa Auer. Alex Melesh,
(L) 6506f.
(R) Feb. 2, 1929.
(NP)
1F):

(Animal Picture):

(NP)

22.

Path(
ANNAPOLIS (CD-T):
Nov.

29.

MARQUIS PREFERRED
Mar.

Heggie. Charles Sellon. E.

P.

7434f.

MAN

June

O.

Pat

1928.

4.

George Bancroft. Esther Ralston.

:

Warner Oland. Raymond Hatton. Dorothy
Farley.

Phillips

:

Charles

McDonald. Bernard
J.
Farrell
Gorcev. Ida Kramer. Nick Ooglev. Camlllus Pretal, Rosa
Sound. 10.471f.
Roaannva.
(I.)
Silent. in,187f.
(R) Jan.
(TOS) Feb. 2. 1929.
(NP) Nov. 3. 1928.
5. 1929
AVALANCHE (W): Jack Holt. Doris Hill. Baclanova. John
Darrnw. Guy Oliver. Richard Winslow.
6099f.
(NP)
(L)
Dec 1 1928
BEGGARS OF LIFE (M-ME): Wallace Beery. Louise
Brooks. Richard Arlen. Edgar Blue Washington. H. A.
Morgan. Andv Clarke, Mike Dnnlin. Roscoe Karns. Robert
Perry. Johnnie Morris. George Kotsonaros. Jacque Chapin,
Robert Brnwer. Frank Brownlee.
7R05f.
(R) Sept.
(T.)
15 1"28
(NT) JnlT 7. 1928
(TOS) Oct 20. 1928.
BEHIND THE GERMAN LINES (D) : Foreign cast. (L)
Sound 8254f.
(R) Jan 12. 1929.
BFTRAYAL (D-ME)
Emil Jannincs, Gary Cooper. Esther
Ralston. Jada Weller. Douglas Haig. Bodll Rosing.
(L)
•

14.

Neil Hamilton. Clyde Cook, Leslie Fenton, Snitz Edwards.
(L) Sound. 6643f.
(R) May 18, 1929.
(NP) Mar. 16.

9.

John Gilbert.

Sept.

(D-AT): Clara Bow. Richard Arlen.
Francis, David Newell, Anders Randolph, May Boley,
Roy Barnes, Joyce Compton. Charles D. Brown. Stuart
Erwin. Jack Lude.
(R) Julv 13. 1929.
(NP) Aug. S,
(L) Talking. 7278f; silent. 6539f.
(TOS) July 20.
DANGEROUS WOMAN. A (D-AT) Baclanova. Clive Brook.

Kay

T.

Apr.

(D):

:

DANGEROUS CURVES

met,

(L) 92*5f.
(R)
Feb. 23 1929.

:

Cyril

HOLE

(TOS)

1929.

13.

C0C0ANUTS, THE (MC-ATS)

(L) 7965f.
Monte Blue Raouel Torres. Robert Anderson.
(TOS) Dec. 1.
(R) Nov 10. 1928.
(NP) July 7, 1928.

ther.

MIGHTY, THE (AT-D)

:

WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS (M-ME): Lon Chaney (L)
744Rf
(TOS) Oct. 20. 1928.
(R) Sent. 29. 1928
WHITE SHADOWS OF THE SOUTH SEAS (D-TME):
WILD ORCHIDS

:

Vidor.

Eaton,

Joan Crawford. Bod
Anita Page. Edward

OVERLAND TELEGRAPH. THE
Mar.

CHINATOWN NIGHTS

65

18.

Allan. Brown. Loff.

(L) 7008f.

(E)

1928.

AWFUL TRUTH. THE

(L) 6129f.
Ina Claire.
(D-AT):
(NP) Sept. 7.
(TOS) Sept. 7.
(Rl Aug. 10. 1929.
BACHELOR'S SECRET, A (CD-AT) Allan Hale. (E) Mar.
:

1.

1930.

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

66

NEWS (My-AT): Robert Armstrong. Carol Lombard.
Tom Kennedy. Warner Richmond. Wade Boteler. Sam
Hardy. Charles Sellon. Robert Dudley.
(L) Talking, 6028f.
Recorded on film and disc.
(NP»
(R) Sept. 7, 1929.

BIG

Sept.

30.

(R)

5722f.
459Sf.

(R)

4S4Gf.

(R)

SWAGGER

:

William Boyd. Marie Prevost.

Tom

O'Brien. Russell Gleason.
6700f.
(NP) July 27.
Lila
FORBIDDEN LOVE (D)

(L)

WAR

(W)

Talking. 6746f; silent.

(R)

6787f.

(L)

Corbett.

Al

Edward Jones. Duke R. Lee. Floyd Ames. Jeanette
Murdock MaoQuarrie, Orrin Jackson.
(ID Feb. 17.

Loff,
1929.

(L)

(NP) Mar. 1G. 1929.
Eddie Quillan.

4798f.

GERALDINE

(CD-TME)

:

Albert Gran. Gaston Glass.

(NP) Mav

25.

Jacqueline Logan. Sojin.
(M):
Jack Mower. Andy Clyde. Arthur Rankin, Glen Cavender,
Thomas A. Curran, Frank Lanning. J. P. McGowan. Frank
Moran.
(NP) Mar. 23.
IL) 5940f.
(R) December. 1928.
1929.

November. 1928.
EVE (D): Mae

(R)

6525f.

SISTERS OF

Don Coleman. Ben

:

1929.
(NP) May 18.
SHIPS OF THE NIGHT

SHOULD A GIRL MARRY? (D-TME):

Damita.

:

Oct. 28. 1928.
.45 CALIBRE

1929.

16.

BROTHERS (D): Bedford. Keefe. (L) 6092f. (R) Feb.
15, 1929.
CITY OF PURPLE DREAMS. THE (D)
Bedford. Frazer.
(L) 5937f.
(R) September, 1928.
DEVIL'S CHAPLAIN, THE (D)
C. Keefe, Virginia Brown
Faire.
(L) 5451f.
(R) Mar. 15. 1929.
HANDCUFFED (ATMDj: Virginia Brown Faire. BroderlcK
(NP) Sept. 7.
O'Farrell, Frank Clarke. Charles West.
ISLE OF LOST MEN. THE (D): Santschi, Connor.
(L)
S800f.
(R) October, 1928.
SHANGHAI ROSE: Irene Rich. (L) 6539f. (R) Mar. 1.

Nixon.

1929.

GODLESS GIRL. THE (D-TME)

Lina Basquette. Marie
George Duryea, Noah Beery, Eddie Quillan, Mary
Jane Irving, Julia Faye, Viola Louie, Emily Barrye. Clarence Burton. Dick Alexander. Kate Price, Hedwig Reicher.
(R) Mar. 31. 1929.
(L) Talking. 9328f; silent. 9019f.
(NP) June 1.
:

Prevost.

GREENWICH VILLAGE FOLLIES (MC) (R) Nov. 2, 1929.
(R) Nov. 16. 1929.
GRAND PARADE. THE (MC)
HAWK OF THE HILLS (W): Allene Ray. Robert Chandler.

M.

Jobyna Ralston,
(R)

Feb.

1929.

15.

TWO SISTERS

(D):
Viola Dana. Rex Lease. Claire DuBrey. Irving Bacon, Boris Karloflf, Tom Lingham, Thomas
A. Curran. Adalyn Asbury.
(L) 5161f.
(R) Apr. 1. 1929.

(NP) May

1929.

25.

WHEN DREAMS COME TRUE

Helene Costello, Rex
(D)
Lease. Claire McDowell, Ernest Hilliard, Emmett King,
George Periolat. Danny Hoy, Buddy Brown. Ranger. Rags.
6242f.
(L)
(R) Jan. 15. 1929.
(NP) Feb. 16, 1929.

June

COMMAND

HIS FIRST

(D AT):

William Boyd.

(R)

Oct.

192!)

26.

AND BOTHERED

HOT
Mar.

(CD-AT)

:

Eddie

Quillan.

(R)

1930.

8.

THE

LEGION.

(D)
Ben Lyon. Antonio Moreno.
John Gougli. Colin Chase.
(L)
63611.
(R)
(NP) Jan. 12. 1929.
AMAZING VAGABOND. THE (Mi: Bob Steele. Tom Lingham, Jay Morley, Perrv Murdock, Lafe McKee, Thelma
:

Sleeper.
Jan. 6. 1929.

Daniels.

(L)

H. B. Warner. Jacqueline Logan. Dorothy eumming. Ernest Torrence. Joseph Schildkraut. Robert Edeson. Sidney D'Albrook. Rudolph Schildkraut, Sam DeGrasse. Victor Varconi, William Boyd. Matt
Moore Julia Faye, Kenneth Thomson, Alan Brooks.
(L)
(Rl

Sept.

1928.
(TOS) Mar. 10. 1928.
William Boyd. Alan Hale.
(D-T):
Fred Kohler, Diane Ellis. James Al30.

LEATHERNECK. THE
Armstrong.

Robert

Paul Weigel. Jules Cowles. Wade Boteler. Philo
McCullough. Joe Girard. Michell Lewis.
(L) 6898f.
<B)
Feb. 24. 1929.
(XP) Apr. 20. 1929.
(TOS) June 1.
LOVE OVER NIGHT (CD): Rod La Rocque. Jeanette Loff.
Richard Tucker. Tom Kennedy. Man- Carr.
(L) 7530f.
dine.

Nov. 25. 1928.
(NP) Sept. 8. 1928.
IN LOVE (D-AT)
Morton Downey. Betty Dawford.
Keith-Johnson, Halliwell Hobbes. J. M. Kerrigan.
Richard Taber. Edward O'Connor. Mary Murray, Mackenzie
Ward, Louis Sorin, Sonia Karlov, Tyrrell Davis. Elizabeth
Murray (L) 6870f.
(NP) July 27.
(R) Aug. 17. 1929.
MARKED MONEY (D)
Coghlan.
(L) 550Gf.
(R) Nov.
(R)

LUCKY

:

Colin

:

4.

1928.

MAN* MADE WOMEN
Sept.

Apr.

(R)

5081f.

7.

(NP)

1929.

Apr.

6.

1929.

AVENGING RIDER, THE
Frankie

len,

Thalasso.

Al

Darro.

(L)

Tom

(W):

Ferguson,
<R) Oct.

4808f.

Florence AlFleming. Artnur

Tyler.

Bob

(NP)

1928.

7.

Mar.

1929.

DIAMOND ROBBERY, THE (W)
Tom Mil. (L)
6114f.
(It)
May 13. 1929.
BLOCKADE (D): Anna Q. Nllsson, McDonald. (L) 6409f.
111!
Jan. 30. 1929.
CHARGE OF THE GAUCHOS (M)
Francis X. Bushman.
BIG

:

:

KING OF KINGS (D-ME):

13.500f.

(D)

(L)

5762f.

(R)

1928.

9.

Jacqueline Logan. Guido Trento. Paul Ellis. Henry Kolker.
Charles Hill. Mailes, John Hopkins, Charles K. French,
Olive Hasbrouck,
Mathilde Comont. Jack Ponder. Lice
Conley, Gino Corr.ido, Frank Hagney.
(L) 5548f.
(R)
Sept.

MOTHER'S BOY (D-TME):

Morton Downey. Beryl Mercer.
John T. Doyle. Brian Donlevy. Helen Chandler. Osgood
Perkins. Lotin Ttaker. Barbara Bennett. Jennie Moskowitz,
Jacob Frank. Louis Sorin. Robert Glecker. Tyrrell Dans.
Allan Vincent. Leslie Stowe.
(L) 7423f.
(NP) Apr. 6.

16.

(NP)

1928.

Sept.

DELIGHTFUL ROGUE, THE
IR)

Daniels.

Sept.

HALF MARRIAGE

22.

(D-AT):

1928.

15.

(AT):

1929.

Rod La Rocque, Bebe

Serial number. 0203.
Olive Borden, Morgan Farley.

Ann Greenway. Sally Blaine. Ken Murray. Anderson Lawlor. Hedda Hopper, Richard Tucker.
(L) Talking. 6481f.
Oct.

IT!)

1929.

13.

OF PAWNEE (W): Tom Tyler. Frankie Darro.
Ethlyne Clair, Barney Furey, Jack Hilliard, Lew Meehan.
Jimmy Casey. (LI 4750f. (R) June 9. 1929. (NP) June 22.
RED SWORD. THE (D): Marion Nixon. WiUiam Collier.
Jr.. Carmel Myers. Allan Roscoe.
(L) 6243f.
(R) Feb. 17.

PRIDE

1929.

RIO RITA (O-ATS):
15.

Bebe Daniels. John Boles.
(R) Sept.
number. 0102.
(D-AT):
Tom. Matt and Owen Moore.
Emma Dunn. Frank Sheridan. (L) Talk-

Serial

1929.

STREET

SIDE

Kathrvn Perry.
ing.

Leatrlce Joy.

:

Shayle

vitch.

June

Gardner.

Eames.

Claire

(L)

Sound

CS82f.

(R)

6070f.

Dec.

2.

Irene

(R)

0965f.

Sept.

8.

Harron,
»188f.

Serial number.

1929.

STREET GIRL (CD-ATS):

Jack Oakle.

Joseph Cawthorn. Betty
(R) Aug. 11. 1929.

Universal
(D) : Jack Dougherty. Virginia Brown
Faire. George Kotsonaros. Wilbur Mack. Monte Montague.
(L) 4"86f.
IR) July 14. 1929.
(NP) July 27.
COLLEGE LOVE (D-AT): George Lewis, Eddie Phillips,
Dorothy Gulliver, Churchill Ross, Hayden Stevenson, Sumner
GetcheU.
(L) Talking. 6864f.
(R) July 7. 1929.
(NP)
July 27.
ACROSS (M-TME): Lina Basquette. Reed Howea.
Flora Finch, Craufurd Kent, Gustav von Seyffertitz, Clarissa
Selwynne.
(R) June 30. 1929.
(NP) July 27.
(L) Talking. 5330f; silent. 5593f.
GIRL
(D-T):
Mary Philbin. Fred Mackaye.
Otis Harlan. Edmund Breese.
Francis McDonald.
(L)
Talking. 7391f; silent. 7531f.
(R) July 28. 1929.
(NP)

COME

OVERBOARD

Aug.

HIS

31.

LUCKY DAY (CO-TME):

Harvey

Ned

Compson.

0202.

Sparks. John
(L) Talking,

Rich.

(R) Jan.

4.

Tiffany-Stahl

Eddie Quillan. Alberta
Quilan Family. Theodore Roberts. Ray Hallor.
Simpson. Robert Perry. Mike Donlin. Billy Gil(L) 5737f.
(R) Jan. 27. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 16.

(NP) June 22.
(R) June 30, 1929.
Hoot Gibson, Ann Christy, Cap
Anderson, Mary Foy, Francis Ford, Walter Brennan. Andy
Waldron. Bud Osborne, Joe Bennett, Jim Corey.
(L)
(NP) June 15.
5247f.
(R) June 23. 1929.

bert.

1929.

OFFICER O'BRIEN
30.

(DAT):

William

Boyd.

(R)

Nov.

1929.

OFFICE SCANDAL (CD-TME):

Phvllis Haver. Leslie Fen-

ton, Raymond Hatton. Margaret Livingston. Jimmv Adams.
Jimmy Aldine.
(LI 6511f.
(R) Mar. 3. 1929.
(NP)

May 25. 1929. (TOS)
YEAH! (DAT):

July 27.
Robert Armstrong. James Gleason.
(R) Oct. 5. 1929.
PARIS BOUND (D-AT): Ann Harding. Frederic March.
George Irving. Leslie Fenton. Hallam Cooley. Juliette
Crosby. Charlotte Walker. Carmelita Geraghty. Ilka Chase.
(L) Talking. 6.684f.
(R) Aug. 3. 1929.
INP) July 2".
(TOS) Aug. 10.
POWER (CD): William Boyd. Alan Hale. Jaqueline Logan.
Jerry Drew. Joan Bennett, Carol Lombard. Pauline Curley.
(L) 6092f.
(R) Sept. 23. 1928.
(NP) Oct. 13.

Claire Windsor. Montague Love.
(D-TME):
Larry Kent, Helen Jerome Eddy. Louis Alvarez. Leslie
Brigham. Genevieve Shrader.
(L) 7353f.
MY LADY'S PAST (D-TME): Belle Bennett. Joe E. Brown,
Alma Bennett. Russell Simpson. Joan Standing, Billie

Bennett.

(NP) June

15.

NEW ORLEANS (D-TME):
Cortez. Alma Bennett.
(L)
TWO MEN AND A MAID
Alma

Bennett.
Talking. G423f.

(L)

Talking.

7948f.
Collier. Jr..

William
Ricardo
6765f.
(R) Aug. 1. 1929.
(D-T):
William Collier. Jr..
Eddie Gribbon. George E. Stone.
(L)
(R) Aug. 1. 1929.

OH.

Zasu

Pitts.

Patricia Caron.

1928.

SAL OF SINGAPORE
(It)

Nov.

SHADY

(D-T):

Phyllis

(L)

6804f.

THE (D-TME)
Phyllis Haver.
Robert
Louis Wolheim. Russell Gleason.
(L) Talking,
5808f.
(R) Jan. 20. 1929.
(NP) June 1.

LADY.

Armstrong,

Haver.

1928.

11.

:

6132f; silent.

SHOW FOLKS (CD-T):
Oct. 21. 1928.
SIN TOWN (CD): Elinor
Jack Oakie.

(L) 4554r.

Eddie Quillan.

(L)

6581f.

(R)

Ivan Leliedeff. Hugh Allan.
Jan. 20. 1929.
(NP) June 1.

Fair.
(ft)

SOPHOMORE. THE (OD-AT)

:

Eddie Quillan. Sallv CNeil.

Stanley Smith. Jeanette Loff. Russell Gleason. Sarah Padden. Brooks Benedict. Spec O'Donnell.
(L) Talking 6526f.
(R) Aug. 24. 1929.
(TOS) Aug. 24.

SPEILER.

THE

Alan Hale. Rence Adoree.
(L)
(TOS) Mar. 9. 1929.
(.M-TME):
Louis Wolheim, Junior
Coghlan.
Philipiie
De Lacey. Anila Louise. Montague
Shaw. Johnny Morris. Kewpie Morris, Clarence Geldert.
(n) Mar. 31. 1929.
(L) 5477f.
(NP) Mar. 30. 1029.
STRANGE CARGO (D-AT) : Lie Patrick. June Nash. George
Harraud. Kyrlc Bcllew, Russell Gleason. Frank Reicher,
Claude King, Ned Sparks. .Josephine Brown, Charles Hamilton. Andre Beranger. Otto Matieson.
(I.)
Talking, 70997;
silent, 6134f.
(R) Mar. 31. 1929.
(P) June 1.
5816f.

(R)

(D-T):

Dec.

30.

1928.

SQUARE SHOULDERS

Rayart
ANNE AGAINST WORLD MM:

Shirley Mason. Jack Mower.
James Bradbury. Jr.. Isaliel Keith. Thomas A. Curran.
Henry Koqucmore. Belle Stoddard. Bill Franey. (L) 5732f.
(R) Apr. 15. 1929.
(NP) June 29.

THE

WARNING.

LAST

(M-TME):

United Artists
Chester Morris. Pat O'Malley. Harry Stubbs.
Mae Busch. Eleanor Griffith. Irma Harrison, Regis Toomey.
Al Hill. James Bradbury. Jr., Elmer Ballard. Kerman
Cripps. Purnell B. Pratt, DeWitt Jennings, Edward Brady.
ID Taking. siR7f. (R) Apr. 20, 1929. (NP) June 1.

DRUMMOND (DAT): Ronald Colman. Joan
Bennett. Lilyan Tashman. Montagu Love, Lawrence Grant.
Wilson Benge. Claud Allister. Adolph Millar. Cahrles Sellon.
Tetsu Komal.
(L) Talking. 825iif.
COQUETTE (D AT): Mary Pickford. John Mack Brown.
Matt
Moore.
John Sainpolis.
William Janney. Henry
Kolker, George Irving. Louise Beavers.
(L) Silent. 6993f.
lit)
Apr. 12, 1929.
(NP) June 1.
ETERNAL LOVE (D-ME): John Barrymore. Camilla Horn.
Victor Varconi, Hobart Bosworth, Bodil Rosing. Mona Rico
Evelyn Selbie.
silent.
(R) Mav 11. 1929.
(L) 694Sf.
031Sf.
(XP) June 15.
(TOS) June 1.
EVANGELINE (D-ME): Dolores Del Rio. Roland Drew.
Alec It.
Francis,
John Holland. James Marcus. Paul
McAllister. Lawrence Grant. Bobby Mack. George Marion.
(L) 8268f.
(NP) June 1.
IRON MASK. THE (D-TME): Douglas Fairbanks, Belle
Bennett, Marguerite de la Motte. Dorothy Ravier. Vera
Lewis, Rolfe Sedan.
William Bakewell. Gordon Thorpe.
Nigel de Brulier. Ulrich Haupt. Lon Poff. Charles Stevens.
Henry Otto. Leon Barry. Standlev J. Sandford. Gino Corrado.
(L) Talking. 8S55f; silent. 8659f.
(R) Mar. 9.
1929.
(NP) June 15.
RESCUE. THE (D-ME): Ronald Colman. Lily Damita.
Alfred Hickman. Theodore von Eltz. John Davidson, Phillip
Strande,
Bernard Siegel. Sojin, Harry Cording, Laska
Winters. Duke Kahanamoku. Louis Morrison. George Rigas.
Christopher Martin.
(L) Musical 7980f; silent. 7910f.
(R)
Jan. 12. 1929.
(NP) June 15.
SHE GOES TO WAR (D-TMS): Eleanor Boardman. John
Holland. Edmund Burns. Alma Rubens. Al St. John. Glen
Waters. Margaret Seddon. Tola D'Avril. Evelvn Hall.
(LI
8864r.
(XP) June 1.
(TOS) Aug. 10.
(R) July 13. 1929.
THIS IS HEAVEN (D-TME): Vllma Banky. James Hall.
Frltzle Itidgeway. Lucien Llttlefleld, nichard Tucker.
(L)
7948f.
(NP) June 1. (TOS) July 20.
(R) June 22, 1929.
BULLDOG

;

La

Plant*.

Boles,

Mack

Livingston,

WOMAN AND WIFE

MAN.

(D-TME)

Norman

:

Pauline Starke. Marian Nixon. Kenneth Harlan.
(L) 6589f.
(R) Jan.
Kent, Byron Douglas.

(NP) June

Kerry.

Craufurf
13.

1929.

29.

MELODY LANE

(ATS):

MODERN LOVE

(CD-AT):

Eddie Leonard. Josephine Dunn.
(L) Talking,
Rose Coe, George Stone, Huntley Gordon.
(NP) Aug. 31.
(Rl July 21. 1929.
6350f.
Charley

Chase.

Jean

Hersholt.

(R) July 14. 1929.
Kathlyn Crawford. Edward Martindel.
(NP) June 22. (L) TalJting. 6501f; silent. 5730f.
PLUNGING HOOFS (W): Tack Perin. Rex. Barbara Worth.
(R)
(L) Silent, 4344f.
J. P. McGowan. David Dunbar.
(XPl May 18.
Apr. 14.
RED HOT SPEED (CD-TME): Reginald Denny, Alice Day.
Charles Byer. Thomas Ricketts, De Witt Jennings. Fritz!
(R) Jan. 27.
(L) 6621f.
Ridgeway. Hector V. Sarno.
1929.
(NP) June 29.
RIOIN" DEMON. THE IW): Ted Wells. Kathleen Collins.
(R) Aug. 18.
(L) 4380f.
Lucy Beaumont. Otto Bibber.
(NP) Aug. 3.
1929.
TIP OFF, THE (W): William Cody. George Hackathome.
Duane Thompson. L. J. O'Connor. Jack Singleton. Robert
(L) 4109f.
Bolder. Monte Montague. Walter Shumway.
(NP) July 13.
(R) June 2. 1929.
SCANDAL (T D): Laura LaPlante. John Boles. Jane Winton. Huntley Gordon. Nancy Dover. Eddie Phillips. Julia
silent
(L) Sound. 6675f.
(R) May 4.
Swayne Gordon.
(TOS) June 13.
G475f.
SHOW BOAT (D-T): Laura LaPlante. Joseph Schildkraut.
Emily Fitzroy. Otis Harlan, Helen Morgan. Jane LaAlma Rubens. Jack McDonald. Neely Edwards.
Verne
;

(L)

11.772f.

silent.

:

in.290f.

SMILING TERROR, THE (W)

Ted Wells. Derelys Perdue.
(R) June 30. 1929.
(L) 4525f.

Al Ferguson. Bed Osborne.
(NP) July 13.

:

WINGED HORSEMEN. THE (W)
Charles

Hoot Gibson. Ruth Elder.
(L)
N. SchaefTer. Allan Forrest. Herbert Prior.
(NP) July 13.
(R) June 23. 1929.

Warner
CONQUEST

:

Bros.

Lila

Monte

(D-AT):

Warner. Tully Marshall.
(NP) Aug. 3.

Thomas Meighan, H.

Blue,
4706'.

(L)

B.

(TOS)

Bert Roach.

Lee.

Lois Wilson. H. B.
(R) Jan. 19. 1929.

DESERT SONG. THE (TMS):

John Boles. Carlotte King.
Louise Fazenda. Edward Martindel, Jack Pratt. Otto Hoff<L) TalMnjt
man. John Milian. Del Elliott. Myrna Loy.
(TOt>)
(NP) May 18.
11.034f.
(R) May 11. 1929.
June 8.
GAMBLERS. THE (D-AT): Lois Wilson. H. B. Warner.
Jason Robards, George Fawcett. Johnny Arthur. Fran*
(L) Talking.
Campeau, Pauline Garon, Charles Sellon.
(TOS) Aug. 24.
Recorded on disc.
6611f; silent. 4844f.
(R) June 29. 1929.

HONKY TONK

ALIBI (M-AT):

Laura

Roy D'Aroy. Bert Boach. MarSwain.
Burr Mcintosh. Carry
Daumery, George Summenille, Torben Meyer, D'Arcy Corrigan.
Bud Phelps, Charles French. Fred Kelsey. Tom
O'Brien. Harry Northrup.
(L) Talking. 7980f; silent. 7731f.
(NP) June 29.
(R) Jan. 6. 1929.

Montagu Love. John

Warner. Gladys Brockwell.
(L) 7794f.
Aug. 31.

MIDSTREAM

Talking.

5630f.

ARGYLE CASE. THE (AT-MD):

1930.

Vaughn,
Russell

(L)

LoRayne

Cissie
Fitzgerald.
6731f; silent.

Phillips.

LARIAT KID. THE (W):

5544f.

(L)

Denny.

Reginald

Otis
Harlan. Eddie
Clark. Tom O'Brien.

Duval.

IDEA. THE (AT):
Frank Craven. Hugh Trevor.
Theodore von Eltz, Olive Tell. Doris Eaton. Adele Watson.
Oeanne de Bard, Allen Kearns, Sally Blane.
(L) Talking 6139f.
(R) Sept. 1, 1929.
Serial number. 0503.

VERY

1928.

NEGLIGEE (D-AT): Ina Claire.
NOISY NEIGHBORS (CD-TME):

Constance Talmadge. Andre Roanne. Jean
Fits and Jean Mereanton
(NP) June 1.

BODY PUNCH, THE

1929.

NED McCOBB'S DAUGHTER (D-ME):

Alice Terry. Ivan PetroFaber. Andrew Kugelman
6646f; silent. 75761.
(R)
:

Leslie

Talking.

Max Maxudian. Baron

Murat.
(L)

1929

1929.

1.

VENUS (D-ME):

garet

Martha

16.

29.

:

RKO
AIR

:

(NP)

57431".

(L)

(B)

5675f.

(D):
Mary Carr. Jason Robards.
(L)
A. Dickinson, Henry Barrows.

:

(L)

(L)

SOME MOTHER'S BOY

:

Jack Ganzhorn. Frank Lackteen. Paul Panzer, Wally Octtel. Harry Semels. Walter Miller. Jack Pratt. Parky Jones.
Frederick Dana. John T. Prince. Chief White Horse.
(L)
George Magrill. Evangeline Russell. Chief Yowlache.
(NP) Mar. 30. 1929.
4840f.
(R) Mar. 17. 1929.
HER PRIVATE AFFAIR (D-AT): Ann Harding. Harry
Bannister.
(R) Sept. 28. 1929.
William Boyd. Owen Moore.
HIGH VOLTAGE (D-AT)
Carol Lombard. Diane Ellis. Billy Bevan. Phillips Smalley.

Foster. Keith.

Busch.

September. 1928.

6901f.

Marian

(R) Jan. 20. 1929.

(L) 5587f.

THREE PASSIONS. THE (D-M)

:

1928.

THROUGH
18. 1930.
FLYING FOOL. THE (D-AT):

:

21,

:

CAPTAIN
(D-ME): Rod La Rocque. Sue Carol,
Richard Tucker, Victor Potel, Ulrich Haupt.
(L) 6312f.
(Rl Oct. 14. 1928.
(NP) Mar. 16. 1929.
CELEBRITY (D) : Armstrong.
(L) 6145f.
(R) Oct. 7.
1928.
CLOTHES (D AT): Constance Bennett. (R) Feb. 15. 1930.
(R) Jan.
iD-AT)
William Boyd.
CRASHING

Hart.

Lila Lee. Ray Hallor. Carlton Stockdale, Thomas Cunan. George French. Howard
Lorenz, Sybil Grove, Baldy Belmont, Adele Watson, Lew
Short, Art Rowlands.
(NP)
(L) 52uif.
(R) Jan. 1, 1929.

Mar.

7.

BIG SHOT. THE (D-T): (R) Nov. 30. 1929.
BLACK ACE. THE (W): Don Coleman. (L)
Sew. 2. 1928.
BORDER PATROL (W): Harry Carey. (L)
Dec. 23. 1928.
BURNING BRIDGES (W): Harry Carey. (L)
Sept.

BLACK PEARL, THE (My-M)

September

Sophie Tucker. Lila Lee. Audrey
John T. Murray.
(NT)
Aug. 31.

(AT- CD):

Ferris, George Duryea. Mahlon Hamilton,
(TOS)
IL) Sound. 6412f.
(R) Aug. 3.
Sept. 14.

MADONNA OF AVENUE

A

(D-ATM)

Dolores

:

Costello.

Grant Withers. Louise Dresser. Douglass Gerard. Otlo Hoff(R)
(L) Talking 646H; silent. 5294f.
man. Lee Moran.
June 22. 1929.
MY MAN (CD-AT): Fannie Brice. Guinn Williams, Andra
de Segurola, Ann Brody. Richard Tucker. Billy Sealy. Edna
(NP)
Silent. 6136f.
(L) 9247f.
Murphy. Arthur Hoyt.
June 29.
NO DEFENSE (DAT): Monte Blue. Mnv McAvoy. Lea
Moran, Kathryn Carver. William Tooker. William Desmond.

Bud

Marshall.

Apr.

6.

ON WITH

1929.

Talking.

(L)

(NP) July

THE SHOW

I

5558f;

4712f.

(B)

Compson.

Sam

silent.

13.

ATS-D)

:

Betty

(TOS)
Hardv. Molly O'Day, Joe E. Brown. Sally O'Neil.
Aug. 17.
Lee.
David
SAY IT WITH SONGS (D-ATS): Al Jolson,
(R) Aug. 24. 1929.
(L) Talking. 8324f.
Marian Xixon.
CooHallen
Gillingwater.
STOLEN KISSES (C-T): Claude
ley.
Mav McAvoy. Edna Murphy. Reed Howes. Arthur
(R) Apr. 13.
Hoyt.
(L) Talking. 6273f; silent. 5683f.
1929.

STARK MAD (M-AT)

Louise Fazenda. Claude GillingWarner. John Miljan. Jacquline Logan.
H.
B.
B. Walthall. Andre Beranger. Warner Richmond.
(L) Talking. 668111
Fiord
Schackelford.
Belmore.
Lionel
(R) Mar. 2. 1929.
silent. 4917f.
TIME. PLACE AND GIRL. THE IAT-D): Grant Withers.
dual
Bettv Compson. James Kirkwood, Bert Roach.
:

water.

Henrv

June" 22.

World Wide
PICCADILLY

(AT-MD):

Jameson Thomas.

Gilda Grey. Anna May Wong.
ITOSI Aug. 24.
(R) June 1.

(L) S08nf.

TRIUMPH OF THE SCARLET PIMPERNEL, THE

(D>:

Matheson Lang. Margaret Hume. Nelson Keys. HaddeB
Mason. Juliette Compton Douglass Payne. Harold Ruth.
(L) 6490f.
(I!) June 22. 1929.

-

September

21,
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten

Minimum charge,
Ad Dept.

cents per word, payable in advance.

$1.00.

Copy and checks should

be addressed Classified

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn

St.,

Chicago,

111.

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium
Theatre for Sale
THEATRE— 350 seats in town of 125,000.

Sacri-

—

on account of other business. Write or 'phone
B. Lucas, 1120 W. Jefferson Blvd., South Bend,
Ind., or 'phone 31953.
fice

t

guaranteed condition, as well as used low intensity
arc reflector lamps, with or without machines a:
reasonable prices.
Big stock of rebuilt exhaust and
oscillating fans for AC and DC current.
Generators,
all makes, ticket selling machines, film containers, all
at bargain prices for immediate shipment.
Write for
bargain list.
Address Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company. 12-14 East Ninth street. Chicago. Illinois

THEATRE EQUIPMENT,

Managers' Schools
THEATRE EMPLOYEES— Modern Theatre Management training will help you to better positions
Complete training at home. Send for your free Copy
of catalog H.
Address Moving Picture Theatre Managers Institute. Elmira, New York.
Position

CHICAGO YOUNG MAN,

MANAGER.
Married.

Ten

street, Chicago, Illinois.

years' experience, lobby display.
House publication, knows

Now

street, Chicago, Illinois.

PROJECTIONIST— Sound.
salaj-y.

Address Julius Kovats, 2900 East 114th

State
street,

MANAGER—

POSITION AS
Young, married, ex
perienced in buying. Silent and sound, house routine,
ad writer.
Personality, sober and reliable.
Address
Box 433, Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 South Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois.

NON-UNION PROJECTIONIST.

Several years'
Married, go anywhere. Address Box 431, Exhibitors Herald- World,
407 South Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois.
Silent,

sound,

spots.

ORGANIST — Graduate

organists available at short
of Theatre Organ
Playing, 210 North 7th street, Allentown, Pa.
notice.

Vermond Knauss School

Equipment

FOR SALE — Reflector

Arc Lamps ana accessories,
guaranteed rebuilt Powers 6-A and 6-B and SimHeads.
Write Joseph Spratler,
Best Prices.
12-14 E. Ninth St.. Chicago. 111.

Chairs for Sale

NEW

CUSHION

SPRING

UPHOLSTERED

CHAIRS. Almost at half price. Don't miss this
exceptional rare opportunity.
Write today for exact
photograph.
Address C. G. Demel, 845 South State
street, Chicago.
1,600 HIGH GRADE, spring constructed upholstered theatre chairs, made by the Heywood Wakefield
company.
Upholstered in imitation Spanish
at

very

reasonable

prices.

500 upholstered

theatre chairs, back and seat covered in broadcloth
1,000 upholstered seats covered in Spanish imitation
leather.
Veneered back and squab seats, very reasonable.
1,000 heavy 5-p!y veneer chairs, £4 in. back.
1.500 light 5-ply veneer chairs at very reasonable
Also a
prices.
300 folding chairs in sections of 2.
large stock of chau parts to match any style seat
assure you
In fact, everything for the theatre.
great savings.
For information, prices and literature
on our merchandise, write Illinois Theatre Equipment Company, 12-14 East Ninth street, Chicago, Illi-

U.

— Volumes

COMPLETE

Road Show outfit, for talking pictures
325.00.
Includes one Powers 6A, one Turn Table,
amplifier and speakers.
Address
Ready to run.
Charles E. Mason, 240 Columbia avenue, Rochester,
N. Y.

Talking Equipment, synchronous

also non-synchronous machine.
Practically new, first
class condition, ideal for 1,000 house. Also Da-Tone-N

screen (regular Western Electric sound screen). Real
bargain. Address Nordland theatre. Cincinnati, O.
in

rebuilt

machines,

Simplex Powers 6-B
all motor driven, in

Your

1

Richardson

and

2.

s

Price

Handbook

of

$6.20 postpaid

—

FOR aALt Barry and Sargent s "Building
Theatre Patronage." Price $5.20 postpaid in U. S
Certified
A., and Canada.
$6.00 foreign countries.
check or money order must accompany all orders.
Address Herald World Bookshop, 407 South Dear
born street. Chicago. Illinois
FOR 5ALL 'Motion Picture Trade Directory."
Comprehensive book pertaining to all branches of
Eleven hundred pages in size. Price
the industry
$11.00
$10.00 postpaid in U. S. A., and Canada.
Certified check or money order
foreign countries.
must accompany all orders. Address Herald-World
South Dearborn street, Chicago,
Bookshop, 407

—

Illinois.

Cameras for Rent

We

nois;

AKELEY: BELL- HO WELL
anywhere.

Rent
(professional).
Address Wood, 204 Inland Bank, Indian-

apolis, Ind.

BIG BARGAIN

in used Opera chairs. 600 upholAddress Movie Supply Co.,
Veneer.
844 Wabash Ave.. Chicago. 111.
2500 USED 5 PLY VENEERED theatre chairs in
Immediate delivery.
$1.00 each.
good condition.
Address Illinois Theatre Equipment Company, 12-14
East Ninth street, Chicago, 111.

800

stered,

OPERA CHAIRS,
five

H.

S.

Stationery

"NEARGRAVURE"

ply, at

and

("Neargravuremboso"

plate-

Special Neargravure 250
less embossing) processes.
envelopes. 500 8J4x7!4" letterheads $3 33, or 854x11"
Sollidays, ENH-124, Knox, Indiana.
$4.44, postpaid.

For Sale

POWERS 6A in perfect condition $90.00. Silver
Marshall 690 amplifier, new $120.00; Samson Pam No.
9 $90.00.
Address Charles E. Mason, 240 Columbia
enue. Rochester, N. Y.

BIG BARGAINS

FOR SALE— F.
Projection

A.,
and Canada. $7.00 foreign countries.
Certified
check or money order must accompany all orders. Address Herald-World Bookshop. 49 7 South Dear nom street. Chicaeo. Illinois

for Sale

200 ft., turret model Universal, 3 lens,
extra magazines, tripod complete.
Like new $300.00.
Devry Automatic camera with case $90.00. Address
Charles E. Mason, 240 Columbia avenue, Rochester,
N. Y.

and 6-A motiograph

Books

plex

CAMERAS.

DRAMAPHONE

cago, Illinois.

ilso

leather,

Go anywhere.

Cleveland, Ohio.

experience.

SOUND— VOLUME

Chicago.

age 25, wishes oppor-

employed.
Prefers middle west.
Address Box 438, Exhibitors Herald- World, 407 South

Dearborn

Opera

F. H. RICHARDSON'S BOOK ON
3.
Thousands have already ordered and received this up-to-date useful book dealing witn and pertaining to all branches of sound.
The price is $5.20 postpaid in U. S. A., and Canada.
$6.00 foreign countries.
Certified check or money
order must accompany all orders. Address HeraldWorld Bookshop, 407 South Dearborn street, Chi-

in

Best references.

advertising.

used.

Wanted

tunity to learn show business.
Five years' amusement
experience.
Will consider anything that might lead
to real future.
Address Box 437, Exhibitors Herald-

World, 407 South Dearborn

new and

chairs, projectors, screens, generators, rectifiers, reflecting arc lamps, etc.
Write for bargain list and
catalogue.
Address Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,

Attention Theatre Managers

OCT NOW:

Projector Repairing

and backs for all makes,
prices that save you money
Jobs in new
chairs.
Address Redington Company,
seats

used
Scranton, Pa.

Equipment Wanted

SKILLED MECHANICS,

specialized

tools,

and a

shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I
have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
One
of your motion picture machinery equipment.
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving
Relief equipment furlargest houses.
For results bring your work to Joseph
111.
Chuago,
12-14
St.,
E.
Ninth
Spratler.

some of the
nished free.

WANT SEVERAL MERCURY

RECTIFIERS,

Address Preddey.
good, bad or incomplete, cheap.
188 Golden Gate Ave.. San Francisco. Cal.
Simplex
projectors, also
2 Peerless or
State price, condition
Strong reflector arc lamps.
Will pay cash, or one
and number of machines.
D.
Address Box 337
third down and balance
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 S. Dearborn St.. Chi-

WANTED—

BEST SHOP
Prompt

service,

CO

cago.

for repairing projection machines.
Address Movie
reasonable prices.

Supply Co., 844 Wabash. Chicago.

Miscellaneous

Ill

HIGHEST PRICES paid for used opera chairs,
projection machines, etc. Address Movie Supply Co.,
S44 Wabash. Chicago.

Classified

Ad

Will

Do

INDIAN RELICS,
Catalogue
tumes.
Osborne, Kan.

the

beadwork, curios, weapons, cosAddress Vernon Lemley,

free.

Work

The classified advertising
Exhibitors Herald-World has helped hundreds of Theatre owners in solving many a problem,
department has placed organists all over the country, has helped in obtaining equipment, in selling equipment, and in
solving many another problem that seemed difficult.
The rates are but 10c per word pavable with order. 10% discount
if run for 3 insertions.
See this week's classified pages. Mavbe you are in need of something that is being advertised this
week. The cost is small, the results are great.

—

—

!
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4 Boys Arrested for
Laughing in Theatre
Laughing some times proves
Four boys laughed in

seri-

ous.

Varsity theatre, Evanston,

week and

the management immedihad them arrested.
R. E.
Knudson, manager, explained that
the boys laughed at the wrong time
and their laugh wasn't in a tone he
liked either.
The show was not a
comedy.
AH 4 boys were from
prominent Evanston families.

THE VOICE OF THE INDUSTRY

ately

LETTERS FROM READERS
Anent

tions

T. 0. Service

HAVE NEVER BEFORE HAD THE

I

urge to try and express mythese columns but this pencil pusher
blacksmith's son, Service, sure gets under
my hide in some of the mistaken things
he lets some dumb kid write for him.
He takes a crack at Hannah & Martin
in the August 17th issue who, no doubt,
have several thousand invested the same
as most of us, then pans "The Single Standard" and "Thunder" in the same issue. If
he would do his sleeping in the office where
no one would miss him instead of in the
theatre, he might see some pictures and
be able to give an intelligent talk that
might earn at least half the ten bucks that
he gets a week.
I
have had the pleasure of running
"Thunder" and my remarks are exactly like
S. Walker in the August 31 issue of
J.
your wonderful magazine.
This Service
never saw this picture, for he says the
itch or the

self in

relief trains left Chicago when in fact they
were made up in the South and Chaney
had deadheaded down there with an old

cripple.

hope this load off my chest won't disrupt your printing presses and it won't
hurt my feelings if you never do print it.
I

R. G. Hewitt, Star theatre, Milford, Mich.

I

AM

Welcome!
ENCLOSING MY FIRST REPORTS

of "What the Picture Did for Me," which
consider is the most important section of
your publication. I have taken the Herald
World ever since I have been in the show
business and wouldn't do without it.
Mr. J. C. Jenkins' Colyum has more good
common sense between the lines than most exI

hibitors

know,

fear,

I

and

I

hope

if

he

is

ever in Missouri he calls on me.
But, if you are using any of my subscription money to pay Mr. T. O. Service, please
deduct it from his salary as he is not doing
us small town showmen any good any more.
I fear his column should be headed "Reports
for Producer Owned Theatres Only."
Hoping that my reports may help to keep

tre,

from some exhibitor's door one day
am—James L. Sears, Liberty theaHumansville, Mo.

IF

IT

the wolf
longer, I

IS

Bad Practices
COMPATIBLE WITH THE

policy of your valuable medium, will you
kindly give the following a prominent place
in your next issue:

Bad practices
Some exchanges have
adopted the abominable and much to be
lamented practice of sending exhibitors greatly inferior pictures, and this is having a
tendency to hurt business in general, but more
specifically
it
is
creating a dissatisfaction
among the optiences and audiences attending
the talking productions, which feeling is already being felt through the one medium that
is infallible and that is the box office.
Let me cite a few instances of this lack of
consideration on the part of the exchanges.
One sent me a sound film very much
:

mutiliatcd.
Many scenes were short, a number of scenes unfinished, and in one place
a black space about three yards long between
scenes. In fact, there were so many inperfec-

and crudities

the

in

picture

that

the

patrons openly expressed their disgust.
Another exchange sent me a one-reeler that
had more film record space for perfect synchronization.
Consequently, the disc was
finished but the character on the film was still

moving

—

his mouth, but alas
and to the disgust of the audience no sound was heard.
Another company is sending disc records
that are poorly made and have too many
starting lines together.
This has a tendency
to throw the machine out of synchronization.
When this class of pictures is run, the public
and some of the exchanges blame the equipment on the operator or both, when, as a
matter of truth, the whole fault lies with the
exchanges that are sending out inferior discs
and films, thereby giving a service that is
exceedingly detrimental to the moving picture
business as a whole and especially harmful to
the sound picture business, which has a sufficient number of defects without the exchanges
sending deteriorated films and badly made
discs to the exhibitor.

—

In view of the foregoing condition, I want
to express my candid opinion to the effect
that if these unfair and business killing
practices are not stopped by said exchanges,
it is the duty of each and every exhibitor to
write his complaints in a clear and concise
manner, giving the name of the picture manager, telling their good and bad points in
order that the other exhibitors be thoroughly
informed as to the merits of the exchange
as well as the pictures they are sending out.
In this connection, I want to personally
assure other exhibitors that I will send in
reports at regular intervals giving the names
of exchanges and the pictures which prove
to be "lemons." At the same time, I will give
a fair and impartial criticism of those exchanges which show a tendency to be square
and liberal with the exhibitor.
Something must be done and done soon, to
open the eyes of the exchanges that seem to
be doing all in their power to make existence
miserable for the exhibitor in continuing the
unfair practices cited in the foregoing and are
doing irreparable injury to the moving picture
business in general.
.

could go on and on and give innumerable
instances of this short sightedness and lack
of consideration for the exhibitors on the
part of the exchanges, but we will let the foregoing suffice.
I

*

Now

*

*

the exchanges were courteous and
tried to correct the flagrant faults and defects
as set forth in complaints, the exhibitor would
feel like making some excuses and being a
little less caustic in his letters of criticism.
But some of those that send us pictures take
the attitude of "take 'em or leave 'em" and
"we don't give a damm either way," and many
of the exhibitors are beginning to feel like
answering them in like tone and telling the
exchanges referred to in this letter to "Go to
if

and keep 'em !"
Other exchanges are doing everything possible and trying in every way to smooth over
differences and seem ever willing to listen to
complaints and promptly correct all errors and
faults with fairness and equity, while showing
the exhibitor every courtesy. These places and
their employes are building up the sound picture business, and it is needless to say that
exhibitors showing their pictures will do all
hell

the
last

111.,

power to aid them in their great work.
In this connection, I feel that I must speak
a word of praise for the Jacksonville exchange
of the Paramount Famous Lasky Corporation
and highly commend them for the manner
in which they are now helping the exhibitors
to meet the issue and "pull through" by quick
adjustments, a ready ear for and quick action
on all complaints, and by trying to send the
exhibitors the best shows available. J. F.
Fleitas, Strand and Monroe theatres, Key
in their

—

West, Fla.

A

Theatre Beautiful

THE CHANGING YEARS, THE

"VICIS-

situdes of Fortune," the tide of Progress, as
sure as Fate, reach the most remote coves and
out-of-the-way places, so that the Egg from
Tin-pan Alley runs amuck Broadway away out
in Kansas.
In Singapore, you may step from
your hotel into the jungle thus concrete has
extended Main street across the whole

—

country

The tourist on the Chicago Pike would do
well to observe, as many have, the little Picture Palace on Route 20.
It is called "The
Kaufman." The steel and concrete building
The interior
is ultra-modern in architecture.
great
atmosphere is that of a cathedral.
stone arch of electric lights spans a well extended marquis. The entrance is of Venetian
marble relieved by mahogany woodwork. One
is greeted by a foyer rich in floral complements
and luxuriantly furnished. The screen illumination and projection are about faultless. The

A

audien equipment makes it easily a supplement
of State Street with the added feature of
Hans Richter, Montfresh, country air.
pelier, Ohio.

$50,000 in Prizes to Be
Given for Best Films
(From Department

WASHINGTON,

of

Commerce)

17.—The Commonwealth Government has announced that awards
Sept.

made for motion picaccordance with the recommendation
of the Film Commission, which issued its report more than a year ago, according to Trade
Commissioner Charles F. Baldwin, Sydney.
Prizes will be divided for the three pictures
of each year, for the best scenario written by
an Australian and for the scenario containing
the best Australian sentiment.
totaling $50,000 will be
tures, in

Special Vote Permits

Sunday Matinee Shows
(Special to the Herald-World)

TROY, ALA.,

Sept. 17.— By a vote of 7 to
4 the city council voted to permit the Princess
theatre to operate on each and every Sunday
afternoon the hours which they can run being
;

set

from

1

:30 to

6

p.

m.

theatre has been operating on Sunday
for the past eight weeks under protest of the
ministers and churches.

The

Change Title of Denny Picture
YORK. — "No, No, Napoleon," Reginald

NEW

Denny's
called

starring picture for Universal will be
Hysterical Night," according to reports
The picture was made by Wil-

latest

"One

from the company.
liam

J.

Craft.

—
September
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PICTURE DID FOR ME

Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor
Copyright.

AT — All

Talking:

T — Talking

means the picture

M—

1929

—

Sequences:
Music synchronous) ; E Sound Effects. (Example: ATM.
»nd has a synchronized musical score. In the same way all other symbols
may be combined.)
I

all-talking

is

Haver

Columbia
THE LONE WOLF'S DAUGHTER:
A

good picture that was received satisfactorily
and especially the acting of Bert
Lytell who is a big favorite in this Helldorado town.
Seven reels. Giacoma Brothers,
Crystal
theatre.
Tombstone, Ariz. General patronage.
fairly

by our

—

—

7-8.
One of the best Mulhall-Mackaill picwe have played. This team is popular, and
good. But why so little song and dance? Looks

August
very

they just put enough in the picture to be able
to say it was a sound picture.
The recording not
so good.
The quantity and quality of the music did
not justify the price charged, to say nothing of the
increase in film rental.
Seven reels. R. D. Carter,
Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va. General patronage.
like

—

—

THE MAN AND THE MOMENT:
August

30.

The best

Billie

Billie

Dove-

to date, the young
one, wild, undersea,

Dove

folks will certainly like this
bathing, and airplane parties.
It would have made
a real Sunday show for me, but I made the mistake
and ran it on Saturday. Eight reels. W. T. Biggs,
Adair theatre, Adair, la. General patronage.

—

—

WEARY RIVER:

Richard Barthelmess— A wonderUsed the song and cued with my nonsync machine and everyone well pleased.
have
I
seen this picture with sound but personally prefer it
silent.
Harold Smith, Dreamland theatre, Carson.
ful picture.

Ia.

—
—General

patronage.

CHEYENNE: Ken Maynard—August

Great.
17.
The best yet, and that is saying something, for all
of Maynard's are very good.
Plenty of comedy,
action, and the rodeo is fine.
My, how this man
can ride, and Tarzan is some horse, too. First National letting this young man get away from them
is hard to believe.
Six reels. R. D. Carter, Fairfax

—

theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.

DO YOUR DUTY:
v

— General
Charlie

patronage.

Murray—August

i

—

SHOW GIRL

Alice

White— August

30.

Another one of those fixed over pictures with sound,
is clever and gave satisfaction as a program
picture, one night, but one night is all of this type
of pictures will stand in this town, and get film
rental we fell short of expenses.
This is nothing
new nowadays. If we got a week that played even
we would have to call a doctor, and that's no lie.
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
the star

— General

patronage.

ADORATION: Billie Dove—August 22-23. A very
good picture, and well acted but not the kind of picthat takes very well with the average show
goer.
Seven reels. Page & Goetz, Gem theatre.
Canton, Mo. General patronage.

ture

—

—

LOVE AND THE DEVIL: Milton Sills— Why
Mr. Alexander Corda should have selected this star
for this picture is a puzzle to me.
Sills is a good
underworld and sea picture star, but when it comes
to love stories he does not know what it is all about.

reports

a

real

WEST OF ZANZIBAR:

of

Chaney

i

\

I

Nine

show.
Ia.

reels.

— General

pat-

Lon Chaney— September

This is the
have
first of my Wednesday and Thursday shows,
My crowds
been operating only 4 days per week.
both nights were very satisfactory. M G M still holds
a perfect score with me. Not a lemon in a carload.
We do not need sound. Seven reels. G. H. Wright,
Wendell, N.
Small town
Jr.,
Star theatre,
patronage.
4-3.

that in Italy there is no such
law as capital punishment, such as hanging.
Business fair, but I heard many funny remarks on this
picture, and that does not help business in the least.
Paul Lateno, Rialto theatre, Rockford, 111. General
patronage.

—

—

THE OUTCAST
A

(M)

:

Special

cast—August

28-29.

with enough music grafted in to it
to raise the rental.
A gobd silent picture, that's
all.
Will satisfy as a silent picture, but when
placed in the talking picture class and admissions
raised as we are compelled to do, they say not worth
the price and it has ruined the business.
The picture is good, star and cast fine. Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville, Mich. General patronage.
silent picture

—
—

THE SQUALL:

Alice Joyce—August 24.
This is
a very good show for its type, but did not go so hot
for me.
Eight reels. W. T. Biggs, Adair theatre.
Adair, Ia. General patronage.

a great favorite here.

is

—
C—

THE BELLAMY TRIAL (TME) : Leatrice JoyConsider this one of the best sound pictures we've
Eight reels. A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre.
Eminence, Ky. Small town patronage.
run.

—

—

SPITE MARRIAGE (ME)
Buster Keaton— Good
comedy and music and sound effects are great. Seven
reels.
A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.
Small town patronage.
SPITE MARRIAGE: Buster Keaton— September
1-2.
A very pleasing comedy though not quite a
good as "The Cameraman." Not worth over $7.50 ii.
towns of 1,000. Dorothy Sebastian helps any show
and 6he will not disappoint you in this one. Nine
James L. Sears, Liberty theatre, Humansville,
reels.
Mo. Small town patronage.

—

—

—

—

—
—
THE BRIDGE OF
rence— August 26-27.

Ia.

Alice White—A pretty good picture
doesn't seem like I can get my people
her.
Those that came seemed to be
Harold Smith, Dreamland theatre, Carson,

—

patronage.

Fox
FUGITIVES:

Fair
Madge Bellamy— July 25.
reels.
Ray W. Musselman, Princess

picture.
Six
theatre, Lincoln,

—
— General

Kan.

patronage.

ROMANCE OF THE UNDERWORLD:

Mary Astor

best underworld picture we have
The only thing
run.
Pleased 90 per cent.
wrong with this picture was the name. Seven reels.
Page & Goetz, Gem theatre, Canton, Mo. General
27.

The

ever

—

Paramount

—

ABIE'S IRISH ROSE:

—

—

Utah.

— General

patronage.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
THUNDER:
picture,

Lon Chaney— September 1. This is a
and will please most any kind of

patrons. It is a railroad story with good photography,
Phyllis
the snow and flood scenes are extra good.

this

—

ABIE'S IRISH ROSE (M)

:

Special

—

cast— A thor-

—

ronage.

DOCKS OF
reels.

and don't know yet where they all came from. Six
Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem theatre. Greenreels.

cast—For me

oughly delightful picture that drew fairly well. Miss
Carroll's singing of "Rosemary" made a big hit.
Disc recording is O. K. Twelve reels. A. N. Miles.
Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky. Small town pat-

THE GREAT WHITE NORTH: Special cast31.
A very good scenic picture with wonWe had a full house
derful scenes of the north.

August

Special

Can't understand it unless
proved a complete flop.
the weather was too hot. I expected to do big business on this but didn't even take in film rental.
Very good picture. Harold Smith, Dreamland theaGeneral patronage.
tre, Carson, Ia.

August

real

estima-

—
—

patronage.

river,

my

in

— General

—August

Ernest Tor-

Ernest Torrence in

ronage.

it

interested

SAN LUIS REY:

tion deserves to be called the star in this production
and any other he plays in for that matter. This is
a very interesting production that will not make you
any money in a small town due to the fact that it
Print O. K.
Photogis over most people's heads.
raphy a little dark. Really only a program picture
Nine reels. James L. Sear-.
for small towns.
Liberty theatre, Humansville, Mo. Small town I a:-

HOT STUFF:
although

—

(M):

first

know

to

some of the other Murray
enough action. Played this
a change, and business was not so

Saturday for
Seven reels. R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre,
Kilmarnock, Va. General patronage.
|

*

happen

I also

Fair.
Not as good as
pictures.
Too slow, not

good.

my

is

it

:

satisfied.
3.

enclosing

'What the Picture Did for Me,' which I
consider is the most important section of
your publication.
I have
taken the
HERALD-WORLD ever since I have been
and
in the show business
wouldn't do
without it. Mr. J. C. Jenkins' Colyum
has more good common sense between
the lines than most exhibitors know, J
fear, and I hope if he is ever in Missouri
he calls on me."—JAMES L. SEARS, Liberty theatre, Humansville, Mo.

First National
CHILDREN OF THE RITZ: Mulhall-Mackaill—
tures

am

"I

clientele

and

fine

T. Biggs, Adair theatre, Adair,
ronage.

A GOOD EXAMPLE

Bert Lytell—

is

W.

pleasing.
C.

NEW YORK:

Drew

24.

fairly

Too dark and

George Bancroft but was not entirely
Eight
sordid to suit us.

well,

— E. Hopkins, The Hopkins
Ark. — Small town patronage.
THE FLEET'S

IN:

Clara

theatre,

Bow—August

17.

Cotter,

With

star and weather to match, we made a
for the first time since we can remember.
The picture just suited our crowd. Eight reels.
C. E. Hopkins, The Hopkins theatre, Cotter, Ark.
this perfect

profit

Small town patronage.

TAKE ME HOME:

Bebe Daniels—August 12-13.
comedy-romance, entertaining
Pleased much better than
all
the way through.
"What a Night." Photography good. Print fair.

Good program

picture,

TieKisnosubstituteMrcuhtion/

—

—R.

Six reels.
nock, Va.

D.

—General

Fairfax
patronage.

Carter.

theatre,

Kilmar-

Menjou—
MARQUIS PREFERRED:
Adolphe
August 9, Very good Menjou picture, and enjoyed
who
came
to
see
it,
Menjou
has very
those
but
by
with small town and country people.
little draw
Six reels. R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va. General patronage.
CLOSE HARMONY (M) : Special cast— September
1-2.
Talking good and clear. Used sound on film
print and by taking care to clean print each time
Using Masterbefore use got good reproduction.
Being our first sound picture we were very
phone.
So will run a
pleasantly surprised at the results.

—
—

couple

Mont.

—

—

Palace

more. Carl Veseth,
General patronage.

THE CASE OF LENA SMITH: Esther Ralston—
29-30.
A draggy picture that did not go over

Will have to call this a
with my people.
very poor picture. Eight reels. Page & Goetz, Gem
General patronage.
theatre. Canton, Mo.
all

—

—

WHAT A

NIGHT:

Daniels— August 31.
A good little comedy drama of newspaper life, plenty
Six reels. Page
of action and lots of good comedy.
& Goetz, Gem theatre, Canton, Mo. General patBebe

—

—

ronage.

HIS PRIVATE LIFE:

A

29.

Adolphe Menjou— August
Not much of a crowd

short snappy comedy.

Five

out.

reels.

—Mrs.

Greenriver, Utah.

—

Hulda

Green,
General patronage.
J.

Gem

—

extremely

of

make

:

—

THE WATER HOLE:
influence

Jack

Holt— August

10.

counteract the
so it did not
a good picture all right.

sufficient

hot

to

weather,

us any profit.
It's
reels.
C. E. Hopkins. The Hopkins theatre.
Small
town
patronage.
Cotter, Ark.

—
—

Seven

REDSKIN:

Dix—August

With regular prices at 10 and 25 cents, we raised to 15 and
30 for this and drew a fair crowd and they liked
Nine reels. — C. E. Hopkins, The Hopkins
the show.
Small town patronage.
theatre, Cotter, Ark.
Richard

Delightful

little

picture;

Buddy Rogers— August 1-2.
Sweet and clean entertain-

ment. Well made and very well presented. Pleased
Why are there so few pictures of this
100 per cent.
type? Print and photography good.
Seven reel6.
R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.
General patronage.

SAWDUST PARADISE: Esther Ralston—August
Sunday school lesson and pretty good when
mixed up with the show business. Carnival girl gets
religion and puts the revival over with a little
showmanship. You can get along with it or without
Seven reels. Ray W. Musselman, Princess theait.
tre, Lincoln, Kan.
General patronage.
28.

—

SHOW

—

Rayart
YOU CAN BEAT THE LAW:

Lila Lee— A propicture with an A-l moral.
Six reels. S. N.
Jackson, Jackson theatre, Flomaton. Ala. General
patronage.

Pathe
Phyllis

Haver— August

26-27.

picture.
We had a good crowd both
Seven reels. G. H. Wright, Jr., Star theaWendell, N. C. Small town patronage.

Very good

—

nights.

—

OFFICE SCANDAL:

Phyllis Haver— August 29.
newspaper story and pretty good, at that. Phyllis
is quite a little reporter in this picture.
Seven reels.
—Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan.

A

— General

patronage.

SIN TOWN:
Special cast— September 2-3.
Another house record ! Not so much on account of the
picture.
No, it is just ordinary with the emphasis
on the ordinary. Although I will say that it is as
good as the average Western. Tuesday was the opening day of the local Bright Leaf Tobacco market
and we had hundreds of visitors who patronized my
special 10c matinee.
That is the secret of my new
record.
However, our success is generally measured

—

THE DRIFTER: Tom Mix August 31. A very
good Western picture. Mix pictures are always good
with us for a Saturday night picture. Six reels.
Page & Goetz, Gem theatre. Canton, Mo. General

—

—

TAXI 13: Chester Conklin Have heard several
knocks on this picture but it drew a pretty good
crowd and seemed to please.
Conklin's fast ride
behind the fire truck kept the house in an uproar.
Harold Smith, Dreamland theatre, Carson, la.
General patronage.

—

THE BIG DIAMOND ROBBERY:
24.

pictures but

&

Gem

Goetz,

Mix-

Tom

of exhibitors pan the Tom Mix
find the pictures to be mighty good,
pulls them in for us.
This picture is
picture, played a good Saturday business,

Lots

we

and he still
a very good
and we are always glad
theatre.

to get a

Mix

Canton,

Mo.

picture.

— Page

— General

pat-

ronage.

ROUGH

RIDIN' RED: Buzz Barton— July 26-27.
First one of this star I ever ran and it seemed to
please.
I put a Lane comedy on with this feature
and did a nice business. Five reels. Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan. General

—

—

KING COWBOY: Tom Mix— August

30-31.
This
The only thing I see to it is
is in it.
The rest of it was

not a good picture.
the fact that Tom Mix
just ordinary.
But, considering all this, it brought
me a house record for ordinary picture for two
nights run.
That's what counts, you know.
Seven
reels.— G. H. Wright, Jr., Star theatre, Wendell,
N. C. Small town patronage.
is

—

SURE SHOT DICK, 1 Very poor. I believe poor
sound subjects are worse than poor silents. Not a
laugh in this for us. A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre,
Eminence, Ky. Small town patronage.

—

—

YELLOW BACK: Tom Moore—August

Fair

10.

action picture, said to be of the Northwest Mounted.
Well, the N. W. was there, but we saw very little
of the Mounts.
Only once did a horse appear on
the scene.
The picture would have been better if
there had been more of the beautiful scenery of the
North country. Like most *of
pictures, it is
a little dark.
Six reels. R. D. Carter, Fairfax
theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.
General patronage.

RKO

—

CHARGE OF THE GAUCHOS: Special castAugust 31. A good program picture, well acted,
and pleased our Saturday night bunch.
Six reels.
Page & Goetz, Gem theatre, Canton, Mo. General

—

—

patronage.

HEY RUBE:

cast— This proved to be a
program picture. Was very
much interested in it myself as I watched the filming
of it last year in Hollywood.
Harold Smith, Dreamvery satisfactory

Special
little

—

— General patronage.
THE AMAZING VAGABOND: Bob Steele—Good
or better.
Six
— N. Jackson, Jackson
theatre, Flomaton, Ala. — General patronage.
land theatre, Carson, la.

S.

reels.

OUTLAWED: Tom Mix— Ordinary

Western that
Seven reels. S. N.

drew an extraordinary crowd.
Jackson, Jackson
patronage.

theatre.

Flomaton,

Ala.

—
— General

Tiffany
:

Richard Talmadge— August

27.

big program picture that did not draw film rental.
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre. Greenville, Mich.

patronage.

Automatic Ticket

Register Corp.
723 Seventh Ave.New York

Every Purpose*!.

LOWEST Market Prices

TWO

LOVERS:

Vilma

Banky— A

pleased audience witnessed this picture.
Giacoma Brothers, Crystal theatre.
Ariz.
General patronage.

—

—

BATTLE

—

BATTLE OF THE SEXES: Special cast—Now
comes the United Artists with a picture that gave
our people a highly satisfactory evening's entertainment.
It held the interest from
start to finish.
Cood photography, reels fine shape, story okay, and
what more could a poor old exhibitor wish, a wish
j-o seldom
fulfilled these days in small towns where
they cannot afford to equip for the audiens.
Ten
reels.
Giacoma Brothers, Crystal theatre, Tomb-

—

— General

patronage.

Universal
THE COHENS AND KELLYS IN ATLANTIC
CITY:

cast—August

Special

29-30.

Good as

all

of

their pictures have been.
However, one a year is
enough.
Will stand a little raised admission.
Will
even please a Saturday night crowd.
Worth not
over $10 in towns of 1.000.
Eight reels. James L.
Sears, Liberty theatre, Humansville, Mo.
Small town
patronage.

—

—

HONEYMOON
A

19-20.

FLATS:
Special
cast— August
corking good comedy good enough for any

house, with a story that is different. Good any night
in the week.
Dorothy Gulliver is plenty good to look
at.
Boost this picture, it will stand it for it will
please the entire family.
Seven reels. James L.
Sears, Liberty theatre, Humansville, Mo.
Small town

—

—

patronage.

LUCKY DAY: Reginald Denny— September 2.
good comedy in spots. Drew well on our annual
melon day.
Six reels.
Mrs. Hulda J. Green. Gem
theatre, Greenriver, Utah.
General patronage.
HIS

—

—

LUCKY DAY:

HIS

Reginald Denny— August 24.
A very good comedy drama. Denny is getting to be
a very good star here.
Plays in a good class of pictures.
Page & Goetz, Gem theatre, Canton. Mo.
General patronage.

OF

THE

SEXES:

very

well

Nine reels.
Tombstone,

Special

cast-

September 1-2.
Very good high class picture with
good cast, acting and direction.
But Lordhelpus, in
two days it grossed only scant expenses.
While
the weather was rather warm, I think the main
[

Reports

WINGED HORSEMAN: Hoot GibsonAugust 31. A good old silent picture that pleased
them all. One of the best we have had of Hoot and
he has made a lot of them.
Miss Elder was very
good in this picture and made a fine entertaining
Saturday show. Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre.
THE

—
—General

Greenville, Mich.

patronage.

THE LARIAT KID:

Hoot Gibson— September 7.
Fair little comedy Western which did just fair business.
Nothing unusual about it. Six reels. O. B.
Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. Small town

—

—

patronage.

Warner Bros.
ON WITH THE SHOW

(AT):

cast—Saw

Special

this all-Technicolor 100 per cent T-S-D knockout at
our nearest sound equipped competitor, and cannot
resist expounding on it.
It is
I know he won't.
certainly my idea of real entertainment, and justifies this "new show world" stuff we hear so often.
I saw the last exhibition of a five-day run and the
house was full.
Since the projection of both sound

and picture in this theatre are far from what they
ought to be, it follows that the large crowds during
this run were drawn and pleased by the particular
picture itself.
It's really a nice piece of entertainment and one of the best things about it to me was
that the headliners were all Hollywood stock and
not a bunch of imported Broadwayites. Betty Compson, Arthur Lake and Joe E. Brown were all great
and so were others whom I cannot name now. You'll

new Sally O'Neil. Some baby,
And let's give Louise Fazenda a
Sally, I like you !
big hand, too. You all ought to run this one, fellers.
O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.
be surprised at the

—

Small town patronage.

THE DESERT SONG (M) : Special cast— Some
parts of this the best that money could possibly buy,
and other parts long drawn out, filled in with noise,
etc.
I call it a big 6tage musical attraction, and
in it there is plenty of comedy, plenty of songs that
will thrill and interest most every age of show going
people.
Music score perfect. Thirteen reels. Walter
Odom & Sons, Dixie theatre, Durant, Miss. General
patronage.

—
—

LAND OF THE SILVER FOX:

United Artists

JCKET REGISTERS

—

—

patronage.

—
— General

1929

was the title, which frightened our worthy
patrons away, although certainly no one should be
offended at the picture.
Ten reels. O. B. Wolfe.
Screenland theatre. Nevada, O. Small town patronage.

A

WITH

Tickets for

—

patronage.

21,

trouble

RKO

THE CAVALIER

Losses in the Box Office

September

stone, Ariz.

A

No

—

gram

—

OFFICE SCANDAL:

—

—

31.

—

SOMEONE TO LOVE:

Star

FOLKS: Special cast— August 16. Pleasing entertainment, gave satisfaction. Dancing good.
Quillan is a young player, but he knows his stuff,
and will make good. Six reels. R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va. General patronage.

August

(AT)
Neil
Hamilton This is on disc copied from film and the
Did not
voices sound very hollow and all alike.
it.
Drew very
receive a single compliment on
Seven reels. A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre.
poorly.
Eminence, Ky. Small town patronage.

Drawing power was not

—

theatre,

THE STUDIO MURDER MYSTERY

—

—

at the bank!
Five reels. G. H. Wright", Jr..
theatre. Wendell, N. C.
Small town patronage.

Malta.

theatre,

August

tre,

——
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at

—

Rin

Tin

Tin-

August 31. Disappointed. Nothing extra as a
ture and business very poor.
We had expected

picre-

ceipts to be stimulated as Rinty is new to our screen,
but experienced the opposite.
Hope it's just a fluke.
Print and photography satisfactory.
Six reels.
O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. Small

—

town patronage.

THE MIDNIGHT TAXI:
3-4.

Special cast— September
Very ordinary program number. Don't think

they strained anything getting this one out.

continue on page

following Jaysee]

Photog-

—
September

J.

21,
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His Colyum

C. Jenkins

BREMERTON, WASH.
September

9, 1929.

DEAR HERALD-WORLD:
How is a man going to write a colyum with one eye in a bandage
and the other one covered with a smoked glass, can you answer that?
that we are a hard looker but you should see the

You may conclude

other fellow.
Last Tuesday we burst a blood vessel in our right optic and inside
of five minutes it looked redder than the inside of a ripe tomato;
and the next day the other one went on the bum. We have had some
expert advice and have used several different concoctions with rather
indifferent results, but we are inclined to think that, on the whole,
we are slightly improved but not sufficiently so to trust ourself on the

highways

as yet.

Our

wife's sister here in Bremerton has taken us under her care
and is making a special study of our physical condition and making
enough suggestions for us to follow to kill an Ozark mule should we
follow all of them, which we are not doing.

You probably

already

know

Government Navy Yards are

that here at Bremerton is where the
located.
have been making an in-

We

spection of these yards to try and determine if everything is running
all right, and as near as we can tell, with one eye gone democratic
and the other one off the water wagon, we have concluded that should
the Commandant ask us our opinion, which he no doubt will, we are
going to compliment him and recommend him for promotion.
*

*

*

We

land lubbers and pulley pullers back in the Middlewest have a
notion that the Government is wasting a lot of coin uselessly in building battleships and other warlike vessels, we used to think that ourself, but after inspecting these yards and learning firsthanded the importance of all this we have revised our notion. When they will take
a battleship that cost five millions of dollars and junk it, it looks like
a waste of the people's money, but is it? Here in these yards the
Government is employing 4,500 men at good wages. They are buying
the material for these ships from American industries that employ
thousands and thousands of other workers and it simply resolves itself into a matter of taking the money out of one pocket and putting
it into another, and both pockets are in the trousers of our Uncle
Samuel. The commonly accepted notion of the average guy who never
smelled salt water is that a certain portion of this expense comes
directly out of his bank account, but it doesn't do any such a durn
thing.

We have still to hear our first citizen kick about Uncle Sammy
matching dollars with the Middlewest to build highways; back there
it is all right, out here it is different.
Uncle Sam has a mighty big
progressive family to look out for and if he doesn't look out for 'em
nobody else will. We can recall in the earlier period of our existence
when we thought we were a pretty good man for our size but we
had that notion taken out of us when we overestimated our ability
and took on a guy without being prepared. Since then we have believed in preparedness.
Nations are no different from individuals; it has always been the
custom before entering into hostilities to look the other fellow over.
Had we done that back at the time we took that guy on, we would
have most likely entered into peaceful negotiations with him and
saved having to adorn our optics with beefsteak, and when Uncle
Sam gets through overhauling the U. S. California, the Tennessee and

the Kentucky, besides a number of destroyers and the two airplane
carriers that will be 950 feet long and 110 feet wide and will each
carry 100 airplanes, and when he completes the ships now in drydock and on the ways, the other nations are going to ask our Uncle
to sit down and have a cigar and talk things over.
*

*

*

Suppose your eyes were in such a condition that when you looked
down the street and saw some cars but couldn't tell just how many
or whether they were coming or going, and suppose you had a friend
in Seattle who was the owner and the captain of a nice yacht and he
was trying to persuade you to keep off the highways and take a trip
with him up to Vancouver, B. C, for a few days, and he told you you
could sit on this yacht with smoked glasses and catch salmon three
feet long, and you had known this captain ever since you warmed his
bottle for him back in the old home state, and you knew you would
disappoint him if you didn't go and you knew you would be down
sick yourself if you didn't, and you believed the readers of this most
excellent magazine would be more pleased to read about a trip of
that kind than they would about pictures and picture people and a
would you go or would
lot of other nonsense, what would you do
you pass up the opportunity when you would likely never have it
again. Now be honest; what would you do?
;

Yeah, of course you would, and so would anybody who was in his
right mind, and that is just what we are most apt to do in the morning. The Captain says he will be ready to hoist anchor at 5 o'clock
in the morning and he will meet us at the Coleman dock in Seattle
tonight at 8:30 with his Lincoln and escort us to a bed in his home
and give us a "nightcap," although we never wore one in our life. So
now you can get set for some real fish stories which will be vouched
for by Captain Allison of the good ship Ethel D, which will most
likely be underway plowing the briny deep at 5 o'clock, or thereabouts, while the most of you guys are asleep. Wonder how that will
listen to that bullhead fisher at Wayne, Nebraska. But what worries

now

when he has
colyum for us, for too much strain trying to see the
keys on this machine is bad for weak eyes, and we are feeling the
effect of it right now.
us right

is

thinking of what Eagle Eye Joe will say

to finish out this

*

You

*

*

we

haven't said a word about "Sound," but
if you could hear us tomorrow or next day when we hook a 30-pound
salmon and he takes out 300 yards of line and jumps six feet out of
the water and refuses to come aboard except at the end of a desperate
struggle, you will conclude that the "Sound" isn't all coming from
"Bootleg Devices," although there may be some bootleggers around.
will observe that

We

want you skeptics to get this straight. Whatever we say about
be the gospel truth; not only that but we will
furnish pictures of the fish to prove it, but should we appear in the
picture with a bandage over our right optic don't conclude that we
have tangled with the Canadian Government and got the worst of it,
it is just a bum eye that needs a little attention, and we are darn particular about that eye, it keeps us reminded of its condition all the
while, but it takes more than one bum eye to keep us from going
with our friend, the Captain, on a salmon fishing trip to the Canadian
waters. Colyum or no colyum, it's too strong a temptation for our
weak nature, and besides that, we want a chance to write about something besides pictures and picture folks, in fact, the best picture made
wouldn't tempt a sidewise glance from us right now, and we wouldn't
even look at a Hollywood star (except with our left eye), no matter
how she was dressed. Well, that's all, and that's aplenty, and now
we must get ready to take the boat back to Seattle, for the Captain
will be waiting for us at the dock.
this fishing trip will

J.
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(AT):

taking the place of Nancy, retired:

we

Swails, Clay Center, Neb.

BETSY
By Mrs.

G. V. Higgins, Crawford, Neb.

IRENE

—General

FROZEN

Rin-Tin-Tin— August 30-31.
action that they couldn't dialog and
Got by real well as week end offerstop the action.
Guess I better
ing and drew some extra business.
go back and get out the other Rin-Tin-Tin's that
Six
I haven't run because he gets me the business.
Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln,
reels.
Kan.

—General

—

Seven reels. R. D. Carter, Fairfax
marnock, Va. General patronage.

theatre,

Special

cast— August

5-6.

Audrey

—

By W.

Six reels. Ray W. Musselman,
General patronage.
Lincoln, Kan.

—

:

A FINAL RECKONING

(Universal): Special cast
the poorest serial we ever ran.
Just a blank as far as interest in it is concerned.
With most any kind of serial at all, the kids stay
to see the chapter the second time, but not with this
one.
It clears the house for us.
Now on eighth
chapter and the thing is getting harder to watch
every week. Twelve chapters. O. B. Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. Small town patronage.

TARZAN

THE

—

MIGHTY

— All

the

kids

to

come

to

(Universal)

came back
Chapter

J. Green, Gem
General patronage.

Hulda

thi6

Two

3.

theatre,

to

reels.

York.

PATHE
Wen-

Jr.,

Greenriver,

Utah.

Special

cast— September

Fair Western with a supposed-to-be shot or two
of Paneho Villa.
This show carries a lobby display
that gets them all excited and. boy, how they do
come in
Filled up twice and made some dough.
The extra reel "Mankillers" is full of rodeo scenes
and is the whole show. Book this and get some bin
dough.
Six reels. Ray W. Musselman, Princess
theatre, Lincoln, Kan.
General patronage.
1

—

—

Short Features

—

STEPPING ALONG A
dancing

very good singing and
(Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
Mich. General patronage.)

act.

Greenville,

—

PARAMOUNT
EDDIE CANTOR COMEDY, 2.—"Ziegfeld's

Mid-

night Frolic."
Very good. Eddie made a hit with
patrons.
Reproduction from film was good.
(Carl Veseth, Palace theatre, Malta. Mont.
General
patronage.)

—

RUTH ETTING BLUE SONGS— A
act,

but

theatre,

2.— "His Big Mo-

A

talking comedy that would have been betThis comedian Is funny silent, but not
funny talking. (Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
General patronage.)

splendid singing

SIDEWALKS OF NEW YORK, 1.— Clever
cartoon, was well
theatre. Eminence.

Ky.

N.

(A.

liked.

— Small

Miles,

song

Eminence

town patronage.)

one.

Mich.

Air."
Very
good, the truth about radio stations, very educational
to us out in the sticks.
(Bert Silver, Silver Family
theatre, Greenville, Mich.
General patronage.)
the

—

and Taylor OrchesVery good music. The master of ceremonies
very unfunny.
But the act will average with the
Vitaphone acts we have played to now. (Bert Silver,
Silver Family theatre. Greenville, Mich.
General patronage.)

—

An

Pains."

extra good comedy. Our patrons commented on this
one instead of the feature. (Parkside theatre, Lyons,
la.
General patronage.) "Election Day." Gave the
kids a free show on this so had plenty of laughs.
They depend on Farina to furnish most of the comedy in these Gangs now. By the way. Farina is
getting so big that it will be objectionable to see him
playing with the white girl.
(Dinsmore & Son.
draw them in. (F. C. Bishop, Terrace theatre. Terrace, B. C, Canada.
General patronage.)

—

—

WILD BLOOD: Rex— June

17.

Weiner, Ark.

Majestic theatre,
age.)

Fair but failed

— Small

to

town patron-

R K O
2.— "Neigh, Neigh
Sparkplug." This was much better than others we
More laughs, and not so
have run of the Googles.
silly as the others.
(R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre.
Kilmarnock, Va. General patronage.)

BARNEY GOOGLE COMEDY,

CURIOSITY.

1

"Pedal

Curiosity from R K O.
theatre, Flomaton, Ala.

JOY RIDER,
nence theatre.

Power."
Just another
N. Jackson, Jackson

(S.

—General patronage.)
(A. N. Miles, Emi— Small town patron-

2
Only so-so.
Eminence, Ky.

age.)

of the others.

marnock, Va.

COMEDY, 2.—"Mickey's
Fairly good, much better than some
Fairfax theatre. KilCarter,
(R. D.

McGUIRE

MICKEY

Brown Derby."

— General

patronage.)

TOOTS AND CASPER COMEDY, 2.— "Toots'
Very good.

Floamton, Fla.

(S.

— General

N. Jackson, Jackson

Big

theatre,

patronage.)

COLUMBIA

comedy and a good

(Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville,
patronage.)

JOHNNY BURKE COMEDY, 2.— "A Close Shave."
Very good, much better than most of the Burke
comedies.
(R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.
General patronage.)

Idea."

(SILENT)

—

— General

—

age.)

—

WB
VITAPHONE ACT 2275— "On

.silent.

LOVERS DELIGHT—Talking

in a Taxi."

have

not found these taxi comedies as
good as the other Pathe comedies.
(R. D. Carter.
Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va. General patronfair,

—

tra."

EDUCATIONAL
LLOYD HAMILTON COMEDY,

—

JACK COOPER COMEDY, 2.—"Caught
Only

(Bert Silver. Silver Family
too short.
Greenville, Mich.
General patronage.)

VITAPHONE ACT 2292— "Rose

(SOUND)

good, every one
laughed at this one.
(R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre,
Kilmarnock, Va. General patronage.)

—

our

HELL ON THE BORDER:

BE JEALOUS—Really

DON'T

OUR GANG COMEDIES, 2.—"Growing

MGM

after

— Mrs.

2.

ment."

New

Star theatre,
dell, N. Carolina.

Frank

:

one

Miscellaneous

ter
so

Wis.,

Neillsville,

of

Scotchmen
Good, but so good as most of the Duffy
comedies. This bird knows how to make them laugh.
(R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.
General patronage.)

Marry."

is

—

Merrill
failing

JACK DUFFY COMEDY, 2.—"Should

D.

S.

HERALD WORLD

General patronage.
this

—

All those caring to submit names are
invited to do so, provided they are connected ivith the motion picture industry
by either employment or kinship. An
award of one year's subscription to the
will be made to the
person submitting the chosen name.

THE FIRE DETECTIVE (Pathe) Special castGood but not near as good as "The Tiger's Shadow."
Too much fire for most of the children. No fault
to find with the players, all good.
Ten chapters.
R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock, Va.

2.

comedy, quite funny.
Kilmarnock, Va.

FRANCES LEE COMEDIES, 2 "Believe It or
These comedies are great.
(Mrs. Hulda J.
Green. Gem theatre, Greenriver, Utah. General patronage.)

MIN

O'
G. H. Wright,

Good

Not."

Lemmon,

By Trag, formerly of
and now a denizen

Fanny."

D. Carter, Fairfax theatre.
General patronage.)
(R.

Estee, Parker, S. D.

Dickson,

E.

Serials

—Honest,

— "Footlight

WHIFFLEPOOF

By

-

CONFESSIONS OF A CHORUS GIRL SERIES,

JUANITA
SHEBA
INA

Ferris— Sep-

PARAMOUNT

Mort.

AUSSIE

tember 3. I didn't get to see this, but the operator
said it was a good picture. Another remodeled dialog
Haven't seen one yet that I considered
feature.

worth a darn.
Princess theatre,

Belt,

POLLY

—

—

la.

PRISCILLA
By Mrs. Frances

M

—

By Mrs. Raymond Robbins,

We

G

Sure

MABEL

Kil-

Ky.

—

ELMERITA

thought this one of the best spook pictures we have
Some
played.
The house was decidedly divided.
said it was very good, others thought it very poor.
Six reels. R. D. Carter, Fairfax theatre, Kilmarnock,
Va. General patronage.

THE LITTLE WILDCAT:

theatre.

—

111.

ELMER

—

FINGER PRINTS:

Utah.

POLLY
LUPE

Monte Blue— August
14-15.
A very good picture with Monte Blue as a
Not a war picture,
lone flyer across the Atlantic.
Monte
yet the war is the backbone of the story.
Blue is very good. Had many favorable comments.

(A. N.

Cor-

Eminence

They went to the grave yard and what a
got plenty of enjoyment out of this
comedy.
(Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre,
Lincoln, Kan. General patronage.)
"Two Tars."
Great!
(G. H. Wright, Jr.. Star theatre, Wendell.
N. C. Small town patronage.)
"We Faw Down."
The best and funniest comedy I have ever seen. If
your crowd fails to laugh and go wild over this
one, you might as well quit showing comedies.
Many thought it worth the whole price of admission
alone.
(G. H. Wright. Jr., Star theatre. Wendell,
N. C. Small town patronage.)
pus."
time.

By Mrs. C. R. Grimes, Ackley,

patronage.

fairly good.

M

C. Mullens, Hettick,

ACROSS THE ATLANTIC:

is

LAUREL-HARDY COMEDIES, 2.—"Habeas

COLLEEN

—

This

LADY
By Miss Orva Worman, Ogden,
By Mrs. H.

— Eminence,

PILGREE

Miles,

LUCHADOR

RIVER:

2

patronage.)

PRISCILLA

Some outdoor

—

THE OLD BARN,

Me.

Tibbetts, Bethel,

PILL

Kan.

Fixer."
Good
comedy, but I am playing too many kid comedies
and they are getting tiresome. (Ray W. Musselman,
Princess theatre. Lincoln, Kan. General patronage.)
"Hcltcr Skelter."
Juvenile slapstick.
Only fair.
(O. B. Wolfe. Screenland theatre. Nevada, O.
Small

town

W. Mus-

patronage.

BOY COMEDIES, 2.— "The

BIG

town patronage.)

PAT

remodeled dialog features sure are slow moving and

—Ray

plenty of fun with his "wheel" and
should always have it along.
(Ray W. Musselman.
Princess theatre. Lincoln, Kan.
General patronage.)

— Small

By Miss Ashby

KID GLOVES: Conrad Nagel— September 4. Good
picture but too many subtitles. These cut down and
Six reels.
just like reading a book.
selman. Princess theatre, Lincoln,

Steppers."
his bicycle in this.

John should have

St.

He can make

—

PRUDENCE
HIRAM

—

ST.
Al

Fair.

EDUCATIONAL
JOHN COMEDY, 2.—"Smart

—

ALICE
By Mrs. Cres

These talking
played it too old.
pictures must be played hot as they won't keep
Small towns might as well quit now for
drawing.
We
you will have to in a short time anyway.
I claim it is a one
haven't a fighting chance.
sided war and the other side has the ammunition.
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
General patronage.
as

AL

The following names have been suggested for J. C. Jenkins' new car, now

Special cast—September 1-2-3.
This is one of the best talking pictures we have
ever played, the whole cast wonderful, especially Lois
Wilson and the little girl gave 100 per cent satisDid not do the business on the picture it
faction.

deserved

1929

—

NAMES FOR
"JAYSEE'S" CAR

—

ronage.

ON TRIAL

21,

even a good imitation. (A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky.
Small town patronage.)

(Continued from page 70)

raphy good and print O.K. except for bad splicing
Six reels. O. B. Wolfe.
in a couple of reels.
Screenland theatre. Nevada, O. Small town pat-

—

September

COLUMBIA GEMS,
Gem

we've had.

In

1

—"Snappy

fact

it's

not

Co-Ed."
a

Gem.

Poorest
not

it's

UNIVERSAL

AND MORNING CAME,

2.— Just a

filler.

Not

September
much

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

1929

21,

fun.
(Ray W. Musselman, Princess
Lincoln, Kan. General patronage.)

THE COLLEGIANS, 2.— "Fightinir
Good.
Fla.

Flomaton,

CUT UPS, 2.—They

tried hard but didn't raise
Lost their pants and it didn't even get
a laugh.
(Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre,
Lincoln, Kan. General patronage.)

much

TYPE AND THEME: A

PICTURES

patronage.)

fuss.

—

NEWLYWEDS COMEDIES.

Snookums, 2.— "New-

wed's Headache."
Just a comedy.
A laugh or
two, but nothing to talk about.
(Ray W. Musselman, Princess theatre. Lincoln, Kan. General pat"Newlywed's Holiday." Average Newlytronage.)
wed comedy, which nobody stayed to see twice.
(O. B. Wolfe. Screenland theatre, Nevada, O.
Small
town patronage.)
"Newlywcds Visit." Can't give
these comedies much.
Not many laughs and not
big outbursts of enthusiasm.
(Ray W. Musselman,
Princess theatre, Lincoln, Kan. General patronage.)
ly

—

—

—

OSWALD CARTOONS,

'Em

"Hold

Ozzie."

Good as are most of the cartoon comedies. (Ray W.
Musselman, Princess theatre, Lincoln. Kan. General

—

patronage.)

TAKE YOUR PICK, 2 "Take your pick." but if
you pick this, it'll never get you any sugar. (O. B.
Wolfe, Screenland theatre, Nevada, O. Small town

—

patronage.)

TELEVISION GEORGE,

Poor.
Very amateurNot many laughs.
ish.
(O. B. Wolfe, Screenland
theatre, Nevada. O.
Small town patronage.)
2

—

G. B. Shaw's Plays Might

Be Made

into

Sept.

HERALD-WORLD

ing attractions.
The facts as presented will serve exhibitors in booking and in the preparation of
their advertising campaign.

HURRICANE:

Columbia all-talking drama of the
sea from the story by Evelyn Campbell and Norma
Springer, with Hobart Bosworth, Johnny Mack
Brown. Leila Hyams. Allan Roscoe, Tom O'Brien,
Leila Mclntyre, Joe Bordeaux and Eddie Chandler.
Directed by Ralph Ince.

AND

TYPE
THEME: 'Hurricane'' Martin, sea
captain, is a brave man loved by all his men but
at the same time feared by them. Martin picks up
Captain Black, who has in his custody a band of
shannhaied sailors. Martin is wise to Black's doings.
As the ship sets sail, a woman and daughter are
seen in a boat. Martin picks up the lost, only to
find that it is his former wife, who deserted him
years ago, and her daughter. Martin seeks revenge on the woman and offers the daughter in
marriage to Captain Black. But Martin later hears
that the girl is his own daughter and he rushes to
save her from Black. Dan, a young sailor who has
fallen in love with the daughter, is fighting Black
when Martin arrives. The pirate band, in a battle
irith the ship crew, loses out and the girl is saved.

17.—George Bernard Shaw

Arrested on Charge of
Operating on Sundays

Directed by Frank Borzage.

TYPE AND THEME:

Pike Peters, owner of
an Oklahoma garage, becomes rich over night when
oil is struck on his land.
His family induces him
to visit Paris.
Pike's wife wants to marry their
daughter. Opal, to a count. Over in Paris Opal
and Pike's son get mixed in with the counts and
vamps. Pike succeeds in getting the family bachto America but spends all his money in doing so.
They return to their Oklahoma garage, broke but
happy.
*

C, Sept. 17.—Jack
Eaves, manager of a motion picture theatre
in Hope, Ark., was arrested August 28 on
a charge of violating the Sunday closing
law and compelling employes of the theatre
to work on Sunday at a benefit performancesponsored by the American Legion.
S.

Mix Hurt While Doing
Circus Act at Dallas
Tom Mix

suffered a fractured shoulder
blade while doing a circus act at Dallas last
Monday, according to a press dispatch. The
dispatch did not state if Mix was riding Tony
at the time of the accident.

Fox

all-talking Movietone comedy with Will Rogers, Irene Rich, Marguerite Churchill. Fifi Dorsay, Owen Davis, Rex
Bell, Ivan Lebedeff, Christ iane Yves. Edgar Kennedy. Marcelle Corday. Marcia Manon. Theodore
Lodi, Bob Kerr. Andre Cheron and Gregory Gay.

(Special to the Herald-World)

SPARTANBURG,

*

*

ISLE OF LOST SHIPS, THE: First National sea
drama with Jason Robards.
Virginia
Valli.
Clarissa Selwynne. Noah Beery, Robert O'Connor.
Harry Cording. Margaret Fielding, Kathcrine Ward.
Robert Homans. Jack Ackroyd and Sam Baker.

Wed

TYPE AND THEME:

Frank Howard

(Special to the Herald-World)

—

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept. 17.
Vivian Duncan, of the Duncan Sisters, and Nils Asther,
actor, have announced their engagement.
Miss Duncan is working at the
G
studios on "Cotton and Silk."
They will
be married upon the completion of the
picture.

M

M

accused
of murder. On the ship on ivhich he is being taken
back to New York is Dorothy Ren wick. The ship
is wrecked and Frank, Dorothy and Detective Jackson arc the only ones left on it. They float for a
week and drift into an island bossed by Forbes. The
custom of the island is that any woman landing
must be married immediately. Dorothy chooses
F rank. This peeves Forbes and a fight follows.
Burke, a mechanic on the island, leads Dorothy,

Frank and Jackson
trio escape.

In

a submarine in

to

New

Howard

York,

is

which the
freed of the

murder charge.
*

SAILOR'S

HOLIDAY:

Alan Hale, Sally

Eilers,

*

*

Pathe comedy-drama with
George Cooper, Paul Hurst,
Clary.
Directed by Fred

TYPE AND THEME: A

story of a sailor's off
day. Adam Pike and Shorty arc sentenced to tar
a boat for hurting Jimmu'egs. They get 60-hours
off, however, when the ship reaches land.
The two
sailors start for Pike's home.
They meet Molly
Jones, who is looking for her brother. Jimmylegs
appears and starts in pursuit of the two sailors.
The chase ends in Pike's home, where the two
sailors find out that Jimmylegs is Molly's brother.
All

is

well.

(Special to the Herald-World)

NASHVILLE, TENN.,
Productions

Sept.

17.— Kings

has been granted a charter
to produce pictures featuring the police dog
Lone Eagle. Burt J. King owns the dog
of the incorporators and will hold the office
of general business manager and director.
Inc.,

Publix House for Aiken
(Special to the Herald- World)

AIKEN,

S.

C,

Sept.

17.

— Reports

are

current that a modern and up-to-date motion picture theatre will be erected here and
leased to the Publix Theatre Corporation.

and

sister.
*

GIRL OVERBOARD:
MaiT

*

*

Universal talking drama with

Philbin. Fred Mackaye. Otis Harlan, Francis

MacDonald. Edmund Breese
Directed by Wesley Ruggles.

and Wilfred North.
Length 7,362.
Denton Ford serves a

TYPE AND THEME:

sentence for his father. When he is released
parole, he has no civil rights, and
all cannot marry without the permission of
the parole board. Disgusted with life, Denton decides to take the easy way out, the river. Just as
he is about to jump he hears a splash. Denton sees
a young girl struggling in the water and he saves
her. Job Evans an old fisherman, gives shelter to

above

the two on his boat. Denton and Joan fall in love.
They are married beyond the 12-mile limit. Denton
attempts to get permission to marry in the city.
In the meantime Joan's former landlord has her
arrested and she is about to be sentenced when
Denton reveals tliat he is lier husband. For this
Denton must return to prison. Tim O'Keefe, parole
officer, returns home with Denton to say goedby to
Joan. Joan and DentOn's sorrow is changed to joy
when Denton finds a note on the door reading,
"The board of parole gives Denton Ford permission
to marry," signed by Tim O'Keefe.

W B Branch Managers'
Month Grosses Large
Number of Play Dates

*

*

*

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Sept.

17.— Warner Broth-

drive grossed an unusual number of play dates which set a
record for summer months' business for
that company.
ers

branch managers'

The
through

drive

was sponsored and
by the personnel

strictly

carried
in

each

distribution office.
In every branch the
drive was accomplished under the direction
of a special committee headed by the
effort was concentrated upon
securing dates for the final portion of the
1928-29 schedule.
Philadelphia won first place in securing
Milwaukee
the largest August business.

booker and

came second and Los Angeles

third.

The

standing of the next seven offices brought
distinction to Omaha, Detroit, Toronto,
Montreal, Seattle, Pittsburgh and New

Haven.

First National all-talking meloDorothy Mackaill, Ian Keith. Lucien

Ben Hendricks. Myrna Loy. Frank Tang.
Creighton Hale, George Fawcett, Jean Laverty.
Claude Gillingwater, Roy Stewart. James Ford.
Jean Lorraine and Gordon Elliott. Directed by
Reginald Barker.
TYPE
THEME: Stephen Ghent, halfowner of a gold mine, sells his share and goes to
Rio Paz, a Spanish town. Manuella, a ha'f-breed,
loves Grant but he casts her aside. Ruth, daughter
of the other owner of the mine, arrives in Rio Paz,
en route to the gold mine. She meets Ghent, and
they fall in love.
ManueVa malccs advances to
Ghent and Ruth becomes jealous. Ghent kidnaps
Ruth to try and make her love him. After traveling for three days Ghent gives up and returns Ruth
The sheriff is about to take Ghent
to the mine.
for kidnaping but Ruth appears and says she went
Littlefield.

to Star

*

GREAT DIVIDE:
drama, with

Lone Eagle

*

First National talking

AND

is

Newmeyer.

Asther

*
:

singing drama with Billie Dove, Walter Pidgeon,
Holmes Herbert. Montagu Love, Roland Young,
Thelma Todd, Mary Forbes. Brandon Hurst and
Zasu Pitts. Directed by Alexander Korda.
TYPE
THEME: Lady Helen, beautiful
noblewoman, leaves her husband and goes to America. In America Lady Helen meets Thrayer, whom
she knew in England. She also meets Solomon, an
artist, who proposes to her. Helen is puzzled. She
loves Thrayer but thinks him a failure because
she caught him cheating in cards. Helen accepts
Solomon's proposal. As days pass Solomon finds
that Helen really loves Thrayer. Secretly Solomon
gives up Helen. Disgusted, she throws herself in
front of a speeding automobile. Thrayer appears
and explains that he cheated in cards to shield his

Directed by Irwin Wilat.

Mary Carr and Charles

Vi Duncan to

his father.

HER PRIVATE LIFE

from prison, on

THEY HAD TO SEE PARIS:

declared last week that he would allow his
plays to be produced into audiens under certain conditions, according to reports.
Shaw
also declared that he might write an audien,
but saw no reason why "The Apple Cart"
should not be reproduced exactly as written.

crook mystery picture.
Allan Grant is discharged from a jewelry store
when some diamonds are missing. Grant was the
one who really had taken them. He leaves immediately for Havana. On the ship is Spike, a member of the gang.
Grant splits the loot. Joan
Anders, a girl detective, boards the ship. Spike
finds out that she is a detective and kidnaps her.
Grant, ivho has taken an interest in Joan, finds
that Spike has her hidden in Havana.
He also
finds out that Spike killed his father.
Spike is
captured and Grant reveals to Joan that he was
just working with the gang to find out who killed

jail

Audiens

(Special to the Herald-World)

LONDON,

Pictures" the EXHIBITORS
presents in concise
form information on current and forthcom-

"New

In

Directed by Benjamin

Stoloff.

NEW

Victory."

for

N. Jackson, Jackson theatre,

(S.

—General

Girard and Adele Windsor.

theatre,

—

73

AND

with

him

willingly.
*

GIRL FROM HAVANA:

*

*

Fox all-talking Movietone
drama, with Paul Page. Lola Lane. Natalie Moorhead, Kenneth Thomson, Warren Hymer, Joseph

Chase Joins Blumenfeld
(Special to the Herald-World)

BERKELEY,

CAL., Sept. 17.—James P.
Chase, for six years manager of Redwood
Theatres, Inc., with headquarters at Eureka,
Cal., where he had charge of several theatres, has been made manager of the Oaks
theatre,

of

succeeding

the
C. L.

Memphis

Blumfeld Theatre

Circuit,

Jacoby.

Exhibitor Dies

(Special to the Herald-World)

MEMPHIS,

Sept.

17.— John Beamish,

74,

veteran theatre man of Memphis, died at a
local hospital following a brief illness.

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
By JOE FISHER

MAX STAHL,

formerly manager of the Educational branch in Minnehas been named to take over the reins at the Chicago branch,
succeeding Dave Dubin, who has resigned to accept a position in
New York in the Publix theatre operation department. Stahl was special
representative of Educational in New York, before going to the Minneapolis
exchange.
"T\UBIN'S official capacity with Publix has
B. Giachetto, exhibitor of Springfield,
J.
^—^ not been announced. His resignation came
was in town Friday. He visited many of the
exchanges.
as a surprise to Film Row. In his eight years
apolis,

manager of the Chicago branch, Dubin has
made hundreds of friends. At a farewell party
tendered him last week, more than 175 turned
out to wish him well in his new field.
He
was presented with a $400 draft. The HeraldWorld joins in with the rest of Film Row in
wishing Dave all the luck in the position, and

*

as

in

welcoming Stahl

to Chicago.

doing but maybe he's planning a tieup with a
salesman to sit atop his theatre for a week
without food. If he did he'd be selling contracts by telescope.
L. V. Kuttnauer
surrounding states.
ing right along, he

*

A

back after a tour of
Gennett sales are travelsaid.
The latest Chicago
is

installation is the Plaza.

Tom Gilliam, assistant manager of First
National, likes to synchronize music with his
office work.
Tom's latest favorite is "Smiling
Irish Eyes."

*

Frank Ishmael

*

*

about the

is

first to

don

his

splendor. The city contract star
looks like a hub window model

fall sartorial

at

MGM

these days.
*

*

*

The Milda theatre on South Halsted street
opened with Western Electric Movietone and
Vitaphone equipment last Friday. The feature
picture was "College Love," a Universal
special.
The Milda is redecorated and ready
to walk the fence with his new opposition, the
Ramova, four blocks away.
*

"Show

*

*

Universal's Harry Pollard
the biggest crowd
ever seen in the small screening room in the
Universal building last Friday.
As others
already have said, the picture is superb entertainment.
* * *
special,

Boat,"

was screened before

Ho hum, Ludwig

Seigel's

South Side Negro

*

Wisconsin theatre, who is now connected with
the Publix unit in New York.
*

*

*

A

special meeting was called by Joseph
Skirboll, general salesman for World Wide,
Those attending were:
in Chicago last week.

"Mickey" Cohen, Minneapolis Paul de Auto,
Milwaukee; Mike Doody, Indianapolis; Andy
Dietz, St. Louis; Bill Brumberg, and Al Hoffman, Chicago. After the meeting the party
was present at a screening of "Great Gabbo,"
the James Cruse roadshow production. Others
to attend the screening were Mr. and Mrs.
Art Schoenstadt, Jack Rose, Alex Halperin,
Dave Dubin, Si Greiver, Joe Hoppel, Saul
Bragin, Joe Skirboll, and Mrs. Brumberg. The
"Great Gabbo" is a picture of back stage life
and runs eleven reels.
;

*

*

large,

he chews a keg of

The Dave Dubin farewell dinner proved
and reconfirmed many things. It proved that
he has more friends on Film Row than there
It proved that Ted
are stars in the sky.
Meyer could eat more than Max Schwartz.
It proved
that a roll without coffee cost
oodles of money. It reconfirmed the fact that
Felix Mendelssohn is the best toast master in
the country. It reconfirmed that Tom Gilliam
really tickles the piano keys.
It reconfirmed
that Eddie Grossman is a songster deluxe.
More than 175 attended.

MGM

Someone suggested that
or some
other company get Felix Mendelssohn to make
a talking short.
A chap named Webster is
said to have written a dictionary, but Felix
could add many new words to it.
* * *

Dave Dubin was presented with a $400 draft
from those attending.
There was also a
sheaf of telegrams from friends who could

newly

appointed general
sales manager for Educational, passed through
Chicago last week.

Hatch,

(HERALD-WORLD

Photo.)

a special screening last week with Henri Ellman and the rest of the T-S gang telling
exhibitors all the fine points of the film.
* * *

Harry Cohn, Columbia's production chief,
Jack Holt and Ralph Graves, the trio who with
Frank Capra,

director and Lila Lee, star,
"Flight," Columbia's ace picture for
1929-30, passed through Chicago last Thursday
cn route to New York for the World premiere.
When the train pulled in, Holt was the first
off the train.
The hunt for Graves seemed
destined to fail but he finally came ambling
out of the coach with a huge smile on his face.
The delay was just Grave's teaser for the
benefit of Holt. Cecil Maberry, Western sales
manager, and Fred Knispel, Chicago branch
manager, met the airminded travelers. (Pictures of Cohn, Graves and Holt appear on

made

*

For entertainment the committee had an act
from the State-Lake theatre. Tom Gilliam
*

*

*

not attend.
*

"Whispering

*

*

*

Frank Capra, director of

"Flight,"

who was

scheduled to arrive on the same train as Holt
and Graves, was detained in Hollywood.
Capra, we understand, instead took a plane to
New York with the print of "Flight." Lila
Lee did not make the trip.

nails.

played the piano accompaniment.

Stanley

Row.

is

page 20.)

things happen, and among them
these days are those in the vicinage of Len
Every
Ullrich, if Len has such an article.
time Len recalls that he has lost 50 pounds
weight in the past few months he opens a keg
of nails. Then he thinks of all the new clothes
he has to buy, because his old ones are too

Eddie Brcchetto, Radio salesman, is back
on the Row again. As you know, Eddie lost
his best friend last week.
But it's men like
him that make the world go 'round even in
Eddie's smile carries on.
*
* *

in the Midwest
the gentleman pictured above.
Tom has made countless numbers of
friends during his long career on Film

division,

Funny

theatre on Prairie avenue, was the target of
attempt No. 975,908 to rob the safe.
"You
Can't Beat the Law."
* * *

trouble.

North, special representative for the

Van Beuren Corporation

*

was given for Ed. Weisformerly production manager for the

*

Goldman, former booker for Jerry
Abrams, is now managing the Red Seal Film
exchange in Milwaukee. In a letter to the
Herald- World, Saul sends his regards to his
friends on the Row.
Saul

Tom

*

farewell dinner

feld,

Hess was seen prowling around Film
JACK
Row last Friday. Don't know what he was

*

Weisman, Milwaukee manager for
Educational, and Paul de Auto, Milwaukee
World Wide manager, were present for the
Dave Dubin farewell dinner.
Eddie

Charming Frances Lee, Paramount-Christie
who played leading woman to Bobby
Vernon for several pictures, was also a visstar,

itor in

last

Thursday.

And still another star to be welcomed
Windy city—this on Thursday— George

to

K.
Arthur, the comedian partner of Karl Dane,
star. Arthur is bound for Paris, where
he is to open an engagement on the "legit"
the

MGM

stage.

*

*

*

Fire broke out in the booth of the Princess
theatre, Rushville, 111., last week and damaged
Carl Pierson is owner of the
a reel of film.
theatre.

Max

Balaban

left for

New York

this

week

with Nat Wolf, who has just been appointed
divisional film buyer for the Publix F & R
circuit in Minneapolis.
# * *
Eddie Zorn, exhibitor at Pontiac, 111., blew
into the World Wide office last Friday and
blew out again. Eddie, as you know, copped a
He's so
prize at the golf tourney this year.
busy showing his prize around that five
minutes is his limit on any stop.
*

*

Winds," Tiffany-Stahl's alltalking picture with Patsy Ruth Miller, Malcolm McGregor and Eve Southern, was given

Chicago

*

*

Jack Miller attended the state convention of
P T O of Wisconsin last week at Cedar
the
Lake.

M

fox-Paramount Theatre War Looms in Canada
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THAT PRECIOUS LITTLE
THING CALLED
SHOWMANSHIP!
IN launching

its first

issue of

HEARST-METROTONE NEWS

NOW playing
M-G-M

leading theatres

all

has climaxed

MONTHS

of preparation and

UNLIMITED resources
TIMELY and pertinent

with

SHOWMANSHIP!
THE industry has moved
SINCE

THE

the

first

mightily

inexpert talkies—

must
MOVE forward too, and M-G-M
INTRODUCES new ideas and
talking newsreel

NEW vision into
SUPER

a
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Twice Weekly Starting Saturday, September 28th
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Comedies for the "Big Time"!
The unique stamp of

Boiled Hampton,"

"Big Time
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Charlie",

"Love,

Honor and

Le Moire's

comedy

Pathe's

talking

Manhattan

Comedies

George LeMaire

SIMON,
HEARN,
HARRY HOLMAN

are a half-dozen
7
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and the perfect

-

satisfaction

short subject

Reviewed

enthusi-

astically

by the
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Motion Picture

ALMANAC
ON

January

the 1930 edition of

1,

The Motion

Picture

ALMANAC,

which has proved so indispensable to
all

branches

of the

motion picture

in-

dustry, and the public, will be issued

bv Exhibitors Herald-World.

f

I

^

HERE
of

will be

new departments

importance to the trade and to

the public.

The

1930 edition of

Motion Picture

ALMANAC

preparation for

its

is

The

now

in

world-wide readers.

HOLDERS

HIXE

Lakeland Theatre, Dassel, Minn.
Lib Theatre, Cloquet, Minn.
Blackstone Theatre, New Rockford, N. Dak.
R. C. Harper,
Red Eagle Theatre, Eagle Bend, Minn.
W. W. Oram,
Aristo Theatre, Lemmon, S. Dak.
W. E. Dickson,
B. Berger, Orpheum or Strand Theatre, Grand Falls,
N. Dak., and Strand Theatre, Sioux Falls, S. Dak.
Grand Theatre, Carrington, N. Dak.
Don L. Tracy,
Grand Theatre, Willeston, N. Dak.
J. C. Snyder,
Rainbow Theatre, Mahnomen, Minn.
Charles F. Vondra,
Savoy Theatre, New Prague, Minn.
R. Schulte,
Gem Theatre, Shakopee, Minn.
L. E. Dawson,
Grand Theatre, Grand Rapids, Minn.
Charles Perrizo,
Elko Theatre, Bemidji, Minn.
B. Berger,
Viking Theatre, Benson, Minn.
John DeMarce,
Bijou Theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.
Z. J. Terry,
Ideal Theatre, South St. Paul, Minn.
Ottan Raths,
C. E. Williams, Victoria Theatre and Park Theatre, Omaha,
Neb.
Princess Theatre, St. Marys, Kan.
H. F. Higgins,
J.

R. Elicott,

W. M.

E

Cantwell Theatre, Marceline, Mo.
Summit Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
Columbian Theatre, Warnego, Kan.
Savoy Theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.

A. B. Cantwell,
C. H. Burkey,
W. A. Rogers,
H. M. Dryer,
O. A. Lee,

Liola Theatre, Minneapolis, Minn,
loni Theatre, Minneapolis,

E. C. Eslin,
Louis Stahl,

Wellston Theatre,

Minn.

St. Louis,

Grand Theatre, Mt.

James T. Lawson,

Mo.

Olive,

111.

Palace Theatre, Staples, Minn.
Arlington, Minn.

R. E. Wilson,
E. A. Schlueter,

Community Theatre,

Strand Theatre, Newton,
Casino Theatre, Meleber,

Frederick Wayt,
T. Gerretti,
Thomas Barnett,

Royal Theatre, Danville, Ind.
Lake or Sourwine Theatre, Brazil, Ind.
Opera House, Angola, Ind.
Charles R. Metzger, Mecca and Two Johns Theatres, In-

Harry Markun.

Belmont,

Talbot

and

Gem

M. Mittenberg,
H. F. Aukrum,

Gem

Fred Wahrenberg,

Theatre, Balaton, Minn.
Circuit, St. Louis,

W. Thompson,

Mo.

Wisconsin
Rialto Theatre, Thorp, Wise.
Circuit,

Bogerville,

&

C. C.

H.
S. and Odeon Theatres,
Chandler, Okla.
Capital Theatre, Marshalltown, la.

Alex

Hilltop of Capitol Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.

H. G. Stethmund,

Dunsmore,
S. Moore,
R. C. Goldman,

Jr.,

Robert Stempel,

W. Zimmerman, New
William Fishoff

,

Circuit, St. Louis,

Palace Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
Strand Theatre, St. Charles, Mo.

Warrenton Theatre, Warrenton, Mo.
Caroline Theatre, Durham, N. C.

F. H.

Ga.
Masonic Theatre,

Young,

Fred Kort,
I. E. Robison,
James J. Boden,

New

Washington, Ind.

Strand Theatre, Knightstown, Ind.

Grand

Empire Theatre, Sellersburg, Ind.
Garden Theatre, South Mil-

or

waukee, Wise.
Family Theatre, Pine City, Minn.
Family Theatre, North Branch, Minn.
Moveum Theatre, Aitkens, Minn.
Peoples Theatre, Crosby, Minn.
Lowell Theatre, Canton, S. Dak.
Alamo Theatre, New Roads, La.

H. N. Turner,
G. N. Turner,
Charles E. Lyons,
H. Thorpe,

W.

P. Lowell,

Langlois,
Chris Efthen,
Star Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
Louis J. Menges,
State Theatre, East St. Louis, Ul.
Ben Flaks and Morris Flaks, New Lincoln Theatre, Baltimore, Md.
L.

J.

Howard Armstrong,
Dream Theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.
Robert Shen,
Lakeville Theatre, Lakeville, Minn.
A. W. Buckley,
New Topic Theatre, Fairfax, Minn.
E. E. Holmquist,
New Broadway Theatre, Centerville,
S.

Dak.

Frank Miller,
Whiteway Theatre, Marlow, Okla.
Princess Theatre, Boone, la.
J. M. Anderson,
H. Hierstciner,
Family Theatre, Des Moines, la.
H. Perelman, Lehigh Theatre and West Alleghany Theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.

G. Macpherson,
H. T. Reynolds,
O. E. Varneau,
W. H. Arthur,
C. F. Seers,
E. C. Oatley,
E. L. Dale,
H. C. Collier,

Opera House, Dover, Del.
Madison Theatre, Madison, 111.
Metropole Theatre, Chicago, 111.

Uptown

Theatre, Michigan City, Ind.

Liberty Theatre,

Vox

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Theatre, Klamath Falls, Ore.

Family Theatre, Grand Rapids,
Wealthy Theatre, Grand Rapids,
Garden Theatre, Marshall,
Otsego Theatre, Otsego,

Mich.
Mich.
Mich.
Mich.

Star Theatre, Rockford, Mich.

Park Theatre, Newaygo, Mich.
Strand Theatre, Lowell, Mich.

N. L. McCarthy,

Galewood Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Ben E. Murphy, Heights Theatre, Muskegon Heights, Mich.
I. W. Maple,
Cozy Theatre, Bethany, Mo.
Cozy Theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.
Edward 'Smith,
Maple Theatre, Albany, Mo.
L. E. Maple,
Lyric Theatre, LeSuemer Center, Minn.
H. E. Wester,
Deireck Theatre, Maud, Okla.
A. B. Momand,

WILL YOUR NAME APPEAR HERE NEXT WEEK?

PRODUCT NEWO
I

Md.
Mo.
Mo.

Louis W. Vick,
Ashland Theatre, St. Louis,
A. C. Gortatowsky, Albany and Liberty Theatres, Albany,

M. Rubin,
G. Glenn Fleser,

Theatre,

Lux Theatre, Perkam, Minn.
Broadway Theatre, Crosby, Minn.
Opera House, Ely, Minn.

O, A. Weickert,
W. E. Lyon,

Keith's Theatre, Baltimore,

Edmond, Okla.

Indianapolis, Ind.

C. H. Spearman,

L. Scharley,

Sheldon Theatres,

kving Theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.

Charles M. Walker,

J.

Royal Theatre, Nazareth, Pa.
King Bee Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.

O. C. Jehr,

B. Shindler,
H. Steinberg,
Edward Brunell,

dianapolis, Ind.

J.

Strand or Arc Theatre, Crawfordsville, Ind., and Granada Theatre,
Green Castle, Ind., and Indiana
Theatre, Bloomington, Ind.
Wertin Theatre, Albany, Minn.

Alfred G. Wertin,
D. E. Weckman,
David S. Nelson,

la.
la.

A. C. Miller,
Joe Brokaw,

C.
T.

H. P. Vonderschmith,

Miller,
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Presented by JOSEPH M. SCHENCK
Directed by THORNTON FREELAND

MAX MARGIN PRODUCTION
From

the

Frederick

play "Three Live
With JOAN
lsham.

stage
S.

Ghosts"

by

BENNETT,

ROBERT ARMSTRONG, CLAUDE ALLISTER,
UXRLES McNAUGHTON, BERYL MERCER
'

.
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THREE
"This one isa humdinger. 'Three
Live Ghosts' is one of the funniest movies Detroit has seen
in a long, long while."

—Detroit Times

LIVE
"'Three Live Ghosts' has just as
many laughs tucked away in its
talking material as it possessed
on the stage. Has a cast that
closely approaches perfection."

—Detroit News

GHOSTS
"Stage play voted as one of the
funniest comedies produced.
And as a highlight of hilarity, it
has gained on the vocal screen.
It
affords continuous laughs
with its fresh spontaneous
humor."
Detroit Free Press

—

UNITED ARTISTS

WOW!

—
EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD
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to fulfill
ANNOUNCING A NATION-

RCA PHOTOPHOXE
RCA Photophone

promised the

/

/

theatre owners:
Thefinest sound equipment that

men and money could
J>

devise.

The fairest prices compatible
tvith that quality.

Prompt and
the

efficient service in

maintenance of that equip-

ment.

RCA Photophone
to

has kept

its

promise

produce a superior sound system at

an equitable price.

It is

priced, high-quality

the world's lowest

sound apparatus

the ultimate in tone and precision.

But what

is

not so generally

the steps which

RCA

known

are

Photophone has

taken to provide prompt and efficient
service for

its

equipment.

RCA,

PHOTOPHOXE,

MJHMIHA KY O h
4'l

FIFTH

K AIUO

KOHP OkA T IIIM

AVENUE

-

tiV

Inc.

AM Kit OA

NEW YORK

I

CITY

~7

September 28, 1929
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WIDE NET WORK OF

SERVICE STATIONS
Now this story can be told. After months
of preparation RCA Photophone announces the formation of a nation-wide

The first
branches are now being

network of service
eleven of these

stations.

opened. Each will be in charge of a supervising engineer and an assistant engi-

of factory-trained

neer, with a corps

technicians as their aides.

are

v

These experts

our assurance of a satisfactory per-

formance

RCA Photophone wants satisfied customers. It will

go to any length to insure

their satisfaction.

To

this

end,

RCA

Photophone will spend more than a
lion dollars a year to carry out

its

expanding program of service
exhibitor

mil-

ever-

to the

—a program that considers only
—not the cost.

the results

jHl_

Francisco and

opened

Seattle.

Others will be

as rapidly as occasion

demands.

PHOTOPHONE,
^^^m^^^^^^m
^^^
l

m

i

nc
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COMPLETE SERVICE CONTRACT IN SOUND AN ABSOLUTE LIFE
SAVER FOR SMALL EXHIBITOR— A. J. Plockinsky, Schinklers Theatre,
A REVELATION. MORE CO-OPERATION LIKE THIS AND
Chicago.
INDUSTRY WILL BE AT THE HEIGHTS AGAIN— W. J. Block,
Gl enwood Palace Theatre, Minneapolis.

SHOULD

WITHOUT IT— Abe

BE

BEST THING

NO SMALL

EXHIBITOR

Helper, Clearing Theatre, Chicago.

THAT EVER HAPPENED TO SMALL EXHIBITORS.

BOUGHT IT AND HOW!— Ben Nathan, Ideal Theatre, Chicago.
A WELCOME OPPORTUNITY FOR THE INDEPENDENTS. CONGRATULATIONS— Joe Blumenfeld, Blumenfeld Theatres, Inc., San
Francisco.
ONE OF MOST IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENTS
OF ALL TIMES. INDUSTRY AIDED MATERIALLY— M. E. Montgomery, Reno Theatre, Minneapolis.
AM USING YOUR COMPLETE SERVICE PLAN ON TALKING PICTURES. WELL
SATISFIED. BELIEVE IT TO BE OF TREMENDOUS VALUE

I

TO ALL EXHIBITORS — Glen W. Dickinson Enterprises, Kansas
City.
YOUR EXTENSION COMPLETE SERVICE CONTRACT
TO COVER SOUND PICTURES GREAT BENEFIT TO INDEPENDENT EXHIBITORS— Robert A. McNeil, Vice-President,

UNIVERSAL
AGAIN COMES TO THE FRONT FIRST WITH PLAN
TO HELP THE SMALL EXHIBITORS AS USUAL. CONSIDER YOUR OFFER WONDERFUL— J. E. Ritter, Rivoli

Golden State Theatres,

Inc.,

San Francisco.

UNIVERSAL CERTAINLY DESERVES
GREATEST SUCCESS POSSIBLE WITH THEIR NEW
PLAN ANNOUNCED BY CARL LAEMMLE. THIS
WILL BE A REAL BOON TO SMALL THEATRES —
J. Niebes, Dawn Theatre, Detroit.
A LIFE SAVER —

Theatre, Detroit.

Harry Dickerman, Alhambra Theatre, Minneapolis.

JNIVERSAIS COMPLE

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD
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HEARTIEST CONGRATULATIONS MR. LAEMMLE'S EXTENSION
COMPLETE SERVICE PLAN WITH SOUND TO HELP SMALL EXHIBITORS. THIS GREATEST HELP GIVEN SMALL EXHIBITORS
SINCE INTRODUCTION OF TALKING PICTURES— H T Hall, Russell

COMPLETE SERVICE IN SOUND WILL KEEP
MANY THEATRES OPEN NEXT YEAR — Ross Dixon, Palace and Ritz
Theatres, Colorado, Tex. BACK TO THE GOOD OLD TIMES WHEN
AN EXHIBITOR WILL BE ABLE TO KNOW JUST HOW MUCH
HIS SERVICE WILL COST HIM FOR THE WEEK — Dave L.
Schumann, Cleveland. A GREAT STEP FORWARD FOR SMALL

Theatre, Detroit.

EXHIBITOR

—

Phil

Markel, Plaza Theatre,

Fall River

Mass.

YOUR

PLAN EXTENDING COMPLETE SERVICE TO TALKING PICTURES FOR SMALL EXHIBITORS IS FINEST THING POSSIBLE

FOR INDUSTRY AND DESERVES GREATEST SUCCESS
IMAGINABLE— A. Rutenberg, Iris Theatre, Detroit. GREATEST
ADVANCE SINCE INTRODUCTION OF ORIGINAL COMPLETE SERVICE

PLAN— Jess

Sellers,

Dunbar Theatre,

Detroit.

PLAN COMES AT A TIME WHEN THE INDUSTRY
NEEDS IT MOST — M. S. White, Peak, Dalsec and Forest
Theatres, Dallas.
WILL BE OF GREAT BENEFIT AND
HELP TO THOUSANDS OF SMALLER THEATRES
— Charles Porter, Majestic Theatre, Detroit. CONGRATULATIONS EXTENSION OF COMPLETE
SERVICE TO COVER SOUND PICTURES — Charles
Morse, Atlas

Theatre,

Adams, Mass.

CONGRATULATIONS— E.
Theatres, Boston.

M. Loew, Pres., Loew

EXHIBITORS WILL WELCOME

THIS MOVE.— John De
Sacramento,

HEARTIEST

Stasio, Liberty Theatre,

Calif.

TE SERVICE IN
Member Motion

Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.

— Will

SOUND
H. Hays. President

ET YOUR DATE
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FIRST FOOTBALL

NOW IJbr

ROMANCE EVER
VITAPHONED
Real Yale-Harvard thrills
brought to vivid life. Now
you can hear the huddle
secrets, roar of the crowd,

band parade, cheering and
six clever college and popular jazz songs
with the

a

^

new

star

sensations

DOUGLAS

FAIRBANKS, JR.
and
LORETTA YOUNG

on your
radio for "H'lo

Listen

Baby",

ute of Heaven",

three catchy

:heme songs.

Story by Harvey Gates
Directed by Eddie Cline

id**

,

„

"Do in'

The Diet Drag",
and "One Min-

<*«

^

another Touchdown

from
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Office:
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So.
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Chicago

THIS ISSUE —

IN
THEATRE WAR LOOMS

Rumors of Fight for Theatre Control in
Canada Follow Resignation of N. L. Nathanson as Managing Director of Famous Players
Canadian After Charging That Zukor and
Kill am Blocked Sale of 180 Houses to British
Gaumont Kill km Defen ds Zukor.

—

WIDE FILM TRIUMPHS
Fox Writes New Chapter

in Trade History
Film Wins Enthusiastic Approval at First Public Showing at Gayety
Theatre. New York: Courtlvnd Smith Says
Exhibitors Can Stand Any Costs Required by
Progress but Cannot Stand Empty Houses.

When Grandeur

COMPLETE INDEX TO CONTENTS
NEWS
American companies win
tingent plan
negotiations.

shelved

is

DEPARTMENTS

French quota when conSeven-to-one
stands
pending new

fight against

—

National:
four years of

First

illness.

announced in HERALDWORLD last week, makes bow September 28; Issues of Hearst
Metrotone News and Fox Movietone will carry new material.
M P T O A will plan mon; relief work at Memphis Convention,
called for October 29-31 by President Lightman
U. S. industry
will fight Australia's quota and tax law.
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Publication

Martin

Edwin
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Clifford, Secretary

particular interest
sized wider film.

which

is

putting out the

particular

This is only a makeshift situation. It has been clearly
demonstrated that the wider film is not a luxury to be
confined to a few houses in a few of the large centers. A
larger film must become the standard film. There is no
doubt of that trend. A great part of the essential merit
of every audible picture now being made is lost because
of the inadequacy of the present standard. The full transition to the talking picture from the silent picture will not
be made until there are industry-wide facilities for afr

upon the screen.
The obvious first step toward this end is an agreement
among the chief interests in wider films on a standard

fording a larger picture

It is quite immaterial, except from a distinctly technical viewpoint, whether the new standard is a few millimeters greater or smaller. But it is tremendously material
size.

U. S. A.

Quigley, President
George Clifford, Asst. Treasurer

Member Audit Bureau

of Circulations
Copyright, 1929, by Quigley Publishing Company

and business correspondence
should be addressed to the Chicago office

All editorial

Other publications: Better Theatres, devoted to construction, equipment and
operation of theatres; published every fourth week in conjunction with Exhibitors
Herald- World; The Motion Picture Almanac, Pictures and Personalities, published annually; The Chicacoan and Polo, Class publications.
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means, of course, extremely limited distribution and distribution virtually only in the houses controlled by the

28, 1929

and important that some new and larger standard be
agreed upon and that the industry at large commence
working in the direction of becoming equipped to exhibit
the new standard size picture.
It is encouraging to know now that a move in the right
direction is under way.
While there are many reasons
which militate against speed in arriving at the necessary
agreements, there is little doubt that negotiations now

under way

Facts and Figures

will lead to the desired end, thus achieving
another great forward step in the progress of the industry.
*

AVERY

interesting compilation of facts and figures is
disclosed in the summary of the returns on the Herald-^ orld survey, published in last week's issue. Coining
at a time when the industry stands in great need of detailed

information on the trends in the sound situation, this
summary of returns is a vital source of facts and figures
which will be closely studied throughout the business.
In the light of the wide acceptance of the conclusion,
only a few months ago, that the ideal picture would be
one in which dialog and sound would be introduced at intervals, it is striking to note that the overwhelming vote
now stands for full dialog and music. Next in popularity
vote among the exhibitors, who, of course, reflect accurately the attitude of their public, is the full dialog picture.
The picture which is made completely in dialog is given
second preference but there is a wide gap between that
type of subject and the one which also includes singing

and music.
Because of the lack thus far of suitable examples of the
operetta type of audible motion picture, this subject has
received scant attention by theatre men participating in
the survey. However, it may be noted, many shrewd observers in the industry insist that the operetta form of
entertainment

is

particularly suited to the audible screen
this type may be con-

and that many great subjects of
fidently awaited.

We

commend the information disclosed in this survey
to the close attention of the industry at large.
There is
no longer reason or excuse for groping in the dark on the
main facts of the sound situation. Also, adequate plan-,
both from the standpoint of the theatre and the studio, can
only be made with a full understanding of the main facts
of the present situation.
These facts are available in the survey mentioned and
they demand appropriate attention.
»

New

»

»

Standard

gratifying to hear that negotiations are now under
way among the concerns %vhich are chiefly interested in
wider film looking toward the adoption of a standard size.
The three larger films which have been brought to practical perfection are now each of a different size.
This

IT

is

*

Fox-Hearst

WILLIAM RANDOLPH HEARST

MR.tion

S new associawith the Fox Movietone News amounts to decidedly more than an ordinary trade development. Mr.
Hearst's facilities in the news reel field are tremendous.
These joined with the powerful Fox organization comprise a tremendous effort in the tremendously important
field of news gathering and news picture making.

An added significance of the transaction is the newspaper and magazine preference which the Hearst associaThis has repeatedly worked to the great advantage of the subjects favored, even to the extent of making the connection one which many theatres, especially
those in the Hearst newspaper cities, place great reliance
upon.
tion brings.

THE

long-mooted question of the economic justificatwo dollar New York run continues
far from conclusive settlement as it has been from the
tion of the costly

as

start.

Aside from the principals, namely, the producers who
put on these exhibitions, sentiment in the trade is sharply
divided.
Some theatre men maintain that the runs are
helpful in establishing and popularizing a subject and
others, with equal firmness and sometimes wdth greater
vehemence, insist that they altogether comprise an uneconomic activity; that the financial loss which is almost
inevitably suffered is passed on for absorption in subsequent rentals.

Two

typical expressions collected in a

recent test of

opinion conducted by this publication are as follows:
1.
A picture that has had a Broadway run will get
more business for my theatre than a picture which has not
been shown on Broadway. Publicity gained more than
compensates for any financial loss suffered.
2.
The Broadway run does not benefit the local box
office and it keeps the picture too long out of circulation.

—
—

—MARTIN

J.

QUIGLEY.

—

—
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Theatre War in Canada Looms
With Nathanson's Resignation
9

'Synchronized Film
Means Sound Effect
Only, Board Decides
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK, Sept. 24.— Synchronized pictures are not talkers, though talkers may be
synchronized, a Philadelphia arbitration board
Harry Perleman of West
ruled last week.
Alleghany and Lehigh theatres there brought
claiming pictures sold
action against
him as talkers were only part talkers. Arbitrators found that the contract specified
only synchronized pictures which, they decided, meant sound effects only. Hence, they

RKO

RKO

concluded, Perleman got more from
than his contract specified. The case is the
first recorded definition of synchronized films.

RCA

Will Fulfill
Contracts Written
On Basis of $2,995
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

Sept.

RCA

24.—

Photophone

has advised Allied States, President Abram
F. Myers announced last week, that all contracts for Type G equipment already executed
on the basis of the price first announced
$2,995— will be fulfilled on that basis. The
company submitted this question to the association for decision, Myers declared, adding
that
advises the new form of contract
will be ready in a day or so.

RCA

As

reported

in

last

week's

issue,

RCA

Photophone had announced' that it had found
it would be impossible to sell the new equipment at $2,995 unless the exhibitor should pay
the installment costs.

Warners' Emphasis on
Musical Films Bears Out
Herald-World's Survey
Warner

Brothers'

announced

decision to
produce a minimum of eleven big musical
pictures on their current schedule of 35 specials for 1929-30 is completely in line with
the results of the Herald-World survey on
sound, as shown in charts and tabulations in

Report Creator of Dominion
Chain Will Line Up with Fox
Charges Zukor and I. W. Killam Blocked Sale of Circuit
Of 180 Houses to British Gaumont
[By Special Correspondent of the Herald- World]
Will Canada become the battleground for a mighty
trade war between the giants of the moving picture industry?
This is one of the questions which are being asked in Canadian cities regarding the involved situation which has developed in the resignation of N. L.
Xathanson, creator of the Famous Players chain of 180 theatres in the Dominion, from the post of managing director of Famous Players Canadian
Corporation.
With his dream of a world-wide film enThere were three voting trustees on the
terprise shattered, Nathanson has said that
board of directors for the 14,000 common
he is out of the moving picture business,
shareholders of the Canadian enterprise,
that he will devote himself to other impornamely Adolph Zukor of New York, who

OTTAWA,

Sept. 24.

—

continued to act as president although the
corporation had become Canadianized in
recent months by virtue of purchase of
slock held in the United States; also I. W.
Killam of Montreal and Nathanson himself.
Killam is an outstanding financier of Canada, being president of the Royal Securities
Corporation. Nathanson claimed the other
two blocked the consummation of an offer
from Gaumont of Great Britain to purchase
the F-P Canadian corporation at $75 a share
for stock which recently had sold for $51.
Report He'll Join Fox
Nathanson publicly has stated that he
started out to build up an Empire-wide film
organization that would rival Paramount,
but that when he sought to purchase
Gaumont in the first step he discovered that
Fox had secured a substantial interest in
Gaumont ahead of him. Then he offered to
sell Famous Players Canadian to Gaumont
and a price was fixed, but Zukor and Killam
blocked the proposal to place the offer before the common shareholders in Canada
and so he resigned.

Governor Ross Resigns
As F P Canadian Director
(Special to the Herald-World)

OTTAWA,

week's issue.
Singing and dialog and musical comedy ran
far ahead of the field in relative popularity
of types of productions, according to exhib-

Sept. 24.— Hon. W. D.
Ross, governor of Ontario Province,
has resigned as a director of Famous
Players Canadian and as chairman of
finance.
The battle between N. L. Nathanson and other directors has developed into a public controversy.

itors' reports of patrons'

Nathanson today answered charges

last

preferences.

The change caused by

introduction of sound
equipment upon preferences for various types
of productions was marked in the survey. In
the last previous poll by the Herald-World,
before sound had become universally established, comedy-drama had the lead.

Expl orer Will Make
Audiens in Jungles
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

Sept.
24.— Commander
George M. Dyott, explorer, is on his way to
India where he will record and photograph

wild animals in their natural haunts. Eighteen
to South America to find
P. A. Fawcett, missing explorer, but was un-

months ago he went
successful.

of

I.

W. Killam, saying

that at no

was there any understanding
that the voting trust agreement by
Zukor, Killam and himself would detime

prive the shareholders of the right to
vote on the question of sale of assets.
Nathanson said he had offered to
withdraw his resignation if the directors would submit the whole question to the shareholders. He denied

he had agreed with Zukor and Killam
that Famous Players Canadian would
not be sold.
P. J. Symington of Montreal, attorney for Killam, declared Nathanson's retirement was in the best
of the
shareholders.
interests

company and

the

that Famous Players
a $30,000,000 concern,
would and could continue without him.
There has been talk, however, that Nathanson would be found with Fox, that Fox
theatres would spring up in Canada and
elsewhere, that a big battle would ensue,
and that Gaumont, the Provincial Cine-

tant

interests

Canadian,

and

rated

as

matographs Association of Britain, Lord
Beaverbrook and others were interested.
The situation in Canada therefore apparently remains very much in the air. Both
Famous Players and Gaumont have announced great new theatres in Toronto.
Famous Players common stock fell from
about $75 to $65 on the news of Nathanson's retirement.

RKO
in RKO

Watches Development
Famous Players Canadian obtained

a half

of Canada, Limited, to
operate a chain of vaudeville houses across
interest

Canada, and when the break came
not long before an

RKO

it was
was on
watch de-

official

the ground floor in Toronto to

velopments.
At the suggestion of Nathanson, Arthur
Cohen, chairman of the head office executive at Toronto, was appointed managing
director of F-P Canadian in succession to
Nathanson.

Killam in Statement
Defends Adolph Zukor
(Special to the Herald-World)

MONTREAL,
issued

a

Sept. 24.— I. W. Killam has
statement defending Adolph Zukor

and criticizing N. L. Nathanson.
Killam asserts that Nathanson failed to
put the proposal squarely up to Zukor, the
president of the Canadian organization, and
that no meeting of the three trustees was
ever called or held to consider negotiations.
Further, Killam asserts that Nathanson approached him with the suggestion that the
counsel of an unnamed American film corporation should be consulted for the purpose of getting around the trust agreement
with Zukor without Zukor's knowledge.
Killam further states he understood from

Nathanson

that
Nathanson and Killam
should ascertain means of transferring to

British

Gaumont

their

powers under the

voting trust without obtaining the approval
of Zukor or that the two should undertake to vote for the next ten years under
the direction of the purchaser according to
such scheme as the lawyers might be able
to devise, this arrangement to be coupled
with the sale of their shares on condition
that all other shareholders should have the
right to sell at the same price of $75.

:
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In the Broadway Terminal
again on Broadway
M*S Trackless Train
^ ^ Gished
Friday. Four years ago

run which it finand since then it
has been received by representatives of more than 20 foreign governments and it is
estimated that a half billion persons have seen it. Edward Carrier, the conductor,
has a log book bearing the signatures of President Coolidge, -18 governors and pracIV/T

i?

Grandeur Films

THE

new wide

films are the bigest things

And

that's no pun.
William Fox brought his newly deFilms
to the Gaiety last
veloped Grandeur
week, for the public to see, he took a step forward that will put the world-famous motion
pictures of today into the peep-shop class.
fortunate as to see
I have now been so
exhibitions of the new Spoor-Berggren proc :
ess, of the Paramount Magnascope, and of

in pictures.

When

tically

after a 150,000

this train left

last

New York

every foreign ruler.

I am ready to say
the Fox Grandeur films.
that as a result of having seen these exhibitions, I am no longer content with the ordi-

nary pictures of the day.

They seem hope-

lessly inadequate.

Neither of the first-named "big" pictures
But
has been shown to the public as yet.
films are on Broadway for
interested in motion picanybody with the price of adruns from 75 cents to $2).

Fox Grandeur

the

to see

all

—anybody

tures (that is,
mission, which

On Daylona

Beach.

who have

seen only three "big" picdissatisfied with the old
"little" pictures, isn't it safe to assume that the
hundreds of others who will see the Fox
Grandeur pictures at the Gaiety will feel exactly the same way about it ?
If 1,
tures,

am

already

*

*

*

a highly important problem for the
exhibitor. Is he going to be upset by wide film
What sort of equipas he was by sound?
Whose film shall he
ment shall he get?
show? Is he going to make more money in
the long run, or is he going to lose his shirt
The problem becomes particularly acute
when one realizes that the three wide films
mentioned are all of different sizes, and
nothing is being done to standardize them.
Apparently, the Hays office is letting this problem settle itself, relying on the logic of the
situation to bring the various producers to
their senses.
But did logic standardize sound equipment ?
The disc men said theirs was the
It did not.
The sound-on-film men said
only method.
everybody would have to come to their way of

This

is

.'

And there were plenty of wiseacres
it.
insisted that all this worry about sound
was a waste of time anyway, because in a
couple of months the industry would have
forgotten about sound anyway, and come back
doing

who

Arriving in MiUmn,

Italy.

silent pictures.

to

*

*

#

the producers are aware of the
seriousness of this problem, or at least that
William Fox for one is aware of it, may be
gathered from the following statements made
by Courtland Smith before the first showing

That

of Grandeur films.
Listen to this
"Just one word on the
hibitor.

ers

socalled poor exWilliam Fox and the Warner Broth-

and the Western Electric Company

pio-

neered in sound. No one else in the entire
motion picture industry contributed a single
thing.
Most of the prominent people of the
industry did not believe in sound until the
office demanded it.
"They were content to go along with what
they now know was a dying business the
silent picture.
They argued in the name of

box

—

the poor exhibitor that he could not stand
the cost of sound installation or such a complete revolution of his business.
"Our answer was the same then as it is
tonight: the exhibitor can stand any and all
costs demanded by progress, and the only
thing he cannot stand is a half-filled or empty
house, such as the silent exhibitors are now
playing to and such as the small screen exhibitors will be playing to in the not very
distant future."

PETER VISCHER.

Eddie Carrier, conductor, sees the Sahara.
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Fox Grandeur Films Make New
History at First Public
"It's

Contribution": Brisbane
Arthur Brisbane, famous writer of
Chicago Herald and Examiner,
wrote recently in his column the following :
"William Fox's new 'Grandeur'
Elm, showing moving and talking pictures on a screen of gigantic size,
now seen in New York, is a most important contribution to the motion
picture art and industry.
"Mr. Fox is to be congratulated
upon an achievement most remarkable and beautiful, combining with
perfect sound a screen that makes it

As

the

possible to show the Falls of Niagara, the rapids below and the Maid
of the Mist, all at one time.
"This new Fox moving picture, developing motion, depth, size and
sound on a scale hitherto undreamed
of, is a most remarkable achieve-

ment."

Win

Capacity Throng
Screen Covers Entire Stage

Pictures

Most Important

Can Stand Costs Demanded by Progress But
Not Empty House, Says Courtland Smith

Exhibitor

By PETER VISCHER

NEW

—

YORK.
The first public showing of wide films was little
short of a sensation in New York, and undoubtedly will be an event to find
its way into motion picture history.
It took place at the Gaiety theatre on
Sept. 24.

Broadway, September 17, when William Fox presented a program built
around his "Fox Movietone Follies of 1929."
The subject-matter of the program, as usual in such events, was not the
important thing. After all, the "Fox Movietone Follies" had already been
seen in Xew York at the huge Roxy, where they won the applause and the
smiles of thousands. The important thing was the new method of showing
pictures, and the effect on the audience.
The evening attracted a capacity house, poor exhibitor that he could not stand the
and then some. Nearly everyone prominent
in pictures in the East was present, all the

New

York papers, and, incritics of the
cidentally, representatives of Halsey, Stuart
and Company, who have Fox securities to

Southern Exhibitors

sell.

Hold Meet; Myers
Promises Allied Aid
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

ORLEANS,

Sept. 24.— Independent
motion picture exhibitors from Louisiana and
Mississippi gathered here last Tuesday for
the first session of the Independent Southern

Exhibitors' Association, held at the Jung hotel.
A. J. Bethancourt of Houma, La., president
of the association outlined the motive for organization and promised better films for
Southern independents. Ben Halpern of New
Orleans, secretary-treasurer, and Abe BerenBerenson
son of Bogalusa, La., also spoke.
said that he had been promised assistance for
affiliation with Allied States by A. F. Myers,
president, provided the newly formed body
could show a membership of 100 members.

Screen Covers Entire Stage
The program was begun with an address
of some importance, published here, by
Courtland Smith, in which he stressed the
importance of the event and paid a tribute
that made it posfollowed by the showing of
the pictures, on a screen that covered the
to the

Fox organization

sible.

He was

entire stage of the Gaiety.
short scenic of Niagara Falls was unbelievably beautiful, and stunningly effective; for the first time the scope and
magnitude of the great falls were fully presented. Then came a Fox Grandeur Movietone News, in which the entire Leviathan
was shown close up, an entire football team
at practice, an entire baseball game with
Babe Ruth at bat. The pictures were remarkably clear, thoroughly fascinating, and
won a world of applause.

A

Picture of Future, Says Smith

Washington Censors
Cut "The Front Page"

—And Make It "Worse"
(Special to the Herald-World)

WASHINGTON,

Sept.

24— Police

Cap-

Frank Burke ordered one word cut in the
dialog of "The Front Page" and, according
tain

to Shelby, inspector of police, the substitution

was worse than the

original, but he added,
pleases Captain Burke's esthetic sense,

"if

it

it's

O. K. with me."

Epidemic Warning Against
Theatres Arouses Protests
(Special to the Herald-World)

Now,

to Courtland Smith's remarks:
"Tonight William Fox presents to you
the crowning achievement of his long and
magnificent career in motion pictures.
It
may be unique in the annals of American
industry that a real pioneer in a major business lived and prospered to become the
great pioneer in the second and greater
development of that business.
"What we will show you tonight is not
merely something new. It is in fact the
motion picture of the future. When presented in Fox theatres throughout the

world, the pictures will be in natural colors of glorious perfection. The sound, as
you will hear tonight, is far more true and
impressive than it has been possible to
make it on the small or standard film.

Movies."

Sept. 24.—"Don't Go to the
This line appearing in a Canadian
Government health pamphlet concerning
the infantile paralysis epidemic which is

Western Electric
word on the socalled poor exhibitor.
William Fox and the Warner
Brothers and the Western Electric company

prevalent in several sections of the Dominion has aroused the ire of P. J. Nolan,
proprietor of three theatres in Ottawa, the
Canadian Capital. He has protested against
the more or less continuous knocking of
the show business by health authorities and
says it is time to call a halt, the theatres
being as healthy as any place.

pioneered in sound.
No one else in the
entire motion picture industry contributed
a single thing. Most of the prominent people of the industry did not believe in sound
until the box office demanded it.
They
were content to go along with what they
now know was a dying business the silent
pictures.
They argued in the name of the

OTTAWA,

Show

Credits Fox, Warners.
"Just one

—

cost of sound installation or such a
plete revolution of his business.

com-

"Our answer then was the same as
tonight: The exhibitor can stand
any and all costs demanded by progit is

ress, and the only thing he cannot
stand is a half filled or empty house,
such as the silent exhibitors are now
playing to and such as the small
screen exhibitors will be playing to in
the not very distant future.
"Grandeur has brought another influence

actively into pictures.
Just as sound pictures brought to us the invaluable aid and
friendship of the Western Electric Company and such outstanding men as Walter
S. Gifford, Edgar S. Bloom and John E.
Otterson, now Grandeur brings forward the
company responsible for designing and
manufacturing the vital part of all pictures,
the projection machine.

Lauds Harvey Clarke
"This work has been accomplished by
the courage and foresight of Harley L.
Clarke and his company, the General TheaThey have worked
tres Equipment, Inc.
with the engineers of the Fox organization
for three years and the results which you
will see tonight could not have been accom-

plished without them.
"Let me explain briefly that Grandeur is
not a magnification of the small picture.
From the camera to the projector it is
entirely new and now made necessary by
sound.
For 25 years pictures have been
shown on a film approximately one inch
by three-quarter inches. Sound has cut
that down to approximately nine-tenths
inches by three-quarters inches.

"Will Not Stand

Still"

as if the first Ford automobile
was still the standard for all cars. We, of
the Fox organization refuse to be standardized when to be so means to stand still.
There is enough genius in the Fox organization alone to move the motion picture
industry forward each year.
have such
men as Sheehan in production, Grainger
in distribution, Leo and his able assistants
in laboratory work, Freedman, Connydear
and Sponable in engineering. He, by the
way, is largely responsible for both Movie"It

is

We

tone and Grandeur.
"In conclusion, let me add that William
Fox will not rest until he has made of the
screen what generations of great men have
made of the printing press, a medium for
universal entertainment and education.
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Trade Mourns Robert Lieber,

Former Head of First National
Through
Grew Up with Industry and
Company —Death Comes
with Art
First Distributed Pictures

Dealers'

Association

At Indianapolis After Four Years of
[By Special Correspondent

of the

Illness

Herald-World]

—

INDIANAPOLIS, Sept. 24. Robert Lieber, internationally identified with
the development of the motion picture industry, died Sunday in a local hospiHe had been ill in the hospital two
tal of heart disease and complications.
weeks and prior to that time had been under a physician's care at intervals for
four years. He would have been 59 years old September 29. Funeral services
were
It

set for this afternoon at the family

was

home.

as president of the First National Pictures, Inc., that Lieber

became

He grew up

with the industry and during
its infancy he was a distributor of pictures through his association with the
Lieber Company, art dealers here. He was one of the founders of the Circle
theatre here, a pioneer among the large exclusive picture theatres, then he
was one of the organizers of First National, with J. D. "Williams, became itpresident, and for years worked with "Jaydee" in building the company.
operator of the L & T circuit for B & K, has
Lieber was born in Indianapolis and edu-

prominent

in

the film industry.

cated in local schools. He
brothers and two sisters.

is

survived by two

Entered Industry in 1908
His association with the picture industry
Prior to that time he had
dates from 190S.
been manager of the photographic department
of the Lieber Company. The beginning of the
film industry offered a new channel of distribution for the company.
Consolidations and changes marked the industry in its infant days. Succeeding the independent distribution of the Lieber company
came affiliation with the General Film Company, organized as a national distributing corporation and Lieber became Indiana manager.
The General Film company disappeared and
the Lieber company resumed its original
status.
Next came the organization of the

company

Circle Theatre

in 1915.

First National Circuit Formed
Production and distribution in the earliest
days of the trade were marked by sudden and
violent changes.
One of the needs of many
theatres was an assured source of pictures
of high character.
The outgrowth of this
need was the formation of the First National
Circuit.
Keen competition and continuing uncertainty about films caused First National to
go into the production of pictures, first on a
contract basis and then in its own studio.
Samuel "Roxy" Rothafel, formerly of In-

was

the first president, and from
took a large executive
part in its affairs.
In the first year he succeeded Rothafel as president and remained in
that office until ill health forced his retirement four years ago.
Following his close association with J. D.
Williams at the start and his continued connection with the company, First National
came to be one of the conspicuous stabilizing
factors in the film industry.
dianapolis,
its

inception

Lieber

Modest and unassuming about

his share in

the industry, Lieber was regarded as one of
the half dozen outstanding figures in the film
trade for the decade he gave to its growth
and expansion. This position he achieved because he combined executive power with an
intimate knowledge of the bewildering complications of the business.
He remained actively with First National as chairman of its
board.

resigned to take a similar post with Essaness,
which is controlled by Eddie Silverman and
Sid Spiegel.

The houses

by the deal are the
Madison Square, Biograph, North Center,
Pershing,
Knickerbocker,
Michigan,
West
End, Oak Park, Lakeside and Crawford.
These houses are reported as not making any
money for B & K because of the high cost
affected

&

& K

Essaness Theatre corporation of Chicago,
has taken over the operation of 11 L & T
houses from B & K and Emil Stern, general

Paramount-Publix Hour
Gets Off to Good Start
With Splendid Program
Weekly Columbia Broadcast

K

All of the above houses are equipped with
sound apparatus and with the exception of
one, all are in operation.
No change in the
personnel has been announced.

WE Wins Permanent
Writ vs. Silverphone
In Suit on Patents
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Sept.

24.— Western Electric

has won a victory in the first of the patent
infringement suits to reach a final decision.
The United States district court, northern district of Ohio, western division, has issued a
permanent injunction against the Silverphone
Corporation of Toledo, restraining that company from making or distributing any equipment infringing on the patents under which
Western Electric filed its complaint.
The decree upholds the validity of the five
sets of patents upon which the suits were
based, and orders the defending company to
turn over to Western Electric all infringing
apparatus and all equipment used in the manufacture thereof.
No action as yet has been
taken against the theatres in which the infringing equipment has been installed.

Linet Made Director of
Advertising and Publicity
For Columbia Pictures

NEW

YORK,

Sept. 24.— Hank Linet is the
director of advertising and publicity for
Columbia Pictures Corporation, succeeding
Alex Moss, who left for the Coast last week
to assume a similar position in the Hollywood

new

office.

Linet was formerly in charge of advertising
for General Talking Pictures Corporation.

Offers

Strong Tiein for Other Theatres
Playing P F L Pictures

of pictures but B &
will receive a share
of the profits, if any, of the L & T houses
operated by Essaness.

(Special to the Herald-World)

Essaness Take Over
11 L
T Houses; Stern
Resigns B
Post

ROBERT LIEBER

By JAY M.

SHRECK

Paramount, on Saturday night, September 21, entered another phase of entertain-

ment when the

first

weekly Paramount-

Publix broadcast went on the air over the
Coast to Coast Columbia hookup.
If Saturday night's program is evidence
of the standard to be maintained, the airwave fans may look forward to pleasant
hours this winter.
While the initial program lacked smoothness, this did not detract from the entertainment, for the music and talent offered

was excellent

in quality.

Valuable for Box Office
These programs should prove valuable
box office stuff in many cities of the country, for local announcers are the means of
a direct hookup with local Publix houses.
This tiein, though direct with Publix
houses, offers other theatres playing Paramount product an opportunity to capitalize
on the publicity given stars and pictures'.
The Paramount-Publix hour will go on
the air every Saturday night at 10 o'clock,
Eastern standard time, with the exception
of September 28, when the hour will be
10 o'clock Eastern daylight saving time.
Louis A. Witten has been the excellent
choice for announcer.
Diversified

The

Program Given

broadcast brought a diversified program, with the orchestral selections carrying the greater share of the
responsibility. Among the selections played
by the Paramount Symphony Orchestra
under the direction of David Mendoza, the
West Coast orchestra under the direction
of Nathaniel Finston, Paul Ash and his
band, and others were:
"Precious Little Thing Called Love,"
"Louise," "Do, Do Something," parts of
the "New World Symphony" by Dvorak, a
Faust Fantasy, and "True Blue Lou."
The Crawfords, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse,
played "When Real Things Come Your
initial

Way" and "The Moonlight Reminds Me
of

You."

A
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Quota

Fight;

Contingent Demand Is Shelved
Tri-State Exhibitors

Get Set for Rally at
Memphis, Oct 13-14
(Special to the Herald-World)

MEMPHIS,

Sept. 24.— Exhibitors of the
rapidly growing Tri-State
P T O, which includes theatre owners of Arkansas, Tennessee
and Mississippi, are preparing for a rouser
convention at the Chisca hotel here October
13 and 14. J. F. Xorman, secretary-treasurer,
of England, Ark., reports reservations already
are being made in more than satisfying num-

M

bers.

Particular

interest

meeting

the

in

is

prompted by the fact that M. A. Lightman of
El Dorado, Ark., president of the Tri-State

M P T O,
M P T O A.

now

president of the
Lightman*s rise to the leadership of the national body following upon his
election as a vice-president at the Toronto
convention is among the precedent-makers in
organization annals.
The Tri-State meeting will also serve as an
appetizer for the national convention, which
will be held at the Peabodv hotel in Memphis
is

also

October 29-30-31.

Independents Plea
Brings Federal Quiz
Of Canadian Trade
'

(Special to the Herald-World)

OTTAWA,

24—Kenneth W.

Taylor
has been appointed to investigate the complaints of the Canadian independent exhibitors.
This follows the complaints of the independents in Toronto that they are unable to enjoy
business freedom.
Famous Players has announced that every
facility will be opened to Taylor for his inSept.

vestigation of the corporation's records so that
he can make a complete report to the gov-

ernment.

Taylor is professor of Economics
Master University-

at

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept. 24.— Xat Rothstein
has resigned his position in Columbia's publicity and advertising department.
For the
past 15 years he has
been associated with

motion picand it
January that

ture companies

was

last

he decided
long

to take a

vacation
short by a

cut

was
call

Universal and
shortly afterwards
he went with Columbia, working out of

from

Nat Rothstein

New York

office.

His present plans call
for a motor through
British Columbia and
later a trip to

Europe.

Rothstein is one of the best known men in
game of big time advertising, exploitation

the

and

publicity.

As

—

NEW

YORK. Sept. 24. The Franco- American film tight is over. The
quota dispute which has held up the sale of American films in France since
last March is, and will be for a year or so, a thing of the past.
France has
abandoned the four-to-one idea, has gone back to the old ratio of one-toseven on which American producers and distributors have been accustomed
to dealing.

Representatives of the French and American industries signed agreements
week whereby the old seven-to-one quota will continue in force indefinitely while both sides take time out to develop a new accord on a principle
other than that of the quota system.
last

Today the agreement which was signed
week by Harold L. Smith, Paris representative of the M P P D A, and Andre
Francois Poncet, Under Secretary of State
last

for Public Instruction and Fine Arts, will
come up for ratification before the Govern-

ment's Superior Cinema Control Commission.
It is expected that there will be no
opposition, since the settlement of the controversey is being hailed in Paris business
and official circles as a godsend to a starving French picture trade. Therefore, with
favorable action by the cinema body the
only step to make the agreement finally
effective will be the formal endorsement of
the Ministry of Fine Arts.

When, last March, the French contended
that the seven-to-one quota was too large,
that their industry was in urgent need of
increased protection if it were to survive,
they strengthened the quota to a four-toone

basis.

The Americans then contended

that the four-to-one basis left the margin
of profit so small that the continuation of
business would not be worth while. The
French distribution of American pictures
came to a standstill.

Demanded Reasonable

Basis

American distributors wished to conduct
their
business
on a reasonable basis.
French producers insisted that they be subsidized by their competitors, although they

may

not have put it so frankly as that.
shortage of product soon became apparent in the theatres throughout France,
and independent exhibitors and the heads
of some of the smaller chains were the first
to voice a protest against a deadlock which
was helping no one and hurting both

A

French and American trade as well as

stir-

Sawdust Back On Floor;
They Didn't Want It Clean

rest.

His

the

Paris Business and Official Circles Hail Decision
Godsend to Starving French Trade

Mc-

Nat Rothstein Quits
His Columbia Position;
Plans European Tour

various

Return to One-to-Seven Ratio
While New Agreement Is Sought

ROCKLAND, ME., Sept. 24.—
picture theatre in this city found out
that their patrons did not want the
theatre "spotless white."
Business
fell off to such an extent that the
management quickly decided that the
bulk of bis trade liked the old atmosphere, so he sprinkled sawdust
around the bouse again. As soon as
the £sbermen patrons were notified
of the change the box office receipts
returned to normal again.

ring up considerable bitterness in both the
trade and the lay press.
With only French, German and British
films to show their audiences, French exhibitors experienced a tremendous falling
cff in attendance arid suffered losses that
have been estimated at several millions of
francs.
Of course, the Americans also experienced heavy losses, for not a single film
veritable
has been sold since March.
picture famine soon spread through France.
Today, in expectation of relief, exhibitors
besieged motion picture offices in Paris with
demands for fall and winter supplies of

A

pictures.

Contingent Principle Shelved
controversy, while expensive, has
been greatly worthwhile to American interIn
ests, the Herald- World learned today.
the first place, the principle of the contingent has been definitely shelved.
The
application of this theory has been a serious threat at U. S. dominance in the motion

The

picture business abroad.
It was this possibility (also existing in
a number of other European countries)
which was responsible for the intervention
of the State Department with an identical
note addressed to half a dozen governments
earlier in the year.
In the communication
the Department decried the contingent
principle, calling it an internal, artificial
restraint of trade havirrg no basic justification in international commercial relations.

Status

Quo

Till

October. 1930

The present agreement

states that the
contracting parties will maintain the status
quo until October. 1930. proceeding with
new negotiations meanwhile but extending
the temporary accord another year if no
final agreement has been reached by the
1930 deadline. Under the status quo, American distributors will be permitted to bring
into France free of all restrictions an
amount equal to 60 per cent of the total
number of feet imported in 1927. For the
remainder they must purchase licenses on
the basis of one French license for every
seven American films imported.
These
licenses, which are granted to the French
producers, have never, in the past, been
sold for exorbitant prices, and it is assumed that the same policy will be main-

tained.

As soon as the agreement has been endorsed by the Cinema Control Commission
and the Ministry of Fine Arts, normal commercial relations between the French and
American industries will be resumed.
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Fox-Hearst Sound News Service to
Make Its Bow September 28
Issues of Hearst Metrotone News and Fox Movietone News W
Material Gathered by New Company— Pioneer
Grandeur Films
ill

Walker Makes Audien
For City Campaign
( Special

NEW

Jimmy Walker

in

nevvsreels

Sept. 24.

makes

—A new organization gathering material

its

first

public appearance Saturday,

Herald-World)

Sept.

24.—Mayor

hurried

out of his
business office last week enroute to
the Fox Studios, where he made a
political address to be used for a future campaign.
In addition to the
political address, Paul Whiteman and
his orchestra, Eddie Cantor, Ruth Etting, Mollie Picon, Ted Healy and
others made their movietone appearances in support of the mayor.

Carry-

(Special to the Herald -World)

NEW YORK,

to the

YORK,

for sound
September 28,

when the initial issue of Hearst Metrotone News will be launched.
The Fox Movietone News issue of the same date likewise will be supplied
with material from the same source, and both newsreels will have two weekly
releases.
service
be provided by
TWE
Hearst Corporation, organized
will

the Fox-

in

connec-

tion with the deal whereby William Randolph
Hearst acquired a substantial interest in Fox
Movietone News, as announced in last week's
issue of the Herald- World.

Will Push Grandeur Films
E. B Hatrick represents Hearst in the new
Hatrick, who is executive head
corporation.
of all the motion picture activities of Hearst,
represented him in the negotiations, while
Courtland Smith, executive head of Fox
Movietone News, acted for William Fox.
One result of the new arrangement will be
that the Fox-Hearst newsreels will pioneer in
the use of Grandeur film, which was demonstrated publicly for the first time last Tuesday
at the Gayety theatre.

Maintain Separate Entities
Hearst Metrotone News and Fox Movietone

News

will

maintain separate

own

entities,

each hav-

and policy. The
former will be distributed by Metro-GoldwynMayer and the latter by Fox Film Corporation.
M. D. Clofine will be editor of Hearst
Metrotone News and Edward Percy Howard
will continue as editor of Fox Movietone
News.
ing

its

editorial

staff

pointed out that the deal brings together two of the largest news picture gathering organizations.
Actual work began on
It

is

Hearst Metrotone

News

immediately after the
announcement ten months ago that Hearst
was entering the sound newsreel field, and
today a score of recording trucks are in action.
Fox Movietone News started two years
ago and now has three score of recording
units throughout the world and in every

European

Cooperating with the Fo»x-Hearst Corporaalso will be the Hearst organization of
28 newspapers in 18 states and two wire news
services.

"Mr. Fox has exhibited the most impressive
enterprise in the conduct of his newsreel,"
Hearst said in commenting on the plans. "He
has combined the highest spirit of journalism
with the best and most effective practice in

moving

picture art and science.
a pleasure and a distinction for me to
be associated with him in the creation and
dissemination of newsreels.
"It

is

Facilities United
"The facilities which my newspapers and
news organizations control will be united with
the immense moving picture facilities of Mr.
Fox to produce newsreels which will amply
cover the news events of the whole world anil

which we hope will be of the highest entertainment and educational value to the public.
"Mr. Fox and I have always had the same

—

ideals in public service
namely, that the effort
to satisfy the discriminating demand of the
public required adherence to the highest stand-

ards of

ethics' and excellence and enterprise.
"Mr. Fox's organization and mine therefore
will work in complete harmony and will, I
hope, accomplish results which will secure"

public approval

<

it.

am

sure Mr. Hearst believes, it is destined to become the greatest
civilizing medium, for to see and hear means
to understand, and a common understanding
is the world's greatest need.
We will bring
the people of the world into close association
with each other. They will see and hear the
leaders of each country and will understand
clearly from them the thoughts and motives
of each country.
Great events will happen
before their eyes, and whether in darkest
Africa or civilized London all may know what
is going on in every part of the world.
"I

believe,

and

I

"The collecting and editing of such news
material is a gigantic undertaking and will tax
the resources and ingenuity of even such
newsreel organizations as those operated by
Mr. Hearst and myself. And now, with the
coming of grandeur, the Fox-Hearst newsreels
will pioneer in the greater news pictures."

"Extremely Gratifying" to Fox
ommenting on the deal, William Fox

"Association with Mr. Hearst

is

said:

extremely

AM P A

New

Head

Names Committees

On Broadway

Oct. 6 at
Earl Carroll's Theatre
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Sept. 24.— "Rio Rita," Radio
starring Bebe Daniels will
premier showing at the Earl Carroll

its

theatre October

6.

In this picture

Bebe Daniels will make her
audiens and it is interesting to note
some of the facts concerning the lavishness
of this production. The ranch of Edgar Rice
Burroughs was used for the background of
the story, more than 300 contract plavers appear, a chorus of 60 girls, $25,000 was expended on the reproduction of the Cafe Estaban, a replica of an old Spanish galleon was
constructed, and 60 yards of materials were
used in one costume for Miss Daniels.

debut

in

RCA

For the opening
has arranged a new
volume control which will be operated from
the auditorium and the projectionists will not
be bothered with the usual signals which are
customary. A person will be stationed in the
house and by a unique control it will be possible to raise or lower the volume independent
of the booth.

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

24.— Edward L.
Sept.
Klein, newly elected president of the Associated Motion Pictures Advertisers, announced at a meeting held last week his
committee appointments for 1929-30.
George Harvey, retiring president, was
presented with a deluxe walking stick.
Harvey made the awards to those who obtained the most members in the recent
drive.
Joseph Rivkin of Pathe won first
prize and George Bilson of First National

came second.
The committees

are:
Committee President Klein. Secretary
Finance
Martin Starr, Treasurer George Bilson, Charles BarVincent Trotta; Membership Don Hancock,
rell,
chairman; Jos. Rivkin, Bert Perkins, Martin Starr,
George Bilson; Advisory Bruce Gallup, Tom Wiley;
Auditing Hopp Hadley, chairman, Joe Fine, P. A.
Parson; Publicity Rutgers Neilson, chairman, Fred
Baer, G. R. O'Neill; Trustees— Walter F. Eberhardt.
Ed
C. L. Yeardsley, Paul Gulick; Entertainment
McNamee, chairman. Glen Alvine, James Beecroft,
White,
Ray
Gordon
Mersereau,
Don
Ed. Finney,

—

—

—

—

—

—

Gallagher.

—

Plan and Scope Committee Hopp Hadley, chairman, Arthur James, P. L. Thomson, Jim Loughborough, Frank Wilstack, Chas. McCarthy, Chas. EinPaul Benjamin, chairman, Arthur Eddy,
feld; House
Al Selig. Lou Rydell, Kelsey Allen; Service Geo.
Brouce Gallup, chairman, Marvin Kirsch, Lou Rydell,
Julian
Jas. Milligan, John C. Flinn; Constitution—
Solomon, chairman, Hank Linet, Paul Gulick; Art
Directors Theo. Jaediker, Karoly Grosz, Armando
Aranjo, Glen Cravath, Harry Lewis; Bulletin Jack
Harrower, editor, Michael L. Simmons, business man-

—

—

—

ager.

Colored Pictures by
Radio Made Possible
With German Device
(Special to the Herald-World)

Grausenz
Sept. 14.— (By Mail.)
Androheim, a Berlin inventor, has discovered
a process by which colored pictures may be
He claims that the
transmitted by radio.
process uses an element which heretofore has
not been used and that it can be applied with-

BERLIN,

out excessive costs.
With the new process

it will be possible to
reproduce upon the ground glass the picture
in its natural color and he predicts that its
use will be universal within a short time.

Judge Reverses Ruling
In $75,000 Saenger Suit
(Special to the Herald-World)

MERIDIAN,

Belgian Musicians
Protest Sound Films
(Special to the Herald-World)

BRUSSELS,

Sept. 14.— (By Mail.) Belgian
protesting sound pictures as
their demands for higher wages were refused
and the theatre owners announcing their intentions of using only sound films.
The
musicians federation is organizing a series of
symphony concerts for the benefit of its members out of work.

musicians

are

for

1929-30 Activities

—

"Rio Rita" Will Open

have

Newspapers Cooperate

tion

the

on

Picture's musical

capital.

28

gratifying to me, because of his great position
in the news world and because of the high
I
always
value he places on the newsreel.
have believed the newsreel was one of the
greatest influences in the world, and since the
development of movietone, which has enabled
us to present world figures and world events
with all the excitement and drama of being
present in person, I have placed a higher value

Miss., Sept.

24.—Judge Edwin

here reversed
ruling and granted a motion of the defense counsel for an instructed verdict for
the defendants in the $75,000 suit of C. H.
Mapp, Tr., administrator of the estate of his
deceased father, C. H. Mapp, Sr., against the
Saenger Theatres, Inc., who was injured
fatally when he fell through a trap door on
the stage of the Saenger Temple theatre, for
which the suit was brought, the work being
done on the stage was under the direction of
Hamasa Temple in preparation for a Shrine
ceremonial, and not the amusement company.
R.

his

Holmes

in the federal court
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M P T O A Will Plan More Relief
Work

at

Memphis Convention

New Independent Lightman Calls Exhibitors to
Distributors Working
Three Day Session, Oct. 29-31
Top Speed on Program

Foreign Delegates Expected

(Special to the Herald-World)

tre

NEW

YORK, Sept. 24.— Adolph Pollak
and M. A. Chase, president and secretary
of the Independent Distributing Organization recently formed in Chicago as yet
unnamed, are working at top speed on the
film program for the nineteen exchanges in
their group. They expect to announce this
program, together with the names of the
exchanges in their organization early next
week.
"This is not a promotion scheme," President Pollak said. "It's a group of exchanges associated to protect their own
interests, to buy their product as they need
it.
It is made up of the best exchanges in
the country.
Each key center being represented by one exchange.
Our system
will eliminate individual selling

by the producer.
Produce for our group will be
bought for not just one exchange but for
every one in the organization. It's like the
First National arrangement except that first
included a number of independent theatre owners and the heads of
theatre chains.
have a board of directors which will pass on all product, if it
decides favorably on a picture that picture
will be bought for every one of the exchanges in our group.
"The committee, or board, consists of
myself, M. Chase, Irving Mandel, L. Korson, of Philadelphia, and Thomas McKeene
of St. Louis.
If we like the product of a
certain producer we may contract to take
a number of his pictures.
are not,
however affiliated with any producers nor
do we intend to be." Pollak said that his
organization would not be compared with
the Federated exchanges organized in 1920.
He said he was not looking for any assistance from producers.
First

National

We

.

We

Window Placard Makes
Light of City Censors*
Decision on Stage Play
{Special to the Herald-World)

BOSTON, Sept. 24.—When the Boston
censors barred Eugene O'Neill's "Strange
Interlude" from the Hollis Street theatre,
on an order of Mayor Nichols, a placard
appeared on a window of a book shop in
Pemberton Square, which reads as follows:
Important Notice.
"Any person or persons under 75 years
of age and living in Boston who wishes to
purchase any of these books, pamphlets,
prints, brochures, leaflets, or parts or portions of such which contain, include or
mention such words as
Ankle, leg, arm,
damn, Hades, whoopee, etc., etc., and so
on, must first secure an affidavit for his
her or its mother, countersigned at city
hall not later than the year 1601, stating
that he, she or it will not be corrupted, led
astray, learn immorality, birth control, sex
appeal or evolution. They also must show
their belief that the earth is flat, that angels
do not have wings, that all other nations,
creeds, born or unborn, have no right to
differ in opinion with Bostonians; and that
the Cabots and Lowells did not descend
from a cod or cods or other fish."
:

—Problems of Small Thea-

Owners Will Be Emphasized
(Special to the Herald-World)

—

NEW

YORK, Sept. 24. Further extension of relief for small exhibitor^,
with the results of the rental adjustment conferences which were held
here to solve the situation brought about by the advent of sound, will be one
of the objectives of the tenth annual convention of the
P T O A when it
convenes at Memphis October 29 for a three-day meeting.
M. A. Lightman, new president of the theatre owners' organization following the resignation of R. F. Woodhull, has made definite arrangements with
the management of the Peabody hotel at Memphis for the convention and
the equipment exposition to be held in connection, October 29-31.

in line

M

MPTOA

The directors of the
had
planned on holding the meeting a week
earlier, but the Tennessee Bar Association
previously had engaged the hotel facilities
for that period. Consequently the exhibitor
convention dates were fitted into the plans
of the hotel management and the city officials

of

Memphis.

ment conferences.
tion

is

mutual

One aim

of the conven-

this aid and make it more
in character at the convention and

extend

to

afterward.

It is

the settled purpose of the

MPTOA to make every possible business

move to keep the smaller theatre owner in
business, the headquarters announcement
says, and this can be done only through

President Lightman already has arranged
to have the State of Tennessee, City of
Memphis and the civic organizations,

mutual arrangements with those who sup-

through the Chamber of Commerce, represented at the convention.
It promises
to be one of the largest and the most important motion picture gathering yet held
in the South, with representatives from
practically every state in the Union as well
as a large Canadian delegation.

Fox Buys 2 More Houses;
Harry Losh Transferred

Expect Foreign Delegates
Cuban motion picture interests will be
represented.
Their delegates were named
for the Toronto convention last year but
the great distance caused them to refrain
from attending. As the convention city is
now more convenient to their country they
are expected to attend.
Fraternal delegates are

from
Great Britain, France and Germany, and
even from South Africa and India.
expected

Seek Aid for Small Exhibitors

ply the product.

(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO,

Sept. 24.— The El
Capitan theatre has been purchased by FoxWest Coast Theatres. The sellers were
Ackerman &: Harris & Oppen. The Vallejo
theatre has also been purchased by Fox
and will be placed under Fox management
Harry Losh, formerly assistant
at once.
manager of the California theatre at Stockton, Cal., has been transferred to the Opal
theatre, Hollister, where he has been made

manager.

Oklahoma Bars Children
From Appearing on Stage
(Special to the Herald-World)

OKLAHOMA

The many problems

facing the industry
generally and the small theatre owners in
particular will have a special place in the
convention proceedings. Real relief is nowbeing provided through the work of the
representatives and distributors"
committee which participated in the adjust-

MPTOA

CITY,

Sept.

24.—Accord-

ing to the new child labor law, Oklahoma
children cannot appear in theatrical programs and children from outside the state
may appear only when accompanied by or
in the custody of their parents, guardian or
governess.

U. 5. Picture Industry Will Fight
Australia's Film Quota and Tax

Law

(Special to the Herald-World)

MELBOURNE,

—

AUSTRALIA, Sept. 24. (By Mail.)— The United States motion
picture industry is planning on a comprehensive campaign, in connection with the
Australian general election to be held October 12, relative to the proportion of
American and British 61ms and the government's methods of taxing amusements.
American interests propose spending a great deal of money towards the campaign and it is reported as being the £rst time that outside interests have intervened in Australian politics. Meanwhile Prime Minister Stanley Bruce has announced important modifications in the government's proposals to tax amusement
receipts.

R. A. Wright, parliamentarian from Wellington, recently stated that the purity
of the English language was becoming endangered and that American audiens
obliterated the work done in the schools to promote the speaking of correct
English.
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At the New York
Theatres

MOTION PICTURE FINANCE

ROXY — "Married

NEW

FILMS

Hollywood," Fox talking picture,
called the first Viennese opera written expressly for
the screen, with Norma Terris, J. Harold Murray,
T. A. Patricola and Walter Catlett.
COLONY -"Tonight at Twelve," a Universal talker
with Madge Bellamy, Robert Ellis and Margaret
in

—

Equipment

Is

Curb Sensation

Livingston.

55TH STREET
picture with

Sept. 24.

— In

STRAND — "Careless

Haines, Anita Page, Ernest Torrence and
Karl Dane, directed by Beaumont.
Age," First National all-talker,
with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Loretta Young.

HELD OVER AND REVIVED
CRITERION— "The
opened June

showing

was

opened August 6.
Revue,"
opened August 14.

unexpected

Apparently

rumored

that Pathe

The form

this

may

weeks of
quarter were 37 per cent above

Paramount

film

rentals for

11

the third
those of the corresponding period a year
ago. Warner makes an excellent showing
with earnings of $4.79 a share for the nine

months
in

to June

as

1,

compared with

the same period of 1928.

Capitalization of

on June

A

$1.02

Consolidated

one

all-talker,

opened August 30.
Maidens,"

Fox

Black Watch,"

MGM

talker,

silent,

first

time

p.p.

picture.

SELWYN— "The Great Gabbo,"
talker, opened September 12.
GEORGE M. COHAN— "Flight,"

James

Cruze

Columbia

all-

all-talker,

GAIETY— "Fox

opened September 13.
Movietone Follies," widescreen version of earlier Fox road show of same name,
opened September 13.
FILM GUILD CINEMA "Living Russia," Russian
silent film, opened September 14.

—

Paramount Week Set
Record Weekly Gross;

37%

Increase

Shown

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

were the largest

24.—The receipts of
week in September,
for any one week since the
Sept

Paramount Week,

and common stocks

Warner Brothers

all-

Diggers of Broadway,"

CAMEO — "Seeds of Freedom," Amkino, silent.
LITTLE CARNEGIE— "Spy of Madame Pompadour,"
German silent.
FIFTH AVENUE— "Three Waxworks," foreign silent

the first

company has been in business, according
an announcement made last week.

to

Paramount's domestic film rentals for 11
weeks of the third quarter of 1929, commencing July 1, were 37 per cent ahead of film

Pictures,

1929 consisted of 360,987
shares of preferred stock and 1,185,826 shares
of common stock. On June 27, 1929 the corporation split its common stock on a two for
Inc.,

opened

p.p.

ROXY— "The

Inc.,

550,000 shares of class
then outstanding.

all-talker,

second week.

This compares with net profits of Warner
Brothers Pictures, Inc., for the nine months
ended May 26, 1928, amounting to $1,123,947,
equivalent to $2.04 per share on the combined

Shubert Theatres are involved in negotiations looking toward some form of combination of interests.
take is not yet clear.

Warners

$1,198,054.

Exchange and

all-talker,
all-talker,

United Artists

CAPITOL— "Our Modern

Sept. 24.— Warner Brother
reports for the nine months
ended June 1, 1929 net profits amounting to
$11,957,760, including the corporation's equity
in the profits of subsidiary and affiliated companies during the period but prior to the date
of their acquisition. This is equivalent, after
deducting preferred dividends, to $9.58 per
share on the 1,185,826 shares of common stock
outstanding at June 1, 1929. The corporation's
equity in earnings of companies acquired between August 31, 1928 and June 1, 1929, included in these figures for the period prior
to the date of their acquisition, amounted to

arisen in the negotiations looking toward
merger of Warner Brothers with Paramount, but it remains probable that the
Since Washdeal will be carried through.
ington has to be considered in the formation of such a consolidation, legal difficulties
require careful attention.
is

talker,

YORK,

Pictures,

MGM

all-

all-talker,

20.

WINTER GARDEN— "Gold

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

have

difficulties

16.

R1ALTO — "Bulldog Drummond,"

$11,957,760 Net
Profits of Warners
Listed in 9 Months

Further sharp gains in Fox Film and
Loew's, Inc., are attributed to the progress
being made in plans to unite all of the Fox
The
interests in one holding company.
necessary increase of stock has been apMeanwhile
proved by Fox shareholders.
Fox has extended its theatre holdings by
purchase of Consolidated Theatres, Inc.,
operating 27 houses in Colorado, Wyoming,
Nebraska and New Mexico.

MGM

CENTRAL— "Fast Life," First National
opened August IS.
RIVOLI— "The Dance of Life," Paramount
opened August

as

hailed

Warner

Songs,"

talker,

August

satisfactory.

opened

all-talker,

ASTOR— "Hollywood

of

The

With

It

EMBASSY— "Hallelujah,"

General Theatres Equipment and Fox
Through use of a new camera and
Film.
new projector, as well as a broader film
and screen, a third dimension effect is

Paramount,

Feathers,"

Radio

Girl,"

July 30.

Film Industries, Inc., set a new record in
August with net earnings of $224,327. The
common stock, newly listed on the Stock
Exchange, remains quiet.

recently formed combination does
not lack Wall Street sponsorship. The
current strength of the stock possibly has
some connection with the first public showing of Grandeur Pictures, joint development

It

Four

12.

GLOBE— "Street

WARNERS— "Say

THIS

silent

with Wil-

all-talker

liam

for the year.

achieved.

Royal Scandal," German

CAPITOL— "Speedway," M G M

the face of general uncertainty and doubt
in the stock market the motion picture shares have continued to give a
good account of themselves. The sensation of the week in this field
has been the heavy buying of General Theatres Equipment on the New YorkCurb Exchange, as reflected in a net gain of 15 points and a new high record

YORK,

NEW"

— "A

Werner Krauss.

LAURENCE STERN

By

1,

rentals for the corresponding period of

192S

and created a new record for any 11 weeks
period in the history of the company.

basis.

SECURITIES PRICE RANGE
Week Ending September 21
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
American

Sales
4.200
4.600
10.700
6.700
13.500
6.200
40
1,000

Seating:

Brunswick-Balke-Collender
Consolidated Film
Do. pfd

Eastman Kodak
Do. rts
Do. pfd

_
_

Fox Film "A"

_.

Keith Albee Orpheum
Do. pfd
Loew's, Inc
Do. pfd. n. w
Do. pfd. w. w

200
1.000

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, pfd.
Motion Picture Capital

Paramount
Pathe Exchange
Do. "A"
Radio Corporation
Do. pfd.
Do. pfd.

"A"
"B"

-

..

44.100
900
700
500
5.900
163.800
17.100
2,500

.1.187.300

900
5,200

Sales

High

Low

30%

30

42

39%

25%

23

Close
30

39%
23

25%

25%

206%

199%

205%

5%
123%

,S&

99%
35%

g»

ok?/
/4

112%

112%

58%

65%

26

116

66%
90%
96%

35

89

89

96%
25

41

24
39

72%

70'

9%

19%
111

54%
77%

8%
18%
94%
54

76%

58.800
300
80
106,800
106.300
800

_

Close

60%

Low
34%
44%
67%
56%

52%

50%

52%

18%
20%

18
20

18%

33%

31%

33
18
65

High

37%
45%
69

%

%

34%
44%
67%
57%

%

CHICAGO STOCK MARKET

96

25

Radio Keith Orpheum
Shubert Theatres
Universal Picture 1st pfd
Warner Brothers "A"
Do. rts
_
Do. pfd

40%
71%

8%

18%
95

54%
77%

Maiks Brothers
Morgan Litho

cvt.

450
500

p

20

NEW YORK CURB
Columbia Pictures
Con. Theat

_

Educational Pictures pfd
Fox Theatres "A"
General Theatre Equipment
International Projectors

Loew's

rts

Do. war.
National Theatre Supply
Sentry Safety

Trans-Lux

—

20,600
200
75
27.000
14.600
300
1.400
1.200
1.200
16.800
45.000

18
65

18

28%

27

66

46%

28%
64%

57%
30%

55
24

55
30

8%

45%
19%
17%

50%

7

30%
15

12%

8%
45%
19%
13%
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Film News
in Pictures

25

PICTORIAL SECTION

John Garrick is the screen name adopted
by Reginald Dandy. Coming from the
British stage to the Fox company he found
that his real name was too similar to

Helen

and now she has

a

Girls, he's not marthat of another star.
ried, blue eyes, brown hair
nuf said.

Warner

"Gold Diggers of

—

Foster, petite blonde,

three years ago

appearance

as

made her

an extra

Brother's

in

who

first

Because Pathe studios at Culver City has
completed five audiens on its new program. William Sistrom, general manager,
takes a short vacation and goes East to

just

camera

"Don Juan"

featured role in

look over the

new

season's plays

on the

Great White Wav.

Broadway."

Carl Laemmle, president of Universal Pictures, interviews Erich Maria
Remarque, author of "All Quiet on the Western Front." This German
author has some very definite ideas as to how his war story shall be
filmed by Universal and Sherwood Anderson is arranging the continuity
to bring out the author's ideas.

Stories Told
by the Camera

Ben Turpin, former star in Pathe-Sennett comedies, takes a
Pathe picture of retiring president George Harvey of the Associated Motion Pictures Advertisers, who is receiving congratulations from Bert Leighton. manager of the Fabian theatre. Hoboken.

N.

J..

Harvey

is

seen on the

left.
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A

Taylor and John Boles as they appear in Warner
Taylor, who is just past
Brothers' "Song of the West."
"Song
years
of age, is the oldest extra in pictures.
101
of the West" is an all-colored Vitaphone production which

W. H.

Warners

will release as a

roadshow

scene from Radio's first picture, "Street Girl" in which Betty Compson
The picture has broken house record in many of
has the starring role.
The box office at the Statethe large first run houses over the country.
Lake in Chicago had to be closed for two hours the second night of the
picture's engagement, Boston held it over for another week and a high
water mark of attendance was registered on the Steel Pier, Atlantic City.

attraction.

M

G M's "Speedway" sees
Right: William Haines, star of
something ahead, perhaps a "dangerous curve" so Harry
his
director,
gets
a
good
ear-hold and smiling
Beaumont,
waits for the crash.
In "Speedway," which was filmed at
the Indianapolis track with shots of the last International
race, "Smarty Bill" outwits the villain, wins Anita Page
and wins the race for the heartbroken Earnest Torrence,
who takes the part of a veteran race driver.

The pioneers of talking pictures. These men have developed the Vitaphone from its earliest
beginning at the Warner studio and since "Don Juan" made its appearance on the screens
of the theatres they have been constantly working for bigger and better audiens. Their latest
developments have been confined to sound and color. Left to right: Major Levinson, engineer; Frank N. Murphy, studio electrical expert; J. L. Warner, vice president of Warner
Brothers; Colonel Neugent S. Slaughter, technical engineer and Bryan Foy, director.

who has the feminine
"Tonight
at
Universal's
Twelve," from the stage play of Owen
first
This is Miss Bellamy's
Davis.
picture since her starring role in
"Mother Knows Best."
Madge

lead

Bellamy,

in
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MG

M, welcomes a distinguished
Louis B. Mayer, vice president of
studios to see audiens in their makings.
party to the
Left to
right are Congressman Joe Crail, Governor C. C. Young of California,
Louis B. Mayer and Senator Arthur Capper.

MGM

Douglas

Fairbanks,

Jr.

uses

"Aloysius,"

a

Marmoset monkey, as a mascot in the football scenes he is making for First National's
"The Forward Pass." In the picture will appear the football team from the University of
Southern California.

A

couple of choristers from the ensemble
scene of James Cruze's "The Great
Gabbo" in which Betty Compson and Eric
von Stroheim have the leading roles,
is Cruze's first audien.

Kissing the maid is one of the social sins in "Social Sinners," an Educational Tuxedo talking comedy in which Raymond McKee, Marion Byron, Georgia O'Neil, Cissy Fitzgerald,
Billy Engle and Dolores Johnston have the featured roles.
Here are Raymond and Marion
starting all the trouble which leads into a whirlwind finale in which everyone is forgiven,
hubby kisses wifey and the maid is forgiven by her sweetie.
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New England Exhibitors Form
Yamins
December— 125 Theatre

Allied Unit and Elect

Permanent Officers Will Be Chosen in
Owners of Utah and Idaho Hear Hanson and

Steffes

Explain Five-Year Franchise
[By Special Correspondent of

the Herald-World]

BOSTON, Sept. 24.— The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New England
was organized at the Elks Hotel in this city last week and the new organization's members voted unanimously to become affiliated with Allied States.
Temporary organization will be completed soon to function until December,
when permanent officers will be elected.
The temporary organization is headed by Nate Yamins of Fall River, Mass.,
who headed the Motion Picture Theatre Owners Association when that organization was active in Massachusetts. The temporary secretary and treasurer is Ernest H. Horsemann, 106 Broadway, Boston, who has been executive
secretary of the old organization.

They

will be assisted
six

from each of the

who

will

mittee

by one representative

New

England

states,

comprise the acting executive comnext
meets

further
to
plans for increasing
the membership.

Tuesday

Following a dinner
hotel,
Elks
the
at
which was attended
by 90 exhibitors repthearesenting 200
tres, the plan of opAllied
eration
of
States was outlined
by Abram F. Myers
of Washington. The

work being done in
some of the other
states already organNate Yamins
ized was outlined by
Col. H. A. Cole of Dallas, and by H. M.
Richey of Detroit. Col. E. P. Hawkins of the

RCA

organization, formerly with the Hays
organization spoke regarding the new $2,995
sound equipment of the Photophone concern.

Yamins presided and the speakers told of
which have resulted from the state

benefits

organizations with which they are identified.
They strongly urged New England to organize a similar association.

31 Regional

Meetings

Are Held on Franchise
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK, Sept. 24.— Exhibitors from
parts of the country are meeting the new
Tiffany-Stahl franchise plan with great enthusiasm and the comprehensiveness of
their new selling plan is indicated by the
fact that meetings already have been held
in 31 cities and in Canada.
all

addition to the regional meetings
numerous small gatherings have been conIn

New

ducted by local leaders in the smaller cities
with the assistance of the sales forces of
Meetings conTiffany-Stahl and R K O.
ducted by Oscar R. Hanson have been held
in the following cities, Boston, Buffalo, New
York, Albany, Baltimore, Pittsburgh, Dallas, New Orleans, Columbus (Ga.), Columbus (Ohio), Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago,
City,
Kansas
Omaha, Des Moines, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Grand Forks, Denver, Oklahoma City,

Indianapolis,

St.

Louis,

Scotts
Petosky,
Creek,
Battle
Detroit,
Bluff, Butte, Salt Lake City, Albuquerque
additional
several
and Casper. In addition
meetings have been planned, including Philadelphia (under direction of Lewen Pizor,
president of the Eastern Pennsylvania,
Southern New Jersey and Delaware exhibitors association), Portland (Ore.) and Los

Angeles.
The Exhibitors'

Cooperative of Canada
met at the Mount Royal hotel, Montreal,
and were addressed on the franchise plan
by Earl Lawson, Goe and Phil Hazza, Canadian general manager for Tiffany-Stahl.
Goe reports the franchise plan was unanimously indorsed by the Canadian theatre

Phono -Kin em a Will
Reissue D. W. Griffith
Pictures with Sound
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Sept. 24.— Phono-Kinema
reissue the D. W. Griffith masterpieces with their original musical score and
will

sound effects, according to an announcement coming from A. Griffith Grey, who recently resigned as head of the Paramount
road show department and is vice-president
in charge of production and distribution of
Phono-Kinema.

Phono-Kinema has its own sound-on-disc
device and through arrangements with Dr.
Theodorus Nakken will use his sound-onfilm patents.
Grey stated that because of
the low cost of installation, their new sound
device would appeal to many theatres containing less than 1,000 seats.
Associated with Grey will be Louis C.
known advertising agent in
New Vork. Work has already been started
on "Way Down East" and it is planned to
have the picture ready for showing early
Pedlar, a well

in

December.

Tannura Promoted to
Direct Pathe Shorts
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Sept. 24.— Philip Tannura,
chief cameraman of Pathe's Eastern sound
studios, has been made a director of short

product by Robert T.
Kane, general manager of production.
Ta n n u r a recently
handled the camera

work on the two
Morton Downey starring features for
"Mothe r's
Pathe,

Boy" and "Lucky

in

Love," in addition to
innumerable one and

two

reel

Pathe

talk-

men and

ing comedies.
Tannura has devoted nearly 20 years
to the picture indus-

signed

try,

that a large number of them
Another
franchises immediately.
franchise meeting for Canadian exhibitors
will be held next week in Toronto.
Hanson also addressed more than
125 theatre owners, comprising the Inter-

mountain Theatres Association, which includes Utah and Idaho, meeting at the Utah
hotel, Salt Lake City, Thursday and Friday.
John J. Gillette of Tooele, Utah, vice president of the association and chairman of the
meeting, announced it was the largest gatherThat
ing ever held by the exhibitor body.
the franchise idea is spreading, he said, was
proved by the large attendance.
Al Steffes, representing Allied States, explained the aims and terms of the franchise
contract.

Thursday night a dinner dance was given
at the hotel.

Ordinance to Tame Chicago Film
Censors Goes to Council Committee

A new

September 28, 1929

ordinance to tame the Chicago film censors is being advocated by Alderman B. A. Cronson, who said that his plan would restrict the unreasonable lengths
to which the present board goes in refusing permits for the exhibitions of pictures.
His ideas have been incorporated in a measure which is now before the council's
judiciary committee.
He believes the police commissioner is really too busy to give the proper time
to the actions of the censors and that the mayor rather than the police should have
the final say in any dispute concerning a permit.
"Censorship in Chicago has gone too far," said Alderman Cronson. "Pictures
which are shown in New York, Milwaukee and other cities can't be shown here
without being cut. I don't believe in letting any smut creep into our movies and
talkies, but I think that our censor board has gone too far in many instances."

Philip

Tannura

having started as

an actor

in

Thomas Edison Productions

in

1907.

7%

Per Cent Dividend
Declared on Saenger's
Herald-World)
(Special
NEW ORLEANS, Sept. 24.—At a meetto the

ing of the board of directors of Saenger
Theatres, Inc., held September 16, the
regular quarterly dividend of one and threequarters per cent per share on preferred
stock for the quarter ending September 30,
1929, was declared payable October 1, 1929,
to preferred stockholders of record September 22, 1929. There was also declared a
quarterly dividend of fifty cents per share
on the common stock for the quarter ending September 30, 1929, payable October 1,
1929, to common stockholders of record

September

22, 1929.

Correction
The

report, published in the September
21st issue of the Herald- World, that George
De Kruif, formerly sales manager of National Theatre Supply Company, has become sales head of General Theatres Equipment, Inc., is denied at the executive offices
of the former company, where it is stated
York
that De Kruif is manager of the
branch of National Theatre Supply. It is
further stated that De Kruif has no affiliation with the newly formed General Theatres Equipment.

New
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Screen Is Vital Factor
In Future World Peace,
Says Winston Churchill
English Language Will Bring
of War, Briton Declares

MGM

at

End

Stagehand and Projectionist
Strike Threatens at St. Louis
Warn

^ alk Out October 5 Unless Exhibitors Reach Agreement with Musicians ^ ould Close 76 Theatres
And Affect 300 Union Employes

They'll

Luncheon

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,
picture

is

a

Sept. 24.— "The motion
institution of education

new

spreading all over the world, providing a
new process of education and civilization
for all peoples," declared the Right Hon.
Churchill, famous British statesnational leader, in an address on
the coast last week, in which he stressed
the importance of the motion pictures as
a factor in the future peace of the world.

Winston

man and

Churchill was guest of honor at a lunchstudio attended by 200
at the
G
political, business and educational leaders
of California, as well as executives and stars
of the film company. Louis B. Mayer and
William Randolph Hearst were hosts of the

M

eon

M

day and Governor

C.

C.

fornia extended official
to Churchill.

Young

welcome

of Caliof the state

Churchill, Hearst and Mayer in their
speeches dwelt on the amity existing between Great Britain and America, declaring
that the ideals of the English speaking people lay in the safety of the world
surest safeguard from the menace

and

its

of an-

other great war.

Mass

of Information

Compiled for Book on
Fallacies of Blue Laws
(Special to the Herald-World)

A

compilation on religious liberty and in
Sunday blue laws is being prepared by C. E. Holmes of 1128 Harrison
street, Oak Park, 111., under the title of "Some

refutation of

Footprints of Liberty."

A
from

mass of information, with quotations
legal authorities, from the entire suc-

cession of presidents of the United States,
snd from leaders in all branches of public
life, is being gathered to show the fallacy
and inconsistency of linking blue Sundays
with religion or politics.
Among the subjects covered are: Origin
and Purpose of Blue Laws, Comments on
Sunday Legislation, Observations on Liberty, Rights of Minorities, The American
Constitution and Liberty, Separation of
Church and State, Christianity and the

Common Law.

M M

Four Audiens Head
G
October Releases; Two
Showing at Two Dollars
(Special
Herald-World)
NEW YORK, Sept. 24.—Four new
to the

audiens head

October

M G M's

release.

of pictures for
are "Hallelujah,"

—

[By Special Correspondent of the Herald-World]
ST. LOUIS, Sept. 24. The union stagehands and projectionists have threatened to walk out on strike October 5 unless the motion picture theatres reach
a satisfactory agreement with the musicians' union on or before that date.
This ultimatum has been served on the motion picture theatre owners of
St. Louis that have not yet signed with the musicians, by John P. Xick, international vice president of the stagehands and projectionists.
A conference
called by Xick Friday was attende by Charles P. Skouras, representing the
Skouras Super Theatres Corporation George Bowser, president, St. Louis
Amusement Company Fred YVehrenberg, president,
of Eastern
Missouri and Southern Illinois Joseph Mogler, president, St. Louis Exhibitors
League; Arthur Laird, and Guy M. Daily, president, Musicians Mutual Benefit Association.
The theatre men were told they can expect a sympathetic
walkout of the other union employes of their theatres unless they sign with

—

;

MPTO

;

;

the musicians.

"We

discussed the deadlock which exNick said later, "and I told them
that if no
satisfactory agreement was
reached by October 5 the stagehands and
operators would walk out. I stressed the
fact that we wanted to have conferences
with them to effect an amicable settlement,
and I believe we can do it.
Only Five Would Be Running
"We adjourned without any definite
isted,"

action other than each side stating

its

case.

The adjournment was taken to permit
Wehrenberg to report our attitude back
and to find out what
stand they wished to take.
will meet
again next Wednesday (September 25)
when Wehrenberg will state his organization's viewpoint."
If the walkout of the stagehands and
projectionists is called, there will be but
five motion picture houses operating in the
These are the Fox, St. Louis, Grand
city.

fused to accept again the arbitrary minimum orchestra provision which is based
upon the seating capacity of a theatre and
not the amount of business the house does.
The musicians insist that the same orchestra be used whether the theatre uses talking pictures exclusively or actually uses an
orchestra. The theatre owners believe they
should be permitted to determine how many
musicians should be employed.
There is
no actual dispute regarding wages or working conditions.
300 Projectionists, Stagehands

to his organization

We

Opera House, Hudson and Knickerbocker.
The houses that will be dark if the new
strike is called are Skouras Brothers' Ambassador, Missouri and Grand Central, firstrun houses; the Skouras-Warner controlled
St. Louis Amusement Company chain of 23

neighborhood and suburban theatres, and
about 50 independently operated houses, including 35 silent picture theatres.
The Musicians' Union also has signed
new contracts with the Garrick and Liberty
Music Hall, burlesque houses, and the Shubert-Rialto and American theatres that play
dramatic and musical comedy roadshows.
300 Musicians Now Out
At present about 300 musicians are on
strike because the theatre owners have re-

list

They

"Marianne," "The Mysterious Island" and
"The Thirteenth Chair."
"Hallelujah," an all negro talking picture
has been an outstanding triumph at the
Embassy in New York, where it is playing
at $2 top and "Marianne" is playing an extended engagement at the Mayan in Los
Angeles.
"The Mysterious Island" is an all colored
production which was two years in the
making and has an all star cast headed by
Lionel
Barrymore,
Daly,
Lloyd
Jane
Hughes, Harry Gribbon and Montagu Love.
"The Thirteenth Chair" was written by
Bayard Veiller, author of the "Trial of Mary
Dugan" and includes such players as Conrad Nagel, Leila Hyams, Holmes Herbert
and Cyril Chadwick.
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Science Pictures

For World's Fair
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK, Sept. 24.—Motion
pictures showing the advance of science in the last 100 years have been
proposed to the National Research
Council's Science Advisory Committee to the Chicago World's Fair Century of Progress celebration to be
held in Chicago in 1933 by Professor
W. H. Howell of John Hopkins university.
Howell is working on a
basic plan for the Chicago Fair which
will adequately picture to the public
the progress that has been made in
a hundred years in all the sciences.

The Ambassador and Missouri, which are
controlled jointly by Warner Brothers and
Publix, desire to use

manual orchestras and

union organists, but the union would not
allow them to do so unless the St. Louis

Amusement Company accepts the mandate
Warner Brothers has conof the union.
trol of that chain, but owns only a 50 per
cent interest in the first-run houses. The
St. Louis Amusement Company desired to
reduce the number of musicians in all its
houses from 134 to

The

theatres

jectionists

35.

now employ

about 300 pro-

and stagehands.

Seattle Deadlock With
Musicians Still Holds
Contracts for next year have not been
been signed between the musicians union and
the theatre managers of Seattle, and negotiations between the two are deadlocked. Both
sides appear to be strongly entrenched over the
question as to the number of men to be employed.
The managers have granted an increase of $2.50 per man a week but feel that
they have the right to hire as many or as
few as they want. Another meeting will be
held this week and the more optimistic predict a settlement.
Unless a settlement is affected within the
next week between the musicians and managers, the World Series visitors at Philadelphia will be compelled to do without legitimate
stage entertainment.
The musicians demand
a guarantee of employment for 30 out of 35
weeks and the managers contend that they
should pay only when the houses are open.
The stage hands are reported as being ready to
go out in sympathy with the musicians.

The projectionists of Toronto have threatened to strike Sept. 28 unless the orchestras
are reinstalled in the leading houses operated
by Famous Players.
The proposed strike
would affect many of the independent houses.
In Cincinnati the projectionists were granted
a flat increase of S2 per week in houses showing silent pictures.
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Sound Frees Films with Dancing from
Sunday Ban Placed on Vaudeville
Censors Adopt More Liberal Attitude Toward Pictures Now—
Bay

Honesty Brings Usher
$100 for School Fund
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK, Sept.
Jarrett, an usher at the
who has just enrolled

State

Distributors Cooperate with Officials

—

While dancing in vaudeville acts is still taboo for
Sept. 24.
Sunday showings in the old Bay State, an indication of the changes underway and the more liberal censorship of films is noticed, and the cenhave approved for Sunday showings many films which contain dancing,

sors

both silent and sound versions.
"NTOTICEABLE among the films approved
Sunday showing are the sound films,
"Broadway Melody" and "Fox Movietone
-L^l

for

Follies,"

with

several

similar

films,

largely

composed of dance numbers, They would
have been ruled out of Sunday programs for-«
merly.

Permanent Quarters Sought
Several conferences have been held within
the past few days by representatives of the
State Department of Public Safety, headed by
General Foote, and representatives of the film
distributing companies looking towards establishment of permanent quarters for the showing of films, both sound and silent, at the
State House.
Provision has been made by the state for
such work but no quarters have been provided and none is available at the State House.
The state has appropriated funds for additional space for state offices and departments,
and indications are that when this new building is constructed, quarters will be provided in
it
for the showing of films before the state
censors.

Censors'

The

Work

Increased

censors, three in number, have
found
work greatly increased because
of the larger number of theatres which are
now operated on Sunday in the state and
with the resultant additional demand for film
for Sunday showing. The law provides that
any picture shown on Sunday must be approved by the censors for Sunday showing.
The law does not oblige them to view all film,
however, before it is released, neither does
the law say that the film must be shown.
Distributors have cooperated with the state,
however. To date there are only two exstate
their

changes in Boston, Paramount and Fox, which
have complete sound equipment installed in
their projection rooms.
As a result, sound
films have been shown at many of the theatres
during hours when the theatres were not open.

Much Time

Is

Lost

The Fenway of the Publix chain was for a
time used for this purpose almost every morning but the demand for film soon exceeded
the capacity of the theatre to handle during
the time at its disposal, and Loew's State theatre offered its services.
In addition, the
services of several other theatres, including
some of the nearer of the suburban theatres,
have been used.
This running around the city by the censors
in order to view films has resulted in much
loss of time, and it is with a view to saving
time and carrying the films to the State
House that present negotiations are under
way.
The censors work every morning of
the week and there is still much cutting of
film required at the Boston exchanges before
final releases are authorized.

FN

Sets Production
Record with Fifteen

to the shortage in color cameras it is necessary that night shifts be employed at the
studios.
The First National sound and color pro-

the following pictures: "The
Painted Angel," starring Billie Dove; "A
Most Immoral Lady," featuring Leatrice
Joy, Walter Pidgeon and Sidney Blackmer;
"Sally," starring Marilyn Miller; "Little
Johnny Jones," starring Eddie Buzzell;

gram include

"The Love Racket," with Dorothy Mackaill;
"No, No, Nanette," featuring Bernice Claire
and Alexander Gray; "Loose Ankles," with
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Loretta Young;
"Lilies of the
Field,"
starring Corinnc
Griffith; "The Dark Swan," featuring H B.
Warner, Lois Wilson and Olive Borden;
"In the Next Room," featuring Jack Mulhall and Alice Day; "The Girl from Woolworth's," starring Alice White; "Son of the
Gods," starring Richard Barthelmess; "The
Isle of Lost Ships," an all-star special;
"Spring Is Here," in which Inez Courtney
is featured, and "Furies," in which an allstar cast appears with H. B. Warner and
Lois Wilson.
Many other pictures are being rushed
toward production, while a few not named
in the above list are getting final touches in
the cutting rooms. Dorothy Mackaill's next
starring vehicle is to be called "The Queen
of Jazz."
It goes into production within a
week.
"Playing Around" is to be Alice
White's next, after which she will start
immediately on "Show Girl in Hollywood,"
a special that

is

already

in

preparation.

"Year of Sound" Is Topic
Of Franklin's Paper for
P E Toronto Meeting
S

M

(Special to the Herald-World)

LOS ANGELES,

Sept. 24.— "A Year of
the subject selected by Harold B.
Franklin, president and general manager of
Fox West Coast Theatres, for the paper by
him to be read at the fall convention of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, to be
held in Toronto October 7-10.
Franklin's
writings on sound include "Sound Motion
Pictures."

Sound"

is

"The equipment on our circuit, which now
numbers practically five hundred theatres, is
95

per cent talking pictures,"

Franklin said
"and as fast as we can catch up to
the new properties that have been added in
the last few weeks, we will be, ultimately, 100
per cent sound. Of course the theatres now
recently,

in course of construction will include the new
thoughts for the projection of sound as well

as the

Columbia's "Hurricane"
Is Winning Big Bookings
'Special to the Herald-Wotid)

NEW

YORK,

Sept.
24.— First National has set a new production record with
15 audiens simultaneously in production.

Several of these are

in

in

Making

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

in

Technicolor and due

theatre,
the Ran-

dollars of that amount represents a
bill which Jarrett found in the thea-

The other fifty
tre.
Roxy himself added

is a

bonus which
reward for

as a

the boy's honesty.

26 One-Reel Musicals
Technicolor from

In

Warners Next Season
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

—

YORK,

Twenty-six one
Sept. 24.
musicals in Technicolor will be released
by Warner Brothers during the coming season, according to George E. Quigley, vice
president and general manager of the Yitaphone corporation.
They will be known as Vitaphone Musical
Revues and will be staged by Larry Ceballos
and Jack Haskell, who have directed and
staged many musicals in London and NewYork before joining Warner's production
reel

staff.

These 26 Vitaphone Musical Revues will
be produced with the same care and skill that
is expended on feature pictures, it was stated,
with beautiful girls, shimmering, gaily-tinted
and gorgeous

fabrics

Cincinnati

settings.

Company

Organized to Operate
20 Picture Theatres
(Special to the Herald-World)

CINCINNATI,

Sept.

24.—A merger

in-

volving approximately 20 motion picture
houses, including a number in various suburbs, is planned in an incorporation under
the name of the Cosmopolitan Motion Picture Theatres, Inc., for which papers have
just been filed with the Secretary of State
An issue of 240,000 shares of
at Columbus.
stock of no par value is proposed.
Incorporators are Ferdinand Bader, Jr.,
M. A. Daremo and A. M. Lochtefed.
George F. Eyrich is looking after the legal
matters connected with the project.

J.

Maxwell

Joice

Added

ToW B Publicity Staff
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK,

Sept. 24.— A. P. Waxman,
of advertising and publicity, announced that J. Maxwell Joice will have
charge of publicity and advertising in Warner Brother's Broadway theatres. Joice has

director

had extensive experience

in this field, having directed publicity at the Rivoli and having handled special roadshows at the Astor,
Embassy and other houses.

magna-view screen."

Sept. 24.— "Hurricane,"
one of the last three special's in Columbia's
1928-29 "Perfect 36" group, has closed important bookings recently. Among the contracts are Loew's Circuit calling for a 120day booking. Hobart Bosworth is the star

Audiens

at

dolph Macon academy at Fort Royal,
Va., received $100 from S. L. Rothaiel to be applied to his tuition. Fifty

(Special to the Herald-Wurld)

BOSTON,

24.— Clifford

Roxy

"Hurricane."

Arthur Lambert Elected
President of R.

I.

Local

(Special to the Herald-World)

WEST WARWICK,

R.

I.,

Sept.

24.—

Local No. 677 elected the following officers
President. Arthur
for the current year:

Lambert; vice-president, C. L. McKenna;
secretary-treasurer, John E. Davis; business
manager, Clarence Duffy. William Dillion,
international representative, recently installed this

new

local.
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REPRODUCTION

WESTERN

ELECTRIC

reproduction

to quality

yet an

Exclusive Feature
of the Western Electric

Sound System
TALKING

pictures are recorded at a

speed of 90 feet per minute. They must

be reproduced

at exactly the

A

by

a

change in speed of

only one-half of one per cent. If the speed
is

not held within this small limit, quality

reproduction
will not

is

answer

one per

cent.

This

is

an exclu-

Western Electric feature.

Its

operation

attention.

is

automatic, requiring no

The worry and trouble of attempt-

ing to control the speed of reproduction

to rise or fall.

musical ear will detect sudden changes

in pitch caused

sive

same speed.

Variations in speed cause the pitch of voice

and music

one-fifth of

impossible. Ordinary motors
this purpose.

is

eliminated.

The motor

number

is

one of a

just

of refinements found only in the

Western Electric Sound System which make
quality reproduction a fact.
will

Western Electric has solved the problem

control box

find that this control

The

exhibitor

and other

tures are distinct aids in putting

by the use of a specially designed motor

talking picture with the quality

control which holds the motor speed within

by the public.

over a

demanded

Quality Reproduction means Western Electric Reproduction

Westen

Wlectric

SOUND

SYSTEM
Distributed by

Electrical Research Products Inc.
250 West 57th Street,
Member

New York, N. Y.

of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc

Will H. Hays, President

fea-

—

!
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SOUND PICTURES
Question No. 15

AN ANSWER
By F. H. Richardson
ANSWER TO QUESTION
The question:

who permits

"What

NO.
the

is

his batteries to

15:

become

School
QUESTION NO.

on that day?"
were a great many more or less
complete answers to No. 15. It was quite
task to read them al!. The following were

why

would require too much space.
W. C.
Budge, G. W. Wooten, Harlan B. Fox, W.
C. Doe, "Bill" Doe, L. S.

Anderson, Thomas

Umphrey, T. Olson, Karl Friedrich, Frank Dudiak, J. D. Emmerson, S. R.
Thompson, Peter Jamison, William BernG. D.

Richard D. Nancock, Hayman Kesner,
A. Rapisarda, O. Long, Edward Smith, C. L.
Tansen, Joseph Damelio, Bernard Weiner and
Daniel Constantino.
I have selected the reply of Brother Frank
Dudiak as fairly brief and quite complete.
It reads:
"The projectionist who does not
keep his batteries clean, especially as to their
tops, is inviting trouble, for the reason that
stine,

when

the

battery tops

become damp,

either

it

is

19—Explain
even more important to

keep film upon which sound is recorded perfectly clean than it is to
keep clean those carrying no
sound.
Can a scratched sound
band be repaired. Why is it imperatively necessary that the sound
projectionist
keep
his
hands

cannot give the location of each.

It

Little,

plainly evident, not to say painfully
that any projectionist who permits
such a condition to exist is not attending
He is, at least to
properly to his business.
that extent, laying down on the job, which
means that he is not playing square with
It

is

evident,

THERE

I

;

BLUEBOOK

inviting?
What does a dirty
battery top speak of? What is meant
by 'battery examination day?' What
attention should the batteries have
dirty

a
correct.

battery itself, since it causes the battery to
work constantly while it is present such leakage also will make itself manifest in the horns
or loud speakers in the form of noises very
similar to what we term "ground noise."

The

man

scrupulously clean?

or anyone else in any
excellence of results from
Such men don't
the horns or loud speakers.

employer,

audiences

way connected with
last

very long.

Usual procedure is to set aside one day of
the week upon which the batteries shall be
thoroughly inspected, cleaned, the water level
examined and such water as may be needed
added,

all

lugs tested for tightness, corrosion

any) scraped off and the cleaned surface
covered with vaseline. This day is known as
"Battery Examination Day."
(if

with water or electrolyte, dust and dirt will
collect in and mix with the liquid, whereupon
it becomes a possible or even probable path
for current leakage.

"Such current leakage

will not only shorten

the life of the battery charge, but also of the

An excellent answer to the question, but
Dudiak has a way of doing things well. I
commend him to theatre chain Supervisors of
Projection.
Such men should be encouraged
by advancement.

FROM TEXAS
A. D. Kraatz,
FROM
theatre, Wharton,

projectionist,

Queen

Tex., comes an order for

BLUEBOOK

Vol. 3 of the

"Want a copy

and

and

1

"Enjoyed

letter:

BLUEBOOK

of Vol. 3 of the
and want it gosh darned quick
Also will you autograph it for

Volumes

this

or sooner.

me?

Have

2.

concerning your trip immensely. Took one myself this summer, covering seven states.
I was surprised at the
sorry mess some theatres are making of
sound. The nearest I heard to perfect was at
Sangers theatre, New Orleans.
articles

"We have just installed sound and the results
are very pleasing. The auditorium was given
complete acoustical treatment.
are close
to a city of 300,000 people, which boasts several large theatres.
People who have visited
those theatres and our own, say our sound
is better than that in the city theatres, which
is something, is it not?
Our projection room
has been enlarged and is now quite nice. Pictures of it later."
Volume 3 will reach you in due time. I
have given publicity to this letter because of
the fact that your management has shown

We

GOOD SHOWMANSHIP AND GOOD
SENSE.

to

just

It

how

looked to results, rather than
cheap they could possibly get

something they could

at least call

"sound"

in-

They enlarged

the projection
room and had the auditorium treated throughout, presumably by acoustical engineers.
Restalled

for.

Good sound
There are too many theatre managements
which want sound all right, but don't want to
pay the price for good sound. They shop
around for the cheapest equipment to be
sult

:

found, regardless of quality. The auditorium,
which very possibly is totally unfit for sound
without treatment, is "treated" by the articulation of three words, two of which is, for the
sake of economy slurred into one. They are
"It'll

do."

The result varies from "not so good" to
awful, whereupon they rave, declaring sound
to be "no good!" "The people don't care for
it!"
etc.,

"Silent pictures

were better!"

etc.,

etc.,

etc.

Of course silent pictures were better than
pictures plus new NOISE.
But sound is an
immense addition to the program, provided it
be real sound as distinguished from noise. I

HAVE YET TO TALK TO A THEATRE
MANAGER OR EXHIBITOR IN A THEATRE WHERE SOUND WAS REALLY
WELL HANDLED WHO DID NOT EXPRESS APPROVAL OF SOUND.

However,

it

may

will not be very
ple if it be put

be taken as fact that sound

warmly welcomed by

the peo-

on by poor equipment, or by

good equipment poorly handled. If the diaif
log and music is more or less blurred
the theatre patron is compelled to cup a hand
to his or her ear every once in a while in
order to understand the dialog; if dialog and
music are marred by reverberation if music
and dialog are marred by more or less ground
noise; if the sound distribution be such that
one portion of the audience hears a roar of
sound while another portion hears only a
murmur, sound will not then be popular. It
will probably be a financial disadvantage,
rather than a gain at the box office.
On the other hand, if sound be produced
and projected by good equipment, well installed and well handled, then there is no
manner of doubt but that it will prove its
ability to much more than return its added
cost to the box office.
I compliment Projectionist Kraatz and the
management of the theatre in which he does
Sound needs more of their sort.
his stuff.
Your management has done its part, Brother
Kraatz, and it is up to you to deliver the
goods from those horns or loud speakers
as I am sure you will.

The Difference Between FAILURE AND SUCCESS Is Doing
Things NEARLY RIGHT and Doing Them EXACTLY RIGHT

;

;

)

;
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M G M Will Send Out Apostles of Good Sound
To Aid

Exhibitors and Projectionists
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

Paramount's Speedy
Sound Truck Gets Test

—

YORK, Sept. 24.
Paramount's £fty-miles-per-hour sound
wagons, a super-motorchassis on
which is mounted a complete electrical sound recording laboratory has
been put to its greatest test and
proved satisfactory. The trucks are
being used in George Bancroft's
"The Mighty."

Glucksman to Represent
Pacent Company in S.A.
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK, Sept. 24.— Max Glucksman,
well known distributor, with offices in
Argentine, Chile, and Uruguay, has been
appointed distributor of Pacent Reproducer
Systems in the three South American
countries.
The Glucksman organization
will soon include a complete engineering
and service department to oversee all
Pacent installations

in its

South American

territory.

Nine Pacent Systems have already arrived in South American countries.
James
Cullen, Pacent engineer, is now at work on
the first installation in Montevideo, where
four of the nine machines will be put in.
The remaining five are for Buenos Aires,
and wiring of the Argentine houses proceeds immediately after completion of the
work in Montevideo.

Ottawa Theatre Wires
Seat Section for Deaf
(Special to the Herald-World)

OTTAWA,

Sept. 24.— Ray Tubman of the
Regent theatre, Ottawa, has arranged for the
installation of acousticon attachments to assist the deaf in the enjoyment of the talking

programs.

and these

A

number of seats are being wired
will be reserved for handicapped
notification to the box office.

patrons on
Increased enjoyment of the audiens is now
afforded at the Regent through the laying of
an inch-thick carpet throughout the theatre
with the exception of the lobby, thus silencing
all

24.— Exhibitors

—

are to be tutored in sound
and
the tutors will come from the
exchanges. Picked men, trained in the

MGM

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

Sept.

footsteps.

handling of sound

film, in projection,

technique of sound,
will supervise the handling of film and
will
be in a position to render
operating
exhibitors
all
aid
to
sound apparatus.
This is something more than making the
in inspection in the

exhibitor Metro-conscious.. It has a definite
Every company in the
constructive value.
business realizes the tremendous importance
The manufacturers
of proper reproduction.
of equipment send regular inspection crews
around to all theatres and now a production
unit has taken a hand in the matter.

M

M

sound aid should
This business of
G
be of great assistance to every exhibitor wise
enough to avail himself of it, the executives
believe.
Take a single instance with "The
Hollywood Revue," a picture with more than
400 cues in it. These cues have to be worked
out for the individual theatre allowances have
to be made for laughs and the places where
the laughs come may vary in different sections
of the country. Here's where the experts in
the exchanges can aid the theatre man who
hasn't the time for many rehearsals.
;

—

^

Aim

to Protect

tion (and often improper handling of film
ruins the effect and the film is blamed. The
experts we are training are to advise the exhibitor and the projectionist, help solve problems, correct difficulties and supervise the
handling of film in the exchanges so that the
best possible results can be obtained from the
product.
They will do no mechanical work,
will not conflict with projectionists or manufacturers, but will function solely from an ad-

visory standpoint."

The course these men take at the studios
includes handling, recording, projection, patching,
repairing, inspecting, laboratory work,
photography, the physics of sound, theatre
auditorium construction and its relation to
sound, and general sound engineering as applied to

motion pictures.

100 Per Cent Increase
Of Victor Laboratories
Planned for Hollyivood
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD.

Sept.

24.

— The

present

matrix laboratory and pressing plant facilities
of the Victor division of the Radio-Victor
corporation at Hollywood are to be increased
100 per cent by a recent authorization approving the necessary expenditures for this purpose.

Ground

for the

new

building

is

available,

having been provided

Product

Metro's object is to protect its product and
the exhibitor can be sure that in such an
instance as just cited the sound technician
will do his utmost to get the theatre the best
reproduction possible.

A

crew of these apostles of better sound
pictures will shortly leave Hollywood for the
The
important cities throughout the country
first group of them is now completing the
course being given at the studios in a sound
school operated by expert technicians engaged
in production work at the piant.
The faculty
includes Irving Thalberg, who thought the
thing out and in other ways made it possible
E. J. Mannix and Douglas Shearer, sound engineers; Wesley Miller, recording engineer,
and department heads in the sound laboratories.
Lou Edelman. of the sound department, is in active charge.

in the original plans,
and the new structure will adjoin the present
building in the rear, running through to a
street front on Orange drive.

The

upon Victor facilities is increasing
and the expansion program will pronecessary space and facilities to in-

call

steadily,

vide the
sure a continuance of satisfactory service.

!

Advise Exhibitor, Projectionist

"Our

object, naturally," Edelman said, "is
protect our product.
record pictures
nearly as perfectly as science has made it possible but in many theatres improper projec-

We

to

MUSICAL DISCS
AN OVERTURE
SUGGESTIONS
No. 1254

and an EXIT MARCH on each 16" 33 1/3 R.P.M. Record
Use on any Sound on Disc Equipment
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Changes Her Mind;
Make Grown-up Talker

Lillian Gish
?

She

8 to

By

NEW YORK,

Sept. 24.

Lillian Gish has

This, ladies and gentlemen (for there are
The mere fact
lady exhibitors), is news.
that one of the most popular actresses of the
silent screen with a large and sometimes fanain
tical following thinks that the medium
which she made her name and fortune is now
of no use to her, is dead and definitely gone
And the
that mere fact is definitely news.
fact that she will not play in fluttering girlish roles but will take grown up, pulsing, redblooded dramatic stuff is also information of
interest to every one who has ever seen her

—

silent screen.

Just

Back from Europe

her suite at the Hotel
Elysee late last week. She had just returned
from Europe where, for the past six months,
she has been working with some of Reinhardt's people with the idea that the private
rehearsals would be good training for the
stage to which she hoped to return and to
which she may return when her first talking
picture is finished.
Now she finds the exHer
perience is valuable for the audiens.
voice records well and has much more of an
emotional quality than most, besides possessing qualities of sureness and firmness almost
essential for talking picture effectiveness. She
thinks, by the way, that the audible films so
far, have stuck too closely to the technique of

saw Miss Gish

in

will

the legitimate stage.
Her first talking

picture

will

be

"The

Swan," by Ferencz Molnar. It will also be her
first
United Artists picture, the Reinhardt
business and her opposition to audiens having
combined to keep her off the screen for
nearly two years.
"Wind," produced by
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, was her last picture.
Paul Stein Will Direct
Paul Stein, a young Austrian who used to
act for Reinhardt in a number of Berlin productions, will direct Miss Gish in her initial
talking effort. He is thought to be especially
suited for the task because of his intimacy
with the country and the people where the
story of the picture is laid. The tale is about
one of the princesses of Europe's present day
royal families (suggestive of Queen Marie
and her family) and of a tutor and a Prince
(equally suggestive of the Prince of Wales)
who may not marry whom he will). "The
Swan," as a play, was presented at the Cort
theatre here by Gilbert Miller in 1923, with
Eva LeGallienne, Basil Rathbone, Philip Merrivale and Alison Skipworth in the cast. Those
who have been cast for the United Artists production, which will be supervised by John W.
Considine, Jr., are Rod LaRocque, Conrad
Nagel 'and Marie Dressier.
Miss Gish, taller than you might think from
seeing her on the screen, talked about Jimmie
Walker, steam shovels and her taste in pic-

"Hallelujah"; that the photography has been
uniformly bad and needlessly so that RinTin-Tin is the finest actor the films have
produced because he is 'unconscious of himself.
Rin-Tin-Tin, by the way, has been signed up
;

for a barkie.

Miss Gish thinks that "Killing the Killer,"
Paramount's mongoose film, offered the high
point of drama on the silent screen and that
"Broken Blossoms" would make a splendid
opera for talking films.

new medium she
something more in the na-

Her conversion

to

the

characterizes as
ture of a concession,

an acceptance of the
changed form. She believes that the silent
film had just come to the point of definite
form, had just become established as an independent art, when sound crashed the gate.

Now, she

says,

it

has definitely gone.

Paramount Arranges

new

Bound,"

In production are "Red Hot Rhythm," with
Hale, Kathryn Crawford, Josephine

Alan

Dunn and Walter O'Keefe

The Gribbon company has named one of
their latest creations, a damask tablecloth
and napkin set, "The Virginian" and are

Talking Films
pictures:
She thinks
that the
had their moments of
beauty, notably certain scenes in King Vidor's
in

taste in
talkers have

and "This Thing

will

Raytone Pictures Completes
Six

Tommy

Christian Shorts

Raytone Pictures, a Rayart unit, this week
announce the completion of three additional
shorts, featuring Tommy Christian and his
band, with specialties by Jackie Clark and
Ellalee Ruby.
They are "Cotton Pickin'
Time," "Moments of Melody" and "The Musical Sailors."

from the

This completes the series of six

Tommy

Christian unit.

Holmes Signs New Paramount Contract
NEW YORK — Phillips R. Holmes, featured player

He will
of Paramount, has signed a new contract.
be seen next in "The Return of Sherlock Holmes."

SUPERIOR SOUND EQUIPMENT
2 PICK-UPS, 2 TURNTABLES and
Easily attached to any make of Projector.

INCLUDING

$500

FADER.

Heavy spring hung and flooded t-'ntable

Lamp and shade
Nickeled record weight

+-

Adjustable Counterweight
Boll bearing

head

Rubber cushion
Guard

rail

around
table

Gears run

<

Conneds

direct to

head

in oil

with needle cups

Adjustable height column

Rubber floated

and only mayor for

Beauty

;

Called Love," from the stage play by Edward
Burke, with Edmund Lowe and Constance
Bennett in the leads. Pathe's list of contract players now include Ina Claire, William
Boyd, Ann Harding,
Constance Bennett,
Robert Armstrong, Alan Hale, Eddie Quillan,
Jeanette Loff, Coral Lombard, Harry Bannister, Junior Coghlan, Stanley Smith, Russell
Gleason, Frank Reicher, Marilyn Morgan and
Jimmy Aldine.

Shelf

About her

six features

stance Bennett's first dialog picture, are the
three pictures in the cutting room.

exhibitors will be able to tiein with local
who handle this product, when they
play the picture.

which

17.— With

program of all dialog pictures.
"The Sophomore," "Big
News," "Sailor's Holiday," "The Awful
Truth" and "Her Private Affair" are the six
completed features. "Oh, Yeah!" "Is Zat So?"
"The Racketeer" and "Rich People," Con-

dealers,

cards

Sept.

and

season's

"Paris

which is soon to be released.
The tieup
was made with the Gribbon company and

Mayor Jimmie

She thinks that Walker has an attractive
carelessness that's just great.
He's the one
this little town in her
considered estimation. She noticed the superabundance of steam shovels and attributed it
to the fact that New York is in the milder
throes of mayorality election. Votes have to
be got and contracts have to be let out by the
city to get them.
Hence the great business
of steam shovels, the unproportionate removal
of various parts of important thoroughfares
at this time of year.
Miss Gish is as astute as she is observing.

Program

ready for exhibition, three
others in the cutting room, three now in production and another scheduled to start within
a week, Pathe is off to a flying start on its

Paramount has arranged a national cooperative tieup to exploit "The Virginian,"

preparing special counter
mention the picture.

YORK,

completed

Cooperative Tieup to
Aid "The Virginian"

tures.

Likes

Season's

Of All Dialog Pictures

NEW
She

changed her mind.

a talking picture. ,And, what's more, she's caught all the canaries she's
going to catch and she will flit around no more rose bushes.

We

On New

(Special to the Herald-World)

make

on the

Pathe Get Flying Start

DOUGLAS FOX

—Miss

September 28, 1929

universal jo'mt

Screws

HUNDREDS
IN

USE

for leveling table

With these turntables you can
up your own Talkies

rig

WALTER G. PREDDEY
188 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco

——

:
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England Aims at Best Audiens,

Western Electric's
Installations

Reach

Says Briton; 'Blackma il Shown

YORK,

Sept 24.—The total number
of installations of Western Electric sound
equipment in the United States now totals
according to the latest report furnished
by Electrical Research Products.
The theatres wired since the last report are
2,490,

Seats

Pasco, Wash., Liberty

York, N. Y., Jewel
Cashmere, Wash., Royal
Los Angeles, Cal., Crystal.
Weslaco, Tex., Ritz_
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., LibertySeneca Falls, N. Y., Strand....
Baltimore, Md., Pinlico
Chickasha, Okla., Sugg..
Chattanooga, Tenn., AmericanDanville, 111., Palace
Marshfield. Ore., Noble
Durham, N. C, ParisOttawa, Kans.. Strand
Baltimore, Mo., HippodromeCulver City, Cal., Culver
Ironwood, Mich,, RexEnglewood, N. J., Englewood-

Waco. Tex., Waco
Monroe, La., Capitol-

New

York, N. Y., Castle
Oldtown, Me., Strand

Ottumwa,

la.,

Hill..

Capitol

Winfield, Kans., RegentHannibal, Mo., Orpheum
Philadelphia, Pa., CambriaAnn Arbor, Mich., Majestic-

Miami, Ariz., LibertyNew York, S". Y., Loew's ParadiseAlexandria, La., Saenger
Exeter, Cal., Exeter
Vicksburg, Miss., Alamo
Meridian, Miss., Strand
Galveston, Tex., Tremont
Pensacola, Ha., IsisNew York, N. Y., 77th St..
Boston, Mass., Stuart
Chicago, 111., Harvard
Flint, Mich., Palace
Emporia, Kans., StrandBrooklyn, N. Y., Loew's KingsChicago, 111., FrolicNeedham, Mass., NeedhamCincinnati, O., Forest
Auburn, Ala., Tiger1

Alhambra
Ky., Alhambra-

Shelbyville, Ind.,

Hopkinsville,
Glouchester, N.
Austin, Minn.,

J.,

Apollo

Caldwell, Ida., American
Rock Rapids, la., Lyon
Chicago, 111., Julian-

Kansas

...
...
...
...

1,150

...

1,099

...

...

...

._

Z
...

_

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
._
-

Detroit, Mich., SenateNew York, N. Y., Chaloner-

1
...

_

_
_

_
_
._

._

_
:

Colony
MildaVan Wert, 6., Strand111.,

Somerville, Mass., Central
Detroit, Mich., Arcadia

Aberdeen, S. D., Orpheum
Tarrytown, N. Y., Music HallNew York, N. Y., Rosedale
Denver, Colo., Victory
San Marcos, Tex., Palace

Youngstown, O, Park.
Yankton, S. D., Moon
Camden, N. J., Victoria
Philadelphia, Pa., Benson
Chicago,

111.,

Bertha

_
_
...

_
...

_
_
_
_
_
_
_

first

1,050

775
3,845

3,676

871
1,116
1,196

768
513
943
920
996
579

Following the showing there was a luncheon
ballroom of the Hotel Astor presided over by E. W. Hammons, president of
Educational Pictures, and recently affiliated
with Sono-Art World-Wide Pictures (dis-

—

tributing
tures).

763
1,138
1,162
1,583

American and

The

foreign

Plans Best Talking Pictures
Dent stated in an address that England
was out to make the best talking pictures in
the world and that while he had experienced
a certain difficulty in getting a Broadway
showing for "Blackmail" (he spoke of trusts)
he expected that there would be no such
trouble in the future when Americans realized the box office potentialities of the British

He spoke of "Blackmail" as a purely
audience picture and told of the smashing
record it had made in England.
He realized, he said, that the only way in
which pictures could be sold was on merit.
He did not expect that because a number of
American pictures received wide distribution
in England the same thing should apply to
British pictures brought over here.
But he
did say that with a meritorious, entertaining
product British pitcures could not help but
film.

Hammons remarked that he recently had
been to Elstree and found the sound stages
and equipment there as good as anything to
be seen in Hollywood, that there was no reason that with the proper talent and the proper
technical

and

Williams Praises "Blackmail"
D. Williams, who recently resigned as
executive vice president of World-Wide Pictures to sponsor the Multi-Lingual Williams
Plan which he hopes to put into effect in
J.
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947
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YORK,

24.—J. P. Bethell, a
in the film industry, has

Sept.

RCA

been appointed sales representative for
Photophone, Inc., in charge of Philadelphia
and Washington.

RCA

Photophone district manager
As the
for Philadelphia and Washington, Bethell is
equipped with more than 19 years of film experience. He started with General Film, then
spent ten years with Yitagraph, for whom he

was exchange manager.

U. A. Starts Production
On Second Short Subject
"Glorious Yamps'' s the second United Artshort subject to be placed in production,
"Overture of 1812" having been finished.
"Glorious Vamps" is a two-reel short subject
that trips the fight fantastic on the reputations of Eve, Salome, Cleopatra, Delilah,
Madame
Carmen,
and
Lucretia
Borgia,
Pompadour. In the finale Lupe Veiez appears as a modern species.
;

ists

of the largest theatre operating companies, with theatres in
every part of the United States, has openings for men who have
had experience as theatre managers and theatre advertising and

results.

Boston, Mass., ParkKansas City, Mo., Fox Film Exch..
New Haven, Conn., Fox Film Exch
Philadelphia, Pa., Interstate Film Exch..

NEW

well-known executive

One

907
856
818
857

._

Sales Representative

(Special to the Herald-World)

in the

operation, there

_
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THEATRE BUSINESS

With

...

Bethell Appointed District

FOR MEN QUALIFIED BY EXPERIENCE

543
793
1,186
1,288
1,136

778
991

_

—

Maurice
by Sono-Art World-Wide.
Arthur Dent came over here to see that it got
a good send off.
He expects to return to
England shortly as does J. D. Wdliams. The
latter will return in December and then go to
Hollywood.

OPPORTUNITY.'

1,648

804

...

"Blackmail" will be distributed in this country

947
713

414
874

...

-.

why

the studios
should not turn out pictures as good as any.
directorial staff

571

_
_

in this country."

succeed.

...

_.

picture, to

England soon, praised "Blackmail" as a good
program picture. "For a first attempt," he
said "it's excellent and a great deal better
than the first sound pictures that were made

pic-

guest

...

_

made

of honor was Maurice
Arthur Dent, director of British International
Pictures, the makers of "Blackmail."

1,121

498
715
592

all-dialog

impress the American trade properly, was given a morning Broadway preview
in the Selwyn theatre here last week. Most of the trade and representatives of
the lay press attended the showing and packed the house so that, for late comers, there was standing room onlv.

616
947
875
467
514

_

Scott. Kans., Liberty
Springfield. Mass., Liberty

Albany, N. Y., Fox Film Exch—
New York, N. Y., Universal Film Exch..
Boston, Mass., Technicolor StudioMinneapolis, Minn., Astor
Brooklyn, N. Y., Alhambra
Boston, Mass., Exeter St
Syracuse, N. Y., Harvard

912

944
727

...

Ft.

1,484

1,014
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Rexburg, Ida., Rex_
Maryville, Mo., MissouriRichmond, Va., VenusBirmingham, Ala., TrianonKansas City, Mo., Benton.
St. Paul, Minn., Strand

743
617
768
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Whitehall, N. Y., CapitolCanastota, N. Y., Avon-

Middlebury, Vt., Opera House-

1,065
1,494

_
_

Omaha, Nebr., State-

Baltimore, Md., Irvington
Cohoes, N. Y., Opera House—
Utica, N. Y., LincolnBatavia, N. Y., LafayetteAkron, O., Majestic

874
868
875
818

1,430

...

111.,

2,143

...

...

Medford, Ore., Rialto
Iowa City, la., Pastime
Chicago,
Chicago,

704
S18
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Boston, Mass., Park
Alliance, Neb., Imperial

779
950
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465
572
676
543
683
623
456
688
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City, Mo., Apollo-

746
537
800
699
750
979

_
-

_
_
_
_

York, N. Y., Ideal
Nashua, N. H., Tremont
Silver City, N. H, Silco

Sept. 24.

in the east

Paramount

New

—"Blackmail,"Herald-World)
the
British

'

(Special to the

XEW YORK.

(Special to the Herald-World)

New

9

'

High Total of 2,490
NEW

35

publicity men.

expansion and development as a direct result of successful
is offered splendid opportunity for individual
progress and advancement to men who prove ability to produce

Write

and
and enclose a snapshot or small photograph

a letter giving in full detail your experience, age

salary requirements

of yourself. All correspondence will be held in strict confidence.

Address Box 20, Exhibitors Herald- World, 565 5th Ave.

New

York City
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Australian Chain Buys

Photophone Devices for
Road Showing Audiens
Hoyts Theatres, Ltd., Australia, have leased
Photophone road show equipments
for the showing of sound pictures in the many
unwired theatres of Australia, it is announced
four

RCA

by R C A Photophone. The equipments have
been shipped to Australia and will be placed
into service immediately upon their arrival.
Engineers are now in Australia surveying the
circuit for routing of the trucks carrying the

equipment.
Each truck will be equipped with a complete

sound motion picture outfit of the Type "F"
Photophone model, adapted for portability and instantaneous operation. The power

RCA

Workmen inspecting parts of the Western
Electric condenser transmitter. The back
plate of the condensers must be flat to
within .00008 of an inch.
Such is the
precision work required.

A dust proof box and a microscope are
necessary in cleaning and assembling
the delicate parts of the W. E. microphone, lliese parts are so delicate thai
dust will affect its proper operation.

Accuracy of .00008 Inch Needed
To Make W.E. Condenser "Mike"
(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW YORK,

reality.

The design of the condenser transmitter
(known officially as the 394 transmitter) makes
possible a much closer correlation between
sound input and electrical output over a wider
range of sound frequencies, than the familiar
carbon button transmitter, but to accomplish
this result it must be made under strict requirements that make its manufacture probably the most delicate and exact job at

Hawthorne.
Forty-six Inspections

For

instance, the 46 mechanical and elecinspections that each transmitter must
pass before being accepted, include tests that
must show the insulation resistance to be at
least 80,000,000,000 ohms, the natural frequency
of the diaphragm to be between 5,000 and 5,050
cycles per second, and the backplate of the
trical

condenser to be within .00008 mcnes ot a true
plane.
This last, which to a layman sounds
almost impossible, is made by utilizing certain
laws of physics regarding the reinforcement
and interference of light waves.
The assembly and inspection of the condenser transmitter is done in an airtight room,
which is supplied with air at a constant temperature of 70 degrees Fahrenheit, and a constant relative humidity of less than 40 per

Between operations, all piece parts are
kept in jars, in which a supply of calcium
chloride absorbs all moisture. The most difficult operations are carried out in dustproof
boxes under a low-power binocular microscope, which magnifies the object to 16 times
cent.

its size.

In
the
first
assembly
operation,
the
duralumin diaphragm, only a thousandth of
an inch thick, is mounted in the shell with a
ring, which can be tightened to stretch the
diaphragm. A beat oscillograph is used with
a diaphragm tuner to determine that the
duralumin sheet has been stretched so that its
natural frequency of vibration is between
5,000 cycles and 5,050 cycles per second. This
frequency is close to the upper limit of the
voice

range,

insuring

good

recording

of

high notes.

.00008 Inches Accurate

ATIFFANY-/TAHL FRANCHISE

LIFE .TAVER

Nat Steinberg Will Distribute
Continental Eight in

the backplate, which,
as was mentioned above, is lapped to within
.00008 inches of a true plane, are then thoroughly cleaned under a miscroscope.
duralumin spacer from .001 to .0012 inches,
placed
between
the
backplate
and
the
diaphragm, insures the proper capacity of the

A

St.

Louis

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW

YORK, Sept. 24.— Nat Steinberg
of Premier Pictures corporation, St. Louis,
has signed up for the Continental Eight
for Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois.
This series of eight talking features, using
the
Photophone system, will be distributed
the
northwestern territory,
in

RCA

Washington, Oregon, Montana and Northern Idaho, by American Film Corporation
jf Seattle, Wash., contracts having been
signed last week.

NEW
St.

Jeanne Eagels Recovering
YORK. —Jeanne Eagels is recovering

Luke's

eyes.

The

hospital
officials

at the

following an operation on her
of the hospital reported her in

marvelous condition.

This assembly

is sealed with hot
sealed off from the
outside air by means of a thin animal membrane.
The air is exhausted from the condenser with a vacuum pump and nitrogen (an
inert gas) is admitted. An acoustic valve just
inside the membrane allows the passage of the
nitrogen but prevents any sound vibration from
This
striking the diaphragm from the rear.

condenser.

wax.

The condenser

is

arrangement prevents changes

in atmospheric
pressure from affecting the capacity of the
condenser.
Following the final operation, a number of
very exacting tests are given the transmitter
to insure its proper performance under all
conditions that it is likely to encounter.
Greater Sensitivity

The

principle of the condenser transmitter
much more sensitive diaphragm than
is possible in the carbon b.utton type of transmitter.
The electrical output, therefore follows the sound input much more closely than
However,
in the carbon button transmitter.
the electrical output of the condenser is very
small, and it is necessary to amplify it before
it has been carried very far.
For this reason,
the transmitter is mounted on a case which
contains a vacuum tube amplifier.

allows a

The diaphragm and

LTYOUR

RCA

24.—Precision

to an accuracy of .00008 of an inch is
required in the manufacture of quality sound apparatus.
An example of this
amazing precision work is found in the manufacture of the Western Electric
condenser type transmitter at the Hawthorne plant of the Company in Chicago.
This new type microphone, which has also found favor in radio broadcasting
work, was developed to provide the most sensitive and accurate method of picking up all kinds of sound from the highest soprano note to the low boom of a
bass drum, so that sound pictures might present the most perfect illusion of

Sept.

supply will be 110 volts, direct current, furnished by a gasoline-driven generator. Connections between pieces of apparatus can be
quickly and simply made by means of cables
and plugs. All plugs are polarized and no
two plugs are alike, thereby preventing damage from wrong connections. Two men can
operate an entire truck equipment, one on the
truck regulating the supply of power according to telephoned signals received from the
second man in the projection room.
With the addition of another power amplifier to the regular equipment, it will be possible to project sound suitably for theatres
having a seating capacity of up to 2,000. The
loudspeakers will be mounted on racks, four
speakers to a group. Each voltage amplifier
will operate two speakers on each rack, with
the extra power amplifier so connected that
it can be plugged quickly into the output of
PhotoStandard
a voltage amplifier.
phone Type "F" soundheads for sound-onfilm operation mounted on Simplex projectors
comprise the projection equipment.

— —
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THE STUDIO
The Provincialism
Of Hollywood
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept.
24.— The
most provincial characteristic of
Hollywood is its self centered notion

that

publicity

is

essential

or

valuable only when it reaches people
within its walls. Joe Glutz, actor,
is

quite likely pigheaded enough to

prefer a half column photograph in

Los Angeles newspaper to a
page photograph in a paper of
national scope that reaches every
worthwhile reader in America.
But it applies not only to actors.
The theatre situation here reflects
the idea.
Angelenos go for a one
track kind of film entertainment.
There are fine box office pictures
that never are seen in the downtown
theatres or the big first run theatres of Los Angeles.
Regardless of
the box office pull of a featured
player he is unknown to Hollywood
producers unless his pictures play
Los Angeles or Hollywood houses.
A press agent here told his producer-client he could persuade O. O.
a dinky
full

Mclntyre

to

use

his

syndicated column.

name in the
The producer-

replied that a "good press
agent" would be able to get it into
the "Los Angeles Times."
Yet there is not a single case of a
long sustained success of any 61m
celebrity who has attempted to build
his name to any great height with
only the use of local journals. Each
one has effected a campaign through
national media. Hodges.
client

—

Adolfi Finishes "Revue"; Green
Directs Barrymore; Hill Starts
Warner Director Shoots Final Number on "Show of Shows"
Bacon Starts Dove Audien Vidor Directing Davies
Curtiz Adds Players
Ceballos to Do Shorts
Bv DOUGLAS HODGES

—
—

HOLLYWOOD,

—

The production colony showed its activity in
Sept. 24.
the numerous big names among stars and directors starting pictures this week.
It also registered the "finis" on two big productions.
The Warner lot was probably the chief studio in the production limelight.
Withers has the male lead. The story is by
John Adolfi is directing the final number
Bacon recently comOctavius Roy Cohen.
in the lavish production, "Show of Shows,"
pleted "She Couldn't Say No," "Say It With
After months of preparation the
this week.
Songs" and "So Long Letty" for Warner
grand finale of the Warner Brothers screen
Brothers.

is brought to a close.
in the finale are 300 dancers,

extravaganza

Engaged

the
Vitaphone orchestra with a singing ensemble
of 50 voices, 15 separate routines, composed
of individual groups of the 300 who execute
Each
virtually every known type of dance.
number features a specialty dancer with an
individual chorus. Betty Compson and Alexander Gray are the stars featured in this particular presentation.

Green and Barrymore
Production started

Warner

at

Brothers.

week on "The Man"
Alfred Green is direct-

this

ing.
John Barrymore is the star.
announcements have been made.

Large Cast in

No

cast

"Mammy"

The show scenes of the Al Jolson audien
"Mammy," will be photographed in Technicolor.
The story is built around a traveling
minstrel show which makes it an ideal subfor the natural color treatment.
is directing and has selected
cast ever assembled for a Jolson
picture.
It includes Lowell Sherman, Lois
Moran, Louise Dresser, Hobart Bosworth,
Noah Beery, Tully Marshall, Mitchell Lewis,
Jack Curtis and others.
ject

Michael Curtiz

Academy

Projection Body
Meets, Standardization of
Film and Aperture Sought
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept.

24.— Correlation of

on camera and projector apertures,
screen illumination, and a standard release
print were advocated by a joint meeting of the
practice

A. M. P. A. S. Technicians branch, the American Society of Cinematographers, the American
Projection Society and the Motion
Picture Engineers Society.
In a surrey of theatre chains and studios it was
found that an increasing number of theatres were
restoring the three by four screen by matting off the
top and bottom of sound on film pictures. It was rec-

ommended

that theatres

who

restore the full screen

do so by the use of an aperture 0.600 by 0.800
inches on the basis of projection on the level, the

Direct

Vidor Directs Davies
King Vidor is directing his first picture
since "Hallelujah."
Marion Davies has the
starring role.
The story is from the stage
play, "Dulcy."
Elliott Nugent has the male
lead, others in the cast are George Davis and
William Holden.
George Hill has started production on "The
Bugle Sounds" at
G M. It is a drama of
the French Foreign Legion.
Ernest Torrence, Karl Dane and Wallace Beery have
the featured roles.
No other cast announcements have been made.

M

Ceballos Directing
Larry Ceballos, dance and ensemble director
for First National and Warner Brothers, has
been given his first opportunity to direct a
picture for Warners.
He will direct several
of the Vitaphone short features. The first is

at Pathe

"Night Club Baby."
Ann Pennington will
have the leading role. It will be the first of
a series to star Miss Pennington.

U A to

Boyd

finest

with

horizontal center of the aperture coinciding
that of the S. M. P. E. standard aperture.

Garnett Leaves

the

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 24.—Tay Garnett
discontinued his work at United Artists this
week and returned to direct William Boyd at
Pathe. He had been engaged to do the Harry
Richman pictures for Joseph Schenck.

Lloyd Bacon Starts
Lloyd Bacon has moved over to First Nafrom Warners and is directing Billie
Dove in "The Other Tomorrow."
Grant

tional

Berger Finishes "Vagabond King"
There are 19 production units working at
the Paramount studios. Nine dialog films are
shooting while seven others are in the course
Three more are preparing for
of editing.
early starting dates.

Ludwig Berger has completed "The VagaKing," which was filmed entirely in
Technicolor. The picture was adapted from
Dennis King,
the New York stage musical.
bond

who starred in the stage version has the leading role in the picture.

Watson

at Christie's

looks as if the team of Marie Dressier
and Polly Moran would not be broken up.
Al Christie has signed Polly Moran to appear
in "Dangerous Females" with Marie Dressier.
He recently
William Watson is directing.
finished "The Dancing Gob" and "The Fatal
Forceps" for Christie. The story is by Florence Ryerson and Colin Clemons. Marie and
Polly will play the roles of spinster sisters in
the audien.
It

La Plante and Boles Co-starred
Production

has

started

on

"Marseillaise"

The story is by Houston Branch
and has Laura La Plante and John Boles in
at Universal.

the leading roles.

Paul Fejos

is

directing.

Schildkraut Begins
Joseph Schildkraut has Barbara Kent as his
woman in "Deadline," now in production at Universal.
John Robertson, who recently completed "Shanghai Lady," is directing.
The supporting cast includes Harry
Stubbs, Scott Kolk and others.
leading

Schildkraut plays a dude reporter,

who two

minutes after he is married is assigned to a
gangster murder and finds himself being
"taken for a ride" by gunmen. Barbara Kent,

who recently finished the lead in Harold
Lloyd's picture, "Welcome Danger," is under
long term contract to Universal. She was borrowed for the Lloyd audien.

Sign Estabrook, Whale to
Finish "Hell's Angels"
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept.

24.— Howard Hughes

has signed James Whale and Howard Estabrook to bring to a definite conclusion the
screen epic "Hell's Angels."
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Academy Files Nominations
For

Hollywood Showings

New

Committee; Will

Hold Election October 19
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

"They Had

to See Paris"

HOLLYWOOD,

24—

Two openSept.
ings scheduled for this week were given
popular
most
big receptions at two of the
theatres in Southern California. "They Had
to See Paris" went into the Carthay Circle
and "Cockeyed World" into the Chinese
Both are Fox pictures.
theatre.
"They Had to See Paris" is easily the

Lowe then apyoungster in "Glory."
proaches death and a note of companionship springs up that refreshes the storv.
The top sergeant and his inferior are
constantly warring between one another
over a girl.
In some cases it is Miss
Damita and in other cases it is a girl in another port.

—HODGES

best picture Will Rogers has ever appeared
It is good first of all because Rogers
in.
has an opportunity to use his voice in ad
libbed scenes and in wise cracking lines
that run through the show.

secondary
and the production itself depends entirely
job
director's
on his wit and drollery. The
was reduced to routine. Frank Borzage
had no such problems here as he has in
his Gaynor-Farrell dramas.
Rogers' supporting cast is excellent. In
it are Irene Rich, Marguerite Churchill, a
very good young actress, Owen Davis, Jr.,
and Rex Bell. Owen Davis, Sr., wrote the

He

is

The

the show.

story

is

dialog.
It is

the story of a family in very

circumstances living

and investing money

modest

Claremore, Okla.,

in
in

oil

land.

The

oil

land develops a well that nets Rogers
Mrs. Peters
$1,000 per day indefinitely.
(Irene Rich) insists that Pike take the
family to Europe on the newly acquired
wealth.
The family arrives and does Paris in fine
But it is tough sledding for Pike
style.
Peters.
He meets a few dukes and archdukes however who save him from complete boredom. The twist in the story and
the dramatic punch is the near break in the
family ties. The break is averted by Pike's
quick wit.
The program at the opening was brief
and extremely entertaining. Carli Elinor
opened the show with "A Bouquet of Old
Melodies."
It was a series or a compilation of old fashioned tunes executed
in fine form by Elinor who is in fact a

showman.
"Mickey Mouse,"

brilliant

a Walt Disney cartoon
The big hit of the
comic, followed.
novelty program was "The Song Writers'

Revue" which showed ten famous song
writers actually composing a song in collaboration.
Gus Edwards, Nacio Herb
Brown, Dave Dreyer, Roy Turk, Arthur
Turk, Arthur Freed, Fred Fisher, Fred A.
Ahlert, Ray Heindorf, Ray Egan and Dave
Snell enacted the roles with Jack Benny
master of ceremonies.
*

*

*

"The Cockeyed World"
"The Cockeyed World" opened here today with much eclat. The house was sold
out a week before the opening and for a
week following it.
It is a sequel to "What Price Glory."
Charmaine does not appear. In her place is
Marianne played by Lily Damita. The two
soldiers are again enacted by Victor McLaglen as Flagg and Edmund Lowe as
Quirt.

The

situations that made "Glory" a big
and entertaining picture are fashioned anew
in "Cockeyed World" and give the picture
an assurance of another success. There is

no world war in this however. It is opened
with a very humorous scene in Russia. The
American soldiers are clothed in heavy
coats and Russian fur hats. The thermometer is zero. But there is no fighting.
There are good fighting scenes when the
troops are ordered to the tropics to put
down a rebellion. There is a dying scene
that is equally as good as the death of the

"Illusion"

DIRECTOR LOTHAR MENDES has made
fine

entertainment in the film version ot

he

Arthur Train novel, "Illusion."
Acting honors go to Nancy Carroll, June
Buddy Rogers
Collyer and Kay Francis.
is cast as a vaudeville magician and Nancy
The magic act is
Carroll as his partner.
good but Rogers tires of the stage and is
caught in the mad whirl of society life.
He believes he loves a wealthy young
heiress.
His partner, Nancy, secretly loves
him. Rogers is dissatisfied and returns to
Nancy's attempt at
his former partner.
suicide and Buddy's return completes the
story.

the young heiress and
Regis Toomey is her imbibing brother.
Toomey's role is similar to that of "Alibi."
The cast includes Regis Toomey, June
Collyer, Kay Francis, Paul Lukas, Knute
Erickson, Eddie Kane, Eugenie Besserer,

June Collyer

is

Maude Turner Gordon, Lillian Roth and
William Austin.
E. Lloyd Sheldon wrote the adaptation.
The music is by Sam Coslow. The recording and photography is splendid.
T. J. H.

—

Coast

Wampas Meeting

Honors Attorney

Fitts

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

24.— District Attorney Buron Fitts was guest of honor at the
meeting of Wampas members here SeptemSept.

ber 23.

Sept. 24.— Nominations for
the executive committee and board of directors
of the Academy of Arts were filed this week.
The annual election will be held October 19.
Five members will be elected to the board of
directors for three year terms to replace those
whose terms are expiring.
The official nominees for the board are Jean

Frank Lloyd, William LeBaron,
Slaughter, and Waldemar Young.
Officers to replace Douglas Fairbanks as president and William DeMille as vice president
will be chosen at the first meeting after the
Hersholt,

Nugent

election.

Nominees for the executive committee are as folActors: Conrad Nagel, Lois Wilson, Robert
Edeson, Richard Tucker and Lloyd Hughes.
Directors: Reginald Barker, King Vidor, Donald Crisp,
William Howard and Frank Lloyd. Producers: Jack
L. Warner, B. P. Shulberg, Charles Christie, Carl
Laemmle, Jr., and Irving Thalberg.
Technicians: Theodore Reed, Frank Garbutt, E. H.
Hansen, Arthur Edeson and Ralph Hammeras. Writers: Waldemar Young, Alfred Conn, Winifred Dunn,
Percy Heath and Jack Cunningham.
lows:

Directors whose terms have expired this
year are Douglas Fairbanks, J. Stuart Blackton, Harry Rapf,
Fred Pelton and Tom
Geraghty.

Christie Signs Players for
Sterling Audien; Grapewin

To Write Dialog and Adapt
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

casting director, Lillian Roth,
Charles Gay, Jay Johnson, Publix accordinist,

and George Bierman.

Young Actors Popular,
Says McCarey of Pathe
Herald-World)
— Youthful
HOLLYWOOD, Sept.
(Special to the

24.

actors are now having their greatest heyday
since the inception of the screen, according to
Leo McCarey, Pathe director of the "Sopho-

more."

McCarey points out that every major procompany in the business is signing

ducing

young players on stock contracts and using
them wherever possible in their pictures. The
freshness and enthusiasm and the utter naturalness which is part of the young actor,
counterbalance the other features that come
only with years of study.

Stroheim Signs with

MGM

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept.

heim has signed with

24.— Eric Von Stroto write an

MGM

24.—Al

Christie

started

under

the

direction

of

William

Watson.

New Fox House

Maurice Kann, editor of Motion Picture
News, acted as chairman. The program included
Henry Major, caricaturist, Senor
Otero, Argentine sportsman, Ralph Farnum,

New York

Sept.

has signed Bert Roach, Will King and
Natalie Joyce to appear with Ford Sterling
in "The Fatal Forceps."
Production will
begin shortly. William Watson will direct.
Charles Grapewin will fill the post left
vacant by Al Cohn.
He will adapt and
write all dialog for the Christie Talking
Plays which are being filmed for the Paramount short feature program.
Buster West, rubberlegged sailor dancer
and his partner, John West, will be featured
in a Christie Talking Play.
Production has

to

Be

100 Per Cent Sound,
Declares H. B. Franklin
(Special to the Herald-World)

—

HOLLYWOOD,

Harold B.
Sept.
24.
Franklin, general manager of the Fox West
Coast Theatres, predicts that the Fox theatre
in the West will be 100 per cent sound within
a short time. The equipment on the circuit,
which numbers 500 theatres, is 95 per cent
talking pictures.
The theatres now in the course of construction include the new thoughts for the projection of sound as well as the magnaview
screen. The new screen will give greater proportion to the dialog pictures that are being
made at the Fox and other studios.

Lasky to N. Y. and Shulberg
To Europe; Trio in Charge
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept. 24.—Jesse L. Lasky
and B. P. Shulberg of Paramount have left
for the East. Lasky will remain in New York
and Shulberg will leave for Europe. He ex-

pects

to

return to

Hollywood December

1.

going to the home offices to discuss
pictures with the company officials.
He will
launch the filming of several productions at

Lasky

the

is

Long

Island studios.

original story as yet untitled. It is not known
whether he will act in it or not. He recently
starred in James Cruze's production "The

Production responsibilities here will be in
the hands of M. C. Levee, David O. Selznick
and Albert Kaufman during the absence of

Great Gabbo."

Lasky and Shulberg.
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Vitaphone Plant Reveals Most
Activity in Eastern Production

News Notes
HOLLYWOOD,
HOOT GIBSON has completed
on

Sept. 24.

production

.Calamity"

for Universal.
picture. Eugenia
Gilbert has the feminine lead.

"Courtin'

Jerome Storm directed the

DAVID BUTLER

and Seymour Felix

New York

this week for
lies to witness the

left

with their fami-

premier of "Sunny Side
which Butler directed.
Butler, his
wife and mother, will be the guests of

Jeanne Eagels, Suffering from Sinus Trouble, Is Replaced in the
Pathe
Cast Of "The Laughing Lady" by Ruth Chatterton
Is Undecided on Move to Photophone Studio
By DOUGLAS FOX

—

NEW

Up,"

Buddy De Sylva during

New York

their

director, has returned
to Hollywood after a year's absence.
Webb directed several pictures during his
York. He is here to complete
stay in
final details on a contract with one of the
studios.

New

BLANCHE SWEET

has been signed by
Warner Brothers to play the stellar role in
"Always Faithful," a Vitaphone short feature.
Al Cohn will direct. He also wrote
the story which is based on one of Verne
tales.

GUINN WILLIAMS

has signed for an
important role in the Tiffany-Stahl picture,
"Troupers Three." The story is by Guy
Empey. "Breezy" Eason will direct. Production will begin shortly.
BRIAN has had her hair bobbed.
For the first time in her life she touched
scissors to the dark brown locks that hung
waistlength. It was neither fad nor fashion
that tempted her to do so. Her role in the

MARY

Paramount

picture,

"The Children," was the

cause.

BETTY COMPSON

have the feminine
lead in the next Eddie Dowliug audien
for Sono Art.
The cast includes Frankie
Da rro, Henry B. Walthall and Ferdinand
Schumann Heink. Production will start
will

soon.

LAURA LA PLANTE

have

will

three

stories to choose from when
pletes her role in "Marseillaise."

she comThey are
being prepared by Albert DeMond, Clarence

Thompson, Matt Taylor and Arthur

VICTOR SEASTROM

has

Ripley.
to

returned

Hollywood

after a year in Sweden.
The
director will start soon on a new
story which he is preparing.
He reports
that Lars Hanson is playing blackface on
the Swedish stage. Hanson played the male
lead in "Wind," the Lillian Gish picture, for

MGM

M GM.

FRANCIS

X.

BUSHMAN

will

portray a

in "The Dude Wrangler,"
Broughton Kent Productions. It
be his second dialog film. He recently
completed a picture for Pickwick Produc-

romantic heavy

for Reid
will

tions.

PEARL EATON

has signed a new long
term contract with
as dance director.
Pearl is a member of the Eaton
family which includes Mary, Doris, Pearl
and Charles.
It is reported that Doris

Eaton

will

come

GWEN LEE

to

RKO

Hollywood.

has signed a new long term
contract with
G M. Miss Lee recently
completed "Jungle" and "Road Show." She
has an important part in "Lord Byron of
Broadway," now in production at
G M.
LOUIS GASNIER has signed a new long
term contract with Paramount. He recently
completed
directing
"Darkened
first

Evelyn

Brent starring

vehicle.

SAMUEL GOLDWYN

is

planning a yearly

award

for the best motion picture from
original material, it is reported.
The idea
is similar to the
Pulitzer prize which is
given each year for the best story.

BEN LYON

will not play opposite Bebe
Daniels after all.
has generously
agreed to cancel his contract so that he
could finish the dialog sequence on "Hell's

Angels."

YORK,

Sept. 24.

and around town

this

—The

Vitaphone plant has been the busiest studio
quite a bit of trouble with

Paramount has had
which Jeanne Eagels was

week.

in
slated for the leading role
opposite Clive Brooke.
Miss Eagels, as previously reported in these columns, suddenly became a
victim of sinus trouble and it was uncertain when she could return to the

studio.

Paramount

officials, fortunately, were able
secure the services of Ruth Chatterton,
whose magnificent performance in "Madame
X" is still fresh in the wind of everyone. Miss
Chatterton fitted into the part very nicely and,
for the past few days, the production of the
picture has been according to schedule and
will probably be finished during the first week
of October.

to

Pathe

May

Stay

Uptown

Pathe has been undecided about its move
to Photophone.
No one at Sound Studios
knew what was what and all were afraid to
Our
tell what they thought might happen.
expert investigations tell us that what little
rumpus there was is over and that the crowing rooster will stay uptown.
And as for the rest of the trade, most of
it seems to have been sitting around waiting
for the metamorphosis of summer into fall.
Photophone.
The exception has been
"Jazz," the second all negro tabloid feature by
Dudley Murphy, author and director of the
exceptionally fine "St. Louis Blues," has just
been completed there. This production, done
in black and tan fashion with Duke Ellington and his Ziegfeld "Show Girl" orchestra
will soon be ready for release.
"Jazz" is a
dramatic story in two reels of Ellington's
composition, "The Black and Tan Fantasy,"
the essence of the modern negro spirit in
song and dance. If the picture can equal its
predecessor, "St. Louis Blues," it should be a

RCA

knockout.

Murphy May

Direct O'Neill Play

RKO

month or so

ago.

It will

be tentatively titled,

"Stand To."
People who have made Vitaphone
of

the

shorts
include Charles Hackett, tenor

week

this past

Chicago Opera Company;

Jans and

Whalen, musical comedy entertainers Horace
Heidt and his Californians, now playing the
Palace; Fred Allen (Fred Allen's Prize Playlets), and Dorothy Hall in "The Nick of
Time," a two reel satire by Edmund Joseph,
;

studio dialog writer.

Prominent Dramatists
And Novelists Signed

By

Universal Pictures

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept. 24.— Universal has
signed many novelists and dramatists for
the 1929-1930 production program.
Maxwell Anderson, co-author of "What Price
Glory," is dramatizing "All Quiet on the
Western Front." H. H. Van Loan is preparing the dialog version of "The Storm."
Warner Fabian is writing "Men in Her

John McDermott is
Cohens and Kellys in
from his original story.
Houston Branch is doing an original super
production titled "La Marseillaise."
Charles Kenyon is working on "The
Three Godfathers." The story is by Tom
Reed and Peter B. Kyne. Lajos Biros is
picturizing Joseph Schildkraut's next veLife," as an original.

scenarizing
Scotland."

"The

It

is

hicle for Universal.

There has been some

talk to the effect that
Murphy will be chosen to direct "Emperor
Jones" or another one of the Eugene O'Neill
O'Neill is understood to be writing
plays.
specifically for the talkies now.

Bruce Bairnsfather, who will be remembered as the author of the successsful stage
plays, "The Better 'Ole," and "Old Bill," has
written a story that will be made into a short
at the Gramercy plant some time this week.
It will be directed by Leo Meehan who made
"Campus Sweethearts" with Rudy Vallee a

M

M

Rooms," the

in

"The Laughing Lady"

stay.

KENNETH WEBB,

Hardin Porter's

39

Three Pigs and
Mr. Lubitsch

HOLLYWOOD, Sept. 24.— The
Paramount studio had a great laugh
when the daily shooting schedule for
"The Love Parade" was posted in the
various departments the other day.
It read: "The Love Parade," Ernst
Lubitsch, director. Set: The Royal
Pig Pen. Time: 9 a. m. Company:
Three pigs, three grips, Mr. Lubitsch.
Now, Sim audiences of the land
will learn about procine drama from
Mr. Lubitsch.

McCormicks Vacationing;

Rumor

They'll Join

RKO

(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept.

and John McCormick

24.— Colleen Moore

here last night for
They will be en route until October
stopping
Banff,
Lake
Louise and Monat
2,
treal before reaching New York.
They will
return by way of steamer through Panama
Canal in November when it is authentically
reported they will begin a contract making
pictures for Radio Pictures release.
left

the East.

Chandler

in

New Type

Role; Will Quit Westerns
(Special to the Herald-World)

HOLLYWOOD,

Sept. 24.—When the
First National picture, "The Forward Pass"
released,
the
public
will
see
Lane
is
Chandler in a role which is a far cry from

the Western characterizations
general lot of this actor.

once

the

At present, Chandler is playing the stellar
role in "The Lightning Express" for Universal. Henry MacRae is directing. Louise
Lorraine has the feminine lead.

—
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THE SHORT FEATURE
Columbia Shorts Featured in Lights
On Broadway, Critics Praise Gems
Although

Columbia has included a series of short
Broadway showings.
has been booked at a Broadway house and several of

this is the first season that

among

subjects

its

releases

Every one of the releases

it

has

made

Releases
WEEK OF SEPTEMBER

EDUCATIONAL— "Peaceful
two.

UNIVERSAL— "Permanent

Wave," Snappy comedy,
Oswald Cartoon, one reel; "Ace of Scotland Yard"
No. 1, "The Fatal Circlet," featuring Craufurd
Kent; Adventure Picture, two; "The Royal Pair,"
Special, with Rooney Family (sound version only),
two; "Income Tact," Special, with Benny Rubin

a perfect record for

them have been awarded signal honors. To date four talking Screen Snapshots,
two Columbia-Victor Gems and one Disney Silly Symphony have been released
in the New York territory and all of these have shown in Broadway theatres.
the Talking Screen Snapshots, one was
presented at the Embassy in connection with

Of

"Father and Son," a second was booked into
the Strand, the third played the Capitol and
the fourth is being shown on the program
with "Flight" at the George M. Cohan theatre.

The Columbia-Victor Gems have both played
the Paramount, the first, "The Parlor Pest,"
features Boyce Combe and played day and
date with the Paramount in Brooklyn.
It
was considered such an outstanding short subject that critics gave it special reviews.
The
second release features Jules Bledsoe in "Old

Man

Trouble."

Disney
Silly
Symphonies,
scheduled for release by Columbia, maintain
the record established by the first, which is
entitled "The Skeleton Dance," then the series
will shatter all achievements in both short
and feature length productions.
The first
played the Roxy and made such a hit that it
was re-booked. During the second engageIf

the

13

membership of the International Council of Women and the New York
City Federation of Women's, Clubs, with
which the Naational Motion Picture League
also reached the

The purpose

of this league is to
encourage the production and exhibition of
wholesome films and its endorsement is a further indication of the quality of Columbia's
product.
is affiliated.

Pearl Eaton Signs New
NEW YORK. Pearl Eaton

—

RKO

Contract

signed a new longterm contract with Radio last week. She directs the
studios and also does solo
dancers at the
specialties in many of the Radio pictures.

(sound version only), one; "Waif of the Wilderness," Western Featurette, Bobbie Nelson, two.

WEEK OF OCTOBER

EDUCATIONAL— "Untitled,"
Hodge Podge, one.
PATHE— "Pathe Review" No.

WEEK OF OCTOBER

13

EDUCATIONAL—"Untitled," Mack Sennett Talking
Comedy, two.
PATHE— "Fairways and Foul," Golden Rooster com"Sound Fable," two-thirds; Pathe Audio
Review No. 26; Pathe Disc News and Pathe Disc
edy, two;

Review.

UNIVERSAL— "Cold

Turkey," Oswald comedy, one;
"The Delicatessen Kid," Benny Rubin, one; "Love
Birds," Rooney Family, two; "Man of Daring,"
Western Featurette, Carson, two.

WEEK OF OCTOBER

Maire,

26

two;

"Topical

Licks,"

one-third;

—

Newspictures
KINOGRAMS

NO. 3536.— Mr. and Mrs. Hoover see
speedboat at Washington win President's cup Biggest land plane takes first flight at New Jersey
Big Bill Tilden wins tennis title again 18-year-old
Helen Hicks wins women's golf Derby at Chicago
Whichone wins richest race in turf history.

—

—

PARAMOUNT NEWS

NO. 14.— United

States' bigwill hold 32

launched
New Jersey,
—Harry
Guggenheim
named
States ambassador
Cuba— English
White House — Europe's smallest
over
feature
annual
gest plane

at

is

setter is gift
dirigible sails

to

to

A

of

at

mm

PATHE NEWS

fair.

NO. 75.— Mrs. Coolidge

—

christens

new

Navy cruiser at Quincy, Mass. Football warriors
open 1929 campaign Western boxers seek title in
Build huge dam in Cascade mountains
a new way
United States polo stars rout fighting British four
Bobby Jones beaten in National Tourney.

-6*---

—

—
—
—
UNIVERSAL NEWSPAPER NEWSREEL NO.
time
for
—
World's greatest land plane
Tilden wins United States tennis crown for seventh
annual "car
time — Drag huge juggernauts
val" at Puri, India — Whichone wins great futurity
Belmont Park — Harvard
and $105,703 stake
"5.

first

flies

i p

i

Columbia Pictures Shorts

festi-

grid

at

squad starts

light training.

M G M INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL

The Junior Committee

WMCA,

United

passengers

in

of the National Motion Picture League broadcasted its endorsement of several Columbia shorts over radio
station
in New York.
The subjects
selected and endorsed were the Victor Gems,
"At a Talkie Studio" and "Falling Stars," as
well as the latest issue of "Talking Screen
Snapshots."
Besides the radio audience, this publicity

Pathe

Sound News, Pathe Audio Review, Pathe Disc News
and Pathe Disc Review.
UNIVERSAI "Cracked Wedding Bells," Re-issue,
Chuck Reisner, one; "Too Many Women," Sid Savior, two; "A Sagebrush Vagabond," Featurette, two.
"Ace of Scotland Yard," No. 4, Kent, two.

the Three R's.

National League Endorses

Howe's

—

School Days: "Our Gang"
Digs in for Fall Semester
On September 9th "Our Gang's" school

has only another year of this bliss,
for she will be six her next birthday and
will be formally enrolled in the Our Gang
School next Fall. It will be a long, long
time before Wheezer needs to worry about

H.

41,

EDUCATIONAL— "Hunting the Hunter," Raymond
McKee, Jack White talking comedy, two.
PATHE— "Gentlemen of the Evening," George Le-

short or feature length.

Ann

6

Lyman

one; "Big Time
Charlie," Manhattan Comedy, two; "Topical Ships,"
one-third; "Sound Sportlight.
UNIVERSAL -"Going South," Snappy comedy (reissue), Neely Edwards, one reel; "Ace of Scotland
Yard" No. 2, "A Cry in the Night " Craufurd Kent
(silent and sound), two; "Whose Wife," Universal
comedy, all-star cast (silent and sound), two; "Blue
Wing's Revenge," Western Featurette (reissue),
W. E. Lawrence, two.

RKO

ment the Roxy featured "The Skeleton
Dance" on the marquee. Never before has
the Roxy re-booked any production whether

opened officially for the fall semester. Mrs.
Fern Carter, teacher, announced promotions
to the eager ears of her pupils, and work
began in earnest. Farina starts this term
in B-4; Norman Chaney. the new fat boy,
takes up the studies of A-5, and Jackie
Cooper is in A-2.
Mary Ann Jackson and Wheezer are still
carefree and unburdened by the multiplication table and the spelling book. But Mary

29

Alley," Lloyd Hamilton,

•

Motorboats speed on historic Potomac in President's
cup race Largest plane in United States makes
good at debut Zippy grid practice at Southern
Boys of '98 march to martial strains
California

—

—

—

The new building of the Bell Telephone
laboratory which will be devoted exclusively to research and development work
on sound pictures. It was at the Bell
laboratories tliat the Western Electric
sound system was designed.

NO. 11.—

—

Baltimore at 200 years has colorful birthday Hurricanes capture championship in startling upset.

Marx

Brothers' Mother Dies

NEW YORK.— Mrs.
of

the

four

Zeppo Marx.

Marx

Minnie Palmer Marx, mother

brothers,

died

She was 65 years

old.

at

the

home

of
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GRACE

Metro Movietone Acts
GEORGE LYONS

der";

"Ramona";

c.

"The

d.

For release August

Dixie

Troubadours."

RELEASES
[Where

838

GEORGE DEWEY WASHINGTON
Be

(84).
Numbers: a. "Just
Builder of Dreams"; b. "Down Among the Sugar
632 feet.
For release September 7, 1929.
RUFFO (85) in "Credo" from "Othello." 525 feet.

a

HURST AND VOGT

For release September

14,

1929.

For release September

21,

1929.

METRO MOVIETONE REVUE — "Bits

MADAME

MARIA

KURENKO

Jewel Song," from
Bose of Summer."

Broadway"

of

Faust, b. "II
840 feet.
For

September 28

release

Ed. Prinz Dancers feature.

(86).

Numbers: a. "The
Bacio"; c. "The Last

(87).

2

(88).
Numbers: a. "How
b. "Ka Krazy for You": c. "If I Had You."
For release October 5, 1929.
YVETTE RUGEL (89). Numbers: a. "Paradise Lost"- b
•Marie"; c. "The Parting." 713 feet.
For release Octo-

J>Ya Do";

BILTMORE TRIO

Number:

(90).
19.

For release October

15.

"Jail Birds."

860

feet.

CLYDE DOERR

(91).
Saxophone act. Numbers: a. "Saxophone March"; b. "Sunny South": c. "Technicalities";
'3ye. Bye. Sweetheart."
795 feet.
For release Octo-

d.

ber 26.

1929.

TOM WARING

(92).
Numbers: a. "Glad Rag Doll": b
c. "I'm Marching Home to You."
565
For release November 2, 1929.

RUFFO

TITTA
For

release

Number:

(93).

November

"L'Africaine."

520

END OF THE WORLD:

(0553) Alexander Carr, Lorin Raker.
wealthy Hebrew, believing the world
is about to end, gives his son thousands and his consent
to the latter's marriage to an Irish maid.
For release
September 29, 1929.
2 reels.
BIG TIME CHARLIE: (0514) Lew Hearn. Dick Lancaster.
Evalyn Knapp.
A hick comes to New York to make
whoopee on New Year's Eve. Eddie Elkins Orchestra plays
in night club sequence.
For release October 6, 1929.
2

Numbers: a. "La Spagnola": b
"Blue Hawaii"; d. "Just a Melody." 700 feet.
For release November 16. 1929.
OUCI DE KEREKJARTO (95). Numbers: a. "Serenade"; b.
"Witches' Dance."
622 feet.
For release November 23
1929.

IRVING AARONSON'S

COMMANDERS

Numbers:

(96).

Number: "Uneasy Street."

(97).

ROY

EVANS

sketch.

(assisted

by

Al

Exclusive Columbia

December

14.

841

feet.

1929.

7.

Belasco)
795

artist.

(98),
feet.

in comedy
For release

Two

(100).

Song" from "Dinorah"; b. "Song
For release December 28. 1929.
For release January

feet.

VAN AND SCHENCK

in

(102).

to

Numbers:

"Shadow

a.

India."

714

feet.

"The Virginia Judge."

803

of

1930.

4.

Be All Right";
Louis Blues."
799

Going

c "St

Numbers:

b. "Ain't
feet.
For

"Everything's
Nothln' Now";

a.

Got

release January

1929.

(0601).
Alberta Vaughn-Al
Released Sept. 8. 1929.
Two reels.
IT (0602).
Alberta Vaughn-Al Cooke.
Re-

leased Sept.

22,

(0603).

Two

1929.

6,

Two

1929.

MEET THE QUINCE

LOVE'S LABOR FOUND

reels.

Alberta Vaughn-Al Cooke.

Re-

reels.

Alberta Vaughn-Al Cooke.

(0604).

Released Oct. 20. 1929.

Two

reels.

Sept.

Two

1929.

15,

Saxophone act. Numbers: a. "Wedding of the Painted Doll"; b. "If I Had You"; c.
"Original Music." 572 feet. For release January 18. 1930.
BILTMORE TRIO (104) In "College Romeos." 853 feet
For release January 25, 1930.
(103).

Mickey McGulre.

RCA
HEADWORK

Released Nov. 10, 1929.

RCA
THE TRAVELER

Released

Released Oct.

Novelties

Released Sept.

(0901).

McGulre.

reels.

GODFREY LUDLOW AND

N.

B.

One

C.

15.

One

1929.

reel.

ORCHESTRA

(0902).

reel.

Marc Connelly's

(0907).

Released

Aug.

18.

1929.

Two

1929.

Two

reels.

Pathe Sound Act Releases

THE BRIDEGROOM

(0908).

Released Oct.

13.

reels.

AT THE

DENTIST'S (0501) George LeMaire and Louis
Simon.
Scene:
Dentist's office.
Louis Simon, suffering
from a toothache goes to George LeMaire for treatment.
For release March 24. 1929. 2 reels.

DANCING AROUND:

(0502) George LeMaire and Joe Phillips.
Scenes:
Exterior and cabaret.
George LeMaire and
Joe Phillips take girls out for big time.
Ivan Brunneli's
Montrealers play "My Album of Dreams" and Vivienne
Johnson sings "Marie."
For release April 21. 1929.
2

Universal
THE ROYAL PAIR (A 204), Special, with Rooney Family.
Two reels. Released Sept. 30.
INCOME TACT (A 102). Special, with Benny Rubin. One
Released Sept. 30.

(0511) Louis Simon. Veree Teas
Harris.
Veree Teasdale thinks Louis Simon
chauffeur, while he thinks Veree is his brideto-be.
For release May 19. 1929.
2 reels.
A DAY: (0512) Louis Simon. Kay Mallory. What
a picnic he had when he started to take his family on a
picnic.
For release June 16, 1929. 2 reels.
GO EASY. DOCTOR: (0503) George LeMaire. Louis Simon.
George LeMaire as the bone-breaker— Louis Simon as the
nut and howl
For release July 14. 1929.
THE SALESMAN: (0531) Frank T. Davis. Helyn Eby-Rock.
Frank T. Davis sells a car to Helyn Eby-Rock.
For release July 21, 1929.
2 reels.
dale.

is

Averill

new

her

WHAT

—

HARD BOILED HAMPTON:

(0513) Harry Holman. Evalyn
Knapp. Doris McMabon. Alice Bunn. Andy Jochim.
Holman is a hard boiled lawyer with a fast line. For release July

28,

1929.

BEACH BABIES:

2 reels.

Charles

Kemper, Evelyn

Knapp,

Naomi

Charles Kemper tries to shine in the eyes of
Evalyn Knapp while Naomi Casey makes him appear ridicu-

For release August

4, 1929.
2 reels.
(05G1) James Gleason. Lucille Web:
story of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie's beanery

GARDEN OF EATI N'
ster Gleason.
that tried to

The

ust 11.

2 reels.

become ritzy— and what happened when
Orchestra plays "Pouring Down Rain."
For release Aus-

I

1929.

THE PLUMBERS ARE COMING:

(0504) George LeMaire
Louis Simon.
LeMaire and Simon, two burglars, trying to
act like plumbers.
For release August 18. 1929. 2 reels
FOR TWO:
(0532)
Frank T. Davis. William
Frawley, Noel Francis.
Two escaped convicts with a fondness for turkey come to a Westchester inn at Thanks-

TURKEY

Jack LeMaire's Golden Rooster Orchestra featur»s
Say She's Pretty." For release August 25. 1929
2

giving.

1

11

reels.

HAUNTED:

(0552) Bob Millikin. Evalyn Knapp, Charles
Kemper.
Mystery comedy embodying all the thrills of
The Cat and the Canary." "The Gorilla." "The Bat "
and others. For release September 1. 1929. 2 reels.

SYNCOPATED TRIAL:
more.
A musical mock

(0571)
trial.

Morgan

Morly.

Lew

Scv-

Eddie Elkins Orchestra and

Silent

No. 2 (A 2202). Adventure picin the Night." Craufurd Kent.
Two reels.
Released Oct. 7.
WIFE (A 4643) Universal comedy. All-star cast.

"Cry

WHOSE
Two

,

reels.

Drawing room.
(800).
Scene:
A
foremost American violinist, known for his concert work
and phonograph recordings. Numbers: a. "Liebesleid" b.
;

"Cavatina".

THE ISLE OF LOST SHIPS:

HER

SO

HEARTS

IN EXILE:
Trailer (3304).
Dolores Costelio
Grant Withers, singing theme song "Like a Breath of
Springtime." scenes of hardships suffered by prisoners in

Warner Bros, and Vitaphone talking

picture.

GOLD DIGGERS OF BROADWAY:

Trailer (3070).
Conway
Tearle as master of ceremonies, with chorus of 100 Hollywood beauties, plus songs of Winnie Lightner. dancing ot
Ann Pennington, crooning of Nick Lucas, comedy of Lilyan
Tashman. Gertrude Short and Albert Gran. 100 per cent
natural color. Warner Bros, and Vitaphone talking picture.
IN THE HEADLINES: Trailer (3010).
Edmund Breese as
the city editor in a newspaper office, talks things over with
Grant Withers. Marian Nixon, Pauline Gardon and p'rank
Campeau, who appear as reporters.
The beginning of a

murder mystery is built up and audience left
Warner Bros, and Vitaphone talking picture.

in

suspense

SKIN

DEEP: Trailer (2999). John Davidson, as district
attorney, introduces cast as inmates of a prison.
Cast
includes Betty Compson. Alice Day and Davey Lee.
To
climax act, Monte Blue is shown in the bizarre make-up
he uses in the picture. Warner Bros, and Vitaphone talking picture.

DAVE APOLLON AND HIS RUSSIAN STARS

(875). Scene-

Comedian-musician and recent Broadway star
producing revue for Vitaphone.
His "Russian Stars" turn
put to be Filipinos in Scotch kilties playing American
Jazz.
Feminine lead. Isabelle Washington, crooning "Mean
to Me."
Numbers: a. "If I Had You"; b. "Louise"-

"Mean

to

Me";

d.

"Boo Boo Blues".

of

LONG LETTY: Trailer (3090). Charlotte Greenwood
"My Strongest Weakness Is You." and Grant With-

and Marion Byron follow with some vo-do-deo-do harmony.
A Warner Brothers-Vitaphone talking picture.
Al Jolson gives a
IT WITH SONGS: Trailer (3068).
monologue.
A Warner Brothers-Vitaphone talking picture.
CARLENA DIAMOND (864). Scene: Drawing room. Carlena Diamond sings, dances and plays the harp, and climaxes her act by doing all three at the same time.
Numbers: a. "Tura Lura Lura"; b. "Mighty Lak a Rose";
c. "Doll Dance"; d.
"Nola"; e. "Harp Dance."
MILLER AND LYLES (862) in "They Know Their Groceries."
Scene: Grocery store.
Numbers: a. "Shuffle
Along"; b. "Rang Tang"; c. "The Great Temptations"
and "Running Wild."
KRAFT AND LAMONT (847) In "Rarin to Go." Scen»:
Ranch. Jack Kraft attempts some rope throwing and Elsie
Lamont dances.
b. "When
Numbers:
a. "Cowboy":
We
Get
Together
in
Moonlight";
Not a
the
c. "I'm
ers

SAY

FRANCES SHELLEY

and THE FOUR ETON BOYS (846).
Drawing Room. Frances Shelley, known in musical comedy and on the radio as "The Girl With the Guitar," does her best vo-do-deo-doing with "If I Were You,
I'd Fall in Love With Me."
The Eton boys assist her in
songs, a. "Finding the Long Way Home":
b. "If I Were
You, I'd Fall in Love With Me";
c.
I Blue."

"Am

EDISON AND GREGORY

Roadway. Edison
Scene:
(845).
the college boys who coax tunes from
They've apautomobile tires, saws, balloons and pumps.
peared with Sousa's Band, Paul Whiteman and Ted Lewi*.
Numbers: a. "Stars and Stripes"; b. "Together"; c. "Let

and Gregory

are

"Sweet Adeline."

d.

JACK WHITE and HIS CHATEAU MADRID CLUB ENTERTAINERS (844). Scene: Band Set. Jack White with
NumHis Chateau Madrid Orchestra and Jeanne Fayal.

bers:
a. "Am I Blue";
We Canoe-dle Ooodle":
JAMES J. CORBETT &

"Kansas City Kitty";

b.

o.

"Then

"Senorita."

d.

NEIL

O'BRIEN

Scene:
(842).
Drawing Room.
James J. Corbett. professional of the
prize ring.
Has been starred in Ziegfeld's "Follies," Winter Garden Revues, musical comedy and vaudeville.

GEORGIE PRICE

Scene:
(841) in "Don't Get Nervous."
Vitaphone Studio. Georgle Price of "Artists and Models,"
"A Night in Paris," "The Song Writer." "A Night In
Spain." and Victor records, in the role of a camera-shy
actor in the screening of a Vitaphone picture in the makHello"; b. "Sweeting.
Numbers:
a. "Hello Sunshine.
heart's Holiday."
THE BIG PARADERS (840). Scene: Full stage. Tiny and
Jack Waites. Elsie Thiel, Charlotte Conrad, Edna Howard
and Ben Wise present a song and dance revue. Numbers:
a. "Broken Hearted Blackbird"; b. "Prelude in C Sharp
Minor"; c. "Doin* the Raccoon."
wife's

place

MAN

Husband

Kitehen.

Scene:

(839).

takea

home.

at

THE INTERVIEW

Hugh O'ConneU.

Three Scenes.

(838).
reporter,

presents the second
as the veteran
sketch In the Russell Crouse newspaper series.

and HIS

serio-comic

BATH AND TENNIS CLUB

Scene: Band set.
Harry Rosenthal,
Dare and Belmonte, tango dancers, Ziegfeld
Cornel Smelser, accordionist, and the Bath and
and
dances.
Numbers:
Orchestra
present
songs
Tennis Club
"Twelfth Street Rag";
a. "Was It Love"; b. "Ida": c.
d. "If I Could Get a Break With You,"

composer.

beauties.

HALL

"SWEDE"
Hotel

Lobby.

THE OPRY HOUSE

LIFE:
Score (3459-3466).
Synchronized
by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3459 to
3466 inclusive.
Reels 1 to 8.
First National-Vitaphone
talking production.

c.

Isle

&.

Billy

CO.

In

(835)

"HILDA."

a

Scandinavian

Theatre.

Lew Heam.

impersonates

chambermaid.

PRIVATE

set.

"The

National-Vitaphone talking produc-

First

sings

Scene:

score

Band

A

Ships."

Noah Beery introduce

and

Robards

Jason
Lost

Virginia Valll.

Trailer (3363).

tion.

BILLY

Vitaphone Acts

Siberia.

Casey.

lous.

Sound and
ACE OF SCOTLAND YARD
ture,

Mel Klee, black-

ALBERT SPALDING

HARRY ROSENTHAL
ORCHESTRA (836).

reels.

HER NEW CHAUFFEUR:

Drawing room.

Scene:

(826).

face "prince of wails," in offering of songs and stories.
Headlined vaudeville bills from coast to coast.
Hauls off
the laugh honors with a highly spiced monologue that
winds up with a composite imitation of Al Jolson and Ted
Lewis. Numbers: a. "Rum Turn"; b. "Maybe Who Knows".
MADAME FRANCES A LD A (805). Scene: Drawing room.
Diva offers two popular selections, accompanied by Frank
LaForge, concert artist, at the piano.
Numbers: a. "The
Last Rose of Summer"; b. 'Birth of Morn".

JUST LIKE A

Sound Version Only
reeL

Frank

OAKLAND

a Smile Be Your Umbrella";

MICKEY'S MIDNIGHT FOLLIES (0701). Mickey
Released Aug. 18. 1929. Two reels.
MICKEY'S SURPRISE (0802). Mickey McGulre.
MICKEY'S Mix-up (0703).
13. 1929.
Two reels.

Bar."
Scene:
Hurst and

the

Scene:

AS YOU MIKE

11.

1930.

CLYDE DOERR

Two

13.

Oct.

THE CAPTAIN OF HIS ROLL
Cooke.

(869).

Romeo."

Released

(0803).

Mickey McGuires

MADAME MARIA KURENKO
(101).

Reels.

1929.

Record Breakers

;

KELLY

8.

reels.

1929.

C.

Two

1929.

11.

Sept.

reels.

leased Oct.

(99).
Numbers: a. "I'm Looking Over
a Four Leaf Clover"; b. "Rose of Waikiki" c. "Breezing
Along With the Breeze." 607 feet. For release December

WALTER

RCA Shorts

THE BURGLAR (0801). Released Aug.
LOUIS BLUES (0802). Released

1929.

THE REVELLERS
21.

All-Talking Shorts

ST.

a.

ber 30. 1929.

For release December

RKO

TWO GUN GINSBURG

"She's Nobody's Sweetheart Now"; b. "The Sailor's Sweetheart"; c. "I'll Get By."
696 feet.
For release Novem-

JIMMY HUSSEY

A

reels.

feet.

EARL AND BELL (94).
"Kiss Me Again": c.

For release September

reels.

(0541) William Frawley. Earle Dewey. What
a party would look like if two hobos suddenly became
millionaires.
Frawley sings "Dearest One."
For release
September 22. 1929. 2 reels.

1929.

9,

2

FANCY THAT:

"Just a Garden";
feet.

Southern songs featured.

1929.

Marcia Manning.

1929.

1929.

reels.

charmer.

727 feet.

ber 12, 1929.

release September 8.

MURRAY

T.

MEL KLEE

BLACK NARCISSUS: (0521) Buck & Bubbles. Wildcat is
enmeshed in the wiles of a siren while trying to rescue
his
pal
Demmy from matrimony with another dusky

1929.

KELLER SISTERS AND LYNCH

For

FIVE

and VIVIEN
In
(849)
"Satires."
Living room.
Fast moving satire on mystery
plays.
Laughing spooks and spooky' laughter. Two comedy
stars of screen, stage and vaudeville.
Number: a. "Excelsior".

exact

Cane."

TITTA

THE INDIANA

(807) in "Before
of
variety stage.

Street.
Comedians
Eddie Vogt.

JOHN

date of release is not
stated, the list of acts is compiled in
order of release, the most recent release
being listed first. Number of release follows name of act.]

1929.

31.

AND

JOHNSTON

Scene: Band set.
Radio star and Brunswick artist, sole*,
while the Indiana Five blow hot and cold, chasing the
blues with blues.
Also quintet of jazzmaniacs who hare
just completed radio, vaudeville and dance palace appearances, playing the "Box Office Melody".
Numbers: ».
"Bashful Baby"; b. "Clarinet Marmalade": c. "Glad Bag
Doll".

SOUND ACT

Numbers:
(78).
a. "Beloved": b. "Ah
Sweet Mystery of Life"; c. "Don't Be Like That"; d'
"St. Louis Blues"; e. "Rainbow 'Round My Shoulder"
648 feet.
For release August 3. 1929.
CECIL LEAN AND CLEO MAYFI ELD (80). Number: "His
Lucky Day." 1,735 feet. For release August 10, 1929.
GEORGIE PRICE (81). Numbers: a. "The One That I
Lore Lores Me"; b. "I'm Marching Home to You."
714
feet.
For release August 17. 1929.
PHIL SPITALNY and His Pennsylvania Orchestra (82).
Numbers: a. "Medley of Musical Comedy Hits": b. "Farewell Blues."
701 feet
For release August 24. 1929.
VAN AND SCHENCK (83). Numbers: a. "That's How You
Can Tell They're Irish"; b. "Rainbow 'Round My Shoulfeet.

41

Scene:

(834).

Broadway comedian and featured player in "The Royal
Box"; Doris Walker, vaudeville and Vitaphone songstress;
and The Mound City Blue Blowers, phonograph, radio
Numbers: a. "I Ain't Got
and musical comedy stars.
Nobody"; b. "Let Me Call You Sweetheart"; c. "My
Gal Sal."

CORA GREEN
singing

a.

Alone":

c.

CHARLES

(825).

Scene:

Drawing Room.

"Brother-In-Law Dan";
the World."

"I'll Tell
C.

PETERSON

Cora Green

"Travelin'

b.

All

Scene:
Club Room.
Charles Peterson's magic cue performs billiard miracles.
(815).

ALBERT SPALDING

Drawing Room.
Scene:
(797).
Albert Spalding, violinist, playing a. "Ave Maria": b. "Waltz
in A."

FRED ARDATH

(786) in "These Dry Days."
Scene: Park
Fred Ardath, as a happy vagabond, roaming the highways.

SESSUE

HAYAKAWA

(761-762)

In

"The

Man

Who

Laughed Last."
Five scenes.
Sessue Hayakawa in a
fast-moving drama of Oriental love and vengeance in "The
Man Who Laughed Last", by Edgar Allan Wolf.

SMILING

IRISH
EYES:
Trailer
(3410).
Irish
songs.
Irish scenes and an Irish Fair.
Colleen Moore's first
talking appearance.
First National Vitaphone talking production.

HER PRIVATE

LIFE: Trailer (3365). A glimpse of "Her
Private Life."
Billie Dove. Walter Pidgeon. Montagu Lore.
Thelma Todd and Holmes Herbert enacting several thrilling moments from the picture.
Outdoor scenes, dramatio
sequences, romance and a song number by Walter Pidgeon.

First

National Vitaphone talking production.

DARK STREETS:
with

Trailer

Jack Mulhall in two

(3349).
roles,

Double exposure picture
gangster

and policeman.

"

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

42
seen and beard talking in the same
First
characters engage in dialog.
talking production.

THE ARGYLE CASE:

fact, two
Vitaphone

scenes— in
National

Thomas Meighan
(3059).
Warner Bros. Vitaphone talk-

Trailer

speaks and sells the public.
ing picture.

HONKY TONK:

Sophie Tucker croons a
Trailer (3049).
few bars from several of the "Honky Tonk" song hits.
Warner
Sophie and entire cast shown in night club scene.
Bros. Vitaphone talking picture.

THE HOTTENTOT:

Comedy sketch in itTrailer (2269).
with Edward Everett Horton in extremely funny
self
struggles with an electric horse and Patsy Ruth Miller
opposite him.
Warner Bros. Vitaphone talking picture.

SYMPATHY (803). Five scenes. Hen-pecked husband out
A
on a spree despite orders of the "ball and chain."
night of wine, women and whoopee ends with hubby in
a hospital cot as his wife and his sweetheart wreak their
Cast headed
vengeance.
Succession of hilarious situations.
by Hobart Cavanaugh, Regina Wallace, Harry Shannon
and Wynne Gibson, who played with Richard Dix in
•Nothing but the Truth."
HARRY TATE (778-779) in "Selling a Car." Scene: Garage
exterior.
Harry Tate gives an exhibition of his comedy
power in this two reeler. with an equally talented supporting cast.

Country
(754-755) in "Motoring."
Scene:
Harry Tate, assisted by his company of boisterious
clowns in a burlesque on motoring.
Two reel comedy

road.

sketch.

WILLIE AND EUGENE HOWARD
Five scenes.
Two reels of
ple."
into a powerful human interest
has to choose between his
stardom.
Numbers: a, "The
Grass"; c. "My People."

(750-751) in "My Peosongs and dances worked
story of an actor who
Ghetto friends and Broadway

Boatman";

Volga

b.

"Blue

HOWARD (722-723) in "The Music
Former musical comedy
Music salon.
stars in their first two reel comedy.
Willie gives his
famous imitations of Al Jolson. Eddie Cantor and Gallagher
and Shean.
Shean";
b
Numbers: a. "Gallagher and
"It's Ray Ray Raining"; c. "Baby Curls."
Holmes Herbert, as
CARELESS AGE: Trailer (3079).
master of ceremonies, introduces Douglas Fairbanks, Jr..
Miss Myers sings
Loretta Young and Cannel Myers.
"Melody Divine" the theme song.
WILLIE AND EUGENE
Makers."

Scene:

HARD TO GET:

Trailer (3078).
An introductory playlet followed by a scene in a night club with vocal and
orchestral renditions of the theme song. Dorothy Mackaill.

Edmund

Louise Fazenda. Charles Delaney. Jack Oakie and

Burns head

the

cast

this

of

all-star

THE MAN AND THE MOMENT:

trailer.

All

set.

:

KATE SMITH

Offers red
(817).
Drawing room.
Scene:
hot songs with a red hot voice.
Known as "The Songbird

South."
You, Sister."
of the

Numbers:

"Carolina Moon";

a.

"Bleu

b.

Scene:
(816) in "He's a Devil."
Exterior of cottage.
Well known vaudeville team.
Ray
doing rube characterizations.

OKLAHOMA BOB ALBRIGHT

and His Rodeo Do
Scene: Drawing room.
Bob Albright, baritone, assisted by
Rodeo Do Flappers who sing and dance with him. Numbers: a.
"My Pony Boy"; b. "Chloe"; c. "Lodel": d.
"Salter Dog."
HARRY TATE (767) in "The Patent Office." Scene: Office.
England's laughing fool.
Harry Tate and his troupe of
fun makers in comedy riot.
BABY ROSE MARIE (809). Scene: Drawing room. Four
year old child singing these numbers:
a. "Heigh Ho": b.
"Who Wouldn't Be Jealous of You"; c. "Don't Be Like
Flappers.

,

Trailer

(3069).

Blllle

background.

HARRY FOX AND BEE CURTIS
Bee."
by

interlude

in

(829).

Of

Drawing room.

Scene:

siape.
Harry
like chatter in

"The Fox and
comedy

musical

Fox has an

excellent foil for his lightningDance
Beatrice Curtis, beautiful songstress.
Numbers: a. "Underneath the
Miss Curtis.

Wabash Moon."

"Love Baby."

b.

HARRY FOX AND HIS SIX AMERICAN BEAUTIES

(828).

Scene:
Drawing room.
Star funster of musical comedv
with his six ludicrous chamber maids in a piece of travesty
Musical numbers and breezy
on the modern chorus girl.
monologue by Fox. Numbers: a. "Half Way to Heaven":
b. "Belles of Hotels."

NORMAN THOMAS QUINTETTE

(827). in "Harlem Mania."
Colored entertainers singing and

Scene:
Drawing room.
dancing.
Also acrobatic drummer.
Baby. Sleep": b. "Listen to the

a. "Sleep.
Numbers:
e.
Mocking Bird";

F."

in

SEGAR ELLIS AND HIS EMBASSY CLUB ORCHESTRA
(823).
Scene:
Night club entertainer and
Band set.
record "name" Is the star of this combination of vocal
and instrumental numbers, supported by orchestra. Each
player contributes a snappy solo bit in novel arrangement of
"Am I Blue" the song hit from "On With the Show."

Numbers: a. "How Can I Love Again":
"I've Got a Feeling I'm Falling."

b.

"Am

Blue":

I

c.

GUY ROBERTSON

(813), in

"High Water."

Draw-

Scene:

ing room.
Known as Broadway's "hit maker." Offering
a rendition of a song poem of the floods that devastate
the southland.
Flood scenes have been double exposed
over the artist's figure.

THE GAY NINETIES

or

"The Unfaithful Husband"

(811).

Living room and cafe.
Burlesque of the plays of
"gay nineties." Numbers: a. "McSorley's Twins"; b.
"We Never Speak as We Pass By"; c. "TJp in a Balloon."

Scene:
the

THE FAMILIAR FACE

with

Hugh O'Connell

(807).

Scene:

Newspaper office and speakeasy.
Atmosphere of metronewspaper office, with disgraced reporter winning
fame and fortune through the accidental capture of a
notorious bank robber.
Story from the pen of Russel
Crouse,
national
known columnist and players picked
from casts of current Broadway shows.
ALBERT SPALDING (798). Scene: Drawing room. Two
performances from this master of the violin.
Numbers:
a.
"Minuet in D" Mozart, b.
"Liebesfreud" Kreisler.
politan

—

—

THE OUT- LAW IN-LAW

Comedy of mother-in-law.
(782).
hectic time with "mother" staying at the
house, until he hires a circus strong woman to act as an
antidote.
Speedy farce with a cast of featured players
and directed by Bryan Foy.

Hubby having a

BROADWAY BABIES:

THE

BLUE RIDGERS with Cordelia Mayberry (795).
Scene:
Interior of mountain cabin.
Four mountaineers
an a "gal from th' feud county" sing, dance and play
syncopation as it exists in the mountain country of the
South.
Numbers: a. "Trail of the Lonesome Pine"; b.

"Oh Susanna"; c. "Medley."
EL BRENDEL AND FLO BERT
Scene:

(3351-3359).
Synchronized
by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3351 to 8859
Inclusive.
Reels 1 to 9.
First National Vitaphone talking productions.

Score

Living
Flirt"

Campus

(789). in "Beau Nightroom.
Comedian of "Wings," "The
and other stage and screen successes in

short sketch.

TWIN BEDS:

Trailer (3020).
Jack MulhalL
Patsy Ruth
Pitts introduce picture in novel bedroom
First Natlonal-Vitaphone talking production.

and Zasu

Miller

A

scene.

SQUALL, THE:

Score (3251-3261).
Synchronized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
Numbers 3251 to 3261 inclusive.
Reels 1 to 11.
First National-Vltaphone talking production.

THE TIME. THE PLACE AND THE GIRL:

Score (3208Synchronized by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
to 3214 inclusive.
Reels 1 to 7.
Warner

3214).

Numbers 3208

Bros. -Vitaphone

talking picture.

ON WITH THE SHOW:

Trailer

Initial

(3060).

all-color,

all-singing,
all-talking,
Sam Fardy
all-dancing trailer.
introducing stars of picture.
Warner Bros.-Vitaphone talkpicture.

Trailer

number from the

a

White sing-

Alice

(3008).

Also Broadway Babies
First National-Vltaphone talking pro-

strutting their stuff.
duction.

CAREERS:

picture.

Trailer

justified
career.

is

GAMBLERS. THE:
this

Trailer

Entire

(2970).

oast

talks

Warner Bros.-Vitaphone talking

advance agent.

In
pic-

ture.

THE

THREE (804) in "Blue Streaks of
Scene: Drawing room. Phonograph and vaudeBabe, Bob and Jack Hauser singing and
a. "That's
What I Call Sweet

VARSITY

Rhythm."
stars.

ville

dancing.

Music";

b.

Numbers:
"I Used

to

Love Her in

Moonlight";

the

c.

"Baltimore."
cert
first

Drawing room.

Scene:

(801).

violinist playing his own composition
time on screen, also "Valse in G Flat"

hall

BUD HARRIS AND FRANK RADCLIFFE
the Party."

Numbers:
GIRL IN

Scene:
a.

"St

THE

Con-

"Alabama"
by

(783)

Chopin.

"At

in

Negro melodies and comics.
Louis Blues"; b. "She's Mine."
Street.

GLASS

CAGE.

THE

(2989).
Trailer.
Loretta Young plays the girl in a motion picture box office
and Carroll Nye Is her chatty boy friend.

ROY SEDLEY AND HIS NIGHT CLUB REVUE
with

(796).

Roy

Sedley as master of ceremonies, assisted by
Beth Miller, blues singer, and Billy Smith, eccentrio
dancer.
8cene:
Night club.
Numbers: a. "Blue Grass";
b. "I Ain't Takln' Orders from No One": c. "Sonny Boy."

MR. AND MRS. JACK NORWORTH

(787) in "Odds and
Ends."
Drawing room.
Norworth of musical
Scene:
comedy fame and Dorothy Adelphl, his wife, in patter and
songs of Northworth's own composition.
Numbers:
a.
"Honey Boy"; b. "The Man and the Monkey"; c. "My
Boy."
IRENE FRANKLIN (777). "The American Comedienne.'
Two comedy characterizations.
Scenes:
Restaurant and
nursery.
Numbers: a. "The Waitress"; b. "The Flapper

Mammy's

Lullaby."

Comedy.

(776):

Broadway stars, Charles Richman, Veree Teasdale
and Hugh McConneU appear as supporters of an antigambling amendment.
Scene: Living room.
Three

LEO REISMAN ANO HOTEL BRUNSWICK ORCHESTRA
(770) in "Rhythms."
Scene:
Band set.
Shadowgraph
silhouettes

"Mooche":

synchronized
b.

with

Numbers:

music.

"Waters of Perkiomen";

"If I

c.

"Hyo Mio"; e. "Milenberg Blues":
"Some of These Days."

d.

MACK AND PURDY
Scene:

(2795)

in

f.

a.

Had You":

"Lonely";

Parkway.
A smart guy gets
words with a smart lady.
(792)

in

"Famous Impersona-

Scene:
Drawing room.
Imitation of Sophie
and others.
Numbers:
a. "Gonna Get a Girl":
b. "Mama Goes Where Papa Goes"
c. Yiddish version of
"Mama Goes Where Papa Goes."
FRED AROATH (785) in "The Singing Bee." rustic comedy.
Scene:
Rustic home.
Was rube comedian of the Follies.
Numbers:
a. "I
Pagllacai": b. "Finlcull-Finicula"
c.
"Bring Back My Bonnie to Me."
tions."

Tucker

;

ON WITH THE SHOW:

(3321-3332).
Synchronized
Orchestra.
Numbers 3321-3332
12.
Warner Bros. Vitaphone talk-

Score

Symphony

Vitaphone

by

Inclusive.
Reels
ing picture.

1

to

;

CAREERS:
Symphony
1 to 10.

GIRL

IN

(3311-3320).
Synchronized by Vitaphone
Orchestra.
Numbers 3311 to 3320 inclusive. Reels
First National Vitaphone talking productions.

Score

THE GLASS CAGE. THE:

Synchronized by Vitaphone Symphony
3301 to 3308 inclusive. Reels 1 to 8.

Score

(3301-3308).
Orchestra.
Numbers
First National Vita-

phone talking productions.
DRAG: Trailer (308). Scene from the musical show featured

in

and

picture

the

Nile" the theme song.
introduce
production.

to

the

cast.

DOOLEY AND SALES

sings

cast

"My Song

of

the

Richard Barthelmess then appears
First National Vitaphone talking

(824)

in

"Dooley's the

Name." Scene:

Winter Garden stars in gay presentation
Drawing room.
of mirth and melody, deliver rollicking repartee and laughNumbers: a. "Oh, Mr.
able songs, plus a dance interlude.
Dooley";

FRANK

X.

b.

"Polly-Molly-O."

SILK

Drawing room.

In

ville.
Clever monologue with
excellent tenor voice.
Numbers:

b.

droll
a.

"Ohl Ohf OHI What a Night"

songs

put

over

in

"The Millionaire Song";

(794).

night

club

quartet

Stars of Helen Morgan Club. Club
and European clubs.
Numbers:
a. "Some
Sweet Day"; b. "Poo-Poo-Paroop"
c. "Nobody's
Fault
But Your Own."

Garden.

Deanville.

;

WHITE AND

HIS MONTREALERS (791) in a
number from his own act at the Frivolity Club.
Scene:
Night club.
His own orchestra and two pretty accompanists.
Numbers:
a. "I'm Karazy for You"; b. "Mean
to
Me": c. "Goodby Broadway; Hello Montreal"; d,

JACK

"Finlcull-Finicula":
e. "Laugh.
Clown Laugh";
Pagliacci"; g. "Over There"; h. "Anvil Chorus"; i.
of

No Man's Land."

"I
"Rose
f.

BOBBY FOLSOM
ing

(788). in "Typical Types."
Scene: Drawroom.
Ziegfeld beauty and leading lady of variety
doing Imitations.
Numbers: a. "Two Little Girls";
"Tess": e. "I Lost My Stockings."

stage,
b.

"The Man About Town." Scene:
Tramp comedian of burlesque and vaude(819)

PALM BEACH FOUR, THE:
Scene:

Score (3181-88).
Synchronized by Vitaphone
Orchestra.
Numbers 3181 to 3188. Inclusive.

Symphony
Reels

to

1

A

8.

TINY TOWN REVUE

(74).

Scene:

Stage

set.

A

Natlonal-Vitaphone

First

talking

pro-

duction.

Synchronized by
Score (3161-67).
Orchestra.
Numbers 3161 to 81*7

Symphony

Vitaphone

inclusive.
Reels
ing production.

to

1

National-Vltaphone talk-

First

7.

DESERT SONG, THE:

Score (3141-54).
Synchronized by
Vitaphone
Symphony Orchestra, including exit march.
Numbers 3141 to 3154, inclusive. Reels 1 to 13. 3154 is

march.

exit

HOUSE OF HORRORS:

Trailer (2990). Louise Fazenda and
Conklin at ouija table in spooky looking house.
National-Vltaphone talking production.
DIVINE LADY: THE: Score (3031-40). Synchronized score
Numbers 3031
played by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
to 3040 inclusive.
First National-VltaReels 1 to 10.
phone production.

Chester

First

SONNY BOY:

Trailer

Presents Davey Lee, Juvenile

(3000).

star.

SATURDAY'S CHILDREN:
male

this
scenes.

some

show

Grant Withers,
(2998).
Maxwell Anderson picture.

on

discourses

lead,

Flashbacks

Trailer

National-Vltaphone

First

production.

HOT STUFF:

Trailer

Billy Bakewell. Juvenile lead,

(2977).

Alice White and Louise Fazenda tell
First National-Vltaphone production.

and

about

this

picture.

WHY

GOOD:

BE

Jack Mulhall gives
Trailer
(2960).
Flashback shown.
glimpses of this Colleen Moore picture.
First National-Vltaphone production.

Henry B.
(2867).
HEADQUARTERS:
Trailer
Walthall, in Jungle hut and wearing U. S. Marine uniform,
explains situation and Introduces Monte Blue, star.
ROBERT EMMETT KEANE (2849-50) In "Gossip." Scene:
Hotel parlor.
Star of legitimate stage is supported by
John MilJan. Warner Brothers player, and Claire Whitney,
screen and stage player.
DAVE BERNIE AND ORCHESTRA (2796) in "Here Comes
Numbers:
a. "Here
Scene: Showboat.
the Showboat."
Comes the Showboat"; b. "Oh. You Have No Idea"; c
"High. High. High Up on a Hilltop"; d. "Constantinople."

FROM

MADONNA

AVENUE

OF

A:

Trailer

Grant

(2718).

Withers, male lead, as master of ceremonies introduces
Dolores Costello, Louise Dresser and other featured play-

Shows one

of the

in reproduction.

sets

RUDY VALLEE AND HIS CONNECTICUT YANKEES
Band

Field";

the

"Deep Night";

b.

Numbers:

band.

radio

Vallee's

set.

(766).

(771).

"Down

a.

"Cutside."
Southern
Scene:
c.

plantation.

a. "The
negro singer, presents these numbers:
Sweetness of Your Song"; b. "Bye and Bye"; c. "Ob.
Didn't It Rain."
HARRY HORLICK AND GYPSIES (763). Scene: Band
Horlick and his A. & P. Gypsies, are on a national
set.
Guitars";
a. "Two
Numbers:
hook-up weekly.
radio
of
the
d. "March
c. "Chiquita";
Eyes";
b. "Black
Toys"; e. "Gypsy Love Song."
RAYMOND HITCHCOCK (760) in "An Evening at Home
Number: a. "Here
Scene:
Living room.
with Hitchy."

Tlsdale.

Comes the Groom."

ORCHESTRA

CUMMINS AND

BERNIE

Cummins and

set.

(752).

Biltmore

his

orchestra

Scene:
present

On Baby": b. "If
a. "Come
Numbers:
I Had You": c. "Here Comes the Ball and Chain.
Heavyweight
Gymnasium.
Scene:
(745).
SCHMELING
MAX
champion of Germany skips rope, shadow boxes and enmodern

songs.

gages in one-round bout.

PAUL

ARISTOCRATS

AND

TREMAINE

Scene:

(742)

Numbers:
a.
Jazz band of variety stage.
set.
Been Working on the Railroad"; b. "On the Read
«.
"Chinese Dream": d. "Fanfare
to Mandalay"; c.
"Here Comes the Showboat" f "Medley."

Band
"I've

;

:

FANNIE WARD

.

Living

Scene:

(721).

year old flapper In two numbers:

a.

Sixty-two

room.

"Flapper Fannie

».

;

"Radio Widow."

THREE BROX SISTERS. THE

"Headln' South.
Pullman drawing room. Harmonizing of Southern
Scene:
Numbers: a. "Doln" the Raccoon"; b. Imaginasongs.
tion": c. "Way Down South."

a.

musical

"Love

Is

In

Lyric soprano
Salon.
Scene:
(746).
Presents these numbers:
opera.

ELEANOR PAINTER
of

(2888)

comedy and
Best of

AU":

b.

"Habanera";

c.

"How About

Me."

WHITING AND BURT
Drawing room.
at

Zlegfeld's

Edmund

Numbers:

act.

'

Scene:

Follies

player*.

"Song Sayings.

In

and

Vaudeville
piano by

the

who arranged

(741).

a.

J.

composer,

Weber,

"What Did You Bar

pageant

of the Lilliputians.
Dancing and singing by midgets.
Numbers: a. "Tiny Town Opening"; b. "The Only One to
Be": c Miss Annabelle Lee"; d. "I Scream. You Scream.
We AH Scream for Ice Cream."

;

My Idea of Heaven.
the Fourth Act of Massenet's
Former motion picture
Salon.
Scene:
Opera. "Manon."
star is assisted by four principals, chorus and the Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
VaudeMISS MARCELLE (716). Scene: Drawing room setsyncopated
ville comedienne. In brown-face makeup, renders
Numbers: a. "Shine": b.
songs in southern dialect.
Are
Over.
I Never See You Again": c. "My Troubles
LOVE AND THE DEVIL: Score (3111-17). Synchronized
Numbers 3111 to 3U7
by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
First National- Vitaphone producReels 1 to 7.
Inclusive.
b.

"The Frog Song":

HOPE HAMPTON

c.

"That's

in

(740)

'

g.

Occurrence "
himself entangled

"An Everyday

after a few

CECILIA (CISSIE) LOFTUS

Played by Vitaphone

(2930).

Orchestra.

HOT STUFF:

Assited

AMENDMENT... THE

NINETY-NINTH

Drunken sailor
b. "Wobblv

"Anvil Chorus":

Walk."

Symphony

Band

ALBERT SPALDING

"Three

In

(780).

Scene: Cabaret.
a.

DESERT SONG OVERTURE

CLARENCE TISDALE

(2980).
Entire cast discusses whether a
in ruining her reputation to aid her
husband's
Billie Dove speaks from the screen.
First National-Vitaphone talking production.

woman

o'clock in the Morning."
in night club.
Numbers:

ers.

BROADWAY BABIES:
ing

GEORGE BROADHURST AND COMPANY

HOUSE OF HORRORS:

RAY AND DOT DEAN

ing

Dove and Rod LaRocoue tell about this picture with the
theme song "Just a Lucky Moment" sung as a musical

"Melody

Band

Scene:

(818).

singing and all dancing show.
Cast includes Betty Lou
Webb, a Paul Ash discovery; Lillian Price, the comedienne;
Ellen Bunting with DePaco and Kazviki, acrobatic dancNumbers:
ers
and Jean Rankin's Bluebell's orchestra.
a. "That's Her Now"; b. "I'm an Indian"; c. "Chrysanthemums"; d. "My Pet."

That."

HARRY TATE

the

ALL GIRL REVUE. THE

September 28, 1929

U

tion.

DAVE BERNE

(2797).

own orchestra.
"Down Where
d.

Scene:

Numbers:
the

a.

Drawing room set. Directs
"Happy-Go-Lucky Lane': ».

Sun Goes Down":

c.

"St Louis

Blues'

,

"San."

HOLD NGS WORTH

AND

CRAWFORD

(2753).

in "Bedsketch or

Short
The family boudoir.
Scene:
husband and nagging. Jealous wife.
Band set With His North
Scene:
(732).
Has played at college proms and
Carolinians Orchestra.
On
a. "Come
Renders these numbers:
over the radio.
Baby"; b. "Shame On You": c. "Milenberg Joys."
time."

sleepy

TAL HENRY

MAL HALLETT
program
bers:

a.

(730).

with his
"Lots of

Scene:

Band

set.

Furnishes Jazz

"Way Down East Orchestra."
Mama": b. "Mother Machree";

Numc.

"War

Medley."

GREEN'S FAYDETTS

(710).

Scene:

Band

set.

"Green's

Numbers:
Twentieth Century Faydetts" from vaudeville.
"Because My Baby Don't Mean Maybe Now"; b. "Sweet
Mystery of Life"; c. "Changes."
CHILDREN OF THE RITZ: Score (3071-77). Synchronized
Numbers 3071
score by Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra.
First National-Vltaphone
Reels 1 to 7.
to 3077. inclusive.
a.

production.

GUIDDO

DEIRO

accordlonlst
b.

in

PlanoLiving
room.
Scene:
(2968).
and Juliet";
a. ""Romeo
these numbers:

"Drigo's Serenade."

Milton Sills makes
Trailer (2967).
Introductory remarks and shots from the picture are shown.
First NationalCorinne Griffith, the star, also speaks.
Vltaphone production.

DIVINE LADY, THE:
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W
THE THEATRE
Style

Shows Pay Big Dividends
Done Right

CTYLE

shows, if done in a "different" way,
offer an exhibitor opportunities for exceptional tieups which generally will pack his

K-'

theatre and leave him a handsome profit for
They are, of
the extra efforts involved.
course, a rather unusual method of exploitation and must be handled in an unusual manner in order that the proper results be
obtained.
Style shows or fashion revues, properly
staged, represent a high degree of showmanship and must be conducted in such a manner
that when the engagement is finished the books
show that the theatre has profited as well as
the store or stores who cooperated and really
received the benefit of the advertising.
In planning a style show it is first necessary that the exhibitor make arrangements
with local concerns to sponsor the show and

provide models, costumes and a director. In
return the exhibitor must provide the necessary stage, equipment, dressing rooms, man
power and above all, do a little bit more than
They
his share in the way of advertising.
may be staged at any time of the year, but it
is really much better to select such a time when
the stores have their Fall, Spring or specialty
wearing apparel to advertise. In the Fall or
Spring it is generally customary for the stores
to stage special openings and in many cities
the merchants' association set dates for these
affairs, heavily advertise them and start the
season with an elaborate display in their windows. The night on which the windows are
unveiled is a gala event and is patronized
by nearly the entire women populace.
The department stores spend considerable
time, money and attention to these openings
and are more than willing to cooperate with
a local theatre in displaying their wares. They
enlist the aid of the concerns with which they
do business and secure a number of special
garments for display purposes. For models
they generally use local girls, especially any
who might have figured in popularity and
beauty contests or received considerable mention in the newspapers.
Ernest W. Morrison of the Greater Palace,

The banner which was fastened

Dallas,

Texas, recently staged a style show

which got the business in connection with
G M's "Our Modern Maidens" and the John
Murray Anderson Publix stage show entitled
"Laces and Graces." Morrison made his tie-up
with the Titche-Goettinger department store
and a feature of the advertising campaign was
that a local girl would display the same gowns
which Joan Crawford wore in the picture. A

M

was held to determine the local
wear these dresses, and the publicity

contest
to

corded these did not

fail to

girl

ac-

bring in the lady

patrons.

Thirty mannequins were used to display
the latest models of ladies' apparel, with the
leading role being assigned to Mozelle Ransome, a former Dallas girl and winner of an
international beauty contest, who will be
starred in Earl Carroll's "Vanities" this seaTwo special drops were made by the
son.
Greater Palace especially for the occasion and
were designed from Spanish shawls. Six girls

gorgeous Spanish shawls paraded
drops as a background, and the
result was more than effective.
Bob Kelley, director of publicity for Publix
in Texas, personally supervised the publicity
for the event and one of his achievements on
this assignment was the displaying of a banner over fifty feet long on the main downtown
thoroughfare of Dallas.
This banner was
tacked on the outside of the temporary "safety
walk" which had been constructed around the
new Titche-Goettinger building while under

swathed
with

in

the

construction.

This annual promenade of fashion has acquired quite a patronage, not only in Dallas
but in the surrounding cities, and many journey to Dallas for the event. This following
has been built up by obtaining worthwhile
attractions for milady and this means the obtaining of apparel not usually seen in Dallas.
For instance, this fashion show displayed several fur coats from Sak's Fifth Avenue Shop
in New York and a very expensive Spanish
sawl obtained through the courtesy of Senor
Ventura of the International Exposition of
Barcelona, as well as the largest lace wedding

—

If

They're

veil in the world, which is included in the
wardrobe cf the Publix presentation "Laces
and Graces."

Specialty Revues Pay
Other exhibitors have staged revues for
men's clothes, shoes, bathing suits and some
have made tieups with specialties such as corIn a tieup w ith a
sets, hosiery and lingerie.
corset manufacturer it is advisable to stage
r

the revue for women only at matinees. Bathing suit revues must be carefully handled,
especially in the smaller cities, because the
residents more or less object to displays made

by their local girls.
Regardless of the nature of the revue it is
always advisable that the merchant, who is
assisting with the tieup, do the directing of
Local talent is always the best
the models.
to use and generally the most inexperienced
and considerable rehearsals and ingenuity must
be resorted to in order to offset the stage
This can be done in
fright of the models.
several ways, by presenting more than one
subject at a time, such as groups, carefully
drilling of the models, clever lighting and a
careful selection of music.

Stage Dress and Lighting

The

stage dress must be carefully planned.
If the theatre cannot afford an artist to make
special drops a very appropriate background
can be made with plain black velvet hangings.
It is very easy to rig up a turntable, on which
the models can be rotated and with two or
three small spots pleasing lighting effects can
be obtained.
If a runway out into the audience is used
it is
not advisable to use the runway light,
unless they be dimmed very low and be of a
contrast to bright spots thrown on the models.
Avoid glaring spots of light and at the same

time have enough brilliance to properly light
the garment, so that its real color is easily
distinguished.
The parade of a group may
be lighted with several colors coming from
side strip lights, but as the individual model
remember that it is the dress
is displayed

which

is

to receive the

main

attention.

to a temporary safety-walk in the main downtown thoroughfare in Dallas. This safety-walk surrounded the netc
Titche-Goettinger department store building, who co-operated with the Greater Palace theatre in staging their annual style show in conjunction with "Laces and Graces," a Publix stage attraction, playing at the theatre.
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House Organs from England
English exhibitors that deserve the attention of
J J ERE are two house organs from
t~l every member of the H. O. E. "The Theatre" recommends that you secure a
copy of each house organ, because they are somewhat unusual as to size, makeup and
contents. In them you will find many suggestions which will be helpful in many ways.

TYNEDALE TATLER
and Entertainment Guide.

SEPTEMBER,

87

No.

1929.

Priceless-

SEE

EDWARD

RIDDLE'S
WINDOWS
Louis W. Orlove, formerly purchasing
agent for the Saxe Amusement Enterprises, has been named manager of the
Uptoivn Theatre, in Milwaukee. Orlove
is 27 years old and four years ago, while
buying for 50 theatres, was called the
youngest theatrical purchasing agent in
the country.
When the Saxe interest's
were merged with Fox-Midwesco, Orlove
was made manager of the Mirth and

for

SMART
TAILOR-MADE COATS
for

Early

Autumn Wear.

Also Large Range

DIGANS,

of

JUMPERS, CAR-

the new
designs and colourings.
in

etc.,

season's

Tivoli theatres.

Edward
8

&

9,

Market

J. Citherall

&

Riddle,

Place,

HEXHAM.

Co. (Printers), Ltd.,

Hexham.

Novelty Cards Direct
Considera bleA tten tion
To Theatre s Program
9

This house organ comes from NottingEngland, and is devoted to the
It is 9% by 7%
Elite Picture Theatre.
inches in size and filled with reading matIts makeup is
ter and advertisements.
extraordinary and every member of the
H. O. E. should have a copy, as he will

ham.

many

and suggesmanaging director of the Elite and Miss N. Bradbury
Put their names
is publicity manager.
on your list and get a copy at once.
useful hints

find in

it

tions.

Walter Bentlcy

is

The Tynedale Tattler, house organ of
the Queen and Gem theatres, Hexham,
England, and edited by T. H. Scott. It
published montldy, has 32 pages, is
by 4% inches in size and in reality
is a small fan magazine which contains
a large amount of interesting reading
matter. About one third of the space is
devoted to advertising of local merchants.
The Tattler is a faithful exchange member and, we trust, receives copies of
house organs from all of you.
is

5V4,

Note — Perhaps

at a later date we can persuade T. H. Scott, Walter Bendy
and Miss Bradbury to send snapshots of themselves and theatres to "The Theatre"
more intimately acquainted. Let's insist that they do so.
become
so that we can

Editor's

PLEASE.

50 Detroit Merchants
Cooperate with Theatre
To Promote Pathe Film
Fifty music and furniture stores cooperated
with Manager Exton of the Oriental theatre
in Detroit when "Lucky in Love," Pathe singing production with Morton Downey recently
played the Michigan city. Through the several songs featured by Downey in the production, the Oriental had the assistance of Green
and Stept, publishers of the music and
Grinelle Brothers, local distributors of Victor.

Three particularly effective windows were exhibited on Woodward Avenue, the main thoroughfare of the

city.

All of the Downey songs were sung twice
and local
a day over radio station
Exton had
orchestras featured the numbers.
the featured song, "Love Is a Dreamer"
played as an organ solo overture a week ahead
of the engagement of the picture and followed
the rendition with a trailer announcement. He
played the Victor record with the Downey

WJR

songs on a Victrola Panatrope in the lobby
week before and during the engagement.
Exton got behind "Lucky in Love" with an
array of paper, in addition to his music promotion.
He used 20,000 special heralds, 400
street car half-sheet cards, 2000 special block
one-sheets, 500 tack cards.
The picture was
liberally advertised in the four Detroit papers
and twenty-six suburban papers.
the

Ramshackle Ford Does

Two good exploitation stunts have been
pulled recently at the Downer theatre, Milwaukee by Frank Dow, manager. The first
was the distributing of many orange colored
cards which, upon first sight appeared to
be a season pass. However, when inspected
real closely it was revealed that the words
"Don't
thereby

the" preceded "Season Pass"
destroying the illusion that the
theatre was offering a season pass. It was
of publicity that certainly attracted
attention to the picture "Noah's Ark"
which was playing at the Downer that

a

bit

much

week.
Then, when the picture "The Gamblers"
played at the theatre the ace of diamonds
was printed on many cards, the exact size
of playing cards. On the back the wording,

"The Ace of Good Pictures." In this way
a very excellent tieup was made. A playing card is something that just about everybody recognizes immediately, therefore for
picture and publicity purposes the playing
card has a certain inherent value.

Popularity Contest and

Airplane Transit Tieup

Ballyhoo Duty for Eddie

Are Attendance Builders

That good old exploitation standby the Ford
auto

service in ballyhooing
"The Sophomore," Pathe college yarn featuring Eddie Quillan and Sally O'Neil, during
the run at the Earle theatre in Philadelphia.

did

exploitation

Robert Mochrie, local Pathe exchange manand Joseph Rivkin, home office exploiteer, bought the Ford touring car and had it
lettered with college wise cracks and slogans

ager,

as well as billing on "The Sophomore." The
house tie-up was displayed on oilcloth signs
fastened around four uprights taking the place
of the car top.

let

popularity contest of W. S. Wilkinson of the Royal theatre, Hoisington, Kan.,
proved an attendance builder. Under the
supervision of Bob Gary, former exploitation man for Paramount, but who now is
associated with the United States Airway
Lines, the contest was conducted and Miss
Clara Williamson, the winning girl, was
given a free air trip to Kansas City, where,
as a result of arrangements made by Gary,
she was presented a key to the city by
Mayor Beach.

The
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An example

of the manner in which American films are being billed in Stockholm. Sweden.
only one of the many billboard corners in the city, and by real close examination it
will be seen that Paramount. Warner Brothers and First National pictures are the current

This

is

attractions at the theatres.

MGM's

Trackless Train Completes
150,000 Mile Tour; Returns to U.S.

managing director of the
Roger-Sherman
theatre.
Mete
Haven,
C.

J.

Latta.

Conn.

189 Newspapers in
107 Cities Will Carry

Warn er s Na tiona I Ads
9

Warner Brothers
their new season of
October

at

operation a

will

formally

launch

national advertising in
will put into
schedule for the benefit of

which time they

new

the exhibitor. This new schedule shows a
large increase over the number of newspapers used by them in their campaign for
Vitaphone pictures last year.
It is planned this season to run page advertisements in 189 newspapers in 107
cities.
The campaign will extend to
Canada as well as throughout the United
States.
The combined circulations of the
mediums used is calculated at approximately 60,000,000 readers.
As was the
case in last season's campaign, a single
column in each page ad will be available to
local exhibitors who can in this way receive direct benefit for their Vitaphone plavdates.

Preliminary to the formal inauguration
new campaign, page advertisements
"Say It With Songs" and "Gold Diggers
Broadway" have already been released
over a hundred big city dailies.
the

Flivver

of

on
of
to

Parade Boosts

"College Love "Picture
When

the Rivoli theatre in Grants Pass,
Ore., ran Universale "College Love." manager
James "Dad" Dunlop turned to the Universal
press sheet for a campaign that brought out
the whole country. The stunt was an old flivver parade with prizes offered for the best
autographed Fords, the best Ford "Bugs" and
the best "Collegiate" makeups.
Each entryhad to carry the words "College Love" to be
eligible for a prize.
This press sheet stunt provided for merchant tieups which rated a whole cooperative
page in the Daily Courier. The local Ford
agency furnished prizes as well as merchants
who advertised in the contest. The parade
was a wow, with resulting good business at
the Rivoli.
Folks seemed glad to have an
excuse to sport their relics.

M

M

G s Trackless Tr ain. which has toured through most of the countries on
the globe and has covered a total distance of more than 150.000 miles in the
past four years, returned to its starting point in New York City last week,
arriving on the steamship Crown City of the Roosevelt Line.
Speeded on its way in May, 1926 by Mayor
Walker and Governor Smith, the Trackless
Train was received at the City Hall and then
paraded up Broadway with a special police

The various units in the parade, included a 105-piece Boy Scout band.
A feature of the parade was the international flag, one hundred and fifty feet long,
which waj carried up the line of march by
fifty Hollywood girls, clad in bathing suits.
This composite flag, with dimensions of a
thousand square feet, is made up of the national emblems of all the countries of the
world, serving to emphasize the comprehensiveness and cosmopolitan influence of the
tour of the cinema train.
More than half a billion persons are estimated to have seen the Trackless Train during its world-wide tour, during the course of
which the train has been officially received
by representatives of more than 20 foreign
governments.
After a year's tour of the United States
and Canada the Trackless Train was taken
aboard on the S. S. Minnewaska in May. 1926.
Following several months in Great Britain
and Scotland the train proceeded across the
English Channel to Belgium, the Netherlands.
Denmark, France and Germany, thence to
Switzerland, Spain and Italy, and on by boat
to South America. After an extensive tour of
Argentine, Uruguay, Brazil and Chile the
train was taken through the Panama Canal
and westward to Australia, then on to Indoescort.

Exhibitors Herald-World.
407 S. Dearborn St.,
Chicago. III.
"The Theatre":

Please enroll me as a member of The
House Organ Exchange. I will exchange
house organs and photographs with other
members.

Name
Theatre

Address

China, India and northern Africa, where the
country of the Pyramids was thoroughly
traversed, with departure from Port Said for
the United States on Sept. 2.
During the entire trip the train was under
the supervision of Edward Carrier, who was
accompanied by his wife and small child.
Aboard the train is a log book bearing the
signatures of ex-President Coolidge, the fortyeight governors of the states, and practically

everv foreign ruler.

D.A.R. Commemorates
Founders of Oldest
Active U.S. Theatre
Bonaventure Chapter, Daughters of the
American Revolution have placed a bronze
tablet on the Savannah theatre, the oldest
theatre in active use in the United States.

The

ceremony marked Lafayette Day,
which was celebrated Sept. 6.
The theatre, is today much the same
except for the appearance of the front, as
it was in 1818, when it was erected by the
eminent architect. Jay. On February 28,
1818, two lots in Brown ward were deeded
by the city to James Bilbo, James Morrison,
Alexander Telfair, Johnathan Battelle and
William Gaston, as trustees of the Savannah theatre. The deed was signed by
James M. Wayne, as mayor; John Tanner,
Hazen Kimball, Joseph Habersham, Paul
Thomasson, Frederick Densler, William
Davies and G. W. Owens, a majority of
the aldermen of the city at that time.
The building was erected and on December 4, 1818, the theatre was opened with
the comedy, "Soldier's Daughter" and a
farce, "Raising the Wind."
Since that time
many of the greatest dramatic and operatic
stars of the world ha%*e appeared on its
stage. The theatre, which is now managed
by Fred G. Weiss, has kept abreast of the
times and is equipped for sound pictures.
The tablet was unveiled Sept. 6 with appropriate ceremonies.
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New

Pictures

Pictures" the EXHIBITORS
presents in concise
form information on current and forthcom-

"New

In

HERALD- WORLD

ing attractions.
The facts as presented will serve exhibitors in booking and in the preparation of
their advertising campaign.
STREET GIRL: Radio Picture drama with dialog
and singing, from the story by W. Carey Wonderly,
with Betty Compson. John Harron, Ned Sparks,
Jack Oakie, Guy Buccola, Joseph Gaethorn, Ivan
and Eddie Kane.
Length 8,200.

Lebedeff
Ruggles.

Directed

TYPE AND THEME: A

by

Wesley

Four

musical drama.

—

—

boys Mike, Joe, Pete and Happy make their daily
bread and butter by playing in a little orchestra.
On their way home one day, Mike sees a pretty
Mike
blond girl being annoyed by a drunkard.
chases the annoyer and becomes acquainted with
She is Freddie Joyzelle, a violin player,
the girl.
who is out of work. The boys invite Freddie into
Freddie persuades the boys to
their orchestra.
For this they are
ask for an increase in salary.
Freddie succeeds in getting them into anfired.
Prince
Here they make a hit.
other place.
Nickolaus, who visits the cafe, makes advances to
Freddie, which Mike resents. On the opening night
of the new Cafe Joyzelle, Mike does not shotv up.
The Prince hears this and goes to Mike to tell
him he is mistaken about his affair with Freddie.
Mike returns to the cafe and the girl he loves.
*

#

*

LOVE DOCTOR. THE: Paramount

comedy drama

with dialog, with Richard Dix, June Collyer, Morgan
Farley, Mirian Seegar, Winifred Harris, Lawford
Davidson, Gale Henry. Directed by Melville Brown.
TYPE AND THEME: Dr. Summer is determined that marriage shall not interfere with his
career, but Virginia and Grace are in love with
him.
Bud Woodbridge is Summer's first patient.
Summer finds that Bud is worrying about his affair
with Grace, who has just turned him doum. Sum~
mer sends Bud to the country for a rest. Virginia,
who thinks her absence will make Summer love
Summer makes
her, goes with Bud as his nurse.
Grace
frequent visits to the country to see Bud.
follows him, and in the country a row begins.
Grace pretends she is sick and when Summer goes
Bud comes in at
to her room she embraces him.
this instance and insists Summer marries her.
Summer goes to Virginia. He
Grace backs out.
at last admits his love for her.
*

SATURDAY NIGHT

*

*

KID, THE:

Dunn,

Eddie

Leone

Lane

and

Jean

Harlow.

Edward Sutherland.

TYPE AND THEME:

Clara plays the hero

.

.

.

Mayme, her sister Janie, and Bill work in Ginsburg's store. Mayme is !Ji love with Bill. Ginsburg's
store decides to have a pageant.
Janie is chosen
to hold the funds.
Janie plays up to Bill and soon
wins him,
Janie bets the funds on a horse and
loses the money.
Clara plwys dice with Lem, a
gambler, who has cheated Janie out of her money,
and wins it back. In the meantime Janie tells the
store that Mayme stole the money from her. Mayme
arrives with the money.
She tells Janie what she
thinks of her.
Bill opens his eyes and sees that
Janie is just a snip. He begs Mayme's forgiveness.
*

*

Lynch's

men

#

and

arrive

Rambler succeeds

a

getting

in

battle begins.
the wagons to

The
the

mines where Lynch is forcing the miners to sign
a fake contract. Lynch is captured. Sue and The

Rambler embrace.
t

*

*

POINTS WEST:

Universal Western with Hoot GibAlberta Vaughn, Frank Campeau. Jack Raymond, Martha Franklin. Milt Brown and Jim Corey.
Length 5,491.
Directed by Arthur Rosson.
THEME: Cole Lauson, owner of
TYPE
a ranch, before he is killed leaves a note telling
his son. Cole, Jr., that in 'case anything happens
to him he should search for McQuade, whom he sent
to jail 20 years before.
Cole sets out for revenge.
son,

AND

He
He

finds that McQuade is in a mountain
also meets pretty Dorothy, daughter of

recess.

one of

McQuade's men. Cole learns that McQuade is trying to force Dorothy to marry him. McQuade overCole
hears Cole's plans and finds out who he is.
He returns to
fights McQuade and captures him.
his ranch with McQuade a prisoner and Dorothy
his

sweetheart.

* * *
First National talking
singing drama, with Leatrice Joy, Walter Pidgeon,
Sidney Blackmer, Montague Love, Josephine Dunn.
Robert Edeson, Donald Reed, Florence Oakley and
Wilson Benge. Directed by John Griffith Wray.
TYPE
THEME: Laura Sargeant helps her
husband in blackmailing so he can get enough
money to repay his debts. They succeed in getting
quite a sum.
Laura meets Tony Williams, son of
Laura falls in
one of Laura's blackmail victims.
love with Tony but when the elder Williams arrives
he spoils their plans. When Tony hears his father's
Laura
story he forbids Laura to come near him.
goes to Paris and divorces her husband.
Tony
marries Joan Porter, a lively sub-deb.
In Paris
Laura meets Tony, who learns that he really loves
her, Tony tells Laura that he is about to divorce
Joan and it is she (Laura) that he really loves.

A MOST IMMORAL LADY:

AND

*

JEALOUSY:

•

*

Paramount

all-talking drama,
with
Jeanne Eagels. Frederic March, Halliwell Hobbes,
Blanche Le Clair, Henry Daniell and Hilda Moore.

Directed by Jean de Limur.

TYPE AND THEME:

Yvonne is the pet of
the rich Riguard.
But she is in love with Pierre,
a poor artist, and becomes his wife. After several
months Yvonne finds married life a struggle. She
goes to Riguard for help.
Pierre, jealous, kills
Riguard, then calls the police and admits his wrong.
Pierre goes with them with the assurance of
Yvonne that the truth will save him.

Paramount drama

talking sequences, with Clara Bow, James
Jean Arthur, Charles Sellon. Ethel Wales,
Frank Ross, Edna May Oliver, Heymen Meyer,

with

Hall,

Directed by A.

*

*

*

DRAKE CASE, THE:

Universal mystery drama,
Brockwell, Forrest Stanley, Robert
Frazer, James Crane, Doris Lloyd, Barbara Leonard,

with
Bill

Gladys

Thome,

Hearn,

Eddie

Douglas, Francis Ford,
Norman. Directed by

Tom Dugan, Byron

Henry Barrows and Amber
Edward Laemmle. Length

6,448.

TYPE AND THEME:
Lula Marks, servant,

is

Mrs. Drake is murdered.
accused but refuses to talk

Bond, robber, who was looting the Drake home at the 'time, appears at the
to shield herself.

Bill

trial voluntarily.

He

recognizes the voice of

Hugo

Jepson, Drake's attorney, as that of the one who
killed Mrs. Drake.
Jepson is put on the stand.
Robert Lane, attorney, builds a strong case against
Jepson to show he is guilty. Jepson tries to escape.
He is captured and sentenced.
Lula Marks is
set free.

WAGON MASTER, THE:
tern, with

Bobby
Directed
6,335

:

Universal talking WestRoberts, Frederick
Santschi, Al Ferguson. Jack Hanlon.

Ken Maynard, Edith

Tom

Dana,

Dunn, White Horse and Frank Rice.
by Harry J. Brown.
Length: Sound,

silent 5,679.

TYPE AND THEME:

The Rambler joins the

wagon express outfit.
Lynch, a bandit plans to
overtake the wagon and steal the food. Sue Smith,
a pretty girl, is rescued by The Rambler in a runaway.

When

Bill Hollister, leader of the wagon,
by one of Lynch's men. The Rambler takes
Jacques, another second hand man of
Lynch, plays up to Sue. The Rambler and Jacques
get into a whip fight. The Rambler winning.
is

killed

charge.

A

street ballyhoo

September 28, 1929

Ottawa Exhibitors Stage
Palestine Benefit Shows
Benefit performances in aid of the sufferers
Palestine have been arranged at two Ottawa, Ontario, theatres.
One is a midnight
show at the Regent, while the other is a
Sunday performance at B. F. Keiths under
the direction of Joe Franklin.
in

used by the Uptown theatre. Parsons, Kan., to put over Warner Brothers
"The Greyhound Limited."

A

ramshackle

Ford

used

to

ballyhoo

Pathe's "The Sophomore" showing at the
Earle theatre. Philadelphia.
The two
gentlemen at the left are Joseph Rivkin,
Pathe home office exploiteer, and Robert
Mochrie, local Pathe exchange manager.

City Manager Objects

To Human Billboard;
Film Breaks Records
City Manager Hopkins of Cleveland objected to the human billboard which has been
used so successfully to exploit
G M's "Hollywood Revue." When that picture opened at
the Stillman theatre it was planned to erect
the human billboard but city officials notified
the theatre executives that this would not be
permitted, as they were violating several city
codes.
They were told that they would be
thrown in jail and it was intimated that the

M

department might be asked to turn their

fire

hoses

or.

the girls should they appear.

The controversy lasted until the very last
moment and the newspapers played the arguments up in great shape, devoting several
thousands of inches of free publicity to the
theatre.
On the opening night, police were
sent to see that no girls appeared on the sign
and Hopkins hired a room across the street
where he could sit and see that his orders
were carried out.
Due to the enormous amount of publicity
garnered by this and other exploitation activities, the picture not only broke all existing
records for an opening day as well as for the
day following with an increase in business.
It was estimated that 4,000 people were turned

away

daily.

P. J. Nolan Entertains
whole regiment of Highlanders, the 38th
Cameron Scottish, headed by pipe band, paraded to the Avalon theatre, Ottawa, as guests
of an Irishman, P. J. Nolan, proprietor, on
Friday evening, September 13, for a performance of "Black Watch" The Ottawa regiment is affiliated with the Black Watch Regi-

A

ment.

Circle, Los Angeles, to exploit Cecil B.
picture, "DynaDe Mille's new

MGM
mite."

:
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MUSIC AND TALENT
Broadcast Boosts Music and Talent
Publix Will Go
For
STAGE SHOWS
the Artists

On Air Weekly;

Chicago Chicago
Week Ending

on Bill

Artists

Sept. 19

The Chicago presented this week Radio Revue of
1929 and featured Ted Fio-Rita and his
and
KFKX orchestra from the Edgewater Beach Hotel
Allen,
"Sweetheart"
KYW.
Joe
Termini
Nubs
the
of

KYW

Wide Range

Used
During Hour's Program
By W. S. RUSSELL

and Wynken, Blynken and Nod.
This was the best presented bill seen for some time
and judging from the applause of the house one is
led to believe that the

Chicago

is

again in that era

which once made it famous.
The show opened with an overture. "The Mill
on the Hill." played by the Chicago symphony orWith the opening curtain
chestra from the pit.
Ralph Whitehead introduced the marvels of Radio
Vision and a second curtain revealed a setting of a
mechanical giant, festooned with escaping steam and
breathing fire.
The ballet girls were dressed as
mechanical mannequins and did a routine number
amid the revolving wheels.
Next came Joe Termini, a comedian and then
Whitehead introduced Ted Fio-Rita and his band.
They played "Vagabond Lover" and "When My
Dreams Come True" with Dusty Shodes singing "Am
I Blue "
Joseph Griffin, tenor, 6ang "Love Me" and
was followed by Whitehead introducing Nubs Allen,
who sang "By the Way" and "Lovers Holiday."
Ted then took the piano as the chorus came out,
each holding a placard with the name of his own
He played strains from each
popular compositions.
and Whitehead sang "Laugh, Clown. Laugh." Dusty
then sang two numbers and the entire cast went into
the finale, assisted by the Chicago orchestra and
organ.
H. Leopold Spitalny and his orchestra features
selections by Chopin for their overture with Hans
Muenzer playing "Nocturne" as a violin solo.

Dallas Greater Palace
Week Ending Sept. 20
The Publix presentation "Say It With Flowers,"
by C. A. Niggemeyer, is the stage attraction at the
Greater Palace this week.
The setting is a flower
garden with a stone wall and high lattice trellises
forming the background, all of which is covered with
flowers and vines.
The opening curtain discloses the
Palace stage band, with Jimmy Ellard directing, in
action and six of the Gould Girls seated on the wall
behind and at the sides of the orchestra.
Ellard is
attired in blue flannel coat and white flannel trousers, while each member of the orchestra wears a
tight fitting red jacket.
The six Gould Girls on
stage are dressed in ruffled skirts of various colors
and the front of the skirt is entirely cut away. The

Music and

were given impetus
night, September
21, Paramount-Publix launched its nation-wide national hookup of the Columbia broadcast system.
The initial program was to music
and talent what candy is to the kid.
Publishers (music) in these ParamountPublix programs will find one of the finest
bits

exploitation

of

for

their

selections

which thus far has been put on the air.
Let us just list a few of the pieces which
seemed to catch public fancy on the initial
program:
"That Precious

Little

Thins Called Love."

"Louise."

LUCILE CAREWE,
is

now an outstanding

artist's

representative,

figure in Chicago theat-

has been in motion picHowever, Miss Carewe's influence extures.
tends beyond the confines of the windy city
for through her associations with New York
producers she has sent over the R K 0 circuit
During her
acts of outstanding popularity.
Hollywood association. Miss Carewe had under
her wing many players of prominence, and
in her stage connections she likewise has been
successful. Associated with her are two boys
well
known to the entertainment world,
namely Mentor H. Koretz and Otto R. Sieloff.
ricals,

just

as

she

"Do. Do Something."
"They AO Fait in Love."
"When the Real Thing Comes Your Way."
"The Moonlight Reminds Me of You."
"/ Am, Yes I Am."

World Symphony."
"Old Fashioned Lady."

"Mete

"Alma Mammy."
"Faust Fantasy."
"He's So Unusual."
"True Blue. Lou."

The

fact

there

that

are

13

selections

should not be unlucky.
In fact, may we
offer the opinion that it is a foretoken of the
which
portends
for
music publishers
success
during the winter broadcasts.
Now for the talent. Naturally this alternated between stage and studio, so that it
might benefit both exhibition and product
Included in the talent of the evening were:
Paul Ash Brooklyn Paramount.
Paul Small— Brooklyn Paramount.
Four Merrymaker s Paramount, Omaha.
Veic York Paramount.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Crawford
Joe

Jimmy

Ellard and the Palace stage band offer the
"We Kiss. Kiss. Kiss Again." After
playing the piece the entire band sings the chorus
and then the different members of the band sing
Maxine
a short solo part as does Jimmy Ellard.
Hamilton is then introduced and sings "Love Me
Like I Love You," under the spot and then uncorks
a good high kicking dance. Jimmy Ellard comes next
with song and recitation number "Little Pal," which
gets a real hand from the patrons.

Penner— Indiana,

Indianapolis.

David Mendoza.

song novelty,

(Continued on page 49)

talent

when on Saturday

remaining six Gould Girls make their appearance
in men's white flannel dress suits and high-top white
silk hats.
The twelve girls then offer a novelty
dance which is fair.

The Gould chorus follows, dressed in high pointed
black hats with ballet dresses of yellow velvet bodices
and lavender skirt effect and lavender gloves. After
a short song and dance routine they take seats on
the garden wall behind and above the stage band
and execute a dance, or rather novelty number, using

of Songs Is

\athaniel

Finston.

The foregoing

are,

we might

say,

pri-

marily presentation artists, and their share
in the hour's entertainment registered as
near as possible to 100 per cent on the

program.

May

I add that in giving Paul Ash the
last position on the bill the arrangers were
wise, for, had there been weak spots in the

'The Man

Who

Put Community

Singing on the

Map"

"True Blue,
of Life" made one forget
The arrangeall which had gone before.
ment was excellent.
bill,

his orchestra's rendition of

Lou" from "Dance
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Noted Conductor to Handle
Baton in "Lord Byron

VAGABOND

When A. F. Frankenstein directs an orchestra on
the screen in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's forthcoming
production, "Lord Byron of Broadway," he will
present to the camera the best known back in all
theatricals.
For thirty years Frankenstein directed
the orchestra of the Orpheum Theatre, Los Angeles,
in three different show-houses.
He held a baton
over one orchestra longer than any other man in the
show business.
He directed more great vaudeville
artists than any other musical conductor in all the
world of the theatre. The vaudeville show of "Lord
Byron of Broadway," with Frankenstein in the pit,
presents Cliff Edwards as its star, and Charles Kaley
as the romantic young song writer who makes a
dramatic public protest against the theft of one of
numbers. "Lord Byron of Broadway" was adapted
by Crane Wilbur from a novel by Sarita Fuller.
William Nigh is the director.
his

LIFT

UP

AND SAY

RUSSELL
SAYS

Of Broadway"

LOVER'

I
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Ager, Yellen and Bornstein
Again Writing for

MY FINGER,

TWEET TWEET*

Pictures

&

week and

this

last.

.

.

Many

.

.

.

Bornstein.

of the

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Jack Yellen and Milton Ager have completed the
musical scores for the M-G-M pictures which are
now in production.
One is "Road Show," which
is being prepared
as the successor to "Broadway
Melody," and in which Charley King and Bessie
Love will again be co-starred. The other is "Take
It Big," Van and Schenck's first starring veh'cle
in the talkies.
The songs will be published by Ager,
Yellen

Happenings

boys in the Wood's theatre building were stunned at
the news of the Study Club catastrophe, in which
two boys well known around Chicago were caught.
Al Manning who lost his life returned from
Australia less than two years ago after a successful
tour of Europe.
Al Handler survived and I
understand is getting along nicely.
Ramon
Morse, organist is still located at the Shore theatre
on the South side and getting along fine. ... I have
heard a rumor to the effect that Johnny Perkins haa
been asked to make comedies, on the college type,
playing opposite Helen Kane. ... I wish you good
luck, Perkins, I know you can make them laugh.
I was very sorry to miss the opening of Homer Behra
the new music Publisher, who last week opened
offices
in the Wood's theatre building.
His
catalog at the present is limited to 2 numbers namely
"Gray Skies Will Fade Away" and "There's a Mil.

.

.

.

.

is

.

.

.

.

Music and Talent

LETTERS

his

.

.

& TALENT—

MUSIC
To the Editor: Just a couple
of little novelties that I thought you might care to
insert in your "organ solo" column.
The first half,
I used
an original novelty combining "Where Are
You, Dream Girl" and "The Moonlight March." This
last number was finished with a song-film, orchestra
and organ, of Sweethearts on Parade, which was very
much appreciated. This last half, I'm using "Sleepy
Valley" which I sing over my "mike" and wind up
with straight and comic choruses on "My, My, My"
which with some kidding over the said mike .and instructions, made up a lot of fun for all. They join
singing the different parts of the song, in the different parts of the house, and believe me, they near
raised the roof on it.

—

Another thing in this day of argument both for
and against an "all sound" program, would you be
interested in an article about our work up here
we're running all sound features, and shorts, and the
organ is used for concerts, solos, and the like. It
might give some of the other fellows an idea.
Lloyd's
Respectfully
Kenneth
Wright,
theatre,
Menominee, Mich.

—

Irr

Rio Rita "-R-KO Picture,

EACH

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WALZER
Eddie

Featured Comedians in the
Publix Unit

"Circus Cabaret"

LEO. FEI/Tmc
231

w.

40V New York,.,

Week — Minnesota, Minneapolis
Next Week — Denver, Denver

This

Direction

Wm.

Morris Agency

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WBBM

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

to

.

.

.

DYER

.

.

.

Mabel

.

.

second in a beauty contest sponsored by the Radio
World's Fair, in the selection of a "queen" for the
annual radio exhibit, which will occupy Madison
.
Square Garden, New York this coming week.
Charles Bennington and his harmonica band will be
seen in the Capital theatre in New York City this
week.
They passed through Chicago in a PubMax Bradficld has
lix unit some time ago.
established a record for a local stay at the Fifth
Avenue theatre in Seattle, he has built for himself
among local showgoers a solid following by putting
over the many ideas produced by Fanchon and Marco.
Two famous orchestras are now playing in
Pathe pictures, Earl Burtnett and his Hotel Biltmore
orchestra are being used in the studios in Culver
City and Eddie Elkins and his orchestra are playing
Because I
in the sound studios in New York.
am pressed for space I cannot use a picture showing
an entire show window devoted to Metro-GoldwynMayer's "Hollywood Revue of 1929" in the Kresge
The Robbins Music Corporation
store at Boston.
publishers of the music for the picture, find cause for
jubilation, for it marks the first time a Kresge store
has devoted an entire window to one publisher. . . .
Art Kassel replaced Coon Saunders at the Dells last
Amos and Andy appeared all this week
week.
at the Palace theatre and were an attraction that
Art Franks met with much sucreally pleased.
cess as master of ceremonies at the Oriental theatre
Bennie
Krueger was again on the air
this week.
.
on the Gold Seal hour.
last week over
Lustgarten arranged for many tieups to help celeMark
Fisher
brate the Paradise's first birthday.
'returned form the Chicago theatre and Preston
Sellers is also on deck to help put over the anniverMarcelli is conducting the Symphony
sary show.
Ted Leary
orchestra in an orchestral production.
is to open at the Avalon as Master of Ceremonies
appearing
now
Auriole Craven is
on October 4.
at the Marks Brothers houses after an absence of
Don Isham offered a very good
close to a year.
solo the week before last at the Granada theatre
Chauncy Haines
and received a wonderful hand.
has returned to the Norshore this time to stay I unDon Cordon has idea that he thinks
derstand.
will absolutely be a sensation when he presents it.
... A report will be carried on the solo in detail
in the Music and Talent section when he is ready
.

OTHER'

.

.

Another number of theirs is "Sympathy."
.
"Georgia Pines" is on the same order as "Muddy
Waters" and in fact it is written by the same man,
and it sure looks like a bread winner to the Morris
office.
Irma Glenn staff organist of WENR was
.

2 New Songs

.

I

.

.

In this open forum those interested in presentation may discuss important matters bearing
upon this phase of theatre entertainment. Only
signed letters will be published.

YOU 'RE ALWAYS IN MY ARMS
SWEETHEART, WE

.

11m. in is preparing a royal reception
Irving
boss Joe Morris who he expects to arrive
in Chicago shortly. ... By the way "Georgia Pines"
won the radio song contest on the Majestic hour
That's one of the
conducted by Wendell Hall.
numbers the Joe Morris organization is pushing.
.

for

,v

.

Reasons Why I Love You."
Harry Robinson
very busy these days answering wires and letters
from New York, Texas and many other places too
numerous to mention.
You know his original
organ novelties are all hits and that's a reeord.
Walking into Berlins the other day I was very glad
to see Jack Perry's name on the door as professional
manager. ... I want to wish him luck and success
in his new position, which I know is already assured.
lion

.

'

.

make

.

.

the first tryout.

.

.

.

.
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STAGE SHOWS
(Continued from page 47)
just their arms and their feet while remaining
The novel effect attained by the lavender
seated.
gloves under the spot and their excellent timing
make this number a piece of real entertainment.
Billy Purl unravels a few wise-cracks to open his
act. but they fail to amuse the customers to any
He then talks a song, the title of
great degree.
which might have been "Girl6, Girls, Girls" and the
same.
result was the
After a few wise-cracks with
Ellard as his assistant he sings a 1930 version of
the "Mother Goose Rhymes," which is a comic number based on the characters and antics of the

"Mother Goose Rhymes" personnel.
The Mahon Florence Trio come next with an acrobatic act of real merit and they find an appreciative
audience.
Dressed in green silk waists, girdles and
trousers the two male members toss and whirl the
lady in question through many clever feats.
The finale shows the entire cast of the presentation in the back ground while the Gould Girls step
off another dance in old-fashioned white fluffy dresses
and lace hats. At the conclusion of the dance, rose
streamers with incandescent lights are lowered from
above over the entire assembly.

Cumberland Maryland
Week Ending

Sept. 21

The Maryland Theatre, this city, managed and
owned by the best known legitimate theatre managers in the state of Maryland, the Mellinger Brothers have been for the season past offered the speak-

ing stage theatrer goers a full stage 6how, generally
musical in makeup, with a super-feature photoplay
to build up the program.
This week, as in all passing weeks, Messrs. Mellinger Brothers, offer Billy t u on Sunshine Revue
with a two week booking. The Sunshine Revue is a
company of twenty-two people and each an artist.
The Kuhn Sisters, who, too, are formerly from this
city, are featured with a musical interpretation of
songs and dances.
This act is well received.
The
Five Emperors of Music, in which Arthur Hauck
and Billy Cullen walk off with honors is exceptionally
1 1

well staged.
The entire

presentation of the Sunshine Revue,
which to a great extent- is elaborately presented,
with massive stage settir/gs and electrical effects,
proceeds the showing of "The Big Drive" an eight
authentic war picture that was actually photographed in actual battles of Verdun. The scale of
rjrices charged, with the famous Cope Theatre Orchestra, gives the production an appealing aspect
to contrast against the various theatres here presenting "sound" pictures both with and with Techicolor,
a run for their money.
reels

The

policy

of

The Maryland

theatre,

whose

seat-

ing capacity exceeds 2,000, is to give the best in
speaking stage attraction with silent pictures every
day when no "road shows" are "holding down the
boards" of the theatre.

San Francisco Fox
Week Ending

Sept. 19

After an absence of almost a year. Rube Wolf
has returned to his home town and will make an
indefinite stay at the new Fox Theatre as master of
ceremonies and director of the Fox concert and
stage orchestra. Sister Fanchon and brother Marco,
celebrated Fanchon & Marco organization,
arranged an especially fine stage act for Rube, the
presentation being one of the finest ever seen here.
The show starts off as usual, with a concert number
by the orchestra and Simondet chorus, the offering
being an "Overture Classique," made up of selections
of

the

from "Aida," "La Boheme." "Carmen" and "Lucia
de Lamermoor."
Rube contributes a trumpet solo,
his number being the "Musetta Valse" from "Carmen," done in impeccable style. The famous "Sextette" from "Lucia" is the offering by the chorus.
The curtain goes up on eight Cinderellas with
their spinning wheels before old-time fireplaces, singing about their Prince Charming.
Fairies appear
and offer the forlorn girls anything they wish.
They ask for Prince Charming and the wish is
gratified with the appearance of Rube. The twentysix Sunkist Beauties, all in spangles, do a lively
dance and drill that reflects careful training.
Rube then presents the orchestra in a modern

hot number, putting on a contest between soloists
playing clarinets, saxophones, trumpets, the piano,
drums, trombones, flutes and banjos, this speedy number being brought to and end with a novel Swiss bell
ringing stunt.
Albert Hugo and two daughters offer a Chinese
dance number against an appropriate background and
are followed by Oscar Taylor singing "If You Believe in Me." Members of the orchestra sing original
conceptions of the song, each suggesting that they

be given solo

Rube then sings

parts

if
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Rube

his idea of the

believes in them.
matter and plays the

on a mellophone.
Buster West, dance star, late of George White's
"Scandals," appears with his father and about stops
the show with his acrobatic fun. This number would
be a headliner in any show.
Oscar Taylor sings an original song about pretty
girls and in troop the pretty girls, reaching the stage
over four sets of stairs at the rear. They dance and
The enlater a man enters and dances with each.
tire company appear on the stage and a back curtain
revolving
great
jewel
of
many
colors.*
goes up on a
Rube step6 to the front and makes a curtain talk
in rhyme to the music of "If You Believe In Me."
Rube Wolf is equally successful as a musical director and master of ceremonies, an unusual combination, and is immensely popular here.
He is an accomplished musician, sings and dances and has the
ability to clown.
He is also mentally alert and takes
advantage of every little slip from the usual routine
to manufacture a little original laughing material,
so that every show is different. There's going to be
£ome great entertainment at the Fox the next few
months.
air

San Antonio Majestic
Week Ending

REMICK
fORV.
MUSIC
IWdlEi
harm

\

Popular Songs

WHERE THE SWEET
FORGET-ME-NOTS

REMEMBER
BY THE WAY
I'LL

San Antonio has a bit of real entertainment this
week at The Greater Majestic Theatre, in one of the
most novel and brilliant congregation of vaudeville
acts assembled since the opening of this magnificent
play-house.
Not only is the stage offering superb,
but added attratcions and screen features also predominate on the program.
This house, one of the
South's most beautiful theatres, and the pride of
San Antonio, is enjoying wonderful patronage.
As a head-line attraction is offered Irving Edwards
in his great song and dance turn entitled, "Just
Young and Careless." The Fifteen Synco-Pettes,
with Edna Janis and The Ambassador quartet is
reputed as the best girl band in America.
Bob and Lucy Gillette, acrobats presenting a
novelty, entitled "Cleverness and Clumsiness." Meehand and Newman in "Vaudevertisement," something
new and entirely different.
As an added attraction Don Galvan, "The Banjo
Boy." is offering "The Yucatan Quintette," a real

Week Ending

BEEN BLUE
RED HAIR AND FRECKLES
ISABELLA

Theme Songs
From

The

PARAMOUNT PICTURE

ILLUSION
WHEN THE REAL
THING COMES

YOUR WAY

REVOLUTIONARY

RHYTHM

Sept. 20

compiled by Yasha Bunchuk and arranged by Leo
Zeitlin but which offers an extraordinary and unique
feature. Through the courtesy of Morris Gest, whose
property they are, the Capitol Theatre has secured
the famous "Russians Bells" for the use in this musical symphony.
These bells, three in number and
each weighing 900 pounds, were imported by Mr.
Gest for the "Miracle."
"Atop O' New York" the stage revue devised and
staged by Arthur Knorr under the personal supervision of L. K. Sidney opens to a unique futuristic
setting, supposedly the top of New York, in which
Walt Roesner, who has just returned after being
M. C. at other of their houses, sings the introductory

EYES

ELSE TO DO
THEN YOU'VE NEVER

Capitol

The Capitol Grand Orchestra, Yasha Bunchuk conducting, presents an overture, "The Glory of Russia,"
which is not only a stupendous 12 minute production

MY

rest of the world.)

WHEN YOU'RE SEEING
SWEETIE HOME
THERE WAS NOTHING

musical treat.
Aesop's Fables are in sound, and never fails to
furnish plenty of laughs for the old a6 well as
young.
Vernon Geyer, the versatile organist, has a surprise
for the organ fans by introducing his accordion solos,
Vernon also plays some new slide-organ ideas. Fox
Movietone News and Eddie Sauer and The Greater
Majestic orchestra are the concluding features of
the bill.

New York

CLOSE

(To the

Sept. 21

From

WARNER

BROS. LATEST

RELEASE

FOOTLIGHTS
and FOOLS
IF

I

CAN'T HAVE YOU
(If

you can't have me.)

YOU CAN'T BELIEVE

MY

EYES

From

WARNER

BOB WEST
The Organ
Maestro

Permanent iVddress

Paramount
Theatre
Brooklyn, N. Y.

BROS.

PRODUCTION

SKIN DEEP
I

CAME TO YOU
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song as the Chester Hale Girls in full dress suits
Thirty-two girte (16 as
a pleasing routine.
girls and 16 in male attire) sing "Walking With
Susie," with Allan Rogers, leading them.
Roesner then introduces Tommy Wonder, a 15 year
old boy who offers a clever Rusian dance and encores
with a well done waltz, in which he has a dummy
This is very well received.
attached to his feet.
The Ormonde Sisters, a dainty trio of harmony and
"blues" singers, present novelty songs and a clever
toy soldier dance. Roesner next leads the orchestra
in a unique offering of playing six songs at one time,
each group of musicians playing different songs for
which they are very well received.
Allan Rogers pleasing 6ings, "My Dear," "Deep
in My Heart" and "Vagabond Lover," to a good
Wilton Crawley, colored comedian and
reception.
musician, presents an original clarinet and jazz dance
number that all but stopped the show. His pantooffer

sketch of "Sonny Boy" got many laughs.
Walt Roesner then sang a new number called
"Pajamas" as the thirty-two C. H. Girls in a beautiful array of pajamas enter and offer a pleasing

mime

Six of the musicians, in varied colored
routine.
pajamas have the house uproarious with their singing and dancing. A clothes hanger, reaching across
the entire stage, with evening gowns on it is lowered
and the girls change the pajamas for the evening
gowns, then do a pleasing routine for the finale.

Dallas Greater Palace
Week Ending September 13
The Publix presentation at the Greater Palace for
the current week is "Laces and Graces," staged by
John Murray Anderson. This presentation is one of
the most pleasing and elaborately staged offerings
that has graced the Palace stage in a number of
weeks.

The act opens with the screening of the words of
the song "Laces and Graces" on a sheer curtain and
a hidden singer Llora Hoffman rendering the song.
The curtain is then raised disclosing the Greater
Palace Stage Band with Jimmy Ellard directing in
full blast.

The Tommy Atkins Sextette appear immediately on
the scene dressed in white naval officers' suits and
caps and carrying white swagger sticks. Their song
offering and few steps fail to arouse the audience.
The twelve Gamby-Hale Girls come next and incidentally this shipment of Gamby-Hale steppers have
the looks and their dance offering is far above the
Green
ordinary routine and is real entertainment.

The Versatile

white lace aprons, black hats with lace and
green ties constitute their effective garb.
Jimmy EUard then announces the first portion of
the Greater Palace- Titche-Goettinger "Promenade of
Fashion" which is a style show tie-up with the department store and a feature of the current week.
Runways had been constructed in order that the patrons might get a close-up view of the creations
shown.
A noticeable variation of the usual style
show offering was the appearance of a number of
models at one time, which prevented the feature from
becoming draggy.
The Tommy Atkins Sextette and Nell O'Day follow with an exceptionally good dance and acrobatic
number which gets the real big applause of the show
and it is well earned. The sextette toss and catch
Nell in practically every manner and the stunts are
The big
well timed and lack any awkward spots.
honors go to Nell O'Day as her dance offering and
her demonstration of what a lithe figure really is are
dresses,

excellent.

Llora Hoffman, former Broadway star is announced
by Ellard and she appears dressed in black hoop
trimmed in silver metallic cloth and her first
song brings an encore.
Her 6inging is above the
ordinary and she wins the approval of the patrons.
She is assisted by the Venetian Ballet who are dressed
in red with plentiful trimmings of silver metallic
lace.
This offering is staged in front of a black
lace drop which Is sprinkled with small spangles and
The Titche-Goettinger
renders a pleasing effect.
Pajama Parade comes next and the imported mannequins succeed in showing off the apparel in a very
pleasing way.
Costumes for afternoon, evening and
The Rio Brothers
night trail the pajama girls.
offer "A Page From College Humor" and their comic
dances and antics get real laughs and the duo is
Collegiate cut gray suits,
good to say the least.
dinky little gray felt hats and red ties and red
handkerchiefs creates the collegiate atmosphere. An
encore is rewarded with an additional comic dance.
The fashion show models appear attired in Spanish
shawls and the audience is then treated to a sight of
two of the creations worn by Joan Crawford in her

skirt

picture "Our Modern Maidens" which is the current picture at the Greater Palace. These two dresses
were worn by a local girl. Evening dresses of all
shapes and hues followed this showing to the great
delight of the lady patrons.
The Tommy Atkins Sextette and Nell O'Day reLlora Hoffman and
turn to offer a song novelty.
six Gamby-Hale Girls dressed in silver, return with
a song and the finale shows the cast of both the
presentation and the style show on stage and Nell
O'Day in the role of bride on the top of high steps
with a gorgeous lace train reaching to the choru3.
The ending of the presentation is unusually good
and well staged.

Philadelphia Fox
Week Ending Sept.

Master of Ceremonies

Paris." A delightful rendition of "Pagliacci" as an
overture by the orchestra is perhaps the high spot
of the surrounding bill.
George Tapps and the Caprice Sisters start the
program with some really excellent dancing. Hand
turns and springs, turns in mid-air he does them
all with a speed and grace that mark him as a
master in his line.
The Caprice Sisters then appear dressed as Raggedy Ann and Andy.
They
tumble about in a slow, half mechanical manner and
their rag doll dance is very well done.
Leatrice Wood, dressed in one of the newest of
evening dresses, worn very long, is a pretty little
soprano whose voice is a trifle too piercing for
tonal beauty.
The Dean Brothers do hand turns

Now
Guest Master of Ceremonies
at the

Ritz Theatre, Elizabeth, N.

J.

Direction of Phil Tvrell

4

and springs and cart wheels
ner, all absolutely in unison.
received.

a rhythmical manTheir act is very well

in

Miss Harriet is a cute little brunette who exchanges
a few quips with Jack Waldron. then does some
acrobatic dancing that displays the results of continuous and strenuous practice. She is given a good
hand. At the close of the program the entire group
of entertainers dance a snappy "Break-Away," with
plenty of pep contributed by the orchestra as well
as the dancers.

Indianapolis Indiana
Week Ending Sept. 27
Charlie Davis and his band, the management lets
you know this week, are celebrating the signing of
a new contract which will keep them at the theatre
for another year.
The name of the stage show this
week is "Honeymon Cruise." While not exactly a
record breaker, as compared with some of the shows,
it has some highlights.
Among them is the point
where the band plays "Wabash Blues" and when
the dancing ensemble does a trick routine with tiny
baby grand pianos and also when two juggling
comics are occupying the stage.
Joe Penner, the
well known comedian, is featured and is always well
received by Indiana audiences.
Incidentally Dessa Byrd at the organ features several song numbers composed by Mr. Davis that go
over well.

Boston Metropolitan
Week Ending
"Believe It or Not"

Sept. 25

the stage revue this week,
in which many magical tricks are featured. Magic
is the keynote of the entire production and the patrons marvel at some of the stunts which are executed before their very eyes, seemingly impossible
is

activities.

The Fred Evans Ensemble opens the act with a
magic dance, six dancers first appearing to dance
and sing a song in which the coming of the other
six girls, dressed in men's costumes with tall silk
hats, is told.
With the appearance of the entire
ensemble,

six

couple

work the

identical

tricks

artist of the occasion.

and his band monopolize the latter
half of the program with two or three jazz numbers,
featuring "Moanin' Low."
The feature picture is "Illusion," starring Buddy
Rogers and Nancy Carroll.
Alex

Keese

Newark Branford
Week Ending

Sept. 20

a Warner-Publix stageshow opens
a novelty, with a trailer showing Benny Ross returning from a camping trip in Canada, with shots
taken the entire trip back to the Branford after the
trailer, Ross, once again in immaculate attire, enters
at the head of his band, who are playing, "Hail the
Gangs All Here" down the aisles and onto the stage.
Ross' welcome back to this house, after being away
for about six months, took on the importance to a
visiting potentate, such is the welcome given this

"Romance

Isle"

GREAT "JOE DAVIS" SONG'N DANCE HITS
THE BIGGEST BALLAD HIT OF THE YEAR

A CUTE NOVELTY FOX-TROT SONG

STOSIN'

WONTCHA?

A BEAUTIFUL STORY BALLAD

ANOTHER POSITIVE BALLAD HIT

THE WORLD'S GREATEST
SWEETHEART IS YOU
AH

COLORED

songs by

Andy Razaf and

SLIDES FREE
VOCAL ORCH.

Joe Davis

IN

Paul Denniker

—

PERHAPS
Exclusive Writers to Joe Davis

ORCH.
TO ORGANISTS—ARTISTS COPIES— DANCE
ARRANGEMENTS

p^wem

50c

EACH

QUARTETTE

ALL KEYS

Triangle

of

magic at the same time, such as changing the color
of a handkerchief, turning a cone into a fountain of
colored paper, and pulling flags of various nations
from an empty cone of paper.
The Great Leon is then introduced and does some
His sleight of
really remarkable stunts in magic.
hand feats are of the highest order and completed
He put on several magical specialities
to perfection.
which had the patrons marveling.
The slapstick comedy was afforded by Earl LaVere,
the accordion player, who 6pends most of his time in
a monologue. Mary and Bobby, tap dancers, intersperse the program with eccentric numbers. Frances

Dewey was the singing

21

The stage presentation "Worries of 1921," with
Jack Waldron as master of ceremonies, at the Fox
this week is unusually abbreviated owing to the
length of the feature picture, "They Had to See

—
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singing,

After an

personality hoy.

explanation

bells

his trip, the curtain rose disclosing a row of
tnl'.j jcwnec jir'.s ~'-o c£er 2 —=-1 routined

dance.

Ross

next introduces

attached to the a.-k es if the Dave Go
anfrp
This a
and goes over big.

Sylvia

—

A

with

his

specialty,

:

each girl ifavnc a different

donna who, sings a classical number which
an encore, in which she sings, "Maybe Who
Kaye and Sayre two boys with a little Scotch doe
offer dances that are mediocre.
Their gags and
tricks with the dog gained them their best hand.
new number called "Boomerang" played by the band
and led by Boss gained a very good hand. Roes
introduces Ailw and Marjorie, two young ladies
who offer every trick in an acrobatic category. They
are very well received. The Gam by-Hale girls follow
with a novel jazz routine as the male ensemble sing,
"You're the Only One for lie."
The two Hiekey
Bros, please with their nonsense and comedy. Boss
follows
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that

Zastro

calls.

and White

nC

daaans, which, however, is no
original.
The Wisner Sisters in z - l
two clever little so p r^ ~Tz.^.z s . izz—
a Good Boy/' the latter beins exzz*
tap

FIRST,

The Dave Gould

NATIONAL

Girls is white and

7-e
lowered

from above viUb two

curve, as the
-~l " _ tZ ii'i '2

ballet

:~. ."*

in

pale

girts

ORGAN SLIDE SETS

blue

BUrHEIB

'vy

of

singing.
His
first number is "Pagan Love Song," which he follows
with "Baby, Where Can You Be." Boss' fine singing
has gained him many friends here, and he is forced
to encore three times.
The finale consists of a singing chorus of "If I Had My Way." sung by Sylvia
Miller to B063.
The entire gna=ml)l<: joined in the
final chorus.

Pittsburgh Enright
Week Ending Sept.

Philadelphia Earle

Music J Aer-o-logue

A

Ejatatied

Around
(By

the World with
the Zeppelin
Cari ud Roily Zowiiag)

Billy

AM BLUE?
MUSICAL
A
COCKTAIL
i

20

Dick P»weQ. m. c, has a peppy and colorful act
week and calls it "Under Spanish Skies.'" In
the opening ensemble the chorus garbed as Scanish
senoritas (the orchestra garbed as Spanish grandees)
do a classy ensemble featuring seme ~z^z~ --ments with huge shawls.
The orchestra did a screamingly ninny Spanish
burlesque.
While some of the boys played Spanish
this

I

By

Billy

Carta)

Introducing a Medley ot
Th em e 5 r t;

of pretty girU, the Earle Rocket.

SMILING IRISH EYES
HARD TO GET
IF YOU WERE MINE

music, several of the other band members «|H» mi hi ij
the footlights with some eccentric dancing.
This
made a big hit.
beautiful production number, feataring Sylvia
Snyder soloing "An Old Guitar and an Old Refrain."
went over in big style, with the ciaa aa in the background doing some pretty dance steps. Dick Powell
crooned some of the popular f a vo rit es and fast about
stopped the show at every performance,
Pittsburgh
has its share of very successful masters of ceremonies, and thi3 Powell boy is just about a: the
top of the heap.)
Sally Osmond, "personality girl." did a sons mad
dance which was just average. Her eccentric dancing i3 better than her singing. Cecilia Blair did an
eccentric acrobatic dance which was an absolute
knockout.
The contortions this lady goes through
are thrilling. Solly and Thomas, boy and girl team,
are above the ordinary.
They do song, dance and
comedy which scores heavily, and their offering is
sure to click anywhere.

WHERE

pep
with a

lots ox
i"ay"

THE BUTTERFLIES

A

DERBY
A SONG
TED KOEHLER
BY

i

Philadelphia Mastbaum
Week Ending Sept. 14
The musical spectacle "Indian Wedding." arranged
by Conductor Charles Prevtn for the orchestra, the
singing ensemble and the ballet is a combination of
Indian melodies very beautifully staged. It is arranged in three sequences: The Pre- Nuptial t^tp.
The Chanting of the Marriage Rites and the jubilant
Wedding Festivities. In the first scene the braves
are seen dancing before a camp fire in the forest
with moving water cascading over a high fall in the
background.
The Ensemble, all with georgeous
feather omament3 and headdresses, sing a typical
Indian melody as the young brave and his bride appear.
The spectators seat themselves around the
campfire and the solemn marriage rites are performed, after which the bride and uaiaa sing a
beautiful

duet.

Following

the

"Indian

Wedding,"

WHY

DID YOU?
AM
BLUE?
LET ME HAVE MY
DREAMS
I

rhe Iweive
with their

r*a

us

that effective September 19th Staart Barrie,
in addition to acting as organist at the Mastbaum.
will become permanent master of ceremonies.
The
announcement was greeted with applause for Barrie
is a very popular figure at the Mastbaum.
Another singing lesson, with Barrie at the organ

had everyone JaajMB
"Where the Sweet Forget-Me-Nots Remember."
"Vacation Days." the stage show is a WarnerPubiix production featuring Senator Murphy, the
humorist, whose gags and chatter kept the audience
in a merry mood.
pupils,

The outstanding feature of the bill is the playing
of "In the Good Old Summer Time." by means of

Dallas Majestic
Week Ending Sept.

20

I

The LadeKn opened the vaudeville bill at t
Majestic this week with their offerings of danei
Dressed in brown sere
wise-cracks and acrobatics.
clothes and straw hats they first offered same wad
he jokes which was followed by am eccentric dan
The attempt to produce laug
of only fair quality.
by wi^aw-s of comic acrobatics was a failuret~stirz f : "3.-1 lips ^e:s r-:oi. s.s
tne te
of springing to the feet from a prone position
was
ai
whole
act
only
fair,
the floor.
As a
the
hardly that, as it is impossible to put over an a
on one or two good stunts.
Jerome Jackson & Co. starts-.! t z * act ry z.
entrance of Jackson dressed in high silk hat. Prin
Alport :cat 21: rr^y sprtped trrcsers.
After 1 pa.
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i

he would" play some old-time "tines for them if
would tell him what they would TiTra to hear,
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moment a
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sr. 1

girl
ifpe-

tat

"The False Alarm." i
cracked voice, and the words to the song got a
Ja-iisop tnen tuered seme remarks
!iurps.
gags that were fiat.
The lady nerrt appeared
striking ballet dress of pink hue with pink pit
serving as a skirt.
He appeared dressed in a I
gauze, imitation dress suit with large red baas
the legs of his B. V. D.'s. which are plainly vi
tcrourp tp~ speer -e-rs :t ~ts trptsers it: ~is
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She then proceeded to serve a good
laugh.
high kicking dance that was good.
Smith and Sawyer present a "deserted at the altar"
playet, and the act failed to win much approval. The
opening found two men on the steps of a church
and one in grief because his to-be-bride had failed
to show up and he then states that he is through
with women for good.
All stage lights are off for
a moment and when they come on two girls are
seated on the same steps and one is out of humor
as her to-be-husband has failed to show up and her
subsequent statement that she is through with all
The friends of the two grieved ones then
men.
meet and plan events so that the two are married
and they also marry. The front of the church drops
are very good, but the fact that Smith is so amused
by his own performance and finds it impossible to
keep from laughing fails to amuse the patrons.
Rita Gould, the headliner of the bill, is really
a headliner, and her impersonation of Rebecca Weinberg, a Russian immigrant, is exceptionally good.
She first gives the impersonation of said Rebecca
for a

just arriving in this country and creates
this atmosphere by a red shawl around her head and
a red bandana handkerchief bundle in her hands.
With the aid of one large green straw hat adorned
with green plumes she shows Rebecca in an east
side cabaret years later with her changed dialect.
Then comes her return from Paris as the Princess
Winston with a long gray fur coat and a line of
"Ritzy" chatter.
Finally she depicts the same Rebecca as an old scrub woman and this done with
the aid of an old gray woolen shawl and white hair
wig.
The entire act is a real piece of entertainment and she keeps it that way by merely giving a
few words of thanks for a real encore. For her
singing offerings she gives "Smiles" and a medley of
"Pack Your Troubles in Your Old Kit Bag," "Have
a Smile for Everyone and They Will Have a Smile
for You" and "Just Let a Smile Be Your Umbrella
on a Rainy Day." Miss Gould then announced that
she would broadcast over Station WFAA while in
Dallas and after a few words of appreciation for her

Weinberg

reception she

September 28, 1929

Mazetti, Lewis & Co. first offer a dance, and the
lady at the piano then demonstrates her 6inging ability, which is worse than poor and hurts the act.
A dance executed in white tights and turban with
ample sprinklings of silver spangles helped things
out.
The lady then pretended to have hurt her leg
and left the stage and the man then asked for a
dancing partner from the audience. A lady from the
act planted in the audience answers his invitation
and proceeded to the stage against the violent protests of her "supposedly" husband, also in the audience.
This stunt got some good laughs and was
needed.

Songs of

Hollywood

was gone.

HOLLYWOOD,

THE BROOKLYN DAILY EAGLE
NEW YORK, MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 9,

Sept.

24.— Marie

Dressier,

girlish capers in the "Hollywood Revue"
a sideache, will play a mother role in the

whose

caused many

Rudy

Vallee

audien for R K O.
She admits that she might have
been selected by reason of her vocal accomplishments.
Wouldn't you like to hear Rudy and Marie in a duet
something like "Sonny Boy" for instance?

1929

ON THE RADIO LAST NIGHT

According

to

Dmitri Tiomkin, "while

New York

is

the musical heart of America, Hollywood has this year
become its musical soul." Evidently Tiomkin has not
heard all of our radio orchestras.

By "L-S-N-R"

Joan Bennett will sing three songs in the Harry
Richman picture for United Artists. The numbers
are "Putting on the Ritz," "With You" and "Alice in
Wonderland." Irving Berlin is writing the music.

...

What makes

a song hit?
It is hard
to tell, but we want to be put on record
as saying that of the ten new ones heard
last evening in the Majestic program,
only one seemed to us to have the elements that should make a genuine appeal
to those who like sweet music wedded to
fairly sensible words.

at

Ray Perkins, head of the song writing department
Warner Brothers and First National studios, tells

us that the reason song writers go mad is because
they are always asked the following questions:
Which is written first, the music or the lyrics? How
do you think up things to write about? Do you write
the songs for the picture or do they build the picture
around the songs? Can Berlin play the piano? Do
you know how to play "Rhapsody in Blue?" How
did the writers of "Yes We Have No Bananas"
make? Will you look over this song of mine? Will
you drop around some night and play and sing for

much

...

the folks?

Jesse Greer and Ray Klages have been friends for
15 years, but it is only three years ago that they
formed the association that was to bring them a
measure of fame in the musical world. In years gone
In
by, both were what is known as song pluggers.
Both
that capacity they were opposed to each other.
branched out into different fields and in 1926 they met
again.
They collaborated on Earl Carroll's "Vanities."
When the demand for talking pictures came,
Since then they have written
they were sent for.
numbers for Marianne," "Hollywood Revue" and
many other pictures.

This song was called "Lonely Troubadour." Of course it had the advantage
of being sung by a singer who seemed to
have a trained voice and some idea of
how a song ought to be sung. The singer

was Ben

Ali, or possibly Alley.

(It

was

pronounced in the latter way by Wendell
Hall, the master of ceremonies.)

We

feel quite

sure

THAT

song

Frederick Stahlberg, musical associate with the late
G M. StahlVictor Herbert, has been signed by
berg will join the conducting staff which includes
Arthur Lange, Herbert Stothart, Paul Lamkoff, WilHis first work will
liam Wineland and William Axt.
be on the Ramon Novarro picture, "Devil May Care."
He will work with Herbert Stothart who composed the
songs for the audien. Clifford Grey wrote the music.

will

M

survive.

'Lonely Troubadour'
A

Singing and Dancing Sensation
By JOHN KLENNER

...

Jack King, now writing the song hits for Paramount's revue, disagrees with some of his fellow
song writers who have said that theme songs are only
a fad. Jack says that it is true there have been a few
theme songs that have not enhanced the artistic value
To write a song that will actually
of their pictures.
carry out the theme of a production, a composer must

Theme
study the script as carefully as the director.
songs represent a new school in the musical field and
will eventually develop to a point where they can be
interpreted like a great symphony.

...

Published by

SANTLY

BROS.,

755 Seventh Avenue,

Inc.

New York

City

William Rockwell, Harms manager, is in town
supervising the songs that Rudy Vallee will sing in
"The Vagabond Lover." There are about six writers
on the music, and production will start soon.
Incidentally, Vallee surprised the skeptics by "wowing" them at the opening of the R K O theatre here,
where "Street Girl" was premiered. It was reported
that the "heart crusher" was the recipient of adverse
After his appearance
criticism on his arrival here.
the critics admitted that Rudy has the "goods."

...

Stept and Bud Green, publishers as well
song writers, have been assigned to write the
music for the Alice White picture, "Playing Around.'

Sam H.

Sing

as

Santly

Songs!

Mervyn LeRoy

is

directing.

Grant Clark and Hary Akst will write
numbers for Warners "Golden Dawn."

additional

MADAME OCTAVE.

UNIFORMS

FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

COSTUMES

FOR STAGE
PRESENTATIONS

BROOKS

1437 B'w»y
N. Y. City
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UPo^ DOWN
LLEY

Hello

known

Everybody
that

Tin

— Although

it

is

Pan Alley has

rather generally
practically moved
has remained for

from New York to Hollywood, it
Pathe to start the first audien (talkie) with a Tin
Pan Alley background. "Red Hot Rhythm" is the
What could be more appropriate
title of this picture.
than to give one of the title roles to Walter O'Keefe.
well known song writer and Broadway master of
ceremonies? O'Keefe. a DeSylva, Brown and Henderson writer, who was brought to Hollywood by Pathe
to write incidental music and theme songs for dialog pictures, is the first of the army of tune makers
who has invaded Hollywood to break into the acting
end of the business. He is the writer of "Little by
Little." which Eddie Quillan and Sally O'Neil sang
He will undoubtedly write
in "The Sophomore."
some of the numbers in this new picture.
*

*

•

George and Arthur Piantadosi Inc., are publishing
the numbers which Ted Koehler and Harold Arlen,
They
are to write for the new Selwyn 9.15 Revue.
are also publishing a very promising number by AI
Dubin and Joe Burke called, "Like a Breath of
Springtime." Al and Joe have evidently been affected
This number is being
by the California climate.

themed

in Dolores Costello's
picture, "Hearts in Exile."
• •

latest

Warner Brothers

•

Joe Hiller, president of the Joe Hiller Music Publishing Co., Pittsburgh. Pa., is concentrating heavily
on a number called, "Funny What A Little Kiss
Will Do," and it sounds and looks like it will get
This pleasing tune was written
far along in sales.
by Sammy Lerner.
•

•

•

Mel Klee, formerly working with Ira Schuster for
sixteen years has finally jumped into the limelight
as one of the biggest stars on the R. K. O. Circuit.
Mel is using practically all Witmark songs in his
unit.
Some of them are: "Maybe-Who Knows."
"Am I Blue?" "Painting the Clouds With Sunshine."
"My Song of the Nile" and about ten more numbers,
all

Witmark

tunes.
*

•

*

Mr. and Mrs. Bobbie Crawford, are leaving shortly
During
for a two month pleasure trip to Europe.
Mr. Crawford's absence. Danny Winkler will be in
full charge of the offices, as on numerous other
occasions when Crawford was absent from the home
"Bon Voyage." Mr. and Mrs. Crawford.
office.
*

*

•

Inspired by the success of the phenomenally popular war novel. "All Quiet On the Western Front,"
a song has just been written by Mitchell Parish,
Irving Mill and Billy James, bearing the same title.
It is a waltz ballad with a powerful lyric and a
beautiful melody, and is published by Mills Music,
Inc.
•

•

•

Just received a letter from Joe Davis, of the Triangle Music Publishing Co.. to the effect that on
Sept. 3. 1929, Andy Razaf, the well known song
writer, has signed an exclusive two-year contract
One of Andy's latest hits is "S'posinV
with them.
which he and Paul Denniker wrote.
•

*

•

Hess of Remick's has just returned from a
two weeks' vacation which he spent mainly trying
He claims he did
to beat Jesse Crawford at golf.
beat him. but I refuse to believe any man's word
own.
even
my
golf,
not
when it comes to

ORGAN SOLOS

*

•

Bert La Ruehl. formerly of Waterson, Berlin and
Synder, has just joined the forces of Santly Bros, in
While on
the capacity of manager of harmony.
Santly Bros., Joe Santly. president of this firm told
weeks'
trip
to the
two
me that he is leaving for a
middle west where he will concentrate heavily on getting "Miss You" and "Lonely Troubador" about a
million radio plugs. Joe can do it, too.
»

*

SID SAYS

—

Ray Schneider (Loew's Park Cleveland) Organ
novelty this week is titled "Aren't We all Vagabond
Lovers ?" and opens with a chorus of "Somewhere
in the World." going from that into a verse and
The original words
chorus of "Vagabond Lover."
of these two songs blend very nicely. Then he played
a beautiful spot solo of Victor Herbert's "Gypsy
Love Song," bearing out the contention that that is
what a Vagabond Lover would sing as he wanders
along.
Special lighting effects by Manager Lewis
Mumaw help materially in building up this bit. Ray
then finishes with another well played chorus of

SONGS
BEST SELLERS
Week Ending September
No.

"Vagabond Lover."
Eloise

"Am

Rowan (Minnesota

smiling at

all

costs

so

she offers this

believes in
week at the

Minnesota theatre a novelty, entitled "Smile, Brothers
Sisters, Smile."
Opening with some philosophic
doggerel on the value of smiling. Miss Rowan plays
into "Pack Up Your Troubles in an Old Kit Bag."
The response is not as heavy as desired from the
audience, so Miss Rowan chides them for their lac*
of enthusiasm, and plays. "Let a Smile Be Your
Umbrella on a Rainy Day," to which the response is
much greater. With the audience worked up to the
right pitch, she proceeds with "Smile, Smile." to the
tune of "Comin' Thru the Rye."
The concluding
number is "Smiles," which is sung twice by the
audience, the first time as it is written and the
second time with word "smile," omitted wherever

"My Song

&

Just a Vagabond Lover"

Feist).

"Pagan Love Song"

— (Robbins Music

No. 3

Pal"—(De

"Little

Sylva,

No. 4

— (Santly

"Miss You"

(Jamacia

When

Get the Blues

(Forster).

"I'll

Always Be

Love"— (Shapiro

in

Bornstein).
"Sleepy Valley" (Harms, Inc.).
"Wedding of the Painted Dolls"
(Sherman Clay).
No. 6

—

—

ON THE RADIO

—

Lloyd Hill (Wild Oscar) (Valencia theatre. Jamaica. N. Y.), broadcasts daily programs over sta-

WPAP

and WHN. Tune in on these radio
organists sometime and enjoy yourself at the same
time hearing a new combination.
Jean Anthony (Chicago Edgewater Beach Hotel)
broadcasts with the Fiorita orchestra and during
His playing is
the intermission the musicians take.
interesting, just turn your dials to station WEBH.
Art Hays (Memphis Loew's Palace) offers a regular program every day over station WMC.

&

"SAME OLD MOON' (Same
The Same Old You)"

By

Cliff

— (Irving

—

up
is

Old

— But

June

—A

Not

Berlin, Inc.)
clever
great.
The melody is
shaping up for a hit.

Friend.
*

*

*

—

"M-A-R-Y I LOVE YOU" (Gordon & Rich. Inc.)
Another new firm has opened its doors. Headed

by two writers, this is their initial offering, written
as a fox trot. By Mack Gordon and Max Rich.
«

*

*

—

"JUST LIKE A ROSE"— (Grossman &
number.

EXHIBITORS
on these stations and learn why
these organists have a following in their respective communities.
in

—

trick title that is written
also perfect and this song

This local

Tune

—

&

this time, it was the older folk that did the
main singing, with the youngsters joining in. Any-

the

—

—

&

but

— "In

Nots"

"Carolina Moon" (Joe Morris).
"Smiling Irish Eyes" (M. Witmark
Sons).
"Let Me Have My Dreams" (M.
Witmark
Sons).
"Louise" (Remick Music Corp.).
"True Blue Lou" (Spier
Coslow).
"Old Virginia Moon"— (Milton Weil).

Valencia).
Lloyd
as Wild Oscar offered
and original broadcasting stunts

:

Me

"Where Sweet Forget
(Remick Music Corp.).

Loew's

the following songs

Rains"—

—

—

known

Good Old Summertime." "Sweet Rosie O'Grady,"
"The Bowery." "On A Bicycle Built for Two," and
Hill's popularity at this
"East Side. West Side."
house is growing in leaps and bounds, and the
reception accorded him must be very gratifying.

It

"Moonlight March" (Milton Weil).
"Honey" (Leo Feist).

which he titled, "Melodies of Old Broadway," by
"Wild Oscar's School of Broadcasting." Hill orally,
via a micaphone attached to his organ, explained
the numbers
and the songs of 20 years ago which
they were to broadcast. Usually it is the youngsters
that do the main singing at a songfest of this kind

way every one sang

Bros.).

No. 5

—

Oscar

&

Broun

Henderson).

fine.

professionally
another of his clever

— (Leo

Corp.).

"I

Wild

Wiimark

No. 2

"Fm

Harold Rieder (Newark Branford) offered a pleasing organ solo in his "Treasure Chest" novelty.
Opening with "In the Shade of the Old Apple Tree"
played with special lyrics that explained the story
of a treasure hunt in which Rieder found a chest
full of music.
Some of the songs found and sung
by the audience were, "My Song of the Nile," "Love
Will Find a Way." "Vagabond Lover" and "Til
Always Be in Love With You." Rieder has a new
three manual Wurlitzer organ that he plays in an
imposing and masterly way. His reception was very

tions

— (M.

of the Nile"

Sons).

appears.

Hill,

& Sons).

Blue"—(M. Witmark

(Irving Berlin).

and

it

I

21

i

"When My Dreams Come True"—

Minneapolis)

Cliff

*

55

Lewis)
has a very sweet fox trot in this
Getting a great air plug and should sell.
firm

Words by Jimmy Jamieson and Frank Sylvano,
music by Whitney Berquist and Jules Herbeveaux.

—

"ONE SWEET KISS" Irving Berlin. Inc.)— Another of the Al Jolson songs in his picture SAY IT
WITH SONGS. This picture is slated to open in
town soon. Ought to be a
By Al Jolson and
Dave Dreyer.
(

WOW.

*

"I CAN GET
(Santly Bros.) A
laughs.
Ought to
straight and in

—

IT

*

«

FOR YOU WHOLESALE "—

comedy idea with plenty of
be a great professional song both
Words and music by
dialect.
Charles Tobias and Jack Ellis.
"IF

—The

I

clever

HAD MY WAY'— (Ager

theme song

of the

Yellen

&

Bornstein)

Pathe picture entitled

THE

FLYTNG FOOL. A

*

Many firms lately are stating that their popular
songs on discs are getting more sales than sheet
music.
A few of the songs reported as selling
most heavily on records are, "Vagabond Lover,"
"Miss You," "I Get the Blues When It Rains," "I've
Got a Feeling I'm Falling" and "Heighho, Everybody. Heighho."

sell.

very pretty fox trot that should
Words by George Waggner. music by George

Green.
'artf

bos

State

5918

kcyoa aatw? RUMORS
ItMto 9tac*=c tr it

0£bS

—

—

LOVE ME (Leo Feist, Inc.) A waltz hit from
Europe that has been taken over by th s firm and
with American lyrics that are very good, might
Lyrics by Dolly
repeat its success in this country.
Morse, music by T. Aivaz.
i
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SERVICE TALKS
Incorporated in this department of the Herald-World, which is a department containing news, information and gossip on current productions, is the Moving Picture World department, "Through

Box

the
"ILLUSION''

I TAKE
right.

I

Buddy Rogers

back.

all

it

By

about, but of course it doesn't matter.
In
"Illusion" he proves himself an actor as well a*
a personality, and that's justification enough
for

all

Trap," and
of Life"

good picture. Maybe that's
the thing Buddy has needed all along. No matter.
It would be a good picture without him;
it's a good picture with him.
And I mention
a

is

Nancy Carroll as one of the best things in
although there are plenty of others.
In the picture Nancy and
in an illusion

The

act.

is

too.
But Buddy, expert in illusion, falls
victim to an actual illusion, throws down his
etc.,

number

of

and comes back after about the
and situations it takes to
young fellow back in motion pictures

bring a
or in fact.

reels

The

picture

is,

as

have

I

stated,

good.
thing

about

these

pictures

present actors in the roles of actors

them an

is

that

that in

may be

actor

ever so actor ish without
being apparently amateur. Thus the very awkwardness, stumbling delivery, manner and

method
Carroll

of

the actor

make them,

Rogers and the actress
this kind of thing, com-

in

petent performers so far as the naked eye
discern.

I

but that doesn't

wonder

this

if

is

the

may

explanation

all the mad rush of backstage
subjects; I
think not, but rather that the precedence of
stage plays along that road last year
has but

of

naturally strung

the

talking-pictures

over the same course.

And, again,

naturally
it

be that

all

In

actor.

sort of a

copper

There's dramme.- in

last.

boys have a good time into

who

doesn't

matter.

a

hard-

beats his department

and the general public into submission. The
switch is a tough one to make, but Skelly
without a tumble.

it

"Woman Trap"

story of

better than

the

title

one

is

indicates.

good deal

a

It's

the

brothers,

brothers

that

years and as good a group of plot incidents as

ask to see any time or place.
Evelyn Brent is okay as the principal

I

"Illusion"

admirably

is

composed.

It

has

number

of highly advantageous bits, a number of excellent subordinate characters, and it
as faithfully staged in the realm of the
wealthy as in the backstage reaches of a vaudeville house.
It is smoothly strung together,
effective wholly and in part, and I like it.
As
is

I

say,

it

is

good picture, and

a

in

it

TRAP"

to

wonder,

last

week, whether

Hal Skelly, then in discussion as star of "The
Dance of Life," might do anything else for the
screen. I can add this week that he has done
something else and this something else is excellent.
role of copper in "Woman
It
is the

to

boys try it. But
degenerate into one of

doesn't

Bow

those Clara

things.
No, it stays up on
good logical fiction and it ripples
along smoothly and with charm to a pleasant
and quite possible finish. It's the sort of pic-

the level of

to show the young folks on the night
when they come hand in hand to the theatre

ture

and crouch neck to neck beneath the shoulderline of your front row seats.
(And don't wisecrack to me about that, either, you TragsdorfJ

TX

"LUCKY STAR"
HE\

couldn

Wagon" than

the

make

t

better

a

"Covered

one, nor a better second

first

edition of any of the big hits of the past, but
this

if

my

other,

I

"Seventh Heaven" than
so near it that you can

better

a

isn't

"Seventh Heaven"

it's

Produced

marbles.

in

advance of the

think there would be no doubt of

it.

however, is the guy who
crook in "Alibi" and he's better in

everything that noble old fraud did in

the

brother,

mother

is

strange

with her part

to

does
this.

the

The

me, but what she does

plenty.

is

And

the rest of the

folks are just about as good.

have said, two or three times, that we've
had enough crime pictures. No doubt we have.

But pictures like

and "Alibi" are good
pictures primarily and crime pictures only by
the way.
Make as many of them as you care
Hollywood, but keep 'em up to this
to,
this

standard.

1 T'S

a real kick to see Dorothy Mackaill getby big in the talkies. I used to consider
the girl one of the least of all reasons for

Now

it's

pleasant

has turned his talent to household repairs and
things like that. The reference to "The Miracle

Man" above

is,

And

this

paragraphs than

This one has

Dorothy

poor

but

latest

discovery (after

honest

the daughter of
and sister of my
Hollywood) Jack Oakie.
as

parents

—

the

tip-off,

of course, on the

have

I

to give

them.

The first part of "Lucky Star" is silent.
Then it begins speaking and goes on that way
This

that

plenty.

I

you

is

the

liked,

I've

things

first

and

of these divided
I

like

one

this

direct your attention, however, and

addicts

silent-picture

particularly,

to

the

quickening interest that marks the spot where
There can be no further
audibility begins.
question on that score.
I

serve

berate

me

too,

notice,

for

pictures put

of course, her best yet.

is

moment, but there are a number of lesser
moments before that which are well worth more
big

contrast to consider her one of the best of all

reasons to go to the talking ones.

day.

its

"Lucky Star" has Janet Gaynor as the dirtyfaced kid who is washed up and awakened by
Charles Farrell as the crippled doughboy who

to the end.

"HARD TO GET'

going to see silent pictures.

I VENTURED

hard

gal that's

And, while I'm at it, I might as well add that
if "Lucky Star" had been produced before "The
Miracle Man" it would have done just about

know

ting

WOMAN

picture

the

a lot of the

names of the
mother and the brother, but I don't seem to
have record of them at the moment.
The
give a dollar to

I'd

Buddy

Rogers gets himself across as a good actor.
Enough, say I, for any single production.

the

have
girl.

I

a

and of course

a

do at home and
abroad. The home is a city home, lower class,
and the events are modern. There is as fine
a mother interest as I've seen in these many
other

Of course Dorothy's
get

story

copper and the other a
crook, who live about the way brothers do live
at home and do about the sort of things to

of

good

a

is

name (some-

mother and the folks here, there, and
all good folks.
It's a good picture.

the

hoofer,

"Woman

hyar film, mates, and it makes Skelly over
suddenly from an easy-going copper who likes

makes
The

his

about, are

this

each

One good

carefree

all

starts out to

to see the

good

friends,

wastrel,

too,

recall

to do something about supplying
with these names, oughtn't someone?), and
catch it next picture. And the father and

me
I'll

lad.

it,

are partners

by the way,

in "The Dance
would be reason

picture

this

boiled law enforcer

Buddy

act,

he hadn't appeared
all

In "The Dance of Life" Skelly was

Trap" he

can't

I

body ought
if

at

He's good.

all

gets her at the finish

actor too, but

enough for sending up cheers about the

the gooey acclaim of the boy.

"Illusion"

The guy who

Service

T, O.

all

i>

don't see what all the shootin's

still

Window."

Office

my

me

on those of you who

honest admission that

to

sleep, that

silent

the silent part

"Lucky Star" did not. I guess the trouble
with the others has been that they weren't very

of

good.
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QUICK REFERENCE PICTURE CHART
Amkino
FLAMES ON THE VOLGA,
Yaroslavtsey.

(L)

Bulat Batyr: Anna
Mar. 30, 1929.

or

(R)

7000f.

KRASSIN: Special cast.
(L)
LASH OF THE CZAR. THE:
(L)

Feb.

(R)

6800f.

Kutusow.
(L)

Apr

(It)

(R)

Oct.

A

Tschechowa,

Knipper.

(Travelogue):

13.

TEN DAYS THAT SHOOK THE WORLD:
(L)

(R)

7G00f.

(L)

(R)

6000f.

Oct.

cast,

Olga Tratla-

AT
M

1928.

13.

TWO DAYS: F. E. Samytschkowsky.
1. 1929.
YELLOW PASS, THE: Anna Stenn.
8.

Special

SOUND
T

192S.

13.

Oct.

THREE COMRADES AND ONE INVENTION:
kova.

cast.

(L)

6500f.

(L)

6G00f.

Fob.

(R)

Talking
Musical Score
All

Dec.

(R)

Sound

(TOS) June 29.
(CD): Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.. LorYoung, Carmel Myers, Holmes Herbert, Kenneth ThomGeorge Baxter. Wilfred Noy. Doris Lloyd. Ilka Chase.
Raymond Lawrence. (NP) Aug. 17.
CHEYENNE (W): Ken Maynard. Gladys McConnell. .lamerBradbury, Jr., Tarzan. William Franev. Charles Whittaker.
22.

etta
son.

Sequences

Talking

E

Effects

after

ly

the

"comedy-drama with talking sequences,
musical score and sound effects.**

signifies

UNMASKED
Krlms,

(D AT):
Robert Warwick, Sam Ash, Milton
Lyons Wickland. Susan Corroy, William Corbett.
Waldo Edwards, Roy Byron,
(L) TalkDillson, Helen Mitchell. Marie Burke.

Clyde

L

54491.

ing.

ADORABLE CHEAT

:

:

:

HOUSE OF SECRETS (AT-D):

Marcia Manning. Joseph
Striker. Elmer Grandin, Herbert Warren. Francis M. Verdi.
Richard Stevenson, Harry H. Southard. Edward Ringham.

Sound

6.100.

(L)

Donald Keith. Ann Christy.
DeSacia Mooers, Jack Tanner, Syd Saylnr.

Steers.

I,arry

Beryl Roberts.

(NP)

1929.

only.

BROADWAY

JUST OFF

Dresden.

Albert

Mar.

(M):

(L)

6200f.

(R)

Feb.

15.

Lucien Preval, Dorothy Dwan,
(M)
Tom O'Brien, Rosemary Theby. Carlton King. Gladden
James, David Findlay, James Wilcox, Fred Malatesta. Alice
True, Spencer Bell. John Fowler.
(L) 5300f.
(R) Mar.
(NP) Mar. 23. 1929.
15. 1929.
SOUTH OF PANAMA (D) CarmeUta Geraghty, Lewis Sargent, Philo McCullouRh. Edouardo Itaquello. Marie Messinger. Carlton King. Harry Arras. Joe Burke, Fred Walton.
(L) 5800C
(R) Nov. 15. 1928.
:

:

Columbia
:

1929.

Rich(R)

(NP) Mar. 2. 1928.
William Collier. Jr..
GIRL, THE (D-TME):
Edward Hearn. Thelma Todd. (R) Mav
(NP) June 22.
(L) Talking. 5067f: silent. 6245f.

BEHIND CLOSED DOORS

Virginia Valli, Gaston
(My)
Otto Matiesen, Andre De Segurola, Fanny Midgley,
Meyer, Broderick O'Farrell. Otto Hoffman.
(L)
5897f.
(R) Feb. 24. 1929.
(NP) June 15. 1929.
HOOFER, A: Forthcoming 1929 release.
COLLEGE COQUETTE (CD-AT)
Ruth Taylor. John Holland, William Collier. Jr., Jobyna Ralston, Edward Piel.
Jr.
(L) Talking, 6149f; silent, 55G6f.
Recording on film
and disc.
(R) Aug. 6. 1929.
DONOVAN AFFAIR, THE (D-AT) Jack Holt. Agnes Ayres.
Dorothy Revier. William Collier. Jr., John Roche. Fred
Kelsey. Hank Mann, Wheeler Oakman. Virginia Brown
Faire. Alphonse Ethier, Edward Hearn. Ethel Wales. John
Wallace.
(R) Apr. 11.
(L) Talking. 7140f; silent. 7189f.
:

Glass,

Torben

BROADWAY

:

:

(NP) May

1929.

DRIFTWOOD
Roscoe,

J.

18.

(D):
Don AJvarado. Marceline Day. Alan
Johnson, Fred Holmes. Fritzi Brunette.
Joe Mack.
(L) 62G7f.
(R) Oct. 15, 1928.

W.

Nora Cecil.
(NP) Nov. 17.

1928.

WOMAN,

ETERNAL

THE

Olive
Borden,
Ralph
(D)
John Miljan. Nena Quartaro, Joscpn
Swickard. Julia Swayne Gordon.
(L) 5812f.
(R) Mar. 18,
1929.
(NP) Apr. G, 1929.

Ruth

Graves,

:

Clifford.

THE

FAKER,

(D):

Jacqueline

Logan,

Charles

Warner Oland, Charles Hill Mailes. Gaston
Finch. David Mir, Lon Poff. Fred Kelsey.
(R) Jan. 2. 1929.
(NP) Feb. 9. 1929.
FALL OF EVE. THE (CD-AT): Patsy Ruth
Sterling,

Delaney.

Glass, Flora
(L) 5651f.
Miller.

Ford

Jed Prouty, Gertrude Astor, Arthur Rankin, Betty
Fred Kelsey.
(R) June..
(L) Sound, 6245f.

(NP) July

20.

FATHER AND SON
Helene Chadwick.
Talking.

G765f;

(D-AT):

Jack

Mickev McBan.

silent.

May 18. 1929.
FLYING MARINE.

(R)

6310f.

THE

Mason. Jason Robards.
silent.

Holt. Dorothy Revier.
Wheeler Oakman.
(L)
Apr. 22. 1929.
(NP)

(D-TME).
(NP) June

29.

Ben

Lyon. Shirley
(L) Talking. 5951f:

Lelia

Forthcoming 1929

release.

LIGHT FINGERS (D-AT): Ian
roll Nye. Ralph Theodore. Tom
(R)

July

Sound

29,
6700f.

1929.

(NP)

Keith. Dorothy Revier. CarRickets. (L) Talking, 5700f.
(L) Silent 557 Sf.
31.

Aug.

LONE WOLF'S DAUGHTER (TME)
<L)

'

N

"

(D)

Lois

'

'

Wilson.

Ethel Grey Terry
Douglas Gilmore, Roscoe Karns. CarmeUta Geraghty. Dickey
Moore, Jane Keckley. Thomas Curran.
(L) G2GGf
(R)
:

Dec

22. 1928.
(NP) Jan 12. 1929.
(D): Douglas Fairbanks.
Jobyna Ralston. Mildred Harris. Philo McCullough.
Wheeler Oakman.
Robert Edeson.
Edward Davis. Del
Henderson. Charles Clary.
(L)
G465f.
(R)
Oct.
31.
1928.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
ER
ID):
Ben L y° n Dorothy Revier. Fred
'„. THE
,Kohler. Charles McHugh, Sherrv Hall. Jane Daly. Henry
a re 1
WeU
<L
5671f
<E> APl"' U 1929
PnP) Ma r 9. i929°
REDEMPTION: Forthcoming 1929 release.
RESTLESS YOUTH (D)
Marceline Day. Ralph Forbes.
Norman Trevor. Robert Ellis. Mary Mabery. Gordon Elliott.
Coy Watson.
(L)
6085f.
(R)
Nov. 30. 1928.
(NP)

POWER OF THE PRESS. THE
Jr..

J

'

-

'

'

'

.

:

Dec.

1928.

22.

SIDESHOW. THE

(D): Marie Prevost. Ralph Graves. "LitAlan Roscoe. Pat Harmon. Texas Madesen,
McGruger. Esteban Clemento. Janet Ford. Paul
Dismute. Bert Price. Chester Morton. Jacques Ray.
(L)
Billy,"

Martha

(R)

5999f.

Dec.

SINNERS PARADE
John

Patrick.

Selwynne.

Jack

(NP)

20.

Oct.

(NP) Feb. 16. 1929
Victor Varconi. Dorothy Revier.
Marjorie Bonner, Clarissa
(L) 5616f.
(R) Sept. 14, 1928.

1928.

11.

(M)

Edna

:

Marion,

Mower.
1928.

STOOL PIGEON (M):

Olive Borden. Charles Delaney.

Beaumont. Louis Natheaux, Ernie Adams, Al
Wilber. Clarence Burton.
(NP) Nov. 17. 1928.

(L)

(D)

:

(R)

5792f.

Virginia

Valli.
5988f.

(L)

Lucy

Hill, Robert
Oct. 25. 1928.

Ian

Keith.
Sept.

(It)

SUBMARINE (D-ME)

Jack Holt. Dorothy Revier. Ralph
:
Graves. Clarence Burton. Arthur Rankin.
(L)
Synchronized. 8374f: silent. 8192f.
(R) Nov. 12. 1928.
(NP)
Mar. 9. 1929. (TOS) Dec. 1, 1928.
TRIAL MARRIAGE (D-ME): Norman Kerrv. Sally Eilers,
Jason Robards. Thelma Todd. Charles Clary. Naomi Childers. Rosemary Theby, Gertrude Short.
(L) Talking, 663Sf:
silent,
6506f.
(R) Mar. 10. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
(TOS) Apr. 20. 1929.
WICKED ANGEL. THE: Forthcoming 1929 release.
YOUNGER GENERATION. THE (D-TM) : Jean Hersholt.
Lina Basquette. Rosa Rosanova. Ricardo Cortez. Rex Lease.
Martha Franklin, Julanne Johnston. Jack Raymond. Sydney
Crossley. Otto Fries, Julia Swayne Gordon, Donald Hall,
Bernard Siegel.
(L)
Synchronized. 7S66f; silent. 7246f.
(R) Jan. 24, 1929.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
(TOS) Apr.
13,

1929.

Excellent
BROKEN BARRIERS:
Dec
Jan.

Helene

CosteUo.

ID

5974f.

(R)

Blake.

(L)

5C00f.

(R)

1928

1

CLEANUP, THE:
25.

Delaney

and

1929.

CONFESSIONS OF A WIFE: Helene Chadwick.
(R) Dec. 10. 1928.
DREAM MELODY: Riche and Thelby. (L)
Jan.

20.

(L)

6047f.

DAVID VALLORY:

(R)

Forthcoming 1929 release.
Forthcoming 1929 release.
Hulette and Hamilton.
(L)
Forthcoming 1929 release.

FANNY HAWTHORNE:

5355f.

HEARTS AND MODELS:

PASSION SONG, THE:
5100f.

'(R)

Oct.

Noah Beery and Olmstead.

(L)

Forthcoming 1929

ROSES OF PICARDY: (R) Apr.
WRECKERS, THE: Forthcoming

15.

1929

6214f

(R)

Jan.

13.

1929.

Lytell

and Olmstead.

(R)

6225f.

24.

release.

7.

(NP)

Albert Paulig.
(L) 5.683f.
(R) Jan. 1.
(D-AT): Jack Mulhali. Lila Lee. Aggie
Herring. Earl Pingree. Will Walling. E. H. Calvert, Maurice
Black.
(NP) Aug. 10.
DIVINE LADY. THE (D-TME): Corinne Griffith. Victor
Varconi. H. B. Warner, Ian Keith. Marie Dressier. Dorothy Cummings. William Conklin. Montague Love. Julia
Swayne Gordon. Michael Vavitch.
(L) 9035f.
(R) Mar.
(NP) Apr. 6, 1929. (TOS) May 11. 1929.
31. 1929.
DO YOUR DUTY (CD): Charlie Murray. Lucien LlttleBeld.
Doris Dawson. Charles Delaney. Ed Brady. Washington,
Blue, Aggie Herring. George Pierce.
(L) 60271.
(It) Oct14.

DRAG

1928.

(NP)

Oct.

(D-TME):

garet

1928.

13.

Richard Barthelmess. Lucien Littlefleht.
Alice Day, Tom Dugan. Lila Lee, Mar(L)
7642f.
(R) July 21. 1929.
(NPb

Katherine Ward,
Fielding.

July 13.
(TOS) August 10.
Douglas Fairbanks. Jr.. Loretta Yotrrrr.
Chester Morris. William Holden. Frank Sheridan. Ray
Hallon, John St. Polis.
(L) Talking, 7541f.
(R) Sept. 29.

FAST LIFE (D-AT):

1929.
(NP) Aug. 31.
IN THE GLASS CAGE. THE ID TME):
Loretta
Young, Carroll Nye, Matthew Betz, Lucien Littlefleld, Ralph
Lewis. George Stone, Julia Swayne Gordon, Majel Coleman,
Charles Sellon, Robert Haines.
(R) June 22. 1929.
(NP)
June 15. (L) Talking. 7159f; silent. 6705f.
GLORIOUS TRAIL, THE (W) Ken Maynard. Gladys MeConneli, Frank Hagney, Les Bates. James Bradbury, Jr.,
Billy Franey. Chief Yowlache.
(L) 5886f.
(R) Oct. 28,

GIRL

:

(NP)

1928.

Sept.

29.

1928.

GREAT DIVIDE (AT-MD):

Dorothy Mackaill, Ian Keith.
Frank
Lucien Littlefleld, Ben Hendricks. Myrna Loy.
Tang. Creighton Hale. George Fawcett. Jean Laverty.
Claude Gillingwater. Itov Stewart. James Ford. Jean Lor-

and Gordon Elliott.
(CD-AT):

raine

(NP)

Sept.

21.

HARD TO GET

Dorothy Mackaill. Jimmie FinLouise
Fazenda,
Jack Oakie,
Edmund Bum»
Selwynne, Charles Delaney.
(NP) Aug. 10.
HAUNTED HOUSE, THE (MY-ME) Chester Conklin. Larry
Kent, Thelma Todd. Montague Love. Flora Finch, William
V. Mong. Barbara Bedford, Eve Southern. Edmund Breese.
(L) 5755.
(R) Nov. 4. 1928.
(NP) Oct. 27. 1928.
HER PRIVATE LIFE (T-D): Billie Dove. Walter Pidgeon.
Holmes Herbert. Montagu Love, Roland Young. Thelma
Todd. Mary Forbes, Brandon Hurst and Zasu Pitts.
(NP)
layson,
Clarissa

:

Sept.

21.

WOMAN (D-TME): Milton Sills. Dorothy
Gladden James. Jed Prouty. Sidney Brace;.
Gertrude Howard. Marion Byron. George Fawcett. Williams
Holden. Frank Reicher. August Tollaire.
(L) 8305f.
(BJ.
Apr. 7, 1929.
(NP) Mar. 2. 1929.
HOT STUFF (CD-TME): Alice White. Louise Fazenda,
William Bakewell, Doris Dawson, Ben Hall. Charles SoJlon. Beddy Messinger. Andy Devine. Larry Banthim.
(L)>
6774f.
(R) May 5. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 23. 1929.
HOUSE OF HORROR (MyC-ME): Louise Fazenda. Chester
Conklin, James Ford, Thelma Todd, William V. Mong,
Emile Chautard. William Orlamond, Dale Fuller. TenanHoltz.
(L) 5919f.
(NP) Apr. 13.
(R) Apr. 28. 1929.
HIS CAPTIVE
Mackaill.

1929.

Jason Robards. VirOF LOST SHIPS. THE (D)
Noah Beery. Kobeiti
ginia
Selwynne.
Valli.
Clarissa
O'Connor. Harry Cording, Margaret Fielding. Katherint"
Ward. Robert ilomans. Jack Ackroyd and Sam Baker.'
:

Sept.

21

LAWLESS LEGION. THE
dell.

J.

(W): Ken Maynard, Nora Lane,
McGowan. Frank Rice. Howard Truea-

P.

(R) Mar.

Tarzan.

LILAC TIME

(D-ME):

3.

1929.

Colleen

(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
Gary Cooper.

Moore.

Eu-

Besserer, Burr Mcintosh. Kathryn McGuire. CleveJack Stone, Emile Chautard, Arthur Lake.
(L)
8967f.
(R) Nov. 18. 1928.
(NP) June 2, 1928.
(TOS)
Aug. 18. 1928.

genie

Moore.

6431f.

THE

Ben Bard,
(R)

Mar.

DEVIL

(D-ME):

Nellie Bly
1929.

24.

Milton Sills, Maria
Baker, Amber Norman.
(L)

(NP) June

29.

MAN AND THE MOMENT, THE (D-TME):

release.

1928.

DARK STREETS

Corda,

1929.

Oct.
1928.

(D):
Lya Mara. Ben Lyon. Herman
Picha, Kurt Garron. Olga Engl, George Burgnardt, Gustaf
Charle, Julius Falkenstein. Arnold Korlf. Eugene Burg,

LOVE AND

1928.

20.

(L)

(TOS) Nov.

1928.

Paul Hurst.

MASQUERADE MARRIAGE: Forthcoming 1929 release.
MELLOWING MONEY: Forthcoming 1929 release.
ORCHID WOMAN. THE: Forthcoming 1929 release.
ONE SPLENDID HOUR: Viola Dana. (R) May 1. 1929.
PENNY PRINCESS:

20.

DANCING VIENNA

(P)

LIFE'S CROSSROADS:

Billie

Dore.

Rod LaRocque, Gwen
George Bunny.

First National

(L)

Lee, Robert Schable, Charles Sellon,
Talking. 7086f; silent 6539f.
(R) June

(TOS) August S.
23. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 23, 1929.
NAUGHTY BABY (CD-ME) Alice White. Jack MulhaB,
Thelma Todd. Doris Dawson, James Ford, Natalie Je?ce-.
Frances Hamilton. Fred Kelsey. Rose Dione, Fanny Midgefci.
Benny Rubin, Andy Devine, George Stone, Raymond Tur6406f.
(R)
Dec. 16. 19J6.
ner.
(L)
Larry Banthim.
(NP) Dec. 8. 1928. (TOS) Feb. 9. 1929.
NIGHT WATCH, THE (D-ME): Billie Dove. Paul Lukaa.
Nicholas
Sousanin.
Bela. George
Donald Reed. Nicholas
Gus Partos.
(L) 6612f.
(By
Periolat, William Tooker.
(NP) Oct. 13. 1928.
Sept. 9. 1928.
:

BARKER. THE (D-TME):

Milton Sills, Douglas Fairbanks.
George Cooper, John Erwin, S. S. Simon. Dorothy
Mackaill. Bettv Compson. Sylvia Ashton.
(L) 7137f.
(R)
Dec. 30, 1928.
(NP) July 14. 1928.
(TOS) Dec. 15.

Jr..

BROADWAY

BABIES

(M-TME)

:

Alice

White.

Charles

Fred Kohler. Tom Dugan. Bodil Rosing. Sally
Marion Bvron. Jocelvn Lee Louts Natheaux, Maurice
(NP) June 22.
Black.
(L) 8067f.
(B) June 30, 1929.
Delaney,

:

(D-M): Milton Sills. Thelma Todd. Wad*/
William Demarest, Fred Warren, Sylvia Ashton.

Jennings.

ISLE
5050f.

1929.

release.

Johnny Mars
Hyams. Allan Roscoe. Tom O'Brien. Leila
Mclntyre. Joe Bordeaux and Eddie Chandler.
(NP) Sept.
21.

Mar I

OBJECT 'ALIMONY

5736f.

GREEN EYES: Forthcoming 1929 release.
GREENWICH VILLAGE: Forthcoming 1929
HURRICANE (AT-D): Hobart Bosworth.
Brown,

Von

(R) Oct. 20. 1928

Farrington.
1929.

?,

Harry Myers. Kenneth Thomson.
1928.
(NP) Mar. 2. 1929.

Jacqueline Logan.
3.

THE: Forthcoming

3.

1928.

19.

1929.

Boteler.

1929 release.
WEA R 'CD): Jacqueline Logan. Theodore
i',
Eltz, Bryant Washburn. Jane Wlnton, Willliam Irving,
<L
57 ° lf
<R)
°T
1928
5
<NP)
1929°'
',

STREET OF ILLUSION

ACQUITTED: Forthcoming 1929 release.
APACHE, THE (D)
Margaret Livingston, Warner
mond, Dan Alvardo, Phil McCullough.
(L) 5818f.
Nov.

^

:

CRASH. THE

Service

Sept.

E C A PT
E
U
u, u c
N nT
THI
G T0

L

tle

1929.

2.

PEACOCK FAN, THE

BACHELOR

R Release
TOS T. O.

Pictures

1

1928.

13.

New

DeWitt

Idla Lee. Cornelius Keefe. Burr
(D)
Mcintosh, Reginald Sheffield, Gladden James, Harry Allen.
Alice Knowland. Virginia Lee.
(L) 5400f.
(R) Aug. 15,
1928.
(NP) June 9, 1928.
BELOW THE DEADLINE (D-Underworld) Barbara Worth.
Frank Leigh. J. P. MacGowan, Walter Merrill. Arthur
Rankin, Virginia Sale, "Tiny" Ward, Lou Gory. Fred
Walton, Bill Patton. Charles Hickman. Mike Donlin.
(L)
5500f.
(R) May 1, 1929.
(NP) May 25.
CAMPUS KNIGHTS (CD): Raymond McKee. Shirley Palmer. Marie Quillen, Jean Laverty.
(R) June 15. 1929.
CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE: Helen Foster. Cornelius
Keefe, Alice Lake. Charles Gerrard. Ray Hallor.
(L)
Jan.
(NP)
Mar. 23. 1929.
6200f.
(R)
15. 1929.
HOUSE OF SHAME (D)
Creishton Hale. Virginia Brown
Faire.
Lloyd Whitlock. Florence Dudley, Fred Walton,
Carlton King.
(L) 5300f.
(NP)
(R) Sept. 15. 1928.
Oct.

Length

NP

Chesterfield

5.944f.

Mulhali,

:

OTHER ABBREVIATIONS

Charles Slattery, Kate Roemer.

(L)

3

Dorothy Mackaill.
James Ford. Eddie Burns, Lee Moran.
Kathryn McGuire. Evelyn Hall. Don is Dawson, Aggie Herring.
Frank Crane.
(R) Mar. 3.
(L)
Sound. 65651.
Silent. G287f.
(TOS) Mar. 2.
COMPANIONATE MARRIAGE (D) Betty BrousoD. Alec Bk
Francis. William J. Welsh. Edward Martindel. Sarah Padden. Hedda Hopper, Richard Walling, Arthur Rankin, June
Nash.
(L) 6227f.
(R) Oct. 21, 1928.
(NP) Mar. 16,.
Jack

CD-TME

As an example.

title.

Feb.

(R)

CHILDREN OF THE RITZ (ME-CD)

The foregoing abbreviations follow immediate-

Artclass

5446f.

CARELESS AGE, THE

Singing

S

1928.

Paul Hurst. C. E. Anderson Fred Burno,
(R) Apr. 7. 1929.
(NP) Apr. 20. 1929.
Billie Dove. Antonio Moreno. Thelma,
Todd, Noah Beery, Holmes Herbert, Carmel Myers. Robert
Frazer. Sojin.
(L) 8435f.
(R) June 2. 1929.
(NP) June
(L)

CAREERS (D AT):

M

1928.

McKee.

Lafe

— Farce
Melodrama
W—Western
Comedy
O — Operetta
My—Mystery
F

—
—
MC— Musical
D
R

N.

Special

BUTTER AND EGG MAN. THE (CD): Jack Mulhali. Greta.
Nissen. Sam Hardy. William Demarest. Gertrude Astor,
ID 6457f. (R) Sept. 2. 1928. (NP) June 30. 192».
(TOS) July 28. 1928.
CALIFORNIA MAIL (W): Ken Maynard. Dorothy Dma,

to

Abbreviations
Comedy
Drama
Romance

C

9.

DOCUMENT.

5000f.

Wozjlk.

7000f.
(R) Feb. 19. 1929.
Kachalov. Meyerhold. Stenn.

1929.
SEA: O.
13. 1929.

PRISONERS OF THE

SHANGHAI

Key

Eilers.

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

56
OUTCAST (D-ME)

Corinne Griffith, James Ford, Edmund
Gordon. Kathryn Carver, Louise Fazenda.
Patsy O'Byrne. Lee Moran.
(It)
(L) 6622f.
(NP) Oct. 27. 1928. (TOS) Dec. 1. 1928.
PRISONERS (D-TME): Corinne Griffith. James Ford, Bela
Lugosi, Jan Keith, Julanne Johnston, Ann Schaeffer, Baron
Hesse, Otto Matieson, Harry Northrup.
(L) 7800f.
(R)
May 19. 1929. (NP) July 20.
ROYAL RIDER, THE (W) Ken Maynard. (L) S957f. (B)

Lowe.

:

Huntly

Sam Hardy.

Nov.

192S.

11.

:

May

1929.

5.

CHILDREN (D-TME):
Corinne
Griffith.
Grant Withers, Albert Conti, Alma Tell, Lucien Littlefleld.
Charles Lane, Ann Schaeffer, Marcia Harris.
(L) 7950f.
(B) Apr. 14. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
(TOS) May 25.
SCARLET SEAS (D-ME): Richard Barthelmess. Betty
Compson, Loretta Young, James Bradbury, Sr.. Jack Cur-

SATURDAY'S

Knute Ertckson.

tis.

Dec.

(L)

(TOS) Feb.

1928.

1.

6237f.
(R)
2, 1929.

Dec.

(NP)

1928.

9.

FOOTPRINTS TO SATAN (MT-ME)
Creigkton
Hale, Thelma McNeill. Thelma Todd, Sheldon Lewis. William V. Mong, Sojin, Laska Winters, Ivan Christy, DeWitt Jennings, Nora Cecil, Kala Pasha, Harry Fitzgerald,
Alonzo Rositto, Harry Tenbrooke.
(L) 5405f.
(R) Feb.

SEVEN

:

(NP) March

1929.

17.

SHOW GIRL

9,

1929.

(CD-ME):

Alice White, Donald
Delaney.
Richard Tucker,

Reed.

Lee

Moran, Charles
Gwen Lee,
Jimmie Finlayson, Kate Price, High Roman, Bernard Randall.
(L) 6133f.
(R) Sept. 23, 1928.
(NP) Sept.. 15.
1928.
(TOS) Dec. 15. 1928.
SMILING IRISH EYES (D-TS) Colleen Moore. James Hall.
Claude Gillingwater. Robert Homans, Aggie Herring, Betty
Francisco, Julanne Johnston, Robert O'Connor, John Beck.
Edward Earl. Tom O'Brien, Oscar Apfel. Fred Kelsey, Otto
(TOS) Sept.
Lederer.
(L) S550f.
(R) July 31. 1929.
7.
(NP) July 27.
SQUALL. THE (D AT): Myrna Loy, Alice Joyce, Richard
Tucker, Carroll Nye, Loretta Young.
(L)
9629L
(R)
May 20. 1929. (TOS) June 29.
SYNTHETIC SIN (D-ME): Colleen Moore, Antonio Moreno,
GerLove,
Kathryn McGuire, Edythe Chapman, Montague
trude Astor, Gertrude Howard, Ben Hendricks. Jr., Ray(NP)
1929.
mond Tucker.
Jan. 6.
(L)
6852f.
(R)
:

Mar

1929

2

TWIN BEDS

(C-AT):

Mulhall.

Jack

Patsy

Ruth

Miller,

Kaliz, Gertrude Astor, Knute Erickson, Edythe
Chapman, Jocelyn Lee. Nita Martan. ZaSu Pitts. Eddie
Gribbon, Ben Hendricks, Jr., Carl Levinnes. Alice Lake.
(L)
(NP) July 20.
Bert Roach.
(R) July 14. 1929.
Talking. 7266f.
OFF (CD-TME): Dorothy Mackaill. Jack MulJed
hall. Gertrude Astor. Jimmy Finlayson. Kate Price,
Prouty. Eddie Gribbon. Dixie Gay. Gertrude Messinger.
(NP) May 11, 1929. (TOS)
(L) 8017f.
(R) May 12. 1929.

Armond

TWO WEEKS
June

8.

WARE CASE, THE (MD) Stewart Rome. Betty Rome. Ian
Wellington Briggs.
Cynthia Murtagh, Patrick
Fleming.
(L)
Stewart, Cameron Carr. Syd Ellery, Patrick Ludlow.
(NP) Mar. 3. 1929.
6185f.
(R) Nov. 25. 1928.
WATERFRONT (CD-ME): Dorothy Mackaill. Jack Mulhall.
James Bradbury, Jr.. Knute Erickson, Ben Hendricks. Jr..
6142f.
(R)
(L)
William Norton Bailey. Pat Harmon.
Sept.
1928.
(NP) Sept. 22. 1928.
(TOS) Oct. 6.
16,
:

1928.

WEARY RIVER (MD-TME)

Richard Barthelmess. Betty
Compson, George Stone. William Holden, Louis Natheaux.
Raymond Turner. Robert O'Connor. (L) 797Gf. (R) Feb.
(TOS) May 18.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
10. 1929.
WHIP, THE (D-ME): Dorothy Mackaill. Ralph Forbes.
Anna Q. Nilsson. Lowell Sherman. Albert Gran. Marc
(R)
(L) 6058f.
McDermott. Lou Payne. Arthur Clayton.
(NP) JJuly 14. 1928.
Sept. 30, 1928.
WHY BE GOOD (CD-ME): Colleen Moore. Neil Hamilton.
Bodil Rosing, John Sainpolis. Edward Martindel. Eddie
Clayton. Lincoln Stedman, Louis Natheaux, Collette Merton,
(NP) Mar.
Dixie Gay.
(L) 7507f.
(R) Mar. 17. 1929.
(TOS) Mar. 30, 1929.
9. 1929.
:

Fox
THE

CIRCUS,

AIR

(MD-TME):

David

Lake, Sue Carol, Charles Delaney. Heinie
Dresser, Earl Robinson.
(L) 7702f.
(R)
(NP) Oct. 20. 1928.
(TOS) Jan. 5. 1929.

BEHIND THAT CURTAIN (My-AT)

Rollins.

Arthur

Conklin.

Louise

Sept.

30.

1928.

Warner Baxter. Lois

:

Moran. Gilbert. Ernery. Claude King, Philip Strange, Boris
Jamiel Hassen, Peter Gawthorne, John Rogers.
Montague Shaw. Finch Smiles. Mercedes De Valasoo. E. L.
(TOS) Aug. 31.
Park.
(L) 8300f.
(R) June 30. 1929.
(NP) July C
BLACK MAGIC (D-ME): Josephine Dunn. Earle Foxe. John
Holland. Henry B. Walthall. Dorothy Jordon, Fritz Feld.
Sheldon Lewis, Ivan Lindow, Blue Washington. (L) 5835f.
(NP) Aug. 3.
8ilent. 5855f.
(R) June 2. 1929.
BLACK WATCH. THE (R-AT)
Victor McLaglen. Myrna
Loy. David Torrence, David Percy, Joseph Diskay, Joyzelle.
David Rollins, Lumsden Hare, Roy D'Arcy, Mitchell Lewis,
Cyril Chadwick.
Francis Ford. Walter Long. Frederick
Sullivan. Richard Travers,
Pat Somerset. Claude King.
(TOS)
(L) 8487f.
(NP) June 15.
(U) May 26. 1929.
Karloff.

:

July

6.

BLINDFOLD

(D-M)

Lois

:

George

Moran.

O'Brien.

Earl

Foxe. Don Terry. Maria Alba. Fritz Feld. Andy Clyde,
Craufurd Kent. Robert E. Homans, John Kelly, Philips
(NP) Dec. 8.
Smalley.
(L) 5598f.
(R) Dec. 9. 1928.
1928.

BLUE SKIES (CD-M):

Helen Twelvetrees. Frank Albertson.
Rosa Gore. William Orlamond. Claude King. Carmencita
Johnson, Freddie Frederick, Ethel Wales, Adele Watson,
sound. 5408f.
(R) Mar.
Jerome Eddv.
L) Silent. 5367f.
;

7.

(NP) Apr.

1929.

1929.

6.

CAPTAIN LASH (D-M):

Victor McLaglen. Claire Windsor.
Arthur Stone. Albert Conti, Clyde Cook. Jean Laverty.
Frank Hagney, Boris Charsky, Jane Winton.
(L) 5453f.
(R) Jan. 6. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.

CHASING THROUGH EUROPE (D-TME)
Stuart,

Gustav

Warren.

(L)

(NP) Aug.

1929.

CHRISTINA

:

Sue Carol. Nick

Seyffertitz,
Gavin Gordon, E. Alyn
(R) June 9.
Silent. 5622f. ; sound. 5581f.

von

10.

Charles Morton. Rudolph
C955f.
(L)
Schlldkraut. Lucv Dorraine. Harry Cording.
(NP) Aug. 3.
(R) Mar. 30. 1929.
COCK-EYED WORLD, THE (D-AT) Lily Damita, Victor
McLaglen. Edmund Lowe. Lelia Karnelly. Bobby Bums,
(NP) Sept. 7.
(L) lO.Gllf.
Jean Barv. Joe Brown.
DRY MARTINI (D-M): Mary Astor, Matt Moore. Jocelyn
Lee Sally Eilers. Albert Gran. Albert Conti. Tom Rickets.
Hugh Trevor. John T. Dillon. Marcelle Corday. (L) 7176f.
(R) Oct. 7. 1928.
(NP) Mar. 16. 1929. (TOS) Dec. 1.

(D): Janet

Gaynor,

:

1928.

EXALTED FLAPPER. THE (CD-ME):

Sue Carol. Barry
Rich. Albert Conti. Sylvia Field. Stuart
Irwin, Lawrence Grant. Charles Clary, Michael Vlsaroff. Don
Allen. Landers Stevens.
(R) May 26, 1929. (NP) June 22.
(L) 580«f.
FAR CALL, THE (D-ME): Charles Morton. Leila nyams.
Sanford. Warren Hymer. Arthur
Stanley
J.
Ulrlch Haunt.
Stone, Charles Mlddletnn. Pat Hartlgan, Ivan Linow. Dan
Wolhelm. Randolph Scott. Charles Gorman. Bernard Slegel.
(L)
Willie Fung. Harry Gripp. Frank Chew. Sam Baker.
(NP)
(R) Apr. 28. 1929.
Sound. 5313f: silent. 5285f.
Norton,

June

Irene

1.

Farrell, Greta Nlsxcn, Mae Busch.
Brooke. Eddie Sturgis. Josephine
Borto. John Boles. John T. Murray. Ervllle Alderson. Dale
(R) Sept. 9. 1928.
(NP)
Fuller. Hank Mann.
(LI 7217f.
(TOS) Dec. 1. 1928.
Mar. 9. 1929.

Janet Gaynor. Mary Duncan.
Charles Morton. Barry Norton. Farrell MacDonald. Nam:?
(NP) July 20.
DraxeL
(L) 6500f.
:

Margaret Mann, James Hall. Franc's
Jr.,
Charles Morton, George Meeker, June
Wendell Franklin, Earle Foxe. Albert Gran. August
Frank Reicher. Jack Pennick. Hughie Mack, Ruth
(L) 8962f.
(It) Sept. 2, 1928.
(NP) Mar. 9, 1929.

Bushman.

X.

Collyer,
Toliaire.

Mix.

(TOS) Jan.

1929.

12.

FOX MOVIETONE FOLLIES (MC-ATS)

:

Lola Lane, Frank

David Percy. Sue Carol. Dixie Lee, David
Rollins, Sharon Lynn. John Breedon. Stepin Fetchit.
(L)
8291f.
(R) May 25. 1929.
(NP) June 15.
(TOS) June 29.
FUGITIVES (11D-M): Madge Bellamy, Don Terry. Arthur
Stone. Earle Fox, Matthew Betz, Lumsden Hare, Hap
Ward, Edith Yorke, Jean Laverty.
(H) Jan.
(L) 535flf.
27. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 16. 1929.
GHOST TALKS.
(My-TME): Special cast. (ID Mar.
30. 1929.
(L) 6482f.
Richardson,

THE

GIRL FROM

HAVANA (AT-D): Paul Page, Lola Lane.
Moorhead, Kenneth Thomson, Warren Hymer,
Joseph Girard and Adele Windsor.
Directed by Benjamin
Stoloff.
(NP) Sept. 21.
GIRLS GONE WILD (CD-M): Sue Carol. Nick Stuart.
William Russell.
Roy D'Arcy, Leslie Fenton, Hedda
Hopper. John Darrow, Matthew Betz, Edmund Breeze,
Minna Ferry, Louis Natheaux, Lumsden Hare.
(L) Talking. 5332f.
(NP) March 23. 1929.
(R) Feb. 24. 1929.
GREAT WHITE NORTH, THE (D-M): H. A. and Sidney
Snow's Arctic expedition.
(R) Dec. 30. 1928.
(L) 5560f.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
HEARTS IN DIXIE (AT-D): Stephin Fetchit, Clarence
Muse, Eugene Jackson, Dorothy Morrison, Beruice Pilot,
Clifford Ingram, Mildred Washington, Zach Williams. Gertrude Howard. Vivian Smith, Robert Brooks. A. C. H.
Billbrew. Richard Carlysle.
(L) Sound.
(R) Mar. 10.
7463f.
Silent. G444f.
(TOS) May 25.
HOMESICK (F): Sammy Cohen, Harry Sweet. Marjorie
Beebe. Henry Armetta. Pat Harmon.
(L) 5153f.
(R)
Dec. 16, 1928.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
IN OLD ARIZONA (D-TME)
Warner Baxter. Edmund
Lowe.
(TOS) Mar. 23.
(L) 8724f.
(R) Jan. 20, 1929.

THEY HAD TO SEE PARIS (AT-CD):

Will Rogers, Iren«
Marguerite Churchill, Fill Dorsay. Owen Davis, Rex
Ivan Lebedelf. ChiisUane Yves. Edgar Kennedy.
Marcelle Corday. Marcia Manon, Theodore Lodi, Bob Kerr.
Andre Cheron, Gregory Gay.
(NP) Sept. 21.
TAKING A CHANCE: With Rex Bell. (L) 4876f. (R)
Nov. 18. 1928.
Rich.
Bell,

THROUGH
Edmund

:

1929.

JOY STREET (CD-M):

Lois Moran. Nick Stuart. Rex Bell.
Jose Crespo, Dorothy Ward, Ada Williams, Maria Alba,
Sally Phipps, Florence Allen. Mabel Vail, John Breedon.
Sound. 574Sf.
(R) Apr. 7. 1929.
(L) Silent, 5754f.
(NP) May 11, 1929.
LUCKY STAR (D-T): Charles Farrell. Janet Gaynor.
Hedwiga Reicher. Guinn (Big Boy) Williams. Paul Fix,
Talking.
8895C;
Gloria Grey,
Hector V. Sarno.
(L)
silent. 8725f.
(R) Aug. 18. 1929.
MAKING THE GRADE (CD-M): Edmund Lowe. Lois
Moran. Albert Hart, Lucien Littlefleld. James Ford. Sherman Ross, John Aldeu, Gino Conti, Rolfe Sedan, Lla
Tora. Mary Ashley.
(L) Talking. 5903f; silent, 5()24f.
(R)
Feb. 10. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
EMOTIONS (D-TME): George O'Brien. Nora Lan«.
Farrell MacDonald. David Sharpe. Edward Peil. Sr., Frank
Hagney.
Sound, 5419f.
(L) Silent. 5389f.
(R) May 19.
(NP) June 15.
1929.
(L) 5419f.
Alan Birmingham, Leila Hyams,
(CD):
Clyde Cook. FarreU MacDonald. Arnold Lucy. George

MASKED

MASQUERADE

Le

Rita

Pierce.

Roy.

Moriarity, Jack Carlisle,
(L) Talking. 5643f.

GANGSTER

ME,

John Breeden, Jack Pierce. Pat
Frank Richardson.
(N) July 27

Mar.

1929.

9.

(NP) Mar.

Mary

(D-M):

Helen

Stone,

Astor. Charles Morton.
Freddie Frederick. Florence
Vance. Stuart Erwln.
Sound. 5984f.
5959f.

Ware.

Getchell.
Virginia
1929.
(L) Silent.
1929.

16.

NOT

June Collyer. Louise
QUITE DECENT (D-TM):
Dresser, AUan Lane. Oscar Apfel. Paul Nicholson, Marjorie

Ben Hewlett.

Beebe.

silent. 4653f.
18. 1929.

Jack Kennej.
(L) Talking.
(TOS) June 22.
(R) Mar. 24. 1929.

4965f:

(NP)

Mar.
(NP) May
(R)

Rod La Rocque.
IDEA. THE (D-ME):
Marceline Day. Sharon Lynn, Sail}' Phipps, Shirley Dorman.
Ivan Lebedeff. Douglas Gilmore. Gino Corrado. Joseph W.
Girard. Arnold Lucy, Frances Rosay, Guy Trento, Daniel
Hasson. Tom Tamarez. Coy Watson.
(L) Talking. 611H:
silent. filOOf.
(R) June 2. 1929.
(NP) June 22.
PLASTERED IN PARIS (C M): With Cohen. Pennick and
Linow.
(L) 5640f.
(R) Sept. 23. 1928.
PLEASURE CRAZED (D-AT): Marguerite Churchill. Kenneth Macenna, Dorothy Burgess. Campbell Gullan. Douglas
Gilmore. Henry
Kolker,
Frederick Graham. Rex Bell.
Charlotte Merriam.
(NP) July 20.
(R) July. 1929.
(L)
55G0f.

PREP AND PEP (CD-M):

David Rollins. Nancv Drexel.
John Darrow. E. H. Calvert. Frank Albertson.
(L) 6086f.
(R) Nov 18. 1928.
(NP) Nov. 3. 1928.
RED DANCE, THE (MD-M): Dolores Del Rio. Charles
Farrell. Ivan Linow. Boris Charsky. Dorothy Reuer. Andre
Semirola.

Dimitri

(NP) Sent.

22.

Alexis.
(L) 9250f.
(R)
1928.
(TOS) Mar. 9. 1928.
June Collyer. Conrad

Dec.

2.

1928.

RED WINE (CD-M):

Nagel. Arthur
Stone. Sharon Lynn. E
Alvn Warren. Ernest Hilliard.
Ernest Wood. Marshal "Babe" Ruth. Dixie Gay. Margaret
La Marr.
ID 0194f. (R) Dec. 23. 1928. (NP) Mar.

(TOS1

1929.

9.

RILEY THE COP

Jan.

(CD-M):

Farrell

J.

MacDonald.

(L)

6132C.

IR) Nov. 25. 1928.
THE (D): Charles Farrell. Marv Duncan. Ivan
Linow. Margaret Mann, Aldredo Sahato.
(L) 7313f.
(NP)

Tnlv 20.

ROMANCE OF THE UNDERWORLD
(L)

Nov.

(R)

6162f.

(D-M):
11.

1928.

With Astor
(TOS) Jan.

SALUTE: (AT-D):
Albertson,
sey,

Bell.

George O'Brien. William Janey. Frank
Helen Chandler. Joyee Compton. Clifford DempStephin Fetchit. David Butler. Rex

Lumsden Hare.
John Breeden.

(NP)
(CD-M):

Sept.

7.

SIN SISTER. THE
Nancy Carroll, Lawrence Gray,
Josephine Dunn. Myrtle Stedraan. Anders Randolf, Richard Alexander, Frederick H. Graham. George Davis. David
Callis.
(L) 6072f.
(R) Feb. 3, 1929.
(NP) Mar. 9
(TOS) Apr.

1929.

27.

SPEAKEASY (CD-AT):

1929.

Paul Page. Lola Lane. Henry B.
Helen Ware, Warren Hvmer, Stuart Erwln.
Lynn, Erville Alderson. James Guilfovle. Helen
Lynch, Marjorie Beebe, Sailor Vincent. Joseph Cawthorne.
Ivan Linow.
(L) 5775f.
(R) Mar. 24. 1929.
(NP) Apr.
Walthall,

Sharon

6.

1929.

(TOS) Apr.

STRONG BOY (D-M):
Wilson.
Dolores

Mar.

16.

27.

1929.

Victor McLaglen. Leatrlce Joy. FarSummerville. Kent Sanders
Tom
Jack Pennick.
Robert Ryan,
David Torrence
Johnson.
(L) 5567f.
(R) Mar. 3. 1929.
(NP)

MacDonald.
1929.

SUNRISE

Slim

(TOS) May

4.

1929.

(D-M):
George O'Brien. Janet Gaynor, Bodil
Margaret Livingston. Farrell MacDonald. Ralph
Slpperly, Jane Winton. Arthur Housman. Eddie Boland
(L) 8393f.
(R) Nov. 4. 1928.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929. (TOS)
Rosing.

July

21.

1928.

Silent.

5809f.

sound.

;

5834f.

1929.

6,

VALIANT, THE (D-AT):
Apr. 21.

1929.

(L)

Paul Muni and Churchill.

(H)

5537f.

VEILED WOMAN. THE (D-M):

Paul Vincentl,
Walter McGrail. Josef Swickard, Kenneth Thompson, Andre
Cheron. Ivan Lebedeff. Maude George. (L) Silent. 5185f.
Sound. 51U2f.
(It) Apr. 14. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 23. 1929.
WORDS AND MUSIC (AT-CD): Lois Moran, David Percy.
Helen Twelvetrees. William Orlamond, Elizabeth Patterson.
Duke Morrison. Frank Albertson, Tom Patricola, Bubbles
Crowell. Biltmore Quartet.
(NP) Sept. 7. (TOS) Sept. 21.
Lia Tora,

General Pictures
BACHELORS CLUB. THE

(D)
Richard Talmadge. Barbara
Worth. Edna Murphy. Edna EUsmere. V. Talbot Henderson.
Herbert Hayes. Barrv Palmer.
(NP) June 15.
BACK FROM SHANGHAI (D): Vera Reynolds. Sojin.
Joseph W. Girard, Henry Sedlcy.
(L) 5400L
(R) Mar. 15.
HEROIC LOVER (D): Leonard St. Leo. Stuart Holmes.
Barbara Bedford, Ted Snell, Hugh Metcalf, William Frane»
(R) Feb.

:

(L) 5500f.

5.

Gotham
FATHER AND SON (AT): Noah Beery, Noah Beery.
Forthcoming 1929 release.
HEAD OF THE FAMILY, THE: Virginia Lee Corbln.
t>250f.
(It)
October. 1928.
KNEE HIGH: Virginia Corbin. (R) October. 1929.

MODERN SAPPHO. A
ber.

(T)

Betty Bronson.

:

Jr.

(L(

Septem-

(R)

1929.

RIVER WOMAN. THE (D-ME):

Jacqueline Logan, Lionel
Barrymore. Charles Delaney. Harry Todd. Mary Doran.
Sheldon Lewis.
(L) 8 reels.
(R) April. 1929.
(NP)
Mar. 30. 1929.
TIMES SQUARE (CD-T): Alice Day. Eddie Kane. Emile
Chautard, John Miljan, Natalie Joyce. Joseph Swickard.
(L) 10,500f.
(R) March. 1927.
(NP) Mar. 30. 1929.

THROUGH THE BREAKERS:
(R)

6420f.

Livingston and Herbert.

(L)

September. 1928.

Edward

L.

Klein

(L)

Silent.

ADVENTURES OF MAYA:

(R)

5400f.

Apr.

1929.

28.

Ernest Mattsson
IN

DALARNA AND JERUSALEM
(L) 14.0UU.

Forthcoming 1929

(D)

Hanson and

:

Veldt.

release.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE
Barrymore,

Lionel

(R)

8.0l)0f.

Mar.

Jan.

(M-TME)

William

:

Haines,
Tully Mar-

Hyams, Karl Dane,

Leila

Howard Hickman.

shall.

Billy Butts. Evelyn Mills.
1929.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.

26.

(L)

(TOS)

1929.
ALL AT SEA (C)
Karl Dane. George K. Arthur, Josephine
Dunn. Herbert ITior. Eddie Baker.
(L) 5345f.
(R) Feb.
(NP) Feb. 23, 1929.
9. 1929.
TRIAL, THE (D-TME):
Leatrice Joy, Betty
Bronson.
(L) 7524f.
(R) Mar. 2. 1929.
(NP) Sept. 29.
1928.
(TOS) Apr. 13, 1929.
SIERRAS (W)
Tim McCoy. Sylvia Beecher.
9,

BELLAMY

BEYOND THE

:

Roy D'Arcy. Polly Moran.

Richard

Russell.
18. 1928.

Sept.

(L)

(R)

5890f.

R.

Neill.

1928.

15.

Gordon
J.
(NP) Aug.

Lily Damita.
Ernest Torrence, Raquel Torres, Don Alvarado. Duncan Rinaldo, Henry B. Walthall. Mikhail Vavitch. Emily Fitzroy.
Tully Marshall.
(L) 7880f.
(NP)
(R) Mar. 30. 1929.

May

18,

1929.

BROADWAY MELODY. THE (MC-TSM)

Anita Page, BesLove. Charles King, Jed Prouty, Kenneth Thomson, Edward Dillon, Mary Doran. Eddie Kane, J. Emmett Beck,
Marshall Ruth. Drew Demarest.
(R) Mar. 9. 1929.
(L)
:

sie

Sound. 9372f.
Apr.

20.

:

silent,

(NP) Mar.

5943f.

30.

1929.

(TOS)

1929.

BROTHERLY LOVE

(C-TE)
Karl Dane. George K. Arthur. Jean Arthur, Richard Carlyle. Edward Connelly. Marcia Harris.
(L) 6053f.
(NP) Oct.
(R) Oct. 13. 1928.
:

1928.

13.

CAMERAMAN. THE

(C)

Buster Keaton.

:

Marceline Day.

Harold Goodwin. Sidney Bracy, Harry Gribbon. (L) 6995f.
(R) Sept. 15, 1928.
(NP) Sept. 15. 1928.
CHINA BOUND (CD): Karl Dane. George K. Arthur, Josephine Dunn. Polly Moran. Hatty Woods. Carl Stockdale.
(L) 6000f.
(R) May 18. 1929.
(NP) May 11. 1929.
DANCING DAUGHTERS (D-M): Joan Crawford. (L) 7652f.
(R) Sept. 1. 1928.
(NP) June 30. 1928. (TOS) Sept. 22.
1928.

DESERT NIGHTS
1929.

(D)

(L)

6177f.

(TOS)

Mar.

John Gilbert, Ernest Torrence, Mary
Mar. 9. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 16.

:

(R)
16,

1929.

DESERT RIDER. THE (W): Tim McCoy. Raquel Torres.
Bert Roach. Edward Connelly. Harry Woods, Jess ravin.
(R) Mav 11, 1929.
(NP) June 22.
(L) 4943f.
DREAM OF LOVE (D): Joan Crawford. Nils Asther, Alleen
Pringle,

Harry
7987f.

1929.

19.

(L)

(D-M): George O'Brien. Lois Moran. Phillip
Smalley. Oscar Apfel. Duke Martin. Andre Cheron. Donald MacKenzie. Hedwig Reicher. Will Stanton.
(L) 6531f.
IR) Jan. 20. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 16. 1929.
(TOS) Apr.

Nolan.

1929.

26.

RIVER.

and Boles.

1929.
1929.

31.
18.

TRUE HEAVEN

BRIDGE OF SAN LUIS REY. THE (D-ME):

May

ONE WOMAN

Talking.

Duncan.

:

NEW YEAR'S EVE
Lake. Sumner
(R) Feb. 24.

Mary

(D-AT):

Baxter. Earle Foxe. Donald Gal(R) Apr. 7, 1929.
(L) 5166f.

(NP) May 11. 1929.
(TOS) June 8.
TRENT'S LAST CASE (My-M-M): Raymond Griffith. Raymond Hatton, Marceline Day. Donald Crisp, Lawrence
Gray, Nicholas Soussanin. Anita Gravin, Ed Kennedy.

June Collyer. Don Terry. Anders

(D-M):

Randoff. Stella Randoff, Al Hill, Burr Mcintosh, Walter
James, Gustav Von Seyffertitz, Herbert Ashton. Harry
Cattle, Joe Brown. Arthur Stone. Nigel De Brulier. Carol
Lombard. Bob Percy.
(L)
6042f.
(R) Oct. 14. 1928.
(NP) Nov. 3. 1928.
(TOS) Dec. 8. 1928.
MOTHER KNOWS BEST (D-TME): Madge Bellamy. Louise
Dresser, Barry Norton. Albert Gran. Joy Aubum, Stuart
Edwin, Lucien Littlefleld. Dawn O'Day. Annette De Klrby.
Aaron De Kirby.
(NP)
(L) 10.116f.
(R) Oct. 28. 1928.
Nov. 17. 1928.
(TOS) Nov. 3. 1928.
MOTHER MACHREE (D-M): Belle Bennett, Phillippe De
Lacy, Pat Somerset, Victor McLaglen. Ted McNamare.
Eulalie Jensen, Constance Howard. Rodney Hildebrand.
Neil Hamilton. William Piatt. Ethel Clayton. Jacque Rollens. Joyce Wirard.
(NP)
(L) 6807f.
(R) Oct. 21, 1928.

Arthur

DIFFERENT EYES

Lowe, Warner
Florence Lake.

lagher,

Natalie

rell

FAZIL (RD-M): Charles
Vadim TJraneff. Tyler

FOUR DEVILS (D-TME)

FOUR SONS (D-ME):

September 28, 1929

Dec.

Warner Oland. Carmel Myers. Harry Reinhardt.
Myers, Alphonse Martell, Fletcher Norton.
(L)
(R) Dec. 1, 1928.
(NP) Dec. 22. 1928.
(TOS)

8,

1928.

DUKE STEPS

OUT, THE (CD-TME)
William Haines,
Crawford. Karl Dane. Tenen Holtz. Eddie Nugent.
Jack Roper, Delmer Davis. Luke Cosgrove. Herbert I*rior.
(L) Silent-6210f.
Sound-6206f.
(R) Mar. 16. 1929.
(NP)
:

Joan

Mar.

30.

1929.

EXCESS BAGGAGE

(D-ME):
William Haines. Josephine
Dunn, Neely Edwards, Kathleen Clifford, Greta Grandstedt.

Ricardo Cortez, Cyril Chadwick.
(L) 7180f.
(R) Sept. 8.
1928.
(NP) June 23. 1928.
(TOS) Sept. 8. 1928.
FLYING FLEET. THE (D-M): Ramon Novarro. Ralph
Graves, Anita Page. Edward Nugent, Carroll Nye. Sumner
Getchell. Gardner James. Alfred Alle».
(L) 9044f.
(R)
Jan. 19. 1929.
(NP) Feb. 9. 1929.
(TOS) Jan. 19. 1929.
GIRL IN THE SHOW. THE (T-CD)
Bessie Love, Ford
Sterling. Raymond Hackett. (TOS) Aug. 31.
HALLELUJAH (D-ATS)
Nina Mae McKinney. William
Fountaine. Daniel L. Haynes. Harry Gray. Fannie Bell
De Knight, Everett McGarrity, Victoria Spivey. Milton
Dickerson, Robert Couch. Walter Tait, Dixie Jubilee Sing:

:

ers.
(L) Talking. 9650f.
Love.
Bessie
REVUE. THE (MC-ATS):
Charles King, Marion Davies, Norma Shearer, William
Haines, Gus Edwards. Joan Crawford, John Gilbert. Marie
Buster
Dressier. Polly Moran, Brox Sisters. Anita Page.
Keaton. Albertina Ballet.
Talking. 11.669f.
(I.)

HOLLYWOOD

EXHIBITORS HERALD-WORLD

September 28, 1929
HONEYMOON

(CD).

Boach. Flash.

(Lj

Moran.

Polly

Eddie

Dec

(B)

4823/.

Gr.bbon.

22. 1928.

Bert

(NP) Mar.

RICH. THE ID-ATI :
Conrad >"agel. Bessie Lore.
Hyams. Robert Ober, James NeiU. Edythe Chapman.
(L) 7351f.
Paul Kruger. Kenneth Gibson.
(B) June IS.
(TOS) June 22.
(NP) June 8.
1929.

IDLE

Leila

LADY OF CHANCE. A (DM):

Norma

Shearer. Lowell
Sherman. Gwen Lee. John Mack Brown. Eugenia Besserer.
Buddy Messinger. CL) 7126f. (B) Dec. 22. 1928. (NP)

Mar.

1929.

9.

LAST OF MRS. CHEYNEY. THE (DAT):

Norma

Shearer.

George Berraud. Herbert Bunston. Hedda
Hopper. Moon Carrol. Madeline Seymour, Cyril Chadwick,
George K_ Arthur (in sound print only). Finch s™nw,
Basil Bathbone.

Maude

(NP) July

Turner.

CASANOVA

OF

LOVES

(L) Talking. 8651/; silent.

20.

Iran Mosoujkine. Diana
Kerenne. Suzanne Bianchetti. Jenny Jugo. Bina de Liguoro.
Nina Kochitz. Olga Day, Paul Guide. Decoeur. Bouamerane.
Budolf K)ein-Rog;e.
(L) 6179f.
(B) Feb. 16. 1S29. (NP)
Mar. 9. 1929.
MADAM E X D AT): Lewis Stone. Buth Chatterton, Raymond Haekett, Holmes Herbert, Eugenie Besserer, John P.
Edington. Mitchell Lewis. Ulrica Haupt, Sidney Toler,
Bichard Carle. Claud King. Chappell Dossett.
(L) 88>Jo/.
(NP) June 29. ITOS) Aug. 17.
MAN'S MAN, A (CD-ME): William Haines. Josephine
Dunn, Sam Hardy. Mae Busch.
(L) 66831.
IB) May 25.
1929.
(NP) June 22.
(TOS) June 22.
Manon Danes. Oscar Shaw. Bobert
MARIANNE (CD-AT)
Castle. Scott Kolk. r>nii Chautard. Mack Swain. Oscar
(B) July
Apfel. Bobert Ames.
Recorded on film and disc
(NP) Aug. 3L
20. 1929.
(D)

:

:

MASKS OF THE DEVIL. THE

John Gilbert. Alma
(D-M)
Bubens. Theodore Boberts. Frank Reicher. Era Von Berne,
IL) 6575/.
Balph Forbes. Ethel Wales. Polly Ann Young.
(TOS) Nov.
(NP) Not. 17. 1928.
(B) Nov. 17. 1928.
:

(W):
Tim McCoy. Dorothy SeWheeler Oakman, Allan Garcia. Hank Mann. Mon(NP) Mar.
(L) 52S4f.
(B) Jan. 5. 1929.
Shaw.

1929.

NAPOLEON

Waldimir Boudenko. Albert
(D):
Alexandre Koubitzky. Harry Krimer. Edmond
Antonin Artaud. Gina Manes. Nicholas Koline.
(B)

Oct.

(NP)

1928.

27,

Oct.

27.

Dieudonne.

Van

1929.

16.

Ramon

Novarro, Renee Adoree.
(Li Silent-72.50/.
Soond(NP) May 25. 1929.
SHOW PEOPLE (CD-TE): Marion Davies. WUliam Haines.
Dell Henderson. Paul Ralli. Tenen Holtz, Harry Gibbon.
7453f.
(LI
Sidney Bracy. Polly Moran. Albert ContL
(TOS) Oct.
(NP) Sept. 29. 1928.
(B) Oct. 20. 1928.

Dorothy

Crisp.

(B) Apr. 27. 1929.

7359T.

27.

:

Donald

Janis.

1028-

Lew Cody. Aileen Pringle. MarKa-Myn WilLams. Eileen

SINGLE MAN. A (CD):
Day. Edward
Manning.
(L) 5596f.

Nugent.

celine

Jan.

IB)

12.

1929.

(NP) Feb.

9.

1929.

SINGLE STANDARD. THE

(D): Greta Garbo. Nils Asthe-.
John Mack Brown, Dorothy Sebastian. Lane Chandler,
Bobert Castle. Mahlon Hamilton. Kathlyn Williams. Zer(TOS) Aug. 17.
(L) 6569f.
(NP) Aug. 17.
fle Tidbury.
SIOUX BLOOD (W): Tim McCoy. Bobert Frazer. Marion
Douglas. Clarence Geldert. Chief Big Tree. Sidney Bracy.
(NP) Apr. 27. 1929.
(Li 4811/.
IB) Apr. 20. 1929.
SPEEDWAY (T-CD): William Haines. Anita Page, Ernest
(TOS)
Torrence. Pollv Moran. Karl Dane. John Miljan.
•

Sept.

(NP)

14.

Sept.

14.

Budolph-Klein-Bozge. Greda Maurus. Lien
Deyers. Louis Ralph. CraiBhall Sherry. Willy Fritsch. Lupa
(NP) June 15.
Pick. Fritz Rasp.
(L) 7999f.
Buster Keaton. Dorothy SeSPITE MARRIAGE (CD-M)
bastian. Edward Earle. Leila Hyams. William Bechtel.
John Byron. (L) 7047f. (B) Apr. 6. 1929. (NP) Apr. XI.

SPIES

(M):

:

1929

THUNDER (D-TMEl:
(L)

Lon Chaney. James Murray, Phyllis
Francis Morris. Wally Albright.
(TOS)
(NP) Aug. 3.
25, 1929.

George Duryea.
(B) June

Haver.

7783f.

TIDE* OF

EMPIRE (D-M):
(Bl

6552f.

Mar.

23.

Benee Adoree and Duryea.

(L)

1929.

TRIAL OF MARY DUGAN D AT': Norma Shearer, Lewis
Stone. H. B. Warner, Raymond Hackett. Lilyan Tashman.
Olive Tell. Adrienne D'Ambricourt. Mary Doran. Dewitt
Jennings. Wilfrid North. Landers Stevens. Charles Moore.
(B) June 8.
(L) lO.OOOf.
(NP) May 25.
Claud Allister.
(TOS) July 13.
.
TRAIL OF '98. THE ID-MEl: Dolores Del Bio. Balph
Forbes. Harry Carey. Tully Marshall. Emily Fitzroy. Tenen
Holtz. Bussell Simpson. Karl Dane. Cesare Grarina. George
(L) 8799f.
(B)
Cooper. John Down. E. Alyn Warmer.
ITOS) Mar. 23.
(NP) Dec. 29. 1928.
Jan. 5. 1923.

_

_

„

1<W9

Donald Crisp. Pauline Starke,
VIKING. THE (D-ME)
LeBoy Mason. Anders Randolph, Richard Alexander, Harrr
Lewis Woods. Albert MacQuarrie. Boy Stewart. Torben
:

Mever, Claire MacDowell. Julia Swayne Gorden.

(NP) Mar.

(L) 8176f.

All in technicolor.

1929.

9.

VOICE OF THE CITY. THE (D-M): Bobert Ames. Willard
Mack. Sylvia Field. James Farley. John Miljan. Clark
MarshalL Duane Thompson. Tom McGuire. Alice Moe.
(L) Sound-7427/.
Beatrice Banyard.
(TOS) May 18.
INP) Apr. 27. 1929.

(B)

Apr.

13.

1929.

WEST OF ZANZIBAR
24

(D-M): Lon Chaney. Lionel BarryBaxter. Mary Nolan. Jane Daly, Roscoe
(B) Nov.
(L) 6150f.
Kalla Pasha. Curtis Nero.

Warner

More.

Ward

flfPl Dec 8. 1928.
Lon Chaney. Lupe
IS EAST (D-TME) :
Tavlor. Lolvd Hughes. Louis Stern. Mrs.
Wing. (L) 6500f. (B) May 4. 1929. (NP) June 22.

1928.

WHERE EAST
Velez

Estefle

Wong

ITOS) June 15.
_
„.
WHILE THE CITY SLEEPS M-ME): Lon Chaney (L)
(TOS) Oct. 2". 1928.
744Rf
(R) S»l" 29. 1928
(D-TME)
WHITE SHADOWS OF THE SOUTH SEAS

:

Monte Blue
<RI

Nov.

10.

(L) Silent. 6290f; sound. 7267f.

(NP) Mar.

1928.

(R) Feb.

CHARMING SINNERS (D-TMDc

Buth Chatterton. Cllre
Brook. Mary Nolan. William Powell, Laura Hope Crews.
Florence Eldridge, Montagu Love, Juliette Crosby, Lorraine
Eddy,

Claude

INP) Aug.

(L)

Allister.

(B)

6164/.

July

6.

1929.

(TOS) Aug. 3.
CHINATOWN NIGHTS (D-AT)
Wallace Beery.
Florence
Vidor. Warner Oland. Jack McHugh. Jack Oakie. Tetsu
Komai. Frank Chew. Mrs. Wing. Peter Morrison. Freeman
Wood.
IL) Silent. 7145f: sound. 7081f.
IB) Mar. 23.
1929.
(NP) Mar. 9. 1929.
(TOS) Apr. 6. 1929.
10.

:

Man

Four
Brothers. Mary
Oscar Shaw, Katherine Francis. Margaret Dumont.
Cyril Bing. Basil Buysdael. Sylvan Lee. Gamby-Hale Girls,
Allan K_ Foster Girls.
(L) 8613/.
IB) May 23. 1929.

(L) 7965f.
Banuel Torres. Robert Anderson.
(TOS) Dec 1,
1928.
(NP) July 7. 1928.

1928.

WILD ORCHIDS <D): Greta Garbo. Lewis Stone. Nils Ae(NP) Mar. 2. 1929.
(R) Feb. 23. 1929.
(I.) 9235f.
ther.
(TOS) Feb. 23. 1929.
OF AFFAIRS 'D-M): Greta Garbo. John Gilbert.
1928.
(TOS) Feb. 16. 1929.
(R) Dec. 15.
(1.1 8319f.
WONDER OF WOMEN (D-TME): Lewis Stone. Leila Hyams.
Peggy Wood, Harry Myers. Sarah Padden. George Fawcett.
Blanche Frederici. Wally Albrizht. Jr.. Camencita Johnson.
Anita Louise Fremault. Dietrich Haupt. Cllric Haupt, Jr.
(B) July 31. 1929.
(L) Talking. 879Sf: Silent. «835f.
(TOS) Aug. 17.
(NP) July 27.

WOMAN

(NP) July

DANCE OF

(TOS) July 20.
THE (D-AT): Nancy Carroll. Hal Skelly,

13.

LIFE.

Boley. Oscar Levant, Gladys DuBois. James T
Dorothy Barter, Balph Theador, Charles D. Brown. Al St.
Quinn. James Farley. George Irving.
(Talking, 10.619f.
(P) Sept. 14.
(TOS) Sept. 21.
DANGEROUS CURVES iD-AT): Clara Bow. Richard Arlen.
Kay Francis. David Newell. Anders Randolph. May Boley.
T. Boy Barnes, Joyce Compton. Charles D. Brown. Stuart
INP) Aug. 3,
Erwin. Jack Ludc
IR) July 13. 1929.
IL,)
Talking. 727 8f; silent. 6539f.
(TOS) July 20.
DANGEROUS WOMAN. A (D-AT): Baclanova. Clive Brook.
Neil Hamilton. Clyde Cook. Leslie Fenton, Snitz Edwards.
(L) Sound. 6643f.
(NP) Mar. le.
(B) May 18. 1929.

May

John,

1929.
(TOS) May 18.
DIVORCE MADE EASY (CD-AT,:

Douglas MacLean. Marie

Prevost. Johnny Arthur. Frances Lee. Dot Farley, Jack
IB) July 6. 1929.
Duffy. Buddy Watles. Hal Wilson.
(TOS)
(NP) July 13.
(L) Talking. 5386/.; silent, 5270f.

Jury

6.

DOCKS OF NEW YORK. THE
Compson.
von
(L)

Baclanova.

Guy

Sevf/ertitz.

(D): George Bancroft. Betty
Clyde Cook. Mitchell Lewis. Gustav
Oliver, May Foster, MBiaa Worth.

(B)

7202f.

(TOS) Oct.

Sept.
1928.

27.

20.

(NP)

1928.

DOCTOR'S SECRET. THE (D-AT,:

Mar.

16.

1929.

Buth Chatterton. H.

B

Warner. John Loder. Bobert Edeson. WLlfored Noy, Ethel
(L)
Sound.
Wales. Nancy Price. Frank Finch-Smiles.
(NP) Mar. 16, 1929.
(TOS) Feb. 16. 1S29.
DUMMY, THE (D-AT): Buth Chatterton. Frederic Marcn.
John Cromwell. Fred Kohler. Mickey Bennett. Vondell
Darr. Jack Oakie. Zasu Pius. Richard Tucker. Eugene
PaRette.
(R) Mar. 9. 1929.
(NP)
(Id Sound. 5357f.
Mar. 16. 1929.
(TOS) Mar. 6. 1929.
FASHIONS IN LOVE (D-AT): Adolphe Menjou. Fay
Compton. Miriam Seegar, John Miljan, Joan Standing.
Wayne, Buss PoweR. BQlie Bennett. Jacques
Robert
5823f.

Talking. 6325f: silent. 6024f.
(B) Jme 29.
(NPI July 13.
(NP) July 13.
1929.
(TOS) Jury 6.
FAST COMPANY (AT-CD): Jackie Oakie. Skeets Gallagher,
Evelyn Brent. Gwen Lee.
(TOS) Sept. 7.
FIRST KISS. THE (D)
Fay Wray. Gary Cooper. Lane
Chandler. Leslie Fenton. Paul Fix. Malcolm Williams.
Monroe Owsley.
(I.)
6134/.
(B) Sept. 25. 1928.
(NP)

Vanaire.

(L)

:

Aug.

4.

(TOS) Sept.

1928.

1.

1928.

IN. THE (CD):
Clara Bow. James HalL Jack
Oakie. Bodil Rosing.
(L) 6918f.
(B) Oct. 13. 1928.
(NP)
Sept. 22. 1928.
(TOS) Sept. 15. 1928.
FORGOTTEN FACES (M)
Clive Brook. Mary Brian. Olga
Baclanova. William PowelL Fred Kohler. Jack Laden.
(L) 7640f.
(B) Sept. 11. 1928.
(NP) Aug. 4. 1928.

FLEET'S

:

(TOS) Aug. 4. 1928Bichard Arlen. Fay Wray. WU(SE)
liam PoweU. Clive Brook. Theodore von Eltz. Noah Beery.
Zack Williams. Noble Johnson. Harold Hiehtower. Phillipe
de Lacey. Edward Batcliffe. George Fawcett, Augustine
Symonds.
Silent.
(L)
Sound. 7.472f.
7472f.
(TOS)

FOUR FEATHERS

Sept.

:

14.

GENTLEMEN OF THE PRESS
Katherine

Francis,

man

Charles

Duncan

(D-AT):

Buggies.

Walter Huston.
Betty Lawford. Nv-

Lawrence Leslie.
(L)
(NP) Apr. 13. 1929.
GREENE MURDER CASE. THE 'My-AT,: William PoweU.
Florence Eldridge, TJlnch Haupt, Jean Arthur, Eugene
Pallette, E. H. Calvert. Gertrude Norman. Lowell Drew.
Morgan Farley, Brandon Hurst, Augusta Burmester, Mar&a
Hariss. Mildred Golden. Mrs. Wilfred Buckland. Helena
Philiphs. Shep Camp. Charles E. Evans.
(NP) July 20.
IL) Talking. 6383f.
iTOS) Aug. 17.
1929.
Foster.
Sound. 7176f.

(B)

Perwarden.

May

4.

1929.

IN THE WALL. THE (MyM-ATI: Claudette Colbert
Edward G. Robinson. David Newell. Nelly Savage. Donald
Meek. Alan Brooks. Louise Closser Hale. Katherine Emmet, Marcia Kagno. Barrv Macollum. George MeQuarrie.
Helen Crane. (L) Sound. 5850f. (B) Apr. 27. 1929. (NP)

HOLE

Apr.

6.

1929.

HOMECOMING

ID):

Frohlich.
1929.
9.

(L)

Dagover.
Bathory.
Aug. 3.

WUly

8156f.

Lars Hansen. Dita Parlo. Gustav
(NP) Feb.
(B) Feb. 16. 1929.

HUNGARIAN RHAPSODY
Fritsch.

Erich
(L)

Kaiser

D-TME)

A

:

Ufa

picture.

Lil

Dita Parlo. Fritz Greiner. Gisella
Tietz.
Leopold Kramer.
(NP)

6165f.

ILLUSION

ID-AT):
Buddy Rogers. Nancy Carroll. June
Knute Erickson. Eugenie Besserer, Kay Francis,
Regis Toomey. William McLaughlin,
Katherine Wallace. William Austin. Frances Raymond
Eddie Kane. Michael Yisaroff, Bessie Lvle, Emelie Melville.
Car! Lukas. CnL O. T, McDonnel.
(NP) July 27.
INNOCENTS OF PARIS (R-ATM)
Maurice Chevalier.
Sylvia Beecher. Russell Simpson. George Fawcett. Mrs.
George Fawcett. John Miljan. Margaret Livingston. David
Durand. Johnny Morris.
Sound-6148/.
(I)
Silent-7816f.
(TOS) June 15.
(R) Slav 25. 1929.
(NP) Mjv 4. 1929.
INTERFERENCE (D-AT): William PoweU. Evelyn Brent.
Clive Brook. Doris Kenyon. Tom Rickets. Brandon Hurst.
Louis Payne. Wllford Noy. Donald Stuart. Raymond Lawrence.
IL) Silent-6643f.
Sound-7487/.
(R) Jan. 5. 1929.
(VT-i Mar. 16. 1929
ITOS) Feb. 9. 1929.
Collyer,

Maude Turner Gordon

:

Paramount
ABIE'S

IRISH

ROSE (CD-TMB):

Charles

Bogers.

Nanjy

Jean Hersholt. J. Farrell McDonald. Bernard
Ida Kramer. Nick Coglev, Camillus Pretal. Rosa
IL) Silent. 10.187f.
Sound. 10.471/.
(R) Jan.
Rosanova.
(TOS) Feb. 2. 1929.
(NP) Nov. 3. 1928.
S, 1929.
AVALANCHE (W) Jack Holt, Doris Hill. Barlannva. John
(NT,
Darrow. Guy Oliver. Bichard Winslow.
(L) 6099f.
Dec. 1. 1928.
Carroll.

Gorcey,

:

KIBITZER (CD):
ton.

Guy

THE (D-AT): Jeanne Eagels. O. H. Heggle.
Reginald Owen. Herbert Marshal
Lady
Irene Brown.
Tsen Mel. Tamaki Yoahiwara.
(L) 8Uent-5490f.
Sound577Sf.
(B) Apr. 13, 1929.
(TOS)
(NP) Mar. 16. 1929.

LETTER.

May 18.
LOOPING THE LOOP (D-ME): Wercer

Kraus. Jenny Jugo.
Gina Manes.
(L) SiIent-6676*.
Sound16. 1S29.
(NP) Mar. 16. 1929.
LOVE PARADE. THE (CD): Maurice Chevalier. Jeanetu
MacDonald, i.np'nn Lane, TJiiian Roth. Edgar Norton.
Lionel Belmore. Robert Roccardi. Carleton Stockdale. Eugene
Pallette. Bussell PowelL Margaret Feaiy. Virginia Bruce.
(NP) Aug. 3.
LOVES OF AN ACTRESS (D-M): Pola Negri. Nils Asther.
May Mr Alster, Richard Tucker. Philip Strange. Paul

Warwick Ward,
IB)

6769f.

Harry G-een. Mary Brian. Neil HamilDavid Newell. T>e K^b'mar. Henry Pink. Tenen Holtz.
Oliver. Albert Gran. Eddie Kane.
(NP) Aug. 17.

Mar.

Lukas.

Nigel de Brulier. Bobert Fischer. Helene Giere.
IB) Sept. 18. 1928.
(NP) June 23, 1928.
:
Bichard Arlen. Mary Brian.
Baclanova, Harry Green. Jack Oakie. Pat O'Malley. Leslie
Fenton. Charles Sullivan, William Vincent.
(B) May
25. 1929.
INP) Apr. 6. 1929. (TOS! May 25.
MAN MUST FIGHT. A (D-AT): Charles (Buddy) Bogers.
Mary Brian. June Collyer. Henry B. Walthall. Wallace
Beery. Fred Kohler, Natalie Kingston. Walter M.tGrail,
Anderson Lawler. Mrs. George Fawcett. George Reed- (NP)
(L)

MAN

June

7434.*.

LOVE, THE IB- AT)

I

29.

MARQUIS PREFERRED
Chester

1929.

16.

Eaton,

MODERN MAIDENS AT-D): Joan Crawford. Bod
La BocQue, Douglas Fairbanks. Jr., Anita Page. Edward
(NP) Sept. 14.
Nugent. Josephine Dunn. Albert Gran.
OVERLAND TELEGRAPH. THE (W): Tim McCoy. Dorothy Janis, Frank Bice. Lawford Davidson. Clarence Geldert.
(NP)
(L) 4815f.
(B) Mar. 2. 1929.
Chief Big Tree.
Mar.

23.

Apr. 13. 1929.

6893/.

1929.

OUR

PAGAN. THE (D-SME)

Carl Stockdale.

COCOANUTS. THE (MC-ATS):

Daele.

(L)

:

roll.

bastian.
9.

:

Ciiariss P.c;ers. Nancy CarHarry Green. Jack Oakie. Bichard (Skeets) Gallagher.
Matty Boubert. Bicca Allen. Wade Boteler, Baby Mack.
Oscar Smith. Greta Grandstedt, Gas Partos.
(L) Sound.
6271f.
(B) Apr. 13. 1929.
iNP) Mar. 30. 1929.
(TOS)

MORGAN'S LAST RAID
tague

Wallace Beery. Louise
OF LIFE (M-ME)
Bichard Arlen. Edgar Blue Washington. H. A.
Morgan. Andy Clarke. Mike Donlin. Roscoe Kams. Robert
Perry. Johnnie Morris. George Kotsonaros, Jacque Chapin.
(L) 7805f.
(B) Sept.
Bobert Brower. Frank Brownlee.
(NP) July 7. Ii28.
(TOS) Oct. 20. 1928.
15. 1928.
BEHIND THE GERMAN LINES ID): Foreign cast. (L)
Sound. 8254f.
IB) Jan. 12. 1929.
BETRAYAL (D-ME)
Emil Jannings, Gary Cooper, Esther
(L)
Ralston, Jada Weller, Douglas Haig. Bodil Rosing.
(NP) Apr.
Silent. 6492f; sound. 6614/.
(B) May 11. 1S29.
(TOS) June 1.
27. 1929.
William
Powell.
CANARY MURDER CASE. THE (My-ATj:
James Hall, Louise Brooks, Jean Arthur, Gustav von
Seyflertitz, Charles Lane. Eugene Pallette. Lawrence Gray,
Ned Sparks. Louis John Battels. E. H. Calvert. (L) Talking. 71711: silent. 5943f. (R) Feb. 16. 1929. (NP) June 15.
CASE OF LENA SMITH, THE ID): Esther Ralston. James
Hall. Gustav von SeyfTertitz. Emily Fitzroy, Fred Kohler.
Betty Aho. Lawrence Grant, Leone Lane, Kay DesLys.
Alex Woloshin, Ann Brody. Wally Albright. Jr.. Warner
Khnger.
(L) 7229T.
(B) Jan. 19. 1929.
(NP) Mar. 16.
1929.
(TOS) Jan. 26. 1929.
CARNATION KID, THE C-AT): Douglas MacLean. Francis Lee, William B. Davidson. Lorraine Eddy. C h a rles Hit.
Mailes. Francis McDonald. Maurice Black. Bert Swor, Jr..

CLOSE HARMONY (CD-AT):

1928.

24.

BEGGARS
Brooks,

1929.

9.

57

Conklin.

(F):

Dot Farley,

Michael Visaroff.
Mar. 16. 1929.

(L)

5506/.

Adolph Menjou. Ncra Lane.
Xfis^h* Auer. Alex Ifi
(B) Feb. 2. 1929.
(NP)

MIGHTY. THE (AT-D):
Warner Oland, Raymond

George Bancroft. Esther
Hatton. Dorothy Revier. Morgan
Heggie, Charles Sellon. E. H. Calvert. John

Farley, O.

P.

CromweR.

(NP)

Sept.

14.

MODEL FROM M0NTMARTE. THE

Nita Naldi. Ivan
(D)
LaGrange. Maurce de Cononge.
(L)
1928.
(NP) Sept 15. 1928.
OF THE MARINES (CD): Bichard Dix. Buth
(L) 5444/.
(R) Oct. 27. 1528.
(TOS) Oct. 20.

Cetrovitch.
5941/.
(R)

MORAN
Elder.

:

Louise
Sept.

22.

1928.

MYSTERIOUS DR. FU MANCHU, THE (My-OT)

:

Warner

Oland, Jean Arthur. Neil Hamilton. O. P. Heggie. William
Austin, Claude King. Charles Stevenson. Noble Johnson.
Evelyn Selbie. Charles Giblyn. Donald Mackenzie, Lawford
Davidson. Task Winter. <"*h»rteq Stevens Chappel Dosset.
Tully MarshalL
(NP) July 27.
(L)
Talking. 7663/.
(TOS) July 20.
NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH (CD-AT): Richard Dix.
Berton Churchill, Louis John Barrels. Ned Scarks. Wynne

Kane. Dorothy HaU. Madeline Grey.
Sound-7256f. (B) Apr. 20. 1923. (NP)
(TOS) Apr. 27. 1929.
PATRIOT. THE ID): Fmii Jennings. Florence Vidor. Lewis
Stone, Vera Voronina. Neil Hamilton, Harry Cording.
(D
10.172*.
(R) Sept. 1. 1S28.
INP) Sept. 8. 1S28. (TOS)
Helen

Churchill.

Nancy Byon.
Atr.

20,

Sept.

22.

(L)

1929.

1928.

RAINBOW MAN, THE

(SR-TS): A Soco-Ar. pi:ture. Eddie
Dowling, Marian Nixon. Frankie Darro, Sam Hardy, Lloyd
Ingraham. George Hayes.
(L) Talking. 8500/.
(R) May
18. 1929.
(NP) June 22.
(TOS) June 22.
REDSKIN IR-ME): Richard Dix. Gladys Belmont. Jane
Novak. Larry Steers. Tully Marshal), Bernard SuegeL George
Bigas, Augustina Lopez. Noble Johnson. Joseph W. Girard.
Jack Dunne. Andrew J. Callahan. Philip Anderson, Loraine. Biiero. George Walker.
(L) Silent-7204/.
Sound7643/.
(B) Feb. 23. 1929.
(NP) Feb. 16. 1923.
(TOS)
Feb.

2.

1929.

RIVER OF ROMANCE. THE

ICD-AT,
Charles (Buddy)
Mary Brian. June Collyer. Henry B. WaltnalL
Wallace Beery, Fred Kohler, Natalie Kingston, Mrs. George
Fawcett, Anderson Lawler, George Reed.
CL) Talking.
7009f: silent. 70S2f.
IB) Jury 20. 1929.
(TOS) Aug. 3.
SHOPWORN ANGEL (CD-S): Nancy Carroll. Gary Cooper.
Paul Lukas.
(L) Silent-7112/.
Sound-7373/.
(B) Jan.
INP) Feb. 9. 1929. (TOS) Jan. 19. 1929.
12. 1929.
:

Rogers.

THE FATHERS (D-M): Frnil Jennings. Bath
Chatterton, Barry Norton. Jean Arthur, Jack Laden. Zasu
Pitts.
Matthew Betz, Harry Cording. Arthur Housman.
Frank Reicher.
(L) 7761/.
(B) Dec 29. 1928.
(NP)

SINS OF

Oct.

20,

1928.

SOMEONE TO LOVE

(CD): Charles Bogers. Mary Brian.
William Austin. Jack Oakie, Ja—TS Kiri^-xd, Mary Aid en
Frank Beicher. (L) 6323/.
(NP) Dec 29. 1S2S.
(TOS)

Dec

22

1928

Of" "SAND (W):
Wallace Beery. Jean Arthur.
B. Holmes. Fred Kohler, Chester Conklin. Gay
Oliver. Lillian Worth. Frank Bice. Clarence L. Sherwood.
(NP) May 18. 1929.
(B) June 8. 1929.

STAIRS

Phillips

STUDIO MURDER CASE. THE (My-ATI

Neil HamiUon.
Warner Oland. Frederic March. Florence Eldridge. Doris
Eugene Pallette. Chester Conklin. Lane Chandler,
Gardner James. Guy Oliver. E. H. Calvert, Donald Macken(L) Talking. 6500/ : silent. G070Z.
(R) June 1. 1929.
zie.
(NP) June 8. (TOS) June 22
SUNSET PASS (W): Jack Holt. Nora Lane. John Loder.
:

Hill,

Christian J. Frank. Pee Wee Holmes, Chester rWlM"*
(L) 5862/.
(B)
Pat Harmon. Alfred Allen. Guy OUver.
Feb. 9. 1929. (NP) Feb. 23, 1929.
SWEETIE (CD): Nancy CarroU. Stanley Smith. Helen Kane.
Joseph Depew. Jack Oakie. William Austin. Smart Erwin.
Wallace MacDonald. Aileen Manning. (NP) Aug. 17.
THREE WEEK ENDS (CD): Clara Bow. Neil Hamiltrm.
Harrison Ford. Lucille Powers, Julia Swayne Gordon.
Jack Raymond. Edythe Chapman. Guy OUver. WUliam
Holden. (LI 5962f. (NP) Dec 22. 1928.
THUNDERBOLT (D-AT): George Bancroft. Bichard Arlen.
Fay Wray Tully Marshall. Eugene Besserer, James Spoctswood. Fred Kohler. Mike Donlin. S. S. R. S. Stewart.
George Irving. WUliam Thome. E. H. Calvert. King Tut.
(B) June 22. 1923.
(L) Talking. 8571/: SUent. 7311/.
(TOS) Aug. 3.
(NP) June L
VARSITY (CD): Charles Bogers. Mary Brian, Chester
Conklin. Phillips B. Holmes. Bobert Ellis. John Westwood, Princeton university undergraduates. (L) 6349/. (R)
(NP) Aug. 4. 1928. (TOS) Nor. 3. 19J8.
Oct. 27. 1928.
VIRGINIAN. THE (D-AT): Gary Cooper. Walter Huston.
Richard Arlen. Mary Brian. Chester Conklin Eugene Pallette, E. H. Calvert. Helen Ware. Victor Potel. Tex Young.
Charles Stevens.
(NP) July 20.
WEDDING MARCH. THE CD): George Fawcett. Maude
George. Erich von Stroheim. George Nichols, ZaSu Pitts.
Hugie Mack. Matthew Betz. Cesare Grarina, Dale Fuller.
Fay Wray. Syd Bracey. (L) 10.400/. fR) Oct. 6. 1928.
(TOS) Jan. 26. 1929.
INP) Oct. 27. 1928.
WHAT A NIGHT (CD): Bebe Daniels. NeU Hamilton. William Austin. Wheeler Oakman. Charles Sellon. HiU Mailes.
1928.
(NP)
Oct.
5378/.
(B)
6.
(L)
Ernie Adams.
Jan.

12.

1929.

Richard Dix. Estaer
LIFE. THE (D-AT):
O. P. Heggie. Arthur Hoyt. Myrtle Stedman.
(B) June
Larry Steers. Regis Toomey. Nigel de Brulier.
(TOS) July 6
2* 1929
<NP> Apr 27. 1929.
w"lLD PARTY, THE (CD-AT) : Clara Bow, Frederic March.
Mareeline Day. Shirley OTIara. Jack Luden. Jack Oakie.
Arthur Rankin, Lincoln Stedman. Joyce Compton. Ben
Hendricks. Jr.. Jack Redmond. Adrienne Dore. Jean Lorraine. Virginia Thomas, Kay Bryant. Alice Adair, Amo
(L) SilentIngram. Renee Whitney. Marguerite Cramer.
(NP) Mar. 23.
(R) Apr. 6. 1S29.
6036/.
Sound-7167/.
ITOS) Apr 13. 1929.
1929
(D-AT):
George
Bancroft.
THE
WOLF OF WALL STREET,
Baclanova. Paul Lukas. Nancy CarroU. Lane Chandler.
(L)
Brandon Hurst. Paul Guerisman. Craufurd Kent.
(NP) Mar.
IR) Feb. 9. 1929.
Sound-6810f.
Silent-6396/.
9. 1929.
(TOS) Mar. 16. 1929.
.
Loula
Gary
Cooper.
Velez.
WOLF SONG (R-TM): Lupe
Wolhe'm. Constantine Romanoff. Michael Vavitch. Russell
Colombo. Augustine Lopez. George Bigas. fL) Siien-. 6060/;
(NP) Mar. 9. l»t».
<R> Mar. 30. 1929.
smind. 6769/.
(TOS) Apr. 6. 1929.

WHEEL OF
Ralston.
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THE (D-T): Alan Hale. Renee Adoree. (U
6816f.
(R) Dec. 30. 1928.
(TOS) Mar. 9. 1929.
SQUARE SHOULDERS (M-TME): Louis Wolhelm. Junior

Pola Negri. Nor-

SPEILER,

Kerry. Otto Matiesen. Lawrence Grant, Maude George.
Paul Lukas. Bodil Rosing. Mlrra Rayo. Martha Franklin,
(B) Nov. 3, 1928.
(L) 6938f.
Jack Luden. Tetsu Komai.

Coghlan.

WOMAN FROM MOSCOW. THE

(D-ME):

man

(NP) June

1928.

19.

WOMAN TRAP

.

Chester
Morris, Leslie Fenton. Effle Ellsler, William B. Davidson.
Guy Oliver, Charles Giblyn. Wilson Hummell. (NP) July 20.

(M-AT)

Skelly. Evelyn Brent.

Hal

:

Parthenon
WILD HEART OF AFRICA, THE
June

Shaw,

Philippe De Lacey.
Morris, Kewpie
(R) Mar. 31. 1929.

5477f.

(NP)

(Animal Picture):

(B)

(L) 7008f.

Allan. Brown, Loff.

(CD-T):

<L) 6129f.
Ina Claire.
(D-AT)
(NP) Sept 7.
(TOS) Sept. 7.
(B) Aug. 10, 1929.
Allan Hale. (B) Mar
BACHELOR'S SECRET, A (CD-AT)
:

:

Lombard,
NEWS (My-AT): Robert Armstrong. Carol
Kennedy. Warner Richmond. Wade Boteler. Sam
(L) Talking. 6028f.
Hardy. Charles Sellon. Robert Dudley.
(NP)
1929.
Sept.
7.
disc.
(R)
Recorded on film and

BIG

Tom
eP

BIG SHOT. THE (D-T)
BLACK ACE. THE (W)
Sept 2 1928
BORDER' PATROL (W):

Don Coleman.

:

Dec.

Harry

1928.

23.

Nov. 30. 1929.
(L)

(R)

:

(L)

Carey.

„
Harry Carey.

BURNING BRIDGES (W):

(L)

(R)

4598f.

(R)

4846f.

(R)

1928.

30,

:

1930.
CLOTHES (D-AT): Constance Bennett. (R) Feb. 15.
CRASHING THROUGH (D AT): William Boyd. (R) Jan.
18. 1930.
DEVIL'S TWIN (W): Leo Maloney.
FLYING FOOL. THE (D-AT): William Boyd. Mane Prevost.

Tom
6700f.

(L) Talking. 6746f; silent,
O'Brien. Russell Gleason.
(NP) July 27.
„ „_„. (K)
(L) 6i87r.
Lila Damita.
(D) :
,

FORBIDDEN LOVE
Oct.
.45

1928.
_
_ ... ..
_
Don Coleman. Ben Corbett, Al
Edward Jones. Duke R. Lee. Floyd Ames. Jeanette
Feb. 17.
Jackson.
(R)
Murdock MacQuarrie. Orrin

28.

.

CALIBRE WAR (W)

Hart,
Loff,
1929.

:

(NP) Mar. 16, 1929.
Eddie Quillan, Marian Nixon,
GERALDINE (CD-TME)
(R) Jan. 20. 1929.
(L) 5587f.
Albert Gran, Gaston Glass.
Lina Basquette. Marie
GOD less" GIRL. THE (D-TME)
Prevost. George Duryea, Noah Beery. Eddie Quillan, Mary
Jane Irving, Julia Faye, Viola Louie, Emily Barrye. Clarence Burton, Dick Alexander. Kate Price, Hedwig Reicher.
(R) Mar. 31. 1929.
Talking. 9328f; silent. 9019f.
(L)
4790f.

(L)

(D): Shirley Mason, Jack Mower.
James Bradbury. Jr., Isabel Keith, Thomas A. Curran,
Henry Boquemore. Belle Stoddard. Bill Franey. (L) 6732f.
(R) Apr. 15. 192S.
(NP) June 29.

BLACK PEARL, THE (My-M):

Lila Lee, Ray Hallor, Carlton Stockdale. Thomas Curran. George French. Howard
Lorenz, Sybil Grove. Baldy Belmont. Adele Watson. Lew
(NP)
Short. Art Rowlands.
(R) Jan. 1, 1929.
(L) 5261f.

Mar.

1929.

16,

BROTHERS (D): Bedford. Keefe.
1929
15
CITY OF PURPLE DREAMS. THE
(L) 59377.
(R) September. 1928.
C.
DEVIL'S CHAPLAIN, THE (D)

:

(L)

Faire.

HANDCUFFED

Jack Ganzhorn. Frank Lackteen. Paul Panzer.
Pratt. Parky Jones.
tel. Harry Semels. Walter Miller. Jack
Chief White Horse,
Prince.
Frederick Dana. John T.
(L)
George Magrill. Evangeline Russell, Chief Towlache.
Mar.
30 1929.
(NP)
1929.
(R) Mar. 17.
4840f.
HER PRIVATE AFFAIR (D-AT): Ann Harding. Harry
(R) Sept. 28. 1929.
Bannister.
Moore,
HIGH VOLTAGE (D-AT): William Boyd. Owen Smalley.
Carol Lombard. Diane Ellis, Billy Bevan, Phillips
(L)
26

1929

Kl^NG

OF

June

(NP)

5743f.

COMMAND

HIS FIRST

29.

(CD-AT):

Eddie

H. B. Warner

VlNGS (D-ME):

(R)

Quillan.

Oct.

(R)

Jacqueline LjJoseph Schild-

ErneBt Torrence,
Edeson. Sidney D'Albrook. Rudolph ScliildMatt
liraut, Sam DeGrasse. Victor Varconl. William Boyd.
(L)
Moore Julia Faye. Kenneth Thomson. Alan Brooks.
tan. Dorothy
kraut, Robert

Cumming,

13.500f.

Sept.

(R-)

(TOS) Mar. 10, 1928.
1928.
William Boyd. Alan Hale.
(D-T):
Fred Kohler. Diane Ellis, James Al30.

LEATHERNECK. THE

Itobert Armstrong,
Paul Weigel, Jules Cowles. Wade Boteler, Philo
(R)
(L) 6898f.
McCullough. Joe Girard. Michell Lewis.
(TOS) June L
(NP) Apr. 20. 1929.
Feb 24, 1929.
LOVE OVER NIGHT (CD): Rod La Rooque. Jeanette Loff.
7530f.
(L)
Carr.
Mary
Kennedy.
Tucker.
Tom
Richard

dine

(I!)

Nov. 25. 1928.

(NP) Sept.

8,

1928.

IN LOVE (D-AT): Morton Downey. Betty Dawford.
Colin Keith-Johnson. Halliwell Hobbes. J. M. Kerrigan.
Richard Taber. Edward O'Connor, Mary Murray. Mackenzie
Ward. Louis Sorin, Sonia Karlov. Tyrrell Davis, Elizabeth
(NP) July ST.
(R) Aug. 17. 1929.
Murrav (LI 6870f.
(R) Nov.
(L) 5506f.
Coghlan.
MARKED MONEY (D)

LUCKY

:

4

1928

MAN-MADE WOMEN

(D):

Leatrice Joy.

(L)

5762f.

(R)

„ , „
MOTHER'S BOY (D-TME): Morton Downey. Beryl Mercer,
John T. Doyle. Brian Donlevy, Helen Chandler. Osgood
Perkins. Lorin Raker. Barbara Bennett, Jennie Moskowitz.
Sept.

1928.

9.

Jacob Frank, Louis Sorin, Robert Gleoker. Tyrrell Davis.
(NP) Apr. 6.
(L) 7423f.
Allan Vincent. Leslie Stowe.
i noo
NED McCOBB'S DAUGHTER (D-ME): Irene Rich. (L)
(R) Dec. 2. 1928.
(1070f.
4. 1930.
NEGLIGEE (D-AT): Ina Claire. (R) Jan. Quillan.
Alberta
Eddie
NOISY NEIGHBORS (CD-TME):
Vaughn. Qullan Family. Theodore Roberts. Ray Hallor.
Billy GilItussell Simpson. Robert Perry. Mike Donlln.
(NP) Mar. 16,
(R) Jan. 27. 1929.
bert.
<L) 5737f.
1 029
(R) Nov.
William Boyd.
O'BRIEN (D-AT):

OFFICER
1929
OFFICE SCANDAL (CD-TME):
ton Raymond Hatton. Margaret
•»(]

Jimmy

Aldine.

(L)

Brown

Keefe. Virginia

1929.

15,

THE

1929

SHOULD A GIRL MARRY? (D-TME):
November.

(R)

6525f.

SISTERS OF EVE

Foster. Keith.

(L)

1928.

(D)

Mae

:

Phyllis Haver, Leslie FenLivingston, Jimmy Adams,
(NP)
Mar. 3. 1929.

(R)

6511f.

July

Mav 25. 1929. (TOS)
James Gleason.
OH YEAH (D-AT): Robert Armstrong,
(R) Oct. 5. 1929.
Zasu Pitts. Patricia Caron.
PARIS BOUND (D-AT): Ann Harding, Frederic March.
27.

Busch.

5675f.

(L)

Fenton. Hallam Cooley. Juliette
George Irving
Ilka Chase.
Crosby. Charlotte Walker. Carmellta Geraghty
(NP) July 20.
(R) Aug. 3. 1929.
Talking. 6.684f.
(I.)
(TOR) Alic. 10.
_
_
_..
Logan.
POWER (CD): William Boyd. Alan Hale. .Taquellne
Jerry Drew, Joan Bennett. Carol Lombard. Pauline CurOct.
13,
(NP)
(R) Sept. 23, 1928.
ley.
(L) 6092f.

SAILORS'

HOLIDAY

George Cooper.
S
NI

Paul

Allan

(CD):
Hurst,

SAL OF siNGAPORE (D-T):

N

SHADY

Mary

Sally
Hale.
Carr. Charles

Phyllis

Haver.

(L)

Ellers.

Clary.
6804f.

THE (D-TME): Phyllis Haver. Robert
(L) Talking,
Louis Wolhelm, Russell Gleason.
(NP) June 1.
580RT
(R) Jan. 20. 1929.
FOLKS (CD-T): Eddie Quillan. (L) 6581f. (R)

"lLADY,

(D):
Mary Carr. Jason Robards.
(L)
M. A. Dickinson, Henry Barrows.
Feb. 15. 1929.
Rex Lease. Claire DuDana,
Viola
TWO SISTERS (D):
Brey, Irving Bacon. Boris Karloff. Tom Lingham, Thomas
(R) Apr. 1, 1929.
(L) 5161f.
A. Curran. Adalyn Asbury.

Jobyna Ralston.
(R)

6901f.

May

(NP)

1929.

25.

WHEN DREAMS COME TRUE

Helene Costello, Rex
(D):
Lease
Claire MoDowell, Ernest Hllliard, Emmett King,
George Perlolat, Danny Hoy, Buddy Brown, Ranger. Ragj.
(NP) Feb. 16. 192».
(R) Jan. 15, 1929.
(L) 6242f.

RKO
AIR

THE

LEGION.

Martha
Jan.

(R)

Sleeper.
6. 1929.

(D)

John Gough,
(NP) Jan. 12. 1929.
Bob
(M)

AMAZING VAGABOND, THE
ham,

Jay

Daniels.

Frankie

Thalasso.
16.

(W):

4808f.

(L)

1929.

Tom

Ferguson,
(R) Oct.

Al

Darro.

Steele.

Lafe

Moreno.

(L)

Chase.

:

Morley, Perrv Murdock.
(R) Apr. 7,
(L) 5081f.

AVENGING RIDER. THE
len,

Antonio

Lyon.
Colin

6361f.

Tom

Ling-

McKee. Thelma
(NP) Apr. 6.
Florence AlFleming. Arthur

Tyler,

Bob

(NP)

1928.

7.

Mar.

1929.

(L)
Tom Mix.
DIAMOND ROBBERY, THE (W)
6114f.
(R) May 13, 1929.
BLOCKADE (D): Anna Q. Nllsson. McDonald. (L) 6409f.
(R) Jan. 30. 1929.
Francis X. Bushman,
CHARGE OF THE GAUCHOS (M)

BIG

:

Jacqueline Logan, Guido Trento. Paul Ellis, Henry Kolker.
Charles Hill. Mailes, John Hopkins. Charles K. French,
Lige
Olive Hasbrouck. Mathilde Comont, Jack Ponder,
(L) 5548f.
(R)
Conley, Gino Corrado. Frank Hagney.
Sept.

16.

(NP)

1928.

Sept.

COME AND GET

15.

1928.

Bob Steele. Jimmy Quinn, Jay
IT (W)
Morley, Betty Welsh. James B. Leong. William Welsh,
(L) 5254f.
Marian Sais.
(R) Feb. 3.
DELIGHTFUL ROGUE, THE (AT): Rod La Rocque, Bebe
Serial number. 0203.
Daniels.
(R) Sept. 22. 1929.
Tom Mix. Dorothy Dwan. Barney
DRIFTER, THE (W)
Furey. Al Smith. Ernest Wilson. Frank Austin. Joe Rick(L) 5896f.
(R) Mar. 18.
son. Wynn Mace.
FRECKLED RASCAL (W) Buzz Barton. Milburn Morante.
Tom Lingham. Lotus Thompson. Pat O'Brien. Bill Paton.
(L) 4884f.
(R) Mar. 31.
FURY OF THE WILD (D) Ranger, Barbara Worth. Robert
(L) 4899f.
(R) Jan. 6.
Homans. Pat O'Brien, Al Smith.
GUN LAW (W): Tom Tyler. Barney Furey. Ethlyne Clair,
Frankie Dano. Lew Meehan, Tom Brooker. Harry Woods.
(L) 4688f.
(R) Mar. 3.
HALF MARRIAGE (D-AT): Olive Borden. Morgan Farley.
Ann Greenway, Sally Blaine. Ken Murray, Anderson Law(L) Talking. 6481f.
Hedda Hopper, Richard Tucker.
lor
(R) Oct. 13. 1929.
Sally O'Neil. Donald Reed. lilyan
HARDBOILED (D)
Tashman. Bob Sinclair. Ole M. Ness. Tom O'Grady. Al(I.) 5940f.
(R) Feb. 3.
phonz Ethier.
PRIDE OF PAWNEE (W): Tom Tyler. Frankie Darro.
Ethlyne Clair. Barney Furey, Jack Hllliard, Lew Meeaan.
Jimmy Casey. (L) 4750f. (R) June 9. 1929. (NP) June 22.
Marlon Nixon. William Collier.
RED SWORD, THE (D)
(R) Feb. 17,
(L) 6243f.
Jr.. Carmel Myers. Allan Roscoe.
:

:

:

:

:

:

1929.

(R) Sept.
Bebe Daniels, John Boles.
Serial number, 0102.
15. 1929.
Tom. Matt and Owen Moore.
SIDE STREET (D-AT):
(L) TalkKathryn Perry. Emma Dunn. Frank Sheridan.
Serial number, 0202.
ing. 6965f.
(R) Sept. 8, 1929.
STREET GIRL (CD-ATS): Jack Oakle. Ned Sparks. John
(L) Talking.
Harron, Joseph Cawthom. Betty Compson.
(TOS) Sept. 21.
(R) Aug. 11. 1929.
8188f.
Trevor,
VERY IDEA THE (AT): Frank Craven. Hugh Watson.
Theodore von Eltz, Olive Tell, Doris Eaton. Adele
(L) TalkOeanne de Bard. Allen Reams, Sally Blane.
Serial number, 0503.
(R) Sept. 1. 1929.
ing 6139f.

RIO RITA (O-ATS):

:

June

1929.

1.

VENUS (D-ME):

Constance Talmadge. Andre Roanne, Jean
Fils and Jean Mercanton.

Max Maxudian. Baron

Murat,

Sound

(NP) June

6882f.

Universal
BEAUTY AND BULLETS (W): Ted Wells. Duane Thomp(L) 479f.
son. Jack Kenney, Wilbur Mack.
BODY PUNCH, THE (D) Jack Dougherty, Virginia Brown
:

Faire. George Kotsonaros, Wilbur Mack. Monte
(NP) July 27.
(R) July 14. 1929.
(L) 47867.

Leo White, Merrill McCormlck, Bryon Douglas, Nelson
(L) 4126f.
McDowell.
(R) Mar. 10.
(AT-D)
Glen Tryon. Merna Kennedy. Evelyn
Brent. Thomas Jackson, Robert Ellis, Otis Harlan, Paul
Porcasi, Marion Lord, Fritz Field, Leslie Fenton, Arthur
Housman, Geoige Davis. Betty Francisco, Edythe Flynii
(L) 9330f.
Florence Dudley. Ruby McCoy.
BURNING THE WIND (W): Hoot Gibson, Cesare Gravine.
Virginia Brown Faire, Boris Karloff, Robert Holmes.
Reson.

leased Feb.

(CD):

Jan.

MIDSTREAM (D-TME):

MY

NEW ORLEANS (D-TME):
(L)
Cortez. Alma Bennett.
TWO MEN AND A MAID
Alma

Bennett.
Talking. 6423f.

William
6765f.

(D-T):

Collier.

(R) Aug.

William

Grlbbon, George
Aug. 1. 1929.

Eddie
(R)

E.

Rlcardo
Jr..
1. 1929.
Collier, Jr..
Stone.

(L)

United Artists
ALIBI (M-AT): Chester Morris. Pat O'Malley. Harry Stubbs.
Mae Busch, Eleanor Griffith, Inna Harrison, Regis Toomey,
Al Hill. James Bradbury, Jr.. Elmer Ballard. Kennan
Cripps, Purnell B. Pratt. DeWltt Jennings. Edward Brady.
(L)

Talking,

<TOS) Sept.

8107f.
21.

(R)

Apr.

20.

1929.

:

(L)

10.

CHARLATAN, THE

5202f.

Holmes Herbert,

(T-D):

lows, Margaret Livingston.
5972f.
Sound 6506f.

(R)

Apr.

14.

Rockcliffe Fel(L)
Silent,

CLEAR THE DECKS

(T-CD): Reginald Denny, Olive Hasbrouck, Otis Harlan, Colette Merton, Lucien Littlefleld.
Brooks Benedict, Robert Anderson, Elinor Leslie.
(R)
(L) Sound, 5792f.
Silent. 5740f.
Mar. 3.
COHENS AND KELLYS IN ATLANTIC CITY (T-CD):
George Sidney, Mack Swain, Vera Gordon, Kate Price,
Cornelius Keefe, Nora Lane, Virginia Sales, Tom Kennedy.
(L) Sound, 7400f.
Silent. 7752f.
(R) Mar. 17.
COLLEGE LOVE (D-AT): George Lewis. Eddie Phillips.
Dorothy Gulliver, Churchill Ross. Hayden Stevenson, Sumner
(L)

Getchell.

Talking.

(R)

6864f.

July

7.

(NP)

1929.

July 27.

COME ACROSS (M-TME):

Lina Basquette, Reed Howes.
Flora Finch, Craufurd Kent, Gustav von Seyffertltz, Clarissa
Selwynne.
(R) June 30. 1929.
(NP) July 27.
(L) Talking.

5330f:

silent.

5593f.

DRAKE CASE, THE (AT-MD): Gladys BrockeU. (TOS)
Sept. 21.
Bill Cody. Sally
EYES OF THE UNDERWORLD (W)
(L) 4208f.
Blane.
(R) Apr. 28.
GIRL ON THE BARGE (T-D): Jean Hersholt, Sally O'Neil,
:

Malcolm McGregor, Morris Mcintosh, Nancy Kelly, George
(L) Sound,
Offerman, Henry West, Rex.
(R) Feb. 3.
Silent. 6908f.

7510f.

GIRL OVERBOARD (D-T): Mary Phllbin, Fred Mackaye.
Otis Harlan, Edmund Breese, Francis McDonald.
(L)
739U;

Talking,
Sept.

Buck Conners,
Jan.

(R)

7531f.

silent,

July

28.

(NP)

1929.

21.

GRIT WINS (W):
(L)

27.

Ted Wells, Kathleen Collins, Al Ferguson.
(R)
Nelson McDowell, Edwin Moulton.

4596f.

HARVEST OF HATE (W): Rex,
Tom London. (L) 47-9f.
HIS LUCKY DAY (CO-TME)

Jack Perin, Helen Foster,

Reginald Denny,

LoRayne
Otis
Harlan. Eddie Phillips. Cissie Fitzgerald.
Harvey Clark, Tom O'Brien.
(L) Talking, 6731f; silent.
5630f.
(NP) June 22.
(R) June 30, 1929.
HOOFBEATS OF VENGEANCE (W): Rex. Jack Perrin.
Helen Foster, Al Ferguson. Starlight.
(R) June 16.
(L)
:

Duval,

4525f.

LARIAT KID, THE (W)

Hoot Gibson. Ann Christy, Cap
Anderson, Mary Foy. Francis Ford, Walter Brennan, Andy
Waldron, Bud Osborne, Joe Bennett, Jim Corey.
(L)
(NP) June 15.
5247f.
(R) June 23, 1929.

LAST

WARNING.

:

THE

Montagu Love, John

(M-TME)

:

Laura

La

Plante,

Roy D'Arcy. Bert Boach. MarSwain. Burr Mcintosh,
Carry
Daumery. George Summerville. Torben Meyer. D'Arcy Corrigan.
Bud Phelps. Charles French. Fred Kelsey. Tom
O'Brien, Harry Northrup.
(L) Talking, 7980f; silent. 7731f.
(R) Jan. 6. 1929.
(NP) June 29.
Livingston.

garet

MAN.

Boles,

Mack

WOMAN AND WIFE

(D-TME):

Norman

Pauline Starke. Marian Nixon, Kenneth Harlan.
Kent, Byron Douglas.
(L) 6589f.
(R) Jan.

Kerry.
Craufurp"
1929.

13.

29.

(ATS):
Eddie Leonard. Josephine Dunn.
George Stone, Huntley Gordon.
(L) Talking.
(NP) Aug. 31.
6350f.
(R) July 21. 1929.
MODERN LOVE (CD-AT): Charley Chase, Jean Hersholt.
(R) July 14. 1929.
Kathlyn Crawford, Edward Martlndel.
(NP) June 22. (L) Talking, 6501f; silent. 5730f.
Tack Perin. Rex. Barbara Worth.
PLUNGING HOOFS (W)
(R)
(L) Silent, 4344f.
J.
P. McGowan, David Dunbar.
Rose Coe.

Sally O'Neil Roland Drew.
(L) 5412f.
1.
Claire Windsor. Montague Love.
Larry Kent. Helen Jerome Eddy, Louis Alvarez, Leslie
(L) 7353f.
Brigham, Genevieve Shrader.
LADY'S PAST (D-TME): Belle Bennett. Joe E. Brown.
Alma Bennett, Russell Simpson. Joan Standing, Blllle
(L) Talking. 7948f.
(NP) June 15.
Bennett.

(R)

Montague.

BORDER WILCAT, THE (W): Ted Wells. Kathryn Mu
(L) 4259f.
Guire.
(R) May 12.
BORN TO THE SADDLE (W): Ted Wells, Duane Thomp-

(NP) June

Corliss Palmer.

1.

MELODY LANE

Tiffanv-Stahl
BROADWAY FEVER

15.

:

BROADWAY

Ben

:

June

Eleanor Boardman. John
Holland, Edmund Burns. Alma Rubens, Al St. John, Glen
(L)
Waters. Margaret Seddon. Yola D'Avrll. Evelyn Hall.
(NP) June 1. (TOS) Aug. 10.
8864f.
(R) July 13, 1929.
Vilma Banky. James Hall,
THIS IS HEAVEN (D-TME)
Tucker.
(L)
Fritzie Ridgeway, Lucien Littlefleld, Richard
(TOS) July 20.
(NP) June 1.
7948f.
(R) June 22. 1929.
THREE PASSIONS. THE (D-M): Alice Terry. Ivan Petrovitch.
Shayle Gardner, Leslie Faber. Andrew Engelman.
(R)
Talking, 6646f; silent, 7576f.
Claire Eames.
(L)

SOME MOTHER'S BOY

Armstrong.

Elinor Fair. Ivan Lebedeff, nugh Allan.
(NP) June 1.
(R) Jan. 20. 1929.
(L) 4554f.
Jack Oakle.
Eddie Quillan. 8ally CNell.
SOPHOMORE. THE (OD-AT)
Stanley Smith. Jeanette Loff. Russell Gleason. Sarah Pad(L) Talking C52€f.
den Brooks Benedict. Spec O'Donnell.
(TOS) Aug. 24.
(R) Aug. 24. 1920.

(NP)

1929.

12.

September. 1928.

«132f- silent.

SHOW
Oct. 21, 1928.
SIN TOWN (CD):

Jan.

(R)

(L) Musical. 7980f; silent. 7910f.

Christopher Martin.

SHE GOES TO WAR (D-TMS):

(R)

I

Leslie

DRUMMOND (D-AT): Ronald Colman. Joan
Bennett, Lilyan Tashman, Montagu Love, Lawrence Grant,
Wilson Benge. Claud Allister. Adolph Millar, Cahrles Sellon,
Tetsu Komal.
(L) Talking, 8256f.
COQUETTE (D-AT): Mary Pickford, John Mack Brown,
Matt Moore, John Sainpolis, William Janney, Henry
Kolker. George Irving, Louise Beavers.
(L) Silent, 6993f.
(R) Apr. 12, 1929.
(NP) June 1.
ETERNAL LOVE (D-ME): John Barrymore. Camilla Horn.
Victor Varconl, Hobart Bosworth, Bodil Rosing, Mona Rico.
Evelyn Selbie.
(L) 6948f. ; silent.
(R) May 11. 1929.
6318f.
(NP) June 15.
(TOS) June 1.
EVANGELINE (D-ME): Dolores Del Rio, Roland Drew.
Alec B. Francis, John Holland, James Marcus. Paul
McAllister, Lawrence Grant, Bobby Mack, George Marion,
(L) 8268f.
(NP) June 1.
IRON MASK. THE (D-TME): Douglas Fairbanks. Belle
Bennett. Marguerite de la Motte, Dorothy Ravier, Vera
Lewis, Rolfe Sedan, William Bakewell. Gordon Thorpe.
Nigel de Brulier, Ulrich Haupt, Lon Poff. Charles Stevens,
Henry Otto. Leon Barry, Standley J. Sandford, Gino Corrado.
(L) Talking, 88551; silent. 8659f.
(R) Mar. 8.
1929.
(NP) June 15.
RESCUE. THE (D-ME): Ronald Colman. Lily Damita.
Alfred Hickman. Theodore von Eltz, John Davidson, Phillip
Strande, Bernard Siegel. Sojin, Harry Cording, Laska
Winters, Duke Kahanamoku, Louis Morrison, George Rigas,
BULLDOG

(L)

:

William Boyd.

(D-AT):

HOT AND BOTHERED

Bedford. Frazer.

:

(AT-MD) : Virginia Brown Faire. Broderlci
(NP) Sept. 7.
O'FarreU, Frank Clarke. Charles West.
(L)
Santschl, Connor.
ISLE OF LOST MEN,
(D):
5800f.
<R) October. 1928.
6539f.
(R) Mar. 1,
SHANGHAI ROSE: Irene Rich. (L)
(NP) May 18.
1929.
SHIPS OF THE NIGHT (M): Jacqueline Logan. Sojin.
Jack Mower. Andy Clyde. Arthur Rankin, Glen Cavender.
Thomas A. Curran, Frank Lanning. J. P. McGowan, Frank:
(NP) Mar. 23,
Moran.
(R) December. 1928.
(L) 5940f.

:

GRAND ''pARADE. THE (MC): (R) Nov. 16. 1929.
GREENWICH VILLAGE FOLLIES (MC):
Chandler.
HAWK OF THE HILLS (W): Allene Ray, RobertWally
Oct-

Mar.

(R)

5451f.

Feb.

(B)

6092f.

(L)

(D)

:

5722f.

„
„
,
Rod La Rocque. Sue Carol.
CAPTAIN SWAGGER (D-ME)
(L) 6312f.
Richard Tucker. Victor Potel, Ulrich Haupt.
(NP) Mar. 16. 1929
(R) Oct. 14. 1928.
(R) OcL 7.
(L) 6145f.
CELEBRITY (D): Armstrong.
Sept.

Geldert.

Clarence

ANNE AGAINST WORLD

Pathe
AWFUL TRUTH. THE

Montague

Louise.

Morris,

Rayart

22.

ANNAPOLIS

Anita

Johnny

(NP) Mar. 30. 1929.
STRANGE CARGO (D-AT): Lee Patrick. June Nas», George
Barraud, Kyrle Bellew, Russell Gleason, Frank Reicher.
Claude King, Ned Sparks. Josephine Brown. Charles Hamil(L) Talking. 70997:
ton. Andre Berauger. Otto Matieson.
silent, 6134f.
(P) June 1.
(R) Mar. 31, 1929.
(L)

September 28, 1929

(NP)

June

1.

:

Apr.

(NP) May

14.

18.

RED HOT SPEED (CD-TME)
Charles

Byer,

Thomas

1929.

:

Reginald Denny. Alice Day.
De Witt Jennings. Fritzi

Ricketts,

Hector V. Sarno.
(NP) June 29.

Ridgeway.

(L)

66217.

(R)

Jan.

27,

Ted Wells. Kathleen Collins.
RIDIN' DEMON, THE (W)
(L) 43807.
(R) Aug. 18.
Lucy Beaumont. Otto Bibber.
(NP) Aug. 3.
1929.
TIP OFF, THE (W): William Cody, George Hackatkorne.
Duane Thompson. L. J. O'Connor, Jack Singleton, Robert
(L) 4109f.
Bolder, Monte Montague, Walter Shumway.
(NP) July 13.
_,
(R) June 2, 1929.
Jane WinSCANDAL (T-D): Laura LaPlante. John Boles.
Phillips,
Julia
Eddie
ton. Huntley Gordon. Nancy Dover,
silent
(L) Sound. 66757.
(R) May 4.
Swayne Gordon.
:

:

6475f.

(TOS)

June

13.

(Continued on page 60)
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CLASSIFIED
Advertising
Ten cents per word, payable
SI. 00. Copy and checks should

Ijjl

Minimum charge,
Ad Dept.

in advance.

be addressed Classified

Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 So. Dearborn

St.,

Chicago,

111.

The Recognized National Classified Advertising Medium
Theatre for Sale
FOR SALE —Theatre

and

confectionery

store
Cal.

Address Box 212, Mendocino,

connection.

in

reasonable prices.
Big stock of rebuilt exhamst and
OEcillating fans for AC and DC current.
Generators,
all makes, ticket selling machines, film containers, all
at bargain prices for immediate shipment.
Write for
bargain list.
Address Illinois Theatre Equipment
Company. 12-14 East Ninth street, Chicago, Illinois

THEATRE EQUIPMENT,

Wanted

to

Lease

W ANT TO LEASE—Theatre

equipped with sound
in Wisconsin city of 25,000 up.
Address Arthur
Lugg, Gem theatre, Sheboygan, Wis.

Managers' Schools
THEATRE EMPLOYEES— Modern

FORMER
manage

Capable

lady.

Or

will

wife

Address Eugene

soloist.

Union.

McKinley Ave.,

manage with

are

capable

Pellettiere,

privilege of
of taking full
3224 Verdugo

Road, Lo s Angeles, Cal.

—

AT

LIBERTY A-l projectionist. Five years' experience, all types of equipment, with sound experience.
Twenty years old. Best of references. Will
go anywhere.
Address G. T. Sanders, Box 224,
Athens, Tex.

EXPERIENCED THEATRE MANAGER

wants

to

make change.

Young, neat, married, strictly reliable,
sober, congenial and thoroughly experienced in sound,
exploitation, buying, booking, projection and successful management.
Go anywhere. Can furnish best of
Will accept salary or percentage basis.
407

references.

Address Box 439, Exhibitors Herald World,
South Dearborn St., Chicago, 111

YOUNG

MAN, age 23, wishes opporCHICAGO
Five years' amusement
tunity to learn show business.
anything that might lead
consider
Will
experience.
Address Box 437, Exhibitors Heraldto real future.
orld. 407 South Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois.
married,

ex

Silent and sound, house routine,
Address
Personality, sober and reliable.
Exhibitors Herald-World, 407 South Dear-

perienced in buying.

ad writer.

Box
born

433,

street,

Chicago,

SPRING

CHAIRS.

Almost

UPHOLSTERED

CUSHION
at

half

Don't

price.

miss

this

1,600
stered theatre

spring constructed upholmade by the Heywood- WakeUpholstered in imitation Spanish
leather, at very reasonable prices.
500 upholstered
theatre chairs, back and seat covered in broadcloth
1,000 upholstered seats covered in Spanish imitation
leather.
Veneered back and squab seats, very reasonable.
1,000 heavy 5-ply veneer chairs,
in. back
1,500 light 5-ply veneer chairs at very reasonable
prices.
300 folding chairs in sections of 2.
Also a
large stock of chair parts to match any style seat
In fact, everything for the theatre.
We assure you
chairs,

company.

field

great savings.
For information, prices and literature
on our merchandise, write Illinois Theatre Equipment Company, 12-14 East Ninth street, Chicago, Illinois.

Illinois.

used Opera chairs. 600 upholstered. 800 Veneer.
Address Movie Supply Co.,
S44 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
:r.:

USED

5

in

PLY VENEERED

theatre chairs :=

good condition.
$1.00 each.
Immediate delivery.
Address Illinois Theatre Equipment Company, 12-14
East Ninth street, Chicago, 111.

five

ply, at

and

DRAMAPHONE

Talking Equipment, synchronous

screen (regular Western Electric sound screen). Real
bargain. Addr ess Nordland theatre. Cincinnati, O.
BIG BARGAINS in rebuilt Simplex Powers 6-B
and 6-A motiograph machines, all motor driven, in
guaranteed condition, as well as used low intensity
arc reflector lamps, with or without machines at

Your

—

FOR SALE Barry and Sargent's "Buildmc
Theatre Patronage." Price $5.20 postpaid in U. S
and Canada. $6.00 foreign countries. Certified
check or money order must accompany all orders.
Address Herald-World Bookshop, 407 South Dear
born street. Chicago. Illinois
A.,

FOR SALE— "Motion

Picture

Trade

Directory

"

Comprehensive

book pertaining to all branches of
industry.
Eleven hundred pages in size. Price
$10.00 postpaid in U. S. A., and Canada.
$11. 0C
foreign countries.
Certified check or money order
must accompany all orders. Address Herald-World
Bookshop. 407
South Dearborn street, Chicago.
the

Illinois.

Cameras for Rent
AKELEY: BELL-HOWELL (professional).

Rent
Address Wood, 204 Inland Bank, Indian-

apolis, Ind.

Stationery
"NEARGRAVURE" ("Neargravuremboso"

plate-

less embossing) processes.
Special Neargravure 250
envelopes, 500 8'<Sx7'/i" letterheads $3.33, or 854x11"
$4.44, postpaid.
Sollidays, EXH-124, Knox, Indiana.

SKILLED MECHANICS,

specialized tools, and a
shop equipped for but one purpose can offer you
nothing but the best in repair work. That is what I
have, and I can offer you the best in the overhauling
of your motion picture machinery equipment.
One
of the oldest repair men in the territory, and serving

Equipment Wanted

some of the

equipment

nished free.

work

WANTED —-2

largest houses.
Relief
For results bring your
Spratler. 12-14 E. Ninth St.. Chicago,

RECTIFIERS,

good, bad or incomplete, cheap.
Address
188 Golden Gate Ave.. San Francisco. Cal.

Preddey,

BEST SHOP
Prompt

service,

or Simplex projectors, also
State price, condition

Peerless

Strong reflector arc lamps.

III.

HIGHEST PRICES

paid

projection machines, etc.
S44 Wabash, Chicago.

Classified

Ad

for

used

opera

furto Joseph

111.

for repairing projection machines.
reasonable prices.
Address Movie

Supply Co., 844 Wabash, Chicago.

Will pay cash, or one
and number of machines.
Address Box 337
third down and balance C.O.D.
Exhibitors Herald-World. 407 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

of

postpaid

S.

Projector Repairing

WANT SEVERAL MERCURY
aiso non-svnchronous machine. Practically new, first
class condition, ideal for 1,000 house. Also Da-Tone- N.

Hinicook
$6.20

A.,
and Canada. $7.00 foreign countries.
Certified
check or money order must accompany all orders. Address Herald-World Bookshop. 407 South Dearborn str;;:. Chicago. Illinois

U.

and backs for all makes,
prices that save you money. Jobs in new
chairs.
Address Redington Company,
seats

used
Scranton, Pa.

organists available at short
Vertnond Knauss School of Theatre Organ
Playing, 210 North 7th street, Allentown, Pa.

s

2.

1

For Sale
OPERA CHAIRS,

notice.

for Sale

Richsrcson
— Volumes H. and
Price

anywhere.

BIG BARGAIN

ORGANIST — Graduate

Equipment

Books
in

Chairs for Sale

NEW

W

POSITION AS MANAGER — Young,

cago. Illinois.

Projection

exceptional rare opportunity.
Write today for exact
photograph.
Address C. G. Demel, 845 South State
street, Chicago.

Wisconsin theatre owner wants position

theatre.

Man and

—

FOR SALE Reflector Arc Lamps ana accessories
guaranteed rebuilt Powers 6-A and 6-B and Sim
plex Heads.
Best Prices.
Write Joseph Spratler,
12-14 E. Ninth St.. Chicago. I1L

SOUND— VOLUME

also

HIGH GRADE,

ORGANIST—Young

to

Chicago.

Theatre Man-

Wanted

References.
Address Organist, 914
N. W., Canton, O.

buying.
charge.

Opera

used.

F. H. RICHARDSON'S BOOK ON
3
Thousands have already ordered and received this up-to-date useful book dealing with and pertaining to all branches of sound.
The price is $3.20 postpaid in U. S. A., and Canada
$6.00 foreign countries.
Certified check or money
order must accompany all orders. Address HeraldWorld Bookshop, 407 South Dearborn street, Chi-

FOR SALE— F.

agement training will help you to better positions
Complete training at home. Send for your free Copy
of catalog H.
Address Moving Picture Theatre Managers Institute, Elmira, New York.

Position

new and

chairs, projectors, screens, generators, rectifiers, reflecting arc lamps, etc.
Write for bargain list and
catalogue.
Address Movie Supply Co., 844 Wabash,

Attention Theatre Managers

OUT NOW:

chairs,
Co.,

Address Movie Supply

Miscellaneous
$2500

DISC SYNCHRONIZER machine and

mond, Ind.

Will

Exhibitors Herald-World has helped hundreds of Theatre owners

in solving

Do
many

ampli-

new. Will trade for pipe organ or can use
reproducing grand piano or player piano or organs.
Also have rebuilt used machine at substantial reduction.
Address The Starr Piano Company, Richfication

the
a problem.

Work
The

classified advertising

department has placed organists all over the country, has helped in obtaining equipment, in selling equipment, and in
The rates are but 10c per word payable with order, 10% discount
solving many another problem that seemed difficult.
See this week's classified pages. Maybe you are in need of something that is being advertised this
if run for 3 insertions.
week. The cost is small, the results are great.

—

:
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Hoyt.

(L)

Talking.

STARK MAD

World Wide
BERLIN AFTER DARK (MD)
Nachbauer,

The

small

All

set?

town exhibitor was young and bold

And withal, quite enterprising.
On the sound proposition he was easily sold,
And now the sheriff does his advertising.
Here are the indelible footprints in the
sands of sound, in their proper stages:
Installation, synchronization, consternation,
obliteration.
As the football
desperation,
season is close at hand and passes will be
much in evidence, let us call attention to a
few passes that occur in our own industry.
The producer passes the buck to the distributor, distributor to exhibitor, exhibitor to
ultimate consumer, i. e., the theatre-going pubBut the final and most effective pass, as
well as the most disastrous, is where the public.

from the fact that exhibitors who sign might
as well don that striped uniform so fashionable in our penal institutions.
Heigh ho, this is a tumble world, but

Jaysee. Attention!
JUST A LITTLE NEWS ITEM FROM
the

sticks.

Why should any
ordinary intelligence be
"led" at all ? Why was it necessary to obtain
useful knowledge concerning this sound propothem unsound) investment?

man

woman

or

when

same
have been useful and

after

sition,

of

installation,

this

knowledge would really
could easily have been acquired before
lation

Is

?

possible

it

"This industry

that

the

instal-

expression

infancy" has particular
application to the (un) business methods employed by the average exhibitor?
is

in its

* *
The writer

•*

only a lessee (with heavy accent on the "less") and any little country
bank can easily handle his savings of a lifetime, but early in life learned this lesson,
"Look Before You Leap." In other words,
if you jump too soon, you may find it necessary to jump your board bill on your bail
is

—

on and that's that and how
permit me to tackle another subject,
uniform
i.
contract. This seems to be like
e.,
the handle on a jug, all on one side, with very
later

Now

little

!

the jug for the exhibitor.
us have a look-see at article

in

Let
paragraph

sound,
contains this
clause (really should be claws). You can read
it
for yourself but I will give my inter-

which

b-damned,

pretation.

*

*

*

Here's the contract, my dear Mr. Staketn
lust sign on the dotted line, Mr. Stakem
Y'understand, Mr. Stakem, we don't guarantee
to make 'em
But if we do decide to make 'em, Mr. Stakem,
You guarantee to take 'em, Mr. Stakem.
Probably the term "uniform" was derived

After several weeks of rough
with our City Council, they

No

Apr. 14.

(L)

6553f.

(R)

silent version.

THE

(D)

How

—

Norman

:

Mar.

(R)

Kerry.

17.

70001.

PICCADILLY

(AT-MD):

Gilda Grey.
(L) 80801.
(R) June

Jameson Thomas.

Anna May Wong.
L (TOS) Aug. 24.

TRIUMPH OF THE SCARLET PIMPERNEL, THE

(D)

Matheson Lang, Margaret Hume, Nelson Keys, Hadden
Mason. Juliette Compton. Douglass Payne, Harold Ruth.
(L) 64901.
(R) June 22, 1929.

Miscellaneous Companies
Affiliated European
BEHIND THE ALTAR
Albani.

(L)

Wilhelm

(D):

MarceUa

Dieterle.

Silent film.

C200f.

ESCAPE FROM HELL (MD)

Jean Murat. Louis Ralpn.
Countess Agnes von Esterhazy. Paul Heidman. R. Van
Riel, Leo Penkert. W. Kaiser Hayl. Harry' Frank, Lewis
Brody.

stuff

their consent to a special election
to be held on September 27th.
This will be
my third attempt to get Sunday shows in four
years.
is that for waiting?
Looks better now and prospects of winning seem quite
rosy.
If you run this in the Herald-World,
please put it where J. C. can't miss it.
John
R. Foresman, Strand theatre, Jewell, la.

:

Amer. -Anglo
BETRAYAL. THE

(D):

Charles Emerald.

Elissa

Jerro "d Robertshaw. Gerald Pring.
(L) 74001.
Landi.

Ass. Ind. Prod.
FAR WESTERN TRAILS (W): Ted Thompson. Bud
Lew Ames, Betty O'Doan.

borne.

May

(R)

Os-

(L) 43151.

20.

Australasian Films
BLACK CARGOES OF THE SOUTH SEAS (D): Edmund
Burns. Edith Roberts, Susan Dennis.
Silent film.
Bva
FOR THE TERM OF HIS NATURAL LIFE (D)
:

Novak, Arthur McLaglen. George Fisk, Kay Soupen. Matian

Dunstan Webb. Susan Dennis.

Clark.

(L)

11,0001.

Aywon

noting your advanced admission prices,
lic,
passes your theatre without even lookin' in.
*
*
*
It may sound presumptuous for me, operating in a town of about 1,000 with a theatre
of about 350 seating capacity, to attempt to
discuss the subject of intelligent theatre operation, to offer advice or criticism as the
occasion seems to demand, but this writer is
frank to state that it is not, in his opinion,
the size of the town or theatre alone that
qualifies one to judge in matters concerning
this industry but, rather, the caliber of one's
mentality and the willpower to direct this in
proper and safe channels.
Evidence we have on every hand that this
is true, else why are so many exhibitors of
towns thrice our size and seating capacity
sorry they were led into this sound (but to

few

people have gotten away from it alive. Further deponent sayeth not. Peter Bylsma,
Victory theatre, Napoleonville, La.

and tumble
finally gave

Ley.

(AT-D): James Kirkwood. Lloyd Hamilton, Mary Brian. John Loder. Frank Reicher, Robert Ames.
Ben Hendricks, Noble Johnson. Hallam Cooley. (L) 7322/.
(L)

exhibitor!

Kurt Gerron, Ernst Stahl

:

Grita

BLACK WATERS
(R)

poor

Kampers.

Fritz

BONDMAN.

the

13.

Louise

:

June.

LETTERS FROM READERS

nals" of
Let's go!

Apr.

(R)

5683f.

silent.

Fazenda, Claude Q tiling water,
H.
B.
Warner, John Miljan
Jacquline Logan,
Henry B. Walthall. Andre Beranger. Warner Richmond,
Lionel Belmore. Floyd Schackelford.
(L) Talking. 66811:
silent, 49171.
(R) Mar. 2, 1929.
TIME. PLACE AND GIRL. THE (AT-D): Grant Withers.
Betty Compson. James Kirkwood. Bert Roach.
(TOS)
June 22.

THE VOICE OF THE INDUSTRY
Annals of the Exhibitor
BEING "THE SHORT AND SIMPLE AN,-

6273f;

(M-AT)

BEAUTIFUL BLUE DANUb'e

QUICK REFERENCE
PICTURE CHART
Emily
Verne
(L)

Alma

11.7721.:

Laura LaPlante. Joseph Schildkraut.
Harlan, Helen Morgan. Jane LaRubens, Jack McDonald. Neely Edwards.
Otis

silent.

10.290f.

Ted Wells. Derelys Perdue.
:
(L) 4525f.
(R.) June 30. 1929.

Al Ferguson. Bed Osborne.
(NP) July 13.

WINGED HORSEMEN, THE

(W): Hoot Gibson. Ruth Elder.
N. SchaefTer. Allan Forrest Herbert Prior.
(L)
(R) June 23. 1929.
(NP) July 13.

5544f.

Bros.

ARGYLE CASE. THE (AT-MD)

HEADQUARTERS

Blue. Edmund
Breese. Ethlyne Claire. Guinn Williams. Lionel Belmore,
Henry B. Walthall, Gladys Brorkwell. Eddie Gribbon. Pat
Hartigan, John Kelly. Otto Lederer. William Irving, Pat
Somerset. J. Girard.
(R) June C.
(L) C323f.
FROZEN RIVER (T-D): Rin-Tin-Tin. Davey Lee. Lew
Harvey. Nina Quartaro. Duane Thompson. Joseph Swickard.

Frank Campeau.
(1!) May
GAMBLERS, THE (D-AT)

(L)

25.

5482f.

:
Lois Wilson. H. B. Warner.
Robards. George Fawcett, Johnny Arthur, Frank
Pauline Garon. Charles Sellon.
(L)
Talking,
Recorded on disc.
(TOS) Aug. 24.

6611f: silent. 4844f.
(R) June 29. 1929.

Monte Blue. Edna Murphy.

(T-D):

Grant Withers, Lucy Beaumont, Lew Harvey. Ernie Shields
(R) Mar. 23.
(L) Sound. C114f.
Silent, 499Gf.
(T-D): Myrna Loy. William Collier,
Jr., Lucy Beaumont. Gladvs Biockwell. Edward Manindel.
John Milajn.
(R) May 4.
(L) Sound. 5610f.
Silent.

HARDBOILED ROSE
4875f.

HONKY TONK

(AT-CD)

:

Sophie Tucker. Lila Lee. Audrey
John T. Murray.
Aug. 31.
(NP)

Ferris. George Duryea. Mahlon Hamilton.
(L) Sound. G412f.
(R) Aug. 3.
(TOS)
Sept. 14.

MADONNA OF AVENUE

A

(D-ATM)

:

Dolores

Costello,

Grant Withers, Louise Dresser. DoURlass Gerard. Otto Hoff-

man. Lee Moran.
(L) Talking 6461f; silent
5294f.
(R)
June 22. 1929.
MY MAN (CD-AT): Fannie Brice. Guinn Williams. Andre
de Seguroia. Ann Brody. Richard Tucker. Billy Sealy Edna
Murphy. Arthur Hoyt.
(L) 9247f.
Silent. C136f.
(NP)
June 29.
NO DEFENSE (D-AT): Monte Blue. Mav McAvoy. Lee
Moran. Kathryn Carver. William Tooker. William Desmond.

Bud

Marshall.

Apr.

6,

1929.

(L)

TalkinR.

(NP) July

5558f:

47121.

(R)

Compson.

Sam

silent.

Betty

Hardy. Molly O'Day. Joe E. Brown. Sally O'Neil.
Aug. 17.

SAY

IT

WITH SONGS (D-ATS)

Marian Nixon.

(L)

Talking.

:

8324f.

(TOS)

Al Jolson. David Lee.
(R) Aug. 24, 1929.

STOLEN KISSES (C-TI
Claude GiUingwater. Hallen Cooley.
May McAroy. Edna Murphy, Reed Howes. Arthur
:

48501

Liedtke.

:

(R) June 15.

Jannings. Werner Kraus.

Silent

Emil
Sound. 90001.

(L)

El Dorado Pictures
DAYS (W):
John Lowell Russell,

ARIZONA

Bob Custer, Peggy Montgomery.
P. McGowan. Mack V. Wright.
J.
Silent picture only.

Jack Ponder.

FEATHERS

Noah Beery. Horace
(D):
Francis Pomerantz, E. A. Martin.

B.

Car-

Franco-Film
APASSI ON ATA

:

(L)

Silent film.

68001.

Gainsborough
CONSTANT NYMPH
George

Heinrich.

(D)

Novello.

Ivor

:

Dorothy

Mabel

Frances

Boyd.

Poulten,

Dable.

Silent

film.

Michael

Gourland

J.

CRIME AND PUNISHMENT

(D)

W.

Capt. C.

Gregor Chmara. Michael

:

Tarshanoff. Maria Germanova.
Vera Orlova, Ivan Bersennieff.

Pavel
(L)

Payloff.
G0001.

M.

Toma.

R. Knight

FILMING OF THE GOLDEN EAGLE:

Silent picture.

New Era
BATTLE OF MOMS
film

(D)

(L)

59001.

Silent

(L)

80001.

Silent

Special cast.

:

only.

Pole Pictures
AT THE SOUTH POLE:

Special

cast.

film only.

Trinity
BROKEN HEARTED (D): Agnes Ayres. Gareth Hughes.
Silent only.
Eddie Bronell.
(L) 60001.
Agnes Ayres. Bud Shaw. Fred
BYE BUDDY (D)

BYE,

:

Hotaling. Dave
(L) 5700f.
(R) Mar. 25.
CHINA SLAVER (D): Sojin. Albert Valentino. Iris Yamaoaka.
Carl Theobald. Bud Shaw. Ben Wilspn. Dick Sutherland,
Jimmy Aubrey. Opal Baker. (R) Jan. 25. (L) 55001.
GIRLS
DARE (D): Rex Lease. Priscilla Bonner.
Rosemary Theby. Ben Wilson. Steve Hall. Hall Cline.
(L) 50001.
(R) Jan. 1.

Ben Wilson. John Orlando, Arthur

Henderson.

WHO

UFA

ELEVEN WHO WERE LOYAL

Mary Nolan, Erosl
(D):
Rueckert, Greta Reinwald. Gustav Semmler, Rudoll Meinert.
(L) 69251.
Willy Frisch. Ernst
HIS LATEST EXCELLENCY (D):
Gronau. Max Hansen, Hermine Sterler. Lydia Potechina.
Olga Tschekova, Fritz Kampers. Hans Junkermann. Ttuiis
Falkenstein.
Julius
Max
Guekstorf,
Aalten,
Von

Franklin Warner
GREAT POWER

(T-D):
Hirshel Mayall. Minna Gombell.
Allan Birmingham. Nelan Jaap. G. Davidson Clark. John
Anthonv, Helen Shipman. Jack Leslie. Walter Walker,
Conway Wingfleld. Allred Swenson. Walter F. Scott.
Eleanor Martin.

World art Films

13.

THE SHOW (ATS-D):

(L)

Harry

Mara.

Lya

:

Bertad Pictures

Shanley.

GREYHOUND LIMITED

(D)

Silent only.

Monte

Campeau.

ON WITH

DANCER

:

(T-D):

Yakima Canutt.

:

31.

(R) June 1.
(L) 90001.
BLACK CRUISE (MD)
film.
FIGHTING THE WHITE SLAVE TRAFFIC (T-D):

penter,

Thomas Meighan. H. B.
Warner. Gladys Brocliwell. Lila Lee, Bert Roach.
(TOS)
Aug. 31.
(L) 77941.
CONQUEST (DAT): Monte Blue. Lois Wilson. H. B.
Warner, Tully Marshall.
(L) 4706f.
(R) Jan. 19, 1929.
(NP) Aug. 3.
DESERT SONG, THE (TMS): John Boles. Charlotte Kin*.
Louise Fazenda, Edward Martlndel. Jack Pratt. Otto Hoffman. John Miljan. Del Elliott Myrna Loy.
(L) Talking.
11.034f.
(R) May 11. 1929.
(NP) May 18.
(TOS)
June 8.
FANCY BAGGAGE (T-D): Audrey Ferris, Myrna Loy,
George Fawcett. Edmund Breese. Hallam Cooley. Burr
Mcintosh. Wallace MacDonald, Eddie Gribbon. Virginia
Sales.
(R) Feb. 23.
(L) Sound, C447f.
Silent. 5983f.

Jason

(L)

58001.

FALSE

Warner

FROM

Mar.

BOHEMIAN

SMILING TERROR, THE (W)

Charles

(R)

(D-T):

Fitzroy.

Julius

Bell Pictures
BAD MAN'S MONEY (Wl

(Continued from page 58)

SHOW BOAT

Hans Junkerman.

(D):

Liedke. Ernest Verebes and Lya Mara.

Falkenstein. Harry
Silent picture.

EAST SIDE SADIE
Rosenthal,

Abe

Bertina Goldin. Jack Ellis. Boris
Lucia Segar. Jack Halliday. Al

(D):

Sinkoff.

Stanley.

Zakora
FACES OF CHILDREN
Henrv

Duval.

Forest.

(L)

(D)

Pierrietta
80001.

Rachel Devrys, Victor Vina.
Honyez. Arlette Teryon. Jean
:

——

—
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PICTURE DID FOR ME

Verdicts on Films in Language of Exhibitor
Copyright, 1929

AT — All

T — Talking

Talking;

means the picture

is

M—

—

Sequences;
Music synchronous) : E Sound Effects. (Example: ATM.
and has a synchronized musical score. In the same way all other symbols
may be combined.)
i

all-talking

Columbia
THE FALL OF EVE (AT): Special cast—Recording excellent, don't see how it could be improved
upon. Had a good drawing power and the picture
gave splendid satisfaction to patrons.
The report
in "Motion Picture News" that the picture is packed
with laughs is not exaggerated the slightest bit. On
the first show of the first night, with a packed house,
there was so much laughter that quite a bit of the
dialog was covered up.
This is my second talking
picture.
I was criticized by some of my friends in
the film business for starting my talking off with
Columbia pictures. I can honestly 6ay if I had to
do it over again I would have used "Father and
Son" and "The Fall of Eve" as my first two pictures.
I was served with excellent records and prints and

my

audience received 100 per cent entertainment.
I can honestly say I have never heard a picture
better recorded than "The Fall of Eve."
If Columbia can continue to make such pictures as these,
well recorded, and sell them, as they do, at a live
and let live price, they will be the means of keeping a lot of houses such as mine, from going banknipt and closing up.
When I was ready to open
up with sound all the other concerns came around
•with unreasonable prices and low averages
take it
or leave it!
The Cleveland exchange of Columbia
Bhowed a sincere interest in getting me started off
well.
More power to them
I'll try and not forget
it.
W. J. Powell, Lonet theatre, Wellington, O.
Small town patronage.

And

—

— to

back

— because

we have

to

be

department's desk, after
taking the sun-cure at a lake in northern
Wisconsin. We are not submitting this
as good news to the industry but merely
as a fact which even we cannot entirely
ignore. We failed to get cured of whatever ailed us (and there are some horribly candid persons who think that was
plenty!). At least a month or two would
have been necessary to effect a complete
cure, inasmuch as we were having the
time of our life when Duty called
"Time's up!" The remarkable thing is
not the absence of any desire to return
to work, but this:
We didn't bring back any fish stories.
As a matter of fact, we didn't even
bring back any fish.
We didn't even
catch any fish!
Whether we tried to or
not is well, nobody's business. The important thing is that we spent two weeks
alongside a couple of million fish (more
this

—

—

!

—

THE FAKER:

Special cast— August 29.
Not as
good as most of Columbia's, but drew a fair crowd.
Knuth and Tiller, Knuth theatre, Battle Lake.

—

Minn.

— Small

town patronage.

THE STREET OF ILLUSION:

—

Special

cast—Very

Interesting picture.
Six reels. Giacoma Brothers,
Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.
General patronage.

FATHER AND SON

—

(T)
Jack Holt— Recording
Opened talking equipment with this picture and did a splendid business.
The audience
reaction was excellent.
The picture pleased everyone, children, young folks and the older people.
Many said it was better than "Sorrell and Son."
Based on the love of father and son, the story is
deeply appealing.
The acting of Jack Holt as the
father and Mickey McBann as the son could not be
improved upon.
A good print and records were
furnished. W. J. Powell, Lonet theatre, Wellington,
Ohio. Small town patronage.
LIGHT FINGERS (T) : Special cast—Heaven help
us!
Another crook picture. Not much to this one.
:

just fair.

—

—

another day wasted away.
Bunk business.
H. G. Stettmund, Jr.. H. & S. theatre. Chandler,
Okla. Small town patronage.
Just

—

THE DONOVAN AFFAIR
Here

is

one that

is

straight

(T)

:

Jack Holt-

dialog.

—

TRIAL MARRIAGE (ME)

:

Norman Kerry— Sep-

tember 8-9. Good recording with good story. Never
go wrong by playing this one.
Your patrons will
laugh and stay still at the same time.
Good entertaining program picture.
Seven reels. Paul Latino,
Rialto theatre, Rockford, 111.
General patronage.

—

—

or less) and have no stories to tell
about the ten-pound bass that got on our
hook, took a look at us, muttered,
"What's the use!" and jumped into the
boat to have the ordeal over with.
[J.
Please note!]
C. Jenkins:
We hope to be pardoned for boasting
in this way.
It is seldom that we have
such a fine opportunity to refer to ourself (out loud) in such admiring terms.
And, really, we think an achievement
so unusual as telling the truth about the
fish one didn't catch, justifies the warm
glow of pride we feel as we make this
bold admission.
Yes, we even go so far as to say, with-

out blushing, that

if

we had spent those

two weeks on a salmon fishing boat in
the Puget Sound country, we would say
"they" and not "we" in referring to
those who caught the salmon!
But of course, Mr. Jenkins is not on
a vacation and is notoriously not in the
habit,
telling

when
the

talking
truth on

about

fishing, of
firm's time.

the

—GEORGE SCHUTZ.

The pro-

ducer should be congratulated for not ruining it
with a musical background. Pleased our patrons.
H. G. Stettmund, Jr., H. & S. theatre, Chandler
Okla. Small town patronage.

—

NO FISH STORIES
WE'RE

First National
SMILING IRISH EYES

(T)

:

Colleen

Moore-

September 1-2. Can not say very much for this one.
The theme is that an Irish lad plays the fiddle and
some visiting American tells him to go to America
and knock 'em dead. He does, makes Broadway go
nuts over a song that would never be a hit with

a million dollars worth of plugging.
I suppose by
the time every company makes about three pictures
with this theme they will quit and give the public
something to again create an interest in theatres.
H. G. Stettmund, Jr., H. & S. theatre, Chandler,

Okla.

— Small

town patronage.

SCARLET SEAS:

Richard Barthelmess— Every one
seemed to like this picture, including myself.
We
had to buck the first two nights of a tent show
with

ladies

money on
Kan.

ville,

—

we

did not make much clear
Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, SpearSmall town patronage.
free

it.

— W.

so

J.

CALIFORNIA

MAIL:
Ken Maynard— Another
as this picture was good
Seven reels. W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe
theatre, Spearville, Kan.
Small town patronage.
Ken and Tarzan,

credit to

—

entertainment.

—

HAPPINESS

AHEAD:

Colleen

Moore— August

—

23-24.
Pleasing little picture. No criticisms. B. K.
Johnson, Orpheum theatre. Kerrobert, Sask., Canada.
General patronage.

—

THE MAN AND THE MOMENT <T> Billie Dove
8-9.
A hot one that the dialog put over
:

— September

to pleased business.
Evidently this was made over
in order to put dialog into the picture.
Musical
score is extra good.
This picture will please the
public if you can get them in to see it.
"Careers"
about killed this girl, too bad she was in such a
putrid thing.
Business poor, rained out. H. G.
Stettmund, Jr., H. & S. theatre. Chandler, Okla.—

—

Small town patronage.

WEARY RIVER

(TM)

Richard Barthelmess

:

— The best one to date. A good show and the
dialog
the best yet.
The recording
perfect.
—A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Russellville, Ky.
is

is

General patronage.

WEARY RIVER:

Barthelmess—August

Richard

A

very good picture.
It would have been a
lot better with sound, but even silent it is one of
those big pictures that make you glad you're in the
show business. Eight reels. E. A. Reynold, Strand
theatre, Princeton. Minn.
Small town patronage.
25-26.

—

—

SYNTHETIC SIN (ME):
ber

6.

Colleen Moore— SeptemVery interesting comedy-drama from begin-

ning to

finish.
Plenty of action all way. This picwill satisfy any audience.
Recording good.
Seven reels. Paul Latino, Rialto theatre, Rockford,
111.
General patronage.

ture

—

—

THE ROYAL RIDER:

Ken Maynard— Septema Western picture with an eastern
setting.
Seemed to please the majority but I did
not think much of the picture.
Where they like
action Ken's picture would please.
Seven reels.
W. C. Schneider, Lincoln theatre, Monticello, Minn.
General patronage.
ber 7-8.

This

is

—

BROADWAY

BABIES (TM)
Alice White—August 8-9. Pretty good picture that seemed to please
the White fans.
I find patrons are getting disgusted
with some talkies. Had some bad comments on this
one account of producers sticking in music where
there should not be any.
There is no excuse for
musical background during dialog. Music should only
be used to fill in action where there is no dialog,
however, there are lots of scenes where music could
be left out and picture run silent to a better advanThe public are beginning to get disgusted
tage.
waiting for the producers to learn how to make
Nine reels. H. G.
talking pictures intelligently.
Stettmund, Jr., H. & S. theatre. Chandler, Okla.—
Small town patronage.
:

—

%mismsubstitutefrQKuhtion/

—
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Personally I would not consider it such,
but suppose I must be wrong this time. W. J.
Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan. Small town
patronage.
pleased.

—

CONFIRMATION
always nice when someone else
with you it makes you have
more confidence in your own judgment.
A lot of contributors agree with each
other's opinions as expressed in their
reports, but seldom do they have direct
evidence of such agreement. But L. R.
Dale of the Lakewood Heights Theatre
It's

—

—

THE PAGAN: Ramon Novarro Here is a
picture that breaks the monotony of being an
exhibitor.
An excellent musical score and "The
Pagan Love Song" sang several times. Not any
dialog at all and yet the people eat this one up.
Local record dealer told me he sold out his supply of records on this song and then had to order
more of them. If you want to give your weary
patrons a treat, show them this one. H. G.

Atlanta, went to the trouble
of writing a letter to Steve Farrar of the
Orpheum, in Harrisburg, III., to tell him

how

thoroughly
his
judgment
on
"Strange Cargo" worked out in his theatre.
It was thoughtful of Brother Dale,
and the kind of action which welds more
firmly than ever the community of exhibitors

which

department

this

:

—

—

WILD ORCHIDS: Greta Garbo—August 21-22.
Best Garbo picture in many moons.
Support extra
fine.
Lewis Stone at his best in this picture, audience unanimous in their praise.
Print good, photography good.
Buy it and boost it. Eleven reels.
John R. Foresman, Strand theatre, Jewell. Ia.
Small town patronage.

SPEAKEASY

(T)

:

Special

cast— September

8-9.

This is a very fine picture of the sporting kind.
Better for a city, after first day did not draw.
Played it on disc and had a hard time to keep in
sine, if they don't run perfect at opening we are
sunk, as public will take no excuses on talking pictures, they say you are wrong even if you are right.
Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre, Greenville, Mich.
General patronage.

—

—

CHASING THRU EUROPE

ALL AT SEA:

Dane-Arthur— Fine

Give

Fine!

I

more like it.
Pictures like this are what we
need.
Good entertainment and clean. Not a vulgar
scene in the picture and still it pleased.
have
I
said so before that clean entertaining pictures can
Six reels. W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre,
be made.
Spearville, Kan.
Small town patronage.

:

cast-

September 5-6.
Very good program picture.
Print good and very good shots of interesting
nature.
Both O'Brien and Carroll good. Seven
reels.
John R. Foresman, Strand theatre, Jewell,
Small town patronage.
la.

—

—

CHASING THRU EUROPE:

Special

cast— August

Some more dried up Fox stuff. One fellow came out when the show was about two-thirds
over and wanted to know if it was all news reel
27-28-29.

A

night.
complete failure would be a good
name for it.
Six reels. E. A. Reynold, 9trand
theatre, Princeton, Minn.
Small town patronage.

that

—
—

CAPTAIN LASH:
very

good

Victor
picture that

McLaglen— September 8.
we paid too much for,

and as a result failed to draw film rental.
The
weather was cold and raining so was the cause for
no one out. Six reels. Mrs. Hulda J. Green, Gem

—

theatre,

Greenriver, Utah.

—

—

THE FLYING FLEET:

Ramon Novarro— Septem-

ber 8. I think this is one of the finest program pictures we have ever used.
It pleased a good Sunday
house and we heard many favorable comments.
By
all means play it and you could give it a special
Ten reels. Paul B.
date.
It is bound to please.

—

Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.
Special

— General

—

— Small town

patronage.

THE FLYING FLEET: Ramon Novarro—August
Positively the be6t aerial picture we have yet
played, including "Wings" and "Lilac Time."
G
has sure turned out a winner here and they did not
want all the gate either. The people are still telling
me how much they liked the programme. You can
charge advance prices on this and not be scared to
show your face afterwards.
Eleven reels. B. K.
Johnson. Orpheum theatre, Kerrobert. Sask., Can.—
9-10.

M

M

General patronage.

THE BELLAMY TRIAL:
A real mystery murder

Special cast— August
story which is about
the best of its kind that I have seen.
Will please,
and keep them guessing until the end. Eight reels.
W. C. Schneider, Lincoln theatre, Monticello.
28-29.

—

Minn.

— General

patronage.

age.

Paramount
TAKE ME HOME:
Fine.
Tiller,

Bebe Daniels— September 7.
Bebe always draws a good house. Knuth and
Knuth theatre, Battle Lake, Minn.— Small

—

town patronage.

EXCESS BAGGAGE:

William

Haines— Splendid

—

—

patronage.

—

—

patronage.

WHERE EAST

IS EAST: Lon Chaney— Good picSeven reels. W. J.
ture that pleased our patrons.
Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kin. Small town
patronage.

—

of

good

comments on

—

Special cast— Had a number
this picture so I guess it

1,

George BanGeorge Bancroft,

story good,
will
please the
Eight reels. W. C.
majority.
Schneider, Lincoln theatre, Monticello, Minn. General patronage.

THE WILD PARTY

CHINA BOUND:
Dane-Arthur— August 27-28.
Very good comedy. This team always brings me a
good house.
Good print.
Seven reels. John R.
Foresman, Strand theatre, Jewell, la. Small town

SPITE MARRIAGE:

—

August 31-September
Baclanova are very good in

croft

picture for most of the people.
Eight reels. W. J.
Shoup, DeLuxe theatre. Spearville, Kan. Small town

moving picture theatre

in Ingleside.

JUST MARRIED:
well

so

click

Knuth

Tiller,

Special cast— August 8. Didn't
as average Paramount.
Knuth and
theatre, Battle Lake, Minn.— Small

—

town patronage.

SHOPWORN

THE
ANGEL: Gary Cooper— Sep8-9.
Very good picture, fine acting by Nancy
Carroll and Gary Cooper, the only objection to this
picture is that it ends very abruptly, makes you
think that probably you did not get all of the show.
Eight reels. W. C. Schneider,
Lincoln theatre,
Monticello, Minn.
General patronage.
tember

—

—

JESSE JAMES:

Fred Thomson— Usual business
and a picture that they liked real well. Too bad
Fred has taken the long trip. Eight reels. H. D.
Beebe, Rialto theatre, Nelson, Neb. General pat-

—

—

ronage.

THE WHEEL OF LIFE:

Dix—Poorest

Richard

picture Dix has been in for a long time. Too bad
to waste Dix in a picture like this one.
W. J.
Shoup, DeLuxe theatre, Spearville, Kan. Small town

—

—

patronage.

INNOCENTS

—

OF

PARIS

(AT)

:

Maurice

Chevalier September 5-6. This all-talking picture made a hit with our patrons.
They are
asking for another Maurice Chevalier picture.
Dialog clear and distinct at all times. Sound on
film reproduction good. It's the only method, you
don't have to worry yourself gray headed about
the
darn thing not tracking. Carl Veseth,
Palace theatre, Malta, Mont. General patronage.

—

—

Special cast— August
23-24. Missed the first night I was supposed to show
this but the next night did pretty well considering
that this was brought back for the second time.
It
might be a good idea to bring some of the old but
good silents back and play at regular prices.
It
made me money so possibly it would be okay. Eight
reels.
H. D. Beebe, Rialto theatre, Nelson, Neb.

—

General

THE WOLF OF WALL STREET:

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

with the result that architects are
plans for a splendid

now working on

THE COVERED WAGON:

patronage.

—

the Ingleside District had no neighborhood theatre and were compelled
to go to other districts for their
amusements. The letter was shown
to Alex. E. Levin, general manager
of the Samuel H. Levin Theatres,

—

STREET ANGEL:

Gaynor-Farrell—September 6-7.
Acting and direction good but picture too long and
drawn out to go over good. Not suitable for small
town patronage and should be sold accordingly. Several walk outs.
Ten reels. B. K. Johnson, Orpheum
theatre, Kerrobert, Sask., Canada.
General patron-

Sept. 24.— Mr.
Fixit, connected with an afternoon
daily, and whose mission is to assist
citizens in correcting conditions by
taking complaints to the proper
source, recently broke all records in

—

us

Fox

(Special to the Herald-World)

SAN FRANCISCO,

A short time ago he received a
letter complaining that the people of

—

(AT)
Billie Dove— This one pleased
It's a good show and one that
knock
but
others will praise it.
The
some
dialog is good and recording is good. A. Mitchell,
Dixie theatre, Russellville, Ky. General patronage.
will

for Theatre

And They Get One

the matter of satisfying readers of

Stettmund, Jr., H. & S. theatre, Chandler, Okla.
town patronage.

about 70 per cent.

Ask

this paper.

—Small

repre-

sents.

CAREERS

—

eral patronage.

Company,

September 28, 1929

—

TIDE OF THE EMPIRE: Norma Shearer— August
16-17.
Fair action picture of the Western type which
seems to have pleased the majority of my patrons.
Drew a little above average and as the price was
reasonable am quite satisfied.
A safe bet as a low
priced program picture.
Eight reels. B. K. Johnson, Orpheum theatre, Kerrobert, Sask., Can.
Gen-

—

agrees

A

—

this picture,

—

—

Clara BowSeptember 8-9. Clara is the wild party girl was
well liked.
Dialog good and the picture contains a male quartet that is a humdinger. Ifs
a pleasure to run talking pictures of the type
Paramount gives us and we might as well close
up on our one silent night a week. Carl Veseth,
Palace theatre, Malta, Mont. General patronage.

(AT):

—

STAIRS OF SAND:

Wallace

—

Beery— September

Received a good print on this picture and it
got over. Six reels. E. A. Reynold, Strand theatre,
Princeton, Minn.
Small town patronage.

3-4-5.

—

—

patronage.

IN: Clara Bow— August 17. Okay.
Clara dear has the snap at the box office all right.
Eight reels. H. D. Beebe, Rialto theatre, Nelson,
Neb. General patronage.

THE FLEET'S

—

—

THE CANARY MURDER CASE:

William Powell
This was a satisfactory picture and
it pleased.
Powell goes good for us and this picture
helped set him better than ever. Paul B. Hoffman,
Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan. Small town patron-

— September

10.

—
—

age.

THE CANARY MURDER CASE:

—

Special

cast-

July 25.
Good liked by most and drew a good
crowd. Knuth and Tiller, Knuth theatre, Battle
Lake, Minn. Small town patronage.

—

—

THE FIRST KISS: Gary Cooper— September
We consider this a mighty fine, clean picture, but

7.
it

had no drawing power against a free medicine show
in our town, so we barely took in the film rental.
Six reels. C. E. Hopkins, The Hopkins theatre.
Small town patronage.
Cotter, Ark.

—
—

Pathe
MOTHER'S BOY (TM)
tember

10.

away from

If

Morton Downey— Sep:
you are equipped on disc only, 6tay
The talking is nothing to brag

this one.

It is surabout, and the singing is just terrible.
This
prising that Pathe sells this picture on disc.

[Reports continued on page following Jayse*]
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His Colyum
the Princess Marguerite,
B. C,
Sept. 13, 1929.

PUGET SOUND, VICTORIA,

DEAR HERALD-WORLD:
Since we started out on our cruise for salmon up Puget Sound on
the good ship, "Ethel D," you will likely wonder why we transferred
to the Princess Marguerite. It's a short story and it won't take long
to tell

it.

We

arrived at Couchan Bay on the evening of the 12th. Couchan
Bay is located on the east side of Vancouver Island, about 50 miles
north of the city of Victoria, and this is the place where they catch
the king salmon that run anywhere from 20 to 90 pounds, provided
you can land 'em and get 'em on the scales. That evening we were
taken suddenly ill with something that resembled the first stages of
appendicitis, and the captain and crew of the good ship "Ethel D"
advised us to catch the stage that went to Victoria, where we could
receive medical aid should it become necessary.
After taking an inventory of the tools on the Ethel D that could
be used in performing an operation and finding only a butcherknife
and a pair of plyers, and knowing that the crew's knowledge of surgery was limited to scaling fish, we concluded that their advice was
good, so we acted accordingly, and that's how we came to be on the
Princess Marguerite bound for Seattle.
The medical profession of Victoria seemed to be agreed that our
ailment wasn't appendicitis but a clogging of the transverse colon,
we don't! If they had said it was a
(if you know what that is
short circuit in our carburetor or a slipping of our timing gear, we
might have understood what they were talking about.) Anyhow, we
are here on the Princess Marguerite and headed down the Sound
for Seattle with the hope that the do*e of horse medicine they administered will not be any harder on us than it would have been on
the horse.
Our chief regret is that we will be unable to show you a picture
of several king salmon which we would have caught had we been
permitted to fish for them, and the best we can do under the circumstances is to call your attention to a photograph or two which we
trust Eagle Eye Joe will print with this issue as evidence of what
wc really would have done had the machinery in our boiler room
not gone haywire.
Sorry, but Eagle Eye tells us you'll have to icait
[Editor's Note:
until next week for the evidence.]
How they navigate the Puget Sound in a dense fog is beyond our
comprehension. Maybe you don't know what Puget Sound is like.
You take a small ocean about 350 miles long
Well, it's this way:
by 80 miles wide and dot it here and there with islands that range
in size from an acre to 20 miles long by a mile or so wide, and
leave narrow channels between them, some of which are just wide
enough for a ship to pass through, and you will have a fairly good
ship
idea of Puget Sound, provided you put in enough islands.
can travel in Puget Sound for two weeks and never touch the same
water twice, provided she doesn't go on the rocks. The Ethel D
went on the rocks twice. The first time she struck the rocks she
slid over, but the second time she stuck, and for awhile it looked
But the Captain finally managed to
like she was stuck for good.
get her free without any particular damage, and we proceeded northward in the fog by following the sound of the whistle of a tugboat
which was towing a raft of logs to some sawmill.

—

A

As

far as

we have

traveled this Northwest coast,

we have found

but few theatres that are not connected with some chain. Fox West
Coast seems to have most everything from Canada to Portland that is
liable to produce any revenue, and visiting local chain managers, we
find, is not the best way to acquire information.
Many of them have
instructions not to give out any information relative to the business,
consequently we get the most of our information from filling station
men and garages, as you have no doubt already detected.

We

We

recently ran on to another case of "High Finance."
found
who had the blues.
asked him what was the matter and this is what we told us:
He said he had been operating his
theatre for nine years and had been making a living for himself and
family and had been laying aside a little extra money, but that he
had been induced to sell a controlling interest in his theatre to a
chain and he was now working under the direction of an office boy
in the home office, and that the overhead had become so great that
the theatre couldn't show a profit and that his supposed salary had
been cut from $75 per week down to S50, with chances that it would
be cut still lower. And he asked us what we thought was the best
thing to be done.
a

We

theatreman

We never like to have such things put up to us. We told him so.
But he insisted on us advising him, so we asked him if he wanted
our best judgment, regardless, and he said he did. Then we said,
"Well, our advice to you would be to go out and hunt up some guy
who has a two-inch auger and have him bore a hole in your gourd
and fill the cavity with sawdust." But he said, "You are a little too
late with that advice
he did that before I sold my show."

—

—

We

are in receipt of two letters, one from our good friend R. R.
of the Picture House at Ludlow, England.
Brother Temple
tells us that he is enjoying a vacation down on some beach where
he can get a good view of the breakers and bathing beauties, et
cetera, just like they do at Atlantic City.
It seems that our English
cousins are no different from the boys over here they are willing
to risk at least one eye on anything.
But we judge from our
friend's letter that he didn't even wear smoked glasses. He suggests
a name for our new car, says we should call her "Old Faithful" for
the reason it would obviate changing the name every time our
heart got a new flutter.
How horrid of him, just as though we
were fickle-minded!
were awfully pleased to get his letter and
trust he will accept this as a reply to it and will make a resolve
to write us again, for when an Englishman resolves to do a thing,
he generally does it.

Temple

—

We

We

also have a nice, long letter from K. Gus Smorey of the Colonial theatre at Suttons Bay, Mich.
don't quite recall whether we
visited Suttons Bay or not, and we can't quite get the place located
in our mind, but if the place is in old Michigan, we are strong for
both Suttons Bay and Smorey, and since getting his letter we have
an even stronger inclination to wander back to our old home state,
and when we do, we are going to Suttons Bay if we can find the
place, and we hope to find Mr. Smorey is operating the Colonial, for
we want to see a good show once more. Among other things, Mr.
Smorey says he delights in reading our Colyum, and that's the only
weakness we could detect in his good, long letter. Our friend Temple
said the same thing, which goes to prove that there are still a couple
of theatremen whose time is not very valuable. Our best wishes can
reach clear from Suttons Bay, Mich., to Ludlow, England, and they
are on their way right now.

We

OREGON,

pull

down

the blinds,

we

are

headed your way!
J.

P.

S—The

SHOWER.

C.

JENKINS,

THE HERALD-WORLD man.
HERALD-WORLD covers THE field LIKE an April

—

——
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Our patrons

NAMING

J. C.

JENKINS'

Boyd, but film was dark and somego over as hoped for. Knuth
theatre, Battle Lake, Minn.
Small town patronage.

NEW CAR

how

picture

and

Tiller,

1.

THE LEATHERNECK: William Boyd— September
A very pleasing picture of army life. A new

story with good comedy relief.
Six reels.
Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.
Small town patronage.

still

MARKED MONEY:

Special cast— September 17.
nothing that they will go
one that will get by on an off
Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood,
night.
Kan. Small town patronage.

A

RAY W. MUSSELMAN, PRINCESS THEATRE, LINCOLN, KAN.

is on for J. C. Jenkins' car, I would like to submit
you've ever taken a ride with the old gent, you will readily see that this is
an appropriate name. He'll find out how fast that car can go if his brakes get loose on a
steep hill, and then only.

am

about,

—
—

RKO

If

Am

enclosing a few reports on current pictures.

but certainly

am

not sorry.

Have

a

am

I

IDAHO RED: Tom Tyler— August
Western that the kids like pretty
Westerns are exceptionally clean. Six

pretty far in arrears on releases,

of very good silent pictures

number

running a few of the remodeled "talkies,"
holding up very well.

left,

and

Beebe, Rialto
ronage.

after

considering myself lucky, as the silents are

MABEL HOCKENBERRY, OAKLAND,

From W. H. RUSSELL,

PARK THEATRE, OKEECHOBEE,

do not

will in turn help to

HERALD-WORLD

J.

have so much

car should be

named

Clara, for

them in?

who

lined them

up

Special cast— July 31.
large audience. Knuth and Tiller,
theatre. Battle Lake, Minn.— Small town pat-

for a silent picture

MY BEST

—

GIRL: Mary Pickford— August

—

—

—

Universal
MELODY LANE

(M)

:

Eddie Leonard— September

know how

to report on this picture, it
did not draw, or give satisfaction in this town.
played
lack direction.
seemed
to
Said to slow,
tone, though
it on disc and did not register good
Family
disc service was good.— Bert Silver, Silver
6-7.

when

don't

I

We

Clara!

Greenville,

Mich.— General patonage.
Laura La Plante September

—

7.

dandy comedy drama. Weather raining but we
had a better crowd out than we expected. Six reels.
—Mrs. Hulda J. Green. Gem theatre, Greenriver,

A

HOLLYWOOD, CAMEO THEATRE, DEERING, ME.

— General

Editor:

Utah.

We

Special cast— August 30-31. An
indifferent program picture sold as a special. Nothing
Nine reels.— B. K. Johnson,
special but the price.
Orpheum theatre. Kerrobert. Sask., Canada.— Gen-

get a lot of real

enjoyment out of the

—

Special cast— August 15-16. A very
program picture with some nice Annapolis
scenes. Loff makes a good background for a picture

ANNAPOLIS:

neat

Eight

Nelson, Neb.

reels.

—H.

— General

ANNAPOLIS:

D. Beebe,
patronage.

— August

Rialto

A

theatre.

pleasing
program that satisfied our Saturday night house.
Paul B Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan.
Sin:.
town patronage.
Special cast

31.

—

II

FLYING BUCKAROO:

Wallie Wales— August 22.
Pathe booked us with "Border Patrol" and then sent
this one.
They also sent advertising for their substitution, express collect.
The film and advertising
arrived an hour before time to start. The show was
good, but the substitution made some patrons sore.
Knuth and Tiller, Knuth theatre. Battle Lake, Minn.
Small town patronage.

—
—

Some

Special

cast— Good.

Phyllis

Haver— Septem-

— Giacoma Brothers, Crystal
— General patronage.

said too long. Ten reels.
theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.

OFFICE SCANDAL:

ber 24. A good newspaper story that will make
a good Saturday night feature. Carried lots of
action and good comedy. Paul B.
Hoffman,
Legion theatre, Holyrood, Kan. Small town patronage.

—

—

SAL OF SINGAPORE:

Phyllis Haver— August
Can't say very much for this one. Had very
24.
good business and appeared pleased. That suited me.
Eight reels. John R. Foresman, Strand theatre,
Jewell, la.
Small town patronage.

—
—

THE LEATHERNECK:

patronage.

Warner Bros.

Harry Carey— Septem-

ber 7. An excellent type of Western to show good
clean stuff with plenty of action. Just the right
sort of a show for a Saturday night crowd.
Five
reels.
Paul B. Hoffman, Legion theatre, Holyrood,
Kan. Small town patronage.

THE GODLESS GIRL:

William Boyd

August

patronage.

MICHIGAN KID:

HERALD-WORLD.

THE BORDER PATROL:

(Continued from page 62)
kind of a picture kills the star and the theatre both.
Seven reels. Paul Latino, Rialto theatre, Rockford,
111.
General patronage.

—

—

not say her best— it was very satisfying.
theatre,
Crystal
Eight reels. Giacoma Brothers.
Tombstone, Ariz. General patronage.

would

eral

also.

Fine

SPARROWS: Mary Pickford—The usual nice
clean wholesome picture with America's favorite
actress in a good part well played and while we

While reading my HERALD-WORLD tonight, I noticed Mr. Jenkins' new car
needs a name. Might I suggest "Sniknej"? This would be reversing his own name, Jenkins.

—

15.

town patronage.

HOMES JAMES:

E. P.

—

Wish we could get more of
picture pleased all.
Mary can beat them all yet. Knuth and
this type.
Knuth theatre, Battle Lake, Minn. Small
Tiller,

theatre,

From

The

one.

ronage.

We are interested in J. C.'s stuff untd he begins about fishing. We were a little sore a
few weeks back to know he was knocking Florida. He would quit this knocking, I bet,
if he were to spend a day or two fishing in Lake Okeechobee.
It makes us smile a little
bit sometimes when he gets to raving about some eight- or ten-pound trout.
He ought to
see the strings we see every day. But J. C. is really a help to us little fellows, for he tells
us to use our pencils, which we should have done a year or so ago.
new

good

—

:

Much enjoyed by
Knuth

are going to submit the

that

(AT)

TWO ARABIAN KNIGHTS:
'

name Clara, whether J. C. likes it or not. Our reason for
on several occasions dragged us out of this Everglades muck. She has
made us brighten up when we were very sad. She has caused us to count the days when
she will appear, and neveronce were we sorry that she came. She's full of pep, happiness,
charm. We need more Claras. We need the pep, we need the charm and happiness. We
are in the show businss. If it were not for the Claras, J. C. would still be driving Nancy.

But

—A

—

will

this is that Clara has

the talking pictures could not get

cast

—

Mary Pickford A good drawing card, but not so good in the recording. Had the
recording been good in this one, it would have been
a box office attraction as they all want to hear Mary
talk.
A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre, Russellville. Ky.
General patronage.

COQUETTE

C.'s

serious a matter as this should be put to a vote.

We

Special

:

—

FLA.

to say as to what the name shall
buy the gas, oil, etc., for this new car, which
keep them informed on what the other fellow is doing. We think so

really think that J. C. should

(AT)

recording is good in spots. Some places in the disc
are hard to understand. A. Mitchell, Dixie theatre,
General patronage.
Russellville, Ky.

have been watching with much interest the contest for a name for

Readers of the

—

—

United Artists

car.

We
be.

D.

pat-

Buzz Barton— August

it

ALIBI

We

— H.

—General

Played this with vaudeville and

Okay

I

Editor:

reels.

fair

Tyler's

was a usual Barton and nothing so big.
for the kids though. Six reels. H. D. Beebe,
General patronage.
Rialto theatre, Nelson, Neb.

IA.

would suggest the name, "Litde Pal," for Jaysee's new car. Why not name
the most popular car in the world after the most popular song of the day and truly a
"Little Pal" to Jaysee and the HERALD-WORLD?
Editor:

Neb.

A

I don't know
for the vaudeville was so lousy it
would turn you against rest of the program. Person-

ally

From MRS.

Nelson,

13-14.
well.

what they thought

*

*

theatre.

PALS OF THE PRAIRIE:
27-28.

*

new

offering,

but

While the naming contest

Editor:

"Slowgo."

I

program

fair

wild

From

—

didn't

Knuth

clean

they come! Here are some more suggestions which have arrived in the contest
The names
to supply a name for J. C. Jenkins' new car, successor to the retired Nancy.
Below are the
have been added to the list published elsewhere in this department.
"speeches of nomination" which accompanied them.

And

like

10.

THE TIME, THE PLACE AND THE GIRL

(AT):

me

as an all talking
Each
stock market, buying and selling proposition.
how
one in the play trying his and her best to see

Betty

Compson—It

appears to

some
good they could talk. Of course, this interests
songs,
but as a whole, my people want musical
parts,
sympathetic
effective love making, comedy,
and
parts, mother and dad parts, husband
children

arguwife parts, sweethearts parts etc., business
please.
ments. Plots of this kind are not going to
Fool
Singing
"The
in
example
Al Jolson set an
and give ua
that all producers might get wise to,
people
pictures that stay and stick to picture going
this picture
that
say
They
for all time to come.
yet prohas grossed more money than any picture
this line.
duced so why not give us pictures along
theatre,
Dixie
Sons,
&
Seven reels.— Walter Odom
Durant, Miss.— General patronage.

McAvoy
THE LION AND THE MOUSE (T) May
4-5.
A very satisfactory entertaining
:

—September

—

)
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State Right
BLACK CARGO OF THE SOUTH SEAS (B)
Special cast —September 11-12. A State Right picture

NAMES FOR
CAR

"JAYSEE'S*'

The following names have been suggested for J. C. Jenkins' new car. noic
taking the place of Nancy; retired:

ALICE
By Mrs. Cres

Swails, Clay Center,

and a good one. You will find the people who travel
with this show on the square and are nice agreeable
fellows.
The Hawaiian orchestra that furnishes
sound effects is very good and their acts adds greatly
to the performance.
It is one you can step on and
not be afraid. Seven reels. E. A. Reynold. Strand
theatre, Princeton, Minn.
Small town patronage.

Serials
TARZAN THE MIGHTY (Universal)

G. V. Higgins, Craw-ford. Neb.

IRENE

rill

Short Features

PILL

(SOUND)
FOX
GERTRUDE, LAWRENCE—The

PRISCILLA

company

LUCHADOR

understand

By Miss Orva Worman, Ogden.

Utah.

it.

VITAPHONE
Mont.

Belt,

2399 "Thanksgiving
Day."
(Bert Silver, Silver Family
Greenville. Mich.
General patronage.)

Lemmon.

S.

Neillsville,

of

D.

New

(H. D. Beebe, Rialto theatre. Nelson. Neb.
patronage.

Vis.,

York.

Lincoln, Kan.

LITTLE PAL
la.

CLARA
H. Russell. Okeechobee, Fla.

5MKNEJ
Hollywood, Deering, Me.

All those caring to submit names are
invited to do so. provided the? are connected tcith the motion picture industry
by either employment or kinship. An
award of one year's subscription to the

HEIL4LD WORLD will be made to the
person submitting the chosen name.

picture. Good story, and a fine cast. Did not make
dollar.
Played it too old. but the entertainment is there in the picture. Bert Silver. Silver
Family theatre, Greenville. Mich. general patronage.

—

—

FROM HEADQUARTERS: Monte Blue—August
A good action picture that the Saturday night

9-10.

—

fans will enjoy.
Six reels.
H. D. Beebe,
theatre. Nelson, Neb.
General patronage.

—

KID GLOVES

:

Conrad Nagel— August

Rialto

29-30. Just

a fair picture. They used that overdone underworld
background again and that is enough to leave a sour
taste.
Lost money on Warners again. This is getting to be common.
What would happen if I were
paying for Warners sound? Six reels. H. D. Beebe.
Rialto theatre. Nelson, Neb. General patronage.

—

—

World Wide
THE

WOMAN

IN WHITE:
Blanche Sweet—
Probably no poorer picture was ever shown in this
theatre.
A terrible depressing picture with never a
bright spot in the awful thing from start to finish.
We feel we robbed our patrons for ever showing
such a picture.
Seven reels. Giacoma Brothers.
Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz. General patron-

—

age.

of pictures, for the

fall

Monty Collins
featured.

—

sea-

and Vernon Dent are co-

Editor Hopes Audiens
Will Again Make Talking

By Patrons Bad Manners
tre," suggests an editorial which appeared last
week in the Chicago Herald and Examiner.

"With the popularity of the pictures, the
habit of chatter among the audience grew np.
It did no particular harm until it slopped over
into the live theatre. There it has become a
nuisance.
"If the 'talkies'

make such a

chatter

—General

LLOYD HAMILTON COMEDIES, 2.—"Listen
Children." A good comedy but somewhat slower than
iH. D. Beebe. Rialto theatre.
the usual Hamilton.
Nelson, Neb. General patronage.)

—

M

M

G

LAUREL-HARDY COMEDIES. 2.— "The

By Mrs. Mabrl Hockenberry, Oakland,

us a

list

on Educational's program.
"Peaceful Alley," with Lloyd Hamilton,
is also scheduled for October release and
the new Jack White comedy, "Hunting the
Hunter," has been completed.
"The Talkies," the third Mermaid, which

EDUCATIONAL

By Ray V. Musselman.

F. P.

heads the
son,

BIG BOY COMEDIES. 2.— "Gloom Chasers. " Fair
but can't give Big Boy so much. Comedy too slow.

SLOWGO

By

(Special to the Herald-World)

NEW" YORK, Sept 24.—"The Golfers,"
the latest Mack Sennett talking comedy,

Booster."

Not very much of a comedy. (W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe
Small town patronage.)
theatre. Spearville. Kan.
"Double Whoopee." These boys always good in my
house.
This one extra good.
Uohn R. Foresman.
Strand theatre. Jewell, la. Small town patronage.)
"Two Tars." Oh Boy. oh boy, what a comedy, when
they make funnier and cleaner comedies than this one
I want to show them.
Best one we have had for a
long time.
(W. J. Shoup, DeLuxe theatre. Spear"We Faw
ville,
Kan. Small town patronage.
Down."
A comedy with just as suggestive
scenes as it is possible to show without show-

—

—

—

vulgar,
obscene,
Dirt,
real
thing.
other filthy name you wish to call,
making
needed
in
the
every
reel.
What
is
it will fit
of pictures today is to clean house of most of the
present producers, so we can have something to
show our patrons that is entertaining and pleasing,
without being so filthy. Where oh where was our
censor board when this was passed. Governor Reed,
wake up again, iff. J. Shoup. DeLuxe theatre.
Small town patronage.)
Spearville, Kan.

ing

the

and

any

—

PARAMOUNT

BISHOP'S

—

age.)

BILLY DOOLEY COMEDIES. 2.—"Oriental Hugs."
iH. D. Beebe. Rialto theatre. Nelson. Neb.
General patronage.)

Fair.

PATHE
HAL ROACH COMEDIES. 2—"Love 'em and
Weep." A good comedy. Has Mae Busch. Laurel
good. (Mrs. Hulda J. Green.
General patronage.)
theatre, Greenriver. Utah.
to

it's

—

Where

Gem

SMITTY COMEDIES. 2.— "Tomato Omelet." Awful,
my way of thinking. Why waste good tomatoes ?

i

ou Can Enjoy

NATURE'S GREATEST

HEALTH WATERS
Visitors to this finelv appointed, luxurious hotel acclaim it
one of the finest resort hotels
in America. Refurnished, re-

decorated and equipped with
unsurpassed elegance. The Elms
will appeal to the most fastidious or

most

critical geust.

Here vou can tone up vour
system, regain vour health with
our world famous mineral waters and baths and if you wish,
enjoy

CANDLE STICKS—A

very good act.
but too classy for small towns. (Bert Silver, Silver
Family theatre, Greenville. Mich. General patron-

and Hardy so

life,

all

the pleasures of resort
swimming, horse-

golfing,

back riding, boating, tennis,
etc. For reservations or beautifullv done book, fullv illustrating the beauties of The Elms
and Excelsior Springs, write,
wire or phone F. F. Hagel,
Managing Directo'
The Elms
City,

is

m Kansas

only 23 mi

nestling

amid

>
>

.

^undings of

natural beauty,

with paved
Hi ghu*a>s leading in all dire*:-

//^Y*
- -4
'

^^^^Tp"

(John R. Foresman. Strand theatre, Jewell, laSmall town patronage.) "Uncle's Visit." Very good.
Audience laughing all the time. Theodore Roberts.
God bless him, in this comedy. (John R. Foresman.
Strand theatre. Jewell. Ia. Small town patronage.)

—

UNIVERSAL
COLLEGIANS SERIES, 2.—"King

of the Campus."
Good for school children. (Bert
Family theatre. Greenville. Mich.

Lots of whoopee.
Silver.

Silver

General patronage.)

bad

manners again, they may claim our gratitude."

(SILENT)

0' MEN
G. H. bright. Jr.. Star theatre, Wendell, N. Carolina.

\T.

—

—

D.

WH1FFLEPOOF

By

filler.

2-57S.— "Al Herman." A very
(Bert Silver, Silver Family
good black face turn.
theatre, Greenville. Mich. General patronage.)

INA

By

A

1

VITAPHONE ACT

SHEBA

By Trag, formerly of
and now a denizen

Verdi'

—

ACT

Just another cheap
theatre,

S.

Heads New Group on
Educational Program

"Maybe we shall learn from the 'talkies' the
lesson we knew once, not to talk in the thea-

BROS.

—

AUSSIE
JU ANITA
Dickson.

But

very good act. (Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre.
Greenville, Mich.
General patronage.)

Mrs. Frances Estee. Parker.

E.

this

patronage.)

WARNER

POLLY

\T.

from

comedy.

VITAPHONE ACT 2272— "Cusica &

PRISCILLA

By

act

—

—General

C. R. Grimes, Ackley, la.

By Mrs. Raymond Robbins,

Sennett Audien

scheduled for October, is the first picture
poke fun at itself and to give it an
authentic ring, Francis Ford and Lloyd
Ingraham, directors, play counterparts.

PARAMOUNT

Malta. Mont.

ELMER
ELMERITA
MABEL

Mack

to

this stuff is not worth paying twice the rental of
silent comedies for.
(Carl Veseth, Palace theatre.

POLLY
LUPE

By

first

APARTMENT HUNTING, 2.—Good

111.

Green-

stayed in since and then could not
(Bert Silver, Silver Family theatre,
General patronage.)

that

Greenville, Mich.

COLLEEN
Mrs. H. C. Mullens, Hettick,

:

65

is

Me.

Tibbetts, Bethel,

Frank Merup good. Two

theatre.

PAT

LADY

By Mrs.

the 5th chapter and has held

reels.

PILGREE

By

—On

— iMrs. Hulda J. Green. Gem
river, Utah. —General patronage.)

PRUDENCE
HIRAM
By Miss Ashby

—

—

Neb.

BETSY
By Mrs.

:

One of theWorldb Most
Tuitions Mineral

Sprtn^sTUsorts!
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES
By JOE FISHER

SEVERAL

important promotions were made in the Chicago Paramount exweek. Neil F. Agnew, branch manager, was appointed district
manager succeeding Harry Ross, who will join the Publix home office as an
executive in the real estate department.
Into the branch managership comes
J. 0. Kent, former sales manager.
Frank J. Flaherty, city salesman, was appointed to fill the position of sales manager.

change

last

AGNEW
1 x

has been connected with Paramount for the last nine years, having
joined the company in 1920 as booker.
After two months
as booker he was

promoted
man and
manager.

In

1923

manager of the Milwaukee branch of
Paramount.

After
serving eight months

Milwaukee man-

as

ager he returned to
the Chicago office as

manager.
James
O.
new branch
Neil

man-

joined Paramount in 1926 as
salesman.
He was

ager,

Agnew

m

promoted to
manager and

soon
sales

held

that

until

his

position
pro-

new

Kent

motion.

wellknown
territory.

the

this

At

one

managed

he

time

is

in

Milwaukee

ex-

change.

Harry Ross, who
has

joined

Publix,

was Midwest district
manager for Paramount for 10 years.
J.

His

O. Kent

career

the

in

film business began
as an exhibitor in
1908.
later

Two

years
he joined the

Buckeye Lakeshore
Film Company in
Columbus, where he
worked in the sales
department. Then he

moved

Cleveland. The year
1913 found Ross as

later

was

office.

office,

where

In 1927 Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Columbus, Indianapolis and Pittsburgh were
territories.

added to

his district.

*

*

titled

as

— and

Friday.
The director and his assistants
issued explicit orders with brandished
six-shooters playing the musical accom-

of Chadwick Productions, who was en
route to Europe.
At 5 p. m. Friday three gunmen entered
the office of Si Greiver and advised him
that tlwugh this was an era of sound
films, he would do better to play silent.
One bandit stood guard while his two
associates in the improvised "Three Bad

Men" production department herded

to-

the other folk in the Educational and World-Wide exchanges.
All
were brought into Greiver's office where
they were stripped of their money. According to one of the victims, more than
$750 was obtained by the bandits. They
were not masked and looked young.
This has been the third robbery staged
on the Row in the past five months. The
other two were at the Universal and

gether

all

Warner Brothers exchange.
The bandit trio did its stuff on a
guarantee and split basis. The six-shooters guaranteed them all the cash in the
offices and we take it that the split among
the three had been predetermined.
*

Fletcher

Kenney

*

*

the

of

Star

theatre,

Watseka, paid the boys a visit last week.
Fletch had his usual line of sound with him.
*

*

*

*

Julius

*

*

Goldberg of the LaPorte theatre,

LaPorte, Ind., made a personal appearance
on the Row last week.
*

*

*

Frank Ford, general manager of the
Gumbiner houses, stopped in to say hello
last Friday.
Gumbiner operates houses in
Danville, Sterling and Rockford and Frank
makes his headquarters in Danville.

*

Jerry Jarnigan, proprietor of the Milford
theatre, Milford, 111., was seen romping

in

*

*

*

F. Burke, traveling auditor of Educational Exchanges, was in town checking up
J.

paused

long

enough to pose for a photo with Dave
Dubin and Max Stahl, new Educational
manager. Burke has all the earmarks of the
writing craft. He's tall and slim and good
natured. Burke believes the pen is mightier
than the sword but a contract plus a writing
pen

in the best

combination of

There were no megaphones

in evidence, however. The cast included
Si Greiver, Dave Dubin, Percy Barr, Al
Hoffman, Bill Cook, Nat Gumbiner, Morris Wells and I. E. Chadwick, president

He

books.

Educational's

*

*

all.

*

Kamp has been made manager of
K's North Center theatre. For several
years Kamp was manager of the Madeline.
Charley

B&

*

street,

*

*

of the Gem, 450 S. State
wiring his house with Western

Sid Selig,
is

owner

He will conElectric sound equipment.
tinue with his present policy of burlesque
and pictures.
*
*
*
Publix-Great States has reopened the
Bijou at Decatur with an all-sound policy.
Harold Webster, formerly of Joliet, will
succeed W. J. Crowley as manager of the
Sunday
Lyric and Grand at Blue Island.
vaudeville has been started at the Fox in
construction
Great
States
Aurora.
The
department will be moved from Joliet to
Chicago.
*

*

*

man who runs
Radio's exchange, is in New York this week
Sam Gorelick, his
on a business trip.
assistant, is looking over things.
Washburn,

Herb

*

I

the

*

*

"I'm very glad to be in Chicago and hope
can fill the position with as much success

as the
Stahl,

man who is leaviner it," said Max
now filling the manager's chair at

Educational, following
nation to join Publix.

Dave Dubin's resigStahl was given a

warm

welcome in the Educational
(Stahl's photo will appear next week)
*
*
*

arrive in

be became assistant to S. R. Kent.
In
1924 he was transferred to Chicago to head
the Chicago, Detroit, Milwaukee and Peoria

the

this picture.

Row.

the
In 1920 he

members of

other

Mu-

when he joined

New York

called to the

which

manager and held

Famous Players Detroit

town

and Helen, are not

manager of the Lindy

nected with the
tual Film company as
that position until 1918,

Two

Isabell.

con-

the Griffith specials.

He was

and

Mrs. Margaret Bennett, operator of the
Hoosier theatre, Whiting, Ind., was in the
city last Friday, accompanied by the watchdog who always precedes her into Film

an independent distributor,
handling
Harry Ross

—

episode of his thrilling serial
yet has not been edited or
not been determined
it has
whether there tvill be additional chapters.
The latest sequence was shot on the
fourth floor of the Universal building last

to

week. And Eddie, the Pathe star, of
course was with them. Pictured here are:
Top row, Dad, Marie, Thomas, Mother,
John, Eddie. Bottom row, Joe Rosebud
last

another

to the Cadil-

lac exchange in Detroit and
later to

Four of the Quillan family came

Film Row's Jesse James has just staged

paniment.
Kent,

last

family, Margaret

to saleslater sales

Agnew was named

Row

week. As usual, Jerry
says business is good which, the exchange
folk say is a rather novel statement for any
exhibitor to make within the hearing range
of salesmen.

about Film

Alexander

Nepo,

Chicago

is

Nepo,
due to

week from

Russia.

son
this

Harry

office

of

theatre,

nine years old now and hasn't
seen his father in eight years. So that he
could identify the lad, Harry sent Alexander five tiny American flags to pin on
himself upon arrival.

Alexander

is

*

*

*

Max Mazur has resigned his position with
M G M after serving 10 years with them.
In 1910 Max started his film career as an
He was also associated with
exhibitor.
Harry Sherman and Jack Elliott in the disof "The Birth of a Nation.''
Mazur has not announced his future plans.

tribution

EXHIBITORS
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WORLD
Whatever

else
you have

you should have
People

like light, color

glowing

ing

what they

like

shows.

and

light control

and chang-

Give

people

pay prof-

they'll

ELECTRIC COMPANY
ST.

its

more and more

The

©

to your

Major System

to the successful

is

box

office.

LOUIS

Offices in twenty-five

titi<

necessary

showman.
-

L-

"
"

*

*
,

i
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Should Reseat My
Theatre ?

LOOK FOR THE ANSWER IN YOUR
BOX OFFICE RECEIPTS I
There you will find the figures that

1
I
i

l
I
i
H
1

justify reseating
has shown that old, unattractive,
uncomfortable seating is the most common
cause for the downward trend of box office

able "American" chairs have been installed.
For comfortable seating ranks equally with fine
projection and an entertaining show as an

receipts.

attraction to theatre goers.

Research
.

Look over your chairs... examine them critically. Ask yourself if they are comfortable enough
to rest tired bodies. Sit in them yourself. Be
sure they are attractive, inviting, and modern.
If not
invest in reseating. It will pay you in
extra profit and patronage.

—

I

I

1
#

Get the facts now!

The

facts on "American" reseating service are
will be glad to
available to you. Write us.
send you all data on the logic of reseating and

We

its

value to you. There is no obligation to reseat
it appears the advisable thing to do.

unless

Comfort

1

-

attracts patrons

Reseating brings comfort
and comfort
brings patronage. That has been proved time
and again where modern, attractive, comfort.

.

.

Reseating brings comfort

Find out how between curtain and overwithout a show being interrupted,
ture
.

.

.

your theatre can be completely transformed
into a favorite with the theatre going crowd!

— and comfort brings patronage

American Seating Company
14 E.

JACKSON BLVD

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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EXIT

ow

sure are you about the Acoustics

of your

own Theatre?

Habit may hare accustomed you

to

owners themdo not realize how bad their reproduction of sound films is. This is natural
since the owner has become so accustomed to
his own theatre that the faults in acoustics do

IT

often happens that theatre

For years J-M Engineers have been planning
those of existing structures. Scores of theatres,
churches, lodge rooms, lecture halls and other

mony of the
skiU of J

patrons, however, are amazed by poor
effects.

by staying at

some other

ExP ert Advice on

^

The

theatre,

Theatre

or

ome.

The Whole Acoustical Problem

is

one for

is

of Your

Yours Free of Cost

you are certain that the acoustics are good
you have no time to lose. Call in a JohnsManville Acoustical Engineer. There is no
charge for his advice, nor do you incur
any obligation. Mail the coupon below.

whole problem of good
one which can be met only by

fact is that the

acoustics

is

the Acoustics

Every poor performance of a sound film kills
* certain amount of business. Your theatre
may not need the J-M treatment, but unless

f.

.

M

all

efficacy

Furthermore,

they are exceedingly likely to express their

displeasure by going to

over the country are testiof the J-M method and the
Acoustical Engineers,

gathering places

not disturb him.

reproduction of sound

films

the acoustics of new auditoriums, or correcting

selves

Your

bad reproduction of sound

highly trained experts such as the Acoustical
Engineers of the Johns-Manville Corporation.

II
I

M

O m T\ S

^1

"m

JT
Im MM

-|

~

I

V 3 TW
T

1

1

I

ACOUSTICAL AND SOUND
CONTROL TREATMENT

JOHNS-MANVIIXE CORPORATION"

O

New

York, Chicago, Cleveland, San Francisco, Toronto
Branches "' a " larse

I

am

ci,ies

interested in acoustical correction of

m>

theatre.

Same
Address

.

City

Sealing Capacity of Theatre

-

.
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The Miller Theater,
Wichita, Kansas
one of the largest and

—

finest in the state

—

depends for beautiful
lighting effects

upon

C-H Simplicity
Dimmers

here
AREPUTATION
growing

—

is

no

test like

constantly

for over a quarter

earned in leading
houses of today and yesterday
that's one guarantee of the
quality of C-H Simplicity
Dimmers which time alone
can give.
But there are further guarantees to be found in C-H
mechanical and electrical excellence. The low ratio rack
and pinion drive, for example,
which assures flickerless dimcentury

—

ming from

full

brilliance to

black out, the design which

time . .

you from the danger and
expense of burnouts; and the
universal adaptability of C-H
Simplicity Dimmers to all
present and future needs.
These are a few advantages
which have led to the preference for C-H Simplicity Dimmers by leading showmen, by
architects specializing in
theater design, and by elecfrees

trical contractors.

Write for the C-H booklet
"Illumination Control for the

Modern Theater" and
complete

get the

story.

CUTLER-HAMMER,

Inc.

Pioneer Manufacturers of Electric
Control Apparatus
1254 St. Paul Avenue

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

C-H Dimmer Plate

used on the
switchboards supplied by leading manufacturers. Note sturdy
construction and the rack and
pinion drive which eliminates
backlash assures flickerless
control of lights.

—

—

CUTLER M AM MER
tPerfect Illumination Control for the

Modern Theater

.
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GUARD AGAIXST
loss

of good

through

will

LIGHT FAILURE
Modern, well-equipped theatres do
reliable

this

with alwavs-

Exide Emer^encv Li^htins; Batteries

.

.

.

T X THAT would happen if the lights went

VV

out in your theatre during a performance? Confusion
danger might result.
Certainly patrons would be annoyed. And
ticket refunds
are
loss of good will
things modern theatre owners guard against.
Hundreds of them have found the most dependable safeguard for patrons and profits
is the Exide Emergency Lighting Battery.
With Exides your theatre is always safe
from sudden darkness. Should the normal
power fail, exit, hazard and other emergency
lights are switched to Exides
instantly
and automatically
without a hand
touching a switch. Furthermore, Exides can
supply power for your projector for two
hours if necessary
until normal current
is returned.
The devices for controlling and keeping
these batteries in a charged condition are
simple and foolproof
and automatic. No
extra help or added electrical experience is
necessary. Your present staff can readily attend them.
.

.

.

.

Ocean

Inc^

current failure

is

protectee/

against

Emergency Lighting

City.

Battery. RJtter

&

V

/, Hunt s Theatres.
by 56-<ell Exide
Shay. Pbila.. architects.

.

.

.

.

.

.

SHOW BOAT THEATRE.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The Exide Emergency Lighting Battery

is

the product of forty-one years' experience in
building batteries for every purpose. It is
constructed by skilled engineers to do its job
steadily, economically, dependably
A letter will bring you full information on
these reliable batteries. Or, if you wish, our
representative will call and consult with you
on any phase of emergency lighting. This
entails absolutely no obligation.
Write us
today.

.

.

.

£xxfce

EMERGENCY LIGHTING

BATTERIE5
SVDDES D.iRKSESS
WILL SOT

stop the per-

formance

m

Theatre.

The

the

Show Boat

56-cell Exide

Emergency Lighting Battery
furnishes current for emer-

gency lighting and for operation of projector.

By means of

moto r gene rato rset the po urer

frnm this battery is changed
from d.c. toa.c. thusenabling
the emergency operation of
the talking equipment.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY COMPANY
Exide Batteries of Canada, Limited, Toronto

Philadelphia

:
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Your

Electric Sign Is

VITAL

as

#1;
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as the Attraction Itself
you must present the better attrac-

YES,

tions,

but
just as surely, your success
depends upon constantly and vividly im.

pressing

.

.

the

public

with

the

name and

location of your theatre.

You can accomplish that most effectively
and economically with a Flexlume Electric.
For, by giving a front outstanding brilliance, color and action, it surely makes a
theatre the center of the crowd's interest.

Flexlume, operating the largest exclusive
electric sign plant in the world, offers

most

unusual designs and a complete choice of
illuminations

NEON TUBE

(Red, Blue, Green)

RAISED GLASS LETTERS

SPECTACULAR EXPOSED LAMPS
COMBINATIONS OF THESE

or

DESIGNS
Let us submit for consideration, without
obligation, details
electric to

and color sketch of an

thoroughly satisfy your theatre

name, marquee or current-attraction-board
requirements.
Flexlume Corporation,
2043 Military Road. Buffalo, N. Y.
Factories at Buffalo, N. Y ., and Toronto, Can.

FLEXLUME
ELECTRIC DISPLAYS
SALES AND SERVIC

E

OFFICES

IN

CHIEF CITIES OF

U.

S.

AND CANADA

—

Is

—

Your Theatre Ready

CHARLES

Winter

for

RAYMOND GALLO

O'NEILL

B.

Eastern Representative

Advertising Manager

A

supplement of Exhibitors Herald- World, published every fourth week for
information and guidance of all theatre owners in matters of theatre construction, operation and equipment and to promote the ideal of finer theatres

BETTER THEATRES
EDITORIAL AND
ADVERTISING OFFICES
CHICAGO
407

Dearborn

St Telephone
Harrison 0036. Cable Address:
Quigpubco.
So.

Edwin

Clifford,

S.

Jay M. Shreck,
George Schutz,
Charles

B.

General Manager
Managing Editor
Associate

Editor
Advertising

O'Neill,

Manager
George

Clifford,

Business Manager

NEW YORK
565

Ave.
Telephone Wickersham 2366-2367

Fifth

Raymond

PUBLIC FAVORS ATMOSPHERIC DESIGN
By Samuel Pinanski

THE IMPORTANT MATTER OF RUGS
By John

HEATING THE AUDITORIUM

HOLLYWOOD

By H.

North Cahuenga St.
Telephone Gladstone 2118-2118

By

LONDON
The Bioscope, Faraday House, 8-1B
Cross

W.

Rd.,

C.

The

successful theatre today

one

that

pays

2

the
to

demand more than pictures.
They must be given every degree of

J. C.

Jenkins

ENGLAND'S FIRST ATMOSPHERIC THEATRE
By W. H. Mooring

HOW TWO OLD THEATRES BECAME NEW
By Hoyt

Cinema pa-

physical features.

its

is

attention

strict

Spielman

J.

OPERATING COSTS AND OVERHEAD

Douglas Hodges
West Coast Representative

Charing

V. Smeallie

Gallo

Eastern Representative

1605

In This Issue

Barnett

trons

To

and

convenience

comfort,
phere.

atmos-

By M. H.

Vanallen

By Leo

Parker

the enterprising exhibitor Better

Theatres each issue presents numerous ideas and suggestions for increasing profit through better public

TYPES OF MODERN LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

service and

ACCORDING TO LAW
T.

management.

WHERE TO TREAT THEATRES FOR BAD ACOUSTICS
RATES

SUBSCRIPTION
United

and

States

Canada and
Americas

—

possessions,
countries of the
$3.00 per year

all

Great Britain and

By

R. L. Lindahl

its

its

colonies

£

1

POPULAR NOVELTIES TO FEATURE THE

PIT

ORCHESTRA

By Louis Adrian

per year

Other foreign countries
$5.00 per year

Better Theatres Authors

P«g<?

~1

Single copies. 25 cents

Advertising rate cards and Audit
of Circulations statements

Bureau

furnished

upon

application.

[The editors are not responsible for literary material or pictures, either
in their hands or in transit, unless specifically ordered by them.]

—
BETTER THEATRES SECTION OF

FACTS
When

an advertiser buys advertising

space, he

he

is

is

not buying white paper

buying circulation.

Exhibitors Herald-World has the greatest circulation

in the

which has ever existed

motion picture industry.

The Herald-World

is

the only motion

picture trade publication which

member

of the Audit

Bureau

is

a

of Circu-

lations.

There

is

no

substitute for circulation.

Nor is there any substitute for an Audit
Bureau of Circulations statement.

Write The Editor, Exhibitors Hernld-World, 407 So.
Dearborn St., Chicago, /or the booklets, "Audited Circulations" and "The Circulation of Exhibitors HeraldU orld."
Both Hill be sent u-ithout charge.
'
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Just Put Yourself In
HERE

is

box-office value

its

sure that every word travels clear and distinct

sound picture, presented

a great

in a beautiful, comfortable theatre.
is killed,

Yet

to the farthest seats.

simply because

This remarkable material

the audience cannot distinguish the words.

In

row

"What

did he say?"

riums and colleges as well as theatres.

—

have proved

value in churches, audito-

its

Your building

it

tions

existing walls or ceilings.

your pleasure

ill

loor acoustics are

words and sentences
is

is

fastened directly to
It

comes

in single,

finished units, quickly installed in theatres

until

new

destroyed. That's what

And

or old.

the decorative adaptability

of Acousti-Celotex

doing to hundreds of sound

is

important.

It

harmonizes

perfectly with any architectural treatment or

jictures.

decorative scheme.

And

the result shows in the box-office re-

teipts.

For people won't put up with pictures

The carelessness of painters or cleaners can

be clearly understood. In theatre

never injure your acoustical installation. For

hat can't

fter theatre,

Acousti-Celotex

attendance has fallen far below

expectations

11

what

needed

is

You can

to insure the desired effect.

put absolute faith in the accuracy of

— because of poor acoustics.

is

fool-proof. It

is

and

repainted, even using lead and oil paints.

Theatre owners find a quick and easy an-

without impairing

its

installations.

Simply submit your acoustical problems

acoustical efficiency.

to

them, and receive their advice promptly and
without further obhgation.
Fill

out and mail the coupon below for fur-

ther information on the correction of theatre
acoustics with Acousti-Celotex.

THE CELOTEX COMPANY
919 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

the only

acoustical material that can be painted

been

checked and proved in thousands of actual

doesn't have to be remodel-

For Acousti-Celotex

ed.

distort

now to protect your investment in
sound equipment by correcting the acoustics
of your theatre. The acoustical engineers of
The Celotex Company can tell you exactly
Plan

their calculations, for these figures have

and see

umble and

not new. Archi-

Celotex for years to correct acoustics. They

yourself. Sit down almost anywhere
how "lingering echoes" or reverberablur syllables together; how they can

Try

is

and builders have been using Acousti-

row you can see the audience
understand hear them whisper-

after

straining to
ing,

tects

Place

"heir

Mills:

New Orleans,

Louisiana

Offices in many principal cities
(See telephone books for addresses)

Branch Sales

In Canada: Alexander Murray

& Co., Ltd., Montreal

wer to the whole problem in Acousti-Celotex,
The word

echo -absorbing fibre

le

tile

applied to the
E. H.

alls or ceilings.

For Acousti-Celotex stops

iverberation and distorting echoes

is

(Rei. U. S. P»t. Off.)
the trademark of and indicates

manufacture by

— makes

The Celotex Company
Chicago.

Illinois

Acousti-Celotex
FOR LESS NOISE
i

s

ta I le d

by Approved

BETT ER

HEARING

Ac ou s ti Celotex
•

Con tractors

W. -9-28-29

THE CELOTEX COMPANY,
919 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.
Gentlemen: Please send me further information on the value of
Acousti-Celotex in the presentation of sound pictures.

Address
City

„
State

_

are blazoned forth

in its electric lights.

Some

of

decided importance never find

nence. ..yet they contribute materially to a theatre's success.
Correct

in

weave. ..in design... in

color. ..they

realize. ..unconsciously, perhaps. ..that here

patronage.
of

-;-

"weavers

dealer. ..his

is

+ Such

taste in decoration.

Bigelow-Hartford theatre carpets are woven to
for over a century", they

name

will

suit

may be depended upon

way

to

incandescent promi-

a feature are Bigelow-Hartford theatre carpets.

convey an impression of quality

good

their

to

every patron. They make him

They help

to

encourage

his

continued

the special requirements of theatre use. Products

for lasting service,

-f-

See them

at your nearest

be supplied gladly upon request.

B

I

GELOW- HARTFORD
RUGS AND CARPETS

Made by BIGELOW-HARTFORD CARPET CO. Weavers since 1825 Mills atThompsonville, Conn, and Clinton, Mass. NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA,
BOSTON, PITTSBURGH, DALLAS, ATLANTA, CHICAGO, ST. LOUIS, DETROIT, SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, MINNEAPOLIS, SEATTLE

I

THE

IPIUIBLIIC

FAVORS. ATMOSPHERIC DESIGN

By

SAMUEL

T

HE outstanding tendency today in motion picture theatre
II
design is toward the atmospheric type, for with the atmospheric theatre endless pleasing combinations in architecture and appointments
are possible.
Monotony is precluded in the theatre because, while
proportions and masses balance, details are not symmetrical; that is,
the atmospheric house allows for a blending of effects, all of these
different but all harmonious, fostering interest by variety, tying the
theatre into the stage, making the theatre one with the show, and
[This statement by an eminent theatre executive

is

the sixth of a series on

PIINANSIKII

The audience is made part of the
the theatre.
possible to vary the entire effect and feeling of
whole theatres to conform with any desired effect in the show.
As for modernism, this is a specialized form for special localities
and therefore will not become generally prevalent. The atmospheric
type of theatre has thus far seemed to answer a general public demand, and with each theatre of this design that is being built, the
idea is being perfected.
the

show one with

illusion since

it

is

"Theatre Architecture of the Future as Indicated

in

Current Tendencies."]

!

.
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Win Gty
theafre

RESEAT
in six

SALES
OFFICES
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Chicago, 111.
Detroit, Mich.

Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Minneapolis, Minn.
New York, N. Y.

Oklahoma

City, Okla.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Portland, Oregon
San Francisco,Calif
Seattle,

if

months

the twin cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul, HeywoodINWakefield
has reseated five theatres in less than six months

Heywood-Wakefield seats were selected for the State, Riviera,
Granada, American, and Empress because of their beauty, comfort, and box-office appeal. All over the country leading exhibitors
are installing H-W theatre chairs Publix has purchased over
100,000 H-W chairs in two years; Warner Brothers recently installed
H-W chairs in two, new 4,000-seat houses at Atlantic City and
Philadelphia; Fox West Coast has just ordered many thousands of
H-W seats for a group of new theatres. There is a good, moneymaking reason behind such overwhelming preference for H-W
theatre chairs. Let us tell you and show you why
a note to
the nearest Heywood-Wakefield sales office will bring detailed information on the merits of seating or reseating with these de luxe

—

—

theatre chairs

Wash.

HEYWOOD *W\KEFIELD
Theatre Seating Division

Vol.

A

96.

No.

September

13

Hekald -World

Section of EXHIBITORS

to the Design, Construction,

28,

1929

Weeks

and Devoted
Equipment and Operation of the Motion Picture Theatre
Published Every Four

for instance, there

is

the effort

and genius that go into their
making, the different types,
their adaptability to theatres

and

this
by

V.

SMEALLIE

the installation of sound pictures

comes a new demand for woven

floor

coverings for theatre auditoriums and
foyers to absorb the sound of shuffling feet
and other distracting noises natural to a congregation of people. In the larger cathedrals
of the motion picture this problem of acoustics
has usually been met with high pile woolen
fabrics, but now there is need for studying
the problem in all types and sizes of theatres
in

which the modern

"talkie*'

equipment

is

used.

There has been a growing conviction that
woven floor coverings were easier and cheaper
to maintain than composition floors because
the fabric could be vacuum cleaned comparatively more quickly than it was possible to
scrub the grime trodden into the hard surface
material.
The feeling of luxury and comfort
that a woven fabric instills, as well as the
suggestion of quiet that it gives to an assembly of people, have all been factors in the
increased use of carpets and rugs in entertainment palaces.

—

Now comes a new and determining agenc>
the introduction of sound films. Here is need
for the muffling of any and all sounds that
would effect the delicate reproducing and
transmitting apparatus and to give the audience every opportunity to catch the full sound
-

effects

make up —

important matter of rugs

JOHN

ITH

their care that

obtained through painstaking and ex-

pensive recording.
Even greater attention
must be given to the problem than was the
habit in the largest and finest opera houses.
Draperies and heavy portieres are found helpful and frequently essential, but the major
answer to the problem is found in the very
foundation of interior decoration the floor
covering.
All types of looms are able to produce
fabric 15 feet in width at the present time
and some will be widened to 18 feet. Custom
order Chenille can be woven 30 feet wide to
any length, shape, design or number of colors.
hile the standard 27-inch width of carpeting
was the limit of weave for many generations,
it is now possible to carpet a large area in
seamless form or with seams at greater intervals.
While some places can still be covered economically with the standard threequarter goods to allow for replacements, still
there is a growing demand for fewer seams.
Rug forms can be manufactured in any of
the several types for lobby and foyer use, and
the tendency today is to cover a larger percentage of the floor area than heretofore.
Where there is frequent restraint of patrons
in the foyer awaiting seats in the theatre, there
is absolute need for carpeting of the finest
grade of domestic production, in design, value
and quality, to moderate the natural sounds
and suppress talking.

—

W

The production of floor coverings in this
country began in the home, with Grandmother
and Aunt Sadie laboriously weaving rag rugs,
hooked rugs and braided mats by hand.
Shortly afterwards, as hand looms were constructed, the
buildings, and

women were grouped
men came

in

small

work, as
they are wont to do.
With the importation
of rather crude looms from Europe and Great
Britain and the introduction of water and
steam power, we saw the growth of large
manufacturing units. With the later development of electrical power, we have come to
witness the consolidation of the units into the

tremendous

textile

to boss the

corporations which char-

acterize our present marvelous industrial age.

Every pound of wool

used is imported.
question why American manufacturers do not try to help out the western
domestic wool situation. Carpet wools are internationally recognized for type and are admitted to the ports of the U. S. duty free as
not competing with our own wool production.
The wool must come from sheep that live
outdoors in the mountains all the year. Nature
then gives the fibre resilience, or elasticity,
lustre, length of staple and filling properties
not found in the domestic or Australian types

Some one may

commonly used
suggest,

found

At

in

right

for clothing.

Someone may

however, that this type of wool is
the Navajo sheep in Xew Mexico.

is

the foyer of the Fortune Gallo

—
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This

is

and

true,

perhaps

times

been used, but

it

on flyers spinning
frames (not the mule)
after the fibres under

staple

at

few
have

a

pounds

hundred
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three - quarters
of
an
inch or some such set
length are combed out.
find
the
longer
staple
such
as
the
Scotch
Blackface,
the
Thibet,
the
(from the Holy Land),

brings

a premium in the market because of the very
limited quantity and the
popular demand for the

We

Navajo Indian blankets
and rugs woven from
this

Aleppo

staple.

Cordova

Contrary to the poputhat carpet
lar belief

tine),

type

cheapest

the

for

have
rolls

some-

—

—

Russia and India. The
Caucasian regions and
to

fewer and larger
wire clothing.

of

staple is delivered
in
a rope ocj
silver form and is kept
separate as to source
and character.
These
1-'
slivers
or even
12,
18 ends to mix it thoroughly are
then
fed
into gill boxes five or
six times and the balls
of worsted top thus ob-

times ten months ahead
of the annual clip. The
wools come largely from
or the
Asia,
Central
great mountain ranges
and around the
in
plateau of Thibet, China,

Holy Land

easier to put

Worsted

types of wool they par-

tained are laid up in
storage for from six
weeks to three months.
This is for the purpose
of ageing or mellowing,
which is really allowing
it to become seasoned in
order to remove the nat-

the

us the bulk,
Egypt, Argentine,
South America, Iceland
and Scotland contributing great tonnages.

west
with

is

longer fibres in
parallel
because
they

vance credits to buy the

the

it

these

ern rug manufacturers
send men abroad, have
designated foreign purchasing factors and ad-

need,

and the Icelandic
to
worsted
carding machines

where

staple they can find, let
me point out that mod-

ticularly

(from Argen-

— coining

weavers search the market

—

give

ural static electricity.

During the World war
of our carpet wool
came from Iceland.
Ships could go to that
region, when they were

mixed on

unable

tures

The

much

to

sea

cause

German

of

submarine

or

the

on spools four
wide and fastened around the circular
carriage of the Noble
combing machines, we
it feeding into this
ingenious device as the
carriage revolves slowly
on a horizontal plane.

see

World war.

Since
Soviet took control

The Mohawk-Chenille,

largest

power loom

oval, in the

Roxy,

Chinese affairs, we
have had great difficulty

New

York.

of

bulk of wool out of that
oppressed and war-torn land. Of late, American manufacturers have again turned to Iceland for much of their supply, competing in
the market with English and French weavers.
The longest staple, running up to 17 inches
in length in a single season, is grown on the
back of the Scotch Black Face ram.
In the remote regions of Thibet it may be
18 months from the time the wool is sheared
until it reaches an American factory warehouse, with less time elements from the other
30 odd mountain ranges of the world which
supply this raw material. Note both the tonnage and time elements in making floor coverings.
The wool "in the grease" or just as
it is sheared
from the sheep's back shrinks
better than one-third its weight in preparation.
This muck or picker dirt extracted is the
manure, body grease or swint, sand, seed,
burrs, twigs and leaves that would just naturally gather in a shaggy coating. Thousands
of wonderful mountain flowers, cactus and
weeds could be grown from the seed which
in getting the usual

—

removed from these foreign
in the

—

fleeces.

Sheep

stony mountains,

have a

fleece that will shrink only ten or
fifteen per cent, while others in hot sandycountry will prove 55 to 60 per cent loss to a

The average is about 35
Some wools are secured at a point
spinner.

to save freight

and labor

preparation.

Wound

slivers

blockade.

of a clean type, living

desired feaof each staple in

proper

the
be-

no
carpet
wool has come out of
Russian territory since

is

then

gill

bring
yarn the

Practically

the
the

are

boxes to
into the worsted

approach

Great Britain
Mediterranean

slivers

per cent.
of export

cost.

To

spin a wool yarn it is advisable to use
staple that averages perhaps 5 or 6 inches in
length.
The first thought is to put the wool

through openers and dusters and then through
pickers to get out the foreign materials. From
ftiere it is fed through scouring machines by

a rake system which gives

three scouring
baths, between squeeze rolls
or wringers'
and rinsing baths, and then through a hot air
dryer.
At this point, great batches are laid up,
combining 25 to 35 types of staple from almost as many different lands, to give the
yarn just the right characteristics that experts
in spinning deem necessary for the particular
weave in which it will be used. The staple,
when thoroughly mixed by gangs of laborers,
will then be fed through the carding machines, which are sets of rollers bearing fine
wire points revolving against each other, to
put the wool fibres somewhat in parallel.
These fibres are separated on the doffer roll
or delivery end of the card into strips about
an inch wide, and are rubbed by two leather
rolls or aprons into a roving, about as you
would roll a cigarette or pencil between the
palms of your hands. This roving is wound
on spools which are attached to the top of
the woolen spinning frames and threaded to
bobbins on the traveling carriage at the front.
The carriage on wheels will pull out about
six feet, draw each of the several hundred
roving ends to a predetermined size, and twist
and spin by flipping over the tops of the bobbins.
As the carriage returns to the frame
proper, it will wind up the yarn. As a result
of this persistent drawing, twisting, spinning
and winding on what is commonly called a
"mule," we have a soft wool yarn. The fibres
run from the very shortest to six or more
inches in length and laid rather mixed or
criss-cross in the yarn to give it all the reit

—

silience possible.

A

worsted yarn

is

spun from selected long

At central points, the
under three-quarters of an inch, or some
similar set length, is combed out and drawn
by air suction up a tin tube, out of the process
and out of the loom. This short fibre is called
"noils," and there is absolutely no mystery
about it as some folks would try to make out.
The fibres from three-quarters of an inch to
the 17-inch length are given a slight twist and
wound into circular receiving cans. It is then
a matter of drawing these rope-like fibres
down into a fine yarn on roving frames, under
friction wheels running at different speeds.
After five or six drawings, it is spun similarly
into a yarn on the worsted spinning frames,
fibre

which employ the constant revolving
get the necessary
a fine wiry yarn
it,
as compared
purposely retains

twist.

You

flyers to

will then have

without any short stock in
with the wool yarn which
the shortest staple and is

softer.

Both wool and worsted yarns are twisted
from two to six ply for use in weaving floor

When used to make Axminster,
Wilton and Chenille fabrics, the yarn is wound
For Tapestry and
in skein form for dyeing.
Velvet, the yarns are wound on spools, as
these yarns will later be colored on large
printing drums. It is now necessary to scour
out the animal grease, which has adhered to
the wool in spinning, and we repeat almost the
same process described in an earlier paragraph for cleaning the wool in the grease
After a thorough immersing in sevform.
eral scouring solutions and rinsing waters and
passing through wringers, the yarn goes
through immense hot air agitation dryers.
To dye the yarns any one of the five thoucoverings.

.

(Contimied on page 62)
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Heating the Auditorium
—

In the fall an exhibitor s fancy, so to speak, turns to heating.
Proper heating does
the theatre executive always know in ivhat it consists? To know may lead to econ-

omies

—or

better

still,

By H.

to

fewer headaches among patrons

J.

SPIELNiAN

Ventilating and Heating Engineer

common knowledge

is

ITthat the heat

carried into
the American theatre auditorium through the ventilating
system.
The air supplied to
the theatre is heated to a degree that will keep the audi-

torium

is

temperature

uniform.

The heating

system, therefore,
cannot be considered entirely
separate from the ventilating
system, but is, in reality, a
part of the ventilating system.

Whether mechanical refrigeration is used or not, the heating
and ventilating system
will actually be operated to
cool the theatre during a part
During at least
of the year.
half of the heating season, the
operation of the system will be
one of cooling. Naturally the
incoming air is being heated,
but only to 60 or 65 degrees.
It is, therefore, necessary not
only to consider a heating and
ventilating system but also a
cooling system as well.
Heating may be defined as
that process in which the air
enters the auditorium above 70
degrees and
sion

until

is

cooled in diffu-

the

auditorium air
a comfortable

maintain
temperature.
to

Cooling may be defined as
that process in which the air
enters the auditorium below 70
degrees and then is heated by
diffusion zuth auditorium air
to maintain the desired room
temperature.
When we consider that the
problem in theatres is one of
cooling during approximately
90 per cent of the spring and
fall seasons, and 50 per cent
of the winter season, it is no

wonder

ventilating
the
system in most theatres is dethat

signed primarily to produce
good cooling results. The cooling process is as follows
Air entering below the room

temperature

will

drop through

the theatre auditorium from
above, and in so dropping will
diffuse and mix with the audi-

torium air on
until the final

its

way down

mixture

a
lower

is

at

slightly
temperature
when it
than
70
degrees
reaches a point three or four
feet above the breathing line.
The occupants and lights in
the auditorium heat the surrounding air slightly above
room temperature. This air
has a tendency to rise and mix
with "he cooler air above to

W HAT'S WRONG? At

Least

.

You Should Be Sure

That None of These Things Will Prevent
Perfect Heating

T

this season, when a theatre owner is ahout to place his
heating equipment in operation after several months of
idleness, a number of things, aside from looking at the water
gauge on the boiler and lighting a fire under it. should be
considered. Are the tubes and breeching clean? Is the water
in the boiler clear?
Are the water legs filled with sediment?
Are the pumps, oil burners and other boiler room adjuncts
in shape to operate satisfactorily?

the proper grade for your equipment being used?
Sometimes handy men, janitors, or even engineers have been
known to discredit certain fuels for reasons best known to
themselves, or purposely used fuels in a grossly inefficient manIs fuel of

ner.
Automatic control by means of thermostats has been
rendered inoperative by customers parking gum -or sticking
paper clips or matches in their delicate mechanism.
Valves and traps or air vents on raditors should be examined
to see if they have become so firmly seated during the period
of idleness that they refuse to function. Remodeling and decorating during the summer also frequently causes trouble with
the heating system by carelessness or ignorance on the part
of mechanics of other trades.

Ventilating systems also are subject to certain abuses that
cause considerable trouble. Intakes, louvers and screens clog
up with paper, rags and other little debris deposited there by
the wind.
Dampers or automatic louvers or recirculating

dampers

rust

and

stick

and remain in fixed positions, immovFilters may become so clogged

able for efficient operation.

up

that only a fraction of the necessary air to properly ventilate
the theatre can be obtained.
Painters hang ladders on damper quadrants and knock them

askew, or they close registers and forget to open them.
Belts on fans and motors stretch and slip, thereby causing
less air to be handled by the fan.
The janitor may use the intake for a store room for ladders,
brooms, barrels or junk of all descriptions, reducing the area

and also the amount of air.
Air washers and humidifiers may be so carelessly attended
that they are practically useless. Air washers and filters will
considerably decrease your decorating bill if they are properly
operated. Air properly humidified will pay big dividends, as
air at 65 degrees feels more comfortable than air at 72 degrees
not properly humidified, and it costs you 12 per cent of your
fuel bill to raise your theatre temperature those seven degrees
water is considerably cheaper than fuel. Obtain a wet bulb
thermometer and a psychrometric chart and learn to use
them. It is a simple instrument, and the results will amaze you.

maintain the desired 70 dethe
temperature
at
gree
breathing line.
Such is the
socalled
operation
of
the
"down-feed" system in general
use today.
There are several other
considerations in the proper
operation of the system in addition to the correct tempera-

The air
ture at introduction.
must be introduced into the
auditorium from wisely chosen
locations, in the right direction
and with the correct
velocitv so that in the downward diffusion, air from one
outlet will just meet with the
air from the adjacent outlet
to form a screen, completely
covering the seating area. The
screen or blanket of air continues on its downward course

exhausted from
auditorium through numerous openings in the floor,
which are fitted with mush-

and

finally is

the

room vents. The mushroom
outlets are under a suction, resulting in a positive flow of air.

The foregoing
will all

sound very

explanation
prointroduced

logical,

viding the air is
into the theatre below room
temperature, as we all know
that the colder air will drop.
But immediately this question
arises
What will happen if
the air entering the room is
at a temperature higher than
that of the room?
Under
such a condition, the warmer
air will have a tendency to remain at the ceiling, but for
each cubic foot of air intro:

duced, one cubic foot must be
exhausted, so that the positive

movement

is

The

retained.

only exception is that the continued flow of warm air into
the auditorium will gradually
build up a higher temperature
at the ceiling with a decrease
in temperature at lower levels.
The temperature at the ceiling must be at a point suitable
for the maintenance of the desired temperature in the effective zone.

The
effect

extent of the heating
or cooling effect, as may

be the case, is dependent on a
of variable factors,
the most apparent being the

number

outdoor temperature.

How-

there are many daily
variations because of the interior heat gains due to occuever,

(Continued on page 53)
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ENGLAND
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FIRST TRULY ATMOSPHERIC
London

lias

seen

attempts at atmospheric design before
but never with the
thoroughness that has
produced the Astoria
in

Brixton, which

district,

by the way,

is

not where one is used
to looking for such a
motion picture palace

By W. H. MOORING
England
THE
atmospheric

first theatre in
thoroughly
principle of
adopt the
decoration is the Astoria in Brixton, London,
which has just opened with sound programs.
Atmospheric treatment has been attempted in
England in the past, but the Astoria is the
first real experiment in atmospheric construction as apart from flat decoration or wall
treatment in scenic schemes.
Edward A. Stone, eminent London theatre

to

architect, is responsible for the Astoria, and
in association with experts, has succeeded in
producing a charming effect. The total capacity
of the hall is 4,750, and the auditorium is of
particular interest in that here the main part
of the revolutionary work is done.

Above the auditorium is a spacious dome
measuring 120 by
the largest in the country
145 feet, and lighting effects are introduced
to give varying suggestions of morning, noon
and night.

—

The

motif

general

carried

out

in

around the side
garden,

View of

relief

walls, is based on an Italian
the illusion being that of a terraced

the right side of the auditorium.

The main entrance

hall.
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garden flanked by Cyprus trees. A tower at
each side of the proscenium arch are connected by a bridge. One of the towers does
service as the organ chamber.
Replicas of famous works of sculptural art
are ensconced in alcoves here and there, and
at the side of the organ is a beautiful fountain
reminiscent of the Villa d'Este on Lake Como.
Many of the relief buildings introduced in the
scheme are built as far as 30 feet out from
the walls of the auditorium.
A marvellous carpet specially manufactured
by Shoolbreds, famous London furnishers, is
made to represent a greensward, with crazv
paving here and there.

The

exterior of the building

is very- imposentrance being surmounted by a semidomed projection, the roof of which is outlined in neon light.
To the top and sides of
this projection, flat facade spaces have been
reserved for posters and "electrics."
Along
the top frieze is a changing-light sign in which
color is lavishly employed.

ing, the

The main entrance hall is circular in shape
and has a domed ceiling. The decoration is in
general keeping with the atmospheric motif
employed in the theatre itself, the dome being
colored to represent the sky.

Flooring is of
marble specially imported from Italy and is

laid in a star design.
An inner vestibule is
flanked by two imposing stairways leading to
the upper vestibule, which leads direct on to
the balcony on one side, and to the tea rooms
and lounges on the other.

In reaching the stalls from the inner vestibule, one passes through the fountain court
in which ice-water drinking fountains, a soda

fountain and confectionery kiosks are located.
Brixton is one of the most popular and cosmopolitan residential districts to be found in
Greater London, and although like most other
London suburbs, it has its own shopping centre
of no mean pretensions, it is nevertheless a
tar cry' from the hitherto recognized home of
the palatial theatre.

View of

The proscenium

arch.

tl

exterior and cntranc
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usually obtaining, they say, the cost of operation with oil
will run slightly higher than the cost with coal.
And
gas operation, except in those territories where natural
gas is accessible, is classed as too high for general theatre use.
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So report the engineers at this time. The Philadelphia
exposition will hear the arguments again, doubtless presented with greater vigor and more demonstrable facts
than ever before. We expect a deeper knowledge of economical and efficient heating and ventilating of the motion
picture theatre to come of this practical display.
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The Science

28,

1929

and
Ventilating on Parade

THE

of Heating

International Heating

&

Ventilating Exposition

will be held in Philadelphia from January 27 to 31,
and since it is the purpose of the display and demonstration to consider the most modern treatment of heating

and ventilating for every type of building, new knowledge
or signs pointing the way toward new knowledge on this
subject, may well concern the motion picture theatre. An
indication of what will be said and done at the exposition
is given in the announcement of the American Society of
Heating and Ventilating Engineers:
"These

men

of science

who have

passed through the

from the introduction of vacuum and vapor
heating and air conditioning to the development of the
unit heater, the unit ventilator and light-weight non-ferrous heating surfaces, are anxious to present in exhibition
form the pioneering and present day record of the industrying years

try's activities

and progress.

"Electrical interests are experimenting in the field of
house heating ; room cooling units are an accomplished
fact;

panel heating

is

about to be given a

trial; oil

and

gas interests are vieing with each other to improve their
status; and in the coal fields, rapid strides are being made
to simplify heating operation and reduce costs."

The

being emphasized these days by those interested in the profits from
oil, of course.
An interest in profits, however, does not
rule a competent and sincere engineer out of consideration
in a discussion of the relative merits of commodities. It
is pointed out that oil heating is more efficient than other
available kinds, and that it is more easily controlled. This
is doubtless true, since oil heat is produced by a flexible
flame and the furnace thus responds immediately to any
need for a change in temperature. It is particularly sensitive to thermostatic control. Moreover, oil is burned only
when heat is needed, whereas a coal fire must be kept
burning at all times, being banked at night.
efficacy of oil as a fuel for theatres i3

—

The oil interests point to net savings in the cost of heating of theatres. Such figures as are offered may be accepted as true, but there is a question in the minds of
many heating and ventilating engineers whether or not oil
may always be a cheaper fuel than coal. Under conditions

Important Matter Right

Under Your Feet
UGS

are lowly things.
Created to get stepped on.
they are sometimes forgotten as beautiful things. The
graceful frieze, the figures mounted up high these are
the natural attractions to the eye, for Man in hi; gradual
enlightenment has learned to look upward. The hands, too.
may yield to the temptation in the mystic scrolls of iron
work, in the fragile undulations of the small objets (Tart.
It is the ordained duty of rugs to be as humble as they
are beautiful, as modest as they are sturdy.

—

Were rugs hung on the walls of a theatre, they would
be appreciated as they deserve to be by managers as
well as patrons. They would be selected with a shrewder
consideration of their relationship to their surroundings
than they sometimes are. And not only would they need
less care, but more care would be given them than some
theatre executives now think necessary.
For few things

—

represent so well as rugs the human genius that goes into
things that we commonly use. It is this genius that makes
the article in this issue by Mr. Smeallie so interesting.
There are rugs for every purpose and it doubtless is well
when the exhibitor knows what type of rug is best suited
to a certain purpose.

—

is the care of rugs, common knowledge of
either so little or so full of fallacies. The ambitious theatre manager may not find it necessary to be an
expert on rugs, but he will be interested in them. For
rugs form an important part of a theatre's decorative
accessories, and as such, are not a matter to be gone over
too lightly.

Then there

which

is

'Better Theatres"

Welcomes

These New Advertisers
Beaded Screen Corporation, 438 West 37th street, New
York City.
A new type of screen is being announced by this
company.
Gries Machine Corporation, 459-485 East 133rd street, New
York City.
Sound equipment for theatres is being made by
this firm.

Macy Manufacturing
This firm

Brooklyn, N. Y.
marketing horns and speakers for

Co., 1451 39th street,

is

sound devices.
National Motion- Ad Company, 2448-50 Prairie
Chicago, 111.
Manufacturers of sound reproducing

known

as Fettifone.

avenue.
devices
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The lounge

the Alder.

in

HOW TWO

The

floor is laid u'ith

'HE

economic advisability of remodeling
old theatre buildings to meet competition
offered by newer houses has been conclusively proved in the minds of two Portland,
Ore., exhibitors.
Both remodeled theatres
about a year ago, and each has reopened a
second theatre within the past month, after
decided alterations and redeco rations.
These theatre owners are the Portland ConInc.,
headed by J. T.
solidated Theatres,
Parker, which controls three houses and John
Hamrick, who owns the Music Box and Blue

I

*

;

Mouse

theatres.

About a year ago, Hamrick remodeled his
Liberty theatre, renaming it the Music Box.
to meet the competition furnished by West
Coast and Publix. At the same time, Parker
rebuilt his Majestic theatre and opened it
under the name of the United Artists. In the
last week of August, each opened another
theatre which had become out-of-date and
which were made into first class houses by
extensive alteration and redecoration. In both
instances,

Hamrick

and

Parker

arranged

openings for the same week, apparently without reference to each other.
The latest effort of Parker resulted in the
rebuilding of the Peoples theatre, the oldest
of the three controlled by the Portland Consolidated Theatres, Inc. It has been renamed
the Alder.
Hamrick overhauled and redecorated his Blue Mouse theatre, retaining the

name.
In the case of the four theatres in question,
the exhibitors took houses which had not been
..paying a reasonable profit and turned them
into houses which, if not actually turning away
customers, are at least standing them up at
nearly every' evening performance.
The changes brought about in these old
theatres did not come without the expenditure
of large sums, but in each case the saving
over the cost of building a new theatre was
enormous. If the test of a year's operation
.

right is the entrance

Portland are remodeled

in

By
1

At

to

the loges.

OLD THEATRES BECAME NEW

The Peoples and Music Box

t

linoleum.

19

to

profits reasonable

HOYT BARNETT

can be relied upon, the remodeling of the
United Artists and Music Box definitely were
profitable ventures.
The first ten days of
operation of the Alder and the new Blue
Mouse, indicate that the latest ventures of
Parker and Hamrick will be fully as profitable as

make

were the

earlier ones.

The remodeling of the Alder was a difficult
task. The building was of reinforced concrete
and 17 years

Although it had been used
as a theatre since it was built and had become
a landmark for entertainment seekers, the
architects, Bennes & Herzog, were able to
greatly improve the mechanics of the building.
old.

The entrance was
through a

in the center of the block,
vestibule ten feet deep, which ran

This reprefull front of the building.
sented just so much wasted space.
Offices
had been built into the second floor and extended over the vestibule. There was a store
at the corner of the building, and more shops
were along the south side. The latter were
allowed to remain.
The foyer was not only very' mediocre from
a decorative standpoint, but it was very' inconvenient and not designed to best utilize available space. For example, a steep stairway ran
from the center of the foyer, and the rest
rooms were in the basement. These could be
reached only by going down a narrow, winding stairway.
One of the first things suggested by HarryA. Herzog, architect, was to abolish the vestibule and tear out the offices on the mezzanine
This allowed
floor above the old vestibule.
space for a high vaulted ceiling in the new
the

foyer.

The entrance to the theatre was built in
place of the store on the corner.
This was
accomplished by punching a hole through the
old store wall, and the space thus acquired
accommodated the entrance and lobby. When
the wall was moved out to the sidewalk, including the space of the old vestibule, it was

possible to make a foyer which extended from
the entrance to the far north wall.
stairway was run to the balcony from the far end
of the foyer. When the rest rooms were removed from the basement, the old front of
the theatre was cleaned up. and instead of a
small and unsightly combination foyer and
lobby, the architect has obtained a new lobby

A

and entrance and a foyer which extends across
the end of the auditorium and includes the old
office space on what is now the mezzanine
floor.

A

grand stairway was built on the end of
the foyer nearest the entrance. This is directly
new lobby. The stairway leads
to loges and the lounge.
in front of the

lounge is 35x80 feet and extends
with the auditorium.
It is directly
above the stores that were allowed to remain
on the south side street level. When the
offices were torn out to make room for the
lounge, a steel girder system was installed to
support the weight previously held by the
office walls and two columns, all of which
were removed. The old windows, which were
small and unsightly for the sort of theatre
building which was now being made, were
removed. They were replaced by large plate
glass windows with mahogany frames and
leaded.
They are silhouetted by gas tube

This

parallel

lights.

Another of the structural problems was to
remove the five columns which supported the
balcony.
These obstructed the view on the
lower floor and were set in a curve. The
insertion of a plate girder system to replace
the columns was made more difficult because
of the curve which had to be maintained.

But it was accomplished without accident.
During this work, it was decided to move
the back wall of the auditorium a few feet
This necesfarther away from the screen.
sitated the complete restepping of the entire
auditorium floor to accommodate the new sight
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LEFT:
View of

the exterior

new Alder,
plenty of
evidence that the
money spent on remodeling was not
ill-spent.
This view
cries for comparison
with another at the
top of the opposite
of

the

showing

page.

BELOW:
The foyer

of the
Alder.
This chamber is done in Italian
Renaissance of more
pronounced character than elsewhere
in the theatre.

The

stairway leads to the
balcony.
The ceiling extends to the
slope of the balcony
and is vaulted.

A new orchestra pit was built and the
apron of the stage extended to deepen the
stage, as more space was needed for the sound
equipment, which also was installed. A new
lines.

loge section was built into the balcony, making it necessary to restep the balcony also.
While working on the balcony, the architects
built a new projection room.
This has been
equipped with the most up-to-date projection

sound

equipment and dimmers.
wiring throughout the house was
renewed. The heating system was remodeled
and brought entirely up to date.
There has been no refrigeration system installed yet, but the reconstruction has been
such that it will not be difficult to install cooling devises similar to those used in the LT nited
Artists, the other company house.
This system embodies the use of artesian water which
Parker obtained beneath the United Artists
theatre. The temperature of this water ranges
from 49 to 52 degrees and flows at the rate
of 400 gallons a minute.
The cost of water
alone, if it were taken from the city mains,
would be about $500 a month. The artesian
water does not need to be cooled before it is
forced through the spray nozzles. This spray
cools and washes the air before it circulates
in the auditorium.
The entire exterior of the theatre building

machines,

The

electric

over. The wall of a 35-foot structure adjacent to the theatre was elevated seven
feet to blend with the larger building.
A
stone cornice caps the entire building.
The
walls are in buff.
substantial income will be available from
the rental on the 80 feet of store front on
the south side of the building.
These stores
are uniform in size, and above each front has
been built a pocket in which may set a display
sign.
These are so constructed that none of
the signs will project beyond the surface of
the building.
It is believed that this feature
will prevent overhanging signs which might
detract from the appearance of the building.
The front of each store is outlined in
Persian, glazed, pattern tile, which has a blue
background. This is the first time that such

was done

A

tile

has been used

in

Portland.

The sidewalk

the theatre has been remade.
The
shade is almost of a brick red, the color being
obtained by using Master Mix. The sidewalk
has a non-skid quality, very desirable in a
rainy country. The color scheme thus obtained
is very pleasing as it gives a combination of

around

brick red, buff and blue. There is just enough
bright green, brown and yellow worked into
the tile to give the whole combination life.

To save a blank wall flanking the exits from
the foyer, niches were built in which posters
may be placed. Each niche is silhouetted with
gas tube lights.

The marquise of

the Alder is one of the
It contains 4,000 lights
controlled by 15 circuits. The entrance vestibule has been done in onyx, and the ticket
booth is finished in white marble.
largest

in

Portland.

::
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RIGHT
Exterior of the
Alder when

it

was

the
Peoples.
The store on the
corner became the
entrance, and
the
portion here shown
rent
became the
for
main lounge.
The
old entrance is part
of the new foyer.
still

BELOW
In the auditorium
of the Blue Mouse

theatre, looking

down on

the stage
the balcony.
walls are of

from
The

travertine,
zcell

which

adapted

to

is

the

scheme.
view also

decorative

This
shows

the

new light-

ing fixtures.

into the lounge, there is a subtle change which
prepares one for the colonial setting of this
large room on the mezzanine.
The floor of the lounge is covered with
linoleum, which has been waxed so that it
may be used to dance on when the furniture
has been pushed back. Xo less than 20 chairs
and a dozen davenports have been placed in
the lounge. These are covered in bright chintz
and prints. The lighting fixtures are of pewter
in this section of the theatre, and the floor
is dotted with hooked rues, which carry out
the atmosphere of the Colonial period.
The draperies in the lounge, as well as other
wall ornaments, are not heavy. The idea of
the architect was to make this room as cheerful and home-like as possible, and to avoid
making the decorations over-gorgeous.
At one end of the lounge are the women's
retiring rooms, done in soft shades of rose,
gold and green. The men's smoking room and
the check room are at the other end of the

lounge.

The auditorium

of the theatre

is

very simple

and tastefully decorated.

There is a faint
hint of the Italian influence found here, but
it is not nearly as pronounced as in the foyer.
The seats in the Alder, which number 1,050,
are large and comfortable.
It would have
been possible to squeeze in an extra row or
so, but rather than crowd in patrons, Parker
decided to sacrifice greater capacity to comfort.
Located as it is in the center of the
shopping district, the Alder is logically popular
for matinees, and the additional room between
the rows of seats makes it easy for patrons
carrying a few small purchases to get to a
seat in the center of the house.
According
to George McMurphey. manager of the Alder,
each seat in the house has been taken prac-

The structural part of the rehabilitation program cost $110,000. The bill for redecoration
brought the total up to $150,000.
At that.
Parker saved S100,000, as

it

would have been

impossible to duplicate the Alder for less than
a quarter of a million dollars, according to
Herzog, whose firm supervised not only the
•ebuilding but the decorating as well.
Charles Ammann & Company did the

decorating. The foyer is based on decorative
styles of the Italian Renaissance. The vaulted
ceiling gives it somewhat the appearance of an
Old World cathedral. Heavy curtains hang
in the foyer, giving in color a combination
of yellows and deep reds.
The lower portion of the grand stairway
is fully in keeping with the Italian atmosphere
of the foyer, but as the stairway turns to lead

tically three times a day.

Portland Consolidated Theatres,

Inc.,

con-

trolling the Alder, has become affiliated with
the Fox West Coast chain. The large corporation owns a portion of the local company's
stock, but the actual operation of the theatre
remains in charge of the Portland group.
Charles E. Couche is general manager.

{Continued on page 59)
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of

lighting

EQUIPMENT
A Trip Through a
Modern-lighted Theatre

By M. H.

VANALLEN

Illumination Engineer

kROGRESSIVE

showmen

readily
acis
a more
the
successful
vitally dominant factor in
operation of their theatres than ever before.
While the true purpose of this article is to
discuss proper illumination of the stage, let
us visit an up-to-daie theatre and note the
important part that light assumes from the
moment we sight the playhouse until we have
completed our back-stage inspection.
are possibly a couple of blocks down
the street when our attention is attracted by
a brilliant electric sign blazing forth the chief
attractions, or "headliners," to us, and the
bright lights outlining the marquise seem to
note
beckon an invitation of welcome.
that although located in the heart of the
"whiteway" district, this illumination stands
out because of its greater intensity.
As we near the theatre we discover that the
architectural beauty of the building is accentuated through the use of floodlights concealed
atop the marquise, while the underside is
studded with lamps to flood the area below.
The high level of illumination in the lobby

knowledge

that

light

today

We

We

is

obtained through

in-

dividual reflectors conin
cealed
coves
no
lighting fixtures, which
might detract from the
architectural design,
are required. Also, the
lenses furnished with
the cove reflectors permit clear or color illumination of the lobby at will. Illuminated
ornamental signs direct us to the promenade
where lower intensity color illumination is

—

provided by lens-equipped reflectors concealed
wall

in

harmony

urns.

A

pleasing contrast

in

color

achieved by illuminating statues
and paintings set into wall niches with reflectors equipped with lenses of various colors.
is

We

admire the illuminated ornamental signs
oyer the entrance to each aisle.
Upon entering the auditorium we are guided
down three steps by louvre lights, and our
pathway is illuminated by aisle lights equipped
with baffles, which direct all of the light downward. Although the auditorium is practically

in utter darkness, a deep blue color effect is
produced by lens-equipped reflectors concealed
in coves and niches, and outlining arches and
panels. After our eyes become accustomed to

we discover that the architect
has designed a scenic auditorium, so that we
are surrounded by castles' and towers of another land, with a soft amber illumination in
back of the windows of these "buildings."
The realism of this open-air type of architecture is heightened through the illusion of
soft, fleecy clouds drifting across a blue sky
studded with twinkling stars, augmented with
the darkness,

a rising moon.

And now we are ready for our inspection of
The well-designed
tage lighting equipment.
pilot switchboard operates, through a remote
control board located in the basement, all
lights throughout the theatre, with the exception of emergency lights, which are on a
separate line.
The dimmers assure positive
intensity control of all colors.
The stage lighting equipments developed in
the past few years employ the larger, highly
efficient incandescent lamps in correctly designed individual reflectors, with clear and
natural colored lenses to produce desired effects.
White porcelain enamel, matte-finish
chromium-plate and oxidized aluminum reflecting surfaces are recommended where an
even field of diffused illumination is required,
while highly specular polished chromiumplated reflecting surfaces are acknowledged as
the most efficient for projecting concenfeted
beams of maximum intensity. The nefl^ restriplight
footlight,
flector-type borderlight,
and covelight equipments have proven so far
superior to the old trough type and box-type
equipments that they are specified for all new
installations and are rapidly replacing the inefficient equipments in older theatres.
note than an adequate variety of lighting equipment has been placed at the disposal
of the theatre artist. Therefore, his creative
ability has not been handicapped and he has
displayed talent in the conception of lighting
This equipment consisted of the foleffects.
:

We

F'JLL

5TAGt_ L-KYOUT

/"

MtDlUM 5lZL

THE_f\TR.E-

lowing

:

BORDER LIGHTS— Five
(Continued

rows of

on page

67)

reflector-
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Wall

and

ceiling

above the
balcony

Australia,
ivell

as

American

so

British,

acquiring

as

rapidly-

is

motion

picture

theatres of the palatial type
typical

cities

of

United

States.

Sydney

is

sign

the

may be

though

it

The
latest.

in

the

State in

The

de-

called standard,

does follow

the

Empire period

Theatre Grandeur
USTRALIA

is

has a new contribution to
the achievements of the art and science
of modern motion picture building. It
the State in Sydney.

This theatre, seating

summer by Union

1400,

was opened

this

Theatres, Ltd., the largest
motion picture theatre chain on the island,
which is directed by Stuart F. Doyle. The
State is one of four houses just recently completed in Australia by Union Theatres, one
of which, the Capitol in Sydney, was described
and pictured in a previous issue of this publication.
The State, regarded by some as the
most charming of the four, was designed, like
the Capitol, by John Eberson, New York
architect, in association with Henry E. White,
architect of Sydney.
The theatre is of standard design and is
lavishly
decorated
and embellished with
numerous art objects, both plastic and graphic.
Doyle acquired many of his ideas as to the

in

type of theatre he wished to build in Australia
during tours in America, and the four newhouses are largely local adaptations of the
main characteristics of several American theatres, notably those in New York and Chicago.
The reported cost of the State is about
£400,000.

The entrance to the State is through its
Gothic entrance hall. This recreates in all its
most characteristic and imposing features the
interior decoration of the best Gothic period,

and so supplements the grand and stately atmosphere of the exterior itself.
Bas reliefs, more than life-sized canopied
statues of King Arthur and England*s patron
Saint, St. George, and other medieval figures
famed in song and story, adorn the massive
oaken panelled walls, while high aloft a reproduction of the famous fan pendant ceiling
in
the Henry VII Chapel in Westminster
Abbey, shines like a great bronze cuirass in

Australia
beams of the golden filigree lamps.
Right in the center of the floor is a giant
floor clock, with gilded hands and numerals
in mosaic tiles, over the plate-glass face of
which thousands tread on their way to the
theatre.
But first they must pass through a
whole series of massive bronze doors, which
present an unusual display of Renaissance art.
From the Gothic hall the scene opens on
the Grand Assembly.
The Grand Assembly
is a magnificent and splendid jewel-piece set
in the mighty coronet of the State.
The entrancing and surpassing beauty, the delicacy
of its luminous and multi-hued Louis coloring,
the grand sweep of its marble balustrades
gleaming in gold, the rare murals in pastel
tones, all create an atmosphere of unexampled
the soft

lavishness and splendor, that
an architectural
masterpiece.

Assembly

makes the Grand
and

decorative

With its Royal Mezzanine Circle the State
introduces an entirely new note in theatre
construction in Sydney, for it is the first theatre in the Southern hemisphere to adopt this
outstanding feature of both the Roxy and
Paramount theatres in New York.
And because it is a new departure, the
Royal Mezzanine has been fashioned and furnished on a scale of comfort, lavishness and
splendor hitherto unattempted in Australia.
It is that which immediately marks it out as
the appropriate meeting place for those who
appreciate real artistry.
Here in the Royal Mezzanine the splendor
of the general Louis decorative scheme of
gold and ivory, with its delicate and pleasing
relieving colors, is heightened and accentuated
so that it becomes the epitome of the wondrous beauty of the whole.
Magnificent wall treatments with panels of
figured and flowered tapestry, gilded embrasures for marble pieces and cardinal red
hangings flowing down in tremendous color
cascades these are some of the things that
make the Royal Mezzanine a place of cultural
charm, delicate beauty and extreme refinement.
Despite its spaciousness and the tremendous
sweep of its semi-circled balustrades, the
State's Dress Circle gives an immediate impression of intimacy and cultured charm and
evokes an atmosphere of comfort and refinement that marks it as rare and unique. It

—

literally

The dress

circle

foyer

Sweep

glows w ith life and color.
upon sweep the Louis treatment
r
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Above:

The

futurist room, a lounge on the
Dress Circle floor done in the ultramodern manner. Notable is the decorative effect of the walls achieved
by a feiv "random" lines.

Left:

The

lobby, as seen upon entering the
theatre.
The giant figures are basreliefs of King Arthur, St. George
and other medieval characters. The

walls are in panels of oak.

ments, and it is no empty assertion to say
they mark in this connection the highest point
in excellence yet reached in Australia.
Music and presentation at the State are
under the direction of three well-known theatrical figures.
The conductor of the State's
orchestra and stage band is Will Prior, formerly of Warner Brothers theatre in Hollywood. Price Dunlavy, formerly of Grauman's
theatre in Hollywood, operates the fourmanual Wurlitzer, while Clyde Hood, late of
the Capitol theatre in Chicago and other leading American houses, is in charge of presentations.

No

would be commention of the 13 enormous chandeliers hanging in the auditorium
and Grand Assembly. Each of these separate
pieces constitutes the best that Europe had
description of the State

plete without special

stretches out before the observer,

and on

all

burnished gold and gleaming ivory,
relieved with the delicate pastel tones of the
period and with giant cascades of cardinal red
velvet, draping tapestry work.
The effect is
sides,

in

magnificent.

The very

seats themselves

fit

into the

whole

tone picture.
High above, the tremendous
three-and-a-half ton chandelier showers its
crystal effulgence over the golden auditorium.
The stalls of the State introduce a farreaching change in the accepted standards of
comfort and convenience of that part of a
theatre devoted to meeting popular require-

to offer.

The largest, the great scintillating Koh-iNor hanging from the center of the dome and
weighing three and a half tons in all, is a
replica of that which was the wonder of
connoisseurs the world over when it hung in
the Reception Hall of the Hapsburg Emporer

;
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Right:

The Royal Mezzanine, done in gold
and ivory and employing the decoraThis
tive manner of the Bourbons.
foyer, based on American mezzanines,
is

an innovation

in Australia.

in Vienna.
In their class the State's 13
chandeliers are among the best examples of
the work of artist craftsmen in glass, and a
small fortune was spent on them alone.
No small amount of labor and money has
been expended in making the six atmospheric
lounges of the State the absolute epitome of
comfort and select refinement. The result is
clear for all to see no Australian theatre has
ever achieved so much for the personal comfort of its patrons. The Pompadour and Empire Builders lounges off the Royal Mezzanine

—

Foyer mark an entirely new departure in
ancillary theatre adornment.
On the Dress
Circle floor are the Futurist and College
rooms, while the Butterfly and Pioneer rooms
adjoin the stalls.

The State has a complete heating and cooling plant Its cost is placed at £10,000.
Personal service has been highly developed
at the State.
Special tuition extending over
some months has resulted in the creation of
a unique body of young men as attendants.
Specially selected tor appearance and physique,
the corps has had a thorough training in
courtesy, efficiency and good conduct.

The State's huge collection of statuary and
objects d'art represents one of the largest and
choicest assemblages of artistic treasures that
have ever adorned a theatre. Here are displayed reproductions by the best craftsmen of
Europe and America, of the priceless statuarj
in the Louvre and other continental meccas

of the connoisseurs of plastic beauty.
Among the firms who supplied material and
equipment for the State are International Projector, Simplex projection machines; Electrical Research Products, sound equipment
Rudolph Wurlitzer, organ. These firms represent the importations from America.

6

:

—

:
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According To Law:
6

An Ordinance

It Is

the

Duty of the Proprietor

This Lease
If

Not Repealed by Failure to Enforce It"

Is

By LEO
municipal
a
speaking,
valid and enforceable
providing the state statutes authorize
cities to enact such ordinances, and the license
is not excessive in consideration of the character of the business and the income derived
therefrom. Also, it is important to know that
the fact that a city ordinance never has been
enforced is not a legal excuse by which a theatre owner may avoid payment.
For instance, in City of Metropolis v. Gibbons (166 N. E. 115) it was disclosed that
the city of Metropolis, 111., enacted an ordinance, as follows
"All moving picture shows established and
showing within the limits of the city of
Metropolis shall first secure a license, and
shall pay a license fee therefor the sum of
two hundred dollars per annum, one-half of
which amount, or $100, shall be paid in advance, and no license shall be issued for a
shorter time than six months."
The owner of a motion picture theatre,
knowing that the law had not been enforced,
purchased two other theatres. Soon afterward
the city filed suit to collect $600 license for
the three theatres.
The theatre owner contested the validity of the ordinance on the contention that the law was invalid because it had
never been enforced, and also that the amount
of the license was excessive. He testified that
he could pay $200 a year, but not $400 or $600,
that the people "down town wanted him to run
the theatre down there, and the people up
town wanted him to run the theatre up there,"
but that he would be compelled to close at
least one of his theatres if the license law
was enforced.
Notwithstanding these contentions, the court
held the ordinance valid and enforceable,
saying
"It cannot be contended that moving picture
shows are not proper subjects for the exercise
of the police power, for they may or may not
be injurious to the public morals or welfare,
according to the manner in which they are
managed, conducted and regulated, and they
may therefore be licensed for the purpose of
regulation.
They are within the classes of
subjects which the Legislature has authorized
municipalities to tax, and this right to tax is
subject only to the constitutional limitation of
uniformity of taxation as to the class affected.
The objection that the ordinance has never
been enforced except against the defendant
license

.

.

is

.

and as a dead letter has no force. An ordinance is not repealed by failure of the officers
whose duty it is to enforce it to do so. It is
the duty of the citizen to comply with the
statutes of the State and the ordinances of
the city, and he cannot be relieved of the
penalty for noncompliance by the failure of
public officers to prosecute other
there have been such failures."

if

Safeguard The Public

Could Not Prevent the Enlargement of a Sign

You Do Not Want a Change

GENERALLY
law

to

offenders,

in

an Old Agreement

PARKER

T.

Also, in Brooks v. City of Birmingham (32
[2d] 274) a city ordinance was before the
court for adjudication.
This ordinance proF.

vided

:

"The

exhibition of moving pictures illustrating 'The human female in a nude state or
condition, or draped or clothed with transparent or partially transparent garments,
draperies, or clothing which shows or represents any indecent, obscene, lewd, filthy, vulgar, lascivious, or suggestive act, scene,' etc.,
and it is also made 'unlawful to picture, display, illustrate, or represent in any moving
picture show, theatre, or other place of amusement any scene depicting drunkenness of any
female, unless the scene is reduced to a flash,
or any scene, picture, or show illustrating,
showing, or describing the plying of the trade
of procurer ... or any seduction scene, or
scenes showing or depicting any attempt at
the seduction of any person, or any scene or
picture depicting or setting forth immoral,
.

.

.

unlawful relations.

.

.

.'

"

is

invalid because

it

is

vague and am-

biguous, and because it violates the United
States Constitution. However, the court held
the law valid, saying:
"It is difficult to imagine how a word description of a forbidden picture show could be
more carefully or accurately drawn, in lan-

guage more comprehensive and more

definite

every particular.
The very words used
seem to be exhaustive of the descriptive power
of the English language.
Therefore it must
be held that the city ordinances are not invalid because of vagueness and uncertainty.
The contention that the city enactments
are in conflict with the commerce clause of the
Constitution is unsound."
in

.

.

.

.

.

Proprietor

s

interest invites the public thereto, the duty
rests on him in maintaining such bathing
beach, to exercise ordinary care for the safety
of his patrons. In this respect a bathing beach
is
like any other place of amusement or
recreation to which the public is invited.
.

Duty

To Safeguard Public
Since numerous amusement parks contain
swimming pools or beaches, conducted by the
proprietors or concessioners, the recent case
of Maehlman v. Reuben Realty Company (165
N. E. 920) presents unusually interesting lesal
information.
Also, in this case, the higher
court clearly states the legal duty of proprietors of all kinds of amusement places, such as
theatres, parks and the like.
In this case a patron of a bathing beach
severely cut his foot on a broken bottle which
was partly submerged in the sand. He sued
the proprietor of the beach for damages. The
lower court held the injured patron not entilled to recover damages, but the higher court
reversed this verdict, stating the "following

important law:
"Where one maintains a bathing beach in
his own interest, and in furtherance of such

.

.

One maintaining

a public resort is required to
in a reasonably safe condition for those

keep it
frequenting it, and he cannot escape liability
merely by showing that he did nothing to
render the premises unsafe. Upon this principle liability exists for injury caused by falling structures, the negligent management of
fireworks, failure to remove obstructions in
bathing places, or failure to protect visitors
from intoxicated persons. Of course, where
the facts do not disclose any negligence on
the part of the keeper of a public resort, he
cannot be held liable for death or injury on
the premises claimed to have resulted from
his negligence
and a person who is not a
keeper of a public resort is not subject to the
duty devolving upon such a keeper.
Actual
knowledge on the part of the defendants
(owner of beach) of the dangerous condition
would not be necessary. Constructive knowledge would be sufficient.
The presence of
broken bottles upon the beach some time before, and the probability that
some such
bottles may have gotten into the water, and
the other surrounding circumstances, constituted some evidence tending to show that the
defendants should have known of the hidden
danger in the exercise of ordinary care."
;

.

Suit was filed to compel the authorities of
the city to permit showing of the film "The
Road to Ruin," on the contention that the or-

dinance

Say So

Power

.

.

to Create

Utilities

Commission

many

instances, state legislatures have
create public utilities commissions, or other public censor offices, without
proper jurisdiction. It is well established that
the state legislature may not enact valid lawj
of this nature in violation to the provisions of
the state constitution.
For example, in City
of Denison v. Municipal Company (3 S. \V.
[2d] 794), a higher court quoted:
"The Legislature is without power to abolish
constitutional offices, or to shorten terms of
office, which are fixed by the Constitution.
The principle invalidating such legislative acts
is
that 'the framers of the organic law,
by creating the office and specifying the term,
have unmistakenlv indicated their will, firs\
that the state shall always have such an officer; and, secondly, that the duration of the

In

attempted

.

.

to

.

term of each incumbent shall depend not on
legislative will, but on the solid basis of an
ordinance that cannot be changed save by a
change in the constitution itself.' "

Court Holds Lease
Permits Legal Sign
In
jestic

Water-Grand Holding Company
Theatre Company (225 N.

W.

v.

Ma-

135), a
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BOOTH LAYOUT
FOR SBIPLEX
MODELS A-F
EFFECT
SPOTLIGHT
Data regards projection equipment only.
Dimensions are
based on the use of two Simplex Model "A" to ~F" projectors, a Brenkert F T effect machine for F-6 slide projector J.

and

one spotlight ( Brenkert
C-3 or equal). Generator and
wire sizes are figured for low-

amperage

lamps on
and ivith not
over 50 amperes on the spotthe

reflector arc

projectors,

Where conditions warrant the use of high intensitylamps and a larger spotlight,
other provisions will have to be
made. Scale: 5 16 in. equals 1
(Plan through courtesy of
it.
light.

yational Theatre Supply Company.)
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Professional"

Electro- Qhromatic pickup

^HE PROFESSIONAL embodies
the successful solution of the seri-

ous problems confronting owners and

managers

synchronous theatres. It
is the result of our rich experience with
theatre sound equipment during the
important recent years of evolution.
Its scientific design easily takes care
of the vast difference between ordinary
commercial (store) records and the

more

of

intricate records

made

for use in

the theatre.

The PROFESSIONAL—

like all other

instruments of this com-

pany

—

is

truly "the standard

by which

others are judged and valued."

No

ex-

hibitor should forego learning the full

details concerning this remarkable
instrument.

Wire or write for full
information

c> c

AUDA.K.

565 FiSth Avenue

COMPANY
New
York City

"Creators of High Grade Electrical and Acoustical Apparatus since 1915"

In

Canada ---The Canadian National Carbon

Co., Ltd.,

Toronto

!
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THE THEATRE

has commented editorially more than once on the
need for rehearsals of sound programs rehearsals of adequate nature. And
notv is offered an admonition based on the experience of BETTER THE-

ATRES'

—

projection authority,

who has

just

completed a national tour of

inspection of sound picture theatres

FIRST

SHOW REHEARSALS

GIVE FALSE

DATA
By

I FEEL

that

things

ought

certain
to

be

"borne down on" freand hard, and

quently

one of them is this mistaken policy of attempting

rehearse

to

during

duction

showing

to

a

a

pro-

its

first

theatre

audience.

That
to

leads

as

sults,

ers

is

and

a

very

stunt

poor

that
re-

theatre managprojectionists

number

of

people in the auditorium

changes.
For, as I have said, soft cloth such as clothing

is

made

from, absorbs sound exactly as a dry sponge soaks up
water.

if

Therefore the volume which

is

right

when

the

empty is all wrong when it is half-full, and
when half of the theatre seats are full, then it
wrong when they are all full, or nearly all empty.

theatre

is

right

is all

Getting back to our subject,
hearse" a production

when

H.

RICHARDSON

Recently a zvriter on motion picture subjects visited a
large theatre to inquire how the management conducted
its rehearsals of sound picture programs.
It didn't.
"When there are only a few people in the house, we keep
the fader at nine, where we set it at the start of the first
show. When the house gets more filled up, we shove the
fader up to II." So was the visitor told, to his considerable surprise for the theatre had an enviable reputation
for the care with which it devised and presented its entertainment. He visited several other important houses. In
one he found that the sound program was rehearsed prior
to the first show. But even here no observer system was
employed, though the theatre was one in which the size
of the audience greatly fluctuated. These are conditions
often deplored by those who look with alarm on neglect
which might jeopardize the success of sound pictures.

would themselves know
did they analyze the performance carefully. Rehearsals
are for the one purpose of making a fader cue sheet
which when carefully handled with the aid of an auditorium observer, will cause the sound to have correct
volume at all times.
Examining the matter, we find that because of the
more or less constantly changing amount of cloth
(clothing) present in the theatre, which may vary from
a hundred or two of square feet to many thousands
of them, the sound volume must first be correctly established in an empty theatre, and then altered, as a
whole, as the

F.

the

if

you attempt to "reshow is running,

first

then the audience

is

usu-

coming in. The first
part of your rehearsal
will therefor call for and
ally

get a relatively low fader
setting,

a

and the

last

part

high one, which means

that

when

the next show

am

considering

a continuous

show thea-

starts

tre, of

(I

course)

,

the fader

be too low,
and the chances are two
to one that the whole
thing will be more or less
wrong. You have rehearsed under more or less constantly changing conditions, therefore it is something
more than extremely unlikely that those conditions will
be the same during the other shows run that day.
Maximum receipts at your box office demand maximum entertainment results in sound as well as in picture projection. It therefor is up to you, Mr. Theatre
Manager, to do your rehearsing in the best possible way
if you want all your seats to be sold all the time.
Rehearsing in the most carrful. painstaking manner will
go far toward having patrons leave your theatre with
the idea that they have been well entertained, and making them want to come back real soon.
I have absolutely no apology to make for repeating
this particular thing as

many

setting will

times as

I

have.

Lack

of careful rehearsals, coupled with the lack of a careful,

competent observer in the auditorium while the show
running, is doing more to damage sound results than
all other things put together. And I don't mean maybe
People whom I have met have told me of the terrible
sound reproduction. It is not alone my idea.
is
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to Treat Theatres

For Bad Acoustics

film exhibitor

needs this

We saw
and how

in previous articles

their faults

article, tells

By

may be

why

acoustics

found.

may be

bad,

This, the concluding

where treatment may be applied

R. L.

LINDAHL

Acoustical Enginrpr

MANY

Film Speed
Indicator
accuracy, the AC
WITH
Film Speed Indicator registers
scientific

the film speed per minute. Using the
Speed Calculator, which is furnished
free, you can tell instantly the
speed needed to run any film in a
given time.

Feature films and musical score can
be perfectly synchronized, stage and
screen performances freed from interferences. Talking films are accurately controlled.

The AC Film Indicator

is

designed

for quick and easy installation on all
projecting machines. Price complete,
with special support bracket, universal joint mounting bracket, drive
shaft, and all attachments, $30. Order

through your supply house, being
sure to specify by Package Number
the model you require, "clockwise"
or "counter-clockwise."
Package No. 860,070, clockwise;
Package No. 860,071, counter-clockwise.

AC SPARK PLUG

CO., Flint, Michigan

theatre owners are now recognizing the fact that in order to make
their former silent picture theatres
satisfactory for the new sound pictures, they
must cut down the reverberation by installing
sound absorbing or acoustical materials.
However, when installing the necessary absorption, the exhibitor often has no principles
or rules to guide him as to the amount of
absorption needed for the best results, or the
A previous
most efficient locatio 1 for it.
article outlined the calculations necessary to
determine the amount of absorption needed
but did not discuss the various possibilities
of locating the acoustical material.
The recommendations for treating each
auditorium must necessarily vary to suit the
peculiar needs of each particular interior and
require some judgment and experience. Theatres possessing curved surfaces of such a
radius that they focus sound waves so as to
cause concentrations and echoes, should have
an acoustical material of high efficiency apIn this way the abplied to such surfaces.
sorptive material is doubly efficient, for it not
only cuts down the general reverberation in
the room, but also reduces the focusing action of the surface to which it is applied.
Sound waves striking a highly efficient absorptive material have a great deal of their
energy absorbed, leaving but a small amount
to be reflected and focused.

Many theatres have a shallow dome in the
center of the main ceiling. The radius of curvature of such domes is often near the floor
line, so that sound from the stage is reflected
and focused into a small region of the balcony

In
if there is no balcony.
some cases the volume of sound reflected is
sufficiently greater than the direct sound to
make it appear that the source of sound is at

or rear main floor

the ceiling rather than the stage. Covering the
dome with an efficient acoustical material
usually reduces the amount of reflected sound
energy sufficiently to give the proper sense of
direction.

A

common type of construction is to have
the real wall curved with the center of curvaIf the rear wall is unture upon the stage.
broken by a balcony or ornamentation, the
focusing action is such that sound from the
stage is reflected from the rear wall back to
the stage, with a resultant echo sometimes
audible even to the people near the stage.
Such walls should have absorptive material
applied upon in sufficient quantity so as to
Occasionally a curved
eliminate this echo.
screen with glass windows is located behind
the rear row of seats and causes the same
Placing very heavy
echo described above.
velour curtains upon the auditorium side of
the glass will aid conditions, and these may
be drawn aside when it is necessary for the
audience standing in the foyer to see the picture.

Even

not curved but is
usually advisable
Loud speakers
to treat a large portion of it.
directional,
that
a
are
usually quite
so
"bundle" of sound may be regarded as hitting
the rear wall, and to prevent this from being
totally reflected, acoustical treatment is deif

the rear wall

unbroken by a balcony,

is

it

is

sirable.

In theatres which are long and narrow, hav-

.
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Illustrations

famous question and answer form of index

9

s

The Key To Better Projection
For Theatre Managers and Projectionists
VOLUME
Into

Volume

I

is

VOLUME

I

incorporated

all

This volume

mentals of projection including the closely allied
subjects of electricity and optics.

is

Like Volume

grams

list of
appropriate, practical questions, together
with the folio number of the page or pages upon
which the answers will be found.

of the

many

An

subjects to be found in this

I

&

II,

it

is

well

of

illustrated

with

dia-

the

all

idea of the subject matter covered

in

this

Motor Generators, Projectors (General Instructions), Projectors, Special Instructions on
Powers, Simplex Motiograph, and Baird, Reflector
Arc Lamps (Powerlight, Peerless, Motiograph,
Morelite, Strong, and Hallberg), Screen Surfaces
their characteristics, Transformers, etc.
fiers,

—

Volumes

I

close-ups

volume may be had from the following: Arc Controllers, Brenkert Apparatus, Bansch and Lomb,
Cinephor, and Simplex Condensers, Curtain Machines, Current Rectification, Dowsers. High Intensity Lamps (Powers, Ashcraft, H. E., General
Electric), Mazda Projection, Mercury Arc Recti-

are: Projection Angle, Arc Light Source,
Carbons, Condensers, Electrical Action, The Film
Generators, Fuses, Insulation, Lenses, Light Ac
tion, Optical Terms
their meaning, Picture Distortion, Projection Room, Practical Projection
Resistance as applied to the projection circuit
Screens, Spotlights, Switches, Wiring, etc.

{Price of

and

equipment described.
It is also equipped with the same detailed
question and answer form of index, making possible the ready location of each subject.

Each subject is profusely illustrated with diagrams and pictures. In the front of the volume
is a unique index divided by prominent main heads
and sub-heads under which appears a generous

Some
Volume

VOLUME

II

devoted almost entirely to the
explanation, care and use of well known projection room equipment.

funda-

the

—

—

fVolume

$6.20 Postpaid]

The Complete

III

Volume III deals
Sound Projection.
subject and makes

exclusively with the subject of
It takes this new, complex
it
readily understandable to
even the most uninitiated.
Like Volumes I and II it also contains the question and answer form of index which projectionists and theatre managers have found to be so
valuable.
In addition to giving one a thorough
grasp of this new and fascinating subject, it
describes the various popular makes of Sound
Equipment, and explains the care and attention
necessary to secure the best results with this

equipment.

Among

the subjects covered are: Sound, Record-

ing Sound, Arc Lamp, Disc Record Recording,
Sound Reproduction, Cleaning and Splicing Sound
Film, Photo-Electric Cell, Vacuum Tube Ampli-

and Rectifiers, Their Care, Batteries, Exciting
Lamps, Horns and Speakers, Western Electric
Equipment,
The Fader, Photophone Pick-up,
Motor Control Bar, Powers Cinephonc, Disc Reproduction, Non Synchronous Equipment, Push-

fiers

Amplification, Cue Systems, The Projection
Room, Sound Film Inspection, Care, etc.
Volume III contains over 300 pages and is fully
illustrated.
No man who is entrusted with the
care and operation of valuable Sound Equipment
will want to be without this latest volume of
Richardson's 5th Edition Handbook of Projection.

pull

III

Set Sent Direct to

Alone, $5.10 Postpaid]

Your Home

For The Special Price of

ONLY
Use This Form

$10.25
to

Order Your Set Today

Herald-World Bookshop
407 South Dearborn Street
Chicago,

111.

Gentlemen:
which)

— Please

COMPLETE

send at once the following Volumes of F. H. Richardson's

Volumes

I,

Volume

III

SET, Volumes
Name-..
Address.

and

I, II,

II

and III

for which I enclose (check)
"
"
"
"
"
*«

"

-

"

"

"

Handbook

money order

of Projection: (check

for $ 6.20

"

"

"

5.10

"

"

"

10.25

—

-
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ing flat, parallel, unbroken walls of a highly
sound-reflecting finish, there is a possibility of
a "flutter" of sound between these walls. This
is due to the fact that sound waves up and
down die out more quickly than the horizontal
waves from the highly reflective walls, due
to the absorbent audience and seats, thus proPlacing the
ducing an annoying "rattle."
acoustical material upon the side walls in
cvenlv distributed panels tends to overcome
this difficulty.

An advantage of treating the side walls
rather than the ceiling is that it is not necessary to erect an elaborate scaffolding which
It is
interferes with the use of the house.
not necessary to close the theatre during the
installation of the material, which enables the
owner to enjoy an uninterrupted revenue. The
little scaffolding required for a side wall in-

Close,

yourhouse

Stand

without

them in

them

line with

EVERY CITY, TOWN,
VILLAGE AND HAMLET

Talking
Pictures

WANTS "TALKIES"

Satisfy This Universal

Demand By Installing

SYNCRODISK
SYNCHRONIZED TURN TABLES
Complete
$
For Only

500

00

You need not spend a large sum of money in order to
give your patrons the best in sound pictures today. The
Syncrodisk will delight your audiences and bring you
return business.

Details:

\
i

J

Syncrodisk is the machine that is perfection in the
smooth even motion that eliminates the wowing
on sustained musical notes. All gears are submerged in oil. It is guaranteed to give absolute
synchronization, quiet vibrationless operation and
long life.

The method

of connection with any Projector is
simple in the extreme and in an hour you are ready
to run the standard 16" synchronized disks. Comes
complete with two pick-ups and fader. Each unit
weighs about 150 lbs. Approximately 300 in successful operation today.

Can be supplied with two Wright-DeCoster Speakers and one Amplifier for $750.00.

Weber Machine Corporation
59

RUTTER

ST.,

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

stallation can be dismantled each day and
stored out of sight.
Theatres having large balconies often have
the rear of the balcony cut off from a main
auditorium by a deep ceiling beam, which
tends to make this space acoustically independent. These spaces often are rather bare
and unfurnished and may only have wood
veneer seats, when the remainder of the
house has upholstered seats. The lack of absorption in this space influences hearing conditions so that it may be quite impossible to
hear in this space, while the acoustical condition of the remainder of the house is quite
The remedy is to apply the needed
good.
absorption upon the walls and ceiling in the
form of acoustical material. This treatment
may also aid in quieting this space and relieving the annoyance from noises from the projection booth, which is usually close by, and
from street noises which may be present.
If the projection booth is noisy, it may disturb the auditors seated nearby in the balcony.
Not only should the doors be insulated to
prevent the escape of noise, but acoustical
treatment should be applied upon the ceiling
of the booth. This absorbs the noises at their
source and also improves the acoustical condition of the booth, enabling the projectionists
to
understand the sound from the loud
speaker without going out in the balcony to
hear.
Better monitoring from the booth is
the result.
When the auditorium proper is located very
close to the street entrances, having only a
short lobby or foyer n between, street noises
sometimes penetrate and are annoying to auditors in the rear of the room.
Treating the
lobby and foyer with an acoustical material,
in addition to insulating the doors, enables the
noise to be absorbed before it reaches the
audience.
The above suggestions may serve to guide
the theatre owner in selecting the location for
the acoustical material he is going to install,
in the absence of the advice of an experienced
acoustical engineer. Whenever available, however, one should consult an acknowledged
authority in order to secure the most satisfactory results.

SPEED INDICATOR
ON OLIVER DEVICE
OLIVER
THE
manufactured by

reproducer, designed and
the Oliver Manufacturing Company of Cleveland, and adaptable to all makes of projectors (sold as a
to all houses up to 1,000
for $750), is simple in construction
and has as an outstanding feature a variable
speed control, which regulates the tempo
of the sound reproduction as the tempo of
the film is raised or lowered. Oliver speedometers are included in the complete in-

complete unit
seats

stallation price.
Because of the

rapid expansion of the
Oliver company, a reorganization within the
company has been effected which allows
E. E. Oliver, president, more time to keep
in touch with the theatre owners and with
the newest devices identified with the moB. P. French, for
tion picture industry.
{Continued on page 36)
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PHOTOTONE

TALK AFILM
1)

A

surpri-ingly low initial cost

on a machine that is sold outright
— no embarrassing leasing features
but outright ownership.

No

cost for installation. All
installations made by trained fac2)

tory experts

who

stay with you

until you have completely O. K.'d
the job.

NEWS
IMPROVED!
Enthusiastic reports from exhibi-

who have installed our new,
improved sound-on-disc and sound-

tors

on-film combination leave no doubt
as to the

unques-

tioned superiority
of this latest Pho-

totone -Talkafilm

3)

No long-continuing

is

5)

eration and improve the synchro-

nization both of sound-on-film and
sound-on-disc.

service

Free advice as to acoustic adjustments in the
furnishing of your
theater that will
enable you to get
the best results

from your sound
equipment.

there

See and Hear
This New

the substantial savings

but reduce servicing, simplify op-

adjustments that can be made by
your own operator.
4) Terms tosuit your convenience.

any question as to

made possible

by this equipment.
Get these moneysaving features.

naturalness of the reproduction

charges. Phototone-Talkafilm so
merits our confidence that we do
not ask you to pay a stipulated
service charge. Most installations
require no servicing except easy

product.

Neither

many important improvements which not only add to the
bodies

Equipment
The new PhotoNew Direct Synchronous

Drive

tone-Talkafilm em-

I
Talkafilm (Sound-on-Film) Attachment

Mail the coupon for details,
prices and information as to the
nearest point at which this improved equipment may be seen and
heard.

Present Phototone Owners
Write for information as to the
modest charges made for adding
Phototone's

newest features to

your present equipment.

THE LOWEST COST

HIGHEST QUALITY

SYNCHRONOUS EQUIPMENT

PLATTER CABINET COMPANY
NORTH VERNON, IND.
Please send me the following information
Illustrations, prices and terms on SynIllustrations,
chronous Sound-on-Dise.
prices and terms on Synchronous Soundon-Film.
Information on Combination
Sound-on-Film and Disc. dCost of adding improvements to old Phototone DeWhere can I see and hear your
vice.

new equipment

in operation?

SIGNED

THEATER
CITY AND STATE

»

:
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{Continued from page 34)

many

SUPER

MELLAPHONE
Talking Picture Equipment

TRIPLE guarantee against
flutter

or sound

vibrations assured by Mellaphone EqualizerFilter, Balanced
Fly Wheels,

years identified with the piano industry, has joined the organization as business manager.
Edward P. Casanave has
been appointed sales manager.
Distributing agencies appointed for the
Oliver reproducer are Movie Supply Company of Chicago, for Illinois; Kenton
Franklin Company, Denver, for the West;

and Electric Sound Equipment Company,
Rainelle,

W.

West

Virginia.

O.; Lyric, Delta, O.; Crescent, Hicksville,
O.; Arcade, Akron, 0.; Regent, Linesville,
Pa.;
Strand,
Greenville,
Pa.;
and the
Avenue, Erie, Pa.

VOCALITE, NEW

SOUND SCREEN
VOCALITE

is the name of a new screen
for use in theatres showing sound motion
pictures.
These are the features
claimed for it by the manufacturer, the
Beaded Screen Corporation of New York:
"Vocalite will give one-third more light
and will reduce current consumption accordingly.
"Vocalite has from five to six times more
sound permeability.
"Vocalite is fire proof.
It meets all the
requirements of the building codes, underwriters' regulations and fire department

rules.

espe-

"Vocalite will not gather dust

The compound used

terstices.

cially cut gears.

Does not connect
to Intermittent.

in the inin surfacing

the screen encases all the fibres of the fabric
with a smooth finish to which dust will not
adhere.
"Vocalite can be cleaned by scrubbing
with soap and water, or by going over the
surface with a vacuum cleaner.
"The projected color of Vocalite is a soft
pure white. The character of the surface
is such that the light will not refract back
to the audience."

Equipped with Resynchronizer and

CHIP BOARD AS
HORN MATERIAL

exclusive features

REPORTS

recent market survey
chip board exponential horn launched on the market about nine
months ago, has been installed by over 175
theatres throughout the country.
The horn
is
a product of the Macy Manufacturing
Corporation of Brooklyn.
J.
J. Auerhaan,
head of the Macy Corporation, points out
these features

show

which maintain a
smooth, constant
pitched tone and
finest

Va., for

Recent installations include the Falls,
Chagrin Falls, O.; Gem, Orwell, O.; Opera
House, Orwell, O.; Lyric, Fairport Harbor,

quality reproduction.

$500.00 per pair complete with Electrical

Research Laboratories Pick-ups, Fader and
necessary Projector connections.
Amplifier and Speakers furnished at
additional cost

MELLAPHONE CORPORATION
Rochester, N. Y.
SOME TERRITORY AVAILABLE FOR DEALERS

of

that the

a

new

"This new sound reproducer has tremendous advantages over those constructed fabrics, ply wood or iron.
For one thing, chip
board is a non-conductor of heat, thus eliminating retardation in sound reproduction, no
matter what style or size of horn is used. For
another, the chip board, being made from
spruce fibre paper, is light and therefore presents little difficulty in handling back stage.
But the outstanding feature of the chip board
horn is that it is not affected by changing
atmospheric conditions."

NEW PHOTOTONE
BASE AND DRIVE
THE
Vernon,

Company of North
manufacturers of Phototone-Talkafilm, announces the making of a
number of improvements in this equipment.
These improvements are primarily for the
purpose of stabilizing the synchronization, a
result which is achieved through the use of a
new unit base and a multiple direct drive.
In connection with this announcement, the
claim is made that this new equipment is
Platter Cabinet
Ind.,

A
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v\i%TEST~Wnisper.
TO THE MIGHTIEST
.

VOLUME
UUebster tone

is

rich

.

.

.pure

clear,

HEATRE

patron?

demanding

ly

are

SOUTVD

rich — lifelike — clear— articulated — the kind

as-

sured

by

feature* in
tric

Pick-up.

The

special

low

is

in.

Webster
the Webster Elecoriginal

made

records.

model shown

be-

for use with 16

Through skillembodied in

ful engineering

construction, this pick-up
accurately plays every recorded vibration of sound,
music, and voice. High frequencies, such as C"s. K's.
and particularly the S's, are
reproduced with great perits

The new Webster

Eleetrie Piek*up
these original features; low
inertia all-metal stylos bearing,

has

compact, perfectly balanced
head; highest grade Cobalt magnet; shock-absorbing arm bearing;
convenient head- torn for
needle insertion volume control
in
base; weighted base; eord
completely concealed. Model 2
list $17.50.
light,

fection.

;

An

all-metal stylus bearing, featured only in the Webster, protects against musicshattering vibration.
An adjustable counter-balance permits correct weightcontrol on records. Base may be mounted with rubber bands to obtain vibration-free mounting.
Standard length from needle-point to base is 12 in.

The performance

Webster
TZlectric

tyck-up

Webster Theatre Pick-up will highly please both you
your supply house has not stocked the % ebster. write

of the

and your patrons.
direct for complete

If

details.

WEBSTER ELECTRIC
Racine. Wis.

CO.
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giving especially good results in theatres in
all parts of the country.
The machine is sold outright. No fixed continuous service charge is made. Installation is
made without cost to the purchaser. All installations are by factoiy experts.
The company is offering to install the
equipment on terms to suit the convenience
of the purchaser and to give without cost,
expert technical advice as to the changing
of theatre furnishings in order to improve
the:

sound

effects.

A NEW SHUTTER
FOR PREVENTION
OF FLICKERING

Makes "Silent Drama" Theaters
Acoustically Perfect
at Low Cost

ROTARY
_any

The new

... at a fraction of what it would cost you for scientific services
project talking
you can eliminate reverberation of sound
pictures with the same fine clarity as the most modern theater.
.

.

.

.

So amazing

.

.

.

and so

that over 600 exhibitors have recently
economical is it to install
placed it in service. Many theaters threatened with heavy losses
because of poor sound projection have staged a real comeback in
box office receipts through installation of Acoustical Westfelt. You
should have all the facts about this material now.
.

Send for

this

.

.

FREE Book

Every exhibitor should read this book on Acoustics.
A real text book written for the man who wants
to get at the facts quickly. Gives you the causes of
tells you how to
poor acoustics and the remedy
get desired results at lowest cost. Send for your
free copy of this book today ... it has saved
thousands of dollars for theater owners, everywhere.

—

.

.

now controlled
Corporation, of

shutter consists of three wheels,

alike

Where they overlap, they
action.
in
periodically expose the opening of the
lenses and instantly keep closing the opening over the light. As this closing process,
as well as the rapid system of opening the
aperture in front of the lenses, is done from
three points on the edge of the lens opening, the change is made so rapidly that the
eye fails to discern how it is really accomplished.
The wheels have ball bearings and arc
to be kept well oiled. With the use of this
shutter, it is said that the projector can
be run at a slower rate of speed than with
the present type of shutters and still elimi-

You can accomplish

this with Acoustical Westfelt!
are the results achieved by this material

is

and connected with the same chain.
These
They partly overlap each other.
wheels are revolving at the same speed in
the same direction when the apparatus is

Now
.

remove

flickering

attachment. The device
by the Globe Reliance
Minneapolis.
all

.

flickerless shutter to

on the screen is the
invention of George Berger of Minneapolis
It was while watching his own projector at
work that he conceived the idea of this

_

nate the' flickering.
To eliminate play from wear on the
chain, the bearings are set in a special
eccentric casing which enables the operator
to take this play out by a slight turn of
the whole bearing, which tightens up the

.

chain.

Acoustical Westfelt is furnished in flame-proof
finish. It is available only in rolls Vi" and V2"
thick, 54" wide and 75' long. Price per square
1 " thickness, 75c.
yard, Vi" thickness, 45c
/2

WALKER SOUND

—

SCREEN DESIGN

Acoustical Division

WESTERN FELT WORKS
1029-4115 Ogden Avenue

•HE Walker sound

Chicago, Illinois

Also Manufacturers of

Rug and Carpet Cushions

and Manufacturers and Cutters of

^j-j

Felt for all uses

Walt's Disc Talking Equipment
$115.00 for each projector
Complete
2
1

1

1

installation

for theatres

up

one thousand

to

Walt's disc units with bases and pickups, $1 15.00
large 3-stage amplifier with tubes and faders

speaker for
speaker for

TALKING
MUSIC

seats.

$230.00
250.00
72.50
67.50

_

$620.00
This gives you everything that you will need.
Perfect Synchronization Is Guaranteed.
SPECIAL NOTE:

Walt's disc talking unit without thtt base
obtained for only $65.00.

and pickup can be

WALT'S THEATRE CO.
Kenesaw, Nebr., U.

S.

A.

screen, a

new

product,

has a perforated
A holes
are evenly

pattern so arranged that
distributed over the enthe
without parallel
tire screen but staggered,
This is to permit the screen to pass
lines.
sound freely without disturbing the definition
of the picture.
The back of the screen is coated with blue
to render it more opaque and prevent the
passage of light completely through the screen.
The back is also grained in an effort to create
an acoustic baffle, preventing directional echo
back into the horn by dispersing sound waves
to the sides, which only affects the high fre-

quency notes.
According to the Edward L. Klein Corporation of New York, the manufacturer, the
Walker screen has been installed at the Paramount theatre in New York, other houses of
the Publix circuit, and the Fox theatre in
Brooklyn.

Neiv Gries Reproducer
Successfully Tested

NEW YORK— A
new

Gries

demonstration of the
reproducer was successfully

The trial was successful in
given here.
both quality of reproduction and mechanical
The device reproduces both
operation.
sound-on-film and sound-on-disc.
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0
Are your patrons interested
in the type of mechanical
sound equipment you install,
or are they interested in the

complete ensemble which
goes to

make

the
perfect performance?

Make your first
a permanent

installation

— satisfying

asset.

^fht Speaker of the if ear
The Wright-DeCoster Reproducer,
directional horn, has
to secure

up

all

made

it

installed in the No. 9

possible for theatre owners

good sound reproduction after they had given

hope. This horn

may

save you hundreds of dollars

unnecessarily spent in trying continually to improve the
acoustics in vour theatre.

No. 9 Horn

WRIGHT De COSTER,
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORIES
ST.

PAUL, MINN.
VOICE

VOICE

CONE

Write for descriptive matter and address of nearest
district sales office.

Standardize on the
Wright De Coster Reproducer

AND MUSIC
CONE

Inc.
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Modern
Installations
The tendency among

theatres, both
small, throughout the
country is to modernize. Evidence
of this encouraging situation is
found in the many installations

large

ELECTRIC PICK-UP

and

equipment reported by leading
manufacturers.

of

DA-LITE SCREEN

COMPANY

Screens
Liberty theatre, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Blair theatre, Clay Center, Kans.
Park Lane theatre, Palisade, N. J.
Strand theatre, Orono, Me.
Pleasant Hour theatre, Coldwater, Kans.
Byron Cooper, Eatonton, Ga.
theatre, Colfax, Wash.
Little theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
Colonial theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
Englewood theatre, Englewood, N.
Walker theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Rose

J.

Fox Film Exchange, Albany, N. Y.
Globe theatre, Bridgeport, Conn.
Cambria theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
Electrical
Research Products, Buenos
Aires, Argentina.
Palace theatre, Flint, Mich.
Saenger theatre, Meridian, Miss.
Majestic theatre, Grand Island, Neb.
Strand theatre, Seneca Falls, N. Y.
Jewel theatre, New York, N. Y.
Globe theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Roger Sherman theatre, New Haven,

UPCO

electric pick-up is the result of painstaking research
The new
directed specifically to and fulfilling the exacting requirements of sound
reproduction from records. Sensitive and uniform response from 5,000
to 50 cycles brings out all the richness and brilliant qualities of modern
Volume is adjustable on a gradual taper with the control
recording.
product.
mounted in the base of this newest, beautiful
The standard model is pictured above. Available in any desired overThus, whether your requirements are those of a synchronous
all length.
talking picture or non-synchronous sound accompaniment, the
pick-up is ready for you.
Pick-up heads are available for mounting on acoustic tone arms, with
the volume control mounted in a small, convenient case and connected
to the extension cord.
pick-up beauty of design commands the hearty approval
The
of the most critical eye.
Gracefully proportioned, the sturdy structure
harmonizes with the finest cabinet work and withstands the most severe
demands of hard, continuous service.

Conn.

UPCO

Embassy theatre, Allentown, Pa.
Strand theatre, Asheville, N. C.
Opera House, Mt. Holly, N. J.
Strand theatre, Ottawa, Kans.

UPCO

State theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
Victoria theatre, Camden, N. J.
Exeter theatre, Exeter, Cal.
Ritz theatre, Weslaco, Tex.
Apollo theatre, Gloucester, N. J.
Palace theatre, Danville, 111.
Highway theatre, Portland, Ore.

UPCO

Ames

READY TO MAKE IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Bijou theatre, Pittsfield, Me.

Englewood

theatre, Englewood, N. J.
Forest theatre, Cincinnati, O.
American theatre, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Sugg theatre, Chickasha, Okla.
Regent theatre, Winfield, Kans.
Colony theatre, Washington, D. C.
Princess theatre, New Franklin, Mo.
Temple theatre, Chicago, 111.
Northern Electric Company, Estevan,
Sask., Can.
Strand theatre, Alameda, Cal.
Electrical Research Products, Hollywood,

Write for Samples and Sales Details

UPCO PRODUCTS CORP.
270 Lafayette

St.

New York

Anton Borsuk, President

theatre, Ames, la.
theatre, Owensboro, Ky.

Empress

City

Makers of Acoustic Instruments for More Than 13 Years

Cal.

contrary has been true. The 'talkies' have
been a great help because of the theme

Disc Sales on Increase
With Audiens' Popularity,

songs of the big productions.

"The great demand for records is not
confined to this country, but comes from
just about every place where the touch of
civilization has been felt.
The popularity
of records in England, France and Germany
has increased to bulging proportions, and
other countries in Europe are rapidly increasing their general orders."

Says Brunswick Official
Phonograph record

sales increase with
popularity of talking pictures, says
E. F. Stevens, Jr., record sales manager of
the Brunswick-Balke-Collender company.
The present number of records sold is
almost
unbelievable
and
statistics
show
over 120,000,000 records a year, or 10,000,000 a month and 357,000 a day.
"Nothing better proves the comeback of
the phonograph than this huge production
of records," said Stevens. "The reasons for
the stupendous production of records are
numerous, but an outstanding one may be
traced to the 'talkies.' It had been thought
that the 'talkies' would give radio and the
phonograph a big setback, but just the

the

Open With Sound
LAFAYETTE, Ala.—The

Gypsy theatre

recently

reopened with audiens.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— M.

I.

Markowitz has

reopened the Premier theatre, formerly the Imperial,
with audiens.

ROME, GA.—The De
O. C. and
audiens.

J.

RERWYN,

•

H.

Lorn,

Sota

theatre

erected for
featuring

opened recently,

ILL.—The New Berwyn theatre
cently opened, featuring audiens and vaudeville.

re-

Balboa theatre, San Francisco, Cal.
Silco theatre, Silver City, N. M.
American theatre, Caldwell, Idaho.
Lyric theatre, Binghamton, N. Y.
Rex theatre, Rexburg, Idaho.
Victory theatre, Denver, Colo.
Liberty theatre, Sunnyside, Wash.
Parkside theatre, San Francisco, Cal.
New Fox theatre, San Bernardino, Cal.
Hippodrome theatre, Terre Haute, Ind.
Uptown theatre, Louisville, Ky.
Court theatre, Wheeling, W. Va.
Rex theatre, Ironwood, Mich.
Strand theatre, Old Town, Me.
Capitol theatre, Ottumwa, la.
Seriate theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Technicolor Studios. Boston, Mass.
Benson theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
Alhambra theatre, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Capital theatre, Nanty Go., Pa.
Interstate Film Exchange, Philadelphia,
Pa.
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The Oliver
Synchronous Reproducer

$750.00
The most complete equipment on

House Control

the

market.

9
Two

Oliver

Speedometers
Exciter

Rola Booth Monitor

Box

Oliver Turn Table
with Audak Pickup
1-16 Actual Size

Weight 150

Oliver Turn Table
with Audak Pickup
1-16 Actual Size

lbs.

Weight 150

Fader Panel

lbs.

"Powerizer" Amplifier

Oliver Manufacturing Co.
Film Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio
Our Chicago

The

77th Street theatre, New York, N. Y.
Electric Company, Montreal,

Northern
Can.

Webster theatre, Chicago, 111.
Wilson theatre, Detroit, Mich.

Tremont

theatre, Galveston, Tex.

Crocker theatre, Elgin,

111.

Pensacola, Fla.
Alamo theatre, Vicksburg, Miss.
Rialto theatre, Fort Dodge, la.
Bluebird theatre, Richmond, Va.
Multicolor Films, Inc., Los Angeles, Cal.
Isis theatre,

Apollo theatre, Belvidere, 111.
Paramount theatre, Anderson, Ind.

American theatre, Erie, Pa.
Lovelock theatre, Lovelock, Nev.
Pastime theatre, Chicago, 111.
LaGrange theatre, LaGrange,

Distributor:

Movie Supply Company, 844 South Wabash Ave., Chicago,

Rola Dynamic Speaker

111.

Alhambra

theatre, Shelbyville, Ind.
Lyric theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
Rivoli theatre, Hartford, Conn.
Trianon theatre, Birmingham, Ala.

Cohoes Opera House, Cohoes, N. Y.
New San Mateo theatre, San Mateo,

Cal.
theatre, Bakersfield. Cal.
Cal.
Rock,
Eagle
Eagle theatre,
Egyptian theatre, San Diego, Cal.
Parkway theatre, Oakland, Cal.
Pastime theatre, Iowa City, la.
Liberty theatre, Fort Scott, Kans.
Benton theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
State theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
E. J. Loqua, Hankinson, N. D.
Sylvania theatre, Fort Worth, Tex.
Northern Electric Company, Montreal,

Rex

Can.
Princess theatre, Decatur, Ala.
St. Paul, Minn.
theatre, Palatka, Fla.
Missouri theatre, Marysville, Mo.
London, Conn.
Garde theatre,
Shawnee theatre, Louisville, Ky.
Strand theatre, Newburyport, Mass.
Ritz theatre, Albany, Ga.

Strand theatre,

Howell

New

Opera House, Middlebury, Va.
Tucker theatre, Liberal, Kans.

Madison

Star theatre, Arcadia, Fla.
Garrick theatre, Fargo, N. D.
Princess theatre, Springfield, Mo.
State theatre, Mankato, Minn.
Gold theatre, Chicago, 111.
Bellevue theatre, Bellevue, Pa.
Paramount Film Exchange, Atlanta, Ga.
Anton theatre, Monongahela City, Pa.
Main Street theatre, Russell, Kans.
Palace theatre, Peoria, 111.
Rialto theatre, Newport News, Va.
Federal theatre, Salem, Mass.
Fitzpatrick Pictures, Inc., New York,
N. Y.
Varsity theatre, Palo Alto, Cal.
Needham theatre, Needham, Mass.
Star theatre, Chicago, 111.
Frolic theatre, Chicago, 111.
Carolina theatre, Chapelhill, N. C.
Arcadia theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Music Hall theatre, Tarrytown, N. Y.
Jefferson theatre, Huntington, 111.
D. R. Kautz Company, Norwood, O.
Ideal theatre, Ponchatoula, La.

Englert theatre, Iowa City, la.
Majestic theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Strand theatre, Meridian, Miss.
Tiger theatre, Auburn, Ala.
Electrical Research Products, Sao Paulo,
Brazil.

theatre,

Richmond, Va.

Stuart theatre, Boston, Mass.
Park theatre, Youngstown, O.
Saenger theatre, Alexandria, La.
Chaloner theatre, New York, N. Y.

Rola Dynamic Speaker

Vitaphone Corporation, Hollywood,

theatre, Rochester, N. Y.

Eagle theatre, Pontiac, Mich.
Endicott theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Wells theatre, Fort Wayne, Ind.
Peoples theatre, Chicago, 111.
Electrical Research Products, Yokohama,
Japan (4).
Electrical Research Products, Humacao,
Porto Rico.
Orpheum theatre, Pontiac, Mich.
Riviera theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Venus

111.

i

Cal.

theatre, Rock Rapids, la.
Imperial theatre, Alliance, Nebr.
Senate theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Tremont theatre, Nashua, N. H.
Sun theatre, Omaha, Nebr.
Strand theatre, Van Wert, O.
Roseland theatre, Chicago, 111.
Milda theatre, Chicago, 111.
Lincoln theatre, Utica, N. Y.
Julian theatre, Chicago, 111.
Bertha theatre, Chicago, 111.
Bluebird theatre, Anaconda, Mont.
Alexandria theatre, San Francisco, Cal.
Vermont theatre, Los Angeles, Cal.
Exeter Street theatre, Boston, Mass.
Majestic theatre, AKron. O.
York, N. Y.
Harvard theatre,
Ritz theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
Oliver theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Egyptian theatre, Bala Cynwyd, Pa.
Washington Square theatre, San Francisco, Cal.
Capitol theatre, Whitehall, N. Y.
Moon theatre, Yankton, S. D.
York, N. Y.
Rosedale theatre,
Irvington theatre, Baltimore, Md.
Simon theatre, Brenham, Tex.
Comet theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
Central theatre, Somerville, Mass.
Lafayette theatre, Batavia, N. Y.
Kentucky theatre, Corbin, Ky.
Interboro theatre, Bronx, Throggs Neck,

Lyons

New

New

N. Y.
Ball Square theatre, Somerville, Mass.
Family theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Colony theatre, Chicago, 111.

Orpheum theatre, Aberdeen,
Avon theatre, Canastota, N.

S. D.
Y.
Jerome theatre, New York, N. Y.
Palace theatre, San Marcos, Tex.

Circle theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
Colonial theatre, Kokomo, Ind.
Bijou theatre, Battle Creek, Mich.
Gem theatre, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Palace theatre, Danbury, Conn.
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IMPORTANT

THE MOST
THING IN
Is

"TALKIES"

1

on the ears of

the sound effect

your

Good Sound

Is
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critical

audience

More Important Than Good

Pictures

tone reproduction is of paramount importance and failure to
sound reproduction to the highest standard means actual loss of patronage for
go where they hear the best "talkies."
you have not the best "talkies."
If you have not a ilACY

Today

perfect

maintain your

now

the

public

HORN

A MACY HORN WILL IMPROVE
ANY INSTALLATION 100%
Is a Perfect Sound Reproducer
Especially Recommended for

Model S-120

News Item

install.
No loss of pitch, no drumming tone, withclimatic conditions because made of the finest acoustic properties.

Extremely easy to

an ordinary matter of showmanThe selection of sound equipment
theatre inToIves some very exact
technical questions and the advice and

one, not

stands

all

ship.
for a

Macy Acoustic Engineers Are

from

Exhibitors

at

Your

Service

Booklet on Request

guidance of a competent technician is not
only desirable but absolutely essential.
Editorial

—

—

THEATRES ICE SKATING RINKS DANCE HALLS
LARGE AUDITORIUMS, CHURCHES, etc.

When an exhibitor sets out to obtain
and guidance on the selection of
sound reproducing equipment for his theatre he should bear well in mind that the
problem at hand is XOT a theatrical

advice

Herald- World.

1451

MACY MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
Brooklyn,
—39th
St.

— SOUND —
ON
AND
FILM
Equal

With

DISC

to the Best

the Latest Improvements
in

Three Different Models
Attractive Sizes

Gries Reproducer Corp.
459485

E. 133rd St,

New York

City

N. Y.

'
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Strand theatre, San Pedro, Cal.
Electrical Research Products, Havana,
Cuba.
Electrical
Research Products, Manila,
Phillipine Islands.

Paramount Film Exchange, Denver, Colo.
Rubideaux theatre, Riverside, Cal.

DeLuxe

theatre, Chicago, 111.
Palace theatre, Jacksonville, Fla.
Capitol theatre, Clearwater, Fla.

Plumb theatre, Streator, 111.
Paramount Film Exchange, Los Angeles,
Cal.

Lincoln theatre, Lincoln, Nebr.
Paris theatre, Santa Fe, N. M.
Capitol theatre. Wheeling,

Harvard

theatre, Chicago,

W.

Va.

111.

United Projector & Film Corp., Buffalo,
N. Y.
Liberty theatre, Terre Haute, Ind.

Empire theatre, St. Albans, Vt.
America theatre, Casper, Wyo.
Hemet theatre, Hemet, Cal.
Shea's theatre, Fitchburi;, Mass.
Strand theatre, Rome, N. V.

M. R. Martin & Company, Seattle, Wash.
MacArthur Equipment Company, Detroit,
Mich.
Pioneer theatre, Amasa, Mich.

Park theatre, Champaign, 111.
theatre, Holmesburg, Pa.

Capitol theatre, Shreveport, La.

Teele theatre, Somerville, Mass.
Hipp theatre, Sioux City, la.
Bristol theatre, Bristol, Conn.
Senate theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
Adams theatre, Decatur, Ind.

Empress theatre, Beresford, S. D.
Lyric theatre, Creighton, Nebr.
Oklahoma College for Women, Chickasha, Okla.
American
Sioux

Theatre

Suppb-

Company,

Falls, S. D.

Broadway
Hamilton

theatre, Muskogee, Okla.
theatre, Chicago, 111.

THE FOTO-VOICE COMPANY

Paramount Films, Cleveland, O.
Technicolor Pictures Cornoration, Hollywood, Cal.
Granada theatre, Faribault, Minn.
Northern Electric Company, Montreal,

Regent

Can. (17).
City Line theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Strand theatre, Greenville, Pa.
Crescent theatre, Hicksville, O.

Circle theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
Hippodrome theatre, Baltimore, Md.
Pimlico theatre, Baltimore, Md.
State theatre, Pontiac, Mich.
Park theatre, Rockland, Me.
Globe theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
Paris theatre, Durham, N. C.
Crystal theatre, Los Angeles, Calif.
Garrick theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.
Electrical Research Products, Wellington,

N. Z. (7).
Universal Film Exchange, Chicago,
Adelphi theatre, Chicago, 111.
Palace theatre, Mason City, la.
Orpheum theatre, Hannibal, Mo.

Reproducers
Lyric theatre, Delta, O.
theatre, Linesville, Pa.

Avenue

theatre, Erie, Pa.

Lyric theatre, Fairport Harbor, O.
Falls theatre, Chagrin Falls, O.
Arcade theatre, Akron, O.
American theatre, Phoebus, Va.

Lyric theatre, Hampton, Va.

Orpheum theatre, Newport News, Va.
Idle Hour theatre, Belle Haven, Va.

BEST MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Carbon Adapters

111.

Vaudette theatre, Connersville, Ind.
Strand theatre, Fort Dodge, la.
Booker T. theatre, Washington, D. C.
Broadway theatre, Washington, D. C.
Plaza theatre, Chicago, 111.
Paramount theatre, Springfield, Mass.

Grand

Holmes

43

theatre, Harrisburg, 111.
Durfee theatre, Fall River, Mass.
Astor theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.
Rialto theatre, Missouri Valley, la.
Electrical
Research Products, Ponce,
Porto Rico.
Shakespeare theatre, Chicasro, 111.
Capitol theatre, Monroe, La.
Granada theatre, Emporia, Kans.
Rivoli theatre,
Orleans, La.
Poplar theatre,
Orleans, La.
Rivoli theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
Napoleon theatre, New Orleans, La.
Ambler theatre, Ambler, Pa.
Palace theatre, Norwich, Conn.
American theatre, Sulacauea, Ala.
Grand theatre, Frankfort, Ky.

New
New

South

Great
L.

I.,

Bay

Club,

Brightwaters,

N. Y.

Strauss

&

Co. Licensed

By Claude Neon

NEW

Lights

YORK. — Strauss & Company, man-

ufacturers

of

electric

display

advertising,

have been granted a license by Claude Neon
Lights, Inc., to use luminescent tubes manufactured under the Claude patents.
Ben Strauss, president and operating head
of the company, is well known throughout
the country, having been associated with
the business for more than 30 years.

A NOVEL METHOD
The Automatic Devices Company of

Allentown, Pa., has adopted a novel form of direct
advertising.
Instead of sending typewritten
letters, addressed personally, this firm has begun a series of newsy bulletins, multigraphed
under a drawn headplate and with the copy
tending toward the lighter vein. "We have hit

upon this method and we sincerely hope that
you will like it," says the first one.

E

N^

^THOSE THEATRE OWNERS

RESULTS/
RE GETTING BETTER

THE KERSTEN BUILT
WILL GIVE YOU A QUALITY
Is.
folCE AND MUSIC THAT WILL
iNE

OF

I

jSGJ CREDIT

TO YOUR HOUSE

W

rite for complete data on
theatrical speakers and electm*
dynamic units for direct or
Kersten Horns
are made in many
models to meet every
individual requirement.

alternating current <—
KERSTEN RADIO EQUIPMENT,
1400

INC.

FULFORD^ KALAMAZOO, MICH.
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UPHO LSTERING
VENEER WITHOUT
BRACKET CHANGE

WALKER

AN

upholstered seat to be substituted
veneer seats in theatre chairs
without changing the brackets, has been
developed by the Illinois Theatre Equipment Company of Chicago.
A special
spring has been designed to absorb the
difference in height between the veneered
and upholstered chair.
Another feature claimed for the seat is a
bottom board which is absorbent and
therefore specially adapted to good acous-

SCUNDJCREEN^
PATENT PENDING

k

V

STANDARD
EQUIPMENT

tics.

Three different styles are being made,
called Squab, Box Spring and Spring Edge
All can be obtained in any width
seats.
desired, and the manufacturer can supply
any color of imitation Spanish leather.
Prices are quoted either with installation or
without, and delivery is promised within 48
hours after receipt of order.

FOR

PUBLIX

The same manufacturer also announces
the development of an upholstered back for
similar substitution, with the material being imitation Spanish leather, mohair or
broadcloth.

AND

FOX
and other great

for

The operation is called so simple that
the change can be made completely in a
short time, it being necessary only to remove four screws of the veneered seat bottom and insert four wood screws to fasten
on the upholstered bottom.

circuits

It Is
7 he latest type Syncrodisk turn table.
has a spring suspension drive, with
heavy record plate. Machine drives
from cranksliaft and can be attached
The new
to projector in 15 minutes.
drive is a flexible coupling that gives
a positive drive, yet flexible enough
to take up any misalignment in setting up, and is so constructed that
there is no metallic contact between
projector and turn table. All bearings are ball bearings and all working parts are submerged in oil. This
turn table is a product of the Weber
Machine Corporation 'of Rochester,
n. y.

The Logical Choice
for

Your Theatre
Walker
most

Soundscreen

the

delivers

sound transmission ob-

efficient

tainable with

no

sacrifice

of defini-

tion or light.

A

surface

50% more

efficient,

prevent

of

loss

proves projection

definition,

with a brighter,

Little Picture

NEW YORK.—The

Film Bureau

which

National Theatre Supply Co.

is

to build

house a 300-seat motion picture
theatre which the Film Bureau, a volunteer
organization formed ten years ago by promi-

Manufactured by

Walker Screen Co*
Brooklyn, N. Y.

WaVLIKEIR

U N DjfCIP EE N
PATENT PENDING

V

Ray G. SAolt

Gerald E. SpateB

will

members of New York Society, will operate next winter.
The building will contain
the executive offices of the Film Bureau and
nent

j$t)

Managers

The Time-O-Stat Controls Company announces that Ray G. Schott has been appointed manager of the New York office,
and Gerald F. Spates, manager of the

Theatre

a Little Theatre for films in the residential
Construction is
district in East 50th Street.
to begin almost immediately on the building,

Distributed by

St.

New

Office

Film Bureau Will Erect

im-

sharper, clearer picture.

85 35th

Branch

using

a special perforated pattern designed

to

Time-O-Stat Names

It

of Little Picture House, Inc., together with
the offices and business headquarters of many
organizations deeply interested in the development of the motion picture both as an entertainment and as an educational medium. Visual instruction as an aid to education will
be developed through a series of screenings
to be held during the morning hours.
The theatre will be of the intimate type and
will be equipped for sound.
Many silent motion pictures, however, will also be exhibited,
it is planned.
It will also have the most up-todate air cooling system available and many
other improvements seldom found in theatres
of its diminutive size.

Opened With Sound
ILL. — The Brotman theatre has opened
audiens.
House has seating capacity of 750.
MARION, INT). —The Paramount theatre recently

MOLINE,
with

opened with audiens.

Spates, for the past three
Detroit office.
years, has been sales engineer at the factory.
Carl A. Scholle, who until recently was
in charge of the New York office, will give
all his time to the distributing organization.
New distributors appointed are:

Braid

Lym,
homa

&

Haberkorn,

Inc.,

Denver;

J.

H.

Salt Lake City; Cline Company, OklaCity; J. Sylvan Bowers, Heating Spe-

Company, St. Louis; Northwest
Time-O-Stat Distributors, Minneapolis; and
American Appliance Co., Omaha.

cialty

R. H. Johnson Made Agent
Of Bruckner-Mitchell, Inc.

NEW YORK—

Bruckner-Mitchell, Inc.,
manufacturers of stage equipment, have closed
a contract with R. H. Johnson, who will represent the corporation in its business with theatrical interests.

Bruckner, president of the corporation, reports a very satisfactory increase in projected
business in the industry.
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BETTER PROJECTION
RESPECT
up

it is

to

gain respect of the manager

By
SOUND

is a relatively new thing, insofar
as has to do with its connection with
The average theatre
motion pictures.
manager has not yet come to a- realization
of the great importance of perfection in

many

Carefully
things connected with it.
conducted rehearsals of productions is one

Perfect distribution of
things.
the theatre is another. There are
many others.
There is right now a very real opportunity for the projectionist to impress upon
friend manager his importance in the
scheme of affairs, and his value to him in
other ways than merely oiling and threading the projectors, putting in carbons,
striking an arc, starting and stopping the
projectors and the like.

of

those

sound

in

*

*

*

order to do that he must
proceed carefully and with intelligence.
He cannot possibly hope to make much of
an impression by "guessing." The manager
and some
is quite able to guess for himself
of them do a lot of it, too. What he wants
He wants demonstrable
shown!
is to be
facts and will respect that one who can provide them. He has the idea, well founded
in fact, that in the past a very great many
projectionists have done a lot of guessing,
and that their guessing has not been
founded upon any base of accurate knowl-

However,

in

-

—

edge.

That has been the one big drawback to
the advancement of the projectionist beyond the plane of a machine operator.
\\"hen the manager asked him. for example,
which make of a certain equipment was
best, he usually received an answer which
the projectionist was unable to back up by
He "guessed
any real concrete reasons.
this" or he "guessed that," but when the

manager asked "Why?" he was unable

to

produce a convincing answer.
There is now ample opportunity for the
projectionist to rectify the foolishness of
Sound has brought projection
the past.
into the limelight. Whether or not it stays
there is entirely up to the projectionist.
If
If he follows the old path it will NOT.
he alters his ways and studies hard for a
while, mastering fundamentals of projection technique, it will remain there for all
time to come. It is up to the projectionist.
If the manager continues to find that
when he asks technical or practical information from the projectionist, concerning
either equipment, sound reproduction and
projection or projection as applies to the
picture, he still receives a "guess" instead

to the projectionist

F.

H.

RICHARDSON

dependable, demonstrable information,
then the limelight will quickly fade out and
he will again be just the operator of mechanisms, who is of small importance except
just to thread, oil, change carbons, et cetera.
On the other hand if the projectionist
now really takes hold, uses his brains and
studies to some purpose, so that when
friend manager asks him, for example, why
he must have a new intermittent sprocket,
or a new exciting lamp when the old
sprocket or the old lamp looks quite all
right to the manager, he is able to explain,
in extended detail just why the articles then
being used are not fit to be used longer,
regardless of their looks, and why it would
be poor policy to continue their use, and
how and why it would cost many times the
cost of new ones to continue their use,
then the manager will begin to sit right
smack up, take notice, and conclude that
maybe after all the projectionist does know
something and is of at least more importance than the janitor.
It is freely granted that a lot of work
along these lines may be done without
much apparent result, at least insofar as
concerns some managers. However, in the
process the projectionist himself will have
gained real knowledge, and will thus have
benefited himself, and if the process be
kept up, eventually an impression will be
made, even upon the mind of the most
obtuse manager.
of

*

An

*

Illustrative
now

positions and we went home.
Next night I visited the theatre while the
show was on. When it was about half done
I visited the manager, voicing a very lively
protest against what I told him was perfectly rotten sound distribution. I got him
to accompany me to various parts of the
house, a thing he would not do for the
projectionist, but he would for me.
He
was compelled to admit that the fade-away
was pretty bad, but declared nothing could

be done about

Example

some trouble in the theatre.
I complied.
The trouble was poor sound
distribution. It was very poor. There was
ing

fade-away at either side on the main floor.
In the balcony the sound was just plain
punk. The manager had declared this to
be unavoidable and had refused either to
call in the service engineer or try to do
anything himself. It was Western Electric
equipment.
This man had the new Bluebook, Vol. 3,
dealing with sound, and a few questions
convinced me that he had studied it to

some purpose. After listenine to him I was
convinced the manager would do nothing,
except the possible improvement be first
thoroughly demonstrated to him, so I made

*

*

landed on him.

I

Told him he had

refused to listen to his projectionist, who
resented that and had been man enough to

make experiments without his knowledge.
I then took him down and showed him the
setting markings made the night before,
telling him the projectionist had called me
merely to witness and approve.

when

give

it.

*

Then

in

*

you an example illustrative of what I have been talking about.
Recently I received an urgent call from
a projectionist not far from South Lyme.
He asked that I come and see him regardI will

an appointment with the projectionist for
two nights later, at midnight, when Mr.
Manager would have gone to his li'l couch.
I then talked with the projectionist for
half an hour, explaining things to him by
means of sketches. I then had him very
carefully mark the exact location of the
horns, so that they might be returned to
their original position.
I
then sat there
for three mortal hours while he worked,
with results that that theatre had almost a
perfect distribution, whereupon the exact
position of the horns were carefully marked,
they were then returned to their original

I,

then,

show was ended and the audience
gone, moved the horns to the new setting
and he was amazed when he heard the
the

difference.

RIGHT THEN AND THERE

HIS RESPECT FOR THAT PROTECTIONIST INCREASED BY AT LEAST
300 PER CENT.
And

that, gentlemen, is precisely the
I
aimed at.
Next time that projectionist goes to that manager with anything, he will get real attention.
The respect
engendered that night will mount, always
provided the projectionist approaches friend
manager only when he is able to demoneffect

strate,
or otherwise convince him. the
manager, that he knows what he is talking

about.

There are, I believe, certain games in
which guessing is featured, being made the
basis of the eame. We have, however, had
altogether too dad binged much of it in
projection in days past and gone. Enough
is

plenty.

Acquire

it.

Knowledge is now available.
Use it. Stop surmising and

deliver the all-wool-and-a-yard-wide goods.

In your correspondence with this department and with "The Bluebook School of Projection."
address. F. H. Richardson. Box 100. South Lyme. Conn.
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"OUT"
FOR HIM

L
FROM
"Dear

Connectors

Buffalo, X. Y.,

comes

this letter:

Brother Richardson, I have been
in the city for quite a while now and every
once in a while get into an argument because where I came from we were taught
to work carefully and not be satisfied except w hen things were exactly right.
:

for Sound Recording Apparatus

"I

find

many

here that

men

of the

are

very self satisfied and have a set idea they
have nothing further to learn about either
picture projection or sound.
I do not say
that in criticism, but as a statement of fact.
"Last night I had an argument with the
'chief.'
The rewinder is out of line, though
not very bad.
I
have told him about it
two or three times, but he refuses to fix it
and I have no right to do it without his

Last evening I took the matter up
with him again, showing him how the edge
of the film rubbed the reel edges in rewinding. He told me I was too fussy and

order.

to

R

IN

especially

necting

PLUG

connectors,

for

quickly conof

circuits

electrical

systems

— to

the

sound

and

sig-

sound-proof

camera booth, the monitor room and
other locations about the studio—nu-

merous

designs,

meeting innumerable

requirements—various

current capaci-

ties—different combinations for multiple

and branch-off circuits—any number

of

poles desired— substantial, serviceable,

practical— just

is

ways."
*

designed

ask you,

I

that the attitude for a chief to take concerning equipment 5 I read the department,
and have done so for years. It has taught
me many things and helped in a lot of

recording devices, /telephone

naling

mind my own business.
"Now, Brother Richardson,

what you need.

*

*

Most emphatically any

chief projectionist
did a thing like that ought to be set
back into an apprenticeship to learn his
business.
He should be reported to both
the management and the union, though I
can very well understand that that would
probably do no good, and merely get you
into very hot water.

who

have myself been told that some of the
of your city have adopted the attitude
you set forth, but I believe they are relaI believe Buffalo
tively small in number.
has many high grade projectionists; also
I believe the ones who are I-know-it-alls
are a detriment to projection in that or any
I

men

other city. They are in fact slowly sliding
back, because when a man gets to the point
where he imagines he knows plenty, then
he stops progressing and since projection
moves steadily ahead he is very soon a

back number.

Write for Bulletin No. 102

I noticed that whereas when I made the
lecent trip talking to managers and projecand some
tionists on sound, most unions
quite large ones, too went to considerable
and
other
"lecture,"
trouble to secure the
unions traveled 50 to 75 miles to be present, Buffalo did not even waste a two-cent
stamp to do me the courtesy of replying
when I wrote offering to stop there, since
I must pass through the city anyhow.

—

—

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., ino

32f West 50tft Street

NEW

YORK,N.<tt

Now

that

most emphatically

PAINE EXPANSION SHELLS
when properly

set

Furnished with bolts and washers ready
to install.
J/4" size shell most generally used for repair work as well as
original installations.
The most satis-

What's that?

THE PAINE COMPANY
2951 Carroll Ave.
Chicago,

111.

79 Barclay St.
New York, N. Y.

a

No,

I

am

NOT

"roasting"

the

Send for samples and prices

1

NOT

It has many men in it
Buffalo union.
whose ability in projection I admire. I am
pointing out to it, and through it to all
unions the fact that no set of men is so
wise that they can afford to do things that

factory way to permanently anchor a
chair to concrete.

Type No.

I

international president of the I. A. did me
the honor to appear on the screen at every
"lecture" and personally recommend its
value to the men, yet the Buffalo union just
plain ignored all that, absolutely and completely, which is a very wrong attitude for
any union to take.
* * *

For Anchoring Opera Chairs to Concrete Floors
Will not come loose

is

may

be credited with
having at least some small standing in the
motion picture industry when and where
The
projection matters are concerned.
healthy attitude.

Type No.

2

way. Wise men always welcome every and
anything which offers even the chance of
adding to their knowledge.
Being "hard boiled" is all very well, but
in the end the hard boiled invariably have

:
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good reason to question the wisdom of
being that way. Also I might remark that
several correspondents who have passed
through the city of Buffalo have seen fit
to pretty sharply criticise sound in some of
theatres

its

— and
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CHATS WITH THE PROJECTIONIST

that's that.

WE

JUST

MISUNDERSTOOD
'HILE on

the late trip,

I

wrote Motion

Picture Projectionists Local Union No.
199, IATSE & MPMO, Detroit, Mich., offering to stop in Detroit, on the usual terms, and
give them a talk on sound reproduction and
In answer I received a very
projection.
courteous letter from James P. Murtagh,
president of the local, reading as follows
In answer to your
please be advised that we
have just concluded a series of lectures from
the Exide Battery Company, the Electrical
Research Products, Inc., and the Western
Electric Company, covering every angle pertaining to sound pictures and equipment necessary for the proper presentation of the same.
You can therefore readily see that our members must be pretty well up in the art of sound

"Dear Sir and Brother:

May

of

letter

18,

projection.
I cannot see my
hold any more lectures along
these lines, but sometime in the near future,
should you find it convenient to visit our city,
I would be more than pleased to have you adMeanwhile I trust you
dress our members.
will have a very pleasant trip, and will close
with best wishes."
I
hope and believe Brother Murtagh will
I
am
forgive me for using the letter thus.
sure he will, because I have a point to make
concerning it. I can readily understand that
with all those lectures he would believe the
subject to have been fully covered, yet I will
wager $10 to a plugged nickle that not one of
those men even so much as touched upon
things occupying fully three-quarters of my

regret exceedingly that

"I

way

own

clear

to

talk, lasting

two hours.

Their lectures undoubtedly did much good
in giving the men a better understanding of
the apparatus they must handle, though even
that has its limitations, because very tew engineers have the ability to make matters clear
That was
to the man of non-technical mind.
perhaps pretty well summed up by one man
Philadelphia, I think it was, who
after the lecture, shook hands vigor"Richously and remarked very earnestly:
ardson, I've heard a lot of men talk about
amplifying tubes, exciting lamps and other
like things, but you are the only one of them
all
who has been able to make me really
understand what it is all about."

down

MAYBE I'm fussy
wouldn't blame

new General Electric motor -generator
nothing to worry about. There's a set for
you! It'll take the 100 per cent overload just as long as I
need it, and there's no flicker when the change is made."
"But with

—

only a relatively short part the
last part
of my lecture has anything to do
with apparatus. I assume the equipment men
and this department have given you at least a
fairly adequate understanding of sound equipment.
My lecture was mostly upon how to
make sound "bring in the bacon" at the box
office cash drawer.

—

don't in the least blame President Murtagh.
It was a rather natural
mistake.
I
thank him for his kindly invitation to come
later, though I'm a bit afraid that is doubtful.
Maybe, however, it will be possible sometime.
I have long since taken the position that, as
in running a locomotive, almost any man of
average intelligence can readily learn to handle the engine, but by the Jumping Jeminy it
is
the fact that almost any man can or
does learn to be a really good locomotive
engineer, in the sense that he will get the best
possible results in getting trains over the road,
avoiding collisions and other accidents, et
I

NOT

cetera.

The same
tion.

this

set, there's

Distributed by

THE

My

is true of motion picture projeclecture was mostly taken up and

—

FULTON COMPANY

E. E.
1018 South Wabash Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois

in

see,

but you
you some

arcs,

for that if I told

of the experiences I've had.

Branch

came up

You

about changing

me

offices in the following cities: Atlanta, Boston,
Indianapolis, Los Angeles, Milwaukee, New York,
Philadelphia, St. Louis, San Francisco.
JOIN US IN THE

GENERAL ELECTRIC HOUR, BROADCAST EVERY SATURDAY AT

8 P.M., E.S.T.

ON A NATION-WIDE

150-5
N.B.C.

NETWORK

GENERAL ELECTRIC
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, SCHENECTADY,

N.Y.,

SALES OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

The Warner Theatre
ATLANTIC

CITY, N.

J.

STAGE EQUIPMENT
by

PETER CLARK
INC.

544 West 30th Street,

New

York, N. Y.

I
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with the full approval of the Powers That
Be—with matters pertaining to sound reproduction and projection which had relatively
little to do with equipment.
Please clearly understand, Brother Murtagh,
that this is not in any sense meant as a rebuke to you.
are, and I trust shall always
remain, good friends.

We

HIGH GRADE

For Film or Disc Sound Pictures

WORK

Many

installations with
leading sound devices is
successfully proving its
practical adaptability to
sound projection.

Above shows modification
made in head mechanism
for attaching sound de-

—

to feel compelled to criticise, especially if the
criticism be so thoroughly well merited that

must be harsh.
New London, Conn., 19 miles from where
live in summer, is a theatre called The
I
Grade, managed by Sol Manheimer. Joseph
Bliven is in charge of projection. It has had
sound for quite some while now. I always find
it
a real pleasure to sit through a show in
it

In

that theatre.

vices.

NEW

Note simplicity of gear arrangement, also
FRAMING DEVICE and REAR SHUTTER.
Ask our

dealers to

show you these new improvements.

HAVE

many times told you it is a great
pleasure to speak words of commendation
to praise high grade work.
It is unpleasant

I

Of course you who know me, which is at
some tens of thousands, very well know

least

why

without the telling, but I will say that it
for the reason that both the picture and
the sound is so excellent that one may enjoy
the show without annoyance, which always is
present where the work is poorly or in any
is

degree imperfectly done.

Manufactured by

Joseph Bliven

Coxsackie Holding Corporation
Coxsackie, N. Y., U. S. A.
SUPERIOR in Every Way"

equipment,

"Day by Day

is

a high grade motion pic-

ture projectionist. I only wish the department
of state police of the State of Connecticut had
listened to me some years ago and put him in
charge of license issuance and projection room
etc.

Mr. Manheimer is, if we judge by results
which is the only thing one should judge
by a real theatre manager.
I
compliment
him
I wish we had some thousands more
like him in this broad land of the theoretically free.
Lack of that ability essential to
real showmanship is doing more real inj unto both sound and pictures than any other one

—

—

!

thing.

Of course

it

is

true that

many

projec-

themselves lacking, and some are
very sadly lacking in the knowledge necessary to expert, high grade work in projection,
tionists are

DON'T WAIT

but after all if the manager knew his business as he should, that state would very
rapidly remedy itself.

until the first cold snap to begin thinking about your
heating system. Service won't be so readily available
then, and those who are late are going to have some
cold nights in their theatres. You just can't keep 'em
coming into uncomfortable auditoriums.

FROM
name

Investigate at once

The New 1929 Supreme Combination
Heating, Cooling and Ventilating
System
Keeps your theatre warm
It

the

in

winter

many new exclusive features.
new Oscillating Air Diffuser that

has

cool in

summer

the system with
attracting attention

It's
is

everywhere.

Write right now. Get
before cold weather.

HE WANTS
TO KNOW

all

the facts.

Special low prices

now

a projectionist who asks that his
be not published, comes this
"I
am using Western Electric sound equipment.
For the past week there has been a sort of
vibration or wobble in the sound. The sound
is clear enough all right, but seems to be
don't know just what. It seems to vary regularly and I think it is that it is a trifle louder
and then a bit lower. Can you tell me from
this very poor description what is wrong" ?
:

—

Not

certainly, but I

slightly

out

making sure
its

Supreme Heater

&

Ventilating Corp.

Saint Louis

am

inclined to believe

something has caused your sound sprocket,
C. Fig. 396, Vol. 3 of "the Bluebook, to be

face at

of

Examine

round.

that there
any point,

it

closely,

nothing adhering to
and that it runs true
is

and smoothly.
If it is found to be all right, then I would
advise that you examine each part of the
equipment minutely, making certain that it is
in perfect condition.
If you cannot locate the
seat of trouble, then it will be up to you to

consult the service engineer. Your description
is altogether too vague to enable me to say
with any degree of certainty what the difficulty

may

be.

:
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7b c al it e
\VSoraid
Screen
T7ic First

Screen Scientifically Perfected for Sound Pictures

More

Brilliant Pictures

Users of Vocalite Sound Screens are effecting a saving
of one-third on their electric current costs. That saving
is possible because Vocalite Sound Screen gives onethird more light than any other screen. This extra

— More

—

CLEANLINESS
"^7b C al it e will not gather dust. The comvSoMEdScreen pound used in surfacing encases
the screen with a smooth finish to which dust

rocalilLe has from five to six times more
/Sound Screen, sound permeability than any
other screen.

will not adhere.

YIBRATIONLESS
VSoimd Screen

ming or

COST

©Callte
VsS©Mmd Screen

use a soft silk fabric for a base,
preventing all vibrations, drum-

echoes.

.oca lite

projects a soft pure white color.

Light from

far superior, costs no
more than any other sound

though

screen. It will pay for itself by its savings in current and its economy in upkeep.

COLOR

VsSoimd Screen

Sound

brilliance is secured by surfacing the base fabric with
tiny glass beads a process which gives maximum
reflection without eyestrain. Vocalite's other points
of superiority are:

PERMEABILITY

\7bcalite

Perfect

its

bcalite
VsSound Screen

surface cannot

refract to the audience

manufactured by Beaded
Screen Corporation

is

BEADED SCREEN CORP.

WRITE
FOR PRICES

438

WEST

37th

NEW YORK

STREET
CITY

READ THIS CAREFULLY
years a
FOR
Jersey was

projectionist

down

in

New

a regular correspondent of
department.
He finally quit

the projection
He now is
projection and went to Canada.
Here is an
trying to re-enter projection.
excerpt from a letter just received from him
"I am making every possible effort to refit
myself, by hard, continuous stud}', to re-enter
the projection field.
"Last February I took the examination before the local board. I answered every written and oral question satisfactorily, but in
searching for a ground, in the practical end
of the examination, I became confused, and
the price of the error was a six months wait

before

I

am
am

entitled to another examination.

not in the least discouraged. My
failure means to me that the wheels of my
thinker were not functioning perfectly and
that I needed some repolishing.
I have not
in the least lost my belief in a good, stiff examination. I approve of them heartily, just as
I always have."

"But

I

Now, gentlemen,

He

that

is

my

idea of a good

an examination and must
wait six long months and do a lot of studying,
but he does not rave against the examiners.
sport.

fails in

He

realizes that

still

approves of a

it

was
stiff

his

own

fault.

{Continued from
Don't run sound pictures films at any other than
the standard speed.
All sound pictures films must be run at the
same speed they were recorded namely, 90 feet
per minute, which is obtained when the regulating switch on the motor control cabinet i^ set

—

"REG." This must not be departed fiom
under any circumstances, otherwise the qua'ity
of the reproduced sound will be spoiled and disTherefore, any adjustments in the timing
torted.
of the program must be made by shortening or
lengthening parts of the show other than the
synchronized subjects.
Don't neglect the daily test.
The projectionists should make a thorough daily
test of the equipment before the house opens,
including a check of each horn, individually,
with speech or music. This is the only certain
way of detecting faulty operation in any p rt of
the equipment, particularly a defect appearing in
A test should be made
one of the receivers.
early enough to permit replacing a receiver if

necessary.
8.

at

7.

this

9.

He

examination.

DON'T NEGLECT THE
6.

This man's name is Daniel Constantino. I
honor such men. Nine men out of 10 would,
when they failed and were faced with a six
months wait, have dug up more excuses
for themselves than would load a flatcar;
moreover they would have inveighed against
the examiners, declaring them to be unfair,
the examination an absurdity, etc., etc., and
so forth, words without end.

department

in the

'

Constantino is honest. He has courage. He
accepts the blame which was his own and
buckles in to "brush up" and get into position
to give Mr. Examiner the "ha ha" by coming
through with flying colors.
sincere compliments to him.

My

DON'TS''

August 3rd

issue)
Excessive lubrication must be avoided, as it is
cause of dirty films and poor reproA large quantity of oil does not remain any longer on the wearing surfaces than
One or, at most, two
does a moderate amount.
drops of oil daily are all that can be used by
small parts of the type used in projection and
sound reproduction equipment.

Either the manager or the observer

mentioned in item 2 should listen to the tests.
Don't fail to read the operating instructions.
The operating instruction book supplied with
the equipment has been prepared with great care
on the basis of years of experience with this
class of apparatus and every point connected
with the operation of the equipment and the
handling of troubles or emergencies is there,
The manthoroughly explained and illustrated.
ager and all the projectionists should, therefore,
study this book with the utmost care.
For Projectionists
Don't neglect cleanliness. Thorough cleanliness
of the mechanism and film is essential to satis-

The projectionists should
factory reproduction.
therefore make a thorough daily inspectioi to
Particularly, accumulations of d rt or
this end.
hardened emulsion on the tracks of the tension
pads and aperture plates must be watched for.
to prevent danger of scratching and damaging
the film.

a prolific
duction.

10.

Don't neglect the batteries.
projectionists should read the battery gravand enter their readings on the battery
This is necessary to furlog sheet supplied.
nish our service engineers with proper data for
The projectionthe servicing of the equipment.
ists also must not fail to charge the batteries at
the gra\ity
intervals
to
keep
sufficiently frequent
above the minimum value specified in the operating instructions, otherwise there is danger of
the batteries being injured or becoming exhausted during a show. On the other hand excessive charging is also injurious to batteries
shortening their life.

The

ity daily

-
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OPERATING THE SMALL TOWN MOTION PICTURE THEATRE

Operating Costs
RENTAL INCREASE.— AVERAGE.
INCREASE 0CCAS\0NED BY S0UUD

FILM

and
Overhead
Again the itinerant Mr. Jenkins,

4oo%

OPERATING COST- AVERAGE
INCREASE DUE TO SOUND

field represen-

Herald-World, analyzes the data

tative of the

he has gathered directly from theatre
small towns

By

J.

C.

men

in

2007

JENKINS

RENTAL

FILM

AVERAGE PERCENTAGE
OF OVERHEAD

1Z
,PERATING

costs and overhead are
two items which cause almost painful
concern sometimes to the owners of
the smaller theatres theatres, I might say,
in towns of 5,000 or less in population.

—

Especially

is

this

true

of theatres

seating

500 or less, a group which, in many states,
comprises between 80 and 90 per cent of the
total theatres of the individual states.
Don't misunderstand me when I stress the
I
realize
situation in the smaller theatres.
that these items of cost are of vital importance
to the larger theatres, but in discussing a subject of costs it is necessary to draw a definite
line of demarcation, though the basic principle
may be the same.

The two

charts on this page are based on

figures and averages obtained some little time
ago.
They represent the two sides of the
ledger as they existed at that time.

Since

then

adjust-

ments in film rentals
have been made so it
only reasonable to
that the film
rental increase percentages,
occasioned
by the introduction
of sound, will have
been altered.
However, it is interesting to note the almost unbelievable increase which sound brought to
the smaller theatre.
I want to explain the figures in my charts.
You will note an average film rental increase,
due to sound, of 385 per cent. On the other
hand you will see that sound has increased
the overhead cost by only 217 per cent (an
is

judge

average).
This deviation

is

due

really to the fact
that in most cases
film rental and other
operating costs were
kept apart.
Another thing, as I
go from state to state
and meet exhibitors,
is that I find that the
film rental increase is

becoming

In
adjust-

less.

other words,
ments
are

being

That

made.

being

my

charts
case,
this
page
are
slightly off, although
the

on

they
true

the

represent
situation

as

found them when

I

I

visited these theatres.

To my mind the
most interest ing
revelation

in

is
the
in
smaller theatre, but it
worth honest con-

course,
is

sideration.

Advertising draw

will

creased from 50 to 700 per cent.
The majority of increases ranged from 200 to 500
per cent. For the smaller exhibitor, that increase in most cases is prohibitive.
In addition to the film rental increase, there
are other important items to take into consideration. It is these items that total an average increase of 217 per cent. In other words,
the smaller exhibitor must meet an increase
in operating costs of at least 500 per cent.
Now for the advertising mediums
!

In this we also find that the bare facts, as
presented in the chaits, bear out exact conditions.
For instance, direct by mail advertising held top place; newspapers and window cards, second heralds, third and the
balance, all tied for fourth.

find

in

the survey which I
have made that film
rentals,
with sound
programs, have in-

;

;

The
ing, in

alds.

fact

that in direct by mail advertiscases, you get programs and her-

is

most

In other words, programs and heralds
by mail the top notcher.

—

rate with direct

We

surprised at the showing
of trailers. It may be that the comparison of
the cost between sound trailers and short features has something to do with this situation.

are a

little

Please remember that this survey, as presented, should be a mirror of facts only concerning the smaller theatre. Even though
conditions change from day to day and from
week to week, I have found that pretty generally you can take an average as reliable.

this

survey is that sound
has
increased
film
rental to an average
of 77 per cent of the
overhead.
That, of

You

Overliead and operating costs

My

duties

have taken

me

states and into many theatres.
that the man who operates his

through many
I have found

own theatre is
the man who in a majority of instances offers
the service which the patron likes. This is no
discredit to the manager of the chain theatre
rather it may show a fault in the system of
chain operation.

—

The chain managers with whom I have come
in contact have been men of high calibre, but
on their shoulders they have carried a load
comprised mostly of "dont's and do's." In
other words, as

hampered.

I

see

it,

the capable

man

is
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Popular Novelties Feature the
Pit Orchestra
1

our average American likes his music

tras are full of

musicians

—

in the flesh.

— but he
W hx

likes his

musician better.

not use them ?

chestra leader ivho has written this article

is

Hon ?

going to

That's

tell

Pit orchesit

hat the or-

you.

By LOUIS ADRIAN
Orchestra Conductor. Balaban

&

Katz. Chicago

THE

Long ago the organ became to be regarded as the special instrument for motion

pit orchestra during the last fewyears has not been very important as
a definite part of the motion picture
program. It has been there in the theatre
and probably would be missed by many
patrons if it were absent. But it has got to
form only a part of the background for the
performance, like the decorations. It has
become an accompanying instrument, losing
its once proud place as a performer itself.

What has brought about this descent of
so great a medium of musical expression
the type of audience characteristic of
is
The majority
the motion picture theatre.
of picture patrons are people of average
tastes.
Many of them are incapable of
appreciating even the kind of music that
the average person can at least mildly
enjoy.
And the pit orchestra, insofar as
it has been a definite part of the program,
has played stuff that the average American
neither appreciates nor cares to appreciate.
In the motion picture theatre of 15
years ago, the orchestra capable of hanIt was
dling symphonic music was new.
"deluxe
original
then a part
of
the
theatre" idea a part of the first abandoned
plunge of "showmanship" which sought to
dazzle the public with a great glittering disSurely the orchestra, replay of luxury.
splendent in satin lapels from behind which
gleamed the first boiled shirts to be worn
in a moving picture theatre, did not sit in
the pit because a large number of the patrons wanted to hear the best in the library
Otherwise the first rise of the
of music.
conductor's baton in the overture would
have hushed the house, and through those
intricacies of rhythm and counterpoint not
a whisper would have been heard, not a
chocolate cream would have been munched.
But it was not so. That first lift of the
conductor's baton was only a signal to
begin a discussion of clothes, sports, weddings, births, deaths and what have you,
besides music.
In the more opulent theatres, the pit
orchestra has remained, but its duties are
relegated to a status comparable to that of
It plays Sousa for
the check room girls.
the newsreel, and Schubert for the drama.
still
an overture, but
there
is
Sometimes
now the composer is Victor Herbert, and
even he is got over with in a jiffy. In this,
the sad decline of the overture, only the
finale has been given any respectable notice

picture theatres. Xo longer confined to the
chaste limitations of the Church, it grew

and grew

in

power and

versatility.

It

even

to take on pipes which attempted to
And
imitate instruments in the orchestra.
when it was found that patrons liked to
pit
orchestra
sing to its accompaniment, the
as a featured part of the program was

came

doomed.

And now
at

least

treatment

the organ

is

being threatened,

in some quarters, with similar
at the hands of the new sound

pictures.
I do not expect the total extinction from
the motion picture theatre of the musician
The organ is more
playing in person.
cheaply operated than an orchestra and its
continued existence in most of the larger
For
theatres seems to me to be assured.
the time being, the more expensive orchestra will have to be satisfied with places in
the few really important houses.
That does not mean, however, that this
condition will last. And in the meantime,
musical directors, orchestra conductors, the
men themselves, can improve their work,
find ways to adapt the orchestra better to
the average audience, extend its range of
performance to include the musical novel-

—

ties.

Loui- Adrian

I have been conducting an orchestra in
musical novelties for many months. They
Has it occurred to
are a huge success.
you that you can conduct a community sing
with an orchestra? Of course there is no
physical reason why it can't be done. But
it wasn't done, probably because the orchestra in the pit was too remote from the
audience, its playing was "cold."
The opportunity for varied types of
intimate productions is great with an
orchestra greater, I should say, than with
an organ. There is onlv one organist, thus
In
only one personality and one talent.
I have an
the orchestra there are many.
sufficient
pieces.
It
is
16
organization of
for all of the work, and indeed, could even
be smaller, though its effect would not then
be so good. Out of the 16 musicians, there
are a half-dozen or so who are featured.
Thus there are a number of personalities to

—

by

theatre executives or the
audience. And the finale does not consist
in music.
It is a terrmest of sound, a
mighty roar, with the organ entering the
contest to drown out the orchestra, and the
orchestra having a defiant last word in the
form of a cymbal crash. Thus by this time,
the managers are quite franK in admitting
that the pit orchestra was only a part of
the garish pageant of opulence, and that
what the motion picture patrons really
want is popular stuff with a lot of hokum.
either

the

"sell" to the public,
in solo

and as many variations

work.

Sometimes the organ

is

used

in

conjunc-
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tion with the orchestra.
One production
of this kind made a great hit, a musical
"debate" being staged, the organ taking the
side of popular music, the orchestra the
side of the classical
or rather, the semi-

—

classical.

In the straight community sing, slides are
used, carrying out a theme, just as in the
organ sing.
But instead of having just
several different choruses for the patrons
to sing to the accompaniment of the organ,
we interpolated solos by men in the orchestra.
Perhaps this chorus would be played
by the violin, that by the trumpet, the next
one by the saxophone, and so on. The introduction of the men would precede on the
slide according to the theme, often with a
gag, and the name of the musician- would
be given. The result has been that a number of the men have gained wide popularity
and are exerting an influence at the box
office extremely pleasing to those who pay

AS

the

child

ahead

looks

studiously

future

the

to

—

so

does the manufacturer of modern
theatre equipment, for to succeed

we must keep an

eye

to

the

future.

SlLVERSHEEl
Always has kept pace with the
march of progress, and a few
of

perfections

outstanding

its

The American Sound Screen

The Tearproof

their salaries.

An important part of the production is
the lighting effects. And even these could
be carried out further than they are. The
slides are projected on a scrim, and around
the projected words are played various
changing colors, according to the mood and
tempo of the number.
It is
doubtless
possible to put on a production in which
lighting effects take up the whole width
of the stage, making a symphony for the
eyes while the orchestra plays to the ears.
Any number of variations are possible if
the orchestra in the pit is developed to its
full capacity as a featured part of the show.
There is nothing difficult, of course, about
placing singers in the pit. Our experience
with productions "staged" in the pit indicates that any kind of act not requiring
movement over considerable

area,

can be

successfully put on without using the stage.
have lifted the pit out of the depths,
and I don't mean by the elevator, but by
the type of intimate, varied productions we
have presented.

We

Silversheet

The Snoivhite Screen

a magnetl

stolen
It

is
draws the burglar and hold-up

man

just as irresistibly as the loadstone

draws

steel filings.

The York Burglary Chest

—

the result
of nearly half a century in expert safe
construction will bring to your theatre the protection needed.

—

«

*

York Safe
and Lock
Company
York, Pa.

*

and

The Silversheet
Are

but

a

few

SILVERSHEET
the

march of

To show

Steel
of

Frame

the

many

achievements

in

progress.

your nearest National Theatre
Supply Company branch for the at-

SILVERSHEET

800-12 Beaumont

St.

called "Mufashion:
from "The Con-

is
the solo
who is absent,' asking conductor to
include some community singing in the overture, while the organist is listening in, supposedly over the radio.
Two or three popular songs with words on
scrim, for the patrons to sing.
Solo trombonist plays a popular song for the

—
—
audience

4.

A ME RIC AN SILVE RSHEET CO,

That

in this

— Orchestra plays selections
necticut Yankee."
Three minutes.
flashed on the scrim from
—organist,
Letter

1.

3.

prices.

I

most successful ones.
sical Vogue," is put on
2.

See

tractive

can here, just how we
go about putting on one of our pit band
productions, I will outline a couple of our
as best

5.

— Drummer

6.

—Leader

7.

—

8.

— Last

to

hum.

plays bell
whistles the number.

Louis

and the audience

solo,

introduces a new popular song, the
audience only listening.
Operator flashes note saying that the organist
has just phoned in that everything is all right
but that he would like to hear one more song,

sung good and loud.
song for singing.

"In carrying out this theme, gags were
used to liven up the sequence.
Harry
Robinson wrote the above production.
Here's one by Eddie House, solo organist.
It is the musical 'debate' production referred

to

earlier

in

this

'Orchestra Versus Organ.'

article,

"

called

—Orchestra
plays selections from Victor Her"Naughty Marietta." Three minutes.
audience would
— Slide and message
the organ comes
and takes

1.

Color in Theatres
Front and Back Stage
For foot-lights, border

bert's

brenkert Effect 51 ides

QUALITY

SLIDE CO.
Six East Lake
CM C Or O.

2.

to

3.

—

5696
37 2 9

lights,

like

up a popular song for the patrons to 6ing.
Orchestra conductor's message flashes on the

Fit snugly over lamps and
provide a quick and easy
means of getting any color
desired on a clear lamp.

Sweet Song."

4.

— On

a slide, the organist admits that that was
a pretty tune but that the orchestra conductor
should "get a load" of this 1929 tune he is
going to play. He plays a popular song for
the audience to sing.
Orchestra conductor says (on slide) that he
is not convinced yet, and the band goes into

5.

—

6.

Organist flashes that he's
—wrong,
that
audience

"At Dawning."

afraid both are
will not choose but
the
likes both
the old classical and the new
popular songs, and both agree to play a popular song, which the audience sings.

proscenium tights,

clusters, etc., Hi Co Color
Hoods reflect the beams of
colored light of uniform intensity softened with any
of a wide choice of colors.

in

screen to the effect that he knows the patrons
to sing but that they prefer the old love
songs, and orchestra goes into "Love's Old

A.

nojo-JSTAte
pf^lRANdlph

that

want

St.

I

flashes
sing,

All sizes

up

to

500

watt.

Write for new bulletin

No. 77

Reco Color Hood

DTNOIDQ

Everything in Color for Lighting Equipment

2651 West Congress

St.,

Chicago,

Illinois

1
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TRADE MARK REGISTERED

NATION WIDE ENDORSEMENT OF
DA-LITE SCREENS
Was
this

fully established

during the reign of

silent

endorsement has become International and

X

Da-Tone

all

pictures.

— 75c

Sound Screens

With

the advance of sound pictures

but unanimous in character.

per

sq.

ft.

Gold Fibre Seamless Tearproof Screens 50c per
Also Portable Screens
(See

list

—All

sq. ft.

Types

of installations on page 40.)

THE DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY
922-924 West Monroe

Chicago,

Street

HEATING THE AUDITORIUM

(Popular songs were used for explanatory
and "Gallagher and Shean" for the retorts
of organist and conductor.)
slides,

{Continued from page 15

These two numbers may give some idea

how

community sing can be conducted from the pit, in a manner which I
think is more effective than ever before.
The pit orchestra can well have an imof

the

portant place in the motion picture theatre
if some ingenuity is used.
The music for
the overtures should be of the type that the
ordinary American public can understand.
The higher class of music should be played
only in theatres having a special clientele
that can appreciate it and with orchestras
of 40 or 50 men.
Even though the jazz
band policy is passing out, the people will
always demand to be entertained with novelties and music that they understand. The
high spots of overtures, operas and symphonies can be used very effectively, but
just a little of it at a time is about all the
average American can stand.
A type of
work essentially the same as that done on
the stage can be done in the pit, with the
better music mixed in with the popular.
If musicians are featured, they make
friends and admirers, and when a player
creates this feeling, he has a following, a
group of personal fans who mean a lot at

The most successful jazz
theatres or on concert tours are
those which feature their men.
People
don't want to see one unit perform, but lots
of different players
doing solos.
The
sooner the pit orchestras feature their men
and create novelties, instead of doing the
old straight overture each week, the sooner
people will demand orchestra music, and
the pit band will in time acquire a new
importance as an attraction in the motion
picture theatre.
the

box

bands

office.

in

PERRY,

IA.

—The

Grand

M. Stanley.
increased to 650.
opened by

theatre was recently reSeating capacity has been

Illinois

pants and lights. For example, the variation
regardless of outdoor temperature which occurs almost daily, would start with the original
heating load to bring the auditorium to a
comfortable temperature before it is occupied
or the lights turned on. Air must be supplied at approximately 85 degrees, then as
the house opens, it is lighter and occupants
enter.
The natural losses through walls are
compensated for by the heating effect of the
occupants and lights to an increasing extent,
until the point is reached when the air supplied must have a cooling effect in order that
the breathing line temperature be right.
break in the show, and more heat is required.
Thus the demand for heat fluctuates constantly, and at times quickly, through greater
variations than are found in any other type
of building.

A

Several additional conditions contribute substantially to the fluctuation in the heating load.

Every-

truly

comfortable theatre must

some moisture added

to

the

have

particularly
The additional

air.

winter weather.
simply the evaporation of water
into the air.
At times the heat required for
evaporation is a considerable part of the entire heating load.
in the severe

moisture

is

The use of recirculated air is one of the
boons as well as one of the misused features
of a heating and ventilating system.
There
is no reason why an operator should not recirculate in heating the theatre before occu-

pancy to make a saving in operation. There
are many times even while the show is in
progress

when

partial recirculation is justiinstance, with the theatre half occupide, only half the total volume of air supplied
fied.

For

need be taken from outdoors, and the remaining 50 per cent can be recirculated, thereby
taking advantage of the tempering effect of
the recirculated air in mixing with outdoor

With each adjustment of recirculation,
whether manual or -lUtomatic. comes a proportionate change in the heat required.

air.

The

question of selecting efficient apparatus
make the heating effect, is of
utmost importance in order to get the same
economy from the consumption of fuel as is
obtained in the ordinary heating system. In
a commercial building where the load is either
constant or fluctuates very gradually, a constant head of steam is maintained and consumed. The heating apparatus can be fired
steadily with high efficiency.
On the other
hand, in a theatre, at one time 100 per cent
capacity is required, and 15 minutes later only
50 per cent.
Most apparatus will not follow
this fluctuation.
If operation is to be efficient,
the reduction in the capacity can not be more
than 25 per cent in 15 minutes. That there is
a big loss in efficiency during this period is
apparent.
It is therefore very desirable to
have two steam boilers, if steam is the source
of heat. One boiler could be used constantly
at an even load, and the second used as a
standby for the peak conditions.
Further
efficiency will be had if the standby boiler is
fired with oil, so that the heating effect is
quickly obtained when the boiler is fired.
This feature is important, inasmuch as it
takes as much coal to fire a boiler until it
generates steam as it does for a half hour's
steady operation thereafter.
to generate or

A

more efficient type of heating unit would
be one which is adapted to meet sudden demands and capable of quickly cutting out a
portion of the heating effect on sudden lulls.
Some of the most recent theatres have heating units that fulfill that condition admirably.
This system consists of a series of direct fired
units, preferably oil-fired.
The entire battery
may be shut down completely when not
needed, then fired with maximum efficiency
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within five minutes. The units may be started
successively to meet an increasing demand or
may be shut down unit by unit to follow a

The Newest
Produces Intensities Equal
To the Carbon Arc Without
The Arc's Maintenance Costs
you may flood your orchestra pit and stage apron
with all the light you have been getting from carbon
arcs
and current is the only cost. The hours of
.

daily tinkering; the catlike vigilance of the electrician
through every performance are ended.

These new Beam-2-Flood Bel-Sun-Lites use the principle of the battleship searchlight and the airplane
beacon. From standard incandescent lamps they throw
carbon

phone book

of

Belson Manufacturing Go.
802 Sibley

Chicago,

St.

Atlanta, Ga.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Omaha, Neh.

N. Y.
Delaware, O.
Ft. Worth, Tex.
Gary, Ind.
Houston, Tex.

Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Philadelphia. Pa.

Miami,

Richmond, Va.
Rochester, N. Y.

Buffalo.

Fla.

Minneapolis, Minn.
Orleans, La.

New

St. Louis,

111.

San Antonio. Tex.
San Francisco, Cal.
Seattle.

Wash.

Tampa,

Fla.

Tulsa. Okla.

Winnipeg, Man.

Mo.

Cinephor Projection Lenses
Build Sustained Attendance
Your

posters and good feature films can generally draw the crowds.
But the regular, night-after-night patronage that means steady profit
comes only when projection is of the finest type. Distortion, aberration or poor focus soon discourages your public
sends their trade

—

elsewhere.

To

obtain absolute assurance of best projection results, leading theatre operators now unhesitatingly recommend Cinephor lenses. For
definition, flatness of field, illumination, sharp focus and contrast
between black and white Cinephors have proved their superiority

—

many comparative

tests

before experts

in projection.

A

note from you will bring full information about Cinephor lenses.
& Lomb will gladly co-cperate in solvinT your own projection problems. Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 652 St. Paul Street,
Rochester, N. Y.

Bausch

Bausch

& Lomb

CINEPHOR

flue

A

Even though

the

most important feature of
in the heating units them-

a heating plant lies
selves so far as the efficiency is concerned,
yet there are other factors which contribute
to the overall efficiency of the system. There
may be losses in pipe lines leading from the
apparatus which furnishes the heat, and these
actually effect the heat transfer to the air.
These lines should be covered. Poor building
construction may be the source of excessive
wall losses, and an insulated roof also often

important

economy.

All the care in the design and selection
of heating equipment in building construction
may be lost unless the distributing system is
so designed as to produce an even temperature
in all parts of the auditorium, together with
a gentle air movement, because after all, the
most important objective to the operator is
the comfort of the patrons, and this means
the elimination of hot or cold areas.
Remarks are so often heard that the air is
close and stuffy under the balcony or in the
upper part of the balcony.
This condition
might be the result of improper design in the
heating and ventilating plant, or of just faulty,
careless operation.
The humidity may be too
high, the temperature too high or the air may
be foul from excessive recirculation. Anyone,
or a combination of all three, may be the cause
of the stuffy conditions.
It is often the case
that an experienced engineer can make adjustments in the heating and ventilating
system which will eliminate both stuffy conditions and spotty temperatures in the auditorium, if the plant is being operated properly.
The industry has learned so much about the
subject of auditorium heating and ventilating
in the past ten years that a prospective theatre
builder need only to choose a competent engineer to design his plant to be insured of a

—

an installation that will
seats in the auditorium at all times
equally desirable.

first class installation

make

all

Opened
—The New Tivoli

Theatres
SPRINGFIELD,

Projection Lenses for Motion Pictures

steam installation the

though oil is a more expensive fuel. The
added economy is due to saving in starting
and stopping the heating effect, which is almost immediate with the use of oil.

effects

in

a

in

is

A

arc.

His name is in the classified
Call our representative.
the cities below, or write us.

whereas

cooled from 1,800 to 600 degrees. On
the basis of the flue gas temperature loss, a
steam boiler figures to be 72 per cent efficient,
as against 88 per cent for direct-fired heaters

gas

ing cost data for theatres of various sizes
and descriptions located in the latitude of Chicago. These data will furnish the theatre operator with an interesting comparison to his
own operating costs.
The average for 20 theatres with modern
heating and ventilating systems is 85 cents per
seat per season.
house of 1,000 seats would
have a heating cost of $850. It further develops from the data that the overall operating costs of an oil installation, as compared
with coal installations, are about on a par.
In fact, the theatre installations using oil as
a fuel were slightly more economical, even

.

light equal in brilliancy to the

air,

on the same basis.
A manufacturer has kept a record of heat-

Now

.

decreasing demand.
Given the proper combustion chamber in the
direct fired units and the proper flue gas
baffling and radiating surface, a stack temperature of 200 degrees can easily be maintained.
This compares with a stack temperature of 500 to 600 degrees in the average
steam boiler. The combustion temperature of
oil for commercial burners is about 1,800 degrees, which means that the flue gas is cooled
in a direct-fired installation from 1,800 to 200
degrees, and that the heat is absorbed by the

ILL.

theatre

recently opened.

BALTIMORE, MO.—The New
recently reopened.
House
G. McDonald is manager.

is

BALTIMORE, MD. —The

Preston theatre
equipped for audiens.

Ritz

theatre

has

been

sound equipment installed, and reopened
under the management of Louis Gaertner.
improved,

;
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THE EXPORT MARKET
The European Motion

Picture

Equipment Market
Continuing the reports from overseas representatives of the U. S. Department
Commerce on the conditions confronting American exporters of motion
picture equipment in the countries of the Old W orld, as complied

of

By

N.

D.

GOLDEN

Assistant Chief, Motion Picture Section, V. S.

MADERIA
report by John H.
Projectors. — There

From

Lord, American vice consul

are only two types of
motion-picture projectors in use in Madeira,
the Pathe and the Gaumont.
At the present
there are four Pathe theatrical projectors and
one Gaumont, and it is estimated that there
are in addition six Pathe projectors of the
nontheatrical type in use.
The price of the theatrical type of projector ranges from £50 to £60, and of the
nontheatrical from £5 to £15.
The special features of the French projector which appeal to the Madeira theatre owner
are its low cost, its simplicity, and the fact
that spare parts for repair purposes can be
obtained comparatively quickly from France.
The largest motion-picture house in Madeira, seating 1,200, owns two projectors, but
the three other houses have only one projector each.

No

projectors have been imported into Madeira during the last five years, and not one
American projector, is used in this market.
Dealers. There are no dealers in Madeira
handling projectors, for the market is so small
that it is not worth while keeping stocks on
hand, and the local purchaser prefers to order direct from the manufacturer.
Generators. Since the current here is direct, there is no demand for converting ven-

—

—

erators.

—

Arc lamps. There are no high-intensity or
mirror-reflector arc lamps in use in Madeira.
Screens. The motion-picture screens used
in Madeira are made of ordinary cotton sheet-

—

ing.

—

Visual education. Motion pictures are not
used in Madeira for educational purposes, and
there seems no possibility of their being introduced.

MALTA
From

report of K. de G. MacVitty,

American consul

In the Maltese Islands there are only 16
motion-picture theatres. The average seating
capacity is about 350 persons.
The theatres
are poorly equipped, lacking adequate heating
during the winter months and proper ventilation during the summer months.
The heating arrangements consist generally of wooden
benches and occasionally iron seats. The projecting machines are operated by hand, and
the projection of the films is generally poor.

—

Standard projectors. The principal motionpicture projectors in use are Pathe machines.
There are a few Gaumont and Vio-Vion
(Italian) projectors, one Ernemann projector,
one or two British projectors, and one American projector in use. The British projectors
were purchased second hand from the British

Department of Commerce

navy.
The price of new machines is stated
to be about £45 ($223.85) and second hand
£20 ($97.33).

Theatre owners state that in purchasing motion-picture equipment the only considerations
are price and availability.
In the case of
secondhand projectors, the machine is tested
for steadiness and clearness.
Several of the principal theatre owners in
the capital control theatres in the surrounding
districts, and always have extra projectors on
hand for emergencies. The balance of the
owners have onlv one machine, and in case
of a breakdown either purchase or rent a secondhand machine from the larger owners. The
projectors that are in use are mostly old
models.
Recently, three new Gaumont machines were purchased, and it is understood
that one theatre owner has ordered an up-todate German projector. As previously stated,
there is only one American projecting machine in use.
This machine has given very
satisfactory results in comparison with other

makes.

—

Dealers. There are no dealers in Malta
handling motion-picture equipment; theatre
owners purchase all supplies direct from the
manufacturers. Since quick deliveries can be
obtained from France and Italy, preference is
given to manufacturers in those countries.

Arc

lamps.

flector arc
atres.

— High-intensity

lamps are used

in

and mirror-reonly three the-

—

Screens. The screens used in all the motion-picture theatres in Malta are locally made.
The fabric used is linen, which is coated
with a white-lead compound.
This type of
screen seems satisfactory.
Visual education. Visual education is as
yet unknown in the educational institutions of
Malta. There has been, however, considerable
agitation in the local press as to its adoption
in the Government schools, but the matter has
not as yet been given consideration by the au-

—

thorities.

All matters pertaining to education in the
Maltese Islands are under the supervision of
the Minister of Education, whose address is
Valetta, Malta.

The attendance at motion-picture
seats each.
theatres
is
regarded as satisfactory, and
American films predominate.
Standard projectors. The bulk of the motion-picture projectors used in the Netherlands

—

are of German make.
The Ernemann projectors are most popular, followed bv HahnGoerz. French projectors are also represented
in this market; Pathe projectors are rapidly
losing ground and the Gaumont apparatus is
reported to be the more popular. American
projectors are not used.
The duality of the
German and French products is reported to be
excellent, while ample stocks are available
and efficient service is rendered by the distributors.
Prices of motion-picture projectors
range from 1,400 to 2,300 florines ($560 to
$920), depending upon the size and speed
of the machines.
The Ernemann No. 2 is

meeting with best demand.
Practically all of the theatres operating in
the Netherlands are equipped with two projectors, while the big theatres are equipped
with three. The ones in use are of the latest

European models.

The European manufac-

turers are following the principle of changing
only the front part of the projectors, so that
users wishing to bring their equipment up to
date need only purchase the improved head
and mount it on their old projectors.

—

Dealers. The number of firms engaged in
the sale of motion-picture equipment is very
small. The leading firm is P. R. van Duinen,

Prinsengracht
this

firm

is

530,

selling

Amsterdam.

However,

Ernemann and

chiefly

Hahn-Goerz products, and

carries extensive
stocks of projectors as well as other equipment.
The next important dealer is Cani,
Kalverstraat, Amsterdam, which acts as a subagent for the van Duinen concern. The firm
of Polygoon, Koudehorn 8, Haarlem, represents Gaumont products exclusively, while

maintains its own branch office at
Readhuisstraat 42, Amsterdam, C.
In addition, there are a few smaller firms
which are handling only portable projectors
and do not sell theatrical equipment. These
firms are Kino Centrale Sikkens & Co.,
Single 62,
Kinohuis de
Amsterdam, C.
Ridder, Keizersgracht 659, Amsterdam, C.
N. V. Kino Maatschappij "Cinelux." Raad-

Pathe

;

NETHERLANDS
From reports by Charles L. Hoover, American consul
general, and C. Gorter, office of American commercial
attache

The number of motion-picture theatres in
the Netherlands is estimated at approximately
200, having a total seating capacity of around
80,000.
According to expert oninion, about
40 per cent of these theatres operate daily,
while the others exhibit irregularly.
There
are only two theatres with a seating capacity
of 1,600.
The majority have less than 500

huisstraat 42,

Amsterdam,

C.

;

and Schaap

&

Spui 8, Amsterdam, C.
In order to enter the Netherland market, the
American producer of projectors and motionpicture equipment should secure the cooperation of the American motion-picture producing
companies operating in this territory. It should
be borne in mind, however, that the German product is highly regarded and that serious competition has to be faced. A financially
strong organization should, therefore, be esCo.,
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—

Portable projectors. The market for portable projectors in the Netherlands is rather
small.
All of the large cities have several
cinemas, which are used in mornings by lecturers.
In addition, the Colonial Institute of
Amsterdam has a large lecture hall equipped
with motion-picture apparatus and available for
renting.
It appears that the present importers do not succeed in selling outright many
portable projectors, but rent then to schools

THAT EXTRA TIRE

and churches.

An apparatus operated by electric light curand sufficiently large for use in churches
and small theatres sells from 600 to 700 florins
($240 to $280). The list price for the Kinobox, inclosed in a box and convenient for
carrying, is 700 guilders, and the Pathe school
rent

on Your Car

projector, 600 guilders.

methods.

Sales

Why do you carry it?
year without needing it.

BUT

You may

THERE — ready

IT S

for emer-

—

duties.
The import duty on projecwith and without lenses, is 8 per cent.

Import
tors,

greater loss

NORWAY

—may cause you far

— equally

From

Sold

in

—

business

the

U. S.

—to have

it

Louis G. Dreyfus,
consul general

jr.,

American

—

always ready.

Canadian

A. by

The National Theatre Supply Co.

by

—

a "Spare" Transverter ready
into the emergency?
to throw in

Good

report

Standard projectors. The projecting machines used in Norway are mostly Ernemann
machines, and the owners of the theatres express a decided preference for them. In addition to the one regular machine with which
each theatre is equipped, several machines are
kept in reserve to replace at a moment's notice any machine that may get out of order.
The power used is supplied by the municipal
electric-power line, which is equipped with alternating current, 3-phase, 4-wire system, 50
cycles, 225 volts between phases and 130 volts
between an> one phase and the neutral wire.
Portable cameras and projectors. There are
two motion-picture cameras on sale in Norway, one is of American manufacture and the
The cost of a
other is the French Pathe.
Pathe Baby camera with automatic action is
195 crowns ($52.65) and of the Pathe Baby
The projecprojector 125 crowns ($33.75.)
tor is equipped with a bulb, although the
charge for an extra one is 2.75 crowns
($0.75), and it can be used for films between
An imitation10 and 20 meters in length.
leather case for the projector is sold for 21
screen 53 by 40 centimecrowns ($5.67).
ters, complete with sticks, costs 15 crowns
($4.05), and a larger one 98 by 78 centimeters
Pathe Baby
sells for 28 crowns ($6.96).
camera without the spring motor is advertised
leather case for
at 80 crowns ($21.60).
the camera costs from 15 crowns ($4.05) to
The film intended for a
18 crowns ($4.86).

without warning.

Are You Prepared?
Have you

portable

introducing

sary.
Agents are usually given financial aid
for this purpose. The daily press is the best
medium. It has been found advisable to have
only one representative in the Netherlands,
since one active agent can easily cover the entire territory.
Trade discounts vary from 30
to 40 per cent.

gency.

Your current supply

— In

some advertising would be neces-

projectors,

go a

Distributors

Perkins Electric, Ltd.

A

A

THE HERTNER ELECTRIC COMPANY

A

asms
12700 Elmwood Avenue

Pathe

Cleveland, Ohio, U. S. A.

Baby camera

is

listed

at

4

crowns

($1.08) retail.

Exclusive Manufacturers of the Transverter

The American

type of portable motion-pic-

camera sells for 300 crowns ($81), 425
crowns ($114.75), and 625 crowns ($168.75),
depending on the lens. The cost of the proture

tablished for the purpose of carrying on propafor American equipment.
American
films have established an excellent reputation
and predominate in the Netherland market
and, according to expert opinion, there is no

ganda

reason

why

American

motion-picture
equipment of
make should not be equally suc-

cessful.

—

Generators. The possibilities for the sale of
American generator sets for use in motionpicture theatres to convert alternating current
to direct current are believed to be satisfactory.

Arc lamps.

—The

mirror-reflector arc lamp
is universally used in Netherland motion-picture theatres.

—

Screens. Ordinary fire-proof cotton screens
are employed.
Endeavors to introduce socalled silver-cloth screens have failed to meet
with success.
Visual education. Visual education is only

—

in

the

earlv

stage

of

development

in

the

Netherlands, but it is reported that this
modern system of teaching is gradually expanding. Some municipalities have established
school bioscopes
each school in such municipalities can visit the institution four to five
times a year.
Other municipalities are employing local motion-picture theatres for the
purpose of enabling the pupils to see certain
films.
It is claimed that satisfactory educational films are very scarce and that such films
should find a good demand in this territory.
;

The Polygoon concern has a traveling
school bioscope, and interested schools can
contract to have certain films shown to their
pupils.

The Netherland Government and the various municipal boards very rarely buy direct
from foreign manufacturers, but have adopted
the system of supplying their needs through
the respective importers.

jector for a film 120 meters in length is 310
crowns ($83.70), although if supplied with an
extra-strong bulb the charge is 330 crowns
screen 56 by 75 centimeters sells
($89.10).
for 60 crowns ($16.20), one 75 by 100 centimeters for 90 crowns ($24.30), and a third
crowns
for
135
176 by 100 centimeters
charge of 25 crowns ($6.75) is
($36.45).
made for a film 30.5 meters in length.
Current. In the older parts of Oslo, direct
current is furnished, but in the new sections
and in the suburbs, alternating current of 230
It might be
volts and 50 cycles is supplied.
pointed out that electricity is not charged for
by the amount used each month but by the
maximum voltage utilized at any one time.
Thus, if 2,000 volts are desired for cooking
and lighting purposes, that amount of current
must be paid for despite the fact that it may
One is able in
not be used continuously.
this manner to know exactly what the charge

A

A

—

—
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for electricity will be, because of the
previously decided upon.

flat

rate

—

Credit terms and trade practices. American
manufacturers in entering the Norwegian
market should be aware of thfe necessity of
granting liberal credit terms to the concerns
appointed as their representatives. The need

HUB PRODUCTS FROM SERVICE TO SOCKET
The Largest Hub Switchboard Operates
in the Worlds Best Paying Theatre

of giving special consideration to the requirements of this market is due to the verv favorable terms allowed by foreign manufacturers.
Most European firms, and particularly the
German exporters, sell goods on consignment,
whereas American concerns insist that payment be made before the merchandise is
shipped.
Norwegian firms complain of the
strict terms required by American manufacturers, and are unanimous in their opinion
that trade can be increased only if more liberal credit is granted.
In certain lines it is absolutely impossible
for American manufacturers to enter the
Norwegian market when payment before shipment is required.
It is necessary for the
importing firm to examine the merchandise
before it can be decided whether or not a market exists for it, and any study of local conditions is impossible before the receipt of the
goods. One importer has suggested that American manufacturers might make arrangements
with a reliable forwarding firm in Oslo, to
whom goods might be sent and who would
make delivery of the merchandise after receipt of a notice from the bank that full pay-

ment had been

world
THE
mous Roxy Thefa-

atre

—
its

vellous

this

country,

—

stage

pres-

the largest we have
ever installed has played an important part in the success of this theatre.

Hub
many

Switchboards and lighting equipment contribute to the success of
of the most important theatres in the country.

some intermediate

at

is

1 1 -

And the gigantic
Hub Switchboard

and such a practice is not to be recommended. Packing, of course, should be strong
enough to withstand the rough handling incurred in loading and unloading the goods
bothat the port of shipment and upon arrival

of

a

entations.

port,

Norway.
Although Norwegian

excellent

'round programs
including its mar-

Importers prefer that shipments be made
by a direct steamer.
There appears to be
no advantage to be derived in having mer-

in

New York

more

collected.

transshipped

in

City has grossed an
average of
than S 100,000.00 a
week since its opening on March 11,
1927.
It is doubtless, the best paying
theatre in the world
and its outstanding success is due to

In the motion-picture business, the usual
trade of discounts are 25 per cent, with an
allowance of 10 per cent to take care of the
tax levied by the Norwegian Government.
Payment is usually 30 to 60 days sight, although somewhat less liberal terms should be
required until one is satisfied as to the standing of the agent.

chandise
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We

maintain a completely equipped miniature theatre lighting laboratory
and demonstration room at our factory. It is always at the disposal of
theatre men seeking new and beautiful lighting effects. Write us about
your light problems.

the official language

English

is

understood

by

most of the business men and may safely
be used

in

correspondence.

—

Import duty. The duty on projectors is
levied according to the material of which
they are constructed. If the projector is made
of aluminum or bronze, the duty is 0.75 crown
C$0,201) a kilo, net; if of steel, the amount is
0.225 crown ($0.06) a kilo, net.
If the projector is equipped with a motor, the duty is
15 per cent ad valorem c. i. f. Norwegian
port,

which

the

POLAND
From

report by Gilbert Redfern, assistant trade commissioner, Warsaw

Standard projectors.
land estimate the

— Cinema owners

in

Po-

of a projector at about
Figuring that there are 400 motion-picture theatres now in daily operation in
Poland, and that 25 per cent of these use two
projectors (this is a trade estimate), the annual replacement of projectors is approximately 100. The establishment of new theatres
and purchases of smaller types of machines
by educational institutions and private users
would bring up the annual requirements of
the Polish market to a total of between 150
life

five years.

and

Border Lights
Stage Pockets

Cove Lighting
Exit Signs

amount

collected on machines of various kinds.
On lenses there is
charged a duty of 3 crowns ($0.71) a kilo, net.
If the projector is complete with lenses, a
duty both on the machine and on the lenses
is collected.
In addition to these charges,
there is collected by the harbor authorities an
amount equal to 2 per cent of the duty.
is

Footlights

200.

The most popular makes of projector on
this market are the Ernemann and the A.
E. G. The Pathe was at one time quite popu-

Complete Theatre Lighting Equipment

Service Boards

2219-2225 West Grand Avenue

Panel Boards

Telephone Seeley 6*40-1-2
Down Town Chicago Sales Offices
Suite 323—155 N. Clark St.

Toledo.

far as is known these makes possess no
especial features that make them particularly
attractive to theatre owners. There is a sort

Ohio

1220 Madison Ave.
Phone Adams 551S

Phone State 7966
New York City
1457 Broadway
Phone Wisconsin 4S43

lar in Poland, but users state that practically
the entire demand for large models is now
for the two German makes named.
The
Ernemann is handled through a Polish distributor who carries stocks on hand for immediate delivery, while the A. E. G. has a
branch organization in Poland which is able to
supply the latest type of projector from
stocks on hand.
Pathe also has a branch in
Warsaw. All these concerns, it is reported,
sell projectors on from three to six months,
credit to the better known motion-picture
houses.
Ernemann and A. E. G. prices are
practically indentical, being the equivalent of
up to $750 for a projector of the latest type
complete with stand and all necessary accessories, or about $350 for the projector alone.
French sales are now mainly confined to small
projectors.

So

Spot Lights

Factory and General Offices

Milwaukee. Wis.
123 Second St.
Phone Grand 1533

Usher Signals
Directional Signs

Flood Lights

of tradition in Poland that the Germans and
French manufacture the best and cheapest projectors and that, while American makes are
probably just as good from the standpoint of
efficiency, they are presumably much higher
in price than European.
That seems to be
the general opinion in the trade, and, while it
may be entirely erroneous, American manufacturers do not yet seem to have done anything toward demonstrating otherwise to the
Polish market.
There are not more than 20 projectors of
American manufacture now in use in Poland
and practically all of them are old types thai
have been sold to the trade from the wartime stocks of a welfare organization. Consequently, the advertising value of these machines is probably more of a liability than an
asset.

Dealers.

— With

French and German makers

so well entrenched in this market and possessing so many advantages because of proximity
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and old-established trade connections, it would
obviously be difficult for American manufacturers to get a foothold in Poland, unless they

were able to quote substantially lower prices
than European manufacturers and sell on long
credit.
Until it is known what would be the
attitude of American manufacturers in this
respect, it is not feasible to list names of
equipment dealers who might be interested in
handling American projectors.
A good prospect in this connection, however,

Wronke, part owner of the "CollosJ.
seum" and two or three other motion-picture
theatres in Warsaw.
Mr. Wronko, who foris

merly resided in the United States, might be
able gradually to introduce a good line of projectors.

Picture ProjectionLet the Roth Actodector supply the
power for your arcs and you will hav^
a strong, steady light at
during change-over or

two arcs.
Write for

all

—

bulletin.
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CO.

World"
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times even
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Office: 50
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world
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Export Department: 44 Whitehall
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in

Warsaw.

The

Phillips

(Dutch)

make

W. Adams

New York

—

Generators. With
practically
the
same
reservations as have already been made in respect of projectors, there are possibilities in
Poland for the sale of American generator
sets for use in motion-picture theatres to convert alternating to direct current.
Most of
the sets new in use are A. E. G. manufacture.
So far as is known, there are no American
generator sets in use in Poland.
Arc lamps. High-intensity and mirror-reflector arc lamps are used only in a few of the
leading motion-picture theatres in this coun-

St.

is the most popular.
This concern has a
factory in Poland, but the arc lamps are imported from Holland.
German makes are
also used to a small extent, but American
lamps do not appear to be known.
Screens. Motion-picture screens are made
exclusively from domestic textile materials,
painted with a mixture of milk, chalk, and
blue-tinted coloring.
There is no import of
screens or screen paint.
Visual education. There has not yet been in
Poland any marked progress in the direction
of visual
education, but beginnings have
nevertheless been made. However, the authorities are thoroughly appreciative of the advantages of visual education, and they would
welcome the greater use of motion pictures
The major difficulty,
in educational work.
however, is that appropriations are so small
and economies so necessary in every direction that funds are available only to a very
limited extent for motion-picture apparatus
and films. The future sales possibilities in this
direction are considerable, but, for the time being, what little demand there is for projectors
seems to be filled by the Pathe "Scolaire."
The Ministry of Education is charged with all
matters pertaining to education.

—

—

ACTODECTOR

REISING'S
Nature
Flowers and Shrubs

True

to

are used by the best Theatres
ior the decorating of

ORCHESTRA PITS
LOBBIES, FOYERS, STAGE
and AUDITORIUM

LOEWS NEW PARADISE
THEATRE at NEW YORK,
designed by

JOHN EBERSON,

Architect,

is

decorated with

REISING'S
and

FLOWERS

SHRUBS.

Let us estimate your needs.

G.

& COMPANY

REISING

CHICAGO,

227 West Austin Avenue
Telephone

:

Superior 2425

ILL.

PORTUGAL
From

report

bv

J.

L.

Pinkerton,
Lisbon

Standard projectors.

American consul,

— The makes of motion-

picture projectors used in Portugal are prin-

Gaumont, A. E. G, Hahn-Goerz,
Ernemann, Ross, and one American make.

cipally Pathe,

The selling prices of these projectors range
frorn 6,000 escudos ($275) to 15,000 escudos
($685), according to size and quality.
The
cheapest are Pathe, Gaumont, and A. E. G.
It appears that the most popular machines
have no special features that make them appeal to theatre owners other than price and
the fact that the technical operators were
taught in France or Germany or learned the
operation of French or German machines in
Portugal. The terms of payment of the manufacturers or exporters to Portugal of projectors also form an important factor.
Most of the motion-picture theatres in
Portugal have only one projector, and the
majority of the projectors in use are old
models. In Lisbon four houses are equipped
with two projectors.
According to cinema managers and importers of projectors, there is only one American projector known to be in use in Lisbon.
It is an old model, but it is giving good service.

Generators.
that there

is

— The

little

trade

is

of

the

possibility of selling

opinion

Ameri-

can generator sets in Portugal for use in converting alternating into direct current.
Arc lamps. Mirror-reflector arc lamps are

—

«
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used

most of the motion-picture theatres

in

Lisbon.

—

in

The majority of

the screens used
Screens
in Portuguese cinemas are o: cloth, but a few
metallized screens are used.
Visual education is pracVisual education

THE NEW SAMUELS

—

unknown.

aulodrape

The Ministry

of Public Instruction has supervision of all matters pertaining to education.
Portable projectors. There is very keen
competition in the sale of portable motionpicture projectors. The strongest competitors
are Gaumont. Pathe, A. E. G., and S. V.
The French projectors are the
(German).
tically

59

—

most

popular

of

all,

this

preference

being

principally due 'o their low cost and the eas>
terms granted by the manufacturers. The>e
projectors are extensively used throughout the
country, spaie parts being on this accoutu
easily obtainable.
The sales are effected through the medium
of agents of the manufacturers.
It is the opinion of those in the trade that
American projectors are much too high priced
for the Portuguese market, and price is the
principal point considered by the nrospective
buyers.
One of the largest French projectors costs in Portugal, with freight, insurance,
and duty included, about the same as the average American portable projector costs in the
United States.
The current available in Lisbon is 220 volts
direct and 110 volts alternating.
Import duty. Projectors and spare part.imported into Portugal are assessed a duty
In addi
of 1 gold escudo ($1.08) per kilo.
tion, there is a tax of 2 l 2 per cent on the sum
of the c. i. f. value of the goods plus the duty.
Amateur cameras. The Pathe Baby, the

1

LIST

A JUNIOR CURTAIN MACHINE
AT A REAL JUNIOR PRICE

Compare These Features Regardless

—

Zeiss Ikon, the Bol (Swiss), and American
small motion-picture cameras are sold in the
northern part of Portugal. There is no Portu

guese manufacture of such equipment.
Sales information. Dealers state that as yet
the French make has preference, perhaps be
cause it is better advertised than the German.
The motor or
Swiss, or American makes.
automatic type is regarded as preferable. The
prices

for

the

Automatically cuts

off

—

By

the manufacturers of

b t a i nab le
through Equipment Dealers and
Drapery Houses
Everywhere.

O

B ithout an Equal
in

Economy

Silence^— Ease of
Installation
Reliability of Op-

AUTOMATIC DEVICES COMPANY

—

retail

of Price

current before any damage can occur.
Hand clutch. Instantly convertible to hand operation in emergencies.
Eliminates idler pulleys and prevents slippage.
Elevator type traction drive.
May be located anywhere Fly Gallery, Side Wall, Stage Floor or under Stage.
High Speed. Curtain separation at the rate of 3*4 feet per second.

Overload breaker.

—

/

^4U°,

737

HAMILTON STREET

ALLENTOWN,

Pathe Baby are from

about $22.50 to $45. The Zeiss Ikon retails
The motor is about $32
for about $36.50.
The Bol retails for $89 to $160. The
extra.
difference in price is due to the difference in
This camera has no motor.
the lenses.
Sales could be effected best possibly through
the dealers in cameras, accessories, and supCredits are noi
plies, and department stores.
advised, at least before satisfactory relation'

Ask

are established.

the Projectionist

usually high, depending upon
weights, materials of which made, and classification of camera*.
(.Continued on page 70)

Import duty

is

Who

Uses
iem!

HOW TWO OLD THEATRES
BECAME NEW
(Continued from page 21)

The work done in the Blue Mouse theatre
by Hamrick was not as extensive as that on
the Alder theatre. The building was in better
and aside from extending one wall
auditorium completely from the
stairway, the only change was in the lobby.
The interior was done over in the Spanish
Baroque motif. This was easily done, as the
condition,

to shut off the

new

travertine

walls

blend

well

into

scheme.

The principal cost of the job was in the
new walls, although a considerable portion of
the $50,000 expended was devoted to the new
carpets which are in keeping with the decorative scheme. The travertine walls, besides furnishing a good background for the motif, are
The
proving effective aids to sound films.
considered
are
theatre
this
acoustics
in
excellent.
The seating capacity of the Blue Mouse is
The location of the
less than one thousand.
theatre, although still in the downtown section,
is somewhat remote from the larger theatres.
Much of the clientele is steady patronage
which comes from the apartment houses within walking distance, according to F. Howard
Stewart, manager.

STRONG

this

Automatic Reflector

ARC LAMPS
For Sale by Trustworthy Independent Supply Dealers Everywhere
Export Office—i4 VTiii.haU

f

e

St.,

Nn

York

City.

N. Y.

Strong Electric

2501 Lagrange

St.

Toledo, O.

c<

PA.
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THEATRE PROJECTS
FOLLOWING
picture

a list of new projects in
theatre construction compiled from reports available on SeptemThe list also includes remodeling
ber 24.
An asterisk
projects, and contracts awarded.
before the item indicates that additional information has been received since a previous
is

motion

report.

CARTER VI LLE. — Marlow

Theatre Circuit, John
Marlow, president, Herrin, 111., contemplates erecting
two story brick theatre, Architect not selected. Estimated cost, $50,000.

Kentucky

and

O.

"White,

2606

LYNCHBURG.

New York

— Publix

Sheridan

theatre

LYNCHBURG.— Morton
Main

East
ration
locate

NEW YORK
MIDDLETOWX. — Paramount Famous

lo-

Lasky Cor-

poration, A. Lasker, president, 1501 Broadway, New
York, has plans by Rapp & Rapp, 231 West Fortythird street, New York, and 190 North State street,
Chicago, 111., for one and two-story brick theatre and
store building to be located at 17-21 South street.

Ohio
ST. BERNARD.— Company forming, care B. H.
Wess, president, Cincinnati, O., for one-story brick
moving picture theatre to be located at Main and
McClelland avenue.
Pennsylvania
BUTLER. Harris Amusement Company, Davis
Theatre Building, Pittsburgh, Pa., plans erection of
two-storv brick theatre on East Jefferson street, 75 by

—

Estimated cost, $500,000.
South Carolina

180 feet.

—

AIKEN. M. E. and B. F. Holley,
Hotel, contemplate erecting theatre.

Commercial

Texas

FORT WORTH.— Tivoli Amusement

Inc.,

represents

1012
corpo-

which signed contract for site upon which to
theatre on Commerce street, between Sixth
Estimated cost, $400,000.

new

MARTINSVILLE. — M.

erect

Schottland

R.

plans

to

theatre.

REMODELING
Arkansas
Strand

LITTLE ROCK. —The

Levy, president and general manager, plans to erect

CARO. — The

Strand theatre has been improved and
Will feature Vitaphone.
Min nesota
MINNEAPOLIS.— About $8,000 has been expended
for improvements to the Empress theatre.
enlarged.

Missouri

PLEASANT HILL.—The

has

been

BUTTE. — The
vated,

of

t

h

new

Fox-Rialto

Strand

theatre

has

been

im-

Will feature audiens.
Florida

ORLANDO.—The Phillips theatre has been remodeled
ST. PETERSBURG.— E. J. Sparks has leased the
Plaza theatre and plans to expend $10,000 for imIdaho

POCATELLO. — Improvements
Orpheum

Great

have been made to

Fischer theatre, recently taken
States Theatres, Inc., has been

Dreamland theatre has been
Will feature Vitaphone and Movietone.

im-

CHARITON.— The Ritz theatre has been
Will feature audiens.
LONE TREE. — Extensive improvements
to

the

—

W.

C. Pullin's picture theatre.

Pennsylvania

*ETNA — The Helma

Rex

DEAD WOOD. — The

improved.

California

BELLE FLOWER. — S.

SPRINGFIELD. — Fox-Poli

Circuit, 194 Worthingcontract for alerations to one-

contract
tier

to

E. Woodruff has awarded
Wheatland Construction Company. Whit-

Boulevard,

Whittier,

IN

New

The
of
is

different
motifs.
ceiling
entire

be

beautifully

decorated in fresro
work.
Leaving the main
foyer, t h e patron
will have easy ac-

of

The
Rapp

York.

The general
scheme of design and decoration

foyers, are likewise in the modified Italian

pheric,
Italian

style.

grand lobby, the retiring rooms and the

main

the main foyer
dome-shaped and

will

opened

is atmosexecuted to obtain a modified
garden effect, introducing detail
motifs such as fountains, niches and vistas
to be seen in the old gardens of Italy.
The remainder of the building, such as the

this

in

etched in
decorative

architects are
& Rapp of Chicago

and

other

rors setting between
marble pilasters and

struction,
equipment, lighting effects
and design.

part

the

foyer are of imported marbles of
various colors, all
combined to give a
most unique design
in the marble work.
Walls of the main
foyer are designed
in mirrors of golden tone, these mir-

theatre will
seat 3,000 and will
have all the up-todate
improvements
in
theatrical
con-

year.

of rein-

CHICAGO
floors

The

latter

for erection

parts of the theatre
by a grand stairway. The walls and

Lawrence avenue
and Lipps street.

this

Cal.,

there,

c

struction. This theatre covers a large
area of ground at
the intersection of

the

Entrance

to this palace of

ex-

Contracts Awarded

have been

i

be

theatre has been re-

Washington
PASCO. Approximately $30,000 has been
pended for remodeling the Liberty theatre.

Gateway
the new
theatre
and combuilding
e r c a 1
now under con-

will

Deadwood

Arcadia theatre has been remodeled.
Utah
Parowan theatre has been remodeled and new equipment installed.

ments of today for
the Northwest portion of Chicago is

It

being remodeled.

is

PAROWAN. —The

most talked
improveof

m

recently acquired by

TYLER. — The

theatre.

ton street, has awarded

theatre,

Amusement Company,

—

Iowa

made

been rewired for

modeled and house wired for audiens.
Texas

Illinois

GALENA. —The

proved.

has

house

South Dakota

theatre and house wired for audiens.

DANVILLE. —The
over by the
remodeled.

theatre

and

New York
ALBANY. Approximately $20,000 will be expended for improvements to the Majestic theatre.
North Dakota
HARVEY. The Star theatre has been remodeled.
Ohio
CLEVELAND. — Improvements have been made to
the Lyceum theatre and house wired for audiens.
COLUMBUS. Improvements have been made to

the Harris

provements.

the

installed

seats

reno-

installed.

Jersey

BOUND BROOK.— Mazur's
new

been

has

theatre

and equipment

seats

New

THE GATEWAY— RAPP & RAPP PROJECT
NE

Montana

—

California

LOS GATOS. —The

People's theatre has been

improved.

—

theatre

Massachusetts

Company, Abe

—

audiens.

audiens.

remodeled and redecorated.

proved.

to cost

Michigan
CALUMET. Extensive improvements have been
made to the Kerridge theatre and house wired for

modeled,

feet.

—

Tbalheimer,

Improvements estimated

story brick theatre.

over $150,000.

and Seventh.

O., representative of Cincinnati
interest, plans to erect theatre, 65 by

for one-story brick and terracotta theatre to be
Estimated cost, $150,000.
cated on Parker street.

Corporation,
Theatres
is reported considon site of the electric

Richmond, Va.,

street,

Cincinnati,

Estimated cost, $150,000.
Massachusetts
GARDNER. M. Levine, 290 Central street, has
plans by A. Smith. 58 Front street, Worcester, Mass.,
148

Virginia

ering the erection of
traction car shed.

Illinois

MAYSVILLE. —James

SWEETWATER —

Paramount Building, New York,

THEATRES PLANNED

Drive,

moving picture theatre at 808 West Magnolia avenue,
Estimated cost,
1,000.
seating capacity of
$100,000.
R. & R. Theatres, 2009 Jackson
street, Dallas, Texas, has plans by W. Scott Dunne.
Melba Building, Dallas, Texas, for four-story brick,
stone and reinforced concrete theatre, 70 by 150 feet.
Estimated cost, $225,000.
with

amusement

is

from Lawrence avenue, where one is received into a lobby with walls and entrance
richly decorated in imported marbles.
this lobby one enters the foyer, and

From
from

cess directly to the
auditorium, to the
different lounges,
the retiring rooms, inner foyers, etc., all of
which are beautifully designed in styles
harmonious and characteristic of their particular use.
Foyers will lie adorned with
sculpture, draperies and elaborate furniture.
The auditorium will have a seating

capacity of 3,000.
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concrete

forced

mated

cost.

theatre

and

store

building.

Esti-

SI 50,000.

LOS AXGELES. — Fairfax Amusement Company,

Fairfax avenue and Beverly Boulevard, has awarded
contract to H. I. Beller Company, 6351 Hollywood
Boulevard, for erection of reinforced concrete theatre.
Estimated cost, $200,000.

MARSHALL. — East

.Texas

Wisconsin

GREEX BAY. — Syndicate,

Texas Theatres, Inc., Sol E.
president, Beaumont, Texas, has awarded
contract at $150,000 to S. J. Churchill, 3839 Maplewood road, for one-story brick, frame and concrete
theatre and store building to be erected at Bolivar

care L'nited Studios,
Chicago, III., has awarded
general contract to Imel Construction Company, Fond
du Lac. Wis., for erection of two-story brick theatre
and store building, 132 by 164 feet. Estimated cost,
$50,000.

Gordon,

street

t.l

Inc.,

and Washington avenue.

14

West Lake

street,

Illinois
C. Farr,

'CHICAGO.— Xewton

140 South Dearhorn street, has awarded general contract to H. B.
Barnard, 140 South Michigan avenue, for brick moving picture theatre at 151-53 East Chicago avenue.
Estimated cost, $50,000.

Kansas

—

XORTOX. Bennie & Rabourn, Almena. Kans..
have awarded contract to Gurtler Construction Company, 727 Kansas avenue, Topeka, Kans., for onestory tile theatre to be erected on West Main street.
Estimated cost, $15,000.
Louisiana
MONROE.—James Villanti, 2303 Lovers Lane, has
started work on brick theatre and store building at
2300 South Grand street. Theatre will have seating
Estimated cost, $22,000.
capacity of 500.
Massachusetts
*ATHOL. Broadway Theatre Company, Box 1656,
Springfield, Mass., has awarded contract to G. Reed,
24 Franklin street. Montague City. Mass., for erection of one-storv brick theatre on Main street, 90 by
Estimated cost, $150,000.
130 feet.

—

FALL RIVER—

W. J. Dunn, 65 Academy BuildSouth Main street, has awarded contract for
two-story brick theatre to be erected on Rock street.
Cost estimated to exceed $150,000.
ing,

IONIA.
tract

story

Michigan

— F.

G.
brick

to

L. Kingston has awarded general conL. Pierce, B. & L. Building, for twotheatre to be erected on West Main

street, between
cost, $40,000.

Kidd and Depot

JACKSON. —W.

S. Butterfield

streets.

Estimated

Theatres. Inc.. E. C.

Beattv. general manager, 505 Insurance Exchange
Building, 159 E. Elizabeth street, Detroit, Mich., has
awarded general contract to The Otto Misch Company, 159 East Columbia street, Detroit, Mich., for
two-story brick and terracotta moving picture and
vaudeville theatre to be erected at Mechanic and
Estimated cost. $300,000.
Pearl streets.

—

Nebraska

"OMAHA. Glendale Realty Company has awarded
general contract to the Nelson Construction Company,
202 Courtney Building, for erection of one-story
Estimated cost,
brick theatre at 2043 Burdette street.
$50,000.
.Wit Jersey
Newark Motion Picture Guild. L. V.
Aronson, 562 Broad street, has awarded general contract to Orange Builders. Inc.. 314 Hey wood avenue,
Orange, N. J., for erection of one-story brick theatre.
Estimated cost. $150,000.

NEWARK —

Ohio

GALIOX.— W. E. Wisterman. 122 Harding Way,
has awarded general contract to Hancock & Son,
Mansfield, O., for two-storv brick moving picture
Estimated cost, $40,000.
theatre on Harding Wav. E.
_

Oklahoma
HOBART.—Judge James R. Tolbert has started
work on one-story brick, stone and reinforced conLessee. Griffith
50 feet.
crete Kiowa theatre. 56 by
Amusement Company, 700 West Grand avenue, Okla1

homa

City,

Okla.

Of course one expects to pay more
for

Exclusive Features. Performance, Permanence

VALLEN NOISELESS CURTAIN CONTROL EQUIPMENT
embodies

Skill, Integrity. Responsibility
TOn/v uilh a fallen Curtain Control can curtains be started, 1
[^stopped, or reversed by pressing ONE button!
if

Foyer decorations, Valencia theatre,
Jamaica, N. Y. John Eberson, architect.

—

'
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THAT IMPORTANT MATTER OF RUGS
Protect your pipe

organ with
Evenheeters

{Continued from page 14)
sand shades of color used today, the skeins
will be hung over cedar poles on a carriage
which will be raised by hydraulic lift over a
cypress kettle, in which is prepared a solution
of aniline dye.
When the yarn is submersed
and the cover fitted as tightly as poss.ble, the
dye liquor is boiled and violently agitated
back and forth in the dye tub.
When the
dyer believes he has reached the proper shade,
he raises the yarn out of the bath, cuts a
few strands, dries the yarn quickly and
matches a tuft to a standard. If it is still too
light he orders the yarn back tp be boiled a
little longer, or else he adds more dye-stuff.
If the yarn proves too dark the dyer
to use

—

—

"out of luck" and he
may have to "throw it into black." When approved as the shade of color desired, the yarn
is put through a whizzer or hydro-extractor to
remove the excess dye liquor, and then
through immense hot air agitation dryers
the process requiring about two hours of
time.
then find tones of yarn of different
plies and character and in hundreds of colors.
It takes approximately three months on the
average to produce a finished rug or carpet
from the raw wool, and we have now come
down to within about ten weeks of the coma slang expression

is

We

WARMTH

and

dryness

are

both necessary in the chamber of your organ if correct pitch
Weather and
is to be maintained.
climate both have serious effects on
its delicate mechanisms and conAn efficient organ chamber
trols.
heater will solve these difficulties.

Time-O-Stat Evenheeters are the
known and most widely used
organ chamber heaters on the mar-

best

They

furnish automatically
the proper amount of heat to every
ket.

part of the organ chamber, main-

taining a steady even temperature
under all climatic conditions, as

well as during periods of frequent

weather changes.

crease the life of the instrument
it

—

—

But the woof or display surface is not all
of the rug by any means. To assure strength
and uniformity the rug requires a strong back.
Few manufacturers spin their own requirements in cotton yarn to be used for the warp
and filling, or back of the rug. Mohawk is
one of them. One-inch staple, grown in the
Southern states, is used and spun into number eight and nine single yarn.
This yarn,
twisted into three and four ply, makes what
we might say would be a good quality of store
cord.
The jute yarn used as warp, stuffer
and filling is spun from a vegetable fibre similar to cotton.
The plant from which this
fibre is produced grows in India, under waterlike rice
12 to 15 feet tall, like our field
corn.
The natives cut it down in season,
bundle the stalks and submerse them in sluggish streams of water.
The jute fibre lies
between the bark and stalk.
When it has
reached the right consistency, the natives strip
it
off, dry it on racks in the sun and air,
bundle and ship it to America. Jute carpet
yarn is spun by specialists In factories at Ludlow, Mass.. Allentown, Pa., and Brooklyn,

—

in perfect tune.

Have Evenheeters

installed in the

chamber of the organ you are now
Write for our special bul-

using.

letin giving all details

.

.

.

today!

tory and

all

known

work seven or

eight

motifs,

weeks

a designer

may-

at his easel filling

squares on a prepared check paper,
to obtain a pattern for a 9 x 12 feet roomsized rug.
These tiny checks are about onesixteenth of an inch square yet they must
each be in the proper place to assure a perfect geometric pattern, and must have the
proper shade selection to assure color harmony.^ Perhaps you have heard the expression, "Morality in Design"
which means that
only one pattern in six or seven will sell in
any quantity, thus leaving the mills' with "drop
patterns" and the retailers with "plugs," or
in 1,996,000

—

non-sellers.

1HC-C-VT4T
C€NTC€LS COMPANY

|

Dept. 6

ELKHART, INDIANA
Successor

Ab.olute Con-Tac-Tor

Corporation

I^achwood Company

To
Tlme-O-Slat
Corporation
Cramhlpt Enelnoerlng
Corporation

will

crotch of the tiny hole in the

lift

board, thus

"calling up" one yarn over the pile wire in
The holes in the pattern
the weave below.
card allow the governing wires to come

through when pushed forward.
As nothing
happens to the several drop-cards, their knots
slip through the larger holes in the lift board
and their yarns stay down to be buried in
the body of the fabric. This device was the
historical creation of Joseph Marie Jacquard
or rather, of his wife, according to some
authorities.
Jacquard eventually was driven
out of his home town of Lyons, France, by

—

silk-weaving neighbors.

Later,

he

was given protection in Belgium, where
invention was first shown to the public

his

his

irate

in

has since been used
in the manufacture of almost every textile in
every civilized land, and has never been
Brussels

changed

in

1801.

It

in basic principle.

It calls for a strand and color of yarn for
pattern in much the same manner as the music
roll of an automatic piano player would demand a certain note of music. Back of the
loom are the five or six frames or trays of
yarn, each skein of a different color, all coming into the loom in parallel.
The pattern
cards demand that one tuft of yarn come to
the surface over the pile wire to form the
desired design, while the other yarns are
woven into the back, forming the hidden value
the concealed quality or the cushion back
of a genuine Wilton. When a round wire is
used and pulled out, leaving an uncut loop,
we obtain a Brussels fabric, named for the
city where the loom w as first shown.
When a
flat wire with a cutting knife welded to the
when
extracted,
end is used to cut the loops
and thereby give a plush effect to the fabric,
we have Wilton, named for the little town in
England where this process originated.

—

—

r

N. Y. It has never been attempted in quanby carpet manufacturers.
Now that we have the yarns, we are ready
to weave our rug.
The weaving of a fabric
depends on scores of men and women who
have given their entire life to the study of
color and design. Calling on all recorded histity

Evenheeters absolutely protect
your pipe organ. They will in-

and help keep

pleted fabric.

seven or eight weeks of work this girl
provide over 23,000 cards tor a 9xl2-foot
rug pattern. The cards will then be laced toThis
gether on the 17-inch, or longer side.
chain of pattern is run through duplicating
machines which will provide a similar pattern in less than a day's time. These wonderful inventions are powerful factors in bringing the cost of Wilton fabric within the purchasing range of the average buyer.
The pattern cards are arranged three wide
(three times nine inches), providing 27 inches
These cards push
of weave on the loom.
about a half-inch into the mechanism at the
top of the loom. The blank spu^e will push
its particular wire back, so that a drop-card
bearing a knot will catch in the back or
In

When

a pattern

is

designed and considered

suitable for presentation to the trade, it is cut
into a certain shape according to the weave to

be undertaken.
In Wilton weaving, for instance, the paper will be cut nine inches wide,

then taken to a card-stamping girl. Following a horizontal line of squares, the girl will
manipulate on a press faster than you can see
her fingers move, about 400 steel punches,
cutting full of holes a strip of cardboard about
three by 17 inches in size.
Actually, she is
cutting five holes to get a blank, for it is the
blank which assures the pattern on the loom.

The Brussels

fabric has not been woven
country in any quantity for over three
As 27 inches, or an "ell." was the
standard of measurement in Belgium where
this type of weaving was originated, and our
standard is 36 inches or a yard, we naturally
call this the three-quarter breadth.
Using 256
spools of yarn in each frame at the back of
the loom, we account for the phrase, "256
pitch to 27 inches."
Using 13'/; or 13-1/3
wires to the inch, we weave a high grade
Wilton and can count the shots on the back
to prove the claim. Eleven
nine eight even
down to five wires to the inch, can be and
are used in cheaper quality weaves.
It is always necessary to have two welt
shots of cotton yarn to form the weave, but
when it is proposed to weave a better fabric,
an extra shot is put in the surface between
the rows of wool or worsted tufts, thus weaving three shots. This can easily be discerned
by bending the fabric back. The pitch, number of frames, wires whether two or threeshot construction the character of the yarn
and "cut"- or thickness of the fabric are all
to be considered in determining comparative
in this

years.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

qualities.

For generations, this manufacture was
limited to 27 inches in width.
Today, after
many years spent in research, we find great
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looms weaving Wiltons

nine

feet

wide

in

the five and six frame, even with six to eight
a 3^4 frame construction.
The Axminster wea\e is the greatest yardage producer in America and is probably the
best pound- tor-pound value in raw material.

quantity, and up to 15 feet seamless, with the
possibility of going even wider. In a nine-foot
Wilton loom and a five- frame construction,
like the Imperial Karnak, we find that 9,620

in

ends of yarn are needed, and each has to be
threaded through the proper linegoe wire and
space in the reed before the loom can be

Today Axminster

The pattern device has to undergo
started.
a complete change, and we see the obverse of
the narrow loom, or what is known as the
small index. In other words, this wider loom
demands the yarn by use of a small hole
rather than a blank space.
Four blanks on
the card push, in this instance, and they push
back hooks at the top of the loom so that the
remaining hook, not so pushed, will catch on
a lift rod and raise the desired yarn in the
weave below.
When the fabric is removed from the loom,
it is burlied, which means that women restore
missing tufts or remove yarn knots in the
fabric.
No perfect fabric has ever been produced on power looms. Yet it is quite remarkable how few mechanical or personal
enors can happen when there is a possibiliity of nearly two million occurring in each
rug. The fabric is next sheared two or three
times by a revolving knife iather similar to a
lawn mower, then thoroughly vacuum-cleaned
and subjected to a live steam bath before inspection, bailing and shipment.
Tapestry and velvet rugs are woven today
In the processes of
to a width of 15 feet.
weaving tapestry and velvet, one yarn will
be used rather than five or six, and the yarn
itself will be printed on, so as to contribute its
share of a pattern. The natural yarn is wound
330 turns around a great drum, which may be
38 feet in circumference. The pattern paper,
four or five inches wide and in the 12-foot
length, is brought from the design studio and
varnished to a board for preservation. The
drum printer will follow a vertical line of
squares and when the top or first calls, for
example, for brown, the printer will set the
drum at the Xo. 1 stop on the brass rim of
Releasing a car of aniline dye in
the drum.
wheat-flour-paste form, he will print a stripe
of brown across all the 330 yarns. Following
the pattern paper down the row of little
squares he will print all the brown demanded,
Changing the car
and in the right place.
for each color, he will proceed until all colors
needed are printed. In weaving 9 feet wide
on a loom, 400 yards may be required, which
means that 400 drums of yarn will have to be
printed, possibly requiring eight weeks of

work.
This yarn is removed from the drum, the
dye is set by steam, and the wheat flour is
washed out before it becomes thoroughly dry-

Each yarn, wound on a spool, is placed in
proper order on a creel and drawn between
girls
tapestry setters who set the yarns
every few feet so that the pattern can actually be seen in the yarn surface.
Of course,
this pattern is peculiar because it is 38 feet
long and will be shortened up to 12 feet over
the pile wires in the weaving.
Jute yarn is
sized for weight and strength and usually
stained, for use as a stuffer in these cheaper
weaves.
As we approach a tapestry loom we note at
once the absence of a Jacquard or other pattern device. These looms are of the ordinary
cloth-weaving type, and during the World
war were used to weave burlap and canvas
just as readily as floor coverings. Every yarn
is raised every time, automatically and fast.
Over a round wire we obtain tapestry weave,
an imitation of Brussels, but by using a flat
pile wire with knife blade attached, the plush
effect of the cut loops gives the velvet constructions.
It is just as fair to call a certain
car a Lincoln Ford as to name this last fabric
Wilton velvet. A Wilton requires the use of
the Jacquard pattern device and contains
buried yarn. A Wilton always has from two
to six frames of yarn but is not limited to
any sense to a like number of colors, as some
people maintain. Any number of colors can
be employed 12 to 30 are quite common in
two

—

—

—
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is woven up to 15 feet and
wide seamless, and may go wider. In
the weaving process, yarn of the colors desired is placed on spools.
These spools are
arranged on a delivery table, agreeable to a

18 feet

horizontal line of squares on a pattern paper
cut 27 inches or 36 inches wide, according to
the width desired. Two girls place the spools
in proper position, pull the yarn through a
reed and wind a determined yardage on other
spools 27 inches or 36 inches wide. Working
several weeks, these girls will provide perhaps over 1,600 spools, which are threaded
through guiding tubes, fastened into tube
frames and hung in a continuous sprocket
chain on a modern Axminster seamless type
of nine-foot loom.
Propelled by a small direct-drive built-in
motor, this chain moves forward, and great
steel arms lift a row of spools from the chain,
bring the many yarn ends down into the weave
shed, bind them into the fabric, turn the ends
up and cut both strands off about three-quarters of an inch long. Restoring this particular
row of yarn, the arms reach the next row and
repeat the process.
The great needle with
jute yarn binds the surface yarn into position and also supplies the shots of jute yarn
for filling and warp.
It is beaten up from four to seventeen shots
to the inch and these can be very easily measured and counted in the number of double
jute strands on the back.
Seven tufts wide
to the inch is practically standard in America.
The comparative qualities can thus be judged
by the character of yarn, the cut or thickness
of fabric and particularly the shots to the
inch in weave. Don't be misled by the weight
of jute yarn in the back or the excessive
amount of sizing that may be used. An Axminster construction is easily distinguished
because you can roll the fabric lengthwise
but not crosswise.

Probably the very best solution to many
problems of distributing sounds in theatres is
found in the made-to-order Chenille, the
woven floor covering of unlimited possibiliChenille fabric can be woven to any
ties.
size, shape and design to fit any floor area,
staircases of circular, spiral or straight ascent;
or one floor space to a second level, including the connecting stair, if need be, without a
seam.
There are many different qualities,
and it is possible to make even special weaves
to order.
To produce Chenille, we find it necessary
to use two looms, the first weaving the weft
cloth or blanket, and the second weaving the
rug. This weave is the only one in which the
pattern and design are obtained in the weft

form, as the Chenille cord or fur will develop
the design. While Wilton and Axminster may
be manufactured in minimum multiples of 150.
and tapestry and velvet in multiples of 33'J,
it remains for Chenille to be custom-made exactly to a customer's wishes.
It is not commonly woven as a stock proposition or sold
to the retail trade in quantity, save in large
rolls of plain fabric for cut order purposes.
It is sold from catalogue suggestions and
quality swatches only, and it is not well understood by very" many men in the trade on
that account.
It has been said that no one
can suggest a requirement in a floor covering
which cannot be met in Chenille. It is woven
up to 30 feet wide seamless, any length
(within reason, of course), any shape, any
design and any thickness up to an inch and a
half if desired. Round rugs, ovals, irregular
shapes, rugs for special staircases, and a
single rug to carpet several rooms are possible
in this

weave.
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pattern paper for Chenille weaving is
cut one square wide with a hand trimmer and

I

because

—he works

The

hinged into one continuous strip. The first,
or weft cloth weaver, following this strip of
paper will put a shuttle of wool yarn (of a
color to correspond with the design paper
This blanket is
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then cut into strips and ironed a V-shape,
forming a "hairy caterpillar," which gives the
fabric its French name of Chenille.
This

Signs That

caterpillar

is tied endless in imitation of the
design paper provided and is brought over the
back of the second, or rug weaving loom, to
be carried into the weaving shed by a traveling finger motion. Weavers catch this weft
cord at either end, straighten it up, place it
for pattern position and comb it into place.
When the loom is started, the beater reed completes the work of hand tufting, and the
shuttle of heavy wool yarn weaves the back
of the rug and the necessary filling between
the rows of Chenille.
then have regular
rows of Chenille fur woven upon a heavy wool
back or cushion and firmly bound into position by a catcher warp of combed Sea Island,
the strongest cotton yarn possible to spin.
Some folks persist in saying that this fur is
"Stitched" rather than woven, while others
discount the worth of the fabric because, as
they say, "it is two fabrics pushed together

SELL!
brilliantly
THE
lighted Milne

Made

Type

HIGH INTENSITY
REFLECTOR ARC
for

Motion Picture

Projection

Another step forward in the development of High Intensity projection.

Snow White High

Intensity Light,
equal in screen illumination to the older
High Intensity Lamps. Gives more and
better light for current expended.

&

Hall

Vandam

24

Connolly, Inc.
Street,

New York

City

The Proper Control of Light
On Your Screen
Picture films vary as well as current conditions.
projectionist can adjust his arc current to
always give you a clear, bright picture if you
equip with PERFECTION. Current saving also is
a result of PERFECTION equipment, for he need
not use full current till the actual projection is

Your

started.

\

PERF0IIDN

The

a floor covering lies under
cause for many people to
treat it not with the proper respect.
good
illustration of this is found in the case of
the great record-breaking Roxy theatre rug,
with which you are no doubt familiar. That
great oval rug, 41 feet by 58 feet (one seam
lengthwise)
was woven by Mohawk in
Chenille, in less than three months. Eighteen
designers worked three weeks to provide the
eight million checks to govern the weave of
32 million tufts in the rug. The paper was cut
6,000 yards, by hand shears, while two and
one-half tons of yarn were spun and dyed.
One thousand three hundred pounds of wool
"backing" yarn were also provided. Twenty
weft weavers worked on the pattern three
weeks; the blanket was cut into 40 miles of
Chenille cord, and four rug weavers worked
another three weeks to complete the giant
floor
covering.
When sheared, the rug
weighed better than two and one-half tons,
was one full inch in thickness, and required
fourteen men to roll it up.
It cost $50 a
square yard, or a total of about $18,000.

foot

is

fact
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Sold by Theatre Supply Dealers

HOFFMAN & SOONS
Mfg. Division
.187

First

Avenue

New York

—

Electrical Engineers
Moving
ture Theatre Electrical Sfecialists

Contracting

"showmanship"

Roxy knew

his

American

public.

Send us the name of
your theatre and let

City
Pic-

us submit a colored
sketch to you
no
obligation on your
part.

the rug, but the natural lack of respect on
the part of the public for such a fine work of
craftsman's art simply because it lies under

ures one inch over 75 feet in length and 37'/2
feet in width.
The design is Spanish in influence, but is based on Louis
motifs. It
has but one visible seam running lengthwise.
An interesting feature of the theatre in connection with this unique product of the Mohawk mills, is that the part of the foyer floor
on which the rug lies is recessed one inch, so
that the rug lies flush with the borders, and
the pattern of the rug is repeated in the mosaic flooring so that its absence will be less
noticeable when it is removed for cleaning.
"A clean rug will outlast a dirty one" is the
answer to questions about the use of corn
brooms or various of the hundred types of
vacuum cleaners on the market. Harm can
be done if the rug appears to fuzz, thus indicating that it is entirely too dry.
Sulphuric
acid from a battery will destroy vegetable
fibre,
cotton and jute the very minute it
strikes them.
Urine will usually change the
color.
Attempts to wash out the stain only
make bad matters worse. About the only safe
remedy is to apply small quantities of dis-

XV
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SOUND
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Projection

Use X-Y-Z

The Very Best

The wear

problem with this rug is the" fact that over one
hundred persons a day, on an average, "park
their gum" on the rug.
It is necessary to use
solvents and sharp instruments each day to
get the chicle out. This has its effect both on
the fabric and the color. It is not the natural
wear of 60,000 trampling feet on a Sunday, or
the million attendance of the first seven weeks
that combats the wear-resisting qualities of

is

built right in.

A

The largest rug in the world is that in the
new Fox theatre in San Francisco. It meas-

Loew's Theatre. Washington. D. C.
Loew's Texas Theatre
Houston. Texas.
Loew's 86th St.— Brooklyn.
N. Y.
Loew's State Columbus. O.
Astor Theatre New York

delphia

Uptown Theatre

best Theatres
the country are
MILNE Signs
because they are
convinced that this

that

foot.

REMOTE CONTROL RHEOSTATS
An Ever Growing

The

in

using

sufficient

S. L. Rothafel said he expected the rug to
give service in the foyer of the theatre for at
least a year.
The Mohawk' management was
amazed at such a statement, for Chenille
breaks all records for wearing qualities. But

shout

your show message
to the crowds that
fill your theatre.

somehow."

H.I.R.

They
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We
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the signs that
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Motion Picture Patents

My

Specialty

PATENTS
William N. Moore
Patent Attorney
Loan and Trust Building
Washington, D. C.
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first

important step

is

to learn

whether you can obtain a patent. Please
send sketch of your invention with
will examine the pertinent
$ 0, and
U. S. patents and inform you whether
you are entitled to a patent, the cost
and manner of procedure. Personal atEstablished 35 years.
tention.
1

I

Copyright your play $5.00
titles $30.00
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tilled or even city water to the surface discolored and allow it to absorb the saline effect,
take it down into the fabric and thus restore
the original color.
If a bad stain has resulted, the only help is to stipple the proper
dye back into the yarn with a solution of denatured alcohol.

Moths are not very common, but there are
three types at work in the United States which
may cause damage to woven floor coverings.
The worm eats by sense of smell and taste.
In wool he usually gnaws at only one color
that appeals to him particularly.
If a spot
you think is moth-eaten is regular in shape,
rather than showing irregular furrows here
and there in one color, you can rest assured
it
is not a moth.
Tow bugs falling out of
cheap overstuffed furniture will cause big
spots under the sofa or chair, but never under
a piano.
Termites, a form of wood worm,
are causing increasing damage in Southern
states where there happen to be unusually
damp seasons. The insects eat jute yarn off
the back of the cheaper types of rugs.
The
government maintains that there is nothing
better than napthalene to prevent these pests

BETTER

from prowling around.
Cleaning a rug or carpet with one of the
present day socalled "cleaning marvels" may
lead to a complaint because of possible acids
in the compound.
cat or dog, attracted by
peppermint or a similar extract used in the
cleaning solution, has been known to claw
quite a hole in a fabric and the missing tufts
of surface yarn attributed to defect in manufacture.
It is far safer to use the standard
cleaning solvent "carbon tetrachloride," which
is universally used in great quantities in tex-

A

tile

manufacture and by all cleaners. It is
most patent cleaning preparations,

the basis of

but without their modifications or odor. Saturate the spot to be cleaned and squeeze the
dirt or grease away with a clean piece of
cheese cloth.
Missing tufts in any domestic
weave can easily be restored with a darning
needle threaded with the proper color and type
of yarn.
Be sure that you do not go way
through the fabric, but bend the needle
sharply to catch the yarn under some of the
warp.
Any rug manufacturer will gladly
supply the needed yarn upon request.

—

burns are more frequent the
women dropping lighted cigarettes or live
ashes on a rug almost as easily as the men.
Wool smolders and chars so that a hole will
Cigarette

frequently result from the slightest sort of a
burn.
This calls for burling by your repair

man.

The

pressing opportunity of the hour is to
interior decorators and artists
with the creative ability to get the most in
decorative and modern value out of the possibilities afforded in this great age of mechanical achievement.
One factory management
will produce 130 qualities of woven floor covering from which to choose, with over six
thousand items of size, pattern and coloring
to fit any need.
The public is insisting upon
pleasant reaction and the spirit of real comfind architects,

fort in our public amusement palaces, and the
floor covering must be given the utmost consideration.

Opened

Theatres

—

WOODVILLE, MISS. The Pastime theatre reopened under the management of Claude
Henderson.
LIBERTY, N. C. Xew picture theatre erected by
J. W. Curtiss, recently opened under the management

LIGHT

alternatfor sound or silent projection.
National
Mazda Regulators help you to more dising current to direct current for sound
tinct pictures and give brighter and
projection.
The Kurrent
or
silent
more powerful spot lights that will
Changer produces up to thirty amperes
please your patrons. Reduce your curof pure-white, steady light for any low
rent costs and increase your profits
intensity reflecting arc lamp. This unit
with larger box-ofhce receipts.
is easy to operate and free from trouble.
Write for complete information today
light

by economically changing

Sold by National Theatre Supply Dealers
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SHOWMANSHIP

ing box-office receipts.

cently

of

CO., Union City, Ind

2139 Lincoln Ave., Chicago

C—

MAXTOX, N.
The Maxton theatre recently
opened under the management of A. Tola.
TOLEDO, O. C. James Brown recently opened

—

223-233 West Erie Street

the Artcraft theatre.

Haier - W

CHICAGO

PORTLAXD, ORE. —The

Alder theatre, owned
and operated by the Consolidated Portland theatres,

H la va-ty

House has seating capacity of 1,000.
MAHOXOY CITY, PEXX.—The Outdoor theatre,

has opened.

End

located at East

Park, opened recently under the

management of Ted Jones.
COLUMBIA, S.
The Rex

C—

featuring
Eugene Parrish.

cently

audiens,

MILAN, TEXX. —J.

the Criterion

E.

McGuire recently reopened

theatre.

FLOYDADA, TEX.— The new
opened with audiens.
JOHXSOX CITY, TEX.—The
atre,

cost

by

D.

J.
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theatre, opened reunder the management of
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Stahl
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& Company.

Palace theatre has

Blue Bonnet thehas been opened

No matter
appears to

how good

the

show

is,

it

never

its best advantage unless the stage
settings are attractive and harmonious.
That's the only kind of stages we design and
build.

and

its
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LAW

ACCORDING TO
(Continued from page 26)

"BEST"

theatre owner leased for 25 years a theatre
The lease contract contained a
building.
clause, as follows
"It is further convenanted and agreed between the parties hereto, that the lessee (theatre operator) shall have the right at its sole
expense ... at all times, during the term of
:

The leading Mazda
adapter for the
school or lodge.
"Best 11

.

.

.

.

Mazda Adapte

$13.50

BEST DEVICES CO.
200

lease, to erect, maintain and operate an
electric vertical sign in front of the building
of substantially the dimensions and in substantially the location to be provided for in
the said plans and specifications'
and lessee
(theatre operator) shall have the right at its
expense from time to time to remove such
electric sign and erect, maintain and operate
a new or different electric sign, provided such
new electric sign from time to time shall be
this

small theatre,

Cleveland, O.

Film Bldg.

Impossible-To-Stall-Or-Jam
New-Tiffin

Curtain-Control
Starts, Stops, or

Any

verses at

Re-

Point

Detailed
Description

Scenery
Catalogue

Upon Request

Upon Request

.

.

located substantially in the same location, and
be of substantially the same dimensions as the
old sign."
The plans and specifications of the building
provided for steel brackets capable of supporting an electric sign 82 feet high. However,
because of a restrictive city ordinance the theatre operator erected a sign 60 feet in height.
Several years later the city ordinance was
amended permitting the erection of electric
signs- 70 feet in height.
The theatre operator
began work on increasing the height of the
sign from 60 feet to 70 feet, and the landlord
filed suit to prevent the alteration, contending
that the original size of the sign must not by
the terms ot the lease be altered.
However, the court held the theatre operator entitled to increase the height of the sign
to 85 feet, saying

"That the right to erect and maintain a
large electric sign on the front of the building was of great value to a theatre tenant paying the large rent here required and occupying
a substantial part of the entire building is not
and cannot be questioned. In construing the
above-quoted vital portions of the lease granting this valuable right to the tenant, we have
no difficulty in reaching the conclusion that the

fcenicl

nmK<

MAIL YOUR TRIAL ORDER TODAY

for

HAND PAINTED

substance and essence of this grant was and
is that such sign was to be measured, so far
as any right by the landlord to limit its size
is concerned, by the size as designated and
permitted by the plans of the building.
cannot contrue the language of the least
... so as to make, for all time, the maximum
size of any permissible sign to be that of that
sign which happened to be the first erected
under said lease.
Especially should this be
so when the size desired was always limited,
as of necessity it must be, by law as well as
by the least itself bv the ordinances and regulations of the city."
.

BP
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Legal Consent
Frequently silence on the part of either a
buyer or seller signifies legal consent to the
proposition submitted. This always is the rule
where the party who submits a proposition
relies upon silence of the other party to indicate his consent.
For illustration, in Blanchard Company v. Sundbery (122 So. 585) it
was disclosed that a purchaser complained of
the quality of goods being delivered and wrote
to the seller, named Blanchard, stating that
he would not accept further shipments, under the sales contract, unless Blanchard should
agree to accept payments on an adjustment
basis.

Blanchard did not reply to this letter and
continued to make deliveries. When the purchaser refused to pay the contract price of
Blanchard filed suit.
The theatre
owner contended that the only reason be ac-

$14,500,

than

service

.

Do Not

They Cost Less

Makes

.

We

upon request

cepted shipment, after notifying the seller of
his dissatisfaction, was because he believed
Blanchard intended to reduce the price for
future shipments, under the contract to $9,500
in consideration of the poor quality of the
goods.
It is interesting to observe that the
court held the purchaser liable for only $9,500, saying
"Our conclusion is that these facts contain

all the elements of a new agreement in lieu of
the original contract.
It is true that Albert
Blanchard made no response when, as the
representative of the selling company, he was
notified by the defendant (purchaser) that,
due to the failure of plaintiff to comply with
its
contractual obligations, defendant (purchaser) refused to continue the contract, and
would not thereafter accept delivery of the
goods except on an adjustment basis. It maybe true, also, that Blanchard's silence when
he received defendant's (purchaser's) notification was not of itself sufficient to abrogate
the old, and to create the new, crJntract.
Nevertheless, his failure to insist at the tune
of the seller carrying out the original contract
.
.
was sufficient to establish the new agreement between the parties."
.

When

Threats

Are Legal
Generally speaking, a person or firm who
file suit is not liable in damages,
providing his honest intentions are to file the
Moreover, while
suit when the threat is made.
a contract is void by which a person is inthreatens to

duced by threats to sign
is

different

when

it,

a person

yet the situation
is

persuaded

to

make a contract to avoid legal procedure.
For illustration, in Thomson v. Mortgage
Inv. Company (278 Pac. 468), it was disclosed
that a loan company named the Mortgage Investment Company loaned $500,000 to B. 6k H.
Circuit, Inc., which owned the Forum theatre.
When the amount was not promptly paid, the
Mortgage Investment Company threatened to
foreclose the mortgage and order sale of the
property, when knowing that B. & H. Circuit,
Inc., was unable to repay the loan.
On account of these threats, the Circuit, Inc.,
entered into an agreement which allowed the
Mortgage Company to take possession of all
its property, including its leasehold contracts
for furnishings and equipment and its leaseholds on realty and insurance contracts. Also,
the Mortgage Company was to operate the
theatre, have a lien on all the property thereof
for money paid on leasehold contracts, retain
all its right unimpaired under the mortgage,
and that in the event B. & H. Circuit, Inc.,
paid all amounts due under the terms of the
mortgage, the Mortgage Investment Company
would reconvey to B. & H. Circuit, Inc., all
the real and personal property.
In the event
of foreclosure of the mortgage, the B. & H.
Circuit, Inc., was to be given an extension of
time within which to redeem its property.
Stockholders in the theatre corporation,
which was the B. & H. Circuit, Inc., filed
suit to cancel the agreement on the grounds
that officials of the theatre corporation were
induced to sign the contract by the threats
of the Mortgage Company to foreclose the
mortgage. It is interesting to observe that the
court held the theatre corporation bound by
the agreement, saying:
"The principal sum of $500,000 in this case
being wholly due at the time the Mortgage Investment Company is alleged to have threatened to foreclose its mortgage and order sale
under its trust deeds, the corporation was
well within its rights in demanding its payment and in making the threats complained
of.
'Persuasion is not coercion; insistence
upon one's legal rights is not undue influence
and pertinacious zeal to secure the payment
"
of a just debt is not fraudulent.'

Relatives" Services

As Tax Exemptions
Many

theatre owners are

unaware of

cer-

may

be legally taken
from the federal income tax reports, such
as services rendered by relatives. Therefore,
the recent United States supreme court case
tain

deductions which

Cohen v. Commissioner of Internal
Revenue (31 F. f 2d] 874) presents unusually
interesting legal information.
The facts of the above case are that a proprietor had three sons who worked for him on
of

:
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a weekly wage. One day the proprietor made
contracts by the terms of which he agreed to
pay each son 25 per cent of the net profits
derived from the business, providing each son
should marry a girl approved by the father.
It was further understood that each son who
did not marry before arrivins at 35 years of
age, should then receive his 25 per cent share
of the accumulated profits from the business,
plus three per cent interest.
The sons who
married girls whom the father disapproved of
were to receive their accumulated profits at
the time of marriage, but their interest in the
business should cease immediately.
When making his income tax report, the
father, who owned the business, deducted
from the net profits of the business the three
sons' 23 per cent interest in the profits, totaling 75 per cent of the income from the business. The government agents objected to this
deduction on the contention that it did not
constitute "ordinary and necessary
expenses
within the meaning of the income tax laws.
However, it is interesting to observe that the
court held the proprietor entitled to make the
deduction.
'

Courts Expect Fibbing
In

Damage

It

is

Suits

seriously injured when a ceiling support fell,
striking him on the head.
He sued the employer on the. contention that the proprietor
should have warned him of the danger associated with entering the passage-way.
It is
interesting to observe that the lower court
held the employer liable, but the higher court
reversed the verdict, stating the following

For illustration, in Lonatro
atre Company, (123 So.. 184),

v.

Palace The-

it was disclosed
that a woman while seated in the parquet of a
theatre viewing a performance, was injured
by being struck on the head with an empty
pop bottle, which fell, apparently, from one
of the galleries. She sued for large damages.
The lower court awarded her $375. and she
appealed to the higher court.
The only visible effect of the woman's injuries was a small cut in her scalp, which was
promptly sutured by a physician and healed in
due course. However, she attributed a number of unfortunate occurrences to this accident.
She testified that, as a result of the
accident, she is neurasthenic, that she has
terrible headaches, weak spells and is hysterical at times
that she is unable to do housework or take in sewing, as she was accustomed
to do before the accident
that she is very
impatient, particularly with her children, does
not sleep at night, and is losing weight; that
she spent $6X1 for medicine and $40 for doctor.
In view of this testimonv the higher court
increased the damages from $375 to $600. but
refused to consider allowing the amount of
several thousand dollars sued for. saying:
"It is obvious that, if all of plaintiffs difficulties could properly be charged to the accident, the award of the trial court is manifestly
inadequate. But the medical testimony in the
record is not sufficient to establish to our
satisfaction the casual relation between plaintiff's ailments and the blow on her head by the
pop bottle.
can readily understand that
considerable shock would result from her injury, and we are convinced that there must
have been some little consequential injury to
her nervous system, but we cannot follow
counsel in his estimate of her damages. Nevertheless, as the amount awarded seems somewhat low, we will increase it to $600."

Ornamental Bronze Work
Wickets
Grilles

ZERO VALVE &
BRASS CORP.

it."

634 Fourth

Buffalo, N. Y.

St.

Types of Modern
Lighting Equipment
(Continued from page 22)

well established that the courts rarely

believe all testimony given by a person who
sues a theatre owner for injuries sustained in
a theatre.
Therefore, ordinarily the person
who files the suit seldom obtains allowance of
the damages sought.

STEEL

RAILINGS

easily known to the servant as to the master,
the latter will not be liable for failing to give

warning of

BRONZE

BRASS

important law
"In an action by a servant against a master
for alleged failure of duty on the part of the
latter in not giving to the servant warning of a
danger incident to his employment, it must appear that the master knenj or ought to have
knou-n of the danger, and that the servant injured did not know, and had not equal means
with the master of knowing such fact, and by
the exercise of ordinary care could not have
known it. If the danger be obvious, and as

type borderlights are employed to furnish the

overhead illumination. The reflecwhich accommodate 3C0-watt and 5C0-

essential
tors,

Does not
desired equipment in all theatres.
disturb talking movie or vaudeville performances.
Write for complete information.

is

ljuiet Electric

Ventilator

watt lamps, are parabolic chromium-plated
copper, spaced 12-inches on center, equipped
with clear and natural colored diffusing lenses.
The five rows of borderlights were mounted
aproximately six feet apart, the first (or
proscenium) borderlight being directly over
the front edge of the stage, and the fifth (or

Lakeside

Company
Hermansville,

223 Main

St.

Mich.
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Printing Service
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When Employer Must
Warn Employe

ILLUSTRATED SHOCapds
ART

many

instances theatre owners are held
liable for injuries to employes and theatre patrons primarily because the proprietor gave insufficient warning of known and unusual dangers. However, it is important to know that a
theatre owner is not required by the law to
warn patrons or workmen of any dangers of
which the latter, by the application of ordinarv care, should observe.

In

ILL.

For instance, in Western v. Edwards (14S
S. E. 628), it was disclosed that a workman
was directed to go into a dark passage-way
and perform some work.

The employe was

Modern effect machine for clouds,
moon and spectacular scenic zvork.
(Photo by courtesy of the Belson
Manufacturing Company.)
cyclorama) borderlight mounted six feet in
front of the back drop. This arrangement resulted in smoothly lighting the complete expanse of back drop, and in the highly direc-

A Thing of Beauty and a Joy Forever
That expression must have been said first in
describing a stage which had been designed and
decorated by this group of artists and craftsmen.

Volland Scenic Studios,
St.

Louis, Missouri

Inc.
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tional lighting of performers' faces so that
their facial expressions were clearly visible.

FOOTLIGHTS—The

are

footlights

of

double-row reflector-type construction, the
upper row of parabolic polished chromiumplated copper reflectors equipped with clear
and natural color diffusing lenses, accommodating 150-watt lamps, spaced six inches on
center, direct a concentrated beam of light
parallel with the floor to provide a high level

The
illumination on the dancers' feet.
lower row of parabolic matte finish chromiumplated copper reflectors, equipped with 150watt lamps and clear and natural colored diffusing lenses, spaced six inches on center, are
mounted at an angle to provide light on the
faces of performers wearing hats, and to diffuse the shadows from overhead to prevent
a line of shadow on the back drop.
of

PROSCENIUM ST RI PLIGHTS

—

The

behind the jamb on either side
of the proscenium arch were mounted so that
they can be adjusted to direct light to various
striplights just

finish

STAGE POCKETS— Flash

lighting.

SPOTLIGHTS—In

it

olivettes

mounted

oli-

the lighting equipment installation. Any representative manufacturer of theatre lighting
equipment retains a staff of competent engi-

wings.

bank

of floodlights
front of the balcony provide for front flooding the stage.
They are equipped with spill control baffles so

who will offer definite recommendations
as to proper equipment to meet requirements
of the individual project.
neers

in recesses in the

Its

plug in spotlights,

and other portable equip-

With such complete and efficient lighting
equipment, as indicated above, any theatre
artist will put forth his best efforts to produce spectacularly attractive effects. Of course,
the size and location of a theatre, together
with the type of productions to be presented,
must be given consideration when planning

on portable stands, are included to provide
clear and colored flood illumination from the

FLOODLIGHTS—A

floodlights,

type pockets
the stage floor make

ments.

These provide localable towers and stands.
ized color illumination for any part of the
stage, increased intensity of general or color
lighting, and spectacular lighting effects.

OLIVETTES— Several

possible to readily

vettes,

in

Tragedies,

Its

Virtues

paper presented before the 23d annual convention of the Illuminating Engineering Society in Philadelphia

By

FRANK CAMBRIA

THE

opening of the Brooklyn Paramount
theatre by the Publix Theatres Corporation (the operating organization of the

Paramount Famous Lasky Corporation) could
well have been marked as a national event
rather than a local one, and certainly an international one to people interested in illumination, because it is, purposely, radically in
advance of anything previously attempted in
theatre lighting.

A

short discussion of events leading up to
the construction of this new Paramount theatre will convince you that there are theatre
owners actively interested in promoting better
lighting in theatres, and who are constantly
striving to achieve better results, both artistically

and

scientifically.

The Publix Theatres Corporation, operators of one of the largest groups of the 20,000 theatres now in the United States, is a
consolidation of many smaller chains with the
Ralaban & Katz Corporation as the center.
It is to Balaban & Katz that a great deal of
credit is due for the betterment of equipment
and the consequently enhanced artistic results
because of the constant pressure they exerted
upon architects and engineers.

development of the newer theatres
there has been a constant effort to build more
beautiful ones than the palaces previously
constructed and which the public so eagerly
welcomed.
Every theatre has been experimental in many ways, especially in regard to
scientific data, but finally with regard to its
acceptance by the public.
The need for an elaborate scheme of inIn

conveniently located

addition to the booth
srotlights, a considerable number have been
mounted on a pipe batten just behind the second borderlight, and several located on port-

Theatre Lighting:
A

that stray light will not be scattered over the
auditorium. Another battery of floodlights is
recessed directly over the orchestra pit, and
several are mounted on a pipe batten between
the first and second borderlight for overhead
flooding of the stage.

Individual parabolic matte
chromium-plated reflectors equipped
with clear and natural colored lenses, accommodating 150-watt lamps, are mounted six
inches on center, and project light through a
wide angle and add to the general overhead
parts of the stage.

mounted
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the

terior lighting is subject to question.
If a
supers-elaborate system such as is to be found
in the Brooklyn Paramount were used to
advantage, its value would be practically inestimable.
If it is not used, its value is
questionable.
Legitimate theatres survived
for many years with interiors lighted only
sufficiently for utilitarian purposes, but they
did not thrive.
The elaborately lighted theatres of Balaban & Katz, however, thrived
above all others and paved the way for future progress.
It is true that the method of seating, the
intermission system, and the mode of operation of various types of theatres is different,
but each is capable of a luxurious lighting
treatment this is a luxurious age an atmosphere of cheer should be created and the
beauty of colors should be capitalized upon.

—

—

and FRANCIS M.

Lighting enthralls and

when used

artistically,

thrills an audience
and above all things

gives the auditorium that interesting mystic
quality that is so desirable.
Also patrons
should be saved the inconvenience caused by
the inability to easily locate seats, the annoyance of disagreeably cold rest rooms and
poorly lighted mirrors, and demand the many
other things that people have learned to like
and require in their own homes.
If, in addition to these very vital factors,
an elaborate lighting system is used to enhance the value of music, it becomes a very
It
valuable "repeat" salesman for a theatre.

It causes many people to
about.
come to the theatre just to see it. It gets
much free publicity and it. is so changeable
that it need not become tiresome to the steady
is

talked

customer.

These latter points, however, are the ones
which the theatre does not usually capitalize
the character and use of colored light and its
relation to music is a subject not readily mastered and requires the constant supervision of
an artist. The electrician on the switchboard
has not such experience, nor has he the time
;

or interest to create lighting diversions. Each
theatre, therefore, requires constant attention
and supervision. Lighting combinations' must
be made up and experimented with and then

used judiciously.
Because the problems of an architect in
planning the lighting of a theatre such as
the Brooklyn Paramount are so many and
manifold, he sometimes places the burden of
the lighting on the engineers with the idea
of getting a satisfactory wiring and artistic
layout.
In many cases it results in a completely satisfactory wiring job but not in artistic lighting.
Lighting engineers are in a preferred position to work very closely with the
architects; to provide them with equipment
which will enhance the value of their work
and to make it better in every way.
If, in addition, the engineers and manufacturers of lighting equipment were to specify

only equipment which they knew would do
the job, and devise new equipment to replace
that which is at present inadequate, much of
the dissatisfaction which is prevalent with
present methods would disappear.
It is unfortunate that at the present time the user
must beware and must, himself, introduce
practically all the new developments.
A more serious problem, however, is the

FALGE

honestly serious mistake that is made under
the heading of efficiency. Too often efficiency
is taken out as a whole but is merely considered the maximum amount of light that can
be given off from a particular source. Space,
ruggedness, color, and
durability,
weight,
beam characteristics all play their important
parts and must be considered, along with the
With the many
reflection factor of materials.
and varied applications of light in the theatre,
decidedly inadvisable for the architect
it
is
to accept reflectors of one material for all
purposes.

The architect, although essentially on the
Not all,
defensive, is also open to criticism.
but many have too great a respect for the
past and have not grasped the possibilities of
They know that the proincandescent light
portions of the classic styles of architecture
are established facts and that often, to make
allowances for lighting equipments, it is necessary to distort these established dimensions.
They ought to realize, however, that the irradiation from the lamps, and the intense
artificial lights, which the classics did not have,
will cause the established dimensions to apIn modern architecture it is
parently vary.
necessary to revise the commonly accepted
fact that light comes from above at a 45degree angle which is the average sunlight
Instead, it may come from any
condition.
angle, depending on the position of the light
pronounced
most
the
producing
source
shadows.

As in other theatres the Brooklyn Paramount has shown us the need for betterment
of the following problems
Colored Glass Media. Gelatine color media
have, in the past, been the most satisfactoryproducers of color, especially because of the
very wide range of attractive colors that
:

—

were

available.

With higher wattages and

refrigerating plants, however, the advantages
of these media have been lessened and a more
durable medium has been sought.

Theatres progressed through various stages
of colored lamps but all were expensive and
did not give satisfactory results. They were
not sufficiently uniform when manufactured
and were subject to change of color.
The desirability of a permanent medium
of satisfactory color value was well known,
and many were tried unsuccessfully at various times. Until a short time ago their most
serious handicap was that they were used with
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bare lamps and not with satisfactory reflecting equipments.
The advantages of proper
reflectors and standard lamps are readily apparent, however, and the problems of producing satisfactory media should now be

The problem

to produce media
which may be easily removed from reflectors
and of suitable color value. The Brooklyn
theatre opened up a whole new source of
discontent when the glass supplier attempted
to obtain a higher resistance to heat and consequently sacrificed color.
simplified.

is

—

The theatre owner has always
Reflectors.
had closed to him the use of reflectors because
of the lack of a reflector of suitable contour to give an even distribution of light on
the average cove surface and small enough
to allow a three-color plan.
In response to
our
tors

one manufacturer produced reflecwhich approximately fulfilled our re-

pleas,

quirements, but there is still a decided need
for concentrating reflectors of mirrored glass,
in the ten, 25, 40 and 60-watt sizes, which may
be spaced on three to six-inch centers, but
made so they may be easily equipped with
colored glass lenses, and easily opened for
maintenance purposes.
There are no such
units on the market.
In addition, there

is

need for a method of
be

installation, such that the reflectors may
easily accessible for lamp replacement.

—

Balcony Front. The balcony front plays a
very important part in the lighting of the
stage, drapes, or orchestra, and needs considerable attention
and improvement.
It
is
necessary that the balcony rail be deep enough
to have sufficient room to direct properly designed spotlights to the orchestra pit, the
apron, and the complete proscenium opening.
A focusing projector is essential and it
should be easily accessible for adjustment

and lamp replacement.
Closely allied with this problem, and decidedly important to the stage as well, is the need
for a small-sized spotlight of approximately
10 inches focal length, using the prefocused
base socket and lamp, and a fixed mirror.
There is no place in the theatre where as
much light is lost or where the need for high
candlepower and spill-less beams is so essential.
All spotlights have insufficient focusing
adjustments and even if there were ample
means', it would take a laboratory to do justice
to them.
The average electrician pays little
attention to lamp or mirror adjustment.
Control. There is a decided need for simplified and better control for both the stage
and the house for a dimmer which has equal
increments of lumen change rather than voltage change in other words, a straight line
dimmer which changes illumination evenly,

—

—

—

step by step.

A further advancement would be one that
by means of a balanced resistance dims any
circuit

equally

well,

regardless

of

capacity.
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The principles of the lighting of theatre
interiors are perhaps too well-known to be

Another source of control trouble which

discussed in detail, but a quick review may
be worth while as they are so often over-

This

is

not

far-fetched

so

as

experimental

work is under way, and there is possibility
vacuum tubes for such a system.

the use of auditorium lighting effects
is
the extreme slowness of the operating
levers.
The slow motion wheels should operate as fast as possible but should be arranged
so they may be operated slowly and smoothly
They need not be made to spin as easily
also.
as at present.
limits

—

The cooperation of archiengineers' is needed to arrive at a
satisfactory reduced stage height which, together with the height of the footlights above
the stage, often is so improperly planned that
about the first third of the people in the house
cannot see the feet or even the legs of dancers.
It is not necessary for footlights to project more than three inches above the stage
floor.
Except in special cases 100-watt lamps
are more than enough for footlights, and reflectors on five-inch centers should be the
greatest allowable.
double row is, of course,
desirable.
This allows the upper row to have
their filaments slightly above the stage floor
\\ In n
installed parallel to it.
It is our belief that a slightly reduced stage height will
do much to improve the sight lines of most
theatres.
Stage Height.

tects

and

A

Ceiling Surfaces.
for
experimental

— There
work

is

a decided need
regard to

looked.

The
portant

In some cases an
iridescent surface is desirable, but where
the line of vision permits of direct reflection
of concealed lamps, the effect is very spotty.
The best surface is of a semi-mat finish
with a neutral tone of fairly high reflective
value and which will stand the wear and
tear it will surely get.

a.

b.
c.

d.

c.

d.

—

They should be
dark corners and steps.
designed so as to throw light to the oppodown the
and
forward
site side of the aisle
Seats
aisle but should not spill on seats.
Aisle
should be dark to minimize this.
lights may be evaluated not only as a convenience but as a reducer of insurance rates.

Many

small bright sources of light
are pleasing for lobbies.
Foyers should be of lower intensity with soft colored lights.
Rest rooms should be colorfully

possible.
Sufficient

light
should be provided»so that people may easily

locate seats, and to eliminate accidents.

with

—

and

ing of pictures.
There should be no bright light
a.
sources near the line of the vision
of the picture.
b. Stray light should be eliminated
from the picture sheet as much as

mind.

should
be
Light.
Lights
the object of keeping as
much as possible of the direct or directly
reflected light from the stage and screen.
This provides for better projection and does
not destroy screen contrasts and also interferes less with stage effects.
Aisle Lights. Aisle lights should be placed
at frequent intervals along aisles and at
of

bright

torium lighting so that the advantages
of mobile color and variety of effects
be available together with a comfortable, glareless system for the show-

f.

Direction

be

may

e.

planned

should

and comfortably lighted.
There should be a specially planned and controlled system of audi-

talking pictures, is the acoustics of the
auditorium.
Acoustics are considerably
helped by breaking up the ceiling and side
walls with coves, and lighting should be
this in

Lobbies

2.

—A

planned with

im-

are

cheerful.

further problem of the archiconcerns the illuminating engineer, especially since the inauguration of

Acoustics.
tect which

considerations

There should be a well-planned,
1.
single-circuit system of illumination for
lobbies, foyers, rest rooms, etc., which
should be graduated in intensity from
street to auditorium.

with

proper ceiling surfaces.

following
:

3.

Sufficient light should be provided
so as to discourage undue familiarity but at the same time not
so much that patrons are dis-

the movements of
tracted by
others.
Aisle lights and side-wall brackets
should be on separate circuits
controlled from the stack switchboard.
Cove circuits should be carefully
planned so that many variations
of quantity and quality of light

may be possible. They should be
on dimmers.
There should be a carefully de-

vised emergency lighting system, separate and distinct from the other lighting arrangements.
Local, state, and federal codes
a.

must be strictly adhered to.
There should be a separate lighting
system for cleaning, preferably a permanent one, but at least portable lights
and conveniently located outlets.
4.

a.

is preferable to have concealed
units of high intensity which are
operated by a switch.

It
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many

aquarium

—

—

The shortcomings
from the lack of suitable tools with which
the architect can paint his lighting picture,
not from lack of equipment, to be sure;
From
but from lack of statable equipment.
the signs, which use chromium plated reflectors, to the stage, only the newest and
best equipment was used but with results
It is not that the
far short of the mark.

—

problems were new but they were problems similar to those encountered in other
theatres.

Let us take a trip through the theatre
and note its virtues and its tragedies.
The large and comElectrical Advertising.
manding vertical and roof signs, with the
combination of incandescent and neon light

—

—

The Foyers. As one leaves the lobby to
enter the auditorium the gradual diminution
The fixtures are lamped
of light is noted.
with flame-tints and here the enclosed
tinted glass fixtures have replaced those
softness of tone
having exposed lamps.
is noted in addition to the diminished light.
The fixtures near the auditorium which
also have lamps enclosed by glass are of a
deeper color approaching that of the auditorium.
Here a flame color is used, somewhat between the flame-tint and amber
orange.
All fixtures have a modernistic
touch but are not extreme and carry out
All pictures are
the decorative scheme.
lighted to show them off to best advantage.

A

—

The Auditorium, The object of the audischeme was to have two effects;
first, the interior of a semi-formal room;
second, the effect of looking up through
arches, openings and grilles into a sky.
torium

Theatre Equipment
NEW AND USED
Mnst complete stork In the TJ. 8.
Moving Picture Machines, Screens,
Chairs.
Opera
Spotlights.
Rooths.
Stereopticons, Film Cabinets, Portable Projectors, M. P. Cameras. Generator Sets, Reflecting Arc Lamps,
Carbons, Tickets, Mazda Lamps and
Supplies.
Projection

Machines

repaired
and
parts
for
all

Repair
overhauled.
chairs.
Attractive 3 I 10 ft. muslin
ners $1.50: on paper 50 cents.
We Pay Highest Prices for Used
Projection Machines. Opera Chairs, etc.

makes opera

Everything

for

Movie Supply

the

— Write

Theatre

Co., 844

for

Wabash

Catalog

ban-

"H"

Ave., Chicago

theatre decoration. The lalique glass panel
the center gives a suggestion of blue sky.
Further modernism is evident in the lighted
panels and the glass fountain lighted from
concealed sources.
The Cosmetic Room. What woman could
resist the desire to seat herself at one of
these novel, yet perfectly lighted mirrors,
which carry out the new note of our changing times! Odd, yet intriguing fixtures vie
with luminescent panels surrounding the
mirrors to carry out the prevailing ceiling
scheme serving to bathe milady in glory.
Ladies' Smoking Rooms. A new note is
reached in the smoking room in the Venetian Uirectoire style.
Indirectly- lighted
niches,
silhouetting
pillars
and grilles
against a golden background furnish highlights of a most pleasing nature.
The reflected golden light is projected from below the parapet wall on a metallic gold
surface.
It produces the effect of sunlight
reflected into the room.
This unique and
attractive touch has created much favorable

in

theatre result

—

—

out

The Ladies' Lounge. Modernism prevails
room and introduces a new note in

idea.

The Main Lobby. The lobby is very
bright and cheerful with its combination
of candle-type lamps and its lamps enclosed
by tinted diffusing glass. Frequently, people are required to wait here and such a
Only the
lobby keeps them contented.
lightest tints are considered for a lobby like
this.
The many sources and brightness of
the whole eliminate objectionable glare.
Tints that harmonize best with the decoration and period of the designs are selected.

is the large
lighting from

in this

Here the lighting is not an afterthought
it.
but the architects, Messrs. Rapp and Rapp.
ingeniously designed their artistry around
Agreeing upon a new and
the lighting.
novel plan for lighting, the architect and
enineer worked as one to carry out the

fixtures.

all

The men's lounge is carafter the manner of a hunting
room, essentially masculine and conducive
to the use and comfort of a pipe.
There
are no glaring light sources to annoy one
but just an even restful illumination.

ideas

are the first to use, commercially, chromium
plated reflectors. The idea has been proved
successful, though this first attempt but
paves the way to better usage. The marquise signs are similar to the usual type.
As in other signs the value of carefully
planned flashing is brought out. There is
need for development work on opal glass
letters to approach the light transmission
and diffusion of the glass used in lighting

novel feature

one end with

Men's Lounge.

ried

—

of this

at

indirect sources.

and principles of theatre lighting. It, in
itself, is the product of costly and untiring
the result of
effort
a unique experiment
the many and tireless efforts leading up to

—

A

blue green.

This should include supplementary
passageways and
for
lighting
other places which might be included with other circuits not
needed for cleaning.
The Brooklyn Paramount theatre repreb.

sents the culmination of these
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Decorative plaster, Valencia theatre,
Jamaica, N. Y. John Eberson, architect.

This required two different lighting treatments, the warm mellow light of an interior, backed up by a neutral background
and the silhouette of this architecture
against a brilliantly lighted background of
blues, greens or purples. The warm colors
of the interior were to harmonize with the
cooler complimentary colors of the back-

ground.

The

enhanced by the
mezzanine box fronts having a continuous
pattern of lalique glass and by the supporting columns at the rear of the main floor
and mezzanine, composed of iron grilles
backed up with translucent glass, all lighted
from behind. These supporting columns
give two distinct effects. When unlighted,
the glass and iron grilles pass into one,
because of their neutral character, and give
the effect of massive stone columns. When
the lights are slowly brought up in the
columns a beautiful effect results. The side
wall brackets and smaller auditorium fixtures have an amber orange tone which is
not unduly bright and harmonizes well
with the background.
lighting

scheme

is

Instead of using just three color circuits
was usually done in the past, the great
number of individually controlled circuits
allowed a choice of some of the circuits.

as

One, was of course, all blue. The others,
were combinations of red, green and amber,
providing for the production of an unlimited
number of effects. Large translucent glass

were suspended from the ceiling to
carry out the effect of an interior or of an
outdoor garden.
Although an elaborate svstem of control
was included, operated, of course, from the
stage, it is seriously handicapped by the
slowness of the main operating levers.
The Florentine Room. The charm of an
old world Florence is indeed evident in this

fixtures

—

room which

main lounge and from
which the ladies' and gentlemen's lounges
and smoking rooms lead. The lighting, too,
with its glass panelled lanterns and elabois

the

rately carved candle stands carries out the
Italian motif.
The lighting is elaborated
on, however, by the interior and exterior
treatment of the opposite side walls. The
interior treatment consists in illuminated
art glass panels behind elaborately grilled
gates.
One side is an exterior treatment
seen through arches lighted in a delicate

comment.
In all of the underground rooms an attempt has been made by the use of light
to produce an exterior effect. This, as you
have seen, is but one of the many services
light is rendering to the theatre and will

continue to render in increasing amount as
the artist and engineer cooperate to better
the results of the past.

EUROPE AS A MARKET
FOR AMERICAN MOTION
PICTURE EQUIPMENT
(Continued from page 59)

RUMANIA
From

reports by L. J. Cochrane, assistant trade commissioner, and J. Rives Childs, American consul

The popularity of motion pictures in Rumania has grown noticeably in the last few
years, especially in the larger cities, where
motion-picture theatres have increased appreciably in number and have improved noticeably in comfort and in the character of the
equipment employed.
While at the beginning of 1926 Rumania
possessed only some 304 motion-picture thewith a total estimated seating capacity
of 150,000, it is estimated that at the present
time there are some 350 theatres throughout
Rumania with a total combined seating capacity of some 200,000.
Of these, about 50 per
cent operate daily, the remainder operating irregularly, usually two to four times a week.
In Bucharest alone, which is the main center for motion-picture theatres, there are now
some 38 houses, with a total combined seating
capacity of some 25,000, all of them operating
daily, while at the beginning of 1926 there
were in Bucharest only some 24 theatres with
a total combined seating capacity of 12,000.
The theatres in Bucharest range in capacity
from 300 to 1,750 seats, the greater number
accommodating 300 to 800 people and only
very few seating 1,200 or more.
The motion-picture trade has taken on a
rapid expansion within the past three years, it
being estimated that some 40 to 50 theatres
are now being erected each year throughout
the country.
With the exception of Bucharest and a few
of the larger towns in Rumania, motion-picture theatres in general are not modern acThey are
cording to American standards.
seldom situated in a specially constructed
building but rather in one which has been
atres,

n
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over, and in many cases they are merely
a part of a larger office building.
The cosi
of construction varies, the estimated averag;:
cost being around $20,000. The most modern
and recently erected theatres in Bucharest
have cost from $75,000 to $125,000.
Equipment for the larger Bucharest theatres and the more important ones in the
Provinces has been purchased direct from

made

German. Austrian, or French manufacturers,
but in the case of the small theatres a large
proportion of the equipment is made in Ru-

mania or purchased second hand.
Standard projectors. In the absence of ex-

—

estimated that the total
annual sale of new projectors amounts to
some 30 !o 40 units, taking into consideration
the fact that in the smaller towns usually a
rebuilt projector is purchased for such new
Xo projectors or
theatres as are opened.
cameras are manufactured in Rumania.

act

statistics,

it

is

The

features which appeal most to theatre
lights and lenses giving clear,
sharply defined pictures, plain and simple construction and operation of the machines, and
ability to stand hard usage.
"A fool-proof
machine is what we need," said one owner.

owners are the

The smaller theatres usually have one projector.
Most of the larger theatres, however,
maintain two. one for the inclosed auditorium
and one for the open-air garden which, because of the rather hot summers in Rumania,
forms a part of their facilities. While many
projectors are old, most of them are not more
than two years old.
tried, but owing to their allegedly complicated
construction and the difficulty of repairing
breaks because of the absence of readily available spare parts, the attempt was more or less
a

failure.

The keenest competition

the market for
projectors, as well as for cameras, is offered
in

by German firms. German-made cameras and
projectors of the larger and more expensive
types are considered superior to all other projectors Lnd
ever, some

cameras sold

in

;

Rumania.

How-

dealers are of the opinion that
American makes of small and inexpensive
cameras are superior to the German in quality, although more expensive.
About 70 per
cent of Rumanian imports of projectors come
from Germany and about 20 per cent from

France.

Xo special preference for particular types
of projectors is to be noted, although price
is always a determining factor in Rumania.
Only projectors of relatively low cost can be
sold, and generally Zeiss lenses are preferred
Heavier types are not considered salable nor
any projector selling in excess of $1,500 retail.

The most popular makes of projectors on
Rumanian market are Frnemann. Zeiss

the

Ikon, Ertell, Saxonia, and Ika, German; and
Pathe and Centensus, French.
Wholesale and retail prices of the foregoing

largely monopolized, most of the generators
use being made by Siemens-Schuckert, Max
Levy, and the A. E. G. The average generator in use has a voltage of 70, an amperage
of 15, and costs about 20,000 lei.
Arc lamps. High-intensity and mirror-reflector arc lamps are used in practically all
theatres.
As in the case of other equipment,
sources of supply are mostly France and
in

makes of projectors are given

in the following
Prices have been converted to United
States currency.
table.

Wholesale

Make
Ernemann

price, c.

_

Zeiss Ikon

_

Saxonia

_

—

_

Ika
Pathe. 1920
Pathe, 1927

$793-$l,098

610- 701

762976
366488
1,098 1,220
427488
458519
976- 1,098

854312366793472-

_

_
German firms maintain

Centensus

—

Retail
price

f.

_$610-$854
_ 275-

_

Ertell

i.

366
915
336
397
854
458

949

Germany.
Screens.
is

616

stages have been constructed, white cotton
drops are generally used.
Visual
education. Visual
education has
taken hold in public educational institutions to
a very considerable extent. Practically all of
the larger public schools have rooms which
can be used for cinema exhibitions, and stu-

—

dents from the schools of the smaller towns
are accommodated at stated times in the various town halls. These halls are also used at
other times for the general public, and in
Bucharest there is a hall for each of the various districts of the city. In addition, school
children are periodically taken to the regular cihemas by order of the Minister of PubEducational films are shown
lic Instruction.
at these gatherings, but there is also a sprinkling of the other varieties.

:

;

;

Elisabeta 34.

—

discounts.
German firms grant
the local agents terms up to 180 days
against acceptances, the discount varying acrording to the number of machines ordered
but generally ranging from 33 to 50 per cent
from the price lists. Pathe grants to its local
agent credit terms equivalent to those granted
to the retail purchaser, thus working virtually
on a consignment basis. The discount is approximately 25 per cent from the f. o. b.
to

SPAIN
From

reports by Alma H. Cramer, office of commercial attache, and Nathaniel B. Stewart, American
consul general

—

Standard projectors. The motion-picture
projectors most popular in Spain are the Imperator, the A. E. G., the Pathe, and the
Gaumont. An American projector is reported
to be used to some extent, but very* few modThe
ern machines of this make are found.
Indomitable, of English make, is in the market, but only to a small extent.
Prices vary from 1,400 pesetas, the price
of the Indomitable in Valencia, to 15,000
pesetas, the price recently paid by one of the
largest motion-picture houses in Madrid for
the Imperator II, this price covering a set of
two projectors. Other prices are as follows:
and 4,800
Imperator,
1.800.
2.700.
3,000,
pesetas; A. E. G., 4.000 pesetas; Gaumont.
and 6,000 pesetas; and
1.400. 2,200, 4,000,
Pathe, 2,400 pesetas.
The special features of projectors that appeal to theatre owners are good projection,
durability, simplicity of operation, lack of
noise in operation, ability to take depreciated

price.
I

projectors
fore, that

against adequate guaranties are granted.

-

—

Impo-t duties. Motion-picture cameras and
lenses imported into Rumania are assessed
duty at the rate of 7.50 gold lei C$1.87) per
100 kilos; the dutv on projectors and other
cinema equipment is 4 gold lei ($1) per 100
kilos.
Tn addition, there is a turnover tax
collected at the point of entry, which amounts
to about 10 cents per kilo on cameras and
about 15 cents per kilo on other cinema equipment. All duties are assessed on net weights.
Generators. While with proper advertising
reasonably
competitive
and demonstr-tion
prices and credit terms, American generators
could he sold in Rumania, it is doubtful if
initial returns at least would repay the effort

—

at present has this

films,

II

is

field

and quality in general. The Imperator
said to be particularly desirable.
(To be continued)

BETTER THEATRES AUTHORS
John J'. Smeallie is a member of the public relations
department of the Mohawk Carpet Mills, Amsterdam.
X. Y. He has lectured widely on the subject of woven

Leo

T.

Parker

is

a Cincinnati attorney

larly contributed articles to
it

H.

Spiehnan

reguas

A

known

heating and ventilation
engineer. He is a member of the engineering staff of the
B. F. Reynolds Company, Chicago, and among the important installations of heating and ventilation equipment
in theatres which he has supervised was that in the huge
Paradise theatre, a Publix house in Chicago.
J.

who has

Better Theatres on law

concerns theatres.

floor coverings.
A

is

a well

A

Mooring is a representative of Better Theatres in London and an editor of the English motion picture trade paper. The Bioscope.
\V. hi.

'Hoyt Barnett is a Portland, Ore.,
a contributor to the magazines.

newspaperman and

A

\I. H. J'analh n is an illumination engineer on the staff
of the Belsoh Manufacturing Company. Chicago.

J.

Kx

C. Jenkins is the well

known

field

representative of

tbitors Herald-YVorld.
A

R. L. Lindahl is a member of the acoustical engineering
Celotex Company, Chicago.

staff of the

Louis Adrian has been a theatre musician and conductor for some time. He is now leading an orchestra for
the Balaban & Katz (Publix) circuit in Chicago, where
he alternates between two of the deluxe neighborhood
theatres.
A

Frank Cambria
Publix.

Francis

same theatre

in the

coating of gypsum plastered against the
which is usually brick.
However, in
some of the larger theatres where regular

—

Germany

common

wall,

Dealers
The following dealers in Buchamight be interested in handling American
motion-picture projectors
Pathe Cinema, 10
Cale^ Victoriei Protector. Strada Raureanu
C. L C. Aparate Cinematografice. Pasagiul
Villacros, Scara D. and Gaumont, Bulevardul

involved.

silver screen

seldom found in Rumania. It
largely the custom to use as a substitute
is

a

rest

American manufacturers of motion-picture
and cameras must realize, thereno appreciable business mav be developed in Rumania unless payment facilities

— The

United States

well-assorted stocks
of projectors and parts and are able to mak"
quick repairs of all the models sold locally
Credit facilities, which are so indispensable to
the transaction of business in Rumania, are
offered, and even as regards quality the German projectors are considered the best.
French manufacturers are also accustomed to
offer liberal credit, and quote prices somewhat lower than those of other foreign firms.

Terms and

"I

is

M.

circuit.

director of art and stage craft for
Falgc is lighting specialist of the

BETTER THEATRES SECTION OF

72

NEW
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INVENTIONS

The list of patents published in this
technical department of "Better Theatres"

porter

is

—

furnished by our patent

WILLIAM

re-

MOORE

N.

Washington, D. C.
1,713,210.

CONE-TYPE

LOUD-SPEAKER.

Frederick C. Barton, Schenectady, N. Y„ assignor
to General Electric Company, a Corporation of
New York. Filed Dec. 14, 1926. Serial No. 154814. 3 Claims. (CI. 179—115.)

1.

In

a

sound

reproducing

device,

a

MOTION - PICTURE CAMERA
1,704,189.
DRIVEN BY A SPRING MECHANISM. Emanuel
Goldberg, Dresden, Germany. Filed Jan. 15, 1927.
Serial No. 161,431, and in Germany and France
(CI. 192—139.)
Jan. 21, 1926. 5 Claims.

1.
In a sound reproducing machine, the combination with a tone arm having a pair of separate conduits for conveying sound waves, of an
integrally formed bracket for journalling said tone
arm for swinging movement, said bracket being
provided with a pair of annular bearing portions
each of which is adapted to encircle an end portion of one of said conduits.

conical

diaphragm having an integral outwardly extending flange at the base thereof, an armature, and
means comprising a hollow rod connected between
said armature and the apex of said cone.

1,713,504.

MOTION-PICTURE

PROJECTOR.

Ferdinand Von Madaler, Hampton Bays, Long
N. Y., assignor to Vision-Tone Corporation, New York, N. Y., a Corporation of Nevada.
Original application filed June 1, 1923, Serial No.
Divided and this application filed July
642,767.
Renewed Sept. 29,
Serial No. 46,002.
25, 1925.

Island,

1928.

11 Claims.

(CI.

88

—

TONE ARM. William Casbon, Lon1,713,419.
England, assignor to Yagerphone Limited,
London, England. Filed Aug. 31, 1928, Serial No.
4
303,281, and in Great Britain May 5, 1927.
Claims. (CI. 274—23.)

don,

16.8.)

3.

A

control

mechanism

for

moving picture

driven by spring motor comprising, a
shouldered disc mounted on and actuated by the
spring motor, a pivoted L-shaped lever engageable
at times with said disc for holding the motor
against movement, a control rod co-operatively
associated with said lever for releasing the same,
a toothed wheel adapted to automatically operate
said rod at a predetermined time, and means actuated by the spring motor and engageable with the
toothed wheel for carrying the latter into engage-

cameras

ment with

MEANS
1.713,503.
SOUND AND MOTION

REPRODUCING

signor to Vision-Tone Corporation, New York, N.
Y., a Corporation of Nevada. Filed June 1, 1923,
Serial

the control rod.

FOR

IN SYNCHRONISM. Ferdinand Von Madeler, Hampton Bays, N. Y., asNo. 624,767. Renewed Sept.
(CI. 88—16.2.)

28,

1928.

17

Claims.

SOUND REPRODUCER. Frederick
1,712,920.
A. Korster, Palo Alto, Calif., assignor to Federal
Telegraph Company, San Francisco, Calif., a Corporation of California. Filed Sept. 17, 1927. Serial
No. 220,259. 7 Claims. (CI. 181 31.)

—

A

machine for intermittently projecting a
1.
selected picture series and sound incident thereto
from a film having a pair of picture series and
an independent sound record for each series, comprising means for continuously and uniformly
feeding the picture strip through the machine,
reciprocating means for selecting one of said picture series operated by the first mentioned means,
optical projecting and rectifying means for the
selected picture series, and means for reproducing
the sound for said selected picture series in synchronism with the projection of the pictures.

A

machine for intermittently projecting a
1.
selected picture series from a film strip having a
plurality of picture series arranged in a predetermined manner, comprising means for continuously and uniformly feeding said strip through
the machine, a carriage reciprocable in a plane
parallel to a portion of the film strip, picture
selecting means mounted on said carriage and
operable for selecting pictures to be projected from
said strip, means for operating said carriage, and
optical projecting and rectifying means for the
selected picture series mounted on said carriage.

In a sound reproducer a conical shaped sound
1.
reproducing diaphragm, a frame structure, means
suspending said diaphragm, intermediate the
apex and free peripheral edge thereof and a pair
of cord members secured at opposite ends to said
frame structure and extending diametrically across
said conical shaped sound reproducing diaphragm
for centering said diaphragm with respect to said
suspension means and preventing radial movement of said diaphragm while permitting free
for

longitudinal vibration thereof.

>

»
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1.713.33S.

FOCUSING SHUTTER.

Hill.

Washing-ton. D. C.

Jan.

12.

this

application filed
(CI. 55
13 Claims,

166.804.

1927.

Serial

Roger

Original application
Divided
160.644.
Feb. 8. 1927.
Serial

No.

—

at
filed

and
No.

24.

APPARATUS FOR OBTAINING
1.681,753.
sTNCHRONISM BETWEEN PICTURE AND
MUSIC IN CINEMATOGRAPHIC PERFORMANCES.
June
Mar.

3,
i.

1.713.663.

6

e

Claims,

a

z

i

CL

—

»>

£

APPARATUS.

MOTION-PICTURF

Wilho A. Kosken. New York. N. Y., assignor to
Steadylite Motion Picture Machine Corporation,
New York. N. Y., a Corporation of New YorkFiled June
26.
1925.
Serial
No. 39.660.
13
Claims. (CL 88— 16.8.

Adolf Beeneken. Berlin, Germany. Files!
Serial No. 717, S3?, and in Germany

1924.
1923.

LL

16.2..

Id.
1.
In a projection apparatus the combination
a radiant condenser and objective system,
optically associated to produce a beam suitable for
projection purposes; of a shutter operable into and
out of the path of the beam and having a central
opening therein, a do user normally closing said
opening, said douser being rotatably mounted adjacent to and concentric with said shutter and
adapted to momentarily expose said opening to
produce a beam of restricted dimensions.

with

1.
In apparatus for obtaining synchronism between the pictures and music in animated picture
performances, the combination of a music tape
travelling in synchronism with a picture film and
having musical notation running longitudinally
of the tape, an indicator finger mounted in proxlmity to the notes on said tape and for adjust-

ment in the reading direction of said note*, a
driving motor for said picture film, and means for
controlling the speed of said motor controlled by
the adjustment of said finger.
1.673.300.
PROCESS FOR

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC REPRODUCTION OF OBJECTS IN
THEIR NATURAL COLORS OR IN MONOCHROME. Stuart M. Phelps, Pittsburgh, Pm,
Filed

Dec

18.

1923.

—

Serial

No.

(§1.416.

17

(CL 95 2.)
The method of photographic printing herein
described which consists in preparing a matrixfUm in which a dye is held by a mordant sensitive
to light, printing from a negative upon the film so
prepared, and transferring from the matrix- film to
Claims.

L

1,713.266.

PICTURE TELEGRAPHY.

Frederick

George Creed, Croydon. England, assignor to Creed
and Company Limited, a Company of Great BriFiled Feb. 17. 1926. Serial No. 55. 561. and
tain.
13 Claims.
in Great Britain Feb. 24. 1925.
(CI.
178

—

5.)

another surface the dye released in consequence of
exposure.

1.678.566.

SOUND-CONTROL CONSTRUCTION.

HIGH-SPEED CAMERA. Charles Fran17419.
cis Jenkins. Washington, D. C.
Filed Jan- 21.
1926.
Serial No. 82,760.
Original No. I IB
dated Jan. 22. 1924. Serial No. 46,427, filed April
14. 1921.
5 Claims.
(CI. 88
U.S.)

MM

—

1.
For the production of punched tape for the
purpose set forth, apparatus comprising a movable
arm. electro-magnetic means adapted to move said
arm to different positions corresponding to different degrees of density in the picture to be reproduced, mechanically operated punching mechanism
adapted to produce on a tape perforations in accordance with a predetermined code, depending

In an apparatus for projecting motion pican objective lens, and means, including
deflectors, for passsing a beam of light
through a film and through the objective lens, in
combination with means for driving the deflectors
and film continuously, means for diverting portions of the beam of light after it passes through
the film, and means, controlled by such diverted
portions of the beam for controlling the relative
speed between the film and deflectors for the
pur pose of maintaining the image in t he beam
substantially centralized with respect to the objective lens.
1.

tures,

moving

1.713,939.

CONTROL MECHANISM FOR FILM

Pasadena, Calif.
Charles O. Wingren.
Renewed
Filed Nov. 2. 1925. Serial No. 66.178.
13.7.>
Oct. 8. 1928. 14 Claims. (CL 8*

FEED.

—

upon a selected number of degrees of density in
the picture to be reproduced, and mechanical
means controlled by said movable arm and adapted
to control said punching mechanism to effect selective operation thereof in accordance
tion from time to time of said arm.

1.
In a film developing apparatus, the combination of:
driven rollers on which a film is carried: drive rollers arranged at intervals in said apparatus, said drive roller* being adapted to drive said film: and means for driving said
drive rollers, said drive rollers being driven progressively
faster as the backward end of said apparatus is approached,
said drive means including a drive unit having a plurality of
drive pulleys, a driven pulley drivably associated with aajd
drive rollers, and belts whereby said drive pulleys operate
said driven pulleys.

with the posi-

L

In combination,

a

turntable,

a

reel

of

film

mounted thereon, a brake element adapted to be
moved into engagement with the edges of the
convolutions of said film, a driving element adapmoved into engagement with the
to be
edges of the eonvulutions of said film for increasing its movement, and means controlled by
the film for automatically operating said brake
element or said driving element as said film increases its movement or slows up its movement.

ted
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Movie Supply Company.
National Theatre Supply Company.

EMERGENCY BATTERIES
Company.

FILM CEMENT

ORGAN HEATERS
Kausalite Manufacturing Company.
Time-O-Stat Controls Corporation.

PATENT ATTORNEYS
William N. Moore.
Coxsackie Holding Corporation.
Enterprise Optical Company.
Holmes Projector Company.
International Projector Corporation.

RAILINGS, GRILLES
Mellaphone Corporation.

RHEOSTATS
Hoffman & Soons.
SAFES, THEATRE
York Safe and Lock Company.

Dayton Safety Ladder Company.

Walter G. Preddey.

FILM STOCK
Eastman Kodak Company.

FLOOR COVERINGS
Biiielow-Hartford Carpet Company.
Clinton Carpet Company.

Mohawk Carpet

Mills.

FLOWERS. PLANTS— ARTIFICIAL
Company.

Automatic Devices Company.
General Electric Company.
Hertner Electric Company.
Roth Brothers & Company.

Mellaphone Corporation.

The Oliver Manufacturing Co.

SOUND AND MUSIC
REPRODUCING DEVICES
Amplion Corporation

Gates Radio & Supply Company.
Good-All Electric Manufacturing Company.
Gries Machine Corporation
L. V. Kuttnauer.
Mellaphone Corporation.
Movie-Phone Corporation.
National Motion Ad Company

Manufacturing Company
Pacent Reproducer Corporation.
Oliver

The Oro-Tone Company.
The Photophone Company.
Walter G. Preddey.
Photophone, Inc.
Walt's Theatre Company.
Weber Machine Corporation.

RCA

STAGE AND ORCHESTRA LIFTS
Peter Clark, Inc.

STAGE LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
Frank Adam Electric Company.
Belson Mfg. Company.

Corporation.

SAFETY LADDERS

F. B. Griffin.

FILM REELS

SPEED INDICATORS

Western Electric Company.

PROJECTORS

Zero Valve & Brass
RECORD CABINETS

The Celotex Company.
Irving Hamlin.
Johns-Manville Corporation.
Western Felt Works.

A-C Spark Plug Company.

Connolly, Inc.

LAMPS. REFLECTING ARC

ORGANS

CARPET CUSHIONING

Electric Storage Battery

Electric

SCREENS
American Silvrrshcet Company.
Beaded Screen Company
Da-Lite Screen Company.
Raven Screen Company.
Walker Screen Company.

SEATS
American Seating Company.

Hcywood-W alee field Company.

SIGNS— ELECTRIC
Flexiume Corporation.
Milne Electric Company.

SLIDES
Quality Slide Company.
J. F. Ransley.

44
38
34
37

38
39

Y
York Safe & Lock Company

SOUND PROOF INSTALLATIONS

Garver Electric Company.

Best Devices Company.

G. Raising &
GENERATORS

HORNS AND SPEAKERS
Macy Manufacturing Company

AISLE LIGHTS

61
65-67

W

52

Z

Company

Kersten Radio Equipment Company.

Amplion Corporation
The Oro-Tone Company.

40
40

V

Classified List of Advertisers
ACCESSORIES FOR SOUND DEVICES

66
62

U

O

F

59

T
Tiffin

43
46

Company

E
Electric Storage Battery Company
5
Enterprise Optical Company
...Fourth Cover
Exhibitors Printing Service
67

Quality Slide

46
35

Q

3

Company

L

9

Channon.
Clark,

Insert

K
Kersten Radio Equipment
Kliegl Brothers

C
C-lo*ex

Paine, The, Company
Phototone, The. Company

I

54
49
54
66
10

Company

Bigelow-Hartford Carpet

Connolly

Hall

B

65
47
42
66

H
&

52
65

Hub

Rausch & Lomb Optical Company
Beaded Screen Company
Belson Manufacturing Company
Beet Devices

B

Griffin, F.

33

Audak Company

P

,

Carver Electric Company
General Electric Company
Cri*vi Machine Corporation

Hub

Electric Company.
Kliegl Brothers.

Major Equipment Company.

STAGE RIGGING HARDWARE
H. Channon Corporation.
Peter Clark, Inc.

J.

STAGE SCENERY
Tiffin Scenic Studios.

Volland Scenic Studios.

THEATRE PRINTING. PROGRAMS
Exhibitors Printing Service.
National Program <£ Printing Company.

TICKETS
Arcus Ticket Company.
Automatic Ticket Register Corporation.

TRAILERS
National Screen Service, Inc.

UNIFORMS
Maicr-Lavaty Company.

VENTILATING EQUIPMENT
Arctic Nu-Air Corporation.
Kooler-Aire Engineering Company.
lakeside Company.
Supreme Heater & Ventilator Company.

67
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There

is

no answer to

the important question

"What motion picture
trade paper

for

is

subscribed

and read by first run

—

theatres of the country?"

more conclusive than this
plain statement of fact:

the first 2,142
houses wired by West-

Of

em

Electric,

2,029

subscribe to the
Herald-World.

IT

STANDS
THE
GAFF
MTHE

„,j„
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MOTIOGRAPH DELUXE,
BUILT

FOR THE HEAVY

DUTY REQUIREMENTS
OF SOUND PROJECTION

ONLY PROJECTOR

THE

THAT TAKES THE

HEAT OFF THE FILM
THE ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MFG. CO.;
564

W.

RANDOLPH

ST.

CHICAGO,
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